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Jlol~s

and. Uklippinl!s.

THE smuggling of liquor across the Maine
border from Canada is being-carried on more
extensivly this season than ever before.
THE duke 6f Tor Ionia, syndic of Rome, has
been dismissed from his post by royal decree
for having presented to the pope the congratulations of the Roman municipality.
THE earthquake of last year left deep pits
in the land between Charleston and Summerville, and on the margins of .these was white
sand, such as is seldom found except near
the seashore. On this sand has sprung up
a dense growth of seaweeds, and it is conjectured that the seeds whence sprung this
growth had been buried at a great depth for
many centuries.
IT appears that special attention is being
paid in l!'rance and England to a more general
substitution of iron and steel for wood, whereever practicable, in manufactured articles,
sut:h for instance as building materials, boxes
and packing cases, barrels or casks, carriages•
carts and other vehicles, furniture, fencing,
railway work, sheds, signal boxes, telegraph
poles, etc. In France there hav recently come
into use hollow iron window-frames and doors,
which are said to be light and strong, and of
far greater durability than could ever be assumed of wood. There is no reason, too, it
is thought, why corrugated barrels of iron or
steel should not be used for liquors, since milk
and preserved fruits and other articles are
kept in cans. Steel is finding much favor
among carriage-builders, but there is still
much prejudice against the metal being used
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in the manufacture of furniture. The general
adoption of steel sleepers is warmly advocated
by some, as is also the employment of iron
and steel in the construction of railway cars,
and the erection of wooden sheds, signal
boxes, etc., by railway companies, as at present, might, it is urged, be profitably and
economically substituted with steel.
GEo. C. SEIBs, of Brisbane, Australia, writes
to the Melbourne Libe1'ator: " Freethinkers
in this city hav for the last week or two been
rather put upon their mettle, the authorities
having refused a license to the lessees of the
Gaity Theater unless the Sunday lectures
were stopped. This action necessitated their
finding some other place of meeting, which
fortunately they did. It is believed to be but
the forerunner of a series of prosecutions on
the part of the Christians which hav been
brewing for some time. One thing is certain,
Jet come what may, Freethinkers of Brisbane
hav determined to fight it out to the bitter
end. The outcome, it is. hoped, wjll tend to·
the adoption of urgent measures with regard
to the early erection of a suitable hall."
THE Rev. E. Walpole Warren, says Life,
should take Anthony Comstock and go to
some oasis in the Desert of Sahara, as he sees
the same objections to dancing that Anthony
sees in works of art. Go home, Rev. E.
Walpole Warren, commands Lije. You
hav no business here anyhow ; you were an
assisted emigrant, reverend and suggestiv
sir, and in coming here you made a lawbreaker of your whole congregation. Go
home and make room for some poor devil of
an Italian who, while he may be more or less
of a bandit, and fitted for nothing but work
on the subway, is, nevertheless, nothing of a
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hypocrit, and has a mind which never reverts
to unholy thoughts when he a.ees a young
man and young woman tripping the light fantastic toe.
FRANCis MuRPHY, the temperance evangelist, is meeting with considerable opposition
from the ministers of Pittsburgh, Pa. Since
he began his meetings there two weeks ago,
not one minister has rendered him any assistance or even given him the moral influence
of his presence. An effort was made to
secure one of the churches for the meetings,
but this was also opposed, and he is holding
forth at the old city hall.
THE European Correspondence Company,
Paris, issues a sheet of " views of prominent
Englishmen concerning the proposed treaty
of arbitration between England and America." Charles Bradlaugh is quoted as saying: "I hav always been strongly ii! favor of
the decision of international differences by
international arbitration, and of making preparation for this by formal treaty before any
difference arises. I think this would especially apply to two great peoples speaking
the same language and sharing the same conditions. If the governments of the United
States and Great Britain could be induced to
set to the world the example of pledging
themselvs to the peaceful solution of all disputes arising between them, it would be at
least an encouragement to those who, despite
the disheartening growth of military expenditure, are protesting in Europe against the
fearful waste of-men and money, which, besides the crime and demoralization of its wars
during the last .twenty-five years, has converted Europe even in its peace periods into
almost an armed camp. The shocking condi-

. tion of things in Europe, with so many hundreds of thousands of men always under
arms, non-producers to be supported by the
overburdened wage-earners, must-unless it
can be alleviated by disarmament-culminate
on t.he continent either in a very terrible war
or equally terrible revolution."
THE Secula1· T!wug!Lt, of Toronto, says:
"The time appears to be in sight in this
country when we shall be naming our children Praise.God-Barebones and Devil-overcomer David, and be imposing stringent
penalties for non-attendance at God's meeting-house, for laughing, for walking out on
the Lord's <iay, or for kissing one's wife, and
such like unbecoming conduct. Seriously,
the climax of religious or rather superstitious
absurdity has almost been reached among a
certain class here, and unfortunately the
reins of the city government hav been seized
by them, and they hav now the power to
impress their will to an extent probably not
fully realized by the large proportion of our
citizens. Fancy the chief officer of a great
city in this age of the world's history issuing
souvenir cards with scripture verses like the
following: 'Except the Lord keep the city,
the watchman waketh in vain,' etc. Bagdad
a thousand years ago is about the only parallel to Toronto I can recall at present. In the
former case, however, the verses were from a
different source, just as veracious, the Koran.
It is to be hoped that in the interests of
decency and good sense the electors of Toronto will soon take action to effectually
stamp out all of this tomfoolery, which is
fast bringing the Queen City into contempt
and causing it to be a laughing-stock to the
rest of the world."
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Need I !!peak of the several aristocracies of learn- lQttery-dealers .for marquises, and ealoonists for coun_
ing, intellect, or culture; of piety, reverence, and try squires.
Even in the Nihilist organization, men so sick of
virtue; of philosophy, logic, and reason ; of art,
invention, and beauty; of morals and ethics, of government that they seek to abolish the state will
The Distl·ibution of Wealth.
honesty, of courage, of domestic purity and fidelity 1 bind themselvs by solemn oaths into a new and
W~ must some be poor and others rich ? Some Society is a continual assertion of the vast inequalities secret state· so much more despotic than that against
ignorant and others learned ? For ignorance is only among men in all these respects. Newton was born which they war that if it order them to certain death
mental poverty. Why must some be distl~sed and with such an instinctiv knowledge of mathematics they put on their new and heavier yoke with joy.·
Trades unions, formed expressly to free their
others healthy-for what is disease but bodily poverty, that he leaped beyond Euclid without reading it, and
or health but bodily wealth~ Why does one die in when urged by his preceptor to read it, scanned it members from the domination of -capital and the
the bud, another in the blossom, and another after like a novel, finding nothing in it that required arrogance 9f employers, ~orthwith frame limitations
the full harvest of all his powers has ripened and study ; whila Voltaire confesses that, after devoting on the freedom of their members of a far more mi·
been gathered-for what are the children'.s graves years of preparation to the effort to study Newton's nute and exacting character. So, again, in crime those
but proofs of poverty in those resources that bring "Principia," he could not even study it. Everett who disobey the laws come into a new bond, by
long life~ Why are some ugly and others beautiful- read Greek at five, and graduated from Harvard at which they obey th&ir own lawless leaders. Thus, in
for what makes ugliness but poverty in the things sixteen. Beaconsfield mastered three worlds-the every phase of human thought and effort, out of the
that please~ And why are some vicious-for what is social, the literary, and the political-all without very womb of the most radical assertions of democvice but moral poverty? Why, if-as our Declara- leaving his father's library. Every church spire racy an aristocracy evolves; with every effort at
tion of Independence affirms-all men are created in the world is a standing attestation of mankind's mutiny or insubordination against rank the rebels
equal, is it impossible_ to find any two men who are belief that men are unequal in goodness, virtue; choose a leader, submit to his despotic will, and conin fact equal in any respect?
piety ; and every sermon is an effort to build up an fess inequality. Privileged classes spring out of the
First, there is the aristocracy of muscle. Go into aristocracy of right living on a basis of theological compost heap of universal suffrage, and a democratic
a glass-works or an iron foundry. See those twenty belief. Let him who thinks there is no aristocracy of republic culminates in an autocratic president who
glass-blowers at once, wielding singly with herculean logic, philosophy, or reason dare criticise Plato or has more real power than a czar.
The inequality in society finds its autotype in
arms at the end of rods ten feet in length those Lucretius, Sir William Hamilton, Spencer, Hegel,
great pliant cylinders of molten glass, now so soH, Schopenhauer, Emerson, or Von Hartmann to a nature. The stars, the flowers, the mountains, know
red, and yielding under their weight that they must student of either of those teachers. How speedily no equality. They are so like man that when we look
be kept moving like an orator's thought or prima will he be told that he is a plebeian, and must not at the Alps we think of the Cresars and Napoleons.
donna's song, or like the blazing stars that rush upset the vested monopoly of these intellectual aris- In this spirit Byron says:
through space as if to pause were ruin. All the work- tocrats l So in muscle, in health, in learning, in
He who ascends tile mountain tops shall find
The loftiest peaks most wrapt in clouds and snow;
men move in rhythmic harmony, every muscle keeping piety, in philosophy, men recognize, not equality, but
He who surpasses or subdues mankind
time, time, time in a sort of runic rhyme, like the arms quality; not mediocrity, but merit; not widows'
Must look down on the hate of those below.
of violinists· in an orchestra, since all are inbent on mites, but monopolists' hoards; not want, but worth;
Though hip;h above the sun of glory glow
producing the same result, each movement deftly not veal, but value. None of the great goods of life,
And far beneath the earth and ocean spread,
timed to catch the pliant effect of the escaping heat least of all the intellectual, distribute equally. And
Round him are icy rocks, and loudly blow
Contending tempests on his naked head,
while yet the red glass bends under the molding yet each produces what the other needs. The glassAnd thus reward the toils which to those summits led.
power of the stalwart artist's lungs as he literally blower's physique would be an impediment to Sir
breathes into the dull sand and clay a form, life, and Isaac Newton; for, with so much muscle, he would
The Andes and the Alps, Mount Blanc and Chimbeing not their own. The strength of Richard hav to lead a muscular life, or the great tides of blood borazo, seem to many a child, savage, or peasant to
Creur de Lion and the grace of Saladin combine to would center on his brain and stop his sleep. And be vast wastes of wealth, a mere accumulation of
shape the fading cylinder of fr0zen fire, which other Newton's nerve development, his surplus of brain building-stone in an inaccessible place. So the polithands will soon lay out in plates of crystal, one of over muscle, gave him a sensitivness and, irritability ical concentration of power in Cresar or Napoleon,
the myriad miracles of toil. Thus· the man shapes of organization which even in his high position in- and the like concentration ·of wealth in the Rothsthe work. But meanwhile the work shapes also the volved· him in quarrels with his nearest friends as childs, Girard, Astor, or Vanderbilt, seems to many
man. He might stand as a model te the chief of well as with his rivals, made his social life a torment seers, prophets, mystics, and moralists who do not
sculptors for a statue of the king of men. His which not even his acknowledged ascendancy could base their ethics on economics, but on emotions
thews are iron, his knuckles brass. Neither blouse, alleviate, caused him to insult his admirers one day merely, to be an unnatural and unrighteous waste.
These religious and moral advocates of equality in
dust, soot, nor grime conceal his manly beauty from and apologize to them the next, subjected him to the
the eye of art. The esthetic Greeks would hav said charge of insanity-in short, made of him socially a the distribution of wealth hav lately been reinforced
to him, "We must hav you in marble for our Pan- man whom a healthy glass-blower, strong in the love by a school of revolutionists headed by Karl Marx
theon. By birth you were a peasant, but toil has of wife and child, might pity. And yet the glass- and Lasalle in Germany and by Hyndman in Engmade you a god." It is from the blood and lineage blower's art furnished Newton with those lenses land and Henry George in America, who make cerof such, when .their offspring marry up, as it is which were among the hourly objects of his solicitude tain alleged doctrins of political economy their
called, into families made weak by wealth and puny and conditions of his fame. ·Newton was absolutely basis. Their argument is brief. ·It is thus:
1. Does not labor create all wealth T Ans. It does.
by successful trade, that the fainting vigor of an dependent on the glass-maker for the ability to per2. Are we not labor? Ans. We are.
emasculated nobility will borrow the privilege of form all his labors. And the glass-maker learned
3. Do we not, then, create all wealth T Ans. We
good digestion and red blood. Thus those who from Newton both the nature of light and the laws
through trade and profit mount up with wings as of attraction. Thus, out of their inequalities grew do.
4. Do you ever see labor owning wealth ? Ana.
eagles must return to earth again or die, as Hercules their reciprocal abilities.
could only renew his strength when, thrown upon
But you will say I am setting up a man of straw. Never, for whoever owns wealth ceases to labor.
5. Then those who create wealth never own itT
the ground, he kissed his mother. The highest price All that is meant by the doctrin of political equality
•
the successful pay for their success, and the dearest is that all men shall start with equal political rights Ans. Never.
6. But ought not those who create wealth always
cost at which civilization emerges from barbarism, is and opportunities, not that they shall continue
this descent, this fall, which the successful, with few through life with equal political powers. If this be to own it? Ans. They ought.
7. Then is not every man who is without wealth
exceptions, make from the aristocracy of muscle-a all that is meant by H, then the )Joasted doctrin of
perfect physical manhood-consenting to become crip- political equality conflicts with no doctrin of absolut- robbed? Ans. He is.
8. And fs not every man who possesses wealth a
pled, wheezy, dyspeptic, nervous, sleepless, gouty, ism, monarchy, aristocracy, or divine right. For
puny; to liv between the doctor and the confessor, with even William of Germany would not deny that at robber! Ans. He is.
9. And is any duty plainer than that the robbed
absolution on the right and life insurance ori the left, birth, or, at least, as a fretus in the womb, he had no
and potions in front and plasters behind; starving as more actt~:al political power than a peasant. The ought to kill the robber and enter into possession of
A. T. Stewart starved, because nothing he could eat doctrin implies a delusion, viz., that, by the demo- his own? Ans. No duty is plainer.
10. Then is it not the duty of every man who has
would digest-a debtor daily fleeing from the duns of cratic machinery of universal suffrage and making all
death. Who will venture to assert that life has any offices electiv, all men may be made substantially got nothing ·to dynamite every man who has got
magic in its gift which will lift the wasted merchant equal in political power. All men may be given a something? Ans. Certainly.
_
into equality with the glass-blower 1
free scramble for political power, just as all men
Thus a theory of thugism is deduced from an
Again, there is the kindred but not identical aris- may be given a free scramble for wealth. But the economic mistake. The fallacy lies in the first proptocracy of health and good nature-that super- organization of society in republics implies as great osition. The word labor, among wage-workers, has
abundance of life and soul in one man which by its an inequality in the possession and .exercise of polit- come to be applied exclusivly to themselvs. Hence
genial overflow attracts all others and makes us say ical power us in a monarchy or aristocracy, and the the phrase, "Does not labor· create all wealth!"
to them, "Yea, though thou swindle me, yet will I reorganization of a republic from its present form means for them, "Do not wage-workers create all
trust in thee." Some of these men hav an actual into a Socialistic state would only change the form of wealth!" But the first condition to a man being a
overflow of brain power, and to know or even to the inequality, but would not lessen its amount. wage-worker is that he shall be without the means
meet them is like stopping twenty minutes to take a What power has the man who merely votes compared_ of working, except as some man employs him. For
university education on the half-shell. Others are with the man who manipulates primaries, stacks and no man wlll work for others' profit who has all the
dull as a lottery in which you may invest all your life piles up the votes together by means of party con- means of working for his own profib. Now, to say
and still draw blanks. Some of them are fat, and ventions, platforms, and campaigns? How: much did that a man who in himself has no power to work exsome are !"pare. Some are very orthodox, like you do toward making Cleveland president compared cept as another employs him; whose work is; in fact,
Beecher, Blaine, Spurgeon, Bismarck, Gladstone, with what Daniel Manning did? If the distribution itself created and caused to exist by his employer;
~oody, and J o Cook. Others are equally heterodox, of wealth could be made Socialistic-i.e., dependent who has to be furnished with subsistence, tools, workhke. Ing~rsoll, Bradlaugh, Victor Hugo, Gambetta, on votes-the vote-stacker would still hav the advan- shop, and job at another's cost, enterprise, and risk
. ~anbald1, and Bakounine. Bub both are equally tage of the mere vote-caster. The ·man who votes is -to say that he is an original creatm; of the comJolly. If they labor, they are strong; if they doubt, to the man who stacks votes as the silver dollar on modity he turns out, is palpably false, because his
they are stronger. If they pray and are patriotic, ~he banker's counter is to the banker who owns it. labor has to be created or caused by his employer.
they grow fat. If they labor to abolish both God If you hav merely voted twenty-five years, can you Suppose it to be brick that he is ma.kiog to-day by
and the state, as Bakounine, of Russia, has done they point to any officer you hav ever elected-to any elec- hand, and to-morrow a machine is substituted which
grow fatter. '\Vine or abstinence, poverty or w~alth tion that would not hav resulted in the sanie way supersedes his work, can the machine say to the
exposure or sedentary habits, alike agree with them: without your vote as with it? In politics votes are brick, "I made you~·· It would hav the same right
Compare ":ith. thes~ pri_vileged classes the large chips. Demagogs are the players. The power is to say so as the man would hav whose work is promass of consbtutwnalmvahds to whom achievement not in the chip, but in the player. The demagog duced, caused, and controled by the same enterprise
is impossible, to whom the gates even of self-support becomes a monopolist of votes as Vanderbilt is of as caused the machine. When the word labor, thereand ordinary utility are closed; whom the leasb railroads, or the Astors of land. Thus, even the fore, .has by usage been reduced to designate merely
struggle to be self-supporting consigns to an early most democratic machinery, invented on purpose to wage-workers, it is no longer true that this labor
grave, and the tenure of whose existence depends on equalize men-the ballot, universal su1Irage, popular creates the commodity which the enterprise and capthe humanity of their friends or of the state. How elections-only givs rise to a new order of noblemen ital of an employer causes it to turn out. In such a
bitter a sarcasm are such facts upon the text, "All and monopolists, substituting often canal contractors case, the employer is the sole creator of the commodmen are created equal !"
for dukes of Bedford, gamblers for earls of Derby, ity, and all that labor creates is the distribution of a
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certain sum in wages to itself. Defining its creativ
power in this manner, it gets e~actly all that it creates, and the alleged· superstructure of injustice on
which it was sought to plant the cannon of mutual
assassination and confiscation tumbles into the dead
level of stern economic necessity an·d justice.
VAN BuREN DENsLow.
(TO DE CONTI~UED.)

Contemporary ·Religious Opinions of the Abolitionists.
Quo!ea by Ell Thayer in the Sun.

N. Y. Independent, Jan. 3, 1856.-0t the converts
to Spiritualism, almost all of them were Infidels and
some of them, like Garrison, of the most deg;aded
class.
· N. Y. Evening .llfirror, May, 1855.-At the Free
Will Baptist church, S~llivan street, yesterday, most
extravagant and fanabeal speeches were made by a
motley set of speakers-male and female, black and
whjte. Garrison, Abby Kelly Foster, C. C. Burleigh, were the ranters par er£cellence. Senators
Sumner and "Wilson, Gerritt Smith, were denounced
as half-way antislavery men.
The New York JJaily News, May, 1855, calls
the disunionists "an Abolition conclave of fiends."
" One side of this circle of fiends were, like Moloch
for open war against the Union and the Constitution:
" Their sentence was for open war:
Of wiles more unexpert they boast not.
"The Constitution was to be trodden under foot
as a polluted thing, and the Union assailed by their
Tartarean fire and violence. Garrison was the leader
in this savage, violent form of parricide. Garrison,
the English emissary, and who came hither with
Thomps_on to play a more mischievous part than Arbuthnot and Ambrister, the English spies that Jackson hung ia FlOrida. · . . We pity and despise
them; the fiends that follow Garrison will not destroy the paradise of this Union. They dash themselva in vain, foaming in their impotent rage, against
the breakwater of ·the Constitution."
New York Observe~·, May, 1855.-A CLEAN SWEEP.
-At a meeting of the American Antislavery Society
held last week in .this city the following resolution
was supported by Mr. Garrison, from the business
commit.ttee, and, we presume, was unanimously
adopted.. Ifthere is anything else in heaven or earth
which these fanatics are disposed to denounce, it
would be gratifying to know what and where it is:
Resolved, 'I bat the following religious organizations, viz.,
the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions,
the American Home Missionary Society, the American Bible
Society, the American Bible Union, the American Tract Society, the American Sunday-school Union, the American and
Foreign Christian Union,. the American and Foreign Bible
Society, the American Bantist Publication Society, the American Baptist Missionary Union, the American Baptist Home
Mission Society:. the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions,
the Missionary Societies. of the Protestant Methodists, Episcopal Methodists, Protestant Episcopal, and Moravian bodies
respectivly, being in league aud fellowship with the slaveholders of the South, utterly dumb in regard to the slave
system, and inflexibly hostil to the antislavery movement,
are not only wholly undeserving of any pecuniary aid or
public countenance at the North, but cannot be supported
without conniving at all the wrongs and outrages by which
chattel sjavery is characterized, and therefore ought to be
instantly abandoned by everyone claiming to be the friend of
liberty and a disciple of Christ the redeemer.
This resolution is submitted and supported by a
man publishing a newspaper in which he allows such
blasphemy to be published from week to week as
makes the blood run cold to read. In a recent numher one of his corre(>pondents says: "If God has the
power to abolish slavery and does not, he is a very
scoundrel." From this we infer readily that there is
no God· at all.
We suppose that among all the supporters of the
resolution we hav copied above there are very few
who believe in the existence of the God of the Bible.
The society which they represent~ is now the only
American antislavery society having any vitality
whatever. In thus planting itself in defiant opposi. ~- tion to th_e entire body of Christian p~il~nt~ropists
.d? _the Umted States aud boldly procl~Im~ng ~ts hosl t1hty to the church and to all the mstitutwns of
~Christian benevolence, it discloses its true character
-~and reveals the natural result of unregulated and
\...~ unscriptu~al measm:es. of reform. . . . . Strike
1 out of bemg the soCieties enumerated m the damnatory resolution given above, and what would be left
~in the matter of philanthropy and benevolence~
.. ,. Separate the clergy from the asylums and other char": itable houses of relief for the poor and distressed,
(..~ and how long would they be ~ustain~d? Infidelity
<.: makes a great outcry about 1ts philanthropy, but
.-religion does the work.
::~"
.
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Mr. Blaine wants to keep up the tax on whisky
because it promotes temperance. Colonel Ingersoll,
on· the contrary, thinks that if the Mississippi river
should flow with free whisky there would be no more
intemperance than now. The Prohibitionists are
inclined to disagree with Mr. Blaine; but if they
should find the Mississippi river flowing with whisky
they would be sure to dam it.
BuRB.

l[l(t Jlmtrican ~tcular IJnion.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President.
E. A, STEVENS, Secretary,
• - 750 West Lake St., Chicago.
0HAitLEB EoKHAitD, Trea8.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
E. B. FooTE, JB., Chair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave., New York.
EnaAit 0. BEALL, Ohair. Fin. Oom., - - 27 Arcade, Cincinnati

The Romish Lion's Jubilee.
To-morrow 275,000,000 of people pay homage to
the present Roman pontiff, Leo XIII., on the fiftieth
anniversary of his ordination. Surpassing in point
of magnificence all previous displays of pomp, and
wealth, and power are the gorgeous presents to be
bestowed, all wrung by the despotic sway of superstition from among the most wretched of earth's toiling creatures. Crowned heads who, in many instances, are merely his marionets, congratulate in
person or by special envoy; Protestant queens and
princes vie with each other to show their sycophantic
fawning, their complete servility. The mass to be
performed for. the representativ of " him who had
not where to lay his head" will cost $200,000, and this
follower of the somewhat mythical tramp of Jerusa1em will wear a tiara studded with priceless gems.
No longer king of Rome, yet his adroit tactics as a
predatory politician hav made the pope once more
II
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recent order to his followers to participate in the
elections resulting in a complete victory for the Vatican. 0 tempora I 0 mores! The party of liberty
and progress was swept away as though with the hot
breath of a simoon.
A Chicago morning.paper closes a six-column illustrated panegyric on the pope with these words :
From all parts of the world presents will go to the spiritual ruler of "the only empire upon which the sun not only
never sets, but on which the sun will never set until it is
turned into darkness."
This shows the papal power is not confined to
Rome, but perrrea.~es our entire republic. Last Sunday seventy-five hundred devotees paraded the
streets of Pittsburgh and passed in review before a
bishop, and many more will doubtless follow that
example to-morrow in honor of this all-powerful perennial potentate. We are told that Leo loves America and her institutions. Yes, this Romish lion, seeking whom he may devour, in answer to the questions
of the American bishops replied as follows:
The civil laws are binding only when conformable to tbe
superior rights of the church. . . . Atheism of the state
consists in the exclusion from the civil government of all reJigious influences-above all, that of the religion of Jesus
Christ. In other words, the separation of church and state.
"Oh, how he loves!" Yet newspapers giv sixcolumn articles in praise, thousands parade our
· h h
d
d
streets m is on or, an • I presume, the presi ent
will send his congratulations for all of us to this mitared scoundrel who is scheming to destroy what has
been our boast and pride as a republic for a century
-the very fundamental principle of American liberty
-the absolute separation of church and state.
These indications prove that manhood is oozing
out of our national life, when the hydra-headed manstar of Romanism meets with no demonstration of
disapproval; that we are willing to wallow at the feet
of representativs of the papal power; that politicians, lost to all sense of honor or duty, are liable to
trade the liberties of the people for a political favor
from the pope. When presidential aspirants send
daughters to nunneries and hav sons marry into
the Romish religion it shows that the man of the
Vatican is the greatf'st "vote-monger" in the world.
Nice business, truly, for loyal American citizens to
be engaged in-celebrating the anniversary of the
greatest despot on earth, who openly declares hostility to the fundamental American idea, and who is
activly engaged in undermining it; who declares that
the government founded by a Jefferson, a Franklin,
and a Washington must be made to "conform to the
superior rights of the church "-a despot who even
claims infallibility. Cardinal Gi?~ons already holds
the loaded dice of destiny-a mllhon and a half of
·Roman Catholic votes, which presages that the day
of liberty's doom may not be far distant.
Under the "mad dog" c~y of Anarchism, we. are
assured that Roman Cathohcs are not -.Anarchists,
but that all Anarchists are Infidels, with a suspicious
intimation that all Infidels are Anarchists, and therefore should be exterminated so for the time being
we find a wonderful agreem~nt between Catholic and
Protestant clergy that all must stand to~et_her. to
crush out Freethought and heresy. This IS JUst
what all leading Freethinkers hav for years prophetically foreseen, but they were not prepared for the
Romish cunning which could so readily enrage the
entire populace against every Infidel in the land.
How well we should heed the warning words of
Lafayette, "If ever the liberty of the American
republic is destroyed, it will be the work of the
Roman Catholic priests!"
There are said to be over two hundred thousand
Freethinkers in the United States-people emancipated from orthodox dogmas. I almost hope this is
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not so, for as Freethinkers we are the natural defenders and protectors of that priceless boon, religious freedom, and if that strong numerically we
stand condemned as being very derelict in our duty.
Alas! the little band who annually giv liberally,
nobly, generously, toward the only three agencies
which can possibly perpetuate and extend that religious freedom are very few in number. Those three
agencies, the Freethinkers' trinity, are the Freethought press, the 'American Secular Union, and the
propaganda by our lectures, which every Liberal
should feel it his bounden duty to maintain. What
are all the rest doing 1 Some of these pretended
Liberals are paying their money to support the
church. Intellectually they don't believe in orthodox
dogmas, but industrially or commercially they are
slaves. Continually concealing their true aspirations
makes them apologists for the church, especially if
their patrons are largely of that class, and readily.
join the hue and cry against every brave and honest
Infidel who dares to enter the brunt of the battle.
The orthodox counterpart of these crawling creatures
is those who are coerced through fear of hell. Well,
we hav no place of future torment with which to
frighten Freethinkers, but they are liable to receive
a hell of a reception right here in the "near future if
they neglect to assist those who are battling on the
outposJ:s for universal freedom. Then, to our shame
and sorrow, there is another contingent of professed
Liberals who act like cowardly, Jesuitical malcontents
more determined to destroy our efforts than to sustain them; ever ready to spread slander and suspicion on the acts and character of those prominent in
proclaiming universal mental liberty. Then, there is
the finical Freethinker who picks every flaw on this
pretext or that, or on no pretext at aU; who considers the movement too uncultured for his esthetic
aspirations. He wants to wait till "sa wciety" accepts it. And he waits.
The Liberal who is deterred from doing his duty
on account of some personal pique is not so much of
a Liberal as he ought to be. · The principles at stake
are too far beyond and far reaching in their effect to
allow of desertion from the ranks in Ute hour of dan·
ger. Just as in a political contest we don't care to
inquire into the character or chronology of every
person who votes our ticket, but we giv them credit
for doing one good deed, now let the spirit of har·
mony, amity, and action pervade the entire Liberal
host during the year 1888, and let us each endPavor·
to make it a memorable year in the progress of Freethought and Secular principles.
I wish all a glad New Year.
E. A. STEVENS, Sec. A. S. U.
P.S.-By some fatality, Harry Hoover's name,
which I am informed was regularly reported at the
recent Congress, as one of its vice-presidents,
although it was either illegible or obliterated on the
list handed me, has thus far not been properly acknowledged. When I heard of it, I notified a party
to see that the correction was made, but so far, I be·
lieve, it has been neglected. I hope that my friend
Harry will not imagin that there w~ts any intentional
slight or neglect. I think he is too old a worker for
E. A. S.
that.

The Chicago Secular

Union~

I am the committee of one who arranges the lectures
for the Chicago Secular Union. In the absence of
the president, Mr. Stevens, I presided at the meeting
referred to in "Liberal's" letter of Dec. 5, 1887. f
regret the necessity that compels me to refer to that
letter, and to assure the writer and the readers of
THE TRUTH SEEKER that his fears are groundless.
We distribute each month several thousand circulars containing program for the month, and also settiNg forth the manner of conducting our meetings
and the objects for which the Union was organized.
Let me quote from the circular :
The lecturer selects his subject, and the society is in no
way responsible for his views or his manner of handling it.
The ChicHgo Secular Union is subordinate to the American
Secular Union, which is organized on the basis of the Nine
DemHnds of Secularism. It is a Free Thought organization,
and offers an absolutely free platform. All who can work
on the basis of the Nine Demands are invited to cooperate.
On the back of these circulars are printed the
Nine Demands and Ingersoll's definition of Secularism.
Since the first lecture of this course (first Sunday
in September) some twelve thousand of these circulars hav been distributed. If "Liberal" will call on
our secretary, that functionary will supply him with a
bundle of those circulars and point out the passages
that I hav quoted. " Liberal" will then be expected
to place the circulars where they will do most good,
and further vindicate his right to the honored name
he assumes by making a handsome donatioB to the
Chicago Union's pledge.
So much for the documentary evidence in regard
to Anarchism in our local organization, but I am not
content to let the case rest there. As a rule, at our
meetings, after the lecture of the evening, the presid~
ing officer, in placing the lecture before the house for
criticism, speaks (however, in varying formula) something like this : " In order that there may be a full
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and fair discussion of the lecturer's subject, an
especial invitation is extended to those who may desire to traverse the statements or antagonize the
arguments of the lecturer. This is the only organization in this city where open adverse criticism is
allowed, and the religionist as well as the Freethinker
is assured a courteous hearing and respectful consideration.''
·
In response to such an invitation we hav bad
Catholic apologies and orthodox exhortations. . We
bav also had lectures defending Spiritualism. Why
does not "Liberal" raise a warning voice against our
Catholic, Protestant, and Spiritualistic tendencies 1
We sometimes hav heated, inconsiderate, silly
speeches on all sides of a question, but the Union is
in no way responsible for the senseless utteranclilS of
debaters, whether the topic be ethics or economics.
I wish it understood that I am not apologizing for,
or justifying, nor censuring the language quoted by
"Liberal." I hav endeavored to establish conclusivly
that the Nine Demands constitute the working pla..tform of the Chicago Secular Union-that the Union
is not responsible for the opinions of anyone who
occupies its free platform, or the vagaries of any critic
who accepts our invitation to take part in the exercises, and, finally, that we are conscious of sufficient
strength to withstand and even invite hostil criticism. While not questioning "Liberal's" right to
speak on this matter to THE TRUTH SEEKER's large
constit,uency, mY, ideas of propriety would suggest
that the place "to enter a vigorous protest against the
teaching and preaching of Anarchism in the rooms of
the Chicago Secular Union" is, on the very spot, i.e., in
the rooms and at the meetings of the Chicago Secular
Union. Accepting "Liberal's" statement as to what
Anarchism has already done, and disregarding his
prediction as to what it will do iri certain contingencies, I make my best bow to Anarchism for its services
in puncturing that economic wind-bag, Henry George,
and in opening the eyes of Pope Powderly's dupes.
Chicago, Dec. 26th. ·
EDWARD S. McLEoD.

Address
To the Liberals of the Unitecl States by the Board
of Directors of the American Secnlar Union.
We take it for granted that the Secular Union has
the sympathies of all the Liberals of the country,
that its platform appeals to their reason, and that
they would favor more practical means for carrying
out its objects. For such work the first essential is
an organization; the second, the necessary financial
support. We desire that the organization e<ball be
strengthened, and so conducted that all the Liberals
of the country shall be sufficiently interested to
cooperate in carrying out its purpose. This is a
large country, and probably its extent has more to
do than many of us imagin with interfering with the
success of the Union. The members of our organization cannot afford to meet together in large numbers,
if for no other reason than the cost of traveling
expenses. There is, however, a small body of
speakers moving among the Liberals, promoting
Freothought and Secular principles by eloquent lectures, who find their support in the audiences that
attend. Qur plan is to invite the earnest support of
all these lecturers in a way that will bind them and
the people in ·the fratemal bonds of the American
Secular Union, giving them whatever prestige may
arise from the fact of their being special agents of
'the American Secular Union._ That such special
agents shall endeavor to enlist the cooperation,
moral and financial support, of the Liberals individually and colleclivly wherever they may hav
appointments. It is presumed that there are a great
many Liberals throughout the land who would gladly
make donations annually or oftener to the general
fund of the Union, but who might put it off from
day to day, and possibly entirely neglect, owing to
the trouble of writing and sending a safe remittance
by mail. Liberals will thus find a convenient way to
do what they would wish for the general fund, while
at the same time contributing as much as they otherwise would to the lecturer.
The plan which has received the approval of the
board of directors, and which will be communicated
to each lecturer in detail by the secretary, has the
muit of placing all Liberal lecturers on the same
footing in the Union, and affords an arrangement
which should be agreeable to aU, besides affording a
practical plan for insuring a sufficient treasury fund.
The funds thus obtained are to be used for the maintenance of an activ secretary and home office, and for
the printing and purchasing of such literature, tracts,
or pamphlets as are approved by the board of directors for distribution to contributors to the fund, provided the income is sufficient, and for the assistance
of the lecturers. The secretary, where possible, will
assist the lecturers to procure appointments and
render them all the aid in his power. It is fair to
presume that those who adopt this arrangement with
the Union would not be contributing any portion of
their own earnings, but that, being authorized agents,
they will receive a much larger subscription than
they otherwise would, besides building up a universal
interest, and maintaining an activ, vigorous national

organization for the furtherance of Freet~ought and
their own protection.
S. P. PUTNAM, President.
E . .A.. STEVENS, Secretary.
CHARLES EcKHARD, Treasurer.
EDGAR BFALL, Chair. Fin. Com.
E. B. FooTE, JR., Chair. Ex. Com.
THE ROLL OF HONOR.
Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., New York City ...................... $25.00
N. C. Dahl, Chicago, Ill......................................... 25.0 I
A. K. Olds (per Mrs. M. J. Olds), McMinnville, Or... 25.00
J. J. McCabe, Albany, N. Y................................... 5.00
I. P. Martin,* Princeton, Kan................................. 3.00
Mrs. C. Palm, Lawrence, Kan.......... .... .............. ... 2.50
0. H; Palmer, Boston, Mass. (annual membership per
1.00
Brother Putnam),
Geo. N. Hill, Boston, Mas8.
"
" ............ 1.00
Mr. Smith,
"
"
"
"
1.00
Mrs. Jane Kendall, Roxbury, Mass.
"
50
* $1 for annual membership, $1 for C. B. Reynolds, and
$1 for Defense Fund.
.A. letter from Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., casually refers
to paying "my annual contribution, $25." You donothing-but-talk Liberals, think of that-a life-membership fee every year. A few more Footes and what
a grand organization we could hav ! The Footes,
being engaged in the laudable task of enlightening
the race to preserve health of body and strength of
mind, might, if so disposed, plead exemption from
assisting the American Secular Union, as they are
carrying on such needed reforms in then· own way,
but they remain in the front rank of aggressiv reforms
both as thinkers and contributors. .A.s to their professional acumen I can safely testify, for the junior
has diagnosed our trouble (financial flatulence) exactly, and furnished the most potent prescription.
In agravated instances, such as ours, we are willing
to "take" allopathic doses of the same formula. .A.re
there no inore physicians here to provide the necessary balm~ If so, wake up. We are perfectly impartial as to what school. May the young doctor liv
to see bigotry and superstition laid under foot, with
a big F.
N. C. Dahl is a member of our Chicago society,
who never makes the eagle on a dollar squeal by
squeezing it, when contemplating a contribution.
Mr. Dahl is a Dane, who traveled through Germany,
Saxony, Sweden, and Norway while quite young, and
at twenty years was engaged in this city in a scheme
to colonize his countrymen in Kansas, which was a
good investment for those who went on the land, but
its promoter did not get rich out of it. He is a radical Freethinker and Socialist, and his word is worth
one hundred cents on the dollar every time, and he
is so far removed from the "shiftlessness" of the
Socialists, which, we are informed, is their proverbial
characteristic, that he bas built up a considerable
wholesale fish business. But there is nothing "fishy"
about his Liberalism. It is of the robust order. He
is contemplating another colony scheme, by which
he can do something to help those who are wilting
to help themselvs, and his desire to do good for
others wreathes his hearty, generous countenance
into a perpetual sunbeam sort of a smile.
In Dahl's market, loaded with years and infirmities, is "old Mr. ·Johnson," so honest that he is out
of fashion_:_one of the pioneer Freethinkers of England, who loves to tell of Holyoake, Bradlaugh, and of
others who antedated them, for Bradlaugh was but
a youngster when Johnson knew of him, for he is
seventy. three, and rheumatism is getting too tight
a hold for his comfort. He mourns that he cannot
attend our meetings, but the enjoyment of THE TRUTH
SEEKER is still left to him. His family are all married and out West, and havbeen brought up by their
father to hav faith only in facts. He made the writer
promis to see that no canting minister played the
repentant-Infidel dodge over his bones, but that such
remarks as comport with the life of a consistent
Freethinker be made.
Mrs. M. J. Olds, of McMinnville, Or., is one of my
activ correspondents, full of enthusiasm for Freethought, every letter containing some good, practical
suggestions. Recently she wrote that "if we Liberals cannot succeed in raising money a.s well as the
church, because we hav no hell to .scare them with,
can't we scare them by showing they will hav a hell
here if they do not hold in check the powers that
be~"
Under date of December 21st she writes:
I inclose you post-office order for $25 for the purpose of
making my busband, A. R. Olds, a life-member of the American Secular Union. This is what old Santa is doing for him;
only wish he would do the same for many others.
Yours for the truth,
}1. J. OLDs.
.A.m sorry the certificate of life-membership will
not even arrive with the new year, as I hav to get
the names inscribed by a pen artist. He doe~ the
work in old English text, and they loek well.
J. J. McCabe, of Albany, N. Y., is one who believes in freedom-emancipation, mental and physical-and labors zealously and intelligently to accomplish that desideratum. He writes:
DEAR MR. STEVENS: Please find inclosed $5 to be applied
to the Secular Union fund. The work which the Secular
Union has undertaken ought to be continued nnderall circumstances, and I hope that the new administration may be more
successful than any of its predecessors. I wish I were in a
condition to contribute a larger amount.
Yours truly,
J. J. McCABE.

Brother McCabe can be assured that we reecho
every. desire he bas expressed, and shall do what in
us lies to realize them.
Notwithstanding recent severe reverses, Mrs. C.
Palm of Lawrence, Kan., incloses $2 50 for the Campaig~ Fund with the regret. that her residence
here bas gro~n "to be such a wicked place" that she
never wants to return where they murder innocent
men. Mrs. Palm is one of the few brave, intelligent,
sympathetic women who comprehend the mission of
Freethought.
I. P. Martin, ofPl'inceton, Franklin Co., Kan., takes
au annual passage donates $1 to the Defense Fund,
and the same amo~nt to C. B. Reynolds and his tent,
with the remark that orthodoxy prevented his being
heard from sooner. He says :
Allow me to congratulate you and all Freetliink~rs on
your being made secretary. Had made great <?alculatlol\s of
being with you at the convention, but, as I satd before, was
cruelly disappointed. Sincerely yoms,
I. P. MARTIN.
The contributions of Messrs. Gao. N. Hill, 0. H .
Palmer, Mr. Smith, and Mrs. Kendall, sent by Brother
Putnam, are already acknowledged, and certificat?s
sent. May they feel proud in the future of the atd
they hav given and the work it has helped accomplish.
E. A. STEVENs, Sec. .A.. S. U.

The Freethought University.
The Freethought University at L'tberal, Mo., is an
established fact. Under the most trying and adverse
circumstances Prof. M. D. Leahy has conducted th~
university, and by his extraordinary tact, energy, and
self-sacrifice made it self-sustaining.
With unbounded confidence in the onward march
of the great cause of humanity ; yet with a realizing sense of the herculean task before him, and
warned of the unre1iability of many who should be
zealous in aiding him, with the glowing enthusiasm
of his young manhood he threw himself into the
breach-turned his back on the lucrativ positions
_offered him, and risked his fame and fortune on success in leading what at best was a dismally forlorn
hope. And he has triumphed; gained victory, where
even many of the best friends of the cause could only
prophesy inevitable defeat. Without one dollar of
endowment; wiiih m·etched, dilapidated, old, barn-like
buildings; with the scantiest necessities, and those of
the very poorest and meanest description; lacking
many essentials, this young hero Leahy gathered
around him talented, educated, and trustworthy assistants, to whom he imparted his own indomitable
spirit of hope, zeal, and courage, and on September
6,1886, the Freethought University was inaugurated.
Through dark clouds of discouragement, hissing
sneers of distrust, jagged rocks of opposition, sandbanks of poverty, and the dispiriting calms of apathy
resolutely has the young hero stood at the helm,
steering the frail bark through every peril of its :first
two years' voyage, and bas piloted her to the glad
haven of safety.
Prof. M. D. Leahy has done what has neve1· before
been accomplished, he has inaugurated and successfully conducted a university for two years, and made
it from the start self-sustaining.
The institution began with thirteen students, and
during the first year enrolled thirty-six. The second
year is still better, and will reach :fifty. The orations
of the sophomore class at commencement, June 30,
1887, evinced deep study and ability unsurpassed by
any commencement exercises of any college in the
United States.
Prof. M. D. Leahy and his able assistants not
alone win the confidence and respect, but the dear
affection of the students. Prof. Leahy possesses the
most happy faculty of imparting to each of the students his own spirit of ambition to conquer every
difficulty and to excel in whatever they attempt. I
was greatly pleased with the classes at my recent
visit. The students did not simply recite the words
of the lesson:book, nor listen to prosy lectures of old
fossil professors. The students each and all discussed the lesson, defended their own opinions,
spurred on, excited to redoubled efforts by the occasional suggestions or apt questions of the professor;
and when unity was not reached or false ideas gained
ascendancy, the professor, by a question or a diagram on the blackboard, caused all to at once detect
the error or sophism. Thus the facts were indelibly
impressed on every mind. Such disciplin is invalu.able. The professors act only as guides, directors;
the students themselvs dig out the facts, thus giving
intense interest to every study, all learning from each
other. Glorious, untrammeled exercise of Freethought!
Shall the Freethought University receive such
prompt, generous aid and encouragement as will enable it to accomplish its most grand and glorious
mission? Shall we hav an Infidel college fully in
accord with the spirit of advanced civilization, that
shall furnish the students the beat possible conditions
for development of Freethought, the only true basis
of mental development; a university where all systems, creeds, and isms shall be studied from a
strictly neutral standpoint, and a spirit of perfect
independence encouraged in all lovers of truth? Do
we need a university that shall each year giv to our
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ranks young men and women of cultured intelligence
thoroughly disciplined minds, in strong, healthy·
bodies, who shall go forth as exponents of the ennobling principles of Liberalism-scholarly, able efficient lecturers who .sh'!ll demolish the creeds, e~pose
the sophisms, and defeat the subtle wiles of priestcraft ; able lecturers to fill the places and carry on
the work of those who, like myself, are in the sere
and yellow leaf, and so soon must cease to beT We
do not wish to hav the university sustained or run
solely by millionaires. Grateful for the help of all,
we should all, each and every genuin Liberal of the
United States and Canada, hav part in this enterprise. Let each and all do all they can in its behalf.
Shares in the Freethought University are only $1
each. Let all contribute as their means will permit..
Send by registered letter or post-office order addressed, George Baldwin, Liberal, Barton county,
Mo., and shares will be sent by return mail.
The Freethought University owns about seventy
acres of land at Liberal, the finest site of southwest Missouri. There is abundance of most desirable,
handsome building-stone in the vicinity. The stone
will be got out this winter, and the er€ction of. the
building (at least of a center, with wings to be added
as means are furnished) will be commenced at earliest possible date in the spring. Having become a
shareholder, then use every influence to induce parents of children, who hav completed study'and
evinced ability at public school, to send them to the
university to complete their education. Send for
catalogs, and keep some on hand for distribution.
Let the ladies of every local Liberal society form
a "Woman's Educational Society," solicit contribu.
tions, get up festivals, suppers, dances, and excursions, and devote the proceeds to paying the tuition
at the Freethought University of able, deserving
youths whose par.ents are unable to bear the expense.
The success of the institut,ion is beyond all peradventure. The question is, Shall all genuin Liberals
take activ interest and expedite its reaching that condition of usefulness that shall enable Liberals with
commendable pride to call attention to our Freethought University-thorough, practical, progressiv,
and liberal-the only institution of learning absolutely free from superstition?
C. B. REYNOLDS.

C. B. Reynolds on His Western Tour.

I

Mt. Vernon is a rabid local option town. I was, worry by fines and imprisonment all those whom
therefore, more annoyed than surprised to find so they cannot deter by fear.
much of drunkenness. Some half-dozen boys beThey do not seem to gain any knowledge by the
tween the ages of fourteen and eighteen years, experience of the past. This matter
attemp~
and one young man of about twenty-five, were ing to convince by force has repeatedly failed, yet Is
insanely drunk on the evening of my first lecture. again as blindly called for by those who are unwillThe young man at first amused himself, and the ing to Ufi,e argument and await the results of edupoor, drunken Sunday-school boys (I learned they cation.
were all children of devoutly pious parents and
Truth never fears argument, investigation. It is
regular attendants at Sunday-school and church), the fanatic who meets logic with a club.
by standing in the road during the early part of
These Sunday fanatics tear their hair and predict
my lecture, repeatedly firing off his revolver at dire calamities on account of what they term Sabbath
the hall windows; growing tired of this, admis- desecration by the saloon men and baseball players.
sian being free, they came up into the hall, and soon They blubber and cry, because people prefer and do
became so noisy I had to request them to be silent go to the saloons, attend picnics and baseball grounds,
or leave; finally, finding all appeals in vain, I de- on Sundays instead of going to the cowards' castles
scended from the rostrum myself to eject them, but where those hirelings do all the talking-, blaspheme
the sheriff assured me he would remove them, which, the universe, libel the memories of the dead humanafter a little delay, he succeeded in doing. The itarians and patriots, and slander the living ~omen
drunken young man was the son of a very wealthy and men, whose shoes they are not worthy to polish.
and devoutly pious widow, and the sheriff lacked These everlasting priestly beggars stated in their
backbone to arrest him, but coaxed him down-stairs, meeting that the baseball playing must be stopped
and the poor, half-crazed, drunken boys slunk out, on Sundays, because it was drawing more people
and"order was restored. There were some threats of away from the churches than the ~oaloons!
terrible vengeance on me the next day, but the ChrisIs it possible that a baseball club of nine is more
·tians themselvs were ashamed and apologized. It powerful than the Christian's God! If the priests
seems the boys had purchased pint-bottles of com- tell the truth, it is. But herein lies their inconsistmon alcohol at the drug-store and thus became ency, unfairness, and fraudulent pretensions and barewildly drunk. There was large attendance, with a faced hypocrisy. They base their action 01;1 the imgood number of ladies, and perfect order, the next piety and great sin, crime, of Sabbath-brea~mg, when
night. On Saturday, December 16th, Dr. Denney it is a well-known fact that these hypocritica~ grasstook me over to Phelps, Mo., for one lecture; had hoppers violate the Sunday laws more persistently
large audience, and much of real interest evinced. than any other profession or class of people in the
Sold considerable Liberal literature. Here I met S. state and nation.
P. Wood, of Red Oak, a most earnest, hard-working
It is well known to everyone that every one of them
Liberal. On Sunday morning I accompanied him to works for salary, hire, wages, every Sunday in the>
Fairview, about two miles and a half from Red Oak, year, unless sick or off on a froli~. The Sundays are
for it appears the Christians were too subtle for thrown into confusion in the mornings, afternoons,
friend Wood, and defeated all his endeavors to and evenings by the discordant jamming v"nd clangsecure hall or school-house in the village, basely ing of their miserable old bells. Then the hired men
violating their promises, ignoring their pledges. clean up horses and carriages and drive t~e "u':co
Wood foolishly had some trust that even a most guid" down to the workshops and remam outside
pious Christian would keep his pledged word. But in the cold, rain, or heat, as it may be, with the poor
he has bought them cheap enough. He knows them horses' noses. drawn up higher in the air in an onnow, and just what their promises amount to.
natural and painful position, whi~e the organ-grinder,
I delivered three lectures at the school-house in the musician, and choir and pnest all work o.t the
.John Blain's neighborhood. A very intelligent various perts assigned them for pay, for thus much
Liberal sound to the core, a deep thinker, and good gold-all on hired, stated salaries. All of them,
conver;ationalist is John Blain, and I greatly enjoyed under an honest, just, equitable construction of
my visit at his kind, hospitable home. The attend- these statutes, are violators of the laws of the land
ance on Sunday afternoon and evening was surpris- and are criminally guilty, and should be proceeded
ingly large, considering that all had t? come from against and punished to the ~ull extent of the _law.
considerable distance. Monday evenmg a severe They prate so much and so glibly about the maJesty
blizzard set in-snow and rain, fierce wind and dense and enforcement of the laws-let them be brought
darkness roads horrid-consequently attendance into court as defendants, convicted, fined, and imprisslim · yet even here, under adverse circumstances, I oned, and then see how much they waul~ love ~~;nd
had 'evidence that the effort was not in vain. Not extol these infamous Sunday laws. It Will be tned
alone did some weakly ones become strengthened, so on sooner than they anticipate.
P. V. WrsE.
as to dare declare their convictions, but many were
St. Joseph, ]}Io., Dec. 18, 1887.
induced to think to read, to investigate. I was
much pleased to ~eet J. H. Dishier, of Bower's Mills,
Tho 1\Iauvaiscs Terrcs.
a feal'less honest-hearted, open-handed Liberal,
'Mid the curling grasses' woven tangle
whose wo~·d is ever good as his bond. What a
Where the flowing mists are softly_ blue,
contrast to some Christians of Red Oak!
Our tents awake in a starry spangle
Anu the morning dreams are coming true.
Early Tuesday morning I start~d on a four~een
Hark! the noisy call of prairie chickens,
miles' journey in open stage. A bhzzard was ragmg,
A thrumming song of the lower lines,
and the thermometer declared it to be several degrees
And the stir of wings the red blood quic)cens
below zero. This trip made me fully appreciate the
Are gray-white geese from a land of pmes.
delights of coming south, and thus escaping the
A broken wave from a far-off summer
severe cold and storms of western New York. How
Where lilies be not white lies that seem
I reveled in the balmy zephyrs of the ever genial
They caught the song of a silve~ hammer
sunny south ! When I r~ached the railroad, and o~ce
Whose golden nail was a wakmp; dream.
more saw the ties and rails, I could hav shouted with
Along the land to the western ocean
A swath of steel on the mountains laid;
delight only my mustache was frozen to my coat
The drifting tide is a pulsing motion,
collar. 'The once considered discordant shriek of the
And the mad world leaps a fleet decade.
locomotiv was most sweet melody, and certainly was
a most soothing lullaby compared to the howling of
Here the buffalo and deer scarce linger
And the tattered teepee hurrying on,
the marrow-freezing wind roaring over the dismal,
The mauvaises terres bide the clangor,
barren prairie.
.
Amid faded ruins lost and lone.
December 21st.-En route via railroad to Galena,
The powdered sands of the _ages gliste;n
Kan. I am not yet certain how many weeks I shall
Where a sea once ~ang a JOyful stram;
remain in Utah. I shall reach there February 18th,
Now only winds in the canyons li~ten,
Only echoes of the waves remamand make but very few stops in ~evada (appli~ations
for lectures in Nevada should, to msure attentwn, be
Echoes that wail arounrl wasting columns
made at once · address me care of TRUTH SEEKER
That mark the buried centuries there,
office); thence' to CaliforJ?-ia, down to San Diego;
And gray rocks leave their lettered volumes.
Through the under-world all strangely fair;
then return via the Pacific coast, Oregon, Wash·
And the dead yet wait in balls of splendor,
ington, Idaho, Montana, Dakota, Minnesota, WisconAnd bones are wrapper! in a marble guise,
C. B. REYNOLDS.
sin, Michigan, Canada, home.
'Till the men of earth, with p11.ssion tender,

VERONA, Mo., Dec. 14th.-Dr. Z. C. Denney, of Mt.
Vernon, is the war-horse of Lawrence county. Generous-hearted, affable, and jolly, a physician of skill
and great ability, he has won the kind regard and
respect of all sorts of people despite his being a
" dreadful Infidel." He arranged for me to lecture
at Verona, 1\'lt. Vern on, and Phelps.
Colonel Miller and his stalwart sons comprise about
all the enterprise of Verona. A Disciple revival was
in full blast, but the popularity of Colonel Miller
secured me a hall full of attentiv listeners. I had
some conversation with one of the converts of the
revivai, whom I found in his shop reading the New
Testament to his companions. I offered to giv him
$25 for his minister to distribute among the poor
and destitute of the place if he, or his, or any minister, or other person, could find even a piece of a verse
in Old or New Testament that taught or demanded
observance of Sunday as the Sabbath. I also offered
to giv him $1 if his minister would be present at the
lecture that evening and publicly declare, while looking me in the face, that he really believed in a literal,
burning hell. How the poor fellow and his brotherconverts did enthuse! They were all quite sure of
earning that $26. "Why, thera were dozens of texts
teaching Sunday-keeping! Their minister was an
awful smart man-knew the Bible backwards." And
away they started in pursuit of their minister, pledging to hav texts and minister at the hall. They felt
as sure of success as they did of the existence of their
God. But, alas ! the parson was obdurate. He
could not giv them the desired texts, and would pot
accompany them to the hall. But he did warn them
to keep off t:lie devil's ground, and if they did not
want to lose their poor souls not to go near or venture to listen to that "vile, dangerous man." I was
sorry his reverence failed to appear at the hall, but I
incline to the impression the lecture afforded texts
and conundrums enough to check the revival, and
keep the poor parson on the ragged edge of despair
all winter, vainly striving to reconcile the irreconcilable, and make his doctrin and his Bible harmonize.
MT. VERNON, Mo,, Dec. 15th, 16th.-In the mornTlte Fanaticism of 'l'emperance.
ing I took stage for Mt. Vernon, and found t,he
The Temperance Christian Alliance fanatics hav
"sunny So nth" a delusion and a mockery; suffered held some three or four meetings in this city at one
severely from cold. It snowed, and blowed, and of the Presbyterian churches, elected officers, and
chilled me through, but the glad greeting of Dr. resolved that Uncle Sam should, with a club in his
Denney and warm hospitality of Percy Gaither, of the hand big enough to smas~ things generall~, stop the
hotel, soon restored my circulation and equanimity. running of all railway tram~ and the carrymg of the
Percy Gaither is a young man of great natural abil- mails on Sunday, the openmg ol the post-offices, the
ity, and a devoted, energetic Liberal. If he could be publication of newspapers, the sale ?f them by the
induced to cultivate his ability as a caricaturist, he poor little newsboys, and the readmg of them on
would soon rival our favorit,, Watson Heston. The Sundays, the priests' grasshopper day.
.
whole family of the Gaithers are natural musicians., The rascally fellows are worse ~han th~ ~narchists.
The sisters, thanks to the lectures, are now in full They hav no regard for the feelmgs,_ pnvileg_es, and
harmony with the.ir stanch Liberal brothers., le. a. ving rights of others. They a.r.e .not satisfied With the
the dear old mother aloue U!. l:ler very n;Jilq Ohristia,n same privileges that all hav of argume;'lt and per·
pre«;lilectio:p,,
1suasion, but demand h!U'I!h lllwS by which they cau
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Unveil the dusk of the closed eyes.
'Neath the dim arcades, in beauty sleeping,
Are glittering woodlands pale and dead, .
And song is hushed, and the branches keepmg
Their tryst, though the summer gladness fled.
A crystal sheen on the frosty arches,
And the iridescent pendant leaves,
In a wonderland of mournful marches,
. Where death laid down his shimmering sheaves.
Here the mighty a!!-"es' brooding slumbers
Wrought icy chains on the summer hours,
And a haunting siren sang her numbers
O'er the whispering grass and sum?ler flowers.
Unknown abodes I .what spectral regiOns
Thrill their "lost chords" on these silent lands,
Where a cold enchantress sways her legions
With a scepter in her dead white hands l
]l'r~nr,htowr-, N~~.
·
MAllY Datnn-FIN~.
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A.. Story of Real Foll\s.
P1•Pface to "Fo1" Her Dally Bread."

purpose of showing that women should become servants in houses, and the writers of these articles are
filled with astonishment that any girl should hesitate
to enter domestic service. They tell us that nearly
every family needs a good cook, a good chambermaid,
a good sweeper of floors and washer of dishes, a good
stout girl to carry the baby and draw the wagon,
and these good people express the greatest astonishment that all girls are z:ot anxious to become domestics. They tell them that they will be supplied with
good food, that they will hav comfortable beds and
warm clothing, and they ask, " What more do you
want~" These people hav not., however, solved the
problem. If girls as a rule keep away from kitchens
and chambers, if they hate to be controled by other
women, there must be a reason. When we see a
young woman prefer a clerkship in a store, a business which keeps her upon her feet all day, and sends
her to her lonely room filled with weariness and
despair, and when we see other girls who are willing
to sew for a few cents· a day rather than become the
maid of "my lady," there must be some reason, and
this reason must be deemed sufficient by the persons
who are actuated by it. What is it 1
Every human being imagine that the future has
something in store for him. It is natural to build
these castles in Spain. It is natural for a girl to
dream of being loved by the noble, by the superb,
and it is natural for the young man to dream of success, of a home, of a good, a beautiful, and loving
wife. These dreams are the solace of poverty; they
keep back the tears in the eyes of the young and
hungry. To engage in any labor that degrades, in
any work that leaves a stain, in any business the
mention of which is liable to redden the cheek, seems
to be a destruction of the foundation of hope, a destruction of the future; it seems to be a crucifixion
of his or her better self. It assassinates the ideal.
It may be said that labor is noble, that work is a
kind of religion, and whoever says this tells the
truth. But after all, what has the truth to do with
this question! What is the opinion of society!
what is the result! It cures no wound to say that it
was wrongfully inflicted. The opinion of sensible
people is one way, the action of society is inconsistent
with that opinion. Domestic servants are treated as
though their employment was and is a degradation.
Bankers, merchants, professional men, ministers of
the gospel, do not want their sons to become the
husbands of chambermaids and cooks. Small hands
are beautiful, they do not tell of labor.
I hav given one reason; there is another. The
work of a domestic is never done. She is liable to
be called at any moment, day or night. She has no
time that she can call her own. A woman who works
by the piece can take a little rest; if she is clerk
she has certain hours of labor, and the rest of the
day is her own.
And there is still another reason that I almost hate
to giv, and that is this: As a rule, woman is exacting
with woman. As a rule, woman does not treat
woman as well as man treats man, or as well as man
treats woman. There are many other reasons, but I
hav given enough.
For many years women hav been seeking employment other than that of domestic service. They hav
so hated this occupation that they hav sought in
every possible direction for other ways to win their
bread. At last hundreds of employments· are open
to them, and, as a consequence domestic servants are
those who can get nothing else to do.
In the olden time servants sat at the table with
the family; they were treated something like human
beings, harshly enough to be sure, but in many cases
almost as equals. Now the kitchen is far away from
the parlor. It is another world, occupied by individuals of a different race. There is no bond of
sympathy-no common ground. This is especially
true in a republic. In the Old World, people occupying menial places account for their positions by
calling attention to the laws-to the hereditary
nobility and the universal spirit of caste. Here there
are no such excuses. All are supposed to hav equal
opportunities, and those who are compelled to labor
for their daily bread in avocations that require only
bodily strength, are regarded as failures. It is t-his
fact that stabs like a knife. And yet in the conclusion drawn there is but little truth. Some of the
noblest and best pass their lives in daily drudgery
and unremunerativ toil-while many of the mean,
vicious, and stupid reach place and power.
This story is filled with sympathy for the destitute,
for the struggling, and tends to keep the star of hope
above the horizon of the unfortunate. After all, we
know but little of the world, and hav but a faint conception of the burdens that are borne and of the
courage and heroism displayed by the unregarded
poor. Let the rich read these pages, they will hav a
kinder feeling toward those who toil ; let the workers
read them, and they will think better of themselvs.

I hav read this story, this fragment of a life
mingled with fragments of other lives, and hav been
pleased, interested, and instructed. It is filled with
the pathos of truth, and has in it the humor that accompanies actualexperience. It has but little to do
with the world of imagination; certain feelings are
n?t attributed to persons born of fancy, but it is the
history of a heart and brain interested in the common things of life. There are no kings, no lords, no
titled ladies, but there are real people, the people of
the shop and street whom every reader knows, and
there are lines intense and beautiful, and scenes that
touch the heart. You will find no theories of government, no hazy outlines of reform, nothing but
facts and folks as they hav been, as they are, and
probably will be for many centuries to come. If you
read this book you will be convinced that men and
women are good .·or b~d, charitable or heartless, by
reason of somethmg Within, and not by virtue of any
name they bear, of any trade or profession they follow, or of any creed they may accept. You will also
find that men sometim~s are honest and mean; that
women may be very VIrtuous and very cruel; that
good, generous, and sympathetic men are often disreputable; and that some exceedingly worthy citizens
are extremely mean and uncomfortable neighbors.
It takes a great deal of genius and a good deal of
self-denial to be very bad or to be very good. Few
people und~rst~nd th~ amount of energy, industry,
and self-demal It reqmres to be consistently vicious.
People who hav a pride in being good and fail, and
those who hav a pride in being bad and fail, in order
to mak~ their records consistent generally rely upon
hypocnsy. The people that liv, and hope, and fear
in this book are much like the people who liv, and
hope, and fear in the actual world. The professor is
m.uch like the profes~or ~n the ordinary college. You
will find the consCientious, half-paid teacher, the
hopeful poor, the anxious rich, the true lover the
stingy philanthropist, who cares for people ou'ly in
the aggregate, the individual atom being_too small to
attract his notice or to enlist his heart; the sympathetic man who loves himself, and givs, not for the
sake of the beggar, but for the sake of getting rid of
the beggar, and you will also find the man generous
to a fault-with the money of others. And the
reader will find these people described naturally,
truthfully, and without exaggeration, and he will feel
certain that all these people hav really lived.
The reader of this story will get some idea as to
what is encountered by a girl in an honest effort to
gain her daily bread. He will find how steep, how
devious, and how difficult is the path she treads.
There are so few occupations open to woman, so
few things in which she can hope for independence,
that to be thrown upon her own resources is almost
equivalent .to being cast away. Besides, she is an
object of continual suspicion, watched not only by
men but by women. If she does anything that other
women are not doing she is at once suspected her
reputation is touched, and other women, for fe~r of
being stained themselvs, withdraw not only the hand
of help but the smile of recognition. A young
woman cannot defend herself without telling the
charge that has been made against her. This, of
itself, givs a kind of currency to slander. To speak
of the suspicion that has crawled across her path is
to plant the seeds of doubt in other minds; to even
deny it admits that it exists. To be suspected, that
is enough. There is no way of destroying this suspicion. There is no court in which suspicions are
tried; no juries that can render verdicts of not guilty.
Most women are driven at last to the needle, and
this does not allow them to liv; it simply keeps them
from dying.
It is hard to appreciate the dangers and difficulties
that lie in wait for woman. Even in this Christian
country of ours no girl is safe in the streets of any
city after the sun has gone down. After all, the sun
is the only god that has ever protected woman. In
the darkness she has been the prey of the wild beast
in man.
Nearly all charitable people, so called, imagin that
nothing is easier than to obtain work. They really
feel that anybody, no matter what his circumstances
may be, can get work enough to do if he is only willing to do the work. They cannot understand why
any healthy human. being should Jack food or clothes.
Meeting the unfortunate and the wretched in the
streets of the great city they ask them, in a kind of
wondering way, why they do not go to the West
why th~y do no~ cultivate the soil, and why they ar~
so foolish, stupid, and reckless as to remain in the
town. It would be just as sensible to ask a beggar
why he doe~ not start a bank, or a line of steamships,
as to ask him why he does not cultivate the soil or
· why he does not go to the West. The man ha; no
money to pay his fare, and if his fare were paid he
would be, when he landed in the West, in precisely
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL.
------~~~-----the same condition as he waa when he left the East.
What the Bible :Says.
Societies, and institutions, and individuals supply
''
Oh,
Mrs.
Bogus!
you heard that Elder Tuttle's wife
the immediate wants of the hungry and the ragged, has come into another bav
fortune?"
but they afford only the relief of the moment.
"Well no, but I kind o' 'spected it. You know what the
Articles by the thousand hav been written for the Bible says-' Them that has gits.'"

Free Trade and tl1e Workinginan.
There is an article under this title and l3igned, "A
Briton," in THE TRUTH SEEKER of December 24th,
stating that "the working cla!!s all over England
is suffering starvation," etc. There is certainly much
more pauperism there than here, but it is largely due
to the burden of lanQ. monopoly, the large standing
army, the established church, and the royal family.
.Much poverty is also caused in England, as well as
America, by intemperance, indolence, and extravagance. What I wish especially to insist upon is
that, according to impartial specialists, the British
poor are about twice as well off as they were forty
years ago. Wages rose 50 per cent on the average
between 1833 and 1883, and there was a great fall
in prices of clothing and rent, as well as of groceries
and other articles of food. The number of depositors in savings banks was ten times as great in 1881
as in 1833. The population increased from about
16,000,000 in 1841 to about 26,000,000 in 18tH. The
number of paupers decreased from 1,119,528, in 1842,
to 797,G14. and that of criminals convicted, from
23, 79J. to 11,699. In other words, the number of
paupers was more than twice as great, in proportion
·to the population, at the time of the first important
reductionin the tariff, as it was forty years later, and
the number of criminals more than three times as
g-reat. The averag-e income of men who had less than
£150 a year was £53 in 1850, and £83 in 1880; and
between these two dates the number of taxpayers,
with incomes between £150 and £300 per year, quadrupled, while the whole population increased but 33
per cent. These facts should be kept in mind to offset all vag-ue assertions that the poor are growing
poorer in England or anywhere else, or that any harm
has been done to Great Britain, or any other country, by any reduction of tariffs.
The benefits to British commerce and manufactures of the repeal of protection forty years ago
hav been so great that Jhere has been no attempt in
all that time of any importance to rebuild the fallen
barriers. 'rhe British protectionists are so few and
weak that they do not even dare to call themselvs
by their real names, but disguise their sentiments
under the title of fair traders. There is much less
hostility to them among the Conservativs than
among the Liberals; but all the recent victories of
their friends hav not given them courage enough to
make any show in Parliament. In fact, they are of
no more importance in British politics than those
dudes are in American politics who want to turn our
republic into a ,monarchy and themselvs into a peerage. There is about as much chance of England's
going back to hand-looms and stage-coaches as of
her going back to protectiv tariffs. I only wish that
our workingmen understood their own interest as
well as hers do.
.
As regards this point, I wish to giv a few statistics to meet some statements in an article recently
sent me by the author, a workingman in Cleveland,
0., Mr. George F. Moore, who shows such a laudable desire to hav the question discussed fairly and
i~telligently that it is a great pleasure to reply to
him. He speaks " of the utter stagnation of business
under free trade leading which occurred at three different periods in this country." Perhaps the first of
these periods, in his opinion, is that preceding the
first establishment of our tariff in 178!). But at that
time there was so little need of protection that the
average rate of duties was fixed at leFR than one-fifth
of what it is at present. In 1824 Daniel Webster
spoke in Congress in opposition to the protectionists
and in conformity with resolutions passed four years
previously by Abbot Lawrence and other leading
Hostonians in Faneuil Hall, thus: "There is a country, not undistinguished among the nations, in which
the progress of manufactures has been far more
r~pid than in any other, and yet unaided by prohibitwnfl or unnatural restrictions. That country, the
happiest which the sun shines on, is our own." As
there were high tariffs from 1824 to 18t33, there was,
at all events; no injury done by free trade to American manufacturers before the latter date.
Mr. Moore's second period !·suppose to be that
of the gradual reductions between 1833 and 1842.
One·tenth of every excess of duties above twenty
per cent was taken off annually until 1841, when it
was three-tenths; while the free list included coarse
wool, linens, silks, worsteds, copper, indigo, fruits,
nuts, and other useful articles now taxed.
Our condition in 1834, 1835, and 183G was carefully observed by three vieitors from Europe, Harriet
Martineau, Michel Chevalier. who thus beptn a great
work for the railroads of France,. and Dr. N. H.
Julius, who was already distinguished as a champion
of pri~on reform in Germany. 1\liss Martineau, who
was With us from Septem~er, 1834, to August, 1836,
~nd met ~o~t of our leadmg men, says in '' Society
m AmeriCa that the advantage of free trade "is
now very generally acknowledged," and that "there
is in Americ~ ~ smaller amount of crime, poverty,
and mutual IDJury of every kind than has ever been
known in any society." Chevalier was here from the
.beginning of 1834 until late in 1835, and his first letters speak of " the aspect of universal prosperity."
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"~bile all Eu~opean society is gangrened with pau-l craft, cant, hypocrisy in all its forms. His sons are hundreds and thousands, at the age when they should
r.ensm: the~e IB ~one here, at _least in the North:" "c~ips of the old block." Nicholas and Millard, quiet be in the prime of life, are physical wrecks, unfit for
Nothmg IS ea~<Ier than to hv by labor and hv busmess men, are earnest workers in our cause· and the marriage state; bu.t, t,hough unfit as they are, no
well." In New York every day seemed a Sunday, their young wives are their willing helpErs, fe~ing intelligent hand warns them that their offspring will
because all the men w~re warm overcoats, and all the not the church's frown, which is just "awfully awful" be a generation of weaklings ; others, ere the age of
women were dressed m the latest French fashions. in Monte Vista town.
twenty or twenty-five, find themselvs without the
The phyRic.al welfare of wom~n wa~ a characteristic
Well, und~r Brother Powell's management, I had energy and self-possession adequate to carry them to
of the U~1ted ~tates_; and m Lowell he. found_ the the honor of giving the first course of Freethought the end of their miserable existence; and many a
factory ~Iris still l~ymg up money, despite a shght lectures in the history of the village; six in all, night mother's pride has reached womanhood only to fi:ad
check to Its_pr~spentyfrom the new tariff. He found after night, and one on Sunday afternoon. To say that her life had been dashed against the fatal rocks
no prolet~~tnat m the Northern states, which he calls that the prim, puritanic little town was "shocked" is of sexual vice to be a physical and moral wreck, who
the laborer's. "paY_B de be;tecliction." Dr. Julius drawing the picture with a subdued, dim, religous ekes out a living by the sale of virtue and honor, and
cam~ over With M~ss Martmeau, and found only light. It was horrified, scandalized, scared. As the thus has au existence to Fhich slavery holds no com''solitary and transitory_" cases of pauperism. His little wife and self drove into the burg, one of Christ's parison. Education on the laws of nature should be
elaborate work quotes With full approval the remark shepherds was driving out. It was only a coinci- provided to prevent the Apread of sexual vice; the
published by Fanny Kemble in 1832, " There are no dence. No harm done. He left his curses. He told mysteries of our physical structure should be impoor. -I say that there are none; there need be friend Powell that he had "no use for me," and sup- parted to the young, so that they may know when
none. . . . None need be born to vice, for none posed I had nqt for him. Although he is my neigh- they are violating nature's laws. We would see the
are condemned to abject poverty." An abler ob- bar, his farm being near mine, I never entertained fruit of our endeavors in the second -and third genser~er t~an any of these, the great geologist Lyell, one unkind thought toward him, Of course, he is a erations. The teaching of a good moral code should
noticed JUSt before the end of gradual reduction Methodist minister. That is his misfortunfl. It also not be neglected in this connection.
"such entire absence of want and povl}rty." "We makes him distrustful of an "Infidel lecturer" who
Over-indulgence in liquor has an alleged remedy in
hav met w.ith no beggars, witnessed no signs of settled in the Park and attended strictly to his own Prohibition. This alleged remedy, aside from what
want, but seen everywhere the most unequivocal business the livelong summer through, and then con- effect it may hav (and the good character of its effect
proofs of prosperity and rapid progress." The trav- eluded "to "preach" some himself. But the parson is very questionable, to say the least), being an
eler who visits Lowell might "go away with the idea was free to confess that a man who teaches such doc- encroachment on personal liberty, and thus being
that he had been seeing a set of gentlemen and trins as I do must be a very bad man.
ruled out, education is left to solve the problem.
The sweet, sisterly saints of this sanctified town The pupil should be taught chemistry, that he may
ladies playing at factory for their own amuse~ent."
The population of Lowell increased from 17,370 went about advising the people to keep, away from know what he forces down his throat in after years;
in 1836 to 20, 7!)6 in 1840; and in the latter year the " those Infidel lectures." The clergyman who re- also, be made acquainted with temperance and modfactory girls showed how elevated their condition mained, the "home guard," visited business men eration.
·
was, in every respect, by beginning to publish the and admonished. How strikingly this conduct calls
In the matter of sanitation, it should be impressed
Lowell Offering. The number of cotton factories in to mind the good old colonial days, two hundred years upon the youthful mind that the time-worn proverb,
the United States rose from 795 in 1831 to 1.240 in ago, when, a lecturer of whom the Puritan preacher "Cleanliness is next to godliness," is all wrong; clean1840; the amount of cloth made from 230,461,990 did not approve appearing in a New England town, liness is next to nothing-it should be always first,
yards to 398,507.568, and the capital invested from the holy man would walk up one side of the street The young should be introduced, at an early age, to
$40,614,984 to $51,102.359. Our exports of manu- and down the other, cautioning all to remain away the fact that in' the neglect of sanitation alone many
factures are valued-at $5,086,890-for 1831 and $9,872,- from the lecture of the imp of Satan! And not one a disease has its origin. The maxim, "An ounce of
900 for 1840. The production of pig iron was nearly dared to disobey. Monte Vista is almost like that. prevention is worth a pound of cure," applies nofive times as great in 1842 as in 1830 in Pennsylvania; It is, ob, such a godly town! It prides itself upon where better than here.
and the population of Pittsbwrgh rose from 16,988 being as totally abstinent as the Infidel town of
Our libraries should contain all the admuced ideas
in 1830 to 38,931 in 1840, about one-third of this Liberal, Mo. I am still studying the question, Why on maiTiage. Books treating on tLis subject in all
gain having been made since 1836. More than seven is a person who mixes total abstinence wit4 religion its bearings. should be within the reach of all young
times as many miles of railroads were in use in 1842 always a bigot~ I admit that I never knew an ex- people of both sexes.
as in 1833; and the increafle has never ceased since ception.
Gymnasiums should be established in connection
the firBt construction in 1827. The surplus revenue
Monte Vista, however, so devout, believing in the with all schools, as they are with colleges. A ccurse
became so great that $30,000,000 were given, in Bible injunction, "Giv strong drink unto him that is or two of calisthenics should belong to the exercises
1837, to the several states. Our national prosperity ready to perish," keeps the "medicin" in her drug of a school-room. When gymnasiums are half as
was really greater than ever, despite transitory panics. stores. At least, one of her citizens publicly twitted numerous-aye, one-tenth as Immerous-as the
_ The third period of "business under free trade her assembled people with the unwholesome fact, and ~aloon is to-day, we will be able to boast of a race
leading" is that from 1846, when rates were lowered not one had the hardihood to deny it. Yet in this not unlike that of the ancient Greeb, imtead of a
almost to one-half of the present average, to 1861. pretty mountain ville there are four preachers quar- race of consumptiv and dyspeptic weaklings. DevelThere was a second reduction in 1857, in which year tered on the one hundred families. They are ex- oped muscles will make our men brave and strong;
a book was published called, "Pittsburgh As It Is," pected to support these four lazy leeches, with the onr women healthy, and better able to face the winds
and stating that "skilled labor in all the branches of exception of a little help from Eastern churches. and storms of life.
One great obstacle in our larger cities to bringmanufacturing carried on in this city finds ready em- Monte Vista has a heavy load to carry-literally
ployment."
"infested" with preachers. And yet the farce goes ing about 'what I hav above suggested is poverty.
The protectionist historian of our manufacture<~, on in these Western towns that building churches will "There is land enough to provide work enough to
Bishop acknowledges their " wonderful expansion" build the town and make its people moral. To this produce enough so that all may eat enough; and
bet wee~ 1840 and 1860 "in spite of temporary end vapid Liberals will contribute. They will promis yet, with all these 'enoughs,' why is it that there are
checks and adverse legislation." Between 1850 and my friend Powell to .attend. Li~eral lectures,. and thousands who do not know to-day if they will eat
1860 our percentage of increase of population was never a~pear. But this unfl~nchmg Infidel, hke a to-morrow 7" So I heard a local philosopher disless than 36; but that of our operative was more Revolub_onary ~e~o, never 9uailed. He has the cour- course to me the other day. It is my firm and settled
than 46, or 10 per cent more rapid; and one-third of age of his conviCtiOns. With the _help of such as ¥r. opinion that Henry George can answer the query.
our people depended for support on manufacturing Manson, a sq_?are-~eaded Freethmker, our l~ctures And, without further argument, assuming that Henry
in 1860. The annual value of factory products in- were made finanCially successful. Brave L1berals, George has the key that opens the gates to proscreased, as Bishop admits, fully 86 per cent in these l~ke Nicholas. Powell, doubled their "V" subscrip- perity, let I.J:B thank him for it. And, with prosperity
ten years, or more than twice as fast as the popu- b~n~. In pomt of attenda~ce the success was not assured to all, and an education such as I hav above
lation. Our general wealth increased nearly four bnlhant. The churches umted o!l Sunday at t~e attempted to describe, a heaven wculd not be a more
times as fast according to the census; and we sold same hours our lectures were ~ppomted, althoug~ m peaceful and happier spot to reside in than here.
HERMAN TIEDJENS.
nearly four times as many dollars' worth of manu- the summ~r th~y were q~arrelmg over ca~h .rece1pts.
factured goods to foreign customers in 1860 as in Blessed Liberalism, how It does make Chnshans love
Jefferson and Small.
W. F. JAMIESON.
1847.
one another!
From tile Indrpendent Pulpit.
Thus, experience teaches that neither a gradual
Monte Vista, Col.
During the Prohibition campaign last summer, Dr.
nor a sudden reduction of duties, nor an addition to
----------B.
H. Carroll endeavored to make the impression that
the number of free raw materials, is likely to destroy Around the Circle and Baclr to Henry George.
Dr. William Small, of William and Mary College, was
At the convention of the National Secular Union a preacher. In his Corsicana speech, Dr. Carroll
our manufactures, which could, in the opinion of
many leading men engaged therein, be benefited in of 1886, Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll delivered to that made J~:-fferson say that "to this preacher·" he owed
no way more surely than by letting wool and other body an address in the course of which he remarked the destinies of his life. In J eJTerson's autobiography
supplies for our factories come as free of duty as that the social questions which are facing the philos- mention is made of two preachers, but it is not said
they did in the prosperous periods we hav been osophers of the nineteenth century can be removed that Small was one. The liberty taken by Dr. Carroll
looking at. --what could be better for workingmen only as we grow more intelligent; that the world has was rebuked by an editorial in the Waco Examiner,
than to hav the employer enabled to enlarge his not yet produced a mind great and grand enough to and JHr. William Edmonds had his (Carroll's) attenmarket and export his goods? But this is precisely grapple with these questions of the bour, and that, tion called to it privately by a mutual friend, but the
what he is now kept from doing by the artificially consequently, by educatiop only may we hope to solve wily preacher took no notice of it.
the problem and rescue the millions from misery.
high prices which our tariff forces him to keep up.
Intent on finding out the truth, Mr. Edmonds
F. l\1. HoLLAND.
When I say that I agree with him, I do not wish the wrote to Governor Lee, with the following result :
reader to understand me as attempting to draw myCoMMONWEALTH OF VmG!NIA, GovJwNoH'R 0FFICE,l
My Home 'rown-lU.onte Vista, Col.
self to a level with Colonel IngErsoll's intellectual
HIOHMOND, VA., Sept. 26, 1887.
}
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: My old bight, for many as humble a man as I has agreed
WILLIAM Eo)!ONDS, EsQ., Waco, Texas, liea?" Si?·: ~he
friend Powell undertakes to correct me in my state- with that eminent gentleman on hundreds of occa- governor dirrcts me to say, in reply to your lctt<~r of 1nqmry
of August 26t!J. that, from the be.st information be c~n 11;et,
ment that there are not many Liberals in San Luis sions.
be is S!>lisfied that Dr. Small was eJtberan M.D., or sctent1st,
Park and before he wrote a dozen lines agreed with
I do not believe that there are many that would which would entitle him to the degree of doctor.
me. 'He says (Nov. 19~h), "Like most other places take exception to 1\'lr. Ingersoll's statement, and, acMr. Jefferson wfls a Freethinker, find. RS there is no record
where there hav been no Liberal lectures, full-fledged cepting that education is our only salvation, it would of Dr. Small ever having a church in Virginia, the nat1~ral
and outspoken Liberals are scarce." That i~ just seem to me as the duty of mankind to at once Ret concln~ion is thflt. the Dr. Small was of the same behef.
Randolph claims to bav imbibed svmc of l!is skeptical
what I said. When I was asked the question, I about and supply the lacking intelligence. When Mr. John
idefls from a Dr. Small.
Yours very truly,
answered truly, without stopping to explain why they Ingersoll referred to education, I assume that he
J. E. 'N ALLHR, Secretary.
are "scarce." As I hav spent most of my life travel- spoke of it in its broadest sense, and education, in
It seems as if the preachers are going to canonize
ing, and mingling with Liberals, it does not take me the broadest sense of the word, is what we should Jffferson in spite of history. Nothing shows the
long to find whether they are "almost as thick as set out to procure. The object of this paper is to weakness of theit cause more than tbio disposition to
jack-rabbits" or "scarce" as hen's teeth. I did not giv an outline of what should constitute this edu- bolster it up with the names of illustrious men.
intimate that there are no Liberals.
cation.
As to friend Powell himself, a more outspoken,
The placing of an effectual restraint upon the
Trr& TRUTJt BEEKitR co~fPANY's Cfltalog of Frcetbought,
fearless Liberal does not exist. The church hates spread and growth of sexual vices appears to the Reform and Scientific nooks will be mailed free to any adhim because he is an uncompromising foe to priest- . writer the most important. Men and women by the dress upon application.
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ciate our labor, but the rest of mankind will; and,
after all, the people who are not Methodists and
Presbyterians
form the larger part of the world.
F 0 U N DE D BY D. M·. BEN N E T T.
We wish every preacher in the country could read
Editor. what Colonel Ingersoll says of the comparativ merits
E. M. MACDONALD,
Business Manager.
0. P. So:m:BBY,
of the stage and the pulpit. We imagin they would
PUBLISHED BY
be less conceited and less inclined to denounce their
THE T R UT H SEEKER 0 0 .MP .ANY. superiors, the actors and actresses.
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· When the Christian Church Made the Laws.
WHEN Mathew Hopkins was witchfinder-general
of England, about the middle of the seventeenth
century, he hanged many hundreds for witchcraft,
and got twenty shillings per head. As an example
of the usual lack of reason in the mind of the Christian we quote: "When other evidences of guilt were
wanting, Hopkins adopted the trial by water, which
had been suggested by King James I., who said that,
'As some persons hav renounced their baptism by
water, so water refuses to receive them.' Those accused of diabolical practices were thrown into a pond.
If they floated or swam they were guilty, and were
taken out and burnt or hanged. If they were innocent, they sunk and were only drowned." To be
accused by the Christians meant death. "The old,
the ignorant, and indigent-such as could neither
plead their own cause, nor hire an advocate-were
the wretched victims of credulity, avarice, and spleen."

Some of Colonel Ingersoll's Opinions.
A short time ago a happy call of business took
THE TRUTH SEEKER Editor to the office of Colonel
Ingersoll, and it occurred to us to imitate the local
reporter and ask that gentleman some questions.
We wanted to know what he thinks of a minister
who could denounce a good and pure woman as a
painted courtesan simply because she sang in operas;
what he thinks of the six-million-dollar-cathedral
scheme of the Episcopalians, by which they propose
to advance "Christian unity;" what he thinks of
"Christian charity" and "fahherhood of God" as an
economic polity for abolishing poverty; what he
thinks of the policy of the Roman Catholic church on
school matters ; what he thinks of the trial and
execution of the Chicago Anarchists; how his health
is, and in what light he regards the rash ministers
and lecturers who are forever sending him " challenges" to debate.
It will be noticed that the questions cover a wide
range, but they did not appal Colonel Ingersoll in
the least. He answered every one, and Mr. I. N.
Baker, his secretary, wrote the answers down in
shorthand for the benefit of the readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER1 and next week we shall print the
interview.
Each one of the queries formed a text upon which
Colonel Ingersoll preached a sermon in his happiest
style, and we value ourself highly upon having been
the "humble instrument," as the preachers say,
through which English literature has been enriched.
It is not likely that the Methodist minister of Nashville, nor his denomination, nor the gentlemen who
'busy themaelVI'l "®-awe:riug" tQ.e coloD,el1 wiU appre-

The Blasphemy Trial.
The presses of Peter Eckler are at last at work
upon Colonel Ingersoll's defense of C. B. Reynolds,
indicted for blasphemy by the New Jersey authorities. The argument makes about one hundred pages
of type, and the. book will be sold in paper covers for
25 cents ; in cloth binding for 50 cents. Those who
heard the speech know its quality; to the millions
who did not hear it, we may say that it is the greatest plea for liberty of speech of the century. Daniel
W abater and the other great orators of the ·bar are
simply nowhere. And that Jersey jury achieved an
immortality of idiocy by convicting Mr. Reynolds
after hearing it. We hope there are not twelve other
men in the country who are their equals in dumbness.
This speech ought to be cirm1lated in great numbers. For this purpose we will sell five copies for
$1 ; and twelve copies for $2, paper covers.

Preserving Snnday.
The bigots hav broken loose again in this city.
The president and secretary of the Architectural
League hav been arrested for keeping the doors to
their annual exhibition open on Sunday. The exhibition consists of original architectural designs of
churches, towers, mansions, and country houses contributed by members, models of noted buildings, and
pictures of famous English churches.
Besides the officers of this League, the bigots hav
hauled into court the managers of a sacred concert,
the managers of a wax-works exhibition, the exhibitors of Munkacsy's " Christ on Calvary" and
Makart's "Five Senses," the proprietor of the Fleetwood park toboggan slide, and the managers of two
Bowery museums, all charged with violations of the
Sunday laws.
These arrests are at the instigation of a lot of
Christians who desire to preserve the sacred character of the Lord's day, and to make it as interesting
and enjoyable a period of time as it used to be in the
days of the Massachusetts Ptiritans.

The Pay of' Evangelists.
The Rev. Mr. Pentecost, professional soul-saverotherwise known as an evangelist-rises to explain,
in the Independent of last week, that he and his ilk
do not "work for money," and are in fact but impecunious apostles, who go about doing good, depending on charity for their food and lodging. To the
charges to the contrary, often made by ungodly
journalists, Mr. Pentecost replies that it has been his
policy to treat them with dignified silence. But he
wishes to state now that~ as a class, evangelists are a
poorly recompensed body of men. And the Independent says : " Ministers do not get paid any too
well, and we could tell a case in which an able evangelist, after more than a month's service in a small
city, after grand work had been done, and the greatest
gratification had been expressed, found that when he
had deducted the necessary expenses he had to meet
for traveling, hotel, and singing, he had left for himself only a dollar a day, out of which to support his
family and carry him through the summer.''
This may all be true. But it is not always the
case. Only last week we received a letter from a
correspondent in a Southern state, in which he incidentally alludes to a perambulating preacher who
has been afflicting his section of the country. Our
friend writes : " For two weeks' service in Charlotte,
N. C., Rev. Mr. Pearson, evangelist, received $800
and free board for self and wife. In Salesbury, for
two weeks, $560 and free board for self and wife. In
Raleigh, for three weeks, $1,000 and free board for
self and wife. In Concord, for one week, $225 and
free board for self and wife." Our correspondent
adds: " Saving souls is a profitable as well as pleasant and agreeable pastime. Can the evangelists find
scripture for 1?0 ava.riciously taxing the credulous MJ.d

defrauding poor women and children who are sufferers for food, raiment, and fuel~~~
The American Nonconformist, published at Winfield, Kan., says that the "Rev. Wilson, evangelist,
who has been dealing out the gospel in this city for
some time past at the reasonable figure of $100 a
week, and throwing in a good supply of slack for the
city free gratis, was presented with a bill for $25 by
the local authorities as license for selling books, and
promptly cashed the same."
It will be seen from the foregoing that the Rev.
Mr. Pentecost and his editorial apologist are either
mistaken, or Messrs. Pearson and Wilson are exceptionally lucky evangelists. Which it is, is not for an
unhallowed layman like THE TRUTH SEEKER Editor
to say.

A Freethought Library for Metamora, 0.
As an instance of the determined opposition of
Christians t'o the spread of general intelligence,
we may note the fight the Kahle family, of Metamora, 0., aided by a Christian probate judge, is making to prevent the carrying out of the provision of
Daniel Kahle's will which establishes a. public secular
and scientific library in Metamora.
Daniel Kahle was one of a large family, and, with
the exception of a brother, the only one with a mind
broad enough to reject the superstition of Christianity. For many years he has been a subscriber to THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and on various occasions has engaged
Liberal lecturers to talk to the people of Metamora.
He was an energetic and enthu::~iastic ]'reethinker.
By frugality and industry he gathered together a few
.thousand dollars, a part of which he desired to leave
for the benefit of his town.
Mr. Kahle died la:t October, and his will was
found to provide substantially for his sister, by leaving her his house and lot in Metamora ; to his Freethinking brother tokens of esteem, and the residue
to equip a secular and scientific library, the books to
be selected by the Truth Seeker Company, and the
library to be managed by the brother mentioned and
Victor Burg, his friend. Mr. Burg is the postmaster
of the little town, and a Freethinker. Be owns a
plot of ground next to the post-office, which he is
willing to giv to build the library upon, and a gentleman living near has signified his willingness to erect
the structure, thus leaving Mr. Kahle's bequest free
to purchase books. Metamora is a small town, and
the library will be a great benefit to it when opened,
and ample for its present needs.
But Mr. Kahle's brothers and sisters do not desire
the library. They would much rather hav the two
or three hundred dollars each they would receive if
the will could be broken and the property distributed
as the law provides; and by promising the sister her
house in any event, she engaged to keep quiet while
the will was set aside. The Freethinking brother
who was to help manage the library seems also to
possess the itching palm of Judas, and he made no
opposition to the proceedings of his family. When,
therefore, the will was offered for probate, the whole
Kahle family interfered and accused their deceased
brother of having been crazy. They could introduce
no evidence showing this, but the probate judge was
equal to the occasion. A Mr. and Mrs. Sanderson
were witnesses to the will, and of Mr. Sanderson the
judge inquired:
Q. Were you intimately acquainted with Mr. Kahle? A.
I was not intimately acquainted with him, but met him as
often as once a month. I hav done business with and for
him.
Q. Was he of sound mind and memory at the time of making this will? A. I do not think I am a competent judge of
that matter. To every appearance at the time he was of
sound mind; that is my belief.
Q. Will you say positivly that at the time of executing this
will he was of sound mind and memory? A. I cannot now
so say.
Q. Was he under any restraint? A. Not to my knowledge.
Q. Ha~ there not been undue influence? A. I do not
know.

Mrs. Sanderson testified :
Q. Was Mr. Kable of sound mind and
memory at the time of making this will? A. I could not
say as to that. I was not acquainted with him.
Q. Was he under restraint or influence to cause him to
make a will of the peculiar provisions of this will? A. Not
to my knowledge. I know nothing on this subject.
Q. Was he of lawful age? ·A.. Yes.
BY THE JunGE:

That was aU. Not a word of testimony to show
that Mr. Kahle was crazy; no evidence that he had
eve:r don.e or Qaid anything :peculiar ; no vroof th!l:t
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he was mentally deficient in any way. Yet the judge, sin. If compelled, for the want of other schools in which negotiating with the pope. However, there are a good many
Mr. L. W. Brown, filed this astounding decision:
their children can receive an education, to send them to those thousands of Irish Catholic votes in New York and other
:• The court finds that the said will was duly executed and
attested ; that the testator was of lawful age, under no restraint, butj1·om t1Le evidence the court does not find that the
testator was of sound mind and memory. The probate of
said will is therefore refused, and said application dismissed,
and costs of these proceedings ordered paid by administrator
of deceased out of the estate of said deceased."

When the Kahle family had got so far in their
charitable intention to the memory of their dead
brother, we were notified of the proceedings. Previous to this we had no knowledge of Mr. Kahle's
design to found a library. By the terms of the will
choosing the Truth Seeker Company to select the
books we are made a party in interest, along with
Victor Burg and the Freethinking brother who is to
assist in the management of the library. But as this
brother prefers a few dollars in his pocket to a library
in his town, Mr. Burg and THE TRUTH SEEKER are the
only ones to protect Mr. Kahle's will from the Christians. Through attorneys at Wauseon, the countyseat of Fulton county, notice of appeal from the probate judge's decision was filed. The attorney for the
heirs denied our right to appeal, but this was settled
in our favor, and the case will be tried next March.
There is but very little doubt in the minds of good
lawyers that Metamora will finally hav a good Secular and scientific library,- despite the efforts of the
Kahle family and Christian Mr. Brown, probate
judge.

A J"esuit's Lecture.

schools, they are to look into the teachers for their moral
character, they are to look into the text-books that are taught
there, th,ey must do everything in their power to prevent
their children from being exposed to the danger of losing
their faith, and unless they can make this danger to their
faith remote, they are guilty of mortal sin by sending them
to such a place. Allow me to read a few passages from a
work by Father Connolly, of the Society of Jesus: The
Sacred Congregation of the Inquisition, in a detailed instruction to the bishops of the United States concerning the public schools, June 30, 1876, after quoting the last sentence of
the above citation, adds the following words: These words,
inasmuch as they are based on the natural and divine law,
enunciate a general principle which holds universally, and
refers to all places where this most destructiv system has
been unfortunately introduced. It is, therefore, necessary
that the illustrious prelates should ·by all possible means
keep the flock intrusted to their charge aloof from the corrupting influences of the public schools. In the opinion of
all, nothing is so necessary for this end as that Catholics
should everywhere hav their own schools, and these not
inferior to the public schools. Every effort must, therefore,
be made to erect Catholic schools where such do not exist,
or to enlarge them and make them more useful and efficient
that in the course and method of training they may be in no
sense inferior to the public schools. The Sacred Congregation grants that there may be circumstances in which Catholic parents may in conscience send their children to American public schools, namely, when no Catholic school is at
hand, or when that which is at hand is not fit to giv the children an education suited to their station and conformable to
their age. It is to be remembered, however, that the frequenting of the public schools can be permitted even in these
·cases, according to the declaration of the Sacred Congregation, only when the danger of perversion can be rendered
remote. On that the decision is left to the bishop, and not
to the parents of the children. So that even in the circumstance that I hav described, even where there is no Catholic
school at hand, it is not lawful for Catholic parents to send
their children to these public schools unless they can and
· unless they will make the danger of perversion, from being
approximate, become remote. And when there is a doubt at
all with regard to the matter, the judge in this case is not to
be the parent, he is not to be the child, but the bishop of the
diocese.
" Now, in order to show you that this legislation extends to
the whole country, and that it extends to this part of the
country, I may mention a fact that ought to hav a great deal
of weight with you Catholics of the diocese of Boston. In
the synod which was held within the past year and a half in
thls diocese, the archbishop expressly declared that in all
parishes Catholic schools were to be built; that they were to.
be built as soon as possible; that they were to be under way,
at all events, within two years, and that a pastor having the
ability to build such schools and failing to do it would giv
sufficient canonical cause for his removal from that parish.
This is the utterance of the highest ecclesiastical authority in
this state of MaEsachusetts.
"Now, dearly beloved, here is the sense of the Catholic
church. Here is her teaching from the pope and the councils-general down to the bishops and to the priests-that
Catholic schools are to be built, Catholic schools are to be
supported, that the children of Catholics are to be sent to
these schools and to no other, that religion must be taught
in schools, that religion and education must go hand in hand,
that there is no education worthy of the name without the
teaching of religion, and this must be done without any let
or hindrance on the part of anyone whatsoever."

Hav the readers of the THE TRUTH SEEKER noticed
the general advance all along the line of the Roman
Catholic force in its attack upon the public schools?
Since the Baltimore Council the priests, in every
parish whose inhabitants can possibly bear the expense, hav been busy erecting parochial schools,
until now these abortiv institutions are nearly as
numerous as Roman Catholic churches, and equally
worthless. But having got their schools, such as
they are, the church authorities are devoting their
energies to getting the children into them, and the
taxes off them. The first is done by force, and is
generally successful. The second is a more difficult
maliter, but it has succeeded here in at least· one
instance, as a sufficiently pliable judge has been
found who has decided that parochial schools, being
religious and charitable institutions, come under the
exemption Jaw. A public sentiment is also being
aroused which shall permit the distribution, pro rata,
of the school funds. This is being done by means of
the Catholic journals and by lectures. Puritan
Massachusetts even does not escape, though somehow we fancy it will be a long time before the descendents of the Catholic-hating Puritans will consent to allow the state to subsidize Roman Catholic
schools. The temper of the Roman church, however, may be inferred from a speech made last week
These are statements sufficiently explicit to alarm
by a member of the Jesuit Society at the dedication
of a new parochial school. The speaker, who stands the supporters of our public schools when they consider the enormous political power wielded by the
high in the church, said :
"They talk about this being an American and national Roman Catholic church. Perhaps not in New Enginstitution. It's a national fraud. What makes it a national land, but certainly in the Middle and Northwestern
institution? How long has it been a national institution? states, the Roman church can get about anything it
Until the beginning of this century there was no such thing wants from legislatures and city governments. Both
as public schools in the sense in which we call them now.
There were common schools, indeed, but the church, religion, parties make open bids for the Irish vote, which is
undertook to control that. What makes this a national insti- a vote controled by prejudice, superstition, and slavtution? In what is it a national institution? Because the ish obedience to ecclesiastical authority. The bidschools are built and supported, the teachers are paid, from ding for this vote is more noticeable now than ever
the moneys that are levied upon all the citizens at large, and before, and is done boldly and as a smart trick in
that is all that makes it a national institution. But if it be
politics. Can the ecclesiastical authorities be excontrary to the common weal, if it be against the interest of
to do otherwise than to trade votes for legispected
the citizens, then it cannot be a national institution any
lonO"er · it must cease to exist, and the day will come when lation-franchises for money for the church and the
it .;ill 'cease to exist. There are some eight millions of Oath_ church's schools~

olics in the United States now. They protest against this
institution, and their protest is enough to make it evident
that this legal system of education is illegal. A law-and
this is a general principle-that is not for the welfare of the
commonwealth, is no law at all. In order that it may be a
law in order that it may be binding on the conscience, it
mu~t be for the common weal. But, as I hav shown, it is
not for the common weal. It is subversiv of the rights of the
individual, subversiv of the rights of the family, subversiv of
the rights of religion, subversiv of the divine rights of God
himself.
"But, perhaps, this is is simply my opinion I Dearly beloved I did not come here to giv my opinion. I came here
to gi; the teaching of the Catholic church. What is the
teaching of the Catholic church? That parents may not
seRd their children to godless schools unless a certain necessity arises. If they hav other schools to send them to where
they can receive a fitting education, and they send them to
godless schools, schools where no religion is taught, schools
from which religion is banished, they are guilt;y of mor~al

Editorial Notes.

cities, and the politicians want them.
THE Christmas services in Sing Sing prison were unusually
earnest in religious tone, and show that institution to be
preeminently Christian in character and habitants. The
following hymn, composed by an inmate, is an illustrativ
example of the power of Christ up the Hudson :
" Rejoice and be glad !
The redeemer has come !
Go look on his cradle,
His cross, and his tomb.
" Sound his praises, tell the story
Of him who was slain ;
Sound his praises, tell with gladness,
He liveth again."
THE editor of a Unitarian paper sent a copy of his journal
to a Western gentleman, and received the following reply,
which he frankly prints:
"Nov. 23, 1887.
"Mn. J. L. DoUTHIT, Dear .Sir: A copy of your 'Best Words'
arrived by to.day's mail, and, like a correspondent on the third
page of said paper, I, too, think if those are your 'best words,' pro·
longed silence would excel them verY much, and I can struggle
along without any further copies of' Best Words.'
"Why, in the name of sense and reason, are you sending forth
such vapid utterances about nothing as are contained in that diminutiv sheet? Hav you any particular object in talking about
nonentities and gushing over religion. that damnable curse of the
world? By nonentities I mean your God and Jesus, both of whom
are myths, and exist only in weak mincls and unreliable records
called, when compiled, the Bible. Humanity has been cursed long
enough with these things, and it is high time for a change. It is
as nauseating to a man who possesses reason, to hear or read of
Jesus Christ and the Bible God, as it is to take an emetic, and the
world is gradually reaching that condition of enlightenment where
it has no use for either. What do you know about any God, or what
evidence hav you that such a person ever lived as Jesus Christ, who
came to save this world, and met with a cold reception, if the Bible
ts true as a biography? Contemporaneous history does not mention his name only in cases where forgeries hav been iuteroolated.
and those who write about him in the New Testament disagree,
so the impression prevails that they were all liars and not to be depended on. But, supposing he did liv, he had his day, paid the debt
of nature, and went-where? I hav no need of a dead man to regulate my actions in life, and as I am an individual, I don't copy
after some one else, but try to be myself. This would be a hell of
a world if everybody thought and acted like the fabled Jesus, and
we would all be tramps too, as he was. No, I hav no use for Jesus,
God, or Best Wm•as, and you made a mistake when you sent that
senseless sheet to
- --.
"P.S.-If you obtain the impression I am not a Christian, you
won't be much in error."
Letters like that must be discouraging to the cause of
Christ.
ON another page will be found some philosophical observations ·by Colonel Ingersoll, being the preface to a nineteenth-century novel written by a deserving young girl with
a good big amount of literary talent. '' For Her Daily
Bread," is the story of two young girls and a younger
brother who were left parentless, with ninety-three dollars,
fair education, and much courage, to make their way
through the world by going to Chicago. There is some love
in the work-no one would write a novel without it-but it
is, in the main, the narrativ of a working girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago among bluff business men,
kind-hearted forks, and disreputable hypocrits. The story
is well told, lively and humorous when things went well
with the heroin, and the reverse when- otherwise. The one
who picks the book up will find it difficult to lay it down
till he knows how the affairs of the girls come out. It is
just such a book, full of human life, as we should expect
Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in ; and whatever he admires and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention of
the humane people of the world. We recommend the novel
to the readers of THE TRUTII SEEKER. The price is 25 cents.
CoPIEs of the North American Review, containing the articles of Messrs. Ingersoll and Field, may be obtained at this
office. Price, 50 cents.
'l'hnnk Yon, Mr. Bradley.
From the Warren, Ark., News.

Last week we received by mail a publication from New
York called TrrE TRUTH SEEKER, an Infidel paper of the
blackest dye. It is a contemptible, villainous sheet, full of
the basest falsehoods, blasphemy, and libelous attacks on the
Christian religion-it spares no church or sect. We hav no
respect whatever for such a sheet, but with pride we hold
the publisher in supreme contempt-not because he is a
non-believer, no, for we do bav a personal respect for respectaule Infidels and Atheists-but. not ~or. him whose
tongue is ever ready to slander or belle Clmstmn men and
women because of their true and earnest devotion to God
and the church. Its whole aim is to ridicule the church and
slander the ministers and members, and. to this end directs
all of its energies. We are willing to risk the assertion
that the author of the publication owes whatever degree of
intelligence he has to a pious mother or father-and in this
manner repays them. He at least owes the protection of
his life and liberty to the institutions of a government
founded by Christian patriots. Thus he seeks to destroy the
roof under which he was reared-the one that has so often
sheltered his defenseless head from the beating and pitiless
storm. If the churches with their religions are so repugnant
to the sensitiv and refined author, let him go to .the interior
of the "dark continent," China, or the uncivilized borders
of the Far West, where neither the chimes of the churchbell nor the melody of hymns are heard, and there rest his
tired soul in everlasting peace.

THE following is from the Washington Post:
"It is learned from an official source that President Cleveland's
gift of a copy of the Constitution of t.he _united .State~ to. Pope
Leo XIII. on the occasion of the golden JUb1lee of hls.ordmatwn as
a priest was suggested indirectly by the holy !ather h1mself. When
Cardinal Gibbons returned from Rome last summer, he brought a
very cordial and congratulatory messa!le to President Cleveland
from the pope on the success of his administration and well wishes
for him personally. The pope, in his i.nterviews wi~h ~ardinal
Gibbons, expressed muoh satisfaction Wlth our Const1tut10D: and
great interest in its operation. This sugges~d .to the pres1dent
the character of the gift. No lett?r w~~;s sent.wlth.lt,_but on the ;flYleaf 1 in the president's handwriting, 1s the mscnptwn presentmg
Freethinlrers
the book to the pope on the fiftieth anniversary of his entrance
into the priesthood."
Who are desirous of advancing the cause, cannot do it mo.re
effectually than by assisting THE ~RU.TH S~EKER to. extend 1ts
Grover Cleveland of Washington, has the undoubted right circulation A liberal cash comm1sswn w1ll be pa1d to those
to present to Mr. Pecci, of Rome, Italy, as many copies of devoting their time to obtaining new subscribers. For
the Constitution of the United States as he can pay for. But terms, address THE TRUTH SKlU~liR co~1PANY, ~8 Lafayett(l
the vreside!lt o~ tile Vmte<l St&tefl h&~ no l;meilless to be, place, ~ew York,

1.0
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l,ttltrs lfrotq J/l'itltds.
Rusrr, PA., Dec. 12, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: On the expiration of my paid subscription to
the old TRUTH SEEKER, Jan. 1, 1888, you will please discontinue sending the paper to me. I may again subscribe for
THE TRUTH SEEKER, but it will be when you take less pains
to defend the Anarchists~ If they are Infidels, they are such
as we do not need; and it is best to import no more of them,
and to export as many as p0ssible.
I would say that the illustrations detract from the usefulness of the paper.
Yours truly,
M.G. SHOEMAKER.
Bom.DER, CoL., Dec. 3, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I send you $3 25-$3. to be credited on my
subscription and 25 cents for the ANNUAr. for 1888. I do not
know positivly when my subscription expires-but 110 matter when; I'm sure you are welcome to the use of the money
in advance, and I want to be sure of the paper. I do not
wish to miss a number. I am especially pleased with the
cartoons. If you had to double the price of your paper in
order to retain the services of Heston, I should willingly
stand the extra tax.
I am sorry to notice so often, in your " Letters from
Friends," the fact that your subscribers allow tbemselvs to
take the paper on credit. This is all wrong. Freethinkers
should pay for such a paper promptly in advance. Both the
cause and the paper are worth it many times over.
Jos. WoLFF.
FALL BaooK, CAr.. , Dec. 10, 1887~
MR. EDITOR : I would like to ask Mr. F. K. Phenix, who
bas a letter in your issue of December 3d, how be expects to
reform a "frightfully unprofitable" church by giving the
ballot to the women, its stanchest adherents.
The clergy and the women combined will be such obstinate "defenders of the faith" that the church will obtain
everything it asks, gain new light and energy; and 1\<Ir. E. A.
Stevens's idea of knocking the God of hosts clean out of the
laws of our land will never be realized, but very likely the
other members of the heavenly firm will be added, as well as
certain saints and saintesees to keep them company.
Female suffrage will be more than likely to bring back
upon us the intolerable tyranny of the old Blue laws, and the
oppression of King George that caused the Revolution will
be but a flea-bite in comparison. Better hasten slowly in
this matter.
M. H. SHEPPARD, M.D.
HoME CrTY, KAN., Dec. 15, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : There are but few genuin Liberals here, and
they are not working at it much, but mossbacks and cranks
are as thick as meal in a sack. Yea, they are as full of spite
as bell is of brimstone. Some of the Christians are red-hot
of late because three or four of our best Liberals hav sueceeded in stopping them from using the school-bouse to hav
divine service in. I think if they want a joss-house to fight
old Splitfoot in, let them build one of their own; and while
they are praying to their God they might get him to build
one, as they say there is nothing impossible with him. They
say he brought this wonderfui world into existence in si·x
days; if he did, it would only be a short job to fix up a
church for them. They even want to use the school-bouse
and the coal that belongs there for nothing. But, then, I
suppose they think that all right, as they say, "Jesus paid it
all." He must bav settled their coal bill, too, in advance.
It doesn't look to me as if their Jesus bad been doing much
ior them lately. Perhaps he got tired and is taking a rest
WM. MoMoRRAN.
for his health.

much sympathy to pour out for them. I hope that it will be
after my allotted time on earth that this country will reach
the time when it bas no law ; and the man who livs to see
the Anarchists' ideas carried out will certainly see bell without going to the domain of Satan.
I stand for law and order. And if laws need reform or
repeal I want it done in a peaceful and constitutional way,
and not according to the method of John Most. If his
teachings are carried out, New York will soon find tl;at she
has as much need of hemp as bad Chicago.
If THE TRUTH SEEKER bas for publication more letters or
editorials brimming over with sympathy for the Chicago
Anarchists, please giv the space occupied by them in my
copy a smear with printer's ink, and I will not inquire the
meaning of the blur.
Yours for law and order,
J. CRETORB.
GREELEY, CoL., Dec. 8, 1887..
MR. EDITOR: Upon the evenings of December 6th and 7th
the Liberals of this community were mei by Dr. J. L. York
and wife, and well and truly were they entertained by the
doctor upon the subjects of" Revelation or Inspiration; or,
How God Speaks to Man," and" The Science of Life; or,
How to Be Happy." Each lecture drew. a generous and
select audience.
The doctor expressed himself complimented by the attendance of the largest gat.hering e~er given a Liberal lecturer in
Greeley, and particularly was he impressed by the presence
of so many ladies, whose interest was manifest and marked;
and in return he gave to them, and all, the doctrin of a strong
and cheerful mind so well ·stored with hope, and truth, and
love, and logic. He is importuned to come again, and promises when summer comes. The presence of so strong and
good a man in such a noble cause inspires us here with courage and with hopP, and we think that we can see a little
nearer now the battlements of liberty and truth.
·
L. L. PUTNAM.
ONEIDA, KAN., Dec. 12, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: The cartoon on the front page of your paper
of Dec. 10, 1887, illustrates the way our undesirable immigrants are creeping into this country most vividly, with them
moving their masks that cover their heads, each ornamented
with a cross on his spinal column, in hot pursuit of our public schools. If Mr. Heston is not the means of calling the
attention of the people to the fact that the crosses they wear
on their backbones are a precursor to the attempt by the old
man on the other side of the Tiber to place the cross over
the dome at the White House at Washington, they nmst be
very dull of apprehension. Octopus-like he is reaching out
his arms, it is evident, and closing up around and crushing
out the freedom of this country.
On the 1st of this month one of his en:;tbassadors was
armed and equipped at Nashville, Tenn., by about fourteen
others, with the credentials of a full-fledged bishop, {lnd his
headquarters or palace is to be at Concordia, Kan.
When will the people of this land wake up and withhold
their encouragement from such a formida):>le enemy to this
country and beat back the undesirable immigrants as shown
in the cartoon? Echo answers, When?
AMERICA.
ORANGE, MAss., Dec. 12, 287 A.B.
MR. EDITOR: Here is a field of superstition badly in need
of a soWer of the seeds of truth. Orthodoxy is considered
the highest virtue, and conformity the only test required for
a full and free entrance into our best society, so called.
The weeds of superstition actually flourish in the middle
of our streets, and passers-by dare not even brush aside their
leaves to facilitate their progress. Intellectual or scientific
advancement is discouraged. Huxley, Darwin, and Spencer
are known (information imparted, of course, through the pulpit) only as pro1>agators of insane ideas. It is no wonder
that the church can bold its dupes under such perfect control when they are required to devote not only every seventh
day entirely to its service, but also three nights in the week
·
besides.
Social ostracism, the last weapon of torture that Liberalism has as yet been unable to wrest from the· gra~p of fanatics, is wielded with great effect, and 'the continued possession of its power has rendered them almost invincible.
We hav bad no Liberal lecturers here since Professor Danton-three or four years ago or more.
I should like very much to correspond with a young lady
of Secular principles, if you hav any such among your subscribers, for I do assure you that they are as Ecarce par ici
as superstitious ideas in Ingersoll's head. One capable of
writing French preferred.
H. W. HAMMOND.

PRINOETON, Mo., Dec. 8, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Some time since I received a letter from J.
E. Remsburg, wishing to speak in Princeton, Mo. I hied
away on foot to Princeton, and worked for two days; succeeded in getting enough money to secure one lecture, minus
$3, which I paid myself. Then I wrote to him to come.
He set the time, and was on band. I bad it published in
both county papers. But it was only one day, and thus
notice was too short, and it rained that night; but we bad
about one hundred intelligent people ~o listen to the lecture,
which was on ''Sabbath-Breaking." I wi:>h we could boil
down and skim off this holy or sacred idea of Sabbath, and
make it a legal holiday. Then the time would soon roll
around when the clergy would hav to earn their bread and
butter some other way than begging money from, poor
women, and the weaker class, on Sunday. Remsburg made
a good speech, the first Freetbought speech ever delivered in
the town, and when he got through there was no Sunday
left for the poor Christian.
CHIOAGO, ILL., Dec. 4, 1887.
I hav been trying to get some subscribers for the best
MR. EDITOR: I wish to acknowledge my satisfaction with
paper in the world, and hav succeeded in getting two; may the stand you so courageously held, and still bold, regarding
the Chicago Anarchists murdered and imprisoned. I often
get more.
T. W. LEMMAX.
wondered and felt disappointed, when I read your correPARIS, ILL., Dec. 16, 1887.
spondence, to find that intelligent men, striving for universal
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER for mental liberty, should become so unreasonable as to condemn
many years, and until lately hav always obtained much without proof their true friends for mental liberty, and
pleasure from a perusal of the paper. In it I hav read uphold that very class that clogs every move to elevate the
hundreds of letters from men who entertain various views in enslaved masses, from whatever standpoint it may be viewed,
politics and religion, and though of course differing in opin- for this reason-to allow the money power to rule and rob.
ion from many of the writers, could always tolerate their
In my judgment no man can be a Liberal who wishes to
views with due equanimity and make no remarks; but when grow fat and liv in ease by those immoral industrial methods
it comes to tolerating Anarchy under red fiMgs, black flags, carried on at the expense of others. How can I, economicor in any way it can be put, I feel compelled to speak and ally enslaved, be mentally free? Impossible. It was ecosay, Down with it!
nomical freedom those noble men died for, and not a crime
Some time ago I read the following sen~ence in your committed; for whoever will read. the evidence, if fairpaper: ''Repeal all law-we want none" (Herr Most). I minded, will conclude so. I am not an Anarchist, bec<tuse I
was surprised at the time that you would giv such a sentence do not understand it; but I followed the evidence in the
a place in THE TRUTH SEEKER. And since those unreason- trial-I know the character of the Chicago police-the hatred
able instigators of murder and riot in Chicago hav paid the of capitalists and press, assisted by office-seeking politicians.
outraged law its due, I am more surprised that you hav so
While Liberals rely more upon the press, not their own,

they assuredly will make slow progress, if any, for they will
lack the moral courage so much needed. and so nobly prac- ,
ticed by your secretary, E. A. Stevens. Considering all these
little prejudices, which not only affect a man's principles,
but more so his material welfare, you, Mr. Editor, had a
bard task-i.e., to make a financial success and uphold what
you thought was right.
Inclosed please find $3 for another year's subscription that
I, too, may become a pioneer in the cause of human liberty.
Yours fraternally,
JoHN F. PAULSEN.
lrrrAoA, Mmli:., Nov. 30, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: My paper of November 5th, containing Colonel Ingersoll's Reply to the Rev. Mr.. Field, did not come. It
is the first number I hav not received since I commenced
taking the paper. Will you please send me the number containing said Reply? I would not miss that number for the
price of the paper a year. THE TnuTH SEEKER grows better
and better. Those sniveling priests hav had their feelings
burt again by that terrible Ingersoll. What a pity-,. they are
so tender of the fee)ings of Ingersoll and all other Liberals I
I giv them fits every chance I get, and that is quite often. I
!Jad it rough-and-tumble this BUJUmer with the Methodist
minister of our place. He made the statement that be
would rather his boys would learn to steal than learn to
swear. I asked him why he made such a statement. I told
him I had two boys that I was interested in, and if they
must do either I would rather they would swear than steal.
He said it was a greater crime in the opinion of the almighty
to swear than to steal. I asked !Jim what he knew about the
opinion of the almighty-if he had ever seen him and got his
opmwn. He seemed indignant, and wanted to know if I
ever made a profession of history. I told him, Yes, I had
been a Methodist a good many years. He then wanted me
to attend his meetings and let him dig me out. I told him I
would attend his meetings and he might dig at me to his
heart's content, if he would let me hav half the time to dig
at him and his theory, but he decline.d. They are very valiant behind the cowards' castle.
lsAAO GAnRioN.
ADRIAN, MJOH., Dec. 13, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I wish to say a few thing'! concerning Anarchy. It is an unreasonable hypothesis to euppose that
industry should share with indolence or laziness. Even
equal distribution of land would not satisfy Anarchy or
Socialism. It would not be agreed to by those who seek to
liv on, or off, free plunder. I, being a man, through frugality and industry bav accumulated a compPtency, and would
not be willing to pool my earnings with lazy eut-throats and
thieves. Neither would I allow people from other climes,
who could not liv in peace in their nativ land, to come here
and seek to break up the best government ou earth. We hav
no room for bomb or other missil throwers. Wild, turbulent
devils, who try to incite murder and undermine our institutions, should be banged on the first post or gateway as a
warning to evil-doers.
I'll bet $1,000 the man who would say, Hats off, to those
men who were hung at Chicago, is an Anarchist. Giv him
five hundred acres of government land and be would not
work a foot of it in an agricultural way, but if he could
strike a rich mine that would net him millions, he would
load up his shot-gun and shoot the first poor countryman of
his who attempted to share with him, though he now shouts,
Equal distribution! There are thousands of such men.
They will not work tbemseh·s, and will advise others to be
of the same ilk. Giv him $1,000 to go West with and purchase a farm; be would not do it, but would go into riotous
living in some free-and-easy resort until be spent it all, and
then try to kick up a row for another instalment. This
country has no room for wild-eyed, murderous missil.slingers.
Roust mit effi! This is a magnificent government, and
should not harbor such elemerts.
0. S. BARRET'r.
MYRTLE CREEK, On., Dec. 19, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: The Methodist South and the old-school
Presbyterians are holding a union meeting and an insane
theatrical display here. It bas been going on f01: over a
week. A Presbyterian priest from Portland takes the lead.
He has the other priests under his control, on account of his
ability and magnetic influence. He commands order and
Jbedience by the young by the same means and through
fear. He is a muscular man of middle age, and is possessed
of the nervous, bilious, and abdominal temperaments, combined with the cephalio-magnetic. His appeals and influence
destroy or paralyze reason in the credulous and unlearned.
It appears as though many people hav become partially
insane. They cry and shout and plead with others.
Several hav joined the rank and file of superstition, and
hav prostrated their reason at the shrine of ignorance and
intellectual slavery. Some of them know no more about tho
Bible than they know about the arts and sciences. This
Portland man votes the people quite often to see who are
upon the" Lord's side," and who will come to Jesus and
escape a fearful hell, etc. On one occasion be said, "If any
one is present who does not expect to be saved from his sins
by the blood of Christ, rise to your feet." Two of us arose.
He said that he never knew it to fail that such characters
were converted before the close of the meeting. I told some
of them that the happiest experience for me is since my
emancipation from the church; that I now hav more regard
for everything that livs and feels.
The speaker froin Portland recommended the burning of
Freetbought literature. He said that it was not fit to stop
rat-holes with. He recommended social ostracism, and said
that we bad no right to know the opposit of religion or the
Bible. He added that the time to convert people to Christianity is in their infancy, but what is still better is to begin
with the mother before the child is born.
Some of the joiners hav done what would not be prudent
to publish in the way of deceiving a11q robbing their fellow~
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.roan, yet they show no dispoe 1tion to make restitution for
"Christ has canceled all.". It appears that they are yet i~no.
rant of the ~onseque.nce of sin. I hav been preaching the
gospel of umversal hberty in conjunction with the distribu.
tion of Freethought literature. What would the clergy and
their slaves do with me if they had the power?
L. c. HILL.
GYMPIE, QuEENSLaND, Aus., Oct. 10, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : This is the first time I hav written to your
va.lua~le paper, as I am a very poor scholar, but I hav a little
thmkmg power l~ft in me after all the humdrum of theology
I had pounded mto me from the time I can remember and
there is plenty to do yet for the Liberals and truth-se~king
men. For some still persist, and rant and rave that God
r~les all things well; ?ut for my part,' I know nothing of
him. All I hav to say Is, I would like to see him rule a little
as he used to do in the old times, according to the Bible.
and likewise the Virgin Mary's son-if a son he could be'
but that Holy Ghost trick I cannot swallow. As a. miner
worlt underground, and some of my fellow-workingmen hav
different views from what I hold, and one said to me the
other day if he believed as I did, that there was no hell he
would th!OW himself down the shaft and make an end of
himself. So I told him, it didn't belong to me to do that
but if I w~s one of their faith-men I would do it. For m;
part, I thmk they should do a few of those tricks as well as
talk so much about them, and come off victorious just to
show that we Infidels are on the wrong track.
I inclose subscription for another year's TRUTH SEEKER as
I think it is the best paper I ever read, and the cartoons ~·e
grand. I hav tried to get you more subscribers. They think
it is too far away, We hav a small association of Freethinkers
here, formed at the time Dr. York was here. There are
about fifty members. I am glad to see he is still working
hard for liberty and truth, and so many others besides who
want to knock the religion and superstitions out of the pe 0 •
pie, and make room for more humanity.
C. FoRMA.N.

I

MT. PLEAsA.NT, TEx., Dec. 2, 1887.
EDITOR : I am trying to shake off the superstition that
has clothed me for so many years (not so many, perhaps, as
I am now only twenty-four), but whichever way I turn I still
see a fluttering fragment. I so long for the time when I
shall be able to hear our great Freethought lecturers, all of
them. My brother is the only Freethinker with whom I am
personally acquainted.
I am a Communist, and should be glad to hear from any
interested that way.
I hav been a member of three churches. When I 'was
seven years old I joined the Methodists. Several of my
young friends were already members, and they assured me
that I ought ·to join also. I said that I had rather.be a Baptist. But the last night of the revival came, and I was so
worked up and nervous about my sins that I half yielded.
My friends, seeing that I wavered, fairly pushed me up front,
and I found myself sitting beside one of the most dissipated
wretches in town. He had joined the church I don't know
how many times. I glanced at him timidly, half frightened
to lind myself so near him. But we were both sinners to.
gether. But I still wanted to be a Baptist, as my mother
was a member of that church. So, at the age of thirteen, I
joined the Baptists. I attended church and prayer-meeting
regularly, and wept very much over my sins. I remember
. going to see an old lady who had. read her Bible through
three times on her knees. I thought her perfect, so I tried
reading mine that way. But youth rebelled. Three times
my knees sufficed. But for a long time I would not go
to bed without reading a chapter. Later on I joined the
Unitarian church, and liked their liberal teachings. Not
liberal enough, however, and I hope by reading THE TRUTH
Sa:EKER, and other Freethought literature, to become a true
Liberal, and to help brighten the light that must soon
illumin.the world.
At first I was a little afraid of THE TRUTH SEEKER, but
now I welcome it before any other paper. Long liv its
worthy Etlitor, and all its good contributors.
A. H. PaRK.
Yours for liberty,
~-

on

MA.TERIA.LISM VERSUS ORTHODOX HEA.VEN.
CHIOA.Go, ILL., Dec. 6, 1887.
MR. EDITOU: The query presents itself: How great losers
are Materialists for not believing in, and relying on, the Christian heaven?
To me, that latter place, as described by its advocates, is
a contemptible burlesque, acceptable only to the drunltard,
the indolent, and the heartless. To the many who desire
naught but free drinks and idleness, the Christian heaven
must be the acme of their hopes and ambitions.
But how loathsome, in cruelty and selli;,hness, it appears
to an exalted, divine manhood imbued with a tender love for
all kind, a sympathetic, re~ponsiv nature, and withal an everincreasing and intense desire for greater nnd greater mentar
accomplishments and lofty attainments! To such a one,
what temptation is held forth by the promis of a harp and
opportunity eternal to sit at the feet and worship a religious
fanatic named Jesus, with just enough brimstone odor to
assure him that mother, children, and· innumerable loved
and loving ones are suffering eternal torEure?
What hideous mockery l Only wprds that would" writhe
and hiss" could do justice to such a heaven, and to those
who recommend it as a just reward for well-doing. All hail
to the day which has dawned wherein such abominations of
creed and doctrin are being swept away as chaff before the
wind[
•
Materialism is a holy calm and rest compared to such a
place. But is there no choice between those two-iYiaterialism and the Bible heaven? To me, it is easier to believe in
a future life without the Bible than with it; and though
many may wail_forth to Brother Reynolds tb..at he is taking

from them their " blessed Bible and faith in the Lord Jesus "
I would assure them that when they loosen their rigid hoid
on ~he . abnorm~l and monstrous they will find a peace and
aspiratiOn for nghteousness which will surprise them and
make them aglow Vl'ith enthusiasm for the truth, for the natural, for the consistent, and harmonious. I would say to all
:Welcome the physician, whoever he may be, that will elim~
mate the abnormal; the normal will then establish itself and
the beauty and symmetry of its outlines will be disce;nible
at once.
Reason and divine intuition assure me that the result of
this life is a higher and more perfect state of existence where
progression is continuous and all the divine chords 'of our
being ar~ attuned to greater tenderness and harmony; where
al~ love-ties are eternally united; where, besides mental at..
tm~ments incomprehensible to man, is that perfect joy of
domg good unto others, ministering tenderly unto those who
are in a darker and inferior stage of development, owing to
an erroneous-unspiritual-earth career, and where the most
degraded among us will ultimately attain unto perfect peace
and happiness, not by shifting their sins upon another but
by undoing by slow and careful erasures and atone~ents
the results of their ignoble and selfish ill-doing.
FANNY DE VILLo.
PoRTLA.ND, OnE., Nov. 30, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: An invitation to be present and address the
people at the dedication of the Freethought Hall at Silverton, Oregon, was the first I had heard of this enterprise, and
I was too glad to be with these noble co-workers in their
hour of triumph. Silverton is fifty miles f~om Portland and
twelve miles east of Salem, the capital of Oregon. The time
was Friday, next day after Thanksgiving. The day before,
I was at the depot by noon and found myself in the hands of
a committee of safety and in the possession of a home with
S. Ames, Esq., one of the enterprising business men of the
place. The Hall is on the most prominent lot in town, and
is a massiv brick building, two stories, 32 by 70 feet. It is
the result of Mr. Putnam's labors, who spoke there the last
of June.
High above it floats a large American flag, and one old
orthodox brother said, " If they had placed it on the outside
of town, I would not hav keered, but they went and put it
right sock in the center."
In the hall I found a score of ladies and gentlemen ornamenting and placing the furniture in position, which cost
several hundred dollars.
By 10 o'clock Friday morning, farmers with their families
came rollin·g into town, and by 1 from five to six hundred
persons were in and about the hall. The Silverton brass
band took their position on the left-all intelligent, brightlooking Liberals; the Secular Union choir had the center of
the stage, and a musiGal club from Salem·, six in number,
occupied the right, looking like young princes. And never
was music better or more heartily enjoyed ..
Dr.·--, whose name I hav forgotten, opened the meeting
with a short, logical speech, which was a gem. As president
of Secular Union No. 307, he will be a success.
Professor McLary, of Stayton, gave the opening address,
which was a Radical cyclone. The forests seemed to bend
before it. This young man's oratory, logic, and power are
of the highest order; so much so that none of the exponents
of superstition will meet him in debate.
R. D. Allen, E•q., secretary, read a. poem from Mr. Putnam, written for the occasion, which we all hope to see in
print. R D. Allen is a farmer of fine business and administrativ abilities. He is as modest as a lady, good-lookingyes, and good too, so good you would take him to be a Liberal at sight.
C. Beal next delivered an address of twenty minutes on
"The Head, Heart, and Hand of Liberalism."
Dr. - - , of Aumsville, closed.
At night the six young inen from Salem gave a mnsical
concert of two hours, and then played for the dance till
broad daylight in the morning. Supper all night at the
hotel; everybody happy and good behavior every'Yhere;
only one saloon in the place-meek as Moses.
To be brief, Liberal emigrants can't do better than settle
on these rich lands about' Silverton and· commune with these
intelligent people. Let us make this place the head-center
for our cause on this northwest coast.
Write your name on a book or journal and send it to their
library. Lecturers, pass that way.
Direct letters, books, and the like to R. D. Allen, EEq.
CoRNELIUS BEAL.
BA.lWELONA, SPAIN, Nov. 13, 1887.
Mn. EDITOR: This beautiful Sabbath-Saturday-morning
finds me seated at the table in t.tie salon on board the Spanish
steamer Miguel M. Pinillos, at anchor in the bay of Palma.,
Isla de Mallorca, about one hundred miles southeast of Barcelona, Spain. We embarked at New York on the 20th ult.,
and steamed directly for Cadiz, at which port we arrived on
the 12th inst. Palma is one of the most salubrious cities
extant, except that it is befogged with twenty.eight monuments to superstition of the malignant type, viz., Roman
Catholic. The majority of the people here are mere machines (especially the women), wound up occasionally by the
priests, and run down to the tune of faith, hope, and ignorance.
I hold that those Anarchists at Chicago had a constitutional right to express their silly views in regard to Anarchy
from the rostrum, or from whatsoever public place they
might uesire to do so, just so long as they did not practice
Anarchy. Just as the New York Hm·ald of. Jan. 22, 1887,
p. 28, editorial relativ to polygamy, said: "If the adherents
to the Mormon faith want to preach polygamy, they are free
to do so; that is a. matter of belief, etc. But to practice it is
a crime." From their earliest infancy the minds of the
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people are so m~ch deluded and distorted by and through
teachings, ideas·, and doctrins that it is almost impossible to find a person whose mind is qualified to occupy a
pas.ition in the jury-box, or upon the jud.[{e's bench, and
while there to render a fair, impartial, and just verdict or
decision. For instance, I will refer to the person who, by
and through teaching and training, believes-or tries to
believe, for it seems impossible that a rational human mind
could be taught to believe it-that a veritably just, benignant, and merciful Goa made man, poor, frail, erring creature that he is, scarcely able to distingtrish between right and
wrong, and whose mind is sueceptible of being taught to
b~lieve that barbarism, even cannibalism, is right and just,
and capable of being _seduced in every conc!livable manner,
and then made a hell of lire and brimstone in which that man
must writhe a"Qd burJIIIl npt for a few ~illions of ages, that
thereby he might be ·purified and prepared for a higher
position of rectitude and perfect holiness and bliss, but to
writhe and burn in that hell throughout all the ceaseless ao-es
of eternity; and tliat, too, for a crime that was committed
by his ancestors hundreds of generations prior to his birth.
Tl.Je mind that veritably believes such barbarous nonsense as
that would, in the eyes of rationality, be about as well qualified to render a just decision or verdict as the Christian's hell
would be fit for a powder-house. If the Christian's idea of a
God, a hell, a devil, and eternal punishment is in conformity
with justice, then why not establish justice in our courts?
And if it can be establishetl and proven beyond doubt-the
Christians hav not done this-that anybody's great-great.
great-gr~at:gr~ndfather or other ancestor stole .anything, if
even so msigmficant as an apple, why, of course, arrest him,
the offender's descendant, and, upon the establishment of the
fact that he is the descendant of him who stole the apple or
other little thing, skin him alive, little by little, a shoestring
at a time, once a day, rind from head to foot. Even then
you would fall far short of doing him veritable justice
according to the Christian's standard. And it must be
remembered that, when Adam and Eve disobeyed the law
of the Chris~ian's God, they did not in the least know
right from wrong, good from evil, till after they had violated
the l&w; and still, the poor. debased simpleton believes it is
just to hold even their posterity for thousands of generations
down responsible for it, and under the most severe punishment conceivable to the human mind. Well, my gawky
Christian friends, if you will agree that the punishment shall
be meted out to the descendants of your Adam and Eve in
this world, just so soon as they may hav attained "to the age
of majority, or at any time thereafter, I will join hands with
you. But, be it remembered, that I and all of mine are
~escendants from the brother of Cain's wife, whom he found
Ill the land of Nod.
Adam and Eve are no ancestors to me.
It seems to me that the gawky Christian is not aware of the
barbarous eondition of his own benighted mind. The Feejee
while he is killing, cooking. and eating his fellow-man, doe~
not know that he is practicing a horrid barbarity· like the
Christian, he has been taught from his earliest infa~cy.
The man who is endowed with a nature so obdurate and
void of justice as to be able to sit down nnd witness the
horrid spectacle, the various shocking injustices, of a very
Christian Spanish bull-fight, and enjoy it, experiencing veritable pleasure and e?joyme.nt at the sight of it, probably,
does not !mow that himself IS endowed with a. very fiendish
nature, and the same may be said of the man possessed of
over a million dollars' worth of other people's labor converted into various kinds of wealth, and who goes about
among his poor fellow-men, beholding them writhino- in hard
labor and in the uttermost depths of hunger, rngs, a.~d want
without disbursing among them at least every cent of th~
net income that he may derive from his wealth. All such
people may not know that they are veritable fiends, endowed
with ~isease~ minds; but, if I know anything of justice, I
know It, and It enables me to behold a little justice in death
I think that much of the injustice, fiendishness, of the human
minds that are thus distorted is the result of their having
been taught and imbued with the barbarous idea that there
possibly could be any jnstice, or anything else than fiendishness-utter fiendishness-in the creation or establishment of
the Christian's hEll; and, if such a hell docs not exist, then
?ut falls the ?ottom of all Christianity. No wonder that our
Judges and Jurors are .so b,arbarously craving the blood of
:nnocent men and Inn~ tiCs, such as were the,Chicngo Anarch.
Ists and Charles J. Gmteau. They are first marie barbarians
by beill:g stuffed full of barba~ism by the preachers, priests,
and editors, and then placed m the jury-box and upon the
judge's bench to display that barbarism· and hence the
anarchy, injustice, in and before our court~.
When a Ja~yer, being; a rationalist, goes into one of our
cour~s and gam~ a case Ill f~vor of iniquity and crime, and
?blams the acquittal of a ventable culprit, as is often done,
It must be remembered that the rationalist shyster is playing
the game-eucher, for instance-that the Christians hav
~pread upon the "!J?ard, and, if he happens to hold a good
hand, such as. ability to thwart the p~th of justice-both
bowers, ace, kmg, and queen-he plays It alone and wins the
g'l.me, and gains l~is 9ase according to the rules of the game,
the rules of practtce m and before our courts our machines
.our inquisitions. If the jurors chance to be :Ouddle-minded
Christians, accustomed to being driven hither anrl thither
from one false premis to another by the ab<urd oratory of
eloquent priests and preachers, why, any eloquent shyster
ca_n, by means o.f a short .spurt of oratory, so distort 1heir
mmds as to obtam the acqtuttal of even a Star Route swindlt r
or the conviction of eeven innocent Anarchists. Just paus~
for a moment, and behold what Christian bnrbarity has done
and is now doing in the land of Lafayette of Paine and of
Wafhington, at the sides of tbe de>ltbbeds ~f whom n'o priest
o:r preacher was permitted to practice mummery.
Oh, that the ralionalists could btit hav one ;tate in our
Union entirely to themselvs r I feel sure that in one fhort
generation they would show to the world a. gre1t differrnce
between rationalism and barbarism, and that tbe latter would
soon forever die. Anarchy would not exist then in our
courts as it now does, and the people of the world would be
far more just and happy than they now are.
GEORGE NEWTON.
f~lse
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love and respect, and let Liberty be goddess
of the world.
LAURA PRIDE STEWART (age 15 years).
DenveT,
Col.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
[Winning prize of $1.-En. C. C.]
Ri'DW, Mass., to t.Dhom all CommunicatWna for
thia Corner should 06 unt.

"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a. pause in the day's oconpa.tioli'S
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."

The Stompoodle Christmas Reception;

OR 1 HOW YAWOOB PATRIOK STOMPOODLE REOEIVED HIS NAME.
Old man Stompoodle, of Greensburg, was
of German descent, and was the proprietor
If Ingersoll Is Right.
of the Stonfpoodle Tippling House.
Old woman Stompoodle was old man StomWhat if Ingersoll is right 1
Shall all of good go out in night?
poodle's consort, and had been this for the
Will mothers cease their babes to lovl't
last five-and-twenty years; her ancestral land
From white to black must change the dove?
was Erin.
Will CuPid all his arrows break,
Old man and woman Stompoodle were
And drown himself in Lethe's lake 1
Will people lose their power to dine 1
blessed with four-and-ten children, the youngOa.n fiery Sol forget to shine 1
est of which (a boy) was aged three months,
Or optic nerve not sense a. sight
and as yet was destitute of a name-the cause
Because one Ingersoll is right 1
being that Bridget (old woman) disapproved
What if Ingersoll is right?
Teutonic " set-offs," as she termed names,
Why, pions lies shall perish quite,
And canting cut-throats sneak away,
and approved Irish ones, while Fritz Yohannes
While decent men make safe the day.
insisted that appellations like Pater,Yawcob,
The fagot will refuse to flame
and
Karl took the lager and sauer-krout every
To roast who honor Reason's name;
time. Bridget and Fritz Y ohannes, finding
And dungeon cells cannot doom such
they could come to no conclusion in regard
As saints suppose may think too much;
But all who walk in Science's light
to naming:their young son, resolved, as ChristKnow Colonel lnl!'ersoll is right.
mas was near, to giv a Christmas reception,
What if Ingersoll is right 1
and allow their guests to discuss, and eome
Is therefore all of life a. blight 1
one (who was to act as judge) decide from
What though dude Zion's bell be broke,
the arguments, what type of name should be
If we smell not Gehenna.'s smoke 1
best.
Why should the songs of heaven smll
For chorus to the sighs from hell?
'l'he 25th of December finally came. By
Fond hope that all forever sleep!
Christmas evening, the Stompocdles had comHuge fear that one should wake to weep l
pleted their German and Irish preparations
We shall be free from Satan's might
for their invited Irish and German guests.
If Robert Ingersoll is right.
The German and Irish reception and dining
What if Ingersoll is right?
rooms had been Irishly and Germanly decHa.v then a. reason for the right,
Not curse and kiil men for the cause
orated; German and Irish musicians had been
That they interpret nature's laws.
engaged, and the table was well supplied
Pure Truth will for herself be praised
with Irish and German favorit dishes-sauerWhen hoodoo temples ha.v been razed.
kraut and potatoes constituting a big part.
When ghostly Gods shall cease to reign,
And spooks not vex our minds in vain,
The guests began to appear at about 8
Then Illt\n shall rise to virtue's bight,
o'clock, and by 8:30 they were all present.
Because our Ingersoll is right.
The Irish ~uests, headed by old woman StomJoHN PRESCOTT GUILD.
poodle, immediately convened. The German
guests, headed by their host, did likewise.
Prize Essay.
Bridget bribed her party, by promising
WHY I AM A LIBERAL.
them each three swallows of good Irish
I believe my own conscience to be a better whisky if they won the. evening by securing
udge of right and wrong than a book written her son an Irish name. Fritz Yohannes had
two thousand years ago to govern· the bar- likewise bribed his party, by promising each
barians of that time. ·
of them more sauer-krout than they could eat
I cannot find the beauty in a religion whose (which meant no less than two gallons apiece),
essential is faith in one's own sins being trans- if they won the evening by securing a Gerferred to another's shoulders.
man name for his son.
I see all days alike-parts of our lives, hours
After conversing a short while, all the visthat can never come back again, to be filled itors and Stompoodles assembled in the rewith efforts to make others happy, to work ception room, b!>th parties bein'g confident of
blessed miracles in bringing smiles to sad victory. The Irish orators, with old woman
faces, lightening others' burdens, and chang- Stompoodle, gathered on one side of the room;
ing tears to laughter, and I think there should the Ger.man speakers, with old man Stompoobe no "day of rest" from our life-work, for dle, congregated on the other side. Between
there is not a day nor an hour to spare.
them, or in the center of the room, sat StomIn nature is the true religion.
poodle's eldest daughter, ·who was to act as
Every flower in the field and every stone in judge of the occasion.
the brook preaches a sermon, a beautiful serAfter the judge had called order, the conmon, whose every word is truth.
test opened with Terry McGinnis's address.
A man who is to benefit this world of ours It ran thus:
must liv here in mind as well as body, with a
"Ledies an' gintlemean: Es.Oi've bin keld
kind heart, a free mind, and a pair of hands opon to ravale tha apinyen of me moind on
whose glory is in their good and noble work. this gret pal,itical metter, it's me wish to comIs it not true that he will liv a second life pia without father saromonies.
in the spirit his good deeds hav excited?
"Now, ledies and gintlemean, its ferr me
I do not believe that there are two people perrt that I praferr Moike and Pat to eny
in all the world who can hav precisely the names inder tha sun; an' its rason~ ferr it Oi
same belief, so when we see thousands of the hev too.
same church, a"Qd professing the same creed,
"In the ferst pless, it's becase it's some thin'
what can we think but, "The nineteenth ramen tic they hav about them, which sartinly
century, with all the brave men and women trims thar oners off; and becase it's selid to
who hav made it what it is, has wrought for tha backbone they arr; an' shure an' it's
them no benefit ?"
prode it max its oner; but me princapel rason
Slavery, we say, does not exist on our con- is becase it's. strong they max one, ferr arr
tinent, yet we hav millions of slaves here, not meny of the praize-ring min named Moike
mind-slaves, and in fetters of their own forg- and Pat? Then it's 'cess the young min in
ing.
an Indian bettie gits, which he's very Iaible
I cannot believe in the absolute truth of a to do; it's but an' Oi'm Pat or Moike he's to
book which has been handed down from gen- hailer, and his brick-calered intagenists will
eration to generation, revised, and translated flay at the icho of his voice. Now, ledies
from tongue to tongue.
an' gintlemean, aftaire having all thase subLuther, while engaged in the translation of stantial rasons, if it's not Pat or Moike the
this very book, threw his inkstand at the head child is keld, it's meself, by jabers, who'll
of a devil, which he thought stood tempting jimp through Terry McGinnis's stove paipe."
and persuading him from his task ; and the (Takes his seat.)
stain on the wall still remains, a monument to
Much applause follows this eloquent ad~
excited imagination.
dress, and the orator is made the recipient of
All acknowledge the superiority of our many bouquets of choice flo'l'.'ers. The next
mode of life over that of the people who lived speaker was Y oseph Stopenbrakes. His oraso long ago.
tion was in this shape.:
And why should not these improvements
"Mens und vimens : In recards dot battle
giv .birth to a newer and better religion ?
Inshens-pisness, does Yawcob not shignifies
And so I am a Liberal.
supplanter? Und if de poy's name was hav
Let us not giv our thoughts to a God of been Yawcob, he voot endoutevly hav exwhom we do and can know nothing, but let hphloded dem red-colored brick consagenists
each man liv for the good of the world arid before dot Mike or Patrick was gets his sphy_
)lis feUow-man, and his interest will be their glass to )lis neck to see yere de~ red-colored

brick consagenists vas. Und anoder tings, I
would likes to spheaks of-Mike und Patrick
so much like onions zounds, und disagreeabies like dot vas nuting else/' (Takes his
seat.)
Wild cheers and mild bouquets follow this
short but racy speech.
The next person on the list was Mrs. Flanagan (Stompoodles called her Flannel-cakes),
the substance of whose oration was that
Patricks and Mikes, of late, had all turned
out to be great and brave; she then referred
to Patrick Henry, and, to evince how brave
he was, said: "He was found of liberty and
death." She concluded her oration by asking to be excused for not giving any more
examples of celebrated Patricks and Mikes,
on the grounds of not wishing to waste time.
(Bouquets.)
Next came Hans Flopenbecker, who was
an amateur, and was unprepared for the occasion; but he anyhow succeeded in stammering out:
"Mine Peoples: Very much I likes Yawcob and Pater, but very much I don't likes
Patrick and Mike." (Takc;s his seat amidst
applause and bouquets.)
A dozen or more speeches were indulged
in by both parties, but the last one will only
be repeated. It was by Robert McBemon, a
noble, learned, and honored gentleman. It
was as follows :
" Ledies and Gints : Tha rason ferr me prefarin our pertie's names, is in cess the young
gint enjoys no schoolin', he will enyhow be
abble to spill Moike or Pat, for averybody
can spill them-M-u-k-k-e, Mike, end P-r-x-t,
Pat. Anether good rason, is in cess the
young gint hes a poor mimory, he'll niver
forgit Pat or Moike; for if he cen't think of
Moike he's but to ramember spike, end that
will ramind him o' Moike ; end if he forgits
Pat he's but to ramem-ramem-ramember-ah!
-ah !-fat, end that will ramind o' Pat; so let
the name be Moike or Pat." (Takes his seat.)
Much applause follows, but no bouquets, as
they were exhausted.
Ne~t was the judge's or Miss Stompoodle's
decision to come, as to which side had won.
Silence reigned for a time, both parties still
being confident of victory.
The judge arose at last. All cast their
eyes upon her admiringly. Indeed, the judge
was not a bad-looking nor ignorant girl. Her
.words which followed were the only wellspoken ones of the evening. They were
these: "Tbe only way I see to adjust this
matter properly is, to bestow upon my
brother a middle as well as Christian name ;
one to be of a German and the other of an
Irish type. I am of the opinion that Yawcob
Patrick would make as good a combination
as any, so let his name be Yawcob Patrick
Stompoodle." (Takes her seat amidst deafening applause.)
As if by magic the Irish party cry in concert the question, "Who is that gairl?"
and in the same manner the German party
reply, "She vas all right."
The orchestra then immediately struck up
a German and Irish march, while everybody,
Irishly and Germanly, promenaded into the
·dining-room, and as they did they sang,
"Long Liv Yawcob Patrick Stompoodle."
At the same time old Kris, who was on his
homeward journey, sang as he passed by,
"They won't get home till morning."
HERMANS. TAUSIG.

Chats With Correspondents.
LILLY.-Yes, dear, we hav always loved.
children. They are the sunlight of the world,
the innocent angels that make living in a
world of shadows endurable.
DANA L.-lt may be that everything is for
the best, as you say, but it is not easy always
to think so. We hav to learn to bear what is
with as much composure as possible.
MARGARET, OLIVER, AND ANNIE.-Thanks
for your beautiful pictures. They are a lovely
addition to our gallery of TRUTH SEEKER
children. Thanks, also, for the souvenir
from "bonnie Scotland."
J. H. B.-Many thanks for your kind remembrance. No; do not learn to smoke. It
is a needless and expensiv luxury. With
cigar money buy useful books. Send to
Truth Seeker Company for catalog. The
works you inquire for may be found in the
office there.
JESSIE BREWSTER.-Your article received,
and will appear as soon as we hav room for
it. Your contributions are always welcome.
We thank you for your kind interest, and we
shall always strive to deserve the good opinion of the friends of the Children's Corner.
No, we hav certainly not discontinued for
good the Science stories. We realize their
importance, but ill-.4e~lth has preventl)d $eir

apptarance of late, as we hav not felt able to
write a great deal in these days, but hope to
be well again soon.
LEWis.-Chewing gum is injurious in several ways. It is neither a wholesome nor
beautiful habit. A boy who chews gum
might some time chew tobacco. We don't
like to think of our bright boys and girls
as being addicted to any such habit. It is
said that a million dollars is spent every year
in the United States for chewing gum. There
are large factories engaged in its manufacture, but, none the less, its use is not in
good taste, nor is it conduciv to good health.
A FRIEND writes, in a private note, and she
will please pardon us for making it public, of
the Science Column: "It not only interests
the children, but instructs older people who
during their early lives were denied such
advantages. You ·know there are many
grown people, with undeveloped minds, who
would not hav understood those matters as
they are treated in scientific works; but,
simplified and st:ripped of their technicalities
as you treat them, they are read with an
intelligent understanding by some of my
Western acquaintances, and I feel sure the
Science Column does more good than you
know." We are glad to know our efforts are
appreciated, but we fall ·very short of our
ideal ; still we .do the best we can, and shall
resume the Science chapters soon as health
permits.
J. K. P. B.-Thanks for puzzles. You are
very kind and thoughtful; indeed, I think no
one has better and truer friends than the
EmToR oF THE CoRNER.

Correspondence.
CLEVELAND, 0., Dec. 11,287.
Miss WixoN: Comfort is the first factor of
life. The only worthy contentment is being
contented with doing our best, and making
the best of what we hav while it lasts. I do
not know of anything better to do than to
keep the children clear of those baneful illusions and invasions, God and gin, Bible and
beer, so I send you another cargo of rhymes
for the Corner. One pi~ce is an answer to
some slurs in a recitation-book, claiming that
everything worth having will go to the condemned canines if Ingersoll is right. If those
who pretend to so much piety about what
they know nothing of would do one-quarter
as well as Colonel Ingersoll, and be a fourth
as pleasant as his family, no· one would be
k!lpt awake by _senseless barkin~ or hurt. b.Y
biting. Death IS as natural as birth, and It IS
only the howling of hypocrits that makes it
seem a terror.
JoHN R. GuiLD.
GRANTFoRK, ILL., Dec. 20, 1887.
DEAR Miss WixoN: As I hav never seen
any letter from this part of the country, I
thought that I would write a few lines. I am
a boy fifteen years old. I am not going to
school this term. I would go, but my father
is postmaster, and he needs me at home, for
I am assistant. Our town is situated about
(by public road) thir.ty miles from the city of
St. Louis. Father IS the only person that
takes your valuable paper. I like to read it
very much. I would like to correspond with
some boy. I would like to see more boys
write letters. Hopin~ you wi.J.! see fit to publish my letter, I remam,
Your friend,
NIOHOLAS J. KRAFT.
[We would like to see more letters from
the boys, too. As it is now, the girls hav the
larger part of the correspondence column.
But the boys who do write for the Corner are
able and capable, and we are pleased to add
the name of Nicholas, the young assistantpostmaster, to the list. Who knows that he
may not be some time a postmaster-general?ED. C. C.]
OMAHA, NEB., Dec. 18, 1887.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I beg to inform you
that I hav received your letter containing $2,
being the second prize for essay entitled,
"Why I am a Liberal," and I wish to tender
Mr. Marlett and yourself my most sincere
thanks for awarding me the prize.
I want to get your books entitled, "Apples
of Gold" and "All In a Lifetime." The
"Story Hour" I already hav.
Inclosed find money order for the sum of
$3. to pay for "Apples of Gold," "All In a
Lifetime," and "Liberal Song Book."
I will also inclose likenesses of my threeyear-old brother, Oliver, my ten-year-old
sister,. Annie, and myself. I would like to
hav your photograph, if convenient. Please
send me books which contain your portrait,
if you hav them. When I write another
essay will you select the subject, or shall I
select one myself? I will now close.
From your friend,
•
MARGARET S. CoLVIN.
P.S.-1 will not send the money order in
this letter, but will send it in an envelope by
itself. I will mail them both at the same
time.
}'I. S. C.

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.

Steel engravings o~ this cPiebrated naturalist,
12xl5 inches, suitable for framino:, sent. poSIJ:!..aiq
fo~25 cents~
Address THE TRUTH BEEE;E~~.
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Agents for the Truth Seeker.

A SPLENDID WORK.

CALIFORNIA.

Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasnr~r of the American
Secular Union, has PUblished

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
OANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 1701-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
•
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.
COLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins-, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.

E. A. S~evens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
· Bros., Chicago.
INDIANA.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KA.NS.A.S.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MAINE.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-oftlce, Smyrna
Mills).

MASSAOHUSETTS.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MIOffiGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S.D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co.• 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st,, St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NEBRASKA.

Thos. Foreman, 106 &108 So.14th st., Omaha.

THE NINE DE:M:ANDS Bible of Bibles ;

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S

OR

ON THE

ANTI-PROHIBITION.

Declaration of lnoependence,

PRICE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under which you hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each point is discussed, should be highl:y commended. Therefore
I take l!:reat pleasure m recommending "AntiProhibition" to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temperance, but in the principles of self-government.J.J.McCabe.
For sale at this oftloe.

ALSO THE

Lmmortal Docum,ent,
And the National Anthem entitled:

PENNBYLVANIA.

Address THE TBUTH SEEKEB CoMPANY,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Charles Watts's Works.

Fathers of Our Republic,

Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound

TENNESSEE.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
.

Paine, J e:fterson, Washington,
Franklin.

UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
W ABHINGTON TERRITORY.

W. Wedeken, Montesano.
ENGLAND.

A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth Annual
Congress of the American Secular Union,
in Chickering Hall, New York!
November 18, 1886.

Watts &Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Price 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH" SEEKER CO.,

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims.

Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbnr~ are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Stattstics,
showini\" the creeds of the prisoners in the Penitentianes • the Church and Civilization; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church 'and the
Antislavery Reform ; t e Woman's Rights
Movement i. the Tem.Pera.nce Reform; the
Church ana the Republic.

Bible Morals.

.FREETHOUGIIT .NOVELS.
A finely

Tlte Heathens of the Heath.

written Radical romance. By Wm.McDonnelll
author of Exeter Hall, Family Creeds, Day oi
Rest, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
llO cents; cloth, 1.25.

AU in a Lifetime.

A Romance.

By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to expect to find, in such a marked degre~ even
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Free thought ranks." Price,
1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned b:y- Scri~ure Falsehood and
Deception ; Chea.tmg: Theft and Robbery i
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars oi
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism~ Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
(:ukiudness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism ; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polyg_amy; IntemJ>erance; Poverty
and Vagranc;v: Ignorance and Idiocy i Obscenity. PrJCe, smgle copies, 25 centsi· 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on large~nanti ies.
.

The Outcast.

A deep, finely written

Radical story. From the London edition. By
Win wood Reade, author of ll:lartyrdom of Man.
80 cents.

This is the best

A

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational Point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is discussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath.;, The. CJu:istian
matwn of
Scrii>tures and the Sabbath; .!!<
Sunday Arguments· Origin of
tian Sabbath; Testimony of the Christia
era; 1'he
"'bb ath during the Middle A~es; The Puritan
Sabbath; Testimony of Chrtstian Reformers,
Scholars, and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
Laws Price, 25 cents; six coPies, $1.00.
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Sabbath-Breaking.

Thomas Paine.

The Apostle of Re-

~

~
~

0
f:-4
~

~

ligions and Political Liberty. Tells the stor.Y .....
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the lead- E-<
ing traits of his character and genius, and vindicates hi~ name from the aspersions cast upon ~
it. Choice e~t~acts from ' Common Sense," ~
"American Cnsts 1 " "Rtghts of Man," and "Age E-<
of Rea,son "are given; also, tributes to Paine'~
character from more than one hundred noted r:Il
persona of Europe and A!IIerica, many of thel)l .....
written expressly for th1s work. Second edition\ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
neatlY bound, and containing a handsome ~
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents i 0
cloth, 75 cents.

Image Breaker.
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Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, 'Yashington an Unbeliver j.Je!ferson an Unbellever;
Paine and Wesley; uhnsttan Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts.

The Apostle of Liberty. An address

delivered in Paine Hall., before the N. E. F~ee
thinkers' Convention, .JanuarY 29, 1884., Pnce,
10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY
A double-page picture contrasting scienoe and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 30 cents i one dozen. 50 !Ients
twenJy-five copies for $1; one hundred ooptes for
$8. We wishthatthefriends of Fr.eeth~nghtwould
distribute thousands of these telling Plctures.

ROMAN ISM,

Age.

Great Centennial Oration

Dr.J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila. "LAND OF LIBERTY."
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh. Price, 6 cts ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
TEXAS.

REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we oan
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
Printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illnminated border, large clear type, suitable for framing. The tities are :

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

OREGON.

.

or, Twenty-seven

lna-ersoll's Tributes.

W. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.

B. F. Hyland, Corvallii!.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.

Ex;posttion of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Prtce, 35 cents.

Divine Revelations, containing a description of
in .a more attractiv form than any in which they
twenty-seven bibles and an exl!osition of two
thonsand
biblical errors in smence, history,
hav previously appeared. At the head of an enmonls, religion, and general events. Also a
graving on heavy plate paper, 24x19 inches, are
delineation of the characters of the plincipal
peraonages of the Christian Bible and an exthe cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
amination of their doctrine. Price, 1. 75.
The VisionofWar,
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
The
World's
Sixteen
Crucified
SavThe Grant Banquet Toast,
Republic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
iors; or, Christianity Before Christ.
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.
JOHN ADAMS, and between .these two are
Contaming new and startling revelations in
printed the Nine Demands of the American SecuThe price of these heretofore has been 75cts. We
reli~ous JiistoryJ which disclose the oriental
origm of all the aoctrines 1 ;princip!e!1 precepts, offer them at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH; THE
lar Union in conspicuous type. At ihe foot are
and miracles of the Christtan New '.L"estament1
LAFAYETTE, GIRARD, and INGERSOLL,
and furnishing a key for unlocking many or THREE FOR FORTY OENTS.
Mailed secure
its
sacred mysteries, besid~s comprising the
making eight likenesses in all. Inscribed beh\story of sixteen oriental crucified gods. 1.50. from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
neath each portrait is some radical sentiment
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
28Lafayette Pl •• New York.
quoted from the author pictn;·ed over it. i:n the
space between the portraits and around them are
New Edition •. Revised and Enlarged.
arabesques of vines and flowers in profusion, and
the panel inclosing the Nine Demands is sur- The Conflict between Christianity
mounted on each corner by Mr. Eckhard's design
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
and Civilization.
of the flag above the cross. The whole makes an PRICE,
Introduction by
15CENTS.
exceediligly handsome work for framing. The
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
It is a stunner; ooncise, scholarly, and good.artistic part is Gqual to the best, and the portraits· M. E. Billings.
Price, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
are as true to nature as the photographs from
Thd Traile Supplied at Special Discounts.
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
which they were transferred. The design will be
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
Photo-engravin_gs of Miss Gardener are for sale
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
discourse.-J ames Parton.
at this office. Pnce, 40c.; with autograph, 50 eta.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The

NEW YORK.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
H. Adler, cor. Essex& Grand sts., New York.
omo.
N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps·& Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.

KERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS.
Biography of Satan; or, a Historical

Ls a Stanctt l.n]iaet and a I!Juccessful Physician.
The Better Wav.of Cincinnati, C)., says, ".W!l are
assured that Dr. Fellows, the em men t spemallst of
Vineland, N.J., is an eductj.ted gentleman of superior mind and large attamments, a,nd tha); success in his profession has brought h1m busmess,
not only from all Part.s of this CO)lntry7• b\lt from
foreign shores. He 18 m the pnme. oi hfe a!ld
able to transact his varH?UB p~ofesswna,l dnttes
promptly and well and g1v sattsfaction lll every
instance. His references are numbered by thou•
sands."
d"tseases
Dr. Fellows treat~ all ~ h ose pee~1tar
resultinl!" from indtscr~t~on and 1gnorance of
youth Those who are atllng should send 10 cents
forth~ Dr.'slittle book setting forth an ExTERNAL
APPLIOATION-a positiv cure.
Address
DR. R. P. FELLOWS.
Vineland, N.J.
p r Mention this paper.

in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.20 CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freethou_ght and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Moliammedanism. Section III. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Sec·
tion V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

DANCER AHEAD.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

By A. • .T. GROVER.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH

SEE~R

CO.

OR,

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.

This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle
Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
Secularism; Destructiv and Construc- his pulpit,
uses it to discuss all the vital questions
tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.
of human concern, religious, political, and otherChristian Evidences Criticised A wise. The book is written in well-chosen lanreply to the "Christian Evidence Society." guage, and easily understood. There is just suffiIntroduction by Charles Bradlaugh. Con- cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
tents: The Origin of Christianity; The Histori- hold his attention while the truth is being brought
cal Value of the New Testament; Miracles;
Prophecies ; The Practical Value of Christian- to his mind.
ity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.

Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price, 75 eta.
Tracts. The following tracts by Chas. DID JESUS CHRIST RISE FROM
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
THE DEA.D1,
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;

Is the Bible Reliable 1 The Christian Deity 1 TM Evidences for tlte Resu1·rection Tried
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethought ana
and Found Wanting.
Modern Progress i. Christianity, its Nature and
By Saladin.
Influence on Civilization ;._Philosophy of Secularism; Science and .nible Ant!!!ll'onistic i
PRICE,
25 CENTS.
Christian Scheme of Rede.!!J._l)tion. Jfor all OI
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

Was Jesus an Impostor 1 A debate between a
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. Moss The best conducted debate of modern
times. ieo pp., 25 eta. ~he Mirror of . E:reethonght. 50 eta. The Btble and DarWtmsm.
25 eta. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
eta. Two Revelations. 5 eta. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. 5 eta. Btble Makers. 5 eta.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1!.2, and 3. Each 5 eta. Moses
vs. Darwin. 5 eta. ~:~ocratesJ Buddha, and Jesus.
5 eta. Christianity a Degraaing Religion. 5 eta.
Fictitious Gods. 5 eta. Natural Man. 5 eta.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 eta. Bruno and
Spinoza. 5 eta. The Bible God and His Favorite.
5 eta. l\Iiracle-Workers. 5 eta. ~ealth, Wealth,
and Happiness. 5 cts. The Bra1n and t!J.e Soul.
5 eta Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Des1g_n and
Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower
Animals. ~ eta.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
E. C., Lon:lon, Eng.

Bi~le

Temperance:

Ll(lUOR DRINKING

Oommended, Defended, and Enjoined
by the Bible.
BY E. 0. WALKER.
This is a companion book to Remsburg's 'Bible
Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

RUPTURES CUR EDb,

mylUedical Compound and Impro't'ed
Elastic Sot>porter TrnssinJrom30 to
90 day•. Reliable te!erenr.es g!ven. Send
stamp for circular, and tJ<UI ·m what paper
uou oaw mu advertiSement. Address Q~

w. .A.~I,Smllllnllt.,~~§ll. :!f>~

The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.

History cf£hristianity
...A VINDICATION
of some passages In the "History of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire" by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,
including critical notes by Guizot, Mtlman, Wenckt
~-an H English Churchman," and other scholars.
1 vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With G5 engravings. $.l.J.~
This book shows when, where, and how Christianity
originated, who were its founders, and wl~~t were the
sentiments, manners, numbers, and condttton of the
primitive Christians.
fl I kHow of no book that contains more real and val ..
uable information upon the origin of Christianity."_.
R ...<t,~!'~ft;eo;;,';;st learned an~ interesting books evlt
written and publi.shed."-Boston./uvestigator. f '
FOR SAl-E AT TRUT~ SEEKER OF'FICIE ••
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" Well, we should rather smile l You
don't suppose we're playing this for gum
We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
drops?"
Sunday and the ~abbath. "A law cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
" Gentlemen J" exclaims the advocate of
regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is intended to take the place of the "God-bless-ourThe Dying Atheist to Death.
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.
home" placards which disfigure the walls of so
salvation, with ill-dissembled horror, "I am
Nearer, nearer, Death, I see thee;
inexpressibly distressed to discover such im- The False ·1_'eachiog of the Chris· many-houses. They are printed on heavY cardThou hast surely come to free. me
tian Church. "The Thirty-nine board, 9 inches by 22 1-2. The motto is in black,
morality among my fellow-students. Before
From my care.
Articles of the Christian church are thit·ty- with colored borders. with an illuminated monotaking my departure, however, I n:ay as well
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. gram of U. M. L. The following are the vat-:ious
When afar off tbnu didst track me,
·
scatter a few seeds of holiness upon this bar- The Foolishness of Prayer. ''Think readings:
Fearing that thou wouldst attack me
Caused despair.
of lJ. ministet·•s praying God to kill grasshopren ground." And with this he distributes
pers, or tryiug to induce the Deity to underTHE LIVING HAV A RIGHT TO OONTROL
Then thou wert a grim ann oyer;
among those present a handful of tracts,
take a crn•ade of one against the Colorado
Now thou art a dear destroyer
--~~~ .:':~~~:
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.
demonstrating the uselessness of trying to be
..............................................
Of my pain.
happy in this world, and recommending vari- Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
With tby frigid bands and fingers
•
FREE THOUGHT WILL GIV US TRUTH.
•
Price,
5
cents.
ous ways of making oneself utterly wretched
Chill the fever that still lingers
••,••••••e••••••••ooooooooooooooooOoooo••••••••••••••••
In my brain.
with a view to future reward. Then taking Do You Love Jesus 1 Price, 5 cents.
BUl'ERSTITION IS THE OHILD OF SLAVERY.
Fainter grow my heart's pulsations,
up his shabby hat he says good-bye, and trips America's Debt to Thomas Paine.
Price, 5 cents.
And my indtstinct sensations
down the stairway of the dormitory, while a
Seem to cease.
howl of impious hilarity awakens the echoes Is Liberalism Moral1 Price, 5 cents.
Boldly, Death, at last I face thee;
of the apartment he has just left, and Mr. A Holy Superstition. Price, 5 cents.
Benefactor, ob, embrace meThis is peace.
Splasher, with his friends, executes a frantic The Workingman's RPlhdon. 5 eta.
•
THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IS MY CATHEDRAL.
•
Osceola llill•, Pa.
WM.. ScoTT.
war-dance about the corridor.
Temperance and the Bible.. 5 cents1 ........................................... ,
Some trifling rebuffs hav no discouraging Free Religion ; or, the Religious De- •
UNIVERSAL MENTAL LIBERTY.
•
Church and Mammon.
effect, however, upon the godly-minded, who
mand of To-daY. Price, 5 cents,
······················································
are simply inspired thereby to additional The Brute God of the Old Testament.
Dimes and dollars, dollars and dimes l
THE TIME TO BE HAl'l'Y IS NOW,
Price, 5 cents.
An empty pocket is the worst of crimes.
efforts in their soul-saving task. At their
When a man is down, giv him a thrust;
~~~.:~.~ ~~~~ ~~ ~~ -~~~- ~~- ~~~~:.
hands especially hopeless cases receive ex. The Resurrection of Jesus Not
Trample the beggar under the dust.
Prond. Price, 5 cents.
ceptional attention, and undergraduates
NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
Presumptuous poverty is quite appalling.
whose depravity is unusually notorious are The Public Schoo's and the Catholic
TILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.
When a man is down, kick him for falling;
sent a dozen invitations for every prayer.
···············.·······································
Church. Price, 5 cents.
When he is up, lift bim up higher.
:····················································:
meeting held in the college yard. But now
His life is for sale, but who is the buyer?
THE WORLD IS MY OOUNTRY;
•
TO DO GOOD MY RELIGION.
.
it is understood that a very determined as.
Dimes and dollars, dollars and dimes J
······················································
An empty pocket is the worst of crimes.
sault is to be made upon the fortifications be---o--The
Price
of
each
of
the
foregoing
is
25
cents.
I kuew a poor but honest man
hind which the evil one has intrenched himFor Freethougbt societies there is a large card
We hav on hand a large number ~f the following
Who tried to liv on the Christian plan;
self. A corps of " Christian brethren " has of COLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamph~ets, which 22 x 15 inches, prmted in colors, with an engraved
But poor be is and poor he'll be ;
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberbeen organized for the purpose of visiting the will be disposed of at cost, as fol" ows:
A de8pised and wretched thing is he.
alism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
iniquitous in their rooms, and praying for
Ingersoll Catechised:
At home he meets a starving wife;
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Pl"ice, 80
them. The members of this pious association His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Pro· cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
Abroad he leads a leper's life.
pounded by the Editor of the "San Franciscan;" wrapped, on receipt of price.
do
not
expect
to
be
welcomed
with
much
Join the church, and ne'er forsake her;
singly, 3 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
enthusiasm by those upon whom they call. $2.00.
Learn to cant, and insult your maker;
On the contrary, they are prepared to be
Be bypocrit, liar, knave, or foolORTHODOXY.
But don't be poor. Rfmember the rule:
kicked out of every other door they enter A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12m.o
Dollars and dimes, dollars and dimes;
upon this merciful errand. They are pre- pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.
An empty pocket is the worst of crimeP.
pared, if neceseary, to kneel in the hallways
Civil Bights Speech.
This device is for
and howl such spiritual songs as are most ap. Including the address of Frederick Douglas, fifty.
paper and envelDifficulties Encountered in Evan- propriate outside the closed portals of the un- three-large octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
opes for S6cular
eva»gelized. Then to pass a finv copies of for $1; aad $6 per hundred.
gelizing Harvard Students.
Unions and others.
The Truth oC History.
scripture texts through a crack beneath, and
From the Omaha HfTald.
PRICES:
BosToN, M.Ass., Oct. 19th.-They do say away to invoke divine intercession in behalf This is a comment by Colonel Ingersoll up(l'n
the religious lies that hav been told about himHalf-note, bl'kink,
that a movement is contemplated at Harvard, of another castaway upon the desert shore of self, and first made its appearance in these colper quire, • .18
the object of which is to evangelize, in some unbelief. Oh, you may be very sure that the umns. Price 8 cents; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per
Envelopes,
black
hundred.
measure, this notoriomly heathen university. life of an university mjssionary is an activ if
ink, per pack, .18
BIBLE IDOLATRY.
Paper or envelopes
It must not be Sllpposed that "the devil has not a very merry one.
A letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
with local adobtained undisputed possession of the college.
the London "Secular Review." Price 8 cents; ,80
dress, 1,000, $.6.00
On the contrary, I hav reason to know that
Half-note, 4 colors,
How the Methodists Intend to Hustle the cents per doz., or $2 per hundred.
not a few young men of exceptional godliness
per quire, . .25
INGERSOLL ON ltlcGLYNN.
Baptists and EI'iscopalians.
are numbered upon its roll of undergraduates.
Envelopes,4 colors,
Being the comments and opinions of Mr. IngerWhile
we
were
camped
on
the
edge
of
a
per pack, . .25
Among themselvs these pious guzzlers at the
soll upon the fight in the Catholic church between
Paper or envelopes
Pierian spring hav a society, the object of little Nebraska town a man came over and the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
4 colors, with lopope. Price 3 cents; 30 cents per doz., or $2
which is the propa~ation of the faith within sat down on the wagon tongue and began to the
cal address, per
per hundred.
1,tlOO, . • $10.00
Alma Mater's classic precincts. As a rule, praise up the place, mentioning among other
We suggest that these be purchased in quantiAddress
the members of tllis prayerful sodality are improvements a new steeple tftat was going ties, and given away to Christians, and it is with
unusually poverty-stricken. I cannot imagin up on a church near at hand.
that not unreasonable eXplctation that the rrices
The Truth Seeker.
OOPVRIOHTEO.
" Isn't that steeple just a little high for the hav been placed so low.
why it is, but I hav never met a fairly wellAny profit from sales will be devoted to the free
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
to-do student who entertained a prepossession size of the church?" suggested Briar.
distribution of Liberal literature.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
"There, struck it the first whack J I told
in favor of the catechism and the hymn-book.
'em
that
was
the
way
it
would
go!
Now,
The solution of this enigma I modestly refer
I'll tell you," he went on confidentially,
to wiser thinkers.
Uph"eld by that consciousness of moral rec- "'bout that steeple. It's a 'Piscopal church;
titude which distinguishes the seeker after they put it up 'bout a year ago·with jes' an The Problem of the Universe1 and T~e Present and Ute Future
Its Scientific Solution, with some OritiCisms of
religious truth, the devout sophomore em- ord'nary steeple stickin' upon it. Then what
Republic oC North America.
Universology. Price, 20 cts.
ploys his personal influence to spiritually ed- did tse Baptists do but up an' build a church
BY A CAPITALIST.
Waifs
and
Wandermgs,
8
New
Amari·
ucate his unregenerate classmates. He does over here an' r'ar up a steeple on their's ten
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 5o cts.
feet
higher.
This
nat'rally
galled
the
'PiscoA.
book
advocating
associate life as a remedy for
"A
prose
epic
of
the
war,
riah
with
incident
not hesitate to call upon the especially unand drama tic power; breezy from first page to povert,v, viceJ and crime. It deals with the {'resent
sanctified in their rooms anu to giv them all pals some, an' this spring up they socked
last with the living spirit of to-day."-John condittons or society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and showing bow it i8 almost
SWinton's Paper.
sorts of valuable suggestions regarding the their steeple fifteen feet higher l It ran along
impossible that the people should be other than
mending of their ways. Suppose, for ex- till July, an' all the time the Baptists was Ingersoll and Jesns. A conversation poor and vicious under our present system. The
in rhyme betwee~ the Nineteenth Century In- remedy, the· author thinks. i8 in communal life,
ample, he finds that dissipated youth, gittin' hotter 'n hotter an' one day jes' after
fidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is and he has drawn a vivtd picture of the future
the
Fourth
what
should
they
do
butputsome
Splasher, engaged playing draw-poker with
shown thflre is much in harmony between Republic of North Amertca, as it will be when
society shall he. onmnized on the principles of
them. Price, 10 cts.
a few equally dissipated acquaintances. So carpenters to work on their steeple and
Rational Communism. The book is vigorously
absorbing is the game that they do not hear shove her up 'nother ten feet? Then they Golden Throne, 8 Romance. " The and interestingly written.
a_utbor certai!llY. ha~ gC'nius. The divine creaPaper, 50c; cloth, $1.
his timid knock. But the jackpot winds up went round town steppin' high, an' the 'Pistiv spark ts mthin hun. The book 1s filled wits
manly thoughts, expre~sed in manly wordsAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
at length, and the summons elicits a tardy copals began to sweat again. It run along
the
transcnpt
of
a
manly
mind.
Every
Liberal
till day before yesterday, when they seen the
response.
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL,
"Toddle in, my blooming," says the hos. Baptists an' are goin' 'em ten better! An', Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed BOOKS ON :MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
pitable Mr. Splasher, opening the door. do you know, I'll be snaked if I don't b'lieve
with life, thought, and profound emotion,
SUBJECTS:
poured fertb, it seems to me, with extraordi"You're just in time to make a sixth hand in the Baptists '11 raise 'em 'fore winter? Oh,
nary beauty."-DR. HENRYW. BELLOWS. $1.
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMwe're game in this town ev'ry time!"
the game."
·
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand"Er-well, which one do you belong to?" Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of some 12mo volume of nearlY 11900 pages, fully
"You are very kind," replies the visitor,
illust.rat.~d.
Cloth, 8.25-in EngJ.ish or German
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.
"·but I hav not any acquaintance with these Briar inquired.
A. new cheap edttion at only 1.5~.
"Neither; I'm a Methodist.' That's our Why Don't He Lend a Hand 1 and
soul-destroying pastimes."
SCIENCE IN STORY; or, Sammy Tubbs, the
other Agnostic Poems, Price, 10 cts.
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
"That's all right," responds the genial church over there on the hill."
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or
"Well, you're getting left entirely, aren't Adami and Heva. A Poetic version per set ; or five volumes in one for $2.
host. "lf.you won't join us, pray take a seat
versiol! of tjte ~ndian S~orr. of the Garden of
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
you-no steeple at all?"
ar.d lcok on."
Ejen, m whtch 1ts snpenonty t'l the mutilated 250 pages, illu8trated and cloth hound. (The fifth
~~~~;:-the Genesis legend-is shown. !'rice 10 volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.
"S-sh! That's all right-we know our
So the evangelical amateur balances himHAND-BOOR of Health Hints and Ready Reself on the extreme edge of a chair, apd eyes play r We let on we don't b'lieve in steeples,
For all of the above address
cipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
the proceedings with an air of grieved disap- an' go 'round blowin' 'bout our big bell an'
By Dr. Fonte. 25 cents.
probation. Presently one of the players de- the scalloped shingles on the side of the
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES <Dime Pam.
NEW EDITION.
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
posits in the middle of the table a small white buildin'. 'Bout next June you'll see these
m their Relation to Disease,"represent.ing the get·m
theorY', advocating personal and public hygiene
disk of celluloid. "May I ask what that is?" Baptists' and 'Piscopals' steeples blow over,
and opposing_ vaccination; "Health in the ·sun.
says the missionary apologetically, evidently an' then jes' watch us Meth'dists shack to the
beam," considel"im~ the blue-tdass cure-of value
on,
to stck au d well. By mail, 10 ceD ts each.
inspired to investigate this curious form of front an' r'ar a long, slim steeple up into the
(Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
air so high that they'll be too sick to ever The Origin of the Christian Religion ofHEREDITY
iniquity.
Heredity," by P~of. Bt"Ooks, 336 pages, cloth
bound,
$2h·
"Heredity!''
by Loring l\Ioody, 159
"That's the ante," explains one of Mr. build again! Us Meth'dists may be laggin'
and the Significance of its
J:l.ages, clot t 75 cents; ' The Law of HPredity," by
Splasher's friends politely.
a little jes' at present, but you wait till the
F. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Rise and Decline.
HumanTemperaments( with illustrations, by Dr.
proper time comes an' we'll make some o'
"But what is an ante?"
E. B. Foote, 10 cents; ' Genera bon before Refenthese lightweight denominations think the
"Five cents." •
eTation/' by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., 10 cents; ' Re·
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
rorts oi Conventions and Parlor Meetiull"s during
"What l You don't mean to say that you brick court house has fell on 'eml"-Fred.
1882," 10 cents; "Third Annual Conventton of the
Carruth, in Clticago T1·illune.
are gambling for money?"
Institute
of Heredity,M~~. 188~" 10 cents.
Price, $1.00.
For sale at this office.
'rllE TBuTH BEEKEB.
Addreaa

L. K. Washburn's Works. Mottoes for Freethinkers.
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Very Cheap Pamphlets.

Our Flag Above the Cross.

S.. P. Putnam's Works.

The Secret of the East,

RATIONAL COMMUNISM.
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Ingersoll's 'Works.

PHILADELPHIA LffiERAL LEAGUE, 2o'l
meets every Sunday in lndulitrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questione.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates

The Gods. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, $1.

In five lectures.~.. comprising, "The Gods"
" Humboldt," " Thomas Paine," " Individuality," and "Heretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper,.50 eta; cloth, 1.25.

BACON AND SHA.KSPERE.

Contents: "The <fhost!!J" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "·~·he Declaration of Indejlendence," "About Farming in Illinois,"
•· The Grant Banque~t" "The Rev. Alexander
Clark," "The J'aMt· l'Ises before Me Like a
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon 0. lnger•oll."

Some Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
What .Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.
The tJhristian Religion. By R. G.

Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write,
The Sonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BuRR. Price, 21\ centR. For •ale at thi• office.

WHO WA.N'l':S 'fHEll?

Unrivaled in Tone,

...2\r0

lngersolb Judge Jeremiali 8. Black, and Prof.
George .If. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents ; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

-.,
· ~s

56 pages, 12mo, paper, Cor. 87th St.

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
-large, clear type, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

Touch and Workmanship.

FACTORY

&

Col. Kelso's Works.

the editor of the San Franvtscan. 5 cents; 50
ce.nt.s per dozen~ 25 copies, $1; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.

hammer Logic unsurpassed."
silk cloLh, $3.

Svo., 833pp.,

ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

claims for the existence of the Bible deity, and

Analyzed and the Devil's DeVindication of 'l'homas Paine from Deity
fense. A thorough analysis of the
the attacks of the New York Observer, by Roban examination in verse of the charges generAddress on the t:i.vil Rights Bill.
ally brought against his Satanic majesty.
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.·
12mo, 466PP., 1.50.
Ingersoll's Lectut·es Complete.
Spiritualism
Sustained. This work
Bound in one volume. To meet the demand

Tributes.

Prose Poems and :Selections. · This
new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In fact, one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issued. It contains, besides the celebrated" Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various Mhapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day con"
versa tiona of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admirin)l" friends as
a. rare personal souvenir. To help It serve this
purpose'! a fine steel portrait, with autograJ?h
fa.c simi e, has been prepared especiall;!: for It~
Price 1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and s1tle, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant library style, 4.50; in full Turkey morocco, gilt, exquisitly fine, 7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

Life.

goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to
show that Christians are inconsistent in denying the alleged truths of that philosophy.
· Cloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.

HISTORY

There hav been so many

applica tiona for Mr. ln_gersoll's "Tbe Vision
of War," the "Grant Banquet Toast," and
th& recent address over "Little Harry Mil·
ler's Grave," that they hav been printed on
heavy toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border,
and in large, clear type, suitable for framing,
and the three will be forwarded to any address,
for 4J eta, or either one for 15 eta.

A Prose Poem.

Printed in

eolors on board, beveled gilt edges.

Photo~raphs

OJ!'

THB

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMEN'f
Of' Europe.

A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American' Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-oTbe New York Observer (Preabyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
SeCTeta'1'1J of the American Secular Unwn.
Price 10 cents.

.

Natural and Scientific Methods of
Never Forgetting.
By 1\1. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.

12mo, 160 pp.,
Address

•

•

• •

$1.00

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 La1ayette Pl., New York.

BffiLE.

•

A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Tboul(h
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W.
H. BURR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 30,000 copies ha.v been sold. Price, 15 ceni.s.
For sale at this office.

cal \Vorks.
By THOMAS PAINE,
"Tbe Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
flaming arguments . . • will not leave num.
bers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation."

Price,

For tbe benefit of our reAdei·s who preserve their PAPers
we offer a DPW style of binder,
, 11A~•~ 1
. rnAde for tbe pnrpo•e, •nrl
~ 61""' ,
' with the hARding of THE
I
rRUTH t:lEEKER printed in
~.......
• •old lettPrs on the outside.
rhiB binder AllOWS t.he OpenlUI{ of tlltl p~perij perfectlY fiftt. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
~ 8Pnt by m>til. po•tn•irl, fnr "1.
• Address THE TRUTH BEEKER
~tf
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;
oR,

BY

H. J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
Price,

10 cents.

T H I RD

T"''""":

EDIT I 0 N.

BIBLE MYTHS,
AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:
BEING

.A.

()Gmparison of the Old and New Testament lllyths and llliracles with those
of Heathen Nations of Antiquity,

VOLT !IRE' 8 ROMANCES.

CONSIDERING ALSO THEIR ORIGIN AND MEANING.

OONTI!:NTS:
Tbe White Bnll: A i:lAtirical Romance.- Zadig,
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-'l'ue Man of l<'orty Crowns. Th~
Huron ; or, the Pupil of NAtm·e.-MicromEJgas.The World as it Goes •.-The Black ancl the White.
-Memuom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Study of Natnre.-A Conversation
With a Chinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure ~India.

r.-................._w_I_T_H~N~U-M~E~ROUS IpL-LU_s_T_R_A_T-IO_N_·s_.................__,

TOGETHER WITH

Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 6?
engravings. Price, cloth, bPveled boards, $1.~0; paper coverM, $1. Hnlf calf or half morocco, marbled
edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

A Fabricated .Account of a SeeM at the Deathbed ' ' Thomas Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.

THE

Tbis pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.

ROl\liSH AND ANGLICAN.

An Expose.
By SALADIN.
Price, 30 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

IS THE COD OF ISRAEL
THE TRUE C001
The Narrativ of the Five Books of Moses,
Joshua, and Judges, and the
New Testament.

By Israel JY. Groh.
Price 25 cents.

CONVENTIONAL LIE~ OF OIJR
CIVILIZATION.
From the German of MAX NORDAU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
Price, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

THE CONFESSIONAL:

Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00

SEND POSTAL to Leftwjch Bros. and Cnrt~s,
Florence, Ala., for descriptiOn of cheap land m
the Snuny South.
1y45

cents.

BINDER for THE TRUTR SEEKER

A. ROMAN CATHOLIC C.A.N.A.RD.

Address

3~

r' ~

of the Old Testament.
of Colonel Ingersoll. The Forgery
Dedicated to the clergy

-o-

PAINE'S AGE OF REA-SON.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY.
HOW TO STRENCTHEN
THE MEMORY;
SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
OR,

50 cents.

Vin~icats~!

e).-.. .

SOCIAL .WEALTH,

By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, $3.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

boudoir, $1.
. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

Pains

1'\.....;)...0'

SO Third b ~

Ingersoll t:atee.hised: His Answers to The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledgea Number of Vital Questions Propounded by

for Mr. Ingersoll's works) the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Orthodoxy," bound in one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1!300
pajl"es, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
·Price of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

Pair Diamond Eard•ops worth $400 for !280; do.
$250 for H50; do. $120 for $80; do. ~60 for H5; do.
f40 for i2l:!; 1 DiAmond Pm, worth $825, for $220;
do. USO JOr U35; do. $!50 for •no ; do. $100 for t65;
do. f6; for $45; do. f38 !or ~28. 1 Hillg or Studd
·worth $185 ftJr $140; do. $150 for $110: do. S90 for
t65; do. 16:> for $45; do. $50 for £35. A full line of
WAREROOMS,
·
•rnRller D1amond Good; same discounts. WILL
ltEFUND CASH Ill FULL FoR ANY OF THE ABOVE AT
ANY TIME DURING ONE YEAR IF NOT SATIS•"ATORY.
13est •• Howard" Wtttch, Elegant. Diamond-set
Ne\7\T York. CHRe,
worth $300 for t2~0; simi!Rr $200 for $150; do.
>150 for $1!0. LAc.JJe•' Watch, 50 D'amoncl", worth
•2< 0, for $150; do Diamonds and ltubieR, '140 for
UOO; do. $100 for 1'00. A fnllliue of regular styles,
tqUallY low. We<Jdilll! ltiDgM a speciRlt.y, Cab·
TM So~ Factnrs and Exact Ratios in It8 1net Organs worth $!50 !"or f'i5; do. $100 for 150
llusic Box, 10 airs, ta~. worth $45; do. $28; do. 8.
Acquirement and Apportionment.
<til s. $18 worth $25 .. 100 Plush and Leather Alhnms,
largeijt Rize, ~1 to $10, nearly half price. 100 Plush
By J. K. INGALLS.
roilet, Jewelry, lllanicure, Shaving, and l'hiid•s
Price, Cloth,
•
•
$1,00. •• ts, U to $15, R~mR r~cluctiouij. Dest Tnple
Plated Knives $3 50; Forks $3 50 per dozen. Tnple
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
plated 'l'ea-Fpoou" U.I"O; 'l'abJe-spoonij i3 40 per 6.
2s~afa.yette Place, New York.
BeMt Spectacle or Eye-Glass U, l'ebbleM f2, Gold
16 and ~7 li:lend hue of lin est print You can read
plainly at 14 mches and I can lit ron). I am a.n
PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER expert
in my hue-your home jeweler must hav 30
to 50 per cent profit-I will serve you honestly and
r:iv you the advantage of my I'D" PxpenPnce for
DEATH IMPROBABLE.
5 to 10 per cent.
OTTO WEl'TS rEIN,
By L. R. SMITH.
llochelle, Ill.
Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents.
Published and for sale by
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
The Greatest of all Antl·BlbiJ.

[Pre-Christian Crosses, from .AncieJtt Monuments.]

From the dawn of organized Paganism in the Eastern
world, to the final establishment of Christianity in the West,
the cross was one of the commonest and most sacred of symbolical monuments. Diversified forms of the symbol m·e
delineated more or less artistically, according to the progress
achieved in civilization at the period, on the ruined walls of
temples and palaces, on natural rocks and sepulchralgalleries, on the hoariest monoliths and the rudest statuary. Of
the several varieties of the cross still in vogue, as national
and ecclesiastical emblems, there is not one amongst them
the existence of which may not be traced to the remotest
antiquity. BIBLE MYTHS shows this.

1 Vol. Svo., cloth, about GOO Pages. Price, $2.50.
Sent post-paid by the TRUTH SEEKER.

WORKS OF' 0.

B.

WHITF'ORTJ, Jf.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

100.

BffiLE F ARRICATIOXS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

150

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

Vindic~tion of Rihgt.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
5o.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Addrese
28 Lafayette PI., New York.

A. .Masonic
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Jltws off the fflttlt.

IV.

Pr~:n:Jgn~W~~.s brtdit~~a./or a

Fair Trial
V. Dawn of Oreation. An Answer to Mr. Glad.
stone.
By
Albert
Reville,
D.D.
A Dtsousston Between
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Gladstone, Huxley,- Muller,
Huxley.
THE latest of the "combinations " ''corLinton, .Reville.
·
vn. A Protest and a. Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Lin·
·ton·
Genesis and Geology.
Porations ' " "companies ' " or "sy~dicates, I· On the Conflict between
This is a new book and contains the latest discusCONTENTS:
that are lately formed for the purpose of
I. Dawn of Oreation and of Worship. By Bon. sion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
participants are a. guarantee of its able character.
making the commodity they are to buy.
W. E. Gladstone.
.
I II. The Interpreters of Genesis •and theinterPrice, paper, 59 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
cheaper, and that which they are to sell'
pretersofNa.ture. ByProf.T.H.Huxley.
1 III. Postscript to Solar Myths.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
higher is one in lard
By Prof. Max
.
'
•
I
Muller.
28 Lafayette Pl.,New York.
HERBERT SPENCER is in
very poor health, and
suffers from insomnia.

I

IT seems to be thought of a thousand times more
importance to instruct the people how to dress a
kid in its mother's milk, in what fashion the
priests should cut them open, and how they
should sprinkle the blood of bullocks and rams on
thjlir right thumb!, their right big toes, on the
tips of their ears and all over their garments, than
to tell how to construct good carriage-roads, or
how to build comfortable dwellings.-D. Jlf. Benne:
THE outside of Socrates
was that of a satyr and buffoon, but his soul was all
virtue, and from within
him came such divine and
pathetic things as pierced
the heart, and drew tears
from the hearers.-.l'lato.

AN order for the reduction of judicial rents in
Ireland creates great
rage among the landlords.
AT Killybearn, Ireland, a desperate battle
between Catholics and
Orangemen occurred on
tlle 26th ult.
A PROPOSAL of a Russian government commission to allow Jews to reside in that country bas
been rejected by higher
authority.
THE railway conductors' association is to present to Congress a bill
requiring the licensing of
conductors on all railways in the United
States.
AT Newmarket, Ireland, on the 30th ult.,
five men were sentenced
to three months' imprisonment at hard labor for
attending a meeting of
the National League. An
appeal was taken in each
case.

JOSEPH MEETETH HIS FATHER.
. And Joseph made ready his chariot, and went up to meet Israel his father, to Goshen, and presented himself unto
him; and he fell on his neck, and wept on his neck a good while.-Gen. xlvi, 29.
·

RussiA continues to
make stealthy advances
toward the Asiatic countries tllat she covets, and giv~ great anxiety to
the other European powers, who fear to· interfere.
THE pope is preparing autograph letters
IT is easy enough to pay fifteen cents a. drink for
to all the sovereigns that wrote to him on his whisky; but when it comes to buyingshoesforthe
baby and that sort of thing, it beats all how
jubilee day.
the money slips away:
CoMPLIOA.TED strikes and threats of strikes
THEBE are certain ties that knit us together in
of Pennsylvania miners and Reading railroad one common humanity. We believe that Herbert
Spencer would take a real red-hot human interest
employees continue.
in chucking bean-bags at a hole in a board, if a
SuiCIDES are unusually numerous lately in reasonably pretty girl undertook to 'teach him the
the big cities. The two chief causes seem to game.
THE satirist makes no fun of the father-in-law.
be intemperance, and poverty and failure to
He can't. The subject's attitude is too sympaget employment.
·
thetic. The father-in-law meets the young man
CIGA.RM.A.KERS are indignant at an attempt on the threshold of matrimony and welcomes him
into the family with a weary wink; and as the
of the manufacturers to reduce their wages, years go on they understand one another better
and to revive the tenement house system.
and better.
ONE day Gracie and auntie were speaking of an
Tm: Italian papers say that Mr. Gladstone
uncle who had died liefore Gracie was born.
will treat with the Vatican for its support in "Uncle John loved little children dearly," said
the efforts being made to obtain autonomy ann tie. "If he were alive he would be very kind
for Ireland, Mgr. Persico having begun tlle to you. He would giv you ever so many playthings." "Well, never mind, auntie, if he is dead
negotiations.
I shall see him when I get to heaven. We've Kot
TaE empress of Russia, on her fortieth him saved up down in the cemetery, havn't we 1"
birthday, November 27th, received an emer"WELL, my son, what did you learn at Sundayald necklace composed of forty stones, which school to-day?" asked Johnny's mamma. "0
had been collected during" the past two years mamma I sich lots of things the teacher told us.
She told us about a man who preached so long the
at an immense expense.
people went to sleep and one of them fell out the
TnE Liverpool Jou1'nal of Oomme1'ce says window and broke his neck, and they went and
gathered up the fragments, and they were twelve
that " one of the most startling and important baskets full! and-and-they fed 'em to a. herd of
inventions of the day" for propelling vessels swine that ran violently-that ran away!"
by steam is now being considered, and £100,HABBY is frequently so sleepy at nights that it is
hard work for him to say his prayers. On one or
000 hav been offered for the patent.
two occasions his mother had felt obliged to spur
THE book and job printers' strike at Chi- him on to greater energy by telling him to speak
cago has ended and the defeated strikers are up so that " God and she could hear him." She
returning to work. The non-union men are was recently somewhat shocked after one of her
being discharged as fast as the strikers return, repeated admonitions to hear him say, straightening himself up in bed, "0 mother, you and God
notwithstanding most of the employing print- just make me tired I "
ers swore that not a man who came to their
PATRICK (landed by shipwreck on a strange isle):
aid should be discharged to make room for a "Pbat sort of government hav yez here?" Nativ:
"We hav no government at all." P.: "Phat
striker.
sort of religions hav yez?" N.: "None." P.: "No
IN the midst of revolting daily reports of Ora.ngemen?" N.: "Not one." P.: "Yezhav landthe cruelest oppressions of the Russian gov- lords maybe?" N.:"Notone." P.:"Norints?"
ernment, and wholesale barbarous punish- N.: "Every man owns the place he livs on." P.:
ment of all the patriots who attempt resistance "Man, man! Would yez be aftherrunnin' in Bunday on a poor, iggerant fellow-craitchure sivin
or revolution, and even of their families, dis- days in the wake? Sure whin do the nixt shtamer
tant relativs, and all suspected of possible be Iavin'? This is no place for the loikes of me!"
connection with them, our government mainYoUNG doctor: "You workingmen are not the
tains the most warm and respectful relations only ones who require QYmpathy. Look at our
with that power, condoles with it at the case. We are half. of us starving." Labor
removal of a czar, and now fashionable leader: "What's the matter?" Young doctor:
"In the first place, there are too many of us."
American society has entered upon a furore Labor leader: "Well, get a. law passed limiting
of admiration of everything Russian-Rus- the number of students at the colleges." Young
sian literature, Russian fashions, Russian doctor: "But that isn•t all. The fashionable peonames; and prazdniks, or Russian fetes, with ple hav taken to walking for their health, and
now our patients never get sick." Labor leader:
profuse decorations of interblended Russian •• That's an outrage. Get a law passed to prohibit
and American flags, are " all the rage."
aristocrats from walking.''

A SPECIMEN of Katie's faith in the efficacy of
prayer shows that she believes in faith with
works. She and a little companion had got looked
into the bath-room, and after long and fruitless
efforts to unlock the door, Katie proposed a prayer
for deliverance, which she immediately began, but
after first directing her little fellow-captiv to
make, while the prayer was under way, a vigorous
and industrious use of a screw-driver, which they
had got hold of. "The door come wide open," said
Katie. "But why didn't you use the screw-driver
and let Mary do the praying ? " " Cos she can't
pray 's well 's I can-and she can use screw.
drivers."
A LABGE number of Chicago girls met one evening last week for the purpose of forming a " ladies'
anti-slang society.'' The meeting was called to
order and Miss Sadie de Pork elected president.
Before taking her seat she said in a clear, calm,
well-modulated voice :"Really, girls, I'm too badly
rattled by the honor conferred upon me to giv
you much of my guff. It's the first time I e>er
tumbled to anything of this sort and I hardly
know just how to catch on. However, I'll try to be
sufficiently up to snuff not to let any flies light on
me while doing the president-of-this-society-act.
I'm with you in this move and don't any of you forget it. All over our land slang words and phrases
are multiplying like fleas in sorghum time, and it
is our duty to help knock this crying evil as silly
as possible. Let our motto be, • Shoot the
slangist.'"

Prof.
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M. Oottinger's Works.

The Youth's Liberal Guide.

This
volume aims at the education of youth in the
principles of Freethought, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Price, $1.

Elements of UniversallHstory. For

Higher Institutes in Republics, and for SelfInstruction.
"This book is just what the busy world of
to-day needs-a perfect compendium of historyfrom2,000 years B.c., on up to1883, all in a
nutshell."-Elmina Blenker.
"Mr. Cottinger's intentions in writing this
book are excellent, and his standpoint admirable; it may be commended as fulfilling its
purpose of a concise and interesting historical
text-book."-Milwaukee Sentinel. Price, $1.
Rosa, the Educating Mother. "Rosa
- is a good book, written by a lifelong teacher in
the public schools of the old country and
America. It contains many sensible and valuable ideas, much sound philosophy, and offers
several fine suggestions to all who hav the
interest of children and vouth at heart "Susan H. Wixon. Price, $1.25.
·
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IF the judges be unable
"to giv a just judgment aboUt
the causes that come before
them (which case is not unfrequent in human affairs),
let them send the causes
undetermined to the holy
city, and then let the high
priest, the prophet, and
the sanhedrim determin as
it shall seem good to them.
But let not a single witness
be credited, but let them be
three, or two at the least,
and those such whose testimony is confirmed by their
good lives. But let not the
testimony of a woman be
admitted, on account of the
la:tity and boldness of their
sex: nor let servants
[slaves, bond slaves?] be admitted to giv testimony, on
account of the ignobili.ty.of
their soul; since it is probable that they may not
speak truth, either out of
hope of gain or fear of punishment. But if anyone be
believed to hav borne false
witness, let him, when he is
convicted, suffer all the
same· punishments which
he against whom he bore
witness was to bav suffered.-Josephus's Antiqutttes o.J the Jews.

CHRISTIANITY t e a C h e S
that woman is man's inferior, and enjoins submission on her part. Both
the Old and New Testaments teach this. The New
T.estament teaches that as the church is subject to
Christ, so should wives be subject to their husbands in everything (Eph. v, 22, 23); that the husband is head of the woman as Christ is head of the
church; that a woman should not be permitted
to speak in public, but to be under obedience, as
also saith the law; that a woman should not be
permitted to teach, but to learn in silence, with
all subjection, for the reason that" Adam was first
formed, then Eve. And Adam was not deceived,
but the woman, being deceiv~, was in the transgression" (1 Timothy ii, 11.:15). Materialists, on
the other hand, rejecting the teachings of 1\Ioses
and Paul, say that woman is man's equal and
companion, and that there should be no feeling of superiority or inferiority on account of.
sex.-Underwood!s Jfatertallsm ana Cltristianft!/.

AMoNG those who bav been obliged to abandon
not only the Trinitarian conceptiOn of Jesus, but
the supernatural conception of him, even in the
mildest form, I often notice what I think Dr.
Channing would call " a swollen way of talking
about Jesus," if he were with us now. It Is the
talk of men who do not wish to be left behind by
supernaturalists in their verbal homage of Jesus.
So they reiterate that Jesus was the greatest of
mankind. They call him the ideal man, the perfect man, and so on. Now, if there is anything
that I despise, it is the disposition which many
persons manifest to disparage greatness. For myself, I love to believe in greatness and to rejoice
in it. But I cannot see that our knowledge of
Jesus and of all other men is so exhaustiv that we
hav a right to predicate his absolute superiority
over all other men. I see that, in the evolution of
Iaistory, his is the most commanding position and
the most stupendous influence ever exerted by
one man, but concerning his moral perfectness I
do not care to dogmatize. I know that if the record is trustwortL1y, he did not consider himself
perfect. He was baptized in Jordan, confessing
his sins. [And, again, did he not challenge the
propriety of the epithet" good" as applied to himself?] "Why callest thou me good ?"-CltadUJtcle.
[NOTE.-The record nowhere asserts that Jesus
confaBBed his sins on the occasion of his baptism.
The remark is a general one, but not specially applied to the individual. As to Chl"ist•s repudiation
of the epithet "good" much might be said. On
the assumption that he was "very God of very
good,' the rejection of the young man's compliment is inexplicable and capricious, and even on
the supposition that he was a mere man-and that
is all that Chadwick claims for him-it was a case
of captiousness or affectation. As to Christ's be.
ing "without sin," there can be no doubt of the
orthodoxy of the sentiment. It goes without saying that if he was not" without sin," he could not
make atonement for the sins of others. Besides,
do we not read that he was free from all sin, in
Hebrews iv, 14? That ought to settle the point
with those who believe that the scripture, etc.
and that the Hebrews are scripture ; but the dis:
cussion is a useless one, and I shall let it drop. If
Jesus was God, of course he was without sin; if a
man, he must hav bad a man's infirmities, weaknesses, and sins.-Hylax.l
To argue with a man who has renounced the
use and authority of reason, is like administering
medicin to the dead.-Tliomas Patne.
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THE Cincinnati Musicians' I'rotective Union
has decided that no member shall play in an
, orchestra with women under penalty of expulsion, and a fine of $100 if he applies for
reinstatement.
IT is recorded as a remarkable fact that the
Rev. Dr. Dewitt Talmage dictates his sermons to his secretary at the rate of 150 words
a minute. This is nothing, says the World,
to the activity he disp ays when delivering a
sermon. He can, at a crisis, make 238 gestures a minute and never tum a hair.
THB intelligence of the colored guardian of
hats at the door of a Washington hotel during
the meeting of the Evangelical Alliance
attracted the attention of a minister. "How
did you know," asked the wondering delegate, as he received his hat on coming out of
the dining-room, " that this was my hat?"
" I didn't know it wuz your hat," was the
quick response; " I only knows it wuz de
hat you gub me."
THE announcement that the gigantic Lick
telescope on Mount Hamilton, in California,
is at last ready for its work of exploring the
heavens will interest many people besides the
astronomers. This is the greatest refracting
telescope in the world, and now that its
maker, Alvan Ch)rk, is dead, there is very
little probability that it will ever hav a rival,
unless some unexpected discovery should
greatly advance the art of telescope-making
It is to be hoped that this wonderful glass
will be used to better purpose than most
great telescopes serve to-day. 1f Mr. Lick's

money could hav provided a new Herschel as
well as a migllty ttleecope, we should now
expect to hear interesting news from the
sky.-Sun.
THE Flatonia Argus is glad to see that the
Galveston Netcs commends the action of
Attorney-General Hogg relativ to the enforcement of the Sunday laws in San Antonio, and
adds: "It is not a question whether Sunday
laws are right or wrong, or whether they infringe on the liberty of the individual, or
whether they are constitutional or not, but
simply they are laws, and it is the duty of
the attorney-general of the state to see them
enforced. When the people object to the
laws, they hav the power, through their legislativ servants, to repeal them."
WE find this quoted in the Galveston Daily
Nf:ll)s from the Lufkin Leader: "Texas needs

a legislature that will repeal about half the
laws now existing and pass a few practical,
common-sense laws in their stead. Wbat is
the use of having laws that are never enforced P If the Sunday law cannot be enforced in Texas, it ought to be repealed. We
can hardly see the use of a Sunday laV\", anyway. The man who will not re~pect tile
divine laws which forbid the breaking of the
Sabbath cannot be expected to regard a human law, when the crime is not punishable
beyond a small fine."
A PARIS Socialist the other day went into
the office of the mayor of the Eleventh arrondissement and asked to see the register of
births. He had just been made the happy
father of a daughter. To the usu~J-1 question
as to the name of the child he declared she
was to be called" Egalite." The clerk said

that by the law of tile French capital that
name was illegal. A lively conversation ensued, during wllich the Socialist declared he
had taken a triple oath to the ~ffect til at if he
had three daughters, their names should be
Liberte, Egalite, and Fraternite, respectivly.
Liberte had been born and christened in the
provinces, and now Egalite had come.
WRITING of a beatific vision saiu to hav
been seen recently by the worshipers in a
Catholic church, a correspondent of the llome
Journal recalls the story of the old Roman
Catholic, Bishop Milner, to whom a lady devotee recounted certain wonderful visions she
was wont to see, winding up with tile apostrophe, •·o father 1 aren't tlley blessed; aren't tlley
wonderful, iRn't it a great privilege to be so
favored?" Whereupon the bishop replied :
"Very beautiful, very blessed, and, as you
say, it is a great privilege to be so favored;
but, my dear child, don't you think you had
better take a little blue pill?"
ALL the French printers in Quebec are on
strike for nine hours per day and increased
wages. They are backed by the Kuights of
Labor. Some of the French papers llav temporarily suspended publication, and the other~
print half-sheets only. The publishers are
determined to stand out, and they hav the
sympathy and encouragement of the Catholic
church authorities. Tile strike has given rise
to fierce attacl(s upon Cardiual ()ibbons's advocacy of the Knights of Labor in the French
papers, which are regarded as the principal
organs of Cardinal Tawllereau. The Canadian says: " Wllat is now going on here
proves how right Cardinal TaFcllereau was
in executing the orders of the court of Rome.
He condemned the organization of the

Knights of Labor in Cunada. Otber influences temporarily prevailed. Cardinal Gibbons fear~d tile consequences of a difference
witll the Irish Catholics of the United States,
and his representatious were heard at the
Vatican. He has rendered a sad service to
Canada and to America."
THE following list of a clergyman's duties
is given by a cllurch paper: "An average or,
at least, ll ve hours a day hard study; three
to four hours visiting; attending from thirty
to one huudred aud llfty fuueralM per annum,
each requiriug visits upon the family before
and after service; the service itself, with tile
preparation, requiring the greater part of an
11fternoon, witll subsequent visits to the
afflicted; attention to from ten to llfty interruptions in the course of a day; two discourses on the holy Sabbath; the visit to the
tiabbath-~chool, with an aduress, and in many
cases teaching of a Btble class; attendance
upon thirty to sixty business meetings per
annum; the burden of remembering the
names of the entire flock, from the infant in
arms to the most ageu, r<Jmote, and infrequent attendant, and of keeping a correct
record of their places of residence; to be
ready to 8peak upon all kinds of pbilanthropic
subjects; to coufer with the agents of every
benevolent cause; to be adviser-general of
strangers and young people; to li~ten to the
tales of all who are in distress; to compose
feuds; to prevent misunderstandings; to
suggest new d<'partures." Tile editor, who
is also a preacller, concludes ~bat all this
makes up a pretty hard life. He does not
suggest, as he might hav done, that the clergy
could avoid tllis laborious hfe by entering
upon some useful calling.
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The Stage and the Pulpit.
AN INTERVIEW WITH CoL. RoBERT G. INGERSOLL, IN
WHICH HE GIVES His OPINION OF TEE CoMPARATIVE l\fERITS OF THE STAGE AND TEE PULPIT, OF
THE CATHOLIC CHURCH, OF THE TRIAL OF THE CHICAGO ANARCHISTS, AND OF OTHER INTERESTING
THINGS

Question. What do you think of the Metho'dist
minister at Nashville, Tenn., who, from his pulpit,
denounced the theatrical profession, without exception, as vicious, and of the congregation which passed
resolutions condemning Miss Emma Abbott for rising in church and contradicting him, and of the
Methodist bishop who likened her to a "painted
courtesan," and invoked the aid of the law "for the
protection of public worship" against "strolling
players~"

Answer. The Methodist minister of whom you
speak without doubt uttered his real sentiments.
The church has always regarded the stage as a rival,
and all its utterances have been as malicious as untrue.
It has always felt that the money given to the stage
was in some way taken from the pulpit. It is on
this principle that the pulpit wishes everything, except the church, shut up on Sunday. It knows that
it cannot stand free and open competition.
All well-educated ministers know that the Bible
suffers by a comparison with Shakespeare. They
know that there is nothing within the lids of what they
call " the sacred book" that can for one moment
stand side by side with "Lear," or "Hamlet," or
"Julius Cresar," or "Antony and Cleopatra," or
with any other play written by the immortal man.
They know what a poor figure the Davids, and the
Abrahams, and the Jeremiahs, and the Lots, the Jonahs, the Jobs, and the Noahs cut when on the stage
with the great characters of Shakespeare. For these
reasons, among others, the pulpit is malicious and
hateful when it thinks of the glories of the stage.
What minister is there now living who could command tho prices commanded by Edwin Booth or
Joseph Jefferson; and what two clergymen, by making a combination, could contend successfully with
Robson and Crane? How many clergymen would it
take to command, at regular prices, the audiences
that attend the presentation of Wagner's operas T
It is very easy to see why the pulpit attacks the
stage. Nothing could have been in more wretched
taste than for the minister to condemn Miss Emma
Abbott for rising in church and defending not only
herself, but other good women who are doing honest
work for an honest living. Of course, no minister
wishes to ba answered; no minister wishes to have
any one in the congregation call for the proof. A few
questions would break up all the theology in the
world. Ministers can succeed only when congregations keep silent. Where superstition succeeds,
doubt must be dumb.
The Methodist bishop who attacked Miss Abbott
simply repeated the language of several centuries
ago. In the laws of England actors were described
as "sturdy vagrants," and this bishop calls them
"strolling players." If we only had some strolling
preachers like Garrick, like Edwin Forrest, or Booth
and Barrett, or Haworth, or some crusade sisters
like Mrs. Siddons, or Madam Ristori, or Charlotte
Cushman, or Madam Modjeska, how fortunate the
church would bel
Question. What is your opmwn of the relative
merits of the pulpit and the stage, preachers and
actors?
Answer. We must remember that the stage presents an ideal life. It is a world controlled by the
imagination-a world in which the justice delayed in
real life may be done, and in which that may happen
which, according to the highest ideal, should happen.
It is a world, for the most part, in which evil"' does
not succeed, in which the vicious are foiled, in which
the right, the honest, the sincere, and the good prevaiL It cultivates the imagination, and in this respect is far better than the pulpit. The mission of
the pulpit is to narrow and shrivel the human mind.
The pulpit denounces the freedom of thought and
of expression; but on the stage the mind is free,
and for thousands of years the poor, the oppressed,
the enslaved, have been permitted to witness plays
wherein the slave was freed, wherein the oppressed
became the victor, and where the downtrodden rose
supreme.

And there is another thing. The stage has always
laughed at the spirit of caste. The low-born lass
ltas Javed the prince. All human distinctions in this
ideal world have for the moment vanished, while
honesty and love have triumphed. The stage lightens the cares of life. The pulpit increases the tears
and groans of man. There is this difference: the
pretense of honesty and the honesty of pretense.
Question. How do you view the Episcopalian
scheme of building a six-million-dollar untaxed cathedral in this city for the purpose of "uniting the
sects," and, when that is accomplished, "unifying
the world in the love of Christ," and thereby abolishing misery?
Answer. I regard the building of an Episcopalian
cathedral simply as a piece of religious folly. The
world will never be converted by Christian palaces.
and temples. Every dollar used in its construction
will be wasted. It will have no tendency ts;> unite
the various sects; on the contrary, it will excite the
envy and jealousy of every other sect. It will widen
the gulf between the Episcopalian and the Methodist, between the Episcopalian and the Presbyterian,
and this hatred will continue until the other sects
build a cathedral just a little larger, and then the
envy and the hatred will be on the other side.
Religion will never unify the world, and never will
give peace to mankind. ThAre has been more war
in the last 1800 years than during any similar period
within historic times. War will be abolished, if it
ever is abolished, not by religion, but by intelligence.
It will be abolished when the poor people of Germany, of France, of Spain, of England, and other
countries find that they have no interest in war.
When those who pay, arid those who do the fighting,
find that they are simply destroying their own inter,
eats, wars will cease.
There ought to be a national court to decide national difficulties. We consider a community civilized when the individuals of that community submit
their differences to a legal tribunal; but there being
no national court, nations now sustain, as to each
other, the relation of savages-that is to say, each
one must defend its rights by brute force. The
establishment of a national court civilizes nations,
and tends to do away with war.
Christianity caused so much war, so much bloodshed, that Christians were forced to interpolate a
passage to account for their history, and the interpolated passage is, " I came not to bring peace, but
a sword." Suppose that all the money wasted in
cathedrals in the Middle Ages had been used for the
construction of school-houses, academies, and universities, how much better the world would have been !
Suppose that instead of supporting hundreds of
thousands of idle priests, the money had been given
to men of science for the purpose of finding out·
something of benefit to the human race here in this
world.
Question. ·What is your opinion of "Christian
charity" and the "fatherhood .of God" as an economic polity for abolishing poverty and misery~
Answer. Of course, the world is not to be civilized,
and clothed, and fed. through charity. Ordinary
charity creates more want than it alleviates. The
greatest possible charity is the greatest possible
justice. When proper wages are paid, when every
one is as willing to give what a thing is worth as he
is now willing to get it for less, the world will be
fed and clothed.
I believe in helping people to help themselves. I
believe that corporations, !llld successful men, and
superior men intellectually, should do allwithin their
power to keep from robbing their fellow-men. The
superior man should protect the inferior. The powerful should be the shield of the weak. To-day it is,
for the most part, exactly i.he other way. The failurea among men become the food of success.
The world is to grow better and better through
intelligence, through a development of the brain,
through taking advantage of the forces of nature,
through science, through chemistry, and through the
arts. Religion can do nothing except to sow the
seeds of discord between men and nations. Commerce, manufactures, and the arts tend to peace and
the well-being of the world. What is known as
religion-that is to say, a system by which this world
is wasted in preparation for another-a system in
which the duties of man are greater to God than to

his fellow,men,_a •system that denies the liberty of
thought and expression-tends only to discord and
retrogression. Of course, I know that religious peaple cling to the Bible on account of the good that is
in it, and in spite of the bad, and I know that Freethinkers throw away the Bible on account of the bad
that is in it, in spite of the good. I hope the time
will come when that book will be treated like other
books, and will be judged upon its merits, apart
from the fiction of inspiration. The church has no
right to speak ·of charity, because it is an object of
charity itself. It giv.es nothing; all it can do is to
receive. At best, it is only a respectable beggar. I
never cared to hear one who receives alms pay a
tribute to charity. The one who gives· alms should
pay this tribute. The amount of money ·expended
upon churches, and priests, and all the paraphernalia
of superstition, is more than enough to drive the
wolves from the doors of the world.
Question. Have you noticed the progress Catholi~s
are making in the Northwest, discontinuing public
schools, and forcing people to send their children to
the. parochial school!>; also,, .at Pittsburg~, ~a., a
Roman Catholic priest has been elected prmmpal of
a public school, and he has appointed nuns as assistant teachers~
Sectarian schools ought not to be supported by
public taxation. It is the very essence of religious
tyranny to compel a Methodist to support a Catholic
school,· or to compel a Catholic to support a Baptist
academy. · N athing should. be taught in the public
schools that the teachers do not know. Nothing
should be taught about any religion,. and nothing
should be taught that can, in any way, be called
sectarian. The sciences are not religious. There is
no such thing as Methodist mathematics or Baptist
botany. In other words, no religion has anything to
do with facts. The facts are all secular; the sciences
are all of this world. If Catholics wish to establish
their o~n schools for the purpose of preserving their
ignorance, they have the right to do so; so has any
other denomination. But in this country, the State
has no right to teach any form of religion whatever.
Persons of all religions have the right to become
citizens, and citizens have the right to advocate and
defend any religion in, which they believe, or they
have the right to denounce all religions. If the
Catholics establish parochial schools, l~t them support such schools; and if they do, they will" simply
lessen or shorten the longevity of that particular
superstition. It has often been said that nothing
will repeal a bad law as quickly as its enforcement.
So, in my judgmen~, nothing will destroy any church
as certainly, and as rapidly, as for the members of
that church to live squarely up to the creed. The
church is indebted to its hypocrisy to-day for its
life. No orthodox church in the United States dare
meet for the purpose of revising the creed. They
know that the whole thing would fall in pieces. ·
Nothing could be more absurd than for a Roman
Catholic priest to teach a public school, assisted by
n~ns. The Catholic church is the enemy of human
progress; it teaches every man to throw away his
real.lon, to deny his observation and experience.
Question. Your opinions have frequently been
quoted with regard to the Anarchists-with .regard
to their trial and execution. Have you any objection
to stating your real opinion in regard to the matter ~
Not the least. I am perfectly willing that all
civilized people should know my opmwns on any
question in which others than myself can have any
interest.
I was anxious, in the first place, that the Anarchists
have a fair and impartial trial. The worst form of
anarchy is when a judge violates his conscience and
bows to a popular demand. A court should care
nothing for public opinion. An honest judge decides
the law, not as it ought to be, but as it is, and the
state of the public mind throws no light upon the
question of what the law then is.
,
I thought that some of the rulings on the trial of
the Anarchists were contrary to law. I think so
still. I have read the opinion of the Supreme. Court
of Illinois, and while the conclusion r!lached by that
tribunal is the law of that case, I was not satisfied
with the reasons given, and do not regard the opinion
as good law. There is no place for an Anarchist in
the United States. There is no excuse for any resort
to force; and it is impossible to use language too
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Imany are put in pamphlet form, and, of course, cop-

harsh or too bitter in denouncing the spirit of
Anarchy in this country: But, no matter how bad a
man is, he has the right to be fairly tried; and if he
cannot be fairly tried, then there is anarchy on the
bench. So I was opposed to the execution of those
men. I thought it would have been far better to commute the punishment to imprisonment, and I said so;
and I not only said so, but I wrote a letter to Governor
Oglesby, in which I urged the commutation of the
death sentence. In my judgment, a great mistake
was made. I am on the side of mercy, and if I eyer
make mistakes, I hope they will all be made on that
side. I have not the slightest sympathy with the
feeling for revenge_. Neither have I ever admitted,
and I never shall, that every citizen has not the right.
to give his opinion on all that may be done by any
servant of the people, by any judge, or by any court,
by any officer-however small or however great.
Each man in the United States is a sovereign, and
a king can freely speak his mind.
Words were put in my mouth that I never uttered
with regard to tlfe Anarchists. I never said that
they were saints, or that they would be martyrs.
What I said was, that they would be regarded as
saints and martyrs by many people if they· were executed, and that has happened which I said would
happen. I am, so far as I know, on the side of the
right. I wish, above all things, for the preservation
of human liberty. This government is the best, and
we should i:J.ot lose confidence· in liberty. Property
is of very little value in comparison with freedom.
A civilization that rests on slavery is utterly worthless. I do not believe in sacrificing all there is of
value in the human heart, or in the human brain, for
the preservation of what is called property, or rather,
on account of the fear that what is called "property"
may perish. Property is in no danger while man is
free. It is the freedom of man that gives value to
property. It is the happiness of the 'human race
· that creates what we call value. If we preserve liberty, the spirit of progress, the conditions of develment, property will take care of itself.
Question. The Christian press during the past few
months has been very solicitous as to your health, and
has reported you weak and feeble physically, and not
only so, but asserts that there is a growing disposition on your part to lay down your arms, and even
to join the church.
Answer. I do not think the Christian:press has been
very solicitous about my health. Neither do I think
that my health will ever add to theirs. The fact is, I
am exceedingly well, and my throat is better than it has
been for many years. Any one who imagines that I
am disposed to lay down my arms can read my Reply
to Dr. Field in the November number of the North
American .Review. I see no particular difference in
myself, except this: t4at my hatred of superstition
becomes a little more and more intense; on the other
hand, I see more clearly, that all the superstitions
were naturally produced, and I am now satisfied that
every man does as he must, including priests and
editors of religious papers.
Thi'l gives me hope for the future. We find that
certain soil, with a certain amount of moisture and
heat, produces good corn, and we find when the soil
is poor, or when the ground is too wet, or too dry,
that no amount of care can, by any possibility, produce good corn. In other words, we find that the_
fruit, that is to say, the re~ult, whatever it may be,
depends absolutely upon· the conditions. This being
so, we will in time find out the conditions that produce good, intelligent, honest men. This is the hope
for the future. We will know better than to rely on
what is called reformation,_ or regeneration, or a resolution born of ignorant excitement. We will rely,
then, on the eternal foundation-the fact in naturethat like causes produce like results, and that good
conditions will produce good people.
Question. Every now and then some one challenges you to a discussion, and nearly every one who
delivers lectures, or speeches, attacking you, or your
views, says that you are afraid to publicly debate
these questions. Why do you not meet these men,
and why do you not answer these attacks?
In the first place, it would be a physical impossibility to reply to all the attacks that have been made
-to all the "answers." I receive these attacks, and
these answers, and these lectures almost every day.
Hundreds of them are delivered every ye~r. A great

ies are received by me. Some of them I read, at
least I look them over, and I have never yet received
one worthy of the slightest notice, never one in
which the writer showed the slightest appreciation
of the questions under discussion. All these pamphlets are about the same, and they could, for that
matter, have all been produced by one person. They
are impudent, shallow, abusive, illogical, and in most
respects ignorant. So far as the lecturers are conearned, I know of no one who has yet said anything
that challenges a reply. I do not think a single paragraph has been produced by any of the gentlemen
who have replied to me in public, that is now remembared by reason of its logic or its beauty. I do not
feel called upon to answer any argument that does
not at least appear to be of value. Whenever any
article appears worthy of an answer, written in a kind
and candid spirit, it gives me pleasure to reply.
I would like to meet some one who speaks by authority, some one who really understands his creed,
but I cannot afford to waste time on little priests, or
obscure parsons, or ignorant laymen.
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the brain capacity of a dude, his hands folded meekly
over his breast, standing knee-deep in the water,
whilst John is pouring it on from a small and shallow
basin. If that was the way John baptized, he did not
half do it. Perhaps the artist meant to imply that
Jesus, being of course a clean subject, required only
mild treatment; but most of John's converts must
hav re,quired a good scrubbing and plenty of water.
John's baptism was no doubt well intended and
useful as far as it went, but it did not go far enough.
Like a modern religious revival, the effect soon went
off-" the dog returned to his vomit, and the sow
that was washed to her wallowing in the mire." In
a few weeks, at most, John's converts were as dirty
as ever. He foresaw this, and warned them that his
successor would baptize them with fire. "I indeed
baptize you with w11.ter." John used cold water as a
detergent, but if that did not suffice, Jesus would
make it hot for them. If correctly reported, Jesus
talked a great deal about fire and brimstone, but did
not use it. His bark was worse than his bite. The
baptism of fire was not administered by his disciples
until many years after his death, perhaps not until
the invention of gunpowder. But they have been
using it ever since.
OuTrs.

To the Sabbatarians.
From the New York Slm·.

The Gospel According to Common Sense.
JOHN THE BA.PTIST.
If cleanliness be not exactly godliness, a familiar
proverb makes these two qualities very nearly akin.
A "dirty saint" is an anomaly and a contradiction qf
terms. The present inhabitants of the "Holy Land,"
if we may believe the reports of modern travelers,
are not remarkable for the virtue of cleanliness. On
the contrary, ophthalmia, leprosy, and other skin
diseases abound there as in former times. We read
that Naaman the Syrian was a mighty man of valor,
but he was a leper. He was also a rich man, but he
had an unwholesome dread of soap and water. When
he sent to Elisha for relief, the prophet's simple
prescription was, " Go and wash," and to insure the
operation being thoroughly performed, he was to do
it seven times over. The remedy was effectual, the
most marvelous part of it being · that N aaman
had never thought of or tried it before. It is usual
in the present day to consult all kinds of doctors
before following the dictates of common sense. I hav
consulted no other doctor for more t11an forty years,
and during the whole of than time hav never had an
ailment! The translators of the New Testament
adopted the words "baptism" and "baptist" from
the original Greek, because they supposed they had no
English equivalent. This was a mistake, and it has
led to a number of errors and malpractices. "John
the Washerman" would hav been literally correct, but
if they had said, "John the Sanitary Reformer," it
would hav been more elegant and equally appropriate. When a pauper is admitted to the casual ward
of a London workhouse, the first thing done is to
administer a bath. He is literally baptizeq by immersion, which, if it does not wash away his sins, at
least removes some of the impurities of his body.
The effect of this, no doubt, on some, is to prodlice
a "heavenly" feeling of cleanliness and comfort; but
it is a fraud and fatal mistake to suppose that this
heavenly feeling will remain, or that, being once
washed, the effect will last through a lifetime. It is
best to repeat the dose every twenty-four hours, and
never to neglect it even in the coldest of weather.
01·ecle experto. I hav tried it, can speak from experience; and laugh the doctors to scorn.
John the Baptist was an eccentric, as most reformers are, but he inaugurated a good work, which the
Christians hav travestied and explained away. They
hav converted baptism into a religious rite, and the
priests are the only qualified washermen. This would
be all very well if the priests did their duty, but they
do not. In most of the churches, if a dirty person
goes to be baptized they merely sprinkle a few drops
of water on his face, and say the thing is done. This
would be manifestly insufficient even if it were
repeated every day, which it is not. One such a
farce is sufficient for a lifetime, and common sense
tells us it is one too many.
About forty years ago, an English gentleman, having more money than wit, offered .a prize of a thousand pounds for the best picture representing the
baptism of Christ in Jordan. He thought so handsome a sum would induce first-class artists to enter
into the competition, but was disappointed. The
figures of naked men are not so attractiv as those of
naked women. A few big canvases were sent in,
but one and all were pronounced to be miserable failures. I saw the one supposed to be the best, but it
did not gain the prize. It was a Protestant version
of a papal altar-piece. The heads of the disciples
looking on were evidently models from deacons and
pastors of some Baptist or Congregational churchsmug, smooth-shaven, and sanctimonious. Spurgeon
was young and unknown at the time, or he would
probably hav posed for John the Baptist, who in this
case bore some resemblance to Moffat the missionary.
As for Jesus-1m imbecil-looking young man, with

A scene was enacted in the Jefferson market police court
on Wednesday which was a disgrace to the intelligence and
civilization of New York.
Five citizens were arraigned for violation of the Sunday
law, that ridiculous relic of Blue-nosed barbarism.
The first case called was that of the proprietor of the Eden
Musee, who was charged with exhibiting wax figures of
great historical value and considerable artistic merit, and of
permitting a first--class orchestra to play on the premises.
The policeman who made the complaint testified that there
was a large number of well-dressed and respectable people
present who enjoyed the entertainment in a highly decorous
manner.
Of course there was. What more rational way of spend.
ing a Sunday afternoon with one's wife and children than in
familiarizing them with the great men and good music of all
countries? And bravo l policeman, for keeping your eyes
open and testifying in the interests of the people. Com.
plaint dismissed.
The next "case" related to Munkacsy's "Christ on Calvary," exhibited for a small fee in a house of worship. Here
again the policeman "saw nothiDg to offend good taste or
decency"-God save the mark !-and the visitors to the
Tabernacle were also re8pectrtble and well-behaved. There
was no music. Complaint dismissed.
Complaint No. 3 alleged that a man played the "Cujus
Animam" and an "Ave Maria" on a cornet at Koster &
Bial's. He stood on a platform which had no stage acces.
sories. The listeners were orderly and edified. Complaint
dismissed.
Case four was against the Architectuml League of New
York for exhibiting drawings, sketches, plans, and specifications. A few very respectable people were present, who
seemed capable of restraining their hilarity, and were prob.
ably the families of the very eminent gentlemen who compose the League. Complaint dismissed.
The last "violation" of law passed upon had reference to
Makart's celebrated painting, the "Five Senses." As no
judge in his seven senses could consider such a complaint,
this one also was promptly dismissed.
Now, what is all this worth? What are you Sabbatarians
aiming at that you instigate an espionage of the very proper
ami innocent pleasures of our wives ttnd children, ancl lay
iDformation against respectable citizens which brings them
within the nauseatiDg atmosphere of the police court, and
puts them to great inconvenience and expense?
What gooil ·do you hope to accomplish ? Which sin
do you comb>tt, which virtue typify, when you busy yourself with the Sunday recreations of your neighbor?
You must be perfectly well aware that you are doing
infiuitly more harm than good. You are arousing an intense
feeling of hostility to even what is good in your convictions
and precepts. You are straining the relations of. the police
to the cause of order and good public morals, and are bringing the administration of justice into ridicule and contempt.
It does not giv the citizen a more exalted view of his re]a.
tions to God and man to hav you hound him because he will
not say "Ay, ay," and "No, no," when you do.
It docs not sanctify the Lord's day to make the commu.
nity laugh and chaff at your bigoted schemes to _keep it holy.
And it surely does serious injury to the effiCiency of the
police to cause them to make arrests which they know cannot he sustained in court.
If this town, with its thousands of churches and Sundayschools and the few innocent Sunday amusements that are
left to it, is too vicious, too rowdy, too noisy, too irreligious
for you so-called Sabhatarians, then, in the name of the
mercy you lack, leave it. You hav finally tired us to death.

Church and Czar in Russia.
A Russian doing business on. Broadway, New York,
the other clay laughed while reading a cable dispatch from
London that "public opinion in Russia is in favor of peace."
"Why," said he, "there is no such thing in Russia as public
opinion, and we Russians laugh at the ignorance which can
speak.of it. There may be a thousand men in all the Russian
empire who are pe;mitted to form a few opinions on some
political question, but they are the official or military servants
of the czar, and echo his opinions. I find it a great luxury
in this country to be an clement of public opinion."
HERE is further testimony to the efficacy of the faith-cure,
brought to our notice by the 1'ribltne: "Not long ago a man
in Wisconsin got up before a large audience and claimed to
hav had eyesight restored to an eye which had been put out
in his youth. The story was the talk of the day in the
region where it was told, but the sequel was not so widely
published. The man was sent to a lunatic asylum within.
three months, and nt the time he marie his statement was
undoubtedly the victim of hallucination."

.. _,
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Gone West.

attended a meeting of this League. Mr. Stevens bits of pottery for sale. I saw no Minnehahas among.
presided, and Mrs. Freeman read the Nine Demands these tan-colored damsels.. They were squatt;r of
DEA.R GENE: I presume it is not necessary for me and the minutes of the previous meeting. There was figure, dull-faced, coarse-ha1red, greasy, and dirty.
to apprise you that I hav left New York. You re- vocal and instrumental music, and a Mr. Zimmerman When not bare-legged, they wore the male trousers
member the 16th of December; the handshake all read a paper on the fallacies of Socialism. The leQt- · of civilization stuck in moccas~ns, shirts open from
around with the boys in the office; the little dinner· ure was criticised at the close after the fashion set the throat nearly to the wa1st, and old blankets
at Mouquin's, where you, and Mr. Putnam, and Conn- by the .Manhattan Liberal Club. The· critics com- slung over one shoulder and belted around them.
selor Snerman, and Harry Thomas sat down, and plained that Mr. Zimmerman had failed to inform Some of the squaws had babies wrapped up and
Captain Smith of the Gil Bias dropped in to say ~ood himself what Socialism was and therefore was incom- strapped to. a board. It cost five cents to get a
luck. Then the hurried skip to the cars; the last patent to discuss it eith~r one way or the other. good look at the dirty little villains; a smell of ~hem
gra;,p and shake of the hand, and good-bye to New Professor Orchardson went so far as to say that cost nothing, and could not very well be av01ded,
York.
between him and the lecturer there was a first-class except by keeping at a distance. Others of these
My companion on this trip is Mr. Putnam-the idiot, and he wasn't ready to confess himself one. Indian girls trick out in ~ay-colored finery, and look
genial Samuel P.-and if he bad not been along with Mr. Zimmerman bore the adverse remarks with com- quit~ gorgeous, but the railroad men gave me ~o un-.
me I do not believe I should hav had half so much placency, and if he had been worsted he certainly derstand that they were bad squaws. I a~m1re the
fun. Our destination was San Francisco, Cal., and as betrayed no consciousness of it. At this meeting I climate of New Mexico and Ar1zona, and 1f a man
we boarded the cars I noticed that Mr. Putnam es- met Prof. \V. S. Bell. 1 also had a long conversation could subsist on a salubrious atmosphere, that would
cartEd a valise far disproportionate to his stature, with a lady believer in Dr. Cyrus Romulus Remus R. be a good place to liv, but nothing grows there. It
and having lifted it I agreed at once that he should Teed. The doctor is printing a magazine in Chicago, is Gehenna.
.
.
hav all the eiJjoyment to be derived from carrying it and conducts a College of Life with numerous stuArizona has the same be.autlful chmate and the
all the way. With this arraiJgement we got along dents. I expect that he is a humbug.
s.ame arid soil. It was while going through this tarfirst-rate for a while. But I may as well say here,
If you ever go to Chicago, don't fail to go and see ritory that I encountered my first cowboy. Four or
that at Chicago he invested me with a satchel of Mr. A. D. O'Neil. If you don't find him at home, wait .live men got on the cars at a station calla~ Angell.
books weighing about one hundred pounds, and after for him or hunt him up. He took us in his carriage At Flagstaff they got off and drank bad_wh1sky, onthat our friendly relations were somewhat strained, and showed us the glories of the Garden City, for he, til only two were able to board. the tram.. One of
particularly at the elbow joints.
like other residents of Chicago, takes 11ride in the these got into a seat across the a1sle from mme. ~e
The cars that run by night on the Ontario and great central metropolis of. this country, and I don't was in a wicked state of mind and stared ~bout h1~.
Western railroad are provided with seats that go wonder~tit. UntilireachedSanFranciscolthought- insolently. A few moments after the tram got m
down behind and rise up in front like a dentist's chair, Chicago, next to New York, the finest place in the mot.ion,- he stretched himself and observed tbat it
so that the passenger, if he is sufficiently-exhausted, Union..
was about time for a little hip-pocket work. He adThe traveler going west from Chicago for the first dressed me as "pard" and asked if I wanted to fight.
may drop from consciousness to nightmare with om
the expense of a berth in a sleeping car. The chair time naturally looks with some impatience for the I ignored his inquiry as long as possible, and then
I captured did not fit me, and as the conductor would Father of Waters, and when he fiually crosses a big said, No. He wns equally unsuccessful with several
not allow my feet to occupy the seat forward of me, stream he settles himself back in his seat and says he other passengers, some of whom he offered to shoot.
my slumber was not sweet. Putnam, being of shorter is west of the Mississippi at last. But he isn't That ·rhen he returned and louiJged across the arm of
build, ·fared better, and composing his countenance big stream is t.he Illinois river, and the Mississippi is Putnam's sent facing me. He entreated me to go
into a cherubic'smile, he slept the sleep that -knows miles away. 'When he once sees it he can make no out and eiJjoy a little "gun-play" with hiin. I deno waking except the call of incense-breathing morn, mistake. There is but one Mississippi, and it is a clined. An offer to enter into a sparring contest met
or the conductor looking for tickets. A nigbt and a fresh-water ocean flowing down to the sea. AU other with a similar reception. Then he wanted me to
day found us at Niagara. I was prepared to be streams are rivulets.
take my valise off Putnam's seat and ·let him sit
astonished at the marvels of that place, but after I
Before we reached Kansas City, Mo., we received down. I wouldn't do it. He followed with requests
had paid sixty cents for a plate of corned beef and an introduction to a blizzard. The atorms of the for a drink, for a feed out of a lunch-basket on my
beans, I grew callous and learned not to be astonished East are summer blows compared with a blizzard. It seat, and for the loan of four bits. He got neither.
at anything. I would advise all persona visiting the took just one hour to snow in a freight train just He said perhaps I didn't know what happened to
falls to look at the scenery before entering into any ahead, and for six more hours we waited, while the folks who failed to "pungle up'' at the request of
financial transactions with the native. The price of engin took a few cars at a time and plowed its way to one of his class of people. I replied that I hadn't
corned beef and beans at that place throws all the the next station.. It was fifteen hours that day be- the slightest idea. About this time he called m? a
natural wonders into the blank of commonplace.
tween meals.
chub and a tenderfoot. I thought he was growmg
. We crossed the Niag!lra river on a suspension
Kansas City received u9 one cold, cold night at 12 a trifle fresh and may hav indicated that I was getbridge, one end of which rests on Canadian soil. o'clock-snow to a man's knees, and the thermometer ting weary of his society. He soon left the car. I
The first conspicuous foreigner we noted was an aged at zero. Across the way from the depot is a hotel. am a man of peace and dislike violence, but, to tell
Briton on a roaring spree. This gentleman drew The first thing that greeted us here was a sign read- the truth, I had steeled my heart· and resolved to
expressions of sympathy from the passengers when ing, "Relief for Kansas sufftlrers put up in bottles. thump him on the nose if he stayed where he was.
he related that he had left his nativ soil in England Take one along." Not being from Kansas, we passed He saved his nose by going away. I subsequ_ently
and traveled three thousand milPs to see the falls, up-stairs. Pu~nam grabbed the pen to register. The ascertained that he was a bogus cowboy-that 1s, he
and upon arriving there found himself so blind drunk pen fetched the ink-bottle with it, being frozen in, was not a cowboy at all, but the foreman of a gang
that he couldn't see a demd thing. Likewise he had and we scrawled our names with a pencil. In the of section hands on the Santa Fe road. The conlicked a minister without knowing it, and it aug- room assigned us there was a hoary beard around the ductor told me that "tenderfoot" is a fighting word
mented his grief and helped to spoil the pleasure of keyhole, the pitcher was solid ice, and the washbowl in Arizona, so I kept watch for the cowboy's return,
his trip to feel that he had lifted his hand against a· a skating 1·ink. We partially undressed, slid between resolved to show him no mercy. I tremble for the
preacher of the gospel.
the icy sheets on the bed, and froze up until a slave result if he had come back. But he didn't. I saw
The next event on our route was Chicago. E. A. built a fire in the room next morning and thawed us him on the track at Williams, so drunk that he
Stevens got up early Sunday morning to meet us at out. The train was advertised to go at 10 o'clock couldn't walk between the rails, and I was satisfied
the depot and to show us the places where we would A.M. At 4 p,:r.r. it went, and all the way across Kansas to let tanglefoot avenge the tenderfoot. I met some
fare the best. Chicago is a great city, and is aware we had the blizz!l.rd with us. If you hav read the genuin cowboys. Hale and hearty fellows they were,
of that fact. What there is of it is just as big as a news from the West you hav learned that that was well dressed, well behaved, and pictureEque. It is
portion of New York of the same size. Upon in- the worst storm Kansas ever had. Passengers getting the bogus cowboy, in a cheap sombrero and full of
quiring for a bath-room at the barber shop in the on the train at way stations had stories to tell of men whisky, that givs the fraternity a bad name.
depot, I was shown one and assured that Chicago and cattle found in the snow frozen stiff.
About the toughest place we struck on our journey
had the reputation of providing the best plain baths
The topic of discussion in Kansas is Prohibition. was Barstow, in the southern part of this state.
to be found in this country. How one mixture of I heard an argument on the subject between a resi- Here a bad man, a burly miner he looked like, went
hot and cold water could surpass another save in dent and a stranger. The resident had a bottle, which strolling up and down the platform of the depot
cleanliness I did not iiJquire, but took the bath and he shared with the stranger, and he got the best both swinging his arms and howling for a fight. A rather
went to breakfast. I do not remember the name of of the bottle and the argument. He was a Prohibi- slight young fellow dressed in the uniform of the G.
the restaurant, but Mr. Stevens told me it was the tionist, he said, from principle. He had drank Pro- A. R. stepped off the palace car and asked what the
finest in the country, and I guess he was right. The hibition whisky for fifty-seven years, and it never had nativ desired. The nativ said he was offeriiJg $50
day being Sunday, we went to the Opera House and hurt him, while a quart he got in Missouri made him to any man who would hit him. He was immediately
heard Mr. Salter discourse before the Ethical Society Eick for a week. Therefore he was in favor of Prohi- accommodated. The young fellow's fist took him
on the recent discussion between Colonel Iugersoll bition, and wished election day came once a month, so in the chin and he sat down with all his weight. The
and the Rev. Mr. Field. The audience was not so he could vote as he prayed, early and often. My ob- crowd hooted, and the nativ picked his person off the
large a one as the house would accommodate, and the servation leads me to conclude that the remark of the ground and went away with the look of a man trying
sermon was less exciting than I expected to hear. governor of North Carolina to the governor of the to get rid of himself. The victor jumped thrice in
Mr. Salter is a learned, polished, and cultured adjoining state is never heard in Kansas.
the air, emitted a howl of triumph, and retired. I
gentleman, and givs evidence of haviiJg been expenThe stranger above mentioned was a journalist on heard that on the other side of the train another
sivly educated. His deportment on the platform is his way to. southwestern Kansas to start a local nativ was similarly laid out by a passenger to the joy
.
good, and he never so far loses control of himself as paper, and the resident belonged to that part of the of all beholders.
to become eloquent. He recited what he termed Dr. state. The latter stated that they had one editor in
I reached San Francisco December 26th. It is a
Field's strong points, and also what in the light of his locality, but his lot was not an enviable one. He great city, a beautiful city. I hav seen little of it,
ethical culture were his weak ones. Then he per- was about as fat as a gray wolf, and had to giv up but the seen givs me a good opinion of the unseen.
formed the same service for the colonel, and summed wearing a watch;chain because it rattled against his And I am now reminded that I hav so far omitted to
up for both disputaiJts. I think the audience would backbone. He managed to enjoy one meal a day and tell why I left New York and came West. The trut.h
hav been more ed;fied if 1\Ir. Salter had confined him- get kicked twice, and he counted the kicks for the need not be concealed. I hav emba1ked in journalself to reading the discussion and let his hearers two other meals.
ism. Mr. Putnam and myself hav begun the publijudge for themselvs as to the relativ merits of PresAfter we left Kansas and passed through the cor- cation of a Liberal paper called Freetlwuuht. ·we
byterianism and Freethought. I received no new ner of Colorado into New Mexico, the weather grew chose the West, not necessarily because we deemed
light, and if I had never read the discussion I should warmer, although the altitude was high and the the East effete, but because there is no Freethought
not hav bad the slightest notion what it was all about. snow-storm still prevailed. At Raton (which is called paper on the coast. Besides, we did not want to
Mr. Putnam awoke much refreshed in season to re- Ratoon), N. M., we were 6,688 feet above sea take all your subscribers away from you. Mr. Putceive the benediction.
level. Then we went down a couple of thousand feet nam will go ringing the word of truth up and down
During the day we met Mr. and Mrs. Freeman. to a plateau. This is tlie land of fire. The country this coast, and I shall edit the paper during his abMr. Freeman is a steady, reliable, and useful worker. appears to hav been toyed with b.v earthquakes ar.d sence. This is quite an important step, but it was
Mrs. Freeman is a bright and engaging lady, full of melted by volcaiJoes until the life was burnt and not taken without some signs of encouragement.
enthusia~m. She is shortly to go out upon a lecturing shaken out of it. Some Indians manage to liv there Several of my friends in the East hav promised to
tour, and I should think everybody would want to in their adobe huts. At several villages where we read the paper if I will send it to them and pay the
see and hear her. ~he is secretary of the Chicago stopped the squaws came scampering up to the t~ain postage; and out in Chicago a man said if I ever
League. And here 1s a good place to say that we with specimens of volcanic glass, colored stones, and wanted to return I might call on him and he would
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giv me a hundred dollars to stay here. Under such
conditions it seems to me success is assured. When
you come to San Francisco, drop in and see us. We
are in the heart of the city-504 Kearny. corner of
California street, up two flights, front. If you hav
a brother's regard for me you will subscribe for Freethought, a twelve-page paper printed in nice plain
type, $2 per annum. All Liberals under whosG eye
these words may fall are invited to call on us. They
may not be able to note the convolutions of the editorial brain, but they can get acquainted. We are
always at home.
I remain your affectionate brother,
GEo. E. MACDONALD.
504 Kearny street, San Francisco, Gal.
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These visions, recorded as 1 tendencies in the laws of cRpitltl ~tnd popul~ttion to proouce
the.cxtre~es of p~~erty an~ we~tlth .. We.on not envy them
1mprefls10n in all ages and been embodied in all therr srcral cnnilrtwn. .Wrth F~tnctrmomous comnl~cency
religious bali f
they may ~tffect to deFprse us, anrl to shun onr socrety Rs
.
e .s:
• •
they wonld shun the infect.ion of a plRgne. Thev mav eay
Insp1red wntmgs are what a man lB Impelled to to us, "Stanrl by-we are holier than thou!'' but the dav of
write by an impulse which he does not understand. recknnin~t must come. As long as the demand for l!ibor
Thoul'!ands of clouds pass overhead unheeded, but tranFcenrl~ the supply, all is well; cnpilal .and labor are
from the cloud surcha
d 'th 1 t · •t th r ht mnhml fnends, and the conntry grows wllh mushroom
rge Wl
e ec rlCl Y e Ig - rapidity. But when it is no longPr capital a•king for labor,
.
_
m~g flashes and the thunder rolh~. So from the but. lapor asking for capital-when it is no lonrrPr work
mmd of the 8age or the scholar flqsh forth those seeking men, but men Aeekine: work-then· the tRbles are
revelations which enlighten the W€lrld; 80 from the turnerl .. anilunemploy~rllabor and selfish capital stand face
mind of the poet that combination of'inusic wisdo
to fRee m.ileadly hnsllhty.
.
d b
t
"
.
' .
m,
We deArre to see no such state of thm!l,"s amone: ourselvs,
an
eau y, that sweet frmt upon the pmsonous. and we accept RS a l!norl ~tnd merciful cnn,titntion the or.
tree of life," which we calf poetry; so from the seer g~tniz~ttion of labor which prnvirlence h~ts e:ivf'n u~ in slavth~se moral and religious lessons which hav been the ery.. ~,ik~ every h~rm.an a-.rRngP~rmt, it. is liable to ~tbm!!;
gmde of humanity, now as ever struggling toward but mlt~ r?ca .. and rn rts nlhm11te ,,fluenc.e '!pon the _sncral
th
ht
h . .
: .
'
svstem. lt IS wrse and beneficent. Y{e SPe lD rt. a sccurrtv for
Inspiration and Ucvelation.
. e 1g · • uc lS lDBpiratwn, ~nd. every new truth the 'l'ie:ht~ of property ~tnrl a safe!!"mt_rd aQ;ninst paupe?ism
lS a revelatiOn to those who rece1ve 1t.
~tnd idleneFA, which our trRducers mny yet liv to wish had
Science is classified knowledge. H is only by
P. RooSEVELT JoHNsoN, M.D.
been eu!l'rflfted upon their own inst.it-rtions. The idle ilcclaclassifying and comparing phenomena that we can
mation about rlegrailing ml'n to thP. cnndilion of chattels. an<i
arrive at the truth. "He who knows but one ·lantreating them as cows, oxen, or swine; the irlea that they are
A..
Voice
from
the
Tomb.
r!'garclerl
as tools and instruments. anrl not as bein!!;~ pnsguage," says Goethe, " knows none." To this Max
Muller adds, "He who knows but one religion, knows
A correspondent sends the E1Jening Post the fol- se~sed of immortal soul~. betray e:rnss ie:norance of the real
nature of the rel~ttion. Slavery givs one man the right of
none." We cannot tell where religious ideas and lowing extract from a fast dav sermon delivered in property in the labor of another. 'l'he property nf man in
·doctrine· emanate without searching the past, for t.he Presbyterian church of Columbia, S. C., by the man is only the propPrty of mnn in human toil. The l~thnrer
-Christianity is a comparativly modern religion. Rev. James H. Thornwell, D.D., just one month be- bocomes c~tpit~tl, not bPcanse he is a thin!!", hnt bPe~n~e he is
the exponent of a presumed amount of lAbor. Tbis is the
Others were gray wit~, age ere Christianity was forA the secession of the state of South Carolina.
notion of the system. Rnd all leg:islation upon it
Dr. Thornwell was in his day looked upon as a rAdical
born. The great ethnic or race religions represent
should be regulated by this fundamental idea.
man's effort to formulate and enforce the moral law, bright ornament of the Presbyterian church. He
and all originated in ages when our methods of study waR elected a modentor of it.s general aRsembly in
Rosiness Notes.
were unknown and the sum of human knowledge 1847, and from 1852 to 1855 was president of the
If anv of onr reaoers has copies of l\fr. Green's P'ree.
limited. This earth was supposed to be the center South Carolina college, doing duty as collegA chaptllinktr.~' Ma_qazine of March anrl Ane:nqt, 1887, that they do
and all-important part of the universe; the sun, lain and as prof~ssor of moral philosophy. He was not want, they can find a purchaser at this office.
moon, and stars, greater or lesser lights hung in the a man of great learnine-, and of his wondflrful eloThe price of "Christinn Pllrqr]l)xes." hv Francis B<teon,
sky. We now know through the teachings of astron- quen<le many who heard him preach, both North and printerl
so Plee:~tntlv by Peter Edd!'r. is 10 cents. It is a
omy that all the fixed stars are suns, centers of South, still Iiv to testify. During- the laHer part of the good pamphlet to hand to your orthodox neighbor.
planetary systemE', and that our earth is one of the career of John C. Calhoun. Dr. Thornwell, who was
resirlin!! in New South Wale!! can find cop.
smaller planets of one of the smaller sun stars-one his bosom friend, wielded in South Carolina an influ- iPAFreethinkers
of Tr111: 'l'nnTH SRKKltR for sale nt. the hook.Ftor~> of W.
of millions, and an infinitesimal atom in a universe so ence twarcelv Jess than that of the father of seces~;ion Willis, 715 Haymarket., Rydney. Mr. Willis will fill mail
grand that the human intellect fails to grasp its himself, and would, in all probability, but for his orders, if postage is sent him.
.
immensity-and that this universe is one, governed callin~. hav succeeded thA celebmted South CaroliPeople pnsse!i~ing. snfficient decencv to clespisP. Anthony
to its remotest bounds, in its minutest. as we: I as nian in the Senate of t.he United States.
Cnm~<tnck ~tnrl his society will find J_,nm Smit.h's A_qent's
The extract referred to is as follows :
Herald fnr December congeni~tl r11ncline:. Mr. Smith seems
grandest operations, by immutable law. The oldest
to hav hArl wicle experience with Com~tock nnd hi• backers,
by far of the great religions of the earth and the
H&vine: adverterl to the sins which bel on!!; to us RS mem. ancl to nppreciate them at. t.hPir propP.r value. His address
grandest in its conceptions is the Brahman or ancient bers of the cnnfederncy, let u~ turn to those thflt. belonf!: to is 706 Che8tnut street, Philarlelphia, Pa.
religion of the Hindoos. Here originated the ·belief us a~ a rmrt.icular cnmmonwe~tlth. I ~hall restrict mvself to
in the supreme bf'ing, the doctrin of the trinity, the our ilenline:s with the institution which has prorlucerl the
A Conrse Fntltist.
present cnnvt!lsion of the cnuntrv anrl brnurrht us to the
incarnation of the second person of the trinity, the verge of ruin. That the relation betwixt the ~lave and hiR
F1"0'n. T.~1f~.
immortality of the soul (which they believed to be master is not. incon•istent with the word of God. we hnv
A certain reverenrl gentleman. at the recent conference of
the life-spirit, not the mind), mspiration and revela- Jon!! since settled. Our con<ciences nre not tronhlerl, and Baptist mii\isters, nrlvi•Prl Mr. Anthony (Jnmst.oelc to proeePd
tion, good and evil spirits, heaven ancl hell. Here we. we hav no reason to be trouhleil. on thi~ Fcnre. We ilo not A.(!'R.inst this jmrrnnl for the inclPcl'nev of its covf'r. nnd ~niil.
hnlrl onr Blaves in bnnrlAge from remnr<eless conFider~tt.innR "Those dancing fig-nres on the tillc-pRge of L!/e are lewd
hav the foundetion and groundwork of all the suc- of interest.. If I know the character of onr people. I think pi!'lnres. nnrl they sn!!"g:est. ]pwrl thl)urrhtA."
ceediag religions laid down by those whom we in our I eRn snfely sA.v that if they were perAnarlerl of the essPntial
Nnw, this is a confesFion lhnt rPfil'et~< rnther serionslvnpon
ignorance hav been pleased to designate as the "be- immnr~tlity of slavery, they woulil not. be backwRrd in adopt. onr reverPnrl friend. We l>nv bf'cn laboring nnrler the imine: me~t~nrps for the ultimflte ab~tement. of the evil. We pres~irm that Mr. Anthony Comstor~k po~ses~Nl t.he nnstiPst
nighted heat.hen."
the institution, not from ~tvarice. but from principle. minrl in New York, hnt, fnr imRginntiv licrntion•ness, so t'l
The doctrin of inspiration and revelation ~as first cheri~h
We look upon it as an element of stren~rth, and not of weak- ~peak. the Rev. Dr. W. F. 'l'nvlor is a close comnetitnr. If
applied to the Rig-veda, the oldest of known books. ness, and confidently a.nticipate the time when the nations the title.pag:P. of thi3 j"nrnnl sngrrests such n Wl'nlth of lewd.
ness to this e:entlemAn's most receptiv minrl, he lmd het.ter
This, the first of the sacred books of the Brahmans, is that now revile us would g:larlly chRng:e places with us.
In its last 11nalysis, sl~tvery is nothine; bnt an ori!Rnization chane:e his diet or snb<cribP. to some other perioclieal. As for
a collection of Mantras, or hymns, composed by the
the high prieAt of sne:e:estion, Mr. Anthony Comstock, we
Rishis, or seers, under the shadow of _the Himalayas of Ja.bor, and an or~raniz~ttion hv virtue of which labor and are
rl'ailv for his "proceerlin!!:" at any time he mnv select,
capital are made to 'coincide. Unrler this scheme labor can
in prehistoric times, transmitted by memory until the never be without employment, and the wealth of the countrv and sbail Pnjoy nothing better thnn n lRre;er share of his at.
art of writing was invented, then fixed in the ancient is plede:ed to feed and clothe it. WlJPre labor is frPe, and tpntion. If we fail to Atir this gentlemnn up n little when the
S'l.nscrit text, and now acessible in good translations. the laborer not a part of the c~tpital of the country, thPre are ball bPgins, or to strike one or two squnre blows for ~trt and
They represent religion in its rudimentary stage when two causes constantly at work which, in the excessiv con. hnnest rll'cencv, we promis to get some trnn~ers for the
trasts which they pro.duce, must end in agrarian revolutions '·lewd figures" thnt. dPcornte our cover. These men rlo
the human intellect was in the infancy of its develop- ancl intolerable distress.
much to make a thine: inrlecPnt when once they open the
ment. Some of the hymns bear a resemblance to cerThe first is the teni!Pncy of c~tpital to af'cumnlate. Where sluiceways of their minds upon it.
tain psalmR in the coll.ection known as David's Psalms. it does not inclnde the laborer as a part, it will employ only
F1•om, Purlc.
Later the Yagur and Sarna-vedas were added, and last that labor which will yield the l~trgest returns. It looks to
anrl not to the interest of the laborer.
The Rev. Dr. W. F. Tavlor, at a recPnt cnnferPr.ce of
of all the Atharva-veda. The Institutes, or laws of itself,
The other is the tendency of population to outstrip the Baptist ministers, marle conipl~tint. nf the "rlnncing fignres"
Menu, the two great epic poems which contain the demands for emploYment. 'fhe multiplicRtion of laborers on the title.pRe:e of our est«)emer! cnntempornry, Uje, on the
descriptions of the incarnation of Vishnu as Rama not. only rerluces wa!!"es to the lowest point, but leaves multi- ground that they "nre lewrl pictnreR, and thev sugi!Pst lewd
and Krishna, and other books constitute the Brahman turles wholly nnemployed.
thoue;ht~." The firrnrcs on the t.itle-pn!!"e of onr E C. are
While the capitalist is accumulating: his hoards. rolline: in not.lewil; they ~tre delic~tte, pretty. artistic, nnrl full of the
Bible, held by them in the greatest reverence as a
Rtllnence and splPndor, thousands who woulrl work if thPy pure, wholesome grace of chilohoorl. We arc nnt, prcp~treri
divine revelation.
harl the opportunity are rloomed to perish of hnnger. The to deny that thPy suggest lewd thnne:hts-to the Rev. W. F.
The origin of a religion is always followed by a most astonishing contrasts of povertv and riches are con. T~tylor. Bnt if he is thnt. sor~ of a man, he acts mos~ unflood of religious literature by its devotees. It was stantly increR•in.e:. Rnciety is iliviiled between princes ~nil wisely in advertising the fuct.
so with Buddhism, which originated from the teach- hP!!g:A.rR. If l~bor is left free, how i~ this condition of thing:s
to be obviated? The government must either malw provi<ion
ings of Sakyamuni about five hundred years before to Buppnrt pPnple in irlleness, or 'it mnst arrest the Jaw of
THE Methodist conference at_ D mville, Va., helcl recently,
· our era. A council of the Buddhist church, called popnl~ttion anrl keep thrm from bein.e: born, or it must ore:an. passcp resolutions condemning tbeater-gnin.g. The Richafter the death of its· founder, formed the canon of i?:e labor. Human heine:s cannot. be expPcterl to starve. monrl State remarks that" camp-meeting" inqtead of "thescripture constituting the Tripitaka, the Buddhist There is a point at which they will rise in de•peration a!!:Rinst ater" would ha.v been more rea,onnble, and certainly would
~<ocial ordPr which rlonms them to n~tkedness anrl fRmin,
Bible, revered as an inspired revelation. The Per- awhile
their lnrrlly neie:hbor is clothed in pnrple R.nd fine hav resulted much more beneticinlly to the country."
sians had their Bible, the Zend-Avesta; the Jews linPn Rnrl faring snmptuon~lv every ilay. Thev will Pcnrn
theirs; the Christians theirs, selected by a church the logic which makes it their rluty to perish in the mirl~t of
Tms is the way the Galveston Ne11:.¥ records an event of
council from a mass of pious literature, now mostly plenty. Bread thev must Jrav. anrl bread they will h~tv, great interest to -Tennessee congre~ntions: "' Sncker No.
All the oistinctions of property hav \1() be RlJolisher) 82' was ti1C name applied by New York swinrllers to Deacon
lost-g-ospels, acts, and epistles without number. though
to provide it. The government.. therefore, mn~t support
The Mohammedans hav their Koran, and the Mor- them, or an agrarian revolution is inevitable. Bnt Fhnll it. Allen Gilliland, of 'renne9see, to whom they sold $10,000 o!
mons the book of 1\Iormon; the followers of Sweden- Rn pport them in irllPnes~? Wi!J'the poor, who hav to work 'green goods' for $650 of the dencon'3 harcl-earned money.
for their !ivinrr, coment to Pee others RS stout anrl Rble RS And when the deacon prosecnted them he failed to secure a
borg, the Arcana Cmlestea.
The Jaw of inspiration that produced all these themselvs clntherl and ferl lilw the lilies of the field, while conviction, and the jndge told him to go b1c 1{ to Tennessee
th<'y toil n~t neither rlo thP.y spin? Will not this be to giv a and pose as a horrible example to the congregation."
books slill exists and is in operation. These books prPmium to idleness?
·
were all written by men, and hav a certain family
The .1overnmPnt. then, must find them employment; hut
resemblance. Some are the meditations of sages. how Rhall this be done? On what principle shall labor be
SAYs the Clwistian Advocate, orgnn <'f the Mcthoilist
Some are codes of laws. Some are biographies con- organized so as to make it certain that the laborer shall nevPr church: "Never upon earth will there be an org~tnic unity
be without employment, and employment adequate for his of all Christiam. If there should be. causes similttr to those
veying moral lessons of great beauty in a cloud of sunnort?
myth, miracle, and fiction. This was a favorit style
The only way in which. it can be done, as a permanent which h!!.V produced the present divisions would at once
with oriental writers, whose perception of the impor- arrangement, is by convert in~ the Iii borer into cnpital-that begin to operate, and neither the iron heel of a sncerdotal
tance of truth was as yet very feeble, and who fre- is, bv giving the emplo~·er a ri!l'ht of propPrty in the labor despotism, nor lire remCJrseless ulmse of Peter the Great, nor
quently forged the names of elder sages to their pmployeil; in other words, by slavery. The master must the indifference of opulent piety, nor the q11iet asqumptions
always finrl work for his Flave, as well as fonrl anrl raiment.
books to giv them greater weight, as the Wisdom of The capital of the country, unclf'r this system, mnst always of univereal scholarship, could prevent, but would rather
Solomon, book of Enoch, apocryphal writings.
fePrl and clothe the country. There cnn be no panneri~m. stimulate departures fmm the common type, whatever it
- Some are the visions of epileptics, who soar on anrl no temptations to ngrariani<m. Thnt non-~lavehnlrline; mie;bt be: The comp')sit photograph, whether in imlividfancy's wing to the highest heaven, and amid agi- states will eventnallv hav to ore:anize labor, nnrl to introduce uals or churches, will forever rem1in 'the impo3sible she.'"
something so like !ilA.very that it will be impos~ible t~ distated stars and flashes of lightning behold the throne criminate between them. or to Ruffer from the most v10lent That is plain talk, right out from the sboultler, an•l is the
of God, the ancient of d11.ys, the son of man, sur- anrl disastrous insurrPctinns agninst the system which creates truest thin~ W\J he,v fol¥14 i~ a ()hristian journe,l !of a Ion~
fO®decl by llDgel$ 1\lld. llfCllangels 1\lld. ~ the and pcrllclqatell their misery, seems to b.c ~s certain as the time,
company of heaven.

:evelati~ns from on high, hav produced a profound
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$1 000 each in a railway; for the most Socialistic
wdrshiper of the democratic idea could n?t. b~ made
to believe that any railway or other product1v Investment could be run at a ·profit by a roaring, ranting,
The Distribution of Wealth.
howling, cozening, bribing, hell-e-to-split democ1·acy
of 23,000 members. Every man suddenly turns
If Long's Peak and Pike's Peak did not split the
traitor to democratic principles, and shows his consky with their wastes of ice and granit in Colorado;
fidence in the superiority of the aristocratic principle
if there were no Rocky mountains and no Sierras
over the democratic, when he goes to invest his
west of the Mississippi, ·no rains would fall in Illimoney in a stock company, by inquiring, not whether
nois, no descending thunders would send up their
it maintains equality among its members, but whether
smoke at White Niagara. The Mississippi valley
it has any men of known quality, any good men and
would be another Desert of Sahara. If there were
strong men-in a word, any impregnable monopolists
no Alps nor Pyrenees, there would hav. ??en _no
of wealth-in it. Every expression of a preference
Roman empire, no modern European CIVIhzatwn.
for . good men for any purpose is liJl aristocracy.
The spring that trickles by a farmer's door is caused
Pure democracy recognizes no distinction among
to be by the mountain-chain one thousand miles
men as being good or bad.
west attracting the snowy fleets of heaven from the
In England a few cooperativ concerns hav been
seas 'two thousand miles eastward. These same fleets
able to run, notwithstanding their large membership,
of clouds were launched in air by the attractiv and
but evidently these are the late flowers of a C!lpitaldistributing power of a vast, seething furnace of
ized soil. The ground was prepared for them by the
burning capital, a sordid monopoly of combustion,
industries conducted by capitalists, and they had but
placed ninety·six million miles away, the sun, compared with whose dimensions Milton's hell would be
to imitat~ the operations of capital.
Suppose our owner of $1,000 inVe!!tB in four teams
like a lighted cigaret. At what a vast seeming
or "trucks," with which to haul merchandise in a
waste of matter and of space does nature bring
great city from the depots to their points of'delivery.
about comparativ equality of fertility and capacity
His investment derives its whole value from three
for production over the whole earth! That is because nature has plenty of space, plenty of time, and
facts: First, the non-ownership of teams by the persons whose goods are to be hauled; second, the
plenty of patience, and withal has a far greater taste
existence of the railways, which could not exist but
for variety than for excellence, as we should judge of
as large capitals; and, third, the existence of three
things. ·
.
In the social world the relation between the great
laborers, witho.ut capital and without means of living,
seeming wastes of capital and the activity of producexcept by work, and who are therefore willing to
tion are even less apparent, and by most are altodrive his teams. Hence, without riches on the one
gether denied. If in nature, in the upheaval of conside of him and poverty on the other, he could make
no profitable use of his money in. this form. The
tinents and the gathering of oceans in their beds,
vast .apparent wastes of matter, or, at all events, proBeing notified 1Jy the central committee of the new Social- same is true of every possible investment that can be
digious cheap accumulations of it, do help to promote istic state, '£. B. Wakeman, secretary, that I am worth $80,- made of any sum. Wealth could hav no definition
fertility, productivity, and equality of enjoyment 000,000, I feel that I hav got enough. I will therefore sell no and no value without want, as being only the means
over the whole earth, is it in like manner true in soci- more meat.
of relieving want. When want disappears, wealth,
ety that inequality-in the distribution of wealth, and
At the market, the bakery, grocery, and dry goods, great or small, is abolished. Hence, it is evident
of all intellectual and moral powers, all of which are hardware, and crockery stores all is the same. The that to equalize wealth would be to abolish it.
but forms of wealth, is essential to the largest activ- courts v.re all closed. No man acts. as judge or lawAnd now, thirdly, wherein and why does society
ity and most equalized enjoyment of all? I hold that yer after he has got "enough." Railroads stop run- make this stupendous economic gain through the
it is ; that inequalit.y in the distribution of wealth of ning. The late busy city is as silent as if Lady unequal possession of wealth, insomuch that without
every kind is essential to the highest rapidity in its Godiva were to ride abroad. But it is not she-it is this inequality progress does net begin, and the inproduction, the greatest economy in its use, and the Famiri, Pestilence, nothing less than the disappear- tensity, rapidity, and power of the progress are meas.
largest enjoyment in its consumption; in short, that ance of the human race. The wheels of society all ured often and usually by the ever-increasing disparsome must be rich and others poor, in order that stop under the test of universal wealth as the wheels ity in the conditions of men as custodians of capital~
mankind may liv at all, and that, instead of the poor of the factory stop when all hands strike.
I assert as matter of hi'storic fact that wherever all
being made poorer by the contrast with 'the wealth o In social science the conception of universal wealtp the members of a given society hav remained comof the rich, it is only because of the involuntary ser- "is as impossible, as unthinkable, as self-annihilating, parativly equal in wealth, as among the Bushmen of
vices rendered to them by the wealth they do not as in physical science would pe the conception of Africa, the nomadic Arabs of the desert, the Tartars,
own that the poor can liv at all. To prove this, let illimitable light without darkness, life without death, North American Indians, Chinese, ancient Jews, and
us first consider what would befall society if the levity without gravity, or heat without cold.
comparativly among our colonial forefathers during
really impossible hypothesis that all men were rich
When every man is lifted above the inducement to the century and a half from 1670 to 1790, progress
render service to his fellow-men, every man would has been slow and painful, and the mental developcould be realized.
Second, what would befall society if the destruc- be sunk below the power to obtain service from his ment has been, perhaps, independent and self-denytiv hypothesis that all wealth were equa11y diffused fellow-man. When no man wants anything, all men ing, but narrow, bigoted, and barren. Meanwhile
could be realized.
will lack everything.. Hence, to make wealth univer- the creativ civilizations of the world, Egyptian, Greek,
And, thirdly, let us consider analytically in what sal is· to annihilate it, and those who desire this con- Roman, Venetian, Dutch, French, British, American,
ways and for what reasons society at large achieves summation rightly and logically call themselvs Nihil· and German-the periods in which the great origiresults through the unequal distribution of wealth ists and Anarchists, not Socialists.
nating and commanding types of men hav run their
and power which could not be obtained at all except
But, secondly, suppose all wealth equally diffused, careers of progress, invention, and enterprise in useupon the basis of universal inequality.
which is the doctrin of the Communist. If this ful and fine art; in legislation, eloquence, philosophy,
First. To suppose all men rich is to suppose all equalization were applied throughout the world, and freedom ; in science, research, and mental emanmen relieved from the necessity of performi:pg any of each person living would hav probably $250. If ap- cipation and highest social order-hav been periods
those services whose performance is essential to the plied to the United States only, each would hav of great differentiation of ranks, grades, and classes
daily and hourly maintenance of life. It is to sup- about $1,000. Dividing our entire land in equal among men, periods when the organization of society
pose ourselvs living in a world wherein we could areas, each would get 43 acres. Dividing our culti- was most intensely aristocratic, and when public
get no other services performetl. for ourselvs by any- vated farms, each would get 10 acres. Dividing it in thought emphasized dignity of character and capacbody than we could now get performed for us by Jay equal values, each would get $600 worth of land, ity of achievement, by acknowledging, gratefulJy,
Gould, Vanderbilt, or the Rothschilds, by the use of $400 worth of personal property. Suppose the proudly, and without envy, all the actual inequalities
such inducements as we could to-day employ toward division effected as to the United States, so that that exist among·men.
either of those persons.
.
every person in the country has $1,000, and no one
Why is it, then, that periods and peoples of most
For argument's sake, we will suppose we begin has morP. In our present system of industry, organ- unequal distribution of wealth, intellect, rank, and
our day to-morrow with all men thus rich. Fortu- ized by large capitals, one might buy with it a build- honor are periods and peoples of most progress in
nately for· us, the sun rises in the morning wit.hout ing lot and shanty in a by-street, a butcher stall, wealth. and in civilization? I will try to answer this
the help of toil. Therefore it is sunrise and day. small grocer's stock, i:ruck and team of horses, or the question candidly. All wealth, i. e., everything that
FortuE.ately, also, the provision made during previous like, because of the use and value which would belong has value, or will sell for a price of any kind, is
days leaves us in a position to rise, bathe, and put on to these things by reason of their position relativly to either enjoyable or reproductiv, i. e., its value conour attire. For the builders, artists, and manufact- the great population around us. These values in sists either in the use we make of it when we conurers who constructed our abode, the furniture of turn are dependent on the 4,008,907 outlying farms sume it for our comfort, support, or pleasure, or in
our room, and our clothing, even to the bedstead and of the country, having an average value of $3,000 the use we make of it when by its use we produce
bedding; the maid who brought the water yesterday including land and live stock; the great railroads, something to be consumed or enjoyed by others.
and left pitcher, washbowl, and towel in their accus- banks, factories, and means of ·production and trans- The motiv with which we use enjoyable wealth is
tomed place, were not then as rich as they desired to portation. ~he .average capital invested in each of pleasure. The motiv with which we use reproducbe--none of them had " enough." It was because the 54 railways reporting to the Illinois railway com- tiv wealth is profit, i; e; the obtaining presently of
they worked with the specter of want stalking behind missioners is $23,000,000. The average capital the means of securing future pleasure. The functhem under the old capitalistic order of things. that invested in the 253,852 manufacturing establishments tion of enjoyable wealth is to be consumed by ourall these things are here ready for us to rise, put on enumerated in the census of 1880 is $11,068. In ag- selva-it is egoistic. The function of reproductiv
our attire, and go down as if to breakfast.
riculture every $1,500 employs or supports a human wealth is to forward, or create, or furnish some form
There, however, the game is up .. Yesterday'Ef being. In railroading every $8,000 of capital em- of enjoyable wealth for others. It is altroistic.
work will not get this morning's breakfast, which ploys a man. In manufactures every $1,000 of cap- Food,· shelter, clothing, ornament, amusement, inmust be placed before us, if at all, by somebody who ital employs a worker. Now, while all this organiza- struction, worship, association of man with his fellowis rich. No fire in the dining-room grate, none in tion of labor by means of capital exists, a man may men, and social position, esteem, honor, or fame, are
the kitchen range, no dishes on the breakfast table, do a few things with a thousand dollln's, besides prominent forms of consumable wealth. Land,
no coffee or chocolate, no steak, potatoes, hash, or stopping wark and consuming it, though not many.
buildings for rental, capital for employing labor,
sardines-nothing but a dreary recollection of former
He hardly dare buy $1,000 worth of stock in these machinery, implements, or stocks and shares reprebreakfasts in that now blank and hungry room.
great railways, for he cannot find out enough about senting them, railways, and means of transformation,
"What's all this~" we ask. "What's the matter their management and means of income to know transportation, or transfer, the ship, mine, furnace,
with Bridget? Is she married, paralyzed, dead, or whether the stock is a safe one to buy. But, if he factory, and every edifice used to earn an income in,
gone to a ball~"
buys intelligently, he does so because he knows one, are all reproductiv wealth.
The folding doors open slightly, and through two, or three great capitalists who, as owners of the
To make a: thing wealth, either enjoyable or reprothose a female voice answers:
majority of the stock, giv it stability. He would not ductiv, it need not be a physical commodity nor
'' :J3rid~et is rich I · A,s t"ic4 as J a! Gould! No l;le one of a m.ob of ~3,000 holders, eaQh }j.oldin~ e:s;chp,n~eable, For in t4e ~:qq ~ll th11t a !,JOIDil1odit1

!Jiommnnica:tions.

lady worth $80,000,000 ever gets a gentleman his
breakfast!"
.
With that the door closes in perfect independence.
Nothing more to be made out of me.
Whew!
Nothing left for us but to go out, get our own
steak, bring it home and cook it-an elegant start
indeed for a man just entered on the enjoyment of
his $80,000,000.
At the front door we find no morning paper.
"Ah !" we sigh. " The carrier rich, too, poor
fellow. No Jay Gould ever delivers morning papers.
Strange effect 6f universal wealth, Cooks and morning papers both abolished before 8 o'clock."
At the sidewalk. No ·car in sight either way.
No ! rich men don't drive horse-cars or punch tickets.
Always heretofore it has been that "them that's rich
could ride in chaises," but somehow, now that all are
rich there seems to be nobody to drive: therefore all
must walk-which has the effect of making all poor,
despite their riches.
We walk to the butcher's. The thought occurs to
us that at the Qorner, having got our $80,000,000,
we'll just giv a cool hundred to the beggar who
usually sits there. Nobody there! Sure enoughhe's got his $80,000,000, too. Why, money is like
universal suffrage-when everybody's got it it's good
for nothing, not even for alins. As you walk the
street you note that everybody is hungry, sallow,
mad, and idle. Nobody has had his breakfast.
Neighbors look at you as butchers look at an ox to
take the measure of his meat. Long before you hav
reached the butcher's, you feel like a fat man on a
polar expedition, as if your fat were tempting the
appetites of your friends. At the butcher's the shutters are up, and a brief notice, thus:
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can do is to produce a-pleasurable sensation, and all
s~nsations are imponderable and mental. .An emotional satisfaction is, therefore! the last and highest
form of wealth. For wealth Is that which relieves
want and givs pleasure. If it comes to relieve our
own want, it is enjoyable wealth, be it a salad, a s~al
skin, a solitaire; a song, or a sermon. If we make a
profit out of it by using it ~o relieve the wants of
otl!.E/rS, it is to us reproductiv wealth, be it a plow or
a fa'l'm, a loom or a factory, a bank note or a bank.
vAN BUREN DENSLOW.
[TO BE CONTINUED. J
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portant fact we must bear in mind is, that modern
Menes was the founder of the Egyptian monarchy.
criticism no longer accepts primitiv tradition, venal His accession as fixed by Bunsen and Lepsius is the
eulogiums,. partisan pamphlets, and highly-wrought same as given by Ridpath, while Professor Poole
romances, as equal and trustworthy evidence, merely estimates his epoch at 2717 B.O.
because of their age, but is teaching us to sift the
The estimates made by the other authorities are
testimony of ancient authors, and to discern the spe- not given, but it is known that the dates fixed by
cial aims which may determin the light in which their Rawlinson, Wilkinson, and other eminent authorities
works should be viewed. The researches of oriental are substantially the same as that set by Professor
scholars hav thrown a flood of new light upon an- Poole.
cient events; and, above all, the inscriptions discovThus we find that while Professor Moss quotes a
ered and deciphered within half a century hav set few eminent authorities who make up c_hronologies
before us the great actors of ancient times, speaking of Egypt which suit his side of the question, there
in their own persons from the walls of palaces and are a large majority of the most celebrated scholars
The A..ge of' Man on the Earth.
tombs; therefore I will present the facts as taught and eminent authorities who reason differently and
.Before .commencing my argument on this subject, by these histories, written in the light and with the who estimate chronologies of Egypt which are found
I will notice the following from Professor Moss, viz., advantages of the latest discoveries.
·
to be reconcilable with the Mosaic records.
"That the investigations of oriental scholars hav
Now, the statement I made in my first paper I still
It is a fact that Egyptologists differ widely in their
added immensely to our knowledge I am not prepared main:ain, viz. : "That those ancient nations are known estimations, for the sources from which the dates are
to dispute, but I deny that they_ corroborate what to us by four kinds of evidence: (1) written records; taken are in many parts obscure, and in some, corrupt.
Mr. Grabill calls the brief allusions of the Bible. (2) architectural monuments; (3) fragmentary re- No period of ancient history is more obscure or unWhat brief allusions~ What could oriental scholars mains; (4) tradition.
·
.
certain than that of the first kings of Egypt. This
corroborate in reference to the Mosaic account of the
" Of these, the first only can be considered as a proud nation, fondly conceited of its antiquity an.il
origin of man by reference to monuments, iili'!Criptions, true source of history, though the others afford its nobility, thought it glorious to lose ~toelf ·in tha
or fragmentary remains? Certainly not that man most interesting and valuable illustrations." More- abyss of in:fi.nit ages, which seemed to carry its prewas less than six tho~sand years old, and most over, I affirm that those ancient natiops hav no true tensions backward into eternity. According to its
assuredly not that he was oi one type and one race ! source of history that "carries us back" so far as the own historians, first gods, next demigods, and then
What, then~ Let Mr. Grabill reply."
Mosaic records.
.·
·
spirits, heroes, etc., governed it successivly through
As to the type and race of man, that has been fully
Constance Manasses says that the Egyptian mon- a period of more than 20,000 years.
anewered, and it is with great confidence in the archy was founded about 2125 B.O. Durviage,·in his
Manetho, a nativ historian, who lived in the reign
. strength of my position that, in reply to the re- Cyclopedia of History, says that Menes was the first of Ptolemy Philadelphus, about 286 B o., wrote a
_mainder of this quotation, I affirm that, waiving king pf Egypt, and that the dynasty of the shepherd- history of Egypt. Erasthenes, a historian of Cyrene,
the question of the inspiration of the scripture records, kings commenced about 2048 B.a.; this would giv who was invited lo Alexandria by the next succeedand viewing them simply as a mass of documents, us for the founding of the empire by Menes about ing king, made a list of thirty-eight kings of Thebes,
subject to the laws and to be judged by ·the prin- 2200 B.O.
.
all different from those of Manetho, and this list was
. ciples of historical criticism, their authenticity is
In Willard's Universal HiE!tory we are told that afterward completed by Apolloclorus, who added
vindicated.
Menes, or Misraim, founded the first Egyptian mon- the names of 53 additional Theban kings, making
The evidence shows that we PC?Ssess in the scripture archy about 2188 B.c.
·
91 in all. Herodotus traveled in Egypt nbout 450
records, not only_ the most authentic account. of
According to Thalheimer, Egypt commenced its B.a., made an estimate of the antiquity and chronolancient times that has come down to us, but a history existence not as a united kingdom, but with anum- ogy of Egypt. Four centuries after the time of Herabsolutely a,nd in every respect correct. It is a treas- ber of scattered names, or families. One historian odotus, Diodorus traveled in Egypt, and wrote a
ure of wisdom a.nd knowledge; a history as impor- mentions :fi.ft"y-three, and another thirty-six, of these history giving the chronology of the Egyptians; and
tant to the historical inquirer as to the theologian. · names, and as one became more powerful, it swal- also in the works of Syncellus is to be found a list of
There may be obscurities; there may be occasionally, lowed up its neighbors, and thus grew into a united Egyptian kings.
in names and numbers, accidental corruptions of .the kingdom, with Menes as the first king. About seven
According to the Encyclopedia Britannica, another
text; there may be a few interpolations, glosses which kings in regular descent formed this dynasty, of great authority, some of the Egyptian dynasties are
hav crept in from the margin, but upon the whole it which little is known; it belongs rather to tradition represented by monuments from which these lists
must be pronounced a genuin and authentic work, than to nscertained history.
can be verified; others hav left little or no record.
and one which-even were it not inspired-:-would be,
Monumental history began about 2440 B.a. Egypt Thus, there are no monuments of the period of
for the times and countries whereof it treats, the lead- at this time was governed by three dynasties which dynasties 1-3; then a blank follows without a monuing and paramount authority; and let me assure the reigned simultaneously in upper, middle, and lower ment that can be assigned to dynasties 7, 8, fl, and
proJessor that, after a careful and candid consideration Egypt. Proofs of this are found in the vast archi- 10. Under dynasty 13 they become scanty; and. of
of all the ev-idencebearing upon this subject, he will tectural monuments and fragmentary remains which dynasties 14 15, 16, 17, there are but a few, whwh
be convinced that those who resist the. scripture rec- overspread Egypt (Thalheimer's .Ancient History, may be of l5, 16, or 17. Therefore we hav ~n the
ords, by impugning their veracity, like Jannes. and pp. 51, 52).•
monumental history of Egypt three blank penoc~s
J ambres of old resist the truth.
It appears that Professor Moss is accustomed. to the period before known monuments, the long peno.ds
There are a . few other statements which are not assert that " according to Lepsius and Bunsen, the between dynasties 7-10, and that between dynasties
only beside the question, but unworthy of notice, and Egyptians hav a history that carries us back more 13-17.
I will pass them and take ~p the subject under dis- than four thousand years B.o ," and Professor ThalWith all these difficult problem3 to solve, the
cussion, viz., " The Age of Man on the Earth;'' or, The heimer says that his work "is a brief though accurate writer does not pretend to giv "a defi.nit chrono~ogical
length of the human period as given by Moses in tlte outline of the results of the labors of Niebuhr, Bun- system for the period before the synchromsm of
ancient Hebrew scriptures and science are reconcilable. sen, Lepsius, Arnold, Mommsen, R~wli~son, an_d Egyptian and Hebrew history, about 980. n.o., and
The professor (considering the weakness of his others;" that he is confident of the JUStiCe of h1s that approximativ chronology becomes possible about
cause) made an able effort to refute my argument on aim· and that on the authority of these learned 1591·B.o."
this question by presenting us with what he calls orie~tal scholars he can only trace the Egyptian his"It is significant that, whereas M. Mariette's esti"historical evidence," and what may be justly termed tory back to about 2440 B.a., with an addition of a mate exceeds that of Professor Lepsius 1,112 years
geological. and paleontological speculation; now I short period of the reign of the first dynasty of in the whole sum of the dynasties before the second
will proceed J;o examin those branches of evidence about seven kings.
Persian conquest, the excess is 966 year~ in the sums
which he has produced, not in a partisan spirit or
Now it is evident that either Professor Moss or of dynasties 7-10 and 13-17. Such difference bemanner, but to present our readers with what. I be- Profes~or Thalheimer, the learned historian, is mis- tween two such great authorities is a proof of the
lieve to be the truth.
taken as to the teachings of these eminent scholars. want of even probability for solving this part of the
He commences his argumenf with this statement, Though the theory of Professor Moss seems to be problem" (Encyclopedia Britannica on Egypt).
J. W. GnAIJILL.
"That the Chinese might be found in a highly civilized supported by the quotation from N ott's " Types of
(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)
•
condition, with a monarchy and a government, as far Man," yet this support is found only to be apparent
··back as 2500 B.a., while, according to such eminent when N ott's work is properly examined.
Professor Ridpath, another _eminent historian, inauthorities as Lepsius and Bunsen, the Egyptians
Almanacs.
hav a history that carries us back more than four forms us in the preface to his great work that he
A
correspondent
in
the I:westigatar of Decem~er
"freely availed himself of the best and most recent
thousand years B_.o."
Now, in respect to Egypt, he asserts that "the· authorities," and givs the names of Wilkinson, 21st inquires whether the birthday of Thoma~ Pame
sculptures of the fourth dynasty, the earliest extant, Brugsch, Bunsen, Ebers, Duncher, Rawlinson, is mentioned in the almanac, the same as the birthday
show that the arts of that day (smp.e 3500 B.a., date Smith Curtis, Grote, Niebuhr, Falke, and Mommsen or other great men. I would like him and all Liberals to know we hav one almanac tha.t has been reguof Menes; more than 3400 B.a., Humboldt; 3643 B.a., as the' sources which he most relied upon.
Bunsen; 3892 B.a., Kenrick; 3893 B.a., Lepsius; 3895
After discussing the chronology of the earlier ages larly issued since 1884 that givs the honors .to. all
B.a., Hincks-in each case more than a thousand of Egyptian history, stating that the sources from great men and women alike, be they pagan, Chnst1an,
years before the Usherian. dat~ of ~he ~eluge) had which the dates are taken are in many parts obscure, or Infidel. It is published by the Truth Seeker
'·already arrived at a perfectiOn httle mfenor to that and in some conflicting, owing to the widely differe;'lt Company, 28 Lafayett~ ~lace, New York, at twe.nt:yof the eighte"enth dynasty, which until lately was re- estimates of ancient writers, he says that the his- :fi.ve cents a copy, and It 1s really worth $1, for It Is
torian Brugsch has fixed upon 4400 B.c. as the true an encyclopedia of Liberalis!p. as well as an almanac.
garded as her Augustan age."
The professor supposes this quotation from Nott's date of the founding of the Egyptian monarchy by I file my copies regularly, and they are very handy
"Types of Mari" to settle the question as to ".the Menes; that Professor Lepsius set the era of Menes as a reference.
Every Liberal shoul~ s~cure t~e yearl:y issue of
vast antiquity of man," and he would hav us beheve at the year 3892 B.a.; that Duncker ac~ept~d t~e
that architectural history began at one of these date of Lepsius only as the best approximatiOn m this truly valuable pubhcatwn. It ~s ~ ternble waste
periods ranging from 3500 to 3895 B.a., for he plainly the present state of historical researches, though of time to hav the names of old pietists, whom one
says· in the same connection that "her tombs, her Bunsen stoutly maintains that the Lepsian date knows nothing about, or knows so~ething worse
than nothing about, meet one each time one. opens
. temples, her pyramids, her man~ers,, customs,. and ought to be reduced to the year 3643 B.a .
Of all the eminent scholars which Professor Rid- the almanac, while if y~u had one devote? to the true
arts-all betoken a full-grown natiOn; but agam he
admits "that in connection with Egyptian history path mentions in his preface, it is strange indeed history of great people It would be a contmual teacher
and tradition; there are a number of religious fables, that he only givs the dates :fixed upon by three of and educator.
I wish some capable Liberal would get up a r~gu
such as we find associated with the early history and them for the epoch of Menes; and of these three he
• tradition of all other nations;" consequently he could does not adopt either as true, but only as an approx- .lar farmer's almanac-even embodying the old signs
not, with the least shadow of success, affirm that imation (Ridpath's Cyclopedia of Univetsal History, and weather-guesHings, if desirabl~-and mb out all
those "saints' " names and substitute true, useful,
there is any source of history of those ancient pea- pp. 43-46).
.
historical
names and ~vents, as is done in the TRUTH
The authorities mentioned in Johnson's Universal
. ple "that carries us back" to either of th~ dates
given, but he simply givs the quotation w1th the Cyclopedia in relation to the antiquities and chronol- SEEKER ANNUAL; but get it up for the ~verage coundates, and leaves his readers to separate the true ogy of Egypt are Bunsen, Champo~lion, ~epsiu.s, try farmer and mechanic, at the usual pnce, tel?' cents
from the mythical as beat they can.
Wilkinson, Sharpe, and foole, who diff.er Widely m a copy so a"'l.l can afford one. The ALMANAC IS next
t9 ~h{l 'school-book.
~LMINA D. $LENK~,
.
.
l will ~ust :here remind the professor thl\.t Q~e im· t"!feir comvutations,
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Itrally.
ThoRa who hav ordered the TRUTH SEEKER .A,m;'UAL
for 1888 will, ere this reaches them, hav received
their copies. Those who hav not ordered them
will, we venture to say, do well to do so at once.
The contents of this issue of the ANNUAL are varied and useful. The calendar has been corrected
to date; the Freethought work of 1887 is succinctly
summed up; the progress of Freethought., both at
home and abroad, is noted, and the picture gallery of Freethinkers and scientiRts is enlarged by
twenty-four portraits. The contributions are humoron!!, philosophical, qescriptiv, and critical. The contributors are such able writers as Capt. R C. AdamP,
E. J. Bowtell, F. 1\I. Holland, L. K. Washburn, J. E.
Remsburg, and Georg-e E. Macdonald-the Jat.ter
contributing twelve short Bible stories descriUng
incidents from holy writ, illustrated by Watson Heston. 1\Ir. Adams is the theolog-ian of the issue; Mr.
Washburn, the philosoph.er; 1\:Ir. Bowtell, the revealer
of monkish secrets; 1\:Ir. Holland, the political advocate of Liberalism, and J. E. Remsburg and the
Editor, the biblical criti<ls. The table of contents
includes: Calendar for 1888; Freethought in the
United States for 1887; Bible Studies; Deism and
Atheism; Life in a Trappist Monastery; The Secular
Union nn.d the International Freelhought Congress;
Sunday Amusemf'nts; The Bla11phemy Case; How
the Layman is Deceived; A Horrible Man; an inquiry into the chronology of Jehoshaphat's death,
and brief biographies of the subjects of illusiratiomt
The pictures are of the old Hall of Science in tpis
city, a Baptist church purchased by Frances Wright in
182!> and converted into a Freethought hall; portraits
of Theodore Parker, Benj11min Franklin, Wm. Lloyd
Garrison, Abraham Lincoln, Francl'ls Wright, Ethan
Allen, Thomas Jefferson, Robert Dale Owen, John
Adams, Peter Cooper, _James Lick, E. L. Youmans,
Charles Sumner, Thmpas Paine, Abnf'r Kneeland,
Horace Greeley, Abby Kelly Foster, Wm. Denton,
George Washington, Stephen Girard, Gilbert ValE\,
Lydia Maria Child, Gerrilt Smith, and John W.
Draper, and thirteen scenes from scripture.
The ANNUAL is printed in the same elf'gant shape
as previous issues, and sells for twenty-fi.ve cents.

FrePfhinkers
Who are desirous of advancin!!' the canse, cannot do it more
effectually than by assisting TnE TnuTH BERKEn to extend
its circulation. A liberal ca•h commission will be pairl to
those devoting their time to obtaining new sub~cribers. For
terms, arldress THE 'l'.aUTIJ SJ'llO~lliR CON-fAN"t, ~ .~afayette
Jllac;e 1 ~ew YQ:rk,
.
-

What are we to think of this but that the doctrine
of Christianity are not a moral force sufficiently
strong to restrain men from evil! Indeed, the fundamental idea of evangelical Christianity, that, rio
matter what a man has done, if he but repents and
believes in Christ as his diviJle redeemer, he can get
to heaven even at the last moment, is a direct premium on crime, placing a repenting rascal, in the
estimation of the Lord, above an honest man, who
has done no wrong,. but who cannot believe the
claims made for Christ. The query with which the
editor of the Evening Sun follows the foregoing,
whether the immorality of Connecticut is not due to
widespread unbelief, '·hypocritically concealed," has
no facts back of it to make it worth the asking. A man
who squares his conduct by the utilitarian morality of
Liberalism will not steal other people's property.
He knows. better; and he knows, also, that the C'onsequences which will follow are too dear to be bought
at any price.
No, it is not unbelief-there is little of that in
Connecticut-but it is the evil tendency in human
nature which no false r~ligion can overcome. We
must hav a morality based on human experience and
utilitarian worth-a practical, up and down, everyday honesty and justice-to insure the community
against repetitions. of Connecticut's crimes. Morality
which has its source in th.e supposed dictum .of a
supposed· personal deity never has been, and in the
nature of things never can be, a positiv force for
good, or even a negativ restraining power of much
value.

What Good 1
Wednesday night of last week was devoted by the
Catholics of this city to jubilating over the :fiftieth
anniversary of Mr. PecCl's ordination to the priesthood. Mr. Pecci is now pope, under the name of
Leo XIII. Cooper Union was crowded to the walls,
and the corridors were :filled by a mass of men and
women unable .to get farther into the hall. Archbishop Corrigan was there, and all the prominent
Catholic laymen of the city.
The object of the meeting·seems to hav been two~
fold-religious and political; The religious pa.rt, of
course, consisted in eulogizing the Roman Catholic
church and the pppe. The political part was a condemnation of Dr. McGlynn and an attempt, but ill
concealed, by a Democratic politician to swing the
Catholic voters back into the Tammany Hall ranks.
Resolutions were adopted declaring that the Catholics of the metropolis unite in cordial congratulations
to the pope on having happily celebrated his jubilee,
praying that there be granted to him many years of
health, strength, and activity to devote to the guid
ance of the church, and assuring him of the faithful
allegiance of "Catholics who are proud of their
American citizenship." This submission of· his servants was not wholly unexpected by Mr. Pecci, for
this economical telegram from him, which must hav
started early in the evening, was read:
"RoME, Jan. 4.
"Holy Father grateful; willingly grants apostolic benediction.
CARDINAL RAMPOJ.I.O, Secretary of State."

Now, what we want to know is, What good is that
apostolic benediction to any one of that audience !
Will it feed him? Will it clothe him! Wlll it relieve his sickness! Will it giv him employment!
Will it make the winter's cold less icy, or temper
the wind to the coalless Irishman! Did it, or will
it, do anything but excite ·the cheers of ignorance and
help the wolfish priesthood to get a tighter grip on
their flocks!
The volitiQal eaort of the jubllanta wUl prol;>Q.l.>ly

prove more successful Oongressman Bourke Ooe~
ran's eulogy of the pope, which moved many priests
to tears and his praise of Archbishop Corrigan as a
'
.
....
" shepherd tender and gentle, but :firm and prudent,. ·
will ~ndoubtedly help the penitents who cl;teered the
sentiments to reconcile themselvs to deserting Dr.
McGlynn and going back to the church. Catholicism
is nothing but sentiment backed by imposture, and
people are easily moved who hav been trained slaves
and drudge~:~ in a groove centuries deep.
But then, supposing the Catholic voters who hav
followed Dr. McGlynn do go back to the church and
obey her orders, what good is that to the rest of this
country!
'

Good for St. Stephen's Parishioners.
Following the jubilee meeting described in the preceduig tu:_~icle came a gathering of St. Stephen's
parishioners, numbering several hundreds. The
speakers seemed .to easily read the political significance of the jubilee gathering, and they also paid
their respectt~, amid ro,und after round of applause,
to ",my lord" Preston, who ha~ said in his sermon on
the previous Sunday that, "If any man will say, 'I
will take my faith from Peter, but I will not take my
politics from Peter,' he is not a true Catholic." The
author of this statement was characterized as a li¥1
and then the following resolutions were adopted by
a howl of yeas and a tornado of Irish cheers, with
cries of, "We'll kick Mgr. P-reston out of the Catholic
church ! Let the renegade go back to Protestantism !
He's no Catholic!"
''WHEREAs, In a political harang, delivered in his church
on Sunday last, Mgr. Preston grossly misrepresented the
principles and outraged the citizenship of American Catholics by the declaration that, 'If any man will say," I will take,
my faith from Peter, but I will not take my politics from
Peter," he is not a true Catholic:'
"Resol'lltd, That we denounce this proposition as an insult
to all Catholics, and we reject- and repudiate it with all the
emphasis and indignation of which we are capable; and,
" Reaol'Dtd, That we reiterate our refusal to recognize that
the pope h.as any claim or title whatever to allegiance or
obedience from Catholics in political affairs; and,
" Resolved, That we indorse and adopt the principles emphasized by Daniel O'Connell in his declaration that he
would as soon take his politics from the sultan of Turkey as
from the pope ; and,
·
".Re&ol'Dtd, That as citizens and within the domain of
politics we will render neither allegiance nor obedience to
any authority other than the Constitution and laws of our
country."

This is good. We like it. It shows independence
and a determination by each parishioner to be at
·least a part of an individual. · By and by he may
conclude to be another part, and take his religion as
he takes his politics, and render obedience to no
authority but his own reason. What a magnificent
world this will be when every human male is a Man,
every female a Woman, and the children's minds are
not warped by ·the pernicious ·teachings of superstition!

The Saturday Half Holiday.
During the past year the :workers of this state,.and
especially of .this city, obtained through their trade organizations a great many concessions from the employers, and through their political organization several
laws benefiting themselvs in various ways. Chief of
these laws was that making a legal holiday of every
Saturday afternoon. It is a good law in the main. The.
laborers need all the rest they can get, and by shortening the hours of work the law also operated to giv
employment to many more artisans, which was another good thing. Now this is all in danger of being
overturned by the action of the bankers, who are
supported by a considerable _portion of the press. .
On the second day of the legislativ session a bill
was introduced rapealing the Saturday half-holiday
law. An intimation was made that perhaps during
the months of July and August the custom might be
observed, but during the rest of the year the weekly
grind must be continued as of old. This bill and
these bankers should be looked after by the gentlemen who procured the passage of the holiday law.
The e:ffectivness of the law should be permanently
kept at :five months at least-May, June, July, August, September. During the other seven it might·
well be suspended, as indeed it generally is by consent of both workmen and employers. But there are
many reasons why the thousands upon thousands of
clerks and mechanics of the great cities should hav
a chance in the spring to get out of doors, get some
~ooq .Pr ~ tbeif lungs, and g~t theif b~c~111 etr.Pght.
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ened up.

A long ·winter's close application to work public or private menageries am hereby warned to avoid tlie
Of tmde baboons. e~peCi!loliV of the varieties known
as C.'l/nocepltlllm Anubia and a. Porr.arim. Nude indidebilitated systems. When the warm winds of May viduals
of the species named will hereafter be confiscated
begin to blow and windows are raised for the first and turned over to the agent of the society's private reformatime sinct:~ the previous fall, the desire to wander tory, unless the proprietors shonlil prefer to invest the hairless parts of the animals spPcified in decent and durable
away from the stone pavements and brick walls to raiment of the pattern recommended in the last annual report
·
the soft ground and wooded fields possesses every- of the Committee on Dre~s Reform.
" 6. Unclad individuals of the ~pecies of dogs known as
one. "Spring fever" is an insidious disease, and the hairless terriers will be prosecuted in accordance with the
opportunity to cure it by a few houra' wandering provisions of the act for the enforcement of personal decency.
"7. Parents or ~ervants in charge of nurseries will be held
out of doors each week should not be taken away. strictly
accountable for any future neglect in the enforcement
July and August even the most grasping employer of the act for the suppression of dancin,:! on the Sabbath day.
admits to be months unfit for human beings to slave On the day namPd. children in leading-strings muRt be carefully prevented from romping, capering, and all similar
through. But if these months are from necessity manifestations of frivolous propen~hies; and the evolutions
periods of relaxation, September should be counted of the l'quivocal toys known as 'jumping jacks' must be
limited to decorous movements of the upper extremities.
in for pleasure. In these latitudes September is the
"8. The nocturnal conventions of carnal-minded he-cat!l
must be promptly disper~ed during the nights preceding and
great month for out-of-door sports.
following the Sabbath day; and' housp.owners will adopt
The plea of the bankers that the half-holiday special
precautions to prevent the female cats of their famiinjures the business of New York and givs Chicago lies and servants from visiting such assembliPs.
'' 9. On the Sabbath day, soda.water fountains, ice-cream
and Boston and other cities which do not observe it an
frpezers, and similar temptations to worldlv enjoyments must
advantage over the metropolis is scarcely worth con- hereafter be left in the custody of our special agents, and the
sidering, because it is not proved. No facts are ad- proprietors of the mineral ~pas known as soda springs will
be reqnirert to employ ~pecial constables to guard tbe apduced to support it; no figures are paraded for the proaches of such springs from Saturday evening to Monday
mystification of the unlearned. And we venture to morning.
"10. Lumber-dealers, and the owners of saw-mills and
say that the dolla.rs lost by a few shopkeepers are ship.yards,
will modif.v their advertisments in accordJlnce
more than balanced by the money paid to additional with the proviiions of the act for the suppression of impure
workmen. Besides, who are the "business men," literature, and carefully abstain from the use of thf_l immodest term describing unplaned boards as undressed lumber.
1\at their interests must be paramount to all others?
"11. The remov11l of bed covers and underclothing durBut if it were true, what of it? Business is not all ing the warmer nights of the year can be permitted only
under the re11tric1ions of paragraph 342 of the act for the supthere is of life; money is not the only thing worth pression of domestic immorality. An observance of the proliving for. GGod health -is above trade .and dicker. visions named will here11fter be enforced by domiciliary visits
An afternoon spent with .the birds and flowers is under the supervision of our private detectivs."
We are glad to be able to call public attention to
worth more than a dollar. It is an investment that
this
last-named society, as it is undertaking a work of
will pay large interest when the threescore years hav
no
less
importance than Mr. Comstock's, and Mr.
been rolled off. For these reasons, and others too
numerous to mention, the Saturday half-holiday Stockom should bti as zealously supported as the
should not go.
. former agent. We appeal to tire churches every. · However, it looks very much as though it would where to do this, confiaent that when the purity of
go, if the employees of the city do not stir themsehs. our back-yards, parks, and natural histories, and sodawater fountains, and other high moral agencies is imperiled, the mothers and fathers of the nation, and
'l'he S. S. V. and the S. S. W.
Justice Kilbreth has the case of Knoedler fx, Co., all those who love Jesus and do his work, will cheerarrested by Anthony Comstock for selling photo- fully respond. Our children must be protected from
graphic copies of well-known paintings, under con- the evil influences of the things whose tendency is to
sideration, and will probably giv .his decision some deprave the minds of those who view them, and to
time this week. Among the photographs seized are excite suggestions of a lewd and libidinous character.
copies of "La Baigneuse," the original of which was As Chief-justice Cockburn said in the case of the Queen
viewed by hundreds of thousands at the Philadelphia against Hecklin, " the matter need not be absolutely
Centennial Exposition; "The Two Servants,... illus- against morals, as a soda-water fountain when seen
trativ of one of L!!. Fontaine's f11bles; and the Paris in the Louvre is not, but the test of worldliness must
Salon pictures (which were sblected by a jury of always be coupled with 'test' or 'tendency."' And,
forty eminent French artists and prominent men), as the eloquent Mr. Comstock said to the Bap"Borgia· s'AmuEe," "Floreal," "Coquette," and "Le tist ministers, better, a thousand times, that the merPrintempe." Mr. William Beecher, son of the late maids, the ornamental stoves, the naked governors of
Henry Ward Beecher, was counsel for the Society for gods, the owners of private menageries, the servants
the Suppression of Vice. The substance of his argu- of nurseries, the soda-water fountains, and lumberment was that the viciousness of the photographs is dealers take a back seat than that your children be
a question of fact and not of opinion, motiv, or debauched.
We understand that the Society for the Suppresintent. The rule laid ·down by the law and decided
in the higher courts is that if the tendencies are sion of Worldliness will at once apply to Congress
pernicious they must be checked. The Venus of and the state legislatures for laws to enforce their
Milo in the Louvre may not be indecent when seen resolutions.

has a tendency to make narrow chests, pale faces, and exhibition

only by people of cultivated tastes, because their
morals will not be affected; but when cheap photographs of this subject are scattered broadcast among
the youth of the land, the influence is immoral.
In connection with the doings of Mr. Colgate's
agent in this city, the subjoined account of the pro.
ceedings of the Society for the Suppression of Worldliness is not without more than local interest. It is
forwarded by our correspondent, Mr. F. L. 0., from
, a Western city, where the theaters are open on Sunday and worldliness generally disports itself to the
consternation of the pious:
"At the recommendation of their efficient general agent,
Prof. St. Augustine l:;tockom, the Society for the Suppression
of Worldline~s has decided to publisb. the following injunctions and resolutions :
"1 The Committee on Plastic Immoralities will charter a
speci~l cruiser for the pursuit and capt_ure of vessel.s ?~fring
ing the provisions of the. act regulatmg the exb.tb1t10n of
• mermaid.s tritons, and silmlar pagan emblems.
" 2. Or~amental stoves, gates, metal sig~-.board~, and other
castings representing mythological nudtlles, Will be confiscated 'and destroyt'd, unle~s the proprietors should pr~fer
to remove the salacious portions and r~pl~ce !he~ by devtces
recommended by the Committee on the Dtstr1but1on of Moral
Mottoes.
"3; Private Detectiv J. G. M'Sniffen, having reported the
discovery, in the park adjoining the residcnce·of Dr. C. D.
Casella, of a statue descnb~d as a • nake(l gover~or of _the
gods,' the report is adopted and reft-rred .to the 1mme~111.te
attention of the Committee on the Surveillance of Pnvate
·
Pleasure-grounds.
" 4. The purchasers of bath-tubs will hereaf~er be rPqni~ed
to prove the possession of proper bathiDj!-Slllts, or furmsh
security for the observance of paragraph 212 of the act for
the enforcement of domestic muraliLy.
II q. Cirpus ~roprietOfS ~n4 the m.~nagers and ow~ers of
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ment," we think we discern therein a more reliable
statement.of what this government was meant to be
than we do in Mr. Foster's interpretation of the
Lord's desire. Washington's plain affirm'ltion that
this is not a Christian government carries with it
the further affirmation that it is a government under
which all people hav equal rights; for under every
Christian government that the world has known the
people hav lived and thought only as the churchmen
dictated. And it was to remove the incubus of Christianity under which the country had suffered that
a purely secular charter was adopted by the brave
men who freed us from England's domination.
When this country was settled by Christian men,
they at once, of c:>urse, adopted a Christian government. The theocracy of N aw E agland was alleged
to be divine. Its rules were biblical; its offi1ers were
of the church, and its acts prompted by a Cb.ristian
spirit. What it did is a leaf of history-the most
infamous page of the whole book. Whipping, hanging, murders-cruelty almost unbounded-were the
daily records of the church of that God who "meant
this land to be the home of civil and religious liberty." By the church of this God chattel slavery,
the worst form that human meanness can take, was
established, and millions of men and women made
wretched for life. There was no real liberty in the
land when the Christians who settled it had their
own way, "with Christian ends in view," and it was
because of this fact that a secular constitution was
adopted. To adopt now a Christian constitution is
to go back indefinitly into the Da.rk Agee.
Mr. Foster's further statements that the state is
a "moral being," and that good states enjoy God's
favor, while bad states are held in less estoem by him,
is a piece of clerical claptrap. In the first place,
Mr. Foster knows nothing whatever about divinity
or its favor. But if there is a divinity such as Mr. Foster asserts, it is a matter of easy proof that the nations which hav been most favored by him are the
ones which hav suffered most and gone to pieces most
quickly. Christianity, which Mr. Foster means by
righteousness, has been an injury to every nation to
just the extent to which it has controled it.
'Ve do not know just how much progress the National Reform Association has made in influencing
voters, but if it gets all the churches starhed in its
support there is a big fight on hand for the preservation of the government and such freedom as we
still enjoy. The church is the embodiment of tyranny, and when she controls the state, bigotry has
her own way and liberty is an outcast.
It behooves the Liberals of the land, who are the
only true Americans, to wake up, or their rights will
be gone before they know it.

A VERY mean man in Massachusetts has been righteously
rebuked. He was the administrator of the estate of a man
who before his death had employed a barber to shave him.
Fiftf-two sh~ves were given on Sunday, and when the barber sued for his pay the administrator asked the court to
rule that hecause the shaving was done on Sunday the plaintiff could not recover. But the supreme court decides that
Mr. Foster, Religions Politieian.
a man must pay for being shaved on Sunday, and that,
The Rev. J. M. Foster, of Brooklyn, has been en- under certain circumstances, shaving on Sunday "is essential to his health and cleanliness."
gaged by the National Reform Association, which is
the corporate title of the God-in-the-Constitution
SINOE our intimation that George Macdonald and Samuel
party, to stump his city in the interests of "national P. Putnam had gone to Ban Francisco to &tart a Freethought
reformation." Two Sundays ago he obtained access paper, we hav received many letters expressing regret at our
loss. ·We assure our friends that we feel as badly as they do ;
to the pulpit of the Reid avenue Methodist church, but then, New York's loss is San Francisco's gain. On anand chose for his text, " Blessed is the nation whose other page we print an account of the two adventurers' jourGod is the Lord." The substance of the sermon, as ney acrCiss the continent. They are located at 504 Kearny
reported by the Tribune of this city, was as follows: street, San Francisco, and the title of their paper will be
" God meant this land to be the home of civil and relig- Frtetlwugltt. In the first number our brother promises to
.ious liberty-it was settled by Christian men with Christian print the story which the cowboy insisted upon our covering
ends in view. A Christian nation ought to hav a Christian up with black advertisments of the ANNUAL for 1888 and the
government, because the character of the government ulti- "Story Hour." We trust no casualty will result therefrom.
mately determios the character of the nation. Under the in- .We assure Messrs. Putnam and Macdonald that the heartiest
fluence of a secular constitution, our nation is fast becoming good wishes of all Infidel New Yorkers go with them.
secularized. The liquor traffic is dominant; the Sabbath is
WRITING of the people at the tb.eater one night last week
ignored; polygamy and Anarchism threaten the land. We a reporter of the .'lun put in this felicitous paragraph:
hav planted the tree of our civil and religious liberties in the "Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll sat in a box that same evening.
vase of a secular Constitution. Shall the Constitution giv By his side was a madonna-faced girl, in whose lustrous,
way, or the tree perish? The state is a moral being subject modest eyes could be read the gift of intellect. On her head
to God's law the same as an individual. The lesson of his- was a tiny little gray hat, ma.tcb.ing the braided gray cashtory is that a nation righteous in character and upright in mere that robed the graceful person. This was the hat of
conduct will enjoy the divine favor, while ungodly and Eva Ingersoll, and the roc's-egg head of her famous father
made a contrast. Eva's hat was like herself, unobtrusiv, a
wicked nations are obnoxious to the divine judgments."
Now, the Rev. J. M. Foster may be deep in the hat that interfered with no one's vision. There may bav
secrets of the Lord, and know just what was meant been a bunch of English violets lurking beneath the brim,
when this government was established, but we pre- for that odor exuded from its locality, but a little bow of
heavenly blue ribbon rested like a shred of a June day on her
fer ~o rely for our information upon. the i~tentions dttrk hair, and a dash of it was in a bit of a knot under .her
of 1ts human founders, as expressed m vanous pub- chin. Colonel Ingersoll has voiced some of the prett1est
lie documents. For instance, when George Washing-~ thoughts, but the most poetiq~l t4in~ 4ll ~v~ {i\tA~red W~!l
top s!Pd th~t " this is iu no ~eijse ~ Christian govern- t~t ~irl in the gray h"t, ''
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Golde~ Rule as being a dead letter among them. One of
them said if I did not believe in the Bible, I should not quote
it. I told him that the Bible should hav. quotation marks
around that sentence, the Golden Rule, as it was taught
many hundred years before the Christian era. He sat in his
buggy and made no reply. Perhaps the poor fellow never
knew that before. I kindly invited them to go and hear J.
E. Remsburg, as we were going to hav him in the same
school-house in about one week. He came. They vacated
the school-house, but carried their revivals to another, which
to me was proof that they never calculate to "do unto
others as they would that others should dountothel'l"." One
Christian lady was induced to come out and hear Remsburg,
and said ''that one thing she could say for him, anyway, was
that he is a gentleman and a scholar." So you see even in
this benighted place the good work goes slowly on.
PETER H. BURT.

j the

l,ttftrs §rlit1f /Jritnds.
MILLSVILLE, N. S., Dec. 10, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: washington got a monument that is 592 feet
in hight, and that cost $1,187,710; weight 8!,000 tons. And
those gentlemen that were hanged in Chicago should hav a
good monument, and it is hoped that their friends will get
them one with a good marble statue on the top of the monument.
JOHN SILLARS ARTHUR.
CoRSICANA, THx., Dec. 31, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $5 for one new subscriber and myself. I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER from
the first copy, and would like to know how many subscribers you hav that hav taken it from the first to the last. There
are plenty of Liberals here, but it is hard to get them to subT. P. VAUGHAN.
scribe for any Liberal paper.
NUNDA, Dec. 27, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find.money order, for the renewal
of my subscription and the ANNUAL for 1888. Will not inflict
any of my likes and dislikes as to the matter found in the
columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER upon you, but can truly say
I find much to commend, as well as to condemn; but am
glad that all can be heard. It is the truth I'm after, so
please continue to send my Sunday paper.
Yours for truth,
J. E. BEOKLEY.
TALMER, KAN., Dec. 7, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I take the liberty to inform you we hav had
lectures at Talmer f6r four days, by 0. A. Phelps, of Colorado, closing December 5th- with good results. Most all the
orthodox attended, and I hav good reason to believe converts
were made-not by the Holy Ghost, but by the able advocate
of Freethought. We think seed has been sown that cannot
be easily obliterated by any church-bound sectarian creed.
You may set Talmer do:wn hereafter as a Liberal town.
Yours respectfully,
GEoRGE E. SMITH.

DAYToN, N.Y., Dec. 28, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I appreciate and applaud the moral courage
you exhibit and the method you use in the great battle for
mental liberty-freedom of thought, speech, and press. It
is a source of gratification to know that you are not to be
"bulldozed" from the rational and logical stand you hav
taken on the firm rock of justice and natural rights by either
so-called friends or foes. So long as you advocate exact
justice between man and man, in whatever station, and the
right of each to think his "own thought and express his honest conviction, on any and every subject, you will merit the
approbation and receive the support of all who hav outgrown the pharisaical bigotry of" I am holier than thou."
It is pitiable that people who claim to be Liberals and to
hav evoluted beyond the narrowness of barbarism should
yet be so illiberal as to favor hanging those who are so unfortunate as to hold and express opinions differing from
their own, in matters political, religious, social, or industrial. They may be mistaken in thdr views and methodsand some must be-but, if all of us were to be hung for our
mistakes, gibbets would be in great demand.
.
I am sorry to learn that the" man with the badge-pin"
has left THE TRUTH SEEKER office. His racy articles were
very enjoyable, especially his reports of- the Manhattan Liberal Club.
N. HowLAND.

MAsoN, MIOH., Dec. 20, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been asked the question several times :
If the people of the United States were all like R. G. Ingersoll, what would be the result? In reply I would say, We
would hav a heaven on earth. County jails would go to the
SALISBURY, Mo., Jan. 1, E.M. 288.
ground. There would be no more use for state prisons, PinkMR. EDITOR: I will .say a few words on duty, as it sugerton's detectivs, and country justices. We would need no
more. Saloons and hell-holes would be closed, and· our gests itself to me.
The demoralizing doctrin of hell is either true or false.
asylums, that are filled with people that hav gone insane
over the hell-fire doctrin, would be closed. I thanlt God, if The Christian claims to believe it. Therefore, he cannot
there is one, for such a man as R. G. Ingersoll. Every fire- warn his children .too often of it. We believe it to be an
side will become a heaven when we do our own thinking infamous lie, got up in the interest of pri!Jstcraft, to frighten
and stop paying priests to think for us, and the flames of hell the people out of their earnings. Repentance arid forgivness
were invented to giv the priest another pull at the poor, dewill die out.
H. N. WIXSoN.
luded victim's pocketbook. Hence: "God will bless the
WEsT MoHENRY, In., Dec. 26, 1887.
·
cheer.ful giver."
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $10 in payment for reThe Bible says, '' There were giants in those days." I benewal of my subscription and four new subscribers. I want lieve it. They were intellectual giants, who denounced
to see THE TRUTH SEEKER prosper, and I believe it is doing those frauds as bitterly as do the giants of to-day. One,
much good in the world by helping our people out of the whose name was Zimri, told Moses that .he was a fraud and
ruts of superstition, which engenders hatred, cruelty, and -an impostor; that he pretended to hav authority from God
tyranny. The encroachments of priestcraft upon the rights to enslave the people-to destroy liberty; that if justice had
of the people every day become more and more manifest, her dues he (Moses) would hav long since been a victim, and
and the activ, thinking man has no rights that the vicegerents better deserved punishment than any other; that he was
of the omnipotent are bound to respect. I cannot but feel harder on the Hebrews- than were the Egyptians themselvs,
that the greatest danger to our political institution is in the as pretending to punish according to his laws; that he
church control of the state. There is an aggressiv, deter- (Zimri) thought it right to come at truth by inquiring of
mined effort in that direction, and every year brings forth many people, and not like one that livs under tyranny, to
new revelations of legislativ and judicial infamy to secure suffer the whole hope of his life to depend upon one man;
this end. These facts are made manifest by recent develop- that no one should find cause to rejoice who assumed to hav
ments in our high courts.
GEo. GAGE.
more authority over his actions than himself. Moses, not
willing to hav his insolence further exposed before the pubOTTAWA, 0., Dec. 12, 1887.
lic, or to openly contend with Zimri, lest many should imMR. EDITOR: Please find within my renewal of life ($5),
itate Zirnri and his power over the ignorant masses be
with kindest regards to Watson Heston. Heston is a host,
broken, had Zimri promptly_ and foully murdered by the
and is doing an immense amount of good.
My dear Editor, does it not strike-you, from the many magnanimous Phineas (Josephus, Antiq., chap. iv, sec. 11,
letters received at your office, that the Liberal ranks are 12).
Christians believe, or pretend to believe, the silly story
made up from the poorer class, or they are great pessimists?
Is it not humiliating to see the columns of THE TRUTH that Moses smote the rock and got water, but the fact of the
SEEKER filled from week to week by letters from A to Z, business is that the water was discovered by jackasses after
- informing its readers of their poverty, etc.? Would it not be Moses had told his people to giv up all faith in God (Tacitus,
better for each to bear the ills of life alone than to b.e eter- Hist. of the Jews, Book V, chap. iii).
They abstained from swine's flesh because the hogs had
nally- spreading them before a non-sympathizing world?
Let our friends try it, and I am sure they will feel as well, if given them the mange during a period in which they lived in
the most profligate and unclean manner, and theu pretended
not better, at the end of each year. Those who achieve
greatness, and merit the same, do not herald it to the world that it was a special command of God (Ibid, chap. iv).
In like manner all the pious frauds and myths of the JewOnw.
themselvs, lmt leave that to others.
ish and Christian mythology can be exposed. if space would
permit. It is a shame that it is our painful duty to call attenARMSTRONG, lA., Dec. 20, E.M. 287.
Mu. EDITOR: I like Mr. Heston's pictures, and would not tion to the truths of history, when tons and tons of truthful
hav them left out for the price of the paper. I only regret literature are within the reach of all.
We occasionally run across a pretended Liberal who says :
that there are not more of them. You will see by your list
that I am the only person in thts place who takes THE TRUTH. "John, it won't do·to deny there being a hell, for you don't
SEEKER. There are several Liberals here, but they are not know but what there is. You should not giv your children
enthusiastic enough to suit my taste. However, if you want any instruction about these things; you migbt be wrong."
to send some of those sample copies, I will send you a list of Such men are real Christiana, and believe the Christian dogmas just as strongly as any Christian outside the insane
names.
This summer the Methodist Episcopals started a revival in asylum.
Many years ago a heathen died and uttered this 'prayer:
my neighborhood, and as I was school director, they came
to me for the key of the school-house and invited me to come "0 God! if there be a God, please save my semi, if I hav a
to their meetings. I thanked them for the invitation, but as soul, from hell, if there be 1J. hell."
Such men can never be induced to giv a dollar for lectures,
time passed and no Peter or family went, they made it a
point to call again, two of the black-coats, ostensibly to talk but can always be depended upon to discourage the efforts of
me into attending. I told them that as I looked upon the those who take the lead in getting them up. Then after the
Christian religion as being one of the greatest curses that had apostle of liberty mounts the stage you will see the man who
ever befallen the human family, and as I was very conscien- straddles the fence, in a reserved seat, smilingly rubbing his
tious in the matter, I could not accommodate them. They hands, soliloquizing, "His blood be upon your hands." If
told me I ought to hav my conscience enlightened, where- you would sque\lze the pith out of a horsehair and place such
upon I gave them to understand that that was a question of a man's soul inside, you could hear it rattle. Such men hav
l;>rains, quality, quantity-, and, "hereqit!lmt:nts." I quoted, p.o conviqtioP.f} or id,e!ls, f!:on~st Liberals hav no fe~rs to <le-

.

nounce the dogma of hell to their children with great:bitterness, as well as all else which they believe to be infamous
lieS.
JoHN TRUEBLOOD:
SNoHOMISH CITY, WAsH. TERR., Dec. 8, 1887.
:iYIR. EDITOR: After carefully reading much that has been
written concernin11: the so-called "·federal obsceni~y laws,"
and the abuses arising from the way they hav been enforced
by Anthony Comstock (l.nd his associates, I am still under
the necessity of asking why the Liberals, and others who hav
suffered from his unjust way of enforcing these laws, hav
not taken the necessary steps to hav such amendments made
as would most effectually prevent such abuses hereafter.
·Although Comstock may be prejudiced, and a single judge
in New York city may be severe, yet, certainly, the Congress of the United States are not of the same frame of mind.
It seems to me that most of the provisions of these so-called
laws are eminently just and proper, and that most of the
abuses arising under their enforcement hav .occurred in tlie
United States district court sitting in New York city. Now,
if amendments had only been made providing for an appeal
in such cases, defining the term "obscene," and somewhat
restricting the action of these laws, there would 'be nothing
left to complain of, and nothing that could be greatly abused.
Now, why is it that such amendments hav not been procured?
It seems to me that no great effort need hav been made_to
hav secured, long ago, the proper legislation in this matter.
Yours, etc.,
ELDRIDGE MoRSE.
---~

MARSHFIELD, OR., Dec. 20, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed I send you fifty cents in stamps, for
which please send us two of your ANNUAL ALMANACs. I hav
not seen any letter from anyone in this county to THE TRUTH
SEEKER since my last one to you, therefore I will menti~n a
word about Liberals here. They do not seem to organize at
Marshfield, and I fear Mr. Putnam will hav to come again
and do his work over. One reason, I suppose, why they do
not get in working order i~ because so few that put t_heir
names down when he was here liv in Marshfield ; they are
scattered o'Ver so many portions of the county that it is inconvenient for them to get together often.
Why is there so much inharmonious feeling among Liber- .
als? Our neighbor takes the Ironclad Age, and in that and
in several sample copies of Liberal sheets sent to me venomous words are used. If we are truly trying to liv to promote
happiness in this world, we should do it good-naturedly.
This would be showing love for the hu.man being, and this
is what I understand Freethought to be-love and good for
humanity, leaving out the dogmas of Christianity.
Mr. James Oliver died last April. I believe he took the
first TRUTH SEEKER that ever came to Marshfield. He educated my husband as well as many others in Freethought.
We hav now of his books "A· Truth Seeker Around the
World," four volumes; Colonel Kelso's "Bible Analyzed"
and his "Devil's Defense," Mr. Oswald's "Secret of the
East," Paine'&" Age of Reason," \Vaite's "History of the
Christian Religion," and two years' numbers of the Popular
Science Monthly . . I do not say I hav read all of these yet. I
am reading "A Truth Seeker Around the World" now.
Poor Mr. Bennett-w.Q.ere is he now? I think I like him
best of all.
Very truly yours,
E. A. HILBORN._
BRooKLYN, N.Y., Dec. 15, 1887 ..
MR. EDITOR: Mr. A. D. Swan having turned the light of
his lamp upon the Chicago infamy and the social problem, I
will reciprocate- the favor by picking his wick a little. His
allusion to" the land of the free and home of the brave" will
hardly apply, where the people are subjected to robbery,
slavery, and rapine. He appears to be ignorant of the selfevident fact that primarily, by the law of our. being, the
earth was a common possession of the whole human race,
but private ownership has confiscated the possessions of four •
fifths of the people, and subjected them to slavery for the
use and benefit of others. Hence it is not confiscation, but
restitution, that Mr. Swan objects to.
There are but few mechanics and laborers who can sit
with their wives and little ones and feel that they hav some.
thing that they can call their own. For private ownership
compels them to pay a hundred per cent more for commodities than the entire labor cost of procuring and distributing
them. Hence it appears that private ownership compels us
to divide our earnings with others, to support them in the
idleness and extravagant luxury that Mr. Swan loves so well
to see them enjoy. Does he really think that the resources
of our planet are so entirely inadequate to meet the wants of
its populations that no common level is possible but the-lowest? If so, he is evidently not well posted on the logical
import of facts.
He sees many things in religion and politics that to. his
mind are wrong, and believes in educating the people as fast
as possible to remedy such wrongs. That is what those four
men were hanged in Chicago for doing; and Mr .. Swan regrets that they were not hanged in anticipation of their. ~t
tempting such an" outrage." I would invite his attention to
the fact that nothing but armed rebellion is regarded as treason in this country, and that is not regarded as a capital of-fense when waged for the perpetuation of slavery. But I
should not advise force for the abolition of slavery, unless
'the force is of a nature that will make resistance impossible.
For it seems to my view impolitic that a just cause should
be baptized with human blood. None but an unjust cause
should call for a sacrifice of human beings in a prol€mged
struggle to establish and perpetuate it. Such is private
ownership of wealth. It compels every individual to look
out for himself and let the devil take the hindmost. How,ever excusable such action may be for a herd of buffaloes on
a stampede with the hunters and hounds at their heels; or
for a vanquished army in full retreat with a victor firing
upon their rear, I think it is hardly comportable with an enli~htened civilizatio.q. nit is qelllocratic inqiviqualism, yo~
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may write me down anything but a democratic individualist.
I shall prefer the individualism that will secure to every individual the right to liv and to ample means of living, with
norie to molest nor make afraid. People talk of a dark age
as though unconscious of the evident fact that we are now
living in mental darkness-in an age of insanity rather than
of reason. We appear to hav acquired knowledge enough
to make us crazy mad, but not enough to make us wise. We
hav intelligence enough to be dangerous, but not enough to
be beneficent or just.
J. A. TuTTLE.

I

.

hailing from Baldridge. He was assisted by the Rev. Mr. teaches, can he not hav the liberty to say so and giv the facts
Thomas, Deacon Matthews, and others. After four evenings upon which he gr9unds his dissent? I hope so.
of earnest effort, in which he labored hard to prove that the
~t seems to me that such criticisms as this to which I refer
Bible was true, he brought his meeting to a close without breathe too much of the spirit which you attribute to Dr.
obtaining a single convert.· He informed us that we might Field and Mrs. Wilcox. In this I may be wrong, but am
build a column of morality as high as heaven, but without well grounded in the belief that 1 am right. I know it is a
faith in the Lord Jesus we were eternally lost.
saying that "if you fight the devil you must use fire," but as
Next came Rev. Mr. Oshaen, without any better success. I am not engaged in that business, and you should not be, I
He wanted to know if they were going to wait for an earth- do not see the use of resorting to application of that element.
quake to bring them to Jesus. A part of the Christian's Let us Freethinkers leave that fight to those whose belief is
stock-in-trade out here is the old, exploded, and worn-out that they are soldiers engaged in a constant warfare with his
contemptible lies about the deathbed of Thomas Paine, Mr. satanic majesty, while we go on our peaceful way spreading
NEw YoRK, Dec. 16, 1887.
Beecher flooring Ingersoll, etc.
great and wholesome truths among mankind. If we find a
• MR. EDITOR: I exceedingly regret to trespass upon your
Rev. Mr. Decapua thought that Infidelity had got too friend who is more than half-way right, let us lend her a
valuable time and the doubtless still more valuable space in strong a hold here for him to do any good.
helping hand to lead her farther on in the right way, instead
your columns. I am led to do so on this occasion, however,
The fact is, hell has lost its terrors, and people are more of doing aught which may retard her steps. Let us giv to
by reason of my desire to be placed " straight on the record " concerned about their welfare in this world than their soul's such that which each of us needs so much-charity.
M.
in your estimation and that of your readers in the matter of salvation in the next.
my attendance and utterances at the Labor Lyceum on the
It is surprising how religion excites the prejudices of the
evening of Sunday, 4th inst., a report of which appeared in professed followers of him who taught to love your enemies
NEWBURGH, N. Y., Dec. 4, 1887.
the morning papers of this city on the following morning.
MR. EDITOR: In a communication published in THE TRUTH
-even so they are barely on speaking terms with their InA copy verbatim of such report as it appeared in the New fidel neighbors. It does not seem possible for a Christian to SEEKER of November 26th .on the thirt.y-six Newburgh Infi- ·
York 1'imes is reproduced in your last issue, and in order to act in a mannerly way toward an opponent to his religion. dels, etc., for "Eager's" History read "Ruttenber's" Hiscorrect the ,erroneous impression, which. seems general, that It makes no difference how diligent a man may be in mind- tory-which contains the full account, occupying three full
I attended the meeting as an intruder or for the purpose of ing his own business; how upright he may be in his dealings pages, with extracts, references, and comments As it had
disturbing-its harmony in any degr~e, I would state that on with his fellow-man-in fact, he may be a model of perfec- been nearly ten years since reading those books, I thought I
the preceding Friday evening notice of Mr. Searing's intended tion as far as possible-if he does not believe the rib story·; saw it in Eager's-but it was in the "History of Orange
lecture was given out from the platform of the Liberal Club, that the destiny of the human race was influenced by that County" all the same. Yet I am extremely anxious to be
and as he passed out of,the door at the close of our meeting little incident in the garden of Eden; that God drowned the accurate in such matters, so, having the History now before
we had a brief conversation, in the course of which he world because man was wicked ; that Lot's wife was turned me, and as you may not hav it handy for reference, and
invited me to hear his lecture and to take part in the discus- into salt (and his daughters ought to hav been); together some extracts from the account may be of interest to you, I
sion which was to follow, and stated that he would be with the stories about Samson and that jaw-bone, and foxes, will copy from pp. 164--167:
pleased to hav me do so, assuring me at the same time that gates, and posts, with the whole conglomeration of absurd"In September, 1797, the publication of the Mirr01·, the
it. was a " free platform and open to all." I thanked him, ities.:._if he does not believe all these to be inspired by au all- second newspaper published in Newburgh, was commenced
by Philip Van Home, and in 1707 passed into the hands of
and accepted his invitation.
'
wise, omnipotent being, he is looked upon with feelings akin
W. Barber. In 1798 the New Windsor Uazette was
In his lecture he touched upon Socialism, and dwelt at to pity and contempt, and accused of being insincere, with Joseph
published in New Windsor by Jacob Schultz.
. aftersome length upon Anarchism, ae did the other speakers who the consoling information that, "You'll find out some day," ward removed to Newburgh ancl called the Orange County
followed him. When I reached the speaker's. stand, and as a wind-up.
Gazette. This paper was subseq~ently ~o!d to David Dencommenced to express my opinion in a general way concernIs it not a pity to see Christians .with their brains locked niston the name being changed to the Ctttzett. It was aftering Socialism, the air, especially in my immediate vicinity, at against investigation, for fear they might discover a new ward ~erged in the Ri.qhts of Mnn, a paper established by
Winfield. The Mirro1• gave place to the Recorder of
once became thick with the sibilant utterances peculiar to truth, or find that other systems of religion hav just as valid Elias
the Times and later to the Politicallnde:v.
the serpent and to the noble bird included under the generic evidence of being true as their own? We need such papers
"Thes~ papers are named in their order !O introduce the
name, .Anser. This led to my quotation from "Paradise as TiiE TRUTH SEEKER, and I hope it may liv to hoist its flag facts in the religious history of the town which led to their
and the Peri," an1l the expression of my opinion as to the over the last million-dollar cathedral and see the day when publication. . . . But besides these deb1tes there were
duty of every man toward, the serpent, and had scriptural priests will hav to make an honest living, instead of playing other and miR:htier agencies operating in the direction of
skepticism. Voltaire and his friends had already begun the
authority for my remark concerning the bruising of its head. upon the fears of their fellow-beings.
H. J. 0.
work of unsettling the religious faith of Europe. 'l'hey
At this point the interruptions and confusion became so
shook as it were the very pillars of the church, and desomarked that, with the remark that I clearly could see what
lated France with' the terrible revolution of 1789. The docDec. 11, 1887.
kind of a chance I should hav to express my opinion from
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of November 5th you publish trios taught by Voltaire .and Pai~e were accepte~ by many
that kind of a free platform, I took my notes from the table, an article written by Ella Wheeler Wilcox upon Ingersoll, prominent and able men Ill the Umted St.ates, but Ill no place
did these anti-religious sentiments prevail to a greater extent
and departed, I trust, decently and orderly, even if not in a a ud in the same issue you publish a severe criticism of "Mrs. than
in Newburgh. Tile Citizen first, and then the Ri_qltts of
dignified and graceful manner, and at the door turned and ·Wilcox's article, in which you, as it seems to me, do not Man hoisted the Infidel flag. There was n. reguln.rly organwished the audience a very good night; before I reached s\J.ow much of the spirit of toleration which reco'lnmends ized ~ociety of Infidels, and a b!ind man (Elihu. Palmer). ':'isthere, however, the stream of denunciation spoken of had truth to the understanding of men. As I read and under- ited the village weekly and delivered lectures m oppositiOn
set in, and the bovine bellowings o1 the blatherskite reached stand her article, it is a splendid tribute to that great man. to the Bible.
"Besides the above-named newspapers, Puine's 'Age of
my ears even in the street.
•
The deductions she makes from the facts she states may not Reason,' Tyndale's 'Christianity as Old .as the Creation,'. and
Now, regarding the charge made by the individual whose be warranted, but she givs the facts and makes her deduc- works of similar character were republished by the soCiety,
asinin attributes are too well known to need comment here, tions. Others may draw entirely different conclusions from and circulated with all diligence.
"That there was organized Infidelity (says Dr. Johnston)
and whom Dr. McGlynn has mildly termed a "great bore," her facts. That many vicious men profess to .be followers of
that I hav been a slave-trader, I would say that whether or Ingersoll is true. It is equally true that many vicious men I hav no reason to doubt. I hav my information from one
who was a member of the Druid Society, a branch of the
no I ever hav been such is a matter which at present concerns profess to be followers of Jesus Christ. So that if Ingersoll Illuminati society at the head of which was Weishaupt, of
no one but myself, and was totally foreign to the subject has done· much harm, so has Christ. This conclusion follows Germany, the leading object _of, which .w~s the destruction of
then under discussion, and I would remind those desirous of from Mrs. Wilcox's mode of reasoning. She discloses her all organized governments, CIVIl and divme. . . . I hav
information upon that point that some people hav become way of reasoning, but givs the facts upon whlch she founus a number of facts, dates, and particulars on this subject
slave-dealers for much the same reasons and from the same her conclusion. This is fair and is Freethought, which is which would help posterity to know more of the sad effects
of Infidelity in Newburgh.
.
motivs that some other people hav become slave-stealers, and certainly allowable. To my mind her article does not call
"A clergyman informed me that after preachmg here he
as regards the charge of having been a pirate, would say for the kind of criticism in which you indulged. Take her was attacked by a fierce dog set on by several members of
that it woilld be well for anxious inquirers to know just what article in its scope and effect and it is highly complimentary the Druid Society.
" I presume many bav I.teard it stated (and I ~1av never
does and what does not constitute piracy under our laws or to Mr. Ingersc.ll, and is a powerful rebuke to those who conheard it contradicted) that m the aftemoon or evenmg of t?e
those of any other country.
demn him because of his views on religious questions. You day in which the ordinance of the Lord's Supper .was ~IS
The opinion of Don .Bombastes Furioso (Hinton) as to say," Dr. Field made the most strenuous exertion to be court- pensed by our officiating clergyman a mock a~lmmistra~wn
what honest men should do in my case is expressed in eous to Colonel Ingersoll, and in the sincerity of his Chris- was performed at a spring by f~rmally present~ng to a little
dog a cracker and a small quantity of water, usmg the words
language fitting the source from which it emanated._ But tian stupidity thought he had succeeded."
will he as an honest man set the example for other honest
Are you still entirely satisfied with that sentence? This of our blessed redeemer when he instituted the holy supper.
men of his own peculiar kidney to follow ? His remarks means that Dr. Field made all the exertion he was capable of It ought to be known, continues D~. Joh_nston, that the p_rin- ·
cipal actor in this impious transactiOn did not long survtve.
call to mind that fable of 1Esop of the convention of rats, making. Who can do more? Is there no such thing as On the following Sabbatfl evening he was found in his room
whereat it was unanimously resolved that a bell should be honest error in matters of belief or judgment? If not, the with the door locked in a fi~, and died without being able to
placed about the neck of a cat which had made its appear- human mind must be infallible, and every difference of utter a word. . . '. For a time it seemed as 'if these
ance in the vicinity of their depredations, in order that the opinion must prove a want of sincerity. I confess to that infatuated men had determined that there should not remain
Newburgh and vicinity a vestige of Christianity.'
tintinnabulations of the bell should giv due warning of the degree of stupidity which makes me oblivious to what you in "Dr.
Johnston's account comes to us so~ewhat colored,
approach of the destroyer, but 'Yhen inquiry was made for choose to call the " miserable little flings" at Ingersoll which pe.-haps, by religious prejudice, but the mam facts are genambitious rats desirous of distinguishing themselvs by per- you say are contained in~Mrs. Wilcox's article. She expresses erally conceded to hav been as he states tltem. lifT. James
forming the interesting an{]. somewhat delicate operation of her opinion, and givs the facts from which she forms that Donnally a member for a short time, of the Druids, and
belling the cat-none was found.
op1mon. If she is doing wrong in expressing adverse Mr. Jacob Schultz, editor of the first anti-Infidel paper-the
last living witnesses of these events-agree that the accounts
Moral : This fable teaches that talk is cheap, but that it opinions of Ingersoll, how are we sure she does right in given
by Dr. Johnston and Abner Cunningham were exagrequires more nerve and les!l gall than is possessed by Hinton expressing opinions favorable to him?
gerated, especially in reference to the deaths of several of
to prompt a man to place himself in such position as would
Then you suppose that you proceed as " idiotically" as the members.
.
"Mr. Donnally stated that the Druids first orgamzcd as a
secure prompt chastisement for temerity.
Mrs. Wilcox did, and do proceed and giv some quotations
debQ.ting
society,
then
changed
into
an
Infidel
club.
He
It would afford me infinit pleasure to test the quality of from her "Poems of Passion," with very severe comments
it as a great mistake to assert that all the members
this fellow's metal, but infringing the law of the land and between them. Well, if she proceeded "idiotically," why regarded
were bad men and came to violent deaths. Mr. Schultz
encountering the pains and penalties attached thereto are do you lower the standard of your intelligence to that plane? stated that Dr. Phineas Hedges, whose sudden. dca~h D~.
among the " dangers ahead" which I consider it prudent to That she proceeded illogically and erroneously, I admit, but Johnston refers to, 'it was always u~derstood ..dted m a fit
avoid and against which I must continually guard myself. she showed no symptoms of mental imbecility, but on the brought on by nervous excitel!lent. The c,trculll:stauces
In an~ of those countries, however, in which a large portion other hand shows refreshing mental vigor. Had you pro- were these: I printed an article m my Gazette m whtch Dr.
of my life has been spent, I am quite confident that he would .ceeded in your criticism as she proceeded in her article on Hedges and the Infidels were severely handled. The doctor
was very much excited over it and came down. to New
"sing small," and that instead of flaunting t~e ~ed flag of the Ingersoll, you would hav quoted "Response," "The Creed," Windsor to ask the privilege of a reply. I t~ld _htm that I
Communist or the black flag of the SoCialist, he would "Progress,"" Show Me the Way,"" Resolve," and perhaps must see his reply before I would agree. to pnnt It, .but th~t
immediately display the white flag or the white feather of some other poems from the same author, and drawn from if it was couched in proper terms he mtght expect It~ pt!bhthe coward and poltroon, when held responsible for his them conclusions of tenfold more force for the cause of intel- cation. The next day I heard that the ~o~tor had dte~ I_n a
fit. Some of the ardent anti-Infidels said 1~ was t~c VISit_aBENJ. F. CLARK.
ideas of the liberty of free speech.
lectual freedom than your criticism carries. Intolerance is tion of God but this was not generally believed. l'he chsas hurtful to the cause of freedom and to the spread of truth cussions of that period will always be remembered by me,
when displayed by a Freethinker as when practiced by the and after a lapse of sixty years I hav come to rega~d the. acts
GosPER Co., NEB., Dec. 8, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER comes regularly, and I pope-if not, in fact, more so. Mrs. Wilcox's opinion of of my contemporaries in a softer light than that Ill whtch I
then looked upon them.
could not do without it. Professor Oswald's articles are Ingersoll and of the effects of his teachings do not tarnish
" While these corrections are due to t~e memory _of the
his
great
name,
nor
detract
one
particle
from
the
fascination
scholarly and philosophic. They alone are worth the price
dead the files of the Rights of Man, etc., g1v ample evidence
of
his
truths
or
the
power
of
his
eloquence.
He
may
be
of tl;e violence of the discussions, and the efforts made to
of the paper. I wish every Christian could read Mr. Robert
Ingersoll's reply to Mr. Field. We hav been entertained with right in all things, as he is honest in all things, yet if one who overthrow all religious worship.
"These efforts gradually subsided after the close of the
two revivals in this locality. The first was conducted by a looks upon him as a wonderful, great, and good man, and century."
Yours truly!
.!f. SPEN'OER Cum;:~.
reverend Mr. Decapus, of the missionary Baptist persu!l.sion, wlw looks up to him as a teacher1 c&nnot believe &ll 4e
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Qlltiltlrtn~s

Q!orntr.

Baited by Miss ~usAN H. Wa:oN, Fall
RwtYr, M(J,IJIJ., to Ulhom all flommunlcatWns fur
this (JurntJr should be sent.
" Between the dark a.nd the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a. pause in the daY's oconpationa
That is known as the Children's Hour."

Playing School.
Two little tots on the oa.rpet at pla.Y
Tired of their URilall!'&mes One d!!.y.
Said one to the other: •• L9t's play stool;
I'll be teacher, a.nd don't ron fool,
Bnt sit up nice, like a sure 'nougb stolar; ·
You'll miss your lesson,l'll bet you &lace tolla.r."
Oastinll" about for a word to ,pell,
Blue eyes on puss and her kitten fell;
As an object lesson they pose with grace,
The mamma wasbinll' her hi\ by's face.
" Spell tat," the teacher ~rra.ndly giva out;
"Quick, now, mind what you're about."
The "scholar" failing, whh ignominy,
Is sorely shaken a.ud dubbed a ninnY;
The word repeated, ar.rain she fails,
When the scene on the rng again a.vail•,
And the teacher relents, con~cience-smitten
" If you tan't. snell !frt, wh,.-. jr1qt spell tltten !"

Huil, und Good Speed!
[To my Jife)nng frienrl and teAnher, Prof. J. H.
Oook, now of Snohomish. Wa•h. Terr., these liDeS•
are fraternally inscribed by the writer.J
I pray yon, sweet friends, wherever yon l:Je,
Or whence or whither y0ur goin~r,
Be kind to the friend dopa.rting from me
Bing low to him, sweet waters flowing.
Oh, stren~rthe'n his footsteps-his ihin locks a.re
gra:v.
Fnlits, bring him tl1e joys of your burden;
Wave preludee, 0 pine· trees ! n.bove his lone way;
Men, giv him humanity's guerdon.
Hia tender heart, lured by the wealth of its love,
Wa.s a. harp 'neath the band of the siren;
All cheer him, re zephyrs that dreamilY rove,
And charm him w1th pea··eful environ.
His lot haR been cast 'mid the sorrows of earth,
And fertnne has left him so lonely ;
The serpent concea.le1l in the cup of his mirth;
The world was his st.epmother only.
Remember the friend who is lonelY and gray;
Obant softly, ye bright WPPtern waters;
Such storms hav encompassed his wearisome wa.y!
Oh, a.id him, humanity"s daughters!
With true hands he p!ltnted fair Liberty's tree,
And bared to the dark storm hid bosom;
Oh! build him a home by the Westerland sea.,
And crown him with every sweet blossom.
Prenchtotcn, XeiJ
llfAaY BAinD·FINOH.

Why I A..m a Liberal.
When we look backward into the pages .of
history and see what a grand civilization preceded the dark ages into which Christianity
plunged the whole of Europe by the burning
of the great library at Alexandria, and by destroying all other institutions of learning
throughout the Roman empire, that alone is
enough to secure its condemnation by any
fair-minded person. If the Christian church
had simply destroyed the learning of the
Roman empire, that would not hav been so
bad, but, worse than that, after destroying
everything that tended toward the education
of humanity, they now claim to hav fostered
education during what they themselvs-class
as the Dark Ages, which, in reality, was the
lightest age for the church. This was the age
when the church held absolute control over
everything, whether temporal or spiritual; so
that onr Christian friends ca~not deny the
fact that Christianity was the cause of the
Dark Ages. The church would plunge humanity into the same darkness to-day if it
had the chance. I am a Liberal because Liberalism look3 forward and continues to work
for a glorious future for the human race. I
am a Liberal because Liberalism teaclies natural morality rather than artificial morality
and immorality. · I am a Liberal because
Liberalism is not headed by one of those oldtime gods noted for their infamy, cruelty,
and tyranny, created by man to resemble the
people of the nation to whom they belong,
or by one of the sixteen dead saviors, all of
which are represented as haters of mankind.
I am a Liberal because Liberalism teaches
humanitarian doctrins, while the Bible
teaches that the followers of Christ should
hate father, mother, brother, and sister, and
all others with whom they come in contact
not of their faith. I am a Liberal because
Liberalism teaches harmony, while Christianity teaches discord. I am a Liberal because Liberalism advocates universal mental
liberty. I am a Liberal because Liberalism
does not persecute others for their opinions
or for knowing more than their persecutors.
Liberalism is not founded on myth, ignorance, or superstition, but on science and
what is known to be fact. Liberalism never
burnt a Bruno or a Servetus for thinking in
advance of his time. It never laid a Galileo tbe dungeon for mvellting the telescope,

m

and proving that Jupiter and earth were not
round, but in the shape of a spheroid. It
never owned a Luther that could say no more
of Copernicus than that he was a fool. I am
a Liberal because Liberalism does not sanction the tweniydifferent vices and crimes that
the Bible sanctions. I am a Liberal because
Liberalism does not teach that he that believeth on the Lord Jesus shall be saved, he
that believeth not shall be damned. Liberalism does not teach, as Christianity does, that
a man or woman can commit murder and
accept Christ the night before execution and
swing from the gallows into heaven, while
the murdered one, unprepared for death,
sinks into the infernal regions. I believe in
doubting the existence of a God, if it seems
reasonable to do so. If there is a God, he
must be a being of goodness and wisdom,
and as such he must delight in reason rather
than blind faith, ignorance, anQ superstition.
Let any fair-minded person compare the fable
of Genesis with the sciences geology and evolution, and I'll warrant you that the verdict
will be in favor of science. I don't believe
that the earth was made in a week. I am a
Liberal because Liberalism is glorious.
Wherever you see a Liberal be walks with
the majesty of a king, while the Christian
generally appears to be ashamed of himself.
I am a Liberal because Liberalism advocates
equal rights and impartial liberty. We hav
the advantage over our Christian friends-we
read both sides of the question; they read
but one. They think it criminal to think outside of the channel marked out some eighteen
hundred years ago; we th.ink it is glorious to
be continually advancing. Our Christian
friends say that there is nothing glorious about
Liberalism, but they can't say that it has
done nothing for science, literature, or charity. They can't say that Bacon, Haeckel,
Spencer, Darwin, Tyndall, Huxley, Draper,
Max Muller, Humboldt, l<'ranklin, Smithson,
Lick, Ingersoll, Remsburg, hav done nothing
for science. They can't say that Shakspere,
George Eliot, Burns, Byron, Longfellow,
Bennett, Watts, Goethe, Ingersoll, Remsburg, Putnam, Draper, Walt Whitman, hav
done nothing for literature.
They can
not say that Girard, J.ick, or Ingersoll hay
done nothing for charity. When we look
-around us and see the glory of other causes,
we hav to admit that they are ahead of us in
some- respects. But when we think of the
grandeur, beauty, and truthfulness of our
principles; when we look at our glory and
our platform, and see how far we are in advance of orthodoxy, it cannot help but inspire
us with a lover's enthuoiasm for our cause.
EDWARD 0. MoRsE [aged fifteen].
Snohomish, W. T.

A.. New Club.
It is very fashionable just now to belong to
a club.
What is a club?
You will tell me it admits of two principal
definitions-a heavy and large piece of wood
used for fighting purposes generally, and it
is, also, the name for an association of people for some common purpose-for am\}sement, instruction in science, politics, literature ; for friendship, for benevolent ends,
and, sometimes, for gambling purposes.
Some clubs hav wealth enough to build and
.furnish elegant establishments in which to
meet, and where the members sometimes
giv royal banquets to their friends.
Most societies may be reckoned as clubs,
under different names.
Among the number of clubs, organized for
various purposes, may be mentioned a society which originated in England, and which
is called the " Speak-no-evil Society."
All will agree that the title indicates a desire to refrain from one of the most common
habits ln the world-that of speaking evil of
people. It is not always intended as evil,
but it is so, all the same. People whose resources of conversation are small are too apt
to discuss their neighbors and associates, especially to relate little trivial matters concernftlg them, reflecting on their general conduct,
their habits, what they do and what they
say, construing many things in an evil way,
conveying wrong meanings by insinuation,
by a nod of the head or a wink of the eye.
Gossips make much mischief in the world,
not meaning to do so; but they want something to talk about, and nothing is easier
than to discuss one's neighbors and friends.
If one would remember t:> speak only good
words of those he knows, or does not know,
it would be all right; but good words and
works do not claim attention as do the
chances to speak evil.
Now, the Speak-no.:Evil club wlll uot per-

mit its members to retail gossip or speak any
evil until they hav asked themselvs three
questions: "Is it true? Is it kind? Is it
necessary ?"
Sometimes it may be the greatest kindness
to point out evil, but it should be done in the
kindest possible spirit, and with a view to
t4e general good.
Now, let us organize a Speak-no.evil Society, and let all the childrea who read this,
boys and girls, and big. folks, too, if they
wish, consider themselvs members of thit~
novel club. Let it be our aim, insteacj. of
speaking of all the bad or evil actions or
words of an individual. to try to find the
good, that which is noble and pleasing; and,
if we can find nothing of that kind, let us say
nothing at all.
1'he beginning of the new year is a good
time to crganize such a club, although any
time is good for that purpose.
Everyone desirous of belonging to the
S. N. E. club will please send their names to
the editor of the Children's Corner, who will
act as recording secretary JI'I'O tern., and she
will place their names in a book which will
be used for that purpose.
Remember, the rule is to speak no evil of
anyone until after asking the three questions
above stated.
Ifwe are placing too much confidence in an
evil-minded, bad person, it would be n!'cessary, of course, to know it, and kind to
inform us of it.
For speaking evil without a just cause
there should be some forfeit; and, if no one
objects, we will make the penalty ten cents,
which shall be forwarded to the treasurer of
the society, and, when the sum is lare;e
enough, it shall be applied as a subscription
to THE TRUTH SEEKER, to be sent to some
person not able to pay for it, but who is
desirous of receiving the paper.
It will be in order for you to select names
for a president, secretary, and treasurer, who
will attend to their respectiv duties.
Some one seems to say, ''How are you
going to know when we speak evil and when
we don't?" The whole matter will be left
entirely with: your conscience, and it is believed that the principles that hav been inculcated in this Corner will make each member
of the S. N. E. club feel morally responsible
for all he says or does, and, also, if he does
wrong, to frankly acknowledge it.
Let us see how many members we shall
hav to append their names to the following:'
_We, the undersigned. hereby declare that we
will speak n:> evil pf anyone until we hav first
asked onrselvs these three questions: Is it true 7
I~ it kind 7 I~ it necessary 7
Iu place o! evil, we will substitute a.ll the good
we can, a.nd, as conduct is the 2reatest test of
character, we will endeavor to make our own conduct exemplary a.t a.ll times and upon all occa.sions.

En. C. C.

Little Edith.
Edith is quite sensible for one of her agenearly four years. She went to her grandma's one baking-day, and was given permission to make a pie in a very little tin plate.
She made it and baked it. The next day she
called again. "Well, grandma," ·said she,
"how did the pie go-was it good?"
"·I hav not eaten it yet, but it is splendid,"
said the grandma.
" Did grandpa eat any of it?"
"No, but it is a very good pi!l, just the
same."
"How do you knOUJ that?" inquired Edith
~ternly, "when you hav not tasted it? I
thought grown-up folks knew better than to
tell stories," and she walked indignantly out
of the room.
Edith goes to Sunday-school occasionally.
" What do you learn in Sunday.school?"
she was asked one day.
"Ob, not much; it isn't much account
anyway," was her reply.
"But what do they talk about there?"
"Oh, they talked about a fellow named
Jesus. He wanted to be president, and they
killed him instead of 'lecting him. I guess
he was kinder crazy. They sing, an' they
read, an' strut 'round, an' make all the chillens giv a penny, and then say good-bye and
go home. I don't think, for my part, it
'mounts to much, and I take more comfort,
'nough sight, at home."

Correspondence.
BENNINGTON, VT., Dec. 21. 1887.
. DEA.R M1ss WIXON.: I thoup;ht I would
write a few lines to yon. I enjoy reading
the Corner verv much. and, RS we hav the
ln'Vestiqrr.to1' anrl THE TRUTH SRRKKR, I hav
two Corners each week. We hav all of your
bonks and like them very much, especially
"App.les of Gold." I. am at present yeafling
nbnut spone:e~ in "L1fe and Her Ch1lflren."
I bav attended school all the fall until now,
hut do not intend to go any until Ppring.
The snow is quite deep, and it is. ~plenjid
sleie:hin!!,', bnt not very cold. I tl11nk I liav
written ·enongh for this time, so wishing: yoa
and the children of thP Corner a merry Christmas and happv New Year, I remain,
Yours sincerely,
l\1ABRL R. LYoN.
l\TooDT, TKX. DPc. 23. 1887.
MISS WIXOl': I saw in T•-m T!mTH SRRKRR
of December 17th a letter from Lanra Price
Stewart, tellinf! wh11.t kinrl of bnnks she had
to pass 11way ·the lon~ winter e'venine:s, ~~;nd
you said you wished more hovs anrl g1rls
would wrfte to tell what ldnd of bnnlts they
ba.d to read. I thouf!ht I wonltl tell how I
came to be interest<>ll in rending ahnnt four
years ae;o. Ma, in' 11avine; for a new year's
subscription of THE Tnu-rn SRRKKR, sent for
several])amphll't.R, of which" Ortho1loxv." a
IPcture hy Mr. Ingersoll. wn• one. and "What
Mnst We Do to be Raved?" thrre of the
TJmTH SEEKER ANNUAlS, and ~evPral others,
which I read, and became interestNl in rending. After that 1 sent for "Moses Before the
Cl)urt.," in which it is 3hown that. Moses was
not the author of the books aFcribed to him,
and that he had been dead long; before they
were written, and thttt they were written by
priests and monks who wished to fill the
world with ignorance. I hRv hePn fnr. two
years a snb~criber to the Ind<ependent Pulpit,
which furnishes reading- Fecond to none.
Mr. Shaw's work, ''The Bible-What Is it?"
is a good one. It shows· the Bible to be full
of ignorance and ft>L!Hl. l\lr. Shaw's sermon,
"The Divinity of Cb.ri~t.," is the best one of
the kind I ever read. I hav Paine's "Age of
Reason," which is so much talked about by
.the clerg1r. It is as good a book as I havhis sound reasoning showing; th11.t Christ
cnnM not be a savior of the worl1l without
dying five or~ix: times. I hav s!'ven volumes
of D M. Bennett's works-" A Trutlt Seeker
in Enrope;" "JurlaiRm, Christianity. and
Mohammerlanism ;" "The Semitic Gorl and
the Bible;'' "The TPPd-Bennctt Di~cussion ;"
"Tbe Bennett-M11.ir Discu•sion: Wbat Objections to Christianity?" "Clnistianity R.nd Infidelity: The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion:'' "Thirty Disenssirms. Bible Stories,
and Essays." All by D. M. Bennett. the man
who was ptlt in jail for teaching a reli!!,'ion of
lllmsnity, for tryinf! to make tll.P. world bettPr, and for expressing his honest thoughts.
Tiley imprisoned -him for the same purpose
that the priests of Salem banished Roger
Williams, for teaching that no man, or body
of men, has the right to control the religious
belief of man.
.
I hav heard bishops of the churches say
that they had read secular papers till they became so interesterl that tbey would nearly
forget the Lord. They would think of their
souls; they would throw away the secular
paper, and go read the Bible and forget all
worldly thoughts. I prefer to read something
that tearhes the son and daue:hter to love
father and mother, rather than worship a God
who says: Take no thought for to-morrow.
Forsake father, mother, sister, and brother
for the sake of Jesus. Think not that I came
to •end peace, but rather a sword. A man's
foes shall be they of his own h01isehold.
I would rather like being called an Infidel
than advocate a doctrin tuat teaches that
ninety-nine of the human family are going to
be doome1l to a hell of fire and brimstone that
burneth for ever and ever. I rather prefer
being called an Infidel, and being with an
honest devil, who is the first schooJ.reacher of
man. All invention is saitl to be the product
of the devil. I wou\(1 rather be in hell with
those who sought to liv for their fellow-men
than to be in a heaven that has golden streets
and is filled with snell men as Joshuastopping the sun to wage bloody war against
.his fellow-men; when any schonl-bny knows
that if he ditl stop the sun that didn't stop the
earth from revolving on its axis, which is the
cause of night- ancl day, ant! to stop the sun
would n'Jt make the day any longer. Christians say if you fail to believe in such nonsense as tl,is, you shall be cast into hell, burning with fire and brim9tone. How will an
honest Christian feel wllen in heaven should
he look over to hell and see a sister in the
!lame that ascendeth up forever nnd ever?
How would he fed if he ~hould lutppen to
see a mother in perdition who was all !Jis love
and care for life, and who would die hcrsdf
rather than part from a child? Slle shall be
cast into hell because she fails to believe that
there were two rluys and nights before there
was any sun to make ligllt. I will close, for
fear I tire your patience.
Yours truly,
JorrN }!. Sm:uoNs.

LITTLE Jack had a tremendous fall from a
REPLY
high fence.post, but escaped without other
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S
injury than a little hurt to his pride. "Well,
you lost your balance, didn't you?" snid a "NOTES ON INGERSOLL."
By B. W. Lacy.
neighbor, patronizingly. "No, I didn't. I
didn't lose my balance at all. I didn't lose A thoronll'h exposure of the Oa.tholic priest·s
Historical misstatements.
nuftln'," and he tumed hls pockets;Jl~\de out
:Price, Cloth, $1 i :raper, 50 CC!ltiJ,
to prove H.
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lna-ersoll's Tributes

OALI110RNIA.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.

REDUCED IN PRICE.

·
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.

We hav made arrana-ements whereby we caD
offer these ma&'llitloent prose poems of Mr. Inger·
Boll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavY toned paper,18x22 inches, illumi·
nated border, large olear type, suitable fm; framin&'. The titles are:

OANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont
·
OOLORADO.

TH~

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
IDAHO.

A. Erwfu, Murray.

INDIANA.

-AND-

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.

.dlfre~thinkt~ll' ~Jmattat,

KANSA.S.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
. MAINE.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-ofiice, Smyrna

.

The VIsion of War,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry llliller's Grave.

Truth Seeker Annual

ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.

Mills).

29

·

1888.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
_
MJOffiGA.N.
A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. ·Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 138 8. Di vision·St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co •• 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.

®\fit!\ Wwent~-four ~ortrait~ of S@li~tingui~Req J\merican
~reetl\in~er~, ~cienti~t~, anGL. ~Rifo~o~Rer~,
anGL 11umerou~ otl\er ~ffu~tration~.

MISSOUIU.

CON':t'EN'rS.
PAGE

NEBRASKA.

Calendar for 1888,
5
Freethought in the United States,1887, 17
. Bible Stuqies. (Illustrated.) Georl:"e E.
Macdonald.

Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So.14th st., Omaha.
NEW YORK.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New Yor~.
Chas F. Gaul. 3fl5 Monroe st .• Brooklyn.
H. Adler, cor. Essex& Grand sts., New York.

Moses,

Adam,
32
The Forbidden Fruit,
48
A Voice Walketh,
54
Git I
6o
Agriculture,
74
The Decease of Adam,
78
Adam's S~ns,
90
92
Cain Abscondeth,
The Heart of Man Groweth Wicked, 98
The Flood Episode,
no

OHIO.

N. Hexter, 303 Super1or street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
OREGON.
B. F. Hyland, Corvalliil.
PENNSYLVANIA.

Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3, 706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.
TENNESSEE.

n2

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Uhetry st., Nashville.

Life in a Trappist Monastery. E. J.
Bowtell,
On Religion. Extract from Shelly,
The American Secular Union. Samuel

24

New Edition. Revised and Enlar~:ed •

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,

(E. M. 288.>

Phillip Roe(ler, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.

The prioe of these hel'eto!ore has been 75ots. We
offer them at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH; THE
THREE FOR FORTY DENTS.
Mailed secure
!rom breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB,
1!8 Lafayette Pl., New Y~r.k.

Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGEHSOLL.
Price, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 oents.
I'M 1.'riUU Supplied at Special Discount8.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Plaoe, New York.
Photo-engravings of Mis11 Gardener are for sale
at this office. Prioe, 40c.; with autograph, 50 cts.

PAQE

34

P. Putnam,

International Freethought Congress,
Sunday Amusements. F. M. Holland,
The Blasphemy Case,
How the Layman is Deceived. E. M.
Macdonald,
A Horrible Man. L. K. Washburn,
The Hindoo Theologian. Poem.
The Protest. Poem.
When Did Jehosaphat Die? J. E.
Remsburg,
Subjects of Illustration. Portraits,

_ROMAN ISM,
OB

DANCER AHEAD.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Guod Citizen of
this Republic.

By A,. J. GROVER.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.'
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Robert C. Adams. 28

TEXAS.

L. Andruss, Denison.·
T. Theo. Col:wick, Norse.

TRY•S·QUARE;

NEW YORK:

UTAH.

OR,

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. J ost, Ogden.
Henry Booth. Stockton.

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.

WASHII:\OTON TERRITORY.

W.

Wedeken, MJutesano.
ENGLAND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

J . .E. Remsburg's Works.

ILLUSTRATIONS:
Hall of Sci~>n~.~. Broome
"t., N. Y., 18'~9 (frontispiecf ).
'l'hPn, PukAr,
Bonj Frankli'p,
Wm. LloYil G~rrison,
Abraham Lincoln,

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

Price,10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Mis•ionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subject• con•idered by ll!r. Uemsburg are:
The Olmrch and lllorality; Criminal Statistics,
showiufil the creeds of the prinouers in the pen·
iteutianes; the Church and Civilization; the
Church and Science; t·he Church aud Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Anti•lavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement; the Temperance Reform; the
Church and the Republic.

Bible Mor·ats.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned by Scri~lll·e Falsehood and
DeceptiOn; Cheating: 'l'ileft and Robbery;
Adultery and Prostitution; 1\[urtler: War• of
Conquest and Ext-ermination; De•potism; Intolerance and Per•ecu tion; In.iustice to Woman;
l.uh.iudness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human S~tcrtfices; Cannibahsm; WUchcraft;
Slavery; Polygamy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagrancy: Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. t't!Ce, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger q11antities. ·

· Sabbatb·Bt·eaking. This is the best

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and hand•ome print. The question is aiscu•sed
under the following heads: Ori~in of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; fhe Chri•tian
Scrix:>tnres and the Sabbath; Examination of
Sundar Arguments; Origin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; The
ihbbath <luring ti1e Micidle A.ll'e•: The Puritan
Sil.bbath; Te•timony of Christian Reformers,
l:lcholars, and Divines; Abrol{ation of Sunday
Law• Price. 25 cents: Hix ooDie•• U.OO.

Frances Wright,
Ethan Allpn,
ThomRR J<'ff~rson,
Rob•t D .. le Owen,
J<1hn Adam•,
Peter C<1oPer,
James Lick,

Image BreiLker.

Six Lectures: De-

aline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washin!{ton an Unbeliver;_Jeffer•on an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; vhristian S.tbbath. Each
5 oents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 ots.
The Apostlt~ or Liberty. An address
delivered in Paine Hall before the N. E. Freethinkers• Convention, 1anuary 29, 1884. Prioe,
10 oents.
TllE TRUTH REEKER CO.,

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY
•

A double-page picture contrasting aoience and
theology, showing how the one has labored !or
human advancement, and how the other hai
always opposed it.
Price. six copies, 30 cents; ono rlozen 50 cents;
twen_!y-five copies for $1; one hundred copies f01
$3. We wish that the friends of Fr~ethought would
distribute thoudauds of these telliD&' pictures.

Geo. Wa~hington,
8t.ephen Girard,
(}i!hert Vale,
Lydia Maria Child,
Garritt Hm\tb,
John W. Draper.

PR\CE, 25 CENTS.
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For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.

DID JESUS CHRIST RI~E FROM
1'HE I>EAD 'l
Tlu Ef!idences for the Resurrection Tried
and Ji'ound Wa:-~ting.
By Saladin.
PRICE,

25 CENTS.
Address THE TRU'rH SEEKER.
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Address TBB TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY,
28 Lafayette Plaoe. New Yors..

A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has published

z
:-' THE NINE DEMANDS

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re- tl::
ligions and Political Liberty, Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traitij of his character and genius, and vin·
dioates Ws name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choiue extracts from • Common Sense,"
"American Crisis" "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason "are gi~efl; also, tl'ibutes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
personij of Europe and America, many of them
written expre••iy for thi• work. Seeond edition, 160 pages, printed Ol) !J.ne tinted x:>aPer,
neatly bonne!, and contammg a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Prioe, paper, 50 oents;
oloth, 75 cents.

E L. Youmans,
Ohas. Sttmner,
Thos. Paine!
Abner K ... ee and,
Horai'A Gre•Iey,
Abby Ke ly Foster,
Wm. Denton,

This is the history of an attempt to found a
ohuroh without superstition, and its success.
Unole Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital question&
of human concern, religions, political, and other. wise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. 'rhere is just sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
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Is a Btanch Infidel and a Successtul Physician.
The Bettm· wav.of Cincinnati, 0., says, "We are
assured that Dr• .l!'ellows. the eminent specialist of
Vmeland. N.J., i• au etluc~ted gentleman of sn·
perior mind and la,rge attainments, a,ud tha~ sncce•s in his professiOn ha•· brought him busmesH,
not only from all narts of t.h1s couutry1 bnt !rom
foreign shores. HB is 1n the prime or li!A and
able to t.ransact his variOus profe•sional dnt1es
promptly ann well and giv satisfaction in every
ius•ance. Hts references are nuruber~d by thou-

sa:D~8·iellows

treats all those peculiar diseaseR
resulhng from indi•cretion and illnorance of
;omh. Those who are ailing should senillO cents
for the Dr. '• httle book set.ting forth an ExrERNAL
A.Pl'LIO.LTION -a posittv r.ttrP.
Address
DH. H. P. FELLOWS.
Vineland, N.J.
p r Mention this paper.

RUPTURES CUREDb,
m:rJlledical Compound and lmprored
ElaBtic 8D1>IJOrter 1'ru•s!nJ:om30 to
90 days. Reli!'ble teferenees g!ven. Bend
etamp for circular, and aav ln what p_aptJt
lfOU raw m11 adverttUment. Address Qa_n.
Colllllp,Bml~nllt.1de!M 01, .!1."1;,

w......

in a more attractiv form than any in which they
hav previously appeared. At the head of an engraving on heavy plate paper, 24x19 inches, are
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFEHSON,
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
Republic •. At the sides are FHANKLIN and
The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
printed the Nine Demands of the American Secular Union in conspicuous type. At the foot are
LAFAYETTE, GIHAHD, and INGEHSOLL,
making eight likenesses in all. Inscribed beneath each portrait is some radical sentiment
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the llf' some passages in the "History of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire" by
space between the portraits and around them are
EDWARD GIBBON, Esq_.
arabesques of vines and tlowers in profusion, and
a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,
the panel inclosing the Nine Demands is aur- With
including critical notes by Guizot, 1\:Iilman, \Venck.
mounted on each comer by.Mr. Eckhard's design
an'' English Churchman,'' and other scholars.
of the tlag above the cross.· The whole makes an • vol. 12 mo, 86.! pp. Cloth. With C.; engravings. $1.50
This book shows when, where, and how Christianity
exceedin&"lY handsome work !or framing. The
originated, who were its founders, and w~3;t were the
artistic part is &qual to the best, and the portraits sentiments, manners, numbers, and condition of the
are as true to nature as the photo&"raphs !rom primitive Christians.
"I k.,ow of no hook that contains more real and val·
which they were transferred. The desiJr:n will be uable
information upon the origin of Christianity."R. G. INGERSOLL.
.
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
"One of the most learned and interesting books eve
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
written and published. 11 -Bos/on Itwestigato,.. # •
118 Lafayette Place, New York.
FOR SALE A.T TRUTH SEEKER O,,ICII.

History cfA~hristianity
A VINDICATION
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Hell Played Out.
AN OLD BUT TRUE. POEM.
Orthodoxy's getting shalty;
Hell is loosing half its charms ;
Beecher stole the devil's brimstone;
Churches are now in alarms.
Hell was once a lake infern a!,
l'ast description. past all name,
Where the dawned must l"OaRt eternal,
In that lurid brimstone !lemA.
Hell of late, though, 's getting shorter;
Cooling off, too-beats the deuce.
Like}!iBe brimstone, once so plcnt.y,
Now is nearly out of use.
Hell of yore once swarmerl with infants,
Damned to burn by God's decree,
Just because old Eve ate apples
Off the devii's knowledge tree.
Later, though, divines went searching
Hell all through with anxious care,
Gave the hunt up quite discouragedNot the first damned infant theJ"e.
Hell is now a grand old humbug;
Poor old Satan's most played out;
Orthodoxy's out of brimstone;
Hell's fast going up the spout.

Obituary.
DELIA BURGE.
Five miles from Gouverneur, St. Lawrence
county, in the state of New York, resides Mr.
Marcelus W. Bacon, a large farmer, and a
most worthy man and stanch .Freethinker,
and who is and bas been for many years a
subscriber and admirer of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
And not only himself, but his admirable wife
and intelligent children, are also independent
thinkers. The subject of this notice, Mrs.
Delia Burge, is Mr. and Mrs. Bacon's oldest
daughter, and the wife of Mr. Martin V.
Burge. She was stricken down with consumption some three years ago, and has since
then been slowly wasting away, and on the
20th day of December passed away. Mrs.
Burge was a most exemplary woman, and
highly esteemed by all who knew her on
account of her intelligence, amiable disposi.
tion, and benevolence, which was recognized
in whatever society she moved. Notwithstanding that she knew her end was surely
approaching, she never murmured or complained, but bore her affiiction with more
than "Christian courage." Hers was the
courage of a brave woman and a philosopher.
She had no fear of death. SB.e realized that,
if there was no future existence, she was only
to pass into a painless, unconscious sleep ;
and, if there was a life beyond the grave, she
was prepared for it, never having intentionally
wronged anyone, and always having tried to
do all the good she could while here on earth.
As death approached, she met it as her friend
and not an enemy-a friend that had come to
release her from her long years of physical
suffering. She made all the arrangements for
her funeral, even to the most minute particulars, and everything was carried out as she
had requested.
Some time before her death the writer was
invited to attend and deliver a short address
at her funeral. And after her death, it having been announced that the writer was to
speak, the word went out that an Infidel was
to deliver the funeral "sermon," which announcement, with the well-known reputation
of the deceased and her worthy parents, drew
together a very large concourse of people.
And it certainly was the most pleasant occasion of the kind we ever attended. It had
more of the appearance of a friendly social
gathering than of a funeral as we usually,
with .our earJ.y orthodox education, think of
these meetings, or, more properly, partings,
of the living and the >dead. There was nothing _of that sad, despondent expression of
countenance that we see at funerals conducted
in the old orthodox style, where the preacher
and everybody present try to make each-other
feel as uncomfortable as possible.
·
The subject of our discourse was "The
Religion of Humanity." We spoke for nearly
an hour to the most attentiv, and, to all
appearance, the most interested audience that
we ever addressed, We could perceive that
our ideas were new and somewhat startling
to many present. But one Liberal speaker
had ever spoken in tl:..e town before. George
Chainey lectured there a few years before.
After referring briefly to the beautiful character of the deceased, we tried to show the
superiority of the religion of humanity to all
other religions. We stated that the adherent8
of every religion in the world, and of every
sect, claimed that their speGi,al religion was the
orily safe passport to happiness. We claimed
the same for the religion that we here presented ; that it was the only religion that
MRS~

would save anyone in this world, or any
other, and that all who were members of the
church of humanity were. sure of salvation,
and no others; that this religion was the
same that Jesus taught in the parable of the
Good Samaritan; that members of this church
were to be found in all the religions and in
all the sects, and outside of them all; that
whoever lived up to his or her highest light
and was doing all the good they could, was
in full fellowship in this church. It required
no special belief. In this church creeds, professions, and what were known as religious
ceremonies, amounted to nothing; that if we
desired to ascertain whether a person belong
to this church or not, we need not examin
any church-member rolls, but we must inquire of the members of his own family, of
his neighbors, and of those who were the best
acquainted with his every-day transactions
in the business world; that we were sure
from what we had learned that the deceased
was an activ-member during her lifetime of
this great humanitarian church, and we,
therefore, knew that no evil could reach he!.\;
that such a person created a heaven in whatever locality they might be located, and it
would be impossible for any power to send
such a person to a hell; that this church of
humanity was the only church that insured
our salvation in this world or any other. And
we called upon all present to unite themselvs
with this church of humanity, not by making
a great profession, or long prayers, or by putting on a solemn visage, and persuading themselva that they were better than other people,
but by going out among their fellow-men and
laboring to make this world a better home for
the denizens of earth. This was our creed.
After the services, the people present were
all invited into the large dining-room, where
refreshments were served to all who would
partake, and for an hour a most interesting
social meeting was enjoyed. We were glad
to take by the hand many of the Freethinkers

1888 .

.L. K. Washburn's Works. Mottoes for Freethinkers.
We hav received a supply of illumino.ted motto
offer for sale. These mottoes are
cards, which
regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is in tended to take the place of the " God-bless-ouran impertinence." Price, 10 cents.
home" placards which disfigure the walls of so
The False Teaching of the Chris- many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches by 22 1-2. The motto is in black,
. tian Church. " The Thirty-nine with
colored borders, with an illuminated monoArticles of the Christian church are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. gram of U. M. L. The following are the vRlious
The Foolishness of Prayer: "Think readings:
.................................................... .
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshopTHE LIVING HAV A BIGHT TO OONTBOL
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one against the Colorado
~~~ -~~~~~:
beetle !" Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact ~ ,
FREE
THOUGHT
WILL GIV US TBUTH.
.
Price, 5 cents.
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Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law
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SUPEBBTITION IS THE OHILD OF SLAVERY.
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THE SOHOOL-HOUSE IS MY OATHEDBAL.
..................................................... .
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UNIVERSAL MENTAL LIBERTY.
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. AND THE PLAOE TO DE HAPPY IS HEBE. .
The Resurrection of Jesus Not ······················································
Price, 5 cents.

Proved. Price, 5 cents.
The Public Schoo's and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

Very Cheap Pamphlets.

NEVEB TBOUDLE TROUBLE
TTLL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.

······················································
······················································
0

0

THE WOBLD IS MY COUNTBY;
TO DO GOOD MY RELIGION,

The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
---0--For Freethought societies there is. a. large card
We ha.v on hand a large number of the following
of COLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamphlets, which 22 x 15 inches, printed in colors, with an engraved
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberwill be disposed of at cost, as follows:
alism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
Ingersoll Catechised:
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 80
His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Pro- cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
pounded by the Editor of the "Ban Franciscan;" wrapped, on receipt of price.
singly, 3 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
$2:oo.

ORTHODOXY.

A lecture, fifty-four closely printed la-rge 12rno
pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $.1; and $6 per hundred.

Our Flag Above the Cross.
T)lis device is for
paper and envelopes for 86cular
Unions and others,

Civil Riqhts Speech.

BIBL~

PRICES:
Half-note, bl'kink,
per quire, • .18
Envelopes, black
ink, per pack, .18
Paper or envelopes
with local address, 1,000, $6.00
Half-note, 4 colors,
per quire, . .25
Envelopes,4 colors,
per pack, . .25
Paper or envelopes
4 colors, with local address, per
1,tl00,
$10.00
Address

IDOLATRY.

Being the comments and opinions of Mr. Ingersoll upon the fight in the Catholic church between
the late pastor. of St. Stephen's and his employer,
the pope. Price 3 cents; 30 cents per doz., or $2
per hundred.
We suggest that these be :Purchased in quantities, and given away to Christians, and it is with
that not unreasonable expEctation that the Prices
hav been placed so low.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

'fhe Stereopticon and Views which D. M.
Bennett purchased in Europe on his Around.
the-World trip are for. sale. The instrument
is a very fine one and the views are among
the most rare and beautiful ever made.
They are some four or five hundred in number. The whole outfit, complete and in working order, will be sold for what the views
alone would cost. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

0

THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IB NOW,

mand of To-day. Price, 5 cerits,

BY JOHN PECK.

Stereopticon ~ Sale

0

The Brute God of the Old Testament.

Christian Absurdities.
Address THE .TRUTH BEEKER CO.

0

REASON IS THE LAMP OF THE HIND.
.······················································
.

A letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
the London "Secular Review." Price 3 cents; 30
cents per doz., or $2 per hundred.

Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.

0

Do You Love Jesus ~ Price, 5 cents.
America's Debt to Thomas Paine.
Price, 5 cents.
Is Liberalism Moral1 Price, 5 cents.
A Holy Superstition. Price, 5 cents.
The Workingman's Religion. 5 eta.
Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Free Religion ; or, the R«;~ligious De-

Including the address of Frederick Dt'Uglas, fiftythree-large octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
of the northern part of the state that we had for $1; aad $6 PEr hundred.
seldom or never met before. It was a gath'I'Jtc Truth or Distor.r.
ering long to be remembered by all who were This is a comment by Colonel ·Ingersoll up~n
present.
H. L. GREEN.
the religiouslieH that hav been tolcl about himself, and first made its appearance ·in these columns.- Price 3 cents; 30 cents per dozen ; $2 per
hundred.

:.usT OUT.

0

INGERSOLL ON lJicGLYNN.

0

0

'l'he 'l'ruth Seeker.
COPYRIGHTED.

Anr. profit from sales will be devoted to the free
distnbution of Liberal literature.

S. P. Putnam's Works. RATIONAL COMMUNISM.
The P-roblem of the Universe, and The Present and the Future
Its Scientific Solution, with some Oritio1sms of
Universology. Price, 20 eta.

Waifs and Wandermgs, 8 New Ameri-

Republic o:f North America.
BY A. CAPITALIST.

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper1 50 eta.
"A prose epic of the war, riah with mcident
and dramatic power; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day. "-Joli.n
Swtnton's Paper.

A book advocating associate life as a. remedy for
poverty, vice1 and crime. It deals with the :{>resent
conditwns of society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossible that the people should be other than
and vicious under our present system. The
Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation poor
remedy, the author thinks, is in communal·life,
in rhYIDe between the Nineteenth Century In- and
he
drawn a vivid picture of the future
fidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is Republichas
of North America, as it will be when
shown there is much in harmony between society Bhl!oll
be organized on the _Principles of
them. Price, 10 eta.
·
Rational Uommunism. The book 1s vigorously
·
Golden Throne, 8 Romance. " The and interestingly w1·itten.
SING, BROTHERS, SING.
author certainly has gC'nius. The divine creaPaper, :iOc; cloth, $1.
USE THE
tiv spark is within him. The book 18 filled with
manly thoughts1 expressed in manly wordsAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
the transcript or a manly mind. Every Liberal
In your meetings,· to make them lively and inter- · should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL.
esting. THE LIBERAL HYliiN-BooK contains songs
by the best poetH, adapted to "'ell-known tunes. Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
with life, thought, and profound emotion,
It is highly commended by Messrs. Wakeman,
SUBJECTS:
poured forth, it seems to ms, with extraordiParton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
nary beauty."-Dn. HENRYW. BELLOWS. $1.
and, indeed, by all who hav examin~d it. Price,
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COM·
25 cents. .
Address THE TnUTH 8EEKEB Co.
MON BENBE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handGottlieb, His Life. A Romance of some 12mo volume of nearlY 1J!JOO pages, fully
illustratQd. Cloth, 3.25-in English or German
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.
A new cheap edition at only 1.5Q.
Why Don't He Lend a Hand~ and SCIENCE IN STORY; Ol:J. Sammy Tubbs, the
other
Agnostic
Poems.
Price,
10
eta.
Boy
Doctor, and Bponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or
Adami
and
Heva.
A
Poetic
version
set;
or five volumes in one for $2.
per
in the suit of the
version of the Indian Story of the Garden of
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
Eden, in which its superiontyto the mutilated 250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
Bankers' and Merchants' Tele·
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10 volume of "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
graph Company
cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Re.For all of the above address
against the
cipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
Western Union Telegraph Company
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pam•
NEW EDITION.
phlets). By Dr. E. D. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria.
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
m their Relation to Disease," repretmnting the germ
speech that THE TRUTH 8EEKEB has obtained a
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccination ; "Health in the Bunsupply and can mail them to those who desire
beam1"
considering the blue-glass cure-of value
them, for ten cents each.
OR 1
to sicK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
(Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
The Origin of the Christian Religion ofHEREDITY
Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 386 p_!t_gesl cloth
REDUCED TO $1.00.
bound, $2"h "Heredity!" by Loring_ l\1ooay, 159
and the Significance of its
I>_ages, clot 1 75 cents; ' The Law of Heredity," by
F. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Rise and Decline.
THE STORY HOTJR.
HumanTempemments( with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents..t' Generation before Re~ren•
A. Book for Children and Youtb.
eration'i"
by Dr. E . .u. Foote, Jr. 1 )0 cents; 'rRe.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
[.orts o Conventions and Parlor .llleetin's during
BY r.UBS SUSAN H. WIXON.
18821" 10 cents; "Third Annual Convention .of the
Ins~itute of Heredity,M~ 29, 138fu" 10 cents.
For sale at this office.
Over a hundred fine illustrations.
Price, $1.00.
Address
THE 'l'BuTB BEEKBB,

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

Robt . G. Ingersoll's

The Secret of the East,

~

•

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JA~UARY 1.4, 1.888.

Ingersolrs W"orks.

PHILADELPHIA LIBERAL LEAGUE, 257
meets every Sunday in lnduatrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7:30P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social question~.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'::.'rutli
Seeker publica tiona always on hand at cheap ra tea.

The Gods. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, $1.

In five lectureB.t.. comprising, "The Gods"
"Humboldt," "'.l."nomas Paine,"" Individuaiity," and "Heretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, 1.25.

BACON AND SHA.KSPERE.

Contents: "The Ghost!!!" "Liberty for Man,
·Woman, and Child," "'.l'he Declaration of Inde]>endence," "About Farming in Illinois,"
. •· The Grant Banquet" "The Rev. Alexander
Olark," "The Past .uises before Me Like a
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some .Mistakes of M.oses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
lnterviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
What Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Pa.per, 25 cents.
·
The Christian Relitdon. By R. G.
lngerao!IJ Judge Jeremiali B. Black, and Prof.
George .If. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

.10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear tyPe, and containing as .much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
·Liberals should scatter it generously.

Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not write.
The Sonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENB'll
BuBB. Prico, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

WHO WANTS rrHEM 1

Unrivaled in Tone,
)\....._

. . ._ y 0

·
cor. 8/th st.
'T

.

~cs

Vindication of Thomas Paine from

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Rob.ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

Pair Diamond Eard~ops worth $400 for $280; do.
$250 for U50 ;· do. $120 forf80; do. $60 for $45; do.
f40 for $28; 1 Diamond Pin, worth $325, for $220;
do. $180 tor U35; do, $150 for tllO; do. $100 for $65;
uu. f65 for $45; do. $88 for $28. 1 Hing or Studd
worth $185 for $140; do. $150 for $110; do. $90 for
0'
$65;
do. ~65 for $45 ; do. $50 for $35. A full line of
WARE ROOMS,
-.'"\. V
smaller Diamond Goods same discounts. WILL
REI>'UND
CASH IN FULL FOB ANY OF 'l'HE AllOVE AT
e~,
ANY TIME DURING ONE YEAR IF NOT SATISFATORY.
13est "Howard" Watch, Elegant Diamond-set
Ne-vv- York. case,
wort.h $300 for $220; similar $200 for $150; do •
$150 for $110. Ladies' Watch, 50 Dmmonds, worth
f2UO, for U50; do. Diamonds and Hnl>ies, •140 for
8 0 CiA L
A
H, flOO; do. $100for $70. A full line of regular styles,
equallY low. Wedding Rings a specialty, CabTM SoiA Factors and Ea!act Ratios in Its inet Ut·gans worth $150 for $75; do. $100 for f50
l\Iusic Box, 10 airs, $32, worth $45; do. $28; do. 8.
.Acquirement and. .Apportionment.
a us. $18 worth $25. 100 Plush and Leathe1· Albums,
largest size, $1 to $10, nearly half price. 1 oo Plush
By J. K. INGALLS.
Tmlet, Jowelry, :l!lanicure, Shavmg, and Child's
Price, Cloth,
•
•
$1.00. ~ ts, U to U5, same reductions. Best Triple
Plated
Kni\es $3.50; Forks $3.50 per dozen. Triple
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
plated 'l'ea·EpoonR $1.70; Table-BIJ.oons t3.40 per 6.
28Lafayette Place, New York.
Best Spectacle or Eye-Glass $1, Pel>bles $~. Gold
16 and $7 (Send line of finest print you can read
plainly at 14 inches and I can fit yon). I aru an
PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER expert
in my hue-your home jeweler must hav 30
·to 50 per cent j)rofi.t-1 will serve you honestly and
giv you the advantage of my long exPerience for
DEATH IMPROBABLE~
5 to 10 pet· cent.
OTTO WETTSTEIN,
By L. R. SMITH.
Rochelle, Ill.
Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents.
Published and for sale by
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
The Greatest of all Anti-Bibli-

Tonch and Workmanship.

FACTORY

&

·

CSQ T4,ird b.~

Col. Kelso's Works.

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledgea Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San F'ranctscan. 5 cents; 50
.cents per dozen ; 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
.Millions of these should be circulated.

hammer Logic unsurpassed."
silk cloth, $3•

Svo., 833pp.,

Deity Analyzed and the Devil's Defense. A thorough analysis of the
claims for the existence of the Bible deity, and

·an examination in verse of the charges generAddress on the Uivil Rights Bill.
ally brought against his Satanic ·majesty.
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
12mo, 466oo;, 1.50.
In~ersoll's Lectures Complete.
Spiritualism Sustained. This work

~WE

L~T

·Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
·for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on " Orthodoxy," bound in one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1!300
pajl'eB, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
prtce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

goes :ti.ot so far to sustain Spiritualism a.s to
show that Christians are inconsistent in denying the alleged truths of that philosophy.
Oloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.

.applications for Mr. In_gersoll's "The Vision
of War," the "Grant Banquet Toast," and
the recent address over "Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they hav been printed on
heavy toned paper, 181:22, illuminated border,
and in large, clear type, suitable for framing,
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for 40 eta, or either one for 15 cts.
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From the dawn of organized Paganism in the Eastern
wol'ld, to the final establishment of Christianity i.n the West,
the cross was one of the commonest and most sacred of symbolical monuments. Diversified forms of the symbol are
delineated more or less artistically, according to the progress
achieved in civilization .at the period, on the ruined walls of
temples and pal.aces, on n~tural rocks and sepulchral galleries on the, hmnest monoliths and the rudest statuary. Of
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Mn. Powo.a:RLY is dangerously ill.
Tn.a: pope received 2,000 Spanish -pilgrims
on the 8th.

I !HDE np my mind to two t-hings, first, that" the
game is not worth the canille," or, in other words,
that the Paving of souls from the virgin and giv
ing them to the son, or taking them from Mohammed and giving them to Jesus, costs more than it
comes to. Second, that this people and this country are snfferin~r more for other things than for
Christianity. They 11eed a good government, to
know how to make good roads, build good ·plows,
make carts, till the land better, erect good houses,
and to learn to lead pleasant, useful lives.-». M.

TH.a: first satisfactory observation through
the Lick telescope was made on the 7th at 9
P.M.

Tnucx.a:.a:, Cal., recently celebrated the second anniversary of the expulsion of the Chinese from the place.
K&IGHTS of Labor claim that the reports of
the disintegration of their order ar~r-false, and
that it is prosperous and numbers 500,000
members.

Bennett.

IT is popularly supposed that belief in a personal
deity givs a certain ex~lt'l.tion, fterenity, fortitude,
hope; and even j, •Y in hours of darkness and calamitY, anrl holds us to high aims; and that, under
any cosmic theo•y, society would sink into barbarism and bestiality. The claim, in my judgment,
cannot be maintainerl. A.t all events, the sentiment of the legend of Ahou Ben Adhem is true_r.
''The gracious motivR of the soul are purely socia
prod nets, are born of communion with actual and idealized human beings, and not with superhuman; and theY will !\ourish and decay, as respect
f,w hum<~.n rights inct·eases and declines." As well
fe~r that the d~nial of the old conception or light
as a sepuate entit-y will involve the world in darkueRs, and t,be assertion that heat is only molecular
motion will bring ILD Arotio cli'llate, or at least
make the comforts of the fit·eside forever impns~i
ble to the denier of caloric and phlogiston.-B. D.

-IT is believed in Canada that Cardinal Taschereau is about to reissue the sentence of
condemnation that he pronounced against
the Knights of L~bor, and afterward suspended.
STATISTIOs contrasting the industrial conditions of the South under slave and under
free laborshow great progress. South Carolina's manufactures hav increased 91 per
cent in seven years.
FRANK MoGum.a:, of Erie, Pa., who was
made insane two years ago by the ex-priest
James Maloney, the alleged miracle-worker,
in an outbreak of violence on the 6th endeavored to kill Maloney.
Frv.a: men and three women, convicted of
Nihilism, were hanged at St. Petersburg on
the 2d. There had been discovered in their
home boxes of dynamite and copies of the
revolutionary paper, 1'/te People's Will.

Stm·IC.

A soLmtm d:ring in the hospit<tl was asked by a
snperilerv•ceable a !lent of the Christian commis•ion if he bad fonod the Lord Jesus. "Oh, I did
not know that J 3•us was lost," was the reply-innocept o1· sarcastic _we need not inquire. But
what the d.ving s 11dier di<l not know is the most
patent fact of Christ'an history. Nothinl!' is surer
than that Jesus has been lost for more than
eighteen centuries. Tbe myth of h1s transfiguration is the t.ype ·of his historical transform<ttion.
It sara, "There oR me a cloud and overshadowed
him." There did ,indeed; a olond of legend and
mrth, and f<tncy and exl\l!l!eration ; of speculativ
m_ist, of eccleslaBt!cal smoke, the breath of incense; but on this accJunt no more transparent.
It sa.rs, "He feared when he entered the cloud.'
He might well hav done so, if he had known how
1t woulcl fal•ify hid hu'llan nature till men -should
say, "It is a god, it is a god."-Ch.aawtck's Man
Je•us.

R:a:v. Mn. PBNTxoosT, who had to leave his
pastorate for championing the cause of the
poor, has established congregations of his own
views in Newark, Brooklyn, and New York,
and intends starting .open meetings for the
study of political economy.
WITHIN a month four trains on the New
York city elevated railroad hav left the track,
and by the merest chance escaped falling to
the street. The millionaire managers are
criminally reckless, and with money and influence resist all attempts at reform.
ON the 6th the pope opened to public exhibition his jubilee presents, and entered the
h9.ll and ascended his throne with grand ceremonies, attended by forty-eight cardinals,
the full pontifical court, and diplomats from
nearly every European power.
Tn:a: National Divorce Reform League has
closed its eighth annual meeting at Boston,
making acknowledgment of "the work for
social purity done by the Women's Christian
Temperance Union, and also of the educational work on the family relations done by
the Catholic church."
Tn:a: Rev. Heber Newton desires America
and England to agree to submit all future
differences that may arise between them to
arbitration. He hopes that this may be a
first step leading toward the establishment of
a universal court of international arbitration,
and the abolition of war.
"You'RE indicted for exhibiting monkeys
on Sunday," was the announcement made by
Clerk Hall in the general sessions court, New
York, on the 6th, when Nathan Morris, one
of the Bowery dime museum keepers, came
to the bar. "I am not guilty," said Morris.
Then he walked out of the court on bail.
W:r.r. Sn.a:LBY, of Rutland, Vt., an enthusiastic member of the Salvation Army, the
other day suddenly became insane, stabbed
his seven-year-old daughter in the ba<'k with
a jackknife, had a hard tussle with his tenyear-old boy, whom he tramped on and hurt
severely, and then rushed into the street and
began singing and praying.
Tn:a: equipment of soldiers demanded by
the new military bill in tbe German parliament will reqJire a vote of $20,000,000. Herr
Bebel, the ~ocialist leader, continues to denounce all war measures, claiming that they
mean more oppression to the people within
the empire, and spoliation of the people of
other countries, for the benefit solely of the
military. and bureaucratic classes.
Tu:a: third annual report of the national
bure_au of labor statistics is expected with
tinterest. It will treat of the strikes and lockouts from 1881 to 1886, and will present
fi;;ures, collected with great care, showing
the number of these that hav occurred, the
number of employees concerned, the amount
lost to the employees and to the employers,
and the number of men taken on in consequence of strikes.

IT has been frequently stated or implied tha~
wiRh to destror morality. But this is a.
most absurd slandet. No sane man ever dreams
of •nch a po 1ioy. D 'stroyin~r virtues-"real, useful
virtues-from among mankind 10 order to make
inen happier, wotlld. indeed, be the maddeal of
follies; tbou~rh a fo\lr, by the way, of which
Christianit-Y is fa• from being auiltless, as witness
ita svstem·~t!C repressi >U of intellect and self-reliance, and its funtla.men tal advocacy of the paesiv virtues, or rather vices (" otller-worldliness,"
covetous prayerfulness, reckless improvidence,
submission to wrong, and tyranny, and so forth),
as contrasted with itB condemnation or neglect of
coura~reou~, tbonghtfnl, prudent, act1v virtues,
so highly valued amoug the hardy and enterprising gentile raceR. • . • The word Christianity is
ol"t-en tbonghtlessly used as a synonym for moral
exrelleuce. Men teach moral goodness and call it
Christianit;, when it js notlling or the kind.
Their moral jurlgruen& shapes their Christianity,
more than Ch rigtianit.y shapes their mora.! judlitment.-Rtll!.llon m Sct.ools.
s~culariRts

WHA.T THAT MONKEY IS FOR!
Pharaoh's daughter on the bank,
Little l1oses in the pool.
(Repeat.)
She took him out, gave him some clothes,
And then she sent him to school.
-AnCient ditty foundtd on Exodus, stcond chapter.

tjddfl aqd ,ends.
"D.EATH'B door" is opened with a skeleton key 7
MR. WALDo (at a .dinner party): "May I pass
you the cheese, 11!188 Breezy 7" M1ss Breezy
(daintily): "Thanks, a small bunk, please."
"Is a double wedding unlucky?" asks a Western
exchange. "Well, we should say tliat it is,
esp~cially if wife No. 1 finds ont where wife No. 2
!iva."
A OORRESPON~ENT suggests that Mr. Comstock
arrested Mr. Knoedler because be was informed
that the picture-dealer pronounced his name
Nude-ler.
"PAPA, why do they always call a railroad train
• she?"' "Because it takPB three or four men to
manage her, my son," replied Mr. Dawdle, glaring
toward his wife.
WJFE: "I see that the poet Whittier, in his eightieth year, mourns that he never got married."
Husband: "YeA, some people never do know when
they are well off."
Mns. MULOIBEB (reading a newspaper): "George,
what is this 1£eading stnke?" Mr. Mulciber (who
seldom reads a paper) : "Oh, I guess they are boycottinlit some author."
A P~RSON of our acquaintance asked another
how old he thought Mrs. R-, of Harlem, was.
"I do not know her age exactly," he replied; "she
v~ ries from seventeen to thirty-five."
TEMPERANCE lecturer (lowering his voice impresslv Yl : "Go into our American gin. palaces,
and what do you find 7" Husky voice (promptly) :
"Somebody willing to drink with you."
Mrss ETHEL: "And so you are really engaged to
Mr. Sampson, Clara?" Miss Clara (blushing)!
"Yes, it all happened last evening, Ethel.'' Miss
Ethel : "What a blessing leap year is, dear!;,
"WHAT did the ladie• do for you this· year,,.
asked a churchman of Parson Surplus Eel. The
Parson, who had been a stock speculator before be
was converted, replied, "I am long on slippers
and bQokmarks, but rather short on suspenders."
SusAN B. ANTHONY says that "if a young man
spends two hours with a young lady every night
and her 'old folks' don't make any fuaa about it,
and his • old ·rolb' don't make any foss about it,
the two young folks may be said to be engaged."
Clearly.
AN Eastllrn editor says that a man in New York
got himself into trouble by marrying two wives.
A Western ed1tor replies by assuring his contemPorary that a good many men in that sectwn bav
done the same thing by marrying one. A Northern editor retorts that quite a number of ».is

acquaintances found trouble enough by barely
'proposing to marry, w1thou& going any further.
A Southern editor says that a friend of his wa.s
bothered enough when simply found in company
with ano&her nian's wife.
ENGLISHMAN: "The only question in England
now is the Irish problem." American : "Same
way here." Englishman: ''Here? You are not
trying to get the Irish down, are you? ' Ameri·
can: "No, the~•ve KOt us down a.nd we're trying
to get up."
A FBENORMAN claims to be able to prove that fish
can hear a. man talking in an ordinary voice half
a mile away. How far a pickerel can hear the
tones of a. man who has bot.bed from some old
wharf for half a day without a nibble, this Frenchman doesn't figure on, and is not asked to.
A OOBBESPONDENT WrlteB: "People who think
that Chr1stmas 18 a season of • peace on earth and
good-w1ll toward men' probably never Baw a man
•kirmiBhing around at five o'clock on Chri»trnas
eve with a perturbed mind and a five-dollar bill
buyinlit presents for a wife and nine dearly beloved children."
CouNTBIMAN (in a Bowery picture gallery) :
"The cows is all right, an' the trees look kinder
nateral, but the river there behind'em is painted
mightY poor." Dealer: ''If you are up in art at all,
my friend, you will know it i~ impossible to make
water and oil mix well."- Countryman is convinced
and buys the picture,
"ALL is over between us, Mr. Sampson," she
said, coldly. "The presentsyo11 bav given me will
be returned to-morrow." He stood there proudly,
but his face was aehen. "Everythina sb ..ll be returned," she went on, with a queenly sweep of her
rounded arm, "with the exception, of cou1·se, of
the -caramels and ice cream.'' And thus they
parted.
A Goon story of old days in Massachusetts has
recently been published. In one of the churches
in the eastern part of the state a bass viol was procured to help the chou. One summer bunday,
while the parson was in the middle of the sermon
a big bull got out
his pasture and came swag~
gering down the road, grow hog as he <·arne. Th~
minister heard the low bellow, and looking up
toward the singers' seats with a grave face, be
said: ''I would thaDk the musicians not to tune
during service time; it annoys me very much."
The choir was surpnsed, but nothing was said.
Pretty soon the boll gave another grumble, and
tben the parson was mad. He stopped short, aDd,
looking directly at the bass. viol player, said : "I
now particularly r~qnest Mr. L - that he will not
tune his instrument while I am preaching." Tliill
was more tha.n the fiddler could stand. Popping
up in his seat he snapped out, "I; isn't me, parson, it isn't me. It's that d-d-darned old town
bull!"

of

On. tbat a man might know
The end of this clay'" Lm•iness ere it come;
But it suffiMth that the day Wlll end,
And the eud is known.
-Shakspere.
THE moral maxima of the New Testament hav
become in many instances· ob•olete, and the development of society is evolving new rules of conduct.. Another table of commandments is in
preparation, and will be given by men to God as
trnly as were the first. They will very likely find
utterance iu the "resolutions" of a convention,
composed of the wisest ancl best men of the world.
PerbRps t-he new table will embrace snell laws as
these: 1. Toou shah giv women rqual rights with
men. 2. Tbou sbalt !!'IV a fair day's pay for a fair
clay's work, anrl the I• borer shall share with the
capit<tlist in the profits of their enterprises.
a. Thou shalt not pmt.ec t one industry at the
expensa of another, aud thou shalt not refnlle free
trade with other natious. 4. Tbou shalt tax all
proporty alike. religious or se~ular. 5. Thou shalt
not giv religious instruction in public schools, nor
force any to PRY for the support of relillious practices which they do not aPProve. 6. Thou shalt
not aclv<~.nce the price of mercbanrl1se by" corners." 7. Tbnu • halt lay up treasure upon earth,
bnt thou shalt usA it for the benefit of man.RobeJ•/, c. A<larn~. [~OTE.-A.nd all the people shall
say: Lnrcl, hav mercy up >n us, and write all these
laws-bnt especially t-he fourth-in our hearts, we
beseech tbee.-Ih!axJ
THE l\'hterialist snbj~cts the Bible to the same
canons of evideiJce,. and judges as to its historical
authentiCitY ancl its vRlue by the same rules of
critioi•m. that he emplovs when be reads Tacitus
or Livy, Tlmc)·clirles or Xenophou. He accepts as
probable wba.t seems nRtural and reasonable,
while be rejects withont fear or hesitation everything miraculous or plainly fnbnlmts. "It is an
absolute rule of criticiPm," says Renan, "to exclude from hi•tnry every event of a miraculous
oh>~.rnoter."-Un<l<rtcooa•s

Mate1·lallsm antl Chrts-

tlanttl/.

1\hAN thonl!'h I am, not wholly so,
Smcc qutcken·d by thy breath;
0 lead rue, wheresoe'er I go,
Turough thi• day's life or death.
This rlny be breRd and peace my lot;
All else beneath the sun
Thou ltnow'st if he•t bestow'd or not,
And let thy will be done.
-Pove•s Un!versaz Pf'aver.
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IN' Breslau, Germany, a chimney fifty-four 1 CoL. ZEB WAR~, of Little Roclt Ark.
feet in bight has been constructed entirely of thinks that he was the last man to ~ay fo;
1
solid blocks of paper firmly compressed to- a negro slave in this country. A negro
.
gether, the blocks being placed carefully one' woman, who had been in his possession for
'fHE Herald-Times, the lead~ng Republican on the top of the other and joined together, several years while a suit regarding her ownpaper of Gouve;neur, N.Y., m commenting! with a special cement. The chimney is non-· ership was pending, afterward brought suit
upon th: asser~wn of a speaker before the. inflammable, and by the nature of the mate- against him for services, and gained a verEvangehcal Alliance that our public school rial quite secure from lightning. Experi- diet. When Colonel Ward made out a check,
system and. the pr~ss a~e dangerous agen~ies ments .are being made to prepare paper in he worded it: ,., To pay for the last negro that
for promotiDg soCial VIce, takes the occas10n such form as to supersede many metals.
will ever be paid for in this country."
to remark : '' The men
'
who, under the impulsion
of religious duty, oppose
our public school system
are reinforced by others
from less commendable
motivs. Many are actuated by their interest in
the various sectarian
theological schools.
Then it is only natural
that the clergy should
r e g a r d with suspicion
any power which they
bav been led to believe is
responsible for the waning influence of the pulpit. The press and popular education are closely
associated with the live
thought of the day. They
are identified with our
civilization. If they must
be overpowered and suppressed as a condition to
the revival of pulpit influence, the prospect of
that revival is not encouraging. The wheels
of progress will roll on.
Those who would not be
left behind, clergy or
laity, must wake up.
The truth is that the
pulpit needs life. Its
voice does not reach more
than a third of the American population. M:;.ch
of the world has moved
away from it. Half of
the cler,ry are practically
dead. They belong to
another age. They can
not comprehend the conditions of to-day and the
certainties of the future."

IJlolts and g[lippings.

A MAN named Percell, recently arrested for
perjury in his divorce suit in Kansas City,
blames his attorney f•>r hi!~ trouble, and says
that the lawyer fix:ed up the schedule of questions and answers, and that he followed his
directions in swearing. His reasons for getting a divorce were that he and his wife
could not liv pleasantly together, and that
when they went to church they. could not
keep step with each other.
SoME intere!ting particulars are given in the
"Catholic Directory" for
1888, just published by
Messrs. Burns & Oates,
regarding the progress of
Catholicism in England.
While the number of
bishops remains the
same, that of priests has
been increased by 49,
and reaches a total of 2,648. The number of
churches and chapels is
1,631, showing an increase of 21 during the
year just closed. Of
the secular clergy ordained priests for England and Wales during
the past twelve months
the numberwas47. The
" Directory"
contains
much information concerning Catholicism in
the British empire, within which there are now
25 archiepiscopal and 96
episcopal sees, 19 vicariates apostolic, and 10
pr~:fectures apostolic-in
all 150 sees, seven of
which are vacant. The
Catholic population of
England is estimated at
l .354.000; of Scotland at
326,000; of Ireland at 3,961,000: total, 5,641,000.
In the colonies there are
175,000; in Asia. 980,000; in America, 2,183,000; in Australasia, 568,000 Catholic British subjects. As queen and em.
press her majesty reigns
over 9,682,000 Catholics.
They are represented in
the imperial Parliament
by 32 peers, and by 5
English and 75 Irish
members. There are 9
Catholics in the privy
council, and there arc 40
Catholic peers, 51 baronets, and 20 lords with
courtesy titles.

THE Philadelphia North
American ·says that the
United States senators
stay in the lobby wbile
the $900 chaplain offers
prayer,. giving as an .excuse that they don't need
to be prayed for. The
probability, however, is
that they regard the chapDR. HuRsT writes to
lain as a perfunctory nuiHm·per's Magarine that
sance and his prayer as
there are six hundred nawasted wind. The chaptiv newspapers in India,
lain should go. T h e
all of which, with the
United States governexception of about halfment has no businesR
a-dozen, are bitterly opteaching religion.
posed to Christianity.
FoR some weeks paet
Societies
are now being
From
St.
Mary's
Messenger.
an unusually large quanFOR organized for the dissemtity of potatoes has been
THE
SPOTLESS
LAMB
BLOOD OF
ination of the skeptical
exported from Irish ports AN OFFERING OF THE
IN
-cPURGATORY.
writings of England and
OF
SOULS
RELIEF
f •r America. At present
THE
America. An important
the potatoes are being
one is in operation from Labore, as a center,
rapidly bought up in the
THE watch without bands which has re- that separates each passing minute. There
north of IrelaLd for that purpose. From cently been brought before the public is sim- is not only an optical signal given, but also while another has its headquarters in BeBelfast potatoes are being extensivly for- ply a watch with ordinary wheelwork, in an acoustic one, since at every change of nares. The picture of the-gods best known in
the Hindoo pantheon are even lithographed
warded to various ports for shipments.
which the intermediate teeth are wanting, figure the ear perceives a slight sound, and in Germany and England and sold in Calcutta.
it
becomes
useless
for
one
to
consequently
THE weekly pay-roll of the Singer Sew- and which gear every minute and hour only. examin his watch in order to measure a given Nativ rajahs interest themsclvs in circulating
ing Machine Company at Elizabeth, N. J., The contrivance, though admitted to possess interval of time-a feature of special value to Flindoo tracts, and hav adopted shrewd methamounts to $35.000, and that at Glasgow, some inconveniences, is, on the other hand, engineers, physicians, officers, travelers, and ods to carry on their work. One rajah is
where one-third more people are employed, claimed to present some genuin preferences observers. The experimenter is thus enabled printing just now, at his own expense, 200,000
to $l8,000. While tile employees of Eliza. over the ordinary make. Thus, tbe construeto tell exactly when a minute begins and Hindoo tracts, and intends to distribute them
beth earn pearly $13 a week, the Glasgow lion not only allows the reading to be accuat the large fairs of north India.
rate, but also admits of estimating the time ends.
employee earns $5 for the same lab:>r.
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Al"omtnunicalions.
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The Distribution of Wealth.

n would be impossible for oninipotence to conceive a happier method of existence than that by
which action should be made essential to the mainterrance of existence, anJ rest should intervene periodically for the restoration of the power exhausted
by action. Only in this way can man enjoy the duplicate happiness derived from the antipodal sources
of action and rest. If a man could enjoy ceaselessly
the pleasures of action, the pleasures of rest, contemplation and rEflection, which are action in another
form; would be unknown to him. So if he could
enjoy inaction ceaselessly, he would miss the pleas·
ures of action, correspondence of day and night with
action and rest. · On this thread constitutionally all
our be~ds are strung. Our lives, that we may really
liv, must alternate between action and rest. To do
so there must be motive for both, as the pendulum
of a clock finds in its spring its motiv to action and
in gravity its motiv to rest. So the soul finds in
the daily need of nutriment, shelter, and clothing its
moliv for action, and in its need of recuperation
from the exhaustion induced by action its motiv for
rest., reflection, and thought. Hence man's soul
swings like a pendulum, with want as its gravity and
wealth as its spring, by the law, written in all his
members, arteries, and nerves, that action shall produce both exhaustion in those members and supplies
of nutrition for them, and that rest shall intervene
action, in order that leisure, intellect, and reflection
may exist, and the pleasure of life may be doubled.
No man can quarrel, therefore, with that fundamental
article in the constitution of man, that he shall liv
by alternations of action and rest, and if he fails in
the action or fails in the rest he shall die. The
action essential to liv we call production. If he
who carries it on does so at his ow·n cost, i. e., furnishes his own implements, capital, and means of
subsi;otence, he is a producer. If he has to hav the
capital and means of subsistence furnished to him,
and, like a horse or steam engip, has to be set to
work by the exterior force of an employer, whether
the inducement be force or wages, he is a mere
worker, on a level with a horse or steam engin for
the time being, while his employer and not he is the
producer, because his employer produces his work.
When labor is defined or conceived as the act of
working for wages without capital, it cannot be said
to be a producer of anything but its own wages .. Suppose John Smith to be the worker and the product-to
be ten yards of carpeting daily. He! says: "I produce
these ten yards daily. If I stop work, they will stop
coming.'' He stops; but lo! the ten yards daily do not
cease coming. Why1 . Because the same force, want
and wages, whereby the employer caused him to produce them, now cause Richard Roe to produce them.
Hence all that Smith produced was the diversion of
his weekly wages from others to himself. Wagework is not a producer of any other wealth than
that which the wage-worker saves. It is not an independent productiv agent at all. It is like a loom,
a plow, or an anvil-a mere implement that has to be
set to work, and fed, clothed, and housed while
working. Both employer and employee work with
want before them, but the employer is laboring to
relieve his own wants by serving his customers, the
employee by suving his employers.
·when the fabric is woven, the loom cannot say, I
wove it; neither can the loom-tender. The only
producer is he who combined the capita], labor, and
raw materials, risking liis own means on the chance
that the price of the fabric would exceed its cost
and taking the diffdrence as his profit. Hence the
enterpriser and profit-maker is the moving producer. The wage-worker produces nothing but his
wages. In the work of production he figure~ merely
as an implement, or as raw material which has to be
bought and paid for at its market value, like pig iron,
or coal, or horse-power. In his capacity as a man be
is entitled to be treated as a man, but in his capacity
as vendor of a commodity he is entitled only to the
competitiv value of that commodity, precisely the
eame as his employer is with the product of his
labor. When the Socialists get together, therefore,
and resolve that labor, meaning thereby the helpless labonr that works for wag~>s, produces all
wealth, they start with a self-evident error of fact, as
it is wealth, and the wealth of others, too, that produces. this kind of labor. Employed labor cannot
be a first cause of anything, since it implies an employer who is its own cause.
· Production, therefor£>, and not mere labor, causes
wealth, and, by means of wealth, supports mankind.
Production consists either in bringiug into existence
something which mankind will" enjoy, or in forwarding that which already exists to the use, place, and
person most in need .of it, either by change in its
form, chan_ge in its place, or change in its ownership.
· Economic law causes. the production of wealth to
~9 on under th~ op.eratwn of two ~orc~s, viz., d_ecline
m value and nse m value. Declme m value 1s due
to the fact that every man's power of consumption

is extremely limited compared with his capacity;
either singly or in asso~iation with. others, to _pro"duce wealth. Advance in value is due to the fact
that whatever we produce above .what we conimme,
gains value only as we get it into the hands of those,
who.need it and do not produce it.
For instance, the grower of wheat can himself consume but six bushels of wheat per year, but he can
produce, say 1,000 bushels; the other 994: bushels
hav no intrinsic value to him. Their highest value
will be found only in dividing them among 165 persons and getting their return services. To one man
and in one place they are worthless ; to another in
another place they are pri~eless. Tlftl wheat needs
two changes of form, viz.: first into flour, and ~hen
into bread; twenty changes of ownership, and 1,000
to 4,000 miles of change of place, to bring it to the
point where it is most needed for consumption. At
each stage of these needed changes, the wheat undergoes a rise of price slightly exceeding the cost of
making the change. This excess of rise in price over
cost of making the change is the profit, which is the
moving-spring in causing every change the wheat
passes through between Dakota and Boston, because the profit is proportionate to the demand, and
the demand is the measure of the want.
The profit does not come as a necessity, or as a
compensation for service rendered, but the service is
rendered because the profit is foreseen; for if the
profit-maker calculates unwisely, he may make a loss.
He may so grind the wheat that it will net him lesa
in flour than it was worth as wheat., or lel'!s in bread
than it was worth as flour, or it may be worth less in
Boston than it was worth in New York, and so the
last change of place may be made at a loss. Hence
the profit-maker is the. grand steerer of this whole
system of exchange which feeds mankind daily by its
standing miracle. He makes profits when he steers
industry from where it iEl less needed to where it is
more needed and gathers up as wrecks the losses of
those who try to steer industry where there is no
sailing room.
This law of advancing value as the commo~ity
approaches the· point, form, and person, in greatest
need, and declining value on all surplus not so forwarded, affects also every person with whom the
wheat-producer exchanges, the producer of other
foods, clothing, metals, ornament, shelter, amusement, education, worship, ostentation, association,
and social position. The preacher's sermon declines peremptorily and sharply in value if he can
get no congregation of sinners still in their sins.
The lawyer's plea shrivels into worthless words unless he can find some just client unjustly charged.
The doctor's pill loses its financial potency to fill his
purse except as invalids wai~ to be lifted by it down
rnto Siloam's healing pool.
So the law of declining_ value attacks like moths
last year's clothing, last month's books, the house
growing old, and even the labor that machinery
supersedes, while the law of advancing values goes
before mankind a pillar of cloud by day and of fire
by night, now guiding them to California or Dakota,
to-day sending corn up and wheat down, to-morrow
adding half a cent to Lackawanna stock or taking off
two points more from Wabash, but ever controling
the investment of all the capital of mankind and
directing it by the single motiv of profit, as in vegatation the growth of every leaf and twig is guided by
the single motiv, light.
·
Obviously, in a humane point of view it is to the
supreme interest of all mankind that those forms of
wealth capable of being enjoyed and consumed
should be distributed among all men as equally as
possible, so that all shall enjoy as nearly alike as
their capacities for enjoyment admit, while those
forms of wealth which cannot be enjoyed by anybody, but merely used in forwarding the means of
enjoyment to those who need them, such as railroads,
shtps, banks, land, buildings, machinery, should be
so owned that mankind shall get their use of them at
the lowest cost. The two kinds of. wealth, consumable and reproductiv, sustain toward each other the
same relation as water or gas pipes in a city sustain
to the people. The pipes may be owned by a private
monopoly, or by the city, or each man may own so
much of them: as are on his own premises, or all
these three plans may be combined, the question, Who
owns tbe pipes! b~;ing subordinate to the question,
By which mode of ownership will they bring the
water supply most certainly, cheaply, and cleanly to
all!
So the question, Who owns the ]and, mines, furnaces, factories, railroads, indeed, all roads and all
the machinery of industry, is subordinate to the
question, Under what mode of ownership, whether in
common and equal or massed into large fortunes in
private hands, do we find that men and women attain
to the most general, abundant, and equal enjoyment
of consumable values!
Now, the cheapest mode, in the first instance, in
which society can get the benefits 11rising from their
use is for society at large not to invest anything in
or risk anything upon their construction wbatev~r,
but to let those who hav saved means or made profits
out of previous undertakirlgs create and build them
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wholly at their own risk an~ c.ost for the profi·t·t.hey
can milke out of them; This 1s exactly what .soCiety
at 1aige does. It gets all its ~ines·opened without
risH:ing any.thing OJ?- th~ question .whe~her th~y !lre
worth openmg; al11ts rallroads butlt w1thout rtskmg
a dollar on the question whether they will get traffic
enough to run them; all its stores built and filled
with goods without any public risk; and finally even_
gets all labor employed by private capital. without
the acknowledgment of any droit dtt travail or
right to be employed on the part of the laborer a~
against. the state. Inasmuch as the aggregate SOCIety gets all this in the first instance _fo: absolutely:'
nothing, neither paying a dollar nornskmg a dollar·
for any for.ward step in t_he march of_ enteL·pris~;~ and:
industry, but allowing private capitb.lists to go to rack
and ruin by thousands in _the task, it would seem
that at least in the first instance society gets its
industries set in motion at the lowest possible cost:
and on the most economical terms, for that which
costs us nothing, but is worth everything, is ordi-~
narily accounted cheap.
If therefore, society loses at any point by thE!.
mode in which its reproductiv wealth, its mines,
factories, ships, banks, lands, buildings, and railways
are held, it must be through the economic law which
masses their ownership into the hands of the profitmakers in large blocks, one profit-maker obtaining
the owner~hip and control of a disproportionately
and unprofitably large quantity of reproductiv wealth. ·
Here, however, we find ourselvs met by another.
economic law as peremptory as that which limits
consumption; prevents a man wearing more than
one two, or three coats at a time, or eating more
tha~ three meals a day, or sleeping in more than one
room at the same time-viz., that the larger the
accumulation of reproductiv capital in a single
hand, the lower the charge per cent it exacts from
the community for its service.
The newsboy, with $1 of capital, buys 100 papers
for one cent each, and sells them for two, making
100 per cent in half a day. With $6, he will hire five
boys to sell for him at thehalves, and make $2.50 on
their earningfl, thus increasing his actual earnings to
$3.50, but reducing his rate per ceRt to 50 per cent
per day. With $~00 capital h9 sets up a news-stand,
and is happy if he makes $5, or 5 per cant a day.
With $1,000 he falls to 100 per c:mt a year. With
$10,000 he is content to rise to an income of $3,000
year, though his rate per cent sinks from 100 to 30.
With $100,000 he makes, perhaps, $10,00() net, aad
on a· cool milliou he i:~ glad. to net 4 per cent, his
income now rising to $40,000. With the increase i'l
his principal he gets a continual abi!olute increase of
yearly income, but the c:>mmunity get the service
rendered to it by his capital at a continually lessenin~ rate of compensation.
This holds as to all modes of investment in reproduciiv wealth. Hence, no fact can be plainer than
that the social aggregate makes a grea.t economic
saving, by concentrating the ownership of its reproductiv wealth in the hands of a few large capita~ists,
over what it could make by dispersing its ownership
among many small ones. Even the concentratioN of
land estates under the English land system makes
rents cheap, for the larger the landlord the lower and
more liberally he rents his land. Thoug-h the aggregate wealth of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Ireland is one-sixth greater than the wealth of
France, yet the total value of land in England is to
that of land in France only as 9 to 14:, thus showing
that the system of small owners practiced in France
makes land dear, while the English system of large
owners makes it cheap. Rents of like property are a
third cheaper in England than in America, and both
in England and America are cheaper ut the hands of
the large than of the small landlords. So the large
capitals carry cheaper on railways than the small,
manufacture cheaper, mine cheaper, raise· wheat
cheaper in Dakota, and cattle cheaper in ~ ew Mex~
ico. Everywhere, in short, the commumty, considered as consumers of the products of reproductiv
c11pital, get those prod~cts cheaper by reason of the
large capitals, and pay a lower 1 ate per cent of compensation to the large capitalh,t than to the small.·
If the same law holds in all Ci!.Ses-:md only time is
needed to show that it does-this proves that neither
in the first iQstance, nor in the long run, do the
aggregate of society make anything but a gain by the
concentration into few hands of the capitals invested
in reproductiv industry.
Much, if not all, of the difference between barbarism and slavery as they exist in Africa, on the Congo,
and in the Soudan, and civilization as it exists in
Europe and America, consists in differences of conduct which grow out of the presence .of capital in
civilization and its absence on the Congo. In civilizll.tion all industry and labor are organized iuto an
industrial army that moves han:noniou!!ly to its common work, through the inducements of profit to the
officers or captains, and wages to the privates or;
workmen, from among whom the officers are being
continually chosen. On the Congo, Niger, and Sou·
dan force is the sole organizer of labor, and slavery
reigns. In London and New York, under the in-'
fluence of motive of profit, thousands of bankers are
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daily cashing the drafts of men they never s~w for
sums that in Africa would buy a kingdom.
On the Congo, Stanley found that strangers, who
never saw him before, burnt with a sudden passion
to kill and eat him. Yet the savage on the Congo
.eats a stranger from precisely the same motiv as the
banker on the Thames cashes his certified draft, viz.,
to better his own condition. The difference consists
.wholly in the existence in England of an organization
of industry through capital, and in Africa of its
absence.
You know that if even 50,000 men come together,
as on the Potomac in 18Hl, to cooperate toward a
_common purpose, so long as they are equals and no
_one man has authority over another they are a useless, disorganized mob, a terror to their friends
and a scorn to their enemies. In what does their
. organization consist 1 Simply in recognizing or creating inequalities of rank and grade among them,
placing the sergeant over the private; the lieutenauts
over the sergeants; the captains over the lieutenants;
the majors over the captains, and so on up through
adjutants, lieutenant· colo~els, colonels, brigadiers,
major-generals, and generals to the commander-inchief; and in differentiating them into squads, companies, battalions, regiments, brigades, divisions, corps,
and armieP, and assigning some to artillery, cavalry, infantry, skirmishing, scouting, sappers and miners, commissary,quartermaster, surgeons, and care of prisol)ers.
So long as all men in t be army were equals, the army
was a useless mob. When it is brought to its highest stage of organizition and efficiency and has
fought twenty battles, no two men in it are quite
equal, but each always knows when to giv way to
the. ot}:ler. This subordination, from intelligent motivs, constitutes military Effectivness. It is not arbitrary. The colonels average a higher efficiency than
the privates as a rule, and the generals are apt to be'
more efficient than the colonels.
. In civilization, this organization of workers is ef-_
fected through capital. Every capitalist is limited'
in the number of workers he can command only by
his possession of the means to keep them prodnctivly employed and the sagacity to so employ them
with reference to the demand of society for their
product that such product shall always sell for
enough more than it costs him to produce it to keep
his waste of capital renewed, and to leave a constant
increase to its volume. If he does not do this, he
loses his capital and returns to the wage-workers.
As a .man may become a great soldier without being
great in any other respect, and as he generally is
without eloquence, or poetic genius, or fine artistic
sense, so a man may be a great accumulator of wealth
without being an able man in any other way. A great
commander must, however, hav strong fighting sense
-i.e., marked capacity to know how one force of
men can be overcome by another. So a great capitalist must hav the value sense-i. e., must keenly
feel every waste, perceive every economy, and know
every time what will sell for more to-morrow than it
is worth to-day. For, as we hav already proved that
the interests of society require that roproductiv
wealth shall be concentrated, just as power in an
army is concentrated upon its officers, yet that those
officers shall hav the qualities that constitute the
fighting sense-viz., courage, coolness, indomitable
will, sagacity to see the enemy's weak point, and untiring vi~ilance-so must the capitalist hav the value
· sense. When Stephen Girard was going through a
,market and saw a poor man buying some chickens
'for breeding, he stopped. "Not the right bargain for
you," said he; "too many roosters there for the pullets." On another occasion, when a broker was try·
ing to insure some ships for him and he was holding
the broker off at at:m' s length waiting for news, he
discovered that what the broker really meant was to
find out that the vessels were safe before he insured
them. Girard got the news first that the vessels
. were lost, and sent the following word to the broker:
"If the policies are not yet issued, don't send them.
I hav heard from all the ships." The broker replied:
" I greatly regret, but the policies were all issued
yesterday. and the bearer will call on you for the
premium." So Girard paid the premium, and shortly
after collected the insurance. Girard thus made a
handwme profit out of the dishoneflty that was trying to cheat him.
VAN BuREN DENSLow.
(To BE CONTINUED.]
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The Age of Man on the Earth.
It is seen that the problem presented to modern
research is this: Laying side by side the lists of
kings given by Herodotus; the lists of kings given
by Manetho; the lists of kings given by Erastosthanes, and afterward carried out and completed by
Apollodorus; the lists of kings given in what is
known as the Turin papyrus (of a period somewhere
between 1000 and 1500 B c.); the lists of kings as
deciphered from the existing monuments of Egyptto determin by comparison and equation of dates the
hue chronology for the period.
One chief difficulty is this-whether any, or a few,
_or many of the kings belonging to the dynasties commencing with Menes and ending with the subjugation

of E~ypt. by_ the_ Pe~si~ns were contemporaneousthat rs, re1g~mg m different parts of the country at
the sam? time; or whether all the dynasties were
con_secubv-that is, succeeding each other in chronol?grca~ order from first to last. A comparison of one
·hst Wl~~ another always shows discrepancies and
absurdrt.res, and some archeologists and historians
hav decrded the question in one way and some in
another.
.
Another msuperable difficulty is the want of evideuce ~afore dynasty 18 from- which those lists can
be ven~ed. So~e hav proposed, where there are
blanks 1n the eVIdence, to construct chronologies on
the genealogical method, while others maintain that
"if this method of computing by genealogies fails
where we hav a genealogical list, obviously it cannot
be applied to dynastic lists which we do not know to
be genealogical. The average length of reigns is
~sually different from, and less than, that of generatr?ns, and we ~annot tell the averag~ length of reigns
wrthout ~noWifi:g. the law ?f. suc~esswn of ~he country and r.ts pohtwal condrttons m the perwd·under
consideration. H is, therefore, especially hazardous
thus to measure the Egyptian chronology before dynasty 18. at which time ascending genealogical evidance fails us."
Such is the difficult and fabulous aE!pect of the
question. No wonder Durviage says, "The accounts
which ancient writers giv of the early history of
Egypt are so contradictory and improbable that it is
needless to allude to them in a work which professes
to deal with matte1s of fact."
Therefore, it may be assumed that approximativ
chronology of E!!:vpt begins with the epoch of dynasty 18, about 1591 n.c. From that time forward
the lists of kings given by ancient writers can be
verified by architectural monuments and fragmentary remains; and a more definit chronology begins with the synchronism of Egyptian and Hebrew history at· the acc!3ssion of dynasty 22, about
980 B c.
· It is, indeed, surprising that anyone will attempt
to resist_ the Mosaic records, by impugning their veracity, when the evidence by which their falsity is to
be proven are chronologies constructed from lists
contradictory and impossible, and which cannot be
verified by either monumental evidence or genealogical lists prior to the accession of the 18th dynasty;
their verification during the long blank periods,
when there were no monumentil, being the result of
conjecture and hypothesis.
·
Now I will take up the question of the antiquity
of the Chinese and briefly examin it. First, we are
given this quotation from Meadows, taken from the
duke of Argyll's" Primitiv Man," as follows: "There
is another civilization which appears to be almost as
ancient as that of Egypt and which has been far
more enduring. The authentic records of the Chinese empire are said to begin 2400 B.c., three hundred years before Abraham. They begin, too, apparently, with a kingdom already established, with a
capital city and with a settled government."
The professor forgot to giv any part of the duke's
argument upon this question, but next asserted that,
"according to Bunsen, another great authority, it
took five thousand years to form the Chinese Janguage, which was begun about 20,000 B c."
As to the first. According to the Encyclopedia
Britannica, also a very great authority, the "Chinese
history begins by describing the nucleus of the nation
as a little horde of wanderers roving among the forests of Shan-sa, without houses, without clothing,
without fire to cook their victual~:~, and subsisting on
the spoils of the chase, eked out with roots and
insects."
As to the origin of the Chinese race, "investigation
has proved beyond a doubt that these wanderers
were no indigenous sons of the soil, but were
strangers and pilgrims from other lands, and that
they established small colonies on the fertil soil
of the modern province of Shan-sa. Though these
immigrants were for the moment wanderers, and
notwithstanding the apparent evidence in favor of
their having been originally a nomadic rather than
an agricultural people, it becomes abundantly evident,
from the earliest records they possess, that, at all
events, immediately on their arrival in China, they
settled down as agriculturists. Tirey cultivated grain
for their sustenance, and flax, which they wove into
garments. They knew the value of silk-worms and
planted the mulberry-tree; they developed trade and
established fairs at certain centers of their districts.
Neilher were they destitute of the elements of intellectual culture, and in all probability they brought
with them an at:!quaintanceship with hieroglyphic
writing."
Johnson's Universal Cyclopedia, another work of
great authority, says that "the histor.ical period,
·according .to most authorities, begins with the year
2207 B.o, though some dates previous to that time
are gi>en with tolerable certainty. Bunsen, however,
states that systematic Cbinese history hardly goes
farther back than 1991 n.c., the date of the accession
of the great emperor Yu, the Charlemagne of the
East who extended the sway of the Shan-sa dynasty
to southern China." Then we may assume w1th a
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reasonable degree of certainty, allowing the professor
about two hundred years of traditional history, that
the Chinese empire was founded about 2400 B. o.
Then, according to his own figure!', the Chinese empire was founded more than seven hundred years
after the Septuagint date for the deluge, a period of
sufficient length for immigrants to settle the country
and found a great empire.
In the next place, Professor Moss's quotation, in
respect to the Chinese . language, is manifestly an
absurdity. The fact is this, it is the leading member
of the group of monosyllabic languages which are
found in southeastern Asia, and is described as monosyllabic. Tbis monosyllabism is not a state to
which it has been reduced by a process of phonetic
decay, but manifestly a primitiv condition. It is a
language in its most ancient form, and represents a
E~tage out of which all other languages hav passed,
from which they hav all been formed or developed.
Chi~ese ~ords are hardly part~:~ of speech in the
~ense m whwh we use the term, being to a great extent
m the root state. They are altogether destitute of
inflection, or even agglutination. The substantivs
are indeclinable, and the verbs cannot be conjugated.
The language is destitute of an alphabet, and is
expressed on paper in thousands of distinct symbols.
Therefore it is a language of monosyllabic roots,
every root a word, and every word a root, which as
regards its written character has been arrested in its
development, and crystallized in its most ancient
form, by the early occurrence of a period of great
literary activity. (See Encyclopedia Britannica and
Johnson's Cyclopedia on Chinese Languagf>.)
H is, therefore, manifestly plain, that the single
assertion that "it took 5,000 years t.o form the
Chinese language," when, in fact, it never was
formed, or developed beyond the root stage, is an
utter absurdity; then, with all these indisputable
facts before us, substantiated as they are by a large
ms j ority of the most eminent authorities, we are
forced to the conclusion that this entire quotation
from Bunsen is a gross misstatement of historical
evidence.
I would suggest to the professor that he turn his
attention to some other fields, for thus far we find
the scripture records fully vindicated.
·
As this article is longer than it ought to be, I will
answer his geological speculations in the next.
J. W. GRABILL.

The Gospel Aecording to Common Sense.
TEE KINGDOIII OF HEAVEN.
Literally a kingdom of air and emptiness. The
poor man's only inheritance. We cannot liv very
well without it, but unfortunately we cannot liv upon
it. Jesus frankly told his disciples that it was not
meat and drink, yet advises them to giv up all that
represented meat and drink for the sake of enjoying
it. No wonder the rich young man declined the exchange, although he felt sorry to do so. Perhaps he
had learned by experience that it is impossible to fill
an empty stomach with the "bare imagination of a
feast." Most inheritors of the kingdom of heaven
would gladly barter their birthright for a few acres
of solid land, or even, like Esau, for a bowl of porridge. When we are young and enthusiastic we
sometimes fancy we hav secured the inheritance
without complying with the conditions. We enter
into our kingdom of air and begin to build castles in
it. Youth, wealth, and high spirits are favorab!e
conditions under which to "follow Jesus," but then
they do not last. And even whilst they do last, these
qualifications produce wants and desires the gratification of which is incompatible with a life of celibacy
and poverty. The union of true youthful saints is a
hopeless affair unless one of them turns out to be a
devil in disguise. And then we find that whilst the
saint is luxuriating in the possession of a fanciful
kingdom, it is the fire of the devil's kindling that
·keeps the pot boiling.
We cannot gat on without the devil anyhow. Even
Jesus, who may be supposed to be a good judge of
character, chose one devil among the twelve, who
was appointed treasurer and general business managar. A kirigdom without an exchequer cannot
stand, even if .it be the kingdom of heaven. And
thus we find to the present day that the churches of
Christ are always requiring funds, and they employ
devils to collect them. A minister can no more get
on without a devil than can a printer. Efen John
the Baptist, who invented the kingdom of heaven,
who ministered in the open air, bad no pew rents to
collect, and apparently lived without eating and
drinking, was said to hav a devil, who found him in
locusts and wild honey. Jesus made no pretense to
asceticism, and was not even a total abstainer, but be
undoubtedly had a devil, who kept him at one time
for forty days without food, and tauntingly asked
him if he could make bread out of stones. And
when the devil was tired of teasing Jesus, he went
and got him something to eat. It is said that angels '"
ministered to him.- Our estimation of good and evil,
of angels and devils, is greatly influenced by the
state of the stomach. We are obliged to come down
from cur fanciful kingdom when the dinner hour is
long overdue. And when we are very sharp set, we
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do not too curiously inquire who is the caterer or
who the cook.
The disciples of Jesus soon found out the unsubstan·
tial nature of their inheritance as far as this world is
concerned, and contrived to convert it into an imaginary post-obit. We shall enter into heaven, they
say, when we die. But do we! The dying person,
whether sainb or sinner, does not evaporate into thin
air, but remains where he is; and the holiest person
that E'ver lived will stink and become a nuisance if
not decently interred. Even if we believe the outrageous fiction that Jesus was seen walkiBg about
after the crucifixion with a hole in his side big
enough to thrust a man's hand into, how do we account for the fact that such a phenomenon is unique?
And where is the heaven located into which he was
said to ascend? Those who go up in a balloon say
the higher you ascend the colder it becomes, and the
less habitable the air; and there is nothing to eat
except what you carry up from below. Of the two
habitations, I should prefer the Christian hell. It
is at least warm there, and we may as well burn as
freeze. As to burning forever and ever, that is about
as reasonable as to liv forever and ever on air.
0UTIS.

g[~~ JJm~rican ~~cular

lfnion.

of Christian Teachers," and, .being invited to criticise,
informed the audience that he was neither shocked
nor surprised, and had been giving expression to
similar sentiments. This astounded his auditors, and
they gave the new apostle of mental freedom a hearty
welcome.
A few days later Mr. Wilkins called on the wri~er
in. exuberant spirits and exhibited a paper sent him
by several gentleman admirers who subscribed $10?
each for the erection of a Liberal Temple for an antislavery-of-the-mind society among his race.
Mr. Wilkins had been holding independent meetings, where portions of Ingersoll's works were read
and discussed by his audience, in a hall hired for
that purpose at 2,906 State street. He has received
numerous threatening letters, warning him to discontinue his unorthodox ministrations,· or dire consequences would follow, to whic~, howe~er, he paid .no
attention. Last Sunday evenmg, while conducting
services at the above number, he was informed
that his house was on fire, and on arriving at his residence, 2,910 Dearborn street, he found his home
practically ruined and his furniture destroyed: Surmising that it might be the work of enemies, but
having no proofs, Mr. Wilkins said nothing, but on
Thursday he was the recipient of the following letter:
CITY, Jan. 5, 1888.

MR. WILKINS: We hav warned you that you cannot preach
against orthodox religion. We believe you are teacuing a
religion from the devil, and we set your house afire in three
piaces, but it burnt in only one. We will kill you before
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President.
you shall hurt us with your new r~l.igion. Our white orthoE. A. STEVENS, Secretary, - - - 750 West Lake St., Chicago. dox churches tell us to run you out of this town, and you
CHARLES EoKH.um, Treas.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York. bav got to go. If you stay you will do so at the risk of your
E. B. FooTE• Jn., Ohair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave., New York. life. We tell you in time. This is our last warning. We
EDGAR 0. DEALL, Ohair. Fin. Com., - 27 Arcade, Cincinnati. don't want to burt you, but you must leave this place. Now
get out as quick as you can.
AN ORTHODOX.

Mr. Wilkins proposes to hold the fort, and if the
police and fire department cannot protect him, he
The first lecture of the new year and the last will furnish his orthodox fire-fiends with a fore·
lecture of the old, at the Chicago Secular Union, taste of the place they hav prepared for the devil and
E. A. STEVENS.
were memorable occasions. Christmas night, Mrs. his angels.
Freeman was, as usual, put on the list as a houseC. B. Reynolds on His ·western Tour.
drawing attraction, on account of the festiv season.
And in this respect our anticipations were fully realGALENA, KAN., Dec. 21st, 22d, 23d.-This was my
ized; besides, in her handling of her subject, "Ortho- first entrance into bleeding Kansas, and looking over
dox Problems," she seemed to surpass all previous Galena, with its little derricks, and innumerable holes
efforts. The Biblical conundrums she hurled at its from two to ten feet wide and from eight inches to
professed believers will take them several ages to several hundred feet deep, one is convinced she cersolve, and she showed up Noah's ark's architectural tainly had wounds enough, had been bled enough.
absurdities in a manner that brought forth peals of No wonder she has now gone dry!
laughter and rounds of applause. That her expected
Galena is a thriving lead and zinc mining town.
tour will be one of triumph, that she will go on Hard workers are the miners, and profitable customfrom conquering but to conquer the bigotry and ers to the town of Joplin, Mo. (Joplin is not local
superstition of our time, and that she will receive option). The requirements of the miners to estabthe recognition and encouragement that her talents lish their independence, and keep a supply of what a
so richly deserve, is the heartfelt wish of every mem- fanatical law denies them, results in two jug-trains a
ber of the Chicago society and all others.
day from Joplin to Galena.
·
The New Year's chimes, "Ring out the Old, Ring
Here I found a warm welcome from that young
in the New," were well performed by Prof. W. S. Bell, and enthusiastic worker for human progress, Will.
who ·gave his first lecture before our society on the E. Gault, the noble son of a right noble sire-Elias
first day of the year, appropriately choosing as his H. Gault, of Kalamazoo, Mich. Willie when only a
subject those funda~ental bases of h~man society, youth evinced an investigativ spirit, and insisted on
"Liberty nnd Morahty"-a good topic for a New answers to his, Why! He obtained a copy of Thomas
Year's discourse. Mr. Bell's lecture was a profound Paine's "Age of Reason." His parents-then most
presentation of the philosophy of the individualistic devout Methodists-were much horrified to find him
school, interspersed with sufficient facetious allusions in possession of such a "dreadful wicked book," but
to retain the attention of the average audience he coaxed his mother to read a little of it, and she in
while placing before them abstractions of philosophy. turn coaxed her husband to listen to her reading of
Those who in the discussion disagreed with Mr. Bell it, and the result was the Methodist church lost two
acknowledged the ability with which he had presented of its best and most highly esteemed members.
his theory of "Liberty and Morality." T.be telling
Under the enthusiasm of W. E. Gault and that
points were frequently applauded, and Mr. Bell feels sturdy son of Vulcan, H. I. Forgey, the Liberal
that he scored a success before as critical an audience friends rallied and arrangements were completed for
as assembles between Chicago and New York. It me to deliver three lectures. The first evening's
was my intention to send .you a synopsis of his lect- attendance was only very moderate; the second, the
ure, but, having lost my notes, I must prepare, like hall was filled, and very great interest was awakened;
the Battle Creek Adventists, for the End-for the third evening the house was packed-standingwhich your readers will doubtless be duly grateful.
room even was at a premium. I sold large quantiRev. Bird Wilkins, for twelve years pastor of the ties of Liberal literature and obtained a number of
Bethesda Methodist church, has for months past been subscribers to periodicals. There was a general deunable to harmonize the promptings of his reason sire to hav· me lecture again on Christmas day, but I
with the requirements of the theology of his denomi- needed a rest, and had long counted on spending the
nation, and, being an advanced thinker and a cultured holiday with Mr. Gault and his wife; and then, too,
gentleman, has refrained from doing violence to his I was doubtful of the extra jug-train-feared the
conscience by compromising his convictions. His additional exhilaration might make the attendance
sermons or lectures hav for some time back been more demonstrativ than attentiv. My fears did inquite undenominational; in fact, the flavor of ortho- justice to the miners of Galena. I did not see a
doxy was conspicuous by its absence. These were drunken person in the audience either evening. It
relished by the intelligent portion of his colored con- was not possible to hav better order and attention,
gregation, among whom are many persons of educa- and on Christmas day and night, despite the abuntion and means.
dance of jugs and beer-kegs imported from Joplin, I
Iu September or October, Mr. Wilkins gave ll saw no signs of any drunkenness, except in the case
radical discourse on the condemned Anarchists, com- of a rabid fanatic named Wood, the old 'bus-driver,
paring the agitation of these social reformers to the who was full of spirits of some kind. I was adverwork which Christ attempted to inaugurate. The tised for Liberal, Monday evening, so on Sunday
preacher conclusivly proved the Communistic char- night I accompanied Mr. Gault to the express stables,
acter of Christ's teachings. It was a remarkable dis- and found the old imbecil who claims to run the concourse, being copied largely into the daily press, and cern. He promised to call for me and my baggage
creating quite a- sensation. That sermon seems to and hav all over to the depot in the morning in good
hav been the culminating point, and shortly after Mr. season; he never came near. Monday morning I
Wilkins resigned his pastorate, cut adrift from ortho- waited and waited until a quarter of an hour of train
dox moorings, and avowed himself a Freethinker, time, then I seized my grip, weighing about one
taking the influential portion of his flock with him.
hundred and twenty pounds, lefb word to forward
The ex-reverend, during Dacember, paid a visit to my trunk, and rushed frantically across lots, in hope
the Chicago Secular Union the night of Professor to reach the depot in time-to rush across holes of
Orchardson'a stinging sarcasm on the "Immorality all sizes and uncertain depths, _with little heaps,

Chicago Correspondence.

large heaps, and young mountains of loose refuse,
sand and rock in every direction, with l'ivulets of
muddy water running between, forming ditches of
from six inches to four feet wide. To jump, skip,
stumble, scramble along, gasping for -breath, the
grip seeming to double in weight at every ten rodsto hear the shrill whistle of the locomotiv-to make
one more desperate, frenzied spurt, only to find
yourself rapidly descending a big mound of debris,
and suddenly and unwillingly sit down in a shallow
mud puddle, with a very impressiv but irregular
bottom, composed of jagged pieces of rock-to find
your plug hat flying into a ditch in pursuit of a
drink, and your grip suddenly disappear, gone prospecting down an abandoned shaft-then at this moment to see the train dash up to the depot, one hundred yards ahead of you, and ere you can regain your
perpendicular or regain your voice, to see the train
move off, and know there is no other train till the
next day-! may be rash in jumping to conclusions,
but I really think thi1:1•fills the sum of human misery
in "getting left." I certainly was badly left, and I
felt it sorely, very sorely, •especially when, later on, I
attempted to sit down. On reaching the depot I
met the old idiot Wood, on his 'bus returning; he
had maliciously and wilfully left me. That the poor,
miserable wretch still lives, speaks volumes for the
restraining grace and magnanimity that Liberalism
inculcates. I telegraphed friends at Liberal I would
arrive next day.
·
LIBERAL, Mo., Dec. 27th.-A bitter cold rain-storm,
and the disappointment of night before, resulted in
only small attendance at the lecture, but all who did
attend seemed to enjoy it hugely.
I enjoyed the hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. F. L.
Yale, Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Umbrite, and good old
friend Fritz of the hotel.
I failed to meet G. H. Walser. Mr. Walser has
from the first been most generous, alike in donating
land, money, and time· to the Freethought University. When nearly all else were indifferent or opposed, Mr. Walser strove in every way, despite his
own private troubles and financial embarrassments, to
hold up the hands of Professor Leahy in establishing
the University.
Mr. Walser is an impulsiv, generous-hearted man,
intense in his likes and dislikes, p1'one to yield to the
influence of those he thinks, at the moment, are his
friends. He has large credulity, and is easily deceived-believing all who flatter him are what· they
seem. Passionate of nature, he is quick to resent,
and very fierce in his denunciation of anything that
jars on his sense of right, and is apt to be rashly
severe and vindictiv to those who oppose or in any
way offend him, although he never wearies of doiqg
favors for those who please him. That his heart is
in the work of human progress, and that he is ever
desirous to advance the interests of Liberal, his
whole life bears testimony; yet, beyond question, if
he wEmld absent himself from Liberal for a few
years he would be better appreciated ; the citizens
would become more self-reliant, and on his return he
would be surprised and delighted at the progress the
town had made.
There is great need of a new hotel-the old building is unsuitable. A really able, live hotel-keeper,
who would erect and run a really first-class hotel,
would be sure of grand success.
There is a go0d opening for a competent barber.
The gentleman who now officiates as tonsorial artist
is not a success. He handles the heads of his customers as gently ae an express baggage-man slings a
refractory trunk. As trainer for John Sullivan, as a
cannon-ball performer, or as a blacksmith's helper he
would find more congenial exercise for his energy
and surplus muscle.
A cooperativ general store, the stock owned by the
Liberals of Liberal, would be of immense advantage
and secure the profits of the trade of the town and
the surrounding country, which is now mainly monopolized by Christians.
W. S. Allison, the partner and associate editor with
Professor Leahy, of the American Idea, is a young
man of modesty, great ability, and sturdy independence, yet having a tender, sympathetic, loving nature.
He has a very clear and full sense of the high and
ennobling principles of Liberalism, and well deserves
the support of all lovers of the cause. Let all who
can afford to do so send $1, subscription price for
one year, to the American Idea, the organ of the
Freethought University, and thus help themselvs
and also a self-sacrificing worker, and aid· to establish a really excellent and needed paper.
If the people of Liberal will earnestly unite in the
establishing of some manufacturing industry, nothing
can now prevent the rapid growth and permanent prosperity of this town. But without mechanical industry, without employment for the working classes, they
will hav a long and dreary, if not hopeless, struggle.
c. B. REYNOLDS.
TrrE English religious paper called the Rock reports that
"at the Baptist chapel, Salcombe, a free tea was given
recently to old people, irrespectiv of their religiou~ belief.
Among the number were Episcopalians, Plymouth Brethren, W esleyans, Baptists, and Infidels." No comments..
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Our London Letter.

Aretrospe_ct of

th? year, now at its close, is anythmg but dtscouragmg to the Freethought party.
which must not be judged solely by the numbers
added to this or that society. The principles themselva hav, to my own knowledge, been practically
adopted by many who ~av no intention of. attaching
themselvs to any particular association. There is
still sufficient bigotry in existence to favor. persecution wherever it can be applied and even in the
present days of comparativ enlightenment it is not
always safe to openly avow heterodox opi~ions. If
perfect freedom in this respect were permitted, it
would greatly astonish many of the clergy to find
how many of the congregations had no faith whatever in the religious nostrums supplied to them.
The dissensions in the Christian seC'ts are fast
hastening the dissolution of supernatureli in. It is
not only the distinct sects that quarrel with one another, but the members of each sect are at loggerheads. There is scarcely one of them in which there
is not decided difference of opinion leading to acrimonious disputes and consequent divisions. The
whole thing is rotten to the core with simply the
shell standing, and the end must' inevitably come,
no one can say how soon.
·
Christianity has had splendid opportunities, but
unfortunately for itself it has ten-ibly abused them
perhaps more 80 ·than any other historic reli ion'
Had it adopted the humanitarian side of the do~tri~
attributed to its putativ founder it might hav so
deeply rooted itself into the heart~ of mankind as to
hav been deemed eternal, but the continual eed for
tangible wealth and power has caused the revulsion
of feeling among the more thoughtful that only in
these latter da 8 can be 80 0 en] ex ;eased
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Review of the Year in England.
Clta?"les Bradlauah in Nattonal RPformer.

The long-drawn out oath stru~gle has had this
year some new phases: The bill for giving the option of affirmation in all cases and under all circumstances where an oath is, or may be, lawfully
required was reintroduced on the first day of the
session, and has only been prevented from passing
the House of Commons by persistent blocking on the
part of some half-dozen obstructive. It has, however, in two important divisions at th·e close of an
all-night sitting, secured t.he support of a very substantial majority of . the House, so that even Mr.
Hubbard withdrew his opposition to the second
reading, and the bill ha1 ceased to be treated as a
pure party question, the Conservativ solicitor-general
having spoken and voted in favor of the measure,
and a considerable section of the Conservat.ivs being
now pledged to support it, including Lord Randolph
Churchill, who has publicly declared this in writing.
In the h,igh court of justice the judges hav declined to allow persons without religious belief to
affirm as jurors. Some of the judges hav treated
the Freethinking juror as if his unbelief were a crime,
and, while refusing his affirmation, hav compelled
him to remain in idle attendance in court to the close
of the sittings. Other judges hav more courteously
and considerately excused the juror who was ready
to perform duty, but was disabled by law from either
taking the oath or affirming.
In the coroners' courts, county courts, magistrates'
courts, there has been the most curious blundering
as to the law on affirmation, and the most extraordinary confusion as to the practice.
Some magistrates, coroners, and county court
judges hav illegally refused to take the affirmation
of non-Christian witnesses. In all such cases, immediate action has been taken either by question hi the
House of Commons or otherwise, with useful results
in getting the law accurately explained and upheld.
Many coroners-courteously enough, but quite
illegally-hav this year allowed persons without
religious belief to affirm as jurors, and in some sessions cases the same practice has been followed without legal authority.
·
Now that the heat of the Parliamentary phase of
the oath question ·has abated, less interest has been
manifested by the general public, and the energy of
the Freethought party itself has not been so marked
in petitioning Parliament for change in the law. A
considerable number of very useful resolutions in
favor of ~he 9a.Ulfil bill were, how~;~ver, ~aas~g h;r
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branches of ~he National Secular Societ.y, workmen's become slaves; for, if claimin~ another standard
clubs, and Liberal and Radical a~sociations. .
~hey are he_lpless _to uphold i_t. Large numb~rs, act~
!·~egret to record that the Liberal FederatiOn at mg under 1ts gmse, sell their characters, their conn~ottmgham took no action and expressed no opin- try, and with them the brave who strive for the
ton on the matter. The National Reform Union, liberation of all. These facts are so recklessly
1\;fanches.ter, gave considerabl~ aid in _urging the ques- igll:ored that ~ery few Secularists assum~ independent
bon o~ Its branches and therr Parliamentary repre- attttud.es. Smce alarm at legal ~sur~atton appeared,
sentattvs. .
despotic adventure has tested 1ts skill on the weakThe Gmld of St. Matthew, of which the Rev. Stew- ness of our government, and cruel persecutions aru
art D. Headlam an~ Mr. Verinder are the activ and revolting results.
?arnest _representattvs, has given very efficient help
Scientific journals,_clubs, reforms, and discussions
ID pressm~ for s~ppor~ t? the Oaths bill.
hav mended opinions of readers and thinkers, while
. If the. AffirmatiOn bt}lts. to be carried in the com- luxury and excess hav nullified the improvement in
mg sesswn, as I trust It wtll at leas~ be ~hrou~h the many of t~em; and no mea~ures but the common
Hou~e of. Comm~ns, the most acbv cooperatiOn of school, whiCh lB mostly spurtous, hav been in opera·
outstde _fnends wtll be Il:ecessary. Every branch of tion to. inform, encour~ge, and raise to self-protection
th~ Na~tonal Secular SoCiety should send up a reso- unculttvated classes, Ignorant acceptors of sordid
lubon m favor of the bill to its local M.P. an~ to the delusions and stale prejudice, of _vitiatin_g stimula~ts,
leader of the House of Commons. Workmen s clubs nostrums, and countless depravmg artiCles, makmg
and Liberal and Radical.as~ociations ~hould be ear- them crushe~ minions
~nticing powers; nor to
neatly J?ressed to pass stmllar resolutwns. All such round to pots~ and p~tnobsm the large numbers _of
resolutions should he. at o_nce reported to me, and c!ever, unconsciOus trattors who cheer. the good pnnshould be s~nt for 1nsertton to th? local press. mples of ~ngersoll and Remsburg, but contribute to
~very Freethmker summoned as a Witness, or as a the new village church and buy an annual pew in the
JUror!· can~ and m;tght to, obtain J?rinted instructions old one, j~st to appease the social and business boyfor hts ~mdance m court by sendmg to me, or to Mr. cott, seemmg not to se.e ~hat they are empowering
R. F?rder, 28 Stonecutter street, E. C., a stamped emper?rs and popes, bmldmg cathedrals for cardinals
an.d dtrected envelope. Every person summoned as and kmgs, and huts, cells, and scaffolds for their
a Jnro~ shm;ld at once carefully report to me what own children. Such compliance in our land is ample
~ransptrea In court, so that I may use each instance to supno~t a movement. to transform the st_upidity to
m the House of Commons.
self-suffictency, to bamsh sloth, poverty, 1gnorance,
The move~ent fo~ the repeal of th? Blasphemy and. cowardice from these convulsed states. This
laws has mad~ but httl~ .progress dun~g the past Jeavmg the human fields to the culture of skilled
year.. ·The btl~ f?r abohtwn of prosecut~o~s f~r ex· craft .and callous treachery, both of th_e petty and
pressiOn of opmions on matters of rehgwn, mtro- the mtghty, must now·be seen a vast omtstnon, a sore
duced by Mr. Courtney Kenny, did not even come neglect, by able men. Women hav apologies in civil
on for debate o~ its second reading? in consequence and social lii:?ils; are t;nainly reckl?ss. i~ sacrificing
of the whole ttme of the house bemg taken by the what they mtght acqmre to the mstdtous Moloch
government. Unfortunately, the introduction-prac- ton, a fit probation for degrees in old and new Jerutica1ly froz::t t~e Indian penal ~od~-of a clause salems. But they know better, and, I beli_eve, are not
deemed obJectiOnable by .th? Umtanans, by many so dead as to tamel:y ass~nt to the fastenmg of statProtestants, and by a ma}onty; of the Freethou~ht u~e bon.dage on t~etr abJec~ sons and daughters, but
pa;ty, checked any enthustasm m favo~ ?f Mr. Ken- w1ll rev~ve and coope~ate wtt,h men for general safety
ny s really well-meant measure. Petttwns for the when gtven ?P~ortu~nty. Whatever ex·te~t dangers
repeal of the BI~sphemy laws were fewer th~n. for may reach, ~t Is evtdent that counteractiOn should
many years. It IB worthy note that several rehg10us check, ameliorate, and finally supersede forceful
bodies petitioned against Mr. Kenny's bill on the wrongs. ·Such action bespeaks another union with
ground that it was likely to limit free discussion. measures amid present aoting causes, and points to
The need for the repeal and abrogation of the dis- habits and customs that train the child, youth, and
. 1ly ad ult m
· po1ICies
. ·
abl'mg s t a t u t e an d common 1aw h. as b een speCia
an d prece d en t s selfishl y gm·a·mg
marked in a case recently pending in the vice-chan- leaders hav established. A mere glance sees these
cell or's court of the county palatinate of Lancaster.
customs unnatural, these policies betraying, the charThis year a well-attended and thoroughly success- acters they mold dwarfed from the start, and the
ful International Conference of Freethinkers was hPld warping accelerated by mothers physically deformed,
in London, convened under the auspices of the Na- systematically deranged, fancifully vain, and piously
tional Secular Society by the aut.hority of the general frail. Hence, rectifying methods are to be laid in
council of the International Federation of Free- natural laws for life's best uses-in education, in a
thinkers.
knowledg.e of these laws and their application to
physical soundness, and through that to mental
Limits of Organization, and Urgent Facts.
strength and all functional powers, passional, ethical,
The number of branches well included in a defi- and esthetical. IntPgral Culture College is an appronitly defined organization may depend on its pecu- priate title for such effort, but appears too pretenliarities. Considerations on this point are now forced tious for these timPs; and I suggest that of Sanitary
before believers in radical labor for the sust!lining of Union or Sanitary Lyceum, which has a quiet sound,
our nation. It is clearly shown by open assertions, invites no suspicion, and includes branches beyond
as well as despotic aspects and executions, that fast mere hygiene; science, industry, sociology, comrising tyrannies must be stayed by countervailing merce, and, .justly enough, government come within
action, or hierarchies, uniting with other financial its scope.
There is abundance of wealth outside the tyrannous
monopolies, will soon command the remnant of individual and state liberties. What shall the action be T schemers, and its wise sharers should feel that porwhat denominated? who will advance it, and how tions are better used in justice's cause than in erectmany sustain its incipiency? are first 'questions. Be ing more prisons, asylums, monasteries, and Protestit remembered that present unions, seeking relief ant dens for traduced victims. People from childhood
from extortions, are methods to modify special effects. to old age should come into the culture, each for self
and reach not to causes continually depleting and and for all, and those who now hav it for all who hav
controling the main population. A union pruning it not. Are the humane men evolved to see this, the
the root of the universal infection is requisit to vivify saving work of the crisis, and inaugurate it? I~ so,
the people to the ability for secularization, as their it is "what can be done." The many barbansms
firm spirit and reasoning voice must become para- running through the usages must fall out as right is
mount to party craft. The National Secular Union practiced. The various unions would doubtless fralong ago resolved, and now repeats, that it can only ternize and welcome this. "Education, beginning at
labor for its Demands in the line of general lectures, the ·physical basi!~." is becoming a general phrase
and admits the necessity of other labor by other with thoughtful Liberals. Professor Oswald, who
organil!:ations. I hav argued that labor to remold knows the forces that hav nursed and ushered our
and empower the wide population was a need from dilemmas, believes such education the means for disthe first Secular formula; am glad an admission is pelling the demoralizations, for giving wholesome
publicly called out, and hope suggestions by many prmcperity and a secular state.
But there must be conferring, deciding, and begin·
will be published. And respectful criticism should
be no offense, while Freethinkers are weighing the ning. All knowledge will av:ail ~othing _if not ma~e
value of local clubs (or lyceums) on the cC\ndition of practicable by patient. consCien_h?us ac~ton. III: thts
the scattered people against the value of eloquent century the maxim, "Eternal vtgtlance IB the pnce of
annual conventions of a few hundred stylish people. liberty," has been oft repeated, _but has been. wo~se
In the past twenty years Secular labor has simply than a dead letter-is responstble for knowmg Its
reached advancing adults, who hav in small degree duty, while allowing invasions of living bondage.
influenced surrounding adults; has extended auxili- Must Vigilance longer doze in life's breezy poppy
aries to a few hundred which partially support the bowers ' and hear the riot charge on innocence,t the
,
National; has employed a few itinerant speakers who dungeon keys ring torture for the truth, the mar yr s
enlist rational thought, and held annual Congresses last farewells throttled, while the millions moan under
which aimed to be grandly popular. The Nine De- cruel wrongs; or will the people be educat~d in the
mands are unanswered, and the basis of each one has knowledge of the truth till they hav bodtes, souls,
been reinvaded by a trebly strengthened grasp, while and voices potent to command themselvs T Are any
legislation and administration has become so corrupt awake to call sleepers from out the moony dews 1
M. E. TILLOTSON.
that justice is not expected of them. Popularity has
long been the voice of oppressiv compacts-a lure to
SEND for catalo~ of our publications! It is maileq
be t~corned by justice seekers. Persons and societies
•
·
~ielqw~ tQ .it giv tlle4' ~owe:r tg ~he comvjlcts, anq free 1
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Bible Myths and Erolution.

We hav seen bow completely antagonistic are the
teachings of the Bible to the demonstra~ed facts. of
modern science; and many of the ancient stones
concerning the origin of man and of his supposed
early history are no less opposed to common sense
and the well-attested evidence which is open to every
student of science and ancient history.
Indeed, by the 'study of comparativ religions and
"folk lore" in connection with early races of mankind we are able to trace many of the absurd stories
in the Bible to a much more ancient and, in some
.cases, original source.
.
Moat Christians believe the story of the " fall of
man " as narrated in the second chapter, as literally
true: And they are perfectly consistent in so doing;
for if the story of the ''fall" be merely a myth, upon
wh~t ground can they rest their belief in th~ ato~e
ment! If Adam did not sin, why should Chnst die?
But the Christian who believes that Adam and Eve
were tempted in the garden of Eden about six thousand years ago can hav he~rd ver1 little about
similar stories to be found 1D Persian, Greek, or
Chinese literature or must be so obtuse of understanding as to im'agin that the later production~ of
the Hebrews contained the true statement of affarrs,
while earlier books were merely copies.
· Take the Persian myth as given by Kalisch. It
runs thus : "The first couple, Meshia and Meshiana,
lived originally in purity and innocence. Perpetual
happiness was promised t_o them by Ormu~d, t~e
creator of every good gift, If they persevered m their
virtue. But an evil demon (Dev) was sent to them
by Ahriman the representativ of everything noxious
and sinful. ' He appeared unexpectedly in the form
of a serpent, and gave them. the frui~ of a wonderful
tree, Hom, which imparted Immor~ahty, and ha? t~e
power of restoring t~e dead to hfe. . Thus evll Inclinations entered their hearts; all their moral excellence was destroyed. Ahriman himself appeared
under the form of the same reptil and completed
the work of seduction. They acknowledged him
instead of Ormuzd as the creator of everything good,
and the consequence was that they forfeited forever
the internal happiness for which they were destined.
They killed beasts and clothed themselvs in their
skins; they built house~, but paid n~t the debt of
gratitude to the deity. The evil dem~ms _thus obtained still more perfect power over therr mmds, and
called forth ·envy, hatred, di'!cc:rd, and rPbellion,
which raged in the bosom of the families" (Zenda
vesta Klenker's edition, ii, 217, 286; iii, 62. 84, 85).
Edward Clodd tells us in his admi1 able work
entitled, "The Childhood of Religions" (pag-e 45),
that "The Tibetans and Mongolians believe that the
first' human beings were as god!!, but desiring a
certain sweet herb, they ate of it, and lower feelings
were thus aroused within them; their wings dropped
off· their beauty faded ; and the years of their life
we;e made few and filled with bitterness. Passing
by any full account of the Hindoo story of a tree of
life on a mountain, ever bathed in sunshine, where no
sin could enter, and where dreadful dragons kept
the way to the heavenly plants and fruit!!, and also of
the Greek belief that far away there were the islands
of the blessed, with a garden full of golden apples,
guarded by an unsleeping snpent, we hav the GrePk
myth, which tells us that the first men were happy
and without work, but with a desire to assert their
power and withal defy or mock the gods. Then
Prometheus shaped a human form out of clay, and
stole forbidden fire from heaven wherewith to giv it
life. This made Zeus angry, and he laid a plan by
~hich the evils that mankind dreaded, and which
were sealed within a box, guarded by Epimetheus,
the brother of Prometheus, should be let loose. He
ordered the lord of fire to fashion the first woman,
who by her charms should bring misery to man.
"Then the gods enriched her with beauty, cunning, and fair speech, namiJ?g- her Pandora, or allgifted and Zeus took her to Epimetheus, who, contrary to the advice of his brother to accept nothing
from the gods, made her his wife, so smitten was he
with her beautiful face and so beguiled by her smooth
words. She had not been long with him before she
· opened the box, from w.hence ceme. forth st~ife, and
sickness, and all other Ills that aflllct mankmd, and
then hastily c:osing it, she shut up hope within; so
that no comfort was given to men."
Go farther, we see that other religions can boast
of their stories of the "fall of man," and each accounts for the entrance of original sin into the world
in the same childish and irrational fashlon. In the
pages of the Bible there is a great deal of the mythical mixed up with the semi-historical, as well as the
purely fabulous. The stories of the flood and the
confusion of tongues, however, do not fall in this
category. The writers of these stories believed in
their ignorance that they were recording historical
h·uths. They did not know that all the water in all
the oceans, seas, rivers, and lakes would hav been
insufficient to cover the earth to the bight of the
mountain of Ararat. They were quite ignorant of
the fact that other nations of the earth had their storie~;~ of floods1 and tba~ ill point 91 fM~ <!~Cb ~ation

that was visited by an inundation regarded it in the
light of a universal deluge.
.
.
In respect to the confusion of ton~es, the wnt~r
was so supremely ignorant and stup1d that he did
not perceive that men speaking a new language for
the first time would not only not be able to understand each 9ther, but that each would riot be able to
understand himself. They did not know that Ianguage was only to be acquired ·by experience-that it
is a growth. No sensible person would hav expected them to know these things, if. i~ had ~ot ?een
claimed for them that they were divmely ·mspired.
But they 0 u.,ht
to hav known a myth from a true
0
story, just as modern wri~ers know their fictions are i
not fa~ts. It would requ!re a ma:n to a very. pra~-.
ticed har before he could mduce himself to behave m:
his own liea. It is possible to came across such a i
P erson occasionally but surely deitv would not be
'
•
·
B t t0
likely to select S?ch 8 one as amanuensis.
u
return to thf'l B1ble myths. The story .of Samson
slaying the Philistines is decidedly myth1cal. Samson is a sun ~od. With his great strength he overconies the evil monst~rs ?f dark~ess a:n? cruelt!.
The story of J on~h s Il!ter-:stmg Vls~t, tc;> NJ~eve~
and his three nights lodgmg 1D a whales mtPriOr. lS
also a tale built upon a sun myth-a myth clescnbing the vhenomena of night deyouring .the I!UD.
There are numerous other myths m the Bible, and
many of them hav an interesting story cleverly interwoven with them..
It may be observed, however! that the _mythical
period, the age when such st~nes ha~ their beauty
and utility, has long" passed i 1t ~as, md.eed, a very
remote period in the worlds history-m fact, the
"babyhood of the world."
.
Then everything bore a mythiCal aspect. The sun
was regarded as a living being; so was t~e moon,
and the stars were considered· to be. the cbdd~en of
the sun, which he only allow~d to be seen at mght..
~au;y of t~e nursery atones of .to-day .hav the1r
ongm m ancient m~ths; and at Chrtstmas time! wh~n
our children are bemg amused at the theate; 1D ~Itnessing that which is ever welcome to the chtld-mmd,
k
th t th · f
't
.
viz., a pantomime, they 1tt.~le no~ ~ ""'1: avon
stories of "Jack tb~ Gt~nt-Ktller, .. Cmd~>rell~
and the Glass Slipper,' "Little Red Rtdmg ~ood:
upon which the burleE'que p~rt of the pantomime IS
built, are but old Aryan~ Chme.se, and Gre~k myths,
which hav been clothed m marufold forms m the various nations of the earth. .
.
And just as· in youth we outgrow .these Slm~le,
childish stories and in manhood reqmr? somethmgmore real-more true to nature, ~v?n 1D the.world
of fiction-so in the world of .rehgwn and 1 ~. t.he
world of fact mature J?ind rEJects the ruerihtieS
which sa~isfied it in ~arlier days and reqQires m~r.e
substantial food, whwh can only b~ found by a dihgent study of nature. And experience bas s~own
that the application of such knowl.ed~e has built up
a world more wonderful and beautifuL than was ever
depicted even in the myths and fables of old.
ARTHUR B. Moss.
------~~------

Lewis Masquerier.
Lewis M.asquerier died Saturday morning •. January
7th in his home at 99 Java street, Greenpomt. He
wa~ eighty-five years and nine months old. He was
buried at 2 P.M. on Monday alongside of the c~rious
monument in Cypress Hills cemetery that he himself
dedicated on June 5th. He was one of the oldest
inhabitants of Greenpoint. When he went there,
nearly fifty years ago, his house was one of but very
few. Previous to moving there he had for years a
printing office in this city on t~e site of the pres~nt
'l'ribune building. He established the Greenpomt
Gazette in the columns of which, from the first, be
promulgated his peculiar views.. He became the
center of a group of lai:Jd reformers, and in 1845 he
was the Land Reform candidate for governor of New
York. He amassed considerable money, chiefly from
increase of land values in Greenpoint, where he owned
property, and for man;r ye~rs he has lived upon his
income, devoting all hiS tim.e to the . further~nc.e of
his plans for the reconstructiOn of somety. H1s Idea
of land reform was to divide the earth into. equ~l
parts, allotting a part to each family. He ~a:r~ed his
scheme to such minute analysis that the divisiOns of
the plots or homesteads, the site of each building
upon them, and the plan of the house was established.
This plan of the ideal homestead he had engraved on
his tombstone, together with schemes of other reforms, including a phonetic alphabet.
About twenty-five friends gathered at the funeral,
and two or three made brief addresses. There were
no religious ceremonies either at the house or at the
grave. Mr. Masquerier's religious opinions were
similar to those of D. M. Bennett, and he believed in
immortaiity, though rejecting Christianity. Of the
seven survivors of a band of twenty-five co-workers
who were photographerl in a group together with
Ur. MaFquerier, in 1872, five were present-Col.
Henry BePney, F. N. Smith, Charles Guima~d, A.W.
Day, and David Kilmer. Colonel Beeney satd:
For forty-five years I hav worlted with him for the good of
mankinrl. In my whole life I never knew him to commit an
ac~ tp e~ll ~ qlqsh to
c4e~k. l'Ji11 whole soul was for the

ms

advancement of humanity and the realization of the principles of Christ;
Dr. 0. S. Weeks said:
.
He seemed to think there was so n;tncb for hin;t to do In
this life that he had. not time to constder what mtght co~e
after. He devoted his whole thought ·to the good of his
fellow-men.
.
Mr John Nason who had charge of the funeral;
read ·a short sketdh of Mr. Masquerier's life. The
body was· then taken to th? C'3~etery. Sh~rtly
before his death, 1\Ir: M11.squener dtctated to 8 friend
the following notes of his life:
.
Mr. Ma~querier, in his ei_p;hty-sJxth yea~, la~t, of his nam~,
and of Huguenot descent on h1s fathers s1de, and on hts
mot~e~s of oamh:~~ ~~Jhf~::~t otfh;~~~~e~:ee~~~~~=~f i~o:P
roa~h: su~r~nrlrr of Lord Cornwallis. Sp~aker C11rlhle is a
grandson of his great-uncle Geo~ge Carhsle, of Woodford
county, Kentucky, brother to h1s grandmother.. Thomas
Hicldin, his grandfather, was a ndoble hero.d Hte rtehcetvled· twhoe
d · th war of Inrlepen ence, an a
e c ose
~e~:!ed I;ay ~r pension, saying that he did no~ fi11;ht f~r
wages but for libertv and independence. Hts fathers
brotb~r, John James Masquerier, made a col?ssal sketc.h ?f
N~poleon and his army dnriljlg a grand revtew at Par~~r~l

~9;~~.;:~~~~~ t~erac;e~f:~d:ifit~~~~~~!k~h!h~~~a!;;eared
: all p!lrtraits ~f Napoleon by artists of rlistinctinn i~ after

0

years. This picture was exbibit~d in London and Paris, and
brought in to the painter over £n,OOO.
•
In 1877, Mr. 1\Iasq~erier- pu~li~hed at thiS o~ce
a volume of miscellames, contammg essays settmg
forth his views on variolis reforms, sketches of fellow-workers a number of short poems, and the be·
ginning of a' long poem entitled, "The Sataniad." It
is incribed to Mrs. E. D. Slen~er .and Robert G. Ingersoll. It was to hav been m s~x books, but only
the first book and about a dozen hues of the second
appear in this volume. The ;>reface says: ·~Sat~
Las been represented by Milton as re~elhng .m
heaven, instead of Jehovah, who u.surped ItS en.tire
governmeBt, and then sent his ar~tes to war agamat
him." The argument to Book I. IS as follows :
How that Jehovah, his son Jesus Christ, and h.is grandson
the Holy Ghost, bribed and ~orrupted two-thtrds of. the
anj!els in favor of a monatclll(:at gov~rnment of a smgle
trinity of Gods, in~ tea~ of the anstocratrc goyernmden t. of all
h G d r igning m tnads How that Jehovah an 1us son
~e:us 0 c~n:p.ired against his father Jupiter, his grandfather
Orus, and brothers Ormuzd ·and Brahma, .his uncle. NeptunP. his great-tm<:le Oai~is, .his nephews M1Lhr11, Chrishna,
and Vishnu, and hts cousm l:iatan.
The book closes with the building of a new heaven
by Satan and one-third of the angels, and the sending by Jehovah of Michael and his angels to war
upon them. The poem is written in rhymed
couplets.
It has been understood that Mr. Masquerie~ woul?
leave his property to he used for propagatmg his
doctrins. Mr. John Nason said recently that the
will had not yet been openeq, but that Mr. Masquetier's property, amounting to about $4,00~, had bee?
bEqueathE)d to him, with the understandmg that It
was to be applied to the promulgation of Mr. Masquerier's social t.heorif>R.
.
----------

California Letter.
MR. EDITOR AND READ FRS OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: I
write simply to wish you all a thrice happy New
Year and wish I could present you all a bouquet of
beautiful flowers from this sunlit land where our
flowers never sleep- they only languish a brief
period to come forth with renewed vigor and matchless splendor.
.
I am only too glad to be at home m the Ga~:den
City once more and to ~ote the progress of vanous
great improvements whiCh promise to make our San
Jm:e the gem and brightest of them all.
He laughs best who laughs last-of course, people
laugh well when they reach Los Angeles after battling with ice and snow; but they laugh better, and
much more of it, if they defer the purchase of real
estate until they hav feasted their eyes on the rich
and beautiful valley of Santa Clara, the banner county
of the Golden State.
Of course I am full of the good things which the
new year bas brought., and of visiting ~riends ~nd
trying to catch on where I left off last sprmg, makmg
my bead fairly swim.
But after a little rest, I hope to favor our friends
with~ brief resume of our Eastern trip and journey
toward the setting sun.
Suffice it to say at this writing, tb.at my lo~g-felt
desire to see my early home and to enJoy the fnendly
gre~tings of Liberals in the East has been most fuUy
realized. I hav done my level best to see and be
seen. I hav no regrets to bring home; and with
many thanks to all who deserve thanks, I am quite
happy enough for one man in the opening of this
new year.
.
And, while I wish you all a happy new year of
peace and prosperi~y, I may also .hope th~t each and
all who claim the high name of Ltberal will do what
they can to advance the cause of truth: One subscriber secured by each present subwriber to our
papers will double the present working force of
reason against superstition and bigotry, and more
than that it will gladden the hearts of our standardbearers ~nd brace up to renewed life and zeal in our
pQbl" eause, And I hop~ 11.qc:l tr~at th~t TJ!E. T~vr~
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S:E:mtER, Boston In1Jestigator, Ironclad Age, and H.
L. Green's liiagazine may double their circulation
during the present year, and to this end I will do
what I Cal!.
-·
'
Our cause is not dead, but on the move; and
whatever may come of feeble and" faulty organizations
of Secularism or Liberalism, our cause cannot be
~~terially effoched by their ups and downs, as it livs
1D the hearts of the people and is not dependent
upon any prescribed method or _organization for
success, and only needs the personal effort of those
who love truth. Each in his own town or neighborhood must take papers, and when read don't pile them
away, but send them out on their true mission to
spread the truth.
To my friends in the West, who hav so kindly
helped me to do my work in the past years of my
labors among you, let me say, I hav not forgotten
you, and hope to visit again. all of the prominent
points in California and our great Northwest, and
with your help to kindle anew the fires of Freethought and natural religion upon the altars of your
hearts.
<?~r fellow-worker C. B. Reynolds will soon pay us
a ·visit, and I hav no need to say that your latchstrings are out, and that he is sure to receive a
welcome and the hospitality for which our free, wide
West is celebrated.
Our fields are ripe to . the harvest and wide
enough, in the West, for every good speaker in the
field ; and should Brother Reynolds come the southern route, he will find not a speaker in his way, and
his vigorous work duly appreciated as it deserves. I
trust I shall meet him at some point in his Western
·tour.
Our line of duty and engagement for the next four
months is at Salt Lake, and we will take this occasion
to say to the Liberals of Utah: Get yourselvs ready,
with oil in your lamps, for the winter campaign of
Utah, beginning at Walker's Opera House, Salt Lake,
on January 22d, and on the 29th a Paine celebration,
to which all are invited. Come up to the feast, and
bring your friends, and thus carry your lighted
• torches to the outside towns of your benighted territory.
·
There is no cure for Mormonism, and, like Romanism, it needs killing. ·And the only antidote for this
mental disease is Secular thought, red-hot and well
laid on.
Our Sunday nights during the winter will be
devoted to Salt Lake, and we will speak week nights
at any points contiguous to Salt l,;ake where the
Liberals will open the door.
DR. J. L. YoRK.
San Jose, Cal., Jan. 3, 1888.

improvements," and it is certainly very much out of of the government party, also in his charge, sent to
place. u~der a democratic government. And there- Colorado in 1878, to observe the total eclipse of the
fore 1t 1s, so much the more a noticeable fact that sun, with a view particularly to ascertain the nature
while both Protestantism a,nd Romanism hav ceased of the corona. Professor Holden in 1881 resigned
building cathedrals in Europe we .hav just begun his naval commission to accept the dual position of
their construction in this country.
·
professor of astronomy in the University of Wisconsin
In the con~eption of this grand cathedral, was not and director of the Washington observatory at Mijdthere somethmg of the mental condition known as ison in that state. These positions he held until1886,
"Anglomania," which is becoming so alarmingly fulfilling the duties with marked ability, adding alike
prevalent among portions of our communit.yT
to his own reputation and to the honor of the instituThe cathedrals of England as well as those of the tions he served. On June 30th of the year last menContinent of Europe-Prote~tant as well as Catholic tioned Mr. Holden was inaugurated president of the
-were the product of the very ignorant superstitious University of California, a position which he accepted
thought of the age prior to the sevent~enth century, with express stipulation that he l!lhould be allowed to
when the dictum of the king or bishop, especially resign the presidency as soon as theLickObstrvatory
the latter, was undisputed law. But be it rE~mem was ready for his occupancy as director. Of all the
ber~d that this is the age of philosophi~, scientific, and available astronomers in the United States he had
r~twnal thought, that this is the closing part of the been selected as the proper man to direct the oper- .
nmeteenth century, and that ours is a government ations of the observatory; and now, after his very
founded on law framed by the will of the people successful administration of the university affairs, he
themselvs.
is still eager to replace the presidential gown with the
There is one phase of this matter that has probably jacket of the astronomer. It is his chosen field of
occured to but very few. It is that under our pres- work, and if preparation, former success, and keen
ent system of exempting from taxation-not temples ambition count for anything, it is safe to prophesy
of humanity, of art, of !'cience, of ethics, but-struc~ that during his administration of the observatory ·
urea where theology is dispensed, the state will dfl"ive Professor Holden will add many leaves to the laurels
•
no revenue from this cathedral property-which it he has already gathered.
S. W. Burnham, a New Englander, and a graduate
would do were the same amount expencled for buildings for other purpose~:~. Every piece of property of old :Dartmouth, is the most famous observer of
exempt from taxation becomes a burden, to the extent double stars that ever lived. Leaving his nativ
of such exemption, upon those who are rrquired to ~>tate, Mr. Burnham determined to make his home in
pay taxes. In this way taxpayers are compelled by Chicago, and subsequently became official reporterof
law to contribute to the support of institutions' where ·the United States Circuit Court in that city. In
certain creeds are taught, whether said taxpayers are 1865, while holding the above position, he first bebelievers in such creeds or not. And when so came interested in astronomy. This interest soon
colossal an ecclesiastical institution as that of the developed into the absorbing object of his life, and
proposed cathedral thus ralls upon the people at as genius was fortunately married to liking, the
large (perhaps not five per cent of whom hold to its result was the production of an ast.ronomer whose
tenets) to support it, this mat.ter assumes a most name is now a honsehold word wherever that science
serious aspect and its rank injustice becomes the is studied. In 1870 he bought from Clark an excellent six-inch telescope, and with that little instrument
more strikingly apparent.
Are the citizens of New Y ark aware that., by the devoted the greater part of his attention to the dissystem of exemption alluiled to. they will be rrquired covery of double stars. His successful refutation of
to contribute at least $200,000 annually toward the certain long--established theories need not be dwelt
upon here. The wonderful fact must be told, however,
maintenance of this cathei!ral, when completed!
t.hat between the years 1870 and 1880 Professor
Burnham discovered flOmething over one thousand
Personnel of t11e I ..ick Ohser·vatory Staff.
double stars-and made all those discoveries with
Fl·om a.e sryn Frnnclsco cau.
Edward Singleton Holden, a nativ of 1\Iissouri, his six-inch glass; subsequt=>ntly substantiating them
pa!<sed his youth in St. Louh_., where his unusual through the telescopes at Dartmouth and Washinggifts· of character and intelligence attracted the ton. In 1880 he went to the Washburn Observaiory
notice of Chauveuet, who was by general con!'ent t.he as assistant to Professor Holden, and while tb,ere did
first of American mathematicians, with perhaps a sin- excellent work. He seems to be a man of illfinit
gle exreption. He entered Washington University, ingenuity, and capable of doing anything well that
of which biR ilistinguished teacher was then chanmil- requires delicacy of touch and sight. Taking up
1.'he Epi!ICO[Jal l:nthedral.
lor, and in 1866 graduated from its scientific depart- photography, he soon became a master of the art.,
H.'"· T. 1n Real E.<tate RPcor<! ana Gutae.
ment as BS., with the highest distinction. During and laf't year, when the National Aesociation of PhoI hav read with much interest the remarks of the period of some five or more years that he passed tographers met in Chicago, his work was awarded
"Agnostic" in a recent number of your paper with in study at this institution. he also did an imporb1nt the !!Old medal. In securing the services of Profesreference to the proposed cathedral nenr Morningside portion of the work in the classical course. His sor Burnham, the Lick Observatory has been fortupark.
·
unusual powers and attainments in mathematics at nate.
Prof. J. M. Schaeberle began life in Michigan as
It is undoubtedly true, as he intimated, that Prot- this early period-be was only eighteen when he
estantism has no distinctiv architectur£1, and that the graduated-gave bright promis of the success that an apprentice in a machine-shop, and had learned his
cathfldral (if built) will quite likely be a "jumble of he has since achieved. With the purpose of making trade thoroughly before he mat.riculated in the freshthe Greek, Byzantine and Gothic." It is also true, a mathematical career, be secured an appoint.ment man cla~s at Ann Arbor. Graduating with distinc·
as he further suggests, that there is more need of a RR cadet in the Uoit&d States Military AcadPmy. t.ion in 1874, be was at once appointed assiEtant
"Temple of Humanity," a building "devoted to Here he graduated in the foremost rank in 1870. profeE!sor of astronomy in that university and assistscience and art" and "where deedE~, not creeds," The exceptional_ extent of his preparation for the ant astronomer at Ann Arbor Observatory. Since
should be taught; and less need of perp~tuating West Point course enabled him to devote an unusual then he has discovered a number of comets and
dogmatic theology, orthodoxy, ecclesiasticism, or, to amount of time outside of his clast=~ routine to the proved himself an adept in all the branches of pracquote again from your correr::pondent, "of keeping up private study of mathematics. Upon graduating t.ical astronomy. At the Lick Observatory Professor
the traditions of a religion which is vanishing."
from the Point he was gazetteif Recond lieutenant of Scbaeberle will be placed in charge of the meridian
This undoubtedly expresses the thought of the the Fourth Artillery, and in 1872 be wns transferred circle.
Prof. J. C. Keeler is a graduate of the John Hopday. It is "in the air." It is manifest in the news- to a second lif'utenancy in the United States Corps of
papers, in the magazines, and in the general literature Enflineers. His reputation as a scholar was already kins University, and was an assistant to Pr0fessor
of the times in which we liv. As the Rev. James B. so firmly established that he was not called upon to Holden upon t.he eclipse Hpedition in 1878. He
Wasson, in the North American Review for this serve either with his regiment or his corps, but was ararluated in 1879, and in 1881 served as an assistant
month, says, "The old sanctions of ecclesiasticism detailed shortly after graduation as assistant pro- to Langley on the Mount Wintney expedition. He
feRsor of natural and experimental pbiloPnphy at then went to Europe and studied for some lime
are losing their force with thinking people."
The popular rector of the Anthon Memorial church West Point. and held this posit.ion until 1872, when under Helmholtz in Berlin and Bunsen in Heidelberg.
tells us that "the growth of knowledge has intensified be was marlA instructor in practic11.l military engineer- Returning to this country, hewn~ appointed assistant
the decay of ecclesiasticism." The Rev. Dr. Rylance ing. In 1873 he resigned from the army to accept a astronomer in the Alle,!?hany C1ty Observatory, and
says: "The !!pirit and methods of medievalism are tJommission as professor of mathematics in thE> since then has helped Professer Langley in aU his
gone-a fact which our church rulers should appre- United States navv, and was at once appointed more delicate operations. 1\Ir. Keeler bas made a
ciate. Ecclesiasticism is of much less consequence in R.Rtronomer of the N~tval Observatory at Washington. name as a spectroscopist and physicist, and has lately
the thought and work of the world than it once was." While there he had charge of the t'ITenty-six-incb designed what is acknowle~g~d to be the fine~t sp_ecDr. McGlynn says: "Religion is losing its hold on equatorial, and his abilities as an astronomer and the troFcope in the world. Tb1s mstrument he w1ll himmen." Fronde says: "Along the whole line the val!Je of his work soon 1ecame recognized in all quar- self handle at our observatory.
Prof. E. S. Barnard made his start as a photogradefending forces of orthodoxy are falling back, not ters of the Rcientific world. His investigations upon
knowing where to make a stand."
comets and their constitution are regarded as having pher's apprentice in Nashville, Tenn. As a lad be
John Fiske says: "Religion is now called upon to exceptional value, and among other astronomical developed a taste for astronomy, but lacked means
show why it Phould any longer claim our allegiance." researches in which he bas been engaged with to gratify it. After years of work and economy, be
Rev. John ,V. Chadwick says: "I bav not the least noticeable success, are the distribution of the stars scraped enough coin together to purchase a small
teleFcope and with that instrument di~covered no
idea that our popular Christianity is going to be the and the rectification.
In the former of the last two mentioned he has less than'ten comets. He also succeeded in acquiring
religion of the future."
With this tendency of modern thought with regard carried on laborious observations and rE>ductions in a general education, and finally graduated with honors
to religion, is not the contemplated expenditure of correction or reversal of t.he long-accepted hypothesis from the Nashville University. Immediately there•
ten millions of dollars to perpetuate tbe ideas of past of the elder Herschel, that star distribution, taking after he was appointed instructor of astronomy:
Mr. C. B. Hill, who will be secretary and hbra~Jan
centuries-to imitate what was symbolized in the tbe celestiltl rf'gions as a whole, is quite uniform.
Middle Ages-most inappropriate at this time? Is Professor Holden'.a results tend, on the contrary, to of the observatory, is a graduate of the San Frar:ciE co
not the erection of a structure that is monarchic and show the deciderl non-uniformity of the general dis- high school. and for some time past bas been an
autocratic in its significance and association-Un- tribut.ion. In 1883 be conducted the government assistant to Professor Davidson and one of the ob!'er:vAmerican? "Ct\thedral," the dictionary informs us. expedition to Clroline Isltmd, in the Southern Pacific, ers at the C\labct Observatory in Oakland. Mr. Hill
"is so called from possessing the Episcopal throne." to observe the transit of Venus. 'l'he work andre- is anxious to become a master atStronomer, and be
This is an age in which the 'throne" is being laid sults of this expedition are regarded as of the highest will materially assist m tbe minor observtltious frotll
"side (like tP.~ 13tage·coach) fo:r the m9:rtl "JnOdern • cbafRcter. A similar quality is recog:Qil"ed in thoae 1\:lt. Ht\miltoQ,
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lible as anybody else. We are perfectly free as Catholics to
believe-we know by painful e~perience-that he is capable
of the most egregious blunders and crimes. We know that
one pope will criticise and deplore the improvidences, !he
imperfections, the crimes, of his predecessors, by which
whole nations hav been lost to the Catholic faith.
"'The pope has a right to rule the flock of Christ.' How
much? In what way? In things that common sense would
suggest to be his business. But these flatterers of the pope,
these adulators, these men ignorant of theology, who tlatt~r
the human vanity of the pope, the natural love of power m
the pope, just as natural and as great as in any ?t~~r man,
these men are making of the pope a kind of divimty, are
making of the pope such a power as the world must simply
reject with loathing and with unspeakable indignation. 'All
you subjects of the pope are bound to obey him.' Are we?
In what? In things that belong to his office, surely, and nothing else. Has he a right to send a telegram to one of us, saying,
'Come over here to Rome; I want to talk to you about something? I shall not exactly tell you what, nor say how long I
sh,all keep you here.' And in the good old times he might hav
stuck you into jail and kept you there for life by virtue of
his kingly power as the temporal as well 1\9 the spiritual
ruler of Rome. Has he a right to do that? I say, No. This
power is necessarily limited by the very nature of the case
that every man's conscience is the final arbiter for him how
far he is bound to obey the pope or anyone else."

" This infallible pope, who can never say anything wrong
or do anything unwise-this infallible, impeccable pope,
whom it would seem as if it were the duty of everybody to
consider impeccable-ha~time and again bedeviled the politics of nations as to-day he does the politics of Italy.
" The pope in politics! Infallible! Most fallible of men.
He can scarcely take a step but what he is sure to .make. a
blunder worse than a crime, because he has no busmess m
politics. It is his business to preach the gospel to everyone,
and every man should stick to his own trade, and the. ecclesiastical cobbler, like every other cobbler, should stick to
his last."

Bingle subscription in advance ............................. . $8 00
I) 00
One subscription two years, in advance ................. .
I) 00
Two new subscribers .......................................... .
This doctrin of individual judgment, we say,
Ond subscription with one new subscriber, in onereThe subjects of
I) 00 never came from a true Clltholic.
mittance....................... : .............................. .
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
the pope are not to quePtion why, whether they
remittance .................................................. .
7 00
understand the theology of Rome or not; neither are
One subscriptio11 with three new !ubscribers, in one
8 50 they to accept her teachings with reservations. It is
remittance .....................................................
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance .................................................. .. 10 00 the doctrin of the church, plainly stated scores of
times,_that she has the right, as keeper of morality,
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
with one remittance.
to advise her subjects as to their conduct in civil af-
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THE picture we print on the first page of THE
TRUTH SEEKER this week is not drawn by the skeptical Mr. Heston as a caricature or burlesque on the
theological scheme by which the "blood of the
l amb" is supposed to " wash away the sins of the
world," but it is an exact reproduction from a Roman
Catholic paper, St. Mary's Messenger, published by
ecclesiastical authority in the diocese of Trenton, N.
J., and largely for the financial interest cf St. Mary's
Catholic Orphan Asylum, New Brunswick. It is
printed by Stephen Mearns, a Catholic printer, at
73 Barclay street, this city. Mr. Mearns also "prints
and keeps in stock a large variety of devotional
leaflets, especially of the Sacred Heart, Blessed Virgin, and St. Joseph." This "offering of the blood of
the spotless lamb for the relief of souls in purgatory''
is in strict accord with the theology of Rome, whose
dupes are taught by such pictures to understand the
plan of their salvation. Protestants will call this
picture materialistic blasphemy; but we beg to remind them that it is designed, printed, and circulated
by the mother of their church, and not by Infidels, to
whom it is horribly repugnant and shocking. As the
plain, matter-of.fact expression of Roman Catholic
ideas i~ is instructiv; but one must be very devout,
and familiar with "holy" things, to look at it without the shudder that involuntarily creeps over one
who has been compelled to visit a butcher's slaughterhouse. Literally and metaphorically, it is beastly.

fairs, and even to direct how they shall vote. There
is not a Catholic theologian in the world who does
not know better than to say " that every man's conscience is the final arbiter for him how far he is
bound to obey the pope." When a man follows that
course logically and completely it lands him in Infidelity.
Further, Dr. McGlynn's political utterances were
as heretical as his' doctrinal expositions. we quote,
as before, from the official report of his speech: ·

" ' The beneficence of the pope's influence in politics I' It
is the curse of nearly every nation. It has been the curse of
Italy, France, Spain, Germany, Eogland, Ireland. God forbid! God forbid that the hated thing should hav an lilomenedrevival. There is a sort of revival just now, but I
am glad to believe-in fact, I think I know-that it is a sort
of opera bouffe revival. One of the greatest humorists of
the age, Prince Bismarck, thought he might as well amuse
himself by capturing a few rocks away out in the Pacific
ocean, a portion of the Caroline islands upon which some
German settler had built a shanty, and Bismarck thought he
might as well take those islands. The Spanish hidalgos got
their blood up about this, and Bismarck, the humorist,
thought it too huge a joke to hav a war with Spain over
such a trifle; and, only too glad to get any kind of half-way
decent way of backing out of such a comic opera situation,
sent somebody to Rome to ask his holiness, the pope, to
kindly consent to be arbitrator in this very unpleasant controversy that had arisen between Germany and Spain.
" We here are just beginning to get a taste of it in the
alliances of corrupt political factions with the ecclesiastical
machine. We hav had a taste of it here.in the recent election. We had a taste of it seventeen years ago in the not
very secret alliance, offensiv and defensiv, between the
Tweed Tammany ring and a clique of Catholic priests, ratified by a clandestin meeting one Sunday evening in the
back room of the episcopal residence in Mulberry street
between Peter B. Sweeney and Archbishop McCloskey.
And the object of that alliance between that infamously
corrupt political faction and this ecclesiastical machine wns
The McGlynn Revolt.
to rob the public treasury; it was by clandestin arts, not by
All New York is talking about Dr. McGlynn's lect- open persuasion, but by the clandestin arts of Peter B.
ure on the Pope in Politics. The hands of the Sweeney, by inserting clauses in the acts of the legislature
orthodox Catholics are in the air with horror; the that the legislators themselvs would not understand, to
Protestants exclaim, A second Luther! and the Free- secure public money for Catholic schools.
"And one chief reason of this alliance to-day between
thinkers say, I told you eo ! Dr. McGlynn's chance these two corrupt machines is that the corrupt Democratic
of being restored to the priesthood is entirely gone. machine expects to get and does get Catholic votes through
He has burnt all his bridges, and henceforth must the influence of the confessional, and the pulpit, and all the
remain a hopeless reformer. The only man in the arts of which the ecclesiastical machine is master. And the
city who cannot see in the speech a determined de- object of the ecclesiastical machine is, by the aid of that
corrupt political faction, to retain the enormous approfiance, not only of ecclesiastical authority in secular
priations that are given every year, not by new legislation,
matters but to the pope as a church officer, is Henry but by old legislation, at the rate of a hundred dollars and
George, who regards it as a vindication of Catholic sometimes a hundred and ten dollars a head for every person
faith which will be read with especial pleasure by committed to these Cutholic institutions. So that out of
Catholics. But such sentiments as these surely never your treasury to-day that ecclesiastical machine is practically
receiving well on to a million dollars yearly, though it may
came from the lips of a real Catholic :
be li. surprise to most of you to hear it to-night from this
" ' We are bound to take our religion from Peter.' Yes, platform for the first time.
properly understood and only with very great reservations.
" And one of these institutions, the so-called Catholic
What does theology say? That the pope simply is the repre.. Protectory, not satisfied with the between three and four
sentativ, the successor, of Peter in defining the faith, the hundred thousand dollars a year that it must be recC'iving
dogmas, most of which must be pretty well defined after from your treasury, has been a perfect nuisance at the doors
these nineteen centuries, so that surely there can remain but of the legislature at Albany, constantly begging for additional
little more to be defined. And it must be something that is appropriations, and bedeviling the politics of our city with
already commonly accepted, and as good as defined, and its promises and its threats, with the implied promis that
taught in the gentral deposit or teaching of the church, or politicians good to that institution would not be forgotten at
it would not be capable of definition at all. With that ex- the polls, and that the politici~!J wllo ehoulc:l fl)f"s(} W9'1lld
ception, we !lre tolq oqr ~eolol?y that the pope is as fa!. not be for~otte!l either,

w

The Philosophical Manuals of the Catholic church
teach that the constitution of the Catholic church is
that of an absolute monarchy; that temporal power,
being material and less th~ spiritual, is subordinate
to ecclesiastical; and this teaching has been emphasized and made plain by the practice of the church
in all ages. Victims of the Inquisition were turned
over to the civil power as a murderer is handed to
the hangman by the judge. A republic, electing its
rulers instead of receiving them by divine rig~t, is
denounced by the Roman church. The pope considers himself superior to all earthly rulers, even to
emperors, as he is, beside being a temporal sovereign, the vicar of God. It is absurd for . Dr.
McGlynn to cling to Catholicism, and deny th~ rxght
of the pope to enter politics and to control hxs subjects. It is one of the basic pri~ciples of t~e Rom~n
religion that liberty of consmence, ~ons1de~ed m
itself, is absolutely impious; and thxs applies to
politics as well as to religion.
These inconsistencies of the good McGlynn are
apparent to all; and we point th~m o~t not ~o
detract from the splendid work he xs domg by hxs
revolt but that the uninitiated may not for a moment
imagi~ that the Catholic. theology h~~ anythin~ good
about it. Catholicism xs an unmxtxgated evil. It
cannot be reformed; it must be destroyed, or it will
destroy this country.

___ ___
.....,.

The Decline of the Clergy.
A writer in the Independent givs the following list
of reasons why the prestige of the ministry is declining, and why young men are not entering it:
1. The prevalent disposition to resent the assertion of authority in matters of belief.
2. Greater mental acquirements necessary to maintain former relativ position. Average intelligence of
congregation greater.
3. Because the fact of being a clergyman is no
longer ipso facto an assurance of recognition by the
highest society. Social rank lower. Plutocracy
gaining ascendancy.
4. The deference formerly paid to opmxons of
clergymen in all matters, whether temporal or eternal, now wanting.
5. Small and inadequate salaries.
6. Materialistic tendencies of the age.
7. All educational institutions are no longer centers of religious life and power. The "American
college"· is compelled to compete with a nonsectarian, non-religious "state university." •
8. False standards as to qualifications for the calling exist.
9. Concessions too often made by ministers in the
presentation and enforcement of revealed truth.
10. The multiplying and magnifying of lay agencies and activities, to the depreciation of the clergy.
11. Sensationalism. "Every pulpit buffoon is a
fearful incubus."
These reasons, it seems ·to us, are good ones, but
what a confession they are! When a man thinks for
himself, when he refuses to accept the guesswork of
other men, it is bad for the minister. Good. When
the pews know as much as the pulpit, that also is bad
for the religion ! What a confession! Again, the
people hav found out that a minister is not always a
gentleman, that he possesses no supernatural knowledge, and truckles to the rich, that he is only a ~an,
with small and mean ambitions, and they repudxate
him. It speaks well for the people, for in former
times a minister was a little deity, and independence
of the flock was unknown. When Sir Oracle spoke
no dog dared bark. To.day, when a clergyman
opens his mouth, he usually puts his foot in it, and
the ungodly laugh.
Naturally following the first four reasons, is the
fifth. When the world did not know how false were
the pr~tensions of the clergy, they were paid more
than they ~ere worth. Now they get salaries based
on merit, just as the price of theater-tickets is gover~~d b' tbE.l ~ttr~¥Jtiou on th~ ~ta~e, Q<:>lXlPl~~ce,
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not the ignorance of the congregation, fixes the price
of the preacher. This is, of course, owing to the
materialistic spirit of the times, and a most hopeful
sign it is.
But what do the clergy desire to do with unsecta~
rian colleges, " false standards," and " concessions!"
Shall we hav laws that colleges must be religious?
Shall the state set up a ministerial standard ! Shall
the preachers be prohibited from conceding that
science has overturned Genesis, and rectified the
blunders of the past? We doubt if that can be done
in thi~ country now. It was once; but the people
are w1ser.
·
Mr. Talmage should enter a libel suit against the
Independent for printing tha,t " every pulpit buffoon
is a fearful incubus."

Presbyterianism.

choice but to maintain private schools or send their
offspring to the priest's institution.
The state has no right to say to a Catholic parent
th!l't he shall not patronize the parochial school, but
the state has the right, and it is its duty, to maintain
good public schools, if there is only one child to
take adva.litage of them.
--------~~--------

Senatorial Chaplains.

The foolishness. of employing chaplains in legislativ bodies was heavily emphasized in the senate of
this state at the organizaUon of that body. The
salary of a senate chaplain is five hundred dollars.
To obtain this prize, there was a race between a
Saratoga preacher and an Albany pulpit-pounder.
Both were, of course, Republicans, as the senate is
Republican; both were ad~itted to hav equal influence with God, and each a happy way of directing
omnipotence as to the course he should pursue. The
only difference between them lay in the fact that one
was a Prohibitionist and the other a high liQense
advocate.
The race was fast and furious, and if report does
no injustice to the~reverend gentlemen their log-rolling for _the position would do credit to accomplished
and wicked lobbyists. In saying mean things of
each other they excelled the politicians scrambling
for secular offices ; in fact, they so disgusted the
senators that neither obtained the job, and the senate gets its prayers by the piece-five dollars each
pray. Before the senate adjourns, it will probably
bav thrown a few dollars' worth of patronage to all
the pulpits in the neighborhood of Albany.
Leaving out of consideration for the moment the
fact that legislativ employment of chaplains is a
barefaced steal and imposition upon the taxpayers,
the unseemly conduct of the men of God is sufficient
reason why they should be pitched neck and heels
down the Capitol steps. They are public nuisances.

The Presbyterians propose to celebrate this year
as the centennial of their church in this country.
Presbyterianism was first organized here in 1705-6,
though isolated churches existed as early as 1619.
In 1717 the synod of Philadelphia was established,
which in 1788 embraced New York, New Jersey, Virginia, and t,he Carolinas. The first general assembly
was held in 1789. The distinguishing feature of the
centennial will be the raising of a fund of one million dollars for the care and maintenance of superannuated preachers.
We heartily commend this scheme, but suggest
that the fund be greatly enlarged. There are in this
country something under nine thousand Presbyterian ministers, and if any more of them engage in
debates with Colonel Ingersoll they will all be on
the town for support, for the result of the Rev
Henry M. Field's discussion with that gentleman i~
that but little real Presbyterianism is left us. The
Westminster Confession is being extensivly repudiated, and the Presbyterians are turniiig Unitarians
in sentiment, though clinging to the forms. of CalMr. Grabill's Authorities.
vinism.
In this week's issue of THE TnuTH SEEKER Mr. GraThe fund should be multiplied at least one thousand times, and if another should be raised to reha- bill finishes the first part of his rejoinder to a reply by
bilitate the superannuated creed, it would require Mr. A. B. Moss to some previous statements of his own.
It is now Mr. Moss's turn to be heard from. While we
. about all the money in the world.
are disposed to leave Mr. Grabill exclusivly in the
hands of Mr. Moss, we cannot forbear remarking
Parochial Schools In New England.
that unless Mr. Grabill deserts his present authoriThe question of the future of the public schools, ties--the Britannica and Johnson cyclopedias--he
considered in connection with the energy of the will get himself into controversial difficulties. In
Catholic church in establishing parochial schools, is the latter work the writer of the ·article Man quotes
becoming one of great ·importance in New England. approvingly from the preface to the Oxford ChronoIn Massachusetts the matter is being discussed quite logical Table, which says "that the scriptures were
generally, finding a place not only in the public press written for nobler and more exalted purposes than
but in the governor's message to the assembling legis- the mere transmission of dates or the gratification of
lature. Commenting on the probable outcome so far antiquarian curiosity; and hence we must not be suras legislat.ion in that state is concerned, a correspond- prised if, on topics connected with chronology, we
ant of the Springfield Republican offers as a possible fail to meet with the information we desire," which
remedy the improvement of the public school. He is a Christian way of letting the Bible down easy.
says : "It is believed that it would be most unwise The Speaker's Commentary is also referred to as
to attempt to meet the evil directly by compulsory affording " conclusiv evidence" that the best scholars
laws, but that the true way is to make the most of of the Church of England fully recognize the diffithe natural helps which are at hand. The Roman culty of determining the age of man from the HeCatholic parishioners are not by any means united brew scriptures. Investigations, says Mr. Grabill's
in favor of the parochial schools, and many of. them, loved authority, hav led a large majority of scieneven those who are high_ in rank, are favorable to the tific men to conclude that geological evidence points
public school system. Now it is proposed to solve to a much higher antiquity for man than has been
the problem by making the public schools as good commonly assumed.
Mr. Grabill's other authority, the Britannica cycloas possible. That will emphasize the difference between them and the parochial schools, and will tend pedia, is even yet more emphatic in denying the
to bring more and more of the Roman Catholic chil- truth of Mr. Grabill's somewhat awkwardly stated
dren into the public schools."
proposition that " the length of the human period as
The writer of that knows very little about the given by Moses in the ancient Hebrew scriptures and
Roman Catholic church if he thinks she cares much science are reconcilable." It is no longer necessary,
for the quality of the secular instruction given the says this eminent authority, to discuss these chronolchildren. A poor parochial school, with Catholicism ogies (Usher's and others), "inasmuch as new evitaught by nuns, suits her a thousand times better dance has so changed the aspect of the subject that
than the best public schools of the country. The the quasi-historical schemes of the last century
church wants converts ; she wants the children of would now be hardly maintained by any competent
Roman Catholics educated as Catholics, and she also authority of any school. Geology, notwithstanding
wants all the children of Protestant parents taught the imperfections of its results, has made it manifest
Catholicism. Parochial schools are with her a that our earth must hav been the seat of vegetable
weapon both of defense and of offense. She places and animal life for an immense period of time; while
religion above education, and between a child's the first appearance of man, though comparativly
knowledge of the catechism and his arithmetic she recent, is positivly so remote that an estimate bewould choose the catechism. The church policy of tween twenty and a hundred thousand years may
parochial schools will be carried out if every public fairly be taken as a minimum."
school in the land is made a model of educational
The same authority further states that the evidence
facility. And wherever the church controls a suffi- is now generally accepted by geologists which carries
cient number of votes in a town she will discontinue back the age of man to the Quaternary or Post~e pubJi~ S~hO?lfil jllld l(l1!.','6 :Pr<?~6f3tant r~~~tS DO I glaci~l :prift feriod! te~S 9f ~DO\lS~d~ r,Jf years ago.
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This hypothesis is supported by numberless facts,
and the time between this period and the period of
historical antiquity is bridged by relics of various
civilizations, found in Switzerland, Germany, Italy,
and other countries. And " chronicles and documentary records, taken in connection with archeological relics of the historical period, carry back into distant ages the starting-point of actual history, beyond
which lies the evidently vast period only known by
inferences from the relations of languages and the
stage of development of civilization." Egypt, Babylon, and China are quoted as affording a basis for
computations of great antiquity, for the evident fact
that the civilization of the world has been gradually
developed from an original Stone-age culture necessitates adding to the four or five thousand years, to
which the civilization of those places dates back, a
probably much greater length of time, during which
the know ledge, arts, and institutions of those countries
attained to their remarkably high level. Comparativ
philology corroborates this judgment, and the farthest date to which documentary record extends is
now generally regarded by anthropologists as but
the earliest distinctly visible point of the historic
period, beyond which stretches back a vast, indefinit
series of prehistoric ages.
So much for Mr. Grabill's authorities. He evidently studies with one eye closed, and the other
open to only that which he desires to see. We are
amply content, however, to leave him to the mercy of
Mr. Moss, who has truth on his side and will not find
it necessary to make the strongest part of his argument assertions that hav now been known to be false
for about twenty-five years. Indeed, we had imagined that this straw had been so completely threshed
that to pound it again would be waste of energy.

Editorial Notes. ·
MoNCURE D. CoNwAY's old church, the South Place Religious Society, has changed its name to South Place Ethical
Society. Only two members voted against the motion.
THE Christian Leader, talking of Plymouth church, eays:
"Those who worshiped Beecher will never drop down to
anything so commonplace as the worship of God." , A little
harmless sarcasm is good for the brethren. It sharpens their
wit.
MR. NEwToN WHITEHEAD, of this city, is entitled to the
choicest blessings of those who enjoy THE TRUTH SEEKER
pictures for a donation of $4.50 toward the expense of the
same. Mr. Whitehead's :qatute partakes of the color described by the first half of his last name.
FoR the information of Mr. W. E. Farr, we state that the
hatred of the Christians for their rival sect, the Mormons, was
the inspiring cause of the passage of the law by Congress
that no church shall hold in the territories more than fifty ·
thousand dollars' worth of property, and it is under this law
that the confiscation of the Mormon property is going on.
"MIRACLES and Miracle Workers," by John Peck, is
another one of a series of essays which ran through the
columns of THE TRUTH BEEKER laet winter, and has now
been reprinted in a neat pamphlet. The title explains the
work, but conveys little idea of the essay, which must be
read "to be appreciated." Mr. Peck never penned a dull
sentence, and '' Miracles nnd Miracle Workers" abounds in
logic, wit, and unanswerable argument. As a missionary
document it is invaluable, and that Liberals may scatter
it widely, we hav placed the price at ten cents each, and
seventy-five cents per dozen.
MR. HEI.-:RY KLEINMAN is informed that there are somewhere between six and eight millions of Roman Catholics in
the United States; but as that sect's methods of computation
are open to suspiCion, the exact number is uncertain. Friend
Kleinman is also informed that the King James translation
of the Bible and the Douay version are essentially different,
as the Douay version includes as canonical the books of the
Apocrypha, which the Protestants reject. Further, Mr.
Kleinman will find in studying the history of the Bible that
in ancient days the early Christians had a bewildering multiplicity of sacred books, and that it took centuries of sifting
God's writing to get the manuscripts-which form our present
Bible. The rejected manuscripts were of equal authority
with the accepted manmcripts, and the councils rendered
their decisions on no ground but their own will. If Mr.
Kleinman will peruse Bronson Keeler's " Short History of
the Bible" (which he can purchase at this office for fifty
cents), he will find the titles of scores of books which some
Christians once regarded as inspired, but which their numerically stronger brethren pronounced to be the work of men
alone. The lotteries of Trent and Westminster decided the
two present canons.
FRIENDSHIP Liberal League, of Philadelphia, will commemorate the 151st anniversary of the birth of Thomas
Paine, in Industrial Hall, Broad and Wood streets, afternoon
and· evening, on Sunday, January 29, 1888. Good speakers
and good music to interest the audiences hav been secured,
'fh!l ~il)eral public are cordi&liy i~viteq. Adm.iseiou free,
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l,ttltrs Jroll( Jlritnds.
WooDsToCK, Jan. 2, 1888.
lb. EDITOR: I inclose $10, to be invested as follows-two
copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER, two ALMANAcs, Ingersoll's
speech to the jury in the suit against the telegraph company,
and $3 for the benefit of Watson Heston and his pictures.
These pictures must be kept a-going anyway. I take one
copy of the paper to bind into a bock; the other, to send out
where I think it will do the most good.
JoaN D. PowERS.
WHEELING, W.VA., Dec. 24, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Would it were our fate to hav association
with and the friendship of such minds as Ingersoll, and the
authors of such books as "Men, Women, and Gods" and
thousands that you hav! Then "life would be all happiness and misery but a name." We hav plenty of thinkers
here in our city, and you would be surprised to know the
number of good, solid people who think just as we do, but
hav but little· chance to express themselvs.
Respectfully,
T. A. MoRRis & Co.
ORCHARD, IA., Dec. 26, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Please find. inclosed $3 to renew my subscription for the best weekly journal printed in the United
States or anywhere else, TaE TRurn SEEKER. It comes
regularly every week, and is a very welcome visitor. We
could not think of doing without it at any price. Some of
the pictures are splendid. I hope Heston will keep on doing
his level best. I would like to get some new subscribers, but
it is har4 times here for that. By the way, don't forget I
hav a dime at your office waiting for Ingersoll's addresl!l to
those fools in defense of C. B. Reynolds. C. B. DouGLAs.
CoRDOVA, ILL., Dec. 27, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Please discontinue sending THE TRUTH
SEEKER to my address until you receive further notice. I
hav no fault to find with the conduct of the paper, except
the illustrations. They are to me so repugnant that I want
no more of them. They may tickle the fancy of iconoclasts,
but they certainly do not help to educate the ignorant out of
the slough of superstition in which centuries of wrong teaching hav involved them. They inspire hate in· that class of
persons, which frame of mind is not well suited to receive
lessons of common-sense teaching. ~his is how it appears
to me. I may be wronp;, however; but, if I am, I cannot
Yours truly,
J. HOKE.
help it.

and priest-ridden community, composed of Catholics and
Protestants alike.
·
The time is coming, and not far distant, when we will be
able to get some able speakers to come to our town to giv us
a few lectures on Freethougbt, for we expect to hav the cars
running to our town inside of a year. Last July myself,
.wife, and son went .fifteen miles to hear J .. E. Remsburg
· speak on "False Claims" and ''Thomas Paine.'' We were
well paid, for there was a goodly number of- us.
Yours truly,
S. I. CuuvELAND.
MINNESOTA LAKE, MINN., Dec. 31, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Happy New Year to the Truth Seeker Company! I venture to say TaB TRUTH BEEKER is the best paper
printed in the world.
I am unable to write with my poor pen the love which I
hav for the United States and her Constitution. I· say, giv
the people of every country. liberty and freedom of thought.
I can well judge the superiority of our freedom here to the
condition of things in Russia• and other Eastern countries,
where I lost my best youth under tyranny and soldiers' disciplin. There I had to obey like a slave negro; wear a lock
on my mout.h, and say Yes or No. Here a man can say, "I
am a free man I" without any fear of being arrested and sent
off.
It will take centuries to bring Russia, cursed with its
priesthood and czarhood, up to the level of North America.
We are hoping for th43 time of civilization, and, with the
help of other nations, will fight for liberty and truth to the
last drop of blood. Then we can say that we are white
men!
I am sorry that the W!lather will prevent my paper's COIJl.ing in time.
E. S. GLIOK.
NoRTH PARM.t.., N.Y., Dec. 31, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Your circular received. I think you hav
arrived at a sensible conclusion, i.e., to publish your paper
only on a cash basis. As I am not in arrears for THE TRUTH
SEEKER, you may stop sending it to me. I am heartily tired
of the sympathetic tendency shown in its columns, both editorially and by contributors, toward Anarchists, misrule, and
free whisky. I love my country and its welfare too much to
giv any countenance or support to those who would tear
down and subvert all that has been built up with untold
blood, tears, and treasure.
You sneer at everything that is being done for the suppression of the sale of alcoholic drinks. I am willing to join
hands with any and every one who is intelligently striving to
wipe out the damnable traffic. You seem to carry the idea
that there are none outside of the church who are Prohibitionists. But for the efforts of an out-and-out Infidel the
sale of whisky in this town would not hav been stopped.
Nearly every Freethinker and Infidel in this vicinity is a temperance man or woman. If Liberalism and Infidelity are to
pro8per, they must array themselvs upon the side of good
government, the}iause of temperance, and whatever else has
a tendency toward the upbuilding and sustaining of law and
order and the good of society.
·
Kindly yours,
JOHN TOMPKINS.

HANNIBAL, Mo., Dec. 27, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : As secretary of the Society of Agnostic
Moralists of Hannibal, 1\-Io., I hav received letters asking for
our views in regard to the Secular Union. We are in full sympathy with the movement. All we ask of our members is to
be moral men and women of the highest type, free from superstition, free love, Spiritualism, Anarchy, and so forth.
Our society is growing rapidly. Eighty names hav been
enrolled from twenty-two states and territories, some of the
most prominent leaders of the cause among that number, in
ATLANTA, GA., Dec. 27, 1887.
six weeks. On receipt of five cents in postage stamps the
MR. EDITOR: I happened to notice the picture, "Coming
constitution will be sent to any address in the United States
Events Cast their Shadows Before," while in a book-store in
or Canada.
F. H. RAu, Secretary.
this city. The picture attracted my attention at. once. At
a glance I conceived the character of the paper. I took it
LACONA, N. Y., Dec. 6, 1887.
·.MR. EDITOR: I hav taken your excellent paper but a short from the counter and read: "THE TRUTH SEEKER." "That's
time, but I must say that it is the best I hav ever seen, and exactly what I took it for," thought I; then paid for the
I hav read a great many papers of Frcethought and reform. paper and took it home. Since then I hav been getting THE
This is a hotbed of religious fanatics, and there are but a TRUTH BEKKER regularly. I love to tead this paper, although
few persons in this place that hav mind enough of their ow:n I find nothing new in it for myself; but therefore many of
-a mind that is not swayed by the religious cranks who are my friends and acquaintances like to borrow it from me, and
·roaming about in this section "seeking whom they may de- then they come and tell me, " It is very good-splendidvour "-to think and read on this 2reat and glorious subject delightful," etc. This givs me all the satisfaction I can
expect in this city. But, as far as I know Atlanta, it seems
of reform.
What few there are of us are going to start a Liberal to me that a few good speeches of a good Liberal orator
Union. We are growing daily, and we think that by a little would cause the organization of. a Liberal club. And, in a
city such as Atlanta is, Liberalism is more apt to develop
exertion on our part we can swell our ranks to a legion.
May you ever prosper in your great and glorious work, is rapidly than in a large Northern city. Atlanta is a peculiar
city; nothing new passes unnoticed, as the case is very often
the wish of your friend aud fellow-worker,
in a large city North. I do not doubt that Freethought will
Gxo. SKINNER.
be much opposed, but I am also confident that there will be
a good many sympathizers with it, as a good many AtlanPo:.mnoY, W. T., Dec. 15, 1887.
MR. En~TOR: We must be excused for not being more tians are well prepared for Freethought and reform. I know
faithful, but, as you know, we farmers in the far West hav that a good many Atlantians are tired of being sent to hell
·
been driven into the muzzle of a steel-loaded cannon, and every Sunday.
we had to be patient and wait to get blown out, and that
M.ay your noble work of seeking the truth be crowned
with just life enough to feel that we only had the bare threads with success, and may the rays of truth penetrate into the
of life, for we hav had no markets for our produce this fall. darkness of every thinking person's heart, that he.may reject
We are highly delighted with Mr. Heston's pictures. And superstition as a thing of no use, and adopt truth and
AFAR.
Mr. Ingersoll's Reply lately to Rev. so forth was beautiful. enlightenment as the only guide in his life.
The world cannot refute it.
We wish you all merry Christmas and merry New Year,
HILLSBORO, D. T., Dec. 10, 1887.
and hope that our bands of seekers of love and truth shall
MR. EDITOR: Although J am not a subscriber for THE
treble our strength this coming year. We hav a dark stream TRUTH SEEKER, I hav read it for two years, and I can safely
to cross here, but we hav bulwarks sufficient to stand the say it is the most truthful journal I hav read. I had a talk
storms of superstition.
with a fellow the other day, and when our conversation
We also want :Mr. Putnam to giv us a call the first oppor. drifted in on the subject of religion I asked him, "Why did
tunity, and we will make him happy and well satisfied, and God create man when he knew before that he could not
I think he will do a great deal of good to our cause.
stand the proof in paradise?" He said that God could not
reward man with any higher glory before he had gone
HENRY HINDER.
through a proof. "But if God never had created man, there
PLAINVILLE, KAN., Dec. 18, 1887.
would be none to reward, or did God create man especially
MR. EoiTOR: Inclosed find $5, which will insure me and a to be rewarded?" I asked. " God .created man to an image
new .subscriber THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year. I hav been of himself," he answered. Says I, "That proves that God
the only subscriber to your valuable paper at thJ.s place for was enamored of himself. He thought he was such a great,
several years, perhaps always, put now you will hav an- good God, that he had to hav something to be able to see his
other, who, I think, will be a permanent one from this time own features. But I don't see any use in creating a man to
on. I got this new subscriber by circulating Ingersoll's be able to hav a look at himself. God, you say, is all-wise.
reply to Field's letter. I hav kept it going until it has un- He saw that fifty or _si~ty centuries ahead looking,glasses,
e!lrthed ll number of freethinker-e. This is ll church~going mirrors, etc., wo!Ud be m!Uluf!lctured; why did he :not make

Some and save himself all the trouble or" creatin~ man, ~n~r
gels, devils, and a place of everlasting torment?" He said·
he did not know, and that is not for us to know; all .we hav.
to do is to believe. Blindly believe·, without reason or.mind,
as every Christian seems to do.
Some of our great Liberal champions ought to take a lecture trip through the Red river valley. There is a vast field
of work to be done, and much good for the cause of liberty
could be aceomplished here.
Hoping you will continue to make THE TRUTH SEEKER a
shining star in the darkness of superstition, I remain, ·
Cordially yours,
JoaN E. WELIN.

OLYMPIA, W. T., Dec: 18, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: In reading the many" Letters from Friends,"
the writer fails to see any from this _place. There are a few
stanch Liberals here, also six "monuments of superstition."
Though a young man born and reared amid the surroundings
of the church, without ever an opportunity for learning Freethought principles, after reading Thalheimer's '' General Hietory of the Worid," I said, when I read how ignorant and
superstitious people hav been, it is no wonder that they believe in inspiration and talking with God, and rejected the
idea that a just God would punish an innoc-~nt being for a
guilty one. During the past five years the writer has been
an outspoken Freethinker and talked with m~ny Christians,
also listened to many sermons and lectures ill various states,
bnt can say I hav never heard a sine;le argument that ·would
stand the test of reason. Tiley always misrepresent history
and refer us to the ruin an1l bloodshed of the French Revolution as the result of Infidelity, but never teach their people
of the Inquisition, the persecution of witches, and also of the
religious wars and wholesale slaughter of innocent people.
Oil these they are as silent as the grave. They argue that because all savage and low people hav religion there must be a
true principle of divinity; but does not this very fact prove
that it is a relic of b3rbarism? Allow me to ask anyone,
Where were our souls when this earth was a molten mass?
I regard Christianity as a mythical bubble that fl.o~ts in the
atmosphere of superstition and fadt>s at the first toncb of
reason. I agree·with Colonel Ingersoll when he said, "Whei1
we see the nations that hav passed away, the things that hav
died in an hour, the religious that are dust, we should at
least hav the modesty of mortality."
BENJ. TRoYER.
.
BARRE, MAss., Nov. 27, 287.
MR. EDITOR: To "The Age of Miracles-Has It Passed
Away?" in 'rHE TRUTH SKKKKR of November. 27th, I should
answer-No age of miracles ever existed.
However, I was deeply interested in "Ononon's" proposition under this heading, and will venture to n:ake two or
three suggestions.
Would it not be an improvement on "Ononon's" proposition, instead of having the test confined to five hundred or.
one thousan!l praying Christians, to cng~ge all Christians all
over the globe to unitedly put up their petitions for one
month; and, in!!tead of a rock weighing five tons being
moved across the Alleghany river, stipulate that there be two
days with no night between, or thirty-six or forty-eight
hours of udnterrupted daylight, which is eq•rivalent to the
sun and moon standing still (see Josh. x, 12-18) or the sun
going back on t~e dial (see Isaiah xxxviii, 7, 8)?
This lengthened day would be co~nizable to the whole
world, and its miraculou'l cause; and would it not be ..a far
stronger proof of the efficacy of prayer and miracle-working than a rock inclosed in a bui.ding as a reminder of the
stupendous fact?
I fancy. however, that even with "Ononon's" prospectiv
one million of dollars promised, the whole Christian world
will not undertake the job either of us propose, plainly proving that they hav no conndence in the promises in God's
word, since, as there stated, mountains can be and were removed by faith and prayer, as in the case when the sun went
back ten degrees on the dial, and not only one rock weighing
five tons moved the distance across the Alleghany river, but
all the rocks on the globe, and the globe, also, moved a far
greater distance, in obedience to a miracle wrought by Isaiah,
as a sign to King Hezekiah that his life should be lengthened
fifteen years.
"He that believeth n<;>t shall be damned" (Mark xvi, 16).
ELLA E. GIBSON.
DENVER, IA., Jan. 1, 288.
MR. EDITOR: Another happy new year to you, and here's
$5 to help to make it such, and to carry my subscription to
1890. I hav been a subscriber to this paper ever since D. M..
Bennett started it in Illinois, and hav approved in main its
management from that day to this. I indorse fully the Nine
Demands of Liberalism, which, when carried out, will giv
to all r,!lligious·freedom and equality; yet I must say that he
who has no other principles, and no feelings of sympathy for
the oppressed and downtrodden toiling millions, whatever
may be his profession, is a fit snbjt>ct for Edwards's heaven,
where" the joys of the blessed are increased by witnessing the
torments of the .damned in hell." He that stoppeth his ears
at the cries of tl;te poor ought to cry himself and not be
heard. If this sentiment is in the Bible, neither the clergy
aor other aristocrats giv any heed to it.
I make this remark in consequence of the condemnation
you hav received from some professed Liberals for the· just
and manly position you took in regard to the so-called Anarchists in Chicago. The time is coming when, if they liv long
enough and acquire sense enough, they will feel heartily
ashamed of such condemnation.
The time once was when a slaveholding aristocracy-and a
slaveholding aristocracy is ever the sworn enemy of human
liberty-required the death of any man who preached the
gospel of freedom and deliverance to the slaves. $5,000 was
offered for the head of William Lloyd Garrison; and John
Browu fell~ D).artyr to t4~s qloody requirement, Yet Jolm
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Brown went "marching on" till every chattel slave was
-free.
"EternaJ vigilance is the price of liberty;" and while freedom slumbered, a moneyed and monopolistic aristocracy,
.with governmental aid, fastened its manacles upon many
millions more, with the same bloody requirement, death to
any who should preach the gospel of freedom and deliver'ence to them. Yet brave and heroic men stood up boldly
in defense of human rights and.human liberty, till, through
judicial murder, they fell martyrs, like John Brown and the
fabled Jesus Christ; and, while eleven millions cried for
mercy, an oppressiv aristocracy and a tyrannic priesthood
shouted, "Crucify them! crucify them i" But the blood of
·martyrs is the seed of reformation· or revolution; and they
too will go "marching on," until " the right comes upper.
most," a!ld liberty and justice are triumphant
Wbere'er the suu
Does his successiv courses run.

Yours for the right,

M. FARRINGToN.

SToNE BLUFFs, INn., Dec. 31, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: We see by THE TRUTH BEEKER of Decem}>er
~th that the" restless Jesuits" and St. Cleveland hav had a
matinee. We wish to say that we heartily Gommend every
word of THE TRUTH BEEKER in regard to the aforesaid
white-chokered parasites. We hav been watching the sly,
slimy movements of this particular set of religious rascals
ever since two hundred of them visited General Grant in
June, 1862. Thanks to General Grant, the sacred two hun.
dred departed with cold comfort. If there is anything we
Spiritualists and Freethinkers in this old county of Fountainpride ourselvs on, it is that we hav been, and always are,
ready to air through our county press, and otherwise, these
same "restless Jesuits." The consequence is they are
mighty scarce hereabouts. We write to our Congressmen,
and send petition after petition up to headquarters whenever
our newspapers so suggest.
We watch the ministers of the go8pel here, and hav corrected about two for Gad-in-the-Constitution gabble. Let
every Freethinking man, woman, and chilcl watch the whitelivered sky-pilots, wh(), with all their Falstaffian boasting of
being ever ready to defend Christ, are never ready to defend
their claims. Truth was, and is, too strong for these liars
. and lying claims, so they propose bolstering their supersti.
tion constitutionally, which means "national support," and
that means support out of the United States treasury, to
spread the kind of sense that thought slavery was a "divine
institution," until nearly four hundred thousand Union lives
and three billions of money were sacrificed, to rid ourselvs
of one grand Christian lie, upheld by Christian liars and·
Christian thieves. "Oh," they say, "they are not Christians." We answer, "If they are not, why-don't you kick
theJ;Il out of your churches and thus purify your church?"
Christians are so used to reasoning from a false basis that
every time their mouth is opened they are knocked down
with their own boomerang; Heston's cartoon where the
chief noise-maker fell, and ran his head into his drum, is exactly the picture for cowardly Christian ministers. So let
the inimitable Heston giv St. Cleveland and the shivering,
white-livered rascals another send-off.
We wish to say it is impossible to even hint at all the good
things in THB TRUTH BEKKER, but I am showing them to
everybody that comes to our house, and will get some subW. E. CRANE.
scribers before I die.
CoNOORD, N. C., Dec."23, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Concord at this time is afflicted with a polished religious tramp, religiously known as an evangelist.
I learn that he preaches to full houses of sinners and galva.
nized Christians or' both sexes and colors. Man by nature
seeks excitement and takes to it as a duck does to water.
It is his element, and he is not at home unless he .has some. thing to excite him. Again, man is said to be an animal
endowed with reason. How he can bury reason and be con• verted to such doctrins as are taught by these preacherstaught from the Bible-is more than any sane man can comprebend. If Mr. Scratch would come to my house offering
11 United States map for $10 and I should find several gross
errors in it, such as the Mississippi river separating Ala.bama and Georgia, I would be an Idiot to buy his map.
There is just about as much reason in my buying .Mr.
Scratch's map and paying him $10 as there is in my believ.
ing the teachings of this evangelistic tramp, as taught from
the Bible; yet he gets his $250 per week and free board in
the best of families, the upper tens. He never looks for a
poor man's boarding-house when out chasing the devil from
the doors of the churches. This follower of the meek and
lowly Jesus travels to and from the post-office in a fine twohorse turn-out-in King Solomon or Queen Victoria stylewhile those who bow the knee to him plod through the mud
on foot.
One of the evangelist high privates interviewed me, and
was very anxious to know the reason why I did not attend
·church. A short dialog was the result, which ran thus :
H~ P.: "Why do you not go to hear Rev. M., evangelist?"
Sinner: "Because I take no stock in such a racket." H. P.:
"No racket, but it may be the saving of your soul." S.:
"Why is it that you and your church are so anxious abcut
the salvation of my. soul, when you and your religious
friends three years ago did all you could to prevent me from
getting an office so I could support myself and family, but
piled your votes high on a man who had held a lucrativ
office six years, and could count his dollars by the thousands?" H. P.: "I know you were treated· badly, but
Mr. ---was the nominee of the party, and I always vote
with my party." S.: ''I do the same. I stick to my faith,
and would be doing violence to my conscience were I to go
·to hear a man preach a doctrin I believe to be untrue."
H·
"Do rou not believe the Bible, Old ~nq :New Testa-

:r.;

ment, to be of divine origin and written by divine inspiration ?" S. : "I do not." I then quoted to him the views of
Senator Cowan, of Pennsylvania,. than which I do believe
man never uttered a more sublime sentence.
Let me here tell my views of heaven and hell. Heaven is
prosperity; bell is adversity. The reverend evangelist is in
. heaven, with a throng of angels (human angels) ministering
unto him. Hell being adversity, all poor people will hav
these same angels administering unto them kicks and blows.
These Christians must practice what they preach and teach,
and in doing so, they delight in such consoling texts .as
found in Mark iv, 23. This has been my experience with
them.
J. W. MEHAFFEY.
:ONEIDA, KAN., Dec. 26, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: There seem to be at least five forces, or
parasites, as it were, preying upon the vitality of this
government.
The first one is the increase in population by miscegenation
in the Southern states, the coloretl population having increased from 4,000,000 to about 8,000,000 since the liberation
of sl.aves, producing a grade of intelligence not by any means
conduciv to the building up of the present generation either
morally or intellectually.
Then the liquor traffic, which costs this nation for domestic liquors, beer, etc., $980.000,000, and by adding enough to
that amount for imported liquors, wines, beer, etc., you hav
the cost to this country for intoxicants .that go down the
throats of the people of this nation. That is a thousanrl
times worse than wasted, for what is received in return?
Devastation, destruction, poverty, .death, misery, ignorance,
rags, and .crime almost inconqeivable.
Then the concentration of capital, resulting in making the
rich richer and the poor poorer, which is an evil fed by the
poorer classes of all nations.
Then Mormonism, which is the most complete system for
proselytizing the ignorant or' the land that ever was inaugu.
rated on this continent. Out of a population of less than
200,000, all told, in Utah, Montana, Idaho, and Arizona, and
with headquarters at Salt Lalte City, they hav 28,840 bishops,
Latter Day Saints, scattered all over this country as well a~
Europe, gathering up all the ignorant, superstitious creatures
and shipping them to this country-not by any means an
element compatible with good morals or government. The
leaders are in deadly opposition to this nation.
We notice some of our leading newspapers are becoming
exercised over the probability of the territory of Utah being
admitted as a state under the existing circumstances out
there, which would giv us what we never had before, a state
ecclesiastical hierarchy, which, under the. Constitution, this
government could not prevent. Hence, it would be found
that a matter that has been so difficult to deal with in a
territory would be most difficult of solution in a state.
But why so concerned about Mormonism to the almost
entire neglect of an element so formidable comparativly
which has been clamoring for ecclesiastical despotism
almost ever since this has become a nation? We allude to
Ultramontanism, or, speaking so as to be more plainly understood, Romanism and Jesuitism, which are gaining so
rapidly in this country.
The church of Rome is gaining ground very rapidly here,
and is to-day the most potent political power or " machine"
in the United States. Everyone knows about all of our cities
of any importance are municipally ruled by Romanism.
Laf&yette said-and he a Roman Catholic at the time-" that
if ever this government is destroyed, it will be by Romish
priests."
The sorriest sight is to see Protestants aiding in building
Catholic cathedrals, churches, parochial schools, monasteries, convents, and nunneries, on the one hand, while on
the other erecting bronze statues to the memory and celebrating the birthday of Martin Luther. Of course, that
propaganda university at Washington will be built largely
by Protestants, who will be drawn upon in every conceivable
manner or device. There certainly is a want of consistency
in the matter. Remember, eternal vigilance is the price of
liberty.
.
We notice that Cleveland has presented Papa Leo with a
copy of our American Constitution, and papa is seemingly
well pleased with the documeo't. It seems to be ringing in
our ears that Pope Gregory XVI. said about half a century
ago, '' Out of the Roman States there is no country where I
am pope except the United States." Perhaps Papa Leo has
been keeping an eye Americanward for some time, and no
doubt would think a cross on top of ·the dome of the White
House would be very ornamental. The old man is liable to
be attacked with almost any kind of a hallucination, it
seems.
AMERIOA.
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''peace on e~rth and good.will to men," saying: "This is the
day of my birth on earth. There shall be no ·more famin,
and hunger shall nevermore gnaw at the vitals of innocent
babes, neither of women, nor of men. And no more pestilence, no more wars, shall lay waste and devastate the hab.
itations of men. The earth shall yield tenfold the amount of
grain that it has yielded to the same amount of labor from
this date 11nd forever. The flowers shall bloom more beautiful, neither shall their odors contain any poisonous exhala-tions. The birds shall possess a more beautiful plumage,
and shall sing more joyously than ever before, and no
flower shall be cut down by an untimely frost. And no
flower, beast, bird, or man shall be born into this world in a
deformed appearance, blind, halt, deaf, imbecil, or weak.
Neither shall there arise from the earth any poisonous malarious breezes. Both man and beast shall enjoy life and be at
peace forever. I am your redeemer from all evil and danger. After this date there shall be no fears of death among
the children of men, for if death visit mankind, it shall be
without pain. It shall be a falling to sleep, and a transportation to the heaven of rest "-if, after all those sayings,
the truth of his assertions had been verified by the
changes throughout all nature, then there would hav been
just and reasonable ground for believing him to be the son
of a God, for it would hav been equally as consistent to
cau~e the changes throughout all of nature as to cause the
change of its laws in a single instance, as claimed by miraclebelievers. But, instead of those changes and teachings,
which would hav brought such great blessings to mankind,
and to the animal kingdom as well, what are his teachings,
and the teachings of this book called the Bible, the word of
God?
This son of God-as claimed to be by· the churches to-day
-if he ever lived, might hav bad the best of wishes for mankind in general, but he exhibited in many instances an angry
temper like other men. When he spoke of God's chosen
people, in one instance he called them a generation of vipers.
I hav no doubt that he was lilte the gospel. racket men of
to-day, who believe that every man that does not believe as
they do is vile, base, and having the temper aud poison of a
viper. I asked a sky-pilot the other day by whose authority
the angels proclaimed "peace on earth an!l good-will to
men" on the morning of Christ's birth. "Why," said he,
"by God's authority, of course." I aslted again, "Then by
whose did Jesus Christ say (~att. x, 34,35), 'Think not that
I come to send peace on earth; I come not to send peace,
but a sword. For I am come to set a man at variance
against his father, and the daughter against her mother, aud
the daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law?'"
The Christian presents his Bible, with its gross absurdities
and foolish tales, and says it is the word of God. and he is
absurd enough to think that we are in duty bound to believe
it, and even though we be ever so honest in our disbelief
G-a-u-d will not hav any respect for our honesty, but will
damn us eternally. This is glad tidings of great joy.
I am often asked by Christians what we Infidels would do
if we could succeed in the destruction of faith in the Bible
and God. I answer, We would giv you more wholesome
civil laws. They say, Would not manldnd become reckless, having no faith, and no God to fear? I say, He is now
reckless, malicious, murderous, deceitful, and dishonest, and
it is not the restraining influences of the Bible and faith in
God that govern in the kingrlom of men, but laws made by
man, the abolition of which human laws would prove a
greater disaster to men than the imagination can picture.
On the other hand, if your Bible and your faith in God were
abolished, our laws would prove as efficient as they now do.
Again, we think that if the erroneous beliefs of Gods and
Bibles were abolished, mankind would find more time to
study the arts and sciences, and the laws that govern health,
by which he could avoid disease. I hav thought it not impossible for science to discover the very elements of life and
to be able by that knowledge to substitute health for
disease, and Mrength for weakness, and I think that the science of physics has, as it were, only begun to make discoveries that will lead us to the knowledge of minerals and herbs
that may supply the very fountains of life to sucn an extent
that life may be prolonged for hundreds of years.
The teachings of the Bible hav no doubt been a great
stumbling-block to science on every hand, for superstition
and science can never go hand in hand. But geperation after
generation the minds of the human family are evoluting in to
a better knowledge of this world and its affairs, and it seems
that man will eventually release himself from popes, priests,
and superstitions. The great masses in this country are now
studying more thoughtfully than ever before their soctal and
economic affairs, and the evolution of thought will eventually
bring about a panacea for all social inequalities. Man has
discovered to some extent the laws of evolution and applied
them to his benefit in the vegetable and animal kingdom, but
he is compelled to walk by steps, and his thinking faculty
does not seem to be much faster in some directions.
The following is clipped from the Springfield Republican:

CoALTON, KY., Dec. 18, 1887.
MR. EDITOR:- Since I hav discarded the Bible and hav read
somewhat of the evolution theories, they appear to my mind
the most reasonable account, or rather supposition, of the
creation of this world, as well as all others. There is no liv.
WHAT THEY SINO IN SALT LAKE.
ing thing, from the most minute blade of grass, flower, herb,
Here is t.he sort of stuff juvenil Mormons sing at their Sunda:ror tree; from the most minute animalcule to the most won- eohools. It is, however, only one degree worse than some of the
derful mastodon that has in the knowledge of man been born hymns sung in Sunday-schools all over the land :
I'll be a lit.tle Mormon,
into the world, that has been born in the. fulness of its size
And •eek to know the ways
That God has taught his people
and stature at the first peep of its existence. All materials,
In thes~ latter dars.
•
and all life, whether vegetable or animal, seem to be the pro.
Thongb I am young and httle,
I. too, may learn forthwith
ductions of time. Especially does the animal life seem to
Tn love the prllcinuo go> pel
owe its existence entirely to other materials, vegetable life,
Revealed to Joseph Sm1th.
and time.
With Jesm for the standFnd,
A ottrP. and pt>rfeot llUide,
Just how far snch absurdities as the belief in the instantaAnd Jo•eph's whe examiJle,
neous creation of the world and all forms of life hav taken
WbH.t can I ne~d b<S~<Ie?
I'll strive from every evil
possession of the minds of men cannot be ascertained by the
To keep my loeart and tongue;
numb~r of pretended followers.
1•11 be IL little Mormon,
And follow Brigham Youn<!".
If Jesus Christ had been born into this world in some
HERRoN, r.~
lar~e citr an<~ ~e~ an<L t4ere be~un to preach ltis gospel of

s. :r.
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"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

My Dog.
This dog of mine, his name is Guy;
Two friends we are, my dog and I ;
He finds no fault with aught I do;
Where•er I go he goeth too;
Whate'er my wish, whate'er my whim,
'Tis law and gospel all to him ;
Our tastes are similar, you see,
So I love him, and he loves me.
We both are fond of half-day jaunts
In quR.il resorts and partridge haunts;
We know the woods in every nook,
We know the course of every brook;
Going or coming. still we say
We both pr.efer the louger way;
Our tastes are similR.r, you see,
So I love him, and he loves me.
We are not lazv, he or I.
Yet well enjoy full length to lie
Where mosses kind a couch hav spread,
And leaves are lisping overhead;
Not lazy, no, hut, like the rest,
We like to do what suits us best;
Our tastes are similar, you see,
So I love him, and he loves me.
Good companY is Gu:v; it seems
He knows the worth of thoughts R.nd dreams;
Though aliso dumb and absent I,
He ne'er complains or al'ks me why,
Nor counts it in the least absurd
To walk a mile without a word ;
Our tastes are similar, you see,
So I love him, and he loves me.
"The ha\'>PY R.re the wise;" so said
Some great philosopher, I've read;
We like that creed, and as we can
We practice on it.. dog and man;
Both Guy and I believe it best
To take the good and leave the rest;
Our tastes are similar, you see,
So I love him, and he loves me.

Why I Am •a Liberal.
Most of my neighbors are Christians, and
send their children to Sunday~school. Some
0f them do not like me because I do not go
to Sunday-school as they do.
I hav heard that the Christians used to put
people to death for believing differently from
themselvs. I don't believe that was right.
Everybody ought to think as he pleases and
yet be safe.
The Liberals are all friendly to everybody.
They will let everybody think and believe as
he pleases. This I like much better.
These are the reasons why I am a Liberal.
Cr.ELIE JAMKB [8 years old].
Zaleski, 0.
~-------4~~---------

lntelligence of Animals.
I ain very glad that the intelligent little
readers of this Corner hav such excellent opportunities afforded them in .these latter days
of building their education upon the strong
and solid foundation of truth. This will certainly be a great advantage to you, and you
are really commencing where many of us
older people are leaving off. You will hav
so little to unlearn, and can go right along
through a long and beautiful life, reading,
observing, learning, and storing up knowledge that will be a source of comfort and
pleasure to you all your lives. How much
better that is than to be trammeled and held
back by some degrading superstition, to be
taught that it' is wrong to investigate or inquire into this or that matter, because such
investigation might .unsettle some foregone
conclusion, some dogma or belief that must
be held at all hazards! :Many of us hav labored under this disadvantage all our early
lives, reading forbidden books with an uneasy conscience and a quaking fear lest some
dreadful judgment be visited upon us for our
presumption in prying into those things
which· we were emphatically told were far
beyond human ken.
·
Well-meaning but mistaken people took
great pains to impress upon the mind of the
young that man was created by a God who
created every other living creature for his
use and with especial reference to him. We,
the children of twenty-five years ago, in view
of this fact were much impressed by our
own importance. so much so that many
grand and beautiful truths were overlooked
or rejected because they were incompatible
with that idea. As we grew older, however,
we became a little wiser, and it soon commimced to dawn upon us that many traits,
feelings, and emotions we had always
thought peculiar to. man were manifested by
other an4nals fa.r below )lim. A. little study

convinced us that the close similarity
of our anatomy with that of the brute cr~a
tion could not be the result of accident.
How could we hold out when we were
shown that no bone or muscle in our bodies
but could be•matched with like bone or muScle in the body of a horse? And not only
that, but we were shown by those indefatigable truth seekers that some muscles present in the body of a horse, which we do not
now possess in good working order, are still
present in our bodies in a rudimentary condition. They are of no earthly use to us, but
there they are, mute witnesses of our lowly
origin.
It is not so very long ago that we began to
see the mistakes that were made in our early
training. we commenced to realize that, although we are immensely superior to any
other animal, yet the difference is not nearly
so great as we at first thought. We could
not help seeing that many of the lower animals displayed something very nearly like
reason. Classing their intelligent actions under the vague term " instinct" did not explain the matter at all. We could not help
seeing, when our attention was called to the
matter, t;hat a dog enjoys a joke, aside from
his love of play and fun. Hav you not seen
him, when you had thrown a stick for
him, take it and run away with it for some
distance, and then, placing it on the ground
in front of him, wait for you to come and
pick it up, and just as you got near enough
to do so, snatch it up in his mouth and
scamper off with it, evidently enjoying the
joke he had played upon you? This maneuver he will repeat with the greatest relish
as long as you care to play with him.
I recently read of a tame night-heron
owned by a gentleman in England. This
bird knew a trick which he dearly loved to
play upon his enemy the cat. When he sees
puss approaching, he will hide behind a bush
or some convenient object until she gets near
enough to him to suit his purpose; at that
moment he will start up with a most appalling screech, and, if he only could laugh, I
hav no doubt he would do so, as, perched
upon a limb, he watches her terrified flight.
This is a well-authenticated fact, and looks
as if the bird must hav reasoned about the
matter very much as we would hav done. I
do not think it can be "instinct," do you?
Ornithologists, or persons who study the
habits of birds, tell us that many birds hav
the same kind of love for the beautiful, both
of sight and sound, that we hav. At certain
seasons, when they wish to make themselvs
particularly agreeable, they will take the
greatest pains to display their beautiful feathers, or whatever other ornaments they may
possess, to the very best advantage. Great
numbers of a certain kind of birds in India
will assemble at a meeting-place. They will
clear a space four or five feet in diameter of
every blade of grass and stone. One bird at
a time will walk out into this ring and" show
off" to the others. He will spread his beautiful.taillike an immense fan, throw out first
one wing, then another, to display ihe brilliant hues of the feathers; then, as the bright
feathers are upon the under part of .the wing,
he must needs stick his head through to see
what kind of an impression he is making
upon the spectators. He does this so often
that the feathers are worn quite bare at the
loophole he has made for the purpose. Then
he will strut up and down with great dignity,
occasionally varying the performance by capering round and dancing. When qJ.ite fatigued by these antics he will retire with a
self-satisfied air, while another bird takes the
ground to go through the same performance,
while their lady friends look on with evident
admiration; and the birds who perform the
best, finding favor in their eyes, are accepted
as mates for the season. Sometimes it happens that a bird who thinks he has performed
his part very acceptably and done himself
·credit in the general exhibition of charms,
will_ pay his addresses to the bird of his
choice, and is rejected with every evidence of
repugnance on her part. She will hav nothing whatever to do with him, while she may
enter into partnership with another bird of
more modest pretensions, build her nest,
hatch her little speckled eggs, and liv very
happily with him all summer. Other birds
are very pugnacious. The warrior who can
whip his adversary most effectually is most
admired by the lady birds of his acquaintance.
The bower-birds of Australia hav a very
peculiar habit of constructing bowers or playhouses, where they meet to play and .amuse
themselvs in a most fantastic manner. They
build a platform of sticks upon the ground,
alld tall grasses are aqanged so that the tops

meet overhead. Round stones are used to
keep the etems in their proper places, and to
make divergent paths that . lead to their
bowers. The bower-birds di~play a decided
taste for the beautiful in d~corating their
bowers with gay-colored materials, . bits of
colored cloth, shelllil, leaves, and feathers.
Young shoots of plants of a. pinkish color
are arranged at the entrance and along the
sides very prettily. These ornaments they
will carry about, arranging and rearranging
them to suit their tastes. T'hey will chase
each other in and out, up and down through
these halls, which are five or six feet long and
eighteen inches high, playing, and amusing
themselvs like so many happy little children.
Other birds, such as the thrush, linnet,
canary, etc., develop great n:msical talents;
and it is consistent with the e•Conomy of nature that these gifted little vocs~lists seldom are
provided with splendid coats. Enough for
.them that they can sit in a swaying bough
and charm the very hearts from the little
brown breasts of the lady birds by. their
sweet songs, which they make a point of
doing, and go about it in a very methodical
and busineBB-like manner. Tb.e critical little
lady chooses the mate whose song pleased
her best, and pairing with him, immediately
they fly away together to build their home.
And very kind and attentiv · he is to her as
she sits -through the long summer day, patiently awaiting the gawky little birdies
which she knows will soon come to their
home, taking his turn upon the nest while
she goes out for an airing, or in quest of food,
which he often brings to her, like the little
gentleman that he is.
·
The traits of character of different birds
vary quite as much as do those of the human
species. Some are very fickle' in their affeCtions, not being so constant to their chosen
·mates as one would expect such well regulated little creatures to be. A very melancholy instance of this kind is related by a
bird fancier, Mr. Hewitt. A couple of mallard ducks had been tamed by him and had
lived together very happily for two seasons,
until a gay young pintail was introduced on
their pond. The mallard duck immediately
fell in love with the stranger and shook off
her own mate. The pintail did not approve
of this proceeding for a long time, but finally
succumbed to her blandishments, while the..
poor mallard was obliged to get him another
mate.
Parrots sometimes become so deeply attached to each other that they pine for a long
time when separated, and sometimes even die
of grief. An English gentleman owned a
pair of beautiful Chinese ducks, one of which
was stolen. For three weeks the other pined
and would not be consoled. Although another mate was pr.ocured for her, she would
not notice him, remaining apart until the
stolen drake was restored, when they recognized each other with extravagant manifestations of joy.
Birds are also capable of benevolent feelings, as is shown in the case of a blind peli~
can found in Utah, who was very fat, and
mmt hav been well fed by the others. They
will also, as Mr. Darwin states, feed the
young deserted birds of other speciell.
So you s·ee, children, by all· this, that we
are not the only intellig~nt animals in the
world, although undoubtedly other animals
are guided by instinct in a great deal of what
they do. Yet they do appear to exercise
some reason also, and I do not think we
should be at all ashamed to acknowledge that
all our boasted superiority of intellect over
lower orders is simply a difference of degree,
and not of kind.
JESSm BREWSTER.

Correspondence.
OAK MILLS, KAN., Jan. 3, 1888.
DEAE Miss WIXON : I am going to write
my first letter to the Children's .Corner. I
am twelve years old. I go to school and am
trying to learn. I study arithmetic, geography, grammar, physiology, and h~story. My
teacher's name is Miss Eva Sparks. She is a
good teacher, and boards with us.
· Your friend,
CnAs. B. REMSBURG.
[We hope all these "first letters" will be
followed by others, each an improvement on
the previous one.-ED. C. C.]

.MusKEGON, MIOH., Jan. 2, 1888.
DEAR MIBs WIXoN : I am a little gitl ten
years old. I am an only child, and pa has
taken THE TRUTH SEEKER ever since I was a
little girl. I hav just had the measles and
cannot go to school, so I will spend my time
writing for the Children's Comer. This is
my first letter, and I should like to see it in
print ever so much. I will close now, for
fear I will write too much for the first time.
Yours truly,
I remain,
ADA VANDERLINDE.
WoNERvoo, Wis., Jan. 1,1888.
DEAE Miss WIXoN: I read so many letters
written in the Children's Corner of TnB
TRUTH BEEKER by litt.le girls no older than
myself that I feel a desire to write one, too·.
I am nearly ten years old. My papa, who
livs at Fish Creek, Wis., takes THE TRuTH
SEEKER, and my Uncle Willie takes it here,
and it is the only one that comes to this village. He is a Spiritualist, but he likes THB
TRUTH SEEKER.
I am staying with my grandpa and grandma this winter and going to school. I am in
the B grade in the Intermediate room. Sol)le
of my school-mates go to Sunday-school, and
sometimes talk about God. I told two of
them the other day that I did not believe
there was any God. They said there was ;
that he created this world. I asked them
who made him, and they said, "He made
himself." I asked them where he lived and
what he lived on before he made this earth.
They could not tell, and I suppose they will
think me a bad girl, but I shall be good to
them all the same, that they may know that
I like them if they do believe such things.
Now I must close for this time, wishing a
happy New Year to you and all your little
truth seekers.
EvA M. HILL.
SUNDAY-SOHOOL teacher to pupil: "Now,
my little man, can you explain to us the cause
of Adam's fall?" Little man (emphatically):
" Yes, sir; 'cause he hadn't any .ashes to
throw on the sidewalk !"
"ToMMY," said his aunt, "I hear your
grandmother gave you a watch on your birthday. Was it a hunting-case watch?" "No,"
replied Tommy, who is seven years old, "it
was a barefaced watch."
MAMMA had dressed Charley, five years
old, to· go to walk, and then took Susie, three
years old, in hand. Mamma was tired, and so
was Susie. Mamma, · somewhat irritated,
said, "Do stand still, for gracious's sake!" to
which Susie gravely responded, "Amen!"
A FATHER was very much annoyed by the
foolish questious of his little son. "Johnny,
you are a great source of annoyance to me."
"What's the matter, pa ?" "You ask so
many foolish questions. I wasn't a big donkey when I was of your a~e." "No, pa, but
you've growed a heap since."
MoTHER(to Bobby): "I'm shocked to hear
that Willie W a:ffies whipped the poor cat,
Bobby. My little boy wouldn't do such a
thing." Bobby (with conscious moral superiority): "No,indeed,ma." Mother: ''Why
didn't you stop him, Bobby?" Bobby: "I
couldn't, ma; I was holding the cat."
How KATIE's FATHER SAID GRAOE.-A South
End little girl was taking supper with a playmate a few evenings ago. After the pater
familiae had said grace with due solemnity,
the little hostess turned to her guest asking,
''Does your papa say grace at supper, Katie?' '
"No," replied Katie, with a charming can- •
dor, "but he says something else." This
answer, of course, aroused the interest of the
older persons. • " What does he say ?" was
asked the little visitor. " Good Lord 1 what
a !!upper!" was the calm response.-Boston
Commontllealth.
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Price,10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbnr~t are:·
The Church and Mora.lity; Criminal Statistics,
showintl{ the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiaries t the Church and Civilization; the
Church ana Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty ·hthe Church and the
Antislavery Reform ; t e Woman's Rights
Movement~ the Temperance Reform;
the
Church ana the Republic.

·Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

ligions and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading trait11 of his character and genius. and vindicates hi~ name from the aspersions cast upon
it ChOI<le extracts from ' Common Sense,•
"American Crisis," "Rights of 1\Ia.o," and ''Age
of Reason" are given; a.lso, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
person11 of Europe and America, many of them
written expressty for this work •.Second edition\ 160 pages, printed on fine tmted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a haodeome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

Frances Wright,
Ethan Allen,
Thomas Jefferson,
Rob't Dale Owen,
John Adams,
Peter Cooper,
James Lick,

E. L. Youmans,
Chas. Sumner,
Thos. Paine!
Abner Knee and,
Horace GrePley,
Abby Kelly Foster,
Wm.Deatoo,

Geo. Washington,
Stephen Girard,
Gilbert Vale,
LYdia Maria Child,
Garritt l:!mith,
John W. Draper.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40o.; with autograph, 50 eta.

ROMAN ISM,
OR

DANCER AHEAD.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a G0ou Citizen of
this Republic.
By A • .T. GROVER.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

This is the history of an attempt to found a
chnroh without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job,Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religions, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just sufficient oarrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
For sale at this office. Price, Sl.OO.

DID JESUS CHR.IST R.ISE FROM
'l'HE DEAD1

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

TM E'l!idences for tl!e Resun·ection Tried
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" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything
within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
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A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has published

z>-::! THE NINE DEMANDS

~
0
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Is a Stanch Infidel and a Successful Physician.

The Better Wav.of Oincionati,9., says, ".W!l are
assured that Dr. Fellows. the emmeot spemahst of
Vineland, N. J., is an educated gentleman of superior mind and l~rge attainments, a,nd t.ha~ success in his professiOn has brought him bnsmess,
not only from all Q.ar~s of this co!lotry1 but from
Image Breaker. Six Lectures: De- foreign
shores. He 1s 10 the prime or life and
cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Wash- able to transact his various professional duties
inl{ton an Unbeliver;_Jeffersoo an Unbeliever; promptly and well and giv satisfaction in every
:Pame and Wesley; uhristiao Sabbath. Each mstaoce. His references are numbered by thou5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts. sands.''
d"
.
Dr. Fellows tr!lat~ all ~hose pact~11ar 1seases
The Apostle of LibertY. An address resulting_
from md!sc~et10o and Ignorance of
delivered in Paine. Hall., before the N. E. FJ;ee- youth Those
who are ailing should senrl10 cents
thiokers• Conveotxoo, olanuary 29, 1884, Pnce, for the Dr.'s little
book setting forth an ExTERNAL
10 cents.
·
APPLICATION-a
positiv cure.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Address
DR. R. P. FELLOW~~
VioeJ&od, ~- J.
p r Mention this paper,

ASHORT LESSON IH HISTORY

A double-page picture contrasting science and
theology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
a.lways opposed it.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen 50 cents ;
tweoJy-ftve copies for $1; one hundred copies far
13. We wish that the friende of Free~honlfht wonlcl
distribute thousands of these telling picture•.

TM Trads Supplied at Special Discounts.

BY REPORTER.

WASHINGTON TERRITORY.

Twenty Orimes and

Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

The Church of Practical Religion.

• W. Wedeken, Montesano.

Vices Sanctioned b;r Scripture Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheatmg: Theft and Robbery i
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars oi
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
(:ukiudness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Bacriftceil; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polyg_amy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagraocr: Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. t'nce, single copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on la.rger 9.U!I-otities.
~abbath·Breaking. This is the best
and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is lliscnssed
under the following beads: Oriflio of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath.;_ The. Ch~stiao
Scriptures and the Sabbath; J!<xammat10o of
Bunda]:' Arguments· Or!gin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; l'he
Sa.bbath durin~ the Middle A!fes; The Puritan
S&bbath ; Testimony of Chnatiao Reformers,
Scholars\ and Divines; Abrol{atioo of Sunday
Laws Pr10e, ~5 cents; six comes, $1.00.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

OB,

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

Bible .Morals.

New Edition, Revised and Enlartred.

TRY•S·~UARE;

NEW YORK:

UTAH.

The price of these heretofore has been 75ots. We
offer them at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH; THE
THREE FOR FORTY DENTS.
Mailed secure
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,

<E. M. 288.>

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodwlird ave., Detroit.
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RUPTURES

CURED~,

mzJUedlcal Compound and J;mproyed
Elastic Sol' orter Troas mJrom 3 0 to
90 d<iv•. Refiable referenr.eo g!Yeo. Bend
atamp for circular, and •av •n f!Jhat papet
1/0U oawmv adv<rt...,.enl.

Addre"" 0111\.

'JI• .6. Qolllap,llliUIInllt,lellmll §&. !I:&

in a more attractiv form than any in which they
hav previously appeared. At the head of an eograving on heavy plate paper, 24xl9 inches, are
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
Republic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are t;. The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.
printed the Nine Demands of the American Secular Union in conspicuous type. At the foot are
LAFAYETTE, GIRARD, and INGERSOLL,
making eight likenesses in all. Inscribed beneath each portrait is some radical sentiment
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the of some passages in the "History of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire " by
space between the portraits and around them are
EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
arabesques of vines and ftowers in profusion, and
the panel inclosing the Nine Demands is sur- With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,
including critical notes by Guizot, Milman, \Venck,
mounted on ea.oh corner by Mr. Eckhard's design
an" English Churchman," and other scholars.
of the flag above the cross. The whole makes an I vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With C.:; engravings. S!-50
exceedingly haodeome work for framing. The
This book shows when, where, and how Christianity
artistic part is E>qnal to the best, and the portraits originated, who were its founders, and wl~~t were the
sentiments, manners, numbers, and condJtJOn of the
are as true to nature as the photographs from primitive Christians.
"I k,,ow of no book that contains more real and valwhich they were transferred. The design will be
uable information upon the origin of Christianity.""""
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
R-..t.::~rthseo:;,';;st learned and interesting books ~v~
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
written and published. ''-Boston lnvesti'gator. "
18 Lafayette Pla.ce, New York.
FOR SAl-E AT ,.~I)T .. !H'F:l'!':A OFFIQI!: ••

History cfA£hristianity
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'could not answer his own arguments. So, in fidence in that eminent jurist who said that the mind of the child, she has virtually se
the •' precise, uncolored, and· unexaggerated" he prayed for refreshment, but studied for cured her ends.
You nativ-born Americans do not believe
twaddle of L. C. M., "he tore up the essay Joforma!ion; but if he had transposed the
and burnt it to white ashes." How graphic! 'objects of his exercises, and had. only prayed that monarchy iii at your doors, but it is,
The Parson's Creed.
He not only tore it up, but he also " burnt for knowledge and studied as a recreation, I nevertheless, true. I speak not as a prophet,
but from logical deductions. I may attempt
it;" and, mark you, and don't forget, he not could not trust him as a secul11,r judge .
.o money ! 0 money! thy praises I'll sing,
Thou art my savior, my god, and my king;
We hav taken the CompaniOn now about to demonstrate this in the near future.
only burnt it, but he burnt it to " ashes,"
'Tis for thee that I preach and for thee that I pray, ''white ashes." If ashes make leya, don't ten years, and hav found its matter mostly of
Kent, 0.
JoHN DAVEY.
And m .. ke a collection twice each Sabbath day.
''white asht:s" malie white-perish the pun·! a high literary character, both instructiv and
I bav candles and all sorts of dresses to buy,
Edgar M. 8Pllon.
But the essay could not be answered, so, entertaining, and in the main evincing good
For I wish yon to know that my church is called
as I would simply state it, it was destroyed. -sense as well as exqufsit taste. I do not know
Edgar M. Sellon died at Omaha on the 234
high;
I can find much historical mention of this who L. C. M. is, but I should not wonder if of Becember, 1887. He was a stanch Free~ don·t mean in structure of st.eeple and wall,
'But so high that the Loru cannot reach it at all.
method of disposing of heretical persons as he is the " gospel sharp" of the editorial thinker, and readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER
I've some poor in my parish who need some relief; well as heretical writings. Christians bav corps. If it were the intention to ruin the· will remember the verses he frequently wrote
'I preach to their poverty and pray for their grief, always been prone to play with fire. The CompaniOn, there can be found no more: for these columns .
. And send my box round to them morning and atmosphere is scarcely yet cleared of its murk- effectual way than to load it with such nonThe services and· funeral were under the
night,
J. K. P. Bu:ER.
An_(! I h.oPe. they'll rl)me.mbe.r t.he pooz: widow's mite. iness from the burnings for witchcraft. n sense as this..
auspices of Denver Lodge, No.4, I. 0. 0. F.
At the grave the introduction to the burial
I gather my knowledge from wisdom's great tree, is far easier to burn Infidel books and Infidels
themselvs than to refute them. However,
And the whole of my trinity is£ s. d.;
services of the order of Odd Fellows was
England
and
Amerwa.
Ponnd8, shillings, and penGe are all that I crave
the fashion changes a little even with the imread, after which Mr. Mills read the followFrom my first step on earth to the brink of the mutable church, and her engins of rage toA: coNTRAST, BY AN ENGLISHMAN.
ing, which had' been prepared by the degrave.
day are not just what they were when Bruno.
This Christmas I purchased a few little. ceased and was re-dated at Omaha on the 23d
And when I am laid low aud my body's at rest,
" penny books" for the children, thinking! instant. The copy was iri type-writer man~
and Servetus were burnt.
Place a box in my grave, •tis my latest request,
This Russian prince, according to the story, they were good enough to "break up."· I! uscript, and had originally been dated Lead- .
That my friends may a.ll know who come for
1
instantly threw away the hoarded obser.va- read them and reread them to the little folks, ville, April 30th:
r~flection
tiona, experiences, and conclusions of a life- until a five-year-old preached. me short ser-'
That I can't rest in Peace without a collection.
SKRVlOE FOR THE DEAD.
Why should the spirit of mort~tl bP proud 1
For, as money's my creed, I'll not pray wit.hont it; time, for no reaaon at all-simply because mon. He had been taught that '' it is wrong
a ewtft-fl.ving met.eor,· a. fast· flyjng cloud,
My heaven is closed against all those who doubt it; "he became frightened "-got into a panic! to lie," and that "a lie is something- said: Like
A flash of the li!{bt.nmg, a break o!'tbe wave,
For this is the es~ence of parsons' religionOh, what a precious set "Christ's soldiers" which is not true." I· noticed that the chi!-: Man pas~es from bfe to his rest in the grave.
Come regular to church and be plucked like a are I Every one of them ought to be pen- dren became somewhat horror-stricken by
Our life is but the shadow of 11. cloud pass-·
pigeon.
sioned as being a mental and moral invalid, some of the stories. 1 endeavored to offset ing before the midday sun. We can travel
.My pay may be hundreds or thousa.nds a year;
wrecked in the 'Service of Christ. Frightened this by telling them, "These are only btorfes j the road but once; every golden hour mis.:
Double it, treble it, still I am there,
~pent is forever lost.
We should ever do
With my bolt or my bags, collecting your brass- at a voice that seemed to say,,:_,, If there is a it wasn't really' so .." "Papa," said the little deeds of kindness, so as weare passing toward
! can't do as Jesus did, ride on an ass.
God, where are you?" Thes·e supernatural preacher, "isn't it wrong t~J tell lies?· You the sunset of our lives it may be said the
I'll hav carriages, horses, and servants, and all;
voice stories are getting to havrather a chest- said a lie was something wasn't so." Th1s. world is better for our having lived. We en~
I'm not goinK to foot it like Peter and Paul,
nutty flavor I From the time when the first was a short sermon, but one of the weight-· counter superstition at the dawn of our exNeither, like John, liv on locusts and honey,
istence, and we are more or less influen<:ed
So out with your purses and down with yonr pair are said to hav "heard the voice of the iest to which I hav ever listened.
by it along the uncertain path of life to the
Lord
God
walking
in
the
garden
in
the
cool
One
of
the
books
to
which
I
hav
referred
money.
grave. A few years ago we were not-toFoolish people will ask what I do with the money- of the day," no voice has been able to make represents St. Nicholas foaming with rage for day we exist-the past a dream, the present a
They may as well ask the bees what they do with itself distinctly heard without a mouth. A some little trifling-offense of boys... Another. mystery, the future a· doubt. In a few days
their honey;
voice that has legs might, so to speak, run on presents a bad boy trampling a magpie to we will hav unraveled the enigma of death
But I'll answer them all with a wink and a nod,
all~fours in a sort of unintelligible rustle; but death, and then shows how the bird, after it and joined the endless procession to. the
I keep three-thirds myself and the rest giv to God.
any voice without a mouth must only "seem was buried, rose again, this time a monstrous shore of the great ocean of eternity, over
In the cold, silent grave I shall soon be laid low,
· b"rr d , an d c h ases th e b oy around t h e gar d en, whose dark waters no voyager's bark is seen
to say." Miss Joan d'Arc had her little conreturning, and where those who hav crossed,
To rest with the loved ones who hav gone long
fabs with the voices-and, let me see-did it picks all the hair out of his head, etc.
even if they do exist, are forbid by backward
ago;
The powerful sermon to which! had lis-· look or sign to divulge the secrets of the
l shall rest there in peace till the great resur- not end in some sort of cremation? Dut
rection,
I will giv my own testimony to the verity of tened led me to reflect on the grave respon-: coffin and the shroud. Every form of life
rhen be first on my feet to make a collection,
this part of the story, for I hav heard a voice, sibilities resting on those who hav the train-. returns to dust. The very particles of dust
-Unlcnown Author.
under our feet were once w!Jat we are now,
too, uttering the same conundrum in the ing of a child's mind.
and are now what we will soon be. Bud,
misleading words.
On observation, I fJund these books were blossom, and flower, are the epitaphs of the
The Story of' a Converted Russian same
As this "voice" was no "handwriting on English productions. Ordinarily, they would loved dead. Truly it has been quQted, "Be-·
Prince.
the wall," I would like to ask L. C. M., or not be looked upon as having an evil tend- yond nature we cannot see, above nature we.
cannot rise, and below nature we cannot fall."
The following story is told by L. C. M. in whoever first gave this "voice, written ex- ency, because they teach good morals.
the Y(!Uih's (J(J1llpanion of Dece!Pber 22d. pression, Wlty is the word "God" capitalThe religion of a country often determine All nature is tending to a final doom. The
great clock of time, whose seconds tick centTo avoid the use of needless space the narra- ized? If there should be a god benevolent its form of government; conversely, the form uries, whose minutes are ages and hours
tiv is abridged, but is otherwise given in just enough not to damn a poor, ignorant wretch 'of government will characterize its religion. are eternities, is running down, and every
the language and order of the author:
for honestly confessing his ignorance or Hence, in England, God is always repre- · second its pendulum stops one beat nearer
"A Russian prince, a thorough scholar, a frankly speaking his doubts, it is not that tiented by the priesthood as a king, and you the center of eternal rest, and will until the
.vigorous writer, and a man of power in infinitly egotistic "I am" that begins his hear about "the wrath of an angry God," whole universe returns to the primeval firemist from where it so vainly emerged. Then
. 1 " G ." T he followers of ··tc.
The people li.vi"ng under that mon~rchlevery· direction,
h d b with the
· rest
b dof his
· h modern name with a cap1ta
~
..
why should frail man alone expect an existearnmg a
ecome Jm ue Wll skeptiical form of government comprehend what . ence
perpetual which has never been proved
cism. Like the fool, this man-wise in the any god that damns all the "other fellows''
wisdom of this world-said in his heart, can use that conundrum in all its beautiful kina of a person Jehovah is. A king com- and is against the fate of all universal death?
' There is no God.'
effectivness. The more the god is addicted mands; his subjects obey. They hav one A.t the various mile. posts along the path of
"At last he wrote an essay to prove the ab- to damning, the more fearful becomes that text there that never wears out-namely, "T~ life we should leave a record of at le!lst one
act, one kind charity, and one .kind
surdity of the idea of a divine creator. He "where-are.you, clause. Does L. c. M. mean obey is better than sacrifice, and to hearken, kind
read it over with a glow of satisfaction·
than the fat of rams." Tne substance of the word, passing them all, not on bended knees
and in useless supplication, but honorable
surely no one could refute it. Suddenly ~ that the Christian God, or Jewish Jehovah, is
voice seemed to say to him: 'Yes, you hav the only deity that denounces curses on hon- whole business of the state church in Eng- and erect, and when at the last mile-post we
reasoned powerfully; it will hav its effect. est doubt?
land· is to make good subjects for royalty. falter and lie down in our final sleep, let us
If there is no God, it is all very well· but if
The argument raised by this only half- Even the nu>sery books are fraught with this hope that some good angel of mercy may
meet us, holding in her hands the sacred
there
'
· ought to bring the blush "carecro~
• I is a God, where
·
dare you.~'
·
~
" teaching.
expresse d question
How different in America I Here morals scales of justice, wherein may be weighed
' t came sgam an agam, ' 1f there is a
our actions at the gate of eternity.
God, where are you? If there is a God, where of shame to the face of a heathen idolator. It
BKNEDIOTION.
are you'!' till at last it frightened him; and is the coolest effrontery in the whole wide are taught in a different manner. I hav beAnd now into the arms of Nature, our unibe coul~ rlsist no.longer. Throwing himself field of religious pretension. There are sqme fore nie a" Lesson to Little Folks." A little
onhiskneeshecriedoutpassionately,asone Christians, like the Universalists, who hav ·girl cannot stop crying; her papa takes.& versal mother and our final hoine, we con.
who would not be refused-' 0 God I if any the sense to perceive and feel its shame, and looking-glass and lets her see her face; she sign thee; forever past the trials of life, forever free from the tears of sorrow and painGod there be, show me thy truth. Now
this night, this very night, reveal thyself t~ tlley reject it. So this is what frightened this laughs to see -such an object.
rest, oblivion forever, in thy windowless
me if thou art God indeed! •
Hussian prince into instant submission, so
A little boy is going to take his auntie boat- tomb under the blue canopy of space and sky;
" All night lon_g his strong cry went up that, right or wrong, he might be bafe. Yet ·riding; he starts too quickly, and auntie falls in moonli~ht, sunlight, starlight; summer's
to heaven, but wah the dawn came into his this prince is commended as a proper soldier into the water; she gets out, laughs, changes golden dawn, autumn's chilling frost, and
soul a light ·brighter than the dawn, the of Christ-" Christ's soldier." "He became her clothes, and gets into the boat, has her winter's shroud of snow, rest, sweet rest,
sleep, eternal sleep, whose dust knows no
knowledge of God. He tore up the essay
and burnt it to white ashes. • There goes frightened "-got into a panic. At once he nde, and Charlie learns a lesson to be "care- awakening, and whose repose dreams of no
my past life,' he eaid to himself, as it burnt. did from choice what an idiot does from ful." This contrast is found running all future-again, peace, quiet, and rest; a last,
EDGAR M. SELLON.
'fhere_, indeed, went the plans, purposes, and necessity; ceased to regulate his own con- through the teaching for the young in. the long farewell.
Omalta, Neb., Dec. 23, 1837.
ambitions that had been his life hitherto."
duct by his own judgment; ceased to reason; two countries.
In conclusion, L. C. !I. assures us "this ceased even to remember that he ever had
But the question arises, Why introduce this
is a true story, wnh no coloring nor exag. reasoned; drew the eraser of religious sub- "scarecrow" teaching from England? Ccrgeration. Precisely thus was wrought the mission across the tablets of his intellect, and tain American citizens for years hav vied
change that turned·a prince, second in power became a" blanked fool."
with each other in. seeing who could make
Yonth's Liberal Gnide. This
to the czar only, into Christ's soldier."
One who abandons himself in this way, himself the biggest fool in aping England. The
volume aims at the education of youth in the
Let me remind L. C. M. that we are living who ignores the guidance of reason, who All the Old World is interested in America.
principles of Freethought, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
pretty well along in the nineteenth centurt, listens to "a voice that seems to say," is not The pope, undoubtedly, figures On this COUll"
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sen11e. Pnoe, n.
and that anyone who tells such stories as thi7, a safe man to exercise the secular functions iry as hiS headquarters. ~orne dukes, earls,
and uses such cant in telling them, will be of a judge or juryman. The I>ocassettragedy and such like, of Britain, already hav vast Elrmflnts of Univers~tl History. For .
Higher Institutes in Republics, and for Selfconsidered even by the average Sunday- shows that he is not even ·a safe citizen. lf estates here, and the money-kings of ColumIoKtructlon.
.school scholars of the infant class as a poor he follow his whimsicalities and voices only bia are on the most intimate terms with the
"This book is just what the busy world of
to-day need•-a pe1·fect compendium of .hisp1ous prevaricator. I do not recognize the in his other-worldliness, it would not matter; ''nobility" of England. Laud in America is
tory f1·om 2.000 years D.o., on up to 1883, all in a.
nut•hell. "-Mlmir•a Stenk~r.
hero of his story in any history at my com- but, strive all he may, he cannot follow two going into the haLJds of a few, and the masses
·~Mr. Cottinger's intentions in writing this
mand, either because he is .not there, or the masters going in opposit directions. The are bt:coming dissatisfied. A storm is combook are excellent, ~tnd his standpoint admirable; it may be commended ali fulfilling its
story is not told quite that way. In his eager- early Christians recognized this fact; and, if ing, and there are preparations to establish
pm·pose of 1t concise and interestin,.- historical
ness not to giv '·color to or exaggerate" the they were not anarchists to all secular govern-· a moaarchy on. the ruins of the republic.
text-book."-Mil•oaukee Se.nttnel. Price, $1.
circumstances he seems to tell us of a mira- ment, they at least acknowledged themselvs But the peop!e must be prepared for the. Rosa, the Ednc1tf.ing Mother. "Rosa
is a good book, written by a lifelong teacher in
cle; but if he were questioned, I am quite to be "strangers and aliens." Their citizen- change; hence Home. is· busily establishing
the public Hchools of the old country and
sure L. C. M. would confess that he does not ship -here they felt to be incompatible with parochial schools, in order to destroy knowlAmerica. It. contains many sensible and valuaule idea~, much Hound philosophy, a.nd (>ft'eu
_think there was anything extraordinary iri their citizenship in ·• a kingdom not of this edge, and the· country is· flooded with these
several fine su;tgestwns to all who ha.v the
the conversion of his Russian prince. Noth- world." A umon of church and state is a .English books, which play their part in layint.erPHt <•f children anr\ youth at heart."Susun H. WIXon. !>rice, $1. 25.
ing but an every-day, old, orthodox conver- strange medley. Either the church swallows ing the foundation for superstition in the
A<tdresa THE THUTH SEEKER.
~ion. They all get it the same way. The up the state, or the state subverts the clitirch, child's mind. This may btl a · tri!ie in. the
studious co~clusions of a ?ober li~etime_are or they mutually destro~.ellch other and in-;j eyes· of ninety-nine out of a hundred, but 'I'HK 'L'HUI'H ~H~"KFR \NNUA.·v.
abandoned tnstantly. Th1s Russian. prmce, troduce anarchy. I Iinght hav some con- Home understands that when she• has formed.
· Price, 25 cerits:

lfoefrg.

a

Prof. H. M. Oottinger's Works.

I
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Ingersoll's 'Works.
-rhe Gods. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, $1.
• ,In five 'lectures.l.. comprising, "The Gods"
" Humboldt " " Thom•u Paine,'' "Individua.i-ity," a.nd "Heretics a.nd Heresies."

'rhe Ghosts. Paper, 50 eta; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Ghost!b" "Liberty for Ma.n,
·-Woman, a.nd Child," "The Decla.ra.tion of lndejlendence," "·About Farming in Illinois,"
·':The Grant Banquet;" "The Rev. Alexander
Clark," "The Pa~t R1ses . before Me Like a.
Dream," a.nd "A Trilinte to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

8o..._e •Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
.oloth, $1.25. .
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
·plain cloth, $1.25. _
_
Wbat Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Pa> per.- 25 cents.
The t:hristian Religion.· By R. G.

--9. -*•

GRAND, UPRIGHT

56 pages, 12mo, paper, Cor. 8Yth St.

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
Jatge, clear t_YPe, a.nd containing a.s much a.s_
oould be dehvered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a. grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

FACTORY

&

Vindication of Thomas Paine from

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Rob. ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

8vo., 833pp.,

Deity Analyzed ·and the Devil's De·
tense. A thorough analysis of the
claims for th3 existence of the Bible deity, and

· lround in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher has had
a.U his lectures, except tne latest on "Orthodoxy," bound 1n one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1i300
PB.J<'eB, which is sold a.t the exceedingly ow
pr10e of $5. Bent by mail postpaid.

goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism a.s to
show that Christians are inconsistent in deny
ing the alleged truths of that philosophy
Oloth, 12mo, 24~pp., $1.

a.-Qplica.tions for Mr. Ingersoll's "The Vision
of War,"- the "Grant Banquet Toast," and
the recent address over "Little Harry Mil·
ler's Grave," that they hav oeen printed on
heavy toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border,
and in large, cle>~.r type, suitable for framing,
- a.n<l the three will be forwarded to a.ny address,
for 4J ots, or either one for 15 eta.

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

There hav been so many

Prose Poems and Selections.

This

· new book is a. gem. It is a. model in every re-. spect. In fa.ot, one of the richest, brightest,
beat ever issued. It contains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Da.y Oration," never before published. a.ncl all the famous "tributes""
heretofore printed in various ~hapes, but never
_ brought together till now, many other gems,
· selected from the speeches, a.rJ<"uments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends a.s
a. rare persona.! son venir. To help it serve this
purpose a. fine steel portrait, with a.utograJ;>h
fa.c simiie, has been prepared especiallr. for 1t.
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, g1lt back
and Bl•le, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant llbra.ry style, 4.50; in full Turkel'. morocco, gilt, exqnisltlY fine, 7.50; in full tree
calf, highest, po•sible ~tyle and finish, $9.

Life.

A Prose Poem.

Printed in

eolors on board, beveled gilt edges. 50 cents.
Photo~raphs of Colonel Ingersoll.
boudoir, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Vin~icatsO!

Pains

-oA thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
- York Obs"ver's slanderous attacks
upon the Author. Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

•BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-aThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
r'ecently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated every.
where in vindication.

WEALTH,

-

HISTORY

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.

01!' THill

OCEurope.

THE N EW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Secretary of the A fMrican SMUlar .Union.

By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, ss.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,

Pric e 10 cents.
Address THE TBtJTB BEEKEB OoMPANY.
HOW TO STRENCTHEN
THE MEMORY;
SELF-CONTRA.DICTIONS OF TRE
OR,
B IBLE.

Natural and Scientific Methods of
Never Forgetting.
By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.

12mo, 160 pp,,
Address

$1.00

A perfectly reliable , a.ooura.te pamphlet. Thou_![ll
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W.
H. BUllB, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 30,000 copies ha.v been sold. Price, 15 cente.
For sa.le a.t th1s office.

For the benefit of our readers who preserve their paper»
we oft"er a. new style of binder1
made for the purpose, ana
f1Ail•~·
with the heading of THE
i_ 61J'IDE
i
l
!'BUTll SEEKli:R printed in
!~..
!Old letters on the on tside.
rhis binder allows the openlDg of LJle p11opers parfectly flat. It also allows the
,ta.kmg out and r~pla.cing of one or more papers
·from any part of the file without disturbinK the
other parts.
Sent by mail. poRtpllid, for •1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
tf
28 La.fayeUe Pl., New Y'Ork.

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;

.

OR,

The Forgery of the Old Testament
Dedicated to the clergy

BY

H. J. SEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
Price,'

10 cents.

0

'

-

I

I•

THIRD EDITION.

BIBLE MYTHS:
AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:
llEING

A

Cemparlson of the Old and Ne\V Testament .JIIyths and llliracles \VIth tlulie
_
of Heathen Nations of Antiqnlty,
CONSIDERING ALSO THEIR ORIGIN AND :MEANING.
r,--.--oooooooooooo-~oooo_H_N_U_ME~BOUSirL-LU_S_T_R_A_T_Io_~_·s_.............----,

BY W. H. BURR.

An. .M:rpose.
By BALADI~.
Price, 30 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

IS THE COD OF ISRAEL

THE TRUE COO?
The Narrativ of the Five Dooks of Moses,
Joshua, and Jnd!!;es, and the
New Testament.

By Israel W. Groh.
Price 25 cents.

Andress
THE TROTH REEKER 00.

: ·BEND POSTAL to Leftwich Bro~. and Cm·tia
Florence, Ala., for descrlption of cheap land in
ihe Bunny S;>uth.
1Y54

OONTENTil

The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.- Zadig,
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Ba.bylon.-The Man of Forty Crowus. The
Huron ; or, the Pupil of Na.ture.-Micromllga.~.
The World a.s it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
a.t Bia.m.-The Study of Naturo.-A Conversation
With a. Chinese.-Plato's Drea.m.-A Pleasure in
Having No Plea.snre.-An Adventure in India..

THE

CONVENTIONAL LIE§ OF OUR
<J1V1L1ZAT10N.
Ji'rom the German of MAX NORDAU.
BEVENTB EDITION.
Price, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

TJIE TRUTH REEKER 00.

RmiiSH AND ANOLIOAN.

VOLT AIBE' S RO MANGES.

Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 6~
engravings. Priceiicloth, bt>veled boards, $1.50·bpa.per covers, $1. Hn calf or half morocco, mar led
edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dYing moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which .the Ol>se.rver relies to prove its principal charges) is a. forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick coolid ha.v written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.

.

Price, :Jl) cents.

r--

Tlwmas Paine.

THE CONFERSIONAL:

Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America. from Great
Britain, Washington wrote : "A few more such
flaming arguments •.•• will not leave numbers a.t a. loss to decide on the propriety of a. sepa·
ration."

T"•r<J'

A Fabricated'Aooount of a Scene at t.'l£e Deat~

AddreAS

THE ORISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.

BINDER forT HE TRUTR SEEKER

THE.TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

TOGETEIER WITH

~~

cal \Vorks.
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Bingle Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

0

:A. ROlfA.N CATHOLIC CA.NA.Rn.
bed

WHO WANTS 'l'HElU

e>-.. .

SOCIAL

a.n examination in verse of the charges gener
Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
ally brought a.l{a.inst his Satanic majesty
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
12mo, 466pp,, 1.50.
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.
Spiritualism Sustained. This work

'rribntes.

BACON AND 8HA.K8PERE.
Proof that Wm. Bha.kspere could not write.
The Bonnet~ written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENB'i
BuBB. Price. 25 cents. For sale a.t thiR office.

Pair Diamond Eard·ops worth $400 for $280; do.
$250 !or S150; do. $120 for fliO; do. ftiO for $45; do.
MO for $2!!; 1 Diamond Pw. worth $825, for $220 ;
do. $130 IOr H35; do. $150 for SilO; do. $100 for t65;
do. ~for $4:;; do. $38 tor $28. 1 Ring or Btli.cld
worth $185 for $140; do. $150 for $110: do. $90 for
$65; do; 165 for$45; do. $50 for $35. A full lin~ of
WAREROOMS,
-<'\.__v-0'
sm>Lller D1a.mond Good~ same discounts. WILL
REFUND CASH Ill FULL FOR ANY OF 'rBE ABOVE AT
ANY TIME DURING liNE Y.I!.AR IF NOT BATISFATORY.
Best "Howar<l" Watch, Elegant Diamond-set
Ne-vv York. case,
worth $300 for t2"~; similAr $200 lor $150; do.
$150 for $110. La<11e•' Watch, 50 Dtarnond", worth
!2110, for $150; do .. Diamonds and lin bieR, •140 for
$100; do. $100 for l70. A fo1U line of regular s•yles,
tqually low. Weddin~~: ltmg• a specialt.y. CabTh6 SoltJ FUAfml .and EM~Jt RatloB ln Iu inet Organs worth tt50 for $75; do. $100 for f50
Music Box, 10 air•, ~a~. wort-h s~~; do. f>l.'tl: do. 8.
Acquirement and Appor~nt.
a.its. $18 worth $25. 100 Plush a.ud Leather Albums,
largest oize, $1 to flO, nearly half Price. 100 Plush
By J. K. INGALLS.
Tm.let-, J.,welry, Mauicur~, Sha.v1ng, and l'hild's
Price, <Jloth,
$1 oo. s; ts, $1 to $15, R><mA reductions. Best Tnple.
Plated Knives SS 50: Forks $3 1'>0 per dozen. Tr1pl6
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
plated Te!t-tpoouH $1.70; 'l'abJe·Sl)oons $3 40 per o.
28Lafayette Place, New York.
Best Spectacle or Eye.Gla.ss f.1, I'ebbles t2, Gold
t6 and $7 (!:!end hne of finest print you can read
plainly a.t 14 1nches and I can fit you). I a.m a.n
PERSONAL E XI8TENCE A.FTER expert in my hne-yonr home jeweler must ha.v 30
to 50 per cent profit-I will serve you honestly and
~tiv yon the advantage of my I 'DR" experience fot
DEA.TH I M.PROBA.BLE.
5to 10percent.
OTTO WETTSl'EIN, By L. R. SMITH.·
ltochelle, lll.
Pamphlet, 32Plh 12mo, - Price, 10 cents.
Published and f or sale by
T HE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
The Greatest of all Anti-Bibli-

Third ~~

0

Col. Kelso's Works.
hammer Logic unsurpassed."
silk cloth, $3.

meets every Sunday in Indu1tria.l Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., a.~ 2 :30 and 7 :30 l'.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and sooia.l questions.
Able speakers in~eres~ the audience. N.B.-'l'rntk
Beeker publications always on hand a.t cheap rates.

Touch and Workmanship.

Ingersoll Vatec.hised: His Answers to The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledgea. Number of Vita.! Questions Propounded by
the etli tor of the San Franciscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen ' 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.

~a
·1111~· ~
AND SQUARE.

Unrivaled in Tone,

JV-0 • 1_ C':iC)

.. PHILADELPHIA. LIBERAL LEAGUE, 26i

~

·-$0$-PIANO.

'JngersoJb Judge Jeremia.li B. Black, a.nd Prof.
George Jf. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

ER

THE·

[Pre-Christian Crosses, from Ancient Monuments.]

From the dawn of organized Paganism in the Eastern
world, to the final establishment of Christianity in the West,
the cross was one of the commonest and most sacred of symbolical monuments. Diversified forms of the symbol are
delineated more or less artistically, according to the progress
achieved in civilization at tll'e period, on the ruined walls of
temples and palaces, on natural rocks and sepulchral galleries, on the hoariest monoliths and the rudest statuary. Of
the several varieties of the cross still in vogue, as national
and ecclesiastical emblems, there is not one amongst them
the existence of which may not be traced to the remotest
antiquity. BIBLE MYTHS shows tl;l.is.

1 Vol. Svo., cloth, about 600 Pages. Price, $2.50.
Sent post-paid by the TRUTH SEEKER.

WORKS OF' 0. B. WTITTF'ORD, Jf.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

10C.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pa.Kes,

150

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

A. Masonic Vimlicution of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
5o.
Addrest
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
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Jjlews of the fllttlt.

•

THE Canadian paper that is regardeci as the
organ of Cardinal Taschereau says : "Some
hav Paid that the Knights of Labor are approved. This is false. The sentence pronounced against them has been simply suspended."
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I

IV. Proem to Gen~ais : A ·Plea for a Fair Tri'a.l.
ByRon. W.E.Gladstone•. ·.
·
V. Dawn of Creation. A.n Answer to Mr. GladA DISCUSSioN BETWEEN
stone. BY Albert Reville, D.D.
·
GLADSTONE. HUXfJJJY, MULLlfJR,'. VI. MHn~~:~~tone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
LINTON, -REVJLLE.
' VII. A.Pt·ptest and a Plea. BY Mra. E. Lynn LinIT is not to be denied that ·some Christians were •
On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology,
ton.
.
.
pnt tofdeath in the fibrstttthwo chentur~eso: thtel exi~t-d
CONTENTS :
. This is a ne'IY book and contam a the latest discus- · ence o the church, u
~Y. a v a un an Y Pal
I. D•wn of Creat-ion and of Worship.· By Hon. BIOn ,op. the mistakes of Mosep, :r'he names of the) the debt. For every Chr1st1an that was put to
W. E. Gladstone.
·
·
partiCipants are a guarantee of 1ts able character. death by unbelievers, the Christians hav put to
II. The Interpreters of Gellesis and the Inter·Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75'cents.
death in the most cruel manner not less than five
preters of Nature. Bv Prof. T. H. Hnx!_py,
h d d
· ti
f
t
t t · ·
th
III Po•tscript to Solar Myths By Prof Max J
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
un re poor v1c ms or no en er ammae
• Muller.
•
•
·
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
right sort of belief.-:D. M. Bennett.
·

THE

ORDER OF CREATION
•·

I·

j

DISOOVERY is made of
a plot to assassinate the
German crown prince.

THAT is a sad and degr&d·
ing dogma which teaches
that, without immortality,
there is no -difference between ·virtue and vice. ''If
I mnst die like a dog," aa.ys
Robertson, of Brighton, "I
will liv like a dog,'' a.nd if
he conld say that, it is not
strange that lesser men pnt
it more coarsely. "If it
was not for immortality,"
says one of the most popular preachers in New York
[H. W. Beecher,]," I wonld
hav my fling." That is what
I call the language of irreverence. The man who can
say snch a. thing as that,
and mean it, ha.s had biB
fling already in his heart.
But tliere is still another
way of holding the faith in
immortality with irreverence. It 'is to hold it garrulously, to do&' mat iz e
about it,"to pretend to know
all abont it, as if you had
been there and come back.
Better a great "hope" thflon
such a dead and rotten certainty.- J. w. Ohaaw!ck'B

A GREAT international
exhibition is to be held
in Paris in 1889.
A PLOT for the death
of the czar has been diScovered just in time to
prevent· its execution.
THE value of the presents received by the pope
at his jubilee is variously estimated at from
$4,000,000 upward.
8UBSORIPTIONS are being circulated to obtain
funds for the erection of
a grand Catholic University at Washington, to
cost several millions.

. AN "indictment found
against a Spiritualistic
medium for obtaining
money by trickery has
been quashed by the Massachusetts superior court.

Hlaher Reverence.

THE miracles performed
by Jesus exceed thirty in
number; that is to say,
thirty of them are recorded,
and these a.re only a small
sample or speCimen of his
numerous acts of sopernatural goodness. Many of
them were wrought before
a great multitude of people
-friends and enemies-in
MOSES GETS THE DROP ON THE EGYPTIAN.-A TRAGEDY IN THREE ACTS.
the open day and where
And he looked this way and that way, and, when he saw that there was no man, he slew the Egyptian, and hid him in
there was no possibility of
the sand.-Ex. ii, 12.
·
deception. And it really
requires more faith to
believe that snch a mnltitnde
conld
be
so
often
deceived by one of the
liness; "come here to me a minute. l wa.nt to
THE Knights of Labor are busily preparing
tell yon something." "Not yet," replied the recip- most blameless of men that ever lived on the face
their monster petitions to Congress for the esient; "little boys like me don't need to know of the earth than it requires to believe the mirtablishment of a national telegraph system.
acles tbemse!vs.-BtbZe avclopettla, bll Joltn Eaate,
everything."
D.D., LL.D. [NoTE,-Thns we are taught to beWHY don't women get bald' Because they don't
HER NEW YEAR'S RESOLUriON,
SuiTS hav been begun against the governlieve that, after all, the hard-hearted Infidel, who
My lover is a baehful youth,
ment for the recovery of 300,000 acres of hav any anx;ety whatever to occupy the front
holds all miracles, whether done by Moses or
seats of a variety theater, that's why.
And though he loves me well,
Michigan land that it has fraudulently granted
Christ, are mere bosh-" mere shoe-leather and
Rope long delayed makes me afraid
MAUD
(awakening
soddenly
at
8
A.M.):
"Mother,
prnnella"-shows more faith than the sound beto railroad corporations.
His love he'll never tell.
there's a; man trying to break into the honse."
liever, who takes down whatever is set before him.
ON the 16th was held the dedication of the " Hush, my child; it's your father. He's afraid to
After studying Dr. Eadie's special plea for a.
Now I've resolved that, once for all,
·
·
Catholic Church of the Blessed Sacrament, ring the bell."
m~<nifest absurdity with what patience the reader
This sort of thing mnst stop,
can command, he will not fail to appreciate the
The
glad
leap
year
is
almost
here,
built on 71st street, New York, on lots just
SHE : " Before we were married yon promised to
manly and straightforward deliverance pf "bon~
And I am going to pop I
fulfill every wish you read in my eyes. Bnt I don't
bought at a cost of $160,000.
est David.•; So here goes.-H!Ila:eJ
find it !Oat all." He: "Yes, since that time I hav
RECENTL~ in a Washinllton horse-car a colored
INDIGNATION is excited by discovery of the grown very near-sighted."
dude was seated among the passengers. A young
LooK you 1lere, upon this picture, and on this;
disgraceful and dangerous state of adminisThe counterfeit presentment of two brothers.
NEWSDEALER: "I havn•t the change; yon can ·woman· of his own color entered, and he immedi·
-Hamlet.
tration of quarantine measures in New York pay me to-morrow." Gentleman: "But suppose ately rose and offered her his seat. She gracefully
harbor, produced by corrupt politics.
THEBl!l is not to be found, in all history, any
I should be killed to-day?" Newsdealer : "Oh, it demurred and said:'' I do not like .to deprive yon,
sir, of your seat." "Oh, no depravity, miss," was miracle. attested by a sufficient number of men, of
wouldn't be a very great loss."
-his reply, "no depravity at all; I prefer to stand." such unquestioned good sense, education, and
THE late blizzard in the Northwest was the
I
grow
np
I'll
be
a
man,
won't
I'"
"Yes,
"'VHEN
BUT DON'T YOU TELL.
severest known. In the blizzard of 1873 70
learning, as to secure us against all delusion in
my son ; but if yon want to be a man yon mnst be
Dear Mrs. Jones, I'm glad yon calMd !
themselvs; of such undoubted integrity, as to
persons perished, while reports thus far show mdustrious." "Wby, mamma, do the lazy boys
place them beyond all suspicion of any design to
I hoped you'd come to-day.
the lives lost in the present one to number turn out to be women when they grow np ?"·
Now, hav yon heard What awfnl things
deceive others; of snch credit and reputation in
over 100. ·
AN old lady who has had extensiv experience as
the eyes of mankind, as to hav a great deal to lose
They tell of Elder Gray'
You havn't I Why, I heard last night
in case of their bemg deteoted in anv falsehood;
THE capitalists and military officers of a boarding-house keeper defines a genius as" a
man
who
knows
more'n
he
can
find
ont,
spills
vitand, at the same time, attesting facts performed
That some one heard 1n town
Germany, who want war, denounce the So- tles on his clothes, and doesn't pay his board reguin snch a public manner, and in so celebrated
He went to see the •• Black Crook" show,
cialists, who ask for international peace, for larly."
a part of tbe world, as to render detection onAlong with Deacon Brown.
their " display of anti-German spirit under
avoidable; all which circumstances are requisit to
But don't you tell-l'm sure yon won'tJUDGE: "How comes it that you dared to break
giv us a full assurance in the testimony of men.into this gentleman's honse in the dead of night?"
Perhaps it isn't so;
the guise of universal humanitarianism."
Uume's Essal/ on M,racles.
But, really, that is what they sayPrisoner: "Why, yonr lordship, the other time
THE czar is shamelessly adopting whole- yon reproached me for stealing 1n broad daylight.
1 don't pretend to know.
IF the wild filly, Progress, thou wouldst ride,
sale reactionary courses. Even the slight Am I not to be allowed to work at all?"
Hav young companions ever at thy side;
Now, Mrs. Jones, do you suppose
educational measures adopted by predecesllnt wouldst thou stride the stancher mare, SocThat Mr. timith would cheat 1
"So you were a slave before the war?" "Yes, ,
cess,
I'm told by those who ought to know,
sors are revoked, and a late ukase renders massa." "Had a hard time in life, eh ?" "Spec's
Go with thine elders, though they please the less.
He swindles on his meat.
ineligible to any civil office all but the I has, massa." "Ever sold?" "Golly, yes, massa.
-Sclttller [1].
Two ounces short a pound, they say,
Some feller put a half-dollar on de sidewalk only
nobility.
And just the same on tea;
dis mawnin', sah; I was sold ·by dat."
MEN are continually mourning over heresy who
And he a member in the church,
AMONG the numerous cranks here and there
are cheating widows out of their inheritance and
AN eastern Oregon man married a Portland
Along with you and me !
making business men bankrupts by their selfi•hfounding new churches, the latest is Rev. widow not long ago. During their bridal tou.r
But
don't
you
tell-l'm
sure
yon
won'tness. All our fiue schola.rship and philosophy will
Samuel Smith, of St. Paul, Minn., who has EaPt he asked her senti men tally : "Darling, do
Perhaps
it
isn't
so;
not avail much, unless they teach· men to pay one
you love me better than your first husband?"
just discovered the Apostles; creed to be the "Oh,
But, really, that is what they sayhundred cents on the dollar and to Produce a
certainly," she replied; "he's dead I"
1 don't pretend to know.
only correct thing in the way of creeds, and
dividend
here and now. Talk as we please about
DAKoTA lady (to bride of a year): "I understand,
the superficiality of some men who seem to ignore
They say that Thompson and his wife
has left the Methodist church and started the Mrs. Pul!quick, that yonr husband has reformed
1 poetry and ideality in the interest of simple good
Just quarrel night and day.
People's church, to be guided by that docu- somewhat since his marriage." Mrs. Pullquick:
works, they will assert their right to be heard
He's jell.lous. Well, perhaps there's cause"Ob, my, yes; John drinks as hard as ever, but
1
ment.
as teachers and even iconoclasts, until we can
That's not for me to say.
he doesn't shoot as many people as he used to."
show some pract-ical result of our fine idealizing in
The way that woman puts on airsAPl'LIOATIONS for copies of the third annual
MAGJSTRATE (to Uncle Bastns): "I am sorry to
common, every-day honest3•. Even J.DOrality in the
New hat and diamond ring,
report of the bureau of labor statistics hav see yon here, Uncle Radtus. Only a week ago you
lowest sense will be a broader principle than ever
And gad, gad, gadding all the time,
been filed by a great number of labor organi- experienced religion, and now you are up for
religion has been, if it touches the every-day misWith beaux upon her string.
chicken-iltealing."
Uncle
ll11stus:
"Yes,
yo'
honah,
eries and wants of needy men and women.-S. J.
zations, laboring men, and manufacturers.
Bnt don't you tell-I'm sure you won'tbut
it
•quires
mo'n
er
week,
sah,
fo'
ter
git
to
be
Stewart.
Perhaps it isn't so;
The bound copies will be issued by the pubmuch ob a saint."
But, really, that is wha.t they say"A FIN a day is a groat a year." "Take care of
lic printer within two months, and can be ob1 don't pretend to know.
"THERE is fear," observed the parson;" of this
the pence and the pounds will take care of themtained through members of Congress, or by brook
overflowing our garden." "Oh, dam it I"
selva." Both these maxims, taken in their trne
They say that Mrs. Johnson's got
direct application to the labor bureau.
suggested little 'l'ommy, whose practical mind was
spirit, are admirable prudential rules for the
A new silk dress, and she
bent on blockinll the channel with earthworks.
whole of our housekeeping through life. Nor is
Don't pay her washing bill, I'm toldOPINIONS on the significance of the magnif- " I'll teach you to swear," cried the astonished
their usefulness liinited to the purse. That still
It came quite straight to me.
icent universal pageant by which the pope father, as with pious energy he boxed Tommy's
more valuable portion of our property, time,
It's hinted that her husband drinks
stands equally in need of good husbandry. It is
has been honored, together with his wrpris. ears.
And gambles on the sly;
only by making much of our minutes that we can
But then folks gossiP so, yon know,
ing activity and success in politics, are that
A. GENTLEMAN once saw a boy peeling the bark
make mnoh of our days and years. Every stitch
But, thank my stars, not I I
Leo XIII. is destined to be classed with from one of his choice trees with a hatchet. The
that is let down may force us to unravrl a. seam. A
Now, don't you tell-l'm sure yon won'tgentleman
tried
to
catch
the
boy,
bnt
the
latter
Gregory VII. and Innocent III., in the roll of was too quick for him, so the pursuer changed his
miimte may be a minute portion of tim!!, bnt
These things may not be so;
every moment is of moment.-Hare•s Guesses a t
great pontiffs who hav made and unmade tactics. "Come here, my little son," he said, in a
But, really, that is what they sayTruth.
1 don't pretend to know.
soft, flute-like voice, with counterfeited friendkings, natioDJI, and the destinies of peoples.
THE non-naturalized
British subjects resident
in this country, who are
estimated at 500,000, are
procuring naturalization
and organizing for political ends, partly to oppose Irish Catholicism
and partly from general
anti-Irish feeling and race
hatred.
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THE WISDOM OF SOLOMON.

IJolts and ~lippinns.

hav sold their hom~s for trifling sums and
given the money to the church, with all other
personal property. The craze bids fair to go
to as great an extent as hav previous ones.
HALF a dozen book agents were arraigned
before a Pennsylvania judge for obtaining
money through false pretenses. The judge
held that they had done no more than to tell
falsehoods in orqer to sell their gcods, and
that the law would not warrant him in im. prisoning them for plain, ordinary lying.

AN Illinois editor writes: "Never judge by
appearances. A shabby coat may contain an
editor, while a man wearing a nigh-toned
plug hat and sporting a dude cane may be a
delinquent subscriber."
WEBLEY M&RKs, a Baptist preacher at
Sower, ten miles from Shelbyville, Ind., was
dragged out of bed one night last week by
SPEAKING of Alaska in a recent lecture in
White Caps,·and flogged, bec9use he did not Washington, Prof. J. W. Chickering said that
do enough preaching to support his family.
the great obstacle to enjoying a summer there
GoVERNOR FoRAKER says in h~s message: is the vast number of large and bloodthirsty
"Next after God it is our duty to take care of musketoes. Dogs are killed by them, and
America." This is delicious. The idea of men preserve their Jives only by covering their
the governor of Ohio taking care of deity is faces with thick cloths and wearing gloves.
a. museum idea that ought to be stuffed.A BILL is now before the New York legislature authorizing Felix Adler to celebrate
.Alta Californian.
SuBJ&OTB of the queen in Canada hav to marriages. As long as ministers hav this
respect the English flags whether or no. A power, the ethical preachers should be incilhen of Toronto found this out the other vested with it. But a better way would be
d'ly, when he was arrested and fined for dis- to allow none but civil officers to perform the
playing in front of his store a union jack bear- ceremony. Marriage is not a sacrament, but
ing an advertisment of the bargain~ in cloth- a civil contract.
ing to be found inside.
A PHILADELPHIA family, living near the
THE Adventists of Battle Creek, Mich., are church of St. Alphonsus, own a very bright
in a state of great religious excitement. They parrot. Every evening the bells of the church
believe that the final consummation of earthly ring the Angelus, ann recently one of the litmatters is close at hand. They hav discarded tle girls of the family was tau.ght to recite the
all their jewelry. Recently at a meeting appropriate prayer at the sound of the bells.
$3,000 was turned into the church in cash, The parrot watched her carefully, and the
and $2,000 in jewelry. The latter will be other. l)vening,. at the first sound of the
sold to the ungodly, arid the money given to chimes, dropped to the bottom of ·the cage,
the establishing of missions in Switzerland, put down his head, and said the first few
Norway, England, South Africa, and Austra- words of the prayer. He has kept this up
lia. On several occasions before these people ever since, and is adding ot~er words of the

prayer as the little girl teaches them to him.
And of such as this parrot is the kingdom of
heaven!
FAsHIONABLE rector (to little girl) : " So
you love to go to church, Flossie, and be a
good little girl?" Flossie: "Yes, indeed,
Mr. Whiteehoker." Rector: "Do you know
many of the little girls who belong to the
church?" Flossie·: "No, sir; not very many.
I only care to know those who sit in the middle aisle."
IT has been decided recently by the court
of common pleas of Berks county, Pa., that
it is a violation of the law to charge an admission fee to camp-meetings on Sunday.
The case was that Qf the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania againat Weidner, on the complaint of the Rev. T. A. Fernley, and the
law under w1ich the decision was Iriade is an
act of April 22, 17!!4.
JosEPH CooK, the Boston sensational
preacher, caught a Tartar on Sunday afternoon in New York, where he wal! holding a
Prohibition meeting. The pious Joseph said
that Sunday papers were as bad as Sunday
saloons, and insisted that the latter should not
be closed until the newspapers were. When
he got through questions were solicited from
the audience, whereupon a Mr, Lewis arose
and asked Mr. Cook what was the difference
between running a political Prohibition meeting on Sunday and issuing a newspaper on
Sunday, and when he received no answer he
continued: "You stand on that platform a
self-confessed hypocrit ; you and all the
others on that platform are running a political party to make as much money as possible." This plain talk made the whole crowd

sick, but they had to take it. -St. Paul

Pioneer Press.
THE bank clerks are greatly disgusted with
the turn of public opinion against the per.
petuation of the Saturday half-holiday. They
hav already grown very fond of it, and it
is now possible to hear the same kind of talk
about grasping greed and conscienceless capi·
tal inside the banks that used to be heard
among workingmen, who imagin that a place
in a bfmk is the next thing to a happy hereafter.
THE Rev. Mr. Pentecost, assigned Newark
clergyman, is growing heretical. In his sermon last Sunday he said : " Those who believe in the Bible may hav no difficulty in
believing tbe record of Jesus, and it's not for
me to sneer at them. That Jesus could tum
stones into bread, that he was whisked
through the air to the top of the temple, or
that he was on a mountain top from which he
could see all the kingdoms of the earth, is im·
possible for me to believe. Neither are there
any good reasons why I should believe in a
personal dt:vil. The devil was of Persian
origin, and he was imported by the Hebrews
into Palestine. I can't believe in the existence ·of an almighty God and at the same
time of an almighty devil. Say what you
will, in the popular conception of religion the
devil is smart enough to get the best of God,
at least for a season; and if Calvinism is true,
the devil has more power to destroy than
God to save. Neither do I believe the writer
of St. Matthew's gospel knew anything more
about angels than I do, and I don't know
anything about them. The only angels I
know are women and children."
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Uiommunications.
The Distribution of Wealth.

•

But some are saying: We do not object to the
wealth that man creates being distributed upon the
principles you suggest. What we obj~ct to is that
land, which no man creates, shall be so distributed.
I answer : 1. No man creates anything, personal
or real. All he can do is to make a profitable and
serviceable use of something that nature creates or
that naturally exists. Man does not create a chair or
watch; he only fashions the wood and metals in such
forms and shapes as fit them for use. He does the
same with land when he fences it, fells its tree!',
drains its swamps, plows, harrows, and hoes it, puts
habitations on it, and does whate-ver work upon it
makes it fit ior use and a source of profit. In parts
of New York state you can to-day buy hundreds of
thousands of acres of land as fertil as the sun ever
shone upon for taxes or 50 cents an acre. Why
don't you go and buy it 1 Not because you havn't
the means, for every person here has the means. It
is because you don't want it at the prices at which it
is offered. But suppose one only of ull your number
says, "But I do want it," and givs up the attr~J.ctions
of city life, goes up to the north woods, buys his
• farm of· 200 acres with $50, puts up his log-house,
and twenty years from now the change of values
raises that of his farm to $20,000, is that any reason
why society should take his farm away from him and
giv it to the state 1 You say the value in his farm
depends on its location with reference to society's
aggregated movement, and is, therefore, the product
of society's aggregated labor. I reply, the aggregated movement of society creates all values of goods
as well as of land, for nothing has value except ns it
is demtmded; and what determins the degree in
which it shall be demanded except its nearness to the
aggregate social movement~ Time and toil depend
for their value on demand; hence, on the societary
movement, as .truly as land does. .Henc~:>, if the fact
that society creates all values entitles it to take all
values, it entitles it to take goods and labor as well
as land. Again, if in the twenty years when this
land was rising in value you preferred to take the
higher wages you could get in town to the poorer
fare of the woods, having drawn upon the social
movement for your higher wages and better fare for
twenty years, can you now turn around in fairness
and seize also the land which, when it was cheap,
you declined to take as a gift~ Both of you were
dependent-you for higher wages for your work, and
he for the higher ultimate value of his land, upon the
aggregate societary movement. But you draw on
that societary movement every day for value which
you enjoy or spend, retaining nothing, while he waits
twenty years, deriving little from the societary
movement, and then draws it in increased value.
Having eaken the whole of your cake, what entitles
you to half of his 1
Now, all titles to land begin by occupation while
the land is worthless, and when it is a sacrifice of
society to become its possessor. Nobody has ever
heard of the· Lispenards, Schuylers, Livingstons,
Roosevelts, Astors, Schermerhorns, Van Cortlands,
or Vanderbilts who clung to good wages and city
life in Holland and Germany, but only of those who
forsook ·these for the cheap lauds and poor fare
which could hav been had in 1630 to 1670 on Manhattan island. You can all make the same venture
now on Puget sound or Bomeo.
Whether land is cheap or dear, the only terms on
which any man can obtain or hold it are that he will
either pay or forego more enjoyable wealth for its
possession than any other man living thinks it worth
while to pay or forego. All titles are at all times
virtually and momently at auction to the highest
bidder. If you are out of possession and want to
buy, you pay enjoyable values-money or its representativ. If you are in possession and want to hold,
you forego receiving enjoyable values which you
might at any moment get. ·Therefore, all land is
virtually under a perpetual process of distribution
and redistribution, and always goes to him who will
either pay or forego the largest sum in enjoyable
wealth to get or keep it. Can any allotment be fairer
in principle than this 1 Organize your state Socialisti.cally or nationalize your land, and could you
arrlVe at any more perfect basis of distribution than
to giv to each one in proportion as he was able to
pay for it in return service to society at large?
W auld you not hav to hold each allotment open to
competition, to be carried off by him who would pay
most, at least control most votes, to sanction his
possession-and is not that exactly where we stand
now?
2. The function of rent of land is· to drive men
from the centers toward the circumference of the
societary movement. That is a humane function, for
it is intrinsically unhealthy for men to liv too close
together or under too permanent conditions. Rent
is the centrifugal force which drives men from industrial centers, as wages, interest, dividends, and other
forms of earnings are the centripetal force which
draws them toward these centers.

!tis a good thing that men should be driven from . anybody, and the hidden stores of pl'eciou.s metals
the great cen~rs, because. high profits only arise w1iich our revolution will relieve the present downunder new conaitions. Profits are migratory, and trodden miners from the toil of bringing to the surtheir function is to invite investments forward into face."
·
·
new fields of enterprise, in order that all resources
"And what interest will you pay?" asks Mr. Gould.
''Sir," replies the committee's chairman, "it is the
may be developed, and all men and all forms of
talent employed.
object of our revolution to abolish ·interest,.as among
£100 in England easily buys 3 acres of land; $500 in Iowa the medieval relics of darkness."
easily buys 10 acres of land; $500 in Dakota e::~sily .buys 50
"And when will you pay the principal?" inquires
acres of land.
Gould.
3 Enj!:lish acres produce 100 bu., which, at $1.25, bring
"All collections of debt," replies the chairman,
$125; 10 Iowa acres produce 150 bu., which, at 80 cents, " ·11
d
t
b b 1· h d W
ill
bring $120; 50 Dakota acres produce 1,000 bu., which, at WI • un er our new sys em, e a 0 IS e ·
e W
30 cents, bring $300.
pay it whenever it is demonstrated to us that it is
3 English acres pay £5 cash rent, leavin?: from $125, $50; easier for the debtor to pay than not to pay."
10 Iowa acres pay 10 per cent ·interest on $500, $50, leaving
"But," replies Gould, "all my wealth is in new
from $120, $75 ; 100 Dakota acres pay 20 per cent interest and pioneer railroads, most of them paying no divion $500, $100. leaving from $300, $200.
d
f
·
1 ·
th
d
Dakota farmer pays tramporter 95 cents per bu. 011 100 den Iii. · I . you maugurate revo utwn,
ese roa s
bu., $95; Iowa farmer pays transporter 45 cents per bu. on will be the first to be torn up and destroyed."
150 bu., $67 50; English fa1mer pays rent, 75 cents per bu.
"Yes," responds the chairman; "and if we succeed,
on 100 bu., $75.
the state will take all these roads, and you will be
The opponents of private title to land assert that left free to build new ones."
.
it produces all poverty, and that to relieve pov·erty
"And what assurance am I to hav," replies Gould,
the land must be owned by all, either communistic- "that all this is to lead to a better state of things,
ally, tribally, or nationally. In Russia the land is or that you will run my railroads better than I do?''·
held by communes, yet the poverty there is severe,
"How can you doubt," replies the chairman," when
and wages one-fifth what they are here. Among the you consider that our entire finance· system is to ~e
American Indians and nativ Africans, and by nearly under the control of men who hav never known the
all savages, land is held by lhe tribe in common, yet value of money~" The assumption is that Gould
eYen at this moment all onr philanthropists are would say:
.
pointing out the need of gelling away from a tribal / "Pray, for what sum shall I draw my check?"
to. an individual ownership to preye"t the Indians
In contending that the men who hav the value
from starving. In India the land iR nationalized, but sense large must, perforce of natural law, control the
wages are nowhere else so low. Henc!3, neither com- organ~zation of society and the employment of labor,
munal, tribal, nor national ownership of the land is a as men who hav the military sense control in war, I
cure for poverty; nor ought they to be, for to cure admit that society does not get the economics conpoverty is to stop work. '• But," says the Peter the nected with this system without cost. All great valHermit of this new crusade, .. I would only nation~lize ues cost. Success in war costs. The private soldier
land by taxing it up to the value of its ground rent." bows and bends under such a yoke of despotism that
This would be virtually transferring the control of the element of private will and judgment is reduced
all capital and of all production from the enterprisers to zero, in order that his army may win. As in Amerto the demagogs; for, as nobody could get the rise ica and Great Britain, the war which man is waging
in value of real estate, nobody would want to own it, against nature and for wealth is more intense and
buy it, hold it, or improve it, but all would want to activ than it has ever been before, or is elsewhere, it
throw it upon the state. and let the state become is possible that right. here where man claims to be
the only producer and distributor, and, necessarily, freest, the great~st subordination of the private will,
the sole employer of labor. Exchange and profits judgment, and even rectitude and conscience, are, or
would be at an end. :\Ioney, hitherto the emanci- seem often to be, essential to success. More than
pator of labor, would hav no value, but all society half of all the enterprise that controls capital and emwould be resolved back into an army-coercion ploys labor in both countries is corporate enterprise.
would take the place of wages, and despotism of indi- You know how strict the disciplin of corporations is.
vidualis-m. How kind the state would be as an em- They are seldom humane in positiv intent. Yet who
player, let the lash of the Pharaohs answer. How denies that, for the very reason that they are the
economical the system would be, let the cost of all most economic employers of labor, they are also the
armies prove. In 1862-5, with less than 1,000,000 most successful, and hence the most beneficial to
in the field, our government expended $4,000,000 a labor.
.
day in the distribution of wealth to that army. It
We must distinguish between the intent to do othcost the taxpayers $4 a day, or Hoffman House rates, ers good and the actual·Qeneficence which is accomfor every man in the field, and they got bean coffee plished. In the arrangement of the world, much the
and decayed cow to eat. How pure a distribution of greater amount of actual good to all is accomplished inwealth through majorities and votes would be, let directly through the working of selfish or business mothe corruptions of Tammany Hall and of all politics tivs. This is the major key to which the economic bareverywhere answer. How equal it would be, let the monies of society are pitched. But there is also a minor
New York street department answer, where recently key, which is subordinate in function and in fact;
for shoveling sand one man drew $1.10 per yard and which receives most of the praise, but accomplishes
another $11 per yard. Consider, also, how it would least of the practical good which is done among men.
affect us in our international competitions. England This minor key is altruism, benevolence, or phil andoes not tax land or capital at all. Our most for- thropy. The total good obtainable through philanmidable difficulty in competing with her in manufact- thropy is extremely small compared with the involures is that all our state, cit.y, and local taxation untary good arising out of industrial pursuits conrests on land and capital firdt of all. Thus we are ducted from a selfish motiv. It is like the utility of
handicapped in our race, but Heury George proposes the flowers compared with that of the grasses, vegato change our load from a pound or two to a ton.
tables, and trees-highly ornamental, fragrant, and
The shortes~ step toward such a fulfilment would attractiv, seldom useful, and occasionally poisonous.
desolate our land and send our capitalists and labor- Occasionally altruistic acts do good. When Charles
era fleeing to South America and Africa. Anything O'Conor, the best lawyer America has ever produced,
like its complete fulfilment would strike the earth had just been admitted to the bar, he was without
like a universal epidemic of insanity. The notion a library, but had found a law library which he could
that the millennium is to be brought in by taxing all buy for $300. A friend suggested to him that he go
values up to the point which deslroys all value, is on to a Mr. Pardow, whom he knew slightly, but who
a level with that held two centuries ago by the peas- was under no obligations to assist hi~, and ask him
autry of England, that the revelation of a burning to indorse O'Conor's note for the sum required.
hell fqr nearly everybody is glad tidings of great joy. O'Conor did so. Mr. Pardow listened, without intiMoreover, we are told by many of the devotees of mating whether he would make the loan or not, and
this gospel that it is to come in with the crash of war without indicating whether the request pleased, or
and revolution. Now, succ3ssful war is the most annoyed, or was indifferent to him. He simply made
capitalistic of aU enterprises.
no reply. A week after, he sent word to O'Conor
The North suppressed the S)uthern rebellion only that he would indorse the note. O'Conor, with tears
with capital. England defeated Napoleon with capi- flowing in his bright, large eyes, went, note in hand,
tal. A social revolution in this country could not be to the bookseller and brought away his prize, 150
begun on any considerably less scale of expenditure volumes of law-books, which became the basis of his
than $1,000,000 a day. This would mean that the subsequently large library.
Sixty years later, when O'Conor had retired to his
revolutionary committee would issue bonds, as Jeff
Davis's Confederacy did, and undertake to negotiate island home in Nantucket, he narrated this incident
them. They go with them, hat in band, to Jay to a friend after dinner.
"And what has become of the family of your beneGould, for instance, and beg to know at w.hat rate
he will buy them. Says Mr. Gould: "What is your factor!" asked his friend.
collateral ?"
" That young lady in the other room," said
Committee: "We pledge to you all· the lands in O'Conor, "whom I now call my adopted daughter,
the country, whose titles and values it is the object is Mr. Pardow's great-granadaughter."
of our revolution to destroy, and the collectiv honor
As such acts of beneficence are priceless, money
of an organization of men and women bound to. cannot measure the coin in which the truly noble
gether by one common tie of sympathy, viz., the in- will repay them. The loan of $300 was repaid when
capacity to acquire wealth, or to use money profit- it fell due by O'Conor to Pardow in person. But
ably. We pledge you the collectiv energies of the sixty years afterward the kindness which dictated
millions whom our revolution will exempt from the the loan came back to the good man's great-grandnecessity of ever again doing anythingwhatever for daughter in years of the nurturing fatherhood of a
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good and great mind loward an orphan girl, ending
at its close in the whole of his princely estate. l'lforeover, such had been the effect of this man's act on
O'Conoes mind that he made it a rule through life
never to deny a person asking charity.
Charity, to be such, must be unorganized and personal. All organized charities degenerate into modes
of egoism, instead of remaining altroistic in any
sense; they become modes of business, but are inferior to business in their complete unproductivness.
They cultivate also the kind of want they endeavm·
to relieve.· When, under the English poor laws, a
weekly allowance was made to unmarried women who
.gave birth to children, and also to the child, the
object and intent· was to discourage abortion and
child-murder. The effect was that young unmarried
shameless girls would boast of their superiority over
married couples, for the latter got no allowance unless in pinching want, while the former got a weekly
allowance merely for and in proportion to their
depravity. Most organized charities breed the evils
they aim to remedy. Charity, therefore, must be
subordinated to selfishness; benevolence must be
made secondary to business, or the world would
speedily be destroyed by the disasters that would
follow. In this respect, the actual constitution of
human nature is more nearly aplomb to the true
interests of society than the dreams of philanthropic
visionaries are, who would remodel human: nature
on the false basis of subordinating self-love to t-he
love of others. Fortunately, huma!! nature is so obstinately and indestructibly firm and true to itself
that, while altroistic systems can perpetually be
preached, they can never be practiced.
VAN BuREN DENSLOW.
(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)

Colonel Ingersoll's Extensiv Constituency.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav
copied the above heading from the New York Evangelist, one of the leading weekly papers of the Presbyterian church, owned and edited by Henry M. Field,
the writer oCsome letters, recently, to the colonel, in
the North American Review. It is very evident
that the colonel's letters to Editor Field hav caused
no little consternation in the orthodox ranks. There
is never such a fluttering in the flock unless some
one has been hit.. Many clergymen hav been" so disturbed by the influence of the colonel's letters that
they feel impelled to write to the editor and unbosom
their poignant grief. Some of the more zealous Pres~
byterian fossils, who hav no ideas beyond the pale of
the church, urge Editor· Field to write a book on
"Ingersoll Infidelity," to which Mr. Field replies, in
his Evangelist, as follows: "We shall never find the
time, nor strength, to write a book in reply to Colonel
Ingersoll. Nor does it seem to us quite so necessary
as the writer thinks. We had an edition of a thousand copies of my letters to Colonel Ingersoll, printed
on thick paper, in the style of the North American
Revietv, for which we paid $85. As the postage is
two cents per copy, if we could sell them all, we
should not get our money back. Any subscriber to
the Evangelist can hav a copy for nothing, by calling
for it. Colonel Ingersoll's work is done by lectures
printed in the cheapest form, and sold on news-stands
at five cents apiece. In this, he shows admirable
sagacity. He k_nows that a minie bullet will kill a
man as effectivly as a cannon ball. So he aims with
that which is sharp and keenly pointed, wit, which
accounts for his immense popularity."
.
An eminent theologist wrote: ·"Many copies of
your letters in pamphlet form hav been circulated
among the ·thinking and reading young men, and
professional business men, of the community. To you,
it may not be a surprise; but to me, it was, to find
that nearly every one of these men had procured the
North American Review for the sake of reading
those letters of the colonel's, while they had not read
your letters, nor made any effort to procure them.
On the table of a retired New Yorker, who loves
horses far better than most men do theological discussions, I met with the North American Review,
which had been purchased solely for Colonel Ingersoll's letters. For this, I confess, I was not prepared.
But the numbers in which your letters were published
were not procured. This fiery assailant of the orthodox faith has a constituency the range of which, I
am now sure, is wider and higher than many of us
helieved. I hav never so much as mentioned his
name in any sermon or address. My eyes are opening to the fact that multitudes of intelligent and
thinking people are reading but one side. Until I
had made inquiry, I dicl not know how many read
everything Colonel Ingersoll half to say, but will read
nothing on the other side. The conviction grows
upon me that our churches are tinged with these
secret innings of the enemy far beyond our knowledge or conjecture. There are grave doubts and a
growing distrust of our teaching concerning God and
the hereafter."
I hav a good orthodox sister who wrote me that
she had tried to induce her neighbors to read Editor
Field's letters in her copy of the Evangelist, but
they will read only one side, she wrote, for the reason

that the other side hav nothing to offer only Jesus
and Jerusalem, and, "We are tired of it," they all say.
I trust that the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER will
~e amused at the constituency of Colonel Ingersoll
m certain commercial circles in New York city and in
the cities and villages round about the great metropolis. A wealthy firm of tobacconists,.L. Miller
& Sons, 155 Chambers street, New York city, hav
been to the enormous expense of printing several
thousand splendid chromos of Colonel Ingersoll,
larger than life size, which are as perfect as any
painted portrait. These beautiful chromos are put
in costly frames, about four feet long and nearly a
yard wide (as I estimated), covered with glass, and
one of these splendid " show-pictures" is delivered
to every purchaser of tobacco of this firm. Above
the head are the large letters in gilt, "Our Bob."
Beneath the chromo is the attractiv word, "Cigars."
The frame is hung in a conspicuous place, to induce
purchasers to buy cigars of this particular stamp. I
must confess that it is not at all pleasing to my
notions of propriety to see Colonel Ingersoll's lifesize portrait apl!ealing to smokers to purchase " Our
Bob Cigars,'' as I am a thorough anti-tobacco advocate. But the fact illustrates the wide constituency
of the great reformer.
V ERITAS.

Religion in .France, Italy, and Spain.
Philip Schaff, D. D., in the Inaepenaent.

FRANCE.-France has lived since 1789 under eight
constitutions (1791, 1793, 1795, 1799, 1814, 1830,
1848, 1852, 1875). The charter of August 14, 1830,
signed by King Louis Philippe and his prime minister
Guizot (a Protestant), provides that" each one may
profess his religion with equal liberty and shall receive
for his religious worship the same protection" (Article V), and that " the ministers of the Catholic, Apostolic, and Roman religion, professed by the majority
of the French, and those of other Christian worship,
shall receive stipends from the public treasury" (Article VI). The constitution of the second republic
of 1848 guarantees that "everyone may freely pro·
fess his own religion, and shall receive from the state
equal protection in the exercise of his worship. The
ministers of the religions at present recognized by
law, as well as those which may be hereafter recognized, hav a right to receive an allowance from the
state" (Ch. II, Art. 7). The present constitution,
adopted February 25, 1875, says nothing on the subject of religion. Since the reign of Napoleon I.,
who wished to keep all the churches under his con·
trol, the French government has not only recognized
and protected, but also supported the Roman Catha·
lie, national Reformed (Calvinistic), and Lutheran
churches; since 1841 also the Jewish synagog, and,
in Algiers, the Mohammedan religion. This state
aid diminishes their internal independence. The
government does not even permit the national Reformed church to hold an official synod; those which
hav been held since 1872 are "unofficial" and hav no
legislativ force. Other denominations, as the Free
church of France, the Episcopalians, Wesleyans,
Baptists, etc., are tolerated under restrictions.
The spirit of the French republic is strongly anti.
clerical and tends toward a separation of church and
state, from hostility to rather than respect for religion. We may add from the" Statesman's Year Book"
for 1887 (pp. 66, 67), the following additional information:
The population of France at the census of December, 1881,
consisted of 29,201,703 Roman Catholics, being 78.50 per
cent of the total population; of 692,800 Protestants, or 1.8
per cent of the population, as compared with 584,757 in 1872;
of 53 446 Jews, an<'l. 7,684,906 persons "who declined to
make' any declaration of religious belief." This was the
first census at which" non-professants" were registered· as
such. On former occasions it had been customary to class
all who had refused to state what their religion was, or who
denied having any religion, as Roman Catholics. The number of persons set down as belonging to "various creeds"
was 33,042. ·
All religions are equal by law, and any sect which numbers
100,000 adherents is entitled to a grant; but at present only
the Roman Catholics, Protestants, Jews, and Mussulmans
(Algeria, etc.), hav state allowances. In the budget for 1887
these grants were as follows:
FJ"RTICFl.
Administration....................... ........................
275,800
Roman Catholic worship, etc ............................ 44,327,123
Protestant worship, etc.................................... 1,551,600
Jewish, etc......................................................
180,000
Protestant and Jewish places of worship.............
40,000
Mussulman worship ................................. :......
216,340
Total. ..... _.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .... .. . . 46,573,763
!TALY.-The year 184;8 forms 11 turning-point in
the history of Italy. The constitution of Sardinia,
proclaimed by King Charles Albert, Turin, March 4,
1848, declares the Roman Catholic church to be the
only state religion, but grants toleration to other
existing forms of worship within the laws. This
fundamental statute (statute fondamentale del regno)
extends over the whole kingdom since its unification,
with Rome as the capital, in 1870. Since that time
the legislature by several acts has diminished the
power of the church and clergy, and subordinated
them to the authority of the civil government.
Cavour, the statesman; Mazzini, the dreamer; Garibaldi, the hero; and Victor Emanuel, the king, of regenerated Italy, were in favor of full religious liberty,

though more from indifference than from positiv
faith. A large number of educated men in Italy, as
in all the Latin races, are indifferent and skeptical;
but, knowing only the Roman religion and wishing
to be on the safe side in the other world, they usually
send for the priest on their deathbed.
.
Although toleration is a poor concession, it marks
a great advance beyond the former state of disgraceful intolerance when, as late as 1852, the innocent
Madiai family were imprisoned in Florence for no
other crime than holding prayer-meetings and reading the scriptures in the vernacular, when the :Bible
could not pass the custom house in the pope's dominions, and when the foreign Protestant residents
of Rome were not allowed to worship God exct pt in
strict privacy or in a house behind a barn outside of
the city walls. Since 1870 there hav been organized
at least a dozen Protestant congregations in the city
of Rome, which represent the Waldensian, the Free
Italian church (Chiesa Libera), the English and
American Episcopal, the Scotch Presbyterian, the
Methodist, the Baptist., the German Evangelical, and
the French Reformed denominations. Such a variety is ve1·y confusing to the mind of an Italian Catholic discontented with Romanism and yet used to the
idea of the visible ~ity of the church. The tota.l
number of Protestants in Italy at the census of 1881
amounted to 62,000, of whom 22,000 belonged to the •
Waldensian church of Piedmont, and 30,000 to foreign Protestant bodies.
The kingdom of Italy sustains a peculiar relation
to the papacy. It has destroyed its temporal power
and broken the backbone of hierarchical state churchism. It conquered the papal territory, made the
papal capital its own capital, and thereby incurred
the curses of the Vatican, which will forever protest
against the robbery of the patrimony of St. Peter.
But by a decree of December 31, 1870, and May 13,
1871, Italy guarantees to the supreme pontiff the
dignity, inviolability, and all the personal prerogativs
of a sovereign; untrammeled correspondence with
the Catholic hierarchy throughout the world; the
perpetual possession of the Vatican and Lateran
palaces and Castel-Gandolfo, with all the edifices,
museums, libraries, and gardens belonging thereto;
freedom from taxation, and an irrevocable dotation
of 3,225,000 lire or francs from the public treasury.
Tlfe pope has refused the salary, and prefers to liv
on the Peter's penny and other voluntary contributions of the two hundred millions of Romanists
throughout the world.
The political regeneration and unification of Italy
has not materially changed the ruling religion of
Italy, but has established a separation between the
civil and spiritual powers, and confined the papacy to
the latter. Practically the modern Italians are Protestants and disobey the pope in temporal mattE:rs ;
religiously 'they are Catholics and serve him as the
head of the church.
SPAIN.-The land of the Inquisition, of somber
cathedrals and bloody bull-rings, is more intensely
Roman Catholic than Italy, and owing to its comparativ isolation is less influenced by modern ideas
of progress. Under the reign of Queen Isabel II.,
Matamoras Carasco, and their friends, converted
Bible read~rs at Malaga, were thrown into prison
and condemned to the galleys for professing Protestantism ·and assembling for religious devotion; in
consequence of a strong protest of an international
deputation of the Evangelical Alliance the sentence
of penal servitude was changed into exile (1863).
The misgovernment and immorality of the queen
resulted in her expulsion from the throne (1868), and
in a succession of civil wars.
The constitution of 1869 declares, in Article 21,
the Catholic Apostolic Roman religion to be the
religion of the state, and imposes upon the nation
the obligation of maintaini~g its worship and its
ministers. This is old Spamsh. The second clause
grants, for the first time, toleration to non-Catholi~s
in these words : "No person shall be molested m
the territory of Spai~ for h~s religio~s.opinions, D;or
for the exercise of his particular rehgwus worship,
saving the respect due to Christian morality." Very
good so far as it goes. But during the reaction
under AlfonRo XII, the constitution was modified,
June 30, 1876, and the concession of toleration virtually nullified by the addition: . "Ne.verthel~ss, ~o
other ceremonies nor manifestations m pubhc Will
be permitted than those of the religion o~ state."
Thus the constitution of 1876 restricts the hberty of
non-Catholic worship to private houses. No church
or chapel looking like a house of God, no _tower, no
bell no procession, no public announcement, IS suffered
by 'law and Protestant preachers and evangelists
depend' altogether upon the tender mercie~ of tho
local magistrate, priests, and people. Notw1thstand·
ing, the Protestants continue to labor, under the~e
disadvantages, in about fifty humble places of worship
in Madrid Barcelona Seville, San Sebastiau, and other
cities wh~re more liberality prevails than in ignorant
and bigoted country districts. At the census of 1877
it was found that sixty per cent of the populatiOn
could not read.
On the other hand, the Spanish government hM
greatly diminished the material resources of the state
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sages from which no preacher would venture to select interpretation" or "a construction" of such plain, unequfvwords. Just as soon, it seems to me, might you @peak
There's no accounting for taste, you know. ocal
of the fact of two and two making four as possibly bea~ing
A cardinal principle of the:benighted Hindoo is that some otlie'l" construction. No," we are not called upon to JUSof kindness, especially toward dumb brutes. "He tify every doctrin taught or every form of expression used
that heedlessly treadeth on a worm is darkly alienate long before we came into the worhl ;" but I think we are
called upon not to sail under false colors. Is it not reasonto God," is their manner of expressing !t. Yet the able
for a person to turn to the Confession of Faith to see
Lord God of Israel, when he "got on his ear," as the what Presbyt~rians believe; and can we find fault with
gamins say, commanded men to "slay both man and Ingersoll or anyone else who brings this up against us? The
woman, infant and suckling, ox and sheep, camel and Confession of Faith is a hindrance to the cause of Christ, and
ass." Truly thy "ways are ways of pleasantness and a stumbling-block to many a one. That s~ many are iutlolent
or indifferent enough to be ignorant of what it te[l,ches does
all thy paths are peace ;" and if the Hindoo heathen not alter the case. We ought not to be hampered by a Con~ttttlar
don't believe it, let them turn to thy approval of fession of a past generation, teaching doctrins which we,
. Samuel's humorous sport in hewing "Agag in pieces basing our faith on God's word, cannot believe.
I know of some good Christian brethren who hav been
before the Lord." Thy command to "slay every man
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President.
deterred from accepting the office of elder because they could
neighbor"
may
hav
had
a
salient
effect
on
the
folhis
not hold office comcientiously under the teucbings of such
E. A. S'J:EVESS, Secretary,
- - 750 West Lake St.• Chicago.
lowers of Nana Sahib about t.he time of the Cawnpore doctrins. When called to the eldership myself, I made simC'EIA.RLES EoKHA.Rn. Treas.,
28 Lafayette PI., New York.
E. B. FooTE, Jn .. Chllir. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave., New York. massacre, for those nativ troops had conside.rable ilar objections, and my pastor overcame my scruples by sayEDGAR C. BEA.LL, Chair. Fin. Com., -. 27 Arcade, Cincinnati. knowledge of Christianity, and that passage possibly ing that, as I accepted the general teaching of the Cnnfession,
rieed not be considered as accepting every part. But I congave them the necessary in~piration. The Lord Ifess
I don't like to be in @Uch a position. A friend, upon
moves in mysterious ways his wonders to perform. union with the church, bad a copy of the Confession placed
'l'he Work of Redeeming the World.
Yes; his ways are far above man's ways, and the far- in his bands; it was a great hindrance in his Christian life.
Christian papers are glorifying over missionary thel' the better for the inhabitants of India.
Let us hav a Confession of. what we believe in this du.y,
reports and the speedy redemption of thEJ world, and
The cheeriJlg statement is also at habd that all the not what theW est minster divines believed.
point to the thirty-five missionary societies at work Feejeeans hav been converted to Christianity-" that
If the Westminster Confession goes, Presbyterianin Africa, claiming that its 225,000,000 inhabitants in no part of the world has Christianity been so suc- ism goefl, and Colonel Ingersoll caQ congratulate
"are practically under the influ~nce and control of cessful, and there is not now an avowed heathen on himself upon having driven hell and John Calvin out
Christianity." We will make a few excerpts from the the island." If this be true-and we are willing to of the creed of the church.
speech of Rev. Canon Taylor at the Church Congress take the assertion as it stands-possibly the instinct
recently held at Wolverhampton, England, and let of heredity can account for this religion of the tender
Open Letter to the Proscriptionists.
the reader judge where the first-class prevaricator morsel. Doubtless the missionary who did this" conEver since the issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER of
lies:
verting" held forth such special inducements as are January 7th I hav been trying to get t.ime to say a
The faith of Islam is spreading over Africa with giant found in the Old Testament, presenting the extraor- few words to Brother Shoemaker. If his letter were
strides. . . . Christianity is receding before Islam, while
attempts to proselyte Mohammedans are notoriously unsuc- dinary bill of fare of the Israelitish restauranteur- the oniy one of the kind, I should not hav noticed it;
cessfuL We not only fail to gain ground, but even fail to " and they shall eat every one the flesh of his friends." but first and last there hav been hundreds of the
hold our own. . . . An African tribe, once converter! to The Feejean free-lunchers then devoutly sang, "How same proscriptiv character. In the same issue of
Islam, never returns to pa~ranism, and never embraces Chris- amiable are thy ways, 0 Lord God almighty !"
THE TRUTH SEEKER there are two or three others beartianity. . . . When Mohammedanism is embraced by a
We are further informed that schools and-missions ing the earmark of bigotry and intolerance. And
ne_gro tribe. devil-wor8hip, fetichism, cannibalism, human
sacrifice. infanticide, witchcraft,. at once disappear. · Filth is are filling up Turkey, Japan, and Persia; that the through Brotht~r Shoemaker I wish to speak to all
replaced by cleanliness, and they acquire personal dignity jaw-smiths of the Jewish Jehova~?- are in possession, the rest.
and self-respect. Ho~pitality becomes a religious duty. and " that the grandest day of oppmtunity for the
I hav no disposition to dispute with or enter into
drunkenness rare, gambling is forbiddt-n. A feeling .of kingdom of God that the earth has . ever seen has controversy with my brother Liberals. If there
humanity; benevolence, and brotherhood is inculcated.
Islam, above all, is the most powerful total abstinence asso- fully dawned." Well, we hope the almighty duly ap- were but few who take the same position, and these
ciation in the world; whereas, the extension of European preciates this golden " opportunity," and we advise marching in single file and a respectable distance
trade means the extension of drunkenness and vice, and the him to seize it with alacrity and not let it slip through apart., I should hav remained silent.
·
degradation of the people. Islam introduces a lmowledge of his fingers. This may be his first and last chance.
But when they come mounted, and two abreast.,
reading and writing, decent clothing, personal cleanliness,
But seriously, it is disgusting and disheartening to and two on a horse, and charge the gallant old TRUTH
veracity, and self-respect. Its restraining and civilizing
effects are marvelous. How little bav we to show for the think that D. K. Pearson, of this city, gave $50,000 SEEKER, then you may expect to hear the clang of roy
vast sums of money and prt·cious lives lavished upon Africa! each to two theological tread-mills where they turn old rusty sword. I do but draw it mildly when I say
Christian converts are reckoned by thousands; Moslem con- out students prepared to teach this brutal blasphemy that the cannonading of THE TRUTH SEEKER during
verts by milliPns. . . . The strictly rt•gulated polygamy (mixed, of course, with some humanity), only a short its existence has done as much to batter down the
of Mosltm lands is infinitly less degrading to women, and
less injurious to men, than the promiscuous polyandry which time ago. Think of it! $100,000 to spread the story walls of superstition and secularize the country as
is the curse of Christian cities. ancl which is absolutely of endless torment-that our dearest friends, if they any other paper. I do not say that it is the best
unknown in hlam. The polyandrous English are not entitled can't believe this gospel of blind faith and blood, Freethought paper in the country, but I do say of it,
to cast stones at polygamous Moslems.
are elected to everlastingly broil ! What a consola- as Billy Cowper said of England: ''With all thy
Do the above quotations furnish the impression tion even to those who imagin they hav received their faults, I love thee still.''
that Christianity has Africa within her grasp! This 0 K mark!
· ·
Our complaining brother may be a good shoeunumaily candid canon practically admits that ChrisLast week, Dr. Tolman Wheeler, of Chicago, a de- maker, but I do not like the style of the shoe he
tianity can only demoralize the Africans, as dealings crepit old man of eighty-six, bHnd, deaf, and irra- makes. He virtually says that I shall not enjoy the
with the European traders (all Christian products) tional of course, was wheedled into adding property visits of THE TRUTH SEEKER from week to week.
means their demoralization and degradation. What of $150,000 value to his former gifts to the EpiscoIf the question should be submitted to Brother
glorious work this spreading the gospel is, to be sure l palian theological seminary, which totals his endow- Shoemaker whether THE TRUTH SEEKER should be
Afriea. is safe from contamination, however, as the ments to that institution alone $280,000. Church blotted c:iut of existence or continue on in its grand
reverend gentleman avers that "European teachers beggars are around him like flies around a candle, career, I think he would tremble at the thought of ·
will never Christianize Africa. The experiment has and he has willed $75 000 more to similar institu- hearing the death knell of the gallant old flag-bearer.
beAn ttied and failed."
And yet, perhaps, without knowing it, his decree
tions. What a mun1ficent gift to permeate people's
Not content with attempting to demoralize Africa, minds with such monstrous rubbish-to consign has gone forth that THE TRUTH SEEKER shall die, and
these meddlesome missionaries are pegging away at human beings either to happiness or endless misery, that thousands of hearts shall no more be made glad
CninR, whF-re thirt.y- three societies are trying to turn with all the chances in favor of the latter; the road by perusing its instructiv pages. _Because, if all
its 350,000,000 from the religious reverence they to happiness being a narrow little moss-grown tow- should follow the example of Brother Shoemaker and
cherish toward their progenitors-a duty that path, where one's feet are almost sure to slip, while order the paper stopped, what would become of the
makes it almost sacrilege for a son to neglect his the other bas to bav broad-gage double tracks for grand old lighthouse of l!'reethought ~
parents-for one which declares: "If any man come its enormous traffic to its terminus, the great Sulphur
What has caused this great commotion ? Why,
to me and hatA not his father, and mother, and wife, Springs!
the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER has allowed certain
,
and sister, and brotl:rer, yea, and his own life also, he
The American Secular Union needs at least $2,000 individuals to say that justice was not meted out to
cannot be my diEciple."
additional, and it needs it now. With this we can the Anarchists who were hanged at Chicago, and
"Blow ye the gospel trumpet," and let the heathen publish facts about the j~stice and necessity of sus- hence these intolerant fault-finders infer that all who
realize the drptbs of depravity he has attained in fol- taining Secular principles. This preliminary work hav expressed sympathy for them and complained of
lowing such fallacious teachers as Confucius, who devolves upon Freethinkers, as the natural defenders the injustice done to them, including the Editor, are
first gave the Golden Rule in a direct and positiv of Secular government-the heirs of Paine, J ~:fferson, Anarchists. Although the Editor has said many
form: "Never do to others what you would not hav and Washingt-on. These things would tend to ele- times that he was not an Anarchist, and notwithstandthem do to you;". who with singular perversity vate, instead of degrading, humanity; they would ing the fact that he has writLen quite long editor.ials
places duty above faith in his code: ''Fix thy make a paradise of earth, instead of waiting for one to show the unreasonableness and impracticability of
thoughts on duty; practice without ceasing the vir- in the heavens; they would teach mankind that the Anarchy, yet, like Beecher'~:~ dog Noble, they still
tue of humanity; and, if you hav time, cultivate the time to be happy is now, and the place to. be "happy keep barking at the hole in the wall.
arts."
The most that the Editor has ever intimated in reis here. If every Lt beral would respond according
0 thou sinful, sallow-colored, pig-tailed heathen! to his financial ability, this could easily be accom- gard to the Anarchists to my knowledge, was that
knowest thou not that to fulfill the glorious gospel plished.
the hanging was not jlistifiable from the evidence
of Christ the son ruust turn against his father, the
If you will not sustain Freethought and Secular adduced in the court. So say I, and so say thou·
daughter against her mother, and the mother-in-law principles, yeu certainly are not entitled to mas- sands all over the country.
must briog up the rear of the circus? Ye philo- querade under the title of Liberals. So, Liberals,
Do you know that there are a great many wise and
sophical mandarins, who pretend to follow the un- learn to giv. A little financial forethought on behalf good men in the country who are Anarchists 1 Are
sanctified Confucius, realize the insufficiency of of Secular Freethought would soon establish Secular these men to forfeit all their rights because you and
your simple creed: "Adore heaven and be just." principles.
some others disagree with them 1
E. A. STEVENS, Sec. A. S. U.
You need dousing very deep in a fountain filled with
Mr. Palmer said that they were hanged because
blood. 'rhat's what's the matter.
they were Anarchists, more than because they comIlell and Presbyterianism Going.
We are also apprised that Christian missionaries
The New York Evangelist, Henry M. Field, editor, mitted murder. Had he not a right to say that1
hav established schools throughout India, and are recently published the following letter from a ruling
You say the Anarchists ought to be exported out
preparing to bulldoze and boycott t.he nativs from
of
the coqntry. I may think otherwise, but would it
elder in the Presbyterian church:
their ado,erence to Brahma and Buddha; and, as the
not be the rankest bigotry in me to order THE TRUTH
To THE EDITOR oF THE NEw YonK EvANGELIST, Dear Si1·: SEEKER stopped because the Editor alluwed you to
British Christian government controls the resources I bav
read with interest the letter in the Evan_qelist of l:lepof life in India, many nativs are induced to play the tember 15th quoting the Confe.ssion of Faith, and likewise express an opinion adverse to my belief?
hypocrit to be on the right side of the powers that your reply to it. Very few will be disposed to take issue
Few realize that nearly all the newspapers of the
be, just as is the casejn America. Buddha laid par- with Dr. Field in his statement that be •· never beard of any country are under the control of capitalists. Nellrly
~hristian teacher who said that the creator brought beings.
ticular stress on purity of mind and expression; mto
the world to destroy them." But the Confession of all the people read these papers and take their cue
what can the Hindoos think of the sacred book of Faith, if I understand the English language, states just that j really from what the capitalists say or dictate to be
the Christians, which contains some two hundred pas- and I fll.il to comprehend how you can speak-of "a possible said. The Anarchists championed the cause of the

church. By two decrees of the Cortes, passed July
23, 1835, and March 9, 1836, all monastic establishments were suppressed, and their property confiscated for the benefit of the nation.
Portugal knows and tolerates no other religion
besides the Roman Catholic, except among foreign
residents, who may worship privately in their houses,
but not in a church.
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bread-winners,· and in doing so they exposed the
corruption, and oppression, and injustice of the tyrannical capitalistic barons of the country, and a subsidized press cried aloud for their blood and in
obedience to its 'clamor and at the behe;t of the
capitalists the victims were sacrificed. I may be
mistaken in all this, but will some one order his
paper stopped on account of what I say? 0 my
friends! this spirit of intolerance will never do. Are
we n() better than our Christian brethren~ It was
this spirit which breathed the breath of life into the
Inquisition-which drove the Jews and Moors out of
Spain-which actuated the witch-hunters and woman
whippers of New England. It has kindled the fires
of torture in hell and on earth, and brought thousands to the stake and the gibbet.
I hav admired the open-heartednesr,1, the magnanimous and· Liberal spirit, which the Editor of THE
TRUTH .SEEKER has manifested.
What I admire
Brother Shoemaker and others condemn. Has he
not dealt Liberally with you? Has he not published
your adverse criticism, though damaging to himself?
Has he not bared his breast to the poisoned arrows
of your complaints and those of others, himself not
complaining? Materialists complain because Spiritualists are allowed a hearing, and Spiritualists cry
out against articles written by Materialists; but all
get a hearing in THE TRUTH SEEKER. Some inveigh
against Heston's cartoons ; others declare them the
grandest feature of the paper. All are allowed to
express their thoughts. Should not all good men be
interested in keeping up a paper in which every
thought can find expression ? Who shall be shut
out! Who shall say that t.he thoughts of one shall
find expression and those of another be smothered
down'? SL1ppose the Editor should run the paper to
suit the Materialists, or the Spiritualists, or Agnostics.
or DeiPts, what would become of THE TRUTH SEEKER?
Is it not a thousand times better to hav a paper free
to all? What right has a man to say that I shall
not eat a certain kind of food because he does not
like it? I, for one, am glad that the Editor proposes
to keep a free table, where everyone is allowed to eat
what to him may be the most palatable. None but a
selfish bigot will find fault with the arrangement.
Let us put away this selfishness, and leave those
who differ from us in the full enjoyment of all the
rights and privileges which we claim for ourselvs.
TeRch me to feel another's woe,
To hide the fault I see.
That mercy I to others show,
That mercy show to me.
Naples, N. Y., Jan. 15. 1888.
JoHN PECIC.

origin of Volaptlk and. the reasons why a riew universal
language is desirable. It is worth the invE'stigation of all
echolars. Those more familiar with the German than with
the Enp:lisb language can obtain "Die Weltspracbe Volapt\k
in drei Lectionen," at the same ·price.
.
The Workmen's .Advocate, New Haven, Conn., says: "The
TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND FnEETHINKERS' AtMANAO for
1888 is out. A frontispiece picture of Sci~>nce Hall, on
Broome street, New York, as it appeared in 1829, givs the
volume a venerable and bi8torical tone, which is, however,
fully counterbalanced by Watson Heston's quaint pen drawings of biblio-legendary subjects. A review of the Freethought movement in the United States and twenty-four
portraits of distinguishPd American Freethinkers, scientists.
and philosophers make the Almanac a valuable .addition to
the library table. Price, 25 cents."
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already done that in opposition to Mr. Tucker. But we love
justice, which Mr. Parsons did not receive, and we sympa..
tbize with his family. The price of the book is $1, and we
advise those who can spare that sum to send to Mrs. Parsons
for a copy, whether they read it or not.
Some time ago we mentionerl that the In'Dest(qat(JI" was
printing a serial from the pen of Wm. McDonnell, author of
"Exeter Hall,"" Heathens of the Heath,"" Beautiful Snow,"
and so forth, entitled, "Reminiscences of a Prea~'her." This
serial is now completed, and published in handqome book
form by Mr. Mendum. The following outline of the story
we copy from the Inve.~ti.qator:
"The author malte~ England the ecene of his story, and an
itinerant preacher the hero. This hero is the only son of a
widow, who is not only poor but pious-for in a strictly
orthodox familv piety anrl povE'rty go t'lgether. The widow
intenrls her son· to be a preacher of 'the living worn.'
"In the first ch11pter of the story, while yet. a boy, the son
James Cal~eb Mcintosh, Exeter, Ont., Can., bas published
"The Eventful Chronicle and Bible Ativocate and ExpM- rpceives his first theological impre~sion. He, with a m'\le
itor," and sent a copy to this office, though wherefore we fail companion near his own age. is caught in a thnncler.stt~rm,
and while seeking shelter unrlPr a tree his companion is
to see. Mr. Mcintosh is another one of a somewhat numer- kiJlerl by the ligbtnine:. He thought it a singular 'provious class of gentlemen who kindly undertake to expound dt!nce' that pre~erved him, hut rl~~troyPrl his companion.
"When about ninetePn yPars old he Jpft home. aftl·r a quardivine mysteries for the benefit of the unPnlightened. He
says: "Reader, do you wi~h salvation? H so, you cannot rel with hi~ mother. He entered a saloon, drank some gin,
get it in any of the sectarian churches. They are blind, and and enli~teti in the Ene:lish army. He was in the famous
battle of Waterloo, where he was wounded. While in the
will feed yon with chaff in place of the finest of the wheat. otrmy he hel'ame a~quainted with a youne: man who bad
Come out of Babylon or sPctarian creeds; the number of thP rleserted his betrothed on the w~rlding-day. and who confided
beast at the appearing of Christ shall be 666 (see Rev. xiii, rhe story of his treachery and the name of·the betrayed girl
18)." The author closes by saying that be is still compo.• to his keeping. The young man was killerl in battle. Our
mentis, a statement we take the liberty to doubt. We hero left the army upon his return to Englanrl. Remor~e of
his harsh treatment of his mother drove him back to bjs old
should judge that 25 cents, remitted to the author, would bP home, but she was no longer there. He sought her in various
ample compensation for the book.
places, and at last fonnrl her jnst as sl1e was being laid at
The difficulty of starting a new paper and getting it out on rest in the g.-ave. Without friends, without a home, and
without an occupation, he obtained a liceme to preach, with
time is very bumorou~ly described by George Macdonald in the resolve to atone by the future for the past. He was
a communication which we shall print next week. But, ~s~ignerl a district. in a mining region especiall.v noterl for its
we may say in advance, considering the trouble that rlesperate characters. H11ving met with consirlerable oppobe and Mr. P11tnam barl, they succeeded well. We bav re- •ition in his new fielrl, he at last overawes it, and in the
ceived two issues of Freetlwught, and find it about what WP rough anrl wild country, and living with these uncouth men
'l.nd women, be finds a young woman by the name of Mary
expected-a ~plendid journiil. It is full of the earnest enthn- Erlgar, who proves to be the deserted betrothed of his army
siam of Mr. Putnam and the no less earnest but more witty friend. He falls in love with her. hears her sad story from
attacks upon superstition of "our brother," who is somPthin!!" her own lips, but renews his offer of marriagP, and goes
.
of a Voltaire in his way. We agree with the Investigator away expecting on his return to be her accepted.lover.
" He comes back in a few weeks to find her stck. and hts
that Freetlwugltt " makes a handsome appearance, is well
love goes with her to the grave anrl not to the altar. She
filled;" and, with Mr. Seaver, "we hope it may prove sn~ leaves her little child to his care, bnt in a few years be buries
cessful and enrlnre for generations to come." The PacifiC' her beside her mother. Tt1is ends the romance, and the
coast needs an Infidel journal, and we know of no men more story is told in an interesting way.
"The last few chapters of the book leave the hero out
competent to conduct one than the editors of Freetlwugltt.
<>ntirely, an1i are devotee! to the discus~irm of ' Capital
To save the Erlitor the trouble of reading" A Half Century Punishment.' 'Eternal Punishment,' ' Clergymen,' and
of SciPnce," the publishers send along with the pamphlet the g:eneral religious topics. The author in tlwse last chapters
deals the church and the Christian superstitions some telling
following notice:
"The prol!"ress made by ~cience within the last fifty years i~ bh>ws."
The story is used by Mr. McDonnell to teach Freethought,
the most noteworthy phenomenon of recPnt history. In thP
work before us that momentous epi~orle finds llde!ftiRte rec. to remove superstition from the minds of those who would
ord ancl exposition, one of the authors, Profepsor Huxley. not read a polemical essay, and to urge facts against the
bPing the foremost biologist of our timf' as well as a rl'COf!- various. churches, believing which their supporters will
nized leader of Ecientific thought; anrl the other, Mr. Gran• desert them. The book is an argument as well as a novel,
Allen, one of the most snccPssfnl populArizPrs of the rPstllt~
BooJcs and Periodicals.
of sciPntific resPar~h. It forms No. 96 of the Humholrlt hut the serious predicaments of the hero are skilfully used
"Miracles and Miracle Workers" and" Christian Absurd- Librarv of Popular Science-a series containine: manv of thP to lure the rN1der along. and inrluce him to take the antirlot.e
ities," by John Peck, ought to bav a big circulation. The ~cientific works wbkh hRv in our rlRy revolutionized the in. to theological poisoning without knowing it. Mr. McDonnell
price of the first is 10 cents, or 75 cents per dozen; of the te!lectual anrl moml worlrl. Such works must commanrl thP writes e:ffectivly and convincingly, and a! ways braces his
second, 20 cents, or six copies for $1. John Peck is one of attention of every intelligent man who would understand thP romances with facts on one side ami figures on the other.
mind of the age in wbieh we liv."
the most convincing and entertaining writers in the country.
Those who bav read his previous works need not be advised
In spite of the kinrlne~s of Mr. Fitzgerald, we hav read the
We bav received the thirty.fifth annual rE'port of the work, and can comcientiously recommend others to send to purchase this; they will probably do so at once. Those
who bav not, can begin on this one and go backward. The
Children's Aid Society, whose office is at 24 St. Mark's place, 15 cents to this office and get a copy.
price is 7;'; cents, in cloth; 50 cents, in paper covers. We
this city. The society is doing a splendid work in helping
Fowler & Wells, publishers of "!Iow to Succeed as a bav it for sale.
the waifs and strays, "the flotsam and jetsam on the wild,
rude sea of life," to grow up useful citizens, and should be Stenographer and Typewriter." price 2/i cents, sold at tbiP
Lectures and J)leetings.
encouraged. By and by, when justicP- prevails, there will nffice, bav sent this to us·: "This practical manna! for tbP
shorthand
student
and
writer
considers
among
other
thingP
JoHN
E.
REMSBURG
lectured in the city hall at Brunswick,
be no need of charity, but that time seems afar off, and genthe advisability of lParnin~ shorthand, the time anrl practicP Mo., January 13th. On the following day, in the same hall,
erous actions should be appreciated.
reqnire!l; the percentage of failures; the choice of system: J. C. Talmage, a cousin of the Brooklyn divine, was arraigned
Colonel Ingersoll's argument at Mr. Reynolds's trial for the average of ~peed reqnired, anrl the advantages to be for murder.
blasphemy makes an exceedingly neat appearance under the derived from its study; also where to sPek a situation; thP
FRIDAY evening, January 27th, Benj<tmin R. Tuclter, of
skilful workmanship of Mr. Eckler. We make an extract reporting of evidence; the rates charged, etc.; the reporting Boston, will aderess the Manhattan Liberal Club upon the
from the argument on another page, and may perhaps quote of meetings, lectures, etc .• with a great dPal of information subject of "Socialism and Anarchy: How Fur Tbey Agree,
other gems therefrom, but the pamphlet is too bulky to of interest to every shorthand writer and student; also a de
and Wherein They Dl:ffer." The club meets at 220 East
wholly reprint in THE TRUTH SKEKER. Send 25 cents for a partment on typewriting, the q• 1aliflcations necessary; speerl.
Fifteenth street.
copy, or $2 for a dozen copies to distribute, and get one of rules for the use of capital letters and punctuation, bow to
Mn. FREO. MAY Hor.r,AND, of Concord, Mass., is to lecture
the 50-cent, cloth-bound copies to put in your library.
get bnsinees. salaries, etc.; a chapter on· newspaper reportin!!"
at Montreal before the Pioneer Freethought Clnb, on Sunday
The "Woman Publishing Co.," 122 Nassau street, this will be found especially iriterPsting. It is well worth the
evening, January 20th, on "Tile Millennium As It 1Vas; or,
city, began in December last the publication of a monthly price, 25 cents, even to a man who does no sborthanrl work"
How the Saints Ruled the Euth Between 400 and 1400
magazine narr.ed Woman. It is the usual magazine size, is We doubt the last assertion, but will let it go, as Fowler &
A.D." He is preparing a lecture entitled, " Christus va.
illustrated, well printerl, contains nearly a hundrPcl pages, Wells are friends of ours, though they are Christian.
Cosmos."
sells for 25 cents per number, with yearly rates of $2.75, and
Lucy E. Parsons, wife of the late Albert R. Parsons, de ..
THE twentieth annual convention of the New England
the contents are good and interesting. The writers are well- ceased Anarchist, bas opened a bookstore in Room 35, 161J
Labor
Reform League meets in Cod man Hall. 17G Tremont
known literary men and women, and the magazine contains washington street, Chicago, and laid in a stock of social and
many departments such as we naturally look for in a economic works. She has also published in handsome shapP s1reet, Boston, Sunday and Monday, January 20th and 301h,
three sessions daily. Rev. J. M. L. B11bcock, Rev. A. A.
woman's journal.
her husband's book, written in prison and finished but a
Miner, D.D., John Orvis, Joseph P. Sheafe, Carl Fredi, N. E.
The trouble the Rev. John C. Kimball of Hart,ford, Conn., short time before his execution, on "Anarchism: Its PhilosChase, E. H. Heywood, and other speakers are expected .
. got into by conrlemning the execution of the Chicago Anarch- ophy and Scientific Basis." The first part of this work-we
SUNDAY, February 5th, Charles Watts will lecture for
ists will be remembered by our rearlers. The sermon which quote the words of its author-givs a hi~torical outline of the
caused the trouble bas been printrd by the Plimpton Manu. period prior to the Revolution of 177(} up to the present Friendship Liberal League, of Philadelphia, in Industrial
facturing Co., of Hartford, and 10 cents will probably pay for time in the United States. It also traces the origin and de- Hall, Broad and Wood streets. Subject, at 2.30 P.M.," The
a copy, though no price is marked upon the one sent us. velopment of the wage system in Europe from the fourteenth Devil: !lis Birth, Rdgn, and Death;" at 7:30 P.M., "ConMr. Kimball does not understand Anarchy very well, but hP c!'ntury, and contains copicus extracts from Karl Marx's fucius, Buddha, and Christ: Their Merits and Demerits."
bas a tender heart and courage to speak its sentiments. He "Capital" on the economic law of wagee. The second part Liberals throughout the vicinity are cordially invited to
also clearly recognizes that the Chicago Anarchists did not is devoted to extracts from the:: !jpeecbes of the eight con- cooperate to make these lectures a grand succees. Admis·
hav a fair trial.
demned Anarchists on the subj~ct of Anarchy, which were sion free.
The proper thing to say in Volaptlk, when you meet a delivered before the court in reply to the quE"stion why senAnother Minister Rrnounces PJ"('sbytcrinn Doctrin.
companion, is, "Liko stadols ?'' and if your friend is all tence should not be pronouncerl. Also to articles defining
Ft·om tl.~ .\"etJJ Ym·lc Sun.
right, be will answer," Stadob benllno." If it is early in the Anarchy by Peter Krapotkin, Eli see Reclus, C. L. ·James,
Few people outside the Calvinistic denominat~ons realize
morning and be looks hungry, you should say, "Li-vilols arid other Anarchists. Mr. Parsons was an intelligent com- bow far their reco~nized learlers ar': fr~m B:CCfptl_ng t_h~ '?ldgoledon koobs ?" which is the melodious invitation Mr. pi!Pr, a vigorous writer, and owing to the peculiar circum- time doctrin of elt•ction and prede~tiUatwn m all Its r1g1dtty.
Scbleyer, author of Volapiik, extends to him be desires to stances· under which the book was produced it will no doubt The Rev. A. E. Kittrirlge, who, though he is pastor of the
Madison Avenue Heformed church, at Fifty-seventh strelit,
see at his breal<fast table. In the twenty-four-page "Abridged find a large sale, as it should, to hdp the widow and the calls himself a Preshylerian, said in last ~unday evenin~'s
Grammar of Volaptlk "which I. Schick, of Chicago, sends orphans of the wrongfully executed author. ·we do not sermon that he did not believe there was a swgle soul n~w m
us, there are many m~re phrases equally as plain as these, agree with the philosophy of the author, nor with hilil conclu- heaven because be was one of the favored few, or a stn.ale
and the boys and girls car; get more than ~0 cents' worth of sions that the aboliti~n of government is poss~ble, and we soul in bell because be was left out of the favored few. He
·'
fqu ffOf!l ~tr 'f~e {tr~~ cop.t~ !+l!!O !+U acco~~ Qf ~c AA'f p.q !!pace to.~I*' ~to QO~ti;qversr 01,1 t4e po~;. w~ 4~v cqljl!i :flO~ ~4 "\VOHI4 po~ believe su94 !lo thin~-
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Qlommunications.
The Middle A..ges in the Nineteeth Century.
The Middle Ages in the nineteenth century! The
millennium of inhumanity in the most humane age !
';!:he devil' a spirit in an angel's body! Queer, is it
not? Is such a thing possible? Suppose I tell you
that I intend to write about dry water, hot ice, and
co!d fire--:-would not you say that I hav a very poor
epinion of my readers if I want them to read such
nonsense, or tba~ my mind is diseased if I am in earnest? But I tell you, my kind reader, the Middle
Ages are not a thing of the past yet. Their evil
spirit is still among us; their oword, besmeared with
the blood of millions of hriman beings, has not got
rusty yet, and when you are acquainted with the
facts that I am about to relate, you will agree with
me that the Middle Ages are still in robust health
and probably the present generation will never attend
their funeral.
. It is a sad story; a story of inhumanity, cruelty,
and murder, and that inhumanity, cruelty, and murder done in the name of law and order, progress and
civilization-of course, Christian civilization. The
name of the land where these things happen is
Russia.
" Ring the bell, and let the curtain drop!" some
one may say; " what delight do you find in turning
over these pages~" Very little indeed. But it is by
no means a pleasure to look at a wounded body;
nevertheless you do occasionally. My story will not
gladden your heart. It was not written for amusement. Still, it may interest some one, it may fill
some one's heart with sympathy for oppressed people.
Two years ago, when the Bear and the Lion were
so anxious to kill each other, the New York Hemld
used to sing very sweet odes in honor of the Russian
government. It has gone so far as to say that by
robbing some Asiatic nations of their land Russia is
doing a blessed thing-those poor barbarians, being
conquered by Russia, are getting civilized. 0 Civilization! what has become of thee~ Think of a barbarian bei~g civilized by the sword of another
bar barian !"'
•
While reading such nonsense in a paper which
claims to hav the largest circulation in the United
States, I said to myself: Is the editor of the Heralcl
so ignorant that he really thinks that Russia desires
to civilize some Asiatic barbarians? What is Russia
doing for the civilization of her own peovle? Is it
trying to enlighten them? By no means, '.Fhere
was a time when the government wanted to educate
the people. But that time has gone. Now the government is doing its best-or its worst-to suppress
knowledge. Why? Because it came to the conclusion that so long as the people are ignorant they
consider the czar _as a superhuman being. But as
soon as they get some knowledge, they begin to ask,
What right has one man, who is by no means wiser
or better than any other man, to make millions work
for him? Such a question eannot be tolerated in
Russia. Only think, what would. become of the
drones, called the "czar's family," if all the people
became troubled with that question? What will become o£ the czar's servants, called ministers, senators,
governors, etc.? What will become of the noblespeople with noble blood (can you tell, nay dear
reader, what is noble blood?) who liv on the labor of
poor people without a drop of noble blood in their
veins? Do you really expect them to make an honest living? Do you want them to handle an ax, to
follow a plow, to run a machine ? What nonsense!
You might as well expect to see a lion playing with
a lamb. Well, something must be done to make
people forget such impious questions. And, taking
into consideration that any means are just for that
purpose, the government said: "Away with the
school ! Blessed be ignorance !" Only a few weeks
ago Count Tolstoy, a true servant of the czar, issued
a proclamation to the directors of the gymnasiums
and universities prohibiting their accepting as pupils
children of farmers, tradesmen, shopkeepers, peasants, etc.
But. what is to be done with the people who are so
enlightened that they can't forget the first lesson of
humanity? What is to be done with that class who
are so wicked that they desire to think without the
permission of the policeman and priest? What is to
be done with that revolutionary element, with those
" terrible Nihilists," who not only do their own thinking, but dare to convert others to their views by
issuing books and papers, and sending missionaries
to the peasants? In the Middle Ages of the past
they would hav been burnt at the stake. In the
Middle Ages of the present-that is to say, in Russia
-such a barbarous act could not be done? Think of
burning a man in a "civilized" country! The Russian
so-called heretics and traitors are not burnt, but sent
to Siberia, an everlasting hell; where they hav no
chance of becomi:eg better, supposing them to be bad;
where they hav no right to call themselvs human
beings. Still they may congratulate themselvs and
thank Mother Nature for her blessed gift-death.
After all1 their misery won't last for ever, When

their hearts, filled with love for mankind, will cease
to beat, when their eyes will be closed, they will find
rest in their graves.
By saying that the Russian government does not
burn its antagonists, I did not mean to say that their
lives are always spared. Now and then a poor victim
is secretly tortured to death in some terrible prison,
and then they print in the Pravitelstvenny Vestnilc
(the official organ of the government) a little note
saying that such and such a prisoner died of such
and such a sickness. That is not an imaginary story,
my reader, but a real fact.
The best and the greatest men and women are now
in Siberia, and if there is in RuE!sia a place which will
soon be civilized, Siberia. is the place. Even Tchernychewsky is there. Tchernychewsky is one of the
greatest men of our age. As a writer on the subject
of political economy he ranks very high, and in his
great romance, "What is to Be Done?" he gave to the
world a gospel of egoism, but such a noble egoism
that if all men and women could cultivate an egoism
of that kind the earth would become a heaven. There
was no man in Russia, unless it be the late Pisareff,
the great Realist critic, always in agreement with our
martyr-hero, so capable of having an influence upon
the mind of the young generation as Tchernychewsky.
The Rakhmetoffs, Lopukhoffs, Kirsanoffs, and Vera
Pavlovnas-the heroes and heroin a of "What is to
Be Done?"-willalways be dear to the Russian youth
as representativs of their own secret thoughts and
dreams. Tchernychewsky, being in prison, dreamed
and prophesied about a bright future. His enthusiastic disciples ar~ still dreaming and hoping; they
are willing to sacrifice their lives for the ideas of their
great tea9her. Alas, friends ! You are sincere, honest
and generous; you are not hypocrits, but real friends
of the human race. Maybe in the future you will be
canonized as saints. But you will never see the sun
of righteousness enlightening the world.
What crime has Tchernychewsky done, that he
was banished! Why, he is a dangerous man ! He
wouldn't support the government, he wouldn't applaud
its robberies, its crimes, its murders. Is such a man
to be at liberty! No! Down with him!
Do you know what would become of our great
Ingersoll had he lived in Russia 1 He would share
the fate of Tchernychewsky or would be under the
sod long ago. Which is the best, I hardly know.
"Giv me liberty or giv me death." The pure teachings of the Ingersolls and the Tchernychewskys are
vicious doctrins in Russia.
But my intention is not to describe all the beautiful flowers of humanity which grow on the Russian
soil. Perhaps I will do it in the future. At present
I wish to say a few words about a poor little sheep
which is so wicked that it dares to disagree with the
Bear on some mathematical question. The Bear
says: " Three times one makes one.'' The sheep
says : " I beg your pardon, sir; three times one
makes three." What right hav you, foolish little
sheep, to contradict the Bear? It is impossible for
you to rival him in strength, and in an open fight
with his majesty you will be conquered and your
head will be bruised. Why, then, be so stiff-necked?
I'll tell you, my friend, what to do. Fall upon your
knees, plead for mercy; say that you were mistaken ;
that after careful consideration you discovered that
the Bear is the greatest mathematician that ever
lived on the globe, and then he will treat you as an
equal. But you won't take my advice-you are too
honest to tell a lie? All right ! Be true to yourself,
dear innocence! But you will hav to suffer the consequences of your honesty. Prepare to meet your
fate. And the poor sheep does suffer.
Kind readH, expose yourself to feel what the
wretched sheep feels. The unhappy creature in
question is a Jew-a being commonly called manbut the Russian law-makers hav not found out yet
what species he belongs to, notwithstanding the fact
that the Jews hav lived in Russia for many centuries. We all know that many of the greatest and
best men of the world were Jews. The most illustrious poets, philosophers, sculptors, statesmen, etc.,
belong to that able race. Remember Spinoza, Heine
Borne, Lassalle, Marx, Beaconsfield, Mendelssohn'
Rubenstein, Antokolsky, Rachel Felix, Sarah Bern~
hardt, and a hosb of others. And I hope none of you
will deny that a Jew, as a rule, is not worse, if no
better, than a Christian. Homo sum et nihil humani alienum puto.
Ha~h not a Jew eyes? path not !" Jew hands, organs, dimensiOns, senses, affectiOns, passwns? fed with the same
food, hurt with the same weapons, subject to the same diseases, healed by the same means, warmed and cooled by the
same summer and winter, as a Christian? if you prick us do
we not bleed? If you tickle us. do we not laugh? and if
you wrong us, shall we not revenge?

Three centuries hav gone since Shakspere wrote
these immortal words. So Shakspere though he
lived in a barbarous age, understood. ;ery well the
feeling of a Jewish heart, but to the Russian government it is still Greek. I venture to say that a Jew
is treated worse than a dog. You cannot be too cruel
to a dog, for there is a society for protection to animals, but there is no society for protection to Jews.
A dog can migrate from one government to another
without any difficulty; a Jew cannot, Almost "all the

Jews-with a. very few exceptions-are. obliged to
liv in a penitentiary-that is, the northwestern part
of Russia___..:.at the gate of which are placed cherubim
with flaming swords in their hands to keep the way
of the tree of life, central Russia. Think of such an
order of things! A Jew can liv and build a house
in the government of Vilna, but he cannot do the
same in the government of Pskoff. Is not that an
infinit absurdity~ But the government looks upon
the Jews as upon some kind of a disease. It says to
them: "It is bad enough to keep you where you are,
but you must be kept at a far distance from healthy
people, lest they get exposed to you~ disease. Your
morality is very low; your honesty IB very doubtful,
and unless you put your trust in Christ we cannot
tolerate you in our community."
Now I do not mean to say that the Russian Jews
are th~ salt of the earth. I am willing to admit that
they are fat from being perfect. But in the name
of common sense I ask you, How can they be perfect?
They are allowed to liv only in a few governments. ·
If a Jew cannot make a living in his penitentiary, he
must still be there, even if he starves to death. They
cannot own land (I presume our dear old Mother
Earth would get demoralized under ~heir influence).
All the paths of civil life, all the liberal professions,
are closed to them. What., then, ought a Jew to do?
Commit suicide? That is possible for an individual,
but not for a whole nation.
Supposing, for argument's sake, the Jews to be
vicious people, we can find an excuse for them; we
should not forget they are followers of Jehovah, a cruel
and revengeful god. -But the Christians claim to follow the meek Christ, who told them to love their
enemies. Are they models of perfection~ How do
the Christians of Russia treat the Jews, who are by
no means their enemies? Only a few years ago in
many cities they destroyed their houses and everything there was in them. Those worshipers of a
loving and merciful God hav thrust daggers into the
breasts of men and women. ·what hav those victims
done? Oh, they committed the most terrible crime
-they were Jews ! The Christian love could not for- .
bear punishing that. What else hav the gentle and
moral Christians done? They hav violated mothers
and daughters ; they hav
. but enough ; their
crimes are innumerable.
Do you wish to know how the government and the
press hav styled these heartless crimes? "AntiJewish disorders." What a splendid expression!
Hundreds of men killed and wounded; hundreds of
houses destroyed; hundreds of families left without
bread and shelter-and highly cultivated men call it
"disorder." Oh, human degradation! Count Ignatyeff, then minister of interior, in his famous circular,
printed in the Pravitelstvenny JTestnik, instead of
explaining to the Christian people that destruction,
murder, and adultery are not the bud and the blossom
of civilization, rebuked the Jews for their unheard-of
pretensions. What did they ask? Did the widows
and the orphans ask the government to bring to life
their husbands and fathers, murdered by the loving
hands of a Christian moM Did they ask it to take
care of their sick, to build and repair their houses ?
No, they demanded justice; as subjects of the Russian government, they demanded protection of the
law. Is not that, indeed, unheard-of pretension?
The common opinion is that in ancient times the
Jews hav been persecuted ior their religion. But
now, in our progressiv age, they are persecuted for
some " political and economical reasons." This I
deny. Let us see.
The hypocrits of the Middle Ages of the past
said: "Burn the Jew ! He is an Infidel; he crucified
our God." The Jew was burnt or banished, and Ids
property confiscated. Now, if the Jew was put to
death only for being a Jew, why not burn his property,
too? But that has never been done. The king and
the priest fraternally divided the Jew's property. 0
Shame! where was thy blush~
The hypocrits of the Middle Ages of the present
say: "Throttle the Jew! We don't persecute him .
for his religious opinions. But he is a dangerous
man; he is dishonest, immotal. Those are the reasons
why we· don't tolerate him."
Thus so long as the Jew remains a Jew-that is to
say, so long as he is true to his honest opinion-he is
an immoral wretch. But so soon as he is" converted"
to Christianity-that is to say, so soon as he is willing to tell a lie in order to keep himself and his family
from starvation-he becomes virtuous and the equal
of any man. 0 Absurdity, thy name is Christianity!
If a Jew is to be regarded as a monster an hour be·
fore his " conversion," how can he be a sinless angel
an hour after his " conversion ?"
Says Borne: "Admitting the Jews to be criminals,
we should not forget that their crimes are, after all,
human crim-es, and the Christians may not be entirely
faultless. Now, if human rights are not natural
things, but rewards for virtues, why should bad
Christians possess all the rights?"
You will find in the Russian code a number of Jaws
allowing the Jews to exercise certain half-privileges.
Is it not foolish, or at least useless, to allow a man
something which is his natural right? But the
Christian framer~:~ of the Russian laws took the ~rounq
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th:_t_h _Jew t h~~ no t~tural righ_ts; erqo_ everything
IC IB no a o~oe£i
Y the law IB prohibited. Does
1t
J not
· mean that
h 6 8Jews
h ldare
h not human .beings 't· If a
~w IB a man,
. ou .
av human nghts. A man
humanr nghts
Without
t"
th
· b IB. no .more a reasonable con~ep wn an a Ivi~g emg Without a head. If a Jew
IB not a man,_ what Is ~e, the?? Won't some scientific
m~n bhe ~k~I~d as to li~vestigate t~at subje~t and find
ou w a .m of an ammal ~Jew IB? Try It, gentlemen, and If you _succee~ sc!ence and humanity will
be Sn~er everlastmg. o?bgahon to you.
h uc . are the rehgwn of love and the age of
umamty.
.
.
.
.
.
f ~ow Ion~ wll! men fi~d delight m torturmg th6lr
6
ow.men · Will the_ Middle Ages never fade away?
18 there no hand to dig a ~rave for them? Alas ! I
ca~not answer these questiOns. Nevertheless, let us
~ait ~nd hope for the best. Le~ us hope that some
time 1D the future a monument will be erected to their
memory with the following inscription : "The Dem?n of Inhumanity. Killed by t.he Goddess of
Liberty and Human Rights. Peace to his ashes!"
CLEMENS P. BERYLBON.
.
Purely Statwn, N. Y., Dec. 1, 1887.
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Blasphemy.
Exflract j'rom Colonel In~ersoll's A raument tn the Revnolas case.

GENTLEMEN oF THE JURY: I regard this as one of
the most important cases that can be submitted to a
ju~Y·. I~ is. not a case that involves a little property,
neither IB 1t one that involves simply the liberty of
one man. It involves the freedom of speech, the
intellectual liberty of every citizen of New Jersey.
The question to be tried by you is whether a man
has the right to express his honest thought; and for
that reason there can be no case of greater importance submitted to a jury. And it may be well
enough for me, at the outset, to admit that there
could be no case in which I could take a greater-a
deeper interest. Fg_r my part, I would not wish to
liv in a world where I could not express my honest
opinions. Men who deny to others the right of
speech are not fit to liv with honest men.
I deny the right of any man, of any number of
men, of any church, of any state; to put a padlock on
the lips-to make the tongue a convict. I passionately deny the right of the Herod of authority to kill
the children of the brain.
.A man has a right to work with his hands, to plow
the earth, to sow the seed, and that man has a right
to reap the harvest. If we hav not that right, then
all are slaves except those who take these rights from
thejr fellow-men. If you hav the right to work with
your hands and to gather the harvest for yourself
and your children, hav you not a right to cultivate
your brain? Hav you not the right to read, to
observe, to investigate-and when you hav so read
and so investigated, hav you not the right to reap
that field~ And what is it to reap that field 1 It is
simply to express what you hav ascertained.:....simply
to giv your thoughts to your fellow-men.
If there is one subject in this world worthy of
being discussed, worthy of being understood, it iR
the question of intellectual liberty. Without that,
we are simply painted clay; without that, we are
poor miserable serfs and slaves. If you hav not the
right to express your opinions, if the defendant has
not this right, then no man ever walked beneath the
blue of heaven that had the right to express his
thought. If others claim the right, where did they
get it? How did they happen to hav it, and how
did you happen to be deprived of it? Where did a
church or a nation get that right~
.Are we not all children of the same mother? Are
we not all compelled to think, whether we wish to or
not? Can you help thinking as you doT When you
look out upon the woods, the fields-when you look
at the solemn splendors of the night-these things
produce certain thoughts in your mind, and they
produce them necessarily. No man can think as he
desires. No man controls the action of his brain,
.. any more than he controls the action of his heart.
The blood pursues its old accustomed ways in spite
of you. The eyes see, if you open them, in spite
of you. The ears hear, if they are unstopped, withaut asking your permission. .And the brain thinks,
in spite of you. Should you express that thought'
Certainly you should, if others express theirs. You
hav exactly the same right. He who takes it from
you is a robber.
For thousands of years people hav been trying to
force other people to think their way. Did they succeed? No. Will they succeed? No. ·Why! Because brute force is not an argument. You can stand
with the lash over a man, or you ·can stand by the
prison door, or beneath the gallows, or by the stake,
and say to this man: "Recant, or the lash descends,
the prison door is locked upon you, the rope is put
about your neck, or the torch is given to the fagot."
.And so the man recants. Is he convinced? Not at
all. Hav you produced a new argument? Not the
slightest. .Aud yet the ignorant bigots of this world
hav been trying for thousands of years to rule the
minds of men by brute force. They hav endeavored
to improve the mind by torturing the fl.esh-to
~pre~d reli9ion wit4 tbe sword ~d to~cbr They h~v

Itried to convince their brothers by putting their feet . stood
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with this jury, that while I am opposed to
in iron boots, by putting fathers mothers patriots Oatholicitlm I. am not opposed to Catholics; while I
philosophers• and phi"lanth rop1s
· t s 'm
· d ungeons.
'
A n a' am oppose d t o p res by t enamsm
· ·
I am not opposed
what has been the result! Are we any nearer think- t. o Presby.terians.. _I do not fight people; I fight
ina
~
"' alike to-day than we were then.,
Id~~s; I fi g ht p~mmp les, an d I never go into personNo orthodox church ever had power that it did not ahties. A_s I_ said, I do. not hate Presbyterians, but
endeavor to make people. think its way by force and Presbytenamsm-that Is, I am opposed to their docfl.ame. And yet every church that ever was established trin. I do not hate a man that has the rheumatism·
commenced in the minority and while it was in the I hate the rheumatism when it has a man. So I at~
minority advocated free speech-every one John tack certain principles because I think they are
Calvin, the founder of the Presbyterian churdh, while wrong, but I always want it understood that I hav
he lived in France, wrote a book on religious toleration nothing against persons-nothing against .victims.
in order to show that all men had an equal right to
There was a time when the Catholic church was in
think; and yet that man afterward, clothed in a little power in the Old World. .All at once there arose a
authority, forgot all his sentiments about religious man called Martin Luther, and what did the dear old
liberty, and had poor Servetus burnt at the stake Cath?lics think? "Oh," they said, " that man and
for differing with him on a question that neither of all his followers are going to hell." But they did
them knew anything about. In the minority Calvin not go. They were very good people. They may
advocated toleration-in the majority he p;act.iced hav been mistaken-! do not know. I think they
murder.
'
· were right in their opposition to Catholicism-but I
I want you to understand what bas been done in hav just as much objection to the reliaion
they
0
the world to force men to think alike. It seems to me founded as I hav to the church they left. But they
that if there is some infinit being who wants us to t~~ught they_ were right, and they made very good
think alike, he would bav made us alike. Why did he Citizens, and It turned out that their differing from
not do so? Why did he make your brain so that you the mother church did not burt them. And then
c?uld not by any possibility be a Methodist? Why after awhile they began to divide and there arose
did he make yours so that you could not be a Catholic? Baptists, and the other gentlemen' who believed in
And why did he make the brain of another so that he this law that is now in New J ers,;y' began cutting 0ff
is an unbeliever-why the brain of another so that he their ears so that they could hear better · they began
became a Mohammedan-if he wanted us all to believe putting them in prison so that they ,~auld hav a
alike T
chance to think. But the Baptists turned out to be
.After all, maybe Nature is good enough, and grand good folks-first rate-good husbands good fathers
enough, ~nd broad enough to giv us the diversity good citizens. .And in ~ little while, i~ England, th~
born of hberty. Maybe after all, it would not be people turned to be Episcopalians, on account of a
best fo~ us all to be just the same. Wl,lat a stupid little war that Henry the Eighth had with the popeworld, If evwybody said Yes to everything that every- and I always sided with the pope in that war-but it
body else might say!
ma~e no difference; and. in a little while the EpiscoThe_ most important thing in this world is liberty. pahans turned out to be JUSt about like other folksMore Important than food or clothes-more impor- no worse-not as I know of, any better.
tant than gold or houses or lands-more important
A.iter awhile arose the Puritan, and the Episcothan art or science-more important than all religions, palian said: "We don't want anything of. him-he is
. a bad man;" and they finally drove some of them
is the liberty of man;
If civilization tends to do away with liberty. then I away and they settled in New England, and there
agree with Mr. Buckle that civilization is a curse. were among them Quakers, than whom there never
Gladly would I giv up the splendors of the nine- were never better people on the earth-industrious,
teenth century-gladly would I forget every inven- frugal, gentle, kind, and loving-and yet these Purition that has leaped from the brain of man-gladly tans began hanging them. They said: "They are
would I see all books ashes, all works of art destroyed, corrupting our children; if this thing goes on, everyall statues broken, and all the triumphs of the world body will believe in being kind and gentle and good,
lost-gladly, joyously would I go back to the abodes and what will become of us?" They were honest
and dens of savagery, if that is necessary to preserve about it. So they went to cutting off ears. But the
the inestimable gem of human liberty. So would Quakers were good people and none of the prophecies
evflry man who has a heart and brain.
were fulfilled.
How has the church in every age, when in authority,
In a little while there came some Unitarians and
defended itself? .Always by a statute against bias- they said, "The world is going to ruin, sure ;"-but
phemy, against argument, against free speech. .And the world went on as usual, and the Unitarians prothere never was such a statute that did not stain the duced men like Channing-one of the tenderest spirits
book that it was in, and that did not certifv to the that ever lived-they produced men like Theodore
savagery of the men who passed it. Never. ·By mak- Parker-one of the greatest brained and greatest
ing a statute and by defining blasphemy, the church hearted men produced upon this continent-a good
sought to prevent ·discussion-sought to prevent man-and yet they thought he was a blasphemerargument-sought to ,prevent a man giving his they even prayed for his death-on their banded
honest opinion. Certainly a tenet, a dogm<:t, a doctriii knees they asked their God to take time to kill him.
is safe when hedged about by a statute that pre- Well,· they were m.istaken. Honest, probably.
vents your speaking against it. In the silence of
A.fter awhile came the Universalists, who said:
slavery it exists. It livs because lips are locked. It "God is good. He will not damn anybody always,
just for a litt)e mistake he made here. This is a very
livs because men are slaves.
If I understand myself, I advocate only the doc- short life; the path we travel is very dim, and a
trins that, in my judg-ment, will make this world hap- great many shadows fall in the way, and if a man
piPr and better. If I know myself, I advocate only happens to stub his toe, God will not burn him forthose things that will make a man a better citizen, a ever." And then all the rest of the sects cried out,
better father, a kinder husband; that will make a "Why, if you do away with hell, everybody will
woman a better wife, a better mother-doctrins that murder just for pastime-everybody will go to stealwill fill every home with sunshine and with joy. .And ing just to enjoy themselvs." But they did not.
if I believed that anything I should say to-day would The Universalists were good people-just as good
hav any other possible tendency, I would stop. I as any others. Most of them much better. None of
am a believer in liberty.. That is my religion-to the prophecies were fulfilled, and yet the differences
giv to every other human being every right that I existed.
.And so we go on until we find people who do not
claim for myself, and I grant to every other human
being, not the right-be('ause it his right-but in- believe the Bible at all, and when they say they do
stead of granting, I declare that it is his right to not, they come within this st.Bt.ute.
attack every doctrin that I maintain; to answer every
A Growing Young Man •
argument that I may urge-in other words, he must
From the Rocl/e,<te 1• Democrat ana Cllronfcle.
hav absolute freedom of speech.
Con,e:reRsman John Wise, of Virginin., tells a good story on
I am a believer in what I call" intellectual hospi- John E. Lamb, of Indiana, for whom he spoke during the
tality." A man comes to your door. If you are a late contest of the latter in his state. Wise did not know
how popular Lamb was at home. He was on the cars going
gent leman and h e appears to b e a goo d man, you re- to Terre Haute, when a short Roman-nosed German turnea
ceive him with a smile. You ask after his health. about and said bluntly: " Be you a drummer?" " .No," reYou say: "Take a chair; are you thirsty, are you plied Wise. " Be you a traveler?" " No." " So," rejoined
hungry; will you not break bread with me 1" That the German. "Then what be you?"
d
" I am here," answered Mr. Wise, "in a Democratic disis what a hospitable, good man oes-he does not set trict, to speak in f~vor of the n~publican canrlidate-"
the dog on hjm. Now, .how should we treat a new
"You don't tell me you're gomg down to Terre Haute to
thought? I say that the brain should be hospitable make a speech against Schon Lamb?"
and say to the new thought: "Come in; sit down;
"Yes," said Wise, "I am."
I want to cross-examin you; I want to find whether
" Mine friend, you make one mistake. Schon Lamb is
one of the greatest men in the country."
you are good or bad; if good, stay; if bad, I don't
"What!" replied Wise, with a smile, "is he greater than
want to hurt you-probably you think you are all General Grant?"
right-but your room is better than your company;
"Yes, mine friend, he is greater as four Sheneral Grants."
"11 t k6
th ·a ·
] " Wh Y "Not
greater than Garfield?"
an d I WI
a
ana er I ea lD your P ace.
"Garfield was not a circumstance to Schon Lamb. Mine
not? Can any man hav the egotism to say that he friend, Schon Lamb is the greatest man that ever liv~d."
has found it all out T No. Every man who has
" No!" said Wise; "you don't mean to say that he 1s a
thought., knows not only how little he knows, but greater man than Solomon?"
"Ah! mine friend," rejoined the German, with enthusiasm,
how little every other human being knows, and how
"I don't say that Schon Lamb is now a bigger man than
ignorant, af tar all , the world must b e!
Solomon "-and here he leaned over toward Wise and shook
There was a time in Europe when the Catholic his fin'ger solemnly in his r~ 9 e-" put, mine friend, Scholl
9hurcb ll~d powef, And I w~mt it disti.Pctly undet:· 1amb us ~o\lD~ ~et,"
.
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Some Questions for Christians.
How can two different genealogies of a man be
both trutl, and how can they affect his son when he is
not his son's father?
How can the infinit be limited, and the immortal

die'!
Are the people to blame who do not see omnipotence in a man put to death for sediti()n? Is he the
embodiment of love who brings not peace on earth
but a swlird?
Would a respectable minister nowadays, even a
priest of Quebec, kill a man and his wife who refused
to deliver up all their property? If not right now,
why was it right in the days of the apostles 1
Why is it that four men inspired by God to write
the same thing should write four different stories?
Who is to blame, God or the scribes, and why should
we believe any of them? If our salvation depends
upon believing the right thing, who is responsible for
our damnation!
If Jesus wished to establish Christianity, why did
he not devise its rules and establish the rites 1 Why
did he not say that baptism and. the Lord's supper,
confirmation, penance, and extreme unction were
necessary to the future enjoyment of heaven? Why
did he not tell us whether, as the Protestants hold,
faith is necessary to the efficacy of the sacraments,
or whether, as the Catholics claim, the sacrament
works independently of the state of the recipient's
mind? Is it possible for a priest to go into a bread
shop and turn all the loaves into the body, blood,
soul, and divinity of Christ by saying over them, Hoc
est enim corpus meum? Did Jesus authorize this to
be done!
What did Dr. Luke mean by saying that his generation should not pass away till Christ should come
in great glory in a cloud? Has not that generation
gone, or has Jesus come and no one found it out !
Why did Paul tell the Thessalonians that. the Lord
would come down from heaven and that those which
were alive should be caught up in the clouds! Did
this ever happen in Paul's time or since 1
Is it necessary to establish the truth of a religion
.to say, 'Believe or be damned?' Would a mathematician expect to convince a man of .the truth of a
proposition by such means ? And is God less powerful in argument · than a mathematician ? Can the
truth of anything be shown by burning a man forever~

If being born of a virgin constitutes divinity, why
is not Christna as divine as Christ ? If the belief of
a certain number of people that Christ raised the dead,
that he was crucified; descended into hell, rose again,
and ascended into heaven, whence he will come again
at the last day-if all these prove Jesus to hav been
the son of God, why does not the same belief by more
people prove Christna. to hav been the son of God
also 1
When Jesus saiq th~t b.e woul<l mak~ his apoatles

fishers of men, did he prophesy that they would be estantism has but little hold upon the Italian people,
and the government policy toward the Catholic church
priests~.·
Why did not Mark corroborate Matthew as to the is that of a conqueror to his foes~ When the Italian
miraculous birth of Jesus! as to Peter's casting him- people leave the religion of their childhood, they
self into the sea ! as to the promis of the keys of generally become Rationalists, and there are. many
heaven to Peter ! as tc;> the resurrection of the Freethought societies in Italy. As in France, a
saints? as to the eartllquake at the crucifixion? large proportion of the educated and wealthy classes
Was it because the writer of Mark did not believe are Infidels.
The condition of religious affairs in France is as
the writer of Matthew, and did not expect .to be
believed if he related these trifling incidents T Did satisfactory as can be expected, considering that one
the authors of the gospels, like the theologians of hundred years ago the church had the nation by the
to-day, lose confidence in each other as they became throat, and considering, too, that slaves but slowly
learn to use their freedom aright. Italy is also
acquainted?
.
Why were several hundred gospels, each as good doing well. One or two decades is too short a
as the others, permitted by the Lord to delude period to exhibit startling changes. The lives of
people? Did he not know which he inspired 1 And nations are longer than the lives of individuals, and
how could a majority vote in a council decide divine twenty years is not much. Italy is growing.
Spain and Portugal are not civilized countries, and
authorship! If fewer bishops had voted for Luke's
never
~ill be till they lose about nine-tenths of their.
gospel, would that hav proved it uninspired!
·religion.
If the Bible is revised every few centuries, and is
essentially changed at every revision, without injury
Is There No Repression 1
to the revisers, what is the use of the nineteenth
verse of the twenty-second chapter of Revelation 1
Our esteemed contemporary, the Ironclad Age,
If Christians are sincere in adopting the teachings announ'ces its editorial policy in these words:
of Christ, why do they hav savings banks' Why do
"It ought to be known by this time that the Ironclad .Age
they take thought for the morrow! Why are civil denies the existence of legal restrictions upon legitimate free
engineers and laborers with pick-ax and shoyel neces- speech in the United States of America. Every man is a
sary to move mountains' Is there no church mem- million times free to preach and print in decent language
ber with faith as big as a mustard-seed ? Where do whatever he believes. The man who believes there is restriction upon free speech in this country should leave it of
we find the Christian who will eat arsenic, or drink his own volition or be made to on the double quick. Nor
prussic acid, or handle rattlesnakes ? •
are there any restrictions upon the mails that cripple the
Why are the churches always on the side of the freedom of publication. No decent loyal man can justly say
powerful ? and how many votes does President that restrictions are placed upon the freedom of his speech
Cleveland expect to get by his present to the pope T or publication. He may rail daily in the streets against the
government and the laws and all its officials, from constable
If the first and simon-pure Christians had every- to president, and he may print detraction and slander against
thing in common, why was. Dr. McGlynn excom- the government by the wagon-load and the government itself
municated from the church for preaching common will freely dispense the rubb~sh to the uttermost limits. The
people are free; speech is free; the mails are free. Hence it
property in hind'?
When these queries are answered, we hav some is useless to send articles here lamenting the slavery of the
people, the muzzling of free speech and the press, and the
more to ask.
tyrannical restrictions upon the mails. Such articles are not

Dr. Schaff and His Concealments.
The statemen.ts of the Rev. Philip Schaff upon the
comparativ extent of religious liberty allowed in
France, Italy, and Spain are instructiv, but in the
cases of France and Italy somewhat misleading.
Mr. Schaff has achieved fame as a painstaking student of historical theology, and was for that reason
made president of the American committee for the
revision of the New Testament. We do not think
that he would wilfully misstate facts, but when he
condenses the story of present France, as to her
attitu<,1e toward religion, into twenty-six words" the spirit of the French republic is strongly anticlerical, and tends toward a separation of church and
state from h9stility to, rather than respect for,
religion"-he is guilty of concealing much more
than he reveals.
.
lt is true that the spirit of the French republic is
Atheistic, and it is true that its rulers are hostil to
religion. But this attitude springs solely from the
misconduct of the church herself. The church was
responsible for the French Revolution, and it is
more than doubtful if the Reformation would hav
stayed it, so miserable was the population under the
misrule of the priests and the aristocracy. Since
that period the effort of France has been to reduce
the power of the church. The effort has sometimes
been apparently suspended, only to be resumed
under republican government. The rulers of France
are imbued with the spirit of the Encyclopedists, the
geniuses of the eighteenth century who stirred the
people of two continents to demand freedom. The
last third of the last century was a period when the
aspirations for real liberty took tangible form. The
debt this country owes to France for our Revolution
is still unacknowledged. Certain it is that to Paine
and Jefferson we owe our comparativ immunity from
theological rule, and who knows how much they
were inspired by the thought of French heretics of
the time '? France is thoroughly skeptical to-day, so
far as she is educated. The governing classes are
radicals, and subsidize the .churches simply that they
may be controled. By that means a hold upon the
ecclesiastics is maintained, for churchmen will submit
to much for a little money in hand.
The true state of Italy, too, is concealed by Mr.
Schaff. The statesmen to whom he pays tribute
were not only indifferent to religion, but were hostil
to it, and desired, so far as they could, to replace the
states of the church and the political divisions of
Jtal1 b;r "'U!ltion with ~ ~ecular governmeut. ffQt.-

in accord with the purposes of this journal, and they are
false, pernicious, and infamous."

We wonder if these ·statements are true! We
wonder if 0. H. Reynolds will agree with Dr. Monroe! We wonder if Mr. Reynolds was not mobbed
and arrested at Boonton for saying that the Bible is
untrU:e 1 We wonder if his trial at Morristown
never occurred-? We wonder if Colonel Ingersoll's
argument against prosecutions for blasphemy is all
wasted words~ It makes a very substantial pamphlet, but perhaps it is not real after all. It can't possibly be, if u every man is a million times free to
preach and print in decent language whatever he believes." Are there no restrictions upon free speech
in this country!
Was D. M. Bennett's arrest and imprisonment a
myth ! To us it seems very real, and we hav Dr.
Monroe's own words for saying that it was cruel and
without cause. Are there no restrictions upon the
mail, when for putting a pamphlet into the postoffice a man is sentenced to thirteen months' imprisonment in a penitentiary?
Are the people free when men are imprisoned for
working on Sunday, or when a man cannot get justice in a court because he does not think as the
Christians doT Ask James Percy, of Bloomfield, N.
J., against whom a verdict was rendered only three
weeks ago, because his testimony was refused for
the reason that he does not believe in future rewards
and punishments-ask· him if the people are free !
Ask the tailors who were fined by police judges ·of
this city last sum~er for working between Saturday
night and Monday morning if the people are free !
Ask Dr. E. B. Foote if the mails are free ! Ask E.
H. Heywood-andremember that Dr. Monroe certified
to the purity of "Cupid's Yokes"-if the mails are free!
Look over the blasphemy laws of the various states
of this Union and then say, if you can, that "legal
restrictions upon legitimate free speech in the United
States of America" do not exist! Must the man who
reads those infamous and savage statutes be made to
leave the country on the " double quick?" Read the
Sunday laws, count the dollars forced from their violators, and then say, if you can, that the people are
free! Read of the legal disabilities placed upon
Atheists in about half the states of the Union, and
then say, Dr. Monroe, that the people are free. Can
Colonel Ingersoll lecture in Delaware on Sunday
without paying a fine? Is speech free in that state'?
Oh, yes! The people are free-if they do what the
Ohri~titmfS desire, Speegq ie free ........if ;rou :par1our
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fines for talking, and the judge is afraid to imprison
you. The mails are free-if you hav $3,500 in your
pocket; or don't mind a year or t~o in jail. And
hence, of course, certainly there need be no protests
against blasphemy· laws, against Sunday laws, nor
against Comstock laws! Such protests are wasted
and are false, perr~,icious, and infamous! And those
who don't think so should leave the country on the
double quick.
But what a pity it is that Colonel Ingersoll should
hav wasted four or five hours talking to a Jersey jury
when there could hav helm nobody on trial-for speech
is not restricted in the United States, where every
man is a million times free to preach and print in
decent language whatever he believes!

The Tremendous Difficulty.

Education, when controled by religion, never
amounted to IJ;luch. The most ignorant periods of
the world hav been its most religious periods.
Let the public schools be devoted to sEcular instruction, and religipn be left to the parents. That
removes the tremendous difficulty of the education
problem.
·

The Woman Suffl'age

C~mncil.

The National Woman Suffrage Association bas
called an International Council of women for March
25th to April 1st, inclusiv, to be held in Albaugh's
Opera House, Washington, D. C. This council is in
part to celebrate the fortieth anniversary of the "first
public demand for equal educational, industrial, professional, and political rights for women" made at
Seneca Falls, N.Y., in 1848. The object of the council
will be an interchange of opinions on the great questions now agitating the world, by which it is hoped
to rouse women to new thought, intensify their love
of liberty, and giv them a realizing sense of the
power of combination.
This is well, and we wish the ladies good luck.
Women do not now hav the influence in state affairs
to which they are entitled. They are taxed, but hav
no voice in expending the money taken from them.
They are ruled, but hav no choice of rulers. They
must submit to law, but can say nothing as" to what
the law shall be. The most ignorant male Roman
Catholic in f;.he country, who has lived here five years,
can help elect our officers, while the most magnificent
examples of female intelligence must remain dumb.
The coarse and brutal African, with hundreds of
years of slavery and ignorance darkening his mind,
c~n vote for the man he desires to tax and rule him,
but tho queens of literature, the mothers of heroes,
the tender teachers of love and benevolence, are
powerless·to help make their own government. Yet
they are persons, individuals, as independently as
men. They are not side issues, or worthless sprouts
growing at the root of masculinity. They hav brains
and hearts, intelligence and love, and can govern
themselvs as well as men. Their right to do so is
as natural and inalienable as is the mnsculin right.
We hope, however, that this council will not allow
itself to be dcminated by priests. We hav no respect
for the victim who persists in licking the hand of his
master. The influence of the church has kept woman
in her subordinate position more than any other one
agency. She has been its support and its slave; its
stanchest friend, and its most trifling plaything. And
until she breaks loose from it she will stay where she
is. Many of the leaders of the suffrage movement already recognize this, and the idea is growing in the
minds of the rank and file. Realizing this fact, and
dreading the loss of their most submissiv victim, the
ministerial leeches hav fastened upon the movement,
and seek to control it. The last public assemblage ot
woman suffragists in this city was so permeated with
piety that many Freethinking supporters of the
movement-who could remember when a woman suffragist was held by the church to be as infamous as
an Infidel or Abolitionist-were forced to leave the
hall, or stuff handkerchiefs into their mouths to keep
from laughing at the silly orators. Imagin Helen
Gardener or Elizabeth Cady Stanton under the infliction of prayer by some little minister just fitted
to take the infant class in a Sunday-school!
We wish the woman suffragists good luck! Even
and exact justice demands the enfranchisment of
their sex. But it will be too bad if, after masculin
government has crawled from under the pulpit, it is
to be seized and thrust back again by those who hav
suffered most from its rule.

In a recent Sunday issue a daily paper of this city
comiders the problem of education and religion, and
fi}lds it of "tremendous difficulty," which appears the
greater the more it is discussed. The position of the
Roman Catholic church in regard to it is well-known,
and our contemporary finds that the Protestants are
gradually adopting the same views. President Seelye,
of Amherst, the late Dr. Hodge, of Princeton, and
other Protestant theologians of distinction ru:.e cited as
conde_mning the divorce of religion and education, and
the late actions of Protestant bodies are quoted. In
October last a committee of the Presbyterian synod
considered a resolution urging "the incorporation
with the course of state and national instruction of
the following religious truths as a groundwork of
national m()rality:
"1. The existence of a personal God.
~ " 2. 'fhe responsibility of every human soul to God.
" 3. The deathlessness of the human soul as made in the
image of God, after the power of an endless life.
"4. The reality of a future spiritual state beyond the
grave, in which every son! shall giv a.ccount of itself before
God, and shall reap that which it has sown."
The committee's report-which we commented
upon at the time-recommended " the inculcation of
such principles of dependence upon God and obligation to him as are essential to sound learning, safe
character, and wholesome citizenship." In 1882 the
evangelical ministers of Boston appointed a committee to consider the same subject, and in 1886 the
Presbyterian synod of Illinois adopted resolutions
declaring that "the teaching of Agnosticism or Atheism in our public schools, directly or indirectly, is
as truly the teaching of a creed as the teaching of
Deism or Christianity," and that the " studious ignoring of the Christian religion in the text- books of
our public schools, and the practical Agnosticism of
the same, is untrue to the origin of our school system
and inconsistent with its history," and "dangerous
to the morals as well as the faith of our children, and
ought no longer to be tolerated by the people of our
states."
All this our contemporary finds to be identical with
the claims of R.omanism, and the impossibility of
reconciling the two great sects, or even the minor
sects of Protestantism, constitutes the tremendous
difficulty visible to its eye. Besides, "there is a
large and increasing part of the public who do not
want to bav their children instructed in even the
fundamental articles of religion common to Catholics
and Protestants, and whe would rather prefer that,
as in the Pads public schools, even the very name of
God should be excluded." And in a country like
this, it 'adds, where there is no state church, and
where not even Christianity is recognized as a state
religion, it seems to be impossible to logically and
justly enforce any sort of religious teaching in
schools supported by general taxation. If, therefore,
1'lle Drntal :Society.
the different churches regard such teaching as an
impera~iv necessity, apparently the only course for
Anthony Comstock's society held its annual meetthem to take is to set up schools of their own. But ing on the evening of the 17th instant, at the Young
then would come up among Protestants also, the Men's Christian Association hall. The usual number
question which has been raised by the Catholics, as of ministers were upon tbe platform, and after the
to whether the state can rightly compel people to usual prayer Comstock read his usual report. He
contribute to the support of schools of whose in- growled the usual growl at the authorities who would
struction they disapprove ; and the permanence of not do as he requested; denounced, as usual, the
the whole public school system would be endangered. people who thwarted his legislativ projects; paraded
The bugbear which is thus conjured up is more the usual number of tons of obscene literature seized,
apparent than real. There is actually no tremendous and gave the audience the usual speech on the viciousdifficulty about the problem at all. The state ctln ness of art and the depravity of mankind in general.
maintain· strictly secular schools for the benefit of
However, the meeting was enlivened by the presthose who choose to take advantage of them. Those ence of Lum Smith, who, when Comstock denounced
who do not so choose can support schools for them- him as a notorious liar, jumped up and shouted back,
. .
.
selvs. To divide the school funds among the di:ffer- "I'll denounce you, you VIllam !" Comstock angrily
li\Pt sec~e W9U.l4 pe to f?O back ipstead of ahead, c~~g u.pon folice Su~er~tend~nt Murra;r, w}lo WllS I
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• but Mr. Murray
upon the platform, to arrest Smith,
merely told that gentleman to keep quiet. Mr. Smith
at once subsided, but when the meeting adjourned he
was found upon the sidewalk distributing copies of
his Herald containing matter derogatory to the character of Comstock as a gentleman and a Christian.
Britton, the little red-headed Jew employed by the
society, ordered Mr. Smith to consider himself under
arrest, but that individual declined to so shape his
thoughts, and asked for the authoritativ warrant.
Britton caught Mr. Smith by the collar, but was
pushed off, when the crowd, which was thoroughly in
sympathy with Comstock, having been selected with
that view, threatened to duck Smith in the snow.
But a big policeman happening along, the ducking
scheme fell through, and Smith escaped from the
pious supporters of Saint Anthony.
Every year Comstock's society is getting more and
more into disrepute, and it requires strenuous effort
to obtain sufficient funds t& support it. Atthis last
meeting Kiliaen Van Rensselaer, the wobble-jawed
treasurer, made a pathetic appeal for cash, as did
Samuel Colgate, the soap-boiling president. Comstock deplored the fact that thirty-one artists of the city
bad signed a petition praying for the suppretosion of
himself, and pathetically remarked that " our enemies
are numerous." The National· Defense Association
seemed to be the thorn that penetrated his side most
deeply, and he called its members "ex-convicts,
abortionists, and Freethinkers." Comstock can hold
a successful annual meeting only by distributing his
tickets to superannuated rakes who hav joined the
church, bigots like Colgate who desire to superintend
the morality of the city, and hypocritical young Christians who cover up their df)viltry with pretensions of
piety. The Men of the city despise him; the press
ridicules him, and public sentiment condemns him.
If· be will only continue his career of tyranny and
interference with reputable professions a year or two
longer, he will be effectually sat upon, and the charter
of his society will be in imminent danger.
Editorial Notes.
THE ministers of Columbia, S.C., hav denounced the Columbia City Club as a "gambling hell." Among the members of tl!e club are Governor Richardson, Senntors Hampton autl Butler, and many other eminent public men.
THE Rev. Hugh 0. Pentecost, who resip;ned from his
church in Newarlc recently because he is no longer a Congregationalist, says: "The doctrin of the brotherhood of man is
dead in the churches. I mean the church as an institution.
The church recognizes the aristocracy of money and of birth.
It caters to wealth; and culture, and distinction. The work
that the church is doing will, if it is persevered in, break
down the notion of the brotherhood of man, and some fine
morning some man will run a blue pencil through the Declaration of Independence. Already we h11.v college professors
who" declare that all men are not created equal."
THE fifth anniversary of Mr. Shaw's society at Waco,
Texas, reveal~:~ a very satisfactory state of affairs. The
society is constantly growing in numbers and influence, and
without any disciplinary authority, without any arbitrary
plan of assessments, and entirely free from all credal environments, the association has maintained its individuality,
its independence, and progressed morally, socially, and intellectually in the same ratio as other and much older organizations. The deluded people, says Mr. Shaw, who believe that
the worship of God and Christ, as preached by a hireling
clergy is necessary to good morals and a correct social status,
arc rm~zled to account for the progress made by this creedless association. The only thing that Mr. Shaw regrets is that
the movement has confined itself so strictly to one locality,
whereas there ought to be hundreds of similar organizations
throughout the state. He hopes that by the end of another
five years there will be many sister associations to celebrate
their progress in this rational reform.
THE Baptist Weekly regards the Sunday newspaper n as
most effectual foe the pulpit has to contend with," and
thinks that "the pastor who can secure the pledges of his
congregation to shut out the Sunday press and ~11 sensationa! secular reading on God's day and secure the time heretofore worse than wasted for edifying reading, will add immeasurably to the power of his Sabbath ministry." But the
llev. A. F. Hewitt writes in the Gatltolic World that "at
present heresy and rationalistic philosophy are not the most
formidable antagonists to be encountered. The really dangerous foe is a form of unbelief which professes to be science though it springs from, and conducts to, by the avowal
of it~ adepts, nescience; is in principle Agnost~c! and leaves
to the intellect nothing but a bewildered, despamng stare at
the unknowable. The dangerous importance of this enemy
of all Theism and all Christianity is to be measured, not by
tl!at wl!ich it really is in itself, but by that which it appears
to be in the apprehension of a multitude who are attracted
or overawed by its pretensions."
THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY's
•
. Cata!W
. of Freethought,
Reform, and Scientific Bool~s 'Y~lt J:>e ma ec:l free tc;> anr ad.
dress upon application,
.
tlJe
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MoCuNE, KAN., Jan. 2, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I want to say to my Liberal friends, Let us
all try to pay up promptly and keep the banner of Freethought in the air. I say, Long liv THE TRUTH SEEKER; long
liv Watson Heston. Those pictures are worth volumes, and
I think they get better all the time.· We hav our share of
Christians here with us, but lately one of the leaders in the
Christian church ·forged the names of several of his friends
and church brethren to notes, drew on several banks to the
amount of $3,000, and has skipped; and a Presbyterian that
is very religious (in his way) drew money on forged paper,
but the matter drifts along smoothly. Wishing all the noble
Liberal workers a long and happy life, I am,
Yours in the cause of truth,
M. S. GoWIN.
ST. Lours, Mo., Nov. 22, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find twenty-five cents in stamps,
for which pleW!e send me a TRUTH SEEKER .A.L:MANAO of 1888,
which I observe in the last issue of THE TRUTH BEEKER is
completed. I am a constant reader of THE TRUTH BEEKER,
and am delighted to say that it is the best paper in the country for the object in view.
The cartoons especially serve as a teacher. If seen by any
orthodox, they cannot help realizing at once that they and
their teachings are far behind the true teachings of to-day.
The pictures, though without words, take hold and shake a
man up pretty badly, but by seeing them again and again,
any man will realize that the truth, and nothing but the truth,
is represented in both pictures and the columns of the valuable paper. .A man who once starts to read THE TRUTH
BEEKER cannot help but leave the dark dungeons of the
church and follow the new light until he becomes a Liberal.
Yours very respectfully,
.A. F. LANGE.

indictment and record, if it exists, would probably be at the
state capital.
D. M. Bennett, in his" Champions of the Church," does
not mention Wesley. He mentions Luther at considerable
length, and severely, but does not mention the fact given in
!1ichelet's Life of Luther, and in-•his own words, that the
year before Luther's marriage he had "three spouses," etc.
See Michelet's Life of Luther, chap. v, p. 131. ·when the evangelical sects were organizing in New York not long ago to
rear a statue to Luther's memory, it occurred to me that that
fact should be inscribed on the pedestal. When we are
called on to worship the heroes of the church we hav a right
to ask about their real characters.
I often see Luther's "Table Talk" quoted (Bennett quotes
it), and I hav tried to obtain a copy of it, but when I get 1t
it proves to be an expurgated edition.
I would like to obtain one unabridged. If you hav it, or
can get it conveniently, please send it to me.
Yours very truly,
N.J. W.

ADRIAN, MIOH., Jan. 6, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: It is not possible that finite man can giv the
true solution of the origin and destiny of humanity.
The man or woman who does not believe in a future existence has no right to say to those who think they hav an
immortality that they are wrong. The fallacy of orthodox
futurity is very apparent to the mind not trammeled with
superstition and the orthodox nightmare. It is a more
agreeable tlJought that when the body becomes unfit or
incompetent to retain the mind and dissolution takes place,
the part called thought still liva, than the uninspiring belief
that death ends all. The best disseminators of Secularism
say they don't know. Neither do we know that we liv in the
future, but the thought is more agreeable and ennobling.
One writer says thought is simply a production of the phys_
ical impression upon the brain. In my opinion that is too
absurd to be entertained for a moment. It is not worthy of
notice.
I think monstrous the theory of equality advocated by
some writers, that I, being a thrifty, industrious citizen,
:iimst share with my neighbor, who may be a shiftless, lazy,
good-for-nothing character, and that should I refuse he may
burn my property or do mortal injury to myself and dear
ones who compose my household-that he may become an
incendiary or a murderer to carry out the equal distribution
theory.
.
.Another writer says it is time-speaking of the condition
of Secularism-to reach out for the control of government
affairs; in f>tct, to nominate a man for president who will
carry out the principles of our sect. Does the writer know
creeping comes bffore walking? If government affairs were
conducted by any one sect, where would the rights of outsiders come in? It is right as it is. It is governed by no
sect or religious body. If controled by any one single dogma,
all others would be wrong and would hav to take a back
seat. It is conducted for the interest of all as it is now carried on. Be content; you cannot better it, except it might
be a little more Liberal in some respects. There are a class
who would not acknowledge any government but brute
force. There are many of this element who would not
hesitate to cut yonr throat or mine for a dollar, and think
nothing of it, only to get the dollar. Happily there is a
petard to hoist all such scum who go about with inflammatory designs to stir up deviltry.
Freethought is a grand thing, and its ethical teachings are
humane and philanthropic. The old orthodox devil will be
obliged to disappear under the persevering dissemination of
Freethought and Liberalism.
0. S. BARRETT.

WILLIAMSON, Dec. 29, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Find inclosed $5 to pay my subscription for
another year, also for one new subscriber. I hav been trying to work up another or more subscribers to the best paper
extant. THE TRUTH BEEKER is a terror to churches and
priests, and, in fine, to all the cohorts of bigotry and superstition.
I w~s born of honest parents and in poverty ; reared in
iniquity, because I was reared in the church. When I was
a boy old Satan came around, and, after a long pettifogging
scheme concocted by the church and its cohorts, I was
seduced into the church at the age of eighteen years.
Walked with the members, cheek and jowl, for two years,
when, as the Dutchman says, I begins to smell a mouse.
First, one of the deacons closed a chattel mortgage on a poor
man's cow; sold it from a poor man, wOman, and three
helpless children.
That stuck in my crop, and I asked my father if that was
all right according to religion? The old gent says, "I guess
not." Next there was a complaint against the preacher that
he had been a little too familiar with some of his congregation. .All this time I was acting as second to the poor slimy
cuss-blowing and striking for him through the revival.
.After a little, things began to develop.
Gossip became plenty, and I, .with a few others, became
somewhat seldom. The deacons came to visit me, and said
if I would return to the fold that I could just as well be·
come a preacher as not. I was somewhat like the fellow
that was a-going to be hung; and when the sheriff asked him
if he had anything to say, his reply was, "I prefer it not."
When we had to pay the preacher from fifty to one hundred
dollars per annum, feed from one to five every day in a year
on yaller-legged chickens, cream biscuit and honey, baked
potatoes, and all the other varieties that a good woman
could think of, and support church-meetings, donations, revivals, and missionary meetings, I began to think of something else besides religion.
My! Mr. Editor, I hav raked buttons enough off my vest,
etc., driving roosters from under the barn to feed preachers
on, to stock a respectable tailor shop, and all we got for it
was a few questions in relation to our souls; read a chapter, then get down and tell the Lord what a good meal
they had been the happy recipients of, and then ask the
blessings of the Lord direct upon us all, and close the scene
by lying, saying it is all for Christ's sake, when they had the
whole benefit.. Two years' experience in any church is
enough for any thinking person, and many are leaving in
this vicinity. The churches, preachers, evangelists, and ail
others that can do anything to keep the cheat alive are at
it; still, the sensible people are leaving, and the cause of
.A. G. .AusTIN, M.D.
mental liberty is coming very fast.

JNFORIIlATION WANTED ABOUT JOHN WEBLEY.
OLEANDER, Dec. 17, 1887.
Mn. EorTon: One of THE TRUTH BEEKER correspondents,
in a letter published in THE TRUTH BEEKER two weeks since,
spoke of "the adulterous John Wesley." .As I had been
brought up a Methodist and had not learned that trait of his
character, I wrote to this correspondent (Geo. H. Bethard,
of Burlington, Kan.-formerly a Methodist preacher). He
informs me that the fact is quite extensivly known in
Georgia, where Wesley was missionary for a time, and suggests that, if asked, THE TRUTH BEEKER would look up the
facts and giv us reliable information. Mr. Bethard states
that while traveling in Georgia he learned-the fact is freely
talked of there-that John Wesley was indicted for adultery,
and that the judge tried to bring him to trial, but that Wesley evaded a trial and went back to England.
It seems ungracious to inquire about the errors of so distinguished a man as John Wesley so long after his death;
but if he is to be named as an adulterer in the columns of
TnE TRUTH SEEKER, the readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER
would like to know whether this is an unfounded slander or
veritable truth. As he was in Georgia in colonial times, the

grow till they would be able to hav regular lecturers and
debates. .And until our debaters say, " Collect what you
can; I will be there to debate with Braden or the devil," we
will make slow progress, from the fact that some of the
Liberals are not very liberal and others are very poor.
I want to say, Keep right on publishing every letter or
communication that has a good idea.or moral in it. Do all
you can to enlighten mankind. Don't think that nothing is
being done in these parts, for we are every day adding to
our lists, but money is very scarce. We hav failed raising
crops till some of us are about to choke.down with debt.
Yours truly,
W . .A. LowE.
FoRD Co., KA.N., Jan. 1, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $6 for two copies-one
to Thomas B. Van Voorhis, Spearville, Kan., the other to
your humble servant. I will take this opportunity to say
that there are a few good Liberal, thinking people in this
county,· and especially in Dodge City. There are a goodly
number there, but orthodoxy is in a large majority. But
they seem to feel safer by having a Liberal in their council,
knowing· he will do what he can to keep the others straight.
But it will keep him busy. The people of the county hav
elected a Liberal for one of their commissioners, who will.
do all he can to hav the business attended to properly. · The
people feel safer by having a few of them mixed in, rather
than trust so much to those Christianpeople who are reared
on the flesh and blood of the innocent beasts, and at the
Lord's Supper are made to believe that their bread and wine
is the blood and flesh of their Lord and savior Jesus Christ.
They are made to believe by that Christian doctrin that they
may rob Smith, kill Jones, and seduce their neighbors'
wives, and receive forgivness by asking some person whose
flesh they hav eaten and whose blood they hav drunk to
cancel their sins from the record. Oh, what cannibals!
.And all cannot be told in one. lifetime. We hav a young
red-headed rooster who has been preaching the Howling
Methodists' doctrin, and by his infamous statements dethroned reason from the brain of several of his hearers.
What can't be done by the devil ?-'-or perhaps that's too
good a name for the sky-pilot. There was a time when it
was thought to be a credit to be a church-member, but that
day has passed and gone, and the day of church-building is
near its end. The time is near at hand when we shall see
them turned·into school-houses and temples of education and
science where pure truth, good-fellowship, and the person
doing the most good for his fellow-man will be -the most
honored and respected. That's my doctrin. When each
one shall be rewarded in this world for the good he does, let
the next world look after itself; in other words, let the dead
bury the dead.
I would like to find THE TRUTH BEEKER in every house.
H. B. VAN VooRHIS.

LATHROP, Mo., Jan. 2, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $4-$3 to renew my
subscription, and for the remaining $1 please send me a
TRUTH BEEKER binder.
Now, if the court please-excuse this blunder-the Lord
willing; i. e., if the Hon. Editor and his satanic majesty (the
first school-master, see Gen. iii, 5) hav no objections-we
would like to speek in meeten, and tell what the Lord-as
above-has done for us. It-THE TRUTH SEEKER-has taken
our mud-hooks from the horibel pit and miery clay of orthodoxy and set them upon the rock of ages-of reason and
common sense-yet to come. We feel, brotheren-hallelujah! -like congratulating ourself on making our escape from
the horrid nightmair and spuke-jungle of heathen-Christian
-superstition.
.A sojourn of upward of six months in this city enables us
to say that perhaps this is the most fanatically religious
community the sun ever shone upo!J.-excepting, however,
BLooK, KAN., Jan. 1, 1888.
Messrs. Loeb and Mandelstein, who are intelligent Liberals.
b!R. EDITOR : I feel as though a few lines from this coun- .All others are, notwithstanding the illuminating rays of scitry would not be out of place in THE TRUTH BEEKER. It is ence, reason, and common sense, wallowing in the quagmire,
very. seldom I see anything in it from these parts.
hog-wallow, and filthy old goose-pond of superstition.
I fet;!l as though I had been going to school for seven years, Hence they think of little else but to run to the joss-house,
but when I thipk, the school has been coming to me once a day and night, week in and week out, and month after
week, in the shape of THE TRUTH BEEKER, as I hav been a month-no let up. Therefore one hears men, women, and
subscriber for that length of time.
children (especially the latter), at home, in the highways and
I hav closely watched all the articles in the paper, and byways, singing pious songs, Sunday-school slop, for Christ's
must say that some of the writers are a little fanatical, but sake, which forms a mammoth Salvation .Army, and, with
the most of the communications are good. I am of the the doleful clanging ding.dong of the church bells, is very
opinion that no person able to read can help being bettered annoying to us and demoralizing to the people, hut must be
by a careful perusal of THE TRUTH BEEKER.
endured, seeing it's all for Jesus, who commands his followI particularly admire the articles under the editorial head, ers to swap shirts for a sword (Luke xxii, 36).
but must say that I believe Mr. Jamieson is right in regard to
We are happy to inform you that we hav made the acdebating with Braden. While I do not in the least doubt quaintance of Dr. Toothcarpenter, a very promising young
that Braden is a rascal, I believe the Christians generally man-i. tJ., promises to yank teeth from the hash receptacle
indorse him, and him whom they indorse it is our duty, I of the people and shekels from their pockets-but wofully
believe, to meet in debate, even if we would not hav a thing gone on spookism, hence he believes that joss-houses and
to do with him in any other way. I had the pleasure of Bible-thumpers are good to hav around and in the family.
listening to part of the debate between Mr. Jamieson and We also had the honor of making the acquaintance of ProBraden at Paola, and must agree with Mr. Jamieson that fessor Woodbutcher, a dealer in wooden overcoats. He had
Braden is more brainy than either Cook or Talmage.
the kindness to inform us that we were unfit for his holiness
It is the men of intellect our lecturers want to meet in to converse with, from our non-stockholding propensities in
debate. Why do we want to put such men as Messrs. his mythical God and other hobgoblins. Therefore it beJamieson, Underwood, Ingersoll, and a host of others against hooves us, whilst meandering the intervening space from the
a hollow-headed preacher or set of preachers? Even if their club-room to our humble domicil, to keep an eye oblique,
morality is good, what would we gain? I say, let our lect- lest some pious devotee of the Gods, under cover of the
urers meet Braden in debate every time they hav an oppor- darkness, should treat us to an eggnogg of stale hen-berries
tunity, and do as Mr. Jamieson did, charge only half as and soil our raiment.
much as Braden does, so as to enable the few Liberals around
When we take into consideration the modus operandi of
each little burgh to employ a debater every time such a sky- educating the young, this aversion to the so-called Infidel is
pilot as Braden or any of his ilk comes around, and in time to be expected. For instance, the pious mother brings her
the lecturers will reap their reward. If the Liberals around child upon its knees; directs its eyes to heaven-wherever
Paola-and, for that matter, every other city of its size- that may be-and has it mumble the so-called Lord's prayer.
were able to hire a good debater twice a year and hav such a Then, as soon as it can toddle, it ties away to the Sundaydebate as the-Jamieson and Braden debate, they would soon school, where it receivet! ffom ~ts sanctimonioqs te11,cher !\
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more substantial diet-such as the bear story, the fish tale,
the snake yarn, etc. Then the parson, with the clerical force·_:ipump, crams into the young student the entire contents of
\,,.the Jewish and Christian pill-bags, when the victim becomes
. }a graduated intolerant bigot and liar for the glory of God
?;!/(Rom. iii, 7). Hence it becomes impossible to eradicate it
;{,'C from the minds of the unreasoning, ill-informed masses.
:Pi! In conclusion, we would suggest giving especial attention·
-~'-"!ito the source of this evil; make a specialty of the mental
''~slaveholders, the droiies in the human hive.
fi;}
Fraternally yours,
L. CHUTE.

"h'-

SAN ANTONIO, Tu., Jan. 3, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Munaus vult aecipi, etc. This was a forcible
.<<1-suggestion to your correspondent on witnessing the proces:?,ision or parade of the faithful adherents to the Catholic
._:,c church in this city on Sunday afternoon, last. You probably
.. ~'" hav had your share of the same in your cosmopolitan city,
.• ;where probably different elements and manifold nationalities
· ·are represented. This being the case in the Alamo City, it
.•,_,1 .was but natural that the procession was unique in its forma·. tion and make-up. Immediately after noon-time the main
plaza in front of the Spanish cathedral w·as thronged with
spectators of all ages, conditions, and nationalities, while
,_.marshals were busily engaged in locating and placing in po.. ·.-; sition the manifold organizations. The caravan started at.
last at 3 P.M. from the bishop's residence; It. consisted of
. , the greatest mixture Gr conglomerated make-up ever beheld
-·in this city, of religious societies of the various churches,
·Celtic, Ozechic, Slavic, Spanish, Italian, German, Mexican,
and a large number of the "to-the-manor-born" American
.. _..element, not to speak of .the numerous smaller representa: tiona. The procession consumed twenty-five minutes in
passing any one point. It was a curious sight to see the brass
, .,band of the S. A. Fashion Theater, a variety show, do
duty in the parade. However, "the cause sanctifies the
_means." Wherever the carriage of the right reverend bishop
.. passed he was seen to make the sign of the cross as a bene-diction, his lips moving;. Who can tell but that he uttered
the words at the head of this article?
We are about to start a club of science-loving people here,
. the name of which has not been determined yet, and for this
purpose I would ask you or some club in your city to send
me a copy of a constitution_ and by-laws for guidance in or, ganizing. Your correspondent is a proscribed character,
owing to his plain, outspoken ideas against Bible, religion,
and their whole immense fraudulent make-up in duplicity
and falsehood.
As is well known, the Prohibition question was defeated
in this state by a large majority some tim'e ago. But many
. _()ounties hav local option within their lines. Among them is
-Bee county; on the day preceding Christmas only one hun(!red and fifty jugs went to Beeville on the train. They all
, were sealed and contained soda and mineral waters. Is not
this hypocrisy personified?
H. BREUBING.

hi.

LExn~GToN, KY., Dec. 29, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: Allow me to inquire into the nature and
'prigin of the power which our president possesses of appoint-ing individuals to fill certain offices. But my object at present
is to observe that the state calls loudly for a humane officer
to remedy all defects which the law fails to provide for, and
this in the way of progress, perfecting and even constructing
faculties for those who govern-, suggesting modes of action to
suit the meanest of living beings. There is nothing to hinder
the president from offering $4,000 to a competent person
:whose duty it shall be to look after the interests of poor
cJ;lildren, attending to their education, support, and moral
condition. Guardians should be appointed in every town to
see that this design is faithfully carried out. A wealthy man
should be disgraced who -passes by a suffering child on the
street without attempting to improve its condition.
Great efforts are now being made to raise money for the
heathen. It is said that one cent paid by a Christian will
convert a heathen child, while twenty-five will bring a civilized man into the church. How much will it take to restore
liberty and prosperity to the poor, degraded Sandwich islander,
whose lauds were taken, whose trade was destroyed, by the
pretended reformer? Who will raise poor Africa from her
enslaved condition? Why are not intelligent artisans, and
business-like teachers; sent out by this government to aid the
heathen, who would gladly enter into their plans? Let presidents and queens travel about to do some good, instead Of
playing the fool and wasting the substance of the people on
-their own luxury.
Taxes should not be reduced on whis~y and tobacco,
but on the necessaries of life, and perhaps a wholesome fear
of the elements which now assert themselvs as factors in
.politics will giv a new character to this question. Perhaps
now the poor will obtain a hearing, and their rights will be
respected. Earnest-hearted Anarchists hav possibly gone
too far. Who can blame such men, who resemble St. Columban standing in the presence of a king, alone and fearless,
lifting his emaciated arm and denouncing him for his cruelty,
shameful neglect of duty, prodigality, selfishness, and indifference to the wants of his subjects?
The following are facts in the United States : Loads of
provisions are sent to families who are not really destitute,
while the helpless poor are ordered to go to work. These persons are then left in their misery, called tramps and beggars,
while their children are degraded, and kept at work without
education or encouragement.
I heard Professor Fluno lecture last night on the faith cure
and kindred topics. He traces everything good, first prin.
ciples and all, to a Gothic chieftain, called God, a magician,
who dwells in the seventh story of the universe. · This chief
praised himself for a long time, and being weary of this, spoke
into existence a lovely giantess, called Nature. She raised her
qeli(:ious e,relid~, and wit.ll sweet ,glances, awoke Qeaut;r and,

harmony evuywhere. God then went to sleep. But Nature
~ever mi_ssed him; she has evidently a mind of her own, for,
m sunshme and storm, beauty and calamity, immensity of
force or tenderness of sympathy, she asks no favors of anyone. The sle.eping God is nothing but a ghost, and if he
created anythmg, it must hav been the devil for an adverse
influence B?~etimes mars Nature's delightful' plans, and this
was the ongm of evil, no doubt. But the lecturer made no
such admissions, though it is plain that God is a thief and
silently steals his powers from Nature. He said: "Th~re is
no strength in a muscle, no feeling in a nerve, but by God."
So_,.then, the brain is a wheel, and prayer is the energy which
bnngs a force to move and affect it. This is the jargon which
finds favor with gullible simpletons.
And with regard to Mayor Hewitt, who is no doubt an
honorabl~ man, he sees now the difference between sowing·
and reapmg. Nature's causes will hav their way, though
rocks are rent, and governments scattered to the winds.
ALHAZA.
SoLDIERs' HoME, Wis., Jan. 7, A.B. 288.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed stamps, and send me the
TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 288. I hav at last become the
happy possessor of a this year's miracle, for which I am
hopelessly indebted to Christian science. Doubtless you
know that here, in this military home, there are hundreds of
arms and legs wanting. Now, a Christian 5cientist from
away back-God knows where-:-appeared like the morning
star in Milwaukee last week. The news of his arrival spread
rapidly. Now, one of our fellows minus a leg-shot off
above the knee-had wanted it back for nearly a quarter of
a century; and, being aggressivly pious and having faith
equal to a ton of mustard seed, mounted his crutches and
sped for the scene of action. We found the professor in
a large hall, fitted up expressly for Christian scientific purposes. High seats were arranged along the walls for the
afflicted, while the multitude stood in the midst and looked
on. The professor had his coat off, and, reeking with sweat,
had rolled his shirt-sleeves up to his shoulders, in open
defiance of the Comstock law. He was healing the wounded,
curing the sick, giving sight to the blind, and with lightning
speed, while the halt and lame jumped for joy at this
marvelous sight. He had restored over ten thousand within
half an hour, saying to each," Take up thyself and walk."
At last it came my friend's turn, and it seemed to me that
this new-leg business would require extraordinary attention;
but it didn't, for the spirit of the Lord came mightily to the
aid of the professor, .and he spoke as one having authority.
He asked my friend, in thunder tones, this question: "Do
you believe that there is anything impossible with our Lord
and savior Jesus Christ?" The man answered, "I believe,"
and added, "Lord, help thou mine unbelief." Hereupon
the professor grabbed the cripple's crutches, broke them into
slivers, and consignEd them to the fl. ames in the stove. In an
instant, like a meteor, the man shot from his perch, and
landed upon his feet in the midst of the awe-stricken multitude. There he stood firm as a rock; he had recovered his
leg and foot.
Now, just as he had finished rolling up his pants as far as
he could, to convince himself and those who had known him
since the war, and, just as the professor was charging him
with the old charge, "Tell no man," Comstock broke in the
door, and arrested them both in their shameful nudity of
arms and legs.
Thus ended one of the grandest and most holy shows
kn0wn to Christian civilization. It beats Talmage's petrified
man, and is equaled only by God's youngest son while
engaged in the liquor monopoly in that gay little city, Cana
in Galilee.
Yours truly,
NELSON HUNT.
BAVARIA, KAN., Jan. 4, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been thinking about writing to you
for a long time and letting our Liberal friends know we are
alive and doing well.
Since writing before we hav had Brother Remsburg here
two or three different times, and he is a host in himself for
the cause of Freethought; any of our friends wanting a
Liberal sp~aker that surprises the orthodox hearers will do
well to send for him, as he is good and sound.
The Methodists hav been holding meetings here for about
six weeks, and I hav not heard them boasting about their
success. They hav caught a few suckers, but I do not think
they hav caught any jayhawkers. What they hav got so far
hav never been very bad. A majority of their converts were
of very tender age and of Christian parents. But they all
count for Christ. Some hav been members before, and others
experienced religion-as often as their beloved minister
shakes hell before them they are taken with the power, and
that lasts as long as it takes them to get it.
Several hav been sick on account of the excitement, but
they are a heap better now, as one of them expressed it to me
the other night, and he 'lowed there was a right smart chance
for the minister to do a powerful sight of good here if they
would only keep that Remsburg away.
The Methodists are going to build a church here to cost
$1,300, and they hav it all raised now but $1,175, so you see
they are doing well.
Friend Remsburg spoke here November 11th and our
school-house was crowded, although the minister told them
to keep away and had a prayer-meeting that night so as to
keep them away. They were obliged to adjourn their meetings that night so we could hav the house. A large number
of our Liberal friends were here from Salina ; among them
our old Liberals Judge Osborn, Dr. Hauser, J. M. Itten, W.
Kesler, and Mr. Sawin, of the Jownal. Come again, friends,
and may you hav better success next time in starting a Secular Union in Salina.
Our number has been broken by death for the first time
in tile deat)l. of Sister Mott 1 one of oqr charter members, who
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died November 21, 1887. She left here to go to Iowa to·
visit her mother, and left in good health, but was taken sick
as soon as she got home and never left her bed after that,
and what seem!;ld must be all pleasure to her proved her
death. She leaves one child and her husband, besides her
many friends, to mourn her loss. Friend Putnam will remember and sympathize with Brother Mott, as he made their
home his while here.
The Bavaria Secular Union met on the evening of January
1st and passed resolutions in regard to the death of Mrs.
Mott.
Yours fraternally,
T. H. TERRY, Secretary Bavaria Secular Union.
MR. EnrroR: I would like to hav some learned theologian
answer for me one question, which is a! ways a Chinese Wall
between me and his God. The question is as follows :
The preachers say they know that some almighty created
this world; further they say that if a person doesn't obey
the laws of that almighty creator, that person will be punished in the hereafter for violating the laws of his mt!ker;
now, where under the sun did they get that knowledge?
" From his book that he gave to his chosen children on
Mount Sinai we know him," they say.
But who or what will testify to the validity of that book?
"The greatness, the divinity, of the Bible show that it
was inspired by God," they assert.
If this assertion is good proof to anybody, it doesn't prove
anything to me. In fact, that book looks to me so defectiv,
so one-sided, that if really God is the author of it I would
ask him to retire from his throne and let some wiser and
more just being manage the affairs of this worlil. Besides
that, is it wise or good policy to depend entirely on the testimony of so interested a thing as the Bible is in its own
cause?
" Oh, yes ! There are a good many witnesses who will
testify to the holiness and godly work of the Bible; Moses,
the prophets, and the apostles testify to it and command us
to believe so."
But who is Moses? Who are the prophets and apostles,
if not the very authors of that Bible? And does it not look
rather suspicious t11at the book testifies of the authority of
its author and the author testifies to the validity of his work?
It looks to me altogether a put-up job. The priesthood
endeavors to force upon the ignorant the belief in a book
which, in return, upholds the authority of the priests on the
believers; and I hardly believe that any sane jndge and
sound-minded jury would giv much credit to such kind of
evidence in a civil or criminal case.
True, some sharp lawyer may, by using some sophistry,
force upon a simple-minded judge and ignorant jury that
kind of worthless testimony, and make them believe in the
existence of a supreme being, who inspired the authors of
the Bible; but what of punishment? Where is the consistency
of a great God and punishment? Is God a perfect being?
Of course he is. Does he know what is going to happen in
the future? Of course he does. If his prophets knew what
would happen after centuries, he must necessarily know
what is going to happen after thousands of years. He would
not be perfect if he did not. Correct. Now, then, did God know before I was born that I would be born on such and
such a year, mont~ day, hour, minute, and second? Of
course he did. Did he know that I would be so poor as I
am, or so rich as I am? Did he know what my occupation
would be? Most assuredly. Could I alter anything in this
line of his knowledge ? Could I become a statesman if he
knew before I was born that I would be a shoemaker? Of
course not. Does not that mean that his previous kuowledge
of my becoming a shoemaker will keep me in a shoemaker
shop working at that trade notwithstanding my earnest desire to sit in the White House and make Ia ws for the people?
Yes, it does. Well, did he know before I came to this world
that I would not believe in the teachings of his preachers?
Of course he did. Could I alter that knowledge of his? Can
I be a good, religious man if he knew before I was born that
I was going to be wicked? Of course not. Now, I a~k, in
the name of common sense, why should I be punished for
my actions which I could not alter, even if I had a desire to?
Is it not cruel and unjust to create a person to be wicked and
then to punish him for not being virtuous?
The truth is, you can't make God and hell work together,
for if a man is_ to be punished for his actious he must be set
at liberty to do as he pleases, and if a man is a free agent
you must admit that God did not know what that man is
going to do, and if you take away from him that knowledge
he cannot ·be perfect. If he is not perfect, he is no God.
On the other hand, if he is perfect and knows everything,
then a man is not a free agent, but must act as it is prescribed
to him by the perfect knowledge of his great creator, and as
a matter of course there is·no cause for punishing him .
This dilemma is always a barrier between me and religion,
and I earnestly ask all the preachers, priests, and rabbis who
are preaching God and hell to their simple-minded flocks to
try to solve this dilemma for me.
If they will answer this question to the satisfaction of
sound logic, I will bow down my Infidel head and will try
to be saved. If tbey will not answer it, I will remain in my
belief-that they know about God and hell just as much as I
do; and that it is a pity we hav not a good, substantial hell,
for it would be the fittest place for all parasites and imposINFIDEL.
tors.

Freethinkers
Who are desirous of advancing the cause, caunot do it more
effectually than by assisting THE TRUTH SEEKER to extend
its circulation. A liberal cash commission will be paid to
those devoting their time to obtaining new subscribers. For
terms, address THE TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY, 28 Lafayette
place, New York.
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happy and manly ; I found many verses in
the Bible that made me ashamed to read
to~read to my parents or to my grandparents,
Edited by Mzss SusAN H. WzxoN, Fall with whom I liv; I learn by the example set
Ri'De'l', .Mass., to tDhom all Communioati<ms for by the first that it is better to show love and
kindness to those who are here on earth with
thiB Corner slwuld be sent.
us than to be a! ways trying to make a good
bargain with Christ or God ar:d try to get to
" Between the dark and the daylight,
heaven ahead of some who are just as good
When the night is beginning to lower,
as they, and more human. By reasoning and
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
by reading I seem to feel that the churches
That is known as the Qhildren's Hour."
are a sham-there are so many sorts. There
is a warfare between them. That tells the
Farmer John.
story plainly. I can see the church is a sort
Home from his journey Farmer John
of popu'ar place to spend an hour or so in; to
Arrive(! this morninl!. safe and sound.
His blnck coat off, anil his old clothes on,
visit and shdw off. I see I shall never be con"Now I'm myself;' •a.:vs Farmer John;
tented with them. I am looking for someAnil he thinks, "I'll !oak around."
thing more in harmony with nature as we
Up leops the dog: "Get down, yon pnp!
see it in the beasts and birds and with the
Are ron so gloil :von would eat me UPT"
The olil cow lows at the gate to greet him;
children; we love them all and sympathize
The horse• orick np their PRrs to meet him;
with the human family when sickness or def!.th
"Well, well. nlil Bay!
overtakes them, o:r their friends. I like to do
Ha, hR, olil Gray !
to others as I would like to hav them do to
Do yon get good feed when I am a.way T"
me under the same circumstances. I feel to
"Yon havn•t. a. rib," says Farmer John;
"The cattle are looking round and sleek;
be right and just, and it shows a spirit of
The colt is going to be a roan,
Liberality. A passage which seems to me far
Anil a beauty, too; how he has grown!
from inspiration is the fourth chapter of
We'll wean the ralf nPxt week."
Ezekiel, verses 11, 12. And then to think of
Sa.ys F-trmer Jnhn, "When I've been off,
To mtll yon al!'ain ahont the trough,
the stories that the folks try to make th~
And wat.ch yon, Rnd pAt yon, while yon drink,_
children believe about Jonah. and the whale,
Is a. greater comfort than von can think!''
Noah's ark, Elisha and the bears eating
And be p..t• old B<ty,
forty-two children, and similar silly tales!
A nil he slop• old Gray:
"Ab, this is the comfort of going away 1"
I don't believe that they are true.
FRANCIS B. CORNWALL.
"For, Rfter all," SRiil Farmer John,
"The best of the jnnrney is getting home !
I"ve seen great sights-but would I giv
Correspondence.
This spot, ani! the pe~<cefnllife I liv,
For all t-heir Paris Rnd Rome?
DENVER, CoL., Dec. 30, 1887.
Tbe•e hills for the cit.y's stifled air,
DEAR Mrss WixoN: I wish to thank you
And hi£!' hotels, all bmtle and glare;
very much for your remark under my very
Land all honses, and roads all stones,
"bookish" letter, and shall try very, very
That deafPn your ears ani! batter your bones 1
hard to deserve it.
,
Woulil you, olil Bay?
I send a short article on "The Brain,"
Would ron, old Gray?
which I shall like very much to see in our
That's what one gets by going away T"
Corner.
"There money is king," says Farmer John;
I am sure there are a great many of us who
"Ancl fashion is queen; and it's mighty queer
know a great deal more than I do on this
To see how, R<lmetimes, while the man
very interesting subject, but I am also quite
Is rokinl! ani! scraping all he can,
sure that there are a few who may learn a
TbA wife •pend•, every year,
little by reading this sketch. With much
Enough, you would think, for a. score of wives,
love,
LAURA PRIOE STEWART.
To keep ~hem in lnxnr!l~tll their lives!
[Thanks for the article. It is so well writThe town is a perfect B~bylon
ten we hav placed it in the Science Column.To a quiet ohap," says F~trmer John.
"Yon see, old B11.y- ·
Eo. C. C.]
Yon see, old Gr·ayI•m wiser than when I went away."
MoNTEZUMA, N. Y., Jan.~S, 1888.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I hav seen so many
"I've found out thi•~" sars Farmer John•• That hllPPiness is not bought and sold,
little girls and boys writing to you in THE
And clutcheil in a life of waste ani! hurry,
TRUTH BEEKER, that I hav wanted to write
In ni~rbts of pleasures and days of worry;
you for a long time. You seem like an aCAnd wealth isn't all in gold,
quaintance to me. I hav one brother seven
MortJ<age and stocks and ten p•r cent,
years old. We go to school every school
Bot in simple ways ancl sweet content;
day, but not to Sunday-school, for pa says
Few wRnts. pure hopes, anrl noble ends;
we should learn facts, not fables. So we
Some land• to till, ancl a few good friends,
spend our Sundays riding on the ice, or with
Like yon, old B>ty,
whatever we can find to amuse om selva.
And von, old Gray!
I will bid you good-bye for this time, hopThat's what I've learned by going away.''
ing to see my little simple letter in print. I
Anrl a happy m<in is Farmer J"ohnalso hope to meet you face to face some day,
Oh, a rich and happy man is he !
and if the Christian religion is true (which I
He sees the peas and pumpkins growing,
think is horrible), what a nice little school
The corn in tBssel, the buckwheat blowing,
you will hav when we meet in those -:lit!ry
Ancl fruit on vine and tree;
domains! I will stop now by sending my
The Ltrge, kind oxen look their thanks
love to you and all the little truth seekers.
As he rubs their foreheads and strokes their
Yours truly,
MABEL M.. TRAVER.
flanks;
The doves light ron nil him, and strut and coo;
0Hro, Jan. 5, 1888.
Says Farmer John," I'll take you too·
Mrss SusAN H. WIXON, Dear Madam: As I
And yon, old BRs,
saw my last letter in print, I thought I would
And yon, old Gray!
try my hand again. If you had had all the
Next time I travel so far away!"
letters that I made effort to write, you would
·
-J. T. Trowbrl4(Je.

Why I Ain a Liberal.
I hav read much in 'rHE TRlJTH SEEKER for
the last three years of the thoughts or writings of many people on the subject of Freethought or L\beralism; then I hav attenqed
Sunday-schools and hav had my lessons;
tben· listened to the explanations of the
teachers and superintendents. I could, in
many places., see a different meaning attached
to the same words, or verse, whicti set my
mind to work. I soon felt a doubt as to the
truth of much we were being taught. Then in
comparing the lives of the apm!tles in the Bible
and Christians generally with the lives of good,
kind men who claimed to be Liberals, I could
see a great difference. Those who claimed to
be Christians on Sundays and at s~nday
schools seemed to be grasping for money and
using all sorts of little foolish devices to get
us small boys and girls to go among the people
to beg for five or ten cents, etc. It looked as
thou~h they, the leaders, were ashamed to do
as we were asked to do. I got disgusted
with the plan and had to tell my teacher why.
I did not want to go on the streets with small
jugs, etc., begging for pennies. I was told
that my heart was full of pride, and that was
very sinful. I thought I was not alone, for
many were very richly dressed and it seemed
to us as if pride filled a greater part of the
hearts of those present. Then I would read
some of the chapters and verses I found in
Tll.lli T~uTl! SllJ:jl:llR 1 wllicll made me feel

who livs near us. My oldest sister and one of
the girls were talking of a railroad that was
to be built through here, and something was
said about its going thrPugh certain houses
and land. Dena said : "Yes, and if it would
!!=O right through onr house people would say,
'That is just good ·enough for those old Infidels l'" She got excited becauRe I wrote
that ; she says she doesn't want Miss Wixon
to know about it.*
Grandpa Pickard is the oldest Freethinker
here. He is almost eighty-eight. years olrl.
He used to be a MethodiRt preacher. We
laugh a good deal about Mr. Heston's pictures.
I will now close, wishing all of the friends
a happy New Year.~ Good-bye.
Your friend,
LuLA LooKE.
• It ia all right, Dena.. Probably that is just what
they would say.-ED. 0. C.

BRUNSWIOK, GA., Jan. 4,-288.
DEAR Miss WIXON: At the beginning of a
new year I hav made it a rule to think of the
past one, which is gone never more to return
-to think what I hav seen, learned, suffered.
and enjoyed. Most naturally I also think of
the friends of mine who fifty-two times visiterl
me during the year-THlt: TRUTH SEEKER wilh
its Children's Corner. I also think of those
who giv their time and labor for the best paper
in the Union. You, Miss Wixon. do not the
least to bring it to my mind heartily. I wish
to thank you for the ~any pleasant hours you
hav given me and for all the good you hav
done to myself as well as to the large number
of children who weekly read your columns
with delight and interest, both for their educa'
tional as well as their moral improvement,
and as long as your present friends wUI liv,
they will never forget the good you so unselfishly bav done them. May you continue to
edit our Corner and be rewarded by a happy
and bright new year.
As you hav been so kind to publish my last
letter, I think that also this time my lines will
be fit to be published. Although I do not exactly belong to the children, I think that we
never cease to learn, and as long as we are
young belong to your Column.
Brunswick is a small town of about eight
thousand inhabitants, of which about half are
colored. It has the usual per cent of churches
and Sunday-sc~ools; and in addition a Youug
Men's Christian Association was started here
a few weeks ago. Not very far from the city
one can see the grand Atlantic in all its glory.
and many a pretty shell its rolling waves will
throw on the sandy shore. Two islands are
guarding the harbor. On the first there is a
lighthouse and alarg~tsaw-mill, anrl the last is
t.he property of a wealthy New York club,
who hav made a paradise for huntei:S out of
it; and deer, quail, partridges, and ducks are
in abundance. The harbor is formed by the
Turtle river, and considered very ~ood. From
all parts of the world vessels come here and
carry away the surplus of rosin, spirits of
turpentine, and pine lumber, to those places
which are in need of it. One sometimes can
see Spanish, English, Norwegian, German,
and American flags at the same time; and
all languages nearly are spoken here. Pme
lumber goes mostly to Buenos Ayres, and rosin
and turpentine to Europe. We also ship cotton from here to England, and just at prt!sent
two lar!l:e steamers are loading about ten
thousand bales of cotton for Liverpool. The
main streets are Bay, Monk, and Newcastle
streets. The principal attraction is the Oglethorpe hotel, which will be opened in about
two weeks from date, and which was built at
a cost of some $100,000,. The people hav the
best hope for a grand boom, and I should not
be surpris~d if they should get it. Hoping
that my Jetter is not too long, nor unsuitable,
for the Corner, I remain,
Your and the children's friend,
FRED L. HoFFMAN.
[We thank our friend for kind wishes and
his interest in the Corner, where he is always
welcome.-Eo. C. C.]

hav a letter every week, and sometimes two.
I hav the "Story Hour" and the" Little Le~
sons for Little Folks.'' I read the Children's
Corner and think very much of it. I know
you must be very sorry on account of your
mother's death, because a boy'3 best friend is
his mother ; and I think it is a girl's best
friend, too. I go to scbool every day, and we
With a Moral.
hav a good teacher. His name is Clem ~"'ox;
but I am not afraid of him, for I am not a
"What's a fool-killer, ma ?" asked little
chicken.
Johnny.
· Dear Miss Wixon, this card is for your
"Go and ask your father, my dear," she
New Year's gift.
replied
with a sneering intonation. ''He
Though dogs delight to hark and bite,
We ouly Wl~h your New Year bnght.
knows everything."
Yours truly,
EDITH BROWN.
"A fool-killer, my boy," returned old
[Edith has our thanks for the pretty card. Brown, glancing slyly under his paper at his
-Eo. c. C.J
wife, "is a little thing called a cigaret.''Judge.
CANON CITY, CoL., Dec. 29, 1887.
DEAR M1ss WixoN: Bince so many hav
.A Brighter Prospect.
written to the Children's Corner, I thought I
"Ah, my little man," said the benevolentwould try. I am nine years old. I go to
school; like my teacher, and like to go to looking old gentleman, "I see you hav been
school.
busy at the blackboard."
M.r. Jamieson, Dr. York, and Mr. Putnam
"How d'ye know ?"
hav lectured here. We expect Mr. Reynolds
"I see chalk on yom fingers, and I am
in about three weeks. I was sick when Mr.
Putnam was here, so my mother, my sister glad to see it. It shows that you are coming
Dena, and myself didn't hear him lecture. I up in the right way."
liked them all better than any preacher I hav
" You bet I am. I ain't got quite 'nough
ever seen.
muscle to roll the big balls fur ten-pins yet,
I am a Liberal because I think it is the
best plan. I think no one knows anything but I'm a daisy with the little ones at nineabout God or heaven, although the girls at pins.''
school claim to ·know all about him.
M.y five. year-old sister Dena wants to know
JOHNNY : "Mamma, make Minnie put some
who took care of the first baby. Can any of c'lo'n~ on my handkercbief, too.'' Minnie :
the little boys or girls tell ht!r?
One day she and one of my older sisters "No, mamma; it ~ fqll of :Uoleij a,nct ain't
wer~ !l>t tue home of ~ MetP.odtst pre~cher wQrt4 a, cent."

"'

~cienc~

Qlolumn ..

_The Drain.
"What curious substance hav yau ~
that vessel?" asked Society, meeting 8
stranger coming out of the dissecting-room.
"Brains," replied Truth. "Brains which)
hav just taken from a poor dea!l scholar."
"Let me look at them," said Society eagerly,
"I never saw any before. Let me look at
them; how are they worn?" " In the head,"
replied Truth. "Out of sight?" asked Soci.
ety. "Entirely.'' "Take them away; I hav
no use for such ·Ornaments" And so Truth
went on into the college with her brains, and
Society went on her way without any.
The foregoing is a fable from THE TRUTn
SEEKER of December 24th. And now let us
follrw Truth into the college and examin the
student's brain also, while Society may go
her way.
We shall see that it is composed of two
parts-the cerebrum, or "big brain," and
cerebellum, or" little brain." And there are
also several smaller organs.
This brain substance is quite soft, so that
the protection afforded by the skull and hair
is readily appreciated.
It is also enveloped in several membranes,
which also protect it, and by which it is fur.
nisbed with nutriment.
There are but two animals whose brains
are larger than man's-the whale and ele.
phant.
The brain of man averages fifty ounces,
although Cuvier, the great naturalist's,
weighed sixty-four and a half ounces.
Now let us examin the cerebellum, which
occupies the front part of the head.
It is divided by a sort of cleft into two
parts, called hemispheres.
·
These hemispheres consist of "gray
matter" on the outside and" white" on the
inside, and are in turn divided into crooked
furrows called convolutions, by means ol
which, while occupying a small space, a
greater surface is obtained.
It is quite wonderful that, were it not for
these convolutions, the brain would cover·
four square feet.
The deeper the convolutions are, the more
gray matter there is, and therefore the greater
brain power.
In the lowest animals and very young cbil.
dren the convolutions are very shallow, and
scarcely visible; but, as the child grows olderi
and thinl<s and sees, the gray matter increase1_
anti forces itself down into the white.
And now we will examin the cerebellum,
which occupi~ the back part of t_he head,
and is composed also of· gray and while
matter.
·
It differs, however, in its mode of arrangement, for the furrows are not crooked, bul
parallel, and the gray matter, forcing ilsell
into the white, givs this part a branch-like
appearance- hence, "tree of life."
And now we must discover the use of each
of these parts.
The cerebrum is the moRt important, as il
is the organ by means of which we see, feel,
bear, taste, and smell, and also the "seat ol
the mind."
The nerves are cleverly compared to tel~ ·
graph lines, which carry all sensations to tht
brain.
The sole use of the cerebrllum is to contrD:
the muscles, for it was found that when tbi
portion of the brain is diseased, one's movf
ments are uncertain as those of an intoxicatei
person.
And now we will leave the college, ani
when we meet Snciety and tell her tba
Truth's brains were very wonderful and in
teresting, I wonder if she will not join us~
another visit to the college some other day.
LAUHA. Pl!IOE STEWAHT·
QuE~TI-lNS -Of bow many part.s is the brar
cowp ·•ed? W uat serves "" proTection to I~
t>rttru? How is 1he llram uouri•bed ? Tue bra.JJ
of what auiruals nre larger thau ruau't! braiD
What Is tile averai!e wergltr. of tl1e lturuau braru'
Descnbe tile <·ertl•• um. 'l'dl Rll you cttll of tl
cerebellum. Stttte tile uses of each.
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" The miraculons is the impossible. Anything
within the realm of the possible is no miracle.U
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medial-A relief from Graunlat.Ions, Iuflnwmations,
Dim Vision, WateJ·y Gat.hermgs, aud Failint
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moved. Seut the world over, Bnx. with inRtructions, by mail, 30 cents.
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human advancement, and how the other hae
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This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
bis pulpit, uses it to discuss all the.vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and other·
wise. The book is written in well-cho"en language, and easily nnderstood. There is just sufficjent narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.

ENGLAND.

delivered in Paine Hal[, before the N. E. Freethinkers• Convention. JanuarY 211. 1884. Price,
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We.hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illumi·
nated border, large clear type, suitable for framing,' The titles are:
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THE NINE DEMANDS

C
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Is a Stanch Infidel and a Successful Physician.
The Better Wav. of Cincinnati, 0., says," We are
aRsured that Dr. l!'~llows. the eminent specialist or
Vmeland. N.J., id an educated gentleman of superior mind and large attainments, aud tba~ snc·
cess in bis profession has brought bim bnsllless,
not only from all Parts of tbls country. bnt. from
foreign sbor~s. He is m the prime of life and
able to transact his vanous profeMsional duties
promptly and well and giv satisfaction in every
mstance. H1s references are numbered by thousands."
·
Dr Fellows treats all those peculiar diseases
reanlttnll from indiscretion and ignorance of
-;out-h. Those who are ailingshonld sent\10 cents
for the Dr.'s little book Ret,ting forth an ExTERNAL
Al'PLIOATION-a POSltiv cnre.
Address
DU. R. P. FELLOWS,
Vineland, N, J •.
Jll"'" JUention this paper.

RUPTURES

CURED~,

mYIUedlcal Compound and ~mproYed
Elastic Sn1> orter 1'russ mjrom30 w

90 dav•. Refiable Ieferences gjven. Bend
stamp for circular, and •av tn what pal'tft
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in a more attractiv form than any in which they
hav previously appeared. At the head of an engraving on heavy plate paper, 24xl9 inches, are
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
Republic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.
printed the Nine Demands of the American Secular Union in conspicnous type. At tbe foot are
LAFAYETTE, GIRARD, and INGERSOLL,
making eight likenesses in all. Inscribed be·
neath each portrait is some radical sentiment
quoted from the author pictnred over it. In the of some passages in the "History of the Decline and
Fail of the Roman Empire " by
space between the portraits and around them are
EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
arabesques of vines and ftowers in profusion, and
the panel inclosing the Nine Demands is sur- With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,
including critical notes by Guizot, Milman, Wenck,
mounted on each corner by Mr. Eckhard's design
an "English Churchman," and other scholars.
·of the ftag above the cross. The whole makes an r vol. r2 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With C3 engravings. $}.50
This book shows when, where, and how Christianity
exceedingly handsome work for framing. The
who were its founders, and w~~t were the
artistic part is 6qoal to the best, and the portraits originated,
sentiments, manners, numbers, and condition of the
are as true to natnre as the photographs frotn primitive Christians.
" I k o~ow of no hook that contains more real and valwhich they were transferred. The design will be
uable information upon the origin of Christianity."...ot
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
R. G. INGERSOLL,
"One of the most learned and interesting books eve(
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
1.\'ritten and published."-BoJ'/on Investrj_~aloY'. ,.
211 Lafayette Place, New York.
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Talmageism.
" All who die in infancy go straight to glory."
"Whoso believeth not shall be damned."
My reverend friend, if what you teach be true,
Bless Herod, who so many children slew. ·
Yes, canonize him, as far more divine
Than all the saints that in church history shine.
Hang no one who shall free an infant's ghost,
But giv a prize to him who murders most.
Let Freeman, of Pocasset, who did slay
His child, the Lord'd dread prompting to obey,
Beyond all Christian fathers honored be,
Till one kill more of his own babes than he.
Let mothers feRr no offspring's hell ward slide,
But cheat the devil by infanticide;
For children that grow up, depart then hence,
Must all be damned if blest with common sense.
Winaon, Kan.
N. B.

Is the Cathedral Possible 1
From the RN!l Estate Recm·a ana Gutae.

There are so many "level-headed" men interested in the project to build the Protestant
cathedral that one is forced to hesitate before
concluding that they hav embarked on an
impossible enterprise. They are not the men
who would foster a chimerical undertaking.
They must hav carefully calculated what
means there are to the end in view, and those
means they must consider adequate.
And yet a great many architects can't help
doubting the possibility of carrying out
Bishop Potter's magnificent plan, as outlined
in his letter to the public, and further indicated by the site recently purchased. It
seems to belong more to the realm of things
devoutly to be wished for than likely to be
accomplished.
In the site at Morningside park we hav
data for calculati6ns. The committee purchased a plot of land there, 614.6 and 696.6
feet on the avenues," and 782 and 599 feet on
the streets. Presumably the intention is to
cover this adequately, for so expensiv a
piece of ground was not purchased for a parish church. The "fitness of things" will require an edifice of dimensions not much less
than 200x400 feet. A building of this size,
treated with some magnificence and built
honestly, without the numerous shams which
architecturally disgrace the Fifth avenue
cathedral, cannot be erected for less than
$10,000,000. This is simply a minimum estimate, leaving the true figures to be as much
greater as they may be. They will depend,
upon the sort of building determined upon.
A hundred millions might be spent, and yet
the structure would be inferior in magnificence to many of the eastern cathedrals; but
for less than ten millions we would hav
merely a large church something like St.
Patrick's-a cathedral in name only. If what
Bishop Potter has said means anything, this
is not exactly what the Episcopalians are
striving for ..
Now, where is this minimum of ten millions
to come from? The chief hope seems to be
fixed on the pocket-books of half a dozen
or more of New York's richest men. Many
think that William W. Astor's donation of
$100,000 will not be greatly exceeded, if at
all, by that of any other individual, and I believe that at the ve;ry most the equivalent of
twelve such subscriptions, or less than
$1,500,000, will represent the contribution of
Dives to the Pntestant cathedral. And the
remaining $8,500,000--? Doesn't it seem
hopeless? The first half million or more
might come easily enough, but the millions
at the tail end would hav to be drawn from
the "millions "-from the "public," who
hav taken nearly a century to erect the
monument to Washington, and who, in spite
of strong appeals, are not moving any faster
in the matter of the Grant memorial. In
these cases only a few thousand dollars are
required; with the cathedral, millions. Moreover, there is nothing to warrant us in supposing that an appeal in the name of religion
will be more successful than one in the name
of patriotism and the memory of the dead.
The soul within religion to-day is not faith,
but doubt. The fervid, activ belief that animated men in the cathedral ages exists no
longer; whatever there is really vital in religion at present is the element that doubts and
wavers-that clings to the old because it is
not sure of the new. There is nothing in
this to insure a spontane_ous reply to an appeal
for a vast sum of money.
In company with myself, a great many
architects think that Bishop Potter will be
forced to do one of two things-sell part of
the plot purchased and greatly diminish tae
size and splendor of the cathedral, or, having
laid the foundation stone and perhaps built
the chancel, leave the rest to posterity and
time. Architects, possibly more than any

other b.ody of men, recognize that the building of a great cathedral would be one of the
chiefest glories in the history of New York.
But to wish for a thing ardently doesn't make
it possible; though it often raises the imag.
ination to a point where facts are no longer
seen in their true dimensions. AROHITEOT.

....

The Religious Hestiny of' America.
From the American Catholic News.

two or three hundred feet. In the absence of
a tree, mountain, or any better conductor,
the lightning runs down this column of heated
air. IUs then almost sure to be attracted by
the steel guns and trappings carried by the
cowboys.
" Well, that wild night the whole gang
we:::e kept busy preventing a stampede. One
of the party was Woods, as good a man as
ever saddled a broncho. Jim had a premonition that his end was near at hand. All
day he had been talking about his old mother
back in the East and the girl he used to go
with. It was a sure sign that Jim had the
blue.s. Well, when the storm broke, Jim
went about his work with a white face and
listless manner. In the gang, and stationed
next to Jim, was a young Texan, loudmouthed and blasphemous. Every time a
loud peal of thunder sounded and the lightning flashed unusually bright, the young
bravado raised his clenched fist to the sky
and muttered a volley of oaths.
" 'Go on, yer old pelter, ye can't hit· us.
We're thunderproof, we air.'
" As quick as thought Jim pulled up alongside the sacrilegious scamp, and, pulling a
six-shooter, shoved it into the blasphemer's
face. His face was white as chalk as he
screeched: 'Git around on the other side,.ye
miserable skunk, er I'll shoot ye full of lead.
Ye can't include me in none of your defis.
My time's comin' soon enuf without 'ape..
shully invitin' it. Now stampede.'
'' The Texan fairly flew, and not a second
too soon, for the flash of lightning and the
thunder crash that followed took the soul of
Jim Woods along with it. One of the boys
hurried to the spot, and foiiDd Jim and W,S
pony stiff and dead."

Robt. G. lntrersoll's
OPENING SPEECH TO THE jURY
in the suit of the

Bankers' and Merchants' Tclc.
r:raph £ompany
against the
Weste1'n Union Teleg1'aph· Company
So many hav asked for copies of this famous

speech that THE TRUTH BEEKER has obtained a
A Prostestant journal of Boston winds up
supply and can mail them to· those who desire
a long and calumnious article on the Catholic
them, for ten cents each.
'
church in the United States in the following
language: "It is time for us as liberty-loving
men and women to awaken to a full sense of
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist,
the impending danger to our free America.
12x15 inches, suitable for framin!<", sent. postpaid
The time may not be far distant when, weafor 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
tf
ried with endeavors to conciliate the Catholic church, we may at length draw the
sword and repress by uncompromising measWas Jesus an Impostor? A debate between a
ures the men who, under the cloak of religScotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
ion, would disturb the peace of the world."
B. Moss. The best conducted nebate of modern
times. 190 pp., 25 eta. The 1\Iirror of Free.
The admission that an attempt has been
thought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
made to " conciliate" the Catholic church is
~ eta. Biblical Errors and Secular •.rruths. 25
eta.
Two Revelations. 5 eta. Bible Horrors; or,
a confession of weakness and decay, and
Real Blasphemy. 5 eta. B1ble Makers. 5 cts.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1~,2, and 3. Each 5 eta. 1\foses
acknowledgment of the strength and growth
1'8. Darwin. 5·cts. ~:~ocrates, Buddha, and Jesus.
of the church. As for drawing the sword
5 cts. Christianity a Degrading Religion. 5 cts.
Fictitious Gods. 5 eta. Natural 1\Ian. 5 cts.
itself, the Catholic church is not afraid. It
The Old Faith and the New. 5 eta. Bruno and
is built upon and is the embodiment of truth,
Spinoza. 5 eta. The Bible God and His Favorits.
~ cts. 1\firacle-Workers. 5 eta. Health, Wealth,
and truth is powerful and will prevail. We
!tnd H~tPPiness. 5 eta. The Brain anrl the Soul.
would kindly inform all agencies of evil and
5 eta. Nature and the Gods. 6 eta. Design and
Natural Selection. 5 eta. Man and the Lower
untruth that this country was designed by
Animals. 5 eta.
Address Watts and Oo., 17 Johnson's Court,
God for a great Catholic people. Catholics
~.C., Lonlon, Eng,
discovered it and Catholics explored it, and
if we were to adopt the style of reasoning of
Protestant publicists and preachers-which
we do not-we would say that the sects are
interlopers and like people who come in the
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
night.
Secretary of the American Seoull1!1' Union.
Tares grow among wheat and a great lesson
Price 10 cents.
is taught thereby. The weed points out by
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY.
comparison the soundness and life-saving
WANTED.
properties of the wholesome grain. So the
Correspondence with some Liberal lady that
weeds of heresy point out all the more clearly wants a good home. Age about 35 or 40 preferred.
and forcibly the true and soul-saving princiAddress
DAYID SMITH,
lt4
South Goldsmith, Ind.
ples and doctrins of the Catholic church.
The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledge·
The ten million of good and faithful Cathohammer Logic unsurpassed." 8vo., 833pp.,
.JUST
OUT.
lics of this country are fully alive to the imsilk cloth, $3.
portance of the mission before them, and
Deity Analyzed and the ·Devil's Dethey mean to carry it out with intelligence,
fense. A thorough analysis of the
claims for the existence of the Bible deity, and
zeal, and courage which springs from a conan examination in verse of the charges gener.
sciousness of the right and holiness of their
ally brought against his Satanic majesty.
BY JOHN PECK.
12mo, 466PP .• 1.50.
cause.
Spiritualism Sustained. This work
Already has Protestantism in this land
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to
proved itself a miserable failure and a soulshow that Christians are inconsistent in deny.
Address
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
CO.
ing
the alleged truths of that philosophy.
less creed. 1t is a gilded corpse, a"nd the
Oloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.
gilt is supplied by men and women who
•
want an easy code of morality. The stern,
A Book for LO'IJers-PaBt and Present.
uncompromising code of virtue and honesty
Great £entennlal Oration
--o-would be uncomfortable to them. Deacon
ON THE
ROMANTIC LOVE
Gilliland, who visited.New York to purchase
AND
the counterfeit money with which to cheat
PERSONAL BEAUTY.
THEm
his rustic neighbors, was a fair representativ
ALSO THB
Development, Causa.l Rela.tions, Historic a.nd
of the hypocrit which false creeds produce.
Lmmo1'tal Document,
·
Na.tiona.l Peculia.rit!es
The public ~chools, like Protestantism,
BY HENRY. T. FINCK.
And the National Anthem entitled:
hav also proved an utter failure. Not alone
12mo., cloth, $2. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
hav they taught no morality, but they hav
"LAND OF LIBERTY."
not taught at all, for the census shows that
REPLY
there is a larger percentage of ignorance Price, 6 cts ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY,
among nativ-born persons than among the
TO REV. L. A. LAMBERT'S
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
immigrants who are so·detested and maligned
"NOTES ON INGERSOLL."
in certain quarters, and against whom the
By B. W. Lacy.
Congress of this alleged free and enlightened
A
thorough
exposure of the Catholic priest's
republic is now engaged in making proscripHistorical misstatements.
The Youth's Liberal Guide. This
tiv and penal laws.
volume aims at the education of youth in the
Price, Cloth, $1; Paper, 50 cents.
The conditions and requirements for Cathprinciples of Freethought, at the same time
that
it
inculcates
moral
duties
and
human
olic teaching, secular and religious, are here,
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
and it is here that the Catholic church will
common sense. Price. U.
hav its fullest and most beautiful develop- Elements of Universal History. For
Higher Institutes in Republics, and for Self·
ment. The intention of God in this matter
Instruction.
is clear to any observant mind, and we
"This book is just what the busy world of
to-day
needs-a perfect compendium of hiswould advise our sectarian friends not to fly
toryfrom 2,000 years B.O., on up to 1883, all in a
in the face of God's omnipotent will.
nutshell. "-Elmina Sfenker.
LiqUOR DRINKING
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ALEXANDER VON ltUMBOLOT.

WORKS BY .ARTHUR B. MOSS.

THE NEW GOD.

Col. Kelso's Works.

Christian Absurdities.

ROBERT ·G. INGERSOLL'S

Declaration of ln~ependence,

Prof. H. M. Oottinger's Works.

Bi~le Temperance:

A Cowboy Felled by Lightning After Ue·
buking a Blasphemer.
From the Kansas Cttv Ttmes.

" The average cowboy," said a cattle-dealer
last night at the St. James Hotel, "does not
bother himself about religion. The creeds
and isms that worry civilization are as a
sealed book to the ranger, who is distinctivly
a fatalist. He believes that when the time
comes for him to go over the range nothing
can stand death off, and no matter what
danger he faces previous to that time no
deadly harm can come. The arch destroyer
of the boys is lightning. More cowboys meet
death from this source than from any other.
" One night, when a party of us were driving a herd across the Staked Plains, we had
hardly made camp when a fierce storm,
accompanied by terrific thunder and lightning, settled overhead. The crashes of thund!)r fairly shook the earth, and lightning
seemed to dance from the tips of the cattle's
horns. You see, when th!l cattle become
wet, the steam arising from them forms a
body of superheated air that rises upward

"llfr. Cottinger's in ten tiona in writing this
book are excellent, and his standpoint admir,
able ; it may be com mended as fulfilling its
purpose of a concise and interestinl{ historical
text-book."-Milwaukee Sentinel. Price, $1.

Oomm.ended, Defended, and Enjoined
by the Bible.

Rosa, the Educating :Mother. "Rosa

is a good book, written by a lifelong teacher in,
BY E. C. WALKER.
the public schools of the old country and
America. It contains many sensible and vain·
able ideas, much sound philosophy, and offers
This is a companion book to Remsburg's '• Bible
several fine suggestions to all who hav the
interest of children and :vouth at heart."- Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Susan H. Wixon. Price, $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
BffiLE.
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Though
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W.
H. BURR, one of our ablest corresponqents. More
than ao,ooo copies hav been sold. Pnce, 15 cents.
For sale at th1s office.

MOSES BEFORE THE COURT;

SOCIAL

WEALTH

TM SoZ, Factors and Ea:act Ratios in · /t8

Aoguirement and Apportionment.
By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, £loth,
•
$1 GO.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28Lafayette Place, New York.
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BY

By L. R. SMITH.
Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents.

The Forgery of the Old Testament. PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTE
Dedicated to the clergy
DEATH IMPROBABLE.
H. J. BEIGNEURET,
Secularist.
10 cents.
Price,

Published and for sale by
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
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Ingersoll's "Works.

ARGUMENT

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
What Must We Do to Be Saved l Paper, 25 cents.
The Christian Religion. By R. G.
lngersoJb Judge Jeremiali B. Black, and Prof.
George .If. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San Ji'ranctscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen ~ 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.

Vindication of' 'rhomas Paine from

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll; Price, 15 cents.

Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's 'works1 the publisher has had
all his lectnres1 except tne latest on "Orthodoxy," bound m one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1i300
pajres, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
pr10e of $5. Bent by mail pastpaid.

There hav been so many

applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "The Vision
of War," the "Grant Banquet ·Toast," and
the recent address over "Little Harry Mil·
ler's Grave\" that they hav been printed on
heayy tonea paper, 18X22, illuminated border,
and in large, clear t:ype, suitable for framing,
and the three will be forwarded to any address.
for 40 cts, or either one for 15 eta.

Prose Poems and Selections.

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In faotl one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issnea. It contains, besides the celebrated" Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in varionBsbapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, argnmen ts. lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-daY conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
purpose\ a fine steel portrait, with antograJ?h
fac simile, has been prepared especiallr, for 1t.
l'rice 1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and sltie, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant hbrary style, 4.50; in full Turkel' morocco, gilt, exqnisitly fine, 7.50; in fnll tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

Life.

IN THE

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.

TRIAL OF C. B. RE.YNOLDS

Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not write;
The Sonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENl!.Y
BUBB. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

FOR

AT

"B LAS PH EM Y ''
'
MOHRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY.

WHO WANTS

8tenog1'apltically 1'ep01·ted, and 1•evised by the autlwr.

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear type, o.nd containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a gro.nd missionary document. ·
Liberals shoUld scatter it generously.

Tributes.

meets every Sunday in In-dustrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions social and qnestionr.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnih
Beekerpnblicationsalways on hand at cheap ralos.

Robert G. Ingersoll,

In five lectnresJ.. comprising, '"l'he Gods "
"Hnmboldti' " Thomas Paine," "IndividualIty," and "tleretics o.nd Heresies,"
Contents:" The Ghost!!!" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, o.nd Child," "The Declaration of Inde_!!_endence," "About Farmin_g in Illinois,"
•· The Grant Bo.nqnet" "The Rev. Alexander
Clark," "The Past ~ises before Me Like o.
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

PHILA.DELPHIA.LIBERAL LEAGUE 262

BY

The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

A Prose Poem.

Printed in

eolors on board, beveled gilt edges.

50 cents.

. Photog~aphs of Colonel Ingersoll.
bondmr, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Pains VinUicataU!
,-oA. thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-o-

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
are in it.. It is one of his greatest prod notions. It is in his chosen field of·intellectnal combat, and
we see him as the splendid champion of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
and justice, hatred of tyranny and chains, sYmpathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his
courage and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expression. and he makes grand use of the
opportunity. Bnch a flood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriotIsm-is not often poured out in a cnnrt of justice.
The many call~ for this Argument in complete and accurate ahape hav led to this publication,
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleading ntwspaper references.
LawYers and advocates will find this the model of an address to a jury; statesmen and politicians a clea1· exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
and women everywhere, a Magna Charta of their right-~.
Addresa THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city,
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For the benefit of our readwho preserve their papers
new style of binder,
11A!'ov~l
• :nade for the purpose, and
• 6'""' :('
cvith the heading of THE
rRUTH t!EEKER printed in
·
- <old letters on the outside.
rhis binder allows the openIng of the p .. p~r• p~rfectly flat. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more paper
from any part of the file without disturbing th
other parts.
Bent by mail. poRI·JL~id, for •1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
tf
28 Lafayette Pl., New "Yiork.
.) .

THE ME M 0 RY '•

~rs

Natural and Scientific Methods of
•
Never Forgetting.
BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.

12mo, 160 pp.,
Address

$1.00.

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette PL. New York.

THIRD EDITION.

BIBLE MYTHS-•'
.

AND THEIR PARALLELS lN OTHER RELIGIONS:
BEING

A

tlemparlson ofthe Old and New Testament Myths and l!liraeles with those
of Heathen Nations of Antiqnlty,

VOLT !IRE' 8 ROMANCES.

CONSIDERING .ALSO THEIR ORIGIN AND MEANING.

CONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.- Zadig,
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowus. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Natnre.-Microm«ll!:as.The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Biam.-The Btnd:y of Natnre.-A Conversatiqn
With a Chinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure 1n
Having No Pleasnre.-An Adventure in India.

~~---------~--T_H
__N~U~ME--B~OU8lrL-LU_s_T_R_A_T_l_O_N_s.__________-{

TOGETHER WITH

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.

Handsome ·12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 6~
engravings. Pricei cloth, beveled boards, $1.50"bpa.per covers, $1. Hn f calf or half morocco, mar led
edges,$4-~ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

A Fabricated Account of a Beene at the Deathbed of Thomas Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Obse1·ver relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.

78pp.

An Expose.
By SALADIN.
Price, SO cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,

IS THE COD OF ISRAEL
THE TRUE COD?
The Narrativ of the Five Books of Moses,
Joshua, and Judges, and the
New Testament.

By Is-rae_l

w.

G-roh.

Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

BEND POSTAL to Leftwich Bros. and Curtis
Florence, Ala., for description of cheap land in
the Bunny Bonth.
1Y54

THE

CONVENTIONAL LIEtii OF OUR
CIVILIZATION.
Ji'rom the German of MAX NORD,.AU.
SEVENTH EDITION.
Price, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Price 15 cents.

ROMISH AND ANGLICAN.

Price 25 cents.

I

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

THE CONFESSIONAL:

For either of these works or an_y of Paine's
writin~s.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

OR,

we offer a

The New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.

Address

Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote : "A few more snob
flaming arguments . . . will not leave nnm·
hers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation."

Price, 31) cents.

BINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKER HOW TO STRENCTHEN
T"•r<•J::

By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution.
Price, Bingle Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.

Touch and Workmanship.
'

THEM~

Pair Diamond Eard~ops worth $400 for $280; do,
$250 for $150; do. $120 for $80; do. $60 for l45; do.
$40 for $28; 1 Diamond Pm, worth $325, for $220;
do. $180 !or U35; do. $150 for sno ; do. $100 for $65 :
do. $6~ for·$4~; do. $38 for $28. 1 Ring or Btndd
worth $185 for $140; do. $150 for $110; do. $9\l for
$65; do. i65 for $45 ; do. $50 for $35. A full line of
smaller D1amond Goods same discounts. WILL
BEFUND CASH IN FULL FOR ANY OF THE ABOVE AT
ANY TIME DURING ONE YEAR IF NOT SATISFATORY.
Best "Howard" Watch, Elegant Diamond-set
case, worth $300 for !220; similar $200 for $150; do.
$150 for $110. Ladies' Watch, 50 D1amondij, worth
1200, for U50; do. Diamonds and Rubies, •140 for
$100; do. $100 for $70.· A full line of regular styles.
equally low. Weddin~ ltiugs " specia\t.y, Cabinet Organs worth $150 fot· $75; do. $100 for S50
Music Box, IO airs, $32. wo1·t.h $45; do. $28; do. 8.
airs, $18 worth $25. 100 Plmh and Leather Alhnm s
largest size, $1 to $10, _nearly hR!f price. 1 00 Plush
Toilet, Jewelry, l\Iamcnre, Shavmg, and Obild's
sf ts, $1 to $15, SSlillA reductions. Best TriplePlated Knives $3 50; Forl<s $3 50 per dozen. Triple
plated Tea-~poou~ $1.70; 'rable-s~:>oons $3.40 per 6.
Best Spectacle or Eye.Gla•s $1, Pebbles f~, Gold
t6 and $7 (Send line of lin est print yon can read
plainly at 14 inches and I can fit yon). I am an
expert in my line-your home ieweler must hav 30
to 50 per cent profit-I will serve yon honestly and
giv you the advantage of my lnng experience for
5 to 10 per cent;
OTTO WE1'TB1'EIN,
Hochelle, Ill .

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.

•*•*· ~

~ -*~
GRAND, UPRIGHT
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[Pre-Christia?t

"Cross~s,

jrom Ancient Monuments.]

From the dawn of organized Paganism in the Eastern
world, to the final establishment ofChristianity in the West,
the cross was one of the commonest and most sacred of symbolical monuments. Diversified forms of the symbol are
delineated more or less artistically, according to the progress
achieved in civilization at the period, on the ruined walls of
temples and palaces, on natural rocks and sepulchral galleries on the hoariest monoliths and the rudest statuary. Of
th; several varieties of the cro!\S still in vogue, as national
and ecclesiastical emblems, there is not one amongst them
the existence of which may not be traced to the remotest
antiquity. BIBLE MYTHS shows this.

l Vol. Svo., cloth, about 600 l'ages. l'rice, $2.50.
Sent post-paid by the TRUTH SEEKER.

WORKS OF 0. B. WHITFORD, Af.D.

Christianity a Rewar(l for Crime
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

10c.

BffiLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

150

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

A Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
5o.
A.ddrelll!
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
28 Lafaye$te Pl •• New York
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IJl~ws

of

V§~ms . of( g[llougltf.

th~ flt~Tt.

Ctxv.&LAND and Hill seem likely to be the
contestants for the Democratic presidential
nomination.
SPAIN follows the example of the other
powers by ordering new military supplies for
25,000 men.
THE Massachusetts legislature has passed
a resolution to submit Prohibition to a popular vote "in 1889.
LATER reports from Dakota and adjoining
states place the number of lives lost in the
late blizzard at 1,000.
LAB'r Sunday Socialists attempting to hold
a meeting in Trafalgar Equare, London, were
arrested by the police.
THE troops occupying the frontier provinces of Austria number 38,000; of Germany,
98,000, and of Russia, 315,000.
Et<GLISH literary and other societies giv as
a reason for neglecting to celebrate Byron's
late centenary "his immorality as a man and
as a poet."
·

Oun pensions excite bitter controversy,
some clamoring for enlargements and some
for reductions. They now require $80,000,001) yearly.
RussiA. is projecting vast schemes for· the
development of her Asian territory, includng tbe building of several railroads to and
into China.
T&:\!PERANOE speakers affirm that " every
respectable man has been driven out of the
liquor traffic, which is now carried on by the
lawless class."

IT isn't necessary for a man to·know eno.ugh to
go in when it rains, if he htts an umbrella.
PULLING weeds is not so unpleasant work, particulnrly when they grow ou a pretty little widow's
bonnet.
"DAN, whnt wnd yez call a man who stole a gallon av wbi•ky nnd drank it, and got the jim
j~ms ?" "Begorra, I think I'd call him a snakethief."
HE (in a Chicago restaumnt.): "Why do you say
rawr oystahs, my dear, for raw oy•ters?'' She
(who has been visiting friends in New York): "So
that people will take me f'or !\New Yorker."
"LET's play mind cure," eaid little Torn Bil!beA
the other day. "Whnt's thRt ?'' inqnircd little Jilek
Plane, his playmate. "Why, I butt yon in the
mouth and yon make believe it doesn't hurt."
MORNING 001\IPLHIENTS.
A light little zephyr came flitting,
Jnst breaking the morning repose.
The rose made a bow to the lily,
1'he lily she bowed to the rose.
Arid then, in a soft liH!e whiRper,
As faint as a perfume that blows:
"Yon are bl'ighter than I," said the lily;
"Yon nre fairer than I," said the rose.
"No," said the deacon, when he got back to
Bean ville after his N£w York trip; ''you folks up
bere seem to bev got n wrong impreRsion ~tl'to
gether. I might 'n' said I wnz gain' down to York
nrter green goods, but gnrd~n seeds wuz what I
bed refrunce to. And tbat there house o' deten·
lion, why, that's a sol'ler l>ublic hotel, ez it were.
where they put strangers so's't designin' people
can't git at 'em. Them noo•papor fellers do git.
things mixed up dnftl.e. Noo York'o a mighty
wicked place, Brother Sawbuck!"

His chum came in and found him slipping a lock
of hair into an envelope-not fnrtivly, or surreptitiously, or hrirriedi y, but just jabbing it under
cover in a cnlm, business-like wav. "Hello!'' said
tbe visitor, "what's up?" "Nothing," he answered; "I'ni only Fending back 1\Iiss HamiltonMAvon HEWITT in his official mes3age to High low's hair, that's all." "Engagement off
the New York aldermen exposes and de- again?" "Yep.'' "How many times does. thi"
nounces the extensiv corruption of police make?" "Five. lt'8 final this time, though, one
courts and political wire-pulling police jus- way or the other." "Does •he say so 1" "Oh, she'
always says it's finn!. I'm fixi,.,g things just now.
tices.
It's ou forever, or cards out before Leut !" "How
THII: number of New York saloonkeepers do you do it 7" "Little scheme of my own. You
who did not pay money enough to the police know the color of her hair, don't ron 1" "Sojter
brown, isn't lt7" "Warm brown, with a.little raw
in tbeir negotiations for exemption from the umber in it." ''Well?" "Well, thts sample of
excise law, and therefore were arrested last .hair I'm doing up is red-good, regular, standard
red. I tell you, we're going to get down to hardSunday, was 96.
Pan emotion this trip. Sbe'Il know whether she
loves
me or not; nnd if she does, she'll walk me
DISOLOSURE is made of a partnership between the contractors and storekeepers of the in by the ear nnd go gunning for white horses."
A LITTLE girl had the misfortune b dearly love
New York aqueduct now being constructed,
for the purpose of oppressing and swindling a cat which was not altogether eareemec1 in--ner
household, and which a cruel jclint decree of the
the wretched employees.
little girl's parents bacl condemned to denth. One
MR. O'BRIEN says that " the action of the
English government in prosecuting priests
shows that the hope of muzzling .them in their
National League advocacy by means of intrigues at Rome has failed."
A DAUGHTER of Commodore Vanderbilt,
Mrs. La Bau, who is a Spiritualist, denies the
report that she has been swindled by two
fraudnlent Boston mediums, to whom she
was reported to pay $1,000 a seance.

To celebrate the release of Mr. O'Brien, the
imprisoned member of the Irish National
League, meetings and bonfires were held
throughout Ireland. At Ki!rush the government proclamation prohibiting the meeting
was publicly burnt.
AGITATION and violence prevail among
the Scotch crofters, who are suffering destitution from overcrowding on their scanty
holdings of land, and ask that part of the
lands reserved for deer forests and sbeep
walks shall be leased to them for cultivation.
NATHAN MoRRis, proprietor of the museum
at 21 Bowery, New York, on the 17th pleaded
guilty before Recorder Smyth in the general
sessions court to breaking the Sabbath by exhibiting monkeys on Sunday, and was fined
$50. His monkeys will hereafter work six
days a "''t!ek.
EuRoPEAN news of the day consists principally of a pleasing class of intelligence of
which these may serve as samples: Russian
troops are massing in Galicia; British cavalry, among recent new disciplin, are directed
in the future to "cheer while charging;"
Krupp is making some guns to be bigger
than any present big guns-and so on ad infi-

nitum.
A BILT. introduced in the Kentucky legislature in the interests of heredity, well intended
but loosely and unpractically designed, prohibits "marriages with an idiot, lunatic,
paralytic, pauper, vagrant, tramp, drunkard,
gambler, felon, feeble-minded person, or anyone rendered physically helpless and unfit for
the marriage relation, any person with violent
temper, or who has for one year previous
been a frequenter of any immoral house, or
has been divorced for such causes."

.BING, BROTIIERS, SING.
USE THE

"'fBERE :are ·-plenty of happy_ faces het·e," said
Dorotby. "Your own the happiest," said Josslyn,
earne8tly; "yet, even you hav had sad hours, I
fear. I often tbink," he went on, not aware of her
effot·t to look a negativ to his last surmise, "of
that ·cnliph who wns blessed with heaven's choicest
gifts-rwhes, pleasures, friendship, suceess-all
'that men desire-yet had counted the days on
which he had been btppy, and, tht·ough fifty
years, they had been fonrteen."-Dorotltti"s Ventw·P, by J!Iaru Cecil Hav.
MATERIALISI!I (Secularism and every form of
Freethou~h t, etc.] teaches: that man should nt·
tend to the aft'ttil's of this world, and, contrary
to the notion of Jesus, should take "thought for
the morrow;" that evil is due to nntural causes,
an<l. that man can gradually remove the evils that
aftl.ict itim by becoming acquainted with his nature, 1elations, and surroundings. Jesus, we are
disposed to believe, was a reformer, a come-outer,
an "Infidel" of his ttme. We can esteem him a
benefactor without worshipin~ him as a God.
:liaterinlism, finally, teaches that the present is
better than the p, st, nnd the golden age of the
world is in the future.- Underwood.
Now, there was about this time Jesus, a wise
man, if it be lnwful to call him a man, for he was
a doer of wonderful works-a teacher of such men
ns receive the truth with p!easnt·e. He drew
ever to him both mnny of the Jews and many of
the gentiles.· He was tile Ohriq; and when Pilate,
nt the suggestion of the principal men among us,
had condemned him· to the cross those that loved .
him at the first did not forsake him, for he appeared to them alive again the third day, as the
divine prophets had foretold these and ten thousand ot!.Ier wonderful things concerning him; and
the tribe of Christians, so named from him, are
uot extinct at this day.-Josephus's Ant,qutttes.
THE literature of Judaism, or of paganism, will
not help us here [i.e., a~ to the real facts of the
life of Jesus Onri•tl. We hav contemporary JewIsh writings of great interest, but they are as oblivious of the work, and even the existence of
Jesus, as we are to-day of the great poets, statesmen, thlDkers, who in the corners of the world
are gathering up their strength in silence and ob.
scurity, one day to mold the future wtth it after
thetr hearts' desire. A.paesage in Josephus [that,
I presume, given in the above extract], which for
centuries was cher!shed as the unwilling attestation of n cultured. Jew to the miraculous character of Jesus, turns out to be a miserable interpolation, one of a thousand and ten thousand [here
I fear, l\Ir. Cundwtck falls into Josephus'• "swollen and stilparty " mode of setting down numbers !l instnnces of mendacious piety in the first
Christtan centuries, and not confined to these.Cll.adwwk's llf<<n Jesus.
THE influence of Greek philosophy and learning
is vtsible in all Josephus's writings, and, as far as
lnblical history is concerned, infused into it a
tOne of "ratwnalism." Re speaks of Moses as a
unman, rather than as a divinely inspired, legislator; he doubts the miracle iu the crossing of tbe
...J.ted sea; the swallowing of Jonah by the whale;
•nd, generally soeaking, whatever is calculated to
teach that there was a special miraculous provi•lence at work on behalf of the chosen people.-

morning t.he chJld's fe.ther took the cat out to tbe
river to drowt! it, unknown, as he supposed, to
the little g;rl; but be discovered, to h1s regret.
that f.he cbil<l'• watchful eyes bad followed birn• C/ta?~tiJer~· E1WIJ<lopedia.
and that she bad seen the murder perpetrated
As for myeelf, I hav delivered every part of this
She wns incon~olable and could not ullderstalll;
it; and that eveniug, when her mother was put- history [uf Moses, and particularly his passage
ting her to bed, sbe insi~ted upon fi~ing her t,hrough the Ued seal as I found it in the sacred
thoughts upon the cal's hereafter. •· Hasn't kitty books; nor let anyone wonder at the strangeness
gone to heaven 7" abe a•ked her mother. Tbe of tbe narmtion, if a way were dtscovered to these
mother thought that here was a suggestion, per: men of old, who were free from the wickedness of
haps, for tbe little girl's consolntion. "Ye•, mr the modern ages, whether it happened by the will
dear," she said; "DO doubt kitty has gone to of God, or whether it happened by its own accord;
heaven." The child was Pllent for a few moments. while for the sake of those that accompanied AlexThen 2he aHked :"How did she get up to heaven ander, king of l\Iacedonia, who yet lived comparout of the river, !llnmma ?" Here was n puzzler. ativly but a lit.tle while ago, the Pamphylian sea
But the mother was in for it, and she replied: "I retired and &ffurded them a passage through itsnppose Gocl took her up, my dear." "Well,"saiit •elf, when they had no other way to go-I mean,
the child, after another moment of nflection, "I when it was the will of God to destroy the monguess he got his coat-sleeve pretty wet when he ,;rchy of tho Persians; and this is confessed to be
true by nil thnt hav wntten about the act1ons of
did it!'
Alexnnder; but as to these events(!. e., the passage
WATER-A WAIL.
u f 1\Ioses through the Red sea, and the passage
Water is Dame Nature's moot chnrncteristic blun· of Alexander through the Pttmphylian sea-both
der. lt is a thoroughly ferninin creation. As a eqnallll let everyone determin as he. pleases.fl•1id, it is unnecessarily wet; liS a solid, it ia per- Josepltw;'.• AntiQUitieS or the Jews.
mciously ali ppery; and as n vapor, it is unreason"IT is strnnge," a judicious reader is apt to any,
ably explosiv.
upo"n pernsnl of these wonderful histories, "that
Dut ~ature is proud of it, and revenges herself oncb prodtgwus events never happen in our days.''
for nny slight upon it. The antediluvians refused Uut it is not strange, I hope, that men should ue
to belt eve in it, !\lld were llearly all drowned. And In all ages. Y .u snreJy hav seen Instances enough
ever since that time, the had weather has been 99 of that frailty. You hav yourself heard many
per cent water.
such marvelou~ relations stnrted, which, being
l\Ian has sought otlt many inventions to mitigate treated with scorn by nil the wise and judictous,
the evils of water. He has tned wine, but neve1 hav nt last been abandoned even by the vulgar.
gets it dry enough. iie adopted milk. Sue Ill· lle assured that those renounced lies, which hav
vented milkmen. He bllllt homes to protect him- spread and flourished to such a monstrous bight,
self from the obnoxious element. She follows him "rr se from like beginnings; but, being sown m a
up with plumbers.
most proper soil, shot up at last into prodigies alShe lies in wnit for him with it. ·fhe sunshiny most equal to those wnich they relate.-Hume's
and seductiv encumber, which doubles him up. JJssay on Mi?·acles.
and the melancholy watermelon, which flattens
THE proverbial oracles of our parsimonious anhim out, are made almost wholly of wnter.
When "boy, she tempts him to go swimming, cestors hav informed us that the fatal waste of
and he gets flogged; when a man, he goes aailillg fortune is by small expenses, by the profusion of
for pleasure and she makes him ~easick. She snms too little siug]y to alarm our caution, and
lures him into the exasperating occupation of fish- wbich we never suffer ourselvs to comider toing, and straightway he destroys his moral char- gether. Of the same kind is tbe prodigality of
hfe; he that hopes to look hereafter with satisfac·
acter with fioh stories.
Eacb season tormen Is him with a watery woe of tion upon past years, must learn to know the presits own. lu beautiful spring the freshet sweeps ent value of siugle mJDutes, and endeavor to let
away his property; in summer, the tornado blow~ no particle of time fnll useless to the ground.-Dr.
him from the fnce of the eat th; in winter, he sits Joiln>on.
down hard upon the ice.
IT is a pity one had not twenty minds and forty
He d1g~ htruself a well, nnd his neighbors be- hands; double pity one did not faithfully employ
come a visitation upou him. He malteB a cellar the milld and bauds one l!as. The sweat of the
beneath his house, and the flood~ prevnil against brow is not a curse, but the wholesomest blessing
It,
in life.-cm·zuze.
He comes into the world-to be washed; he goes
REASOl! must be our last guide and judge in
through life carrying nu umbrellR; nnd when, everything.-Jo/m Loalce.
disgusted, he diee, his friends tbiuk 1t necessary
to weep more water over h1m before be is left to
.
h '
d t
th I"
sleep wilh his fnthers.
he a 0 lC
Verily, all is vanity nnd-water.-JJ". W. Wm·ne1·, The Pub he Sc ~0 s an
Church.
Pnce, 5 cents.
tn Texas Slftinos.
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LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In vour m.ietillg"B. to make them hvely and interesting. THE LIBERAL HYlln! DooK contains songs
by the best poet~, adttpted to well·known tunes.
It is highly oomm~ndeil by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwoo~,1\Irs. Sl<'nker,
and, indeed, by all who hav rxnmmNI 1t. Price,
·25 cents.
Address TnE TRUTH SEEKER Oo.

W.S.BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
The Conflict between Christianity
and Civilization.
PRIOl!J,
•
•
•
15 GENTS.
It is a stunner; concise, scholarly, and good.M. E. Billings.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRIOE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my. thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse,-J nmes Parton.
I am much plertsed with your address, and will
notice it in Ma·n.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pl\ges. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide diasemination.-The
Age.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.
PRIOE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under which you hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each point is discussed, should be highlf commended. Therefore
I take 1n·eat pleasure 111 recommending "AntiProhibitiOn "to the constderatJOn of ever;v person
who is interested, not only in the crtuse of temperance, but in the principles of self-government.J.J.McOabe.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Charles Watts's Works.
Saints and Sinners.

10

cents.

'fbe History of Freet~onght.

Bound
in 'cloth and lettered. Prwe, 1.2b CoNTENTS:
Section I. Definition of Freethonght and its
Early Strng:gles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to 1\Iohammedamsm. Section III. Free.
thought ll'lartyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Sec·
tion V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

Serularism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
Christian Evidences Criticised. A
reply to the "Christian Evidence Sooiety.n
Introduction by Charles Bradlaugh. Contents : The Origin of Christianity; The Historical Value ef the New Testament; Miracles•
Prophecies; The Practic'!-1 V!\l~e of OJ;tt·istian:
ity; The Progress of Chnatlanlty. Pr1ce, $1.
Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price, 75 eta.
Tracts. The following tracts by Chao.
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Relinble? The Christian Dela.tnYi •
Mor!\1 Value of the Dible: Freethought
a
Modern Progress; Christianity, it.H Nature and
Influence on Civiltzation i..,Philosophy of Secularism; Science and J:Sible Alltllgonislltic i
Christian Scheme of Redemption. For a 0 I
the above works acldress THE TRUTH SEEK·
ER, 28 Lafayette Plnce, New York.

THE

~TRUGGLE
J!OB

Re1igious and Politio:t l Lib?.rtv.
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every nge to acqmre greater political
liberty; also vigoronsly attttcks the very foundation of .the reli~ion of every age; dwelling at
length upon tile wrongs of Irelnnd, and, in detail•
ing the account of slavery m this couu try, calls
the attentiOn of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind Ill America. Throughoau t 1
the work is replete with astounding faqts 0 a
weighty arguments whwh cannot fail to mterest
the minds of this age.
By THEO. C. SPE~CER.
Cloth, 12mo., 138pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE THUTH SEEKEH CO.,
28 Lafa~ ette Place, New York •.

KERSEY GRA YES'S WORKS.
Biography of Satan; or, a Historical
Exposuion of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Pnce, 35 cents.
Bible of Bibles; or, Twenty-seven
Divine Revelntions, containing a description of
twenty-seven bibles nnd an exposition of two
thon.sand biblical errors in science, history,
monls, religion, and general events. Also n
delineation of the chamcters of the pl·incipal
pereonages of the Christina Bible and an examination of their doctrins. Price, 1 75.
The World's Sixteen Crucitied Saviors ; or, Christianity Before Christ.
·containing new and startling revelations in
religious history1 which disclose the oriental
origin of all the ooctrines, ,Princip:es, precepts,
and miracles of the Cl..trist1an New Testament,
nnd furnishing a key for nnlocking many of
its sacred mysteries, besides compnaiug the
history of sixteen oriental crncified ~(}ds. 1.50.
Address 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER.
DID JESUS CHH.IS'r RlSE FROM
'l'HE DEAD~
The E'Didences for the Resu1'1'ection Tried
and J!'ound Wa:'lting.

By Saladin.
PRIOE,

25 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

HISTORY
011'

THE

INTELLEC'l'UAL DEVELOPMENT '

I

OC Europe.
By JOHN WILLIAM DUAPER, M.D., LL.D.
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, $8
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER·
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SUGGESTIONS

J/Jolts and Qlli1Jpinns.
STATISTICS show a striking decrease in the
number of marriages in Europe and America.
THE Young Men's phristi1Ul Association of
Pittsburgh declares that no professional baseball players shall enjoy the comforts of their
instit!ltion.
IT is reported from Kansas J;hat workmen
sinking a coal shaft near Belleville came upon
a petrified buffalo in a remarkably good state
of preservation and completeness.
THE Electricai Review says that the lightning rod is a relic of superstition, and that
~he day will come when a lightning rod on a
house wlll be regarded in the same light as a
horseshoe over a door.
PROF. E. STONE WIGGINS, the earthquake
sharp, has been heard from again. He eays
that a great earthquake period in North
America will begin in 1904-on August 19th,
to be exact. Meanwhile, he will not bother
·with small shakes, like those which hav
taken place recently, which are merely "the
D.egativ or reflex action of an earthquake, the
position being located south of Cape Horn."
A BosToNIAN D.D. has written a book endeavoring to show " Why Priests Should
M.arry." We don't think priests should
marry, and the church is quite right in discouraging it. The church might discourage
some other things, too. No; priests should
not marry, for it is bad enough for the poor,
deluded people to bav to support the priests
without the additional burden of supporting
their wives. The church is a sufllcient bride.
- Workingmen'• A.d'llocau.

FOR

OMAHA girl : " I notice many references in
the papers to Anthony Comstock, of your
city, and--" New York girl : " Horrors I
Don't mention him." "Is he so very bad?"
"Awfull -In polite society it is considered
inexcusably vulgar to refer to that creature's
diseased imgination."
J\<IRa. HELEN M. GouGAR, says the _Chicago
Tribune,· has developed the most elaborate
case of mugwumpery on record. She says
that in Kansas and Iowa she is a Republican,
in Georgia a Democrat, in Indiana a third
party Prohibitionist, and in religious matters
she is an admirer of Charles Bradlaugh, the_
lj)nglish -Atheist orator.
THE Episcopal Recorder remarks : " That
the cathedral is not needed is well known, as
St. Thomas's and Grace church are the only
two churches of the Protestant Episcopal
denomination that are full, while nearly all
the others are poorly attended, except on high
days and occasionally on Sunday morning."
The Episcopal Recorder is "Reformed Episcopal," and opposed to the regulars.
THE young people who are warned at this
revival season against theaters and balls as
ungodly are having lots of fun in coasting
down the hills and holding on to one another.
The girls of the Willett Street Methodist
church coast down the steep hill in Willett
street, between Grand and Delancey, and the
damsels who sit under the elocutionary gyra.
tiona of Parson Talmage, in Brooklyn, go
coasting down Fort Greene hill held in close
embrace by the stalwart young men of the
congregation. The sport is good and . the
.spills are •many, and the amount of hugging
accomplished by the lads and lasses is appall.
ing. But hugging and kissing in the name

COMSTOCK.

of the Lord is a very different thing from is high spirituality that discovers the sanctigoing to the wicked theater and the immoral ties of things near.
dance.
THE Freeman's Journal says: "An afterIN consequence of a tight in the Republican noon spent near Calvary cemetery on any
caucus on the nomination of a chaplain for day when the funeral trains come pouring in
the legislature, different clergymen are in- will fill any Christian man with unspeakable
vited by members with a " pull" to opm the sh~me and indignation. Perhaps the flask
proceedings with prayer. Some of these gen- plays as prominent a part in the funeral trains
tlemen are paid three· dollars and some five. that go to Greenwood. It may, but that
By what gage the prayers are valued is not does not concern us just now. Before we
made known, but the clergy are anxious to fling stones at our neighbors, we may as well
know, because they all want to earn the big- put a strong roof over our own glass walls.
And we can best do that by reforming funeral
gest price.
customs unworthy of pagans."
"MY beloved brethren," said a Western
PRoF. E. P. GouLD says in the Andover
minister, ''it tills my heart with joy to inform
you that the mayor of our little city has Review : "Anyone familiar with the rural
experienced a change of hea.rt, and hereafter· communities of New England knows that a
will labor with us in advancing our great and marked feature of them is the meagerness
glorious cause." Murmurs of approval among and poverty of the churches. And the cause
the congregation. "And as a mark of the is not far to seek. The effect is as natural
respect and esteem we hold for him, and the and inevitable as in any case of overcrowding
high confidence we repose in our new and excessiv competition. You cannot hav
brother, the taking up of the collection will six stores in such a place, and for the' same
be intrusted to his care on this blessed Sab· reason you ought not to hav a church for
each of the leading sects. A large commubath morn."
nity may afford the luxury of denominations
Is it left for a Boston man to discover and with churches to correspond. For a division
announce the sacred antiquities of Chicago? into congregations for purposes of worship is
Ed ward Everett Hale writes to Unity: '' Is it necessary in any such community. And this
a matter of common talk in Chicago that La division may be on denominational-lines as
Salle called the Chicago river the divine well as otherwise on merely ecdnomical
river? His text is, 'PO'IM' aller 'VerB la ri'Viere grounds. But in a small community, such
di'Vine, appele par les sau'Vages (Jhicagou'-in as a country village, no division is possible
order to approach the divine river which the consistently with prosperity, and consequently
savages called Chicagu." We fear that the the present state of things-several churches
Chicagoans are not fully alive to the sacred instead of one-is a sacrifice of Christianity
traditions of their local Jordan; but in this to denominationalism. Denominationalism is
respect they are not much different from itself a crime, but this sacrifice on its altar i
their fellows in other parts of _the world. It worse-it is a blunder."
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The Distribution of Wealth.
Among the_~_.s of b¢ng d.Qwin~~cl-~
___ litllh__e va.}u.,Q.
sense or w~gettiJ!g ~mllt.y in th:ft ~~ t~at
conduces to the highest suQcess must ~ '§~ the
frequent loss of friends loss of respect, loss of love,
loss of sympathy, and ioss o~ character,, whic~ grow
out of the chicaneries knaveries, cneats, mgratltudes,
and frauds which me~ of this kind who hav perhaps
grown up together from youth will practice on each
·other when a crisis in their Jives comes at which the_
choice lies between wealth and knavery on the one
hand, and honest poverty on the other. I hav in
mind the case of a wealthy man who io accounted liberal in his own way, who has, out of his own purse,
sent missionaries to foreign lands, but the supreme
coud of his state solemnly certifies in its judicial reports that the basis of his now ample fortune was
laid in the falsification of the books of account between him and the benefactor who has given him his
start in life. Think of the damning burden of scorn
which -goes with such a record, and how impossible
it is by any acts whatever to wipe out its reproach.
Before you account. any man blessed through his
wealth, therefore, find out whether he holds the esteem of his early associates, benefactors, and partners.
If he has slaughtered these on his way up to wealth,
our faith in the doctrin that the universe means rectitude compels us to hope that he has but climbed
the craggy mountains of success. to get nearer to the
avenging lightnings of retribution.
Other costs of getting wealth, the fever of _the
gambling mania which is inseparable from its constant losses of value and fluctuations, the frequent
loss of the wealth itself whereby poverty is made
more painful by contrast with recent riches, loss of
health, and a thousand other costs are familiar as
household words. Not even these evils, nor any flaws
or frauds in the title by which wealth is got, can lessen
the utility of its effects on society. They can only
mar the enjoyment of its possessor.
All that portion of society who are in any close
relations to a capitalist, as his employees, associates,·
customers, and neighbors, are interested in having
him devote the largest possible portion of his in·
f
h
· h
come to rep~o d uctiv purl!oses, or t e more rapid t .e
growth of his reproductlv means, the more useful IB
he to all these persons. Those close and self-denying, or, as his enemies will always say, those mean
and sordid qualities which .ca~se a man, whatever his
wages, or however small his mcome may be, to make
his con_sumption so much less as to insure him very
speedily a capital to work with, are as essential to the
future wealth of the poor man,· as· obedience in the
private soldier is to his rising from the ranks. Hence
the class who are dominated by animalism, love of
fun, love of learning, generosity, ostentation, religion, or the desire to help their friends, can never become capitalists. Very few persons who, from twelve
to twenty-two years of age, are diverted from moneymaking to classical studies, theology, vice, philosophy, or who like learning for its own sake, or ar~ for
its sake, or beauty or religion supremely, can ever
after, by any possibility, make money. For all these
divide the worship, teach a contempt of money, inculcate habits of dispersion and not of accumulation.
A little stock of learning, and a trifling stock of piety,
just enough to make a man feel satisfied in his own
mind, so as. to stop his thinking about it, and to bring
him into outward harmony with the powerful corporate organizations formed ostensibly to promote
piety, are favorable to a man as a money-getter. But
to win success most surely his worship must be undividedly directed all the time toward money.
The great money-making qualities are meanness
and sagacity, the capacity to button llJP one's pocket
against indulgence, charity, learning, religion, art,
beauty, and enjoyment, and open it only to a good
investment. This reserves froin con~umption the
largest possible portion of capital, ~<l devotes it to
reproduci~g wealth. The more pers.ona of this kind
there are m a country, the sooner and faster it gets
rich, the higher the wages it pays, even to the improvident, the insubordinate, the intr~~octable, the incompetent, and those who lack health, temperance,
or economic sagacity. But no system the wit of man
can· devise can ever make capitalists out of men
whose thoughts are preoccupied with religion, or
vice, or philosophy, or learning, or field-s_ports, or
am';lse~ents, or ind~Jgence, or wit.h trying to help
their fnends, or to hft up all mankllld at once, or to
revoluti~:mize society, or to relieve the po<;~F, or reform cnme, or master the fine. arts, or any othel' absorbing passion but that of gain. Whoever goos off
on ~hese othe~ shutes 'Vill stop short qn- the Toad to
capital, and will .work for wages fM life. At present,
so l~rge a portion of the wage-workil!g classes are
dommated by these. obstacles to their emergence
from t~e wage-wc;>rkmg condition tha~, though it is
theoret1cally possible for them all, and one as much
~s. anothe.r, to ~ecome .capitalists and self"e~ployers,
It IB practically I~ possible t-o t~e mass. Still, wageworkers hav no nght to lose sight of the fact that

from amo.11g t!t.eir ra.nks the enterprisers and capitalists are ai way~ emerging Q.Dd must emerge to the
end. For ~otbing is so difficult as to create a BU9~essful @t~piiser or capitalist by inheritance, or to
mak~ wealth last to the grandchildren of the first
~uc_Qe_.ss~ul f-o:f~line-maker. . Very few wha ir.lherit
~Jt}th liav a ·tithe of .the skill of the man who aro~e
out of the wage-workmg class and first created 1t.
As a rule, no man can handle more wealth than he
has h~mself accumulated. . All the great capit~lists
AmeriCa has produced, with a very few exceptiOns,
began as wage-workers. The first Vanderbilt rowed
a ferry-boat between Staten Island and New York.
A. T. Stewart was a school- teacher, and only by accident found out that he had the gifts of a trader.
Hiram Sib:ey, of Rochester, worth $20,000,000, was
a blacksmith. And so of all the others. · Two pernicious falsehoods hav poisoned the minds of many
wage-workers, and caused them to abandon the hope
of ever getting ahead in the world. One is the teaching that, in past times, when industries were in their
infancy, men could emerge from the wage working
class into the self-employing or labor-employing class,
but that this epoch has gone by, and that in the future this will not recur. It is recurring at this moment as often as it ever was, but in some new phase
of enterprise. Profits migrate into new employments, and men migrate in pursuit of them. Anyone who knows New York well could enumerate hundreds of the first capitalists of New York who,
twen-ty-five years ago, were wage-workers without
capital. The woods are full of them! Every group of
workingmen contains them. It will not do, therefore, to tell American workingmen that any legal, or
social, or artificial bar, or any bar outside the qualities of their own character, has been erected between
them and fortune. It is riot true.
Another false notion was started by Malthus, and
has been undergoing repetition by nearly every
English economist, and is now made the basis of the
co-mplaint against the existing order of society which
is _made by Karl Marx, Lassalle, and the Socialists
and Anarchists. I quote it as I find it, briefly and
cogently stated, by Edouard Von .Hartmann, in his
"Philosophy of the Unconscious." He says:
This increase of national wealth is essentially to the advantag~ of the possessors o~ capital al~ne 1 since .that part of it
which falls to ~he workmg classes ~s Immediately. fol~owed
by a numericalmcrease of the labormg classes, which lD the
redistribution always keeps the share falling to each individual
at the level of the usual indispensable minimum for maintaining life.
This is not true theoretically, because the share of
profit that comes to the capitalist is under the same
laws of c'ompetition as the share of wages that comes
to the laborer, i.e., there is the same tendency of outside capital to rush into every profitable business,
and reduce profits of capital in that business to the
minimum which will sustain the plant, or works, or
machinery, or stock, and support the family of the
capitalist, as there is of outside labor to rush in and
reduce wages to the minimum which will support
the worker. The competition of competing capitals
is as severe as that of competing wage-workers.
Nor practically, in a specific instance, is it true
that at the moment when Cornelius Vanderbilt, or
John Roach, or A. T. Stewart got into a position
where they could save money, B9 as to emerge from
the wages class into the capitalist class, the families
of each of these workers forthwith increased so
rapidly that the share of their income falling to each
m-ember of their family was kept at the lowest point
t)lat would maintain life. The so·called economists
who hav palmed off such nonsense on the world as
economic law hav not stopped to think. Its original
author, Ma.lthus, was a clergyman of the English
church, and had eleven children. Possibly his salary
may hav been graded according to the increase in his
family. But any business man who should be told
that no benefit could come to him from an increase
of income, for forthwith his wife would bear children
at a rate which would always keep the per capita
income down to the lowest point at which life could
be maintained in the children, would be sent to an
asylum. It is idle, therefore, to inveigh against that
economic law which confines the accumulation of
capital" to those who possess the economic yirtues.
It is better for society that it is 110. For it is this
mean force, this force of abstinence, that resolutely
resists indulgence and luxury, which builds up the
great accumulations of reproductiv wealth wherein
Britain and America differ from Africa.
Stanley found, when on the Congo, that Portuguese.
muskets, exchanging for ivory, from fair to fair, each
two fairs a few days and miles apart, would travel
fl'om the mouth of the Co~go to Stanley Falls, fifteen
hundred miles up the river in three and a half years.
There there was no wealth but the consumable, no
large fortunes of reproduetiv capital, no railroads, no
bariks, no factories, no monopolists, boards of trade
or of stocks, no private ownership of land, no rents,
no .interest on money, no money, no capitalists,
except as one man owned his fellow-men in less or
greater numbers. There was none of the mental
power essential to the reign of capital. There was
no power of ab~tinence: They could nc;>t understand
how a man havmg whisky could abstam from stay-

ing drunl!: till it was gone; how a man having power
to g~ ten· wives co~ld_' ~~~op at DW~i ·how· ' man
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power of capital. Stanley came with only three
English friends imd two bulldogs, bu_twith a trading
capital of about $200.000, and with this he carried a
force, varying from 240 to 100 men, holding them
together three years and eight months, paying their
way even where they had to fight for leave to trade,
but ~bearing them finally through from Zanzibar to
the mouth of the Congo. .A: su:ffioierit capital would
organize even Africa into civilization.
But the quality of character which makes capital
prolific in utilities to the neighborhood and country
in which it is employed is the hoarding qualitywhich reserves it from consumption and devotes it to
constantly more and more reproductiv uses, and the
enterprise and courage which sees new channels of
profit., and dares to employ it in them while yet their
profitableness is in doubt. For profits are not stationary, but migratory, ever going out of the old art into
the new, at the same place, or out of the old place intothe new, in the same art. A. T. Stewart made his fortune by bringing twenty new arts into merchandising, all of which made the business more honest, and
sold the goods more equally to poor and rich. He
introduced the checks on the cash and goods which
stop stealing!J. He stopped the drumming system,
which demoralizes clerks and debauches buyers, and
makes sales expensiv. He stopped lying at all his
counters, forbade his clerks to praise his goods at all,
and required them to point out the defects in the
goods if they were inquired for, and even if they
were not; He saved the commissions other employers paid their salesmen for. the trade they commanded,
and commanded his own trade, so that his clerks, in
order to sell goods, did not need to become steering
committees for houses of assignation. By these :new
arts in trade he rose to the command of forty five
factories and twelve leading commercial houses. To
his last hour he could not see workmen pile brick
without stopping to show them how they could save
time and labor.
When reproductiv investment bas done its benefits
to a somewhat larger number, every block .the
capitalist erects lowers rents to those who cannot
own, every competing railroad cheapens fares. But
these benefits are near. Wealth cannot be economiCally· sent to Alaska, except by buying a sealskin
sacque, or to Ceylon except by buying pearls, or to
the central celestial flowery country,_ which western
barbarians call Chin_a, without buying silks, teas, and
ginseng; or to Java without buying coffee, to Peruvian mountaineers and Parisian cutters without buying diamonds, to Timbuctoo and Quango without
buying ostrich feathers, to the peasantry of the
Apennines without buying Spanish wines, to the needlewomen of Paris without buying fine lace, to Mexicans without purchasing costly dyes and colors ; to
Bulgaria without buying attar of roses. Luxury and
ostent(l.tion are the bent bow which speeds the arrow
of fortune, barbed with a price but feathered with a
charity, upon its highest and farthest flight. Those
who draw the bow never see the quarry, and those
who stand where the feathered arrow falls know not
whence it comes. For the great charities which bless
the- poor without insulting them hav to travel incognito under the DBDle of Luxury, as the great utilities
which enrich mankind all put on the garb of sordidness.
I hav endeavored to show that human society, as
now· organized, is the product of an all-pervading
will, which, whether unconscious or conscious, is
humane in all its parts. lt would extend my theme
too far were I to attempt to show that even where
men and women prefer the methods of barbarism,
crime; and vice to those of civilization, the limitations
on their development being such that they can. prefer
no other, natural law or society's unconscious will
makes use even of barbarism, vice, and crime to carry
financial relief from the fortunate to the unfortunate,
and from the more successful in civilization to those
that fail except as they resort to vicious and barbarous methods. Throughout society sensibilities are
so adapted to condition that the actual enjoyment of
happiness by all men is like their daily consumption of
food and wear of clothing-nearly equal. The attempt
to prove oneself peculiarly miserable soon degenerates
into hypocrisy, ·and the attempt to prove oneself
extraordinarily happy is. never believed by any listener. All men believe in the democratic equality of
the happiness that exists in the world, however
fiercely they may denounce the aristocratic inequality
in the distribution of the means. ·
I hav not covered the whole field, and cannot
hope to do so in this essay. I hand you these few
pebbles of unfertil thought as I find them washed
up to my feet by the vast heaving, unfathomable
ocean of human industry, economic interchange, and
mutual toil. If they seem hard, it is because they
were coined in the smelting furnace of experience,
and canilot escape the seal of their igneous origin.
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·If the·y seem smoo~~ and cold, it is because they are
worn by long attnt10n with facts that would not
yield. If they 9listen with something faintly, like
the momentary :nchness of gems, but which will soon
dry of! and leaye them luster.less, it is because they
are still wet With those surgmg billows of human
sympathy ~d endeavor from which they came, and
part of .wh1ch th~y ar?, and in which, if you cast
them back, they w1ll shme again.
VAN BUREN DENSLOW.
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able to hear and talk. Who, that by any possibility Watt and wife, C. R. Lefering. and wife, and 0. E.
caul~, would not gladly giv them power of speech and Sandford and wife.•
hearmg?
FALL RrvER, KAN., Jan. 7th, 8th.-I arrived at this
The Christians say their God coufd Their God place Saturday at 5 o'clock P.M. Blizzard was in full
could, but will not. The teachers spe~d hours each blast. Thermometer indicated seven degrees below
day teaching those poor deaf-mutes to be grateful to zero and rapidly falling. I took up my abode in the
God. "God is love." "God is all-powerful." " God pigsty they called a hotel. It is run by a biped.
is a tender, loving father." And all the poor deaf- A sense of justice to the swine prevents my grossly
mutes are made to worship him. Instead of the libeling them by calling him by their name.
At 7 o'clock I repaired to the Opera House, a
motto, " God is love," why not hav, in the same large
very
large, handsome building, stores below, Opera
C. B. Reynolds on His Western Tour.
.type, the pet text of the Presbyterians, Isa. lxiii 3:
~· I will tread tpem i~ mine anger, and trample them House above-a fine, large hall, high ceiling, large
WARRENSBURG, Mo., Dec. 29th, 30th.-The very dis- m my fury; and therr blood shall be sprinkled upon stage. Behind the curtain the walls were unplastered,
agreeable weather and the strenuous efforts of the my garments, and I will stain all my raiment, for the windows broken out, so gentle Boreas swept in.
Christians who united in the "stay-away argument" day of vengeance is on mine heart~" This would There was but one stove, fire just started, and the
'resulted in the Opera House being only about two- enable the poor deaf-mutes to at least realize the autry-doors would not shut close. I lectured with
thirds full the first night; but on the next, although consistency and harmony of the character of the my overshoes, overcoat, and muffler on, and suffered
terribly from the cold, and contracted neuralgia that
the weather was even more unpropitious, there was Christian God.
a much larger attendance to hear on "The Bible in
0 that Liberalism would fulfill its mission, and in will last me to my grave. Many of my audience sat
the Public Schools." I exposed the subtle lilchemes every neighborhood establish science schools on Sun- with overcoat collars up and heads shrunk down,
not alone of the Roman Catholics, hut also of th~ day, so that young and old alike might learn the breathing on their benumbed fingers to keep them
Protestants, to destroy our public school system, the truth: God did not make us; we are just what our from freezing. That so many stayed in such misery,
sole bulwark of our republican institutions, and how parents or grandparents hav made us, and every so- for the sake of hearing what Liberalism taught, was
each and all indorse the declaration of the bishops called affiiction, every malformation of brain or body, the reason I delivered the lecture despite severe sufof the Episcopal church in their pastoral letter of is the consequence of violation of nature's law, from fering. Promises were made me that the fire should
1886 "that, with the enlargement of knowledge, the dread penalty of which no vicarious atonement be started at 9 o'clock in the morning, and the stove
be kept red-hot till the lecture at 3 o'clock in the
scientific discoveries, .and activity of the press, it is can save us or our children !
no marvel that unbelief should be rife and wideBuRLINGTON, KA.N., Jan. 4th, 5th, 6th.-This is afternoon. On Sunday, a few minutes before 3,
spread. Whatever others may do, the church cannot, quite a pretentious village (city, in Kansas). Those one of the friends called on me, and asked me if " I
without protest and resistance, allow the salt of who sold out three years ago did wisely. The place, had not better go light the firejn the hall." At halfChrist's gospel to be cast out, little by little, from like almost every little huddle in the state, has been past 3 I arrived at the Opera House and found a
the education of the children of this land. The task boomed, and now suffers the inevitable consequent small boy trying to start a fire. Ten degrees below
zero, and a gentle Kansas zephyr, with a velocity of
set before us, as a part of the church of Jesus Christ, paralysis.
is t? extend his reign over this fair, broad land, and
I wish it distinctly understood that no amount of sixty miles an hour, fanned the brow of those who
to make this American republic suomissiv to his good or ill treatment will induce me to swerve from ventured into the streets. I bribed two small boys
sway."
the truth in my account of places I visit. I giv facts, to keep fetching coal and fill the stove. I would hav
I had the satisfaction of being assured by many without fear or favor.:...." nothing extenuate, nor aught hired some men to clean the floor, but it had not been
even swept in some years and pick-axes and shovels
~ intelligent persons that my lecture had aroused them set down in malice."
to a sense of the danger and the need to heed the
TRuTH SEEKER readers are anxious to learn the were frozen up. At 4 o'clock I delivered my lectureadmonition of Washington, "Eternal vigilance is the actual condition of things, and this it is impossible to stood near the stove, so only the rear half of me froze.
Sunday night attendance was not larger than at
price of liberty."
obtain from interested parties, many of whom are
That sturdy old hero, A. T. Bolton, and his son, unscrupulous in misrepresentation. And then, too, the first lecture. It was slim ; people had been frozen
0. C. (Chris.), are made ,the especial targets for the it is quite possible to giv glowing descriptions of twice, and declined to risk consequences a third time.
fiery and malicious darts of the· devoutly pious. The Kansas, its climate and products, and, while speak- A parson preaching hell-fire for sinners in that hall
under the circumstances would hav induced even
dear Christians set such a noble example of believing ing the truth, yet grossly deceive.
the Bible and obeying the precepts of Jesus, "Love
The climate of Kansas is execrable; intense heat good Liberals to become wicked, in hopes he spoke
your enemies; do good to them which hate you" and cold, with sudden changes from one extreme to the truth and that they might eventually get warm.
With the exception of good friend oflall, a more
(Luke vi, 27) ! But the lectures hav opened many the other. Kansas is situate about the center of the
eyes to the fallacies of the Bible, and many mollusks United States, and it has all the disagreeables of shiftless set I never had the misfortune to meet than
are gaining courage to avow their .convictions.
every section. ' Old settlers, who hav no interest in the Fall Riverites. From all such places and such
OLATHE, KAN., Jan. 1st, 2d, 3d.-Kansas is a beau- real.estate booms, admit that in thirty years past Liberals, in the future, I pray kind Fortune to deliver
C. B. REYNOLDS.
· tiful state-speaking 11fter the manner of Paul (Rom. Kansas has only averaged one crop in three years. me.
iii, 7). It is unsurpassed in booms and blizzards. Two failures to one. success, but the malaria is always
Suffering some from asthma, the sudden, intense, a·full crop. I am informed that by taking whisky
That Voice }'rom the Tomb.
, marrow-searching winds gave me severe cold, and and quinine enough, one gets so he doesn't mind it
In a late number- of THE TnUTH SEEKER is an article
the atmosphere, poisoned with the accumulated filth much, only in cold, damp, foggy weather.
entitled, "A Voice ·From the Tomb." It give a short
Kansas produces mammoth corn, pumpkins, and life-sketch of the Rev. James H. Thornwell, D.D., of
of the streets' and the dirt of the hotels, added to the
ever-prevalent malaria abounding in Kansas, resulted cabbage semi-occasionally, and acres and acres of S.outh Carolina, and an extract from a sermon delivin my spending the greater parli of New Year's day sunflowers that grow very large, rank, and strong; ered by him in Columbia just one month before the
in ped. I was very sick; toward evening, I deter- this tiresome pest is always a dead-sure crop.
secession of the state.
Kansas land is aU ready for the plow. You can go
mined to remove to the other hotel: Olathe has two
The subjeot is, or rather was, slavery then; but it
.best hotels, unequaled on earth, save by each other for ·right on and put in your crops. There are no trees is broader now even in the North. It always was a
dirt and shiftlessness. I would offer daily petitions to fell, no stumps in the way. Oh, no! it is open, broad subject in the South, and was not considered
to the throne of grace; or any other fellow, for the bleak prairie; a dreary wilderness of dismal same- in the narrow limits and spiteful style peculiar to the
speedy release of my worst enemy doomed to remain ness, where the blizzards hav full sweep, and are as North. The subject now is forced upon us under
in either of them. Olathe is a city of paradoxes. The pitiless as the railroads. Hard coal costs $15 to $17 various heads-Anarchism, Communism, labor organisuburbs are neat, picturesque, with broad avenues per ton; soft coal, $5. Burning wood is out of the zations, Anti-Poverty unions, etc.
and handsome residences; the business part abounds question; it is unattainable.
The complaints about the lash and bloodhounds
in banks and muck; one side of the public square
It would be a good country for hogs, only the are only twisted a little, and duplicated into ~ries
looks like a row of abandoned pigstys. . So much for cholera kills them off oftener than the drouth does against the wounds and sores made by capital. The
the bad; but there is much of good in Olathe. They vegetation. . Despite the frequent cruel ·blizzards, Rev. Mr. Thornwell said the North was blind. Was
hav a most magnificent brick building-the cooper- ten to twenty degrees below zero, barns are rarities, it not? Who admits that his sermon is now a "Voice
ativ store of the Grangers; immense stores for every very few and far between. I at first supposed it was From.the Tomb~"
department, supplying every need from a shoe-lace cruel indifference to the terrible suffering of stock
I would hav been glad to hav read your opinion
t.o Brussels carpet, carpet tacks to mince-meat. In that left them with nothing but wilted cornstalks for on it-on this manrfold subject which some fools-a
the second story is a very fine, commodious opera shelter. But I did the people injustice; they waul~ good many fools-hav thought the war settled.
bouse and a large, handsome Grange lodge-room, gladly put up barns if they could, but poverty pre- What frankness and clearness in language! what
where I delivered the lectures. And I hav never had vents. There is scarcely a farm in Kansas without its logic! what comprehension and thought! It is so
the honor of addressing more intelligent and atten- mortgage, and the interest is from twelve to thirty like the great Carolinian who was his close friend I
tiv audiences. It was only will-power that enabled per cent. In great cities the pawnbrokers' shops are
Our Ingersoll has answered Black, and left a little
me to keep my appointment, but the interest evinced found in the most squalid, poverty-stricken neighbor. of the. Rev. fi:lr. Field. He never omits a chance to
gave me strength. New Year's night the attendance hoods; they could do no business only for the help- run a tilt against the form of slavery peculiar to the
was not large, but the tw.o succeeding nights stand- less poverty of the people in their vicinity. In every South a few years ago. The Rev. Mr. Thorn well has
ing room was at a premium-even the ante-rooms place in Kansas I hav visited there are everywhere not challenged Ingersoll, or sought to dethrone him
was crowded with eager listeners trying to peep over staring you in the face large signs," Money to loan." in the view of his friends. But he has left a recordEvery such sign tells of blighted hopes, failure, pov- a few texts briefly written, containing his own views
each other's shoulders.
I had the pleasure of meeting many right royal erty, and ruin. ·
about slavery, labor, and capital, etc., which show
Liberals. Good old Dr. Peter Julien, friend Everitt,
Why people pass through Missouri to settle in evidence of a powerful and masterly intellect.
and young N. M. Dewees, are in the lead and bleeding Kansas can only be explained on the prinI would be glad to read what Mr. Ingersoll may
shoultler the responsibilities.
ciple of intelligent persons clinging to the Christian feel disposed to say concerning the positions of this
The State Deaf and Dumb Asylum is located at religion; one fool leads the way, and all, like sheep, Carolinian. By the way, they vary only in . form of
Olathe; they are erecting a center building between blindly follow their leader. It is easier to go with expression from those entertained by Hammond, Calthe two buildings first erected; they·will be wings the unthinking crowd-so much less trouble to take holm, and others of that state. If be can refute them
to the main building. The whole, when finished, will the say-so of others than to investigate.
as completely, and in as knightly a spirit, as be bas
make a very large and imposing structure. There are
Burlington is fortunate in that she has a noble answered his assailants in the North Amedcan Reabout one hundred and fifty male and sixty female band of truth seekers-men and women of iutelli- view, I will forgiv him for the many ungenerous things
pupils, varying in age from eight years to twenty.
gence, genuin Liberal!!. I bad a glorious good time, he has said heretofore about the men of the South.
Oh, how· piteous their affiiction! One bright little large attendance, and real, earnest interest at all three . Aurora, 0., Dec. 16, 1887.
N. EGGLESTON.
fellow about nine years old, with the finger language lectures, and or~anized the Burlington Liberal Union:
asked one of the teachers, '' 0 sir! do please tell president, C. K. Lefering; vice-president, Mrs. E.
'l'he Faith Cure Cured Him.
me why, oh, why did God make me deaf and Storrs; secretary, 0. E. Sandford; treasurer, John
F1·om the Btnuhamton Republtcan.
dumb!" Think of the joy, the delusion of happiness Hollywood; vigilance committee, Guy Watt,, 0. C.
Smith: " Do you believe in the faith cure?"
to the poor affiicted ones; think of the delight naught Horton, and H. \V. Anderson; educational committee,
Brown: " It cured me."
else could equal that the parents and relative would W. H. Bear, R. P. Douglass, and Mrs. Guy Watt;
''Of what?"
"Faith."
experience, if those poor unfortunates could go home social committee, John Hollywood and wife, Guy
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Refused Communication.
J. R. MoNRoE, M.D., Editor Ironclad .Age, Dear Sir: By
request of a majority of the board of directors, I am in-

structed to forward you the following communication, with
tte understanding that I retain the original, and they respectfully ask that you giv the same publicity to this that
you did to the accusations. Fraternally,
E. A. STEVENS, Sec. Board of Directors.
To THE EDITOR OF THE Ironclacl1ge : As there has
been more or less correspondence m your paper as
to the fin~cial relations between the former secre~ary
(now pres1d~nt), Mr. S. P .. Putnam, and the Amer10an
Secular Unwn, we deem 1t necessary and honorable·
to Mr. Putnam to make the following statement.:
We fir~t a:ffir!D that Mr. Pu~nam has been m all
ways stnctly fm and generous m regard to compensation for his services to the Union, and no one who
understands the matter can view it otherwise.
Last year Mr. Putnam surrendered his rightful and
legal claim to ~600, due him by t~e Union f?r services
perform.ed dur~g 1885-6. In vlew of thls and the
uncertam financ~al prospe~ts for the year of 1886-7,
the boa~d of d~rectOJ:s d1d not guarantee a fixed
salary. It was, however, mutually agreed by them
a~d Mr.. P~t~am-the treasurer, Mr. Eckhard, cordl8lly come1dmg-that Mr. Put~am should ~ake the
lecture field as the _represent~t1v of the Unwn~ al!d
that all mone;ys rec~1ved by h1m he should retam ~
payment of h1s serv1ces; al~o that he.shc;mld be entltied to all such m.on~~ ~s might remam. m the tressury after all the li~bihtl~s should be ~a1d.
In accordance· w1th th1s understandmg Mr. Putnam
has received during the last year about $2,137. Out
of this sum he has paid nearly $700 for traveling expenses, leaving him for that year's work, in lieu of his
fixed salary which he had relinquished, something
over $1,400, according to the report of the treasurer.
Of this $2,137, $1,887 was collected by Mr. Putnam
as lecture fees for services in the field, and this
amount would. hav been justly his due under any
circumstances, because it was received in payment of
services performed, and not as a donation to the
Secular Union general fund. Out of the actual
donations to the general fund, Mr. Putnam has
received only $250 for two months' legitimate office
work performed in New York city, and for hisservices as secretary of the Union in connection with
Lis ten months' labor in the lecture field.
The donations to the Secular Union general fund
amounted to about $625, and besides the a~ount
paid to Mr. Putnam $175 had been paid for debts
contracted for the exclusiv benefit of Chas. Watts.
The balance has been used for necessaFy expensesbooks bought and distributed, and donations to other
lecturers. It would not hav been fair to hav taken
the money earned by Mr. Putnam to pay other
Ppeakers who hav undoubtedly received their regular
ftes. In order to avoid misapprehension the treasurer should hav stated in his report the understanding that Mr. Putnam should retain the $1,887 collected
as lecture fees. The only possible question, then, that
can ariso is as to the payment of $250 to Mr. Putnam
for office work as secretary, which payment makes
the actual amount received, when expenses are
deducted, less than the fixed salary the Union had
agreed to pay Mr. Putnam for the two preceding
y• ars. All other amounts were his own earnings, as
per agreement with the board of directors, and the
only reason they had to be accounted for by the
treasurer was that the Union had to hav a representa•iv secretary and such funds collected by that representativ necessarily needed to be acknowledged by
f\ome one. Therefore it was thought best for Mr.
Putnam to account: for his lecture fees as contributions to the Union. All misapprehension would hav
been avoided had the treasurer stated this in his
report and distinguished between "lecture fees" and
" donations to the general fund by friends."
In reporting the payment of certain sums to the
Truth Seeker Company, C. P. Farrell, and other parties the treasurer entirely exceeded his duties.
These payments bad nothing whatever to do with
the American Secular Union. They were Mr. Putnam's private and personal matters. As treasurer,
Mr. Eckhard accounted for Mr. Putnam's salary (or
what was accepted as such). This was all that concerned the Union. When Mr. Putnam gave Mr. Eckhard vouch('lrs for salary, the treasurer should merely
hav acknowledged the voucher. Mr. Putnam asked
Mr. Eckhard as a friend-not as treasurer-to pay
part of his salary to certain parties. It was an error
on the part of the treasurer to include these private
transactions in his public report.
It was not understood -by the board of directors
that Mr. Putnam sold books for the benefit of the
general fund, except those donated for that purpose.
It would hav required the services of a clerk to hav

traveled with Mr. Putnam in order to hav kept a
strict account of the sales, with postage, freight, and
excess rates; QOoks lost, stolen, injured, etc. As
Mr. Putnam took the entire responsibility for payment and care of books, he certainly was entitled to
whatever profit might "'l.ccrue.. Any other payment
would hav been oppressiv and unjust.
The charge, therefore, that Mr. Putnam has in
any case taken what does not rightfully and fairly
belong to him falls to the ground. He acted in
good faith with the board of directors and in accordance with their agreement. He has wGrked hard, and
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has taken nothing from others, and it is hoped that,
hereafter, no friend of the Union will help defeat the
cause by creating groundless suspicions against its
officers.
The board of directors unanimously agreed that
Mr. Putnam should hav all he could earn, and also
agreed, if possible, to pay the -$600 he gave the
Union. This has not been paid; but Mr. Putnam
is as enthusiastic for the Union as ever. In view of
his generous and self-sacrificing spirit, we can.Q,ot but
regard the recent accusations and insinuati~ns in
your paper against Mr. Putnam as cruelly unJust.
CoURTLANDT PALMER.
[Signed.]
EuGENE M. MACDONALD.
E. B. FooTE, JR.
NoTE.-Not being 8 member of the board at the
time of the aforesaid arrangement with the board of
directors and Mr. Putnam, but being elected to the
chairmanship of the finance committee shortly after,
I hav all al-ong understood that such an agreement
as above outlined was then made, and so far as I am
aware Mr. Putnam has faithfully adhered to the
same.
E. A. STEVENs, Ex-Chairman Fin. Com.
I hereby certify that the foregoing is 8 transcript
of the document forwarded me to copy, with therequest that I retain the original and attach the seal
of the Union to this copy.
E A STEVENS Secretary A. s U
· ·
'
· ·

M.ayor Roche's M.oral Reform.
The political accident, of large body and abbreviated intellect, who holds down the executiv chair of
this corporation for his political bosses, the two
Georges, was affiicted with an acute spasm of moral
"rheumatics" a few days ago, and he revoked the
license of the only bill-posting firm in the city, renewing it next day, however, on condition that. certain "objectionable" posters should be covered inside of twenty-four hours; the occasion for this
sudden rush of righteousness to the brain being the
posting of bills for a novelty company playing at the
Casino-a company which has performed in Chicago
at least four times since Roche has been proxy-mayor
of .the city, and displayed the same posters. The
bills are no more indecent, immodest, or objectionable than scores of performances of that class, and
probably not so much so. They represent girls
dancing in the ballet, the chief point about their
dress being that they hav none to speak of. However, they had plenty of tights, but were not rigged
out to brave a regular Dakota blizzard, by any means
-ballet girls seldom are. Several old deacons observed these statuesqHe figures defying the elements,
as it were, and I presume the sight of their unseasonable attire set their shins a-shaking and their
teeth a-chattering at the management's apparent cruelty to animals in producing such an exhibition in
below-zero weather, and sympathetically wished it
suppressed. However, evil-disposed persons do say
that what scandalized the deacons and excited their
ire was the representation of. a long array of the
bald-headed fraternity anxiously trying to obtain admission to the theater to witness Alice Montague's
performance of the "Little Devil's Ravels," and they
did not like to be "given away" quite so freely; so
they sought out Roche-John A. Roche-Mayor
John A. Roche, I mean-and as a fellow-feeling
makes us wondrous kind, he compassionately complied by, so to speak, placing his No. 13's on the
posters.
The Lily Clay company hav thereby gained some
valuable advertising, but this has not deterred our
doughty Chicago "cock" Roche from declaring that
he is going to make this a " clean city." If he will
only remove the heaps of filth from the alleys he will
do a worthy work, but it seems as though he imagins
that morals is his mission, not sanitation. There he
is likely to make a great mistake. Now understand
that Roche is busily engaged in perusing Anthony
Comstock's. latest attempt at literary fame, "Morals
vs. Art," with the end in view of becoming an accomplished moral scavenger. Possibly his presence in
New York is to get a few more" pointers" from Saint
Anthony. If Anthony Comstock will only keep on
writing books, his reign will be brief indeed. For
his enemies, he has selected a most fortunate title,
" Morals vs. Art," which at once places these two
agencies in direct antagonism, and at once suggests
that the writer is an idiot. Keep on writing books,
Tony, for they show your conceptions of art to be
those of a low-bred, vulgar minded egotist who discovers in pictures

An aniount of vigorous salacious pith
That your writings hav not.
They're the cussedest rot
You could bore an editor with.
·If the above specimen of municipal interference· is
not quite an illustration of orthodoxy in the state,
it shows the disposition of orthodoxy to become the
moral censor of the community; and it is on.e of the
duties of the American Secular Union to stop the
onward march of this sort of dictation ; and I am
pleased that our energetic and enthusiastic president,
Samuel P. Putnam, has chosen as his subjects for
this year, first, "Universal Mental Liberty," "The
Dangers Ahead," "American Democracy," " The
Bib1P," and, as a contra~t. "The Glory of Infidelity,''
and "Priest, King, and People." Mr. Putnam will
flash the torch of freedom during February and
March through southern California. It is hoped that
our friends in San Diego, Del Mar, San Jacinto, Los
Angeles, Santa Ana, Anaheim, San Bernardino, .and
the points where lectures are not yet. arranged, will
speedily make engagements.
Dispatches from Indianapolis state that the Christian community is greatly agitated over a clerical
scandal. Rev. D. R. Buskirk of the Third church is
alleg~d to hav been very sweet on the wife of another divine ('), Rev. C. W. Mertz. As .the trial is
being pushed forward by members of each of their
congregations, and as it is expected to be sensation~,
it will be secret. . Mr. Mertz seems to be a philosopher. He doesn't worry about a little thing like
that, and isn't taking any hand in the prosecution.
Possibly he knows how it is himself.
Several Freemasons, who had aroused the religious
ire of the bigoted clericals in the state of Pueblo,
Mexi.:lo, hav been foully murdered by the fanatical
followers of Rome, and they promis to murder
every Mason. If the Masonic order is worth a rap,
it will help to destroy the influence everywhere of
the teachings of this gospel according to blood,
instead of catering to it, for it will certainly be put
in practice whenever an opportunity presents itself.
Judge Ermentrout, of Pennsylvania, has affirmed
the decision of the lower court fining the gate-keeper
of a camp-meeting association for taking money on
the Sabbath. This prosecution was brought by the
Philadelphia Sabbath Association. Good! When
Christians get fighting among themselvs over laws
they hav put on the statute books, there is a good
time coming for the rest of the people. We can
afford to wait a little longer.
The Chicago Sec.ular Union will suitably celebrate
the author-hero's natal day. Dr. Juliet H. Severance
will, on Sunday evening, make the oration at our regular meeting, and will be followed by an original
poem by Prof. Wm. C. Wilson, and speeches by Gen.
M. M. Trumbull, Mrs. Freeman, Dr. E. S. McLeod,
Prof. W. S. Bell, C. Orchardson, and others. A
splendid entertainment is arranged for Monday evening. A chorus of twenty voices of one of the German singing societies; some leading vocalists; organ, cornet, and zither soloists; an original poem
by Dr. Severance, and a short address by the writer
will constitute the first part of the program, and we
shall then trip the light fantastic till early iil. the
morning.
E. A. STEVENS.

All About John Wesley.
The "information wanted about John Wesley"
will be found in Vol. II., pp. 602-5, of Lecky's last
work, "England in the Eighteenth C!lntury." It was
printed in THE TRUTH SEEKER in 1880. Wesley was
not indicted in Georgia for adultery. He was then
a High churchman of a very narrow type. He insisted on baptism by immersion, and refuse_d to hap·
tize a child whpse parents objected to that form. He
would not permit a non-communicant to become a
sponsor; repelled one of the holiest men from the
communion table because he was a Dissenter; refused, for the same reason, to read the burial service
over another, and succeeded in inducing Oglethorpe
to issue an order forbidding any colonist from throwing a line or firing a gun on·Sunday. His sermons
were all satires on particular persons. He insisted
upon weekly communions, desired to rebaptize Dissenters who abandoned their non-conformity, and
exercised 'his pastoral duties in such a manner that
he was accused of meddling in every quarrel and
prying into every family.
A connection, which was at first purely religious,
between himself and a young lady of his congregation, led to a proposal for marriage, but its· consummation was forbidden by the Moravian church,
whose judgment he accepted as the command of
God. The lady soon married a Mr. Wilkinson, who
was disliked by Wesley. The pastoral visits were
kept up; he forced himself repeatedly into her presence in spite of her husband's express command, and
ended by expelling her from the communion.
It was said among his followers that she made the
first overtures to him, and feigned a greater devotion .
than was real in order to attract him; but the only
specific charge alleged against her was that she h11d
not communicated more than three times in three
months, and had not intimated her intention to the
clergyman before coming to the sacred table. Her
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incensed husband brought an action ag11inst Wesley
for defaming her character.
The ~r~nd jury were divi_ded in their opinions, but
the maJOrity pronounced h1s conduct wholly unjustifiable, and took the opportunity of. censuring the
ritualistic innovations and severities he had intrOduced. A trial was impending, and, in spite of his
desire to ineet it, was repeatedly postponed. At last
by the advice of friends, he fled to England.
'
This was in 1738, when Thomas Paine was one
year old. In less than four months after his return
to England, Wesley got converted to Christ throuah
the instrumentality of a Moravian priest. Tbe;efore, all that he did in Georgia was the work of an
impenitent sinner.
.It is perhaps unjust to stigmatizA John Wesley as
an adulterer. Doubtless, like most pastors, he was
tempted, but let us hope that be withstood the
temptation better than the average pn acher.
But, in spite of the grace of G .•J, John Wesley
was a bitter Tory. He wrote a pamphlet against
the complaints of the American colonists, entitled
"A"Calm Address." This was revie.wed by Thoma~
P-aine, as "Casca," in the English Crisis, No.
LXII. of March 23, 1776. In that review Paine
said, '·Governments are instituted, not for t}}e
sake of the governors, but of the governed "-a
sentiment that is repeated almost verbatim in the
Declaration of Independence. This, said Paine, is
" an eternal truth," but " Wesley is not ashamed to
assert the contrary."
BuRR.

Advice to Workingmen.
Stand by the tariff! It was framed for you by
your best friends, who are always on the lookout for
a chance to raise your wages. Congress has made
tariff after tariff at the precise figures which were
asked for by your employers. They did all the lobbying; but it was entirely for your good. They were
not trying to protect themselvs. Oh, no ! All they
wanted was to protect you agains~ British books,
blankets, carpets, hardware, stockings, flannel, and
woolen cloth. How shocking it would be for you to
hav to buy such articles for one-half the prices :you
are paying now ! How kind it is of your employers
to keep any such temptation at a safe distance ! This
is so great a blessing that your getting no protecti0n against the competition of laborers. from Europe
and Canada in your own homes is not worth talking
ubout.
Your guardian angel, James G. Blaine himself, said, while secretary of the treasury, in his report to Congress, that "undoubtedly the inequality
in the wages of English and American operativs is
more than equalized by the greater efficiency of the
latter, and their longer hours of labor." You hav
the word of Truthful James himself for belhving
that a lower tariff would giv you just as much money
for the same amount of work. There would, at all
events, be no fall of wages to offoet the certainty
that your money would go twice as far. How could
you stand having the surplus taken out of Uncle
Sam' a pockets and put into yours 1 You don't want
that, of course.
You would much rather let the
tariff be raised higher and higher by millionaires
and moLopolists, until it protects your wages way up
to what they are in protectionist Germany, where
the highly protected workingman earns about onehalf as much as in free-trade England, and is actually
able to eat black bread every day, and meat once a
wef\k. That is the protectionist millennium!
How kind it is of the wealthy philanthropists, who
now tax your clothing twice as high as their 'own, to
offer to hasten the coming of this golden age, by giving you cheap tobacco and whisky! Believe all these
saintly men tell. you. Hav full faith that all your
prosperity before the war, and the whole nation's, is
due to the tariff which was arranged to suit the protectionists between 1824 and 1833, and again between
1842 and 1846, though it did not even then reach its
present hight.
Feel sure that your present prosperity, with which every one of you is perfechly satisfied, is all owing to the tariff, and that none of it is
due to our free institutions, or to your own skill and
vigor. It is not of the least consequence how much
you are ahead of men in other lands. The only
point of superiority worth talking about is our high
duties on almost every necessary of life which we
can import. Great is the tariff of your masters.
The tariff was made for man, and man was made for
the tariff.
***

Colonel Ingersoll in Court.
F?·om the E'•entnu Sun.

Colonel Ingersoll is a big man wherever be goes, but
he· bas seldom been such "a big toad in the puddle" as at
the little shire town of Dedham, Mass., the past week. He
was the leading counsel for Alley, the defendant in the suit
to recover $1'.0,000, the value of one hundred and fifty
bonds of the Postal Telegraph Company, which the plaintiff
claimed had been given to Mr. Alley upon conditions which
the latter failed to carry out. The news that Colonel Ingersoll was at the court house spread rapidly through the
country town and crowds flocked to the place. So great
was the rush that deputy-sheriffs were sent to guard the
stairways and prevent accident. All eyes were centered
upon'' Bob." He sat in an armchair, and his ample proportions completely filled it. His sm-:)Oth-shaven, round face
was continually wreathed in smiles, and he frequently joined

in the laugh. that fo~lowed his witticisms. He thought he
made.a good 1mpress10n on the jury, and he kept it up. At
o~~ time ~e was quizzing Mr. Snow in regard ·to the conditiO~ of his finances at a certain date. Mr. Snow tried to
~,xplam, but was interrupted by Colonel Ingersoll, who said:
I asked you if you were not substantially out of money.
I hav a friendly feeling for you on that account because I
hav often been in that condition myself:" Mr. S~ow looked
embarrassed.
·Later in the trial Mr. Snow testified that on a certain Sunday he had remained at home and had not gone to church.
Colonel Inger~oll ejac~lated, "Well, you were a sensible
man for once m your hfe." Several old ladies who were in
the court-roo!D looked horrified and glared severely at the
noted Agnostlc. The younger ladies joined in the laugh that
followed, and even. Judge Pitman's face broadened into a
·
smile.
The next incident that broke the monotonous course of the
trial was when Mr. Snow testified that Mr. Alley bad. a tre.
mendous influenP.e with great men, "both living and dead."
" What's that?" promptly asked Colonel Ingersoll, who
was conducting the cross-examination. "How many bonds
did you giv Mr. Alley on the strength of those dead men?
How many cemetery considerations did you issue?"
Mr. Snow shifted his position and remained silent.
" He thought he'd look a little bigger perched upon the
tombstone of a friend, did he ?" sneered the colonel.
Coltmel Ingersoll enjoys a joke, even if it is turned ae:ainst
himself. On the first day of the trial the colonel left the
court house by the rear door and undertook to find the restam·ant. He had never before tried that route, and soon
noticed that he was walking away from his dinner. Meeting
a lad who h~d spent the morning in the court house, he
asked, "I say, young man, where in - - is that eatinghouse?"
The lad was equal to the occasion. "Why, Mr. Ingersoll,
I thought you didn't believe in a hell?" he responded.
Colonel Ingersoll laughed heartily. "Well, that's a good
one on me. But where is it, anyway?"
He followed the direction pointed out by the lad, and in a
short time. he was placing himself outside of a juicy piece of
steak.
An evening Bun correspondent sat at the table with him
.and found the great lawyer one of the most congenial companions. He threw off the cares of the case which he was
conducting and was the life of the little company. As he
entered the · room he exclaimed : " Hello I here are the
reporters. If we keep by them we'll get the best tb.ere is."
During the dinner, the conversation turned upon pugilism,
and Colonel Ingersoll remarked: " I've always been dead set
against boxing, or sparring-or fighting, for that's what it
really means. It's brutal and low-lived. If a man wants
exercise, he can get it in a more respectable manner. It's a
disgusting sport."
"The English don't seem to think so," remarked one man.
"Humph l Sullivan finds himself in congenial company,"
snorted Mr. Ingersoll. " I never thought much of the prince
of Wales .and all the lords and dukes over there, and I don't
think any more of them now."
Two gentlemen began to talk about a little game of pol<:er
on the preceding evening, and the conversation became general. Colonel In,gersoll said: "I think that poker is one of
the most interestmg ~~:ames in existence. The ministers talk
abc1ut the sin of gambling, but in all that they Ea.y, the sin
is always in the losing. Now, in my opinion, tbe sin of
gambling is in the winning. It's no sin to lose money. If
I'm such a fool as to lose my money, where is the sin? It's
mine, and I cando what I like with it. But when you come
to win, that's a different thing. If I play with, and win
money from, a man who cannot afford to lose it, I am doing
wrong. But if I should win a million of. dollars from Mr.
VandPrbilt there would be nothing wrong in it. He could
afford tu lose it, and I'd collect it, too, if there was any
power to make him pay it."

Dr. McGlynn on the Church Machine.
From hts SPeech bPf01"e the Anti-Povertl/ Soctetv, Januarr; 22a.
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corrupt ring. And years afterward, when Tweed was in
prison, a high ecclesiastical dignitary regretted his fate, because he was "our friend." It is lucky that there was not
a brass tablet in the new cathedral giving the names of some
of those who gave money for it, for there you would find the
names of Tweed and the rest.
But the ecclesiastical machine was willing to condone
.the thieveries of the most gigantic band of public swindlers
that ever, perhaps, existed, because those swindlers befriended this machine. Through them the Catholic Protectory has been endowed by the state, and weak institutions
hav been made prosperous by similar endowments. It has
become a matter of business, not of charity.
The vow of poverty has become a very comfortable
thing. It means that so long as you liv you shall hav three
square meals a day and a good bed and comfortable home.
Those who take the vow of .poverty never suffer real poverty.
A.nd it is a very pleasant thmg for monks and nuns to bav
the treasury of the state of New York to rely upon. Because Governor Cleveland vetoed a further appropriation to
the Catholic Protectory he was fought by the ecclesiastical
machine in 1884. Mr. Cleveland is a wise man, is a statesman, but he is also learning to become a practical politician,
and so he sent a present to the pope, and one of the papers
of this city said that was an especially wise thing to do, in
view of the fact that the pope had some 8,000,000 subjects
in this country-" subjects," mind you. And a year ago the
bead of the machine here had the hardihood to write to me
forbidding me to attend any more political meetings Without
the consent of the Propaganda.
The ecclesiastical machine, whether in Rome or America,
favors authority, aristocracy, even monarchy, as against liberty, democracy, republicanism. The public maintenance
of Catholic charities has but begun, and if permitted to go
·on, there will be a union of church and state that will result
in the destruction of both church and state. What business
is it of that old man way off there in Rome to tell whether
certain property shall be mortgaged off in Tacoma? This
foreign control has almost destroyed the initiatiT of the
church and made children of the men and women in it. The
test of Christianity is no longer piety, but submissivness to
the authorities of the church.

A Pious Industry,
F1·om tile London Truth.

Are clergymen of the Church of England really unable to
write their sermons themselvs? That many cannot do this
is to be presumed, otherwise it would pay no one to send
round circulars offering sermons. Here are some which hav
just been received by a clergyman. The ten per cent commission on persuasiv charity sermons, with two men to collect the money, is, I think, a new feature in this business:
SMITH & Co., WA.BTE-PAPER DEA.LEI\s,}
Plymouth, Exe.ter, Liverpool.
SERiYIONS I SERMONS I I SERMONS I I I
PREACHING MADE EASY TO ALL.
Messrs. Smith & Co., of Plymouth, Exeter, and Liverpool,
beg to inform the evangelical clergy of the established church
that they hav again purchased for cash another large quantity of old sermons, both in manuscript and lithograph.
It is well known that S. & Co. are by far the largest and
cheapest dealers in waste-paper, etc., in the world.
SPEOIAJ, I'RIOES.
Lot A. Suitable for ordinary purposes. Slightly damaged. 28 Jhs. for ls. 6d., or 5s. per cwt.
Lot B. Assorted. Clean, readab~e, good value. 28 lbs.
for 2s., or 7s. per cwt.
Lot C. Handpicked. Strongly recommended as cheapest
and best in the end. Splendid value. Durable. 28 lbs. for
3s. 6d., or 12s. per cwt.
Cash must accompany order. Sacks, ls. each, are returnable.
.
N.B.-Each sack contains 56 lbs., therefore ls. must be
added to remittance for every ! cwt. ordered. Orders for
the Sunday must reach us by Thursday.
SPEOIA.LTY.
It will be remembered by our patrons th~t last year we advertised charity sermons at a nominal price, and guaranteed
to be written by eminent men of the evangelical school.
These were guaranteed under certain conditions to produce
at least, with a middle-class congregation of say 600, £30.
This department bas been eminently successful. It is under
strict personal supervision. On receipt of letter or telegram
we dispatch to any distance two of our own men of most
persuasiv manners. Suitably attired, they make the collection in church, and at its conclusion at once hand over the
proceeds, less our charge as commission of ten per cent and
third-class raj! way fares both ways. No other charges
whatever. s. & Co. take all risks. These small charges are
far more than covered by_ the extra amount collected, aided
by our men's system, experience, and pleasing, persuasiv
manners.
Letters received almost daily from delighted incumbents.
We guarantee to double tile usual collections in tile agricultural districts. Telegraphic address, "Persuasiv," Plymouth.
FUNERAL SERMONS.
Messrs. Smith & Co. call the attention of their numerous
customers with melancholy satisfaction to this new and important department. These sermons are supplied at 7d.
each, post free, with suitable ~la!lks at intervals. f~r filling
in by the purchaser, sex, age, Incidents, characteristiCS, etc.,
of the deceased.
If ref}uired, Smith & Co. will undertflke to prepare special
sermons for these sad occasions at 2s. 6d. each. In ordering these giv all and minute particulars on the order forms
specially supplied for this purpose. Smith & Co. cannot be
held responsible for errors arising from the absence of these
necessary instructions.
Order Form inclosed.
FUNERAL SERMONS-01\Dli:R FORM.
• Dnte ............................... 188
Name of deceased ......................................................... .
Age of do ..................................................................... .
Sex............................................................................... .
Date of decease ............................................................. .
Characteristics .................................... ···' ....................... .
Other information ......................................................... .
Applicant's name in full .................................................. .
Full address ................................................................. .
Sermon-Length required ............................................... .
When wanted ................................................................ .
Other remarks ............................................................... .

Our quarrel is not with the church, for we wish to pre.
serve it in its purity for those who are to come after us, but
with the abuses of the ecclesiastical machine, and we oppose
that machine chiefly because itM abuse must always injQre
the cause of true religion. The priest or bishop who will
refer the most trivial questions to Rome for settlement, as
whether gas can be burnt in church, is the most certain of
advancement, and so toadying of all kinds is developed.
The remedy for many abuses arising out o! such toadying
is to decentralize, and to allow the church to elect its own
bishops. There is a serious danger that in this country a
man to become a Catholic must become almost a foreignerjust like that monsignor whose ancestors came to this country two hundred years ago, and yet who recenily denounced
as no true Catholic a man who would refuge to take his politics, as well as his religion, from Rome. Why, it has gone
so far that a parent cannot remove his child even from one
Catholic school to another without the consent of the
bishop, and it has actually been declared that it is better that
a child should hav no education at all than go to the accursed public school. If this country should ever become
entirely Catholic, the parents of the country would then hav
no voice whatever in deciding upon what sort of a· school
their children should attend. They would make the very
ministry of Christ subordinate to their wretched schools.
And to bolster up that false doctrin, they are bedeviling the
politics of the country to secure what they call "their share"
of the school taxes, to be expended without the pepple having any say as to how it is done. Why, it has come to be
that the chief qualification of bishops is that they are ''good
financiers," not piety or godliness.
Through so-called charities, another danger threatens the
state, for many of these charities are really supported by the
state. It has actually become profitable for certain religious
orders to establish these charities. For the support of these
institutions, corrupt political bargains hav been made, es.pecially with the Democratic party, and more particularly wtth
that most ill-smelling portion of that party, Tammany hall.
A number of years ago, a number of priests determined
that they would get the support for their parochial schools
from the state. They were warned that such a course would
bring the church into discredit. And at Archbishop McCloskey's palace a bargain was made with Peter B. Sweeny, and
at the next election the fearfully corrupt Tammany machine
held its power through the assistance of the ecclesiastical
machines. The Sunday before the election, many priests
exhorted their flock that they should vote for those who
would help the church. I am glad to say that the agent of
lthe machine did not visit the pastor of St. Stephen's. Even
THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethought,
to. day it is not well for a priest to be unfriendly to that same
Tammany machine. To get money for their· schools, they Reform, and Scientific Books will be mailed free to any ad.
were willing to enter into an alliance with that infamously dress upon application.
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g[ommunications.
Sunday Laws.
Sunday laws are founded upon these assertions in
the Bible: "And on the seventh day God ended the
works which he had made. And God blessed the
seventh day and sanctified it, because that in it he
had rested from all his work which he had created
and made." On the sixth day God created the first
man, Adam. By tracing down the descendants of
Adam, theologians clearly proved that the world was
about eight thousand years old. Early in this century geologists, after studying the earth, came to the
conclusion that the world was millions of years old,
and published articles to that effect. These articles
excited the indignant wrath of preachers in every
, land. They declared that geologists were Infidels,
and that geology should not be studied in our
schools and colleges. They laughed and sneered at
the geologist. " The idea," they said, "of a . puny
man setting up his insignificant wisdom against the
wisdom of God as revealed in his holy book!" Geologists, however, went quietly on their way, and paid
no attention whatever to the preachers. They piled
fact upon fact, proof upon proof, and argument upon
argument until they convinced all intelligent men
that they were right in their conclusions. What,
then, did the preachers do 1 They opened their
Bibles and made a wonderful discovery. They found
out that a day does not mean a day at all, but means
millions of years. But the Bible itself defines the
meaning of the term, day. It says, " The evening
and the morning were the first day." How can this
definition apply to millions of years? Ordinary days
are distinguished from each other by the rising and
the setting of the BUD. How were these long days
marked out or separated from each other~ When
did the first day end and the second day commence ~
On the third day the earth brought forth grass and
herbs yielding seeds and trees yielding fruit, and on
the fourth day God made the sun and the moon.
Are we- to be seriously told that the earth was bright
and beautiful, and adorned with countless trees and
plants, for millions of years before it started out
upon its first annual journey around the sun? The
idea is perfectly absurd. Our preachers jump from
the frying-pan into the fire, and, by saying that a
day means millions of years, get into a worst predicament than when they maintained that God
created the world in six ordinary days.
When Jesus was crucified, according to the New
Testament, he arose from the dead and ascended
into heaven. The people then believed that the earth
was perfectly flat and that heaven was arched over
the earth only a few miles high. Consequently, they
could easily believe in the ascension of Jesus. We
now, however, know that the earth is a globe, and
that it revolves around. the sun at a distance of many
millions of miles. Hence it is hard for us to believe
that a material body weighing a hundred and fifty
pounds or more ever ascended up from this earth.
Where, in the name of astronomy, did it go? What
possible use can Jesus hav in heaven for the mouth
and stomach, heart and lungs, arms and legs, and
organs of generation of a man? Christians for about
one hundred years observed two days-Saturday,
because they were commanded to do so by the Old
Testament; and Sunday, in memory of the resurrec.
tion and ascension of Jesus. In the course of time,
however, they concluded to observe only Sunday.
Our Sunday laws, then, are founded upon two propositions: that God made the world in six days, and
rested on the seventh, and that Jesus was resurrected and ascended into heaven. The great majority of intelligent men throughout the world now
belie¥e both these propositions to be false. These
fables cannot bear exposure to the light of the intelligence of the nineteenth century. Our Sunday laws,
then, are founded upon false ideas, upon two absurd
old fables, and are not entitled to the least consideration on the supposition that they are holy and
divine, and hav been established by the almighty.
We should regard them exactly and precisely as we
regard all other human institutions.
In a republic, every man should be allowed, as far
as practicable, to pursue happiness in his own wayin other words, he should hav the right to do anything he wants to do, anything he may think calculated to promote his happiness, provided he has
due regard for the rights of other people. This
seems to be a self-evident proposition. The advocates of Sunday laws, however, do not seem willing
for us, who do not think as they do, to pursue happiness in our own way. They want to compel us to
regulate our lives by their ideas of what is right or
wrong. We naturally resent this interference on
their part. We are perfectly willing to let them regulate their lives to suit themselvs, so long as they
do not interfere with us, and we merely ask them to
let us regulate our lives to suit ourselvs, so' long as
we do not interfere with them. This seems to be a
very modest request on the part of some republican
citizens to ask of others. Let us keep hands off
each other; let them attend to their business, and

we will attend to ours. We do not propose to interfere with them, and we are not willing for them to
interfere with us. We are perfectly willing to let
them spend Sunday to suit themselvs, and we merely
ask them to let us spend Sunday to suit ourselvs.
If they wish on a Sunday to listen to a Calvinist
minister, who will prove· to their· satisfaction that
they hav been selected by the almighty to be perfectly happy in heaven while untold millions of their
fellow· creatures-their brothers and sisters-are suffering the torments of the damned in hell, we hav no
objection. We do not propose to prevent them. We
merely wonder how they can take any pleasure or
satisfaction in listening to such a detestable, inhuman, blasphemous doctrin. If they choose to listen
to a Methodist parson, as he tells them that their
only chance to get to heaven is to wash themselvs
clean in the blood of Jesus ; that .they must not depend for their future happiness upon leading clean,
honest, useful lives, but must depend exclusivly
upon the merits and atonement of their crucified
savior, we are perfectly willing for them to do so.
If Baptists wish to go to heaven by being dipped
completely under· water, let them be dipped and dip
others to their hearts' content. If Catholics choose
to go to church and bow down and cross themselvs
when their master, the priest, shows them a little
image and mutters a few Latin words which none of
them understand, it is none of our business. If, on
the other hand, we wish to go to a beer-garden and
listen to a band of music and drink a glass or two
of beer, or go to a theater, we ought to hav the right
to do so. 'J?hey hav no more right to dictate to us
how we shall spend one-seventh of our time than we
hav to dictate to them how they shall spend oneseventh of their time.
A great many advocates of Sunday laws pride
themselvs upon their Puritanical descent. For my
part, I hav very little use for Puritans. They are
very. apt to be narrow-minded, conceited, and bigoted. It is almost impossible to get the idea into
their head that other people may be asintellig-ent and
religious as themselvs. They came to this country
to avoid persecution, and ever since hav shown a
desire to persecute others who do not think as they
do. They seem to be the lineal descendants of the
priests, scribes, and Pharisees who persecuted and
crucified Jesus because he was, as they said, a winebibber and gluttonous man, a frien'd of publicans and
sinners, and a Sabbath-breaker. If the priests and
Pharisees had not accused Jesus of being a Sabbathbreaker, they could not hav excited the multituae
against him. The Jews were in the habit of stoning
Sabbath-breakers to death; hence this parti~ular
charge-greatly excited and enraged them. History
teaches that there should be a separation of religion
from government. All educated men know about
the reign of Bloody Mary, the massacre of St. Bartholomew, of the tens of thousands of people who
were tortured to death by the Inquisition, and of the
hundreds of thousands of men, women, and children
who were butchered by Charles the Fifth of Spain.
There is still a close connection between the government and the church of England, and it is attended
with great and obvious evils. When the prince of
Wales becomes king he will be at the head of the
church. He is a nice man to be at the head of a
church, is he not ~ A certain nobleman is so contemptible that he has been expelled from the racetrack by his fellow-gamblers, still he has at his
disposal eleven livings in the church of England.
We should profit by the lessons of history and the
experience of other countries, and sever completely
and forever this connection between government and
religion.
In consequence of our Sunday laws, young men,
mechanics, and clerks, after working hard all the
week, are often compelled to spend their day of rest
~n a dull, gloomy manner in their rooms or in. their
cheap, unattractiv boarding-houses. I once heard a
young man sadly exclaim, "A fellow can spend two
weeks in Philadelphia any Sunday afternoon." A
wealthy advocate of Sunday laws, after eating a
luxurious dinner-to provide him. with a rich, hot,
luxurious dinner is of course an act of necessitygoes to his parlor, takes a nap, and then reads his
paper, magazine, or novel, and so passes his time
quite pleasantly. But young men, whose blood
flows rapidly in their veins, need, and after a week's
hard work are entitled to, more lively amusement.
All work and DO play makes Jack a dull boy. Our
preachers want Jack to work hard all the week,· and
then on Sunday to come to church and hear them
preach dull, prosy sermons in favor of a doctrin
which for the last fifty years has.been rejected by the
most intelligent men of the world. "Every dog has
its day," and the day of the orthodox Calvinist
preacher is nearly over. The bright star of Socialism
is rising in the East, and the preachers of the future
will be Socialists, and will not worry themselvs about
1ife to come, but will greatly concern themselvs about
the earthly happiness of their fellow-men.
The advocates of Sunday laws predict great evils
for our cities if these laws are modified. Are they
justified by the. experience of European cities in
making these predictions? Paris is more than twice

as large as Philadelphia. 1t is universally admitted
to be the finest city in the world. Its citizens are
noted for their intelligence and refinement. Medical
students go from all parts of the world to study .
under the learned professors of that city. If you
wish to find the most illustrious of painters, sculptors, and architects,· you look for them in Paris.
Where liv the most famou,s philosophers, lawyers,
historians, novelists, dramatists, and actors! · Where
is the largest and beat managed store in the world 1
What city can begin .to compare with Paris in the
beauty and brilliancy of its streets, the magnificence
of its buildings, and. the exquisit taste displayed in
the--squares and public gardens? Wealthy men and
women travel thousands of miles to visit this charming city. Even our preachers who advocate so stren-:
uously Sunday Jaws cross the ocean to ·luxuriate for
a month or more in its beauties and pleasures. Are
the Sunday laws as strict in Paris as they are in this
country! Not at all. On the contrary, Sunday is. the
happiest and merriest day of the week. What
nonsense, then, it is for the goody-goodies to predict
the ruin of our cities if Sunday laws are modified,
when Paris without any Sunday laws is the richest,
most delightful, alid most wonderful city in the
world!
What is. true of Paris is also true, in some degree,
of Vienna and Berlin. Although these great and
prosperous cities are not in a republic, they do not
interfere with the happiness of their citizens by obnoxious and disagreeable Sunday laws. A German
merchant on a Sunday will take his wife and children
to a beer-garden and drink a glass or two of wine or
beer, and never dream that he is committing a sin
against his creator, and on a ·Monday will go to his
store and be as honorable in his mercantil transactions as the great majority of the Puritans who shed
tears over the desecration of the Sabbath. Indeed,
there is many a man who shrieks and howls for Sunday laws whom I would not like to giv a chance to
swindle me out of ten dollars on a Monday.
Advocates of Sunday laws tell us that nations that
observe these laws prosper, and they exultingly point
to the United States. It is time we are prosperous.
But think of our resources; think of our expanse of
country extending from ocean to ocean and from
Maine to Florida; of our rolling hills and fertil valleys, our river bottoms, our immense forests, our vast
prairies, and our incalculable wealth buried in the
earth in the shape of gold, silver, iron, coal,. and
other minerals. With all these vast resources, how
could we help being a rich and prosperous people T
The idea, then, of attributing our prosperity to Sunday laws is not worthy of further notice.
Nations hav grown wealthy and powerful and
prospered for centuries that never heard of a Sunday. Greece, under the rule of pagans, was a wonderful country, and produced many remarkable men.
We hav no such men as Cymon, Pericles, Themistocles, Alcibiades, Aristides, Demosthenes, and a host
of others whose lives hav been written by Plutarch,·
and we hav no such writers as Plutarch himself.
The descendants of these illustrious pagans1 after
they hav enjoyed for centuries the blessings of the
Catholic religion and the advantages of the Sabbath,
are almost objects of contempt to the travelers who
visit them. Look also at the republic of Rome. It
started with a handful of men and conquered the
whole civilized world. No Sabbath:observing country has ever produced more wonderful men than
Scipio, Pompey the Great, Marins, Metellus, Cato,
Cicero, Julius Cresar, and Augustus Cresa.r, to say
nothing of Virgil and Horace, Sallust and Tacitus,
whose works will last longer than the pyramids of
Egypt. This great republic, it is true, became
wealthy and corrupt, and was converted into an empire, but its decline was much more rapid after Constantine became converted and the Christian religion
with its Sabbath was established. The Chinese occupy
a country not as large as the United States and number 3,800,000,000, and their government has lasted·
for four thousand years. Forty million Japanese
dwell upon a number of beautiful islands. They
know and care nothing about Sunday, but are a
quiet, peaceable, industrious, affectionate, and contented people, and for my part I think they are quite
as religious and good as we Americans. These an·
cient and modern nations show that it is possible for
people to liv, prosper, and be happy in complete
ignorance of Sunday and its laws.
A day is caused Ly the revolution of this earth
upon its axis. When we reflect upon the teachings
of astronomy, and realize that all the stars are suns,
many of them much larger than our sun, and that
the number of the worlds in the universe is simply
infinit, does it not seem absurd in our theologists to
tell us that the ruler of all these worlds cares any
more for the seventh revolution of this little planet
upon its axis than he does for the other six T All
nature works on a Sunday. The wind blows, it rains
and it snows, water flows, trees grow, and animals
become hungry and eat on that day. The sun is the
source of all heat, life, and motion on this earth, and,
I suppose, upon the other planets. It is the sun
which makes steam-engine, wind-wheels, and waterwheels work. Coal, the motiv power of steam-en-
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gins, was once wood which grew under the influence
of the rays of _the sun. 'The sun makes the wind
blow and raises the water from the ocean. The sun
does more work in one day than the whole human
race could do in centuries. The sun_ works right
along, day after day, and does not care a tinker's damn
for Sunday. Perhaps our theologians will tell us
that the almighty makes the sun work six days, and
that the devil steps in and makes it work on the Sabbath. The fact that nature has no regard for the
seventh day practicaliy givs the lie to the spirit that
animates Sunday laws.
_
The Bible tells us that God -rested upon the
seventh day., This is evidently a human and not a
divine idea. The idea of the creator resting and rejoicing in his day of rest, like a .poor, weak, tired
man, is not only absurd, but really blasphemous.
Besides, the universe is not yet created. Matter is
continually changing its form, and for il.ll that human
reason can see to the contrary, it will continue to
change its form for all eternity.
Are-Sunday laws just T Do they not infringe upon
the religious rights of many citizens! There are a
great many Jewsin this country and a number of
Seventh- Day Baptists. They think Saturday is the
day which the almighty requires them to keep sacred
and holy, and that he absolutely commands- them to
work on Sunday and the other five days. Sunday
·laws prevent them from doing what their religion requires them to do, namely, to work on Sunday, and
practically compels them to violate Saturday, which
iii! their S11.bbath~ In these days of compet\tion a
Jewish merchant or manufacturer cannot afford to
lose two days in the week, wl:len his Christian competHor loses only' one. The Constitution guarantees
to every citizen the right to worship his creator in
his own way, hence our Sunday laws violate the
spirit of the Constitution, because they practically
prevent Jews from worshiping their Jehovah as they
would like to worship him.- Admitting that the majority must rule, I still maintafn that the minority
hav some rights which the majority should respect.
n the majority are not animated by the spirit of justice, they can be as cruel and tyranni~al as a Nero or
a Caligula. I !ead some months since a sad story of
a Seventh Day Baptist. He was a young man, and
had a young and delicate wife and a little baby. He
went to Arkansas and bought a small farm, as he
was quite poor. As his religion required hipt to do,
he plowed his field on a Sunday. This act excited
the holy wrath and pious indignation of his neighbors, who were good orthodox Methodists and Presbyterians. They had the young man arrested and
thrown into jail, and the sheriff sold his only horse
and cow to pay his fine. The poor young wife, being
-delicate and -in a land of strangers, wept and lamented until the angel of death came to her relief,
and her bttby also died. When the young man came
out of jail he sold his little farm for what he could
get for it, and moved away to dwell, it is to be
hoped, among people who had a little less religion
and a little mQre charity.
W. H. BENSEN.
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after his own image." The infmt son of a FreeMr. Walker and his associate editors of Lucife.e
thinker, a bright and intelligent boy of four yearP, are now attacked in the same way that Mr. Bennet~
whose religious education had been sadly neglected, was, by the same infamous gang, under the same
was once asked by a pious maiden lady, ''Can you infamous law, with as little fairness and reason, and
te;l me, child, who made you?" The proper reply, for the same covert purpose. The obj~ct is to silence
according to Dr. Watts, would hav been, "The great Lucifer now, just the same as it was the object to
God who made heaven and earth." The parents of silence THE TRUTH SEEKER then. Had it not been for
the child had been too discreet to tell him the truth, the fidelity of such men as Mr. "\talker it is just posand too conscientious to teach him a falsehood, but sible that the designs of THE TRUTH SEEKER's enelnies
he innocently blurted out, "Papa and mamma!" to might hav succeeded.
the great confusion of his catechiser. It was evident
I therefore ask you to call upon each faithful memthe child knew intuitivly as much about the matter as ber of THE TRuTH SEEKER family to put forth some
she did, if not more. "Out of the mouths of babes individual effort o'n behalf of the editors now assailed.
and sucklings," etc. When I was myself a child, ''Those who make and stand the brunt of the te8t
among my playmates was a half-witted boy, several cases of liberty must never be deserted when under
years older than myself, who served as a perpetual ~re." If there be any such sentiment as gratitude
butt for practical jokes. "Tom, what are your eyes left in the human heart, THE TRUTH SEEKER family
made of ?" I _asked )lim one day. Tom rever~ntly ought now to prove their gratitude by returning
lifted the pupils and lowered the lids of the organs with ample accumulation ten thousand fold the good
in question (he was a very pious boy), and gravely will and good work that Mr. Walker generously and
answered, "Dust." Now, if the scriptures be true, freely bestowed upon THE TRuTH SEEKER in its hour
Tom's answer was correct, and it was considered a of peril.
En. W. CHAMBERLAIN.
remarkable answer for an idiot, but, superstition
apart, none but an idiot would hav made it.
Lewis :Masqnel-ier.
If the biographers of Jesus had confined themselvs
Honor
to
him
who, self-complete, alone,
to a record of his sayings and doings, their work had
Carves to the grave a pathway all his own,
been more respectable, for there is much- in his conAnd heedin,g not what men may think or say,
versation and behavior that commands the admiration
Asks but himself, if doubtful of the way.
and respect even of those who do not care to imitate
One by one tha aged reformers pass into the byhim. But they unfortunately attempted a pedigree, gone eternity and leave us. All along the road by
and tried to prove too much. Here they failed, it which we hav come lie the graves of the good and
may be said, ludicrously. The two genealogies do the true-nene better or truer than our aged brother
not agree, either in the number of generations or- in Lewis Masquerier. None hav ever worked more
the names of their representative. And having taken faithful1y and unselfishly for the good of their kind.
the trouble to trace the presumed father of Jesus
To repeat, even in brief, all that he has done
back to Adam, they gravely tell us that J oeeph was would take too much space. So I will merely say
not the real father of Jesus after 8.11, but that the his special works were devoted to three ends. First,
latter was "conceived of the Holy Ghost." Such a the idea of dividing the whole world up into farmstory would not do in the present day to account for steads that should be inalienable, thus securing
thefaure pas of a female saint. I hav known it tried homes and food for every one of earth's children.
on in more than one instance, but it did not succeed. His next great work was inventing what he called
It usually givs rise to scandal affectibg the saint's ''the only perfect alphabet and key of all languages;"
spiritual director, and is not unfrequently brought .nd then comes in his" Code of Rights and Wrongs."
home to him. - I am inclined to think that Mary was Probably the last will prove, in the long run, the
a respectable woman, and did not originate .the story most practicable· of the three.
herself, but that it was invented for the purpose of
Like myself, he was interested in the subject of
supporting an absurd theory, and borrowed from Spiritualism, and about as skeptical as regards the
pagan mythology. But the pagan Jupiter was more idea of a future or continued existence, so when he
discreet in his amours than the God of the Jews. heard I was going North on a trip of investigation,
He did not, as a rule, make cuckolds of his wor- he offered me a home with himself and Patience, and
shipers or meddle with married women. It is worthy did all he could toward helping me find what proved
of note that the Hebrew Jehovah broke two of his io us unfindable-some real phenomena that should
own laws, adultery and bestiality being punishable speak of the shadowy summer-land of souls; but we
with death by stoning and burning. Jupiter assumed found nothing-at ali. _
the form of a swan, but Jehovah that of a pigeon.
Yet I found a grand and noble woman in Patience,
The result of the amour was a lamb ! It was high and a kind, good, honest, wise, and truly benevolent
~ime there was a change in the breed of gods. man in Lewis Masquerier, and he, too, must hav been
Jesus, at any rate, had something human about him, favorably impressed with Elmina, as he prOposed to
but a more inhuman God than Jehovah never was tnake me his heir if I would bind myself to carry out
known. He created the world for his own pleasure his plans and wishes.
on purpose to damn it; repented that. he had made
But I was lacking in comprehension, or there were
man, and drowned nearly the whole of the human flaws in the plans; for I would not reel that I was
race in a fit of spleen. Ultimately, he chose a favored qualified to do justice to his generous offer.
race, because their ancestor was willing to commit
I am truly glad his mantle has fallen upon friend
The Gospel According to Common Sense.
an unnatural crime at his bidding, and found in the Lant, who will doubtless prove a worthy successor,
JESUS CHRIST.
long run that they turned out worse than the peoples and will revere t}le memory of the good old man by
Such extraordinary stories hav been handed down he had dispossessed for their sakes.
working out conscientiously aU that is practicable in
The humanity of "God the son" was conspicuous those plans that were so near and dear to his heart.
to us respecting tb,is remarka.ble individual that, if I
were requested to believe them with the alternativ of from the first. He repealed the inhuman laws df
Few hav lived so long, so pure, so blameless, and
being damned, I . shoul~ _unhesita~ing_ly reject t~e God-the father, and his treatment of the case ot the withal so useful a life as Lewis Masquerier.
whole as fabulous. As 1t-1s, I am mclmed to adm1t woman taken in adultery is the brightest chapter in
He was as guileless, innocent, and trusting a~ a
that there is a thin substratum of fact in the story his history. John the Baptist is reported to have child, and yet he was a shrewd, sharp, and philogiven- in the New Testament, and the fiction origi- said, "Behold the lamb of God that taketh away the sophical thinker.
nated in an attempt on the part of the biographers of sins of the world." This is, however, a mistransla"An honest man has gone to rest," leaving ~he
Jesus to explain and prove ·what he said and pre- tion as I will readily prove. It has been already immortality of a good life and good works bthmd
dicted the result being a fable so utterly repugnant sho~ that the serpent is a Hebrew idiom signifying him.
to co~mon sense as to throw grave discredit on the common sense. The lamb is a Hebrew idiom signiIn the romance of his farmsteads realized, we
story altogether. It cannot even ~e proved th.at fying harmle~sn.ess. Whether John spo_ke i~ Hebrew dream. of Emerson's beautiful picture of
these biographers were contemporaries and eye-wit- or in Greek 1t lB not our purpose to Ulqmre.. The
Green orchard boughs
nesses, like Plato to Socrates, or Boswell to Dr. Greek word given by the New Testat11ent is an eviFended from the heat,
Where the statesman plows
Johnson. The oldest MSS. known date two or dent abbreviation of the word in that language signiFurrow for the wheat.
three centuries after ·the events recorded, and it is fying weakness, gentleness, and general harmles~>ness.
When the church is social worth,
strange that the church of Rome, who has c~efully John was no stranger to Jesus. They had met and
When the state house is the hearth,
and religiously preserved sundry bones and p1eces of talked the matter over before. What he said
Then the perfect state is come,
The republican at home.
wood that prove nothing, cannot produce a single amounted to this : "Here is a harmless God, a friend
scrap of the original handwriting of the Holy Ghost, of sinners, who promises to forgiv and forget the
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER.
which would at once settle the question of authen- past if you will turn over a new leaf." The an~htO-
ticity. We cannot admit t~e a~sumed testimo_ny of pophagical followers·of Jesus. ch?se rather tc;> IUllttlal[In the notice of the death of Lewis Masquerier
Josephus to be genuin, for 1t ev1dently refu~es 1tself. ize -their God and convert h1m mto Pomethmg gMd printed recently an error of statement occurred. Mr.
If Josephus had considered Jesus to be an 1~postor, to eat. He was the antitype of the paschal lamb. Masquerier left his real esta~ to J oh~ A. Lant, pr~
he would not hav said that he was the messiah. If "Christ our passover, it! sacrificed for us, therefore senting him with a deed of 1t before h1s death. H1s
OuTis.
he had believed him to be the messiah, it is not likely let us k~ep the feast."
personal property amounted to but little more than
that he would hav been dumped in a short paragraph
sufficient to pay the funeral expenses. Mr. Lant has
The Duty of The 'l'rnth Seeker Family.
for many years been Mr. Masquerier's closest _friend.
and damned with faint praise.
·
One of my most valued possessions is a complete He is the publiAher of the Record of the Tzmes at
When Jesus proclaimed himself to be the son
of God and equal to his fathe~, ~e_quote~ scriptu.re file of THE TRuTH SEEKER from the time of the attack Tarrytown, N. Y., and will be remembered as one of
warrant for the assertion and 1t IS 1mposs1ble to dis- upon Mr. Bennett. I first subscribed when Mr. Comstock's victims.-En. T. S.]
prove it. If we admit that Jesus was a legitimate Bennett was in prison, but I procured the prior
son of Joseph, and not a byblow of the Holy Ghost, numbers extending \:lack to the "beginning of strife."
Freethinkers
as generally believed, we read that Joseph was the I often look over these old numbers with interest
Who
are
desirous
of
advancing
the cause, cannot do it more
·son of so and so which was the son of so and so, and ad vantage and a recent examination of them has
"which was the ~on of Adam, which was the son of ·shown me that Mr. E. C. Walker, one of the editors effectually than by assisting THE TnUTH SEEKER to ex_tend
God!" Now, if the first' man recorded in history was of Lucifer, was in those dark days a stanch and con- its circulation. · A liberal cash commission will be patd to
a son of God, he was necessarily a God hims~lf, for stant fJiend of Mr. Ben!lett's. Man! a good letter those devoting their time to obtaining new subscribers. For
tetms, address THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY, 28 Lafayette
aU living beings beget and produce after therr own from him and many ev1dences of h1s zealous effort
place,.New York.
kind, It is .BI!id, :QlOfeover, that " God made man are to be found in those old columns.
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go. They hav, says Dr. McGlynn, no qualification
but their garb; but a black dress and bonnet are not
considered by most people a sufficient certificate of
competency to teach school.
Neither ecclesiastics nor laymen would tell the
reporter what they thought of the bill, and he coneluded that this reticence "may or may not be significant." ·Bu~ certain it is that the school question
is up for discussion in Massachusetts this winter, and
it has come up almost entirely because of the univer-'
sal action of the priests in carrying out the orders of
the Baltimore Catholic council to establish parochial
·
schools, which in very many in.stances hav had the
effect of withdrawing a majority of the scholars from
the public institutions. In this discussion there will
be four parties-(1) the orthodox Roman Catholics;
(2) the heterodox Catholics, who know the public

schools to be good, and the parochial schools to be
FEBRUARY 4, 1888. poor, and who desire their children to hav a real
education; (3) the Protestant and Infidel upholders
SUBSCI\IPTION RATES.
of the public schools, who wish to not only sustain
Single subscription in advance ............................. . $8 00 the present mode of education, but to improve it- by
One subscription two years, in advance ................. . 0 00
Two new subscribers .......................................... . 5 00 abolishing" all religious instruction; and (4) the reacOne subscription with one new subscriber, in ona retionary Protestants who follow the late Dr. Hodge,
mittance ....: ................................................. . 5 00 of Princeton, and consider that " education involves
One subscription with two new subscribera, in one
remittance ............................................... ···· 7 00 the training of the whole man and of all his faculties,
One subscription with three new subscribers, in .one
of the conscience and of the affections as well as of
remittance ................................................... . 8 60 the intellect," and "that it is absolutely impossible
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... · 10 00 to separate religious ideas from the great mass of
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
human knowledge," and therefore " every school
with orie remittance.
must of necessity be either Christian or unchristian,
and that there is no such thing as a neutral educaEducation in Massachusetts.
Massachusetts, according to the Boston corre- tion. To be neutral in religion it must be imperfect
spondent of the New York Herald, will get this and faulty-indee!l, no education at all." This is
winter, on the floors of House and Senate, such a essentially the orthodox Roman Catholic creed for
rustling of her dry bones as she has not had since schools, and the church insists upon the right to
Butler ran for governor. The :fight will be on the teach the children of the church, as religion is of
school question, precipitated by the legislativ com- superior importece to secular education.
.The ·objects of the second and third parties are
mittee on child labor, which,·after recommending the
sufficiently
plain. The :first and fourth classes are in
passage of an act prohibiting the employment in
The Catholics hav attempted to get out
shops of children under twelve years of age, and aofmuddle.
the muddle by establishing parochial schools, but
recommending their compulsory attendance at school, the expense of maintaining them is so great that they
says:
.
will never cease their efforts to accomplish their
" Either we must abandon our theory of compulsory edu- purpose through another method, which is outlined
cation up to a prescribed standard, or we must determin,
through our educational authorities, whether private schools in a recent number of the Oatlwlie World as follows:
come up to this standard, and must giv such authorities all
"A plan by which religion could be introduced irito the
necessary powers, and impose up'on them all neceBBary schoollf is the same which now is in use in the asylums, etc.,
duties, for the full accomplishmenfof this end. .After full the denomination starting and managing the school, and the
consideration the committee therefore recommends :
state paying for results in the secular branches. If the state
" 1. That all private schools be required to register and wishes to regulate the secular studies, another plan of comreturn lists of their pupils, with a record of their attendance. promise, although not as suitable, might be accepted by us.
" 2. That the school committee be required to visit and Let the state appoint Catholic teachers for Catholic children,
examin personally or by agent all such private schools, to and Protestant teachers for Protestant children, prescribing
pass a vote annually approving or refusing to approve each. the present neutral system of education for certain hours of
one.
the school day, and giving also a fixed hour or hours for
" 3. That after September 1, 1889, no such private school daily religious instruction. To do this the state need not
be approved unless taught by teachers holding certificates of recognize any church, but can and should take cognizance
qualification obtained from the school committee, as is re- of the preferences of the parents. By doing it, it is not
quired of teachers in the public schools."
'illogical or unjust,' since in other matters it does it conThe Protestants aver that in this third section is tinually. It is by the influence of somebody that teachers
seen the trail of the Jesuit serpent. If teachers in are now appointed.
"According to the plan in use in Poughkeepsie, N.Y., the
parochial· schools, they say, must hav certificates teachers are Catholics in public schools Nos. 11 and 12, just
from the school boards, the state thus places its as they are Protestants in the other schools under the same
stamp of approval on what is taught in the Catholic board. The following is the order of the daily exercises :
schools, and it is but a short step from that to the "8:41S.-Morning prayers.
granting of state aid to sectarian institutions. It is "9 to 12.-Regular secular course as in other schools.
" 12.-l:lhort prayer; then recess.
claimed that the Catholic opposition to the measure "1 P.M.-Religious instruction.
is hypocritical, an(J. that the wily Jesuits hav made " 1:80.-Regnlar secular course.
" 8.-Closing religious exercises.
their :first open move for the recognition of their
"The state school hours are from 9 to 12 and 1:30 to 3, and
religion by the state.
no child is compelled to be at the religious exercises unless
On the other hand, the Catholic· legislators de· by its own parents' desire. If a Protestant wishes to send
nounce the proposed bill as a blow aimed at parochial his child to the Catholic public school he may do so, and it
schools, for although parochial schools are not men- is taught in precisely the same way as it is now in the orditioned, it is asserted they are meant by the words nary public school. There is no interference·with it. At the
same time the Catholic children hav teachers who are able to
" private schools." They urge that it would be an giv them the religious instruction and influence which their
indignity not to be tolerated to force the nuns and parents desire them to receive, and which they do receive
sisters of charity to come publicly forward to be outside of state school hours. In Poughkeepsie the way this
examined by the school boards-" something entirely has been managed w:as by the church letting buildings owned
by itself to the board of education for their school. hours
opposed to their modest and retiring habits."
Where the school-houses belong to the churches this
To an outsider it looks as though both may be only.
could be done generally, so that the state may be exempted
right about the ultimate effect of the bill. If the from all expense for religious instruction. Where, on the
state supervises parochial schools, and insists. upon other hand, the state owns the school-house, the church could
efficient instruction, the maintainers of the school pay rent for its use, as for a furnished room, during the
may with some plausibility ask for :financial aid to hours appointed for religious instruction only. The vital
build the school up to the level demanded. The point is the teacher. A child is like plastic clay in the hands
of a teacher, and learns its lesson not only with its ears but
church will say that both she and the parents B.re with its eyes also; what the teacher does it will do; what
satisfied with the minimum of secular instruction, she omits to do it will omit; what she has no belief in or
and if the rest of the world desire more, why, the rest respect for the child will not believe in or reverence ; or it
of the world can pay for it. And here, too, is where will try to serve two masters, the parent and the teacher,
the bill hurts the parochial schools, for if the teachers and, serving neither, will emerge an Infidel from this unnatural process of training. For it will not regard as truth to
are to be examined, and none but competent ones be accepted and acted upon a doctrin about which two such
employed, the nuns and sisters of charity will hav to great authorities disagree."
·
SATURDAY,

1888.·
The principles of Dr. Hodge and his followers are
much more briefly stated. They are that " the
·system of public schools must be held, in their
sphere, true to the claims of Christianity, or they
must go, with all other enemies of Christ, to the
wall." Dr. Hodge held, and the Catholic .church
authorities now hold, that the people of the United
States are going straight to the devil through the
public school system. Dr. Hodge said:
" The infinit evils resulting from the exclusion of religion .
from the schools cannot be corrected by the supplementary
agencies of the Christian home, the Sabbath-school, and the
church. This follows not only because the activities of the
public school are universal, and that of all the other agencies
partial, but chiefly because the Sabbath-school and church
cannot teach history and science, and therefore cannot rectify
the antichristian history and science taught by the public
schools. And, if they could, a Christian history and science
on the one hand cannot coalesce with and counteract an
Atheistic history and science on the other. Poison and its
antidote together never constitute nutritious food. And it is
madness to attempt the universal distribution of poison on
the ground that other parties are endeavoring to furnish
a partial distribution of an imperfect antidote."
The Oatlwlic World concludes its account of the
" Poughkeepsie plan" with these words :
"At present the people of the United States, Catholic and
non-Catholic,. are, no doubt unintentionally, lavishly spendirig their money in aid of indifferentism and Freethinking,
and if it goes on much longer it must soon break up this free
republic, which, founded by Christians, can only be perpetuated by Christians."
The reactionary Protestants and the Catholics
would break up our public school system-as indeed
the latter .hav already done in many places-unless
religion is taught in the schools. Both are, therefore, deadly enemies of the republic, and should be
80 recognized. If Massachusetts is destined to be
the :first state to face this danger and to attempt
a settlement of .the question, let us hope there is
enough patriotism and wisdom among her lawmakers to pursue the right course, a~d to neither
infringe personal liberty nor yield to ecclesiastical
clamor because it is backed by the suffrages of
ignorance.

Comstock Squelched.
It givs us unqualified pleasure to be able to report
that Anthony Comstock has. been sat down upon hard
by a Philadelphia court. It seems that in January,
1887, after the Mueller conviction in this city, the
Philadelphia Society for the Suppression of Vice sent
for Comstock to visit that city and do some suppressing. He went. Pretending to be an artist, and giving the dealers an envelope with an artist's card
upon it, he purchased several dozen copies of photographs, which he placed before a grand jury, who
found indictments against several art~dealers. The
cases were called last week before Judge Biddle.
Comstock was the principal witness in each case.
One man was discharged because he was an employee
and not responsible for the sales of the indicted :firm.
As the 11ext case was progressing, the prosecutor interrupted the proceedings. to say: "I hav not had
time to consult with the district attorney in this case,,
but I think I will be justified in not pressing i~.
I am here to perform a duty, and I am a moral coward if I refuse to do it, but it c~nnot be the wish of
the state to- destroy art: l believe in the Bible and
God, and I know he inade nothing imperfect. He
made man in his own image, and by the fall of man
alone came indecency. However, I cannot reconcile
my mind that the pictures before me are indecent.
They are of the highest state of art, and the man who
says they are obscene ought to go to a less civilized
community than Philadelphia. I cannot press the
case, but will leave the matter in the hands of the
court."
To this pretty plain intimation of the proJecutor
that the cases were of a kind with which he wanted
nothing more to do, Judge Biddle responded : " It
is not very easy to define actually what the terms
'nude and obscene' mean. In every Catholic house
in the country there is a nude representation of
'Christ, and the pictures of Adam and Eve are familiar to all. Nude pictures are not necessarily lewd
or indecent. Where there is an intention to corrupt
the public by the sale of indecent picture~:~ there
ought to be severe punishment, but this is not a case
of that kind. It won't do and it seems absurd for
New York detective to come over here and try to
demonstrate that recognized works of art are obscene."
The jury found a verdict of not guilty, and Com-
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stock ar6se in wrath. "I want to say," he went on,
. "that after the pictures were obtamed they were submitted to the distl."ict attorney, and that under his
advice, and in the discharge of my sacred duty, I had
the indictments found. I wij.l also add that these
pictures are the same which the New York Court of
Errors and Appeals decided to be obscene." Three
more cases were called, two of whi~h were dismissed
without any testimony at all. The other defendant
was discharged for irresponsibility for the sales
made to Comstock.
The" New York detectiv" came back to this city
a sadder but not a wiser man. He will never learn
that he is an anachronism, a survival of puritanism,
arid if he could hav his way the scenes depicted by
Mr. Heston in our first page would be realities.

Utah and India.
In the United States, as everybody knows, the
Protestant church desires to punish polygamy by
impriaonment. To do this it has caused laws of
great severity of penalty to be passed, and scores of
polygamous Mormons are now in jail expiating their
religious offense against morality and their Christian
brethren. It is no odds to the Protestant church
that the man's wives are left destitute; that they are
old and helpless; that they do not object to the
plural partner ; that the putting away of the subsequent editions of m,atrimonial joys would be rank
injustice and cz:uelty-no excuse, in short, is accepted
by the Protestant church which is now prosecuting
the Mormons._
. But how is it with _these Paulists in other lands T
Are they as rigidly moral in India as in Utah T The
answer is given by the Rev. lildward A. Laurence in
tb~ Andover Review, in considering "what shall be
the treatment of converted polygamists." He ,says:

we recollect slightly, the Sarahs of old had little
compassion for the Hagars, and the Abrahams were
less kind than the heathen converts. There is scripture justification for the course of the missionaries,
but the scheme did not work well enough to make its
continuance desirable.
But the gist of the matter lies elsewhere. To refuse baptism to a polygamist would be to keep him
out of the church. The heathen was not mean
enough to thrust out upon the world a weak and
helpless woman; he would rather go to hell with
those he loved than gain heaven by anather's suffering. The heathen has a heart. But the missionary
had to hav a convert. He was paid for getting converts. His bread and butter was at stake. His
salary depended upon a lot of spectacled old gentlemen of Massachusetts who demanded saved souls in
return. It was the case of the boy and the woodchuck when the preacher was coming to dinner over
again. The little wan· of prejudice against polygamy
came down, and the missionary counts another soul
upon whose "conversion" he gets the regular commission. Not only one, but two-as many as comeand this is the practice of not only one missionary,
but of a majority of them; and not only of one sect,
but ·of all sects. Competition among purchasers
makes prices high ; among common carriers to heaven
it makes rates low and accommodation easy.
It has been the boast of Christians that DO wrongdoer could get to heaven till he repented and made
such reparation as he could. Now, polygamy is
either right or wrong; the convert's repentance must
be shown by his work ; the method of his reparation
is plain. But there is no repentance, no reparation,
and the man is assured of eternal salvation. The
''under protest" clause may salve the conscience pf
the missionary, but what will the court of appeal
say? How will it render its decision? Do the precedents of the Old Testament saints constitute a
common law of sufficient power to pull the heathen
through, or will the more recent rulings be a bar to
his entrance upon the 'joys of the blest T These are
questions which we do not see how the missionaries
or the Andover Board can answer, any more than
they can settle the second probation question.
But what we want to know is, why should the
polygamists of Utah be put in jail and the polygamists of India received into the church? Is;t because the Mormon has got the best of the biblical
argument with the_ Protestants, or is it because the
church needs some converts with which to draw
money from the pockets of believers T

ure ; for If you are right, theology is absolutely the 'only
topic known to man that is in that pathetically hopeless con·
dition when it has on!y a past. I did not know it was eo sad
as that .• Let us talk of something more cheerful. How do
you like the new monument--?" But a shout of laughter
drowned the rest of it, and the subject was dextrously
changed.
lN.-Garibaldi's Memoirs, which will soon appear in English,
occurs this opinion of the priests : " The priest is the real
scourge of God in Italy. He keeps a cowardly government
in the most humiliating degradation, and strengthens himself amidst the corruption and misery of the people. _ In
France he urges that unhappy nation to war, and in Spain,
worse still, he spurs on toward civil war the leading bands
of fanatics, and is spreading extermination everywhere."
THE Independent wants to know what the Churchman
means by describing Dr. Field, in writing of his open letter
to Colonel Ingersoll, as " the doctor with a heredity of Calvinistic background for his theogony." It means, dear In.
dependent; that all the C&l.vinism there is about Dr. Field is
a slight trace of ancestral fear of John Calvin's God. On his
own account, Dr. Field is not a Presbyterian. If he had
known as fully six months ago where he stands, we do not
believe he would hav written that open letter. And if the
Presbyterian church had at the time known the result of
the controveray he began as well as it knows it now, we
believe that the doctor would somehow hav been induced to
remain silent.
THE wonderful ingenuity of biblical exegetists is shown in
the following inquiry sent to the Ohristian Advocate:
"Is it certain that the words, 'Drink no longer water, bnt drink
a little wine,' are properly translated as of literal water and of lit·
era! wine? A.re there not places in the Bible where ' milk' and
'wine ' do not mean literal milk and literal wine? A.nd, as in this
place Paul was speaking to Timothy to instruct him in the necessity of caution in the selection of church offi~ers, why might it not
be supposed that he used 'wine 'and 1 water' in the spiritual sense,
and that the 1 wine' meant to get persons of an energetic and vig.
orous character T" ·

Dr. Buckley declines, however, to get out of a bad hole in
that way. He says that if Paul's advice to Timothy was
not literal then no one can form any idea of anything in the
Bible. How Paul's advice consists with his own Prohibition
principles he fails to st_a_te_._ _..._ __
THE Tribune, of this c,ity, is responsible for the following:
" A copy of the Bible always lies on the office desk of Col.
Robert G. Ingersoll. The reason of this is that he prepares
his lectures and newspaper articles at his office, and this is
the only work of reference which he keeps at hand. He dictates to a stenographer when preparing a lecture or article,
stopping occasionally to think, frequently going back to
ctange or correct a phrase, or again talking impetuously and
rapidly. After the stenographer has put his dictation into
type-written manuscript, the colonel goes over it with the
utmost care and painstaking, making numerous corrections
and emendations: Then he has it all rewritten on the typewriter, when he goes over it a second time with equal care.
Sometimes three or four manuscripts are thus prepared for
him before he is satisfied. A stenographer who has done
a great deal of work for Colonel Ingersoll says that outside
the Bible he uses no reference books or memoranda. Whatever he desires to say, even to quotations, is stored away in
his great head. Many persons take it upon themselvs to
attempt to convert Colonel Ingersoll from his Atheism. They
make their efforts both in person and by mail, in letters and
pamphlets. The other day the colonel received a pamphlet
entitled "Sure Cure for Atheists." He replied to the sender
by retu~ning the book with the c"'omment that it was as full
of errors as the bo.ok it sought to defend, and that he could
not think of retaining it, because a single perusal was suffi.
cient assurance that its only earthly object was to minister to
the vanity of its author. Several times women of severe
garb and countenance hav besieged Colonel Ingersoll's office
intent on bringing him into the Christian fold. These are
generally put off by the office boy, who has come to kn.ow
unerringly all such visitors. One pretty little SalvatiOn
Army woman in a poke bonnet pleaded earnestly once to
gain the colonel's presence, declaring pathetically that she
knew she could convert him if she could only be allowed to
pray with him."-----...-----'--

. "The opinion of missionaries on this subject is much divided
and the matter has been discussed at various conferences. An
excellent statement of both sides of the question is made in
the Indian Evangelical ReJJiew of April, 1886, by the Rev. J.
J. Lucas, who has taken paiiui to inform himself of the opin.
iolls of many leading missionaries. My own impression,
formed from conversation with a large number, is that a
majority of the missionaries in India, especially of those
longest in the field, would decline to advise a man to dismiss
one of two wives, and that many of them would baptize him
in that state, while protesting against polygamy as unchristian.
.
_" To more than sixty representative of different rirlssions ·
Mr. Lucas sent the question: 'Would you, under any circumstances, baptize a convert with more than one wife,
allowing.him to retain his wives?' From the great majority
there came back an answer in the affirmativ. Some of these
hav baptized such converts; others hav been deten·ed only
by the rules of their societies. Here is one case: A man proEditorial Notes.
fessing to be a Christian requested baptism. He was deemed
worthy to be received into the church. He had, however,
THE strike at the Clark thread works, near Newark,
two wives. His first wife, then an old woman, had no chil- whereby some two hundred girls were out of employment,
dren. She, I beli~ve, had urged her husband to take a second has been !ettled by the interference of the Catholic priest of
wife. By this last marriage he had five or six children. The the parish, who said that his' efforts were made in the in.
first wife seemed as fond of the children as their own mother. terest of his church, to which the operative and their friends
Which of these wives, then, should be put away? We did employed in other factories contributed $25,000 annually.
not require him to dismiss either of them.
Without work they could not giv; therefore he advised his
"The Rev. Dr. Bissell, of Ahmednagar, reports: 'The people to accept the employers' terms. Unselfish priest l
reason for taking the second wife is, in the majority of cases,
A PETITION was got up recently by a stockholder of the
because the first wife is barren, or her children are girls, or Fifth avenue stage line against the running of stages
they hav died in childhood. In view of these difficulties I on Sunday. It was signed by clergymen and wealthy peobegan to doubt whether I had a right to insist that a man ple who own carriages, and consequently do not need to use
should send away his second wife and all his children as a the stages. The directors of the company, however, hav
condition of baptism. To do this would be in effect a refusal decided to try the experiment. The stages will be run on
to receive him to the church. I hav in two instances bap.
Sundays as on week-days-as long as it proves profitable.
tized men with two wives, doing this with instructions as to
Lectures and Meetings.
the nature of this relation and what it!! r.:quired by the teach- The employees of the company are all in favor of Sunday
work.
J.
E.
REMSBURG
will lecture in Texas during thfl remainder
ing of Christ, so that it is understood that we only allow it
THE Jiioisk Messenger grows earcastic and says: "A Bos- of the winter. He has engagements at Galveston, San Anunder protest. Mr. Lucas himself opposes baptism in such
a case, because of the apparent sanction given to polygamy, ton correspondent of the Evangelist, in a kindly notice of tonio, Austin, Dallas, Fort Worth, Waco, Sherman, Gaines·
the temptation laid in the way of inquirers, the formation of the proposed Home for Aged and Infirm Hebrews in that ville, Paris, Bowie, Henrietta, Brownwood, Graham, Desde·
two classes of Christians within the church, and the injury city refers to the gift of an estate by Bon, Leopold Morse mona, Burnett, San Angelo, Goldthwaite, Moody, Mansfield,
done to the church itself. Yet he would not ask the husband for that purpose," and then adds: 'Blessed be the helping Kerens, Mount Pleasant, Marquez, Hempstead, Columbus,
to put away either wife, but would say, 'Wait. Yonr first 1and of Christianity, in whatever form it may bestow its and Victoria.
Obituary.
outward step toward Christ must not be marred by a cruel heaven-sent gifts.' We fail to see what' the helping hand of
.
wrong and flagrant injustice. Wait, holding fast your faith, Christianity' has to do with the matter. Mr. Morse is glad
Mr. F. F. Follet died January 4th, in Chicago., afte~ an II 1•
and time will bring a change.' Yet, as Mr. Lucas admits, to ~~:cknowledge that he is a Hebrew."
ness of one week. The immediate cause of lus takmg-off
the· majority of missionaries; if left free to act, would go
HELEN GARDENER was telling a funny story to a party of was pneumonia. He was in his sixty-fifth year, although
·
one would hav taken him, from his decrep!t 1!-Ppearanc~, to
further than this, though leaving much to be determined by
friends, a few days ago, and while the laughter was at Its hav been much older. He was aware that his_ life was rapidly
the circumstances of the case.".
loudest, a rather prim lady, on the shady side of fifty, who drawing to a close, but he did not .re~ant, but ~assed away
Here we see the duplicity of that religion which is the wife of a clergyman, joined the group and asked what as tranquilly as a babe falls asleep m Its mothers arms. .He
is all things to all men and catches you with guile. they were all laughing at. One of the gentlemen eairl: "Oh, was a Liberal Spiritualist, nay, m?re, he was an Anarc~IB~,
about and was ready and capable at all times to defend the pnnCIIn Utah polygamists must go to jail. In India they at one of Miss Gardener's irresistibly comical yarns
pies of Anarchy. The Liberals of Illinois :Will rememb~r .the
T he 1a d Y b race·d three
n~ed
for
a
revised
theology."
years he spent in traveling over thiS state orgamzmg
the
burning
must come into the church. Would the Protestants
herself, and with the air of a conqueror, looke_d Miss ~ar. Liberal Leagues and distrib:;.ting Freethought literapur~, ap at
receive into communion all the Mormons if they dener directly in the eyes and made the followmg crushmg his own expense. In this work he exha~sted hiS .limited
would join the Presbyterian church?. No doubt the argument· "Miss Gardener had much better'let theology resources and four years agG came to ChiCago to hv. ~e
Mormons can giv as good reasons for taking the alone Ii was revised to a nicety and settled, ji.naUy, long started a ~mall business in the book t.r1a1~e,fand bufilMrtupAqmFte
·
d M' G
a business in that time He left a WI m avor o
· •
second wife as can the Indians. But when did before she was born.'' "So was slavery," retorte IBB ar- H t 0 f R kf d Ill. who came on after his death an
·
·
·
kl
"I
f
"1
t
th
a
1·
ar
'
oc
or
'
.,
·
f
h'
II.I o s~e e PP I· took his body to Rockford to be laid by the s1de o IS~~'f e
·childlessness become in ·the Christian church a justi- dener, with her mernest twm e.
cation," said Mrs. Clergyman. _ "Really?" mterrogated He was buried without a funeral. Not a word was said a
fication for polygamy T We read of these things in Miss Gardener; "then the case is hopeless. But let us talk his grave, and no obituary notic~ has appeared fr~m t.h
the Old Testament, and it is upon that book that the of something else-something that has changed or improved hands of tho~e to .w~om he left his llttle allW 1;no~::L m
18
• •
•
Mormons base theh' reli~ou!J it~."titutions. But if since Iwas born-something that has a present and a fut- 1stance of how ChriStians bury Infide •
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A. Straub, A. Wisler, Jim Greene, and D. W. Benjamin, ence of snch bright and glorious characters as Abraham Linwho helped us most generously in a financial way. Come coln, Benjamin Franklui, Thomas Jefferson, and, last but not
least, our own contemporary, glorious" Bob," as the infidels
again! Mr. Remsburg!
JoHN TRUEBLooD.
to decency and good manners designate him. Some time ago
SHARoN, KAN., Jan. 1(, 1888.
ANDOVER, 0., Jan. 1, 1!j88.
I had a paper· of some kind in which there was an article
MR. EDITOR: I wish to say to you that I agree with all
MR. EDITOR: I write to present the obituary: Died, in from the pen of a Chinese· educated in English, which dethose that indorse the stand you hav taken for liberty and Andover, 0., Dec. 31, 1887, Eliza J., wife of E. W. Morley,
clared that in
(,'hina, containing nearly four hundred millthe right. I think the pictures a good way to reach the in the fifty-fifth year of her age. She was a confirmed Spirions of people, th"ere was not in a given year as much violence,
young folks, and lots of the old "ones as well. I like THE itualist, and had been ·a great sufferer for years. She looked
outrage, and disorder as in· the state of New York. The
TRUTH SKEKER better every day. As .I hav informed you forward to the change with pleasure. Her mind was clear
paper. has been lost; and if you can procure me one I. will be
before, I saw it first about the time Mr. Bennett was tried to the last. She said she had " no more fear of dying than
very thankful. Please let me know the lowest price of Benby Benedict, and hav been a constant reader of it ever since. of s~epping into the next room.'' She gave directions for her
nett's travels" Around the World," for I would like to hav
I now consider it tlte best paper I ever saw.
J. D. ~'AIR.
funeral, and did not wish to be carried into any church, but them, if not too costly.
J. SooTT.
wanted a quiet funeral at home, a few pieces sung, and
NEw HAVEN, CoNN., Jan. 14, 1888.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Jan. 8, 1888.
Mn. EDITOR: Will you please send me a copy of the TRUTH speaking if the friends desired .• As there was no Spiritual
or Liberal speaker within .miles of here, I knew not what to
MR. EDITOR: At last I hav had to come down. As
BEKKER ANNUAL, for which please find inclosed 25 cents?
I am glad you speak well of those noble heroes who were do. Not wishing to submit to the custom, as most Lib- Ct:ockett said to the coon, so it has been said to me, and
hanged at Chicago. Of course, they should hav a monu- erals do on such occasions, of thinking that any orthodox I hav to giv up that which I hav had the pleasure of reading
ment, as Mr. J. S: Arthur says. It is to be hoped their preacher will do, I commenced looking around, and as we for seven years, namely, the grand old TRUTH SEEKER,
friends will get them one. They were true men of the peo- hav a young lawyer holding the office of justice of the peace because I can't pay for it. I owe for one year's .subscription,
ple, and died bravely. Every true Liberal should honor who is an outspoken Infidel of character and ability, I got and to save my life I can't pay it, and must tell you to dis~
them. I wouln like them to hav a monument, like that of him to make a few remarks. .He did splendidly, and was a continue mailing it to me any longer, until I can pay, if I
Washington, 592 feet in bight, at a cost of $1,187,710; great surprise to the church people, and as he would not take ever can. I don't know nor you cannot understand my conweight, 81.000 tons. They deserve it. They died for hu- pay for his services I herewith inclose $5 for THE TRUTH dition or circumstances. The truth is, I hav talked too
much. I was brought up a Presbyterian, with all its horrible
SEEKER to be sent him. J. W. Roberts is his name.
manity. Yours for the glorious cause of liberty,
teachings, and not till I was forty-eight years old, some fourE. W. MoRLEY.
. J. E. WEJ.OH.
teen years ago, had I ever read or heard a Freethought lectLAWRENOE, KAN., Jan. 1, 1888.
ure, when an argument with a good, intelligent Liberal made
DELAVAN, MINN., J"an. 17, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find· a clipping from the me think. I was induced to read Thomas Paine's " Age of
MR. EDITOR: I hav delayed longer than I ought in sending
in my amount for the next year, trying to get another name Lawrence TribUne. I myself, an Agnostic Infidel, living here Reason.'' Nothing had so interested me ever before. Then
to send along with mine. I hav made it a point the last four in God's country, under God's kind care and protection, hav his "Common Sense;" then came Ingersoll's "Mistakes of
times I hav renewed my subscription to send you a new many ups and downs in life, but am al~ays ready to fire hot Moses" and " Skulls," and I first heard that great, noble man
name for your subscription books each time. I think nearly shot back when the Christian leaders try to teach me how lecture in Jamestown and Buffaio. N.Y., in 1879. It has
every reader of your paper could do as well, with a little to liv a just and righteous life. Lawrence has passed a law been my pleasure to hear him deliver four, among them
effort, and in the aggregate the result would be highly satis- respecting the unknown being. All places of business, ex- " What llust I Do to Be Saved?"
factory to the publishers as well as the readers of the greatest cept churches, must be closed on Sundnys. Churches are
I was a subscriber to D. M. Bennett's travels " Around
allowed to make as many holy dollars as they can. One poor the World," which no man or woman who wants to advance
Freethought journal of the world.
Regarding the course of your paper no Freethinker can man, by the name of Miller, that kept an eating-stand open in truth and knowledge can afford to be without. I h11.v
hav other than words of commendation. The illustrations on Sunday, wa,s fined five dollars. A leading Methodist min- never seen the person who has read those books that does
are as necessary now to complete the paper as the noble say- ister jumped out of bed one Sunday morning and married a not say they are the most valuable history they had ever
couple of folks for a "V." That was all right; giving to seen. I hav loaned mine niany times. Is it any wonder I
ings of Colonel Ingersoll.
ministers is giving to God.
should talk? Could I help being disgusted with my former
· Inclosed please find $6.50, to be applied as directed.
A sad case of Christianity came to my notice here in this faith? But it cost me many a dollar. I kept hotel from
JAMES GEDDES.
town. A Mrs." Solt became converted and received a com- 1880 to. 1886 in Erie, Pa., that priest-ridden city, and while
LEoN,-KAN., Jan. 16, 1888.
mandment from God to fast. She fasted, and died drinking there entertained such blasphemers as J. H. Burnham, C. B.
MR. EDITOR : According to your notice of the 4th inst., my water and quoting scripture. Death relieved he~ of her Reynolds, Charles Watts, J. E. Remsburg, and many others.
subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER will expire on the 6th of transgressions of the laws of nature. She believed the infant lt was known as Infidel headquarters, and notwithstanding I
next month, at which time we will bid the once best Free- at her breast was a new Christ. 0 for an Ingersoll to preach had the name of keeping a first-class hotel, I had the ill-will
thought journal published good-bye. I and my family hav the funeral address of those that hav died for Jesus's sake I
of the local people, and they ·did me all the harm they
perused its pages in all about three years; were taking it
Wishing THE TRUTH SEEKER everlasting prosperity, I re. could-quite enough to keep me from succeeding.
during the travel of the great apostle of Freethought around main,
Yours for truth,
A. L. WILLIAMS.
I inclose ten cents for the next issue of THE TRUTH
the world, and must confess that we hav had great pleasure
SEEKER. I want to read Colonel Ingersoll's answers to your
WELLAND,
ONT.,
Jan.
l!i,
1868.
in reading its contributions from the ablest and best men the
MR. EDITOR: At the ap:e of eighty-two years, I, John Ray, questions, and just as soon as I can, if that time shall ever
world ever produced. But we think of late its pages are too
find
my health and faculties generally are fast failing me, come, 1 will pay you the balance I owe you, and resume my
much occupied in defense of Communism and Anarchism.
and
at
the rate I am failing my time here cannot be long. I place again.
-Too much government is better for the people than no govTrusting that by the combined efforts of Liberals all or
ernment at all. I also think the man who holds the plow is now hav little to look forward to but IJ,n early dissolution. any of ihe Christian Gods may be kept out of our C~nI
shall
not
be
taken
by
surprise;
am
endeavoring
to
meet
entitled to as much credit as the beasts that pull it. What
Most respectfully,
C. L. HAwEs.
that_event with what fortitude I can command. Having· stitution, I am,
would labor be without intellect and capital?
lost
faith
in
the
Christians'
religious
creed,
and
all
other
Yours for the right,
L. D. HENRY.
religious creeds, excPpt the religion of humanity, my deA NIGHT AT BETHEL.
pendence is upon natural law, for of anything supernatural
MR. EDITOR: One Sunday morning in June, while taking
ELKHORN, MoNT., Jan. 9, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Your paper I greatly respect and appre- or outside of nature I ki:ww not. I had no choice in being niy usual constitutional, I noticed across the street a plain,
ciate, because of its just and upright tenor and its bold brought into existence in this life, and a train of circum- unpretentious building, of decidedly moral tone, embellished
independence, being yet respectful and · considerate alike stances· not at my command or of my choosing has resulted with a large black sign, on which was painted, " B--e-t-h-e-1."
of the opinions of friend or foe, which desirable course, in making me what I am and as I find myself to-day. It has I looked at it and ~ondered at the strange name-for, mark
ye, I am a stranger and a pilgrim in this land of yourswe must adn:it, is foreig"'l to many of our popular jour- not been in my power to be otherwise than as I am.
If ·faith or a belief has anything to do with our existence when a tall, lantern-jawed individual, clad in a suit of cast-nals. In the columns of the grand old TRUTH SEEKER
we find contributions of a threefold nature-practical, theo- in a life after this, I cannot, nor can anyone in reality, be- off undertaker's garb, with bony hands clasped together, and
retical, and scientific-all uniting in a harmonious whole, lieve that" whicl:. is contrary to the evidence of the senses, be a wild, yearning look in his eyes, came to the door and gazed
constituting a splendid volume, a valuable treatis, furnish~ the consequence what it may. My faith is in accordance long and earnestly at me, then said, in a holy-living-and-dying
ing a means by which the gloom and darkness of a false be- with my best judgment; to profess differently would be hy- voice, "Brother, step aside from the world and drink at the
lief are dissipated, and instead the masses, from a world of pocrisy, and that is what honesty could not approve. It has font of the water of life.'~ As I never hav refused a drink
error, delusion, and ignorance, are ushered into a grand and taken a long time, and much thought, to overcome my early when offered in so unp::-ejudiced a fashion, I merely replied
lofty sphere, where the radiance of a brightening day, teaching, which was the Christians' theory or theology. in my huskiest tones, "Why, cet'nly, brother," and bounded
.
illumed by the ascending orb of reason, shall forever dispel But, having arrived at my present conclusions, I cannot be up the stairs with a smi~e upo~ my lips.
otherwise than faithful to my honest convic.tions of what ap..
Cahnly ~nd. most ummpasswnately m~ sable gUide conthe insidious approach of delusion and priestcraft.
pears to me to be the truth. No one can be expected to do ducte~ m~ InSide, and I seated mfself best de a gentleman _of
Respectfully,
W. H. BANTA.
better than he knows. But I hold it to be the duty of all . so Ehsha1c-pardon the expresswn-appearance that I mSALISBURY, Mo., Jan. 18, E.M. 288.
to do as well as they know. Anything short of this would stantly looked around for the children and the two bears.
~!R. EDITOR: On the evening of the 11th inst. I boarded be a neglect of known duty.
JoHN RAY.
As soon as I had arranged my coat-tails I looked eagerly
the express train at this place, en route for Brunswick to hear
around for the font, but nothing in the sh~pe of that vessel
Mr. Remsburg lecture on "Sabbath Breaking and Sabbath
DuLUTH, MINN., Jan. 1, 1888.
could !'see. Slowly I arrived at the truth that I had beenBreakers." He spoke in the city hall to a small audience,
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $3, for which please sold. The font was symbolical, not a welcome-to me-realthat is, to the brains of the town. There was not a fool in send me your paper for six months. Having seen several ity. Ah, how I sighed for the sacrament! Mournfully I
the house. The lecturer was introduced by Captain Beneka, numbers of. it, I am much pleased with it, though I do not turned my eyes toward my guide, who was guardian angel
a prominent lawyer of that place. Among ·the audience agree with all the sentiments expressed in ll, and am not at of the collection-box. I had almost murmured, "Brother,
might hav been seen such splendid faces as Isaac H. Kinley, all pleased with the treatment which Henry George receives you are a li--· ," when I saw that, with his eyes upturned,
the editor of the Brunswicker, and Chas. R. Luster, editor from you, as well as from some of your correspondents-. with a happy vinegar expression on his face, he was in comof the Brunswick News, who, by the way; told me that night Why do you persistently represent his ideas as ·Socialism or mullion with spirits unseen, and naturally co:1ld not attend
that he was just reading Thomas Paine's works, with which Communism? You know, as well as I do, that George is as to my spiritual wants.
he was delighted. It givs me pleasure to say that Kinley, far from those ideas as it is possible for him to be. One. of
On a platform at one end of the room stood the double of
Luster, and Beneka are the three grand pillars of that town your correspondents, on December 24th, over the signature my gnide, swinging his arms and making horrible facial con-its compass, its judge by the rule of three, and its reason of "Liberal," mixes up George's name with Anarchism, and tortions. He was simply reminding his hearers-" dwellers in
and safety. The lecturer was applauded whenever oppor- "I brand that as an infamous lie "-see his article. The man this oasis in the great desert 'Of life" who yet " travailed in
tunity offered. At 10 o'clock I bid Mr. Remsburg good- who has read George's works and does not see and acknowledge this vale of tears"- that on account of so many sinners going
night, and took the train for Salisbury. I felt a little the difference between his teachings and Anarchism, Social- down the hell side-track the faithful would require to donate
skittish to see a cumbersome freight pull out about twenty ism, or Communism is either a fool or something worse, but more freely to the Lord, in order to keep up steam in the
minutes ahead of our train. I did not know but perhaps wishing to be charitable, I would rather suppose tltat ".Lib~ engin on the uptown grade; that he-the parson-knew all
the finger of Providence was fumbling around, and was go- e!·al" has not read George's works, and has formed his opin. his hearers· would giv, as the Lord"- etc.
ing to make a " stumbling-stone " out of that freight, but he ion on what he has seen in the general secular and religious
This oration finished, he sat down, and the old man at my
didn't. It certainly vanished into air as we flew over the press, which never would adopt a new ides or progressiv elbow began to groan in a manner so horrible that I, fearing
rails. I then got to thinking how Jehovah had become civ- movement in morals until the former saw that it would not the worst, instantly reminded him of the e!ilcacy of brandy
ilized since he raised the mischief with Jonah and his gourd affect their pockets injuriously, and the latter until a p~blic and ginger; but the old ingrate, turning his inflamed eyes
vhte.
sentiment, gradually growing up to righteousness, compelled upon me, howled out loud enough for all to hear, "Lord,
Wtll, Mr. Remsburg was at our town and lectured the the clergy to giv in. Instance slavery and temperance. You 1 save this poor mis-er-able sin-ner! Do, Lord, do-o-o I"
next night. I had the honor of introducing the distinguished know, also, that they held on to the fagot and thumb-snrew which refrain was instantly taken up by the whole crowd
gentleman to our audience. Several small jugs were soon until clear-eyed Science moved the world out of their power. and bellowed to the Lord, poor soul!
filled and floated out to slander the man, hoping thereby to They still exercise ostracism to the damaging of Liberals,
But as the Lord, keeping silent, refused to meddle with the
"hide a multitude of sins." All honor to the Loeq brothers, but, thank God, that is slipping from them, before the influ- affair, the Rev. Singlete:x:t called upon Sistet: Shanks to lead.

Jetters Jrtttl( Jlri~ntls.

all
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in prayer. Sister Shanks, pious and prim, Roman nose
embellished with spectacles and hands clasped together,
poured forth her soul to the Lord in a cracked treble. After
enumerating all the gifts she had received from on high, she
casually mentioned to the Lord that there was a hardened old
sinner in the back seat whose soul, blackened with sin, she
·would like to see piJrified by his holy fire, his hardened heart
riven in twain, etc. Others then telephoned heavenward in
like terms, until I fancied that the poor dear Lord must be
nigh distracted -.vith all the conflicting message_s he was that
night receiving from all the Christian church. But " his
ways are not our ways "-and, Lord knows, I do not want
them so to be.
Having thus tormented their "elder brother" to their best
ability, they concluded by singing, "Washed in the blood of
the lamb," and, by the appearance of some of them, I
thought that a good-sized bath would make them think that
the kingdom of heaven was at hand. At least, their continued presence on earth would .be more desirable.
Wl!ile the audience were thus expressing to the Lord their
intention of getting washed, a genteelly snub-nosed sister,
with weatherbeaten features-they say it was the weatherand strongly smelling breath, ill concealed by peppermint,
urged me to come and rest in somebody's "busum/' but I
firmly declined, muttered that I was a married man, seized
my hat, and fled with their howlings ringing in my ear. I
hear them yet-in my dreams I see Sister Shanks, Roman
nose, spectacles, and wings, accompanied by the snub-nosed
genius, flitting before me, and feel her incense-like breath
(ach-chee !) until my nerves giv way, just as I am being
roughly dragged to that "one's busum," and I awake in a
cold sweat.
0 heaven! where is thy victory? 0 sheol! where is thy
sting? Thanks be to the Lord who givest us sheol, for its
comforts pass all Christian understanding.
LANDY BRITON.

.•·.

'

NEw YoRK, N. Y., Jan. 20, 1888.
MR. EDIToR: I . was surprised to see a letter from one
Benj. F. ()lark, dated December 16tli, in your issue of
January 14th. Why you should let snch personal ribaldry
and abuse into your columns surprises me. If you deem
such things fair, I can only wonder still more. If you published a false or one-sided report from a daily paper, it was
of. your own motion, not to be offset by this attack on me.
"Two wrongs never make one right." .
The Clark letter is like its author. Both are vulgar and
abusiv. I can hav no controversy with a ·person who
openly stated on the Liberal Club platform that he had been
an African slave-trader, and therefore was, under- interna.tional law and treaties, a pirate; Sometimes I may hav
dou.bted the truth of his own confession, as the same sort of
· morbid vanity which promp~d it might also prompt a falsehood. In either case the utterer is unworthy of respect.
At the meeting referred to in the vulgar comll!unication
you publish, the person who signs it took the floor unimpeded in any way. Within two minutes he commenced a
tirade of abuse, both vulgar :md profane in character, for
which some one hissed him. I believe that it was the
librarian. 'rhen he left incontinently. As he flEd I made
the mistake, perhaps, of telling him that as a self-confessed
trader in human beings, he did well in retiring from_among
honest people. Certainly I cannot imagin them willingly
associating with a character self-brand•d as infamous.
Personally, for this person's abuse I care nothing. Had it
not appeared in a·· respectable journal, I would not ·hav
'!iOticed it. On the physical matter, in closing, I desire to
say that such. allusions belong only to bullies. My response
. is f!ilent contempt and the suggestion that I am perfectly
·able to take care of myself against even a man of courage,
let alone a coward.
Respectfully,
R. J. HINTON.
BROOKLYN, Jan. 23, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: The New York Sun on Sundays presents a
(;!olumn or two of "questions by Sun correspondents," with
answers thereto, except now and then in case of a poser
which the editor can't answer. Sunday, the 22d of January,
appeared four questions by" Ajax," three of which interested me not a little, and I hoped to be greatly edified by the
answers. The first question, relating to unpensioned sol-.
diers, the editor couldn't answer and said so, "like a little
man;" the three others were utterly ignored, to my very
great surprise. These were: 2. ''Is the existence of God &
matter of clear and demonstrable proof?" 3. ''Does the
·philosophy of Atheism produce criminals?" 4. "Are there
any records to show that the adherents of Christianity furnish fewer criminals than the Jews?"
·
To be charitable would be to suppose that the editor overlooked these three questions. Let us be charitable, for the
first of the three was an easy one f0r any Christian. The
. editor might hav said something like this : "If you are not
a benighted heathen-it looks as if you were-you would
find in every wrinkle of the face of nature, and in. the wondrous view of the illimitable firmament, studded with innumerable worlds, clear and demonstrable· proof of the ex.
iStence of God." Wishing to elaborate, he might hav rung
in the human soul, declaring that the inner consciousness of
said soul is as conscious of the existence of God as of itself;
and, if a betting " inner consciousness," would bet dollars
to doughnuts on the existence of God, when ".Ajax" would
hav felt very cheap and wishe& he hadn't asked such a fool
ish question;
.
The second of the three ignored questions he should hav
.nswered with a flat-footed "Yes!" as any iron-clad Christian would hav done, leaving "Ajax" to prove to the contrary,
which he could easily do, but the printing of which the
editor could" decline with (or without) thanks."
· The last of the three ignored questions the editor could
not.hav answered so tlat-rootedly, as "Ajax" calls for "rec-

ords," which would overslaugh the editor, so to speak. But
he could hav crawfished with fairly good grace in some such
manner as this: "We are not posted with regard to criminal records in so far as these relate to religious tenets or beliefs, or the desirability of pork as food. Read Job for comfort."
Now, whether or not the correspondence editor of the
Sun overlooked those three vital questions, purposely ignored them, or declined to answer them because he could
not truthfully do so without giving God and Christianity a
setback, so to speak, he is manifestly not the right man in
the right place to minister to the craving minds of many
"anxious inquirers," and should giv place to one who can.
SI SLoKUM.
WaYLAND, MIOH., Dec. 31, 287.
DEAR MACDoNALD: I am again in distres!j on account of
the recent sickness of my wife, and my own continued poor
health. I am not able nor in circumstances to permit my
going from .home to .canvass for work, and here (at a relativ's), in Maryland, I cannot get much of anything to do, as it
is only a small station on the G. R. & I. railway. Now, what
I would like to say to the readers of THE TRUTH BEKKER is
that on and after January 1, 288, I will make this offer to
Freethinkers: I will make crayon portraits from any style of
small picture sent me, in the following sizes, at prices stated
opposit the sizes, if cash remitted with the order, and will
pay the postage or express on the crayon :when it. goes to the
owner.
Size of paper.

Length of head.

Price.

16x20
18x22
20x24
22x27

6§- to 7 inches
7 " 7§- "
7t " 8 "
full life size

$6 00.
7.00."
8.00.
10. 00.

Will furnish excellent appropriate frames for $2.50, _$3.50,
$5.00, and $7.00 each extra in the respectiv sizes, but where
frames are furnished, the parties ordering must pay express
charges. For·a.guarantee as to my work and ability I will
send to those writing to me indorsements from those whom
I hav made portraits for, and those that hav seen my work~
I might offer here the names of Mr. Watts and Putnam, and
Mr. A. P. Urey, Sandy Lake, Pa. I am making one for Otto
Wettstein. Now, friends, you hav a chance to get a good
crayon for a small amount of money. I can make changes,
. such as clothing or hair, to suit, but changes will be charged
some extra for. Let me know what you want and I will tell
you how much, if any, extra will be charged.
Giv Heston my unconditional compliments.. He is improving very much on his drawing, and especially in his perspectiv. · Hislessbns hit hard. Long liv Heston, and THE TRUTH
SEEKBR and its able editor.
F. E. STuRGIS •
HomEN, Mo., Jan. 10, 1888.

MR. EDITOR: I asked Rev." D.· C. Wil)iams if he would
publicly debate, and affirm his cardinal doctrine. He declined, but afterward -announced that l!.ll would answer
questions handed in before a given time.
I wrote and presented the following: "Did not the church
(both Protestant and Oatholi.c) hav its most rapid growth,
and greatest influence over the people,· from the"third to the
sixteenth century, inclusiv? Was not that period noted for
igiiorance and bloodshed? Was not the ignorance the cause,
and the bloodshed the result, of the influence and growth
of the church?"
He answered my question, or rather attempted to answer
it, from his pulpit in public. He said there were no Prot-.
estants during that period. Whet.her he did not know that
my question. covered t-he sixteenth century, or wanted to
evade it, I do not know, but he contended that the question
extended only to the beginning of the sixteenth century. I
bad no copy of the question with me, but had a copy on my
desk, and when I returned and examined, I found the question did not contain a mistake, but clearly covers the sixteenth century, as shown by the verbatim copy given above.
But he said there were no Protestants, and I think he said
there were no Christians, in that period. He admitted thal
ignorance and bloodshed prevailed in those times-dumped
it all off on the ·catholics, just as if they were not Christians.
I cannot undertake to settle the dispute between the Protestants and Catholics, but they are both ardent Christians, and
both darkened Europe and appalled humanity for the last
eighty years of the sixteenth century. Buckle says, however, that the Protestants revolted, claiming the right of private judgment, but afterward became more intolerant than
the Catholics. The same author says in vol. i, p. 407, that
in France, in the reign of Henry IV., the Protestants would
not, for many years, permit the. Catholics_ to worship at
mass, and that they seized the property of the Catholic
clergy and employed it in support of their own churches.
"On one occasion, in the reign of the Arian emperor Va.leos, no less than eighty Catholic ecclesiastics were imprisoned in a ship at sea, and treacherously burnt" (Lecky, vol.
ii, p. 22).
Luther delivered an address to the German noblemen in
1520, and that was the kernel of the Reformation. So we see
there were myriads of both Protestant and Catholic Christians through most of the sixteenth century.
I hav no word against the better things taught in Christianity. Indeed, if it were ·Wronged, I would defend it with
might and ma:in ; but I am neither called upon by duty nor
inClination to indorse its errors nor palliate its crimes, or
rather those growing out of it.
Friend Williams has little to say to my direct question, but
dwelt statistically upon the growth of the church in this
country, but failed to say that it could not work the mischief
it has in the past centuries, for here it is kept in check by
our growing enlightenment, and cannot grasp and wield the
civil pow~r.
,
Nor do I perceive that the number of its communicants is

75

in ratio to our developed civilization and increased population.
·
He intimated that the Liberals are Anarchists or Socialists,
or hav such leanings. Shades of Moses I That calls for an
investigation aside from· the text. Let us start out for facts
on the orthodox route. I.hav seen a statement that I think
is more reliable than the authority he quoted, that thirteen
and seven-tenths per cent of the seventy thousand preachers
and priests in the United States ,are criminals. Of seven
hundred convicts in the Kansas penitentiary a few years ago,
all were reported to be orthodox but one. It is beyond deubt
that John ()alvin found out the hiding-place of the noble
Servetus, and used his influence to hav him brought into
Geneva and burnt to death in October, 1553. (See American
Cyclopedia.) Luther believed in witcscraft, and recommended that a child be thrown into the river to rid the house
of a devil (Lecky, vol. i, p. 84). In the spring of 1545 the
leading Protestant nobles formed ·a conspiracy to assassinate
Archbishop Beaton, and in 1546 he was murdered in St.
Andrews. John Knox said to sanction it (Buckle, vol. ii,
p. 176). Most murderers who expiate their crimes with
their lives die Christians, and make a bee-line from the
gallows to heaven.
Now let us return by the Liberal route. This brings us in
harmony with the good and the great-the founders of
American Independence and the guardians of civil and religious liberty-Washington, Jefferson, Franklin. Not one of
these was a church-member-not one was orthodox. Further along we find Lincoln and Grant; their reason was
never clouded by superstition, nor will their names be lost
in oblivion.
In everyday life and 'in every community, we find. Liberal
men and women, generally, reliable, truthful, upright, and
honorable in all the affairs of life; besides, they are generally above mediocrity in intellect and learning. With
their minds free from all superstition, they better enjoy this
life, and hav as good a chance in another, if there should be
another, as their orthodox friends. They do not rely upon
faith, fuss, and fiction to save them, but save themselvs from
.the effects of wrong-doing by not doing wrong. The Christian expects to be saved by believing in a batch of absurd
superstitions, and by praying out of sins, if need be, seven
times seventy times. Ergo, no wonder the facts favor the
Liberals .
My friend Williams was long and loud on the growth of
the church in this country, and the large amount of money
contributed for foreign missions. I want to show that much
of their money is obtained by a species of "boycotting." It
is their custom to send sweet women to every business
man-generally customers of the man in business come and
plead for money, insinuating a reminder that they are good
customers, and he must "shell out." Other unfair and
adroit methods are making festivals, inviting the public, and
putting their guests under.: very embarrassing circumstances,
so they must make generous, but reluctant, contributions.
- Next, the money is spent in fat living for missionaries
engaged in trying to convert pagans and Mohammedans to
Christianity, or rather to get them to throw off one lot of
superstitions for another lot of superstitions. And how are
they getting along at that? My friend says he can eat statistics. I will serve him from a speech made recently at a
church congress by Dr. Isaac Taylor, D.D.-a good authority. He sai.d: "In Asia and Africa, Islam, as a missionary
religion, is more successful than Christianity, and our
efforts to convert the Mohammedans hav failed.'' He said,
too, "The increase of the Mohammedan population in India,
between the census of 1871 and that of 1881, amounts to
9,239,062, an increase of &bout twenty-five per cent. Making
ample allowance fer.the natural increase due to the excess of
births over deaths, the conversion of heathens and Christi.ans
to Mohammedanism must be at the rate of at least six hundred thousand per annum." Gracious! there is plenty of
good eating here. I. will now giv him some dessert.
Dr. Taylor again said: "Taking the four missionary fields
of Persia, Palestine, Arabia, and Egypt, I find that the Church
Missionary Society employs 109 missionaries and nativ agents
at a cost of £11,804, and last year only one adult convert was
baptized."
Plenty more such facts, but I must hasten, merely suggesting that, if pagans and Mohammedans cannot be induced to
believe in his religion, certainly enlightened people cannot
believe in it..
Christianity is oa the wane. It has not suffered a demotious lapsus, but it is in articulo mortis. It declines slowly
but surely as science advances. The clergy get shorter
salaries, and giv shorter sermons and shorter prayers; fewer
people, according to population, attend church; and still
fewer take an activ interest in the forms of worship. True,
the dull monotony is sometimes broken, as here now, by new
and novel modes of excitement-it is a strong and concerted
effort to push the bright nineteenth century back into the
dark sixteenth centu.-y.
On such occasions effort is made to excite the people with
a gush of appeals to their sympathies, by reminding them of
dead friends, and a mythical place called heaven, till they
are willing to act as puppets, and respond to some person's
imperativ demand to stan~ up or holrl ~P. their hands,_ a~ in
the play, "8imon says wig-wag." This IS called a religious
revival.
.
Decline is further seen in the vast increase in L1beral
periodicals and publications, and in the abandonment of ·
cardinal doctrine by learnej and leading preachers, from
Beecher down to ordinary. Spurgeon has just retired from
the pulpit on account of the last revision and the concessions
made all along the· line.
.
For the most rapid growth of the church, see the reign of
Constantine, in the fourth century, and on through !he Dark
Ages. For ignorance and bloodshed at. the same t1me, too,
see Buckle, Lecky, Rebold, Renan, Gibbon, American Encyclopedia, and Library of Universal Knowledge.
c. L. CART.KR, M.D.
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lJJditul by Mm!l SusAN H. Wxxol!l, Fall
'li-, MIJ88., to ttJhom all Oommunicatitm8 for
this Q(JII"MM" 8lwuld ~ 86nt.

" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."

Death.
At morn, at noon, at sunset eve,
At midnight dark and cold,
Death comes with glist'ning sword in hand,
And slays both young and old.
He stops not for the rugged oak,
Nor for the tender vine,
Bnt. both are.victims of his sword,
They yield to him supine.
The beasts and fowls of nature's flock
Fall lifeless at his feet ;
Whether at home or far abroad,
His face they hav to meet.
Everthing that has a life
Mu"t give it up when due;
And even little flowers,
Why, theY must perish too.
So let us while we do liv
Shun error as a foe,
That when death calls upon us
We'll be content to go.
GEORGE J. REMsBURG.

Golden Keys.
A bunch of golden keYS is mine,
To make each day with gladness shine.
" Good morning," that's the golden key
That unlocks every day for me.
When evening comes," Good-night" I say,
And close the door of each glad day.
When at the table, "If you please"
I take from off my bunch of keys.
When friends giv anything to me,
I'll use the little" Thank you" key.
"Excuse me," "Beg your pardon," too,
When by mistake some harm I do.
Or if unkindly harm I've given,
With "Forgiv me" I'll be forgiven.
On a golden rinli: these keys I'll bind, ·
This is its motto: "Be ye kind."
I'll often use each golden key,
And so a happy child I'll be.

Why I Am a Liberal.
I see a prize offered by B. H. Marlett, of
Chicago, in THE TRuTH SI!EKER for the best
essay on " Why I Am a Liberal."
I am a Liberal because I believe in free
speech and Freethought. The Bible teaches
us that we hav to obey all of the Commandments, but Moses was the first one to break
them. The stories in the Bible do not seem
reasonable to me, such as the whale swallowing Jonah and Samson overturning a house
with three thousand people in it. I am a
Liberal because I like to giv my candid opinions and to listen to the candid opiniona of
others. And I would accord the same right
to others that I would like accorded to me.
GEoRGE DowNER.
[Age 13.]
Perry, IU.
I am twelve years :old, and I am going to
tell you why I am a Liberal. I of course do
not expect to get the $3, but as·Mr. Marlett
wants all the children to write I will try. I
go to Sunday-school and get papers and nice
cards, but I can't see any sense to them.
They tell me things at Sunday-school that I
don't understand, and when I come home
papa asks me so many questions about things
the teacher said that I am ashamed becnuse I
went. My papa takes THE ·TRUTH BEEKER,
and the pictures which Mr. Heston makes
make me feel ashamed of the Sunday-school.
I like to go to Sunday-school because all the
boys and girls go there, but think I would
like it better if we could hav a Sunday-school
that would teach the boys and girls some
goor;J, sensible ideas, and not talk so much
about God, and ·hell, and heaven. I am a
Liberal because my papa is, and I know he
has good reasons for it. And I don't think
any boy can be anything else unless some
preacher drives it into him.
[Age 12.]
MAsTER WALTER PENFIELD.
Lebo, Kan.
·

Polly and The Mouse.
A young lady living not far from Boston
. has an extremely tame and clever parrot,
which she prizes very highly. Every mortling Polly makes a tour of the house,·perched
on the shoulder of her mistress, who talks to
her much in this strain:
·
" Come take a walk. Do take a walk.
Fine day for a walk."
One afternoon Polly's mistress heard a
noise in .the room where the parrot is kept;

and, upon entering it, she saw Polly had us to the. front. And now, wishing .you al;ld
the Corner success, and again thankmg you
scrambled down from her roost, and was for your labors, 1 remain,
. ·
gazing with great earnestness under a large
.
Faithfully,
G. J. REMSBURG.
bureau, repeating at intervals in the most
[Such letters as the above are an inspirapersliasiv manner:
tion, and make us feel we are doing a little
"Come take a walk. Do take a walk. for the elevation and welfare of those who
Fine day for a walk." Interested to learn are advancing to fill the places of their e'ders.
wko it was that Polly was so urgently invit- George.will please accept our hearty thanks
ing, to a walk, ~he young lady proceeded to for his kindly feelings, and the assurance that
investigate, and soon found the object of we can never grow weary in our work as long
Polly's invitation to be a small mouse.
as we retain the regard of our many TRUTH
SEEKER boys ·and girls, not the least among
Not ·On an Empty Stomach.
whom we count George J. Remsburg. In
.
Anxious Arkansaw mother: "Tommy, is manhood may he more than fulfill the
promis
that a green persimmon you are eating ?''
of his youth.-Eo. C. C.]
"Yes, maw."
"Don't you know it ain't healthy to eat
OsoEoLA, IowA, Jan. 18, 1888.
DEAR Miss WixoN: Papa takes ThE TRUTH
green persimmons on an empty stomach?"
"I ain't eatin' this green persimmon on an SEEKER, and I think it is a very nice paper.
I went to school some of this winter, but it
empty stomach. I ate a peck of 'em before got
so cold, and the sriow was so deep, we
I tackled this one."
could not get there. I study reading, spelling, arithmetic, geography, language, writCorrespondence.
ing, and physiology. I bav two brothers, but
no sisters. Their names are Pearl and WilSNoHoMISH, WAsH., Jan. 4, 1887.
Miss SYSAN H. WixoN, Dear Madam: I lie. Pearl is seven years old, and reads in
send you the accompanying statement to the second reader. Willie is twenty-two
Charles Corbett, which, if you so please, you months old. Pearl and I go to school, when
may print following this letter. I read those we can get there. I am eight years old, and
" Counsels" from the Hon. Horace Mann read in the fourth reader. I read all the letforty-five years ago, I think, having been ters in the Children's Corner. Papa has taken
myself an educator fifty-one years. I· do THE TIWTH SEEKER for nearly two years, and
not believe in plagiarism. Perhaps all .the he ~hinks it is a very nice paper. I tried to
rest of your readers believe those "Coun- get papa to tell me what to write, and he told
me to write what I knew and use no decepsels" to be original with Charles Corbett.
tions.
Bless you ever.
PRoF. J. H. CooK.
I think this is long enough for the first
time, so good-bye.
SNoHoMisH, WASH., Jan. 4, 1887.
Yours truly,
JENNIE GIGRAY.
To CHARLES CoBBETT, Nat Moore, N.C.:
Dear Sir: In the department of the Chil[Jennie has written a good letter, and withdren's Corner in THE TRUTH BEEKER for De- out help. That is the way. Rely on yourcember 24th I read an article over your sig- self. Talk well, and write as you would
nature as though it was original from you,
entitled, "Counsels to the Young." Those talk, easily and naturally.-ED. C. C.]
" Counsels " are from the Hon. Horace Mann,
BAKER's CoRNER, !No , Jan. 7, 1888.
"the great educator," and came from his
DEAR Miss WixoN: I thought I would
lips forty-five years ago. How you should
hav sent them to THE TRUTH SEEKER as your write a few lines for THE TRUTH SEEKER. My
own is for you to explain. It would hav little brother died three months ago ; he was
been honest to put quotation marks to them. over six years old; he had just started to
go to school; his name was Otto Clyde. We
PRoF. J. H. CooK.
are all lonely without him. We can sympathize with you ; it is so sad to lose a friend.
JA.OKSoN, MroH., Jan. 11, 1888.
We hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER ever
DEAR MisS WixoN: I hav never written to
since the Children's Corner commenced.
TnE TRUTH BEEKER before.
I like to go to school. We had a ChristMy father does not take THE TRUTH
SEEKER, but it is sent to our house for Mr. mas tree at the school-house. I got several
presents.
Feldpaush, and we all read it.
This is a small village, but there is one
Although my folks are not Liberal, they
all, with one exception, like your paper very church here. They had a revival, but did not
get any to join, so thry quit.
·
much.
I wrote a private letter to Pearl Dewy
I go to school in a :first-~as.s public school.
I am eleven years old, and am in the seventh over a month ago, but hav not yet received
an answer.
grade.
As my letter is too long, I must stop. I
My teacher's name is Miss Germain; she is
will soon be thirteen years old, and would like
very kind and considerate.
I must close, as I would like to see my let- to hav some correspondents about my own
ter in print, and am afraid if I make it too age. From your friend, EsTELLA BAKER.
[We sincerely sympathise with Estella and
long you will not print it. '
I would like correspondents of about my all her family in the loss of dear lil.tle Otto.
age. ResJ>ectfully yours,
We know all the sorrow of such a loss. But
214 N. JackBon Strut.
GEo. A. SMITH.
Otto will never suffer any more. This is one
consolation. And we must try to bear our
955 LAKE WEST ST.
DEAR Miss WixoN: If Adam and Eve were griefs and burdens with courage and patience.
the first man and woman made, how could -ED. C. C.]
Satan get made himself and come and tempt
Adam and Eve? Please tell me, if you can.
LoousT BAYou, ARK., Dec .. 30, i887.
I am a little girl only nine years old, and I
DEAR Miss WixoN: Please excuse the libdo not know, and I thought you could tell erty I hav taken in writing to you. I was so
me.
ELLA RoBERTS.
much pleased with your sketch of the life of
[Adam, Eve, and Satan are imaginary be- that inestimable lady, Frances Wright, that I
ings, like Santa Claus, Jack the Giant Killer, must inform you that she remained in my
father's house· ten days, when she delivered a
etc. The stories about them are unsupported course of lectures in Baltimore. That was in
by reliable testimony, and they take their 1829. I was· an awkward boy of sixteen
places with the old-fashioned myths. We years. The house was thronged with comwould advise Ella not to bother her little head pany from morning until night. She made
over such matters, but learn all she can of the purchase of the "Chickasaw Bluff," and
invested $15,000 in slaves in order to educate
the wonderful world in which we liv, and tbe them, and after she started the thing she had
people who hav made it brighter and better . to return to Europe, and the thing fell through.
for us all.-Eo. C. C.]
When she returned she liberated them. She
told my father it cost her half her fortune.
OAK MILLS, KAN., Jan. 6, 1888.
She entered the room one morning and
DEAR Miss WixoN: It has been a long time said: "Mr. Haslam, I must tell you what a
since I last wrote you. yet I think none the compliment President Jefferson paid me."
less of you. You are in the midst of a great (She stayed with him ten days.) "He told
work, laboring for a great cause, and doing me he had a work-a small work-in his
your best to make the young folks happy. I library, and he prized it above all others. I
know the young Liberal .folks ~ove you, and inquired what it was, and could I procure it.
feel kindly toward you for editing the Chil- He replied, ' A Few Days in Athens.' "
d.ren's Corner, and giving them the benefit of
It was said at that time, I distinctly rememit. I know I do, and heartily thank you for ber, that she was one of the most intellectual
your earnest labors.
·
women that ever lived. Anything relating to
You and Aunt Elmina are doing a noble that grand philanthropist interests me. The
and a needed work. I hav been reading a Liberals ought to keep her memory green. I
book called," Self-Help," and think all young hav her portrait to adorn my room, with this
folks should read it and take it for their sentence : " Human kind is but one family ;
guide..
the education of its youth should be equal
I hav also read "The Bible of Bibles," by and universal."
K. Graves, and pronounce it an unanswerable
Wishing you and the Corner great success,
work-a credit to its author. I request all I remain,
Christians to read it, and throw aside the
Your unknown friend,
J. H. HASLAM.
dogmatic literature. Yet the period is ap"[We thank our unknown friend for the
proaching when Freethought literature will item in regard to Frances Wright, and agree
find a welcome place in every home. Go to
almost any pubhc library, and there, beside with him that her memory should be kept
the works of Calvin, Luther, Wesley, and green and fragrant. We know of her only
Edwards, you find the works of Huxley through her works, and through the friends
Darwin, Spencer, and Tyndall. ·
' who had the honor and pleasure of her acThe eloquence
of
Ingersoll
in•t•unsurpassed.
· t ance an d f nen
· d sh"1p, b ut our a d mu-a·
d
d
·
t"
f
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p
·cal
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an
escnp IV wn mgs o . • quam
.
·
· d d
Putnam are beautiful . and the unanswerable twn and respect for her great mm an many
arguments of our gr~a' workers, with Eu- noble qualities will remain with us always.
gene Macdonald at the head, are fast bringing 1 Would there were more like her.-ED. C. C.]

~cienct ~olumn.
Snow.
See how it snows I How soft, and :white,
and fleecy the snow is! What delicate,
feathery, floating flakes! How lightly and·
gracefully they float and fall, covering the
frozen ground like a mantle of erminl Beautiful snow I Let us see what it is. Watch
the swiftly descending flakes and you will
notice that they are perfectly formed into
lovely shapes, crystals and prisms, and each
perfect to itself. Well, these vast number of
shapes reflect the different rays of light in
their colors-north, south, east, and west.
Away up in the sky these varied colors come
together. We cannot. see them do this, because it is done beyond seeing distance; but
this union it is that makes the snow so pure
and white when it falls to the grouncl. It is
the uniting of all colors that makes white.
Salt and sugar are formed by a similar
process-the union of little crystals, etc.
But what is snow ? Why, it is only frozen
air, or rather the vapor which ·is in the air,
which is made dense or thick by currents of
of cold air passing through it and freezing
the same. It might snow in summer if the
earth was not so warm and giving out so
much heat, which rises and melts any speck
of snow that might be in the atmosphere before it touches the earth. Snow remains on
the mountain-tops all the year round. Why
is that?
Because the high mountain-tops are so far
above the earth that. snow falling there can
not be melted by warmth that rises from
lower levels ; and then, mountain air is more
rarefied or light, and not dense, and so keeps
a good deal of heat in a latent state.
Snow is very warm, as you may know
by observing how green the grass will become when it is covered a long time by the
snows of winter. The little crystals of snow
are all mixed or mingled with air, and a substance called carbonic acid is given out by
the snow, and this substance settles slowly
int0 the fields and valleys under the snow,
keeping them moist and warm, so when the
spring-time comes they are prepared for the
upspringing of the beautiful grasses, herbs,
and flowers. 'fhe heat of the earth that,
were it not for the snow, would be thrown
off into the atmosphere, is kept under thl'l
snow and feeds the earth.
Why does the snow not melt quicker?
Look up at the sun now. Do you not see
how slantwise it shines? In that way, its
rays cannot heat the earth as it does in summer, and the surface being frozen, it cannot
radiate heat ; consequently the snow cannot
melt away quickly.
We can hav a great deal of fun with the
snow-snow-balling, slidine; down-hill on our
swiftly gliding sleds, tobogganing, and making snow-huts and snow-men. Some children work, oh, so hard I to get a snow wigwam made, and then it is so nic.e and warm ·
inside. But it generally happens that, just as
they begin to enjoy the playing in the snow·
house, a thaw commences and melts it all
away like a castle built in the air.
Lots of children hav made ice-cream with
snow mixed with cream and sugar. I hav
made it myself, and I am. sure it is very nice.
.
S.H.W.
QUESTIONS.-Of what sbapeR is snow composed 1
Why cannot we see snow reflecting the •·ays of
light? Wbyissnowwhite? Whatiswhite1 Whatof
salt and sugar 1 Whllt IS snow 1 Why doos it not
Rnow in summer? Why does ~now remain on the
tops of mountRins so long 1 Is snow warm, and
why 1 How does it keep the earth warm 1 Oan
you tell why it does not melt sooner? Name some
of the games that children hav with snow.
.JIJ§T OUT.
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Current Thought

vice that he prefers among the multitudinous
schemes of public works, free souP-houses,
As REPRESENTED IN ENGLISH AND AiiBRIOAN local boards for supervision of the poor, relief
MAGAZINEs AND REVIEWs.
funds, free dinners, work-houses, lodgingA class of literature worthy of some atten- work-houses, almsgiving, night refuges,
tibn from Freethinkers is that consisting of casual wards, cultivation of waste lands, etc.,
says : " Such an idea [Socialism] will appear
the numerous first-class magazines of this the perfection of folly to all who know the
country and England. Students of th.e social incapability of any elected government, from
forces of the times may perhaps .do well, be- its very. constitution, to control properly or
sides ¢-ving their main attention to their own work economically even its own manufactlirspecial fields, to keep informed on the general ing establishments. . • • A fallacy is
constantly propounded on popular platforms
progress of modern thought among other which ought not to be passed over without
classes than their own. A profitable oppor- contradiction, namely, that all wealth is cretunity to do this ·is presented by this class of a ted by the working classes. In fact, it is
literature, which has of late so increased in very largely the result of the enterprise of the
numbers and circulation as almost to sup- merchants; • • ~ the jZreater portion of
·
the wealth of England has been created by its
plant books, an d circulates extensiv1Y among capitalists. • • • At Socialistic demonstracertain classes-those of wealth and leisure. tions it is the fashion to rail against the exPerhaps a brief resume of the contents of the travagance of thll wealthy, the speakers
January magazines may not be without use. ignoring or being totally ip;norant of the fact
that at least nine-tenths of this expenditure,
In the sphere of Politics and Economics directly or indirectly, ·provides work and
there is of late unusual activity and earnest- wages." ·Cardinal Manning, who has been
ness of discussion. The momentous revolu- busily securing popularity among the poor
tionary doctrins and movements are sub- by activity among the projectors and associajects of determined and bitter controversy. tions for the relief of these English homeless,
presents his views in the Fortnightly. Of a
In England the large landholders, peers, and series of articles commenced in the Forum in
publi,c functionaries argue profusely that their which the subject, "What Shall the Public
land should not and shall not be taken; that Schools Teach?" is to be treated from many
Marx is an imbecil, George a thief, and that points of view, the first is by Rev. M. J.· SavSocialism would be the end of the world. age. He disapproves of the proposal to giv
a higher course of training, ending with the
Messrs. Hyndman and Morris, the two lead- university, because, first, it would be unjust
ing English Socialists, reply in language to tax a man to fit his neighbor's son for a
equally subdued. DeLancey Nicoll, a New profession, the acquirement of which, passYork politician of comparativ integrity, in ing that rudimentary instruction necessary to
the North American Review closes a start- the public welfare, would mainly redound to
ling detailed presentation of the corruption the student's private good, and the public
good is the only permissible object of the exand bribery in our politics with the words: penditure of public funds; and, second, be" In a few short weeks, when the legislatures cause it would be impracticable from many
of our state and cities convene, despite the causes. He thinks that of the three branches
solemn lessons {)f the past, the Constitution of instruction essentiai to be tau~ht, the first
· will again be defied and spat upon by the ve. ry is that "euch child should be tramed into fitness fer honest self-support. Next, since in
people who helped to make it, and whose of- our republic every man is an activ part of the
ficial lives. serve to illustrate how vain and governing p()\yer, he should be trained into
impotent after all are even its strong sections an ability to use this power intelligently."
to stem the tide of corruption which, un~. And in the third place, he should be taught
checked,· must ultimately submerge our free moralitr. The firet end, self-support, is to
be secured by industrial training. On the.
institutions." The tariff question is attract~ second he says that itisimperativ that "every
ing unprecedented attention. To the state- child hav imparted to him so much intelliment of Henry Watterson (Harper's) that " to gence as shall make it safe for him to become
the average understanding no word connected a citizen. Such a thing as an ignorant vote
with government presents, in proportion to ought. to be. an impossibility. M.ost vices
and all crimes are punishable by law, and
its significance,·so s1ight a meaning as the yet no one of them, not even all of them
word 'tariff,'" exception may be taken by taken together, are so dangerous~ to a rethose readers believing, with certain labor re- public such as ours as is an ignorant ba~
formers, that it is not of importance to work- lot. Ignorance is the ready tool in the
ers which way the affair is decided, and that hands of designing- villainy. There is no
the tariff is but a device of certain manufact- injustice in the disfranchisment of ignorance; it· is. simply asking that a man fit
urers to enrich themselvs through political himself for the grand work of sharing in the
manipulation, and a sham issue for demagogs governing power before it shall be intrusted
to cry up to laborers to divert their attentjon to him. One of two things, therefore, ought
from their real interests. Henry c. Adams, to be done. Eltb.er the ballot should be taken
in showing "The. Dangers of Surplus Rev- from the h&nds of ignorance, or immediate
measures shmrld be take.n for compulsory,
enue" (Princeton Review), quotes Mr. Car- universal education. This is a matter in
lisle's statement that "a large surplus in the which the national safety is concerned." The
treasury constitutes the most dangtrons cor- subject of moral instruction introduces the
ruption fund that can possibly menace the religious question, on which Mr. Savage says:
"The people of this country ought clearly,
integrity of legislation," and says: "Income and at once, to understand how much and
from taxes over and above expenditures just what is involved in the relation of religmeans a decreMe in the amount of money in ious instruction to our public school. The
circulation; decrease means falling prices; great daBger is that the matter will somehow
falling prices means certainly commercial de- go by default. Some step involving disastrous consequences may be taken, either
pression, perhaps commercial d isaster." Prof. through the thoughtless, the indifferent, or
Da"fid A. Wells thinks (Popular Science the ignorant consent of the voting majority;
Monthly) that the establishment of the tariff and then, when too late, it may be found that
'has been progress backward-progress in a consent cnce given is not easily taken back."
the direction of that sentiment of the He urges that the present Protestant ceremo.
nies in our schools be removed, so that the
Middle Ages which held that, as com- Catholic may be defeated by the main ground
merce could benefit one country only as it of his complaint being taken away. Showing
injured some other, it was the duty of every that morality does not depend on religion as
country to impose the most harassing re- its basis, the writer remarks : " But if relig~
strictions on its commercial intercourse. Or, ion is absolutely essential to morality, we
cannot leave the matter all in the air; we
in other words, increased knowledge respect- must go on to ask what religion-whose
ing the forces of nature and a w.onderful sub- religion? It might indeed be possible to
ordination and use of the same having greatly teach the science of comparativ religions; to
increMed the abundance of all desirable instruct pupils in the historical origin and dethings, the world's legislators hav seemed to velopment of the different religions; but this
is not what the religionists want, and it
considerit incumbent upon them to neutralize would not satisfy any of them. Of course
and defeat the beneficent results of such all Christians would make short work of the
abundance. And the most comforting assur- claims of any religion not Christilm. And,
ance that progress will not indefinitly continue equally of course, the Protestants would
to be made in this same direction is to be make short work in disposing of the Romanfound not so much in the intelligence of the ist's claim, and the Romanist of the Protestmasses or their rulers as in the circumstance ant's. The use of a very little common
that existing restrictions on commerce cannot sense and common observation makes it perbe much further augmented without such fectly plain that, as a matter of fact, there
an impairment of international trade as would are moral Buddhists, moral Mohammedans,
be destructiv of civilization." In Harper's is moral followers of Confucius, moral Romana discussion of Mayor Hewitt's recent dennn- ists, moral Protestants, moral Agnostics, and
elation of the average " newspaper boss"- even moral Atheists. And it is a trifle absurd
meaning the editor-as a deRpotic and dan- to be arguing the impossibility of what is
gerous force in our public life, worse than standing palpably before one's eyes. And if
the _pol! tical bo~s, appealing to a.nd fostering the different reli~ions were to arrange a compreJ.Udice and Ignorance. English reviews petitiv examinatiOn for the purpose of deterlately teem with schemes by property-owners mining under which one the least amount of
for removing or appeasing those huge mobs immorality would be found, he would be a
of unemployed and slarving that are becom- rash man indeed who did not act on the ading, especially in London, so alarming a men- vice of Hosea Bigelow : 'Don't never prophace to property and law. Whatever may be esy onleFs ye kn()w.' • • • The most suthe differences of the writers on other sub• · 'perficial study of the facts of human progress
jects, they all concur in denouncing all radi- makes it perfectly clear that religious contencal su~stitutes for our present economic tion is one of the bl.oodiest factors· of history.
system. Francis Peek, after presenting in It has perpetua:Uy .been lf1i work undermining
the Contemporary Review the particular de-_ and overthrowing the civil order."

In the domain of .Reli¢-ous and Anti-religious controversy·perhaps"the church defender
who attracts most notice of late is w~ H.
Mallock, the bitter and ingenious enemy of
the modem Agnostic school of scientists, and
of the English group headed by Tyndall and
Huxley in particular. He is probably known
to some of -our readers by his work, " Is Life
Worth Living?" an attack on the Agnostic
morality and a defense of the Catholic church
of much brilliance and subtlety. In each
month's magazines attention is attracted by
this writer's venomous and sophistical onslaughts upon natural morality.
Recent
books and lectures in England by R. Bosworth Smith on Mohammedaaism in Africa,
and other causes directing attention toward
it, hav called forth articles on that. subject by
church dignitaries, <in which the superiority
of Mohammedanism over Christianity fu beneficent effects in that region, being so Jllllpable that it cannot be denied, is ungracefully
admitted, but uniformly supplemented by the

supernatural would fail, and ruin mankind,
presents at great length in "Right and
Wrongn (Fortnightly) his view that" only in
the Self-Existent can be Eound a base for
ethical ideM." "I h!l.d occasion, not long
ago," b.e. says, "to cite the well-known dietum, 'The rights of man are in a middle.'
The printers were good enough to make of it,
' The rights of man are in a muddle.' In a
muddle indeed !"-made so, he explains, by
".the uncouth shibboleths of a sect of physic..
ists," which must be removed. " Physical
force says,' Given such an :I such antecedents,
and such and such consequences follow.'
Moral law says, 'From such circumstances
such action ought to follow.' Physical law
declares, • This is how things are.' Moral
law dl'clares, ' This is how things ought to
be.' You cannot get that ought from a universe of observed fRets, from an infinit ser:es
of experiences. 'The word ought,• as Kant
observes, 'expresses a species of. necessity
which nature does not and cannot present to
the mind of man. The word, when we consider the course of nature, has neither application nor meaning.'" Frederick W. H ..
Myers writes (Fortnightly) of "Charles Darwin and Agnosticism "-of the theories of
declaration that, for some mysterious r.l)ason that· great man, and their relation to religion,
not given, Islam should be supplanted there morality, and Agnosticism; and of his serene
by the creed of the writers. Matthew Arnold and beautiful life. "He seems," says Mr.
(Fortnightly Review) comments on the recent Myers," to "be the exemplar of a new ideal, a
sad piece of business done by t:Qe great Rus- man as well adapted to human life, on the
hypothesis that this earth is all that we can
sian novelist, Count Leo Tolstoi (who is not know, as a John or a Paul were adapted to
to be confounded with Count Tolstoi the human life on the hypothesis that our citizenstatesman) in retiring. from literature t~ the ship is in heaven. !low, then, we ask ourhumble, secluded life of a peasant and the selvs, does the new ideal bear comparison
trade of a cobbler, in obedience to a sudden with the old as regards the virtue or the
happiness which that old ideal· aimed at
burst of religious fanaticism, a desire to '' liv securing ? On the moral side there is certhe life of Jesus.'' Tolstoi's admirers among tainly no perceptible decline. . • • And
literary circles in every country hav always linked with this peace of conscience there is
been so numerous and enthusiastic, and his a boyish yet a stedfast happiness." A passage
present confessions of faith and religious quoted from Darwin's "Life and Letters,"
appeals are so eloquent, that his exam.:,_le is recently published, givin~ his own descrip,.
tion of his loss of Christian belief, may be
exercising a great and regrettable infiiience. reproduced : "I was very unwilling to gi'l' up
He has discovered that what Christ in~en.ded my belief. I feel sure of this, for I can well reus to hav for a creed is embodied in th!! Ser- member often and often inventing day-dreaiDB
mon on the Mount, and may be extracted of old letters between distinguished Homans
thus: -We must never allow ourselvs to· feel and manuscripts being discovered at Pompeii
or elsewhere which confirmed in the most
anger; there must be no 'libertinage and no striking manner all that was written in the
divorce; no oaths are to be taken; we·'are to· gospels. But I found it more and more diffi.resist not evil; nationality to be renounced cult, with free scope given to my imaginafor universal love. Mr. Arnold says: "C.li.ris- tion, to .invent evidence which would suffice
to convi.nce me. Thus disbelief crept over
tianity cannot be packed into any set of com- me at a very slow rate, but was at last commandments. Christianity is a ·aourctJ; no one plete. 'l'he rate was so slow that I felt no
supply of water and refreshment that comes distress.'' In "The Hi~her Life: How Is It
from it can be called the sum of Christianity. to be Sustained?" (Fortni~~;htly) Rev. J.
It is a mistake, and may lead to much error, Llewellyn Davies combats Darwin, Huxley,
and Spencer with as near an approach to santo exhibit any senes of ma;J;ims, even those ity of reason as can be expected of theoloof the Sermon on the .J\o.lotint, as the ultimate gians. One of his paragraphs may be given
sum and formula iqto which Christianity may as. a sample of ~he whole class of the cornbe run up. And the· reason mainly iies in the parativly modest and decent arguments to
character of the founder of Christianity and which intelligent Christianity has at last been
forced to confine itself, and which form the
in the nature of his utterances. Not less im- body of late scholarly Christian polemics:
portant than the teachings given by Jesus is "It is a mysterious condition of our human
tlie temper of their giver, his temper of sweet- existence that our understanding is brought
ness al!ld reasonableness. Goethe calls him a up against insuperable difficulties, like the
Schwa;rmer, a fanatic; he may much invisible wall which stopped Balsam's ass.
Any scheme of philosophy which professes
more rightly be called an opportunist." to evade contradictions or to solve them conAn extract from advance sheets of Professor victs itself of superficiality. But it is a boast
Le Col!te's forthcoming- work on " Evolution made on behalf of science that its truths
and Its Relation to Religious Thought" is never conflict with one another. Mr. Cotter
given in the Popular Science Monthly. Stat- Morison," says our author, Mr. Davies,
ing "the law of evolution to be thoroughly "writes as follows: 'Not less marked
e8tablished," he inquires, "What is to be its in another respect is the difference between
effect on religious belief, and therefore on the truths derived from religion and those
moral conduct?" and proceeds with his share derived from science. The truths of science
of the modern Sisyphean labor of the recon- are found to be in complete harmony with
cilement of the Bible and science. Enumer- one another. Where this harmony is wantsting all our great scientific discoveries that ing, it is at once felt that error has crept in.'
hav contradicted scripture and yet forced But our intellect gets unceremoniously bufthemselvs into Christian recognition, he feted by contradictions whenever it makes
inquires : If, after recognizing the truth excursions into the world behind the senses.
of the · heliocentric theory of the planet- If, for example, there is one thing which the
ary system, CQIItradicting our belief in pril!ciple of evolution seems to make evident,
a firm, centralr and all-important earth ; the it is that there is no beginning of things; it
theory of the universality and inflexibility of is, indeed, impossible for us to conceive an
law, destroying the conception of a provi- absolute beginning. But it is equally, oraldence, and the theory of the antiquity of the most equally, impossible for us to imagin an
earth and of man, Christians find their belief absence of beginning. snd evolutionists,
unshaken, can they not also find it so after quite naturally, however unscientifically, talk
embracing this seemingly dangerous theory of the primordial atoms of the universe. It
of evolution? No doubt they can, we should is not merely that we are made aware of
say; most people who can hold a belief after things beyond our knowledge, but that conit has been shaken in the way the afore- tradictory conclusions seem forced upon our
mentioned discoveries shook it will no doubt understandings. Space and time ought, one
go right on holding it no matter how it is might hav imagined, to be simple things, but
shaken by anything. Professor Huxley, per, the consideration of them leads us into insolhaps the foremost Agnostic leader in the uble problems. • • • St. Paul held that
sciento-religious warfare, after dissecting human conceptions of things beyond the
some absurdities of theologbal pseudo-science sense-world are no better than the mental atin "Science and the Bishops" (Popular tempts of young children. The frank apprel::lcience Monthly), remarks: "That this hension of the inadequacy of our conceptions,
Christianity is doomed to fall is, to my mind, and of their transitional c-haracter, will render
beyond a doubt, but its fall will be neither it eMier to us to acquiesce in traditional resudden nor speedy. . . . It is probable ligious terms or statements which may not be
that there is as much sheer fetichism among quite to our Inind, as well as in formally conthe Roman populace now as there was tradictory propositions. When we try to dis·
eighteen hundred years ago. • • • No one cover & purpose in this perplexing disciplin,
who considers the present state of even the we are led to the conclusion that we are in·
most developed countries can doubt that .the tended to learn a distrust of our reasoning
scientifiC" light that has come int1'>' ·th13· world faculties, as of instrumenta, ust~ful and neceswill for a: I011g time hav to shine' in the midst sary iQdeed, but stamped with inferiority and
of darkness. The ur.ban population, driven inadequacy. We follow our best Christian
into contact with science by trade and manu- teachers in holding that, with regard to the
facture,
more and more receive it, while greater things of life, the mind or spirit which
-tl;!e pagani will lag behind. Let .us hope :that . trus~s .and loves and hopes is the superior or·
no Julian may arise among them to' head ~ gan. af kn0wledge, and that hnman beings
forlom hope against the inevittwble;" W. 8'. are put to the test whether they will be
Lilly, the able second af Mr: MO.lloC"ll· in- hill: guided by the superior organ or the inferior."
arguments that merely human Iil()rliJ,.if,y has "Prof. J. Peter Lesley, the eminent scientist,
no foundation, and if left unsupported by in the Forum makes, under-the title of " Shall

will
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We caUHim Master?" an essay at" compar. ativ religion," "scientific theology." A trib·
ute he pays to science may be repeated for
its beauty: "Science has always been the
knowledge of the true, the real, the explained
and comprehended. The love of science is a
worship of the truth, heartfelt, ritualiz~>d,
inspired; an adotiration of the truth for the
sake of its mere goodness ; adoration of it
for the benefits it must bestow; invocation of
it against deceits of all kinds and the ills sure
to flow from them. The thinker caresses
science as his own special and particular
bosom friend, as a man kisses the mother of
his children." Of the four great religionfounders-Confucius, Gautama, Mohammed,
and Christ-he admires Confucius, with his
" religion of plain, virtuous, common sense,
which has worked well three thousand years;
where characteristic feature has been social
contentment, and whose fruits are sobriety,
thrift, politeness, and common helpf\llness ;"
condemns G:mtama and his religion of selfabnegation and renunciation of desire, which
bas not worked well, but has destroyed the
home and turned the public school into a society for the suppression of cruelty to animals ; and bestows high praise on Mohammed's " religion of enthusiasm, the worship
of one God, unknown, undescribed, incom.
prehensible. . • . It is essentially a religion of temperance, truth, and justice;. also,
in a wide sense, a religion of· human brotherhood. ' It h11s abolisP.ed drunkenness, prostitution, and gambling, the three curses of
Christian lands.' It enforces successfully the
social virtues: temperance·, cleanliness, jus.
tice,. fortitude, benevolence, hospitality, veracity, and resignation to the ine"vitable. It
• is the religion of all others best applicable to
savage and degraded races; the most mis.
sionary and the only successful mi~sionary
religion ; the antidote to both heathen and
Christian superstition." Very gooil so far;
but when the professor proceeds to affirm that.
Christianity is even better than all this, and
insists upon" worshiping Jesus of Nazareth,"
not, indeed, as a God, but " as the ideal man,
and therefore king of men," his reasonings
may not seem so well founded. Arthur·Tap.
pan Pierson insists in tlie Forum that as
"Socialism and Anarchy threaten, in these
days, even the foundation's of . the social
structure, the only hope ·is to get the Christian churches once more into close contact
with the common people," Jor "whatever
men may think of religion, the historic fact
is that, in proportion as the institutions of
Christianity lose their hold upon the multitudes, the fabric of society is in peril."
Among miscellaneous treatises, that of the
eminent scientist George J. Romanes " Concerning. Women" is a valuable one. He adduces physiological and anatomical evidence
-among other testimony, the fact that the
·average brain-weight of civilized woman ·is
five ounces less than that of civilized manwhich lie judges to disprove the. claim made
by a large section of the woman's movement
that "naturally, or originally, there is no assignable difference between the ~tellectual
capacities of the two sexes, and that the only
reason why women hav not hitherto per.· formed the intellectual work of men is that
they hav been artificially excluded from fair
competition.'' But, between the diverse gifts
of the two sexes, he " cannot see that those
which hav fallen to the masculin mind are
intrinsically superior or more estimable than
those which bav fallen to the feminin. If
strength alone is to be regarded as the one
criterion of excellence, then is a horse better
than a man. No human being, 1 suppose,
could seriously maintain ~his as regards bodily strength; and no more, in my opinion,
could it be maintained as regards mental.
Among all the wonderful excellences which
the human mind displays, sheer force, even
in the direction of creativ thought, is only
one, and, rightly viewed, not the chief.
Those qualities of mind which belong by nature to the woman, and which, generally
speaking, are distinctivly ·characteristic of
female excellency, are at least as great and
· admirable as any of those which belong by
-nature to the man.'' Professor Romanes advocates the higher education of woman, statin~ as reasons: (1) Nothing is so conduciv to
bnlliancy in a man as to meet wiih it in a
woman, and '!>ice '!>erba; how immeasurably,
therefore, would the pleasures of social inter• course be enhanced if both sexes were more
generally able to meet on common grounds
as rega~ds culture; (2) the importance to a
cultivated man whether his wife is or is not
cultivated is immeasurable; (3) the importance to a family whether or not their mother
is a cultured woman is more so ; and many
other considerations.

SITlJ..\.TION W.t.NTED.
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he could make himself generally u~e~nl. References.
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So we find it written in the head-piece to the "fol" witnesses to the truth" of the book Mor- On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology,
. ~on.
, .coNTENTS:
i . Th!BIB
a ne'Y book and <lontains the latest discus- lowing story: "Elisha werit. with them, ·and when
mon, aged eighty-three years, is dying at
1. Dawn of CreatiOn and of Worship. By Hon. ~Ion .0¥ the IWBtakes of l\1oses. The names of the they came to Jordan they out down wood. But as
Richmond Mo where he has long resided
W. E. Gladstone.
.
·
participants are a guarantee of its able character. Ohe was felling a beam, the ax-head fell "into the
.
l •
·•Mormon church when it a-• I IL Tbe
Interpreters of Genesis And tbe Inter-,.
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water, and he cried and said, Alas! master; for
h avmg eft the
praters of Nature. B:v Prof. T. H. HtiXIP:v.
1
lowed polygamy.
1 III. PoRtsoript to Solar Myths, By Prof. l\Iax .
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
it was borrowed. And the man of God ilaid,
Muller.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York. Where fell it 1 And he showed him the place. And
ON the 27th ult. the
heoutdownastiokandoast
1:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~}f:-=-·~~"~[2~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~::~~~~~~~~~
- ---it
in thither, and the iron
Lord burnt his $15,000
-did swim. Therefore said
church at Erie, Pa.
he, Take it up to thee; and
he put out his hand and
AT the recent annual
took it.-2 Ktngs vi, 4-7. [I
sale of pews in Talrather think the simplest
mage's Tabernacle the
reader will, without any aid
~~-from German or other raprices ran from $750
tionalistic commentators,.
down.
be able to paint this scene
to himself and be able toreTHE Methodist preachcover the ax on t of the
ers of Baltimore hav
river by the aid of the stick
adopted resolutions disrefened to; but if he don't
approving of President
see through it, let him study
the following e:i:traot.Cleveland's jubilee gift
B!I!aa:l.
to the pope.
A MIBACLE is a work beyond- man's power to perIN the Pennsylvania
form. He -who performs it
strike many thousands
[in this case Elisha, the man
of men are idle, and
of God] does so by the astheir families suffering
sistance of God. And if
God giv his power to a
from hunger and cold,
man, it must be for some
ltU by the obstinacy of a
great and extraordinary
few wealthy men, whose
reason [such as the recovery:
income from these inof a lost axJ. • • • The'
working of·a miracle proves
dustries is each year a
that the man who performs
fortune.
it is God's messenger and
speaks God's truth, for God
LETTERS sent to the ill
works by him, and would
crown prince of Gernot so lend )).is power to an
many by his wife are full.
impostor.-Bt!J!tca! Ouclope..
ata, lill John Eaate, D.D.,
of slush about " God's
LL.D.
watch over him," and
PLINY the Elder, who sao.
about the loving anxiety
rificed his life to his curiosof the people- which
ity, being suffocated by the
people, as a matter of
! dust and ashes of the ernPtion that overwhelmed Herfact, are being only by
culaneum and Pompeii, was
MOSES EMBARKS IN THE CONJURING BUSINESS.
the greatest endeavors
an omnivorous reader; and
suppressed' in
their
And Moses took his wife and his sons, and set them upon an ass, and he returned to the land of Egypt. And
even when he was so ooouMoses
took
the
rod
of
God
in
his
hand.-Ex.
iv,
20.
struggles to overthrow
·pied that he could not read
the throne.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:::::::::::
]himself,hehadhimselfread
·
J
.•
Ito. His example. is not
THE desperado classes so numerous in KenAJ1 ~~iJ
/if,
rarely shown by one so Young, said:" I guess not wor~hy of inlitation. If he had read less and
tucky and West Virginia are creating great 1
!:/!UU(;I itt(
J!![JfU S.
That won't work."
thought more, he would hav served mankind bettrouble.
ter, He well remarked that he never found a book
~IFE is short- only four letters in it. Three 80 bad but he was able to get some good out of it.
and both Milton and Gibbon hav said the same;
NoTWITHSTANDING that the post-office publishes quarters of it a" lie," and half of it an "if.''
MANUFAOTURERB of all kinds now clamor in
"I'M sorry, O!ara," he .quietly said;
a remark that I most cordially indorse. Amid
the papers on the tariff, each to hav it taken its "gross'Jlostal rece1pts," Anthony Comstock has
"Yet I fear it would not do;"
much inferior matter, Pliny now and then suroff the others and left for himself. May the not yet attempted to arrest it.
And added,, as lowly she bowed· her head,
Prise a us by the acuteness of his remarks. He bad
WHEN
the
weather
becomes
so
cold
that
the
best purse win.
"But I'll be a brother to you."
the boldness to deny that" God could either endow
sneak thief freezes to your ul•ter, that is the time
SoME one has discovered tbat the new Seman man with immortality or recall the dead." Pliny,
.AnOHBIBHOP CORRIGAN has resigned as trus- that tht~ coal literally melts a war.
ministry is composed of "ics,'' viz., "Guics, you may rely on it, was no fool.-HI/!aX,
tee of the neW' Catholic university, as there- . MRS. WILCox says that Onida's novels convey deFranzsovics, Velimirovios, VJgios, Papovios and
THERE hav been, and there may be again, great
sult, it is rumored, of grave dissensions fectiv morals. It looks as though Onida might Gerbics." New York city can "see" Servia and go individual thinkers in a general atmosphere"" of
hav been reading Ella W~eler's poems; doesn't her one better. The Empire City is governed intellectual slavery, But there never bas been, cir
among the Catholic hierarchy.
itt
largely by "Mics."-Norrtlltotcn Hera!a.
ever will be, in that atmosphere an intellectually
AusTRIAN war officials suspect that the
MoTHEB: "You ought to be kinder to Mr.
THE
Chicago
News tells this story about the Rev. aotiv people. When any people has made a temczar is strategizing to entrap them into send· Goodey, Olara. He is very well off, and, as regards Mr. Manton, who was a barber before he became porary approach to such a character, it has been
ing the bulk of their forces into Galicia ·habits, is a model in every way." "That's just the a preacher. The News says that one of his first because tbe dread of heterodox speculation was
trouble, mamma. He hasn't a single redeen1ing duties after he was ordained was to baptize a for a time suspended. Where there ii! a tacit conwhile he attacks those points left exposed.
vice."
child. Wetting his hand in tbe water bowl, he vention that Principles are not to be disputed;
ON the 28th ult. the Bon. Joe. Cox, M.P.,
WE do not credit the rumor that Anthony Com- laid it on tbe child's head, and then, his mind re- where the discussion of the greatest questions
charged with addressing prohibited branches stock is about to publish an expurgated edition of verting to his old calling, he began rubbing tbe which can occupy humanity is considered to be
of the Irish National League, was convicted Webster, from which such sinful words as "naked" head vigorously, and, turning to the astonished closed, we cannot hope to find that generally high
and "bare" shall be omitted,-Life,
scale of mental activity which has made some pe.
mother, said: "Shampoo 7"
and sentenced to four months at hard labor.
riods of history so remarkable. Never when conOLD Mn. BENTLY : "I hear that the Cadwalla" TliE north wind doth blow,
troversy avoided the subjects which are large and
Tru: English correspondent of the New ders pay a thousand dollars a year for their pew
And we shall hav snow,
important enough to kindle enthusiasm, was the
York Herald writes: "The navy and the in the church of the Holy St. Swell." Old Mrs. And what will poor Robin do then, poor thing7"
mind of a people stirred up from its foundations,
war office administrations are rotten to the Bently: "Goodness! They must be very religious·
and the impulses given which raised even persons
Well, if Robin's a bird
of the most ordinary intellect to some of the digNot wholly absurd, ·
core. We spend over a half ·millon of pounds folks."
THIS English apings's hardly right,
He'll pack up his duds and go South until spring, nity of thinking beings,-Mm•s Lt!Jertl/.
' a year in salaries for clerks in these two deIf he deigns to accept
In fact it's grown absurd;
The advice 80 inept,
THAT many good men hav believed this strange
partments; the work could be better done for
We hear too much of On tall, Knight,
To
stand
in
a
barn as the· poet suggested,
fable [the temptation of Mother Eve by tbe devil,
one-quarter the money."
And of the Earl E. Bii'd,
WHh bead •neath bis wing,
the fall of man, etc,], and Hved very good lives
"MA.ll[li[A.,"inquired a little Kentucky boy," what
And his leg in a aliDg,
under that belief (for credulity is not a crime), is
IN Engl(lnd those that hav no work are was
Adam's full name?" "He only had one name, He will die with his red breast couge•ted.
what I hav no doubt of. In the first place; they
busily engaged in freezing, starving, and suf- my dear; simply Adam." "And did Eve call him
were educated to believe. There are also many
fering miscellaneously; those that hav it rush Adam 7" "Certainly. What could she call Liru7"
"I MUST leave you now," the girl said lightly, as who ka.v been so enthusiastically enraptured by
•he ro~e from her chair. "I hav got to go to the what they conceived to be the inflnit love of God
about after John L. Sullivan; the wealthy "She might hav called him colonei."
men, and those aiming at wealth, are prosecutEvERYTHiNG has been serene and peaceful re- missionary society rooms and do some sewing for to man, in making a sacrifice of himself, that the
ti.Hl heathens." "There's a heathen around in a vehemence of the idea has forbidden and deterred
ing their business called Parliament. A few cently, so far as riots are concerned, in Ireland. Twenty-third street boarding-house," oa•nally ob- them from examining into the absurdity and proIt
should
be
remembered,
however,
that
ju•t
at
brave men struggle for the rights of the poor present the earth is frozen so stiff that •tone• and served the young man, looking vacantly over her faneness of tbe story, The more unnatural any.
head, "third-story hall-bedroom, front, wbo has thing is, the more is it capable of becoming the
and a few for religious liberty.
bricks cannot be lifted therefrom,- Puck,
three buttons off his cutaway, a rip in the elbow object of dismal admiration.-Patne•s Aoe of'
THE pope has written an autograph letter
MR. ToM BIGBIE : "What do you expect for your of his dress-suit, and a choice collection of socks .Reason.
that look like cullendei·s. Does he come in on
New
Year's-the
earth?"
Mr.
Will
Get
there:
to the czar, thanking him for the expression
WISDOM strengtheneth the wise more than ten
no, not exactly the whole earth; but I can this missionary deal?" "He does, George," she
of good-will contained in the address the "Well,
tell you it'll be a pretty cold day if I don't get whispered softly, as she tucked in her eyelid•, "if mighty men which are in the city, For there is
not a just man upon earth that doeth good and
czar sent him on the occasion of his jubilee. some of the fulness thereof before I wind up,"
he needs a missionary all to himself."
sinneth not. Also take no heed unto all words that
In his congratulatory telegram the czar said A BrRANGEB was caught in the recent Montana
THE teacher, a lesson be taught;
are _spoken, lest thou hear thy servant curse thee.
that he desired to assure the interests of his blizzard, snowed under for four days, and was
The preacher, a sermon he praught;
For oftentimes also thine own heart knoweth
about
giving
up
hope,
wheli
a
rescuing
party
dug
Catholic subjects, and hoped that his holiness
The stealer, he stole;
that thou thyself likewise hast cursed others.The heeler, he hole;
Eoo!estiUltes vii, 19·22.
would aid him in harmonizing the needs of down on him. Aft the first shovel struck through
the roof of his tomb, he moaned: "Excuse, me,
And
the
screecher,
he
awfully
scraught.
the Roman church in Russia with the funda· gentlemen; but if we drink in celebration of this
LITTLE do men perceive what solitude is and
The long-winded speaker, be spoke;
how far it extendeth; for a crowd is not company,
mental principles of his empire.
event, I move that we make it a Dutch treat."
The
poor
office-seeker,
he
soke
;
and
faces are but a gallery of pictures, and talk
And the sturdy Northmen, as they covered him up
IN New York city the masses, having neg- again, remarked in a chorus: "Pack him down
The runner,.he ran;
but a tinkling cymbal, where there is no love.The dunner, he dan;
lected·'education, labor reform, and every con- hard, boys, He's from Boston."
Bacon's Ess"ai/B,
And the shrieker, he horribly shroke.
SocRATES says that he knows nothing, except,
dition of progress and fit end of government
A NoRWICH primary teacher, to test the knowlthe one fact that he is ignorant; and that he is
The flyer, to Canada flew;
for "politics," liquor, and superstition, and edge of her little pupils upon the Golden Rule, in
superior to others in this particular, that tbey:beThe buyer, on- credit he bew;
brought forth that fine specimen of what they quired how many of the_m could repeat it. Se_veral
lieve that they do know what they do not know,
'£be doer, he did ;
can turn out in the way of citizens when they hands went up, and a little boy noted for h1s acwhile he knows this one thing alone-that he
The suer, he aid;
·· knows nothing, And it ia on that account that he
And the liar (a fisherman) lew.
try, Dan Driscoll, leader of the Whyo gang ~~~: ~~~~r~~~!~e.~~:~~ ~t~:!t!:dot~er~n~~e[~
imagine he was Pronounced by Apollo to be the
of toughs, now for reading matter devour the you." He was told that he was wrong, and a preThe writer, this nonsense he wrote;
wisest of all men, because this alone is the whole
The fighter (an editor) fote;
pages the newspapers giv to detailed accounts 1 cise little. m~ss of a mild ~nd clever _disposition
of wisdom, for a man not to think that he knows
The swimmer, he swam;
of his prison life, hanging for murder con- was next mv1ted to repeat 1t. She said sweetly :
what he does not know.-Otcero.
The skimmer, he skam;
.
.
.
. .
'.
"Do unto others as ye would that others shoulc;
1
ferences w1th h1s pnest, rehg10us VIews, do unto you." The girl sat down in triumph, but
And the biter was hungry and bote.
CHANGE and progress are the universal law
etc.
I the boy, who had missed, with a look of disgust
-woman• We can stand still in nothinii'.-D. M. BenneU,
THE
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Jloits and ~lippings.
FIRsT Omaha dame : "Do you mean to say
you went to church last Sunday? Why, the
weather was perfectly awful." Second Omaha
dame: "Yes, I went; but I arrived there
more dead than alive." "Wlia.t was the sermon about?" "Oh, the minister scolded us
· for three hours because the rest of you didn't
come."
A LITTLE girl of Metz, fourteen years old,
named Louise Fuchs, has just been condemned to eight days' imprisonment· for having insulted the emperor of Germany. The
insult consisted in writing a private letter to
one of her little friends, in which there was
something disrespectful to his majesty.
Such sentences are said to be quite common
in Alsace-Lorraine, and they can add no
strength to the popular love for the conquerors.
IN some remarkable mathematical observations by M. Hermite concerning the number
of stars, he shows that the total number
visible to the naked eye of li.n observer of
average visual power does not exceed six
thousand, and of these the southern hemis·phere contains somewhat the larger number.
In order to see this number of .stars the night
must be moonless, the sky cloudless, and the
atmosphere pure, and here the power of the
unaided eye stops ; an opera glass will bring
out tw~nty thousand, while a small telescope
will bring out at least one hundred and fifty
thousand, and the most powerful telescopes
yet' constructed will show more than one
hundred millions. M. Hermite concludes
from his various observations that the light

WAY C H U R C H

emitted by all the stars upon the whole surface of the globe is equal to one-tenth of the
light of .the full moon.
A FAR Western newspaper announces the
postponement of a wedding " owing to the
fact that the groom is too busily engaged in a
poker game at the Silver Starch club rooms.".
The paper further explains that the clergyman who was engaged to perform the ceremony also got interested and took a hand,
and " as we go to press is kicking like an
elephant because there is a limit to the game."
A OATEOHISM lattJy issued by the Roman
Catholic authorities in Mexico, for the circulation of which the civil authorities of the
state of Guanajuato caused a priest to be
punished, directs Catholics not to lend or hire
houses to Protestants for services ; not to
erect or repair churches for PFotestants, nor
to make or sell furniture fo·r such churches,
nor to attend Protestant services, under penalty of excommunication. The civil authorities interfered with this religioqs boycott on
the ground that it was " subversiv of the
public well-being."
"THE war of the Rebellion," said Gen.
Daniel E. Sickles the other evening, "was
.really a Whisky war. Yes, whisky caused
the Rebellion! I was in the Congress preceding the war. It was whisky in the morningthe morning cocktail-a Congress of whiskydrinkers. Then whisky all day; whisky and
gambling all night. Drinks before Congress
opened its morning session ; drinks before it
adjourned. Scarcely a committee room
without its demijohn of whisky, and the clink
of the glasses could be heard in the Capitol
corridors. The fights-the angry speecheswere whisky. The atmosphere was redolent
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with whisky-nervous excitement seeking relief in whisky, and whisky s.dding to nervous
excitement. Yes, the Rebellion was launched
in whisky. If the French Assembly were to
drink some morning one-half the whisky consumed. in any one day by that Congress,
France would declare war against Germany
in twenty minutes." It seems to be a good
thing that Frenchmen drink mild wine.
IN a leading uptown church, reports the
Tribune, where a lecture was given to a class
of young people who were about to become
members, there were seven lads and one man
to forty-three of the other sex, only three or
four of whom were full-grown women, the
remainder being girls. The male population
of New York is not given very largely either
to church-going or religion. Ministers say
that the proportion of female communicants
to male is becoming larger every year. One
of the oldest pastors of the city, commenting
on this state of things, said with a half-sigh :
"However, it is a great step to bring the
women into the fold, for in the end they will
bring the l)len with them."
ELIZA LYNN LINTON was one of the twelve
children of the vicar of Crosthwaite in the
lake region. There she was accustomed to
see Robert Southey, whom, she says, she remembers " with his eagle's beak and small,
retreating chin, spare frame, and. dark eyes
full of fire. He preferred long, solitary rambles to our primitiv society. But Harriet,
duchess of St. Albans, was more sociable,
and when journeying l!lorthward used to invite the vicar to spend the evening with her
at the Royal Oak. My father's fellow-parsons were a very queer lot. Some drank and
fought in public-houses, others were little

better than honest day-laborers, and it was
not uncommon to hear the officiating clergyman exclaim, when his Sunday ministrations were over, ' Gosh I that job's jobbed I'"
Mrs. Linton has for years been a pronounced
Freethinker.
Dn. MoGLYNN and THE TRUTH SEEKER hold
the same opinion regarding the Catholic
church and the workingmen. Two weeks
ago, at one of his Sunday night meetings, the
ex-priest said: "The labor party must expect
to find everywhere the enmity of the ecclilsiastical machine. And what has this machine
done for the labor movement here, or in England, or anywhere? It has ever been on the
side of despotism instead of on the side of
freedom. The ecclesiastical machine was opposed to secret societies. It was opposed at
the outset to the Knights of Labor, and suggested the forming of a confraternity of
trades. The machine would hav an Order of
Consecrated Car-Drivers and the Holy Guild. of
Plasterers, under the guidance of the parish
priests. The church is opposed to any labor
movement, and I am sorry to he able to say
that Grand Master-Workman Powderly went
to Cardinal Gibbons, and, not satisfied with
that, sent an embassador to Rome and paid
the expenses out of the funds of the Knights
of Labor. And I should not be at all surprised some day to learn that part of that
money was expended in buying up one of the
underlings, and not so much of an underling
after all. If it were not somewhat indelicate,
I could tell you the name of the embassador."
Powderly denies this statement; but Dr.
McGlynn reiterates it, and says his informants were men high in the councils of the
Knights of Labor.
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Qkommltnicalions.

conformity, and Roger Williams protested against it.
And it was yet further "enact_ed by the court and
The Puritans triumphed, and drove him into exile; authority thereof; that if any person or persons com- .
but he succeeded in founding a colony which was manly caUed Quakers, or other such like vagabonds,
Blue Laws of New England.
the first place in Christendom where a· law was shall come into any to~n of this government, the
The virtues of the Pilgrim fathers hav been sung enacted tolerating and protecting alike the Christian, marshal or constable shall apprehend him or them,
by poets and extolled by historians. Orators ·hav the Jew, or the Mohammedan.
and upon examination so appearing, he shall whip
painted their characters in glowing colors. The
The Blue laws were particularly severe on the in- them, or cause them to be whipped with rods."
belief that they sought an asylum in the wilds of offensiv Quake1·s, and it was really against them that
·Alas! what tender mercies our P.Jgrim fathers
America for the oppressed, that they were lovers of the laws were directed.
showed! The Quakers hav ever been remarkable
liberty, and that they were the real founders of our
The Quakers were deprived of civil rights, for their steady habits-for being inoffensiv and lawfree institutions, is the reason why the founders of whipped, branded, had their ears cut off, their abiding citizens. They, too, were flocking to America
New England hav been so revered. But historical tongues bored with hot irons, were banished, and even for the sake of liberty of conscience. They no doubt
criticism has reduced them to their proper level, and executed upon the gallows.
·
thought that the Puritans, having hatl the lash of perwe now see their characters in their true light-not
Here is what Christian wisdom and charity giv secution applied to themselvs, would be slow in applyas we were once taught to view them, but almost the us in the form of a law: "No Quaker or dissenter ing it to the backs of others ; but in this they were
reverse.
from the established worship of this dominion shall sadly mistaken. But the Puritans did what they
It must ba admitted that the Pilgrims had many be allowed to giv a vote for the· election of magis- could to save the stiff-necked-Quakers. Did they not
virtues. They were a sturdy, honest, industrious, trates or other officers." The law also expressly for- say their prayers through their noses for the salvachaste people. It must also be admitted that they bade bringing Quakers to the colony. "It is ordered tion of the Quakers' souls? Did they not repeat
had many faults. They were superstitious, narrow- by the court, that .in case any shall bring in any passages of scripture to convince the Quakers that
minded, fanatical, bigoted. But there were two Quaker, ranter, or other notorious heretic, either by they were receiving a just punishment'? Does not
things in which the Pilgrim fathers certainly excelled land or water, into any part of this government, he shall God's word say: "Though an angel from heaven
-hunting heretics and hanging witches. It would forthwith, upon order from any one magistrate, re- prea-ch any other doctrin than that ye hav received,
be supposed that the Pilgrims, having been perse- turn them to the place from whence they came, or clear let him be accursed;" " depart, ye cursed, into evercuted for opinion's sake in England, would hav the government of them, on penalty of paying the lasting fire, prepared for the devil and his_ angels;"
granted liberty of conscience to those who sought a fine of twenty shillings for every week that they shall ".if any come unto you and bring not this doctrin,
home in their colony; But their much-desired haven, stay in_ the government after warning." It would receive him not into your house, neither bid him God
where they could worship God according to the die-· hav saved much trouble if the faith of passengers· speed, for he that biddeth him God speed is partates of their consciences, was intended only as a had been inquired into when they went on ship- taker of his evil deeds?"
refuge for those subscribing to the Calvinistic creed. board, seeking refuge in the "asylum for the opIf our forefathers hated Quakers, they loved OathThe thought never occurred to them that other pressed." It might also hav been policy for the la'nd- olios but little more, for among these saintly laws we
sects held their belief just as sacred as they did lord to hav done the same with his lodgers; for it find the following: "No priest shall abide in this
theirs; that it is impossible to prevent the human was .further "enacted by the court and authority dominion ; he shall be banished and suffer death on his
mind from overpassing the limits of any prescribed thereof, that no Quaker or person commonly so return." " Priests may be seized by anyone without a
boundary; that it is the bight of cruelty to perse- called, be entertained by any person or persons warrant." Gloomy and morose, they forbade.any'en·
cute their fellow-men for opinion's sake. Their creed within this government under penalty of five pounds gaging in sinful pleasures, or observing any customs
was the only one that was right ; and as those who for every such default, or be whipped; and in any that they thought were tinctured with C<~.tholicism.
denied it were in danger of perdition, it was but just case anyone shall entertain any ·such person igno- "No one shall read common prayer, keep Christmas or
and merciful that they should force others to accept rantly, if he shall· testify on his oath that he knew saints' days, make minced pies, dance, play cards, or
that which was necessary for the salvation of their not them to be such, he shall be freed of the afore- play on any instrument of music, except the drum,
souls.
said penalty, provided he, upon his first discerning trumpet, and jewsharp.'' From this it would seem .
Social and political disadvantages were placed them to be such, do discover them to the constable that the Pilgrims were great lovers of music, but un- .
upon those outside the church. But woe to him who or his deputy."
willing to minister to any of the sinful pleasures of ·
chanced to be unorthodox ; he was sure to become . Oct. 6, 1657, an order was passed banishing Hum- this vain world; They directed their musical talents
the victim of a heartless and relentless persecution; phrey Norton, 'a Quaker, from the colony, and on the so that, by a series of consecutiv steps, they would
and if he escaped without a flogging, with unharmed 14th of Octolier this additional law was em~cted be prepared to twang the strings of their celestial
ears, or au unbored tongue, or even with his life, he against Quakers, and for atrocious cruelty it is sur- harp in the "world to come." The Pilgrims also held .
was very fortunate. If the luckless wizard dared passed by few documents of its kind on record. It the use of the ring at marriages to be a "relique of
wave his magic wand, or if the toothless, haggard, is the essence of Christian bigotry double distilled: popery, and a diabolical circle for the devell to
old witch mounted her broomstick and ventured to "As an addition to the late order in reference to the daunce in."
perform her aerial evolutions-" to sweep the cob· coming or bringing in of the cursed sect of Quakers·
The custom of some ancient and half-civilized
webs from the sky"-they were placed entirely with- into this jurisdiction, it is ordered that whosoever nations in· putting to death a stubborn and rebellious.
out the pale of society; no more mercy was shown shall henceforth bring, or cause to be brought, di- son, and selling a debtor to make satisfaction to his .
then than as though they were the very imps of satan, rectly or indirectly, any known Quaker or Qua;kers, -creditor, has been justly characterized by modern
who, it was piously believed, bodily inhabited their or other blasphemous heretic3, into this jurisdiction, Christians as the basest 9f crimes. But are not these
persons. Having been reared in the school of per- every such person shall forfeit the sum of one hun- customs justified by the Bible! And hav not Chrissecution, our forefathers were not slow in proving" dred pounds to the country, and shall by warrant tians justified the same by statute law' They cer.
themselvs proficient in the art. They therefore em- from any magistrate be committed to prison, there tainly did in New England. For _we find a law which
ployed their leisure time in flogging, banishing, or to remain till penalty be satisfied and paid; and if says: If a man hav a sixteen-year-old son, who, after
hanging Catholics, Quakers, and Baptists, for daring any person or persons within this jurisdiction shall being chastened, proves rebellious and stubborn, the
to abuse the liberty of thought. There was, of henceforth entertain and conceal any such Quaker or parents are to take him to the magist.rate and "such
course, nothing more clearly proven than the right Quakers, or other blasphemous heretics (knowing a son shall be put to death." And also one which
to think for one's self, provided he thought right, them so to be), every such person shall forfeit to the says: "A debtor in prison, swearing he has no estate,
and as the Puritans had the only standard of right- country forty shillings for every hour's entertain- shall be let out, and sold to make satisfaction."
thinking, it very necessarily followed that whoever ment and concealment of any such Quaker or Quakers Charitable in them to let him out before he was sold.
Not content with meddling in religious matters,
differed from them thought wrong, and whoever per~ as aforesaid, and shall be committed to prison as
sisted in wrong-thinking was a wilful violator of the aforesaid, until the forfeitures be fully satisfied and they must regulate the manner of dress and the cost
liberty of conscience, and must eHher renounce his paid; and it is further ordered, that if any Quaker of the trimming on their clothes; and even went to
heresies or be cut off as a corrupt and dangerous or Quakers shall presume after they hav once auf· the extent of E<aying how one's hair should be cut and
member of society.
fered what the law requireth, to come into this juris- dressed. "Whoever wear.s clothes trimmed with
It is not positivly known why these enactments diction, every such male Quaker shall, for the first gold, silver, or bone lace, above two shillings by the
against heretics· and witches, and Sunday laws, hav offense, hav one of his ears cut off, and be kept at yard, shall be presented by the grand jurors, lmd the
been called "Blue laws." It is possible that they work in the house of correction till he can be sent selectmen shall tax the offender three hundred
were so named by having been first published in a blue- away at his own charge; and for the second offense pounds." . Men were not allowed to wear their hair
covered book. But I am of the opinion that it was he shall hav the other ear cut off and be kept at the below their ears, nor women to wear their hair cut
house of correction as aforesaid. And every woman above their ears. "Every male shall hav his hair cut
because the laws themselvs were intrinsically blue.
In the enaptment of Blue laws the premium must Quaker that hath suffered the law here, that shall round according to a cap/' That is, he must hav a
be awarded to Connecticut, but in the punishment of presume to come into this jurisdiction, shall be cap drawn over his head for a gage by which to cut
Quakers and witches the superiority must be con- severely whipped and kept at the house of correction his hair. For a woman to allow her hair to "hang
ceded to Massachusetts. The latter colony was alto- at work till she be sent away at her own charge, and loose" was a grievous sin.
"If any woman shall not hav her hair .tied up, but
gether too holy a place for anyone but Puritans, as also for coming again sbe shall be alike used as
Massachusetts was a place " especially devoted unto aforesaid. And for every Quaker, he or she, that shall shall allow it to hang loose and be cut as men's hair,
the worship of the Lord Jesus Christ above all the a third time herein again offend, they shall hav their she shall pay five shillings. If any man shall wear
rest of the world." The Puritan colonies could not tongues bored through with a hot iron and be kept long hair, he shall pay five shillings."
In all capital causes concerning life or banishment,
therefore be- tainted with the pernicious doctrins of at tho house of correction close at work till they be
if there was no express law, the judgment 'should be
Catholics, Quakers, and Baptists, and other " pesti- sent away at their own charge."
A Quaker was not allowed •to buy a horse, or if rendered according to the barbaritiPB of the Mosaic
lent heretiqnes ;" and consequently those who held
opinions that were unorthodox had either to suffer one brought a horse into the colony the horse was code.
GEo. H. DAWES.
torture or seek an asylum among the savages, and confiscated to the use of the country. "Whereas, we
(coNCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)_
receive from them that protection they had vainly find that of late time the Quakers hav been furnished
Matters and 'l'bings.
hoped for from their Christian brethren.
with horses, and thereby they hav not only more
Thus it was in the case of Roger Williams, who, speedy passage from place to place, to the poisoning
The New York Central railroad's classification requires
for entertaining dangerous opinions, was driven from of the inhabitants with their cursed tenetP, but also that gall in large quantities shall be transported. by freight.·
the Salem colony in the dead of winter to perish thereby hav escaped the hands of the officers that 0/ticago Mail.
It is not stated what kind of gall it is, but we feel
from cold and hunger, or to find shelter and food might otherwise hav apprehended them. IIi is thereamong the wild men of the forest.
fore enacted by the court and authority thereof, that doubly assured in stating that it is Christian gall
And the principal offense for which Roger Wiiliams if any person or persons whatsoever in this govern- that is meant. We know of no other gall to be had
was banished was that he denied the right of the ment doth or shall furnish any of them with horse or in such. large quantities, lind that exists all over the
civil magistrate to punish for mere religious delin- horse kind, the same shall be forfeited and seized on country and is in constant use. It is the real "gall
quencies. He simply reasserted the right of liberty for the use of the government; or any horse they of bitterness," and it is so apt to "flow" that rail"
of conscience-the very principle the Puritans them- shall bring into the government, or shall be brought roads will carry it only as freight-it is dirty and
.
.
selva braved the dangers of an unknown ocean and in for them and they make use of, shall be forfeited smells bad.
the hardships of a wilderness to establish. The as aforesaid, and it shall be lawful for any inhabitant
A venerable Methodist minister is authority for the statePuritans affirmed the right of a union of church and to make seizure of a!)y such horse and deliver him ment that no camp-meet in~ can be successful in a· location
where
there is fishing.-Martltq,'s Vineyard He1•ald.
state ; Roger Williams denied it. The Puritans to the .constable or treasurer for the use of the
It is intended by the above to convey the idea that
claimed the right of the state to enforce religious country."
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where there is fishing, fishers fall into the habit of I For twenty five years W
Sh k
· · t f
t eJl'ng
such
large fi s h s t ones
. th t th
m. sixteen
a spere
wro e or
I
.
a
ey easr'ly s1'Ide the theater, and
associated with
managers
of
away from grace. We do not look at. the ma~te~ in the Blackfriars-with sMh men as Burbage, Thomas
the same way. The best. camp-me~tmg revivalists Pope, George Peele, Thomas Green, the greatest of
we know of preach and believe the biggest fish story all theatrical clowns, and with such men as the inon record-that of Jonah.
mitable Be~ Jonson, who criticised Shakspere's
· . William ~illsb!lry, a post-office clerk at Elgin, will sever plays~ a~d m all ~hat quarter of a century, those
hrs connection With the post-office service to prepare himself most mtimate asso01ates never discovered o•· dreamed
for the ministry.-0/ticago J.'irnes.
...
W
W
that Lord Bacon was the author of the plays.
.
e presume illiam has proved a failure as a use- Greene claimed that he, Marlowe, and Peele were
ful clerk. There is nothing so handy for the runt of Shakspere's feathers. Who were Shakspere's feathers
the family as the ministry. It requires so little prac· after 1594, when Greene and Marlowe were dead?
tical knowledge of this world. A lingo of dogmas :rhe best plays were written after that year. Where
!.o:k~latjd kb'~. lea~ers, with a smiling, pleasant, mall the world was there a better school of learning,
a m~ 00 • IS a out all that is required to start a better college in which to study human nature,
out savi~g' soulS'. Of course it is better to be a dap- than the theater? And Shakspere, for twenty-five
per !adies . man.-on~ w~o can say pleasant little years, was so connected, and it was the age when
n?things With ~Isdom s air and manner, and giv ad- men depended on the memory; it was the age of the
vwe about the hfe beyond, of which he knows noth- reformation, when human liberty was unchained, and
!ng. The knowledge required is so meager that it the state was divorced from the church. · Before
IS no wonder that so many are seized with such a de- Shakspere there were thousands of church-plays;
sire to save sinners.
SAGE WINTERSET.
every scene in th~ ~ible"was the l;lubject of a play.
The church authont1es dramatized ''Adam and Eve,"
· ~hakspere and Christ.
and they appeared as they were created. What a
No inan on the earth loves the writings of the im- ·chance Comstock lost by not being there! But that
mortal Shakspere more than I, and no man is less was the age when smothered human thought hurst
capable of appreciating him, and knowing from the forth in a perennial stream of human glory, and Shakevidence at hand that the Bard of A.von wrote the spere gathered the golden sheaves of fifteen centuries
immortal plays.
and bound them bundles of · Hamlets, Macbeths,
That Donnelly should attempt to prove that Lord Lears, Othellos,. King Johns, etc. Green's charge
Bacon wrote the plays of Shakspere, with the evi- against Shakspere sets one question at rest forever,
dence against him, shows one thing very clearly, at and that is that Shakspere was a writer for the
least, a~d th'!'t is, upon what slender threads hang theater as early as 1590. According to this he was
everlastmg thmgs.
·· twenty-five years writing forty plays, or 180,000 lines
I shall examin briefly the evidence that Shakspere of the most wondel'fully grand smooth poetry ever
.
wrote Shakspere, and then the evidence that Christ written.
Lord Chief-Justice Campbell says thaf Shakspere
preached the Sermon on the Mount and taught the
doctrin of the New Testament canon, that nobody wrote his own will, and I wish to notice and com·
pare the will with Sha.kspere's poetry. My opinion
follows and few believe.
It is conceded by 'everybody that there was such is that the man who wrote the plays wrote the will.
a man as William Shakspere, and the evidence that The will and the plays breathe the same air. They
he was John Shakspere's son has never been ques- a1·e both in the same style. Compare the .following
tioned, and that he was born at Stratford-upon-Avon from his will :
and was baptized and christened on the 26th of
First, I commend my soul into the hands of God, my creApril, 1564. This is shown by the parish register ator, hoping, and assuredly believing, through the only
of births at Stratford. We know that he grew np merits of Jesus Christ, my savior, to be -partaker of life
in Stratford and attended the Stratford grammar everlasting; and my body to tll.e ea?-tlt, whereof it is made.
With the following from the Sonnets:
school; from Ni!.she we learn that Shakspere was
trained· a law clerk or noverint, and Lord ChiefBut be contented; when that fell arrest
Without all fail shall carry me away,
Jnstice Campbell said if the case was brought before
M.y life hath in this line wme interest.,
him in court, he would hav to so decide upon the
Which for memorial with thee shall stay.
evidence.
Wheu thou reviewest this, thou dost review
From Aubrey, the earliest of all his biographers,
The very part was consecrate to thee.
T!te ettrt!t can luw but em·tlt, w!tic!t is Ids dtte ,;
we learn .that young Shakspere waa addicted to
My spirit is tldne, tl!e better part of rne.
poetry and the stage, and left Stratford at about the
So then thou bast but lost the dregs of life,
age of eighteen for London. There are many guesses
T!te prey of worms, rny body being dead.
why he went and whether he took Annie, his wife,
And in Hamlet's soliloquy, the same sharp antithwith him or not; but we find him at the Blackfriars esis is drawn between the body and the soul, or
Theater, according to Greene, a Johannes Factotum, spirit:
in 1592. In his warning to his three friends, Greene,
To be or not to be, that is the questionon his dying bed, says :
When we hav shuffled off this mortal coilYes, trust them not, for there is an upstart crow, beautiThe
plays
and the will hav the same text, that is,
fied with our feathers, that with his tiger's heart, wrapped
in a player's hide, supposes he is as well able to bombast out the mind, the soul, the spirit-three names for one
a blank verse as the best of you; and being an absolute part of man, that is, the immortal part-belongs not
· Johannes Factotum, is in his own conceit the only Shake- to the grave, but the body does, "where it is made."
scene in a country•
Says Shakspere in" Measure for Measure:"
•
Greene . here meant that Shakspere had claimed
But ah, to die and go we know not where !
plays that belonged to others. Chettle, who pubUpon the above text or theme all the plays of
lished Greene's statement, investigated the matter, Shakspere
are built. Shakspere died in 1616, about
and published au apology to the upstart crow within a month after his old friends and fellow-actors had
a year, and said he was as sorry as if the offense had paid him a visit at his home in Stratford. They
been his own, for he found Shakspere to be honor- were Ben Jon son and Drayton, and of that meetable in his dealing and to write with a facetious grace. ing
a preacher-a saint-as usual,. smelling carThere were three wanderful wl'iters for the stage rion, forty-six years afterward wrote: "Shakspere,
at that time besides Shakspere-namely, Greene, Drayton, and Ben Jonson had a merry meeting,
Peele, and Christopher Marlowe-and how a poor and it seems drank too hard, for Shakspere died of a
young man from Stratford could come to London, fever there contracted." Shakspere was buried at
get employment in the Blackfriars Theater, and enter S~ratford.upon-Avon, his nativ town, from which,
the lists with such .men, is. the wonder of the world, tro.dititm said, he had to flee from the prosecutions
and the1·e '.is but one solution, and that is that the of Sir Thomas Lucy, whom he afterward imwells of eternal poetry were springing up into ever- mortalized in the "Merry Wives of Windsor." A
lasting 'life in Shakspere's brain. He could not hav monument was placed over his grave and inscriptions
become a fixture in the theater otherwise. Marlowe placed on it that he was richer than t~e cost of the
was, in my judgment, the equal of Shakspere so far
as he went, but he was killed in 1594, and Greene had tomb:
Since all it he hath writ
been dead for two years, leaving the field to ShakLeaves living art but page to serve his wit.
spere and Peele. Five of Greene's plays hav come
Nobody at Stratford questioned the authorship of
down to us. They are infinitly beneath any play of the immortal plays, and when Shakspere's "Hamlet"
Shakspere. Marlowe's writings hav come down to appeared, a citizen of Stratford sneeringly said: "It
us also, and there are passages equal to anything is the fashion nowadays for a noverint [law clerkJ to
Sbakspere wrote, but his plays and writings, as a leave the trade whereto they were secured and go to
whole, lack the smooth perennial flow of Shakspere. the theater and write 'Hamlets,' wherein Seneca
At Stationer's hall, London, all the plays of Shak- afforded whole ' Hamlets' if you entreated him kindly
spere were entered, when published, in his name as of a frosty morning." His idea was that "Hamlet'.' did
the author, and the company to which Shakspere not amount to anything, and young Shakspere got it
belonged. He was not the manager., as Donnelly says, out of Seneca.
but stood No. 12. Burbage was No. I, and the manDonnelly says Shakspere never claimed the plays.
ager traveled all over England and Scotland, playing The fact is, he publicly claimed them for twenty-five
everywhere. Handbills were posted up in the cities, years and the most of them were published in his lifeof which the following is one of many:
time in his own name, and so great had become his
fame that certain publishers, Wm. Jaggard among
By the Right Honorable the Lord Chamberlain, his
Servants,
them, in 159D published a lot of rot and hogwash
AT TilE GLOBE THEATER AT BANKSIDE, Tms DAY,
poems and love ditties, and one very pretty love song
Being Tuesday, July 11. 1600, will be acted
of
Marlowe's, and gave W m. Shakspere as the author,
MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING.
whereupon Shakspere made him correct it by taking
Written by William Shakspere.
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his 'name off and out of the book. · Thomas Heywood
interfered also to the same effect.
Seven years after Shakspere's death two of his
fellow-actors, Hemings and Condell whom he mentioned in his will, gathered his w~·itings toaether
from the Shakspere company, assisted by De~ Jonson, ~ho had played ~nd written with Shakspore, and
published allm a foho volume in 1623 under Bacon's
nose, as the. works of William Shakspere, for the
benefit of hts orphans, Mrs. Shakspere having recently died. And Ben Jonson wrote under .the
portrait of Shakspere which adorned the folio the
following words :
The fi~ure that thou here seest put,
It was for gentle Shakspere cut 1
Wherein the graver bad a strife
With nature to outdo the life.
Oh, could he but hav drawn his wit
As well in brflss as he hath hit
His face, the print would then surpass
All that was ever writ in brass;
But, since he cannot, reader, l~'>oke
Not on his picture, but his booke.
Was Jonson mistaken 'I Did Bacon stand afar off
and laugh at college graduates and lifelong friends
of Shakspere publishing a folio volume of Bacon's
plays in William Shakspere's name? What fun it
must hav been to Baaon to fool the world cf
literary men, whose associations with Shakspere must
hav told them whether he could write such plays as
were published in his na.me! Donnelly says that the
plays were written by a master scholar well versed
in Latin, French, and Greek. Now, I hav read the
entire plays of Sbakspere, and in the whole one hundred and eighty thousand lines there is not as much
Latin, Greek, and French quotation as I bav heard
a school-boy quote in one essay in my school-boy
days.
The plays of Shakspere are immortal, because they
are bristling full of thought, full and running over
of nature, full of common sense ; everything is natural-nothing is strained.. The world has always
conceded Shakspere the author on the evidence, and
always will.
I hav read Donnelly's Bacon cipher. I am not
mathematician enough to understand it, but we know
that the cipher Bacon claims he invented in his boyhood in Paris was published when Bacon was only
three years old; and if Bacon put said cipher in
"King Henry IV., Parts I and II," it was done to
plagiarize Shakspere's plays. If. the testimony
in favor of Jesus of Nazareth being the son of
God, the messiah, or Christ was as st,rong as
that Shakspere wrote Shakspere's plays, I should
join church to-day, and be a Christian, and join
Gideon's band, Sam Jones's, Sam Small's, or some
other hallelujah crowd.
.
But I foal like weeping over the fact that no historian oven mentions Christ's name. We do not
know even tho year he was born, the day, nor the
month. Some chur.ch historians place his birth in
August, five years before tho Christian era; others
place his birth four years earlier. None are agreed.
But all are agreed that none of his friends ever wrote
anything we hav about Jesus.
It is certain Jesus never wrote anything himself,
for Luke says he could not write-that he never
learned even to read. The Talmud is the only book
outside of the New Testament that mentions Jesus's
name. It tells vf a Jesus who was hanged and
stoned about seventy years before the Christian era,
and who had for disciples Paul, and Peter, and
Stephen. I am inclined to think that this is true,
and that the hanged-and-stoned Jesus is the Jesus of
the gospels. My opinion is that the clay is not far
off when it will be conceded that no such being as
Christ ever existed. A Roman governor crucified
him, yet made no report of the fact to Rome, thus
committing treason in not reporting such au event.
If there is any grand saying in the New Testament,
I hav failed to find it. But in Shakspere's plays the
whole thought is lofty and grand. I can pick out
one chapter in the Bible that contains more :tilth than
can be f<lUnd in all the plays of Shakspere. He is
immortality itself.
GEo. H. BETHARD.
Bu1·linr;tnn, Iian.

1\'Iit·acles.
There is a reason in favor of the amendment
proposed by Miss Gibson, in THE TRUTH SEEKER
of January 21st, to the proposition of "Ononon,"
that ought not to be overlooked, if we are to
hav a miracle that will be worth anything. If a fiveton rock were to be carried across the Alleghany
river, it would not be five years before a party would
spring up declaring that it had always been on that
side. Such a miracle would hav no more weight
than the miracles of former days, resting upon the
credibility or credulity of individuals. But if the sun,
instead of sinking in the west, will change its course
for one night, so as not to set at all, but make two
revolutions before it sets, the whole world will know
it when it occurs, and it will be recorded in scientific
and historical annals, beyond all possible controversy.
All that we should then need would be sufficient evidence of the actual existence of the prayers; for unless that were made certain, they would be disputed
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in a century or two. The very fact of the difficulty in
•
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IS one of the strongest evidences that no age of mrracles ever existed.
H. M. P.
New York Jan. ~9 1888.
'
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1/!aint l[tltbratians.
New Iork.
The Society of Humanity was the only organization
in New York which honored in a proper manner the
I 51st anniversary of the birth of Thomas Paine. The
celebration included recitations, music, a speech, and
a dance. Mr. Auckatel, Miss Louis, and Frederick
Cyrus Leubuscher were the individual entertainers,
and the audience did the dancing. Mr. Leubuscher
will be recollected as the late candidate of the Henry
George party for a judgeship of this city, and his
address was an effort to show that Paine would bav
voted for him had he lived till last fall, and been able
to go to the polls. Mr: Leubuscher said:
There is one of the manifestations of the 11;enius of this
many-sided man which I hav not yet touched upon, and
which has not been noticed by Ingersoll nor by any of Paine's
biographers. I refer to his economic writings. He lived at
a time when Adam Smith wrote the" Wealth of Nations."
Adam Smith's dicta on economics were generally looked
upon almost in the light of axioms; yet Paine dared to disagree with him. Thus the "Wealth of Nations" classifies
land as capital. Paine, in an article en titled, ".Agrarian
Justice," clearly shows that private property cannot be predicated of land. He says :
.
" It is a position not to be controverted that. the earth, in
its naiural, uncultivated state, was, and ever would hav continued to be, the common property of the human race •. In
that state every man would hav been born to property. He
would hav been a joint life proprietor with the rest in the
property of the soil, and in all its natural productions, vegetable and animal.
" There could be no such thing as landed property originally. Man did not make the earth, and though he had
a natural right to occupy it, he had no right to locate as his
property in perpetuity any part of it; neither Cid the creator
of the earth open a land-office from ·whence the first title
deeds should issue. Whence, then, arose the idea of landed
property? I answer that, when cultivation began, the idea
of landed property began with it, from the impossibility of
separating the improvement made by cultivation from thE:
earth itself upon which that improvement is made. The
value of the improvement so far exceeded the value of the
natural earth at that time as to absorb it, till in the end the
common right of all became confounded in the cultivated
right-of the individual. But they are, nevertheless, distinct
species of rights; and will continue to be, so long as the
earth endures."
You will notice that this sounds very like Herbert Spencer
and Henry George. Paine goes on to show how poverty
arose from this merging of the ownership of land into the
ownership of the improvements on the land; but he says
that it is impossible to separate the two. Henry George,
however, has shown that this can be done, and in fact is
being done every day in this city by the owners of large
estates, such as Trinity church, which exactil ground-rents
from tenants, while the tenants own tlle buildings on the
leasehold.
In reading this short pamphlet, "Agrarian Justice," I hav
come to the conclusion that Henry George must hav read it
before writin11; "Progress and Poverty." Just listen to this,
and see if it does not hav the same ring as the opening pages
of Mr. George's great work :
"Whether that state that is proudly, perhaps erroneously,
called civilization, has most promoted or most injured the
general happiness of man, is a question that may be strongly
contested. On one side, the ~pectator is dazzled by splendid
appearances; on the other, he is shocked by extremes of
wretchedness; both of which he has erected. The most
affiuent and the most miserable of the human race are to be
found in the countries that are called civilized. • . .
Poverty, therefore, is a thing created by that which is called
·
civilized life."
There is another most curious coincidence between Paine,
the Infidel, and the Anti-Poverty Society, the high priest of
which is Dr. McGlynn, a Roman Catholic priest. The AntiPoverty Society scouts the idea that when Jesus said, "The
poor ye hav always with you," be meant, "The poor ye
Bhould hav always with you." So Paine states that the occasion for the publication of the pamphlet, "Agrarian Justice,"
was a sermon preached by Watson, bishop of Llandaff, entitled, "The Wisdom and Goodness of God in having made
both Rich and Poor:" and he says, "The error contained in
the title of this serinon determined me to publish my
'Agrarian Justice.' It is wrong to say that God made rich
and poor; he made only male and female, and he gave them
the earth for their inheritance."
Henry George has conclusivly demonstrated that mere
alms-giving charities, however numerous and however
noble, cannot abolish poverty, but that their effect too often
is to aggravate it. About one hundred years ago, Thomas
Paine saw this clearly when he wrote:
-"There are in every country some magnificent charities
established by individuals. Jt is, however, but little that
any individual can do, when .the whole extent of the misery
to be relieved is considered. He may satisfy his conscience, but not his heart. It is only by organizing civilization upon such principles as to act like a system of pulleys,
that the whole weight of misery can be removed. It is the
practice to make provision for persons becoming poor only
at the time they become so. Would it not, as a matter of
economy, be far better to devise means to prevent their becoming poor?"
Is it not remarkable how this man, living at a time when
views of political economy diametrically opposed to those
enunciated in "Agrarian Justice" were generally received as
true, could hav had the temerity to advocate doctrins which
must hav seemed almost as heretical as his views 0n the
Bible?
He even has glimmerings of the single-tax solution of the
economic problem, for he says, "Every proprietor, therefore
of cultivated land owes to the community a ground-rent~
for I know of no better term to express the idea by-for the
land which he holds."
·It is only when Paine suggests a means by which this un-
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earned increment, the ground-rent, ~an be rest~red to its
rightful owners, the people, that he JS weak. L1ke a great
many others who hav recognized the evil, the remedy.s.uggested is inadequate. The Socialists in the late pohtwal
campaign in this city admitted that no. one has ever excelled
Mr. Grorge i.n depicti~g. ~he. terrible p1isery which sePms to
be a concomitant of C!VIhzatwn and progress; but they declared, unjustly as I believe, that his land-tax remedy is ridiculous. To my mind it is a most philosophicaL deduction
from the fundamental principles of political economy.
Whether it be or not, you will all. agree, I think, in condemning Paine's proposed remedy.
It was to create a national fund, out of which there shall
be paid to every person when arrived at the age of twentyone years, the sum of fifteen pounds sterling, as a compensa.
tion in part for the loss of his or her natural inheritance by
the introduction of the system of landed property. And
also the sum of ten pounds per annum, during life, to every
person now living of the age of fifty years, and to all others
as they shall arrive at that.age. The French Revolution had
engendered in men's minds a fanatical hatred of the rich and
titled. But Paine, though one of the principal actors in that
tragedy, had a philosophical mind which would not allow
prejudice to swerve it from a scientific conclusion., In his
proposed plan he therefore would make these payments to
every person, rich or poor. He says that" it is right it should
be so, because it is in lieu of the national inheritance which,
as a right, belongs to every man over and above the property
he may hav created or inherited from those who did."
His proposed national fund would be creatt>d as follows:
At the death of any person, one-tenth of all his property in
value must be paid to the state. He calcu~ates from statistics of mortality and so forth that the wealth of a given
country chan11:es hands completely, by inheritance and bequests, every thirty years. Thus. if the whole wealth of a
nation, real and personal, be one billion, one-thirtieth of that
would revolve every year. Under his plan one-tenth of this
one-thirtieth, or about three millions, would be taken for the
national fund.
You readily see that this is a most arbitrary and hence
unscientific method. He admits that the fund will be inadequate for some years; but -in order to demonstrate his sincerity, Paine, having no property of his own in England and
France, offered to pay_five hundred dollars in England, and
a similar amount in France, into the fund as soon as it
should be adopted. Unlike the majority of the preachers,
he was ready to practice what he preached.
His plan is unscientific, because it is founded on·a general
average and not on scientific principl¥s of taxation. He suggests a taxation of one-tep.th of all property revolving in one
·year, because he calculates thll.t that will r€present the unearned increment. This will result in a confiscation of the
realty of the small landowners, while the great monopolizers of land would go practically Scott free.
Paine stumbled on the true remedy when he wrote that
every landowner owed the. comunity a.ground-rent. When
he wrote this, he was so close to the single-tax rloctrin that,
as the Germans say, "if it had been a dog it would hav bitten
him." If such a ground-rent is owing to the government,
why not take it for the purpose of government, and thus
relieve the real products of labor from the burdens of taxation?
The improvement and amelioration of the condition of his
fellow-creatures was the end and aim which Thomas Paine
ever had in view. This was as true when he wrote the" Age
of Reason" as when he wrote "Agrarian Justice;" as true
when he suffered imprisonment for begging for the French
king's life as when he reaped fam~ in denouncin~ the Of?·
pressions of George III. If the birthday of Washmgton IS
observed as a national holiday, it is meet that at least this
small fraction of the American people should assemble once
a year to glorify Thomas Paine, for whom Washington had
the his-hest regard.
Durmg .Paine's imprisonment in Fram~e the Americans
then resident in Paris petitioned the government for his release · and in their petition they described him as " Thomas
Pain~, the apostle of liberty in America, a profound and valuable philosopher, a virtuous and esteemed citizen." I can
not bring this brief tribute to a more fitting close than by repeating the words of these patriotic Americans of one hundred years ago.

.

Paine's .Memory in Chicago.
The rooms of the Chicago Secular Union were filled
to suffocation on Sunday evening, January-29th, and
the many persons who stood during the entire program seemed to be amply repaid for so doing. The
exercises consisted of musical and vocal selections
by Mrs. and Miss Piper and Mr. Card; oration by
Dr. Juliet Severance, and short speeches from Mrs.
Freeman, Professor Orchardson, and Dr. Henry, concluding by a telling speech from Prof. W. S. Bell. Dr.
Severance's oration was a strong, stinging, grand
eulogium on Thomas Paine, and the audience unmistakably testified their unqualified approval of the
speaker's sentiments.
I will let the Chicago Times tell of the public
celebration on Monday night:
There· was a blaze of light in Kimball Hall last night; there
was a singing society on the platform; there was a.n orchestra of seven pieces stowed away in the corner; there were
decorations on every hand; there were pretty girls there by
the score-pretty girls who sang; pretty girls who danced ;
pretty girls who played piano solos; pretty girls who apostrophized Liberty in pretty little speeches. 'fhere was even
,
a zither solo to "Liberty."
The Chicago Secular Union was celebrating the 151st anniversary of the birth of Thomas Paine. The Chicago Secular Union is organized for " Secularization of state and Freethought propaganda "-that is what the programs said; in
other words, it is a society of professed Infidels. It has
about one hundred and fifty members. There were nearly
three hundred people there last night. One might expect a
gathering of Infidels to differ in some way from a gathering
of Christians-to hav some of the supposed earmarks of
Infidelity. But it might hav been a Sunday-school soire.!) so
far as outside appearances went. There were little chil<fren
there who might be Sunday-school pupils; there were modest young ladies there who might be Sunday-school teachers;
there were grave and gray-bearded men there who might be
Sunday-school superintendents-men bald enou~h to be entitled to seats in the front row when the ballet IS on. First,
there were literary and musical exercises for two hours;
then there was a ball which lasted till nearly daylight. The
literary exercises included an oration by the president, E. A •.

Stevens, on "Thomas Paine, Revolutionary Hero, Patriot,
Statesman, and Philosopher." There would ~av been an
original poem on the same subject by Dr. Juhet H. Severance, only that Mrs. Severance accidentally left the poem
behind her on her dressing-table at home. It was a narrow
escape. Mrs. Severance filled in her place in the program,
however, by reciting a piece called, ''A Woman's Conclusion." The woman concluded in favor of the other fellow.
It is usually that way.
.
Mr. Stevens's oration was the chief feature of the earher
exercises. A platform had been erected for Mr. Stevens
and the singing society. The walls adjacent to the platform
were ablaze with flags and mottoes:
"Ye that dare oppose not only tyranny, but the tyrant,
stand forth.-Paine."
.
"The world is my country; to do good is my religion.Paine."
.
.
" In vain would hav been the sword of Washmgton,
worthy as he was, but for the pen of Paine.-John AdamB.,"
These are specimens of the mottoes. T_o Mr. S.teve~s s
right on the platform, there was a frame designed with piCtures of the father of the republic and a copy of the Declara- ·
tion of Independence. To his left there was a framed parch. ment on which were inscribed the "Nine Demands of Secularism." On a small table before him was a plaster cast of
" Thomas Paine writing his 'Age of Reason.'" There were
national flags everywhere around.
.
Mr. Stevens wore the badge of the :society-" The flag
above the cross." It is a gay white satin badge, with a picture of the Union flag floating over a prostrate cross. All
the officers of the society wore similar badges.
Mr. Stevens's effort was a brilliant oration and. well.
spoken.
After the oration, there was music, interspersed with recitations. Then the chairs were cleared away, the orchestra
tuned 1ip its instruments, and the dancing began. There
were fourteen numbers on the program, and each number
was named in honor of some prominent Infidel, or the work
of some prominent Infidel. Altogether, it was quite a successful celebration.
E. A. STEVENS, Sec. A. S. U.

Illinois.
A few of us here in Strasburg, who love liberty,
thought we might a.s well as not hav a meeting
Sunday evening to perpetuate , the memory of the
birth of Thomas Paine.
We met at the school-house and found above the
rostrum the motto: "The world is my country; to
do good, my religion.-T/wmas Paine."
.
The house was full by 7 P.M. The mus1o consisted of a violin and organ. The house was called
to order by the president (modesty forbids that I
should name him), and the object of the meeting
stated. Music-" Yankee .Doodle."
· The president said: ''Even the music goes back
to 1776." The next piece was a waltz, and while it
was played, three women left the room, one ?f them
taking her little boy-a youth of twenty-with her.
W. W. Beals was next introduced to the audience,
and spoke ·far an hour; next, music; a schoolteacher, J. M. Tull, read an essay, "Thomas Paine;''
music; reading from Paine! a taik by our mi her,
Mr. Henry Bernhard ; readmg from the "Age of
Reason," by W. W. Beals; music; closing remarks
by the president ..
This will giv you some idea of our first effort. The
husband of the woman that took her boy home draws
$12 a month pension; and said anyone who .thought
anything of himself would not go to such a place.
When a man loves his country well enough to fight
for it and then loves God too well to celebrate the
birthday of its founders, he is too g<¥>d to liv among
a free people. He sees the beauties of a pension
here, but condemns the ~an who, more than any
other, made it possible for him to be a J,Jensioner,
Thomas Paine. He is looking to be an eternal pensioner in heaven. His application is in the hands of
the Methodists, and he is preparing for the final examination as to his disability. I do not know just
what it is: Injury of the brain, probably.
A. YanK.

Wisconsin.
I wish to say to the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER
that we celebrated the birth of Thomas Paine here in
Milwaukee on the 29th. In the forenoon we met
and had two speeches, one in English and the other
in German. Professor Lockwood, of Ripon, Wis.,
gave the one in English and Professor Gaubran the
one in German.
·
The meeting was largely attended. In the evening
there was a meEting at Fraternity Hall, where, with
music, recitations, and speeches from different ones,
they celebrated the occasion in a fitting manner that
gave universal satisfaction. Dr. Juliet was engaged
in Chicago for the same purpose.
I consider it an honor to anyone to take part in
celebrating the anniversary of the ):>irth. of Tho~as
Paine, the grandest man that ever hved m Amenca.
And yet at this time there are but few that hav any
comprehension of his work and what he has done
toward mental liberty for our country. And it looks
now as if it would take another hundred years before
the masses of the people wi~l be far enough along to
accept his teaching.
For to-day we need a Thomas. Paine, Thomas
Jefferson, George Washington, and Benjamin Franklin as much as we ever did. The colonies did not
hav as much reason to rebel against old King George
as we now hav to rebel against King Monopoly.
They hanged witches and burnt Quakers in the early
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days of New England. They st.rangle men to-day
for opinion's sake, but call them Anarchists.
Church and state try as hard to suppress Freethought as ever they did, and we do not know but
they will yet succeed. All they want is the power.
The disposition is just as gQod. And if the Prohibition party should ever become the dominant party,
they will then hav the power. . For then they would
hav God in the Constitution (for that is what they
are working for), and say so publicly. And I. am
very much surprised when I see Liberals that are
working for mentallibertyaffiliate with this party.
But I want to thank you, Mr. Editor, for the broad
and Liberal stand you take in giving us a paper that
is free to all sides to discuss our differences of opinion.
And. I am also surprised to see persons so narrowminded as to want you to not put this or that in
your paper. For instance, some thought you ought
not to put anything in your paper in favor of the
Anarchists, showing their intolerance as much as any
class, and this from professed Liberals.
But ignorance is at the bottom or corner of all
bigotry and intolerance, and they that oppose Anarchy, Spiritualism, or Materialism are generally the
most ignorant of those subjects, for when we thoroughly understand any subjeet we are not afraid of
it, and are willing to discuss it in a candid manner.
Liberalism is increasing in our city, in consequence
, of labor organizations. Our working people are well
··organized, and they often find thatto be true to their
church doctrins they would be untrue to their labor
interest and right economics and government. So
by agitating and discussing all questions the people
become more Liberal and enlightened.
PRoF. A. B. SEVERANCE.
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Ross's donation, are a11 the work of Miss Voltairine
The Roll of Honor.
Jas. Tuttle, Atlantic, Ill ....................................... :.. $25.00 de Cleyre's energy in the very first place where she
Photius Fisk, Boston .............................................. 25 00 solicited contributions to aid the American Secular
Wm. Case, Lafayette, Ind ....................................... 10 00 Union, and there are more of them" that hav not
Carl Hyldahl, Fort Thomas, Ariz............................. 5.00 reached me yet.
Wm. Redfield, Stanley, Ia ............ :.......................... 5 00
This establishes the fact that if the American SecWm. Reynolds, Wanshif, Utah............................... 2.50
K R. Evans, Durand, II ........................................ 2 00 ular Union does not become a flourishing organizaJ. S. Vilt, Union, Franklin county, Mo..................... 1 00 tion it will be owing largely to the ind1fference of
Edward RMs. Montezuma, Clay count:v, N.Y........... 1.00 lecturers. With their assistance it can be built up
A: H. Graff,,Linesv~lle, Pa. {per Miss V. de Clevr") ... 1.00
and made a power in the land; without their aid, or
M1ss Catherme Blau, Hartstown, Pa. (per Miss V.
de Cleyre).................................................... 100 the activ energetic work of agents who go among
J. M. Smead, M. W. Durham, and M. F. Dean (50
the people to rouse them to the importance of the
cents each) .......................................... ;..... 1.50 :fight,-it is liable to wane and die. It is the desire of
First on the Roll of Honor for January stands the the board of directors to engage the services of the
name of James Tuttle, of Atlanta, Til., who attended Liberal lecturers as special agents ofthe Union, upon
the last Congress, and pledged $25 for the Campaign certam conditions, and either pay them a liberal comFund by taking a life membership. This contribu- mission or a specified sum out of the treasury at the
tion would hav reached the secretary much sonner end of the month or year. There has been complaint
had he not been laboring under the delusion that in the past than only a few persons were benefited
Mr. Tuttle lived at "Atlantic," instead of Atlanta. by the American Secular Union, and for the future
James Tuttle is not much of a talker, but as a worker we propose to diversify its advantages as well as its
and giver is entitled to take high rank among the labors, and it is hoped that those lecturers who are
noblest and best Liberals of our time, as his frequent. willing to act as such special agAnts will receive the
labors and .contribqtions amply testify. It is sad, aid and encouragement of all Liberals who believe in •
however, to contemplate that our younger men do the work of secularization of state. As some splennot more often show ardent love for the Liberal didly equipped men and women are likely to enter
cause, when they see these old apostles who, besides the lecture field in our behalf, it looks as though we
having borne the brunt of the battle as pioneers of were likdy to succeed.
Freethought, still hav to sustain the struggle :finanE. A. STEVENs, Sec. A. S. U.
cially, even when weighted down with the burden of
eighty years, as is our venerable friend Tuttle. If
.French, English, and Latin.
possible, I shall soon take a trip through Illinois, and
The
following
couplet in French was s~bmitted to
will then tell your readers more of Mr. Tuttle.
the
readers
of
a
daily
paper some years ago for transPhotius Fisk is another to whom 'the cause of
freedom-mental and physical-is profoundly in- lation:
Pas de lieu
debted for his unflagging generosity, which will be
Rhone que nous.
the subject of peans of praise in coming time. Ever
Paine Day in San Francisco.
It is impossible to make any meaning out of it;
ready to assist, Mr. Fisk bas just paid another $25
The Liberals of San Francisco held on Sunday into the treasury of the Union, but again there is a but, reading it by sound, you hav :
evening, Jan. 29th, one of the most entertaining and tinge of sadness to think that in his enfeebled conPaddle your own canoe.
successful Paine anniversary meetings, probably, dition-unable to walk, read, or write-we hav t.o
Here
is
a
verse
in hog Latin which every reader
that this country has ever seen. Irving Hall, on appeal to such afflicted Liberals, because we know
told that it is about three
can
understand,
when
Post street, was :filled with an audience who had that despite their decrepitude their hearts are still
come to listen, to be pleased, and to keep the room sound to the core. As it is" more blessed to giv foolish brothers :
Tres fratres stolini
ringing with applause. Not less than six hundred than to receive," may Mr. Fisk be abundantly repaid
Took a boat for Ningri;
were present. Mr. H. W. Faust, through whose ac- by a knowledge of worthy work being well do_nP.
Roarum, foamum, surgebat,
tivity the assemblage was brought together, ap- Mr. Fisk's thought· for many years has been conBoatum overturnebat,
Et omnes tres drowndiderunt,
pointed Capt. A. F. Scott to the chair. The captain centrated on the we11-being of others, and, though
Qui
swimaway non potuerunt.
is an old timer-patriotic and eloquent-in whom denied the dearest boon of the student and thinker,
And
here
is
another
not quite so intelligible, owing
the spidt of the Revolution still survives. His open- the faculty to read or write, whate'er betide himspJf,
ing speech warmed up the enthusiasm, and the fol- he has ever been foremost in sustaining the bat.t.le for to the imperfect knowledge of the boy who made it.
For laughing in school he was compelled to compose
lowing speakers did not suffer it to cool.
mental freedom, which is grandly commendable of
The principal address of the evening was delivered his qualities of mind and heart. It is hard to realize a verse without a dictionary, so he attempted to
by S<tmUAl P. Putnam, president of the American how much is the debt of gratitude we owe su11h ·describe what made him laugh, as follows:
Mus cucurrit
Secular Union, who held the undivided, uninter- moral heroes as Photius Fisk. It is perhaps idle to
Plenum sed
rupted and enthusiastic attention of the audience hope that he will be fully restored to vigor at his
Contra meum
for hair an hour. "We do not gather here," he advanced age, but if there were any virtue in mental
Magnum ttd.
said " to consecrate the memory of this man simply healing, his complete restoration would soon be an
Sed (but) ·and ad (to) the boy made to mea~
bec~use he was Thomas Paine, but because Thomas accomplished fact, for that doubtless is the desire of "butt" and "toe," so that the verse read: "A mouse
Paine was the American Revolution. He was the every true Secularist in the land who knows the ran full butt against my big toe."
BuRR.
:first one to declare independence. He pronounced name of Photius Fisk. Many Liberals of means and
first the fateful words: 'The free and independent robust health should blush to be reminded of their
The S. S. V. Spy.
states of America.' Therefore, when we honor him indifference by these acts of earneAt old heroes.
Rev. 0. A. Bartol tn Februarv Forum.
we honor the old flag itself and all that that flag
Another veteran soldier fn the battle against reThere is among us a legal agency, appointed with a
represents. He was born of the people, he under- ligious bigot.ry is William Case, of Lafayette, Ind.. large
salary, supported and empowered for the praise.
·stood the people, he realized all that was throbbing who sends $10 to keep the flag of freedom flying. worthy purpose of hinderi{]g or visiting with condign
in their hearts one hundred years ago ; he declared As Brother Case intends doing something better be- penalty the circulation of obscene pictures and books.
for the new republic an~ was the author-hero _of fore he dies, we shall hereafter make special mention One of the methods, perhaps the chief one, employed
to this end, and which court and Congress connive at
the Revolution. The prmce was no more to him of him.
or shut their eyes to, is the agent's hypocritical ordering,
than the peasant, because he saw. the man an"d. n~t
William Redfield, of Stanley, Iowa, is a sterlinrr under an assumed name, of a print or volume which he prethe tinsel with which he was hidden. And thts soldier intent on elevating "our flag above the cross," tends to want, with no object but the obtaining of evidence
thought of Paine was a democratic thought. He and who, with Brother Risk and others, ma'kes it against the publish~r and shop. The offic~r plRys the pa;t of
decoy-duck tQ brmg the shy and secretrv offenders wrthin
was the grandest of pa~riots, fo_r he l?ved. his count;ry. exceedingly interesting for the foes of mental free- areach
of his law-loaded gun. But for what recompense
His country was not simply his nativ soil, for Pame dom,' by distributing literature and engaging lectur- could one consent to be an informant in ambush, on terms
declared 'The world is my country; to do good my ers in his neighborhood. Brother Redfield attended recognized in no Hebrew, Christian, or accepted pagan code?
religion/ Where there .was anything in the _world to the last Congress and knows something of the im- Something of his manhood is always sold by th.e spy. Part
be accomplished for hberty, there was his heart. portance of the work to be done, and is also anxious of his remuneration, if it be not blood-money, IS a bribe for
his sly adventure and a sop to his shame. "Will ye speak
Where there was any struggle for liberty, there was that the next Congress shall be held in this city.
deceitfully for God?" says Job. The devil, whipped round
his church and his altar. Faithful indeed he was to
a
stump leaps on our backs from behind. As in the CosCarl Hyldahl, of Fort Thomas, Ariz., is introduced
this grand idea. Upon two ~ontii~ents. he labored for to us through the Investi_qator, and sends $5 for the sack tal~ Lord Byron founds his ~oen;t on, the reformer w~o
to his zeal the honor whiCh rs the soul of reform, rs
liberty, and surrendere~ everythmg lD · or~er .t~ b~ good of the Union. In his communication, replying sacrifices
borne like Mazeppa, to his overthrow on the unmanRgeable
true to his own convictwns. If the word rehgwn to letter and certificate (which evidences that he is a steed he mounts. We cannot educate in others the nobleness
means a devotion to prin~i~le, Thomas Paine w~s on~ gentleman of culture), Brother Hyldahl says he is we violate in ourselvs. Indecency in all its forms, for the
of hhe most intensely rehgwus men that ever hved. "glad and proud to be a member of the Union." sake of ourselvs and our children, let us discourage and
Other addresses were made by Mr. Geo. T. Bruce, May he be fully able to hold the Secular fort in Ari- suppress in every honest way, and drive it ou~ of stores a~d
galleries, and from 0ur manners and our marls ; yet n~t m
who is the Ed King of this coast, except that he pays zona till mental freedom is secured.
ways underhand, but with courage and strengths !lnstamed
more attention to Freethought and temperance than
William Reynolds, of Wanship, Utah, is not a Lat- by public opinion, aboveboard. Let us free our mmds from
to labor questions; and by Professor Seymour, a ter Day Saint by a large majority, but is an activ, the hurtful cant that detectivs must be sinners who, by
Freethinker, who. regards D. M. Bennett as the energetic, intelligent Liberal, so he sends his " tith- breaking the eighth, and ninth, Rnd tenth commandments,
please God or serve the commonwealth. Such incengreatest writer, and THE TRUTH SEEKER as the gr~at ing" to the temple of common sense, as represented can
tivs in hunting down iniquity blind us as to the nature and
est paper, this countq has ever been blessed With. by the American Secular Union, instead of the church track of what we pursue. Culture of falsehoods yields a
There was also music, mstrumental and vocal. Su~h of Zion, with regrets that a couple of ciphers cannot baleful crop. Besides, it puts the hunt~r on a wrong sce~t.
an occasion, such an audience, and such speakers will add value to the above figures. The secretary, fol- Not the lines in a picture nor language m a book, but the~~~
of the canvas or composition, must determin whether 1t
not come together again in this city for a year.
lowing the phrase of a distinguished senator, says, tent
be impure. Nude art is not live nudity. The marbles of
Let met add that the· cause of Freethought on "Me, too.'' Brother Reynolds is secretary of the Greece and Italy, like Adam and Eve in the ga~den, are
the coast ba<~ experienced a boom.
Utah Secular Union, which is shaking up things, and naked and not ashamed. We speak of the holy B1ble; but
GEo. E. MACDONALD.
it doesn't look as though the Mormon saints were how unholy in many a passage, were it not redeemed by its
504 Kearny st., San Francisco.
likely to "reign immortal" in Utah-not while aim.
·Brother Reynolds is' around.
W. F. JAMIEsoN has just closed six lectures in the
E. R. Evans, of Durand, Ill., attended the Con- Academy, Salida, Col., and· will giv a second course of thre~
Freethinkers
Who are desirous of adva~cing the cause, cannot do it more gress at Chicago, and pledged $2, which he forwards lectures in Alamosa, Col. He declines any more calls until
effectually than by assisting TrrE TRUTH SEEKER to extend with the wish it were multiplied about a hundred- late next ,fall.
its circulation. A liberal cash commission will be paid to fold, for the p~rpose of spreading the light of uniTHE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethought
those devoting their time to obtaining new subscribers. For versal mental hberty. Thanks, Brother Evans.
:Brother Vitt's contribution came also through the Reform, and Scientific Books will be mailed free to any adterms, andress THE TRUTH BEE~ER CoMPA.NY, 28 Lafayette
Investigator. The rest, with the exception of Mr. dress upon application.
place, New York.
·
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What Is Evolution ~
definit condition. Difficult words at :first to appre- experience, for growing old is·growing cold, as every
Everybody nowadays. talks about evolution. Like bend, no doubt, and therefore to many people, as to one of UB in time, alas, discovers; As it passed from
electricity, the cholera germ, woman's rights, and the Mr. Matthew Arnold, very repellent, but full of mean- its fiery and volcanic youth to its staider and sogreat mining boom, it is "in the air." n pervades ing, lucidity, and suggestivness, if only we once take berer middle age, a solid crust began to form in filmy
society everywhere with its subtle essence; it infects .the trouble fairly and squarely to understand them. fashion upon its cooling surface. The aqueous vaEvery sun and every star thus formed is forever por that had floated at first as steam around its
small talk with its familiar catchwords and its slang
phrases. Everybody believes he knows all about it. gathering in the hem of its outer robe upon itself, heated ma.ss condensed with time into a wide ocean
Everybody is aware, in a dim and nebulous semi- forever radiating off its light and heat into surround- over the now hardened shell. Gradually this ocean
conscious fashion, that it was all invented by the late ing space, and forever growing denser and colder as shifted its bulk into two or three main bodies that
Mr. Darwin, and reduced to a system by Herbert it sets slowly toward its center of gravity. Our own sank into hollows of the viscid crust, the precursors
Spencer. It is generally understood in the best- sun and solar system may be taken as good typical of Atlantic, Pacific, and the Indian seas. Wrinkinformed circles that evolutionism consists. for the working examples of how the stars thus constantly lings of the crusts, produced by the cooling and
most part in a belief about nature at large essentially shrink into smaller and ever smaller dimensions consequent contraction, gave rise at first to baby
similat· to that applied by Topsy to her own origin around their own fixed center. Naturally we know mountain ranges, and afterward to the earliest rough
and early history. It is conceived, in short, that more about our own solar system than about any drafts of the still very vague and sketchy continents.
most things " growed." Especially is it known that other in our own universe, and it also possesses for The world grew daily more complex and more diin the opinion of the evolutionists as a body we us a greater practical and personal interest than any verse; it progressed, in accordance with the Spen- ·
are all of us ultimately descended from men with outside portion of the galaxy. Nobody can pretend cerian law, from the homogeneous to the het'erogetails, who were the final offspring and improved edi- to be profoundly immersed in the internal affairs of neous, and so forth, as aforesaid; with delightful
tion of the common gorilla. That, very briefly put, Sirius or of Alpha Centauri. A fiery revolutic;>n in regularity.
is the popular conception of the various points in the the belt of Orion would affect us less than- a passing
At last, by long and graduated changes, seas and
great modern evolutionary program.
finger-ache in a certain single terrestrial baby of our lands, peninsulas and islands, lakes and rivers, were
It. is scarcely necessary to inform the intelligent own household. Therefore I shall no~ apologize in wrought out by internal or external energies on the
reader, who of course differs fundamentally froni any way for leaving the remainder of the sidereal crust thus generally fashioned. Evaporations from
that inferior class of human beings known to all of universe to its own fate, and concentrating my atten- the oceans gave rise to clouds and rain and hailus in our own minds as "other people," that almost tion mainly on the affairs of that solitary ~ittle, out- storms; the water that fell upon the mountain tops
every point in the catalog thus briefly enumerated is of-the-way, second-rate system whereof we form an cut out the valleys and river basins; rills gathered
a popular fallacy of the wildest description. Mr. inappreciable portion. The matter which now com- into brooks, brooks into streams, streams into priDarwin did not invent evolution any more than poses the sun and its attendant bodies (the satellites meval Niles, and Amazons, and Mississippis. ValGeorge Stephenson invented the steam-engin, or l\1l'. included) was once spread out, according to Laplace, canic forces uplifted het•e an Alpine chain, or
Edison the electric telegraph. We are not descended to at least the farthest orbit of the outermost planet depressed there a deep sea hollow. Sediment washed
from men with tails any more than we are descended -that is to say, so far as our present knowledge from the hills and plains, or formed from countless
from Indian elephants. There is no evidence that goes, the planet Neptune. Of course, when H was skeletons of marine creatures, gathered on the sinkwe hav anything in particular more than the remotest exp8I!ded to that immense distance, it must hav ing bed of the ocean as soft ooze, or crumbling sand,
fiftieth cousinship with our poor relation the west been very thin indeed-thinner than our clumsy or thick mud, or gravel and conglomerate. Now upAfrican gorilla. Science is not in search of a "miss- human senses can even conceive of. From the orbit heaved into an elevated table-land, now slowly carved
ing link;" few Jinks are anywhere missing, and those 9f N~ptune, or something outside it, the faint and again by rain and rill into valley and water-shed, and
are for the most part wholly unimportant ones.
cloud-like mass which bore within it Coosar and his now worn down once more into the mere .degraded
But a more serious error than all these pervades fortunes, not to· mention the remainder of the earth stump of a plateau, the crust underwent innumerable
what· we may call the d1·awing-room view of the and the solar system, began to converge and gather changes, but almost all of them exactly the same in
evolutionist theory. So far as Society with a big itself in, growing denser !lnd denser but smaller and kind, and mostly in degree, as those we still see at
initial is concerned, evolutionism first began to be smaller as it gradually neared its existing dimensions. work imperceptibly in the world around us. Rain
talked about, and. therefore known, when Darwin How long a time it took to do it is for our present washing down the soil; weather crumbling the solid
published his "Origin of Species." That great book purpose relativly unimportant; the cruel physicists rock; waves dashing at the foot of the cliffs ; rivers
consisted simply of a theory as to the causes which will only let us hav a beggarly hundred million years forming deltas at their barred mouths; shingle
Jed to the distinctions of kind between plants and 6r so for the process, while the grasping and evolu- gathering on the low spits; floods sweeping before
animals. With evolution at large it had nothing to tionary geologists beg with tears for at least double them the countryside; ice grinding ceaselessly at the
do; it took for granted the origin of sun, moon, and or even ten times that limited period. But at any mountain top; peat filling up the shallow lake-these
stars, planets and comets, the earth and all that in it rate it has taken a long while, and, as far as most of are the chief factors which hav gone to ma,.ke the
is, the sea and the dry land, the mountains and the us are personally concerned, the difference of o~e or physical world as we now actually know it. Land
valleys-nay, even life itself in the crude form- two hundred millions, if it comes to that, is. not and sea, coast and contour, hill and valley, dale and
everything, in fact, save the one point of the various r.eally at all an appreciable one;
gorge, earth-sculpture generally-all are due to the
types and species of living beings.
As it condensed and lessened toward its central ceaseless interaction of these separately small and
It was in the last century that the science of evo- core, revolving rapidly on its great axis; the solar unnoticeable causes, aided or retarded by the slow
lution really began to take form and shape in the mist left behind at irregular intervals concentric effects of elevation or depression from the earth'J
separate conceptions of Kant, Laplace, Lamarck, and rings or belts of cloud-like matter, cast off from its shrinkage toward its· own center. Geology, in short,
Erasmus Darwin. B'.ant and Laplace came first in equator; which belts, once more undergoing a simi- has shown us that the world is what it is, not by
time, as astronomy came first in logical order. Stars lar evolution on their own ·account, hav hardened virtue of a single sudden creativ act, nor by virtue of
and suns, and planets and satellites, necessarily pre- round their private centers of gravity into Jupiter successiv terrible and recurrent cataclysms, but by
cede in development plants and animals. You can or Saturn, the earth or Venus. And round these virtue of the slow, continuous action of causes still
hav no cabbages without a world to grow them in. again, minor belts or rings hav sometimes been always equally operativ.
The science of the stars was therefore reduced to formed, as in Saturn's girdle of petty satellites; or
Evolution in geology leads up naturally to evolucomparativ system and order, while the science of subsidiary planets, thrown out into space, hav circled tion in the science of life. If the world itself grew,
life, and mind, and matter were still a hopeless and round their own primaries, as the moon does around why not also the animals and plants that inhabit it~
inextricable muddle. ~t was no wonde1·, then, that this sublunary world of ours. Meanwhile, the main Already in the eager, act.iv eighteenth century this
the evolution of the heavenly bodies should hav been central mass of all, retreating ever inward as it obvious idea had struck in the germ a large number
clearly apprehended and definitly formulated while dropped behind it these occasional little reminders of zoologists and botanists, and in the hands of
the evolution of the earth's crust was still imper- of its temporary stoppages, formed at last the sun Lamarck and Erasmus Darwin it took form as a disfecUy understood, and the evolution of living beings itself, the main luminary of our entire system. Now, tin•ct and elaborate system of organic evolution.
was only tentativly and hypothetically hinted at in a I won't deny that this primitiv Kantian and Lapla- Buffon had been the first to hint at the truth; but
timid whisper.
cian evolutionism, this nebular theory of such ex- Buffon was an eminently respectable nobleman in
In the begiiming, say the astronomical evolution- quisit concinnity, here reduced to its simplest terms the dubious days of the tottering monarchy, and he
ists, not only this world, but all the other worlds in aud most elementary dimensions, has receive·d many did not care personally for the bastile, viewed as a
the universe, existed potentially, as the poet justly hard knocks from later astronomers, and has been a place of permanent residence. In Louis Quinze's
remarks, in "a haze of fluid light," a vast nebula of gocid deal bowled over, both on mathematical and France, indeed, as things then went, a man who
enormous extent. and almost inconceivable material astronomical grounds, by recent investigators of offended the orthodoxy of the Sorbonne was prone
thinness. The world arose out of a sort of primitiv nebuloo and meteors. Observations on comets and to find himself shortly ensconced in free quarters,
world-gruel. The mattel' of which it was composed on the sun'.s surface hav lately shown that it contains and kept there for the term of his natural existence
was gas, of such an extraordinary and unimaginable in all likelihood a very considerable fanciful admixt- without expense to hi~ heirs or executors. So Bufg asiness. that millions of cubic miles of it might ure. It isn't more than half true; and even the fon did not venture to say outright that he thought
easily be compressed into a common anti-bilious pill- half totters in places. Still, as a vehicle of popular all animals and plants were deacended one from the
box. The piil-box itself, in fact, is the net l'esult of exposition the crude nebular hypothesis in its rawest other with slight modifications ; that would hav been
a prolonged secular condensation of myriads of such f0rm serves a great deal better than the truth, so far wicked, and the Sorbonne would hav proved its
enormous cubes of this primeval matter. Slowl_y set- as yet known, on the good old Greek principle of wickedness to him in a most conclusiv fashion by
ting around common centers, however, in anticipation the half being often more than the whole. The great promptly getting him imprisoned ·or silenced. It is
ot Sir Isaac Newton's gravitation theories, the fluid point which it impresses on the mind is the ·cardinal so easy to confute your opponent when you are a
haze gradually collected into suns and stars, whose idea of the sun and planets, with their attendant hundred strong and he is one weak unit. Buffon
light and heat is presumedly due to the clashing satellites, not as turned out like manufactured ar- merely said, therefore, that if we didn't know the
together of their component atoms as they fall per- ticles, ready made, at measured intervals, in a vast contrary to be the case by sure warrant, we might
petually toward the central mass. Just as in a burn- arid deliberate celestial orrery, but as due to the slow easily hav concluded (so fallible is our reason) that
ing candle the impact of the oxygen atoms in the air and gradual working of natural laws; in accordance animals always varied slightly, and that such variaagainst the carbon and hydrogen atoms in the melted with which each has assumed by force of circum- tiona, indefinitly accumulated, would suffice to acand rarefied wax or tallow produces the light and stauces itll existing place, weight, orbit, and motion. count for almost any amount of ultimate difference.
heat of the flame, so in nebula or sun the impact of
The grand conception of a gradual becoming, A donkey might thus hav grown into a horse, and a
the various gravitating atoms, one against the other, instead of a sudden making, which Kant and Laplace bird might hav developed from a primitiv lizard.
produces the light and heat .by whose aid we are thus applied to the component bodies of the universe Only we know it was quite otherwise. A quiet hint
enabled to see and know those distant bodies. The at large, was further applied by Lyell and his school from Buffon was as good as a declaration from many
universe, according to this now fashionable nebula to the outer crust of this one particular petty planet less knowing or suggestiv people. All over Europe
theory, began as a single vast ocean of matter of im- of ours. While the astronomers went in for the evo- the wise took Buffon'a hint for what he meant it; and
me;nse tenuity, spread all alike over all space as far lution of suns, stars, and worlds, Lyell and his geo- the unwise blandly passed it by as a mere passing
as nowhere, and comparativly little different within logical brethren went in for the evolution of the little foolish vagary of that greafironical writer and
itself when looked at side by side with its own final earth's surface. As theirs was stellar, so his was thinker.
historical outcome. In Mr. Spencer's perspicuous mundane_ If the world began by being a red-hot
ErasJll.US Darwin, the grandfather of his grandson,
phrase, evolution in this aspect is a change from the mass of planetary matter in a high state of internal! was no fool; on the contrary, he was the most farhomogeneous to the heterogeneous; from the inco- excitement, boiling and dancing with the heat of its sighted man of his day in England; he saw at once
herent to the coherent, and from the indefinit to the emotions, it gradually cooled down with age and what Buffon was driving at, and he worked out "Mr.
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Buffon's" half-concea1ed hint to all its natural and
its legitimate conclusions. The grent count was a].
ways plain Mr. Buffon to his English contemporary.
Life, said Erasmus Darwin, nearly a century since,
began in very minute marine forms, which gradually
acquired fresh powers and larger bodies, so as imperceptibly to transform themselvs into different
creatures. · Man, he remarked, anticipating his descendant, takes rabbits or pigeons and alters them
almo:;t to his own fancy by immenseJy changing their
. shapes and colors. If man can make a pouter or a
fantail out of the common sort; if he can produce a
piebald lopear from the brown wild rabbit; if he.can
transform Dorkings into Black Spanish, why cannot
nature, with longer time to work in, and endless lives
to try with, produce all the varieties of vertebrate
animals .out of one single common ancestor?
It was a bold idea of the Lichfield doctor-bold,
at least, for the times he Jived in-when Sam John!'On was hfld a mighty sage and physical speculation
WllS regarded askance as having in it a dangerous
ouch of the dF.vil. But the Darwins were always a
bo'd folk, ar:d had ihe courage of their opinions more
than most men. So even in Lichfield, cathedral city
as it was, and in the politely somnolent eighteenth
century, Erasmus Darwin ventured to point out the
probab11ity that quadrupeds, birds, reptils, and men
we1 e all mere divergent descendants of a single similar original form, and even that "one and the same
kind of living filament is and has been the beginning
of organic life."
The evolutionary idea is briefly this: that plants
and animals hav all a natural origin from a single
p1·imitiv living creature, which itself was the product
of light and heat acting on the special chemical constituents of an ancient ocean. Starting from that
single early form, they hav gone on developing ever
since, from the homogeneous to the heterogeneous,
assuming ever more varied shapes, till at last they
hav reached their present.enormous variety of tree
and shrub, and herb and sea-weed, of beast and bird,
and fish and creeping insect. Evolution throughout
has been one and continuous, from nebula to sun;
from gas-cloud to· planet; from early jelly-speck to
man or ~lephant. So at least evolutionists say-,and of course they ought to know most about it.
But evolution, according to the evolutionists, dcies
not even stop there. Psychology as well as biology
has also its evolutionary explanation; mind is concerned as truly as matter.· If the bodies of animals
are evolved, their minds must be evolved likewise.
Herbert Spencer and his followers hav been mainly
instrumental in elucidating this aspect of the case.
They hav shown, or they hav tried to. show (for I
don't want to dogmatize o_n the subject), how mind is
gradually built up from the simplest ra.w elements of
sense and feeling; how emotions and intellect slowly
arise; how the action of the environment on the organism begets a nervous system of ever greater and
greater complexity, culminating at last in the brain
of a Newton, a Shakspere, or a 1\Iendelssohn. Step
-by step, nerves hav built themselvs up out of the
soft tissues as channels of communication between
part and part. Sense-organs of ext.reme simplicity
hav first been formed on the outside of the body,·
where it comes most into contact with external nature. Use and want hav fashioned them through
long ages into organs of taste and f:lmell and touch;
pigment spots, sensitiv to light or shade, hav grown
. by infinit gradations into the human eye, or into the
myriad facets of bee and beetle; tremulous nerveends, responsiv sympathetically to waves of sound,
hav turned themselvs at last into a perfect gamut in
the developed ear ormen and mammals. Meanwhile
corresponding percipient centers hav grown up in
the brain, so that the colored picture flashed by an
external scene upon the eye is telegraphed from the
sensitiv mirror of the retina, through the manystranded cable of. the optic nerve, straight ·up to the
appropriate headquarters in the thinking brain.
Stage by stage the continuous process. has gone on
unceasingly, from the jelly-fish with its tiny black
specks of eyes, through infinit steps of progression,
induced by ever-widening intercourse with the outer
world, to the final outcome in the senses and the
emotions, the intellect and the will, of civilized man.
Mind begii,J.s as a vague consciousness of touch or
pressure on the part of some primitiv, shapeless, soft
creature ;-it ends as an organized and co-ordinated
reflection of the entire physical and psychical universe
on the part of a great cosmical philosopher.
·
Last of aU, like diners-out at dessert, the evolutionists take to politics. Having shown us entirely
to their own f:latisfaction the growth of suns, and
systems, and worlds, and continents, and oceans, and
plants, and animals, and minds, they proceed to show
us the exactly analogous and parallel growth of communities, and nations, and languages, and religions,
and customs, and arts, and institutions, and literatures. Man, the evolving savage, as Tylor, Lubbock,
and others hav proved for us, slowly putting off his
brute aspect derived from his early ape like ancestors,
learned by infinitesimal degrees the use of fire, the
mode of manufacturing stone hatchets and flint
arrow-heads, the earliest beginnings of the art of

pottery. With drill or flint he became the Prometheus to his own small heap of sticks and dry
leaves among the _Tertiary forests. By his nightly
camp fire he beat out gradually his excited gesture
language and his oral speech. He tamed the dog,
the horse, the cow, the camel. He taught himself to
hew small clearings in the woodland, and to plant
the banana, the yam, the bread-fruit, and the cocoanut. He picked at:id improved the seeds of his wild
cereals till he made himself from grass-like grains his
barley, his oats, his wheat, his Indian corn.
In time he dug out ore from mines, and learned
the use first of gold, next of silver, then of copper,
tin, bronze, and iron. Side by side with these long
secular changes, he evolved the family, communal or
patriarchal, polygamic or monogamous. He built
the hut, the house, and the palace. He clothed or
adorned himself first in skins and leaves and feathers;
next in woven wool and fiber; last of all in purple
and fine linen, and fared sumptuously every day.
He gatqered into hordes, tribes, and nations; he
chose himself a king, gave himself laws, and built up
great empires in Egypt, Assyria, China, and Peru.
He raised him altars, Stonehenges, and Kamaks.
His picture-writing grew into hieroglyphs and cuneiforms, and finally emerged, by imperceptible steps,
into alphabetic symbols, the raw material of the art
of printing. His dug-out canoe culminates in the
iron-clad and the Great Eastern; his boomerang and
sling-stone in the Krupp gun; his boiling pipkin and
his wheeled car in tho locomotiv engin ; his picturemessage in the telephone and the Atlantic cable.
The grand conception of the uniform origin and
development of all things, earthly Ol' sidereal, thus
summed up for us in the one word evolution, belongs
by right neither to Charles Darwin nor to any other
single thinker. It is the joint product of innumerable workers, all working up, though some of them
unconsciously, toward a grand final tmified philosophy of the cosmos. In astronomy, Kant, Laplace,
and the Herschels; in geology, Hutton, Lyell, and
the Geikies; in biology, Buffon; Lamarck, the Darwins, Huxley, and Spencer; in psychology, Spencer,
Romanes, Sully, and Ribot; in sociology, Spencer,
Tylor, Lubbock, and De Mortillet-these hav been
the chief evolutionary teachers and discoverers. But
the use of the word evolution itself, and the establishment of the general evolutionary theory as a BJB·
tern of philosophy applicable to the entire universe,
we owe to one man alone-Herbert Spencer.
Very many other mind:;:-from Galileo and Capernicuf:1; from Kepler and Newton, from Linnreus and
Tournefort, from D'Alenibert and Diderot, nay, even,
in a sense, from Aristotle and Lucretius-had been
piling up together the vast collection of raw material
from which that great and stately superstructure was
to be finally edified. But the architect who placed
each block in its proper niche, who planned and designed the whole elevation, who planted the building
firmly on the rock arid poised the coping-t:stone on the
topmost pinnacle, was the author of the "System of
Synthetic Philosophy," and none other.-IIorne
Journal.

. Saturday the blizzard was on the war-path, increasing iu potency; at dusk it was 12° below zero and
rapidly growing colder-even the indomitable E. K.
Robinson failed to venture out. About 7 o'clock
the stalwart Clark Henry decided the weather was
too severe, and that it was useless to attempt a lectm·e, so he started for home, but soon returned. He
had met some friends who had come nearly three miles,
and must not be disappointed·; so we decided I
should lecture in his (C1ark Henry's) store. A big
fire having been kept going all day, it was somewhat
comfortable as to temperature, and they could improvise seats. Thirty-five were present, and we had a
really happy, and I believe a profitable, time.
That night the mercury fell to 20° below zero. I
slept in a room without fire, but with thorough ventilation. I could scrape with my finger-nail the
thick _frost on my pillow, and the moisture of my
breath actually formed ice and froze my mustache to
the bed-clothes. Oh, the sunny, balmy zephyrs of
Kansas ! Beautiful climate ! Go West, young man !
Go West!
Sunday afternoon the weather moderated to only a
few degrees below zero. We had a good time at the
afternoon lecture. The evening lecture was well
attended. I had a delightsome visit with the sturdy
old veteran Liberals, Joseph Henry and wife-far
down the stream of .life beyond the average, yet vigorous, jolly, retaining all their faculties, 1'~'-joicing to
labor for the spl'ead of Freethought. When I left
Benton on Monday the whole town was discussing
the lectures, and earnestly debating whether the
teachings of Liberalism would not prove more productiv of happini'BS than ClwiRtianity.
DoDGE CrTY, RAN., Jan. 18th, 19th, 20lb.~W. F.
Dean, Morris Collar, and Clarence Petty are the
blessed and most effectiv trinity of Dodge. They
never dodge responsibility or self-sacrifice needed to
aid the cause of Freethougbt. Three lectures were
advertised at the court-house; first night, good
attendance; second night, court-house crowded, big
interest. I urged all to ask the ministers why they
denounced Liberals for doubting some statements in
the Bible, while they proved each week they did not
believe God, Christ, or the declarations of the Holy
Ghost, or the apostles; for they taught violation of
the Sabbath and worship of the pope of Rome,
by keeping Sunday, without even. a_ piece of a ~EXt to
justify them. 'rhe poor seven mum;ters, despite the
assured help of heaven and the angels, got scared
out of their senses by one little, gray-headed·, fat man.
They l'ushed 1·ound town frantic, imploring everyone
they thought had any influence to go see the sheriff
and county clerk and insist on their shutting me out
of the court-house__:_all'eady by my two lEctures I had
undone all their united labors of the past year-if
allowed to continue I should• destroy all veneration
for the Bible and bring religion into contempt.
And the parsons succeeded in bulldozing the
o:fficialfl. They obeyed the orders of the clergy and
closed the court-house against me. We only learned
of the pitiful Hervihty of the shei·iff, his deputy (made
so by Infidel interest), and the coun·ty clerk late in
the afternoon. Poor, abject lickspittles! The contemptible
sycophants abjectly crawled like_ whippe?
C. B. Reynolds on His Western Tour.
hounds at the feet of their masters and whmed thur
LEoN, KAN., Jan. 9th, lOth, llth.-From hades to sorrow for having displfased the parsons. At. once
paradise, was my thought, as I remembered the hor- the friends secured the Opera House. The notice of
rors of Fall River, when ushered into. the cosy, com- chang-e was very s~ort. The Opera House was obj_ecfortable, happy home of Jerry Benninghoff, one of tionable in such cold weather, on-account of the Imthe most highly respected and enterprising men of poflsibility of warming it, yet we ~ad a large ~ttend
KanEas-a practical, earnest Liberal, the loved and ance, and great interest and enthusiasm. Nothmg the
honored leadc.r of a valiant host of fearless truth poor silly clergy conld hav done could hav better
seekers.
help~d our cause. It awoke a spirit. of inquir;y !IDd
Leon is a live town, and is struggling heroically to interest among many who, but for th1s ac~ of I?Jus- .
survive the stagnation resulting from having been tice toward uE', might never hav cal'fd to mvest1gate.
" boomed." There are a goodly number of ungodly
One of the best and most respected business men
women in Leon, who are models of all that is estima- of Dodge City, a good, outspoken Liberal, named
ble and praisew01·thy; they rival the men -in their Zimmerman died the night before I left. The
zeal and devotion to Freethought. The weather church with its usual love of truth, justice, and
was intensely cold, nights dark and tempestuous, honesty, wrought o~ the feelings of the. grief-demenyet quite a number came six miles to attend the ted wife to allow the funeral to be held m the church.
lectures. Leon only needs its Liberals organized, a Iu health the parsons all declared Zimmerman would
Sunday science-school and social advantages inaugu- be cast in'to hell for his Infidelity. In death, finding
rated, and it would become the banner town of Lib- be was generally love? and lamented, they _preache_d
eralism in Kansas.
him into heaven for h1s wenlth, and now claim all his
. ANDOVER, KAN., Jan. 12th.-The Wolf brothers are benevolent acts are the evidences of his devout Christhe worthy standard-bearers, and hav a hard battle tianit.y.
.
.·
.
to wage. The majority of the inhabitants of the litWhen-will Liberals learn to depos1t, With tned and
tle town are deplorably ignorant, and consequently trusted friends 1 proper legal authority for Liberal
rabidly: pious; but the logical arguments. are power- friends to take cbarge of their bodies at death, and
ful, and even more potent are the good, consistent . prevent parsons insulting their memory~
lives of probity and benevolence of the two Wolf
As Dr. York has special engagements at Salt Lake
brothers and their families. I lectured on "Life's City, and required the rest of Utah for ~eekdny
Duties," at the school-house. It took considerable night lectures, and my t>ngagements would mtedere,
courage to face the terrific blizzard, but about forty, I hav withdrawn all Utah appointments. I shall
and among tilem three ladies, were present. One return from Delta back to Pueblo, thence south to
old gentleman, friend Hoxie, walked two miles to New Mexico and Arizona, and shall reach southern
hear the Boonton blaPphemer.
California at the beginning of March. Will the
BENTON, KAN., Jan. 13th, 14tb, 15tb.-I rode across friends of southern California and the coast take due
country to Benton, about seven miles. No abatement notice and govern themselvs accordingly?
c. B. REYNOLDS.
of the severe cold. Wind cut like t1. knife. Delivered
lecture in a large unoccupied store; only about twentyfive ventured out. The stove was kept red-hot, so
THE TRUTH S&EK&R CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethought,
the temperature was comfortable, and considerable Reform, and Scientific Books will be mailed free to any address upon application.
interest was awakened.
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Practical Endowm.-nt of the Church.
·The advances being made by the church in America
toward a more complete union with the state-or at
least toward such a union as shall burden the state with
a large share of the church's expenses-leads naturally
to the consideration of the effect of such union in
other countries. It is a fact which some may regardas curious tll,at, while other countries are throwing
off the yoke of ecclesiastical rule, this country, having once thrown it off, is now putting it on again.
This is being done by piecemeal, a little here and a
little there, but the progress is steady, and must be
as satisfactory to the churchmen as it is unsatisfactory'
to the taxpayer.
The advocates of the Churcb of England, like the
religious people here, deny that there is any pecuniary
union of church and state in Great Britain. They
assert that the church receives no grants of money,
has had no state funds or property given her, and
owes nothing to Parliament or the British taxpayer.
This is by no means true, though the payment of the
item for church rates in the tax bills has been made
optional with·the ratepayer. The Church of England
is connected with the state by what is called the
royal supremacy, constituting the reigning monarch
-the head of the church ; by the right of the bishops
and archbishops to a seat in the House of Lords,
and by national endowments, which amount annually
to £9,500,000. The capitalized value of the property
held by the church is over £220,000,000. Until1868,
the church rates realized £400,000 per annum for the
church, and compulsory Easter offerings and oblations brought the spouse of Christ some £80,000
more.
According to the Act of Settlement, the wearer of
England's crown is required to "join in the communion of the Church of England, as by law established;"
and many of Victoria's good Protestant subjects
think that by her recent visits· to Roman Catholic
churches the throne has become vacant. But she is
not likely to abdicate on this account, nor should her
Church of England friends find too much fault with
. her, for she has also joined in the Presbyterian communion-the established religion of Scotland-without evoking adverse comment. Catholicism is rather
more absurd, but no more cruel and barbaric, than
Presbyterianism. But the queen does not count
heavily in the government of Great Britain, and her
communion with one church or another is not of
great importance. Widely different is it with the
"spiritual lords," however. The hindrance to material progress and to liberty of a union of church and
state finds hundreds of facts in proof in the unwise
aws which giv a man devoted to "God" power to
control actions affecting the people.· Macaulay wrote
that the Church of England has been for more than·
one hundred and fifty years the steady enemy of
public liberty. The votes of the bishops in ·the
House of Lords hav fully justified Macaulay's words.
They voted against the bill rendering Roman Catho-

lies eligible to Parliament; against the bill removing
the political disabilities of Jews; against the bill
abolishing ecclesiastical tests and restrictions upon
entrance to the universities ; against the bill abolishing the oath which botind all officials to do nothing
against the peace and welfare of the Protestant
church, or the bishops and clergy of said church, or
their rights and privileges. Of course they voted
against the abolition of compulsory church rates in
the tax bill. On all other questions affecting the
freedom of the people they were found on the side of
the oppressor. And wo of thiEI country found the
clergy, when clothed with power, always retrogressiv, mean, and tyrannical. They are so to-day.
Every new movement encounters their opposition.
They possess no toleration, no humanity. Their
spirit is narrow, jealous, selfish. If they succeed in
their attempts to obtain power through legislation
in the interests of religion, we shall find them, like
the English spiritual lords, a constant and persistent
obstructiv force.
In Scotland, the state church costs tho country
about £380,019 per annum. In Wales the church
receives the income of property worth £300,000 a
year, making £10,180,019-nearly fifty million dollars-as the annual contribution or' Great- Britain to
.the Episcopal church. This, of course, represents
but a fraction of the income of the church, as its
private endowments and benefactions amount to
colossal sums.
Now, if it costs the state fifty millions of dollars a
year to dispense the gospel in a compact country like
Great Britain, with only some thirty-five millions of
inhabitants, what would it cost in this great nation,
several states of which are bigger than all Great
Britain, with sixty odd millions of people? Yet a
union Of church and· state, which will mean here
what it means in England, is being slowly brought
about by the churches. Only a few months ago the
'churches of Brooklyn, N. Y., made a clean steal of
over a million dollars, by a law passed exempting
them from paying their assessments 'for street
improvements-a most unjust law, which throws the
whole burden of taxation upon the secular taxpayers,
With disendowment of the Church of England a leading question in England, here in this country we are
practically endowing the various sects by governmental aid reaching millions of dollars. The trouble
is, our legislators are not statesmen, but politicians
who care only for momentary success for their party,
no matter how obtained.

Breaking Fetters.
. We hav often said that the Mormon problem will
be best settled by Freethought. The church cannot
do it, and the persecution of the Mormons by the
Protestants leads to revolt, resistance, and war. The
imprisonment of a few polygamists will never make
Utah civilized. Polygamy will go when the religion
goes, and wider the influence of the Freethought
propagandism of the sturdy heretics of Salt Lake
City the religion is going.
It was remarked of the Paine meeting held at the
Opera House in Salt Lake on the 29th. ult., that the
great audience was composed of " Mormon apostates
or Mormons weak in the faith." Lawyer Bennett,
who presided, said the faces were almost entirely
strange to him. The Tribune accounts for this phenomenon ·by saying that "as thinking Mormons comprehend the utter groundlessness of their creed, and
the hypocrisy and hollowness of the c4urch hierarchy, they are gradually falling away, until within a
few years the entire rotten fabric of Utah Mormonism is bound to collapse with a crash that will set
people to wondering how it was that they were
duped so long by such a soap-bubble. Infidelity,
Atheism, Agnosticism, and Freethought are spreading rapidly right under the noses .of those upper
silurian fossils, the Mormon bishops, and will reap a
tremendous harvest ere long." And not only did
these Mormons turn out ip. large numbers to listen
to Dr. York's tribute to Thomas Paine, but they
loudly applauded his eloquent denunciations of the.
Christian religion, which has for so many years calumniated the charac~er of Paine, covering his grave
deep with slanderous filth. And when Dr. York
turned his oratorical battery upon Mormon orthodoxy, referring to it as spiritual slavery, the audience
also agreed with him. The Tribune says if the enthusiasm over Freethought continues, a crusade will
be begun against orthodoxy and for Liberal ideas.

Here, then, is the potential force that shall destroy
the surviving "twin relic." Freethought, education,
a know1edge that no supernatural religion is true,
and that all such are bad guides and governors of
men, this. is the revival needed in Utah more than
legal measures. It appears to us that Utah is a good
field for the Freethought missionary. The Mormons
of intelligence hav been through the mill of Protestantism and t~refore will not return to that, but
look to something higher and better, which they will
find in Liberalism, the religion of humanity. Materially, as well as spiritually, tlie Mormons will benefit
by their emancipation, and if the prediction of the
Salt Lake Tribune is based on truth the future of
Utah is bright. From slavery to the most ignoble
of superstitions to the limitless air of freedom is a
stupendous change. Yet we hope to see the Mormons make it throu~;;h the efforts of the heretic lecturers and workers of the West. ·

Trouble in Toronto.
Mr. Charles Watts and his friends in Toronto desired to incorporate a stock company for the purpose
of publishing Secular Th9ught and Secular books
and pamphlets, and made due and regular application
to the authorities for a charter. This bas been refused by the Ontario government, for the reason
"that Christianity is a part of the law of the land,"
and· the government can giv no sanction ''to the incorporation of any company known or considered to
be in opposition to Christianity."
Of course, this decision of the government will in
no way· interfere with the regular publication of Secular Thought, but Mr. Watts and his friends do not
propose to submit to even this petty amount of persecution. The case has been placed in legal hands,
and the paper comes out squarely for a fight. The
conduct of the government, says Mr. Watts, iii refusing the charter is an attempt to prevent the circulatiQn of Freethought literature throughout the
Dominion. The majority of the ministers and the
masses of the people of Ontario, proclaims the editor
of Secular Thought, are so wedded to the traditions
of bygone ages, and are so incrusted in despotism
and bigotry, that they are slow to grasp the conception that, as time rolls on, newer and more enlarged
ideas and rules of life are required to regulate the
intellectual and societarian conduct of the 'human
race.
This is undoubtedly true, and the wonder is that
the bigots hav let the Freethinkers of Toronto alone
so long, and that they confine their suppressiv efforts
to the attempt to deprive the_ Secular company of a
charter. When Mr. Watts said he proposed to locate in Canada we encouraged him by remarking
that as soon as the Christians found out he was there
they would put hil!l in jail. He said, "All right, me
boy," and at once hired a house in Toronto. The
Christians hav not yet placed him behind the bars,
but they would enjoy doing so, and· the stronger
Secular Thought becomes the stronger will be the
efforts of the Christians to suppress it. The action
of the government is no doubt instigated by the
clergy of Toronto, who will not be content with this
little turn of the rack. Canada is a good way behind the rest of North America, bringing up the rear
of a not very respectable procession of religious
beliefs, and her clerical rulers will not willingly submit to the overthrow of their · cherished dogmas.
This attempt to suppress the heretic is not a very
serious matter, but it shows plainly what the authorities will do when opportunity offers. And if. no
further chance occurs, we should not be surprised if
the government made one. Like Jonathan Edwards,
the Canadian Christians can tolerate an Atheist only
when he keeps quiet.
--------~~-------

Errors of Statenaent. ·

In response to our criticism of his assertion that
in the United States "the people are free; speech is
free; the mails are free," Dr. Monroe, the jovial and
optimistic editor of the Ironclad Age, says:
"A very small provoc~tion will make an An~trchist organ
slop over. We didn't hav this fact sufficiently in view last
week. Yet it was hardly supposable that anyone not
swollen with unappeasable hate would fail to see that our
remarks on the liberty of speech and the press referred only
to political liberty. Religious liberty is quite a different
thing. You may plot against the government openly and
freely, but once conspire against God and you are gone.
They who want to pile the world's goods and money into a
hea.p from which every loafer may take according to his
needs, &nd ·to which every industrious man shall contribute
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according to his ability, can go into New Jersey and DelaChurches
ware openly preaching bombs and the blowing up of Congress
or Congregations.
and the courts; but if they touch on God to deny him, or VII. FRIENDS :
his son, or his book, to jail they will go instanter."
1. " Orthodox " Friends ............ ..
600
Wrong again, good doctor. Havyou forgotten that 2. " Wilburite " ........................ ..

the p~lice of Hoboken and Jersey City, New Jersey,
broke up the meetings of those fellows who want to
pile the world's goods and money int? .a heap' The
authorities positivly refused to let them preach
bombs and the blowing up of Congress. The New
York authorities are of the same mind, and several
Anarchist gatherings hav been forcibly suppressed,
and the Anarchists who preached bombs and the
blowing up of Congress sent to jail. Did you hav
these facts sufficiently well in view when you wrote
this rejoinder!
Again. There is no record that New Jersey ever
sent a man to jail for preaching against God. New
Jersey fines such preachers twenty-five -dollars and
costs.
Once more. THE -TRUTH SEEKER is not an Anarchist organ. Not one word in favor of Anarchy did
the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEll:ER ever write. Per
contra, he has written thousands against it. Did you
hav this fact sufficiently well in mind last week!
Fourthly. No one, swollen or otherwise, could
possibly constrlie your remarks into meaning anything but that you maintain that there is positivly
no restriction in this country upon speech or publication. You said that "every man is a million times
free to preach and print in decent language whatever
be believes," and charitably added that "the man who
believes there is restriction upon free speech in this
country should leave it of his own volition, or be
made to on the double quick." Is it consistent, dear
doctor, for a Freethinker to advocate the expulsion
of men from the land because of belief? Would
you expel Mr. Reynolds because he not only believes
but knows that such restriction exists' Would you
expel everyone who believes that the advocates of
bombs and the blowing up of Congress hav been
suppressed?
Did you- hav those facts sufficiently well in view
last week!

Counting the Sheep and the Goats.

Total Friends ...................... ..

VIII. GERMAN EvANGELIOAL
CHUROH UNION .............. ..
IX. LUTHERANS:
'
:V. General Synod .................... ..
2. United Synod; South ............ .
3. General Council .................... .
4. Synodical Conference........... ..
5. Independent Syuods ............. .

X.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Total Lutherans ............... .
Church
Edifices.
METHODISTS:
Methodist Episcopal. ... 12,013
"
South .......... 10,951
"
African ..... ..
"
African Zion
"
Colored ..•.••.
"
African Un'n 150

ComThe case of the two Harmans and E. C. Walker is
Minis- nmniters. · cants. something like that of D. M. Bennett. They hav
500

70,000 circulated another person's ideas, expressed in print,
12,000 and that the Christians are using as· a pretext to

600

500

82/'00 suppress

553

689

60,000

1,449
910 . 138,988
29,683
360
180
1.835
993 258,403
2,006 . 1,094 297.631
1,923. . 813 206,120
7,573 3,990 930,830
Minis- Local Commuters. Pteachers. nicants._
12,075 12,815 2,002,452
4,434 5,989 1,066,377
1,882 9.760
475,000
2,000 2,750
350.000
1,729 4,024
166.729
60
21,000
50

TotalMeth. Episcopal. 23,114 22,180 35,388 4,081,558
Protestant Methodist:. 1,713 1,570
128.709
Congregational Meth't. 275
200
8,000
Independent Methodist
35
30
5.000
Free Methodist church
514
16,826
488
Wesleyan Methodist .. . 495
280
18.260
Primitiv Methodist .... .
98
53
5.002
Reformed ·Methodist .. .
50
60
2 500
Kindred Bodies.
1. United Brethren........ 4,332 1,878
185.103
890
2. Evangelical Associat'n 1,808 1,069
613
132.508
3. Moravians .... ..... :......
61
94
10.250
4. Bible Christians... ......
85
115
7 700
Total Methodist and - Kindred Bodies·...... 32,071 27,542 37,379 4,601.416
Churches
Comor Congre- Minismunigations.
ters.
cants.
XI. PRESBYTERIANS :
1. General Assembly .................. 6.436 5,654
696.767
2. General Assembly, South ......... 2,236 1,116
150,398
3. United Presbyterian church of
North America ................. : 885
736
94,641
4. Cumberland Presbyterian ....... 2,540 1,568
145,146
5. Cumberland Presbyterian,Col'd
200
15,000
6. Reformed Presbyterian... . ... ...
119
10,833
103
7. General Synod of Reformed
54
Presbyterian ................... ..
6,800
32
8. Associate Reformed Synod of
7,015
South ............................ ..
116
86
!1,563
175
9. Welsh Presbyterian .......... : .. ..
84
10. Several other small bodies ..... . 400
300
25,000
Kindred Bodies.
1. Reformed (late Dutch) church 547
547
85,54
2. True Reformed Dutch Oh., ...
13.
564
8
3. Reformed (late German)
church............................. 1,481
802
183,980
Total Presbyterian and Kin- - dred Bodies ...................... 15,002 11,241 1,431,249
XII. SOHWRNKFELDB:RS...... .........
6
10
850
XIII. OTHER SMALL BoDIB:B:
Bible Union, River Brethren,
Colored Methodist, Protestants, etc., estimated ......... .
35,000
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

T_he Rev. D. Dorchester, who is publishing through
the Methodist Book Concern a volume on "Christiani,ty in the United States From the First Settlements to the Present Time," givs in the last Advocate
an advance column of figures showing the number
of evangelical Protestant churches, ministers, and
Aggregate ............................112,744 83,845 12,132,651
communicants- in this country. He admits that
If we giv the Roman Catholics seven millions, and
the statistics are imperfect, but claims that his quothe
Unitarians and Universalists and other sects not
tations and estimates are not far from accurate. His
evangelical a few score thousand, we shall
considered
figures are :
still
find
that
twO:.thirds of the population of the
Churches
Com•
DENOMINATIONS,
or Congre- Minismuni· United States do not belong to any church at all.
gations. ters.
cants.
The great unchurched multitude can be divided
I. ADVENTISTS :
1 Original Evange'l Adventists-. ..
91
107
11.0JO into saints and sinners in any numbers agreeable to
2. "Arlvent Christians" .•............ 2,500 1,000
'75,000
3. Seventh-Day Adventists ..........
787
199
22.357 the divider. We hav no means whatever of knowing
4. Life and Advent Union" ......
10,000 how many Infidels there are in the country, bu,t if
5. "A~e-to-Come Adventists" ......
100
10,000 we should estimate the number of up-and-down, out6. Bar nnrites ...........................
5,000
7. Christadelphians ....................
14
15
1,200 spoken, unterrified Freethi~kers-men who always
put in a word for liberty whenever the opportunity
Total Adventists ........... _. ...... 3,492 1,321 134,577
occurs-at one hundred thousand, we think it would
II. BAPTISTS:
L Regular Baptists, North.......... 7,348 6,273 681,585 be high enough. The number of real Infidels in the
2.
South .......... 14,346 7,542 1,065,170 country who for one consideration or another conceal
3.
''
"
Colored ....... 8,828 5,562 985,815 their thoughts on religious questions will undoubtTotal Regular Baptists ........... 30,522 19,377 2,732,570 edly run up into millior.s.
11

11

4
5.
6.
7.
8.
9
10.
11.
12
13.
1.
2.
3
4.

"

Frt:e-will Baptists ................... 1,542
CumbPrland Free Baptists .......
Other Free Baptist Assoc'ns ....
General Baptists .................... ; 2,200
Seventh-Day Baptists .............
108
Seventh-Day German Baptists.
Autt-Mission Baptists .............
900
S~>parate Ba-ptists ...................
United Baptists ......................
Six Principle Baptists .............
17
Kind1·ed Bodies.
Disciples ............................... 5,800
Tunl,ers ................................
450
Winebrennarians, or Ch.ofGod.
300
Mennonites ............................
550

1,291

15

82,323
1,000
13,190
13,000
8,733
3,500
45,000
6,329
1,400
2,200

3,500
1,900
400
500

615,500
75,000
30,000
100,000

50()120
400

Total. Baptist and Kindred B,ldies. 42,389 28,003 3,729, 745
III CHlUSTIANS:
1. ~nrthern Convenl:ion .... · ...... } 1,755 1,344 122,000
{ 20,000
2. 1:3outht·rn Convention ........... .
Total Christians. ...................

1,755

IV. CHRiSTIAN UNION CRUROBES.... 1,500
V. CoNGREGATIONALISTs:............. 4,277
VI. EPISOOPALIANS:

13,44
1,200
4,090

----

142,000
125,000
436,379

1. Protestant Episcopal...............
2. Reformed Episcopal......... ......

3,450
76

3,850
65

415,605
8,000

Total Episcopalians·....... ;., .. .,,

IJ,5~6

8,915

423,605
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:Messrs. Harman and Walker.
There is danger, owing to their isolated position,
that the Messrs. Harman and Walker will be over
looked by the great mass of liberty-lovers of the
country, and left to contend single-handed with the
Christian bigots who hav undertaken their ruin.
The two or three months intervening before the trial
will soon be gone, and we judge by the reports published in Lucifer that the defense is not yet prepared, and that funds are!lacking to pay counsel.
It seems anomalous that a Freethinker, when talking to Freethinkers, must preface a plea for justice
with a denial of any sympathy for the opinions of the
victim; but such a procedure is necessary, and we
desire it distinctly understood, at the outset, and
once for all, that in helping the gentlemen connected
with Luc~fer, and in asking others to help them, we
do not advocate Anarchy, free love, or the common
employment in newspapers of the language for which
they are indicted We simply desire that justice
shall be given to all men.

Lucifer. Mr. Bennett circulated Mr. Heywood's ideas, and the Christians used that to suppress THE TRUTH SEEKER, which they did not succeed
in doing. They did, however, succeed in getting
Mr. Bennett into prison. Let us hope the Lucifer
people will not hav that cruel experience to endure.
The few words which Heywood wrote in bad taste,
the small, coarse paragraph which Lucifer published,
were and are nothing to the church folks; it was and
is the paper that they desire to squelch. To hav
Christianity attacked, riddled by argument, and
covered with ridicule makes the good pietists mad to
their very heels. But they cannot answer us-they
could not answer Mr. Bennett; they never try to
answer Mr. Walker-and they reach out for the club
of the law. That club they know well how to wield.
Persecution has become to them a familiar plaything. They are skilled in its use. There is no
instrument of cruelty, from the flame-charred stake
to the agony wrought by a drop of water, from the
r11ck to the prison, from the gaUows to a simple legal
fine, there is no method of torture with which the
pious Christians are not acquainted. It is their best
argument, and they hav brought it to bear upon
three men in Kansas, in the endeavor to convert
them. But it will not work.
What the Lucifer people need, and need speedily,
is a favorable expression of public opinion, backed
by funds with which to hire lawyers. Not an exp~essed agreement with their ideas, but a good word
for themselvs individually, and a stern demand upon
the courts of Kansas t1aat justice be done, and not
persecution. Money is ·equally necessary, for justice
comes high. Court fees and lawyers' wages eat up
much cash. It cost over a thousand dollars to clear
Mrs. Slenker, which was compassed then by an accident, .a technical slip of the prosecution which Mr.
Chamberlain's sharp eyes discovered. Everyone
who feels interested in having justice done should
make this fight his own, because.it is not, as Colonel
Ingersoll said of Mr. Reynolds's case, a question of
a little property, neither is it one involving simply
the .liberty of three men. It is a question whether
the church shall use the machinery of law to crush
out an opponent it cannot answer. No matter how
much we may dislike the opinions of the defendants,
it is the duty of those who desire justice to put in
their word where it will do the most good.
A. Great Work.
From the

Industrla~ Appea~.

We last week received a package of pamphlets from THE
TRUTR SEEKER office, amon~ which was the TRUTH SEEKER
ALMANAO. This A:r,.MANAO 1S something unique and original
-it is good for saint or sinner. The pictures or cartoons
that adorn its pages illustrate prominent occurrences in the
Bible. Christians should hav this ALMANAO by all means, as
it will lead them to search the scriptures for the purpose of
comparing the text with the illustrations, and Liberals and
Agnostics should ·hav it for the edification and ammement it
contains. Children, big and little, cry for this little book.
Price twenty-five cents. You can order at this office.
From San Francisco Freethought.

The TRUTH SRRXER ANNUAL AND FRKKTHINKRRS' ALMANAO
for 1888 is now at hand. It contains 117 pages, with twentyfour finely executed portraits of distinguished ~erican
Freethinkers, scientists, and philosophers; also thuteen of
Heston's Bible sketches. The latter are accompanied by
commentaries such as were never before madll, written by
George E. Macdonald. A page of calendar is devoted to the
chronology of each month, telling the dates of the births
and deeds and deaths of great men who hav made their days
luminous. At the foot of each calendar page is some sentiment or bit of philosophy that is worth remembering. The
history of 1887, by the editor, reviews the. past at;td points
out the indications of progress or retrogressiOn. It 1s an able
article. Robert C. Adams cm~tributes a paper on "Theism
and Atheism." E. J. Bowtcll, after making his bow, tells of
his daily life in a Trappist monastery; the American Se.cular
Union is written of by Samuel P. Putnam; there 1S an
account of the International Freethought Congress in London· an article on "Sunday Amusements," by Frederic May
Holl'and · "The Blasphemy Case;" "How the Layman is
Deceived," by E. M. Macdonald; "A Horrible Man," by L.
K. Washburn· and "When Did Jehoshaphat Die?" is considered by J. E. Remsburg.' wherein the writer shows from
biblical authority that Jehoshaphat died at sixteen different
times. Besides these contributions, the ANNUAL contains
numerous poetical selections, making a volume as large as
the North American Review, all for two bite. The work is
on sale at the office of Ji'reethought.

Mr. Comstock's Progress in Modesty.
We hav it from an artist of this city that since he was
thrown out of a Philadelphia court Anthony Comstock, in
pursuance of his sacred duty, has grown so modest that he
will not retire at night until the ar.ristian Observer is removed
from the table. When about to change his mind, also, he
·
goes into another room.
It has been usually thought that the female sex is the more
modest of the two, but the young lady who would net disrobe till a picture of her father hanging in her bedroom had
been turned to the wan·must yield the blush to Anthony.
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l,tlttrs Jront Jlritnds.

Iafraid
many men who like to read your valuable paper but ~re
somebody will say they are reading Infidel sermons.

161 W. 128TH ST., Nnw YoRK, Jan. 30, 1888.MR. EDITOR: In the last edition of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Jan. 28, 1888, Mr. Van Buren Denslow asserts that good land
can be bought for fifty cents per acre in New York state.
Will Mr:Van Buren Denslow inform a subscriber where and
how such land can be procured, and if a clear title can be
got for less than the cost of the land? An answer to this will
oblige a subscriber.
WILLIAM BROADBELT.
NEWARK, N.Y., Jan. 23, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I hav taken THE TRUTH BEEKER for six or
eight years,_ and still hold fast to the good old paper. I
should like to hav C. B. Reynolds giv a lecture here some
time this spring or summer, as we hav i1. few Liberals here,
and it may be we can do some good, as we hav thirteen
churches here.
I hav heard R. G. Ingersoll lecture twice. He is a noble,
good man, if I am any judge of human nature.
WM. H. H. STEBBINS.
GonE BAY, ALGOMA, MANITOULIN IsLAND,}
Dec. 17, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find the sum of $5 for subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and the" Story Hour," and
the ANNUAL for 1888. I want the "Story Hour" for my
little girl. Freethought, or _Secularism, is making great
headway, for since I espoused the cause, which was in 1879,
I can notice great changes. In Hamilton, at that time, we
could not get the bill-poster to put up our bills, and I was
one of four that went around at night and posted them for
B. F. Underwood's lecture. There are a few stanch Secularists in Hamilton, and many that hav not the courage of their
convictions. Poor fellows I It is not by such weaklings that
we enjoy the liberty that we hav to-day. E. L. BRAZENOR.
HAMMONTON, N.J., Jan. 2, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Does not Mrs. Severance speak plainly anj
truthfully? Also J. K. Magie? Well done, Ingersoll! Has
he not about shown up all the inconsistencies of the doctor's
''Presbyterianism?'' I wish both those Replies could be circulated amongst the creed-bound everywhere, and maybe
there are some who WQuld get light.
Those pictures in the paper-what a power to show up the
absurdities of the Bible and the encroachments of the wouldbe holy religions! That shadow across the United States
and into Canada-how significant and suggestiv of what the
country is coming to !
Well, I am glad there are those who are capable of showing
how our institutions are being perverted from the original as
intended by the framers of the United States Constitution.
D. R. wOLLISON.
DANA, ILL., Jan. 16, 1888.
Mn. EDITOR: I noticed in last week's issue a strong appeal
for help to advance the cause of Freethought and the secularization of our government, hy Secretary E. A. Stevens.
Now,-it seems to me that for a few to contribute to the
Secular fund does not amount to much. Now, if there are
two thousand Liberals in the United States, a very little
from each one would amount to considerable, but when a
few hav got to do all of the work it doesn't seem fair. One's
freedom and religious liberty are just as valuable to one as
another's are to him.
I hav a suggestion to make, which is as follows: The secretary to prepare a pamphlet defining the object of the
American Secular Union, and the Nine Demands of Liberalism, and mail it in a letter to each Liberal, with a pamphlet
particularly urging upon him the necessity of prompt action.
If every Liberal had assurance that everyone would contribute, he would giv a small sum, which would amount to
considerable.
Find inclosed twenty-five cents for the FREETHINKERS' ALMANAC for 1888.
Yours for truth,
WM: STRAUN.
NoRTH PLEASUREVILLE, Jan. 7, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: It is with pleasure ~hat I am permitted to
write you a few lines for the first time. I am living in Henry
county, Ky., forty-five miles from Louisville. This is a
flourishing country, and full of plenty. Myself and uncle
are the only men taking your important paper here. I hav
taken THE TRUTH SEEKER now over a year. I am well
pleased with it. I hope you may prosper and that it may
grow in the future. I am glad to get it every week. It has
learned me what human nature is. I heard an old Methodist say, the other day, he ·didn't want a TRUTH SEEKER in
his house; I told him it was better than to hav so many
bankrupt notices to pay his honest debts with. I am fiftyfour years old, and never joined a church, yet I am a poor
man. But if I had plenty of money I could tear up stumps.
Our little town has a plenty of churches-old Baptist and
new Campbellites, and I!IO on, with a negro Methodist at the
head. I hope you will excuse my plain talk. I am a plain
talker, what little I know. You hav some of the .smartest
writers I ever read after, and th~ best letters. I was at a watermill the other d11y. The miller was a Baptist. I aske~ him
if he didn't want a paper to read. He .said Yes, if was a
moral paper. I told him I would not read any other kind
myself. I told him it was THE TRUTH SEEKER. Said he, " l
believe that doctrin will carry some day, for the people are
getting so bad that their churches are· going down." I told
him there were two sides to every subject, it mattered not what.
"Oh," he said, "but one side to serve God on!" I told him it
didn't look like it to look at the cupolas pointing up to
heaven-all different ones, some round, and some square,
and some flat, and some iron, and some wood; it depends on
the money and the lady members._
Oh, what a thing human nature is! There are a good

where will not fail to respond to this call at once, 80 that the
committee may not be trammeled in their work. All contributions for this purpose should be sent to the treasurer,
A. E. Trabue, at Hannibal, Mo., who will acknowledge the
same through any Liberal paper or m,agazine in the United
States that may b!l designated. The committee is required
to make quarterly reports of their work, which will be sent ·
to all the leading Liberal papers for publication.
F. H. RAu, Secretary.

Anyhow, I can't accommodate all of them with THE TRUTH
SEEKER. Mr. Editor, giv it to them; they need it. I would
be glaq to hear a lecture from some of the Freethinkers, but
if I don't soon I will hav to fall back on THE TRUTH SEEKER
to giv me lectures; that will do as well. The representations
Heston give can't be 15eat, and they are true. They tally
with th.e Bible precisely. People look at them first and then
read next. People are learning fast that there are two sides
·Nnw WINDSOR, ILL., Jan. 15, 1888.
to a case. They tell me, " Aren't you afraid those paper~
MR. EDITOR : One of our clergymen having asked the queSwill ruin you?" "Why, no; there is no soft place in my
head. I hope I am a Freethinker." And I am a Republican, tion, " What is a preacher?" I will partly answer it.
A preacher is a cinder in the eye of reason.
if I am by myself in Kentucky. I hav always been this, and
A clock running l!acltward.
always expect to be. I distribute your paper in our neighA pilot in s. fog moving in a circle.
borhood, so they may know and learn what it is. They say,
A quack doctor putting a plaster on an imaginary sore.
"I would take that paper but I am too poor." They will
A cupboard with nothing in but an old bill of fare.
after awhile. They tell me, "Can't you let me hav a TRUTH
A person who claims to be only half a man when he is
SEEKER this week?" "Yes, just as soon as I look over it I
buying a railroad ticket.
will."
An undertaker screwing a coffin-lid down on a fact.
I notice in your paper that you hav a faithful writer from.
A smoke-stack of hell.
our state, that is, from Lexington, Ky. He is a good one.
A tailor patching a creed.
I will say your paper comes as true as a clock every SaturA bear on the paradise market.
day morning, rain or shine-never fails. The postmaster
A cooper who makes nothing but the bung-holes.
told me the other day he wanted to read one of them. I told
A banker who givs you a draft on heaven for cash in hand.
him, All right, he should hav one.
A. A. DuNNAVAN.
A miller grinding souls for toll.
OsimosH, Wis., Jan. 7, 1888.
A traitor swearing allegiance to the United States and try.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1, for which please ing to seat King Jehovah on a throne.
send me the inclosed list of books. I h11.v kept them conA student blindfolded.
stantly loaned out until they are completely worn out, and I
A poultryman with a fine eye for young duclts.
wish to keep them in circulation.
The great and original anesthetic.
I am working very slowly, but am.just beginning to WIJ.ke
A dealer in "puts and ca1Is" who "puts" the money in his
np som,e of the people here, and I think about March I will pocket and" calls" the other fellow" dear brother."
be able to. send you one or two new subscribers from this
A preacher; dear friends, is a fine pair of whiskers and a
city. If we could hav a few lectures here, I think it would fashionable suit of clothes which the dear sisters call, " Our
:help your paper very much, but all of our lecturers seem to minister."
W. S. FLKHARDY.
steer clear of this place, and we need the Holy Ghost, or
some other ghost, here worse than anywhere .in this country ..
LIBERAL, Mo., Jan. 9, 1888.
I heard one Methodist preacher here telling his flock that
Mn. EDITOR : A young cyclone in the form of C. B. Reywhen the children of Israel were in bondage in Egypt they nolds struck the town of Liberal in the early part of Decembecame so enraged tha~ one of them drew his revolver to ber, and such a shaking up as he gave the cranks-! among
shoot his taskmaster, and I asked one of the members if they them-we hav never had before, and never will again until
were not just a little short of revolvers at that time. " I he returns, which he has promised to do when he comes
guess not," said he. Now, with that kind of stock in the back from the West. He gave us something to think about
pulpit, I think our cause is perfectly safe.. G&o. M. HARE.
besides slandering each other, and indeed it is about all we
hav done since the town started. He is one o: the most
BALSTON SPA, N. Y., Jan. 15, E.M. 288.
entertaining speakers it has ever been my lot to listen to:_
Mn. EDITOR: Please send. me six copies qf "Christian Abgrand, poetical, earnest, honest, eloquent, and in f11ct everysurdities," by John Peck, and one copy of "For Her Daily
thing that makes a good speaker. I used to hav but one
Bread." I was a little struck with the letter from Brother
g.od, Ingersoll, but .now I hav two. He seemed much
"Ohio" in THE TRUTH SEEKER of January 14th. He compleased with us, and left hosts of admirers and friends
plains of the poor in. the Infidel ranks making their wants
behind him when he went away, although some of our beBt
known to the non-sympathizing world. We hav lots of poor
"Liberals" had business that called them away, afraid to
in our ranks, it is true, but is it a crime to be poor? Are
meet a true Liberal.
'
·
Infidels non-sympathizing? I think not. It is our duty to
· We hav a splendid idea. It is the American Idea, pubhav sympathy for our fellow-man, and do what good we can.
lished in the interest of the Freethought Univershy, and
I am a poor man, and toil and spin hard every day, but it
suffering humanity, edited by Leahy and Allison, two of the
has cost me $150 the year past in the way of help to my
most earnest workers in the Liberal ranks I hav ever met.
fellow-men. And behold, they know not whence it came,
There has been a movement on foot by a few good " Libbut it has done my old heart good to sec them enjoy it, and
erals" to crush the Idea because it is not run· in the interest.
no doubt thanking almighty God for it, not knowing that
of monopoly, but with the help of true Liberals they will
the " God " that sent it is a poor horseshoer. If every Infidel
"ride safely over the billows," and in time publish one of
in the land (those who are able) would pay $1 a year to help
the best Freethought papers in the world. Mr. Leahy is one
the needy of our ranks, it seems to me that it would do a
of the grandest men in the world. He is doing a great work
great amount of good. Say, brother Infidels, let us hav a
in the university, and if it does not succeed it will be the
fund for that purpose. I would like to hear from friends on
fault of the Liberals, not him. If all our people were like
the question. Long liv THE TRUTH SEEKER family.
him and Mr. Allison, our town would be different..
HARRIET AND WM. THORPE.
i am, for the simple reason that I cannot liv-without the
dear old TRUTH SEEKER,
A SuBSCRIBER.
SMITHVILI.E FLATS, N.Y., Jan. 2, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $12, $5 of which please
MoRRISTOWN, MINN., Jan. 10, 1888.
hand to Charles Eckhard, secretary of the American Secular
Mn. EDITOR: I write to report the organization of a LibUnion, and the remaining $7 is for yourself-$3 for my subscription for another year and $4 for two new ones, which I eral association under the name of the Rice county Scientific,
donate as usual to pay for the illustrations, which are Moral, and Reformatory Association; the objects and purimmense. I also inclose· ten cents in stamps for another of poses of which, as set forth in our constitution, are: The inJohn E. Burton's pamphlets on the ''Birth and Death of vestigation and development .of the occult sciences and forces
Religions." I am doing better missionary work with that of nature; to adopt the most efficient means to procure
than any other book, because he is well known in this part female suffrage; to prevent illiberal class legislation; to proof the state-married his ~ife near us. I suppose you know mote the temperance cause; to work for the most equitable
he has been the iron-king of Wisconsin during three or four settlement of the conflict between labor and capital, and to
years past. My son Gage E. Tarbell, a young lawyer of obtain a more equitable system of taxation. The followi11g
thirty summers, of Milwaukee, Wis., has been in company officers were elected, to hold office until our first anuua\
with him. Both being well known here makes people seize meeting, to be held in June next: Mrs. S. J. Lenont, presithis little book and read with avidity when they otherwhe dent; Mrs. Hathaway and Mr. Charles Grant, vice-presidents; Mrs. Laura A. G"rant, recording secretary; Mr. J. C.
would not touch it. I hope you still hav some of them.
I wisli you and your brother George the greatest success. Mathews, treasurer; Messrs. G. Lenont, N .. Travis, and
Charles Purrintin, executiv committee; Mr. D: Birdsall, corWill some day take his paper.
MRs. M. M. TARBELL.
responding secretary. The associadon is composed of cirHANNIBAL, Mo., Jan. 10, 1888.
cles or clubs, not to exceed seven, located in different localMn. EDITOR: About three months ago, a few of us con- ities in the county, to hold weekly meetings; the associacluded that we would try what could be done in the way of tion to hold monthly meetings; and the by-laws provide that
increasing the membership of our Brotherhood of Agnostic ·part of the funds shall be appropriated to employ a developMoralists by sending out through the mails at our own ex- ing agent, whose duty shall be to visit all the club meetings
pense copies of our constitution and blank applications for and monthly meetings, and the association has employed
member~?hip. In less than ninety days, with an outlay not Dr. S. C. Trowbridge to perform the duties of said ageut.
exceeding ten dollars, we hav enrolled ninety members from The doctor is doing a good work, and is very competent
twenty-four states and territories, many of whom are prom- both as a lecturer and as an improvisor of poems and songs,
inent in the Liberal ranks. Encouraged by this result, our always inviting his audiences to select subjects for both lectsociety, at the regular business meeting, Jan. 1, 1888, ap- urea and songs. At our meetings, at which, on account of
pointed a special committee to continue the go-od work for the extremely cold storm, there were but few convened, we
the ensuing year, which cannot be done.without aid. The raised by voluntary contribution the sum of $116. But now
com;:'littee cmisists of A. E. Trabue, William Gatts, and F. what we want is Liberal papers, pamphlets, and literature,
H. Rau. All of these (excepting myself) are stanch business to educate.the masses to a proper understanding of the immen of unquestioned integrity, as may be verified by refer: portance of united work, and that if united we can by the
ence to any bank or ousiness house in this city. Their "ballot-box settle all the evils that are convulsing our nation,
names guarantee the honest and judicious use of all funds without resorting to Anarchy; and I now solicit donations
placed in their hands, and it is to be hoped that the mem- from all Liberalists of Liberal papers and pamphlets that
bers of the Brotherhood and the friends of the cause every- I they may hav &<:cumulated on their hands that they do not

=
care to keep.
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They can by so doing do much good in sowing the seeds of Liberal ideas, and showing the important
necessity of immediate action to prevent all efforts to unite
church and state. Our association is purely Secular and sci.
entific, and all Liberal donations will.be gratefully received.
All large packages of Liberal papers please send by express
to my address, and small donations by mail, and if the
donors want the postage remitted, I will do so if they send
me a postal card requesting it.
I send inclosed a postal note for $1.25, seventy-five cents
of which is to pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER·for three months
to Dr. B. C.- Trowbridge, Morristown, Minn.; and for the
balance, please send me just as many back numbers of THE
TBUTII SEEKER as you can afford to for distribution in our
clubs, and I will try to inc:ease your subscription list, and
so will the doctor.
Direct all donations, either by mail or express, to
,
D. BIRDSALL, Corresponding Secretary.

. Long may the old TRUTH BEEKER liv to espouse the catise
o.f Free.thought and reform. Those pictures of Hest~·s are
Simply u;nmense. . I hav a scrap-book from last year's pictures; th1s year I- mtend to make a book of the paper for
future reference. I would be pleased to hear that Robert G.
Ingersoll was billed here for another lecture as there is a .
large majority here who appreciate his lectur~s ;·he .always
draws a large house. May he liv to see the fruits of his work
mature!
I see that C. B. Reynolds has been lecturing all around us
At Kansas City he would do well to come here for a fe~
evenings. May success and prosperity attend THE TRUTH
BEEKER, and her banner ever be unfurl~d to all truth seekers
of the world.
A. B. Fox:

. 91.

ministry. A month after making this statement he was a
candidate for public office, and "got left."
Yet another: " Every Infidel has on his deathbed called
upon the God of the Christians to hav mercy upon his soul
":i~hout a ~ingle .exception"-" unless drugged into insensi:
bil1ty," he mgenwusty· added. Is this true?
One more: " Infidels are made, not born." Ha, ha, ha!
Who made them?
While hurling one of these seedy thunderbolts at the audience, our worthy divine demolished the Bible-stand with his
lever of adipose tissue,·depositing it and the word of God on
the floor.
1 take pleasure in complying with your request in your
paper by sending the names of all my friends who will I
think, be greatly interested in the invaluable contents of lts
columns, and likely to subscribe.
WILL FrGBTUM.

WELLAND, ONT., Jan. 12, 1888.
li1R. EDITOR : In last week's TRUTH BEEKER I noticed an
account of the doings of the Kahle family in regard to their
GRATTAN, M!OH., Dec. 29, 1887.
MR. EDITOR: I hav taken your paper many years, read it
·
GREEN HILL, 0., Jan. 9, 288. · brother Daniel. I used to be acquainted With this same
Mrt. EDITOR: I see that Mr. Shoemaker of Rush Pa says Daniel !{:able. He stopped at our place awhile in the winter carefully, and, on the whole, am well pleased with it. It is
"S
'
, .,
'
top my paper," inconsequence of what little you said in and spring of 1865, when I was a small buy. After he left sai~ th.at readers often think they are better judges of what
regard to those Anarchists in Chicago. And I think those we never heard from him until, last summer, C. B. Reynolds penodiCals should or should not contain than those who concartoons hurt & little: I think Mr. Slioemaker is rather in his travels spoke of him. I think he stopped at his resi- duct the~. I d? not expect yours or any other paper to
easily foundered. I think it would be well for him to clear dence. We were anxious to know if this was the same l'!Ir. conform m all thmgs to my personal opinions. One year ago
out another little patch in the wilderness of his brains just Kahle that we knew of old, so my brother addressed a letter I_ wrote you a private letter in regard to the Anarchy queslarge enough to plant one grain of common sense, and culti- to him at Metamora, asking him if he was the same Daniel tion, and also a short one that was published, asking you and
vate well and partake freely. It will be good for what ails Kahle that was at our place in 1865. His answer was, "Ye£ 1 your correspondents if it were not better to " call a halt" in
him. You never said one word in justification of Anarchy I am the same Daniel Kahle;" and he wrote quite an inter- the discussion of that question. M.y opinion then was and
t?at I remember. You only condemned their trial and execu. esting letter, without the shadow of a sign of craziness about still is, that it is not one that properly belongs to a discu~sion
twn, and so do I. Mr. Magie, of Duluth, speaks my mind it. My brother answered his letter some time afterward but of the principles of Liberals as embraced in the Nine Deexactly(Nov. 22d). There was no evidence that one of those did not hear from him again. He must hav died about the mands, or the resolutions passed at the last annual convenmen had anything to do with throwing the bomb, that I time the letter arrived. We had not heard of his death until tion. As I understand those documents, their whole tone
temper, and spirit indicate that as Liberals, or Secularists w;
could find. I see another one of those rigidly righteous and we read it in THE TRUTH· BEEKER oflast week •.
My brother in his letter asked him how he came to be are in favor of obedience to national and state constitutions
unco guid from Paris, Ill., has squealed. He says if you
hav any more sympatlletic editorials or communications to a Freethinker. He said he was a Freethinker before he was and laws. But if questions arise in regard to change or
publish, not to put them in his paper, bU:t smear the place at our place, but not so radical as now. At that time our amendment, we are ~n favor. of doing it in a legal manner,
with printer's ink and he will be satisfied. Now, don't you family were all members of the Society of Friends, and knew and.in a full and free discussion of the same.
The principles of Anarchy involve the utter disregard and
· ser:e my.paper that way. I tell you emphatically, don't you nothing about Freethought, so of ()Ourse there was nothing
do It. I do not want a black spot to appear on the face of said on the subject. His brother George was with him while destruction of all laws; and in regard to Socialism, I cannot
my paper to represent a correspondingly black spot on the here. I do not know if he is the Freethinking brother easily determin the dividing line where the latter leaves off .
and the former begins. Of course, Secularists are entitled
spoken of, or not~
inside of my skull. No, sir, !want light, not darkness.
each
and all to their personal opinions in regard to these and
It
is
certainly
too
bad
that
the
Christian
bigots
should
be
ENOOH W!OKERSHAM.
allowed to hav full sway in the settling up of Mr. Kahle's all other questions.
But once again I wish to say, let us call a halt in regard to
.
P&RRINGER, W.VA., Jan. 2, 1888.
affairs. It seems the average Christian has no respect for the
MR. EDITOR:- It seems that cooperation is coming upper- wishes of dying Infidels •. The case of Dr. T. L. Brown is a the discussion of these questions to so groat an extent in THE
most as one of the easiest and most practicable solutions of striking example of this. A more solid Materialistic Infidel TRUTH SEEKER. I say this, because I believe their discussion
the labor question, without a change of political parties and than he could scarcely be found, but how shamefully they tends to divide Liberals into factions that disturb and destroy
principles. As many of your readers are, no doubt, believers disobeyed his wishes and instructions in the management of the harmony that should exist, and lead us astray from the
legitimate principles that should govern and control all Libin cooperation, some of whom, perhaps, would like to hav his funeral !
the· opportunity of uniting with others on some equitable ·In regard to Mr. Kahle being crazy; I consider that a ruse erals in words and deeds for the benefit of mankind, as
plan of associativ life, I would like to call their attention 'to to prevent his bequest for the Freethought libr(l.ry from being opposed to the intolerant dogmas of Christianity and the
the Clay County Cooperativ ·Colony now. being organized in made use of as he intended, as I firmly believe his mental efforts of its followers to deal unjustly toward those who do
this state, for the purpose of engaging in farming, mining, faculties were all right, and I will also say that when I knew not subscribe to their peculiar opinions. We want harmony
timbering, etc. The Colony is to settle on a 1,300-acre tract him he was a young man of more than ordinary intelligence in our councils, justice in our demands, adherence to our
. of valuable coal and timber land lying on the Elk river in but did not know at that time that he was a Freethinker. ' Constitution and lawsjn the spirit of the fathers of our government; and if a change is needed, ad vocate it and make
Clay co_unty, and, if possible, begin operations next spring.
Yours in friendship,
E. CHANTLER.
it in a lawful manner.
The plan of cooperation is one of the most equitable and
I never hav, and do not now, intend to express an opinion
practicable ever devised for securing to its members the full·
as to the justice or injustice of the conviction and punishRoOKFORD, W. VA., Jail. 16, 288.
fruits of their toil, besides affording them social enjoyments
MR. EDITOR : As I see nothing in your paper from this ment of the seven Chicago Anarchists. But I will say that
and educational advantages not possible under the competitiv system that now prevails. Nearly all tlile organizers of part of the Little Mountain State, I seize this opportune time the judge who presided at the court, and the jury who prothis colony scheme are Liberals, and it is this class of co- for contributing a few notes to the sea of Freethought. nounced th~m guilty, were in a position to know more and
operators that we especially desire to hav unite with us. Freethinkers are munerous in this community, but outspok;en better in regard to the guilt or innocence of those men than
Those who feel interested in our project and wish to better Liberals are scarce. The Christian regards the Infidel as an any or all of those who think and talk merely as impulse or
their condition in life can obtain further particulars by ad- outlaw, to be exterminated by abuse and persecution. Let preconceived opinions dictate.
And then, when their appeal for a new trial went to the
dressing A. Allen Noe, secretary, Parkersburg,
Va., or us thank the god of. Nature that persecutions only make us
the stronger. Let us persevere in our noble efforts to break supreme court of th€ state of lllinois, shall we assume that
the undersigned.
0. BURBEE.
the gyves of superstition and set free the human soul. Let the judges composing that court were actuated or governed
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a constant reader of the old us march under the banner of this truth: He that converteth by any motiv not in accordance with justice under the laws,
TRUTH BEEKER for six years. During that time I hav loaned a Christian from the error of his views shall save a soul from and with a preference for mercy?
every copy of the paper to some one to whom I thought it superstition and cover a multitude of shams.
And finally, whe.n the great high court of last resort in our
The Christian religion is being shaken from center to cir- nation took the matter of a new trial under advisement and
would do the most good, and some of them to four or five
persons. I succeeded in getting a newsdealer to keep them cumference by a mighty earthquake of scientific forces decided against it, it seems the bight of egotistical presumpfor sale, antl hav got several customers for them )Vith good escaping from the unjust restraints of society. Reason. the tion for irre lponsible individuals to say that it is all wrong.
result. I find the most of the Jews of this city are Liberally most puissant and exalted of human faculties, is the weapon.
I find that very few, if any, who express their opinions
inclined. I hav talked to thousands of people of Kansas of Liberalism. Do~mat~cal assertion is the weapon of priest- through THE TRUTH BEEKER are ready to uphold the princiCity, including a good many of the clergy, and hav failed to craft. Science has been established by the p_en. Religious ples of Anarchists; but with many there seems a strong
find any real backbone in any of them concerning what might has been established by the sword. If "the pen is leaning that way, that should not appear with those who are
they know. When you run them to their hole they say you mightier than the sword," science must and will ultimately good, honorable citizens and mean to uphold and sustain our
must hav the evidence of the Christian religion to understand prevail over the Christian "philosophy," whose deadly foe laws and help preserve good order in Jociety. Little straws
the meaning of the Bible, which I think a cowardly retreat. it is in spite of all the bigoted assertions of theologians that show which way the wind blows, and I believe it wrong to
As long as I hav breath and strength I calculate to talk "every discovery of science adds new proof of th~ truth of show in a small way a leaning toward such principles as
against the ignorance of those church-loving people, and the the Bible."
·
Anarchists advocate ..
"cunning" of preachers who preach on Sunday and break
Two would-be revivals recently terminated here unsucLiberal friends, let us not imperil the success of our cause
the law, and idle away their time in the week.
cessfully, to the. great discomfiture and chagrin of two elo- or dishonor ourselvs perso!).ally by expressing any undue
There are thousands of Liberals in Kansas City, and some quent Bible-pounders. Score another victory for the tri- sympathy for those whom our highest authority pronounces
of the best men of this city are Liberals, but they never say umph of science over superstition. These two worthies criminals.
anything for fear of injuring their business, but it has never labored night and day two weeks with all the zeal of" wrinWe hav boasted, and rightly too, that America was and is
impaired mine in the least, and everyone who knows A. B. kled fanaticism" and bigoted ignorance, without a single an asylum for the oppressed of all lands. But in view of reFox knows my religious opinion, and they well know that convert to their faith.
cent events, it may be necessary to modify that expression,
I hate a hypocrit in anything.
One of these "sky-pilots," an ex-evangelist from New when men who flee from oppression in the_ Old World come
I hav been very much disappointed in Grover Cleveland's York, made some very remarkable statements in his thea- here and while yet aliens proclaim their intention to destroy
orthodox standpoint. Am disappointed that he even gave logical disquisitions, some of which I will reproduce for the our Constitution and laws, and to do it by revolution that
a copy of the Constitution to the pope, the greatest tyrant benefit of my brother readers :
·
shall drench our land in blood. No, friends, to quote a
on earth or in heaven or hell.
" It is impossible for God to save a man unless he wants phrase often used by Mr. Ingersoll,_" it will not do." By all
The Rev. Sam Jones has been holding forth here for two to be saved." Indeed! Is man more powerful tha.n God?
the honor we owe to the men, wise in council and brave in
weeks, and has been reinforced by Sam Small and Brother
"Bob Ingersoll is utterly destitute of the power to reason." war, who imperiled their lives, their homes, and all they
Joseph Jones. They say they hav come to battle the devil, Brother Macdonald, do you hav any doubt in regard to the held dear to establish our government, which now we claim
but, instead, he has been abusing the church-members, call- truth of this minister's modest declaration? Poor ''Bob!" to be the best on earth, it will not do.
Then, as true friends of humanity, who olaim to be
ing them fools and idiots, bunch-worms, and saying they are I pity the poor, benighted soul, wandering hopelessly in the
not as good as a good devil, But those old preacher-lovers somber -valley of intellectual darkness.
en'gaged in a good work that shall remove and blot out all
will take any kind of abuse from Sam, because he has . Here is another: " The Bible was not made to teach injustice, let us all endeavor in kindness, charity, and justice
license to abuse people; besides, they think they deserve it astronomy." Please notify the board of revisers, so they can to·help sustain and built up a world-wide sentiment that will
(and so do I).
strike out such passages as.Gen. i, 6, 7; Josh. x, 12, 15, etc. do away with the old spirit of bigotry, intolerance, and hate
Sam Jones has created quite as much excitement as we
He also stated that he ''would rather be the means of con- that has so long and largely controled the world. In order
expected, but not any more than Barnum does when he verting one soul to God than be president of the United States to be consistent all those, of whatever name they may be
comes. Both carry lots of cash, and both are large hypocrite. eight years." I hav as much confidence in the truth of that called, who honestly wish to make this life enjoyable by
Barnum says he is a humbug; Jones der.ies it. And so wags statement as I. hav in the Baptist preacher's who said he teaching a better way, should constantly and kindly unite in
. CoNVERSE CLOSB.
the world!
. would never consent to· hold political office while in"God's trying to find it.

w.
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1 am a Liberal because of the absurdity of
the Bible. Let me cite a case to illustrate my
idea. Two boys, Jones and Smith, are playEdited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall mates together; when manhood arrives they
Ri'Der, Mass., to tt~hom all OommunicaUom fO'r go out into the world together. At last,
after committing all the crimes known except
this Oorner Bluntld. lJ8 BM~.t.
murder (he must not murder if he wants to
go to heaven-how inconsistent!), Jones is
"Between the dark and the daylight,
brought to his deathbed. Then he repents.
When the night is beginning to lower,
How nicely Jones, the criminal, is saved!
Oomes a. panse in the day's ocClllpations
That is known l!.S the Ohildren's Hour."
Smith is a kind husband and father. He
delights to help his fellow-men, care for the
If There Be a God, Where Are Yon! ~rphans, cheer the sick; but he doesn't " repent." His fat'e is to burn _in. everlasting
With all his arguments cnt down,
hell. I would rather be a Liberal and go
The parson shook his head,
with Smith.
And, with a sad, reproaching frown.
In substance thns he said :
Ail Liberals hav heard preachers tell about
"Ah, yes! if there no God shonld be,
the intuition -of savages in regard to their
I know 'tis very well;
after life; and there is,another intuition savBut if there be a God, yon see,
ages hav-that is, to scalp a white man
Yonr unbelief means hell!"
regardless of his religion.
Then, parson, search the pantheon
Of all the gods in state,
Hoping that I hav not taxed your patience
And him that wears the angriest frown
too long, I will leave this subject for some
We all mnst venerate.
greater mind.
WILL. J • .MIOKII:L.
Of him who threatens direst plagne
Ionia, Mich., Nov. 12, 1887.
On others' devotees

QiltiltTrtn~s ~arntr.

Mnst terror-smitten mortals beg
Forgivness on their knees.
,
A jpaJons god or jealnus sponse
Can make a hell below;
I scorn a. creed and shnn a hons_e
That's built on hate and woe.
With bliss my heart tumultuous beats,
When reason bids me find
That all the gods in all their seats
Are figments of man's mind.
Irtoln, Tn.
J. K. P. BAXEB.

Baby and the Soldiers.
Bough and ready the troopers ride,
Great bearded men with swords by side;
They hav ridden long, they ha'C ridden hard,
They are travel-stained and battle-scarred;
The hard ground shakes with their martial tramp,
And coarse is the laugh of the men of the camp.
They reach a spot where a mother standi,
With a baby clapping its little hands,
Laughing aloud at the gallant sight
Of the mounted soldiers fresh from the fight.
Tile captain laughs out, "I'll!fiV yon this,
A handful of gold, your baby to kiss."
Hmiles the mother, "A kiss can't be sold,
But gladly he'll kiss a soldier bold."
He lifts up the babe with a manly grace,
And covers with kisses its smiling face,
Hs rosy cheeks and its dimpled charms,
And it crows with deli!fht in the soldier's arms
"Not all for the captain," the soldiers call;
'The ba.bv, we know, has a kiss for all."
To the soldiers' breasts the baby is pressed
By the strong, rough men, and by turns caressed;
And louder it laughs, and the mother fair
Smiles with mute joy as the kisses they share.
Just such a kiss," cries one trooper grim,
"When I left my boy I gave to him;"
"And just such a kiss on the parting day
I gave to my girl as asleep she lay."
Snob were the words of the soldiers brave,
And their eyes were moist as the kiss they gave.
-Chtcago Leager,

Why I .Am a Liberal.
DEAR SusAN: It's not nice to say, "I can't,"
ill I try, and I am going to try.
Knowledge and reason teach me. I hav
studied that great word, "Liberal," many times
It runs through my mind. To be Liberal
means to be kind and true, to think for myself, and be the same thing all the time-not
one thing in one place and another in anoiher
place. I don't think one can be a true Liberal when he acts thus. I want to liv happily, and do all I can to make others happy.
That great word Liberal keeps me thinking
we all ought to be kind, gentle, and thoughtful for the welfare of others. Oh, think deep
down of that great word Liberal-what it
does truly mean l How pleasantly we feel
when we think what kind and true Liberals
we are trying to be I Oh, would I not like to
speak to the whole world, and say, "l'am a
true, full-blooded Liberal ?"
I wonder how many girls are thinking of
being a genuin Liberal, as I am trying to
be If the people were all Liberals, everything would rejoice and be glad. I will close
for this time. Wishing you success in the
Corner, I remain,
Your true friend,
SALLIE REMSBURG.
Daleville, Ind., Nov. 14, 1887.
This is a great subject with which to combat, but I will try and express a few feeble
ideas.
I am a Liberal because fanatics try to make
the Bible a mystery. If the Bible will not
stand criticism, let it be discarded like alz
other faulty productions. A belief in the
Bible is simply a belief in the unknown. My
reasoning powers tell me that all known facie
belong to science.
I am a Liberal because of the freedom
allowed in the ranks of Liberals. All people
are free to a certain extent, yet nine-tenths of
this great country are chained by the links of
superstition and priestcraft.

while, and now that she has gone, sweet
'memories of her may be cherished, and life
may receive an added luster becaul!e she lived
her brief, bright years of joy and gladness.ED. C. C.]

'J.'he Death of Little Mate.
DEAR LITTLE READERS oF· THE CoRNER:
Come up close beside my chair; you may call
me Aunt Kate, if you like. I wish to tell
you about my dear little daughter who died
March 6, 1886. She was eleven years, eleven
months, and twenty-one days of age at the
time of her death. Like you, she was a little
Freethinker, and a reader of the Children's
Corner. She was large of her age, with
1laxen h~ir, very large, truthful, gray eyes,
broad, high forehead, and bright red cheeks.
She reminded me of a maiden-blush rose.
She was very loving and affectionate-would
kiss my hand and say, "My good mother!"
It is so hard to giv her up. I thought I
would write something about her for you
children to read, and thus build a monument
in your minds sacred to the memory of the
dear little girl that is gone. When she was
small she had a quaint, old-fashioned way,
and always disliked to wear red dresses, because they were so gay, liking gray best of
all. When she was about five years old,
grand~a, one day at dinner, told a funny story
at which we all laughed heartily except
Mate. I glanced at her and saw the muscles
around her mouth quivering, but she looked
very solemn ~s she ;remarked, " That came
pretty near making me laugh !" At another
time, I was preparing toast for sick grandma·
she said, " Wouldn't it be nice if I were sick
and you were fixing that for me ?" She was
very fond of pets, especially young Iambs;
she once had two, and her father wished to
sell them with the other sheep. When the
time came to drive the sheep away, Mate and
her lambs were nowhere to be found· she had
taken her darlings and gone to a saf~ hidingplace, where she remained until the danger
was over.
One day, after looking in the Bible at the
picture of a lamb burning on an altar, she,
with a look of great concern on her face, inquired of me what it meant. With all possible dignity, I informed her that they were
burning the lamb so that God could smell
the smoke, to make him pleased. I wish that
I could hav pain~ed the look of utter disgust
and contempt that came over her face· it
would hav been a rebuke, for all time: to
t1ose who believe that such heathenish customs could ever hav pleased a God! Her
name was Mary V ermilia. There is a little
brown bird on this coast different 'from any
I hav l!een in the Eastern states; it has a peculiarly soft voice and only sing~ early in the
morning and at evening. We imagined it
said," Ma, Mary; Ver, Vermilia, Milia, Milia."
So she called it her bird. One day she came
in with her eyes shining like the stars, to tell
me that, finding a fish-worm, she had thrown
it toward one of her birds, and that the little
creature had taken the worm to a pool of
water and washed it before eating it. She
was very studious "at school, and spent her
spare moments in reading. It is now nearly
two years since we laid our darling down to
rest on the fJ.Uiet hillside, and I hav waited
all this time to gather courage to write this
little tribute to her memory. I am afraid you
will think this a strange obituary, but I believe in making even death as cheerful as
possible. To the memory of our beloved
child this is lovingly dedicated.
MR. AND MRs. CoPE.
[We are all sorry for the death of oRe of
our number. We know how lonely :inust be
the home without her gentle pres.ence. But
the dear little girl will never suffer pain or
know a pang of .sorrow. Let us be glad that
she made sunshine in her home for a little

I
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Sayings of Little Ones.
One_ day at diiiJ!.er, one quail was cooked
for sick grandma. Little two-and-one-halfyears-old, Dot, refused to eat such as the
others had, and complained of beb;Ig sick. I
inquired where she was sick. She replied,
"In the quail!" You may be sure she had
some of that quail. One day after Puppy
Judy had been fed a Iarg!3 feeding of milk,
six-year-old Bennie remarked that " she
looked as though she had been blown up with
a gospel-stuffer." I am usually very cheerful.
One morning, when I was feeling sorrowful,
little four-year-old Creet missed my singing as
J went about my work, and said, " Ma, tell a
joke!" One day, on coming into the kitchen,
I found my seven-year-old Mate holding up
a very large old rat ; she had his neck
pinched between her thumb and finger. I
said, " Ho~ is it he did not bite you?" She
replied, " I hurried up and pinched his neck."
After eating griddle cakes, Ral remarked that
he had made a square meal. Little four-yearold said, "I should call it a round one!"
Little Ben, looking at the picture of the devil
at the cross.roads, said, "I shouldn't think
they need to be afraid of the debbie, when
they look so much like debbles themselvs !"
MRs. KATE CoPE.

Correspondence.
RED CANoN, WYo., Jan. 6, 1888.
DEAR Miss WIXoN : Papa has taken THE
TRuTH BEEKER for two yearR, and I am much
pleased with the pictures. I read the Correspondence in the Corner, and see that there
are quite a number of boys and girls that
write to you, so I thought I would try. I go
to school ~d am in the highest studies. I
bav four Sisters, but I am the only boy of the
family, and I think that I am the only Liberal
one in my country. I hope that you will find
a place in the Corner for this. It is my first
letter. ·Good-bye, for this time.
Yours truly, Taos. W. MACDONALD.
NEVINBVILLE, lA., Jan. 15, 1888.
Miss SusAN H. WrxoN: I hav been thinking about writing a letter to yo:1 for a long
time. To-day is Sunday an.d it is a sunny
day. I see you hav requested the readers of
the Children's Corner to write and tell what
they hav been reading. I hav lately finished reading the History of Napoleon Bona-parte, and I am now reading aloud to ma
the History of Ancient ·Greece-that is
before Christ-and, of course, it is uncertain:
You must not think that I do not read stories, for I hav the" Story Hour,"" Apples of
Gold," and will inclose money for " All in a
Lifetime." I hav read books by Aunt EJmina, viz., "Little Lessons for Little Folks"
(which is -very interesting, and I tlrlnk all little
folks ought to hav it to read), "The Darwins," "John's Way," and the "Infidel
School-teacher; or, Mary Jones." They are
all nice stories, and contain much that might
instruct older people.
My uncle, F. I. Green, takes THE TRUTH
BEEKER, In'l!eBtigatfW, Ironclad Age, Freethinkers' Magazine, and the Independent Pulpit. I read them all. I am going to school
now, and study Fifth Reader, arithmetic
grammar, history, spelling, and geography:
and the teachers are compelled to l]av the
scholars read physiology aloud.
Our teacher is a lady. She does not say the
Lord'.s prayer or read in the Bible in the
mornmg. Sometimes the scholars sing a
song.
The picture of your little niece in front of
the "Story Hour" is very pretty, and I hav
been thinking about getting a frame for it.
There are two churches in this place-the
Congregationalist and the Methodist; but the
first named has been closed about three years·
the other had a revival and got twenty-tw~
members.
The population numbers 250. You remember the pictures of American Freethinkers
that came in the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL of
1885-we hav arranged them in a frame
18x22 inches, with D. M. Bennett's monu:
ment in the center and the pictures of
Haeckel and Spencer at the sides. It contains
thirty-four Iike~esses. Folks hav thought
·that It was all pnnted on one paper. We als l
hav Ingersoll's and Paine's pictures, life size.
Altoge~her, they make a goodly array of
Freethmkers, and we hav also a picture of
"The Modern Balaam" framed (one of Watson
Hesto!J'B pictures in THE TBUTH BEEKER).
. I thmk ~j letter i~ long eno'!,gh for this
tim~, so wil close, With best wishes for Liberalism.
CAROLINE A. TRUMAN.
[Caroline is a model Freethinker, and we
hope to hear from her again soon.-ED. C. C.]

TO -COMMUl'USTS.
I would like to hear from the Communistic
re~ders of TBE T~UTH S.EEKEB1 flAPeoiaJly my old
fnends who were mtendmg to lOin thA L. M. and
B.S., tw.o years since. We want $5.000 to be snbscrlbed 1n the next three months. making a capital of $10,000 to start a soc1ety in Kanse.A.
- Respectfully,
E. E. PARK,
l\it. Ple&sant, Tex.

Jtimtt g[olumn.
All About

Co:ftf~e.

Coffee is the seeds of a plant, or, more
properly speaking, a tree that 1lourishes in
the tropics. If left to grow naturally, the tree
would run up thirty or forty feet, but it is
usually kept pruned down in order to facilitate the gathering of its berries. Its 1lowers
are a clear white and resemble orange blossoms; its leaves are a thick, cark green,
remaining so the entire year. The fruit is a
rich red, changillg to dark purple, and resembles somewhat a cherry, and is very nice to
eat. Buds, blossoms, and fniit in all stages of
development may be seen upon the same tree
at all seasons. Each berry has two seeds.
Coffee makes a very palatable drink, and
is an important article of commerce. It contains in its raw state aromatic oils, fat, cane
sugar, and a substance called caffeic acid,
which is called its most important principle.
There are several different kinds of coffee,
and its use is known all over the civilized
world as a beverage. It also has medicinal
qualities, and is given sometimes to stop sickness at the stomach, vomiting, etc. It is an
antidote for some kinds of poison, such as
opium, and it is .useful in destroying bad
odors. Therefore it is often used in sick rooms
as a sort of disinfectant. It produces a fragrant and particularly agreeable scent when
burnt where there are noxious vapors.
action upon some people is harmful and
injurious, for it tends to increase the action
of the hPart, producing palpitation and impairing digestion; but it is agreeable to almtlst
everyone, and is in general use in countries
wherever it is known.
Of course, you know how the beverage
called coffee is made, so we need not go into
detail about that. Most people use milk
and sugar with it, but nativ Turks, it is
said, drink it clear.
Arabian writers first mention coffee, and
the word is derived from Kaffa, the name of
a place south of Abyssinia, where, in a wild
state, it grows in great profusion, and where
it was used a long, long time ago. The Turks
call it kah'De. In a place called Aden, in the
fifteenth century-, it was a popular drink
among the studious, and those whose business
or pleasure kept them much awake at night.
There is a pretty legend concerning its discovery that runs in this wise : A poor Arab
was wandering one time, about· the middle
of the fifteenth century, down through Abyssinia, and one day, being greatly fatigued,
he sat down to rest at the edge of a shady
grove. He thought he would make a fire
and boil some rice, for he was faint and hungry. So he cut some shrubs and sticks with
which to build a-fire. Some branches that
he cut he noticed were covered with dried
berries, and after he had cooked his rice an~
was eating it, he began to notice a fragrant,
spicy odor arising from the burning berries.
He examined the berries, crushing them, and
some slipped from his hand into the jar upon
the fire that contained boiling water. The
weary traveler thought he would taste it, and
the drink seemed to strengthen and revive
him wonderfully.
II This is excellent," he said; "I will carry
some away with me."
He gathered a quantity of the berries, and
took them to Aden, whither he was going,
and, on his arrival,- presented some of them
to the mufti, and told that personage that,
crushed and put in boiling water, the berries
made a most delightful drink.
The old mufti had smoked so much opium
in his life that he had become a chronic in·
valid. His hands trembled and his nerves
were in a sad state. He commanded that a
beverage should be prepared from the berries, which was done at once.
He pronounced it delicious, and ordered
his slaves to go and procure more berries fo
his use. He began tp recover his strength,
and was so charmed with the new drink that,
in great thankfulness to the tree, he called it
cabnah, which in Arabic means " force."
B. H.W.

Its

QuESTioNS.- What is coffee? How high does th
cnft'ee-tree grow? Descrtbe t.be fio.,.ers ~tnd fruit
What are the qualities of coffee? What is its ao
lion upon some temperaments? Who first men
t.ioned coffee? From what iR the word derived
What do the Turks call it? Relate the legend o
the discovery of coffee.

MATRIMOl\'IA.L.
Should there be an elderly Liberal lady within
the reading circle of THE TBUTH SEMKER pos
se.ssed of some means, and willing to corresnond
Wl~h an elde.rly l!'entleman, a pronounced Free
thmker, havmg also a moderate income, with a
view to matrimony, she will please addresP BOX
18, Ithaca, M10h., givinl!' full name and address
Those only who mea~ l.>v.s\~e~s n!left wrtte,
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A gt>nts for the Truth
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Ineersoll's Tributes.

OALlli'OBNL\,

J, E. Clark, Los Angeles.

REDUCED .IN PRICE.

Dr. J. L. York, Ban Jose, Cal.

We hav made arrangements whereby we call
otfer these magilificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's &t greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
Printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for framili.r. The titles are:

OANADA.

w.

B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
·

T. Clappison, Hamilton, Ont.
OOLOBADO,

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.

TH~

IDAHO,

A. Erwin, Murray.

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago-.
INDIANA.

-AND-

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, D1p1kirk.

Jl'rt~thinht~~t ~lmattat,

KANS.AB,

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MAINB.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-offl.ce, Smyrna

Mills).

1888.

M:ASSAOHUSETT~.

Joseph }!arsh, Northampton.
MIOillGAN,

~reetl\in*er~, $eienti~~, ani ~Rifo~opRer~,

PAGE

NEBBA.SKA.

Calendar for 1888,
5 -Life In a Trappist Monastery. E. J.
Freethougtit in the United States, 1887, 17
Bowtell,
·on Religion. ExtraCl from Shelly,
Bible Studies. (Illustrated.) George E.
Macdonald ..
:T-he American Secular Union. Samuel
Moses,
P. Putnam,
Adam,
32 International Freethought Congress,
The Forbidden Fruit,
48 Sunday Amusements. F. M. Holland,
A Voice Walketh,
54 The Blasphemy Case,
-Git\
6o How the Layman is Deceived. E. M.
Agriculture,
74
Macdonald,
·
The Decease of Adam,
78 A Horrible Man. L. K. Washburn,
Adam's Sons,
90 The Hindoo Theologian. Poem.
Cain Abscondeth,
92 The Protest. Poem. •
The Heart of Man Groweth Wicked, 98 When Did Jehosaphat Die? J. E.
no
Remsburg,
The Flood Episode,
:Subjects of Illustration. Portraits,

Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 Bo.14thst., Omaha.
NEW YORK,

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
IJ. Adler, cor. Essex& Grand sts., New York.
omo.
N. Hexter, 303 Bupenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
.

B. F. Hyland, Corvalli11.
PENNSYLVANIA.

Dr.J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh
TBNNESSEE,

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
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34

62
76
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Address Tl'IE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
~tlrlB and a younger brother who were left parentless, wi h little money, fair education, and much
courage, to make their way tlnough the world by
llOing to Chicago. The authorhalYo the heroine,
The na.rrativ i•, in the main, a history of 1\ workinK girl's life and ~xperieuce in the city of Cbicago
among bluff budiness men, kind hearted folks,
and dtsreputable hypocrits. It is just such a story
of human life as we •hould expect Colonel Inllersoll to be interested in; and whatever he admires
and appreciates iY sure to he worth the attention
of the rest of the world Pric• 2~ oents.
Address THE TRUrH BEEKER.

28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.

ENGLAND,

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
Hall of Science, Broome
s~., N.Y., 1829 (frontisPlace). .
Theo, Parker,
Benj. Franklin,
Wm. Lloyd Garrison,
Abraham Lincoln,

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As u.
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbnrjl' are:
The Church and Morality ; Criminal Statistics,
showinl{ the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentianes ; the Church and Civilizatioll; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty •hthe Church and the
Antislavery Reform ; t e Woman's Rights
-Movementt the Tem_perance Reform; the
Church ana the Republic.

Frances Wri.rht,
Ethan Allen,
Thomas Jefferson,
Rob't Dale Owen,
John A.dams,
Peter Cooper,
James Lick,

E. L. Youmans,
OA&s, Sumner,
Thos, Painel
Abner Knee and,
Horace Greeley,
Abby Kelly Foster,
Wm. DaRton,

Geo. Washin.rton,
Stephen Girard,
Gilbert Vale,
LYdia Maria Child,
Garritt Smith,
John W, Draper.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

MIRACLES
A

J'r'1
IX<
p
0
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0

J'r'1

0

" The ~iracnlous is the impossible. A.nythin.r
1-0
c:l within the realm of the possible is no miracle."

~
~

J'r'1

0

J'r'1
IJ::l

~
t;J

t:.;J

medtate relief from Granulations, Iofiammations,
Dim Vision, Waterv Gatherings, and Failing
Stght of Eyes. Deafness, Drumming, Ringing of
the Ears dispelled by a few apphcations. Catarrhal difficulties of Eyes or Ears inBtl\ntly re.
moved. Bent the world over. Box with ins true·
tiona; by mail, 80 cents.
G. A. LOMAS,
Shakers P. 0 .• N.Y.

Bu JOHN PECK.

Price, 10 cent11. Per dozen, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO;
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~

~
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A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has publi&hed

z
:-3 THE NINE DEMANDS

0
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traitJJ of his character and genius, and vindicates hiij name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Ohoi<le extracts from ' Common Sense,•
"American Crisi~," "Rights of .Man," and •:Age Is a Stanch Infidel and a Sttccessof Reason ware g1Ve11 ; also, tr1bntes to Pame•s
character from more than one hundred noted
f"ul Physician.
person11 of Enrolle and America,, many of them
The Better Wav,of Cincinnati, 0., says, "We are
written expressly for this work. Second editiont 160 pages, printed on fine tinted IJIIPer, assured that Dr. Fellows. the eminent specialist of
neatlY bound, and containing a handsome Vineland, N.J., is_an educated gentleman of susteel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents: perior mind and large attainments, and that success in his profession has brought him bnsinesy,
cloth, 75 cents.
.
not onlY from all]!arts of this countJ"Y1 but from
Image Breaker. Six Lectures: De- foreign
shores, He is in the prime or life and
cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Wash- able to transact his vanons professional duties
iDI{ton an Unbeliver ;.Jefferson an Unbeliever; promptly and well and giv satisfaction in every
Pame and Wesley; uhristian Sabbath. Each mstance. His references are numbered by thou5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 eta. sands."
Dr. Fellows treats all those peculiar diseases
The Apostle ot· Liberty. An address resulting_
from indiscretion and i.rnorance of
delivered in Paine Hall.J before the N. E. Free- youth. Those
who are ailing should send 10 cents
thinkers' Convention, olannary 29, 1884, Price,
for the Dr.'slittle book setting forth an EXTERNAL
10 cents,
APPLICATION-II
positiv cure.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00,
Address
DB. R. P. FELLOWS.
Vinetand, N. J,
a-- Mention this paper.
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Si-:»t'U Ye111rt1 Im>Miabl6 Succe&3,
1'1'" Fo11. ALL DISEASES OF EYES OR EABB. lm •
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SHAKER EYE and EAR BALSAM
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MIRACLE WORKERS.

z0

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re- a=
ligions and Political Liberty. Tells the story

LESSOR IH HISTORY

Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.

Preface by R, G. INGERSOLL.

·watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street.
London.

A double-page picture oontrastinl' 1cience and
theology, showin.r how the one hall labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it.
Price, six oopies, 30 cents; one dozen. GO cents;
twenJy-five copies for $1; one hundred copies far
$3, We wish that the friend& of l'reethoU&"ht woulcl
distribute thousands of these tellin.r picmrea.

B:r A. • .J. GROVER.

A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

WASHINGTON TEBBITOBY,

A·sHORT

The Reason Why· a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Guod Citizen of
this Republic.

97

W. Wedeken, Montesano.

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from 11 rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question ill discussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea: The Jewish Babbath.,i. The Christian
Scri!ltnres and the B!!bbath; J!;xa,mination of
Bund~ Arguments; Origin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Obristian Fathers: The
S.tbbath durin~ the Middle A~res; The Puritan
Sabbath; Test1mony of Chnstian Reformers,
Hcholars\ and Divines ; Abrol{ation of Sunday
-~Laws Pnce, 25 cents; six coPies, $1.00.

OB

DANCER AHEAD.

8o

NEW YORK:

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

Sabbath-Breaking. 'l'his is the best

ROMAN ISM,

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

UTAH.

Twenty Orimes and

Th8 Trad8 Supplied at Special Discuunts.

94

'

Vices Sanctioned by Bcri~ure Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheating: Theft and Robbery •
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars ol
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman:
(:ukiudness to Children: Cruelty to Aninlals;
Human Sacrifice&; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polyg_amy: Intem!lerance; Poverty
and Vagrancy: Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. l'r1ce, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1,
Special discount on larger_g;nantities.

Introduction by
. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

47

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.

IUble .Morals.

UN, WOMEN & GODS.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
·
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Phot<Hlngravin,gs of Mis11 Gardener are for sale
at this office, Pnce, 40c.; with antol!"raph, 50 ~ts.

ani l1umerou~ otl\er ~ffu~tration~.

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.

TEXAS.

New Edition, Revised and Enlar~:ed.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,

~itf\ @l'o,en~-four ~ortre~.it~ of S@)j~tin3ui~Req J\meriean

MISSOURI,

OREGON.

The price of these heretofore has been '1'5cts. We
otfer them at FIFTEEN CENTS EA.CH; THE
THREE FOR FORTY OENTB. Mailed secure
from bre&ka.re. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
18 Lafayette PL, New York.

<E. M. 288.)

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
8. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 138 B. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.

.

The Vision of War,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
A.ddress at HIUTJ Miller's Grave.

Truth Seeker Annual

ILLINOIS,

in a more attractiv form than any in which they
hav previously appeared. At the head of an engraving on heavy plate paper, 24x19 inches, are
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
Republic. A.t the sides are FRANKLIN and
JOHN ADAMBi and between these two are
printed the Nine Demands of the American Secular Union in conspicuous type, At the foot are
LAFAYETTE, GillARD. and· INGERSOLL,
making eight likene&Bes in all.._ Inscribed beneath each portrait is some radical sentiment
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
space between the portraits and around them are
arabeaques of vines and fiowers in profusion, and
the panel inclosin.r the Nine Demand& is surmounted on each oomer by Mr. Eckhard's design
of the fiag above the cross. The whole makes aD.
exceedin.rly handsome work for framinl'. The
artistic part is equal to the best, and the portraits
are as tme to nature as the photo.rraphs from
which they were transferred. The desil'n will be
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
.
• Wayette Place, Nell' York.

The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.

History cfA£hristianity
A VINDICATION
r1f some passages in the "History of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire " by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,
Including critical notes by Guizot, Milman, Wenck,
an'' English Churchman,'' and other scholars.
l \•ol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With C5 engravings. $1,50

This book shows when, where, and how Christianity

originated, who were its founders, and what were the
sentiments, martners, numbers, and condition of the

primitive Christians.
"I kuow of no book that contains more real and val
uable information upon the origin of Christianity."R. G.

INGERSOLL.

"One of the most learned and Interesting books ev«.
written and published."-Doston hzvestigator, #
F"OR SAI.E AT TRUTH SEEKER 1),101••
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That Badger Boy at Sunday-school.
THE LESSON OF THE OREATION.
" Now, boys, I will read you the glorious
account of the creation;" and the teacher
read that wonderful tale of handicraft up to
the time before the cnation of man, that
Badger boy then diving in, as it were, for
information.
"Please, mum, where did God get the dirt
to make the world of?"
"He created it, James-there was nothing,
and he made everything l" .
" Cracky I wouldn't old Snooks, who owns
half the village, like to make villages and
farm:s out of nothin'? Where was God,
mum, when there wasn't no heaven for him
to liv in?"
"I don't know, James; and nobody must
ask such questions."
" Why not, mum?"
" Because they hav no business to, my
son."
"Don't God want us to know where he
hung out 'fore he made heaven, mum?"
"Sh I child! you mustn't talk so."
"No'm. What's the spirit of God, mum?"
" I can't explain so you will understand,
James."
"No'm. Is it like a boat, a fish, or a duck,
mum?"
"Heavens! what a question!"
"Yes'm. Didn't you read that it moved
on the waters, mum ?"
" The Bible reads so, and that's enough,
Without any questions, you boy."
"Yes'm. What made God make the world
in the dark, mum? Why didn't he hav a
light in the first ·place ?"
"That's what no one can tell, you wretched
boy I And you just stop I"
" Yes'm. Was it 'lecLric light, mum?"
"Yes, that's just what it was."
"Who put up the poles and wires, mum?"
"James Badger, I shall send you home."
"No'm-please. Why didn't God h~v it
light all the time and no dark, mum ?"
" He made night for sleep, child."
"Huh I there wasn't nobody to sleep when
he made the world, mum."
"But he knew there would be, dear."
"Yes'm. How'd he know, mum?"
"Because he knew everything, you boy."
"Yes'm. Did he know your pop and ma
would git married, and you'd be here, mum?"
"You Badger boy, you stop I"
"Yes'm. Did God make the sun out of
fire, mum?"
"Yes, he did." [This was an easy one,
and the teacher "got there" readily.]
" Do you s'pose it's kerosene, mum ?"
[No response, but James didn't appear to
be hurt in his feelings, and asked:]
"Please, mum, did God make the moon of
green cheese? Pop says it's green ~heese,
mum."
" James Madison Badger, I don't know
what to make of you; and your father is
awful to talk so to his little son."·
"Huh! I'm made already, mum. You
ain't God, and can't make nothing of me;
[This was a bald-headed, naked fact-Comstock would hav gloated over it could he hav
caught it on the 1ly-but the teacher looked
· as though she wished she was God for. about
two seconds, if no longer, when J. M. B.
would hav been "made nothing of," or looks
are to be largely discounted.] But you
didn't tell me, mum, if the moon was made
of green cheese-is it,· mum?"
"No, it isn't, you ridiculous boy."
"Pop says it is, and I guess--"
" He's a wicked man to ten you so ; and
don't you mention such a thing again."
":Please, mum, what did God make the
moon to grow big and then grow little for;
then go all out and then c:>me again?'; ·
"I don't know, child; btit fora good purpose, of course."·
"How do you know, mum?"
"Oh I do stop, will you?"
"Yes'm. Do you cut your corns, mum,
after the moon's full, so they'll go 'way with
the moon? Ma does."
"Dear me, James Badger, do go home."
"Please, mum, don't make me go. I'll be
good. When God made the big whales,
mum, where did he get the lamp-oil to put
in 'em?"
"James Badger, you'll drive me distracted."·
" That's what ma all us says when I ask
questions. Is all women driv distracted,
mum?"
" They would be, I'm sure, if they aU had
boys like you." [Tartly spoken.]
''You hain't got no little boy like me, hav
you, mum?"
"No, I hav'nt, thank the Lord I"

L. K. Washburn's Works. Mottoes for Freethinkers.

" Be you married, mum?"
"No, I ain't; and now you stop. I'm just
tired out with you;"
" Do you thank the LOrd 'cos you ain't
married, mum? You didn't say so."
"Yes, 1-no-er-that is-will you ever
stop asking ridiculous questions?"
"Yes'm. Did God make devil's darnin'
needles-them long, slim, 1lyin' things?"
" To be sure he did, James. All such questions I am happy to answer."
" Does the devil darn his stockings with
'em mum?"
,.'There you go again, from the sublime to
.the ridiculous in one step."
'' What's the sublime, mum ?"
"God is sublime."
'' What's ridiculous, mum?"
" Why, the idea of the devil darning his
stockings with young beetles, you young
heathen."
" Why don't the devil darn his stockin's,
mum ? Don't you, when there's big holes in
the heels o' yourn ? . Ma says she's seen the
holes in 'em ·when--"
"There, now, you James Madison Badger,
you go right straight home. I won't put up
with you another minute. You are the
wickedest boy I ever saw I The class is dismissed!"
Thus to an end came the "creation" seance.
S1 SLOKUM.

We hav received a. supply of illuminated motto
ca.rdil, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
regulatinlf human conduct on the Sabbath is intended to take the place of the "God-bless-ouran impertwt>nce." Price, 10 cents.
·home " placards which disfigure the walls of so
The False 'l'eacbing of the Chris many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches by 221-2. The motto is in black,
tiau Church. "The Thirty-nine with
colored borders, with an illuminated monoArticles of the Ohristian church are thirty~
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. gram of U. M. L. The following are the various
readings:
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think .......................................................
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshopTHE LIVING .HAV A BIGHT TO CONTROL
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to underTHE WORLD. .
• ;
take a. crusade of· one against the Oolorado ;
......................................................
beetle l" Price, 10 cents.
·

Sunday and the Sabbath. "A. law

.

Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
Price, 5 ceu ts.
Do You Love Jesus 1 Price, 5 cents.
America's Debt to Thomas Puine.
Price, 5 cents.
Is Liberalism Moral 1 Price, 5 cents.
A Holy Superstition. Price, 5 cents.
The Workingman's R('ligion. 5 eta.
Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Free Religion ; or, the Religious Demaud of To-day. Price, 5 cents,

BT ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
. TOGETHER ·wiTH

A. ROliN CATHOLIC CANARD.
F'aUrica~ Account of a Buns at the Death-

A

.······················································
.
•
FREE THOUGHT WILL GIV US TRUTH.
.......................................................
..................................
.................. .•
. SUPERSTITION IS THE CHILD OF SLAVERY. .
·

····················:·································.•
·

BEASON IS THE LAMP OF THE MIND.

.······················································
.
THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IS
CATHEDRAL.
lltY

.................
........................ ·•· ........ .
.......................................................
•.•

•

UNIVERSAL MENTAL LIBERTY.

.

.......................................................
.······················································

The Brute God of the Old Testament.
THE TIME TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,
Price, 5 cents.
.
AND THE PLACE TO BE liAPPY IS HEBE.
The Resurrection· of Jesus Not
PrOVPd. Price, 5 cents.
NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
TILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.
·······················································
.
.

.Very Cheap Pamphlets.
---o---

Pains VinUicata~ !
-oA. thorough a.ud overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous a.tta.cks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Oouta.ining
both the slanders a.ud
their refutation.

.

:

THE WORLD IS lltY COUNTRY;
TO DO GOOD MY RELIGION.

:

.......................................................

The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethought societies there is a large card
22 x 15 inches, printed in colors, with an engraved
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberalism. Framed it makes a splendid ornament for
Ingersoll Catechise([:
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. P1ice, 30
His Answers 'to a Number of Vital Questions Pro• cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, securely
pounded by the Editor of the "Ba.n Franciscan;" wrapped, on receipt of price.
singly, a· cents; per dozen, 80 cents; per hundred,
THE TUUTH SEEKER.
Address
$2.00.
We ha.v on hand a large number of the following
of OOLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamph'ets, which
will be disposed of at cost, as forows:

ORTHODOXY.

A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12mo
pages,.10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred;

Our Flag Above the Cross.

Civil Bights Speech.

This device is for
paper and envelopes for Secular
Unions and others.

Including the address of Frederick D ouglas,fiftythree-la.rge octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1; &.old $6 per hundred.

The Trnl11 of' HlstorJ.
This is a. comment by Oolouel Ingersoll npl!m
the religious lies that hav been told about himself, and first made its appearance in these columns. Price 8 cents; 80 cents per dozen ; $2 per
hundred.

PRICES:
Half-note, bl'kink,
per quire, • .18
Envelopes, black
inlt, per pack, .18
Paper or envelopes
with local address, 1,000, $6.00
Half-note, 4colors,
per quire, . .25
Envelopes,4 colors,
per pack, •• 25
Paper or envelopes
4 colors, with local address, per
1,oJOO, • • $10.00
Address

BIBLE IDOLATRY.
A letter Oolonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
the London "Secular Review." Price 3 cents; 80
cents pe·r d,oz;, or $2 per hundred.

INGERSOLL ON ltleGLTNN.

T1uniuu Paine.
BY Wr H. BURR.

Being the comments and opinions of Mr. Ingersoll upon the fight in the Oatholic church between
the la.te pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
the pope. Price 3 cents; 30 cents per doz., or $2
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's per
hundred.
dying moments· attributed to Bishop Fenwick
We suggest that these be purchased in quanti(upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal charges) is a. forgery, it being impossible that ties, a.nd given away to Ohristians, and it is with
that not unreasonable exptcta.tion that the vri<ies
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
hav been placed so low.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

bed of

IS THE COD OF ISRAEL S. P- Putnam's Works.
THE TRUE COO?
The Problem of the Universet and

The Truth Seeker.
_OOPYRIQHT£0,

Any profit from sales will be devoted to the free
distribution of Liberal literature.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM.

The Present and tlte Future
lts·Bcientific Solution, with some Oritic11ms of
The Narrativ of the Five Books of Moses,
Repnblle of' Nortlt Amerlea,
Universology.
Price,
20··cts.
Joshua, and Judges, and the
BY A CAPITALIST.
New Testament.
Waifs and Wandermgs, 8 New Ameri·
can Story.

By Israel W. Groh.
Price 25 cents.

Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

BEND POSTAL to Leftwich Bros. and Ourtis
Florence, Ala., for description of cheap laud in
the BunnY South.
1:vM

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
See1·etary of the American Secular Union.
Price 10 ceu ts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00MPANY.

Price, cloth, $1.00; pa):ler, 50 cts.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
"A prose epic of the war, rioh with mcideut
a.nd dramatic power ; breezy from first page to povert;v, viceJ and crime. It deals with the ~resent
last with the living spirit' of to-day."-John conditiOns or society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
SWinton's Paper.
impossible that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
Ingersoll and Jesus. A. conversation remedy,
the author thinks. is in communal life,
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Oentnry In-·
fidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic
of North America, as it will be when
shown there is. much in harmony between
society shall be organized on the principles of
them. Price, 10 cts;
Rational Oommnnism. The book is vigorously
Golden Throne, 8. Romance. " The and interestingly written.
author certainly has genius. The divine creaPaper, iiOe; elotlt, @II.
tiv spark is within hirit. The book 1s filled witlil
manly thtmghts1 . expressed. in manly wordsAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
the. transcript or a. manly mind. Every Liberal
should read Golden.Throne.• "-INGERSoLL.

Prometheus. A. poem. "It is crammed BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
with life, . thought, a.ud profound emotion,
SUBJECTS:.
poured ferth, it seems to me, with extra.ordi·

·

nary beanty."-DB. HENRY W. BELLOWS. $1.

PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDIOAL OOM·
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearlY 1 ooo pages, fully
illnstrat&,d. Oloth, 8.25--i.u Eng1ish or German
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.
A new cheap edition at only 1.5(1.
Why Don't He Lend a Hand 1 and BOillNOE IN STORY; O':J. Sammy Tubbs, the
other Agnostic Poems. Price, 10 cts.
Paine, J eflerson, Washington,
Bol',Doctor, and Spousie, the Troublesome Monkey.
Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at$1 each, or
Adami and Heva. A. Poetic version By
per set ; or five volumes in one for $2.
Franklin.
version of. the Indian Storr. of the Garden of
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
"A LEOTURE. delivered before the Tenth .A'llnna
E:len,.iu which its superiontyto the mutilated 250 pagesl illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10 volume or "Science in Story.'') 50 cents.
Oougressof the American Secular Union,
cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready ReiuOhickering Hall, New York.
J!'or a.ll of the above address
cipel!. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
November 13, 1886.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
BANITARY-BOillNOE BERmS (Dime PamBy JOHN E. REMSBURG.
NEW EDITION.
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bactelia
lD their Relation to Disease," representing the germ
Price 15 cents.
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
and opposing vaccination ; "Health in the Sunbeaml" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
OB1
to SICK and well. Hy mail, 10 ceBts each.
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
The
Origin
of
the
Christian
Religion
of Heredity," by Prof; Brooks, 386 p_aEeSl cloth
OR,
$2i "Heredity!" by Loring_l\looay, 159
bound,
Men of Business Who Did Something Besides·
and the Significance of its
11.ages, clotnt 75ceuts; ' The Law of Heredity," by
Making Money. A. Book for Young Americans.
F.
H.
Marsn,
10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Rise and Decline.
Human Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 ceuts.l' Generation before Re~en·
BY .TABlES PARTON.
eration" by Dr. E. JS. FGote, Jr. 1 )0 cents; ' Re·
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
r orts of Oonven tions and Parlor meetiu!Cs during
Prlee,
- $1.2:J.
1882," 10 cents; "Third Annual Oouveution of the
lnstitute of Heredity,:M~, 1~" 10 cents.
Addrea1
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
For sale at this oftl.ce.
Price, $i.OO.
Address
'.!.'Ji.IG T.liuTH eEEKBB,
28 Lafayette Pla.oe, New York

Fathers of Our Republic,.

Gottlieb, His Life. ·A. Romance of

The Secret of' the East,

CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRYI

THE T.RU.TH SEEKER, FEBRUARY 11, 1888.
SING; BROTHERS, SING.

ARGUMENT

USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

BY

Robert G. Ingersoll,

The Con:O.ict between ChristiiLnity
·
and Civilization.
PRIOE,
·15 CENTS.
It is 'a stunner; concise, scholarly, and good.M. E. Billings,

LIBERTY A.ND MORALITY.
PRIOE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and nsefnl
discourse. -James Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it in ilfa11,-T, B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of a6 pages. It is a·very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age,
.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.
PRIOE, 110 CENTS.
The number of heads under which yon hav
divided the subject matter of the pam;>hlet, and
the concise m11.nner in· which each pomt is discussed, should be highly commended. "Therefore
I take great ple11.sure in recommending " AntiProhibJtion" to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temperancetJmt in the principles-of self-~Iovernment.
J.J.mcCabe.
Address THE TRUl'H SEEKER.

Charles Watts's Works.
Saints and Sinners. 10 cents..
•.rbe History of Freethougbt. Bound

in cloth and lettered. Plice, l.2b CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freethoqght and its
E1uly Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section ill, Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. ·Section IV.
Freethought in Contlict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Sec·
tion V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

Serularism;· Destn1ctiv and Construe-.
tiv, 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Christian Evidences Criticised

A

reply to the "Christian· Evidence Society."
Introduction b_y Charles Brad1augh, Contents: The Origm of Christianity; The Historical Value ef the New Testament-; Miracles;
Prophecies ; The Practical Value of Chtistianity; The Progress of Cllristianity, Price, $1.

THE STB.11GGLE
:ron

Re igious and Political Libertv.
1

In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acqmre greater political
liberty; also vigorously attacks the very foundation of the religion of every age; d1velling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detail~
ing the account of slavery in this country, calls
the attentton of thinking men and wnmen to the
position of womankind in America. Throughout,
the work is replete with astoundin.g fa~ts and
weighty arguments whtch cannot fail to mterest
the minds of this age.
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
Cloth, 12mo., 138pp,, price 75 cents.
Address
THE TltUTH SEEKEH CO,,
28 Lafa~ette Place. New York.

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
FOR

"B LA ·s PH EM Y ''
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~

PIANO.

GRAND, UPRIGHT

~a
·11 11 1~· ~
AND SQUARE.

Unrivaled in Tone,

~0. 1.

Tonch and Workmanship.
FACTORY

C>so
Cor. 8/th St.
BINDER for

&

WAREROOMS,

•
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.
. 1\. ~e Ne-w- York.
Third .!.C:l>-

~HE TRUTH SEEKER! HOW TO
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, 11111'ov {'.

Address

BIBLE
AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:
DEING

A.

Ct•parlson of the Old and New Testament l!lyths and l!liracles with tllu•~
of Heathen Nations of Antiquity,
CONSIDERING ALSO THEIR ORIGIN AJ).TJ> MEANrnG.
r-------WIT--H-:N_U_ME--tROUS IpL-LU_S_T_B_A_T_IO_:s_·s_._ _ _ _ _,.

01!'

THB

By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D •• LL.D.
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price. sa.
AddreiS THE TRUTH SEEKER.

VOLT !IRE'S ROMANCES.
coNTENTs:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.-Zadig,
or Fate,-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-,The Man of Forty Crowus. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-MicromflS:aB,The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Stogy of Nature.-A Conversation
With a Chinese.-Plato's Dream,-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasnre.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper, With 6'1
engravings. Price1_cloth, beveled boards, $1,50'bpaper covers, $1. .Hnu calf or half morocco. mar led
edges, $4.00.
•
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. ·

THE

CONVENTIONAL LIES OF 011B
CIVILIZATION.
l'rom the German of MAX NORDAU.
8EVEKTH EDITION,
Price, IKI cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00,

[Pre-Christian Crosses, from .Ancient Monuments.]

1 Vol. Svo., cloth, about 600 Pages. Price, $2.50.

HISTORY

$1.00.

THIRD EDITION.

Of Europe.

PRICE,
211 OENTS.
· Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

For either of these works or a11.Y of Paine's
writin.lls,
AddreRR THE TRUTH REEKER.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette PI,, New York,

INTELLEC'l'UA.L DEVELOPMENT

By Saladin.

Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America. from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: 11 A few more such
!laming argumenl;ll • • • will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation."

By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.

12mo, 160 pp.,

From the dawn of organized Paganism in the Eastern
world, to the final establishment of Christianity in the West,
the cross was one ofthecommonest and most sacred of symbolical monuments. Diversified forms of the symbol are
delineated more or less artistically, according to the progress
achieved in civilization at the period, on the ruined walls of
temples and palaces, on natural rocks and sepulchral galleries, on the hoariest monoliths and the rudest statuary. Of
the several varieties of the cross still in vogue, as national
and ecclesiastical emblems, there is not one amongst them
the existence of which may not be traced to the remotest
antiquity. BIBLE MvTHS shows this.

wa~ting.

THE CRISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.

on,

The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors ; ·or, Christianity Before Christ.

and .ft'ound

By THOMAS PAINE,
The Author-Hero of the Revolution.
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.
11

Natnral and Scientific Methods of
Never Forgetting.

Divine Revelations, containing a description of
twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two
thousand biblical errors in science, history,
mor~ls, religion, and general events. Also a
deliaeation of the characters of the principal
. personnges of the Christian Bible and an eX"
ami:ation of their doctrins. Price, 1 75,

E'l!idences for the Resurrection Xried

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest of all Antl·Blbll.
cal \Vorks.

Price, 3:i cents.

STRENCTHEN
THE M"EMORY•'

Bible of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven

Tl~.e

WHO WANTS THE.\1.!

Pair Diamond Eard•ops worth $400 for $280; do.
MOHRISTOWN, NEW
$2W for $150; do, $120 for $80; do. $60 for $45 ; do
$40 for $28; 1 Diamond Pin, worth $325, for $220;
do, $180 lor $135; do. «150 !'or $110; dn $100 for $65 :
Stenograpl!icaUy reported, and reoised by the autl!or,
do, $6~ for $45 ; do, $88 for $28. 1 Ring or Stud
worth $185 for $140; uo. $150 for $110; do. $90 for
$65; do, 165 for $45; do. $60 for !35. A full line of
Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
smaller Dtamond Goodd same discounts. WILL
·cents, or $2 per dozen. .
REFUND OABH IN FULL FOR ANY OF THE ABOVE AT
ANY TIME DURING ONE YEAR IF NOT BATIBl'ATORY,
Best "Howard" Watch, Elegant Diamond-set
. . l~1 this ~rgument Mr. Ingersoll ags.ln. shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain case, worth $300 for $220; similar $200 tor $150; do,
are m tt, It JB one of h1s greatest _Producttons. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and $150 for $1 to. Ladies' Watoh, 50 Dtamondd, worth
we s~e h!m as the splendid champwn of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom $200, for $150; do. Diamonds and Rubies, '140 for
and JUBtlOe, hatred of tyranny !IDd chains, sympathy for the oppreRsed, misguided, and enthralled, his $100; do, $100 for $70. A full line of regular styles.
courage a,nd candor, hav m t.hJ~ Argument full scope of expression, and he makes grand use of the equal!.Y low. Wedding-.Rmgs a specialty, Caboppor_tnnJty. Such a tlood of hght-of E'loqnence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry and patriot- inet Organs worth $150 for $75; do. $100 for f50
tam-Is not often poured on~ m a court of. justice,
'
~usic Box. tO airs, $3~. worth $45 • do. $2M; do. 8,
The many callR for tbJs ~rgul!lent Ill complete 11nd. accurate shape hav led to this publication, a us. $18 "orth $25. 100 Plush and Leather Album~,
as revised by j'tlr. Ingersoll himself. All other pubhcattons are the merest fictions-reprints from largest Rize, $1 tc> $10, nearly half price, 1oo Plush
meagPr and m1sleadmg newspaper references,
Toilet, Jey,elry, Manicure, Shaving, and l'htld's
Ls.wyers anda!lvocatPs will. fin~ this the model of an address to a jury; statesmen and politi- Rfts, $1 to $15, R>Un!l reductions, Best TriJ?le.
Cians a clear expositiOn of ConstJtutwnal rights. and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men Plated Knives $3 50; Forks $3 50 per dozen. Triple
and women everywhere, a Magna Charta of th~>Ir rights.
plated Tea-Epoond $1.70; Table·spoons $3.40 Per 6.
.Best Spectacle or Eye-Glass $1, Pebbles ~~. Gold
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city
t6 and $7 \Send line of finest print you can read
plainly at 14 inches and I can fit you). I am an
expert in my hoe-Your home jeweler must hav 30
to 50 per cent protlt-1 will serve you hooestly and
giv you the advantage of my l~ng ex]l_erience for
5 to 10 per cent,
OTTO WEl'TS l'EIN,
Rochelle, Ill.

Exposttion of the Devil and his Fiery Domains,
Pnce, 35 cents.

DID JESUS CHRIST RISE l'.ROM
THE DEAD1

BACON AND SHA.KSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write.
The Sonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590, By Wm. HENRY
Bmm. Pric~. 25 cents. For Rale at this office,

'
JERSEY.

AT

KERSEY GRA:YES'S WORKS.
Biogra'-hy of Satan; or, a Historical

Coutaming new and startling revelations in
reli~iOUB historyl Which disqlOB!l , the oriental
origtn of all the aoetrmes, prmmp.e!!,J precepts,
and miracles of the Christtan New Testament1
and furnishing a key for unlocking many or
its sacred mysteries, besides compnsing the
h\stor:v of sixteen oriental crncified__l;"ods. 1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and·
Wood sts., at 2:30 and '1.:80 P,Jit, for lectures and
free discussions on religions social and question~
.A.ble speakers interest the audience, N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

IN THE

Forthebenefltofourreaders who Preserve their J?aPers ·
we oft'er a new J!tyle of bmder,
• •n.ade fo_r the J!nrpose, and
Duties. Price, 75 cts.
' Wlth
the headmtt. of T~E
Tracts. The following tracts by Chao. '• 8'""'~ ' .
rarrTH SEEKER prmted 10
Watts"are published at the low price of FIVE
"'"'·'"""'
• <o~l letters on the outside,
rhlB binder allows the openCENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable 1 The Christian Deity;· JOg of the p:;pcrri p.,rfectly tls.t. It also allows the
Moral VI!Jue of the Bible; Freethought and taking out and replacing of one or more papers
Modern Progress; Chtistianity, its Nature and from any part of the file without disturbing the
Intluence on Civihz~ttion; Philosophy of Secu- ot-her parts.
Sent by mnil.poRtPrticl, for •t.
larism; Science and Bible Ant~~.gonistic •
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Chtistian Scheme of Rede_l!l_l)tion. For all of
tf
28 L~tfayeue Pl •• New York.
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Sec.ularism; its Principles and its

21}~

PHILADELPHIA. LmERAL LEAGUE

Ia your mP.eting-s, to make them hvely and interesting, THE LIBERAL HYIIIN BooK contains songs
bY the bedr. po~ts, adnpted to well-known tunes,
It is highly uommenderl by Messrs. Wakeman,
Pa.rton. Wright, Green, Underwood,lllt·s. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav E>Xamiu'd Jt. Pnce,
25 cents,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co,

W.S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.

95

Sent post-paid by the

TRUTI"l

Sm:KKEll.

WORKS OP 0, B,' lrfi/TF'ORD lt.D,

Christianity a Reward f'or Crime
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

100.

BIDLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

lila.

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25o,

A. Masonic Vindication of Right,
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 86 pages,
lllo,
Addrelf THE TRUTH SEEKEB.
l!F Lafayette Pl •• New York

THE-TRUTH
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, ORDER OF CREATION. i
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JEFFERSON DAVIS continues to receive the most
eminent honors throughout the South.
AUSTRIA is about to
appropriate 120,000,000
florins for the first expenses of mobilization of
troops.

- ---

--...:::----=--.:::::_:_

--

THE anti-Chinese parties ·of New York state
hav brought before the
legislature a bill making
the use of the English
language in laundries
compulsory.
Ta& Senate is considering a treaty with England providing for the
extradition of embezzlers
and dynamiters. It is
aimed at Canadian refugee defaulters and Irish
political offenders.

IT having been observed that the OongresBionaZ Record has a small
circulation, owing to the
high prices its publishers
charge, Congress is considering the selling of it
at a nominal price.
IN jubilee presents to
the pope, the United
States lias
surpassed
every other country in
cash donations.
New
York city sent $43,000
in cash.

v:D:~:gl·c~e'a~o~1 a'l_s~~f:&wertoMr.Glad-

,I

1ifh

r~~~ms_ 011 · J!/tj

flf

ong. :t •

stone, By Albert Revtll~, D.D.
'
.
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H. .
. .
_
f · ~
.
Huxley.
1 ·
• • d b'
h
VIL A Protest and a Plea. By Mra. E. Lynn Lin- IT IS In u Itab1e that persons o Pie.y; w o are
-. ~on.
. ·
·
.
a~xionsly desirous of the knowiedge of divine
oONTENTS.
•
. ThiS IS a ne"!' book and con tams the latest discus- truth are aided by the spirit of God in searching
· and
· of ·Worship.
· · -By Hon. Participants
swn on the m1stnkes
of Moses.of its
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j Scriptures. [Whenever an orthodox expounder of
Muller.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York. scripture, lay or clerical, clerical or la:y, begins a
paragraph as Horne begins
the extra.ct given above,
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and he often finds silly
twaddle, if not downright
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bouncers. I am not anxious
---to take up the· discussion,
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and I shall therefore leave
it to our dearly beloved
cousin, Mr. Chadwick, to
answer the venerable En~t
lish divine, which he does
with his accustomed neatness and perspioaoity.
Messrs. Chadwick, of Brooklyn, and not less Mr. Savage, of Boston, are always
straightforward and direct,
and while I do not follow
them in all things, I admire
their candor, the clearness
of the exposition of tht>ir
views, and the fairness with
which they deal with other
men's views, whether they
lean to orthodoxy or to
what they sometimes call
Liberal Christi ani tythough the phrase has of
late years fallen into disfavor-or whether they are
dealing with radical philosophers and popular expounders of Infidelity. No
truta seeker, Secularist, or
Agnostic should fail to read
what they say-but now for
the counter blast against
the aforesaid flourish.1
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tbe 31st ult. that the contested law passed in :On the Conflict betw~en Genesis and Geology
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" extends the suffrage to women only 1'n
school matters. The ·case was that of a
Racine lady against election inspectors for
a refusal to receive her vote.
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DID .M0:3ES HA.V DELIRIUM TREMENS?
And the: Lord said urto him, ~hat is that in thy hand.? And he said, A rod. Aud ue said, Cnst it on the ground.
And he cast 1t on the gr0uud, and 1t becam l a serpent; and Moses fled from before it.-Ex. iv, 2, 3.

STBANGEB : "Excuse me, sir; but are you the
THE· German government is progressing sporting editor?" Editor (with indignation): "Not
still farther in its outrageous violations of-the by a blankety-blank sight. I'm the religious
editor !••
freedom of meeting and speech.
THE Diocesan Union of the Catholic Total
Abstinence Societies has adopted resolutions
thanking President Cleveland for his present
to the pope.
SoME leading men of New York are taking
steps toward bringing before the grand jury
facts showing Russell Sage and Jay Gould JIGGS: "Miss D•Bonair bas grown considerably
since I saw her last winter." Wiggs: "How so 7''
guilty of embezzlement.
Jiggs : "When I saw her then her dress came way
Tm: observations made of the eclipse of up to her neck."
the moon on the 28th ult. by recently per- THE Greeks used to consfder, as I hav been told,
fected instruments are very valuable and
The bow and the arrow as father and son;
If such be the case, a fact equally cold
gratifying to astronomers.
Is that a bullet's the son of a gun.
MoRE profitable than most of the contents
MISS SMYTHE : "I hear that Mr. Flush proposed
of our newspapers is a discussion lately to you last night." Miss Van Dyke: "Yes, the
started in them on " What is the best way to forward thing I" Miss S.: "I don't see anything
very bad about that." Miss V. D.: "Why, this is
do good with $50,000 ?"
leap year!"
A SALE has just been closed of 500,000
Mn. WAiiDO (in the snpper room): "May I hav
acres of land in the state of Coahuila, Mexico, the pleasure of a glass of wine with you, Miss
to an English syndicate already owning 2,000,- Breezy?" Miss Breezy (of Chicago): "Thanks,
000 acres in that state. English capitalists Mr. Waldo; I believe I will take one more look at
the ceiling."
now own one-quarter of the state ·of Coahuila.
" I woN'T make way for a fool!" cried an envious
THE Federation of Labor has toined the scribbler, on meeting Saphir in a narrow passage,
Knights in their boycott of the Milwaukee where at first neither seemed disposed to giv
brewers, who, "after amassing colossal fort- place. "Oh, I will, with pleasure," replied Saphir,
stepping aside and bowing courteously.
unes out of their business, refuse to pay
IN olden times Mars ruled the fights ;
' living wages, and insist that the workmen
And, full arrayed, the doughty knights
shall work Sundays and shall sever their conWent forth to conquer with the blade,
nection with their union."
In tabards gay and arms displayed.
In modern times how changed the plight I
MR. liDisEN, an agent of the bureau of
•Tis Cupid rules, and dames that fight.
labor statistics, is about completing an exIn scant array, with nature's charms,
haustiv compilation of divorce statistics, with
They win-in their display of arms!
the object of persuading Congress and the
MISS VAN EMERSON (of Boston): "Madame Jupeople of the necessity of national marriage not's • Memoirs of Bonaparte' are very interestand divorce laws, and the amendment of the ing. Don•t yon think so, Mr. De Sappy?"
De Sappy (seized with a desire to show the extent
Constitution to that effect.
of his reading): "Ya-as. And w-what a bully
THAT sad absurdity in the sphere of human chance it was f-for Juno to get a whack in on
unreason, race hatred, continues as fierce as P-Paris for giving Venus the aw-apple, don-charever throughout Europe. A German named know!"
THERE was once great consternation in the_ office
Brandt recently forced his way into the office
of Zton's Heralrl when, the writer of an obituary
of the Paris La France and tried to shoot the article upon a mother in Israel havin,g said in
editor. ·He says his object was to avenge the pions phrase that she died and" claimed the prom"
ises," the paper was made to aver that .she had
attacks made by that paper on Germany.

Then Eve ate one snrely, and Adam t'wo;
This makes them three, "if the 'rithmetic's tl·ue ;"
Aye, Eve 81, and Adam 1, 2,
Which makes ninety-three, whatever you do.
We mean simply that Eve 814 herself,
And old Adam, 2, 814 himself;
·ro please his dear wife, he 814 Eve,
And Eve, 2, 814 Adam; perceive 7
So count (either way as you may) they've consumed up to date
Of apples three thousand six hundred and twentyeight;
But, "What do I mean 7" you ask in surprise,
As if I had sought my words to disguise.
·Why, •twas "the cool of the Eve "when· she took
her tea,
·
And 8140 only ; this paradox s~e 7
WhileAdam,tied tight to the apron string "sorter,"
At tea-time, though hungry, l;lut 81 1 2, .ro.
Which is simply to say, these apples hav been
Multiplied on the scale of "original sin;"
They crunched thus, by figures, which stack up so
weilthty,
·
Just eighty-nine thousand three hundred and
eighty
"Apples of paradise !"
ZoA TOPSIS•.
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Christian Absurdities.
BY JOHN' PECK.
Price 20 c:ents ; six copies for $1.
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THEBE'S a knowing little proverb,
From the BUnny land of Spain,
But in northland as in southland
Is its meaning clear and plain,
Look it up within your heart,
Neither lose nor lend itTwo it takes to make e. qila.rrel;
One can always end it.
Try it well in every way,
Still you'll find it true.
In a fl~:ht without a foe,
Pray, what could yon do?
If this wrath is yours alone,
Soon you will expend it.
Two it takes to make a quarrel;
One can always end it.
Let's suppose that both are wroth,
And the strife begun,
If one voice shall cry for peace,
Soon it will be done.
If but one shall span the breach,
He will quickly mend it.
Two it takes to make a quarrel;
One can always end it.
NoAH, when, after the deluge, the earth was
resettled in its former condition, set a.bont its
cultivation; and when he had planted it with
vines, and when the fruit was ripe, and he had
gathered the grapes in their season, and the wine
was ready for use, he offered sacrifice and feasted,
and being drunk, he fell asleep and lay naked
[and having no fear of Comstock before his eyes]
in an unseemly manner. When his youngest son
saw this, he came laughing and showed him to his
brothers, but they covered their father's nakedness. And when Noah was made sensible of what
had been done, he prayed for prosperity to his
other sons; but for Ham, he did not curse him, by
reason of his nearness of blood, but cursed his
posterity. And, when the rest of them escaped
that curse, God inflicted it on the children of
Canaan. But, as to these matters, we shall speak
more hereafter.-Josephus's Anttqutttes o.tthe Jews
CoME, let a proper text be read,
An• touch it aft' wi' vigor,
How graceless Ham leugh at his dad,
Which made Canaan a nigger:
Or Phineas drove the mnrderin~t blade,
Wi' w-e-abhorring rigor;
Or Zipporah, the scanlding jade,
Was like a bluidy tiger.
-Bums•s Oratnatton.
THE divorce between church and state ought
to be absolute. It ought to be so absolute that
no church property anywhere, in any state or
in the nation, should be exempt .from equal taxation; for, if you exempt the property of any '
church organization, to that extent you impose
a church-tax upon the whole community,-Prestaent GarfteiA.
·
·
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Jlolts and g[lippings.
A BILL prohibiting the growing of any crop
from which intoxicating drink can be made
has been introduced into the New Jersey assembly.
A CITIZEN of Muncie, Ind., went to a religious meeting the other evening and read a
·-newspaper most of the time. He was arrested, charged with '' disturbing a religious
meeting," tried, and acquitted.
THEY are paraphrasing the conversation
between the governors of North Carolina and
South Carolina in the following way: Said
the governor of Dakota to the governor of
Minnesota : " It is a short time between blizzards."
CoNGRESSMAN WHITING will receive a· national blessing if he succeeds in putting
through his bill authorizing the issue of fractional currency, for the convenience of persons sending small remittances by mail.
Members of both the Senate and the House
hav received petitions for such a law; but
Mr. Whiting is the first to formulate a bill.-'SpringfieZd Union.
THE first crematory in New England is
likely to go up at Worcester. Some Boston
·folks tried to get up a company, but the Hub
wasn't ready to burn its dead, and so its leading cremationists hav united with the Worcester association, which is incorporated as
the Massachusetts Cremation Society, and·
they are raising $10,000. Worcester has
given $4,000; Boston,· $2,000; Springfield,
$1,000; and Providence and other New England cities will doubtless add the rest.

REVIVAL

AND

THE opponents of a universal language
used to say it was impossible. Now that it is
not impossible, it is said to be unnatural.
Who ever ·heard of a language being invented?
they ask. But all their arguments, says the
Galveston News, are set down in a written
language every character of which was invented, and the· spelling of which is about as
clumsily arbitrary as any that could be contrived.
THE de!!potism of the '' trusts " is reaching such an intolerable bight that all classes
are now jpining in a storm of indignation
against it. Within a few weeks the leading
sugar refiners of the country hav combined,
shut down some works and thrown hundreds
of men out of employment in the middle of
winter, to make sugar scarce, and raised its
price 1;! cents. This increase on the sugar
used here annually amounts to $46,000,000,
to be transferred to the millionaires' pockets.
AT precisely 10 o'clock on the evening of
the lOth the Chinese merchants and shopkeepers closed their shops for the last' day of
their old year, the 5, 777th in their calendar, and
began preparing for their annual celebration,
which consists in treating their famous Joss
to many oriental delicacies that would giv
cholera morbus to a Christian. The first sacrificial offerings were clear of all kinds of
meats; even the bean extracts were fried in
peanut oils. Candied fruits and vegetables
in almost endless varieties were heaped upon
the altars of Joss long before the celebrants
had got their last annual ablutions and
donned their New Year's apparel. When
"Koto," or prostration, hour arrived the devotees confessed their numerous sins, which
were written out in full by one Qf their most
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eloquent amateur pr-ayer-writers and sold at
the rate of twelve cents a yard. To save
time, these were burnt the moment the sinner knelt before his Joss, who received the
petition in a volume of smoke mingled with
oth,er incense paper. When a crooked fan-tan
player burns ten yards of such prayers, he is
said to hav his sins washed away for the next
year.
A CAPE CoLONIST who had been guilty of
indiscreet remarks publishes this card in a
local South African newspaper : "I, the undersigned, A. C. du Plessis, C. son, retract
hereby everything I hav said against the innocent Mr. G. P. Bezuidenhout, calling myself an infamous liar, and striking my mouth
with the exclamation: 'You mendacious
month, why did you lie so?' I declare further that I know nothing against the character of Mr. G. P. Bezuidenhout. I call myself, besides, a genuin liar of ~he first class."
IT was not until last year that the Moors
would permit any examination of the cliff
dwellings which hav long been known to exist some days' journey southwest of the city
of Morocco. This strange city of the cavedwellers is almost exactly like ·some of· those
in New Mexico a::~.d other territories which
archeologists hav explored. The dwellings
were dug out of the solid rock, and many of
them are over two hundred feet above the
bottom of the valley. The face of the cliff
is in places perpendicular, and it is believed
that the troglodytes could hav reached their
dwellings only with the aid of rope ladders.
Scme of the dwellings contain three rooms,
the largest of which is about seventeen by
seven feet, and the walls of the larger rooms
are generally pierced by windows. Nothing

is known as to who these cave-dwellers
were.
THE Rochester Union ana Advertiser is
fearful that Anthony Comstock will visit that
town, and prints this warning: "Anthony
Comstock is a man who overfiows with modesty, and is generally standing around in its .
slop, as the late Sydney Smith once remarked.
He put his interfering injunctions on some
Philadelphia pictures a short time ago, and
the judge told him to keep in his own bailiwick, or words to that effect. Mr. Comstock
is a regular traveling menagerie of meddlesomeness, however, and there is no telling
how soon he may descend on Rochester.
The possibility of such a visitation has probably struck some of our business men. I
was in a nursery the other day and noticed
that most of the trees had a petticoat of straw
tied around their -naked limbs, and the
flower beds of a seed-house were well covered up from the gaze of the public. Anumber of laundresses in various parts of the
city, however, leave their _lines out in the
back-yard frequently and without a stitch of
clothing on them. He might proceed against
these people. Then, there is the statue of
the Venus of Milo out on East avenue, who
actually hasn't a rag to her back. If Anthony comes this way, he will probably find
something like the things we hav mentioned
to get some notoriety out of. The idea of a
horse chestnut tree being attired like a ballet
dancer is bound to shock his finely attuned
bump of grand foolishness, and when he
comes to expose the naked truth regarding
the toilettes worn at our Turkish baths, he
will be worked up into a fine state of bodily
per~piration and legal sweat."
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g[ommttnications.
·Blue Laws of New England.
When I started to write this article, I intended to
giv quite an. extensiv account of th~ trials ~nd p~
ishment of witches; but the record .Is too siCkenmg
and cruel. Many of those old laws and customs
excite our mirth, but here the proceedings are so
vindictiv, so heartless, that mirth givs way to pity
for the unfortunate victims and disgust for the perpetrators of those wicked deeds. So, lest the reader
grows as weat·y in perusing this article as I hav in
gathering the evidences, I will giv this cursed blot·
upon our nation's history but a passing notice. How
anyone could hav believed the absurd and monstrous
tales that were ~;worn to in court, which convicted
the witches, is more than we can understand, unless
we accept _Mr. Burnham's explanation of religionthat it is a species of insanity.
.
Barnes's Popular· History says: "The delusion of
witchcraft broke out in the family of Mr. Parish, a
minister of Salem, where a company of girls had been
in the habit of meeting with two West Indian slaves
to study the 'black art.' Suddenly they began to
be mysteriously contorted, to bark like dogs, purr
like cats, and scream at some unseen thing which
was s.ticking pins in their bodies. They accused an
old Indian servant of bewitching them.
.
"On being scourged, she acknowledged the crime.
A fast day was proclaip1ed. Cotton Mather, a distinguished minister of Boston, and a firm believer
in the delusion, came to investigate the case. The
excitement spread. Impeachments multiplied. A
special court was formed to try the accused. The
jails rapidly filled. Magistrates were busy. On the
most foolish charges-as peing seen flying through
the air on a broom-respectable people were con-·
demned to death. It was dangerous to express
doubt of a prisoner's guilt. Fifty-five perso.ns suffered tortu:r'e and twenty were executed. All might
hav escaped if they had confessed themselvs guilty,
but, with noble heroism, they chose death rather
than falsehood."
The affiicted persons would be severely scalded,
pinched black and blue, haunted by abusiv specters;
prodigious demons would ever, now and then, cover
the "most corporeal things in the world with a fascinating mist of invisibility.'~ And " there wanted
not the oaths of good, credible people to these particulars."
·
. At the trial of George Burroughs, a preacher, the
bewitched persons pretended to be dumb. "Who
hinders these witnesses," says the deputy-governor,
"from testifying?" "I suppose the devil," answered
Burroughs. The chief judge retorted: "How comes
the devil so loath to hav any testimony borne
against you'" And the question was decisiv. Besides, Burroughs had given proofs of great, if not
"preternatural, strength." Cotton Mather calls the
evidence "enough "-the verdict is guilty.
At the execution of Burroughs,· Cotton Mather
gave one of the most heartless and fiendish speeches
that ever fell from human lips. He exults over the
imminent damnation of the convicted wizard.
·
Another preacher named Noyes, on seeing eight
persons hanged up together as witches, had the Christian charity to exclaim: "There hang eight firebrands
•
of hell!"
While this delusion lasted, the clergy were its most
earnest supporters.
The English government finally interfered, and the
"craze" subsided; and when those very devout old
Pilgrims came to their senses, they found that they
were punishing innocent persons. Many persons in
custody waiting trial were set free; but what could
be done for those who had suffered torture or been
executed? They first hanged the witches, and then
found out they were innocent. Shrewd jurists they!
But the magistrates atoned for their deep crimesby casting all their sins upon Jesus. Judge Sewell
was so deeply penitent that he observed a day of
fasting each year, and on general fast day, in his
place in the Old South church of Boston, in the
presence of the congregation, handed to the pulpit
a written confession acknowledging his error, and
praying ,
That the sin of his ignorance, sorely rued,
Might be washed away in the mingled flood
Of his human sorrow and Christ's dear blood I

These were good old days which no doubt modern
theologians sigh for. They were· palmy days for
ecclesiastics. "Every rateable perS'on who refuses to
pay 'his proportion to the minister of the town or parish, shall be fined by the court two pounds, and four
pounds every quarter, until he or she pay the rate to
the minister." To laugh at one of God's chosen
· servants was an insult to the most high; and to
charge the minister with being in error was to
"openly contemn God's holy ordinances," and a violation of the laws of the realm, and the offender
must pay a penalty of ten shillings. ·A person could
neither vote, hold office, nor claim the protection of
the law, unless he were a member or the approved
church of New England.

We ard principally indebted to the Puritans for by enforcing the Sunday laws, and re-enacting others.
our diabolical Sunday la~s-; and now, after a lapse There are, in fact, organizations springing up like
of two and a half centuries, such has been their in- fungi, all over the nation, whose express purpose is
fluen.ce that Sunday is the most miserable and gloomy to get their God in the Constitution of the United
day of the week. After the laborer has spent six States; Jesus Christ recogli~~ed as tJJ.e ruler of nadays in arduous toil, the law yet forbids his taking t!ons; compel the use of the Bible as a text-book
any healthful recreation on the seventh, and be must in the public schools, and enforce the "observance of
either stay close at home, or, what is yet worse, the Lord's day." And this party is gaining political
attend church, and listen to stale prayers and dull power far more rapidly than is commonly supposed.
sermons. Though the law no longer forces people to They hav the· advantage of drawing around their
attend church, yet it has practically that effect, for it standard the illiterate, the fanatical, and selfish policloses all places of amusement and instruction .on ticians seeking power; and, what is yet to their
Sunday; and being unable to find entertainment or g.reater advantage, they are forced ahead by the rooedification at church, it is no wonder that so many mentum of eighteen hundred year!'.
people hav endeavored to finq relief from this. dreary,
The only organization opposing this fanatical "Begloomy day in the excesses of intoxication.
form party" is the National SEcular Union, composed
There are no longer taxes levied for the support of of many good and heroic souls who are bravely batthe clergy, yet they still hold a monopoly of Sunday, tling for the rights of their fellow-men, 1·egardless of
in that way making a good fat living, by working popular applause or their financial interests. They
one day of the week, while the great mass of the hav not so much to fear from the activ opposition of
people eke out a miserable existence by drudging Christians as from the supine indifference of the
through the other six. The Sunday laws are an Liberals. If our hosts were properly organized,
insult to the intelligence of the age-they are the there would be no reason why we should not succeed,
strategic point of our Secular movement. For the for we certainly hav the brightest intellects of the age ·
sooner the Sunday laws can be repealed and that· with us, and, what is yet better, our principles are
day a hpliday-a day in which one can do as he founded on equality and justice. But as a class,
pleases, and engage in such recreations and pleasures Liberals are content with theoretical advantages, and
as suit his taste, so long as he does not interfere in consequently the orthodox reap all practical benefits.
the rights of others-the better will it be for the
There are too many professed Liberals who giv no
moral and intellectual welfare of our people.
support to Freethought propaganda-they buy no
I know of no state in the Union but has enacted books; read no papers; contribute to no lecturesSunday law's; but the older Eastern states are more their whole energy _is bent to the acquisition of
heavily burdened with these obnoxious laws than the wealth, disregarding those noble principles which, if
Weste.rn states. If we can rely upon a statement carried into effect, would contribute to the welfare
made by the New York School Journal about a year and happiness of themselvs and their fellow-men.
ago, the old Puritanical Sunday laws of Massaohusetts
There are others who will contribute to the supyet remain unrepealed. And among these laws we port of the church and a system they know to be
find that people were compelled to attend church on false and who in the privacy of their closets wHl
Sunday or be fined. The Sabbath-breaker was to be whisper in your ear that they, too, are Freethinkers,
'' pqt to death or grievously punished at the discre- but as Christianity is popular it is policy to counte·
tion of the court." "The Sabbath shall begin at nance it-it would ruin their business to oppose it.
sunset on Saturday.''
Such as these are found among our business men, but
"No one shall run on the Sabbath, or walk in his most particularly among politicians who are seeking
garden, or elsewhere, except r.everently to and from notoriety through some petty office. 'l'hey must
church." "No one shall travel, cook victuals, make pander to popular prejudice; sordidly selfish, they
beds, sweep house, cut hair, or shave on the Sabbath are willing to sacrifice principle for profit, preferring
day."
the ephemeral praise of their "constituency" to the
They even struck at the sacredness of the family lasting plaudits of a grateful posterity. Such men as
ties. The only day of the week when people, re- these, wherever found, are cumberers of the ground;
leased from toil, could enjoy the company of their they are stumbling- blocks in the path of progress;
own household; the ·only day of the week when they are to be feared, for they are treacherous friends
father, mother, brothers, sisters, could become ac- and dangerous foes.
quainted; the only day of the week when the
For the sake of popularity they are willing to outlaborer could go with his family on pleasure excur- wardly conform to the ceremonies of any religion.
sions to the hills and groves, and listen to the bah- For the sake (If wealth or power they would uphold
bling brooks, the music of the leaves, and the sweet the cross or kneel before the crescent ; they would
caroling of woodland songsters, was denied them. If sacrifice to Brabma, or worship in a temple to the
the mother on Sunday wished to clasp her offspring sun.
to her bosom and caress it, this diabolical statute,
I do not wish to be understood that I would like
like a shaft poisone_d with orthodox venom, was shot to see Liberals raise a clamor on every street corner,
into her loving heart: "No woman shall kiss her or thrust their religious opinions in the face of everY
child on the Sabbath or fasting day.''
passer· by; I would not hav any Liberal make. a
If the husband and wife would embrace each other nuisance of himself. But it is necessary that we be
on Sunday, it was a grievous sin, and this double- stanch and true to principle; never afraid to stand
edged O.hristian claggEJ.t: g~eamed ).:>etw!Jep _tl;lem: for the truth.
"If any man shall kiss his wife, or wife her husband,
We- should ever be ready and willing to help along
on the Lord's day, the party in fault shall be pun- a cause we believe is right; ever ready to lend a
ished at the discretion of the court of magistrates." hand, helping our fellow-man to a higher plane of
And if we may trust tradition, this law was not a right living, and secure the blessings of liberty to ·
dead letter, for it says that a gentleman of New ourselvs and to our posterity. But we must not ferHaven, having been absent from home several get that liberty can only'be secured by a struggle,
months, returned home on Sunday, and, meeting his and maintained at the price of eternal vigilance. Let.
wife at his door, kissed her, and for his temerity in us press this intellectual contest on bravely, firmly,
violating this sacred law was arraigned before the courteously. To falter now would be to giv up the
court of magistrates and fined.
fruits of a long and weary struggle; the scenes of
Is it possible that the Puritans knew the meaning that thousand years of midnight darkness would be
of that soul-thrilling word, liberty 1 If they were acted once again, and the battles for freedom would
the founders of our free institutions, then every lib- hav to be fought once more.
GEo. H. DAwEs.
erty-loving person should, at least once in his life,
Pittsville, Wis.
make a pilgrimage to Plymouth and kiss "Fore-'l-'h_e_W_o_r..ld'*'-4s_A_d_T_a_n_ce-.
fathers' Rock"-the blarney stone of New England.
It seems almost impossible that such laws could
"In one of Colonel Ingen:oll's splendid lectures
hav been enacted, or that such crimes could hav been there is one thought which struck me so forcibly as
committed in the name of justice. But with the to invite further consideration. It is the idea that,
Puritans, their faith was a living reality; it was their no matter how bitter the enmity to Liberal opinions,
daily guide, their rule of action. Their burning zeal just as fast and just as far as this spirit of Liberality
fired their fanaticism into a deadly activity. The has gained ground, the church has been advancing
fault, however, was not in the nature of the men, as with it. Is not this the case 1 A glance at the
men, placed under the same circumstances, will think annals of history for the past few hundred years proand act alike; the fault lies in that system of religion vides convincing proof of the truth of this assertion.·
that urged them on to such aets of extreme violence.
Four hundred years ago the Ptolemaic theories
It was the· cursed doctrin of infallibility that lies at respecting the earth and heavenly bodies were as yet
the basis of all religious persecutions. For any still in their prime. Those who advanced any new
to believe that they hav absolute truth, and to sin- astronomical or scientific discoveries were denounced
cerely believe that it is necessary for the welfare of as heretics and blasphemers against God and against
mankind here, and the only way in which men can religion. The history of Galileo, Copernicus, Bruno,
be saved from perdition hereafter is to accept that and others who preferred the martyrdom of ostracism
truth, naturally compels kind-hearted and well- and torture, if not of death, to the favor of the church,
meaning men to be cruel. Men do not gather grapes. is too well known to be repeated.
of thorns, nor figs of thistles; neither can such
In their day those brave pioneers of thought and
wicked acts spring from true principles. Any sys- scientific inquiry were ridiculed and scorned. But
tem of religion that urges men on to such fiendish as the years passed by their theories came to gain a
acts must be false.
hold upon the masses, and finally what had been so
At the ·present time a wave of Puritanism is universally despised was accepted by the church and
sweeping over the country ; the orthodox party are reconciled with their religion ..
making desperate attempts to continue their power
Time went· on.; men .tried by force to make others
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think as they did. Education was confined almost
entirely to the pries~hood, and the tyranny of the
church and the bondage of .the masses seemed compl~~e. Those who dared to defy the religious superstihons of that day were put to death in the most
cruel manne,r.
Others w:ho were quite as religious but held dif.
ferent views respecting religious matt~rs from those
of the majority, were likewise subjected to persecution and to torture.
But a new world had been discovered where
tyranny and persec';!tion could not go. . It was attempted by. our Puritan fathers w"hen they banished
.A.nn Hutchmson, the-Quakeress, and Roger Williams·
but America was broad enough for all and Roge~
Williams in his exile erected the :first ~eat moimme:nt to freedom and religious liherty. This country
became the haven for fugitivs and refugees from
other lands, and when the tide of emigration began
to :flow westward the religious tyrants saw that their
day of power was over. The rack, the stocks and
the Inquisition were relics of a barbaric past and the
church lived and prospered under a more liberal dispensation.
_But the in~titutions of learning, the s?hools, were
still on the stde of the most orthodox rellgion. Only
about a hundred years ago, in our own coun.try,
Harvard would not allow the use of Gibbon's History
on account of the skeptical opinions of the author.
Harvard College is to-day a respectable and religious
-institution, but what would Cotton Mather, or even
· our Revolutionary fathers, hav said if they had witnessed the recent celebration in honor of the great
boon of optional chapel, which has been granted to
students of that college over twenty-one years of
age1
Text-books far more liberal in their tendencies
than Gi~bon are nc:>w in common use in nearly every
college m the country, and the church, without
making complaint, seems even to encourage them.
One hundred years ago. the frightful dogma of a
burning lake of fire and brimstone and eternal t01·ture
for the damned was universally preached. Sinners
were continually warned what they would surely
come to if they failed to meet the requirements oi the
church. But there were a few who dared to think
and express their honest thoughts. In religious as
well as iu political matters men began to exclaim,
like Patrick Henry, " Giv me liberty or giv me
death." It was a land of liberty, and the day of the
J;ack and persecution had long since passed by. Men
began to throw off the bonds of creed and the
shackles of such a faith as this. They revQlted
against this frightful nightmare of theology. Now
the preacher does not exist who in a civilized community dares to preach or believe in such a hideous
theory.
Baxter's "Saint's Rest" is now read only as an
ancient curiosity.
Those few who believe in, or profess to believe in,
eternal punishment for the wicked acknowledge
their inability to describe H or its whereabouts except as a loss of heaven and eternal happiness, and
if there is any real, positiv punishment it will be
everlasting consciousness of having done wrong.
This is a tame theory compared with those which
were in vogue a hundred years ago, but it is as much
as the ordinary church-goer, or even church-member,
will tolerate to-day.
Aside from the Universalist and Unitarian churches,
which hav prospered to a certain extent under 1\.Iiner,
Channing, and Savage, a ~ew church known as the
Independent Congregational church is the latest
acquisition to· the liberal ranks .. With a creed
· scarcely less elastic than those just named, this church
is rapidly growing in favor and promises to do much
in the great work of religious reformation.
But what a change in public sentiment has taken
place! •The Unitarians were scarcely tolerated fifty
or seventy-five years ago. The orthodox church
would hav nothing to do with them. Their creed
was much stricter then than now, but the prejudice
against them has largely died away. They are not
now considered as monsters or dangerous to society,
and yet their creed, according to Minot J. Savage,
renounces belief in the inspiration of any book, belief
in hell and eternal torture for anyone, and even denies ·a faith in prayer as now understood and practiced by the praying world. Indeed, they are fully as
·liberal as Thomas Paine, whose "Age of Reason" and
Infidelity created so much excitement a century ago.
The Bible has been read out of a large number, if
not a majority, of our public schools. Sectarian
text-books and those which teach our dependence ·on
an in:finit creator are carefully eschewed in many
parts of our country. Does the church permit this
because it app1·oves~ No, but because it cannot help
it, and they see that silence will be more for their
advantage than open opposition.
Many of the leaders in the church are still bigoted
and narrow in their views, but the majority see th~t
their star is waning and that in order to keep m
sight of the leaders of progress and of thought they
must make concessions and their retreat from forti:fi.cation to fortificatio~ as they are successivly dislodged presents a pitiful contrast with their former

arro~ance nnd power. Once they led and dictated
to sm~nce and the schools.. Now science leads, and
falteringly bu~ surely do they obey h~r dictaticin.and
follow on behmd. They cannot stay for a moment
the onrush of progress.
·
Only a few years ago the cause of the missionaries
~as presented with fervor and received· wit)l enthusias.~. To-day there is growing up a formidabll:l opp~si~Ion to such enterprises. Men and women
WlthiD; the pales ?f the church are ev~rywhere denouncmg the pohcy of sending money to India to
conver~ th~. heathen when there are so many thousands. I? direful want and actually starving in our
own Cltles.
Th~s -sen~iment grow.s stronger every year, and
es:pec~ally smce the Andover controversy men are
thmkmg more than ever about it; especially when
they realize that the dying heathen learn of the
do~btful beauties of re~igion and the positiv evils
of mtemperanc.e at premsely the same time. For.
every missionary that goes to foreign lands there
goes with him a large quantity of American o~ English rum.
We ·do not seek to discourage commerce, but on
such a hypocritical basis as this the effect cannot be
other than demoralizing.
But above all is the increased freedom of speech
and right. to express one's honest thought.
.
Agnostics and Infidels were once decried with horror, and. pious voices; on every hand, were raised in
bitter denunciation and abuse. The Darwinian
theory, the investigations of Tyndall and Humboldt
the philosophical speculations and theories of Spen:
car, hav sow.n their s~ed, and we are beginning to
reap the frmt. Both m and out of the church their
influence is deeply felt. .
.
. Formerly, the young man who professed a doubt
in regard to the doctrins of his fathers was shunned
and ostracized. That day is practically over. The
childish fables of the Bible are no~ attractiv to the
youth -of this generation, and they are not blamed
so mucrh after all for their skepticism and indifference. In fact, the reliability of a great portion
of the Old Testament has been held in suspicion for
years, and there are many who are now inclined to
speak oi it as a series of beautiful and mysterious
·allegories. But, until recently, the New Testament
has been accepted practically intact. Even this is
crumbling now. Profesoor Proctor has, this winter,
dealt the foolish tale about the Star of Bethlehem a
telling blow, and .other signs of decay are ominous.
How long will this go on T Forever. It is in the
minds of some to be more or less superstitious. The
immortality of man, around which so many poisonous ·vines hav twined, will, perhaps, · never be disproved. Therefore, some will always liv and die in
a faith that is not content with this life alone but
reaches out into the realm of the unseen.
The childish -superstitions of the Bible, or of any
so-called inJSpired book, may die in time, but the
battle will be a long one yet. Men are disposed to
be conservativ on all matters pertaining to religion.
As civilization advances, the church is bound to occupy higher and more Liberal grounds. This will
be the natural result of general culture and of education.
The future seems full of hope and promis now.
'The air of freedom pervades every body politic and
all religious sects. We need not fear that there will
be any steps backward. The work bas gone too far.
The Rubicon is passed. The tendrils of cha1·ity and
liberty for all men are reaching steadily upward, and
our posterity, if not we ourselvs, shall see at last a
world where peace and order reign, when bigotry and
selfishness shall be unknown, and all that is, or ever
will be, shall rest upon the corner-stone of justice.
GEo. A. CHAPIN.
Huntsville, N.J., Jan. 29, 1888.

The Story of' n Ualamity,
It has been my intention, from the first, to prepare for publication for THE TnuTH SEEKER an account, somewhat in detail, of the great storm that
swept over this portion of Dakota on the 12th day
of January, 1888.
That intention has been
strengthen~d from noticing ~s w~ll the gross misrepres~~tat10ns of facts con tame? .m the great Eastern daihes as the meager and dlSlngenuous .reports.
· o~ the Dakota press. I am an old Dakotan ; .hav
witnessed several of these great storms, and smce
1872 hav been caught ~~ay from .home, and nearly
always on t~e bleak p~ame, at their. commenc~ment,
and hav a _right to behave that my JUdgment 1s cool
and lev~l 1'!1 re~ard to them. Few old Dakotans
lost their hves m the storm of Janu~ry 12th. The
event had. those well-defined premomtory syml?toms
that expenence has made famifiar to the old res1d~nt.
For twenty-fou.r hour~ precedmg the storm the wmd
had been blowmg fur~ously ~rom the southe~st. It
was of .that ye~uhsrl~, mtermi~tent nature de~Ignated
as c.ommg m ·puffs, and whwh always pm.nts. uneqmvocally to a :fierce storm !rom th~ opposit direction. An average depth of eightee~ mcheP.. of snow
was lying upo~ the ground. This bad, however,
been badly dnfted, and had become packed and
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hardened by partial thaws and subsequent freezes.
During the lOth, 11th, and the forenoon of the 12th,
fresh s_now had fallen to the depth of two inches,
and. th1s.lay loosely upon the hard foundation of the
previously fallen snow. .About noon on the 12th
here i.ti Bon Homme county, the wind from the south~
east suddenly ceased, and :five minutes afterward the
storm came down upon us in unspeakable fury from
a point between northwest and west. The two
inches of loose snow that had recently fallen was instantly lifted from the hard underlying foundation
triturated into almost impalpable powder, and
whirled madly in spiral columns through the air,
completely blotting out all vision. At a distance of
six inches from one's nose there was an impenetrable wall of white,. The hand held up directly in
front of the face was invisible. The wind tha~ givs
rise to this'condition has usually a velocity of about
thirty.miles an.hour, and descends, or "dips," at an
angle of forty-five degrees. On many pleasant days
in this country we hav winds of greater velocity, but
without the "dipping" characteristic. The present
13torm was of duration, compared with some preceding storms since 1870, quite brief. Usually they
endure for sixty hours, becoming very cold at the
last. The -present storm lasted only fourteen hours;
but from the :first the mercury fell rapidlyfro~ thirty degree~ at noon to minus eight degrees
at mghtfall, and mmus twenty-four degrees at midnight, and minus thirty degrees at 7 o'clock on
the morning of the 13th. The loss of life, with few
exceptions, occurred within the first :five hours after
the commencement of the storm. There were few
frames so hardy as to bear up under the terrors of
such a tempest for more than two or three hours.
There was, in very truth, the blast of death in it.
Despite the extreme frigidity of the atmosphere, the
monient the :fine snow-dust struck the face it became
changed into solid ice that clung tenaciously to the
skju. It required constant and systematic effort
upon the pru:t of the poor storm-beaten wretch to
prevent suffocation from ~he masses of ice deposited
upon his face. I hav seen several cases of men,
women, and children where death came from suffocation. Entire herds of cattle, and sheep, and hogs
perished in the same way. It was a slow and gradual, or more rapid, shutting out from the lungs of
air, and consequent fatal carb.onization of the blood,
the steps toward the fatal ending seldom, perhaps,
noticed in the wild excitement of this :fierce conflict
with the elements. In such a storm. one has no aid
from the special senses. With the wind moving
thirty miles per hour, it is with difficulty he can determin its direction. Surrounded by a dense wall
of whirling, revolving white, he moves through the
tempest bewildered and lost in a degree to which no
one was ever lost or bewildered in the densest fog or
darkest night. Add to this the constant imminency
of freezing, or suffocation, or exhaustion, or all three
combined, and the reader mny form soine poor estimate of one of our Dakota blizzards. To be caught
out in such a storm is inevitably to become lost; and
to become lost, except by merest accident, means
death. To lose one's self-possession and self-confidence, is to leave all hope behind. One might as
well be three miles distant from any objectiv point
as thirty yardJ from it. I am ~peaking from personal experience, having been caught in the blizzard
of the 8th, 9th, ·and lOth of January, 1873, as well
as in this one. But I am not 1·elating anyone's personal experience here. These storms are clearly of
seismic origin. In every case they hav been contemporaneous with earthquake shocks, whose general
movements were in the same direction. A "Reverend" Bradley of an adjoining county, in a published sermon says "the blizzard was sent to teach
mankind a lesson.'' So you see we hav lunatics also
out West. According to these superstitious fanatics,
the best use we poor Dakotans can be put to is to
destroy our lives as a valuable lesson to the rest of
mankind. The loss of human life in Dakota is not
in excess of two hundred. In Bon Homme county,
the capital of which is my town, Tyndall, the loss is
nineteen, four of whom, however, were not residents.
The loss of cattle, and other domestic stock, is equal
to one-third of the entire number in the county before the storm. The actual number c mnot fall shm t ·
of two thousand. Is it singular that, wbile our local
papers giv, with close accuracy, the loss of human
life, they are careful to reduce the loss of live stcck
to a percentage of what it really is~ Not.bing strange
abeut it, when it is borne in mind how cheap is human life, and how valuable is brute life, the last representing dollars and cents. It would hurt Dakota
11. great deal more to hav a bad reputation as a stockgrowing country than to be an unsafe one for human
life. Everything is made subservient to the cause
of immigration, particularly by 'those who hav town
lots for sale. These are generally pious Christians.
So far as I present :figures, I hav the proof of their
correctness at command.
This is a good country in some respects and a bad
one in others. Its merits hav been much exaggerated, and its drawbacks, perhaps, too lightly colored.
It is not the climate of the south half of Dako1a
that offers the most serious objection. The soil is .
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not surely productiv except in fa~ored localities near
large water-courses. Agriculture has never been
remunerativ generally. Ninety per cent of the farms,
and fully the same proportion of live stock and other
personality, is heavily encumbered by mortgage, with
an accruing interest of from 8 to 40 per cent. Add
to this the fact that the rate of taxation, including
the school tax, is $3.50 per hundred of valuation,
and that valuation closely approeching the matket
value of the property, and the disadvantages of our
situation are clearly seen. The streets of Tyndall
yee.terday were thronged with people who came to
town to pay their taxes-delinquent the first Monday
in February next, under heavy penalties-and fully
one-half of these taxpayers had to borrow money at
from 24 to 40 per cent in order to meet their enforced
tribute to the public. The grasshopper invasions
from 1869 to 1878 and the drouth periods from
1884 to 1888 are responsible mainly for this condition
of affairs. Still, we all believe that Dakota will
eventually come out all right.
The climate is not unhealthy, and the country is
magnificent in spring and summer, arid the autumns
are delicious. Yet it is true that a large proportion
of our present population intend re~oving to Washington territory, Oregon, and California next spring;
and I think that if they could sell out, three-fourths
of our people would soon cease to be residents of
Dakota forever. It is not the blizzards; it is not
the severity of the winters; it is nothing in the
climate that brings about this dissatisfaction. It is
the general unproductivness of the soil, except in a
few naturally favored localities; it is the enormous
rate of taxation-greater than anywhere else in the
United States except in Nevada. But there are some
of us, myself among the number, who would not leave
Dakota even under the most flattering conditions.
We are in love with these beautiful prairies, and will
remain until frozen to death in the blizzard, or
starved to death by the drouth or the tax-gatherer.
0. RICHMOND, M.D.

A. Visionary Foundation.
The idea of a god or gods is the root of e·very religion. W ora hip is the first religious act. If we accept the authority of the Bible, we must admit that
both Jews- and Christians worship their God in consequence of a dream.
The ancestors of Abraham, including his father
Terah, served other gods (Josh. xxiv, 2). They
dwelt on ''the other side o~ the flood," which appears
at that time to hav been the rightful territory of the.
other gods. When Abraham changed his residence
and went to liv in Canaan, he abandoned his father's
divinities, and adopted that of his forefather Noah.
Years afterward his grandson Jacob, flying from his
brother Esau, whom by a mean trick he had defrauded, came to a certain place where he slept in
the open air with stones for his pillow. It was not
a comfortable resting-place, and, his sleep being somewhat broken, he naturally dreamed. He beheld a
"ladder set up on the earth, and the top of it reached
to heaven, and behold, the angels of God ascending
and descending on it. "And behold, the Lord stood
above it, and said: I am the Lord God of Abraham
thy father, and the God of Isaac" (Gen. xxvili, 12; 13 ).
Then Jacob made a bargain with this God, and promised that on certain conditions he should be retained
in the family. "And Jacob vowed a vow, saying,
If God will be with me, and will keep me in the
way that I go, and will giv me bread to eat and raiment to put on, so that I come again to my father's
house in peace, then shall the Lord be my God" (20,
21).
From this we learn that the God worshiped in
every Christian church and Jewish synagog was
t·hoben from among many others by Jacob on account
of a dream. Besides this, the faith in Jesus as
savior and messiah can be traced to a similar foundation. "Now, the birth of Jesus Christ was in this
wise: when as his mother Mary wail espoused to
Joseph before they came together she was found
with child .of the Holy Ghost. Then Joseph, her
husband, being a just man and not willing to make
her a public example, was minded to put her away
. privily. But while he thought on these things, behold the angel of the Lord appeared unto him in a
dream, saying, Joseph, thou son of David, fear not to
take unto thee Mary thy wife, for that which is conceived in her is of the Holy Ghost. And she shall
bring forth a son, and thou shalt call his name Jesus,
for be shall save his people from their sons. Now all
this was done. that it might be fulfilled which was
s:poken of the Lord by the prophet, saying, Behold, a
vtrgin shall be with child, and shall bring forth a son"
(Matt. i, 18-22). It was by no means strange that
J?seph should dream of a matter which greatly occup~ed his tho!lghts, or that in the visions of his sleep
his own affairs should be connected with a familiar
prophecy. Nevertheless, all who place their trust in
Jesus as their savior, and who believe in his divine
origin and the virginal maternity of Mary, must
admit that, according to the gospel narrativ, their
f~tith is founded on a dream.
So Christians worship a God because Jacob

dreamed he saw him on top of a ladder, and hav_
faith in a redeemer because Joseph dreamed that an
angel told him a pregnant woman was a virgin.
But this God they adore was, at one time, the God
of the children of Israel only. The gentiles had no
share in his favors. He commandtd his followers to
observe many ceremonial laws, and to abstain from
various articles of food. Jesus said to the woman
of Canaan who besought his help, "I am not sent
but unto the lost sheep of the house of Israel"
(Matt. xv, 24), and, "It is not meet to take the children's bread and to cast it to dogs" (26). He observed the law of Moses throughout his life, and his
disciples continued to observe it for some time after
his death. Yet but a very smllll proportion of Christians to day are of Ht:brew descent, and not one of
them professes to be guided by the Mosaic law. To
effect this change required, it appears, another
dream: " Peter went up upon the housetop to pray
about the sixth hour: And he became very hungry
and would hav eaten; but while they made ready he
fell into a trance, and saw heaven opened, and a certain vessel descending unto him, as it bad been a
great sheet knit at the four corners, let down to the
earth; wherein were all manner of four· footed beasts
of the earth, and wild beasts, and creeping things,
and fowls of the air, and there came a voice to him,
Rise, Peter, kill and eat. But Peter said, Not so,
Lord, for I hav never eaten anyt!J,ing that is common
or unclean. And the voice spake unto him again the
second timE>, What God hath cleansed that call not
thou common. This was done thricE>, and the vessel
was received up again into heaven" (Acts x, 9-16).
In consequence of this vision, Peter received Cornelius, the centurion, a gentile, into fellowship with the
other disciples. The barriers of ceremonial law were
broken !lown; meatP, clean and unclean, were alike
eaten. Gentiles and Hebrews were admitted to equal
religious privileges, and the followers of Jesus ceased
to be a Jewish sect. And all this because a hungry
man dreamed of food.
The man who would be guided in the affairs of
this life by visions which appeared to him in his
slumberP, would be esteemed a lunatic. Yet here
we hav a religion which claims to hav become known
to mankind through dreams, each capable of a perfectly natural explanation. Bible believers, who affirm that" all scripture is given by inspiration of God,
and is profitable for doctrin, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness" (2 Tim. iii,
16), should realize the visionary ·character of the
foundation on which their faith depends. · Dreams
belong to a time of darkness, and as the light of
truth breaks upon the world, the phantoms of the
night of ignoranCE! take flight. A ray of light penetrates the obscurity of a Christian's mind. Will he
keep closed the shutters of superstition, and draw
around him the curtains of blind credulity, or will
he throw open the windows of his understanding
and welcome the coming day T There is a passage in
his Bible which seems to suit his case, and it says,
"Now it is high time to awake out of sleep; for now
is our salvation nearer than when we believed. The
night is far spent, the day is at hand; let us therefore cast off the works of darkness, and let us put
on the armor of light" (Rom. xiii, 11, 12).
F·. J. BoWTELL.

Our London Letter.
T.he week of universal prayer does not appear to
hav had a very exhilarating f:ffect upon some of
those more activly engaged in it. Mark Guy Pearse,
of the Wesleyan connection, took a very gloomy view
of the present state of Christendom. He told his
hearers that Christianity had become a poor, shriveled, miserable selfishness, and asked, if England was
a fair example of Christianity, was it worth while to
train men and send them to the ends of the earth to
convert other nations T Every man was seeking the
salvation of his own little soul and only sighing
over the world. Strange that he and men of his
class should only now be :finding out what Freethinkers hav always known and been persecuted for saying
in public. Although he plainly sees that there is no
power for good in the religion he professes, he still
supports and preaches its doctrine, never taking the
trouble to look round for some other system to take
the place of such a miserable· failure as his precious
gospel has been.
With all the misery continually increasing, it is extremely difficult to find a remedy that will meet all
cases. Socialism is considered by some a panacea for
most human ills, but those who advocate this are not
able at present to unite on a fixed plan to enable
them to carry their theories into practice. Mrs.
Besant is a firm adherent, and has thrown her heart
thoroughly into the scheme. With ·a few more similarly determined leaders, much might be done.
Other prominent Freethinkers are strongly opposed,
believing that Socialism will by no means meet the
exigencies of the case. There is certainly one very
strong argument in its favor, and that is, the opposition of the large majority of the clergy. A missionary of the London city mission has given his opinion,
based on a visitation at the East End for three weeks.

He iJ righteously indignant at the complaints of the
poor, nearly starved folks among whom he went. In
his report he states that he was allowed to occupy
the Socialist platform, and "in the kindliest, most
friendly, and most unprovocativ manner" he more
than once "criticised unsparingly their airy, bombastic, unrighteous program, with the result, I am certain, of making the ignorant and the more easily
gulled portion of the audiences to see that the whole
thing was only a vision, an unrighteous vision, impossible of realization.., This last sentence is a very fine
piece of unconscioue satire, for it is only the ignorant
and more easily gulled who will believe the rubbish
talked by these servants of the Lol'd. It is really a
wonder that these well-fed and well-dressed impostors can safely go amongst people nearly driven mad
by hunger and wretchedness, and be allowed to
abuse them for their discontent, and then go away
with a whole skin. The patience of the poor !s marvelous, but they cannot be induced to believe that
trust and faith in a beneficent creator, who does nothing to assist his creatures, is of any good to them,
and this fact has been so thoroughly impressed on
the clergy that, in despair, they hav pitched their
tents in the West End, with the avowed object of
evangelizing the wealthy, or in other words, they
think where there is most money their chances of
grabbing a g-oodly share are better.
J. D.
London, Jan. 31, 1888.

C. B. Reynolds on His Western Tour.
CANON CrTY, CoL., Jan. 22d, 23d.-I hav been
delighted more and more each day since reaching
"Wonderland." The glorious mountains, with their
crowns of snow-to gaze upon them, to realize their
stupendous grandeur, raises the spirits and inspirf:s
one with noble desires. I a~ glad, yet not surprised,
to find the people of Colorado intelligent, wide awake,
warm-hearted, and hospitable. I met a joyous
welcome at Canon City, and enjoyed every moment
of my sojourn there. Canon City is situated in quite
an extensiv opening in the valley, surrounded by
majestic mountains, which, like grim sentinels, seem
to guard the charming, thrifty, prosperous town.
The lectures were delivered at Armory Hall. The
first lecture, on Sunday afternoon, was fairly attended
and very enthusiastically received. Sunday evening,
in spite of crowding in all the chairs possible, only
about half the crowd could be accommodated.
Monday evening the attendance was overwhelming;
standing-room was unattainable a few moments after
opening the doors, and the interest and enth11siaE'm
were of the highest. I had a ~ery large sale of Liberal
publications.
.
It is quite a consolation when worn, weary, and
heart-sad with homesickness, yearning for sight of
dear loved ones so far away, to hav persons come to
you and express gratitude for the light impartf'd by
your lectuns, and to hear their earnest declarations
that they will investigate, and henceforth think for
themselvs. Many valuable additions to the Liberal
ranks were made by the lectures at Canon City.
John Locke is the acknowledged and loved leader in
the good work here. Most unfortunately his good
wife, and ever faithful co-worker, was suffering from
severe sickness, so I had ;ittle opportunity to visit
with him; but that stanch old veteran Geo. Towers,
his good wife and noble young son Frank, forming
one of the happiest of Infidel families; Tom Stafford,
the energetic, typical Western man, of magnificent
physique, with a heart as~large and as full of kindly
impulse as the mountains of precious ore, and a
whole host of jolly good Liberals made my life glad
and my work a very labor of lova.
I had the pleasure of an interview with the noble
old warhorse Father Picard, a pioneer of Liberalism
and a contributor to THE TRUTH SEEKER, to whose
outspoken Infidelity and untiring efforts in disseminating the light of Freethought Canon City is
greatly indebted for its noble army of Liberal men
and women. I found him very sick, confined to his
bed, but his mind clear and vigorous. Despite his
sickness, he was preparing an article for THE TnuTH
SEEKER on "Why I Left the Pulpjt," he having been
for many years a zealous minister .
Oa Monday morning friend Stafford hitche~ up
his powerful team and took me up the mountain to
the ranch of M. P. Felch, of the United States geological survey. He is a genuin Liberal-how could
he be otherwise, living on the mountains, with nature's great book ever open before him T He showed
me fossils of reptils that bad been exhumed from
under one thousand five hundred feet of rock, and in
the vicinity of these petrified bones were found turtle
and sea shells, proving the monster .reptils (extinct
thousands and thousands of years ago) must hav
roamed on the seashore; and the foundations of the
very mountains on which I stood had once formed
the bed of the ocean. Thus geology exposes the absurdities of Genesis. Genesis locates fish, birds,
and whales on the fifth day, and declares reptils
(creeping things) were not created till the sixth day,
while nature with the iron pen of truth has engraved
upon the everlasting rocks the fact that fil!h were
developed ages and ages before birds and whales.
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(Hundreds and thousands of years elapsed before winter, working in the coal-mines most of them
1
prospecting or working in gold or silver mines up
F.1sh were among .the .e.arliest animal productions, the n;to~ntains during spring and summer.
buds ~nly appearmg m the Triassic period, and
. ~ne Is a town of Liberals, composed of miners;
whales m the C~etaceous. Reptils, instead of being 1t
Is the exception to find a miner who is not intelcreated after b1rd~, preceded them, forming the link ligent,
and consequently Liberal. FatLiliar with the
between fish. and ~1rds. These truths are impressed wondrous formations of strata, fossil, and mineral
upon the mmd with wondrous power1 standing on ores; delving into the very heart of the monster
the mountains hundreds and hundreds of feet above mountains, and wresting from Nature's stronghold
t~e level of the sea with an experienced scientist her hidden treasures, they every day hav evidence of
hke lU. P. Felch t? point ?ut, t~e various parts of the the gross absurdities of the Mosaic account of crea.
skeletons of petnfied amma.s Imbedded in the rock. tion, and being intelligent men, they logically and
ELIZABETH, C9L., Jan. 25th, 26th, 27th.-Tha.uks correctly conclude, since the Mosaic account of the
to the enterprise and public spirit of such stanch creation and fall is allegorical, the New Testament
~iberals as Fred Foister, his business partner, the account of the redemption is farcical.
Jolly F. J. Huber, and the gentle genial Henry
I am anxious to secure lecture engagements in
Greve, Elizabeth has made wond~rful progress. New Mexico and Arizona during the last of February
They hav a handEome, spacious hall, devoted to lect- and early part of March; then I expect to enter and
ures, dances, and general public purposes, and a lecture all through southern California, reaching San
n?-mber of comfortable, pretty dwelling-houses. It Francisco in May; fron;1 thence to Sacramento,·on to
~1d seem to me, though, when looking over the village, Oregon, Washington, dropping down to Utah about
l~ke a very _small place to expect to obtain anything last of July, then up into Montana, thence east to
hke an audience; yet I had nearly one hundred ladies Dakota, Minnesota, etc. Address me care of TRUTH
a~d gentlemen at the first lecbure, and nearly three SEEKER.
c. B. REYNOLDS.
t1mes as many at the last, the first Liberal lectm:es
ever delivered in this section. After the last lecture
Blasphemy and Worship.
on Friday night, the friends had a grand dance and
Extract from Colonel Ingersoll's Argument 1n the Revnold:s Case.
festivities were continued till near sunrise.
had
What is blasphem;y? I will giv you a definition ;
h~ard a great deal about rough Western folks, the I will giv you my thought upon this subject. What
wild West, and so forth. The fair ladies were as in- is real blasphemy?
telligent, court!y, and dressed as prettily, and many
To li:v on the unpaid labor of other men-that is
qllite up to the style of their more favored sisters of blasphemy.
New York, Boston, and Chicago. And as to the
To enslave your fellow-man, to put chains upon
cowboys and ranchmen, they are much more lithe his body-that is blasphemy.
and stout of limb, y.:t quite as gentle and gallant, if
To enslave the minds of men, to put manacles
not as conceited and affected, as the bon ton of our upon the brain, padlocks upon the lips-that is
Eastern cities. Quite a large delegation of friends blasphemy.
.
came from a distance-from Kiowa, a village six miles
To deny what you believe to be true, to admit to
east, and from Elbert, a village ten miles south. be true what you believe to be a lie-that is blasJohn Pace, the pioneer Liberal, who did valiant ser- phemy.
vice in the Confederate ranks (being a nativ of the
To strike the weak and unprotected, in order that
Sunny South), came from his ranch ten miles· away, you may gain the applause of the ignorant and superand remained at Elizabeth to attend all the lectures. stitious mob-that is blasphemy.
He is the tried and trusted friend of George Aux,
To persecute the intelligent few, at the, command
of Elbert, a thorough Union man, one of the most of the ignorant many-that is blasphemy.
successful and enterprising ranchmen of Colorado.
To forge chains, to build dungeons, for your honBoth unite in earnest, self-sacrificing endeavors to est fellow-men-that is blasphemy.
advance the cause of Freethought. The leading
To pollute the souls of children with the dogma of
Liberals present at the lectures were Fred Foister, eternal pain-\hat is blasphemy.
John Pace, E. P. Clark, Fred Miller, F. J. Huber,
To violate your conscience-that is blasphemy.
Judge Geo. Fabrion (county judge), Henry Greve,
The jury that givs an unjust verdict, and the
Joseph Marden, H. Willard, I. Canada, and Geo. judg.e who pronounces an unjust sentence, are blasAux. An able physician, who would open a first-class phemers.
drug-store, would find this an extraordinarily good
The man who bows to public opinion against his
place to locate. A speedy competency awaits the better judgment and against his honest conviction, is
right man. Surrounded by very rich farming and a blasphemer.
well-watered grazing country, rapidly being settled
Why should we fear our fellow-men' Why should
by most intelligent and enterprising people, Elizabeth not each human being hav the right, so far as
is insured an immense trade. An enterprising thought and its expression are concerned, of all the
merchant, who would purcha&e all produce offered world! What harm can come from an honest inter(the railroad facilities for shipment to Denver are change of thought?
·
unsurpassed), and sell at reasonable rates ·all the
I hav given you my definition of blasphemy, and
groceries, clothing, merchandise, and agricultural im- now the question arises, What is worship~ Who is
plements the farmers and ranchers desire or need; a worshiper 1· What is prayer T What is real religwould be sure of an immensely large, profitable, and ion T Let me answer these questions.
Good, honest, faithful work is worship. The man
constantly increasing business. I hav not, in all my
travels thus far, found a more desirable location, or who plows the fields and fells the forests; the man
one that offers so many inducements and advantages who works in mines, the man who battles with the
to earnest, thrifty workers to make a home and in- winds and waves out on the wide sea, controling the
sure a good living. Elizabeth is a Liberal town, commerce of the world-these )ll.en are worshipers.
with a bri1liant future before it. I sold a large The man who goes into the forest, leading his wife
quantity of Liberal publications, and secured several by the hand, who builds him a cabin, who makes
a home in the wilderness, who helps to people and
subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
ERIE, CoL., Jan. 29th, 30th.-So named, I pre- civilize and cultivate a continent, is a worshiper.
Labor is the only prayer that nature answers; it is
sume, because in every conceivable particular it is
as unlike Erie, N. Y~, as possible. Erie is a mining the only prayer that deserves an answer-good,
camp, pure and simple. Place and people rough but honest, noble work.
A woman whose husband has gone down to the
jolly, enterprising and progressiv. A religious sect,
aptly calling themselvs "the Ranters," had posses- gutter gone down to degradation and filth; the wosion of the town hall on Sundays, but were induced man ~ho follows him and lifts him out of the mire
to giv way. Their services concluded at a quarter and presses him to her noble heart, until he becomes
before 3 P.M. on Sunday, and enabled friends to fetch a man once more-this woman is a worshiper. Her
in more seats and be ready for lecture at 3. Four act is worship.
The poor man and the poor woman who work
team-loads came from Longmont, the present abode
of that radical, outspoken veteran of Freethought, night and day, in order that they may giv education
Colonel Kelso. I rejoiced to meet this brave old to their children, so that they may hav a better life
warrior for freedom and Freethought. This was than their father and mother had ; the parents who
the birthday of Thomas Paine, and the Longmont deny themselvs the comforts of life, that they may
friends had purposed to hold a celebration, . but lay up something to help their children to a higher
concluded they could not better advance the cause place-they are worshipers; and the children who,
than by attending the lectures. Sunday afternoon, after they reap the benefit of this worship, .become
house fairly filled ; great enthusiasm.
Sunday ashamed of their parents, are blasphemers.
The man who sits by the bed of hisjnvalid wifeevening, house crowded to suffo~ation ; . Monday
evening, additional seats were crowded m. Half- a wife prematurely old and graJ:-the husban~ w~o
hour before time announced for lecture every pos· sits by her bed and holds her thm, wan hand m h1s
sible available place was. utilized; even ·the little as lovingly, and kisses it as rapturously, as passionplatform was densely crowded. I could not move ately, as when it was dimi?led-tha~ i~ worship; that
or make a gesture without danger to some _one's nose man is a worshiper; that 1s real rehgwn.
Whoever increases the sum of human joy is a
or toes. The entire town was deeply mterested.
.
Griff Lloyd and Evan S. Davis are the main leaders worshiper.
He who adds to the sum of human misery is a
and burden-bearers. H. B. Williams, a veteran Liberal, keeps a miners' home or hotel, and he and his blasphemer.
Gentlemen, you can never make me belie~e-no
good wife and daughter, Mrs. Anna Montague, know
how to keep a hotel and make a pleasant, comfort- statute can ever convince me--that there IS any
able home for all who sojourn with them. About a infinit being in this universe who hates an honest
score of st!Uwart, jolly minera botP"d ~t Willi1.vps's all wan. It is impossible to s~tisfy me that there is
t~e development of each of these orders of animals.)
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an~ God, or can be any God, who holds in abhorrence a soul that has the courage to express its
thought. Neither can the whole world cpnvince me
that any man should be puni!'hed, either in this·
world or the next., for being candid with his fellowmen. If you send men to the penitentiary for speaking their thoughts, for endeavoring to enlighten their
fellows, then the penitentiary will become a place
of honor, and the victim will step from it-not
stained, not disgraced, but clad in robes of glory.
Let us take one more step.
What is holy 1 What is sacred? I reply that
human happiness is holy, human rights are holy.
The body and soul of man-these are sacred. The
liberty of man is of far more importance than any
book-the rights of man more sacred than any religion, than any scriptures, whether inspired or not.
What we want is the truth, and dof's anyone suppose that all of the truth is confined in one bookthat the mysteries of the whole world are explained
by one volume T
All that is-:-all that conveys information to manall that has been produced by the past-all that now
exists-should be considered by an intelligent man.
All the known truths of this world-all the philosophy, all the poems, all the pictures, all the statues,
all the entrancing music-the prattle of babes, the
lullaby of mothers, the words of honest men, the
trumpet calls to duty-all these make up the bible of
the world-everything that is noble and true and
free you will find in this great book.
If we wish to be true to ourselvs-if we wish to
benefit our fellow-men-if we wish to liv honorab'e
lives-we will giv to every other human being every·
right that we claim for ourselvs.

Report on Mrs. Blenker's Defense Fund.
E. W. Chamberlain, treasurer, in account with
National Defense Association account of special fund
for Elmina's defense:
Dr.
Subscriptions received by treasurer at various
times, and acknowledged in the Healtlt Montltly
and TRUTH SEEKER ...................................... ..
Received through TRUTH SEEKER ...................... .
"
"
Healtlt Monthly ..................... .
"
"
Invest(qator ........................... .
"
"
Elmina ................................ ..
Received through TRUTH SEEKER, not heretofore
acknowled,e:ed: J. N. Moore, 25 cents; Joseph
Schuhart, 75 cents; Mrs. Susr.n Reichart, 50
cents ...... ·................. :.................................. .
Received through the Ilealtlt Montltly, not acknowl.
edged: R. L. Bush, 10 cents; E. B. Copley, $1.
Special contribution from an anonymous friend to
make up deficiency ....................................... .

$75.00
98.35
144 05
200 30
303 32

1.50
1.10
215.05
$1,099.57

Cr.

Fee to Holbrook & Thomas, attorneys at Wytheville, Va ...................................................... .
Printing, stationery, document, etc .. ~ ................ ..
Expenses of Diana and E. W. C. to Abingdon .... ..
Hotel bill at Abingdon for Mr. and Mrs. Blenker,
E. W. C., and Diana.................................. .
Paid Ronald & Heermans, attorneys, at Blacks-

$10.00
35.97
127 05

46 00

p!~rlfu~~T:a"{~;·di~·b;;~~~;;;~~i~··;;;~d~"bj''b'~~-·f~~

337.00

witnesses, etc ............................................... .
Counsel fee to E. W. C .................. ,................. .

43 55
500.00
$1,009.57

This leaves intact the balance in the treasury to
the credit of the general fund previously reported of
$63.62. Certain contributions are in the bands of
various members of the. executiv committee, to be
applied to the general fund, which will be acknowledged in due time.
E. W. CHAMBERLAIN, Treasurer.
Every Christian and Infidel Should llav It.
From the Ottumwa, Iowa, Industrial Appeal.

We last week received a package of pamphlets froni the
TRUTH SEEKER office, among which was the TRUTH BEEKER
ALMANAO. This ALMANAO is something unique and original
-it is I!;OOd for saint or sinner. The pictures or ca:toons
that adorn its pages illustrate prominent occurrences m the·
Bible. Christians should hav this ALMANAO by all means, as
it will lead them to search the scriptures for the purpose of
comparing the text with the illustrations, and Liberals and
Agnostics should hav it for the edification and amusement it
contains. Children, big and little, cry for this book.
AN. AR-TISTIO OURIO.
From the San Francisco Jmntsh T!mes.

The TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND FREETHINKERS' ALMANAO
for 1888, from the press of the New York Truth. Seeker
Company is one of the neatest works of the kmd 'Ye
hav seen.' It has a characteristic calendar of its own, and 1~s
contents are full of interest to those for whom the w~rk IS
intended. In addition there are twenty-four portraits of
eminent American Freethinkers, scientists, and philosophers,
and numerous other engravings to divert the minds of the
ungodly. The price of the ALMfNAO is. twe~ty,-five ce_nts,
and as a literary and artistic cuno combmed It 1s certamly
worth it.
.MR.

HESTON'S ffiREPRESSIBLE PIOTURES,

From J. D. Shaw's Inaepend:ent Pulpit.

The ANNUAL (which fully sustains the reputation ~chieved
by its predecessors) contains several e?'cellent. a~tJCl~s by
noted writers, also twenty-four portrait~ of d1stmgmshed
American Freethinkers, scientists, and ph!I!Jsophers. ~h J.se
irrepressible Bible pictures by H~ston 1 wP,JCh appear lD Its
pages, we do not think add to Its d1gmty, alt~ough they
afford a great deal of amusement to many. Pnce twentyfive cents.

..
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!IJomtnunicafions.
Bible History and Evolution.
In the introductory chapter to his searching examination of the Pentateuch Bishop Colenso writes
these very significant words: "The result of my
inquiry is this, that I hav arrived at the convictionas painful to myself at first as it maybe·tomy reader,
though painful now no ·longer under the clear, shining
light of truth-that the Pentateuch, as a whole,
cannot possibly hav been written by Moses or by
anyone acquainted personally with the facts which
it professes to describe, and further that the (soca1Ied) Mosaic narrativ, by whomsoever written, and
though imparting to us, as I fully believe it does,
revelations of the divine will and character, cannot
be regarded as historically true." In our previous
articles we hav shown that; whatever "revelations"
the Bible imparts, it cannot be regarded as scientifically true.
Is it historically true? Colenso says not. A
more competent authority could not be named. If
the Bible history had been at all reliable or even
plausible, who more ready to accept it than the late
bishop of Natal? Surely none. Yet to this brave
divine truth was of more importance than fiction,
even though it bore the stamp of alleged divine
authority.
History, forsooth ! Who that has cast away the
spectacles of faith, and opened wide the eyes of reason, can consider for a single moment that the Bible
is historically true? History means-if it means
anything at all-a faithful narrativ of events that
hav happened, stated exactly in the. order in which
they hav occurred, without any fictitious adornments
to make them pleasant, interesting, or palatable reading.
· ..
No doubt the writers of Genesis believed that
God made man in his own image a few thousand
years ago, but their belief did not make it a fact.
And if God did not create man, as man, but imparted
the potency and power of all forms of life to masses
of protoplasm, then, in this respect, Genesis is wrong
and unhistoric. On the other hand, if God made
man perfect, it is folly to talk of a perfect man doing
.
something that showed him to be imperfect.
Nor can it be regarded as historically true that
Adam lived for nine hundred and thirty years, or
Methuselahforninehundr~dandsixty-Iiineyears,with-

These things are not historically true. It would
be difficult indeed to say what in Exodus is histori•
.
cally true.
It i:'s quite within the range of probability that a
few priests might by constant practice hav been able
to devour a large immber of pigeons; but when in
addition to the pigeons they were required to eat an
ox or two apiece, we may respectfully object that,
however capacious the stomachs of priests were in
those days, our capacity for belief is not quite so
large.
To record all the unhistoric statements in the Old
Testament would require a volume almost as large
as the holy book itself. I must be satisfied, therefore, to name a few events which, I think, may fairly
come under the above category,
Let me state here frankly that I do not think it is
historically true that Jehovah had a wrangle with
Moses, and in a paroxysm of passion begged of the
holy man to "let me .alone that my wrath may wax
hot against them" [the Israelites] (Ex. _ftxxii, 10),
nor that Moses spoke to God "face to face as a man
speaketh to his friend" (Ex. xxxiii, 11), or even that
he was privileged to hav a back view of deity (Ex.·
xxiv, 9, 10). Leviticus I pass over; its injunctions
are simply atrocious, whether historical or otherwise.
In Numbers we come across. the story of Balaam
and the intelligent quadrup'ed that saw an angel.
It has been said that asses are the only creatures
that ever hav seen an angel-but no matter.
Balaam's ass not only saw an angel but admanished a prophet.
.
If the holy scribe who contributed this story to
the book of Numbers had but enlightened us on one
or two points, we might hav been stupid enough to
hav believed it ·also.
:!!'or example, he might hav told us in what Ianguage the ass spoke; in what dialect, at what school
he acquired it, and what theological ass taught him.
In the absence of such details I feel bound to
pronounce this story as unhistoric, though I dare
declare that I hav myself heard many a theological
ass speak.
The thirty-first chapter I sincerely hope does not
record historical facts; the "revelations of divine
will and character" which it makes manifest are
anything but pleasing. Of Joshua I need only say
that, when he called upon the sun to stand still, he
did what any other fool might hav done with as good
a result.
It is not historically true that Samson slew a
thousand people with the jawbone of an ass. The
revised version concedes that this is poetry. It was,
therefore, a poetical jawbone that overcame the
multitude.
It is not e1 en true that Samson at his death
pulled down the house upon the heads of the Philistines, ex~ept in a poetical sense. Samson "brought
down the house" in the same way as the actor or
vocalist-with laughter or applause. Nothing more.
As to how much, or how little, of such books as
Samuel, Kings, and Chronicles is literally true, it is
impossible to tell, but it will be obvious after a careful perusal of them that they are largely diluted with
the fabulous. Such dramatic and poetical writings
as Job, Isaiah, and Proverbs will be dealt with here·
after; though there is little to be ·said in reference
to their historical value. But in the light of evolution the whole of these books or pamphlets, and
others which are comprised within the covers of the
Bible, like the sacred books of all other nations, hav
great value to the seeker after truth.
The book of Genesis is a pueril production if compared with the scientific and historical works of today. Exodus is full of fictions and follies if regarded
as divinely inspired. Joshua and Judges are Judicrom! and barbarous if taken as revelations from God.
But if these productions are regarded, as they should
be by all sensible men, as the earnest guesses after
truth by our early ancestors, they contain for us
much that is valuable, much that is bright and even
beautiful. They contain, indeed, the stepping-stones
to knowledge upon which philosophers and scientists
in subsequent ages planted their feet, and which
helped to those notable successes which hav done 80
much to brighten the lives and enrich the minds of
mankind in their struggling pilgrimage through the
world
·
ARTHUR B. Moss.

Egypt onclil had a name grand and glorious as any
written in the bright ages of the past. Egypt's greatness became on the wane. Why? Her wealth was
in the hands of the few. One per cent owned nearly
all; ninety-nine were serfs and slaves. Egypt died,
and her death-dirge rings in the ear of the world:
"Concentration of wealth did it."
"Then came golden: Babylon, an' empire of glory,'
and the grandest city the sun ever .shone upon;
matchless in beauty and wondrous in extent; sixty
miles around; battlements three hundred feet high;
fifteen hundred streets crossing at right angles;
laughing fountains amid enchanting· vistas. There
towered up to the blue above minaret, shaft, and
obelisk, and there looked down, like sylphs of the
empyrean, upon the Gherric lake and Aranan walls.
Thus Babylon stood transcendent in ravishmentsthe city of the glo'!?e."
Her glory was the price of blood. Concentration
of wealth did it. Four per cent of her people owned
all, and ninety-six per cent were tenants, paupers,
and slaves.
·
Medo-Persia, next to follow in the grand train,
outstripped in ravishing beauty those ·that had gone
•before. Plato says: "Luxury to madness, on one
side, and wretched ,poverty and abject servitude, on
the other." The "concentration of wealth," Mr. Denslow, that you so treacherously advocate, was the cause
that placed in the hands of less than one per cent
all; more than ninety-nine per cent were driven to
vagabondism, serfdom, and slavery. A beautiful systern you are teaching.
Greece is another example. It first became
great among the nations of earth by putting in
practice the principles that all men are created equal
and with rights that should not be infringed.
"'rhe love. of labor removed the vices and the
passions which generally occasion the ruin of
states. They led a laborious life, intent upon the
cultivation of their land and the arts, and not excluding the husbandman nor the artificer from the first
dignities of the state, preserving between all the
citizens and members of the state a great equality,
void of pomp, luxury, and ostentation. He who had
commanded the army for one year fought for the
next in the ranks as a private soldier," proving conclusivly the fact that men are equal in emergencies
under similar circumstances and conditions, and while
thus preserving their equality grand old Greece prospared·; but, sad to tell, a Denslow appeared, and by
"bribes conveyed into the hands of foreigners the
substance of Greece, and her ·liberty was lost.''
America's grandeur is beginning to die as did that
of noble old Greece, and by the same traitorous
hands. Monopoly did it to Greece. "The breadwinner~:? sank beneath a burden of woe, down, down,
down, till tears baptized the land, and the cry of the
poor filled the air.'' Concentration of wealth was the
death-warrant, for four per cent owned all the land,
and ninety-six per cent of the people owned none"were tenants, serfs, and slaves."
Rome's richest achievement was when eighty-five per
cent of her people had title in land; then indeed ~id
she prosper; then no earthly powers did she fear;
her foundation was solid rock. But here a treacherous Denslow appeared, to deceive the people; make
them believe that it would be better to let their
wealth go into the hands of the few; that the eqnality that had built up a powerful nation was a fraud,
a lie; that there was no equality; that they must
hav captains, lieutenants, and so on up to chieftain,
to manage their affairs, when anyone out of his
forty thousand was as capable to fill an office as the
one they put there. And thus through villainy were
the eighty-five per cent robbed of their possessions
through the concentration of wealth into the hands
of the few. The masses were driven into pauperism
and slavery, and mighty Rome, who failed to profit
by the lessons of the past, went down to an ignominions death. A few Denslows, greedy for self,
and who think they hav no" equality with other men,
are steering the grand old ship United States on an
air line direct for the same reefs that all the others
went to pieces on, and unless they change their
course soon, the brightest star of all will sink to rise
no more. Talk about equality! Why, Mr. Denslow,
I can go into a miliion hovels blindfold and put my
hand on the head of your equal, and millions more
that will not manifest the sordid selfishness that you
hav in the production you hav offered as a panacea
to suffering humanity. ·
It is said, however, that history repeats itself, and
we are destiJ;ted to go as all others hav gone before.·
The masses are too confiding, i. e., they do not
suspect the dishonesty of the few who are concantrating· the wealth till too late, and thus when the
reaction comes it brings ruin, and the nation is lost.
Helena, Neb.
W. P. BRooKs, M.D.

out the supposition that years did not mean, in those
days, so long a period of time as they do now, or
that human beings had a materially different kind of
organization from ours-suppositions for which there
is not the slightest warranty in fact.
Then, how could we regard it as historically true
that Cain went into the land of Nod and married a
woman who was oot his mother, when there was no
other woman in existence? The story of the flood,
whether regarded as universal or local, is too ludicrously absurd to be seriously discussed, since there
is not enough water in all the ocel\ns, seas, rivers,
and lakes in the world to cover the whole face of
the earth, much leEs the mountain of Ararat.
Nor need the story of "the tower of Babel,"
with an omniscient God coming down to see if information, seemingly made known to him surreptitiously, was true, and who, finding it reliable, was so
wroth that he confused the tongues of the people in
order to prevent them from doing what he must hav
known was an impossibility, that is, building a tower
that should reach to heaven-wherever that may bebe gravely considered, for it bears, on the face of it
all the characteristics of a silly legend which was:
probably, believed by an ignorant and barbarous
people.
·
·
The lives of the saints-such as Messrs. Abraham,
Isaac, Jacob-are purely mythical, founded, for the
most part, upon astrological phenomena.
The story of Abraham preparing to plunge a dagger·
into the heart of his only son, to demonstrate his
faith in J ahveh; and the fascinating narrativ of
Joseph's treatment by his brethren, and his subsequent triumph over them in Egypt, may be regarded
in the light of primitiv dramas; they are certainly not
historical truths.
·
·
When we come to Exodus we are confounded with
even more extraordinary narrativs than those in
Genesis. The poor Egyptians, who, in their history,
"The Distribution of Wealth."
suffered the most appalling injustice from various
To. THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir.:· Mr.
nations, happily for them, never suffered the infl.ic- Denslow, in continuing the subject of the "Distrition of the horrible plagues said to hav been wrought bution of Wealth" in your issue of January 28th,
by Moses at the express desire of Jehovah.
covers almost a page with reasoning and sophism
It may be safely affirmed that the heart of to prove that the "concentration of wealth into
Pharaoh-stony as it may hav been-was never hard the hands of the few is the best and cheapest,"
enough to suffer all the land of Egypt to be covered and as such, has aided to the higher civilization.
with lice,_ and then, in order that his magicians might Is it true? Most assuredly not. He who reads
show their power, call upon them to produce more.
history aright will only hav to take a glance back
It would be equally safe to assert that the plagues . in the dim distance to ancient India and he will
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I sub-·
of Egypt did not kill the same cattle many times see her grandest achievements, her bette~ civili- mit the following, versus Mr. Denslow's "Distribution
o_ver, or that, when the sheep had been slain several zation, was at the time when her wealth was of Wealth" in your issue of January 28, 1888. Mr.
times, the blood of youn~ lambs, the children of more equally divided; that her downfall began: co-l Denslow supposes a case in which a man givs up the
the defunct sheep, was sprmkled on the door-posts, equal with the concentration of the wealth into the attractions ef city life, go. es up to the· north woods,
so ~~a~ th_e,~~ge,l. of _t~-~- Lorf ~~~h,t_ know the houses hands of the few; _ ~l.ass ,and caste kept unequal buys a farm of t:wo hundred, ac7es for. $50, and.
. t J !) ~s) C\ (\ 10! L11 ,.., o. ~ r f (h tIL. cd('V,
ra:_·r, !\ :;<] 1 ' ! y·o·l l t: ,l; \ ft_-~ 1,
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his farm to $20,000. He supposes, also, another
man, who prefers to take the higher wages he can get
in town to the poorer fare of the woods. Mr. Denslow
inquires: "Can he, after living on such higher
wages and h?tter_ fare for twenty years, then turn
round and seize also the land which he refused as a
gift twenty years before? Having eaten all his own
cake, what entitles him to half of another's ~"
. No.w, we think Mr. Denslow's summing up of this
case mcomplete. Let us suppose both men die and
leave. each a son. Helpless Labor, the son of him who
ate hlB cake, goes to Value Sense, the BOD of him who
ate not, and says: " Sir, I hav no means of support.
Can you not giv me work and wages that my dis·
tress be relieved~" Value Sense replies': "My friend,
I cannot do it. My overseer bas all the labor be
needs. In fact, as I bav recently converted one-hall
my agricultural lands into a deer park I shall be
obliged to discharge one-half of them." '
"But," says Helpless Labor," will you not allow me
to cultivate even an a~re of your deer park, that ]
may remam m my nativ country, and not be obliged
to ask for or accept charity~, "No" replies ValUI
Se?se. "I will not do it. I ackn~wledge that J
e~JOY a large rent roll, an~ that I could furnish you
w1th land. whereb;r you might employ yourself witho.ut reducm g mby mcome one penny. But; sir, chari
ties genera1ly reed the evils they are aimed to cure.
You are afflicted with enforced idleness, and land
would only aggravate your condition. It is your
want, sir, that makes my land valuable. It is not to
my interest to supply your want. Besides, it is
against the principles of our Noble Order of Concentrated Capitalists for the Suppression of Altruism.
Therefore, my good man, move on, or I will invoke
the aid of ·the tramp act."
Now, let us balance the accounts, and see which of
the first two men is the debtor to society. The mechanic probably livs on as poor fare and low wages
while learning his trade, as does the farmer while subduing his land; thus far they are even. At the end
· h as d rawn $20 ,000 an d
of t wen t Y years the mech amc
. 1an d . E ven
the farmer Can get •$20 ,000 for h IB
agal·n , do you say'·. Let us see· Twen t y ·years of
farml'ng a n d wash1'ng b Y freshets h as re d uce d th e
productiv power of the land thirty-three and a third
per cent; five hundred thousand feet of lumber destrayed in clearing the land. The land is worth for
agriculture $10,000 iess than if it had neve~ been
touched. In addition to this is the $10,000 worth of
lumber that would hav remained but for his occupa·
tion of the land for agricultural purposes. Society
has paid him the market price for his labor in the
. · to
sh ape of pro d uce f or t wen t y years. I n a dd1twn
. .l\Ir. D ensI ow wou ld rewar d h'1m f or h'IS des t rueth Is,
tion of natural agents, and for his ability to "steer"
other men off his land. To be brief, Mr. Denslow
wishes to pay men for their ability to create want.
He says: "Organize your state Socialistically and nationalize your land, and you would then stand exactly
where you now do." In the next column he assures
us that such nationalization would "strike the earth
like a universal epidemic of insanity." In this
instaiiJle unlike causes produce like effects, with slight
variations. Does he really believe the peasantry of
Ireland would flee to South America if the landlord
industry were abolished? He refers us to the lash
of the Messrs. Pharaoh for an explanation of the
state's kindness as an employer. We would suggest
the United Stetes postal service as being equally
illustrativ of the same. Would individual interest
conduct a more perfect or economical system~
Would private capitalists hav gone to "rack and
ruin" in an endeavor to establish an agricultural de·
partment! Would private capitalists, actuated by
selfish individual interest, hav built up our public
school system~ Does not Mr. Denslow tremble at
the corruptions of the system, and the power of the
demagogs who can compel the thrifty and provident to furnish to the offspring of shiftlessness the
tree of knowledge? Does this gigantic governmental
charity breed the evils it is aimed to destroy? Has
this "short step" toward Socialism desolated our land~
Mter com eying the impression that the Socialist
is a bloodthirsty wretch, he grows pathetic over the
dear capitalist, who, after satisfying himself that the
collateral is good, is then filled with a patriotic desire
to double his money by putting down the Rebellion.
One man, subordinating self-love to the love of
others, believing that the greatest good to· the greatest number is a principle dear to the hearts of all
· true men, believing that human slavery cannot exist
in a land of the free, voluntarily submits to military
despotism, for what T That his commander- may be
emancipated ~ Or is it that the mutual rights of men
shall be equal?
A no th er, wh ose f ath er dl'd n ot possess the· value
· b
m' to the world a "helpless
sense very 1arge, IB orn
·
1
t r'l subm1'ts to hav his "will
Iab orer. " H e m
vo un a 1 y
power re d uce d t o zero," su b or d1' n at e s h1's rect1'tude
·
d h ' s· I th t h'
lo er
an d consmence, an w y . Imp y a IB emp y
be relieved of the necessity of labor, and his own
helplessness made more sure. Mr. Denslow can see
DO l'eltROU. for RnV diff<>rPnl1'l in thA IDf\Utfll Ffrt~fl of
l•,
\t1f::V t · ~) ll:·.;J j lh) \,; fl L' L\.',) lU \_:~\.! ~~~G:~·-~.,i
•
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which their superiE>rs maintain command· none in outside of that community, they are at a standstill. ·
the motivs actuating them, or in the ultima'te objects They must open up trade with other communities.
both are seeking to attain.
.
Every restriction upon trade is but a hindrance to
He further says: "Corporations are seldom human· the disposal of the surplus, and the surplus that can
he.nce, the mo~t ben~cial labor. Involuntary good not be disposed of- for something we want is worse
arises out of mdustnal pursuits conducted from a than nothing. We can only burn it as fuel, as our
selfish motiv." For instance, when the mine-owners farmers did their corn.
get together and decide to put their men on halfAs nations make their own money, they do not sell
time, the men are "involuntarily benefited" by being and buy like individual~. And, even were they to do .
relieved of .half their labor, half their wages, and so, it never pays to run vessels or vehicles loaded one
no?e of t.he1r wants; the railroads are benefited by way and empty another in competition with a trade
hem~ relieved of half their business and profits in that permits full cargoes both ways. Our American
movmg coal; and the consumer is relieved of a fire trade has suffered wonderfully on this account. We
half the time, his fire for the other half costing him hav put heavy restrictions on thousands of articles in
as much as it would for all the time if the men order to build up a dozen or so great inqustries like
in the mines were running full time. The great steel rails and sugar. Some great nativ American
"steerers," in this case, are a millstone around the industries that ought to hav expanded enormously
neck of industry. (We suppose it is a case in which hav been blighted-and limited mostly to the home
"great values cost.")
·
demand. Several productions and manufactures that
The citizens of Nebraska hav decided that without began about 1850 and grew so amazingly hav stood
the people the railroads would be valueless; without still or withered away. Several, like the export. of
the railroads the people's produce would be value- fresh beef, that started up years ago with great
less; that it is ''intrinsically unhealthy" for the rail- promis, hav soon dwindled because the ships had to
roads to reduce the said citizens' will_ power to zero; come back empty.
The exercise of common sense on the subject will
that the "involuntary ~ood" resulting from such
reduction is not as acceptable as the cash; and, convince anyone capable of reasoning that for a new
finally, that the success of the railroads is of no people like our own to restrict imports by law is premore importance than the success of an equal amount posterous. No imports, Iio exports. The probability
of capital and labor engaged in other industriet?. is that but for our debt we could not export anyWe hav, therefore, established a commission, the thing. And yet we ought to expprt four times more
"actual constitution" of whose nature has, up to cotton, ten times more tobacco, and immensely more
date, remained exactly" aplomb" to the true interests grain and beef than we do. Look at the census of
of society. If their natures get out of plumb, they 1860 and see. We hav now three times more people
can easily be replaced by men whose natures are than we had in the middle of that decade. Yet the
reader will be astounded to see that we do not pro"aplomb."
Our commission was established by a "selfish" duce for export in the same proportion.
Why 1 Simply because we are restricted in the
majority, and its whole business is to work for the
HoLT.
selfish interests of its constituency. Hav we not disposition of our surplmt.
pitched it on the right key, Brother Denslow~
Human nature was once "obstinately and inde. Faith, Frescoes, and Furnaces.
structibly firm" to the creeds of the Catholic church;
My brother writes me from Vermont that "they
the "actual constitution of human nature" was once hav overhauled the old church, frescoed it, and put
a'l1lomb
to the practice of human slavery,· "individual in a furnace, thus making it very popu1ar." " B ut,"
or
selfi.sh interest," or "business motivs," fed an army of he says, "they dare not let any religwn
.
get in, for
patriots on "decayed cow and bean coffee." Four fear of losing the popularity; so, yo~ see, times
years of bloody war and two hundred thousand of change.".
the flower of American youth sacrificed, and Mr.
Well, I am reconciled to hav it thus. Popularity
Denslow givs all the glory to the man who furnished is preferable to religion any time. Popularity is
the money-on good collateral-for the sake of peppermint essence, but religion 'is blue-mass. When
"profite."
religion itself was popular, humanity had to stay out
He alludes to a gratitude which lived sixty years, -not out in the cold, exactly, but out of reach of
and then asserts that the gratitude of the helpless both justice and mercy, and trembling beneath the
laborer to the state for acts of "priceless benef- thundered threatenings of eternal torment. So the
icence" will not survive from one election to another. new fashion in churches, of freecoes and furnaces, is
Mr. Denslow's deductions are:
a happy improvement on the orthodox pattern shown
1. Human wants must be gratified.
in the Westminster catechism-holy faith and hell2· In order to gratify human wants, humans must fire; and besides, the modern music serves to awaken
want.
attention to an occasionally sensible remark from
The wo~st predicament he can conceive of is that such preachers as, though they know little enough,
of the millionaire who could oblige no one to cook may know better than to decry all science as foolishhim a breakfast.
ness, whilst our sires endured the pulpit-pounders of
Hoping Mr. Denslow may succeed in smoothing the past through ability to go to sleep amid the
the millionaire's path (by compelling some helpless description of universal cataclysm.
laborer to walk in it and carry him), I will close.
Perhaps some Post Mills people will say I hav forL. BRADEN.
gotten my early training.. I bav forgotten. many
things not worth remembermg, but memory w11l hav
Our Surplus.
to be a total wreck before I shall forget the outrageWealth comes to a nation just as it comes to an ous threat from one whose religion outranked the
individual, namely, through the profitable exchange firmest natural ties, that the devil would pick my
of the annual surplus produced.
bones as I would pick a chicken, and that as fast as
If one man gets a surplus of anything and cannot he picked the flesh off me God would make more
sell or trade it for other things he wants, he is no meat grow on and when all the fuel to roast me
richer. If a farmer cannot dispose of his surplus should be con'sumed God would create more pitch
grain, it were better for him that it had not been and brimstone-all for saying God ought to obey •
produced. So with everybody, no matter what may his own laws.
be his calling. Now, the state is only a collection of
I am rejoiced to see su.ch piety played out. as that
many' individuals.
which "peopled earth w1t~ demons, bel~ ~1th men,
The United States for some twenty-five years hav and heaven with slaves.' When rehgwn ruled
not been getting rid of their surplus to other nations Europe, the springs of learning dried . up and the
·to any great extent. Our increase of wealth bas fires of persecution flowed. When rehgwn bossed
come almost entirely through immigration to this America, gallows-building was a regular trade, and
country and the wealth developed by that increased machine-shops were not. ~hen God was supp?1:1ed
population. The surplus made bas been principally to rave around like a lunatic monarch, the pnests
consumed at home. It can be shown that but for were in their glory, and the world in an uproar. Now
the wealth brought here by immigrants and developed that God has been relegated to some far corner of
by the spread of new populations over new lands we the universe there is a chance for peace on earth, and
had stood still.
the priests hav to be content with what they can get.
Yet other nations, like England for instance, while
The gospel once ca~;~t its glamor over hall and hut,
sending to us millions of their wealth-producing and the requisits to earthly comfort were neglected
population, hav been growing rich all the time, not- for the sake of salvation from the wrath of the maker
withstanding such depletion. It is true that some of poor wretches herea~ter. N:ow we hear nothing
individuals here hav· accumulated great fortunes, but of gospel ginger except m the siCkly songs of Sankey
their wealth has come to them by being appropriated. and the mawkish twaddle of such men as Moody;
Labor has made their wealth, and grown poorer while and the Salvation Army is simply a circus where all
so doing. Hence the strikes, riots, and general dis- the performers are clowns. If th.e church wi.ll taboo
couragement among the workmen of towns and the religion, it has my leave to substitute anythmg. but
farmers. A small community cannot grow richer by liquor.
·
Yes the church has become popular, but by droptrading their annual surplus with each other. Say a·
,
pl'ng 1·ts holy hi'deousness and putting on some. of the
community is composed of farmers, manufacturers,
h
second-band garments of civil society. Whe. n. It s all
and mechanics, and each one every year produces a hav
done wi'th 1·ts mimicry of old superstitiOn and
thousand dollars' worth of surplus in his line. As
soon as all shall hav as good houses and other become entirely a place' of qu. iet .amus~men~ an~ Jogh
t
1 t
ll b
improvements as they want, by exchanging with each icalinstruction in good ~e avwr, 1 8 popu an Y WI e
nthPr, who~ pholl '""f'"" flr, .,.'fl, r:<:t "11~T'1na ....-'J-,;,'1, "" rf n ""~t ,.,,...~,
t" lv> r1 n";1 '""rl
7
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Good News.
We hav received from C. P. Farrell the following
card:
"February 10, 1888.
"The Ingersoll-Field discussion is now in the
binder's hat:J.ds, and will be out very soon. Price in
paper, 50 cents; in cloth, $1."
Orders therefor may "be sent in at once, to be filled
as soon as the book is received, probably by the time
this reaches our rehders.

Girard College.

•

It has been well known to the Liberals of the country for many years that the magnificent bequest to
humanity made by Stephen Girard has been captured
by the church, and the funds left in trust for the
secular benefit of the orphans perverted to religious
uses. The matter has now been :.;eviewed and plainly
put by Judge Westbrook, of Philadelphia, in ·a volume
entitled, "Girard's Will and Girard College Theology," in which he intimates, also, that the courts may
soon be asked to interfere.
Mr. Girard left to the orphans' home and school
$2,000,000, forty-five acres of land where the college
now stands, and the residue of a portion of his
estate, which ·has proved immensely valuable. The
report for 1886 puts the Girard college estate .at
$10,684,580.22, and the superintendent assured
Judge Westbrook that it was worth fully $20,000,000.
The college grounds and buildings are said to be
worth $10,000,000. Besides the main college hall, there
are now nearly a score of auxiliary buildings and a
costly church edifice on the grounds. The present
annual income of the college is over $500,000.
In making his will devising this charity to Philadelphia Girard said:
"I enjoin and require that no ecclesiastic, missionary, or
minister of any sect whatsoever, shall ever hold or exercise
any station or duty whatever in the said college; nor shall
any such person ever be admitted for any purpose, or as a
visitor, within the premises appropriated to the purposes of
the said college. In making this restriction, I do not mean
to cast any reflection upon any sect or person whatsoever;
but, as there is such a multitude of sects, and such a diversity of opinion amongst them, I desire to keep the tender
. minds of the orphans, who are to derive advantage from this
bequest, free from the excitement which clashing doctrine
and sectarian controversy are so apt to produce; my desire
is, that all the instructors and teachers in the college shall
take pains to instil into the minds of the scholars the purest
principles of morality, so that on their entrance into activ
life they may, from inclination and habit, evince benevolence
toward their fellow-creatures, and a love of truth, sobriety,
and industry, adopting at. the same time such religious tenets
as J;heir matured reason may enable them to prefer."

On account of this provision, attempts were made
to break the will, on the ground that the foundation
of ·the college upon the principles and exclusions
prescribed by the testator is derogatory and hostil to
the Christian religion, .and so is void, as being
against the common law and public policy of Penn·
sylvania; and this for two reasons: first, because of

•

the exclusion of all ecclesiastics, missionaries, and
ministers of any sect from holding or exercising any
station or duty in the college, or even visiting the
same; and secondly, because it limits the instruction
to be given to the scholars .to pure morality and
general benevolence, and a love of truth, sobriety,
and industry, thereby excluding by implication all
instruction in the Christian religion.
The final argument was heard at the January,
1844, term of the United States Supreme Court, a
Mr. Jones and Daniel Webster appearing for the
plaintiffs, and Horace Binney and John Sergeant for
the city and executors. The will was sustained.
The next question for Girard's executors is, What
did he mean by these provisions? That he had the
right to make them is forever settled, and it only remains to pu.t in force his will or intention. The evidence is conclusiv that Girard was a Freethinker,
believing only in practical religion. The books in his
library, the names of his ships, his heroic efforts to
relieve sickness and distress, all testify this fact. In
the life of Girard, written immediately after Girard's
death, Stephen Simpson says: " The names of those
vessels bespeak with sufficient accuracy the bent of
his mind and the nation of his birth. The Mo_ntesquieu, Helvetius, Voltaire, Rousseau, show the
combination of philosopher and merchant, and indicate the high respect and reverence which he cherished for those illustrious names, their imperishable
works, and their beautiful but dangerous doctrins.
. That Girard had no religion, and looked
upon its professors with no friendly eye, I well
know." And in his will he makes his desii·e clear
that no religion should be taught in the college. He
says : "My desire is that all the instructors and
teachers in the college shall take pains to instil into
the minds of the scholars the purest principles of
morality, so that on their entrance into activ life
they may from inclination and habit evince benevolence toward their fellow-creatures, and a love of
truth, sobriety, and industry, adopting at the same
time such religious tenets as their matured reason
may enable them to prefer." This is plain as need
be. The boys were to be taught the purest princi·
plea of morality, and left to choose their religious
tenets as their matured reason should prefer when
they came to enter into life. Girard separated morality and religion. The first was to be positivly
taught the inmates of the college ; the second left to
their discretion when they should leave the institution. Girard also contemplated that this instruction
should be given by the regular teachers and instructors in the college, and not by outside preachers
in a building erected on the grounds called a chapel.
This cannot be doubted.
How hav these intentions and provisions been carried out ! The first thing, says Judge West brook,
that strikes our attention as we look over the college
grounds is an imposing edifice, called a chapel, of
a most elaborate and approved style of ecclesiastical
architecture.• The building has a marked ritualistic
forni, and at once suggests " high church." Here,
every Sur.day, missionaries from orthodox churches,
and especially from the Young Men's Christian Association, are admitted, and from the pulpit are
openly taught the distinctiv dogmas of orthodoxy.
The Protestant Bible is not only read, but it is expounded according to the evangelical creeds. Visitors pronounce these sermons equal in piety and sectarianism to sermon!! ordinarily delivered by ordained
pastors in outside churches. Recently a preacher
there not only delivered an orthodox sermon, but
openly ridiculed Thomas Paine, a man whom Girard
strongly admired, and with whom he probably agreed
on religious questions. Another preacher at the
chapel admitted to the scholars in his opening remarks " that the founder of the college never contemplated nor intended such a service as then and
there engaged their attention." He knew Girard's
trust was being perverted, and threw the responsibility for the perversion upon the Lord, by thrice
quoting in a significant tone, "God moves in a mysterious way his wonders to perform." Other missionaries, says Judge Westbrook, hav justified the
defeat of Girard's intentions by quoting, " Surely
the wrath of man shall praise thee," meaning that
Girard had been outwitted and his benefaction applied to what he did not intend-the promotion of
Christian dogmas, when he only thought to promote
the purest principles of morality.
When the scholars enter the pews of this chapel,

they find there for their use "A- Manual for the
Chapel of Girard College." This Manual contains
·liturgical selections for morning and afternoon, for
every day in the month, besides special services for
Sundays, Christmas, Good Friday, Easter, and other
holy days. It also contains numerous forms of
prayer, consisting of excerpts from the "Book of
Common Prayer of the Protestant Episcopal
Church." In addition to the prayers and litanies the
Manual contains nearly two hundred hymns. The
prayers are distinctly evangelical, oae for the sick
and dying asking that the departing soul " may be
cleansed in the blood of Christ." A responsiv hymn,
addressed to "the everlasting son of the father,"
thus informs Christ: "When thou tookest upon thee
to deliver man, thou didst humble thyself to be born
of a virgin." On the same page this declaration of
belief is found: " We believe that thou shalt come
to be our judge." The hymns, selections from which
Judge Westbrook givs, reek with sectarian piety.:.
The fourth hymn has this line:
"The God incarnate I Man divine!"

The eighth hymn pictures " thousands of children
in heaven," and tells how they go~ there :
" Because the savior shed his b:ood
To wash away their sin;
Bathed in that pure and precious flood,
Behold them white and clean."

The first verse of the sixty-ninth hymn is:
"Holy, holy, holy,_Lord God almighty,
Early in the morning our song shall rise to thee ;
Holy, holy, holy, merciful and mighty,
God in three persons, blessed Trinity."

Hymn 189 is a doxology :
" Glory be to God the Father,
Glory be to God the Son,
Glory be to God the Spirit,
Great Jehovah, three in one."

Hymn 193 is similar.

Hymn 73 is:

" In thy promi!!eB I trust,
Now I feel the blood applied;
I am prostrate in the dust,
I with Christ and crucified."

Hymn 74:
" Wash me, cleanse me in the blood
That flowed on Calvary."

In hymn 75 occurs this verse:
"I lay my sins on Jesus,
The spotless lamb of God;
He bears them all, and frees us
From the accursed load.
I bring my.guilt to Jesus,
To wash my crimson stains
White in his blood most precious,
Till not a spot remains."

The chorus of hymn 82 is :
" Sing, 0 sing of my redeemer;
With.his blood he purchased me;
On the cross he sealed my pardon,
Paid the debt and made me free."

Hymn 134 is devoted to frightening the children
with hell:
" Buried in sorrow and in sin,
At hell's dark door we lay;
But we arise by grace divine
To see a heavenly day."

These hymns are the childish twaddle of Methodism, thoagh the Manual is principally an Episcopal
compilation. But no sectarianism to ba found in: the
evangelical creeds is slighted. The M!lnual teaches,
says Judge West brook, the orthodox dogmas. of the
fallen, lost, and helpless state of the human race, the
incarnation of God himself through birth of a virgin
mother, to atone for man's sin, and to wash away his
guilt in the sacrificial blood of the God-man, thereby
securing to believers eternal salvation through the
grace of'' God· in three persons, blessed trinity." In
short, the orphans are taught the narrowest kind of
sect~~trian Christianity. The question then resolves
itself to this :
Girard left his property to found a college to be
completely non-religious. He had the right to do
this. His trust was accepted by the city of Philadelphia. But ·the directors, the majority of whom
are appointed for life by the judges of the Court of
Common Pleas, hav perverted this trust, and not
only teach religion openly, but sectarianism as well.
In this they violently antagonize the expressed intention of Girard and violate a most sacred trust. What
shall be done with them 1
The directors admit that they ought to keep to the
purpose of Girard, but they say that the first directors knew better than they what that purpose was,
and that, as the first directors provided fqr reli~iou!J
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services, they fee~ "8U'1'e that it is. quite within the
purpose
~r..Grrard that the principles of our com'l "
_mon Chr1st1amty should be taught to his
. t
d'
.
pupt s.
Th e d tree ors tsclatm that sectarianism is taught, but
Judge Westbrook points to the Manual, and to the
fact .that no preachers but evangelical ones are ever
admt~ted to the pulpit of the chapel, and the directors
are stlent. Th~y hav perverted a magnificent trust,
a~d they know 1t. When endeavoring to break the
wtll, Web~ter argued that Girard intended to exclude
the teachmg. of any and all religious tenets. " Is
not the teachmg of laymen as sectarian as the preaching ~f clergymen ?" ~sked that great lawyer. "Accordmg to my ~xpertence,. a layman is just as likely
to la~nch out. mto sectanan views and .to advance
clashmg ~octrms and violent, bigoted prejudices as
a professwnal preacher." Webster was right but
the court decided that Girard had the legal ri~ht to
exclude all religious teaching. By Christian dishonesty, however, the directors hav done what Webster could not do, practically broken the will. "If
the courts do not interfere in this matter," says Judge
Westbrook, "and by mandamus or other judicial
proceeding compel the directors to execute the trust
com~itted to them in accordance with the provisions
of Gtrard's Will, there is no use in having courts and
no use in making a will. The question is one that
interests the whole world, and the time will certainly
come when another 'notable case' will be heard in
the Supreme Court of the _United States-not to
break Girard's Will, but to determin whether the
present directors are not shamefully betraying a
sacred trust in teaching sectarian, religious tenets in
spite of Girard's requirements and the decision of
the court in eighteen hundred and forty-four."

o!

The Churches and the Indian Schools.
The Independent charges that the national administration is, for political purposes, favoring the Roman Catholic church by giving it an unfair.share of
the public funds devoted to educating the Indians.
The Catholics maintain an Indian Mission bureau
at Washington, and through this bureau, says the
Independent, not only the contract schools, but the
government schools, supported wholly by the government, are also rapidly passing into the control of
this bureau by the appointment of Catholic teachers,
even where the Indians are all Protestant. For contract boarding-schools, carried on by missionary and
. as where th
.t
t .
Other bodl " ,
e governmen pays a cer am
amount per annum for each Indian scholar's support,
the United States government expended last year
the sum of $308,299.98. Of this sum the Catholics
got $168,959.13, and all others, including Hampton
and Lincoln, got $139,340 85. For contract day
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the support, either in whole or in part of sectarian private . The ex:r;>lanation of the committee in charge of the
schools. Let those who want such sch~ols hav them to their cts-Atlanttc end of Bishop Taylor's "mission" is a
heart's content, provided always that they are content to pay
curious one. They say in substanc9 that Mr. Waller
the bills."
Why not apply these words to the Indian schools o~ght t.o hav stayed in Africa and died, after burying
hts family. For sending missionaries into a country
and hold them up before both Catholic and Pro~
where white men cannot hope to liv, they hav no
est ant~
apologies to offer. They say:·
.
."We
meant
to
do
it,
we
hav
done
it,
with
our
eyes
open.
The Congo Mission.
Btshop
Taylor
and
the
committee
hav
told
every
candidate
The row .oyer one of Bishop Taylor's mtsstonaries
that we only wanted such as would go with their minds
to the Congo develops points not very creditable to made up to suffer and die and be buried in Africa for its
any of the parties thereto. Bishop Taylor is the redemption. If any come back and complain, as Mr. Waller
gentleman who, with more zeal than sense, has does, of disappointment, we are in no way responsible. It
started to Christianize Africa and make the Dark is ~he result of their own insincerity, their cowardice, or
Continent tributary to the Methodist church. In theu want of consecration. Nor do we repent for what we
hav done. If this be sin, make the most of it; we are incorfurtherance of this scheme he begged money enough rigible. We propose to repeat the offense; we call now for
to build in sections a steamer to ply on Stanley a thousand men and women, and money to transport them to
Pool, and Mr. J. C. Waller volunteered to go as Africa, within the next four years; we expect to get both
cook on the boat, expecting to get thereby his own and we will send this army into the jaws of death, if it b~ -.
living, the living for his wife and children, and a the will of God, in the interest of Africa."
And this is Christ's work, as understood by the
chance to make money by trading with the nativE'.
'Yhen he got to Africa, his wife and children grew Methodists ! This is the result of the African misstck, he became discouraged, and returned. The sion work, the "opening of the Congo to civilization "
family arrived in this city, homeless and penniless, about which we heard so much a few months sine~.
and Mr, Waller asked the committee which sent them Was there ever a more cruel scheme of fanaticism
'
out for temporary relief. He was I"efused any aid greed, and ignorance?
It is pretty generally understood by the commonand had it not been for a kind-hearted saloon-keepe;
on West street the family would hav been left on sense world that missions to the heathen are humthe street to freeze and starve. The newspapers bugs, spiritually end materially. The converts are
heard of Mr. Waller, investigated the matter, and bribed or bought; they are from the lowest class of
?ublished his statements. Mr. Waller, it appears, nativs, the more intelligent looking with contempt
ts one of those good but ignorant Christians who upon the theology of the missionaries; and the tradobey the "voice of God." He heard this voice say, ing spirit manifested is alone sufficient to diRgust
" Go to Africa," and he went. Whether the voice the heathen with the emissaries of the new religion.
told him to trade with nativs he does not say. At Mr. Waller affirms that even in the Congo state'· the
any rate, he desired to be a missionary on the Congo, missionaries as a class, in consequence of their povwhich desire was fulfilled. · Bishop Taylor received erty, their lack of becoming self-respect, and their
him and set him to work chopping wood, carrying trafficking habits, are held in contempt by the nativs
water, and· doing other divine things. The steamer and by the local government." The good done by
on which he was to be cook and commissary, and by these missions is generally good done to the mismeans of which he was to trade with the nativs, lay sionaries themselvs; but, to a land like Africa, it is
on the banks of the Congo in the original packages little less than murder to send white men. A fanatic
in which she was shipped to Africa. Before the like Bishop Taylor may take his life in his hand, and
trading opportunity could come Mr. Waller was liv there; but that an organization should exist to
obliged to return to this city to save the lives of his coax men ignorant of the conditions of the country to
family. The story of his return is ·thus told by a go there to die is monstrous. The whole business is
a disgrace to the church which supports it.
writer in the Christian Advocate:

. "When he arrived in New York penniless, with his sick
Editorial Notes.
wife and children, it was by the Wisconsin, of the Guion
JoHN
H.
KEYSER,
the stove-merchant philanthropist who
line, on Friday morning, December 23d, and it was noon before the baggage was passed by the revenue officers. In all has been feeding the poor of New York, has had to stop,
the great city ther~J were but two men with whom Mr. Wal- owing to the great number of applicants for aid and the
ler had any acquaintance, or on whom he felt at liberty to shortness of his own purse. Speaking of the opposition his
call. These were the Rev. Asbury Lowrey, D.D., editor of enterprise encountered from the churches and professional
the Divine Life, vice-president, and Richard Grant, Esq., charity organizations, Mr. Keyser told this story: "There
treasurer of the Taylor Transit and Building Fund So- is a church across the street from the eating-room, but
ciety. He went immediately to the office of the treasurer never even offered the men a cup of cold water. One of the
schools the government expended $9,847.27. Of this at 181 Hudson street, and made himself known. Mr. Grant deacons did say that we were doing 'nice work,' and that if
the C~tholics got $7,632.92, and all others got $2,~ was out, but the clerks seemed to understand his case, and we would send the men over to the church they might be
214.35. Summing them together, the government referred him to Dr. Lowrey, on Second avenue, ncar Four- converted." Mr. Keyser is a heretic.
paid for the education of Indian youth in contract teenth street, and thither, after some misgivings, he went,
HENRY GEoRGE is now charged by Dr. McGlynn with tre:\schools the sum .of $318,147.25; of which $ 176,- only to learn from the servant-girl that the· doctor was out.
He then returned to the office in Hudson str~et, where he son to his party: At a meeting at Pythagoras Hall last week
592.15 went to Catholic schools, and $141,555.20 to was told that nothing could be done for him there, and that the ex-priest said~ "Henry George has practically declared
the vice-president was the only man who could do anything himself for Cleveland, and somf of the editorial writers on
all other schools.
The Independent argues that as the Catholics of for him, and to him he mu9t apply. Again he wended his his paper, the Standa1·d, hav tried to side-track our party.
the country number only from one-sixth to one-tenth weary way to Second avenue and back, with the same result We will not be side-tracked nor will we be a wretched bit of
of the whole population, and the Protestants from as before. In vain he pleaded with the clerks at the treas- a tail to a Democratic kite. If Cleveland is defeated, we will
urer's office that he was a stranger, without money to buy not put crape on our hats. If Henry George does not see fit
five-sixths to nine- tenths, this giving the former food and shelter for his sick family; in vain he eomplained to be our candidate or support our candidate, we hav plenty
fifty-five and one-half per cent of the money expended of his weary, fruitless journeys. With a cruelty inexpli- of good material without him. Mr. George will hav to take
on the education of the Indians, and putting the cable, they insisted on his retracing his steps once again over a very humble position among us if he persists in supporting
latter off with forty-four and one-half per cent, is those weary miles, with the encouragement: 'The doctor Cleveland. Now I hav opened my mind to you. If he did
unfair.
must be in by this time;' and the poor man went again, consent to run, I doubt very much if he would get much of
finish~ng his third trip of four miles each with no better sue- a showing from our party." The way of the political reformer in this city is not only hard, but its deviousness is like
If we look at it in that light-that the Indians and cess than be.fore.
other heathen are fair prey for the Christian sects,
"Here was this wretched man. Night coming on, offices the purposes of God-past finding out.
to be divided pro rata and the government robbed closing, exhausted, disheartened, penniless, his loved ones
according to averages-we agree with the Inde- . sick and alone on the great steamer, no hospitable door open
SToRIEs having been lately revived that Dr. McGlynn conpendent. But our religious contemporary should to them, the only ones to whom he had dared to appeal for templated going to Rome to ask for rehabilitation as a priest,
aid had 'shut up their bowels of compassion from him!' the land refor er mad th folio 1' declar t' 1 t S
look out. If it asks for a pro rata division of the He turned his weary feet toward the steamer, reflecting, as day night before
m the Anti-Poverty
e e
w ng
a wn asa morul
unSociety:
"Without
government funds for Protestant Indian schools, how the hot tears coursed down his cheeks: 'Do they count me revolution, I shall never preach in St. Stephen's church,
can it refuse to accede to the Jesuits' pro rata de- their enemy because I come home to save my family alive?' or in any Catholic church, again. The machine won't send
mands for their parochial schools~ It seems to Even so. On the steamer the fires were out, the doors were me back, and now let me end the matter-I don't want to
make a world of difference to Protestants whoS{l ox open, the winter wind blew cold through the saloons; the go back. I can't go back without retracting all I hav s!lid
young mother, her ey· es red with weeping, with her little h
d I '11 v t k b k
· t t'ttl f th t
is gored, for in regard to the Catholic Protectory bill ones huddled in a state-room, was vainly striving, with her will
ere,never,
an never,
wt nenever
er a allow
e acanyone
Jo orormen
1 e o
a.
man
to supervise
providing that that institution shall hav a share of scanty .wraps, to shield their wax-like forms, from which the my doings among my fellow-men. The first letter which I
the public school fund, the Independent says:
African fever had burnt the red blood. Little Harry, shall send to Rome on this business-and one which I shfl.!l
,. , "If any religious sect not satisfied with these schools looking out at the great city over which the shades of night send speedily-will be one disavowing the actions of kind
chooses to establish private schools and teach its own pecul- were slowly settling, and shivering with cold that December friends who hav sought, with my tacit consent, to reopen my
iar religious tenets in the same, then it has a perfect right to night, asked, plaintivly : 'Mamma, ain't there any warm case there. Hav no fear for me. I defy the malignity of
do so. Nobody denies this right, or objects to its exercise. houses in New York?'"
Rome. I giv them warning now that if they attempt to
But when any sect asks the general public to help it in this
Finally, he made his wants known to a hotel and hound me with the arts of .which they are such ma~ters, I
work of religious propagandism, then a very different ques-j' saloon keeper in West street who took him in and will expose them. I hav only told things which politicians
tion is raised. The people as citizens and property-holders kept him till some men wh~ .did not edit Divine and well-informed people hav known in the past, but I giv
hav no objection to being taxed for the support of non- . .
.
.
.
them warning that I am full of knowledge of events the
sectarian public schools, in ·w.hich they all hav a common Lifes ratsed. funds for htm to get back to hts old tale of which will make the country too hot to hold them.
1J:!.tere~t; but they do ?eci?edly object to such taxation for home at Burlmgton, Vt.
.
, They had better let me alone."

I
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Jttltrs protl( JJritttds.
HARVARD, ILL., Dec. 31, 1887.
MR. EDITOR : Let me say those two letters of R. G. Ingersoll's to Mr. Field are worth one year's subscription to the
paper; he reasons so grandly.
Please send me the "Nine Demands of Liberalism." I
want to hav it framed and hung up in my house. Also send
E. C. Walker's little book on" Bible Temperance."
I see that some people think Heston's pictures are injurious
to the paper. If such is the case, those people had better
throw away their old Bibles, for all are taken from their old
Jew book.
Yo11rs truly,
AB!!AM 0ARMAOK.
SoLDIERs' HoME, Wis., Jan. l,_A.s. 288.
MR. EDITOR: Now, as Congress will soon adjourn their
annual debauch, we may rest assured that they will
Take physic, prompt;
And expose themselvs to feel what wretches feel.

I want no Anarchism or Communism in mine, but free
speech, a free press, and a free country; the greatest possible
individual freedom compatible. with everybody else's having the same privilege-in fact, perfect freedom to do right,
but no license to do wrong. We must hav government in
order to secure justice, but want very little of it-just as few
laws as possible, -~tnd those only the best.
The mines of Arkansas are all right, and in a few months
we will be shipping bullion by the carload, both gold and
silver-gold predominating-and people will be astonished
to learn that Arkansas is the richest mining field on earth;
but it is the plain, unvarnished truth.
And we hav a number of broad-gage Liberals here who
will soon be classed among the wealthy ones of earth, and
will know how to use their wealth for the good of manldncl,
the Secular Union, and Liberalism generally, including the
Nine Demands. Hold your grip, Brother Stevens, !!, few
months longer, and we will strengthen your .hands. I hav
had Jamieson and Remsburg lecture in my home town in
Missouri, and hav been born again free from superstition
and error, with an everlasting salvation, world without end
-Amen!
You may see me in your sanctum when the leaves begin
to turn-1 mean next fall-if the mines pan out so soon.
Always for truth,
Yours,
JoHN Q. OARTER.

And in this condition of mind there will be nothing to hinder
them from snaking the "super flux" with lavish hand and in
unsparing profusion among our much maligned and downtrodden aristocracy. If the tale be true that history repeats
itself, and also that no lawyer Hving can possibly do anything without a precedent, what is to hinder Congress from
legislating specially for our millionaire aristocracy ? They
BRUNSWIOK, GA., Jan. 1, A.S. 288.
can't help it; they must do something to kill time besides
·MR. EDITOR : At the beginning of another year we mostly
drawing their salaries, and if there has ever been a law
enacted in Congress exclusivly in the interest of the people think more of the course of life than on any other day.
Thoughts of that kind are crossing my brain, and as they are
at large, your humble servant has failed to find it out.
mostly related to the cause THE TRUTH SEEKER so grandly
Yours truly,
NELSON HUNT.
advocates and expresses, I think I had better tell you about
CmoAGo, ILL., Jan. 8, 1888.
my New Year's conclusion. Before me lies the last copy of
MR. EDITOR: The Christian temperance advocates hav the most valuable and Liberal paper I ·know of, and if I am
revived their enthusiasm by a grand rally here recently; and an Infidel to-day, I can honestly declare that THE TRUTH
it must hav struok the consistent ones in attendance as some- BEEKER has done the most to make me one, and if I go to
what ludicrous to see emblazoned above the rostrum, in hell-it is THE TRUTH BEEKER's fault.
letters which seemed ready to burst with a sense of their
Another year has to-day made its appearance. What it
own absurdity, "In God we trust," while upon the rostrum will bring us no one knows. Who at the beginning of 1886
stool! the shining lights d theology, begging with tears in thought of a Haymarket riot, and who on the morning of the
their eyes, imploring in attitude and eloquence, for just one year just passed had an idE;a of the fivefold murder commore addition to their treasured and. most potent power, the mitted on November 11th? Nobody. And so we are stand~
almighty dollar. Most efftctivly did they beg, for thousands ing again before another short space of time. We do not
of dollars were contributed.
lmow how much good it may bring us, and at least we hav
Their shrewdness far outmeasures their consistency; other- hope that it will turn out good instead of bad. Let us hope
wise they could not be theological adherents. How strange the best for the sake of universal mental liberty.
that men, endowed with reason, as all are, should cling, as
Now, I do not think it very proper for me to go into a
though, forsooth, life and morality depended upon them, to lengthy argument with M.r. Swan, of Kent, 0., but simply
the foolish assertions, 'inconsistent truditions, and monstrous refer him to Sister Maggie Hope Graham's letter from far-off
iniquities which are portrayed in the Bible ?
Washington territory in defense of Anarchism. She says :
Suspect a man continually, and sooner or later he will "What fools you are to think you can hang an idea!" And
fall; but let him know of reposed confidence, and how right she is. You cannot hang an idea, nor put it out of
exalted he becomes in the great majority of cases ! Man can existence by force nor punishment, but simply and only by
be taught to do right, because it means his own good and solid. argument or by removing the cause that creates the
happiness for time and eternity. It appeals to his reason, to idea or effect. " There will come a time when our silence
his 8ense of justice, to his love for all those about him, of will be more powerful than the voices you now strangle
which not one is entirely void.· But get up and wildly to death "-the dying words of the leader of the Anarchists
threaten a man; tell him to "beiieve as I do or be damned, -will remain in the history of the struggle for liberty forconform with the customs of this church or be visited by the ever. The time will come, though we may not liv long
most monstrous and unending injustice which ail. almighty enough to participate in it, when people 'will think otherwise
mind can conceive "-can such blasphemy lead to the well of of those five than they do now-at least, the majority. ~
an undeveloped soul ? I trow not ! It has caused many to
I do not think that I hav to be an Anarchist to respect
hastily don the sheep's clothing, and is the very essence and those men. Why? You yourself, Mr. Swan, make the
source of hypocrisy.
FANNY DE VILLO.
remark that there are many good men who believe in the
Bible stories, and that we are bound to respect them. Why
BEARDSTOWN, ILL., Jan. 13, 1888.
not those Anarchists? Judge by the cause that made the
MR. EDITOR: The following is a sample pa1· excelience of men Anarchists; I look on the question from the side of
the stuff to which the Methodist church is resorting for humanity. Their purpose was to free the working class
drumming up recruits :
from those who are gradually murdering them. Did they
The greatest investment of the age at the Methodist Episcopal themselvs in the least benefit by it? Does anyone dare to
church I Opportunity to invest day and night. Hours of business say that their purpose was the expectation of personal gain?
a.t 2 o'clock every afternoon and 7 o'clock every evening. Come,
I am not an Anarchist, but there is much good ethics in
everyone, and take st Jck in the wonderful enterprise!
When such claptrap as the above is harnessed in to do Anarchism which "we are bound to respect," as you would
express yourself. I again repeat my words that there is no
service in the name of religion, no honest man can hav
limit to free speech, and I ask anyone to correct me.
one particle of respect for such religion. And " the· pillars
Perhaps a world with free spe~ch is only imaginary,
in the church" exercise no more forethought than the·
because
J myself think that at least it will take a long course
preacher in permltting their ''holy religion" thus to be
hawked before the public as does a charcoal-man or a peanut- of time to prepare people for this Utopia of liberty. But
vender his goods: The latter hav the advantage in the fact maybe I am wrong. I believe in the truth of the human
that the one can warm the cold, the other feed the hungry; character, which is not naturally bad and mean, but which
while "the greatest investment of the age" is the quickest has evolved this way in the struggle for life and existence.
I am not an Anarchist; nor do I believe · in the destruc, way of enriching only its blatant advertiser, the preacher.
This advertisment, in flaming bills, has been scattered tion of property, because this would mean a loss to the comover the city, and appears in all the stores. Anu the major- munity; nor hav I the idea that there can be ·a world where
ity call it a "shrewd, businesslike scheme I" To our certain each one has just as much as the other one. My whole
knowledge, we remember that when, not long since, a lecture religion is based on justice and equal rights. No one should
on Freethought topics was announced in dignified terms, by possess what he or she has not earned by his or her labor.
similar means, the bills were cautiously and scrupulously, or One should hav the same chimce for making a living as
otherwise, gathered and chucked into the fire. They were another. The soil should belong to all, and no one should
even torn down from the fences and buildings. But when own more than he or she can use for a livelihood. I further
anything of a church nature is started, however demoralizing think that a person should work from twenty to fifty years
in its nature and tendency, as these "revivals" undoubtedly by gradual decrease of working hours; and also advocate
are, the thought of shieldiag their children from its baleful that each and every worker should receive what he produces,
influence never rises as ·an issue. The preacher's public plea and am opposed to having things so that if a woman sews a
is that it will help the young man in business if he comes to shirt for a merchant, it costing him perhaps twenty cents
Jesus and joins the church. "Godliness is profitable," when and he selling at seventy-five cents, making fifty-five cents,
the seamstress gets three to five cents for hard work, and he
one is fit for no better religion.
ZoA ToPSIS.
eleven times the amount for doing little or nothing. That is
mainly the religion the Anarchists advocate, and I see no
BEAR CITY, ARK., Jan. 10, 1888.
MR: EDITOR : I send you herewith $1 ~or THE TRUTH wrong in it. I refer you respectfully to Mr. Ingersoll's
SEEKER, as long as that will pay for it, for James L. Berry, second letter to Field, and his uefinition of right and wrong
Crystal Springs, Ark.-a whole-souled Liberal, and one of our and good and evil. Mr. Ingersoll says a person making
futu're millionaires, and I promis you he will be a permanent a living by religion is despicable, and also I say .that any
subscriber, and will remit again before the present subscrip- person making his living by the missteps and wrong intertion expires. I most heartily indorse THE TRUTH BEEKER, pretation of the law, or the violation of the law, above all
pictures and all. I hav never found an editorial in it to others is detestable.
which I could not say, " Them's my se]ltiments, better than _ I trust in the honor of man, in the voice of conscience that
will td nu;·r;;c \'~:t\\ \,) Ji(:i~·~ vr Y:! ::~, U ,i[r. ~ ~t\ll:
1 c.ndd! ~;.~: s,:,: Lt: i) 1
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don't think that it always takes a policeman to keep'up.
virtue, but think that people will worship virtue· for the
reward of virtue in itself. From your standpoint yo!i: must
indeed think very low of human character-that no one
would be honest and virtuous if a man.with a club doesn't.
watch him. Isn't it just the principle of doing good. for
good itself that has made us Freethinkers ?
·
Hoping the best for the cause of humanity for the coining
year, I am,
Yours,
FRED. L. HoFFMA.N;
KENT, 0., Jan. 20,1888.
MR. EDITOR: There seems to be a great strife at this pres~
ent time between Christian religion and scientific Infidelity,
The one is founded on faith in something unseen, unknown,
and undemonstrable by any known process of reasoning or
scientific proof. The other, whether true or false, is the outgrowth of investigation by those who for centuries hav stood
at the head of what we call Naturalists, and who hav ferreted
out and deciphered many of the difficult problems of nature's
mystery. .They hav learned of the great laws by which nature is governed. These laws govern both organic and inorganic nature. The first-mentioned place behind this what
they call God, and ascribe to him the same principles and
attributes as found in man. He is said to be vicious, full of
jealousy, hatred, revenge, and to be guilty of bringing into
existence a portion of the human family on purpose to glorify ·
his name, the rest to show his infinit goodness in casting them
off and punishing them in unquenchable fire throughout eternity. With these bad qualities they ascribe to him the power
of love, affection, forgivness, etc., making a being that is on
the whole worthy of our love and esteem and one to be
adored. The Infidel (which simply means" an unbeliever in
the other faith") seems to doubt the existence of such a
deity, but places" behind the scenes" a being of infinit greatness, of whom he has little or no knowledge, as his real worth
is so great that the mind of man can hav of it no conception.
They demonstrate to a certainty that he does all by a great
and unchangeable law, and asks not the council or advice of
his subjects. While the Qhristian believes that God has vio.
lated his own law at sundry timeJ! and performed miracles on
earth, and is ever ready, when earnestly called on through
supplications in faith from his faithful followers, to show his
all-wise and supreme power to further the enu of belief in his
own existence; on the other hand, the unbelievers claim that
all the fervent prayers of heaven and earth united would not
remove one grain of sand on the seacoast. They claim that
all such prayers could not put out one little fire in an ludian's
wigwam when fed by good fuel and the conditions of burning kept perfect. I do not wish to ask, Why this difference
of opinion? but ask, Why not either prove or disprove the
truth in everything as far as possible? If the Bible God will
do as his followers and teachers claim, why not test the question and learn the facts? Certainly there are those who love
to pray and who claim an unbounded measure of faith.
Then why not call for a day to be set aside for devout, fervent prayer by the millions, and ask his majesty to perform
some noble and miraculous deed to prove the truth of his in_
fin it greatness? Could he not say to the nations of unbelievers,
"Assemble at such a place, at such a time, and witness the
burning of a live coal beneath .the briny deep, or look ye and
see the mighty oak come forth in full size and vigor in a day
that I usually grow by my natural laws in a few hundred
years?" This would be convincing proof to many, although
Theosophists tell us that many pagan Hindoos can do all tpis
from their knowledge and control of the natural forces.
Would not such a demonstration of power from the great
all-wise. creator -described by the D.D.'s of our land settle
the matter for all time to come?
For centuries past these ideas, the superstitious and the
scientific, hav lived side by side like .the thistle and lily, but
unfortunately the former has been skilfully husbanded and
made to grow; while the latter has been forced to submission, and only allowed to grow where It was unknown and
unnoticed. But truth and virtue will prevail, and the great
law of growth has forced new life into the subdued and enfeebled roots of the beautiful, and now the petals of reality
begin to show their colors of truth, undaunted and fearless
of the powers of superstition. How long, I ask, will this
condition of affairs continue to exist? How long will the
poor man be found dropping into the coffers of the clerical
hat the hard.earned coin that is needed to enhance the comforts of his own family? How long will the poor widow be
compelled to sew until midnight to pay the tax on her own
little home while .the millionaire's cathedral goes untaxed?
How long will those mighty spires continue to look ·down
in disdain upon the humble cot of the poor man who by
economy and hard work has gained a shelter for his wife and
little ones to protect them from the wintry blasts? How long
shall the female domestic continue to pay to her priest the
price of the shackles that bind her to superstition and her
will to his? May I ask, How long will Ignorauce hold the
torch that furnishes light for him to be robbed of all the comforts in this life, only to be prepared for a life we· lmow not
of-? The Infidel's God speaks in thundering tones and says :
"One world at a time. Do as you would be done by in this.
Liv to enjoy home and friends in this world and you will be
prepared for the next when it comes. Where can heaven be
found better than on earth?" But I must answer, not here
as long as superstition and bigotry reign supreme.
•
Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage in a late sermon in Brooklyn
said the fact is that " about all the brain and the business
·genius is on the siue of religion. Infidelity is incipient insanity. All Infidels are cranks." Such are the words of him
who asks you in the name of his God to love your enemies
and your neighbor as yourself. 0 thou falsifier of the truth I
you would keep in ignorance your fellow-man, that you may
Hv off the sweat of his b.-ow in~te<trl of yonr own. Yon cBre
l;vt 1 ..1 '!I·' II} t:l: q·.[ .· 1 ·:1 . .)' :ti i .; ;', .. i l'} · 1 \1,· :::v ',ii··.!i'~
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of the pas~, and dare not for one moment liste~ to the trum_
pet of SCience that would so justly condemn your oftrepeated fables to the regions of the deep. How can you
wrench from your fellow.man that liberty and freeborn
thought that speak a solace of happiness and would mak
his breast ?eave with in~pired love for all the blessings
c?uld obtam, only to pacify your love for notoriety and fi~an_
CLal support, when you know you cannot sustain by actual
~ruth one word you say? You hav not the excuse of a crimwal lawyer who pleads for the acquittal of his client who
he knows is guilty, and works hard to show his ability to di:.
prove the truth. If you had one excuse for your hypocris
the more honest might excuse you. I again ask When 0 ~'
when will the truth prevail and the ashes of the t~rrible ~on~
ster, Snpcr~ti~ion, act as. a fertilizer to make grow the great
truths that It IS man's pnvilege to obtain?
A. D. SwAN.

h:

GOLDTHWAITE, TEX., Jan. 13,· 1888.
Mu. EDITOR : The pioneer of Liberalism here in this place
informs me that the money is made up by subscription to
procure J. E. Remsburg to pay us a visit in the near future
and deliver three lectures in our town on Liberalism. The
above event is looked forward to with anticipated pleasure
and, as the Methodists say, we hope that great good will b~
accomplished in this part of the moral vinyard.
Several counties in .this part of Texas hav suffered severely
for two years past with drouth, crops being almost a total
failure, causing hundreds of people to leave the country and
considerably weakening in the minds of those remaining the
belief in the old passage of scripture, "Once I was young,
but now am old, yet never did I see the righteous forsaken
or his seed begging bread." If any of our ancestors were
righteous, the above quotation is certainly exploded in
these parts. It may yet hold good in Brooklyn or New
York, but won't do in western Texas in a drouth like the
past. However, we liv in hope.
·
The minds of our people are tending toward Liberalism.
Several hav subscribed openly to the•above fund. Others
s;~;y to Friend Lewis: "Yes, I will subscribe something
toward the lectures, but don't put my name down on· the
list." Now, the above indicates a strong tendency toward
Freethought, and we expect a good time here if we can hav
a succession of Liberal lectures at this place the coming
year. The shackles of fanaticism and superstition are
weakening with us.
·
'l.'he q\l.estion whether Ingersoll has beheaded Dr. Field,
amputated his tail, or pierced his heart remains an unsettled
question. But all admit that Field is dead, killed by his own
medic'l.n, upon the gory field of superstition, and that he is
wrapped in the mantle of conviction ready for theological
interment. Ann our proposition is that a tombstone be
erected over Field's tomb bearing the following inscription:
"Hurrah for the colonel!"
GEo. WHITAKER.
BELVIDERE, ILL., Jan. 16, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I cannot imagin how Mr. Shoemaker and
Mr. Cretors can be so unreaf!onable as to charge you with
sympathy with Anarchy. In all your editorials on the subject I hav never seen one word in which you favor or defend
it. Before those gentlemen make the charges, it would be
better for them to point out the editorial in question: It is
your opinion that the Chicago Anarchists did not hav a fair
trial. That ill Robert Ingersoll's opinion. And my opin~on
exactly coincides with yours and his. Ingersoll and yourself hav felt free to speak your mind. All honor to you for
it. What is THE TRUTH BEEKER for, if not for the purpose
_of Freethinkers' expressing their candid views? If it is not
for the purpose of Freethinkers' expressing their free
thoughts, then I do not see what purpose it is for. It had
better be discontinued, and let us all take the New York Observe1·, or some other religious paper that forbids the voice of
Freethought. Because you hav given your opinion of the Chicago trial, Mr. Shoemaker stops his paper, and Mr. Cretors tells
you to smear it over with printers' ink. He finds fault with
you for printing six words of Herr Most's opinions. Why,
great Scott! you hav printed columns and columns of Christians' opinions, and they hav butchered millions and millions
of the human race, while the Anarchists are only supposed
to hav killed seven people.
That suppositioD, is the only question in dispute. You
thought that there was a link lacking in the chain of evi_
deuce, and you said so. Mr. Ingersoll thinks so, and says
so. And there are thousands who think so, and say so.
And again, there are thousands who think so, but are too
timid to say so, for fear of being called Anarchists.
0. S. Barrett, one of your correspondents, wants to bet
$1,000 that the man who says " Hats off" to the men who
were hung in Chicago is himself an Anarchist. I'll take the
bet. I say " Hats off" to those m·en-not because they
were Anarchists, but because I think they were well-meaning-though mistaken-men ; men who were slain, not because a case was proved against them, but because public
clamor cried out for revenge. To appease this cry, they
were made victims. The wretch who committed the crime
was unknown. The motiv that prompted him or her to commit it is unknown; for how can his or her motiv be known
if the criminal is unlm own? But those who hanged the men
supposed that the unknown one was prompted to do so by
the teachings of those men. Justice and law would never
consent to hang them upon any such supposition, but blind
revenge and popular clamor would. When I heard of their
deaths I mourned for them. My heart ached with a heartfelt sorrow. I sympathized with them on account of the injustice dealt out to them. When I think of this injustice,
in the fulness of my sorrow I reverently doff my hat and
say to those who see this injustice: In the name of JesuJ
Christ, TJn:n", (h]ilcn 1 t:rr,c!ns 1 nnil all who br.v f'lll~n Ylr-
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Christians, or at least, people that c~ll themselvs Christians,
who know so much of their religion that they consider
Bible-reading an unnecessary luxury. Some of them hardly
ever hav read twenty chapters in the holy book. They
" know" that the Bible is God's word; that it is a book superior to any book written by human genius ; that to giv up
that book is to giv up our civilization, charity, and every
good thing which makes life worth living. More than that,
they "know" that the Bible is written by a ghost through
the aid of human secretaries, snd if you hav courage to in~uire the authority of that book, you are in danger of losmg your soul. And yet they do not take pains to examin
the book for themselvs, to find out what kind of matter they
are obliged to believe. The parson told them there is no
book in the world which can be compared with the Bible, .
and that is enough for them. Ask those people why tbey
don't buy any books ; they will tell you they cannot afford
to spend money on useless books-they hav one book, the
Bible, which is the beginning and the end of wisdom. The
parson told them the Bible is a book of perfect harmony ·
that almost in every chapter of the Old Testament, from th~
first historical statement in Genesis to the last prophecy in
Malachi (or, as Ingersoll would say, from the first mistake of
Moses to the last curse of Malachi), you will find prophecies
concerning Christ. That is enough for them. I am almost
$1,000.
inclined to think that the reasou why there are so many
I believe in hanging men who murder their fellow-men, Christians is because they do not know what the Bible really
but if a Digger Indian, or a papist, or even a Presbyterian is. Let them read the Bible for themselvs ; they will diswas hanged under the same rulings, I would feel equally in- cover that it is E1 book full of absurd and even disgusting
dignant aud grieved at the injustice shown.
stories; that its moral teachings are by no means perfect.
They will find out that the Bible God, the divine being
RoBERT SwAIL.
whc,m they worship, has a human character of the most
cruel kind, and if they only hav any respect for themselvs
•
BURLINGTON, KAN., Jan. 7, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Once agaiu we are made happy by the re- as men aud women, they will be ashamed of bowing their
turn of John Peck to the columns of THE TRUTH BEEKER. heads before such a being.
Iu the town where I liv I heard some people condemning
Peck's "Absurdities of Christianity" are some· of the most
convincing arguments I hav ever read, and it is with real the land theories of Henry George, and yet· they are unable
pleasure that I see they hav been issued in pamphlet form. to tell you what is the meaning of Mr. George's theories.
They should be read by every Christian in the world. I am Some people think so : '' My neighbor So-and-so is an honest
glad to say that this part of the world is not so badly priest- man and he votes the Democratic ticket. Now, if the Demoridden as it used to be, although there are a good many cratic party is good for him, why shouldn't it be good for me ?"
churches. It is just the opposit here from what it is in Ohio, Other people say: " My father is a good and sensible man,
where I was raised. There it is big church and small school- and he is a devout Christian. Doesn't it prove that Chrishouse, and here it is big school-house and small church--and tianity is a religion of goodness and wisdom?" I know an
still smaller congregation, unless some gospel foghorn comes old gentleman, a steady reader of a New York daily paper,
along and stirs them up a little, just enough to get a good who does not know the difference between 8ocialism and
collection, and then leaves them in the rut of superstition as Anarchism, and yet he condemns both ·theories alike.
Some time ago I asked a Christian lady who, according to
deep as ever.
We can boas't of more and better ·school-houses than any her opinion, is the worst, Paine or Ingersoll. "The latter,"
other state in the Union. Our school-children are bright and she answered; "so far as I understand Ingersoll, he is not
intelligent, and a very noticeable feature in our schools is only an Infidel, but a Socialist also." One might think that
the absence of the Bible. A great many of our school boards before pronouncing on him, she would become at least a
are composed of men who do not wish such nonsense and little acquainted with his writings. No, she has never read
vulgarity taught their children as is found in. the Bible, aud a page of lngerwll's works. The same lady regards THE
a very noticeable feature in church is the absence of the old-· TRUTH BEEKER as a "curse to the country," notwithstanding
fashioned hell-fire sermon of some years ago. And another the fact that she is acquainted with THE TRUTH SEEKEll just
new departure of the churches of this place is the taking down as much as with the writings of Ingersoll.
Still, I must admit that some Christians are "candid, inof their tall steeples-all except the Presbyterians-which
the preachers used to tell us pointed to heaven and everlast- telligent, and kind-that is to say, Liberal toward others."
ing happiness, but now they are somewhat at a loss to locate Among my acquaintances there is an excellent Christian
heaven, harp, golden streets, etc., and consequently down lady whom I hold in the highest esteem. 8he believes in the
existence of God, in the inspiration of the Bible, in a future
come their pointers.
Burlington is taking a great deal of interest in Free- reward and punishment. Yet she knows that many passages
thought work. In the past year, we hav had several good, in the Bible are unfit to read, that many things of the holy
lectures here. J. E. Remsburg Las been here twice, and writ are absurd, that a man ought not to be held responsible
given us four lectures: "False Claims,"·" Sabbath Break- for his opinion, that the doctrin of eternal punishment is
ing," "The Apostle of Liberty," and "Bible Morals." cruel. Neverthele·ss, she clings to the Bible. It givs her
"Bible Morals" brought the house down with applause. pain to think that the whole Christian business is an illusion
"The Apostle of Liberty" went right to the heart of the and fraud. But she is intelligent enough to hear both sides,
vast audience and brought tears to many an old veteran's ca·ndid enough to listen to an argument without making a
cheek. His appeal to the better man was tender and touch- wry face, and in many respects she is better than the mining, and every heart sent forth a thrill of joy as he pro- ister, who told me that Infidels ought to be imprisoned.
nounced his eulogy on the grand old hero, Thomas P,aine.
It givs me pain to state here that some Freethinkers are
The Hon. Wm. Cunback rendered his "Invisible Some no less intolerant than Christians. Some readers of THE
People" to a crowded house, and opened the eyes of the TIWTII SEEKER objected to Mrs. Lucy N. Colman's articles.
credulous very wide. He was not advertise([ as a Liberal, ·One of them even gave up reading them. Now,if her stateand consequently the good sisters and brethren came out in ments are not true, anyone has the right to correct them.
But not to do so, and then to say to the Editor, "Please
full force.
And now we hav had our almost-crucified Reynolds, and don't print those articles, they are incorrect-or, they hurt
again we are at the pinnacle of happiness. Mr. Reynolds is my feelings "-is anything but Liberal. Some. of the Invest{.
more than fluent; he is eloquent, logical, and truthful. We gatm· readers " stopped their paper" because its editor do1 s
not share their Anarchistic tendencies, and some of THE
can now boast of an organization, thanks to Mr. Reynolds.
c. K. LEVERING. TRUTH SEEKER readers discontinued their subscription because they think the Editor to be an Anarchist. Mr. A. D.
Swan,
of Kent, 0., says the editorial in THE TRUTH SEEKER
PURDY's STATION, N.Y., Jan. 17, 1888.
JI.IR. EDITOR: Mr. John R. Kelso, in a very interesting let- of September 24th headed, "Bloodthirsty Chicago," is a
ter, some months ago published in THE TRUTH BEEKER, shame. Another gentleman of Paris, Ill., wants the Editor
wanted to know if there is any such thing as Liberalism, and to "giv the space occupied by them [letters or edttorials in
if there is, what it is. My answer is, Liberalism as an ab- hvor of the Chicago Anarchists] in his copy a smear with
stract matter does exist, but people who call themselvs Lib- printer's ink." Now, let it be understood that the Editor of
erals are not always worth that name. Some Christians may THE TRUTH BEEKER has no sympathy with Anarchy as a
be true Liberals, and some Freethinkers may be bigoted. political doctrin, nor with the Chicago Anarchists as believers
Ingersoll's definition of Liberalism is the best I ever heard. in abolition of government as a polity for abolishing all our
S:1.ys the colonel : "By the word Liberal I mean not only miseries. But he is true to his honest conviction. He befree, not only one who thinks for himself, not only one who lieved that the Anarchists hav not had a fair trial, and he said
has escaped from the prisons of custom and creed, but one so. It was not only his right, but his duty, to protest against
who is candid, intelligent, and kind-that is to say; Liberal the execution of men whom he believed to be innocent. Of
toward others." Nothing can be clearer than this. To al- course, he may be mistaken in his opinion; he does not exlow every human being to think, to investigate for himself, pect you to tell him, "Thy name is infallible," but he should
to express his opinion-this is Liberalism. To allow every expect people that call themselvs Liberals not to make such
man to liv, work, and act according to his own wish and wry faces because they cannot agree with him on some
fancy, so long as his actions are not calculated to limit onr point.
Brother Liberals, let reason be your guide. Do not haste
happiness-this is Liberalism. Not to condemn any theory
before you ha v investigated it thoroughly-this is Liberalism. to denounce any opinion as a useless, infamous, or danThe trouble with many people is, they haste to applaud· or to gerous thing simply because it is in disagreement with your
condemn things without having any knowledge a:s to the thinking. Do not follow the example of Christians, who
meaning of those things, and the less they know of any sub- are in the habit of condemning; .l)'reethinkers simply becausll
1
(>,-,[~'\')
:-p~/'!,
j' ct ~~c TTI'lfC t!WJ' 1!11\ of it. ~ n-n ~C'T' 1: l'Ctl w!.t'1 ll]1!1Y 1li'j" l\"":" \n!'J'Q 1'1~·1 ;1J.'
tims to revenge and public clamor, instead of J"ustice ·Hats
off
' and
. • gen tl emen ·' t hose men are worthy of our .reverence
respect.
·
Now, I do not believe in either Anarchy or Socialism but I
incline to free trade Democra::y. Years ago I voted the Republican ticket. Now, the fact there are ten Republicans to
~n.e De~ocrat here does ?ot deter me from speaking my political VIews. The same m regard to religion. I was once a
~ember of the Methodist EpiscJpal church. I held an office
m th~ Sabba~h-school; I changed my views; I expressed
them m the Btble class, and got kicked out of the church in
consequence. The minister came out to my place lind
begged me to conceal my views , for my family's sake, for
my repu~ation's sake, that I might not lose caste in society, etc.
I told ~1m I would not play the hypocrit to please him, or
my family, or my friends, or for the sake of my character.
I di~ not care if Mrs. Grundy thought I was the greatest raecalm the world. I meant to be honest with my conscience,
no matter what was the consequence. Now, if I was convi~c~d that Anarchy was right I would brave all public
opimon and say so, but I do not think it is right and I say
so. Now, will Mr. Barrett go to work and pro;e that I am
an Anarchist ? I am worth about $8 000 · if I was in the
ha~it of betting I would not be prob~bly 'worth as much,
but on a dead-sure game like this I am quite willing to stake

.
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Ri'Der, .Ma8ll., to ttJhom all
thi8 a(}'1'1J,trr ahuuld be sent.

"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a. pause in the day's occupations
That is known &s the Children's Hour.".

The Boys We Need.
Here's to the boy who's not afraid
To do his share of work ;
Who never is by toil dismayed,
And never tries to shirk.
The boy whose heq.rt is brave to meet
All lions in the way;
Who's not discouraged by defeat,
But tries another day.
The boy who alwaYs means to do
The very best he can ;
Who always keeps the right in view,
And aims to be a. man.
Such boys as these will grow to be
The men whoso hands will guide .
The future of our land; and we
Hhall speak their names with pride.
All honor to the boy who is
A man a.t heart, I say;
Whose legend on his shield is this :
"Right a.lwa.ys wins the day."
-Golden Dal/S.

Why A.m I a Liberal f
First, I will giv the meaning of the word
Liberal. It means free by birth, gentle in
manner, befitting a free man, woman, or
child; bestowing a free hand in all humanity;
educating greater freedom of speech, especially in religious or political matters.
1. The reason I am a Liberal is because it
is practical to be so in life. To those who
practice its principles the world owes its
greatest gratitude. If it were not for what
little Liberalism there is in the world, it certainly would not lre worth living in.
2. All the greatest men and women of the
past, as well as present, were, and are, Liberals; their writings and sayings are the best
the world ever produced.
3. True Liberalism does not require any
penitentiaries.
4. Where true Liberalism is practiced, repentance is not necessary.
5. To be Liberal is to differ from the hyena,
the hog, and the church bigot.
6. I am a Liberal because I like the terri
tory the word covers.
ELLA HUNTER.
[Age ten years.]
I send my essay, "Why I Am a Liberal."
It is my first attempt of anything of the kind.
I am eleven years of age.
My first reason is because I like Liberality
in all things, and I cannot see any in religion.
Anotter thing, I think, if there is a God who
knows and controls everything, why does he
let such dreadful accidents occur? The Christians say it is to punish you for your sins.
There are many innocent babes who lose their
lives, as well as adults, in those accidents. I
do not think they hav any sins to answer for.
It seems to me, if God can govern all things,
he could govern this also ; that is, if he knows
all things. I hav read a little in the Bible,
and I do not think that it agrees as other
histories agree, for I do not think it is anything but a history. In one place it says,
"The earth was· without form." Now, I
never heard that anything as bulky as an
earth could be made without some form or
another. In another place it says, "Let us
make man in our ·image." . I thought th!!ot
God was alone, but from what it says it
seems not. There are many other reasons
why I am a Liberal, but think I hav said
ANNIE RYAN.
enough, so will close.
Orange, N.J.,. Oct. 10, 1887.

Where We ·went and What We
Saw.·
Come, sit you down and listen while I tell
you about our visit to Greenwich. You don't
know where Greenwich is?
Well, we didn't until a few days since. But
we found it, Mona and I, miles away on a line
out of Boston, nestled among the snow-clad
hills, with groups of spicy pines and cedars dotting the landscape here and there like bits of
emerald set on frosted silver. Ravines, long
and narrow, wooded paths, and graceful little
winding streams went in and out amid the
valleys under the hills.
Mt. Lizzie is a real mountain, and appears
for all the world like an immense sugar-loaf,
with the sunbeams rippling on her snowy
. crest; and Mt. Pomeroy, not far away, seems
"s if 'forever giving an invitation to everybody

to "Come up higher.". Mona and I thought
we would like to climb those hights in summer time, and from .the summit I know one·
might gather fiesh inspiration and a more
glorious understanding of the love and fellowship of Nature with her children.
Greenwich is a pretty spot, even when
robed in the snowy mantle of the winter.
The country is always beautiful. There you
feel like expanding your lungs and taking a
good long breath. You know in cities one
feels-at least I do-cramped, sti;fled, crowded
amid the high roofs and compact buildings,
with only a dot of sky now and then to see.
But in the great wide fields of the country
we get broad and wonderful views, not
glimpses merely, of the vast domain overhead decked with floating, fleecy, feathery
clouds, sailing on and on, like ships at sea.
And such deep, sweet drsughts of pure, untainted air as one may hav among the hills
and vales I There is nothing like it in the
city-such trees and rocks, with plenty ef
room to grow and expand.
I shallnot soon forget one big elm in Greenwich, with its wide-reaching, all-caressing
branches, that seemed like a father among
trees. Some one has said: " Of trees, it is
only the elm that has a soul." Perhaps so,
but all trees hav hearts, and they shelter
many birds from the pitiless storms of winter
and invite. them to nest-building in sumn:er,
as you know.
But enough of this. Now let me tell you
how on a Sunday morning, when the snow
w~s crisp and sparkling, a double sleigh was
sent out in that· town of Greenwich, Eugene
driving, and picked up the little ones and
those who lived afar off, and right merrily
they rode. Where? Well, to meeting, of
course. Where else on a Sunday morning?
Then the same sleigh came and took Mr.
Smith, Helen (I am not sure that is her name,
but we will let it go so), Susie, Mona, and
me, and carried us to the same destination.
Now, that little Gothic chapel, with its windows of stained glass and lovely frescoed
walls and ceiling-! want to tell you about
that.
It is not just like any church you ever saw,
for it is independent in character, broad and
Liberal in its teaching. It stands like a beautiful jewel, radiating far and near such
bright, effulgent light and glory as must some
day make this old world a better place for
man to dwell.in, because lighted by sincerity
and truth.
Many appropriate mottoes are on the walls,
each one a .lesson in itself. " Wisdom,"
" Truth," and "Love" are represented by
three stars, forming a most holy trinity, the
holiest of the holy; while "Liberty," "Justice," and " Fraternity" make a grand and
glowing link, uniting all in the great brotherhood of the human race. When you enter
the building you immediately notice a p(cture
of the sun rising from ali ocean of billowy,
floating, misty cloucs, at the extreme end of
the chapel, above the wide rostrum, the real
sun shining . through the gayly colored windows, lighting the painting with a thousand
dancing sprays of light and loveliness. At
the. opposit end of this unique temple is an
inscription in Latin : " Mors janua 'l!itm,"
which means, "Death is the gateway of life."
Up in the belfry is bell, bearing on one
side this inscription: " I ring for Liberty,
Equality, and Fraternity. Washington, Lincoln, Garrison, Phillips.'• On the other side
of it is inscribed this : " Presented by the
friends of humanity."
They hav meetings in this quaint jewel of
a chapel Sundays, but on this particular Sunday of which I am telling, the speaker who
should hav been present was not there, but
there was some speaking and sweet music,
too, at the appointed hour.
And then, at noon, there was a picnic I
Wait, now-don't be in a hurry-and I'll
tell you.
The people that make up the audience there
come from several miles round about, and to
stay.all day, must bring with them a lunch,
of course.
Under the room I hav briefly described is
another apartment, which I sho:1ld call the
children's room. In the rear of that is a cosy
kitchen or dining-room. Around a table
there we all gathered, little folks and big
folks, like one big family, with a goodly
supply of bread and butter, pie, cake, coffee,
etc., upon the table.
Didn't I think of you all, my darlings, and
wish you were all there ? You would all
hav thought it very nice, indeed.
Well, after the lunch, there was another
meeting-a session of the Children's Progressive Lyceum. There was music again,
readings and recit"tious by young ladies a,nq

a
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dear little flaxen-haired, blue-eyed boys imd
girls-Laura, Bessie, Dena, Mabel, and
others, but· little 'Cretie was not there that
AND
day, and some others were absent. Readings, responses, arid more music made the
time pass very pleasantly ; then there was
AN EXPOSE
marching with banners, symbols, and beautiful badges, and I thought these young sol- Of the perversion of Stephen Girard'• magnificent
bequest to Philadelphia. by the Chri<itia.n
diers the noblest and bravest I had seen for
churches and Young Men's
many a day. There was an introduction of a
Christian Association.
visitor, who is always a dear lover of children, a brief address, and the exercises closed
By RioH. B. WESTBRooK, D.D., LL.D.
by singing and a distribution of candy and Price $1.
Address THE TRUTH BE]l:KER.
fruit by the conductor, who is also the
builder and owner of the lovely little church
among the hills.
, I had almost forgotten to tell you there was
Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.
a library there of good and entertaining Che
In five lectures.~- comprising, "The Gods\"
books. Now, what do you suppose was the
" Humboldt~ " Thomas Paine," "Individuality," and " J:l.erotics and Heresies."
chief charm of all this, to me? What, ex1
L
he
Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.
cept that no error, no falsehood, no superstiContents: "The <Jhost!!J'' ''Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," ""!"he Declaration of Intion, mingled with the teaching there; but
df!pendence," "About Fa.rmiiJ.g in Illinois,"
the children are taught the truths of science
''The Grant Banque~{' "The Rev. Alexander
Clark," "The Past !Uses before Me Like a.
instead of the tangles of false systems of bigDream," and" A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."
otry and superstitious fancies ?
Some Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts;
Would you like to know the name of the
cloth, $t.25.
·one who has set this shining light in Green- lnterviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $t.25.
wich and made the old town historic-who
has builded even better, far better, than he What Must We Do to Be Saved 1 PaPer, 25 cents.
knew or thought-who has planted a little rhe Uhristian Religion.
By R. G.
seed that is growing to a lofty tree that shall
lngersoJ1 Judge Jeremia.li B. Black, and Prof.
George
Jf.
Fisher.
Paper,
50
cents
;
cloth, St.
bud, blossom, and bear rich fruitage that
yet shall bless the worlrl with the blessing of Orthodoxy. 56 pages, 12mo, paper,
to cents. $t.OO per doz. post paid. Printed in
universal mental liberty?
large, clear tne, and containing as much as
could
be dehvered in two ordinary lectures.
His name will go ringing down the centThis makes a. grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.
uries as that of one who fought a~good fight
and won a great victory, and who opened a Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to
a. Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
way for vaster issues and grander possibilithe editor of the San Frarwtscan, 5 cents; 50
<Cents per dozen: 25 copies, $t ; tOO copies, $3.
ties for the humanity we all love so well.
lllillions of these should be circulated.
And when you hear people speak of Henry
Vindication of' 'l'homa.s Paine from
W. Smith, you may know it is the name of
the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, t5 cents.
the founder of the Independent Liberal
Address
on the Civil Rights Bill.
church in Greenwich, Mass., who has gloriLarge size octavo, paper, tO cents.
'
fied the term ''Liberal" by good and gracious lngersoll's Lectures Complete.
works, and who has made the world better
Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher bas bad
by living in it.
a.ll his lectures, except tne latest on "Ortho-

Girard College Theology.

Ingersoll's 'Works.·

--------~~-------

Correspondence.

NEWPORT, ME., Feb. 5, 1888.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I will try and ;vrite a
few lines to the Corner. This is my first
time, so I will not write much. I hav no
dogs, dolls, or kittens to write about, as I am
not a silly little boy. I go to school. I study
reading, spelling, arithm_etic! physiology, and
geography. My fll.ther IS an Infidel. I hav
three sisters and three brothers. I think I
hav written. about enough this time, so I will
close.
Yours truly,
LESLIE NAsoN.
LouP CITY, NEB., Jan. 27, 1888.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I hav got the mumps
and cannot go to school, so I thought I would
write a letter to the Children's Corner. I will
be seven years old the 13th of February. I
study reading, writing, and arithmetic. I
like to hav.mamma read the Children's Corner to me. Sometimes I learn a piece there
to speak in school. I am too sleepy to write
any more.
HARRY BELL.
PATO!lGROVE, Jan. 17, 1888.
DE4R Miss WixoN: I thought I would
write you a few lines. I enjoy reading the
Corner very much, and also looking at the
oictures. I am a little girl about thirteen
years old. I would like to belong to the Speak
No Evil Society. I think it will be a good
thing. I hope there will be a good many
join. We liv on a farm about three miles
from town. I will close for this time. I reYour friend,
GLENNIE BAILEY.
main,
[Glennie's name heads the list of members
of our Speak No Evil Society. We hope to
receive many more names, all of which will
be printed in the Corner.-Eo. C. C.]
GRANTFORK, ILL., Feb. 3, 1888.
DEAR Miss WixoN: As you hav been so
kind as to publish my first letter, I hope
you will see fit to publish this too. I take a
great delight in reading THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and especially the Children's Corner.
Through your valuable paper I received
numerous papers on Freethought and liberty,
and I hope Freethought and liberty will remain forever. I am reading the b9ok of
"Ingersoll's Forty-Three . Lectures," and I
think that every Freethinker, that can afford,
ought to hav that book. I would like to
correspond with Fred L. Hoffman, if he
should happen to see this. I would like for
him to reply through the Children's Corner
whether he would like to correspond with me
or not. Hoping that you will see fit to publish my letter, I remain,
Yours and· the children's friend,
NroHOLAs S. KRAFT.

REDUCJ.ED TO $1.00.

THE STORY HOUR.

doxy," bound in one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and con ta.ining over ti300
pa.~es, which is sold ~t the exceedingly ow
price of $5. Bent by mail postpaid.

l;ributes.

There hav been so many

applications for ·Mr. Ingersoll's "The Vision
of \Va.r,". the "Grant Banquet Toast;" and
the recent address over "Little Harry Miller's Grave," that they ha.v been printed on
heavy toned paper, t8x22, illuminated border,
and in large, clear type, suitable for framing,
and the three will be forwarded to any address,
for 40 cts, or either one for t5 eta.

Prose Poems and Selections.

This

new book is a. gem. It is a model in every respect. In fa.ot, one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issued. It contains, besides the celebrated ·~Decoration Day Oration," never be"
fore published, and a.Il the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, a.rgumen ts, lectures, letters, ta.ble-ta.lks, and da.y-to-da.y conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be· accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
PUrPOse, a fine steel portrait, with autogra.J?h
fa.c simile, has been prepared especia.IIX for it.
Price 1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and Sl•le, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant hbrary style, 4.50; in full Turker morocco, gilt, exquisltly fine, 7.50; in full tree
calf, highest -possible style and finish, $9.

Life.

A Prose Poem.

Printed in

eolors on board, beveled gilt edges.

50 cents.

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.
boudoir, St.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Prof. H. M. Cottinger's Works.
The Youth's Liberal Guide. This
volume aims a.t the education of youth in the
principles of Freethought, a.t the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a. standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Price, $t.

Elements of Universal History. For

Higher Institutes in Republics, and for SelfInstruction.
" This book is just what the busy world of
to-da;v needs-a. perfect compendium of history from 2,000 years n.o., on up to t883, all in a.
nutshell."-Elmtna Blenker.
"Mr. Cottinger's intentions in writing this
book are excellent, and his standpoint admirable; it may be commended as fulftlling its
PUrPose of a. concise and interesting historical
text-book."-Milwaukee Senttnel. Price, $1.

Rosa, the Educating Mother. "Rosa

is a good book, written by a. lifelong teacher in
the public schools of the old country and
America.. It contains many sensible and valuable ideas, much sound philosophy, and offers
several fine suggestions to all who ha.v the
interest of children and Youth a.t hea.rt."Susan H. W1xon. Price, $t.25.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great Centennial Oration
ON THE

Declaration of ln~ependencr,
ALSO THE

Lmmortal Document,
And the National Anthem entitled :

A Book for Children and Youth.

"LAND OF LIBERTY."

BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON•

Price, 6 cts ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.

Over 8 h'Qlldfed :flue illustrations.
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28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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The Church of Practical Religion.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry .Booth, Stockton.
.

BY REPORTER.
This is ~he history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having estnblished
his pulpit, uses it to discuBs all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well-cho~<en language, and easily understood. There is just ~uiJI.
cient narrativ about it to interest the rettder ttnd
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.

W ASBINGTON TERRITORY.

W. Wedeken, Montesano·.
ENGLAND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

J. E. Remsburg's Works.

For sale at this office. · Price. $1 00.
Hall of Science, Broome
st., N. Y., 1829 (frontispiece).
Theo. Parker,
Banj. Franklln,
Wm. Lloyd Garrison,
Abraham Lincoln,

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; '!5 !lents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document 1t IS unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur~ are:
The Church and Morality; Qriminal. Statistics,
showin~ the creeds of the Prisoners 1n the penitentiaries · the Church and CivilizatioD; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty ·hthe Church an4 the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement t the Tem11erance Reform; the
Church ana the Republic.
•

Twenty Cnmes and

Vices Sanctioned by Bcri~ure Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheating: Theft and Robbery j
Adultery and Prostitupion_; Murder; .Wars or
Conquest and Exterm~nat1on.; D.espotlsm; In:
tolerance and PersecutiOn; InJUstiCe to Woman,
f.'ukiudness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polyg_amy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagrancy: Ignor~~;nce and Idiocy; Opscenity. t'11<;e, smgle copies, 25 cent~:. 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities. .
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cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, ':'\'ash:
in!{ton an Unbeliver j..Jefferson an Unbeliever,
}lame and Wesley; uhristian Sabbath. Each
5 cents· bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 eta.

The Apostle of ~iberty. An address

delivered in Paine Hall_, before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, o1anuary 29, 1884. Pr1ce,
10 cents. THE TJlUTH BEEKER CO.

ASHOR'f LESSON IN HISTORY
A double-page picture con·trastinK science and
Gheology, showing how the one bas labored for
human advancement, and how the other ha~
alwa.ys opposed it.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen &0 9ents;
twenJy-fl.ve copies for $1; one hundred cop1es far
sa We wish that the friends of Free thought would
!liitribute thousands of these ,telling piotures.

THE

SHAKER EYE and EAR BALSAM
Sixty Years' Invmiable Success.
nr FoR ALL DIBEARES OF EYES OR EARS. Im

medtar.f! r~ht! frow GraunlatloiJB, IuflaiUmRiions,
Dim Vision, Water.v Gat.h.,rlngs, aud Fallir,g
1:!1ght of E.ves. DeafneaB, Drumming, Ringing of
the Ears diBpel!ed by a few applications. Ca.
tarrhal diffi,mltres of Eyes or E~~ors iust•ntly re·
moved. Bent t.he world over. Box with instruc.
tiona, by mail, 80 cents.
G. A. LOMAS,
Shakers P. 0., N. Y.

MlRACLE WORK.E RS.
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" The miraculous is tlie impossible. Anything
within the realm of tho possible is no miracle."
·Price, 10_cents. Per dozen, 75 ce!lts.
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Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re- a::
ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the storJ'
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the le~d
ing traits of his character and gemus, and VID·
dicates hi9 name from the aspersiOns cast upon
it Choi.:e extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis," "Rights of .Man," and ':Ari,e
of Reason "are given; also, tributes to Pame s
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Eurojle and A!llerica, many of the!Jl
written expressly ~or this work •.Second edition 160 pages, pnnted o~ jine tmted paper,
neath bound, anq conta1,nmg a handsom~
steel portrait of Pame. Pnce, paper, 50 cents,
cloth, 75 cents.
•
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and most. thorough work ever written on the P'1
Sabbath from a r!ttional point o.f vi.ew.. Large ~
and handsome prmt. The questiOn 1s thscussed
· under the following heads: Origin of the Bab- ~
ba.tic Idea; The Jewish Babbat~U The. Cblj.stian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; .!!<xammat10n of P'1
sundax Arguments • Origin of Christian Sab- P=l
bath· Testimony of the Christian Fathers; 1'he ~
Sabbath during the Middle A[Ies; The Puritan
Sabbath· Testimony of Cbnstian Reformers, 111
Scholars: and Divines; Abro~ation of Sunday .....
Laws Price, 25 cents; six COPies, $1.00.
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Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents .
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A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has published

TI{E NINE DEMANDS

in a more attractiv form than any in which they
bav previously appeared. At the head of an engraving on heavy plate paper, 24x19 inches, are
Is a Stanch Infidel and a Success- the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
tul Physician.
Republic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
The Better Wav of Cincinnati, 9-• says, ".W~ are
assured that. Dr. Fellows, the emment spec,allst of JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
Vindand, N. J., is an educated gentleman of su- printed the Nine Demands of the American Secuperior mind and large attamments, and tha.t "uccess in his profession has brought h1m busln?s", lar Union in conspicuous type. At the foot a.re
not only from all parts of this country•. but ft om LAFAYETTE, GIRARD. and INGERSOLL,
foreign shores.. He is m the pri.me. of hfe and
able to transttct his vanous profeBs~on~~;l dut1es makmg eight likenesses in all. Inscribed bepromptly and well and giv sattsfactlOn In every neath each portrait is some radical sentiment
instance. His references are numbered by thouquoted from the author pictured over it. In the
sands"
.
Dr. ·Fellows treat~ all those pecu)iar diseases spa.oe between the portraits and around them are
resulting from indiscretiOn and 1gnorance of
youth. Those who are aili!'g should seniiJO cents arabesques of vines and flowers in profusion, and
for the Dr. •s little book ~ettmg forth an EXTERNAL the panel inclosing the Nine Demands is surA!'l'LIOATION-a positiv cure. p FELLOWS
mounted on each corner. by Mr. Eckhard's design
Address
DR. R. • Vineland. N.J.
of the flag above the cross. The whole makes an
pr Mention this paper.
exceedingly handsome work for framing. The
artistic part is 6qnal to the best, and the portraits
are as true to nature as the photographs from
which they were transferred. The design will be
m rtledieal Componnd and J;mproYe d,_
~I 8 · So porter Truss tnJ'!om 3 0 r.u
sent postpaid by mail for ~1 by
g~ J:~ /.liable tefer.;nr.es g!v•n,;,.pe~d.,
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
stamp for circular, a.. d •av
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The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christiauity.

History cfA£hristianity
A

VINDICATION

llf some passages in the "History of the Decline and

Fall of the Roman Empire" by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,
including critical notes by Guizot, Milman, We, . .:k.
an ''English Churchman," and other scholars.
l

vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With C5 engravings. ~~.50

This book shows when, where, and how Christia11it"r·
originated, who were its founders, and wl~Cl:l were.the
:;enlifJlcnts, manners, numbers, and condttlon of the
primitive Christians.
"I k.1ow of no book that con~a~ns morer.ea~ af!d ~~
uable information upon the ongtn of Chnsllamty. -

R-,%~~'l~{~h~0~~-st learned and interesting books evf'
written and published.''-Boslon'/nvestzi;ator. '
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A Farmer's Soliloquy in the City.
Oh, giv me back the country, foreat, field,
Whero apple-blossoms their sweet fragrance yield,
Where buzzing insects hum a cheerful lay,
And joyous nature celebrates the df!,y ! ·
I hate the pent-up city's somber walls !
I hate the strife of editorial halls!
I hate the frantic rush for paltry goldThe place where men for cash are bought and sold!
Oh, giv me back my farm-that little PlotMy prattling children and my rural cot;
The trees I plan ted, vines, and shrubs, and flowers,
The garden, warbling birds, and shady bowers.
I hate the tumult of the noisy t.hrong,
Nocturnal revels and the midnight song!
I hate commercial con tests, and the tricks
Of artful combinations, rings, and cliques!
Oh, giv me back my sturdy team and plow,
The lambs with snow-white wool, and gentle cow;
The little children that were wont to ride
"On papa's shoulder,'' with delight and pride.
I hate the watered milk and addled eggs !
I hate the pork and tainted mutton-legs!
Datest the "tinkered" butter, white-oak cheese,
The shriveled corn, and beans, and dried-up peas.
I was a prince among my flocks and herds;
Tlie feathered tribes were glad and jJyful birds
At my return. If absent but a day,
The cattle mooed and horses whinnied "Neigh."
But in the peopled city I'm alone,
At busy marts of traffic quite unknown!
No EOlitude is like the crowded street,
Where walls re-echo to the tramp of feet.
My faithful dog and cat, and cooing dove,
Which taught me lessons of paternal love,
Watched, till the twilight, round the cottage gate
For my return, where anxious children wait.
But mortals here may die and turn to dust
(A.s everyone, or soon or later, must),
U oknown, unmissed (whate'er may be their lot),
Unmourned, unwept, entombed, and, aye, forgot!
Oh, giv me back my rural cottage home,
Where thieves and pilfering cormorants never
come!
Where sympathy and love each bosom swell,
And confidence in every creature dwells.
Restore the spots that my young manhood knew,
The rural sounds and scenes Iloved to view;
Giv back the babbling brook, the pond and coves,
The wild old woods, the glens and shady groves.
Familiar friends and neighbors true and kind
(For in the city these we seldom find),
And requiem of zephyrs soft and !owl ask no other paradise below.
Then, when they come to stretch me for the last
Beneath the coffin-lid, and all is past,
How cheering is the thought that 'round my
grave,
Shall guileless children play, and tall grass waveAbove my sleeping dust, that every spring
-The birds shall teach their fledglings here to sing,
Aod age and youth shal!·paulle and drop a tear
O'er ashes once by throbbing hearts held dear!
Seasons and times ~hall come and palls a way;
Years. shall revolve, and night succeed to day;
The sun in splendor shall go down and rise,
The silver moon shall journey through the skiesUnnumber~d millions liv and fade away;
Convulsions shake the earth; nations decay;
But naught shall more disturb that last repose,
'fhan summer evening sigh that shuts the rose!
.Oranoe, N.J.
SEaliNo.EDWARDB ToDD.

Literature of the Day.
"THE BRORET OF THE EAST."

Among the writers for periodicals of the
better class of late years whos~ papers hav
attracted considerable attention, Felix L. Oswald is by no means the least conspicuous.
Sometimes-speaking from general recollection-he has wandered into channels of
thought wkere men with any sober, conservativ .tendency hav hesitated-often refusedto follow. But in all cases, whether supporting positions held in common with a majority of thinkers, or making raids-if one may
so de~cribe them-into fields of thought
which but yesterday were wholly forbidden,
his writing has always been characterized by
vigor, boldness-absolute fearlessness, indeed
-a crisp clearness that leaves no possibility
of mistaking the writer's meaning-but along
with these characteristics a raUter too combativ tendency-pugnacious, indeed-a way
of stating things that, to a reader of an opposing bent of mind-the reader who, of all
readers, needs to be persuaded, not antagobiz !d...:....conveys an impression of aggressiv
and extreme views. However clearly a cool
reader may see the vigor and incisiv pungency of the style and treatment, when the
probable effect on minds not in full accord
with that of the writer is considered, there
rises up in the mind, unbidden; that line in
the old school-reader rhyme, "Vinegar never
catches flies."
·
This kind of impression is left by reading
his" Secret of the East," a duodecimo of one
hundred and forty-two pages recently published by the Truth Seeker Company, New
York. The secondary title of the volume is,
' Tb.e Origin of the .Christian Religion, and

but if one stands outside and looks calmly on,
it seems that .the author does not, as he
should, distbiguish between the responsibility
that attaches to the church as a system .of
human construction and that which attaches
to the essence of the religion, whereon the
ecclesiastical system has been built, as a
motl· v of human living. For all that how' that
ever, there is great force in his objection
Christianity has too much degraded the life
that now is in favor of a dogmatic assumption to fix the form of a life that is to be. In
any event, the book is one of singular boldness and force, and not at all one whose facts
and argumtmts can be disposed of by the convenient, but generally meaningless, stigma of
" blasphemy," to urge which is simply to beg
the whole question.-Chicago Times.

Iof the family in a familiar _tone.. ~he m~st

House-Girls and House- Wives.
"Why can't we get good house help?"
The question still brews; girls still sit in
sunless rooms sewing from dawn till midnight
for sums less than sufficient to purchase the
nourishing food they need; and girls ·continue to loudly declare "they will drudge at
any independent home work, no matter how
small the pay, rather than submit to the tyrannies of the average mistress. ·
That's it; the duties of house service are
too slavisl:J. I do not wish to be understood
that all ladies are tyrannical to their servants.
I know of a few who make their home duties
no more than are just, and I also know those
ladies hav rarely any trouble about keeping
good help.
A few years ago I heard a physician vituperating because girls insisted on. ruining
their health in factories, ra,_ther than share a
comfortable home and help do the work in it.
He wanted a girl in house badly. He rarely
kept one longer than from six t~ ten months,
though paying first-class wages. Why? I
will explain. His wife was an amiable lady
who would drive ·no one; his daughter, however, liked to be waited on; so did his son.
Expecting wife and daughter to help some,
he hired but the one girl. The result was
that both his women shirked-they had too
much fashionable twaddle to attend to-and
all the work of a large house," and fastidious
family, fell on the shoulders of one girl. I
knew several of these girls-mostly daughters
of independen_t farmers-and I also know
they all went into his house in robust health,
to quit, in less than a year, utterly broken
down. One girl contracted consumption
working there part of a winter season, and in
less than. two years from the day of her entrance-a healthy country lass of nineteeninto his family, she lay an emaciated corpse
in her coffin.
Thousands of such families are crying out
because ·they can't find good house-girls.
They are not vicious people, but they shirksometimes unconsciously of the wrong of itthe obligations which especially belong to
mistress and family, thrusting all on the
"girl." General housework is the hardest
life in the catalog ; and I, for one, do not
marvel that all sensible girls and women object to situations where they are more. than
liable to be driven to their death-driven, too,
under purposed humiliations oftentimes.
Her room is poorest-hottest in summer,
coldest in winter. The furnishings all poorest quality, even scanty in most families.
Yet she must be the first one up in the morning, the last one to retire, as a rule. Sickness
in the family or any want calls her from her
bed at any hour. When the house is "red
up" she must do the mending, the plain sewing, tend babies, chase into attic or cellar
according to some whim of the mistress, who
hates to quit a comfortable posture. Alas! I
hav seen more of this house-girl slavery than
I like to remember-seen it in the homes, too,
of my most amiable friends. They would be
shocked if told they were tyrannical with
their girls. But they were, they are. As
house service now stands, it is the custom to
be tyrannical. Aud the custom is so old, it is
hardly realized by anyone save the unhappy
victim-who is flesh and blood, unfortunately. And let me say that until there are
framed some laws or regulations respecting
house service, good help will continue to be
difficult to obtain.
The factory girl, shop girl, school-teacher,
governess, etc., 11av certain hours in which to
labor; these over, the remaining hours are
for their own independent use. The gaunteyed seamstress works no harder than the
"hired girl," and feels comparativly free.
The house-girl has no such sense. The
twenty-four hours of every day of her servil
existence are subject to the family employing
)ler. She may not even speak to a member

serve "humbly or expect an JgnoiDimous d!~
charge. No~, what is th~ remedy fo~ th1s
state of affa1rs? To me It lopks evident.
Fraine a code of laws for house-girls to obaerve,
and you'll hav no fur~her_ tro~~!e in obta!ni~g
help.. "Indefinit obhgatwns IS not an mVIting text, except it be to lovers. Who wants
to serve anybody where t hdt"
e u Ies are ...m- ·
definit ?" I would sooner tramp the ?treets
and beg my bread. I would rather PI.ck up
chips by the bushel. I blame no g1rl for
shu~ning ~he house service which ~epresents
an mdefimt amount of work-vaned w?rk.
Let me advance a plan for honest housewives
to adopt who can ~ord bu~ one or ~wo _servants at most. Wnte out a list of ob!Ig~twns
for the servant. Demand them done InSide of
a certain number of hours-hours that will '!>o
correspond with the duties and purposes .of
your establishment and shall be convenient
for you. When these hours are worked out,
giv a loose rein. Hav no more to say or do
with the girl than as if she hired a room in
your house and her work was independent of
you. Honest, quiet conduct is all you need
expect of one who hires a room of you. Yes,'
let her feel an independent lady after she has
dutifully done the day's work you set her.
And in the mean time do not shirk your obli-.
gations. They will be light. 'fhey should be
methodical as well. When once you fall into
these regular methods you will enjoy themfind it easier to observe than to neglect them.
Let the children, also, hav their daily tasks
about the house. See that they are executed,
and do not let them fret the "girl" beyond the·
prescribed amount. All this is easily, grace-·'
fully accomplished, without lowering the dig.
nity of mistressship. Respecting the rights·
of a servant is a long way from " serving the:
servant." A true lady will be just, keep up,
her dignity, and not infringe on her laws a
hair's breadth.
M. E. C. FARWELL.

FOR HER DAILY . BREAD.
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
For Her ·Daily Bread is the story of two youog
girls and a younger broth~r "who w~re left parentJess, with little money,-falr educat10n, and much
courage, to p1ake their waY thn;mgh the world ):>y·
<Wing to Chicago. The authons also the herom.
The narrativ i~. in the main, a history of"' work-'
ing girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago·
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
and disreputable hypoorits. It is ju•t such il. story
of human life as WA should expect Colonel In~rer
soll to be interested in; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is sum to he worth the attention
of the rest of the world PdM 25 cAnt~.
Address THE· TRUrH SEEKER.

.JUST QUT.

Christian Absurdities.
BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
Addr~ss

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Secretary of the American Secular Union.
Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY.

Fathers of Qur Republic,
Paine, J eflerson, Washington,
Franklin.
A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth Annual
Congress of the American Secular Union,
in Chickering Hall, New York,
November 18, 1886.

By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Price 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

IS THI:: COD 0 F ISRAEL
THE TRUE COO?
The Narrativ of the Five Books of Moses,
Joshua, and Judges, and the
New Testament.

By Israel JJT, Grolt.
Price 25 cents.

Address
THE TR U'J'H SEEKER CO.

SEND J.'>OSTAL to Leftwich Bros. and Curtis,
Florence, Ala., for desorl.ption of cheap land in
tbe Sunny South.
lYM

ASteel
lEXengravings
'NDtRof VON
HUMBOLDT.
this celebrated naturalist,

12x15 inches, suitable for framin<!, sent poRt{la.id
for 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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BING, BROTHERS, SING.

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In your meetings, to make them lively and interestmg. THE LIBERAL .liYMN·llooK contains songs
by the bes; poett!, RdapteJ to ~>"ell-known tunes.
Itilllhighly commended by Messrs. Wakeman,
parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, 1\Irs. Blenker,
and. indeed, by all who hav examin<"d it. Pnce,
25 cents.
Address '.rnE TRUTH BEEKER Co.

PRICE,
15CENTS.
It is a stunner; concise, scholarly, and good.M. E. Billings.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRICE,. 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
disconrse.-James Parton.
I am much pleased with Your address, and will
uotice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 p_ages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-Tbe
Age.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.
PRICE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under which you hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each point is dis·cussed, should be highl¥ commended. Therefore
I·take ll:reat pleasure m recommending "AntiProhibition" to the consideration of every person
who is in teres ted, not only in the cause of temperance. bnt in the principles of self-~overnmen t.J.J.McCabe.
'
.
. Address THE·TRUTH SEEKER.

meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions·on religious social and questionr.
Able speakers interest the audience. · N.B.-~rnth
Seeker puhlications always on hand at cheap rates.

BY

Robert G. Ingersoll,
IN THE

TRIAL OF

REYNOLDS
FOR

W. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
The Con:O.ict between Christianity
and Civilization.

PHILADELPHIALIBERALLEAGUE 25'1

ARGUMENT

USE THE

AT

111

"B L A S P H E M Y ''
'
MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY.
Stenograpltically reported, and 1·evised by tlte autlun·.

BACON AND SH.A.KSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Sbakspere could not write
The Sonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Ear
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BURR. Price. 25 ce_n ts. For sale at this office.

WHO W.A.N'l'S THEM 1

•

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, ~5
cents, or $2 per dozen.

In this a·rgument 1\'I,·. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain·
are in H. It is one of his g1·eatest JH'Odnctions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we s~e hjm as the splendid champiOn of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
11.nd Jnstwe. hatred of tyranny and chams, sYmpathy for the oppressed, misguided. and enthralled, his
courage ~nd candor, hav.in this. Argument full scope of expression, and he makes grand use of the
oppor.tunity. Snob a: flood of light-of Pi()quence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriotiBm-Is not often poured out ln a court of Justice.
The man:v calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meagPr and misleading newspaper references.
Lawyers and advocatPs will find this the model of an address to a jury: statesmen an·d politicians a clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
and women everywhere, a Magna CbRrta of their ri~rht...
.
Address T,&E TRUTH BEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New. York city.

Pair Diamond Eard•ops worth $400 for $280; do
$250 for f150; do. $120 for $80; do. $60 for $45; do:
f40 for $2ll; 1 Diamond Pm, worth $325, for f220;
do. USO !Or H35; do. $150 for ~110 ; dn. $100 for $65 :
do. $65 for $45; do. $38 for $28. 1 Ring or Stud
worth $185 for $140; do. $150 for $110: do. $9U for
f65; do. i65 for $45 ; do. $50 for $35. A full line of
•mailer Diamond Good> same discounts. WILL
ltEFUND OASII IN FULL FOR ANY OF THE ABOVE AT
ANY TIME DURING ONE YEAR IF NOT SATISFATORY.
llest "Howard" Watch, Elegant Diamond-set
ease, worth $300 for J2~0; similar $200 for $150; do
U50 for $110. LacJ.jes' Watch, 50 Dutmond•, worth
·200, for $150; do. Diamonds and ltubies, ·140 for
HOO; do. $100 for $70. A fnllline of regular styles.
qnallY low. Weddin~r Rings a speciRlt.y, CabInet. 01·~ans w9rth $150 for $75; do. $100 for f50
~Ius10 Box, 10 airs, $3~. worth $45; do. $2ll; <lo. s.
tUB. $18 worth $25. 100 Plush anrt Leather Albums,
\:trgest ~ize; $1 to $10, nearly half price. 100 Plush
l'm.Jet,_ Jewelry, Manicure, Shavmg, and l'bild's
"' ts, $1 to $15 1 R>tmA reduct.ious. Best TnplePlated Knives $3 50; Forks $3 50 per dozen. Tnple
plateil 'l'ea-Epoons $1.70: •rable-sj)oons f3 40 Per 6
Best Spectacle or Eye-Glass $1, Pebbles $2, Gold
f6 and $7 (Send line of finest print you can read
plainly at 14 iuches and I can fit you). I am an
expert in my line-yonr home jeweler must hav 30
to 50 pe1· cent profit-! will serve you honestlY and
giv you the advantage of my l~ng experience for
5 to 10 per cent.
OTTO WETTS l'EI~
ltochelle, 111.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.

·Charles Watts's Works.

'l'lle Greatest of all Antl·Blbll·
· cal \V orks.

Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'.rhe History of Freethought. Bound

By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution.
Price, Single Copies. 25 cents. .Six copies for
$1.00.

..

in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.2!> CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition. of Free~ho~ht and i~s
Early Strnggles for Life. Sectwn II. What 1t
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section III. Freethought Martyrs. and. Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the. Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Sec·
tiou V. Freeihought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.
··

Touch and Workmanship.

Unrivaled iii Tone,

):v0. 1.

FACTORY

Se..ularism; Destructiv and Construct5ts'
tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
Cor.
8/'th
st.
0
Christian Evidences Criticised A
reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
Introduction by Charles Bradlaugb. Contents : The Origin of Christianity; The Historical Value af the New Testament; Miracles;
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

Secularism;· its Principles and its
Duties. Price, 75 cts.

·

& WAREROOMS,

Third b.-~

-.'\.-v.-6'

e~. .

Ne-w- York.

I

Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable 1 The. Christian Deity;
Moral Value· of the Bible; Freethought and
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on Civilization LPhilosopby of Seenlarism; Science and .tlible Antf!gonistic;
Christian Scheme of Redemption. For all of
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEK·
ER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

THE STRU(iiGLE

Price, a:; eents.

BINDER for THE T.RUTR SEEKER HOW .TO STRENCTHEN
For the benefit of our read·
THE ME M 0 RY;
-:ra who preserve their papers

Re1igioua and Politio3.] Libertv.
In which the author shows the repeated attempts

of men of every age to acquire greater political

liberty ; also vigo·rously attacks the very found a·
tion of the religion of every age; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detail·
ing the account of slavery in this country, calls
the attention of thinking men and women to the
position. of womankind in America. Througbout1
the work is replete with astounding facts ana
weighty arguments whiCh cannot fail to interest
the miuds of this age.
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
Cloth, 12mo., 138pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE TUUTH SEEKEH CO.,
28 Lafalette Place, New York.

've o:ffer a new style of binder,
OR,_
uade for the purpose, and
vith the heading of THE Natural and Scienti:O.c :Methods of
. Blf'IDE .·,
l'nUTH 8EEKER printed in
L...-~ I
''i'd letters on the outside.
Never Forgetting.
rnis binder allows the openng
of
tbe
P<PeJ'"
verftctly
flat. It also allows the
By M. L. HOLBROOK, JI:(.D.
1aking out and replacing of
one or more papers
t
·f'rom any part of the file without disturbing the 12mo, 160 pp.,
$1.00,
other parts.
Sent by m~til. poRt.tJaicl, for •1.
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
CO.,
Address
Address THE TR TH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Pl•• New York.
tf
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

~.

BIBLE MYTHS;
AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:
BEING

A

hmparlson of the Old and New Testament lllyths and llliracles with those
of Heathen Nations of Antiquity,
CONSIDERING ALSO THEIR ORIGIN AND MEANHTG.
r.------------~--T_H
__N_U_ME
__R~OUS IPL~LU~ST~R~A~T~J~O~X~S~·----------~

KERSEY GRAVES'S WORKS.
Biograp by of Satan ; or, a Historical
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
PriCe, 35 cents~

Divine Revelations, containing a description of
twenty-seven bibles and an· exposition of two
thousand biblical errors in science, history,
mortis, religion, and general events. Also a
delineation of the characters of the principal
personages of the Christian Bible and an examination of their doctrins. Price, 1.75.

THE

From the German o! MAX NORDAU,
SEVENTH EDITION,
Price, 50 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co,

[Pre-Christian Crosses, .from Ancimt Momtmmts.]

INTELLEC1'U.A.L DEVELOPMENT

From the dawn of organized Paganism in the Eastern
world, to the final establishment of Christianity in theW est,
the cross was one ofthe commonest and most sacred of sym·
bolical monuments. Diversified forms of the symbol are
delineated more or less artistically, according to the progress
achieved in civilization at the period, on the ruined ~ails of
temples and palaces, on natural rocks and sepulchral galleries, on the hoariest monoliths and the rudest statuary. Of
the several varieties of the cross still in vogue, as national
and ecclesiastical em ]j]ems, there is not one amongst them
the existence of which may not be traced to the remotest
antiquity. BIBLE MYTHS shows this.

Of Europe.

l Vol. Svo., cloth, about 600 I'ages. I'rice, $2.60.

DID JESUS CHRIST RISE FROM
'l'HE DEAD1
Tlte Evidences for tlte Resurrection J.'1ied
and .F'QUnd wa,tting.

· ..

•
•
•
25 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

HISTORY
OF THE

By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, 13.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

OONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.- Zadil!,
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The PrinceRs
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowus. 'l'he
Huron; or, the Pupil of Natme.-1\Iici'Om~as.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
·-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Study of Nature:-A Conversation
With a Chinese.-Plato•s Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.

r:ONVENTIONAL I,IES OF OUR
CIVILIZ A. TION.

The World's Sixteen Crucified Sav·
iors ; or, Christianity Before Christ.
Containing new and startling revelatious in
religious history which disclose the oriental
origin of all the doctrines, princip!e!lJ precepts,
and miracles of the Christian New 'l'estament,
and furnishing a key for unlocking many of
its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the
history of sixteen oriental crucified 110ds. 1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

.VOLTAIRE' 8 ROMANCES.

Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 6'1
engravings. Price, cloth, beveled ooards, $1.50b·Ea.·.
per covers, $1. H111f calf or half morocco. mar ed
edges, $4.00.
•
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER QO.

Bible of Bibles; or, Twenty-seven

PRICE,

For either of these works 'Or Rny of Paine's
writinllS•
Address THE TRU'l'H SEEKER.

T"•t<•J:)

T H I R D ED IT I 0

JrOR

'

Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America fl'Om Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
flaming arguments . . • will not leave num.
bers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation."

f1A!'ID:.tl

Tracts. The following tracts by Chao..

.By Saladin.

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.

Sent post-paid by the

TRUT: t

SEEKEit.

WORKS OF' 0. B.

Wfl/TF'ORD M.D.

Christianity a .Reward for Crime
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

10c.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED, '
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

15C.

Origin of the Christian Bible.
raper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

.A. Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Agail).st Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
1M.
Addresp
TH]i: TRUTH SEEKER.
2F Lafayette Pl., New York
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9J~ms

J/Jtws of tht flleth.
RussiA. continues to harass · Bulgaria in
every way short of declared war.
THB: new high license law will reduce the
number of saloonq in Philadelphia from 6,000
to 2,500.

A MIRACLE is a violat.ion of the laws ·of nature;
and as a firm and nnaltenLbl~ experience has established these laws, the proof against a miracle,
from the very nature of the fact, is as entire as
'any argument from experience that can possibly be
imagined. Why is it more than probable that all
men must die; that lead cannot of itself remain
suspended in the air; that fire consumes wood
and is extinguished by water, unless it be that
these events are found agreeable to the laws of
nature and there is required a violation of these
laws, or, in other words, a miracle, to prevent
them 1 Nothing is esteemed a miracle if it ever
happen in the common course of nature. It is no
miracle that a m'ln seemingly in good health
should die on a sudden, because suck a kind of
death, though more unusual than any other, has
yet been frequently observed to happen. But it is
a miracle that a <lead man should come to life, because that has never been observed in any age or
country. There must, therefore, be a uniform· experience against every miraculous event, otherwise the event would not merit that appellation.
And as a uniform experience amounts to a proof,
there is here a direct and full proof, from the nature of the fact, against the existence of any miracle; nor can such a proof be destroyed, or the
miracle rendered credible, but by an opposit
proof which is •npenor.-ffwn~'s E•sau on MtraC!P.s. [NOTE.-W~ hav in this extract the gist, the
sum and snb.t.ance, of Humu's celebrated" Eisay
on Miracles " and <\gR.in;t it all the waves of controversy hav uged in vain for a hundred years.
Dr. George C<\mpbell was the first opponent that
appeared a~e~inst the E~oay; but for many years
every young m'tn of talent that aspired to a leading pnlpit in S.•otl~n•l, or to a bishopric in E.n~e
land, did not fa1l to pit~h into Hume an• I to "let
him hav it 'ot." The C()utroversy has now pt·actically ceased. Arch bishop Trench is, I presume, the
last of the giants that will hav a tilt with 11 honest
David," and henceforth ~ucking curates and other
small fry will hav the field to themselvs. The Essay is now to be had for ten cents, and I earnestly
recommend it tn anvone who wishes to test his
appreciation of a to~einal argument. The E'!say is
one of the completest au<! m·><t irref•·agable pieces
of arguruentat.ion that the English !arr!rn-tgi·can
boast of, and [ wi•h every yo•lnf;C m ttl t) "read,
chew, and thoroughly digest lt."-Hulax]
·

CHINA. has now been forced to appropriate
2,000,000 taels to fortify its frontier again!!t
Christian Russia.
PoRTIONS of the striking miners of Pennsylvania seem to be breaking ranks, conquered
by starv.'l.tion and cold.
THRRE is a deplorable increase of drunkenness among Englishwomen, which is attrib.
·uted to "grocers' licenses."
THE anti-foreign craze in France grows.
The minister of agriculture has directed his
subordinates to employ none but Frenchmen.
THE Indiana war monument, for which
the legislature appropriated $200,000, to be
used with other funds, is soon to ·be erected.
THE dynamite air gun, just perfected at
Sandy Hook, is the latest boon produced by
Christian civilization for a suffering humanity.
ELROTRIOAL motors are to be introduced on
the London underground railroads. A street
railway company of St. Louis is also adopting el!'ctricit.y as a motiv power.
THERE is to be a grand international exhibition in Berlin next May of hunting trophiesof all sorts of game, ancient and modern
arms, and implements used in hunting. ·
THE government of Morocco, at the suggestion of the Spanish government, has sent
a special deputation to Rome to congratulate
the pope on the occasion of his jubilee.
INVESTIGATORS of the advisability of the
government's owning the railways declare
the present profits to be enormous, and allege
that people can be carried across the continent for less than $6 each.
A RECENT inquiry into the condition of the
Vienna poor attending school discloses that
4,000 are suffering severely from hunger,
many on the verge of starvation, and several
now actually (lying from inanition.
MAYOR HEWITT Of New York in his message
to the board of aldermen proposes that the
city take charge of all its lines of transportation, which are now run in such a costly and
unsatisfactory manner by corporations.
BnooKLYN has formed a. powerful Evangelical Alliance, allied with the national Evangelical Alliance, with the object of reaching
the non-church-g0ing masses, studying social
problems, and applying to their solution the
principles of the gospel.
·
IT is reported that at last the Chinese representativ at Washington has announced himself in favor of the utter exclusion of Chinese
from this country. Perhaps he has at length
concluded from what he has seen that his
countrymen can manage pretty well to dispense with Christendom.
AMONG the church rows of the week is one
in the First Presbyterian church of Albany,
N.Y., betweeq cliques supporting and opposing the Rev. Mr; Nicholas. This gentleman
is described as " quite wettlthy on hi_s wife's
side, owning a steam yacht, and one of the
most enthusiastic sportsmen in the state."
RuosrA is endeavoring to establish extradition -with the United States. Had the fathers
of a hundred years ago received this proposal
to arrest and return their co-patriots seeking
to combat despotism in other lands, their answer is easily imagined; what the answer
given to-day will be, is not to be looked forward to with as much confidence.
THE Irish societies of the Fenians and Invincibles met on the 13th at New York and
decided that " Irish mothers must teach their
children that it is no murder to kill English
officials in Ireland; that all such coming
there must be killed, and that it is no crime
to apply the torch to English towns." The
!Tish societies are composed of Roman Catholics.
DuRING the reign of Queen Victoria $100,000,000 has been paid to her, $25,000,000 to
the rest of the royal family, and $50,000,000
more expended on residences, parks, packets,
and other conveniences. There hav been
supported in the higher offices of the public
service 520 relations of dukes, 626 relations of
marquises, 3,390 relations of earls, 963 relations of viscounts, 2,492 relations of barons,
or 7,971 relations in all.

of g{Ttonnht.

IT isn't all in "bringing' up,''
Let fhlks say what they will;
To silver-scour a. pewter cup It will be pewter still;
For e'en old Solomon,
Wbo said, " rrain up a child,"
If I mistake not, had a son
Proved rattle•brained and wild,

ONE OF MOSES'S FIRST MISTAKES.
And. it came to pass, by the way in the inn, that the Lord met him, and sought
to kill him.-Ex. iv, 24.
.

I

For, surely, no parson would work that day!
What is labor for one,
For another is noneAnd it's queer such a differeJ!ce there should be
TBE clergyman who is vio'ently opposed to men rwixt tweedle-dum and tweedle-dee !
CLEOPAT!l.A 18 FA!l.EWELL.
workiug on Sunday looks through the papers on
Monday, and feels sore and grievously cffend~d ·
"We are dyeing Egypt-dyeing
if his sermon is not reviewed.
Her a deep and ruddy hue'Tony, in thine arms thus lying,
VI•ITING minister: "That's a fine rocking-horse
.Let me liv and die with you,
you hav, my little man. Papa buy it?". Charley:
"No; I won it at a lottery," Minister: "Ah, don't
"•To"ny, drink and let thy sorrow
you know it's naughty to gamble or take chances?"
Drown in floods of rosy wine;
Charley: "Why, it was at your own church fair,
Drink I we may be dead to-morrowMr. Broadbrim."
! will take a pearl in mine.
HE (with deep passion) : "0 Geraldine, my dar"Drink again; fill up the glasses;
ling, I love you so-l love you so, Be mine, dearDrain the draught that fires the brainest, be mine." She (with suppressed emotion):
Water is for swine and asses" 0 Harold, you are so sudden; I muijt hav time
Ho, there, slaves ! bring more chamto-" He (unguardedly): "Don't mention it,
pagne."
darling, Time is nothing; money's the thing, and
Thus spake Cleo., radiant, dusky,
you've got plenty."
Egypt's regent, •Tony's mash,
GENTLEMAN:" What do yon mean, Uncle Rastus,
Suddenly· her voice grew husky,
by going to my wife with the story that I said she
And her features pale as ash.
must assist you 1 When you came to me to-day, I
"'l'ony,
tell me," trembling spake she,
told you that charity began at home." Uncle Ras"Is yon serpent but for me?"
tus : "Yes, sah, an' I s'posed yo' meant datI was ·
And she pointed to the snake she
to go to Mrs. Smif. I may be ingnerunt, Mistah
Saw, but •rony did not see,
Bmif, but I•se hones'; 'deed I is."
11 Are those rata·? here on my forehead
THAT big "bucket shop," the stock exchange,
Are those buzzing objects, flies?
Where options from hundreds to thousands range;
Yonder frog 1 Oh, this is horrid !
Where the pions deacon can join the roll
Are these real or fantasies?
Without the least fear for his saintly soul;
And even the" dominie" takes a chance
"D1d the waters blue of Niius,
When he gets a "tip" on a sure advanceOr my fevered, heated brain,
From one of his·fiock
Yield that dreadful crocodilus?
Of a certain stock
That pink mouse! there it is again l
That is going on like the hands of the clock"•Tony, ''rony, hasten hither;
Is trade, not a game.
Take the horrid beasts from hence I
Why, fie, for shame-!
Tell me quickly, truly, whether
These goody, goody ones gamble, man 1 Pshaw!
I'm indeed bereft of sense 1
They hav the right, and they break no law.
"Nothing see'st thou 1 art quite certain 1
But the wee little bucket shop over the way,
Then my ailment is d. t.
Where the clerk goes in for a lighter playLeave me, •Tony; draw the curtain :
Instead of thousands, a ten or a five
Bend my poisoned asp to me.
S:e puts on some stock to see it thriveWhy, that is an outrage against all law!
"I am dying, Egypt, dying
Between thousands and tens there's a line to
From the snakebite of an asp;
drawAnd my spirit, upward flying,
A moneyed line,
Bears away my final gasp.
Which a big "combine"
Can draw where it pleases, and not too fine,
"May it be a hint to •Tony,
·As when one 0 Neil
When he sees me lying dead,
Made his appealNot to start out with a crony
Then later came Sharp w1th his dollars, and won,
To adorn the land with red!
While J aehne went up like a shot from a gun.
"is this death, this sudden freezing.?
~'he car-driver breaks every "Sabbath" day,
Must I die thus all alone 1
Yet the Christian rides to church that way;
•Tony! Egypt ! hear me wheezing;
'.rhat sinner, the cook, will roast the meat,
I am going-going-gone !"
And the prayerful churchman will surely eat;
-Arthur Lucas.
Except in church, it is wrong to sing,
And yet quite right for the bells to ring,
THE TRUTH SEFKER J.NNUA.T.
To preach and prayPrice, 2G cents.
That must be play;

·A man of mark who fain would pass
For lord of sea and land;
May hav the training of a son,
And bring him up full grand;
May giv him all the wealth of lore,
Of college and of school,
Yet, after all, make him no more
Than just a decent fool.
Another raised by penury,
Upon his bitter bread,
Whose road to knowledge is like that
That the good to heaven must tread;
He's got a spark of nature's light- ·
He'll fan it to a flame,
Till in its burning letters bright
The world may read his name.

If it were all in "'bringing up,"
In counsel and restraint,
Some rascals had been honest men ;
I'd been myself a saint.
·
Oh, it isn't all in "bringing up,"
Let folks say what they will;
Neglect may dim a eilver cupIt will be silver still.
JA.coB had four wives-Leah, Rachel, Bilhah, and
Zilpah-and the abundance of his wives, as well as
of his children and cattle, is spoken of as proof
of the divine favor, just as it would be to-day in
Utah. The element of the crime of Davit! [Lhe
man after God's own heart !l, which Nathan rebuke(;, is not the polygamy, but the manners, m
robbing Uriah of his wife, when Uriah, instead of
an opulent flock of women, had only" one little
ewe lamb." But it is "the Lord God of Israel'
who says to David, "I delivered thee out of the
hand of Saul, and I gave thee thy master's house
and thy master's wives into thy bosom." It is needless to cite a single further text to prove that the
God of the Old Testament directly sanctioned
polygamy.-V. B. Denslow, LL.D.
LITTLE do men perceive what solitude is and
how far it extendeth; for a crowd is not company,
and faces are blit a gallery of pictures, and talk
but a tinkling cymbal where there is no love.-

Bacon•s Essavs.
IN the darkest hour through whloh a human
being can pass, whatever else is doubtful, this at
least is certain: If there be no God and no future
state, yet, even then, it is better to be ~eenerous
than selfish, better to be brave than to be a coward.-F. W. Robertson.
Tn.uE, Sterling had his" religion" to seek and
painfully shape together for himself, out of the
abysses of conflicting disbelief and sham-belief
and bedlam delusions now filling the world, as all
men of reflection hav to do.-Oal'lllle,
·
TaE superior worth of simplicity of life, the enervating and demoralizing effect of the trammfls
and hypocrisies of artificial society, are idfas
which hav never been entirely absent from cultivated minds since Rousseau wrote; and they will
in time produce their due effect, though at present needing to be asserted as much as ever, and
to be asserted by deeds; for words, on this 'Subject, hav nearly exhausted their power.-MtWs
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pare the two lists, and to summon before the
criminal court all persons whose names were
on the registry who had not voted, when,
AN Ang.ican curate performed the mar- upon conviction of not having voted,. they
riage ceremony for a child eleven years old in are liable to a fine of $5 or thirty days in jail.
Kensington, England, recently.
A oiTIZEN of Winterville, Ga., having
MINISTER (dining with the family) : " You broken ·the knob of one of his doors, put on
were a nice little boy in church this morning, in its place a coffin handle which he happened
Bobby. I noticed you kept very quiet and to hav in the house. It is said that there is
still." Bobby: "Yes, sir; I was afraid of not a negro in the place that will open that
door. If this is true, why wouldn't coffin
waking pa up."
handles work first-rate on smoke-house
A NEw ENGLAND church fair had as its doors?
prime attraction two side-shows, in one of
A MURDERER, in jail in England, wrote this
which two young women were seen sawing
wood, and in the other two young men piec- letter to his relative: "I am glad to tell you
that I am more happy in my mind, and I
ing patchwork.
felled mor comfortable in my sold, for I hav
THINKING of Anthony Comstock, Life says: Jearn my duty towards my God, as wall as
" Philadelphia may be slower than a lame niy neighbor. I am ever so much better
snail in a molasses jug, but in the matter of since I been at Herford, and prais God for
throwing humbug moralists out of court the given me his help."
Quaker City is a marvel of celerity."
A FARMER in Clinton county, Mo., who
NEW York dame : " Who is at the door?" learned that the grand jury was trying to
Daughter: "A strange gentleman wishes to haul him up for working on Sunday, at once
see you. He says his riame is Comstock." had his four sons summoned to appear before
"Horrors! Your great-grandmother's illus- the jury as witnesses against him. He was
trated Bible is on the parlor table. Hustle it fined $1 and costs, a total of $5. His sons'
fees and mileage amounted to $2.60 each, a
to the dark closet."
A BILL has been introduced into the Mary- total of $10.40.

and 9Jlippinns.

land legislature to compel all registered voters
to cast their ballots at each election under
penalty of a fine. The bill requires the registers to furnish a list of all the registered voters
to the state's attorney in· the cities and counties. It is made the duty of the judges of
election to furnish after the election to the
same officers a list of all persons who voted.
Then the state's attorney is required to com-

AT Worcester sessions, England, last week,
Magistrate Willis Bund passed sentence on a
boy named Joseph Slatter, who was convicted of stealing three tggs, value threepence, of fourteen days' hard labor and five
years' confinement" in a reformatory. The
boy bore a good character, and the jury who
tried the case were scandalized, but the magistrate refused to change the sentence.

- - ,._ _____""""'_

FLIRTATION.

"AND a little child shall lead them."-She
declined for two or three nights to say her
prayers. One night her papa covered his face
with his hands, and said : " It makes papa
feel sick to think Margaret won't say her
prayers." "Papa feel sick?" "Yes, dear."
"Papa better take casser (castor) oil." The
subject of prayer was no longer discus·sed
that night.
THERE are certain clergymen, says the Denison, Texas, Gazetteer, in every community
who are continually preaching about the evils
of dancing, and picturing in strong colors
the immoralities that result (in their lively
imaginations) from attendance upon the ballroom. But did you ever notice that· you see
in the newspapers mention of a dozen clerical
scandals where you see one allusion to a
woman who has gone wrong on account of a
ballroom acquaintance? Bear this in mind
in your daily reading and see if it is not so.
IT appears from a search of the county
records that about 1,800 divorces hav been
granted in Hennepin county, Minnesota, since
1853. The first divorce granted was in 1855.
Two divorces were granted in 1855. In 1856
there were none; in 1857, three; in 1858,
eight; in 1859, two; in 1860, three; in 1861,
six; in 1866, seventeen; and in 1871, seventeen. In 1886 there were one hundred and
seven divorces, the most granted in any one
year. There were one hundred and sixty divorces asked in 1887, and some of these cases
are still pending. Of the whole number of
divorces thirty.five per cent were by reason
of cruel and inhuman treatment; twenty-five
per cent for desertion; fifteen per cent for
drunkenness; fifteen per cent for adultery, and
ten per cent for other causes.
About

.sixty per cent of these divorces were granted
to Americans. On an average from year to
year there has been a divorce for every ten
marriages.
A DENVER minister, in a sermon on the 1mmorality of men, said: "1 wa! in Pueblo
when the police made a raid on the houses,
and 1 never saw such a commotion as there
was in the police co:.rt the next morning.
There were Baptist deacons, Presbyterian
deacons, and Methodist deacons in the gang.
It seems that when night comes then mankind goes out to commit devilment." The
Rocky Mountain Herald adds that if the
houses of ill-repute in Denver were raided
the same proportion of church officers would
be found.
TrrE solons who make the laws of the little
commune near Mons, in Belgium, hav passed
a law making it a serious offense to be palpably drunk in Belgium. These local wise
men concluded that the law was too severe,
and that they would content themselvs with
making drunkards useful and diminishing
drunkenness at the same time. When drunkards appear on the streets of this village the
garde champetre takes them politely home.
The next morning he goes to the houses of all
those whom he had found drunk the night
before, and presents to each a broom for
sweeping the streets. The drunkard is al- ·
lowed to choose between working for the
commune for one day and being prosecuted
for drunkenness. He invariably elects to
sweep the streets. The village streets are in
consequence marvelously clean, and the
sweepers, after swallowing more than their
natural share of dust, pass mental resolutions
of sobriety, and keep them.
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Qlom1nunicafions.
The Old and the New.
Two antagonistic doctrine or theories in regard to
man's origin, purpose on earth, and final destiny
prevail in the world. The oldest of these rival
philosophies may be appropriately termed the "blue
Monday" or " black Friday" theology. It has
afflicted mankind for hundreds of years. It is a
melancholy doctrin, teaching that man is all wrong.
It is Calvinism boiled down.
The idea that man is born into the world totally
depraved is the corner-stone of Calvinism. It was
this thought that made Paul say, <; The carnal mind
is enmity against God." John, too, was imbued with
this soul cramping notion when he said, "Love not
the world, neither the things that are in the world."
It is a doctrin that runs up-stream; it "goes
against the grain." It teaches that man has two
natures, opposed to each other.
It teaches us to crucify all the nobler sentiments,
all the finer feelings, all the purer affections, and
liv a life of sechision and asceticism.
It was this gloomy thought that dictated the unfeeling words, "Let the dead bury their dead." It
is this moping, morbid theology that teaches us to
forsake father and mother, wife and children, the
pure love of the fireside, the sweet influence of home
and kindred, to abjure every human pleasure, in
order to please God.
It is a Bon-progressiv faith; it moves only in a
circle. In the past, its greatest delight was to strangle the aspirations of science.
This narrow, selfish creed entered largely into the
speculations of Plato. It is believed in by one-third
of our race to-day, being the groundwork of Buddhism. Gautama taught his followers that all evil
flows from men's desires; that to suppress their desires was to insure salvation.
. This philosophy would hav us quench the spirit
of aspiration, the yearning for knowledge, the love
of discovery, the search after truth. It has rested
on the face of improvement like a deadly incubus.
It imprisoned a Galileo, and fettered a Columbus with
chains in a felon's cell.
It tells us every natural impulse is evil; that we
must hate what"we ought to love, and love what we
care nothing for.
Out of it has grown the unpleasant muddle of predestination, sanctification, and endless punishment
of which Jonathan Edwards was the New England
exponent. It is the basis of the doctrin of "conversion" in all Protestant churches to-day.
It portrays God as the sum of all good, but· pictures man as a malignant viper.
According to this faith, the saints are "spirits of
just men made perfect;" they were "sanctified" on
earth, were puritied by death, and become holier
throughout the eons of eternity in heaven; while
the sinner, having been given over to "a hardness
of heart and reprobacy of mind" in life, increa;;es in
malignancy and cussedness forever in hell.
This religion makes a man a hypocrit, inasmuch
as it makes him think he is better than his neighbor.
Its tenets are the wild vagaries of a past and ignorant age. It is founded on dreams.
Its ancient exemplars were steeped in crime and
fraud. No offense known in the annals of man was
too heinous for them to commit in order to propagate this "holy faith."
Its vo~aries sought the royal road to happiness,
but ~ndmf! none, were duped by a designing and
salaned pnesthood, who pretended to stand between
land and sea and declare the mysteries of fate.
All the operations of nature were attributed by
them to a supernatural power residing somewhere
beyond the cognizance of human senses, which was
called God.
All the operations of the human mind that were
unusual were attributed to an origin in a world peopled with spirits who once lived on earth.
These views were the burden of Milton's "Paradise Lost " and " Paradise Regained," which are a
burden to any sensible man to read.
This old faith grew in the infancy of our race. It
was of pagan origin; it was the stepping-stone to
the Nirvana of t!:e Buddhist heaven. It has come
to us as a legacy from the past. It had its inception from the brain of man as he was emerging
from an era of sensualism which was but a remove
from the beast of the jungle.
Its original form was a kind of fetichism. Man
began to observe the phenomena of nature. Sometimes the chase was successful, sometimes not.
Moonlight hunts were better than those of daylight; here originated the belief in the signs of the
moon.
Man in his early simplicity and ignorance sought·
to appease or propitiate· the powers or Gods of nature, and thus secure good seasons for hunting and
fishing.
But as men learned more they began to discard
many of their preconceived notions. The world
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was then thought to be flat. One old book taught called great Protestant reformer, called Copernicus
• a fool.
·
that it had "four corners."
Galileo had the temerity to assert in the teeth
To these simple-minded denizens of forest and
plain, this werld of ours was the big thing/ the of the church that the world moved. He paid the
stars were but •to ornament the night as gems. The penalty by being thrust into a dungeon's gloom.
sun. and his starry retinue revolved around the earth Kepler, the founder of astronomy, was deposed from
as a center every twenty-four hours as a kind of a the university where he had so long been honored,
because its teachings did not harmonize with Genesis.
panorama for them to gaze upon.
In process of time science made her advent. The Bacon, Newton, Descartes, Laplace, Leibnitz, and
mists of superstition and old notions began to fade Humboldt, all grand heroes of science, suffered from
the venomed shafts of Christian ridicule hurled by
before the dawning light.
an
enraged priesthood.
Astronomy, with its mathematiqal eye, began to
radiate its dazzling brilliancy on the morning dark- ·But the Rubicon had been passed. Science bad
ness. It revealed to earth's worshipers a universe in reared her pure white banner of blessing, nevermore
space beyond this speck of a world. It extended to trail in the dust. The noble souls who suffered
men's knowledge of space, as geology increased their martyrdom at its shrine only added brilliancy to its
increasing light. Every effort of the church to trail
knowledge of time.
Chemistry demomtrated the wonderful preCision its fair flag in the dust only the more fully unfolded
of the assimilation and union of elements and sub- its starry folds higher aloft before the gaze of an unstances. The original four elements, earth, air, fire, willing but an astonished world. Up to this period,
and water, were found to be inadequate to solve all s1,1,y the year A.D. 1600, Christendom literally clanked
with the manacles and chains fastened on all who
the phenomena observed.
An increase of elements, or powers, required .an in- dared to say the religion of the church was not true,
crease of gods. Polytheis.Ql now appeared en the or who had .the boldness to declare ·a scientific fact
which did not harmonize with the teachings of the
scene.
Motion was, to the old observers, the work, the Bible. The Bible had been the only authority alEffect, of an invisible agent-an action without a visi- lowed as a guide to men's actions or faith. Church
ble actor. The motion of the stars, the flowing of leaders were not only dogmatic, but fanatic. But men
streams, the r~verberating of thunder along heaven's began to dare to think for themselvs, and to doubt the
archway, the moaning of the winds, were all supposed infallibility of the book and its self-styled expoundto be produced by invisible beings who could wing ers. These daring men were denounced and anathe. . matized as Infidels. They cared not for church bulls
their way through space.
Thus originated the doctrin of a plurl!lity of gods; when shorn of the power to punish on the rack or
twist the thumbscrew. A pew theory of man's
every force observed was supposed to be a god.
Every planet had its ruling god, and the sun was origin and purpose on earth and final destiny began
the chief of the gods because he opened the portals to prevail. In this new theory it is considered that
of day and dispensed the ever-recurring change of man is• equally good with all other things; that
man is not naturally mean and vile, but is what cirseasons.
.
This led the way to the ancient Sabean or solar cumstances, training, and education make him; that
worship, traces of which are to be found even now in it is not wrong to desire wealth and the good-will of
the Christian system. Example: Deity is from our fellows, or to aspire to honor or worldly fame.
The new theory teaches further that man needs no
deus, traceable to dies, a day-a period of time
reversal of his natural motivs; that he was not made
measured by the sun.
Astrology was the forerunner of astronomy, and wrong-end foremost; that his heart is naturally in alchemy wa$ merged into the nobler title of chemistry. the right place; that he does not need any other.
According to the new, no dire calamity has been
The alchemists sought for the origin of things in
entailed by a blunder made thousands of years ago
fire; hence fire worship.
Under the old regirne it was supposed that Gail- by an original pair dumped in Eden. According to
tams was the creator of all things. He was triune: it there is no royal road to happiness, and no standthe creator, preserver, and redeemer of those who ard or guide for conduct other, or better, than human experience.
followed him.
And human experience teaches that there are a
Later on, a similar trinity, the God of 'all worlds,
died on a cross in an obscure country to remove the great many things in the world we naturally desire
stigma of depravity which he himself had placed on to do which are injurious, and which we cannot indulge in excessivly with impunity.
man's brow.
•The reader can easily perceive the transition from
It teaches us that there are many fruits pleasing
the pagan to the Christian faith; the latter is a new to the llenses which turn to ashes and bitterness
when eaten. It is experience only that teaches us to
but not an improved edition of the former.
Polytheism has been discarded in name, but not jn "let alone severely " this "Dead Sea. fruit," and
fact. It is evident that the writers of the Christian's choose that which elevates and purifies without leaving the sting of sorrow behind.
Bible believed in a plurality of Gods..
"Let us make man," is an example.
·
Too much nectar cloys and satiates the appetite.
The pagan trinity accepted and adopted by Chris- Too much study overworks the brain. Too much
tians postulates a plurality of Gods as much as does exercise weakens, instead of strengthening, the musthe Hindoo theology or the Grecian Pantheon.
cles. Too inuch food is repulsiv to the stomach.
True, Christians claim their triad of Gods are one; Too much light injures the eye. Too much drink,
in the same sense the H:indoos ciaim their thousand even of cold water, floods ~;~.nd vitiates the natural
gods are one. Indeed, Hindoo worship is science processes of life.
beside Christian jargon, because the former prays
In short, too much enjoyment of any kind deonly to one supreme ruler, while Christians pray in- stroys the capacity to enjoy.
discriminately, synonymously, and obfuscatedly to . Too much concentration of thought on one subject
the father, the son, and the Holy Ghost.
incapacitates the mind for study on any subject.
All this worship is idolatry; the image is in the Too much religious excitement is as harmful as the
mind, if not carved out of wood or stone. The God excessiv use of any other faculty or organ.
of the Christian Bible is represented as possessing
Experience teaches us that we may " overdo" the
all the organs and passions of a man; in fact, a man- work necessary and throw life out of proportion,
made God in every detail. Jesus Christ was a per- producing results contrary to those desired, or those
fect embodiment of this idea; he was a visible which are best.
To this new channel of thought. the world is inrepresentativ of the invisible-indeed, a demi-God,
a man with God-like attributes, or a God with debted for the blaze of civilization which sheds its
human organs and perceptions.
halo of blessing on the toiling masses. To it are we
To summarize: the Christian's father God is invis- indebted for all the discoveries in science, the imible; the son was once visible, but now invisible; provements in the arts, and elevation of ethical culture.·
and the Holy Ghost was once viEible in the form of a
It is the star of hope to redeem the race from the
dove, but now invisible-defunct.
thraldom of superstition, and sever the chains of igSo with the other leading religions, Buddhism and norance which the religious intoleran~e and dogmaMohammedanism. Their personified gods, ·principles, tism of past ages hav entwined around the conor heroes, as you please to call them, were once in.: sciences of men.
carnated in human form, but are now presiding beIt has been the beacon of progress to open natyond the clouds.
ure's avenues of wealth and happiness; the unfailing
All the~e vagaries were prevalent up to a period fountain_ at which thirsty humanity could quench the
less than three hundred years ago.. They assumed a desire for knowledge. Its mystic charm has led inviolent dogmatic form. Their devotees failed not to ventiv genius to explore unknown seas of thought
mete out dire punishment on the heads of all who and action. By its signal pioneer thinkers hav
dared to doubt the genuinness of their claim to infal- traversed the trackless waste of old ocean.
lible truth.
Its magical symbols, reduced to mechanical pre·
The feeble rays of science were struggling to cision of rack ·and pinion, steam and lever, hav made
penetrate and disperse the gloom of ignorance and all nations akin, and linked distant shores together
supers titian.
·
with the golden chains of commerce. Its tendency
About this time Bruno with sublime enthusiasm is to fraternize the races. While it has given us the
consecrated his life to the cause of science. The fearful Krupp gun instead of the war-club, it has
church bu·rnt him at the stake for daring to assert its also introduced the arbitrament of the pen instead
truths. Copernicus, when about to die, lost all fear of the sword. It offers the olive-branch of arbitraof,persecution and published his discoveries, but the tion instead of the old-time policy that "might
church suppressed his works. Even Luther, the so- makes right."
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It recognizes man as a rational being, instead of an
Mr. Denslow's Economy.
devil. It recognizes nothing supernatural
or divine, discarding all else but the universal econIt is very ~v.ident that we need a radically new
amy of nature in the distribution of the affairs and system. of pol.Itical economy. A Chicago sky-pilot,
preachmg agamst the Anarchists, recently made the
fate of men.
No whimsical· gods or fiendish devils enter the remarkable admission that Adam Smith and Ricardo
formula of the new and brighter dawn.
were the real founders of Anarchism and Miss GerThe propitiation of ghosts or angels is no longer trude B. l{elly judiciously suggested that since no
deemed of as much import~~once as improved ma- bette; could b~ done, it .might be well to dig up what
chinery and better methods of agriculture. We are remams of Sm1th and Rteardo and set their skulls on
~mpressed to li~ in a~cordance with the laws of phys- pikes as a warning to economists of the old school
wlogy and hygiene, mstead of trying to comply with ~ho may be u~co?scio~sly buttressing the founda.mythical, unmeaning rites. A positiv life of innocent twns of Anarchistic Somalism. But I think now that
enjoyment is taught, instead of a lethargic self-de- I know a trick worth two of that. Let Mr. Van
nial. Life is to be made worth living. death has Buren De~slow leave off writing articles and compose
been robbed of its terrors by classing the fear of a systematic treatis on this branch of science. There
eternal -pain with other unknown problems. It is is no question that he will demolish the fundamental
enough to prepare for living-death will take care dogmas on which l\larx end Proudhon built, but which
of itself when the human clock has run down and we Smith and Ricardo invented.
hav nothing else to do but to die.
As an old-time disciple of. Smith and Ricardo, I
The new common-sense view of death learns us had been in the habit of supposing that a man's
not to dogmatize where we do not know. It teaches motiv in working" was always the want of something
us that death, instead of being an accident entailed which labor produces-such as food, clothes, shelter,
by original sin, is as much the result of law as birth whisky, cigars, preaching (hem!}, books, music, fast
life, or any other phenomena of nature.
' horses, etc. I further learned from Smith and
By the inspiration of the new view of the possibil- Ricardo that the object of every man in producing
ities of life and motive to human action, the puff of more than he needs of a particular commodity is to
the locomotiv now breaks the silence of the mount- exchange the surplus for that of another man who is
ain-side, and its whistle shrieks over the plain.
producing something else. And these misleaders of
The sickle has been disca1·ded for the automatic youth were also so perverse as to teach me that
steel-twine binder. The ring of the scythe has given money (I do not mean coin, which from another
way to the rattle of the mower. The hickory flail point of view may be regarded as bullion and thereof our boyhood days has been superseded by the fore a commodity, but coin and its representative
steam traction thresher. 'White-winged hope now when used i.S money) was only a medium of exchange,
cheers where the dummies of despair once ruled sought after by no one but monomaniacs except as a
men's hearts. We need not brood any more over means of more conveniently exchanging one's own
whether man has a soul that will survive the body. commodities for another's.
It is enough to know that we are here now. Let
We hav changed all that. Mr. Denslow, in his
other and future worlds, if there be such, take care second paper on the "Distribution of Wealth," disof themselvs. If they do not or cannot, they will tinc.tly shows that no man works, or sells, with a view
not compare favorably with this one.
to getting anything else than money, so that the
Relegate all unsolvable problems to the unknown, whole world would stop working and selling- if everyand there let them rest.
one had enough money-say $800,000,000. Mr.
Wh:tt man can utilize of nature's my11teries, let Denslow clearly sees that this would be inconvenient
him hasten to discover and apply. Let him not only for buyers and employers-that it would be dischain the lightning and compel it to do his bidding, agreeable, even for people with $800,000,000 apiece,
but learn more of its possibilities than ever before. to abstain from food, go ragged, sleep in unmade
Let him explore the distant regions of space with beds, sit by cold hearths, and attend no more theathe lens of science, and learn of the laws and math- ters, tabernacles, or Salvation shows; and only less
awkward for each man to raise, kill, and cook his
ematical precision of the far-away orbs.
Man has already learned that the universe is g-ov- own ox, make his own clothes, shake up his own
erned by law, and not by a whimsical God. When mattress, lug his own coal home on -his back, and
he penetrates the bowels of the ·earth to secure the practice the can-can for his own amusement before
vast mineral wealth hoarded there, he learns of the the looking-glass. But he does not quite fully exstupendous changes which hav taken place in the plain why all this should be any less disagreeable for
earth's crust during the ages of the dim past.
the sellers and employees. The corner grocery man,
This book give the best account extant of man's suddenly become , an eight-hundred millionaire,
origin and purpose on earth; but as. to his final des- would, I should think, find it tiresome to lug his
own coal on his back. Why, then, should he not
tiny, it is as silent as the grave.
Experience bas taught man that the practice of deign to furnish the coal baron groceries on condivirtud brings its /own reward of joy, while the com- tion that the coal baron should furnish him coal?
mission of crime entajls pain and sorrow as naturally Bad habits,_ you know, are· not eradicated in a rnaas the shadow follows the substance, and that correct meiit. I am evidently backsliding into the heresies
of Smith and Ricardo. To prevent such accidents
living insures correct death.
The new era ushered in tbe printing-press with for the future, I beseech Mr. Denslow to treat this
its countless pages of knowledge fluttering on the question with fulness and precision. Either people
breeze to every shore and every clime. By its en- do not desire food and clothes if they only hav money
lightening influence the world is becoming civilized. enough, and the king whose touch turned everyThe. angularities of men's passions are becoming thing to gold should hav been a supremely happy
rounded off by the constant interchange of ideas.
man; or else, if Midas might hav starved to death
Superstition fades away into its original gloom with his mouth full of gold, then, no matter how rich
before the radiant light of a free press. Its mission people became, if they all became rich together, they
is world-wide, going forth conquering and to con- would still p1·oduce and exchange. Then it is only
quer the darkness of intolerance and bigotry.
the man who is rieh, while others are poor, who can
No more will a designing priesthood be allowed to afford to loaf; and the unequal distribution of
dictate to freemen what to think True manhood is wealth, instead of causing industry and production,
to be valued at its worth; woman is to be recognized is the very thing which causes idleness and non-proand honored as never before.
tiuction. Let us hope Mr. Denslow will make this
Paul's simpering about woman's inferiority is now clearer in his coming work.
In his third paper Mr. Denslow lays the ax to
known to hav been pious cant. If anything in nature is divine, it is a pure, good woman.
another root of the existing political economy, viz.,
The new era portends the ushering in of the true that all wealth is produced by labor. From the
millennia! times. The wide domain of nature is somewhat evident postulate that it is produced by
being surveyed with a scientific accuracy, instead of production, he draws the rather questionable conclusian that it is produced primarily by previously exa "thus saith the Lord."
Nature is now known to hav evolved the universe isting capital. But how about the first wealth that
as we behold it by inherent powers and processes of ever was produced? . Did the Lord supply the first
its own.
man with the first capital? Or did the first man
The Mosaic cosmogony has been relegated back to produce it, perhups, by knocking over a bear and
the ignorance of the infancy of the race. We hav making a bow out of his bones and Binews ~ In the
outgrown the swaddling clothes of the past. The latter case it would seem as if labor did primarily
uncertain and vacillating notions of youth hav been produce all wealth. This is another point which we
discarded for the wisdom of riper years. The food must wait for Mr. Denslow, in his forthcoming valof infants is not suitable pabulum for men and ume, to make clear.
Mr. Denslow, in the present impel'fect state of my
women. Away with the theological milk of babes;
giv us the meat of knowledge that may be utilized.
knowledge1 appears to me too brash in his attacks on
The future is pregnant with the possibilities of Socialists. Socialists, he says, get together and
nature's resources wrought upon by man's genius resolve that labor, "meaning the helpless laborer
freed from fear.
that works for wages," produces all wealth. Now, if
Rasearch, unhedged by priestly persecution, knows there are any Socialists who say anything so absurd
no bounds.
-if there is a Socialist in the world who denies that
All hail to the grand era of science, of man and the projector, organiz9r, and manager of all enterwoman, when the world will be redeemed from the prise is a laborer and a producer, I hope l\lr. Densthraldom of the old bigotry and bathed in the new low's book will not lack a portrait of this remarkable
and pure light of universal mental liberty!
Soci-tlist, or at least a pen-picture, giving his name,
Stockton, 'l'enn.
W. N. Srni>soN. • birthplace, the titles of his works and their publisher.
incarna~e
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For I solemnly declare that to m9 he is as unkn:>wn
as the Abolitionist who wanted to marry a nigger, or
the other famous Socialist who wants "all we!!.Hh
equally divided."
But is not Mr. Denslow a little out in his relation of cause and efi'tlct, _when he declares that
the larger the accumulation of capital in a single
hand, the lower the charge per cent it exacts of
the community for its service! The sharper
competition becomes in any .particular line, the
lower the charge per cent will be; But what is
the aim of competition~ Is it not monopoly! And
is not monopoly obtained in theory and practice by
t~e accumulation of ~s much capital as possible in a
smgle hand~ And are monopolies noted for rendering their services to the public at low rates~ The
obsolete school of Smith and Ricardo used to divide
profits into wages of superintendence, assurance
against loss, and interest. The profits of a very
small capitalist, 1\S a newsboy, which are high in proportion to his investment, are, they taught, mostly
wages. As his investmeilt increases, the r&tio of
profit to investment falls, because most of tbe wages
are distributed among his employees. But the rate of
interest does not fall in this way. It falls because
the competition of capitalists compels them to undersell each other, which they are enabled to do by investing on a continually increasing scale. But if the
final result of their competition be the victory of the
biggest; resulting in monopoly, the public will get no
benefit out of that.
lllr. Denslow's criticism on Henry George I shall
not answer, but I wish George would. A battle between two such masters of sophistry would be better
than a free seat in Plymouth church.
Ib is remarkable that Mr. Denslow begins to agree
with my old masters, Smith and Ricardo, just where
I begin to differ with them. They taught, as he
does, that capital is acquired by what, with refreshing
candor, he calls meanness. I always had a sneaking
notion that it was acquired by invention. I do not
expect Mr. Denslow to waste time in setting me
right here; but I hope in his book he will select a
happier instance than A. T. Stewart, whose wealth,
he takes pains to show, WRB acquired by invention
and not by "meanness." Neither will the work be
any the worse for leaving out such historical misstatements as that Malthus had eleven children, and
such confusions of thought as that the average increase of a whole people will not keep up with the
means of subsistence because one man's wife does
not go to breeding like a rabbit as soon as her husli>and grows rich.
.
Bu-t there is one point on which Mr. Denslow
agrees. with Smith and Ricardo, which it would be
greatly to the advantage of his cause to hav cleared
up. He says, and so do they, that production is induced by luxury. He says, and so do they, that capital is the mainspring of production, and that capital
is acquired by parsimony. How can these propo.sitions be made to pull in the same yoke~ My own
theory, which I believe to be original, that capital is
acquired by invention, harmonizes perfectly with the
idea that luxury increases wealth. But the idea that
capital is amassed by parsimony, it appears to me,
does not.
Mr. Denslow has doubtless plent_v more new ideas.
But to sum up those which he has published, it
should be ·made clear (1) that people work for
money, not for commodities; (2) that wea1th is, or
can possibly be, produced otherwise than by labor;
(3) that competition does not eventuate in monopoly;
(4) that capital can be produced by parsimony and at
the same time by luxury.
C. L. JAMES.
No Ceusor8hip ol' the Press.
F1·om lilA Xew Ym·Jc Sun.

A bill is now in the hanns of the poEt-office committee of

the House of Representativs propo~ing to exclude from the
mails any newBpapers or periodicals in which any let~er,
circular or writing concerning any lottery, gift entf'rpnse,
or sche~e for tlw d istribnt1on of money or property by lot,
chance or hazarn of any kind shall be publisher! ; ami any
person' who shall riPposit such paper or periodical in. ~ny
post-office, or ;hall mail any letter or package contamt~g
such a paper or periodical, shall be deemed guilty of a mtsc!emeanor, and shall be fined not Jegs tlian one h1mdred
dollars nor more than five thousand, or imprisoned for not
less than thirty days nor more thfl.n two years, or both, at the
di~cretion of t.he court.
This is paternal government with a vetJgeance.
We respectfully invite the attentinn of any statesmen who
may be engaged ·in the promotiou 0f this sort of government
to that provision of the Constitution nf the Uuiterl States
which declares that CongrcFs !'hall make no law abridging
the freedom of the pre~s. Nowhere is authority lodl!ed to
tstablish a censor~hip. Yet the proposed bill will convert
every postmaster into a censnr of the press. and confer upon
each one of these modest officers the right to examin any
publicatiou and to determio, without jury or trial, whether
it is of the kind which seems sui! able to him or not. and to
admit to the m>1ils or exclude therefrom any publication
which does not'meet with his approval.
Where and how does the Constitution confer the power to
establish such a censorship; and why FhOillcl the right of
free printing thus be brought. into quest.ion? If any newspaper is libelous, it can be dealt with by the court~ of the
state in which it _is published. If any perioc'IJCal lS scandalous its editors and publishers can be held to answer by
the sa~e conrts. But sucll a power a-. this bill arrogates for
the minor officials of the United States is not only contrary to
the guarantees of the Constitution, but its creation would be
unwise aud unjustifiable.
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Rfqt 3m~rican ~tcular IJnion.

. The pretense of the plaintiff was that, being duly . teachers, constantly had actual legal charge of,·taught, manmcorl?orated by the general law of the state, the In- aged, and controled them.
In conclusion, the decision holds that, while the
dustnal S~hool provided harries and proper training
for such girls as were committed to its custody so House of the Good Shepherd and St. Joseph's
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President.
that they might become good and useful women and Orphan Asylum are connected with and exist under
E. A. STEVE:Ss, Secretary,
- - 750 West Lake St., Chicago. that it admitted girls irrespectiv of ."race creed or the sanction of the Roman Catholic church, their
CHARLES EOKHARD, Treas.,
• , •
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
" th a t It
. was supported by voluntary, contribu,
work is in no way sectarian. "0 wise young judge!"
E. B. FooTE, JR., Ohair. Ex. Oom., 120 Lexington Ave., New York. C?I or;
. EnGAR 0. BEALL, Ohair. Fin. Oom., • • 27 Arcade, Cincinnati. tiOns and by means of such moneys as ·it may be Truly, "Dick" Tuthill, thou art much older in
" tricks'' than thy looks.
entitled to under the law.
The mainspring of this expose was possibly the
How
philanthropic
and
innocent
to
be
sure
Friends of Freedom.
espec!ally wh~n we ~nd that the archbishop presided work of the Chicago Secular Union, and as the secreIn pursuance of the inquisitorial purposes and the ?ver Its meetmg of mcorporation; that all of its nine ~ary o~ the ~merican Secular Union has had frequent
n;teddleso!lle efforts of _the Society for the Suppres- mcorporators were Catholics, and seven of them were mtervtews with a certain member of the finance com·
siOn of VICe to stamp out Freethought in this coun- ~uns; t.hat, having no. buildings of its own, this myth- mittee, this battle for separation of church and state
try, another Liberal paper has been singled out for ICal ChiCago Industnal School simply transferred its was precipitated, and the end is not yet, as the case
ita vengeance:
girls t0 the keeping of St. Joseph's Ot·phan Asylum will be carried to the supreme court.
Messrs. Harman and Walker, editors of Ltteifer and the House of the Good Shepnerd, both avowed
In introducing the' resolutions on the subject
at Valley Falls, Kan., hav been indicted on a vagu~ Ro~an Catholic ~nstitutions l The president of the Sunday night, Dr. E. S. McLeod created no little
charge of "obscenity "-the same charge which C~JCago ~ndustnal School for Girls, by some for- merriment by his facetious allusions to the judicial
Christian hypocrits raised against Charles Bradlaugh tmtous Circumstance, was also the mother superior "dicker" between the two "Dicks"-"Dick" Tutand Annie Besant in England, and D. M. Bennett, of the Ho?se of the Good Shepherd, while the assist- hill, who renders the decision to support "Dick"
Dr. Foote, and hosts of other reformers in this ant supenor, by the· same strange coincidence was Prendergast, who is the papal tool who performs thec~un~ry-" ?bscenity '.' being one of those mud- also the recording secretary of the corporation' that. commitment part of the program. After some disslmgmg ~pithets whtch is sure to frighten weak- never. corporat~d-that is, there is nothing to show cussion by Gen. M. M. Trumbull, Geo. Collins, and
kneed Liberals from the periormance of their that It ever did anything in a corpornte capacity, Dr. Henry, the following resolutions were adopted:
duty, and seemingly placing in a compromising atti- except to draw pay from the county· that it was
Resolved, That we commend the wise and patriotic action
tude any who are compelled to defend themselvs merely a Jesuitical trick to gain control ~f these girls of County Attorney'Btiss in the Industrial School suit, and
against such an imputation.
and make the public pay for it. The most scandal- trust that the higller courts will maintain the letter and spirit
It is impossible, I understand, for the defendants ous part of t~is Romish trickery was the habit the of our constitution, and the secular traditions of our govern. ~o a~certai~ from the indictment what the specific act mother superiOr had of collecting all the young girls ment.
Resolved, That judges are placed in office to define and
Is with whiCh they are charged. They disclaim any possible, sending them down to the county court be- protect legal rights, not to perpetrate a wrong or shield a
intent to publish anything obscene and any knowledge fore a Catholic judge, and having them pronou~ced wrong-doer, and we_ condemn the action of Judge Tuthill in
that they hav done so. I hav been a reader of IAtci- "depenaen~s" committed to her care as president of the Industrial School suit as. a direc• violation of a plain confer f~r s?me yearf:'l, and ?o not remember reading the Industrial School, and by her placed in ..the House stitutional provision, and denounce his misinterpretation of
which diverts public money from legitimate governmental
anythmg m that paper whiCh could possibly be con- of the Good Shepherd, or the St. Joseph's Orphan law
uses to the support of a religious sect.
~trued. as obscene, ~!though far from agreeing with
Resolved, That the senr.iment,s expressed in the foregoing
A.syl?IJ?-• while she, volente cleo, evades the express
Its philosophy outstde its advocacy of Freethought. prohibitory clause of the state constitution which resolutions are emphasized and intensifiert by the recollection
of the manipuhtt.ions of a disgraceful New York political
Mes~rs. Harman and Walker hav been prominently
f?rbid~ p~bli~ funds to be granted to "any educaknown as able, earnest workers for the spread of tiOnal mstitutwn of a sectarian character." The In- ring in favor of a more disgraceful ecclesiastical machine
and it is pertinent to bear. iu mind that the beneficiary i~
Freethought, for the advancement of humanity and dustrial School, St. Joseph's Orphanage, and House New York, and the proposed beneficiary in Cllicago, belong
hav ever valiantly opposed church and stat~ en- of_ t~e Good Shepherd were emblematic of the holy to the same church.
croachments. Their prominence has invited this tm;uty, I J?resume. What true reverence those frisky . Resolved, That we believe that an ecclesiastical organizatiOn, or corporation, has an eqnal right with any other or~tta_ck of the suppressors, which is, without doubt,
ChiCago girls must feel for such a noble mission as
or corporation to acquire property, and an equal
mstlgated ?Y the same motivs and contemplates the t~e nuns are engaged in ! What glimpses of heavenly g.anization
nght to gov~rnmental protectiOn of its property, and we
same ulteriOr purposes that were so glaringly mani- hg~t they mus~ obtain while slowly intoning, in the further declare that an ecclesiastical organization, or corporafest in the prosecution of D. M; Bennett.
has an equal· right and duty wi•h every other organizasolitude of their cells, the sacramental benediction. tion,
tion, or corporation, or individual possessor, to pay its just
It is as appjl.rent in this as it was in Bennett's "Bellapremuut lwstitia!"
· share by taxation for the protection which the state at presca~e that the attack upon Messrs. Harman and
County Attorney Bliss ably extracted the milk
W alk~r is a violation of the principle laid down in fro!ll the cocoanut, by showing the absurdity of the ent bestows as a charity.
The above resolutions were not published, and
the eighth Demand of Liberalism, viz.: "That all clrum.that Mary Cleary, president of the Chicago Inlaws looking to the enforcement of Christian morality dustrial School, employed herself as mother superior while a good many columns of the reports of the
shall be abrogated, and that all laws shall be con- of the House of the Good Shepherd to look after the proceedings in court were given in the daily prints,
not one dared to say anythiug editorially about this
formed to the requirements of natural morality equal
girls.
outrage on the taxpayers.
rights, and impartial liberty."
'
The incontrovertible facts which the county attorLiberals, is there not greab need for, and a vast
I therefore urge upon all who hav at heart the ney proved I will briefly summarize : That this inwork before, the American Secular Union~ Will
stability of our institutions, the perpetuity of free
corporation was but a mere scheme to evade the laws
speech, and the permanence of freedom in this of the state; that the House of the Good Shepherd you sustain it? Let us see.
E. A. STEVENs, Sec. A. S. U.
country to aid, in the various ways open to them in
and St. J osep~'s Orphanage were controled by the
the defeat of the efforts to silence the editors of
Roman Cathol~c church; that the nine incorporators
Bacon, Shakspere, Ingersoll, and Others.
cifer by the slimy creature Comstock, under the pre- of the Industnal School were all Catholics, and seven
tense of "e~forcing Christian morality."
I
was introduced to Colonel Ingersoll ten years
of them nuns who had taken solemn vows and obliThe Natwnal Defense Association hav interested gations to teach and preach the dogmas of the Cath- ago by his brother, whom I ·knew as a member of
themselvs in this case, and are soliciting subscrip- olic church to the exclusion of all other creeds · that Congress. In the course of conversation, Colonel
tions and the activ aid of all workers.
the~e nuns were subject to the superior pow'ers of Ingersoll alluded to Shaksp,ere. "You mean Bacon,"
You w.ill be advanci~g the cause of progress if their order and to the superior authorities of the I playfully remarked. "No, I mean Shakspere," said
you can, m any way, cooperate with them, and I am Roman Catholic church; that the head of the Cath- he. Presently I put this question to him: "How do
confident you will make no mistake in so· doing.
olic ~burch in Chicago pr~sided at the incorporation you account for the fact that no letter written by
E. A. STEVENs, Sec. A. S. U.
meetmg_; that after the mcorporation the Chicago Shakspere was ever found ?" The answer was : " I
Industrial School soon dropped out of sight and every- account for it by the great fire in London." I then
Romanism Reigns in Chicago Courts.
thing was done in the name of the order of the Good dropped the subject, saying that I did not profess
. Another instance was added Saturday-if any addi- Shepherd ; that the Industrial School exists only on to be well informed on that question. And yet I had
twns were necessary-to prove the persistent dan- paper since its incorporation in November 1885 · examined it sufficiently to be convinced that Shakgerous, .and successful encroachments of the R~mish that it has no habitation, no place of abode' and it spere was not the writer of the plays. Colonel Inchurch m the state of Illi~o,is, an~ ~specially in Cook has installed itself in the House of the Go~d Shep- gersoll, I know, still thinks otherwise, and I hav
coun.ty, by Jud~e Tuthill s decisiOn. During the h~rd. and St. J ?s~ph's Orphanage, and thus came often said that I take more pleasure in differing with
prevwus week a bitter battle was waged in our county withm the prohibitory· clause of the statute· that him than with any other human being. His answer
court on the question whether the state shall limit from the manner in which this co:Fporatio~ had to my question was, perhaps, the best that could be
the Catholic church or the Romish church control ~vaded the law these girls had been incarcerated invented. The great fire in London was in 1666.
the state.
Illegally, the county courts having no more jurisdic- Shakspere died .at Stratford fifty .years before the
County Attorney Bliss bravely blew a trumpet- tion to commit those girls to the House of the Good fire, and Bacon died in London forty years before it.
blast of defiance and warning,to machinations of the Shepherd, and thus dump them on the taxpayers of We hav B multitude of Bacon's letters, but not one
papal power in our mi?s.t, while priestly vampires ~h_e county, than it ha? to COIJ?-mit the!ll to the county of Shakspere's!
Before Colonel Ingersoll left Washington, there
hav secured another demswn from a servil judge to Jail; from. a legal pomt of view, their commitments
was a celebration of Shakspei.-e's birthday at his
sustain their raid on the county treasury and continue were nothmg but waste paper.
th~ir brain-benumbing schemes, so that obedient
~otwithstanding this array of evidence, which Mr. house, and he made a little speech, in which he said
children of the church can be manufactured at public Bhss proved beyond cavil, the court maintained that that Shakspere, as a poet, never had, and never would
expense.
t.he service having .been rendered, the county wa~ hav, his equal. On that question I am happy to difFor years the maintenance of" dependent" girls hable. Judge. Tuthill's lengthy decision strikes one fer with him, and I venture to say that, in my humhas been th~ ~mgbear of. the couaty board, the as the advertisment of a shameless political petti- ble judgment, Shakspere, or whoever wrote the works
~ormer commissiOners refusmg to pay bills aggregat- ~og.ger rather than that of an upright, impartial attributed to him, was not superior, as a poet, to
Robert G. Ingersoll. Not that I dispute the conmg $19,585 . rendered by the Chicago Industrial JUrist. He holds that:
sensus of the competent as to the merits of ShakSchool for Girls, for the maintenance and tuition of
T~e me~e fact that members of a particular church pre.'
females, under eighteen years, committed to its care domu;tate tn or constitute the entire membership of a cor- spere, or deny that he is the greatest of the world's
b~ the coun~y courts. And the present finance com- poratiOn does not fix a sectarian character upon it. No poets up to our time; but I find in his works much
~ruttee of t~e county boa~d, prominent among whom more does the f~ct that the. teacher of a district school that is dull and insipid, which I fail to find in any
to a parttcular church make her school sectarian.
Is a good ~riend of t~e ChiCago Secular Union, refused bel~mgs
Neither where there are several teachers will the fact· that all writing of Colonel Ingersoll. And I do not bel~eve
~o recogmze the bill submitted for payment and a;e members o~ the same church make that school " sects- that the writer of Shakspere's plays could hav promstructe? the county attorney to resist their fraud- nan." There IS surely nothing of sectarianism in the char. duced a funeral oration equal in poetic sentiment to
ulent ~la1m. It was the clearest case of sectarian acter of th~ work fo~ which. this school was organized. one written by the Agnostic Ingersoll.
Thts. corpo;atwn, haymg no house of its own, and
I knew the Han. Ignatius Donnelly as a member
~ducatwn that ever came into our courts, but in
no means w1t~ wh.tch to build one, as unquestionably, it
It the ~burch of Rome has, for the time being, seems to me, 1~ mtght hav done with any private person, of Congress from 1865 to 1869, when, as one of the
proved Itself more powerful than the law and by the hotel, o~ boardt!lg,-house, made a contract with two other corps of stenographers, I reported his speeches
decision of this truckling judge, arid the' indifference corl?oratw~s. ~x1stmg by virtue of the laws of the state, among the rest. Mr. Donnelly 'Visited Washington
o.f the people _to the greatest of all educational ques- havmg facthttes ~o render the desired service which they in 1885; and I called on him to learn about the Bacon
undertook, and, tn fact, hav temporarily housed bedded. cipher. He opened his fac-simile of the folio of
ti?ns, separatiOn of church and state, is once more an~
c!ot~ed the children committed to its care. ' But th~
trmmphant.
plamtiif Itself, and no other, has, through its officers and 1623, with pages full of his own marginal figures,
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and showed me enough to leave little doubt on m
mind that there was a cipher there. He read to m~
Ben Jon son's lines opposit the title-page praising
the likeness of Shakspere
'
.
G'
_ Wh erem
the ra ver had a stnfe
With Nature to out-doo the life
and as he read it he smiled sa in th~t it
.
dently ironical. That liken~ss is
wretch:~s th:lt
Shaksperean scholars are ashamed of it and it has
·
.
'
b een calld
e " an ab ommable
hbel
on humanit
"
In the same year, 1623, we first hear of- th~· Shakspere bust on the monument at Stratford. and that
is another libel on humanity. There is little resemblanca be~ween the picture and the bust. The
engraved likeness would answer for an idiot and the
bust for ·a buffoon. No original of the e~graving
~as ever been found, and what now passes for the
hkeness of Shakspere is an unauthenticated portrait
which .has been painted over by a later hand, and
bears httle resemblance to the picture in the folio or
the bust at Stratford.
Ben ~on.son m~de another poetical contribution to
the foho m praise of the author in which occurs
this line :
'
And though thou hadst small Latine and lesse Greeke.
Jonson was an ardent admirer of Lord Bacon and
helped him translate some of his works into Latin
In enumerating sixteen of the greatest wits of hi~
day, Jon son does not name Shakspere, but says of
Bacon:
. It is he who ha~h filled up all numbers, and performed that
m our tongue whiCh may be compared or preferred to inso-

:a

1

th

h

~a · er : adowy: Lo_ng after his death, somebody beyond. In reaching such a point and in peering
.;meL'ker~~
.~eei~g ~lm act the part of Adam in "As through such a hole, he stands where learning has
16

ou .d
• an t e ghost in "Hamlet." There is
no ev1 ence that Shakspere ever communicated with
th 6
I 0 f S tb
t
. ear
ou amp on beyond the printed dedicatiOna of the two poems. There is no evidence that
~:aatk~ere was a cle{k o~ st~dent in a law office, or
learned twas .etver a sc oo' or even that he ever
I J owne. 884
simlles a~~S:~~ lonl '~anfii!~i:i~w the engraved facfound-t
't fi y t
h g ~h Shakspere ev~r
signatureo tci'l; :;rt~~:egr~ars~h 11 el:{;t ~as hhs
was nearly forty-nine yea~s old H '
t' 'Yt ~h ~
.
e wro e 1
us.

1,1-J""' ~ ~a- {1!. i
vi'

About the same time he signed a deed growing
out of the same transaction dated March lOth, in
this queer way:
'

.A.

/l

'r-}.1!/~
r;-. p 112/z:;,~
\..::::::::>Lf:Y /7 In both these deeds his name was spelled repeatedly Shakespeare.
. Three years later, when he made his will, he signed
his name to three sheets of it successivly, as follows:

lent Greece or hau,qhty Rome.

Turn now t!J Jonson's tribute in the folio to the
memory of the author of the plays, and you find the
very words of his encomium on Bacon applied to
Shakspere:
Of all that insolent Greece or hau,qhtie Rome
Sent forth, or since did from their ashes come.
In my interview with Mr. Donnelly I told him I
~ad discovered sixteen or inore short poems, published. between 1.589 and 1600, signed "Ignoto," all
of whiCh I had Identified as Bacon's. But I said
there was a mystery about one of them which
required further light to explain. In J aggard's publication of a collection of Shakspere's poems in 1599
entitled, "The Passionate Pilgrim," there was ~
song the first stanza of which was this:
-Liv with me and be my love,
And we will all the pleasures prove
That hills and valleys, dales and fields,
And all the craggy mountains yields.
This song was published, with slight variation and
two additional stanzas, in the next year, 1600 signed
"Chr. Marlowe;" and another detached st~nza fol~
lowing the song in J aggard's collection was enlarged
to six stanzas in 1600 and signed, "1gnoto." Mr.
Donnelly at once solved that mystery. He said: "I
hav no doubt you will find that 'Ignoto' was Bacon,
and that he wrote that song, which is partially repeated in the 'Merry Wives of Windsor' by Sir
Hugh Evans. And in regard to its being credited to
Marlowe, I hav discovered in the cipher this sentence:
" Ever since Marlowe was killed,
Shakspere has been: my mask."
l{arlowe was buried, as I afterward ascertained,
June 1, 1593. In the same year Shakspere's first publication appeared, "Venus and Adonis," dedicated to
the earl of Southampton, a youth of twenty. In the
following year another poem, " Lucrece," was dedicated to the same young lord. Up to this time many
of the Shakspere plays had been written and put
upon the stage, and two or three were printed, all
anonymous. Three or four more were printed during the next four years, but still anonymous, and it
was not until 1598 that the authorship of any play
was claimed by Shakspere. Then appeared "Richard II." and "Richard Ill," both se<:lond editions,
and "Love's Labor Lost," the only edition in Shakspere's lifetime-all three by" William Shakespeare."
"Venus and Adonis" had gone through three editions, and" Lucrece" two; but" Henry IV.," second
edition, in 1598 was still anonymous.
This was one year after the publication of Bacon's
first acknowledged work, the "Essays," whose popularity has continued unabated down to this day.
In the above-named play Mr. Donnelly first discovered the cipher, and in the two parts of "Henry IV."
he finds his richest placers. The third edition of
"Henry IV.," in 1599, has Shakspere's name on the
title-page. But "Henry V." went through three
editions, all anonymous, in Shakspere's lifetime.
Likewise" Titus Andronicus," the first of the printed
plays, the poorest, and yet one of the most popular,
first ed~tion, 1594; third, 1611. " Romeo and Juliet.,"
first prmted anonymously in 1597, was not credited
to Shakspere until 1611, fifth edition; and when the
folio of 1623 was published, being the first collec
tion of the plays,. eighteen of the thirty-seven bad
never before been printed, and nine never heard of.
For two years past I hav bad lying in my drawer
a nearly completed manuscript of the parallel lives
of Bacon and Shakspere, aBd therefore ought to
]mow the essential facts of the two lives.
The evidence of Shakspere's being an actor is
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The reader will observe that in none of these five
signatures is there an e in the first syllable or an a in
the last, as the name had always been spelled in the
printed plays. And in the will the namE! is twice
written Shackspeare.
Prefixed to the last of the three signatures is this
scrawl:

:;::JJz ~
Who would ever make out of that the words
"By me'"
Let us now suppose that two.hundred years hence
the only writing of Horace Greeley extant should be
five autographs written successivly, as follows:
L H. Grele, with an a over the final e.
2. Horace written over Grely.
3. The same, three years later.
4. Hor. Grel, ending- with a frightful scrawL
5. Horace Grely, tolerably plain.
But more; Greeley, like Shakspere, had two
daughters and a son. Both sons died in childhood,
but the daughters grew up. Now, suppose it should
appear that one of Greeley's daughters had to make
her mark, and the other was so illiterate that she insisted that certain writing in a book was by her deceased husband, when it was apparent to anybody
who knew the man's handwriting that it was not his.
Such was the fact in regard to Shakspere's two
daughters.
But enough. It is not easy in our time to realize
how perilous in the past it has been to be known as
an author, except as a rigid conservativ. Bacon,
Voltaire, and ·Paine were wise in doing much, if not
most, of their work in secret. Fifty years ago our
Ingersoll could not hav dared to speak as he now
does; and had he lived in the days of John Calvin
and ventured to speak half as boldly as he now does,
he would probably hav been burnt at the stake like
Servetus.
WILLIAM HENRY BuRn.

Men, Women, and Spiritualism.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TnUTH SEEKER, Sir : It has
been my pleasure of late to attend the Sunday afternoon meetings of the Brooklyn (E. D.) Philosophical
Society, held at a hall on South Eighth street, near
Bedford avenue. It has also been my pleasure to
listen to a course of three lectures on the Hebrew
Testament, by Thaddeus B- Wakeman, a cultured
and scholarly Liberal, together with the general
debate which followed each lecture. The result of
these lectures was to set aside all historical data for
much that is given in the Bible as hav.ing occurred;
to deny that such a person as Jesus of Nazareth ever
lived, and to attribute such a character to the gradual
growth in the minds of men of the teachings of
various races and ages; to offer in place of the Bible
a collection of books made up of Bain's "Logic" as
the foundation, then upon that astronomy, geology,
chemistry, physics, and social science-in fact, to
put exact science in place of revealed religion-and,
finally, to approach the grave, which he symbolized
as a great hole with the sides and bottom knocked
out, through which he peered in v~ to eee anything

brought many a man; and he stands upon very firm
ground to take an honest look into that vast spiritual
field of research which _lies beyond the hole-beyond
the grave. Such a mmd wants facts-facts which
go gradually to prove the existence of a hereafter
and to build up in that mind a knowledge of what i~
seemingly unreal, because unseen.
Woman, having the intuitiv faculty larger than
man, is more closely allied to this invisible world and
more readily accepts on faith what he takes ~mch
more time to accept through reason. Woman jumps
at it, drinks it in, and accepts it as a lien on immor-_
tality, but man must understand it. Spiritualism,
now nearly forty years old since its modern inception,
is building up gradually the only real spiritual science
that shall serve as a crown or capstone for all science.
It is the "stone that the builders rejected" over and
over again, but this time it has come to stay; for its
mediums, being- permitted to liv in this enlightened ·
age, will keep furnishing facts until an exact science
of spiritual things has been deduced therefrom.
With the physical facts go the inspired teachings
of our public speakers, until, between the two we
stand upon an eminence where we view two wo~lds
as it were, spread out before our gaze-a material and
a spiritual.
To all who, having reached this hole where Liberalism leaves them, desire to peer through and beyond
into t~e g-reat unknown, we say, "Knock and it shall
be opened unto you," " Seek and ye shall find" "Ask
and ye shall receive."
:
It may be only a tiny rap-a Hydesville rap-that
shall answer you at first ; but that much, little as it
seems, bas satisfied a great many, and led them from
the letter A of our Spiritual alphabet to that of Z,
which is full-form materialization, where the so-called
dead stand before you and you are in the presence of
a denizen of anot.her world-a world of spirit t.hat
lies about you and begins where this leaves off-a
world that lies so close that it touches this, and embraces it in a love that strives only to lift it higher
in the scale of human progress.
"Eyes ye hav, but ye see not; ears ye hav, but
ye hear not." Only those fine, sensitiv souls whose
interior powers are unfolded beyond the' power of
matter to keep them in can see and hear the things
of the spirit. Others must hav hard facts to convince and satisfy them, which we offer.
The cause o(Spiritualism is growing in power and
in character. Out from a dark background-out
from a Nazareth of dishonesty and immorality-is
coming the light that shall illumin the world, and aid
largely in harmonizing all religions.
Brooklyn, Feb., 1888.
W. J_ CusmNG.
A Philosophical Observation.
F1'om Snn Francisco F1·eet1wuu1!t.

Men who hav been unable to raise themselvs to a satisfac.
tory distinction by efforts in their own behalf may often gain
a temporary notoriety by defaming somebody who is more
successfuL In this way they make themselvs known to
many people who would not otherwise be aware of their
existence.
UNDER the voluntary morning prayer and chapel system
the attendance of the Harvard students has fallen from eight
or nine hundred to one hundred and fifty or less. A few
goody-g-ood students are now beseeching their comrades to
come up and be saved, but the unregenerate young sinners
mock them with scorn.
ARGUING for the repeal of the Saturday half-holiday bill
last week, Senator Vedder quoted from a Bible he had sent
for to refresh his memory, "Six days shalt thou htbor and
do all thy work," and said that the Saturday half-lwliday
was in opposition to the divine command. If this is the best
the senator can do, but little attention will be paid to him.
The people are not much afraid of divinity.
AMoNG the petitions introduced in the United States Senate
this session is one presented by Senator Ingalls by request,
upon which was printed this statement: " Believing the
charges alleged agai~st the priesthood because o.f the l?rac.tice
of auricular confessiOn are true and deserve mvest!gat10n,
we do humbly petition your august body to appoint a commission having full power to demanu the production of persons and papers competent in evidence to declare whether
such confessional is calculated to pollute the morals of the
people and undermine the foundations of our republican
institutions." The Catholics allege that this is an attempt to
nee the Senate to advertise Fulton's book, "Why Priests
Should Wed."
THE Presbyterians of this city hav drawn up the following
document to -be presented to the legislature of this state:
"First: That our national vi!!Or and permanence are guaranteed
onlv by a relildouslv grounded morality.
"Second: That, withon~c.Jaiming it to be the province of tbe state
to teach religion for reltgwn's sake, the general as~embly should
yet confess its belief that, in o~der _to the state's own mterest, there
should be in every school mamtamed by the state t.he InculcatiOn
of PUCh principles of dependence upon Go<l and application to him
as are es•eutial to sound learning, safe character, and wholesome
citiz•nship.
"Third: That the general aesembly _should euc_ourall'e t~e- appointment. of such teacljers as shall he 10 ~ccorrl With the spmt of
the sPcond section of thts overture, and brmg the entire wetgbt of
its intluence t.o be1tr a<~ainst wh•tever st~ttemeut or sn!!!!estion sh1tll
antagonize t.he chims of the God upon whom we depend ~tnd to
who'll WP owP application.
_
. _
"Fourt.h: Th1tt the geuer~tl a••emhly should instruct Its ~~~IS·
ters publicly to recoll'nize the ihfficnlties in which t.be c~tse ts mvolveil. and to bring those diincnltie~ to b~ltF ItS ."u arg~meut for
more tboronl?h intelligence and f~tttht'ul rehgwus mstructwu on the
part of the familY, Sabb~tth-school, ~tnd church."

The Presbyterians hav queer ideas of the province of the
general assembly if they think it can. interfere with the family, the Sunday-school, and the church.
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some God or body and said, "Let~ us make man in
our image." I suppose that whoever he spoke to
readily assented to the grand proposition, though
Is That Spirit We Call God a Tangible Per- the Mosaic account of it is quite mum on this point;
at all events, God rolled up his sleeves, we will supsonnl lleing1
pose, and at it he went with a will equal to the purChristian leading thinkers universally consider pose, and the result was, man was made there and
God as the great first cause of all created things, then. Yes, suddenly made in a full-grown, "very
himself being self-existent from all eternity of the good" condition. But note this thing-according to
past to all eternity of the future.
the Bible account, man was not perfect after all, nor
According to the Bib!e of the Hebrews, or the could he be complete until he had a "helpmeet,"
Mosaic dispensation," God is the same yesterday, to- who was, as we believe, a creature of vital importance
in the economy of human life; said completion of
day, and forever, witl'10ut a shadow of turning."
In all the writing of the Old and New Testaments man being a female, who, as well as Adam, was made
God is viewed as having identity, personality, or after the likenesR, or "in the image, of God," who
individuality. By all professed Christians he is also surely must be both male and female, or else
spoken of as "our father in heaven," and prayed to man was not made as God intended, i. e., in the
in full belief of his personality. Favors are asked of image of God.
God in the same manner and faith in which children
Who did God speak to when he said, "Let us
ask favors of their parents.
make man~" And then after man was made, God deYet one of the great attributes ascribed to God's clared that he was made in God's image, male and
fulnes-s of perfection is omnipresence. But_ if, as is female, as above noted. It is evident that the Mouniversally believed by all educated, reaEoning minds saic or Bible God was not a Darwinian, evoluting
of men, there is no possible limitation to space, and man up to the "very good" condition in which we
throughout all space millions of worlds exist like unto find him when placed in the garden of Eden, since
our planetary system of sun, moon, earth, etc.-if according to Bible lore it did not take his maker over
God be everywhere present throughout all the forty-eight hours to make both him and Eve. In
incomprehensible expanse of the universe as a whole, fact, it must not hav taken even that short space of
how can that diffusiv spirit called God exist as an time, because we read that during said time God
identical personality~ That what is called God is a discovered himself to be tired and took a rest.
spirit having personal identity we see was taught by Now, according to Professor Darwin's theory-not the
Jesus Christ, who taught that he, or it, "must be infallible, so-called, Bible God-through long and
worshiped in spirit and in truth;" yet Jesus himself sure-working decades of nature man has been evoluted
did not teach men that said spirit was omnipresentt from a very ·low, crude, and ignorant state of both
though he declared himself to .be the father when animal and mental life to his present high degree of
he said to Philip, "If ye hav seen me ye hav seen the perfection, and still we see there is not only great
father also." Yet Jesus evidently considered him- need, but in answer to that need a true possibility,
self as an omnipresent personality, or rather, spirit, of onward and upward progress in the line of persince he did teach that "where two or three were fection.
gathered together in his name, there would he be in
I hav no doubt but that every man, woman, and
their midst." It is an indisputable fact that through- child who at this time are sailing under the great
out all Christendom it must often occur that not only showy :flag of the various Christian denominationsone company of two or three are together in his name, though nine-tenths of them are infidel to their probut several thousands of twos and threes are fession-will brand me as being an Infidel, and very
gathered together in all Christian communities presumptuous to express myself so frankly in regard
throughout the nat=ons where his church exists, and to their infallible Bible God, and to the great works
it is therefore evident that he, Jesus Christ, is either ascribed to him. But here let me state that so long
a diffusiv spirit or else his own saying. is false. One as it· can be shown by their works that more than
of his disciples declares that "as he [JesusJ is, so are nine-tenths of those who profess to belong to the
ye," meaning all those. who follow him; therefore if Christian church are absolutely infidel to their prohe is God, one with the father, as he said to Philip, fession, I opine they hav no stones to throw at me
and they who truly follow him are "as he i,s," then so long as I liv up to what I profess to believe is
they must be Gods also. If God, then omnipresent! true and good both in the religion of science and
.A. high claim indeed, to be everywhere present, in healthy morality, acknowledging the equity and jusand through everything. But such must even be the tice of the great Golden Rule-to do unto others in
case; every true follower of Jesus must either become all things as I would hav others do unto me.
a God by becoming a genuiu disciple of Jesus, else
Said Golden Rule was a spontaneous outbirth of
the New Testament doctrins are, so far, false.
the unerring religion of nature's moral science or
If his followers do the works that he did, and even law of right against wrong, hundreds, if not thou" greater," as he declared they should do, then can sands, of years before the historical birth of.Jesus of
it be wrong to claim to be his equal? If his equal, Nazareth. .A.nd there never existed, nor can there
then, as he claims to be one with the father God, ever exist, any religion worth a straw that does not
it logically follows that, as before stated, all his true accept and teach its members to liv .up faithfully to
disciples also are real Gods! But was Jesul'l Christ said Golden Rule. .A.ll I ask of those who are infireally one with the divine spirit, called God 1 In del to their. high church or Christian profession is
one instance he claims to be God, by declaring that not to pass judgment on me as being an Infidel
they who had seen him had seen the father God until they hav :first carefully, honestly, and truthalso ; and adding further, "I and the father am fully looked into their own hearts, scanning the secret
one." Yet, strange it is that in another place in the motiv or propelling power of their every acti0n,
Testament he plainly declares thus, "I come not to word, and thought. When this is sincerely done, I
do my own will, but the will of him [God] who sent think there will be very few who will feel at liberty
me!" Here let me ask, how can a personality, claim- to brand me or any other progressiv Liberal thinker
ing to be one with God, hav a will of his own! It as Infidel. So long as a man or woman professes to
is beyond the scope of my reason to reconcile. such believe in any code of religious laws and usages and
:flat contradiction of terms as coming from any truly does liv up to the same fully and conscientiously,
intelligent being. Evolution of thought and the such person cannot truthfully be ca1Ied an Infidel,
spirit of progress do, in my estimation, set all such whether he claims to be a Christian, a Mohammedan,
incongruities of talk aside, while I conclude there is or a Naturalist, Liberalist, or Freethinker. The law
no personal God, but only a universal, all-pervading of love teaches man that" to liv and let liv" is right';
spirit, or directing power, in and through all nature, that all hav or may hav opinions and beliefs of their
from the smallest pebble on the seashore to the own, and that equal rights and privileges of enjoying
most mighty worlds, or globes, in the. universe of the same are as dear, and as highly cherished, and as
space.
valuable to one man as to another.
This plain and simple belief sets aside the greater . If a Christian professor discovers any goodworks,
part, if not the entire category, of Bible myths, of whatever name or nature, in his non-Christianfalse doctri~s,. contradictions, etc., about a definit' professing brother or neighbor, he will, if he be
God, or. thmkmg creator, who, as the Bible says, governed by the Golden Rule, be just as ready to
made this earth, and the great central luminary of extend a hand, a look, or word of approval as
our solar system, as well as all the stars, in six days, though said brother, or neighbor, was a member of
and the~ beca~e so exhaust~d and tired out as to the same· confraternity of brotherhood with himself.
stand still, or sit down, or, It may be, lie down all Anything short of that Liberality bespeaks clannishday ~unday, and, perhaps, be ·amazed at his own ness, egotism, snobbery, and bigotry.
handiworks, for he declared that all the great works
Christians hav much to say about the" great day
he had acco.mpliched, or made, were very good-not of judgment;" and about the great judge of both
even except~ng the w?man, which superior creature the living and the dead, sitting on a great white
he found himself obhged to make out of a bone on throne, before whose august being souls shall be
the seventh day, or Sunday, so that be, the myth judged of all the deeds done in the body. Such a
God, was somewhat broken of 'his rest after all.
belief may hav answered the purpose to compel
But _here I would ask: How did God come to many to do right through fear of being sent pallknow JUSt ho_w to make a helpmeet for the man mel! down the smoky lane to sbeol! But let me be
Adam, and bmld. her ~o nearly like man, and yet in joined to that better company of souls who do right
some respects qmte different? n appears that he through the principle of ·~it is right to do right,''
had no borr?wed pattern t? f~llow, so he was pleased and an inbred love of heaven instead of a fear of
to fo~low his own self-extsbng pattern or image. hell, or sheol.
The truth is, if my belief is correct, no soul of man
Now It came to pass that w~en <:lad hnd got all ready
to mako ~an, as the MosaiC Bible says, he spoke to uow living, none tha,t ever did liv in humanity's form,
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and none that ever will be so encased, will ever be
arraigned in the courts of any spiritual tribunal, only
the unerring judge of self-consciousness. Before
that seat, or in that seat, every soul of man will feel
obliged to arraign himself for approval of good
works, and for self-condemnation of evil works, if of
the latter he finds he is guilty.
.A. great deal is said about heaven and hell, the two
opposing conditions. But few people, comparativly
speaking, understand the real meaning of the words.
I contend, as do many others, that heaven is not
some far-off, identical, local place where spirits and
angels only dwell. Oh, no; not anything of that
sort. Heaven is a condition, ever within and surrounding that soul of man, whether in the mortal
body or out of it, whose good works develop and de·
serve it. On the other hand, every man may, and
often does, by evil, wicked works develop in and
around his own soul the fearful condition called hell.
Thus we find that thousands of people whose souls
or spirits are partly good and partly evil are partly in
heaven and partly in hell at the same time.
With such, the disposition to do right and the disposition to do wrong are at war with each other,
each striving for the mastery; nor can complete
heaven ever be realized by any soul until the good
principle gains a full and :final victory over every evil
disposition with which it may hav to contend.
Every soul or spirit has a right to seek help of any
other soul or spirit in whom it can place confidence
as an ally to help it fight its natural enemy. .A.nd
any sympathetic soul or spirit will, or does, hav a
perfect right to assist an applicant in said warfare.
Not any judge of an ecclesiastical church or society,
nor yet any number of such non infallible functionaries, can be accepted by any non-infallible self to lead
directly, or even counsel me what to do or what not
to do, as looking to the weal or woe of present and
future states of existence, save by my individual consent or request. I must be my own judge, even
though I may first seek the counsel of others, as to
what I shall do to secure the greatest amount of
happiness I may be capable of enjoying here and
hereafter.* Yet, after all, though I may hav found
the counsel of other men to coincide with .my own
sense of right, experience will, in many ways, teach
me that a wrong course of action has been leading
away from the goal sought, rather than to it.
If the race for happiness were limited to the short
space of time allotted to the life of man in his earthly
form, there might be a great temptation to "throw
up the sponge," and despair of ever realizing the
coveted prize; but since the treasure, and the possibility of winning it, is not confined to our transitory
passage through time, but is to be carried forward to a
future, and, as I believe, a more exalted state of existence, it ought to inspire every soul of man to persevere, and never for a moment succumb to an embarrassing, futil spirit of discouragement. But if we
fail in our attempts to secure perfect happiness in
one, two, three, yes, in a thousand attempts, let us
foster "hope, which keeps the heart whole," and
" try, try again," until victory shall reward our untiring struggles, and the great desire of our souls,
true happiness, be ours.
E. D. BLAKEMAN.
*Buch application for help will usually be made by a
weaker to a stronger power; and in that light it may be coLsidered prayPr, but it is praying to identified beings, rather
than to an all-pervading force t]fat is ever omnipresent in
and through everythinu:, "expanded through all immensity
of space, yet undivided," as Pope has it.

Requested to Leave Home.
.A.n oily request to expatriate one's self from home,
frieads, and associates, by a learned and polite gentleman, is quite an improvement on the brusque
orders of banishment, torture, and death so often
resorted to in those days of papal supremacy when
faith was the star of hope and pretense the bulwark
of safety. To appreciate is but to experience the
ban.
A consanguineous spirit of that old custom has
fallen upon us. It may be observed peeping through
that veil of fulsome :flattery in a communication of
ex-Rev. C. B. Reynolds on his "Western tour in the
TRUTH SEEKER issue of January 21st, in which he
says: "Beyond question, if he [G. H. WalserJ
would absent himself from Liberal for a few years,
he would be better appreciated, the citizens would
become more self-reliant, and on his return he would
be surprised and delighted at the progress the town
had made."
For seven long years, with tbe exception of one
year on business in Kansas, we bav devoted our time,
best energies, and thousands of dollars in trying to
build up the cause of Liberalism in this vicinity.
That we hav been faithful to the task we hope no one
will cast the shadow of a doubt. That we hav made
mistakes is not to be denied nor wondered at. · Who
would not? To associate together a town of Atheists, Deists, 1\laterialists, Agnostics, ChriAtian Spiritualists and Atheistical Spiritualists, Republicans,
Democrats', and Anarchists, and not get damned black
and blue, is to signify that you are a cipher and not
wor-th a damn. I hav succeeded adlllirably i~ the
damns.
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Tho work of constructiv Liberalism is much more his own savior, and every life a victory: Armed The modern preacher says, "Always obey the comdifficult" than the scavenger work of throwing mud at with the spirit of friendship, benevolence, and truth, mandments of Christ as long as they are consistent
God, the Bible, and religion. Anyone can throw a Liberalism should go on conquering and to conquer, with your worldly intE>rest." Jesus said, "He that
atone at an old carcass; but to take an old broken- until the whole world is taught to speak one word, shall break the least of my commandments and teach
down crowbait of an animal and resuscitate him into and that word Fraternity.
men so, the same shall be least in the kingdom
a spiritual charger is a different work.
·
We..hav not lost faith in Liberalism, nor do we love of heaven." How much of that kingdom will the
Our belief that Liberalism did not point to a it less. But at times we doubt the wisdom of the Christian minister get who breaks them all, and
lower standard of manhood, as contended by the course of some of its leaders, especially when they justifies himself by the doctrin of expedience?
church, and that it was susceptible of copstructiv use their power to wound the feelings of a co-worker,
"Swear not at all." The English Parliament lately
work to demonstrate these facts and build a school or strive to lead the cause to a lower plane.
objected to Mr. Bradlaugh taking an unchristian
where the young mind could be led out into a field
In the past there has been no sa<?rifi.ce too great oath, because he was not a Christian. He could not
of intellectual development, without the hindering for us that the cause might succeed, and the sacrifice be admitted without breaking one of the commandveil of any creed, sect, or ism, ind}lced us, with a few we are making now is for the great work before us. It ments of Jesus, and they wottld not allow him to do
friends, to penetrate in this then heart of a prairie, is" beyond question" best for the cause of Liberalism that because he did not believe in Jesus. So little
undisturbed aave by the breath of heaven and now that we withelraw, Mr. Reynolds has told the world. account is taken of the commandments of Jesus by
and then the hungry howl of some prowling wolf, to We will do so; but we hope the world will note the his professed teachers and preachers that their prinplant the standard of Freethought, that there might fact that we hav at this time one of the best Free- cipal aim seems to be to teach their hearers how not
be one place on earth where mental and moral worth, thought societies in the country, with a school fairly to do them, or how they may be evaded with impunot faith. should be the measure of man. Now how on its feet, with a bright prospect before it, whiQh nity. This would be the less inexcusable were it not
changed! Those broad prairies hav been subdued, will need care, money, and attention to make it a suc- for the shameless effrontery with which they say in
the haunts of the wolf. supplanted by lowing herds cess. If it fails, it will be your failure; if it is a effect that Jesus did not expect his precepts to be
and fields of golden grain; farms hav been opened, success, may all honor attend you. We hope that obeyed-that he did all those things himself and that
orchards planted, homes made happy, and a Free- you will receive better support than we hav, and the his obedience is imputed to ell believers, i.e., to all
thought town of eight hundred people challenging curses heaped upon our head may change to blessings who can believe so monstrous an absurdity.
the world for a better example of noble manhood for you. We assure you that we will never throw a . "Except a man forsake all that he hath, he cannot ,
stone through your window, or wound your feelings, be my disciple." This is a sufficient answer to .those
than is to be found here. .
· ~he honor of this grand success is not due to us, and bring pain to the heart of· your family, by pub- who suppose that true Coristianity is compatible
but to those brave men and women who came and lishing to the world a harsh mandate concerning with the enjoyment of an assured and comfortable
income. We do not read that in any case Jesus sent
endured privations and difficulties that the. enter- you.
We look forward to a season of rest in the enjoy- round a hat. He lived from hand to mouth, and
prise might Aucceed-we doing what little we cou!d
to assist. Whatever may befall us, our heart Will ment of wife and home, free from the perplexities expected his disciples to do the same. He professed
ever go. back, with grateful memory and love, to that hav attended us for years incident to the efforts to hav meat to eat that his disciples knew nothing
about, and at one time fed a lat·ge multitude from
those broad-minded, pure-thinking, noble men and to build up a better condition for our fellow-man.
In leaving the field we must say to Brother Rr;y- his privat.e store supplemented with a few loaves and
women who joined fortunes, for weal or woe, with
nolds that he did not correctly diagnose the case of fishes. We must believe this story-if we can. In
us here.
-we hoped to see a Freethought communHy, where the people of Liberal when he says that "they will another place he says, "He that believoth in me, the
we could spend our declining days among a people become more self. reliant if we would absent ourself." works that I do shall he do also." The only infercongenial to one who loves peace, order end har- There are no people more self-reliant than those of ence we can draw from this is that nobody as yet bas
mony. But that is not to be. We are told by a Liberal. Every man is an oak; every woman aMi- thoroughly believed in him, i. e., they hav not really
OuTis.
saaacious gentleman that it would be better that we nerva, and every lad an intellectual athlete. When believed in their own belief !
";bsent ourself for a few years." Of course, his you try to mold them into building material, you
The- Christian Church in the United States.
fudgment should be ~espected-not that h_e is per- will :lind it a more difficult task than that of making
G. H. WALSER.
Juliet H. SPVPI'a?lC" to the C/11Ca(Jo Secu 7ar Unfon.
sonally acquainted _with all the s~rrou_ndmgs, but faces at religion. Good-byA.
Wherever yon find flny church-! care not unrler what
Liberal, lifo., Feb. 12, 1888.
because his ac~te discernment enab.es h1s broad and
name it exist~. if it be Catholic or Protestant-there you find
eomprehensiv mind to drink in at a glance the wh.ole
·
an enemy to liberty.
situation which has taken others years to acqmre,
The Gos}wl According to Common Sense.
Every reform movement of our times it bas bitterly opand at o~ce prescribe dutielf to citizens here. We
posed. Slavery was helrl to be a divine institution anrl upTHE SERMON ON THE MOUNT.
held bv the cbnrch. anrl onl.v bv the courageous worlts of
hav had many such before, but they were not so
A.
pious
young
lady
of
my
acquaintance
to
whom
Rnch ""Infidels" as Garrison, Phillips, Lucre.t.i.a Mott, Abby
learned and so recently from the church as this gentleKelley, and othrrs, in Rpite of church ?pposttton and perseman and we paid but little attention to them. In I once communicated my intention of writing a cution, was this foul blot upon our natiOnal honor shown to
fact.'1 there is not an Anarchist in town that has any Gospel according to Common Sense naively ex- thP people and wiped out.
Woman bas ever found in the church her worst ene!lly and
use for us, unless they want a favor or something_ to claimed "But religion is one thing and common
eat. We hav always found advice a very plent1ful sense a~ other !" ''Exactly so/' I replied. "That is 9ppressor. In the Bible she is taught tbat her creatiOn was
flD afterthought in the creator, and that s!JC was made solely
commodity-in fact, it is so a~undant that some _can what I am going to prove. You hav put the case in for man's convenience. Moses legahzed the sale of
nutshell."
a
not husband it all, and hav h1t upon the expedient
daughters. Christ spurned a mot!Jer's love and sbarerl that
If any person doubts the truth of this proposition, of
a Magdalen. Paul's contemptible doctrine in regard to
of giving the surplus away. It is not difficult to find
men by the score who can _tell.how to make Liberal let him read the Sermon on the Mount, and say if he woman hav been used as chains to bind her in her degrad~
anrl to-day the control. of t~e people by t~e church JS
grow into a grand metropoh~ without po_verty, want, ever knew a professed Christian in any condition of tion,
belrl mainly through the sub]ug!ltJOn of wo~au tn our marto
it,
or
if
he
ever
knew
a
life
who
acted
according
or labor where the · men will all be ncb, women
ria e system. which is one of siR very, wherem the man owns
wingless' angels and the babies double-dimpled. parson of any denomination who did not ·explain it tbe~womfln, in~tesd of bring, flS it should, a _m_n_h~al partnership of equal rigbts, privileges, and responstbtl!tte3. From
They know how run the government, abolish taxes, away and say it was not to be understood literally.
The sermon contains many excellent precepts and this enslavement of mothers a race of slaves. are bor_n.
.
get free rent, free trade, big wages, little wo~k; how
Let a liberty-loving woman utter a protest agamst t~1s
the
only
objection
to
them
some
splendid
promises,
to destroy enterprises, tear do":n monopolies, and
outrage, or a cry of an.guisb. for the fate of her Be~; her VOICe
enjoy their benefits at th~ same t1ma. In short, they being that the first are for the most part impractical, is silenced by the church's Jeers and t!lunts, and Let your
and
the
last
hav
never
as
yet
been
fulfilled.
A.s·an
women keep silence, for it is not permitted unto !bern to
know how to do· everythmg except to make a decent
Rprak " rises from a thousand pulpits to drown t_he cry.
living for tbemselvs and families. We received much example-" Blessed are the meek, for they shall in- But
w'omen do ~peak, anrl will continue to ~peak until abo~e
church opposition.· There seemed to be not a slan- herit the earth." If they do inherit the earth, the the grave of tb!:'ir present. mistress-the church-they wtll
possession
changes
their
natures,
and
most
of
them
der falsehood or epithet of abuse known to the lan.
one day sing a song of dehverance.
Through this church influence our secular government 1s
gu;ge but what has been plied to us in some form are veritable •rartars to their tenants unless they pay
by the unscrupulous of the church people. This we the rent. Moses was a meek man but he did not hPing more and more corrupted. Who ~ays no taxes on
$800 000 000 worth of property that the nation must protect,
could endure, but when our friends, wh_o ought to enter into the promised land. Joshua was a fighting and thu~ saddles that extra burden upo~ other t~xpayers?
hav assisted us, take up ~he ~~rf~re wit_h renewed man and he did. "Blessed are the merciful, for they Th e cb ur,.nb . An"u more·, in some• stateRbl"It bbasd soAmflnenced
vigor and fury we feel qmte w1llmg to qmt the work shall obtain mercy;•• I hope that is true, for I was Je is1 11 tion that this infamous law ts.est~ ts <' : • man may
and yield the' field to wiser and lll:ore competent Rlw'ays a merciful man myself. And the disciples of beg robbed of all be pos~es~es, see bts wtfe and chtlclren _mu.rbefore his eyes, and yet not be allowed t~ tesllfy m
heads. In giving up the work, we WI!l ask but o~e Jesus hav no mercy upon me. They say I am an der~d
court a ainst the criminal, while the. word of a tbt~f or ~ur
favor: In your criticisms, do us justiCe, by admit-. Infidel and consign me to eternal torment.
rlerer is"\aken if he be willing to testtf:V: that be behe.ves m a
"Blessed are they who hunger and thirst after God
r And most criminals do so beheve. T!te!l, m m.any
ting that "we did our level best."
righteousness
for
they
shall
be
filled."
That
has
1
We hav spent our money in this work. ':Ve can
1 t · a man mav be arrested for even sphttmg a l_mle
been
my
case
for
a
very
long
time,
but
I
hav
never
~ti~~~'ng-wood
in liis _own_ back-yard on Sunday, as a frtend
not well "absent" ourself, and go out upon the cold
had a bellvful yet. "Blessed are ye when men shall of mine wll.R recently m Pmeland.
.
..
charities of the world, penniless and ho~eless, with
We bav blaBphemv Jaws to shut the _mouths o_f trre_hgu~us
revile you" and say aU manner of evil of you falsely,"
our family. We hope l\Ir.. Rey_nolds 'Y1ll b~y our etc No I'm damned if we are! "Take no thought I tid 1 . Comstock laws to interfere wllh the dtssemtnat!on
d~ uneo~thodox teachings in regu;d to the laws of heredity,
property or assist us in d1sposmg of It, whiCh we
this miserable speCimen of the qenu~ homo to
·
will gladiy sell at thirty per cent off the present cash for' the ~orrow." I would not if I could help it. empowermg
· h ts, t b e sar'e, u n molested
But how is this to be reconciled with the other biblical interfere with the citizen's r1g
h
value. Now that we will leave the wc;>rk, we hope
transit
of
mnils;
anrl
victims
of
his tyranny--:-under <>hurc
maxim "Go to the ant, thou sluggard, consider her
l\Ir; Reynolds will take it up where we qmt o~, that we
over the couutry, while others bav
'
.,
rn I .rugs- flrn., pcaltered
may ,., return in a few years, and be surprised and ways and be wise?
. .
be!'n hounded to their graves.
"Consider the lilies of the :(ield, how they grow."
And this 1mc:ler a government whose Con.~htutiOn dec1ares
delighted at the progress the town has made." We Yer! but then they can liv upon earth and rain-water, that
free speech, a free press, and the rrght of pPilceahle
were absent last year, and must confess we were very
assPmblage shall not be abridged .. and th~t no act of _Congress
much surprieed on our rEturn. In~tead of a temper- a s~ecies of food and drink that does not ~gree ~ith Rhall bav power to make laws Interfenng t~erewrth. 1!'et
my digestion or my taste. A.nd then the1~ clot.hmg i uorant policemen, Ph1kerton thugs, and prt~ate de!eet1vs
ance town, a licensed saloon was m full bl~st, and
-it lasts but a few days at most., and m wmter
the keeper a member of the t?wn counml.. We they die. "Love your enemit>EI, and pray for those frro ate to them~elvs the~e powers and authoritY ~ented the
Coniress of the United States, and the people submit to such
frankly confess that we never behaved that Liberalwho despitefully use you." How many of us could usurpation of power.
D 1 f
f
ism looked well 'through the eyes of rum, Anarchy,
So lon,ll; as such Jaws and usflges exist the ec _ara ton o
do that if we would, or would do it if we could 1
Independence is an empty lie, and your shouts of liberty but
and their concomitants, and in this lies our offend"If smitten on one cheek, turn the other." "You

to

in~Ve

believe in that Liberalism which .ennobles the
mind, subdues the passions~ softens the heart, and
awakens a chord of sympathy through the flow of
humanity; that Liberalism that glows on t~e ~heek,
laughs in the eyes, lingers on the lips, ~d !Ivs m the
heart· that Liberalism that rests on JUstice, ~lea~s
t':trough mercy, blossoms in friendship, and frmts m
love· that Liberalism that blesses the homt>, and
mak~s good and happy fathers, m~thers, and children; that makes life a :pleasurable JOurney, earth a
)leaven, and the ~rave a veaceful couchl ever;r ~~n

hav behaved like a Christian, William," I said to a
poor man who suffered without apparent resentment
some rough usage from a half-drunk bully. "Yest
said William, "I knowed I should get the worst of It
if I hit back, but I will lay him out when I hav the
chance." There was more of discretion than ?f
Christianity in William's behavior. If I had been m
his place, I fear I should hav hit back regardless of
the consequences.
"Always speak the truth," said the canny Scotc~:
man to hie eon, "unless the truth wanna stand.

the roarings of fools.

------~~------

EY!'ry Denomination a 1'yrant.
RPV l!U(lh 0. ppnrero•t 1n rl11'f-'tlan Un•on.

The church does not allow, much !ess encoura.ge, freedrm
of thou bt. She permits you to thmk as you like. but. 11.ot
within :er communion-that is, if you bappe~ ~o be a mtms.t
Yon may think what you like, Roger Williams, but not
i~rMas~achusetts. This is not freedom 0f thought. In t•l{ing this position the chnrch bec')mes t~e _ene!lly of lru!h, tb:
enem of the mind There is not a .dtstmct!v 0 enomint~LI<>
in Ch~istendom tbat does not :put ~n Imperattv check on the,
mind at some :poiz!~.
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New Tracts for Distribution.
The interview with Colonel Ingersoll on the " Stage and
the Pulpit," and other topics, recently published in these
columns, and widely copied by the press of the country, has
been put in pamphlet form. Orders are filled at the rate of
3 cents each, o:: 30 cents per dozen. When a preacher abuses
the actors, or denounces the stage; when some little priest,
or obscure parson, or ignorant layman complains that "Ingersoll won't answer me!" he should be presented with this
tract. When a zealous Christian shoves a subscription paper
for a new church or a Christian charity at an Infidel, the
Infidel should hand back this .pamphlet. When the Christian papers say that Colonel Ingersoll is stricken in health
'by a Visitation of diviiie providence, and that he is an
Anarchist, anyway, the editor should be obliged to read this
interview. It is a complete and authoritativ answer to all
these dishonest and ignorant assertions.
The demand for Charles Stephenson's poem, " Our Father
in Heaven," has necessitated another edition, which is now
ready. No argument on the uselessness of prayer of many
times its length is so conclusiv and convincing as this poem.
ProfessorTyndall's famous prayer-gage is no more effectiv.
Liberals should keep it on hand to giv to their neighbors.
One cent a copy; 50 cents a hundred; $3 a thousand.

A. School For Robbing a County.
The Chicago fight between the state and the church
reported this week by the secretary of the American
Secular Union is of special interest. The case is
that of the Chicago Industrial School for Girls
against Cook county, the school suing for various
su~s for the. care and maintenance of girls committed
by the county court to the institution, and the county
refusing payment. The trial occurred week before
last.
The county's defense was that the industrial
school system was unconstitutional; that the Chicago
Industrial School for Girls was an institution existing on paper for the benefit of two sectarian institutions-the House of the Good Shepherd and St.
Joseph's Orphan Asylum; that the county had no
right to pay money to institutions controled by any
church, and that a number of commitments by the
county court were ~ot legally made. For the church
its attorney submitted the act incorporating the
school, the approval of the governor, the recordbook kept at the House of the Good Shepherd, duplicate warrants for the committal of the girls, and
warrants for supplies.
When the evidence was submitted, the following
facts were shown : That the Industrial School had
no real existence; that it was organized in the parlor
of the House of the Good Shepherd; that girls committed to the Industrial School were to be turned
over to the House of .the Good Shepherd and St.
Joseph's Home; that in fact the Industrial School
was in these two institutions, and nowhere else; that
they were Roman Catholic charities, and derived a
revenue from laundry work performed by abandoned
women who temporarily lodged there; that no portion of the buildings, of the House of the Good

Shepherd or St. Joseph's Home was set apart for the
Industrial School; .that, the Industrial School having
no location, its supposititious inmates were mixed with
the inmates of the two institutions, and that the
managers of the House of the Good Shepherd were
also the managers of the Industrial School. The
state claimed that the Industrial School was a
awindle.
The church set up that the two institutions, though
identical in all things, were public charities, as much
as the Illinois Industrial School, conducted by Protestant women; that the religious training and education of the children in the Chicago scb,ool was merely
incidental, the main object of the institg.tion being
to reform them. The church admitted that if this
religious instruction was made the main object of the
institution, then, and only then, would it be the duty
of the state to inquire into the matter. .
Judge Tuthill, before whom the case was tried,
held that the commitments made by the county
court were legal; that the article of ~he state constitution which says that no public funds shall be used
for sectarian purposes has not been violated; that the
Industrial School was duly incorporated, officers
elected, and reports made from time to time, anll the
fact that the members of a particular church predominated in its management made no difference.
There was nothing of sectarianism in the character
of the work for which the school was organized, and
the fact that it had, by contract, turned over its
pupils to the House of the Good Shepherd and St.
Joseph's Home was a good thing rather than otherwise, as the children were well cared for. The
county must, therefore, pay the Industrial School the
$19,585 asked for. The attorney for the county
gave notice of an appeal to the supreme court.
The trick in this matter is very plain. The House
of the Good Shepherd was too sectarian an institution to get all the inmates it desired, the Protestant
lllinois Industrial School was a dangerous rival, and
a scheme must be concocted to benefit the church.
The managers of the House of the Good Shepherd
thereupon resolved themselvs into another incorporated body, the Chicago Industrial School, whose
title did not smack so loudly of sectarianism; made
a contract with themselvs to let and keep the unfortunates who might get into their clutches, and in
that way the House of the GoodShepherd, with an
occasional bone thrown to the St. Joseph's Home,
obtained all the money given to two ostensible charities. The representativ Roman Catholic journal
published in Chicago recognizes that this trick will
be seen, and warns the church to beware. "Any
descent," says the Pilot, "to the tricks of politicians
is beneath the dignity of the Catholic church and
will only bring unjust suspicion on any institution
in any way identified with her teachings. To turn
over to other institutions pupils nominally committed
to the Chicago Indu!!trial School, however well such
pupils may be taught and cared for, has the appearance of a trick which cannot fail to injure the cause
of Catholic education in the long run."
That is to say, when the public find the church
out, the supplies will be withheld, and the cause of
Catholic education-or in o'ther words, the finances
of the church-will be injured. The Pilot sees
clearly. ·
The Protestants of Chicago, particularly the managers of the Illinois Industrial School, are greatly
interested in this contest. If the supreme court
shall decide that schools, organized ostensibly for
charity, but really for sectarian purposes, are constitutionally prohibited from receiving state aid, thousands of dollars will be lost to them. · But if the
court decides that a school which farms its inmates
out by contract can draw support from the treasury
of the county in which it. is located, then the religions charity business will flourish apace, and the
pious deadbeats, who cannot earn an honest living,
will become human commission merchants. The
non-sectarians of Chicago are also watching the progress of the case with. curiosity and hope. They desire, of course, to see public charitie~ put ori a nonreligious basis, and the separation of church and
state made complete.
This swindle, however, is only one of thousands,
of one kind or another, that the religious organizationa are perpetrating all over the country, with the
connivance of dish.onest and self-seeking politicians,
and rendered safe and easy by the indi:ft'erence of the
veople..

A. Request Declined.

The Rev. M. w. Montgomery, of Minneapolis,
Minn., is a zealous man and militant. He is an earnest Christian, and a hater of those close followers of
the Bible called Mormons. So furious is his denominationalism, and 80 intense his anger at the other
sect, that he has induced the editor of the Oongregationalist to issue a supplement containing his, the
Reverend Montgomery's, eight-column indictment of
the Latter Day Saints, which he is now sending to
the editors of the country, with the modest request
that they reprint it, to the end that Congress may
be influenced in the disposition of legislation now
pending.
,
While we do not yield tp the Reverend Montgomery in detestation of the superstition and "heathenish" practices of the Mormons, we cannot aid him in
this raid upon a rival religion unless he will agree to
visit upon all sects the same penalties for the same
offenses. In that event, however, he can count us in.
The object of Mr. Montgomery's paper is, as he
states it, to show (1) that Mormonism has ever been
a monstrous evil ; (2) that it is the same to-day, and
(3) that in its growing strength it now seeks at the
hands of Congress permanent intrenchment behind
the bulwarks of statehood. On all these propositiona we vote, Aye. But if Protestantism or Cathol~
icism were substituted for Mormonism we should
still be obliged to vot'e Aye. And in the catalog of
vices and false doctrins which Mr. Montgomery
prints, we find none which may not be paralleled in
absurdity, cruelty, tyranny, and falseness in one of the
two other Christian sects named. For let it be steadfastly borne in mind that Mormonism is more Christian than Christianity, inasmuch as the Latter Day
Saints follow the Bible more literally and exactly than
any Christian church of to-day, and that their laws
and practices are more biblical than any other code
enacted since the Puritans put the Mosaic laws upon
their statute books.
Mr. Montgomery objects to the Mormons that
they teach that the air is full of spirits anxiously
waiting to be born into the flesh, and consequently
they hold it to be a duty to marry and multiply;
that the Mormons hold that all the world except
themselvs will be lost, but that Mormons may yet
save. their dead ancestors by being immersed for
them. These, it occurs to us, are queer objections
for an orthodox Christian to make. Do not the
Catholics teach that the world contains spirits, evil
spirits who come back and trouble the living? and
does not Romanism thus account for the phenomena
of Spiritualism? And does not the Bible, the very
foundation of Christianity, command us to multiply
and replenish t.he earth? Do not Presbyterians, of
which sect wejudge Mr. Montgomery to be an honored member, teach that only the elect-meaning
themselvs-can be saved ? Does not the church
which is the mother of Mr. Montgomery's sect teach
that prayers and masses and money paid to the
priests will get dead .ancestors out of purgatory?
Why, then, doe~;~ he object to a poor devil of a
Mormon paying two dollars to a neighbor to be
immersed for the benefit of his, the poor devil's, five
ancestors, when Catholic priests make a regular
business of rescuing unsaved, but deceased, relativs?
Go to, Mr. Montgomery, you are not logical.
Another reason, in Mr. Montgomery's opinion, why
the Mormons should be persecuted and deprived of
all civil rights, is that they "teach that marriage is
not a civil contract; that only those marriages are
valid and binding whose ceremonies are performed
by Mormon priests; that all non-Mormon marriages
are void, and the children of such marriages are lost."
This, too, is Christian doctrin-the. doctrin of the
first, the largestnumerically, and the most powerful
of the Christian churches. Catholics forbid intermarriage with Protestants, refusing sacraments to
the Catholic parent and baptism to the children, thus
damning them all. Why not jump upon Rome in an
eight-column article as well as upon the Mormons?
Again, polygamy comes under the ban, and rightly,
of course. But why condemn Brigham Young and
glorify Solomon, the reputed ancestor of Christ T
Why make an outcast of George Q. Cannon and a
saint of King David? Why waste all the invectiv of
the language on the Mormon with two wives and
praise the Christian prince who has a "morganatic"
wife and a legitimate wife? Are similar laws immoral
in Utah and moral in Europe? If cohabitation with
JllOre than one Woman should be punished by diS·
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franchisment in Utah, why not in Washington, New the church. So do the Adventists, and so did alii Mr. M.A. Smith, of Sullivan county, should hav been
York, and all the other places where good Protest- Christians before they had common sense. The allowed to remain in his grave. The voters who dug
ants support and cohabit with several women ? Are established church of England once derived its rev- him up ought to be ashamed of themselvs.
the first wives of Mormondom more unhappy than enue largely from this source. In Quebec the OathBesides, the ministers should recollect that the
the first wives of these Protestant rakes!
olic church to-day can force a farmer to- mortgage man they follow, who had not where to lay his head,
Mr. Montgomery tells this story to illustrate the his farm to pay his tithes. The Mormon church commanded them to render unto Cresar the things that
depravity of the Saints: "At one time, at a largely borrowed its iniquitous system of finance from Chris- are Cresar's, and that this command had direct referattended public meeting of male members only of tianity, and the Catholic church in the three cities ence to tax-paying.
the Mormon priesthood in Salt Lake City, Brigham at the mouth of the Hudson river has stolen more
A Lively Campaign in Prospect.
Young, -after pharisaically denouncing sin, said: 'All public money and property than the whole territory
The New York correspondent of the Philadelphia
you who hav been guilty of committing adultery of Utah is worth. Let us hav laws against the' one if
the
other.
Tinies
is authority for the public statement that Dr.
we
do
against
stand up.' More than three-fourths of those present
We assert that Mormonism has ever been a mon- McGlynn is going to run for president of the United
rose to their feet. These were men only." This
is a good or a bad story, but it can be matched. strous evil, but we as stoutly assert that Christianity States on a platform composed of labor planks, and
Once upon a time-Mr. Montgomery will know when has been the same. Christianity has filled the world a great big beam with which to assault the Roman
-the Catholic church ordered that all the ladfes in with bloodshed and cruelty; hEJr holy wars, and her Catholic church. The correspondent's authority is
Spain who had been seduced by their confessors persecutions, and her Inquisitions are the horror of the same person who told in advance of the rupture
should forward an account of -the circumstances, with the present civilization. The sixty years of dishonor between the ex-priest and the prophet of land
reform.
the name of the priest, to the bishops. This was for Mormonism stretch into sixteen hundred years of
The chasm between Dr. McGlynn and Henry
done, and the bishops received so many communica- infamy for Christianity. And to-day there is not a
is deep and wide. The issue is that Dr.
tions that scarcely a priest in Spain was unreported, crime against the state, an outrage against the per- George
McGlynn desires to make the free trade issue suborson,
or
a
tyranni9al
act
of
any
sort
committed
by
the
and the scandals affected _so many "respectable"
dinate, and run a labor candidate for the presidency
ladies that the matter was incontinently dropped_ by Mormon hierarchy that is not duplicated and made on the Syracuse platform of the United Labor party,
the church. Excommunication for the offense would worse, because of larger interests involved, by the making the campaign in New York, New Jersey,
hav alienated about all the female parishioners and Catholic or the Protestant church. Why should we Connecticut, and Indiana, the doubtful states in a
belabor the Mormons for desiring " permanent inunfrocked all the priests.
trenchment behind the bulwarks of statehood" and presidential contest. Henry George, on the other
The morals of Utah to-day will compare favorably
giv godspeed to the Protestant association -which hand, desires to pitch in and help Cleveland, in case
with the morals of any city and of many rural comdesires to ambush its God in our national Constitu- he should run, if-and Mr. George prints this if in
munities._ Are there no marriages necessitated by tion, and make submission to its creed and respect capital letters-" :M:t·. Cleveland stands for the free
previous immorality out_side of Utah T How about
for its ceremonies and holy days a condition of citi- trade side of the tariff issue." Mr. George now
Congregational New England, the inheritor of Scot- zen ship! Tell us that, 0 wise man of :M:inneapolis ! regards "the general discussion of the tariff questish courting customs? How about Presbyterian Explain, please, why it is all wrong for the Mormons tion as involving greater possibilities of popular
Scotland itself? Why not make a crusade against to maintain religious schools at their own expense economic edLlcation than anything else." Mr. George
Presbyterianism and its offspring Congregational- and all right for the Catholics. Tell us how a com- also accuses Dr. McGlynn and the executiv committee
ism! Let us be fair. The Morri:wns ar6l bad, we mandment is broken when the Mormons build a of the Anti-Poverty Society of planning "to make a
.. admit, but if their immorality is sufficient justificamergement of what they. would call the United
tion for a persecution, why not persecute all immorf\1 three-million~dollar church, and how it is repaired Labor Party with the Union Labor party, the Socialwhen the Catholics or Episcopalians erect a ten-millfolks!
ists, and all the other so-called 'labor elements,
ion-dollar
cathedral. Tell us why Congress should
Another charge is that Mormons are untruthful
Upon some sort of a hodge-podge platform, giving if
when the interests of Mormonism are involved. interfere with churches in the territories and the leg- necessary the presidential candidate to the Union
The evidence adduced by Mr. Montgomery is -tha't islatures let them alone in the states. Tell us why Labor party, but of course retaining the position of
the revelation of polygamy as an article of faith was- we should kill off the Mormons because their per- secretary-one of much greater practical importance
given in 1843, but publicly denied for nine years cent-age of increase is greater than that of the popu- in a party when anything might befall the presiIs dential candidate except that he should get an electafter; and the allegations that their missionary sys- lation and let the Catholics liv and flourish.
tem is a fraud, and that the Mormon leaders lie there any reason except sectarian hatred and the ora1 vo t e." Mr. George hold s th a t sueh a campa1'gn
about Mormon affairs. No doubt this is all so; we indisposition-gratifying though it be to see it-to would be " the same ignominious death-trap into
do not care to dispute it. But think of the y!;lars hav the real biblical reli'gion lived out in this country? which Butler led the Greenback-Labor party," and
We must decline to use our influence in the direc- refuses to hav anything to do with it. Dr. McGlynn,
the revelations of Christiap.ity were bandied about;
denied by some, corrupted by others, and used by tion indicated by Mr. Montgomery. Not that we however, explains his position thus: "I am irrevunprincipled men to subjugate their neighbors! fear the ambition of Cresar less, but we fear the de- ocably for an independent labor canvass, with a
And the leaders of Mormon dam will lie ! Too bad; signs of Rome more. And not alone Rome, but her "presidential candidate of our own, and with no pasbut is there a Jesuit in this or any other country offspring as well. In proportion to its numbers, as sibility of fusion with either the Democratic or Rewho will not do the same? Was Joseph Smith a two hundred thousand is to twenty millions, so is publican party. I can only assure you that there will
more notorious liar than Eusebius and the rest of the power of Mormonism as dangerous to the wel- be a national convention for that purpose, and that I
the "Christian fathers?" Do iwt Protestants some- fare of the country as is the Christian church. hope it will contain representativs from every state
times deviate from the truth? Will Trinity corpo- Every sect, if it had the power, would do what the in the Union. It will be for that body to say whom
ration giv a more honest account of its wealth and Mormonshav done, what the Catholic hierarchy has the workingmen shall vote for, and there will be no
x-evenues than the Mormon church 1 If so, the peo- done, and what the Protestants are willing and try- prior wire-pulling or caucusing. The choice will not
ple of New York would like to see it. As for fraud ing to do. Let us turn a little of our righteous in- be made till then and there."
We hope Dr. McGlynn will run for president, at
in missionary work, let not those who liv in glass dignation toward the greater thieves, -and apply our
houses throw stones. The Chinese and Japanese laws equally to the ri{lh and poor, to the powerful as least here in New York, on a platform of opposition
missions of the Christian church reek with fraud; the to the weak, and to one set of Bible idolators as well to Catholicism in politics. In New York, Brooklyn,
Jewish missionary associations are fraud from top as to another. If the United States government is Jersey City, and Hoboken the Roman Catholic rnato bottom; the Congo mission is a most cruel impo- going to set up in the religious business, it has suf- chine is supreme. Dr. McGlynn knows of the tricks
sition, and the Indian missions and Christian chari- ficient capital to engage jn it at wholesale instead of of the church, of the trad~s and dickers made with
ties are but schemes to get government subsidies. opening up a dirty little shop away off in one corner politicians, and the men who make them. Let him
come out and expose the villainy of the ecclesiastics
If disfranchisment followed fraud, there is not a of the country.
and the political tricksters, and he will deserve well
member of a Christian mission society in the country
A
Resurrection
in
Sullivan
County.
at
the hands of the voters. He has already publicly
who could vote.
indorsed
the Nine Demands of Liberalism; a detailed
It is very easy for one sect to draw up accusations
Mr. M. A. Smith, assemblyman from Sullivan
against another, but the scripture somewhere men- county, ought to be canonized by both the Pxotest- expose of the frauds of the church, with names and
tions that the beam in one's own eye should be re- ant and Catholic churches. He is one of the most dates, will show him to be thoroughly in earnest in
moved ere too much attention is paid to the mote in the zealous of Christians or stupid of ecclesiastical tools his allegiance to American principles.
neighbor's. The Mormons are as loyal as the Cath- ever found in the state, and saints are usually made of
Lazy Senate Officers.
olics, and their vows to the head of the church are just such stuff.
Our senators a~ Albany are feeling the need of a
not more binding. They hav not plotted against the
A week ago yesterday Mr. Smith introduced a bill
state more than the Jesuits, and their organization is in the assembly exempting from taxation the prop- chaplain, they say. They hav been subsisting on
not more inimical to a free government. The Dan- erty of every minister or priest who is permanently picked-up divinity long enough, and now want a
ites are nothing compared with the Inquisition. The disabled by impaired health from performing the ac- regular prayer-maker, which, owing to the fight over
Mountain Meadows massacre pales before St. Bar- tiv duties of his calling, and of every such minister. the position at the opening of the session, they hav
tholomew's Day. No Mormon saint ever sacrificed or priest who has attained the age of seventy-five not had.
This desire, to some, might argue that the senate
his daughter in accordance with his vow; and the years.
Pocasset tragedy never had its parallel or its protoProperty owned by clergymen and priests is al- is a body of good men. But the disputant who
type in Utah. The power of Mormonism springs ready exempted in this state to tile amount of fifteen maintained that position would be defeated in debate.
from the same source as the power of Protestantism hundred dollars, which is just fifteen hundred dollars The determination to hav a regular chaplain proceeds
or Catholicism-the ignorance and superstition of too much, unless the property of every person be ex- from the indisposition of the senate officers to scurry
the people, and the hypocrisy and designing craft of empted to that amount. This attempt to exalt the around for a minister before every session. The
the priesthood. The organization, the missionary clergy by making them privileged above other mor- senators themselvs do not often enter the chamber
system, the financial methods of the Catholic church tals is a relic of the days when the priests of the till the prayer is over.
Legislativ chaplains are a fraud and an imposition
are stronger and more dishonest than of the Mormon Christian religion, like the medicin men of the fetich
the taxpayer.
on
('hurch. 4 Mormon givs ~ tenth of his income to worshipers, were the chief persons in the community.
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which will certainly save them from the slavery of superstition imposed on them by priestcraft.
.
I expect to be in San Francisco before long, when I shall
call at the ofllce of Freethought, where I hope to meet Mr.
LlNOOLN, ILL., Jan. 23, 1888.
Putnam, whom I had the pleasure of meeting and listening
ll:R. EDITOR: I send you a club of five. Each one wants
to in Portiand, and make the acquaintance of George E.
to be counted in the place of that qualmish brother who
Macdonald.
quit on account of the pictures. Bring on some more te~der
The cartoons are splendid-a volume in each one.
foots-we will fill their places with good, sturdy subscnbers
Yours for truth,
W. A. LEwis.
who mean business.
SAGE WINTERSETT.

J;etters jrtJII( Jirituds.

CHARLEs CITY, IowA, Jan. 19, 1888._
MR. EDITOR: I send you an account of the death of an old
friend of THE TRUTH SEEKER-Lewis Tucker, at Charles
City, Iowa, Jan. 10, 1888, at tlle age of eighty-six. He used
to be a subscriber till he got so blind he could not see to read
the paper. He was a stanch Materialist for the last twentyfive years, to my knowledge, and an honest, good, kindhearted man. He had the use of his mind and knew all that
went on up till be left life. His son and daughter were with
him and took care of him till his death. They are of the
sam~ faith as their father, and in as high standing as he for
truth and good conduct.
JoHN MAHARA.
CREAMERY, MoNT., Jan. 4, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I am in possession of a work called, "Old
and New London," which I am desirous of exchanging for
other books, Freethought preferred. It is "A Narrativ of
its History, its People, and its Places." I\lustrated with
numerous engraving3 from the most authentic sources. Cassell, Petter & Galpin: London, Paris, and New York. Six
volumes, size 10x7x1;t ins., with over 150 illustrations in
each volume. Bound in cloth. A handsome work, and
almost new. They cost me $18. I will trade for $10 worth
of new or old books in good preservation.
F. LATUS.
Respectfully,
HoLDEN, Mo., Jan. 29, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: It is the custom to put children in Sundaysc '10ol and teach them superstitions before the reason is de- veloped. Thus do deluded parents wrong their children.
Parents rather Liberally inclined disclaim their right and
igaore their duty to teach their children such facts as they
m<J.y know concerning religion.' It is as much the duty of
puente to teach their children facts in religion as in arithmetic, hi>tory, or any other branch of education. I teach
my children the cardinal principles on which orthodox theology rests, and point out the fallacies disclosed by facts in
'-Cience and history.
Liberals can also do much by exemplary lives and sound
easoning to induce their neighbors to exercistl reason, investigate dogmas, and abandon superstition.
Good Liberal books and periodicals in the hands of the
p~ople are silent but effectiv monitors.
c. L. CARTER, M.D.
WromTA, KAN., Jan. 31, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Though not. a subscriber to your valuable
paper, yet through kindness of my father-in-law, Theo.
Clapp, Fremont, Ohio, I am a.regular·reader of it.
Sometimes one hears remarks that sound curious and perhaps strange. Possibly through your paper many, as well as
myself, can be enlightened upon the following:
It was remarked in my hearing that statistics would prove
that more Methodist churches suffered from the effects of a
cyclone than any other denomination, and it was not given that
possibly they might outnumber others where cyclones came,
but that it had been proved beyond a doubt that other
churches had been turned from in order to d!!stroy the
Methodist. Now, if you can produce figures showing same,
J. W. r.
I would like to learn such facts.
BANGOR, Jan. 23, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $4 50 for Ingersoll's
"Prose Poems and St;llections." The ANNUAL came all right.
I like it very much.
I shall be glad when all those bigots that claim to be Liberals get their papers stopped. A man who is so narrowminded that he cannot read a paper because the Editor dif~
fers with him on some point, or the pictures don't suit him,
had better go and join the chureh. 'rhat is the place for
him. One man wants his paper smeared if you cannot print
to please him. That man had better hav his paper stopped,
for of course you cannot take the trouble to smear all of his
papers. I don't want mine smeared. I want good, plain print
so I can read it all. The pictures are splendid. I think they
add very much to the interest of the paper. I hope we shall
hear often from your Brother George; his letters are always
welcome. .
SARA E. GoULD.
PoRTLAND, ORE., Jan. 22, A.B. 288.
MR. EDrroH: A late device for subduing dangerously rough
waters at sea, by oil, recently invented and patented, has
s~ggested to my mind the question: Where is the orthodox
God, and where has he kept himself for the past ages that
he has not before this time invented some plan by which he
could save his children from shipwreck and death on the
high seas, instead of waiting for poor, feeble man to solve
this great problem for himself, when if he (God) had furnished his children with plenty of oil and invented for them
a suitable rocket, how many millions of lives and an untold
amount of suffering to widows, orphans, and friends he might
hav saved?
I hav for a long time been a constant reader of the glorious
old TRUTH SEEKER, as well as of the Boston Investigator. I
hav not been a subscriber, but hav obtained them regularly
from a dealer in Liberal literature, and hav done missionary
work by passing the papers around among our orthodox
friends, m!l.ny of whom !l.fe beginuin!) to tqi~!} in e&rneet 1

ODESSA, Mo., Jan. 23, 1888.
MR, Em ToR : Liberalism is plainly on the increase here,
and it is very plain to see that the church is becoming more
and more alarmed about it. I know several Freethinkers who
always until lately hav kept mum that are now outspoken.
A great many people in this country hav never been allowed
to come out from behind the battlements of the church far
enough to receive a ray of light from Freethought's batteries.
The first arrows from her quiver, though they be ever so
well soaked in the pool of kindness and friendship, stun
them. Tb~y are not prepared to receive them. They are
like men just coming out of a dungeon into the blazing light
of the sun. We cannot expect such people to readily accept
the benign truths of nature, though they be maje ever so
easy and palatable by science. It will take time. We must
be patient. Let us do our duty, and e'l'entually the victory
is for the hater of superstition and the lover of truth-for the
lover of liberty and the hater of oppression and tyranny.
Yours forever in the great cause,
WM. L. WoRLEY.
LouroviLLE, KY., Jan. 19, 1888.
· MR. EDITOR: The ministerial association of this city some
months ago began seriously to consider the spiritual wants
of this Sodom of iniquity. They sang, prayed, and resoluted to get Moody. One poor little parson ventured to object, remarking that "the very fact of our being embassadors of Christ ought to giv us power to fill our churches."
He was promptly informed that Moody had faith and they
"didn't hav a drop in the house," and they must'hav Moody
and get a corner on faith. So they went to work with a
will and got up a monster tabernacle, three to five thousand
capacity, costing $10,000; Professor Case, of Cleveland, to
lead a choir of three or four hundred, and Moody at $100
per day. The city papers gave the scheme a generous support, but so far it has proved a gigantic fizzle. A few days
ago Moody took the liberty to attack his friends, the Sunday
papers, fiercely. They made Moody, and I took the liberty,
through the Commercial, to remind him of some things in a
little bit of doggerel, that I inclose below.
"TO BROTHER MOODY.
" All hail the power of Moody's name!
(Ollr useless preachers bawl).
He has that mustard-seed of faith,
And we hav none at all.
" That mustard-seed of faith will move
A mountain or a tree,
As Moody is prepared to prove,
And plant them in the sea.
" Wh.en Garfield lay awaiting death,
We loud on God did c~tll
For just a mustard-seed of faith,
But Guiteau had it all.
" When folks believed that God made man,
The Rouls were thick about;·
Since Darwin's evolution plan
They've kind o' petered out.
" A legion devils laugh their fill
To hear us rave and shout;
If Moody has that little pill,
We'll turn the rascals out.
" ThRt vile Pandora's box of ill,
Fount of our every woe,
The Sunday paper, dreads the pill
In Moody's mammoth show.
" They teach but demonstrated fact ;
No myth these wretcheR fear;
And taught the masses bold to act,
And pass us with.a sneer."
Yours truly,
WM. E. RENWIOK.
WALNUT GRovE, KAN., Jan. 12, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I promised you that I would send you
another subscriber, but times are so hard here that it is almost impossible for me to fill my promis, unless the good,
pious, praying people of this burg will keep up their protracted meetings a little longer to disgust our friends that
will take the trouble to stop and think for themselvs. We
hav one of the most religious settlements in Kansas. We
hav been having revival meetings all around us for two
months past, and for about three weeks pas~ our burg has
been besieged with the epidemic, and th~y hav been hammering away at the members of the churches to get the
harness on so that they can work them, so that they would
show off to better advantage at the inspection at church
dress parade. One of the e.peakers said that they were an
army of the Lord; that each member was a soldier to fight,
for his God, and they dare insist on the members drilling a,ll
the time until next year at about this time, when the church
will hav its annual dress parade again. After nearly four
weeks of praying and howling, and preaching the funeral
sermons of all the terrible Infidels in the whole country, telling the terrible deaths of Thomas Paine and such, they now
aver that D. M. Bennett's daughter when on her deathbed
asked her father which she should believe, his or her
mother's religion, and Mr. Bennett told her to believe her
mother, for he did not know but that her mother was right
after all. Several doubted the statement and hav asked me
for the truth of it, and now I will .ask the ·mother for the
!1J!SWtlr 1 if the Editor will do us the f!l.Vor to reply. I !l.&·

serted that I believed the statement false. The preacher
that made the statement is one of the most able ones of the
Methodist Episcopal church. He hails from. Illinois. He
said the other night that there was more wickedness out here
in Kansas in the two years that he had lived here than he
had ever known back ia Illinois-that Infidelity was ripe
through the whole breadth of the land. . I went to hear him
one night. They succeeded in getting two of the old Presbyterians, one of ten years' standing, warmed over so that
they both promised to be on hand at the annual dress parade
next winter, and I got one subscriber for THE TRUTH SEEKER
six months.
11hose pictures are terrible things to a churchman; they
tell more than their space c:mld in print, and all hav to see
Yours truly,
W. H. NoAH.
them, too.
[D. M. Bennett never had a daughter. The story is an
old one originally told of Ethan Allen. It is a lie.-ED. T. S; J
SILEX, ARK., Jan. 17, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find order for your excellent
paper, also list of pamphlets, together with cash for same.
This makes my third subscription. I like the paper better
every number. The pictures are too good to be without.
"Oh, that grindstone-that tells it all at once! That makes
me scratch my head!" was the remark of a gentleman who
happened to be at my house when I received the number
containing that picture. He is one of those who hav furnished the nose for several years. It was the first time he
had seen himself as others see him. I hope you will continue
the pictures. ·
There are a good many Liber'\ls in this county. Th!;ly fear
the efforts that are being made by the church for the amalg;amation of church and state. If that is ever accomplished,
farewell to liberty. or" course this will hav to be done slowly
and stealthily, for the reason t\J.at there are plenty of good
church people that would oppose such a thing. But the
chances are good for them to be made to help bring it about
without being aware of it, for the preacher has the average
church-member in about the same condition in which Simon
Suggs had his mother. He said he could put his finger in
the old lady's eye and if he said it was not there she would
say so, too.
·
I wish we could hav a real, live Liberal lecturer in this
·county. He would be opposed, of course, b:ut be would get
to say his say.
Yours respectfully,
J. J. BRoWN.
PITTSBURGH, PA., Feb. 1, 1888.
. MR. EDITOR: In acco'!'dance with a well-established and
worthy custom amon~ Liberal bodies, and especially this
one, the Pittsburgh Secular Society has just completed the
celebration of the 151st anniversary of the birth of the
Author-Hero of the revolution, Thomas P11ine, with more
than usual brilliancy. The exercises commenced on Sunday
afternoon, the 29th inst., by a lectu~e delivered on the subject of Secular educ:ttion by Miss Voltairine de Cleyre, of
Grand Rapids, Mich., followed by a short address on the life
of Thomas Paine by Prof. William Seymour, of Philadelphia.
On this occasion, the professor fully came up to what Pittsburgh Liberals expected of him; for they hav been in the
habit of listening to his powerful, ringing voice all!i his clear,
cutting logic for many years past. But the audience were
more than surprised with the opening effort of Miss De
Cleyre as she stood before them, sparkling with youth and
beauty, grappling with one of the greatest questions of the
day-education of the rising generation. She made a strong
appeal for early Secular training by parents before the child
entered upon its regular schooling career, and urged upon
her audience the necessity of more thorough organiZ>ltion to
guard against the encroachments of the church-both Catholic and Protestant-upon our educational institutions. She
concluded her lecture by the recitation of an original poem,
which was received with rapturous applause.
The lecture gave the people a good foretaste of what they
might expect on Monday night, as she was billed to giv tbe
oration on Thomas Paine on that occasion. On l\1onday
night, the program opened with an-overture by Gernert and
Gerenther's band. Professor Seymour, chairman, followed
with a neat and well-timed address; after which he introduced Miss De Cleyre, the speaker of the evening, who delivered her great oration on the immortality of the life of
Thomas Paine. It has been been so much our habit, as a Liberal for m'l.ny years past, to listen to and read addresses and
lectures on the life of Thomas Paine, that we had just about
made up our mind what to expect, knowing, as we did, that
most of those. delivered in the past run in the same rut~.
But on this occasion we wefe treated to a change of intellectual diet; and; for originality of thought and beauty of
expression, it surpassed anything we hav ever listened to.
She dwelt at great length upon tl..te enduring influence of
a noble life spent in the cause of humanity, showing such W11s
the life of Paine-that though dead he yet liveth, and would
continue to liv and bloom in the hearts of the people, shedding his benign influence over posterity through all future
generations. The oration, as a whole, was a grand production, ·and one that will long be remembered by the Liberars
of these two cities. Mr. Joseph Tate followed with two
comic songs, which had the effect of throwing the audience
into convulsions of laughter.
The literary exercises were then brought to a close by the
recitation of an original poem, accompanied by a tableau,
by Miss De Cleyre, in which she depicts the deathbed of a
fallen wmhau, who, after being persecuted and neglected
through life, robbed of husband and cuild by death, and
driven into the street without shelter, rejects the offers of
Christ through· a Christian minister on her deathbed, because, as she said, he had refused to answer her prayers
wlwu slw wa11 enjoying he~lt4 Q.nd virtue. W4en s4e had
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appealed to him to save her husband from a drunkard's
grave and herself and child from starvation; when she
needed Christ's help, it was withheld, and now she was
dying she did not need it. The poem was recited with great
ability and was well received. The celebration wound up
with a ball,_ which was kept up until two o'clock iu the
morning.
The general verdict is that this has been the most successful Paine celebration ever h~ld in this section.
Hoping that these annual celebrations may grow more and
more popular as the years roll on, I am,
Yours for freedom,
ANTHONY BARKER.
NAPAVINE, WAsH. TERR., Jan. 8, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: If possible, I will add one or two new names
to your list. I must state that there is some difficulty in
finding subscribers for a Liberal paper like yours in this
vicinity, for Napavine-small and seldom found on general maps-is a .religious place, composed of Catholics a.nd
Protestants, the Catholics predominating-no school-house,
one Methodist church, and soon to hav a big Catholic edifice
erected in which to spread the light of the gospel and St.
M.ary. This is a hard class to introduce Liberal literature
among. I hav handed THE TRU1"l! SEll:KER to several persons
here, who are so badly steeped in orthodoxy that they can
only pronounce three words," Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,"
and after a t.irade of abuse and the cooling process had subsided they agreed to take them home and read them, "just
to sh~w n;e that they dared read them," and I am waitine;
the result. One mail, a Catholic_, refused even to look at a
copy, saying he had two of them dom things sent to him,
and, b~gobs, they insulted his religion so, he burnt them up;
THE TnuTH S&EKER was dom bodly named, and no decent
mon would hav them in his house, etc.
You see logic and common sense are entirely out of place
in such cases. I shall, nevertheless, continue trying to do
what I feel is the duty of all, to try and loosen the scales
from the eyes of the blind and show them .the beauties of
truth and reason. I feel deeply indebted to THE TRuTH
SEEKER and to its founder, D. M. Bennett, for to him I owe my
present enlightenment, and Ehould fortune ever favor me in
the future, I shall spend a few dollars toward furthering his
cause. I read a little book written by him not long since,
arid it completely revolutionized my religious opinion-so
much so that I feel mad to think I hav spent so many years
reading that old book of nonse~se and fables. When I think
of the prayers l hav uttered, and the tears I hav shed, all in
the name of Jesus, lest the master should come in the night
and find me asleep, oh, it is too bad! How much better to
hav spent those years studying Spencer, Darwln, THE :r'RUTH
SEEKER, and other sensible works I I can hardly forgiv myself for such conduct, or the ministers for inculcating such
lies into my brain. But it is too late to cry over spilt milk,
and as I am safe over the bridge now, and can look back on
my past with a sigh of relief, I can't help but exclaim, What
a fool I've been, and what a pack of fools there is in· this
world! Success to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and long may you
liv to wield the pen in defense of truth. I cannot find
words to express the gratitude.! feel toward you, but will
desist from further monopolizing of your valuable time.
Yours for truth,
U. P. HADLEY.
BELLEVUE, IDA., Jan. 23, 1888.
MR. Em'IOR: Your issue of January 7th, the first number
of Vol. XV is one of the best I ever read. Those ringing
truths are g'rand which Colonel Ingersoll has given in ~is
preface to the " story of real folks," " For Her J?~ily
Bread "-such plain, unvarnished ·facts of the real conditiOn
of working girls that they seem a rev~lation of t~e secrets of
their inner life, showing to obtuse mmds that guls wh_o are
compelled by circumstan"Ces, a~ well as th~ na.tural destre of
being industrious, to toil, hav aims and aspira~wns !ar above
the menial services by which they earn their daily bread.
Yet all labor should be considered honorable, and those
working for others ought not to be treated as subordina.tes
on that account, but to receive the respect a~d atten:wn
their intelligence and character entitle them to, Irrespectlv of
wealth or position. This rock of offense and long-seated
prejudice must be removed out of the way of the. laboring
classes both men and women. My nature always rebelled
against this subordination of '·'domestics," so called. When
a young girl, ""I used sometimes to "work out," and more
than once I hav slammed the dishcloth down and walked off
when I was made to feel an inferiority that my nature revolted at. It was a strike on a small scale; the first time
being when I was not more than seven years old, staying at
a neighbor's during the absence of my parents on .a visit to
some relative. I was given a bowl of bread and milk, and I
laced it on the table where the family were eating, but was
~id, in no gentle tones, by the m~tn of the house to "go away
and sit on the. floor and eat it." I felt then the first .of tho~e
blows upon my heart that I was yet to know, W:th their
ain and degradation in the years to come, and, With tears
p
'
·
· li emo t"wn, It u.me d
in my eyes and my voice
trembhng
wit
and left the house, though it was nearly dark, and ran l.Ike a
frightened. fawn to a house near by, ~here I w.as kmdly
welcomed and my little grievance allevrated by kmd words
. to myself, but the opposit of the man who had tre.ated me
in that conventional manner. It is by seeds sown ID youth
that our lives are ripened up, whether of ~vil or of go.od.
Even the bitter buds of our childhood may npen to beautiful
flowers and fruits along the ways of life.
Several other good articles shine out on its pages with the
white light ·of truth as found, not merely as sought after.
Yes, Henry George-" Mr." belittles a great name-no
doubt has the key that can unlock the door of poverty and
let in the sunlight of thrift and plenty that comes of liberty
to work for ope's ~elf ~nd to feel the true m~n4ogd aiid .yo-

manhood of independence, the full significance of which the ical conclusion that can be drawn from Mr. Denslow's argument is that no one had muscle enough to get water from the
world has never realized.
Let the cry go forth from every heart and, life that feels spring while he stood over it, and those who wished to use
its waters must pay him tribute, and thus by so doing he beoppression: Freedom and pursuit of happiness for alii
comes master of capital that he never produced. He now
LuNA HuTCHINSON.
has discovered a scheme by which he can accumulate wealth
FosSIL, ORE., Je.n. 10, 1888.
without labor. But after a while some fellow turns up who
MR. EDITOR: While I cannot conscientiously take issue possesses an " aristocracy" of intellect, and before Mr. Denswith THE TRUTH SEEKER concerning supernatural and spirit- low is a ware of the fact, Intellect has possession of the
ual matters, I can sympathize with all who are honestly and spring, and when Mr. Denslow wishes to use of the waters,
earnestly seeking after the truth, and l sincerely hope that he, too, is made to disgorge some of the wealth he had
all such may receive a just reward for their labors.
robbed others of. Now, Intellect, to protect himself against
Born of unbelieving parents, and taught from earliest Muscle, institutes governments. And. to make of Muscle a
childhood the principles upon which the-doctrins of Infidelity good and obedient subject, Intellect and Muscle compromise.
and Atheism are founded, I, too, scoffed at religion. Not Muscle has the spring returned to him, and Intellect makes
until I had arrived at the age of mature thought and study the laws by which the distribution shall be made. Here,
did I begin to realize that possibly there might be two sides to now, we hav arrived at that point where the law takes the
this great question. Previously, I had thought myself com- place of muscle, pr force, and is it true, Mr. Denslow, that
pletely surrounded by a wall of logic strong enough to •' the doctrin implies a delusion," as to giving one man the
withstand all attacks of the opposing party, but, as it after- same right before the law as it does to another one? Are not
ward appeared, there were several weak points which; owing all men equal before the law? If not, why not? Is there
to a mistaken confidence in the superiority of my position, I anything delusiv in the De<:lara.tion? If all men are not
had overlooked.. Finding myself fairly beaten, I quietly equal before the law, is it the fault of the principle laid down
yielded, ·and hav never had occasion since to feel sorry for in the Declaration that all men arc thus created equal? Or
rather is it not the fault of such men as Van Buren pensit.
'
I am a Liberal in the true sense.of the word:-that is, I be- low, who, by their sophism, hav bedeviled the law-makers
lieve in Freethought and free speech as long as this freedom until they hav made law~ on the basis of muscle and intellect
does not threaten our government, or interfere with the wel- instead of justice and equality? And will not this explain
the fact of some being poor and others rich ?
fare of our country as a nation.
It .is the inalienable right of every American citizen to
Before the time of legal values there waq no such inequality
think and talk intelligently. Ignorance is not " the only en- in wealth. If a man produced something that was of any
trance to the gates of parauise." For had not the dark cur- use, he possessed it until he excilanged it for something else
tains of ignorance and error been parted sufficiently for me of use to him that some one else had produced, or else he
to obtain a view of the Christian religion in its purity, l was robbed of it by Mr. Denslow; and unless he was robbed,
should hav been an unbeliever to. day.
whether he still held possession of his own product, or, by
To those who are desirous of eliminating faith ani! substi- the exchange, the protluct of the other, he was in either
tuting science in its stead, let me suggest that faith is the case a possessor of wealth. But if he had never produc~d
founuation-stone of Ecience. Hcience is knowledge sys- anything of use to some one, ·he could hav never possessed
tematized. But if the parts of nature were not arranged wealth ex:c.ept by gift or theft. So, after all, the statement is
after a plan, the knowledge of them could not be formed not so very far from the truth that "labor creates all
into a system. A state of confusion is incomprehensible to wealth."
the human intellect. Our minds are EO constituted that we
Whatfollows in Mr. Denslow's questions and answerR is in
naturally anticipate order and regularity before we brgin to most part another man of straw, and no man, unless he he
investigate, and without this fundamental faith in order and grossly ignorant or basely dishonest, could or would hav
rrgularity, cause and effect, science would be rar~ly sought written such nonsense. No man that ever advocated. the
after. lf it indeed. he true that "when faith is in sense is cause of labor ever used language that could possibly be tortout," then are we all fools, for there is not a human being ured into any such meaning as that "wage-workers" pro-.
Jiving that has not a share of it. We liv by faith. The duced all wealth. And I would respectfully suggest to Mr.
dearest interests and most important concerns of this life de- Denslow that before he writes any more on the subject he
pend upon faith. It is faith that bids the farmer sow, there had better !~now something of what be is trying to write
being no scientific certainty that he shall reap; and so it is about. Mr. Denslow ought to know, if he does not already
with the various occupations in life. We sow in faith, not know it, that the past twenty-five years, through unjust
knowing that we shall liv to reap the reward of our labors. Jaws, hav produced more millionaires and more paupers
Compared with faith, science is but the child of yesterday. than any other period in the history of the world, ami preWe may liv and love without it, but not without faith: This cisely the same cause that has made the rich and poor in this
is the tie that binds the family, the Elate, the nation, and is period has done the same in all times past. Mr. Denslow
the source of all the happiness we may know on earth. says: " Why is it, then, that pe~iods and peoples of most
Moreover, it has come within the range of my experience unequal distribution of wealth, Intellect, :auk, and hon?r
that. Infidelity and Atheism demand as much of my faith as are periods and peoples of most progress m wealth and ID
does Christianity; for example, reason points out to ·me the. civilization?" He then says: "I will try to answer this
defectivness of Darwin's theory of development, and showa question candidly." Hav you not been candid. before?
me that in order to accept that theory as truth, I must draw Did you really do your best in making answer to the quesas largely from my stock of faith as I do when I accept the tion? Heally, now, hav intellect and civilization made such
Bible account of ¥J-an's origin.
rapid strides in the past twenty-five years that the unequal
I will not attempt to set forth in this letter any of the rea- distribution of wealth in this period was not equaled by any
sons why I was led to change my views regarding this sub- century in the past? Is it not possible, though you were to be
ject. If this letter is accepted, I may come again·, for I be- ever so candid, that your answers possess hardly a shadow of
lieve every lover of truth realizes the fact that, in order to the truth or the true cause of the unequal distribution of
form an intelligent opinion about any subject, :we must hear wealth? Just prior to the period in which wealth made
both sides of the question.
Mns. H. A. RITOllRY.
such a rapid change of ownership, the wealth-producers
owned considerably more than one-half of all the wealth of
HELENA, NRB., Jan. 21, 1888.
the nation whilst to-day they own less than one-fifth. Now,
MR. EDITOR: Many times I hav felt like giving some fellow sir, Mr. Denslow, if your intellect has kept pa.ce wilh the
fits for things said that to me appeared absurd, malicious. "progress" of "civilization" that ha.s malic th1s e~ormous
and sometimes even false. Editorially, the grand old TRUTH change in the distribution of wealth 1D so short a time, you
SEEKER is, in my judgment; superior to anything that h~ts know very well that your "candid" answer does not gi v 1he
ever met my eye, But I do want to hit Van Buren Denslow true reason of the present distribution of weal h or 1h3
one on the lower jaw bad. • I was stirred up mightily over absorbing of the wealth produced by the laborer into the c f.
his articles which appeared some time ago, but "The Dis- fers of those who do not produce wealth. You !mow, or
tribution of Wealth" is really more than I can stand, so l ought to !'now, that those who use reprod~ctiv wealth, or
hope you will giv nie a chance at him.
profit for the purpose of adding more capital to that that
He starts out with : ''Why must some be poor and others they ~!ready possess are not the class that become milli~n
rich? Some ignorant and others learned?" etc., closing the aires, as a rule, nor is it that class that bears down so heavily
sentence with the grand and noble query: "Why, if-as our on the wage-workers. But it is that class, by force muscular
Declaration of Independence affirms-all men are created or· legal, that has presumed to hav the sole. right to the
equal, is it impossible to find any two men who are in fact waters of the spring. A few years ago the spnng developed
equal in any respect?'' Why, Mr. Denslow, is it impossible a large amount of silver, and the a~propriators c~ncoct.ed a
to find Ruch? Hav you, Mr. Denslow, a right, natural, that scheme.by which at four different times they put mto circuevery other individual is not created with and equal to? You lation the trade dollar at one hundred cents eacil. Tben
surely do not possess a right to air, sunlight, water, and in after they had got into the hands of the laborer-the simple
fact every other natural product, in which every other trick of Presto, change I and they passed out of the h>w<ls of
created being does not stand your equal. Your " aristoc- labor for eighty cents, robbing labor of twenty cents. N'1w,
racy" givs you, my dear sir, no unequal advantage over any sir, you may call this devilish swindle "aristo~racy" ~f
poor cuss, though your" muscle" may be much more elastic "muscle" or " intellect," but all honest ~en Will call It
or powerful. Yes, you hav indeed set up a man of straw, damned mscality-a civilized system of brigandage, and a
for who ever thought of such an absurd idea before as that system that is as foreign from the principles of the Declaraall men hav figure, weight, complexion, appetite, disposition, tiJn that all men are born equal, with certain rights that are
length, breadth, hair, eyes, intellect, or-general make-up as sacred to one as to the other, as anything possibly can be.
equal in every respect? Neither did the fathers declare
Nor is it good common sense to say that because some men
any such thing. But they did declare that they possessed
hav more muscle and others more intellect, the law should
certain rights. And the fact that a range of ''mountains"
west of the Missouri river was the aristocrat that forced a ·not giv everyone the same chance, ~h~t is, e_qual justice to
all. This being true, it seems that It IS possible for men to
"spring" to burst out a thousand miles away is no reason
be
equal in some respect, at least.
why l\lr. Denslow, with his aristocracy of muscle, should
Now, in closing, I would suggest that ~ou read up a little
stand by said spring with uplifted arm ready to strike down
all others who attempt to quench their thirst from its spark- on economic literature a few such wnters as Profe~sor
ling waters. Is it not true that the bully who usurped the Jevons, Professor Col well, Charles Morgan, John Magmre,
exclusiv right to the waters of the spring has been the cause John Stqart Mill, Professor Kellogg, etc.
Respeotfull,v,
J.}J.WO~s, M.p.
of making" 11ome poor" and hi01self rich? The onl,v log- .

w. r.
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who go to the church in the forenoon, and Annie, don't you think it is better," asked
burn bush in the afternoon. I remain,
Mr. Todd, " when two people can't liv hapYour true Infidel friend,
pily together that they should separate ?"
C. B. REMSBURG.
"No, I don't," answered the child. "I think .
it is better to fight it out; that's the .way my
DAVENPORT, WASH. TER~ .• Feb. 1, 1888.
DEAR Miss WixoN: Two months ago I papa and mamma do."
broke my leg, and I cannot walk much, so I
thought I would spend my time writing for
The King and the Child.
the Children's Corner. My father reads THE
King Freqerick VI. of Denmark, while
TRUTH SEEKER, and thinks it a valuable
paper. Most all the people out here are traveling through Jutland, one day entered a
Freethinkers. We do not go to school in village school and found the children lively
winter, but during the summer we hav school. and intelligent, and quite ready to answer his
For fear of making my letter too long for the questions.
first time, I will close. Wishing success to
"Well, youngsters," he said, "what are
the Corner,
.
the names of the greatest kings of DenYour little Freethinker friend,
NELSON SELDE.
mark?"
With one accord they cried out: "CanOMAHA, NEB., Feb. 5, 1888.
ute the Great, Waldemar, and Christian IV."
DEA.R
Miss
WIXON:
I
am
going
to
try
and
DEAR Miss WixoN: I thought I would try
Just then a little girl, to whom the schoolwrite a little letter for the Corner. I am ten
my hand on the essay. I cannot do more years
of age, and I attend a public school. I master had whispered something, stood up
than try.
am in the fourth grade. I learn arithmetic, and raised her hand.
My first reason for being a Liberal is that geography, drawing, spelling, writing, and
"Do you know another?" asked the king.
my mamma and papa hav always taught me reading. The school-house is only about three
"Yes; Frederick VI."
blocks
from
where
we
liv,
which
is
very
good
that Liberalism is truth, and I think truth
" What great act did he perform?"
for
stormy
weather.
You
will
see
from
some
ought always to be loved and looked up to. pieces of newspapers which I send you that
The girl hung her head and stammered out:
Besides, Liberalism teaches us to giv every- we had a great storm there last month. But "I don't know."
one the same privilege that we take ourselvs. the weather for the last eight or nine days
"Be comforted, my child," said the king.
Mamma says Liberalism means a great many has been mild and warm, but last night and "I don't know, either."
to-day
it
is
a
little
colder.
privileges. I could not be an orthodox if I
I hav been reading some of the pretty
wanted to. I cannot see how any can be so stories
.A. True Nllbleman.
in" Apples of Gold," and I think they
foolish as to think they can right a wrong by are very good. Little Nancy was a very good
Every school-boy remembers the story of
praying to some angry being. Now, I never girl and took good care of her little baby
could be an orthodox. I am a Liberal, be- brother. She went out on cold days, without Sir Philip Sidney, wounded on the field of
Zutphen, refusing to quench his burning
cause Liberalism's principles are truth and shoes or stockings on her feet, to get somethirst till he had offered his canteen to a poor
thing for her sisters' and brothers' supper.
justice.
CLAUDE SMITH.
Jimmy Jennings was a good boy, who bleeding soldier. In a noble character one
Bradford, 0.
went and drove an old red tin-cart to support ruling trait is consideratic.n of others, and the
his mother and sisters after his father died, military chiefs of history b.-st deserve the
and he soon afterward became a rich man.
Our Puzzle Box.
Richard Allen was a good man, although: praise of greatness who hav been most
1.-ENIGMA.
Hope Stanley thought he was an awful bad thoughtful of their soldiers' comfort. Another
I've sixty wings of gleaming gold,
man, and it makes me laugh when I read example of the real nobleman was the gallant
And sixty feathers in each I hold.
about him falling down-stairs with all . the Sir Ralph Abercrombie, of whom it is related
I've eleven brothers as the day is bright,
toys and picture-books, and the music-box
I hav twelve others as black as night.
playing music while resting on his head, that when mortally wounded in the battle of
And while you strive to solve my rhyme
Aboukir he was carried in a litter on hoard
which scared and alarmed all the neighbors.
I'm passing with the flight of time.
The sun is shining brightly here to-day, and the Foudroyant, and to ease his pain a soldier's
If you will use us for all we are worth
the snow that fell last month is nearly all blanket was placed under his head, from
We'll giv you all you need on earth.
melted. The Omaha papers say that there which he experienced considerable relief. He
JOHN P. GUILD.
hav been great snow-storms in the Eastern asked what it was. " It's· only a soldier's
states.
ANNIE S. CoLVIN .
blanket," was the reply. "Whose blanket is
2.-LETTER REBUS.
it?"
said he, half lifting himself up. "Only
KiRKLIN,
TENN.,
Feb.
2,
1888.
N
MY DEAR Miss WixoN: My two little chil- one of the men's." "I wish to know the
NTT
dren, Hoza, aged eleven, and Lora, seven, name of the man whose blanket this is." "It
It has no head, nor body, nor legs;
were very much interested in the Children's isJ)uncan Roy's of the Forty-second, Sir
It is neither born nor is hatched from eggs.
Comer of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and especially
It is not round, nor square, nor flat;
in the Puzzle department. Then came a Ralph." "Then see that Duncan Roy gets
And it is no liquid, I'll tell you that.
number without any puzzles, which caused his blanket this very night." Even to ease
A little of it is as large as all,
And all is more small than the smallest small. quite a surprise to the little ones. How anx- his dying agony, the general would not deiously they waited for the next number! It prive the private soldier of his blanket for
It dwells in the vacuous halls of night,
That night that was never dispelled by light- was a long week to them. At length it came, one night.
Those halls that had never floor, roof, nor but no Children's Corner, no puzzle, and they
--------~~--~--wondered why.
walls,
Baby's First Shoes.
Then
came
the
sad
news
of
your
mother's
Foundationless, too, these most ancient halls.
sudden death, and we all sorrowed with you.
The first baby when she needs her first
And here the creator's hand unknown
How vividly it brought to me the memory of pair of shoes . hears this from her proud and
Leaves absolute solitude all alone
my own dear mother I At the time of her
It's "In the beginning," not yet brgun,
death I had not seen her for fifteen years, but happy father :
The first creativ act undone !
"And does it want some 'ittle shoeS-urn for
had kept the fire of filial affection warm by
Here absolute nothing-think of it, manfrequent correspondence, and the cherished its 'ittle feet-urns? Well; papa shall get it all
Waits, as did all things, the deity's plan!
hope that "next year I will visit mother." I the 'ittle shoes-urns it wants, so he shall."
Awful, sublime, and as clear as mud!
was in southern Missouri and she in SacraWhen the order for the second pair comes
And it's poetry, too, 0 Lud, Lud, Lud I
mento, Cal. I had written her a long and he seems a little surprised, and says:
OLD BoY.
loving letter and was beginning to look for
"What! Has papa's little girl worn out
her reply, when there came a letter from Sac3.-A~DOVRRIAN DEAD BIRDS.
ramento in a strange handwriting, containing its pretty new shoes so soon? She is a little
Decapitating pagans neat, ·
my photograph, my last letter, and the sad rogue, so she is, to kick out her ,,shoes so."
Command them female birds to eat.
news that mother had passed away after a
Before the chtld is a month older her toes
Your headsman cleaves again in vain,
very brief attack of pneumonia.
are
to be seen through her third pair of
Still at these birds our guests remain ;
It shocked me almost as if she bad been
The capital of Greece, in fact,
stricken down before my eyes. My mother shoes.
"What I" cries papa, when he is informed
Seems gathered there in mass compact.
dead, and I had not seen her for so many
This capital decapitate,
years! It was indeed a sorry thought. No of the fact. "Well, I'd just like to know
What then must be its awful fate?
one can estimate the value of his mother. how in tt.underation that youngster kicks out
Yes, tlten, and then alas! these t!tens
The loss of a mother is a loss beyond compu- her shoes so fast. She wears out more shoes
Resist our swords or mightier pens.
tation.
The next decapitation shows
I believe the average young man does not than I do. She'd break up a bank president
These birds untouched by friends or foes.
begin to realize a mother's priceless value at this rate."
But these beheaded •• death ends all,"
And when the order for the fifth pair
until he is twenty-five to forty years of age,
For ENS-I-FORM fate's final fall;
and then he has no mother left to prize.
comes, papa observes :
And Ense petit placidam
I am now fifty-four years old, and now in
" Well, if this don't beat the Jews I I'd
Sub libertate quietem.
my days of desponderce I know not what I
(This must be cockney Latin, too,
would not giv to lay my head on mother's like to know if I've got to get that young one
If rightly I the text construe
knee, and hav her lay her hand on my head, a new pair of shoes every day of her life.
As "Little hens in place I dam,
and listen to her gentle voice again. There I'm tired to death of this thing, Clara. If
'Neath liberty, to quiet them.'')
are times when the balm of her presence she wants another pair of shoes this month
This Gordian knot requires, I feel,
would be a refreshing and strengthening she can take the pennies out of her bank and
Some "Alick" with the keenest steel
solace. But the order of nature has to be
To slash the slang, pun, Latin, too,
fulfilled, and we take. up again the burden of buy 'em. I won't."
Poor papa I
And to disclose its worth to view.
life's duties, with what self reliance we can
REKAB SEMAJ, THE TURK.
command. Still the sad heart will yearn for
the mother's words of hope and comfort.
"GRANDPA, dear, we hav come to wish you
Activ duties sometimes quench it for a time, many happy returns of your birthday, and
Uorrespondencli.
but years cannot blot it out.
mamma says if you giv us each a dollar we
OAK MILLs, KAN., Jan. 29, 1888.
Very truly,
L. L. GooDWIN.
are not to lose it on our way. home."
DEAR Miss WIXON: As I hav nothing to do
this evening, I thought I would write a letter
.A. Little Girl at the Table.
THE grandmamma of two little boys was
to the Children's Corner. As this is my secA gentleman who had a little daughter of a once obliged to reprove the younger brother.
ond letter, I will try and write more than
before. I was glad to see my letter in print. very inquisitiv turn of mind invited a friend "My dear," said she solemnly, "if y,ou tell
I ha v four brothers and one sister; my young- to dine with him. It chanced that the friend lies, God will not love you, and when you .
est brother's name is Claude ; he is five years had just been divorced from his wife, and die your soul will not go to heaven." "What
old. And my sister's name is Laura; she is
ith my thou!?" inquired Johnny, pleasantly.
nine years old. I like to look at the pictures little Annie, who had heard something about
in THE TRUTH SEEKER very much. I think it, was curious to hear more. "Why didn't "Your soul?" grandmamma was overheard
the " Story Hour" is as good a book for the you bring your wife with you, Mr. Todd?" to exclaim. "Your soul·, my child, is-I am
children as I ever read. I like to read In- asked Annie when they were seated at the surprised that a child of your age does not
gersoll's, Bell's, Bennett's. Paine's, Watts's, table. The guest blushed and stammered, know what his soul is. It is-is it poMsible
Mrs. Blenker's, Putnam's, Bradlaugh's, H. E. and said that he hadn't any now. Then that you do not know? Well, then-ahem I
Gardner's, Kersey Graves's, Kelso's, and your
own good works. Christians claim that they Annie, in spite of admonitory scowls from Pick up grandmamma's specs, Johnny.
do not curse, but I think it isn't the truth. papa and mamma, continued : '' What did There, now, you may run out and play, my
'
There are C4risti~ns
our neighl:!orhopcf you get divorced frolll ller for?" ''Well, dear."

such place, as commonly reported, because
the farther you get up the farther you can
see, and you might keep going up forever
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall and a day and not reach heaven then.
4. I am· sure there can be no such place as
Bi'Der, M£188., to uilwm all Communications for
hell, as they say it is a bott<]mless pit like a
tlli8 Oo·rner should be sent.
length of stovepipe, so when the devil, as
they call him, puts a person in, he will fall·
" Between the dark and the daylight,
out at the bottom, and for a person to burn
When the night is beginning to loWer,
for ever and ever is an impossibility, because
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."
nothing can burn any longer than till it has
lost all its inflammable parts.
I am fourteen years old.
Geraldine and Little Jo.
With ·kindest regards to the friends of the
A summer-time or minllled tunes,
Corner, and yourself, I remain,
And crimson clouds are in the west;
Your Freethinker friend,
And twilight swinKs her silver moons,
With bees and blossoms all at rest.
Fonthill, Ont., Oan. RAYMOND J. CoLE.

U!orner.

We gather in the portico,

My Geraldine and little Jo,
To sing the song• they both love best,
or babe upon its "mother's breast,"
Sung by a poet long ago.
What sweeter song was ever heard
Than this one by the singer old 1
So tender is eaoh rhythmic word,
•Twillliv in letters wrought of gold;
And every child rooked to and fro
As Geraldine and little Jo,
Will bless the poet who has told
Of" dying moon" so lightly rolled
Whence soft, sweet winds may" breathe and blow."
How often hav I held my own
And dreaming, swaying to and fro,
Though far away from every moan
Of ocean winds that oome and llO,
My little Jo and Geraldine
•Neath summer dews of silv'ry sheen,
I loved them just the same, I know,
M:r Geraldine and little JoNo fairer babes were ever seen!
0 little Jo, and Geraldine!
To spin again my snow-white threads
When all the prairie lands are green
With sunlillht on your golden heads.
Sing at my wheel of" western seas,"
•Mid hazel dells and hickory trees,
With lilies on the river-meads,
And sweet babes safe in cradle-beds,
And peaceful song like mnrm'ring bees.
MmY BAIRD FINCH.

Prenchlown, Neb., Jan. 31, 1888.

*This song will be found in Tennyson's "Princess." It begins :
.. sw~et and low, sweet and low,
Wind of the Western sea."

Freedom.
They are slaves who fear to speak
For the fallen and the weak;
They are slaves who will not choose
Hatred, scoffing, and abuse,
Rather than in silence shrink
From the truth they needs must think;
They are slaves who dare not be
In the right with two or three.
Is true freedom but to brea.k
Fetters for our own dear sake,
And, with leathern hearts, forget
That we owe mankind a debt 1
No l true freedom is to share
All the chains our brothers wear,
And with heart and hand to be
Earnest to make others free.
-James Russell Lowell.

Why A.m I a Liberal1
First, I suppose I am a Liberal because I
was raised one. Then, Freethought teaches
us to be happy now. Freethinkers are intelligent, while most Christians are weakminded. I am not selfish, and I try to do
unto others as I would be done by, and I
always vote for the under dog. When we
had Mr. Jamieson here lecturing, there were
none of the Christians out. I think they had
such little faith they were afraid the lecture
would lessen it if they went. I am a Liberal
that I may be happy. I never was to church
but once. Then they all stared at me as
though I ought not to be there, so I concluded I would not bother them again. I am
a Liberal so that I may be taught to be ever
on the search for knowledge. I am a Liberal
and think freely. Science is the Christian's
worst enemy, while it is. the Freethinker's
best friend. I think all children should be
taught science, that they may grow up to be
Freethinkers, for the mind is more easily
bent while young.
Giv us the freedom of speech and the press;
A jury impartial selected to try us if laws we
transgress;
Giv us a union of peaceful souls blending,
Whose millions of hearts throb as one,
The rights of our fathers defending,
To throttle the freedom of none.

ESTELLE WHITNEY.
I am a Liberal for the following reasons:
1. I hav read considerable of the Bible,
and there are so many impossibilities and
lies in it that it made me laugh many times.
2. I do not believe in going to church and
paying a minister for a week's work when he
only. talks about one hour and a half, and
that does no one any good.
3. I know it to be impossible for a God to
be in hea.ve!l when there can possibly be no
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The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Chrislianily.

History cfA~hristianity
A VINDICATION
of some passages in the "History of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire" by

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
With a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,
. including critical notes by Guizot, Milman, Weuck,
an u English Churchman," and other scholars.
r vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With (;engravings. $~.50
This book shows when, where, and howChristianitv
originated, who were its founders, and wl~~t were thf:
:;entiments, manners, numbers, and condition of tht
primitive Christians.
"I kuow of no book that contains more real and val
uable information upon the origin of Christianity.""""'
R. G. INGERSOLL.
u One of the most learned and interesting books e~
written and published."-Bos/o1l Investigator. t"
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That Badger Boy at

Sunday~School.

THE LESSON OF THE GARDEN OF EDEN;
"Now·, my dear children, I will read to
you. of the beautiful garden of Eden, and
how it was lost to Adam and Eve." Finish-ing the story of creation, with that of man,
the teacher read the old-time fable so dear to
he Christian heart, that boy James then
coming to the front, as it were.
"Was monkeys made 'fore man was,
mum?"
''Yes, dear; all the animals were made
before man."
''Why didn't God make man out of a
monkey, which is almost a man, and not out
of dust, mum?"
" James Badger, I don't know why, and
you needn't ask any such questions."
"No'm. Why didn't God make woman
out of dust, and not out of man's rib, mum?"
"Because she was just too nice to be made
out of dust, boy."
"Does men turn to dust when they die,
mum?"
"Of course they do. From dust' they came
and to dust they shall return, says the Good
Book."
"Which is the good book, mum?-' 'Rabi'n
Nights?'"
"No, you wretched little heathen !-the
Bible."
"Docs women turn to 'dust, mum, when
hey die, same's men does?" (The boy's
eyes twinkled, betokening a stroke of fine
work, but the teacher dropped not to the significance of the twinkle.)
" Of course they do, child. What a stupid
question!"
"Why don't they turn to ribs, mum?
From ribs they come and to ribs they shall
return."
"James Madison Badger, I've as good
mind to send you right home as ever I had
o eat."
"Don't, mum. I'll be good. Did God
_make man in a mold, same's men does
plaster angels, mum?"
"No, he didn't, and don't you ask any
more such wicked qttestions."
James was silent a moment while· the shepherdess communed with the more receptiv
lambs of her flock, and then, striking the
fabled "garden," queried:
"Did the garden of Eden hav a nice iron
fence, with big gates and brass lions, like Mr.
Bondholder's garden, mum?"
"No, it didn't." (Tartly snapped out.)
"What did God put a pizen river into the
garden for, mum?"
"He didn't put any 'pizen • river, as you
mean for poison, into it, you little wretch.
The name of the river-one of the four-was
Pis~n-P-i-s-o-n, you wicked little Philisine !"
" Oh! Did God make the snake that
alked and come the bounce on the ·Eve
woman, mum?"
"Of course God made the snake that talked,
you wretched little piece of perversity. I
don't know what you mean by tllat ungodly
word, 'bounce."' (E'vidently James didn't
care, for he continued to get in his fine work.)
" Did God want to bounce Adam and Eve
out of the garden, mum?"
"If you mean put them out, by that horrid
vulgar word you used, I say No. He wanted
them to stay there and be happy."
"Why didn't he drive that talkin' snake
'nto a hole then, so it couldn't a worked the
scft sodder racket onto the woman, mum?';
'' Therfil's no answering your wicked quesions, boy."
"Honest Injin, now, mum, didn't the
snake git the bulge on God ?"
'' You horrid boy ! I'll scream for the superintendent."
"Please don't, mum. He's a chump, and
ain't half so nice as you." (This taffy mol!ified the teacher, and she smirked slightly.)
" Good people never ask any questions
about what is in the Bible, James."
"Tllat's what ma says, mum, and pop says
tile blamed fools swaller it whole, like sick
folks. do pills."
"Your fa-ther should not talk so, James."
(The oil of the taffy yet held out to burn.)
''Would you climb a tree, mum, to git an
apple, if a tal kin' snake--"
•·Mercy! no, James. The snake would
scare me to death, I'm sure!"
"Is there any talkin' snakes now, mum?"
"No, James."
"Why isn't there, mum?"
"I don't know, James, unless God decided
that only man should talk."
'' Huh I women can break men all up in a
talkin' match, mum."

"No woman can:beat you talking, you impudence."
"Wouldn't old Comstock hav run Adam
and Eve in, if he'd a caught lem naked,
mum?"
"Now you just stop, will you?"
" Yes'm.
Why wasn't they ashamed,
mum?"
" Because they were pure, and had not
sinned, you little heathen, you!"
"When they eat the apple they sinned and
was ashamed, wasn't they, mum?"
"Yes, boy."·
"They must a took more stock in the snake
than in God, didn't they, mum, and so eat the
apple?"
'' It was the devil in them that made them
rebel against God, you awful boy, you."
"Who put the devil in 'em, mum?"
"James Badger, I'll--"
" Yes'm; I'll stop. You wouldn't hav eat
the apple, mum, would you?"
"No, I wouldn't, there, now!"
"I'm sorry God didn't make you for Eve,
mum, then Adam and you wouldn't a been
bounced, and we should all of us lived in
that big- garden, and had nice times, wouldn't
we, mum?''
"Yes, er-well-er-that is-er-now,
James, I think you are good at heart-real
good-and-er-l'll dismi-ss the class, now,
James. Come next Sunday, that's a good
boy." And the Eden seance terminated mellifluously, like the flow of golden honey, as it
were.
Sr SLoKUM.

Free S}leeeh.
From the Sag Hnrbm·, L. I. (NY), C'or1·ector.

It is the boast of Americans that they enjoy
free speech and the liberty of the press. This
i-s true in part. The right is guaranteed to all
citizens by our .Jaws and institutions, but
sadly inte1fered with by individuals and associations. In 1874 a man removed from Illinois
to New York, and established a newspaper of
Freethought called THE TRUTH SEEKER. Its
general tone was offensiv to Christianity, but
no one was compelled to read it, and its circulation was limited. A conspiracy was
formed to suppress that paper. The editor
acted also as book agent. A medico-physiological work was ordered, and sent by him
through the mails. He was then arrested on
a charge of sending obscene lit~rature through
the mails. Portions of this book were read
to the jury, who decided the pa_ssages came
under that head, and the editor was found
guilty, and sent to the Albany penitentiary
for thirteen months, though the Bible contains some two hundred passages from which
no preacher would venture to select a text.
He came out broken in health and soon died.
They killed the editor, but not THE TRUTH
SEEKER. It now occupies a fine building in
Lafayette place, New York; the size of the
paper and its circulation hav increased; connected with it is a book-store for the dissemination of Freethought documents, and
its power for evil or good, as the case may be,
is greater than before.
Not long ago, during a period of strikes, a
police captain of Chicago charged with his
men upon a meeting of the working classes
who were listening to the speeches of their
leaders. These leaders belonged to a small
party called Anarchists, who believe that
government is best which governs least, and
whose theories are impracticable. Some one
up an alley threw· a dynamite bomb, which
exploded, ·killing and wounding a number of
the poli,ce. The guilty party skipped, and
has never been found, but five Anarchists
were arrested, tried, and hanged for exercising the eame right of speech which had
been granted them for years-a right Germans value-of blowing off the effects of
their potations of beer in blood-and-thunder
speeches. Those martyrs of free speech are
silent now, but that silence speaks louder
than their voices when living. There has
been a great increase in Anarchist literature,
a pamphlet,_'' The Facts Concerning the Eight
Condemned-Leaders," having been published
on the east end of Long Island, and a small
and insignificant faction elevated into notoriety. Even in Paris the Anarchists are unmolested, and publish their paper, LaRevoZte,
weekly.
There is a class of readers who, when they
see an article that does not coincide with
their own ideas, jump on the author with
savage criticism, attack his religion, or
threaten the editor of the paper with loss of
patronage if he continues to publish such articles. They would suppress Whittier or Emerson if they could. Thus the liberty of the
press is restricted and interfered with. Let
these persons consider how much they could
assist the overworked editor by selecting,

GIRAI{D'S- WILL

compiling, _condensing, or writing an article
occasionally and sending it in. We hav contributed in this way to papers in Boston,
New York, and other places nearly five hundred, and though occasionally attacked by
those who do not miderstand the progress of
the age, the result has been in the main
gratifying. If our ideas are somewhat in
advance of the age, it will soon catch up.
Many of our orthodox. clergy preach sermons
to-day for which they would hav been expelled from the ministry forty years ago, and
the tendency is to greater freedom in speech
and writing. And this is as 1t should be.
Truth cannot be suppressed, and err:>r is
much more easily refuted when it shows up
in print. ·A newspaper article may contain
suggestions worthy of consideration without
being a ground for vituperation or personal
disputation. Hear all sides, and then decide.
P. RoosEVELT JoHNsoN, M.D.

AND

Girard College Theology.
AN-EXPOSE
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard·~ magnificent
bequest to PhiladelphiA. by t.he Christian
churches and Young Men's
Christian Association.
By RICH. B· WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
Price $1.
Address TaE TRUTH BEEKER.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NO\TEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.

For Her Daily Bread is the story of fwo yoUoll'
girls and a younger brot.her who we1·e let'r. parentless, with httle money, f'a1r educat.iou, and much
courage, to make their wa:v through the world _by
ll'mng to Chicago. The author is also the herom.
They Posted the New Pastor. ·
The narrativ j,, in the main: a history of"' work·
ing
girl's !if" and ~xperieuce in the city of Chicago
From the :Kew Yorlc San.
~tmoug bluff bu~iness men, kind hearted folks,
During the recent blizzard a knot of and
disreputable hypocrits. It is juRt. •uch a story
enowed-in travelers sat around the fireplace of human life as we •hould exPect Colonel Imrersoll tt) be interested iu; and whatever he admires
in a little hotel up the Penobscot river and and appreciates is sure to he worth the attention
world Pl'icP ~!i Cl'ntR,
discussed politics, the bear crop, and religion. of the rest of the
Address THE TRU l'H SEEKER.
At length they discussed the interesting
phases of a diseension which arose of late in
.JUiT <OUT.
a neighboring country congregation, when
one of the party remarked that it wa~ all
foolishness-that the church committee didn't
know how to run the institution. Then he
BY JOHN PECK.
said:
'' Speaking of church news, gentlemen, I
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
belonged to a church in Oldtown once that
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
was always in a stew. Some crank was
always kicking against something the parson
had said in his sermon, and we shifted ministers so often none of them ever stayed long
enough to get used to the pulpit. Finally,
they appointed a new committee to look for
a new parson, and I was one of the committee.
-o- .
Well, we nosed around, and finally hit one
A
thorough
and
overwhelming
reply to the New
that we considered a good man, and sei:tt for
York Observer's slanderous attacks
him. When he arrived, we went to the parupon the Author-Hero of the Amersonage to meet him and kind o' giv him the
ican Revolution. Containing
lay of the land. After speaking of· the variboth the· slanders and
ous rows we'd had in the church, Squire Stotheir refutation.
ver Rines, of the committee, said to the new
parson:
BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
"Now, Elder Merrill, we think you'll do
-ofirst-rate. Here's a good house tl) liv in, and
The New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
there's a church to preach in. Your salary recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
is no object, but take my advice and never Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
mention religion or politics in that pulpit."
TOGETHER WITH
"Well, and how did that parson come out?"
asked some one.
A ROlL\N CATHOLIC CANARD.
" Come out? He didn't come out at all.
A Falrricated Account of a Scene at the DeathHe's there yet."
bed of Thomas Paine.
~----~~-----

Christian· Absurdities.

Pains Vinfiioatefi!

Good Words t'or Ehuina's Books.

BY W. H. BURR.

"John's Way" is my way; " Little LesThis pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
sons" contains information that I find profit- dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
able. Please find inclosed $5. I will order (upon which the Observer relies to prove its princimore as soon as I hav time to handle them. pal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
The preachers curse me; but I hold my own.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Mt. Pleasant, Tex.
E. E. PARK.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
"John's Way" is the very best way.
Riverside, Cot.
•
J. ALLEN.
SEND POSTAL to Leftwich Bros. and Curtis, ·
Florence, Ala., for descrlption of cheap land in
the
Sunny South.
1YM
In my estimation, '' John's Way" is a grand
and truly noble literary structure. After I
read it (age twenty-four), my mother read it, ALEX~NDER
Steel engravings of this cPlebrated naturalist
then father, and, in fact, all the family (eleven
12115 inches, suit-able for frA.minll', Rent. poRt!laid
-think ofit !) either read it, or heard it read; for :a:; cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKEH.
tf
and my " girl " is now reading it, and I hope
and trust it will do its noblest work in her
brain.
JoHN N. LEAVY.
East St. Louis, Ill.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Se/YJ'eta1'1J of tlt6 American Secular Union

VON HUMBOLDT.

THE NEW GOD.

Reminiscences of a Preacher.

Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY.

A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,
Author of "Exeter Hall," "Heathens of the
, Heath," "Family Creeds," "Beautiful Snow," etc., etc.

Fathers of Our Republic,
Paine, J eflerson, Washington,
Franldin.

The story is used by the author to teach Freethought, to remove superstitwn fl'om the minds A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth A·unual
tuose who would not read a polemical essay,
~tnd to urge facts agamst the various churches,
Congress of the Ainerican Secular Union,
believing which theu· Bupporters will desert them.
in Chickering Hall, New York,
The book is an ~trgument as well as a novel, but
the 8erwus predicaments of the hero are skilfully
November 13, 1886.
used to lure the reader along, and to induce him
By JOHN E. REUSBURG.
to take the antidor." to t.h<>ological P~ISoning without knowmg it. Mr. McDonnell writes effectiVIY
Price 15 cents.
and coovincmgly, and always braces his romances
With facts on one s;de and fi>rures on the ot.her.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
'l'hoAe who hav read hlB prevwus workli need not
be advised to purchase th1s; they w!ll probably do
so at once.
A Book for Lovers-Past and P1·esent.
P1·ice, tn paper, ro cents; in cloth, 75 cents.
--o-Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
ROMANTIC LOVE
of

AND

SEL}'-CONTR.A,DICTIONS OF THE
HIBLE.

PERSONAL BEAUTY.

THEIR .
.
.
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Thonli,h Development, Oausa.l R' la.t1ons H1stor1c and
anonymou8, it is now known to be the work of W.
Na.tiona.l Peculiarities.
H. Buaa, one o.f our ablest corresponqents. More
BY ·HENRy T. F 1 N c K
than 30,000 cop1es ha v been sold. Pnce, 15 cenf.s.
•
•
For sale at this office.
12mo., cloth, ~2. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER•
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SING, BROTHERS, SING.,

PHILADELPHULIBERALLEA6UE 21H

AR-GUMENT

USI'l THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

Robert G. Ingersoll,

In Your meetings, to make them lively and iuterebstjng. THE LIBERAL HnrN BooK coutaius songs
Y the best pu~L"' adapted to uelJ-known tunes.
It isnil{hlv comment1erl by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, !\Irs. SlPnker,
and. indeed, by all"who hav PXamin~d it. Pl'lce,
25 cents,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.

IN THE

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
FOR

W. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
The Conflict between Christianity
and Civilization.

AT

PRICE,
15 CENTS.
It is a stunner ; concise, scholarly, and good.M. E. Billings.
.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.
PRICE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under which you hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise mR.nner in which each point is dis•
oussed, should ba highl:y commended. Therefore
I take ~reat pleasure w recommending " AntiProhibition" to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the c~tuse of temperance. but in the principles of self-government.J. J. McCabe.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

"B L A S P H E M Y ''
'
MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY.
Stenographically reported, and ?"evised by the author.

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRICE. 15 CENTS.
Accept my th~tnks for your excellent and useful
discourse. -James Parton.
I am much ple~tsed with your. address, and will
notice it in Jl!afi,-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age.

meets every Sunday in lndustlial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious sooial and qttestions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'!.'rnth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates. ·

BY

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll ag~tin shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain..
are in it. It is one of hia greatest prodnctlona. It. IS in his cbosen field of intellectual combat, and
we see him as the splendid champion of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
11nd jnstice. hatred of tyranny and chains, sympathY for the oppre•sed, misguided. and enthralled, his
coural?e and candor, hav in tbis Argument full scope of expres•ion. and he makes grand use of the
opportunity. Such a flood of light-of Pi<'quence, legal learning, logio, p·athos, poetry, and patriotlam-is not often poured out in a C<'Urt of iu•tJCe.
The man:v call• for this Argument iu complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
as rev1sed by- Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleadmg newspaper references.
Lawyers and advocAtes will find tbis the model of an address to 1t jury; statesmen and politicians a clear exposition of Crmstitnt.ional ril?hts and P'>Wers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
aud women everywhere, a Magna ChRrta of their rio:ht•.
Address THE TRUrH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not writes
The Sonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Eall
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BURR. Price. 25 cents. For sale at this offiPe,

WHO WANTS 'l'HEll.1
Pair Diamond Eard•ops worth $400 for $280; do.
$250 for U50; do. $120 for $80; do. $60 for $45; do,
$40 for $2!!; 1 Diamond PIU. worth $a25, for $220;
do. $180 lor H35; do. $!50 for ~110; do. $100 for $65 :
do. fti;, for $4;; do. $38 for $28. 1 Uiug or Smd
wol"th $185 for S140; uo. $150 for $110; do. $90 for
J65; do. ~65 for $45 ; do. $50 for i35. A full line of
•mllller D1amond Goodd same discounts. WILL
IIEFUND GASH IN FULL FoR ANY OF THE ABOVE AT
Al<Y TIME DURING C1NE YEAR IF NOT BATIS~ATOllY,
13est "Howard" W"t<>h, Elegant Dtaruond-set
cAse, worth $300 for $2·!0; similAr $2()0 for $150; do.
U50 for $!10. Lad!eM' Watch, 50 D•arnond•, worth
f2t>O, for $150; do _Diammds and Itubies, 140 for
UOO; do. $100 for $70. A fnllline of regular stYles.
tqually low. Weddilll? Htngs It speciAl'!'• Cabinet Oro:aus worth $150 for $75; do. $100 for 150
1\Iusic Box. 10 airs, $32. wort-h M5; do. $2!1; rlo. 8.
airs. $18 "Orth $25. 100 Plush and Leather Album~,
largest •ize, $1 to $10, nearly half price. 100 Pmsh
TOilet, Jewelry, Mauicm·e, Shavmg, and f'hild's
•· ts,. $1 to $15, S>tlllA reduot.ion~. Best TnplePlated Knil'es $3 50: Fork• $3 50 per dozen. Tnple
{!lated Tea-•pooM $1.';-0: Table-s11oou• t3 40 per 6.
Best Spectacle or El'e-Glass H. Pebbles t~. Gold
f6 and $7 <Send line of tin est print you can read
plainly at 14 mcbee and I can fit you). I am an
expert in my line-yonr home jeweler must hav 30
to 50 per cent profit-! will serve you honestlY and
giv you the advantage of my I "n I? expenence for
OTTO WETTS l'EIN,
5 to 10 per cent.
llochelle, 111.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.

Charles Watts's Wor.ks.

The Greatest of all Antl·Blbll·
cal \1-'orks.

Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound

By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution.
Price, Single Copies, 25 oents. Six oopies for
$1.00.

in cloth and lettered. Plice, 1.21> CoNTENTS :
Section I. Delir.tit10n of Freethought and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to 1\!ohammedamsm. Section III. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Free thought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, anlj Eighteenth Centuries. Sec·
tion V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteen th Century.

1

~0•

Se<'nlarism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.

Christian Evidences Criticised

A

reply to the "Christian Evidence 'Society.n
IntroductiOn by Charles Bradlaugh. Contents: The Origin of Christianity; Tbe Histori·
cal Value ef the New Te8tament; Miracles;
Prophecies; The Practical Value of Christianity; The Progress of Christianity, Price, $1.

Touch and Workmanship.

Unrivaled in Tone,
FACTORY

1. C5oo

Cor.8Yth St.

&

Duties. Price, 75 eta.

.b-~o

Ne~tv York.

BINDER for THE TRUTR SEEKER! HOW TO STRENCTHEN
THE MEMORY;
...... ;rsForthebenefitofourread
who preserve their papers
· Ttd~fieJ·.\ .
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THE STRUGGLE

OR,

Natural and Scientific Methods of
Never Forgetting.
By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.

12mo, 160 pp.,

BIBLE MYTHS,
AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:
BEING

A

Ctaparlson or the Old and New Testament nlyths and l!llracles with those
of Heathen Nations of Antiquity,
CONSIDERING ALSO THEIR ORIGIN Al:\"'D ME.AND\G.
r.-------------~--T_H
__N_U_ME
__B~OUS IPLL-U•S•T~R~A.T_I_O_N_s.___________.

Expos1tion of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
P nee, 35 cents.

·voLT AIRE'S BOMANGES.
CONTENTS\
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.- Zadill
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Pnncess
of Bal!ylon.-The Man of Fo1·ty C1·owus. 'l'he
Huron; or, the Pupil of Natnre.-MicwmE)KaB.The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversation
With a Cbinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 61
engravings. Price, cloth. beveled boards, $1.50'bpaper covers, $1. Hn.lf oalf or half morocco, mar led
00
edges, $4. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Bible of Bibles; or, Twenty-seven
Divine Revelations, containing a description of
twenty-seven b1bles and an exposition of two
thousand biblical errors in science, history,
mouls, religion, and general events. Also a
delineation of the characters of the pl'incipal
pera on ages of the Christian Bible and an exami.>:~ation of their doctrins. Price, 1 75.

THE

CONVENTIONAL LIE~ OF O'JR
f:!IVILIZATION.

The World's Sixteen Crucifl.ed Sav·
iors ; or, Christianity Before Christ.
Contaming new and startling revelations in
reli~ious history, which di"close the oriental
origm of all bhe doctrines. princip!es, precepts,
and miracles of the ChriMt1an New Test~tment.
and furnishing a key for unlocking many of
its sacred mysteries, besides compr1sing the
h\story of sixteen oriental crucifie4.Jioda. 1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

$1.00.

Address . THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

KERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS.
Biogra11hY of Satan; or, a Historical
·

For either of these· works or an_y of Paine's
writinll:a,
AddreAs THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THIRD EDITION.

I'OB
In whi~h the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acqmre greater political
liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very foundation of the religion of every age; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailing the account of slavery 1n thiH country, calls
the attentiOn of thinking men and women to the
pos1tion of womankind m America. Tl.irougbout1
the work is replete with astounding facts ana
weighty ~trguments whwh cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age.
By THEO. C. SPE~CER.
Cloth, 12mo., 138pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE THU'l'H SEEKEit CO.,
28 Lafal ette Place, New York.

:\)-V6'

Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more suoh
flaming arguments . . . will not leave numbers at a loss to deoide on the propriety of a separation."

Price, 35 cents.

--

Religious and Politio::tJ Liberty.

..

Th1rd

.ve offer a new style of binder,
n~tde for the purpose, and
•itll the hARding of TnE
PRU-rn
t:!EEKER printed in
Tracts. The following tracts by Chao. ,;.
•n' d lettArB on the outside.
""'.......
Watts are pul!lished at the low price of FIVE
Phis
binder
~tllows the openCENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
ul •-u~ l"IJ~•• (Jrl"fectlv fl>tt. It also allows the
Is the B1ble Ueliable 1 The Christian Deity; 1ug
talnug
out
aud
r~placing of one or more papers
Mm·al Value of the Bible; Freethuught and from anY part of the file without disturbing the
Modern P1·ogress; ChriHtianity, its Nature and
parts.
Influence on Civilization; Philosophy of Secu- other
Sent by m•-il- po•to•irl, for •1.
larism ; Science and Bible An tl!_gonistic ;
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Christian Scheme of Redemption. For all of
tf .
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
the above works address TH.l£ TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place. New York.
·

Secularism; its Principles and its

WAREROOMS,

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.

From the German of MAX NORDAU,
Sl'lVENTH EDITION.
Plice, ~0 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

[Pre-Christiatt Crosses, from Ancient Monummts.]

WORKS OF' 0. B.

WBlTF'ORD lf.D.

Christianity a ltewar(l for Cl'im•.

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMEN'I'

From the dawn of organized _Paganism in the Eastern
world, to the final establishment of Christianity in theW est,
the cross was one of the commonest and most sacred of symbolical monuments. Diversified forms of the symbol are
delineated more or leBs artistically, according to the progress
achieved in civilization at the period, on the ruined walls of
temples and palaces, on natural rocks and sepulchralgaperies, on the hoariest monoliths and the rudest statuary. Of
the several varieties of the cross still in vogue, as national
and ecclesiastical emblems, there is not one amongst them
the existence of which may not be traced to the remotest
antiquity. BIBLE MYTHS shows this.

Of .Europe.

1 Vol. Svo., cloth, about GOO Pages. Price, $2-.60.

By JOHN WILLIAM DHAPER, M.D., LL.D.
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, $8.
Address THE TRUT:a SEEKER.

Sent post-paid by the TRUT: t SEEKER.

A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 86 pages,
l!lc.
.6.ddre81 TH.l!l TRUTH SEEKER.
2E Lafayette Pl., New York

DID JESUS CHlUST RISE }'ROM
· 'l'HE DEAD 1
The Evidences for the Re8Ur1·ootion T?'ieli
and Found ll'a:oting.
By Saladin.
PRICE,

25 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

HISTORY
OF THE

•

Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

BIBLE

FABRICATIO~S

10c.

REFUTED,

And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

150.

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 2bc.

A Masonic Vindication of Right.

128
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J/ltws off tht fltth.

UJ~ms

off l[hought.

tJdd§ aqd .§nds.

I L. K~·washburn's
Works.
·---:
Sunday and the Rabbath. "A _law

THE yearly immigration of Jews to this
country is about 27,000.
IT is thought doubtful that Canada will
long continue a part of the British empire.
A SYNDICATE of French capitalists has been
formed to monopolize the copper output of
the world. •
.
THE Reading, Pa., miners' strike is estimated to hav cost the men and the company
$4,000,000.
THE fortieth anniversary of the organization of modern Spiritualism will be celebrated
next month.
INDIANS in the Lake LaBeche region, Canadian Northwest territory, are starving, and
raiding the settlers.
THE Rev. S. H. Cole, a Methodist minister
of Chattanooga, Tenn., committed suicide by
poisoning on the 18th.
THE sultan of Turkey has ordered 500,000
rifles, but has yet obtained only 200 of them,
from lack of ability to pay.
PRoFESSOR SMYTH, of Andover, is now in a
very utt-Christlike manner fighting at law
to keep his position in that institution.
TRIOHINosrs has caused the death of one
member of a family named Hovis at Camden,
N.J., and two others are reported dying.
THE aid. of the pope is being solicited with
increasing anxiety both by the side for and
by the side against the Irish National League.

"SEABOII the scriptures " (Jolin v, 39). In the
Roman Catholic version it is-"Ye search the
scriptures;" and as the Greek verb is the same in
the indicativ as in the imperativ mood, they may
be warranted in thiR translation; tboul\'h I conceive it makes no difference, for the passage even
in the ilidicativ implieY divine acquiescence in the
propriety of the practice. Either way it proves the
duty of searching the scriptures. Cyril of Alexandria agrees with tlJ.e church of Rome in considering that the passage is declarativ and does not
contain a command to search the scriptures; but
Chrysoetom maintains that it does. Cbrysostom
says," John did not say, 'Read the scriptures,'
but 'Search the scriptures,'" since the things
that are said require much research. For this
reason he commands them to search with diligence, that ~hey discover the things that lie deep.
-Dr. Oummino's RomaniSm.
IF we are sometimes inclined to regret that our
lot is cast in these unhappy days, let us remember
how much more fortunate we are than those who
lived a few centuries ago. The workingman enjoys more luxuries to-day than the king of England in Anglo-Saxon times; and at his command
are intellectual delights which, but a little while
ago, the most learned iu the laud could not obtain. All this we owe to the labor of other men
<John iv, 38}. Let us, therefore, remember them
with gratitude; let us follow their idorious example by adding something new to the knowledge
of mankind; leti us pay to the future the debt
which we owe to the past. All men, indeed, can
not be poets, inventors, or philanthropists; but
all men can join in that gigantic and God-like
work, the progress of creation. Whoever· improves his own nature improves the universe of
which he is part. He who strives to subdue his
evil passions-vile remnants of the old four· footed
life-and who cultivates the social affections; he
who endeavors to better his condition, and to
make his' children wiser and happier. than himself,
whatever may-be his motivs, he will not hav lived
in vain.-Reade's Mart?Jrdom Qf Man.

A CHicAGo inventor proposes aerial navigation by a steel balloon, 654 feet long and 144
feet in diameter, to be floated by exhausting
"DELIVER us from evil." Gregory Nyssa,
Cyril, Chrysostom, Theophylact, and all the Greek
the air.
fathers hold that this means, Deliver us from
A cYCLONE on the 21st destroyed part of the Satan; but Cyprian and Augustine, and all the
city of Mount Vernon, Ill., killed 30 or 40 Latin fathers, hold that it means, Deliver us from
persons, injured over 100, and rendered 1,000 evil in general.-Dr. Oummtnu's Lectures on Romantsm. [NoTE.-As far as the Greek text goes,
homeless.
there is nothing to settle the dispute, and it is
A GREAT supper was given by the Brooklyn mere impudent dogmatism to cast aside as inadYoung Men's Christ~an Association to 600 miBsible either of the interpretations. Jesus
Christ had full belief in the personality of his sadelegates to the Young Men's Christian Asso- tanic majesty, and as he bad a long ride through
ciation convention, on the 18th.
the air with tha.t power of the air, it is probable
AMoNG the many Chinese in New York city, that he meant what the revisers hav given out as,
"Deliver us from the evil one." But the old
hardly one has fallen into the liquor habit, "aut.horized" trenslation, "Deliver us from evil,"
.and a policeman patroling their quarter says is muc.h more in accordance with the modern style
of thought, and if any of my -readers make daily
he has never seen a drunken Chinaman.
use of the Lord's prayer, I advise them to stick to
THE Russian government has disco;tred the translation and let the devil alone. Carlyle
an old law forbidding Jews from acting in tells us that he. had not repeated the Lord's prayer,
certain provinces, and in consequence several or even thought of it, for forty years, when, one
actors hav been compelled to cancel their night, it flashed on him that " after this manner
prayei' was worthy of a serious Amen. "-HI/lax.]
engagements.
THE peculiarity Qf the evidence of mathematical
THE question agitating the British governtruths, is that all the evidence is on one side.
ment is whether to make Parliamentary pro- There are no objections and no answers to objecvision for the -prince of Wales's daughters, tions: But en every subject in which difference
who are marriageable, or wait until they are of opinion is possible, the truth depends on a bala nee to be struck between two sets of conflicting
engaged to be married.
reasons. Even in natural philosophy, there is alA NUMBER of crofters of the Isle of Lewis, ways some other explanation possible of the same
Scotland, starving because their land has facts; some geocentric \heory instead of heliocenbeen taken to support deer for the sport of tric, some phloJliston instead of oxygen; and it
the nobility, killed the deer and salted thein has to be shown, and until we· know how it is
shown, we do not understand the grounds of our
for food, and are now on trial.
opinion.-Mtll's Ltberl'IJ.
A SENATE committee is hearing arguments
SUPPOSE I were to say that when I sat down to
for and against a bill to prohibit the manu- write this book, a hand presented itself in the air,
facture or sale of liquor in the district of took up the pen, and wrote every word that is
herein written; would anybody believe me? CerColumbia from the Women's Christian Temtainly they would not. Since, then, a real miracle,
perance Union, ministers, editors, and others. were it to happen, would be subject to the same
CHicAGo, St. Paul, and Minneapolis. rail- fate as the falsehood, the inconsistency becomes
the greater of supposing that the almighty would
road men are planning a railroad via Bis- make use of means that would not answer the
marck, British Columbia, and Alaska to purpose for which they were intended, even if
Pekin, in China, and Irkutsk, in Siberia. they were real.-Patne's Age of Reason.
Behring strait, which is dotted with islands,
"You forget," said my Catholic opponent who
will be bridged. Russia is ali-eady building was advocating the worship of the Virgin Mary,
to Irkutsk a line which will meet the Amer- "that there is a peculiar blessedness ascribed to
the Virgin Mary; for it is written of her,' Blessed
ican road.
art thou among women;' Mary being obviously seTHE statement of Mr. Corbin, head of the lected as the object of peculiar and distinguishing
blessedness."
l replied that, if this was the prinReading Coal and Iron Company, that from
ciple upon which he acted, I would prove it the
1876 to 1888 that company had paid out duty of the Roman Catholic church to take down
$57,000,000 and received but $44,800,000, every statue and picture of the Virgin, and put
losing over '$12,000,000, is declared to be a up the picture of another woman in its place, for
lie by investigators, who assert its proceeds I read in Judges v, 24, "Blessed above women
shall Jael, the wife of Heber the Kenite, be." If
to hav. been $86,624,000, with a profit of Mary is to be worshiped because she is pro$29,000,000.
nounced to be "blessed among women," a tarttort
TRUSTEE MoMmmAY and Rector Windeyer lso much the more} should Jael be worshiped,
for
she is blessed above women.-Dr. Oummtng's
of the Emanuel Reformed Episcopal church
Romantsm.-[NoTE.-And yet this Jael is one of
of Jersey City Heights, N.J., hav got into the most infamous and detestable wretches that
court. The former is accused by his pastor we read of in all history, sacred or profane, N ana
of carrying a revolver and being pugnacious, Sahib was a scoundrel-Guiteau was-1 cannot
say how base; but neither of them is fit to hold a
and retorts of his rector that " the old fellow
candle to Jael, the wife of Heber the Kenite.has ou tlivecl his usefulness. He is in his do- Hu!ax.J
tage. He must go."
DECAYING and moribund religions are, as in
THE Rev. Heber Newton in predicting the this vile persecution of the Jews in Russia and
Germany,
betaking themselvs to their last reuse that woman will make of her coming citizenship thinks that" her vote will be cast solid sources; they hav lost everything but their
myths, once the illusion of the childhood of hu.
against all economic' cranks;'" that she will manity, but now the scm;n of its maturity; once
extinguish "that crowning barbarism, war," accepted by ignorance, but now contradicted by
and that she will preserve morals and "com- science; leaving to the clinging believer, whose
pel the state to a higher function than that of eyes are clo~ed and ears stopped, no other refuge
than the frightful and absurd creed, On!do quia abpolicing property-she will police manhood su?·dum a believe because. it is absurd},-Vtctor
and womanhood."
Hugo.

regulating human.condlict on the Sabbath is ·
WATER from the river Btn should be good maan impertiuPnce." Price, 10 cents.
terial for mucilage manufacturers.
The False Teaching of the ChrisNo matter how ecouomi.cally a corset may be
tian Church. " The Thirty-nine
made, there is bound to be a waist of raw m,aterial .
Articles of the Christian church are thirtyin it;
·
nine poor, broken-down opinions.'' 10 cents.
MINISTER: "Well, Bobby, what do you want to The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think
be when you grow up?" Bobby (suffering from
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshopparental disciplin}: "An orphan."
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake
a crusade of one against the Colorado ·
"UNITY" ie the name of the Unitarian organ.
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.
Tunetty would be a more appropriate name for an
organ, but all' religious editors are more or less Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
Price, 5 cents.
·
unreasonable.
WnEN the baby has hiccoughs, giv it gin; when Do You Love Jesus 1 Price, 5 cents;
the father of the baby has hiccoughs, take away ·America's Debt to Thomas Paine.
the gin. · Some doctors would charge two dollars
Price, 5 cents.
for this advice.
·
Is Liberalism Moral 1 . Price, 5 cents.
Bonny : "Ma, wasn't there anybody left -in the
garden of Eden after Adam: and Eve were turned A Holy Superstition. Price, 5 cents.
out?" Mother: "No, Bobby." Bobby (after The W01·kingman's Religion. 5 cts.
thought} : "Well, who fed the animals?"
CUSTOMER (to coal-dealer}: "I want to get a ton
of coal." Dealer: "Yes, sir; what size?" Customer (timidly} : "Well, if it isn't asking too
much, sir, I would like a two-thousand-pound ton."
OLD lady (to small boy who is smoking} :
·~Don't yon know that smoking isn't good for
little boys?;, Little boy : " Yes'm. Dis stub (puff}
was makin' me little brudder sick (puff}, an' I took
it from him."·
"Do yez belave in our war-cry,' Ireland forth'
Irish?'" shouted the agitator. "By all means,"
was the reply of the member of the Society of the
Cincmnati on the rear seat; "it sort of lets
America out, don't you know,"
FIRST social sport: "Didn't they hav anything
to drink at the Brookline assemblies?" Second
social sport:·" Ol!, yes; lemonade." First social
spor~: "Nothing stronger than that?". Second
social sport: "Well, yes; ice-water."
YouNG,lady. <to florist} : "I am very particular
that only the freshest roses are used. Will you
see to it personally, please 1" Florist : "Yes, miss.
To what address shall I send the bouquet?"
Young lady: "Just 'Billy, Murderers' Row,
Tombs.'"
NEW YoRKER (in B.>ston} : "Can you direct me
to Salem street?" Offi~er: "Cert'. You go
through Province court to Washington street,
akin through Cornhiil nutil you come to the
straight part, circle 'round SJol!ay square 'till you
finO. an outlet, and inquire again. '£hat's as far
as my beat goes."
WESTERN real estate agent (in drug-store} : "Ob,
yes, we are quite civilized out here now." Eastern
speculator \to drug clerk}: "You may gi.v me a
little spiritus frumenti." Drug clerk: "Waal,
now, look a-here, stranger, if you want plain
whisky you kin hav it, but we don't keep any eddicated stuff here."
CHEERFUL citizen: "Well, Mr. Iceman, you
won't hav much excuse for putting up the price
of ice on us this year.'' Gloomy and sad iceman:
"Don't know about that-the ice is in a very bad
condition." '·How so 1 It looks remarkably clear
and solid." "So it does; but, you see, this last
cold snap has·frozim all the life out of it."
" OuR country is being overrun by foreigners,"
remarked a man in an uptown bar-room the other
day," and a nativ-born American is becoming a
rarity. I am proud to say that I am one." "And
so am 1," said an individual at his elbow," and I
am glad to know you, sir. Your . name-?"
"McFadden. And yours is-?" "Schweitzer."
"WHY, yes, I hav seen a good deal of Tom Bigbee recently. Fact is, he's one of the most entertainina men I ever met. Really, I didn't know
there was so much in him. He's positivly brilliant
when you get him talking. Most delightful companion, and so hospitable and-" "I see. Which
of Bigbee's sisters is it-the little one with the
black hair, or the tall blonde one?" ''It's the little
one witk black hair."
THE trustees of Adelbert College, at Cleveland,
hav decided that co-education is a failure. They
neglect to explain whether the sophomore sisters
were real mean to the freshmen and positivly rude
to the fresbwomen, or whether their interest in
base-ball or poker interfered with their studies.
So far as we hav observed, they do not specify
whether the offense was hazing or hard cider, but
it must hav been something desperate or leap year
would hav bridged it over.

Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Free Religion; or, the Religious De~
mand of To-day. Price, 5 cents,

The Brute God of the Old Testament.
Price, 5 cents.
The Resurrection of Jesus Not
Proved. Price; 5 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

Very Cheap Pamphlets.
---o---

We hav on hand a large number of the following
of COLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamph'ets, which
will be disposed of at cost, as fol'ows:

Ingersoll Catechised:
His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by the Editor of the "Ban Francisca.n :"
singly, 3 cents; per dozen, 80 cents; per hundred,
$2.00.
.
.

ORTHODOXY.

•

A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12mo
pages, 10 cents; fifteen, t;i; and $6 P!Jr hundred.

Civil Rir;hts SJ!eech.
Including the address of Frederick D 'uglas, fiftythree-large octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1; a.:.d $6 per hundred.

TJJ.e Trutlt of His torr.
This is a comment by Colonel Ingersoll up"'n
the religious lies that hav belm told about himself, and first made its appearance in these columns.· Price 3 cents; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per·
hundred.

BIBLE IDOLATRY.
A letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
the London "Secular Review.'; Price 3 cents; 30
cents per doz., or $2 per hundred.

INGERSOLL ON lJicGLYNN.
Being the eomments and opinions of Mr. Ingersoll upon the fight in the Catholic church between
the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
the pope. Price 3 cents; 30 cents per doz., or $2
per hundred.
We suggest that these be purchased in quantities, and given away to ChristianR, and it is with
that not unreasonable exp ctation that the llrices
hav been placed so low.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lalayette Pl., New York.

S. P .. Putnam's Works.
The Problem of the

Universe~

and

Its Scientific Solution, with some CritiCisms of
Universology. Price, 20 cts.

Waif's and Wandermgs, a. New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cts.
"A prose epic of the war, PGh with mcident
and dramatic power; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."-John
Swtnton's Paper.

Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cts.

Golden Throne, a Romance. " The

author certainly has g<>uius. The divine creativ spark is within him. Th"e book 1s filled witk
manly thoughts1 expressed in manly wordsthe transcript or a manly mind. Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERsoLL,

THERE was a card over the bell-handle with the
ominous inscription : "Come in ; please do not
ring," Opening the unlatched door she hastened
in with a beating heart, prepared to hear of the
critical iiiness of a m~mber of her friend's family.
In the hall the mistress of the household met her,
tiptoeing across the hai·d-wood floor, with finger
on her lips. "What is the matter?" gas_ped the.
visitor, thoroughly mystified. "Bh t" whispered
the other," it is a meeting of the Browning Club."

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of

RATION A.L COMMUNISM.

version of the Indian Btor;v: of the Garden of
E:len, in which its superiontyt<.> the mutilated
c "JPY-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
cents.
.For all of the above address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

The Pres·ent and the Future
Republic of' North America.
BY A CAPITALIST.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy fox
poverty, viceJ and crime. It deals with the J?resent
conditions or society in this" country, pointing out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossible that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North Am,erwa, as it wiij b!J when
society sqall be orgamzed on the prmmples of
Rational Communism. The book 1s vigorousl:y
and interestingly written.

Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured farth, it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty,"-DR. HENRY W. BELLOWS. $1.
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

Why Dou't Hti Lend a Hand 1 and
other Agnostic Poems.

Price, 10 cts.

Adami and lleva. A Poetic version

NEW EDITION.

The Secret of the East,
OR,-

The Origin of the f'hristian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Paper,50c; clotlt, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Price, $1.00.

For sale at this office.
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pardoned to him. We simply say that when
JoHN JEsus, of Owingsville, Ky., has just had escaped from the Ursuline home at Oak- these two Americanisms, the 'fraud' and the
land.
The
bishop
had
been
previously
con~lippings. been fined for whipping his wife, and Chas. sulted, B.Dd his orders were emphatic that 'crank,' are united, the combination writes
Christ, of Leavenworth, Kan., was hauled
letters like that of Anthony Comstock on
into court for keeping a disorderly house. they must be found at any cost and be taken Fulton's book."
AN action has been brought against Rev. They may be good Christians for all that. back to the home.
IN Guayaquil, Ecuador, recently, a public
Reassure, the "Cowboy Preacher," holding But they ought to be in partnership-" Jesus
BLUE ribbonism is becoming rampant in
meeting
was held against the wishes of the
revival meetings in Kansas City, for fraud & Christ, Wife-whippers and Hell-raisers."
Scotland, so much so that it is expected that
and swindling.
at the next geneml election candidates for Roman Catholic clergy, who ordered out the
OF his quarrel with Dr. McGlynn. Henry Parliament will be required to pledge them- soldiers, and commanded them to shoot into
A BRIDGEToN, N: J., tomato-grower says
he can raise from ten to fifteen tons of toma- George writes in the last Standard: " So selva to bring in a bill excluding all persons the crowd. Five men fell. The funerals of
toes to the acre, which, at $5.50 per ton, long as it takes two to make a quarrel there who partake of spirituous liquors from mem- the victims were attended by almost the
would yield from $55 to $88. Wheat yields shall be no quarrel between me and one who bership in any religious denomination. A whole populace, who are indignant at the
but about twenty-five bushels to an acre, at has rendered such service to the good cause, short time ago a brewer left £70,000 to the clergy and demand their expulsion. The
and who is yet, I trust, so capable of render- Free and United Presbyterian church, and Globo says: "No well organized and edu$1, bringing only $25.
cated society can remain blind to the culpaing !urther service, as Dr. McGlynn. If,
YoUNG Prince Barclay was dismissed from owing to personal idiosyncrasies or divergent the strongest efforts were made to induce ble and scandalous actions of an ignorant
those
in
power
to
refuse
the
money.
It
the Russian army because his youngest son views of policy, we cannot work together,
clergy, who are expected to be the teachers
was christened in the Lutheran faith. His we shall at least accomplish . some good by turned out, however, that there was ·one char- of virtue and Christian sobriety. Neither
acteristic of the Scotch more powerful than
father, the well-known general, was severely
working separately, each in his own way, for their hatred of intemperance, and the money can such a society resign itself patiently to
reprimanded for not having prevented it, and
the same great end."
was accepted. Meanwhile, Scotland con- look on at the weakness and debility of aurecently delegates from the holy synod, acthorities who allow all ideas of social and
companied by the police, visited the young . A NUMBER of nuns hav escaped from the tinues to produce and to consume good public life to be undermined. Away, then,
whisky
in
frightful
quantities.
prince's house and announced that the child Ursuline convent at Pittsburgh, Pa. The
with those who are culpable. Let no hesitawould be taken from the mother, as she op- trouble arose from a number of French sis- . THE Roman Catholic Freeman's JIJ'Ilh'1U1,l tion be shown, because, before everything,
posed the fresh christening of her son accord- ters who rebelled against the Roman Catholic says: "It is astonishing what an amount of public order and the well-being of the coming to the orthodox rite.
church for interfering in their temporal af- sympathy has been wasted by well-meaning munity must be considered. Away with the
THE 01£ristian Leader (Univ.) says: ''The fairs. They claimed the right to conduct the people on Mr. Anthony Comstock. An ex- bishop who does not know how to fulfill his
Critic suggests that one way in which the convent as they saw proper, and said the cellent gentleman asks in an expostulatory duties, and who abandons his flock to the
Sunday papers may render themselvs at the church had no right to interfere. The result note : ' Why does the editor of the Freeman's guardianship of a madman at the mom.ent
same time less harmful and more useful, is was the election of a new mother superior Journal sneer at Anthony Comstock?' The when it most requires pure sacerdotal advJCe.
by giving up a large part of that space to and the silencing of the rebellious nuns. It Freeman's Journat never sneers at anybody. Away with those pretended pious priests,
summaries of religious intelligence and opin- now appears that they are fleeing from the It holds that Anthony Comstock ought to be who now suddenly find in them their most
ion, gleaned from the journals-or from convent and are making their way to Rome investigated and stopped short. A man in deadly enemies. Thus the government would
otw~ J\ourccs-of all the denominations. or France. The superiors hav been on the sympathy with the notorious Fulton ought prove that it loves and respects the populace,
The suggestion, like many another made to alert, but the sisters hav succeeded in elud- not to be tolerated in the society of decent whose guardian it is, and the honor ?f Cathe workers of mischief, is quite too good to ing their vigilance, and a number hav es- men. And Mr. Comstock is-or was on De- tholicism which it must also treat w1th rebe acted on. A SunP,ay paper made up in caped. Shortly after their departure. another cember 15, 1887-in sympathy with the in- spect. Cut the evil up by the roots. Th.is
the way the Critic contemplates would indeed sister was seen walking through the depot. famous calumniator of our priests and of our bishop and these priests must not remam
be a harmless affair. It would also be a very She said she was the mother superior, and religion. We do not sneer at Anthony Com- here if peace is to be restored."
she was looking for two of the sisters who stock. If he meant well, much could be
flat business failure. It would not sell."
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fiommunicafions.
Hav M.en Souls 1
Generation after generation, men hav been taught
that they are of a dual nature, composed of two parts,
a body and soul. The idea has been impressed so
early upon their minds that they hav accepted it
upon authority, without questioning its foundation.
And if in after years doubts hav arisen, the first impression has been so deeply rooted that it has prevailed against their better judgments, and they hav
clung to the belief with unreasoning tenacity. Yet
this, the foundation of modern religions, rests upon
no evidence at all.
I say of modern religions, for when men first worshiped gods they had no expectation of reward in
another life, but merely hoped to win temporal blessings, or avert earthly evils. Even the authors of the
Old Testament, to whom those of the New constantly appeal for evidence of the soundness of their
own doctrin, seem not to hav taken the subject into
their consideration. At least, if they admitted the
existence of spirit or soul in man as distinct from his
corporal nature, it was only an infusion of the divine
life, the breath of· God's nostrils, sufficient to animate the senseless clay for a time, but perishing or
returning to its original source when the man died.
In all the 929 chapters, from the first of Genesis to
the last of Malachi, there is just one little passage,
and that in one of the later prophets, which asserts
the immortality of the soul. "And many of them
that sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake, some
to everlasting life, and some to shame and everlasting contempt" (Dan. xii, 2). Even that passage
speaks only of many, and not of all or most. It
seems rather to imply that, for special reasons, some,
for their good or for their ill, shall be excepted from
the great majority, who will be left to "sleep in the
dust of the earth" in eternal, unbroken oblivion.
Only in one other instance is mention made of any
existence after death. It is that of Samuel raised
at Saul's J:equest by the witch of Endor. But in
that case, although the spirit becomes visible and
speaks, there is no allusion to its immortality. It
appears as it was in life, not glorified or changed.
It does not descend from the skies, but comes up
out of the earth in which it was buried. It rises in
the form of an. old man covered with a mantle; and
as if roused from slumber, pettishly inquires; "Why
hast thou disquieted me to bring me up" (1 Sam.
xxviii, 15) 1 According to the teaching of Christians,
the ·s·oul·, essentially immortal, being released from
the confines of the body, can no more be affected by
earthly things, but must eternally enjoy the perfection of bliss, or suffer forever unutterable woe, under entirely new conditions. Samuel is represented
as a spirit at a modern seance. He appears as he
was in life, clothed "in his habit as he lived," and
still "of the earth earthy.'' He has no resemblance
to a Christian saint in glory. He carries no harp,
and wears no white robe or golden crown. He utters
no word concerning everlasting life, but murmurs at
being roused from eternal oblivion.
It is certain, then, that, with the possible excepc
tion of D.>tniel, the Old Testameut writers had no
expectation of an existence hereafter. They record
many promises made by God to his people, and a still
greater number of threats, but all had reference to
this world only. In Exodus xx we hav ten commandments given by Jehovah for the moral guidance
of his worshipers, and to the observance of one of
them is attached a reward. It is a reward, however,
to be received in this life, and even postpones an
entrance into a future state of bliss, if any such there
be. "Honor thy father and thy mothe~, that thy
days may be long in the land which the Lord thy
God giveth thee." If anywhere in the Hebrew
scriptures there were an assurance of a future life,
we might expect to meet with it in Ecclesiastes.
There we find the Preacher handing down to us
words of real wisdom, the fruit, if not of divine inspiration, of that which is much better-actual human experience. He is drawing near the close of a
long and prosperous life. Power, wealth, and knowledge hav . all been his, and he is kD.own as the
"wisest of men.'' He passes judgment upon all the
good and evil things there are upon the earth, and
his judgment is this: "Vanity of vanities, alf is vanity" (Eccl. i, 2). He does not say that, this life of
vanity over, another and a better existence is beyond. He laments the injustice "that all things are
alike to all; there is on.e event to the righteous and
the wicked; to the good and to the clean and to the
unclean" (ix, 2). Another world, where all this shall
be rectified, is always the refuge of the modern
preacher when this subject is brought before him.
But the "wisest of men" knew nothing of it. He
left the justice of God unvindicated, and continued:
"After that they go to the dead" (3); they are carried to the silent grave. They are hidden in the
bosom. of the earth. Others take their places. They,
too, w1l1 laugh and weep, feast and fast, grow rich
or poor in their turns, each in his own brief span
and then they, too, will "go to the dead." But fro~

this death will they ever awake to know fresh joys
or sorrows~ N"ot so, according to the Preacher.
" The dead know not anything, neither hav they any
more a reward, for the memory of them is forgotten"
(5). "For that which befalleth the sons of men befalleth beasts; even one thing befalleth them: as the
one dieth, so dieth the other; yea, they hav all one
breath; so that a man hath no preemi~tence above a
beast: for all is vanity" (iii, 19).
The idea of the immortality of the soul is no part
of either the Jewish or Christian so-called revelation.
By the former it was ignored; in the latter it was
assumed. It at·ose in the minds of speculativ philosophers, who sought to reconcile the inequalities of
human life with the principle of divine justice. It
was gladly received by the poor and suffering, who,
finding little joy in this. world, were willing to hope
for a better. It was eagerly seized on by priests,
who saw the increase of powEll:' they could derive
from its adoption. Not originally a part of any
religion, it has become the base upon which the faith
of each individual believer has been raised.
Before advancing knowledge gods retired till they
passed beyond the limits of this world. They no
longer govern the elements, nor direct the affairs of
men. Times of prayer and thanksgiving for temporal blessings are sometimes appointed. Nations
feast and make sport when these days come round,
and but few even remember that they are. monuments
to a dead superstition. We know that storm and
sunshine, heat and cold, come each in its due course,
obeying natural laws, neither hastened nor impeded
by petition and sacrifice. No intercession will stay
the lightning or roB back the :flood. No prayer will
cause the rain to descend upon the earth, or the
harvest to ripen for the sickle. Man bas no interest
in gods, in any matter of which he possesses knowledge. Take away the unknown hereafter, and the
occupation of priests and ministers is forever gone.
Has man, then, an immortal soul ? Revelation,
whether it be real or false, has never declared it. In
the Old Testament it ia denied; and in the New
Testament, where immortality is spoken of, it is associated with the resurrection of the body. "For if
the dead rise not, then is not Christ raised; and if
Christ be not raised, your faith is vain" (1 Cor. xv,
16, 17). Science owns it to be beyond her sphere, at
least so far as she has at present extended it. It
remains a merely speculativ matter, which each may
guess at for himself, but none in this life can ever
know. But, in guessing, the use of reason is not
excluded. We cannot prove, but we can examin the
evidence on both sides, and judge which has the
greater value.
What is the soul, the spirit, the mind ? What is
that part of us, if any, which is distinct from the
body, and which we hav been taught livs on when
that is crumbled into dust 1 It is beyond the cognizance of our senses. We cannot see it, hear it,
taste it, smell it, or feel it. Yet it is through our
senses that we acquire all the knowledge we hav. It
is. said to be immaterial, but we hav no experience of
any substance distinct from matter, and are unable
to conceive the existence of such. We attribute to it
certain powers-the memory, the understanding, and
the will. But these are qualities of our physical
nature. They had no existence before we were born.
Why should we suppose that they will liv on after
we are dead 1 They did not even come into being
with us, but made their appearance after the senses
had furnished them with objects on which to operate.
We saw and heard; then after a while we began to
remember what we saw and heard. Later on we
understood that some objects were associated with
pleasurable and others with painful sensations. Then
our wills came into play, and we learned to "refuse
the evil and to choose the good." Had we been
born without senses, we should hav had no memory,
no understanding, and no will. What were our souls
a century ago! We had no will, memory, or understanding then, and our souls, if they existed,· were
dull blocks of empty, formless spirit. If they did
not exist, we hav no reason to suppose that, having
no being so short a time since, they will liv on forever. We hav no just cause to conclude that a substance, material or immaterial, distinct from the
body, but which only acts through the body, and of
which we know nothing, has any reality at all.
It is the way of ignorance, seeking extrication from
one difficulty, to create another as great, or greater.
Atlas bore the earth upon his shoulders, but who or
what supported Atlas~ Jehovah made the world,
but who made Jehovah? We know not in what
manner man exercises certain powers, intellectual,
moral, and religious, so we create in fancy a soul to
exercise them for him. But if that soul did not exist
before life began in the body, why suppose that it
continues after the body's death 1 And if we know
not how the powers we attribute to the soul operate,
but know that their operation is in and by the body,
why should we go beyond the body, of which we bav
knowledge, and imagin a soul, of wh,ich we hav none?
To those who. contend that the soul is immortal,
I would say, first prove that there is a soul, or at least
giv reasonable grounds for believing it.
The immaterial can never be known to us, as all
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knowledge "is built upon experience, acquired
through our senses, which are exercised through
material organs, and. take cognizance only of matter.
Therefore it is equally absurd to assert or deny the
existence of anything distin'ct from matter. But
those powers which we cal} mental or spiritual are
so intimately connected with the body that, although
the manner of their action is as yet unknown, it is
much more natural to think that they are corporal
than it is to imagin a soul for the purpose of attributing to it their exercise. And this more especially as
the manner in which the imagined soul exercises them
can be no more intelligible to us than that of the real
body. Having come into existence after our birth,
they grow with our growth, and strengthen with our
strength. · They decay also with the outward frame,
but, in most cases, somewhat later, as they developed
later. In sickness they are disordered together with
the body. Memory givs birth to fantastic forms in
delirium. The understanding becomes clouded.
The will weakens and grows perverted. Accident
may destroy any or all of these powers. A blow on
the head may make the wisest man an idiot, or deprive
him altogether of consciousness, yet he may liv on.
His soul, if he hav any, has not :fled. Disease may
impair, and medicin restore, these powers. Narcotics
will suspend them. That which will affect the brain
or nerves will affect the mental condition, and even
sometimes completely change the moral nature. It
seems more reasonable to conclude that these powers
belong to the body than to attribute· them to a fancied soul, distinct from it, but affected simultaneously
with it.
It may .be urged that since it is admitted that
nothing can be absolutely known on either side, the
subject is not worth discussion. I cannot agree with
this opinion. Although religious belief, in the histol'y of the world, preceded the idea of immortality
or even that of duality in man, it is certain that in
these days the creed of each individu~l believer is
erected substantially upon these notions. How much
time, energy, and substance wasted might be saved,
how many greedy paupers, feeding on the industrious
poor, compelled to earn their bread honestly by the
sweat of their own brows, were these creeds swept
away!. With ignorant or knavish bigots howling
round us, exhorting men and women to neglect the
world they are in and 'save their souls for another,
it may be worth while to ask their dupes sometimes
to pause and consider what. it will profit a man to
lose the whole world in the hope of saving his soul,
if he hav no soul to save.
E. J. BowTELL.

The l{ansas Outrage.
Must the battle for free speech and free press be
fought over and over again in a land whose Constitution makes this right a basic principle, and denies
to Congress the power to enact any law abridging it?
How strange that, in this nineteenth century, more
than a hundred years after the adoption of the
federal Constitution, we must see Liberals arrested
and imprisoned becau~e, forsooth, they are Infidel to
the church, which is determined to stop all discussion of the most vital of all subjects, that of the
subjugation of woman to man in marriage !
It is for daring to defend the natural right of
women ''to life, liberty, and the pursuit· of happiness," her right to the ownership and control of her
own person, the most sacred of all rights, and without which no other rights can be maintained, that
Walker and Harman havbeen arrested, and are likely
to be imprisoned, under the ridiculous charge of obscenity. Is it any more obscene to expose the villainy of rape inside of marriage than outside, that
they should be set upon by the bloodhounds of the
law, while every paper in the country would cry out
as one man against such an outrage outside of the
"sacred institution T" How can the statement of
such outrages be obscene in the one case and not in
the other!
The reason of their persecution is this-the church
knows perfectly well that she holds her power over
the people by virtue of woman's subjugation and ignorance, and so long as she keeps her in terror lest
she lose her good name as a wife, so long as she can
keep her willing and satisfied to ba, as now, the
property of her husband, as is his horae or dog, with
the difference only of right of transfer, so long she
can count on a servil, cringing race of sycophants,
hypocrite, and religious bigots, who will do all in
their power to perpetuate the infamy called religion,
that is always ready to persecute, in every possible
manner, any and all who will not bow down and
worship at her blood-stained shrine.
I am amazed that there can be a Freethinker so
obtuse that he cannot see the true animus of all
these persecutions of the bravest and best in our
ranks.
The question is not whether we believe in the
same doctrins that do Walker and Harman. It is,
Do we believe we hav a right to express our opinions
and send them through the mails 1 If we demand
that as our right, then, if we hav any conception of
the meaning of justice, we must demand it for every
other person, no matter what may be his opinions.
Anything less than this is tyranny.
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If this agent of the church, Comstock, and his
pals, prosecute with intent to stop their work, as in
the case of these brave,logicill, and chaste writers
whose live~ are consecrated to the work of educating
and elevatmg the masses out of the ruts of superstition, whether found in church or state, every Liberal should feel that it is Lis or her own liberty that
is being invaded, for we sink or swim together, and
rush to the rescue with voice, pen, and purse, until
this caricature upon· manhood, and the dark minions
that back him, shall be compelled to retire within
their own domain, leaving the track of progress open
to be traveled in peace by an intelligent, growing
people.
JuLIET H. SEVERANCE, M.D.
Milwaukee, Feb 16, 1888.
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a half-circle, cl'ossing the roaring waters of the ravine, So, as rascals hav for ages forged utterances of the·
back up the side of the other mountain, climbing gods, to manufacture a religion to cover their infamy,
higher and higher; then makes another half-circle, now lying, forgery, and fraud are the reeking charcrossing the ravine and its own track upon a high acteristics of the black-blooded royalty of rumdom,
trestle bridge, thus going around a perfect loop, and the fiends hav no·t scrupled tb commit the
then on to Silver Plume.
sacrilege of attributing to our martyred president
Near Silver Plume is Sherman mountain. At its and total abstainer the ensuing clap-trap of the tapbase is the ranch of friend Robert Old. In the room:
mountain, a tremendous mass of granit towering
Prohibition will work great evil to the cause of temperance.
twelve to fifteen hundred feet above the ranch, which It is a species of intemperance within itself, for it goes beyond
d f f
· th the bounds of reason in that it attempts to control a man's
e appetite by legislation and in making crimes out of things
is itself hundre s o eet above GeorgetownJ IS
celebrated Mendota mine, and the great Victoria tun- that are not crimes. A prohibitory law strikes a blow at the
very principles on which our government was founded. I
nel, now owned solely by friend Old.
Donning a miner's coat and hat, and armed with hav always been found laboring to protect the weaker classes
. t t ff d I' ht d
dl I
t d th t
I from the stronger, and I can never giv my consent to such a
a s t ou s a an Ig e can e, en ere
e unne' law as you propose to enact. Until my tongue be silenced
which is bored and blasted out of the solid rock-a in death, I will continue to fight for the rights of man.
C. B. Reynolds on His Western Tour.
And this rubbish, too, on a cartoon of Lincoln with
passage-way eight feet square and extending 1 •280
GEoRGETOWN, CoL , Feb. 1sf., 2d, 3d.-The journey feet into the very heart of the mountain. There an emancipated slave kneeling before him in the act
from Denver to Georgetown on the Union Pacific were side tunnels, one east 260 feet long and one west of. kissing the hand of the great shackle-smasher.
railroad is one succession of wonders and scenes of 594 feet. There were a number of shafts hundreds The abomination was got up by the genius of the
wild, romantic interest. The railroad track is through of feet up-openings from sides of the mountain- rum barons of Atlanta, Ga., and thus they gained
canon so narrow in many places that the stupen- down which the valuable ore, mined away up the their villainous victory.
It is a disgrace to our institutions, a blot on our
dous mountains of rock, towering hundreds and hun- mountain, is dumped, caught in cars, and run out to
dreds of feet high, almost touch the cars on each the mouth of the mine on a rail-track that extended civilization, a shame for our magistrates, that perniside. The train winds in and out in serpentine the length ·of the tunnel, thus saving the expense of cious. men should be permitted to deceive the ignocourse, now creeping up the mountain side, now canying the ore mined above down the mountain on rant colored people in this way. I join with all the
along the splashing, roaring waters of the ravine, jacks. These are little donkeys, small as baby calves, sober-minded in protest against such mockery.
Philadelphia, Pa.
JoHN PRESCOTT GUILD.
very large-headed and sure-footed. They are driven
affording a succession of surprises, till the arrival at fifteen
or twenty together. The ore is packed in
Georgetown, a wonderful city, wedged in by mount- small bags containing about 150 pounds each, and
ains on every side, perhaps the surprise of all. these little creatures carry one on each side. At first
Religious Mania.
Georgetown is a flourishing mining camp, although it seems incredible that such little creatures could
Not long ag!), the Chicago Euening Journal said:
much shorn of its pristin glory. The rush and wild ever bring down the steep mountains five or six railEvery teacher of Infidelity, of a Christless civilization
excitement over the first prospecting and consequent road cars of ore, but with them it is a_ thing of custom. and culture, of contempt for religion and its divine truths,
speculation in the wondrous gold and silver deposits
The Mendota mine shows a strong crevice canying of disbelief in a Christian gospel, is an Anarchist in his he~rt,
in the adjacent mountains some time since subsided, between well-defined walls an ore vein truly massiv. and his teachings lead to such scenes tts those of the Rmgn
and ~ow all are getting down to solid, pracLical The great Victoria tunnel in continuing its present of Terror in France and of the dynamite tragedy in Chicago.
From Voltaire down to Bob Ingersoll, every public teacher
work.
course through Sherman mountain is cutting one of who has taught disbelief in God, in the Bible, in a future
I had three very. large and deeply interested audi- the finest groups of fissure lodes known. Some idea life and in human accountability, is responsible for tbe
ences; as qsual, at the last lecture the largest num- of the wealth of the mine may be formed from the blo~d that has been shed in war against social law and in
ber, testing to the utmost the seating capacity of the fact that eleven tons of its ore yeilded 759 ounces oi atonement for crimes against society and its law.
There are men whose daily lives are possibly more imOpera House. I sold a large quantity of Liberal silver and 11,730 pounds of lead.
pure than those of the Anarchist teachers-who violate moral
books and pamphlets, secured a number of subAway up the mountains, 2,000 feet skyward, I law the law of home, the law of business, and the laws of
scribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and was made glad by scarcely expected much from the promis of lunch at propriety. But they are not, like the Anarchists, the e~e
the testimony of several that they had been benefited the ranch, occupied by Foreman Griffiths and family, mies of society. They are opp~sed ~o law:less!less and rum.
Anarchist however pure hiS pnvate life, IS an enemy of
by the lectures. A number of worthy, intelligent but I was surprised to find, on our exit from the The
order. He w~nld overturn and demolish every existing law,
persons were added to the Liberal ranks.
mine, a most elegant luncheon, excellently cooked every social regulation, every form _of faith, and every
In Georgetown, as in every place I hav visited in and tastefully served; after which I returned to method of civilized mankind. If socwty cannot be overColorado, there is very great need of organization. Georgetown. A delegation of friends were awaiting turned by peaceful methods, he believes that forceful and
bloody methods should be adopted._ For th!s reason, _a law.
If the Lib~rals of Colorado were thoroughly organ- me at the depot, to whom bidding kind farewell, I less
and immoral man, whose practiCes, habits, and lif~ are
ized they would be a mighty power for good, and reentered the cars and sped on to Leadville.
bad who may even be a criminal as regards property nghts
compose the largest, inost intellig:ent, and influen~ial
LEADVILLE, CoL , Feb. 5~h.-I received an invitation or ~iolence if he has a theoretical belief in God, is a good
society in the state. If the AmeriCan Secular Umon to visit this celebrated mining camp, now a flourish- man and a ~aluable member of society as compared with the
Infidel who, however pure his life, denies the existence of
would only prepare leaflets, "How to organize a ing city, from that right royal, generous-hearted gen~ deity
the truth of divine teachings, and the gospel that was
local Secular Union and insure success alike educa- tleman, Joseph Henry. Unfortunately the Opera taught by J esns Christ.
.
tional and social," and "How to inaugurate and con- House could not be secured, and even the Turner's
The Christian Aduocate, Methodist organ of thiS
ducb a science school successfully without a professor Hall could be had on Sunday only. That enterpris- city, adds:
or experienced teacher," it would be doing something ing Liberal, Mr. Fred Hobert, took the management
In the above there is one sentence which might mislead_.
toward fulfilling its mission, and there would then be and all responsibility. I expected very slim attend- In showing that the Infidel is an injurio_us member o;, _so~I
little difficulty in forming local Unions, with science ance when I found the out-of-the-way location of the ety the writer says that "a lawless and Immoral man IS, Ill
schools on Sundays, and social advantages that hall, but when I discovered the admission fee was co~parison with the Infidel, "a good man and a valuable
member of society." At that point he was heated by his
would insure their becoming a power for good; fifty cent's and no half-price I was sure I had found rhetoric.
The best that can be said of the law~esg and imand as they grew in influence and numbers, they the place in Colorado where I should lecture to moral man is that he is less dangerous to socwty than the
wodld in turn help sustain the American Secular empty seats. Yet, despite all this, I had good attend- Infidel. Infidelity and Anarchy are closely a~lie~. As the
Union. But to simply hav a number. of Liberals ance. On Sunday afternoon I had the pleasure to writer above quoted justly_ says: "Anarchy begms m, Infidelenroll t.heir names, elect officers, pay for a charter, see and receive the hearty hand-shake of that doughty ity too begins in, a dem~l .an~! de~anc~ o~ Go~. . . .
Irreligion, a denial of Chnstmmty, d1~behef -~~ B1ble ~ruth,
and then be left to struggle along, without aid, champion of Freethought and free speech, Moses are the pernicious seed from which thts permcwns frmt has
instruction or encouragement from ·the parent so- Hull. I deeply regret my engagements at Delta pre- proceeded."
ciety is w~rse than useless; it tends to discourage vented the possibility of staying over to cultivate his
Let honest Christians think these statements over,
inste~d of help. Let the American Secular Union acquaintance and that of the many earnest Liberals and decide if they will support a theology which
prepare such leaflets as above mentioned, and if they at Leadville.
makes a certain belief, concerning things about which
are up to the requirement there will be no lack of
The evening attendance was larger than that of no man has absolute knowledge, worse than the most
funds to hav such leaflets printed and effectually the afternoon, and there is a general desire that I immoral conduct. According to the Chicago Jourdistributed.
should return, and friends will secure the Opera nett, Colonel Ingersoll, for instance, whose every d_ay
If the lecturers are not enthusiastic in soliciting House for me to deliver a whole course of lectures. of life is enriched with some good deed, some qmet
donations to the American Secular Union, it is bec. B. REYNOLDS. aid to human distress-he is worse than the lechercause the American Secular Union indulges only in
ous priest, the thieving cashier, or the. murderer of
ambiguous generalizations of vague, u~defiJ?-ad fut_ure
Lincoln and Liquor.
men ! According to the Advocate, he IS more dangood intentions, instead of real, practiCal, Immediate
.
.
I desire THE TRUTH SEEKER to be illumined with gerous to society!
~~
.
From such a religion, good Lord, dehver us !
these lucid and piercing sentences from one whom
If the American Secular Union will propose some every lover of country, honesty, and liberty cannot
feasible practical plan of work that will commend help but hold in highest esteem. They are the burnAlways On the Side of the Oppressor.
itself td those desirous to aid the progress of Free- ing words of Abraham ~incol;n on the banefulness _of
Rev. Huah 0. Pentecost in 0/wl~tlmo Union
thought, the lecturers will en~husiastically respond, alcoholic liquor, and entitle his name to lead the hst
The church never was known t~ att~ck a veste~ wr_ong
solicit contributions, and neither ask, need, nor of "intemperate temperance advocates" which should until popular opinion drove ~er_ to lt. She dabbles m dilettante reform slightly, more mlssJO~~· better tenement h_ou_ses,
accept bribes or commissions for so doing.
be on the calendar of the apologists of the drink cooking schools, associated chart ties (all_ but the misswns
I enjoyed the hospitality of those dear old vetbegin
and end in essays and newspaper art~cles, for th~ most
curse:
erans, Wm. Haywood and wife; t~e s~erli~g worker,
part). but let a prophet point out a radiCal defect ~n the
T11rn
now
to
the
temperance
revolution.
In
it
we
shall
T. S. Old, and his noble wife, who IS his faithful help- find a stronger bondage brolwn, a viler slavery ma~nmitted, social' 3ystem, which must be changed bef?re anythmg of
mate in every good work; the beloved J. Forrest; a greater tyrant deposed; in it, more of want s~pplied, more worth can be accomplished, anrl the church IS as tle~f as an
adder. She would not see the evil of slavery nnt_Il eve~y
the postmaster, Robert G. Old, the Colorado pioneer disease healed, and more sorrow assuaged. By It no ~rphans body
else had. She will not even try to see the e"!1ls which
starving,
no
widows
weeping;
by
it
none
wounded
m
feelminer, and the genial, handsome, youn&', model bonmake and keep the people poor. "As much charity as you
ing,
none
injured
in
!ntere~t-even the dra~-maker and
iface Louis Dupuy, of the Hotel qe Pans, who_ keeps dram-seller will hav glided mto other occupatwns so grad- like for the worthy poor," says the church, "but talk not of
the very best hotel in Colorado, has the finest hbrary, ually as never to hav felt the change, and will stand ready to social injustice else we shall hav to look upon you as one
who threatens 'vested rights. Let the po~r be conte~ted,
the happiest disposition, and is one of the best read join all others in the universal song of gladness. . . . sober,
and industrious in this best of cou~tnes, and cul~Ivate
And
when
the
victory
shall
be
complete-when
there
shall
men and earnest thinkers of the Liberal ranks.
habits of church-going and Sabbath-keepmg, and a~l Will be
be
neither
a
slave
nor
a
drunkard
on
the
earth-how
proud
Space forbids mention of all the noble band of J~ib the title of that land which may truly claim to be the birth- well. If they suffer, it is their own fault." I believe that
eral men and women at Georgetown. What a splen- place and the cradle of both those re~ol~ItiOJ?S that shall hav history and passing events alike attest the truthfulness of
did Liberal society they would make!
ended in that victory! How nobly d1stmgmshed that people what I say.
On Saturday, in company with friend R. 0. 01~, I who shall hav planted and nurtured to maturity both the
l'reethinl{ers
took the- trip round the marvelous Loop on the U mon political and moral freedom of their species !
Who
are
desirous
of
advancing
the cause, cannot do it more
These are noble words, and they honor the head
Pacific railroad, from Georgetown to Silver Plun;e.
effectually than by assisting THE Tnu:n _SEEK~R to ex_tend
and
heart
of
the
author
of
the
Emancipation
procla·
This piece of railroad is 11; marvel of engine~rin~ skill,
its circulation. A liberal cash commiSSion will_ be paid to
a triumph of human ge~nus over the seemu:~g Impos- mation and until tyranny indorses his Gettysburg those devoting their time to obtaining new snbscnbcrs. For
sible. The train leavmg Georgetown chmbs up addres~ the rumocrats will not quote this irrefuta- terms, address TrrE TnUTR SEEKER CoMPANY, 28 Lnfayette
round the side of one of the mountains, then turns ble indictment of their slavery-producing traffic. place, New York.
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Important Agitation of Secular Principles in
Chicago, Detroit, and Quincy.
The secretary made a flying trip to Detroit on the
evening of the 7th, supposing that arrangements for
a lecture the succeeding night were being perfected.
As to the anticipated meeting, however, his mission
was a failure, as the party he relied on for the preliminary work couid not devote the requisit time.
Nevertheless, I hope soon to return, when the disappointment can only be on the part of the audience.
That will be my opportunity for justifiable retribution. While in Detroit my visit was made agreeable
by the veteran Freethinker Edward Chope, and his
sons, and my friend Carl Sclulenberg. I readily
enlisted Mr. Chope as a life member in the American
Secular Union and in my next will introduce him to
your readers in the ''Roll of Honor." A meeting
will be arranged in March or April, and we shall hav
the pleasure of assisting in stirring up this stronghold of orthodoxy.
During my two days' sojourn the Detroit common
council, and the entire community, were shaken from
center to circumference, while· your correspondent
had the ineffable satisfaction of reading the indignant
fluttering of the morning papers at what they styleGl
the "insulting resolutions" which had disgraced their
• council chamber. It was the most sensational session
the Detroit common council had held in a long time
-for Detroit was formerly my home and I am somewhat familiar with its political picnics. The headlines and the editorials all denounced Alderman Jacobs
for "insulting the intelligence and respectability of
the city" by offering the following:
_
WHEREAs, The state law exempts all property owned and
occupied for religious, educational, and charitable purposes
from taxation; and,
WHEREAS, Tbe value of such property in this city aggregates some $7,000,000, or about 5 per cent of the total
assessed valuation of all property assessed for taxation for
the year 1887; and,
WHEREAS, They receive all the benefits of municipal government, such as police and fire protection, without contributing anything to the expense thereof; therefore, be it
Resolved, That the committee on license be and they are
hereby directed to prepare and present to this council a
schedule of license fees to be paid annually by_ all churches,
hospitals, asylums, private or denominational schools,
together with all hotels, restaurants, ·lunch-houses, clubhouses, opera honses, public halls, and places of amusement,
skating rinks, toboggan slides, baseball and cricket grounds,
sporting houses, and all houses of prostitution; also all railroad corporations.

Had a dynamite bomb been thrown into the council chamber, it could scarcely hav created greater
consternation, and it took some seconds for the
members to draw a breath long enough to reply.
When A1derman Burt arose to his feet, he moved
that "a committee be appointed to examin into
.
Alderman Jacobs's sanity."
Then there was a chorus, "I think so, too."
A motion was then made to indefinitly postpone
the resolution, but Alderman Jacobs's friends did not
wish to do that; they wished to hav it aired.
Several city fathers desired to place themselvs
right before the church-going community, and protested against coupling churches with houses of prostitution generally in this style.
Alderman Trombly : "I am astonished at such a
resolution being brought here. It is preposterous.
The resolution ought to be killed right here."
Alderman Jacobs boldly returned to the attack.
"I don't believe that Alderman Trombly should tax
me for his religion-to support his church. It is the
same with railroad property. The firemen run first
to railroad property, or to a costly church that doesn't
pay a cent of taxes, and let the poor man's cottage
burn."
Alderman Gilmore thought church property charitable in~titutions, an~ hospit~ls should pay' taxes,
but he d1d not believe m couphng them with houses
of prostitution.
After further discussion, the motion to indefinitly
postpone was defeated-16 to 14. Then a motion
was adopted by a large majority to "strike out
churches, charitable institutions, and hospitals."
So the Secular portion of the resolution is, for the
time being, defeated. However, Alderman Jacobs is
still in the ring and ready to make it unpleasant for
the pious tax-dodgers, even if it is considered an
"insult" to their intelligence. All honor to Alder0?-an Jacobs for his manly, though impolitic, resolutiOns.
This proves that the harvest is ripe for Secular
work in the city of Detroit, but the laborers are few
and hard to be found. I hope that Alderman Jacobs's
fusilade may be the effectiv forerunner to future
Secular success, and that soon our declaration of
"Justice for all; privileges for none," shall find a
stanch band of adherents in the city of Detroit.

OUR OA USE IN QUINCY, ILL.

Art and Morality.

Some months ago I was in this city whllre Romanism -holds almost undisputed sway, and sought out
some one to take an activ interest in the work of the
American Secular Union. I mentioned in my articles
to the Freethought press that I had made the
acquaintance of Mr. I. S. Lee, whom I found anxious
to espouse the. cause as lecturer and organizer. Subsequently I commissioned Judge Lee as special agent,
and he has proved a splendid worker. He has built
up a society, obtained a charter, given lectures in
Merrick f[all, and induced a young gentlemanr the
son of a minister and a student at the college, to
take the Liberal- platform with him. The society in
Quincy numbers some of its leading citizens and
solid business men.
For his first lecture, Judge Lee strewed the town
with hand-bills on "The Battle for FreethoughtState vs. Church," and evinces a determination to
keep the battle raging till Quincy shall hav as fine
an organization as any in Illinois.
W. B. Lewis, the young collegiate Agnostic, was
warmly applauded for his lecture last Sunday on
"God's Gentlemen: Joshua, David."
Brother Lee has not accomplished his work without opposition, for while obtaining money for the
Campa1gn Fund of the American Secular Union,
some of the malicious spirits of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union laid information before the
chief of police that he was obtaining money under
false pretenses. It happens there are a number of
people in Quincy who know the secretary of the
American Secular Union, and it did not take long to
disprove the insinuation and turn the enemy's flank.
However, with u~ual alacrity, the reporter of the
Whig got in a little additional misrepresentation to
please the pious majority, but I notice that inside of
twenty-four hours it published a retraction, a polite
apology, and the Nine Demands of the American
Secular Union.
Judge Lee is a born doubter, a lover of independence-a Freethinker and Secularist "grounded and
rooted in bed-rock granit," as a friend remarks. He
is familiar with all the religious philosophies, and is
an explorer in the domain of nature, and I hope that
the friends of Freethought and Secular justice in
southern Illinois, Iowa, and Missouri will furnish
him plenty of employment in the near future in the
work he loves to perform.-

Prom the North Amertcan Revtew.

Art is the highest form of expression, and exists
for the sake of expression. Through art thoughts
become visible. Back of the forms is the desire, the
~onging, the brooding, creativ instinct, the maternity
of mind, the passion that givs pose and swell, outline
and color.
Of course, there is no such thing as absolute beauty
or absolute morality. We now cl~arly perceive .that
beauty and conduct are relativ. ·We hav outgrown
the provincialism that thought is back of substance,
as well as the old Platouic absurdity that ideas
existed before the subjects of thought. So far, at
least, as man is concerned, his thoughts hav been
produced by his surroundings, by the action_ and
interaction of things upon his mind; and so far as
man is concerned, things hav preceded thoughts.
The impressions that these things make upon us
are what we know of them. The absolute is beyond
the human mind. Our knowledge is confined to
the relations that exist between the totality of
things that we call the universe and the effect upon
ourselvs.
Actions are deemed right or wrong according to
experience and the conclusions of reason. Things
are beautiful by the relation that certain forms, colors,
and modes of expression bear to us. At the foundation of the beautiful will be found the fact of happiness, the gratification of the senses, the delight of
intellectual discovery, and the surprise and thrill of
appreciation. That which we call the beautiful
wakens into life through the association of ideas, of
memories, of experiences-through suggestions of
pleasure past and the perception that the prophecies
of the ideal hav been fulfilled.
Art cultivates and kindles the imagination, and
quickens the conscience. It is by imagination that
we put ourselvs in the place of another. When the
wings of that faculty are folded, the master does not
put himself in the place of the slave; the 'tyrant is
not locked in the dungeon, chained with his victim.
The inquisitor did not feel the flames that devoured
the martyr. The imaginativ man, giving to the beggar, givs to himself. Those who feel indignant at
the perpetration of wrong, feel for the instant that
they are the victims; and when they attack the
aggressor they feel that they are defending themselvs.
Love and pity are the children of the imagination.
JOTTINGS.
A little while ago I heard a discussion in regard to
The Chicago Secular Union continue~ to hav the genius of George Eliot. The gentleman who
crowded houses, and has engaged a splendid profes- appeared as her champion took the ground that she
sional quartet for its regular Sunday evening services, was a very great novelist, a most wonderful writer,
which will be under the leadership of Brother M. J. and gave as a reason that her books were written
S. Card. There is nothing too good for Chicago.
with a distinct moral purpose; that she was endeavClerical scandals hav become epidemic, and the oring to inculcate the value of character, of integrity,
most scandalous of all is the Brushingham case in of an absolute and utter devotion to duty, to the
Chicago-a young girl betrayed, a mother and pen- glory and heroism of self-denial; that she did not
niless, while a pitiless congregation profess to be- create characters for ·the sake of Art, but that under
lieve in the innocence of their shepherd. The fre- all, and in all, and over all, was the desire to teach
quency of those scandals has taken all the sensation and enforce some moral truth.
of novelty out of them, and our Freethought friends
Upon this very question George Eliot bas given
will doubtless thank me for ignoring the salacious her views with great force and beauty: "On its theodetails. Those "divines" are much more devilish retic and perceptiv side, morality touches science; on
than men.
its emotional side, art. Now, the products of art are
Dr. Severance's address at. the Chicago Secular great in proportion as they result from that immediUnion on Sunday night, January 29th, is out in pam- ate prompting of innate power which we call genius,
phlet form, as is also that of the writer at the enter- and not from labored obedience to a theory or rule;
tainment the following evening.
and the presence of genius, or innate prompting, is
The Chicago Union contemplates celebrating directly opposed to the perpetual consciousness of a
Thomas Jefferson's birthday; April 13th-which re- rule. The action of faculty is imperious, and exminds me that to-day (January 20th) is the birthday cludes the reflection why it should act. In the same
of the great epoch-maker of France, Francois Marie way, in proportion as morality is emotional, i. e., has
Arouet, better known as Voltaire. He who was born affinity with art, it will exhibit itself in direct sympaone hundred and ninety-four years ago to-day liter- thetic feeling and action, and not as the recognition
ally crushed old systems of theology, and though his of a rule. Love does not say, 'I ought to love;' it
wit and sarcasm twice brought him to the Bastile loves. Pity does not say, 'It is right to be pitii'ul ;'
and exile they finally brought him a deathless fame. it pities. Justice does not say, 'I am bound to be
We hav men in our own time, let us not forget, just;' it feels justly. It is only where moral emotion
who are making history; who are revolutionizing the is comparativly weak that the contemplation of a
thought of the period, and spreading the light of rule or theory mingles with its action, and in accordmental liberty in the dark places of orthodoxy, ance with this we think experience, both in literature
prominent among whom is our president, S. P. Put- and life, has shown that the minds which are preeminam. He is now somewhere in the vicinity of Santa nently didactic, which insist on a 'lesson,' and despise
Barbara, and hopes the friends at San Jose, at Gil- everything that will not convey a moral, are deficient
roy, and Livermore may greet him the latter part in sympathetic emotion. . . .
.
of April. He will speak in San Francisco again in
"A certain poet is recorded to hav said that he
May. From June 13th to 21st, he will labor in 'wished everything of his burnt that did not imCoos county, Ore. June 22d, he will orate at the press some moral; even in love-verses it might be
anniversary of the Silverton Secular Union, in their flung in by the way.' What poet was it who took
new Freethought Hall. From thence he will pass this medicinal view of poetry? Dr. Watts, or James
on to Molalla, Stayton, McMinnville, Salem, Portland, Montgomery, or some other singer of spotless life
Vancouver, Forest Grove, and Hillsboro. He will and ardent piety 7 Not at all. It was Waller. A
make the national bird scream at Eagle Creek on the significant fact in relation to our position, that the
"glorious Fourth," and then descend the Columbia predominant didactic tendency proceeds rather from
to Astoria, Cathlamet, and other places, where our the poet's perception that it is good for other men to
Secular friends will, I hope, make way for the pilgrim be moral, than from any overflow of moral feeling in
of Freethought, and not fail to hav him lecture in himself. A man who is perpetually thinking in
places near where he is already announced. His apothegms, who has an unintermittent flux of admoaddress is 504 Kearny street, San Francisco.
nition, can hav little energy left for simple emotion."
E. A. STEVENs, Sec. A. S. U.
This tendency, this "disposition to see a rebuke
or a warning in every natural object," was called by
George Eliot the "pedagogic fallacy;" and yet a genTHE TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethought,
Reform, and Scientific Books will be mailed free to any ad- tleman well acquainted with her writings givs a reason for the admiration he entertains for her genius
dress upon application.
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that she would hav repudiated with the greatest
The old Greek statues, frankly, proudly nude, Cordelia's tears are falling now. The greatest galwarmth.
whose free and perfect limbs hav never known the lery of the world is found in Shakspere's book. The
Nothing to the true artist, to the real genius, is so sacrilege of clothes, were and are as free from taint pictures and the marbles of the Vatican and Louvre
contemptible as the "medicinal view."
a~ pure, as stainless, as the image of the morning sta,; are faded, crumbling things, compared with his, in
John Quincy Adams had the goodness to write hi~ trembling in a drop of perfumed dew.
which perfect color givs to perfect form the glow and
views about some of the plays of Shakspere. He
Morality is the harmony between act and circum- movement of passion's highest life.
read" Othello," and read it for the purpose of finding stance.. It is the melody of conduct. A wonderful
Everything except the truth wears, and needs to
out what lesson Shakspere was endeavoring to teach. statue IB the melody of proportion. A great picture w<1ar, a mask. Little souls are ashamed of nature.
Mr. Adams gravely tells us that the play was written is the melody of for!ll and color. A great statue does Prudery pretends to hav only those passions that it
for two purposes; first, to impress upon the minds not &uggest labor; It seems to hav been created as cannot feel. Moral poetry is like a respectable
of men and maidens that no one should marry out of a joy. A grea~ painting suggests no weariness and canal that never overflows its banks. It has weirs
his or her blood; and second, that where a girl mar- no effort; t?e ~reater, the easier it seems. So a great through which slowly and without damage any exried contrary to the wishes of her parents she rarely and splend1d hfe seems to hav been without effort. cess of feeling is allowed to flow. It makes excuses
ever came to any good. He regarded Shakspere very There is in it no idea of obligation, no idea of re- for nature, and regards love as an interesting convict.
much as he did a New England minister, and sup- sponsibility or of duty. The idea of duty changes to Moral art paints or chisels feet, faces, and rags. It
posed that he wrote " those plays" for the purpose a kind of drudgery that which should be, in the per- regards the body as obscene. It hides with drapery
of inducing children to mind their mothers.
fect man, a perfect pleasure.
what it has not the genius purely to portray. MeProbably Mr. Adams believed that "Romeo and
The artist, working simply for the sake of enforc- diocrity becomes moral from a necessity which it has
Juliet" was written for the purpose of bringing ing a moral, becomes a laborer. The freedom of the impudence to call virtue. It pretends to regard
vividly before the mind the danger of love at first genius is lost, and the artist is absorbed in the ignorance as the foundation of purity and insists
sight, and that "Lear," the greatest tragedy in citizen. The soul of the real artist should be moved that virtue seeks the companionship of the blind.
human speech, was produced to show that fathers by this melody of proportion, as the body is unconArt creates, combines, and reveals. It is the
could not safely divide their property among their sciously swayed by the rhythm of a symphony. No highest manifestation of thought, of passion, of love,
children.
one can imagin that the great men who chiseled the of intuition. It is the highest form of expression, of
Our fathers read with great approbation the me- statues ofantiquity intended to teach the youth of history, and prophecy. It allows us to look at an
chanical sermons in rhyme written by Milton, Young, Greece to be obedient to their parents. We cannot unmasked soul, to fathom the abysses of passion, to
and Pollok. Those theological poets wrote for the believe that Michael Angelo pain ted his grotesque understand the bights and depths of love.
purpose of convincing their readers that the mind of and somewhat vulgar "Day of Judgment" for the
Compared with what is in the mind of man, the
man is diseased, filled with infirmities, and that purpose of reforming Italian thieves. The subject outward world almost ceases to excite our wonder.
poetic poultices and plasters tend to purify and was in all probability selected by his employer, and The impression produced by mmmtains, seas, and
strengthen the moral nature of the human race.
the treatment was a question of art, without the stars is not so great, so thrilling, as the music of
Poems were written to prove that the practice of slightest reference to the moral effect even upon Wagner. The constellations themselvs grow small
virtue was an investment for another world, and that priests. We are perfectly certain that Carot painted when we read "Troilus and Cressida," "Hamlet," or
whoever followed the advice found in those solemn, those infinitly poetic landscapes, those cottages, "Lear." What are seas and stars ia the presence of
insincere, and lugubrious rhymes, although he might those sad poplars, those leafless vines on weather- a heroism that holds pain and death as naught T
be exceedingly unhappy in this world, woul<i with tinted walls, those quiet pools, those contented cat- What are seas and stars compared with human
great certainty be rewarded in the next. These tle, those fields flecked with light, over which bend hearts T What is the quarry compared with the •
writers assumed that there was a kind of relation the skies, tender as the breast of a mother, without statue?
Art civilizes because it enlightens, develops,
between rhyme and religion, between verse and vir- once thinking of the Ten Commandments. There is
tue, and that it was their duty to call the attention the same difference between moral art and the prod- strengthens, and ennobles. It deals with the beautiof the world to all the snares and pitfalls of pleasure. uct of true genius that there is between prudery arid ful, with the passionate, with the ideal. It is the
child of the heart. To be great it must deal with the
They wrote with a ·purpose. They had a distinct virtue.
.
moral end in view. They had a plan. They were
The novelists who endeavor to enforce what they human. It must be in accordance with the experimissionaries, and their object was to show the world are pleased to call " moral truths," cease to be art- ence, with the hopes, with the fears, and with the
how wicked it was, and how good they, the writers, ists. They create two kinds of characters-types possibilities of man. No one cares to paint a palace,
were. They could not conceive of a man being so and caricatures. The first never has lived, and the because there is nothing in such a picture to touch
happy that everything in nature partook of his feel- second never will. The real artist produces neither. the heart. It tells of responsibility, of the prison of
ing; that all the birds were singing for him, and In his pages you will fi.nd individuals, natural people, the conventional. It suggests a load, it tells of appresinging by reason of his joy; that everything who hav the centradictions and inconsistencies in- hension, of weariness, and ennui. The picture of a
sparkled and shone and moved in the glad rhythm separable from humanity. The great artists "hold cottage, over which runs a vine, a little home thatched
of his heart. They could not appreciate this feeling. the mirror up to nature," and this mirror reflects with content, with its simple life, its natural sunThey could not think of this joy guiding the artist's with absolute accuracy. The moral and the immoral shine and shadow, its trees bending with fruit, its
hand, seeking expression in form and color. They writers-that is to say, those who hav some object hollyhocks and pinks, its happy children, its hum of
did not look upon poems, pictures, and statues as besides that of art-use convex or concave mirrors, bees, is a poem-a smile in the d~sert of this world.
The great lady, in velvet and Jewels, makes but a
results, as children of the brain fathered by sea and or those with uneven surfaces, and the result is that
sky, by flower and star, by love and light. They the images are monstrous and deformed. The little poor picture. There is not freedom enough in her
were not moved by gladness. They felt the respon- novelist and the little artist deal either in the impos- life. She is constrained. She is too far away from
sibility of. perpetual duty. They had a desire to sible or the exceptional. The men of genius touch the simplicity of happiness. In her thought there is
teach, to sermonize, to point out and exaggerate the the universal. Their words and works throb in too much of the mathematical. In all art you will
faults of others, and to describe the virtues practiced unison with the great ebb and flow of things. They find a touch of chaos, of liberty ; and there is in all
artists a little of the vagabond-that is to say, genius.
by themselvs. Art became a colporteur, a distrib- write and work for all races and for all time.
The nude in art has rendered holy the beauty of
It has been the object of thousands of reformers
utor of tracts, a mendicant missionary, whose highto destroy the passions, to do away with desires; woman. Every Greek statue pleads for mothers and
est ambition was to suppress all heathen joy.
. Happy people were supposed to hav forgotten, and could this object be accomplished, life would be- sisters. From these marbles come strains of music.
in a reckless moment, duty and responsibility. True come a burden, with but one desire; that is to say, They hav filled the hea~t of man with tendern~ss ~nd
poetry would call them back to a realization of their the desire for extinction. Art in its highest forms worship. They hav kmdled reverence, admiratiOn,
meanness and their misery. It was the skeleton at increases passion, giv:s tone and color and zest to life. and love. The Venus de Milo, that even mutilation
the feast, the rattle of whose bones had a rhythmic But, while it increases passion, it refines. It extends cannot mar tends only to the elevation of our race.
sound. It was the forefinger of warning and doom the horizon. The bare necessities of life constitute It is a mir~cle of majesty and beauty, the supreme
a prison, a dungeon. Under the influence of art the idea of the supreme woman. It is a melody in
held up in the presence of a smile.
These moral poets taught the unwelcome truths, walls expand, the roof rises, and it becomes a temple. mv.rble. All the lines meet in a kind of voluptuous
Art is not a sermon, and the artist is not a and glad content. The pose is rest itself. The eyes
and by the paths of life put posts on which they
painted hands pointing at graves. They loved to see preacher. Art accomplishes by indirection. The are filled with thoughts of love. The breast seems
. . .
the pallor on the cheek of youth, while they talked, beautiful refines. The perfect in art suggests the dreaming of a child.
The prudent is not the poetic; It IB the mathematin -solemn tones, of age, decrepitude, and lifeless perfect in conduct. The harmony in music teaches
without intention the lesson of proportion in life. ical. Genius is the spirit of abandon; it is joyous,
clay.
Before the eyes of love they thrust, with eager The bird in his song has no moral purpose, and yet irresponsible. It moves in the swell and curve of
hands, the skull of death. They cruahed the flowers the influence is humanizing. The beautiful in nature billows· it is careless of conduct and consequence.
beneath their feet and plaited crowns of thorns for acts through appreciation and sympathy. It does For a ~oment the chain of cause and effect seems
not browbeat, neither does it humiliate. It is beau- broken· the ~oul is free. It givs an account not
every brow.
.
.
.
According to these poets, happmess w11,s mconsist- tiful without regard to you. Roses would be un- even t~ itself. Limitations are forgotten; nature
ent with virtue. The sense of infinit obligation bearable if in their red and perfumed hearts were seems obedient to the will ; the ideal alone exists;
.
should be perpetually present. They assumed an mottoes to the effect that bears eat bad boys and the universe is a symphony.
Every brain is a gallery of art, and every soul Is,
attitude of superiority. They denounced and calum- that honesty is the best policy.
Art creates an atmosphere in which the proprieties, to a greater or less degree, an artist. The pictures
niated the reader. They enjoyed his confusion when
charged with total depravity. They loved to paint the amenities, and the virtues unconsciously grow. and statues that now enrich and adorn the walls and
the sufferings .of the lost, the worthlessness of human The rain does not lecture the seed. The light does niches of the world as well as those that illuminate
the pages of its lite;ature, wer~ taken originally from
life, the littleness of mankind, and the beauties of an not make rules for the vine and flower.
The heart is softened by the pathos of the perfect. the private galleries of the bram. .
unknown world. They knew but little of the heart.
The soul-that is to say, the arbst;--compares the
The world is a dictionary of the mind, and in this
They did not know that without _passion there is _no
virtue, and that the really passiOnate are the virt- dictionary of things genius discovers analogies, re- pictures in its own brain with the pwtures that hav
semblances, and parallels amid opposits, likeness in been taken from the galleries of others and ~a~e
uous.
Art has nothing to do directly with morality or difference, and corroboration in contradiction. Lan- visible. This soul, this artist, selects that whwh ~s
immorality. It is its own excuse for being; it exists guage is but a multitude of pictures. Nearly every nearest perfection in each, takes such parts a~ It
word is a work of art, a picture represented by a deems perfect, puts them together, forms new_pwtfor itself.
The artist who endeavors to enforce a lesson be- sound, and this sound represented by a mark, and ures new statues and in this way creates the Ideal.
T~ express desires, longings, ecstasies, prophecies,
comes a preacher; and the artist who tries by bin t this mark givs not only the sound, but the picture of
and
passions in form and color; to put _love, hope,
and suggestion to enforce the immoral, becomes a something in the outward world and the picture of
heroism, and triumph in marble; to pamt d~eams
something
within
the
mind,
and
with
these
words
pander.
and memories with words; to portray the purity of
There is an infinit difference between the nude which were once pictures, other pictures are made.
The greatest pictures and the greatest statues, dawn, the intensity and glory of noon, the t~ndern~ss
and the naked, between the natural and the undressed. In the presence of the pure, unconscious the most wonderful and marvelous groups, hav been of twilight, the splendo_r _and my~tery of mght, .vith
nude, nothing can -be more contemptible than those painted and chiseled with words. They are as fresh sounds; to giv the invisible to sight an~ touch, and
forms in which are the hints and suggestions of to-day as when they fell from human lips. Penelope to enrich the common things of earth w1th gems and
drapery, the pretense of exposure, and the failure to still ravels, weaves, and waits; Ulysses's bow is bent, jewels of the mind-this is Art.
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL.
conceal. The undressed is vulgar, the nude is pure and through the level rings the eager arrow flies;
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Mr. Denslow s Distri u IOn
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To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I trust
You WI'll ki'ndly gi'v thi's letter the same circulation
you gave to Mr. Van Buren Denslow's ·articles on
"The Distribution of Wealth," to which it refers.
Mr. Denslow says, "Why, if-as our Declaration
of Independence affirms-all men are created equal,
· 't ·
'bl t find
t
h
· f t
IS I Impossi e O
any wo men w 0 are m ac
equal in any respect'" I can scarcely belie'le him
serious in asking the above question; for it seems so
exceedingly absurd, to say the least. Jefferson,
Paine, and Franklin, to whom the world is indebted
for the American Declaration of Independence, were
no more" equal in any respect" than men are to-day.
And I am inclined to believe that those immortal
geniuses knew that obvious fact as well as Mr. Denslow does.
We hold these truths to be self-evident-that all men are
created equal ; that they are endowed by their creator with
certain unalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness.
·
t 1·
h
If th e language 0 f th e a b ove Is
no P am enoug '
it is because justice is becoming less and less acceptable to some people. And it must be in the natural
course of events, under our present system, that, as
millionaires keep on increasing, both in numbers and
in millions, our Declaration of Independence, like
justice, will become less and lEl,BB acceptable, if not-,
indeed, an eyesore, to them and their defenders. I
hope, however, that all lovers of justice will cherish
that document, not only as the grandest declaration
of the equal rights of men, but also as o~e of the
most sublime monuments of honor to human nature.
I hav not read the works of Karl Marx, Lasalle,
nor those of Hyndman, and I donot pretend to know
anything of their principles, but I read all of Henry
George's works more than once." And it is from a
George point of view that I write. When Mr. Denslow puts suc_b. words a.s the following in the mouth
of Mr. George:
And is not every man who possesses wealth, a robber?
Answer. He is.
And is any duty plainer than that the robbed ought to kill
the robber and enter into possession of his own? Answer.
NoThen
dutyisisitplainer.
not the duty of every man who has got nothing
to dynamite every man who has got something? Answer.
Certainly.
he shows that either he has not read Mr. George's
works, or he deliberately lies with a coolness that is
simply amazing. I defy Mr. Denslow to produce a
paragraph or a sentence from Mr. George's works,
or from his paper, the Standard, to justify the
language he attributes to him in the questions and
answers quoted. I doubt if the bigoted Christians
ever circulated meaner falsehoods about Thomas
Paine than the above is about Mr. George.
As Thomas Paine told the French National Assembly that he wanted to abolish monarchy, but, at
the same time, save the neck of the monarch, so
Henry George. tells the landlords of Ireland:
I apologize to the Irish landlords, and all other landlords,
for likening them to thieves and robbers. I trust they will
understand that I do not consider them as personally worse
than other men, but that I am obliged to use such illustrations because no others will fit the case. · I am concerned not
~cith individuals, but with tlte system (The Land Question, p.
35). (The italics are mine.)
Whatever excuse there may be for violence in countries
where aristocratic political institutions yet exist, and standing armies prevent expression of the popular will, here,
where manhood suffrage prevails, and the people are the
source of political power, the ballot is the proper means of
protest, and the only instrument of reform (George-Hewitt
Campaign, p. 11). (The italics are mine.)
The greatest enemy of the people's cause is he who appeals to national passion and excites old hatreds. He is its
best friend who does his utmost to bury them out of sight
(Land Question, p. 49).
Mr. George denies that land can, in justice, be the
private property of individuals, because it i.s, like
air, water and sunshine, the gift of nature to all.
But of property produced by human exertion of head
or hand, he says :
Any recognition of the equal right to life and liberty which
would deny the right to property-the right of a man to his
labor and to the full fruits of his labor-would be a mockery (Social Problems, p. 106).
I would ask the intelligent readers of the brave
TRUTH SEEKER, Do these quotations from Mr. George's
works indicate that he wants "to dynamite every
man who has got something," as Mr. Denslow would
hav you believe~ I am not writing to defend Mr.
George; he needs no defense at my hands. In love
of justice, in sympathy with the downtrodden of his
fellow-men; with a heart that pulsates to the music
of noble and elevated daring; with a mind that
grasps and comprehends the gigantic forces which
modern inventions hav produced, which must, in the
economic world, make for weal or for woe, according
to the uses we make of them, he towers so high that
Mr. Denslow cannot reach him. I write in the interest of the thousands of readers of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, that such as may not know Mr. George shall
not be deterred from reading his splendid works, if
they be ao incliued1 by the falsehoods I hav nailed

above. You, Freethinkers, know better than I can
tell you how millions of Americans allowed their
prejudices against Thomas Paine to cheat tbem out
of the treasure they would hav found in his great
works for the elevation of mankind. And the .end
is not yet. Let us be more just than they were.
I hold that inequality in the distribution of wealth of ev:ery
kind is essential to the highest rapidity in its pro~uct10n,
the greatest economy in its use, and the largest enJoyment
in its consumption; in short, that some must be rich and
others poor, in order that mankind may liv at all, and that,
instead of the poor bein~ made poorer by the contrast with
the wealth of the rich, 1t is only because of the involuntary
services rendered to them by the wealth they do not own
that the poor can liv at all.
This is truly refreshing, considering the abominable
rascalities, legal and illegal, by means of which most
of the great fortunes were made during the last
twenty-five years. Instance the Central Pacific rail~
road kings.
To prove that things are right as they are, Mr.
Denslow sets up men of· straw and makes himself
believe they are the J ohi:J. L. Sullivans of the rek
h
'th
t 1
formers and then he nocks t em out WI grea g ee.
If Long's Peak and Pike's Peak did not split the sky with
their wastes of ice and granit in Colorado; if there were no
Rocky mountains and no Sierras west of the Mississippi, no
rains would fall in Illinois, no descending thunders would
send up their smoke at White Niagara. The Mississippi valley would be another desert of Sahara. If there were no
Alps nor Pyrenees, there would hav been no Roman empire,
no modern European civilization.
We are left to infer from his words that, because
there are mountains on the earth's surface without
which there would be "no descending thunders at
White Niagara," there must be mountains of wealth
in the hands of the few.
And there is no mistaking the mournful fact that
as our mountains of wealth are going up and up in
the hands of the few, by means of monopolies which
hav the nation at· their mercy, the more disgraceful
is the "Niagara" of woes unnumbered, of lives
blasted on the threshold of existence, of despair and
. prostitution, of suicides and crimes of all kinds, the
reports of which fill the columns of our daily papers.
That men are not equal in capacity, morals, etc.,
goes without saying, and that there must be differences in wealth is also plain to all, but that our pres.
ent inequalities in wealth are monstrously and out of
all proportion greater than the natural inequalities of
men must be patent to everyone.
Let the mountains be. We ought not to imitate
them in their heartlessness.
PAUL GARIEPY.
Cincinnati, 0., Feb. 13, 1888.

The Gospel According to Common Sense.
THE MIRACLES OF JESUS.
I had not been many weeks in this country before
I was invited to a wedding, which took place (as
seems to be the custom here) in the house of the
bride's father, and at the latter end of the day. In
England such things are generally celebrated at church
in the forenoon, and then the party adjourn to the
house of the bride's father for the wedding " breakfast," at which champagne flows freely. Although
the evening seems to be the fittest time for the
exhibition of wine and strong drink, I remarked at
the American wedding that it reminded me of the
marriage of Cana in Galilee. . " There was no wine,"
but,· unlike the marriage of Cana, no miracle was
used to produce any.
I will offer no opinion on the merits or demerits of
the Prohibition question, other than to express my
surprise that the professed followers of one who was
reputed a "wine-l:>ibber and a friend of publicans and
sinners," who even wrought a miracle to produce the
liquor he loved, should decry that liquor as unlawful,
and persecute the publicans, or, a.s they are called
here, the saloon-keepers, for venturing to s)lpply the
public with that most Christian drink.
Nor will I attempt to explain the rnodus operandi
by Vi hich the water was turned into wine, for such
transmutation is chemically impossible. No doubt
Jesus told the folks it was wine, and they believed
him. When administering the last supper, he told
his disciples that they were eating and drinking his
flesh and blood, and they believed that. Similar
miracles are performed in the present day by electrobiologists and priests. Such miracles will always be
possible as long as the majority of the people are
fools and destitute of common sense.
With regard to the casting out of "devils," modern
Spiritualism has thrown a light on this subject which
was not perceptible to the original translators of the
New Testament. The word they hav rendered devils
signifies spirits, but not necessarily evil spirits. The
revisers hav more properly rendered it demons.
"There's a divinity that shapes our ends," said Shakspere. If he had been a Greek, he would with equal
propriety hav used that Greek word, for that is the
primary signification of the word. Every great man,
whether inventor or reformer, has a spirit that
prompts him to persevere in spite of all the difficulties and obstacles that beset him. But against every
single great man there are a multitude of cranks,
whose demons are equally pertinacious. Such appears to hav been the case in the days of Jesus, and

some few, perhaps the most har~less of them, he
managed to dispossess of their demons-as the Jews·
rightly inferred, by virtue of the master d~mon that
possessed himself (Matt. ix, 34). Mary 1\lagdalene
was evidently a medium as well as a Spiritualist, for
abe had seven of them. Jesus took all the nonsense
out of her:_perhaps laug~ed it out. It is the best
way to treat Spiritualists in the present day, for as a
rule t.hey cannot stand ridicule.
As regards the healing of the sick, Jesus has been
largely outdone by the quacks and patent medicin
vendors of the nineteenth century-that is, if we
may credit the thousands of testimonials that are
spread abroad every day in their advertisments, and
the millions of pious people who belit've in them. It
may be objected that these are ex parte statements,
but so are the statements in the so-callf'd gospels. If
the Christian religion cannot recommevd itself to the
present generation without referring to the wonders
said to be wrought by it so many generations ago, it
is surely not _worth recommending at all.
0U'I.'IS.

'l'heology and Science.
The bane of theology, and what is sure to kill it
sooner or later, is the irreconcilableness between the
origin of man in the deity, and the ·responsibility of
man. Opinion on this point is now in a state of unstable equilibrium. The only way to hold both doctrine in the affirmativ is to decline to com:pare them,
to suppress, to make it absolutely unlawful to look
straight at their mutual relations. Theology is actuated by· the truest instinct when it entertains a
ha!I;"ed of science. Science brings propositions into
line with the laws of reason, or rejects them when it
cannot. It will not tolerate flight in the face of consequences resulting from just conclusions. Theology
has armed itself with sets of words such as throw a
pall of terror over the path at certain points of mental progress. "Thus far," it says, "shalt thou go in
thy researches, and no farther; beyond this point it
is.not lawful to consider, to study, to think." But
narrower and narrower grow the confines of terror·
stricken fields of investigation. The first questionings of the human mind were just as fatal as any, for
they were the first links in a chairi which, however
long, is unbreakable; and theology did right, from
its point of view, in hacking away, by every possible
means, however brutal, the daring grasp of humanity
upon its links; and the same policy is kept up now,
though the tactics are adapted to modern conditions.
A very cunning method is now often pursued, which
consistB in substituting false clues, which make concessions to the spirit of inquiry, while they lead back
to the "fold of faith." Thus theology sometimes
seems to turn the tables upon science, and by hocuspocus seems to become the champion of freedom
against the "galling bondage" of human reason.
But the slave, though dazzled and puzzled for a
time, cannot permanently forget the . chafing and
galling of his fetters. · The sophistry passes ; the
persistent instinct for thought, study, and speculation returns; the foot transgresses the sacred limits,
and the falsity of dogmas looms up, more and more,
in theology as in geology, astronomy, or any other
field. In vain do the high priests, the sanhedrim,
dress up a ghost to guard the path from intrusion.
They cannot show the ghosts, and their work descends to take its place with all other mortal doings
and sayings; like all other acts and dicta of past
ages, they are reversed as judgments of a merely human court.
The doctrin of the origin of man by a creator, and
the doctrin of the right of that creator to wage war
on him as an equal, punishing him for being what he
himself made him, are mutually destructiv. The
only reason theology has not long ago fallen to pieces
in attempting to stand on both, is the paralysis of
reason produced by theology ·itself. Look at it !
God made man. It cannot giv that up. God has
the r~ght to punish his own work. It cannot giv
that up. A man can make an imperfect machine.
Finding it imperfect, he throws it aside, breaks it
up; the machine ends its existence, but it is not
punished. The punishment, whatever it is, rests on
the maker ; he cannot shake it off; he cannot shift
the blame ; he cannot say: "I was perfectly wise and
skilful; the folly was in the machine." Such a statement might be accepted in some inconceiVIlble realm
where intelligent mind had no place; but while intelligent mind exists, while the laws of reasoning are
what they are, never can such a statement meet with
assent.
Does not theology say, All that is good in you is
from God? Then why not the evil ? Rub away this
blot in theology if you can, my theological friend;
blink it; hush it up; explain it away; write tomes of
sermons and mountains of divinity on it; and when
your work is done, and you are weary, yes, when all
your tribe is weary, humanity will rise up and say,
"Your system is a lie, because the Cause cannot blame
~eE•cl~
·
Science, the ultimate effort of mind, in the grand
evolution of humanity, is slowly but surely mastering the great question of " sin." The old, the barbaric workings of a blindly groping period upon the
question, having resulted in naus.ht bu,t ~P eve:r·
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returning circle of torturing and feverish dreams in
which ~gured an angry ghost, warring against the
clumsy .Images of his own conception; trying to
p~ove ~self. perfect by breaking them in pieces in
hiS puerll mahce, and afterward by keeping the bits
it:!. a big glass-furnace, are giving place, as the ponderous momentum of old opinion decreases to the
cool, level-headed doctrins of the result of ~ntram
mel~d investigation. We are what we are by inhentance. Remedy is being sought, not vengeance.
There may be such a being as a God. There is no
such a being as a vindictiv God. There is no such
a t~ing as . eternal fire; no eternity of misery; no
cuttmg off from betterment. To assert that there is
is worse than Atheism, which but leaves matters to
evolve themselvs; for it embodies and personifies
wrong. And woe unto him who calls darkness light.
FREEMAN.

When Priests Were in Partnership with Kings.
ExtJ•act ;rom Colonel Ingersoll's A1·gument tn th.e Revnolas Case.

A few years ago almost everything spoken against
the grossest possible superstition was considered
blasphemous. The altar hedged itself about with
the sword; the priest went in partnership with the
king. In those days statutes were leveled against
all human speech. Men were convicted of blasphemy because they believed in an actual personal
God; because they insisted that God had body and
parts. Men were convicted of blasphemy because
they denied that God had form. They hav been
imprisoned for denying the doctrin of transubstantiation, and they hav been torn in pieces for defending that doctriu. There are but. few dogmas now
believed by any Christian church that hav not at
· some time been denounced as blasphemous.
When Henry the VIII. put himself at the head of
the Episcopal church a creed was made, and in that
creed there were five dogmas that must, of necessity,
be believed. Anybody who denied any one, was to
be punished-for the first offense, with fine, with imprisonment, or branding, and for the second offen.se,
with death. Not one of these five dogmas is now a
part of the creed of the Church of England.
So I could go on for days and weeks and months,
sho.wing that hundreds and hundreds of religious
dogmas, to deny which was death, hav been either
changed or abandoned for others nearly as absurd as
the old ones were. It may be, however, sufficient to
say, that wherever the church has had power it has
been a crime for any man to speak his honest
thought. No church has ever been willing that any
opponent should giv a transcript of his mind.
Every church in power has appealed to brute force,
to the sword, for the purpose of sustaining its creed,
Not one has had the courage to occupy the open field.
The church has not been satisfied with calling Infidels and unbelievers blasphemers. Each church
has accused nearly every other church of being a
blasphemer. Every pioneer has been branded as a
criminal. The Catholics called Martin Luther a
blasphemer, and Martin Luther called Copernicus a
blasphemer. Pious ignorance always regards intelligence as a kind of blasphemy. Some of the greatest men of the world, some of the best, hav been
put to death for the crime of blasphemy, that is to
say, for the crime of endeavoring to benefit their
fellow-men.
As long as the church has the power to close the
lips of men, so long, and no longer, will superstition
rule this world.
Blasphemy is the word that the majority hisses
into the ear of the few.
After every argument of the church has been answered, has been refuted, then the church cries," Blasphemy!"
Blasphemy is what an old mistake says of a newly
discovered truth.
Blasphemy is what a withered last year's leaf says
to a this year's bud.
Blasphemy is the bulwark of religious prejudice.
Blasphemy is the breastplate of the heartless.
And let me say now, that the crime of blasphemy,
as set out in this statute, is impossible. No man can
blaspheme a book. No man can commit blasphemy
by telling his honest thought. No man can blaspheme a God, or a Holy Ghost, or a son of God.
The infinit cannot be blasphemed.
In the olden time, in the days of savagery and superstition, when some poor man was struck by lightning, or when a blackened mark was left on the breast
of a wife and mother, the poor savage supposed that
some· God, angered by something he had done, had
taken his revenge. What else did the savage suppose?
He believed that this God had the same feelings,
with regard to the loyalty of his subjects, that an
earthly chief had, or an earthly king, with regard to
the loyalty or treachery of members of his tribe, or
citizens of his kingdom. So the savage said, when
his country was visited by a calamity, when the :flood
swept the people away, or the storm scattered their
poor houses in fragments: " We hav allowed some
Freethinker to liv; some one is in our town or village
who has not brought his gift to the priest, his incense to the altar; some man of our tribe or of our
country does not respect our God.'' Then, for the

purpose of ap;peas~ng. the supposed God, for the
purpose of agam wm~:nng a smile from Maven, for
the purpose of securmg a little sunlight for their
fi~lds and homes, they drag the accused man from
his home, fr?m his ~ife and c~ildren, and with all
the cer_em?n~es of pwus brutahty, shed his blood.
They did_ It m s~lf-defense; they believed that they
w~re savmg their. own Jives and the lives of their
chlldren; they did it to appease their God. Most
people. a:e now beyon_d that point. Now, when disease ~Isits a commumty, the intelligent do not say
the disease came because the people were wicked;
when t~e ·cholera comes, it is not because of the
Methodists, of the Catholics, of the Presbyterians,
or of the Infidels. When the wind destroys a town
in the far West, it is not because somebody there
had spoken his honest thoughts. We are beginning
t~ see that the wind blows and destroys without the
shghtest reference to man, without the slightest care
whether it destroys the good or the bad, the irreligions or the religious. When the lightning leaps
from the clouds it is just as likely to strike a good
man as a bad man, and when the great serpents of
flame climb around the houses of men, they burn
just as gladly and just as joyously, the home of virtue, as they do the. den and lair of vice.
Then the reason for all these laws has failed.
The laws were made on account of a superstition.
That superstition has faded from the minds of intelligent men and, as a consequence, the laws based
on the superstition ought to fail.
.

What Jeremiah Hacker Has Done.
I wish .you could giv me for a month or two onefourth as much space as you giv to some others on
less important subjects. I could then finish up my
life's work and get ready to die, for I begin to feel
weary of life and look forth longingly for that quiet
rest that "knows no waking," yet am brimful
and running over with truths that might benefit the
condition of this poverty-stricken and priest-andruler-cursed world, if I had the means, or could
find a paper to scatter my thoughts among the _people. I hav always believed that I delivered the first
real Infidel lecture ever delivered in this nation, more
than sixty years ago, when there was not a Liberal
paper in the country. I think I can prove by files
of old papers· that I published the first article ever
published in this nation against land-robbers and in
favor of free ]and for all. I know that I can prove
by the files of the paper I published seventeen years
in Maine, and by other papers, that I was the means,
without the help of any other paper, of getting a law
in Maine to giv every landless man who would cultivate it a farm lot for only fifty centR an acre-all
to be paid in labor, making their own roads, the
same as free; where, I am now told, scores of families hav good farms who never would hav owned an
acre if I had not got that law.
I can prove by the files of my old paper and others
that, with no help of any paper but my own, I induced
the state of Maine to establish a reform school for
juvenil offenders, to which boys are brought, away
from the evil influences of old offenders in county
prisons, educated, taught good trades, and sent
forth honest men. There are usually from one hundred to two hundred boys in that school, and within
the last forty years several thousands of boys hav gone
forth honest men, who, had it not been for that
school, would hav been further corrupted in the
county jails and sent out to curse the world.
I can prove by your own columns that I was the
means of starting the " Children's Corner" in THE
TRUTH SEEKER, which, under the able management of
the noble Miss Wixon, has proved so successful. I also
hav a letter on file that will prove that I was the
means of starting the" Children's Corner" in the Boston Investigator, that Elmina has so ably managed.
I can also produce a copy of the Nashville (Tenn.)
Liberal to prove that I introduced the "Ch~ldren's
Corner" into that paper, which the generous-heartEd
Ella E. Gibson has been conducting on a bed of
sickness, robbed of her pension by our "blessed"
government, after losing her health while serving as
a chaplain and nurse in the army of our " Godless"
but priest-ridden nation. These things are only as
"drops to a bucketful". of what I hav done in the
last sixty-five years, without regard enough for my
own comfort to hav a decent suit of clothes or a comfortable home; but I do not mention them boastingly, for I hav done nothing more than my duty to
my fellow-men, nor nearly so much as I could hav
done if I could hav had sufficient means to work
with. But I mention them that people may know
who and what I am, and to ask if THE TRUTH SEEKER
or any other paper in this nation is willing to giv me
space to say what I want to for the good of our race
before I die.
I notice that some writers can hav from one to
three columns every week in Liberal papers to tell
about blue skies, lofty mountains, :flowing streams,
golden sunsets, and are well paid for it; or about
whether the mind or body first existed, or some
other nonsense; but if I send an article, intended to
show that every man has a pa,tural ri~ht to l!\nd
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Ienough to make a home and raise his food

on, it is
either thrown into the waste-basket or kept back
several weeks, while my lamp of life is fast running
OIJt.

a

We hav been living twenty years in
cottage of
rough boards, battened over the cracks,but the cold
wind blows through it in winter. Poor Matta, who
wore herself out years ago, waiting on ungrateful
friends, told me a month ago that she would rather
die than liv another winter in so cold a place; so I
hav run in debt for money at the risk of losing all,
and now we hav a warm, comfortable little home;
and, notwithstanding we are in debt, I wish to do
something more l;lefore I die to help secure to every
man his natural right to the land, that he may hav
a home. What say you, Mr. TRUTH SEEKER, will you
publish this and welcome me to your columns, or
must I look for some other paper?
Remember this one thing, viz., that the time is
near when there must be a change in our government, a better class of rulers elected, or there will
be a more terrible war than this country has ever
known; and the papers must be backing the people
and lead them through the danger. The time, too,
is near when every landless man will demand his
birthright to land enough on which to build a home.
This question will, ere long, claim as miich attention
as slavery did before the war, and will shed as much
blood if papers do not do their duty.
Berlin, N. J.
·
J. HAOKER.

Can the Finite Comprehend the Infiuit 1
Is it not surprising that men of thought and
education should ever giv a negativ reply to this
question? But it is even so that many able Freethinkers, when confronted with this question, will
drop their heads and hands, and meekly murmur,
"·No, no, of course, it cannot."
Now, the fact iS" that the finite can comprehend
the infinit, and it is surprising that anyone should
doubt it. But it is presumable that many hav not
given much thought to the subject, and hence hav
accepted the ancient idea without suspecting its
fallacy. It is commonly defended in this wise:
" Comprehension means to take in. That which
contains a thing must be larger than the thing contained. A peck measure will not contain a bushel.
Therefore the finite cannot contain or comprehend
the infinit.''
The trouble with the above is that there is no true
comparison between taking in physically and taking
in or comprehending mentally. For the fact is, we
do comprehend things vastly greater than we are,
millions of times the size of our heads. There is the
infinitly small as well as the infinitly large. The
infinit is simply the boundless, the limitless; it may
be little or much, and to assert that one cannot comprehend the limitless seems absurd on the face of it.
Yet, for the purpose of making it still clearer to some
who may not hav thought on the subject, I giv a
few illustrations.
Think of a drop of water. Think of it as divided,
and one-half of it divided again, and then again, and
so on ; as long as you hav anything left you can conceive its being divided, and you cannot conceive of
division as annihilating matter. You may conceive
that when you hav only one molecule of water left
the next act of division will convert it into two
gases of hydrogen and oxygen, and you can then still
conceive of division without limit. Some philosophers claim that every square inch of matter can or
may be converted from a solid to a liquid, from a
liquid to a gaseous, from a g~seous to an eth_e~eal
condition or to such forces as hght, heat, electriCity,
maanetis~, thought, etc. In brief, that matter is
con°densed force, and that force is but matter etherealized. However this may be, it is evident that our
own thoughts can be expanded or divided without
limit.
Next let us consider space. Space is infinit. Can
we coO::prehend itT N?thing ~s. easier. If we _think
of going to the most distant VISible star, we thmk of
space beyond that, and beyond the ne~t, and s~ o~.
It is utterly impossible for us to co~cei~e ~f a hmit
to the distance we might go. The mfimt Is but a
limitless repetition or division of the ~nite. . So it is
with time. It is impossible to conceive of Its commencement br of its end. Eternity mP,y seem wonderful, but not mysterious.· or incomp~ehensible.
An in:finit form or number IS not conceivable, because forms hav boundaries, and a number is a certain
sum. We may properly speak of an infinit numerosity or multitude. It is also a wrong use of words to
speak of the infinit as :perfe?t.. T~e perfect ~ust
hav limits. Perfection IS a hm1t of Itself. Neither
can the infinit properly be said to be good or ba~,
for the infinit or limitless, can hav no defined condition but that' of limitlessness and conditionlessness.
The infinit has neither center nor circumference-up
nor down. Intelligence, reason, love, h?pe, th?ught,
feeling, good and bad, are all :pure~y fimte attnbutes,
and cannot be applied to the mfimt.
. .
Let us be alive to discover all the sophistries of
our own arguments, as well a~ those of our _opp~
nents. "If a man fool me once, shame on him; If
he fool me twice, shame on me."
C. L. HASKELL.
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Paraphrasing the words of Mr. Huxley, one who is
not a Christian theologian can only stand aside and
admire the marvelous :flexibility of a religion which
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Editor. and explanations, and still remains the same original
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Going, Going! When Will It Be Gone 1

•

The Tribune of this city is a Christian journal oil
its editorial pages, and its editorials are often written
by ministerA out of a job. One of these lucubrations upon Christianity and evolution, printed Sunday
before last, possesses some significance, therefore, as
showing bow far religion is surrendering to science.
The editorial is made up of admissions as follows:
1. The foremost theologians openly avow their
belief in the main theories of evolution.
2. The ministerial opposers of the theory are obscure preachers who do not attract the attention of
either the men of science or the leaders of Christian
thought.
3. Even Cardinal Gibbons attempts the reconciliation of science and Catholicism.
4. The organ of the English church admits that
evolution may fairly claim to be an established
doctrin.
5. That to harmonize the theory of natural selection with the Christian doctrin of special creation, it
is neces8ary to throw away the design argument;
and this "has already been done everywhere except
in some theological seminaries where Paley still
reigns supreme."
Another admission made by this writer will :fill the
reader with amazement. It is that Milton's "Paradise Lost," not the Bible, is responsible for the special
creation theory; and that as Milton was only a
man, it can be no slur upon God to repudiate it.
The writer says : " Science predicates nothing as to
the primary origin of life, and religion predicates
nothing as to the origin of the present forms of life.
Indeed, it may be said that science, though apparently crt:.el, was really kind in forcing religion to
scan more closely its records. For the result has
been to show that the essential positions of religion
are not endangered by any facts which science bas
thus far established. For a long time it was supposed that Christianity was irrevocably committed to
the theory of special creations, which evolution bas
swept away. But Christian scholars are now begin·
ning to acknowledge that this theory derived its
support not so much from the account of the creation in the Bible as from the account of the creation
in 'Paradise Lost.' And to-day this theory, which
Milton's great epic did so much to fix upon the consciousness of English Christendom, is not seriously
held by the greatest scholars in the English church."
When Professor Huxley, in his lectures upon
Evolution in this city, took up the" Miltonic theory"
and pierced it with shafts of ridicule, the public
laughed at his neat method of opposing the Bible.
But the great Agnostic bas been outdone by a churchman. John Milton is the theological sinner for whose
mistakes the church has suffered the sneers of the
intelligent world for the past few years. Milton is
now to be thrown overboard, and, presto, change I
Genesis is a scientific text-book of wonderful accuracy!

One Useless Association.
In April the National Reform Association will bold
a national convention in this city. For years this
organization bas been endeavoring to obtain the aid
of prominent men in pressing its absurd, illegal,
tyrannical, and un-American claims, but until now it
bas not met with marked success. The circular calling the present convention, however, bears the signatures of many gentlemen whom we should not
~xpect to find in the company of Joseph Cook,
Bishop Coxe, and their fellow-fanatics. Judges
Davis and Groo of this city, Professor Seelye of
Amherst, and the vice-chancellor of the University
of New York will derive no fame from an alliance
with the National Reform Association.
The purpose of this convention is to affect the
constitutional convention of this state, when convened, and to induce the delegates there to insert in
the new constitution "the fundamental principles of
Christian morality, since the common law of our
state recognizes the Bible as the foundation of our
system of jurisprudence." The preamble and moving article of the constitution of the aesociation is as
follows:
" Believing that almighty God is the source of all power
and authority in civil government, that the Lord Jesus Christ
is the ruler of nations, and that the revealed will of God is of
supreme authority in civil affairs ;
"Remembering that this country was settled by Christian
men, with Christian ends in view, and that they gave a distinctly Christian character to the institutions which they
established ;
"Perceiving the subtle and persevering attempts which
are made to prohibit the reading of the B\ble in our public
schools, to overthrow our Sabbath laws, to corrupt the
family, to abolish the oath, prayer in our national and state
legislatures, days of fastinl! and thanksgiving, and other
Christian features of our institutions, and so to divorce the
American government from all connection with the Christian
religion;
,;Viewing with grave apprehension the corruption of our
politics, the legal sanction of the liquor traffic, and the disregard of moral and religious character in those who are exalted to high places in the nation; .
"Believing that a written Constitution ought to contain
explicit evidence of the Christian character and purpose of
the nation which frames it, and perceiving that the silence of
the Constitution of the United States in this respect is used
as an argument against all that is Christian in the usage and
administration of our government;
"We, citizens of the United States, do associate ourselvs
under the following articles, and pledge ourselvs to God, and
to one another, to labor, through wise and lawful means, for
the ends herein set forth :
"The object of this society shall be to maintain the existing
Christian features in the American government, to promote
needed reform in the action of the government touching the
Sabbath, the institutions of the family, the religious element
in education, the oath, and public morality as affected by
the liquor traffic and kindred evils, and to secure such an
amendment to the Constitution of the United States as will
declare the nation's allegiance to Jesus Christ, and its acceptance of the moral laws of the Christian religion, and so indicate that this is a Christian nation, and place all the Christian laws, institutions, and usages of our government on an
undeniable legal basis in the fundamental law of the land."

Accompanying the circular is also this blank for
those voters to sign who think more of a foreign
potentate than they do of American principles :
"The undersigned, who has sympathized and acted with
the ........................... party, desires that the future platforms of that party shall not fail to contain an acknowledgment of Almighty God as the source of authority and power
in civil government, of Christ. as the King of all nations, and
of the supreme authority of his moral laws; together with
declarations favoring the Prohibition of the Liquor Traffic,
the Defense of the Sabbath, the Christian features of our
Public Education, and a National Marriage and Divorce law
in harmony with the law of Christ."

I tions

are political enemies. The one is seeking to
more closely unite church and state; the other to
more completely· divorce them. The National Reform Association is the crystallization of the dishonest spirit which would rob the Atheist, Jew, and
pagan for the benefit of the church; the other is the
honest protest of true Americans against ·the dominearing and tyrannical religion which, when iii power,
effectually suppressed all freedom.
There is, however, no call for the existence of the
Reform Association. 'The churches are getting the
practical fruits of a united church and state by less
open but no less effioient means. Their success as a
beggar is greater than it will be as a highway robber.
The National Heform Association should not call
public attention to pious depredations.

Queer Infidel Writing.
It may be mean to reveal the seorets of the correspondence editor of the New York World, but circumstances seem to require his unmasking. In the
weekly World recently appearESd the following:
"L . .A.-No one can' make out a good case against the
Christian Bible and the Christian religion,' or against any
Bible or any religion, for the reason that a negativ cannot be
proven. The burden of proof lies upon him who affirms.
If you are satisfied with the evidences of Christianity, that
should settle the question. Hundreds of books were written
in reply to Paine, but none that hav lived, as they were not
required. Paine was a very religious and devout man. If
living now, he would be considered a very good Christian.
He founded the Unitarian church, and the Rev. Henry W.
Bellows, D.D., was his l~gitimate successor. The objection
to Paine was not to his 'Infidelity,' but to his teaching different theology from that of his day, and to his abuse of the
priests of the other denominations. Watson's 'Apology •
and Paley's 'Evidences' are the books you should read ; although in this day and generation it sounds stran""e to hear
that the quibblings of Paine need refutation.
you will
read the Rev. John Chadwick's' Bible of To-Day,' Matthew
Arnold's 'God and the Bible,' 'Supernatural Religion,'
Mill's 'Posthumous Essays,' or any of the other 'Infidel •
works of the present time, you will see that Paine's objections hav no weight whatever with modern skeptics. Paine,
of course, bad no special knowledge of the subject, and his
objections were surface objections only. Ingersoll is a bird
of the same feather-honest, perhaps, but ignorant. The
question of the sufficiency of the evidence in favor of Christianity is not one for the uneducated or untrained to discuss
while the question of religion (theology) involves the ver;
highest exercise of the human intellect and the resolution of
the most abstruse problem that has ever been presented to
the mind of man-the quantification of the predicate, or determination of the law of contradictories and excluded
middle-words that convey no meaning to ninety-nine out
of a hundred. In this respect religion does not differ from
science-the vast majority of mankind must accept the
statements of men in whose special knowledge they repose
confidence, and not attempt to lind out for themselvs. SuppoRe every person should doubt the almanac and undertake
to fie:ure out the eclipses and transits, how much better off
would they be?"

If

As soon as the mail distributed the World', indignant Freethinkers began to send this anomalous
paragraph to us; and in the last Investigator a
gentleman occupies a column or so in discussing it
as a piece of waggery. Among others who forwarded
us a copy was Mr. S. E: Sower, of Michigan, who
accompanied it by several pages of "refutation" and
argument, with a request also that we forward it to
the World if it is found unsuitable for our columns.
Having a pretty fair idea of the motivs moving the
editors of daily papers, and seeing, what every careful reader must see in the paragraph, that the editor
wrote it with reservations and double meanings, we
thought it scarcely worth while to print the reply
sent us; and so sent it forward to the World. In
reply we received this letter from the author of the
libel on Paine and Ingersoll :
"THE WORLD PUBLIOATION 0FFIOJ!l, }
"PARK Row, NEw YoRK, Feb. 20, 1888.
" De(Jff' Sir: Will you kindly return the inclosed letter,
article, and clubbing to the writer with my kindest regards
and best wishes? If he had what ancient Greeks and modern street Arabs call 'gnous,' he would know that this answer was written by an Infidel and Agnostic. If he could
only read between the lines, he would doubtless very readily
see, as you hav already obEerved, that the point is made, or
rather assum~d, that. after eighteen hundred years no one
has been able to bring forward a single reason worthy attention why there should be a Christian religion, or any religion. :M:r. Sower may be a good man, but he is not a wise
one. He reminds me of the man described in Mark iv, 7the thorns are very apt to choke him when he goes out by
the wayside.
Yours truly,
T. E. WioLLSoN.
" TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette place, City."

If anyone can conceive of a scheme to more com
pletely revolutionize this government we should like
to bear from them. The Anarchists are conservativs
compared with the Christians who run this organization, and the old Puritan times unlimited liberty
beside the reign of religious terror it would usher
in. An Infidel, under these proposed laws, would
bav about as much right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness as a child in the claws of a tiger.
We are pleased, of course, to learn that Mr. WillThe National Reform Association is the antithesis son is an Infidel and Agnostic, but at the same time
of the American Secular Union. The two organiza- we fail to see what exigencies of even daily journal-
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ism demanded that he should reveal that fact in the
manner in which he did. His sarcastic references to
Christian theology and the evidence obtainable as to
its truth do not, it seems to us, require as an offset
the slurs upon Paine and Ingersoll. Paine's "Age
of Reason" is not quibbling, but a straightforward
statement of objections to the Bible, which objections are as forceful now as when first made, and no
more easily answered. Evolution, it is true, has since
Paine's time furnished modern Infidelity with additional weapons, but as a document to convert churchmembers from their folly, "The Age of Reason" is
to-day more useful than Darwin's " Descent of Man"
or one of Spencer's essays. And to call Col. Robert
G. Ingersoll ignorant is a work of supererogation, not
demanded, we should judge, of even a penny-a-liner
on a popular journal. Fealty to an employer, and
su~mission to public superstitions, do not oblige a
man to lie about a fellow-Agnostic.
If it was Mr. Willson's object to get an advertisment of the World, he has succeeded. If his intention was to intelligibly answer a bona-fide question,
he has lamentably failed. · May he learn wisdom
from experience.
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learned a thing or two from Mr. Blaine in the last presideD·
MR. WALLAOE H. MooRE thinks it strange that we should
tial canvass. He is working the Catholic vote for all it is publish Colonel Ingersoll's replies to the Rev. Dr. Field
worth.
and not publish Dr. Field's letters. For Mr. Moore's infor1t!R. FRED. MAY HoLLAND, of Concord, Mass., has just fin- mation we may say that we printed as much of the controished a lecture on "Wages and Tariffs," and is ready to versy as we could, selecting that part which is of the
make engagements for its delivery, as well as for that of his greater interest to our readers. If, in doing this, we were
lectures entitled, "The Medieval Millennium; or, Christian- unfair to the Christians, then Mr. Field is unfair to the Inity As It Was," and," Christus 'DB. Cosmos; or, Christianity fidels· in printing his letters in pamphlet form without print- ·
ing Colonel Ingersoll's replies. We may add, too, that
As It Is."
neither THE TRUTH SEEKER nor the Evangelist had the legal
THE Herald reports that the Rev. W. S. Rainsford, rector right to reprint all the controversy. Moreover, the North
of St. George's Episcopal church, has resigned from the .American Review publisher has put the matter into handsome
Nineteenth Century Club because Colonel Ingersoll had been book form-both Dr. Field's and Colonel Ingersoll's articles
invited to address the organization. The Rev. Mr. Rains- -and THE TRUTH BEEKER is anxious to help him spread the
ford evidently knows it all, and desires no further infor- gospel by selling it.
mation.
WE acknowledge the receipt of the following from Helen
A BAPTIST minister of Linesville, Pa., denies Canon Tay- Gardener:
lor's statement that the followers of Mohammed constitute
"NEw YonK, Feb. 17, 1888.
"DEAR Mn. MACDONALD: That irrepr~ssible brother of yours
the most powerful temperance society on earth, and says
that in fact the Mohammedans are a drunken people. The has jnst sent me the fourth number of the breezy little paper he
Mr. Putnam ha.v started in Sa.n Francisco.
minister is either ignorant or vicious. The Komn prohibits a.nd
"I want to sa.y to you-and I a.m not afraid to say it right to
the use of wine, and the Mohammedans obey it strictly. your face-that I think Your brother George one of the wittiest
The Mohammedans hav many sins to answer for, but drunk- writers of the day. He is always interesting and Rlwa.ys funny.
"He makes more out of Sm1\ll capital than any humorous writer
enness is not one of them.

------

I know. Given as a subject a. twine string two and one-half
inches long, he would contnve to say something about the frizzle
in the end of it that would make the deacon in the front row relax
his prehistoric glare of discontent into tlle facial gyration which ·
passes in his circle for a. smile.
"If I were not too ill to write in a proper ant'; becoming manner,
I should seat mYself at my desk a.nd mal<e this charge directly to
your brother; but since I am compelled to write from the depths
of a.n arm-chair. and trudt to pr0vidence that the recipient of my
pencil-tracks will be able to read thR note and keep his reason, I
concluded to send this note to you. You hav already proven :ronrsPlf equal to such a strain. It might be too much for your brother
A NOTIOE in Secular Thought asks those Freethinkers in if it were sprung upon him sndilenly. If you tell him what I say,
Toronto who are willing to come together to form a Sunday break it to him gently, and add that you feel sure I meant, well.
"Sincerely,
HELEN H. GARDENER."
Association ' for the purpose of endeavoring to remove the

THE .Advocate, Methodist organ, quotes ex-Judge Noah
Davis as follows: " He who is treacherous to the dead is not
(it to associate with the living." The organ adds : "What a
history of corrupt executors, defaulting trustees of benevolent institutions, unjustly contested wills, indecently hasty
marriages, and dishonored family names the remark sugGirar(l College Theology.
gests !" We· hope the trustees of Girard College subscribe
In June of last year Mr. S. R. Wetherill, of Jobs- for the .Advocate and will read and ponder these two remarks.

town, N. J., engaged the editor of the Philadelphia
Presbyterian in controversy over the perversion of
Girard's bequest. The editor pretended to know
little of the matter, but he was ably assisted by Dr.
Herman B. Allyn, who has resided at the college for
a year ~r more. He thus describes the religious services of the college:

It givs us pleasure to note that there is no professional
present absurd and unjust restrictions placed upon the
seventh day by orthodox superstition." To borrow a Boston jealousy between the heretical humorist of New York and
interrogativ colloquialism, what is the matter with the the amateur joker of San Francisco, whose attention is
Toronto Secular Society? It occurs to us that if the Liberal respectfully called to the subjoined document :
"NEW YoRK, Mo1rch 4, 1888.
societies already existing in Canada and this country should
"There is a chapel service, held twice a day, at which all go into practical work of this sort they would grow in num- "Me5Frs Putnam and Afacdonald, 504 Kern"IW ·'li"eet, s.m Pr<motsoo.
"To THE THUI'H SEEKER COMPANY, Dl\.
boys who are not sick are expected to be present. At this bers and influence, besides doing incalculable good.
"To one reading notice (Helen Gard~ntr of G.·E. l\L).
f50.
service a portion of scripture is read by one qf the officers of
"Olaims for damngea must be maile within thirty daya, or they
THE
Editor
of
THE
TRUTH
BEEKER
rises
to
remark
that
the
the college, generally the president or vice. president, while
will not be allowed in fiual ~et!lement."
the boys read in concert a psalm or two, and at the after free trade article published in these columns a few weeks
MR. BRAVER, in answer to a question, gi vs the following
noon service sing a hymn; then a prayer is read by the one since, and widely copied by other journals, was not written as a probably correct list of Liberal papers: Tn11: J'JmTH
by
himself,
as
erroneously
charged.
He
would
also
explain
who conducts the service. A manual containing the psalms,
SREKKR, the I nve.1ti,qator, honclad A,qe, Ji'reetlwu_qht, Public
arranged metrically for every day of the month, and selected that Mr .•Van Buren Denslow alone is responsible for the Opinion, Secular 1'/wu,qltt, Winsted PreM, Standard, indehymns and prayers, is placed in the hands of each boy. The sentiments exp"ressed in the essay on the distribution of pendent Pulpit. and /i'h•e D'ly With two· of these, Public
service is a simple and a very impressiv one. On Sundays wealth. We giv all subjects and all sides an impartial hear- Opinion and Fire Fli;, we are ne>t a<:quaint.ed. Henry
there is in addition a discourse from some layman. No de- ing, and we never accept or reject a communication because George's Standard is not a Libeml journal, by any means.
nominational religious instruction of any kind is given, nor its thought agrees or disagrees with the editorial think. A The Winsted Press is only so.so; Mr. Pinney, tho editor,
are doctrinal points touched upon by the speakers, though in big paper like THE TRUTH BEEKER with only one thought in is a very able and bright writer, of Liberal tendcncie>,
the prayers and hymns could be found some references to it would be monotonous reading.
and the Press is probably the best of the patent-outside local
them, such as the trinit.y. These, I am sure, the boys themTHE following is the text of the oath bill prepared by Mr. journals in Connecticut. But Mr. Seaver overlooked some
selva rarely, if ever, notice.
Bradlaugh for the benefit of heretics. It has precedence for papers. Messrs. Walker and Harmn.n will be surprised not
"In addition to the chapel service, there is reading of the the second reading in Parliament on the 14th inst.: "Be it to see Lucifer in the list; Mr. Tucker, of Liberty, would unscriptures in the section and school-rooms. The Bible is enacted by the queen's most excellent majesty, by and with doubtedly deny that his paper is a Christian sheet; and
used so much because, it is to be supposed, it was deemed the advice and consent of the Lords spiritual and temporal Moses Hull. though iucliued to Spiritnalism, calls New
impossible to instil the purest principles of momlity without and Commons in this present Parliament assembled, and by Thought a Liberal paper. The Am81"1:can Idea will print
the Bible as a text-book.''
the authority of the same, as follows : ' 1. Every person, heresy when it gets its new press, and the Prog1"888ive Age
Dr. Allyn's admissions alone will almost make a upon objecting to being sworn, shall be petmitted to make is at it now. Lum's Alarm is zealously inimical to the
case for the courts. Two assemblages a day solely his solemn affirmation instead of taking an oath, in all church, and the Open Court cannot be called a pious paper.
to teach religion, when Girard ordered that religion places and for all purposes where an oath is or shall be re- The Banner of Li,qht, li'oundrdion Principle.~, Olive Branch,
quired by law, which affirmation shall be of the same force and the Better Wizy are usually classed among heretical
should not be taught; hymns, and prayers, and and effect as if he had taken the oath; and if any person prints, though their specialty is Spiritualism. Tilcre are
trinitarian doctrin, when Girard directed that no making such affirmation shall willfully, falsely, and corruptly also a score or more of local p!lpers whiclt reaclt this office
sectarianism should be allowed; discourses by lay affirm any matter or thing which, if deposed on oath, would whose editors dare speak their minds on religious Rnbjects,
preachers, violating the spirit of Girard's positiv pro- hav amounted to willful and corrupt perjury, he shall be and their minds are not in subject.ion to the churclt. Behibition against the clergy; scriptures in the school- liable to prosecution, indictment, sentence, and punishment sides these, the North .American Review, the P'u1·urn, and the
in all respects as if he had committEd willful and corrupt
Science Monthly print a vast deal of good llllidelity;
room, when Girard stipulated that morality only perjury. 2. Every such affirmation shall be as follows: "I Popular
and the daily press is subjected to tile abuse of the preachshould be taught the boys-all these constitute a A. B., do solemnly, sincerely, and truly declare and affirm," ers. England has four or five Atheistic publications, Ausgood case against the trustees of the college. Under and then proceed with the words of the oath prescribed by tralia two, and India one. Altogether, the cause of Freethe plea of teaching morals. they are instilling into law, omitting any words of imprecation or calling to witness. thought is well supported by papers; we wish we could say
the papers are wdl supported by Freethinkers.
the minds of the orphan boys thdr own peculiar 3 This act may be cited as the Affirmation act, 1888.' "

sectarian religion, which has about as much to do
with morality as a Methodist minister has to do with
virtue.
It is certain that the Girard College management
ought to be overhauled in the interest of honesty,
and from respect to Stephen Girard's memory. Will
not Judge Westbrook set the ball in motion T

MR. CROWLEY, the Central park chimpanzee, has just
recovered from a severe attack of pneumonia. Mr. Crowley
is a natural teetotaler, and if naturalized would probably
vote the Prohibition ticket, but under direction of the doctor
he took whisky and milk for his infirmity. When he was
convalescent, a "Christian Scientist" visited him and asked
the superintendent of the arsenal for permission to pray for
:Mr. Crowley. The disciple of faith-healing was persistent,
and though Mr. Conklin had not much confidence in the " science," he thought at any rate it would be a diversion for the
Editorial Notes.
patient, and a little praying w6uldn't hurt him. So the sciTHE Mormon church has a membership of five or six thou- entist in all seriousness and faith knelt before the cage and
sand in Arizona, with thirty-five churches. They hav taken asked heaven's aid in restoring Mr. Crowley to health. Mr.
up all the best lands in that territory, and the Christians Crowley didn't seem to take any interest in the proceedings.
He turned his bac.k sadly on the religious enthusiast and Jay
round about desire to persecute them.
down on a meal-sack to hav a snooze. The Christian sciTHE professional charitable societies and the Y uung Men's entist prayed on for several minutes. In the course of the
Christian Associationet are endeavoring to hav the interstate prayer the kneeling man said, in an· earnest, argumentativ
commerce law so amended that their officers and members manner, "Now, Crowley, you are not sick; I am sure you
can receive "courtesies" at the bands of railroad officials, are not. Crowley, come rise up and show that you are not."
and the Congressional committee is reported as favoring the At the instant the chimpanzee arose, approached the side of
scheme.
his cage, and offered to shake hands with the gentleman.
THE Catholic Union· and Times says: "It would appear "What did I tell you? What did I tell you?" enthusiasticfrom the Roman correspondence of some of our English ex- ally exclaimed the faith doctor. "He'll get well now. I
changes that, besides the beautiful copy of the Constitution won't need to see him again. I'll pray for him at home."
of the United States, President Cleveland made a personal Mr. Conklin said: "You would do a thriving business as a
gift to Leo XIII. on occasion of his golden jubilee. It con- horse doctor," and turning to a reporter added: "He will
sisted of an exquisit jeweled card t~ay, with a plush base probably claim credit for saving Crowley's life. I wish he
richly embroidered by Mrs. Cleveland. The dainty gift was had come Sunday night. Crowley wouldn't hav raised up
accompanied by a cordial letter, which is said to hav given then for the devil." But the '' Christian Scientist" is sathfied
the holy father singular pleaaure." Mr. Cleveland evidently j that he saved the monkey's life.

The Uselessness of the Church.
From llie l.J'Jndun Table.

I am disposed to take an extreme and sour view, having
been moved by the fearless and outspoken statements of a
canon of the English church, to question seriously within
myself what is the actual and practical gooclof the professc.d
Christianity of England at this present t1me. A tree IS
known by its fruits. What are the fruits of this? We arc
not particular about mailing its blcssingR apparent at home.
We liv in a land absolutely seething with want, misery, ignorance and vice in its most degrading and debaRing forms,
and f~r all the adequate efforts we make to cope with these
crying evils we might as well prnf"~s a. fmnk paganism or
sacrifice to Mumbo Jun1bo instead of gowg to chur,h.
But the activity th•1t iH spared H.t home is compicuously
and uselessly rlisplaHd nbr••arl. The money th!l.t nught well
be spent in civilizing Britons is lavished in futil eiiorts to
convert Hindoos who do not care to be converted, and,
in the genent!ity <>f cases, uodcrgn n marked moral deterioration after they hav gone through the pr"c"ss. 111ol.mrnn:cdanisn; is ..without an l'fforr, nakiug enormous stndes m the
East; Christianity, with Crt•lrnwus eiforts, none at all.
Canon Taylor, quoting from the returns of the Church
Missionary Snciety. says that in Iudia last year 841 missionaries spent £48.000 iu m>tking; 297 converts. In Ceylon, 374
agents secured 2·. 7 converts at a cost of £10,138 17s. Gd., am!
in Peroi&. Pa!eBtine. Arhliia, and Egypt together, it n:quired
ali the effort~ of 109 mis,;ionaries and nativ agents at a cnst
of £11.804 9;. Gtl. 10 bap' •ze one person !
It may be argued that. tlw worth of a human soul is not to
be estimated iu currency. That ma) be so, and it may be also
that the particular Jew, Turk, lutidel, or. he:etic who~e
bapti,mal expenses amounted to £11,804 9o. 6d. IS a bargmn
at the money but only think how many human Englt•h
souls could b~ saved, and how many huruau English stomachs filled, at a tithe of the expense.
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lt,ttttrs Jrotl( Jlritnds.
HELENA, NEB., Feb. 15, 1888.
.MR. EDITOR: Mrs. M. 4-· Freeman gave three lectures at
this place, and I want the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER to
know that I think that she is considerably above the average
' of the Liberal lecturers that I hav heretofore listened to.
She is eloquent, talented, and logically argurnentativ. She
ought not to be idle. Brother Liberals, don't giv her any
rest-let her voice be heard in our behalf continually.
Truly,
W. P. BRooKs, M.D.
LoYsBURG, PA., Jan. 24, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH BEEKER arrives on Saturday, and
with it for a companion on Sunday, that day is robbed of
much of its dulness .. Heston's pictures speak volumes,
and I cannot understand why any Liberal could not
indorse them. For my part, I think the paper in every particular is just what we want.
The life of a truth seeker in this place is not altogether a
pleasant one. Some of the arguments used by so-called
Christians here in their efforts to convert Infidels are social
ostracism, anathemas, and a polite request for the blasphemer to leave town. How convincing such arguments
are you can imagin. Some orthodox persons here, who deal
honestly only when they are closely watched, will abuse you
for saying you do not believe a God ever committed murder
.or advised his chosen people to steal. Thusly it is in Loys.
burg.
Yours fraternally,
W. R. HARTMAN.
DEERSVILLE, 0., Jan. 22, 288.
MR. EDITOR : The two combats between Colonel Ingersoll
and Rev. Mr. Field are worth a year's subscription. In my
view of the case, Field is nowhere. Even some Christians
here say the same, while others deny it, and I am compelled
to tell the latter. that they are either woefully ignorant of
language or they are wilful, intelligent liars, which is rather
rough, I admit.
Again, the young man you mention (on page 24) who was
sent to prison for a long time is a sample of the products of
Christianity throughout the world. We hav five bankrupts
in our town, and every one of them is a loud-professing
Christian, and has sworn lies to cheat his creditors. But by
faith in Christ or Santa Claus at the last moment they will all
meet in heaven, with their thieves, robbers, and murderers.
What a jolly set they will be! They will be so pious that
they will all hav their ears stopped up with wool on Sunday
to keep them from hearing the dogs barking. But they will
hav to remove the wool occasionally to hear each other play
on their golden harps. So you see heaven will be filled with
those pious characters, while hell will be crammed with
honest Freethinkers. So we must prepare for our doom.
A. AuLD.
OBITUARY.
January 28, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: On January, the 9th inst., Mrs. Sarah Goddard, the wife of our esteemed Liberal friend, Thomas Goddard, left this earth-life. Deceased was sixty-six years of
age. The family carne from England during the late war,
and hav been residents of DuQuoin and vicinity for several
years. The writer has been acquainted with the family for
nearly fourteen years, and never knew a more exemplary
woman. She was a benevolent mother and kind, affectionate companion. The same love and affection was reciprocated by her husband and children. During all these years
I never heard an unkind word from her, or from ariyone
directed to her. The family has taken THE TRUTH BEEKER
almost from its commencement, and are thorough Liberals.
Mrs. Goddard died in the faith in which she had for many
years lived. That faith-or rather, a knowledge-was to do
all the good she could while living and make those around
her as happy as possible, believing if there was a future life
she could not make a better preparation to enter it than by
such a practice. We, who are left to mourn her loss, will ever
remember her noble example.
WM. A. THoMPsoN.
WoROEBTER, MAss., Feb. 20, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: There are a number of subscribers to your
admirable paper in this church-ridden city, but it is seldom
that I see any letters from friends here, and as we hav a very
flourishing society of Liberals I thought you and THE TRUTH
8KEKER readers would be interested in our work. The society is called the Worcester Liberal Union, and has a lecture at 5 P.M. every Sunday. When we organized we had
but few members and small audiences, but now, although·
less than a year old, we hav more than doubled in membership, and the audience has increased in a stilllarger proportion. Last Sunday evening the hall was fille1l to overflowing to hear Dr, C. L. Haskell lecture on the subject, "Good
Reasons for Atheism." The popular doctor appeared in his
usual dignified manner, delivering a lecture that elicited
hearty applause from the audience every few moments. He
began by relating his experience as a Christian, and how he
gradually outgrew the absurd dogmas of the church. Then
he proceeded to show the impossibility of the existence of
the Christian God. It was a most masterly effort and will
long be remembered for the clear-cut logic and illustration.
The doctor had a blackboard diagram showing in rotation
the attributes of the Christian God, and opposit the reasons
based on knowledge-on facts.
Dr. Haskell lectures without expectation of profit. In
connection with the Union we run a weekly Lyceum, and
every month an entertainment 1 both of which are well pat"ronized. We are advancing the cause of Freethought by
strong and hard pulls. The churches are greatly disturbed
over our progress, and several of their most bigoted
preachers hav delivered sermons ~gainst our ca.use, but we

profit by their opposition and hope soon to greet the Lib- prices for coal. Holyoke, Mass·., gets coal from Lehigh,
erals of the country with one of the most influential societies Pa., and pays $8 per ton. This Holyoke is spojren of as a
M. A. B.
comparativly new town-only forty years old. Kansas has
engaged in the cause of Freethought.
cities less than ten years ·old with street-cars and electric
PIPPIN LAKE FARM, Feb. 7, 1888.
lights, and puts on all .the city airs of Boston .
Mn. EDITOR: At our seventieth regular meeting, February
We cannot but feel that Reynolds made a mistake in writ2d, we concluded a course of three lectures, delivered by ing in the mood he was in. The sympathy for him on
Chas. Watts, the eminent logician. The respectiv subjects account of the "many stripes" he received in New Jersey is
were, "Thomas Paine, the Political and Religious Re- all gone. We wish him well in all his efforts to diffuse the
former,"" Freethought: What Has It Done for the World?" gospel of Liberalism, but the days of his usefulness in Kansas
and " Religion or Morality-Which ?" Great audiences are numbered.
P. VAN HYATT.
greeted the speaker with their plaudits from time to time,
SALISBURY, Mo., Feb. 17, 1888.
as his sharply defined sentences and incisiv logic sounded
MR. EDITOR: When a man says," Stop my paper; I don't
the corning doom of superstition's power. Each night large
audiences evinced the interest aroused, showing that the like your views on the Chicago trial, and the social ethics,
thoughtful are doubting the dogmas of priestcraft. Our and those pictures offend the gentle and loving Christian,"
it seems to us that he puts an Alpha and Omega on the evomistake was that we did not hav a five-night course.
The apostle of mysticism, Father Leeming, at the close of lution of thought, so far as he is concerned; that his head
the last lecture essayed to answer these brilliant flights of is full of other people's ideas, with no. room for more-the
reason. For forty-five minutes he afflicted his intelligent final' climax of evolution with him. He seems not to comhearers, edified the vicious, and elated the hoodlums with a prehend that evolution applies to thought, as well as to the
diatribe of misrepresentation and buffoonery, never once al- development of the species. Has such a one read tl;le inluding to the subject under discussion, and sat down amid spired words of the Hon. Courtlandt Palmer contained in the
the applause of his mental infants and the disgust of the re- Social Science Jle'IJiew of Jan. 25, 1888, p. 8, published at
fined. The patience of the audience was remarkable, for it No. 3 East 14th street, New York? If not, he should send
·bravely bore up and waited to see the priest's discomfiture. ten cents and get a copy.
The time of retribution carne, and swift was the onset inDid it ever occur to our puritanic Freethinkers that the
vited by the priest's low invective. Truly he sowed the term "Infidel" is more degrading in its original meaning
wind and reaped the whirlwind. A few striking sentences of than the term "Anarchy?" Infidelity originally meant the
withering sarcasm and telling facts wilted the Christian opposit of fidelity; in short, a hypocrit. Paine, in his great
advocate, and for once, and a wonder, he W!lS compelled· to work, the "Age of Reason," says: "Infidelity does not conobserve the decorum of debate, while Watts unmasked the sist in believing, or ia disbelieving, but consists in one propriest but spared the man. We heard a devout Catholic fessing to believe that which he does not believe." That
say, "That Watts, I couldn't understand what he was beats Webster too bad. It may not be altogether irrelevant if
a-sayin', but didn't the praste giv it to him, though?" Thus we say that, forsooth, many persons ha v been mistaken in rewe hav another example of the development theory so aptly gard to what they thought they knew; they hav also often
illustrated by Heston in the development of Orang and been mistaken in what they thought they believed, or in
O'Rourke. Eighteen hundred years of priestly domination other words, a man does not believe everything which he
and the consequent suppression of the right of private judg- thinks he believes. Thinking is one thing, and believing is
ment had, according to the laws of inheritance and adapta- another thing.
tion, done. their work and left their devotee a mental ·irnbecil.
We, as unbelievers in the Christian superstition, feel that
His mind, from lack of use, like the wing of the ostrich, is we hav a mission to perform. We hav no time to waste
becoining a "rudimentary organ."
fighting an imaginary enemy; no time to waste shaking off
We like THE TRUTH BEEKER binder very much, and Dens- epithets. Our motivs are pure; our object, to do good; and
low's " Distribution of Wealth " more, but THE TRUTH that epithet will finally blossom a rose to adorn the. bosoms
BEEKER, under its present management, most of all.
of fair women and illustrious men. As Mr. Ingersoll says:
MARIUB HEIGHTON, Sec. K. S. U.
"We hav already lived to see certain words change placesto see orthodox become an epithet, and Infidel become a
FALL RIVER, KAN., Feb. 6, 1888.
crown of glory-a guarantee of honesty-a title of nobility
MR. EDITOR: We le!l.rn by the last TBUTH BEEKER that and distinction." (The colonel will excuse mistakes, as I
C. B. Reynolds was in Kansas, and participated in a first- quote from memory.)
class blizzard. The inference is clear that Mr. Reynolds
Now, in regard to Anarchy: We hav heard the pious rant
takes no stock in blizzards. If he is not desirous of a more and the hypocritical cant. We hav also heard the so-called
comprehensiv knowledge of blizzards, he had better pitch Anarchists' story; together with the opinion of eminent men.
his cotton tabernacle in New Jersey, and there abide. Most Whatever may be said of the wisdom and daring of their
Eastern folks had read of blizzards before Mr. Reynolds actions, -there is no denying that the motivs of those hated
journeyed westward. The more advanced supposed much men are pure, and, I might venture to say, their object a
that was scientific to be embodied in a first-class blizzard. good one. Possibly, however, the route to their haven may
To investigate and giv to the world this much-desired science be impracticable. Saying nothing about the deep sympathy
three self-constituted and self-sacrificing delegates pitched which I feel sure those heroic people entertain for the optheir tents on the top of Mt. Washington to make observa- pressed; the thieving, brutal, savage, and unjust laws passed
tions and spend the winter. The last that was heard of by irresponsible law-makers, and in the interest of church
these martyrs to science was, " The wind is blowing ninety and greedy monopoly, which those brave men wished to set
miles per houi:, and the thermometer is sixty degrees below aside, I do not believe in stoning the prophets and brave
zero." This is all that science got from this adventure. thinkers of the age. Where they make a failure and comHad Mr. Reynolds remained East, he could hav investigated mit folly, it is the part of the br~ve, generous, and heroic
a first-class blizzard that satisfied all New England's curios- soul to make improvement.
ity by spreading itself broadcast at the foot of Mt. WashingHere in this world men's actions are.governed for good or
ton and all the region round about. So far, no one has bad by an all-powerful and stupendous impulse. At times
abused New England because the blizzard chose to Visit that this God (impulse) is an angel of mercy; again he is an acthistoric spot.
ual devil. The time will come when men will know that
It is a question as to who is responsible for blizzards. men who commit an act, good or bad, could not hav done
They usually enter Kansas on the northern boundary, and otherwise. They will then be enabled to see that this God,
are at once accorded the freedom of the state, as the mayor this devil, has been the obedient servant of the assassin, as
of London extended the freedom of that city to General well as of the philanthropist. They will then set about the
Grant. We suppose Dakota, Nebraska, Colorado, Minne- task of governing their own actions until all. men will exsota, and all her majesty's Dominion extend the same court- claim·: "He that governs himself is mightier than he that
esy when a blizzard invades their corporate limits.
controls an army." And for one I want to thank the heroic
When Mr. Reynolds pitched his cotton tabernacle in New Editor of THE TRUTH BEEKER for even so small an expresJersey, he got into trouble for alleged blasphemy. Now, sion as, "The condemned men did not hav a fair trial;" for
wh£n he visits Kansas, a blizzard overshadows him, and he which he deserves great credit, and by the side of Governor
forthwith commits the" unpardonable sin"-abuses Kansas Oglesby-Mrs. Grundy's slave-he is towering in intellect.
and her people. A stranger, suffering somewhat with the
Friends, should we not feel proud of Eugene and Som"asthma," "with a severe cold," and crowned with a bliz- erby, two grand men who own themselvs in spite of heaven
zard, is not likely to extract much poetry from his surround- or hell? Just think of having an intellectual slave for an
ings. Mr. Reynolds seems to hav been injected into Kansas editor I For one, I dislike "straight and narrow ways,"
on an unfortunate line. Like Job's warhorse, he snuffs rather than which I would take to the woods.
malaria afar. No state beneath the blue dome of heaven
JOHN TRUEBLOOD.
is less afflicted with malaria>· than Kansas. As to mud, dirt,
and filth, with the ground covered with snow and a first-class
SNOWVILLE, VA., Feb. 13, 1888.
blizzard whistling to the tune of sixty miles per hour, and
MR. EDITOR: Will E. J. Bowtell please inform us how he
mercury fifteen below zero-all this truly bespeaks a city of was released from the Trappist monastery, and how long he
paradoxes. As to Burlington we know but little. Never remained there? I was greatly interested in reading his
heard of its boom, nor of its pretentious character.
experience as narrated in the TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL for 288
Fall River is only seven years old; has been of slow but it needs a supplement to make it satisfactory. It is ~
growth; has never had a boom; has a bank, two hardware grand lesson against wasting all the possibilities ·of the now
stores, three dry goods stores, two weekly newspapers, three in the hope of realizing the baseless fabric of dreams in some
churches, an opera hall, two hotels, two livery stables, drug impossible future.
stores, doctors, brass bands, and salt well. The Liberals in
I wish all Liberals who are able to do so would heed the
and around Fall River will compare favorably with Liberals request of friends Harriet and Wm. Thorpe in the last TRUTH
of other localities. Mr. Reynolds got a wrong start. He BEEKER and pay at least $1 a year to help the really needy
failed to materialize on the regular passenger train, and was of our ranks-the aged, sick, and destitute. I hav a case
givl;)n up for lost. Late in the day he came in on the local just now that has been a sore thorn in my side for months.
freight, and thus had to escort himself to nearest quarters. All the old truth seekers who, like myself, hav taken the
We are aware that the proprietor of the hotel where Mr. paper from its birth on till now hav read the ringing letters
Reynolds quartered himself is not as far removed from his of R. M. Casey, of Seneca, S. C. He is now old and pennievoluting center all he should be, yet he keeps a good supply less, and, worse than this, is likely to lose his right hand,
of eatables that are spread without stint and in good shape.
and possibly his life, from an injury resulting from a large
Mr. Reynolds growls l]ecau.~e we :pay such e'iorbitant , splinter in the wrist, He has suffered worse than death for
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many weeks. Dr. Foote and his son, E. B. Foote, Jr:, hav
sent them $5 apiece, and I hav sent about as much more.
This is all the !J.elp they had received when I last heard from
them, a few days ago. Mrs. Casey is broken down and sick
in bed. They are worthy people, but Infidels in a Christian
community. Neighbors come in and go out and are asked if
the old man is changing in his belief as he is more and more
tortured by pain, but not one of them lifts a hand to help.
I wish I could place before you the affecting letter of the
poor old sick wife, soon, perhaps, to be left a widow. I
know you could not resist such an appeal and be human. A
God might do so, but not a living, loving man or woman. I
will join the dollar list, and send my donation as long as I
hav a dollar to spare. It is one of the greatest needs of our
institutions. I hope it will be commenced.
One more item-why is it that our Liberal friends do not
make more bequests to the cause? Wealthy Infidels pass
away one by one and will immense sums here and there, but
fail to remember Liberal publishing companies, the National
Defense Association, and other worthy objects of need. If
we wish to succeed, we must be more effectiv givers.
ELMINA D. BLENKER.
.
BooNVILLE, IND., Jan. 21, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $3.25; please send the good
old TRUTH BEEKER and the ANNUAL for the year. We hav
seven churches here and five Sunday-schools, and not one
school to study science in. I hav tried to get some to take
THE TRUTH BEEKER. I loan mine to them. Excuse me for
not sending a subscriber. I still remain your friend. This
from the old Atheist, aged sixty-nine, raised an old-school
Presbyterian, but who now doesn't believe in God, heaven,
JoHN A. REYNOLDS.
or hell, devil, angel, or ghost.
PAULINE, ARK., Jan. 20, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find 25 cents for the TRUTH BEEKER
ANNUAL of 1888, as you know I never fail to get one. They
contain more valuable and useful information than I hav met
with in any other book of the same size. I liv in a hotbed
of orthodox superstition. But they all know here how I
stand, as I publicly oppose church tyranny and advocate
Freethought-while others who call themselvs Freethinkers;
in ordel' to curry favor with the church don't like to be
known as such. I hav only a few stanch comrades here,
and we propose to die in the struggle for liberty.
Respectfully yours,
W. K. BAQHELOR.
BAKER CITY, ORE., Jan. 29, 288.
MR. EDITOR: I take the liberty to inform you we hav sixtyfour Liberals in this place. I am a reader of THE TRUTH
· SEEKER, and hope to become a subscriber in the near future.
S. P. PutLam delivered four lectures here last August. He
is an able speaker. His lecture on "The Glories of Infidelity" was grand.
I think well of the Nine Demands. I as a Liberal think
there should be one more added. That is the right of ballot
to the ladies of our land. They are our mothers, sisters,
and daughters. They hav climbed the ladder of fame almost
to the topmost round. As Liberals, why not consider them
our equal? Woman has been oppressed since the earliest
dawn of her existence. In the Bible days she was considered as property.
R. B. FmsBEY.
OMAHA, Jan. 22, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I am glad my lot has fallen in the nineteenth
century, that my brain is captured by such a paper as THE
TRUTH SEEKER. Believe me, I work hard to impress on
others the worth of so grand a paper. I am well acquainted
in Omaha. It hurts Christians when I want them to read
some of those grand remarks from our great thinkers which
to me are like the honey in the comb. Your paper is· too
grand for me to say anything. I hav taken your paper either
twelve or fourteen years. I am in my seventy-eighth year
and I feel that my head is level-life or death to this body.
I would love to be with you one half-hour. I once shook
hands with the beloved Bennett in Omaha. May prosperity
W. L. GRAY.
follow you, is my earnest wish.
MoNTICELLo, ILL., Jan. 25, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Having made my sister, a young lady stenographer in Chicago, a Christmas present of Miss Gardener's
" Men, Women, and Gods," I am greatly pleased to receive
a letter from her giving her opinion of the book, from which
I quote some extracts. I am sure that if more copies of
Miss Gardener's splendid work could be placed in the· hands
of our intelligent young women, before the influence of the
church blights their minds, they would never fall under that
influence, but do noble work in the-cause of Freethought.
My sister writes: "I hav finished my book, 'Men, Women,
and Gods,' and I like it very much. It suits my views pretty
well, though I did not know before that my way of thinking
was Infidel doctrin. I had never quite gone so far as to disbelieve the Bible wholly, and especially the New Testament
part of it. Still, it is a great deal easier and more reasonable
to look at it as she does. I hav always thought that probably it was a proof of my extreme sinfulness that I could not
stretch my faith and credulity up over my reason. I am
very glad to hav read this book, for I think it will help me a
great deal. I feel now that I can go along and do as nearly
right as I can, without worrying my brain over what is to
become of me after awhile, if I don't believe things that I
cannot believe. One thing she says agrees with my thoughts
exactly : ' I believe it is better to build one happy home here
than to invest in a thousand churches which deal with a
hereafter.' I hav felt a freer feeling since I read that book,
and feel that I can do right because it is right a good deal
easier than because of a fear of something to come hereafter,
or from any hope of a home beyond the skies. I read the
book 'conscientiously,' as you asked me to, and I hav also
read a good deal in the Bible since. l would like to hav a

talk with you on this subject. I really had about reached
this conclusion from my own reasoning before reading this
book, but this has finished the matter, and I fear it will be a
long time before I am gathered into the Christian fold ; and
yet my resolve to liv a good and useful life, and to make
those around me as happy as possible, is not lessened by the
reading of this 'cleverly blasphemous book.' "
My sister is, I think, a type of thousands of thinking,
intelligent young women who are not satisfied with the
fruits of faith, but are hungry for the truth, yet know not
where to turn for it. To them-for whom the book was
written-Miss Gardener's noble work will be the light in the
darkness if they can only read it. And to a~d them to read
it, I would suggest to our Liberal young men that when they
wish to make presents to their lady friends they include in
the list a copy of "Men, Women, and Gods," for it is a book
every young lady should be proud to own. And thus they
will spread in the ranks of the sex that needs it most the
gospel of reason, humanity, and truth.
0. W. MooRE.
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reality, and magnificence our earth is far above any description which we hav of the Christian heaven. How much
better we should be if we would confine ourselvs to the natural, and liv in this world while we liv I And if death is the
portal through which we find another and better world, let
us rejoice when we find it to be a reality. Thinking of another world caused me to turn to Burk's Theological Dictionary to see what he said of heaven. I find the following: •
"Heaven is considered as a place in some remote part of
infinit _§pace in which the omnipresent deity is said to afford
a nearer and more immediate view of himself, and a more
sensible manifestation of his glory, than in other parts of the
universe." Further on I find this: "Where this place is,
however,. cannot be determined.'' The same author has this
about hell: "The place of divine punishment after death.
As all religions hav supposed a future state of existence after
this life, so all hav their hell, or place of torment in which
the wicked are to be punished. Even the heathens had their
Tartara; the Mohammedans, we find, believe the eternity of
rewards and punishments. It is not, therefore, a sentiment
peculiar to Christianity." This author says that Mr. Swinden endeavore<l. to prove that hell was seated in the sun.
He says also that Mr. Whiston advanced a new and strange
hypothesis. According to him (Whiston), tb.e comets are so
many hells, appointed in their orbits alternately to caiTy the
damned to the confines of the sun, there to be scorched by
its violent heat, and to return with them beyond the orb of
Saturn, there to starve in those cold and dismal regions.
But, as Dr. Doddridge observes, we must here confess our
ignorance, and shall be much better employed in studying
how we may avoid this place of horror than in laboring to
discover where it is.
Do not the above quotations seem simple nonsense, and a
waste of paper, ink, and time? But such is theology
throughout its entire pages, and then it finishes its sentence3
by saying, "We must here confess onr ignorance." Why
not say: "We are Agnostics, Atheists "-or something better than hypocrits and pretenders?
S. P. HERRON, P.M.

OLD RIPLEY, ILL., Jan. 22, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I hav once been a preacher of the gospel,
and hav been convinced that its doctrins are degrading. I
hav given the subject a great deal ef thought, and hav written and published a work exposing the dogmas of the Bible.
But realizing that all previous attempts hav proved and will
prove insufficient for the accomplishment of the work, I hav
therefore contrived a picture as an exegesis of true and false
theology to serve as an object-lesson. It would prove a most
invaluable aid and assistant to all exponents of Liberalism
and Freethought. It is my misfortune, however, to be surrounded by orthodox bigots, and I am struggling between
poverty and ·want for the maintenance of a motherless family
of five children. I hav traveled several hundred miles for
the sole object of getting my design drawn; hav found many
who would undertake it, but on finding out what the object
was would decline, covering me with abuse. I hav been
greatly persecuted ; driven out into the storm at all times of
day and night, simply for expressing my honest opinion.
I would solicit correspondence with Liberals, whom I will
HARDIN, CoL., Jan. 26, 1888.
inform of the nature of my proposed picture, and will grateMR. EDITOR : Being an American citizen, hence an interfully receive their opinions as to the best way of publishing
ested party, I would like to ask if those articles from Van
it, and any aid they may feel disposed to giv.
Buren Denslow voice the opinions of THE TRTITH SEEKER.
Ex-REv. JosEPH N. MAXEY.
As you giv them prominence without comment, I conclude
you coincide with him in his conclusions. They are certainly
FREEPORT, N.Y., Jan. 27, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: During one of the late cold evenings, a an able defense of the existing monopoly,·and capitalistic
clerical friend of mine went into his snug, warm library to control of nearly everything under the sun. We certainly
compose a sermon for the following Sunday. When the ser- agree with him in that combined capital can produce more
mon was finished, he drank another glass of wine, lit a cigar, cheaply than individual effort, which fact will doubtless be
and began carelEissly humming the tune of "John Brown's admitted by about 8,000,000 people in this country who can
Body lies Moldering in the Grave." . While thus comfortably find nothing to do. What a consolation to a man of family,
enjoying himself and listening to the howling of the storm out of work, and without a cent in his pocket with which to
outside, the spirit moved him to adapt some new words to buy food or fuel, to know that these vast accumulations of
this fine old tune, and he kept right on until he composed capital, controling by means of special privileges grant.ed by
five verses. He called them "A Preacher's Soliloquy," and our government all the benefits of labor-saving machmery,
here they are, word for word, just as he gave them to me. railroads, all our immense coal and oil deposits, and al~o our
I hope some of your readers will commit them to memory, circulating medium of exchange, money-for even this, the
most important of all functions of the government, is farmed
and sing them from one end of the country to the other:
out to and almost completely at the mercy of, bankers and
Now every thoughtful citizen, whose head is fairly-: level,
bondh~lders-I say, what a consolation to the millions of
Rejects those pious stories of Jehovah and the devil,
homeless and penniless, that these immense, greedy, and ab
But we who get our living out of all this foolish drivel
solutely conscienceless monopolizers of nearly evety resource
Are marching bravely on.
Glory, glory to the age of false pretense I
of the earth, in all civilized (and other) countnes, whme
. Up with holy rigmarole and down with common sense!
motto, as expressed by Wm. H. Vanderbilt, is, "The public
If people want religion, they must pay the whole expense,
be damned "can produce so cheaply, <!an transport commodWhile we go marching on.
ities over ~ailroads (built and paid for by the public) so
The merchant needs religion his patrons to cajo~e;
cheaply-and can also {which Mr. Denslow fails to state)
The patrons want reli~on for the welfare of their souls,
make the consumers' ability to pay the limit of the price
And your wily politician, why, he needs it at the polls,
charged for commodities or for service rendered I The
When he goes marching on.
Union Pacific railroad owes our government about $80,000,Glory, glory, etc.
000 and this debt has been allowed to take second place in
We scare the weak and timid with terrors of dainnation ;
fav~r of other evidences of debt, in shape of fictitious issues
We wheedle want and poverty with merits of starvat:Ion.
of bonds and has also received as a free gift millions of
Get these to work in concert and our gospel of salvatiOn
Goes booming bravely on.
acres of land, sufficient in value to hav more than built the
Glory, glory, etc.
road Denslow to the contrary notwithstanding; as witness
his a~sertion that the people get all these things for absolutely
To insure a strict observance and submission to our rules,
We must use our best endeavors to extend. the race of fools. nothing.
More thunder in the pulpit, more religion in the schools,
We would like Mr. Denslow's answers to two questions.
Will keep us marching on.
If the laborer is not a producer, what was the origin of capGlory, glory, etc.
ital? If, as we contend, capital could not hav existed wi~h
Let all this foolish bickering 'twixt Leo, Knox, and Luther out labor is a creation of labor, and of right belongs to Its
Be amicably settled and adjusted for the future;
creator ~hat has he to offer in justification of the undeniWe must preach and pull together or else I fear we're
able fa~t that the greater part of all capital and wealth of
euchered,
the civilized world is concentrated into the hands of a few
And our marching's nearly done.
paltry thousands? I would prefer THE TRUTH BE~KBR's. anGlory, glory to the age of false P!et~nse!
Alas 1 what would become of us m times of common sense ? swers to those of Van Buren Denslow, who considers iliat
I fear the day is coming when pulpit eloquence
the question of profit must never be lost sight of, in the f~ol
Won't be worth a tinker's dam.
ish consideration of wltat is just. It is not cheap productiOn
JEREMIAH O'BRIEN.
in particular, but something like equal advantages under t~e
law and something more than the ghost of a chance for thmr
CoALTON, KY., Jan. 22, 1888.
live~, that people want, rather than such jugglery as th~s of
MR. EDITOR : I cannot afford to be without THE TRUTH
Van Buren Denslow in justification of the present legalized
SEEKER. It is a necessary evil which I feel must visit me at
robberies. Labor-saving inventions hav had the effect to
least once a week. And right here let me express my admisupply the wants (for those who are able to satisfy them) of
ration for Mr. Heston's able illustrations. I think they do a
the people of this country by the employment of only about
good work toward showing up the ign~rance _of su~erstition.
four-fifths of those who must either work, starve, or become
It seems strange to think of the gross InconsistenCies of the
people who are almost daily contributors in keeping up the the recipients of charity.
1 conceive that truth can result in injusti~e to ~o one, and
church and foreign missions. How willingly and gladly
as the present conditions and conduc~ of _thmgs m g;eneml,
they contribute to keep up an idle horde of useless men to
which Mr. Denslow labors hard to .JUStify, unquestiOnably
teach something of another world about which they know
tend to the greater accumulations of wealth on the one hand
nothing while in their own neighborhood are the untold sufand the deeper degradation and pov.ert~ on the othe~, a conferings ~f the poor and helpless women and children, ~hose
dition of things which truth and JUStiCe can certamly find
condition has been made in many cases by the oppressiOn of
~ 0 justification for, it seems to ~e _th~t if th,e name, "TRUTH
Christian corporations! We hav one or two corporations
SEEKER," has any significance, It IS mconststent, .to say ~he
headed by Christian gentlemen in our county whose heartleast, to publish, without comment, a defense of thi~g~ which
lessness is not far from equaling Gesler's.
every man who thinks knows outrage every prmCJple of
I think our earth far snp·rior to any world which we hav • ti"
J. D. Po-rTRR.
any account of milCh l(l3S k.now of. ln beauty, grandeur, JUS ce.
1
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style, but I do not believe in it. I left the
church four years ago. I am eleven years
old, and go to school. I read in the fourth
Edited by Mms SusAN H. WixoN, Fall book, and we hav a very good teacher and a
Ri'l!er, Mass., to whom all Communications f0'1' number of classes. Please excuse all mistakes.
FBANK E. CoLB.
this Corner slwuld lJe sent.
FonthiU, Ont., Can.

gi!tildrtn~s

•

U!orntr.

" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Gomes a pause in the day's occupations
'rhat is known as the Ohildren•s Hour."

The Girls We Want.
Hail to the girl who always tries
Her very best to do;
Who will not any task despise
That helps her mother through.
The girl whose head is full of sense,
And trifles not her time;
One who with fashions will dispense
Which Poon fade out her prime.
Who keeps good company or none,
And stands ere<:t in frame;
Who to no fickleness is proneMakes ·womanhood he1· aim.
This kind of girl will surely grow
In head and heart and hand;
And yet will be, we surely know,
A mother in our land.
Then to the girl giv warmest praise
Who guardeth well her youth;
Whose motto in her album says,
''Hold always to the truth!"

JoHN P. GurLD.

Good Counsels.
A ve1·ae, by some lover of children written,
Co rues to mY mind, by which I've been smitten.
The counsel given is so very good,
I would not change it even if I could.
I quote four lines for children's daily use,
A• follows, aud hope they'll meet no abuse :
" Little children, love one another;
Keep the Golden Rules of heaven,
The faults of others to forgiv,
As ye yourselvs would be forgiven."
And what is heaven 1 methinks you ask ;
To answer which, I'm sure, is no great task.
His self commend, fot· being truly good,
And keeping dally in a cheerful mood.
To kindly speak to sister dear and brother,
Aud to obey father e'er and mother,
Yteld• heaven on earth. What want we more
Wuile hving here upon this mortal shore 1
Yes, doing good and being good will insure
A real heaven, which all children may secure.
Naughty children themselvs do fairly hate,
As when they've naughtY been unto a mate,
0 r C(>arse and rude, or calling some bad name,
Which ever brings a real sense of shame.
A pilfering child and one who tells a lie
Iii seldom happy found. I'll tell you why:
It feels ashamed and guilty all the time,
And thus is punished for its every crime.
I hope my children readers every one,
Each pretty daughter and dutiful son,
Wtll now unite, and t.he Children's Corner,
B;- being good henceforth, will truly honor.
And when these given lines you turn to see,
Remember the writer, Elisha B.
TM·ee River_., Micl!.
E. D. BLAKEMAN.

Why I .Am a Liberal.
I thought I would write and tell you why
I am a Liberal. I will begin from the first
and tell you just how I came to be a Liberal.
I used to go to church and sit there as solemn as an owl, and would hardly dare say
a word to anybody. I sat there and listened·
to the minister telling his story. I would go
another Sunday and hear him tell the ·same
old story over and over again, till I was getting pretty well sick of it, though I dared not
tell my parents; so, after awhile, a man lent
my father some Freethought books-though
this man was about like the mule, for he still
sticks up for the church and makes believe
he is a Liberal; but he is not. He only pretends to ·be, but to pretend to be a Liberal
and to be a Liberal are two <!ifferent things.
After this man lent my father these books he
left the church and began to see things properly, and turned Liberal, and often used to
tell my mother it was no use to go to church;
but she said it would be no use to talk, she
was going to church, and so went. My
parents argued many nights, till at last my
mother turne d L ib eraI ' an d so we s_toppe d
going to church. I was no longer afraid of
the devil coming and taking me to hell. I
very soon became a Liberal, too, and I hav
heard my father read a Jot of trash from the

I am a Liberal because Liberals are advocatE!! of liberty for everybody, and also of

.'
free speech and a free press.
I am a Liberal because Liberalism aims to
free the mind from superstition.
·r am a Liberal because Liberalism will, in
time, abolish the occupations of several thousand priests.
I am a Liberal because LibP.ralism is the
mother of progress.
.
I am a Liberal because Liberalism is the
friend of science.
I am a Liberal because Liberalism makes
parents kind to their children.
I am a Liberal because true Liberals do not
commit crime.
I am a Liberal because Liberalism is putting out the fires of hell.
I am a Liberal because Liberals do not persecute for opinion's sake.
' I am a Liberal because my fat.her is one,
and he is kind and good.
I am a Liberal because I hav read THE
TRUTH SEEKER and other Liberal papers and
books.
JAMES BERRIDGE,
[Aged eleven.]
Sand Lake, Mich.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: As this is Thanksgiving day, and I am rather idle, I think that
I will giv you a few of the reasons " Why I
am a Liberal." In the first place, my father
has been taking THE TRUTH SEEKER since
1881, and I hav heard him read it, and hav
read it myself ; and its teaching, and hearing my father in fireside conversations on the
subject of religion, are the prime causes of
my being a Liberal. In the next place, when
I was not more than ten years old, I used to
think that if God made everything, as the
Bible teaches, and has all power, then he
deserves all the credit for what is good, and,
on the same principle, all the blame for what
is bad. And then again, I think that it is.
perfectly impossible for me to love God as
well as I do my own father and mother, and
the Bible says that I must not only love God,
but that I must hate my father and mother
before I can be his disciple, and that's enough
for me-l can't be his disciple. I must aCknowledge that I do not know how to love
or hate God. Then again, I can see that it is
not just to damn a man for what he believes,
or for what he does not believe.
These are some of the reasons why I am a
Liberal. I· was thirteen years old the 16th of
last September.
JEROME B. BROWN.
Bronston, Ky.
I am a Liberal because when Mr. Ingersoll
lectured here in Port Jervis he said, "Don't
whip boys," and the Bible says, " If you
spare the rod you will spoil the child," and I
believe as Colonel Ingersoll does ..
Another reason is because I like to hav
other folks be Liberal enough to let me do just
as I want to, and to think just as I like to ;
then 1 will be Liberal enough to Jet them hav
their own way.
Another reason is, my father and mother
are Liberals, and 1 guess that makes me a
born Liberal.
I am. twelve years old, and go to school
when I don't take the liberty to stay out.
The teachers call it "playing truant," bnt 1
don't call it so, being a Liberal, and doing as
I like to about going to school.
Port JeT'I!is, N. Y. WINTHROP D. MEAD.

Correspondence.

OLD RIPI.EY, ILT.. , Feb. 2, 1888.
DEAR Miss WixoN: Papa takes THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and I read the Corner and like it
very much. 1 am twelve years old, and go
to school all the time. Of all the men who
hav risen to the pinnacle of fame, many
hav been Liberals, and I think they are good
men, and hope that the good cause is makBible which was not fit to put in any book ; ing progress.
.
and, after I had left the church, the minister
Cordially yours, EDWARD R. MAREY.
of the Methodist church said one hundred
ARMSTRONG, IowA, Feb. 8, 1888.
angels could dance on the point of a needle,
which I think is impossible. I hav not yet
DEAR Miss WIXON: There is a cold wind
told you the great reason why 1 am a Liberal, from the northwest to-day. The people of
this neighborhood hav lyceums here every
but will now tell you. The reason I am a Friday night; father, brother Robert, and I
Liberal is because you don't learn anything went to the lyceum last night. Our teacher's
by going and sitting in a church, like an owl, name is Miss Florence Curtis. She is the best
as I hav saiu before. There are some things I teac~er that ever t9:ught our school•. I stu?y
in the Bible which are not fit for anybody to read~ng, penmans~lp, geograp1y, arithmetiC,
spelhng, and drawmg. I was ten years old
read. ,r would rather read one ~f Colonel In- in December. My uncle Joe, who went to
gersolls lectures than twelve Brbles. There Colorado, has come back; he went there for
are some people who go to church just for his health, but it cost too much to liv there.
1

Two hundred people in Dakota and northern interesting, instructiv, and always welcome
Nebraska during recent cold storms froze to in the Children's Corner. We hope the brodeath. Hoping to see this in print,
· ken arm may soon be as good as new, and
Yours truly,
ETHEL BuRT.
trust that both our worthy friends may liv
long and be always happy.-ED. C. C.]
ELLENBBURGH, W. T., Feb. 6, 1888.
Miss WrxoN, Dear Madam: I see so many
letters in the Children's Corner I thought I The Trick that a Good Little Boy Did
would write one too. I am a ten-year-old
Only Once a Day•
girl. My studies are arithmetic, geography;
Many years ago one of the most famous
reading, spelling, and physiology. I hav four
brothers and two sisters. We liv close by the elephants that traveled in this country was
Yokima river. Well, I guess I will close for "Old Columbus." During one of his sumthis time. Hoping to see my letter in print, mer trips through Virginia he stopped at the
LoUISE p ARIUSH.
town of D--. In the neighboring town of
H-- a boy, familiarly called " Dave" and
PA.xroo, KAN., Feb. 7. 288.
DEAR Miss WIXON: As you published my notorious for leadership in all kinds of misother letter, I thought I would write again. chievous tricks, determined to show off beWe are having nice weather now. I am go- fore the other boys at Old Columbus's
ing to school every day that I can. I study expense; and invited several of his companarithmetic, spelling, reading, history, writions to go with him.
ing, grammar, physiology, and geography.
Having come to the elephant's stable, Dave
I like to read the stories in the Children's
Corner. I think the essays, "Why I Am a gave him first candy, then cake, and then
Liberal," very good.
finally cried, "Now, boys!" and slipped a
I am fourteen years old. I would like piece of tobacco in his proboscis, intending
some of the Liberals of my age to write to
to get out of danger and enjoy Old Colum- ·
me.
Your Infidel friend, RosA PINGER.
bus's disgust and anger.
TITUSVILLE, P A., Feb. 12, 1888.
But before he could move Columbus seized
DEAR Miss WixoN: As I hav never seen him and whirled him upward through the
any correspondence from this place, I opening overhead against the roof of the
thought perhaps a few lines might interest
·
my little friends who reoo the Children's stable.
Unhurt by his very unexpected rise, Dave
Corner. I am eleven years old. My papa
takes THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I am very fond dropped on the haymow. The other boys
of reading the Children's Corner. There are below, s.upposing this to be the "trick"
a number of Liberals in this place; they hav promised them, cried out in admiration :
a lyceum here which I attend every Sunday,
"Dave, Dave, do that again!"
and it is very interesting. I will close for the
Dave, comfortably seated out of harm's
P.resent. This being my first letter, you will
please excuse mistakes.
way, very earnestly answered:
From your little friend and truth seeker,
"No, boys; I only do that trick once a
ETHEL G. STREETER.
day!"
MusKEGON, MroH., Feb. 9, 1888.
A Bright Little Girl.
DEAR Miss WrxoN: I am going to write to
We heard the other day of a young minisyou and the Children's Corner now. I am
well and can go to school; last week I ter who was " taken down'' very handspelled the whole class down. Miss Wixon, somely by a bright little girl. He had been
do you think it is nice for our teacher to teach
us how to pray? Mr. Bell is coming here called upon quite unexpectedly to address a
and going to giv three Liberal lectures. Sunday-school, and to giv himself time to
Many of my school-mates go to church and collect his thoughts he asked a question.
Sunday-school. But I do not care anything "Children," said he, "what shall I speak
about going; I would rather sit on a pump- about?" A little g~rl on the front seat, who
kin, arid hav it all to myself, than go to
church and be crowded on a velvet cushion. had h~rself committed to memory several
I will close now, for it is getting late and I declamations, held up her hand, and in a shrill
must go to bed. I will write again. My re- voice asked, " What do you know ?"
gards to all the little truth seekers. I remain,
Yours truly,
ADA VANDERLINDE.
"WHAT kind of boys go to heaven?" asked
[Praying to some unknown power is use- a Sunday-school snperintendent. "Dead
less business, and a waste of time that might boys," yelled the youngest member of the
be more profitably employed.-ED. C. C.]
infant class.
ELLENSBURGH, WASH., Feb. 6, 1888.
Miss SusAN H. WixoN, Dea1· ilfadam: As
I saw my other letter: in print, I will try and
write again, and see if this will miss the
waste-basket. It has been very cold here, as
cold as thirty-seven degrees below zero.
There is very little snow here now. It is less
than half a foot deep. That is very little for
this country ; it is four feet deep in the valley and fifteen feet in the mountains sometimes. My studies are as follows : Fourth
reader, spellin~, arithmetic, physiology, geography, and writing. I am twelve years old.
There ha v been a great many serious accidents
on the Northern Pacific railroad this winter.
It is not safe to travel on it at all. When the
three-mile tunnel is completed there will be
no accidents at all to amount to anything,
because the main part of the accidents happen on the switch-back. I will close with
good wishes to you, and also to the Corner.
THOMAS W, pARRISH.
THREE RIVERS, MroH., Feb. 14. 1888.
Miss SusAN H. WixoN, Dear Lady: You
will learn by this paper that the writer was
thrown from a sleigh a few days since and
had his left arm broken. Being a regular
reader of THll: TRUTH SEEKER and much interested by your Children's Corner, while unable to work, I hav ventured to write a few
rhyming lines for the children, whiC'h, if you
wish to do so. you can hav published, and
welcome, and I shall be pleased to see them
laid before the children. It is they who will
yet hav to conduct the affairs of this our
great nation, and every word wisely given for
their best well-being should be carefully done
to guide them in the paths of virtue and
goodness.
Brother D. M. Bennett and the writer were
old-t.ime friends-schoolmates, messmates,
etc.; therefore you will not think strange that
I am interested in everything published in the
grand periodical he started in Paris, Ill. I
hav taken it from the first. The Truth Seeker
Company published my "Two Hundred Riddies" for children some years since, which you
may hav seen. Every one of them was invented by myself, and first written by my
hand.
It comes easy for me to write poems, as
well as prose, and if I can be any help to you
in that line at any future date, please be free
to let me know.
Mrs. Blakeman is also interested in reading
TnE ,TRU'rH SEEKER, and especially the Children .sCorner.
.
Wrth these few hnes, accept our best
wishes for your health and prosperity.
E. D. BLAKKMAN.
[Our friend Blakeman's contributions are

I

~cienct

flkolumn.

About Rocks.
Rocks maybe divided into several kinds or
classes, but the two grand divisions are stratified and unstratified rocks.
Unstratified
rocks are those which were once in a melted
state from intense heat, and which hav since
cooled into a half-crystallized state, the same
as water, when growing colrler, crysta11izes
into ice. Ice is rock much the same as granit
and sandstone are rock.
Crystallization means those forms in which
particles of a liquid arrange themselvs as it
hardens into a solid, or in other words, as it
freezes. Granit, iron, and mnrble are frozen
substances, for with greater heat they would
become liquid. Rock may be changed by
b.eat into a liquid or molten state, as ice is
chariged by heat to water.
Stratified rocks are not crystallized. Instead of having cooled from a liquid into a
solid state, they hav been slowly built up
piece by piece, and grain upon grain, into
their present form through long ages of the
world's history. They are called stratified
beca.use they are in themselvs made up of
distinct layers, and also because they lie one
upon another in layers, much the same as the
leaves of a book, or as the bricks of a house
are placed. Stratified rocks are also called
sedimentary rocks.
The stratified or sedimentary rocks of the
present day are made from the sediment first
taken from the land by streams and rivers,
and then allowed to settle on the sea-bottom,
where the different layers are formed, and in
this manner a large portion of mitterial is
every year taken from the land and given to
the sea. Running water can support and
carry along sand and earth which in still
water would quickly sink to the bottom.
The land is continually crumbling away, and
fresh land under the ocean is being built up
from the same materials which the streams
and rivers hav taken from islands and continents. Geologists say that by this method
the enormous formations of stratified or sedimentary rocks hav been made.
Omaha, Neb.
MARGARET S. CoLVIN.
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Church and the Republic.
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mediate relief from Grannlahons, InfiammationP,
Dim Vi•iou, Watery Gatherings, aud FailiiiQ
t:!•ght. of Eres. De~tfness, Drummiug, llingiug ot
the Ears dispelled by a few apph~alious. Ca·
tarrhal diftieulties of Eyes or Ear• IUBt•ntly removed. Sent the world over. Box with inHtmctions, by mail, 30 cents.
G. A. LO~IAS,
Shakers P. 0 .. N. Y.
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"The miraculous is the impossible. Anything
'lvithin the realm of the possible is no miracle."
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has published

and most thorough work ever written on the
~
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is Etiscussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sab- Is a Stanch Infidel and a Successbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath· The. Cht:[stian
ful Physician.
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Exammatwn of
The Better Way, of Cincinnati, 0., says," We are in a more attractiv form than any in which they
Sunda;y Arguments; Origin of Christian Sabbath· Testimony of the Christian Fathers; The assured that Dr. Fellows. the eminent specialist of hav previously appeared. At the head of an enSa.bb'ath durin!(( the Middle A~es; The Puritan Vineland, N.J., is an educated gentleman of suSabbath; Testimony of Christian Reformers, perior mind and large attainments, Btnd tha~ suc- graving on heavy plate paper, 24x19 inches, are
Hcholars, and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday cess in his profession has bronght him busmess, the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
not only from all part.s of this CO)lntryL but from
LaWii. Price, 25 cents; six copies, $1.00.
shores. He ts m the prime .or hfe a!ld WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re- foreign
able to transact his various profess10nal duties
ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story promptly and well and giv satisfaction in every Republic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
of the Author-Hero's life, delinea~es the le~d inst-ance. His references are numbered by thou- JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
flu· Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christianity.
ing traits of his character and g~nms, and VID·
dicates hi~ name from the aspersions cast upon saB~~·Fellows treats all those pec~liar diseases printed the Nine Demands of the American Secuit. Chowe extracts from ' Common Sense," resulting from indiscretion and Ignorance of lar Union in conspicuous type. At the foot are
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and ''Age youth. Those who are ailip.g should send 10 cents
of Reason" are given; also, tributes to Paine's for the Dr.'slittle booksettmg forth an ExTERNAL LAFAYETTE, GIRARD. and INGERSOLL,
character from more than one hundred noted AFPLIOATION-a positiv cure.
making eight likenesses in all. Inscribed beFELLOWS
persons of Eurojle and A!!lerica, many of thetp.
neath each portrait is some radical sentiment
Address
DR. R. P. Vineland, N.J.
written expressly for this work. Second edition, 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
pr Mention t-his paper.
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the !>f some passages in the" History ol the Decline and
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
Fall of the Roman Empire" by
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents; SEL}'-CON1.'.RADIU1.'10NS 0}' 1.'HE space between the portraits and around them are
EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
cloth, 75 cents.
arabesques of vines and !lowers in profusion, and
BffiLE.
Image Breaker. Six Lectures: Dethe panel inclosing the Nine D~mands is sur- With a Life of Gibbon, prefuce and notes by the editor,
including critical notes by Guizot, Milman, \Ve,.ckl
cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, WashA perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Thoul{b
an" English Churchman," and other scholars.
in!{ton an Unbeliver;..Jefferson an Unbeliever; anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W. mounted on each corner by Mr. Eckhard's design
Pame and Wesley; uhristian Sabbath. Each H. BURR, one of our ablest corresponqents. More of the :tlag above the cross. The whole makes an r vol. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With C5 engr,vings. ~l.M
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts. than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cen1s. exceedingly handsome work for framing. The
This hook shows when, where, and hov.· Christianii:\
who were its founders, and w~~t were t!1t
The Apostle of" Liberty. An address For sale at, this offi~e.
artistic part is Gqual to the best, and the portraits originated.
sentimeuts, manners, uuntbers, and conditiOn of t11(
delivered in Paine Hall, be!'ore the N. E. Freeprimitive
Christians.
·
are as true to nature as the photographs from
thinkers' Convention. January 29, 1884. Price.
"I k JOW of no book that conta~ns more real and val
10
which
they
were
transferred.
The
design
will
be
cents. THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
mYllledicnl Compound nod J;mproTed
uable i;1formation upon the origin of Christianity."Elastic Sor• orter Trnssmj_rom3 to
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
90 days. Refiable teierenr.es g!ven. \:nd
R·,~<fj~~-..:~rth5e0~,~·st learned and interestit~g books ~v..J
stamp for circular, a11d aav tn what paper
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
THE TRUTH SE~KER ANNUAL
written and published."-Bos/on Investigator. '
vou taw my advertuement. Address OMit.
118
Lafayette
Place,
New
York.
Price, SG cents.
FOR SA!.!!: !loT T!IYUi E!>l;.o.~~S !)H'J~~''!II. A. ~BIIit.lnille,JdenA ~ !Do
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Literary Notices.

denizens of earth. Of course, this error of
the
creativ power is to be lamented ; but as
Readers wishing to study Spanish or German are informed that "Spanish Simplified" it is irremediable, the world must be content,
and " German Simplified," the publications of and you ought not to be offended, or feel
Augustin Knofiach, New York, are highly that you were slighted." Price $1.25.
recommended. $1.25 each.
Prof. David A. Wells devotes the ninth
of his series of articles on " Economic Disturbances," which appears in the Popula;r
&ience Monthl11 for March, to the labor question. In the same number Andrew D. White,
in one of his "New Chapters in the Warfare
of Science," describes the era of attempts at
compromise between scripture and geology.
The price of this magazine per number is
50 cents.
Those searching for proof of continued existence after death will find many arguments
based, not upon myths, but upon scientific
physical analogies, !!ensibly presented in " The
Evolution of Immortality; or, Suggestions of
an Individual Immortality Based upon Our
Organic and Life History." The author
is C. T. Stockwell. The book is handsomely
printed and tastefully bound in cloth. The
publishers, Charles H. Kerr & Co., fix the
price at 75 cents.
A handsome present to a young person, or
to any interested in puzzles, would be a
yearly subscription to the Puuler, published
monthly by N.D. C. Hodges, New York, at
$1.20 yearly, or 10 cents a number. This
publication seems peculiarly suitable for a
gift, being got up in a handsome manner,
printed on heavy paper, with a ·lithographed
cover of much beauty. Each number contains entertaining puzzles and game problems, and the answers to those contained in
the preceding issue.
" The National Sin of Literary Piracy," by
Henry Van Dyke, D.D., is published by
Charles Scribner's Sons at the price of 5 cents.
International copyright is a desirable thing,
and a commendable first step toward the
removal of the present maintenance among
nations of " the relations of sav!lges." But it
would hav suited us well enough to hav
literature-thieving condemned on other
grounds than that it is not in accord with
the" Ten Commandments," with" righteousness," and with the " Christian church as a
guardian of private and public morals." And
why not call it a crime, not a ''sin?" Yet
when the.doctor, after describing the" iniquity," queries, "Has the church nothing to
do with this?" we cannot maintain quite so
firm a dissent. In fact, truth compels us to
answer in the affirmativ-the church, reverend doctor, does hav much, ever so much,·
to do with thievings, piracy, and all those
things.
"What I Saw At Cassadaga Lake: AReview of the Seybert Commissioners' Report,"
by A. B. Richmond, a member of the Pennsylvania bar, is published by Colby & Rich.
It is an essay at refutation of the conclusions
arrived at by the Seybert commission for the
investigation of Spiritualism. The author's
style is one of keenness and brilliancy. As a
specimen of his ability with the weapons of
ridicule and sarcasm we may quote: " The
true investigator of phenomena does not
waste his time in the vain inquiry of why it
[spiritual intelligence] did not occur in some
other manner. Why does the night-blooming cereus open its beautiful petals only in
darkness, when all the other gems of the
floral kingdom love the light of the sun?
Who knows? save that the spirit life of the
plant demands certain conditions which must
be obeyed. Envfroned in the light of day
the plant refuses to bloom ; enveloped in
darkness it obeys the laws of its being, and
opens its petals in the midnight air. Why
does hydrocyanic acid-a most subtil poison....:.
lose its deadly properties when exposed to
the light? Why does the photographer require a ' dark seance' in preparing his plates?
Why does light affect his sensitiv chemicals?
Who can tell? We only know that it is so,
and must be content with that knowledge
until nature unfolds her secrets to the investigator. So it is with spirit life. If there is
such life, it must, of course, be governed by
natural laws; what those laws are the investigator must seek to find, and not become
discouraged on the very threshold of investigation because the phenomena are not in aCcordance with his esthetic tastes. You see,
the spirit world was probably created before
the Seybert commission, and therefore it was
impossible to consult that honorable body as
to the most proper manner in which spirit
life should make its presence known to the

In the February Forum Senator Cullom
presents an article on " The Government and
the Telegraph," the gist of which may be
given in a few extracts : " In 1843 Congress
appropriated $30,000 'to test the expediency
of the telegraph projected by Professor
Morse,' and in 1844 the line already referred
to was constructed with this appropriation.
This line, erected with the people's money,
was placed under the charge of the postmaster-general where it properly belonged, and
for three years it was operated by the government in connection with .the postal service.
The government was, therefore, the original
promoter of the telegraph in the United
States. It demonstrated its practicability,
something no capitalists could be induced to
undertake, and yet to-day the United States
is the only civilized nation in which the telegraph is not under government control. The
advocates of a government telegraph are
suggesting nothing new. They are simply
advocating the policy which prevails in all
other leading nations. , . . Some idea of
the saving that would hav been effected· to
the public can be gained from the fact that
from 1867 to 1883 (both inclusiv) the shareholders of the Western .Union Telegraph
Company received $34,000,000 in cash dividends, in addition to stock dividends of
$25,817,198. . . . When England found
itself in a position· similar to that which the
United States occupy to-day with respect to
the telegraph business, the Bntish government did not long hesitate to act, but bought
out the existing lines and assumed control of
the business. And this was done, too, although the government was forced to pay
extravagant prices for the lines, and to assume a heavy indebtedness in order to buy
them. But England· has never hesitated to
undertake any expenditure, however enormous, that promised to promote the business
interests of the nation, a fact which largely
accounts for her success in maintaining her
commercial supremacy.
. The results
of the purchase of the lines in England afford
the best answer to the objections raised
against the assumption of the telegraph business by the government of the United States.
It is amusing, after this length of time, to
read the arguments that were adduced against
the absorption of the telegraphs by the state.
Every reason has been proved wrong, every
prophecy has remained unfulfilled. . . .
It is claimed that this plan would practically
confiscate the existing telegraph properties by
driving the companies out of the business,
and would establish a government monopoly;
but this objection comes with bad grace from
the Western Union Company, which has itself driven more than fifty competing companies out of the business, and confiscated their
properties at a fraction of their original cost.
The Western Union has never been granted a
monopoly of the telegraph business; it has
simply acquired it, and has enjoyed enormous
profits therefrom. It is not proposed to prevent the Western Union from carrying on its
business. It will be free to compete with the
government for the patronage of the public.
And if it can furnish better service than can
be given under a government system, as its
advocates insist, it will be assured a profitable
business. . . . It is contrary to the genius of our institutions to multiply the functions of government ·unless some great gain
is probable. I do not believe in a paternal
form of government, but we are often obliged
to choose between two evils, and I do not believe the American people will hesitate long
in making a choice as between a government
control and a private monopoly of the telegraph." Murat Halstead presents statistics
which he claims to prove that the Southern
whites are "nullifiers of the Constitution" by
intimidation " of the colored citizens from
expressing at the ballot-box their preferences
in places where they endanger the political
eupremacy of the Democratic despotism."
"Even 'in Virginia," he represents, "the colored people are embarrassed and cheated by
registration regulations prepared to confuse
them and keel! them from the polls, and the
Democrats manage to supervise the counting
and returns so as to maintain, on important
issues, the solidity of that corner of the
South." Mr. Halstead conceives our future
prospects to be of this nature : " In 1888,
Congress and the Supreme Court will, in all
probability, go with the presidency. The
whole government is therefore at stake. If

the Democrats get it, resting and dependent
upon the South made solid by the nullification
of the war amendments of the Constitution,
what will they do with it? That is the question to which public attention must be directed. We may be sure that those who hav
been the self-constituted interpreters of the
Constitution, and hav been proud of their relations td that instrument; which they hav
regarded as their own platform and· political
gospel, will find a way to remove from it the
portions that were pinned to it with bayonets
and that they hav made a dead letter. They
are experts in precisely that line, and they
hav opened a vast field for the display of
their talent. With a Supreme Court of their
own they would speedily rid themselvs,
under cover of decisions as to former regularity, of the reproach of nullification. The
amendments as they stand might be declared
to be the fruit of unconstitutional !lS well as
unholy violence. The cry would be raised
that the ' old Constitution' was the one stay
and support of the country. This would
prepare the way for putting the gray upon an
equality with the blue in the pension lists.
Why not, if the Confederate cause was originally constitutional and always good? Then
come the war claims. Are .our fellowcitizens from the Ohio to the Gulf of Mexico,
with the law-making power in their hands, to
submit forever to outlawry?" Those who
hav not had time to pay to Irish affairs sufficient to obtain a clear understanding of just
what is the matter over there may find useful
a few extracts presenting the substance of an
article by the American novelist, ,"fulian Sturgis, on'' The Cause of .Irish Discontent:"
" What is this Ireland? To orators it seems
to be a sort of female in distress, asking for
equity, or for liberty, or for self-government,
or for Grattan's parliament, or for a rise in
prices, or for a change of weather. .
The end which the tenant-farmers of Ireland
deeire is the settlement of the land question.
But what is the settlement which they desire ?
They wish to become the owners of their
farms. They do not wish to buy them ; the
time of such modest desires has gone by ;
they wish and they expect to get their farms
for, nothing, or for next to nothing. They do
not wish the government to buy out the landlords. This buying, out the landlords would
involve a loan; and this loan would involve
payment of interest by the tenant-farmers,
who would rather pay rent. Indeed, unless
the process of developing into landowners
were to go on f.oreTer, they would hav gradually to pay the principal also. 'fhey do not
wish that the state should buy out the landlords and assume their place, becoming forever the one landlord of them all. They
would rather pay rent to their landlords than
to an official collector. . . . That which
the tenant-farmers desire is to pay no more
rent in any shape or to any people. They
wish tq become owners of their farms ; to
pay nothing, or next to nothing, for the
acquisition of this ownership ; and to cease
paying rent from that time forth forever.
This they desire, and this they expect. Two
lessons are preached daily to them. One lesson is, that it is unfair to remove them from
their farms, whether they pay rent or not.
The other lesson is, that land in Ireland has
ceased to produce rent, i. e.; that an Irish
farm can produce nothing more than the fair
profit of the f1umer. Take these two lessons
together, and there follows inevitably the
practical advice, Pay no rent and stick to
your farms. This then, this taking of their
property from the landlords without compensation, or with compensation extravagantly
inadequate and unfair, is what the tenantfanners expect from a Dublin parliament.
The present government of Great Britain
and Ireland hav promised to produce a
scheme for buying out the Irish landlords,
but no such scheme will now content the
Irish tenants. The Parliament of the United
Kingdom will go no further, not having yet
accepted the doctrin that it is fair to deprive
people of their property, even of their property in land, without a fair, or at least a decent, compensation. But a Dublin parliament would be forced to go so far, and to act
in accordance with this doctrin. For this
very purpose is its existence desired by the
Irish peasantry.
. . Causes which modify a people's character are at work in Ireland-the national schools, the books and
newspapers, the ideas which come back from
the lands whither the emigrants go. Could
an Irish parliament increase the strength of
these transforming forces? The great majority of its members would be returned by
Roman Catholic votes, and any change in the
existing educational system of the country
would be a change from the present equality

of all denominations in the work of education to the endowment by an Irish government of Roman Catholic teaching. Whatever "good such t("aching may do, it will
hardly be said that its chief effect is to make
men labor unceasingly that they may lay up
treasure in this world." The Forum is sold at
50 cents per copy, or $5 a year. This maga•
zine, or any other periodical wished, may be
subscribed to through this office.

RemlnlscPnces of aPreac~er,
A RADICAL ROMANUE.

By WILLTAM McDONNELL,
Author of "Exeter Hall," "Heathens of the
Heath," "Family Creeds," "Beautiful Snow," etc., etc.
The story is used by the author to teach Freethought, to remove superstition from the minds·
of those who would not read a polemical essay,
and to urge facts against the various churches,
believing which their supporters will desert them.
The book is an argument as well as ·a novel, but
the serious predicaments of the hero are skilfully
used to lure the reader along, and to induce him
to take the antidote to theological poisoning without knowing it. Mr. McDonnell writes effectivly
Rnd convinmngly, and always braces his romances
wit.h facts on one side and figures on the. other.
'!'hose who hav read his previous works need not
be advised to purchase this; they will probably do
so at once.
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

GIRARD'S WILL
AND

Girard College Theology.
AN EXPOSE

or the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
churches and Young Men's
Christian Association.
By RICH. B. WESTDRoox, D.D., LL.D.
Price $1.
Address-THE TRUTH BEEKER.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parentless, with little money, fair education, and much
courage, to make their way through the world by
1roing to Chicago. The author is also the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the main, a. liistory of a working girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
and disreputable hypocrits. It is just such a story
of human life as we should expect Colonel ln~rer
soll to be interested in; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
of the rest of the world Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
.JU§T OUT.

Christian Absurdities.
BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
DO YOU W&NT a pleasant, healthful, cheap
home in the South 1 Write Leftwich Bros. and
Curtis, Florence, Ala.,
lYM

ALEX ANDER VON HUMBOLDT.

Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist,
suitable for framing, sent postll_aid
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
tf

12x15 inches,
for 25 cents.

Paine Vin~icateU !
-oA thorough and overwhelming reply to the New .
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
-o-

The New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory ot
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
A Fab'1'icated .Account of a Scene at tM Deathbed of Thomas Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
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ARGUMENT

USE THE

Robert G. Ingersoll,

In your meetings, to make them lively and interestmg. THE LIBERAL HYMN-BooK contains songs
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It iBtllig!!!Y commended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton, Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price,
25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co.

IN THE

PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse . ...:..J ames Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notioeitinMan.-T.B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
A~te.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.
PRICE, 20 CENTS.
The nJimber of heads under which Y9U hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each point is discussed, should be highl:r colll,lllended. Therefore
I take ~~:reat pleasure m recommending " AntiProhibition" to the consideration of ever[ person
who is interested, not only in the cause o temperance1put in the principles of self-government.J.J . .Ill.oCabe.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER..

Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not write.
The Bonneta written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENBY
BUBB. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

FOR

'.' B L A S P H E M Y, ''

The Conflict between Christianity
and Civilization.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.

BACON AND Sli.A.KSPERE·

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS

W. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
PRICE,
15CENTB.
It is a stunner; concise, scholarly, and good.M. E. Billings.

meets every Sunday in bduatrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 l'.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social question&.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'!'mth
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

BY

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

AT

MOH.RISTOWN,

WHO WANTS

NEW JERSEY.

StenographicaUy reported, and.ref!ised by tluJ author.

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

t

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his ~reat forensic powers. All his heart and brain
are in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is m his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we see him as the splendid champion of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
and justice, hatred of tyranny and chains, s~pathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his
courage and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expression, and he makes grand use of the
opportunity. Such a fiood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriotism-is not often poured out in a court of justice.
The many _calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. ·Au other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleading newspa)ler references.
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an address to a jury: statesmen and politicians a clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
and women everywhere, a Magna Charta of .their rig!J.ts.
·
Address THE TRU'l.'H ·sEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.
·

THEM.~

Pair Diamond Eard•ops worth UOO for $280; do.
$250 for $150; do. $120 for $80; do. $60 for $45; do.
$40 for $28; 1 Diamond Pin, worth $325, for $220 ;
do. $180 for $135 ; do. $150 for ~110 ; do. $100 for $65 :
do. $65 for $45; do. $38 for $28. 1 Ring or Stud
worth $185 for $140; do. $150 for $110 ; do. $90 for
$65; do. S65 for $45 ; do. $50 for $35. A full line of
smaller Diamond Goods same discounts. WILL
REFUND CASH IN FULL FOR ANY OF THE ABOVE AT
ANY TIME DURING ONE YEAR IF NOT SATISFACTORY.
Best "Howard" Watch, Elegant Diamond-set
case, worth $300 for $220; similar $200 for $150; do.
$150 for $110. Ladies' Watch, 50 Diamonds, worth
$200, for $150; do. Diamonds and Rubies, •140 for
$100; do. $100 for $70. A full line of regular st:[les.
equallY low. Wedding Rings a specialty, Uabinet Urgans worth $150 for $75; do. $100 for f50
Music Box, 10 airs, $32, worth $45 • do. $28; do. 8.
airs, $18 worth $25. 100 Plush and Leather Albums,
lar~est size, $1 to $10,.nearly half price. 100 Plush
Toilet, Jewelry, Mamoure, Bhavmg, and Ohild's
BEts, $1 to $15, same reductions. Best TriplePlated Knives $3 50; Forks $3.50 per dozen. Triple
l!lated '.rea-spoons $1.70; Table·BJ1oons $3.40 per 6.
Best Spectacle or Eye-Glass $1, Pebbles p, Gold
$6 and $7 (Bend line of finest print you can read
plainly at 14 inches and I can fit you). I am an
expert in my line-your home jeweler must hav 30
to 50 per cent profit-I will serve you honestly and
giv you the advantage of my loi!K_Il!Ilerience for
5 to 10 per cent.
OTTO WETTSTEIN,
Rochelle, Ill.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.

Charles Watts's Works.

The Greatest of all Anti-Bibll·
cal \Vorks.

Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethonght. Bound

By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.2!> CoNTENTS:
Section I. Definition of Freethou_ght and its
Early Btl·uggles for Life. Section II. What it
Ow(ls to Mohammedanism. Section ill. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conftict during the Sixteenth,
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Jltws off fltt fleth.

THE thought which robs
death of its enmity is
that, when we are gone,
others as full of life as we
will swarm into our places.
OVERPRODUCTION OF FLIES.
Death is impartial distribuAoooRDING to t)le aption. What it stands for is
And the Lord did so: and there came a griev•us swarm of flies into the house of Pharaoh, and into his servants'
pointment of the Centen"the greatest good of .the
hou~es, and into all the land of Egypt; the land was corrupted by reason of the swarms of flies.-Ex. viii, 24.
nial committee of the
greatest number." Though
there should he no other
PresbyterianGeneralAs~~==================================================~====================================~==========~
"Do you not think, Miss Smith," ·he pleaded, life in store for us, we should be willing to move
sembly," Sunday, the 27th ult., was observed
"that in time you might learn to love me?" "Pos- on and make room for the new-comers. Death the
throughout the country as a day for the
sibly," the girl replied. "If you could render me enemy of youth and beauty! Yes, it does sometaking of church and Sunday-school colleca statement of what you are worth, 1\Ir. Jones, I times -snatch them from our sight and keeping.
tions for the benefit of the Centennial fund.
might learn to love you. I'm very quick at fig- But it is death alone that makes them possible.
A TUG is the only thing that has its tows .behind. urea."
"Room for the yonnll:t room for the brave, room
AT the eel~ bration, in March, of Emperor
for the beautiful !" Thanks to thee, 0 death !
A comET made of bamboo is the latest thing
WHEN the deacon had unwrapped the bundle of there is never a.ny lack of little children in the
William's birthday, a copy of his biography on t; it's a. Port of a waist-basket.
SUPPosed counterfeit money, for which he had world. n•ver anY lack of boys and girls; never
will be presented to every soldier in the GerIT makes Dakota people shiver to think of the paid $500 in good bills, and found simply the end any l~ck of fresh young minds trying anew to
cold weather New England has been having.
man army.
of a. pine plank, and not even planed at that. he solve the old, old problems; never any lack of
I'r is probable that beef-tea was invented about simply remarked," All a. b:lard," and started back fresh young hearts 1o thrill with the old, old raptON the 25th ult. the pope received the the time Henry VIII. dissolved the pa.pa.l bull.
to Elmira..
ure; never any lack of fresh intelligence, curiosMoroccan mission, who presented the sultan's
IT is rumored that Mr. Lowell is revising his ity, and will; never any lack of men and women,
A PARIS paper sa:rs "the people of St. Louie,
courtship
poem,
in
which
"Zeke
peeked
thru
the
in
their full-orbed ma.turhy, ready and glad to
autograph letter, to which Leo made a gra- D. T., are dying of a. disease called. the blizzards."
winder." Thi8 particular line will read: "Ezekial grapple with the tasks and questions of their day.
cious reply.
CHICAGo has a. Goethe street, but no one would glawnced through the casement, don't cher ki10w?" -Ollaawtck's Victory Over Death.
PETITIONS in large numbers are coming in recognize th.e name when the Chicago elite pro- Mr. Lowell is either in England or will sail for
CoME to me, 0 ye childr{ln !
there shortly.
For I hear you a.t your play,
from farmers throughout the country urging nounce it.
CHATTY
L.UITE
(showing
her
library
to
And
the questions that perplexed me
Mrss
"ARE you fond of Goethe"a writings, Miss Wathat no reduction be made in wool and
Ha.v vanished quite a.wa.y.
bash?'' asked Miss Gotham. "You are just right," Boston friend): "Yes, that's Browning. It's awwoolen goods duties.
fully good, I suppose; but I don't understand all
Ye open the eastern windows
was the reply; "I just dote on Goatee."
of it. I like something lighter." Boston friend:
That look toward the sun,
THE Massachusetts House ha~ adopted a
" THE devil must be in receipt of a very large "And ron ha.v Praed ?" Miss La.fite (blushing a.
Where thoughts are singing swallows,
Prohibition amendment. The measure now salary by this time," observed Graves. "I don't little): "Yes, I ha.v. But it didn't do any good."
And the brooks of morning run.
goes over to the 1889 legislature, and may know. Why?" asked Byron. "Been raised so (Boston friend drops the subject.)
In your hearts are the birds and the sunshine,
often."
be submitted to the people.
CusToMER (to groceryman, Sunday morning) :
In your thoughts the brooklet's flow,
"MY darling George," it used to be,
"Can you let me hav a little coffee and sua:ra.r ?"
But in mine is the wind of autumn
THROUGH a great part of Indiana a secret
When wedded life was new;
Groceryma.n: "Can't, sor. It's a.fther ten o'clock.
And the first fall of the snow.
society called White Caps regulates morals
His title now is "him" and "he,"
-Lone~fellow•s C'hlltiren.
Wud yez hav me arristed ?" Customer : "But I
And sometimes "Say there, you!"
by dragging from bed at night and whipping
need them for dinner." Groceryma.n: "Can't
IF we are to suppose a miracle to be something
men and women whose domestic arrangeMRS. BEACONHILL (of Boston): "Phrebe, you help it, sor; but if a little bottled beer wud do yez, 80 entirely out of the course of what is called
Nature that she must go out of that course to
seem intenPely interested in the morning naper. jist shtep behoind the screen to the barkeeper."
ments do not suit them.
" I woNDER why Mr. Green hollers so when he accomplish it, and we see an account given ef
Any great literary news?" Phrebe: "Oh, no,
DR. MoGLYNN was recently invited to ad- mamma.; but it's full of dear Mr. Sullivan and praYs?" remarked Mr. Dlmdale on Sunday after such a miracle by the person who said he saw it,
dress a Baptist conference on "The Pope in Jem Smith."
church. "He has to," piped in the small Dimdale it raises a question in the mind very easily defJOm his perch at the window; "it says so in the cided, which is, Is it more probable that Nature
Politics;" brt declined, saying he wished to
CoNDEMNED man (to his lawyer) : "It's a Jon~~:
avoid the semblance of discnssing the pope sentence, sir, to be sent to state prison for life." Bible." ''I should like to know where," suggested should go out of her course, or that a man should
Mr. Dimdale. "Don't it sa.y, • Hollered be thy tell a lie? We ha.v never seen, in our time, Nature
LawYer (inclined to a. more hopeful view): "Yes, name?'" answered the small boy with convincing go out of her course; but we ha.v good reason to
from a Protestant standpoint.
it does seem long, but perhaps you· won't liv a promptness.
believe that millions of lies ha.v been told in the
ATTENTION has been directed to the fact great while."
same time. It is, therefore, a.t least millions to
that the Chinese merchants in this country
JusTICE of peace: "Had you ever saw this man one that the reporter of a miracle tells a lie.JIJI!IISTER (to little boy with a basket of fish) :
share their profits with their employees on a "LitHe boy, aren't yon ashamed to go fishing on before?" Witness:" Yes." "Had he came before Paine's Acre of Reason.
you had went?" "No." "Is them your eggs
cooperativ system which has been in practice the Sabbath day?" Little boy (lifting the cover of what you say was stole?" "Yes." "Would you
THE a.nthorof"Ecce Homo" claims that there
the basket with conscious pride) : "Ashamed 1 ha.v recognized them if yon had seen them before is something which may properly be called natural
in China for thousands of years.
they was brung here?" "Yes; 1 would ha.v knowed Christianity, as distinguished from the PUperLook a.t them?"
na.tnra.l Christianity of the disciples of Christ;
AT Guadalupe, Mexico, there are fears of a
•· DID yon hear that Comstock had arrested Pro· them." "Speak grammatiC, young man! It ain't and he means by natural Christianity the emorevolt among the Indians, who are excited feasor Jaysha.rp for singing a.n original song a.t proper to saY • hav knowed ;• yon should say' ha.v tiona with which men regard an ideal humanity,
over the temporary removal of a famous the conc•rt last eveninl( ?" asked Briggs. " No," knew.'"
when they shape themselvs and endeavor to make
CoUNSEL: "Now, then, sir, did you, or did you their brother-men shape themselvs to a human
picture of the Virgin. They believe the pict- replied QuimbY. "Was there anything bad about
the song?" "Well, it w•s a. new ditty."
not, threaten to kill the p'aintiff?" Witness: "I ideal that is far above the rules and standards of
ure to be miraculously produced.
did-" Counsel: "That will do. The jury will any external law. He is deeply convinced that
WHEN love is young and love is warm,
notice the admission.'' Witness: "But I havn't not only do we throw away a very great reserve of
THE Franciscan order in the Roman CathAnd on the stoop yon stand;
finished. I was about to say that I did-" Conn- power by branding as Atheists all those who do not
Her waist encircled by your arm,
olic church, which for seven centuries has
sel: "Quite right to confess it. Yon may step confess a personal God, communicating with men
In yours her lily hand,
bud all the sacred tombs and sanctuaries of
down." Witness: "Your honor, I insist upon my and hearing their prayers, but that we waste
'Tis sweet to hear her murmur low,
right to finish the sentence." Judge: "Well l" power by not admitting, as distinctivly Chriotian,
the Holy Land in its keeping, is preparing a
As close she clings to you,
Witness: "I did-not."
those who are always eager to enlarge and elevate
great pilgrimage of American Catholics to
" 'Tis half-past ten and time to goSHE sat idly watching the empty oyster shells on the human ideal of character, and to judge human
Palestine in 1889.
Dear Henry, K. M. Q."
her plate, while he finished the last ·morsel of action rather by the sympathy of genius than by
OMAHA brute: "Humph! So you believe all this cracker within reach. "Mr. Sampson," she said, the cut-and-dried code of anthorita.tiv cnstom.RESIDENTS of Fifth avenue, New York,
whose rest is disturbed by the Sunday stages, tbeosophic nonsense, do you?·' Washington lady: with a little blush, "do yon think that young Lonaon Spectator.
•• Nonsense, indeed ! Can one doubt the evidence ladies are justified in taking advantage of thelr
RELIGioNs are subject to the same great law of
are applying for an injunction to hav them ·of their senses 1 Did you not see in the papers leap year privileges?" His heart gave one great evolution that everything else is. Change and
stopped, claiming that the Fifth Avenue that while Prof. Elliott Cones, our great leader, saddle-rock bound, for she was rich and he was progress are the universal law. We can stand still
Transportation Company is acting in direct was in Chicago he projected his astral body to poor, and he loved her with that mad passion so in nothing. The ideas, the philosophy, the science,
violation of the Sunday law. The company Washington, and a lady there aa.w him?" "I common to this condition of society. He fervenily the arts, the religions, of five thousand years a.go,
did." "I a.m that lady. I saw him standing be- assured her that he did. "Then, Mr. Sampson," of two thousand years a.go, of one thousand years
threatens to hav all other means of Sunday fore me as plainly as I see yon now." "Humph I she said, shyly, "I think I would like a. dozen ' ago, are not all that we should search for, not all
conveyance enjoined on the same ground.
Did he hav his astral clothes on 1" (Ladl' faints.) more on the shell,"
that we need at the present hour.-D. M. Bennett.
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EFFECTS OF CHRISTIAN DOGMAS.-FINAL RESULT NEXT

iJlofts and Qilippings.
SoME of the church-members of England
are protesting against the everlasting contribution-box in Suriday-schools, on the ground
that it drives scholars away to museums and
libraries, which are free, and thereby inJures
the cause of religion.
·
THE Grand Army post of Bedford, Ia.,
held their Washington's birthday celebration
on the 21st this year, instead of the 22d, because Wednesday was prayer-meeting night.
The orators of the occasion were all ministers,
who could not forego their weekly pray even·
to honor George Washington.
THE will of a man who was hanged for
poisoning his wife has just been probated in
Cork. The murder was committed that he
might marry the governess, with whom he
had been too intimate, and after he provides
financially for the illegitimate issue, he adds:
''I trust my children will be brought up in
the Protestant faith. The Bible pure and
sim pie is the true religion."
THE negotiations between the Vatican and
Russia hav proved fruitless. Russia demanded that Catholic bishops throughout that
country should be appointed by the czar; that
the Russian language should be exclusivly
used in Catholic churches in Russia, both in
preaching and in catechising, and that the offspring of mixed marriages should be educated
in the orthodox Russian church. Mr. Pecci,
of Rome, head of the Latin church, could not
see his way clear to grant the demands, and
the Greek and Roman Catholic churches will
remain enemies for the greater glory of God
and Christian brotherhood.

THIJ; Lewiston, 1\fe., Joornal finds, as the
result of an elaborate investigation, that onethird of the churches in Maine are closed on
account of lack of support, and that one-half
the pwple of the state are non-church-goers.
The returns from the canvass show that out
of 1,862 churches in the state, 417 are vacant.DR. PATToN, the president-elect of Princeton, seems to belong, says Life, to the old
school of college presidents. " I am a Presbyterian," is Dr. P».tton's constitution and
by-laws, and the test of the special branch of
learning in which he excels lies in the ability
to say what a Presbyterian is, and what he is
not. As soon as Dr. Patton made a practical
demonstration that he knew how to make
this distinction, Princeton cried out for him,
and added him to her stock of learned men.
She has kept him in stock ever since, and now
has brought him out promptly and with pride,
to put on the shoes of the venerable McCosh.
THE non-sectarian status of our public
schools is an absolute necessity, says the
Banner of Light, if the liberties of this country are to be preserved, and the sooner our
people take action in this important matter
the better it will be for all concerned. These
schools are opened alike to Protestant and
Catholic, Jew and gentile. We fully agree
with the San Francisco Argonaut, wherein it
says that the religious training of children
should be left to the parents themselvs.
School attendance is compulsory by law, and
good order, good morals, good habits, and
the rudiments of learning are legitimate subjects for public edncation, while creeds and
catechisms, faiths and beliefs, doctrios and
dogmas, are questions of personal preference
only, and, as such, pertain to the household

alone. This is a free country, so free that
each man may worship the God of his choice
without let or hindrance, and no church organ.
ization shall be permitted to proselyte children at the public cost, and under cover of
the laws which compel education.
THE Jamaica-ginger drunkard is a product
of Prohibition seldom found, except in the
Southern states. In the sparsely settled
regions of the South liquor is sold, if at all,
in the " general stores," and these will not
take the risk of losing their general trade by
selling liquors surreptitiously when public
sentiment has deciderl in favor of Prohibition.
Bnt they can sell Jamaica ginger, and the
thirsty toper can become fairly drunk on a
half-pint bottle of this mixture of alcohol and
essence of ginger. In view of the use of
Jamaica ginger as an intoxicating beverage,
the town officers of Dawsonville, Ga., 4a.v
passed an ordinance prohibiting the sale of
that tipple within the town limits.
" I ATTENDED a funeral at the home of a
Christian science family the other day," said
a gentleman of a severely Materialistic turn
of mind. ;<Of course, it was a Christian
scientist who preached the funeral sermon.
The burden of his remarks was that there is
no pain, no death, no suffering, no grief, in
this world save that which we imagin. When
the service was over the pallbearers carried
the coffin down the slippery steps from the
door to the w».lk below, and the minister
followed. As he set his foot on the first step
his heel flew from under him, his legs went
up into the air, and he came on the middle of
his back, striking very heavily about five
steps down. 1t must hav all but broken his
spinal column. He was helped to his feet,
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. and with his hand on his back he limped
around a little circle and groaned in a most
piteous manner. He was a very badly hurt
man, but if he had been my own brother, and
had been killed, I should hav had to laugh
when one of the young persons who came
down the steps with me afterward gravely
but softly said: 'No pain, no suffering, no
grief.'"
THE real meaning of the pope's letter to
Archbishop Corrigan denouncing Henry
George's land theory as false and vicious, is
thus defioed by a Detroit journal: "The importance of this letter from Rome is not theological or moral, but political. If Catholics
could only be persuaded that it is binding
upon their consciences, it would prove a potent campaign document for the Democrats
in 1888, for it would head off the enormous
defection which is now taking place of the
Irish-American Catholics from the Cleveland
Democracy to the riew Labor party. Does
not this account, by the way, for the singular
zeal of the Democratic press all over the
country in trying to persuade American
Catholics to heed and reverence the Corrigan
letter? The Cleveland organs are unanimous
in their opinion. The orthodox utterance
among them is that which we quote above
from the FreP, Press. It was formulated a
week ago by high authority, and has got
almost all over the country now. It might
be freely translated into the language of
American politics as follows: 'Atheists,
Jews, Infidels, Agnostics, Protestants, and
all others but Roman Catholics may do as
they please in' 1888, but Homan Catholics
must vote the straight ticket. They'll be
damped if they don't.' "
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IIommunications.
Science or Religion.

..

There are in the United States to-day eighty thousand ministers of the gospel. Presuming they deliver one sermon each per week for fifty weeks, the
total for the year would be four millions. Quite a
large number of sermons.
Let us go further and sum up the sermons delivered in the cause of religion for the last, say one
hundred years. What a grand total we get! It is
apt to make us wonder, and in thinking it over one
naturally asks himself, Why so many sermons to
prove a fact true?
Wben a fact is shown to the world, its truthfulness
is established, and for a society to form and go about
proclaiming that a fact is a fact becomes unnecessary.
If the cause preached from the pulpit is a truth, it
would be, so it seems, an absolute truth; its diaphaneity would be so evident as to dispel all question. The very knowledge of the question would
hav been born within us, and would be positivly essential to our life and being. Now, if this cause is
truth, why so many millions of sermons to prove it?
If a God existed, the fact would be just as apparent
as the existence of the sun.
Why not go about preaching the sun's existence?
Because the knowledge of it is born within every living thing; and so if a God existed the knowledge
would be born, not acquired. Our life would demand it, and the time of thousands of men would
not be required to verify its truthfulness. The fact
would be apparent to every human mind, every race
and color.
Whatever good could arise therefrom would not be
limited to a few.
When a person expresses himself in this manner it
is termed blasphemous, and he no longer enjoys the
open, pleasant smile of welcome that once pervaded
his social circle, which, for the want of generosity of
thought, a relief from stagnant, cramped, contracted
ideas, has shut him out.
But is not speech free, so long as carried on with
strict regard for law and order ! One person should
enjoy the same right to denounce the existence of a
. God as another to uphold it, and because one wishes
to believe in such a thought he should not be banished.
If real truth was sought in a broad, open way, and
not by the limited rays of a dark lantern, it might be
revealed oftener. The way in which truth in it-s true
sense is walked around, shunned, and covered would
lead one to think a few people on this free earth held
a right to monopolize the God business. If anyone
in the interest of humanity and for the good of mankind says there is a God, I claim the same right to
free speech, and say for mankind : Don't be led into
any such foolishness, for it cannot be proven. Millions of sermons hav not made the God business clear
and plain enough to go henceforth unquestioned.
The m:yth is losing ground, and is being doubted
more and more every day.
The cause advocate would say to this, "Pooh !"
and naturally he might; for he searches with a dark
lantern, and not by broad, open light. If he made
use of this, he could learn something by looking at
statistics; not the statistics of the wilds, but of large
cities that boast of churches and able preachers.
Take New York city, for instance, with a population of 1,300,000. Only half that number is recorded
as going to church at all, and that is not the minimum figure, for in 1880 the whole number of
churches, chapels, and missions of all kinds was
given at 489, with accommodations for only 375,000less than one-third the entire population at that time,
and 100,000 of that number were Catholics.
The whole number of Protestant communicants
recorded for 1880 is given at 83,400; quite small,
when compared with the entire population, 1,206,577.
These figures are significant. They show that the
church is positivly losing ground. And why should
it not, when after years and years of preaching it
fails to prove anything 1 What a grand imposition
the church is, exempt from taxes, and yet it seems as
if nearly all were more or less in debt.
The cause would ask : vVonld you take away the
church and giv nothing in return~ Yes, by all
means. It has always taught absurdities and fog,
and cultivated ignorance and superstition.
As for doing ~ood-never. A drawback to the
world's progress 1t has always been. As the world
advances in knowledge, its regard and respect for
religion grow less. As the people develop in their
knowledge of the sciences, so will they in the same
ratio doubt the existence of a God.
The shock would be severe enough to cause faintness to the religious if told that religion had done
harm and was a drawback to the world's progress; but
such is the case, and it is recognized by many who,
for fear of ostracism, would rather hold their peace.
Christianity does not shine forth in the same light
as of old. Science is crowding it out. The God
business has been talked out, and is no further advanced to-day than it was five th~usand years ago.

Reiigio;D. is no further advanced than when the
first edition of that old book of fables, the Bible,
·
was first put on the market.
Does the world· owe one- debt of any kind to religion, for its progress?
The advancement of the world is due to science,
and not to fables shouted down from the pulpit to a
sleepy, cramped mind.
Teach a child the sciences and the laws of nature,
and after a number of years, sufficient to form an
understanding, giv him a copy of the Bible for
perusal; could he accept its fables in any other sense
than the ludicrous~
Science or religion, one or the other, is truth; both
cannot be.
Religion, superstition, and ignorance go hand in
hand.
The growth of the Christian religion emanates
from the Bible, a book filled with absurdities from
one· cover to the other. For a body of learned,
scientific men to form one clear understanding of its
meaning is impossible, and as for acknowledging the
book as a basis of law to guide us, it is an absurdity.
The Society for the Suppression of Vice, among
other noble doings, prohibits the manufacture and
sale of obscene literature-any matter that will tend
to corrupt the moral ideas of youth. The society is
composed of religion-promoters, yet look-they will
send their children to Sunday-school and hav them
taught from a book which, if put in any other form,
would be rejected from the United States mails,
simply because of the vile stuff contained-whole
chapters of reading matter unfit to be read at a11, to
say nothing of putting it up as something to be
learned by children.
.
If the Bible, and all abst.racts and writings from
it, could be removed-of course, impossible, but we
will just suppose the case-would the people be less
learned in science, art, and culture? No; but on
the other hand, the world would be further. progressed if religion was less cultivated.
If these eighty thousand ministers, now living by
beggary in edifices exempt from national claim, if
they were to divert theh· mind entirely from religion
and giv their entire time and attention to the cultivation of youth's mind in science, unmixed with religion, the world would not go backward, but would
progress even faster than it does now with its existing handicap.
--------~~-------

An American Voter's Protest_.
Things seem to be working admirably for the final
sale and delivery of our civil and religious liberties
to the tender. care and keeping of the pope of Rome;
when the old order of things will be revived, and the
use of thumbscrews and instruments of torture for
" heretics" and non-Catholics will be in better demand than Galileo's telescopes or works of art and
schools for useful learning in science and progress.
In the corrupt scramble for office, our political bosses
are doing their best to sell the best interests of mankind to the highest bid from the Catholic church for
political power, when the education of the people
will be in the keeping of trained teachers from institutions with ancient moral stench, politely and charitably called "monasteries," "nunneries;'' "convents,"
etc. And 'the people, following the dictation of
party and corrupt party leaders, seem to be oblivious
of the danger so plainly seen by any careful observer.
What do we see 1
Ron. J. G. Blaine, after marrying his family into
the Catholic church-posing before the people as a
sort of Protestant or non-Catholic-hastens to Rome
to honor the pope's jubilee in person, while he is
perfectly well aware that the Romish church is seeking by all the arts of Jesuitic intrigue and deception
to undermine and destroy our system of government
by destroying our American system of free public
schools; seeking to substitute parochial schools,
under the exclusiv control of Catholic priestcraft, for
cramming the rising .generation with bigotry and
superstition in counting beads, and kneeling and
bowing before putty and plaster of paris images,
suppressing in their education all historic facts about
the black and bloody record of the cruelties, tortures,
murders, persecutions, dungeons, inquisitions, and
St. Bartholomew massacres that hav been practiced
by that church, not to mention the notorious licentiousnes.s, infanticides, and gross immoralities of its
former popes, cardinals, bishops, priests, and "religions!"
So much for Blaine and his efforts to secure Oatholio influence and votes, in view of again running for
president.
Whereupon Grover Cleveland, the moral and
political "reformer," elected by Christian voters, discovers the situation, and in view of rc(dection by
Catholic votes, he stacks the carde, by utilizing his
official position in the appointment of spoils-hunters
and appropriation of public money for the benefit of
the church, to deal himself a royal sequence flush,
which beats four aces, and is playing to raise Blaine
out of the game, which he is sure to win on the show
down, if Blaine has the pluck to "call." Cleveland
not only squanders public money and patronage to
win the Catholic vote, but he apes monarchical royalty

and sends the pope a jubilee present in the
nameof the American people, without their wish or
authority.
By this sycophantic aping he virtually recognizes
and indorses the papal claim that the pope is the
rightful temporal and spiritual ruler over all kings,
potentates, and rulers of all nations of the earth by
virtue of his fantastic role as "successor to Peter,"
holding the keys of both heaven and hell, with
"power to loose or bind whom he may"-to forgiv
sins and absolve from punishment, as well in temporal as in spiritual things-in short, the august and
infallable Pecci.
It does not mitigate this insult to the non-Catholic
American people to say that the p1·esent was. a copy
of the Constitution,. nor that he did it as an individual citizen, as his secretary of state claims. Would
he hav sent it had he remamed an obscure inhabitant
of Buffalo, running a private institution, instead of
the government of the United States~ Not much.
He sent it because he occupied a high position as
president, and would thus be recognized as representing the whole people, and thereby gain favor in
the eyes of the pope, and especially the pope's
followers-the Catholic voters in the United States.
He sent the present as president a:ad representativ
of the whole nation, or Archbishop Ryan and Cardinal Gibbons both lied ~o the pope in presenting it.
Ryan told the pope it was "expressiv of the veneration and felicitation of his ' excellency' the president
of the United States/' that it was" a tribute paid to
your holiness by the rttler of sixty million people/'
that his holiness had "received recognition from the
kings of the world" and now received through "the
most worthy ~resident, the tribute of a free and
independent people," etc.
.
Cardinal Gibbons, in his letter to the pope telling
how Cleveland had asked him to transmit the gift, is
equally gushing, and then the members of the delegation kneel before his holiness and receive the
apostolic benediction "for themselvs and for their
people," meaning the people of the United States
whom they represented in presenting the gift.
Thus Cleveland has virtually prostrated the whole
American nation on their bellies at the feet of the
papal "throne," crawling and scrambling to get a
smack on the pope's big toe. How do they-that is,
the Protestant and non-Catholic portion of the people-like the situation in which they find themselvs
placed by Grover Cleveland to insure the Catholic
vote? Is not the humiliation delightful to enjoy?
How long will they consent to be thus used as footballs by the political bosses of the parties for spoils
-"for revenue only~" Is it not about time that
the patriotic American citizen began to consider the
situation, and bolt the track and the program made
by the bosses~ Since there is but little choice in
the leading aud ruling elements in the old parties,
in this question of eternally selling out to the Catholic church vote, under threat of the priests that they
can turn the vote for or against any candidate; and
now that the leaders of the Henry George party are
ready to traffic in the large vote developed on a single
idea, and turn it in where it will most effectually
help to second the plots already laid to capture the
pope's vote, and humiliate Dr. McGlynn, who appears
to be about the only American Catholic with American sentiments and sympathies, and allegiance to the
American government before his allegiance to the
pope; and since the Prohibition party is the ally of
the saloon and whisky traffic against a high license
or tax to regulate and diminish the evils of intemperance, is it not the proper time to organize
American sentiment and manhood into a party of independent Liberals to maintain free .speech and free
press, and vote far no one who will not proclaim freedom from Catholic or other sectarian bulldozing, and go
for sustaining our public school system-a party for
the substance of the Nine Demands-putting its
candidates in the field so that those who wish to can
vote· with a clear conscience~ Such a party, with
Colonel Ingersoll to lead, would poll votes enough
the first time to warn the politicians against trading
our birthright for the pope's efforts to destroy this
government.
W. S. WooD.
Shatvano, Wis.
------~~------

Notes }'rom the Lecture Field.
There are strange people in this world, and one
meets with more of them the farther he gets away
from the highways of tl-avel. On the 8th of February
I lectured at Farmersville; Ind., to a very enthusiastic
audience. It was in this immediate vicinity that I
held a joint discussion with Elder T. J. Purvis, one
year ago. As he was present at my lecture on the
8th inst., I invited him to reply; but the only reply
he ventured to make was that he had not acquired
the art of replying to jokes and fun, and would therefore hav to decline the invitation. But this did not
suit his friends, and he was urged to challenge me for
. another debate, which I was only too willing to accept.
In recalling to mind the debate I had with the
gentleman, I cannot forget the ostentatious display
of one of his friends, who perched himself in a conspicuous place, announcing that he was going to take
down in shorthand the entire debate and hav it pub-
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lished; but after the discussion was finished, there needing from three to five. The cowboy rides to the to one wife, the founders of the Christian religion,
was no forthcoming published report to be seen. g:azi~g park of_ th~ herd each day, and makes, be- Jesus and Paul, were bachelors. Having no lawThere was no paper that would undertake it, ot even Bides, frequent mrcmts around and over the mountains ful heirs ~r representative in the succeeding gengiv a synopsis of it. The same thing occurred last looking after strays, and if any are found not doing erations, the question naturally arose how their preNovember in Salem, Neb., when I held a discussion well they are driven in, kept in the corral and fed dictions of a kingdom in perpetuity could be carwith Elder T. J. Williamson. The church party up. Every spring and fall they hav a ".r~und-up." ried out. The absurd theory of the resurrection of
there had imported a stenographer to take down the All the cowboys, under a captain appointed by the their natural bodies was evidently invented to meet
whole debate and publish it as an exterminator of commissioners of the district, ride over the entire the emergency.
Free thought in that town. The stenographer worked district, and drive in all the cattle and brand all the
The ancient- Jews knew nothing of the post-morhard and I helped all I could, but it was the same calves. Each ranchman has his own mark or brand. tem existence of an individual, and the Old Testaold story-the mountain labored and brought forth a Calves found with cows are branded the same as the ment says nothing about the matter. On the conmouse. There was no adequate effort made to hav a cows. When calves are found wit}lout cows, so trary, we read : ·" The dead praise not the Lord,
complete report, so the whole thing fell through. identity is doubtful, they are generally killed and neither they that go down into silence" (Ps. cxv,
Hardly a squib of a notice was given in the paper divided among those who find them, or used to sup- 17). "Man dieth and wasteth away; he giveth up
about the debate after it was over, but before it ply the troop of cowboys 'Yhile out on the round-up. the ghost, and where is he" (Job xiv, 10)! The idea
began this same paper was willing to do wonders if The law is, if any ranchman kills a cow or a calf, he of an incorporeal state of existence was borrowed
thereby it could only hav the debate published in must hang the hide over his fence facing tlie public from the heathen poets and philosophers by the
full. I hav noticed that the people of the town road for thirty days.
learned Pharisees. It was by no means a comforte,ble
where a discussion is held are not so fierce for the
I enjoyed a happy asylum of peaceful rest in Delta, doclrin. The souls of the departed, good or bad,
publication of the debate after it has been held as at the truly hospitable home of that stanch Liberal, were imprisoned in hades, where, according to the
. they are before it. I hav heard some of them explain J. J. Barker. The testimony of the Christians is, poets, they could think and talk, but ·could by no
that "it would not be favorable to the cause to hav "He is the stanch friend of the poor, the ever ready means ascend to the upper air. It is easy enough
it published." I callt<d Elder Williamson's attention helper of the needy, the most accommodatmg of to die, according to Virgil : "Facilis descensus
to the fable of the horse and the hen. A hen went neighbors, the most generous and public-spirited of averni/' but to come to life again is another matter,
into the horse's stall, and prudently suggested to the citizens, the truest of friends, but the most dreadful, and of transcendent difficulty. Jesus evidently paroccupant that if he would not tramp on her feet she horrid, wicked, man in all Delta-he doesn't believe the aphrased Virgil when he said: "Broad and easy is
would not tramp on his, explaining doubtless that it Bible." And his fair and gentle wife is just like him. the way that leadeth to destruction, and many go in
would not do any good to step on each -uther's feetMy first lecture was delivered at the school-house, thereat; but strait is the gate and narrow the way
- that is, it would not be "favorable" to the general which was too small to accommodate the eager crowd that leadeth to life, and few there be that :find it."
that attended. The next two lectures were delivered Virgil invented separate receptacles _for departed
welfare of the hen.
At one place I stopped with a good, honest farm.er, at the court house, which, although double the ca- spirits, distinguishing the bad from the good, but
but not particularly Liberal. It was bitter cold pacity of the school-house, was too smalL A very they were both located in hades. Homer knew of
weather. In the morning I was invited to follow the .large number could find only standing-room. The no such distinction. The ghost of Achilles says to
host and he would show me a place where I could demand for Liberal publications exhausted my supply. Ulysses:
I'd rather be
wash; it was on an open porch, in cold, cold water, I obtained a number of new subscribers for THE
The !ervil hind for hire, and eat the bread
with snow flying in the air, and no soap. Jerusalem! TRUTH SEEKER.
Of some man scantily himself supplied,
HoTCHKiss, CoL., Feb. lOth, 11th, 12th.-The gentle,
didn't I get through with my morning ablutions in
Than sovereign empire hold o'er all the shades.
a hurry~ And this was not all. There was poor dog kindly-hearted Stephen Bailey, who owns the stage
Supposing it to be the case-which is supposing
Tray lying upon a coffee-sack shaking as if he would route, took me from Delta to Hotchkiss, twenty-five an impossibility-that dead people hav a conscious
go to pieces. And that was all the bed the poor fel- miles ove1· the mountains. Hotchkiss is named after existence, nothing could be more dreary than their
low had. Who would wish_ to be a dog with such a the veteran Liberal and pioneer settler, E. T. Hotch- fate ; to say nothing about the :fire and brimstone
kiss, who has the best ranch, the largest brick barn, business, which was invented . by the Italian monks
bed~ That's what I regard as cold charity.
In "Egypt," where I hav been traveling for several the handsomest brick house, the most promising either prece¢Iing or following Dante, some centuries
weeks and during a cold spell of weather, the usual young orchard, and· who succeeded in inducing his later.
custom is to hav the door open. And the colder the fellow-ranchmen to t)rect the nicest brick school-house
The ancient philosophers, notably Pythagoras,
to be found outside the large cities in all western Plato, and the poet Ovid, took a much more cheerful
weather, the more conspicuous this habit becomes.
While riding on the steamboats I noticed that Colorado.
view of the life to come, though in some cases anomI delivered four lectures in the new, large, brick alous and grotesque. 'rhere is no question but that
most of the whites had a large percentage of negro
pronunciation, as for instance, I heard a Kentucky school-house. My audiences were seven-tenths cow- carnivorous man by process of digestion and assimipreacher say, "I neber seed dat befoh ;" "Gimme boys. They came from far and near, many bringing lation in some manner transmutes animal into human
chaw terbacah." And among those who rejoice in their best girls with them. I do not desh·e either flesh, but the way by which he again descends into
the clai,uls· of a splendid education, the English lan- ·more intelligent, more interested, or more courteous the brute form by becoming grass, and so nourishing
guage is fearfully maimed and mangled. I might hearers.
the animals destined to supply the larders of his
Friend Hotchkiss's house was the general rendez- descendants and heirs, is innch more complicated
giv many illustrations, but one will suffice. The little word" at" plays an important role in the Hoosier's vous. The hospitality of the ranchmen of Colorado and takes a long while about. Yet Ovid pathetically
limpid sentences. : I heard quite. often s~c~ uses o~ is as boundless and extensiv as the mountains. There entreats his disciples to abstain from animal food
it ·as the followmg: "Where IS he hvmg at! seems no limit to it. Yet the ordinary house of the lest they should be guilty of eating thei~· relations !
"Where does he board at," etc., emphasis always on ranchmen is ~ mere cabin, having, like Noah's ark, He :firmly believed in the metempsychosis or ~rans
only one door and one window. It is wonderful how migration of individual aouls from men to ammals,
"at."
I gave two lectures in Vevay, Ind., and as the abo- very small a space is really a necessity to accommo- and so back again. The doctrin is an absurd one,
rigines bad not the slightest conception of the way- date quite a number of people.
but has some kind of basis in natural philosophy.
Christianity is quite scarce at Hotchkiss and vicin- The Christian doctrin of the resurrection is still
wardness of a Freethought lecture, you can hardly
imagin the howl that went up Sunday evening after ity, and what there is is of the poorest quality, more absurd, for it has no such basis whatever.
I had given two lectures. Mr. John Bakes, a ma~ mainly monopolized by the lowest order of ignorant
The champions of modern Christianity contend
over eighty years old, is the veteran who invited me foreigners.
that Jesus was the first who rose from the dead, and
DELTA, Feb. 14th.-! returned to Delta, under the that he inaugurated his new doctrin by a practical
down into Egypt. I wish the grand old man may
hav the pleasure of hearing other Liberal lecturers direction of good friend J. J. Barker, who had en- example. But if Jesus really rose from the dead,
listed my sympathy for a poor widow with three where is he 1 If he died again or "ascended into
shake the dry bones of the fossils of Vevay.
little children, whose health and strength had given heaven," i. e., vanished into thin air, immediately
I am to return from here to Chicago next week.
out, who found work hard to obtain and poorly paid. after, what was the use, or where is the proof, of
Pittsburgh, Pa., Feb. 25, 1888.
W. S. BELL.
And although the Christians had, unsolicited, given his resurrection ~ It is strange that the unsupported
her their prayers, she :ungratefully complained that assertion of a few ignorant fanatics should influence
C. B. Reynolds on His Western Tour.
prayers were unsubstantial diet, and failed even to the whole civilized world to believe so monstrous an
DELTA CoL. Feb. 7th, 8th, 9th.-! was assured keep the bare toes of her poor babies from chilling absurdity. Not only has Jesus failed to make an
Delta and Hot~hkiss were a barren, steril wilderness, with cold. We decided to deliver a lecture for the appearance (according to ·promis) either persono.lly
but I found this was a mistake of the most gigantic sole benefit of the widow and her little ones. Every or by proxy, but there has been no repetition of the
dimensions. Delta bas never been boomed, but it is a man, woman, and child paid admission. One Chris- phenomenon, although the power to w?rk the ~~me
happy prosperous little city, surrounded by excel- tian poked his head in and remained five minutes, miracle was promiRed to all true behevers.
He
lently'good ranches. For twenty miles ~ound th?re pretending to be fumbling in his pockets for change; that believeth on me, the works that I do shall he do
are macies (table land on tops of moun tams) and rwh hinted at being desirous only just to remain a little also, and greater works shall he do because I go to
bottom lands that will yield as bountiful crops as any while: "Wasn't interested in such irreligious carry- the father" (John xiv, 12).
land that ever lay out of doors. Here, as el~ewhere ings on;" but the stony-hearted doorkeeper was obIt may not be quite orthodox, 'tis true,
well, everywhere in Colorado-;-the ?ne all-~mpor~ant durate, and the good Christian had to depart. AnBut in my head a notion I hav got_
need is water. No vegetatwn without Irrigatwn. other, full of guile and the Holy Ghost, with the
That when a sinner once hath had his due,
That is, when he is dead and gone to pot,
One of the surprises of the mountains is that when help of the Lord did manage to beat Brother Baker
'Tis better far to let him lie and rot.
you hav ascended ten to fifteen hundred feet to the out of :five cents. So the entire amount of receipts
With all his imperfections on his head,
top of the mountains, you find you hav only got to was $24.70, which he paid to the poor widow next
And from the book of life his name to_ blot,
the base of other mountains just as high. On the morning, making her heart glad and the children
Than rake him up again, as has been said,
summits of the mountains are immense parks of nat- jubilant.
By a post-mortem resurrection of the dead.
The next night, by urgent request, I lectured on
ural grass, the free grazing-ground of the district.
Because what changes must hav come to pass
But the cows do not at all confine themselvs to the "The Heaven of the Bible," to a good audience, and
By means of that alchemist Father TimeOne part of man converted into gras~,
grass-growing places. The sides of the mountai~s, bade farewell to the many dear, kind friends I had
And one reduced to carbonate of lime;
as well as the canons and valleys, are spotted with made during my very pleasant sojourn at Delta. ·
The volatil in viewless gas sublime,
c. B. REYNOLDS.
stunted sage brush and occasional cactus! that s~ems
The Eaturnine like metals sunk beneat~;
to be making a feeble struggle for existence m a
The victim and the author of the cnme,
By which that victim was deprived of breath,
desert of dust or rocks. The cattle wander everyThe Gospel According to Common Sense.
Alike commingled in the charnel-house of death.
where. It is surprising to a tenderfoot to see cows
THE RESURRECTION FROM THE DEAD.
For the creator 'twould be endless.t~o~ble
and calves breakfast on cactus, and dine on dry sage
It was a very apposit reply of the Apostle Paul,
To piece together all the par~s d!sJomed ;
brush, and yet keep- in good condition.. But they do
Again connect each. member 'Yith ~ts double,
it. With Colorado 0<1ttle it is but a thmg of custom. when some of his disciples asked, " How are the
The inert body with the actiV mmd.
Every ranchman that has any amount of stock- dead raised, and with what body do they come 1"
It would be scarcely possible to find
from one hundred to two thousand horses and cows " Thou fool !" and then he goes on to explain that
The parts component of eacll man and b:other,
it
is
by
sowing
the
proper
seed
in
the
proper
soil.
Without in such way mixing up mankmd,
-employs regular riders-cowboys-who are enAnd good and bad confuse with one another.
It is noteworthy that, whilst the founders of
gaged the year around, paid $30 a month in winter
That to distinguish them would cause no end of bother.
and $40 a month in summer, with board; the ranch- the Jewish religion, from Abraham downward; were
Ouns.
man supplying the horses t<> ride, and each cowboy much-married men, and did not confine themselvs
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Foote stands at the head-that is head and Foote
come into ~o~j unction on. this occasi~n; and that you
may ~ot mlSlnterpret this rather anaarammatic expressiOn, let me explain that it is D~. E. B. Foote
wh<? stands at the head of the Roll of Honor,
havmg generously placed in Mr. Eckhard's hands
his check for $100. 'rhe doctor bas contributed liberally, and fought valiantly, for Secularism these
many years, and it is to he hoped he will soon see
the t~iumph of th~ principles he has espoused. Dr.
Foote s labor of hfe has been to free mankind from
the sl~ve:rY: and ~ufi'ering which ignorance of nature's
laws .~nvar1ably Imposes, and in his "Plain Home
Talk and Health JJ:Io~tthly to learn man that to
conquer nature, he must obey her laws and to obey
must understand them properly. In that ho~orable
sphere he also labored to abolish the narrowness and
greed which environed ~is calling; he has helped,
more than any other, to L1berahze tbe Esr.ulapians and
ben.e~t the race. There are many, I know, who feel
the~rmdebtedness deeply enough to place on his brow
their anadem of gratitude. \Ve repeat with Dickens
"Ma;y the do~tor liv long and prosper."
'
Fnend Ge1ger, of Hudson, N.Y., writes:
M: DEAR 1\In. STEVENS: Something new this time. On
readmg your appears f?r our cause, it uccnrred to me to try
my'~Xn~. .Met t~? fnend., who were willing to put down
B:n
, on condil1on that their names slwuld not be pubhshed; of coun;e, l agre~d. Hope you will agree with me
that half a loaf is better than uo bread. S!Jall try a ai
Please acknowledge the $20 illcloscd from two friends Tro~
Hudson, N.Y.
Yours truly,
L. GEIGEH.
~hat's the k~nd of missionary work, Brother
Ge1ger-! The:e 1s no half a loaf about that. Convey
~o the "two fnends" our gratitude. JUr. Geiger also
mforms me that they celebrated Paino's birthday in
~udson .. "Oh, what a party!" friend Leonard writes.
Three m number. Wished for you and Mrs. Freeman, but hoped you had a larger company, though
you could hav no be~~er. \Ve three, we happy three,
we band o~ brothers -you know the rest. It is no
use thankmg Brother Gei~er, he will keep right on
a~yhow, for he hasJ?laced m our treasury during and
smce the Congress 895.
Owen Thomas Davies, of Brighton, CaJ., in response to our Jetter called on Mr. Putnam at the
offi~e of ffireetlwught, a~d paid a $25 life-p!lssage,
cabm. accommodatioll:s, m the !ast-sailing steamer,
Amencan Secular Umon. She IS a gailant ship, and
~as successfully weathered many a gale. lUr. Davies
IS an avowed, outspok~n Freethinker, a clear thinker
and great debater on Secular subject 8 .
Edward Chope, of Detroit., one of _these hearty,
earn~st, hon.est Engh~h~en who are in the habit
formmg their own opm10ns and affirming them, took
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a life-membership at my solicitation. He has attained
the _ripe age of seventy-three, though he would
read~ly I?as~ fo; twenty J:'e~s younger, as there is
nothmg mdiCativ of "dechmng years" about his appearan~e-the result of an Infidel's correct living.
At ~meteen ~r. C~?pe was a poor Devonshire apprentiCe, but With spmt enough to resist the atrocious
treatment of that time, and he left his nativ land.
On arriving in America he was not :figurativly but.
absolut_ely yenniless. . But with that unconquerable
determmahon for whiCh the Briton is famous he
settl~d in Det;oit in 1837, built up a large busi~ess,
acq,mred cons1derable property, and has practically
retired from control of the most famous truck and
wagon works in Michigan, leaving his business to his
sturdy sons. Mr. Chope ·is a great admirer of THE
TnuTH SEEKER, Heston, Putnam, and George.
T o th e generosity of Wm. Whittock, of Dushore
Pa., the American Secular Union is indebted for ~
contribution of $15, which will print a good many
pamphlets to assist in wiping out the power of
orthodoxy, and for which we feel duly grateful. 'Are
there others in Dushore willing to do more'
. Mr. Ca~l Hyldahl, of Fort Thomas, Ariz., duplicates
his donatiOn of last month with another check fo"r $5
as a further token of his appreciation of our effort~
d
an as an earnest of his desire for the triumph of
Secular principles.
·
James B. Hassett, of Little Rock, Ark., sends
words of encouragement that a new organization is
about to be perfected there. That speech of Senator
Crockett's should rouse every Liberal and lover of
justice in that state to activity until such outrageous
laws as are there enacted liv only in memory as relics
of barbarism. Mr. Hassett sends $5 for the Campaign Fund: Many thanks.
Miss Voltairine de Cleyre's success at Pittsburgh
as lecturer and orator has been something phenomenal. She has also aroused our Pittsburgh friends
to noble enthusiasm and efforts in aid of the work of
t~e American Secular Union, and we take this occaSion to extend to those whose names appear above
our unqualified thanks for their much-needed assistance, and our hope to be enabled to render a satis~actory _account of our stewardship. Henry Hoover,
Ill a pnvate ~etter, wrote: "Miss V. de ,Cleyre lecture~ for us m Malt~y ,Hall, Sunday, January 29th,
on Secular Educat10_n, and on Monday evening,
J n,nuary 30ch, she dehvered one of the :finest Paine
orations ever listened to in Pittsburgh or anywhere
e:se. ~he closed_ b;y reciting an original poem enhtled, ~ Unchristian Death,' in a style so lifelike
and tragic that, had sh.e not read it to me previously,
I could not hav sustamed the role of clergyman in
the tableau. She disarmed all just criticism · . . .
and captured all hearts." Not only does our brilliant
co-worker do grand work for us, but she contributes
~5 to tbe Campaign Fund herself.
Judge I. S. ~ee ~ound~ the battle-cry for the Freethou~ht battalions m Qumcy, where superstition has
ever eld almost undisputed sway. A :fine society is
already organized, among whom the secretary can
find several personal friends-Captain Steinwedel
\Vm. A. Bader, and Ernst Bertschinger, the latter a~
old member of our Chicago society. Brother Lee is
doing nobly.
Aunt Elmina sends $1 to help the cause. Well,
when one who h~s passed through such a :fiery furnace of persecutiOn as she yet, undaunted in spirit
stands forward to continue the fight for others, sue:
cess ought surely to be near at hand.
Geo. Maddocks, of Hamilton, Ont., whom we hav
bad the pleasure of meeting'in Chicago forwards $1
to the Campaign Fund "and $1 for o~r persecuted
brother, E. C. Walker. . . . I hope THE TRUTH
SEEKER family will help our brother as he did our
dead hero, D. M. Bennett, when held by the tools of
the church." This being the first dollar received from
the Dominion, we rejoice to see that at least Brother
:1\ia_ddocks has not forgotten the Ameri'can Secular
Union.
Wm. C. Howard, of Yolo, Ill., attended the last
Congress and sends $2 to the fund ·As Brother
~ow~rd is :not overflowing with material wealth, this
Is qmte a liberal donation for him, but he feels glad
that he possesses the priceless satisfaction of being
one of those whose mental riches hav ennobled
our cause.
. Th~s. G. Rook, of Salem, Ia., is performing splend1d piOneer work, sustaining almost alone the stan?ard of Freethought in his vicinity. He writes glowmg accounts of the fruit he expects as a result of
Mrs. Freeman's grand lecture there.
E. A. STEVENs, Sec. A. S. U.

Tlw Distribution of Wealth.
In reading Van Buren Denslow's articles on the
"Distribution of Wealth," and especially the one
~here he makes the people all millionaires many
hmes ov~r, and no one willing to work, because all
wer~ so Immensely wealthy, we-Mr. Slenker and
Elmma:-:-~ad many a talk on the possibilities and
probab1hties _of such an experience. In supposing
every person m the world to wake up some morning
possess6ld of $800,000,000, Mr. Slenker made the,

following calculations, which, being rather of an interesting nature, I copy from his slate for THE TRUTH
SEEKER:
If it were all in coin-gold, there would be more gold than
all. the manufactured iron on the earth. We will make
a simple calculation :
A go~d doll~r Weighs 25.8 troy grain~; 7.000 grains make
an _avmrdupms pound; then 1,000.000 gold dollars would
wmgh 3.6~5 pounds, omitting the fraction. Allowing gold
to ~e 19 times as heavy a~ water, it vrould make a cube of
17t mches to a side, or 5.363 cubic inche~. nndSOO times this
much would giv to each person 4,2\JO 636 cubic inches of
gold; allowing 1.500.000.000 people or: tlte earth it would
!Dake_ 6,435,9.'i4.600,000,000 cubic inches of golcl. for all the
Inhabitants of the ea1·th. This would make a cnbe of 3 miles
to a. side, hwkin&' 33_9 ft. 2 in.; or !t would mal;e a globe
3 mil~s 3,392 f~. lll dmm_eter. Dmwmg this cube or gl0be of
gold mto th~ SIZe of ordmary railro&rl iron track of 23 pounds
~o the foot, It would make 1,244,518,000 miles of track, and
It would he nearly 2k times as llcavv fl.~ iron. This would be
enough in length to belt the eartli 49,741 times. Allowing
5 feet of space between each rail, it would cover a zone
47 miles 545ft. wide around the earth, enough to reach from
here to the sun 14 times.
Now, it must be evident to all that such an immense'
amount of gold would render this metal entirely useless as a circulating medium, and make it valuable
only in the arts, and dog-cheap at that! It would
make all who hold land, houses, grain, and other
concomitants of. :t;~ece?sity or luxury ~he wealthy
classes. The milhonaire who has aU his riches in
bonds, noleE', and mortgages would be rt pauper, for
these could be paid ont of the $800,000,000 and the
payer hardly miss the gold, while the payee would
not be at all the gainer, save in beinn- tho possessor of
a small addition to his pile of metal.
Until some other medium of exchRnge was agreed
upon, we should be compelled to fall back upon the
old barter system of exchanging a bushel of wheat,
or corn, or potatoes for dr_y goods and groceries, and
so on through the whole list of wants and supplles.
All this proves that the real financial wealth of a
people consists in produce. !l.nd not, in money.
ELllriNA DK\.l(E BLENKER.
Snowuille, Va., Feb. 28, 288
·
[Mr. Blenker's calculations are based on error. Mr.
Denslow's figures were eighty millions, not eight
hu1;1dred millions. But the :figuring is just as interestlDg for all that. The average mqn is ju~t as likely
to possess $800,000,000 as $80,000 000.-En. T. S.]

A Vision of" Paradise.
Translate<% for the San F1·anc>:Fco A 1·aonryut fi·om the .H·ench 0.1
LUdODiC JluleDV.

My friend Armand was marr:ed day before yesterday at St. C!otilde's church. \Vhen I arrived, there
was a great crowd, and the ceremony was going for:ward .. I_ managed to slip in. The priest was :finishmg his little harang, and wound. it up with this sentence:
·
" Therefore be united on earth till you are eternally
united in heaven."
I could not restrain a slight exclamation. Armand's brid? was not a young girl-be was marrying
the pretty httle Countess Jeanne de Charmelieu the
widow of my friend Gaston de Charmelieu.
'
This charming widow was destined to make my
frien?s happy. Afte: Gaston, Armand. On earth,
nothmg could be s1mpler; but above, in heaven,
there would be two aspirants for the eternal union!
Gaston and Armand, the :fin.t and second husbands.
I fell into a brown study. The sentence used by
the priest probably appeared in all the short sermons
that conclude wedding s~rvices. So five years ago,
of course, the same prom1s was made to Gaston· he
was told that if he Jived and died like a Christia~, he
would meet his little Jeanne again in paradise, among
the angelA, the. archangels, the principalities and
powers. Meantime there was a great stir going on
around me. Mass was over. The great organ gave
us Mendelssohn's march. I followed the crowd
which bore me to tho vestry-room. I shook band~
with the bride, and shook blinds with the groom but
said not a single word. I was wry can-ful n~t to
spea~, for I had a pif•ce of folly at my tongue's end,
and If I had spoken at all, I don't, think I could hav
restrained myself from mying to Armand:
"Did you take in the full meaning of that sentence
about the eternal union~ There'll be two candidates, my dear fellow, for ihRt eternal union."
I. left the church, I made some calls, I rode my
h~rse, I ~in_ed. at the c~ub, I went to the opera, and
still that Id!Obc perplexlty bauntecln]e:
. "How will Armand and Gaston sE:ttle it some day
m another and a better world~··
I went to bed and to sleep, ancl here the dream
begins. A dream, bear that well in mind, nothing
but a dream.
.
I was in paradise, at the station. Trains we1·e
going in and out; the cars started empty, and came
back more or less well :fii!ed.
.
St. Thomas was the stationmaster. I chatted
witb him, and he very civilly explained the working
of the system.
"The trains," said he, "start. from the earth, touch
at hell, touch at purgatorv, and bav their terminus in
paradise. We are very· crowded just at present.
The pope has been having rather a bad time of it for
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the las~ few years [this was in 1870, during the
occupatiOn of Rome]; and there has been a IHtle
atmosphere of persecu ti~n sunounding religion, that
has braced up the tottermg, and confirmed the indifferent. We hav reason to be very well satisfied; for
the last few months there bas been a constant
increase in the number of our passengers for paradise; every day there is a demand for more cars.
Small-pox has something to do with it, but the
revival of faith has more. You can judge for yourself. Ab, seventeen. The express is due. Yes, we
hav an express that comes right through from the
earth. Do you hear the whistle! Here's the train.
Our ~ompany _is ~ large one, which issues shares by
pubhc subscnptwn; the bonds are guaranteed by
heaven. Our trunk lines are finished, but we are not
yet in communication with all the planets. I want
you to observe this incoming train. You see, we
hav three classes of cars, first, second, and third ; a
baggage car, and a compartment for dogs. The
passengers are alighting; watch them, and observe
this: not many people in the second-class cars ; we
don't recruit much from among the lower middle
class-restless, V oltairian,. and Freethinking, the
lower middle class. In the third-class cars we get
crowds; the populace is wholly bad or wholly good;
but genera1ly speaking, good. The first-class cars
are crowded, too. \Ye must recognize that rich people are admirably facilitated for achieving salvation.
Their time is their own, and even admitting that
they giv Satan the best part of their existence, they
always find an hour here and there, from time to
time, to make up their religious negligences. God
is not so severe as he is supposed to be. He is satisfied with very little, do you know! Only stay here
two or three days, you will see half a hundred trains
come in, and there cannot fail to be people that you
know in some of them. You'll see how easy it is to
win heaven."
St. Thomas is a communicativ saint. He chattered
away, but for the last few moments of his discourse
I was not listening. l\'Iy St. Clotilda widow, Gaston's wife, Armand's wife, bad come! I had seen
her pretty head at the window of a parlor car; then,
light and dashing, she sprang out of the car, showing
her ankles ~ little-but then, they were very trim.
She ran abo;:;t in every direction, chirping, "Where's
paradise? Where is it! I bav my ticket!"
I remembered seeing her just like that, one day,
at the Compcigne station, leaving the special train
that brought the empress's guests to the chateau.
That day she showed her ankles, too, and that day,
too, she fluttered along the embankment, chirJ;ing:
" My trunks ! Don't let my trunks be forgotten!
I hav fourteen."
An officer of the imperial household went to her at
the Compcigne station, and said:
"Hav no fears, madam la comtesse, I will take care
of your trunks. I hav the trunks in charge."
And now St. Peter went to her at the paradise
station, and said :
"Your ticket, madam~ Will you be kind enough
to show me your ticket ?''
"Here it is, sir."
" Perfectly correct; you may go in. Here are the
gates of paradise."
My little friend bowed prettily, and went in. An
intense desire possessed me to follow her into paradise. Who could tell? Perhaps Arrr,and was dead,
and my widow would find herself confronted by her
two husbands.
I asked St. Thomas if he could manage it so that
I might go in.
"Easily," he replied.
" Only for an hour, you know," I hastened to add;
"I sha'n't be detained-shall I be able to go away
again? For you know, however delightful paradise
may be, if I hav a few more good years to spend on
earth I don't care to miss them. Life is only for a
time, and paradise is for all eternHy."
"Don't be afraid. They'll let you out. Come
with me."
And he led me to St. Peter.
"Make a note of this gentleman," he said to him.
"He is a visitor-he only wishes to go in and look
about and come out again."
"Pass in, sir; pass in. I shall know you again."
There I was in paradise, and in the nick of time.
Armand and Gaston, who had been scanning the passengers as they arrived, baJ already rushed to their
wife.
·
Gaston had taken her right hand, and drew her
on that side, saying:
"Jeanne, my dear Jeanne!"
Armand had taken her left hand, and drew her on
that side, saying:
"l\laud, my dear l\Iaud !"
She had two Chri8tian names, and it had seemed
in better taste to her, in the intimacy of married life
with her second husband, not to be called by the
same name the fi1st had made use of. She was an
adorable being, replete with delicacy of feeling. Armand and Gaston meantime showed no intention of
giving up.
"Jeanne!"
"Maud!"
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"I am your first husband !"
opera, you who make such an ado about three or
"I am your second husband !"
four wretched theater-boxes sent to my wife."
"My rights are incontestable!"
"Two or three! Upon my word, such details are
"Sir, release this lady!"
too petty.''
"I hav nothing to say to you, sir. I do not know
"I quite agree with you," said St. Joseph, looking
you!"
bored, and rearranging his aureole. "Be as brief as
He didn't know him I Why, they were intimat.e possible, if you please, gentlemen. Kindly express
friends on earth when they were alive, called each yourself in favor of one or the other, madam."
other by their first names, couldn't liv without each
J ennne would not speak, and the two husbands
other. Armand, the second husband, almost lived raved on.
"Remember, I gave up my career for you," said
at Gaston's house, so much so that gossips saidbut where should we all be if what gossips say were Gaston; "I resigned from the army because you didn't
believed?
like living in a garrison.''
"And I joined the Imperialists for you!" cried
The quarrel, meantime, was waxing hot between
Armand and Gaston. Their voices rose. Existence Armand. "This gentleman had accustomed you to
is sweet in heaven, but slightly monotonous; so the the riot of Second Empire balls, and, rather than that
smallest event attracts as much attention as a run- you should giv them up, I scandalized my whole
away in a country town .. The blessed came trooping family by showing myself at the Tuileries. I, acceptup from every direction. Some took sides with the ing the hospitality of a Napoleon!"
"No politics!" said St. Joseph firmly. "Above all,
first husband, and others with the second. Jeanne
remained passiv; she had freed her hands, and said nothing derogatory to Napoleon III. Suppose he
should withdraw his troops from Rome, what would
nothing to either Armand or Gaston.
St. Thomas had come within the gates of para- become of the pope?''
"I shall obey you," said Gaston. "I hav stronger
dise when I did.
"This must often occur," I said to him; " a great claims than mere political affiliations. Our love,
Jeanne! Remember! I was the first, the first!
many women on earth hav two husbands."
"Very true. The novelty is that the husbands Our walks, on your fat.her's estate. Those shady
should claim their wives. Generally, under these litLle path~, when your head sometimes lay on my
circumstances, the emulation is as to which husband shoulder; our wedding-day, when we came to my
home, our home, at midnight, that bitter cold
shall not take her."
· " How is it when things are reversed, and there are weather. The grouncl was whit~ with snow, do you
remember? What a roaring big fire there was at
two wives to a husband~"
"Oh, th~n it's very different; the women always the cb ate au to welcome us! How still the room was,
quarrel as to which shall keep the husband. \Vomen how frightened we both were!"
"Sir," interrupted Armanu, "your reminiscences
are wild to be married, even in heaven. Still, we
had~rather an odd experience the day Napoleon I. are in execrable taste.''
"Very possibly, sir, but I may certainly be allowed
arrived."
to recall my confidence. l\Iy confidence was simply
"Ah! You hav Napoleon in paradise~"
" Oh, yes ! After a little purgatory, you know. unbounded. How many of my friends came to me
Napoleon III. was so nice to Pius IX. that we perfidiously to say, 'l(eep an eye on A1·nwnd'couldn't, in common decency, leave his uncle in meanin.q this gentleman. ']Cap a ?catchf'ul eye on
purgatory. Paradise was opened to him, and his Annand. IIr; is ver.'l j(nul r~t' you, we all know that,
first word was, 'Hma about my two wives?' He was but there's somr:bor7y he is jiJIIder of, ancl that's your
asked if he had a preference. 'I hav, indeed. I tolfe' I disuained their gossip."
"I hav my own record on the grounds of confiwant Josephine.' A cherub flew and told Josephine:
'Napoleon's there. He's asking for you.' 'I am dence," said Armand proudly. "Later, sir, when in
exceedingly sorry,' said Josephine, dryly, 'but a[te1· my turn I w~s the husband, little calumnies were
what occurred in 1809, never!' We fell back upon Luzzing about. It was Momiem de Sericourt that
Marie Louise, but she raised the roof. ' I go back to they told me to watch, Sericourt, my best friendNapoleon I I, 'Who am living so peacPfllll?J with the how ridiculous!"
I observe<'!. that Jeanne could not control a little
general I .Don't talk to me about l'lapoleon. Let
him take back Josephine!' Neither would change start when she heard the nnme of l\Ionsieur de Seriher mind, and there stood N:apoleon, all alone, and comt. I observed H, btlt Armand observed nothing,
rather put out, when Madam de Stael came by. and continued:
"And when Sericourt was killed in Mexico, and
'Giv Napoleon to me,' she said, 'I'll take care of
you, my dear wife, permitted the unchecked outburst
him.' And they got on famously."
Right here St. Thomas was interrupted by a loud of your natural and proper grief, I received an odious
anonymous letter: 'Your wife,' it said, 'sheds more
cry that arose from the ranks of the blessed:
tears for the fi·ienrl than she will eve1· giv the hus" St. Joseph ! St. Joseph !"
It was in fact St. Joseph. He had been attracted band.' I never mentioned the letter to you. Suspect
you! Suspect Sericourt !"
by the noise, and came that way.
"Who is this Scricourt. who has got mixeq up with
I must here caution the reader not to forget that
all this?" said St. Joseph. "Is Sel'icourt a third
all this was a dream.
St. Joseph was entirely the St. Joseph of the Italian husband-? I am very much perplexed.''
"Just one word, St. Joseph, just one, but a
school-brown drapery, gray hair and beard, a staff
in his hand, and sandals on his feet, plus a very clincher. The day I married this lady, a priest, an
imposing aureole, and an air of prosperous, uppe:r- excellent priest, promised me at St. Clotilde's church
that our temporary union on earth should be folmiddle-class benevolence.
by an dernnl union in heaven."
lowed
He paused, asked what was the matter, and was
"But, St. Joseph," cried Gaston, "the day I was
told how things stood.
"Well," said St. Joseph, "it seems simple enough. married, at the l\Iarlel<!ine, a bishop-see ?-not a
The lady is here as a recompense for her religious priest, a bishop-made me the self-mme promis in the
conduct and Christian feeling. She has a right to se]f-l'!ame terms.''
"This is becoming very embarrassing," murmured
happiness of the most peaceful character and largest
scope. Let her pronounce, and choose between these St. Joseph, "very embarrassing inueed. ~ur r~pre
sentativa on earth sometimes act· >ery mconstdergentlemen."
"But," said Gaston, "what is reserved for the one ately. But come, madam, I revert to my first
decision; it is for you to choose. You hav not
who comes in a bad second T"
Gaston had a very fine stable during his earthly spoken. Speak!"
Then the little widow, rosy, and much moved,
pilgrimage, and his abominable slang slipped out
said:
even in the presence of St. Joseph.
"If you are infii1itly good, St. J osepb, you wi~l
"Never fear," said St. Joseph, "I will giv to him
permit
me to rejc1in Monsieur de Sericourt, who 1s
who is not chosen one of the unclaimed ladies who
literally swarm in paradise. Do not let us lose over there in tbat little cloud on the left. He has
time, madam. Make your decision. Choose, if you been beckoning to me for the last quarter of an
hour."
please."
I turned my heacl, and perceived S?rico~rt., in f~ct,
Silent and motionless, Jeanne stood between her
at
the left, in his little cloud, expresslllg hts affectiOn
two husbands, and both Gaston and Armand alternated like characters in a Greek play, seeking the and wishes in highly sentimental pantomime.
Sericourt! Another of my friends! This charmwords that might touch their wife's heart.
"I was so proud of your beauty, Jeanne," said ing woman was, I repeat, destined to contribute,
Gaston, "and of the sensation it made in society. even to all eternity, in this world and the next, to
Luxury for you was what I lived for. Your diamonds the happiness of my friends.
"Why didn't you ~<peak at once?" said St. Joseph;
and lace, your carriages, your horses, your liveries.
"this
solves everything. l\Iake :your arrangements
And then your room, Jeanne, your cherry satin room !
And then boxes, boxes for all the first nights. Three with l\Ionsieur de Sericourt. What do I wish, myhundred francs I paid for the first night of ' La self except that you may be happy in paradise, since
yo;_ hav been a goorl Christian?"
Fa mille :Benoi ton.'"
"Boxes!" broke in Armand, "he talks of boxes !
Whereup.on I a~oke with a s·lart, this rejoinder
Even before I was the hasband, I always paid for
the boxes. The first night of 'Le Petit Faust' cost Rtruck me as so sprightly on the part of the excellent
me four hundred francs, and I gave five hundred, in St. Joseph.
1868, for Patti's benefit."
TnE Tnunr SREKRR Com·A:>Y's Catalog of Freethought,
"Dates !" cried Gaston. "He remembers dates!
Why, you dined at' my table, sir, five days in the Reform, and Scientific Dooks will be mailed free to any adweek, and you were always loafing in our box at the dress upon application.
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giommunications.
The Bible.
Joseph Parker, D.D., of London, says of the Bible:
"Such a book, written under such circumstances,
and issuing in and from such an age, has to be accounted for." It is conceded, I believe, that there
were two such men as Moses and Jesus Christ, who
lived in the world, and that the possible and probable facts in the Bible, those incidents that hav occurred and do occur to individuals and nations, may
be true; for such incidents are subjects that require
no other than human testimony to establish our belief. It is the divine claims of the Bible that are in
dispute. It is claimed, in the Bible, that Moses was
an inspired lawgiver of God, and that Jesus Christ
was the son of God. These Bible facts are submitted to our reason by human testimony; and it is
claimed that miracles were performed as proof of
their divine mission.
However, it is thought by some that human
testimony is not competent to prove a miracle.
The reason for this is based on science and experience, in contrast with the probability that human witnesses may be. deceived, or trying to deceive.
The matter is parallel to the asking of the question:
Could human witnesses convince me that there is a
personal God, when I could never discover his existence .in nature, science, or experience 1 If they
could not, then how can human testimony convince
me that a God, whom they can nev~r prove to exist,
worked miracles to prove Moses his lawgiver and
Jesus Christ his son 1 It is a fact, also, that the
credibility of human witnesses in regard to any fact
grows weaker as time advances from the days of the
living witnesses.
It is claimed, also, that the moral teaching of the
Bible is no proof of its claims, from the fact that
morals all lie in the field of discovery, science, and
human experience.
It is also claimed that the Bible contains a history
of God's dealings with individuals and nations, and
approves usages and conduct that are contrary to
every principle of justice, mercy, and the welfare,
natural rights, and happiness of the human race.
But, in the further prosecution of tl!e subject, we
shall assume the existence of a personal God, who
created all things; and that "his power and divinity" are developed in -the "things that are madethat the heavens declare his glory and the firmament
sheweth his handiwork; that day unto day and
night unto night utter this ~vidence to the reason of
mankind."
The question then comes, not, Has he revealed his
will to man' but, Can he reveal his will to inan outside of reason and human experience T If not, why T
And if so, how '?
He cannot impress his will on the human mind,
because it would vitiate man's physical and mental
constitution, his free agency and responsibility.
He can, only and alone, express his will to the
perceptiv organs of man's body. Reason is the hu·man province and duty. The expression must be in
intelligible signs or symbols of ideas. Then the idea
is complete. "Faith comes by hearing," and the
thing expressed is the thing heard, and the thing
heard is tbe "word of God."
A disembodied expression of words would be a
miracle without the idea of its source, and the same
would be outside of science, experience, and the
common use of man's articulate organs. We presume to state that for God to speak by man, to man,
for man, is the most natural and reasonable conclusion. Inspiration to speak is a physical, not a mental, operation, and the choice of adopting a system
by the. inspir~tio~ _of witnesses can be compared
to the Idea of mspmng every man to talk to himself.
The final result of individual inspiration, we apprehend, would end in the idea of natural phenomena, to
the destruction of divine control.·
We now propose to suspend the pro and con of this
subject on one miracle-that Christ either did or did
not arise from the grave. The whole system of
Bible theology .stands or falls on the proof or disproof of this fact.
Let it be understood at the outset that the subject
is not submitted as a scientific or moral problem, but
~bov? and beyond both: :rhe process of reasoning
m this case belongs to JUnsprudence, logical reasoning on facts, and this is all suspended on the credibility of the witnesses and their: testimony. It is
unjust, unjudicial, and illogical .to test a matter of
fact, submitted to witnesses, by arguments about
science a~d experi?nce without first doing justice to
the t?st1mony, smce, upon our assumption, that
~here IB a personal God, a miracle might be thought
Improbable, but by no means impossible. Hence,
t~e natur? of a fact does not authorize unfair dealing
with testm;wny. We admit the fact, in·this case, is
bar~ to behave, for some dou?ted with their eyes on
Chnst after he arose and while h~ was speaking .to
them, and Thomas declared he would hav to see and
put his fingers in the nail-holes of his hands, and
thrust his whole hand into his side, before he would

believe it. And even some (we know not how many)
of the Corinthian church said, "There is no resurrection of the dead f' and would seem to ask the questions: "How are the dead raised up, and with what
[kind of] body do they come?" It is admitted that
supernatural facts are the most difficult to be believed,
because they contradict our "invariable experience,
and, opposing the well-known laws of our corporeal
nature, are in themselvs in the highest degree improbable, and require for their belief· a testimony so
ample and attended by such circumstances as would
render its .falsehood no less miraculous than the fact
attested." This fact lies in the class having internal
improbability, which must be overcome by an· increased weight of testimony.
But we now notice what are generally conceded
to be the qualifications of a credible witness: First.,
" Sufficient discernment, opportunity, and attention
to obtain a clear knowledge of the fact attested.
Secondly, Disinterestedness, which, in its full extent, implies the absence of all expectation of
advantage or detriment arising from the testimony,
either to the witness himself, or to his friends, sect,
or party. Thirdly, Integrity. This affords the
strongest assurance of a true testimony, inasmuch as
it is absolutely inconsistent with any intention to deceive or prevaricate, as well as with a conscious
ignorance of the fact attested."
The witnesses to the resurrection of Christ say
that after he arose he was forty days with his disciples before he ascended; that they saw him, talked
with him, and handled him, and that he showed himself alive after his passion by many infallible proofs,
speaking things pertaining to the kingdom of God,
and that they saw him ascend in a cloud up into
heaven, and that his last words were: "Ye shall be
witnesses unto me, both in Jerusalem and in all
Judea, and in Samaria, and unto the uttermost part
of the earth." The Jews, however, rejected their
testimony, and to-day stand in opposition to the
credibility of these witnesses. The witnesses claim,
however, that when the chief priests heard the report
of his resurrection, they called the elders and took
council, and that they bribed the guard they placed
at the grave with "large money" to say, " His disciples carried him away while we slept." It would
seem that this bribed testimony was not very
credible from men who were asleep when the
body was taken; and it seems equally strange that
all the guard were asleep under a penalty of death
for being asleep. W 6 could not expect better,
however, from the history of the Jews. The chief
priests and elders. told the guard that, if they would
take the money and tell the lie, if the bribery came
to the governor's ear, "we will persuade him and
secure you." The Jews, to-day, believe this lie.
The witnesses say that an angel, whose countenance
was like lightning and raiment as white as snow,
rolled the stone back from the grave, while there was
a great earthquake, and that the guard; for fear of
the angel, "did shake and become as dead men."
These are the two tales about how the body was
taken from the grave, and both agree that the body
was missing from the grave.
Now, as to the credibility of the witnesses to this
fact, it will hav to be shown that they did not hav
stjfficient discernment to discover the fact; that their
opportunity was not sufficient, and that they did not
giv enough attention to obtain a clear knowledge of
the fact; that they were too much interested for
themselvs, their friends, sect, or party to giv true
testimony, and that they had no integrity, and did
try to deceive and prevaricate. If this cannot be
proven, then they are, and should be, entitled to the
full credibility of their testimony. It will not do to
admit the witnesses credible, but say they were bonestly deceived by false perceptions. This would impeach their physical senses without evidence, and
introduce the philosophy of Malebranche, who taught
that the visible world had no real existence; that
the human senses were given to acquaint us with the
power of preserving our animal existence, and not to
enable us to discover the essence of things. This
makes human perception a deception, and would destroy the credibility of all human testimony about any
fact.
We here state that supernatural facts demand supernatural proof to our senses, and if there is any
other conceivable way to introduce this proof than
by miracles, we should like to learn it.
When the miracie of Christ's resurrection ~as
demonstrated to the perceptiv senses of his witnesses
by many infallible proofs, after he arose from the
grave, he then taught and the witnesses. taught that
their testimony could establish the fact to "the
uttermost part of the earth," without the continuation of miraculous proof. Christ upbraided the
eleven with their unbelief and hardness of heart for
not believing witnesses who reported his resurrection to them. Those who said, " There is· no
resurrection of the dead," were told by an apostle
that the evidence of the witnesses was sufficient to
prove the fact. Read 1 Cor. xv, where the denial is
answered. The idea is that if he was seen by Cephus,
James, all the apostles, and five hundred at one time,
and, last of all, by Paul, after he ~Qse from the

grave, and that the testimony had been preached to
them, they should believe the fact. In their denial
that there is no resurrection of the dead, the idea is
that Christ was not raised from the dead; and, if
this be true, it made preaching vain, faith vain, and
left them still in their sins. Yes, says the apostle, not
only so, but "we are found false witnesses, because
we hav testified of God that he raised up Christ,
whom he raised not up, if so be the dead rise not."
But here, for the present, we let the curtain .
fall. We hav great confidence in the fact that the
Liberal element is for truth on any subject, regardless of consequences, and that there is no dogmatic
creed, sect, or party to confine their investigations.
We shall ask at their hands a fair and logical investigation of the foregoing thoughts. We hav long
since been of the opinion that the Jews and Christian
sects hav no foundation or logical method to do
justice to the Bible, and it must not be thought by
Liberals that we designedly mean any egotism by
asking them to do the Bible justice. Science is
science, experience is experience, but theology is
theology.
W. BAKER, M.D.
Eubanks, .Ky.
~------~~-------

Balance of 'frade.

The balance of trade theory is based on the idea
that a community of individuals, or nation, is like a
merchant who is selling his goods for cash. If the·
merchant givs out more goods then he receives back
value in cash, he is getting poorer, and therefore it
was imagined that if a nation sent out less goods
and got back more of other goods it was running in
debt; for the idea was that it bought the goods for
cash, and must owe for them if their value exceeded
the value of the exports. -But this opinion was
founded on ignorance of the ways of commerce. It
will be very easily seen if we will just reflect for a
moment. Ships are constantly going and coming
with goods, and, although one man may sell his cargo
for cash and come home with the money, still some
other person loads the ship and leaves more or less
money where he buys, and the result, so far as the
whole trade is concerned, is a mere exchange of commodi ties, and not a buying and selling for cash. The
surplus product of the nation is taken from its ports
and traded for the surplus of other countries. Now,
the surplus is utterly worthless at home; even when
it happens to be a thing so useful as corn, if it can
not be sold it is often burnt. We will suppose a
cargo of corn to be carried to Liverpool from New
York. It was almost worthless here in the Missouri
valley-selling for five cents per bushel. Carried to
New York, it stands at twenty cents. Now, when
carried to Liverpool it stands, we will say, at thirty
cents. All this extra price was put on it because of
human labor, care, and risk-cost of carrying and
handling, of insurance and commission!!. At Liverpool it sells for thirty cents, and is there, in the process of trade, exchanged for a knife, which is carried
to the port of New York, where it is worth, at wholesale, forty cents (under our tariff its price is raised
to about eighty cents, say). Now, here was five
cents increased by commerce to forty cents; here
the account at the vort of New York reads thus:
Exports, twenty cents; imports, forty cents.
In other words, the true balance of trade is in our
favor, and it is clearly seen how absurdly false was
the old theory, long ago, as Lord Brougham said in
1830, exploded, so that no man who priz.es his reputation for intelligence dare affirm it. Even Henry
Clay, in a speech on the compromise tariff made in
1832, says, though he had formerly a different opinion, and "was astonished to hear Webster say our
imports should exceed our exports if we prosper :''
"Yet, on reflection, I see that they must, at least,
equal them." Now take the other view. Suppose a
cargo of cotton is exported from New York, valued at
$100,000; on the way it takes fire and is so badly
damaged that it sells for only $25,000, and in exchange for it a cargo of silk worth that sum, and on
the return voyage the silk is also damaged, so that
when it reaches New York it is worth only $10,000.
Now the account reads:
Exports-$100,000.
Imports-$10,000.
Loss-$90,000.
Yet, according to the ancient muddle-brained theory,
we made money. According to that we had only to
carry our cargo out and toes it into the sea and bring
back nothing. We should then hav
Exports-all.
Imports-none.·
McCulloch, a most able writer, early saw this humbug, and he declared boldly that a state grew rich
exactly in proportion as her imports exceeded her
exports; or as she received more and gave less.
Accordingly, what do the facts of commerce show?
England used often to hav less imports than exports;
but every year since 1848 her imports hav exceeded
her exports by from two to eight hundred million
dollars, and her wealth has increased in proportion.
Our exports, with our greater population and opportunities, are often not over one-third as much as
England's. And our imports, even with sixty per
• cent f.:>Ut on by taritf, are less th~:q our exports!
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Ae nations make their own money by law1 it would
be amazing folly in us to trade what cost labor for
what is made by the scratch of the legislativ pen.
Greenbackers, of course, would be the very last to
want to sell value for their ideal money. Strange
to say, however, they often do so.
HoLT.

Geology and Scripture.
Andrew White in Popular Science Montlll1J for March.

The most noted among efforts to keep geology
well within the letter of scripture is of recent date.
I? the year 1885 Mr. Gladstone found time, amid all
his labors and cares as the greatest Parliamentary
leader in England, to take the field in the struggle
for the letter of Genesis against geology.*
On the face of it his effort seemed Quixotic, for he
confessed at the outset that in science he was "utterly destitute of that kind of knowledge which carries authority," and his argument soon showed that
this confession was entirely true:
But he had some other qualities of which much
might be expected-great skill in marshaling words,
great shrewdness in adapting the meanings of single
· words to conflicting necessities in discussion, wonderful power in erecting showy structures of argument upon the smallest basis of fact, and a facility
almost preternatural in "explaining away" troublesome realities. So striking was his power in this
last respect that a humorous London chronicler once
stated that a bigamist had been advised, as his only
hope, to induce Mr. Gladst.one to "explain away"
one of his wives.
·
At. the basis of this theologico-geological structure, Mr. Gladstone placed what he found in the text
of Genesis: "A grand fourfold division" Of animated
nature "set forth in an orderly succession of times,"
and he arranged this order and succession of creation as follows: "First, the water population; secondly, the air population; thirdly, the land population of animals; fourthly, the land population consummated in man."
His next step was to slide in upon this basis the
apparently harmless proposition that this division
and sequence "is understood to hav been so affirmed
in our time by natural science that it may be taken
as a demonstrated conclusion and established fact."
Finally, upon these foundations he proceeded to
build an argument out of the coincidences thus secured between the record in the Hebrew sacred
books and the truths revealed by science as regards
this order and sequence, and he easily arrived at the
desired conclusion with which he crowned the whole
structure, namely, as regards the writer of Genesis,
that " his knowledge was divine."
Such was the skeleton of the structure; it was
abundantly decorated with the rhetoric in which Mr.
Gladstone is so skilful an artificer, and it towered
above "the average man·" as a structure beautiful
and invincible-like some Chinese fortress in the
nineteenth century, faced with porcelain and defended with bows and arrows.
But its strength was soon seen to be unreal. A
single shot from a leader in the army of science
wrecked it. In an essay admirable in its temper,
overwhelming in its facts, and absolutely convincing
in its argument, Professor Huxley, late presidept of
the Royal Society, and doubtless the most eminent
living authority on the scientific questions concerned,
took up the matter.
Mr. Gladstone's first proposition, that the sacred
writings giv us a great "fourfold division" created
"in an orderly succession of times," Professor Huxley did not presume to gainsay.
But, as to Mr. Gladstone's second proposition,
that "this great fourfold division
created
in an orderly succession of times •
has been
so affirmed in our own time by natural science that
it may be taken as a demonstrated conclusion and
established fact," Professor Huxley showed that, as
a matter of fact, no such "fourfold division" and
"orderly succession" exist; that, so far from establishing Mr. Gladstone's assumption that the population of water, air, and land followed each oth_er in
the order given, "all the evidence we .possess goes
to prove that they did not;" that the distribution of
fossils through the various strata proves that some
land animals originated before sea animals; that
there has been a mixing of sea, land, and air "population" utterly destructiv to the "great fourfold division" and the creation "in an orderly succession of
times;" that so far is the view presented in the sacred
text, as stated by Mr. Gladstone, from having been
"so affirmed in our own time by natural science, that
it may be taken as a demonstrated conclusion and
established fact" that Mr. Gladstone's assertion is
" directly contradictory to facts known to everyone
who is acquainted with the elements of natural
science;" that Mr. Gladstone's only geological authority, Cuvier, had died more than fifty years before,
when geological science was in its infancy (and he
might hav added, when it was necessary to make
every possible concession to the church,) and, finally,
he challenged Mr. Gladstone to produce any contem*See "Order of Creation," Truth Seeker Cop:1pany. Price
75 cents~
·
·
·

porary authority in geological science who· would
support his so-called scriptural view. And when. in
a rejoinder Mr. Gladstone attempted to sup' port his
.
.
view on the authonty of Professor Dana, Professor
Huxley had no difficulty in showing fro in Professor
Dana's works that Mr. Gladstone's inference was utterly unfounded
E th th
· · ·
d
.
.
. o
e SCientific a~ theologiCal world remamed
silent; there was nothmg more to be said.
This being the case, Mr. Gladstone's wonderful
fabric of coinciqences between the "great fourfold
division " in Genesis and the facts ascertained by
geology fell of themselvs. Professor Huxley's blow
had shattered the central proposition-the key-stone
of the supporting arch-and the last gt:_eat fortress
of the opponents of 1,1nfettered scientific investigation was in ruins.
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Icounty,
Mr. Hoyt, superintendent of the poor in Westchester
has ende~vored to move from the care of the Protect-

ory such P?Or ~hil~ren of that ~mmty as were commi~ted to
us, he havmg ID VieW the findmg of places of adoptiOn for
these Catholic children out West through the ministry of
the Chil.dren's Aid Society. This' risk of proselytizing the
poor children of Westchester was successfully avoided by
the authorities of the Protectory, and the board of supervisors of that county hav since decided to permit all of the
Catholic children in our charge to remain in this institution
and that future commitments be continued thereto leaving
it to our care to procure fitting homes for them.
'
The present bill by Senator I ves is the same old
horse under a new blanket. There was a gap in the
appropriations after Tweed's overthrow and down to
1877. The last appropriations lor the Protectory,
$50,000 in each instance, were signed by Governor
Robinson in the supply bills of 1877, 1878, and in
1879. In 1880 an item was inserted in the supply
bill, but it was finally removed to another bill which
was not signed by Governor Cornell. In 1883 the
To Robert G. Ingersoll.
appropriation of $50,000 for the Protectory appeared
From the World.
When thou wert born, the wanton winds sang low,
for the _last time. It was in _the supply bill, and
And Nature smiled upon her newest toy;
Governor Cleveland vetoed the Item.
She gave to thee the frankness of a boy;
The sectarian attacks upon the public schools of
A great warm heart, a soul and brain aglow
New York city began almost with the very year of
With all the nobler passions that do blow
their opening, 1842, but they were never successful.
Great thoughts around the world; and then, in joy,
About the year 1842 assemblymen were nominated
She gave thee Mirth, and said, "Thou shalt destroy
on the issue of sectarian appropriations, but the
The weeds that in my children's gardens grow."
ticket polled less than three thousand votes. When
the Tammany ring began to secure the control of
And what a faithful gardener thou art here,
the city more determined efforts were made to captThe roses growing in our gardens tell ;
ure moneys for sectarian schools, and they were
We look for weeds, but look for them in vain.
every year opposed with success. The board of edThe rose of Hope grows in the place of Fearucation was then attacked by the ring. In 186\l,
The rose of Reason in the place of HellIn the wondrous gardens of the human brain !
when Tweed was a member of the state senate, he
-John Ernest McCann.
introduced a bill for the distribution of the school
moneys to any school in which not less than two
hundred children were taught gratuitously. The
Striking at Public Schools.
rate allowed was the same as in the public schools,
From the New Yorlc Times.
The bill recently introduced at Albany by Senator $8 per head. A committee to further the interests
Ives to allow a number of charitable institutions, of the bill confessed openly that the object was to
both Catholic and Protestant, to secure a share of take Catholic children from the public schools and to
the school moneys of the city of New York is attract- instruct them in the parochial schools. Indeed, one
ing a great deal of attention. It has not yet become clergyman stated in private conversation that he was
known whether or not the Protestant institutions opposed to the public school syl'1tem as then in existhav asked for it. The friends of the Catholic Protect- ence. He further said that if the money could be
ory (one of the beneficiaries) claim that the Protect- distributed in the manner called for by the bill, thirty
ory has been giving education as a gratuity, and per cent of the children in the public schools would
that proper compensation has been unjustly withheld go to the pal,j;)chial schools, because they were Cathofor years. Therefore the constantly reviving demand lics; that another thirty per cent of Protestants
for a part of the school moneys. It is asserted that would leave them in order to attend their own
the Protectory is more desirous of having the state church schools, which would be helped by a division
committed to the principle of admitting its right to of the moneys, and that, as to the remaining forty
the money than it is for a large appropriation at the per cent, it would gradually learn that the public
present. time. Once this is settled, the door will be schools could not be sustained. It was conceded by
the speaker that, if the bill passed, more than half
opened for back appropriations.
In order to show more clearly whether the institu- of the school buildings would be idle, and that the
tion is sectarian or not it will be necessary to make whole of the system of public schools would in the
several quotations from recent reports. The report end be destroyed. The bill was referred to the committee on education and not to the committee on
for the year 1886 contains these statements:
charitable and religious institutions, but in spite of
. The proficiency of the children in Christian doctrin continues to be the first and most important care of the heads of this reference the bill was defeated.
Then came a bill which legislated the board of
both the male and the female departments. The religious
instructions given . . . hav had the most satisfactory education out of office and authorized the mayor,
results, as shown by the large number of children acceptably A. Oakey Hall, to appoint twelve school commissionprepared this year to receive the sacrament of confirmation, ers. The bill became a law, and a section provided
which was administered to 540 boys and girls at the chapel
of the female department by the Most Rev. Archbishop Cor- for the tax levy of the city of New York so that an
rigan on June 16th last. . . . The urgent necessity of amount equal to twenty per cent of the excise moneys
bringing the work of the New York Catholic Protectory received in 1868 should be distributed by some one
nearer completion should make itself more generally felt, to be named by the new school commissioners. Of
and should be more justly appreciated by the large Catholic
population of this archdiocese. The supposition that because the twelve commissioners, nine held positions under
the Protectory receives, under state laws, a per capita allow- the Tweed ring. The chairman was Bernard Smyth,
ance from the city of New York, the institution should need and the clerk was William Hitchman. Both of these
no other support, is entirely fallacious.
gentlemen were Catholics, as was also the commis·
The report for· 1887 has the following:
sioner who was appointed to distribute the fund,
The best care an_d most patient attention of both the Chris- which proved to be $200,000. The fitst result was
tian Brothers and of the Sisters of Charity continue to be that the parochial schools increased, to the great ingiven to the scholastic training of the children of !;loth sexes jury of the public schools. For the eight years preunder their course of instruction at the Protectory. The
complete curriculum in use in the public schools in New vious to 186\l, the average annual increase in the
Yo~k is also followed by our teachers, and with most cer- attendance at the public schools had been about
tainly quite as good a result. . . . The scholastic teach- 5,000. The year ending December 31, 1870, showed
ing imparted to the 20,000 children who hav been cared for a decrease of 4,000.
the last twenty-four years at the New York Catholic ProtectAs soon as the facts were realized by the friends
ory, and by which almost that entire number of subjects
hav had the benefits of a good common-school course, and of the public schools they combined to strike out the
by which many thousand boys and girls hav been: sent out on twenty per cent clause and to abolish Mayor Hall's
their life journey possessio~ the boon of proficiency in read- commissioners. A new bill was framed, providing
ing, writing, and arithmetiC, together with the elementary that the board of apportionment should fix the
knowledge of the other items of a common-school course, amount that should be expended by the board of
viz., history and geograJ?hy-these, with a well-grounded
understanding and a dally practice of Christian exercises, education. The board itself was again constituted
bav been all conferred on them without the aid of any part very much as it had been before the Tweed bill
of the public funds yearly applied to the expense of instruct- passed. This reform bill became a law during Mayor
ing the children of this state or city. The manae;ers of the
Protectory hav long felt that children of this institution hav Havemeyer's term-in April, 1873. He appointed
not, during all this time, been placed on an equality with the the twenty-one members of the board, which met for
other children of the state as regards the expense of their the first time in June, 1873. The results of the two
schooling, and last year the managers made an effort to hav systems became apparent within a very few years.
this inequality removed by asking, in their name, for the During the four years ending with December 31, 1872,
same annual per capita share of the educational fund as that
applied each year to the expense of schooling of those chil- there was, under the Tweed law, a falling off in the
dren of the same class dwelling in other institutions which attendance at the public schools of over 4,000 pupils.
are of exactly the same legal status as the Catholic Protect- There should hav been a gain of over 20,000 during
ory. Lack of time for the study of this claim of our chil- that time. The net loss, therefore, to the _public
dren prevented its taking shape of law last year, but the
president hopes that the committee of managers charged school system was about 24,000. As soon as the law
with the prosecuting of this important and most equitable of 1873 began to take effect, a marked increase was
claim on the legislature will use all diligence in its pursuit, shown. This increase grew larger by a kind of
and there can be no doubt that, on a perfect understanding arithmetical progression, so that by January, 1880,
of their claim to a share of the school moneys for the instruc- there were 30,000 more pupils in the public schools
tion of the children in the Catholic Protectory, it will be
cheerfully recognized and provided for by both branches of than there were seven years before, at the time when
the le~islature and by the executiv of the state government. the Tweed l~w ceased to be operativ.
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Germany is a Protestant nation, with Infidelity in employment of scab labor is resisted in all '!ays
the colleges, and the spirit of Secularism developed known to trades-unions. The legislature is under a
in the cities. But the mass of Germans belong to boycott, and the members can all go to sheol for
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
one or the other of the wings of the Christian church,. anything the union divines will do to prevent.
For many days, now, the spectacle of a divinely
and any abuse of the laborers is not due to SecularE. M. MAcDONALD,
Editor. ism, but to Christian greed. In France the secular- boycotted body of lawmakers has been before the peoC. P. SoMEBBY,
Business Manager. ization of Sunday is improved by the people for ple of Iowa. Not a single prayer has ascended from
l'UBLISHlliD BY
secular enjoyment. Except the Catholics, they do either senate or representativ chamber. The Lord
not
go to church, and that is the reason for the cry is kept totally ignorant even of the existence of that
~HE ~ R UTII SEEKER OO.MPANY.
against Sunday as a secular holiday. · The business body, and he has not been once instructed as to
ll8 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
of Paris on Sundays is largely done by the pro- what he should do to merit the approbation of a
prietors of small shops, catering to the usual trade of legislativ chaplain, or on which side he should vote
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $8.00 PER YEAR. a holiday, and surely they may work when • they in pending legislation. The members hav been left
choose without doing the laborers an injury. Of to depend upon themselvs, and the supporting hand
the
Sunday trade of Berlin and other German cities of Divine Providence wholly withdrawn .
.Addr~ssall Oommunicationsto THE TRUTH BEEKJJJB
The result, however, has been unexpected to the
OOMP.ANY. Mak~ all Drafts, Checks, Post-offiu ancllJJx. the same statement may be truthfully made.
prus Money Orders payabls to OH.A.BLJJJS P. BOMJJJBB Y.
In this country many manufacturing and railroad union preachers. The members are all alive, in good
interests require constant labor by some one; to health, and the legislature has never been so harmoprovide
amusements for the great mass of people nious, so frae from jobbery, and the saving of the
SATURDAY,
MARCH 10, 1888.
many must work on Sunday. But it is almost, if not preachers' fees is an economy for which the taxpayers
quite, an invariable rule that those who are on duty will giv them thanks. And when, too, they rememSUBSCRIPTION RATES.
on
Sunday shall hav a day off during the week. One- her that there is no law providing for this payment,
Bingle subscription in advance ............................ . $S 00
One subscription two years, in advance ................. . 0 00 seventh of their time they hav to themselvs. Con- the tranquility given the members' consciences by
Two new subscribers .......................................... . 6 00 stant Sunday labor on railroads and by other cor- the knowledge that they are not stealing from the
One subscription with one new subscriber, in oneremittance ...................................................... . 6 00 porations, instead of compelling men to work more state treasury will probably balance any fear they
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
constantly, simply givs employment to more people, may hav entertained of displeasing the :tord by
remittance ....... , .......................................... . 7 00 and is therefore a blessing and not an abuse. The snubbing his self-elected agents.
One subscription with three new 8ubscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 8 60 men who work on Sundays in this country are glad
It is a peculiar boycott-this of the preachers of
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
of
the
opportunity
to
do
it.
Des
Moines, and one which law-abiding citizens will
remittance ................................................... . 10 00
The question with the Sabbatarians is not one of approve. Moreover, it is unique in this, that ChrisAny number over five at the same rate, invariably
with one remittance.
interest in the workingman at all, else they would tians are not wont to allow· any scruples of conpay more attention to facts. The question with science to interfere with their peculations from public
Nonsense About Sunday.
them is whether they shall be allowed to control the funds. In this state the evangelicals and the CathoDr. Felix L. 03wald, in his paper on" The Coming leisure moments of the people; to force them to lies work harmoniously together in their burglarious
Civilization," wrote: "The workingmen of the future observe the day on which Christians hold their operations, never stopping to ask if one is a member
will roost emphatically protest against medieval meth- prayer-meetings, and to forbid all secular enjoyment of the union or is a "scab" or "rat." All labor, so
ods of government interfE>rence with legitimats re- that the churches may reap the benefit. Sunday is it opens to them the city, county, and state treaswards of industry; as, for instan_ce, by the suppres- the round up day of the pious, the churches are their uries,is welcome. In our senate at Albany, it is true,
sion of public recreation on the only day when about corrals, and the Sunday laws are useful in driving in the clergy fought over the chaplaincy, but the fight
ninety-nine per cent of our laborers fiad their only the herds. Without the laws the preachers are as was personal and Prohibitional, not doctrinal.
We trust that both sides in this Iowa fight will
chance of leiRure." In the North American Review helpless as a cowboy afoot. Sunday laws are the
·for March W. B. Steel takes up the cui1gel for the expression of Christian despotism, evidences of its stand firm. We would rather see every member of
Sabbahrians, and writes a great deal of nonsense. determination to rule the state, and at the same time the Iowa legislature in sheol than to know he had
helped to steal eight hundred dollars a session of
Holding up the example of Germany and France, in a confession of weakness.
the
people
possess
the
legitimate
reward
of
the people's money; and we would rather a preacher
When
which countries he alleges that the secularization of
Sunday has forced the workingmen and clerks . to industry in the opportunity to enjoy public recrea- never again stepped into the state house than hav
labor seven days each week. be says, "Surely in those tion on the only day open to ninety-nine per·cent of his soul burdened with the· sinful guilt of having
countries is realized Dr. Oswald's ideal of the .;ork- them, they will forsake the churches, and the preach- received stolen money. We are fully in sympathy
ers must earn an honest living. Hence the great with the legislators in this case, and can heartily say
ingman's Sunday," and then asks :
"Now, does the American workman propose to follow interest the preachers manifest in the welfare of the Amen· to the preachers. We applaud the sentiment
of Mr. Tomlinson, " that there is no more sense in
the example of his French and German brother? It will be mechanic.
a sad day for himself and his country when he does so.
having the daily sessions of the Iowa state senate
A Peculiar !Strike.
Already is there a stron!! tendency here toward the secularand house of representativs opened with prayer to
ization of the Sunday. Many of our railroad companies run
Mr. A. Tomlinson, of Carroll, Iowa, calls our atGod, even if there is a God, thaa there would be in
their freight and passenger trains on· Sunday, and if their tention to a strike now in progress at Des Moines,
the
use of such a ceremony in opening the sessions
employees refllse to work they are promptly discharged. favorably affecting the religious welfare of the
Other corporations, and even private individuals, are follow- legislature and the pockets of the taxpayers of the of the courts of justice, or those of the boards of
ing in the wake of the railroad companies. Nothing would
supervisors of the various C@unties; and it is to be
please avaricious capital aud gra•ping monopoly better than state. It is nothing more nor less than a strike of hoped that we may be delivered from this abuse for
to see a complete secularization of the Sunday in the United the preachers of Des Moines against the "scab" Is- the future."
States, and nothing- would tend more toward the degrada. bor of unarthodox divines, such as Unitarians, and
Stand firm, legislators !
tion and demoralization of our working classes, and through fellows of that kind, who do not belong · to the
Stand firm, preachers!
them of the whole country."
union.

THE T.KUTH SEEKER.

We hav heard this cry until its echoes are becoming tiresome. The statement is not true as to what
Secularists, like Professor Oswald, require; it is not
true as to Germany, nor as to France, and it is
decidedly erroneous as to this country. Secularists
desire as earnestly as the Christians, and much more
honestly than they, to hav one day in seven on which
the laborer can rest and amuee himself-that is, one
day in each week which belongs to the individual,
which he is not bound to giv to his employer, and
which his employer cannot require from him. They
desire the day to belong absolutely and wholly to the
individual, to rest or play, to sing or pray, upon, as
his inclination may lead him. Christians, on the
other hand, demand the observance of the day because it is their holy _day, their fetich, their St.
Andrew's day, upon whwh they collect their tithes,
or as nearly the tenth portion of a man's income as.
they can squeeze from his reluctant pocket. They
dem~nd its observance for their own uses, knowing
that 1£ the people hav the legal opportunity they will
forsake the churches on Sunday, and that means also
on other days, and the final result will be the destruction of Christianity and its power. That is why
the Protestant churches are such strenuous upholders of ~he. Sunday law~, and that is the reason why
they w1ll he about plam matters of fact. The Oatholio church, having a_stronger grip upon its followers,
has never been afra1d to let the people enjoy themselva on Sundays-after going to:church!

The laws of Iowa provide for chaplains only for
the penitentiaries and the militia, put it has long
been the custom for the senate and legislature, as it
is in other states, to invite preachers to open legislativ sessions daily with prayer, and to recompense
them with a five-dollar bill. The expense for
prayer for a term of the legislature has usually been
about eight hundred dollars. This has been voted
without shadow of legal warrant, and has been
simply a steal for the benefit of the clergy. The
ministers selected by the legislators ha.v been invariably of the evangelical sort, and the invasion of their
prerogativ a few years ago by a "scab" preacher,
Unitarian or Universalist, led the ministers of Des
Moines to form the "Des Moines Ministerial Association," since which time they hav successfully monopolized the legislativ ear and plucked the plums from
the state treasury. "Scab" preachers had no chance
against this union.
During the present session,· however, some legislators, with more love for fair play than religion,
passed a resolution whereby to all preachers, scab
and union, Catholics and Mormons, is extended the
right to do what Mr. Tomlinson irreverently calls
"the devotional act," by turns with the union mamhers. This s• ratting" of the legislature, as the
printers say, did not meet with the approbation of
the,_ union, and the preachers were promptly ordered
out. No member of the union is allowed to pray for
a member of the legislature for any sum, and the

..

~------

~-------

Against Deathbed Robbery.
The Court of Appeals of this state has decided
that a trust fund left to be expended for masses for
the repose of a man's soul is not a valid bequest, the
consideration for the cash being altogether too problematical. The case is briefly this : When Thomas
Gunning, a resident of Brooklyn, shuffi.ed off this
mortal coil, he left a will by which he bequeathed
about $20,000 to various relativs. The residue of
his estate was left in truet, to be devoted to the purchase of masses for the soul of the testator, the souls
of his relations, and the souls of all other persons in
purgatory. One of the beneficiaries, residing in
Brooklyn, brought an action in the Supreme Court
to set aside the will on the ground that the trust for
masses was invalid. The trustee interposed a demurrer, but Judge Pratt overruled it, and held that
the plaintiff's cause of action was good. The general term of the Supreme Court reversed Judge
Pratt's decision and sustained the demurrer, the
court, in its opinion, holding that the trust was valid,
and that a person could devote his estate to the purchase of masses for either himself or others. The
Court of Appeals now reverses the decision of the
general term, and sustains Judge Pratt.
This decision cuts off a source of considerable
income to the Roi;Uan Catholic church, and forces the
priests to get their " soul-scat" in ad vance of the
death of the victim. It is a decision in the interests
of deathbed decency.
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Some Changes Transpiring.
When Dr. Parker, of London, who is a reverend
for revenue only, was in this city, he told a friend
that while he believed the Bible teaches a posthumous
retribution, he did not think there was a single Congregational preacher in England who taught the
doctrin of a conscious eternal suffering of the wicked.
The Baptist Spurgeon, however, clings to the doctrin, but it is significant that he has had to expel a
number of his Sunday-school teachers because they
refused to instruct the children to believe in this
horrible and infamous dogma.
.
.
In New England, as everybody knows, tha doctrin
of hell has been largely eliminated from the teaching
of the Congregationalists, though not from their
creed, and the "new theology"-which was invented
practically to meet this changed condition of affairs
-is rapidly replacing the old puritanism which sent
everybody but the Presbyterians to hell. This new
th~ology, which was at first but a path to heaven for
the barbarian heathen, is. fast becoming a broad
highway for the civilized heathen who reject the
cruel beliefs of their fathers. It is changing the
religion of New England,. and will end in making
that section of the country a Unitarian, if not Universalist, stronghold.
In New York, indifferentism is th~ prevailing spirit
in religion. In rural places in the state Christianity of various kinds still obtains, and the doctrin of
hell for the wicked neighbor finds many advocates.
In the cities, however, religion is not much.considered.
A very small proportion of the population attend
church, and the great mass of worldly folks laugh,
when they do not sneer, at the zealous Christian who
diets weekly on brimstone and sees forks of sulphu~
reous :flames playing around the unregenerate. With
these indifferentists "hell is now a grand old humbug," and. heaven is but a shadowy realm which they

its force on specnlativ superstitions, the probability
of the material improvement of the race is very
greatly enhanced. If as much thought had been
given to the accomplishment of justice on earth as
to the evasion of a mythical hell, the squalor and
wretchedness now among us. might ere this hav been
relieved.

Abram Bronson.
Abram Bronson, of San Diego,· Cal., died in the
early days of last month, at the age of eighty. The
first part of his life was spent in Connecticut, where
he was born. He removed to California in 1854.
He was by profession a physician.
Mr. Bronson was a man of great individuality and
force. He believed in liberty. In the antislavery
days he was an apostle of freedom, and shared with
other heroes the contumely and scorn of the Christian world. Like most of the survivors of that warfare, he became an Infidel. His attacks upon the
church, upon secret societies, upon monopolies, and
upon governmental oppressions were strong and rancorous. But he had a tender heart, and his efforts
to relieve his neighborhood of mistakes and misery
were not altogether on paper. Those who knew him
say he was good and generous.
The funeral was Secular, as became the dead. H.
L. Shaug, of Del Mar, a Freethinker, paid the last
tribute .to the deceased, and told his virtues to the
world. Dr. Bronson's will leaves about $22 000 to
build a hall in San Diego, dedicated to liberty, and
to be called Freeman's Hall. It is to be managed
by trustees.

Editorial Notes.

J. E. REMSBURG was obliged to .leav~ Texas before his
work was finished. He maae a determined effort to fill his
engagements, delivering thirty lectures in three weeks, the
last eight with a broken jaw. He finally lost his power of
speech, which compelled him to leave the field. He is rehope to reach, but about which they possess the gaining his health, and will make a tour East this spring.
vaguest possible ideas. The farther west from PlyIN THE TRUTH SEEKKR of February 11th we printed a very
mouth Rock one g9es, the more heresy one finds; good article on Evolution, taken from the Home Journal.
the more distinct and emphatic renunciation of old The credit for the article should hav been given to the Corncreeds, particularly the dogma of hell; and a religion hm Magazine. Another remarkably clear exposition of the
broadening out till it becomes but a phantom, a evolution theory-we may almost say science-is Robert C.
shade, of the old Christianity, a belief without sub- Adams's "Summary of Evidence," a lecture delivered before
the Montreal Pioneer Freethought Club some time ago, and of
stance or power, an intellectual recreation, and the which a new edition is out, with price reduced to fifteen cents.
frail but sufficient bond to maintain churches simply
as social organizations. This expansion and weakenIN a work on Socialism published in Lovell's Library in
1884 is given a list of Socialistic and semi-Socialistic papers,
ing is due to the loss of the central force of Chris- in the latter of which we find THE TRUTH SKEKER. We
tianity-the fear of hell, which has been in Christian· should like to know the authors' reasons for thus classifying
ity's career the hangma.n's whip to drive sinners to
If it is because we print cnmmunications upon both
repentant knees.
sides of economic questions, why should we not be judged
This loss has been occasioned by the natural the other way as well as this way? If the classification is
justified by anything that has appeared on the editorial
growth of men's minds, the infamous cruelty of the pages-the only pages which reflect accurately the Editor's
dogma itself, and its revolting results, as portrayed opinions-we should like to hav it pointed out.
by theologians like Edwards, Ambrose, and others.
PRINTED in large type and red ink on the cover of the
The public expression of, and rejoicing at, the loss North American Review for March is this announcement:
was made easy for the public by the labors of Colonel
"The Rt. Hon. w. E. Gladstone, M.P., will contribute to an
Ingersoll. It requires much less mental exertion for early number of the Revteto an article on the religious opinions of
Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll."
the average man to say, " I agree with Ingersoll,"
When this occurs, and the heavens remain as they are, we
than to giv his reasons why he did not believe in suspect that possibly Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll will conhell. The greatest oratorical genius of this or any tribute an article on the religious opinions of the Right
other century has been directed with irresistible force Honorable William Evart Gladstone, member of Parliaagainst this dogma of conscious endless suffering, ment, and ex-premier of England. And the first shall be last
f
and the last first, in this discussion, to the end that the
the people were ready for the re orm, and the fact is scriptures might be fulfilled, which was spoken. Mr. Gladthat in the hearts of the good, the gentle, the benev- stone is probably the ablest Christian controversialist living,
olent-the civilized-the fear of hell is extinct. It is and certainly Colonel Ingersoll is the ablest Infidel on top of
owing to this fact, moreover, that the new theology the ground. Mr. Gladstone's article will be worth readingis spreading in New England, and the eschatological and so will Colonel Ingersoll's.
absurdity of Andover finds so many supporters.
AN Agnos~i::. broker residing in Brooklyn last week wrote
This is a great change to take place in, the beliefs sarcastically to the Sun proposing. that the Protestant
of a people in but little more than a decade. Ref- churches should conform to the "spirit of the age" and
ormations of this character are not usually brought organize a Religious Trust for the purpose of doing away
with sectarian competition. The broker would hav the
about in the lifetime of a single man, though Voltaire churches pool their issues so that religion might be furnished
lived to see the effect of his herculean work upon the in a quantity determined by the directors of a trust, and of a
mental status of France. Along with the dogma of quality in the greatest demand. His plan is to fix: the numhell has gone, too, a half-score or so other equally her of churches on a basis of population, and leave to the
absurd though less cruel beliefs, which are in reality people of each church district the decision of the question by
a majority vote whether it should be a Baptist, an Episcopal,
the pith and marrow of the Christian theological sys- a Methodist, a Presbyterian, or some other kind of church.
tem. The denunciation by Beecher of the vicarious In carrying out this plan, the directors of the trust would, of
atonement scheme found response in thousands of course, shut up churches when they were too numerous for
minds. The dogma of the fall of man, and the re- the population, under the basis established, and inferentially
sponsibility of the present generation for the myth- would regulate the supply of preachers, if not their compensation, the salary paid to a minister being according to the
ical Adam's beneficent sin, is now scouted as unworthy size of his congregation, or so much per head of his converts.
the thought of intelligence. Lutheranism and Cal- This is a great scheme, but one which the daily paper print.
vinism, to say nothing of the present Christian iug it finds impracticable for the reason that the fanaticism of
church, hav scarcely one important dogma left which religion unfits its possessors for harmonious work. And for
the great broad world accepts-we may say, in fact, the same reason the Sun condemns, as useless, the plan proposed by the Evangelical Alliance in Brooklyn which connot one. That is a great and hopeful revolution for templates the division of the community into districts and>
less than a quarter of a century to accomplish, for the sending out of a supervisor and twelve visitors to every
when the intellect of the world leaves off spending . huudred church-members to drum up attendance upon the
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evangelical churches, so called, without regard to sect, somewhat as .children are driven into the schools by the board of
education's truancy agents. People of such divergent views
as the Christians, insinuates the Sun, can never be induced
to forego their particular hobbies and labor for the numerical
or spiritual benefit of their religious rivals. If this be so, and
we cannot gainsay it, it furnishes a good reason for an unconverted person to stay out of all churches till they harmonize their essential doctrins and furnish some safe and sure
plan of salvation. Supposing a man should join the wrong
church I
ELLIOTT F. SHEPARD, of this town, is a rich, penurious, and
pious old gentleman. He livs on Fifth avenue, owns some
stock in the Fifth Avenue Stage Company, and has religious
scruples against the stages running on Sunday. Last week
he sought a legal injunction restraining them, and put in a
batch of affidavits, setting forth that Fifth avenue is a street
of churches and homes, whose quiet is disturbed by the
rumble of the heavy vehicles; that the stages do not pay;
and that to break the Sabbath is a sacrilege anyway. He
forgot to say that other avenues shelter more families than
does Fifth avenue; that they hav as good a right to undisturbed quiet as the rich Christians of Fifth avenue ; that the
private carriages on that avenue make as much noise as the
stages, and that no fussy old survivals of Puritanic times hav
any more rights than anybody else. But the stajl;e-line managers said it in substance for him, and he has not yet
obtained his injunction_._ _ _ __
A NEWSPAPER published at Rogers City, Mich., calls upon
the trustees of the Rogers school of that place to remove the
teacher because he told the children that there is no hell.
The teacher, it appears, is an Infidel, and the paper calls this
teaching Infidelity, and says "the laws of the land, the
school laws of the state, and public opinion will warrant,
authorize, and say godspeed " to the trustees in removing •
the obnoxious instructor. Well! well! It does make a
difference to these Christians whose ox is gored I The
teacher might hav scared the life out of the children with
his pictures of a burning hell, and there would hav been no
criticism by the church folks ; but let him make the minds
of the children easy by assuring them that such bugaboos
are but fiction, and the laws of the country are at once
violated ! If we supposed we could reach the understanding
of the"raving editor of the Presque Isle Advance, we would
remind him that what is sauce for the goose is also a good
dietetic preparation for her mate, and the way to settle this
question is not, as he desires, by teaching Christianity in the
school, but by teaching nothing that the teacher doesn't know
While this will ..remove all religious instruction, it will also .
leave the children's minds free for common sense to work
upon.
THE following is a fragment of a discussion between two
journalists which took place in the editorial rooms of one of
New York's "great" daily papers:
Mr. 0.: Why, nearly all the greatest and most learned
men that ever lived were Christians.
Mr. F.: Were they? Name one of them.
Mr. 0.: Well, there's Washington.
Mr. F.: Washington, eh? Why, he wasn't a learned man.
What works did he ever produce with his pen? None at
all. He simply obtained a high rank which was thrust upon
him by chance. As for him being a Christian, I deny it.
He was a slaveholder-a dealer in human flesh-which is
now held as a violation of the doctrins of the church. Consequently he was not a Christian, that is, he was not a Christian inwardly. For Beecher once said : "He is not a Christian who is one outwardly, but he is a Christian who is one
inwardly." What is true of Christianity is also true of
Americanism. He is, therefore, not an American who is one
outwardly, but he is an American who is one inwardly. So
you see that Washington was not a Christian nor a true
American either. For, is not slavery against the principles
of Americanism ?
Mr. 0.: But he professed to be a Christian.
Mr. F.: Well, to propose, and to be, are two different things.
You admit, then, that he was not a Christian?
Mr. 0.: No, I claim that he was a Christian, but not a
perfect one.
Mr. F.: Very well, that will do for Washington. Now
name another. But name a perfect one, not a slaveholder.
Mr. 0.: What's the matter with Lincoln?
Mr. F.: Why, Lincoln was an Infidel.
Mr. 0.: But I say he was not.
Mr. F.: I say he was. So were all the other great antislave.ry agitators. William Lloyd Garrison, Gerritt Smith,
Wendell Phillips, Henry C. Wright, Parker Pillsbury, Elizur
Wright, Stephen Foster, Stephen Pearl Andrews, Lucretia
Mott, all were Infidels.
Mr. 0.: Where do you leave Beecher, Channing, and
Parker?
Mr. F.: They were men who were denounced by the
church a thousand times as being Infidels and heretics. I
see it is very difficult for yo:~ to giv me the names of great
men who were Christians. Let me name you some great
men who were Infidels: Humboldt, Voltaire, Victor Hugo,
Kant, Spinoza, Darwin, Hux:ley, Haeckel, Tyndall, Paine,
Sumner, Jefferson, Hume, Servetus, Bruno-Mr. 0. (furiously)": Who's Bruno? I know a dog uptown
by the name of Bruno I
Mr. F.: You've never studied history, hav you? Who's
Tom Paine?
Mr. 0.: He's the song-writer that wrote ''Home, sweet
Home " isn't it?
Mr.
You had better study the history of the United
States and find out.
After reading the foregoing Freethinkers will not be sur.
prised at the next ridiculous essay on Infidelity and Christianity which appears in some "great" and popular journal.
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JACKSONVILLE, FLA., Jan. 23, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Something that is amusing is the impudence
of those claiming to be the real estate agents for heaven. Of
course, everyone knows that no heaven or earth can exist
without some kind of real estate in it, but no one but a fool
is made to believe that a minister of a church is lawfully authorized by some one to dispose of that real estate in heaven,
and that for the low price of keeping the Sabbath day and
Bible holy. We should no longer permit a minister of a
·church under such a pretext to act and to be recognized as a
man of God, a man of tn1th, or a person of much benefit to
himself or others. He is bold enough to condemn all that is
done on Sunday except preaching for a salary per annum ;
it is a glaring sin for other professional men to follow the
example placed before them by the pastor.
AUGUST BUESING,
MoNTROSE, lA., Jan. 16, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: My subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER expired on the first of this month, and as I am getting along in
years, and not blessed with the amount of this world's goods
God intended me to hav, and all my praying to him not
answered, I had about. mf!.de up my mind to let THE TRUTH
SEEKER go by. But after taking o. review of the past-the
length of time I hav been taking THE TRUTH SEEKER (commencin.,g with Vol. I), 'the benefit derived therefrom, and
the satisfaction I hav received-I said to myself, Here goes
for another year. I hav been traveling the road I am now
on for over forty years, and hav no disposition to leave it
and cross over to the narrow path that leads through a sandy
desert where they breathe the air of superstition, on either
side inhabited by ghosts and devils, and "vengeance is
mine, saith the Lord," overhead. My Christian friends think
those pictures are horrible. How can they expect anything
else, when they represent horrible characters, deeds, and aetions ? The pictures are all right.
A. CRANDALL.
ABILENE, KAN., Jan. 28, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Some time ago I inclosed $5 for books; and
now :r inclose $5.75 for two years' subscription to the truthful
old TRUTH SEEKER, and one dozen of John Peck's (bu~el it
ought to be) "Miracles and Miracle-Workers," in pamphlet
form.
I would also state that I am doing quite a miesionary work
in a quiet and effectiv way among those that hav been born
and raised in religious superstition, the same as myself before
I investigated the Bible and Christianity carefully for myself.
And I am very thankful indeed, to the Truth Seeker Company and Liberal lecturers, that I got my intellectual eyes
opened, and that I now can see clearly the folly of the Bible
and Christianity.
I send my best regards and wishes to Heston for cartoons
in TnE TRUTH SEEKER, as they are good object-leesons,
although the hypocrits say it hurts their feelings to look at
them.
The Christian bigots tried hard last fall to defeat me-a
poor, one-armed young man-in getting a school, but they
did not succeed. As I am the only outspoken Infidel in the
community, they tell me that if I do not stop expressing my
honest opinion about the Bible and hypocrits, I will stand no
chance whatever hereafter in getting a whool.
J. BEETON WISE.
SNoWVILLE, VA., Feb. 20, 1888.
DEAR FRIENDS : I want to help raise funds for Lucifer's
defense. I cannot collect any here, as there is not a Freethinker for miles around, so I pen a note to all Liberals, asking tliem to contribute to my ten-cent list. All ordering
books of me, or sending letters of any kind, will please
inclose ten cents for the defense fund. I commenced a roll
of honor three weeks ago, and see but one name to it yet.
This looks disheartening.
I now come where I hav never yet come in vain....:.to THE
TRUTH SEEKER readers and friends. I want your ·names as
standard-bearers of the flag of freedom,-as well as the ten
cents. Those who can will please collect ten cents of Liberals living near them, and send in registered letter.
To all who order of me " The Infidel School-teacher,"
"John's Way," "The Darwins," or "Little Lessons," before
April 1st, will be credited ten cents on the defense. fund
(with name or not, as they see fit).
Please ·do not think I hav given nothing myself. I hav
sent $5 in money to Dr. Foote, and given the Echoes Publishing Company all the copies of " The Infidel Schoolteacher " they can sell between now arid the trial. I never
appeal to others till I hav done my own level best.
I shall look for responses at once. I trust I'll not be disappointed, as the sums asked are so small, but "many Iittles
make a mickle." .
ELMINA D. BLENKER.
SEwARD, NEB., Feb. 22, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Perhaps a few lines from this distant part of
the vineyard may be of interest to you. There are here in
this town and vicinity quite a number who do their own
thinking and reasoning on the various theol0gical questions
of the day. On Wednesday and Thursday evenings, Feb.
15th and 16th, we were favored with lectures by Mrs. Mattie
A. Freeman, of Chicago ; the first lecture treating of " Orthodox Problems," and the second of "His Satanic Majesty."
Mrs. Freeman handles her subject very forcibly and ldgically.
She is an able speaker, and all who listened to her were impressed with her graceful manners and candid, earnest eloquence. Mrs. Freeman was greeted by a large audience on
her first appearance, and with a packed house on the second
evening. She is certainly deserving of the high encomiums
tli!J.t hav been bes~wed upon her as a L,iberalle<_:ttlrer. f!:er

lectures stirred up the reverends: to ·no small degree. One
of the most prominent,. at. the . close of the last lecture,
jumped upon a seat and announced that he would reply to
Mrs. Freeman on the next Sunday evening. Although he
was favored with a full house, and spoke for two and a half
hours, he did not "get there." Failing to meet the arguments presented by Mrs. Freeman, he uncorked the demijohn
of clerical vituperation, and poured the bitter gall of the
wrath to come on all Liberals,· frO"m:"Voltaire and Paine down
to the people of Seward. town. In his oratorical flight he
certainly let the tail feathers of his argument drag very low
in the mud. We hope sincerely that the future may again
send Mrs. Freeman to us.
H. H. BoYES.
OTTUMWA, lA., Feb. 9, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Having for a long time been a patron and
warm admirer of TiiE TRUTH SEEKER and the doctrins it so
ably and zealously advocates, I take the liberty of dropping
you a line as to my whereabouts. I hav temporarily left
my home in Bradford, Penn., and am now sojourning in Ottumwa, Ia., where I hav the contract for sinking an artesian
well for an association of citizens.
Fortunately, I find in this lively Western city very many
congenial spirits, thinkers, who take no stock in atonements
or bloody sacrifices whereby sonie think to shuffle off on innocent parties the results of their own misdeeds.
But pardon me-what I set out to write to you about was
this : Last Sunday Mrs. Freeman, a winsome and brainy
little lady, hailing from Chicago, gave the Liberals of this
city two lectures. Her subjects were, "Orthodox Problems" and " His Satanic Majest~"
We learn that Mrs. Freeman is very nearly a beginner in
the lecture field. If such is the case, she is ·one of the liveliest and most promising beginners we ever heard. Her
lecture was a. most elegant entertainment. She is a ready
and tl.uent talker, pertinent, precise; and forcible in the use
of language, and bas evidently thoroughly posted herself on
the subjects on which she expatiates.
P. F. KEARNs.
SATsoP, WAsH. TERR., Jan. 31, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I came to this place two years ago a Christian, believing every· word of the Bible to be true, but having
the good fortune to marry a Liberal for my second husband,
and living between two Bible Christian falnilies and reading
THE TRUTH SEEKER and Ingersoll's lectures, I can for a truth
say I go away a free woman; and truly wish that I could
say that my two nearest neighboring women had good, true
Infidel husbands, such as Ingersoll, that believe that women
hav the same rights that men hav. I hav tried to impress on
their minds that reading will do more toward their freedom
than praying or mourning.
There was one of our Liberal agents this way canvassing
for Liberal books, and he happened to stop at one of my
near neighbors', and left one of the little pamphlets to show
his good- will ; and when the old ni.an found, to his horror, it
was an Infidel book, he jumped four ways at once, and as he
owed me $1.50, borrowed money, I offered him that for the
book, but he did not think Infidel books were legal tender
for borrowed money-would rather die owing me than cheat
me that way. This is the kind of religion they hav here.
Mr. Heston's illustration of Moses and his club was splendid, and we saw it plainly illustrated in our vicinity last
week-one of the most low-down acts on record.
There are only a few outspoken Infidels in our vicinity.
There would be more, but they are afraid of their Christian
friends. I sometimes wish I could be their all-wise God for
a few days. I would relieve some of my own sex of some of
their troubles; at least, force their husbands to love and prOtect instead of hate and abuse, and force the fathers to giv to
their daughters liberty, especially on holidays, and not keep
them at home and cause them to curse their parents.
MBs. G. T. McLAIN.
LEXINGToN, KY., Jan. 30, 1888.
ME. EDITOR: I was much charmed by Colonel Ingersoll's
late replies to the interviewer. How delightful are the words
of men who speak for truth, and not for effect I
We know the fate of the Girondists, because they were
too slow for the ardent haste of progressionists. Now hope
deferred will create here a swifter party, whose utterances
will giv birth to a new idea of freedom. The word "Benevolence" will be inscribed upon their banner. Millions will
assemble under this; well-devised plans· will lead them to
the polls. How quickly the scale will turn! Then where
will be the swinish monopolist? Great enthusiasm and an
overwhellning vote will be all that can save this country.
Strength and virtue go together. In what place hav men
a. burning love for freedom? In palaces, surrounded by luxury and splendor? In the home of the sycophant, whose
every word is uttered to please a sensual tyrant? No. The
man who takes his life in his hand and vows never to sleep
peacefully again until the human race are redeemed, he is
worthy to be called a patriot. Even Hamilton did not understand the principles of a free government.
I just heard a clergyman remark that Thomas Jefferson
was appointed by the Lord to perform a great work, but,
not being fit to go to heaven, was left to perish in his sins.
He seemed to think that our business in this world was to ·
save our souls. But Leonidas and Washington only remarked, "How sweet for my country to die!" In the power
of a tyrant, a hero exclaimed, " Strike, but hear me !"
Here was no reference to a future state, no selfishness.
Some persons direct human beings to act out nature to the
full, that the organization may be perfected. This course
would produce superb animals, but there is a more sublime
method of salvation. Giv a man-a true man....:.a difficult
task to perform ; you know the result. The men who forgtt themselvs for the sake of the world constitute an aristocracy which is raising our race to a higher level. The in!lividual intelle{)t i~ ~o~t 1 a~ul somet!lin~ lllOfe gocUike growl'!

out of it. Men who generalize habitually are never superstitious, selfish, vulgar, or vain. The soul's health is it~
.salvation; ·the saved soul is benevolent, just, and pure.
Such a soul givs beauty and strength to the body.
I promised a Christian-the only one I hav any faith into review John Knox. The reform of the said Knox resembled that of a wild beast in a china store. It was without
anything of a refined disintegration. He was secretly the
pet tiger of a queen who-hated foreign meddlers. ALHAZA.
ATOKEE, C. N., IND. TERR., Jan. 20, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find postal note, for which please
to send one ANNUAL, one "Christian Absurdities," and for
the balance you may send anything that is good. In order
that you may more thoroughly understand my condition, I
will try and giv you an outline of the affairs of this place.
Atokee is a place of about four hundred inhabitants, the
Indians and whites forming about one.half, the balance black
-rather mixed. Now the Indians and whites hav joss-houses
as follows: one Methodist, one Baptist, one Presbyterian,
one Catholic ; the negroes, one Methodist and one Baptist.
To cap the climax, the white Methodist Episcopals are having what they call a conference, which adds to the permanent ones eighteen or twenty more preachers, and they hav
been here a week arid; I think, are going to stay a week
more. All chickens that hav not been eaten hav left or hid
away, and the widow and fatherless hav a male protector in
the house, as well as a spiritual adviser. And right here
comes to my mind a thought. In traveling about, I hav occasion to change boarding-places, and finding a nice place
recommended I apply for board and lodging, and very often
I get this answer: "I would like very much to board you,
but, as you see, it's -impossible to giv you a bed, as I am a
widow, and it won't do, as the people will talk." And along
comes a thick-necked Methodist preacher and makes her
house his home, and no one thinks anything of it. You will
understand I ~on't wish to infer anything, but I cannot help
thinking, for these chaps are so bold. You talk about a
powwow ! We hav got here now solid, double-distilled superstition and blood of the lamb to such ttn extent that I
want you to send an antidote just as soon as you can. I hav
tried to get you ~everal subscribers, as there are several that
borrow my paper, but as yet I hav not succeeded; but perhaps when I go away and they cannot borrow, they will
I. A. VAIL.
send on.
Respectfully,
NEw CAsTLE, WAsH. TERR., Jan. 26, 288.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been receiving and reading THE TRUTH
SEEKER carefully for more than four months, and I can say
that I am more than pleased with its contents. Watson
Heston's illustrated chapters of orthodoxy are immense. I
cannot express my appreciation of all the splendid writers
and contributors who do their best through your valuable
paper to uproot ignorance, bigotry, and superstition. I am
fully convinced that ignorance is the cradle, the foundation,
of superstition, and Freethought its most determined opponent. Scientists shall and will be the instructors of future
generations. Parsons must cease to inoculate their obnoxious theological ideas into the brains of our learning and
growing generations. Liberals, let us work to that effect
with heart, hand, and-pocketbook.
Let us guard our public schools, that grand secular national institution, established for the purpose of making intelligent citizens. All religious sects, Roman Catholicism
foremost, are strenuously working to undermine our public
school system. Their encroachment is alarmingly successful,
and ought to attract the attention of all liberty-lo..-ing citizens of this country. Catholics establish parochial schools,
taking pupils away from public schools, and through deceit
receive appropriations of public money intended a~d collected through equal taxation for the sustenance of public
schools, thereby making the public support sectarian schools.
Catholic rascality in Melrose, and Stearns county, Minnesota,
as reported in THE TRurH BEEKER some t1me ago, is a warning example to those Liberals who imagin that there are no
dangers ahead. Protestants want to hav the Bible read in
public schools. A persistent and threatening attempt is being made by Prohibition and religious fanatics to put God
and the Bible into the Constitution -of the United States.
What will be next ?
TRUTH SEEKER, keep us posted. I am for the emancipation
of mental slavery and secular public schools.
Yours respectfully,
RronARD RoEBIGER.
OPHIR, CAL., Jan. 20, 1888.
Mn. EDITOR: I read a letter in the first column of " Lettera
from Friends" in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. 7, 1888, written
by M. H. Sheppard, M.D., on female suffrage. His ideas.
are similar to those of myself, and a great many of my acquaintances also. I do not approve of female suffrage at
present. I am not a woman-hater in the least. I prize them
above all else. I am a married man with a Freethought
wife, and we hav two bright and promising little daughters,
and consequently happiness is our lot. I do not think that
tb,e female portion of the inhabitants of the United States
are far enough advanced in· the education peculiar to a Secular government and its principles to sustain the position of
citizens and to do this country, themselvs, and their fellowhumans justice at present. There is too much religious
tomfoolery and bigoted nonsense contained in the majority
of women. They hav been slaves to religion too long to giv
them their liberty at once ; their minds are not far enough
developed to appreciate or know how to use it. They must
be educated and learned what liberty, freedom, means first,
before they will know how to use or appreciate it. The
Catholic portion of them are curbed down as slaves to their
church by the priests, and are not allowed to read any literature of a Freethought or scientific nature whatsoever, and
they dare not go to reason or they will surely be left, or even
qo t4e~ QW!l thinking. A prie10t must <to tb.at for tb.em,
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In short,· they must go entirely according to tD.e dictates of
these foul-mouthed vicegerents of God, the priests.
The question would naturally rise, What kind of citizens
would they make ?
My idea is that the Catholic women would be herded in to
the polls by the thousands by the herders, the priests, and
compelled to vote according to the dictates of said herders,
. '!l"ithout using their own judgment at all, under a threat of
excommunication, and a curse by the God and all the saints
and saintesses. And the majority of women of all other denominations are but a little farther advanced, if any, in
intelligence. Their creeds keep them checkmated to a great
extent, and are simply a stumbling-block to progress. There
are exceptions among women, of course, but it is the majority that I am speaking about, and the majority rules. Where
you find one like Susan H. Wixon, Miss Gardener, or Mrs.
E. D. Blenker, you will find ten thousand duped and hum:.
bugged by religion. If the women-the majority of them, at
least-were like the above-mentioned three, then I would be
one for granting them equal rights at once, but as it is, it
would not be safe or prudent to do so at present. They
are not prepared or qualified for impartiality, consequently
it would not be safe for this republic. Giv us more public
schools, and more of a high grade, and schools of sciencebut not Bible science-and fewer parochial schools and convents. And teach the children, especially the female portion
of them, and women, to do their own thinking, and that they
own themselvs, and teach them the rudiments of universal
mental liberty, and in course of time they will be better
qualified for citizens than they are to-day. Female suffrage
at present would surely bring back upon us the intolerable
cruelty of the Inquisition and the old Blue laws. It is best
to go slow in this matter, is my opinion also.
Yours for universal mentallilrerty,
LEWIS KAISER.
OLD RIPLEY, !LL., Jan. 30, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I send the names of some who might take
your paper on receipt of sample copies.
The idea that there is a personal God, who in his infinit
wisdom created.and controls everything, is contradicted in
everything we behold, because if a being of infinit justice
controled, there could be no such thing as evil; and will any
hav the hardihood to say that there is not? True, the relig.
ionist affirms that all was cursed for man's sake, or because
of man's sin; but would that be just, to punish the innocent
for the guilty? The Atheist contends that everyone should
suffer for his own misdeeds ; that this is simply the course
of nature. Though, in some instances, the offspring may
suffer on account of the mistakes of parents, a high knowledge of justice condemns it; and in this way the Atheist is
better prepared to sympathize with and relieve the unfort..
unate than those who believe in God, and that the ills and
misfortunes of life are God's punishments.
But, aside from man, the fact of the whole of animal nature
being susceptible of suffering not only, but doomed to suffering, without any possibility of escape or recompense, teaches
us plainly that no being of justice has the supervision, for
in what manner can the low orders of animals sin against
God?
Again, if there is an infinit God, it is his own infinit duty
to make liis creatures infinitly happy. Is pain, sickness,
sorrow, and death, with occasional rays of joy, infinit happiness?
Once more, if such infinit does exist, we know nothing as
to his existence, and are not capable either of injuring or of
benefiting him.
I am a Liberal because it is to me the only thing that
secures justice to all; because any other course would violate my duties and obligations to others, for if I claim the
right of private individual judgment, I feel morally bound
to accord to all others the same; and because I find in all
who are not Liberals the same spirit of persecution that
lighted the fagots and built the Inquisition, and trampled
on all the rights of man, filling the world with hatred, fear,
bigotry, egotism, superstition, witch-belief, ignorance, and
tyranny.
I am an Infidel to the church, because it has robbed Thomas
Paine of the honors he so richly deserves ; because it tries
to claim such men as Jefferson, Franklin, Lincoln, and other
like characters as its adherents; because it tries to bribe
science to subscribe to its ignorant creeds; because in everything it lacks honesty.
I am an Atheist because the Bible claims to be God's
word, and says God is an infinit creator and ruler, while the
Bible and all nature contradict the claim, as the Bible is
full of mistakes, absurdities, immoral commands, and infamous lies, while nature abounds in cruelties, which could
not be the case if an infinit ruler presided.
Ex-REv. J. N. MAXEY.
PHILADELPHIA, P.A., Feb. 5, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : It may be interesting news to the readers of
THE TRUTH BEEKER to know that Friendship Liberal League,
of this City of Brotherly Love, commemorated the 151st
anniversary of the birth of the Author-hero, Thomas Paine,
with appropriate exercises,. consisting of short addresses and
recitations, vocal and instrumental music, by the members.
The principal speaker for the afternoon was J. W. Browne,
who gave a splendid oration on the life and services of Paine
to the whole world. In the evening Dr. W. H. Benson delivered a glowing eulogy on Paine as a religious reformer.
Our hall was beautifully decorated for the occasion by some
of the members, of whom, I am proud to say, Ml-s. Harker
and her daughter were very energetic in tastefully ar:ranging
the decorations. Without these two great workers, I really
do not know what we should hav done. On the platform
stood a huge archway decorated with flags and evergreens.
f)ver the arphwa.y W~Jl the nol}l~ saying of faill!;l jn large

letters: '' The world is my country"; to do good my religion." Underneath hung a large portrait of Paine. Then,
underneath stopd a pyramid of flowers. Across the platform, in evergreen ~etters, 4ung the words : " Tb.e 151st
anniversary of Thomas Paine." Some of the pictures that
adorned the walls were those of Ingersoll, Bennett, Watts,
Garfield, and Grant •
The Sunday following, Charles Watts delivered two lectures for the League, which were a treat indeed. The
weather being fine, the large hall was packed to suffocation
with eager listeners. I regret to say that the hall was not
nearly large enough this time to accommodate the public, as
many had to stand outside, standing-room being all taken up
inside. The sub.jects of Mr. Watts's discourses were-afternoon, "Science and Freethought ;" evening, "Confucius,
Buddha, Mohammed, and Christ: Tb.eir Merits and Demerits." Judging from the frequent appla'.IBe that Mr. Watts
received, the lectures were highly appreciated, and the fact
of the subscriptions and the collections being good was
further proof that Mr. Watts was highly appreciated here.
I hope it is so everywhere he goes, for he is without doubt
the best exponent of Freethought in the Liberal field.
It is a pleasure also to state that THE TRUTH BEEKER and
8ec,ulwr Tltougltt went off like hot cakes, so to speak, last
Sunday, many of the back numbers of THE TRUTH BEEKER
being taken as readily as new ones, notwithstanding my
informing persons that they were old copies.
I would recommend the Liberals everywhere throughout
the United States to giv Mr. Watts a hearing, and, my word
for it, they will never regret it.
· GEo. LoNGFORD, Sec.
PALMYRA, N. Y., Jarr. 30, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: If I should try to make the believers in the
Bible think that I believed that white was black, they would
be apt to think that I was a fool. Now, what is the difference between that statement and the affirmation that God is
good and merciful and yet the author of the sin and misery
there are in this world ? The difference is, one is a lie and
tb.e other a falsehood. Christians tell us that God cr~ated
all things, and can do all things, and is just and perfect; yet
he made man with all his imperfections, and punishes him
for what he himself is to blame for. He made man in hie
own image. Now, why did he not create him perfect and
keep him so? I hav never learned that there was anyone
around at that interesting occasion to make suggestions, not
even Mrs. God, :so he must hav had things his own way, and
picked out his mud himself.
The believers in the Bible tell us that we are afflicted by
God for our own good. Now, as for me, I do not want to
get good by paving the small-pox, or being struck by lightning, or by other ills of life too numerous to mention. It
would be apt to hav a contrary effect on me, and if I wanted
a person to love me I should never giv him a licking or push
him over a precipice to bring about that state of feeling.
Now, if God is good and just, as is claimed, how could it be
possible for him to allow so much suffering, and create a
devil to make people bad and then punish them for doing
what he himself made them do? If God is the author of all
things and the Bible account of him is true, then he is a terrible monster, producing wars and telling one nation to destroy another, of his own children. If that is the case, I
think more of the devil, for he was not to blame for being
appointed superintendent of God's reformatory, called hell.
He didn't make himself. I never heard that he was a jealous devil, but God says he is a jealous God. Now, what a
delightful place heaven would be, governed by a jealous
God ! Ask some p:>or Christian woman that has a jealous
husband how she likes a home governed by jealousy, and to
be shut up with such a God forever. I want none of it, for
supposing I put on a sanctimonious face, make myself miserable, wear out my clothes at the knees, and after a long
struggle succeed in reaching heaven to reside permanently
with a jealous God, what a fix I would be in if I should hap.
pen to pay a little attention to a lady angel!
And I should be liable to if I were a man Christian,
for it is characteristic of the Bible-believers; they cannot
help it, as it is taught them in the Bible, and God himself
gave them a lesson in adultery with a married woman.
What better can you expect of the children ? It being very
disagreeable to me to be around where there are jealous
folks, I do not want to get to heaven. And as I should not
like to be jealous myself, I would rather, if I were a married
man, that my wife kept away from there, unless God has
reformed.
It does not seem possible that people, if only possessed of
common, ordinary intellect, can believe such absurdities;
and I believe that they do not, but only pretend to, because
it is the fashion, and they can hav a better standing in society. :jiow they must despise themselvs, to know they hav
to talk and act a lie for popularity l And the priests and
ministers-if there is no hell, there ought to be one manufactured for their especial benefit, for teaching such foolish
absurdities for their bread and butter, when common sense
tells them better, if they hav any of that article. It is doubtful about their having any.
Christians tell us it is better to teach people the Bible even
if it is a myth, for it will make them better through fear of
after punishment; and now another absurdity,. for in the
same breath they tell them if they only acknowledge Christ
and ask God to forgiv them their sins, no matter how bad
they hav been, they will be forgiven, even in the eleventh
hour. The bill is paid and Christ will wash all their sins
away. He must hav a laundry 011 an immense scale if he
does all the washing the believers expect him to do. Now,
what a beautiful and accommodating religion that is for
rogues l They can pray or giv the priests money and }t
settles all their bad behavior. That kind of religion was
manufactured by designing knaves for their own especial
pep.ejj.t1 anq it is ~ 4eii).ous cri~e to teach sugh ~f&mous
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doctrine to little, innocent children and fill their minds with
terror and fear of their heartless and tyrannical God-send
them to school five days in the week, and then crowd out
what they hav learned during the week, or part of it, by
overloading their heads with superstitious humbugs on Sunday. But one consolation is that heathenish religion is
gradually passing away, with its wprn.out creeds and superstition, in spite of priests and ministers with their long faces
and corrupt hearts; and the light of reason shines brighter
·and brighter as science and education lead people out of the
ruts of a past and dead generation.
H. P. MARSH.
SAoRAMENTo, CAL., Jan. 19, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Is it not strange that there is so mnch sympathy expressed by certain parties for the poor, deluded Anarchists who were hanged a few months since in Chicago?
Why do people sympathize with such characters, men who
are trying to break up the best government that is, or ever
was in the known world? What is Anarchism? It is simply
to do away with all law and government. When that is
done, then what? Why, everyone for himself, and the
devil take the hindmost. The fact is, we must hav a government ; there must be a head to every nation, state, town, and
city, yea, and to every family; and I will go further and
say there must be a ruler or governor even in the building
of a house, as I know, being an architect. For goodness's
sake, what kind of a house would I build if every laborer
and mechanic could hav his say about it? So we see this
rule applies all through every branch of business. It is absolutely necessary that it should be so, or there could be no
business done throughout the land. Knowing this to be so,
it is very strange to my mind that anyone can hav any pity
or sympathy for the deluded Anarchists, and the sooner they
are put down the better it will be for them and the country
at large. Mr. Editor, in my opinion, we hav enough to do
to put down and cast one side the superstition and myths of
the Christian religion without going after these side issuesthen hav it thrown back to us that we are all a set of bad
men all Anarchists, robbers, murderers, thieves, and are
doin~all we can to break up the government. Mr.Editor, t.hat
is the way some of the people talk to me after reading some
of the Anarchist letters published in THE TRU'rll SEEKER
not long since-some who had .almost made up their mind
to subscribe for the paper, but said if that is the kind of doctrin advocated in it, they did not want it. Even Mrs. Juliet
H. Severance whines over the execution of the Chicago Anarchists and says there is no more free speech in this boasted
free land of America, unless we are hanged for it. For goodness's sake, how free does she wish to be? Was there anything unsaid in her letter published in THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Dec. 31, 1887, which she wished to say and did noU Could
she hav abused the government and its officers any more than
she .did, if she had tried to? Yet she. has not been molested
so far as heard from. Why? Because this is a free government, and the people believe in free speech, when it is not
abused. It is not free speech or common sense for anyone
to get up in public and advise the crowd, or any one of
them, to go out and murder, burn property, tear up railroads, and destroy manufactories, etc. There is nothing free
or good about that ; it is simply maliciousness and the
worst kind of Anarchism, and everyone who does it ought
to be arrested and put into a lunatic asylum for safe-keeping.
Yet, strange as it may seem, there are some who allow themselva to be led away by just such fanatics, who hav more
gab then brains, who want to destroy all business and sinch
all capitalists. They can't bear the idea of one man being
richer than another, or themselvs, at least. Mr. Editor, I
would like to ask how it can be expected that all will be
equally rich, when we know there is only about one man in
·a thousand that has any capacity for business of any kind.
Each of the other men can only do what he is told to do;
of course, he never can become wealthy, but he can by
economy become a good liver or perhaps even independent.
No one can become wealthy unless he has a good business
capacity, forethought. and good judgment, and withal a
strict attention to business, being prompt in all of his engagements. I will state here a little history that came un~er
my own observation about twenty-five years ago. F1ve
merchants of Sacramento, whose combined wealth at that
time was probably less than $300,000, formed themselvs into
an association and undertook to build the great Central
Pacific railroad over the Sierra Nevada mountain9, with this
small capital. They commenced and pushed forward that
great enterprise to its completion. Where is the Anarchist
that dare say that such men should be put down and their
property destroyed simply because they made a success of
that great undertaking, and are now worth probably ten or
twenty millions each? Hav they not well earned every dollar they hav made? And we know that they hav employed
and are still employing thousands and thousands of men of
all grades, from the lawyer, doctor, mechanic, engineer,
laborers of all kinds, all the way down to the grader and
track-layer, all of whom get a fair co~pen~at~on for their
services. And still .this same company Is buildmg roads all
through this state; in fact, they hav bY. their enterprise
really made the state what it is, one of the most prosperous
in the Union. There may be, probably are, some corporations that are overbearing and want to make it all, but we
must remember that these men take desperate chances.
'fake the company that I hav just spoken of, for instance,
had they not succeeded in their undertaking they would
hav lost everything and been poor men to-day, as many
another has before them, therefore we should not blame c~r
porations too much for being economical and prudent· m
their business. Many a one has gone to the wall for not beM
ing prudent and careful in his, or their, new enterprise. .
But, Mr. Editor, I am making this letter too long, so ":11\.
close here by wishing you and TaE TRUTH SEEKER family
good luck e,nd prosperity.
N· D. GooPEJ,I,.
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Hdited by Miss SusAN H. Wn:oN,

Fa!l

Ri'D8'1', Masa., to uilwm a!l Oommunicatiom ftJII"
this 0f»"M1' all.uUZd be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren•s Hour."

The Young Engineer's Soliloquy.
The endneer is in our eyes something more
hnma11izing than the soldiE>r; borne onward by
the sublime energy of the thing of his creation ;
harnessing, so to speak, the very elementll to his
use; and checking and oontroling them, as might
some magician of a fair;v tale, he sweeps from
place to place, distributm~r in his way all the
gentler influences of civilization, and knitting
more f!rmlv together the family of man. by teach·
ing them the strength, the value, and, what is
more than all, the abounding peacefulness, of a
wise uilion.-Douolass Jerrold.
Life looms up before me;
Fertune's flying o'er me ;
Others may deplore me,
I hav no fears.
Though life looks wild with troubles,
Roull:h with rocks and doubles,
I think them only bubbles
To engineers.
Some say hope is seeming,
That I'm idly dreaming,
Shallow in my scheming
As young in years.
Good comes not by groping ;
No name was made by moping;
l'tn hapny in my hopingGlad engineers I
Town to town I'll take me ;
Steel railroads I'll make me ;
Time shall not forsake me,
Spry as the spheres.
Where swift streams are tossing,
Bridges build I, crossing,
Genius's art engrossingWise engineers !
When enlocked in ledges,
Using chisel, wedges,
Hammer, drill, and sledges,
A tunnel clears.
Diamond and dynamite
Will gouge walls.of granit,
And the natne imprimate
Of engineers.
JoHN PRESCOTT GUILD.

Little Boy Blue.
The soft, woolly sheep are knee-deep in the
meadow,
The clumsy old cow's in the corn,
The little lambs bleat,
As they list for your feet,
Boy Blue ! Boy Blue !
As they wait for your step in the morn.
The little bird swings on a bough by the window
And chirps to her young in the nest,
And the buttef1\y's wings
Are the daintiest things,
Boy Blue l Boy Blue !
For he's dressed himself all in his best.
The little brown partridge, so brisk and so saucy,
<Jalls out to his neighbor, "Bob White,"
And his poor little mate,
Who is sleeping too late,
Boy Blue l Boy Blue I
Answers," Peas are not ripe-no, not quite !"
Why, even the leaves in the sunlight are dancing,
And loud is the woodpecker's tap;
He shakes his small head
At the wee one in bed,
Boy Blue ! Boy Blue !
At the lazy boy taking his nap.
The roses are w&iting, the lilies are waiting,
So fresh from their bath in the dew;
Then open your eyes
To the light of the skies,
Boy Blue ! Boy Blue I
For the whole world is waiting for you.
-Marv Rldr!.PU C'orll'1!, tn Boston 'l'ranscrtpe.

Biographical.
ASP ASIA.
Aspasia was a beautiful and talented Greek,
a nativ of Miletus, having been born in the
fifth century B.O. She was wonderfully
gifted by nature, and added to her accomplishments much learning and ability to grasp
and discuss with great power all political,
moral, and philosophical questions. She was
one of ten thousand among women-an able,
fearless advocate of the rights of humanity.
She witnessed with sorrow the servitude
and dependence of her sex, and sought by
precept and example to elevate their subordinate condition .. She showed that woman
was abundantly able to teach, and carried on
a school of philosophy and ethics. Among
her pupils were such men as Socrates and
Pericles, besides many other cultivated and
gifted Athenians, for she took up her residence in Athens about the middle of the
century in which she was born. Plutarch
says " she was a wonderful conversationalist,'" and all who· heard her speak seemed to
be charmed by her nativ eloquence and wit.
She was persecuted at one time by Hermippus on the charge of" impiety," but was
acquitted, although she was far above the

Correspondence.
foolish superstitions of the time in which she J
lived.
BowLING GRKKN, 0., Feb. 13, 1888.
She was greatly slandered and abused by
DBAR Miss WIXoN·: My papa takes THK
the ignomnt and unappreciativ, and was TRUTH S&&K&k. I read the Children's Corcalled unchaste and a bad woman. This ner every week, and I thought I would write
you. I am a little girl eleven years old." I
was untrue. The feeling against her arose go to school in the country. My teacher's
because of -her being wedded to Pericles, name is Simon Hoffman. I sturly arithmetic
who had been married to another woman, and geography, and read in the Fifth Reader.
but from whom he had separated. The law I hav the most head-marks in my class. I
of .Athens would not allow of his legal mar- hav three brothers and one sister. This is
first letter, and I would like to see it in
riage to Aspasia, she being foreign by birth, my
print. Yours truly,
and Athens gave no rights to foreigners. But
Little Freethinker,
PBARL ELLIOTT.
her union with Pericles was as near as the
Dn.wN, MoNT., Feb. 5, 1888.
law allowed, and remained the same till death
DEAR MisS WIXON: I havn't seen any
separated them. Barclay, the historian, says:
from this town, and so I thought I
"She was married to Pericles, but the laws letters
would write. I read the Children's Corner,
of the city refused her as an alien the title of and think it is very nice. I hav 'a little sister
wife. The comedians of her time and since two years old ; she will laugh at the people
cast many aspersions upon her character, but when they ask her why she doesn't go to
Sunday-school, and say, "We hain't no
they were without foundation."
Well, I must close. I hope to
Notwithstanding the malicious attacks of Christan."
see my first letter in print.
enemies upon her character, she was greatly·
Yom true friend,
ALLIE BLIVEN.
respected and esteemed by those whose reP.S.-This card is for you.-A. B.
spect and esteem were worth having, and
[Thank you, dear, for the pretty card and
all the great statesmen and rulers in the gov- your.nice little letter.]
·
ernment, the poets and philosophers, sought
CAMBRON, Mo., Feb. 11, 1888.
her society and her advice in political and
DEAR Miss WIXON: Papa has taken THK
philosophic matters. Her rare abilities and
gifts of mind are justly celebrated in many of TRUTH S&KKKR about nine years. I think the
Children's Corner is splendid. I went to
their works. The Athenians called Pericles school, but it is out now. I studied lanthe Olympian Zeus, and named A~pasia Hera, guage lessons, reading, geography, arithmeor Juno.
tic, writing, and spelling. We had a kind of
Aspasia had one son who grew up and·be. a big dinner on the last day all to us scholars
came a great general, but he was put to death, and the teacher. My teacher's name is Lillie
Holtzappey. I am nine years old. I would
together with five others, because they failed like it if some of the children about my age
to win the battle of Arginmre.
would WJite to me. I saw so many _girls and
Aspasia was a wonderful woman, and her boys writing to the Children's Corner I
mind was the guiding star in the life and thought I would write. This is my first letteachings of Pericles. It is said, no doubt ter. Please excuse all mistakes.
Yours truly,
MARY L. LIVENGooD.
with truth, that it was she who composed a
part of the great funeral oration that Pericles
NoRWEGIAN CoNSULATE, SAL,ONIOA,}
pronounced over the Athenians who were
·
TURKEY, Jan. 24, 1888.
killed in battle.
MY DEAR Miss WIXON: I was so pleased to
It is nothing new for ignorant people to get your kind letter! It was so very kind of
attack the character of women who are men- you to write to a little girl like me. I was
tally and morally superior to themselvs, even very pleased with that day's mail, as I made a
in our own day. Therefore, it is not to be new friend in you, and received such a nice
present from dear Uncle Fish. He SPnt me
wondered at that Aspasia, who lived in a less $10, and as I am very fond of reading I am goenlightened age, in some respecis, should hav ing to send part of it to England to get books.
suffered at the hands of those calumniators, We had such a nice time at Christmas! We
who had neither the mind nor heart to com- made a little Christmas tree and I went to town
and bought everything myself and had great
prehend her rare mental endowments.
fun, and, as mamma was ill, I did it all myself.
Among the antique busts "there is one Charlie has been having holidays, but now he
labeled "Aspasia," and it is said to be gen- has begun his studies again. A few days ago
uin. Whether it is or not no.one at this day a letter I wrote to Uncle Fish in July was recan tell, but it represents a very lovely and turned from the Boston post-office. I wonder
attractiv woman, as Aspasia is said to hav why! It was addressed all right. I love
dear mother very much, and I know how sad
been, and she was as beautiful mentally as you must feel now that your dear mother is
she was acknowledged to be physically.
gone, but although she cannot come to you
S.H.W.
you can go to her some day. I hav lost two
--------~~------sisters and one brother, but one day we shall
meet again. Now I hav two brothers,
Our Puzzle Box.
Charlie and Henry.
1. -SUBTRAOTION.
We are looking for a new house, as this one
From an agreement, contraet, take
is very cold in winter, but so nice in summer;
A" cavity in which to bake,"
all the floors are covered with tiles instead of
A sing-song tone or slang it leaves,
planks. Salonica is a very funny place to liv
The speech of Christians, gypsies, thieves. in; one cannot go out alone anywhere, and
OLD BoY.
there are no nice shops as there are in other
countries. Next letter I will tell you all about
2.-0HARADK AND SUBTRAOTIONS.
Turkey. Now I think I hav told you all my
A" whetstone" and "a pen for swine,"
news and must say good-bye. My best love to
As truth and probity, combine.
you, and hoping you will write to me soon,
From this subtract the shortest street,
Your affectionate little friend,
It leaves us something sweet to eat.
DAISY SUTER.
Behead the whole, in vain we try,
[We thank Daisy for her nice letter, and
It puts such swelling in the eye,
we shall look forward with much pleasure
To see, although we look again,
for her next letter describing the country she
~lore than one solitary pen;
livs in.-ED. C. C.]
Yet here, fenced in on either side,
A bed for baby birds is spied.
UNOLK JAMBS ...
TALENT, On&., Feb. 8, 288.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I am a little boy eight
[The following riddles are from Blakeman's years old, cannot write good enough to write
"Two Hundred Riddles."]
to you, so iny aunt is writing for me. I bav
3.
a. red horse that I can ride. I hav two cats.
Bleck through blue does often look
One is black and I call it Nigger ; the other
When reading in an open book.
one is like Joseph's coat, is of many colors;
I call it Cotsin. I hav a pet hen; her name
4.
·is Tommie. I hav an engin that I wind with
Round as a goblet, opaque to light,
a key. I made a stump-puller and I pull
Black as tar, or the dead of night.
stumps with it. I go to an Infidel Sundayschool every Sunday. Our teacher is reading
5.
E. B. Foote's '' Science in Story" to us now.
The harder you whip me the faster I go,
We like to laugh at the monkey's tricks. I
I stagger about when running quite slow; like to go there, for we hear something that
Two ears I possess, but greatly I fear,
we can understand, and nothing about Gods,
Although they are good l never can hear.
devil, or other silly things. I hav never been
to school yet; I hav a blackboard, slate, books,
6.
and paper, and am studying at home.
Six eyes I hav, but never see,
Papa takes THE TimTH S&&KKR and I go to
Pray tell me now just what I be.
get it ; I open it in the post-office and show
Heston's pictures to all that are there.
7.
Mamma or ·auntie reads the Children's Corner
No head, no jaws, no teeth, no feet,
to me. I like it very much. We also take
And yet the hardest steel I eat.
Lucifer, New Tlwugltt, Liberty, lheetlwught,
Foundation Principles, and Chicago Express.
A THRK&-YEAR-OLD girl accompanied her Papa has the picture of the five Anarchists;
we are goir g to frame it and hang it in our
mother to witness a baptism; the next day, parlor. We hav Spies's "Autobiography;"
arranging her dolls along the edge of the we are all Anarchists. I gave ten cents to
bath-tub, she prepared one of them for im- the ten-cent Lucifer defense fund. I bought
mersion. Her mother advanced within list- Ingersoll's "Lay Sermon" with my own
ening distance, and heard the following ad- money. We had an Infidel Chistmas trel); we
all spoke pieces, and no God-talk either. I
dress to the candidate : " I now baptize you spoke
"The New National Anthem" from
in the name of the father, and the son, and THB TRUTH S&KKKR of quite awhile ago.
into the hoie you go."
The next time we speak I am going to learn

" Hell Played Out." With. love froin a little
Infidel,
HENRY Y'f. BREKSK.
[A genuin little Infidel, sure enough.-En.
C. C.]
PERRYSVILLE, PA., Feb. 10, 1888.
D&AR AUNT SusiE: As I hav not written to
you for more than two years, I thought I
wo11ld write again.
We were all sorry to read of your mother's
death; we think we could not liv without
our mamma. I took my "Story Hour" to
school and my teacher read it and wrote :
" Dear Effie:
"Bend thy influence to each effort
. That shall raise our nature human.
Be not Fashion's gilded body ;
B~ a brave, whole-souled, true woman."
We hav old Noah's daughter teaching this
winter, and she is a regular crank. One
morning Harry and I were late· and she was
praying; Harry tried to get in and she
pushed him out and locked the door. We
are the only Freethinkers that go to this
school. We get Tm~: TrmTn S&&KKR every
week ; we like to look and laugh at the pictures, and read the Children's Corner. Some
time I will tell you about our pets. With
love for all, I remain,
Your loving friend, EFFIE JAN& PEAROK.
[Aged nine.]
[We are glad to hear from Effie once more
after two long years. We hope she will not
wait so long. before she writes again.-En. C.
C.]
CARRoLLTON, Mo., Feb. 15. 1888.
DEAR Miss "I'VJXON: I thought I would
write a few lines for the Corner. It has been
quite a while since I wrote before. You requested us to write and tell you what we hav
been reading. I hav not read anvthing for a
long time, bnt the last thing- I read was
"Proof That Shakspere Could Not Write."
I hav also read'' What Shall We do to Be
Saved?" and Paine's" Age of Reason," Mr.
Ingersoll's great 8peeches and his gems of
thought. I think they all are very good
bool1s, but I like the gems of thought best.
Well; I thought I would tell you of a man
that stopped at our house this week; he was
what I call a second-hand preacher. He and
pa were sitting in the dining-room talking,
and pa took Ingerwll's gems of thought,
and, opening it, told him to " read that chapter." The man looked at the book and said,
" What kind of a book is this?" Pa said,
" That is one of the best books on earth;
it's Ingersoll's gems of thought." The man
laid the book on the table and said, "I don't
want to hav anything to do with such books."
Pa laughed, and asked him if he ever read
any of Ingersoll's books. The man said
No, and he did not want to. Pa said that
was the way with these church people, they
begin to kick against Ingersoll before they
know what they are kicking. Of course, the
man got mad. They sat there and talked a
long time. I am afraid if I tell you more
about the second-hand preacher and Ingersoll
you would get tired, but Ingersoll always
came out on top. I guess I will close for this
time. I remain,
Yours truly,
BESSIE lsAAOS.

Tlte Origin of Natural Gas.
According to Professor Lesky, the buried
bed of vegetation which has become what is
now !mown and used as the Pittsburgh coal
bed, twelve feet thick, must hav originally
been as much as 150 feet in depth, it having
been compressed to its present size, as the
coal bed, by the action of heat and the pressure of the strata or layers of sand which were
deposited upon it at different times after it
was covered with water. As this coal bed is
far above the oil sands, it is not thought that
the bed of vegetation which it riow presents
furnished the oil and gas now being found,
but that they hav been formed from other
beds buried below the oil sands, and which
m11y hav been of even greater depth or thickness than this one. Pressed down by the tremendous weight of the hundreds and t1ousands of feet of sand, gravel, etc., which now
form the rock ~trata above them, and heated
from below by the internal heat of the earth
to a very high degree, these beds of vegeta-.
tion would, as a result of such forces, be
changed in part into oil and gas, which
would escape upward to where it is riow
found, the parts not so changed remaining
and being changed into beds of coal. It is
supposed that in this way the gas has been
produced from beds of vegetation buried below the oil sands, and that it has found its
way, in company with oil, perhaps, up to the
porous sand rockR·or oil sands.
A LITTLE girl was sitting at a table opposit
a gentleman with a waxed mustache. After
gazing at him for awhile, she exclaimed," My
kitty has smellers, too."
"You were a nice, quiet little boy in
Sunday-school this morning, Bobby," said
the minister ; '' I was very much pleased."
"Yes," replied Bobby, "pa said that if I'd
behave myself in Sunday-school! needn't go
to church."
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advised to purchase this; they will probably do
cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Wash- so at
once.
illl{ton an Unbeliever; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Price, in paper, EO cents; in cloth, 75 cents.
J>ame and Wesley; Uhristian tlabbath. E>tch
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts.
Address THE TBUTH SEEKEB CO.

Reminiscences of aPreacher.

The Apostle of Liberty. An address

delivered in Paine Hall, before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, .Tanuary 2Y, 1884. Price,
10
cents. THE TBUTH SEEKER CO.

ANNUAL

RUPTURES CU HEDb,

mvlUedical Compound and Improved
.Elastic ~P'iiliOrtcr ·rrnss inj_rom30 to
90 day.~. Reliable 1 eferences g~ven. Bend
stamp for circular, artd &al/UI. what papel
vou taw mu adverllsement. Address C!m
. '!11. A. ~BIIlthTI!lt,1~ 01. M;T.

THB

SHAKER· EYE and EAR BALSAM
Six,ty YeMs' bllllMiable Success.
17'" FoB ALL DISEASES 011' EYES OB EARS. Im·

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

SF.~KFR

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

·rhe Church of Practical Religion.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
·
Henry Booth, Stockton.

Price, 25 cents.

New Edition. Revised and Enlar~red.

OB 1

UTAH.

THE TRUTH

The prioeofthese heretofore has been 75cts. We
offer them at J!'IFTEEN CENTS EACH; THE
THREE FOB FORTY OENTS.
Mailed secure
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
18 Lafayette PL, New York.

BY HELEN H. QARDENER,

<E. M.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.

.
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mediate relief from Granulations, Inflammations,
Dim Vision, Watery Gatherings, and Failinll
Sight of Eyes. Deafness, Drumming, Ringing ot
the Ears dispelled by a few applications. Ca·
tarrhal difficulties of Eyes or Ears instantly re·
moved. Sent the world over. Box with instructions, by mail, 80 cents.
G. A. LOMAS,
Shakers P. 0., N. Y.

MIRACLE WORKERS.
By JOHN PECK.
" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything
within the realm of the possible is no miracle.''
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
Address THE TBUTH SEEKER CO.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINETEENTH CENTUBY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who W!!re left parentless with little money, fair educatwn, and much
cou~age, to make their way through the world by
I!'Oing to Chicago. The author is _also the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the main.• a history of a work·
ing girl's life and experience m the mty of Chwago
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
and disreputable hypocrits. It is Just such a story
of human life as we !lhould expect Colonel InJ!'ersoll to be interested 1n; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to be. worth the attentwn
of the rest of the world PriM 25 CP.nts.
Address THE TBUl'H SEEKEB.

.JU§T OUT.

Christian Absurdities.

The Trinity, from Gibbon' History of Christiallity.

History cfA£hristianity
A VINDICATION

BY JOHN PECK.

of some passages In the " History of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire " by

Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.

With a Life of Gibbon, pref.~ce and note.s by the editor,

Address THE TBUTH SEEKEB CO.
DO YOU WANT a pleasant, healthful, cheap
home in the South? Write Leftwich Bros. and
Curtis, Florence, Ala.
1YM

ALEX~NDER

VON HUMBOLDT.

Steel engravings of this celeJ:>rated naturali~tJ
12x16 inches, suitable for framtnll). sent _post.])_a.Ja
for 96 cents. Address THE TBU'J.'H SEEKER.
tf

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
including critical notes by Guizot, Milman, Wet~ck,
an "English Churchman," and other scholars.
r val. 12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With 65 engravings. $}.,50

This book shows when, where,and howChristianit\

originated, who were its founders, and wry3:t were thf:
sentiments manners, numbers, and condtt1on of th(;.
primitive Christians.
"I k•IOW of no book that contains more real and va.luahle information upon the origin of Christianity."-

R.,.~~:~r[hseo:;,~·st learned and interesting books eV«;
written and published."-Boston Investlgator. #
FOR SAI-l!: AT TRUTH !SEEKER OFF'iC!I••
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Literary Notices.

and class domination of the mostpositiv type.
One of the most noticeable inventions of
Watch with jealous eye the tendency
our time, and one which offers great pos- now being exerted to secure a union of
sibilities for exerting a civilizing and frater- church and state, and place the seal of popunizing influence on the nations of the globe, lar condemnation on it."
is the new universal language Volapiik. The
Mesmerism, a mental phenomenon long
idea of creating a language in common for
neglected
and left in the hands of discreditthe whole world, and thereby becoming independent of the diversity of tongues now exist- able exponents, has at length received proper
ing, is not new. The German philosopher scientific development at the hands of Prof.
Leibnitz, about the year 1700, opened the Gilles de la Tourette imd Professor Charcot,
question by discussing the advantages to be who now describe "The Wonders of Animal
derived from its successful solution, and Magnetism" in the February Nortlt .American
made some experiments toward its realization. Re'Diew. In the same magazine Rev. Charles
The seemingly insuperable difficulties in the Hay, D.D., answering the question, "Why
way, however, deterred him from proceeding Am I a Lutheran ?" says : " The question is
with the undertaking before he had made not, Why did I become a Lutheran rather
any progress worth remembering. Since that than a Presbyterian, Methodist, or some other
time, in the various countries of Europe, kind of Protestant Christian? To that quesover fifty attempts at supplying the deficiency tion most of us now in any one of these
hav been made and published, none of which so-called ' orthodox evangelical denominadeserve any special mention. Nearly two tions' would hav to answer, I was born and
hundred years after the idea was first ·brought up there. Providential orderings
broached, the ceaseless aiming after improve- usually hav most to do in fixing our lot religments which characterizes our age has iously, as in other respects." And carrying
brought to light what appears to be a suc- this reasoning a little farther, and discovering
cessful solution of the difficulty in the lan- that it is also merely because of the accident
guage constructed by Schleyer, and named of his birthplace that he is a Christian at all
by him Volapiik (from 'Dol, world; in the and not a Mohammedan, Buddhist, or any
genitiv form, 'Dola ,· and pilk, language). It other kind of a heathen, and that reason had
is claimed that in Europe five hundred thou- nothing to do with his choice at all, we consand persons hav acquired it. Messrs. Cooper clude that reason has nothing much to do
& Zahn, of Milwaukee, Wis., publish a book with his article anyway, and will stop right
of instruction in the language at 50 cents, here in it. " Serpent Myths " are strongly
paper covers; 75 cents, cloth. This work, objected to in the next article, but in our
or any other book wanted, may be ordered heavy, unteachable sort of a way we cannot
see why serpents are not about as good to
through this office.
worship as most other things that are used
From a state of confusion into which we for that purpose. Next we learn how on
were thrown by endeavoring to decipher two " Sunday in Cherokee Land" the Indians,
mysterious books sent us, we are rescued by with " the pitiful pipe and gun and whisky
the following letter from Mr. N. S. Johnson, laid aside, are held for one hour to personal
Sioux Falls, D. T.: "I hav just got ready for responsibility and accountability to a supreme
distribution my book, the title of which, unseen power, to a tribunal of infinit justice
translated, is, ' Is the Bible the Word of God?' and perfect righteousness, to an insight which
It is, so far as I know, the only Freethought no sin can escape, and an omniscience which
work written in the Norwegian Danish lan- no cunning can evade.'' Well, let us hope
guage. It is very much like Mrs. Sle~:ker's that the effects of said " holding" will differ
' Studying the Bible' and Cooper's ' Inquirer's from those that seem to be produced by it
Text-Book.' I also inclose the pamphlet among the palefaces, and that after returning
'Presteskabet,' a short translation from Geo. to their pipe and gun and whisky our red
Chainey's lecture, ' The Clergy.' If TIIE brothers will not hav to be "held for an hour
TRUTH SEEKER and every other Liberal paper to accountability" to a police justice so
will assist me in spreading the books and numerously as some of their white copamphlets among the Scandinavians, it will believers whom we know. Thi_s magazine
hav an effect on the coming generation, if not sells at 50 cents.
•
on this. I hav also translated Ingersoll's
Answer to Dr. Field. I consider it the
The question whether happiness or unhap.
masterpiece of all his works. I expect to piness predominates in the world is one much
publish it as soon as I can afford it. The discussed of late. The modern substitution
book sells for $1, or five for $4; the pam- of human happiness, instead of painful duty
phlet for 10 cents, three for 25, eighteen for toward supernatural beings, as the end of
$1, or one hundred for $5. ''
life, has naturally contributed to giv the
problem prominence. A favorit argument
Ex-Senator Warren Smith, of Tennessee, with the more scholarly defenders of faith is
has written a pamphlet entitled, "The Work- that life as Agnostics 'Would make it, robbed
ingman's Destiny," which is sold at 15 cents. of deep spiritual import, would not be worth
An idea of the contents may be gathered living, but Freethinkers go right along living
from an extract or two : " The sovereign peo- and evidently enjoying just the same, stubple seem to hav forgotten the old war-cry of bornly inattentiv to tlJ.e argument and ab'76, that ' Eternal vigilance is the price of surdly happy. However, the pessimists, or
liberty,' and hav proved faithless to the pre- believers in the predominance and permanent
cious boon of freedom which was confided unavoidableness of pain, hav gained so conto their care and keeping. I appeal to every siderable an influence of late as to call forth
citizen of the commonwealth •if it is not a from Sir John Lubbock a reply setting forth
startling fact that our political campaigns hav " The Pleasures of Life.'' The work is now
become so corrupt that the holding of our published in the Humboldt Science Library,
elections is little better than an empty farce price 15 cents. The author is one of our
and a mockery. .
. Where are the royal modern school of scientific thinkers who besovereigns of America to-day in whose hands lieve human pain to be not irremediable, but
rests the destiny of our great nation and the only an effect of ignorance that science is
hope of the world? Do they stand vigilant to remove. He quotes from Epictetus the
sentinels on the watch-towers of our repub- thought that " time alone relieves the foolish
lic, jealous of its safety and the perpetuity of from sorrow, but reason the wise," from
its liberties, or are they asleep at their posts La Bruyere the expression that "most men
while thieves despoil the nation of its in- spend much of their lives in making the rest
tegrity? What a humiliating spectacle I From miserable," and from Marcus Aurelius the
royal sovereigns to degenerate henchmen reflection: "We suffer much more from the
doing the unhallowed bidding of their polit- anger and vexation which we allow acts to
ical bosses-mercenary tools inthe hands of rouse in us than we do from the acts themthe demagog who traffics in the people's selva at which we are angry and vexed.'' "I
liberty.
. Politicians and a partisan must die," Epictetus is found to say, "but
press do not try to enlighten and educate the must I then die sorrowing? I must be put in
masses, but arouse their prejudice and con- chains. Must I then also lament ? I must go
fuse and blind their understanding by the use into exile. Can I be prevented from going
of falsehood, misrepresentation, and the with cheerfulness and contentment? But I
meanest kind of sophistry; hence, fellow- will put you in prison. ;Man, what are .you
citizens, for liberty's sake, call a halt under saying? You can put my body in prison, but
this mercenary leadership, examin and find my mind not even Zeus himself can overout just what part of the woods you are in; power.'' Another noble thought quoted by
look well to your bearings, and turn over a our well-read author that we must find room
new leaf in your political history! It is a to reproduce is this of Emerson: " The great
maneuver of this kind which alone can save man is he who in the midst of the crowd
you. Instead of improving and perfecting keeps-with perfect sweetness the serenity of
the government our fathers eetablished, and solitude." And of Marcus Aurelius: ''What,
thus securing still broader liberty for the in- then, is that which is able to conduct a man?
dividual, we hav relaxed our vigilance, placed One thing and only one-philosophy.'' Fithe helm of government into mercenary hands, nally in his enumeration of the pleasures
and are surely drifting into class legislation of life, the author comes to that happiness
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which science holds ready to bestow on
humanity, and concurs with the affirmation
of John Stuart Mill: " A cultivated mind- I
do not mean that of a philosopher, but any
mind to which the fountains of knowledge
hav been opened, and which has been taught
in any tolerable degree to exercise its faculties-will find sources of inexhaustible interest in all that surrounds it; in the objects of
nature, the achievements of art, the imaginations of poetry, the incidents of history, the
ways of mankind past and present, and their
prospects in the future. It is possible, indeed, to become indifferent to all this, and
that, too, without having exhausted a thousandth part of it; but only when one has had
from the beginning no moral or human interest in these things, and has _sought in them
only the gratification of curiosity.'' Bacon
is adduced to testify that " no pleasure is
comparable to the standing upon the vantageground of truth;" and Mr. Lubbock proceeds : " Those who hav not tried for
themselvs can hardly imagin how much
science adds to the interest and variety of
life. . . . Occasionally, indeed, it may
destroy some poetical myth of antiquity,
such as the ancient Hindoo explanation of
rivers, that 'Indra dug out their beds with
l..tis thunderbolts, and sent thElm forth by long
continuous paths.' But the· real causes of
natural phenomena are far more striking, and
contain more real poetry, than those which
hav occurred to the untrained imaginatjon- of
mankind. Mackay justly exclaims:
.
"'Blessings on Science ! When the earth seemed
old,
When faith grow dotin~r, and our reason cold,
•Twas she discovered that the world was young,
And taught a language to its lisping tongue.'
. . . Gradually we may hope that the love
of nature will become to more and more, as
already it is to many, a ' faithful and sacred
element of human feeling.' Science summons us
"'To that cathedral, boundless as our wonder,
Whose quenchless lamps the sun and moon supply;
Its choir the winds and waves, its organ thunder,
Its dome the sky.•
, . . That discoveries, innumerable, marvelous, and fruitful, await the succesEful
explorers of nature no one can doubt. What
would one not giv for a science primer of the
next century? for, to paraphrase a wellknown saying, even the boy at the plow will
then know more of science than the wisest of
our philosophers do now. Boyle entitled one
of his essays, ' Of Man's great Ignorance of
the Uses of Natural Things; or that there is
no one thing in nature whereof the uses to
human life are yet thoroughly understood'a saying which is still as true now as when it
was written. And, lest I should be supposed
to be taking too sangnin a view, let me giv
the authority of Sir John Herschel, who says:
' Since it cannot be but that innumerable and
most important uses remain to be discovered
among the materials and objects already
known to us, as well as among those which
the progress of science must hereafter disclose, we may hence conceive a well-grounded
expectation, not only of constant increase in
the physical resources of mankind, and the
consequent improvement of their condition,
but of continual accession to our power of
penetrating into the arcana of nature· and
becoming acquainted with her highest laws.'"

Commendations of Our Publications.
ll'l•om New ThOUtJht.

MIRAOLEB AND MIRAOLE WoRKERs. By John
Peck.
In this Mr. Peck completely exposes the
miracle business. He has ransacked old histories and found that others were in the miracle business long before Christians. Their
miracles also were larger than any Christian
miracles. Price 10 cents.
CHRISTIAN ABSURDITIES. By John Peck.
John Peck is a good writer of the kind; that
is, of the tearing-down-and-pulling-to-pieces
kind; and those who never read anything
making a general pitch into the thing called
Christianity, and who like that kind of mental aliment, are advised to send 20 cents to
the Truth Seeker Company and get "Christian Absurdities.''

tory, it contains a well-written article en.
titled, "Freethought in the United States,'•
which shows the growth of Freethought sentiments as well as of the opposition. George
E. Macdona.Jd givs a series of humorous
articles entitled, "Bible Studies.'' The ANNUAL contains 118 pages of quite as good
matter as either of its predecessors.
From Watts's Ltterartl Gutae.

The TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1888 (Lon-·
don: Watts & Co.; 117 pp., 1s., or by post,
1s. 3d.),-issued at New York, is a very considerable improvement upon the last issue.
A prominent feature is "Bible Studies," by
George E. Macdonald, and illustrated by Watson Heston. The editor contributes a capital
paper on "Freethought in the United States,
1887 ;" Capt. Robert C. Adams writes on
"Theism and Atheism;" while Samuel Putnam, J. E. Remsburg, and L. K. Washburnall well known to English readers-add their
mite to the literary treat provided. In addition to twelve full-page cartoons by Watson
Heston there are twenty-four admirable portraits of distinguished American Freethinkers
and numerous other illustrations. The get-up
of the ANNUAL is, as usual, unexceptionable,
and reflects the highest credit upon the indefatigable editor, Mr. E. M. Macdonald.
THE TimTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1888.
To say the great excellence of this publication is fully sustained by the issue for 1888,
is indeed high encomium. But the many
valuable articles and fund of valuable information it contains make its possession by
every intelligent Liberal an absolute necessity.
The artJ.qle by E. M. Macdonald, Editor of
THE TRuTH SEEKER, entitled "How the !Jayman is Deceived," is really worth one hundred times the price of the ANNUAL. It is,
beyond question, the best, most able, concise
article on the canon and inspiration of the
New Testament ever written.
Its facts
should be committed to memory by every
Liberal ; those who do so will be enabled to
fearlessly meet, and readily confound, the
most able, subtle, or scholarly bishop, priest,
or parson. EV'ery Liberal owes a_ duty to the
cause, to become as thoroughly posted as possible so that he can refute error and aid friends
to a' knowledge of the truth. No article I
hav ever read approaches in excellence, or
can be used by the most simple with such
sure effect, in exposing the false claims of the
New Testament to divine inspiration or authenticity: The price is only 25 cents.
Those who procure it will, .one hundred and
twenty-five times within the year, hav good
occasion to rejoice in the possession of the
knowledge it imparts, and to be thankful to
the writer for calling attention to "How the
Layman is Deceived," and the TRUTH SEEKER
ANNUAL of 1888.
c. B. REYNOLDS.

Obituary.
DIED.-Jan. 10, 1888, Mr. Robert Phillips, of
p!!.ralysis, aged 90 years and 7 months.
Robert Phillips was born in Berks county,
Pa., June 1, 1797, of Quaker parentage, his
mother being a preacher in the Quaker
church. He was the last to go of a family of
ten. He resigned his connection with the
Quakers on account of their intolerance on
the questions of temperance and slavery.
He followed the occupation of miller in Pennsylvania. He married Naomi Garrison. on
March 3, 1831, who· survives him. He came
to Chicago in November, 1847, and to Algonquin, Dl., in April, 1848, where he followed
the occupation of farming on the farm where
he died. He had a family of six children-:three sons and three daughters-four of
whom survive him : Dr. E. H. Phillips, of
Cape May, N. J.; Willett and Howard, of
Algonquin, Dl., and Mrs. E. P. Sortor, of
Salt Lake City, Utah. The deceased in his
latter years was an earnest Freethinker and
Spiritualist, and was ever ready for an argument in support of his belief. He was noted
for his integrity, and was a kind and indulgent father, a faithful friend, and a good
neighbor.
The funeral services were conducted by
Hon. George Gage, of McHeJ:Uy, Dl.

GIRARD'S WILL

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL AND FREETHINK·
ERS' ALMANAO, 1888 (E.ll£. 288). With
twenty-four portraits of distinguished
AND
American Freethinkers, sc~entists, and philosophers, and numerous other illustrations.
AN EXPOSE
No Freethinker or Liberal can afford to be
perversion of Stephen Girard•smagnificent
without the good things served up from year Of the
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
churches and Young l\:Ien•s
to year in the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. BeChristian Associasides the calendar for 1888 and an immense
tion.
amount of Liberal history such as is hard to
By RICH. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
find elsewhere condensed into every-day his- Price $1.
Address T.IIE TRUTH SEEKER.

Girard College Theology.
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SING, BROTHERS, SING.

Robert G. Ingers·oll,
IN THE

PRICE,
15CENTS.
It is a stunner; concise, scholai·ly, and good.M. E. Billings.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS

Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write.
.The Sonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENBY
BuRR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

FOB

W. S BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
The Conflict between Christianity
and Civilization.

meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :80 and 7 :30 :P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-~ruth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

BY

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In your meetings, to make them lively and interestmg. THE LIBERAL HYMN-BooK contains Bongs
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It is,highly commended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton, Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price,
25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.

PHILiDELPHL\. LIBERAL LEAGUE 21i 7

ARGUMENT

USE THE

"B .LAS PH EM Y,''
AT

MORRISTOWN,

WHO WANTS 'fHEM 1

NEW JERSEY.

Stenographically reported, and rooised by the 11/Utlwr.

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
·cents, or $2 per dozen.

.

l

PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his 11reat forensic powers. All his heart and brain
discourse. -James Parton.
are in it.. It is one of his greatest _Productions. It is m his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
I am much pleased with your address, and will we see him as the splendid cham1110n of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
and justice, hatred of tyranny and· chains, sympathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
· A beautiful pamphlet of 36 p_ages. It is a very courage-and candor, hav.in this Argument full scope of e:.:pressionl and he makes grand use of the
Such a flood of-light-of eloquence, legal learning, ogic, pathos, poetry, and patriotable paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The . opportunity.
ism-is not often poured out in a court of justice.
Age.
The many _calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,·
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleading newsp~}1er references.
__
ANTI-PROHIBITION.
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an address to a jury; st«tesmen and politiPRICE, 20 CENTS.
cians a clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men,
·
The number of heads under which you hav and women everywhere, a Magna Charta of their ril@ts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., ll8 Lafayette Place, New York city. ,
· divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each point is dis-.
J
cussed, should be highly commended. Therefore
I take f::reat pleasure m recommending "AntiProhibition "to the consideration of ever;r person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temperTHJ<::
ance~ put in the principles of self-government.J. J. m.cCabe.
. .
~
.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Charles Watts's Works.
Saints and Sinners• 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound
in cloth and!ettered. Price, 1.25 CoNTENTS:
Section I. Definition of Freethou_ght and its
Ea.rly Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section III. Free' thought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Sec·
tion V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

$0

-y-

tiv. 2.2 pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.

Christian Evidences Criticised. A Cor.8Yth St.

Secularism; its Principles and its

AND S.QUARE.

Unrivaled in Tone,

1\r0 • ~t::>t::>

Touch and Workmanship.
FACTORY

0

&

THE STRUGGLE
FOB

Re· igiousand Politioal Libartv.
In whiuh the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acquire greater political
libertY; also vigorously attacks the very f<?undation of the religion of every age ; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailing the account of slavery in this country, calls
the attention of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind in America. ThroughoutJ
the work is replete with astounding facts ana
weighty arguments which cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age.
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
Cloth, 12mo., 138pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE 'rRUTH SEEKER CO.,
2B Lafalette'Plaoe, New York.
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Ne-w--York.
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By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.

12mo, 160 pp.,
Address

THIRD EDITION.

BIBLE MYTHS,
AND THEIR PARALLELS IN OTHER RELIGIONS:
BEING

A.

hllparlson of the Old and New Testament Myths and l!llraeles with those
•
of Heathen Nations of Antiqnlty,
CONSIDERING .ALSO THEIR ORIGIN AND MEANING.
WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.
r-------------~
~-------------,

•
25 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

HISTORY
•

OF THI!:

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
01' Europe.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, $3,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

VOLT !IRE'S ROMANCES.
CONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.- Zadi!!;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-MicromtlgaB.The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philoeopher.-Andres Des Touc!tes
at Siam.-The Stugy of Nature.-A Converaatiqn
With a Chinese.-l'lato's Dream.-A Pleasure m
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
. Handsome 12mo. 44S pages, laid paper. With 6"1
engravings. Price, cloth, beveled boards, $1.50jr.aper covers, $1. Half calf or half morocco, marP ed
edges, $4.,_ddresB THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE

CONVENTIONAL LIES OF OUR
CIVILIZA.TION.
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On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
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but fll.llible and imperfect human recI
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28 Lafayette Pl., New York. and nnm•rred from the mouth of Christ, lB open
Muller.
and must be subjected to
STEAMBOATs are rethe scrutiny of reason.
fused admittance to cenSome tenets we shall at
tral China.
once accept as the most
perfect truth that can be
THE English T o r y
received by the human inparty are attacking the
tellect and heart; others we
rights of public meeting.
shall reject as contradicting
' OUI' instincts and offending
ExPERIMENTERS are tryour understandings; othing to devise a way to
ers, again, of a more mixed
fire dynamite from pownature, we shall analyze,
that so we may extricate the
der guns.
seed of truth from the trash
DoRING the last fifteen
of error, and elicit, to use
the words of Fichte, "the
years there hav been in
divine idea. that lies at the
Chica_go 110,341 mar·
bottom of appearance:O•riages and 8,132 divorces.
G!"ea•s Creea of Ohrlstenaom.
[NOTE.-According to Mr.
Two French officials
Greg, then. and he is "auc.
havbeen sentenced to imter haua spernenaus" (an
prisonment for trafficking
author in nowise to be despised), there are in Christ's
in national decorations of
sayings, and generally in
honor.
the scripture, three classes
of doctrine or precepts : the
T H E liquor-favoring
first class are self-evidencclass of Kansas City hav
ing and to be joyfully acstarted a strong organcepted ; the second are to
ized business boycott of
be rejected and opposed,
and the third are to be
the Prohibitionists.
sifted, or, in the words of
CoNGRESS contemplates
Bacon, are to be "weighed
an appropriation for an
and considered." I shall
giv a few specimens of each
exhibition of the indusclass-confining myself to
trial products of the colthe Sermon on the l\IoiLilt:
ored race, to be held
(1) "All things whatsoever
ye would that men should
next fall at Atlanta.
do on to you, do ye even so
lRIBHli!EN held services
to them" (Matt. vii, 2). "Let
your communication be,
on the· 5th commemoYea, yea, or Nay, nay, for
rating that day as the
whatsoever is more cometh
anniversary of Emmet's
THE COMING DARKNESS.
of evil" (Matt. v, 37). "Evdeath and of the Fenian
ery tree that bringeth not
And the Lord said unto Moses, Stretch out thy hand toward heaven, that there may be darkness over the land of
forth good fruit is hewn
insurrection of 1867.
Egypt, even darkness which may be felt.-Ex. x, 21.
down and cast into the fire.
Wherefore by their fruits
THE sultan of Morocco
ye shall know them" (Matt vii, 19, 20). (2) "But I
If Yo' do, yo' ain' got hoes sense,
has sent an envoy to request the pope to medi~
hf,
say unto yon that ye re~ist not evil: for whosoever
For l'se gwine to state •ome fac's
ate in certain matters between. himself and
"1ft ~
shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him
Dat'll make de col' chills hnssele
foreign powers.
I::·==================
the other also; and if any man will sue thee at
Up an' down yo' lazy backs.
the law and t.ake away thy coat, let him hav thy
GREAT prosperity attends the work of
OLERGYMAN : "Little boy, I'm sorry to see you
I do dis yer, my bredren,
cloak also," etc. \Matt.. v, 38--12). " rake no thought,
Father Kelly among the Catholic immigrant with a fishing-pole on Sunday.'' Urchin: "Why,
In a. Cbrischun sort of way,
saying, What shall we eat?" etc. (Matt. v, 28-32).
girls at Castle Garden, New York.
I' I'm jest a-goin' to get mammy some stuff to keep
'Kase I think de deed am better
(8) "l'hink not that I am come to destroy the law
Lent on"
Dat am done on a good day.
or the prophets: I am not come to destroy, but to
THE New York grand jury hav refused to
:
.
Now
I've
stood
in
dis
yer
pulpit
fulfill" (M~tt. v, 17-20). "Whosoe.ver shall put
find an indictment for Gould and Sage for
TnE different kmds of laughs they hav: Dudes:
An• labored with yo• sins,
Ha.! ha.! Farmers : Ho! ho! Teamsters : Haw!
away his wife, saving for the cause of fornication,"
'Til ye was filled with sorrow,
embezzlement, and are censured severely.
haw! Balloonists: Hi 1 hi! Feed-dealers: Hay!
etc., etc. (1\'latt. v 1 3~, 33). "If ye forgiv not men
Like as if yo'd akun yo' shins.
A DIVISION seems imminent in the Epis- hay! Women: He l he!
their treilpasses, neither will your heavenly father
I ha.b tried to make yo' soldiers
forgiv your trespg,sses" (Matt. 5, 13, 14).1
copal church of South Carolina, the contenLAYMAN (to revivalist) : "I hear that several
In de army of de L!!.wd,
IT is our privilege and uuty to discard all that
tion being over the equality of colored members of the church hav gone crazy over the
But I 'pine dat yo' deep 'ligion
proves to be unreliable, all unworthy of our conmembers.
subject of religion 1" Revivalist: "Yes, sir, our
Am a empty, howlin' fraud.
revival gatherings are meeting with glorious suefidence, and to accept in its place that which
Whar am yon Chrischnn speerit 1
proves true and better adapted to our present
THE latest land swindle exposed is the cess."
Whar am yo• pions acks 1
·
needs. When a. system of religion is Presented
stealing of 20,000 acres in Mendocino county,
A GENTLEMAN who recently retired from busiWhat yo• done for me an' Jesus?
to us for acceptance that admits of no change,
Cal., by a conspiracy using fraudulent pre- ness has succeeded in winding up all his affairs
·.rrot ont yo' measly fa.c•s.
no advance, no improvement, we may safely conemptions.
successfully, with the exception of his Waterbury
clude it is wrong, that it is not the religion the
Yo• a.in' done nuffin, bredren,
watch. He is at work on that now, taking onlY
world need a.-Bennett.
An' sisteren, yo'm as bad.
IT is thought by some that the United twenty minutes for meals.
WHY should I liv? Do I not know
Yo•ve kep' me nuff site poorer
States should interfere to protect Venezuela,
A TBEABUBE still in the possession of the EmThe life of woman is full of woe 1
Dan de las' run of June shad.
who suffers from encroachments by English press Eugenie is an umbrella. the handle of which
Toiling on and on and on,
When I •cepted dis yer pulpit,
subjects from British Guiana.
is a. mass of rare jewels. The umbrella. was purWith breaking hearts and tearful eyes,
I was sleek an' ronn' a.n•fat.
chased at the cost of two thousand dollars. The
Now I look like moths had eat meAnd silent lips, and in the soul
SIR PETER CoATS, of Scotland, head of the empress has not used it since her husband stopped
Like a mangy, poor church rat.
The secret lonldngs that arise,
famous thread-manufacturing firm bearing re1gning.
Which this world never satisfies!
My coat am thin an• ragged,
his name, has presented the English-speaking
REv. Dn. CHASUBLE (to only member present):
Some more, some less, but of the whole,
Mv pants ain' pants no mo';
inhabitants of Algiers with a church.
"I am thankful that one member of the church
Not one quite hRppy-no, not one!
My toes am crunchin' grabbelis not afraid to come out in rain as well as in sun-Lonufellow's Golaen Leuena.
Fru my hat de col' win's blo'.
THE International Peace and Liberty League shine." Mrs. Pray: "Well, if it hadn't ha.v
WHY died I not from the womb? Why did I
I
habn't
had
a.
squar'
meal
is circulating among prominent men a peti- stormed, I couldn't hav come, for my new bonnet
not giv up the ghost when I came out of the
Since early in de fall,
tion asking a permanent arbitration treaty isn't ready."
belly 1 Why did the knees prevent me 1 or why
When the chillun killed de possum,
OMAHA mamma.: "There now, stop chattering
the breasts that I should suck 1 For now I
between France and the ·United l:ltates.
Down by John sing's ole stone wall.
and say your prayer." Little son : "Make sister
should hav lain still and been quiet; I should
Jus' one donation party
CAPTAIN PoLLY BRYAN, who was discharged shut up so I can. Bay, mamma, can-" "I told
bav slept : then had I been at rest.-Job iii, 11-13.
I•s
bad
since
l's
been
heah;
from the Salvation Army by General Moore you to stop talking." "I know. Can you-"
THE cross of agony, on which the tears of countDen
I
got
a
pair
of
oberhauls,
for wearing a bustle, has started a branch of "Say your prayers!" "Yes, I'm gain' to. Now I
leas devotees hav dropped, now sparkles in diaA lame duck, an' aome-beah.
laymedowntosleep I prayth• Lordmy sonltokeepif
her own, in which bustles will be worn.
mond mimicry upon careless fashion-leaders in
My wife she takes in washin';
Ishonlddie before awakelprayth'Lord me sonlto
ball-room revels. The pictured saints, whose deMy chill on liv on air,
PARTISANs of the telegraph companies de- take say, mamma, can yon move your ears?"
vout faces paint~rs toiled over in a solemn conseWhile I preach goapel precep'd,
nounce the proposed establishment of a govcration
of life, torn from their cathedral nooks,
"YEs,'' said the principal of the young ladies•
And wish datI could sw'ar.
ernmental telegraph as "Communistic legis- seminary to the prvud parent, "you ought to be
now exhibit themselvs, as if in a. strange surprise,
I
am
tired
of
dis
yer
foolin'.
at the call of self satisfied art-collectors in gay
lation," and demand "protection of vested very happy, my dear sir, to be the father of so
Yon'm a. low-down, stingy crowd.
drawing-rooms. Even the church music, born in
large a family, all the members of which appear
rights."
Why! if God asked for a. penny,
great travail-nains of passion, which must find
to be so devoted to one another." "Large famDar ain' one would speak on t loud.
RussiA. is compelling religious conformity ily I Devoted?" gasped the old gentleman, in
voice finer and more subtle than word of poem or
Yo' would ruther skin de hen-roos'
Fcnlptore or painting-even the church-music is
with increasing severity, and the minister of amazement. "What on £a.rth do you mean,
Of yo' neighbor in de night
carried from the temple to the public hall. And,
the interior has been authorized to suspend or ma'am?" "Why, yes, indeed," said the principal,
Dan git a ton of chick nos
instead of listening, on penitential knees, to the
banish Lutheran pastors without any judicial beaming through her glasses; "no less than eleven
By doin' what wad right-.
moving tragedy and triumph of the God-man of
of Gussie's brothers hav been here this winter to
inquiry.
Yo• an' got an off ;ligion
his professed worship, tho Ohristian, no less than
t11ke her out sleigh-riding, and she tells me she
To save a. single soul.
the outside barbarian, attends the "Passion muTHE sultan of Turkey has been a little re- expects the taU one with the blue eyes again
Yo'll all git swamped, my bredren,
sic," or the "lllessiah," opera-glass and score in
lieved in his financial distress by receiving to-morrow."
Wha.r de waves of Jordan roll,
hand, every critical faculty alert, and intent only
THE CDLOBED PARSoN'S TBOUBLE.
$1,000,000 from a company for a permit to
on esthetic enjoyment.-5[1"8, Anna Spence1·.
While I'll stan• with the angel band,
Dis
yer
meetin',
fr'ens
and
bredren,
work a rich copper mine, and is now able to
An' flop my wings an' crow;
SuRELY every human being ought to attain to
On dis bressed New-Y'ar night,
"Yo•d all git into heaven,
the dignity of the unit. Surely it is worth somepay Herr Krupp something on account for
Am called for var'ous reasons,
Ef yo'd done right down below."
thing to be one, and to feel that the census of the
cannon.
Da.t ain' plain at fuss sight.
-san Dteuo, Cal., Union.
universe would be incomplete without counting
I s•pose yo' sorter ca.llate
INDIANA Prohibitionists are making prepayou. Surely there is grandeur in knowing that
Da.t yo' know what I willsa.yrations to attack the constitutionality of all
SELF-CON'fRAIJIUTlONS OJi' 'l'H.E in the realm of thought, at least, you are without
Dat I•ll praise yo' an' de good Lawd,
a. chain; that you hav the right to explore all
license laws, supporting their position by the
An' shout loud fo' de day.
BIBLE.
bights and all depths; that there are no walls nor
decision of the Supreme Court of the United
A perfectly reliable, a.coura.te pamphlet. Though fences, nor prohibited places, nor sacred corners
Dat I'll •knowledge de great favors
States in the Kansas case that institutions coranonymous,
it
is
now
known
to
be
the
work
of
W.
Dat I've had in de pas' y•a.r,
H. Bonn, one of our ablest correspondents. More in all the vast expanse of thought; that your inrupting public morals and health are not fit
An• vow da.t I am thankful,
than 30.,000 o_opies hav been sold. Price, 15 oen1.s. tellect owes no allegiance to any being, human or
•Til I'll a.lmos' raise yo' ha'r.
For sale at this oftioe.
divine.-Inveraoll.
subjects of franchise.
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J)Jotes and flippings.
JoNATHAN M. RoBERTs, formerly editor and
publisher of Mind and Matter, in Philadelphia, died at Burlington, N.J., on Tuesday,
Feb. 28th. Mr. Roberts was· in early life a
Jlawyer, and later a manufacturer. He was
ibest known, however, to the public through
lhis journalistic work. The interment OCcurred in the family ground near Norris<town, Pa., March 3d.
·
THE secretary of the treasury is advised of
an organized movement for the emigration of
German convicts to this country, and has
taken steps to guard against the landing of
all such passengers. Two persons of this
class are now in custody.at New York and
will be sent back to Germany at the expense
of the steamship which brought them over.
Others said to be on. their way to this country
will not be allowed to land.
Ex-JUDGE DALY told the American Geographical Society recently that the ancient
cities of the Western territories contain the
secrets of a civilization which probably antedates the Egyptian pyramids. He said that
it is almost an established fact that what we
call the New World was in reality the cradle
of the human race, and the indications were
that a vast civilization had been destroyed by
some sudden convulsion of nature.
THE expulsion of Jews from St. Petersburg
cand Moscow, and particularly from Livonia
.and Esthonia, continues with ever-increasing
vigor .. In direct connection with these cruel
;proceedings 'stands the equally growing emi·~ration of Je'ws from Russia to America

DOGMAS.-CONCLUDED

South Africa, and partially also to India.
The emigrants, so writes the St. Petersburg
correspondent, entertain no delusions as to
their future in distant lands, but the expulsions, the exceptional laws, especially those
directed against education, compel them to
prefer the unknown future to the terrible
present;
CnEMATION must be q11ietly striding forward. At the first m0nthly meeting of the
Church of England Burial, Fnneral, and
Mourning Reform Association, presided over
by Canon Elwyn, the motion was agreed to:
"That in the present condition of the public
health it is imperativ that a combined effor~
should be made on the part of ministers of
religion, members of the medical profession,
and persons of influence generally, to put a
stop to the repulsiv, dangerous,·and utterly
indefensible practice of storing up in the
neighborhood of large populations vast accumulations of human remains in every stage
of arrested and prolonged decay."
THE advantages ~ccruing to Chinamen
who cultivate the English tongue in SundayEchools were illustrated in the court of general sessions by the discharge of Mr. Gee
Wah, laundryman, accused of assaultiag a
policeman. Brother Wah's Sunday-school
teachers testified to his good character, and
that he never geed, so to speak, from the
path of virtue. The Sun trusts, however,
that it is no offense to Mr. Wah's character
to point out the sad fact that certain of his
co.untrymen resident in this town hav been detected playing fan-tan on Sunday nights with
their Sunday-school books under their arms.
All is not Sunday-school that goes to Sunday-school.
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THE theological students in the Lexington,
Ky., school, who were dealt with because
they went to the theater, hav also attracted
attention by publishing in their seminary
paper the following description of the kind of
girls they think' they would condescend to
marry: "The buxom, bright-eyed, rosycheeked, full-breasted, bouncing lass, who
can darn a stocking, mend trousers, make
her own frocks, command a regiment of pots
and kettles, feed ,the pigs, chop wood, milk
cows, wrestle with the boys, and be a lady
withal in company is just the sort of girl for
me, and for any worthy.,man, to marry."
PRooLAlMS the Banner of Ligl£t .- " The
liberties of the people are in danger. When
Spiritualists cannot worship God in their own
way, without self-appointed censors making
raids upon them contrary to law, the same as
the Quakers were assaulted in the olden
time, and imprisoned, simply because they
were Quakers; and when the ancient town of
Beverly is attempted to be divided for the
benefit of a few Boston financial aristocrats,
who want the seashore of the town for their
exclusiv use, is it not time for the people to
protest with all the energy belonging to a
liberty-loving race? We should say so. We
fully agree with the Boston Journal to the
effect that ' it will be a sorry day for the
state when such a scheme receives the sanction of a Masslchusetts legislature.'"
DowN in Mississippi, says the Chicago
Times, they believe innovations are dangerous, and they w.m not tolerate them. For
years and years a citizen of one of the towns
in that state has been running' a gamblingroom and filling a niche which without him
would hav been an aching void. So long as
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he attended to the legitimate and hi~hly reputable business of raking off for three of a
kind and redeeming the remaining chips at
their established value, he was in the midst
of his friends. But there came an evil day
when he fell a prey to Christian faith, and he
closed his gambling-place and began holding
meetings as an evangelist. This was too
much for the sensitiv community, so the everdutiful officials pounced down on him and arrested him for preaching without a license.
Mississippi has her laws and her customs,
and she does not propose to sit calmly by and
see them violated, not even by a man with a
good, loyal past.
THE Rev. Dr. Dorchester, of Bostou, recently preached for the Rev. Dr. Sunderland,
pastor of the oldest Presbyterian church in
Washington, at which place of worship President Cleveland and his wife statedly attend.
In a letter to the Zion Herald he thus speaks
of the president as a listener : " He is a very
uniform attendant upon worship, and his
entire bearing in the sanctuary is becoming,
reverent, and attentiv. He is what we call a
good listener. Nothing escapes his attention
and his devotedness and dignity are of the
quiet, unaffected cast. I felt very soon that
he was in sympathy with my theme-that
Christianity satisfies the deepest needs of our
spiritual being. From the opening to the
close of the discourse his attention, so far as
I could judge, was not for a moment diverted.
At the turning-point of the argument his
countenance indicated that he was closely
following; and under the appeal at the close
to build all we can of ourselvs into the everlasting kingdom of God, he seemed like one
who appreciated the truth.''
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not changed it so as "to, in the slightest degree, af- heritance from the past, than for the infallibility of
fect its doctrins." "The Bible remains, for all prac- its contents. It has been proved that it teaches anything and everything that is either good oz: bad .. ·
tical purposes, totally unaffected.''
It certainly is gratuitous and unwise for mtelhgent
They say it was so defectiv, so inadequately trans~
Bible .Authority.
lated, and so uncertain, that it needed a revision, and Freethinkers to any longer continue selecting absurd
I observe that many of your corresponde;nts are ob- yet they left it substantially as they found it.· Hav or offensiv texts to criticise and demolis~ when the
livious to or ignore the fact that the late revisers of we any confidence in their capacity, or can we rely revisers hav exposed the holy secrets, and hav done
the Bible, and especially of the New Testament part on their testimony! If they were capable of telling so much to sweep the whole volume overboard.
When we hav anything to say about this old literaof it, hav settled the question of its unhistorical, its the truth, and honest enough to do it, then the auuninspired, and fallible character. Their scholar- thenticity and authority of the Bible, as a divine ture, to disparage it or to break its force as a holy
ship, qualifications, and· authority make their testi- revelation-as a standard of faith-is denied, over- or infallible record this serious testimony of the-rev-·
many far above and superior to that of any others who thrown, and settled. If the pious believers admit it, erend revisers will'be far more effectiv than the cavilhav ever sat in judgment over the "divine word." and tell us so, are not the unbelievers willing to ac- ing or scoffing of an Infidel. The believer is often
Scienti:fic study, philological criticism, and historical cept it also! Why need they be reviving this dead sincere and honest in his faith, and should be treated
research hav furnished them in this age with a we!Uth ghost, this phantom, and then spend so much energy, accordingly, if it is our object to enlighten and disaof resources-the means and power of analysis to and waste so much logic, in trying to worry, wound, buse his mind of the falsehood and fraud that hav
solve mysterious problems, to elucidate intricacies, and annihilate it! Its friends hav virtually killed it; been imposed upon it.. Let us then, when we can,
to explain mysticisms, to simplify inexplicable diffi- then cannot its enemies let it alone! Because it is use the weapons of his fellow-believers, which are so
culties and contradictions in the text, which hereto- not buried and out of sight, they seem bound to be efficient and formidable.
If the revised verl!!ion has no appreciable value
fore scholarship, skill, and philosophy hav not been mauling and mussing it;" as though they wanted to
able to settle.
make something important out of its carcass. Do over the authorized copy, being " substantially the
It is admitted by every biblical student, everyone any appreciable numbers of your readers take any same," we are not sure that the motiv for the reat all conversant with the period of intellectual dark- interest in this continuous battle and warfare over "vision was not simply a pretext to furnish the comness, its great dearth of material and paucity of dead issues! If they were ignora'bt, unconverted mittee a justification for issuing the "Companion,"
means, as well as of critical qualification, that Jerome, church-members, they might be interested and en- for the purpose of exposing to the unedu~ated puba crazy monk, a fierce fanatic, a self-immolated, if not lightened by the controversy. .But as the latter_ do lic the pious secrets, the craft, the forgenes, the ecinsane, anchorite, who lived in the desert as a soli- not and will not read such lessons, is it not a loss of clesiastical machinery and mendacity,-that hav furtai-re, starving and torturing himself in body and space and time to :fight these battles over and over nished us_our so-called Holy Bible. Knowing, as
mind into intellectual idiocy, in the nan::ie of religion eternally, merely as a kind of pugilistic entertain- educated men, what a formidable barrier its supposed
teachings hav been to all enlightened progress ; how
and for what he and the church said was for Christ's ment for those given to pugnacity?
sake, was not at all capable to giv any reliable transIf these fighters of dead ghosts had an audience they hav prompted to persecution, to martyrdom,
lation of the Bible. Yet we are told in church his- or readers to convert, or to appreciate their heroic and desolating wars ; and how they ·are still arrayed
tory that this poor, credulous, superstitious enthusiast efforts, we ~ould all view with placid serenity their against science, holding the church and the people in
the bonds of superstition, they beJieved this was the
and fanatic was the first translator or reviser of the valor in this contention with a vanquished error.
Bible from the Hebrew and Greek into the Latin
Certainly your readers hav been long convinced of best method of breaking and divulging the secret.
tongue. It was near the close of the fourth century. the utter untrustworthiness and puerility of the Whether meaning to or not, they hav done a good
Catholics and Protestants of all denominations New Testament as a historical record,-translated and work.
Liberals could not do better than to treat their ilrefer to Jerome with reverent emotions and pious interpreted as it is by orthodox believers. And now
delight, with ejaculations of gratitude for his great that this high ecclesiastical court of revisers agrees Liberal friends with copies of this "Companion."
work for God and the church, in furnishing the with them substantially, had we not better pass on Being from a high orthodox source, it will not be
Christian world this Latin or Vulgate copy of the to the other more practical and present issues! We Infidel literature>, nor objectionable as a text-book
Bible.
can preach and ·practice a better morality and purer for discussions between believer and Infidel. What
It was translated by an infatuated bigot for an age religion than the dogmas and doctrins of the church it reveals ought to be enough to destroy the faith of, if
enveloped in intellectual darkness, for a people grov- require, or than the priesthood advocate. As truth not to convert, the most ardent devotee of the church.
eling in pagan idolatry, mental hallucination, and an seekers, all our energies may be engaged in finding When we learn from it that Jesus never performed
unbounded faith in miracles, ghosts, charms, and it, in teaching and living it, and thus exhibiting our a miracle; that he is neither a "Lord" nor a
"savior," and that the word" Christ" was only a title·
relics, whose supernatural powers they believed ruled · sincerity as reformers.
the world.
The revisers hav very nearly sealed the fate of the bestowed on him by strangers, etc., and much more
This Bible was prepared, kept, and used by the New Testament. Save some of the practical, moral which simplifies his character as only a teacher and
Latin priests because they could not read Greek. precepts found there, but very little of it is used in reformer, it spoils all the divinity and supernaturalThe church did not adopt it as a standard for its our science lessons or in our best or most popular ism that hav given his name its despotic charm over
T. E. LoNGSHORE.
faith till two hundred years afterward, at a period of literature. Modern theology is adapting itself to the mind.
Philadelphia, March, 1888.
darkness when it was prepared to believe anything.
more adv~nced rational thought. Thinking people
The revisers of the New Testament speak in this giv but feeble support to the theology of the church,
Another Landmark Gone.
frank and honest style of the authorized version but are using their influence as church-members to
which your correspondents quote, discuss, and improve its morality and extend its enlightenment.
On Monday, February 27th, I left my home to atThe old terrifying specters for saving souls, the tend the funeral of Isaac Beadle, which occurred in
criticise in such good earnest as though it was of
some account as authority. At the time it was pre- drama and tragedy of the faith, drawn from visions the town of Galen, near the village of Clyde, in
pared "the ancient versions had not been examined; and pictures of the infernal and supernal realms, are Wayne county, N.Y., on the 28bh.
no careful investigation had been made into the testi- fading away among the lost arts. Theologic schools
Mr. Beadle was eighty-one years old, and the second
mony to the primitiv text borne by the fathers; cannot, as they once could, inspire their students white child born in the town. Life's lamp went out
textual criticism was still in its infancy; the materials with a faith in these phantoms. Science and com- withln a half-mile of the place where he first saw the
for it hnd not been gathered; the principles of the mon sense hav interposed and spoiled that game.
light.
science had not been studied, and the labors of Mill,
The old fossils in theology feel . their occupation
His life was peaceful and quiet, and spent in the
Bentley, Griesbach, Lachmann, Tischendorf, Tr_e- is nearly gone. The younger weaklings who are town in which he was born. He died in peace with
gelles, and other great scholars, to secure the purity defending it see that it is losing its charm. If we all who knew him, a true reformer, having the welfare
of the text of the New Testament, were as yet un- can get light into the mind, faith will take its flight. of his kind at heart.
He was naturally skeptical, but at the time of Mr.
heard of, and only to be put forth in the course of If we spend our forces in public or private talks with
many future generations.
those who need the light and will not read, it is about Bennett's arrest he felt the outrage to be so great
"In these circumstances can it be wondered at the only way to make them think and excite an inter- that he openly denounced the whole proceeding, and
that a vast multitude of changes will be found in the est in inquiry and a willingness to know the truth.
as it was all done in the interest of the church he
We are. too few and poor to waste ou:t," resources took a b0ld stand against the domineering spirit of
revised English version owing to an amended text'
.
When we trace the parentage of our English on dead issues, or in misdirecting or exhausting our the church and the priesthood, and took his position
Bible, and when we see on what a slender basis of strength in merely entertaining one another with our amollg the out-and-out, stand-up-and-be-counted Libauthority it rests, when we confront with this the forensic skill and vigorous logic, or with caricature erals.
He had no belief in a future state of existence, but
enormous wealth of materials for settling the Greek and slll'casm, in demolishing theories already about
text which we possess at the present day, and the being abandoned as unimportant or worthless.
believed that all the good which he could accomplish,
amount of labor which has been expended in applyThe more intelligent clergy know that even as a and all that he could enjoy, must be accomplished
ing them, we might well fear that the alterations re- foundation for their old creeds and their theologies, and enjoyed in this life.
quiring to be made in the Bible with which we hav the Bible has no longer much hold on the people.
Nature was his god, and at her shrine he was a
all our days been familiiU' should be of the most revWere it not for the strong and well-organized devout worshiper. If he had no hope of heaven, he
church organizations, and the great ecclesiastical escaped the fear and dread of hell. He viewed death
olutionary character."
This foregoing statement is made in the "Com- hierarchy behind them, hy which the vast army of as an endless, peaceful, quiet sleep.
He was too shrewd and practical a man to trade off
panion to the Revised New Testament," by the ap- the clergy are employed, hono~ed, and supported as
spiritual guides and religious leaders-for the masses, the good and substantial things of this world for
probation and authority of the revising committee.
We must remember they spent ten years in :finding they could not be kept up. The clergy know that it mere guesses about the skies.
_
and verifying these facts, and publish them to the is only by fighting to keep them up that they can
He was a practical man, and belieyed to the fullest
world for our enlightenment. It is simply to notify hold their occupations, and secure their pious bread extent that all the plowing and sowing must be done
us that we are not to depend on the book as at all and butter. The profession, to them, is one too holy on this earth, and that no harvests can be gathered
reliable, or as authority.
and honorable to languish.
·
in the skies.
The committee knew much of this before it enFaith is really of little consequence. It m~ die,
He was not only charitable to those who differed
gaged in the revision. The revisers were prompted but the offices and emoluments are too precious and from him in opinion, but he allowed none to want
·to the task by this knowledge. They knew the rev- important to be easily surrendered. It is the church where his benevolent hand could reach. Wherever
erence that was felt for the book, and the opposition property and revenues that mainly keep up the or- the poor were found suffering, he was present to
openly avowed by the clergy and the people to all ganization. Were it not for the treasures laid up o.n help. Even· those who had never befriended him he
efforts that might destroy the general confidence earth, there would be but very little laid up in heaven. helped with a liberal hand, though never expecting
placed in it as a divine revelation from an infallible
If a congregation is to liv, it must hav some real anything in turn.
There is scarcely a man in the neighborhood who
inspiration. It was to save the book from the estate. Then, to hold it without paying taxes on it
stigma with which science and intelligence were produces a pious feeling that keeps up a spiritual will not miss his wise counsels and his helping hand.
enveloping it, that they undertook to revise it- unity, a firm front and sternness of purpose against He was a good farmer and a practical man, and was
pro~ising to correct only the gross mistakes, the the inroads and as!!aults of Infidelity.
frequently· consulted by his neighbors in regard to
glanng errors, and not to destroy or disturb the docIt is the precious associations that linger around the best methods of managing their farms, and fretrinal teachings-but to gratify the believers, they the sacred temple, the house of God, which priest- quently helped young men both by his counsels and.
would leave all these absurdities unchanged.
craft, in its own interest, has developed, and not material aid to start in life.
They hav admitted the book to be entirely unreli- faith in creeds, that are the strongest bonds of church
He spent much time in the distribution of Liberal
able as authority in its teachings, and that they hav union. The Bible is valued more as a fetich, an in- . papers, tracts, and books. When he found a striking
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article in THE TRUTH SEEKER, he did not say," I want
you to read that article," but read the article himself
cal}ing. particula; attention to the most convincing
pomts m the art1cle. A few such earnest workers in
every community would soon revolutionize the
country.
When the principles of Liberalism were being discussed in his neighborhood, and the orthodox people
expressed the opinion that Infidelity had a tendency
to lower the state of public morals and that it would
!ead to vice and crime, the answer was sure to be put
m by some one: "Why, look. at Mr. Beadle I He is
an outspoken Infidel, and he is up to every good work;
his code of morals is spotless; and every way he is as
pure as the snow which falls from heaven. His word
is as good as his bond."
I nev.er saw so many great, big, noble specimens of
humanity at a funeral as I saw on that occasion. It
would seem that he had breathed a new breath of life
into the very elements which surrounded him. Earth
and atmosphere must hav partaken of his greatness
to produce such noble-looking men.
The friends had taken heads of long, bearded wheat
and stripped off the leaves, leaving the golden-yellow
stalks, and bound them into a beautiful sheaf and laid
it on the casket. Apropos, thought I, his life has
been bountiful and he has gone down to the grave
"like a shock of corn fully ripe." He was not kind
and benevolent because he had been taught to be so,
or because he considered it his duty, but it was the
spontaneous· outburst of a noble and generous nature.
In life he was a man, in death he wa·s a hero.
Such are, mainly, the facts in regard to the life of
the deceased, as I gathered them from friends.and
neighbors. in my flying visit to the neighborhood
where he had spent his life.
He was a child of nature, and in the arms of
Mother Nature we leave him. He was born of the
elements, and to the elements must return. Earth
to earth and dust to dust.
He was a man, take him for all in all,
I shall not look upon his like again.
Naples, N. Y., Mar. 3, 1888.
JoHN PEcK.
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When the son so 1·epresented to this bigoted
priest, he flatly refused to hav anything to do with
him, and told him that his body could not be placed
in consecrated ground; whereat the son told the
priest that the flag which he despised had shielded
and protected his church, and that without its protection it might not fare so well, and that the G. A.
R. would bury his father without his offices; and he
was buried.
There is no doubt but that the body of Bartholomew Coggins will rest as well in the soldier's grave
as .it would in that of the church to which it belonged. The burial services were beautiful, tender,
and impressiv, and the family hav been highly
commended by the general public for the noble stand
they took to defend the American flag, and defy a
priest who would dare to trample it in the dust. The
service was honest, and much more serious, as well
as satisfactory, than it possibly could hav been
coming from a heart filled with the rancor of a
traitor to America's flag.
Only a few years ago-1878-this same Father
O'Harren was called on to offer a prayer, as part of a
program to celebrate the massacre of Wyoming,
and stood by the side of President R. B. Hayes and
Hon. John Sherman in our city, where he uncovered
his head in the presence of ten thousand people and
asked God's blessings on the American flag and its
people, and now, in so short a time, we find this noncitizen traitor tearing that same flag from the coffin
of a poor soldier, and trampling it into the dust of
his feet, casting it away as if it would desecrate the
altar of his church, although that same altar would
never hav been erected or consecrated without its
protection.
Are we not justified, in view of his malicious and
contemptuous conduct, in saying that he must be a
traitor to that flag, and that all his former words
of praise were but t~e words of hypocrisy~
He had an opportunity to show his respect for
thafflag and the government it represents, and how
did he do it~ He might hav shown respect for its
defender, the poor soldier whom he was called on to
bury, who was taken to the church for such consolations as his people believed he could giv, but instead,
Blue Laws.
this man, who represents that machine in Rome, has
When Thomas Jefferson built his mansion near
the unprincipled audacity to dishonor both the solthe skies, he made a billiard-room in it. But scarcely
dier
and the flag he so bravely fought under, as well
was the building completed before a law was
as every one of the brave comrades who wanted to
passed by the general assembly forbidding qilliardpay the last sad tribute to the departed worth of a dead
playing, both public and private. The billiard-room
brother soldier. The result is that the Grand
was then converted into a ball-room.
Army can hav nothing less than a supreme conIn regard to the early laws of Connecti9ut this is
tempt for the swaggering traitor who is sworn to be
what" the historian Palfrey says :
obedient to another and a foreign flag. And may
The first code of Jaw adopted in Connecticut, December,
the condemnation of every G. A. R. man rest upon
1642, related only to capital offenses. Established a year later
his dishonored head, as it justly should.
than the Massachusetts Body of Liberties, it is in great part
We warn you, Father O'Harren, that the time is
a verbal copy of that instrument. Neither before nor for
several years after the confederation of the colonies had New A Straw· that Shows Which Way the Wind past when you can treat A!nericans, and the AmeriHaven any body of statutes. During this time the courts
Blows.
can flag, with your dirty conduct, and escape the
were guided in their decisions by what, in their apprehenPunLic.
sion, were the rules of equity and scripture. The popular
Yesterday the body of Bartholomew Coggins, a censure of an indignant
Wilkes Barre, Pa., Feb. 21, 1888.
story of the "Blue laws" of New Haven is without founda- soldier of the late Rebellion; and a member of the
tion in fact. It was a fabrication of a dishonest writer of the Grand Army of the Republic, was laid away in the
period of the war of Independence.
H 0 11 b k C
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Astronomical.
en ac
eme ery,
Cl y, Y lB ormer comAfter the example of the. mother country, orders were
made in all the colonies for the regulation of prices of com- rades, under the following circumstances :
H. M. PARKHURST, EsQ., Dear 8i1': An astronomical ques·
modities and of labor. Experience proved the futility of
A short time ago another G. A. R. member died, tion has recently been raised in this community, and it is de·
such legislation, and in due time it was abandon!ld· The and was taken to the St. Mary's church to be buried sired that you settle it by an explanation of the whole matter
less objectionable enactments in restraint of extravagance in by the priest, Father O'Harren. His coffin was in THE TRUTH i:lERKEH. It would seem that after the 21st of
dress were also no inventions of New England or of Puritan· d b December, when the sun has touched the tropic of Capri·
ism. They had precedent in the earlier history of England. wrapped in the American flag, and accompame
y corn, and commenced his return trip to Cancer, the days
Not only the support of the ministrations of religion, but of his comrades, who wore the badges usual in such ought to be lengthened alike by the earlier rising and later
personal attendance upon them, was enforced by law. So it cases, to mourn for their departed friend. This setting of the sun, but we find, on looking into the almanac,
was in Virginia, and. so it was in England. In all Christian man's name was Mundy; he was a faithful Catholic, that though the sun sets later immediately after the solstice,
countries it was understood to-belong to the rightful province
d I
f h'
tr
d th
t f he rises later also for nearly two W'el:ks, and adds nothing by
of law to control the individual, not only for his neighbor's an a over 0
lB conn Y an
e army pos o his earlier rising to the day's length till the 9th of January.
protection, but for his own well-being and improvement. which he was a member.
And while the later setting of the sun adds thirty-three min•
But if the New England founders had not received 'that
When the Grand Army men marched into the utes to the day's length in January, the earlier rising adds
church, with the coffin draped in the flag of his only twelve minutes. Why all this? The Astronomical
theory, probably they would hav originated it.
writer in the Toledo Blade says the sun entered Aquarius on
The Connecticut code, says Palfrey, did not adopt country, as is their custom, this priest, Father the
12th of January. We hacl thought it about the 21st that
the whole system of Massachusetts; it did, not in- O'Harren, became very angry and immediately tore it entered it. How is it? Please explain, and oblige many
elude among capital offenses the striking or reviling the United States flag from the coffin and dashed it truth-seeking friends. Yours truly,
W. ,V. WALKER.
New Bedford, Pa.
of parents or the breaking of the Sabbath. The to the floor, and ordered the Grand Army men to
REPLY.
English law of the time denounced capital punish- remove their badges or leave the church. He acted
In the statement in the TQledo Blctde, there is eviment against more than thirty offenses. The Body with all the hatred and venom that an enraged tyof Liberties reduced the number to ten. As early as rant would exhibit. To such an extent did he carry dently an accidental transposition of the figures, for
1657, and before the first child born in New Haven his priestly antics that the whole congregation was it should hav been the 21st instead of the 12th. The
other question needs explanation, not .correction.
had attained its majority, "it was propounded that astonished at his insane conduct.
the court would think of some way to further the
Among the audience was Mr. Coggins, who saw The moment the sun commences the return trip
setting up of schools for the education .of youth." the- disgraceful and disrespectful conduct of his northward from the tropic of Capricorn,· the days
Still earlier the town had "provided that the school- pastor in the treatment he gave the flag of freedom begin to lengthen. If apparent time is used, they
master should be maintained at the public charge, and noticed the contempt shown by the manner he lengthen equally morning and evening. But one
and Milford had made provision in a comfortable tore the old flag from the coffin-the flag under month before that time the sun is fourteen minutes
way." And imitation of. the example, says Palfrey, which he had marched and braved the bullets of the fast and one month after it is twelve minutes slow,
was by order of the general court enforced on all the enemies of the Union for years. He was not only making a difference of twenty-six minutes in the two
towns of the colony.
'
shocked at it, but pained and grieved to think that months which is called the equation of time. In the
The fabricated " Blue laws" to which Palfrey the church, to which he belonged, would act so con- two m~nths the sun moves four hours twenty-six
refers, I suppose, are contained in a blue-covered temptibly. His patriotism was aroused. by it at minutes in right ascension, while mean or average
pamphlet, recently republished in San Francisco, once, and it asserted itself in a way not to be put solar time can only allow the average motion of four
purporting to hav been first published in 1830, and down. He resolved that when he died no such dis- hours. When the sun is fourteen minutes fast, it
entitled, "The Code of 1650, being a compilation of graceful conduct should be enacted over his remains, rises fourteen minutes earlier, is south fourteen minthe earliest laws and orders of the General Court of and instructed his family, as soon as he got home, to utes earlier, and sets fourteen minutes earlier, making
the forenoon so much longer and the afternoon so
Connecticut . • . to which is added some extracts that effect.
from the laws and judicial proceedings of the New
The poor comrade had not long to wait for the much shorter. That is the reason why the sun sets
Haven Colony, commonly called Blue Laws." It has messenger of death, as he was the next one on the earliest according to the clock, in the early part of
a frontispiece representing the arrest of a man for list to go, but he reiterated his request on his death- December. When the sun is slow it rises late, is
tobacco-chewing, witnessed by a woman with five bed, and requested his son to see to it by stating to south late, and sets late, making the forenoon shorter,
children. One of the children says, "Mam, dad has this priest that if he offered any objections whatever and that is the reason why the sun rises 1atest, accordcatched a man chawing tobacco." The mother re- to the G. A. R. men, they should bury him without ing to the clock, in the early part of January.
HENHY M. PARKHURST.
plies, "My child, he will bav his deserts." The con- . the priest's offices.
stable and father, laying hold of the offender; says,
" Chaw tobacco, will you?" The fellow arrested
replies, " Say nothing; you shall hav ·some of the
tea;" and he spurts the liquid from his mouth into
the face of the constable. Below the picture is a
reference to the prohibition of tobacco-chewing in
the code of 1650.
There appears to be no law in this collection forbidding a man to kiss his wife, or a wife her husband,
·on the Lord's day, but in the report of trials on the
"1st of 1st month, 1643," is the following:
Goodman Hunt and his wife, for·keepeing the councells of
the said William Harding, bakeing him a pastry and plum
cakes, and keeping company with him on the Lord's day,
and she suffering Hardin~ to kisse her, they being onely admitted to sojourn in this Plantation upon their good behavior, was ordered to be sent out of this towne Within one
month after the date hereof; yea, in a shorter time, if any
miscarriage be found in them.
The Lord's day was strictly kept in New England,
beginning at sunset in conformity to the Levitical
law, to wit: "From even to even shall ye celebrate
your Sabbath." My father was born in Connecticut,
but at the age of four years migrated with a colony
to Kingsboro, N.Y. He never joined a church, but
was always a rigid Calvinist and an observer of the
Sabbath, beginning at sunset, while all the rest of
the emigrants gave up the Saturday night observance. When I was twenty-two years of age, I spent six
weeks in Meriden, Conn. On Saturday night there was
expected a generally attended prayer meeting. And
yet I was told by an aged Christian that the observance of Saturday evening was only a custom, it not
being regarded as a part of the Sabbath. On Sunday evening there was no religious service-only
sometimes a temperance meeting-and it was allowable to go a-courting and i~dulge in lively social intercourse interspersed with secular music. But
when on a bright and balmy Sunday, after the second
church service, I took a stroll through the woods and
fields, I noticed that nobody else was out, and, on inquiry, I was told that it was unusual for anybody to
be seen walking on Sunday except to and from
church.
It is possible that the penalty for Sabbath-breaking in Massachusetts was death, as prescribed by the
Mosaic law, but if so, it certainly was never enforced.
And perhaps the law has never been repealed, just
as laws against blasphemy still remain on the
statute books of other states. In the District of
Columbia, for example, under the old Maryland law,
any person who shall deny the holy trinity, or shall
utter any profane words against the Father, Son, or
Holy Ghost, must, for the first offense, be bored
through the tongue and fined twenty pounds sterling,
or suffer six months' imprisonment; and, for the third
offense, the penalty is death.
W. H. BuRR.
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Captured a Chur·ch.
SUCCESS OF THE CHICAGO SECULAR UNION.
In a former article I intimated that the Chicago
Secular Union was about to rent, for its regular
meetings, the Madison Street Theater, as its present
quarters are becoming quite inadequate to the attendlmce. ·well, we hav done better-vastly betterhaving paid six months' rent in advance and secured
the lease for a year of the church formerly occupied
by the Universalists, corner Sangamon street and
Washington boulevard-the most celebrated drive
on the West side. The building is a large frame
structure, 50x100 feet, fronting on the boulevard;
has recently been decorated and repaired inside, and
possesses a fine organ which cost $3 000. The Chicago U.cion will hav exclusiv control, except one
evening each week, and proposes to sublet it for
concerts and meetings and thus replenish its treasury.
An office for the secretary of the American Secular Union is to be built in the building, and extensiv
alterations made, besides painting the outside (which
will probably cost $200), prior to our occupancy on
Sunday, April 1st. It wlll be the largest building
occupiEd by any branch of the American Secular
Union, and is an evidence of what patient, earnest,
persistent endeavor, cou1Jed with considerable !!acrifice of time and money, will eventually accomplish.
Seven years ago, when reorganizmg the Liberal
League, the writer and others passed this very
church, when one of the party remarked: "Don't
you wish we had a building like that !" I merely
observed that "we would some day," although my
experience even then bad made me modest in my expectations. The Episcopal cathedral is on a similar
corner, just one block below, and in a much poorer
location. Though that is a stone structure aiid ours
a frame building, ours is larger and higher and more
imposing in appearance. To-day Drs. Henry and
McLeod and myself closed the bargain, signed the
lease, and concluded that we had accomplished
enough for the glory of Secularism in one day, surely.
0..1r motto is, "I XL," or, I should remark, that is
the m()nogram of a club composed of part of our
Young People's Society. They hav a social on Friday night. Dr. McLeod is going to giv some biological lectures under their auspices. The writer will
furnish them some scientific text-books.
SUCCESS ONLY THROUGH LEAFLETS.
"If the Liberals of Colorado were thoroughly
organized," says C. B. RPynolds, in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of March 3d, "they would be a mighty
power for good," etc. Then why does not this vicepresident of the American Secular Union proceed to
rouse their latent energies and demonstrate this
"mighty power?" The benefits to be derived from
organization are certainly not confined to Colorado,
and Mr. Reynolds only takes this occaeion to publicly attack those whom he bas been urged to assist.
But Reynolds's lamentation and excuse is, forsooth,
that the American Secular Union has not prepared
leaflets on " How to organize a local Secular Union
and insure success." Am not aware that Mr. Reynolds bas been able to ins?tre the B'/!Ccess of a single
Secular Union himself. If he can accomplish that
by merely writing a leaflet, I shall only be too happy
to publish it, for it will far transcend in importance
all the rest of our literature. But, if the experience
of some years is worth anything, I can assure him
that .it will hav to be something different from the
crudities he preEented at the Cleveland. Congress.
Liberals, on the question of organization, are as
unlike any other portion of the community as it is
possibld to imagin. I hav found that it takes something besides leaflets to inspire, uphold, and maintain a successful Secular Union. The Chicago
society has donated hundreds of dollars to the
national treasury, besides keeping up a continuous
agitation at home. Where cRn Mr. Reynolds point
to a more successful organization of L1berals! This
was not the result of leaflets. It was the result of
work. The same work on the part of Mr. Reynolds
or anyone else could dot this country with organizations all over.
We are also informed that., if we publish " How to
inaugurate and conduct a science school successfully
without a professor or experienced teacher," the
AmPrican Secular Union would, according to Mr.
Reynolds, "be doing something toward fulfilling its
mission, 'and there would be little difficulty in forming loc~l Unions, with science schools on Sundayfi,
and somal advantages that would insure their becoming a power for good, and as they grew in influence
and numbers they would in turn help sustain the
American Secular Union." In other words, the child

must be born before the parent h·as matured. Mr.
Reynolds should remember that there was but $5 in
the treasury when I came into office, and scarcely a
thing to WQrk with. Another thing, it appears I hav
been all along-even before Mr. Reynolds evoluted
out of Adventism-laboring under the delusion that
this movement was organized for the separation of
church and state. Scientific schools, where possible,
are very commendable, but are only remotely related
to secularization, and are at least secondary to the
practical work for which the American Secular Union
was organized. Mr. Reynolds's articles in some,of
the Liberal papers are headed, "The Blasphemer's
Peregrinations," as though the writer particularly
courted that distinction. Now, if he is such a conserver of science, would it not be more in keeping
with the dignity of his ideas to drop that sort of
buffoonery ubout blasphemy and giv us a little more
of science T However, that is his own business.
If Mr. Reynolds could look over my correspondence, he would conclude that the Liberal lecturers
as a class were very hard to please. Here is a letter,
written March 4th, from one who, in uplanation of
his dissatisfaction, forwards an eight-page epistle,
from which I make this extract: "Anxiety on the
part of others to b_ecome martyrs.
Disgraceful p£>rformances under a tent and a cause
demoralized.
Liberalism fed to a mob of
driveling ignorance, and another day some new
ephemeralism is in order, and thus it goes on."
Another, from a gentleman in Wisconsin who can
see no moral obliquity in commissions, says : " Why
can be [meaning Mr. Reynolds] not get out leaflets
himself!" And a good deal more in a style that
Mr.' Reynolds would scarcely relish.
The '' unkindest cut of all" is that Mr. Reynolds
well knew when he penneil that article that the secretary had been refused the authority by the board
of directors to even draw from the fund held for his
salary to print needed documents, as they did not
feel authorized to incur additional expense; that he
preferred having the printing done to drawing his
salary. However, to get over the difficulty, he bas
drawn his salary and ordered the printing of sixtyfive thousand leaflets, two thousand constitutions,
and has aided in getting out his pamphlet on ''God
in the State" at his own risk, trusting that the majority of Liberals will do something more than throw
cold-water criticism on the American Secular Union.
The leaflets may not suit Mr. Reynolds, but they are
what I consider essential to the work of the organization. Dr. Willis, of Koko, Mo., a life-member, is
generously a~sisting in this WOJ k. I am having
twenty electrotypes made-ten with the Nine Demands, five with Senator Crockett's speech, and five
with Putnam's rally for organization. Each one
thousand impressions on a large press will make
twenty thousand leaflets, and if not ordered in large
quantities they come extravagantly high. We can
hav other plates made, but the first ten, the "Nine
.Demands," will always be good. Those will be out
next week. Weeks ago I ordered the constitutions,
but no sign of them yet. Treasurer Eckhard has
got out one thousand "Christian Paradoxes," which
will be mailed to contributors .to the. fund. The
illogical part of Mr. Reynolds's criticism is, that the
American Secular Union should first do all this, and
then there would be no lack of funds. Can he find
printers with such firm faith in our "f11tures" as to
accept them in payment 1 When I took this office, I
outlined in" A Word to Liberals Everywhere" what
I thought was a practical plan. A portion of that
scheme-the book business-! hav not attempted to
carry out as yet. Probably I placed too much reliance on proffers and assurances of activ assistance
from quarters which, up to the present moment, hav
amounted to 0. But when I make and inaugurate
a plan which enables me to see my way clearly, Mr.
Reynolds rouses from his "masterly inactivity" for
the American Secular Union, and screams, "Bribes,
commissions." No one prevents Mr. Reynolds from
donating all the time and service he will for the pure
love of the cause, but some people hav other notions
that what is worth doing well is worth paying for.
The organizer of a society deserves to be paid as
much as a talker, in my humble opinion. Secular
Unions do not die of "discouragement" from lack of
leaflets, Mr. Reynolds, but from being stabbed in the
back by pretended friends.
E. A. STEVENs, Sec. A. S. U.

Is The Statement Correct 1
To THE EDITOR

OF Tm: TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In No.8 of
Frtetlwu.gltt our inrlefatigable secretary, E. A. Stevens, makes
this statement : " In the city of New York Trinity Epi~co.
pal cb.urch owns a block of laud one-fourth of a mile wide
by three-fourths of a mile long, valued at $25,000 000.
Tnxed equRily with other property, it would yield $1,750,000 annually toward supporting the state; but. it being ex.
empt, tb.at amonnt remains in the church's coffers, and the
people of New York, who are taxed the extra amount to
make good this deficiency, positivly pay $2.000 per annum
for the religious instruction of each attenuant at Trinity
church."
.
This startling statement bas often been maje in the past,
and I think I hav seen it contradicted on what seemed to be
quite good authority. By ascertaining and publishing the
exact facts about this matter, I think you would confer

a favor on many Liberals, as well as contribute to _general
enlightenment.
·
S. BREWER.
lihaca, N. Y.

[We do not know upon what authority Mr. Stevens
made the statement. Here in New York no one can
find out anything about Trinity church property.
Even the county officials cannot get the corporation
to file maps and information." The corporation has
for years been getting closer and closer, until now it
is run by an autocratic ring of the church which givs
the public and the other members of Trinity
church as much inforu:.ation as it pleases, and no
more. The legislature o"ught to investigate it.-ED.

T. S-]

Notes }'rom the Lecture Field.
I gave only one lecture in Pittsburgh, and it was
a great treat to the speaker to address such a bright
and enthusiastic audience. The Union there is
strong, and keeps up a constant bombardment of the
old fort Zion. It has done and is still.doing a grand
work. They want the next national Congress of the
Secular Union held there, and I think they are entitled to it. Pittsburgh bal!l some V~'terans in the
cause of Freetholight, such as Harry Hoover, Roman
Staley, Mr. Barker, and others.
Miss Voltairine de Cleyre has done good service
there, and is winning golden opin•ons wherever she
goeF.
•
I received no favorable notices from the city press.
Several of the dailies reported me as attempting to
take the name of God out oi the national Constitution.
· In this city-Sa.ndusky, 0.,-I am having a gran(l
surpl'ise in the good-will shown me by the daily
papers, all of which are giving me· handsome notices.
I am the first here except Ingersoll to advocate
Liberalism from the platform. Our principal workers
are C. F. Wininger, Isaac Weiler, Chris. Kuebler,
and M. Hommel. As it is such an unusual thing for
the secular press to say a word in favor of Liberal
lectures, I know the Editor will indulge me in appending a few notices given me here yesterday and to-day.
The Register said :
Professor Bell, the Liberal orator, of Chicago. lectured to
a large and appreciativ audience at.Fisber's Hall, last evening. His subject, •• Liberty and Morality," is a gem of
oratory and humor, as it embraces the fundamental principles of good government. The lPcturer at once enlisted
the attention of his bearers. The subject throughout was so
ably ba11dled and well received that we pred1ct the same
well-deserved patronage for his succeeding lectures.
The same paper said of my second lecture :
An intelligent and appreciativ audience a!!ain greeted
Professor Bell on the occasion of his seeond lecture at
Fisher's Hall, last evening, on "Common Sense v.1. Superstition." Jurlging from the look of anxiety depicted upon
the countenances of the people as they entered. it was .evident
that they came with " great expectations," ami in this particular they were not dis~<ppointed, as the professor fully sustained the impression made by his previou~ lecture. True to
its subject, Professor Bell's lecture was brimful of common
sense as well as instructiv and entertaining; and the demoralizing influence of superstition was so vividly portrayed
that, if but a single spark of it lingered among his auditors,
the object of the lecture must hav been accomplished.
The Euening Journal said:
Sunday night's lecture at Fisher's Hall, by Prof. W. S.
Bell, on" Liberty and Morality," was fairly attended by an
appreciativ audience. The lecture was argumentativ and
humorous, delivered in good taste, well illnslrated with
anecdotes, and adorned with. allusions to the Bible and Sb.akspere as the two most marked and least understood works of
this or any age. Toe professor is as sincere now as when he
was preaching for the Methodist cb.urcb., and affor:ls a very
interesting evening's sitting to his auditors.
The IJemoc1·at, a German paper, said:
The lecture of the Liberal speaker, Prof. W. S. Bell, of
Chicago, Sunday evening, at Fisher's Hall, drew an audience
largely composed of Germans. Mr. Bell, formerly a Metb.odist divine, is a ~plendid speaker, and forcibly reminds his
bearers of R. G. Ingersoll. His words were listened to with
closest attention.
s. BELL.

w.

A Preacher Spoiled.
In writing the article, ''Life in a Trappist Monastery," which appeared in the ANNUAL, my object was
merely to describe the daily life of a nionk in that
order. As I related only what I actually saw, it
appeared necessary for me to describe the circumstances attending my entrance. Having arrived at
the death and burial of the unfortunate devotee, my
task seemed to me to be ended. I find, however,
from Mrs. Blenker's letter in your issue of the 3d
instant, that she. considers some account of my release a necessary supplement. It will afford me great
pleasure to supply the desired information.
In all religious orders there is a novitiate which
must be gone through before vows are taken. This
is a time of trial on both sides. The novice may
conclude that he has mistaken his vocation, his physical condition may disqualify him from keeping the
rule, or be may be cured oi a romantic love of solitude and ecstatic devotion, and desire to return to
the world. In any of these cases he is perfectly
free to go. He informs the abbot of his change of
mind, receives back his former clothes, and any
other property which he may hav had with· him
on entering, and departs. Oo. the other hand; the
abbot may decide that he is not a fit subject for
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a monk, and dismiss him. Should he persevere to
the end of his novitiate, which in . that order is one
year from the date of his clothing,_ or if he be under
twenty-t_wo years of age at that time, when .he shall
hav attamed that age the monks, assembled lD chapter, ?ecide by a majority of votes whether he shall be
adm1tted to vows or not.
In my own case! . I ha~ passed th~ough. eight
months of my novitiate without any mtent10n of
seceding from the order. In the mean time I had
been ordered by the abbot to writ(! a commentary on
the rule of St. Benedict. One or two of the other
·novices had received a similar command. Unfortuna:tely for my future career as a monk, my composition
pleased the reverend father better than the others.
In addition to this I had, during my terms of office
as reader at meals and in chapter, .given some evidence of the possession of a rather powerful voice.
H struck our esteemed superior that it was God's will
that I should become a preacher. He told"me that I
could serve the church better in an activ than a cloistered order. He fancied that I could do more good
by advocating Christianity from the pulpit than by
chanting psalms in the night., and !>preading manure
on a Leicestershire farm by day. I had no choice in
the matter, or I am afraid I should still be engaged in
these latter intere6ting occupations. Poor holy man!
Had he been possessed of the gift of prophecy I guess
he would hav counseled otherwise. However, I was
bound to obedience, and under obeqience was transferred to another order.
Right here I begin to fear that I hav not yet furnished the supplement which was to make my article
satisfactory. I hav endeavored to explain the particulars of my relfaqe from one religious house, and
I hav only pictured myself as I stood almost thirtythree years ago on the threshold of another. OI one,
too, where I stayed much longer, and where the life,
if somewhat less like a romance of the past, had a
closer bearing upon our interests as Liberal thinkers
of the present. H was one of those institutions
where the teachers of illiberal thought are taught.
I cannot deal with this subject within the limits of a
letter but if there are any who think that some
accou'nt of my experience there, and of my final escape
from the trammels of religious rule, might be interesting or of any value, I will attempt, a_s soon a_s I can
find time from present rather pressmg busmess, to
send you a little information concerning. an or?er f!f
so modern a date that its founder was still rulmg 1t
when I was numbered among its members.
New York, March 6, 1888.
E. J. :BowTELL.

dren · l:Jut of Roman Catholic childrAn the number ~et fire to his own building to do it. The Lord's hand is
was ~h8. In industrial ~chool~ the Roman Catholic plainly seen in this business, and it looks as though he is
children numb~>red, in 1885, 5,555, whereas the Prot- more angry with Christians than with heretics.
estants were 810. But the eq,1a1ly instructiv fact
FoRTY thousand Grand Army men are said to hav petiremains to be told: that the total sum rel'~>ived from tioned for the appointment of the Rev. Mr. Lowell as chapthe treasury and rates in 1885 was 18 383 pound~ lain of the New York senate. The Grand Army can easily
sterling for Protestants, as compared with 116,212 find better business than this in which to engage.
pounds sterling for Roman Catholics.
If we go to Canada, the cqRe is no better. The · THE cross has no healin~ power nntll it is takAn up and carri~d.
To tbe hand that seizes it there i• warmth; to the soul that hears
population of Ontario in 1881 was 1,923 228, of it
there is strength.-Urtttl/.
whictt 320,839, or 16 per cent, were Roman Catholics.
And there is just as much warmth and strength in the
The criminal convict.ions in the same year were 6,940, crescer;t as in the cross, and just as much in any other enof which 3 844, or 59 2 per cent, were Roman Catho- thusiasm or fanaticism, of eqnal development.
lies. There were 8.118 commitments to the Central
ori!'on, Toronto, between 1873 and 1886, of which
Leetm·es and Meetings.
2,802, or ·34 66 pPr cent, were Roman Catholics, and
MR. CHARLES WATTS has just concluded a most successful
the ratio in the Mercer RAformatory for women dur- lecturing tour in the lower provinceg of Canada. During
ing- t.he same period was 35 77 per cent. Thus where April he lectures in Pittsburgh, Kent, 0 , and adjacent
the Roman Catholics are only 16 per cent of the pop- towns, and in May he makes a trip to Michigan, Illinois,
ulation, the proportion of criminals of that persuasion Wisconsin, and Kansas. Parties requiring lectures in those
is from 30 to 60 per cent.
states from Mr. Watts should write him immediately at 282
In England and Scotland, Roman Catholics num- Sumach street, Toronto. Canada.
ber about one-fourteenth of the population; notwithTHE following is C. B. Reynolds's list of lecture engagestanding, of the boys and girls committed to reform- ments so far as known :
atories, one-fifth are Roman Catholics. ReconvicFlorence. Ariz ........................................•March 13, 14, 15.
t.ions of those who had been in reformatories tell a Teinpe, Ariz ..................................................... 18, l!l. 20.
like tale. Of boys recommittE-d from Protestant re- Phronix, Ariz ................................................... 21, 22. 23.
formatories, the nuJUber amounts to 10 per cent, but. Ran Bernarrlino, Cal.. ........................................ 2o: 27, 28.
the number rPI'Onvicted from Romanist reformatories Riverside, Cal ............................................................. 29.
~an Jacinto, Cal. ..................................... 30, 31. April 1.
amounts to 22 per cent. So in Scotland: the r~> Diamond Mines, Cal. ..............•.............................. 2. 3. 4.
convicted boys from reformatories there number 12 San Diego, Cal. .................................................... o, 7, 8.
per cent of Protestants, but from Romanist reform- National City, Cal. ........................•..................... 9, 11, 12.
atories, the reconvicted boys tot uo to 33 per cent. ·Los Angeles, Cal.. .................................................. l4. 15.
The lesson of all this is that the efficiency of reform- Santa Ana, Cal ..............................•.................. 17, 18, 19.
California friends desiring lectures should write to l\Ir.
atory work in Protestant institutions is much greater
t.ban in those under Roman Catholic management.. Reynolds at any of the above places so letters will reach two
days ahead of date~.
Whether in church, !'cbooJ, or the open theater of
------~~-------life, Romanism is shown to be not a healthy system,
A .Fable.
aR compared with that of Protestantism. And yet
A PIG had been seen to be growing fat faster than ever
the aid of the pope is touted for to promote the weal was known before, and a lean pig asked the cause, also why
of Ireland! What our rulers hav got to do i~ their he seemed subject to continual paroxysms of merriment.
duty in the fear of God. Let them govern firmly, The fat pig;stopping in a burst of almost uncontrolable
mirth. refused to divulge the secret power by which be was
tolerating no vacillation, and showing no partiality; enabled so to lau!!;h and grow fat; but the next rlay the
let them stand by law, and enforce it with swift, sure f~trmer. who had long surveyed with eager 1•ye his growing
steps; let them, at the same time, leave nothing flesh, ~elected him for the knife, and as the victim was beundone to promote the true prosperity of the country, ing led away he exclaimed : "Alas that I did not share my
thought with my fellows, that we mi!!;ht hav fat~
and trus~il!g in G~d, leave the pontiff to enjoy its advanced
tened abreast, and I not hav fttllen into the fate of the first
presents m the "Vattean.
in the paths of progreBs in a_ll ages I Know, then, b~other,
_____.....,._____
that hid unrler my trough ts a copy of the TrwTR SEEKER
ANNUAL for 1888 in which you will find the awfully funny
Editorial Notes.
pictures of Wats~n Heston ami delicious humorous writiugs
OwiNG to the blizzard which struck New York last Mon- of
George Macrlonald tbttt hav proved my ruin." Then he
day, completely su~penrlinf!; all trucking business and railway was I• d away, while his Rhocked broth<'rs commenced forgservice, this issue of THE TRUTH SKER:ER leav~s the office one ing appropriate accounts of his Infidd _rleathbed.
.
MoRAL: Pigs bein!!; raised for ea!mg, like human_s m
rlav late. How many days late it will be in reaching the
Ri¥alry in Crime.
subscribers only lhe all-merciful providence who sent the Boonton. should refmin from laughm!!; at s>~.cred thmgs.
From the Dublin, 11"Pl!md, Clwfst;an Advocate.
storm can tell. We trust that our Dakota and other North- 1 lr (2): Buy the ANNUAL Aim FnE&THINKrms' ALMANAO, price
In a report by Father N ug~nt, Roman Cath~lic vvestern friends will restrain somewhat their inclination to 25 cents.
prison chaplain in Liverpool, it 1s stated that durmg advise emigration from New York as being an uninhabitable
The Christians and the Gas.
the year 1875 13,683 prisonerR had passed through place, and remember that we hav never joined in the gibes
Wabash, Ind., is just outside the ntttural gas belt, but the
the borough jRil; ·of these 9,397 were Roman Catho- at the.ir region. We hav n profound respect for Dakota gas is to be conveyed there by pipes, t~e cit~, coun~i~ having
given a company permis,ion to lay ptpes, provtdlll!!; that
lics, and 4,286 were Protestants. But the Roman products, especially in the matter of climate.
~aid company shall furnish gas free of charge to every cl~nrch
Catholics of Liverpool altogether numbered 150,000,
ONE circumstance connected with t.be blizzard givs us a in the city." The ministers evidently hav a strong grrp on
whereas the Protestants were 600,000. According
Wabash.
.
•
to the ratio· of population there should bav been little joy. The Epi~copalian See House across the street
Some of the Christians of the town hold v_ery rnte11 rgent
otlke
was
snowed
in
and
up
and
under
to
a
depth
from
our
four times as many Protestants in jail as Catholics,
views concerning this gas supply. Two ladws were overwhereas there were not. half as many. The Catholic of ten feet or ·so, while THE TRUTH SEEKER escaped with heard discussing it the other day.
1st Lady.-" I don't believe it is right to be boring for so
Times of April 17, 1885, tells its readers t.hat of only so much snow as a dollar and a half expended upon the
labor of Italy would remove. The Epi~copalians had much gas."
21.324 committals to the borouf!h prison, 13,676 were pauper
2r1 Lady.-" Whv ?"
to pay at least four dollars. Some folks would see in thi3
Roman Catholics, whereas the Protestants, althot;~gh
Lady.-" Well, don't you know God is g~ing to bur_n
the large hand of omnipotence, but a close observer would up1st
all the wicked? and I believe that. the .gas ts what he ts
so many times more numerous in the population, attribute it to the fact that we were on the right side of the
11:oing to do it with and lherefore I thmk It wrong to use up
furnish~d only 5,130. In other dU:ections the i.ndica•
all the gas, for the~ he won't hav ar;y left to do it with."
street.
tions are worse. Father N llgent IS reported m the
Another equally intelligent resident of the town finds proof
IN response to an inquiry as to whether the Roman Cath- in this gas output of the authenticity of the Bible. The man
Catholic 'Pimes as having said, in the League Hall,
olic
is
a
Christian
church,
the
organ
of
Methodi~m
in
this
was a lawyer, and he was t>~.lking to Arthur C. E_v~rett.
on November 11, 1886, that "nine out of every ten
Lawyer.-" Don't you believe in the authentiCity .of the
. girls which are seen at nigh~ along the ~ondon roa?, city says: ~·The Roman Catholic church is a church. It is
or Limo street, are Catholics. · There IB no use m not Mohammedan, Jewish, nor pagan. It is classed by all Bible?"
Mr. Everett.-" Most decirledly not."
.
hiding it. The Si6ters of Notre Dame had 15,000 of the gazetteers and geof!;raphies of the world as a Christian
Lawyer.-'' Why, a gentlem11.n just gave me ~ncontrovert
church. It is great.. Therefore, it is in that sense one of the ible
proof.
He
~ays
this
gas
is
the
grease
commg
from, the
these girls under their charge."
•
A Parliamentary return for Scotland m 1872 shows great Christian churches of the age. But it is held by Prot- animal world that was drowned at the time of the flood.
estants to be a corrupt form of Christianity, havin!!; vital
34182 persons in j~il in that country. Of these, errors which justify them in having no fellowship with it."
Current Philosophy.
10 748 were Roman Catholics, and 23,434 Protestants; That is to say, the organ can't deny it, but it won't admit it.
th~t is, having regard t~ P.opulation, one of eve~y The unity of the Christian brethren was once an argument Never insult a man with large feet.
.
Never pick a qnarrel before it is ripll..
27 Roman Catholics was m JIUl, whereas only one m for the truth of Christianity.
Take alon!!; a pair of bellows to blow rnto your gu~ wrth.
every 132 Protestants bad been in pri~on.
~ir
No teacher of straight theology should monkey wtth evoMus. SrsAN B. McKrN!mY, of Deadwood, Dak., advertised
Richard Cross when borne secretary, said m Parh~
lulion.
·
ff ·
f
Don't stick your nose too far into the prrvate a arrs o a
m ent on J llly' 23 1877 that "about one-third of ali in a morning paper that she had Chiniquy's "Fifty Years in
. . .
'
'
the prisoners
jn ' Scotland
were R oman Ca th
· ?1"l~s. " the Church of Rome" for sale. The next day she received a muscular man.
Always approach a buzz-saw with your toes pomtmg rn an
Were the Romanists in Scotland not more cnmmal letter from the Catholic priest of Lead City, Mr. Patrick
opposit direction_.____...,~---'--than Protestants, their numbers in prison would be Rosen, whose parish presumably includes Deadwood, de..
The
priest
said
:
siring
her
to
discontinue
the
sale
Faith in Prayer.
only 2,920, whereas the actual numbe~ was 10,748.
"The name and title, and author are enon~h to he convinced
Bill N~P, 1n t11e 11'01'1<%.
In Englarid the showing is also damagmgly bad for
that itri conte~ts ar~ of the most slanderous character against the
I will close this letter with a lit~le_ incident, t.he story of
Rome. The Irish in England are not, of course, all Catholic chnrch. I deem-it my dnty to warn Catholic~ against the
which may not be so st.11.rtling, but Jt, ts true. It rs a story of
Romanists but those who belong to the criminal hook.' So to avoid any nnpleasantnes•, yon will he prnd~nt to child
faith. Johnny Q'1inlan, of Evanston, has the J!IOSt
classes are' nearly so. If the Irish resident~ in Eng- drop said hook from yonr list. Our church, as the gnard1an of wonderful confidence in the efficacy o~ ~rayer, bnt h~ thm_ks
truth,
has
a
right
to
dictate
to
her
members
what
not
to
read."
land furnished to the jails in the sam~ ratio _as the
that prayer does not succeed unle8s tt rs a_ccompamed wtth
As Mrs. McKinney refuses to giv up her agency of the considerable physical slrength. He believes that_ adu!t
English, there would be only 3.000 Insh prisoners
in England. As it is, there are 22,100. The Ca~ho book, the town of Deadwood is now wondering what un- prayer is a good thing, but doubts the efficacy of JUVenil
praver.
· d
lics of England are 4 3 per cent of the populatiOn, pleasant consequences will be visited upon her.
He has wanted a Jersey cow for a goo d whr·1 e. an d 1re
but the number of Roman Catholic criminals amounts
IT is said, with an occasional supporting instance, that prayer, but it didn't seem to !!et to the c~nt_ral office. .Last
to from 15 to 40 per cent of the criminals in the the Lord takes care of his own. This, we take it, is why a week he went to a neighbor who is a Clmstran and behever
fire which burnt a hole in the building in which is located in the efficacy of prayer, also the owne! of a Jersey co«>.
country.
"Do you believe that prayer will bnng me a yaller Jersey
In Ireland we hav the following sad facts. There the office of our San Francisco contemporary Freethought big
cow?" said Johnny.
.
were 5,939 Protestants committed to prison in enough to drop a load of hay through, did not damage the
"·why, yes, of course. Prayer will remove mountams.
1884-5 · but in the same year the number of Roman Infidel establishment a cent's worth. The proprietor of the It will do anything."
,
"Well, then, suppose you giv me the cow you ve got and,
Catholi~s committed was 31.110. In juvenil re- building is a Christian who told our brother that he wishrd
(ormatodea tbe.r~ were, in l$85, 151 Prott)st~qt Qh\1- llll ~oQld suppres!l h~a paper, bv.twe fancy l!e wo~ld :tlll;rdly pray for lUI Other au~.''

----------
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~ommunica:fions.

not any of them. particularly mentioned in the story the face of all the earth, and every tree, in the which
of creation, unless the serpent of Gen. iii, 1, 26, was is the fruit of a tree yielding seed; to you it shall be_
really the devil, as we are informed in Rev. ·xx, 2, for meat." The tree .of knowledge is not excepted.
and xii, 9. If so, does that same serpent exist? If In Gen. ii, 17 man is forbidden to eat of the tree of
Miscellaneous Cavils at the All-Wise.
not, is the devil dead? If not dead, is he still travel- knowledge. bid God change his mind? In Mal.
The Bible teaches the existence of a personal God; ing on his belly and breakfasting on the dust as di- iii, 6, we are informed that God is unchangeable.
having the form of which the image is borne by the rected by God in Gen. iii, 14?
God told Adam that on the day he ate of the forman whom he made (Gen. i, 27). For proof of this
Some Christians tell us that the devil only as- bidden fruit he would die. The serpent contradicted
proposition read Gen. iii, 9, 10, where he talked with· sumed the form of the serpent in order to deceive this (Gen. iii, 4). · This has been called the devil's
Adam; Ex. xxiv, 9, 10, 11, where more than seventy the woman, but they never tell us where they obtain first lie, but when compared with God's statement it
people saw him; Ex. xxxii, 30, 31, where Moses their information. If the serpent was impell~d, does not prove unfavorable to the dev~.
went to him; and Ex. xxxiii, 11, 20, 23, where against its will, by the power of the devil, to dece1ve
Up to this time there had been no sm; then where
Moses spoke with him face to face, and saw his back the woman, why was not the devil called and cursed did the serpent learn the consequences of sin? It
parts; and as it teaches that Jesus Christ was God, instead of the serpent? There is no evidence of the told Eve that when they ate of the fruit their eyes
the proof seems incontrovertible.
devil being cursed at all if that serpent was not the should be opened, and they would be as gods, knowIt teaches that he is unlimited in power, present in devil.
_
ing good and evil (Gen. iii, 4). Did man really beall places at the same time, having knowledge of all
Rev. iv, 11, shows that all things were created by come as a god, and that through sin?
things past, present, and future, perfect and infal- God for his pleasure. In Gen, vi, 6, we read, "And
Well Adam ate of the forbidden fruit. Did he
lible. How a personal, individual God or any other it repented the Lord -that he had made man on the die on that day, as God said he would? No. If he
being can occupy more than one place at a time is earth, and it grieved him at his·heart." Then there had how•would the world hav been peopled? God
not easy to comprehend.
·
was not so much pleasure in the creation as he an- dro~e him from the garden that day. To die? Oh,
As to his origin, he had none.
ticipated.
. no! We are told that he lived· nine hundred and
About six thousand years ago he created the
In Isaiah xlv, 7, we learn that God created evll. thirty years bef01:e he died (Gen. v, 5).
.
heavens and earth out of nothing. Now, he being Then why should he grieve at the effect of the evil 1
We are not informed whether the animal creation
all-wise, the thought occurs: Why was this not done Did he not know what the result would be 1 In were banished from the garden. Was it a waste of
_r_oner, if it was a wise conceit~
Gen. i, 31, we read; "And God saw everything that labor when God prepared the garden for man 1 and
How things could be created without inaterial is he had made, and behold it was very good." Did was it intended that man should remain forever
not explained.
not this include the evil and the devil?
within the limits of that garden?
In Gen. i, 2, we are informed that " the earth was
He gave to the man a command, which, knowing all
In Gen. iii, 22, we learn that if man could hav acwithout form and void." The statement is unintel- things beforehand, he of course knew would not be cess to the tree of life standing in the garden, he
ligible. It affords no information. The idea is un- observed. "For known unto God are all his works might liv forever. There is no evidence that the
thinkable. Even the clouds hav form. And the from the beginning of the world" (Acts xv, 18); tree has ever been destroyed. Now, if men really
word void is defined: unsubstantial, empty space,- see also John xvi, 30. The very hairs of our heads believed this story, what could prevent a precipitate
eto.
are numbered (Matt. x, 30). Not a sparrow falls scramble for this tree T True, we are told of a :flamBefore the creation God was all alone. All was without his notice (Matt. x, 29). Then was this a ing sword guarding the way of the tree of life (Gen.
blank space (if even space existed), impenetrable mere trap set for the man~ Why was the command iv 24). But if men will face the cannon's mouth for
darkness. Then surely he was not a social being, given!
c~nquest of the fleeting things of this life, what
and he must hav loved da~ness, or he would hav had
There appears no evidence of the command being would they not risk for eternal life and health 1
light. After the creation of heaven and earth God given to Eve. The man in his innocence and inex- Access to that tree would be escape from disease and
said, "Let there be light," and there was light (Gen. perience transgressed the command, for which he knew death. And what can we say of the love and kindi, 3). Here is an example in magic, 0 ye magicians! not the reason, and of the penalty for which, death, ness of· the God, the father, who thus deliberately
In verse 4 he says the light was good, ·and yet we he was of course ignorant, no death having yet oc- bars the way of his creatures to life and health?
find the darkness was not yet dispelled, for he had curred. There was no evil in his heart when he ate
In Gen. ii, 11, 12, we are told there are gold and
to divide the light from the darkness. Where there the apple, for his knowledge was so limited that he precious stones in the }and of H~vilah, and that the
is good light one might suppose there would be no knew not good from evil. For this seemingly slight gold is good. There 1s no flammg sword to guard
darkness. On the fourth day he set lights in the offense, when no principle of right or ·wrong is at the-treasure. Where are the gold-hunters? Do not
· heaven "to divide the day from the night . . . stake, nothing more than disobedience to an arbi- they believe this story?
.
and to giv light upon the earth." (See chap. i, 14, 15, trary command of a superior, God• pronounces the
When God pronounced the curse upon the woman,
17.) But verse 3 informs us it was already light, and awful, merciless cursa upon the man, the woman, he said: " Thy desire shall be to thy husband, and he
good light, too. Strange these lights were made so and all their posterity throughout all generations, shall rule over thee" (Gen. iii, 16). Thus appointing
much larger than the object to be illuminated, and and extends it to the animal creation, and even to the husband the master, the wife the slave. This
so many which can scarcely be seen. Would _a man the earth itself. No discrimination made between passage, to those believing it to be of divine origin,
build a lamp larger than his house~ Science teaches guilty and innocent. And so we :find this almighty, should be a :final squelcher upon the doctrin of
there are stars so distant that it has required millions all-wise God of justice and love cursing his own work woman's rights. This same sentiment against the
of years for their light to reach this earth. If this immediately after it is done. This may be an exhi- rights of woman is expressed by the writers of the
be true, Bible chronology is· false.
bition of power, but what about the wisdom and New Testament. See Eph. v, 22-24, where the
Verse 17 is a repetition of verse 15 in regard to justice 1
.
wives are told to be subject to their husbands in
these lights being made for the purpose of lighting
In Gen. iii, 1, we are told that the serpent who everything. Read Col. iii, 18; 1 Cor. xiv, 35.
the earth. One might suppose a single statement of beguiled the woman was given mol'e wisdom than
In Gen. i, 28, God said to the man and woman,
a fact by God ought to be sufficient. Other repeti- any beast of the :field. Strange this particul!U' ser- "Be fruitful and multiply, and replenish the earth;"
tions may be found in this book. The 36th chapter pent should be endowed with wisdom which was de- and in the next chapter, verse 8, he puts them in the
of Genesis from the 31st verse to the end is repeated nied to man. That this was so is proved by the in- garden of Eden. How they were expected to replanin 1 Chron. i, 43 to the end.
formation imparted by the serpent to Eve in regard ish the earth, being confined within the limits of this
After all the other things were made, inspected, to the result of the eating of the apple (Gen. iii, spot, is not explained.
.
and found very good, God said, "Let us make man 4, 5).
Had this same amount of knowledge been
Notwithstanding the last above-quoted words of
in our image; after our likeness" (Gen. i, 26). We given to man, the fall might hav been averted.
God, Paul, his spokesman, in the New Testament
are not told to whom he was speaking, and thus
We are not informed how the man and woman and ·advises us not to marry.
inviting to take part with him in this important work. the serpent acquired the knowledge and skilful use
Many theories hav been advanced by Bible students
The other things, it seems, he created without assist- of language at this early period of life; nor as to in the vain effort to reconcile Genesis with truth and
ance. If he was not speaking to one of his own the serpent's means of locomotion before the fall; known facts. They hav endeavored to show that a
creatures, is. it not evidence of the existence of at nor that its wisdom was in a~ way lessened by the day meant a long period of time, some say a year,
least one other who was probably co-etaneous and curse, or that he was deprived of the power of speech. others a thousand years, others much more. They
co-eternal with God ? If he was speaking to any of
Gen. iii, 8, reads, "And they heard the voice ·of never come to an agreement. And yet this book is
his creatures, it must hav been to some of the animal the Lord God walking. in the garden in the cool of called God's revelation to man, his guide through life
creation, for man was not yet in existence.
the day." This is the first instance on record of a to heaven beyond. If this be true, it ought to be so.
No particularized account of God's personal appear- voice walking. If it was intended to say that God plain a child could understand it, every chapter so
ance or apparel is given us. But, if man bears his walked, then we would say that we hav a right to clear there would be no excuse for mistake. A revlikeness, he must resemble him very much. In Gen. expect more accuracy in a divinely inspired book.
elation not clear to the understanding is no revelation
v, 3, we are told that "Adam begat a son in his own
Now, if God had all power in heaven and earth, at all. In Gen. i, 4, we are told that God divided the
likeness, after his own image, and called his name he could hav prevented the fall of man. He did not. light from the darkness. Verse 5 says, "He called
Seth." Here we find the same language employed to To say he could not is to deny his omnipotence. the light day, and the darkness he called night. And
express the resemblance between Adam and his son And if he would not, having the power, where lies the evening and the morning were the first day."
as was used in Gen. i, 26, to show the resemblance the fault T Why blame the man? He might hav Verse 14 reads, "And God said, Let there be lights
between God and Adam. Then hav we not a right prevented the progress of evil at this point. He in the firmament of the heaven, to divide the day from
to expect as close resemblance in one case as in the did not. Why? His subsequent attempt to do it by the night. And let them be for signs and for seasons
other?
flood proved a.failure. Would not this hav seemed and for days and years." If a day here means a
Well, man was created not without material, for a more fitting time for the :flood 1 The drowning of year, one thousand years, or more, what does the year
there is plenty of it now, although it may not seem Adam, Eve, and the serpent, or, better still, the up- mean, and what of the s.easons? Imagin a long conclear to all how so much dust collected in so short a rooting of the fatal tree which was allowed to re- tinuous night of a thousand years' duration or more.
time after the separation of the land and water, for main in the midst of the garden, might hav accom- Verse 16 says, "And God made two great lights [sun
the dry land appeared not until the third day, and plished it, and another trial at man-making might and moon], the greater light to rule the day and the
man. was created out of dust on the sixth. And hav been attended with better results-provided the lesser light to rule the night." If a day meant a long
although man and woman were made out of different evil which God created be suppressed.
'
period of time, hav we the correct account of Adam's
material, there is no perceptible difference. in their
Theologians hav told us it was necessary that man age in Gen. v, 51 Upon what method was the comflesh, blood, or bone. We are not informed of the should fall in order that he might know good from putation based? If upon the day=year method, he
material out of which other creatures were made.
evil. If this be true, God knew it before they did. ought to hav been 339,450 years old in such days and
The man was pronounced good and blessed. And Then why sh.ould he curse him for what must be! years as we now hav. And if a day meant 1,000
yet, strange to say, he lacked the qualities necessary Why forbid the eating of the fruit~
years or more, he would hav been at least 339,450,000
to protect himself from imposition, else he would not
When God made man he expressed his satisfaction years old when he died.
.
hav yielded to the first temptation. By providing and delight in his work by pronouncing him gpod,
By forbidding man to eat of the fruit of knowledge,
bini with sufficient discernment, could not the fall very good, abd blessing him as he did all the rest of it would seem that God intended him to liv forever
hav been prevented~
creation (Gen. i, 31). Now, if man was so good with- in ignorance. Is ignorance more desirable than wis·
Colossians i, 16, shows that God created every- out this knowledge, why was the knowledge neces- dom? In Eccl. i, 18, we read, "For in much wisdom
thing that was created. Does not this include the sary! Was it to make him bad T
is much grief, and he that increaseth knowledge indevil and angels-good and bad~ If they were not
Gen. i, 29, reads: "And God said, Behold, I hav creaseth sorrow." If this be true, then down with
W'(l"ted, they ma;y be co-eterul\1 witb God, 'l'he;r are ~iven 1ou ever-, l!er\> \>~~in~ se~q w:Wcl:l js upon ~h~ ~9b9Ql·bo"~tl~· 4-VfrJi"f with tbe :pleas\¥'elil of
1
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thought. Let us descend as quickly as possible to the were speaking or writing. The events which they alone, and not with a view of being rewarded or eslevel of the beast.
relate or write of must hav occurred, if they occurred caping any justly deserved punishment. We cannot
. .B?t we. find many .Passages encouraging and en- at all, thirty or thirty-five years, at least, prior to the entertain a very exalted opinion of persons that
JOmmg w1sdo~. Wh1eh should be our guide!
time they were related or written of by them. Now, is nothing but the penalties of the law will keep in re- .
If God designed the fall of man and made him it not marvelously strange how Matthew knew what straint. Besides, it cannot be said that morality is
subject to sin, why should he curse him for sinning? Joseph had dreamed concerning Christ at such a dis- a peculiar feature of Christianity. Our best authors
If he did not plan the fall, he lacked wisdom to fore- tance of time, and that Luke could reiate or write the inform us that the highest standard of morals, and
. see and power to prevent it. If man was made to message of the angel to Mary at a period of time the sublimest precepts, were taught by heathen and
sin, the fault was not his own, surely. Then why equally distant'! If Matthew and Luke were testify- pagan sages, hundreds of years before Christianity
should he be put in disgrace for it 1 Was it not im- ing in a court of justice, and the case involved a was born. Burns said : ·
possible for him to do otherwise than as God willed money consideration only, they certainly would be
Ye'll get the best of moral works
he should do T How could Adam sin, or justly be required to explain to the entire sa~isfaction of the
'Mang black Gentoos and pagan Turks;
Or hunters wild on Ponotaxi,
held accountable, not knowing what sin was~ Would court all the facts and circumstances in connection
Wha never heard of orthodoxy.
not justice demand . that he be made fully to under- with the case before judgment could be rendered,
Christianity may whine and lament over the rapid
stand the consequences of.his act before he could be or a correct decision arrived at. Yet modern· theoheld accountable 1 And how could he understand logian<! tell us we must believe, under pain of eternal growth of what it calls Infidelity, but it may as well
this in his ignorance of good and evil ~ A man so torment, a very improbable story upon evidence that think to dip the ocean dry with a spoon as to stay
. ignorant as to be unable to distinguish good from would not establish a claim to a dollar's worth of the advancing tide of Freethought. Freethought
appeals to the reasoning powers of man, and hails
· evil would seem to be little, if any, above the brute. property in any part of the civilized world.
Under the law·of our land such a·man could not be
The doctrin of Christ's divinity is not only opposed with delight the discovery of every new truth; but
convicted of any crime.
to human reason and observation, but it antagonizes Christianity binds the mind to a creed and appeals
But suppose Adam to hav known good from evil, all the operations of nature .with which we are ac- to fears and suporstitions only.
Omaha, Neb., Jan. 9, 1888. RoBERT S. CoLVIN.
why should all creatures, both guilty and innocent, quainted.
alike suffer for the act of one 1 Does justice seem to
And the doctrin of the atonement is so abhordemand this'! The principle is repugnant to reason rent to the feelings that nothing but the grossest
Matters and Things.
and to law. Then are human laws less unjust than. superstition can support it; reason revolts at the idea
The publishers of the Open Court call our attention to that
the divine'!
of a just and merciful being-which we are told ~od journal's change of purpose, which now is the conciliation
Has a just God created a creature faulty and then is-resorting to such a horrible device for the so-called of religion and science.-F'reethou.gl!t, San Francisco, Cal,
cursed him for that fault'! Or has he cu1·sed him redemption of the world. Where is the justice in
If we knew what religion is meant, we could probwithout a real fault, or for a fault not his own~ punishing the innocent instead of the guilty T Jus- ably form an idea as to the practicability of the jourMust the creature answer for the fault of his creator~ tice, in all cases, demands the punishment of the nalistic venture. When religion is mentioned by
Did not God do his best when he created the man, guilty, and the protection of the innocent. There- writers in our country, we understand that the domifore, if Christ was innocent and put to death for the nant form that now afllicts the people is meant. If it
the earth, the evil, and the devil'!
When he cursed everything here, did he curse the sins of others, it was a crime of the greatest magni- is the design of the Open Court to harmonize the
heavens also'! We learn in Rev. xii, 7, of war in tude against natural justice and morality, because no Old and New Testaments with science, we hav reaheaven. What 1 War in heaven, in the very pres- power or government, however highly exalted, can, son to believe that the effort must fail, as we hav
ence of God~ Is it possible that this mighty God, with any degree of justice, accept a substitute for a sixty or seventy thousand men who are engaged at
who can speak worlds into existence like magic, suf- criminal. By so doing, another crime would be added good pay to make the "conciliation" plain and beautiful, and, so far, there has been a sickening failure
fers war to be waged against his authority~
to the one already committed.
Theologians tell us,that God is a personal being, in every case. Then there must be a change in the
' ·If the story of the fall of man and of angels in
heaven be true, what surety has the Christian that that he is everywhere present a~ the same instant, religion-science cannot be moved. If we are to hav
the plan of redemption is reliable, or that heaven is a infinitly extended throughout the realms of boundless a new religion, we must hav a new revelation. We
safe place, or that a second devil will never appear, space, upholding and sustaining everything that ex- hav a new one out in Utah. Why not adopt it? It
ists. Can the human mind conceive of a being about takes a long time to get a neVi revelation on topeven should the present one be destroyed!
How quickly the controversy between Theism and the size and form of a man existing somewhere in they all take fire, sword, persecution, expatriation,
Atheism might be settled by the personal appearing space and controling the boundless universe'! If such banishment, confiscation of property, and murder to
of God to all! If he appeared to Moses and others, a being exists, is it not more reasonable to suppo!le giv them a boost, and we cannot expect to get along
why deny us that favor'! We read in the New Tes- that he, in common with other matter, forms a part with less work now than was given to boom superstitament, in 1 Tim. i, 17; Col. i, 15, and 1 Tim. vi, 16, of the universe, and must, of necessity, be subject to tion a few hundred years ago. When a religion gets
old in the eyes of one age, the thing to do is to get
that God is invisible; that rio man has seen or can its laws~ .
The various churches form creeds and articles of up something new. Then what shall it be 1 The
see him. These are flat contradictions of the statereligion which they require their members to believe sensible thing would be to get up a. religion that
ments in the Old Testament above quoted.
Men hav for centuries tried hard and honestly to under pain of excommunication, but we all know that would quadrate with science at the start, and there
make the Bible and reason agree, but it is impossible. belief does not depend upon the will for its existence, would be no "conciliation" needed. The religion of
Sound reason and truth will not disagree. Our sense but upon evidence. Evidence will force on the mind a pure morality and humanity ought to be a drawing
of justice and of right and wrong, and the law of the conviction which cannot be resisted, and one is there- card, and if science opens her mysteries and givs her
land, are all based upon reason, not upon the Bible. fore compelled to believe. It is utterly inconsistent divine light upon the world, all "revealed" religions
For the law itself declares that " what is not reason with the progressiv spirit of the age to confine the will wane and sicken in the glorious effulgenceinquiring mind of man or woman within the narrow men will try to help each other to bodily liberty and
is not law."
L. J. PoTTS.
circle of a creed, because when truth not in harmony mental freedom. Hail, happy day!
126 Market st., Camden, N. J.
with such creed has been discovered the mind must
--------~. .- - - - - - - - e
either do violence to itself by rejecting the truth thus
In reading Gibbon's "Decline and Fall of the
Foundationless.
discovered or do violence to the creed by receiving a Roman Empire," p. 554, we find these words :
Some Liberal-minded people think that very many truth not contained withiu the limits of its bounds.
In the long period of twelve hundred years which elapsed
of the claims of modern Christianity are so unreason- Unlike the theE>logian, the Freethinker attaches very between the reign of Constantine and the Reformation of
able and inconsistent as to be altogether unworthy little merit to belief or demerit to unbelief; he con- Luther the worship of saints and relics corrupted the pure
the attention of intelligent persons. But when we siders it no sin to doubt or deny the truth of a state• and pe'rfect simplicity of the Christian model; and some
of d~generacy may be obse~ved eve? in th~ ~rst
bear in mind the fact that it has a vast power and ment or proposition when the evidence is insufficient symptoms
~enerat!ons which adopted and chenshed this permcwus
influence in the world, that it controls to a great ex- to produce conviction, or to suspend judgment until mnovatwn.
tent the civil governments of Europe and America, additional proof is forthcoming either to establish or
The satisfactory experience that the relics of saints were
that it imposes wherever and whenever it can dis- overthrow the proposition under consideration. But more valunble than gold or precious stones stintulat~d the
abilities upon people who cannot conscientiously the theologian declares that to doubt is to be damned. clergy to multiply the treasures of the church. Without
regard for truth or probability, they invented names
comply with its requirements, no opportunity should · Protestant Christianity is not only divided and much
for skeletons and actions for names. The fame of the
be lost to expose its errors and inconsistencies. subdivided, but is literally broken into fragments by apostles and ~f the hoi y men who had imitated their virtues,
Christianity boldly asserts that it is the only system dissensions and strife within its own ranks, each sect was darkened by religious fiction. To the invi~cible ba_nd of
of religion that will save the human race from a life upholding and sustaining opposing creeds, while the genuin and primitiv martyrs they added myrmds of Imagheroes who had never existed except in the fancy of .
of endless misery, and giv a life of everlasting joy Catholic church remains united on every point of inary
crafty or cr~dulous legendaries ; and there is reason to susand happiness to all who accept its doctrine and obey doctrin, thereby gaining an advantage over her divided pect that Tours might not be the only diocese in which the
its . teachings. In fact, it claims to be of divine and contending rivals. If the churches were what bones of a mal~ofactor were adored instead of th~se of a
origin. But it may be said, I think, without fear of they profess to be, divine institutions, and the ex- saint. A superstitious practice, whic~ teJ?-ded ~o mcre~se
the temptations of fraud and credulity, ~sensibly ~x~m
successful contradiction, that Christianity is only !?DB pounders of their principles divinely inspired, we guished
the light of history and of reason m the Chr1st1an
form of religion among many to be found in the would naturally expect that they would be of a kind world.
world claiming to hav a divine origin; consequently, and gentle disposition, exercising ch';'l'it~ and forbearLet Phineas T. Barnum, and all the catering, panunless it can prove beyond the possibility of a doubt ance toward all who could not consCientiOusly concur
dering hosto of humbug, witchery, deceit, and tomthat it was founded by a being or power superior to in their dogmas and creeds, but, unfortunately for
foolery avaunt! Stand aside, and let the king of all
man its claims to divinity must fall to the ground. the churches, the sacred pages of history inform us the
arts and powers of deception, cupidity, and
The teachers of Christianity base the claim for the tbat with cruel hands they hav tortured and put to
avaricious
mendacity appear ! These are some of
divine origin of their religion on the alleged relation- death in the most horrible manner imaginable the
the words spoken by Gibb~n which ~o enraged th~.
ship that existed between Christ and the Holy Ghost, sincere truth-loving heretic for no other offense than church that his work was viscerated m several edior what they c~ll the doctrin of th.e _in;tmaculate. COJ?-- being true to the convictions of his own min~. . . tions causing him to publish a "Vindication." Not
ception by wh1eh they allege the divmity of Christ lB
The highest ambition of the average Christian 1s one ~ord did he "take back." He reaffirmed the
clearly ~nd conclusivly established. But right here to liv so that, after death, he may obtain a heavenly truthfulness of his history, and fortified his proofs.
the question arises, Is that . doctrin true'! . Le~ ~s crown or a. golden harp, and escape the awful penal- And yet there are sensible people who do not see
examin for a moment the evidence upon wh1eh It lB ties of hell; but take away heaven with its rewards, what a disreputable origin the church had in comi~g
founded. St. Matthew, the supposed author of the and hell with its terrors, and he will tell you that out of paganism! Read the words. abo_ve of Gibfirst gospel, records a dream which he says Joseph, he has no inducement to do good, and nothing to bon again-ponder them-they are ncb m food for
the husband of Mary, dreamed in relation to the divin- fear for doing evil, consequently such people expect thought. We would like to write more, but we can
ity of Christ; and St. Luke, the alleged author of to be rewarded for every good deed done, and are not afford to tire the kind and gentle reader. There
the third gospel, records an interview which Mary; only restrained from wickedness th.rou~h fear of. the are so many good things in this· grand history that
the mother of Jesus, had with an angel upon the punishment that would follow therr w1cked actiOns.
we could write a book on them.
same subject; but how and where those so-called Burns says:
Lincoln, Ill.
A. R. CRIHFIELD.
inspired writers obtained their information we are
The fear of hell's a hangman's whip
not told. Matthew and Luke knew nothing about
To hold the wretch in·order;
THE TRuTH SEEKER CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethought,
But where ye find your honor grip,
the divinity of· Christ until they were converted
Reform, and Scient'&c Boob will l?ll ~~lied free to any all•
Let that aye be your border.
under his teaching; consequently they could hav no
4 morl\1 persQn uphol4s ~or3lit;r ~o~ ~ts o~ !if~Q drea~ "po~ application 1
persona,J. ]mowle~e of tlJ.e subject upon w~if:Jh the;y
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Mr. Moses as An Anthor.
The Rev. George Samson, of the Berean Bible
College, ought to hav been buried when he died,
instead of being allowed to roam around frightening
folks with ghostly reminiscences of what the church
believed when he was alive.
We are led to make this remark by the receipt of
the following letter :
"NEw YoRK, Feb. 27, 1888.
" E. M. MAODONALD, EDITOR, Dear Sir: I hav before me
the substance of a lecture, delivered by the Rev. Dr. George
Samson, of the Berean Bible College, to which a reply from
you would undoubtedly interest a number of your readers.
" The object of his lecture is an attempted answer to
Kuenen's assault upon the authority, accuracy, and inspiration of the Old Testament, especially the so-called five books
of Mo~es. Speaking of the Pentateuch, he says that the generally received historical account was that Moses wrote the
first four books of the Bible at Mount Sinai in the space of a
year, and the fifth book, Deuteronomy, or the Second Law,
forty years after, in the valley of the Jordan; which is recognized in all the other books of the Old Testament, and by
Christ, who quoted from all the works of Moses; that his
authority was also recognized in Grecian and Roman history,
particularly by Pliny.
" He says that modern doubts as to the genuinness of the
books attributed to Moses only began in the sixteenth century
with the criticisms of Spinoza. In regard to the supposition
that Moses wrote in Phoenician characters, and Ezra at
Babylon copied his writing in Chaldee, he claims that it was
nothing more than writing German or Roman in English
letters. Moses, in Ex- vi, 3, says that the name Jehovah
was not known to Abraham; hence, it is argued that Ezra
must hav inserted it in Genesis. His explanation of this is
that the word 'know' is peculiar in Hebrew as well as in
Greek, and, like the passage in John, where Christ said, 'Ye
do not know me,' means comprehend.
"To tbe assertion that the laws of Exodus were so different
from those of Deuteronomy that Moses could not hav writ.
ten bot£, he contends that the code in Exodus was written
for a pastoral people, while that of Deuteronomy was given·
forty years later for a settled people, and that Christ quoted
from both as the works of Moses he considers sufficient evi. deuce to substantiate the fact. that such was the early belief.
''In conclusion, he says that it has been said that Leviticus
was a code also written by Ezra for exiles in captivity, to be
used by the Levites when they had no.civil offices. He says
this is absurd, because the captivity began about three hundred years before Ezra wrote a word, and so, as Christ has
mentioned Leviticus as having been written by Moses, he
thinks he has a pretty good case. What sayest thou ?
"Yours very truly,
JAMES w_ DARE."

The generally received account of the authorship
of the Pentateuch is the account which no Christian
scholar nowadays accepts, and not the least of those
things which provoke the hostility of intelligent men
toward the church, says Keeler, is that the clergy
will not tell their congregations that this "generally
received account" is false in almost every particular.
There is absolutely no affirmativ evidence worth a
pin that Moses, and Joshua, and Samuel, and David,
and Job, and the other Bible heroes wrote the books
ascribed to them, while the negativ evidence very
readily and conclusivly shows that they did not
write them. Especially is this true of Moses and
the ;pe~tateuch. ~uenen's ~osition is that tifadition

alone is responsible for the ascription to.- Moses of
the authorship of the books composing the Pentateuch. In this he has the support of his colleagues
and dozens of Germm and English scholars. One
fact alone is sufficient to disprove Mr. Samson's
statement that Moses wrote four books in a year,
namely, that the Hebrews did not possess the knowledge of manufacturing writing material. Allowing,
what some biblical apologists claim on the strength
of Herodotus's works, that papyrus, parchment, etc_,
were known in th.e Mosaic age, there is little difficulty in showing that the Jews had not sufficiently
progressed from nomadic barbarity to avail themselva of the knowledge. Kuenen shows that in all
manners, social, governmental, religious, the Jews of
those days were undeveloped barbarians, with a
religion as debasing as that of a tribe of African
savages. " They worshiped gods whose character is
most clearly expressed by the symbol of consuming
fire. Bloody sacrifices, too, were the chief part of
their worship, circumcision was practiced, and even
human sacrifices were not unusual." To say that
the chief of a people of this character could :find
time and material to write four voluminous books in
a year is ridiculous. If Moses could write books so
readily, and possessed the materials, why did he and
the Lord spend forty days writing the Commandments upon stone T Besides, anyone can see that
these books were not composed by one author.
Ewald finds distinct ~races of seven different autJJ.Ors
in the Pentateuch. Eichhorn and his followers
assert that Genesis alone was composed by several
people, and certainly no one can maintain that the
two accounts of creation were composed by one
author unless that author was. crazy. In Genesis,
too, reference is made to incidents which did not
happen till hundreds of years after Moses. For
instance, in Gen. xiv, 14, it says that Abraham pursued his brother's captors "unto Dan "-yet the city
of Dan did not exist until Moses had been in his
unknown sepulcher some three hundred and thirty
years. Gilgal, mentioned in Deut. xi, 30, was not
given as the name of. that place till after the entrance
into Canaan_ In Gen. xxxvi, 31, the beginning of
the reign of the kings is spoken of historically, an
event which did not occur before the time of Samuel.
The writer of the Pentateuch either wrote after these
occurrences or possessed a remarkable gift of foresight. There are many other kindred instances of
impossible chronology, proving conclusivly that
Moses did not write the accounts. And so far from
Deuteronomy having been written forty years later,
the evidences, as compiled by Von Bohlen, Vatke,
.George, and other recent critics, show, from its
prophetic character, that, whenever the Pentateuch
was put together, Deuteronomy was the oldest- of
the books collected.
It is true that Christ referred to the Pentateuch,
and Howard Crosby, D.D., once wailed agonizingly
that the general abandonment of the claims for
Moses was an abandonment also of the divinity of
Christ. For how, he asked, could a God quote false
authors, or fail to know who wrote the books of the·
Old Testament? But in these days of biblical criticism we may, we hope, be pardoned for suggesting
that the authenticity of the New Testament itself is
not so indisputable that it overwhelms the criticisms
made upon the Old. It does not help the first lie to
hav a second told to support it.
The criticism of the Pentateuch began as early as
the eleventh century, chiefly among the learned Jews.
The Christians were too ignorant to grapple the subject. Heathen authors, like Celsus and Julian, represented the Pentateuch as mythical, and paralleled
its stories with pagan mythology. In this respect,
they were. the forerunners of the Christian school of
Kuenen, who parallels "the legend of paradise" with
a Persian myth, and symbolizes the conquest of
Christianity over "heathenism" by the legend of the
Drachenfels. After th~ Reformation Spinoza attacked
the origin and date of the Pentateuch, followed by
Simon, Le Clerc, and Van Dale. Since then, and
especially in this century, innumerable critics hav
appeared, notably the Germans, Vater, De Wette,
who says the Elohim portions of the books ascribed
to Moses were written in the age of Samuel and Saul,
the Jehovah portions about the same time, but contradicts other critics and places Deuteronomy later
than either; Schumann, who makes Ezra the author
of the law; Hartmann, who holds that the books
were of slo.w growth and. nQt at
once a complet~d
.
.
~

code; Ammon, who surmises that the Pentateuch
may hav been planned by Moses, was gradually continued down to the time of Solomon, entirely forgotten during the period of idolatry, rediscovered in
the reign of Josiah, and then rewritten and edited
under the name of Moses. Von Bohlen asserts also
that the Pentateuch was gradually developed, but
not brought to a conclusion till the age of Christ.
Coinciding with these and other modern Ger.man
critics in denying to Moses the honor given him are
the biblical scholars of England-Colenso, Robertson, Smith, Davidson, and others. George Smith,
of the British Museum, has contributed to our knowledge of this mythological record by showing that
the story of the creation and fall was known to the
Babylonians at least four thousand years ago. ,And
Draper corroborates this by asserting. that these
legends beoame known to the Jews during their
Babylonian captivity.
But whatever may hav been the original language
of ths Pentateuch, supposing any original to hav
ever existed in written form, in any age, before the
time of Ezra, which is more than doubtful, to this
last-named scribe must be given the credit of the
work. Dr. Samson cannot impeach Colenso's statements that the books of the Pentateuch are never
ascribed to Moses in the inscriptions of Hebrew
manusoript, or in printed copies of the Hebrew
Bible; and that they are not called the books of
Moses in the Septuagint or Vulgate-the old Greek
and Latin versions of the Old Testament. Neither
do any of Dr. Samson's assertions deprive of a jot of
truth Kuenen's statement that strict and impartial
investigation bas shown that the Mosaic authorship
of the Pentateuch must be given up, that Moses gave
us nothing of the law but the Ten Commandmentsand even these not in the form in which we find them
now-but that if we still call these books by his name,
it is only because the Israelites always thought of him
as their first and greatest Jaw-giver, and the actual
authors grouped all their narrative and laws around
his figure, and associated them with his name. Like
the authors of the New Testament, who put into the
mouth of Christ words and sentiments which they
knew he never could hav uttered or held, so these
writers fathered upon Moses laws which he never
delivered to the Israelites. They were the work of
we know not how many people, but the fact that
Deuteronomy was first proclaimed authoritativ in the
time of Josiah is sufficient to show that it was not
written by the same hand that gave us the laws in
Exodus. The first Pentateuchal writer, he who gave
us the creati3n account, was saturated with Persian
legends, and we find the explanation of Genesis being
a duplicate of a Persian myth in a circumstance
which also places the writing at a much later date
than Moses. About 725 B.O. the Israelites were conquered by the Assyrians, and many of them carried
away captiva. Their places were supplied by Assyrians from Babylon, Persia, and other places, from
whom the Pentateuchal writer learned of the creation
myth, which he wove into his story, as he and other
writers did many other Persian legends. Another
book of law appeared about a hundred years later,
and this, when made authoritativ by Josiah, was
woven into the Pentateuchal writer's story. The
second Pentateuchal writer was probably Hilkiah, as
it is certain that the third was Ezra, whose writings
were. published 444 BO. Dr. Knappert says: "Before the Babylonish captivity Israel had no sacred
writings. There were certain laws, prophetic writings, and a few historical books, but no one had ever
thought of ascribing binding and divine authority to
these· documents. Ezra brought the priestly law
with him from Babylon, altering it and amalgamating
it with the narrative and laws already in existence,
and thus produced the Pentateuch in pretty much
the same form (though not quite) as we still hav it."
This explains the statement in 2 Esdras that he wrote
a history of "all that hath been done in the world
since the beginning." The essenti$1 stories, such as
the creation, deluge, etc., we thus see were borrowed
by the Jews; their laws are the handiwork of various
writers, and to Ezra belongs the credit of shapiitg
them into the incoherent form in which we now hav
them. It is no objection to Ezra's authorship of Leviticus to say that Christ quoted from it, and, therefore,
it must hav been written before Ezra's time, for it must
be remembered that the New Testament was written
many hundreds of years later, which easily explains
the ll\att~r, ',fhe ~~n WQQ wrotJl ~n4 ~djte<J t~e New
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Testament had a purpose in view; there were no
stenographers in the days of Jesus; that individual
never put his ideas on paper; and we ·know no more
of what his exact words were than we do of the form
of George Washington's prayer when he went into
the bushes at Valley Forge. And even Ezra's work
is not as he left it. Nehemiah, and later amenders
of the Hebrew canon, changed it freely. They did
not consider it inspired, and, says Davidson, seeing
what Ezra did, "would naturally follow his example,
and would not scruple to revise the text in substance
as well as form. They did not refrain from changing what had been written, or inserting fresh matter."
T4us books which the "generally received accounts"
credit to Moses are the work of a g:reat many irresponsible and uninspired authors, who knew not that
they were tampering with holy writ, but simply fixed
the law up to suit their times. The work was ascribed to Moses only because he was their great man,
the people reverenced him, and his words carried
weight. As a negro in this country bows to the
name of Lincoln, so the Israelites prostrated themselva before the name of Moses; and as the scribes
and politicians of our time take advantage of the
fame of Lincoln, so did the kings and scribes of yore
derive from the name of Moses all the value it possessed.
Mr. Samson has a difficult task before him if he
proposes to rehabilitate the fame of Moses as an
author, and not the least discouragement to such an
attempt is the hard, cold fact that when he proves
his. hero to hav written the Pentateuch, he would
only prove that in doing so Moses wrote himself,
or the source of his inspiration, down as a stupendous
idiot. There is no honor in being shown to be the
author of stateme:q.ts that are not true.

gians say wliat they will of innate and total depravity,
there is in every bosom some little love for justice,
some small abhorrence of cruelty, finite and infinit,
and a few s,eeds of benevolence, which force their possessor to recoil from the Calvinistic religion. And
in his warfare upon this religion, Colonel Ingersoll
has "touched the universal," like the great poets and
artists, and all men of real genius. Shakspere holds
the place he does because of this. His reader is
touched to tears and raised to supreme bights of
indignation ; he is moved to mirth, forced to reason,
and to deplore · human barbarity-all emotions are
aroused. Shakspere touched the universal. "He has
the inspiration of nature itself. He represents life."
So does Colonel Ingersoll, and because he does is
he the power he is. No man's name is oftener in
men's mouths. And this, not becimse he is an errand boy in Congress or a weather-vane in the presidential chair, or has schemed and. obtained a seat in
some legislature, but because his genius has raised
him to an elevation where he is seen of all men. He
is a city set on a hill. When you think of Ingersoll,
the mind involuntarily pictures justice, square
dealing, absolute honor, generosity, courage, goodness, liberty. He is an epoch in himself-the historical period when the world grew better. He
is as universal as Shakspere-except that he cannot
portray meanness. Over his hearers he has the same
influence that Shakspere has upon his readers. The
description of the sufferings of the uncrowned king,
t)le tender affection of Cordelia, the loyalty of the
antic who had not wit enough to desert his master,
the selfishness of eager aspirants for a throne-" the
greatest tragedy in human speech"-is not more quick
to penetrate the human heart than Colonel Ingersoll's
plea for liberty, equality, and love for men and
women and children. There is not a man worthy of
the name who can read "Lear" and not hate injustice.
There is not one who could listen to Colonel Ingersoll's lecture on Liberty and go home and speak
harshly to his wife, or repulse the child climbing upon
his lap. It is this power over the human heart, probably, that makes it seem necessary to Mr. Gladstone
that he should review the religious opinions of its possessor. A man who can stand before five thousand
people and set them to crying at the barbarity of their
race; who can laugh an opinion, crusted with centuries of sacredness, out of their minds; who can
rouse them to anger at the cruelty of irresponsible
Omnipotence-such a man's religious opinions are
worth considering; and the theologians realize it, if
those journalists who never go to church do not.

Colonel Ingersoll's Iteligious Opinions.
The comments of the ordinary run of newspapers
upon the announcement that the Right Hon. Wm. E.
Gladstone wiU sllortly review the religious opinions
of Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll are very amusing, apd
well show the fear and bigotry of the average journalist. One paper says it is killing a musketo with a
c1,mnon ball; another that Colonel Ingersoll is not
very widely known, anyway, and wonders how Gladstone ever ht~ard of him; another laments that the
"grand old man" will giv factitious importance to
Infidelity by answering its chief exponent, and so on
through the scale of excuses and apologies for Christianity. But, however the Christian sympathizers
disguise their sentiments, the fear underlying their
expressions is that when Colonel Ingersoll comes to
consider Mr. Gladstone's considerations the outcome
will be as bad for their pat superstition as the result
of his discussion with Dr. Field-which result is the
inspiring cause of Mr. Gladstone's chivalric interposition. They evidently remember the fabulist's warning to "those who in quarrels interpose," and desire
to save England's chief controversialist from the fate
probably in store for him.
Moreover, the derogatory estimates of Colonel
Ingersoll are evidently the thought of which the
wish is the sterner progenitor, and not the deliberate
utterance of the impartial journalist who weighs current history in evenly balanced scales, and sets down
naught in malice. For it cannot be denied that upon
the theology of the present, no other man, however
eminent a theologian, has had 80 great an influencewholly for good-as Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.
The only one who approaches him .is Charles Darwin.
No preacher bas been listened to by 80 many people,
no writer has had 80 many readers, no orator and
author has left 80 deep an impression upon the minds
of his audiences and students as the champion of
. civilization against medievalism. Thousands upon
thousands hav gladly paid to hear the eloquent
denunciations of orthodox barbarity, and millions of
copies of these lectures hav been sold tg eag&r crowds.
The book pirates of this and other countries could,
if they would open their ledgers, tell how richly they
hav profited by the desire of the people to read in
poetic periods the sentiments they desired to hear,
and were waiting for some one to voice. Since
Martin Luther there has been no man who in a theological dispute had so many unknown disciples and
intellectual partners as Mr. Ingersoll. Great artists,
says the colonel, hold the mirror up to nature, and
the words and works of men of genius throb in unison
with the great ebb and flow of things. This is why
his deep. damnation of theological monstrosities has
~~~ {3Ch.oed back from SO manr bejlfts. ~et the theolo-
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There can be no dodging it-Colonel Ingersoll is
a power, felt everywhere. In England millions hav
read his works. There is scarcely a language-not
one of civilization-not enri<Jhed with the expression
of his thought. In India, even, the missionaries find
it difficult to explain the beauties of the scheme of
endless punishment to the heathen, because they hav
read, in their own spider-track print, the lectures of
Colonel Ingersoll. Everybody, including the people
of New Jereey and Delaware, reads Ingersoll. Perhaps they are shocked-most of them f!ay they areperhaps they hang back with finger in mouth like a
child around the jar of jam-but they finally read him.
And to read Ingersoll is an education in itself. Paine
picked up the threads of Christianity and broke each
·one separately. Ingersoll explodes the whole absurd
scheme. Hearing him broadens the mind, expands
the reasoning power, and exalts men froi;U servil
slaves to self-controling sovereigns. Read him and
you are at once out in the free air; you are filled with
a feeling of your relationship with all there is in the
universe of the beautiful and the sublime; the mountain becomes your brother, the sea your friend, and
Nature a guiding mother. Under the magic spell of
his words every mental shackle breaks, the brain P.teps
forth from bondage-the human race becomes a part
of the Infinit. This is genius.
w·e met a man once at a lecture by Colonel IngersoH. He was a venerable, prosperous-looking gentleman, and listened intently, applauding very much
oftener than did the writer, who agreed with almost
every word. One splendid sentiment proved too
much for the man. The pressure of appreciation ex"
ceeded the strength of his bump of reticence. He
had to take somebody into };lis confidence or burst,
and he pitched upon us. "I can't help it," he said; "I
admire that man. I hear him every time he lectures in
the same state that I am in. I hav traveled two or
thfef'l hundred miles many tiJX~ee tQ be!U" him"-and
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then, as if he had said too much to a stranger, he
added, "Not that I agree with him, but I must hear
him." It is the same spirit that at every Sunday
night reception crowds Ingersoll's large house with
the brains of New York. Authors, artists, actors,
judges, statesmen, business men, and some clergymen,
in short, everybody whose acquaintance is sufficient to
justify a pull at his door-bell, go up there. Why
is this 1 Is it because of his wealth !-he is not so
rich as tens of thousands here in New York. Is it
because of his power in politics T-he wouldn't accept
the presidency. He has no favors to bestow but his
presence, no gifts but his genius with which to bribe.
And if his fame is so factitious and limited, wh11t we
want to know is, why these things are thus, and we
shall feel obliged to any journal which givs a reasonable answer.
The real fact is, however, that the heresy of this
hind quarter of the nineteenth century is typified by
a man of gigantic proportions from whatever point
of view you look at him. And we are glad of itproud of it, and mean to never cease informing the
church that in Colonel Ingersoll she has a knightly
opponent in whose armor she cannot find a crevice,
whose lance she cannot resist, and whose character
she cannot assail.
.

Politic and Pious John Sherman.
The Senate of the Uaited States is struggling
with the chaplain-in-the-army problem. Senator
Henderson has tried his hand at its solution, and so
has John Sherman, in whose bonnet the presidential
bee is musically buzzing. The latter's bill ought to
insure him the support of the churches and the contempt of those who hold the Constitution to be
something better than waste paper. It provides
that chaplains shall be recbmmended by " some
official body of the church of which the applicant
is .a member." Section 2 provides:
" That a chaplain in the army shall perform the religious
seriices at the military post where he is stationed; he shall
preach at least one sermon each week, superintend a Sundayschool, visit the sick, and b:1ry the dead. He shall superintenu the post-schools, post-library, and reading-room, sit on
courts-martial and boards of survey, and shall be a member
of the council of administration."

If this is not establishing religion, which Congress
is expressly prohibited from doing, then the English
language needs revision as badly as did the scriptures. By this section Congress is contracting for
and ordering religious services, is establll3hing Sunday-schools, which are solely for the promotion of
religion, and paying for sectarian sermons out of the
public treasury. There could be no more flagrant
violation of the first amendment to our Constitution,
which amendment is certainly binding upon Congress
if not upon the legislatures of the states.
John Sherman is too pion'! to b~ president.

A Denial of Civil !tights in Missouri.
The Cottage Organ Company, of Chicago, sued
Mary E. Willis, of Hannibal, Mo., for fifty-eight
dollars, alleged to be due for an instrument. J. Harrison, justice of the peace, presided at the trial, which
resulted in a verdict for Mrs. Willis.
One of the witnesses for the defense was Miss
Irene D. ·willis, who, A. R. Ayres, .of the town,
assures us, is a lady of spotless character, superior
education, and cuHure as a teacher of music and
painting. Miss Willis repudiates the cruel belief in
a hell, and the justice, for this, decided that she was
incompetent to testify in court. Thifl decision was
given in the face of Section 5 of Article 2 of the
Missouri constitution, which declares "that no person can, on account of his religious opinion!', be ren
dered ineligible to any office of trust or profit in th a
state, nor be disqualified from testifying, or frvm
serving as a jllror; that no human authority can
control or interfere with the rights of conscience;
that no person ought, by any law, to be molested in
his person or estate on account of his religious persuasion or profession."
Truly, it makes little difference to Christians
clothed with a little brief authority what the laws
are when a here~ic is cencerned. Their conduct bas
ever shown that in their eyes an Infidel has no civil
rights, and scarcely the right to liv. The Missouri
constitution speaks very plainly, the Revised Statutes
contain a section expressly devised for those who
will not take a superstitious vow, yet both are overruled by a little justice of the peace who has just
brains enough to be a Christian, but not enoug'h tQ
comprehend t4e constitutiOP of his l;lt!\te,
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masses prepared to receive from two to four. hours more other way to express ourselvs, we should form ourselvs into
recreation per day? Are they? Then it is good for them. a party with one plank, at least, in favor of the greatest
But are they not? Then they are no better than dogs; the good to humanity, viz., the total Prohibition of th~ sale of
longer the chain the more they will rattle. I fear the bulk tlie vile- stuft', except as a. poison as above suggested. I will
MABIONVILLE, PA., Jan. 25, 1888.
of the people are yet ignorant, dependent on priest and sac- try and see if I can get up a club again. The Freethinkera•
MR. EDITOR : I am sorry to inform you that Isaac Watson,
rament to substitute their sacred enjoyment for a good library Magadtae, edited by H. L. Green, at Buffalo, is take11 by
one of our most respected citizens, died here on December
and replace by their prayer and hymn book the " Age of some parties who take your paper, and that has taken quite
23d last, at the age of ninety years. He was a great reader
a Liberal view of this subject; and as there are many of our
Reason."
Yours truly,
AMBROSE LoRENsON.
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and waited anxiously each week for
great family uncivilized, we must work and wait for good
its coming.
·
GEo. G. CRESSEY.
NEw ERA, ORE., Jan. 29, 1888.
resultl!.
R. BAKER.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find thirty cents, for which please
BosTON, Feb. 9, 1888.
FoRT WoRTH, TEx., Feb. 7, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I send an anecdote on testing the old precept. send your ANNUAL ALMANAC for 1888, also" Ingersoll CateMR. EDITOR: I look through " Letters from Friends "
chised."
We
get
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
every
week,
also
S.
P.
A minister who lost his coat at a revival meeting advertised
every week with the hope of finding the names of some
for the assumed owner to come and receive the present of Putnam's Freetlwught, which is splendid. All of my family Liberals here, but they seem to be afraid, or hav not the time
the "cloak also." Tbe man did not accept the bribe-the are Liberals from the backbone, and cannot help it, for they to write. I heard to.day that an Infidel lecturer would be
promised reward for stealing. He lacked faith in Christian surely inherit from their parents. My father was an Infidel, here soon. We hav three Bible-pounders, one male and two
integrity. A history written in fraud, blood, and treachery but he passed away when I was a child five years old. My females, who do their decorativ mind-painting from the lofty
mother was a Baptist, so I was raised under the sound of.the
stood in the way of the experiment.
JAMEs ANDERSON.
preacher's voice. I hav three brothers. Two are church- summit of a dry goods box rolled out in the street, and
members; one is on my side. I never write to the Christian claim that the Infidel preachers will send more people to
ELMO, ARK., Feb. 2, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: You need not stop my paper unless I get too brothers that I do not giv them a good blessing on the faith hell than the devil can attend to ; and then the way they tear
delinquent, whatever may be the difference of our opinions of their belief. They do not like it one little bit. I intend up hell and scatter it over the town, one is afraid to go out
in regard to the Anarchists notwithstanding. If the courts not to let them alone as long as I can write to them. They after dark for fear of being scorched by a little hell. They
hav piled hell-fire, brimstone, melted metals, and burning
did deviate from their codes of laws, and rules of justice, liv in Missouri.
We Liberals think of organizing soon. We want to be in souls up four stories high all over town; but it seems that the.
they only executed the Anarchists by the mode which they
themselvs advocated. By all means let us hav the cartoons. working order against Mr. Putnam comes with us again. heat from the poor Christian's hell does not affect the mud
I consider it no more harm to illustrate on paper than on the We badly need some one to lecture for us here. There are any, nor does it save wood for the Infidels, as I hav a lively
imagination. On paper we hav the illustrations in the light; quite a number of Liberals here around. All they need is fire, and am not overheated either. Perhaps the devil has
not learned the secret of penetrating the fireproof coating on
Yours truly,
MRs. W. W. JEssE.
in the imagination, we hav them in darkness. We choose "waking up.
an Infidel. He will probably wait till the Christians get
light rather than darkness.
JOHN HINDMAN.
CHANDLER's VALLEY, PA., Feb. 8, 1888.
through with me; and they hav nearly done this by not
GLEN CrTY, PA., Feb. 2, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Well, the Lord has come again among the giving me their work. I would like to hear from some
MR. EDITOR: I feel as if I should nominate two honest men people of this place, and is threatening unrepentant sinners Liberal where a No.1 painter is in demand. I can emigrate,
for 1888. I think the time has come to lay aside all party and cold-hearted Christians with a bath of burning sulphur, but cannot believe ghost-stories; and I never miss a chance
spirit, and see that the best men we hay i~ the United States heated seven times hotter than ever before, if they do not to argue with God's agents, as they term themselvs, and
be nominated this fall ; and besides, a Secular candidate gei right down to the work of praising and paying his divine when Remsburg comes here, or anyone else, if I cannot help
should by all means be nominated. So I will name the best subjects, priests, that speak by the mouth of God, telling them along with money, I will find a rough meal for them
man in this world. If he accepts, I am sure he will be man that he is totally depraved, with no soundness or good- should they desire it, and do what I can to advertise them.
elected:
ness in him (what a poor mechanic the maker was!), and
I hav about $14 worth of books, pamphlets, and TRUTH
. For President,
that man is cursed by the mouth of the prophets for the poor SEEKERs loaned out to the soft-shells. No advice to offer,
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL;
job God made in his creation of the highest animal.
only keep Heston at work.
C. E. ILLSEN.
For Vice-President,
What a small number in liberty's ranks are on the battleROBERT LINCOLN.
WARRENsBURG, Mo., Feb. 5, 1888.
field defending the i:l.ag of human rights as an ensign to menG. P. DREISBACH.
MR. EDITOR: As I see nothing from this part of the countal freedom and moral culture!
CORINTH, ILL., Feb. 6, 1888.
Mr. S. P. Putnam is doing a noble work in his Western try, I will try and keep you posted as to what is going on
MR. EDiTOR : In reading "Letters from Friends," I hav labor. Mr. C. B. Reynolds and all of the workers are the here. I am not a subscriber to your paper, but I hav been
failed to see any from this place, so I thought I would tell battering-rams that deplOlish the walls of superstition. I getting it through the newsdealer for a year and a half. My
you something about this part of the moral vineyard. There trust scores of workers will be added monthly to do battle father and I had Mr. Reynolds come here and deliver four
are several around here who are Liberals in principle realJy, against error.
lectures. We engaged him for three the _lirst time, but the
Yours for truth, MRs. E. J. STouGHTON.
good Christians beat us out of one, so we postponed it until
but hav had no opportunity to develop themeelvs, for we hav
RoCKPORT, Mo., Feb. 6, 1888.
had no lecturer through here to enlighten the minds of the
Mr: Reynolds came back, when he gave us two more. The
MR. EDITOR : A few days ago I had a controversy with a audiences were not large, but gave good attention. The
people in the way of Free thought and refornt, and those who
are Liberally inclined hav become so in spite of the hell-fire couple of orthodox gentlemen, and they assured me that I good seed has been sown, and I think the harvest will be
doctrin they were taught to believe. As to myself, I was was going to hell. I asked them where it was located. I good. I will do all I can to keep the ball rolling.
Tbere has been a good deal said p1·o and con in regard to
raised too much of my time on my knees to enjoy my young quoted Luke xiv, 26, and the verse where Christ told the
days, as I was taught to be continually in fear. But I hav young man to sell what 1J.e had and giv to the poor, and also the Chicago seven. I admire your good sense in taking the
outgrown the teachings of the past, and now do my own where it says it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of unprejudiced view that you did. There are too many men
thinking. I hav been taking THE TRUTH BEEKER but a short a needle than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of heaven. who call themselvs Freethinkers who are as bigoted as the
time. I like it the best of any paper I ever read. Keep I asked them if they ever knew a Christian that hated all his most rabid orthodox. The fact is, they hav only lost their
relativs, and his ow_n life also, in order to be a disciple of Bible God and are now worshiping at the feet of Mammon.
Heston at wotk; his pictures are splendid.
Christ. I asked them if. they ever knew of a man or Christian The. man who talks about this being a free country is either
· IsAAC C. 0DLE.
that sold all he had and gave to the poor in order to be saved. ignorant of what is going on or is interested in deceiving the
AYER, MASs., Feb. 6, 1888.
I asked them if they ever knew a rich Christian to unload on people. That the liberties of the people are being underMR. EDITOR: I wish to get my last year's volume of THE account of the rich-man-and-camel business. All these mined, any man can see that is not blind with prejudice.
TRUTH SEEKER bound, and find I am short of three numbers, queries are as yet unanswered, but they assured me that I Brother Swan says he does not envy one who has been more
viz., October lOth and .the last !WO of December. Please was going straight to hell, and that I had better quit taking fortunate than he has. Neither do I, if he got it honestly;
hav the kindness to send them to me-price inclosed. I and writing for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I told them that the that is, if he does not enjoy at my expense. When a man
wish to hav the volume complete. Among the choice.litera- old orthodox institution they were trying to scare me with takes advantage of his fellow-man for his self-aggrandizement,
ture of to-day, there is not a book that contains such quan- had no terrors for me, and tbat I should talk for universal then he is dishonest. Or in other words, if I hav more
tity, quality, and variety ·of intellectual food lis does THE mental liberty as long and much as I could. The fact is, the brains then you hav and I use them to your detriment or to
TRUTH SEEKER. I would that there were a volume in every old dogmas of the Christian religion are played out, and their beat you out of what you hav got, then I am at fault.
library and on every center-table in our land. Tbat "no arguments are threats, nothing Jess and nothing more.Of course, I do not expect this idea would meet with popusuch book in the world" (and I agree with them, and want
Yours for the right,
G. G. BEcK.
lar approval, but it does seem to me that a man should use
no more like it) would soon seek oblivion, and its adherents
his superiority of intellect to the uplifting of his fellow-man
PouGHKEEPsiE, N.Y., Feb. 8, 1888.
would say it didn't mean thus and so. But " now that
instead of to his degradation.
MR. EDITOR: Last year I obtained a club of four besides
light, reason, is come into the world," the cloak is gone.
I hope some one will take Mr. Denslow in hand. He is
Tbe patent copyright at the end of the Bible is run out, and myself and sent you the $10 required. Whether I can get an able ally of the money power.
the priests and clergy manipulate the Bible with the same the same four to do the same this year, or any other four, I
I think Watson Heston deserves great credit for showing
nonchalance with which the boys said: "Now bring on am unable' to say. Of one thing you are probably aware, up the Bible in its true light.
G. C. BOLTON.
and that is, the growing sentiment against the liquor traffic
your bears."
ELIJAH MYRICK.
and the need of its suppression by law, and one other
BELLEVUE, IDA., Feb. 15, 1888.
NoRTH LAKE, Wrs., Feb. 7, 1888.
thing you ought to understand, if you do not, and that is,
MR. EDITOR : In '' Letters from Friends " in your issue of
MR. EDITOR: I inclose, besides subscription, money for the that the Liberals, or Freethinkers, are in favor of some law Feb. 11th was one from Harriet and Wm. Thorpe. I had
1888 ANNUAL and Colonel Ingersoll's Argument in the Rey- for the suppression of this curse of curses, and it will not not previously noticed the one from "Ohio," to which they
do, in my opinion, for any association or body of people that allude. If so be the religion of humanity, the belief held by
nolds case.
I was in hope that some one besides myself would fall in desire to liav any doctrin or principle followed to a success- those who advocate iove to man more than love to God,
with me and help to swell the list of subscribers, but so far ful issue to at the same time close their eyes against this is to ignore the Golden Rule of life, then it is time that we
all hopes hav failed. THE TRUTH BEEKER will hav to be con- growing sentiment; or, which is still worse, treat its promot- look about us and see where we are drifting.
tented with one single one from this corner of the world. ers with contempt. Your utter contempt of the clergy, as
U the intellect, like a glittering iceberg, is to blind the eyes
Tbe people here are not literate enough. Many like to see a body, I fully justify you in, as -they represent the church, of pity, and congeal the warm currents of charity, let us turn
and enjoy the pictures. For my part, I hav always thought that would, as in the past, I fully believe, persecute, even our thoughts and feelings into tlie more vital and refreshing
that to keep on was solely my own benefit.
me, unto death, if clothed with power, and hence I am so streams of the emotional nature, whose warm impulses
Knowledge is what we need, and THE TRUTH BEEKER is a jealous of the God-in-the-Constitution party, and of the never tum away from the needy and suffering. For my
great educator. It is independent and paddle-its-own-canoe clerical element in the Prohibition party, that I will not vote, part, the few kind letters I hav received hav helped me to
in principle. It does not place itself as a bait for priests and or rather, I never hav voted, for. it, and, not being willing to bear my burdens ef life more cheerfully, and hav given me
popes and political game.hunters, or as a tool for capitalistic not exercise the franchise, voted the Democratic ticket in the opportunity of expressing my thanks and good-will to
monopolization. It holds its own special flag, the banner 1884 and since, with some exceptions by splitting, as we. call those kind, though stranger, friends; and, if I never meet
for the liberation of all mental slaves.
it. And now matters are in this shape-no political party them, they willliv ,in my memory forever. ·
It advocates impartial justice, which was made strikingly dares be honest in the suppression of the rum traffic, except
I hav had it thrown up to me that the so-called Liberals
manifest in the great labor movement, ·so fresh in memory, so far as the Prohibition party may be, and I believe they as were the most il-liberal· of people; citing the case of Father
which resulted in the bloody tragedy the 11th of November a body are, except the clergy, and with them it is secondary. Hacker, saying that " the whole of the Liberal Leagues
last. I sympathize with THE TRuTH SEEKER in its view that Their God is first. I believe in the principle of the Prohibi- could not support one poor old man." I felt chagrined at
the Anarchists were unjustly prosecuted. Not that I favor tion by law Of the sale of alcohol ·in any form except as the seeming truth of this statement, but was loth to lay the
Anarchism, or think there is any need of force. Neither is it other poisons are sold, and so labeled. I like your paper, charge to their lack of generosity; but if there are a majorthe proper remedy to accomplish any satisfactory result.
and shall continue to take it and p~y for it, because in the ity of the friends who think, with "Ohio," that we should
'fhe privilege of liberty is like a plant; if we do not know main I fully concur with all·the sentiments of the editorials. not speak to one another of our trials in life, in order that we
the proper way to treat it, it will soon die out. We must As for contributors, you accord all generally a hearing may hav our burdens made lighter by the kindly assistance
understand our duty before we can enjoy freedom as it was through your paper. Do not understand me as dictating, of others, then all our ethics and charitable teachings are
meant to be by Jefferson and Pai.lie.
but it seems to me that we as Liberals cannot afford to be wrong, and it would be far better to steel the heart against
The ei~b~.}!.ow l~bor s~le ~s ~!l l10~est <;laim, but !lr\l ~~e }p.Q.i1'ferent upop. tp.fs all-im~ort~t ~qbject1 an~ if we 1ln4 P,q UJ~ t~lUferin~ ~4 u.nfof~Hn~te, an(l to pas~;~ t~em by lls tll~
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Le:vite did the wounded man in the story of the good Samaritan, than to let go out the grandest impulses of the heartto lift up and comfort the fallen and unhappy victims of misfortune, a fate that no one is exempt from who livs on this
earth, so full of unforeseen changes.
Well has it been symboled that the tree of life is guarded
by a flaming sword, and all who approach it are in danger of
being wounded by it, though desiring only the good of life
and love. I hav been rich in this world's goods, and I can
bear its poverty without complaining, if only I can feel and
know there are kind hearts beating responsiv to my own
with the universal love of the whole human family; of which
we are brothers and sisters-and we should be so, not only
in name, but in all this implies.
LUNA. HuTOHINBON..
GoonwYNSVILLE, VA., Jan. 29, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Brother Peck's " Open LetteJ: to the Proscriptionists" is the most proscriptiv I hav seen at all. He
has outproscribed the most rabid proscriptionists. Our
.complaining brother may be a good shoemaker, but I do not
like the style of shoe he makes. Then I shall stop buying
that shoe, or complain to the maker to change the style. If
he does not change, then must one keep on wearing the shoe
that pinches? Does not Mr. Peck see that he is the proscription master-general? And how about a]J this foolishness about " capitalists" and "bread-winners?" Are not all
of us bread-winners? Are not all of us trying to be capitalists? Is not Gould a bread-winner? Suppose, Mr. Editor,
you print a TRUTH BEEKER with all, or nearly all, of its pages
filled with Talmage's sermons, and the balance with reports of missions, how long would it take Mr. Peck to write,
" Stop?" Now, I would rather pay $10 per year for THE
TRUTH BEEKER than not hav it at all, but I came very near
stoping my paper while the " Reformer " was giving her
"Reminiscences." I should hav taken the paper again after
the "Reminiscences" had stopped. If some reformer wants
to free all the dogs in Virginia I hav no objection, but I insist
on being excused when that reformer Wishes to force me to
eat and drink with the dogs. We cannot all agree. So let
us agree to let each other disagree. What right has Peck to
peck at the shoemaker and still make him pay for being
pecked at? I hav spent many a happy evening reading
Brother Peck's attacks on the Bible, and there he is a barrel
instead of a peck ; but he ought not to object to any man's
not paying for what he does not want. GEo. W. BARNES,
MuBRAY, IDA., Feb. 4, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I now write to inform you that sickness has
caused me to fail in remitting you as per agreement. In the
latter part of August my faithful wife and loving companion
was taken ill, and during October and November I despaired
of her ever getting well. It seemed as though death was
trying to claim her a victim, and take her hence to the unknown world of eternal sleep or endless happiness. But,
thanks to medical skill in removing disease, once more she
is permitted to sing a lullaby to her only child, a darling
little boy. Our babe is eighteen months old, and was named,
in honor of two of the great and noble thinkers of the nineteenth century, Volney Ingersoll. Oh, how can I command
words to express my thoughts about that model husband and
loving father; the hater of superstition and hypocrisy; the
lover of liberty, justice, and truth; that illustrious orator
and honored champion of Free thought, whose words of wisdom fire our hearts with freedom, with love, and liberty?
0 Liberty! Liberty! where wouldst thou be at roll-eall without such men as R. G. Ingersoll?
V'{e are surrounded by some of God's saints, who hav
slandered and persecuted us on account of our having named
our baby after those two ("horrible," God's saints call them)
men. They used all their combined efforts to persecute me
when my wife was lying on a bed of pain. For several years
my health has been in a very poor condition, and it has been
all I could do to support my little family, but as long as I liv
I shall fight superstition, although poverty stares me in the
face. With all my heart I .detest, loathe, and abhor all
enemies of love, truth, and justice.
Myself and wife dearly love the grand old TRUTH SEEKER,
cartoons and all, but I fear that after our time expires we
will hav to stop taking it for a while, but it would be very
sad and lonely for us to part with the dear old TRUTH SEEKER
after having taken it almost three years. But before that
time arrives I hope some good angel in human form will
smile on us.
JoHN W. SMITH.
DAMABOUS 1 0., Jan. 18, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I like the name of your paper, " THE TRUTH
SEEKER." More than fifty years ago, when engaged in teaching, I one day incidentally observed to the class in natural
philosophy tllat nature was always true, and while we were
following her laws we need not fear going far astray. A
young man, an excellent member of the class, who had recently been '' converted," in a very gentlemanly manner took
exception to the views advanced, and argued that it. was not
so taught in the scriptures, etc. He was reminded of the
fact that comparativly but a few years ago, the zealous advocates of the Bible put men to death for teaching the truth
as it is in nature, but which they, by their interpretation of
the Bible, believed to be condemned. Now this, under the
advancing light of science, is accepted as the truth of God.
This state of things among mankind has been continually
.met with by the writer through the whole of his busy life.
I hav all along met with good, thinking men, Liberalminded, disposed to enter the vanguard in the battlefield of
reformation and improvements, and yet so wedded to old
habits of thought and action that they could not be induced
to giv up an old error and tolerate a newly_ discovered truth.
For truth is Eternal, and only progressivly discovered.
I herewith send you a copy of a little work on the Englhih
1angua~e 1 in :whl,ch is 11sed1 rr proposed1 a D!!W alphabet, i~

which tl~ere is used a distinct letter for every distinct sound
in ·the language-thirty-nine, upon a careful analysis. These
letters always represent the same sounds. I claim it is an
untruth to teach a child that oa spells k or that go spells go,
since c and B in the alphabet hav· the same identical
sound, and. should therefore hav the same power m spelling,
and g andJ represent the same sound in tl,te alphabet, but no
one would think that jo would spell go. .Aitch.o cannot rationally be forced to spell ho, nor can dmbleyou..o spell wo.
And so on through the absurd chapter.
And then, the silent letters so frequently used in spelling
are an outrage on truth, time, labor, and reason-e. g.,
tough, though, slough, sight, wright, severally pronounced
tuj, tlto, sluf, site, rite. No word on any account should hav
more letters in its composition than it contains elementary
sounds. We say " hate;" in this the final e is red:.rndant,
and should be dropped. "Laugh" no one could imagin
should be pronounced laf, had not some arbitrary or priestish power imposed it on the laity, who implicitly submit to
the imposition.
I hav taken this freedom with you because you profess to
be truth seekers, and also I noticed occasionally that these
" dead-beats," the silent letters, had been left off in your
print.
J. P. GRUWELL.
WELLAND, ONT., Feb. 15, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: This is a communication-or excommunication-! received from my sister in Troy, through her Jesuitic son William O'Leary, 89 Short 6th st., Troy. · They
paid me a visit or two. I used them well. They could see
by the pictures and books round the house I was· removed
from their way of thinking. I served twenty-three years
in the British army in India, amongst the gods Rama,
Juggernaut, etc. I got weaned from perpetual adoration of
a bit of bread. I am taking your paper since D. M. BenMroHAEL BLAKE.
nett's trial. I remain,
Yours, etc.,
89 SHORT 6TH BT. TRoY, N.Y. Jan. 22.
My dear Mr. Blalce: Your communication of the 16th at
hand, and am pleased to learn to know that all is prosperous
you.
Without a doubt you hav often wondered why we hav'nt
written, but when you would giv it a second thought you
allways knew. As is our custom we communicated with all
our friends and exchanged greetings previous to the holidays.
But could not longer see the sence of wishing a Merry Christmas to one, who wmld not know its meaning and could not
feel its joy, Mother has for some time wanted to write to
you and giv you a most rigerous tongue lashing, but I hav
caused her to put it off, from time to time, lest you should
think I, the recipient of your hospitality, was most ungratefull. But when-ever I think of you, it is in thoughts of the
deepest sorrow too think that you, my uncle in such an advanced a~e, should be in such a miserable, wreatched spiritual condition. Better for you, had you never been born
than liv to ·see the day, when you would hav the audacity,
-to stand up in a so called enlightened council and deny the
existance of the living God. Better for Sodom and Gommarsh. than for such as ym. You, who was born in tile isle
of saints, given a good Catholic rearing, should denounce
the faith of your, parents and and ancestors when you became enlightened.
•
Your only sister who always loved and cherished you, has
been in peace of mind, fataly wounded. Her highest ambition for years, was to embrace her only brother from whom
she had been seperated for so many years. And to secure
herself this most gratifying pleasure, she at a good round
age undertook a most tedious journey of 400 miles. There
to behold a living monsterous infidel of her own flesh and
blood, and she has never since been in the better of the
shock.
She says you are no longer her brother, she severs all
bands of relationship, to remain so as long as you continue
in your present condition. But when you will consent to
change your abominal creed, for the one you hav purjured,
then and not untill than will you be reinstated in your former
relation-ship Well do you know the esteem jn which the
Blakes were held, in their section of the old country, but
little do you comprehend the shame and disgrace you hav
brought upon that esteemable name.
Why when I (Norah) think that my brother would notallow his own children to say a prayer or bless their Creator
and Redeemer I think I must be mad or dreaming, but it is
too true too true But I shall hope that their good mother
shall hav influense enough with them in after years to bring
them· to the true light.
I hav stood numerous insults for my religion, but that I
should liv to see my brofJU!1' deny his God and the blessed
Virgin is too much.
Living in hope I bid you farewell. Fare the well :
NoRAH, by her son William.

GrnEoN, KAN., Feb., 288.
MR. EDITOR : I hav been a reader of your paper several
years, and I think you are doing a grand work in freeing the
mind of man from old, defunct superstitions. We are
blessed-or cursed-in this county with the church, having
two Presbyterian, one Congregational, one Catholic, three
Methodist, two Baptist, one United Brethren, and other de.
nominations too numerous to mention, all in the city of
Lawrence, a town of twelve thousand inhabitants. Lawrence, as you perhaps already know, has revived some of the
old Connecticut Blue laws. Last spring the citizens of this
'' historic" city elected a full Republican ticket, councilmen
and all full. fledged. You know we hav municipal suffrage
for _women in this state, and the Republicans, to elect all
their ticket, had every colored woman in the town register
and vote. Well, as soon as·these goody-goody officers took
control, backed by the Women's Christian Temperance
Union, they began to pass Blue-law ordinances, until it has
become so strict that a person cannot buy candy, a cigar, or
a newspaper, or get· his boots blacked on Sunday. One
young Comstock of the West, belonging to the Young Men's
Christian Association, bought five cents' worth of candy
from one of our confectioners and had him arrested and
fined for selling it on Sunday. What is our great American
republic coming to, when a man cannot sell a nickel's worth
o~ capd! without some lynx-eyed Com.stoc~· httvin~ hitlll\l'•
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rested and fined? Business men are leaving the town, and
after a while we shall hav ouly preachers and Cr!J.nks left.
Prohibition is another curse to the · state. Liquor. is
shipped into Kansas by the car-load from "poor old Missouri," and of the worst and vilest kind. Christianity,
ba-cked by women's influence, is the cause of this condition.
·Giv woman the ballot and the Liberals of this country will
soon be placed behind bars and free· speech completely
snuffed out. But the sooner the better, for come it will and
must. Woman has been kept in ignorance as to the ballot,
and the only way out is to giv her complete freedom of
speech, press, and the ballot. The outcome will be grand.
Man has failed in purifying politics. Woman will purify
them in the end, but in het ignorant state at the start will
make it worse.
I was raised a Christian, and was taught to believe there
was a sheol for nine-tenths of the people born. I hav long
since ceased to believe such nonsense just because it was in
an old Jew book, written in image of ignorance and superstition, and am glad to see thousands of my fellow-men coming to the same conclusion.
I sometimes hav hot arguments with some Christian
·friends, but they never hav time, or are not posted, or something else, for they invariably fly the track and leave the Infidel in peace.
I hav heard a great deal about Spiritualism, but hav failed
to see any manifestations from the dead. I hav seen a great
many Spiritualists, and they all look queer-hav a far-away
look in their eyes. And I think their ism 'as big a humbug
as Christianity, and that they are mentally diseased. What
does a sound, healthy man need of a ghost? Let the ghosts
and Gods leave this world for man alane, to build up a religion grander than all others, the religion of humanity.·
J. W. WATKINS.

PrTTBVILLE, Wis., Jan. 28, 288.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $2.75, for which please send
me the ANNUAL for 1888, and credit me on subscription for
the balance.
Keep up those "horrid pictures," though some of your
subscribers do think they hurt the feelings of their Christian
neighbors. It is true th11.t some of the pictures on the last
page of THE TRUTH BEEKER hav been a little rude, but those
on the first page hav been a lecture in themselvs, and the
artistic work is constantly improving. How any sensible
Liberal can complain about the pictures on the ground that
they wound the feelings of their Christian neighbors is difficult to understand. Suppose my Christian neighbor takes a
religious journal that has illustrations th~t are offensiv to
me, how foolish it would be in him to cry : " Stop my
paper I I am ashamed to show it to my Infidel friends!"
We would think him a very unsubstantial Christian, to say
the least. You probably hav not Christian subscribers
enough that you need consult the wishes of the orthodox
how you shall conduct your paper.
·
Then, there are some who are either very dull of compre.
hension, or are willfully trying to misrepresent your position
in regard to the Chicago Anarchists. When you hav again
and again said you did not sympathize with the principles of
Ana.rchy, but were only pleading for a fair trial, it seems as
though your patience would be well-nigh exhausted. But in
spite of all you hav said in regard to your position in this sad
affair, you are still an advocate of "misrule," and some
of your subscribers "love their country" so much they can
no longer support you. It seems to me as though no fairminded man could treat you in that manner, as you hav
printed letters and arguments against the Anarchists as well
as in their favor. I would suggest that you offer some of
these chronic kickers space in TnE TRUTH SEEKER to prove
that the men executed in Chicago, November 11th, had a
fair trial. That is something I would like to see proven, and
if these grumblers will read understandingly they will see
that is the point at issue. Let them either do this or forever
hold their peace.
There a~e some, too, who are very sensitiv on the subject
of iconoclasm. They think you are not using the right
method in propagating Free thought; that you are destroying more than you build. Now, in mathematics, we say that
a proposition is proved true when we prove its contrary to
be false. While this cannot strictly apply in polemics or
science, yet all rhetoricians agree in stating that when the
orator or writer has to deal with ignorance and prejudice
that is the most effectiv method of argument. Every one of
us who has been engaged in Liberal work knows how useless it is to talk of the relation of man to man on" the ground
of natural morality until we first show people the faiRity of
the doctrins of Christianity. It may be that some wealthy
Liberals, living in a very Liberally inclined community, and
receiving the homage that is always paid to wealth, see no
need of iconoclastic work. But let them be poor, and at the
same time known to be opposed to orthodoxy, they would
BOon be convinced that in the most enlightened communities
there was much need of image-breaking. Or let them go
with me into school-rooms for a few years, where we find
children, even in the latter part of the nineteenth century,
who hav been taught at home to believe that clocks will fre.
quently stop, to giv warning of the death of some of the
family; that ghosts still haunt some rickety house or a
graveyard; that if we see a meteor or a shooting-star, it is a
sign some one of the f11.mily will die; that comets are sent by
the almighty as a sign that there is to be war, or we will be
visited by a pestilence or some terrible calamity, and they
would s·ee that Liberalism had a great amount of destructiv
work yet to do-hard work for many years to come.
There are a few Liberals in this place, and we want Mr.
Reynolds to visit us on his return to the East in the spring.
If he will write to me when he can visit us, I will do what I
can to secure & Al\11 !'nd raise money to pay him for one or
two lectqre~,
Fr~t!Jm~lly,
Gil<!· .ij. PAWJ.E!·
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Iyou hav been on a whaling expedition in my
Edited by Mms SusAN H. Wu:ol!l, Fall
Ri'Der, Mass., to tJJMm all OommuniMtions fO'r
th£8 00'1"1U!'r should be ~rent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower.
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known a.s the Ohildren•s Hour. ·•

A

Re~ular

Boy.

He was not at all particular
To keep the perpendicular,
While walking, for he either skipped or jumped.
He stood upon his head awhile,
And, when he went to bed awhile,
dove among the pillows, which he thumped.
He never conld keep still a hit;
The lookers-on thought ill of it ;
He balanced on his ear the kitchen-broom;
And did some neat trapezing,
Which was wonderfully pleasing,
On every peg in grandpa's harness room.
From absolute ina.nit.y,
The cat approached insanity
To see him slide the banisters, so rash;
But once on tba.t mahogany,
While trying to toboggan, he
Upset his calculations with a crash!
And since that sad disaster
He has gone about in plaster.Not of paris, like a. nice Italian toy;
But the kind the doctor uses,
When the bumps and cuts and bruises
Overcome a. litt-le regular live boy!

He

-George CoopPr, tn St. Nicllolas

ror March.

Capture of a Wltale.
When I lived in Fall River, Mass., once
upon a time, there appeared upon that part
of the coast bordering Tiverton, the .next
town, a good-sized whale and her little one.
It was, of course, a great sight, because an
unaccustomed one, in those parts. Boats
went out in pursuit, and finally secured the
baby. The baby's mamma, no doubt, felt
keenly the loss of her little one, and, halffrightened to death, she splashed wildly
around in the water, until finally she stopped
to rest just below the bridge in Tiverton,
familiarly known as the " Stone Bridge,'•
about six miles off from Fall River.
Near by lived a man who in other days had·
been oii many whaling voyages, and away up
in the attic of his home, stowed away, were
an old harpoon and a lance. This man was
away from home at the time of which I
write, but he had a son about twelve or
fifteen years old, who took a notion that he
would like to capture the whale that was
swimming about in the water, looking for
her lost baby.
·
So Charley, remembering the old harpoon
iD the attic, and also the stories he had heard
his father tell about the way they take whale;~,
soon had the harpoon downstairs, and, with
a comrade, started to catch the whale. They
first procured all the old pieces-of rope they
.could find alid spliced them together, and at
one end they attached the rusty harpoon;
the other end they made fast to the middle
no~ch of an old bar-post.
It was quite dark before their preparations
were completed; but, nothing daunted, the
two boys, Charley and Ned, proceeded in
their attempt to bring in the whale undet the
light of the moon that was shining very
brightly.
Taking the long rope and harpoon that had
done good service in other days into a rowboat, they boldly pushed out into the waters
of the bay. Charley stood in the bow of tbe
boat, harpoon in hand, VI' bile Ned carefully
paddled in .the direction of the whale. They
werit on toward the bridge as cautiously as
possible, neither speaking except in whispers.
Soon they were close upon the monster,
and so excited that they trembled violently.
But Charley had a firm hand and steady aim,
and plunged the old harpoon into the body of
Mrs. Whale. Instantly the water was laslled
into a seething foam; away went the rope,
and the bar. post to which it had been secured
also, bobbing, jumping, dancing, leaping, as
abar-post never bobbed, jumped, danced, or
leaped before, first on one side, then on the
other, then end on end, out of sight, and
down the bay, almost before the boys had
time to say Jack Robinson. The whale was
out of sight, too. The boys got home as best
they could, very wet,. and very much astonished at the great strength of a whale, and
rather discomfited at their inability to catch
whales, and half afraid tbat they might get a
whale of another kind for their audacity in
meddling with the greatest of all marine
nimals.
The next morning the father arrived home.
1
' Well, my son," Sllid he, "l understand

absence."
"Yes, sir," answered Charley with a sigk.
"You didn't succeed in capturing the
whale?"
"No, sir."
"Where's the harpoon?" he inquired.
" In the whale," demurely answered
Charley.
The father smiled, but, taking his old
lance, he ·and the two boys rowed down
the bay in the direction the boys supposed
the animal had gone.
Presently they came upon the bar-post, but
no whale was in sight.
Now, the gemleman knew the habits of the
creatures one of which he was in pursuit of.
He knew that when one was wounded, it
would dive under water and swim with great
rapidity, fleeing for dear life from its enemy,
and would only come to the surface to take
breath. This particular whale had become
fatigued into a passiv and yielding state by
dragging the long bar-post with the harpoon
sticking in him, and laY. just under the water,
excepting ttat part of the head called the
"blow-hole," or nostril, which was only at
the edge of the surface.
"Now, Charley," said the father, "I am
going to take t,he post into the boat, or alongside it, and do you row cautiously in the
direction the rope leads, and I gbess we will
succeed in finding the whereabouts of her
ladyship."
Charley did as directed, and, ·together with
Ned, they coiled the rope into the boat as
they followed its lead, slowly and carefully.
It was not long before they came upon the
whale, lying there under the water, alk tired
out.
" There she blows!" exclaimed Charl~y's
father, and, thrusting the lance into a vital
part of her body, the water round about was
suffused with her blood, and in a few minutes
she was quite dead.
Assistance was procured to tow her ponderous body to the shore, and then the farmers
round about came with several yokea of oxen
and pulled her up on the beach.
It was a great day when that whale was
secured, and people came many miles to see
such a "monster of the deep "-for she was
nearly fifty feet long-high and dry on the
land.
After awhile the whale was disserted, or
taken to pieces, the bone and oil disposed of
for a handsome sum, and the ·carcass J.!uried.
The teeth were kept as mementoes.
In regard to the whale, modern scientists
think tLat it once had legs and fur like the
beaver; but the conditions of its living became so changed that it had no need of
either, and hence, by non-use of legs, they
first became feebler and smaller, then quite
useless, until after the lapse of years they disappeared altogether. And as whales lived
more and more in the water, the fur disappeared, too, because it cannot grow when
constantly wet in salt water. This· shows
plainly enough that if we would keep the
limb9, muscles, mind, and all our faculties
healthy and vigorous, we must not neglect
their exercise. In India there are people so
imbued with religious frenzy that they think
that to please their offended gods they must do
something unnatural. And we read of them
thrusting an arm upward and holding it in
one position until it becomes withered and
stiffened, so that it remains useless ever afterward. These deluded persons think they
thus prove their sincerity in a false and degrading superstition, which they call religion,
and, worse yet, they then feel that they hav a
claim to be supported by their fellow-men on
account of thus making themselvs helpless
and useless for the rest of their lives.
True religion or genuin goodness never
calls for any such foolish sacrifice of health
or spirits to a supposed offended deity, but
rather it enforces the following of truth and
the practice of her precepts as manifested in a
healthy mind in a healthy body. To be
healthy, happy, and wise is to obey the health
laws, and to "follow truth where'er she leads
the way."
J. WATERS.

Acute Reasoning.
A Hartford little one was desirous of obtaining something on the sitting-room shelf.
Its mother said, quietly but firmly: "You
cannot hav it." A few moments after, the
mother left the room, and the little one
climbed up and got the coveted article. " I
thought I told you you couldn't hav it," said
her mother as she returned to the room. " I
know it; but you didn't say I couldn't get
it." The course of reasoning was so very
acute tll~t tne mother W&a forced to l!ubmit,

Our Puzzle Box.

that I can h!lrdly choose from the poem, it is
so lovely:

.ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN OHTLDREN's OORNER,
FEB. 2·5, 1888.
1.-An hour. 2.-Nonentity. B.-Heathens,
eat hens, at hens or Athens, thens, hens, ens.

A nrodigy of youthful Years!
What Honl-entrancin~ m"lodtes
Rained on us from seJ•apllic spheres,
When his small fingers swept the keys I
They leaped! thev tl9w. they tl~shed ~hrough all
The tnrbu etit chords; or dropped m play
AA carelessly as petals fall
From cherry-boughs in breezv Mas.

Correspondence.
MooDY, TEx.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I thought I would write
a few lines for tbe Children's Corner. I go to
school at Moody. I like the teacher very
well. Mr. Remsburg lectured on the Sunday
question. I liked the lecture. There are not
many Liberals here. I like . THE TRUTH
SEEKER and like to read the Children's Corner.
I like tile pictures. So I will close. I remain,
Your Freethinker friend,
WALTER L. RuDASILL.

With much love to the Children's Corner,
I remain,
Your friend,
FANNY BuRNEY MoRRISON.
WoNRwoo, Wrs., Feb. 25, 1888.
DEAR Mxss WtxoN: Seeing you were so
kind as to print my first letter, I will try and
pen a few lines for the Corner again. Last
week was examination week. In arithmetic
I stood 42. Arithmetic is very hard for me,
but I do the best I can. In lan~ruage 96,
geography 75. spelling 92, reading 80. I am
going home after my school is out in June.
I hav two brothers and two sisters; one little
sister I hav never seen only in her picture,
and I do not know what her name is yet. -So
you may know I will be glad to go home. I
hav been away a year in May. Maybe I will
come back when my school begins again in
SPptember. They hav a good graded 8Chool
here. I would like to belong to the Speak
No Evil Society. I would like to know more
about it. I will send you "A Little Girl's
Logic." I think it good enough for t_he
Corner. My love to you. and good wishes to
those who write for the Corner.
EvA M. HuL.
[The " Little Girl's Logic" has not been
received.-ED. C. C.]

FoNTANA, KAN., Feb. 22, 1888.
·DEAR Miss WIXON: I thoug;ht I would
write to THE TRUTH SEEKER. My papa tak!ls
it, and I like it very much. I like to read the
Children's Corner. I will be eleven years
old the 25th of February. I go to school
and study reading, spelling, arithmetic, lan!!:Uage, and p:eography. I hav not 1\ny pets
but a little bird. My sister has some nice
house-plants. My bird's name is Peep. I
think I hav written enough for the first time.
Hoping to see my letter in print,
Yours truly, LoLA MAY PoLHAMUs.
TURIN, IowA.
DEAR Mrss W11::0N : I will try to write a
few lines to the Corner. This is my first letter, so I will not write much.
I go to school every day. My teacher's
name is Miss Wickersham. I study reading,
spelling, arithmetic, physiology, and gram.
mar.
We liv on a farm five miles from town. I
hav a pony that I ride in the summer-time.
My father went · to Castana, a small town
eight miles from Turin, to hear J. E. Remsburg lecture . on '' l''alBe Claims of the
Church." Father thinks him a fine speaker.
My brother takes TnE TRUTH SEEKER. We
think it a splendid paper. We could not
keep house without it.
Hoping my letter will find the Corner, Iremain,
Your and the children's friend,
BERNIOE HoADLEY (aged seventeen).

J."R. PERRY writes that he has read" All
In a Lifetime" for the second time with increased interest and approbation. Of the
stories in " Apples of Gold " he says : "They
contain a lofty moral tone well calculated to
please and instruct at the same time. Taken
altogether, the volume is a valuable book
that should be read and studied by the youth
of our land, and should be found in every
library."
OF the cartoons in THE TRUTH SEEKJi:R, J. H.
Paine writes : " They are just splendid, and
are doing much to lead the mind from a belief in the old Jew Jehovah as being the true
God, or author of this and all other worlds.
A picture will catch the eye and set one
thinking many times more quickly than
pages of printed argument."

GARDEN GRovE, lA .• Feb., 1888.
DEAR Mrss WixoN, as the children call you
-1 am no child; I am nearly seventy-I hav
been a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER for eight
years. . I paid no attention to the Children's
Corner for a long time after it started; I
thought it was merely for children, but I begin
to see so many little letters in it, and especially
little girl's letters, that I got interested in it.
I read them to see what the little ladies hav
to ~ay.
Keep on with your noble work. I am glad
to see- so many of the rising generation of
women will not be priest-ridden.
Yours truly,
JonN CARNAHAN.
(Thank you, friend Carnahan, for your
friendly words. We are doing the best we
can, aided by many able friends, to hav a new
order of things by and by, when our little girls
shall hav grown into thoughtful, wide-awake,
intelligent, and Liberal women.-ED. C C.]

Profane Jokes.
On the way he inquired : " Mamma, does
God make skunks?" "Why, yes, Eddie, I
suppose he does," was the hesitating answer.
Eddie, after a moment's thought: " Well, if
he got a good sniff at one once, I'll bet he'd
never make another."
A little girl lately arrived from the East
wanted to amuse herself sewing one Sunday.
He aunt objected, saying it was the Lord's
day. "Why, auntie," said the child, "the
Lord can't see me; I'm in California."
There is a teacher in the St. Paul public
schools who will hereafter be very careful
about asking her pupils scriptural conundrums. She said to them the other day :
"Noah had three sons, Japhet, Ham, and
Shem. Who was their father?" The children, suspecting a catch. replied variously.
One answered Ham, another Japhet; and a
third Shem. Finally a precocious little boy
shut them all up by inquiring: " Who did
Noah suspect?"
A story was told by Judge W. M. Weaver,
of Greensboro, illustrativ of the strict con- ~ ·
struction children sometimes put upon re.
marks from the pulpit. The judge's little
granddaughter, Margie Burke, recently received a large doll as a present. Sue was
delighted with the gift, and named the doll
"Gesie," after the donor. Measles broke out
in the community, and the little one said her
Gesie had the measles, too. On the Sabbath
the little one went with her uncle to church,
the two taking a seat directly in front of and
near to the pulpit. The preacher warmed to
his theme and spoke with much earnestness.
At last, pointing with his index finger and
looking straight toward the little girl, he
asked, impressivly," How stands it with you
and Jesus?" Quick as thought she answered,
in a clear voice, heard throughout the house,
" I am very well, I. thank you, but Gesie's
got the measles !"-Tlte Freethinker.

FooTE, IowA, Feb. 16, 1888.
DEAR MisS WIXON: I saw my other letter
in print, so I thought I would write again.
I do not go to school, but stay at home with
mamma. I study arithmetic, geography,
and spelling, and read in the Fourth Reader.
I like to study. I hav the "Story Hour,"
and think it a very nice book. I like to read
the stories in it. I shall be eight the 26th of
June. My brother teaches our school, and
bas a literary class Monday night, and I
belong to it, and hav spoken one declamation
from the "Story Hour,"" Never Trouble."
I read, for a select reading," Grandfather's
Poet-Book," from the "Story Hour." My
papa has taken THE TRUTH SEEKER ever since
it came out. I like the pictures, and think
the Children's Corner is very nice. I want to
get my likeness, so I can send it to you, and
get yours. I would like some of the little
correspondents of the Children's Corner to
write to me. I remain,
Your little Freethinker friend,
LoLA EDNA OLDAKER.
SuGAR RuN, PA., Feb. 18, 1888.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I thought I would
write to you again, as I hav seen two of my
letters in print.
I think the Children's Corner is improving
every week under your carefnl supervision.
Your article on coffee was so interesting, and
if it is carefully read, even the smallest readers of your valuable Corner could not fail to
profit by it. It was made more interesting
by the questions asked at the conclusion of
the article, and it would greatly strengthen
one's memory to read it carefully and then
answer the questions as asked from the bottom of the page.
I hav a piano, and I play a great many
pieces.
The poem. in the Youth's Companion,
"After The Concert," written by J. T. Trowbridge in honor of the young pianist, Josef
Hofman, is a beautiful creation in verse. I
will append a verse or two of it, as all the
readers of the paper may not hav read it, if
they are not readers of the Youth's Companion.
lt ~~~ 11,U ~o prettilf 3nd be31lti!ully writteq

A LITTLE four-year-old girl, who had questioned her mother as to the omnipresence of
God, was left recently to show her bravery
by going to sleep alone. Presently she called
.out in a frightened voice, "Oh I mamma,
mamma, come quick and see to God-he's
getting into my bed." 'fhe mother hurried
.to the chamber to find the cause of alarm,

1

and discovered the kitten of a neighbor,
which had found its way into the b..ouse and
climbed up l!~si<le tb..e little one.
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Agents for the Truth

~eeker.

I,ne:ersoll's Tributes.

OALIJ!'OBNI.A..

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
Dr. J, L. York, San Jose, Cal.

REDUCEO IN PRICE.
We hav n:iade arrangements wherebY we O&ll
•ffer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. lnger<oll'a at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper. 18x2ll inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for fra~
ong. The titles are:

OANADA,

W. B. Cooke, 1701-2 Yonge st;,.Toronto
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
T. Clappison, H~milton, Ont.
OOLOKADO;

THE

J. G. Jenkins, 400 .Arapahoe st., Denver.
IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS,

E. A. Stevens, 750 West Lake st., Chicago.
F. F. Follet, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
INDIANA.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANSA.B,

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MAINK.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfteld (Post-ofil.ce, Smyrna

Truth Seeker Annual
-AND-

~rt~thinht~n' Jlmattat,

Mills).

1888.

MASSA.OHUSRTTS.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MIOIDGAN,

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
B. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 1388. DivisionSt.,Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodw~rd ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI,

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., l:lt. Louis.
NKBRASKA.,

Thos. Foreman, 106 & 108 So. 14th st., Omaha.
NKW YORK,

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
H. Adler, cor. Essex& Grand sts., New York.
. omo.
N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland. .
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
ORKGON,
P.KNNSYLVA.NIA.

Dr.J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
Geor_ge Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
· W. F. Schade, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
Tli:NNESSKE,

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
TEXAS,

®y/ifl?t. @Jwen~-four ~ortra.it.® of ~i.®tin~ui.tt>Req J\!_-rterica.n
;Jreefl?t.i n~er.®, ~cienti.®td>, a. net ~Rifo.®oflRer.®,
a.net numerou.® ofl?t.er ~ffu.®tra.tion.®.

Moses,

32

Adam,
The Forbidden Fruit,
A Voice Walketh, .
Git\

4B
54

6o
74

The Decease of Adam,

78

Adam's Sons,

90
92

Cain Abscondeth,
The Heart of Man Groweth Wicked,
The Flood Episode,
Man and Beast, '"''"T'-'-- and Atheism. Robert C, Adams.

98
tro
n:i

Life in a Trappist Monastery. E. J.
Bowtell,
On Religion. Extract from Shelly,
The American Secular Union. Samuel
P. Putnam,
International Freethought Congress,
Sunday Amusements. F. M. Holland,
The Blasphemy Case,
How the Layman is Deceived. E. M.
Macdonald,
A Horrible Man. L. K. Washburn,
The Hindoo Theologian. Poem.
The Protest. Poem. •
When Did Jehosaphat Die? J. E.
Remsburg,
·
Subjects of Illustration. Portraits,

28

NEW YORK:

ENGLAND •.

AUSTRALIA.

Mrs. J. Hadfield, Market st., Sydney, N.S. W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
NEW ZEALAND.

A. D. Willis, Waoganui.

J. E. Remsburg's Wotks.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Mi8aionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsburg are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics.
showing the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiaries t the Church and Civilization; the
Church ana Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty; the Church and the
Anti•lavery Reform; the Woman's Rights
Movement ; the TemJ_>erance Reform; the
Church and the Republic.

Twenty Cz:imes and

Vices Sanctioned by ScriQt;ure; Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheating; Theft and Robbery;
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkiudneaa to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrificeil; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery ; Polyg_amy; Intemperance ; Poverty
and Vagrancr; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity, t'• 1Ce, amgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best

and moat thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is !liaouaaed
under the following heads: Orilti_n of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbatl!;. The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; J!;Xamination of
Sunday Arguments j Origin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of ~be Christian Fathers; The
Sabbath durin!!' the Mi<l.dle A_~rea; The Puritan
Sabbath; Testimony of Christian Reformers,
l:!oholara. and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
Law~. Price, 26 cent~; six copies, $1.00.

The Apostle of Re-

ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates hi9 name from the aspersions cast upon.
it. Ch01"e extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"Amencan Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason" are given; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persona of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition, 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Pai e. Price, paper, 50 cents;
. oloth, 75 cents.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Prot.estant Intolerance, Washington an Unbeliever; Jetrer•on an Unbeliever;
Paine and We•ley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25_centa; per doz. 40 eta.

The Apostle of' Liberty.· An address

delivered in Paine Hall before the N. E. Freethinkers• Convention •.January 29, 1884. Prioe,
10
cents. THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. •

cente:.

DANCER AHE•D.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Go.Jod Citizen of
this Republic.
8}' A . .J. GROVER.

Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
o\ddreas Tl'lE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

TRY•SQU!.~.RE;

For sale at this oftioe .. Price, Sl.OO.
Hall of Science, Broome
at., N.Y., 1829 (frontlapiece).
Theo. Parker,
B8nj. Franklin,
Wm. Lloyd Garrison,
Abraham Lincoln,

Frances Wright,
Ethan Allen,
Thomas Jefferson,
Rob•t Dale Owen,
John Adams, .
Peter Cooper,
James LiOk,

E. L. Youmans,
~as. Sumnar,
Thoa. Paine!
Abner Knee and,
Horace Gre~ley,
Abby Kelly Foster,
Wm.DeBton,

Geo. Washington,
Stephen Girard,
Gilbert Vale,
LYdia Maria Child,
Gerritt l:!mith,
John W. Draper.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

A.NNUA.T.

1HE Nl W YORK

T~ USS

CO.,

~S WHITE.HA.LL ST., NEW YORK,
Will send pure Quinine Pills, 2 grains, by mail for
75 cents per hundred, 40 cents for fifty, Tonic
l'illa for lo>a of ap~etite and st.rength, 6\ cents per
hundred. A ~rood Truss for $1.50; 11iv size around
body, state which side is ruptured. For $1 With
10 cents for postage, we will send 3 pairs of our
celebrated Acme Lena Spectacles or Eye-Glasses
for trial; select the pair that fits and return the
other two pairs. Send a line of the finest print
you can read 15 inches from the eye, If you are
nearsighted write us. before sending. Wnte us
for cataiol{ of Abdommal Supporters, Skirt Supporters, Stwulder Braces, and Elaatlo Stockmga
for swelled hmba and enlarged veins, We want
lady agents. We hav the •ole agency for the
well· known Acme Blood B,.!m. aa1d to be almost
infallible in the treatment of all Blood, Lung,
and Liver disorders. price $1 for large bottles. 6
bottles for $5, free by express to any part of the
United States.
1y10

Reminiscences of aPreacher.
A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,
Author of "Exeter Hall," " Heathens of the
Heath," "Family Creeds," "Beautiful Snow," etc., etc.
The story is used by the author to teach Freethought, to remove superstition from the minds
of those who would not read a polemical ea.ay,
and to urge facta against the various churches,
believing which their ~upportera will desert them.
The book is an argument as well as a novel, but
the aerwua predicaments of the hero are skilfully
used to lure the reader along, and to induce him
to take the antidotA to r.h•ologioal POISOning without knowmg it. Mr. McDonnell writes effectivly
andconvincmg!y,and always braces his romances
with facta on one s:de and figures on the other.
Tho•e who hav read biB prevwua works need not
be advised to purchase this; they w1ll probably do
so at once.
Price, in paper, EO cents; in cloth, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

RUPTURES

CURED~,·

myllledleal Compound nnd Impro ..-ed
Elastic Snli orter 1'russ mj_rom 3 0 to
90 dav•· Refiable r eferenr.•• g!ven. Bend
1tamp for circuia r 1 attd sau m what paper
JIOU "''" mv advertuement Addresa Qm

:w. ~ COill;p,SIIWI'rilll.ldt!Mil !II..-.&

MIRACLES
AND

;HAKER EYE and EAR BALSAM
Sixty Years' In'l!ariable Succes3.
ALL DISEASES OF EYES OR EARS. Im
mediat.e relief from Oranulatwn•, lntiamwationa,
Dim Vision, WaterY Gatherings, and Failing
1:!1ght of EYes. Deafness, Drumming, Ringing ol
the Ears dispelled by a few RPPhcationa. Catarrh~! diftieultlea of Eyes or E"'rs iuat•.ntly re·
moved. Sent the world over. Box with inatrno.
tiona, by mail, 80 cents.
G. A. LOMAS,
Shakers P. 0 .. N. Y.

MIRACLE WORKE'RS.
By JOHN PECK.
" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything
within the realm of the poaai ble is no miracle."
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
gula and a younger brother who w~re left par;,n tleaa, with little moneY, fa1r educatwn, and mu~h
courage, to make their way thr\)a~h the world by
amng to Chicago. The authoru _al~o the herom.
The narrativ i•, in the main, a hiatory of a ~ork·
ing girl's life and experience in ttlecityof Cbica~o
among bluff busine•s men, kin<l. hearr.ed folks,
and d1arepur.able hypocnts. It is Just Huch a story
of human life as WA should expect Co! .. nel lnl!'eraoll to be interested in; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to he worth the attentiOn
of the rest of the world PricP ~~CAn Is.
Address THE TRUrH SEEKER.

fhe Trinity, fran• Gibbon' History of Christian ill

History cfA~hristianity

.JUST OUT.

Christian Absurdities.

A VINDICATION
lf some passages in the "History of the Decline and

Fall of the Roman Empire" by

BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

EDWARD GIBBON, Esq.
'!Vith a Life of Gibbon, preface and notes by the editor,"

iucluding critical notes by Guizot, Milman, Wet.ck,
an" English ChurchmaA," and other scholars.
12 mo, 864 pp. Cloth. With C;; engravings. $1.50
This book shows when, where, and how Christianit,
)rigiuated, who were its founders, and w~<l:t were tht
1entiments, manuers, numbers, and conditiOn of th(
!•rimitive Christians.

f

DO YOU W \NT ,. pleasant, healthful, cheap
borne in the South T Write LeftwiCh Bros. and
Curtis. Florence, Ala.
1y54

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.

.

THE

rr FoR

False. Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

~

OR

BY REPORTER.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.
W. J.Ramsey, 28Stonecutter st.,London,E.C.

Price,

ROMAN ISM,

This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and ita ancoeaa.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religions, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just auftioient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth Ia being brought
r,o his mind.

WASHINGTON TERRITORY.

~Rii'KER

The Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of lllias Gardener are for sale
at this oftioe. Price, 40o.; with anto~~:raph, 50 eta.

The Church of Practical Religion.

W. Wedeken, Montesano.

THE TRUTH

Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

OB 1

UTAH.

Image BreakAr.

liEN, WOMEN & GODS.

PAGE

Calendar for t888,
5
Freeth ought in the United States, 1887, 17
Bible Studies. (Illustrated.) George E.
Macdonald.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
.John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

Thomas Paine.

New Edition, Revised and Enlara-ed.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,

L. Andrnss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.

Bible Morals.

The price of these heretofore has been 75ota. We
offer them at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH; THE
THREE FOB FORTY OENTS.
Mailed secure
from breakage, Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
ill Lafayette Pl•• New York.

<E. M. 288.)

Agriculture,

B. F. Hyland, Corvallia.

rhe Vision of War,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
A.ddress at Harry lliller's Grave.

Steel engravings of this cPiebrated naturalist,
12x15 mchea, suitable for framin~ sent. J10Stll_aid
for 25 cents. Address THE TRU·.rH SEEKER.
tf

vol.

"I kooow of no book that contains more real and val

•mble information upon the origin of Christianity."~

R...1;;:'~f'rhseo:;,';;st learned and interesting books ev~
V"ritten and published. "-Boslmt Investigator. ~
FOR SAr.E AT T!IUT,_ $U:KE8 Of"F'IC!i,

"
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That Badger Boy at Sunday-School.
THE LESSON OF OAIN AND ABEL.
The teacher had read the tragical story of
Cain and Abel, when that boy James, with
his talking tacks aboard, luffed into the wind
of interrogation, so to speak, as follows :
"Please, mum, why didn't God tell Cain
he didn't like the smell of roast pertaters,
but liked roast lam', then Cain could a
swiped one o' Abel's lam's and pleased the
Lord, and wouldn't got mad with Abel and
slugged him dead?"
"My dear boy [remembering James's taffy],
that we shall never know; and we must never
ask."
"Well, 'twarn't no fair shakes to go back
on Cain's pertaters, anyhow, mum."
"We mustn't criticise the Lord's acts,
James; that is very wicked."
·
"What's cricketize, mum ?"
"You wouldn't understand, James, if I
told you. Now be a good boy."
"Yes'm. Why didn't God knock Cain
out when he come up to slug Abel, mum?"
"Because, .1ames, he made man a free
agent, to act as he saw fit, and take the consequences."
· "Men ain't free agents now, is they, mum?"
"Oh, yes, dear. All men are free agents."
"Huh! I guess not, mum. There was a
book agent and a ligbtnin' rod agent at our
house yesterday--"
"Oh, that's another thing entirely, James.
Let me explain. Now, you can whistle or
not, can't you?"
"Yes'm" (whistles).
"Sh! sh! don't do that again, dear. But
you was a free agent-understand?"
'"Cos I whistleQ. for.nothin', mum?"
"No, no, child; because you chose to."
" Oh! Why didn't God hang Cain, mum?"
"Because he chose to let him liv and bear
his load of remorse, James."
"What's remorse, mum?"
"Oh, it's a horrid, awful feeling, James,
when you've done wrong."
"Is it wrong to hook mince pie, mum ?"
"Why, certainly, James; just as wrong as
to hook, as you call it, a turkey."
"Guess I had remorse, then, mum, 'cos I
swiped half a mince pie out of the pantry
t'other day, and had an offie horrid feelin' in
my stummack."
" I'm afraid there was more indigestion
than remorse in your stomach, James."
" What's ingestion, mum?"
" Dear me, James! you make me tired.
And now, children, remember Cain, and
never raise your· hands in anger against one
another."
" Please, mum, didn't God know where
Abel was lyin' knocked out?"
"Of course he did, James; but you mustn't
ask questions in such a slangy way."
"Then what made him ask Cain where
Abel wag, mum?"
"Oh, I don't know, James, I'm sure. Perhaps he wanted to see if Cain would tell. the
truth."
·
" If you had a boy, mum, would you call
him Cain?"
" James Badger, you are too ridiculous!
Now, don't ask any more foolish questions,
or I shan't like you."
"No'm. What's raisin' Cain, mum?"
"I guess you know. It's what bad boys
are always up to-mischief and torment."
" What mark did God put on Cain, mum ?
-a criss-cross chalk mark ?"
" No, he didn't; he made a black man of
him; and if you are not careful--"
"Was Cain the fust moke, mum?"
" Moke? I don't know what you mean,
boy."
"Niggers, mum. Warn't it ofile 'bout
•Squire Bull's dotter 'lopin' with a moke,
mum ? Would you 'lope with a moke,
mum?"
A flood of indignation overwhelmed the
teacher, the waves running mountains high,
!O to speak; but that boy James was there,
and cast, not oil, but sweetest honey, on the
troubled waters, and the waves that raged
were assuaged.
" I know you wouldn't, mum, 'cos you's
too nice and hansome !" This was the taffy
that stilled the storm.
"Of course I wouldn't, James. It would
be awful!"
" Yes'm. Was Adam and Eve the only
folks in the world, mum, 'fore Cain and
Abel?"
" Yes, dear; the only pair in the world."
" When Cain done for Abel, then there was
only three folks in the world, eh, mum?"
"That's all, James."
" Then how did Cain git a wife in the land
of Nod, mum?"

~-.-"

.
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Very Cheap Pamphlets.

''Well-er-that's one of the-er-mysteries we mustn't ask about, James."
'' Why not, muni ?"
We hav on hand a large number of the following
"Because we mustn't, and that's all there of OOLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamphlets, which
will be disposed of at cost, as follows:
is about it;"
" Is Minister Cain any relation of the Cain
Ingersoll Oatechised:
in the Bible, mum ?"
· His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Pro"I should hope not, you inquisitiv little pounded by the Editor of the "Ban Franciscan ;"
weasel, you. Minister Cain .is a dear, good singly, 3 cents; per dozen. 30 cents~ per hundred,
$2.00.
man of God, boy."
•
ORTHODOXY.
"Are you mashed on him, mum? Pop A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 121110
says all the old maids is dead stuck on the pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.
sky-pilot, mum.''
Oiwl Blghts Speech.
"You James Badger-you miserable, outIncluding the address of Frederick Douglas, fiftyrageous boy-you go home right away!"
three-large octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
"No•m-please; I'll be good-It's a corker, for $1 ; add $6 per hundred.
ain't it, mum, how Cain got his wife?"
The Truth of" His torr.
"You wretch-you wicked little wretch- This is a comment by Colonel Ingersoll up0n
the religious lies that hav been told about him! thought you was going to be good!"
self, and nrst made its appearance in these col" I be, mum. I'm sure that wasn't wicked. umns. Price 8 cents; 80 cents per dozen ; $2 per
Please, mum, did God make man in his own hundred.
image?"
BIBLE IDOLATRY.
''Yes, you boy. That was in the last les- A letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
the London "Secular Review." Price 3 cents.; 80
son."
" I know, mum. Was God round-shoul- cents per doz., or $2 per hundred.
INGERSOLL ON DcGLYNN.
dered, squint-eyed, bow-legged, and a wart
Being the comments and opinions of Mr. Ingeron his nose, mum?"
soll upon the fight in the Catholic church between
It was evident, from the teacher's flushed the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
physiognomy, that James had stepped upon the pope. Price 8 cents ; 30 cents per doz., or $2
dangerous ground, even upon the brink of a per hundred.
We suggest that these be purchased in quantivolcano. Her face flushed and paled, her
ties, and given away to Christians, and it is with
eyes glared, her nose twitched, her teeth set, that not unreasonable exp~ctation that the prices
and her lips quivered; but yet she mastered hav been placed so low.
herself (yearning for more taffy, perhaps),
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette PI., New York.
and responded :

---o---

"You are dreadful, James; but I don't
think you really mean to be. No, my dear,
God is nothing like as you ask, but is perfect
in every way-perfection itself, James."
"Then he didn't make your pop· in his
image, did he, mum?"
The tigress' and the teacher were one again.
Her fingers became claws, and she clutched
at the shock-haired, shock-producing youth,
as the harpy eagle of finance, Jay Gould,
clutches at stray railroads and telegraphs, but
not so successfully, the lissome youth avoiding her and retiring with hair intact, the
Cain and Abel seance:ending then and there.
. Sr SLOKUM.

Paino Vin~icata~!
-oA thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Ob8erver's slanderous attacks
.upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slandera and
their refutation.

BT ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated every.
where in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
.d. Fabricated .Account of a Beene at t'M Deathbed of Thomas Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav w-ritten the alleged account.
78pp. Price 16 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great Centennial Oration
ON THE

S. P. Putnam's Works.

Declaration gf Independence,

The Problem of the Universet and

Immortal Dot:um{Jnt,

Waifs and Wandermgs, a New Ameri·

"LAND OF LIBERTY."

Its Bcientifi.c Solution, With some Oriticwns of
Universology. Price, llO cts.

ALSO

THE

And the National Anthem entitled:

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paner, 50 cts.
"A prose epjc of the war, rieh with mcident Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 26 cts; 25 copies, $1.
and dramatic power ; breezy from first Page to
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEn CoMPANY,
last with the living spirit of to-da.y."-John
Btotnton'B Paper.
liS Lafayette Place. New York.

Ingersoll and J esns. A conversation
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Oentury In·
fidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cts.

Golden .Throne, a Romance. " The

RATIONAL COMMUNISM.
The Present and the Future
Republic of" North America.

author certai.Jlly has genius. The divine creaBY A. CA.PITALIS:r.
tiv spark is within hiiil. The book 1s :ll.lled wits
manlY thoughts1 expressed in manly wordsA book advocating associate life as a remedy for
the transcript or a manly mind. Every Liberal poverty, vice_, and crime. It deals with the J;lresent
condit10ns oi society in this country, pointmg out
shoilld read Golden Throne.• "-INGERSOLL.
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
AND
Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed impossible
that the people should be other than
with life, thought, and profound emotion, poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy,
the
author thinks, is in communal life,
poured ferth, it seems to· me, with extraordiand he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
nary beauty."-DR. HENRYW. BELLows. $1.
Republic
of
North America, as it will be when
AN EXPOS~
society shall be organized on the .Principles of
Gottlieb,
IDs
Life.
A
Romance
of
OI the perversion of Stephen Girard'smagnifi.cent
Rational Communism. The book Is vigorously
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
and interestingly written.
churches and Young Men's
Why
Don't
He
Lend
a
Hand
1
and
Paper, aOc; cloth, $1.
Christian Associa· other Agnostic Poems. Price, 10 cts.
tion.
4ddress THE TRUTH. BEEKER 00.
By RICH. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
Adami and Heva. A Poetic version
of the Indian Story of the Garden of Eden,
Price '$1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
in which its superiority to the mutilated
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
cents.
!fhe Youth's Liberal Guide. This
li'or all of the above address
volume aims at the education of youth in the
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
principles of Freethought, at the same time
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights
from a standpoint of pure reason and
8efl1'etary of t'M .American Seeulolr Union.
common sense. Price, $1.
of Universal History. For
Price 10 cents.
Sunday and the Sabbath.. " A law Elements
Higher Institutes in .Republics, and for Selfregulating human conduct on the Sabbath is
Address THB TRUTH SBE.KEB OoMPANY.
Instruction.
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.
" This book is just what the busy world of
to-day needs-a perfect compendium of hisThe False Teaching of. the Christory from 2,000 years B.C., on up to 1883, all in a
nutshell."-B!mtna Blenker.
tian Church. " The Thirty-nine
"Mr. Cottinger's intentions in writing this
Articles of the Christian church are thirtybook are excellent, and his standpoint admirPaine, J efterson, Washington,
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.
able; it may be commended as fulfilling its
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think
purpose of a concise and interesting historical
·
Franklin.
text-book. "-Milwaukee Sentinel. ·Price, $1.
of a minister's praYing God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to under- Rosa, the Educating Mother. "Rosa
A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth Annual
take a crusade of one against the Colorado
is ~t good book, written by a lifelong teacher in
Congress of the American Secular Union,
beetle !" Price, 10 cents.
the public schools of the old country and
in Chickering Hall, New York,
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
America.. It contains many sensible and valuable ideas, much sound philosophy, and offers
November 18, 1886.
Price, 5 cents.
several fine suggestions to all who hav the
Do Yon Love J esns -1 Price, 5 cents.
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
interest of children and Youth at heart."Susan H. Wtxon. Price, $1.00.
·
Price 11! cents.
America's Debt to Thomas Paine.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Price, 5 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

GIRARD'S WILL

Girard College Theology.

Prof. H. M. Oottinger's Works.

THE NEW GOD.

L. K. Washburn's Works.

Fathers of Our Republic,

Our Flag Above the Cross.
This device is for
paper and envelopes for Secular
Unions and others,

PRICES:

Is Liberalism Moral1 Price, 5 cents. BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
A. Holy Superstition. Price, 5 cents.
SUBJECTS:
The Workingman's Religion. 5 cts. PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handTemperance and the Bible. 5 cents. some
121110 volume of nearlY 11!JOO pages, fully
or German
illustrated. Cloth, 3.25-in Engli.sh
Free Religion ; or, the Religious De- A new cheap edition at only 1.511.
mand of To-day. Price, 5 cents,

The Brute God of the Old Testament.
Price, 5 cents.

The Resurrection of J esns Not
Prond. Price, 5 cents.
·
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

Half-note, bl'k ink,
per quire, • .18
Envelopes, black
ink, per pack, .18
Paper or envelopes
with local address, 11000, $6.00
Half-note, 4colors,
per quire, • .25
Envelopes,4 colors,
per pack, • .25
Paper or envelopes
4 colors, with local address, per
1,UOO, • • $10.00
Address

The Secret of the East,

The Truth Seeker.

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

COPYRIGHTED,

An}: profit from sales will be devoted to the free
distnbution of Liberalliteratm:e.

NEW EDITION.

OB,

The Origin of the Christian Religion
.and the SigniO.cance of its
Rise and Decline.

Price, $1.00.

For sale at this oftlce.

SOIENOE IN STORY; 01;,_ Sammy Tubbs, the
Bo:!C_Doctor, andBponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pagest illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume oi "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pa:q~.·
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacter1a
m their Relation to Disease," representing the germ
theory, advocating personal and _public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Bunbeam1" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to sicK and well. By mail, 10 ce11ts each.
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 836 P_!t_gesl cloth
bound, $2i "Heredityt" by Loring__Mooay, 159
p_a.ges, clotnt 75cents; ' The Law of Heredity," by
F •• H. Ma.rsn, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
HumanTemperamentsz" with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents.;_ • Generation before Re~ren
erationJ'' by Dr. E. tl. Foote, Jr.tJO cents; ''Re·
ports or Conventions and Parlor meetin~rs during
1882," 10 cents; "Third Annual Convent10n of the
lnnitnte of Beredity,M~~. lBSll.!' 10 cents.
Addreaa
'l'HE TRUTH BEEKER,
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BING, BROTHERS, BING.

Hobert G. Ingersoll,
IN

'LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRIOE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse.-James Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.
PRIOE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under which Y!:IU hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each point is di~
cussed, should be highlf commended. Therefore
I·take Rreat pleasure 1n recommending "AntiProhibition" to the consideration of ever7 person
who is interested, not only in the cause o temperance, but in the principles of self-government.-'
J. J.MoCabe.
.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. ·
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Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not write.
The Bonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENBY
BUBB. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

FOR

AT

"B LAS PH EM Y ''
'
MORRISTOWN, NEW· JERSEY.

WHO WANTS THEM!

Stenographically reported, and re'Dised by the author.

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.
j

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
are in it. It iB one of his greatest productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we see him as the splendid champiOn of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
and ;justice, hatred of tyranny and chains, sYmpathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his
courage and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expression, and he makes grand use of the
opportunity. Such a fiood of light-of eloquence, legal leaming,logic, pathos, poetry, and patriotlam-is not often poured out in a court of justice.
I
The manr_oills for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,!
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from~!
meager and misleading newspa}!er references.
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an address to a jury; statesmen and politi
oians a clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
and women everywhere, a Magna Charta of their rig!J.ts •.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.
[,

Pair Diamond Eard~ops worth $400 for $280; do.
$250 for $150; do. $120 for $80; do. $60 for $45; do.
$40 for $28; 1 Diamond Pin, worth $325, for $J120 ;
do. $1SO for $135; do. !150 for SUO ; do. $100 for $65 :
do. $65 for $45; do. $38 for $28. 1 Ring or Stud
worth $185 for $140; do. $150 for $110 ; do. $9U for
$65; do. $65 for $45 ; do. $50 for $35. A full line of
smaller Diamond Goods same discounts. WILL
REFUND CASH IN FULL FOB ANY OF THE ABOVE AT
ANY TIME DUBING ONE YEAB IF NOT SATISFACTORY.
Best ':Howard" Watch, Elegant Diamond-set
case, worth $300 for $2W similar $200 for $1110; do.
$150 for $110. Ladies• watch, 50 Diamonds, worth
$200, for $150; do. Diamonds and Rubies, 1140 for
$100; do. $100 for $70. A full line of rel{nlar st;j':les.
equally low. Wedding Rings a specialty. Cabinet Organs worth $150 for $75; do. $100 for $50
Music Box, 10 airs, $32, worth $45 • do. $28; do. 8.
airs, $18 worth $25. 100 Plush and Leather Albums,
largest size, $1 to $10, .nearly half price. 100 Plnsll
Toilet, Jewelry, Mamoure, ShaVIng, and Ohild•s
s~ts, $1 to $15, same reductions.
Best TriJ?lePlated Knives $3.50; Forks $3.110 per dozen. Tnple
plated Tea-spoons 11.70; Table·SI>Oons $3.40 per 6.
Best Spectacle or Eye-Glass $1, Pebbles $2, Gold
$6 and $7 (Send line of finest print you can read
plainlY at 14 inches and I can fit you). I am an
expert in my line-your home jeweler must hav so
to 50 per cent profit-! will serve you honestly and
giv you the advantage of li!Y_lol!!Le~perienoe for
5 to 10 per cent.
OTTO WETI'BTEIN,
Rochelle, m.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.

Charles Watts's Works.

The Greatest of all Antl·Blbll·
cal \Vorks.

Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound

By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Rtlvolution."
Price, Bingle Copies, 211 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.21> CoN-rENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freethou_g_ht and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
. Owes to Mohammedanism. Section m .. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethonght in Conllict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Bee·
· tion V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

Secularism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22_pages in cover. Price, 10 ots.

Christian Evidences Criticised. A
reply to the "Christian Evidence Society."
Introduction b;v Charles Bradlll!!gh. Oontents : The Origin of Christianity; The Hiatorioal Value ef the New Testament; Miracles;
Prophecies ; The Practical Value of Chriatian.ity; The Progress of Christianity. Price, $1.

Secularism; its Principles and its
Dn ties. Price, 75 ots.

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas;

Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable? The Ohristian Deity_j
Moral Vij}ue of the Bible; Freethonght ana
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Infinence on Civilization L Philosophy of BeCii·
larism; Science and »ible Ant~gonistic· ·
Christian Scheme of Rede]!l]ltion. For all of
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEK·
ER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

THE STRIJGGLE
I'OB

ReligiousandPolitioa] Libertv.
In whioh the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acquire greater political
liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very foundation of the religion of every age; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailing the account of slavery in this country, calls
the attention of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind in America. ThroughoutJ
the work is replete with astoundil!g facts ana
weighty arguments which cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age,
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
Oloth, 12mo., 138pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
23 Lafalette Place. New York.

, Unrivaled in Tone,
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Touch and Workmanship.
FACTORY& WAREROOMS,

Cor~ 87th st. C5o 'I'4ird ~'~"

1\v-0'

6.)...'"
Ne-w- York.

I

BINDER for THE TRUTR SEEKER HOW· TO STRENCTHEN
For the benefit of our read·
THE MEMORY;
ers who preserve their papers
we offer a new style of binder,
OR 1
. made for the Jlurpose, and
' !W<OV~J}
• with the hea ing of THE
1
Natural
and
Scientific
Methods of
t 6""'" .
TRUTH 8EEX11:B ~rinted in
';,il·
~
llO.' d letters on t e outside.
Never
Forgetting.
This binder allows the openi~ of the papers perfectly fiat. It also allows the
By M. L. Hol,BROOK, M.D.
t ing out and re~aoing of one or more papers
from any part of t e file without disturbing the 12mo, 160 pp.,
$1.00.
other parts.
Bent by maiL postfraid. for
THE
TRUTH
BEEKER
CO.,
Address
Address THE TR TH BEEKER
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
tf
. 28 Lafaye~te Pi., New York.

BIBLE MYTHS,
· AND THEIR PARALLELS 1N OTHER RELIGIONS:
BEING

A

4ltaparlson of the Old and New Testament Myths and Miracles with tho11
of Heathen Nations of Antiquity,
CONSIDERING ALSO THEIR ORIGIN AND MEANING.

WITH NUI\lEBOUS ILLUSTBATIONS.

The E'Didences for the Resurrection Tried
and Found Wanting.

By Saladin.
PRIOE,

•
•
•
211 CENTS.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

HISTORY
01!'

THII:

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Of Europe.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.
Revised Edition-2 volii-Pric;a, sa.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Y0LTAIBE' S B0MAICES.
CONTENTS:
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.- Zadia;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheiat.-The Princes&
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Miorom~a~.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Biam.-The Btugy of Nature.-A Conversation
With a Ohinese.-Plato•s Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 6?
engravings. PJi!leJ _cloth, beveled tioards, $1.110·b·Eaper covers, $1. J:I.IW: calf or half morocco. mar ed
edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Divine Revelations, containing a description of
twenty-lieven bibles and an eXJ?Osition of two
thousand biblical errors in smenoe, hiatory,
mor J!,ls, religion1 and general events. Also a
delii1eation of tne characters of the principal
personages of the Christian Bible and an examination of their dootrinli. Price, 1. 75.
The World's Sixteen Crucified Sav~

DID JESUS CHRIST RISE FROM
THE DEAD1

Price, 31i cents.

For either of these works or 11!!1 of Paine's
writin~rs.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

THIRD EDITION.

Bible of Bibles; or, Twenty"seven

iors ; or, Christianity Before Christ.

Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more auoh
11aming arguments • • • will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation."

•1.

Exposition of the Devil and hiB Fiery Domains.
Price, 35 cents.

Contaming new and startling revelations in
reli~ous historyJ which disclose the oriental
origm of all the aoctrines, princip!e!J precepts,
and miracles of the Christian New ·~·estament1
and furnishing a key for unlocking many OI
its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the
history of sixteen oriental ornoi1led_K!14&. 1.110.
· Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

THE ORISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.

t~·~"'·

KERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS.
Biogravhy of Satan; or, a Historical

/

BACON AND SHA.KSPERE.

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS

W. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
PRICE,
liiOENTB.
It is a stunner; oonoiae, scholarly, and good.M. E. Billings.

meete every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :SO and 7 :SO P.M. for lectures and
free disoussions on rel.igioUll and social questiont.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Beeker publications alwaYS on hand at cheap rates.

BY

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

The Con:ft.ict between Christianity
and Civilization.

PIIILADELPHULIBERALLEAQUE 267

ARQUMENT

USE THE
In your meetings, to make them lively and interesting. THE LmEBAL HYl'!IN·Boox contains songa ·
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunea. '
It is,nigl!Jy commended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton~ Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined 1t. Price,
25 cents.
Address THE TBUTH BEEXEB Co.

1.75

THE
CONVENTIONAL LIES OF OIJB
CIVILIZATION.

Hindoo Virgin and Child.
The worship of the ''Holy Virgin," the "Queen of Heaven," the "Mother of God," etc., which has become one of
the grand features of Roman Catholicism, was a tenet oi
faith for centuries before the virgin now adored was born.
In India. they have worshiped for ages, Ma!za Devz:._The
Great Goddess-and have temples erected in honor of her.
Like her Roman counterpart she is the Goddess with a
thousand names. As Devaki, she is the mother of Vishnu,
the Preserving god, in the form of Krishna.
"The gods,
invisible to mortals," says the Vis!znu Purana, (p. 502)
"celebrated her praise continually from the time that Vishnu
was contained in her person." She is represented in Moor's
Hindu Pantheon, adorned with jewels, and the infant Saviour
at her breast. BIBLE MYTHS shows that nearly all nations of
antiquity worshipped a Virgin Mother-Goddess.

1 Vol. Svo., cloth, about 600 Pages. Price, $2.50.
Sent post-paid by the

TRUTH SEEKER.

l'rom the German of l'tL\X NOBDAU.
SEVEICTH EDITIOIC.
Price, 110 cents.
Jlddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
WORKS OF 0. B. WHITFORD, Jf.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crfm('.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

100.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

150.

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25o.

A. Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
llkl..
Addr811 THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2l! Lafayetie Pl., Rew York.
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Jltws off the lfeth.

I

=================== Ii
RussiA's cavalry equals that of Germany
·a combm"ed.·
and Austrl

9Jtms off g[honnht.
1
ORDER
OF CREATI ON v.,D~~Jigto~·a~o:
at'~of~8wertoMr.Giad-l
A DISCUSSION BETWEEN
atone. By Albert Revill~, D.D.
=====.====.==.====.=====.~
··
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.

IV. Proem to Genesis : A Piea for a Fair Trial. I

GLADSTONE, RUX/,EY, MULLER,· VI. MHu~i:dstoneand Genesis. By Prof. T. H. -~EASONt(annot obhgeu,s _toreoeive IJlOre than
LINTON, REVlLLE.
VII. A Prote:t,a.nd a. Plea:·, J)y Mrs. E. Lynn Lin- j rea.s~n oan prove.-:-Kant..
·
.

On th8 Conflict between Genesis and .Geology.
·. ~on. {. · '- .,. -<· ··•·.
•
, Now when Noah had ~Ived three.hun~red and·
CONTENTS :
. ThiS IS a DB\! bnok and oontams the latest discus- , fifty years a.fter the flooQ., a.nd a.ll that time hap!. D•wn of Creation and of Worship. By Hon. Pion.on the mtatakes of Moses. :rhe names of the! pilv, he died, having the number of nine hundred
·HENRY BERGH, the bead of the New York
w. E. Glailstone.
.
part1c1pants are a guarantee of Its able oharacter.l a.nd fifty years; but let no one, upon comparing
Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Animals II. The Interpr~>ters of GePesls and the InterPrice, paper, 50 cents; oloth, 75 cents.
the lives of the a.noients with our lives think that
• 1
praters of Nature. Bv Prof. T. H. HuxlPY.
.·
.
· '
died on the 12th.
III. Po•tscript to Solar Myths. By PI·of. Max
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
wha.t we hav said o_f them IS false; or make the
Muller.
28 Lafa.yette Pl., New York. shortnesli of our lives at present a.~ argument
THE Catholic church
that neither did they a.ttain to so long a. duration
is proselytizing South
of life; for the anoien ts
America with great en-·-----·were beloved of God and
ergy.
were la.tely made by God
himself
a.nd beca.use their
.AGITATION for land refood was then better for the
form is growing in Ausprolongation of life on actralia, New Zealand, and
count of their virtue and
other remote lands.
the good use they made of
it in a.stronomioal a.nd ge()THE Pennsylvania minmetrioa.l disooveries. • ,
ers bav been starved into
Eph or us and Nicolaua
(who were they?] relate
subjection, and hav dethe anoients lived
tha.t
clared the strike off.
a thousand yea.ra. But as
ro these matters, let everyone
MoRMON proselytizers
loole upon them as lte tMnles
in Georgia, Alabama,
llt.-Josepl.us. [A.s the Lonand Mississippi are meetdon showma.n said to the
ing rough treatment.
children who asked, when
looking at a pioture of the
THE first train to reach
battle of Waferloo, "Whioh
is Napoleon· a.nd whioh the
Bokhara, central Asia,
duke of Wellington'"
on the Transcaspian rail"Take whioh you plea.se,
way, arrived on the lOth.
my little dea.rs, You pays
your money and You takes
SwiTCHMEN and brakeyour choioe."-HiilaZ.J
men threaten to join the
engineers' strike on the
WE ought to watoh and avoid the love of money;
Chicago, Burlington, and
for nothing so truly oharaoQuincy railway.
terizes a na.rrow, groveling
disposition as to love
THE late floods on the
riohes; and nothing · is
Yellow river, China, are
more noble and exalted
-·--·-~
officially reported to hav
tha.n to despise riches, if
drowned 100,000 and renYou hav them not, a.nd if
,,
'
,, . ~--;--YOu hav them to employ
dered destitute 2,000,000.
them in benefioenoe a.nd
. /~;- [,
CoNGRESs is considerliberality.-Ctcero.
-,i
!)/I! .
ing a bill for the forfeit';·, j/tc
\/'!
GoDLINEss with'· contenture of railway Ian d
ment is great gain. For
grants where unearned,
we brought nothing into
.T H E E X 0 D U S 0 F I S RAE L.
this world and it is certain
amounting to 10,000,000
we can carry nothing out.
And it came to pass at the end of the four hundred and thirty years, even the self-same day it came to pass, that
acres.
• • For the love of money
all the hosts of the Lord went out from the land of Egypt.-Ex:. xii, 41.
A WRRK of prayer preis the root of a.ll evil.1 Timothy vi, 6-10.
ceding the convention of
officers of the National Women's Temperance
most of the way back; and if he had not rnn out
PER coNTRA.
of breath, we think he would hav been,kioking us
Money, 'tis said, is evil's root,
Union will be held in Washington, opening
But justly we may doubt it;
yet. Mr. Plumley is a. gentleman of his word,
on the 18th inst.
cultured and polished, and oan talk like an Aaiatio
For who can expect good, thriving fruit
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY, England, is to es- MoTTO for an Arab tribe: "Up a.nd Bedouin."
elephant."
·
From any stock without it 1
-Anon.
tablish examinations for commercial certifiBEFORE the wedding day he VOWS and:,protesta
AND when the a.ss saw the angel of the Lord,
DoN'T mind his gibberish and ha.ggard look.
cates.
that his dea.rest. oare will be her haPP,iiuisll, B.nd she fell down under Ba.laam, and Balaam's a.nger
He's just b€gUn to stndy V4f>lapuk.
that there is no sa.oriftoe too grea.t for him to was kindled, and he Pmote the ass with a staff.
AFRICA is being penetrated by the civilized
THERE is probably but one thing which is harder make to secure her oomfort. Three months a.fter A.nd the Lord opened the mouth of the ass; and ,
nations _in all directions, the progress of the to do than g'et out of a. warm bed in the morning,
they are married she has to tack the blankets to she saio unto Balaam : What ha.v I done unto
British in south Africa· being especially rapid. and that is to get into a cold bed at night.
the side of the bed to keep him from rolling him- thee that thou hast smitten me these three times 1
A
Pious
pork-packer
of
Chicago
has
on
one
wall
ON the 8th a bill was introduced in the
self np in all the clothes.
And Balaam said unto the ass, eto., etc. And the
hi~
office
this
motto
:
"Trust
in
the
Lard,"
and
of
THE Rev. Mr. Alban Cope (dining, quite en ass said unto Ba.laam, etc., etc.-Num. xxii, 27-35.
New Jersey legislature providing that disbeon the other this one : '"fhe Lard Will Provide." famllle, of course, at Mrs.·Remington de Jioi's):
lief in a supreme being shall not disqualify
THE miraole by which the dumb ass was enabled
"NATURE," said a philosopher, "is full of wise ·• Dnck, Miss Angellique, at this season 1 And
witnesses.
provisions." He doubtless referred to potatoes, you one of the most devoted of our little flock-" to speak with a man's voice has been the fnquent
ON the lOth Sullivan and Mitchell bad a beets, and other vegetables, and not to mince-pie Remington de Koi, Jr. (ooming gallantly to -his subject of cavil and ridioule with unthinking
sister's defense) : "Tha.t•s all right, sir-Angie's men; but when we consider that the power of
fight in France in which, to the surprise of a.nd welsh rarebits.
all right. Law was up· in Chauta.uqua county God a.lone ga.ve to any of his crea.tures the faculty
IN her remarks to Parliament the queen started Februa.ry first, but it's open. season everywhere of speech, and might as easily hav given it to· the
.all, Mitchell stood up three hours, and the
off,
"My
lords
and
gentlemen."
Even
the
queen
decision was a draw.
els.e until May. I'm a Gun-and-Rod man myself, brute as to the human race, we need not wonder
is beginning to see that there is a. distinction be- sir, and I wouldn't hav anything orooked at the that he should-in a single case a.nd for a specific_
ExPOSURE is made of a conspiracy by tween her lords and gentlemen.
governor's table for worlds, I ass~(l you."
purpose-confer tha.t power on a dumb animal.
which several men fraudulently gained possesTHE arrest of the Grand Army men who were
Certainly we mnst admit, etc.-B'ble Cyclope.ata, bii
"'I HE wife for me," he said, "is the old-fash- John Eaat.e, D. D., LL.D., eto. [NoTE.-To think
sion of 20,000 acres of fine timber land in accompanying a corpse to its Ltat resting-place,
with appropriate dirges, was due to the lawd ioned girl-the girl who makes a good house-wife of a professor of divinity writing auoh a. lame
Mendocino county, Cal.
-who has been brought up to sew a.nd to oook a.nd impotent a.pology for suob: a. miracle, at this
against music and bier. Tha•law must go.
A TERRIFIC snow and wind storm moved
and to wash and to iron-the. kind of girl that time of day, and that tb:e learned man was the
"MY errand here to-night," said a. young la.wyer they used to hav before girls went in for fa.shion- contemporary of J. S. Mill, of Herbert Spencer,
across the continent from the West and to a damsel on whom he had called, " reminds me
reached the upper Atlantic coast with cul- of the cry of an owl." " Indeed !" said the able tlummery and accomplishments and things." of Charles Darwin, and of T.H. Huxley, is enough
"Yes," said she; "I understand. Well, my idea.! to sicken a dog. a.nd to make us despair of the
minated severity on the 12th, doing great maiden; "what is your errand here to-night 1" of a husband is also of the old-fashioned sort. I progress, if not of the sanity, of mankind; but
·•
Courtship.
To
wit,
to
woo."
diunage.
want one who will shovel snow, put in coal, split we will not despair. Let the E>tdleB of divinity
ON the 8th the Senate received a petition TOBACCONIST customer : " The figure of the In- kindlings, put up stoves, dig garden-beds, beat play their fantastic tricks as they will, to
carpets-and do all the things that husba.nds used please the groundlings of orthodoxy. It is simply
from 102,670 citizens of 33 states and territo- dian IS all right, and very true to nature, but I to before they went lD for silk hats and olubs and another illustration of what was said of · olddon't und€rstand why you put that bottle of rum
ries protesting against Utah's admission as a in his hand." Sign i!cnlptor: "Reckon you've four-in-hands and things." There was a. thiok, "And they took the money and did as they were
glutinous silence for a few moments, while he taught." The da.y of Dr. Eadie and all his nustate while a majority of its citizens adhere to never seen a live Injun, boos."
Mormonism.
·
Mils. BIGGINS : "~h. llfrs. Stiggins, it's not every pondered deeply and broadly. "I wonder," he merous. gang of asses is about over. They must
said
at last, "exaotly how much of ass I a.m." "I . decrealie, while the achool of thinkers must inTHE attempts of the London authorities to woman who has a husband like yours. They say wonder," she eohoed, with a speoulativ expression orea.se. Who's afraid '-Hlllaz.l
he is very indulgent." Mrs. Stiggins: ''There! I in her eyes.
dispose of radical labor agitators by police- told Joshua tha.t if he kept on indulging on the
DAKoTA man (in Boston): "I hav just reoeived
THoUGH we readily rejeot any faot whioh is unmen's clubs instead of by arguments are do- sly somebody would find it out.''
a letter from a friend in Blizzardvllle asking llle usual and inoredible in an ordinary degree; yet,
ing much to overthrow the old-time respect
A HEALTH writer says, "The washtub is an ex- to engage a school. teacher, and I thought per- in adva.ncing further, the mind observes not alfor the liberty of the English citizen.
cellent gymnasium." But will our young ladies naps you-" Boston girl (haughtily): •• That will ways the same rule; but whim anything is aftackle kmdly to it 1 As liir. Bacon says in Shak- do, sir. Do you suppose a.ny woman of culture firmed utterly absurd and miraculous [and if the
THE emperor of Germany died on the 9th. spere's works; "A.ye, there's the rub." And 1t Is
doDd r€fiuement would consent to leave Boston 1" story of Bdolaam and his ass does not oome under
Many ministers last Sunday preached special the "rub" that makes the washtub unpopular as ·• Blizzardville is a. linly place in summer." this head, the words ''absurd and miraculous" are·
sermons of lamentation for the despot who a gymnasium.
"Thermometer goes to twenty below zero in win- without meaning], it rather the more readily adbas spent his life repressing democracy. He
UNCLE 'RAsTus : • Why does dey put • In God ter, I suppose." "Yes, in nice weather it gets up mits of such a faot, upon account of that very
is succeeded by his son, the ill crown prince. we-all truot' on a two-cent piece, and doesn't put to twenty below quite ·often a.fter Cb:ristmas." circumstance whioh ought to destroy all its an1t on deile yere ten-dollar LnUs, S"mbo-does yer ·• • Get's up!' Good, very good-delightful pros- thority.-Hume•s Essay on Mtracles.
A OAJ,L for a national conference to meet in know 1" Sambo: "I dunno, chile; but I •spects pect I And no theaters, operas, concerts, or lectIT is a standing argument with Christians in
Cincinnati on May 15th, " to aid in forming it's cause yer don• hab to ask no one fer trus' when ures the whole year round'" "Well, Deacon
Lunkhead generallY givs-us a little lecture at the favor of the divine approval which their system
a great national party in view of the near ap- yer bab ten dollars."
of religion has received, that it has spread so
ST.-PETER (to applicant): "You say you were an Friday evening prayer meeting." "And you think largely over the world, and that so many million&
proach of the national contest," is issued by
edito1·ial wnt~r on a New York newspaper?" Ap· any woman in her senses will consent to bury of human beings hav embraced it. According to
Dr. McGlynn, James Redpath, and other of- plicant: "Yes, sir." St. Peter: "Step into the herself in suoh a place? What became of the
ficers of the United Labor party. 'fhey call elevator, please." Applicant (stepping into tht school-teaoher you had before 1 Did she freeze this criterion Cnristianity is no more divine than
Mohammeda.nism or Brahmanillm, and far less so
for three delegates from each Congress dis- elevator) : ·• How soon does it go up 7" St. Peter: to death or oommit suioide '" "No, indeed. She than Bnddhism. The last two systems na.mtd
got married. They get married off so fast we
"It
doesn't
go
up,
it
goes
down."
trict, three from each territory, and three
can't' keep our schools open." "Oh I The poor existed many centuries before Christianity com"WE wish," says a Colorado editor, "to retraot little children mustn't be a.llowed to grow up in menoed, and hav eaoh had far more followers.
from the District of Columbia. Those who
Of Buddhists alone, it is estimated they hav
are called on to choose the delegates are our statement, made last week, that our esteemed 1gnorance. I'll go."
fellow-oit1zen, Ron. Mr. Plumley, never wab
reaohed a number ten times as great as all the
electors who believe in Henry George's land known to keep his promis. After reading th€
SEM'-CON'fRADICTIONS OF 'fHE Chri~tians who hav lived. To-day there are held
doctrin, but not in his politics, and believe item in questiOn, 1\Ir. Plumley happened to reto be 400,000,000 Buddhists in the wmld-tnree
BffiLE.
member
that
duriD!Z
the
heat
of
the
recent
polittimes as many as Christians can truthfully claim.
that the government should issue all money
A perfeotly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Thoug_h If numbers are the tedt of the divinity and truth
ical
con
te•t
he
promised
to
kiCk
us
out
to
the
fair
without the intervention of banks, and that
grounds, and he immediately came up to the office "'nonymous, it is now known to be the work of W. of the various systems of the world's great religrailroads and telegraphs should be owned by and exeouted his proruis. In fact, he has not only li. BuRR, one of our "blest correspondent&. More ions, Christianity will hav to sta.nd about fourth.
Gha.n 30,000 oopies hav been sold. Prioe, 15 oent.s.
the people.
kicked us all the way out there, but kept it up For sale at this oftioa.
in the. soale.;.:.D. M. Bennete.
;.,
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BUBBLE-BLOWING.-A RELIGIOUS OBJECT-LESSON.
next entertainment. The choir refused to pastor of the district was always hungry, so
sing the closing hymn, and say they will not the peasant always sent him the first sausage
sing for the pastor any more. The society is made from each pig slaughtered, and a week
later called to inquire his health. If it was
THE oldest inhabitant of New York has to rent in twain.
all right the pork went to the market, and
keep still now. The youngest inhabitant
THE strikers of Galesburg, Ill., hav issued
who could get outdoors last week knows just a circular at the close of which they call on examination fees were saved.
MAYoR HEWITT refused to allow the Irish
as much about snowstorms in this city as he the friends of the Rev. J.D. Wyckoff, a clergydoes.
man of that city, to boycott him because he flag to float from the city hall on the 17thIN order to cure whooping cough in War- wrote an article condemning the despotic St. Patrick's day. Mr. Hewitt is an American, and level-headed. What business has
wickshire village, Eng., they cut a piece of tendency of L~bor organizations.
the municipality of New York to celebrate
hair from the nape of the child's neck, chop
A MoNTREAL newspaper says that a citizen
it very fine, and spread it on a piece of bread who had agreed to lease a certain house on the memory of a Roman Catholic saint, who
and giv it to a dog. Warwickshire is inhab- University street was considerably surprised may hav lived fifteen hundred years ago, or
who may never hav lived at all?
ited by Christians.
when he came to sign the lease to find that a
H. 0. PENTEOOBT hits his brethren like
HYPoo&rsY in the pulpit is thus explained clause had been inserted forbidding him to
by a deacon who was criticising his pastor : play the piano, play cards, or open the win- this : " Hear ministers talking among themselva, and you will find few of them who be"The trouble is not that our minister isn't dows on Sunday. He didn't sign.
lieve what they preach. They hav become
orthodox, or tlrat he isn't earnest, but when
WRITING of American converts, the Michi- . habituated to the transparent subterfuges of
he is earnest he isn't orthodox, and when he
gan Catholic remarks that priests throughout the pulpi~. But heresy is expensiv. The oris orthodox he isn't earnest."
the United States are receiving into the church thodox minister is paid very well ; his posiMuoH of the so called ivory now in use
every year, quietly and without any herald- tion in society is assured ; his prospects are
is simply potato. A good, sound potato
ing, a greater number of Protestants than all exceedingly bright, so long as he conforms to
washed in dilutei sulphuric acid, tlren boiled
the proselytes their foreign missionary so- the religious opinions of his day." Mr. Penin the same solution, and then slowly dried,
cieties, with large expenditure and much tecost probably knows. He was a.heretic for
is all ready to be turned into buttons, poker
noise, are able to make.
a long while before he left the church.
chips, and innumerable other things that
ivory was used for once upon a time.
ELIZABETH CADY STANTON has returned
A MAN in Ge~many has at last found a useAT Cottam, a small town across tire river ful purpose which ministers may subserve. from Europe to preside over the International
from Detroit, the choir of the Methodist Epis- Sausages, cooked or half raw, highly spiced, Congress of Women to be held in Washing.
copal church undertook to raise money by are an essential of German cookery. In ton this month. In London li'Irs. Stanton was
dramatic and musical performances. The order to prevent the Germans from exposing honored with a farewell reception tendered by
first night was a success, but the minister themselvs to a number of bad diseases inci- her countrywoman, the American poet, Mrs.
then attempted to prevent the ladies from dental to pork, the authorities insist upon the Zadel Barnes Gustafson, at her residence, 30
ji;Oing on the stage again, and because they pigs being examined before being offered for Cromwell Grove. A distinguished gathering
refused to obey him he preached a sermon on sale. A peasant was arrested for evading represented literary and artistic London.
Sunday in which he denounced the perform- this law, and upon being asked to explain, Among those present were the Rev. and Venances. He threatened to refuse ohe sacra- said that he had a most accurate method of erable Dr. James Martineau, Mr. Rider Hagment to any who took part in or attended the determining the soundness of pork. The gard and Mrs. Haggard, Mrs. E. Lynn Lin-

J/Jofts and Qllippinns.

ton (the novelist), Mrs. George H. Riddell,
Bret Harte, Andrew Lang, Oscar Wilde and
Mrs. Wilde, Mr. and Mrs. Holman Hunt, Miss
Mary Anderson, Wilson Barrett and Miss
Eastlake, Felix and Mme. Moscheles, Oakey
Hall, T. P. O'Connor, Mme. Kate Thayer,
Mrs. Margaret Bri~ht Lucas, Walter Crane
and wife, and Mrs. Alexander Hector. Mrs.
Gustafson, her countrywoman, sailed on the
Aller with Mrs .. Stanton, to represent Great
Britain as delegate from the executiv committee of the British Women's Temperance
Association and the Peace Association of
Great Britain.
"WE are compelled to apologize to some
of our readers," says the editor of the Arcola
(Kan.) Triumph, in a recent issue of that
journal, "for the absence of our regular column of religious news in this week's paper.
But yesterday afternoon, just before going to
press, the gentleman who has charge of that
department came into our new office over Cy
Fairfield's place with as elegant a jag as we
ever saw. He insulted everybody about,
from the proprietor to the devil, and finally
turned his dirty attention to our wife, who
had come down to visit us in our new
quarters, and with whom, it seems, he had
some previous acquaintance. When we got
through with him some of the boys carried
him over to Girk Hartmeyer's shop, and he's
lying there now. We trust to be on deck
again with religious news all right next week,
and in the mean time would announce that
there will be regular services this evening at
the Methodist Episcopal chapel on Mansion
avenue. Rev. Edward Ashley will preach,
while Miss !{it Larrabee will preside at the
organ."
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g[ommunications.
A. Revenue Tariff.
Of the various questions now agitating the public
mind, perhaps there is.none of more importance than
the proposed revhion of the tariff. It presents an
issue on which the two great political parties of the
nation hav already taken sides, and on which the
coming presidential campaign is to be fought; and
as the welfare and prosperity of the whole people are
to be greatly promoted or seriously injured by the
decision soon to be made, it is highly essential that
the question should .receive a full and exhaustiv discussion, in order that the people may be enabled to
vote intelligently thereon. While I do not profess to
hav mastered the vast s.ubject in all its details, I
venture to offer a few suggestions which I hope will
be of some value to those who ara interested therein.
I wish to consider the matter not as a partisan, but
as an independent citizen, whose only desire is to
arrive at the truth, and to bav such a measure
enacted as will best promote the welfare and happiness of the people.
The first question presented for consideration is,
What is the primary object and meaning of a tariff?
Is it designed for raising a revenue to pay the
expenses of the government or for protectmg the
home manufacturer against the competition of his
foreign rivals? Upon this question there has been a
difference of opinion among our most eminent statesmen and jurists, and many ingenious arguments hav
been advanced on both sides. Neither my time nor
space will permit me to present these arguments in
detail; but I will remark that both objects cannot
hav been contemplated by the framers of the Constitution, because they are mutually inconsistent with
each other-as a tariff framed solely for protection
can yield little or no revenue to the government, and
a tariff designed exclusivly for revenue can afford
little or no protection to the manufacturer. There
can be no revenue to the government except as
foreign goods are allowed to come into the country,
and there can be no protection to the manufacturer
except as they are excluded therefrom. So far as I
know, it bas never been claimed that protection is
the sole purpose for which the authority to levy
a tariff upon foreign importations was conferred upon
Congress by the Constitution. On the contrary, it
seems to be universally conceded that revenue is the
primary end sought to be accomplished thereby, and
that protection is only of secondary importance. It
is reasonable to suppose that if the framers of the
Constitution had intended to confer upon Congress
the power to establish a purely protectiv tariff, they
would hav made a clear and explicit provision to
that fffect, thereby removing all doubts as to their
meaning, instead of leaving the same to be discovered by inference or implication. So far from
thinking that such a policy was contemplated by
them, I hav abundant reason to believe that revenue
was the principal, if not the sole, object which they
had in view; and that if protection was thought of
at all, it was considered as only of minor importance.
My construction of the Constitution is that taxation
is only justifiable for public purposes in which all
citizens are equally interested, rather than for the
benefit of indtviduals, or to aid private enterprises,
however worthy they may be; and I am happy to
state that this construction has been sustained by
the Supreme Court of the United States at the October term, 1874, in. a case entitled, Loan Association
vs. Topeka, reported in 20 Wallace's Reports, page
655 ; and here I will quote from page 664 a few sentences from their opinion:
We hav established, we think, beyond cavil that there
can be no lawful tax which is not laid for a public purpose. . . .
To lay with one hand the power of the government on the
property of the citizen, and with the other to bestow it upon
favored individuals to aid private enterprises and build up
private fortunes, is none the less a robbery because it is done
under the forms of law and is called taxation.
There are only two provisions of the Constitution
under which power to establish a protectiv tariff is
claimed;· and these are the 1st and the 3rd clauses of
Section 8 of Article I. Let us consider these clauses
in the order therein mentioned. The first one reads
as follows: "The Congress shall hav power to lay
and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises to pay
the debts, and provide for the common defense and
general welfare of the United States; but all duties,
imposts, and excises shall be uniform throughout the
United States."
Perhaps there is no part of the Constitution which
has given rise to more controversy than this clause.
· It has been contended on the one hand that it authorizes Congress to lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and excises, and also to pay the· debts and
provide for the common defense and general welfare
of the United States. In other words, it is asserted
that two distinct and independent powers are here
granted instead of one. On the other hand, it is
held that the power to lay and collect taxes, duties,
imposts, and excises, is to. be exercised only for the
purpose of paying the debts and providing for the

common defense and general welfare; that is to ·say,
the latter words confer no additional authority, but
are used simply to qualify or to limit the former ;
and instead of two distinct powers only one is herein
granted. Which of these two constructions appears
to be the more reasonable! If the former be correct,
there is no limitation whatever to the power of Congress on the subject of taxation, and they hav ample
discretion to levy a tax for any purpose that in their
judgment may appear desirable, and there is absolUtely no means by which the people may protect
themselvs from being completely impoverished and
ruined by excessiv taxation. Can it be possible that
the makers of the Constitution intended to confer
such an extraordinary prerogativ as this upon the
Congress of the United States? On the contrary, is
tt not far more reasonable to believe that they designed to restrict taxation to the specific purpose of
raising a revenue for paying the legitimate expenses
of the government! Perhaps there is no authority
ever exercised by human governments more liable to·
abuse than that of taxation, and for this reason there
ts none which should be more carefully guarded and
kept within reasonable bounds. We are, therefore,
<JOmpelled to accept the latter of the two constructions above given, and to consider the power in question as limited to the payment of the debts, and provision for the common defense and general welfare of
the United States.
It has been said that even if this construction of
the Constitution be the true one, the power to enact
a protectiv tariff is included under the words, " To
provide for the common defense and general welfare." It must be shown c.onclusivly that a protectiv
tariff does actually promote the general welfare of
the country, and that it only can do so, before we
are willing to concede that it alone is authorized by
the words in question. How can the total wealth of
a nation be increased by a law which simply takes a
part of that wealth from one portion of its inhabItants and bestows it upon the remainder' For this
is exactly what a protectiv tariff actually does, and if
made prohibitory is all that it can do. It does not,
and cannot, increase the amount of capital invested
in business; and it creates nothing but a disturbance. We challenge the students of history to show
that any nation on the globe has ever been made
wealthy or prosperous simply by taxing its people.
As well might it be said that a person may be made
strong and healthy by frequent bleeding, as that. a
nation may become rich and powerful by excess1v
taxation. On the contrary, the commercial prosperity of every people is the greatest where the taxes
are the lowest, other things being equal, where all
classes receive full compensation for their labor or
t.heir services, and where unjust discriminations between the citizens are utterly unknown. There is
just a~;~ good, if not better, reason to believe that the
general welfare may be as well secured under free
trade as under protection; and if this be true the
language here used may be construed to favor the
former. system as well as the latte_r. We contend,
therefore, that a protectiv tariff is not necessarily the
only one contemplated by this clause of the Constitution, but that if a strictly revenue tariff is found to
be as well calculated to promote the general welfare,
it is equally authorized thereby.
The second clause under which the power to enact
a protectiv tariff is claimed, reads as follows: "The
Congress shall hav power to regulate commerce with
foreign nations, and among the several states, and
with the Indian tribes." Whether this be true or
not depends entirely upon the meaning of the word
"regulate." The definition of it given by Webster,
in his Unabridged Dictionary, is, "To adjust by rule,
method, or established mode; to direct by rule or
restriction; to subject to governing principles or
laws·" and it is fair to presume that the word was
used'by the framers of the Constitution in its ordinary signification. Nothing is said in that instrument as to the purpose for which this power should
be exercised; but it is reasonable to suppose that it
was intended to be used in such a manner as to promote or to preserve commerce, rather than to obstruct
or to destroy it. Such certainly cannot be the meaning of the words "to regulate;" and yet the present
tariff has done more than all other causes combined
to check and to injure our commerce with other
nations. This it has done in two ways; first, by
diminishing both imports and exports, thereby
decreasing the demand for ships, and secondly, by
taxing many of the materials entering into their
construction, thereby makivg it impossible for our
shipbuilders to compete successfully with their
foreign rivals; so that at the present time our carrying trade is so small that the American flag is scarcely
seen on the ocean; and our limited exports are
carried almost exclusivly in foreign vessels. Thus
one immense industry of our people has been greatly
injured, if not totally annihilated, simply to aid or to
protect another. I cannot believe that the power to
regulate commerce was intendPd to hav·such an effect
as this; and if a protectiv tariff operates i~ this manner, I contend that it is not authorized by the clause
in question.
.
Whatever may be the true construction of the

Constitution on this question, I do not hesitate~to declare WY. profound conviction that a. purely:protectiv tariffis an injustice and a hardship; and tb~J.t this
is true may be made. evident by a single ill~str11tion.
Let us suppose that an American citizen want~:sOme
cloth for a coat, and finding that English _9lo'th is
better and cheaper than American, desires .tq .purchase the same. This he could easily do if tr11de
were absolutely free, by paying, let us ~ay, the price
of $1 per yard after it bas been imported into this
country. He finds American cloth of inferior quality
selling at $1.50 per yard. Now, in order to prevent
him from buying the superior English cloth, and to
compel him to purchase the inferior American, the government adds· to the price of the former the sum of
sixty cents per yard as a duty, which being more
than he is able to pay, he takes the latter instead.
Now, the party who has received the principalbenf'fit
from this arbitrary arrangement is the American
manufacturer; a11 he bas been enabled to sell an
inferior article at a price that he otherwise could not
hav obtained; and the consumer has been directly
taxed fifty cents per yard for his exclusiv benefit. In
this manner a few manufacturers are coi)stantly obtaining an immen.;e sum of money from the many
consumers throughout the country. In other words,
the many are taxed for the benefit of the few, and
the government derives a comparativly small revenue
from the transaction. .A more arbitrary aEd unjust
law it would be d1fficult to imagin, and why such a
law should continue in force I leave to the protectionist to explain. No government has the right to
tax some of its ci1 izens for the benefit of others, but
should treat all alike; and this is an utter impossibility under a strictly protectiv tariff, for the very
idea of protection necessarily implies partiality between the citizens. It means that some are to be
benefited at the expense of others, and a government
adopting and enforcing such a policy as this is not
worthy of the respect or the allegiance of its citizens.
According to the preamble of the Constitution, the
first object after the formation of a more perfect
union, for which it was ordained, was "to establish
justic~,'' and, ~s I hav just. s~ow_n that .a protectiv
tariff 1s the qumtessence of lDJUstwe, I fad to understand how such a tariff can be in accordance with the
Constitution.
But it is urged as a reason for a protectiv tariff
that it enables the natiQD. adoptiug it to become
independent of other nations. This assumes that
this independence is desirable, and a great advantage
to the country securing it, but we see no good reason
for this assumption. As no human being in a civilized society is or can be absolutely independent of
his fellows, -so no country in the .world can be absolutely independent of all other countries. As the
welfare of all men is promoted by a mutual exchange
of their several services and productions, so all nations are likewise benefited by a free commerce in
their respectiv products. Every country possesses
some particular advantage over every other country
in certain industries, and where trade is· free each
one produces those things for which it is best adapted,
and the free exchange of their products is for the
mutual' advantage of all. For instancA, France produces excellent silk at a moderate price; but as
England has no good soil for the growth of mulberry
trees, on which silk-worms feed, she cannot produce
a superior quality of silk, and no lPgislation of either
country can alter these facts. England, however,
produces the best of cutlery, and, therefore, it is for
the mutual benefit of both nations that, at least so
far as these articles are concerned, trade should be
absolutely free between them. If each country were
compelled to produce its own silk and cutlery, England would possess some very dear and inferior silk,
and France would possess some very dear and inferior cutlery. Both nations would suff.;r a losP, and
only the protected manufacturers in each would be
gainers by a protectiv system.
It is also asserted that a protectiv tariff by raising
the price of our manufactured articles enables the
manufacturer to pay higher wages to his employees
than he otherwise could, and that therefore the
laboring man is greatly benefited thereby. If it be
true that the American operativ does 1·eceive higher
wages under the protectiv system than under free
trade, it does not not follow that he is benefited
thereby, unless it can be shown that his cost of living is not correspondingly increased. It is no advantage to any man to hav his wages doubled if, at
the same timP, his expenses are also doubled. Now,
as the price of nearly every article which he is obliged
to use is incrf:'ased. by the protectiv tariff, the additional tax which he is compelled to pay is equal to,
and in many instances greater than, the increase of
wages which he is paid under protection ; and consequently he receives no corresponding benefit thf'refrom. Besides that, the rate of wages does not depend wholly upon the tariff, but principally upon the
law of supply and demand. E\ery man who employs labor seeks to do so at the lowest possible
cost; and, although the advocates of protectiOn profess to be greatly interested in the welfare of th6
laborer, we hav never heard of a single instance in
which the manufacturer has paid him a higher price
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for his labor than he was absolutely obliged to pay.
If these professions of love for the workingman are
sincere, why do not these wealthy. capitalists adopt
the system of profit.sharing, instead of paying him
the lowest wages for which he is able to work'
Such a course would be far more consistent with
these professions of regard for his welfare than the
policy at present pursued by them.
Again, we fail to see how the workingman is protected under the present system, while there is nothing to prevent the manufacturer from discharging
all his help at any time and filling their places with
the .so-c~Iled. paupe.r labor of foreign countries, the
law ~gams~ lmport.mg la~or under contract being
practiCally moperat1v and mdfectual. · If there were
a provision in our present tariff against the importation of foreign labor, there would be some color of
truth in the claim that American operativs are protected then by; but the simple fact is that the
· manufacturer supplements his pretended protection
by importing the cheap labor of Europe, thus producing a competition which lowers the wages of the
unprotected workman below what they could be under the most absolute free trade. Thus the claim
that our wmking ciasses are benefited by a protectiv
tariff turns out, on examination, to be wholly fallacious, and is no longer worthy of serious considerati.on.
A protectiv tariff works a decided injury to the
whole country; for while it secures to our manufact"
urers the home market, they are restricted to it alone,
and are thus shut out from the markets of the world.
There was a time in qur history when our ax manufacturers exported their products to nearly every
country on the globe; but now the excessiv duty
laid on some of their raw materials and the materials
used in the construction of their machinery, renders
it impossible for them to compete successfully with
foreign manufacturers; and they are undersold ·in all
other nations; and their trade is limited simply to
the United States. Thus, while they are enabled to
obtain a higher price for their goods .at home than
they otherwise could, this gain is more than counterbalanced by the loss of the profits which they might
receive if trade were absolutely free, so that they
could supply the markets of the world. And )Vhat
is true of this branch of industry is equally true of
many others. In this manner the prosperity of the
country is injured far more than it is benefited; and
such will continue to be the case so long as this policy prevails.
Before leaving the subject., there is one other
reason for the abolition of the so-calJed protectiv
system which I will present, and which I consider of
more importance than any above mentioned; and
that is that such a policy js entirely beyond the
legitimate scope and function of government. If all
that has been said in its favor were absolutely true,
we would still oppose it, because we do not consider
it the duty of government to aid its citizens in conducting their business. The primary, if not the sqle,
object for which governments are instituted among
men is to administer justice to the citizen, to secure
to each one the full enjoyment of his natural rights,
and to prevent one person from encroaching upon
the rights of another. The purpose for which people
willingly submit to taxation for the support of government is that. they may be made secure in the
enjoyment of their personal liberty. Although I am
a citizen of the United States, I am also a citizen of
the .world; and my relations to my fellow-man across
the ocean are the same as my relat.ions to my nextdoor neighbor, and consequently my right to trade
with the former is just as sacred as my right to trade
with the latter. If this be true, the government
under which I liv has no just power to deprive me of
that right, or to throw any obstacfe in the way of its
exercise; and whenever it does so, it reverses its
function and itself becomes an aggressor. Thus it
appears that all laws which hav for their object the
restriction of trade are direct infringements upon the
liberty of the individual, and are wholly inconsistent
with the purpose for which our government was
ordained and established.
For these and other reasons which need not be
mentioned here, I am in favor of the immediate
repeal of the present protectiv tariff, and the enactment in its place of a tariff so adjusted as to yield a
revenue sufficient to pay the expenses of the government economically administered, the interest on _the
public debt and the principal thereof as it becomes
due, and such pensions as hav been or may be hereafter granted. I also favor the immediate abolition
of the internal revenue systE>m, as it is altogether
unnecessary and a heavy burden upon the industry
of the people. After the adoption of these desirable
measures, the enormous sum of money now withdrawn from circulation and hoarded. in the treasury
of the United States might and would be utilized in
carrying on the business of the country, and the vast
army of idle men in all our cities could be speedily
employed at remunerativ wages. Nor do I see how
any disastrous results can follow from the proposed
legislation; for if the present system be partial and
unjust, as I think I hav clearly shown it ta be, no
permanent good can :flow therefrom; but, .on the
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contrary, I contend that the best method of securing
the w~lfa;e and happiness of the country is to preserve mvwlate the rights and the liberties of all our
citizens; and this is impossible so long as the protectiv system prevails.
JAMES W. STILLMAN.
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The following morning we bade our generous
friends good-bye and separated, on various missions
bent. Mine was to clamber aboard the Erie and
Pittsburgh train and for more than five weary hours
watch :fleeting skies and clouds and rocks and mining
viilages, and streams glassed over with Winte1's conPennsylvania Conventions and Ohio Workers. gealing breath, and winding railroads along which a
After a long, tiresome jolt over that paragon of fiery snake now and then dragged its hissing length.
ba~ roadt'l, the L. S. & M. S, your correspondent Notwithstanding all this jumbled in upon my sight,
arrived at Girard station on the forenoon of the and a corresponding jumble of ideas in my brain,
24th of January. The day was cold, the station- there was one very well-determined wonderment,
house was cold, t~e ?aggage-master WR'l cold, very withal, wh:c~:stood out sharply defined against the
cold, as I asked h1m, m my most persuasiv accents, horizon of my mental vision. This wonderment
when the Erie and Pittsburgh train left for Louisville. assumed gigantic proportions as I approached the
"Fiv~ ho?-~s, miss," and. he wiped the young and city of iron and steel and beheld the grimed and
buddmg ICICles from h1s mustache. Five houri"! sooted chimneys of monster furnaces ·standing out
and only one weary, forlorn passenger with which like swarthy V ulcans before a giant forge. This
to while away the time. It looked dubious, but., in wonderment was not poetical, nor profoundly logical,
sheer desperation, I determined to "face the music" nor was it in regard to anything I hav heretofore
and, marching boldly up to the lady-thanking O::y mentioned very relevant; but, considering the fact
stars she was a lady, as I could discuss draperies that I had eaten nothing since the evening previous,
and plaitings, oil a pinch, rather better tban thE> and God never sheds manna upon the unbeliever, it
latest Prince Albert style or toothpick-toed was nevertheleJ!S important. I was hungry, and I
pumps-and disclosing my destination, inquired if I wondered whether Pittsburgh people ate dinner in
was to hav the pleasure of her company during "the the middle of the afternoon. This thought was in
wait." She lifted a pair of glorious brown eyes to my mind e.s I stepped upon the plaform at the Union
mine and said, with a smile, that she was going down depot, and looked aBxiously about for a tall gentleto report the Linesville Paine celebration. "Aha!'' man with a plug hat and long whiskers whom I had
said I to myself, "I'm in luck; I'll get on the right last seen at the Chicago Congress. Alas! there were
side of the reporter." A few moments' conversation plenty of tall gentlemen, but eit.her t.he hat or the
brought out ·the fact that my new friend was as rad- whiskers, or both, were missing, and the tide of
ical a Liberalist as the country afforded, and as there h~ri:IBnity continued to surge around and past me
is always much pleasure in the commerce of kindred as the swirl of waters on our lakes breaks, and parts,
ideas, the five hours passed away most agreeably. and rushes past a sand-bar on an island.
I consulted a hackman, and, having made my
At Linesville we were met by our good Liberal
friend, Mr. E. B. Brooks, who escorted us to the bargain with him before starting, settled down among
Arnold House, and bade me be ready to greet the au- my valises with an unswerving resolution to storm
dience as soon as possible, since neither of the other the fates if need be, but that. I would find the fort
of liberty garrisoned by the Pittsburgh Secular
speakers had yet arrived.
The evening' I!! address was "Secular Education ·'' Union ..
Regarding the Paine celebration I need say nothing,
as it has already been printed in THE TRUTH SEEKE~.
I need not outline its argument. The audience was al!l Mr. Barker has already described it better than I
as fine an assemblage of intelligent men and women am able to do; but of the Pittsburgh Secular Union
as one often meets, and, perhaps I might add, as sym- let me say that I never met a nobler or more generous
pathetic. Many of them came and shook hands with band of earnest men and women, devoting themselvs
me, as evidence, I presume, that they held no ill-will with the high enthusiasm of a glorious purpose to·
against me for punishing them so ruthlessly in the that end for" hich we all are struggling: the complete
emancipation of mankind from mental slavery. Perinfliction of the address.
The following morning our gifted and merry logi- secuted by the remorseless bigotry of Presbyterianism
cian, Charles Watts, arrived, and it was a fine address from its very birth, malignod by a subsidized press,
which t.he Linesville Liberals heard that morning- misrepresented, misconstrued, misunderstood, it has,
with the dauntless courage born of its very sense of
finely delivered, and finely received ..
The afternoon train brought the delinq11ent Mr. right, born of the indomitable desire to overthrow
Darrow, together with Dewitt T. Root, the wide- the tyranny of church and state union, born of its
awake president of the Farmdale Secular Union. glowing, daring, irresistible principle of liberty that
Our company had now its full complement, and many will not down, fought the hard battle with a faithfulwere the bright :flashes of wit, the scorings of repar- ness that should put to blush those pusillanimous
tee, the quaint stories, and real, earnest thoughts and Liberals, of which "the woods are full," who for the
sentiments exchanged during the remainder of our fawning :flatteries of society eschew their principles,
and kiss the popish toe of Solomon's amour! Not
stay.
Mr. Darrow's lecture on "The Industrial Prob- one coward in their ranks! Every gunner stands to
lem" was unique, and as pleasing .as it was unex- his piece, every bayonet ,:flashes back the burnished
pected. As an orator 1\Ir.. Darrow is at first disap- glory of the sun of Freethought, every soldier stands
pointing; he appears strange, diffident. and slightly ready to defend his fort, and high over all :floats the
awkward, but as he warms to his subject, as ideas fair banner of the free-the :flag of truth-not one
bPgin to glow, and daring thoughts gleam across the spot upon its folds, that stream out on the breeze so
dome of the mental firmament like meteors, his purely. And there may they gleam forever, kissed
strangeness becomes almost grandeur, his diffidence by the stars and bathed in the sunshine!
During the week following the Paine celebration I
melts into a masterful ease, and as the inexorable
logic of facts, the mournful eloquence of pitiful visited the Alleghany penitentiary, where 690 men
lives, grows up and out of the dark statistics of the were weering prison stripes and working at prieon
crimes and sufferings of poverty, his former lack of ta~ks. We were shown through the various departgrace is lost, his very personality seems sunk into ments, the clock-work regularity and opprensiv stilthe immeasurable profundity, the limitless higbt, of ness of the place reminding me strongly of the long,
the idea of economic liberty he advocates; he ceases tedious years I myself once spent in worse than prison
walls. Many of the.inmates were engagPd in picking
to be a man; he becomes a principle.
The lecture met with the unqualified approval of a oakum, cleaning it, and weaving it into mats; others
large audience. Mr. Watts supplemented the dis- in tending to the culinary departmmt, and others
course by a few well-timed remarks, calling the at- still watching the huge engins. On visiting the
tention of his listeners to that higher question upon library I glanced through the catalog of books, and,
which the settlement of the industrial problem though the list was in some departments excellent,
hinges-namely, the necessity of ridding the world I fttiled to find any of the advanced works upon new
of a divine monopolist before the competitiv system lineo of thought. No Darwins, Spencers, or Ingersolis, but plenty of Christs, Gods, and Bibles. Tile
on earth can giv place to a bettE>r state.
The following morning the same speaker enter- institution is well provided with church accommod~
tained an attentiv audience by a clPar and compre- tions, as there are two chapels, one Presbyterian, the
other Catholic. On inquiring if attendance was comhensiv review of the "Evid{'nces of-Christianity."
A short intermission was followed by some witty pulsory, the keeper informed me that it vy-a~ .not, and
remarks from Mr. Root, which put the audience in added nonchalantly, "This chapel [Cathohc] IB always
good humor wiih themselvs, and in a mood to listen crowded; you know those who fiil t~ese in.stitution.s
to the Paine oration, delivered by your humble ser- are mostly Catholics "-a remark whiCh I d1d not fall
vant. Its receptiou proved that there are many true to utilize in my Sunday lecture on "Convent IJife
and noble men and women in the Linesville League Unveiled." A packed house greeted me, it being the
who revere and honor that generous man who said, largest meeting the Secular Society has had in three
"The world is my country, to do good my religion." years. Numbers of "good Catholics" were sitting
The evening lecturt>, on" Materialism and Spiritual- in the best seats, and, with a sovereign contempt for
ism," given by Mr. Wattfl, was marked, as usual, by good manners, would ha v allowed our Secular ladies
strong logic, elegant periods, and powerful elocution. to stand had not the real gentlemen of the society
The festivities were concluded with a ball, much practiced the virtue of courtesy-one ~n which C~is
enjoyed by the young people of Linesville; and the tianity was supposed to hav a patent-r1ght, but whiCh
general opinion was that this was one of the pleasant- evidently ran out some time ago. These minions of
est reunions ever held by the League. Five dollars ·the pope were not overly pleased, I fa~cy, wit~ the
and fifty cents was donatPd to the Cttmpaign Fund of discourse; in fact, it was not delivered w1th th!lt m.tenthe national Union, and the subscription list to Secu- tion, and, to be honest, if it really hurt theli• p1ous
lar 1'hought added several names from Linesville beliefs in the virtues of mummeries, if it really shocked
them to see the veil of Catholic hypocrisy torn asUD·
and vicinity.
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der, I am heartily glad of it, and the more they curse
me the better I shall be pleased. ·
After the lecture a donation of $25 was collected
for the benefit of the American Secular Union funda substantial indorsement of the present administration and plan of campaign.
There are many interesting .features about Pittsburgh, and the lover of mechanics, the dreamer in
machineries, whose thoughts revolve like wheels,
whose ideas crystallize in iron, will find his ideal
world here among its magnificent mills, where a
thousand furnaces lick up the gleaming ore with
white, hot mouths. Here one may Eee the glowing
stream of gold-red metal dripping over the furnace
lips, as if from off its panting lungs had risen a
scalding hemorrhage. There one may watch a hissing, glittering ball, which burns upon the retina like
rolled-up sheets of imprisoned lightning, borne on a
little truck, spitting and fuming as it goes, toward a
huge, revolving coffee-mill; once within its jaws there
is a rushing, crunching sound, a crash, a slight
explosion which sends up a whirl of molten stars,
and then a huge red bar comes out and is borne
away by a band of men who move with the precision
of the very machinery itself. Magnificent men they
are to look at-magnificent giants! There stands
the master of the furnace, peering with keen eyes
down the flaming throat, where the seething metal
writhes and quivers in its pain. The glare of its
glowing glory strikes up and over him; no tableau
fire was ever half so brilliant, and the figure, clad in
its rough work-clothes, seems vested with the majesty
of self-conscious power at rest, force in repose.
Ossian, painting the battle of Fingal and the ghost,
might so hav imagined the genius of the storm. A
study for Michael Angelo is the master furnace-man!
There are saws with teeth that go singing through
the hot metal slabs, and saws without teeth which,
whirling at the rate of three hundred and twenty
revolutions per minute, close down upon the cold,
rolled iron, and by the terrific friction raise the spot
beneath the saw to such a degree of heat that it
withers and curls like a piece of tissue-paper on
the grate; a fine, gleaming iron worm creeps down
across the path .of the toothless saw, while iron
sparks shoot out- in all directions. It is an iron
place; a village of iron giants, with iron muscles and
iron nerves. Each workman is as much a machine as
far as precision and unvarying routine go as the
machines themselvs ; each man is an iron man ; and
over all, and above all, and through all rings the
grand, deep iron music, like waves of a molten sea
striking on an iron-bound shore.
The glass-works also form an attraction to the
curious sightseer. The "aristocracy of muscle," of
which Mr. Van Buren Denslow recently wrote in
language as sparkling and scintiUating as the great
glass bubbles themselvs (and, I may say in an aside,
presenting arguments about as fragil), is indeed well
represented, but the thing which struck me most
forcibly was the immense number of little children,
boys under ten years of age, working as hard and
faithfully as the blowers themselvs. So deeply was I
impressed with the appearance of these white-faced,
dirt-begrimed mites that I was moved to inquire
where the educational law of the state of Pennsylvania was keeping itself. They informed me that it
was on the statute-books at Harrisburg. A good,
safe place, by the way, where it is not liable to be
disturbed.
I must not, in this description, omit our visit
to old Fort Du Quesne. I was quite anxious to see
the spot which had so tried my memory and my
patience, when, .several years ago, I was, with the
ardent fervor born of fear of the ferule, committing
to memory the exploits of the late lamented George.
As my friend Mr. Barker (to whose kind escort I
commend all curiosity-eaten sojourners in the smokeless city) was casting about to find which specially
muddy alleyway would be most likely to reach the
desired locality, a wee, small voice out of a wee,
small lad at his feet piped out, "Did you want to see
the old fort, mister ~" Special providence, you see" and a little child shall lead them." But, oh, by
what dark and devious ways did he conduct us
to that monument of a century gone! And what
a strange monument it is, half buried in Monongahela
mud and smoke, its eight stone faces almost hidden
by surrounding buildings, its solid oaken beams
pierced here and there by long, narrow portholes,
suggesting the eye-sockets in a skull! .E'n effet, it is
at once a monument and a corpse; a monument to
the heroes who defended it, a corpse of an old idea.
Talk about evolution ; here you see it-there is a
deadly evolution, even in deaqly things; and if those
old doors were lips that could speak, and those sightlese windows eyes that could see, oh, how many a
solemn thing could the old fort tell of. the progress
of destruction since .first it stood there in the lonely
Alleghany forests, and listened to the low lapping of
the waters as they met, and kissed, and swept· down
past the Ohio banks!
Having explored to our satisfaction, we were about
to resume our pilgrimage, when the guileless infant
with the powerful voice again made himself heard :
"Giv me a. cent, mister, for showing you~" This

youngster is doing well; his charges are not exorbitant at present, but when he has added a few more
years' experience to his somewhat limited stock, and
read the popular guide-books, etc., I am sure he will
develop into a full-fledged" Ferguson." Everything
in this part of the city is Du Quesne something.
There is DuQuesne Way and DuQuesne Works-!
am not sure but there is DuQuesne whisky-and,
finally, DuQuesne Heights, up which you are whirled
by the Du Quesne Incline Company's cars, six cents
per whirl. From this point, it is said, we may on
a clear day count thirteen bridges spanning the.
Alleghany and Monongahela; and talking about
bridges reminds me that this magnificent suspension
affair, almost benenth your very feet, not content
with taking two cents toll from every man, woman,
and child who passes over it six days in the week,
also exacts the same on Sunday; yet a poor woman
in the city, having been prevailed upon to sell a glass
of soda-water or some other similar drink to a representativ of Presbyterian piety bent on enforcing the
Sunday laws, who worked upon her sympathies by
representing himself to be ill and in need of it, was
arrested, tried, and heavily fined. The bridge is
a rich corporation; the woman was trying to get her
living. I hope you perceive the eternal fitness of
Christian justice! Yet it is said Christ stole ears of
corn on the Sabbath day!
From this point of observation one may also glance
down the Ohio, and see there, resting in its arms,
Bruno's island, so called in honor of Felix R. Bruno,
author of the Gad-in-the-Constitution scheme. It
may be an honor to Bruno, but the compliment to
the island is very doubtful. It were better to be
named after that other Bruno, martyred by the church
because he advocated the use of school-books.
Farther away up the distant hights one may catch
a glimpse of the Alleghany observatory, half hidden
by intervening buildings. The two cities lie spread
out like a map before you, and but for the black
vomit of the river traffic rolling over and obscuring
the nearer view, every object stands out sharply defined against the sunlight and the blue wall of skya wonderful cyclorama, built up by the western
glory. After all, one cannot wonder at the enthusiasm of these Pittsburgh Secularists; they see so
much man-made slavery before their eyes, but nature
molded all so gloriously free !
A large house was in attendance at the lecture on
the "Rights of Lab.or," and an animated discussion
on the merits of the ballot followed the discourse.
During the following week I spent several days
with the Farmdale Liberalists, giving three lectures
on "Secular Education," "Convent Life," and one
on a subject chosen by the audience. Happily, they
selected one which I delight to handle-" Woman's
Suffrages." I think the Christian people of that village, if there were any present, must hav had their
reverence for Paul and Solomon terribly shocked.
I only wish my Teutonian friend, J. G. Hartwig,
might hav been there to lead the reply; as it was,
that task devolved on Mr. Peter Bethune, who took
issue with the speaker on the statement that women
were people; Peter assumed that people, being a
collectiv noun, could not properly be applied to
either men or women distinctivly. It reminded me
of a certain occasion when I gravely remarked to my
mother that "young Speckle wasn't a chicken; he
was a rooster."
The Farmdale League is brisk and means business;
no room for laziness in their ranks, and President
Root is making it a decidedly aggressiv movement.
Two dollars and fifty cents was donated to the
American Secular Union fund.
From Farmdale I returned to Pittsburgh, to participate in the social given by the society on Sunday,
February 19th.
Music, recitations, and short
speeches were the order of the day, and a very
pleasant shake-hands all around at the conclusion of
the exercises.
On Wednesday afternoon I bade adieu to my good
friends, Messrs. Staley, Pierce, Barker, Hoover,
D'Jones, ex-president of the League, now of Cleveland, Ohio, and all the other brave, tried hearts
whose names are indelibly engraved on memory's
tablets, and, "spreading out my white wings," set
sail for Alliance.
In this lively little place of some six thousand inhabitants there is a very large Liberal element, but
owing to divers causes it has heretofore remained unorganized. The morning lecture on "Orthodoxy
and Freethought" was devoted chiefly to rousing a
sentiment in that direction, and, from the disposition
manifested, the writer has reason to hope that her
efforts were not in vain ; and that through the
energy of the three Messrs. Smith, G. W. Thornburg, Messrs. Rockhill, Haynes, and other Liberal
Spiritualists and Agnostics, an auxiliary local Union
will soon be fairly in working order.
Notwithstanding the fearful weather a very large
audience came out in the evening to hear how we
lived in convents, and my thanks are especially due
them for the respectful attention given to the entire
discourse; but the prettiest compliment of all was
paid by Miss Flossie Smith, the six-year-old daughter of D. W. Smith, who said to her mamma, " I

liked it because she said more words that ·r knew."
" Here endeth the lesson." Five weeks of a life
are here inscribed. Five pleasant weeks ! made
pleasant by the companionship of genial minds, and·
broad Liberal hearts, and brave, true, manly and
womanly hands-hands the memory of whose touch
sends a thrill of gratitude through my being, and
calls up the echo of voices which breathed strong,
cou~ageous, inspiring words into each fiber of my
inner self. It is all past now. I am returned to
"Michigan, my Michigan." No more blue, dim
hights down which the cloud tears tremble and drip
and fall in hard, gleaming crystals; where the sob-·
bings of the rocks are hushed in frozen music; where
hill rises over hill in its mad, steep staircase to the
stars, and the sun flashes down its cohorts of golden
lancers through the jutting teeth, the cavernous hollows, the darting ravines, of the wild Alleghanies.
Here, in our broad, fair, level fields of southern
Michigan, hemmed in by the sweet-toned thunder of
our deep lakes alone, we lose the grandeur of the
mountains. But one sublimer peak which caps them
all stands out as clear and bright to us and as fairthe bight of science, over whose majestic brow is
bursting the glory of the new day, when all shall be
truth seekers, when none shall walk blindfold, and
knowledge be the savior of mankind. Adieu!
VoLTAIRINE DE CLEYRE.
.

Mrs. Freeman's .Adventm·es.
From Salem, where I gave the first lecture on my
route, Francis Sheldon writes: "As a result of your
visit here, one intelligent young man has begun investigating, and borrowed a number of TRUTH
SEEKERs." Already, from various points, words of
encouragement are coming to me, expressing satisfaction as to the results of my labor. Mr. Sheldon
is the only live Freethinker in Salem. The town is
strictly orthodox; the two prominent sects, Quakers.
These attended my lecture. Opportunity was given
for criticism, but the "spirit" did not move any of
the brethren to speak, and the meeting adjourned
with significant silence. All seemed pleased, however, with the lecture, and were talking of having me
remain another night. Thomas Rook, an activ, intelligent Liberal, came in from the country to attend
my lecture. He brought his little family with him,
three bright, handsome children, who listened intently to the speaker's every word.
Mr. Sheldon and his wife came out from the
Quakers twenty-five years ago. As Mrs. Sheldon
said, she admired their honesty, and it must be admitted that, in becoming Liberals, these two hav
lost none of the sterling qualities they held when of
Quaker faith. Their family consists of eight children-men and women grown-all Freethinkers,
strong and large, and never sick a day in their lives.
Salem is an old antislavery battle-ground. Here
was located one. of those wonderful, invisible underground railroads, sustained by loving hands and
loyal hearts. Many a poor black wretch fleeing from
some Christian owner was hurried away through
here toward Canada and liberty.
I hav laughed often at the ludicrous situations in
which Charles Reynolds has frequently found himself
on his route. He seems to me like a great schoolboy howling at the top of his voice because he had
frozen his fingers a little. Brace up, brother. It is
better than being a Christian missionary to the Cannibal islands, after all. The Liberals won't eat you,
even if they do put you in a cold room to sleep.
That's what they hav out West-plenty of good,
cool, fresh air. Plenty of Liberality, too; and the
farther West you go the more of each you find.
New Jersey, you know, is too little and narrow and
cramped for either.
I hav laughed sometimes in sympathy with my
fellow-laborer. For instance, when waiting at Mount
Pleasant for a train to Ottumwa. "She goes at
12," said the station agent; "it's 11 now." I
waited patiently. I heard a crazy old engin shrieking up and down a side-track somewhere in the distance, but the train that I was expecting to come
dashing in did not put in an appearance. I went
again to the station agent. "Isn't it about time?"
He looked at me helplessly. I knew there was something wrong. "Time!" he gasped; "that train went
fifteen minutes ago."· I found, then, that on many
of the branch roads one has to ride on freights; that
they are not apt to come anywhere near the depot;
that one must tug his luggage about a quarter of a
mile, and no one ever dreams of notifying the poor
traveler that the train is in. There was no help for
it, and I waited six long, mortal hours, with a vision
before me of Brother Reynolds sitting down somewhere on his route in a mud-puddle, with the train
he had hoped to capture growing beautifully less in
the distance. M-isery likes company, and I was almost sorry that Watson Heston had not made an
illustration of this scene in Mr. Reynolds's wanderings for THE TRUTH SEEKER.
At Ottumwa I was met at the depot by Wm.
Lindsey, one of the most intelligent Freethinkers of
the West. Reads all the Freethought papers. Mr.
Lindsey attended the Congress last fall in Chicago.
He had found a nice place for me to stop, with the
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McCarrolls. Mrs. McCarroll is the daughter of
Jacob Millisack, an old antislavery pioneer. At his
house hav been entertained Wm. Lloyd Garrison,
Wendell Phillips, Frederick Douglass, Abby Kelly
Fo~ter, and so on.
I think that every reformer on the road has been
entertained by the McCarrolls. And . one need not
wish for a pleasariter home, more gentlemanly host,
or kinder hostess. I found nearly all the Liberal
papers here, among them THE TRUTH S:E;EKER, Mr.
McCarroll having taken it for years. I gave two
lectures in the court house, speaking Sunday morning and Sunday evening. N. M. Ives, editor of the
Industrial Appeal, was present, and manifested his
approval of. my lectures by saying, when I gave
opportunity·for criticism, "that all were of the same
opinion."
Other earnest Liberals here are Mr. and Mrs.
Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. Adler; Mrs. Adler being
sister-in-law to that enthusiastic worker, Katie Kehm.
Miss Kehm is a school-teacher, and has given several
. lectures herself. U pan the occasion of Mr. Putnam's
visit here she surprised him somewhat by giving his
poem, "Why Don't He Lend a Hand?" in excellent
style. This bright young girl is no doubt destined
to make a place for herself among the Liberal workers
in the future. I also met B. G. Bolton, P. F. Kearns,
Miss Ellen Armstrong, a remarkably intelligent lady,
and Mr. Scott, a brilliant young lawyer.
At Cromwell, h , I was met at the depot by Jacob
Geier. Mr. Putnam is so great a favorit here that
I was made at home at once, because I came as Mr.
Putnam's friend. Out in the grove I was shown the
spot where Profeesor Bell had rested from his labors.
We in Chicago thought him lecturing. The professor was swinging in a hammock. We will forgiv
him this time, but I hav no doubt but that some
future summer will find him reclining again under
that same vine .and fig-tree. The professor hates the
· heat as badly as Brother Reynolds does the cold.
Mr. F. I. Green came from Nevinville, a distance
of twelve miles, to attend my lecture. Mr. Green
takes all the Liberal papers. When that is said, it is
useless to add that he is intelligent. Mr. Green is a
young man of about thirty, and has accomplished
much for Freethought throughout his community.
At Helena, Neb., I stopped with Dr. Brooks. The
doctor resided formerly at Linesville, Pa., where I
met Mrs. Brooks, an intelligent, amiable lady, a year
ago last January, when I attended the Paine anniversary held at that place, and where that bright
young speaker Voltairine de Cleyre, Charles Watts,
and Mr. Darr~ws, a young lawyer of Chicago, furnished the speaking last winter. I· gave .t~ree. lectures here, speaking in the school- houses; ndmg m all,
from the farm to the depot, and from the farm to the
school-houses, forty miles-sm;netimes with. the ~ac
tor in his carriage, a:ad sometimes we all pile~ mto
the sled sitting on the bottom or on the seat JUSt as
we pref~rred. On. the morning of the day I got there
the thermometer was eighteen degrees below zero.
Here I found virgin soiL Here the sound of the
Liberal lecturer's voice had never come. Even that
indefatigable worker, John Remsburg, had not, in
his many wanderings, in his "going to and fro and up
and down on the earth," found his way hither. And
yet mv audience were pleased, laughed and applauded,
and were much more amenable to reason and common sense than an older community would hav been.
As one gets away from the church- spires he finds
himself among a grander, freer, nobler people. "Go
West, young man." That advice is as pertinent
to-day.
Dr. Brooks is a speaker of considerable note; has
devoted a great deal of time to the labo~ cause; has
a book in press on the finance qu~stwn ; had an
article recently in THE TRUTH SEEKER m reply to Van
Buren Densiow's "Distribution of Wealth;" takes
about thirty Liberal papers. This is an intelligent
family, an oasis in the desert. <And yet one can feel
that their residence here will Liberalize the whole
community. Even now, in the doctor's vicinity, this
effect is felt. ·
At Seward I was met at the depot by H. L. Boyes.
Mr. Boyes is a Liberal of many years' standing,
thoroughly honest and ~utspoken ~n his views. In
fact, he is proud that he IB a Freethmker, and stands
up as readily for common sense and ~eason as the
believer does for Jesus. Mrs. Boyes IB one of the
most original thinkers I hav ever met. She has not
read much she said and yet she kept me constantly
wondering' at the brightness and quaintness of her
ideas. She is a great favorit with the children. She
givs them a party every now and then. She told me
how last fall a gay crowd had come into her room,
and, after singing a May-day song, the youngest of
the lot slipped up behind her, and placed over her
head a wreath of flowers, and then they all sang
laughingly gladly, "We crown you queen of the
May, quee~ of the May." "And this," she said, "was
in October, and think of the bright flowers above my
old face ! think of me as queen of the May ! And
yet they werE! just as happy as though I had been
young and beautiful, and the man th May instead of
October." Every spring these iittle children bring
her a fairy b~sket1 a dainty creation of green moss
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and :flowers woven into shape and beauty by tiny, so angry th~tt whole pews. were quickly emptied of ladies.
cunning, childish fingers. And remember, my friends, Dr. Fulton Aaid: "Don't leave, larlies. There has· been a
in Rome which it cost £5,000 to enter."
that thi<J woman, who commands all this lovt., this nunnery
"What's the name of that nunnery?" "It's money you
veneration, from the community in which she livs, is are after."
a Materialist, a Freethinker. She understands that
"Women are kidnapped to fill convents."
"Another of vour lies."
immortality is not so much, only as one may do some
" There's one· thing I like about myself. I - "
good deeds to liv after him. Her gentleness and
"Oh, no, von are not George Washington." (Laughter.)
tenderness will be remembered in all the years to
"The Catholic church is under.the pope, not our governcome by the little ones she loves so well to-day.
ment"
"It's a lie. I'm as good an American citizen as you."
Mr. and Mrs. Moffatt, of Seward, are earnest I~ib
"McGlynn threatens to turn on the church."
erals. Mr. Moffatt is thoroughly outspoken, and
"Never." (Cheers and hi~ses.)
there is not a preacher in the town but that has been
"In New York the body of a young lady found in the river
worsted by him in argument. Mr. Moffatt is always was taken to the morgne. The papers announced it. Eight
ready to giv a reason for the faith in him. Several Catholic mothers went there in the morning searching for
years ago they buried their only child, and their lost daughters."
"How do vou know?"
elegant home must seem somewhat desolate. Under
"They told me so."
the evergreens surrounding this residence I was
"There are women in Chicago convents who would hail
shown another spot where one of our lecturers had with gladnes• the appearance of an officer."
"Bet you $500 there ain't."
swung in a hammock-no less a personage than our
" Oh. you havn't got a car-fare."
then hard-working -secretary; I was glad to learn
Dr. Ftilton made a brief appe~tl to those interrupting him,
that he did rest once in a while, for I had begun to which drew this response from the gallery in a jocular tone,
believe that he, like Mr. John Remsburg, never paused. "Oh, you love to lie so, sir," and peals of laughter swept
A prayer-meeting was held at the Congregation- over the great assembly.
"Oh, go to work again on the nunneries." __
alist church on the night of my first lecture, and,
He alluded to another of his books, contammg a story
after praying for me, the audience was dismissed, which
be narrated.
and the pastor and a portion of the flock came to the
"That's a pretty blark story," "Giv us some truth," and
court house to hear my lecture. The house was fulL similar shouts greeted him. The hisses, applause, and
An opportunity was given for remarks, but no one shouts kept growing louder, ladies flocked toward the doors,
the speaker, though he had announced that a song
spoke. On the next evening it was packed, some and
would conclude the exercises, very prudently closed it with
standing. At the conclusion of the lecture the Con- the benediction.
gregationalist minister, the Rev. Mr. Dalley, jumped
During the whole rumpus not a pR.rt,icle of protecupon a chair and announced that on the next Sunday tion was afforded by the police, although it is said
evening he would reply to Mrs. Freeman in the Opera they were appealed to, and the foregoing fails to menHouse. Unfortunately some of the boys, young men tion the fact that while an usher was attempting to
nearly, cried: "You can't do it!" "Why don't you eject a disturber, the latter drew a revolver, and the
do it now'" and "Rats!" The next day the reverend sudden disappearance of the usher on more imporgentleman rushed into print with this, complaining tant business posRibly prevented a tragedy.
of the impoliteness of the Freethinkers. Cornelius
Although Dr. Fulton had engaged the church for
Clark replied to his accusation, assuring him that the a series of lectures, he and his audience found themLiberals were not responsible, but gently reminding selva locked out the following evPning.
him that it would hav been a good place and opporWhile fully prepared to believe the immoralities
tunity, there and then, to make a protest against the which Dr. Fulton has depicted common to the Cathlectures. A friend writes me: "He foamed for two olic priesthood, and firmly denouncing this suppreshours on the Sunday evening announced, but used sion of free speech, I fail to find that Methodist
up his time in abusing Voltaire, Thomas Paine, and ministers hav made a much morE) virtuous showing.
your ladyship."
Furthermore I question the sincerity of anyone who
Seward contains a good many prominent Liberals: resorts to su~h mountebank methods of advertising
H. H. Boyes, son of H. L. Boyes-this gentleman his show.
.
is thoroughly posted, and has q'llite a number of
It is our pleasure to turn to a more agreeable and
valuable books-B. Babsen, Jr.; Judge Lowrey, pres- certainly more profitable topic-the success which
ident of the Secular Union here; Daniel McKillip, our sta~dard-bearer, Samuel P.· Putnam, met with in
eighty years old, strong and well, and never sick Fresno Cal. where he delivered a course of three
a day in his life, he told me ; his son Daniel McKil- lecture~ at thill starting-point for his spring camlip, a popular young lawyer, and his handsome wife; p~tign. The lPctures were highly spoken of by the
several teachers from the schools; William Bowers; Expositor. Following are its remarks at the concluCornelius Clark, a writer and speaker ; Schuyler sion of the course:
Clark, Dr. Reynolds, Dr. Leinhardt, and many more.
The attendance last night at Samuel P. Putnam's third and
Among the strangers introducing them~elvs was a
last lecture was l~trger tlmn at the two previous lectures, and
gentleman from Kansas, a reader of THE TRUTH the interest appeared to increase as the amlience had grown
SEEKER and all the Liberal papers, also a friend of numerically. The spealH~r denied that the Bib~e was th_e
work of revelation, hut added that there was nothmg beautiall the Liberal lecturers.
I think these people were glad that I came to ful or moral in that hook that Liberals rlirl not as thoroughly
as do the orthodox Christians. Tbe supernatt:ral i?ea
them. Mrs .. Boyes assured me of this at parting, adopt
of the Bible was rPjPcted hv people of the spPak~r s behef.
and Mr. Boyes said earnestly: "I shall pass away The lPcture was princip~tlly devoted to an elaboratw~ of the
before many years, and I want no superstitious Nine Demands of the Librrals, ~he substance of which_ has
mummery to be indulged in at my grave. Let me be already been given in the Expos1tm•. He spoke at consalerable length, advancing practical irleas on the advantages ~fa
laid aside quietly. And the next lecturer that comes secular
system of education o:'cr the moder~ sectanan
here, if it isn't until six months later, let him. ~ay a method. Particular stress was la1d on the necessity of sound
few words then in regard to me as a man, as a Citizen. physical training, and had Froebel been present_ he would
I am willing to be judged by the peopl9 among probably hav bowed his thanks for the _comph!f!ents the
speaker paid the kindergart_en system of ms~rnetwn. The
whom I hav lived. This is all I ask."
educational plank in the Liberal platform IS one of the
MRs. M. A. FREEMAN.
strongest in the structure.
.
A tempomry org~tnization was eiir'cted by the electiOn of

Riotous Romanists.-Fultou Frightened.
;parading the down-town streets t~e early part of
this week were scores of hungry-lookmg, blear-eyed
tramps, traveling Indian file, book in hand, bedecked
in huge straw hats, with somber black bands, on
which were inscribed the words, "Why Priests
Should Wed." If any possessed matrimonia~ i~t.en
tions they certainly might be excused from mvitmg
thes~ scarecrows to the wedding feast. It was soon
ascertained that Rev. Justin Fulton took this sensational style of advertilling his lecture. Ther_e was a
g ood-sized audience some richly dressed ladies, and
!
a large representatiOn
of th e genus "t aug h""m th e
galleries. These gentlemen of the "upper circle"
were not of the ordinary lecture auditor.s-they
looked like our ward statesmen whose sluggmg proclivities were the test of their political acumen. The
first part of the lecture was listened to, but the
reader can obtain a faint idea of the rumpus from
the Herald report :
After calline: Roman Uatholics pagans, he said that families
were robbed y, to recruit the seraglios of the holy fathers;"
that a young man had told him that .his sister ente~ed a convent, and for "six years was su?Ject to the wrll of the
priests, and during this time a child has been born to her
and-"
"That's a lie," "Nein, nein," "False, false," rang out
from all parts of the church. His.ses and sho!rts of approval
and dissent followed and a roar !Ike a set-to rn a close ward
caucus swept over the room. Many ladies left.
"We should do for women what Germany has done," he
continued.
"You can't go to a nunnery and converse with your
friends."
"There's not a word of truth in that." The shouts became

.J. F. Waterhouse as chairman and C. A. _Bu~ks as secretary.
A committee of five on permanent orgamzatwn was formed,
consisting of the two persons above named, .J. W. North,
.J. F. Lee, and George Church, who are to :cport at an early
day. The intention is to form a branch m Fres'?o of the
American Secular Union, procure a place for h?ldmg me~t
ings hav speakine: and mneical and dramatiC entertamments · in short, tc; form a complete organization for the
advan~ement of the principles of Frccthonght.

The Chicago Secular Union has determined to do
work more worthy the headquarters of the National
society and we hav leased the Universalist church for
our regular Sunday evening meetings. Our current
expenses now are close on to $1,500 per year. Toward
this expenfle Dr. E. S. McLeod hasyledge~ $100 to
add dignity and prestige to. the ~ocrety whwh ~e ~as
labored so incessantly and mtelhgently to mamtam.
As the lecture committee, the doctor has shown fine
discrimination in the selection of persons and subjects, and whatever of success the ~hi~ago Union
has attained is largely due to the assidmty of E. S.
McLeod.
.
Dr. W. H. Henry, a new-comer, but a veteran Secularist of the British Society, has contributed most
generoullly to our local Union, and given it a spl~ndid
impetus by his wise counsel and extended expe~renc.e.
He is thoroughly enterprising and _does not believe m
doing anything by h~lves, and brmgs to the Secular
work a well-stored mmd and the unconque~able ~a
termination of a Briton. As a token of his desire
to extend the local work he handed the _writer h~s
check for $100 the other day; and that Is not his
first donation by a large majority.
E. A. STEVENs, Sec. A. S. U.
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flommunications.
IShakspere and Bacon.
I am aware that sarcasm and fun is not argument,
else I should try to write a little fun at the Ron. Ignatius Donnelly's expense..
Of the able writer in THE TRUTH SEEKER of February 25th, who so kindly answers knotty questions, and
who so kindly told us some time ago that John 'Vesley was not indicted in Georgia for adultery-when
every Methodist bishop knows to the contrary; and
during the Beecher-Tilton trouble Beecher's friends
published the fact to the world; and the Cincinnati
Methodist Advocate explained that the presiding
judge in Georgia forced the grand jury to indict
Wesley; and every Methodist knows that Wesley's
wife followed him here and there and publicly
charged him with adultery, which Wesley aaya be
was unable to defend himself against (see Wesley's
Works)-of this writer, and of all others that may be
interested in the Baconian controversy, I will ask:
1. Though all of Bacon's manuscripts and letters
hav come down to us, how is it that none of Shakspere's plays were among them?
2. If Bacon took so much pains to incorporate a
cipher in "King Henry IV.," First and Second Parts,
why did he not in some of his letters or papers tell
us !loll about the matter 1 He left all his papers in
Constable's care.
3. If Bacon claimed he invented a cipher which
was published when Bacon was only three years old,
how far was Bacon away from the truth?
4. Why is it that Bacon consumes so much Latin
and Greek in "Novum Organum" and his other
works, and so little in all the plays, if he wrote them ?
5. Why is it that the style of Bacon in all his conceded works is exactly alike and yet his acknowledged
style is slow, awkward, clumsy, and as different from
the style of the plays as possible?
6. Upon the ground of style, every scholar from
Augustine down to the present says that Paul never
wrote the letter to the Hebrews, because it is so different from the other Epistles.
7. What object had Bacon,·when he was always
thinty for glory, in immortalizing an ignorant butcher's son, by publishing immortal plays in .his name,
and the worst kind of rot poetry in his own name?
8 How did it come that Bacon could write 180,000
linea of magnificent poetry and never leave even one
earmark of his own thought in all those lines?
9. The only mention made of Bacon's connection
with the theater is the statement that in the early
reign of Elizabeth he wrote some speeches for certain dumb shows, which were failures; and Bacon
became disgusted and went into philosophy.
10. Why should Bacon fear to be known as the
author of the plays, w~en the queen heard them and
applauded them, and it appears that Shakspere enjoyed wonderful favor among lords, earls, and all the
scholars of England 1
.
Donnelly has harped on Shakspere's signature as
his stock in trade so long that he has at last convinced
himself that Shakspere could not wrjte even his name.
Horace Greeley had to keep a foreman in his c:ffice
to decipher his writing. I once received a letter
from Dr. Joseph Haven, author of "Moral Philosophy" and "Mental Philosophy," which I could not
read, not even the name, neither could any of my
friends; and how TEE TRUTH SEEKER g£:ts up my
manuscript with no errors I cannot comprehend.
11. Where are the children of Henry Clay? Who
were they? It is a little singular that great men's
children are never heard of except in lunatic asylums
and dunce-houses, and Shakspere must not be judl!ed
by his children; although Susannah married Dr.
Hall, and wrote a bold, fine hand. Out of the
twenty councilmen of Stratford-upon-A von, :fifteen
could not write their names, and made their marks.
A man that could write 180,000 lines of poetry
against he was forty-nine years of age would not
probably write equal to copperplate.
12. In regard to Shakspere's manuscript,it is well
kn~wn that Shakspere wrote for the company to
whiCh he belonged, and the manuscript was in the
company's possession, and the most of Shakspere's
plays that Wbl'e not published in his lifetime were
not PU:blished _because the company_ owned the plays
and did not choose to·let the pubhc hav them· but
in 1623, when appeared the folio, the Shak~pere
Dr~matic Comp~ny surrendered Shakspere's manuscnpt to the prmter, and we all know how much is
left of a manuscript after the printer is through
with it.
·
13. Bacon was th~ father of inductiv philosophy in
England, and all h1s works are thoroug-hly Atheistical. His first publication was in 1597, the "Essays." According to your able correspondent, Mr.
~urr, Bacon's w~rks made him wonderfully popular,
mstead of securmg a warm place for him at a lagwood :fire.
The plays of Shakspere are not Infidel or Agnostic
but run in the groove of ''doubt," "don't know,;
''hope," and certainly convey a belief that we sha'n
liv again, Jehovah or no Jehovah. If Bacon ran a
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risk of being burnt for writing Shakspere, had it been
known, how did Shakspere·escape! He was at least
the conceded author, and all England believed him
to be the author of the plays; yet he Jived in peace,
and died at his home honored even by King James I.,
who licensed his, or rather Burbage's, company.
Shakspere owned an interest in the dramatic company to which he belonged, and a house in London,
mentioned in his will, where no doubt his books were
kept, and probably owned by the company.
At Sb.akspere's death his plays, manuscript, etc.,
were at his house in London, which was occupied by
the Burbage Dramatic Company, known now as the
Shakspere Company. What became of Shakspere's
books, manuscript, letters, etc., no one knows. They
were probably scattered over the earth, for in 1837 a
small volume of Florio's translation of Montaigne
was discovered with Sbakspere's autograph on it.
But Donnelly says this is I).Ot Shakspere's signature.
How does he know ~ If Shakspere could not write,
according to. Donnelly and others, how do they compare signatures ?
·
The French fay, <;The finer the penmanship, the
bigger the fool," but Donnelly and Mr. Burr hav
reverEed it, and hav eatisfactorily "proved" that because Bacon wrote a :fine hand, therefore he wrote
Shakspere's plays. And because Shakspere was a
poor councilman· or butcher's son, reared in poverty
in the country town of Stratford, therefore he could
neither read nor write, and was so ignorant that he
had no use for a book. By a parity of reasoning Abraham Lincoln was never president of the
United States, and Henry Clay was not secretary of
state and a senator. Does Mr. Burr forget that
about one-fourth of the kings of England could not
write their names!
I am profoundly sorry that such able men as Mr.
Burr and Ron. Ignatius Donnelly should stoop to the
Christian tactics of scandal, and use the tools of the
scavenger to prove that William Shakspere could
neither read, write, nor make poetry. The tools of
the scavenger are the Christian's stock in trade.
I deny that Thomas Paine, the hero of the Revolution, did his works in secret. He did his work openly
and aboveboard in and before the Revolution, and
took his life in his hand by so doing. While the
only thing that Bacon did in secret was to take bribes
from plaintiffs and ciefendants in lawsuits, and to,
while he was counsel-extraordinary, secretly execute
Barrow and Greenwood, two religious fanatics called
Brownists, corresponding, I presume, to our Salvation
Army, after their sentences had been commuted by
Queen Elizabeth.
Barrow and. Greenwood taught religious liberty,
and bad to die for so doing. It is well known that
Bacon forged affidavits against Essex, and appeared
in court, pleaded against him, and helped turn the
ax toward Essex's head. But this was some years
after, according to Mr. Burr, Bacon's writing the
Sonnets to Essex and his bride. ;Bacon accepted
large landed estates from Southampton, and afterward helped imprison him. And yet this is the man
that wrote the plays of ShakspeJ;~, but was afraid to
own them on account of the theater being a despised
"weed," ·and its being dangerous to be known as a
dramatic writer; and for reasons of state Bacon
palmed them off on an ignorant butcher's son, which
did not endanger Shakspere's life, but made him immortal!
I am surprised to learn of the immense power of
Donnelly, and bow easily he convinces strong-minded
people. According to Mr. Burr, Donnelly convinced
him in a mcment that Bacon was not only Shakspere,
but Christopher Marlowe also. Had Donnelly told
Mr. Burr that Greene was Bacon's mask before Marlowe ·was killed, he no doubt would hav been convinced in a moment of that fact, but .Greene says he
was Shakspere's feathers (or mask).
The fact is, young Shakspere came to the theater
in London about 1589, and as a natural poet wrote all
of the classical fellows "down and out." Greene had
to go, Peele had to take a back seat, and Marlowe
changed his mode of verse from the stiff ten-syllable
Grecian style and in his last plays adopted the easy,
natural style of Shakspere.
Ben Jonson said Shakspere bad no art-,-he had
little Latin and less Greek-in other words, Shakspere WRB not classical; and no wonder Jon son loved
Bacon, for they were both college-bred mPn, and
both aped the ancient writers; and yet in 1623, when
Shabpere had been dead seven years, and his fame
had filled the earth, Jonson wrote the following commendatory lines in the preface to the folio that
appeared, and Bacon stood by and saw his works
plagiarized and his immortal fame given to a butcher's
son. Hear Jonson:
Soul of the age l
The applause l delight l the wonder of our stage!
My Shak~pere, rise! I will not lodge thee by
Chaucer, or Spenser-or bid Beaumont lie
A little further to make thee room:
Thoi1 art a monument without a tomb,
And art alive still while thy book doth liv,
And we hav wits to read, and praise to giy.
And tell how far thou didst our Lyly o.utshine
Or sporting Kyd, or Marlowe's mighty line; ·
And though th-ou hadst small Latin and less Greek,
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From thence to honor thee I would not seek
For names; but call forth thund'ring ..iE;chylus,
Euripides, and Sophocles to us,
·
Paccuvius, Accius, him of Cordova dead,
To life again, to hear thy buskin tread
.And shake a stage.
Of all that insolent Greece or haughty Rome
Sent forth, or since did from their ashes come,
Triumph, my BRITTAIN ! thou hast one to show
To whom all scenes of Europe homage owe!
He was not of an age, but for all time.

The above does not describe Bacon. Jonson even ·
in his. praise of Shakspere had to be classical-he
could not understand how a man could be a poet
without patterning after the ancients. Bacon bad
plenty of Latin and Greek; Shakspere h.ad litt~e.
When did Bacon ever shake a stage 1 Jon son admits
that Shakspere is above the ancient writHs of poetry,
and claims the glory for Brittain. According to
Donnelly, Greene, Kyd, 1\iarlowe, and Sbakspere wcceeded each other as Bacon's masks. If this be so,
Bacon was the most prolific man in styles that E:Vtr
lived. And it is strange! passing strange! that
nobody discovered this fact for over two hundred
years, when the present discussion of the authorship
of the immortal plays arose from the "Historical
Doubts" of Walpole-almost equal to the divinity of
Jesus founded on a dream of Joseph, the stepfather
of God!
Ben Jonson conceded the immortality of the plays
of Shakspere after he was forced to by the unanimous voice of England, which soon placed Sbakspere's plays on the highest pedestal of eternal fnmP.
Jonson was always opposed to Shakspere's style; and
said so; he considered his own plays far ahead of
Shakspere's, and of this fact no one knows belltr
than Mr. Burr; but when Jonson saw that he could
pre.vail :n,othing, but that the whole multitude had
gone after Shakspere, he gave honor to whom honor
is due-to his friend Shakspere.
·
Here is Bacon's description of a Christian:
The Christian believes three to be one, and one to be three;
a father not to be older than his son; a son to be fqual with
his father; and one proceeding from both to be equal with
both; he believing three persons in one in one nature, and
two natures in one person.

The following is Shakspere's, in the " Merchant of
Venice:"
So may the outward shows be least themselvs ;
The world is still deceived with ornament.
In law, what plea so tainted and corrupt,
But, being seasoned with a gracious voice,
Obscures the show of evil? In religinn,
What damned error, but some sober brow
Will bless it, and approve it with a text,
Hiding 1he grossness with fair ornament?
There is no vice so simple, but assumes
Some mark of virtue on his outwnrd parts.
How many cowards, whose hearts are all as false
As stairs of sand, wear yet upr'n their chins
The beards of Hercules, and frowning Mars;
Who, ipward searched, hav livers white as milk?
And these assume but valor's excrement,
To render them redoubted.

Mr. Burr, do yon not think the above describes
Bacon excellently as judge and Christian' For
Bacon was both ; at least, he belonged to the state
religion, i. e., popular church. Pray be candid; do
you see any difference in the style of the poetry. and
the prose above~ Be careful, for if you do, the fact
is fatal to Donnelly's theory that Bacon wrote Shakspere.
The following from Shakspere's Sonnets that Lord
Bacon did not write, shu.ll fittingly close this paper:
How heavy I do journey on the way,
When what I seek-my weary travel's endDoth teach that ease and that repose to say,
Thus far the miles are measured from thy friend;
The beast that hears me, tired wilh my woe,
Plods dully on to bear that wei~Zht in me,
As if by some instinct the wretch did know
His rider loved not speed, being made from thee:
The bloody spur cannot provoke him on
That sometimes augers threats into his hide;
Which heavily he answers with a groan,
More sharp to me than spurring to his Ride:
For that same groan doth put this in my mind,
.
My grief lies_onward and my joy behind.

If Bacon wrote that Sonnet to the earl of Essex
and his bride, it certainly was a true prophecy that
Bacon should ride Essex into power and not only
thrust the spur (ax) in his side but chop his head off;
for Bacon was theJ attorney that pleaded against Essex and Southampton both. Shakspere shows in that
Sonnet that it grieved him to spur the poor beast on
account of the brute's groans, but perhaps Bacon
was at the execution of Essex, and to fulfill his
prophecy shed a few crocodile tears. Bacon lived
and moved among :flowers and wealth and position ;
he did not hav to plod on a weary way, but Shakspere did.
I hope the bottom facts will come out about the
Shakspere authorship.
A word about Shakspere's signature. There are
six signatures that are authentic according to the
best Shaksperean scholars. Mr. Burr givs only five
in THE TRUTH SEEKER, omitting the one on Shakspere's copy of Florio's translation of Montaigne.
Shakspere's signatures are about equal to Lord Byron's. They show that he had written a great deal.
They are not handsome by any means. Two hunJ dred years from now, no doubt, such men as Walpole,
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Judge _Holmes, Han. Ignatius Donnelly, and Mr.
Burr wtll be unable to marry Greeley's writirrgs with
his life and E>ignature. They will claim that he was
manager of the 'f'ribune, but some fellow, kept hid in
New York, and for state reasons, used Greeley as a
mask.
·
It waa a. great accomplishment in his day to be
able to ~rtte at all. And the fact that Shakspere
could wnte settles the question of his education·
besi~~s, all his early biographers, Nash, Aubrey, and
tradttlon, say he was a noverint (law clerk) at Stratford, and had passed through the grammar- school at
tha~ place. He !Dust hav pa8sed through some school
to learn . to wnte, fpr his _father, John Sbakspere,
could neither read nor wrtte; neither could Shakspere's mother.
Shaksp~>re's family resided in Stratford, and if his
daughter Judith preferred to marry early instead of
educating herself, I do not see that that proves
Bacon wrote the plays. Nor does the mis,take of
Mrs~ Hall about her husband's writing -prove that
Donnelly has not struck a mare's nest. In a future
article I wish to giv the authentic pictures of Christ
and Shakspere, if I can get the inimitable Watson
Heston to draw them.
GEo. H. BETHARD
Burlington, I1an.
------~~.--------

A Socialist Christian to Our Contributors.
We are reminded that, about a year ago, you were
requeE>ted to call a halt on the discussion of Anarchism in THE TRUTH SEEKER, because it is not included
in the Nme Demands of Liberalism, and Secularists
are not unanimous in opinion about it.
I think that smells quite as strong of dog,natic intolerance as anything Christianity has yet offered.
That request is now renewed, and Socialism is
added, presumably because the objector does not
know the difference between them, or, to use hia own
words, ''he cannot easily determin where the latter
leaves off and the other begins."
That is the best reason he could offer for the
further discussion of those questions. Those of
your readers who are better informed desire to know
all that {'lan be said on those questions pro and con.
And I think they hav good reason to, if the questions
are really of so much importance that men should be
hanged on account of them. Moreover, when gentlemen of intelligence volunteer to enlighten us on
those and kindred· questions, I think it expedient,
both as a matter of courtesy, and to encourage further effort, that we should appropriately express our
appreciation of favors received. I can think of no
more appropriate method of expressing appreciation,
with a view to eliciting further information, than by
noting important facts and considerations that are
overlooked, fallacy that is substituted, and to especially note the amusing absurdities and self-refutations th<1t are sometimes liberally indulged in. I
will offer a few " specimen bricks."
We are instructed that all our properties, conditions, and relations are aristocracies, but I think that
proposition is made to appear somewhat questionable
by the further statement that they are mutually dependent on each other for existence, which should
make them a democratic unit, in the aggregate, that
will not possibly admit of aristocratic exclusivness.
Even-great wealth _and abject poverty are but positiv and negativ effects of a common cause, and, they
being the offdpring of a common parentage, their relationship should be somewhat intimate.
It being disputed· that all men are born equal, I
will suggest the incontrovertible facts that all men
are born physically helpless, hav not intelligence
enough to distinguish their mother from a she-goat,
and will as readily endeavor to extract nutriment
from a dry rag a'l from the paps of either. I think
that is being born as nearly equal, physically and intellectually, as can be intelligently conceived of. U nless the law of nature has been amended, which is
hardly rrobable, if possible, the first generation of
animate beings who inhabited this planet should hav
had a birth and infancy analogous to that we now
hav, hence, there could primarily hav been no ownership of anything. Therefore, I think ownership is
indisputably usurpation, and usurpation is usually
regarded as a synonym of robbery. Ownership of
wealth enables thousands to liv in idleness and extravagant luxury by the labor of others, who are
thereby de!lpoiled, impoverished, and degraded; therefore it is not only robbery in and of itself at its inC9ption, but is also a continuous repetition of robbery,
spoliation, and rapine, causing vice and crime of
every name and character. Therefore it is not great
wealth, but ownership of wealth, that is the mother
of crime and abominations of the earth.
Every expedient that human intelligence is capable of devising appears to hav ·been resorted to with
a view to mitigating the evil that inheres in ownership of wealth. Hence, tribal ownership, agrarian
division, state ownership with vassalage of the people,
state landlordism, of which the Henry George theory
is a synonym, it being obvious that a tax in consideration-of oecupancy and use is but rent called by
another name. L'lst, though not least, we hav the
system that is driving many intelligent, thinking
people mad in this and other countries. These de-
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vices _appear to hav served no purpose better than to questions on that line, if no other, than to perpractically demonstrate that ownership of wealth is sistently uquest Mr. Editor to choke the dogs
an u!lmitigable cur!.le to the human race. Hence, (Socialists) off or "stop my paper."
J. A. TUTTLE.
a few hav suggested that we should own nothing,
but be possessed of all things. That is what I unHerbert Spencer a Land Reformer.
derstand to be the fundamental principle of SocialTo
THE
EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav
ism, and it appears to hav been advocated by Paul
been
a
subscribPr
to your radical paper for the last
and the primitiv church. Paul als ) suggested that
we should prove all things, and hold fast that ten years, and I am happy to say that I highly apwhich is good. I understand that to be the creed preciate the very useful knowledge I hav acquired
and dogma of Freethought. The name Christian from a careful perueal of its pages, which were filled,
as a whole, with good mental food so varied in kind
~vas app~ied to the brethren of the primitiv church
m _de~ISl~n, and appears to hav been rejected as and so ample in quantity. I feel sure that I hav rean mdt~mty. Hence, when Agrippa said unto Paul, ceived many times the worlh of my money. And it
"Almost thou persuadest me to be a Christian," he givs me pleasure to "spread the light and teach the
made the evasiv reply, "I would to God that not benighted" that the Gods can take care of themonly thou, but also all that hear me this day were selva; that we mortals should do all in our power to
both almost, and altogether such as I am, except establish justice amonl! ourselvs. The French Nathese bonds." Therefore, I shall recognize Paul and tional Assembly, in 1789, declared ''that ignorance,
the primitiv church as brother Socialists and Free- neglect, or contempt of human rights are the sole
thinkers, and good enough Infidels for my latitude, causes of public misfortunes and corruption of government." This declaration is as applicable to us
f~r I am not at a white heat on the Infidel question
·
. now as it was to France then, and is as true to-day
etther pro or con.
Socialism evidently contemplates organizing the as it was a -hundred years ago. But let us take our
entire production and distribution of this planet own Declaration of Independence. If men are en·
under a common manag-ement or board of direction. dowed with certain unalienable rights to life, liberty,
I think that will be a busine&s enterprise that will re- and the pursuit of happiness, it must unavoidably
quire the best business talent that can be found on follow that they hav unalienable rights to the source
this planet to organize and put itin successful opera- and storf'house of all supplies-the land. Here I
will let Herbert Spencer speak by quoting the first
tion. The kingdom of .God, as illustrated by the
parable of the ten talents, is also a business enter- two paragraphs of the ninth chapter of "Social
prise that will require the best business talent of this Statics," bearing upon this question:
1. Given a race of human beings having like claims to
planet to organize and put it in successful operation.
pnrsue the obj~cts of their dPRires--given a world adapted
Hence, Socialism and the kingdom of God are syn- to
the gratification of those desires-a world into which such
onymous, will be established on this planet if any- bP-ings are Bimilarly born, and 1t unavoidably follows that
where, and will effect a social resurrection from a they hav•equal rights to the use of this world. For if each
social state that passed upon all men ~s a result of of them "bas freedom to do all that he wi lis, provided he
the only known transgression that could possibly hav infringes not the equal freedom of any other," then each of
them is free to me the earth for the satisfaction of his wants,
~uch effect. Right here I will inquire, By what au- provided be allows all others the same liberty. And conthority is it asserted that the forbidden fruit wn.s an versely, it is manifest that no one, or part of them, may use
apple 1 The word apple occurs but once in the B.ble, the earth in ~uch a way as to prevent the rest from similarly
that I find, and relates to the apple of the eye; but using it; seeing that to do this is to assume greater freedom
than the rPRt, and consequently to break the law.
~ find no intimation that Adam and Eve ate each
2. Equity, therefore, doPs not permit property in land.
other's eyes ·out. The story is evidently a fable in- For if one portion of the l'arth's surf!lce may justly become
tended to illustrate a philosophy, and that being the possession of an individual, and may be held by him for
purely Socialism, I shall accept it and defend it against his sole me and benefit, as a thing to which be has an exclusiv right, then otlte1· portions of the earth's surface may be
all comers.
so held; and eventually the wltole of the earth's surface may
The principle of Anarchism was illustrated by the be so held; and onr planet may thus lapse altogether into
Harman matrimonial alliance, in· which they mutually private hands. Ob8erve now the dilemma to which this
promised to do by each other, without law, all that leads. Supposi11g the entire habitable globe to he so inthe law rE>quires them to do. Therefore, law and closed, it follows that if the landowners bav a valid right to
its surface, all "ho arc not landowners bav no right at all to
~overnment do not appear to be an insurmountable its surfnPe. Hl·nCl', such can exist on the earth by sufferance
·1bstruction to the practice of· Anarchism; then why only. They are all trespassers. Save by the permi~sion of
-;hould Anarchists make a fuss about Jaw and govern- the lords of the soil, they can hav no room for the soles of
ment 1 If people do· by each other all that the Jaw their feet. Nay, ~hould the others think fit to deny them a
these hmdless men might equitably be expelled
requires them to, why should they be hanged for it! resting-place,
from the earth altogether. If, then, the assumption that·
Viewing the controversy from that standpoint, it ap• land can be held as property involves that the whole globe
peared like a laughable farce that I could enjoy, until may become the private domain r.f a part of its inhabitants,
'1. stupid or vicious court of injustice spoiled my fun and if, by consequence, the rest of its inhabitants can then
exercise their faculties-can then exist even-only by conby enacting a tragedy. When it came to hanging sent
of the landowners; it is manifest that an exclusiv pospeople for making themselvs ridiculous, I was unable session of the soil necessitates an infringement of the law of
to see clearly where the laugh came in; it suggested equal freedom. For men who cannot "liv and move and
the possibility of being hanged myself some day for b!l.v their being" without the leave of others cannot be
equally free with those others.
a like offense.
The distinctiv difference between. Socialism and
The logic of the above is, I think, absolutely irrefAnarchism will be found in the important facts utable. But let the readers think and ponder serithat Socialism proposes to enforce and establish ously upon this most important question, and then
the practice of just principles by the agency of decide for themselvs as to what is right. It ill belaw and government; Anarchism proposes that we comes us who hav adopted the noble name of "Libshall practice just princi-ples instinctivly without law erals" to condemn the land reformers before we hav
and government. Socialism supposes that the aver- given them a hearing. And yet, if one may judge
age of the human race will require subjection to by the letters and comments which appeared in THE
strict disciplin for several generations to prepare TRUTH SEEKER during the past year, on or about
them for that responsibility. Therefore, AnarchiRm Henry George and his principles, they show that
should take a back seat for the present, and not be very thing. We hav not been fair to him or to
obtrusiv, for it should nece"sarily be preceded by the ourselvs.
We Jiv in a country capable of supporting a thouschoolmaster, Socialism. There appears to be no
difference between them on the question of principles, sand millions of people in comfort, if justice to all
hut on the method of procuring the practice of them. and favors to none had an abiding-place among us;
To "do by others in all things as we would hav but under our present system what do we find? We
others do by us," is a cardinal principle of both. find amid advancing wealth a still greater increase of
Socialism would procure the practice of the principle want and poverty. Though the power of labor is
by removing the incentiv to do otherwise. Anarch- elevenfold more f'ffectiv than it was fifty years ago,
ism expects us to practice the principle regardless of millions of our brothers and sisters are suffering for
adverse incentiv. I think the foregoing should the necessaries of life.
enable your readers to see where Anarchism should
For 'tis bard upon the manybegin, but I hardly think that Socialism will "leave
Hard, unpitied by the few,
To starve and die for want of work,
off" at that point, but its principles will be practiced
Or liv half-starved with work to do.
on other conditions.
It
bas
been estimated that were the houses in
I perceive that some of your correspondents are
anxiously desirous that they shall not be suspected New York city containing criminals, and the recipiof any sympathy with the foregoing principles; never- ents of charity, set side by side, they _waul~ ~ake a
theless, I shall claim the honor of having instinctivly street twenty-two miles long. Certamly, m vtew of
advocated them from early youth, am at it yet, and such horrible every-day facts, anyone who tries to
not likely to " down at any man's bidding.'' They show the cause of the disease ought to be heard with
are Bible questions, gentlemen, and I perceive that respectful attention. As reform~ cannot be effect.ed
THE TRUTH SEEKER correspondents make the discus- until the people are educated m the nobler prmsion of Bible questions a specialty; hence, their call- ciples which underlie the same, our work must be
ing a halt on the discussion of them is suggestiv that the removal of mountains of prejudices, which always
they feel beaten, but hav not the fairness to admit cluster around long-established wrongs, whether rePAUL GARIEPY.
the fact. Moreover, in my introductory letter on ligious or political.
Cincinnati, 0., March 6, 1888.
bacoming a subscriber for THE TRUTH SEEKER, I
offered to defend Bible philosophy against all comers.
Tm: TRUTH SnK.&n CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethought,
I intended that for a standing challenge, and shall
think it more honorable for Freethinkers and truth Reform, and Scienti~c Books will be mailed free to any adseekers to accept it, and manfully combat those . dress upon application.
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The Bible in Texas Schools.
Governor Ross, of Texas, used to be one of J. D.
Shaw's parishioners when that able Infidel was a
Methodist preacher. But he was never an " amen
corner" member of the church. Mr. Shaw thus describes him in answer to a question as to how much
religion the governor is affiicted with : " He is quite
liberal in so far as we can judge; a quiet, upright,
and patriotic citizen, of broad charity and tolerance.
We were his pastor four years, and during that time
he paid his quarterage promptly, attended church
about as regularly as men of his sense and judgment
should be expected to, but we hav no recollection of
his ever having taken the sacrament, and as to how
much he believes or how little, we simply know nothing." Since Mr. Shaw left the pulpit and became a
working heretic the governor has met -him as kindly
and affably as before, and the inference is· that the
executiv of Texas is not particularly pious.
The secretary of state, however, is a Christian,
but the comptroller is not. The secretary believes
that our government is founded on the Christian
religion, and acts accordingly. This knowledge
was .elicited by the action of Mr. C. A. Graves, of
Fiskville, who is endeavoring to hav the Bible removed from the school which his children attend,
and who was referred by the various school authorities to the state board of education, composed of the
above-named officials. Mr. Graves is a persistent
gentleman, who deeply feels the injury done his children by the corruption of their education with superstitious instruction. He first appealed to the trustees
of the school, who first took counsel of the county and
state superintendents of education, and then replied
that "they had directed a discontinuance of scripturereading during school hours." This meant only a
change in the order of proceedings in the school. The
Bible would be read, when the teacher would tap a
sell and announce that " school will now begin." This
dishonest subterfuge did not satisfy Mr. Graves, and
the state board has had his appeal before them for
three months; but no action has been taken upon it,
and he believes the board is afraid to meet the issue,
or prefers to maintain by stealth what it is afraid to
take openly. Under the administration of Ireland
reading the Bible was left to the discretion of the
teacher. But when Roberts ran the state, the Bible
was peremptorily ruled out of the schools.
Mr. Graves should hav the support and countenance of every Liberal in the state, for whether he
wins or not the agitation will help the next case by
familiarizing the public with the question. If a little
political pressure were also put upon the officials, it
might also help. When ~nfidels band together and
refuse to vote for any man who will not publicly
avow his willingness to aid them in obtaining justice,
the complete separation of church and state will be
much nearer than it is now,

Ancient and Modern Beliefs.
The sacrificial system of the Jews is the foundation of the vicarious atonement scheme of the Christians. That is, the latter is barbarism retrograding,
for, as a human life is more valuable than a sheep's
life, so is-at least, one would so suppose-a God's
life more valuable than a man's. Christ is called the
lamb of God, because when John the Baptist so
named him, he was speaking as a Jew, to Jews, and
employed the language they had been used to in
their sacrificial system. A religious paper offers ~s
proof of the divinity of Jesus this regard that John
the Baptist, Paul, and Peter had for him as a substitute for the lambs killed by the Jews under the
law of Moses. Says the journal in question: "A
lamb, under this system, was required to be offered
every morning and evening as an at~nement or sacrifice for sin. A lamb was the usual and most common victim in the Jewish system of sin-offerings;
and when John, himself a Jew, and speaking to Jews,
applied this term to Jesus of Nazareth, he clearly
meant to say that this Jesus was destined to be the
victim in a sin-offering yet to be made. This i,s the
point of the analogy between him and the sacrificial
lamb of the Jews, and the reason why the term was
applied to him. Isaiah in one of his predictions relating to the messiah said that he would be
'brought as a lamb to the slaughter.' Paul also
said: 'For even Christ our passover [paschal lamb]
is sacrificed for us.' The Greek word, here translated 'passover,' means the paschal lamb, or the lamb
that was slain at the feast of the passover. The
apostle spoke of Christ, the lamb, as being 'sacrificed for us.' Peter tells us ·that our redemption is
secured, not with 'corruptible things,' but with 'the
precious blood of Christ, as of a lamb without blemish and without spot.' One of the songs of heaven
is in these words: 'Worthy is the lamb that was
slain, to receive power, and riches, and wis.dom, and
strength, and honor, and glory, and blessing.' · The
names of the redeemed are said to be written 'in the
lamb's book of life.' No one familiar with the language and the doctrin of the Bible in regard to
Christ will hav any difficulty in seeing the reason
why the term ' lamb' is applied to him."
We fail to see the improvement of this new scheme
over the old. The Jews were barbarians who offered
animals upon their altars to appease the supposed
wrath of an imaginary deity. Even human sacrifices
were not unknown to them, so barbarous and besotted in brutality were they. But the Christians
go beyond them, and sacrifice a man upon a cross,
and, if one may believe their theology, a God as well.
Now, if heaven's throne is occupied by a good God, a
God who loves justice and hates oppression, who admires a man for not shirking the responsibility of his
own conduct, and pates a sneak-and a decent God
would-how do the Christians think he will view
their substitution of sacrifice! Will it please him
better to hav a man slain than a sheep! or a God
than a man T Is not their barbarity a little deeper
and more brutal than that of the Jews?
A few weeks since we printed a horribly materialistic picture taken from a Roman Catholic journal, in
which a young sheep was superimposed upon some
clouds, with a halo around it, the blood streaming
from its fore leg and being caught in chalices by
winged angels, who were pouring it upon the heads
of the damned in purgatory, who were by means of
this blood to be finally rescued and taken up to
heaven. The picture was designed by the church
authorities to explain to their followers-most of
whom cannot read-the plan of salvation. It was a
plain, matter-of-fact explanation of Christian theology,
expressed in the sensuous manner usual to Romanism.
But who can object to that picture and not to this
drawn by a Protestant writer in a Congregational
paper? In the one case, the artist's pencil tells the
story; in the other the pen is employed. Both are
literal ; both meant to be taken exactly as they
appear; both equally beastly. Of Roman Catholicism we expect a good deal in the way of crude and
barbaric symbolism, but in Protestantism we look for
better things. Yet this writer has not even the ex,
cuse that he is a Methodist. Refined and progressiv
Congregationalism drew this pen-picture ef a man who
was at once a sheep and a God, and who was sacrificed on the altar of barbarous ignorance to appease
the wrath of another God, to save the world from
being destroyed.
In the long-ago our ancestors-the human race-

were naked savages, ferocious and almost brainless.
They lived in caves, and when hungry crawled forth
and with . knotted clubs killed snakes for dinner.
Their armor was a turtle shell; their musieal instruments were tom-toms; their paintings daubs of yel~
low mud. When they lived near the water, their
ships were logs, navigated by sitting astraddle.
These people had a religion. Fear was its base;
fear of Nature, and a personification of her elements.
They believed in thousands of little ghosts, and one
big ghost, boss of all the ethers. This boss ghost
had passions, parts, and power, and to placate him
our savage ancestors sacrificed animals and human
beings upon the rude altars their medicin men had
erected. They thought this pleased the boss ghost,
who would in consequence restrain his passions and
allow them to liv. They sang songs to this boss
ghost; they told him how powerful he was; how
weak they were, and unworthy to even mention his ·
name; and by and by the medicin men wrote holy
books by his inspiration in which he was put over all
other ghosts, and those who denied his power were
killed, and the world finally acknowledged that he
was the real and veritable boss ghost of the universe.
Of course there is no analogy between the religion
of our barbarous ancestors and the religion of to-day.
The sacrifice of a sheep by a savage was barbarism;
the sacrifice of a man upon a cross only is civiliza.
tion. The savage was a heathen-a low-down,
degraded monster-and his great ghost but a figment of his ignorant imagination. Our religion is
much superior, and the only true one, because when
God sacrifices his son the act is greatly superior to
that of the savage, and its being done by God proves
at once his divinity, the truth of the Christian religion, and the vast improvement of our morality over
that of our ancestors. There is an enormous difference between sacrificing a sheep upon an altar and a
God upon a cross. The first is of no use in procuring remission of sins, and is a mark of barbarism ;
the second is all-powerful, and a mark of civilization.
We trust the reader will readily perceive this
stupendous chasm between the religion of our ancestors and our own religion. It is perfectly miraculous. And not the least miraculous aspect of the
case is that he who reads of the savagery of our forefathers, and then of the transition of the sacrifice
from sheep to God, is enabled to draw this distinction, so necessary to salvation and so ennobling
to his moral faculties. Let us thank God that. we
are not barbarians !
------~~~-------

Legal Illrgality.

The legal profession of Missouri seems to be rather
pious just now. Another witness has been crossexamined as to her religious opinions, contrary to
and in violation of the state constitution. This occurred at St. Louis, in a suit between a husband and
wife for the custody of their children. Mary Duff,
of 1,227 Pine street, was put upon the stand. To
impeach her credibility the lawyer on the other side
asked her if she believed in any religion, when the
following conversation took place:
"I am a Spiritualist," replied the witness.
" Are you a believer in a savior?"
"I do not know what you mean by 'savior;' ttere are
sixteen crucified saviors, as history givs us-which do you
mean?"
Mr. Goode : '' As I only know of one, I cannot answer
your question. Do you belong to any church?"
" I don't see that theology has anything to do with telling
the truth," replied the witness.
"Is Spiritualism a religion?" asked Mr. Goode.
The witness: "I am not a doctor of theology."
"Do you believe in God?"
"I don't know what your understanding of God is," said
the witness.
"I submit, your honor," said Mr. Goode, " that· a witness
:who does not. know any savior, who does not believe in
God, and who belongs to no church, is not the proper person
to swear to the moral character of any woman."
" Are you a believer in God, and can you tell the truth on
the witness-stand?" asked Mr. Goode.
· Tite witness: "I am not required by the law of qualifications to believe in the God of the Christians any more than
in the God of the Jews or the god of the Mohammedans. I
believe in the sanctity of my oath, as I believe in the obligation of my word; that is, that my word is not less binding
upon me because I put it into the form of an oath."
The court : " The witness is not required to believe in any
particular god."

After a few more inconsequential queries the witness was allowed to testify. The Globe-IJemocrat
reports that she avowed her belief in " God as recognized and accepted by the Christians or the Jews,"
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but this Mrs. Duff, in a letter to us, very vigorously
denies. But a more important question is, Why do
the courts allow these religious inquisitions when the
constitution of the state forbids them ,
·
·

Dr. Dix in Lent.
Each year in Lent Dr. Dix, rector of Trinity
church, preaches a series .of sermons which he thinks
speeially adapted to the period. Last year he talked
about the women, and his abuse of them, the Pauline
style in which he spoke of the female half of the
human race, raised a storm of indignation, and
avalanches of criticism buried him from public sight.
It seems, however, that he has managed to dig his
way ?ut ~ time for this year's period of fasting and.
mor~1ficatwn of the :tl.esh, ~n? a week ago yesterday
evenmg he rose up m Tnmty chapel and preached
another Lenten sermon. It was an anchoritish discourse, inspired by impotence, austerity, and puritanical piety. The audience was composed of women
mostly, some of whom, say the papers, are leaders in
society. Why they sat still under the abuse, is as
inexplicable as why they support a church which degrades and enslaves them, and regards their womanhood as a mark of inferiority. These are some of Dr.
Dix's slanders:
"When Adam and Eve sinned they were ashamed, for
they knew that they were wicked. But men hav become
hardened now, and hav set up the lust of the flesh as a
special and worthy desire. Schools of philosophy teach this
frightful doctrin. Poetry idealizes it. Painters and sculptors delight to picture the nude in lascivious forms. The
carnal has been exalted with a cultus called religion. It is a
noticeable fact that this sin, which theology Ms named concupiscence, goes hand in hand with Infidelity. St. Clement
of Alexandria has depicted the shameful things of paganism
in words which I will not repeat, but which, if I did, would
drive you from your seats witH. horror. The characteristic
of paganism has always been licentiousness. The battle
which Christ began is still on-the church against the world,
against pagan philosophy and ha!Jits. Wherever pagan
· philosophy is its followers adopt the horrid pagan practices
as much as they can, and look wistfully back to the· panorama of pagan lust and corruption in the old days.
" The devil has a double-headed propaganda on foot to-day
-of Infidelity and of impurity. He is at work everywhere.
The missionaries of the cross find the heathen naked, indolent, and licentious. ·And in France we see in this age a
political propaganda of Atheism; and a social and literary
carnival of indecency. There flourishes a literature which is
unequaled for licentiousness in any time or age, and a school
of art whose motto i3 to display the naked human body in
every lascivious and filthy attitude. Nowhere is there a
more easy field for this devil's propaganda than in America,
and the signs of his h:J.ndiwork are on every side. We see
the public journals pandering to an unwholesome appetite by
feeding the public mind with the filthy details of criminal
and licentious deeds. We see a popular school of fiction
the plots of whose books are mostly adultery, murder, seduction, and suicide, whose heroes and heroins lead immoral
lives, and make a jest of purity. We see a poetry which
seductivly stimulates animal passion ; dramas which wet a
sensual appetite, and glorify murder and shame; salacious
and licentious figures used on every hand as advertisments;
and pictures imported from a foreign school, and produced
by a growing nativ school, I am ashamed to say, of a shockingly lascivious character.
·
" And what is the state of the society in which these things
are? The poorer classes living in crowded tenement houses
in which it is impossible to be decent I Girls among the
higher classes taught to cultivate the attractions of their
bodies and to lure men by these-young girls, with their
lunches of a dozen courses and half a dozen courses of
wine-shamefully attired at the opera and fondled there by
the hands of careless men, and holding supper parties afterward, where the champagne and the liqueurs flow-listening
to broad speeches and filthy gossip and unclean stories,
which make them lose all faith in the virtue and manhood of
men-when m~rried, so accustomed to flattery and flirtation
that their husband comes to occupy a second place in their
affections, until separation or divorce follows I
· "These are the commonest things to-day. We see men in
high social places whom no self-respecting woman ought to
admit over the threshold of her home-flirtations carried on
by people each of whom has plighted his or her troth, probably, to two or three persons-scandal and disgraceful stories
about ·households, with strange hinting at mysterious and
immoral doings in high places the common gossip ; married
men with the devil's look in their eyes and the adulterers'
desire in their hearts running after young girls, and all bidding the men and women hold their tongues who dare to cry
out against the horrid business.
"If these are the things in sight in the open day, what in
heaven's name are the things out of sight? Think of the sin
and shame which one night in New York hides I In the
slums and faubourgs, the dance-houses and ball-rooms, the
theaters, with naked women on the stage and naked women
in the boxes-with men behind the scenes dallying with the
actresses-men who invent a story of business and absence
for the ears of loving wives and daughters at home; the
adulterer stealing forth and saying to himself, ' In the twilight no man shall see me I' I hav said all that I dare to say.
" The drift of the age is toward even greater license and

indulgence. There is a school gaining ground which teaches
that passion is natural and is to be obeyed. Oh, how great
is .the need of Christian women I What influence might they
w1eld for the better-some I know. who are absent and some
whom I see before me I 0 woman ! bethink you of your
duty and your power. You know how young women are
tempted, what books they read, the gossip they hear, the
fool jests of evil-minded men which are poured into their
ears while older women stand by as chaperons-the very life
they lead, so that one season in society takes the bloom from
the face and the modest look from the eye. Oh, will you
help to do away with these things?"
Either Dr. Dix associates with some very indecent
people, or he possesses an unspeakably foul mind.
There is not much use in trying to reason with him.
He is a kind of a St. Jerome of the nineteenth century. He ought to go into retreat and contemplate
his own toes for a year or two, as he is unfitted for
human society by reason of his defectiv organization.
But there are a few serious errors in his statements which may be pointed out. First, the pagans
who horrified St. Clement were not so bad as the
Christians of his own time and later. The orthodox
church accused the schismatics of the most licentious
conduct, and the heretics retorted in kind. "And
it was confessed on all sides," says Gibbon, "that the
most scandalous licentiousness of manners prevailed
among great numbers of those who affected the name
of Christians." Second.
Pagan philosophy is as
pure as Christian metaphysics, and the lives of pagan
philosophers were chaste as snow beside the lives of
Christian hol-.r men. Compare Socrates with SoloJ

mon. Third. The morality of the heathen of the
east is infinitly superior to that of the Christian of
the west. Everyone knows that who knows anything at all of the subject. China, India, Japan,
T k
d
E
ur ey even-all are better in this regar than ngland and the United St!ltes. Fourth. The only
countries where the missionaries can find the nativs
naked are in the Polynesian and South Sea Islands;
and in these places, all travelers tell us, the nativs
liv simply and chastely, or did till the missionaries got
among them. Fifth. Although France is more Atheis tic to-day than ever before, the moral condition of
the people is infinitly higher than when all France
was Roman Catholic and Voltaire the "one old man
in a wide field, with a who.le herd of bulls burning
to destroy him." Sixth. As to America, everybody
here knows its condiLion. With the exception of the
clergy, the people are moral enough, and growing in
that direction all the time. To say that the artists
and poets and novelists and journalists of to-day are
panderers to licentious vice is the frothing of the
crazy ascetic. Dr. Dix should take cooling draughts
and put ice upon his head, before his fever takes a
dangerous turn.
-----~-----

Editorial Notes.
THE bill for the repeal of the blasphemy law of England
will probably be introduced in Parliament by Mr. Courtney
Kenney at this session.
--~---

THE first Freethought paper ever published in Denmark,
Norway, or Sweden has now been established for several
montlls. It is called the FritaJkeren.
THE Protestant churches of Boston are short on the clerical
supply. The Boston Journal records thirteen vacant pulpits
of various denominations. The trouble seems to be that
men of sufficient brain power to suit the Bostonese hav too
much to be ministers.

employment of chaplains in the United States army and
navy. Is Mr. Walser contemplating a union with the
church? If so, the Liberals of the country ought· to know
it, that he may not deceive them by posing as the founder of
the only Infidel town in the c~mntry.
IN the arches court of the province of Canterbury, Lord
Penzance decided recently that " the rubrics of the prayerbook were not merely directory, but were in their smallest
incidents nothing less than positiv commands of law, .strictly
to be followed and faithfully obeyed." Mr. Bradlaugh thinks
that now the Christians should not accuse him of unfairness
when he presses on them quotations from the Boak of Common Prayer as binding on all members of the Established
Church.
WE congratulate Mr. J. M. Waters on his political victo_.
ries in the city of Anniston, Ala. Mr. Waters is an outspoken
Infidel, and everybody in his town knows it. His fellowcitizens recognized his ability and chose him for alderman,
and his fellow-aldermen gave further proof of their esteem
by electing him chairman of the committee on police and
prisons, on health and hospitals, and, best of all, on public
schools. We hope Mr. ~aters will giv Anniston good
police protection, without brutality or invasion of personal
rights ; good health and kind treatment of hospital patients,
and good public schools without the teachings of superstition.
THE London correspondent of the New York Sun says
that Sunday observance is rapidly going out of fashion in
England. Sabbath-breaking among the mercantil and laboring classes is most observable in warm weather, but the
Lord's Day Observance Society has presented a petition to
the Upper House of Convocation, plaintivly lamenting that
the ways of breaking the Sabbath in the higher grades of
society were painfully numerous, including formal dinner
parties, comic recitations, smoking concerts, exhibitions of
jugglers, coach drives, boxing, lawn tennis, and dances at
clubs and private houses. The startled bishops promptly
passed a resolution asking the upper classes to stop their
goings on. The bishop of London protested that it was no
good to ask them to stop, and he was probably right. In
England, Sunday is a day of gayety and festivity for everyone who can afford to make it so. It is practically the same
as in France, with the exception that public places of amusement are closed, and that the enjoyment of the poor is confined to the hours spent in public-houses. If it were the
desire of the Church of England to improve the morality of
the people instead of to make them the property of the church
on Sunday, that useless institution would see to it that the
museums and libraries were opened on Sundays, and cheap
out-of-door recreation provided for indoor toilers. But the
church does not care for the people; it cares only for itself.
REUBEN DAILY, who made so much fuss over himself when
he joined the Liberals some years ago, has gone back to
Presbyterianism. Mr. Daily is the editor of a local journal
somewhere in Indiana, and had ambitions to shine as a lecturer. Failing in this-not having the gifts-he kept still
until an itching for office and notoriety (so says his friend
Monroe) inspired him to join the church. Mr. Daily was
originally an Englishman. His advent into Liberalism in
this country occurred in 1878. He published his views in
his own paper, and gave orders to the foreman of his printers
to hav God spelt with a small g. We cannot regard men
who consider that an argument as of very great mental
caliber, and the Presbyterian church is welcome to them.
Mr. N. Field, a townsman of Mr. Daily, sizes him and his
conversion up as follows: 11 Reuben has several axes to
grind, and he expects to make the grindstones by joining a
popular church, teaching the greatest amount of error in the
city. If he fails in his money-making scheme he will desert
again and try something else." The local papers, in commenting upon the 11 conversion," say that Mr. Daily is a
"very moral man," not using profanity or alcoholic beverages. But if Mr. Field's estimate of the new-born Presbyterian is accurate, the encomiums upon his moral character
are misplaced. There are more immoral things in this world
than profanity and rum, and the innumerable small vices in
the average human seem to be consolidated in Mr. Daily's
case into a few great ones. Alongside of a hypocrit and selfseeker a hearty but honest swearer is an angel of light.

SEVERAL parties in Iowa and Nebraska having written Mr.
E. A. Stevens desiring him to lecture for them, he wishes us
to state that if a sufficient number of engagements can be
Lectures and Meetings.
made to pay the expenses of the trip he will be glad to make
MR.
CHAS.
WATTS
will deliver a four-night lecture course
a tour. Let all who can see their way clear for having
Liberal lectures in their towns write to Mr. Stevens at 750 in Kent, Ohio, March 27th, 28th, 29th, and 30th. Subjects :
1. 11 The Churches and Modern Thought;" 2. "Bible MoWest Lake street, Chicago, Ill.
rality;" 3. " Philosophy and Theology-A Contrast;" 4.
IN the House of Commons on the night of the 14th Mr. 11 Roman Catholicism; Its Teachings and Doings."
Bradlaugh moved the second reading of the Oaths bill,
THE following is C. B. Reynolds's list of lecture engagewhich permits jurors, witnesses, officers of the army and
ments so far as known :
.
navy, and all officials to affirm, if they so desire. After a
San Bernardino, Cal. ............................... March 26, 27, 28.
hot debate, the bill passed its second reading, by a vote of Riverside, Ca.l. .....•.................•....••.....•...•.•..•..•.•...•.••••. 29.
250 to 150, amid enthusiastic cheers. The bill will probably San Jacinto, Cal. .............................••...... 30, 31. April 1.
pass, and add one more to Mr. Bradlaugh's many victories Diamond Mines, Cal. ..........................•................•• 2, 3, (.
San Diego, Cal .....•................................................ 6, 7, 8.
for Freethought.
National City, Cal.. ................•............................ 9, 11, 12.
ST. GEORGE MrVART, the Catholic scientist who undertakes Los Angeles, Cal.. .................................................. 14, 15.
to reconcile Darwinism with the Bible, is coming to grief in Santa Ana, Cal. ................................................ 17, 18, 19.
all quarters. Sir James Stephens, an English Freethinker,
California friends desiring lectures should write to Mr.
has whacked him from the heretical side, and the Catholic Reynolds at any of the above places so letters will reach two
papers are repudiating him, scolding him out of the church. days ahead of dates.
------~~.-------Between the two, Mr. Mivart's position is uncomfortable,
Freethinkers
illustrating the old saying about the man trying to occupy
•
two stools.
Who are desirous of advancing the cause, cannot do it more
--~--effectually than by assisting THE TRUTH SEEKER to extend
WE are informed that in a lecture delivered recently at its circulation. A liberal cash commission will be paid to
Liberal, Mo., Mr. G. H. Walser stated that he had no fight those devoting their time to obtaining new subscribers. For
with the church, and that he was opposed to the American terms, address THE TBUTH BEEKER OoMPANY, 28 Lafayette
Secul&r Vnion because that organization objected to tile place, New York.
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knowledge enough to destroy one particle of matter; how
much less can life become extinct! Who is there that can
not see a yoke of cattle in a load of hay?
Please .find inclosed one extra dollar, for which send me
KANSAS CITY, Mo., Feb. 15, 1888.
the ANNUAL for 1888, John Peck's "Absurdities," and the
MR. EDITOR: The Sam Jones & Co. revival has just closed balance in something worthy of reading that I can pass
here, with the following results and converts: To Presby- around among friends.
0. F. DELaNo.
terian church; four; Baptist, two; Methodist, sixteen, and
one girl adjudged insane yesterday and sent to the asylum,
SALEM, lA., Feb. 7, 1888.
on accourit·of his preaching so much hell. Collection for the
MR. EDITOR : I want to tell you and the readers of your
Jones fund a little over $6.000. A collection was taken up valuable paper that on the evening of the 2d of the present
on Sunday last amounting to $1.000 to pay some old bills of month we had the pleasure of listening to a Liberal lecture
Sam Small before professing religion_.:_perhaps whisky bills. delivered by Mrs. Freeman, of Chicago. The lecture was
Very respectfully yours,
A. B. Fox.
listened to by an appreciativ audience, although it was the·
first lecture of the kind ever delivered in this priest-ridden
HEURELTON. Feb. 13, 1888.
town. A goodly number turned out, although the road~
MR. EDITOR:. I write to inform you of the death of my were very bad, and the weather unfavorable. Her subject
grandfather, Otis c: Jillson, who has been a constant reader was one of deep thought and research. She commenced at
of your paper for the last fourteen or fifteen years, and who the creation of Adam and d!:scribed the process by which he
thought a great deal of the paper. He was taken from us became a living soul. But the poor woman, who was an
very suddenly. We arose in the morning and found him afterthought, was not privileged with a similar process for
dead on the floor, his wife being away from home at the
the purpose of becoming a living soul. hence the belief for
time. ·she has lost a noble, good husband; we, a kind and
centuries that women had no soul. No wonder they were
good grandfather. He was ever ready to help the needy;
so badly treated. At the close she gave an invitation to all
and also to investigate so-called Spiritualism, and believed
or any to ask questions or criticise her lecture. As the ice
a great deal in it.
JENNIE L. JILLSON.
is now broken, we hope soon to hav another intellectual
treat of Freethought.
F. D. AND C. SHELDEN.
CARROLL, IA., Feb. 8, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find fifty cents for the TRUTH
HuRoN, DAK., Feb. 15, 1888.
SEEKER ANNUAL for 1888 and Colonel Ingersoll's argument
:MR. EDITOR: I saw a notice in a late number of your valon" Blasphemy," in Reynolds's case, Morristown, N.J.
I had a di~pute with a friend of mine as to the correct uable paper to the effect that the book by Rev. Justin D
proounciation of Ingersoll's name. I say the long sound of Fulton, entitled, "Rome in America," was a work of such a
character that the women compositors bad refused to set
the letter o is correct; he says not. Please inform me.
type on it, as it was obscene. Now, I did not believe one
Yours cordially,
A. S. GooKLEY, M.D.
[The o in Colonel Ingersoll's 'name is not a long o. It is word of the statement, inasmuch as I am skeptica~ on many
usually pronounced as u short and obscure; some giv it the things I see in print. I sent for a copy, read it attentivly,
and declare I found nothing which could be twisted into obsound of broad it, as in "all."-ED. T. S.J
scenity; nothing but an earnest appeal to resist t::te power
of the pope in America, for protection of public schools, and,
FT. WoRTH, TEx., Feb. 13, 288.
MR. EDITOR: Since my last we hav had the great Rems- last but not least, for the conversion of Catholics to Protburg with us. It may bav been intended by the Christians estantism by the grace of God.
I hav just finished reading" Men, Women, and Gods," by
as it was-at any rate, the court bouse had been engaged for
him, but the janitor could not be found, nor anyone else who Miss Gardener. This is a work which should be read by
had a key. Yet we got in about 9 o'clock P.M., and in are- every woman in the land. She is ·a powerful writer, and her
markably short time we had a fire p:oing and started the bali arguments are such as to carry confusion into the camp of
rolling to a small but very select audience. Doubtless the her opponents.
About a. year ago a minister lectured here on "Woman
house would bav been crowded had we been able to effect
an entrance at the proper time, as a great many people came Suffrage," and made the statement that all that woman has
and left before 8 o'clock. 'fhere were several ladies present, or had she owed to the Bible and Christianity. When will
and everybody seemed happy. We will try and arrange to women read for themselvs and know when they are lied to?
Yours for the truth,
.A. H. RISDON.
hav Mr. Remsburg with us about March 1st. The evangelists hav left., and the Catholic fair is in full bloom.
BAVARIA, KAN., Feb. 10, 1888.
Respectfully,
C. E. lLLsEN.
Mn. EDITOR: The Lord-the G'od of the Jews-has been
vindicated here. It makes no difference if it did take the
HAVANA, CUBA, Feb. 8, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I am at a loss to know how, while our United wages for two months, and one-half of a widow's vnly supStates Constitution provides that Congress shall make no laW port, in the middle of an extraordinarily hard winter-be had
respecting the establishment of religion or prohibiting the to be vindicated. And the only crime consisted in following
free exercise thereof, and the law provides that the great the example set by the followers of the good and lowly Jesus.
seal of the United States shall not be affixed to any other Two of our young men laughed in one of their meetingsthan conBtitutionally legal documents, Mr. Cleveland could and, from all accounts, I think they had good reason for
dare to affix tliat great seal, together with his signature (not doing so. They were arrested, taken to Salina, nine milesthat of the president of the United State~). to a" Thanks- when we had a justice of the peace and other officers here-giving" proclamation. The president of the United States, and fined $50 each and costs; and by .me same parties who
having none other than constitutional powers, cannot do it, tried to break up our meetings while Brothef Putnam was
though Mr. Cleveland may-and commit murder, too, if you here. The justice impressed upon tbeir.minds very forcibly
please, though in violation of law and of his oath of office. that they were very lucky to get off at that, and that they
If Mr. Cleveland cannot be impeached for that act, then he· could not fool with the Lord.
Now, I do not believe in il);terrupting their meetings in any
can be impesclwd for any other illegal act only by a preponderance of influence, just as a great majority of the cases are way, but they could bav used a little more reason and justice
decided by the judges of our ·courts throughout the Union. in their examples. But some one must be made an example
Because of votes cast by silly gawkieP, ours is a government as to what they would do if they had a chance, and I think
of influence. Anarchy! No, you bet, I am not an Anarch- we will make a move to hav that justice of the peace put
upon the supreme bench of our state.
ist 1 I've had enough of it.
G&oRGE NEWTON.
T. H. TERRY, Sec. Bavaria Secular Union.
OxFoRD, MJOH., Feb. 20, 1888.
TALENT, ORE., Feb. 10, E.M. 288.
MR. EDITOR: By inclosed you will see that I hav secured
MR. EDITOR: The 15lst anniversary of the birthday of
two new subscribers for your valuable paper. I hav sent aJl
the TRuTH SREKERS ·that. I hav received for the last three Thomas Paine was observed by a few progressiv Liberals
years on errands of conversion among the people. Some are and Spiritualists (our mossback Lib<:rals sta)"ed at home) on
received by the clergy, and some by other. classes. I think Sunday, January 29th, in the Universal Mental Liberty Hall.
that your light is too bright to be hid under a bushel. It is The hall was tastefully decorated with mottoes in evergreen
amusing to me to read the d1fferent letters your correPpond- -on one side: "To do Justice to Mankind, Scorn the Priest
ents write that you print in THE TRUTH SEEKER-to see how and Free the Mind;" on the other side: "Reason is our
po~itiv some are that there is no life after de~th, as we gen- Guide, Truth our Pride;" over the entrance: ''In Science we
erally understand the term, while others are equally certain Trust," vnd back of the stage, ''Seek for Truth." The pictthat we liv in a future state of existence. The Spiritualists ures of Paine, Bennett, and Ingersoll were decorated in
are very .certain of it, but Uncle Winter is certain that we do evergreens and everlasting flowers. The exercises consistec!
not. Now, between the two extremes I reason thus:. There of instrumental music and singing by the Universal Mental
are four facts in nature that we can all agree upon, that is, Liberty choir, short speeches and select reading by the memtime, space, matter, and life. Tbe four hav always existed. bers, and an original poem, by Miss Rosetta Waters, written
Vegetable life developed out of mineral, and animal life out for this occasion.
And now, Mr. Editor, I hav to say a few words of praise
of vegetable, "and man, the highest type of animal life,
out of the lower order of animal life. Man we find possessed for THE TRUTH SEEKER illustrations and its editorials. I
of mor.e knowledge. Out of knowledge is developed wisdom hope you will always publish a Liberal paper. I take a
just in proportion as he becomes Liberal. (I would state good many Liberal papers, and THE TRUTH SEEKER comes as
right here that some that claim to be Liberal bav hardly out- near as any to being a true Liberal publication. I hope the
grown orthodoxy.) When man acquires wisdom enough, he barking of the intolerant faultfinders in regard to the illustrawill begin to see harmony in all nature, and the wiser he be- tions, and the fairness you showed to the murdered Anarchcomes, the more he will incline to believe that he is a part of ists, will not affect the present policy of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
the great, stupendous whole. I can see nothing but change From the tone of their letters, I think they compare well
in all matter, and that change leads to higher evolutionary with the mossback Liberals of this place. They are more
forms. Who ever saw a live·m~n? No one, unless it was benefit to the church than to the Liberal cause. Those who
clairvoyantly. We see the house that he livs in, the body. keep the flag of .Freeth ought flying :J.Pe those proscribed ones,
All the actions of man, no m·atter of what kind, are the Anarchists and Spiritualists. In my judgment, THE TRUTH
result of ~pirit manifestation. Where is the man now in the BEEKER has done more than any other Liberal paper in
body that can tell what the next fifty years will unfold to the destroying the respectability of the paternalistic church;
living? ·In my opinion, we are living in. a spiritual age now, but in attacking the church you only strike at the effect.
but many ofus of rather a distant order from t.hat to which at The cause lies deeper, and you find it in society, which
some future time all will be unfolded. No man ever had upholds our paternalistic government. You are afraid· of the
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state, not the church. I, as an Anarchist, know that Anarchy
is a mental growth ; that there is a continual. progress in
human society from hierarchy to Anarchy ; that Anarchy, or _
the sovereignty of the individual,· is the -condition of adult ···
society, and will come from necessity, if we only remove
some of our present unnatural Bocial conditions, and by so
doing make the way clear for higher social development. If
this is treason to some of our " Liberal" sectarians, let them
make the most of it.
Hoping THE TRUTH S&EKER will outliv all bigotry and
intolerance in Liberals as well as in Christians, I am,
Yours for universal mental liberty,
WM. H. BREESE.
FARMERSVILLE, IND., Feb. 10, 1888.
MR.-EDITOR: Permit me to say for the benefit of our many
friends that Brother Bell was here the 8th of February, and
gave a lecture on "Liberty and Morality" to a full and
crowded house. How is it that a Liberal can tell so much
truth in so short a time? Two young men in this neighborhood told me that since the lecture they had thrown off the
last garb of superstition, and hav put on the full ar.mor of
Infidelity. One of the members of the Campbellite church
took great pains to hav his preacher here to reply to Mr.
Bell, so, what do you think ?-when Mr. Bell closed his
speech and stepped aside, the little man of God wilted and
could not say a word, although he had taken two p;tges of
notes. I think he will reply some day in his pulpit, like all
cowards. Here is the way some of the Christians talk since
Mr. Bell left here. Some say that he should not be allowed to
speak; some say that he ought to be hanged; others say
that he ought to be tied to a stake and his books piled around
him and burnt. So, you see, hell is in the Christians yet.
Ever since God commanded Mose to shed so much blood it
has been in the Christians, even to this day. There is quite
a strong Liberal element here, and we ;tre going to organize
now in a few days. Then we will hear the threats of fire
and fagot. If the Christians will keep their hands off we
are safe, for we ·fear not their God. We believe in a good
God, while they oelieve in a bad one. The churches in this
place hav the dry rot, and I think when we get organized
then it will be safe for Mr. Bell to visit Farmersville; but if
you could bear the talk since the lecture, you would think
the days of the Inquisition about to return, and that it was to
make its headquarters in· Farmersville.
W. W. BisHoP.
BURI.IJ>GTON, KAN., Feb. 23, 1888.
Mn. EDITOR: I had the pleasure of reading your issue of
February 4th. Allow me to say that I am in full sym~athy
with the objects and aims of your paper, and should be a
subscriber if I could do justice to more Liberal papers than
I am now taking, viz., two. The reason of my writing this.
letter is that in C. B. Reynolds's article dated December 29th
and 30th he grossly misrepresents Kansas,. and I, through
your paper, desire to correct his misstatements. He says
the climate of Kansas is execrable. This is known to be
false in every way. No person of sound mental and physical make-up who had spent twelve months in Kansas can
be found who will not giv the lie to this his first insult to us.
Lie No. 2: "Old settlers, who hav no interest in real estate
booms, admit that in thirty years past Kansas has only
averaged one crop in three years-two failures to one success. But the malaria is always a full crop." I bav been a·
resident of Kansas sixteen years, and there has never been a
failure of crop in that time. To be sure, we hav at times
light crop years, but in sixteen ~years' experience we bav not
had to exceed four seasons of this kind. I feel sure Brother
Reynolds when he penned this article had more malaria in
his system than ten average Kansans ever had in their whole
lives; also that he must hav had an attack of the "janders"
while in Missouri, and hav been s.till under its influence.
Our city of Burlington feels that we hav worse than thrown
away our money in giving it to him, and I venture to say
that ther.e is not a Liberal among us who has read this article of his who would giv a cent a lecture to hear him
again. Presumably the habit of misstating facts while acting as pulpit-pounder bas so firm a hold on him that he can
not help doing so yet. I speak not alone my own sentiments in the above, but the sentiments of every reader of
·your paper that I hav seen. We want Liberal lecturers in
Kansas, but we do not want cranks.
JoHN I. JoNEs.
OsHKosrr, Wis., Feb. 12, 1888.
1.-IR. EDITOR: A couple of weeks ago one of our local
preachers made the remark during his discourse that he
believed Christ had already made his second appearance on
earth, and that he is here now. Well, I got to thinl;ing
it over, and I came to the conclusion that he was right.
And I think I hav seen him, and he h six feet lligh without
boots. And he came among us under different circumstances
this time-better off in this world's goods, I mean, for he
does not hav to go into other people's corn-fields and steal
corn on Sundays, but is able to hav a good, square dinner at
home in the bosom of his family-for I am told he has a
family, and a very interesting one at that. And he does not
say he comes to bring a sword, but he comes to enlighten
the people. I believe he was here in the United States long
before many of the people knew it, and do not think he let
himself be known very much until about twenty-five years
ago. Perhaps he was afraid they would crucify him, as they ·
did before, and not giv him time to get in his work. I think
he has improved very much during his vacation, aud I think
he must hav attended some public school, for he can read
and write first-rate now, and as for speaking-why, he is
simply immense. When he came among us before he did
not marry (but he was only a young man then). But now he
believes in it, and I do not, blame him, for I am that way
myself. And then, again, he is proof against the devil this
time, for the devil and all his imps could not carry him up to ·
the top of a mountain unless he wished to go, and although ·
he is not a pugilist, I think he could knock the devil out in
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one round. He is not so puny as he used to be, and believes
in striking back if anyone hits him. I hav seen him, and
know whereof I speak. There is one thing in particular
I like him for, and that is, he does not go around boasting
that he is the son of any God. He is more modest than he
used to be, and this time he claims to hav come into the
world naturally. No ghost business about it, you know;
and that looks more reasonable to me, for I do not take any
stock in ghosts anyway. And then, again, he does not go
around raising the dead as he did before; but he givs the living a pr<·tty lively shaking up, and it will do the whole world
good before he is done. It is very evident he has evoluterJ. very
much, for he does not bdieve in slavery now, and I thiuk he
has done more and is doing more good than all the sixteen
crucified saviors ever did. His folks puzzled their brains a
good deal to k_now what to call him, for it would not do to
giv him the same name he had before, for it was unlucky, so
they concluded to cull him Robert G. Ingersoll.
GEo. M. HARE.
P.S.-The books came all right, and are all loaned out.
"John's Way" is having a boom here among the Christian
ladies. Wish I had more of them.
G. M. H.
WELLs, MINN., Feb. 11, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find letter received yesterday morning from one of the faithful. Several letters hav passed between this gentleman-who, by the way, is a reverend, a
sky-pilot-and myself. This one is in answer to my last.
You see he answers every argument I advance. What a fine
thing it is to hav lots of faith to crawl behind!· But you may
rest assured he will need more faith to crawl behind when
he gets the answer to this letter. Too bad we cannot hav
the Dark Ages, so our Christian brethren-,-and our brother
herein mentioned in particular-could hav the old way of
. W. L. HoRTON.
answering our arguments.
WENTWORTH, DAK., Feb. 3, 1888.
MR. W. L. HoRToN: Yours of the 29th inst. came to hand
on Monday last. I am sorry you talk as you do, but since it
is your choice I will leave it in your full pos~ession, but,
Brother Horton-! am so used to calling almost everyone
whom I write to "brother," so I will not devi!tte this time,
even to you-let me say that I am well acqnainted with all
you say in a general sense, and, as Job sa) s, ·• What ye know
I also know," and I am not inferior to you in all of your
knowledge in relation to this subjec~. I did not write with
the expectation of such a lecture, but it does not offend me
in the least. But the day will come when it will try you to
the depths of your soul-not only your reason, but ten thousand times above all your reason, judgment, and understanding; and I predict that unless you change your mind from
reason to naked faith and belief in the religion of Jesus
Christ and his power on earth to forgiv sins and save your
soul, the time will not be long when eternity, with all its
horrors. will so fasten upon you that death it~elf would be a
happy state if it would only end all there. Well, let me tell
you some things that I know, and of which you do not know
anything, and then I am done. I know thPse things better
than I know that two and two make four. I lived for years
a wretched, miserable man. I cared for nobody. My home
was not attractiv to myself. My wife- GPd bless her, as
good a woman as ever a man was bles~ed wi!h-was no
satisfaction to me. But there came a time Without ever
being preached to or prayed for, for I was alone, when all
these things you term reason did not amount to so much as
rotten pea-E tra w. I tell you the world by reason or wisdom
ltnew not God, and it is no wiser in these things now than
then, and you will see that the wiHrlorn of this world is foolishness to God. And I criPd, ''0 God! save me!" Now I
know I am a saved man and washed in the blood of Jesus
Christ, the Jamb of. Gnd, that takes away the sins of the
world-not by reason, but by fait.h, which has become, by
obfdience to his will, a knowhdge above all reaoon and
worldly wisdom; and it is good for the souls in danger, in
darkness, and in the deepest sorrow.
·
Glory to Jesus for this wonderful salvation ! My soul is
full of it, and I am happy I Amen and amen!
Your friend and well-wisher,
A. C. VINE.
PHELPS, Mo., Feb. 13, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Remember me as one of the kind and ·faithful in Freethought. I am a poor man, oJ middle age, unmarried, and in the lecturing field, which I hav followed for
nine years, and hav delivered over nine hundred lectures in
the middle Western states-in all eleven hundred lectureson phrenology, physiognomy, ethnolo!Iy, and geology. Of
course, studying ethnology, I hav had to study the B1ble
myths and the- origin of man, and I find the birthplace of
man seems to hav been in the central part of Asia on the
highest plains, just south of the Caspian sea. Eighty thousand years ago the first emigration was made by the Turanian
nation. I use Liberal ideas iu every lecture, and when 1
lecture on geology I knock the bottom clear out of the ark
or fiood theory, and the whale story, the age of man, and all
llible teaching. I even make preachers laugh at some of the
absurdities. I take two Freethought papers, or I pay for two.
After I reod mine I send it to some good Freethinking person in the fourteen states I hav travtled over, and urge him
to subscribe for it-which a number hav done. So I want
the good work to swell and go on.
I hav had poor health the last year, and up to this date I
hav been sick five times since last August. My expenses hav
been great for a poor man who depends altogether on his
lectures. But THE TRUTH SEEKER, I cannot do without it.
And those pictures of Mr: Watson Heston are the very life
of the ancient people. I hope he will continue them as long
as he livs.
I wear my gold badge that I bought of Brother C. B. Reynolds. Before I was taken sick I prepared the way for him
here in this way. I came here to Phelps the 17Lh of December, and gave a free lecture to.a house of one hundred
and twenty-five people on the phrenology and the progress
of man. I illustrated the superstition and old-fogy ideas of
men from the Dark Ages up to the present time, link after
link, until I could come to where I could recommend
Brother Reynolds very highly as one of superior intelligence
who is preparing a way for perpetual freedom of man, so

man could liv and enjoy a fountain of highest intelligence.
So I told my audience I would not lecture to-morrow night,
for I was going to hear this intelligent speaker, and I invited
them out. So his hall was crowded, and Brother Reynolds
gave a noble lecture, and has converted many to Freethought
by it here. There hav been twenty names enrolled as a
Freethought society, and will be more: I hav strewn Freethought papers around here, so there will be, I know, many
who will subscribe for the paper.
I can safely say one-fourth of the church people to-day are
Freethought people. .If it were not for women we would
not hav churches, as preachers cannot get many men out.
Women generally are not so well posted on theology as men,
and they think the preachers are telling the truth, and are
model men of the day. I say tney are the worst criminals of
the land, and if there was a hell they would be il.ll there in
good time a mile deep for leading millions of people astray.
They do not believe what they preach, but do that work because they. can liv on chickens anti. hav a good time.
I want this letter. published in THE TRUTH SEEKER, so I
can get acquainted with all the writers. They write well,
all of them,·and I feel proud of them. I feel as though I was
a brother to them all; and I am, in Freethought.
P.ROFESSOR RANDLEMAN, Phrenologist.
JASPER, TENN., Feb. 12, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: In August, 1876, I began to edit and publish
the Sequachee Sun. In my salutatory I announced that I was
a Republican, and that I belonged to the Christian (Campbellite) church. I made it hot for Democracy, and published
several lectures for the benefit of penitents. In my travels 1
ran across a stray copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER, the second
number containing Heston's Bible illustrations, which struck
me ve~y forcibly. I hav been reading THE TRUTH BEKKER
every week since, distributing the numbers after reading
them among my friends, many of whom enjoy it hugely.
My lectures to penitents ceased to put in an appearance
shortly after I read the first TRUTH SEEKER, simply because I
could not refute the arguments set forth in its columns. Last
year I raised Cain, or sheol, or something else by stating that
the Mormons had more Bible authority to sustain their creed
th9.n the Methodists bad for theirs, and that I was opposed
to persecuting the Mormons and confiscating their property
on account of their faith and practices. Pulpit, press, and
inany smart Alecks pitched into me indiscriminately, a bus in~
me for what I did not say, misrepresenting my article
entirely, causing my subscribers to stop the paper, until
I finally sold out mY interest in the Sequachee Sun, and hav
now retired to private life a wiser, if not a better, man. If
the preachers and members of .the church ate to be believed,
I am a bad man, not fit for decent society. I do not see that
I am any worse than I was before I quit the church and quit
donating funds to its support. I still pay my debts when I
hav the money or any property that my creditors will take in
exchange for what I owe them, and that was all I did while
I was a bright and shining light, following in the footsteps
of the meek and lowly lamb. I do not think I tell any more
lies now than I did before, or that I am less charitable to the
suffering and distre~sed. I hav a pretty l!!.rge family-tendependent on my efforts for subsi~tence; an aged father
eighty-one years old; an invalid sister who is blind and
helpless and has not walked for many years, and who
requires the constant attention of some able-bodied servant
to watch over her night and day. I am afflicted with scrofulous rheumatism myself, and needed the proceeds arising
from the publication of the paper to support those dependent
on me. I am at present out of a job, with two of my children sick-one wi1h the mumps, and I do not know what
ails the other. In the sale of the printing-office I reserved
the right to read THE T!WTH BEEKER during the time it continued to come to the Sequachee Sun. As it was partially
the cause of my failure, lill:e the dog, I licked the hand that
struck me; In other words, I shall continue to read the
paper that has undone my fortune, unless it fails to put in an
appearance.
The other day I was told by a Methodist that I was unfit
to liv in decent society. I picked up his Bible and pointed
to a few passages in it, and asked his opinion of its decency
and morality. He said I was so blinded by sin that I could
not underotand the meaning of the language used; that he
had had a cllange of heart, and fully comprehended its meaning. I tried to get him to expound it to me, and he answered
that I was too far gone to comprehend it, and then the discussion ended.
I think all Liberals who are able ought to chip in to help
defend Messrs. Harman and Walker. Do not wait till they
are convicted, but act immediately. If I was able I would
cheerf:1lly foot the entire bill of their defense for the cause
of liberty and free speech. I feel the effects of ostracism
and proscription, and can sympathize with all who are persecuted for opinion's sake. .If the different denominations
of Christians were united, they would force our law-maker~
to enact another batch of Blue laws for all who failed to
throw up their hats and hurrah for their old blackguard
Bible. They can shut off my customers, but they cannot
shut off my thinking apparatus. I am like Collins's ram-I
bav a head of my own and do my own butting; and sometimes, like the ram, I hav butted a stump with a rag on it,
yet my head seems to hold its own pretty well. Three
cheers and a tiger for Heston and THE TRUTH BEEKER I
AMos L. GRIFFITH.
ALEXANDRIA, CAN., Feb. 13, 1888.
Mll. EDITOR: I once heard it said that when France became Infidel it was time a change of some kind should take
place, as half of France was owned by the church, and consequently paid no taxes and was in nowise productiv of any
material benefit to the people. I fancy it will not be many
years before the same state of affairs reveals itself in this
Canada, particularly in the province of Quebec, where the
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clergy rules with an iron arm, and the priests and nuns
swallow down everything that bas a good taste. It may be
interesting to the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER to hear a
couple of instances of my personal experience in this matter.
Fifteen or eighteen years ago an aunt of mine was robbed of
the biggest portion of her fortune at the death of her husband
by a nun-daughter of her husband by his first wife. The
greed and dishonesty displayed by the dying man's daughter,
and by the other nuns and the priests that assisted her in the
shameful work of deceiving her dying father and robbing
her brothers and her stepmother, harl. so scandalized my
aunt that for a few years she gave the Roman ,Catholic
church the cold shoulder, but after a time she was brought
back to the fold. She spent the last years of her life in
a convent, where she died and left the balance of her fortune. At her death presents were sent to all members of the
family to remember her by. My portion was an old prayerbook, which I did not keep. My chat:ity being greater than
my affection for my aunt, I returned the book with the
request that it should be given to some one who had use for
it, as I had none.
Three or four years ago an uncle of mine, named Francis
Protean, died, leaving an estate variously estimated from
$15,000 to $50.000. My opinion is that it was about $25,000.
He had no children, and the whole fortune was left for my
aunt to liv on and to dispose of at her death or to leave for
the legal heirs, who were the nephews. When I was about
sixteen years old, I lived with them one winter, and they had
taken a great liking to me. They kept much money, and
were constantly in fear of robbers, but they had such a high
opinion of my courage that they felt perfectly safe when
I was with them. They lived at St. Eustache, a village
twenty-five miles west of Montreal. My uncle was a great
contractor, and there was no bank in the place; hence the
necessity of his keeping a large sum of money in his house.
When they got too old to do business and rich enough to liv
without work, they moved to Montreal. Eight years agQ I
also lived in Montreal, and called on the old folks occasionally, and at every encounter the old folks, who were very
ignorant and consequently not very delicate of mannrrs,
always apostrophized me with a reminder that they were
old and must soon die, and tb.e prom is that I would be the
principal heir. They had never forgot what a brave boy I
was when I lived with them. I had twice driven awuy from
the house night prowlers who had undoubtedly come to rob
them. Once I told them in the presence of my wife and my
son to liv and enjoy their fortune as long as possible; that
for my part I preferred their company to their money, and
that, indeed, I had no hope of ever touching a cent of it.
Ob, but they reiterated their proniis, and gave me to understand that they were not in the habit of promising what they
did not intend to do. I said : "Yes, I believe you are honest
and sincere in what you say, but I also believe I know a few
things you hav not thought of. You must hav the visits of
priests and nuns pretty often. They w1ll persuade you to ?'
and finish your existence in one of their homes, as they dr
all old people who hav money, and when you die what
money will ever come out of that place will never satiate
anybody's cravings for your fortune." Tiley would not believe me, but my prophecy was consummated to aT. As I
said before, three or four years ago my uncle died, after
which my aunt retired to a convent. About a year ago she
died. The first intimation I had of her having been sick was
a dispatch informing me of her death. The message was
from one of my cousins, who had attended her on her deathbed and was not paid. I was so confident that I had been
omitted in the will that I refused to pay for the mes3age, and
I did well. I learned by letters from relativs that my cousin
who had sent the message had got $500; my two brothers,
$150 each; a widowed sister of my uncle, who has a large
family to support and is Tery poor, had received a similarly
insignificant gift, and I, the man known by many priests and
called by them" Voltaire the Second," was completely omitted in the will. The poor old woman had been persuaded
that she could never reach heaven if she gave anything t<J an
Infidel. The b'llance of the fortune had been distrib11ted to
the several religious institutes of Montreal, for which the
Catholic Seminary of Montreal is to educate one of the heirs.
I am now in receipt of a .letter from one of my nephews, an
orphan and very poor, informing me that he has been ChQsen
as the recipient of the education, a11d the letter, apparently
written by him, but dictated by an older head, informs me
that the institute is obliged to educate him, but not to
provide for him in any way, and that conseq•wntly such
·things as clothing, books, etc., he will expect to receive
from me and my above-mentioned cousins, we being the
only ones in the family able to support him. Two mouths
ago I went to Montreal, and got the following details of the
scene that took place at my aunt's deathbed. I do not know
how true it is, but it is at least very probable. When the old
lady was dying, my cousin and a priest stood by her, and
while she was in a fit cf agony the priest reached in her
pocket and took the key to the box of her treasure. My
cousin demanded it, saying he was the rightful guardian of
it. The priest refused. My cousin clinched him, and a
tussle ensued. The nuns came in and parted.the combatants, allowing the priest to retain the key. My cousin went
to some lawyer, intending to contest the will on the strength
of certain letters and papers in his possession, by which he
could prove that my aunt had been intimidated, but subsequently he conferred with the priest, and, fi.nding t~~t. he
could get more in that way than he would get lD the diVISIOn.
6f the estate between the legal heirs, he gave up the dam.
aging papers and compromised with the clerical r.ogue.
These are not isolated cases. That kind of hellish work IS
continually going on. The Roman Cath?lic cl~rgy of Can~
ada I know to be the biggest lot of unbelievers 10 the_ country. Instead of their minds being bent to the savJ.ng .of
souls their sole occupation is to see where the money IS and
conc~ct their diabolical plans to get it. CHAS. LAPEROHE.
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Onr Pnzzle Box.
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ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN OHILDREN'S OORNER,
MAROH 10, 1888.
1.-Covenant (oven, cant). 2.-Honesty.
lld.ited by Mms SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
Bi""• Ma88., to UJiwm. all Oommunicatiom (0'1' 3.-Black eyes and blue spectacles as used for
weak eyes. 4.-A jet~black jug or bottle.
this (JQ'I"'Mr should he 8611.t.
5.-A whip-top. a.-Indivisibility. 7.-0il of
vi trio! (acids).
--------~~~---------

" Between the dark and the daylight.
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour.''

Correspondence.

BELToN, TEx., Feb. 23, 1888.
DEAR Miss WIXoN: My father and mother
liv on a sheep ranch, and I liv with my
grandfather and grandmother and ~o to
school. Grandpa has taken THE TRUTH
BEEKER ever since it was printed •. I like to
liv in Texas. I am seven :vears old. l hav
learned the piece in the Corner called the
"Golden Keys." I am goinl! to speak it in
school. Yours truly, ORIN W. BEVERLY.

Our Flag.
Roses from the fairies• bowers,
Lilies of the brook sprites' dell,
'l'wiue with violets entrancing,
Wreathed by hands that love them well.
Fluttered by a gentle zephyr,
Each rose captiv holds its hue;
Rustled by the riding breezes,
Still the lilies' color's true ;
Shaken by the fiercest ragin gs,
From no violet fades its blue,
For the crimson, white, and azure
Ever, ever will be new.
'Tis the flag which shields our homesteads
From the thunder of the foe;
'Tis the emblem of our freedom,
Of a one. time tyrant's woe.
As it proudly waves, the sunlight
Golden paints each silken fold,
Fanning to new flame the fires
Of our hearts that, growing cold,
Embered o'er a patriot's virtue,
Turning essence into mold.
May thy mem'ry, glorious beacon,
Never be one moment old.
G. H. S.

BuFFALo, N.Y., Feb. 29, 1888.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I write for the purpose
of proposine; my name to your society, Speak
No Evil. I think it is a good thin~, and hav
intended to send my name ever smce I read
your article. I am corresponding with Lulie
De Taylor, of Kansas, who sometimes writes
for the Children's Corner. I would like to
hav some little girls of the Corner write to
me-some one near my own age, eleven years.
Hoping that all the rest of the little girls will
send their names to your society, I remain,
Your friend,
InA A. BALLOU.
DEO.A.TUR CITY, !A.., Feb. 25, 1888.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I was nine years old
the 9th of this month. My mamma has been
dead for three years. I lived with my grandpa and grandma for a while, but now I liv
with my adopted papa and mamma. Papa
takes THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I read the
Children's Corner every week. I like it very
much. I like to stay here better than I do at
grandpa's, because grandma is very religious,
and made me go to Sunday-school. Now I
don't hav to go if I don't want to. Papa got
me "The Story Hour," and I like it very
much. Yours truly,
MAUDIE PARRISH.

How to Make Up.
Two little people, who couldn't agree,
Were ha.virig a. tiff, and were "mad as could be;"
They looked at each other in silence awhile,
a sudden glad thought made one of them
smile.
Said she: "Say, you ain't ver11 mad, are you,
Bessiet"
"Well-no," said the other, " nor vou, are you.
Jessiet"
"Then let us make up," little Jessie suggested.
"Well-you be the one to beotn," Bess requested.
But that didn't suit. So the tiff lingered still,
While both of the children were claiming their
will,
When-what do you think brought at last sunny
weathert
Just this : they agreed to-beotn both tooether.

·rm

Bonus, MIOH., Feb.-26.1888.
DEAR Miss WixON : I thought I would
write you a few lines this very cold day. We
left our home in Ohfo the 7th of February.
It was pleasant weather when we started,
but it has been very cold here, with the exception of a few days. I think l will like
-sezectea.
MIChigan, and will be glad when we get to
keeping house; we are visiting at my aunt's,
Don't Do It.
and hav a very pleasant time. We do not get
our TRUTH SEEKER very regularly now, and
Don't use slang expressions. The cant do not suppose we will until we find out our
phrases and words of the street do not sound future post-office address. I like the Chilwell coming from anybody's lips. And yet dren's Corner and enjoy reading the letters.
how common it is to hear nice-loooking boys I am a little ~irl thirteen years old. I wish
and sweet-faced girls utter the silliest non- to be a member of the Speak No Evil Society.
I hope all the boys and girls will join, but they
sense in ordinary conversation, abusing the do not seem to be in any hurry about it.
" king's English" to a most alarming extent
Yours truly,
ZELLA FITzp.A.TRIOK.
upon every occasion !
OsoEOLA, !A., March 1, 1888.
It certainly is a jar upon the nerves to
DEAR Miss WIXON : As you were so kind as
hear from a high school boy or girl the words :
to publish my letter, I thought I would try
·"I'll bet yer l" "Bet your boots I" "Oh, another. We are having rainy weather now,
cheese it I" " Great Scott!" or " Great Cm- and it is very muddy. School was out last
sar I" "Did you ever?" " Shoot the hat I" Saturday. Papa is going off this spring to
"Pull down your vest l" "Wipe off your. find us a new location in the Southwestern
territories or states. Dear Miss Wixon, I can
chin I" and many similar expressions.
imagin how you look, and what color
It certainly is not a mark of refinement to just
your eyes are, and how tall you are, and
use the slang words of the street at home, in what kind. of a dress you wear. As I can
school, or, in fact, anywhere. But insensibly imagin all these, I am anxious to know if I
slang creeps everywhere. It is easily ac- am right. I would like to get your picture. If
quired, and when once the habit of talking you· will send it, I will put it in a pretty frame
slang is fixed, it is hard to get rid of. The and try to keep it nice. If you will be kind
enough to send it, answer in the margin of
habitual use of extravagant and slangy lan- my letter by yes or no. Pearl and I were
guage makes a person appear coarse and over to our Uncle Reuben Jones's on Wednesrough. It is better never to acquire a bad day and stayed all night; we had a nice time
habit, and everyone should try to guard playing with our cousins. Well, I will close.
Yours very truly,.
JENNIE GIGR.A.Y.
against all bad habits, and especially the habit
[Miss Wixon will try and remember Jennie
of using extravagant expressions of every
when she has some new photographs taken.]
kind.
As a nation, the American people are not
WHY I AJI[ A LffiER.A.L,
apt to be over-accurate, and the difference
BuRNs, MINN., Feb. 18, 1888.
between false statement and exaggerated
DEAR Miss WixoN: I am a Liberal· because
truth is so slight that one should be contin- Liberalism looks forward, and continues to
ually upon his guard lest he make the fatal work for a glorious future for the human
race. I am a Liberal because Liberalism
mistake of sending out falsehood for truth.
Some think it very smart to rattle off slang teaches natural morality rather than artificial
morality and immorality. I am a Liberal
words upon every occasion, but it is the re- because Liberalism is not headed by one
verse of smartness. To be familiar with all of those old-time gods noted for their inthe slang of the street brings one into a dan- famy, cruelty, and tyranny, created by man
gerous proximity to classes who tread a down- to resemble the people of the nation to whom
they belong, or by one of the sixteen dead
ward path.
saviors, all of which are represented as
Therefore guard well your speech. A word haters of mankind. If the Christian l!hurch
once uttered cannot be recalled. Let the had simply destroyed the learnin~ of the Rothoughts be clean and the speech be pure, man empire, that would not hav been so bad,
and then there need be no fear for the future. but, worse than that, after destroying every.
thing that tended toward the education of
B. H. W.
humanity, they now claim to hav fostered
education during what they, themselvs, class
FoB the benefit of those who are getting as the Dark Ages, which, in reality, were the
tired of " Truly rural " as a cure for stam- lightest ages of the church. Liberalism is
mering the following is respectfully submit.. not founded on myth, ignomnce, or superstited: Pronounce rapidly, "She sells sea- tion, but on science, and what is known to
be fact. The mi:eisters of the gospel to-day
shells ; shall she sell sea-shells ?"
will cry, ''Down with Thomas Paine!" but
PEDESTRIAN: " Madam, a boy who I am he was one of the best men that ever trod
told is. your son has just thrown a stone at American soil, and had it not been that he
wrote that little book called the " Age of
me, causing a ':ound that is .very painful. Reason," that you can buy for twenty-five
What are you gomg to do about It?" Mother: cents, they would hav extolled him to-day
·'I don't know; hav you tried arnica?"
next in comparison to Jesus Christ; but be1

cause he wrote that book they hav damned
him and sent him to hell ever since. But
Thomas Paine was the first man to bre~the
independence into the hearts of the people ;
he was the first man to write the words, " Free
and independent states of America." I am
a Liberal because Liberalism teaches humanitarian doctrins. Well, fearing that I hav
taken up too much space, this being my first
writing, and hoping to see this in the Children's Corner, I remain,
Your friend,
LoRA E. RATHBUN.
SouTH 0TSELIO, N.Y., Feb. 28, 1888.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I thought I would
write a little letter for the Children's Corner.
I am twelve years old. I hav a pair of steers
that are coming two this spring, and a pair
cominp; one this spring. The big ones' names
are Jack and Gill; the little ones' names are
Robert G. Ingersoll and Henry Ward Beecher.
The big ones do a p;ood deal of work in the
course of a year. I broke them myself. I
hav also a nice three-year-old colt. I drive
her anywhere I want to go. I like THE
TRUTH SEEKER very much. Last fall we had
about a hundred and fifty hens, but we hav
killed them along this winter to sell. I am
learning to play the piano and piccolo. I
guess I will close now. Hoping to see my
letter in print, I remain,
A true Freethinker, WALTER B. PEOK.
MoonY, TEx., Feb. 24, 1888.
DEAR MisS WixoN: It is with pleasure that
I write to the Children's Corner again, for I
believe it. to be a guiding light in an age of
enlightenment; that it is a pleasure to all,
both great and small, for I know it is to me.
It givs me pleasure to think that the old fable
theology is dying out, and the new now is
taking its place. The theolop;y of education
and science is taking the place of the old
heathen mythology, and the old book called
the Bible is looked upon no more to be the
word of a God of infinit love and mercy. but
is giving place for the true doctrin-the doctrin of humanity. It givs me pleasure to
think that the enlightened world has begun
to see the folly of the four ~ospels. They bear
no evidence of divine mspiration. They
did not claim to be inspired. The enlightened hav investigated these matters, and
found that what one commands the other
condemns.
It givs me pleasure to think that such nonsense is fast passing away; that none but the
ignorant and those who are afraid to investigate believe it. The enlightened hav seen.
the folly of priestcraft. They see that it has
ever been in the path of progress; that science
and education hav ever been held in darkness
by it.
I will now say a few words about the
Speak No Evil Society. I don't think that I
could belong to it very well, for when the
said Christians call me a fool for believing as
I do, I can't keep from calling them ignorant
and credulous. But I think it would be a
good society for all young people and for old.
Mr. J. E. Remsburg lectured here in Moody,
February 13th, to a v• ry fair audience. His
subject was "The Sunday Question." Mr.
Remsburg is a good and pleasing orator. I
don't think that anyone got. offended at him.
Several praised him as a good speaker of his
honest and candid o_pinions. I hav written
several times to the Corner. I like to know
how old the children and older ones are, so I
will put my age to my letter this time. It is
seventeen.
Hoping for a long continuance of the Corner,
JoaN M. SIMMoNs.
[We hav been obliged to omit,a part of our
friend's letter, not because it was not good,
for it was all excellent, but on account of its
length. We hav not space for lengthy let..
ters. We would say to all: Learn to condense. Be brief, pithy, and to the point.
Write with ink, on one side of the paper;
spell and punctuate correctly.-En. C. C.]

he possesses-this should certainly induce
many Liberals to aid him.
.
Now, in consequence of these things, I will
giv $1 toward establi~hing a fund for the
benefit and relief of Father Hacker. This
fund shall be known as the Children's Hacker
Relief Fund, and I hope all the children who
read THE TRUTH BEEKER will follow my exam.
pie by contributing what they can, and in
this way I am in hopes we can raise a bonsidemble sum to lift the debt from the home of
our deserving Liberal friend. Now, children,
giv what you can-ten, twenty, and twentyfive cents-and we will see what the children
of THE TRUTH SEEKER can do. Let all contributions be addressed to Miss Wixon, who
will, I am sure, be only too pleased to be
treasurer of this fund, and when we hav contributed the desired amount forward it to our
friend.
Hoping my request will be heeded to raise
this, our monument to our friend, so as to
show our appreciation of· him while he still
livs, I will close with .best wishes to the
Children's Corner.
MAUDE MoNTAGUE MoRRISON.
[Our correspondent is correct in the estimate of the worth, work, and character of
our respected and venerable friend, "Father
Hacker." We are sut:e he will feel highly
gratified with Maude's kind and noble sentiments. He has indeed done good work for
humanity, and still continues in well-doing in
his advanced years. We trust Maude's testimonial may be followed by others from !lppreciativ friends. All sums for such purpose
will ·be duly credited, and forwarded to
"Father Hacker."-Eo. C. C.]

A Little Girl's Logic.
A little girl six years old was on a visit to
her grandfather, who was a New England divine celebrat~d for his logical powers.
"Only think, grandpa, what Uncle Robert
says!"
"What does he say, my dear?"
"Why, he pays the moon is made of green
cheese. It isn't at all, is it ?"
"Well, child, suppose you find out yourself."
" How can I, grandpa?"
"Get your Bible and see what it says."
'' Where shall I begin ?"
" Begin at the beginning."
The child sat down to read the Bible. Before she got more than half through the second chapter of Genesis and had read about
the creation of the stars and animals, she
came back to her grandfather, her eyes all
bright with £xcitement of discovery: "I've
found it, grandpa." It isn't true, for God
made the moon before he made any cows."

Babies in Japan.

The babies are strapped to the backs of
their mothers, and sisters scarcely larger than
themselvs. One often sees. a dozen or two
boys and girls under ten at all sorts of play,
one-half of them having babies on their
backs-oftentimes when the little nurses are
playing regular romps, the little ones sound
asleep, their heads hanging down and flopping from side to side as if their little necks
would break. Here in front of this hotel,
when the tide was out, I saw hundreds early
one morning seeking mussels, mosses, and
sea-weed. Little fellows not over ten are
seen gathering shell-fish, with babies fastened
to them. When they would stoop on hands
and knees the baby would almost stand on
its head. I can say I hav seen hundreds of
those and hav as yet heard but three babies
SuGAR RUN, PA., March 6, 288 A.B.
crying.
Little ones of two and three someDEAR Miss WixoN: I saw in THE TRUTH
BEEKER of March 3d a very interesting letter times hav dolls strapped to them. Not once
from the pen of Father Hacker. I think he hav I seen a doll in the arms.
must be a man of more than ordinary ability,
and he certainly deserves recognition from
the ablest Liberals. I think, too, that THE
Little Johnny's Composition.
TRUTH BEEKER should giv him the asked-for
Gees hisses, but ducks quacks, and wen
space to print articles he thinks will do so
much for the spreading of Freethought. He, Franky, that's the baby, is painfie in his lap
according to his own story-which of course he hollers, but the lion roars dissant thunder
none doubt-has been the means of doing a and makes the welli:on wring I
vast amount of good work in the Liberal field;
Uncle Ned, wich has ben in Injy, and evry
for this reason he should be doubly respected were, he says one nite a lion come out of the
by all Liberals. Then, too, he shows courage
not often seen in men of his advanced age. woods and went to his correl for to eat his
Think how he has been deprived of his hear- cattle. Uncle Ned he got up and looked in
ing for upward of sixty long years. Yes, it the correl thru a crack the lion shode his
is indeed something to engage the sympathy teeth, and Uncle Ned sed: ''The idiot thinks
of all, and many a helping hand should be ex- I am a dentist, but I havn't no time for to
tended to the brave old man.
Think how in all these years since he has tend to him. He send for the lion tamer for
been denied his hearing he has never de- to quell him with his!."
spaired, and here we find him, at his advanced
age, having all his senses but that of hearing
and able to write as fine a letter as we so
REDUCED TO 81.00 •.
lately read in Tm: TRUTH SEBKEB. His story
of lifelong deprivation, how: he has so paTHE STORY HOUR.
tiently labored, and, at the same time, done
all he could for- the cause of humanity, is
A Book for Children and Youth.
sadly impressiv and should command the
attention. of all ; and how, after living in a
rough boar<!. dwelling for a lifetime, he at last
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
builds himself and aged wife a comfortable
house, but does this at the risk of. losing all
Over a hundred fine illustratioue.
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Wettstein's World· Renowned,Warranted W atohes
and Watcbwork.
CorN SILVER STEM·WINDEBB. 3 ounce oases, 7
jewels, $12; 4 ounce, 11 jewels, $15.; do, 15 jewels,
$18; do, adjusted, $22 ; do, extra tine, a perfect
watch, named "Otto Wettstein," t25; 5 ounce
oases, $1.50; 6 ounce cases, $8.50 more.
BEST FILLED GoLD WATOHEB. Open face, 7 jewels, $16.~0; 11 jtwels, $J8.50.j.15 jewels, $21.50; adjusted, $25.~0; with" Otto wettstem" movement,
f28. 50. In hunting oases, from $5 to 18.50 more.
Ladies best hunting tilled cases, 7 jewels, $20 ; 11
jewels. $22 ; 15 jewels, $28. Extra tine, diamond in
case, $8 more.
LADIES' SoLID GoLD WATOHEB. 14 k, 7 jewels,
S30; 11 jewels, $82 ; 15 jewels, $38. All hunting,
stem winding, eleeantly engraved. Heavier oases,
Louis XIV. style, enameled, embosseli, and set
with diamonds, $5 to $100 more.
·
GENTS' SoLID GoLD WATOHES. 14, k, light
weight, 7 jewels, $ill; 11 jewels, $411; 15 jewels, $45;
adjusted, $49; with" Or.to Wettste!D" movement,
$52. Heav1er cases, $8 to $2S more. Fancy
watches, from $100 to $800. All sent prepaid, and
cash back if not Mattst ..otory.
WATOHWoBK. The best m the world. Cleaning, $1 ; main sprmgs, $1 ; jewels, $1. Can be sent
a .thousand miles as well as one, per reg. mail or
lXPress. Inclose $1 or $2, and I will return free.
All watches and work warranted to eiv satisfaction, or cash refundPd.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.

lna"ersoll's Tributes.
REDUCED IN PRICE,
We hav made arrangements whereby we call
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper,1SX22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for traminc. The titles are:

The Vision of War,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's GraTe.
The price of these he1·etofore has been 75ots. We
offer them at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH ; THE
THREE FOB FORTY OENTB.
Mailed secure
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
IISL~ayette Pl•• New York.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarced.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HEI.EN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGEBBO~.
Priee, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

:28

TEXAS.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.

TM Trad8 Supplied at Special Discount..

NEW YORK:

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York,
Photo-engravinJIB of Misa Gardener are for 1alt
at this office. PriCe, 40o.; with &utograPh, 50 ot1.

UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

.ISL.L::>.tl.-"1J

AT THE TRUTH SEEKER
28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.

TRY•SQUARE;

WASHINGTON TEBBITORY.

W. Wedeken, Montesano.

OR 1

ENGLAND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.
W. J. Ramsey, 28 Stonecutter st. ,London,E.C.

The Church of Practical Religion.

AUSTRALIA.

This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just suffi·
oient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.

Mrs. J. Hadfield, Market st., Sydney, N.S. W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
NEW ZEALAND.

A. D. Willis, W anganui.

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 oents.singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur!l are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showinl{ the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentianes i the Church and Civilization.; the
Church ana Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Bights
Movement i. the Tem.Peranoe Reform; the
Church ana the Republic.

BY REPORTER.
Hall of Science, Broome
s~., N.Y., 1829 (frontispiece).
Tbeo. Parker,
Benj. Franklin,
Wm. Lloyd Garrison,
Abraham Lincoin,

Frances Wrieht,
Ethan Allen,
Thomas Jefferson,
Bob't Dale Owen,
John Adams,
Peter Cooper,
James Lick,

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is discussed
under the following heads: Ori ·n of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath
e Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath;
ination of
Sunda;y Arguments i Origin of
tian Sabbath; Testimony of the Uhristi
hers; The
Sabbath durin~ the Middle AJieB; he Puritan
Sabbath; Testimony of Chnstian Reformers,
Scholars. and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
Lawa. Price, 25 cents; six copies, $1.00.

·rhomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traita of his character and genius, and vindicates hiij name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choi<Je extracts from • Common Sense,•
"American Crisis," "Bights of Man," and "Age
of Reason " are given; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition\ 160 pages, printed on tine tinted paper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

Image Breaker.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washinl{ton an Unbeliever; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
"Pame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 ots.

The Apostle of Libert:.v. An address

delivered in Paine Haij, before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, olanuary 1!9, 1~. Price,
10 oentB.

'l'BE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

Geo. Washington,
Stephen Girard,
Gilbert Vale,
LYdia Maria Child,
Garritt Smith,
John W. Draper.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

THE NEW YORK TRUSS CO.,

Reminiscences of a Preacher.
A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,
Author of "Exeter Hall," "Heathens of the
. Heath," "Family Creeds," "Beautiful Snow," etc., etc.
The story is used by the author .to teach Freethought, to remove superstition from the minds
of those who would not read a polemical essay,
and to urge facts against the various churches,
believing which their supporters will desert.them.
The book is an argument as well as a novel 1 but
the serious predicaments of the hero are skilrully
used to lure tbe reader along, and to induce him
to take tbe antidote to theological poisonine without knowing it. Mr. McDonnell writes effectivly
and convinCingly, and always braces his romances
With facts on one 111de and figures on the other.
Those who hav read his prev10us worka need not
be advised to purchase this; they will probably do
so at once.
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

ft UPTU RES CUR EDb,

my_Medlcal Compound and Impro·.-erd
Elastic Sop}!orter 1'rnssinjrom30 to
90 days. Reliable 1 et"erenr.e• given. Send
ltamp for circular, and •au in what JJapt!l
vou oaw m11 adv..-e..emenl. Address Qm

'fl• .&. Golllap,Bml\ll"!lllt.l.,_ 01.10.

For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.

MIRACLES

THB

2S WHITEHALL S'l'., NEW YORE:,

Will send pure Quinine Pills, 2 grains_, by mail for
75 oents per hundred, 40 cents for nfty. Tonic
Pills for loos of appetite and strength, 6) cents per
hundred. A good ·rruss for $1.50; giv size around
body, state which side is ruptured. For $1 with
10 oen ts for postage, we will send 3 pairs of our
celebrated Acme Lens Spectacles or Eye-Glasses
for trial; select the pair that tits and return the
other two pairs. Bend a line of the finest print
yon can read 15 inches from tbe eye. !(you are
Bible Morals. Twenty Crimes and nearsighted write us before sending. Write us
Vices Sanctioned by Borit!l;ilre ; Falsehood and for catalog of Abdominal Supporters, Skirt SupDeception; Cheating: Theft and Robbery • porters, Shoulder Braces, and ElastiC Stockings
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of for swelled hmbs and enlarged veins. We want
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism ; In- lady agents. We hav the sole agency for the
tolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman; well-known Acme Blood B .. lm. said to be almost
Unkiudness to Children; Cruelty to Animals; infallible in the treatment of all Blood, Lung,
Human Bacritlce11; Cannibalism; Witchcraft; and Liver disorders, price $1 for large bottles, 6
Slavery; Polyg_amy; Intemperance; Poverty bottles for $5, free by express to any part of the
and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscen- United States.
1y10
ity. Pr1ce, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best

E. L. Youmans,
OMas. Sumner,
Thos. Paine!
Abner Knee and,
Horace Greeley,
Abby Kelly Foster,
Wm.DeBton 1

MIRACLE WOflKE RS.
By JOHN PECK.
"The miraculous is the impossible. Anything
within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

SHAKER EYE and EAR BALSAM
Skty Years• I n'IJariable S'!tCCeM
~FoB ALL

DIBEABEB OF EYES OB EABS. lm•
mediat,e relief from Granulations, IntlammationB
Dim Vision, Watery Gatherings, and Failinll
Bllilht of Eyes. Deafness, Drumming, Ringing of
the Ears dispelled by a few applications. Catarrhal difficulties of Eyes or Ears inst,.ntly re.
moved. Bent the world over. Box with instruo
tiona, by mail, 30 cents.
G. A. LOMAS,
Shakers P. 0 •• N. Y.
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FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

f£1

A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

0

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother wbo were left parentless, with little money, fair education, and much
courage, to make their way thr~ugh the world _by
!loing to Chicago. Tbe authons .also the berom.
Tbe narrativ i•, in the.main.• a h1s~ry of,. ~ork·
ing girl's life and expertence lD the 01ty of Cb10ago
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
and disreputable hypocrits. It is just such a story
of human life as we should expect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to be. worth the attention
of the rest of the world PrlCA 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

.JIJ§T OUT.

Christian Absurdities.
BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
DO YOU W A.NT a ~easant, healthful, cheap
home in the South 1 Write Leftwich Bros. and
Curtis, Florence, Ala.
.
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ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.

Steel engravings of this oele~rated naturali~tJ
12x15 inches, suitable for framm!{t sent J>OBt,l!.ala
for 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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Is a Stanch Infidel and a Successful Physician.
The Better Wav,of Cincinnati, 0., says," We are
assured that Dr. Fellows, the eminent specialist of
Vineland, N. J., is an educated gentleman of superior mind and large attainments, and that success in his profession has brought him business,
not only from all Jl.arts of this country1 but from
foreign shores. He is in the prime or life and
able to transact his various professional duties
promptly and well and giv satisfaction in every
instance. His references are numbered by thousands."
Dr. Fellows treats all those peculiar diseaseB
resulting_ from indiscretion and ignorance of
youth. Those who are ailing should send 10 cents
for the Dr.'slittle book setting forth an ExTEBN.U.
AFPLIOATION-a positiv cure.
ELLOW
Address
DB. B. P. FV. Ia
lh
!De nd, .L'I. J.
,.-Mention this paper.
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That Badger Boy at _Sunday-School.
THB LESSON OF THE FLOOD.
"Now, children, I will read you the interesting stocy of the flood--"
"Oh, I know all about that, mum," broke
in that boy James. "It come a rippin' and
earin' down Mill brook and run all over pop's
medder, and raised thunder, mum!"
"James, you must not interrupt me. I
il.ni goiug to read of the flood of ages ago,
which drowned all the people, except Noah
and his family." (Proceeds to read the fiction,_ at the conclusion of which reading
James gets in his work.)
" What made Noer so good, mum?"
" God, my child."
" Who made the other folks so bad,
mum?"
"The devil, James. Beware of the devil."
" Who made the devil, mum?"
"God, of course" (forgetting herself).
"What did God make the devil for?"
"James, you mustn't ask such questions."
"Ain't there lots of wicked folks now,
mum?"
"Yes, I am sorry to say, James."
'"Why don't God drownd 'em, mum?"
"Because he promised Noah he would
·never flood the world again, my child."
" Does the devil make folks bad now,
mum?"
"Yes, James."
" Does God want 'em to be bad, mum?"
"No, dear; he wants 'em to be good."
" Then the devil's got the bulge on God,
Aain't he, mum?"
"James, you must not talk so wickedly.
It is perfectly awful the way you talk !"
"I won't, mum. Did Noah take some
snakes in the ark, mum?"
" Yes, dear; a pair of each kind."
"Wnat for, mum?"
"Because God directed-him, my son."
" Do you like snakes, mum?"
"Oh_!-oh, no l They are perfectly horrid,
James!"
"What did God want to save snakes for,
mum?"
"James, !.don't know; but we mustn't
ask."
"Did Noer take some wasps in the ark,
mum?"
"Yes, dear; a pair of every living. thing,
and seven of some kinds."
"Do you like wasps, mum?"
"There, I know what you would say, but
don't-you say it-it is awful wicked, James."
"Did they hav beds then, mum?"
"I suppose so, of course."
"Then they must had bugs, mum. Did
Noer--"
"James" (severely).
"Yes'm. Wbat'll them folks do in heaven,
mum, that can't swim?"
"What a ridiculous question, James
Badger I"
"Don't see it, mum. If there was water
enough up there to drownd the world, it
must be offi.e deep now, mum, when the winders havn't been opened sence that corkin'
flood!"
"James, once for all, you mnstn't talk so.
It is perfectly awful. I should be afraid of
being struck by lightning if I talked so."
" H:.h I Pop says that's the easiest
to
die of all, and says he'd enough sight rather
be struck by lightnin' than die of liver complaint. Must hav been drtffi.e muddy after
the flood, mum, and the snakes must had an
o~e time ~quirmin' 'round. [No response
from the teacher.] Did the lions eat the
cows and lambs in the ark, mum?"
"No, they did not" (sharply).
" Why didn't they, mum?"
" Because God was there."
"Is he round now, mum?"
"Yes, he is; he is everywhere, boy."
" But he wasn't in that barn the other night
when the lion got out of Barnum's fiery circus andchawed up the heifer, was he, mum?"
"James, I shall Eend you home."
"No'm-don't. I like it here. Did the
monkeys and parrots hav a red-hot time in
the ark, mum?"
"I don't know anything about the monkeys
and parrots·, boy; and you· stop asking such
wicked questions."
"Yes'm. Was Noer offi.e good, mum?"
"Yes, he was, James. He walked in God's
ways and was blessed of the Lord."
"Who wa& the Lord, mum? [No response, and James did not persist] But
pop says Noer got drunk after the flood, and
proved it by readin' in the Bible, and rna got
offi.e mad. Ma's dead stuck on the Btble, you
know, but pop don't go a cent onto it. He
says its pap for loons, mum."
"James" (austerely).

way

".Yes'm. Was the pigeon Noer sent out
of the ark--"
''It was a ·dove, James."
"Wall, ain~t pigeons .doves, and doves
pigeons, mum?"
"Well-yes-I suppose so."
· "Was there any pouter pigeons in the ark,
mum?"
" I don't know what pouter pigeons are,
boy; but, of course, there was a pair in the
ark."
"Huh I you're away off now, mum, 'cos
pop's got some pouter pigeons, and he sayssay, mum, how long ago was this offi.tJ flood?"
"Four or five thousand years ago, dear."
" Then pop's got yer, 'cos he says there
wasn't no pouters three hundred years ago,
but has been bred from other kinds sence."
"Well, I don't care. You're an awful, irreligious boy, and I don't want you to come
here anymore."
•
·
"Please, mum, Iemme come. It's' bully
fun, and I'll be good, but pop says Noer did
get drunk and lay round naked in the henhouse, and says if old Comstock had got onto
him he wonhl a run him in for obscenery of
person, or something--"
"Your father is a wickej, outrageous man,
and you, too, and the class is dismis~ed I"
snapped the teacher, and the flood se~nce
subsided, as it were.
81 SLOKUM.

Paine Vinflicate~ !

Very Cheap Pamphlets.
---o---

We hav on hand a large number of the following
of OOLONEL INGEUI:'IOLL'S pamph ets, which
will be disposed of at cost, as fol ows:

-o-

I.uge'l'soll Oatecltised;

A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by the Editor of the "San F1·anciscan ;"
York Observer's slanderous attacks
singly, 8 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
upon the Author-Hero of the Amerf2.00.
ican Revolution. Containing
ORTHO;DOXY.
both the slanderll and
A lecture, 1ifty-four closely printed large l2mc
their refutation.
pages, 10 cenls; 1ifteen, $1; arid $6 per hundred.

BV ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

Civil Rights· Speech.

-o-

Including the address of Frederick D•uglas.fiftythree-large octavo pages, sinaJy, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1; a.ad $6 p•r hundred.

The New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory o1
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

A ROllAN CATHOLIC CANARD.

Tne Truth of Distort.·
This is a comment by Colonel Ingersoll UP<!'n
the religious lies that hav been told about himself, and first made its appearance in these col~
umns. Price 3 cents; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per
hundred.

A Fabricated Account of a Scene at tM DeathBIBl-E IDOLATRY.
bed of Thomas Paine.
·
A. lett-er Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of

the London "l:'lecnlar Review." Price 3 cents; 30
cents per doz., or $2 pe.r hundred.

BY W. H. BURR.

This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
INGERSOLL O.N ltlcGLVNN.
dying moments at'tributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its Princi. Being the comments and opinions of Mr. Ingerpal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that .ioll upon the fight in the Catholic church between
t.he late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
the pope. Price 8 cents; SO cents per doz., or $2
78pp. Price 115 cents.
per hundred.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
We suggest that these be purchased in quanti&ies, and given away to ·ohristians, and 1t is with
that not unreasonable exp,ctation that the rrices
Obituary.
b.av been placed so low.
Great Centennial Oration
Departed ·from earth-life in Auburn, N. Y.,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
ON THE
28 La.Jayette Pl., New York
Feb. 27, 1888, Theoda N. Wilkes, wife of
Ed win Greenfield, aged 67 years, 6 months,
and 28 d~ys.
Mrs. Greenfield was born in Victory,
ALSO THE
Cayuga county, N. Y., and spent her entire

ROBERT G. l.NGEI\SULL'S

Declaration of lnoependence, S. P. Putnam's Works.

life in said county. About forty-five years
ago she was united in marriage with a man
whom she respected and loved for his many
noble and manly attributes. Together these
two joyfully and harmoniously discharged
the various duties of life till by the laws of
nature, on the 27th of February, a separation
took place. om~ daughter came to add to the
joys of the household many blessings and
comforts for the parents whom she so much
loved and for "the old folks at home." The
father, mother, and daughter were Agnostics,
lovers· and readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and were strongly opposed to orthodoxy and
priestcraft, to the extent that by the special
request of .1\frs. Greenfield no minister was to
officiate at the burial of her body. The only
service :tteld was the sweet rendering by her
nephew and niece of the song entitled, "The
Old Folks at Home," after.which, on the 1st
of March, her body was given to Mother
Earth, in an attractiv spot on Fort Hill
Cemetery, Auburn, N.Y.
CoM.

GIRAI{D·S "VILL
AND
Girard

Collfl~e

Theology.

AN EXPOSE
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard'R magnificent
bequest to P11iladelpbza by the Ohridtian
. churches and Young Men's
Christian Association.
BY Rron. B. WEBTBBooK, D.D., LL.D.
Price $1.
Address T.!lE TBUTB SEEKER.

Fathers of Our Republic,
Paine, Jefferson, Washington,
Franklin.
A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth A·anual
Oongressof the American Secular Union,
in Ohickering Hall, New York,
November 13, 1886.
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Price 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Col. Keltlo's Works.
The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledgeh;ammer Logic unsurpassed."
silk cloth, $3.

Svo., 833pp.,

Deity Analyzed and the Devil's D~
ft>!lS~- A thorough analysis of the
claims for thd existence of the Bible deity, and
an examination in verse of the charges gener·
ally brought against his Satanic majesty.
12mo, 466PP., 1.50.

Spiriiualism Snstaine<l. This work

goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to
show that ChristianA are inconsistent in denying the alleged truths of that philosophy.
Oloth, 12mo, 245PP., $1.

PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER
DEATH IMPROBABLE.
By L. R. SMITH.
Pamphlet, 32pp., :12mo, - Price, 10 cents.
Published and for sale by
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

I.mmo'l'tal Document,

rhe Problem of the Universe, and

And the National Anthem entitled:

"LAND OF LIBERTY."
Price, 6 cts ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address THE TBUTB SEEKER OoMI'ANY,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

Its Scientific Solution, with some Critimsms of
Universology. Price, 20 ctll.

WaifR and

Wandermgs~aNewAmeri·

can Story. Price, cloth, ..$1.00; paJ)er, 50 cts.
."A prose epic of the· war, riah with mcident
and dramatic power; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."-Jo7m
Bwtntcm•s Paper.

!l.ATION.AL COMMUNISM.

[ngersoll and Jt'sus. A conversation

in rhyme between the Ninet-eenth Century In-

The Present and the Future
fidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
shown there is much in harmony between
Republic of North America,.
them. Price, 10 cts.
Goldt'n Throne, a Romance. " The
BY A. CAPITALIST.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy fot
poverty, vice, and crime. It deals with the J?resenl
conditions of society in this country, Pointmg ou1
their imperfections, and showing how it is alinos1
UDpossiole that the people should be other thRL
poor and vicious-under our present system~ Th1
remedy, the author thinks. is in communal life.
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the futur1
Republic of North AmeriCa, as it will be when
society shall be organized on the principles oJ
Rational Communism. The book is vigorouslJ
and interestingly written.

Paper, aOc; cloth, 81.

author certainly has g('nins. The divine creativ spark is within him. The book 1s tilled wits
manly thoughts1 expre8sed in manly wordsthe transcript oi a manly mind. Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne. • "-INGERSOLL.

Prometheus. A poem. "It .is crammed
with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured forth, it seems to rr.e, with extraordinary beauty."-DB. HENRY W. BELLOWS. $1

Gottlieb, His Life. A ·Romance of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

Why Don't He Lend a Hand 1 and

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

other Agnostic Poems.

Prof. H:M. Cottinger's Works.

Price, 10 cts.

Adami and Heva. A Poetic version

TbiF

of the Indian Story of the Garden of E:len,
in which its superiority tu the mutilated
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
cents.
Jl'or all of the above address
THE TRUTH SEEKER O().

Elt'mAnts of Univ(lrsal History. For

IJ. K. Washburn's Works.

The Youth's LibPraJ Guide.

volume aims at the education of youth in th•
principles of Freethought, at the same tim•
that it inculcates moral duties and humaz
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sen•~>. Price, n.

Higher Institutes in ltepnb11cs, and for Self·
.
Instruct.Jon.
•• This book is just what the bnsy world of
to-da,Y needs-a perfect compendium of history from 2,000 years B.c., on up to 1883, all in a
nut•hell."-Niwtno SIP>•kPr.
"lHr. Cottinaer's int.Pntions in writing thiP
book are excellent, and his standpoint. aclmir·
able; it may be commPnd~d as fnJfilhng it·•
purpose of lj..Concise and interestir:>e historical
text-book."-Mi!tnaukeP SP•·•ttnel. Price, $1.

Sunday and the fooahbath.

"A law

r£>gulating human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impprtinl'nce." Price, 10 cents.
The False Tt>acbin~ of the Chris-

a tian
Church. "The Thirty-nine
Articles of the Christian chnr<'h are thirtyninP poor. broken-down opinions." 10 I'Pnts.

Rosa, the Educadng 1\lnther. "Rosa The FoolislmPss of Prayrr. "Think
is a good book. written by a lifPlong teacher in
the public school• of the old cnnntry a.nd
America. It contains man:v •ensible and vain·
able idea•, much •mind philosophy, a11d 'ft"prs
spveral fine suggestwns to all who hav the
interPRt. c•f childrpn and .-outh at heart."Susan H. lfl:ron. Pri!'P, $1 00.
Address THE TlWTH BEEKER.

of a minister's pra:ving Gnd to kill grasshoppprs, or trvine: to induce the Deit.y to nndertRke a crn,arle of one against the Oolorado
hP~tle !" PricE>, 10 cents.

Followf:'rs of Jt>f'US. Price, 10 cE>nts.
Spiritunli!lm: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
Pn!'e, 5 cents.

BOOKS ON MEDIC' ALAND SOCIAL Do You Love Jesus 1 Price, 5 cents
Amt'rica'l'l Debt to Thomas Paine.
SUR.JRCTFI:
Price, 5 cPnts.
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COM· [s Libernlism Moral1 Price, 5 cents.
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand·
some 12mo volume of nearlY 11000 pages, fully A Holy SupPrstition. Price, 5 centf!.
illu8trat..d. Oloth, 8.25-in English or German
A. new cheap edition at only 1.5!1.
.
'l'l'mpt'rance and the Bible. 5 cents.
SCIENCE IN STORY; Ol). Sammy Tubbs, the
BoL])octor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkev. Free Religion ; or, the R~ligious DeBy Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
per ~pf,: or.fivP vo]nmP• in onP fnr $2.
SEXUAL"' PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fiftb
volume of "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and ·Ready Recipes. 'A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cPnt.R.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Disease,"representingthe germ
!heory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sunbeam1" considering the blue-glass cure--of value
to siCK and well. By mail, 10 ce" t• each.
HEREDITY \Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 pafces, cloth
~~~~~·cl~;h;;~cC:;~i~Y.t'~~l L~~r~~'\i!r~~?t~: .. ~:
F. H. Marsn, 10 cents: "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperaments( with illn•trations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents; ' GPnerahon before Refen·
eration." by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., 10 cents; • Re
orts of Oonventions and Parlor 1\feetings dnring
1882." 10 ~,.,to· "'l"hi~~ ~ nnnal (1nnvention of the
Institute of Heredit;v,Ha.y 29, 1888," 10 cents.
A.uacu~s
'J.'J:IE TBUTH BEEUB.

mand of To-dav. Price,5 cents,

The Hrute God of the Old Testament.
PricP, 5 cents.

The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.
NEW EDITI@N.

The Secret of the East,
OR1

Tbe Origin of the f'hristian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

For sale at this office.
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Ingersoll's "Works.

191

ARGUMENT

PHILADELPHI.A.LIBERALLEAGUE 257
meets every Sunday' in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions· on religions and social q~estione.
Able speakers interest the andi{mce. N;B;-'!'rnth
Seeker publications always on hand a.t Qhea.p rates.

BY

rhe Gods. Paper, 50 cts ; cloth, $1.

Robert G. Ingersoll,

In five lecturesJ.. comprismg, "The Gods"
"Hilmboldt " "Thomas Paine," "Individuality," and " Heretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts.· Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Oontents: "The Ghost!!!" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Ohild," "'J.'he Declaration of In·
de_pendence," "About Farming in Illinois,"
•· The Grant Banqneh" "The Rev. Alexander
Olark," "The Past lilses before Me Like a
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon 0. Ingerbloll."

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
·Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
What M.ust We Do to Be Saved l Pa.
per, 25 cents.
·
The Christian Religion. By R. G.
lngersoJ1 Judge Jeremiah B. Black, and Prof.
George 1''. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo, .paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear type, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

·

Ingersoll Catec.hised: His Answers to

a. Number of. Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San Fratut3can. 5 cents; 50
cents per dt>zen; 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
lllillions of these should be circulated.

Vindication of Thomas Paine from

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Rob·
. ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

IN THE

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS

Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write.
The Sonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By Wm:. HENBY
BuBB. Price. 25 cents. For sale at this office.

FOR

AT

"B L A S PH E M Y ''
'
MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY.
Btenog1·aphically reported, and re'IJised by

PAINE'S AGE OF· REASON.
The Greatest of all A.ntl·Blbll·
cal \Vorks.

the author.

By THOMAS PAJ;NE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Oop1es, 25 cents. · Six copies for
$1.00.

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
·
cents, or $2 per dozen.
In this argument Mr. Ingersoll ag~tin shows his great forensic powers. All his hea•t and brain
are in it. It is one of his greatest prodnctwns. It 18 in his chosen fi~ld of intellectual combat, and
we see him as the sph>ndid champion of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
and instice. hatred of tyranny and chains, sympathy for the oppre•sed, misguided. and enthralled, h1s
courage and candor, hav 1D this Argument full scope of expression, and he-makes grand use of ~he
opportunity. Such a fiood of Jight-of Plnquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patnotlsm-is not often ponr~d out in a O"nrt of justiCe.
·
.
.
.
The many call• for tbi• Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this pubhcatlon,
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publicatiOns are the merest fictions-repnnts from
meagPr and misleadmg n~wspapPr r~ferences.
Lawyers aud advocatPs Will find this the model of an address to a jury; statesmen and politicians a clear exposition of 00nstit.utional ri~orhts and p·>wers; and i.ntelligent, patriotic, an <I free men
and women everywhere, a M>tgna Charta of thPir ru!ht•.
·
Ad•lress THE TRUrH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafaye,tte Place, New York city .

Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
Large siZe octavo, paper, 10 cents.
Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
darning arguments ·. • • will not leave nnm·
bers.at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation."

Price, 3:i cents.

For either of these works or allY of Paine's
writin11:s,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Orthodoxy," bound 1n one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1!300
pa~es, which is sold a~ the ex,ceedingly oy;
~nee of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

·Tributes.

There hav been so many

applications for Mr •. Ingersoll's "The Vision
of War," the "Grant Banquet Toast,• and
the recent address over "Little Barry Mil·
ler's Grave," that they hav been printed on
heavy toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border,
and in large, clear type, srutable for framing,
and the three will be forwarded to any address,
for 40 eta, or either one for 15 eta.

Prose Poems and Selections.

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In fact, one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issued~ It contains, besides the celebrated" Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes"
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
· brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
purpos&, a fine steel portrait, with autogra~;>h
fac simile, has been prepared especially for 1t.
Price 1 in silk cloth. beveled edges, gilt back
·and Sl•ie, $2.50; in half calf. mottled edges, elegant hbrary style1 4.50; in full Turkey- morocco, _gilt, exquisltly fine, 7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

Life •

A Prose Poem.

Printed ill

eolors on board, beveled gilt edges.

50 cent&.

Unrivaled in

Tone~

1\LQ· ~cs
._,.

Cor. 87th St.

Touch and Workmanship.
FACTORY&WAREROOMS,

CSQ Third b."'{

THE NEW G0 D.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Secretary of the .A'1718rican BeeulM Union.
Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER OoMPANY.

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.
boudoir, $1.
.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

- e)-....r\...;:).-6'
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.BING, BROTHERS, BING.

HOW TO STRENCTHEN
THE MEMORY;

USE THE

OR 1

Nevv- York.

BIN DE a for THE TRUTH SEEKER

·

ID"

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK Natural and Scitmtiflc Methods of l\lottoes for Freethinkers.
In vour meetings. to make them hvely and inter-

esting. THE LIBERAL HY!IIN BooK contains songs
by the be•~ poe~ •• adapted to ueJJ-known tunes.
It is n'l{lliV commonded by Messrs. Wakeman,
P<lrton. Wright, Green, Underwood, !\Irs. S!Pnker,
and, indeed, by all who h~tv Pxamin~rl 1t. Pnce,
25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.

THE STRUGGLE
II OR

Re igious and Politio3.1 Libartv.
In whillh the author shows the repeat.ed attempts
of men of every age to acqUire greater political
liberty ; also vigorously ~ttacks the very foundation of the reli~orion of every age ; d wellmg at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detail·
ing the account of slavery 1n. this country, call~
the attentiOn of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind in America. Throughout,
the work is replete with astounding facts and
weighty arguments which cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age.
By THEO. 0. SPENCER.
Oloth, 12mo., 188pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE TUUTH SEEKEU CO.,
28 LafaJette Place, New York.

KERSEY GRA YES'S WORKS.
Biography of Satan ; or, a Historical
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Price, 85 cents.

Bible ot .Bibles; or, Twenty-seven

Divine Revelations, containing a description of
twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two
thousand biblical errors In science, history,
monls, religion, and general events. Also a
delineation of the characters of the plincipal
personages of the Christian Bible an<l an exami,lation of their doctrin•. Price, 1 75.
Sixteen Saviors or Nont-~. BY KERsEY GUAVES, anther of the World's Sixteen
·Crucified Saviors; The Bible of Bibles, and
Biov.raphy of Satan. Cloth, l'5ets.; paper, 50~ts.

The World'~ Sixteen Crucitled Saviors ; or, Christianity Before Christ.
Containing new and startling revelations in
relil{ious liistory1 which dioclose the oriental
origin of all the aoctrines, ,Princip!es, precepts,
and miracles of the Christian New Testament,
and furnishing a key for unlocking many of
its sacred mysteries, besides compnsing the
h\story of sixteen oriental crucified @dB. 1.50.
A.ddres• THE TRUTH SEEKER.

HISTO..H.Y
OF THlt

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Ot' Europe.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price. '3
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Never Forgetting.

We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
intended to take the place of the "God-bless-ourl2mo, 160 pp.,
$1.00. home" placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy C!J,rdTHE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
Address
board, 9 inches by 22 1-2. The motto is in black,
28 La layette Pl., New York.
with colored borders, with an illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
readings:
A SPLENDID WORK.
By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.

Mr. Charles Eckbard: trea~nrer of the American
Secular Union, has published

······················································:
THE LIVING HAV A RIGHT TO OONTBOL
.
THE WORLD.

.······················································.

'
;
THE NINE DEMANDS ......................................................

in a more attractiv form than any in which they
hav previously appeared. At the head of an en-graving on heavy plate paper, 24x19 inches, are
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
Republic. At the sides a.re FRANKLIN and
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
printed the Nine Demands of the AmeriCan Secular Union in conspicuous type. At the foot are
LAFAYETTE, GIRARD. and INGERSOLL,
making eight likenPsses in all. Inscribed beneath each portrait 'is some radical sentiment
quoted from the author pictured over it. Iu the
space between the portraits and around them are
arabesques of vines and flowers in profusion, and
the panel inclosing the Nme Demands is surmounted on each corner by .Mr. Eckhard's design
of the flag above the cross. The whole makes an
exceedingly handsome work for framing. The
artistic part is 6qnal to the best, and the portraits
are as true to nature as the photographs from
which they were transferred. The design will be
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

ASHORT LESSON IB HISTORY

VOLT.! IRE'. 8. ROll AHGE S.

For the benefit of our read"rs who preserve their papers
CONTENTS:
we offer a new style of binder,
White Bull: A Satirical Romance.- Zadhr;
. •nade for the purpose, anrl orThe
Fate.-The
Sage
and
Atheist.-Tbe Princess
·. with the heRding- of THE of Babylon.-The Man the
of Forty Crowus. 1'he
rRuTH ·:lEEKI!lB printed in
"'~.....~
· !o'd letters on 'the outside. ¥~~-'W~rYJ·a~~~ 8~~:\Sfh~'Ji!![~{~~~c~'h~W~T~
l!!l~~!l!!!!l!!!!:lll rhl8 binder allows the open- -Memnom
the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
of tile prtper• p~rfectly fi,.t. It also allows the at Biam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversation
takmg out and replacing of one or more papers With a Chinese.-Plato•s Dream.-A Pleasure in
from any part of the file without disturbing the Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
other parts.
SRnt by m~til. po•tpaid, for "1.
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 67
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
engravings. Price! cloth. bPveled boards, $1.W; patf
28 L"'fayette Pl., New York.
per covers, $1. H1~ f calf or half morocco, marbled
edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
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SUPERSTITION IS THE OHILD OF SLAVERY.
: 0 0 00

00

0000

WORKS OF' 0.

Christianity

······················································

······················································
•
THE 80HOOL-HOU8E 18 MY CATHEDRAL.
:
······················································
······················································
UNIVERSAL MENTAL LIBERTY.
......................................................
······················································
.
:
THE TIME TO BE HAPPY. IS NOW,
•

0

a lteward

BIBLE

FABRICATIO~S

0

0

0

00

., 0

15c.
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0:11' the M Michigan
counties tha.t hav held
elections, 83 hav adopted
Prohibition.
SEVERAL states are endeavoring to replace their
present evaded education
laws with really effectiv
ones.
THE New York legislature has passed a bill
prohibiting the sale of
liquors at state and county fairs.

IT can matter but little, even from their point
of view [t. e., the conservativ and orthodox],
whether one mere individual is added to the rank •
of the unbelieving on the floor of the Honse of
Commons. It matters very much indeed, frorri.
every point of view, whether the hands are to be
put back on the dial-plate of liberty, and a man's
creed to become once more the criterion of his:
civil rights and liberties, From the standpoint
of absolute relhdona liberty it is impossible to draw
a valid distinction between
the refusal to permit a duly
elected representativ to
take the oath because he
has, on another occasion,
declared himself an Atheist, and the refusal of the
same privilege to a whole
class because they happen
to be Roman Catholics,
Jews, or other Dissenters.
The wrong and danger in
either case consista in aasuming for the House of
Commons the right to inquire into the personal religions convictions of its
members. That is a ri~rht
which it is impossible for
thoughtful lovers of liberty
to concede in the year of
our Lord 18Rl.- Toronto
Globe.

TBB Brotherhood of
Engineers seems to be
losing its strike on the
Burlington and connected railways.
PRESIDENT CLEVELAND
and cabinet members attended the services in
memory of Emperor
William at the Washington Lutheran church on
the 16th.
MATILDA GoYNE died
of starvation at Watertown, N.Y., on the 15th,
having refused to eat because believing God had
forbid her to do so during Lent.

MIRACULOUS ESCAPE OF ISRAEL.
And the children of Israel went into the midst of the sea upon the dry ground: and the waters were a wall unto
them on their right hand and on their left.-Ex. xiv, 22.

.AN effort is being made
by Cardinal Taschereau to induce the rural
population of France to settle in Canada, and
with the assistance of the cardinal and the
archbishop of Paris twenty-five colonies will
shortly leave.
BLAOKSHEAR, Fla., was the scene on the
17th of the greatest railway accident of. the
week, in which over thirty were killed.
THE empress of Brazil denounces the
slaughter of birds for the manufacture of
feather trimmings, and refuses to wear such.

As Emerson makell nae of
philosophy only to benefit
men, and passes it by when
it leads to doubtful disputations, so, it must be. admitted, he disregards the
formal statement of dogmas, and the prescriptiv observances which constitute
the popular notion of relill'ion. We should not presume to supply his reasons
except as far as they are
apparent. But he seems
to believe that the whole
aim of religion should be to
make men devout and
moral ; and as he regards
. the end only, he is indifferent toward the doctrins and
ceremonies which hav been
associated with the simplicity of piety and good
con dnct.-li'rancu H. UnaerwootJ •

fldd~

aqd §nds.

IN the mise of the assembly of this state (old;
but, oh, so thunderinll' true !} : li'l.at Justttta, .Ruat
Cetltng.

MAMMA (reading} : " And the Lord called Samuel-" Tommy (a young American': "What did
he hold T"
THE girl of old wore ashes cold
In Lent upon her br JW ;
The girl of to-day isn't built that wayIt's ashes of roses now.
A WILD rumor, which could not be traced to any
reliable source, is to the effect that the two great
political parties will make an effort this year to
catch the American vote.
"I AM glad I learned to sew on buttons when I
was a bachelor," observed Fangle. "Why?'•
asked Cnmso. "I find the accomplishment eo
useful, now I am married."
Miss CHUROHMAN : " Oh, yes, I always deny myself in Lent. I giv up cards, music, frivolous
reading, and unedifying conversation. Now,
what do you giv upT" Mr. Mundane (refl.ectivly}:
"I think I'll giv up calling here l"
"I KNow that you love me," she said sentiment.
ally, as he held her to his vest. "I know that you
love me," she repeated, "because when I lay my
head against your breast your heart beats so loud
I can hear it." "That," gasped the poor fellow•
as the awful truth dawned upon him," that is not
my heart. That's my Waterbury watch."
"MAY I ask you a question, Miss Dora T" he demanded, with a deep meaning in his voice. "You
may, Clarence," she replied wearily; "but if it's
the same one you asked Lulu Caldene laet week, it
may interest you to know that Lulu and I are
both in the Matrimonial Trust this year, and the
combination is holding together so far."

OccASIONALLY in the large cities some
trades union withdrQ.ws from a federation of
unions on the ground that the latter is becoming too Socialistic.
THE Russian police are hunting the aUthor
of a pamphlet condemning, in moderate
terms, Russia's reactionary course, ap.d predicting internal disaster.
LATE statistics giv the percentage unable to
read or write in various countries thus : Mexico, 93; Russia, 91; Spain, 80; Italy, 73;
England, 33; France, 30; United States, 20;
Germany, 12.
THE Rev. Charles O'Reilly, D.D., national
treasurer of the Irish League of America, has
received notice of the transmission of $10,000
to the fund from the Rev. Thomas J. Conaty,
treasurer' of the League for the state of
Massachusetts.
PRoPOIU.LS to restrict immigration call forth
protestations that " it would be as reasonable
to require babies to present passports as a
legal preliminary to the privilege of being
born as to attempt to tamper with the world- A sPIRIT, new released from mortal breath,
Soared upward through drear space of sky onwide human right of changing from one
known;
place to another."
Untraced by chart of continent or zone,
MANY thinkers, inclined to the doctrin that The no-man's land of mystery and death.
Anon this soul arrived in realm of light,
And straightway sought, with eager haste, the
" cultivation of land is the title to its possession," wish Home Rule for Ireland so her
gate
overburdened poor may accomplish land reWhere myriad hapless ghosts their doom await,
form; others oppose it through fear that that Of bliss and day, or never-ending nigh$.
St. Peter paused (ere turned the portal key}
island would become a dangerous " tower of
And questioned thus the stran~~:er : ";rell me
strength" of the church.
why
Thou did'st the law11 of righteousness defy?
THE fiftieth anniversary of St. Patrick's
Can•st hope to here eBcape thy destinyt"
church, Boston, Mass., was celebrated with Aghast the spirit cried : "Because-because
magnificent ceremonials on \he 11th. In the My head was not in shape to know these laws!"
evening Dr. Dwight, Harvard professor of
"You must push matters a little, James," said
anatomy, gave a reception to Cardinal Gib- the druggist to the new boy. "BY calling a cusbons and other chur0hmen. Among the in- tomer's attention to this article and that article,
you can often effect sales." "Yes, sir," responded
vi ted guests were Governor Ames, Mayor the new boy, and then he hastened to wait upon
O'Brien, General Walker, Judge Lowell, ex- an elderly female who wanted a stamp. "AnyGovernor Rice, ex-Governor Gaston, Judge thin• else, mum T" inquired the ambitions boy
Chamberlain Robert Treat Paine and Pres- politely; "hair dye, cosmetic, face powder, rheu.
•
'
'
matic drops, belladonna, mole destroyer-" The
1dent Eliot of Harvard and other members of, elderly female licked the stamp viciously, and left
that faculty.
the door open as she went out.

LATTER·DAY LYRIOS.
I Purttant.

Devoutly devout, and austerely austere,
Was Hew-Them-In-Pieces Bellew.
A Puritan he, with a capital P,
Of seventeen hundred and two.
Of taking a shot at a Quaker on sight
He made a particular boast;
While, given a w1tch and a barrel of pitch,
. He'd manage an excellent roast.
Could such a one, think you, hav fallen from
grace?
Then list to this narrativ true.
A maiden one day did the heart steal away,
Of Hew-Them-In-Pieces Bellew.
A stranger was she both to one and to all,
But wondrously, wondrously fair.
She gave but one look, but 1t brought him to book,
And plunged him in utter despair.
ffis sad-colored ~rarments he speedily doffed,
Did Hew-Them-In-Pl.eces Bellew>
For gewgaw and gaud, which he couldn't afford,
Although they improved hiln to vtew.
His former amus ..ments forthwith he eschewed.
Nor longer the Quaker did quake,
The witches were merry, and singular, very,
Not one of them went to the stake.
The scandal grew larger; 'twas even averred
By people who certainly knew,
That out on the ~rreen there could nightly be seen
A-dancing, good Master S&llew.
The twain to the solemn Assembly were haled,
The tr1al gave influit sport.
As one might expect from so plainly select
And rigidly orthodox courtAs, All-The-Day-Roaring Pigwhistleton Pratt,
And Strike-The-Loud-Psaltery Snell,
With Cherubim Cutt.s, and with Behemoth Butts,
And Howl-Ye-Oh-Kadesb, Bedell.
Grim Behemoth Butts was for boiling in oil,
And Cutts recommended the knout,
Whil& death on the wheel, all tho rest seemed to
feel,
Was nothing too much to giv out.
Then to his right mind was good Master Bellew
Restored, quite uninjured and whole.
But he couldn't forget a snare had been set
For his infinitesimal soul
By Diabolus, the father of mischief, himself.
It was a distinction as such.
But when he insisted on not being listed
For taxes, 'twas something too much.
With arrogance swollen beyond all belief
He calmly the bailiffs defied,
And yet what to do with presumptuous Bellew
The court couldn't really decide.
·
Until, to their infl.nit joy and relief,
'Twas quite unexpectedly shown,
The horrible schism of Arianism
Had counted him one of its own.
With arrows, and bullets, and missils diverse,
They bored him most thorougtJ.ly through.
And so in his pride, most uncomfortably ciied,
Stern Hew-Them-In-Pieces Sellew.
-W. G. van Tassel Sutphen.

ToiL on; but little canst thou do to-day.
The sun is risen. T.be daylight dims thY shrines.
The age outstrips thee, marching on its way
And overflowing all thy boundary lines.
How art thou fallen, 0 star ! How lurid shines
Thy taper underneath the glowing sky!
How feeble grows thy voice, how lusterless thine
eye !
-'l'he Church, 1'1/ c. P. Cranch.
MB. INGERSOLL preaches paternal affection, love
of home, duty to children, do unto other& as yon
would they should do unto you ; and his theory of
life is, that man makes his own heaven or his own
hell; that it pays best to be a good fellow; that if
yon get worldly prosperity in a dishonorable way
you are sure to be unhappy, whether you believe
in God or not; that, in short, honesty is the best
policy. "You cannot help God in any way," he
said. "He is beyond anythinll' you can possibly
do for him; but you can plant a flower daily in
the path of your child fro)ll its earliest years, until the day comes when yon die in that child's
arms." There were homely touches of this kind
from the beginning to the end of his address, and
there were tears in the eyes of many of his hearers
as he contrasted with the uncertain bliss of heaven
the certain happiness of kindly deeds and domestic duties well fnlfl.lled on earth.-Hatlon's To-aau
tn .America.

OB:, call my brother back to me !
I cannot play alone ;
The summer comes with flower and beeWhere is my brother gone T
And by the brook and in the glade,
Are all our wanderings o'er T
Oh, while my brother with me Played,
Would I had loved him more!
-Mrs. Hemam.
.You do not form your conception or a cup from
a broken one, nor that of a book from a torn volume, nor that of an animal from one that is
maimed, or mutilated, or distorted, or diseased.
In every species the specimen is the best that can
be produced. So the conception of a man is not to
be taken from stunted souls, or sick souls, or
withered souls, but from the healthiest and soundest, the most entire and flourishing, the straightest, the highest, the truest, and the purest.-Guesses at 'l'rutll., bl/ Two Brothers.
THis was the noblest Roman of them all;
All the conspirators, save only he (T},
D•d that (T) they did, in envy of great Cmsar:
He only, in a general honest thou~rht,
And common good to all, made one of them.
His life was ~rentle; and the elements
So mixed in him, that Nature might stand up
And say to all the world, "This was a man~"
-S1iak81Jere.
I:Jr wha.t is known as the Christian reli~rion is
true, nothing can be more wonderful than the fac'
that Matthew, Mark, and Luke say nothing ·about
"salvation by faith ;n that they do not even
hint a.t the dootrin of the atonement, and are as
silent ~s empty tombs as to the necessity of believing anything to secure happiness in this world
or any other.-Inaersou.
IIAPPY is he who, caring not for pope,
Consul, or king, can sound himself to know
The destiny of man and liv in hope.
-Worastoorth.
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ROMAN ISM

Jjlofts and flllippinns.
THE bill granting the franchise to women
had its first reading in the English House of
Lords last week.

AT

HER

MINISTER (about starting for church): "I
hav been requested by several members of
the conj!regation to pray for rain this morning." Wife (of great faith): "We do need
rain badly. Hadn't we better take the umbrella, John?" :Minister: "No, I think we
will be able to reach home before the storm
comes."

ONE of the most consistent Prohibitionists
in Iowa is a clergyman who refused to marry
a couple because the groom-elect was a saloonSoME of the relativs in Fredericksburg,
keeper.
Md., of the late Barbara Fritchie, recently
sent to the poet Whittier, who immortalized
THE doings of the White Caps, an illegal
the venerable lady in verse, a number of table
organization of regulators in Indiana, come
articles which formerly belonged to Mrs.
back to these shores from England as the
Fritchie. Mr. Whittier acknowledged the
doings of the"' White Cap' Indians."
receipt of the articles some days ago, and
THERE are some really p;ood children in the stated in his letter that he had become con-high school of Tampa, Fla. Their teacher vinced that his poem entitled, "Barbara
thought that it would be a govd thing to Fritchie," was based upon a supposed incicelebrate Washington's birthday by giving dent that had no foundation, but that he was
the pupils a holiday, and put the question to glad to know, nevertheless, that she was a
a vote. The pupils voted against it, saying loyal woman.
that so much time had been lost by the epiMAPS of Norway and Sweden hav for some
demic that they thought the day would be
more profitably spent in the usual routine of time shown a railroad starting at Lulea,
almost on the Arctic circle, running north in
study, and in this way they spent it.
the p;eneral direction of the North pole, and
THE decision of the United States Supreme suddenly breaking off apparently in an Arctic
Court allowing railroads to carry liquor into wilderness. The stock of this most northern
Iowa excites much interest there, and the railroad in the world is probably not quoted
liquor mim say it will assist them materially. on any exchange, but it is said that the road
The Law and Order League admits that the is doing a thriving business carrying iron ore
decision will make the work somewhat more from the rich Gellivara mines, and, unlike
difficult, but claims it is not serious. Its our own railroads, it has met no blizzards or
attorney says the freight depots and express other influences hostil to schedule time-tables.
offices will hav to be more closely watched. The railroad hands are without sunlight for
A Davenport dispatch says: "In places where several months in the year, but the Northern
the Prohibitory law is enforced the new law Lights supply so excellent a substitute that
will make no difference, as the liquor, if street-lamps are rarely lighted in Lulea.
shipped, would be seized and destroyed on The snow rarely averages_more than a foot in
arrival."
depth.
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TRICKS.

BENEVOLENT gent: "Your Ladies' Chris-tian Charity Society must be a great blessing
to the poor. I suppose you visit the poor
creatures quite often." Member L. C. C. S.:
"Visit the wretches in their dirty roomswhat a horrid idea I No, indeed. We hav
nothing to do with their earthly wants; we
save their souls by sending them Sundayschool tracts."
THE Boston Transcript prints the following
church conversation: " Let's see, where do
you attend church now?" "I go now to the
Sixteenth Denominational church." "Do
you? And how do ypu like it?" "Ever so
much. We hav delightful social parties
every week, and then, you should see what a
splendid kitchen we hav I" "And what kind
of a preacher is Mr. Selah?" "H'm I Well,
fact is, I've never heard him preach, but he's
a real pleasant man to meet, and a splendid
hand at getting up games, amateur theatricals,
and such things."
GAYTHORNE NAYLOR, a private in the Salvation Army, was charged at Leeds, Eng., a
few weeks since with the manslaughter of his
child, he having failed to call in medical aid
during its illness. Naylor objected to medical assistance, saying: ''I was asked to hav
a doctor, but I saw no reason, as it was in
God almighty's hand. That was the reason
I refused to hav a doctor sent for. I knew of
its [the child] having the fall. Our heavenly
father is almighty, and none can pass away
without his will, and, in that case, I did not
think it necessary to eall in a doctor to
examin it as to the result of the fall. I do not
think I hav neglected my duty to my child.
I ought to obey the voice of God before that
of man." As it could not be proved that

.

a doctor could hav saved the child's life, the
prisoner was discharged.
CoNGRESSMAN CuMMINGs of New York, by
request, has introduced a bill for the repeal
of Section 3,893, Revised Statutes (the "Comstock law"), and amendments, relating to the
circulation of obscene literature. The bill
has a long preamble, reciting that it was not
the intention of the Constitution to provide
for the enforcement of morality by the general government, but that the states hav supreme authority in such matters.
WE judge from the subjoined quotation
from its columns that the San Francisco Argonaut does not love the Irish: "Abram S.
Hewitt, Democratic mayor of New York, sonin-law of Peter Cooper, who founded the
Cooper Institute, a man of high intelligence,
great wealth, great independence of character,
has had the courage to declare to a delegation
of Irish Roman Catholics, who waited upon
him with a request that he review the Irish
Roman Catholic procession that was to parade
on St. Patrick's day, that he would not do it;
that the 17th of March was not a legal holiday. -He said: ' I may be a candidate next
fall for mayor or president, and I may want
votes, but I won't get down to the level of
reviewing an Irish procession except I am
officially required to do so.' Thank God for
a brrve man! Thank God for one bold utterance from a person of national standing and
reputation I Mr. Hewitt is a Democrat in
the very center and hotbed of the pope's
Irish. Thank God that there is one man in
America who is not ashamed of the country
of his birth and not afraid of the political
Irish. We nominate him as the candidate of
the American party for president of the
United States.''
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Qlommunicafions.
Bible llorality and Evolution.
With its false science, its inaccurate history, its
silly fables, its wonderful and incredible storiet~, laid
bare, one would be disposed to say th!!.t such an
indictment was strong enough without going further
to demonstrate conclusivly the human origin of the
Bible.
But proceed one stage further and make an examination into the morality of the Bible. What shall
we find! We shall find that, on the assumption that
the Bible is God's word, the moral dJlicultieg are a
thousandfold more difficult of explanation than all
the scientific and historical ones put together.
We hav a God who sanctions and givs encourage·
ment to the most horrible of crimes; who promotes
wars against inoffensiv and defenseless peoples; who
favors slavery, smiles approval upon polygamy, and
connives at atrocities the most abhorrent and revolting that we hav any record of in the history of the
world.
Let us look at these charges more closely and
state the evidence upon which thAy rest.
Polygamy. Throughout the Pentateuch the institution of polygamy is not only sanctioned, but is
regarded as the embodiment of virtue. For instance,
Abraham had a wife and several concubines, and the
latter were regarded in the light of "goods and
chattels." Soon after Sarai had given birth to Isaac,
she appears to hav had a wrangle with her husband
concerning Hagar, ''a bondwoman," and her child
Ishmael, and the result of this little squabble was
that Abraham turned Hagar, who was as much his
wife tUJ Sarai, and this boy, who was really his own
child. adrift into the wilderness to die, and we find
that 'Jahveh not only acquiesced in this conduct, but
gave it his distinct approval. Nearly all the great
patriarchs were polygamists, and all the writers of
the Old Testament appear to hav agreed that this
was an inspired institution. Now, can it be possible
that an in:finit and all-wise ruler of the universe was
ever in favor of polygamy? Can it be possible that
be ever regarded this as the purest method for the
propagation of the human speci~s! Even on scientific grounds he ought to hav known that such an
institution was destructiv of the races that. adopted
it. On the ground of purity he ought to hav vigorously opposed it. But he did not. Why 1 Beca11se
the Jews were in favor of it; and the Jews accepted
it as an institution simply because they found other
races practiced it before them.
Slavery. J ahveh was in favor Ctf slavery. If he
did not originate this institution, he certainly commanded the Jews to practice it toward alien races.
Can there be any doubt of this 1 Let us see. In
Lev. xxv, 44-46, we find: "Both thy bondmen, and
thy handmaids, which thou shalt hav, shall be of the
heathen that are round. about you; of them shall ye
buy bondmen and handmaids. Moreover, of the
children of the strangers that do sojourn among you,
of them shall ye buy, and of their families that are
with you, which they begat in your land: and they
shall be your possession. And ye shall take them as
an inheritance for your children after you, to inherit
them for a possession ; they shall be your bondmen
forever."
And again, in Ex. xxi, 2-6: "If thou buy a Hebrew
servant, six years he shall serve; and in the seventh
he shall go out free for nothing. If he came in by
himself, he shall go out by himself: if he were married, then his wife shall go out with him. If his
master hav given him a wife, and she bav born him
sons or daughters; the wife and her children shall be
her master's, and he shall go out by himself. And if
the servant shall plainly say, I love my master, my
wife, and my children; I will not go out free: then
his master shall bring him unto the judges; he eball
also bring him to the door, or unto the door-post;
and his master shall bore his ear through with an
awl; and he shall serve him forever."
·To-day we revolt. at this horrible teaching as much
as the poor nativ Zulu who read the passage for the
first time when he was assisting the late Bishop
Colenso to translate the B1ble into the Zulu tongue.
But here we hav the inspirEd word just as it was
written by specially selected amanuenses; and there
can be no doubt that J ahveh at one time was in favor
of slavery.
But why did he !'anction this barbarous and brutal
institution! Because the Jews were in favor of it.
The Pentateuch 'vas written by 3" ews, and merely
expresses the opinions then current among the HebrewR, nothing more.
lVitchcmjZ. That J ahveh believed in witchcraft,
if he believed in anything at. all, is clflar enough from
the following passage in Ex. xxii, 18: "Thou shalt
not suffer a witch to liv." Under this injunction for
ages thousands of poor creatures hav been subjected
to the most horrible treatment, nearly a hundred
thousand being put to death as witches in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in Germany alone,
not to mention the thousands in England and Scotland during the same period who were either burnt
at the stake or drowned for the same alleged off,mse.

Religious folk, who were the law-makers in all European countries, were careful to keep a law on the
Rtatute-book for the punishment of supposed witches.
In the first year of the reign of James I. in England,
we :find an act was pasl?ed defining the crime of
witchcraft as intelligently as an ordinary religious
person can be expected to define anything. It ran
thus: "Anyone that shall use, practice, or exerciEe
any invocation of uny evil spirit, or consult or covenant with, entertain or employ, feed or reward any
evil or wicked spirit, to or for any purpose, or take
up any dead man, etc., etc., such offtlnderR. duly and
lawfully convicted and attainted, shall suffo=r death."
If Jahveh was ever in favor of burning witches,
he has been singularly silent on the subject since the
repeal. of those horrible laws. How is this! Can
the immutable God change his mind! Can the allwise make a mistake! Human beings can err in the
treatment of their fellows; they can make mistakes
in their opinions concerning deity, and it seems to me
far more likely that the writers of the Pentateuch
made a grievous blunder when they represented that
J ahveh was in favor of killing persons who were supposed to be witches, than that any deity could hav
ever uttered SlJCh a barbarous command.
'l'he IIo1·ror of IIorrors. In Deut. xx, and N urn.·
xxxi, we find J ahveh commanding the Israelites to
perpetrate unpamlleled horrors; to go against the
Midianites, or any weaker races, slaughter all the
men without mercy, and the married women, but to
preserve the maidens in order to sati8fy the brutal
and lustful natures of a horde of soldiers, and, in
a parenthesis, Jabveh specially requested that a few
maidens should be reserved for him.
What can any man with an elementary knowledge
of just principles think of such morality as this T
He must believe either that God is not always
good, or that he never gave such atrocious commands. If he is rational, he will believe that this
command was the utterance of a bloodthirsty leader
of an ignorant and savage race.
In the past the moral sanction in religious matters
always consisted of an appeal to '• God's word.'' No
matter how bad an act was in itself, it was regarded
as virtuous in the highest degree if it could be found
to be the alleged command of deity in a so-called
holv book.
For an ordinary man to murder his only son would
be considered a very heinous offense, and justly so,
but if, as in the case of Abraham, he was prepared to
do it as the express wish of deity, then the action became the very fmhodiment of virtue.
The commandments of deity were imperativ injunctions. To disobey them was to be subjected to torture; to obey them was to be crowned with glory.
"Thou shalt hav none other gods but me." Why!
"For I the Lord thy God am a jealous God," etc.
"Thou shalt not steal." W by? Not becauee
stealing injures our fellow-men, but because it is
God's command.
"Honor thy father and thy mother." Why~
" That thy days may be long in the land which the
Lord thy God giveth thee.''
Herein we find that in the past the virtue of an
act did not consist in the intrinsic merit of the act,
or of its E:ffect upon the community. The virtue of
it was considered to exist in the fact that it was the
supposed command of deity, or of one of his earthly
representativs-the priests.
But as the ages hav advanced, and human beings
hav become more and more enlightened, we find that
their ideas of morality hav improved, until to-day we
find that in civilized countries in all the affairs of daily
life, and even in our jurisprudence, actions are accounted moral just in proportion as they tend to the
general well-bemg.
A man must not lie, because he injures his fellows,
and throws discredit upon all humari testimony.
He must not steal, not because it is displeasing in
the sight of deity, but because it is injurious to his
fellow-man.
He must not murder, because it increases human
misery.
The same holds good of every action. Every action that man performs either adds to human misery
or promotes human welfare; and as each man's happiness is inextricably bound up with that of his fellows, he cannot ioj ure them without injuring himself. Man obtains happiness, thP-refore, in proportion
a~:~ he makes others happy. As Heine says:
lie who bends to him~elf a joy
Doth the win!)ed life destroy,
But he who ltisses the jny as it flies
Livs in eternity's sunri~e.
ARTHUR B. Moss.

Spirit l•rophecy.
A female correspondent of the Freethittkers' Magazine for February tries to convince Mr. Wakeman
that departed spirits can prophesy. She says that in
1851 or 1852 her uncle put the question to a spirit,
•• Who will be the next candidate for governor [of
New York] nominated on my [Whi~J ticket?" and
the answer was, '' John Hale," a name that "neither
had thought of or knew in connection with the state
ticket." And she adds that "when the nomination

..

1888.
took place john P. Hale was the candidate.'' but she
believes "he was not subst?quently elected." and says
that the middle letter of his name was omitted by the
spirit.
·
Brother Wakeman has doubtless been amused at
the lady's effort to convince him of the power of
Rpirits to prophesy what never took place. In 1852
John J>. Hale was a diRtinguished United ~tates
senator from New Hampshire, and was nommated
for president of the U nit;d States by the Free Soil
oarty, as against Winfield Scott nominated by the
Whigs, and Franklin Pierce by the Demonrats.
At that time I lived in the city of New York, and I
voted the straight Whig ticket, except for presidential
electors. And when the ballotR were counted there
were only four votes cast for John P. Hale, one of
W. H. BuRR.
which was by

Tricks of the Chur·cbes in Utah.
Realizing that THE TRUTH SEEKER is a champion of
education and a stanch supporter of oqr common
schools-the just pride of every American-! take
the liberty of trespassing on a portion of your space
for the double purpose of showing to your rf'aders,
first, that the legislature of the territory of Utah had
the hardihood to ncently pass a bill providing for
the support of private schools; and secondly, to
show that, in the person of Caleb W. West, we hav a
governor with both the sense and courage to veto
such a nefarious measure. The enacting clause of
the bill referred to reads as follows :
A bill for an act providing for the establishment and support of district and private schools, and for other purposes,
etc.
To show how it was intended tQ encourage the
establishment of private schools and to contribute to
their supoort out of the public treasury, the following is copied from said bill :
Sxo. 13. All schools organized under the direction of the
trustees in the respectiv school districts of this territory
shall be known, in law; by the name and title of district
schools, and all other schools shall be known a~ private
schools. All schools, both district and private, ~hall be entitled to a just and equitabiP apportionment of any public
school fund arising from the United States, or from lt>giolativ
enactments of this territory. Such apportionment slJRII ·ba
made to said schools by the trustees on the baRisof the actual
attend11nce of pupils. and the holding of four terms a )•ear;
and all such schools shall receive a distribution of funds in
proportion to the number of terms held. and the attendance
of pupils. Provided that no apportionment of any such
pnblic Echool fund shall be made to any district or private
school, unless such school shall hold at least two full terms
during the year.
When this pernicious measure was forwarded to
Governor WeRt for his sanction, he promptly and
properly I'eturned the same without his signa·ture, or
any recommPndations for its alteration, and he did
it with the following pertinent l'emarks:
I herewith return H. F. 47, entitled, "An act providing
for the establishment and support of district and private
schools," etc., . . . without my approval.
.
There are many grounds of objection to the enactment of
such a law which it is unueccssary to enumerate, as there is
one which is insuperable. That is the provision that private
or denominational schools shall share in the public school
fund.
I can no more giv my S@Sent to such a provision than approve an appropriation from the public treasury for the
bem·fit of any other private interest or mdividual. I regard
such a provision as a blow at the public school system which
prevails in every section of our country, and. like our government, is of the people, for the people, and by the people.
Unrler the proposed law, tienommational. Echools may hav
the aid of the civil power, by the means of taxation, to advance the tenets of the church. It seems a surprising fact
that such a system should be proposed at this time. None of
the reasons which can be urged in support of the general
education of the youth of the territory at the public expense
can. in my judgment, justify such legislation.
The measure, while providing support for private or denominational Fchools, provides no means of supervision or
control over them, and the probable, if not the certain, result of its becoming a law would be to destroy the imperfect
system of district schools already existing.
To attempt to estimate the bendicial results to the people
which hav flowed from the public school system would be
impracticable at this late hour of the session. I bav not the
time to criticisP. or suggest. I will say, however, that in my
opinion it would hav been more to the interest of the people
if the assembly, in~tead of (•nacting measures which. if approved, would prove destructiv of the public sclwols, had
endt avored to pron.ote tht"ir progress and development.
The benefits to be d.. rived from all laws looking to the improvement of the public schools depend prim11rily upon considerate legislation. The measure before me does not meet
this req11irement. I am,
Ve-y respectfully,
CALEB W. WxsT, Governor.
HoN. W. W.

RI1'KR,

Speaker of the House.
That the vetoing of such a bill was the wisest
thing our governor could do will be fulJy appreciated
by every Secularist in the country, especially when
it is learned that there are several ecclesiastical
schools in this priestly land where the dogmas of
the respectiv churches under whose management
they are controled are taught as a part of the daily
course of instruction. Brigham Young, before his
death, founded two such institutions of superstition,
namely, the Brigham Young Academy, of Provo,
and the :Brigham Young College, of Logan, both of
which were established, and are still mamtained, for
the avowed purpose of "instructing the youth of
Israel in the everlasting gospel as revealed by God
almighty. in these the last days." Since Brigham's
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death, the Mormon church has established four other
such hot- be-ds ef creed and ignorance one in this
city and three in the southern part of the territory.
All of these schools are crowded with Mormon
youth11, so one can readily see why a Mormon legislature should want such a bill as the one mentioned
~bove to become a Jaw. ~esides the Mormon religIOus sch~ols, the Catholics hav three colleges in
U tab, ~vhwh,. by. the_ way,. are far in advance of any
educatiOnal _mstitutiOns m the territory as regards
grounds, bmldmgs, and furnishings. The Protestant churches, not to be behind, hav opened schools
~n all parts of the territory, which, in nearly every
mstance, are fa_r b~tter pl11ces of learning than are
the Mormon distriCt or common schools none of
which are free schools. The church of Jes~s Christ
of I.atter Day Saints has always been. opposed to
the free school system ; the priesthood thereof has
openly, from the pulpit, cried it down; and this bill,
that the governor so graciously vetoed, was intended
to undermine the public school system of Utah, and
giv to the church school an advantage and prestige
that it dOf>B not obtain anywhere else in the United
State~.
Had this un-American bill become a law,
the Mormons would simply hav opened, as fast as
possible, church schools in every city and town in
Utah; the bf>st teachers would hav been engaged
with high salaries; the priests would hav ordered
their duped followers to send their children to the
private schools, where they could be taught, not only
all (?) branchf>B of secular knowledge, but also the
"principlf>B of the everlasting gospel." Under such
an arrangement· the common schools would hav been
thinned out and neglected; inferior teachers would
bav been found therein, and consequently in a short
time the public schools in Utah would soon hav fallen
into disrespect ~nd ~ontempt among the, majority of
the people who mhabit these beautiful valleys. Could
a t=wheme hav been more anti-American and dangerous to the commonwealth? Could a law hav been
better intended to protect ~ church and aid in the
perpetuity of ecclesiastical power and the shams of
a BPet which breeds traitors by the thousands 1
'Yell, the American element throughout Utah, and
particularly the Freethinkers, honor Governor West
for the prompt and decisiv way in which he " set
down" on that " educational" bill.
A. B. THOMPSON, Sec. Salt Lake Sec. Union.
Salt Lake Oity, March 10, 1888.

Those Humbug Missions.
An address IJPfm·e the Co/ltmbo, Cevlnn, ThPosoph.fcal SociAt'/J, bll Panalt (}apt Natlt, 1·epo1·Wd ·tn tlt8 Sarasa·vtsar.dare•a.

One thing that has surprised me very much during
my visit to Ceylon is that I find so many good
Buddhists called by purely Christian names. That
shows, of course, that Christian influence has been at
· work among you, and I am informed that it is due
chiefly to the tyranny of the Dutch and Portuguese
governments of this island. But now, under the
English government, this is quite unnecessary, and it
should at once be changed. Do not for: a moment
imagin that you are more respected by the Europeans because you use Christian names or adopt the
Christian religion-far from it. Indeed, just the reverse is the fact, and I will relate to you some anecdotes of my personal experience to prove what I say.
The Europeans sometimes denounce our caste
system, but it seems to me-and I am speaking from
observed facts-that they hav a much worse kind of
caste among themselvs. Now, I am a. Kashmiri
Brahman, and every other Brahman, no matter how
poor he may be. or how ragged his clothes are, is
my brother, and I could never dream of treating him
otherwise; but among Christians this does not appear to be so. At the installation of the maharajah
of Kashmir some time ago at J ummoo, I was present,
along with many other nativ gentlemen, some few
Europeans, and some half-caste or Eurasian menwhat you in this country call Burghers. Of course,
the officPrs of the maharajah treated all the guests
alike, and set them down to one table, but the EurOpeanR, headed by the resident, refused to eat with
the Eurasians, though they were all Christians, and
these latter had to be driven away to another table.
I recollect another incident. When I went to the
great exhibition at Jeypo~e, Rajputana, in the year
1883, I, and some other students, went to play
cricket in the gardens. After a time a European
gentleman came and asked if he might join us, and,
of course, we were very glad to allow him to do so ;
but, after a time, discovering from the name of one
of our companions that he was a Christian Eurasian,
the European at once left the game; saying that he
was perfectly willing to join with Hindoo gentlemen,
but would not play with an Eurasian.
I once knew a leading Mohammedan pleader who
was favorably impressed by Christianity, and, in fact,
was about to become a Christian; but suddenly he
broke off all connection with that faith, and retained
his own religion. Upon my inquiring his reason for
so sudden a revulsion of feeling, he told me that a
few days before he h~d called u:pon a missionary, and
been, as usual, hospitably rece1ved and offored an
honorable seat. But while he was at the mission-

ary's house an old and. reverend-looking Mohammedan gentleman entered; and my friend at once
rose to show respect to him and yield him the place
of honor; but he was much surprised to see that no
Eeat was offered ~o the old gentleman, but that he
was allowed to Bit on the floor among the missionary's dogs ! On asking the reason of this unseemly
neglect, the missionary carelessly answered "Oh!
he is a Christian !" This opened my friend'~ eyes,
and he understood that the respect paid to him now
was only to induce him to become a Christian, and
would cease as soon as its object was attained.
A~a~n, in 1\Iadr~s, a few days ago, I entered a
Christian church m order to see its services and
took a seat on a chair. An official at once cam~ and
drove me away, telling me that the chairs were only
for Europeans, and that nativ ChristiaBs must sit on
~ats in another par~ of the building! You see even
II?- t~e house of their God they must hav their distmctiOns ; and surely this is worse than anything in
our caste system. I say. that such a service of such
a God is worse than useless.
So you see if you think you will be respected by
Eur?p~ans for becoming Christians, or adopting
Christian names, you are very much mistaken. Quite
the contrary; if you abandon your ancestral faith
and ~ecome a renegade for the sake of gain, they
despise you, and they are right in doing so. What
would you think of an old servant of twenty years'
standing, if you found he was ready at a moment's
notice to abandon his old master in order to make a
little more money in your service! Of course you
would feel that you could place no reliance upon
him, since, if it suited him, he would be equally
ready to abandon you in turn. No; if you wish to
be respected, first respect yourselvs · if you wish
men of othe~ r_eligions to respect yod, first respect
your own rehg10n.
The missionaries often ask us why we should follow or obey our priests, since they possess no supernatural powers; yet we do not hear that the missionaries themselvs possess them, though the founder
of their faith special1y promised that various wonderful signs should follow all who believed in him. We
ne~d never shrink from a comparison between our
pnests and those of the Christians; at least, the
former are not seen living like princes, and being
guilty of all kinds of extravagance, as the latter
are. In order to make our priests even more useful
to us, let us notice those among them who are most
learned, and who lead the best lives and let us
specially follow and reverence them. And never be
afraid to speak boldly in contradiction to Christian
falsehoods and to answer them fairly; remember you
are now living under a government which is impartial to us all. A few days ago when I landed at thiR
harbor I met two Christians, who asked me where I
was going. I t·old them that I was coming to the
headquarters of the Theosophical Society to see Mr.
Leadbetter. They thereupon asked who he was, and
when I told them that he had been a Church of
England clergyman, .but had now embraced Buddhism, they at once said that he must hav had some
interested motiv for giving up his old religionsomething connected with money matters, perhaps.
Knowing how absurdly untrue such a suggestion
was, I became annoyed, and replied, "If that be
your logic, then every nativ Christian must also hav
had interested motivs in giving up his old religion."
This brought them to their senses, and they admitted that many rich men, to whom money could be
no object, had given up Christianity purely for the
sake of truth. By this you may see the effect of
speaking out boldly to these slandering Christians;
if you will but do that, you will soon cause them to
moderate their pretensions.
I should like to say a word about the religious
education of our ladies, which I consider a most important point. The child is influenced more by its
mother than even by its father; if the mother be religious, then the child will be so too. The Christians
know that well, and that is why they take so much
trouble about their zenana mission, to teach our girls
and women. Look at the primers they hav prepared for use in their zenana missions, and you will
perpetually find hints as to how cruel the Hindoos
are to women, how they treat them like slaves, giv
female children fewer ornaments than the male, end
so on; in every way endeavoring to make the girls
hate their own homes and religion, and become
Christians. My last and most special advice to you
as your Indian brother is this : Don't trust your
ladies, don't trust your children, in the hands of
these foreign missionaries. These foreigners do not
come here and spend money here for our benefit; no
-they hav one, and only one, great object always in
view, and that is to make proselytes. However fair
may be the outward appearance of their "ork, that
design underlies everything they do, like a snake
hidden under a floor, and for this object they willhesitate at no misrepresentation of your religion. In
conclusion let we heartily thank the Theosophical
Society for having given me the pleasure and honor
of making your acquaintance and the opportunity of
thus addressing you.
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Another Comrade for St. George.
It has been caused to be announced that England
is about to furnish another saint for the mytholog-.
ical or ecclesiastical calendar, in the person of the
Hon. William E. Gladstone, M.P., an.d disputantgeneral of the British islunds. This time he is to
come outsidf>, and to cross the Atlantic, and inquire
of Colonel R. G. Ingersoll why he does not correct
his opinions as to the Roman Jupiter, the Jewish·
Jehovah, the Hindoo Brahm a, and certain other characters that hav heretofore occupied, and still do occupy, much of the attention of mankind.
Just why he should make himself so much of a
fflreign missionary is rather difficult to determin.
There are in the vast possessions over which he has
heretofore been prime minister very many millions of idolators and pagans who entertain a very
slight regard for the Church of England and the
faith he entertains. If his zeal for the salvation of
souls is so intense, why not exhort his own government to greater efforts in behalf of its own subjects! Still again, if these are too far off, or too
inconspicuous for his attention, his aO'gressivness
and propagandism, why does he look a~ay from his
own limited island 1 Why overlook the religious
views of those two greatest historians of all time,
and especially of the times when priests and popes
were laying the foundations of the Dark Ages and
the Christian system' Their volumes are on his
own shelvs, and their names will be growing
brighter, while his will fade, in the years of coming
truth, not only among Englishmen, but wherever
history is read. If Edward Gibbon and David
Hume, two of the grandest and most faithful intellect.s of modern timeE~, are unworthy of the corrections of the new aspirant; and disciple of the St. ·
George who slew the dragon, it will hardly be
expected that lesser names connected with blasphemous errors can be forced upon his weapons. But
why should that profound and most thorough scholar,
and philosopher, Henry Thomas Buckle, be run over,
in order to reach a mere lecturer in America? Why
not repeal some of the old, ignorant Jaws and take
home again the "Rights of Man" and the other
writings of Thomas Paine, the clearest head that
ever wore a hat in England! Notwithstanding
Bishop Watson's annihilating answer to Paine, the
whole combined hierarchy of the British empire
found it necessary to banish the young reformer, and
burn and ostracize everything pert11ining to him.
We on this side owe to England the most of our
unbelief, and thank her for it. Mr. Gladstone ought
to stop the source.
But we will not object to the compliment he
intends for us. We wiH not forget his willingness
to admit Bradlaugh into Parliament, for we always
hav felt a most profound respect for a free lance.
If he thinks he will find a more easy victory in the
fields of new thought in our country than he would
among his own immediate countrymen, let him try it.
No embargo will be interposed. We may ask him to
withdraw the edicts passed against the works of
Thomas Paine in England, and suggest that the
influence they might now hav there, if circulated,
would aid him greatly in some of his own measures
of reform.
N. EGGLESTON.
Lin~oln

and 'femperance.

Of all the writers on the temperance question, none
is more severe in his denunciation of the liquor traffic or more zealously in ft~.vor of sumptuary laws for
its suppression than John Prescott Guild. Whatever
we may think of his methods, his earnestness is to
be admired.
In a recent article on "Lincoln and Liquor," Mr.
Guild endeavors to show that Lincoln also was an
advocate of the methods employed by him. But he
was not. In the same address from which Mr. Guild
quotes, referring to these very meth<Jds, Lincoln
says:
To.o much denunciation against dram-sellers and d:amdrinkers was indulged in. Tl!is, I thiuk, was botl! impolitic
and unjust. It was impolitic, becaude it is not much in the
nature of man to be dri vcn to anything, still ess to be driven
about that which is exclusivly his own b'BinecJs. . . •
When the conduct of men is cesigned to be inliucnced, persuasion-kind, unassuming persuasion-should ever be
adopted.

This address was delivered by Lincoln in Springfield in 18±2, and has been published in the'' Lincoln
The passage quoted by l\Ir.
Memorial Album."
Guild may be found. on pages UG and 97; the words
I hav cited appear on pages 86 and 87.
In regard to the passage circulated by the Antiprohibitionists of Atlanta, and attributed to Lincoln, I
am not prepared to say whether it is genuin or not.
But if not the wordt~, they are the sentiments of
Lincoln. Every word of that passage he would hav
indorsed.
Abraham Lincoln, like 1\Ir. Guild, was an advocate
of temperance; but., unlike Mr. Guild, he was opposed to sumptuary or Prohibitory laws.
TnuTHSEEKEB.
SEND for catalog of our publications.
free.
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against him· voted in favor of him-notably Mr.
Councilor Raphael, the Jewish member. Mrs. BeRant, Rev. Stewart Headlam, Rev. Arthur Jephson,
Rev. Mr. Courtice, Rev. Copeland Bowie, as well as
Mr. Conybeare, M P., and Mr. Edric Bayley, Ill spoke
splendidly on behalf of freedom, and there can be no
reasonable doubt that in a few weeks Mr. Moss will
be able to return to the work to which he ha!! devoted
his life viz., the glorious work of intellectual emancipatio~ from all kinds of superstition.

project was starte.l some four 011 five year-s sgo, but
was delayed and additional expense incurred because
of the refus!l.l of the municipality to allow the monument to be erected. Among the European contributors were V1ctor. Hugo, Herbert Spencer, Ernst
Haeckel, Ernst Renan, Emile Castelar, Professor
Buchner, and other eminent individuals in science
and letters. The American committee are Col. R Jbt.
G. Ingersoll, Thaddeus B. Wakeman, Daniel G.
Thompson, Thos. Davidson. Colonel Ingersoll beads
the new subscription with the following sentiment:

UNANIMOUSLY REPUDIATED.

At a meeting of District Assembly 24, representing the various branches of th~ Knights of. L!lbor,
a resolution was adopted, unammously warnmg the
public against. the alleged labor organ which attacked
the Secular Union some weEkfil ago, and which, perhaps, had too much prominence ,given it. One by
one the enemies of the Union fall into the soup, a<:~
it were. The resolution reads:

WHEREAS. It. has become notorious that a certain publication is palming it~elf upon the public as the offipial organ of
the Knights of Labor and organiz~d labor generally; thereLAW 0FF!OE
}
fore be it
RommT G. hGEHSOLL, NEw YoRK, Feb. 8, 1889.
Resolved, That District Assembly 24 does herebv notify
40 WALL STUE!!T,
T. B. WAKEMAN, EsQ., Treasurer of the Bruno Monument and caution all whom it may concern that the publication
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
known as the Knlgltts r>f Lab01· published in ·this cit:y is r~
Committt".e,
E. A: STEVENS, Secretary,
16 Union Park Place, Oh1cago.
My Dew· tii1·: It givs me j!Teat pleasure to inclose my check pudiated, and is not the official organ of the order m thts
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Treas.,
Bocbelle, Ill.
district.
for one hnndrerl dollars (:$100).
E. B. FooTE. JR.• Ohair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave., New York.
I shall never be quite sati~fied until there is a monument
We are becoming ~reat on prophecy, and will vent.M11s. M.A. FBEEMAN,Ohair. Fin. Com.,241 Washington Boulevard,
to Bruno higher than ·the dome of St. Peter's.
ure the prediction that, after the spring election, the
Chicago.
Yours very truly,
R. G. lNGEBI3,0LL.
paper will die the death of the righteous, and its

lfl(t ~merican · ~ecula:r 1/nion.

Giordano Bruno.
As a general rule, I seldom favor the tendency of
hero-worship as expressed in the desire to erect
monuments to those who trod the thorny path of
persecution for our welfare, feeling that to carry forward the thought and work of their lives and labors,
:We would by emulation accord them the highest possible recognition. But as all rules hav exceptions,
the most notable exception in history is that cf the
grand proto-martyr of Freethought, Giordano Bruno.
·My reasons why Liberal Americans should honor
Bruno's memory by contributing tothis international
fund are:
·
J .1. No true recognition has ever been given the
'bravest hero who ever died to benefit man.
! 2. The popular mind-especially in America-con';cedes to Galileo the honors which properly belong to
;Bruno, as the first public advocate of the plurality
'of worlds.
3, This monument project embodies the conflict
between the papal and Secular power which has been
waging in the Eternal City since the pope was stripped
:of his temporal power, and the eTection of this monument will be a mortal offense to the now toothless
lion who wags his imbecil jaws in the seat where his
predecessors made fuel of Bruno's body to stop
·Freethought in Italy. .
. 4. It will be a warning to those who desire to
transplant the waning Romish power into the more
ifertil soil of our American republic that we know
''something of its history and diabolical acts wherever
it has held sway.
It is a shame that the name of Galileo.:_after his
inglo~ious recantation-is yet the most familiar, and
attracts greater attention and esteem as the first
·•public advocate of the Copernican system of astronomy than that of the intrepid martyr who preceded
·bim to a terrible but honorable death at the stakeGiordano Bruno.
The sixteenth century was an epoch of marvelous
intellectual activity-a rebound from the long-continued mental thralldom which preceded.it. Never
'.before had so many fertil brains thrown broadcast
:their thoughts, but the meteoric figure which now
looms up higher than all his contemporaries is that
''of the fearless young orator, Bruno. He not only
:',was the first during the Christian era to publicly
·advocate the plurality of worlds and show that the
·stars were suns shining by their own light, each hav'ing its revolving planets, but purposely placed that
:'system in the most obnoxious light before the all,,powerful ecclesiastics, by adding the assumption of
their habitability and his own philosophical a.duc"tiona thereon. This knight-errant of the now modern
;'philosophy antedated Galileo over thirty years, and
it was charged that the professor of Padua was reviv;,ing the heresy for which Bruno was burnt. Bruno
anticipated many of the most "advanced" solutions
:'of modern science, and he is still the source from
''whence several celebrated thinkers draw their inspi;.ration at the present day.
.,, The name of this Freethought champion rises from
'jhe sixteenth to illumin the nineteenth century by its
:.,Jmparalleled example of intrepidity. No country or
; 1race has afforded a more ennobling illustration of
,devotion to truth for truth's sake alone.
I·' It was befitting that Bruno was born in the village
"_of Nolau, under the flames and amid the throes and
;,thunder of Vesuvius, for the mere question of erect-jng a monument to the memory of this astounding
•·linguist, this enchanting, youthful orator, this pro"'found philosopher, satirist, dramatist, and poet, has
:'so agitated the Eternal City that it is now mooted
.. that the holy father may move to Madrid. At last
the municipal council of Rome has granted. per J~t.
·. sion for the erection of this long-deferred tribu ·__ :~,
, the Freethought martyr on the Campo de Fiori, triac
sacred spot where the noble Bruno was burnt.
.. As the whole world was benefited by his daunt·
:Itlss life and honored by hiR heroic death, the monument partakes of an international character, and
:·American Freethinkers are asked to contribute their
'-quota. Let it be done q•1ickly and gen~rously, for
the money is needed at once if the work is to be
''finished in May. Many will remember that the
~I.;·.

I am informed that the students of Rome had a
grand procession on the day the decision was announced that the monument might be erected.
Bruno wal? a prophet as well as a paladin. At fit~
teen years he Entered a convent of the Dominican
order, but soon rebelled against the rules; later or, his
imaginativ and speculativ mind began to work, and
the walls of his narrow cloister became too c;rcumscribE d. He had been a close, indefatigable student;
was master of many languages. Finally he began
to disbelieve the dogmas of the church, and he found
means of escape. He had studied books, now he
studied men and nature more. He unlocked hidden
treasures of truth, and gave his life rather than relinquish his self-imposed guardianship. Lecturing
before uni-versities in Geneva, Toulouse, Lyons, Paris,
Berlin, or London, wherever he spoke be wes at first
greeted. with outbursts of applause, but this was
generally followed by shouts of fury and maledic
tions, for he was sure to be followed by the wily
d'ficers of the church. Nevertheless; he boldly pro·
claimed his "impious heresy" on the s.pot where
Servetus was burnt and Vanini met his martyrdcm.
London was his only place of safety, and there he
did the larger portior; of his writing, and becoming
the fast friend of Sir Philip Sidney, dedicated to
him his "Spaccio dell Be.stta Tdumphante." Thf'
intellectual atmosphere of London chilled the fervid
Freethinker. It was like planting the most delicate
perfumed flower amid a lot of scrubby pines. He
wandered back to the continent, was offered the
hospitality of a Venetian nobleman (?), and tbis despicable host, through the manipulations of bis
priestly confessor, betrayed his guest to the officers
of the Inquisition. Bruno was as bold, audacioue,
and unflinching before hit; accusers, as he was ·brilliant in propounding his philosophy. Add to his
learning his extraordinary beauty of person, his gal!ant bearing, his black, kindling eyes as eloquent as
his speech, t:.. face of classic delicacy of outlme, and
what wonder his Romish persecutors dreaded his
iiJfluence? He must be made to recantf-that would
be a triumph for the church better th\n his death.
For seven, long, weary years this young, impulsiv,
impassion.ed orator was kept in a dungeon, with no
books, no companionship but the regular visits of
his tormentors to see if he were ready to say the one
word bstween him and the blue sky-recant. But
this damp and death-dealing dungeon could not
break or bend the heroic soul of Bruno. When
finally brought for the last time before his accusers,
while standing chai~ed before them, arguil:Jg still
on his theories with an impassioned eloquence almost irresistible, he was condemned to that most
diabolical of deaths; he only turned with supreme
indifference on his, executioners, and said: "This
sentence givs you more alarm than it givs me." This
brilliant young philosopher felt himself at this aupreme hour stronger than all the 'power of Rome.
Contemplate such a character if you can without
the throb of enthusiasm!
Most men may by circumstances be taught to be
valiant, but it is generally when the blood is up and
the eye flashes in response to the cannon's roar, the
rattle of musketry, and the clash of battle, but to
meet a most homble death with a smile as .Bruno
did is the concentrated essence· of heroism. The
Christian martyrs were buoyed up by fond hopes of
heavenly rewards. Not so Bruno. He expected
nothing, hoped for nothing, ll.Dd still be met his fate
-the most adverse and terrible. This was the year
of the Romish jubilee, when the holy cit.y was
thronged with pilgrims from all over the world, and
the burning of Bruno was one .of the attractions for
this crowd of worse than cannibal Christians. See
this v8J.iant, Freethinker,.to whom life might mean so
wucb, led to the stake! No consolation of comp<lnionsb:ip,_ supported by no followers, gladdened by no
approving smile, inspired by no kiss, refreshed by no
tear, here is a picture of sublime heroism never
equaled in history. Bruno died that truth might
liv. Will Ameri~an Liberals do themselvs and their
cause a perpetual honor by aiding this monumPnt?
Respond to T. B. Wakeman, 93 N olssau street, New
York, or to E. A. Stevens, 16 Union Park place,
Chicago.
·

•

editor will be looking for a friendly lunch counter.
REFUSED TO Ol3EY THE OOURT.

Mary Angelique, or Mary Clarey, mother superior,
of the House of the Good Shepherd, showed the ·
animus of Romish influence by defying an order of
Judge Tuley on a writ of habeas corpus. Notwithstanding that the bailiff explained the c~ns£quences
likely to follow her refusal to comply w1th an order
of the court, this bride of Christ concluded she
would not act in the matter unless so advised by the
attorney of the institution. The rest. of the story is
told by the Chicago 1 1imes :
Mary Schell, a sixteen-year-old lass from Elgin, Ill., was
the party for whom the writ was .issued, and William Corwin, the lover, also from the country, was. the person who
made application to Judge Tuley for the wr1t. These young
people hav bfcome ~mitten with er.ch other's charms and on
divers occasions hav trierl their hands at elopements,. but
were successfully thwarted by the timely act.on of the girl's
parents, who advised the police in C.tJicago of their movements. The last attempt was made about a week ago, when
Mr. Corwin and Miss Schell came to the city. The police
were on hand, however, and arrested the young lady, who
was takrn before JuRtice R. H. White. By request of Mrs.
SchPJI the wouJ(I. bP bride was sent to the Hou~e of the Good
Shepherd on a $50 fine. It was said by Mrs. Schell that her
daughter had been ruined by younh Corwin and she wanted
her put out of his way.
The anxious young man remaine:l in the city and worked
hard to hav the fine remitted, but in this he was unsuccessful, ev!ln though he secnred the ';tid of ~1~. Joh!l. Powers,
who stgned an appeal from JustiCe Whtte s dectswn; Attempts were made to get Miss Schell's signature to the document, but the mother superior refused point-blank to ~ether
charge be seen. Judge Tuley then issued the wnt and
,instructed Attorney Allison to look after the case. Attorney
Woley, for the institution, succeeded in having the case continued until to-morrow so that Mrs. Schell would hav an
opportunity of hearing the proceedings. Judge Prendergast
will be applied to by the young woman's parents for an order
committing her to some institution.

It is safe to say that Judge Prendergast will do.
his very best to accommodate the interests of the
church. That is what he was put there for.
·
E. A. STEVENS, Sec. A. S. U.

Equal Taxation.
The organic net of Washington territory provides
that "all taxes shall be equal and uniform, and no
distinction shall be made in the assessments between
different kinds of property, but the assessments shall
be according to the value of the property." "No tax
shall be imposed upon the property of the United
States; nor shall the lands or ot~ property of non-

~~~~=:ty.e.t;!t:~~~~e.~ ~~an

the la~ds or oth~r
Under such an'orgamc law, the exemphon of pubhc
property fr'oD.:i taxation is provided for, but the intent
is that all private property shall pay taxes ~n the
value of such property. · In 1883 the taxat1cn of
church property was agitated, and the legislature
submitted to a vote of the people the question. The
vote was in favor of the taxation. The legislature of
1886 provided for a limited exemption of such property. The law of 1881 did not exempt it at all. The
hw of 1886 provided in clause 6, sec. 1: "And
'whereas religion, morality, and knowledge being
necessary for good govunment and the happiness of
mankind,' there is further exempted all buildings or
institutions of learning, benevolent, charitable, and
scientific institutions, and hospitals for the {lick and
infirm including the lands upon which such buildings
are situated, not to exreed two acres if within a city
or town and not exceeding eighty acres if not within
a city o; town, and all buildings used exclusivly for
public worE!hip and Sabbath-schools, with parsonages,
and the lands upon which they are situated, not exceeding one-half of an acre if in a city or town, and
not exceeding five acres if not within a city or town .
Provided, however, that all such church property,
inc1udin~ pare.onage property, when valued at more
than $5 000, shall pay a tax upon all above that
value, and if any part of any building, being a house
of public worship, shall be kept or used for any other
purpose except for public worship, the part so used
shall be assessed and taxed upon the cash valuation
thereof. Provided furthu, that this exemption shall
not apply to hospitals used exclnsivly for profit."
These exemptions are not authorized by the organic
act. The homestead of the mechanic is not used for

THE TRUTH SEEKER, J\f_..'\_RCH · 30, 1. 889. prodt, and if that principle is made ihe basis for
taxation, ~t should be exempt if the par;,onage of the
preacher Is to be exempt. The law taxes all homes
for the people, because the government is put to
expense to protect them. For the same reason all
pnvate property should be taxed.
But this law discriminates not only between the
home of the poor man and the costly palace of the
~hu~ch,,but even bet~een the latter.and benevol~?nt
mstitutwns and hospitals. If a hospital has one free
bed, so as not to be used exclusivly for profi~, it is
exempt from taxation. A Young Men's Cbrist.ian
Association may own a valuable lot., erect a magnificent building, and renl; all but a few rooms at a
high rental, and pay no tax. A mutual benevolent
insurance company can hav no similar exemption.
Such was the answer of the legislators to the vote
of the people.
.
The revenue article of the new constitution should
provide for the Equal and uniform taxation cf all
property according to its value, exempting only public property of the United States and of this state
and its municipal subdivisions.
Church property was not always exempt. In the
early centuries of English history, the clerical barons
were assessed for military purposes, and either furnished their quota of arme.d men or commuted the
serv~ce by the payment of money. The bishops and
archbishops often led their retainers into battle.
Hospitals paid . taxes; Chief-Justice Holt decided:
"Hospital lands are chargeable to the poor as well
as others; for no m~~on, by appropriating his lands to
a hospital, can discharge or exempt them from taxes
to which they were subject before, and throw a
greater burden upon their neighbors" (Salkeld's Re517)
t
poA:' tffort win be
by the corporations to tax
them upon their gross earnings on the traffic within
the state. The railroad attorneys will insist that
they are building up the otate, and as public benefactors should be favored. When they fix passenger
and freight traffic, they do not grant the pioneer or
the farmer any faTors, though they too are bu~lding
· th at the
up the state and its industries. They insist
·
h ·
t d t k
fixed charges for dividends on t en wa ere s oc
must· be paid by the excessiv charges on local traffic.
They demand all the favors, and claim the absolute
right to make their own rat~s, to insist on such contracts as will free them from their common law
liability as carriers, and to pay taxes according to

~ade

their own returns of property and their own estimate
• of its value.

·

t

The question of equal taxation IS one of the mos
important questions that will come before the constitutionai convention, and it should be settled upon
principles of justice.
W. S. BusH.
Seattle, W: 'I., March 10, 1889.

Three Months' Lecturing.
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1
the wealt.h of the churches and I really think I could
Canada is not now as benighted as she was a huncapture CbriRtianity.
.
dred years ago, and may y~t _become .a l?art of the
Elder D. R. Dungan, president of Bible College of Unit.Pd States-perhaps witb;n the hfetime of Mr,
Drake Universit.y, D<>s Moines, Ia., was sent for to Cockburn.
BURR.
punish me for my Infidel impudence. It agref\s with
me. Dr. James Vincent was my moderator. During
Lectures arul Meetings.
the deb~te the Opera House was several times full
As soon as arrangements can be made W. F. Jamieson
to o.verflowing.
will start on a lecturing tour East, although business affairs
Dr. Humphrey was called away during the prog- may detain him for several weeks in Colorado. Addrtss,
ress of the debate to r;peak fitt.ing words over the Coryell, Col.
remains of Mre. Ely, a Liberal lady whom the ChrisMRs. MATTIE A. FRREMA.N will lecture during the second
tian people were anxious to claim for their side, for week in April at West Union, Maynard, Olwein, and Aurora,
she was a noble, intelligent woman. She spoke of FnJette cuunty, Ia. Societies or lndividmls desiring the
"angels" before she breathed her last. This was services of this talented speaker near these places, or on the
enough for the church, which was intent.ly waiting to way to or from Chicago, will please addre3s her at 324 West
proclaim her renunciation of lifelong Liberal prin- Madison street, Chict1go, Ill.
ciples. News came with t.he swift.ne~s.of tbe windDATRS of w. s. Bell's lectures in Oregon: June 20th, Ashand like it-that she died a Christian. Mrs. Ely ian<!; 2V•t, Talent; 221, Jacksonville; 23d, Myrtle Creek;
feRred the chur('h would claim her, and so !<he took 24th, R·)seberry; 26th to July 4th, Coos county; 6th, Coextra pains to call the attention of her friends to the burg; 7th, Lebanon; 81.h, Corvallis; 9th, Stayton; lOth,
fact that she died as she lived-a Freethinking Spirit- Scott's Mills; 11th, Silverton; 14th, Dayton; 15th, Mcl'!linnualist, having no use for Christianity. and so Lib ville; 17th, North Yamhill; 18th, McCoy; 19th, Balaton;
eral that bv her special rt>que8t Dr. HumpbrPy, an 20th, Forest Grove ; 23d, Hillsboro; 25th, Portland; August
Agnostic Materialist., gave the· funeral addre~s. Be- 1st, Orq,;on City; 4th, New Era; 6th, Canhy; 7th, Molalla;
loved by all who knew her, a large concourse assem- 9th, Union Mills. Mr. Bell's address is 248 State street,
bled. Plainly but kindly the doctor ~quelc~ed the Chicago, Ill.
Christian lie which bad already commenced to trav31,
SAMUEL P. PuTNAM's lecture dates are: March 17th, Sacand many that day listened to the fit.]y chosen words ramen to; 19th, 20th, 21st, Lemoore; 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th,
of the Agnost.ic.
W. F ..JAMIEEON. · Sun Jacinto and vicinity; 31st, San Diego; April 2d, 3il, 4th,
Coryell, Col.
San Pa>qnal; 7th, San Diego; 8Lh, 9th, lOth, National City;
14th, San Diego; 16th, 17th, 18t.h, p,Hnona; 21st, Los AnJt[rs. Slenker to McArthur.
geh's; 23d, 24th, Norwalk; 25th, 2uth, Anaheim; 28th,
The rabble gather round the m'ln of news,
Santa Ana; May 1st, 2d, 3d, Olmlnder and vicinity; 5th, San
And listen with their mouths wide open·; some
Francisco; 7th, 8th, 9th, Boulder Creek; 12th, 19th, 2uth,
Tell, some hear, some judge of newB, Borne make jt,
San Francisco and vicinity. 1\ir. Putnam will be at Fn sno
And he that lies most loud is most believed.'-Dryden.
Flflts, Grub Gulch, and vicinity the first week in June.
I am not at all disappointed that McArthur
About the middle of June he will begin his Oregon trip,
"thrown up the sponge," t.hough I rather deprecate taking in Silverton, Canby, Molalla, Hillsboro, Shed's, etc.
the unkindly way in which he did it.
About the third wel·k in July be will be in Coos county,
It is easy to accuse another of a want of "under- Ore. Those desiring lectures will please write at their
standing" and to make a general fling at a woman, earliest convenience, addresoing him at 504 Kearney street,
simply because she doesn't happen· to be of the domi- San Francisco, c_,_tl_.- - - - - - - - - nating sex. But the real question is, bas McArthur
'l'ho .Ttsuit Oat11,
furnished or "found" any actual argument toward
proving that when a man dies be livs again, and is
The
following
is
the
alleged oath for publi~hing which the
able' to communicate with those still in the flesh?
JesuitR of Canada bav sued the Toro11t.o :AfaU for $GO,OOO.
· He describes incidents of slate-writing and other The .i}faircopied it from Le /:3emeul' Ji'1•ancv.Am~:ricain:
phenomena, but how can we be BUUl it is not all
"I N - now, in the presence of almighty God, the
sleiobt-of-band? True, there ia much one cannot bless~d Virgi~ Mary, the blesRe<l Michael the nrchangel, the
"
blessed John the Baptist, the holy npostles St. Peter and St.
explain philosophically, but time may bring the solu- Paul and the Baints and sacred hosts of heaven, and to you,
tion, as it hBs done in many other cases, and I, for my ghostly father, do declare from my heart, without ~ental
one, prefer to continue the study and wait for devel- reservation, that 1he pope is Christ's vict~r-general, and IS the
trne and only head of the nniverRal churP;h ~hroughout ~he
opments,. rat,her than jump to conclusions as farand that by virtu!, (Jf the ]{~ys of bmdmg and loosmg
fetched as those which would forever and forever er,rth;
given to his holiness by Jesus Chnst, he has the power to
keep in continued existence all the countless billions dt·pose heretical kings, princes, ~tt1tes, commonw('a!t.hs, and
of millions of human being-s who hav had birth ~inca governments,. all being illegMI without his sacred confirmaour planet was in a condition to generate or develop tion, and that they may be safdy destroy~d. Th~refore, ~o
the utmost of my power, I will defend this doctnn and ,his
thf'lm.
lwlinPss's rights and customs against all usurpers of h_eretwal
· Our friend did not quite "catch on" to my idea or Protestant authority whatsoever, especiRIIy agamst the
now pretended authority an!l Church in England, an~ all
re~arding the five wives.
in regard that they be usnrped and heretwal,
I dicl not sugp.est that the husband would bA adherents,
oppm-iog the sacred mother church of Bnme.
obliged to "liv with them consecutivly or en rnasse,"
"I do renounce and disown my alkgiance as due to any
but that there would hav to be five of the husbands, heretical king, prince of state, named Protestant, or to any
and each of the five would bav to be identical in of tl.!eir inferior magistraleA or aff,tirs. I do further d~c.lare
doctrins of the Church of England, of the Calvm1sts,
make-up and mind, so as to fill the bill for each of the
HugnenotB, and other Pr0testants, to be damnable, and those·
the five wives, and then e11ch would hav her own. to be damned who will not forsake the same. I do furth~r
And there would need to be for each pair a separate de<:lare that I will help, flSRist, arHl advise all or any of his
heaven or home, so they would not g-At mixed up and holiness's agt•nts in any pltwe wlu~rcver I he, a~d do my
utmost to extirpate the heretical Protestant doctnn, and to
crf'ate "confusion worse confounded."
destroy all their prt'tcnded powe_r, legal ?r otherwise. I ~o
You see it would not be heaven to 1\Iary, if Susie further
promis and deelare, no.t~Ithstaruh_ng that I am disand Sallie a~d Jennie and Lucy each claimed John as pensed with, to assume my rehgwn heretiCal for the prop~
gation of the mother church interest,_ to keep secret and priher rpeciallife-companion "ov.er there."
And, indeed, it does rather look as if there was a vate all her agents' cnnmel, as they Intrust me, _and not to
divulge, dirrctly or iiJdirectly, ?ut execute all wluch shall be
multiplicat.ion of identities in the summer land, as it proposed,
given in chttrge, or r!Iscovcred unto me by you my
is not. at all uncommon for some great personage to gho~tly faUJCr, or by any of this convent.
be at several e&ances at one time, 1:. e., if we judge
"In testimony whereof I take this most holy and blessed
from reports of them here and tberP. I hope, even ~acrament of the eucharist, and witnr·~s the same fur,~her
if I am only a woman who" ever goes by the worse'' with my hand and seal, in the face of this holy convent.
in an "argument with men," that I f1hall be credited
l\Ir. Seaver l\Ieant tho Free Rrligions Pr('achers.
with honesty of purpose and a willingness to be
Jlrmn tllr, hwe:.Uyntm·.
taught.
The Indfpendent Pulpit has a long and bigoted n~t~ck
Against the bead which innocence eecures,
upon the lr<vt.lti{J'dvr, w h1ch would hardly be worth notwmg
Insidious m~tlice aims her darts in vain.
ere it not th!lt its l'ditor misunderstands onr n·marl{S to
My address will hereafter be·as of old-Snowvill~, :hich he takes exc(·ptions. We say mi,mn~a·stands, for we
Pulaski county, Va , and I shall be there before this know of no motiv he can hav to qu~rrel Wll_h us, as w_e ha_v
spoken disre~prctfully of h1m. Hts com p~amt IS
is in print and hope to hear from friends far and never
founded upon the following . r~marks of ours which we
near. I w~nt my heaven now, and friendship is life's applied to a certain class of mmisters:
..
greatest boon.
ELMINA DnAKE SLENKER.
It apnearA to be genera Us: thJe.hrase, _1Jowe v1eery.
t6'·~~o~::g~t;;
~
·
preaching and take to Jl t·ra 1J..-m, 1·1 ,
rf
.
Rhinebeck, N. Y, March 23, 1889.
gJv up
th did the former. T!JJH pecnl•Rrit~ o mmrslers
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I visited Lowell, Neb., where I gave two lectures
before small audiences. In fact, there is not interest
enough in religion, either pro or con, in Lowell to
save a saint or singe a sinner; but wife and I did
enjoy that English plum-pudding with our- English
friends, Mr. and Mrs. Gray and their daughters Amy
and Kate. That is the way we celebrated Christmas.
On the tree, the evening before, all the children, big
and little, were remembered.
_ .
Olive Branch school-house, near the home of Jason
Bloodgood, was filled with an attentiv audience.
This was the first Liberal lecture ever delivered
there. Bloodgoods are good-blooded Liberals. I
gave my third lecture in Newbold's school-~ouse.
The building was packed at this place e.very time I
gave a lecture. !.really like to lecture in the country
once in awhile, and particularly before such a wholesome wide-awake audience as always greet me here.
Som~ of the beRt thinkers liv in the country and try
to be independent, and would. be more so if the
mortgage were lifted.
.
· Newark, Neb.-small attendance. but best. greenbacking grace up to that point. Mrs. Jones Is pos.tmistress of Newark. She ~t.nd her husband are activ
Freethinkers and splendid people. All along our
journeying we met with many such. Mr.· and Mrs.
· Hecox are hearty friends of Liberalism in Newark
town. Dr. Hawkins is here, winning friends in her
medical practice.
.
.
A journey of one hundred m1les landed us m
Wilber Neb., where, I believe, I hav had the
Annexation of' Canada.
pleasu;e of addref:!sing good audiences ten. times.
Mr. John N. Gouff and wife are very earnest Liberals.
Mr. Cockburn, a member of the Canadian ParliaHis health is not as good as when I saw him two ment ironically advises his fellow-Canucks, who
years ago, but he is in earnest. Then ther~ i~ H. want'closer trade relations with the United States, to
Kilgore, one of nature's noblest men( whom It Is al- acc~>pt the offer made bv the American colonies in
ways a pleasure to think of, and a JOY to converse 1777 and become one of the states of the Union.
with. His excellent family, wife, two daughters, and
The offer referred to was made by Beujamin
son, reside about three miles in the country.
Franklin who was sent on a mission to Canada in
On to Shenandoah, Ia., where a warm welcome the spriu'g of 1776 to endeavor to unite that country
awaited us in the home of S. H. Holcomb and wife. to the common cause of lib~rty. Two papers were
The churches were under a high-pressure revival. I prin~Pd and circulated extensivly through Canad.a,
little dreamed that this apostle of heresy would but if was found that not more than one person m
shake those churches over hell, as events proved; five hundred conld rf'a.d. So the mission proved a
~And succeed in buying five c~lumns of space in one failure! and Dr. Frankhn suggested that ~f. a:.oht:~~
of the most popular journals of sout)fwest Iowa. wer.e mtended it ahould be composed
0 th!lt I w~r~ :righ I Giv Jll(l 3 tPOQBI.Wcl~h part 9f . ;ID!.\Sters,
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g[ommnnications.
Mrs. Freeman's Adventures.
At Rockport, Mo., I was entertained at the home
of G. G. Beck. The people of Missouri are honest;
they are orthodox, too. At Nebraska City, eastern
Nebraska, I lost a fur collar while waiting in the
depot. Couldn't be found anywhere. Took the
train; changed at a junction; stopped at Phelps at
12 o'clock at night; left in cold, foggy air at 4 o'clock
in the morning; rode nearly three hours to reach
Rockport, which was only five mile~ distant, the
driver said, in good weather, but wtth the roads
as they were then it was fifteen; and after I had
been there a couple of days a little parcel was sent to
me by the mail-carrier, coming from the goodness
only knows where, and sent by nobody knows whom.
And so I say the people of Missouri are honest.
They would almost rival the beggars of India. A
basket is hung on a nail by the roadside, into which
the rich drop pennies lor the poor. Each beggar as
he comes along takes out one penny. Our Chicago
beggars would hav taken basket, nail, and all. And
I am sure that a resident of this great city of the
Sucker state would never hav been guilty of returning that fur collar.
I liked the people of Rockport. Although it was
bad weather, yet they came out-that is, quite anumber-to hear my lectures. Mr. Beck, who had been
instrumental in getting me here, was very well
pleased at the result. In a letter which I hav received from him and his kind wife, he assures me
that he thinks considerable good was accomplished.
Mr. G. G. Beck does all the hard work for Freethought in this place. Mr. Putnam is a favorit here,
as indeed I find Mr. Putnam is a favorit wherever I
hav been. If the East finds fault with the officers of
the Union, the 'Vest does not. I sold quite anumber of Mr. Stevens's Paine oration here, which it
must be acknowledged is a splendid pamphlet for
missionary work-carefully written, concise, and
bristling with facts which every American should
know. Mr. Stevens is thought well of by the people.
They admire his honesty, fearlessness, and manly
independence.
.
Among the Liberals at Rockport are M. N. Klein,
0. B. Moore, Mr. and Mrs. John Grieve; Miss May
Moore and .1\Iiss Vw Moore, two pretty, intelligent
young ladies, and readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER;
E. B. Barker, Dr. Whitmire, Dr. Chamberlain, Dr.
C. V. Luja, Wm. Sutter, Charles Volkmann, N. Petry,
Herman Seige, Geo. Hatchett, and Joseph Eubanks.
My next place was Graham. I was met at the
depot by a wide-awake, well-posted Liberal of Maitland, B. F. Springs, and handed over to H. B. Lang,
who was in waiting with his can-iage, and driven two
miles to Graham. The Liberals of Maitland and
Graham join forces, and hav a lecture first in one
place and then in the other. Two years ago they had
Helen Gardener at Maitland. They assured me that
they liked her very much. This last winter they had
Mr. Reynolds at Graham. He pronounced it rabidly
orthodox. A protracted meeting was in session, and
the loving Christians prayed that some intervening
providence would keep me away. Providence did
not notice me, the heretic, but stupidly went to work
and demolished all the churches down in Mount
Vernon, Ill., going so far even as to destroy the
preacher's house. One. never can tell just where·
providence will strike. He holds the winds in the
hollow of his hand, but they get away from him now
and then, and when they do, it is just as hard for the
saint as the sinner.
· Professor Fletcher, of Kansas, happened to be
here on a visit, and furnished very fine music, singing
a number of Liberal songs, some of them very amusing. The professor also served as chairman, and
introduced mete the audience.
The Liberals at this place are young men-" boys"
they call themselvs. Nice-looking, intelligent young
fellows they are, too. Quite a number take THE
TRUTH SEEKER.
Those that I remember are H. B. Lang and G. E.
Lang, brothers; E. A. Scheffskey ; Joseph Long;
E. D. Mursey; A. 1\yle, Richard Kyle, and J. W.
Kyle, brothers; Jake Ligrand; Jake Greulsh; J. R.
Stone; Miss Ida McNeal, the only young lady Freethinker of the place, and her father, Alexander
MeN eal; also B. F. Springs and Dr. ·Maxwell, of
Maitland.
All seemed to be pleased with my lectures, and
wanted me to come again in the near future. A
number of these young men take THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and since Mr. Reynolds's visit here are following his
journeyings with considerable interest.
The work that has been done in Liberalizing the
people by those two old Radical papers, THE TRUTH
SE~KER and the Boston Investigator, is hardly to be
estimated. Wherever these are taken, a community
is found who are anxious to engage in Liberal work,
hav lectures, and so forth. ·wherever I went I
urged the necessity of distributing Liberal literature
and subscribing for the Liberal papers. "It is comin9 summer~" said H. B. Lan9, "and it wijl f!C?OP )?e
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warm enough so that the boys can steal oU:t behind make the Christians very anxious to claim him. Durthe haystacks and read their papers." The boys hav ing his recent severe sickness, when supposing, from
often to read by stealth, the wives, mothers, and sis- his great age, he could not recover, they mrculated_ the
cowardly calumny that he had recanted and destred
ters of this town being absurdly orthodox.
On nearly every train in Iowa and Nebraska I the ministrations of the clergy. When the brave old
found priests of various persuasions, running up and hero dies and cannot propound those logical proposidown on the road, hither and thither, woriUng the tions with which he has in turn silenced each of the
temperance question for all that it is worth, so parsons causing them to slink from his presence
anxious that the women should vote! Something abashed and confounded, I fear they will induce his
new, that they who hav always preached long and relativs-who are devout worshipers of Mrs. Grundy
loud that ·women shall keep silence in the churches -to hav a fashionable church funeral, and thus afford
should take such a sudden, lively interest in the them an opportunity of getting, their revenge by
question of her equality. The acknowledged aim of insulting his memory.
I greatly enjoyed my visit with the dear friend~,
the Evangelical Alliance solves the problem. The
women are to become the vast majority to put God and shall be glad indeed to gratify their very earnest
in the Constitution. And so the priests smile plac- entreaty to return next year and bring Mrs. Reynolds
idly, assured that in the near future they will be re- with me, that she may deliver a course of lectures
and thus giv renewed impetus to the good work.
warded with success.
LA VETA, CoL., Feb. 2-lth, 25.h, 26&h.-Ll Veta is
At Shenandoah I was received by that stanch,
well-known Liberal, H. S. Holcomb. Here Mr. Put- situated on the Cucharas river where the Drlnver and
nam and Mr. Remsburg had been before me. I lect- Rio Grande railroad leaves the valley and turns
ured in the Opera House, speaking Saturday evening northwest to commence the ascent of the worldand Sunday afternoon and evening. It was very renow~ed Veta Pass. The country to the south and
cold and windy, but quite a number were present. west of La Veta is considerably broken up by crefks
There are many earnest Liberals in this place : Mr. and canons, yet there is much of excellent land for
Holcomb, and his wife, a very intelligent lady, who farms or grazing. Oats, I am assured by many
writes for the papers on various topics, and who reliable persons, hav yielded as high as sixty bushels
made my stay very pleasant at her house; S. A. to the acre, weighing fifty-two pounds to the bushel.
Thomas and son, who liv at Bingham, but who came Alfalfa is cut three times a year, yielding six tons to
to hear the lectures; J. D. Laughlin, J. S. Ross, the acre. La Veta is a thriving, prosperous town,
J. D. Brenk, G. B. Swift, Dr. J. W. Humphrey and destined to become one of the inost popular, as it
wife. Dr. James Vincent and wife, B. Brubaker and will be the most pleasant and health- imparting, of
summer resorts. It has a number of highly charged
wife; Mr. Hedgecock, and E. D. Van Pelt.
Dr. Vincent is a brother of the pub;isher of the· mineral springs, while its great sulphur E~pring is
Nonconformist, the Liberal, Radical, labor paper, unrivaled in the cure of rheumatism and kidney
and Dr. Humphrey has a very Radical brothE-r resid- troubles. There are now excellent hotel accommodaing at Galesburg, Ill., who has recently published a tions for all ordinary needs, but arrangements are
just completing for the erection of a monster hotel
little work criticising the Christian scientists.
Here, too, at Shenandoah, my lectures were a suc- expressly for health-seekers and tourists, where, at
cess, and they want me to come back again.
· most reasonable rates, the very best of accommodaAt Guthrie Center I was met by E. B. Rigler, and .tiona and most perfect cuisine will enable the invaiid
taken to the house of James France. Mr. Rigler is or pleasure-seeker to spend summer and winter in
a young man, earnest and enthusiastic, taking a great one of the prettiest spots to be found in Colorado.
The school-house is a splendid, commodious, twointerest in all the reforms of the day, and he must be
quite well known to THE TRUTH SEEKER, as he disposes story brick structure, one of the best in the state,
of considerable Freetheught literature. His wife is and is under the superintendence of Fred Pischel.
a pretty young woman, Liberal as himself, in perfect The schools of Huerfano (they call it whaf-a-no)
accord with his tastes and pursuits. Mr. Rigler does county are fulfilling their glorious mission, and will
all the work of a Liberal character in this town. It not hav the time of the teachers or scholars expended
was due to his persistent effort that I was enabled to in inculcating superstition. D. D. Ryus, one of the
speak. here, which was the first Freethought lecture most energetic, enterprising business men in the
West, and his brave,_fair Wife take the lead in all
ever delivered in Guthrie Canter.
James France is an old Freethinker, having taken that tends to advance the material, social, or moral
the Boston Investigator for years. He came here interests of La Veta. They are devote!i Liberals
twenty-eight years ago; owns a fine farm in the coun- and workers for THE 'FRUTH SEEKER.
I delivered four lectures at the Masonic Hall to
try, and an elegant residence in town, where he at
present resides. 'Mrs. France is a woman of consid- steadily increasing interest. I am confident of a
erable independence and ability, and quite an original glorious future for La Veta, not only as a prosperous
thinker. Their family of seven children are all Free- and popular watering-place, but as a citadel of
thinkers. The girls-are teachers; the boys farmers, Liberalism.
On the train going to Albuquerque I found an
that is, those who are grown. I had a pleasant
visit with this family and bade them good-bye with unfortunate, poor, demented wreck who had gone
crazy on account of the loss of all his property
regret.
Other Liberals in Guthrie Center and vicinity are through the infamous trickery of some pretended
Isaac Ausberry,. Samuel Little, M. N.- McMellen, Spiritualistic medium. Some of my very best and
dearest friends are Spiritualists, and I am glad to
Floyd Walters, and Carl Wilson and wife.
At Bassett I spoke in the school-house. I had a acknowledge not alone their noble, useful, exemplary
good audience, and they seemed to enjoy the lecture lives, but their intelligence and constant endeavors
very much. Here, I found, Mr. Remsburg had to do all possible to advance human progress. but
been also. Mr. Brown, of Deerfield, had got him to these are the kind that, as my good friend Elias H.
come, but it was so stormy and the roads so bad that Gault says, are Spiritualists but not darned fools. I
the people from that place could not attend my do not think Spiritualism should be held responsible
lecture. I regretted this very much.
_ for the silly vagaries and absurd course pursued by
Joseph Huffman is the only live, working Liberal poor creatures whose overreaching schemes, having
at Bassett. He deals in Freethought literature; takes failed, hav produced softening of the brain. Yet it
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and gets subscribers for it when must be admitted the tricksters and frauds who, like
he can; has lectured on phrenology, receiving very barnacles, attach themselvs to Spiritualism, calling
fine notices from the press; is correspondent for themselvs mediums, are too often upheld and permitseveral papers, and is fitting himself for an activ, suc- ted to work terrible evil on persons of nervous or
cessful future. He is a young man yet, only twenty- excitable temperaments.
six.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., March 2d, 3d, 4th.-This city,
From Bassett I came home to Chicago. In every from its geographical position and surroundings,
way I regard my tour as a grand success. And in must inevitably become the great commercial and
closing this letter, I wish to thank you gratefully, inter-continental railway center of the plains.
sincerely, kind friends one and all, for your loving, Founded in the spring of 1880, it has already develtender care of me in my journeyings.
oped into a thriving, thoroughly American city of
Chicago, March 13, 1888. MRs. M. A. FREEMAN.
ten thousand inhabitants. It is admirably situated
on a level plain of the Rio Grande valley. The city
is provided with street railways, gas, electric lights,
C. B. Reynolds on His Western Tour.
extensiv water works, and ample hotel accommodaCANON CITY, -CoL., Feb. 191:.h.-Having canceled tions for all classes.
my Utah engagements, with the _promis that on my
Aside from the fact that .the accumulation of capreturn via the northern route I would slip down as ital here to meet the demands of trade givs the city
far, at least, as Salt Lake and vicinity, I returned advantages which no other point can command, the
from Delta to Canon City, where the friends had people are possessed of the liberal, energetic spirit
engaged the Grand Opera House for lectures on that prompts hearty and substantial aid to every en·
Sunday afternoon and evening. Despite the des- terprise which will advance the commercial imporperate efforts of the parsons, who-for this occasion tance of their city or afford employment to her citionly-united most lovingly in working the "stay zens. They are at all times ready and desirous to
awby argument," I had good attendance, and very afford every facility and bestow most generous submuch interest was manifest. I bad a most pleasant sidy on all reliable persons who will establish manuinterview with noble old Father P1kard. The sturdy factories.
old veteran rallied from his sick-bed, came to the
There is perhaps no city in theW est or Southwest
Opera Ho11se, and sat on the platform by my side where bright, faithful, industrious women and girls
during the aHernoon lecture. The great ability and willing to do housework can be so sure of .good
4-rerroM~~bl~ life of tbe ~oo4 ]}1;-:&ev, lUr. fi4~4 tre~tq~.egt ~n4 pi~ w~ses, Hired girl~'! rel)eire./~·o~
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$20 to .$40 per month. Here is a most desirable opportumty for the poor, struggling women of the
East to quit drudgery and starvation for competence
and independ.en~e. There is no show for dudes,
loafers, the dtssipated, or the shiftless. They hav
alr~ady a full supply ~f barkeepers and drones. But
bram or mu~cle desiring profitable employment is
sure to find tt here all the year round. Skilled mechanics are always in demaud. The elevation of the
country! dryness of the air, and proximity of the
mountams produce here the healthiest climate in the
United States.
Here extremes meet. Albuquerque has an old
and a ne~ town. The. old is indeed quaint, antique.
The MexiCan houses-If houses such little, low, miserable huts can be called, are built 0 ~ adobe, that is,
blocks ~f m~d and str~w, and crumbhng to pteces in
every d1rechon; the wmdows mere holes about two
fe~t square, few and far between. Progress is a
thmg beyond the power of the ordinary Mexican
mind to comprehend. If be can hav a mess of beans,
and a chance to dance and smoke, all his wants are
supplied. The women, most of them, are horrible to
look upon-dark, swarthy; dirty, wrinkled old beldames. Yo~g wom~n ar.e very scarce. They seem
to suddenly JUmp from gtrlhood to being wrinkled
old crones. Few of them can read or write but
they can tell their beads and say prayers. Not~iths.tanding ~his latter proficiency, they are, 1 am told,
hke the men, cru~l, degraded, treacherous, lazy. N 0
pen could descnbe the old town. ·It is situated
about two miles from the new; a rambling disjointed, unsightly huddle of dilapidated, broke~ mud
walls, scarcely fit for pigs. The houses are about
. six to seven feet high ; the roofs perfectly flat, made
of mud and straw on rafters that project over the
front ~all; th~ rooms always dark, dtsmal, dreary,
and dtrty; their average sleeping outfit a dirty bundl~ of rags upon the floor.
Yet this old town has existed for over a hundred
years, and o~ce comprised the ancient city of the
haughty Spamsh dons. Of course, there is a Ca.thol~o c~urch, a dilapidated old rookery with two primit!v. httle woode!l t?wers or steeples. The priest
tigtdly exacts hts ttthes, one-tenth of all his people
make or get; but that is not a very large amount.
The contrast between the old town and the new is
very great-one all sloth and decay; the other all activity, bustle, progress. Some of the Mexicans of
mixed blood evince advancement, and are in a degree
Americanized. In the course of a few decades a new
and very p~>culiar type of Americans will be developed. The Norse and Anglo-Saxon race located here
in a land having all the characteristics of the home
of the Sar~cen a_nd the Moor, must evolve something
of the raCial pomts of those people, and losing the
grossne•s of the Teutons, but retaining their vigor,
will make a new race susceptible of the highest conceivable civilization.
New Mexico is a curious land, with a quaint and
curious people. One catches glimpses of a strangely
marvelous past, of prehistoric times, of a people
pllssing out of existence, their monuments crumbling into dust, only a bare trace· or so of former
power and existence coming down to us. It is queer
to contemplate distiuct periods of race-life that here
exist side by side-the Navajo just from savaget·y ·
the Pueblo with his primitiv vtllage life; the Mexica~
with his methods of the dim past and profound indifference to progress, always. content to leave all
work and duties till to-morrow, and the eager, pushing, restless American, anticipnting the future,
crowding the work and duty of to-morrow into todav.
baspite the six churches in the new town, there
is a very large Liberal element. The very best peopie of the city are Infidels. I delivered four lectures
at the Opera House, and sold a very large amount of
Liberal publications. R. H. Greenleaf, one of the
most devoted workers for and admirers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, in connection with the genial Colonel
Wells, made all the necessary arrangements, and in"
sured the success of my efforts at Albuquerque.
FALL RrvER, KAN.-P. Van Hyatt1 who tries to
boom Fall River in the letter department of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, March 3d, makes an egregious mistake.
I can endure "blizzards," but I deRpise "blowers."
~t was not the little scrub village of Fall River I obJected to, but the miserable shiftlessness of its pretended Liberals. In consideration of their pleading
poverty, I delivered three lectures for the price of
one; yet, when about to leave, even my board bill
was not paid, and the landlord detained my baggage,
beinQ" for some time unwilling to take the word of
Mr. Van Hyatt for the two days' board. Despite imploring me to excuse their shortcomings, and the
most Rolemn pledges to send the balance due me to
THE TRUTH SEEKER office, it has never been sent. In
my reports I describe persons and places as they a.ppear to me-without fpar or favor. I "nothing extenuate nor aught set down in malice." If the Fall
RvPrites will send me the pittance of which they
hav defrauded mE>, I shall hav a better opinion of
their common honesty and their claim to Liberalism.
J~ is Christianit! to oontr~ct debts 1 to awfudle people

out of their just dues, and bav ''Jesus or some
othet nyth, to pay all the debt they owe:" P. Van
Hyatt Jnd Company need evoluting.
My days of usefulness would indeed be numbered if I had to deal-with many such shiftless folks
C. B. REYNOLDs.
as those of Fall River, Kan.

Sectional Differences.
.The Mis~ourians at;~d Kansans regard each other
With the kmdly feelmgs that existed between the
Jews and Samaritans. and for the same reasons.
We came here, but Kansnns were "assisted ami~rants" plant?d there by "Emigrant Aid Societies,"
hke the Assynans planted in Samaria.. They regard
John Brown and his fellows as heroes; we as murdarers and as having indistinct ideas about the title
to horses. During the war they hauled off nearly
every rail in the border counties of Missouri and
fenced their tree}ess prairie farms with them. Their
regularly enlisted troops burnt five towns in lUissouri. Our irresponsible bushwhackers burnt one in
Kansas-the historical sacking of Lawrence. Jim
Lane once made a speech in Leavenworth and told
about a paradise in this county called" Greenton
Valley," and how he found a wicked slaveholder named
Hook, and how he stripped him. Some one in the
crowd called out, "Where is Hook now?" Lane answered, "In hell. I left him in the bands of the
executioner!" I rode up the Missouri on the samf\
l:Yoat with L11ne, and both his temples were black
with huge blisters put on to save him from the effects
of his last debauch. I went on to Nebraska. City. he
got ?ff at Leavenworth. The first paper we got on
landmg told how he had blown his own brains out.
But the best is to come. Hook still livs in this
town. He is old. but" fat and sassy," and as jolly
as "old King Cole." His slaves hired· to him after
~eedom and are working for him to-day, and, what
IS almost unparalleled, they aU ke~>p the name Hook.
Nearly all the other freedmen took new names, to be
sure they were not the same old slaves.
. My older broth~r was flagm~n in a surveying party
m Kansas when tt was a terntory, between Council
Grove and Emporia. He kept notes showing the
quality of the land, taking the best land in Lafay. et.te county, Mo., as the standard. None of the
Kansas land was over third-rate. It causes us to
think of "poetical justice:• when we see Kansans
coming back through 1\Iissouri by thousands as
they did last fall, many of them begging.
I can tell Mr. Reynolds wby people skip Missouri
and go to Kansao. The part of Missouri where
there is the most room, and where there is stil1
plenty of government land, is the southern one-third
part of the st,ate bordering on Arkansas. Wbat is
known as " Bald Knobberism" is prevalent there.
When a new settler arrives, the old settle1·s take him
out at night and whip him, as they do not want the
purity of their community changed by foreign intermixture. Thi~ is discouraging to new settlers. If
not, they kill them. The Bald Knobbers are a peculiar breed of men. They are the old John A.
Murrell stock of people from the Tennessee mountains originally. Before the war they were horsethieves. During the war they were Union men
solely because they hated the rich slaveholders.
After the war they became illicit distillers and mardere.rs of United States marshals. The reason the
Missouri Republican of St. Louis (Democratic) does
not expose them is that they are in a Democratic
state. The Globe:JJemocrat (Republican in politic!!)
does not expose them because they all vote the Republican ticket. This is why people pass over Missouri ·into that natural and moral Sodom and Gomorrah, Kansas, and raise only one crop in three
years.
I hav beard the theory advanced that the white
inhabitants of the U aited "states are becoming much
like the Indians in their peculiar characteristics, FISC·
tion for section; for instance, there in Virginia, Carolina, Florida, and other Southern states, the most warlike; in New England themost intelligent, etc. The
Konza (Kansas), or Kaws, were by common consent
the meanest and most contemptible of all American
Indians.
.
A financial circular of March lOth says that "vast
amounts of real estate paper . . . eRpecially in
Kansas, are daily goiDQ" to protest," so Mr. Reynolds is
on the right track. Kansas is mortgaged to-day for
more than it is worth-farm mortgages, county and
municipal bonds, etc. It is now receiving somll accessions of populat.ion from Missouri. When a 1\'Iissourian swindles his creditors, he goes to Kansas and
set,tles. ''Birds of a feather,'' etc.
You may drink what you will and as much as you
can in Kansas, if you will do it on the ''whited
sepulcher " plan.
In view of all these facts, whPn I read :Mr. Raynolds's letter I" loffed and loffed" like an E·nglisbman
and rested awhile and then" larfed and larfed" like
a. Yankee. Mr. Reynolds evidently knows a thing
when he sees it.
Time at last makes all things Pven.
~~;r,in{lton1 Mo., March l3, l888. GEo. WILsoN.
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The necessity for the disestablishment of the Established church in Wales is becoming more apparent
every day. The Welsh are, generally speaking a
hard-headed and practical, b"ut, most unfortunat~ly
for themselvs, a very religious people· and it is not
~uperstition generally against which they are fightmg, but onlJ: one form of it. Being for the most
part Methodists, they hav a very strong objection to
paying tithes to the priests who are placed o7er them
by the patrons of the church livings, few of whom
are able to speak the language of the country and
consequently there is no feeling of sympathy bet~·een
the shepherd and his sheep. Of course the priests
;epresent them~elvs as very hardly used beings, and
mstead of relymg upon their deity to supply them
with food and raiment, or soften the hearts of the
rebels, they invoke th.e aid of the government, and
s~ddle the country w~th the cost of collecting the
ti~h.es. The childlike faith in God that these hypocrittcal scoundrels are so fond of preaching is not
con~idere~ of any practical good when the opportu.mty arrives for them to show how efficacious it
:mght be, and then they express surprise that Infidel:
1ty .<s~-called) should be spreading so rapidly. If the
maJonty of people would only think a little, and
compare the precepts with the practice of the clergy
the Christian re.ligion would be extinct in a very feV:
years. But owmg to the result of early education in
supernaturalism, they come to the conclusion that
the religion they profess is true, and that its paid
exponents are in fttult.
The bishops in convocation are sorely distressed
"that there has of late been a very marked increase of
the use of the afternoon and evening of the Lord's day
for ~musements of varioufl kinds in the upper and
fashiOnable classes of society." The real grievance
appears to be, not so much that the rich classes fail
to attach any sanctity to Sunday, but that their
example is being followed by the poorer classes.
For, although the wealthy may fail to trouble about
such. matter~; still they subscribe handsomely to all
the httle swmdles got up by the clergy, and that will
fully compensate for their absence from the churches·
but when the workers and toilers cease their attend~
ance t~ey also stop subscribing, preferring to spend
what httle spare cash they may possess on their own
comforts, and ·a few million widows' mites make up a
very large sum at the end of the year.
The bishops are graciously willing that the
workers shall hav one day in seven to themselvs, but
it must not be used for recreation, and consequently a
strong feeling obtains that public conveyances should
not be allowed to run on tbe only day on which so
many thousands are able to find out that there is such
a thing as fresh air. The clergy do not care whether
the laity are sanctified, damned, or annihilated after
death, but it is a matter of great interest that they
should pay to keep them in idleness during life. To
the t.ruly pious man there is no god but Mammon,
J. D.
and Christians are hiR prnpbets.

A .Falllt-~.
A dog who han ever bPPn remarked to watch all the doings of men with a sly, ob~erving eye, at length was heard
one day to PXclaim in rapture: ·• I hav found it at last-the
way to gain a dqminion over the minds of the silly of one's
fellows, and thereafter Ii v in au ngreeable state of very
limitP-d work and q1tite unlimitPd fa.vor from the females of
the flock." He immediately assembled all the dog., of the
neighborhood, and, getting on a stump, commenced leaping
up and down, yelping mRdly, tearing out his hair, and flinging his paws about. mPanwhlle talking in a way from which
all the dogs, after some deliberation among the old and sage,
were forced to conclurle be was mad. At which they all
knocked him off the stump, gave him chase, rolled him in
the mud, tore his hide, and finally brought him before a
grave St. Bernard magistrate and charged him with hydrophobia. The unfortunate anim11l, now humiliatetl and fearful, tried to save hirnRelf by alleging that what he was doing was simply preaching Christianity, and could not help
expressing surprise that its reception was so different from
that which, from the observations he had marie among their
mastcrR, he had had reason to expect. "Bnt," exclaimed
the judge with dignity, as he passed sentence of death, "we
are dogs, not Presbyterians." "Besides," added several,
haughtily, "we hav read the TJmTII S.&RKER ANNUAL for
18881"

Colorwl lngPrsoll's Lrgnl Styli".
Go•$•V A bout

La.nu~r.~

tn New York Trdmne.

Colonel Ingersoll is another member of the pictnre~qne
school of lawyers, and much resembleR Mr. Conkling in
oratorical propensitv. There is this difference, however,
that no element of self appPars in the brePzy speeches of the
colonel. '{'hey are heart and soul for his client. He is at his
best when engaged in presenting his facts. His statements are
lucid and full, his i!lustrationR dramatic and ingenious, his
manner frank and persuaRiv. His speeches in cnurt, like his
wicked lectures, are full of humor, invectiv, and tenderness.
I heard him in a recent case Ppeak of his adversaries as
"vulture~ sitting on the fence of expectancy." He allurled
to them also as •• lolling around the hole in the ground in
which my client was dhrging. and when his spade unearthed
the precious ore, they all with one accord jumped in upon
him and attempted to rob him of the fruits of his toil." At
this point his client, Edward StokeR plucked the cnlonPl's
sleeve and whispt-red in his ear. With a genial grin, Mr.
Ingersoll turned to the court. saying, '' Plea~c, your honor,
my client says that my metaphor is beautiful anrl true except
in so far as it represents him a~ finrling anytbing valuable in
the hole I" "Mortgage tbepe wires I" he exclaimed, at
another point; "why, you might as well talk of mortgaging
the track left by the flight of a tlock of geese througll the
!'ir f"
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Home Rule for Americans.
Mayor Hewitt of this city has set an exceedingly
good example to the other politicians, and one which
can be profitably studied in other cities ~d etat~s,
by everybody. The occasion was the rece1pt by h1m
from the board of aldermen of two resolutions requesting the mayor "to cause _the na~ional, state,
and municipal flags, and the Irtsh nattonal flag, to
be displayed on the flag-staffd on the city hall, on
Saturday, the 17th instant, in honor of ·the celebration by the Irish civic and military organizations in
this city of the anniversary of the natal day of Ir.eland's patron saint, pursuant to the power vested 1D
him by Section 198 of Article XV of Chapter· VIII of
the Revised Ordinances of 1880," and "to place at
half-staff a flag on fl!l.g-sta:ft' of the city hall on the
day of the funeral of the lamented Kaiser William.''
The last request wM granted by Mr. Hewitt, as
the American fl~:Lg was aU the aldermen seemed to require; and he also put up the Am~rican colors on
S~. Patrick's day, but he peremptorlly refused to fly
the Irish flag. On previous occasions, also, he has
refused to display the British, German, French, and
Italian symbols when requested by citizens of those
nationalities, and in a message to the board of aldermen he now givs his reasons for his patriotism. We
cannot help thinking they are sound, and wishing
that the revival of Americanism would spread. Mr.
Hewitt says:
.
" This city is a political organization including and
representing- the interests and sympathies of all !ts
citizens. Its charter does not know or recogmze
any other than American citizens, and by the law no
distinction exists or can be established between those
of American and of foreign birth. The whole policy
of our politiet~.l system.has been to efface all distinCtions between citizens on the ground of birth, and
hence even in foreign countries the government of
the United States throws the broad shield of its protection over th'l naturalized citizen who may visit the
land of his birth. In 1868, chiefly owing to the able
and persistent efforts of Hon. William E. Robinson,
then a member of Congress from the city of Brooklyn, the following laws were adopted:
"Section 2,000. All naturalized citizens of the United
States, while in foreign countries, are entitled to and shall
receive from this government the same protection of persons
and property which is accorded to nativ-born citizens.
'Section 2,001. Whenever it is made known to the president that any citizen of the United States has been unjustly
deprived of his liberty by or under the authority of any
foreign government, it shall be the duty of the president
forthwith to demand of that government the reasons of such
imprisonment; and if it appears to be wrongful and in violation of the ril~hts of. A.merican citizenship, the president
shall forthwith demand the release of such citizen, and if the
release so demanded is unreasonably delayed or refused, the
president shall .use such means, not amounting to acts of
war, as he may think necessary and proper to o?tain or
effectuate the release; and all the facts and proceedmgs relativ thereto shall, as soon as practicable, be communicated
by the president to Con9ress (U. S. ~evised Statutes).

"It will thus be seen that this country recognizes 1 warning which I hav been constrained to giv shall ha_v the

. . .
·
·
df ·
no d1stmct10n whatever between 1ts nativ an oretgnborn citizens. They are all under one flag, and owe
allegiance to the same government. It would be a
great injury, as it seems to me, to the rights of our
citizens of foreign birth if any public officer should,
in any official manner, recognize the existence of distinction in the nationality of American citizens. The
flag is the symbol of sovereignty. The public buildings are peculiarly the home of that sovereignty.
In them only one jurisdiction can be recognized and
suffered to prevail. Over them should float only the
flag of the country to which they belong. So sacred
is this right that the flag of the foreign minister or
consul, floating over his domicil in a foreign land,
converts it into the soil of the country which he represents. The display of a foreign flag over a public
building is, therefore, in direct contradiction of the
fundamental principle of 'home rule,' which every
intelligent citizen advocates, and which doubtless you
intended to emphasize by your resolution."
,
·
· an d
doc t nn,
This, we take it, is sound AmerlCan
appreciated and upheld lly none more than by Liberals, whose chief political aim is to enforce American
principles. All over the country, but especially in
New York, the foreigners are clannish and do not
readily assimilate with the American population.
Though legal American citizens, their hearts are in
allegiance to foreign countries and foreign rulers.
Especially is this true of all Catholic people. In
the Northwest, the German Catholics preponderate,
and they seem to care more for the authorities at
Rome than for their state or national officers. In
New York the pope is supreme ruler of something
like a third of our population. With th1s message
to the aldermen, Mayor Hewitt sent a table showing
the proportion of people here who are foreign-hom,
or of parents one or both of whom are foreigners,
to be 80.15 per cent. The nativ-born Americans,
with both parents nativs, are only 19.85 per cent.
The pure foreigners number 39.68 per cent. And of
nativ-born, with one or both parents foreign, there are
40 47 per cent. The English-speaking people of this
city are only 80.624 per cent of its total population,
leaving 19.376 per cent who cannot talk the language
of the country which protects them. Considering
these facts, Mayor Hewitt wisely says:
"What a change has been produced in sixty-five years I
The patriotic traditions of the Revolutionary forefathers, by
whose labor and sacrifices this country was made the refuge
of the oppressed of all lands, are thus preserved as the
direct inheritance of less than twenty per cent of the population of this city. Considering that since the time of Monroe 14,000,000 of immigrants hav come to our shores, our
power of assimilation js indeed little less than miraculous,
but in the presence of this vast tide of foreign influence it is
indispensable to erect every safeguard and to preserve every
muniment of free institutions. Of these, nothing is more
potential than the .flag of the country, which is associated
with memories altogether American. Its supremacy should
never be diluted by any suggestion of divided allegiance.
Let it be remembered that fully twenty per cent of orir population do not speak the English langU.age, and must necessarily be ignorant of our laws and incapable of understanding the genius of our institutions. To them the flag is the
emblem of power, and if the spectacle is habitually presented to their eyes of promiscuous flags floating from our
public buildings, they cannot be expected to recognize the
fact that the only source of power is the whole people,
whose unity and sovereignty are symbolized by the flag of
the Union alone.
"It will thus be seen that, if my views are correct, the
display of foreign ftags on the public buildings appropriated
to legislation and to the administration of justice cannot be
defended. To their use in the private or public festivities of
the nativs of foreign countries there can be no well-founded
objection, and so far as they tend to keep alive the ties of
family they serve a useful purpose, but whenever it is sought
to put them on an equality with the ensign of our common
citizenship, the claim must be firmly resisted on the ground
of public policy and of true patriotism.
"I observe with regret that my action has been thoughtleesly denounced in some quarters as the outcome of an unfriendly disposition toward the Irish people in their struggle
for national independence. A very little reflection will'serve
to show to these complainants tbat in my action I hav only
been giving effect to the principles upon which their cause
is advocated by all lovers of civil liberty, mys~lf among the
others, and that if it be right that Ireland should be governed by Irishmen, as France is governed by Frenchmen and
GPrmany by Germans, then it is equally true that America
should be governed by Americans, and that so far as the flag
is the symbol of home rule, it, and it alone, should float
from the seat of sovereignty.
"I invite your careful study of the facts presented, which
will serve to show why candidates for office are so anxious
to secure the foreign vote, and to prove also that the danger
line has been reached, when it must be decided whether
-A.mer!~n Qr ~Qrei~n i<l!l~B are to rule in tllis 9itf· H t4e

effect of arousing public n.ttention to the good, old-fashwned
American idea of home rule, homesteads, and home prod.
ucts I shall feel that I hav not. made a mistake in the
official action which my sense of duty has required me to
take."
To the American the facts presented by New
York's mayor are significant and humiliating. They
mean that the metropolis of America is under the
rule of a population who do not understand the
meaning of the word liberty, and who never will
1mtil they become free from the domination of the
pope. They hav, too, brought to our shores their
petty feuds and ridiculous religious cust?ms; they
are clannish, and vote for dC5uhtful candtdates who
are of their own nationality in preference to better
candidates who belong to the hopeless American minority. This they do largely at the dictation of
their spiritual rulers. Such a course must fina1ly be
fatal to our institutions, ending in their surrender to
foreign potentates.
Mayor Hewitt's message is the most statesmanlike
document that a New York politician has lately
evolved.

Facts and Speculations from Italy.
The Rev. Alexander Robertson, writing from San,
Remo, Italy, upon the religious condition of that
country, incidentally divulges a matter of interest to
the Freethinkers who subscribed to the proposed
monument to Bruno at Rome. It will be recollected
that the municipality of Rome, when asked for a site
upon which to erect the monument, refused to grant
one. It appears that this refusal was due to the
opposition of Torlonia, syndic of Rome, helped by
other Catholics. It is in connection with this that
Mr. Robertson tells an interesting story of retribution. Signor Bonghi was one of the most virulent
opponents of the monument project, and aided TorIonia in many ways. Signor Bonghi is professor in
the U Diversity of Rome, and one morning upon entering his class-room a hundred and fifty students hissed
him for over an hour, so that he was unable to deliver
his lecture. The explanation of their conduct was
that on the day previous he had spoken against the
erection of the monument. After some conferences
with the university senate and the authorities it was
believed that the aff~ir had ended, and that he might
resume his lectures. To minimize, however, the importance of the demonstration against him, Professor
Bonghi wrote a letter stating that they were not
bona-fide students who had hissed him, but only a
handful of roughs who had gained admittance to the
lecture-room for that purpose. The students again
showed their patriotism and opposition to clericalism, and disapproved Professor Bonghi's words by
hissing him out of countenance a second time. Their
action led to other complications, and, says Mr.
Robertson, things hav not yet settled down, The
university had to be closed altogether for a day or
two, whilst the students of other universities throughout the land took up the matter and sent addresses
of sympathy and support to their fellow-students at
Rome.
Torlonia, the syndic, has been punished also,
though not for his action in this matter. In the
recent jubilee of the pope, Torlonia presented his
homage to Leo, and was promptly dismissed from
office therefor by the Italian government.. This was
done because the government regards the clericals as
enemies of the state, and other syndics who signed
addresses_ to the pope shared the same fate. The
election~, however, in Rome last year, as was reported to the congress of the English Secular Society
last May, resulted in the selection of so many Christians that the desired site for the monument will
probably not be obtained at present, though funds
for the structure are in hand.
The Rev. Mr. Robertson relates that the relations
of the state and church in Italy are more strained
since the pope's jubilee than ever before, which must
soon, he thinks, inevitably lead to a decisiv contest.
That celebration . gathered the dignitaries of the
church, lay and clerical, round their head. They
were thus enabled to consult together, to measure
their strength, and to determin on their future course
of action. Previous to this they were anything but
united. Personal ambition, family difftlrences, and
jealousies of various kinds kept them apart. Now
there is at least a temporary agreement to sink these
petty causes of estrangement and quarrel, and to
unite their forces to make a stand and fight for the
restitl.ltion, Qf the temporal power, The clerical party
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bas received instructions to take an even more activ
part than they hav hitherto done in municipal and
senate elections, and to do everything in their power
to secure the election of clericals to all public offices.
These instructions are already being carried out
with a measure of success in various provincial towns
and villages, where the people are ignorant and do
not know their rights, and where, consequently, the
priests are nearly all-powerful. Hitherto the clerical
party bas been disloyal, now it is rebellious, Friendship with a priest is regarded as almost treason to
the state, and anyone seen in company with a clerical
is suspected. The pope is denounced as Italy's worst
foe; the priests as disloyal to the core; they are accused of being against the king, against the government, against real education, against civil liberty,
against all the rights as men and citizens which Italy
had fought and bled on many a battle-field to secure.
A town councilor of San Remo said to Mr. Robertson·: "We shall never make our young men honest
and patriotic until we deliver them from the influence
of the priests. Any offense against the state the
priests not only condone, but often commend."
In many towns in Italy the positions of schoolmaster are held by these disloyal and traitorous
-Romanists, and a strong effort is being uiade to
remove all priests from the public schools, and to
declare that the priesthood, as a body of men, is
disqualified to hold the office of government teacher.
School-books written by priests are not allowed to
be used as text-books in the schools, but the priests
hav been in the habit of giving them as prizes.
Signor Crispi bas just sent out a circular to all the
municipalities, and to the principal libraries, and
editors of scholastic books, in which he warns them
that the ministry cannot longer permit such books to
be so used. "Books of this class, so-called religious,"
he says, " are an offense against liberty of conscience
which can no longer be tolerated," and he adds
" that henceforth the scholastic provincial councils
will examin all books intended for prizes, and that
the government will punish any attempt to infringe
these regulations."
Mr; Robertson adds that he might multiply these
skirmishes, which are regarded in Italy as the forerunners of the actual battle soo:t;\ to take place there
between the church and state. In demanding and
intriguing for a restoration of temporal power, the
pope has set up as a rival to the king; his success
means the downfall of secular government, and the
state can no longer refuse to act. Mr. Robertson
professes to see in the coming struggle much good
for Protestantism; but if he has paid close attention
to the history of the Latin races he knows that when
they abandon the superstitions of Catholicism they
are :not apt to acquire those of Protestantism.

nothing injurious in it. Some other judge might
regard these as all right, and bold an art dealer on
copies of the biblical pictures, such as Joseph and
Potiphar's wife, exhibited at the Metropolitan Museum; while the right sort of a jury, gathered from
a Presbyterian church, would condemn the Venus of
Milo and every representation of femininity without its
winter wraps on. The only safe and practicable
plan, therefore, is for the world to eschew ~rt, grow
hideous and deformed, and revive the puritanism of
morals of two hundred years ago. It is no longer
safe to possess the beautiful.
All we can sa.y is, that if New York likes this sort
of thing, it is just the sort of thing New York ought
to hav. How a city of a million and a half of hypocrite will shine in the progress of the world !
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Editorial Notes.
"AN exchange wants to know • why it is, with so many negroes
dying, nobody every sees a black ghost.• It is for the same reason

that, with •o manY white people dyin~t, nobody ever sees a white
ghost."-NorrtstoU.n Heraut.
Just walt till Mr. Colby, of the Banner of Light, sees this
dogmatic declaration of the Norristown Herald!

A FRI!l:ND sends us a pretended '' death warrant " of Jesus
Christ, copied from a Spiritualist paper, which prints it as
genuin. The thing is a humbug and forgery, the work of
monks, and only the most ignorant can be deceived thereby.
The mendacity of superstition is wonderful, but not more
so than the credulity of the people.

WaY does not Anthony Comstock suppress Dr. Dix?
His late Lenten sermon is so obscene that a lady told a
writer for the Evening Post that she had " hidden all papers
having a report of Dr. Dix's late lecture from her daughter;"
that she" would not for the world hav such ideas put in the
mind of this young girl," adding that " she believe!! every
pure girl who listened to the lecture left the church less
'l'wo Christians.
Every now and again some fellow comes to the pure than when she entered."
surface with some real old-fashioned ideas, proving
JunGE BooxsTAVER has refused to grant an injunction rethat the race of Christians is not yet extinct, and straining the Fifth avenue stage company from running their
that despite the innovations made in religion by vehicles on Sunday. In a sedate and judicial way Judge
modern science a real Christian, so far as his brain Bookstaver poked considerable fun at Elliott F. Shepherd,
telling him that if he did not want to be identified with the
permits, does exist. Two of this kind poked their irr~ligious action or the stage company he should follow the
heads up recently.
Bible injunction, "Come out of her, my people, that ye be
The first was Professor Malcomson, of Dallas, not partakers of her sins," by selling his stock.

Texas. His specialty is astronomy, and in this
science he is an ally of the Rev. John Jasper. The
present accepted system, he says, is decidedly antagonistic to scripture, as is easily shown. That the
earth is a plane, instead of a sphere, agrees with biblical accounts, which plainly indicates that the inspired writers held that view. The sneers of Atheists (so affirms Mr. Malcomson) and the jeers of the
scoffers at religion receive a certain force from our
present astronomical theories, and the harm so done
to Christianity is incalculable. Upon this subject
Mr. Malcomson proposes to lecture, and maintain
the following points: 1. That the earth is a plane
surface; 2. That it is motionless, as regards rotating
on an axis or revolving around the sun; 3. That the
sun and moon are smaller than the earth; 4. That
the moon has a light of her own and does not reflect
that of the sun; 5. That eclipses of the moon are
not caused by the shadow of the earth. All of
which he proves by scripture.
The other Christian is the Rev. A. A. Robinson,
pastor of the Franklin avenue Methodist church or
Cleveland, Ohio. On the. Sunday following the Mt.
Vernon, Ind., cyclone, Mr. Robinson preached a sermon in which he considered, scripturally, what the
devil has to do with tornadoes. When Satan struck,
and was ejected from heaven, he became the prince
of the powers of the air. And with him are legions
of the fallen, imprisoned in our atmosphere, awaiting
the day of judgment. These persons are ceaseless
in their activity. They control the air, by permission of God, who, _for his own wise purpose, lets them
Let's All Be Hypocrits.
do it, as he lets cyclones of immorality sweep over
Judge Kilbreth has rendered his decision in the the land. Instances proving the devil and his lecase of Knoedler, the art dealer, and his clerk. The gions to be the moving cause of tornadoes are the
arrest was made some three months ago by Anthony death of Job's children while feasting, with which
Comstock, the pictures complained of numbering Satan was directly connected; the storm on the sea
thirty-five. Judge Kilbreth finds only two of them of Galilee, wherein· the devil thought to drown all
obnoxious to the charge, and these only technically, the fishermen while Jesus slept; and the cyclone at
owing to the narrow definition of obscenity laid Mt. Vernon, which, though full of mystery, becomes
down by the courts. Among those pronounced chaste clear when the previous two instances are rememby Judge Kilbreth are the ones upon which Mueller bered. For when Satan, a free moral agent who has
was convicted, while one of the two adjudged pos- not yet been brought to final judgment, as man has
oibly salacious is of clothed figures. The judge said not, operating in a region of greater power and
that the question of obscenity was largely a question. vaster responsibility than man, spurs the wind into a
of training; the defendants were morally guiltless; cyclone and by the abuse of the blessing of God
and that "the minds of the young" and the morals wrecks a city, he simply shows the nature which
of such men as Dr. Dix would hav to take care of works everywhere in those who abuse the blessings of
themselvs, for, said the judge, there are many other God.
To find bow far the world is to-day from real
things to be taken into consideration, and if we conduct ourselvs only with consideration for the minds Christianity we need men and preachers of this sort.
of the young we wouldn't do a good many things They bring the milestones of progress more distinctly into view. "In this age of fact and demonwe do.
On Monday Mr. Knoedler and his clerk and Com- stration it is refreshing to find a man who believes
stock went into court, where the art dealer and his so thoroughly in the monstrous and the miraculous,
savant pleaded guilty, were fined fifty dollars each, the impossible and the immoral-who still clings
lovingly to the legends of the bib and rattle-who
which they paid, and went out free men.
This disposal of this celebrated case only com- through the bitter experiences of a wicked world has
plicates the situation, and leaves the ordinary indi- kept the credulity of the cradle, and finds comfort
vidqal lost in dumb amazement at the beauty of the and joy in thinking about" the prince of the powers
scheme which places every art dealer at the mercy of of the air, and the cyclones he stirs up by God's perAnthony, a police justice, an old legal definition, and mtsston. "How touching when the learned and wise
twelve men. The pictures which convicted Mueller crawl back in cribs and ask to hear the rhymes and
are pronounced chaste by Judge Kilbreth, and a fables once again! How charming in these hard and
clothed picture is declared vicious under the decisions scientific times to see old age in Superstitiop,'~ Jap,
Qf t4e OOI.lt:ts, thou~h the ~ ud~e l:!.i~~elf Q9\~lq ~~~ !iH>: eager li~a uvon he.r wit4ere4 breast l''

------

A RKVEREND gentleman who has devoted his life to relig.
ious work, but who through all has been more man than
minister, writes to us: "I hav worked forty years among
rich and poor, an ecclesiastical nondescript. Much of my
time has been given to the lowest classes, for whom, outside
the churches, I hav had schools and missions, and arrangements for supplying the young and old with work. My regular parishioners in the city hav at the same time been of the
rich-' first-class,' foolishly called-and while personally
friendly to their pastor, yet regarded my best work as not
respectable.' Bishops and clergy hav openly opposed and
derided my work." Comment upon these comments is superfluous.
THE Nation a~ Baptist says, in an editorial on trusts:
b~td pre-eminence in all tbia matter belongs to
the Standard Oil CompanY. This corporation has, by ability, by
bolduPss, by utter unscrnpulousnesa, by the use of vast capital,
managed to control every producer, every carrier, to say nothing
of the IPilislat.ltres and conrh."
The Examiner, also a Baptist journal, comments:
"The four most promment men In the Standard Oil Trust are
eminent Baptists, who honor their religious obligations, and contribute without stint to the noblest Christian and phil~tnthropic
objects. The four leatlfng men in the • trust' are John D. R~cke
reller, William Rockefeller. J abez t\. BoAtwick, and Charles Pratt,
antl all of them illustrate in their da.iiY lives their reverence for a
living ChristianitY."
Further remark would seem to be uncalled for, not to say
unkind.
ONK of the St. Johns, Mich., papers just after Christmas,
last year, referred to our old friend Babcock this way: "M.
Babcock's Christmas-tree thiR year bore the sunny fruit of
charity in the shape of envelopes containing $5 bills for
several poor widows of St. Johns, and several dollars for
poor boys. Mr. Babcock's theology is not up to the ortho·dox standard, but when it comes to the solid religion of
clothing the widow and feeding the orphan, his record outshines that of many who, neglecting to scatter sunshine in
the paths of their less favored fellow-mortals, hope to mount
to joys celestial pn the clipped wings of creed and dogma."
Mr. Babcock is a bright and shining example to the Christians of his neighborho_o_d_._ _ __
CnuoKLING over the confiscation of Mormon church property, the IndP.pendent says : " A fairly successful raid has
been made upon church property long held in defiance of
federal statutes, such as temples, tithing houses, church
farms, and the like, and even upon snug sums invested in
stocks and bonds. Thus the sinews of war hav been seriously touched, and as a result, propagandism has been
largely paralyzed." So I Supposing the government next
tries its hand on the church structures in Washington worth
over fifty thousand dollars each; will the Independent ap
plaud that? How about that two or three million dollar ·
Catholic university to be built in our national capital, which
is subject to the same laws as the territories? Will the Independent demand its confiscation? If not, why?
"Of course, the

A ooRRESPONDENT of the New York Tribune waxes sarcastic
in the following short letter: ''Sir: With reference to the
attempt being made to tax the institutions in charge of the
governors of the New York Hospital, I suggest that if these
gentlemen had worldly wisdom enough to tack on to these
institutions a little religion, to call them Saint Somebody's
Retreat, or adopt some name by which they may pass for
1 religious institutions,' then our pious legislators would let
them alone, on the tax question not only, but make. them
generous appropriations ~esi~es.. I make this suggestl_o~ by
reason of the fact that mst1tut1ons controled by religiOus
organizations hav not only been free from the operation of
our tax laws and from assessments, but appropriations for
their support are annually made. True, all this is against
the 1 spirit of our institutions, • in conflict with the theory
of our government, a rank Injustice to many, and in OP_en
violation of law. But what of that? say those who claim
exemption for churches and other religious organizat~ons.
Is not religion of more importance than justice, than right,
than principle, than obedience to Iegal·enactments? Instead
of a civil government, with the church separate from the
state, with religion paying its own expenses, we hav 'a theological govemmeQt 1 supportiq~ n~ligious creeds !lnd sects.' 11
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NAPLES, N.Y., March 20, 1888.
Gxo. · W. BARNEs, Dear Sir: You are mistaken, sir. I do
not ask Brother Shoemaker to wenr shoes that pinch his feet.
But I do not want him to prohibit from wearing them another whose feet they do fit.
More than all, I do not want him, because he gets a misfit,
to kill the shoemaker, and thereby compel us all to go barefoot. Becav.se \here is a dish on the table which you do not
relish, do not kick over the table. It is not in good taste.
Besides, the dish which you dislike may tickle the palate of
another. But if you kick the table over, all must go hungry.
Do you understand? ''Only this and nothing more."
Let Brother Bunes bav his say; it suits nie exactly. My
ship will steadily pursue its course even though the trade
winds blow. "Variety is the spice of life." We naturally
look for it to be a little windy about the time of the vernal
JonN P&Oi:.
equinox.
ST. PAUL, Feb. 20, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been an occasional reader of your
valuable paper for several months past, and I wish to say to
you that I am quite pleased with it. I consider it one 6f the
ablest prints that it has ever been my fortune to meet. The
cartosms by Mr. Heston, I think, are just immense, and there
is in some of them more truth than could be told in a volume. I am satisfied that the pictures can hav no other effect
than that of doing good. Those who cannot read print can
read the pictures. It is the belief of n:any that the cartocms
in Ha1·per's lr'eekly, which Nast ma~e, bad as much to do
with the breaking up of the Tweed ring as any other influence, and, perhaps, more than any other. At any rate, we
hav "Boss" Tweed's own words to this effect. He said:
"I do not care what they print, for my constituents cannot
read, but damn those pictures! They can see." By all
means continue the cartoons, and as Nast was such a power
in breaking up the Tweed ring, so it may be that Heston will
be a great power to help break up the Christian superstition.
.Long liv THE TRUTH S&&K&R! Long liv Heston I I hope to
be a subscriber to your paper in the near future.
Very truly yours,
J. MONRO&.
FosTORIA, 0., Feb. 17, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: At the recent plenary council at Baltimore
the bishops agreed on regulations for their slav.:s and dupe"
in regard to what they ~;hall eat and what they shall drink
during the season they call Lent, and they are to be binding
for fourte€0 years. These poor dupes, who are called
citizens of the United States, bend the knee and giv up their
manhood at the command of a lot of Italian foreigners,
beaded by the pope of Rome. Ye gods! what a sigllt to
see I American citizens submitting to these foreigners to
the extent of receiving their commands when they shall eat
eggs, when they shall eat meat, and when they shall fast
altogether. The use of "bite meat is "tolerated" by these
oreigners, and the American citizen can use fat to fry wifh,
under the toleration of this foreign element. If the head of
the church and these bishops were American citizens, it
would not seem quite so bad, but for Americans to suffer
and obey such language is too much. Such citizens are not
fit to be in this republic, much less enjoy the franchise of
freemen. When will Americans see that to giv votes to the
dupes of the Roman hierarchy is giving a stab to the very
heart of the republic? They cannot be good American citizens and at the same time owe their allegiance to foreigners,
to the extent even of allowing these Roman tyrants to dictate
even what they shall eat and what they shall drink. 0 that
the eyes of the people may be opened in time to save this
glorious republic from becoming a mere tail to the Roman
kite, and sunk in ignorance as low as all countries are where
this Italian hydra gets into power!
J. DowNEs.
SPANISH FoRK, UTAH, Feb. 20, E.M. 288.
MR. EDITOR: Thinking it might be interesting to some of
the readers of your paper to hav a word from this part of the
Lord's vineyard, I write a few lines to say that both saints
and gentiles hav enjoyed a rare mental treat by a course of
lectures delivered by Dr. York. This county-that is, Utah
county, Utah-is the stronghold of the Latter Day kingdom,
and although the doctor bas been having great success in Salt
Lake City, I was afraid that it would be hard for him to
make an impression on the Saints in the country towns. However, we hav been gloriously disappointed. The doctor delivered two lectures in Provo City, on the 7th and 8th of
February, in the court house, The first night the house was
full, and the lecture, "Evolution; or, Are We Man or
Monkey-Which?" was delivered by the doctor with such
force and eloquence that it was pronounced by all the best
lecture ever delivered in this city. The next day the doctor's
friends got together and proposed that he ·should deliver two
other lectures, and they would rent the Opera Honse for the
occasion. The drctor giving his consent, Mr. Morwick was
delegated to wait upon the managers of the Opera House to
see what the house could be got for, and make arrangements
for the lectures. The man!lgers being blue-blooded Mormone,
Mr. Morwick was informed that we could not hav the house
at any price. So much for bigotry. The next night the
court-room was full to its uttermost capaci~y. The doctor
gave the managers of the Opera House a little of his mind,
and then delivered his lecture: "ln~pira.tion and Revelation;
or, How God Speaks to Mfln." The doctor seemed at his
best, and he did shiver the timber of the old ship Zion in fine
style. At the close the doctor asked his audience if they
wanted him to come again on the 7th and 8th of March and
speak to them. Said the doctor: " If you do, please hold
up your hands." The vote was unanimous. The doctor has
~lso 4c;livered three le~tures at fa!eon w~tP. equal resqlts,

and by request he lect~res there again on the 29th of March.
The doctor delivered one lecture at Springville, and is
engaged to deliver two more on the 27th and 28th of March.
I was with the doctor at these lectures. I never dreamed of
such snccess. The doctor held his audience spellbound for
over two hours every time. Thus the strongholds of .Zion
are being bombarded by this great champion of Freethooght.
The doctor is very suitable for this country, and I think it
would be wise if the Utah Secular Union could secure the
services of the doctor for another term at an early day.
H. s. BROOKS.
RooxPORT, M.o., Feb. 21, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Mrs. M. A. Freeman, whose equal is not in
the United States, or in Europe either, for that matter, has
been here and delivered three lectures in the Opera Housefirst, "Orthodox Problems;" second, "Men and Tlleir
Gods;" third, "His Satanic Majesty." She awakened an
interest in Freethought and universal men~! liberty that
will spread and expand and go on and on.
The logical reasoner and solid, sedate iconoclast, Remsburg, has lectured here ; and the poet-laureate and indefatigable lecturer and worker, Mr. Putnam, has lectured
here, but the majority decision is that the noble little lady,
Mrs. Mattie A. Freeman, is the best Freethougbt speaker
that bas lectured in Rockport. We hope Brothers Remsburg
and Putnam will share the laurels with J\Irs. Freeman, for
we think she justly deserves all the praise she .gets, and
more.
There is another subject I wish to agitate, and I wish all
Liberals to take an interest in it, and that is a lecture bureau.
Let every Liberal pay into the fund $1 per annum, and hav
a treasurer, said treasurer to giv bond and security for tile
safe-keeping of the funds. . With the establishment of such
a bureau we would hav funds enough to send our Freethought lecturers to every hamlet in the land.
Agitate, friend Liberals, agitate. Let us start the ball
rolling. There is not a true Liberal in the United States who
cannot raise one dollar a year for such a grand work.
Yours, as ever, for the right,
G. G. BEOK.
FoRESTPORT, N.Y., Feb. 19, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I hereby acknowledge the receipt of the
books ordered by me. To say I am satisfied with them
would only giv you a very inadequate idea of my state of
mind at the present moment, in which I hav just finished
cutting open the leaves in "Bible Myths." Before long you
will receive another order.
Although a reader of Tn& TRUTH SEEKER for about a year,
I hav not seen among "Letters from Friends" a communica.
· tion from the backwoods from Black river country. I hav
been a resjjent of Forestport for about two years, and am
therefore pretty well enabled to giv an opinion as to the state
of mental activity and Freethought in said place. The facl
that the people of Forestport-about four hundred-and
vicinity support and keep in a prosperous state four churches,
two hotels, two saloons, and three restaurants, will suggest
to every intelligent human being the supposition that the
good people, taken as a whole, are by gracious providence
destined to serve as a link in the chain of arguments pro.
duced in favor of evolution. We are the only two outspoken
Freethinkers here, Mr. Jeremiah O'Brien and your servant,
and both of us are looked upon as being Gorl-forsaken cranks.
Of skeptics there are quite a number, but these all lack the
necessary moral courage to avow their opinions, and are
consequently no better, but even worse, than. orthodox
Christians, who at least are honest. If I cannot promis to
secure you any new subscribers, I can at least comfort you
by pledging my continued subscription. Even if I cannot
always agree with sentiments published ill your paper, I am
not so "Cretorial" as to wish them smeared over with printer's ink, nor so "Shoemakerlal" as to stop my paper. I will
close for this time.
GusTAVE NELSON.

-·--

In'llestigator, and Rel~qio-Philosophical Journal all hav: subscribers here. Our· Brotherhood of Agnostic Moralists is
growing. We now hav members in nearly every state; and
among them a number of prominent Liberal writers and
speakers.
A. R. AYRES.
VINELAND, N. J., March 10, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I wish to respond openly to the account of a
Liberal organization named the Rice County Scientific,
Moral, and Reformatory Association, started at Morristown,
Minn. The account is on THE TRUTH S&&KER letter pages of
Feb. 11, 1888. Approval on those pages of the effort may
call more attention to the nature .and plan of work, which
appears more practical in these unsettled times than previous attempts at adult impreyvement; that is, if, as looks
probable, the work bases the reform'l.tory sufficiently .on
physical reform, which it must to be scientific. moral, and
durable; and if, to promote temperance, it keeps clear of
the church union and Prohibition came .. Tuese points assured and the integral culture advancing, Minnesota will be
the m~nitor state p )\nting to the loug;-dtllayed practical education that endows body and character with energy and
principle to uphold personal justice and national honor.
What Rice county can do, other counties in any state, having radical, intelligent, and enterprising citizens, may do ;
and a general movement of tile kind mig;ht ere many years
perceptibly rectify the features of soc1ety, and show favorably on commercial and political afftirs. The influence
would act on labor and capital as arbitrating leaven, for
manufactures must partake of the spirit that actuates any
considerable number of inhabitants. Au~iliary Secular
Unions might adopt this method of scientific culture in
counties, augment their 11scfulness tenfold in cherishing
noble individualities to stanchly face the frauds ot the age
and act only for the pure in public afft~.irs; pnssibly might
induce many to take worthy positions who now b1Lrter their
liberty for e~emption from ostracism. What rasping bondage I '!'his method will quietly favor truly improving unions;
the good in Socialism, autonomy, and majorityism will
peacefully favor the method; and tyranny will learn not to
assail it. Will liberty-lovers bethink tllem of the petty, sickly, and stupid ma~ses whose acceptance of frauds reduced them to poverty of purse and principle, subjected
them to the respectable scourge, the fashion fiend, the
Grundy myth, of the epoch, empowered with the popular
verdict and decision? Will they con3idcr the. fatal effects
on the sanitary, state, and business relations in a nation of a
general acceptl).nce of this all-prevailing and t:veryway be- ·
traying and enslaving influence? Affirmativ answer req 1ires
clear thinking and fearless examining of results. Are not
the summed-up abnormalities, countless oppressions, vices,
vanities, cowardice, restraint, desperation, etc., that these
constant tyrannies hav wrought on both sexes sufficient to
deplete the vast majorities and concentrate the wealth and
power? Then, if the thousand little falsenesses in habitsand
customs aggregate the mighty wants nnd wrongs, let us
commence displacing tile defiling and spurious by substituting the sauitary, scientific, and truly ethic,11. 0,1ly this substitution can relieve the submissi v m11ltitud"s and cultivate
to comfortable soundness their abused functions. Tue plan
here contemplated, this lyceum metholl of central officers
with clubs and &!!;ents in a given circllit, appears prac•ical
for the present. If counties or towns commence the reformation, states may follow, and insure large benefits and
ample success.
I will send packages of literature to distribute, as called
for by the pioneer society, as donbtless many others will,
wishing it much usefulness and wide imitation.
MARY E. TILLOTSON.

HANNmAL, Mo., Feb. 23,1888.
MR. EDITOR: I see that some of your correspondents are
still exercised over Colonel Kelso's question: ''Is there any
such tliing as Liberalism?" Answering for myself, I should
say certainly there is; and I wonder that such a question
should be asked. According to my view, there are with
reference to this but two classes, Liberals and sectarians;
and the two are as separate and distinct from each other as
day and night. 'fhe sectarian adheres to a creed which he
believes to be given by divine inspiration, and which hence
must be accepted by all mankind. He cannot consistently
admit freedom of opinion. He logically denies man's rigtt
to investigate. He simply says, " Accept the divine truth
revealed in our holy book, or be eternally lost." The Liberal, or Infidel, rejects all so-called divine revelations. He
regards human reason as the highest tribunal known to man,
and hence holds that every rational being has an inalienable
right to investigate and decide for himself all questions pertaining to his present or future welfare. But it must not be
inferred that he is a milk. and-water man ready to acquiesce
in everybody's views. A Liberal has as good a right to his
opinions as any other person, and it is not only his right, but
his duty, to advocate that which he believes to be good and
true, and oppose that which he believes to be false and pernicious. The term " Liberal," as I understand it, has reference only to the difference between those who assert the
authority of so.called revelations and those who advocate
the right of Freethought. It has no reference to the moral
character of either. As a rule, I hav found outspoken Liberals honorable and benevolent, but there are gennin Liberals who are the personification of dishonesty and villainy.
I believe I am the only subscriber for TBE TRUTH B&EK:KR
in this place. We hav a good many Liberals here, both Agnostic and Spiritual, but only a few of them subscribe for
anr Li~er&l paper, The Indepe~t fulpit! Ironclad 4ge,

ADRIAN, Mroa., Feb. 22. 288 A.B.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Swail says be is not an Anarchist, and is
worth $8,000, and will take my bet. Mr. Swail's boodle
sizes my pile; I cannot call him. If he is not an Anarchist,
[ will take his word for it. But it seems to me he is enthusiastic over the fate of those misguided men who were
hanged at Chicago. He seems to be honest, and is certainly
humorous. His reference to the Christi!ln murders is correct. But those men who were suspended between the firmament above and plane below in my opinion deserved it all,
and it is the only way to deal effectually with sucu creatures.
They merited all they got, and more of the same ilk will hav
to get a dose of the same. I do not fear Auarchism, or any
otller ism, and will doff my beaver to the hanging of all snell
cut-throats. We hav no use for snell elements.
Anarchy: synonym, confusion. It is a creed without conscience, promulgated by thieves, robbers, and advocates of
equal sharing of honest labor's fruits :with non-working
thieves, murderers. They are a bad element generally,
without any honor or other feeling than for·themselvs. Notwithstanding they affect to feel for their copartners, their
regard for each other is like that of a gang of wolves; on
one becoming wounded, the others tear and rend him.
Should one of their members become possessed of more of
this world's goods than his neighbor, he must disgorge or
lose his blood. No law is recognized except force-the big
dog chew the little one. _Anarchy is something for nothing,
as advocated by these disturbers of all law and order. They
know no moral principles; are totally without the finer
initincts of humanity. They are strangers to conscience,
hav no scruples, and acknowledge no eqnity. Blood, rapine,
plunder, is their motto. They are too cowardly to face their
su.bject, but take a secret course to ply their devilishness.
Anarchy-the word interprets itself, and those who advocate it are disturbers of gnod government. In a review in
the F'reetltinkers' Maqnzine for November, 1887, by John w.
Truesdell, is shown it£< true inwardness. The Anarchists
hav no excuse except a desire to plunder society and underm~e pqr jnstitqtion~. 'fhey- hq.v · ~o moral <;on.~iC?tiOJ:ll:l~
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They could not liv in their own country, and thought to dis- reasons why I cannot accept the theory of the evolutionists. ment of England set a price. I hav reason to believe my
rupt this land with their unreasonable demands. An An- I do not want to be misunderstood in this matter, for I father was one, for, though a lawyer and a mag\stmte, he
archist will not fight for the maintenance of his own believe in a process of evolution, which, although in some defied the Fugitiv Slave bill, which denied him the right to
government, or the land that has adopted him. He is a respects apparently similar, yet, under the microscopic eye harbor a slave on the road to freedom.
secret assassin. He reminds one of the story of the farmer of truth, is by no means identical with the theories proI am inclined to believe the late Wendell Phillips was an
and the frozen snake. After being warmed by the farmer's pounded by Darwin, Spencer, Huxley, Tyndall Vogt, and Anarchist. I recollect hearing him assert that every Molly
fireside, the snake attempts to bite him. Thus with the others. Before I proceed, however, I would like to ask Maguire hanged died a martyr for the freedom of labor.
viper Anarchist; he would plunge the dagger into the bosom those who believe in an unintelligent and unthinking nature He also, long before the secedin~ of the Southern states, ad.
that gave him birth. You cannot trust him; he is treach- one question. It is this : Why should an unintelligent nature vocated the seceding of the Northern states. The founder
erous, and would be a murderer. It is all bosh, thllt those decree that, whereas the .law is everywhere else universal, of THE TRUTH BEEKER went to prison a violator of the laws,
Chicago men had not a fair trial. Anarchists and their ad- cold contracts and heat expands, in water this law should be as construed by the powers that be, and diCJd a martyr to
mirers will not be satisfied with any verdict except acquittal, reversed and cold be made to expand? We with our limited disease contracted during confinement. I might go on
no matter what the offense may be. Their trial was impar- human intelligence can see the wisdom and importance of enumerating, but this"is sufficient for my purp'lse-except to
tial, and their punishment just. Such elements must be this, but how was it possible for an unthinking nature to do claim that the government itself is Auarcuistic11.l when it
subject to the influence of a heavy hand of suppression. so? This is only one of the many questions we hav a right violates the sanctity of the mails and privacy of homes at
An honorable foe is entitled to respect for his attitude, but to ask, but time and space forbid.
the bidding of believers in the sup9rnatural •. I do not share
the secret missil-thrower, with vengeance and forethought in
As it would be impossible for me to giv in one short letter Mr. Close's confirlence in the intel!;rity of the juclges. The
the act, is an enemy who is lost to all sense of humanity, and all the objections I hav to the evolutionary theory as a whole, judge who presided at the trial of the Chicago victims comshould be classed· with the vilest criminals. Good govern- I shall for the present confine myself to ttat which lies near- plimented the jury on rendering their verdict of de'\th
ment is maintained by its loyal subjects ; disruption is est us, the Darwinian department, leaving the rest for some against the prisoners "as h~ving done their work well."
brought about by factions. As to nationalities wh'l:> immi- time in the future.
Certainly it is out of place for one suppo~ed to hold the balI find that those who accept this theory must admit that, ance to make a jury cnmpliments. A!Sain, he says: "I
grate to this country, the Irish are the most loyal. If there
· is a stratum of Anarchy in their composition, it is incipient. according to this hypothesis, there was a time when the laws never hav expressed, and do not now intend to express, an
As a rule, they are a large-hearted people, and wish for of inheritance as they now exist, by which like produces opinion as to the justice or injustice of the conviction and
peace; and at home they ask to inaugurate their own syetem like, were not in existence; else how could the simple giv punishment of the seven Chicago Anarchists. But I will
of government, and that is but just. The more turbulent birth to the differentiated? How could that which has no say that the judge who presided at the court, and the jury
elements of other nations emigrate to this continent, where spinal column giv birth to the vertebrata? They must also who pronounced them guilty, were in a position to know
they bav more scope for their devilish agitation, or, more admit that the laws of variation, upon which this theory more and better in· regard to the guilt or innocence of those
plainly speaking, their more congenial practice, murder and depends, and of which Darwin himself confesses to be pro- men than any or all of those who think and talk merely as
arson, accompanied by theft, to appropriate their peaceable foundly ignorant, hav ceased to be, for never since man impulse or preconceived opinions dictate." I think Mr.
neighbors' belongings to their own rascally and unconscion- began to observe the works of nature hav any of these laws Close's opinion is expressed in language unmistakable. I
able use. Sooner or later, unless it is throttled, it will been found in actu~l operation. Whereas, none are more feel sure the mayor of Chicago must hav known something
assume gigantic proportions, and cause a worse condition of emphatic than unbelievers in declaring that the laws of -when he testified he was at the Haymarket meeting and
things than the late attempted secession of a portion of the nature are unchangeable.
ordered the police to retire-" that there would be no
United States. Look to it, ye who are in authority-sup- . Further, they must admit that this theory is unsupported trouble." I am not writing from impulse-yet I hav a high
press this hydra-headed parasite, or its insidious coils~will by evidence. It is unscientific. When men attempt to revo- estimation of that quality.
lutionize the world with such theories as this, they ought to
cause infinit trouble.
From Mr. Close's reasoning the verdict of that great jury,
Those people who land in this country wllo are disaffected be able to furnish evidence that will support them, or at least the people, is wrong when after the lapse of one hundred
expect to jump into a competency on their arrival. They they ought to be able to prove that science furnishee no fact3 years they denounce the verdict of the judge and jury that
are disappointed in not realizing their dream of wealth, and, in opposition to them. The followers of Darwin cannot even hanged men and women as witches.
being of a non-laboring disposition, commence to show their do the latter, for science is against them. Unless they would
Again : " And then, when their appeal for a miw trial
venom by inciting to equal rights without a particle of merit hav us to understand that the laws of nature are not un- went to the supreme court of the state of Illinois, shall we
to their demands. They are chronic disturbers, and nothing changeable, and that during, as Mr. Powell says, " that assume that the judges composing that court were actuated
but free plunder will satisfy. them. To be sure, the wage- enormous period of which we are, by the conditions, pre- or governed by any motiv not in accordance with justice
worker's lot is arduous, but honest labor is always rewarded cluded from knowing anything whatever," certain laws of under the Jaws, and with a preference for mercy?" I know
in one's mind, if not in plethoric competency. This country_ variation, of which they are profoundly ignorant, were in nothing personally of the supreme judges of Illinois, but the
is broad, and open to all, with a reasonable assurance of operation that hav since ceased to exist-unless this is the late Jim Fisk could, and did, buy the judges of New York;
moderate success. There are a plenty of broad acres that case, science is against them.
ana Daniel Webster in his lifetime claimed that all men
Even Huxley, in his address before the Geological Society, could be bought. Their " preference for mercy" is not apcan be had by occupancy. With health and a reasonable
amount of perseverance, a home for everyone can be cuved in 1862, says : " Obviously, if the earliest fossiliferous rocks parent in the sequel.
out. I see no reason for any trouble in this liberal conntry. now known are coeval with the commencement of life, and if
"And finally, when the great high court of last resort in
Every man can be a prince of a household, with something their contents giv us any just conception of the earliest fauna
our nation took the matter of a new trial under advisement
to call his own, instead of leading a life of wild, disloyal dis- and flora, the insignificant amount of modification which can
and decided against it, it seems the higllt of egotistical preaffection. My fellow-workingmen, be wise, and show your- be demonstrated to hav taken place in any one group of
sumption for irresponsible individuals to say that it is all
plants
and
animals
is
quite
incompatible
with
the
hypothesis
selva men. Factions will never aid you. I hav been a
wrong." Now, as to" the great high court," what was law
laboring man myself; worked many a day for inferior pay, that all living forms are the results of a process of necessary
at that court in R"ger B. Janney's day is not law there at
although a skilled mechanic. I feel for all honest workers. progressiv development, entirely comprised within the time
the present time. In view of the fact that one of the judges
They hav my true sympathy. I passed through the late war represented by the f<;~ssiliferous rocks."
of the present court was placed there by the money of a
I should say it was incompatible when I remember that
crucible and came out scorched. Am-a cripple to-day; hav
prominent capitalist, I cannot share Mr. Close's confidence
not walked for years, and cannot hope for any more of this science teaches us that, instead of the different species being in that tribunal. "Eg;otistical, irresponsible, presumptuous
life's pleasures. Will soon be summoned to the great roll- introduced by small and weak beginnings, and with dimly individuals," as Mr. Close seems to understand them, condefined and confused distinctions of species, the giants came
call.
stitute a large class at. the present time, who are beginning
I do not fear the future estate. If we hav a conscious first and the distinctions were as clear and well defined then to think for themselvs-hav they that right?
future, so much the better. It will not be attended with the as now, and we know they are so well defined now, in the
"We hav boasted, and rightly too, that America was and is
orthodox solution for weal or woe, but a grand eternity. If animal kingdom at least, that they are known even to the an asylum for the oppressed of all lands. But in view of reno immortality, then all is well. 'fhe hope or fear of the animals themselvs.
cent events, it may be necessary to modify that expression,
Even if such a thing as a change in the laws of nature
future should not influence our duty to each other or to ourwhen men who flee from oppression in the Old World come
selva. We should be men and women, whether an orthodox could be demonstrated to hav taken place in the remote ages here and while yet aliens proclaim their intention to destroy
hell or the Liberal future is before us. It is, in my mind, of the pa~t, here would be another questio~ for Atheists to our Constitution and laws, and to do it by revolution that
very fallacious to advocate an endless punishment for our meet. A miracle is a miracle, no matter if It be propounded shall drench our land in blood." Well, they place themselvs
unknown appearance here and short probation. We are not by Darwin instead of Moses. As to the supposition in which in the same category with Thomas Paine, the apostle of Freeevolutionists take refuge, that such a miracle might hav thought, who claimed the world as his country, as his coun.
to blame' fpr our existence, and not responsible.
happened in th.e unlimited period of time preceding. the trymen all mankind. Paine was undeniably the real founder
0. 8. BARRETT.
formation of the earliest fossiliferous rocks, while we might of the American government. Ia it the ideal government he
well refuse to discuss "might be's" in the study of science, intended? I think not. Will the ballot change it? We hav
FossiL, ORE., March 6, 1888.
we must deny them even that privilege, for geologists bav
MR. EDITOR : Possibly there are some so-called Liberals calculated that this earth has not been in a fit state for plants worked the ballot one hundred years and not advanced so.
who will think that my letters are somewhat out of place in and animals long enough for this hypothetical system of evo- cially.
It does not come with a ,e:ood grace for anyone to cant
the columns of an Antichristian paper. I can only say to all lution to accomplish its work of development.
about foreigners in a country undiscovered four centuries
such-do me the justice to read my letters in the _same spirit
It is not necessary for me to go on enumemting the facts
in which I do yours, always keeping in mind the universal which prove the contrary to this hypothesis. Suffice it to ago and which has had government but one century, and
really at this day has not an identified nationality, exceptbrotherhood of man.
say that this theory is unsupported by evidence. On the
Liberals, who profess to be so much better than their other hand, as far as my knowledge extends, I find that no ing Vermont and North Carolina. In the comme~cement of
Christian brethren, should practice what they preach. Mod- fact in nature, rightly seen, is contradictory to any par~ of Anarchism in America foreigners were a convenient necessity as for instance, Lafayette, and in the last war for perern epicureanism should show a decided improvement on Genesis, rightly interpreted.
.
pet~ity 'they were a still greater necessity, to place in front
that of ancient Greece. History tells us that Epicurus was a
This reminds me of a statement C. B. Reynolds made m as substitutes for rich men's sons.
man of pure morals. " He recommended virtue for the sake his letter from Colorado, published February 18th. He said:
One word for THE TRUTH BB:EKER and I am done. I simof its happy results, but his doctrins were so perverted by ''Thus geology exposes the absurdities of Genesis. Genesis
ply wished to cover the objections in Mr. Close's letter.
his followers that the word ' epicurean' has become a syno- locates fish birds and whales on the fifth day, and declares
The press of this country has become very debased at the
nym for loose and luxurious living."
reptils ( cre~ping ~bing@) were not created till the sixth." It present time and unreliable. THE TmrTH BEEKER has mainWhen I was an unbeliever I was not at all backward in may be that my Bible is different from anyone else's, ?ut
tained its su~remacy as a lofty, pure. and highminded jourdeclaring my honest convictions, and now I should be a this is what I find: "And God said, Let the waters bnng
nal the medinm for the oppressed. The objections of a few
double-dyed coward :were I to hold my peace. If at any ti~e forth abundantly the moving creature that hath life," on the
to i'ts caricatures I think are not well founded. It is ill us_
you should find that I am wrong in any of my conclusions, fifth day. Now, unless Mr. Reynolds can prove that reptils
trating the ridiculousness of the sublime. Should THE
explain it to me in a kind and friendly manner, and I will do not belong to the class called "moving creatures," I shall
TRUTH BEKKER become a journal of one idea, though that
thank you for it. The man who would not thank the physi- consider it my duty to respectfully inform him he is misidea should be the breaking up of religious intolerauce, its
cian for restoring to him his eyesight would certainly be an taken.
Respectfully,
MRS. H. A. RITOHEY.
tendency would be toward bigotry, and this is to be avoided
ungrateful being, even though the instruments by which this
in a family paper.
was accomplished were sharp and cruel.
Mr. Close speaks of the Nine Demands of Liberalism,
NEw YoRK, N.Y., March 15, 1888.
I shall never cease to thank that grand and noble old man
which
he favors, as do we. The Infidel does not wish to pay
M11. EDITOR: The letter of Converse Close in your issue of
who by dint of kind and patient reasoning led me to see
all the taxes. He does not believe in paying for prayers,
wherein I liad been mistaken. The struggle was long and Ftlbruary 11th is certainly a very strange production to emknowing nothing comes of it. lie do.es not b~liev~ in charit.f,
hard, but my better n:J.ture conquered. Having once arrived anate from the brain of a professed Liberal. At the age of but demands justice. He does not wish the Btble m the pubhc
at the conclusion that I had been in the wrong, it did not threescore and ten, spent in New England, acd always a
schools· neither does the Catholic. Here is where extremes
take me long to acknowledge it. The feelings that prompted toiler for my daily bread, I do not know but I may possibly
can me~t. He demands that Thanksgivings and fasts shall
Anarchist
in
the
sense
I
understand
it.
I
think
my
be
an
me then are the same which actuate me now to expose
be done away with. I agree to that. He demands no special
myself, througll the columns of this paper, to the ridicule of respected grandfather was one, for he, wit~ ?thers of like
privUe~es for ~nyone. This is democratic.
_
laws
of
his
country,
when
It
mcluded
such
stamp,
defied
the
those who desire to look only on one side of the question.
Qxo. M. DAVBNPORT.
Mf ~aiiJ. object ~ wrjt!-!I~ tbis lett~r ~ to giv 't ft~W pf the M.l'r<:ll!~t!! ~il Qeor~e W~shin~on 1 on w4o~ llead the ~overJ1,

~
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
Ri'Der, Mass., to ttJhom all OommunicatWns for
his Oorner alwuld b6 sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes' a pa.use in the day's occupations
That is known &s the Children's Hour."

My Loom.
I spun my woof of dewy sprays

When prairies were in bloom,
And tried to weave a hiry web
UPon my little loom;
Wild roses in their sheen of leaves
To twine the misty threads,
And, drifting from the summer skies,
Snch blue and tender shreds.
The eveninll' ra.in on prairie grass
B•·on!l'ht chains of crystal gems,
And mornin!l' glories in and out
Along their twisted stems,
And bird•, and bees, and reaching vines
Between and to and fro,
With every sweet thing nea.r or far
Where summer blossoms blow.
MY skeins in wrought with lilies pale
That I had laid awaY
Were rent by care and toil and painlily roses fell to clltY;
My pa.ttern floated from my hand
While yet it was so new.
I could not sing the son!!" of rain
Nor stay my scraps of blue.
Along the hills my pa.ttern lies,
Kept green bY" fleecy •now,
And care is kinder now to me,
And blossoms soon sliall blow.
Through crimson bars and gates of gold
The days a.re ~rowing lon~r,
An<l some small shred I yet may find
WHhin my loom of song.
Frenclllo•~n. Neb.
MARY BAIRD FINCH.

His Mother's Boy.
A mother once owned just a commonplace boy,
A shock-headed boy,
A freckle faced boy,
But thought he was handsome, and said so with
joy;
For mothers are funny, you know,
Quite •oAbont their sons' beauty, yon know.
His eyes were quite small, and he blinked in the
BUD;

But abe sairl it was done
As a mere piece of fun
And gave an Hpression of wit to her son;
Fur mothers are funny,you know,
Quite soAbout their sons' beauty, you know.
His nose. one could see, was not Greoian, but pug,
And turned no quite snug,
Like the nose of a jug;
Bnt sbe said 'twas ·• piquant," and gaTe him a hug;
For mothers are funny, yon know.
Quite soAbout their sons' beauty, yon know.
The carroty lovelocks that covered his head
She never called red,
But auburn instead;
" The color the o!G masters painted," she saia;
For mothers are funny, you know,
Quite soAbout their sons' beant.y, Yon know.
Now, boys, when your mothers talk so, let it pass;
Don't look in the glass
Like a va1n, silly lass,
But go tend the baby, pick chips, weed the grass;
Be as good as you're pretty, yen know,
Quite soAs good as you're prPtty, you know.
-Ellen V. Talbot 1nSt. Nlc11olas.

An Interesting Letter.
EDITOR CHILDREN's CoRNER : I would like
to say a few words to the little readers of the
Corner.
One would hardly think that an old man
would be interested in the letters each week
in the Corner from the various correspondents, but I read every one of them.
At the longest, my time is short, and at no
distant day some of the little writers must
take my place. I regard them as a bow of
promis, and it does my old heart good to see
so much intelligence manifested in those letters from !Joys and girls so young. They are
really bright and spicy, and many of them
contain ideas which would be a credit to
much older people.
But it must-be considered that these bright
little pets are mostly children of Freethinkers,
and _their minds hav been properly directed.
And, what is more, they hav not been compelled to spend their time in committing to
memory passages from an old obsolete book,
nor in answering dull and useless questions
asked by the Sunday-school teacher which
nobody knows anything about, and which
would be of no benefit if one did know.
On the contrary, they hav spent their time
in reading good and useful books, and their
minds hav not been dwarfed by dogmas and
creeds, but left as free as the birds of the air
o e~plore r;verr hight ~nd. to qeect;n\l ~9

every depth in search of truth, and the result
is that a brighter lot of little boys and girls
are nowhere to be found. I am- proud of
them, and would not be afraid to pit them
against an equal number of boys and girls of
the same age who hav been educated in the
Sunday-school.
But, my little friends, it is not enough for
you to be smart; I want you to be good, and
show to the world by your every-day conduct
that it is not necessary to build costly
churches, and- pay indolent priests and ministers vast sums of money every year, to hav
the people good.
Every boy and girl who writes such bright
letters for the Corner knows that he or she
ought to do right. It would grieve me to
think there were any among them who would
knowingly do wrong. I want to think of
them only as bright and pure, like drops of
dew which fall from heaven.
" There is a road to goodness, and the
aggregate of happiness to the race will
mainly depend upon the number who striveto walk therein."
Every morning when you wake from sleep,
before you get out of your warm beds, form
a resolution that during the day you will do
nothing amiss ; that you will be kind to all,
and obey your parents, and show a proper
respect for those older than yourselvs, ana
treat with tenderness those who are younger
and look to you for help and protection.
Each night after you lie down, before you
go to sleep, think of what you hav done
through the day, and if you find that you
hav done what you ought not to hav done,
or hav neglected to do something which you
ought to hav done, promis yourself to do
better on the morrow. 'l'his will be far bet_
ter than saying silly prayers, which can effect
nothing, and do nobody any good.
Neither let superstitious people impose
upon you by telling you that it is wicked to
be cheerful, and vivacious, and merry, and
that the old black man, or some evil spirit
will get you if you indulge in innocent games
and pastimes. For the young to engage in
innocent sports is but the prompting of nature,
and is not wicked or bad. Reasonable peo_
pie will not expect the young to look as
solemn as the grave, and act as if they
thought it a duty al\\<ays to be in mourning.
I used to teach boys and girls to read and
write and cipher, and a merry time we had of
it. At proper times I would giv them a loose
rein, and frequently joined in their sports,
but rarely spoke a harsh word to them or
punished them. Many a time I hav carried
a little boy or girl home from school on my
shoulder.
·
Though many years hav passed by, yet my
mind reverts to the happy hours I hav spent
with the children by joining in their sports
and conversation, and by the cheerful songs
we used to sing. It seems that I can almost
hear their merry voices while I am writing.
It was inspiring in the morning when all
voices joined in singing :
Behold, our happy band appearsAway, away to school!
The shouts of joy now fill our earsAway, away to school!
And another, quite a favorit, had the following:
Oh, how swiftly ! how swiftly I
The bird flies away
To her nest in the tall forest tree.
Oh, how sweetly! how sweetly!
She sings all the day,
And is happy as happy can be.
Oh, these were golden hours I and they left
a lasting impression upon my mind.
Still o'er these acenes my mem'ry wakes,
And fondly broods with miser oare.
Time but the impression deeper makes,
As streams their ohannels wear.
Sometimes, while reading; the letters in the
Corner, my old head turns to a camera, and
before I kQow it I am taking fancy pictures
of my little far-away friends. One has golden
locks and blue eyes; another is dumpy and
rosy; and so, as I read each letter, there is a
picture formed in the mind of the one who
wrote it.
Sometimes my fancy takes wings, and I
imagin myself on some beautiful lawn, surrounded by all the children of the Corner,
having a gala day, happy and joyous.
I wish I could induce every little truth
seeker to start in the morning of life with
a full determination to make the world better
by his or her example and influence. And I
would hav them understand that goodness is
the real foundation of true greatness.
Now, I hav written my little friends quite
a long letter-so long that I am afraid that
Miss Wixon will think the letter is not worth
the space-and I would like to hav each one
write to m1;1, Of cour~e l cou.l<l not fiud time

blow-pipes, very similar to those now used at
Madam Rieth's establishment, lilowing glass
over the representation of a fire. A glass
bead was found at Thebes, bearing the name
in hieroglyphics of the queen of Thothmes III., and she lived about fifteen hundred
years before Christ.· The most elegant work
was done in glassware painting, gilding, and
Naples, N. Y.
[We thank our friend for the noble senti- cutting by the ancients, and we hav diRcovments contained in the above letter, and trust ered among the ruins of Nineveh many lovely
the readers of the Corner may often hav the designs. The Greeks knew of its manufactbenefit of the riches of his mind and experi- ure, for many fine specimens of their workmanship hav been found in their old toinbs,
ence.-Eo. C. C.]
some of which, taken from the island of
Cyprus, may be seen in the Metropolitan
Correspondence.
Museum of Art in New York. Glass cups
AxTELL, TEX., March 8, 1888.
Miss WIXON: I am a little girl five years and vases of glass were put in the tombs to
old, and hav been going to school some this hold the tears of surviving friends when they
and last year; can read some, but can't write.
My papa takes THE TRUTH BEEKER. I like visited the resting-places of their dead. It is
the pictures, and the letters in the Children's not known that glass was generally used for
Corner. I am studying spelling, reading, nnd windows until the close of the third century,
arithmetic. I hav a little baby brother. You but St. Jerome says it was not thus used
must put this in the Children's Corner, it being until the end of the fourth century. And at
my first letter. Your little friend,
first glass was only used for church windows,
LAURA WALTERS.
and even so late as the sixteenth century in
(Written by her papa.)
England it was only the very wealthy who
MURRAY, IDA., March 1, 1888.
could afford to hav glass windows in their
DEAR MADAM: Our teacher wants us to houses. It is said, however, that windowwrite to somebody, so I thought I would glass was found amid the ruins of Pompeii,
write to you. I would like to correspond
with some of the children of the Corner about but the houses there generally had a kind of
~y own age, which is eleven. I go to school talc for windows.
every day, and I am in the Fourth Reader.
It is less than three hundred years since
I hav two brothers; one is nineteen years mirrors were made, before that polished
old, and the other is- eight. And I hav two
sisters, one sixteen years old, and the other metals being the only '' looking-glasses "
will be one year old the 4th of March. The known.
The art of glass-making has beeh brought
snow is nearly all gone, and we hav had a few
sunny days, hut to-day has been very windy. to great perfection, as may be seen in the alThere were two dogs poisoned here, and the most numberless articles made with it and
boys buried them on the hill, and some of the now in use. The sciences are greatly ingirls went up and sang three songs, but I did
not go. For fear I should take up too much debted to it, and could make little hea:lway
without it, more especially in astronomy and
space, I will close for this time.
Yours respectfully,
THERESA ERVIN.
chemistry. The lenses in the telesco-pes bring
other worlds to nearer view, which could not
be were it not for glass. Indeed, we can
~cienct ·~olumn.
scarcely turn any way that we do not see the
necessity and great use for glass.
An Hour With the Glass-Blowers. The utensils for making glass are very simple-a blow-pipe, shears, pncellas, a pair of
It was at Madam Rieth's glass-blowing
spring tongs, and a battledore, together with
rooms ; and the madam herself, a ~ndsome,
compasses, calipers, and a yard-stick.
dark-eyed lady, is an artiste in her line of
The finest and purest sand in the world
work. With her dainty fingers she pulled,
used in the manufacture of glass is found in
twisted, and curled strings of glass into
Massachusetts among the Berkshire hills. It
many fanciful shapes and images. And Prois exported to Europe and is- called there
fessor Rieth, too, like a Bohemian magician,
"Berkshire white sand." The grains are
seemed to change whatever he touched into
white and clear like quartz crystal.
glass animals, ships, flowers, etc. And so
There are other ingredients besides those
also did ~he several assistants deftly turn and
named above added in making the different
blow bits of glass into all sorts of pretty and
kinds of glass, but they are all of a simple natattractiv articles, to the amazement of the
ure. Lead is used in making flint glass, and
lookers-on. I am not sure that the gentleblack bottles are made from rock salt and
manly agent of the concern, J. S. Clark,
sand from the river-bed, with carbonate of
could not, with a twist of his hand, and a
liine from the soap works at Newcastle, EngRoeus-pocus, presto, change I make a little
piece of glass turn into a gazelle, a goblet of land.
In ornamental glass, the Bohemians and
wine, or a Cinderella slipper, at a moment's
Venetians take the lead, but America may
notice.
The children were perfectly delighted with compete with the older nations in the manuthe beautiful doll, all dressed in blue glass, facture of the useful articles of glassware.
made in the latest style" of dressmaking. Her The lenses for the great Lick observatory in
shawl was a marvel of beauty in spun glass, California, the best lenses and most power.
with glass fringe that looked like finest Rilk. ful in the world, were made in Cambridge,
But the greatest attraction was the " Fairy Mass.
Queen," the largest glass steam-engin in the
Last summer the writer went through the
world, under full head way, puffing and blow- great glass manufactory in the quaint old
ing, ~~:littzring and gleaming, like some jew: town of Sandwich, Mass., and witnessed the
eled thing of life.
process of making glass in all its various
Now, let us talk a little about glass and stages. It was interesting to see a workman
glass-making. Glass is in all our homes and pick up, with a long tube, a lump of melted
in all civilized places. Take a glass salt- gla~s, looking for all the world like a little
cellar or other article in common use-what batch of dough, draw it out of the furnace,
is it? Why, only a little extra fine sand, pull it, pinch it, work it into shape, and; in
some lime, some water, a pinch of soda or less than five minutes, produce a bell.utiful
some other alkali, all melted together, and glass tumbler. The furnaces are heated with
fashioned into shape.
oil, and must be very hot to melt the ingreWe seldom pause to think how much we dients. In fact, the heat is so great in the
are indebted to the discovery of glass, or into large manufactories that men cannot stand it
what general use it has come. It is one of to work there long at a time. In the fancy
the greatest servants of mankind.
glass- blowing, as so skilfully done by
Pliny tells a story about the discovery of Madam Rieth's troupe, ordinary burning gas
glass in this way : Some sailors of Phcenicia is used, and sand, sulphur, and water are the
were crul$ing up a river in Palestine one principal articles used, with some other subS:~_-_)V__:_
time, and landing, they sought a spot on stances for colori_ng.________
which to place their dinner-pots, preparatory
QUESTiol<S -Of what is ordinary glass oompo.ed 1 Relate the a tory that PlinY tells of the
to cooking dinner. When they had found a rliscovery of glass. I" it snppos~d to be oorreot 1
"t bl
1
th
th d
h"t
What can you say of the nse of glass in olden
SUI a e P ace
ey ga ere some w 1 e times 1 How lon!l' before Christ was it in nse 1
stones, as they supposed, upon which they What of the srlaas bAad found in Th~bes? Where
laced their kettles and made a fire. The ia Thebes? Where hav manY beautifnl desigos in
P
glas•ware befn fonncl? What. may be found in
white stones proved to be nitrum, or soda, the l\{dtropnlltau Museum in New York 1 What
·ng
Wl"th
the
sand,
lt
produce-d
a
rundid
theforT
anoients
11lass first
cups used
and for
vaseswinin
and' fusl
Whenplace
was srlaas
tombs
ning stream, very clear and beautiful. And dowBT Was it used in Pompeii 1 Tell what yon
know of Pompei! and HArculaneum. When were
this was glass. But this tale is not accepted mirrors first made? What answer~d for mirrors
as genuin.
pr<'vionsly 1 What special •ciences are grea.t.ly indebted tO glass in t-he pUl"Mtlance Of PCience 1
Glass has been in use a long time, and the Where were the lensos for the great LICk Ob•erva.
·
tory made? Name the tools used in making glas•.
art of makmg it was known to the anCients, Where ia t.he best aanrl found for manufacturing
especially the Egyptians, who were appar- glaasT What mat~rials are med in 11111t glass? m
black bottles? What nations tH!te t,he lead in
ently familiar with the art as early as three oruamental ~tlasa-making? in the meful glass
thousand years before Christ. Pictured upon artioles? Dodcribe the making of a tumbler.
.
.
W!th what are the furnaces heated 1D glasS·Jll~lt·
tlle !lnQll:llt towl;)s at Thebe!$ IH"tl P.ll;lll wttl:~ , illi T Illll&t tll~> l!~!l!t b~ -verr greM 7
to answer all of them, but I should be delighted to receive their letters.
Hoping that I may hear from many of my
little friends, and that I may be able in the
future to giv them many useful hints, I send
greeting, my sincere regards, to all the little
truth seekers.
JoliN PEOK.
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a. tllou•aud IUII~s as wt!l a• ••IJI". per reg. mall or
tXllr~ss. luclo•e $1 or $~.and I will r.turu free.
. All watches aua work w.. rranLtd to glV satisfactiOn, or cash rtfundPt1.
01'10 WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.

lna-ersoll's 'l... ribut.es.
REDUCED IN PRICE,
We hav made arrangements wherebY we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. lngHsoll•s a.t greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned pa.per,18x22 inches, illumi·
na.ted border, large clear type, suitable for frame
in~. The titles a.re:

The Vision of War,
The Grant Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.
The price of these heretofore ha.s been 75cts. We
offer them at FIFTEEN CENTS EAOH ; THE
THREE FOR FORTY DENTS.
Mailed secure
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Pl.. New Yorlt.
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T:BXAS.

L •. .A.ndruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.

NEW YORK:

UTAH.

James A.shman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A.. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
,

UJ>LL:>n.t!.u

AT THE TRUTH SEEKER

SEL~'-UON'l'R.A.IHU'l'lONS

WASHINGTON TBRRITORY.

OJ!' 'fHE

BIBLE.

W. Wedeken, Montesano.

A perfectly. r~lia.ble, accurate pamphlet. 'l'honah
anonymous, 1t 1s now known to be the work of W
H. BUBB, one o.f our ablest correspondents. More
than 80,000 oop1es ha.v been sold. Price, 15 cent.s.
For sale at th1s office.

BNGI.AND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
. London.
W. J. Ramsey, 28Stonecutter st.,London,E.C.
AUSTRALIA..

Mrs. J. Hadfield, Market st., Sydney, N.S. W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
NEW ZEALAND.

A. D. Willis, Wanganui.

Ha.ll of Science, Broome
s~., N. Y., 1829 (frontisptece).
Theo. Parker,
B~nj. Franklin,
Wm. Lloyd Garrison,
Abraham Lincoln,

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a.
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur~r are:
The Church a.nd Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showinll' the creeds of the prisoners in the pen·
itentiar1es; the Church a.nd Civilization; the
Church a.nd Science; the Church a.nd Learning;
the Ohurch and Liberty ·hthe Church a.nd tlie
Ant1sla.very Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement; the Temperance Reform; t4e
Church a.nd the Republic.

THE NEW YORK TRUSS CO.,

and most thorough work ever-written on the
Sabbath from a. ration# point of view. Large
and ha.nddome print. The question is discu•sed
under the followmg heads: Oligin of the Sabbatic Idea.; The Jewish Sabbath.;. The Chri•tian
Bcnptures and the Sabbath;· .l!ixa.mina.tion ·of
Sunday Arguments; Origin of Christian Sabbath; '£estimony of the Christian Fathers; The
S .. bbath Juring the Middle AjreB; The Puritan
Sabbath; Test1mouy of Chnstia.n Reformers,
l:lcholar'tt and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
La.wd. .I:' rice, 25 cents; six copies, $1.00.

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Religwus and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, a.nd vin·
dica.tes his name from the aspersions ca.st upon
it. Ohowe extracts from " Common Sense,•
"Amenoan OrlBIS," "Rights of Man," a.nd "Age
of H.eason "are givea: also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Europe and America., many of them
written expres•lY fot this work. Second ed,ition, 160 pages, printed on fine tinted Qaper,
neatly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 71; uents.
·

Image Breaker.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washington a.n Unbeliever ; Jefferson a.n (] n believer;
J'a.me and We•ley ; Christian Sabbath. Ea.oh
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 uents; per doz. 40 cts.

The Apostle ot" Liberty. An address

delivered in Paine Ha.llJ before the N. E. Freethinkers• Convention, ola.nua.ry 29, 1884. :Price,
10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEXEB 00,

Geo~ Washington,
Stephen G1ra.rd, .
Gilbert V a.le,
LYdia. Maria. Child,
Garritt l:lmith,
John W. Draper.

MIRACLES

THE ARISTOTLE of this Age
The Heavens a.nd the E>trth, and !Ibn ancl Anima.'" cle•cnhed. A work without a. pai""llel, by. H.
B PBILIHIOOJ(.
.
Work of EIPctricit:Y in NaturP ................. $2.00
'f uat and Wllere IS G .. d.............. . . . . . . . . . ~ 50
Oa.use 8ud Cure of D•sett•e .... , ............... 2.011
Rolr}t ontrol or People....................... 2 GO
Mating in Ma.niaae................... . . . . . . . . . 1.0<!
PHlLllHOOK AND DE-IN,
184 Dettrbotn st., Cbicago.
arSend for ciroulars.
4tl3

28 WHITEHALL S'l'., NEW YORX,

Will send pure Quinine Pills, 2 grains, by mail for
75 cents per hundred, 40 cents for fifty. Tonic
!'ills for lo•S of appetite a.nd strength, s, cents per
hundred. A good '!'ru•s for $1.50; ~~:iv size around
body, state which side is ruptured. For $1 with
10 cents for po•ta.ge, we w1U send 3 pairs of our
celebrated Acme Lens Spectacles or Eye-Glasses
for trial; select the pa.ir tha.t fit• and return the
other two pairs. Send a line of the finest print
you can rea.d 15 inches from the eye. It you are
Bible .Morals. Twenty Crimes and nearsighted
wr1te us before sending. Wr1te us
Vices Sanctioned by Scrimure; Falsehood and for cata.lo~ of Abdominal Supporters, Skirt BuPDeception ; Ohea.ting; Theft a.nd Robbery· J?Orterdl Suoulder Braces, and Elastic Stockmgs
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars ol ror swe led hmbs and enlarged veins. We wa.nt
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; In- h•dY agents. We ha.v the sole agency for the
tol£!ra.noe and Pers~cution; Injustice to Woman; well·knuwn Acme Blood B.-lm, sa.1d to be almost
Uu>Uuduess _to Children; Cruelty to Animals; infa.lhble in the treatment of all Blood, Lung,
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Wit-chcraft; and L1ver diRorder•, price $1 for large bot&!es, 6
Sla. very ; Polyg_amy; Intemperance ; Poverty bot.tl"s for $5, free by express to any part of the
1y10
and Vagra.ncy: Ignorance a.nd Idiocy ; Obscen- Umted S;a.tes.
ity•. <'• .ce, smgle copies. 25 cents;_ 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best

E. L. Youmans,
OMas. Sumner,
Thos. Paine!
Abner Knee a.nd,
Horace Greeley,
Abby Kelly Foster,
Wm.DeBton,

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

Frances Wright,
Ethan Allen,
Thomas Jefferson,
Rob't Dale Owen,
John Adams,
Peter Cooper,
James Lick,

Reminiscences of aPreacher.
A RADICAL ROMANCE,

.. By WILLIAM McDONNELL,
A.uthor of" Exeter Hall," "Heathens of the
Heath," •' Family Creeds," " Beautiful Snow," etc., etc.
The story is used by the author to teach FreetliOught, to remove superstition from the minds
of those who would not rea.d a. polemical essay,
a.ud to urge facts a.gamst the various churche•,
believing which the1r supporters will desert them.
The book is an argument as well as a novel. but
the senous predicaments of the hero are skilfully
used to lure the reader along, a.nd to induce him
to ta.ke the antidote to thAologica.l polBOlllnll without kuowmg it. Mr. McDonnell writes effectivly
and convincmgly, and always braces his romanues
w1th facts on one llide a.nd figures on the other.
Tho•e who hav read h1s vrevwus work11 need not
be advised to purchase th1s; they Will probably do
so at once.
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

RUPTURES

CUHED~,

m.r_Medlcal Compound and ImproYed
Elastic So orter Trues inJrom30 to
90 dav•. le.ftable ••ferear.es given. Bend
1tamp for circular, and •av in whae p_aPI!f
!IOU "''" m11 udvortuement. Addreu Qf;],l\,

Jt. "'Qollllp,IIIIWI'rlllt.ldtlla Gt. G

TTIB

MIRACLE WORKERS.
By JOHN PECK.
" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything
within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

SHAKER EYE and EAR

B~LSAM

Sixty Years' Tnva1·iable Suecesa
nr- FoB ALL DtsEAREB OF EYES oR EARS. lm·
m!ldia.~e. r.ehd from Gra.nnla.tlon•.lntlttmmations,
Dim VIsion, WaterY Gat.hermgs, a.11d Fa1lin11
Sight. of EYes. Deafness, Drumming, Ringing of
the Ears diHpelled by a few Hpphcatious. Ca..
tarrhal difilcult.ies of Eyes or E-t•·s. inHt•-ntly l"e·
moved. Sent t.he world over. llnx wit-h iiiRtruc.
tiona, by ma.il, 80 cents.
G. A. LOlliAS,
SlutkerH P. 0 .. N. Y.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
girls and a younger brotherwho were left pa.ren tless, with httle money, fa.1r education, and much
courage, to make their way through th~ world by
I!"OIDg to Ohicago. The author is a.lso the heroin.
The narra.tiv i•, in the ma.in, a. history of "' working girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
among bluff bu•ine•s men, kind hta.rted folks,
and disreputable hypocrns. It is just Hnch a story
of human life as we •hould expect Colonel ln~rersoil to be interested in; a.nd whatever he admires
and appreciates iH sure to he worth the attentiOn
of the rest of the world PricP ~5 cAniR.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Christian Absurdities.
BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
DO YOU W A.NT a m_ea.sant, healthful, cheap
home in the South 1 Write Leftwich Bros. and
Curtis, Florence, Ala..
1YII4

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.

Steel enlfJ"avings of this celebrated naturalist
12x15 mches, suitable for fra.min~ sent JlOBtiJ.a.id
for 2r. cents. Address THE TRU·.~:H SE.I!lKER.

tf

Is a t;twnch Infidel a:tHl a 811ccess-

tul

Phyt~ieian.

The Better Wav,of Cmcinnati, 0., says," We are
assured tbat Dr. Fellow•· the eminent •peciahst of
Vmela.nd, N.J., i• au educated gentleman of stip~rior mind and large a.ttainmeu1s, aiod that success in his profession ha.s brought bim business,
not only from all pa.rt• of th1s conn try, bnt from
foreign shores. He is m t.he prime of life and
a.ble to tra.nsttct his vanous professional dut1ea
promptly a.ud well and giv satisfaction in every
mstanoe. H1s references are uurnbered by thol\sanda."
Dr. Fellows tres.ts all those peculiar diseases
resultlng from indiecretiou and ignoriiiiCe of
youth. Those who a.re ailing should senrl 10 cents
for the Dr.•shttle book oetting forth an EXTERNAL
AFPLIOATION-a. posltiv cure.
Address
DR. R. P. FELLOWS,
Vineland, N. J,
nr-Mention this paper,
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1/oetre.
Song of the Southern Pines.
I stood alone 'neath mountain pines,
Where the mountain air was blowing,
And the mountain pmk was a red, red flame,
While the laurel leaves were glowin&;
The lone pines singing a choial hymn
or a lost and silent ocean,
And keppiog time in the morning wind
With an almost eager motion;
While the canebrakes waved in the aisles below.
And the cactus bells were gleaming.
Only the brePze from t.be mountain caves
Might awake me from my dreamin~~:.
The pine-tree's harp that swaying sang
Breathed low of the lapsing ages
That intervened while the mountains rose
And wrote their stony pages.
" On t or the heart of an eld, old sea
Up borne on the blue waves ringing,
Thede rocky walls and the leafy glens
Otir morning song were bringing.
"The chanting son~t repeating to-day
Re-echoes the older dirgesCreation's voi<Je of the wailing dawn
That dwelt in the mountain surges."
Upon the steeps of tbe mountain wall
White J.ly-cups were waving.
" Thongll sweet,•· I mused, " ye but re-bloom
As of yore 'neath billows laving."
A cluster of pale anemones
Where the woodbines w.. re in blossom,
But reproduced the garden's glow
Once hid m the oo~an•s bodom.
The ivy twining the cedar hill
Near the mountain's torrent foaming,
Reo •lled the morn when ocean halls
Were clad in the primal gloammg.
0 mighty hills of the Cumberland I
Enthroned on g an it badeB,
With a. crown of pines, and sands of gold,
And a thousand bloommg gracesYour interwoven song reveals
The linE>* on the lofty mountain,
Divoreing the crut and ~~:olden sands
F.-om tue granH•s lower fountain.
Frenalltou;n, ,.\'eb.
MARY BAIRD FINCH.
*I'he ba•e of tbe Cumberland mountain is of
limestone, ~x\end1ng iiBlf-way up the Bldeli, where
it jom• tile •auddtone forming tbe upper half, tile
two strata makiug a Jiue as level as though it
Wt-re two books, one lying on the otller. The
oPinion of g<Jolo"ist~ is that it has been done by
gradual upheaval from some inland sea.

That Badger Boy A.t Sunday-School.
THE LESSON OF ABRAHAM, WITH SlDE-SliOWS.

"James-J11mes I You mustnot talk so."
"No'm. Did them old roosters hav their
own teeth and hair, mum?''
"No doubt of it, dear."
"Crackey! that was nice. Do you like
false teeth and hair, mum? Ma says yours
is--"
"You James Badger-you hateful boy,
you-you go home this minute I"
"Wh!it for, mum? 'Cos ma says your teeth
aD(l hair is nat'ral? [The hectoring little
rascal knew what his ma had said, but he
' played policy' for peace, the teacher being.
mollified at once.] Them's lovely teeth and
hair of yourn, mum, and I guess the super
thinks so, too, 'cos I seen him lookin' sweet
at you, mum." (The teacher perked and
smirked, and softly sighed, looking tenderly
at the taffy-giver.]
"You are a curious:boy, James-a sort of
rough diamond."
"Yes'm. · Did them duffers that was bildin'
that Babel chimney think they could bild it
up to heaven, mum?"
"That's what they thought, James.''
" They was chumps, 'cos 'fore they'd got up
ten miles it would a tumbled. Was God
'fraid th·ey'd git into heaven, mum?"
" Well, it looks-er-that is, the-er-no,
!.don't think he was, James."
" Why didn't he let the chumps bild it
then, and take a tumble, mum?"
"I guess he wanted to spare their lives,
and so confounded their speech, and put· a
stop to their work."
·
" Then's when he made Irish, Dutch,
Chinese, English, French, and all other kinds
of talk, wasn't it, mum?"
"Yes, dear."
"It was funny how that old;ram"got sot in
the bushes, wasn't it, mum?"
"No, James; it was God's doing.n
" It was ruff on the ram, though-don't yer
think so, mum?"
" Oh, we mustn't think anything like that,
James."
" Was Beer-sheba, where old Abe and Ike
went to liv, a big beer-shop place, mum?"
" Oh, no, James! You mustn't think such
things, my dear. There weren't any beer
shops in those days, thank the Lord !"
" What do you thank the Lord for, mum?
You didn't liv there and hav to pass the
shops, did you ?"
"Do I look as old as that would make me,
dear?"
"No'm-not half so old. [This was equivocal taffy, but she swallowed it, with a wry
face.] Wonder if old Abe carried the roast
ram home for dinner, mum?"
"Oh, no, dear; it was all burnt up-a
burnt offering, you know.''
" Did God like the smell of burnt mutton,
mum?"
"Oh, I don't know, James! I suppose he
-er-don't ask any more such questions."
'' No'm. Old Abe's brother, you read,
mum, had a conkerbine. What's that, mum?
Someth:.Og like a carbuncle?" (This query
overwhelmed the teacher with confusion, but
the too curious lad left a precious way out of
a hole as deep as a well, and the teacher,
leaving truth at the bottom thereof, availed
herself of the grateful outlet.)
"I think so, child; but you mustn't speak
of Abraham as old Abe, dear. It is u.nholy I"
" Huh! didn't we hav an 'Old Abe' for
president, mum? I'll bet he was a bigger
man than that old snoozer--"
"James! James! You mustn't."
" No'm. That old woman, Sarah, was ruff
on the gal, Hagar, wasn't she, mum? Would
you liked to been Hagar, mum?" (This was
too, too much for the teacher.)
"You little, measly wretch of a James
Badger! You get out of here, quick! You
are the wickedest little wretch living! The
class is dismissed now." And thus termi
nated the Abe and Ike seance. SI SwxuM.

The teacher read of the tower of Babel,
and of Abraham's bloody intention to sacrifice Isaac, when the Badger boy opened out
as usual, his inquiring mind as alert as ever.
"Don't you s'pose, mum, that Ike was
oflle scart when the old man tied his hands
and feet and laid him on the woodpile to
burn, and yanked out his cheese-knife to
stick him?"
"Undoubtedly, James. But I do wish you
wouldn't talk so slangy. I don't suppose you
mean bad [she was throwing bait, as it were,
for taffy], but it sounds bad, you know."
"Yc~'m. How bully he must a felt, mum,
when the angel got in and choked the old
man off, eh ?"
"James, please don't talk of sacred things
in such a worldly, coarse way."
"No'm. S'posin' that angel had been late,
mum. It would a been all up with Ike,
wouldn't it, mum?"
'' There is no supposing anything of the
kind, James. Angels are never late.''
"Don't never get left, do they, mum?"
"No, James, never."
" Golly ! wish I was an an-no, I don't,
mum. I'd rather be a boy. It's lots more
fun, I guess."
"James!"
"Yes'm. Old Abe was a tuff, wasn't 'he,
mum, to ge"t all ready to do up his son by
stickin' and burnin' him? If I thought pop
wood roast me·'cos God told him to, l'd"scoot,
you bet!"
"James, don't talk so slangy, please."
"No'm. What made all the generals of
Noah liv eight or nine hunjred years, mum?
W arn't there no doctors then?"
" Because they were good, child. What do
AND
you mean about the doctors, James?"
"Why, pop says they kill a dozen where
they cure one, mum.''
AN EXPOSE
"Oh! Well, I don't know-! hope not."
Of
the
perversion
of Stephen Girard's magnificent
"Yes'm. Ain't there any good folks now,
bequest to PhiladtJIPbta by the Chiistian
churches and Youug Men's
mum? You're oflle good, I know." (The
Christian Al!sociataffy had taken hook, and the teacher gently
tion.
blushed and sweetly smiled.)
By RICH. B. WESTBRoOK, D.D., LL.D.
" Oh, yes, James; there are good people Price $1.
Address TaE TRUTH BEEKER.
now, besides-oh, there are many good peo·
PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER
pie, James."
"Why don't they liv eight or nine hundred
DEATH HIP.ROBA.BLE.
years, then? That would be bully, you know.
By L. R. SMITH.
Wouldn't Parson Cain like to liv and mash Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents.
the girls and old maids eight or nine hundred
Published and for sale by
years ?-whew!"
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

GIRAitD'S WILL
Girard Collfge Theology.

Pains

Vimlicats~ !

Very Cheap Pamphlets.
---o---

We hav on hand a large number of the following
of COLONEL INGERSOLL'S pampb eta, which
will be disposed of at cost, as fol ows:

Ingersoll Catechised:
A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York OlJBerver'B slanderous attacks
His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by the Editor of the "Ban Franciscan;"
upon the Author-Hero of the Ameraingly, 3 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
ican Revolution. Containing
$2.00.
both the slander& and
ORTHODOXY.
their refutation.
A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12mo
-opages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.
BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

Ctvi.l Btgltts Speech.

--o-

Including the address of Frederick D~uglass,fifty
Tbe New York Ol'ISertler (Presbyterian) havina tbree-large octavo pages, sinely, 10 cents; fifteen
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of for $1; aad $6 per hundred.
The Trutll of History.
Paine, this pamphlet should ba circulated every·
This is a comment by Colonel Ingersoll upam
where in vindication.
·
the religious lies that bav been told about himTOGBTHBR WITB
self, and first made its .appearance in these colA. ROMAN CATHOLIC CA.NA:RD. umns. Price 8 cents; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per
hundred.·
~

A Fabricated Account of a Beene at th8 Death,.
BIBLE IDOLATRY.
bed of Thomas Pains.
A letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the OlJBerver relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could bav written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

ROBI£RT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great Centennial Oration
ON THE

Declaration of ln~ependence,
ALSO THE
~minortat

Document,

And the National Anthem entitled:

"LAND OF LIBERTY."
Price, 6 cts ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Collll'ANY,
28 Lafayette Place. New YorJt.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM.

the London "Secular Review." Price 3 cents; 80
cents per doz., or S2 per hundred.

INGERSOLL ON lJicGLYNN.
Being the eomments and opinions of 1\Ir. Ingersoll upon the fight in the Catholic church between
the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
the pope. Price 3 cents; 30 cents per doz., or $2
per hundred.
We suggest that these be purchased in quantities, and given away to Christians, and It is with
that not unreasonable exp, ctation that the prices
bav been placed so low.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Latayette P1., New ~ork.

S. P. Putnam's Works.
The Problem of the Universet and

Its Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of
Universo!ogy. Price, 20 eta.

Waifs and Wandermgs, a New Ameri-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paperl 50 ots.
"A prose epic of the war; rieh with· noident
and dramatic power ; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day."-John
8Wtnton'B Paper.

Ingersoll and Jesus. A- conversation
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century In-

The Present and the Future
fidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
shown there is much in harmony between
Republic of North America.
them. Price, 10 eta.
BY A. CAPITALIST.
Golden ~l'hrone, a Romance. " The
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
povert;v, vice_, anq cri1pe. ~t deals with tJ;ie :{lreseni
conditiOns or somety m this country, pomting out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
unpossible that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks. is in communal life,
and be bas drawn a viVId picture of the futnrf
ReJ.lnblio of North Amenoa. as it will be when
society shall be organized on the principles of
Rational Communism. The book IB vi~~:orousb
and interestingly written.
Paper, :iOc; cloth, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Prof. H. M. Cottinger's Works.

author certainly bas genius. The divine creativ spark is within him. The book IB filled witl!.
manly tboagbts1 expressed in manly wordsthe transcnpt or a manly mind. Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL.

Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed

with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured fGrtb, it seems to ms, with extraordinary beauty."-DR. HENRY W. BELLOWS. $1.

Gottlieb, IDs Life. A Romance of
Earth, Heave:n, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

Why Don't He Lend a Band 1 and
other Agnostic Poems.

Price, 10 eta.

Adami and Heva. A Poetic version

The Youth's Liberal Guide. This

of the Indian Story of the Garden of EdenJ
in which its superiority to the mutilated
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
cents.
Eor all of the above address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

Elements of Universal History. For

L. K. Wasltburn's Works.

volume aims at the education of youth in the
principles of Freetbotigbt, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Pnce, $1.
Higher Institutes in Republics, and for SelfInstruction.
" This book is just what the busy world of
to-day needs-a perfect compendium of .history from 2,000 years B.c., on up to 1883, allm a
nutshell."-Etmtna Slenker.
"Mr. Cottinger's intentions in writing this
book are excellent. and his standpoint admir·
able; it may be commended as fulfilling its
PUrPose of a concise and ioterestio~ historical
text-book."-Mllwaukee Senttnel. Price, $1.

Sunday and the

~abbath.

"A law

regulatinl{ human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impert!Dence." Price, 10 cents.
The False Tf'achin~ of the Chris-

tian Church.

"The Thirty-nine

Articles of the Christian obnrl'h are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

Rosa, the Educatinzr M.other. "Rosa The Foolishn£'ss of Pray£'r. "Think
is. a good book. written DY a lifelong teacher in
the public schools. of the old .country and
America. It contams man}! sensible and vain·
able ideas, much sound philosophy, and offers
several fine sn~l{estions to all who bav the
interest of children <and Youth at beart."Susan H. Wtxon. Pricl', $1.00.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

of a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or tryjng to induce the Deity to undertake a oru•ade of one against the Colorado
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.

Followers of J£'sns. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
Price, 5 cents.

·

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL Do You Love iesus 1 Price, 5 cents.
America's Debt to Thomas Paine.
SUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COM·
:liON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one banddOme 12mo volume of n!lar]y 11!100 pages, fully
illust.rat<'d. Cloth, 8.25-in EngllBh or German
A. new cheap edition at only 1.5(1.
BCmNCE IN STORY; o~ Sammy Tubbs, the
Bo:r_Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr E B. Foote. Five volumes, at S1 each, or $5
per set ; ~r five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pagesl illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume or" Science in Story.'') 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
BANI'i'ARY-BCmNCE BERmS. IDi19e Pa~·
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., VIZ._: Bact(lna
m their Relation to Disease,"repreaentmg the germ.
theory, advocating personal and JlUblic hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Bunbeam1" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to sicK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 836 p_a_ges1 cloth
bound, p· "Heredity" by Loring_Mooay, 159
11_ages, clotb 1 75cents; '!The Law of Heredit~," by
F H Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
HumimTemperameots1" with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents.;_ ' Generation before ~~en
eration," by Dr. E • .H. Foote. Jr.tJO C?Onts; Jle·
ports of Conventions and Parlor m.eetm~rs dunng
1882," 10 cents; "Third Annual ConventiOn of the
Institute of Heredity,M&~' 1888," 10 cents.
Addreaa
TRUTH 9EEKBB.

Price, 5 cents.

Is Liberalism Moral 1 Price, 5 cents.
A. Holy Superstition. Price, 5 cents.
Tttmperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Free Religion ; or, the Religious Demand of To-dav. Price, 5 cents.

The 8ruteGodoftheOld 1'estament.
Price, 5 cents.

The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.
NEW EDlTIDN.

The Secret of the East,.
OR,

The Origin of the f'hristian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

For sale at this office.
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Ingersoll's W'orks.

ARGUMENT

PHILJ.DELPHIA.LIBERA.LLEA.GUE 267
meets every Sunday in Indu11trial Ha.ll, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :SO P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'!'ruth
Seeker Publications always on hand at cheap rates.

BY

The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; . cloth, $1.

Robert G. Ingersoll,

In ftve lectures~ oomprislUg, "The Gods"
"Humboldt,"" Thomad Paine,"" Individu;\.
ity," a.nd "Heretics a.nd Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Ghost!!)" "Liberty for Ma.n,
Woman, and Child," "The Declara.tion of Inde]!tlndenoe," "About Farming. in Illinois,"
'"!'he Grant Banque~t" "The l'ev. Alexander
Ola.rk," "The Padt.mses befot·e Me Like a.
Drea.m," and" A Tribute to Ebon O.lngerMoll."

Some Mistakes of .M.oses. Paper,..50cts;
cloth, $l.l!5.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50ets;
pla.in cloth, $1.25.

.

Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiah S. Black, and Prof.
George F. Fisher. Pa.per, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

INTHB

BACON AND 81UKSPERE.

TRIAL OF C. B. REYN 0 LDS

Proof that Wm. Sllakspere could not write.
Th~ Bonn eta written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of JJ:ssex and his bride, A.D., 11'>1!0. By W:ar. HENRY
Bmm. Price. 25 cents. For sale a.t this office.

FOR

"B L A S P H. E M Y ' ''

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.

.

AT

MORRISTOWN,

NEW JERSEY.

The Greatest of all A.ntl-Blbll·
cal "'oriu.

,

What Must We Do to Be Saved t Paper, 25 cents.
The Christian Religion. By R. G.
56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per.doz. post pa.id. Printed in
la.rge, clear tYPe, and· containing a.s much As
conld be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a. grand missionary document.
Liberals dhould scatter it generously.

Ingersoll Catee.hised: His A.nswers to

a Number or Vital Questions Propounded by
the e..litor of the San Fraroctscan, 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen ' 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circul~~oted.

Vindication of 'l'homas Paine from

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Bobart G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

207.

Stenographically reported, and rd1Jised by the author.
Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.
In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his (J'reat forensic j)owera. All his heart and brain
are in it. It is one of h1s greatest productions. It ia 1n his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we see him. as the splendid champion of human libertY and the rights of ml\n. His love of freedom
and justice. hatred of tyranny .and chains, sympathY for the oppre~sed, misguided. and enthralled, h1s
courage and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expression,' and he makes grand use of the
opportunity, Such a. tlood of light-of P!oquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriotlam-is not often poured out in a. court of just1ce.
·
The manY call~ for this Argument in complete and accurate Shape hn led to this publication,
as revised by Mr. lngersoll himself. All other pablica,tions are the merest llctions-reprints from
meager and misleading newspapf'r l'E'ferences.
Lawyers and advooat.ps will find this the model of an address to a lor;: statesmen and politicians a; clear exposition of Oonstitutional rights and P••wers; andlntelligent, patriotic, a.ntl free men
and women, everywhere, a. Magna Oharta. of their ri~rht·•.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.

Address on t.he Uivil Rights Bill.
Large 81Ze octavo, Paper, 10 cents.
In""ersoll's Lectut·es Complete.

BY THOMAS PAINE,
Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Oop1es. 25 cents. Si:r. copies for
$1.00.
11 The

THE CRISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
da.ming arguments • • • will not leave nom.·
bers a.t a. loss to decide on the propriety of a. separation."

Price,

3~

cents.

For either of these works or atl.f of Paine•s
writiiurs,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

~und in one volume. To meet the demand

for Mr.lngersoll's works1 the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on " Orthodoxy," bound in one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, and containing over 1!300
pa~es, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
pnce,of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

Tributes.

There hav been so many

applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "The Vision
of War," the "Grant Ba.nqqet Toast," and·
the recent address over "Little Barry Mil·
ler's Grave," that they hav oeen printed on
heavy toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border,
and in large, clear type, SUitable for framing,
and the three will be forwarded to any address,
for 40 cts, or either one for 15 eta.
Prose Poems ~nd Selections. This
new book is a. gem. It is a model in every respect. In faott one of the richest, brightest.
best ever issuea. It cantains, besides the celebrated "Decoration ·Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-daY conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a. rare personal souvenir. To help it serve thi~
purpose, a fine steel portrait, with- autograph
fac simile, has been prepared especially for 1t.
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and Sli\e, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, ele·
gant library stYle, 4.50; in full Turker morocco, gilt, exquisitly fine, 7.50; in full tre~:
calf, highest poHsible style and finish, $9.

Life.

A Prose Poem.

Printed

eolors on board, beveled gilt edges.

50

w

cent&.

Unrinled in Tone,

~0 •
cor. SYth

l

C5

Touch and Workmanship.
FACTORY

&

BING, BROTJJERB, BING.
USE THE

THE NEW

In vour meetings, to make them hvelY and interesting. THE LIBERAL HYliiN BooK contains songs
by the bed" Put>t•• adaPtt>d to weH-known tunes.
It is highly· recommendPd by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton. Wngllt, Gt'een, Underwood, Mrs. Slt>nker,
and, iudeed, by all who hav examin,..d 1t. Pr1ce,
!5 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.

THE STRUGGLE
l!'OB

Religious and Politioa.J Libertv.
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acqmre greater political
libertY ; also vigorously at.tacks the very founda·
tion of the religion of every &Jl'e; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailing the account of slavery in this country, calli
the attentton of thinking men and women to thf
position of womankind m America.. Throughout
the work is replete with astounding facts anu1
weighty arguments wh1ch cannot fail to interesl
the minds of thi• age,
.
By THEO. 0. SPENCER.
Cloth, 1llmo., 138pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE 'fltUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafalette Place, New York.

KERSEY GRA YES'S WORKS.
Biograuhy of Satan; o-., a Historical·
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Price, 35 cent.•.

Bibles; or, Twenty-seven

Divine Ravelatious.containing a description of
twenty.aeven lnbles and an eXPOt!ition of tw<J
thondand biblical errors in science, history,
morlls, religion, and general·events. Also a
deli.teation of the characters of the principal
personages of the Clll'!Htian Bible and an exa.mhation of their doctrin•. Price, 1 75.
Sixte~u Savior~ ot· Nont~. By KERsEY GUAVEBo '\:..ner of the Wor:.i•s Sixteer
Crucified Savi01'8; The Bihle ;,{ Bibles, anc
Bioyraphy of Satan. Cloth, ~:.cts.; PaPE~-r, liOcts.
The Wol'ld's Sixtet~n Urnchied Sav-

iors ; or,

Chri!l~;anity

Before Christ.

Oon taining nev- and startling revelations in
relii(ions hilo~_,ry 1 which disclose the oriental
origm of all the <Joe trines, princip!es, precepts,
and miracles of the Christian New Testamentl
and furnishing a key for unlocking many or
its sacred mysteries, besides oomprlliiug the
history of sixteen oriental crucified l(ods. 1.50.
~<1-lrAoo

T'F(F, T'Hnl'H !'IF,H:Kli!'R.·

HI~

TORY

011'

Nevv- York.

GOD./BINDE&forTH!r~~~~~t~~!~~~

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

8ecreta'l'1/ of the A'IMI'ican Secular Union.
Price 10 cents.
Address THB TBUTH BEEKER CoMPANY.

HOW TO STRENCTHEN
THE MEMORY;

-

ers who preserve their papera
T"•
we offer a new style of binder,
, IW<~>"~·
made for the purpose, and
·
with the heading of THE
0 511'••
·
TBUTH r:IEEKEB printed in
1
JiJAl!!J..
~!!!!!!IJ!!!.
ll0 d letters on the outside.
&.:
Tbis binder allows the openlDI!I oi tne Plli>el'i p.,rfectly tll\t. It also allows the
taking out and~: replacing of one or more papers
from any part' of the file without disturbina: the
other parts.
Sent by mail. poRtl!_aid,for "1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
tf ·
28 LafayeUe PI., New York.

,.J

l!ll!!I!IJ-

OR,

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

Bible of

6>-.....

~t. tso Third b-~

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.
boudoir, !1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

~-v-0 "

WAREROOMS,

THB

INTELLECTUAL D EVELOPJIENT
Of Euroa,e.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.
Bevlsed Edition-2 vols- Price, Ill
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Natural and Scientific Methods of
Never Forgetting.

Mottoes for Freethinkers.

We hav received a supply of illuminated motto
cards, which wll offer for sale. These mottoes are
intended to take the place of the "God-bless-our12mo, 160 pp., • • • • • tl.OO. home" placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardTHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Address
board, 9 inches by 112 1-2. The motto is in black,
118 LafaYette 1'1., New York.
with colored borders, with a.n illuminated monogram of U. M. L. The following are the various
readings:
A SPLENDID WORK.
By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.

Mr. Oharles Eckha.rd, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has published

THE NINE DEMANDS
in a. more attraotiv form. than. any in~ which they
hav previously appeared. At the head of a.n en·
graving on heavy plate paper, 114x19 inches, are
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
Republic. At the sides a;re FRANKLIN and
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
printed the Nine Demands of the Am.encan Secular Union in conspicuous type. At the foot are
LAFAYETTE, GmARD, and INGERSOLL,
making eight likenesses in all. Inscribed beneath each portrait is some radical sentiment
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
apace betv f.en the portraits and around them are
a;ra.be&qlles of vines and tlowers in profusion, and
the panel inclosing the Nine Demands is surmounted ora t.r..ch corner by Mr. Eokhard's design
of the tlaK above the cross. The whole makes an
exceedingly handsome work for framing. The
artistic part is 6Qual to the best, and the portraits
are as true to nature as the photographs from
which they were transferred. The design will be
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
118 LafaYette Place, New York;

ASHORT LESSOI II HlSTOBY

THE LIVING

A BIGHT TO CONTROL
THE WOBLD.

JIAV

·········-············································
BUPEBSTlTION

THE CHILD OF SLAVERY.

IS

······················································
li.EA!ION I!l THE LAMP 011' THE MIND,
......................................................
THE SCHOOL-HOUSE IS MY CATHEDJ!AL,
......................................................

VOLT !IRE'S BOMAJCES.
CONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.- Zadilr;
or Fate.-The Balle and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-Tbe Man of Forty Crowus. The
Huron ; or, the Pupil of Nature.-l\Iicrom!!K_as.The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Mem.nom the Pbilosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Stud:y of Nature.-A Conversation
With a Chinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India..
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 6~
engravings. Price1_cloth, t...veled boards, S1.50j paper covers, $1. HIIJI calf or half morocco, marnled
edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
WORKS OF' 0. B. WHlTF'ORD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

10o.

BruLE F A.BRICA.TIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

150.

Origin of the Christian Bi.ble.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 250.

A Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
11!o.
Addre., Tlm TRUTH SEEKER.
2e La!I\Yette Pl •• Ne"' York.

Our Flag Above the Cross.

UNIVEB8AL MENTAL LIBERTY.

······················································:
......................................................
THE TIJ!IE TO BE HAPPY IS NOW,
AND THE l'LACE TO BE lLU'l'Y IS HEBE.
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This device is for
paper and envelopes for Sscular
Unions and others.

•••••

NEVER Tli.OUBLE TROUBLE
TILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU,
THE WORLD IS MY COUNTRY;
TO DO GOOD MY li.ELlGIOl'l,

.......................................................
The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethought societies there is a large card
2ll x 15 inche&, pnnted in colors, with an engraved
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberalism.. Framed it makes a. splendid orna;ment for
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 80
cents. AnY of these will be sent postpaid, secure!;
wrapped, on receipt of price.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

SOCIAL WEALTH,

PRICES:
Half-note, bl'k ink,
per quire, • .IS
Envelopes, black
ink, pe-r pack, .18
Paper or envelopes
with local ad·
dress, 1,000, $6.00
Half-note, 4 colors,
per quire, • .25
Envelopes,4 colors,
per PI\Ck, . .211
Paper or envelopes
4 colors, with local address, per
1,1100, . • $10.00
Address

'l'he Truth Seeker.
A. double-page Picinre contra.&UnR IOience and TM Boll Factur• and .Brract Ratioa in Ita
COPYRIGHTED.
cheo!ogy, showing how the one ha.s labored for
Acquirement and Apportionment.
Anr. profit from sales will be devoted to the free
hum.a.n advancement, and how the other has
distnbutionof Libera;llitera.tn~e.
Dr J. K. INGALLS.
a.lwaYB opposed it.
Price, 1ix copies, 80 cents; one dozen 50 cents ; Price, Cloth,
tt oo.
twen~y-ftve copies for '1; one hundred oopiea for
Addrestt THE TRUTH SEEKER,
THE TBUTH SF.TKJ'R ANNUAL.
sa. We wish that the fnends of Preetb~u~~rht would
iS Lafayette Place, New York.
Price. 25 cents.
diatribu\41 thOUBaJlds of these WlliDR PloRNI,
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_ JAY GouLD has returned from Europe.
GERMAN capitalists are developing Mexico.
A THEATER fire at Oporto, Portugal, deEtroyed 100 lives.
~ English syndicate will construct a railway through Siam.

--------~=-

THE latest monopolistic combination is one
in firearms and ammunition.
SWITOHMRN on the Burlington railway hav
struck to help the engineers.

-----

THE maintenance of the military of Europe
last year cost $1,115,000,000.

--~

SAN FnANoisoo policemen say that they hav
never seen a drunken Chinaman.
THE Catholic Benevolent Legion has 14,000 members in the United States.
THE Congo Independent State is meeting
great s1;1ccess in civilizing central Africa.
EXPOSURE is made of the theft of large tracts
of Oregon public lands by wagon road companies.
THE government steamer .Albatross has
sailed for southern waters on a scientific mission.
A NATIONAL association of foremen in all
industries, called the Foremen's Association,
is growing •.
THE Catholic church is working, for certain
selfish ends, to secure emancipation for Brazilian slaves.
THE New York legislature committee to
ascertain the best mode c.f capital punishment favor electricity.
•
THE New Jersey M.E. conference demands
prohibition of traveling, or the buying of
milk or papers, on Sunday.
ON the 21st inst. a special providence destroyed the Baptist and Methodist churches
of Calhoun, Ga., by a cyclone. •
THE reestablishment ofFort Duncan, Tex.,
is thought necessary, considering our rapidly
increasing intercourse with Mexico.
SoME German-Americans with republican
principles censure as un-American our memo_.
rial services for the late emperor.
Sm MoRELL M.AOKENZIE, the English doctor
treating the German emperor, is threatened
with violence by the Berlin populace.
SENATOR BLAIR is censured for proposing
in Congress that in appointing So.utherners
wounded Confederates hav preference.

CONSTERNATION IN CAMP.
And when the voice of the trumpet sounded long, and waxed louder and louder
Moses spake, and God answered him· by a voice. And the Lord came down upo~
Mount Sinai, on the top of the mount: and•the Lord called Moses up to the top of the
mount; and Moses went up.-Ex. xix, 19, 20.
·

t/dd§ ttl(d ftnds.

A BREATH of suspicion.-One tainted with the
THE Alabama labor organizations, includ- odor of cloves.
ing K. of L., Farmers' Alliance, and AgricultA PEN may be driven, but a pencil does the beat
when it is lead.
ural Wheel, hav nominated a state ticket.
No, my boy, the 'fishery treaty· does not affect
MANY states are adopting, in connection
our codfish aristocracy.
with high license, severe restrictiv regulations
M~Mli!A: "Edith, can you tell me what faith is?"
which are decreasing the number of saloons.
Edith (aged six years) : "Oh, yes ; it is believing
MANY Parisians expect a revolution-either what you know isn't true.~
a reappearance of the Commune or a restoraA MAN who sets out to study a woman's disposition of the Orleans princes or the Bona partes. tion can generally learn a great deal, but the
price of tuition is apt to be high.
Tm: European masses Socialistically in" THEY sn.y man is the stronger sex," exclaimed
clined are exhorted by Leo XIII. to establish the elder Dumas; ''nonsense! A woman resisted
Christian labor guilds on the medieval model. me eighteen months and I was never able to resist
a woman more _than ten minutes.''
OooA.SIONALLY loss of life at New York
VISITOR: "And so, my poor man, you are t1·uly
fires draws attention to the fraudulent omission sorry for what brought yon here?" Prisoner:
of building inspectors to report unsafe build- "Yes, indeed, ma'm." Visitor (sympathetically\ :
"What was it?" Prisoner : "Get tin' found out,
ings.
ma'm."
THE most unique criminal of the week
Mns. BoroNEB : "I hear that young Mr. Sissy is
is Dr. Chapin, arrested at Columbus, 0., for still in search of a wife." Mr~. Jsmith: "Why, I
having ten wives and twenty bogus medical thought he was married !" Mrs. Bjones : " So he
was. She's left him. She's the one he's in search
diplomas.
of."-Ltre.
MosT noteworthy among the eloping minisTHIS is the toast which the modest Irishman
ters of the week is one who left his wife, drank to the Englishman:" HHe's to you as good
near Manchester, Eng., to fly with.& twenty- as you are, and here's to me as bad as I am; but
as good as you are, and as bad as I am, I'm as
year-old girl.
good as you are as bad as I am."
THE Moscow Gazette, in an article affirm"WHAT do you do for cold feet, doctor?'' The
ing the imminence of international combina- doctor, in thoul!htfulsurprise : "Why, I'd go out
tion, urges the necessity of England's joining into the snnw barefoot or sleep with my feet out
of t.be window, I suppose. Why do you ask 1
France and Russia.
What do you want cold feet for?"
GEoRGE WILBON, the wife-murderer awaitCnmsus: "How much did you say Mr. Newgold
ing execution at Buffalo, N.Y., discourses was down for?" The minister: "Ftve hundred
thus: "The Lord is on my side, and if every dollars, sir." Crresus: "Put me down for six
person in Orleans county is against me my hundred, thPn. In a matter of Christian charity
I cau't stand on a level with an upstart like him."
soul will be saved."

I character.

Sandwiches in the form of bats would
be a go for balls of a semi-athletic character. The
ordinary ham sandwich will still be served at free
lunches of a semi-theatrical character.
A DENVBB man says that his servants frequently
come into his parlor to help entertain company.
He gave a dinner party a few weeks ago and his
servants were told to serve wme. Ooe of the
guests declined, and the girl expressed her astonishment by saying, "Don't yez want no wine?"
The gentleman replied that he did not, when the
girl looked at him a moment and said : " What's
de matter? Do yez drink hard?"
" I~N'T it wonderful, Jonas," said Mrs. Pudgson
to her partner as they sat at their evening meal,
"how acute a dog'S sense of smell is? Why, Fido
can track yon all over the house, no matter where
you are. I would givworlds for such a nose. Suppose I wanted to find-you, for instance. Why, I
should catch Your trail as soon as I struck tbe
street and could track you to any partofthecity."
Jonas looked thoughtful, andrlsing, began to put
on his overcoat. "If I were yon, Maria," he remarked somewhat pettishly, "I'd be content with
the talents the Lord had given me." And he
jammed on his hat and went down to the" office."
ELDER BERRY had come ·out of prayer·meeting a
little before the close, and the sexton noticed that
he had a worried look and a corrugated brow as he
fumbled among the few umbrellas that remained
in the vestibule. "What's the matter, elder?" he
inquired, sympathetically; "cain'tfind yer parry.
shoot 1" "No, I cain't, Jim," said the elder,
somewhat testily; "who's been here takin• other
folks' umberellers ?" " There ain't no one come
aout sence you went in," replied the sexton,
" 'ceptin' Deacon Graves, f'm up your way, •n he
got his'n all rilrht, I know,Jer I Peen his· name
outer th' handle." "Sbo I" said the elder, as he
straie;htened up stifily from his search; and the
puzzled look, slipptng from his face, was sucPeeded by one of deEper specnlativ gloom. "Sho!
Wall, I swow, I hadn't no 1dee thet the deacon was
comin' ter meetin' to-day. Sbo I Jim, ain't it
most time you went daoun an• seen to them furnaces 1 The haonse ain't more'n half het up."

ROMAN ISM,

of l[hought.

Do not suffer yourself to be hurried away by the
impetuosity of your passions, but, in all your pursnits, hav a regard to justice, and, in all your
speculat.ions, let truth be your aim. Whateve1· is
agreeable and consonant to thy system, 0 uni
verse, is so to me. Nothing is either premature or
too late, in my apprehension of things, which is
seasonable to nature and conduciv to the good of
the whole.-H. A. Anrontnus.
YET be it less or more, or soon·or slow,
I~ shall be 11till in strictest measure even
To that s•me lot, however mean or high,
Toward which t1m9 leads me, and the will of
heaven;
All is, if I hav grace to use it so,
As ever in my great Taskmaster's eye.-Hillon.
IT is graceful in a man to think or to speak with
propriety, to act with deliberation, and, in every
oo~nrrenoe of life, to find out the tmtb and to
stick to it. On the other hand, to be imposed upon,
to mistake, to fa.lter, and to be deceived, is as ungraceful as to rave and to be insane. 'l'hu•, whate;er is j11st, is graceful; wh'!.tever is unjust, is
as ungraceful as it is oriminal.-Cicero.
I lla.v made up my mind that, if there is a God,
he will be merciful to the merciful: upon that
rook I stand I That he will forgiv the forgiving :
upon that rook I stand I That every man sbonld
be true to himself, and that there is no world, no
star, in which honesty is a crime ; and upon that
rock I stand ! The honest man; the good, kind,
sweet woman ; the happy child, hav nothing to
fear, neither in this world nor in the world to
come; anli upon tba.t rock I sta.nd !-r,.oersoll.
[Ingersoll is, I think, safe and immovable on his
"rook," and yet he does not surpass, if he comes
np to, the sublime dignitY of the old heathen philosopher CleantlieR (b. 300 B.O. ), who stood and
pt•ayed thus : " 0 God ! be merciful to- the wicked,
for to the good thou bast dona everything in making them ~rood."-0. W. 0.]
MY own opinion is, that those whose lives hav
been spent in doing good, and endeavoring to
make their fellow-mortals happy, wm be happy
hereafter.-Phomas Pa!ne.
GoD will not punish with eternal thirst the man
who has put the cup of cold water to the lipg of
his neighbor. God will not allow to liv in the
eternal nakedness of pain the man who has
clothed others.-Here is 8. shipwreck, and here is
some brave sailor who stands aside and allows a
woman whom he never saw before to take his
place in the boat, and he stands there, grand and
serene as the wide sea, and goes down. Do you
tell me there is any God who will push the lifeboat from the shore when that sailor wishes to
step in 1 Do you tell me that God can be unpitying to the pitiful, that he can be unforgiving to
the merciful? I deny it, and from the aspersions
of the pulpit I rescue the reputation of the de1ty.
Inoersoll.
0 WBETOHll:D old man! who in s~ long a time of
life hast not seen that death is a thing to be despised! Which either ought altogether to be regarded with indifference, if it entirely annihilates the mind, or ought even to be desired, if it
leads to a place where it 1s destined to be immortal. Yet no third alternativ certainly can be
found.-Oicero.
Fo:a. mystics, as such, there is a surely waning
respect. Sweden borg may hav given a sublime
system to the world, but for him in his supernatural aspect and for Jacob Boehme, for Fox in his
dreaming days and for the hysterical convulsionists who afiliot themselvs under certain ministrations of religion, there cannot be a sentiment
that rises much above pity. It is true, we are not
all intellect. We hav emotions, but it is the part
of reason to control them ; they are not to control us : otherwise a wayward child, a savage, or
a Southern negro at a camp-meeting, wo11ld be a
better model for imitation than the mystic himself•...;.Pranots H. unaerwooa.
THOUGH love repine, and reason chafe,
There came a voice without reply" "l'is man's perdition to be safe,
When for the truth he ought to die."

-Emerson.
TH:&OLoGIANB calmly assume that the destruction or radical transformation of the old symbols
is equivalent to the destruction of the things symbolized, and the alteration of the human nature
which created them. For my part, I cannot even
understand the dootrin that the conscience (for
instance) was created by a belief in hell and will
perish when hell ceases to be credible. It seems
to me clear that the conscience created the old
bell and will presumably create a new one, sufficient for practical purposes, whenever the ancient
mythology demiys.-Lesl•e Step11en.
ON:& would suppose, from the claims which are
fnquently made, that there was no morality before the Chri•tian era; that men were entirely
wanting in knowledge of what is rhrht, and the
disposition to do it; in short, that all were thieves
and murderers before knowing Christ.-Unaer'coot:l.

TRY•SQUl\RE;
OB,

" Is there a colored man around here who can
The Church of Practical Religion.
THE Senate has passed a bill providing for
beat a catpet?" a8ked a citizen of a wh1tewasher
OB
the appointment by the president of a com- at the market yesterday. "I reckon dat pusson
BY REPORTER.
mission of five fully to investigate the liquor ober dar km do it., sah." "Is he a professional?"
This is the history of an attempt to found a
ohnrch without superstition, and its success.
traffic in all its relations-economical, polit- "Yes, sah. He's beat two groceries, three saloons, and h1s wife, an' I reckon he kin git away
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
ical, and moral.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic his pulpit, uses it to discnss all the vital questions
with a carpet."
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
of human concern, religious, political, and otherTHE nationalities of New York city are
AN exchange says : "Sandwiches of grated turthis Republic.
wise. The book is written in well-chosen lanestimated thus: Nativ parent~ge, 299,873; key, tlie bread cnt in the form of crosses, were
guage, and easily understood. There is just suffiforeign born, 598,337; nativs of foreign par- served at a New York reception of a semi-religious
cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
By A • .Y. GROVER.
character
a
few
days
ago."
Why
not
carry
out
entage, 609,664; Irish born, 248,245; Ger- this idea at other entertainments? Sandwiches
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
man born, 204,352; non-English speaking, cut in the form of harps or grand pianos would be
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.
appropriate for receptions of a semi-musical
292,163; total population, 1,507,874.
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THE NATIONS.

THE

Jlolts and grlippinns.
A NUMBBR of infiuential citizens of J.\olontreal
hav petitioned the council of that city to
authorize the erection of a statue of the
Vfrgin Mary in a public square. They think
that if the Virgin Mary is thus honored, the
city will e5cape such disasters as fioods and
small-pox. It doesn't take much to make
" an infiuential citizen" in Montreal.
Dn. WILLIAM S. BRYANT, of Boston, completed his course at the Harvard Medical
School last year. Young as he is, however,
he has made a discovery in anatomy which
has profoundly impressed the few scientists
who hav heard of it. He bas found that in
the portal veins of very young infants exist
valves which disappear as the child grows in
years. These valves are found in the portal
veins of the lower animals, but science makes
no mention of their existence in children.
Dr. Bryant's discovery is important in that it
offers one more proof of the truth of the evolution theory.
THB new emperor and empress of Germany
are skeptics. The empress, a daughter of
Queen Victoria, was a constant friend of
Strauss when he was most denounced for
impiety. Dr. Parker, the minister for rev.
enue only who lately vi!•ited this country, in
sermonizing upon the death of Kaiser
William remarked that his successor bad
"proved himself a true Christian." The
way he made this out was by adding: " In
form, ceremony,_and ecclesiastic relation, one
need not inquire what he was ; but in docility, in resignation, and in cheerful submis-

MASK TORN

OFF.-CONTINUED

sion to a trying situation, he had surely been
an example to all men." The London .ft'reethinker thinks this is pretty cool impudence.
Life doesn't know where Dr. Dix .got his
impreesions about the better grade of New
York society, but if we were he, we would
choose our associates with more care. If he
preaches from what he sees he has fallen into
very bad .company indeed, and if he has
preached about what he hasn't seen, some
one has been imposing upon him. We· almost fear that Dr. Dix has read some of the
sensational morning papers.
ANTHONY CoMsTooK has lost all his suits
against the Phi+adelphla newsmen that he
had arrested for selling New York E'Dening
Telegrams containing copies of some of the
picturt:s ComRtock complained of in the
Mueller and Knoedler casts. The jury acquitted the men, by recommendation of
J urlge Reed, without leaving their seats. The
se1zed papers were returned to the dealers,
who went out and sold them on the street at
twenty-five cents a copy.
TnB London correspondent of the E'Dening
Post of this city writes to that paper: "The
present session of Parliament bids fair to be
known in English history as Bradlaugh's session. Not a week has passed since he induced the House to accept his proposal to
abolish the religious oath in certain cases, and
already he has succeeded in carrying a resolution in favor of reform of the pension Jist,
for which he has striven all his life. It is evident the relations of the two great parties,
Tory and L1beral, are in a transition stage.
The Tories, since 1884, hav had to appeal
really to popular suffrage. This explains
why the government.accept Bradlaugb's mo-

FROM

LAST WEEK.

tion about pension abuses, which has powerful support in the country. Mr. Jt!nnings,
who seconded it, went further even than Mr.
Bradlaugh, and caused much amusement by
calling attention to some of the more shameful instances of waste of public money on
disreputable or undeserving persons and their
descendants, although Jennings is a Tory,
and notoriously a strong party man."
THB Roman Catholic bishop of the diocese
of Newark has approved a rule of the priests
that before any children shall be " confirmed" they must attend a parochial school
for two years preceding snch confirmation.
The reason given for the adoption of this
rule is that the parents in the church preferred that their children should attend the
public rather than the parochial schools, and
it was felt necessary by the church authorities
to adopt stringent disciplinary measures to
subdue this rebellious spirit.
BAYS the Sun: "Mr. Anthony Comstock's
attention should be and is hereby called to
the sickening and solemn report that the king
of the Bel~~;ians is going to visit the Ron. Mr.
Carnot, of France, for the purpose of getting
up a lottery loan in aid of the Congo scheme.
ls it not Mr. Comstock's duty, upon the bare
mention and exposure of this report, to hie to
Paris? It may be difficult to proceed against
King Leopold, but Detectiv C0mstock should
consider the picnic he would hav among the
exhibitions of French art."
OF the passa::-e of his Oaths bill Mr. Brad.
laugh says : " There was a big House for the
division on the Oaths bill on Wt!dnesday. I
sent out a whip to all members, without distinction of politics, about three weeks ago,

and three days before the debate every member, whether for or against, received an
urgent reminder, together with a careful
statement of reasons which I had drawn up
in favor of the bill. On Tuesday night the
government whips sent out a four-liue whip
to their own men, and Wednesday opened
with confiicting rumors; not only as to the
line the debate would take but also as to the
official action of the government. It was
stated that Mr. Smith, and most of the ministers, would vote against me. That proved
to be accurate. It was said that the rank
and file of tbe Tories would vote solid against
me. That I did not belie~e. It wa~ said
that many of the Irish members would vote
against me. That I could not believe. Then
it was told me officially that there were about
fourteen of our own Libemls, who were away
addressing public meetings, who were unpaired. This was true, and would naturally
reduce the majority. Everyone who came to
me had some specially pessimistic information. Borne even suggested that I should be
beaten. When I ~poke, about two hundred
members were present, the larger portion
being Conservative. On the whole, the debate was very creditable to both sides,
although there were one or two exceptions of
members who were exceedingly personal, and
there were two who were shockingly unfair.
The new closure rule came handy-without
it the l>ill would hav been talked out-and,
with rare exceptions, even those members
who were most opposed to the bill justified
and indorsed my action in moving the closure.
The grand majority of one hundred givs the
bill great authozity for the other House."
The bill will come up for further action on
April lOth.
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is the one to be l'>enefited by tb~ low:r~~fl~~e. April,-17.75,was "Cisca," who was unknown to the
duties and cheapened goods; ai:rd·the'poor ma:n, who\ •pJI:}:)lisher, ai).d was certainly about London from
has only his labor to sell for the highest price he ca_n ,April or May until November or _Dacember.
.
A Protectiv Tariff.
get, and the· manufacturer who needs to mcrease hts
In October, 1880, I first saw 1n the CongreR~tonal
I will commence this article in the words of James capital and promote labor; they need a high tarifffor Library a bolind copy of "The Crisis" of 1775, or
W. Stillman, in his article ~n a '• Revenue Tanff" in revenue only. There is no dodging these questions. rather, an American reprint published in N>:l'Y;~York
THE TRUTH SEEKER of March 24th: " Of the various The influx of foreign labor, and other questions that in 1776. At once I detected "Casca" as Thomas
questions now agitating the public mind, perhaps are usually dragged into the tariff question, hav noth- Paine. Four days later I was happy .to find that
there is none of more importance than the prop9sed ing to do with it, only as they affect the amount of Librarian Spofford had anticipated IDE! in indentifyrevision of the tariff." I will not, however, propose production. It is a fact, however, that .the influx at ing "Casco." as Paine, his discovery bt>inl!' based, not
to consider the question as a non-partisan and then present, as in the past, creates a demand for necessa- on the contents of "The Crisis" of 1775, but on a
giv you a free trade lecture, "in the interest of ries that is an £qual offset to their increase, and leaves separate publication of an extra paper in pamphlet
truth," as that gentleman does, but I will say at the the question as it is. That is, wlren many immi- form, entitlPd, "A Crisis Extraordina,ry," datAd Austart that I propose to offer a few ideas on the sub- grants arrive, they brin~ with them both production gust 9, 177 5, signed "Caflca," and all about General
ject for the express purpose of off:letting his partisan and demand, whiclr off<>et· each other. ·· This· tu.lk Gage's proclamation of J una 12th. Taking a text
views.
about the surplus held by the government· being from HoraQe, !'.~~!.fecit ampullas, the writer gave it a
He says: "The :first question presented for con- money kept out of circulation, and thereby destroy- free· translation·'thus:
·
sideration is, 'What is the primary object and mean- ing trade, is the worst kind of. stupidity. The truth
On souls, of slavery more than death afraid,
Gage wastes his pardons aud his gasconude.
ing of a tariff'?" and then adds that" it is designed is, it is simply the amount of gold that under a low
to raise a revenue to pay the expenses of govern- revenue- tariff would be circ:ulating i'n Europe, in"The CriAis" was publishr,d in London from Janment, or :for protecting the home manufacturer stead of being held by the government, and it shows uary 21 , l775, until after the Ddclaration of Jnde~
against the competition of his foreign rivals." We that in- the main the tariff was not high enough to pendence. The first number of "The CriRis," by
hav a correct definition of the purposes given for restrict importations so as to produce the revenue ,, Common Sense," is dated December 23. 1776.
which a tariff is raised, and hence can hav no contra· only which was needed, Qr else the government
In 1796 a volume was published in England conversy about tha~, but the diffieulty seems to be about would not hav-it-to store away.
·
·
taining all the numbers of the_American •· Crisis" ex-·
what kind of a tariff wlll best subserve the interest
Under· no circumstances will a low- revenue tariff cept -two which could not be pro<'ured by the prmter.
·
of Americans.
cause a circulation of money in America, as the cost And prefixed to these, as "·Crisis No. I," was" Gasca's"
Let me call your particular attention to the fact of imported goods, together with all profits, go out ,, Crisis Extraordinary," of August, 1775, signed
that not one person in a thousand knows what a rev- of· the country.· When· President Cleveland, in his •'American C. S," i. e., "Common Sense."
enue tariff is or what a protectiv tariff is.
free trade message, advised the laboring man to work
This was such a puzzle to Paine's biographer,
The usual custom is to argue that a revenue tariff for cheap goods by means of a low tatdf, he advised Sherwin, in 1 819, that he attfibuted its insertion to
must be so arranged as to consist of iow duties, him to quit work and :finger the bottoms of his empty the ignorance of the person who furnished the copy.
and a proteotiv tariff must consist of high duties. pockets for the pennies to buy his necessaries with.
But Librarian Spofford, having detected "Casca" as
There never was a greater mistake in the world than But to the wealthy class who need no work, and hav Paine, made this marginal note in Sherwin's book:
this, and I shall attempt to il1ustrate this. Suppose their pockets full,· it was. a message of great enthat the foreign .manufacturer can furni_sh an article, couragement. The labor of· the poor man is his capIt is by Paine, but does not belong to the Crisis.
including cost of carrying to New York, at one dol- ital. He has no money laid by to purchase Mr.
Mr. Spoffvrd was not yet aware that "Cases." (i.e,,
lar, and the market value here is one dollar and :fifty Cleveland's cheap g~ods; hence, what we want in Paine) was the chief contributor to "The Crisis" of
cents. By free trade absolutely it would giv him a America is such a tar,ff as will stimulate labor. We 1775. And it is quite possible that Paine himself,",
profit of fifty cents. If an American party cannot cannot afford to let Am~rica's workmen hang out who was in France in 1796, authorized the English
produce the same arLicle for less than the market their tongues for food and drink simply to support publisher of. his works to insert that "-Crisis Extraprice, one dollar and :fifty cents, it is evident that the the aristocracy of Europe. N·1r do we want to turn ordinary" as introductory to his later papers in
foreigner will hav an advantage of fifty cents on each the twenty-five _millions of laboring men and mer- America, it being specially suited to EngliF>b readera.
article, and can control tlie market by selling the ar- chant's into farmers, so as to produce that for which
When Paine returned to England in 1787 he imticle at one dollar and forty cents, one ·dollar and there is no demand. In fact, Americans want somec mediately published a pamphlet entitled, "Prospects
twenty-five cents, or less; but as the government thing besides bread to liv on. They want houses. on the War." It was anonymous. Four years later,
needs money to carry on its expenses, it proposes in and clothing, education and home comforts, and so when he became known as a writer, some critic deaccordance with its constitutional provisions to levy do the farmers.
tected his authorship of that essay, and it was .re-·
a duty upon the foreign article. The proper amount · There is one argument tbat ought to put every published as his work.
_.
of that duty is the question to determin. The Amer- se11sible man to rights on this question. We bav
Paine's success as a pamphleteer was unpreoeican can furnish it for one dollar and fifty cents an,d never heard clamoring by:tbe free traders for low dented, and he now openly acknowledged himself as.
pay his labor and capital. Toe foreigner can furnish tariff except when the tariff had made the times _the writer "Common Sense." . But yet he says in·
it for one dollar and pay his labor and capital. Hence good.; and the president put his argument on the Part· II of his '' Rights of 1\Ian :" "Had not Burke.
to place both countries on an exactly equal chance in ground that, "inasmuch as we hav been prosperous, \lrged the controversy I had most probably been a
our markets, the government should levy a duty .Of we· ought to be willing to share our· prosperity witp aile~t man."
:fifty cen.ts on the article, and this would giv each coun- the nations of. the ear,th "-thus _begging the whole
Paine continued to write anonymously all his life, .•
try and the labor and capital of both an equal chance, question.
J. R. PERRY.
frequently signing himself "Common Sense" or "C.·
and if the product was equally good, we think each
S." And shortly after his return to America in 1802
party would sell about half of the required product.
. · Wesley, Paint>, Shakspere, and Bacon.
he wrote a series of political articles signed" PJain
This seems clear.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTII SEEKER, Sir: What Sense," which I happened to :find republished in au
Toe protectionist says, however, that in order to I wrote about John Wesley was in response to an anonymous pamphlet at" Washington City" in 1803.
build up the nativ product and increase the labor of inquiry of a correspondent, seconded by yourself in The writor supported JE:fftlrson's administration.
the country, we ought to levy a higher duty than the the heading, "Information·· 'Van ted ·About John
Having proved so much in regard to P11ine's secret ·
above difftlrence, and so he succeeds in getting a law- Wesley." I quoted from a recent work of the his to- work, I will only add that his identification as" Cases"
to levy a duty of sixty or seventy cents; and what is rian Lecky to show that Wesley was not indicted removes the last shadow of doubt that Paine was
the result? Why, simply this: The foreigner can for adultery in Georgia, but for defaming a woman's Junius. "Casca," like ''Common Sense," was Junius
only realize a profit of twenty cents or less after pay- character. · If there is documentary proof that Lecky come again pursuant to promis.
ing such a duty and he accordingly will not· send an is mistaken, let it be produced.
In regard to the Bacon Shakspere question, you,
equal amount into our market, thus giving the Amel'In regard to Thomas Paine I profess to hav some Mr. Editor, know that I .introduced my late article
ican product t4e advantage in the home market.
knowledge, having carefully studied his works and with an apology for iLflicting it upon your readers,
It will be seen that, while it does this, the higher written much about him. Few people are aware how which apology you kindly suppressed. There was
duty has had the effect at the same time .to cut down secretiv he was. He was scarcely known as a writer no allusion in it to the correspondent who now as~
imports about one-half, while the extra twenty cents until more than eight yAars after the close of the sails me. Out of at least a dozen palpable and inihas not diminished the amount of duties received Revolutionary war. In 1791, when he was fifty· four portant errors in his :first communicA.tion I corrected
into the treasury, but now, in order to dtminish the years· of age, he burst forth like a meteor in the only three or (our, very gently, in a very few lines,
revenue to the actual needs of the government, a still literary and political world by the publi<~ation of the and with no allusion to the writer. He now comes
higher duty must be levied, say eighty cents, and "Rights of Man" in answer to Edmund Burke's again with so m11.ny blunders and repetitions of ex-·
that would produce a genuin tariff for revenue only, attack on the French Revolution. All through the ploded falsehoods about Shakspere and Sacon that
while it would at the same, time aft'ord the best possi- American war. he signed himself "Common Sense;'' I will not undertake to point out a single one. I
ble protectioa to the American manufactures, and and his only open publication prior to hi~ return to will only say that I hav at hand the latest and best
that, too, without raising the market price one cent England was a "Dissertation on Government, the biographies of Bacon and Shakspere, and ought to
If it did, however, hav the eff=ct to raise it, the nat- Affllirs of the Bank and Paper Money," in 1786.
~ know what is fact and what is fiction concerning
ural competition would soon bring it to the original
His first acknowledged essay was a Plea for the them. But to point out and answer the multitude·
price, or below it, as has often been the case. It will Excisemen; in 1772. This was anonymous, and the of important mistakes ~f my assailant would only be
be seen, then, that a tariff levied so high that only officers of the excise all contributed to pay the a bore to the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKEn and
the necessary expenses of the government would be expense of publishing four thousand copies.
would not improve the temper of my adversary.
met by the imposts would at the same time be the
His next known literary work was a few brilliant
I will, howtlver, crave the readers' indulgence while
best possible tariff for protection.
contributions for the Pennsylvania '"Yagazine in the I relate an incident in regard to :\Ir. Donnelly's work.
A revenue tarift', or one for revenue only, may be early part of 1775, signed "Atlanticus." A year One of his ablest colleagues in Congress was Judge
so arranged that it will afford the best kind of pro- later he surprised his friend, Dr. Franklin, by the Shellabarger, of Ohio, now a practicing lawyer in
taction, or it may be so low that it would ruin our publication of the revolutionary pamphlet," Common Washington. Judge Shellabarger had Mr. D mnelly
manufactures, and giv the whole market to other Sense." ltf!! authorship was attributed to various at his house to dinner three years ago, and Mr. Donnations, while the amount received by the United statesmen of the time, and every edition was anony- nelly disclosed to him some features of the cipher.
States government would be practically the same.
mous. So it was with "The CriF>is," sixteen i:Jum- The question soon after came up before the Classical
The low revenue tariff would flood the country with hers, beginning in December, 1776, and ending Society for discussion. The Suakspereans did most
goods, and take all our gold out of the country to December, 1783. They were all signed "Common of the talking, and seemed to triumph over the Babenefit European labor and capital, while a high Sense," and so th~y _stand to-day in ''Paine's Polit- conians. Judge Shellabarger, as president, made the
revenue tariff would prevent the influx of goods and ical Works."
final speech, and it was to this effect, as I heard it:
afford protection to Americans, and at the same time
Until recently no trace of any writing of Paine has
Mr. Donnelly is a man of ability and scholarship,
keep all the money i~ the. country, as. our present been found between March, 1775, and January, 1776. and though it il'l very· difficult to believe that the
tar;ff, to some extent, 1s domg. Who IS to ~e bene- In January, 1775, while Franklin was yd in England, world has been hoodwinked for nearly three hundred
~ted by a low reve~ue tariff, and what class IS to be • a weekly paper was started in L'Jndbn, ·called," The years, yet it is prudent to suspend our judgment
b_enefited by_ a high ~avenue tarJff1 These are Crisis," the principal obj 8( t of which was to oppose until Mr. Donnelly's book comes out. The whole
Simple quesuons. The man who has wealth, and the British ministry in their conduct of aff!lirs cipher he cannot, of course, disclose in advance, but
who does no~ depend _on li-D i~crease of his capital or especially in America. The writers were anonymou'~ from what I hav learned 'of it through him, I would
labor, wants to buy h1s finenes at the lowest price, and audacious. The principal contributor, beginning illustrate it in this way: Take the old folio, and on a

llromlnunicalions..
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particular page the 50•h word is, say, "our;" the
lOOrh word, •· father;" the 150 b, "which·" the 200~;b
"art;" the 250th, "in;" the 300Lh, "hea~en." Now'
if something like that is the certain result of th~
cipher, it would be folly to dtmy that Mr. D.:.nnelly
has made 8 great discovery.
w. H. BuRR.

Blue Laws.
The People's Cyclopedia says that tha ·term Blue
laws was a derisiv name given to the very rigid
enactments of the early settlers of New En a land·
that these were recounted in England and so~e of
t?e other colonies with many laughable exaggera·
twns and some malicious additions. The B ue Jaws
never existed as a code, but the term" Blue laws" has
"~een applied to those portions of the Body of Liberties, the old Body of Laws of 1646, and the decisions
of the courts, guided by a rigid mterpretation of the
scripturflS. So much for the non-existence of the
Blue laws as a legal code.
The authorit~es I .used in writing my former article
on the Blue laws were several brief histories of the
United States, Barnes'tl Popular History of the
United States, and Bi;;hop Spaulding, and to this
last-named authority I am principally indebted for.
the quotations of the laws. Coming from so orthod.ox a s~urce, I should, pe~haps, hav made the quotations w1th some reservatwn. Though the bishop
was Catholic, and wrote with considerable acrimony,
I found that he was sustained by other authorities
excepting where he says that a woman was forbidde~
to kiss her child on the Sabbath, and where the husband and wife were forbidden to kiss each other on
the Sabbath, and that the death penalty might be
inflicted for striking or reviling parents and Sabbathbreaking. Yet, as the B,ble was the supreme authority in matters of law, the courts would hav been
justified in inflicting the death penalty on Sabbathbreakers and stubborn and rebellious children, though
I know of no instance in which it was done.
Mr. Burr says that the Body of Liberties reduced
the number of capital offenses to ten, while Barnes's
History says the number of capital offenses was
twelve. The Body of Liberties adopted by Massachusetts was substantially adopted by Connecticut.
But it is probable that the Connecticut code did not
include the striking or reviling of parents or Sabbath}>reaking as capital offenses; the number of capital
offenses then in Connecticut would be reduced to
ten.
·
As to the laws concerning a husband kissing his
wife, or wife her husband, or a mother her child, on
the Lord's day, Mr. Spaulding givs Barber for his
authority. But the only Barber I can find any reference to in any cyclopedia is in the People's, which
merely mentions a Francis Barber, who was an officer
under \Vashington during the Revolution. It might
be that Spaulding had in his possession some review
of the early colonial laws, by some humorous writer
named Barber, which cited the traditionary story
about the gentleman of New Haven being fined for
kissing his wife on Sunday, which· might hav had its
origin in the case cited by Mr. Burr, of Goodman
Hunt and wife and William Harding.
As to the blue-covered pamphlet recently republished in San Francisco, I never had the slightest
knowledge of it until I rend .Mr. Burr's article. But
regardless how the prohibition of the use of tobacco
may be caricatured, the fact still remains that the
.law prohibited anyone under twenty years of age
using tobacco, except when a doctor certified that it
would'· be good for him," and no other person could
use it but once a day, and then not within ten miles
of any house.
How the Sabbath may hav been obsHved in Connecticut when Mr. Burr visited there would by no
means apply to tl::e time of which I wrote. As strict
as they were in the observance of the Sabbath net
more than forty or fifty years ago, and even at the
present time, we may form some idea of the observance of the Sabbath two and a half centuries ago, when
at the tap of the drum on Sunday mornings every
house in Plymouth opened, and. all the people assembled in front of the captain's house, and there formed
in line, marching three abreast to the meeting-house.
"The services began with a long prayer, which was
followed by reading and expounding of the scriptures,
a psalm-lined by one of the ruling elders-from
Ainsworth's version, which the colonists brought
over with them, and the sermon. Instrumental
music was· absolutely proscribed, as condemned by
the text (Amos v, 2:J): 'I will not hear the melody
of thy viols;' and one tune for each meter was all
those good old fathers needed. .. . . The ap
proved length of the sermon was one houl'." After
listening to a very long prayer, expounding scripture, hymns, and a sermon of an hour's length, it
must necessarily bav become somewhat fatiguing.
Bt1t it was an utolucky moment for the youngster, as
he was perched upon the pulpit stairway, or in the
gallery, if his eyelids drooped in slumber. The
watchful constables with their wands, tipped on one
extremity with the foot and on the other with the
tail of a rabbit, brought the heavier end down upon
the little '' nodding flaxen head." And if the care. worn matron was betrayed into a like offanse, she was

gently reminded of her duty by a touch on the forehead with the softer end of the same stick.
Certainly .Mr. Burr, or the historian PalMy, will
not contend that the laws and court decisions by
which Quakers were 1logged, bad their ears cut off,
tongues bored with hot uons, and were executed on
Boston Common, are a mass of fabrication by a dishonest writer. It is no fabrication that Roger Williams
was forced to leave the Salem colony, or that witches
were imprisoned and hanged. It is no fabrication on
the part of historians when they say that the swearer
was made to meditate over his sin, standing in a
public place, with his tongue in a cleft stick; fined
twelvepence, set in the stocks, or imprisoned, " ac
cording to the nature and quality of the person."
In exaggerated offt~nses of this kind, the unruly mombar was bored through with a hot iron. It was
hardly a canard on the part of Josselyn, writing of
the old Body of Laws of 1646, when be says that scolds
were gagged and set at their doors for certain hours
for all "comers and goers to gaze at." Ducking in
running water is also mentioned as a punishment for
this class of offenders. .We can hardly say that it
was a ludicrous exaggeration when we are told that
Philip Ratcliffe was sentenced to be whipped, hav his
ears cut df, and be fined forty shillings and banished
out of the limits of the jurisdiction for ''uttering
lllalicious and scandalous speeches against the government and church of Salem."
·
It is not likely to be a " malicious addition " when
the historian tells us that the " prophanely behaved
person, wbo lingered without dores att the meetinghouse on the Lord's daies," to indulge in social chat
or even to steal a quiet nap, was "admonished" by
the constable ; on a t>econd offense " sett in the
stockes," and if he was stili perverse, he was cited
before the court ; or when we are informed that
"if any man dare interrupt the preacher or falsely
charge the minister with error, ' in the open face of
the church,' or otherwise make God's wayes contemptible and ridiculous, every such person or per·
sons (what soever censure the church may passe)
shall for the first scandall bee convented and re·
proved openly by the magistrate at some Lecture,
and bound to their good behavior. And if the
second time they breake forth into the like contemptuous carriages, tbey shall either pay five
pounds to the publique Treasure or stand two hours
openly upon a block or stoole four foote high upon
a Lecture day, with a paper fixed on his Breast,
wntten with capitalle letters, An open and obstinate
contemner of' God's holy ordinances."
But the Puritans had one redeeming trait that
covered a multitude of sins. Next to their religion
they prized education. They established the public
schools, which hav an iLfluence for good which, let
us hope, will long survive the effects of their founders'
evil influence on the country. In Connecticut
each falllily had to giv· a peck of corn or a shilling in
coin for the maintenance of the teacher, and in villages of a hundred families a>grammar school had to
be maintained. Thus the Puritans established the
very institution that was sure to become an enemy
to their superstition and giv the death-blow to their
theology. Let this redound to their credit.
Pittsville, 1Vis.
GEo. H. DAwEs.

Stopping German Idolatry.
In announcing the death of the emperor William
I. to the German Reichstag on the 9th of March,
Prince Bismarck closed his speech (according to the
cable dispatch of the Associated Press, which was
corroborated, two days later, by a special cablegram
of the Illinois Staats Zeitung) as follows:
I received this very day from New York a telegram of
sympathy, showin~~; what cnnfidence the dynasty of tbe imperial house bas acquired amorig all nations. This is the
lt·gacy which the ewptror's long rt:ign beqneaths to the
German people. The confidence which his dynasty has won
will be transferred to the nation, despite anything that may
be attempted against it.
I do not remember any statesman in the world who
would hav dared so sillily to abuse his own people,
a people of fifty millions, ranking among the first in
science and art. I do not remember that any statesman could hav dared to say to his people: ''You are
worth nothing but for the confidence your dynasty
has won, which confidence may, perhaps, be transferred to you."
There exists, indeed, among those Germans in
America who deserted from their military duty and
kindly left to others the mission to be shot or mutilated for the dynastic interests of the Hohenzollern
bmily a belief that tho respect in this country to
Germans has increased since or in consequence of
the German victory over France in 1871. But I
never remarked that a nativ of the small republic of
Switzerland or a nativ of Denmark had to complain
of either " disrespect" or "less" respect on account
of his mother country playing only the fifth or tenth
fid.dle in the European fuss-concert.
That childish belief that we, Germans in America,
are enjoying more "1espect" the more hundreds of
thousands of bayonets and helmets are glittering in
the sun of Germany, has become a pet legend among
German monarchists on both sides of the Atlantic,
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and is cultivated with the utmost care by monarchistic editors of some of the most prominent GermanAmerican papers.
To this class of German monarchists in America
to those identifying their mother country with th~
Hohenzollern family, Bismarck's language as quoted
above properly may apply. But all Germans who,
republicans .by innermost convictions, know how to
discriminate between the German people and their
dynasty voluntarily will renounce all "confidence
transferred to them on account of the Hohenzollern
dynasty,'' and so much the more as they solemnly
swore having "renounced all allegiance to the
emperor of Germany."
As to the German Reichstag, and to the courage
of those two hundred representativs, who gratefully
accepted, in behalf of the people, that language with
wJlich Bismarck graciously treated them, history will
never forg-et that the German people on the 9th of
March, 1888, suffered an infamous insult-on account
of a dead idol.
[The foregoing lines were written on the lOth of
March and sent to the Philadelphia Press, but refused admittance to its columns.]
On Sunday, the 25th of March, tho German Socialists of Philadelphia. held a mass-meeting in the
Knights of Labor Hall, and editor Louis Werner, of
the Philadelphia 1'ageblatt, the Socialistic daily of
Philadelphio, delivered 8 speech on "William I., his
Life and Daeds." The following resolution was offered and unanimously adopted :
WHEREAS, Some German-American citizens, in Philadelphia as in other great cities of the country, hav indulged in
nntsefully celebrating the memory· of the dead Emperor
William I ; and
WHEREAS, Said memorial celebrations were assisted in by
both moxmrchical German-American newspapers and unscrupulous nativ politicians of this country;
Resolved, 1. We, American citizens, nativs of Germany,
republicans, not by chance of birth, but by innermost conviction, and having taken the oath of allegiance to this republic and tl.e Constitution of the United States, and havin~
··absolutely and entirely renounced and abjured all allegiance and fidelity to every foreign potentate, prince, sovereign, or sovereignty whatsoever, and particularly to the
emperor of Germany, of whom we were before subjects,"
denounce any memorial celebration in this republic of
any forei)!n sovereign whatsoever, as contrary to law, to
sense, to taste, as h11teful to upright republicanism, as in.
suiting to mind and feeling of true citizens of this republic.
2. We love our fatherland, as, by nature, all men do, but
we discriminate between Germany and her oppressors; we
hold thut the honor and dignity, the strength and power, of
Germany is represented by the people, not by the bloody
Hohenzollern family or their feudttl surroundings.
3. We denounce, as a lie in the fuce of history, that monarchical flattery that Germany was indebted for her unity
to William I. The unity of Germany arose not from, but
again~t., the will of the PrusAian monarch, who violently re.
sisted for twenty-five years all efforts of the people t~nding to
unity, and who, in 1848 and 1849, 1tad massacrHl or imprisoned hundreds of the best sons of the fatherland for their
ml're oemanding "the unity of Germany."
4. We remember that in 1849 many scores of popular
heroes were executed in Rastatt, Mannbeim, Freiburg, and
Landau. by order of the "Cartridge Prince,'' the !tile Emperor William, be faithle~sly rescinding the "parole" by
which said heroes were induced to surrender.
5. We su~gest that all Germans who enjoy themselvs in
displaying in this republic allegiance to the monarchical
government of Germany should reiUrn at once to the mother
country, and serve out their military terms, to which they
were bound by duty, but from which they fled.
6. We condemn particularly the action of Mr. Carl Schurz,
who delivered in New York the eulogy of the dead emperor;
we deem it inconsistent with the duties of a former high
officer of this rf'pn blic to promote monarchical ideas in the
United States. We denounce his anti-republican course and
the course of those high officers, of the governor, of the
mayor, etc., who sent letters of sympathy to that lawless
asRembluge.
7. We tloally invite the people of the United States to
check that idolatry in this republic to foreign sovereil!ns, and
to sever their connection from both the monarchical GermanAmerican press and the unscrupulous American press that
indulge in fostering such idolatry.
Of this resolution a copy was taken by the reporters of the Press and the Ledger. But the writers of
those papers, who supported the William idolatry,
refused the publication. The Press devoted, however, a few lines to the resolution, and reprinted in
full No. 5 only.
AnoLF HEPNER.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Judiciary Clap-trap.
Amid all the strife for" Jeffersonian simplicity"
and" Jacksonian democracy" that we read so much
about in the newspapers, there stands, firm as a rock
in its conservatism, that bulwark of antiquated tomfoolery, the Supreme Court of the United States.
Think, plain American citizen, of twelve men in
their l'ight minds, and, as far as you can perceive,
constructed of about the same quality of dust that
enters into your own composition, think, I say, of
twelve such men going about their public duties clad
in black silk-what shall we call them !-yes, sir,
by Jove, Mother Hubbard dresses ! How dignified !
how awe-inspiring!
If the object of these grave clothes is toward impressivness, the judges had better complete the spectacle and wear sun-bonnets.
When the highest tribunal in the land must sup·
plement its dignity by such vulgar clap-trap as it now
does, its dignity must indeed be in a bad way.
GEORGE PETERSON.
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The Roll of Honor.
Courtlandt Palmer. New York ........................ , ...... $ii0 00
Cbic>~gn Rt-cular U11ion ........................................... 50 00
Molal ill (Or••gon) t)pcular Union.............................. 6 00
Prof. D G. Crow, F••rt Bayard, N. M. ..................... 5 00
J. F. Waterbonqe, Fresno,.Cal. (charter fee)............. 5.00
W. L. Willi•, K·•komo, Ind....................................
5.00
M. H. Woodbury, R"ckport, 0...............................
5 00
F. Zipp, Dcadwond. Dak..................... .................. 2 00
Geo. H. Dawes, Pittsville, Wis................................ 1 00
A. J. Kraft, Grantfork, Ill...................................... 1 00
FROM I. S. LEE.
F. Wahl, Quincy, Ill ............................................ . 5 00
Mr. Fuchs,
"
............................................. . 5 00
FROM MISS V. DE OI.KYRE
Mrs. N. E. Farrell, Sandford Cummings, W. D. Cady,
Daniel Burns, of Farmdale, and Mr. Cummings, of Andover, 0., all 50 cents each.......... 2.50
As is his custom, ex President Palmer presents his
check .for $50, and will forward the remainder in the
fall. It would be obtrusiv in me to reiterate the
many oblig-ations the Union is under to Courtland!
Palmer. Suffice to say, it will not be able to redeeUJ
them in words, but he will ever hold a warm place in
our hearts. Born to be distinguished for possession
of wealth, he has gained the grander distinction ol
being endowE>d with brains. No dilettante of the literati, but possessing the aspirations of a sterling re
former, he bas labored earnestly and intelligently fm
the removal of man's most powerful .oppressorignorance. We can point with pride to the disinterestedness of his motive. Not for wealth, repu·
tation, nor amusement-all these were within eas~
reach-nor for the sake of combating popular thea
ries, for he is not of the belligerent mold, but with a
strong, altruistic sense of duty which stamps th~
intellectual and moral hero, he proclaims truth whe11
others who perceive tremble to lend their lips to it•
utterance. These acts hav become characte1·istic of
his life, and show h'.lw well he learned the lt'sson,
Hvnos habet onus. Such duties as concern the right
or wrong of institutions, as deal with the f )rmation
of character, as forward the welfare of humanity, a"
substitute for dogmas and creeds social conditions
conduciv to self-culture, and which would inauguratE::
economic arrangements favorable to long-forgotten
justice, are the duties to which be earnestly devote~:
himself. Courtlandt Palmer seeks to abolish the
pride, reser"Ve, and contempt for labor and the laborers prevalent among the higher classes, and to displace the envy, hatred, and jealousy of the lower by
a system of social equity which, without agrarianism,
would demolish class distinctiOns. When we remember that, reared in the luxurious ease of a favored
class, he braves their consel"Vatism, and -virtually
"carries the war into Africa" by founding the Nineteenth Century Club, where these serious ethical,
religiout<, and philosophical subjects are discussed i11
the light of reason-where the usual frivohty and
debasement of club life is displaced for sober rdl.ection among those of influence in society-we think
Courtlandt P11.lmer bas proved a lasting claim to the
gratitude of Liberals aiJd reformers and of all who
appreciate those who would make this world some
better for their having lived in it.
The Chicago s~cular U aion has undertaken considenble expense, but is not unmindful of its pledge ot
$100 to maintain the national society, and as an
e~rnest of its good-will for our success m the· present
s ruggle liqtiidates $50 of its indebtedness. In THE
'l'RUTH SEEKER of March 24th our current expenses
are placed at $1,500. That would hav been the case
had we rented Madison Street Theater, but it is
hoped our uew quarters will return us a handsome
revenue.
From far-off Oregon the desire of the secretary is
seconded by the .Molalla Secular Union with a donation of $6 ·• to the campaign literature fund." Its
live secretary, Reuben Wright, hopes that "this little
mite may help keep the g-ood work going." This is
a good example for other Unions to follow.
M. H. Woodbury, an earnest, intelli~ent, outHpoken
Liberal of Rockport, Ohio, furnishes $5 for ammunition to demolish the walls of the modern Jerichoassumptions of priestcrafb. Rams' horns are no
circumstance to Secular leaflets..
My good friend, Dr. W. L. Willis, of Koko~o,
Ind., has been an invaluable assistant, and seems as
interested in the welfare of the Union as though
responsible for its success or failure. His suggestions are eminently practical, and I am more than
pleased to h_av the benefit of his experience. He
offers someth1ng more than suggestions, as will be
o':Js«;~rved by his donation toward the leaflets, and
writes: "I hope to be able to increase my work in
this direction, revising old and getting up new articles. Keeping things stirring is the only way to defeat the sanctified in their schemes of villainy." With
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proposition of Brother Willis the mojiJrity of
Liberals ~11 fully agree: "Colonel Ingersoll is the
man the --ri nion Labor party 11hould nominate for
president. The mere fact of his nomination would
arouse thousands to thinking. The world is too far
advanced to take any permanent backward step, so I
look and work for victory."
Prof. D. G. Crow, of Fort Bayard, N M., sends
some reports of illustrated popular astronom'cal lfctures published in the Stiverton (N. M.) Entf'?-prise.
That journal highly commends them editorially ''for
their simplicity and clearness of style. With the aid
of those even a child may locate the heavenly magnates that are now visible." They show the author
to be a profound student, a clear, strong, and convinc
ing writer. Professor Crow contemplates entering
the Freel bought lecture field, having four lectures
IJn Freethought and several on astronomy. As prin~ipal for many years of various public schools i?
Illinois and New M{•xico, the professor is well quailtied by nativ tact, education, and experience. to treat
thPse themes in an t.ble manner.
Brother F. Zipp, who is as. briPf as his name in
his communications. forwards $2 "for humanity"
from Deadwood, Dak. Brother z:pp is an old campaigner in the cause of mental freedom, and his heart
is in the ri~?bt place.
Gao. H. Dawe8, of Pittsville, Wis., another brilliant, educated school·tPacher, will soon take the rostrum in the interest of the Secular Union, sciPnce.
~nd reason.
We are pleased to add his name to
•he roll of membership. His terse and pungf'nt articles in THE TRUTH SEEKER hav already attracted
~oVide attPntion.
Brother Kraft, of Gnntfork, is an enthusiastiC'
'ldmirer of THE TRUTH SEEKER. an energetic worker
in spreading the light of menhl liberty. He ha~
'lll those LibPrBl mottoes and Mr. Eckhard's design of
rhe Nine Demands framed and hang-ing in his place
qf business. In consfqnence of which a minister recently made a copy of the mcttoes and Nine De
mands and had them printPd and circulatPd-ol
··ourse, with the intPntion of ir·j nring our friend
Kraft, .but he survived thPir opposition.
We extend to Messrs. Wahl and Fuchs, of Qnincy,
Ill., our thanks for their interest. and r ... gret that our
'lCtiv worker, I. S. Lee, is about to leave,· but
what is their loss is St. Louis's gain, where Secular
work is pract.ically dead, but where Mr. Lee can enlarge his field of us<-fulness and do as faithful and
f:'ff,ctiv work as he did in Quincy.
To the Farmdale friends we extend our gratit.udP
for their donation ; and doubtlPss they will regret
with us that Miss De Cleyre is quite ill. It is to bP
hoped that her brilliance and genius will soon again
be employed in the career for which she is so well
adapted.
·
Professor Crow, whom I mentioned above, send"'
an article setting forth in his own way the claims of
the American Secular Union. It is a timely article;
read it.
E. A. STEVENS.

ture, and the cordial reception our lectures are rPCeivin~ are
signs the indication of w bich requires no scboolt>rl prophet
to·explain. These, together witlt ttJe cringing fear dt,.played
by the divine expogitors of G>~d's word and will, when viewing the "awful «it:Sl'Crat.ion of tbe Sabbatll," "the great tendency to Infidelity,'' and, worse than all, ''the empty pews
of the churches," are encouragements such as shoutd·move
every lukewarm Liberal to determinei.l. action, and every
real worker to grl'atPr energy.
The Wl'st is as full of Free binkers in 1888 as tbe East was
of Freesoilers in ll:l4'!. and they ttre as ready to show their
colors in behalf of '' t'qual rights and impartial jnstice."
All they want is to be mustered, tratned, encouraged, and
gi"llen an opportunity to apply their nativ talent in the great
struggle again>t supt>rstilion. It, is to the Wl'st that we mnst
look for our greatest bt!lp The brttve, generous, and thrifty
sons of the daring pioneers who faced tl:le perils of burning
sanrls anrl Ravage foes .in St'arcl.l of fortune and frel'dnrn,
though "Infidel" to Cbristian faith, possess a fidelity worthy
of the noi.Jiest of their race.
I cio not come, my friends, to criticise or find fault, neither
to bring advice, for of these articles I presume you hav a
plentiful supply. I desire to enc·•urage you in your noble
l'fforts to btdfie the encroachments of the ecclesiastical upon
the civil powt!r.
·
It must be expected that traitors and Tories will abound
in every struggle for frel'dom; but it is a matter of fact that
these ingrates lose their iufltlence as the !lawn of the success
of the CtiUoe draws on, and as the tide of free thought,
speech. and action rises irresistibly before them.
One masterly t·ffort, sucn as tbe Amertcan Secular Union
is now able to m<ke, would establistt a precedent for the
Secular cause whtch no •·bull" anathema, nor curse of priest,
nor inciignant bhtst from Protestant pulpit or pious press
can over1hrow or cause to shakt'.
Now, dear friends, I S< nd you herewith my kindest
wishes, wbich I hnpe will include many of cart b's, if not all
of heaven's, choicest blessings.
D. G. CRow.

Sham t:andor.

At this period of bold inquiry into the foundations
of institutions till now exempt from ~acrilegious
questioning, it becomes necessary to the ch·urcb that
t.nere should be minds who will pose in the attitude
of umpires, disinterested investigators, welcomers c..f
free discussion, and so on; but .carefully selected by
the church, and pledged beforehand to discover just
what, is wanted aud nothing else.
Before this tnbunal the Fr'""ethinker is invited to
appear, as Luther before the D,et of Worms. ·
In older time!.', there was no need for concealment,
for masks; bigotry stalked abroad aud opeuly
cruflhed whatever insubmissiv head appeared.
But public sentiment, crystallized iu laws protectiv
of human right!!, has put an end to this, so that the
servants of the ghost-Gud hav to submit hke anybody
else to the authonty of the people.
All the ascende!lcy which they are to hav hereafter must therefore be maintained by diplomacy.
The lion has changed into the fox. The spirit of
the age must be recognized. The spirit of the age
must be catered to; the people must be humbugged,
since they are too mighty to be terrOiiZtld.
The church must ma,querade as a scientist. She
must surround herself with geological specimens;
she must repudiate paHt methods. She must mount
a pair of grfat goggles, and having slyly first" salted"
the mine, must successfully enact the role of a discoverer of the "salt."
1\IR. CROw' S LETTER.
Scienttfic men (or would-be such,_ or such as are
FoRT BAYARD, N. M., 1888.
magnetized
by the great church power) are startmg
MR. E. A. STEVENS. Sfr: Through you, 11s ~ecrPtary, I <ie.
•ire to p>Ly my regards to the American St-r.nlRf Union. Be- up all the time whose candid minds (or candied
ing convincerl thllt. it is through the American SPcular Union mind~) hav led them to the feet of Cnrrst. They
that the grPatest and mnst f.uh•tantial work r.an he accnm- '·discover" that the world is only six thousand years
plisherl for Liberalism. I dt>sire to lay my small <•ffering- upon old ; that the world was the first creatEd of all stars
thP Sef'ular 111tar and j••in you in your pffnrts to make our
government and its laws accord with the principles of our or planets; that geology proves the truth of Genesis;
and the church "points wtth pride," etc.
Constitution.
I hav watchei! the progress of this institution with mnr.h
The church's appeal to force having failed, she has
solicitude, for I felt that its suCCt>SS or its failure would be no resource left but the appeal to reason, despised
the turning-pnint in the Secular crisis which will eud in a reason ! How humiliating! Paine was damned for
triumph for Freethought or a victory for t.he church.
If the mana~~:emPnt has been unwiselv conducted, let us appealing to rfason. But necessity knows no law.
improve it; if wrong, let 11s right 1t. Wisely or unwi~ely, After all, our predecessors who condemned human
right or wrong, he who bas kept pace with its work must. reason were wrong. When any mistake has been
•urelv see that, with t.be force emplovPd and the amount made we can always put it off on the fallibility of
contributed, a vast fieli! bas been opened up. and a qnolity
and qnantity of S<'Pd planted which is already yielding a individuals; the church itself can make no mistake.
So here goes for reason, says the church. D11.mna·
most btlrprising harvest.
You should not expect those who do the hard labor as tion-on paper-bellowiDgs of a priest concealed
pioneers, and those who dt-vote their time and energies in the behind a bra!'ls J tJhovah hav no Effect to keep back"
.. ffice or at the editor's dr•sk, to show t.be self.,.acritking,
starving spirit of salvationists. The clergv are willing(?) to the crowd from peekmg. Sume one must go into
r-xcbtlnge their plPasures and comforts of this life for the the audience and seem· to be inoved to philosophical
prnsp.-cts of a better show beyond. Liberals elltl'rtain quite speculations. At first he must seem bostil to the
a different notion about the economic rl'lations between a church; he must" giv away'' a great deal. He must
prt-St!Dt and future life, and it is not at all surprising that
t bey ciemand tht!ir pay as they go. I hope your offict-rs, then gently settle down into the class which Jesu8lr-cturers, ttnd journalists are well paid for all Fervices ren- in the early stages of his ambition-referred to when
derer! to the American Sr-cular Union. lf they are not, they he said, ''He that is not against us is for us," and so
should charge it to the want of business sagacity, and make by imperceptible degrees pave the way to that state
new contracts. If they are overpaid, the cat hl'dral t.bey will of mind in which Jesus found his followers when he
b•1ild or the monument they will erect with their'' ill-gotten
gains" will not be likely to excite the jealousy of their more uttered the directly opposed statement that •' he that
is not with us scattereth abroad."
pious contemporaries.
Tl:le noble work done by your president on his tours
The conj 11rer's tricks derive all their glory and
through the West, both with voice and pPn, as time wears dazzling t-ffact fmm the confederate in the crowd,
on will become more ani! more apparent. The true courage
displayed by the secretary and his able c·oneogues in tbt!ir who, while having been carefully subsidized and
recent contest with the wily craftiness of Chicago's saintly coached, and his interest enlisted beforehand, is
parttsites, is a precedent for others t.o follow who are com- willingly vanquished by the magician's skill.
pelled to witncsR a like outrage of justice in the state being
If the church has the selection of the umpire, she
used as an instrument to extract money frl)m public funds can afford to throw open the gate Ctf free discussion.
for sectarian ends.
But mark the magician. He seems to invite any
The success of the late Paine celebration.! forms a most
plea~ing feature of the S•·cular movement, and especially so one in the audience to " come upon the stage," to
to tbOFe old pioneers of FrPethongbt who hav so anxiously take the pack, or to hold the handkerchief. But
waited for the time to comt! when this ~ould be done without there is a way to do a thing and not to do it. The
incurring the danger of bodily injury or social ostraciAm.
The erection of Liberal halls, the or~~;anization of Secular church knows how to seem to do it and not to do it.
Offer yourself, a perfect stranger to the conjurer,
societies, the publishing and circulation of Liberal litera-
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tbe great Christian conjurer, to "go upon the stage."
Strive to put questions leading to an intimacy of
knowledge against which he has drawn the line, and
see if you can get in a word edgewise. You wiH
never get his eye; no, no. he knows better! If you
could, it would "rattle" the whole F>how.
No pulpit orator is ever contradicted. He can say
anything. The pews hav to take it all in dumb
silence. Once a lady whose character was assailed
. in a sermon felt imp~lled to ''kick" then and there,
and the press all over t.he country combined to condemn her for "interrupting the exercises-"
The writer, at that time an honest believer, sent
questions to a papPr whose editors professed that
they desired "candor," " openness," in dealing with
religious doubts_ This profesQion, bow1-ver, was tor
the ear of the public solely. They admitted to their
columns only what they thought proper. The one
whose. eyes were openPd to the hollowness of that
profession ban no F>bow, no voice. How different
the candor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, which admits Theistic and Christian articles ! In no better way can
its earnestness, its honest-y-and the impregnability
of its positions, too, it may be said-be demonstrated.
Where is there a Christian paper wiHing to let the
truth of its cnuse be made apparent by print.ing the
other side? Theology is confessedly a muddle. An
ex-minister of t.he true fold is telling tales out of
school, saying- that not one minister in a hundred
believes what he preacnes, what he is sworn to
· preach, what he must preach on peril of seeing hie
family starve. The church ought to be a unit, and
honest sE>ekers after truth should be relieved from
false positiolilS- Why, then, not court free discus
sion? Why not be candid in fact, and not merely
seek an unearned reput.ation for candor? Why!
Because-because-it would blow the whole business to where it would never come back.
FREEMAN.

Rt•ligiotlS Persrcution.
The case which I am about to relate, although
known to thousands all over the country_ may be
new and of interest to many othf>rs. Mrs. Elizabeth
W. Packard was the wife of Rev. Theophilus Packard,
pastor of a Presbyterian church at Manteno, Kankakee
county, Ill. She was also the daughter of a clergyman residing in Ma!lsachusetts, and was the mother
of six children. She was a member of a Bible class
in her husband's church, in which bibli<'al questions
were discuRsed. It was here that' her mind began to
unfold. She bad been educated and trained in
orthodox methods, and knew nothing of Infidels or
Frflethougbt literature except as they were referred
to bv preachers or in the literature of religious publications. Accordin!? to the record which bas been
made in this caF>e, Mrs. Packard disagreed with her
Bthle teacher, first on the interpretation of scripture,
and secondly as to the truth of the scripture itself.
On onA occasion the claRs was wrestling with the tf'xt
that "Godlinl'ss is profitsbh'l in all things_" The
teacher went on to show that God would prosper all
those who loved him ; that if they co.ntinued to serve
him and worship him in Rp\rit and in truth, they
would all gf\t rich. Mrs. Packard's clear and logical
mind repudiated this absurd doctrin even from a
B•ble Atandpoint, and when it w~s insisted upon,,then
Mrs, Packard went into the neighborhood for Illustrations that some wicked sinners were raising better
crops and getting rich fastf\r than the teacher or even
some of the most devout of tba congregation. The
moment they were beaten in the argument they got
mad and declared that. Mrs. Packard was a heretic
and scoffclr and Rome of the members complained to
the pastor 'that if 1\Irs. Packard was not stopped in
her mad career she would bre~k up not only the
Bible class but thA whole church_ Mr. Packard in
the goodness of his heart would not ?elieve that his
wife was a heretic and therefore he kmdly suggested
that sbe was insane. She was all this time doing the
work of the bouse and carin~ for her six children.
But it seems a new light was dawning upon the mind
of t.bis highly intellectual woman. The expounding
and explaining of scripture in the Bible clas~ had
awakened in her mind new thoughts and new IdeasShe bad no dispoF>ition to conceal her thoughts. She
was inherentlv honest, and natnrally supposed other
p~op1e, esp~cially churcb-members, also to be honest,
and was willing to talk with them and be reasoned
out of her heresy if she were in error. Members of
the congrflgatio~ called in to talk wi~h her, ?ut her
reason and her logic wE>re bAyond the1r capamty, and
they sided with her husband that she was insane. The
law of Illinois then was that if any person was supposed to be insane the natural ~uardian of .s'?ch supposed inAan-A perAon could call m two physimane.and
upon their certificates such person would be r~ce1ved
in the insane al'lylum_ Mr. Packard called m two
physicians, bot.h members of his cnngregati~n, and
they readily gave their certificatefl, and a sheriff was
then callf'd in anrl Mrs. Packard was torn away from
home and cbil<lrfln and locked up within the gloomy
walls of the Jacksonville insan~> llsylum_
This was abciut the year 1R60. Some three years
aft.erward, her eldest son became of age, and he applied fo~ her release, and she was discharged as

incurably in~ane. She was taken to her home at
Manteno, and her husband immediately locked her in
aroom and began to make preparations to 1:1end her
to an insane asylum in Massachusetts, her nativ
state. When she di!'lcovered this design, she managed
to attract the attention of a passing neighbor and
bad him c-onvey to an attorney a letter in which she
gave an account of her three years' incarceration in
an insane asylum, and that she was now restrained of
her liberty by her hu~<band, and that she was not now
insane and never had been. This letter reached its
destination, and the lawyer, Mr. S. W. Moore>, still
living at K~tnkabe, sued out a writ of habeas corpus
before the judge of that di!'ltrict, and the sheriff proceeded to bring Mr_ and Mrs. Packard into court
The trial lasted three days, and crowds were in
11ttendance. Mr. Packard was unable to produce one
fact., or eve>n the shadow of any evinence, that bil"
wife was insane, except the fact that she repudiated
many of the teachings of the Bible. She had never
committed the first act of violence. She could hav
broken out of her window and escaped. but she refused to do so because it would be an act. of violence,
which she was determined to avoid. She was discharged by thA judg-e and a jury of twelve men, with
a certificate of her sanit.y, and from that day never
lived again with her hu&band.
I bad vaguely heard of tbeqe facts through the
newspapers when in January, 1867, I met Mrs. Packard at Springfield, Illinois, the capital of the state.
I had been elected a clerk in the 'legislature_ I
bought of Mrs. Pa<'kard a book giving an account of
her three year,.• imprisonment, with the circum~tances
preceding and succeeding her incarceration_ I don't
remember when my indignation was more thoroughly
aroused than when I read these facts. I could
scarcely believe that they were true. I wondered
that those in charge of the insane asylum would permit a lady of Mrs_ Packard's kindly and gifted nature
to remain there three years as an insane woman, and
then to discharge her as incurably insane_ But I
bad not at tbat time, as I hav since, been brought to
realize how Bble beliefs blunt the intellect of man
and transform him into a demon.
I became the friend of Mrs. Packard_ I. discovered that she had a mission to perform. She was in
Springfield for the purpose of reforming' the Jaws of
the state relating to the insane. Her bills were
already prepared, and she wanted them introduced
and passed. I knew something of the machinery of
legislation, and I rendered her all the aid posRible.
Judging from my own feelings, in the simplicity of
my mind, I thought the members of the legislature,
or a large majority of them, at JeaRt, would be glad
to recognize Mrs. Packard as. an injured woman, and
make baste to enact such laws as would prevent a
repetition of the wrongs she had suffered. In this
view I was mistaken so far as the alacrity of the
members was concerned. I discovered a disinclination on the part of many to become her champion,
and then I discovered some who declared their belief
that she was still an insane woman, basing their
belief wholly upon their confidence in the authority
by which she had been so declared, and notwithstanding her discharge by a court a"' a sane person.
The superintendent of the insane hospital, Dr. Alexander Macfarlane, was a thoroughgoing Presbyterian,
and stood high in the church and in society, and in
the confidence of his political friends. Back of him
were the trustees and other offi~ers of the hoE~pital,
and to espouse the cause of Mrs. Packard was to
impugn the honesty and the capacit.y of these officers,
and besides, it had a look of bucking against the
church. I induced l\1rs. Packard to consent to speak
before the members in a room of the capitol building,
and I had bard drumming to get twenty-five members out of more tbao one hundred to attend. There
were some who wilhngly espoused her cause, and the
more they saw of her and knew of her caRe the more
earnest they became in efforts to carry forward her
bills. At length Dr_ Macfarlane and his friends were
obliged to put in an appearance to counteract a
growing influence in her favor. They seemed to rely
wholly upon ''influence'' and "respectabilit.y" to
support them, as they showed an un~illing?ess to
grapple with the facts. In conversation with Dr.
Macfarlane. I remarke!l to him that I could discover
in Mrs. · Pt~.ck>~.rd no symptoms of insanit.y. His
reply was, " She bas a very shrewd way of concealing
it" and this reply well illustrates what manner of
rdan be was. B~t 1\:lrs_ Pllckard succeeded_ Her
bills were passed, and the law governing t.he examination and commitment of lunatics in Illinois is
known as the Packard law. There hav been several
attempts to repeal it, but the Jaw still stan~s. It
provides for an examination and trial before a Jury of
twelve persons in order to com'llit, and throws other
safeguards around a person accused of insanity, especially those who may be friendless.
One of the laws enacted throug-h Mrs. PackArd's
eff·Jrts provided for the E'X'!.mination and trial of
every person then confined in the insane hospital.
Special "'ff 1rts were made by MacfarlanA's friends to
defeat this bill. After it bad passed and before the
day of trial camA, I am informed, not less than tbirt.y
inmates were quietly removed to their homes or else-
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where. One of this number was a lady from Kane
county who had been imprisoned eleven years, and
who bad never evinced any other symptom of insanity than a belief that she could see and converse with
spirits.
After the pa<u'lage of the Packard bills, there arose
a sentiment in the legislature that Dr. McFarlane was
an unfit man to bav charge of an insane ho8pital. A
resolution of inquiry and investigation was adopted,
and it resulted finally in his discharge.
I trust I may be pardoned for mentioning that
after it was ali over I received from Mrs. Packard a
verv kind letter uivinl! me many thanks for tbe aid I
rendered her. Mrs. Packard is, I think, still living,
though quite aged_ She has pursued her mission
until she bas reformed the Jaws of sixteen states and
territories con<~erning the insane. While she was in
Oregon, Rome six or eight years ago, she wrote a
lAtter t.o THE TnuTrr SEFKER, which was printed among
tbA "LAtters from Friends," breathing the pure spirit
of Liberali!'lm and referring to her imprisonment in
Illinois_ About four years ago she was laboring
with the Georgia legislature, About two years ago I
read in t.he p11pers that she had commenced a suit
against Dr. Macfarlane for defamatiop of character in
writing let.ters to the effect that she was an insane
woman. In all these years that pious Presbyterian
has continued to pursue her with charges of insanity.
He still resides at Jacksonville, where he carries on a
Privat.e insane hospital_ I hav been informed that
Mrs. Packard's suit had the effect of bringing the
haughty c'loctor to his knees.
Mrs. 'Pac•kard bas written a very interesting work
on the t.r~>atment of thA insane, which I bad the pleasure of finding in the Chicago Public Library a few
years ago. I met a son of hers in Chicago about the
Aame time, who is a rising young lawyer of that city,
and he informed me that his mother had by the sale
of her book, and by fortunate investments, acquired
conl'liderable property, and bad thus been enabled to
render aid to the husband who bad so ignorantly
abused her_
JAB. K. MAGIE.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
--------~.-------

Preachers and the Dt•luge.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : If you
w;re to attend an orthodox church, under the charge
of a well-educated minister, for yflars, you would
never bear the slightest allusion to the deluge. If I
were a preacher, and really believed this story, I
could not preach a sermon without dwelling upon
this terrible ioRtanre of God's wrath against a wicked
~~>Deration.
Why, then, do orthodox preachers never
refer to this most momentous of all events T Are we
not justified in thinking that they know that the
whole story is absurd and that the least said about
it the better! The o~tbodox ice at this point is very
thin, and preachers don't like to ska~e upon it. I
sometimes get very much disg-usted w1th preachers,
and am inclined to think th11t a great many of them
are bypocrits, and, for selfiHh considerations, preach
what they themselvs do not believe.
w_ H. BENsoN.

_Lectures and 1lleetings.
THE following is C. B. Reynolds's list of lecture engagements RO far as known:
Rlln Diego, Cai. .......... _.. __ ,. .... _... _............. _........ April 7, 8.
N>ttirmal City. Ca\ ...................... _............... _........ 9, 11. 12.
Los Angelefl. Cal. .... _..... _... _.... _........... __ .................. 14. 15.
Santa Anlt, Cal .................... __ ,_, ............ __ ...... ___ 17, 18, 19.
California friends desiring lectures should write to MrReynolds at any of the above places so letters will reach two
days ahead of dates.
J. E- RRM•BTTRG, a Liberal lecturer, spoke at the court
hon~e la~t n-ight. The rain kl'pt m11nv prrsous away who
would otherwise hav attended, but those wl:to were present
wPTe highly e11tertaincrL Mr. R"msburg is a Cllpt.ivating
tall,er, both as to manner and matter, and he bad the closest
attention througho11t- He t11lked about the Sunrlav law, opposing the measure as an nncallerl-for invasinn of the r.ersonal rights of the citizen.-Gainsville, Tex., Mornmg
Regi.ter.

Mr. HammmHl, M.D., Drstroyrd.
World's RPTJort nf Solnrrlrl!l g,pn'n? se.--ston of tl!e Woman's Con'JrP.ss.

This evPning's was the. shortest session c:'f the week. but. it
wss notable for int.rodncJng two pretty l!'trl spPIIkPrs. The
first. was Mi•s Helen G>trdener, a really beautiful girl woncll'rfullv gownPrl in bl11ck velvet and. an antique drap~ry
macle of a rl'd China silk shawl, who rh•cussed the quPstwn
of" Sex in Bn1in" in true ~cientific fa~hinn. Taki~l! Dr.~·
A Spitzka, of NRw York, as the only man on her s1de, ~IsS
Gardener procepr\c'd to use her fourteen months of ~ctenttfic
re~eRrch to completely shred the tenets of Dr. Hammond
and others.
Correction.
I intenrled to say, snrl thoul!ht I rlid say. th~~;t there were
only fnur votes caRt for John P- Hale in the e~,qlttlt 1JJard of
New York city, where I votPd in. 1K52 Three years later
the Republican party was born, and I was present. at. the
birth_
Bunn.
A "land• r UJIOll the Woman.
Rister Rmith: "Mv deRr hrother-ah, can you tPll ~e if the
birrl th>tt. Nnrah ~Pot out of the ark wa• a m_all' b~rd or a
fem~<le biro?" Brother Brown: "Mv dear st~ter. _It must
hav been a m~tle hirrl; if it harl bPen a female. btrd. It could
not hav kept its mouth sh1,1t long enough to briDg the Jig-leaf
back to the ark."_
·
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Ancient History for the Benefit of a .Modern Ihow infamous this is, we ~ill giv a brief
Pharisee.
·
the repeal or modification movement.
On Nov. 12, 1877, D. M. Bennett was arrested for
mailing a polemical tract called, "An Open Letter to
Jesus Christ.," written by himself, and a scientific
tract entitled, "How Do Marsupials Propagate?''
written by Hon. A. B. Bradford, of Enon VallEly,
Pa. Previously to this Comstock had arrested E. H.
Heywood for mailing "Cupid's Yokes." Mr. Heywood was convicted in January, 1878; while in the
same month Mr. Bennett's case was· dismissed. In
the same month Frank Rivers also was arrested for
selling "Fruits of Philosophy," a scientific treatis
obnoxious to Comstock principally because Freethinkers sold it. Mr. Mendum, we think, possesses
the original plates in this country, and in England
the book is issued by Charles Bradlaugh and Annie
Besant.
In Anthony Comstock's report to his society for
1878, issued just after these arrests, on page 7, occur
these words:

"Another class of publications, issued by freelovers and Freethinkers, is in a fair way of being
stamped out. 1'he public generally can scarcely b_e
aware of the extertt that blasphemy and filth com.mingled hav found vent through these varied channels. Under a plausible pretense men who raise a
howl about free press, free speech, etc., ruthlessly
trample unde1'{oot the most sacred things, breaking
down the altars of rfligion, bursting asunder the
ties of 'home, and seeking to overthrow every social
restraint."
Comstock also subsequently repeated these threats
before an auxiliary ecclesiastical society of Rochester,
saying that Infidel publications and Infidel tracts
would· soon be suppressed. Before another flociety
in Boston he referred to the Investigator and Banner
of Light as publications to which he should soon pay
attention, and he made another threat against Freethought literature before his society in St. Louis.
After Mr. Bennett's arrest in 1877, he printed a
petition to Congress, written by T. B. Wakeman,
asking for the repeal or modification of Comstock's
law by which he expected to stamp out the publications of FreethinkErs. This petition was referred to
the committee on revision of the laws of the House,
who gave bearing to E. B. Fo. ote, Jr., A. E. Giles,
and J. B. Wolff in its favor, and Samuel Colgate and
Anthony Comstock against it. On May 1st the committee reported adversely. Before the corumittf'e
Comstock, on Saturday, April 20, 1878, said that D.
M. Bennett published a "villainous and blasphemous
sheet," which out;ht to be suppressed. Mr. Comstock said the E'ame thing to two United States senators, who agreed with him, and agreed also to vote
for the retention of the law. Now, if the law did not
affect Infidel publications, why this argument and appeal to legislators to retain the law on the statute
books! At this time, too, Comstock made a thr.eat to
soon hav 1\lr. Bennett arrested again. Comstock also
· t d
'B
Vtsi e Mr. E:nnett's printers, threatening them with
arrest if they continued printing THE TRUTH SEEKER.
He also asked the American News Company to stop
selling it.
Th
t"
f M I
11 · h th'
r. ngerso Wit
IS petition
e connec ton o
is soon explained. Mr. Ingersoll knew of Comstock's
attempts to suppress heresy by means of this law,
and when called upon by the Washington committee
in charge of the petition, he allowed his name to go
on the petition for modification, but he told them
distir.ctly and plainly that he was not in favor of the
repeal of the law, as he was willing and anxious that
o~scenitJ: should be suppressed by all legal means.
Hts sentiments are best expressed by himself in a
letter to the Boston Journal. He says:
WABHIJSGToN, March 18, 1878.
To THE EDITORS OF THE BOSTON JoURNAL: My attention
~as bem called to the following article that recently appeared
m your paper:
"Colon,t:J Rober~ G. ~ngersoll, and others, feel aggrieved
because Congress, m 1813, enacted a Jaw for the suppres~ion
of obFc~ne lilerature, and, believing it an infrine:f'mt-nt of the
rights of certain citizens, and an tffort to muzzle the press
an.d comcien?e, petition for its repeal. "When a man's conscience permits h1m to Fpread brot~dcast obscene literature it
is time that conEcience was muzzled. The Jaw is a ter;or
only to evil-doers."
:No one wishes the repeal of any Jaw for the suppression of
obscene literature. For my part. I wish all such Jaws rigidlv
enforced. The only obj!·Ction that I bav to the Jaw of 1873
is, .that it h~s been con~t~ued to include books and pamphlets
wnt~en agamst the rehgwn of the day, although containing
!lothmg that can ~e called obscene or impure. Certain religIOUS fanatiCs, takmg advantage of the word "immoral" in
the law, hav claimed that all writings against what they are
pleased to call orthodox religion are immoral, and such
books hav been seized and their authors arrested. To this
and this only, I object.
'
.Your article. does me grea~ injustice, and I ask that you
wtll hav the ktndness to pubhsh 1his note.
From t~e bottom of my heart I despise the publishers of
obsct-ne hterature. Below them there is no c!epth of filth
And _I ~I so. despise those who, under the pretP.nse of sup:
pressmg ob~cene literature, endeavor to prevent honest and
pure men from writing and publish~g honest and pure
thoughts.
Yours truly,
R. G. INGERSOLL.
.T~is is sufficiently easy of comprehension for even
mmtsters, but of course they misrepresented and lied
about the writer. From that day to this he has been
accused of favoring the disseminatiou of obscene
UteJ"('\ture, That the low" 1-libef!Us ma;r know just

f~r men, women, and children to rPad, and who worship a
history of God
in whom the violation of [ChPers drowned the conclu~ion .of this sentence so the rt>porters coulrl not ht>ar H.]
In June, 1818, E. H. Heywood was sentenced to Snch a God I hold in infinit contempt. [Redoubled rbeers.]
Now I will read you the resolutions recommended by the
two years' imprisonment for mailing" Cupid's Yokes."
In August a big indignation meeting was held in committee.
RI!SOT.TTTIONS.
Boston to protest. The repeal of the law was deYour committee hav the honor to submit the following
manded. On August 24th, 1\lr. Bennett, W. S. Bell, report:
Fir&t, As to the unfinished business of the League, your
and Josephine Tilton were arrested at Watkins for
selling the same book. These prosecutions never committee submits the following resolutions:
R13iiolved, That we are in favor of such postal laws as will
amoutned to much besides making troul?le for the de- allow
the free tran~portation through the mails of the Unitel
fendants. On October 26th the National Liberal States of all books, pamphlets, and papers, irrespectiv of
League held its Congress in Syracuse. At this Con- the religious, irreligious, political, and scientific view9 they
gress the League left the matter of repeal or modifica- may contain. so that the literature of science may be placed
tion of the laws open, taking no action as an organi- up•n an fqURlity with that of superstition.
Re~olverl, That we are utterly opposed to the dissPminazation, either way, but elected dlicus known· to be in fion, through the mails or ·by any other mPan~. of obscene
favor of repeal. On December lOih, 1\lr. Bennett was literature, whether "inspired" or uninopired. and hold in
again arrested for mailing the book," Cupid's Yokes." mt>aRnrele~s contempt its authors and· disR .. minatorR.
Resolvtd, That we call upon the Christian world to exThe readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER all know the result.
punge from the l'\o-called "sacred" Bible every pa~sage that
Mr. Bennett was tried, and found guilty; be appealed; cannot be rPad without covering the cheek of modesty with
the conviction was affirmed, and he was sentenced to the blush of shame; and until mch paSFHges are expunged,
thirteen months' imprisonment at hard labor.
we demand that the Jaws ngainst the dissemination of obAfter the trial Colonel Ingersoll interposed, and scene literature be impartially enforced.
During the reading of these resolutionP, when he
endeavored to get a pardon for Mr. Bennett, who
was held in Ludlow street jail pending Mr. Hayes's came to the words "obscene literature," Colonel Inreply. The man who occupit;d. the president's office gersoll said, ''I thilnk them for that word; we will
promised to pardon the Infidel editor; then he went see who the obscenists are." The Congress also reback on his word, and Mr. Bennett served his term solved:
'fhat we express the deepest sympnthy with D. M. Bennett
of imprisonment.
Th~:-n preachers opened the f!luiceways of vitupera- and his family, for the reason that he bas been convicled by
tion and billingpgate upon Colonel Ingersoll for religious bigotry and ignorant Zt>lll, and haR been imprisoned
and is now langui~binl!." in thP cell of a felon, when in truth·
having interceded for .a man convicted of mailing and fact ·he committed no offense whatever against any law
obscene literature, and the same charges that this of the land.
Dubuque minister makes were circulated. The
This oug-ht to hav stopped the ministerial ghouls
charg~:s were as infamously false then at!! they are like this Dubuque Brown, but it di(I not., for the
now, and to show it, it is only necessary to quote reason that they did not take the trouble to inform
Colonel Ingersoll's words during the year or two · themselvs of the position held by Colonel Ingersoll
succeeding, when the Freethinkers and the Christians on the question. Neither did the criti<"s in the Libwere not only opposing each other vigorously, but eral ranks cease their caviling at the League. Th~
the Freethinkf'rs themselvs were divided on the ques- discussion over the Comstock Ia" s went on with
tion. In 1879, while 1\lr. Bennett was in prison, a vigor and acrimony, and the writer of these lines was
correspondent of the Naflhville, Tenn., Banner said as acrimonious as anybody e1fle. We believed then,
that the National Liberal League and Colonel Jnger- as we believe now, that the Comstock laws are unsoli were in favor of disseminating obscene literature. constitutional, and should be repealed. We do not
To this Colonel Ingersoll replied in a letter to a believe that Congress hilS power to legislate on the
friend:
morelity of mailable matter. We believe that the
1417 G ST., WAsmxoToN, Aug. 21, 1879.
language of the House committee on post-offices of
MY DEAR Sm: The article in the Nashville Banner by "J.
the present Congress in dealing with the bill to exL." is utterly and maliciously false.
A pe1ition was sent to Congress praying for the repeal or clude newspapers containing lottery advertisments
mod1fication of certain postal laws, to the end that the free- applies to the Comstock laws. The committee says :
dom of conscience and of the press should not be abridged.
the opinion of the committee the legislation proposed
Nobody holds in great .. r contempt than I the writers, pub. byIntheFe
bills violates the ~pirit, if not the letter, of the_
lishers, or dealers in ob8cene lit~:-rature. One of my objec- article
of the Constitution which decJ;tres that Cone:rPss shall
tions to the Bible is that it contains hundreds of grossly
obscene pas~ages not fit to be read by any dt>cent man; make no Jaw abridging the freedom of the press. If Congress
thousands of pas~ages, in my judgment, <'alcnlatrd to cor- may exclude from the mails a nPwspap•·r or a periodical
rupt the minds of youth, I hope the time will soon come which contains an advertisment of a lottery, it mav m<1ke
all newspapers and periodicals in which are
when the good sense of the Amf'rican people will demand a non-mailable
printed advertisments, news reports, or editorials which in
Bible with all obscene pas~ages left out.
_The only reason a modification cf the postal laws is neces- )ts jud!!'ment the people should not read. In other words,
sary is that at present, under color of those laws, books and It may declare what shall and what shall not be printed in
pamphle1s are excluded from the mails simply becau~e they every newFpqper and periodical in the country which is cirare considered heterodox and blasphemous. In other words. culated wholly or in part throngh the mails.
Another objection to this le)!;isla•ion is that it estalJlishes a
every man should be allowed to write, publish, and send
through the mails his thoughts upon any sul>jtct, expressed censor~hip of the press. Surely no one will maintain that
in a decent and becoming rranner. As to the propriety of Congress, if it should pass laws to <·ff<'Ct that purpose,
giving anybody authority to overhaul mails, br€ak seals, and would not violate the provision of the Constitution which
was intendE:d to protect the liberty of the p.rPRR. And yet
read private correspondence, that is another que;tion.
Every minister and every layman who ctJarges me with that is what one of these bills, viz., No. 3 320, does. I~
directly or indirectly favoring the dissemination of anything clothes the postmasler-general with amhorit.y to determin
that is impure, retails what be knows to be a willful and what printed matter in any newspaper or periodical is an
advertisment of a lottery, making him in that respect a
malicious lie. I remain, Yours truly, R. G. hoxnsoLL.
eensor of the pr!'SS. The inevitable result of such lPgislaThree weeks after this letter was written the Na- tion is the establishment of a precedent which may be contional Liberal League held its third annual Congress sidered in the future an authority for the creation of a censor
at Cincinnati. Colonel Ingersoll was chairman of of the press in all respects.
the committee on resolutions and platform and unWe believe. that lotteries and obscenity should be
finished business of the League. One of the sub- dealt with by state . and municipal legislation, and
ject11 to be dealt with was these Comstock's laws. offenders punished in the county in which they com'fhe following are Colonel Ingersoll's remarks and mit their offense. , So in those days we argued lor
the resolutions he presented:
the repeal of the Comstock laws, as did dozPns of
It may be proper, before presenting the rePolutions of the others-James Pnrton, E.izur Wright, 0. B. Frothcommittee, to say a word in explanation. The committee ingham, T. C. Leland, Courtlandt Palmer, and many
were charged with the consideralion of the unfinished busi- more whose names we do not recall. But Colonel
ness of the League. It seems tha' at Syracuse there was a Ingersoll did not, and when the N11tional LtbPral
division as to what course ~hould be taken in regard to the
postal laws of the United States. These laws were usetl as League met the next year at Chicago (Sept. 17, 1880),
an engin of oppresswn against the free circulation of what he was opposed f.o the League's making a pledge to
we understand to be scientific literature. Every honest man defend every case under the Comstock laws, and he
in. this country is in favor of allowing every other hum!ID was opposed to a resolution demanding a r£peal of
beiDg every right that he claims for himself. The majority
at Syracuse were at that time simply in favor of the abMolutt those laws. The following is what Colonel Ingersoll
repeal of those 1)\ws, believing them to·be unconstitutional- said upon the subject :
Mr. Chairman, I wish to cffer the following resolution in
not because they were in favor of anything obscene, but because tht-y were oppo~ed to the mails of tile United States plore and instead of resolutions numbered 5 and 6:
being under the et-pionage and bigotry of the church. They
Resolved, That the committee of defense, whenever a perthertfore demanded an ubsolute repeal of the law. Others son bas been indicted for what be elaims to hav been an
feeling that they might be misunderstood, and knowing honest exercise of the freedom of thought and expres~ion,
that theology can com the .meanest words to act as the ve- shall investigate the case, RDd if it appears that such person
hicle of the lowest lies, they were afraid of being misunder- baH been guilty of no r ffense, then it ~hall be the duty of
stood, and therefore they said, Let us amend ttJese Jaws so said committee to defend such person if he is unable to dethat our literature shall be upon an equality with that of fend himself.
Now allow me one moment to state myrea~ons. I do not,
theology. I know that there is not a Liberal here, nor in
the United Stales, that is in favor of the dissemination of I hav not, I never shall, accu•e or sn~pect a solitary member
obscene literature. [Cheers.] One of the objections which of the Liberal League of the United Stales of being in favor
we hav to the· book said to be written by God is that it is of doing any act under heaven that he is not thoroughly
obscene. [Ubeer11, yells, and cheers ]
convinc~ed is right.
We all claim fret·dnm of speech, audit
The .Libt:rals of this country belitve in purity, and they is the gem of the human soul. We all chLim a right to
believe that every fact in nature and m FCience is as pure as express our honest thoughts. Did it ever occur to any Liba star. We do nut nee"d to ask for anv more than we want. eral !hat be wisht>d to txpress any thnught hont-slly, truly,
We simpty want the Jaws of our country so framed that we anfl l••gally be considered immoral? How docs it happen
artl not diFcriminated against. So, takmg that view of the that ?De hav any interest in what is known as immoral litt-ravexed question, we wanted to put the boot upon the other ture? I deny that the Lt>nguc ha~ any intut-st in tha~ kind
foot. We want to put the charge of obscenity where it be- of literature. Whenever we mention it. whenever we speak
longs, and the committee, of which I hav the honor to be of it, we put ourselvs in a false posilion. What do we
one of the members, hav endeavored to do just that thing. want? 'Ve wan~ to see to it that tlle church party shall
[Uheers ] Men hav no right to talk to me about obscenity not smother the literature of Libt·raliFm. We want to see to
wllo re!?t~-rcl the fitory of llot ~m4 4i3 q~ushte~s ~sa ~t thin~ it th~t the viver of iutel!ectu!W sl~vtry shaU ~o~ stin~ oqr
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·cau~e. -We want it so that every honest man, so that every
honest ~om~n. can express his or her honest tbou~rht upon
any s~tbJect m the world. And the q•wstion, and the only
q~esu~n, nR to whether they are amenable to the law, in my

mmi!. IS. 'Vere they honest? Was tbdr effort to benefit mankind? Was that their intenlion? ·And no man no woman
should be convicted ofany nffense that that rna~ or woma~
?id not inteni! t~ comm.it. Now then, suppose some person
~s arrested.• a.nil It is churned that a work written by him is
tmmoral,xs. Illegal. Then, I say, let our Committee of Defense Cf(amm I bat case, and if our enemies are seeking to
trample out Freeth ought under the name of immorality and
uni!er the cover and. shield of our criminal law, then ·,~t us
d~fend that man to the last dollar we hav. But we do not
yvxsh to put onrselvs in the position of general defenders of
all the slush that m11y be written in this or any other coun~ry. You cannot aff•1rd to do it. You cannot afford to put
Into the mouth of theology a perpetual and continual slur.
~()U cannot. nfford to do it. And this meeting is not the
- hme to go mto the question of what authority the United
States may bav over lhe maiiR. It is a very wide question.
It embmces many others. Has the p:overnment a right to
say what shall fEO into the mails? Whv, in one sense, assuredly. Certainly they bav· a right to ~ay that you shall
n9t send a horse and wagon by mail. They hav a right to
fix some limit; and the only thing that we want is that the
literature of liberty, the literature of real Freethought, shall
not be di~criminated against. And we know now as well as
if it bad been perfectly and absolutely demonstrated that
the literature of Freetbougbt will be absolutely pure.' We
know it. We call upon the Christian world to expunge obscenity from their book, and until that is expunged we demand that the laws against obscene literature shall be executed. And how can· we. in the next resolution, say those
laws ought all to be repealed? We cannot do that. I bav
always been in favor of such an amendment of the Jaw that
by no trick, by no device, by no judicial discretion, an bonest, high, pnre.mindecl man should be subjected to puni8hment simply for p;iving his best and his hon~:>st thoul(bt.
What more do we need ? What more can we ask? I am as
as much opposed as my friend Mr. Vvakeman can be to the
assumption of the church that it is the p;uardian of morality.
If our morality is to be guarded by that senthnent alone,
then is the end come. The natural instinct of self-defense
in mankind and in all ore:anized ~ociety is the fortress of the
morality in mankind. The church itself \vas at one time
the outgrowth of that same feeling, but now the feeling bas
outgrown the church, Now, then, wa will hav a Committee
of Defense. That committeE.' will examin every case. Snppo8e some man has been indicted, and suppose he is guilty.
Suppose he has endeavored to soil the human mind. Suppose be has been willing to make money bv pandering to
the lowest passions in tbe human breast. What will that
committee do with· him 1hen ? We will ~ay, " Go on; let
the law take its course." [Applause.] But if, upon read in!!:
his book, we fin<l that be is all wrong, horribly wrong,
idiotically wrong, bnt make up our minds that he was honest in his error, I will gi vas much as anv other living man
of my means to df'fend that man. And I believe you wil) all
bPar me witness when I sav that I hav the cause of intellectual liberty at. heart as m-uch as I am capable of bavincr
anything at heart. And I know hundreds of others her~
just the ~arne. I und<·rstand that. I· understand their
motiv.. I b<-lieve it to be perfectly good, but I truly ancl
honestly thiuk they tlTP. mistaken. If we hav an interest in
the business, I would fight f<'r it. lf our cause was assailed
by law, then I say fight; and our cause is assailed, and I
say fight. They will not allow me, in many states of this
Union, to testi'y. I say fight until every one of those laws
is repealed. They di~<criniinate against a man simply beca!lse he is honest. R~peal such laws. The church, if it
bad the power to-day,_ would trample out every particle of
free literature in this land. And when they endeavor to do
that., I say fie:ht. But there is a distinction wide as the
Mis~issippi-yes, wider than the Atlantic, wider than all the
oceans- between the literature of immorality and the literature of Freetbought. · One is a crawling. slimy lizard, and
the other an angd with wings of light. .Now, let us draw
this distinction, Jet us under~tand ourselvs, and do not giv
to the common enemy a word covered with mire, a word
stainecl with cloaca, to throw at u~. We thought we bad
settled that question a year ago. We buried it then, and I
sav let it rot.
·
This question is of great importance. It is the most important one we bav here. I hav fought this question; I am
ever going to, ancl I will not allow anybody to put a stain
upon me. This question must be understood if it takes all
summer.. Here is a case in point. Some lady has written a
work which, I am informed. is a good work, and that bas
nothing wron~ about it. Her opinions may be foolish or
wise. Let this committee examin that case. If they find
that she is a good woman, that she bad good intentions, no
matter bow terrible the work may be, if her intentions are
good, she has committed no crime. I want the hones1
thought. I think I hav_ always been in favor of it. But we
· havn't the time to go into all these questions.
Then comes the question for this house to decide in a mom~nt whether these cases should hav been tried in the state
or federal court. I want it understood that I hav confidence
in the federal courts -of the nation. There may be some bad
judges, there may he some idiotic jurors. I think there was
in that C!lH' [•>f Mr. Bennett]. But tile Committee of Defense.
if I understand it, supplit·d means for the defense of that.
man. Tiley did, but are we rt·ady now to decide in a mo.
mt-nt what courts shall hav jurisdiCiion? Are we ready to
say that the federal courts Sb!ill be denied jurisdiction in any
case arising about the mails? l::luppose somebody robs the
·.mail. Bt·fore whom shall we "try the robber? Try him
before a federal judge? Why? Because he bas viohtted a
·federal law. We hav not any time for such an investigation
. as this. What we want to do is to defend free speech everywhere. What we want to do is to defend the expression of
thought in papers, in pamphlets, in books. What we want
.to do is to S\·e to it that these bool(s, papers, and pamphlets
are on an equality with all other book~, papers, and pamphlets in the United States ma-ils. And then the next step
we want to take, if any man is indicted under the pretense
·that he is publishing immoral books, is to hav our Committee
of Defense well examin the c.tse; and if we believe the man
to be innocent we will help defend him if he is unable to defend bimeelf; and if we find that the law is.wrong in that
particular, we will go for the amendment of that law. I
beg of you to bav some sense in this matter. We must hav
it. H we don't, upon that rock we will split-upon that
rock we will again divide. Let us not do it. Toe cause of
intellectual hbeny is the highest to the human mJDcl. Let us
stand by it, anti we can help all theHe people by tbi~ resolu, tion. -We can do j Jst.ice everywhere with it, while if we
11~ree to the lift4 and si~th resolutious tlpl~ h[\V J:!eell offered

I say we lay o•1rselvs open to .the charge, and it will be burien
B_l\"atnst u~. ~o matte_r how unjustly, that we are in favor of
wldesprl'ad 1mmorahty.
·
·.
Mr. Clarke: We 9re not afraid of it.
Colonel Inp:ersoll: You may ~ay we are not afraid. I am
not afraid. He only is a fool who rushes into unnecessary
danger.
·
Mr. Clarke: What·areyoutalkingabout,anyway?
Colonel Ingersoll: I am talking with endeavor to put a
little sense into such men as you. [Applause and laughter J
Your very question shows that it was necessary thllt I should
talk. [Applause.] And now I move that my resolution be
adopted.
·
·
Mr. Wakeman moved that it be added to that portion of
the sixth resolution which recommended ihe constitution of
the Committee of Defense.
· Colonel Ingersoll: I cannot agree to the sixth resolution.
I think nearly every word of it is wrong in principle. I
think it binds us to a course of action that we will not be
willing to ftillowi and my resolution covers every possible
case. My resolution binds us to defend every honest man in
the exercise of his right. I can't be bound to say th~t the
government hasn't control of its morals-that we cannot
trust the federal courts-that, under any circumstanc!'s, at
any time, I am .b mnd to defend, either by word or money,
any man who VlOiatPs the laws of this country.
Mr. ·Wakeman: We do not say that.
Col_onel Ingersoll: I beg of.you, I beseech y.ou, not to pass
the sixth resolution •. If yon do, I wouldn't giv that [-nap.
ping his finp:erli-] for the platform. A part. of the Comstock
law authorizes the vilest possible trick. We are all opposed
to that.
·
·
Mr. Leland: What is the question?
Colonel Ingersoll: Don't let us be silly. Don't Jet us say
vre are opposed to what we are not opposed to. If any man
here is oppo~ed to putting down the vilest of all possible
trash he ought to go borne. We are opposed to only a part
of the law-oppostd to it whenever they endeavor to trample
Freetbought under foot in the name of immorality. [Applause.]
Afterward at the same session of the Congress the
.
'
•
followmg collcq1ly took place between Colonel IngersoB and T. B. \Vakeman:
Colonel Ingersoll: You know as well as I that there are
certain books not fit to.go .through the mails-bool(s and
pictures not fit to be delivered.
Mr. Wakeman: That is so.
Colonel Ingersoll: There is not a man here but what is in
favor, when those books and .pictures come into the control
of the United States. of burning them up when they are
manifestly obscene. You don't want any grand jury there.
Mr. W11 keman: Yt·s, we do.
Colonel Ingersoll: No, we don't. When they are manifestly obscene, burn them up.
A delegate: Who is to be judp;e of that?
Colonel Ingersoll: There are books that nobody differs
about. There _are certain things about which we can u~e
discretion. If that diEcretion is abused, a man bas his
remedy. We stand for the free thought of this country.
We stand for the progressiv spirit of the United States.
We can't afford to say that all these laws ~bould be repealed.
If we bad time to investigate them we could say in what
they should be amended. Dou't tie us to Ibis nomense-to
the idea that we bav an interest in .immoral literature. Let
us remember that Mr. Wakeman is sore. He had a case before the federal courts, and he imagins, having lost that ca~e,
you cannot depend on them. I hav lost hundreds of cases.
l hav· as much confidence in the f<'deral courts as in the
state courts. I am nut to be a party to throwing a slur upon
the federal judiciary. All we want is fair play. We want
the same chance for our doctrins that others bav for theirs.
And how this infernal question of obscenity ever got into the
Liberal League 1 could never understand. If an innocent
man is convtcted o{ larceny, should we repeal all the laws on
the subjtcl? 1 don't pretend to be better than other people.
lt is easy to talk right-so easy to be right that 1 never care
to hav the luxury of being wrong. I am advocating some- Mr.
tbiug .that we can stand upon. 1 do not misunderstand
Wakeman's motivs. I believe they are perfectly .e:ood-that
be is thoroughly honest. Why not just say we wlll stand by
freedom of thought and its expression? Why not say that
we are in fa.vor of umending any law that is wrong? But do
not make the whhlesale statement that all these laws ought
to be repealed. They ought not to be repealed. Some of
them are good. The law against sending instruments of
vice in the mails is good, as is the law against semling obscene books and pictures, and the law against letting ignorant hyenas pray upon sick people, and the law which prevtnts the getters-up of bogus lotteries sending their letters
through the mail.
.
At the evening session of the Congress, on the
8ame day, Mr. Ingersoll made this speech in opposition to the resolution demanding the repeal of the
Comstock laws:
I am not in f&vor of the repeal of those laws. I hav never
been, and I never expect to be. But I do wish that every
law providing for the puni~>hment of a criminal ofiense
should diotiuctly define the offense. That is the objection
to this law, that it does not define the offense, eo tnat an
American citizen can readily know when he is about to violate it, and cons~quently the Jaw ought in all probability to
tJe modilied in that regard. ~am in favor of .every law defining with perf~ct distinctness the ofien~e to be punished,
but I cannm, I hav the cause of Freethought too much at
beart, to say by· .wholesale· these laws should be repealed.
Neither will I .con~ent Lo the repeal simply because the
church is in favor of those laws. In so far as the church
agrees with me, I cougratulate the church. In so far as superotition is willing to help me, good! I am willing to accept it. I believe, also, tbat this League is upon a secular
basis, and there should be nothing in our platform that
would prevent any Christian from acting with us. ·What is
our platform? And we ought to leave it as it is. It needs
no amendment. Otir platfvrm is for a secular ~~;overnment.
ls it improper in a Fccular government to endeavor to prevent the spread of {,b -cene literature? It is the busines~ of
a secular government to do it, but if that government attempts to E>tamp out Freetho•tgllt in the name of obocenity,
rt is then for the fnends of. Freethought to cal_l for a ddlnition of the word. and such a definition as will allow Freethought to gu everywhere through all the mails of tile Unitecl
l:itates. We are also m tavor of ~tcular schools. Good. We
are in favor of d,,ing awa. wilh every Jaw that discriminates
against a man on IICCount of his belief. Good. We are in
tavor of uutverbal educut.ion. Good. We are in favor of the
taxation of church property. Good-bect~.use the experience
of ~M wol-14 shows ~Mt where ~ou allow supersmio[l ~o
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own property. wi~hout ta11:ing it, it will absotb the net
profits. Is '~ ttme now that w~ should throw into
the scale, aga\Dst all these splendtd purposPR, an €ff>rt
to repeal some poRtal laws against obscenity? As well
miJ!:ht w~ turn the League into an engin to do away with all
laws agaxnst the sale of stale eggs. What bav we to do with
those thin~s? I~ it possible tha~ Freethonght can be
charged.wxtb beiJ?g ob~cene? Is it possible that, if the
charge IS made, It can be substant.iated ? Can you not
attack any superstition in the worli! in perfectly pure Ianguage? Can you not at. tack anything yo it please in perfectly pure langu>.~ge? And where a man intends ri!lht, no
law should find him guilty; and if the law is weak in that
re~pect, let it be modtfied. But I say to you that I cannot
go with any body of men who clemand the unconriitional
repeal of these laws. [Cheers.] I bflieve in libPrty as
!JIUCb as any man who breathes. I will do as much, ilecordmg to my ability, as any other man to m>tke this an absolutely free and 8ecular government. I will do as much as
any.other man of my s~rength an~ of iny int.elle~tual power
to e:tv every l_lnman heme; every rxght that I clatm for my9 elf. • But thts ob~cene. la;-v bu~iness is a stumbling.bloe.tz_
Had It not been for Llns, mstead of the few pPople vonng
here-less than one hundred-we would hav had a Congress
numb.ered bv thon~ands. H~d it not be<·D for this bnRiness,
~he. Ltberal League?~ the Um_ted States would to-night hold
In Its hand ~he poltttcal dest10y of the United States. Ins~ead. of th.at, we bav thro~n away our power upon a questlon ID whteh we are not mterestrd. Instead of that, we
bav wasted our resources and our brain for the repeal of a
law .that we don't w~nt r~pealed. If we want anything,
we Simply want a modtficatJOn. Now, then, don't stain this
cause b.y such a co~r~e. ~nd don't understand ~bat I am
pretendmg, or am msmnahng, that anyone here IS in favor
of obscene literature. It is a question, not of principle, but
of means, and I beg pardon of this Convention if I hnv done
anything ~o ~orrible as has been described by Mr. Pill> bury.
I. regret 1t. If I bav .ever endeavored to trample upqn the
rt~thts of thts Conventton.
There is one thing 1 hav not done-! hav not endeavored
to ca~t five votes w~en I dido'~ hav a .solitary vote. Let _us
be fair; let us be fair. I hav simply gtvcn my vote. I wish
to trample upon the rights of no one; and when Mr. Pillsbury gave those votes he supposed he bad a right to giv
them; and if he had a right, the votes would hav been
counted. I attribute nothing wrong to him, but I say this:
I bav the right to make a motion in this Congress, I bav the
right to argue that motion, but I bav no more rights than
any other member, and I claim none. But 1 wat:t to ~ay to
you-and I want you to know it and feel it-that I want to
act with every Liheral man and ..woman in this world. I
want you to know it and feel it that I want to do everything
I can to get every one of tbPse stat.UtPs off our bonks that
di .. criminates ngainst a man because of his religions belidthat I am in favor of a secular government, und. of all the~e
rights. But I cannot, and I will not, op<'rate with any organization that asks for the unconditional repeal of those
laws. I will stand alone, and 1 hav stood alone. I can tell
my thoughts to my countrymen, ancl I shall do it, and whatev<>r position you take, whether I am with you or not, you
will find me battling everywhere for the absolute frcerlom
of the human mind. You will find me ba1tling everywhere
to make this world better nud granrler; and whatev<•r my
personal conduct may be, I Rhall cndca\·or to keep my theories right. I bPg of you, I implore you, do not pass the
resolution No. 6. It is not for our interest; it will do us no
good. It w,!llose us hosts of honest, splendid friends. Do
not do it; it will be a mistake; and the only reason I offered
the mo~ion was to giv the members time to think tlris over.
I am not pretending to !mow more than other people. I
am perfeCily WiliiiJg to say that in many things I know less.
But upon this subject I want you to think. No malter
whether you are afraid of your sons, your daughters, your
wives, or your husbands, that isn't it-1 don't want the
splendid prospects of this League put in jeopardy upon such
an issue as this. I hav no more to say. B11t if that resol"ution is passed, all I hav to say is that, while I ~hall be for
hberty everywhere, I cannot act with this organization, and
I will not.

1

The resalution was finally adopted, and Colonel
Ingersoll resigned his office of vioe-presid9nt in the
L
d
· h
eague, ·an never acted Wlt it again until .the
League dropped all side issues, and came back to
fir~:~t principles-~he enforcement of the Nine Demands of L 1beralism.
·

A }'able.
A donkey, who had long been remarked for exceptional
dulness in the debaling society di•cusswns held nightly by
his fellow.quadrupeds in their St!lble, one Dil!ht, as they commeBced therr usual canvasl!iDg of human affairs, astonish<'d
all by a display of brilliancy and informal ion without paraBel. And it came to pass that he took his stand in the
midst of them that were learned, both h<·arinfE them, and
asking them questions. And all that heard him were astonished at his underslanding and his answers. Whether asked
as to the pubiic history of his country for the last year, as to
it!! future prospects, its legislativ problen.s, or the progress
of its enlightened institutions; whether questioned as to
national movements abroad, or involved in abstruse inquiries into the spiritual conCl'ptions of tbeir masters, and into
their scriptures, his answers still di~playcd the same inexhaustible knowledge uncl wisdom. Yet, bow soon I he downfill! of pretenders! for but a few days hud passtd when an
observing ox pulled forth from its position at the bottom of
the donkey's manger, where it had been so adjusled as to
allow its owner to read off it while pretending to discourse
and look around, a copy of the 18881~u&&1"HINKRns' ALMANAC
-opened at "How· the Layman is Deceived," and well
hoofed at those v>~luable articles: "J<~reethougbt in the
United States, 1887 ;" ''Deism and Atheism,"" The Americ~n Secular Union,"" Tbe International Freethought Congress,"'· Sunday Amusements," and "When D1d Jehoshapbat Die?"
MouAL: (I) There is hope even for donkeys in the 1888
ANNIJAL; tuerefore (2), get it and show it to your Methodist
neighbord.
•

}'l'eethinkers
Who are desirous of advancing the canso, cannot do it more
effec_tua11y than by assisting Ta& TIWTH S&&K&R to extend
its circulation. A liberal cash commission will be paid to
those devoting their time to obtaining new subscribers. For
terms, address Ta& 'fu!J"fH l:ll!&j\:&~ OoM.!'AN"f, ~ Lafayette
pllwe, lSew Yof~.
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"Wherefore they [the predeRtined elect] be made 11ons of
God bv adoption; they be made like the image of his only
begotten son Je11us Chri11t: they walk rellp:iou111y in good
works. and at lenj!'th, bv flod's merrv, they attain to everBY D. M. BENNETT.
Jastinp: felicity."-.Art. XVll oj the Thirty-Nine Articles.
"All saints that are united to Je!IUR Christ. their head, by
Editor. his spirit and by faith, hav fellowship with him in his
Business Manager. j:traces, Pufferinj!'s. death, reRurrection. and j!'lory. Neither
are any other redeemed by Christ, effectually called, juRtiPUllLISliBD B'f
fled. adopted, llanct.ifled, and Raved, but the elect only."-
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Presbyterian Confession of Faith.

.

7. The Mormons believe in the literal resurrection
of the body.
"I believe in God, the father almightv, maker of heaven
and .earth : and in JeRUR ChriRt, his onlv son, o~1r Lord: ,who
WRR conceived hv the Holv Ghost, born of the Virgin M~try:
~nffered under Pontius Pilate. waR crnnffted, dead. and b•Iried; the third dav he rose from the dead; be aRcended into
he~tven. and 11itteth at the right hand of Goo the father
~tlmightv; from thence he shall come to judge the qnick an.-1
the dead. I believe in the Holy Gho11t; the holy Catholic
ch1irch. the communion of saints; the fore:ivness of sins:
the resurrection of the hndv. and the life ever)aRtin!l'·"-Apostles' Crftd, held autlwritati'D by all orthodtx!J churchu.
" Christ did tmly rise aj!'ain from death, and took again
his body. witl'I flesh. bonel!l, and all thine:R appertainine: to
the perfection of man's nature; wherewith he aRcended into
hl'Rven. and there sitteth. until be retmn to judge all men at
the laRt day."-Art. IV of Thirty.Nine ArtitJles.
" Christ did truly rise al!'ain from the dead. and took again
his body, with all thine:s appertah1ing to the perfection of
man's nature, wherewith be a11cended into heaven, and there
~ittetb until he return to junp:e all men at the )aRt dav."-

SU RSCRIPTION RATES.
Binp:le subscription in advance ............................. . $8 00
One subscription two years, in advance ................. . 0 00
Two new snbRcribers .......................................... . 0 00
One snbRnription with one new subscriber, in oneremittance ...................................................... . 0 00
One !lnbRcription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance .................................................. . 7 00
One snb~<cription with three new subscribers, in one
remlttanre ................................................... . 8 60
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
Third Articl.e of Rel(qion of the Metlwdist Epi11wpal church.
remittar ce ................................................... . 10 00
"At the last day. snch as are found alive shall not die. bnt
A.ny numher over five at the same rate, invariably
be cbsnged : and all the dead shall be raiRed up with the selfw tb oJle remittance.
~"me bodies, and none other."-Presbyterian Confe88ion of
Faith.

R('lhdons Lee:h•lation.
On the 26th of Mnrch the Senate committee on
territories heard the Rev. M. W. Montgomery, rep
resenting the Home Missionary Society of the Conf?regational church, in opposition to the admission of
Utah, and in favor of Jel!islation to suppress thf'
religion of the Latter Day Saints as fraudulent I Mr.
Montgomery said (fl.s reported by the daily presl'l) that
the eleven million Protestants and six million Roman
Catholics of the country are a unit in condemnation
of ilormonism. They asked that Congress shall
break the deluqions under which the Mormon people
liv-t.he delu!'!ion that their church is stronger than
the United States government-that Christ will himself appAar on earth and work a victory in their behalf. He assured the committee that Congress
could not legislate intelligently upon this question
until it adopted as one of its fundamental principles
that, 1\lormonism is a lie and a fraud.
The Protestant church is becoming bold-very
bold. But a few yf'ars ago, the reason given by
Christians for desiring to exterminate Mormonism
was solely that polygamy is immoral. Now the desire of the church is to crush the Christianity of
Utah because "Mormonism is a lie and a fraud."
That is to say, Congress is importuned to stamp out
in the territories (for laws on this matter must be gen'eral. and general laws will apply to all territories and
the District of Columbia) all religions which are untrue. This opens an immense field and givs the
United States government a (?reat chance.
Accepting the proposition that the tenets of Mormonism are "a lie and a fraud "-a proposition absolutely impregnable-Congress must then suppress by
legislation all sects holding the same beliefs. And to
know just what sects will be t?quelched, it is necessary
only to compare the doctrins of the Mormons with
the doctrins of other Christian people. Let us see.
1. The Mormons accept the Bible-Old and New
Testament. So do all .other Christians in the world.
2. The Mormons hav a supplementary revelation.
So hav the Shakers, the Adventists, and many other
Christian sects besides the Mormons.
3. The Mormons believe in the gift of prophecy.
So do all Christians.
4. The Mormons believe in miracles. But where
are the other Christians who deny them?
5. The Mormons believe in the near approach of
the end of the world. What about the Adventists T And if the Presbyterian Confession of Faith
is right in saying that Christ keeps the day of judgment unknown to men that they may be always
watchful, and may be ever prepared to say, 'Come,
Lord Jesus, come quickly,' are not the Mormons but
asserting what all other sects hope for! It would
certainly seem so.
6. The Mormons believe in their own identity with
the saints who shall reign with Christ.

8. The Mormons be1iE!ve that salvation can be secured only by a belief in Christ's atonement.
"For holy scripture doth set out unto us only the name of
Je11u~< ChriRt, whereby men must be saved. . . . The
offerinp: of ChriRt once made [upon the crOIIP] is that perfect
rpdemption, propitiation. BDd satiPfactiOn, for a1J the PiDS Of
the whole world. both orip:inal and actual; ani! there iR none
other satisfaction for sin, but that alone."-Tht'-rty-Nine Articles.

" They who, never having heard the p:ospel, know not
.TeRUB CbriRt. ani! believe not in him. cannot be 11aved. he
thev never so dilip:ent to frame their liveR acco-rdinp: to the
light of natme. or the lawR of that religion which they pro.
feRs; neither is tbere 11alvat!on in anv other. but in ChriRt
Rlone. who iFI the Ravior only of his body the chmch."-Pre&byterirm La,.aer

CatechiJ~m.

"The offering of CbriRt once made [npon the cro!IR] is that
perfect redemption. propitiation. and RatiRfaction for all sin~
of the whole world. hot.h original and actual ; and thPre i•
none other !IRtiRfnction for sin but that alone."-.Articl6 XX
of the Methodist church.

9. The Mormons also hold repentance necessary
to salv~ttion. We find this. also in the creed of every
other Christian church.
"Althoup:h repentance be not to be rested in as any sat.iRfaction for Flin, or any cause of the pardon thereof, which is
the act of God's free grace in Christ, yet is it of such necessitv to all11inneT11. that none may expect pardon without it."
-Confnsion of Faith.

"The grant of repentance is n~t to be deniPd to sncb aR
fall into Rin nfter baptism."-Article XTTof Metlwdist church,
taken from XVI of Thirty-Nine Articles.

10. Mormon theology maintains also that baptiPm
must be by a ChriPt-appointed apostlP. but in thiP
it has t.he Pupport of all churches. What to any
other Christian is a baptism by an unordainf'd person? BAptism is one of the two Protestant sacraments; the ordination of the person performing it il'l
compulsory, and the churches pretend to trace th~>
authoritativ lineage of their preachers back to Christ.
And though the minister himself be an unworthy
P~>rPon, "yet forasmuch as they do not the same in
their own name, but in Christ's; and do minister by
his commission and authorit.y." the baptism io valid.
It iR the common doctrin of all the chur<'hes.
There are many other minor doctrins held by the
Mormons which owe their origin to the older form
of Christianity, and there are some div~>rgences, but
none more radical than between other different sects.
The Mormons do not bf'!lieve in infant baptism, but
for this they hav illustrious authority. They immerse their candidates, while most sects sprinkl~>
t.hem; but the Mormons are not isolated in t.beir
form. If we miPtake not, there are Baptists and Bllptists in the world. So if Mr. Montgomery shaH obtain the consAnt of Congress to suppress aU religious
doctrins which are a lie and a frau(f, he will find that
he can by no means confine his persecution to the
Latter D~ Saints. If their doctrins are a lie and a
fraud-which we cheerfuUy admit--so are all ,the
doctrins of all the ChristiiUl churches.

.A R ...verend's Falsehoods.
We print on another page a condensed history of
the efforts made a f.ew y~>ars ago for the repeal or
modification of the Comstock laws. We do it at
this time for the benf'fit of the Liberal cause in Iowa,
where a certain Charles 0 ..Brown, Congregationalist, of Dubuque, has been earning an immortality of
infamy by attacking the reputation of Colonel
Ingerson, and through him every Liberal in the
country. Mr. Brown is perhaps the most prominent
preacher in the state, which fact has given his words
wide circulation through the Iowa press. He has
also publish~>d his sermon in pamphlet form and
qcatt~red it broadcaRt.
The Freethinkers of Dubuque and vicinity hav rPplied, but not being in possession of all the exarlt ffl.cts concerning the matter,
hav applied to nR. Mr. Brown appeals, also, through
the Dubuque IJaily Times, for funds to spread his
11ermon, which, with an open let tAr to· Colonel IngerRoll, occupies seven columns of that paper. In the
Times and other papers the controversy occupies
many columns, and has stirred up.the heretics of the
vicinit.y to mighty wrath.
Mr. Brown's general charge-we quote from his
open letter-is that Colonel Ing~>rPoll " attempted to
flood the country with filth." His pat;ticular charges
11.re that Colonel IngerRoll (1) signed a petition for
the repeal of the Comstock law; (2) that he adtlressed a Senate committee in favor of the repeal ;
(3) that Colonel Ingersoll pursued this matter month
after month, and then "met his defeat by calling
everyone a liAr who said he had ever had anything
to do with it." Mr. Brown further says that D. M.
Bennett was one- of those "vile scoundrels who
pander to the worst passio~s, dest.royers of childhood, purity, and domf'stic virtues." He says Mr.
Bennett "was imprison~>d for unmixed obscenity and
moral filth,'' and that F. E. Abbot, "himself a Liberal !" pronounced the book obscene. These points
are all elaborated with malicious untruthfulness, and
quotations false in facts and dishonAst in sentiment
fl.re made from the papers hostil to Libr>ralism. Then
Mr. C. 0. Brown wiggles his ears and brays: Bl'lhold
MA, t.he man who has put Ingersoll down; and shown
Infidelity to be only a dePire to spread obscenity;
These assertions about Mr Ingersoll are all shown
in the article on another page to bA false-infamously
falsP-r>xcept the one that he addressed a Senate
committ~>e on the rep~>al of t.he law. As that assertion il'l absolutely untrue. of course nothing on the
suhjoct could apuear in the history of the repeal or
modificat.ion movAment. Mr. IngArsoll was asked to
make such an address, b11t declined for reasons satisfactory to himself. And if, after reading the history
of the matter, and what Colonel Ingersoll said and
wrote at the time, Mr. Brown still circulates his
u~tmphlet and reiterates his charges, he should be
kicked from the society of d1:1cent men.
The language used bv Mr. Brown of D. M. Bennett is also infamously false. Mr. BAnn~>tt was imprisoned for mailing a book called "Cupid's Yokes."
Mr. Bennett neither wrote nor puhliRhf'd the book,
and up to the time of his arrest at 'Yatkins he had
not read it. His arrest at that plane was compassed
in a mean, sly, sneaking manner. He and others had
books for sale at the Freethoul!ht Conv~>ntion held
there. But he did not hav "Cupid's Yokes." Miss
,Josephine Tilton was selling it, and hf'r stand
for displaying her literature adj0ined the 11tand of
Mr. Bennett. One day while she was at lunch, some
members of the Young Men's Christian AsPociation
(who had been written to by ComRtock) aPked Mr.
Bennett for a copy of the book. He did not hav it
on his own stand, but, to oblige the purchaser, went
over to Miss Tilton's. stand, got a book, put the
money for it on her table, and gave the book to the
Y. M. C. A. young man. For that he was arrested,
which so outraged his sense of justice and right that
he announced that he would sell the book at any
cost, and see "if the church ran this country exclusivly. He did so, with. the result known.
In regard to t.he book : Among decent people there
is no quesfi0n ItA to its character. It is not obscene.
And even Mr. Bf'nnett.'s enemies said so. Mr. F. E.
Abbott, who hated 1\Ir. Bennett with all the venom
engendered by envy and spite, said of it :
It is "not of a ch~trnt'ter to he jnstly interfered with by
law" (Index, May 23, 1878, page 247).
Mr. Abbott also d~>fended Mr. Bennett from the
charge of obscenity for selling the book. Mr. Abbot was also "in favor of such radical changes in
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the existing law as should render it impossible to
prosecute any but the vile wretches who. make it
their sole business to pollute and destroy." (See
Indem, Jan. 17. 1878, page 30.) Mr. Abbott knew
and admitted, as did everyone who knew"anything
at all upon the subject, that the book was not obscene, but was used by Comstock to destroy Freethinkers who believed in free discussion of physiological as well as theological subjects. And not only
were Freethinkers persecuted under this law, but
publishers of other legitimate works as well. Some
of the standard classical literature of the world has
been prohibited by the intolerant Christians who run
Comstock's society. The "Arabian Nights,~' the
"Heptameron" and "Decameron," Rabalais, Walt
Whitman's works; are some that we recollect. The
law can refuse the privileges of the mail to dozens of
noble books. Shakspere, according to the definition
· of the courts, is obscene. The B<ble, according to
any definition, is obscene, and were it not t~at it is
the fetich of the Protestant church, Comstock would
hav suppressed it long ago. Medical books hav been
suppressed under this law-good, standard, technical medical works-written in the interest of humanity, and for student's use, not clap-trap works built
to scare the ignorant out of their money. And it is
because of this abuse, as well as its unconstitutionality, .that we want the law repealed. And we shall
work for that until it is accomplished, or obscenity so
defined that no pure work can be touched by the law.
But we are free to say that in repealing this law, no
aid is expected from Colonel Ingersoll.
. And in commenting upon Mr. Heywood's conviction for selling " Cupid's Yokes," Mr. Abbott said:
" The case of Mr. E. H. Heywood, indicted for sending
'obscene' publications through the mails, was tried before
the United States circuit court in this city last Thursday
arid Friday. The verdict of the jury is not known to us at
this writing. But Judge Clark's charge to the jury, defining
what an • obscene book' is, and laying down the law on the
subject, is (at least as reported in the .Advtrti!Jer) au outrage
upon common sense and the freedom of the press: 'A. book
is obscene that is offensiv to decency. A book to be obscene
need not be obscene throughout the whole; whole or in
part comes within the meaning of the law. A book is said
to be obscene which excites impure or lewd thoughts, or [iR]
of immoral tendency. A book is obscpne that would incite
the practice of impure desires, or is unbecoming, unfit to be
seen; a book that in its general scope or tendencies, in its
pictures or reading matter, in whole or in part, comes under
the prohibition of the law.' The whole case turned on the
definition of obscenity which was to be made the basis of interpreting the law; and the judge should bav been made to
realize the enormous respon.ibility he assumed in establishing one judicially. By the definition he adopted, to send
through the mails a copy of the Bible, or of m:..numbered
works of the highest value to mankind, will be made an indictable offense. Thus interpreted, the law can never stand;
it ought to be, and it will be, totally awept away, just as
soon as the people understand its scope and threatening
character. Mr. Heywood ought to hav been acquitted by
the jury" without leaving their seats; his publications are
not obscene in the narrow and jealously-restricted sense that
should alone be legally recognized ; -he ought to be discharged as much as Mr. Bennett. If tlte only choice i8 to lie between the law as Judge Clm·k expounds it. and tlte 'l'epeal of all
legislation on the subject, we ce'rtainly ;favO'I' tlte latter; and

Judge Clark has struck an infinitly heavier bl JW at all such
legislation· thai} would he struck by a million signatures to
the Bennett petition. He bas sncceed~d in putting the law
in tile wrong before the sober judgment of the best friends of
. purity; he has made ·it an instrument of infamous oppression; be bas done his best to make Mr. Heywood a martyr;
and the reaction against his decision, whether M.r. Heywood
is or is not convicted, will b~ tremendous."
Judge Clark's definit.ion of obscenity is the same
as Judge Benedict's-the same as all the legal definitions-and Cilomes to us from England. It was
first given one or two hundred years ago, and has
been followed ever since. It was because of this
definition, and the fact that the law could be and
was being used to do injustice, that its repeal was
desired.
R. B. Hayes, then occupying the presidential chair,
said the book was not obscene. He pardoned Heywood for selling it. Charles Devens, attorney-gen- ·
eral of the United States, said of the book: "I do
not confound it with those obscene publications the
effect and object of which is to excite the imagination and infl~J.me the passions." Alfred A. Valentine,
one of the jurors who convicted Mr. Bennett, said
afterward in the IIerald that he did not regard the
book as "obscene within the strict meaning of the
statute." He voted for conviction because he "could
not disobey the instructions of the judge," and "as a.
means to obtain a less sweeping construction of this
~tatute upon appeal 1 or a change of it by those who
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made it. Had the jurors been lift to construe and honored by thousands of people ; that his persecuapply it, Mr. Bennett would never hav been con- tion was a martyrdom; that his enemies were actuvicted."
ated by malice.
So we could go on and quote pages of testimony
from individuals, and columns of press opinions, condemning the prosecution and conviction of Mr. Bennett. In the face of them, what must we think of C.
0. Brown for saying that he" was imprisoned for unmixed obscmity and moral filth 1" Mr. Bennett was
one of the best, kindest, and sincerest of men. He
was as honest a man as ever lived. His word was
absolutely to be relied upon. He was outrageously
used by Comstock and a lot of miserable people who
were envious and jealous of him. His imprisonment
was cruelty itself..
The facts that we hav given in this matter completely answer the Rev. C. 0. Brown, and prove him
to be a willful liar and slanderer. The petition upon
which he bases his seven columns of falsehood asked
for modification of the law (which Mr. Brown is too
dishonest to show) as much as for the repeal, and
that its modification is necessary is shown indisputably by the words and acts of Comstock, whose in·
tention was to stamp out Freethought publishers, as
he announced in his annual report, as he told the
House committee and two senators, and as he publicly declared in Boston, Rochester, and St. Louis,
·and ~e know not how many other places. The fight
Mr. Bennett made is the only thing that stopped him.
When Mr. Bennett came out of prison he was greeted
by three thousand friends, given a banquet, and sent
to Europe at the expense of his admirers, and also
around the world. Did the Rev. 0. 0. ·Brown ever
receive such marks of esteem! And Comstock, when
he saw this, concluded that stamping out Freethinkers involved too much trouble, and turned his
attention tp arresting the wicked men who wager
money on the weight of hogs in country villages.
The book for which Mr. Bennett suffered is being
sold to-day by its author and publisher without let
or hindrance from Comstock.
To put the Rev. Mr. Brown's lies down categorically, it is only necessary to say that what we hav
shown is this:
We hav shown that ·D. M. Bennett was first arrested for selling one Antichristian and one scientific tract.
We hav shown that, this prosecution having failed,
Comstock swore revenge.
We hav shown that the objectiv point of his attack upon Mr. Bennett was THE TRUTH SEEKER.
We hav shown that it is because the paper is a
Freethought journal that Comstock desired to suppress it.
We hav shown that Comstock so officially said, on
many occasions and to many people.
We hav shown that the repeal or modification of
Comstock's law was necessary (and is now), because
he desired its retention on the statute books in order
to stamp out Freethought publications.
We hav shown that Mr. Ingersoll desired the.
modification of the law, for the reasons given, but
not its repeal.
We hav shown that Mr. Abbot, Mr. Bennett's bitter enemy, and the man from whom Mr. Brown
quotes, also desired the modification of the law.
We hav shown that Colonel Ingersoll vigorously
opposed a resolution of the National Liberal League
demanding the repeal of the law.
We hav shown that six weeks before the House
committee reported adversely upon the petition,
Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the Boston Journal that
he did not desire the repeal of the law.
We hav shown that his opinion was the same the
next year, and the year after ; and we know it is the
same to-day.
We hav shown that he never did desire the repeal
of the law.
We hav shown that he.never addressed a legislativ
committee upon the subject.
We hav shown that Colonel Ingersoll detests obscenity, whether inspired or uninspired.
We hav shown that the National Liberal League
(now the American Secular Union) despises obscenity, and denounces the Christians who vend it.
We hav shown that "Cupid's Yokes" is not ob·
scene, and we hav shown that the jury which convicted Mr. BPnnett would not hav done it had not
the jud~ (before whom, Comstock once boasted, he
never lost a case) constrained them.
We bav shown· that Mr. B=nnett was loved and

And now to show what Colonel Ingersoll thinks
of the Rev. Charles 0. Brown, Congregational
preacher of Dubuque, Iowa, we quote his letter to
a friend of that city:
"NEw YoRK, Jan. 10, 1888.
".My Dear Sir: I ought to hav answered your letter before, and I would bav done so, only that I bav been exceedingly busy. The statement of Rev. C. 0. Brown with regard to my position as to the carrying' of obscene matter
through the mails is a malicious falsehood. In the first place,
I never signed any petition of that ~ind. I hav no doubt
but that I told somebody I was in favor of it, and some one
put my name to a petition, but not of a character suggested
by Rev. Mr. Brown. The petition was either that the law
~hould be changed Ro as not to include Infidel books, or
what is known as Liberal literature, or if such a change
could not be made, that it be repealed. He further states
that I went before a committee of the United States Senate
and pleaded before the committee for the repeal of that law.
This is an unqualified falsehood. Of course the Rev. C. 0.
Brown knows that I am as much opposed to obscenity as
any man in the world. The Rev. C. 0. Brown knows that
one of my objections to the Bible is that many of its passages are obscene. The Rev. C. 0. Brown knew when he
made that statement that he was simply telling a lie. The
Rev. C. 0. Brown knows that be .cannot answer my arguments. He !mows that there is no possible way to get even
with m<: but one, and that is by becoming a liar. Is it not
wonderfnl that some men imagin that God really requires
the services of a liar-that some men think that an infinit
God is willing to reward some of his children for telling
falsehoods in his behalf? Of course I should not bav
thought of answering the Rev. C. 0. Brown except for your
letter. I bav no time for reply to the poor little reverend
dogs who bark at me; but you are at liberty to state, and
state publicly, that he was telling a falsehood.
''Yours very truly,
R. G. INGERSOLL."
With these facts and that letter before him the
Rev. C. 0. Brown ought to feel cheap.

'l'he mod of Officials They Hav il) Canada.
The following letter discovers some Canadian
customs officials who are still Christians:
" GLENFORD, March 22, 1888.
"DEAR EDITOR: I received the pamphlet, 'Anti-Prohibition,' all right, but the two ANNUALS and Ingersoll's speech
in the blasphemy suit I bav not got. Instead, the custom
house sent me a postal card saying theEe works were there,
upon which I SPnt an order for their delivery to a friend.
The custom officers refused to let him hav them. I then
went after them myself, when, lo and behold l I was told the
books bad been condemned by the custom ingpector for obRcenit.y, blasphemy, and immorality l I demanded the
books, but was told they had been sent to Ottawa to the
government inspector, and that I was liable to be fined two
hundred dollars for importing such stuff.
"JoHN MoCLEMONT."
To know the kind of men these Canadian customs
officials are it is only necessary to read the foregoing
letter. The TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL contains considerable wit at the expense of an old book; it also reveals a few facts in the history of the book, and
points out some untruths therein, but there is nothing obscene or immoral or bla<;Jphemous between its
covers. This cannot truthfully be said of the book
criticised. Ingersoll's speech in the blasphemy case
is the greatest plea for liberty in the English language, and, of course, is pure. The condemnation
of these books shows to what level Christianity will
reduce the human mind.
THE WO'J'ld says: "An article is announced 'on the relig
ious opinions of Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll.' It ought to be
-short, for it is quite well known that the genial, witty, and
Ploqnent colonel b11.s no religious opinions-at least, none to
Qpeak of.'' That may be, but be bas a lot of opinions on religion.
WE never had much more confidence in A. S. Barnes than
in Comstock's society, as" he·was one of those mean Christians who would get much public credit for giving large
sums to the church, and then reduce the salaries of his employees to meet tht> bill, but we hope Dr. Foote bas diagnosed
Mr. Barnes's disease correctly in the following paragraph in
Foote's Healtlt .Monthly. "Mr. A. S. Barnes, the well-known
publisher of educational and other works, recently :l.ied !lot an
advanced aJl:e, leaving a considerable fortune. In his will be
made numerous bequests to prominent charitable and religious societies, but the Society for the Suppression of Vice
was not remembered. This must be considered a remarkable
omis~ion on his part in view of the fact that for many years
be was one of the officers of the sociPty. It would seem to
indicate that be must bav lost confidence in its executiv
offic<>rs, and began to doubt the genuinness of their motivs
and the pnli~y of their methods. His neglt·ct to remember
the Vice Society c.ould hardly be the result of mere forgetfulness; it appears more like a practical vote on the part of
Mr. B>~.rnes of lack of confidence.''
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l,tlltrs Jrotq 1/ritnds.
Los ANGKJ.EB, CAL., Feb. 26, 1888.
MR. EinToR: Through your valuable paper I should like
. to caution my fellow-wage-workers in the East to l)e careful
about emigrating to southern California. The bosses sent
word over the country last fall stating that mechanics were
receiving from $5 to $6 per day here, wl:.en, in fact, journeymen carpenters received only from $3 to $4 per day. This
winter we receive from $2 50 to $3 50 per day when we
can find anythinp: Jo do. As the building business has been
very dull here this winter, many mechanics hav had nothing
to do.
It is true we hav a very fine climate and a fer\il soil, but
there is not rain enough in this part of the state to produce
.,.ood crops. There are many prayerful men and women here,
but the rain-prayer has proved a failure in this part of the
country, and many hav resorted to irrigating, with fair success. But the poor cannot well afford to buy water to irrigate with.
The cost of living is much higher here than in most other
parts of the country, and poor men with families to support
should not come to southern California.
LYMAN SMITH.
ENUMOLAW, WAsH. TERR., Feb. 23, 1888.
MR. EoiToR: I see by a letter in THE TRUTH BEEKER of
February 111}1 that Converse Close wants to " call a halt" in
regard to the Anarchy question. But were THE TRUTH
BEEKER to do so and place itself in line with the capitalistic
prePs, what would be the use of the paper? The great interest in THE TRUTH 8HEKER is hPcause we can hear all
questions of interest from the different standpoints. Converse Close seems Liberal and r<>asonable, for the most part,
but ~bows that reverence for courts that savors of much
ignorance in regard to their proceedings.
Those, so far as I hav observed, who hav sympathized
with the Anarchists on account of their not being supposed
to hav had a fair trial, are of that class who investigate and
weigh matters for themselvs, and decide in accordance with
the Hidence as they fiod it, and, in fact, do not regard
judges, juries, or policemen as infallible any more than they
do popes or priests, or more capable of judging than any ip.telligent looker-on or reader on the subject, especially as the
latter is not subject to bribery or undue infiuence. On the
other hand, those who hav upheld the verdict and denounced all who sympathized with the condemned hav
given us reason to believe that they are ignorant . of. t~e
whole subject, except as presented through the capitalistic
or hireling press, in which the condemned were represented
as most brutal murderers, and the impeached evidence of
Gilmer and Tbnmpson was given a!! truth to sustain tbe verdict. The fact that this class of writers accuse THE TRUTH
BEEKER of a reaning toward Anarchy shows them not to be
investigators, or even close observers of what they read, for
THE TRUTH SEEKER has been very explicit in its views, and
has med much argument against the principles held by
Anarchists.
But !hoPe il-Liberal non-investigators seem to think that
THE TRUTH SEEKER can show oppnsition to Anarchy only by
denouncing its advocates and ·approving of their hanging,
whether they had a fair tri~tl, in the opinion of its Editor, or
not.
If THE TRUTH SEEKER were to close down on all unpopular subjects, or against the unpopular side, it would shut out
all who turn to it to .find expression for what they cannot
through the popular and less independent press, and leave
space only fot' those who, if thty are good writers, can find
expreAsion through the latter, and consequently need not
monopnlize THE TRUTH SEEKER. And in order to do this
THE TRUTH SEEKER would hav to go back entirely on the
principles of its founder.
Would Converse Close, for the sake of "harmony," hav
THE TRUTH SEEKER narrowed to suit those who, not having
the disposition or the ability to investigate, cannot tolerate
the opinions of those who do, and consequently differ from
them? At the risk of being called an Anarchist, I will say
that" the principles of Anarchy," as stated by some of its
leading advocates and by those whose lives were sacrificed,
do not "involve the utter disregard and deRtruction of all
laws," but only such laws and regulations as are in confiict
with natural law and the right of self-governm1·nt; they claim
that laws should be discovered, not made.
I bav always understood Liberalism as upholding not only
the right of private opinion, but the right to publicly express
that opinion.
I believe not one who has expressed sympathy for the
condemned Anarchists has mall'ifested a desire to hav the
mouths of those who denounced them closed. By this one
may judge as to who is most L;beral.
Fr1end Close, a very large, and the most popular, class believe that in opposing religion you are attacking the very
foundation of ''good order in society." And it was for this
as much as for Anarchy that those men were condemned.
R. B. EwliSG.
Hn.LsBoRo, DAK., March 9, 288 A.B.
MR. EDITOR: Since the publication of my last letter I hav
been so overwhelmed with fi1fferent kind~ of Liberal newspapers that I hav hardly had time to read them all. I did
not need to read very far in each one to satibfy me as to the
supt:riority of TilE TRUTH SEEKER. Tbere is more solid,
instructiv reading in one copy of THE THUTH 8KKKER than in
five copies of any other paper. And besidts, I think that
THE THUTR SEEKER is favored with the best writers in this
country, if not in the world.
Qll!l ide!'! h()W~Ver! B!.fUte!J pi~ ~l;l fi4W\lloWj-~t 0~ ~

equal distribution of property, which your contributors
write so much about. Although they write against monopoly and the money power as they say, they don't suggest
any remedy for the same. Mr. Denslow has one remedy,
and, as !.understand, it is, Let it be as it is, and do not make
avy robbinp:-nest out of our country. As I am a laboring
man, I would not hav any objections to securing a thousand
dollars through an equal distribution. But I cannot see by
what rigllt such a distribution could take place. As long as
a man has acquired his wealth, be it ten cents or millions of
dollars, in accordance with the Jaw, I c!lnnot see why he has
not a perfect right to it. But if he has not got his wealth in
accordance with the law, he is a thief, and should be pun.
ished accordingly. Then it must be the fault of the law if
the millionaire has no right to his millions. If it is so, thP
Jaw-making majority should make such laws as would
prohibit monopoly. I wish some of those who want equal
distribution to suggest some method of getting the same, or
else it will stand just where it now stands.
I cannot see how Mr. Shoemaker should expect you to be
able to please ever)· body. I think that a free paper, as is
THE TimTH SEEKER, is the best we can hav. I wonder how
it would hav pleased Shoemaker to be excluded from the
pages of THE TRUTH SEEKER so as not to be able to giv his
opinion on different subjects. Hoping those questions will
be cleared up in the near future, I am,
Respectfully yours,
JoHN E. WELIN.
DETROIT, MINN., Feb. 12, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: In the twenty-fifth chapter of "the gospel
according to St. Matthew" Christ describes what an ancient
divine bas called" the last, eternal judg;ment of the universe."
Btfore the great judge are gathered all nations-every man,
woman, and child that has had being since time began
These innumerable millions of human beings are summoned
to appear before this dread tribunal to hear and receive
a judgment which will irrevocably settle and fi:X their eternal
destinies. A part of this vast multitude is adjudged worthy
of an immortality of happir:ess, while the rest are consigned
to everlasting punishment. An awful responsibility this laEt
for a good and just judge to assume, and he naturally feels
it incumbent upon him to state the grounds or reasons which
warrant his pronouncing so terrible a sentence. This he
proceeds to do, and the indictment reads as follows: " For
I was an hungered; and ye gave me no meat; I was thirsty,
and ye gave nie no drink; I was a stranger, and ye took me
not in; naked, and ye clothed me not; sick and in prison,
and ye visited me not." And when these myriads of lost
souls demand to know when or, rather, in f:ffect, how they
hav been thus guilty, be sums up and explains by saying,
'' Inasmuch as ye did it not to one of the least of these, ye
did it not to me."
Now, it would appear reasonable enough to assume that
this infinitly wise and just judge has stated in these charges
and in this summing up the real grounds upon which his
judgment is based; or, in Qtber words, that when God professes to state the reason for which he is about to dumn the
greater number of the human race he states the true reason
and no other. Yet the seeker after truth might be excused
for inquiring, with becoming modesty, how it happens that
unbelief is altC'getber omitted in these charges and -that no
reference whatever is made to such a crime in assigning the
cause of their condemnation. Pressing the inquiry, he will
be Jed to the conclusion that there may be hosts of Frt:etbinkers on the right-hand side of the judge, and millions ofbaptized believers among the goats. lie will then wonder as
to what action Christ's apostles and self-accredited ministe1s
will take upon such an arraignment of baptized believers,
since they taught these poor, deluded wretches that their
final salvation or damnation would be contingent, not upon
their deeds, but upon their belief or disbelief in Christ.
What will these ghostly counselors do ? Will they stand by
their clients and demur to the indictment, or will they confess before an assembled universe that they lied to and
dtceived the world when they preached: "He that believeth
and is baptized shall be saved, and he that believeth not
shall be damned?"
S. J. 0.FFORD.
PITTSBURGH, P.A., lJarch 1, 1888.
Mn. EDITOR: If crowded houses are to be taken as evidences of increasing·strength, Freethought in Pittsburgh is
certainly growing strong, for crowded houses hav been the
rule with both Secularist and Spiritualist in this city ever
since the present season opened. Last Sunday afternoon
Prof.
S. Bell, of Chicago, lectured before the Secular
l:!ociety on "Liberty and .Morality" to a crowded and appreciativ audience, as was evidenced by their frequent outburst of applause. One of the pleasing features of the audH.mce was the large number of young men and women,
many of whom were there for the first time, and the marked
attention and hearty response to the many good points mude
by the lecturer. 'l'he lecturer showed very formbly that so
long as tile individual was fettered by creeds and conventionalities one could not be tr111ly moral; that to be moral we
must be absolutely free to act out our own impulses, hence
the absurdity of attempting to legislate people moral. Pro.
feasor Bell wields a pvwtrful iLfiuence ·over his audience
from the opening to the closing sentence of his discourse.
As a Freethought lecturer he is capable of doin~ a great
amount of good to the cause, and ought therefore to be
kept constantly before the public.
On Sunday evening we went to hear Mrs. Richings, of
Boston, deJiver her closing lecture to the First Society of
Spiritualists, and allhongll I got there fully twenty minutes
before the time for opening, the only seat I could find was
on the edge of the platform by the side of the speak"r';~
desk. Mrs. Ricbings is one of tbe most pleafing and forcible speakers it was ever my pleasure to listen to,' and is a
~r\)d*~ to llle ~a\lt!ll ~e reprcsl,lJltBl ~er subJect was, ".J:l§v

w.

Spiritualists a Savior?" She took the ground tbp,t the elevation of the human race hnd not been through the meri~s
and sacrifice of any ODe Savior, but through the noble. JiV!!B
and ~elf-sacrifices of the great and good in all the ages_ of
the pSJ.st and the present.
'
Betwe;n these two wings of Freethought, 1tlaterialist and
Spiritualist, the dry bones of orthodoxy are getting pretty
well shaken up in these two cities.
ANTHONY BARKER.
AvERILL, MroH., March 10,.1S88: ·
MR. EDITOR: I ·snw in THE TRU1'H BEEKER of'February
11th .at~- article on "Evolution," taken from the Cornltill
Ma,qazine. The writ~r claims that all the matter of the sun
and planets was very thin gas up to a certain time, but at
some time in the past the particles of matter began to con~
centrale into worlds and a sun. That is very rasy to tell,
but I should like to see him or anyone else prove it. If it
could exist in that shape from all eternity down to a certain
rime, what would cause it to begin to form into worlds and
suns? Could one atom of mutter begin to attract all tb,e
other atom& around, this would go on attraNing all the atoms
of matter for millions of miles. If the sun had commenced
to form first, it would hav attracted every atom of matter Of
all the planets to it.
·
And then where would the power come from to set t~e
earth in motion around the sun and revolving on its ax\s?
The motion of the earth around the sun does not increase or
diminish a particle, and there is no friction to stop it. Then
Ltow could it start and riot kePp increasing the motion to all
eternity? Or did that power instantly cease when it got the
earth going at a certain speed? Where was all the attractiv
power of the sun all the time it was getting under motion?
What hindered it from falling to the sun? What was all
this matter doin!!; from all eternity until that time? Why
did not all this happen millions of years before it did? Hav
there bEen great cllanges in the Jaws of nature at som!l time
that would bring this all about? If there hav, what caused
the changes?
There is no man living that can show that the laws of nat.
u're bav ever changed. Unless the laws of nature bav
changed, all the planets and BUDS ·are eternal in the Same
shape they are now. Anything that is eternal never gets
any older. The earth is no older now than it was billions of
years ago, nor will it be billions of years hence. If anything
that is eternal could grow older, eternity must hav had a beginning. The changes that ai·e going on to-day on the earth
under the laws of nature are sullic!ent in an eternity to bring
about all the changes that hav ever happened. Wemightaswell
get up a God and bav him make everything out of nothing
as to get it up under evolution. According to the theory of
evolution, the world is eternal if time, matter, and the laws
of n!lture are eternal. \Ve will grant, for the sake of argument, that the evolution theory is correct-if the earth was
formed under the Jaws of nature, it would commence to
form when the conditions were all right; that would be at
the commencement of eternity. When would that be?. I
hope that some one that believes in_ evolution will try and prove it to be true. I think the subject needs agitating.
OHAJ.lLli:S INMAN.
ORANGE, MAss., March 4, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Please allow me a few lines to reply to an
essay by C. L. Haskell, wherein be makes use of a few obscure assertions to prove that the finite can comprehend the
infinit. In all philosophical arguments the greatest attention
should be given to allow to every word its proper and full
value. Custom regulates this. Every word is the distinct
expression of an idea or a portion of an idea, so if its full
value is not ll,iven, or if it ill increased in value by trespaSsing within the circumference of another word (idea), it is
rendered ob.cure and meaningless to all, except the person
who employs it. Herein lies Mr. Haskell's mistake. He
confounds comprehension with conception, or rather recognizes no difference between them. Tlley are not synonyms,
like understanding and comprehending, but each has a distinct sphere of action, a well-defined meaning, and a positiv
but varying value.
Comprehension or understanding is a matter of education,
and never extends beyond our surroundings, beyond our ex.
perience-it comprises all the knowable; while conception's
sphere is beyond this. Conpeption begins where comprehension ends. We comprehend dl'ccts and conceive causes.
We comprehend the magnitude of our solar syst~Jm and that
of others. We realize their immeu8e power and distance from
us, and there our comprehension ends, ar;d we look about
and conceive the causes which hav produced them. To use
one of his own illustrations-the drop of water-we can understand its being divided a number of timeJ:l, but a con
tinued repetition of the division very soon brings us to the
end of our comprebensiv power, aud conception takes up
the process and follows it even to infir1ity.
It is not necesEary to be able to understand in order to
recognize certain truths. If so, how did we gain our
knowledge of the eternity of time and the limitlessness of
space? We cannot understand, or even conceive of, a beginning or an end to coneciousness. Why, then, not place
consciousness, time, and space in the. same categmy and
prove the infinity of the one by the other.
Comprehension is positiv, circumscribed, and limited.
Couception is abstract, vague, and suggest.iv-it is to imagin
or suggest that which lies beyond the limits of the demonstrable. We are finite; we are limittd to a certain sphere
of action ; our intellects are Jorm<!d within that circle; that
which does not come within our scope of thought can never
be known. Consequently, built up, as we are, by the finite,
how can we possess an infinit faculty of comprehension ?
I do not see the meaning to the statement that" perfection
i~ ~ limit Qf ~l~~lJ ~~~4 the perfe~t must ll~y 4mits," ~4 ~
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will wager considerable that the gentleman himself cannot
dearly define it•. I supposed that the laws of nature i e
·un~versal evolutionary laws, were constantly advanci~g ·tb·;
umverse toward a more perfect stat~ of existence, and as,
according to M~. J:Ia8~ell, perfection can only be produced
by a process of hmttatwn, the result will be that some time
the infinit will shrink up, so to speak, and become finite.
The realfact is, there is no finite. Everything is infinit.in
one direction, at least. At each new discovery the finite becomes larger. Does the inflnit correspondingly decrease p
H.
HAMMOND.

w.

1\IoNROVIA, CAL., March 6, 1888.
MR. EorroR: Perhaps your readers would like to hear
from this part of the grand army of Liberals. The two pages
in your paper devoted to "Letters from Friends" are by no
means waste leaves. They are a valuable auxiliary. They
serv:e as a kind of clincher to hold the family together. We
can exchange ideas, tell what progress is being made in our
·respectiv portions of the country, and drink new confidence
and courage from the plucky co-workers. It is a pleasure to
read the discussions where a Liberal spirit prevails. It is
amusing to read the letters of a few who want free speech
for themselvs, but not for others-not even the Editor-and
to note their inclination to hamper the ideas of others within
the walls of their own notions. It is perfectly proper to persuade others, and, if possible, convince· them, but to withdraw one's patronage, or stop the paper, is not a proper
means to employ.
This is a "church town," and but a very few Liberals hav
unfurled the flag. There may be quite a number here, but
they do not come to the surface. They do not think favorably enough of the church to sign its creed and stand up for
their" master," nor enough of the Nine Demands and of absolute freedom to declare independence, and practice it.
Thousands of good people are·nothing, so far as a religious
belief is concerned. They are in a position to be pulled and
pushed by the exhaustless exhorters. They are saving their
nerve till almost everybody else gets to speaking out. If
they knew how free a fellow feels after having made a man
of himself by talking just what his brain thinks, they would
come over and do the same. lt is no small item to be
thoroughly rid of the systematic solicitors f•)r the church,
wboare ordered out by the pastor and told to beg for boodle,
with which to purchase steeples, stained glass, gilt-bound
books, napkins, oysters, etc. Tlley had much rather ask a
saloon. keeper than an earnest Infidel for aid. They know
that the true Infidel will giv nothing, other than his reasons
for not giving. Less than two years ago I was asked by a
minister for funds to aid in the building of a church. I answered in a playful manner that "I bad better use for my
money." He asked, "In the name of common sense, what
could it be?" and on being told, " to pay debts and buy
clothing for my child," be actually said he could not see it
that way, and immediately left.
They are gaining sagacity. They are learning where to
ask in order to receive. Why, they do not even pray for
rain here during the Eummer when there is none expected.
In order to obtain rain during ~bat season the mountainsthe natural obstructions-must first be removed ; but that is
a roundabout way, and mountains· are not so easily moved as
of old, so they depPnrl entirely upon man's invention-irrigation. Who knows but they may yet learn that "labor is the
only prayer that receives an answer; the only prayer that
deserves an answer ?" ·
I hav just read Inger8oll's "Defense of C. B. Reynolds,"
and regard it as the greatest plea for free speech that has
ever been made. Colonel Ingersoll bas moved the minds of
millions ·in other efforts. and in this one he no doubt caused
even the Morristown jury to think a little. The man does
not liv that can argue him down. There is not the least
doubt that he could hav been president had he been a hypocrit. Long liv Ingersoll, the greatest thinker and orator on
earth l
W. A. CHESS.

that his fellow-man that produces that wealth (',annot hav
proper food for himself and struggling f~mily.
Old Jove from the top of Olympi~ did not cause more
consternation among the Hellenic people by hurling his
thunderbolts down on them than C. B. Reynolds did among
the orthodox of Erie on the noble Paine's birthday. Sunday
and Monday night the town hall was crowded. Every avail~ble seat was occupied half an hour before the appointed
time. Some of our noted church-members were occupying
front seats. The 'three reverends showed the white feather
and failed to s~ow the courage of some of the laymen. On;
of them said that it was the worst thing that ever struck
(cycloned) Erie. That first dawn of light called thought has
taken hold of a good many. Two ladies of my acquaintance
bav been liberated from mental ~avery-one a member of
the Primitiv Methodist (ranterr.') church, and the other of
the Methodist Episcopal church. · The Methodist Episcopal
s\ty.pilot came to see his wayward sister, and spoke of tl:e
error of her ways. The erring sister said that the Infidel
quoted the Bible, and that she had found it so. Since, that
shepherd and the rest of the flock hav been mourning the
fate of that ewe lamb. ·Liberals everywhere on C. B. Reynolds's route would do well to engage him. He is a trump
for the cause.
I am passing my TRUTH BEEKER around to get people to
take an interest in it. One promised two weeks ago that be
was going to forward the necessary fee for six months.
GRIFF LLOYD.
MT. HEATHY, 0., Feb. 15, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I can with all my heart recommend THE
TRUTH SEEKER to the Infidel public. It is Liberal to its
patrons-a very desirable qualification in an Infidel paper.
Infidels are supposed to hav inquiring· minds, of course
advancing new theories for the advancement of humanity to
a higher civilization. Of couree, then, there will be many
subjects advanced wbicb will not coincide with the Editor's
views, or the views of all his patrons. There was a time
when it was popular to burn people alive for a difference of
opinion on thE! subject of religion, also to banish Baptists,
h.ang Quakers, and whip their women naked, tied to the tailend of carts, from town to town. Also to hang witches· in
which Illinois is now put on the same plane as old Massa~hu
setts -a scandal that will stick to her as long as history is
written. No doubt if some of our pretended Liberal friends
bad lived at that time, they wotild hav indorsed hangings
and burnings of Quakers and witches, just as they hav crier!
for the blood of those innocent men, Parsons, Spies, and
friends. .All the liberty which we possess has been accomplished by Infidels. Any man who fights, writes, or speaks
for the natural rights of man is a patriot. John Brown in
fighting for the natural rights of man, killed not less than
fifty men in Kansas and Harpers Ferry, defying the state of
Kansas and her troops, also the United States troops, committing treason against the United States, and to-day he is
more popular than any general who served in the war of the
Rebellion, dead or alive, Grant not excepted. And why?
Because be sacrificed his life for the natural rights of man.
Man's natural rights are high above all governments, prin.
cipalities or powers, thrones or dominions, kings or priests.
Natural laws are God's laws, if a God exists. They are the
same yesterday, to. day, and forever. They ·govern every
organization, in all places and all countries alike. We need
no other laws. Any statute law that infringes on the rights
of man ought not to be obeyed. It is blasphemy to obey
them. "Resistance to tyrants is obedience to God," says
some writer I cannot recall now. Why do we venerate
Washington, Jtfferson, Paine, the Fathers of the old Revolution? Because they resisted the tyranny of George Ill.
There were Tories then, just as there are now-traitors to the
natural rights of man. All reforms hav originated among
the poor. The rich want no reformers. Christ, Mohammed,
Confucim, were all poor men. Christ was a friend of the
poor. He despised the rich; broke up their swindling
banldng institutions with whips; called them thieves, as all
such institutions are; ~old the preachers to preach barefoot,
the rich to sell what they had and giv to the poor before they
could be his disciples. He placed the rich man in bell and
the tramp and beggar Lazarus in Abraham's bosom. Parsons
or Spies never said anything more severe of the rich capitalist than the man Christ. I believe in free thought, free
press, free speech, free meetings, minus the ignorant Catholic police. I believe if the p• ople's meetings are to be
broken up by a brutal police as they bav been for two years
past, it is high time the people should resist such tyranny.
JoEL BRowN.

ERIE, CoL., Feb. 25, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 45-$3 for THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and the remainder for the ANNUAL and Peck's
"Christian Absurdities."
The struggle for existence gets more and more severe
every year in these parts, because the wealth of this region,
through outrageous charges by the railroad monopolies, goes
to one center to enrich the few and pauperize the many.
Think of charging $1 per ton for freighting coal from this
place to Denver, only twenty-three miles. If anyone calls
attention to this, the capitalist papers and bosses will howl
that another agitator, Socialist, or Anarchist is in their
lTHAOA, Mmn., March 15, 1888.
midst.
MR. EDITOR: Another soldier bas dropped out of the Freel approve of tbe stand you took in regard to the Chicago thought ranks. W. C. Bryant, of North Star, Mich., died
Anarchists. If tyranny bas not existed in Chicago since Feb. 8, 1888, after several weeks of suffering, aged thirty1878 and 1879, when the poor Socialists had their ballots seven years. He was a single man and lived with his par.
thrown and kicked on the floor, instead of being counted like ents. In his death his parents bav lost a kind and dutiful
other ballots, then tyranny never existed under English rule son, the only child they had left them in their declining;
in Ireland. I wonder when those so-called Liberals, who years. Mr. and Mrs. Bryant bav the sympathy of all who
are among the first to kick when the church power tries to know them. I~ the death of Mr. Bryant., the community has
throttle free thought, speech, and press, will grant the same lost a good and enterprising cit~zen and a;n upright, thorough
rights to the Socialists and Anarchists.
business man, and Liberalism an outspoken Freethinker and
I am at present perusing the late A. R. Parsons's book on Agnostic. He wa~ a young man of more than ordinary in tel"Anarchism." I 1hink the idea is a grand and noble one. lig"'nce, always social, kind-hearted, and accommodating.
I am afraid we are not perfect enough to liv up to it. We He owned and worked a brickyard, and employed quite
hav evil in nature as well as good; in this age, as well as the a number of men. When he became satisfied he could liv
past, it seems to predominate. In the vegetable kingdom but a few days, he made arrangements for his burial, and
we •hav poisonous plants, and in the animal we bav some selected his pall-bearers from the young men und•·r his
organisms that prey on the others, gnaw and eat while tht!ir employ. He requested that there should be no orthodox
victim is alive. Man slaughters his fellow-man, and even minister to 'preuch his funeral sermon, but consented to a
goes further-he will oppress him for the sake of hoarding request of his mother to let a minister make a prayer at the
Pp W!J'*~ ov~r llPd 3bovtJ tll~ necessiti!J~ of life 1l!.IH?W~Pg 1hq4~e, WlwP. !l~~e4 b! som~ of ~s Christi~ me~d,s U 4e

would like to hav a minister come in and pray for him he
said. No! if they wanted to come and see him he was willing,
but he did not want them to pray for him. His motto was,
One world at a time. He was not afraid to die. He wanted
to die as he had lived. I saw his parents and bad a talk with
·them. They say he was conscious to the last and passed
away as one going to sleep, and as calm as the setting of the
sun on a mild summer eve.
He told a friend a few days before be died : "If the Christians say after I am dead that I requestei their prayers, tell
them I was crazy and had lost my reason,-for it will be when
I hav lost my reason that I do that." The Free Methodists
got badly left when Mr. Bryant died, for they had often said
when be came to die be would call on Christians to pray for
him, as all Infidels did; that no Infidel could die in peace.
llut l\1r. Bryant and all honest, intelligent Infidels giv the lie .
to that assertion.
That Mr. Bryant was an honest. intelllgent, outspoken
Freethinker and Agnostic is proved by the stand be took in
regard tu the expulsion of a brother Mason. of King Solomon's Lodge, No. 22.. ofToronto, Ont., in 188.5, for holding
Agnostic views. I herewith inclose an exact copy of Mr.
Bryant's letter to the secretary of the Toronto lodge, which
led to the expulsion of Mr. Bryant from the Ithaca lodge,
together with the comments of the editor of the Gratiot
Journa&. You will see, Mr. Editor, that all Masons are not
as honest as was Mr. Bryant, for it is well known by many
that the editor of the Jour,,az is a Mason and belongs to the
Ithaca lodge, and is an Agnostic or Infidel, but has not the
moral courage to let it be known publicly for fear of expulsion, and is therefore a mental slave-for he says in his comments it is in direct violation of the spirit of Free Masonry
to allow any of its members to entertain the belief expressed
in Mr. Bryant's letter, if the fact be known, as no Agnostic
or Infidel can be knowingly made a Ma5on, nor can one
retain a place in a lodge should the fact be known that be
entertains such views. And he further says Mr. Bryant's
position and action is sincerely to be regretted-as much as
to say it is sincerely to be regretted that Mr. Bryant was not
a bypocrit, that he was not a mental slave, and that he had
the moral courage to speak his honest thoughts, or, in other
words, that he was an honest man.
Mr. Bryant made more warm friends among our best and
most intelligent citizens by his manly and honest course
taken and maintained than he would if be had truckled to a
few bigoted hypocrite in the Masonic lodge. If all Masons
were expelled who holtl the same views that Mr. Bryant
held, it would thin their ranks mightily, bnt there are too
many moral cowards among them; and I am afraid the
editor of the .Tou1·nal is one of them. Here is what appeared
in the Journal:
"EXPELl.ED FROM MASONRY.
"Some months ago King Solomon's Lodge, No. 22, of
Toronto, Ont., expelled one of its members for holding Agnostic views. The lorlge's I!Ction in the matter was sustained
by the grand master of the province, who ~ted h1stanres
where the same position lmd been taken by grand lodges
elsewhere, notably in New York. The t:xpulsion was com.
mented on quite generally by the preRs of the country at the
time, and att~cterl the attention of W. C. Bryant, of North
Star, a member of Ithaca lodge, who addressed tne following
letter to the Toronto lodge:
·
" 'NoRTH STAR, MIOH , April 18, 1885.
"• SEORETARY K. S. LonGK, Toronto, Drnr 1:3ir: I h&v recently ~een in the papers an account of the treatment of a
Mr. Harrison at the hands of your lorlge, and to say that the
object of this is to expresA my indignation at such treatment
of any man is a mild way to put it. 1 bav been a master
Mason for fourteen years, and during ten years of that time
I bav held to the creed llf an Agnostic, or, in other words,
that there was no proof or evidence of the exiHtence of a
great bugaboo beyonrl the clouds so many call a God; and I
IJav never been anyway mealy-mouthed about it either, and
my views are well known to all the member!!, of our lodge
who hav sense enough to know that man, not creed. is what
makes a lorlge and a Mason. Now, I knnw n01hing about Mr.
Ha·rison, and never heard of him until I saw his name in the
paper. Btl! I do know that if every Mason who holds Agnostic or Infidel opinions should el!press his contempt by letter
to you for the manner in which you plainly ~~aid to the
world that you think difference of opinion a crime, you
would be tlooded with such an avalanche of letters as would
make some of your intolerant men,ber~ (who, no doubt, wink
at such offenses as drunkenness, wife-beating, vulgar or
obscene languagP) think th>tt they might be much better
employed than to be quarreling with members about subjPcts
that admit of proof purely and wholly speculativ. Now, Mr.
Secretary, 1 should advi>"e to gl't Rome light reading for your
lodge-something that will tell them in plain English and
small words that this earth is round, and tllll.t it is a long
time siuce they burnt people for being beretic8, also that
witches are very scarce. and that ghosts hsv to be bunted
down by telegraph, and with proper education there may be
W. C. BRYANT.'
some hopes for your lodge yet.
"Soon after the receipt of Mr. Br:vant's letter, the worshipful master of King Snlomon's Lodge of Toronto sent a
copy of the same to the worshipful master of Ithaca lodge,
when the nect:ssary machinery was set. in motion to try Mr.
Bryant for the offense; it being in rlirect violution of the
spirit of Freemasonry to allow any of its mt:mbers to entertain the belief expressed in Mr. Bryant's letter, if the fact be
known, as no Agnostic or Infidel can be knowingly made a
Mason, nor can one retain a place in a lodge should the fact
be known that be entertains such views. After a duly constituted Masonic trial therr·for, Mr. Bryant was found guilty
of the charge, viz., that of being an Agnostic and also of the
transmission of an insulting letter to a neighboring lodge.
He was then expelled from the lodge, and forever ufter debarred the rights and benefits of Ma8onry. This is the only
case of the kind tbat ever occurred in the United States. and
probubly the second expulsion for this cause in the world;
each of which will be looked upon as of more thun passing
importance to all good l\lu.sous the world over, it being a
catdinal principle of the fraternity that its m•·mbers rnust
b..Iieve in a true Gnd. Mr. Bryaut'd position and action is
sincerllly regret\td, as he has au excellent record as an
honorable and strlligqtforw!'rd bui!W.el!s man, and is socially
above feproacn. '' --
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tPacher opens school with reading in. the
BiblP, then prayer. and then a !l:OOrl PColdlD!!: I
If she would read to us a piPce of hh•torv of
our country we liv in, it would be beneficial
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall tons.
This, for .the first time, comes from the
Rl'Der, .Ma88., to whom all Oommunicationll f0'1'
hand and mind of your LihPral sister.·
thi8 OIJ'NI.IYI' sluntld be sent.
CLARA VJOToRu BuRG.
" Between tbe·-dark and the daylight.
When the nigllt is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known a.s the Children's Hour."

Slandflr.
A SHORT SERMON.
Why fooli~hly •qllander onr time here away
In vain, idle t11.lk and li~Cilt., silly p'ay? ·
Why thns di•pleas• t.hA good •Pirit within
By going the way of evil or ~in?
Con~idPr well.
Oh, why do we think or oo little oa.re
How wicked it is with harsll words to tea.r
'T'he heart of a neillhhor, to other~ most dear,
With wllom we are oaliP<I to associate here 1
Indeed,
fllander'~ a vile wretch, at the midnight hour
Bv envv urged on sweet pea~e to dPvour.
It drinkR dePp ilran~ChiR of the soul'• precious part,
As a wilfl wnlf snp• the life-blood of the heart.
'Tis a base, neiY coward. in a briebt coat of mail,
Who dare~ every brave and good man assail;
Oft hav I ~een t.bis foul dfmon of onuls,
BeRling the innocent down with cajo eP,
With a connt-enRnce smooth a• heaven could make,
And vi•ngP SPrene a• an unrnfll· d lake,
With da• k hurricanes in the deep world of tbonl!'bt,
For a seaFOD pent.ttp, thence fortllroming brnngbt
To bear on ~orne goodly, well-meaning nei!!bbor,
Marring his peace as with a thrust of a sabet I
Again,
A significant smile oft sit~ on its brow,
As it gops among- men and stirs np a row;
Where, hke as lightning from a cllarged thundercloud,
It shooks a poor soul, then bides in the crowd.
Alas!
As soon would I dwell with those serpents that
rattle
Aa with their kin, Slnnder, its lies and foul prattle!
EXHORTATION.
Let m, deare~t. friei·dH, all nad and ufiect;
Our dut.Y to other dear souls ne'er neglPct,
Bnt. strivP to be faithful. all rlutieo f•,lfill,
Be kind unto all, •howin~e love and good-will;
So may we shut. out all •lRDderin~e crime,
Ar d pfareftJIIY fill np our short •pan of time.
Three Rit•f?'.'"• lt!>rh.

E D BLAKEMAN.

UorresJI(mdence.
DEMPSRYTrwN, PA., March 12, 1888.
DEAR MIFS WJXoN: Tam goin~~: to try nnd
write a letl<·r for the Corner. Mv grandpa
take~ THE TRPTH BERKRR, and I like to look
at the piclnres in it.. and read the letters in
the Corner. • I am t>if<ht years old. I studiect
reacling, spt>lling, drawing, arithmetic. and
writing. I bav a little pnp; its name is
Scotchie. I don't go to FChool this winter;
it is so far. 11nd I would hav to go throu~~:lP
the woorls and alone. Hoping to see my letter in print, I am,
Your little Freethinker friend,
EMMA ·WRBER.
ONTARIO, CAL., March 12, 1888.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I am g-oing to write
and tell you of thl' sorrowful death of my
dt>ar father, who FUffPrPrl a Jon~~:, patient sickness, and is now at. a sw!'et rest, never more
to VIBke. I misq him vPry much, and wish
he wos with mp·to.day. · I hav three brothers.
My brother Luther wrote you a letter once,
and wns glad to ~eP it in print. This is my
second letter, anct I guess I will close, as I do
not WiRh to take np too rnnch room.
Yours in love and Fret>thonght,
MAY A. JoHNS.
[We can truly sympathize with May in her
sad loss.· We know what it is.-Eo. C. C.]
RossBrRGH. N. Y , March 14. 1888.
DRAR Mlf.-lij WIXON: I will wnte 11. few lines
for tb" Chilctren's Cornt>r. M_v granrlpa takes
THE THU1H E'EEKER. I rC'ad the Cuildrtn's
Corner anrl hke it very much. I went to
school, but it is out now. I studierl reacting,
spt>lling, gt>OI!Taphy. arithmetic, lan!l'uage,
and writing. M_v >Chool was out last Friday;
we bar! an exhibition. My tPacher's name
was A.ma Morrow. I am ten years old.
This is my firRt lett<·r. so I "ill c]OAA. I remain·,
Yours truly,
ETHEL MTLLS.
P.B.-Tbis card is for you.
E. M.
[Thanks for the neat little card. Write
again.-ED. C. C.]
METAMORA, 0., March 14, 1888.
DEAR M1ss WtXON: llike to rPad the Childrt>n's Corner in THE TilUTH BEEKER. I am
twelve ) ears old. Pa takes the paper. I
bav many good pit>Ct·S in my scrap-book
which I cut out of some papers edtted by D.
M. Bennett. This winter I recited two of
tht>m, "Love of Money" and "Prarer and
Potatoes." I tell you it made aloud applsmse.
We bav a revival here in the Methodist Episcopal church; the prt>acber begs foe folks to
come forward. But not one will gu; one
night I was thPre he got. somewhat out of patience and saict, "If you rl<•n't come and accept of this Chlis1ian reli~~:,on, you will all go
down to tbe very depths of hell!" How ctoes
he know of any Puch placl'? I will not go
agaio-~uch talk is too Billy for me. I hav no
time to lose in any such way, but sometimes
they occupy our time contrary to our wishes.
I am going to a little country school. Our

KALAMAzoo, MTOII., March 7, 1888.
DEARMisRWJXoN: Papa keeps THE TRUTH
BEEKER. and I ~t!e in it that little girls about
my size write to you quite oftPn. We liv in
a nice city, and, up to two yeaTs ago, it was
called thl' bif<ge~t village in the United States.
Now it is known to rai~e the finest celery.
and undoubtedly yon hav eaten Rome of it. I
am ten years old. and goo to scbool every•day.
I am in the fifth gr.ade, and hav four brothers
and one sister; and, to close, let me tell· you
something funny: My papa is the baby of
his family; my mamma is the baby of her
familv; anrl I am the bahy of onr family.
Yot,~rs truly,
BLANOHE RoSENBAUM.
MoLEAN, ln., 1\fnTch 14. 18R8.
Miss SusAN H. WIXON. Dear Friend: I
T'ever hav written to the Children'!! Corner. ~o
I will try once and see how I !lUCceed. My
father has taken THE TRUTH BEEKER since it
was first published, and he thinks he could
not get along without it. I Hke to look at
the pictures and to read the Corner. My
brother Lee mi~se11 the picture puzzles; he
always could read them. I go to school; my
teacher's name is Miss Jennie RusRnm. We
hav a nice literary society· at our school- house.
I will not write any more this time; I hav
written too much already.
Yonr friend.
LINOOLN LIVINGSTON.
P.S.-My regards to all the Corner correspondents.
L. L.
HEMPSTEAD, N. Y., M!!.rch 12. 1888.
DEAR MI~s WixoN: I am ten years old,
and I write this letter on papa's type-writer.
Papa is teaching me to wriie with the typewriter, and sometimes I for!l:et to make
~paces between the words and run them togPther like this. My papa makes photographs,
and mv mamma keeps a big candy store. I
bav all the candy I want; bnt I don't want
enough to make me sick. I like to read the
Chilrlren's Corner, and would like to hav
some of the little girls write to me. sud I
will send them type-writer ·]etters. We are
having the biggest snow-storm I ever Raw;
the drifts are hi!!her than my head. Auntie
went out to look for the pump. and found it
nearlv covered 11p in a big snow-bank.
From your friend,
ADA E. DEl\1oTT.
Po"RT RwREY. FLA., March 11, 1888.
DRAB M1ss WIXON: My folks liv in NehraFka. I am spenrling the winter in Florida.
Father sends me THE TRUTH SERKRR, and I
am glad to see the Corner so nobly con.
rlucted. All are intAri'Rtt'd in the Corner.
Ir~ wet>kly visits make many happy.
Florirla bas a splenoid climate. I hav
travelPd over a large portion of the state. I
spent two months on the Gulf sturlying animals and plantR, and collecting "P"Cimens to
take to mv home in Salein, N~braska, to
which I shall return in a few davs.
Ever success to the CornPr nnd itA readers.
T. P. BRINRGAR•.
[We would be pleased if our friend would
write s0me brief sketches for the Corner
about the diffprent plants and animals he
bas seen amid the" wilds of Florida. "-ED.

C. C.]
OsoRoT.A, Ll.., Feb. 24. 1888.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I thought I would
write a few lines for the Corner. As this is
my first ]ptter. I will not wrife much. Mv
father has been taking THE TRUTII SERKRR
for fonT years: he thinks he could not do
without it. I think it the best paper I ever
read. I wish that every family could take
TIIE TRtrTH SEEKRR. I think the world would
be a little wiser if Pverybody wonlil rearl that
paper. I f<et more truth out of it than all the
other papers I ever read. I am fifteen years
old. I go to school most of the time. I only
miFsed two an<l one-half days this winter. I
study arithmetic, g-eo!l'raphy, grammar, hilltory. physiology, spPlling, anrl writing. Our
PChool cloRed last Fri::lay. We bad a IJice
time. We liv eight miles southwest of 0~
ceola. Well, I gut>!\S my letter is long enough
for the first. I will cloFe, bnping to see this
in the next paper.
Yours truly,
MAMIE JoNES.
MorrNT HoPE, ONT., March 12.1888.
DEAR Mtss WJXON: I hav read SAveral letters from the Children's Corner, so I thought
I Wo\lld write one too.
Papa takes THE TRUTH SERKRR. and we hav
good laughs at the pictures. Mamma thinks
the last one is a cutter on the prPachers. I
am nine years old, and go to FChool. My
teacher's name is Miss Lamb. In our class
we study arithmetic, reading, grammar, dictation, and geography. Palla lends THE
TRm·R SEEKER and Secular Tltought to our
neighbors.
I bav two brothers Pchool-teachers, and one
going to high school at Caledonia. When
they come home they are always reading the
Liberal papers.
As this is my first letter, I guess I won't
write any more.
Hoping it is good Pnoullih to put in your
Corner, I remain, a Liberal,
Yours truly, MINNIE MAY M<lCLEMONT.

WRilT BooNE, IA., March 13. 1888.
MELBOURNE, VroToRIA, Aus.,}
DEAR Miss WIXON: Aq thiR is my first
Jan. 18. 1888.
attempt in writin~~: for the Children's Qorner,
DEAR M1ss W1xoN: We are at last in the
I thou~ht I' wc.mld amuRA the readers by bosom of our family, and they seem ~~:lad; too.
writin~r a son~~: entitled, "Bnildi!lg Castles in We lHtrl a very pleaRant pas~age per steam.
the Air." which waR composed by one of . ship ZPalander from San Francisco to Rydney.
father's friends. and I thought. it too ~ood not We left San Francisco-on Saturday, Nov. 19,
to be published, and so I thought I would 1887.
send it to yon. and if you think it is good
Papa is splendid and well; his trip to
enough I should like to see it. in print. My America ha~ done wonders for him, for we
father takes THE TRnTII SEEKER, and we both did enjoy onrselvs very, very much.
think it is jnst pPrfPction. We hav 'rilE . A.fter bearing- from von, while we were ili
Ti'WTH BERNER of 1886 bound. and father has Boston. we went to New York and stayed
the year of 1887 ready to be bound, which at the ~os~more Hotel, and felt very happy.
will be for me In my next letter I will tell From there we visited Saratoga and Nia~~:ara
you more of myself.
Fnlls; we were charmed with the former,
I will close mv letter for this time. Wish- ~tnd overwhelmed with the splendor of the
ing success to the Corner, I remain.
Fotlls. From there we went back to New
A trut-h seeker,
ETTo\ KKMBEL.
York city. and staved a few days before sailP.S.-1 will send you one of my carrls.
in!." per steamqhip City of Para on Oct. 1,
E. K.
1887. for San FranciRco. 011, that waR a deBrriLDING CASTLES IN TR"l AlB.
\ightfu) trip of a month's time! W.e SaW
TH~ wo•lrl i~ ~til" ti~eting snow;
such wonrlerfnl thin!!;s when crossing the
Onr hfe i• likA a dream;
isthmnA of Panama by train. Then we came
And man io bnt. a litt-le h01tt
'T'hRt'o fi·••t•nl!' down t-he strPam.
on another ship from there along- the coast of
H" t.rie~ to 1mide hi• httle crHft
MPxico to California. We called at a few
Th,.ongh <hrknf'so Rnd deapair,
Mexican ports, where we stared at the pretty
BnBuilding
t hi• mir•d
i~ ever bno:v
· h , an d I co1
ca•tle~ in.the air.
nativ gir]R who wAre h a If S pame
He trie~ hi• fort.nnA at t.he wheel,
lected a few curios. The beat was terrible
And on thA wide blne ~eR;
near Panama, and it got cooler as we neared
Bn• the" best laid POhemPs of mice and men" California. We arrived in San Francisco on
HP find• arA "aft. Rl!'lee."
Oct. 30, 1887, so we bad three very pleasant
H •~~k• fnr famA in foreign lands,
WherA •kiP~ are bright. and fair;
weeks in th>Lt city; for they were our la;.t in
Bnt. at. t.h .. be~t. hi~ dforts are
America, so we marle mnch of them. Papa
But castles m the air.
was anxious to get home, but I would hav
WA are traveling on the pl~in of life,
likPd to stay another month in dear old
- And manv rnarh~ we BP.A;
A
·
M
..:~er bted to get
ThPv bav gitidehoard~ wit-bout number,
meriCa.
Y m!Lmma was " tg
But nonE> "f thPm agree.
us home look in!! so well. She did not look
Jlh•·kind are drifting to an~ fro,
well when we saw her first; I think she bad
They are ~cattered everywhere;
been very anxious while we were away, but
APil eRch one ~t.riving bard to build
she 1·s very Wt>ll now. ~:'be has been reading
His castle in the air.
your book, "A.ll In a Lifetime," and she is
Our
churches
all hRv different creeds,
so charmed wl't"u 1·t tllat she qu 1'te craves for
And
e~ch onA claims t.he rilrbt;
Bnt wlien You look for evidence
another, but I tell her that I do not know
It.'s alwaY~ out. of ~il!'ht.
how to get one. I bav also read it while in
Men
sav their
faith
firm and sure,
America, and 1 think it J'nst splendid. I
As t.bey
dep_end
onispra:VPT;
The:v are s!lnu•ing hal-le-ln ja
quite fell in love with t.he young man who
At some phantom in tile a1r.
was thought to be drowned. I did bate that
The:v sav ~alvation'~ free f'r all,
woman who caused so much trouble and sorBut tha.t. oonnds rathE>t:fi.,t,
row, also Philip.
Fnr every Snnday at the church
. 1 hope you will write to me some day.
The:v are •nrA to PRSA the bat.
ThP:V ~,.y, "Cnmo, •inner~, go to heavenMelbourne has improved very m11ch since
we went away. We see a great difference in
'l'here will hA no ~orrow thPre."
So they climb no Tacob's ladder
some of our friends, also-my baby nephews
To hrigllt castles in the air.
Their pre•oher• votP for Prohibition,
hav grown into big boys. It is summer here
The "memhPr~"fall in line;
now, and we hav b!ld some very, very bot
Bnt at th .. RRCrament.al board
days-dry, roasting days they are, too. This
Ea~h saint mn~t hav h1s wine.
day is as perfect and cool as a Californian
They PRY ;r.·~ emhlematic of
day, so we bav some comfort.
The blood of Chriot so fair:
Now, isn't their con~iotenoy just like
I am sending our photos by this mail.
Some castle in tile air?
Ph-ase send yours to us if you can spare one.
RPlil!'ion of the prAMnt day
We never shall forget all the kind friends
I• qnite
a cnriono t-hing:
·
Onr
chnr~heo all arA driftinll' wild,
we me t ct unng
our tra vels 1'n A.mer1'ca • for
they were all EUCh nice, kind people. With
Like hirtfo nnon the wing:
ThPir f"ith fn God ;. Rll "played out;"
love, I remain,
Your loving friend,
That mnotard oePd so rArA
LIZZIE BowLEY.
Hao ornved to them their faith is but
Some ca~tles in the air.
ThAy hRv tried to change the Bible so
Turns the Faucet.
That it. will ~nit. tho t.ime~;
The horse that pulls the ambulance in
An angr~ God Rnd endlP~R hAll
Dnn·t enit their tronhled minds.
search of patients for the New York Hospital
And s,t,.n, too, th•t nld arch-fiend,
An RDI!'Pl onoA oo fairis a curiosity of its kind, inasmuch as during
TnP:V bav~cratcbed hi• name, and now be's but the whole period of his philanthropic career
S·•me castle in the air.
as an ambulance horse he has never once
For eighteen bnndrPd years they've bowled
To oinners nil around:
been given a drink by any of the stable bands.
"H"rk, from the t.omho, ve wretched soulsHe believ£s in the maxim that God helps .
Li•t. to t.hA l!'o•nPl ~onnd.
B~ Adam's fall Goil ~nrRed :von all,
thosA who help themselvs; and helps himy.,n n.rA now in dark <leopair."
self accordingly.
N.. w. don't 'ou think that curse is but
Some castle in tile air 1
A Nt!W YorK Telegram reporter went down
Th .. ir mini~ters are ~ore diRtressed,
to see how he sattsfied his thirst recently,
Thev hliv almo•t !Cone in•aue:
But. ~till they sn•t their hrim•tone at
and was edified to a degree by the intellectSuch men a~ ThomaH P~tme.
ual behavior of the animal.
TtoPY RM' G..d doomed his soul to bell,
To dwell fnrPver t.herP;
Tuere is an ordinary fuucet with a pail unN"w· don'~ Rncb crazy lunatics
der it in the stable, and to this faucet the
Buil<l castles in the air 1
Olil orthodoxy'~ losing p,wer;
horse made a bee-liue.
Her strnct.ure ooon will fa.ll :
First be dtpped his nose in the pail to see
Her cr•ed• RrA all tnrned upside-down
Bv R 1hPrt. lnger•oll.
if tllere was any water there, but finding
':!-'hAY bav fonud t-hetr fait.b is all a-myth,
there was uone he proceeded to open the
No answer to their pra~er;
Their endleos hell1s nothing but
valve by turning tile handle with _his nose.
Some caHtle in tbe a1r.
He did not turn it on q t1ite enougll at the
When ~i<·kne•• comP~ upon us,The doctor t.akPR control;
first attempt, so he gave it another nudge,
Pe•·hapH he'll lose t-he bod.v,
und held his noseunder the spigot while the
But. thA prie•t· willsavA t.lle soul.
Ht- ~a.vA ynnr sins are many,
water poured over it to his apparent immense
And mumbles o'"r a prayer;
satisfact-ion. "But what a lot of water will
A"'l l·ou d•e •hontin~C ~elory at
Brigllt cas·les 10 tlle air.
be wasted when be leaves it running the moSo. now, kind friPnds, investigate,
ment he has had enough!" ejtlculated the reAud :Volt wlll plainly Hee
That Mience and theology they never can porter.
agrpe
"Wait and see," said the driver.
You•· Btble tells von that the sun
Stood Hf.lli for one Whole day,
And there was no water wasted, for the
Au.t t.bonsanrl• of poor human souls
moment the horse had concluded his drink
Were ktlled by JoHhna.
Now, don·t you th111k the Lord was tough,
he went at the faucet again with his nose and
Aud nctP<l quite nuf•ir?
shut off the flow completely.
0·· is tl1at. B,lllf' Htory bnt
s,.me castle in the air 1
"Does he at ways do that?" again queried
Th" Ia wyer oays : " Gf)od morning, friends.
the
newspaper man.
Ynur ca~e is vPrY plain :
"Certainly," answered the driver, as he
Arul for ooe hundrtd doll~rs
Your snit I" II .nrely ga.in."
patted his four-footed friend on the shoulder.
H~ talk• to yon qnite el •. quent,
H•• plans are IH.ld wit.h carA;
"As long as I've known him that horse has
Bnt you hav p·•id Your hundred dollars
never had a drink that he did not draw from
Fur some castle in the air.
the tap fur himself just as you hav. seen him
The polit.iciRn meets y~u.
Ra..\ s be: ·• I waut yonr vote;
do this Lime."
Our uation'M retrn~CrAdmg,
And everyt.hin~C'• Hfi.,at.
The cburcll and state must harmenize,
Or we're left in d~•P•tr."
REDUCED TO $1.00.
Bu•, mmd you. t.hat old dnde is
Butldmg ca•tles iu the a1r.
D••n't. worship phantoms in the air;
THE STORY HOUR.
Be true to tru r h an •. man ;
D u't Ptlt fa•th in any creed;
A llook for Children and Youth.
D,. H.ll t.be '!Oorl VOU (HlD
Tto~n. when yon ai-.. c>Liled to leave this world,
Your •x•t wtll hH f><ir:
BY .MISI:l SUSAN H, WIXON.
y,.n will fiud that nome you're going to,
Nu ca•tle in the air,
ANhFIDEL.
Over a hundred fine illustrations~
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Scriptures and the Sabbath; ~xaminatwn of
Sunda.r Arguments; Origin of Chriotian Sabbath; 'I'estimony ol" the Christian Fathers; The
B.tbbath during the Mirtdle A._ge~: The Puritan
Sabbath; Teotlmouy of Chrt•ttan Reformers.
l:!oholars, and Divines; AbrogatiOn of Sunday
Law~. Price, 25 cents; six coPies, $1.00.
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courage, to m"k" tneir way throullh til• world by
"mng to Chical(O. Tile author i• alo'> the bermn. ~
Tne nHrrattv i,, in tile maio, a hi• tory of"' work- ~
lllg girl's hfAaud experience in tbemtyof Cuicago
"moug bluff bn.iueo~ men, kiurl hearr.erl folks. ~
and dtsrPvntable hypocrlls. It is just such a story til
of human life as w!l •honld Pxllect Co!Hnel Inl!'er- ~
soll tube In tAres ted in; and wbar,ever be admires rn
and aporeciares i• sure •o he worth the attention ,.....
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as•nred tbJtt. Dr. Fellow•. the em went dpeciahst of
VIneland, N.J., i• au educated gentleman of superior miud alHllarge attawmeurs, at•d that •noceo• tn his pwfes•iou ha• brought bim businesa,
not only from all part• of tblK co.uutry, hut from
foreign •horts .. He is 1n t-he prime of llfP aud
able to t.ransttct his vanous profp•sional duttes
pr<~mptly aud w~ll and giv sati•factwn in every
instance. Hrs references are nmn be red by thousands."

Dr Fellows treats all those p~culiar diseases
re•ulllnll from indi•cretiou and iJ<nora11ce of
youth. Those who are atliug should Meiul 10 c~nt8
for the Dr.'• ht-tle book Het.tinll fort.h an EXTEBNAL
APPLICATION-a positiv ~ure.
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The Good Man's Death.
Death I thou mysterious conqueror of form.
Annihilator or the human race,
Smttt>r of hoary head and newly born,
Both irrt:spectivlY of time and place I
Yet. Death, thou•rt not so grim as thou art painted
By Ignorant and undeveloped mind;
Alas I that tho~e who by the oreedd are sainted
Make thee so hid..oud to the human kind
By conjuring up foul images of hell,
Wuh det:p, dark pits and molten. •ulnhurouslake,
Where what they call the damned they there compel
To stay forever with the fabled snake.
The damned I All. I there's the doobt. Who are
the damnedt
This tl!.e Vlldt problem that these holy men
So vamlY trY to ma.ILe Ud onderst~nd
By d.:tfdctng awJng thew•elvs, and then
Are so surprued we fail to comprehend
Tile logic they so lumdly propJunded;
Our duhtess ohtde by Plcturtnlf our end,
· Wnen for ddilltttnctes wtt'll be oonfvunded.
Is omnipotence so inconsistent,
After mo~.luug wa.u in his own image,
Replete with pa., aton suntmg to hav vent,
And iutt>llectuallltfts that make the sa.ge,
Wttll those great gifts of all supreme,
Tne sptrttual. wntcll mark the man divine,
Gtving a sense of right that seema extreme
To those who try bot in thts world tJ shmeOan it indeed be pcs~ible that he
Oreates a sende of tquhy and right
In man to make toe h•IIIIIDg moments flee,
By tantaliZing him \vu.IJ. useless sight 7
No I 'tis a blasphemous, a barbaroos thought,
Tltat's only worthY of an 1ufan t creed,
Whtoh blindlY in its first convuldlous wrought
Those dt>VUlBil theories that make men bleed.
Doubtle8i "the mind"a the standard of the man,"
And ltd signboards, theoritts and labors;
In tht>se we read the power he bas to scan
Or correctly analyze hld neighbors.
But circumstances circumscnbe tbe mind,
In whtch the bodY takes no minor Part;
For, if it is the least bu halt or blind,
Its action will appe.t.r on mmd and heart.
Then local objects that sorrouud our birth,
And occupy sumi!ledmg years of youth,
or oor esperience often prove the girth, .
And basld of the mind"s idea of truth.
So when the body is both rough and rude,
And from the animal scarce one remove,.
We can account for oreedd tlut are so crude,
And pity thode ImPrisoned 1n a groove,
Whose minds are bounded by a certain soho~l
Which cltains and bmds them this world's pas·
Balle throu~~:h,
For, lacking skill to gage an old·time rule,
They faul to see the beauty of the new.
And there are those who see, but do not care;
Others wbo tread ambttiou·s thorny way;
While crowd~, se~oced by go!d"s msidtond glare,
Waste all their Jives in bowiug to its sway. ·
Many are of the type called llypocrit,
Who worship at convention's gilded shrine,
And pride themselvs so much upon their wit,
They.laugll at those who trutufully incline
To show tile inmost workin~~:s of their soul,
Caused by the mtlhon dt:tforent changes
That make hfa's wlleels in a new rut to rollOhange that all its settled plans and schemes
derange&.
These emotional and tender bein~~:s
Full often lack tile "wisdom of this world,"
And love, l!Ympathy, a11d kindly feehn~e
Will very soon hav Mammon's banner furled •.
They hav another creed than "might is right,"
And it woold burt their tender souls to rise
Wilen brot.hers are the ilteps in that Jlreat 1light
Upon whose top the gulden victory lies.
0 Death I such souls need· hav no fear of thee,
But clotlle thee with a fi.)wery diadem,
And gtv a welcome full of cllildtsll glee
When wit.h a summon·s t.hnu <lo•t honor them.

That Bit.dl{er Uoy At

~uuday-~chool.

THE LESSON OF SODOM AND GOMORRA.H.

The story of the incendiary fire that reduced Sodom and her sister city to ashes,
which story includes that of the Lot family,
had been read, barring the last eight verses
of the 19tl:t cl:tapter of Genesis, prudently
omitted, when that Badger boy came to the
front as usual.
" Do they hav fire 'n' brimstone in hev.en,
mum, same's in hell?"
''011, no, dear; oh, no! Heaven is the
place of sunshine and flowers, songs and
harps, my child."
'' Yes'm. How did God rain fire 'n' brimstone on them cities then, mum?"
"011, he created it iO: the clouds for that
especial occasion, James."
"Yes'm. D.les God make brimstone for
hell, mum?"
"James, you must not ask such awful
questions as that I"
"No'm. Is it the same kind of brimstone
we hav to take in merlasses, mum?"
"Ob, I don't know. Do stop, you boy."
"Yes'm. Will folks hav to take brimstone
'n' mer lasses in hell, mum?"
"You horrid boy, shut up I"
"Yes'm. Is there tiger-lilies and honeysuckles in heaven, mum?"

"If he liked Lot so much, why didn't he
"Yes, dear; and all kinds of beautiful
turn his wife -into IL piller of gold, then Lot
flowers."
" Do they sing ' You Know' in heaven, could a come here and had a high old time.?"
"Jal;lles, you must not talk Uke that."
mum?"
"No'm. What a nice gold· statyu you'd
"They sing sweet psalms, James; not the
make, mum!"
vulgar songs of earth."
"Do you think so, James?"
"I don't like sams, mum. Does Jews and
"Yes'm. But I'll bet your pop;wou!d;.cut
Italyens go 'round playin' harps in heaven, ·
you up into gold dollars--"
mum?"
''James Badger I James- Badger, you little
" I suppose so, if they were good on
wretch, now you go rigbt straight home! I
earth."
"Did they hav any steam fire engins in hav had just enoup;h of you. The class is
dismissed." 8o ended the Sodom and GoSod om, mum?"
morrah s~ance.
Sr SLoKU.IIl.
"No, dear--"
" There's where the Sodumers got left,
didn't they, mum?"
"James, when God rains fire and brimGlRAltD~S
stone on wicked' cities, steam fire engins are
.AND
of no earthly use."
" Why didn't the Lord want Lot and his
wife to look back, mum?"
AN EXPOSE
" He wanted to spare them the sight of the
Of the perversion of Stepllen Girard's magnificent
awful fire, in his great goodness, James."
bequedt to Philadelphia by the Obridttan
"Was God in his great goodness, mum,
churched and Youug .Men's
Ohristtan A.llso.:tawhen he set the cities on fire?"
tion.
•' He was punishing the wicked people,
By RroR. B. WESTBRoOK, D.D .• LL.D.
James."
·
Price $1.
Address TaE TRUTH BEEKER.
" Was they God's enemies, mum?"
"Yes, dear; his wicked enemies."
'' Ma says we mu~t forgiv our enemies,
mum; why didn't God forgivthem enemies?"
---o--We hav ·on hand a large number of the following
''We don't know, James. God's ways are
of OOLONEL INGER80LL'S pamph eta, which
not our ways, child."
will be disposed of at cost, as for ows:
"Do you .forgiv your enemies, mum?"
:Ingersoll Catecltised:
This was a wide-open trap, but the teacher
His Answers to a Number of.Vital.Questions Pro
walked right into it.
pounded by the Editor of the "San Franciscan;"·
''Yes, James; I forglv all my enemies."
·singly, 3 cents; per dozen, 80.cents; per hundred,
"Ain't you. better than God, then ?" The $2.00.
ORTHOD.OXY.
.
.
teacher flushed and stammered, and tried ·to
A
lecture,
fifty-four
closely printed large 12mo
explain godlike and human conditions with- pages, 10 cents; fifteen,
$1; and $6 per hundred.
out interesting James, who said, ''Lot's. wife
Civil
Ri.gltts
Speech.
was bound to hav. a l~k back, wasn't she,
Including the address of Frederick D'uglass,flftymum?''
three-large octavo pages, sina-IY, 10 cents; fifteen
"Yes, and paid dearly for it, James."
for $1; a ..d $6 per hundred.
''Why didn't Barnum never git onto the
'.l'ne Trull• of Dfstorr.
piller of salt Lot's wife turned into, I wonder? This is a comment bY Colonel Ingersoll up~tn
Tile sight would a knocked the woolly boss the religious lies that hav been told about himself, and first made its appearance in these colhigher'n a kite, wouldn't it, mum?"
umns. Pl"ice 8 cents; SO cents per dozen; $2 per
"James, you ·must not talk so of sacred hundred.
things."
BIBU~ IDOLATRY.
A letter .Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
" Is pillers of salt sacred things, mum?"
"Well, that one was; now· stop, James." the London "8eoular· Revtew." Price 3 cents; 80
cents per doz., or $2 per hundred.
"Yes'm. Don't yer 'spose cows ·come
INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.
along and licked Lot's wife of salt, mum?"
Being the comments and opinions of Mr. lnl{er"James, you are getting wicked."
soll upon the tight in tbe Catholic church between
"Did Lot cry, mum, when his wife turned the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
the pope. Price 8 cents; 30 cents per doz., or $2
to salt?"
"Perhaps, James·, but the Bible doesn't per hundred.
We suggest that these be purchased in quantisay."
ties, and given away to Christiane, and 1t is With
" Why didn't he take her down to the that not unreasonable expoctation that the tlrices
hav been placed so low.
grocery store and sell her, mum?"
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
"James Badger, you stop."
28 La,aYette Pl., New York.
"Yes'm. Dtd they grind her up, mum,
for table salt?"
"James!" (very sternly and sententiously).
"Ye&'m. Would you like to turn into a
piller of salt, mum ?"
'· James Madison Badger--" (taffy broke The Problem of the. Universe~ and
Ita Scientific Solution, with some Oritictsms of
her up).
Universology. Price, 20 eta.
.
"You'd make an oflle butifulstatyu, mum." Waifs and Wandermgs, a New Ameri·
"Dear me, James, I really don't think you
~n Story. Price, cloth, 51.00; paper, 50 cts.
• A prose epic of the war. rieh with mcident
mean to be bad, but are thoughtless. I think
and dramatic power ; breezy from first page to
you are veryappreciativ, James."
last with the living spirit of to-day."--John
Btotnton'B Paper.
"Yes'm. What'il 'presheativ, mum?"
"·Well-er-you know the-er-beautiful Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Oentury Infrom the-er-commonplace, James."
fidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein it is
shown there is much in harmony betweeD
"Yes'm. Be you commonplace, mum?"
them. Price, 10 eta.
"Do you think I am, James?"
Throne, a Romance. " The
. "Yes'm." James perhaps thought he we.s Golden
author certainly has gc:>nius. The divine crea·
giving taffy, and the teacher, concluding so,
tiv spark is within him. The book 18 filled witll
manly thoughtsJ expressed in manly wordsprobed him no further, but directed him back
the transcnpt or a manly mind. Every Liberal
·
to the lesson.
should read Golden Throne.• "-INGERSOLL.
''Did her clothes turn to salt, mum ? 'cos if Promethens. A poem. "It is crammed
with life, thong4t• and . profound emotion.
they didn't the cows didn't git a chance to
poured r@rth, it seems to me, with extraordi·
lick only her bands and face, did they, mum?
nary beauty."-DR. HENRY W. BELLOWS. $1.
unless she was barefoot."
Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of
"I don't know how that was, James."
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.
"Did Lot git married again, mum?"
Why
Don't He Lend a Hand~ and
"The Bible doesn't say, James."
other Agnostic Poems. . Price, 10 eta.
" 'Spose the rain melted Lot's wife, didn't
and Heva. A Poetic version
it, mum? I guess 'Squire Bates would like Adami
of the Indian Story of the Garden of E:ien,
his wife to turn to salt, don't you, mum?
in which its superiority to the mutilated
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
She's a holy tern>r, ain't she?"
cents.
IJ'or all of thP above address
"Sh I sh I James; you mustn't talk so about
THE TRUTH SEEKER 0(\
the neighbors."
" If she did, I'll bet the 'squire'd pack her
NEW EDITI ()N.
off down to the grocery store quicker'n scat,
mum!"
"Shl James-sh!"
"Yes'm. Wotild you eat any of her salt,
OR,
mum? I wouldn't."
The
Origin
of
the
f'hristian Religion
"James-James!"
of its
and
the
Significance
"Yeb'm. Lot was good, warn't he, mum?"
"Yes, dear; a holy, righteous man, who
Rise and Decline.
found favor in the eyes of the Lord."
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
"Could God turned Lot's wife into gold,
mum?"
"Certainly, James, if he had chosen to."
For sale at this office.
Price, $1.00.

Girard College Theology.

Very Cheap Pamphlets.

S. P .. Putnam's Works.

The Secret. of the East,

Pains VinilicatsU!
A. thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Ob8erver's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the Amer·
loan Revolution. Oontaining
both the slanderll and
their refutation.

-o-

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-oTbe New York Observer ·(Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of·
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated every.
where iD vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
A FalYricated Account of a Scene at th6 Deathbed of 1'homa8 Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.•
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine•s
dying moments attributed to Bishop FenWick
(upon which the ObSerVer relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.

'78pp.
Address

Price 15 cents.

THE TRUTH REEKER 00.

RO.BltRT G. JJ\GEUSULL'S
Great Centennial Oration
ON

TRB

Declaration of lnaepen~en-ee,
ALSO

TRB

.l.mmortal Dot--ument,
And the National Anthem entitled :

"LAND OF LIBERTY."
Price, 6 eta ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address TBE TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

RATION.A.L COMMUNISM.
The Present and tlte Future
Republic of NortJa America
BY A. CAPITALIST.
A book advocating assoctate life as a remedy for
povert;v. vice, and crime. It deals with the J;>resent
oondittons of society in this country, pointtng out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossitile that the people should be other than
poor and vtcious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks. is in communal life,
~nd he has drawn a viVld picture of the future
.Hepublic of North Amertoa, as it will be when
soctety shall be organized on the J>rinciples of
Rational Communism. The book 18 vigorously
and interestingly written.
Paper,~oc;

cloth, $1.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Prof.. H. M. Oottinger's Warks.
The Youth's Liberal Guide. This

volume aims at the education of youth in the
principles of Freethought, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Price, $1.
·
Elf'm~nts of Uriiversa I History. For
Higher Institutes in Republics, and •for SelfloMt.ruct.ton.
" This book is just what the busy world of
to-da;v needs-a perfect compendium of history from 2,000 years n.o., on up to 1883, all in a
nutshell. ~-Eimtna Slenker.
"Mr. Cottinger's intentions in writing this
book are excellent, and his standpoint admirable; it may be commended as fulfilling its
purpose of a concise and interesting historical
text-book."-Milwaukee SPnttnel. Price, $1.

Rosa., the Educating .Mother. "Rosa

is a good book. written by a lifelong teacher in
the public schools of t.he old country and
America. It, contains manY sensible and valuable ideas, much sound philosophy, and <•fl'ers
several tiue SUI!Ilestwns to all who hav the
interest. of childJ·pn and J"OUth .,at heart."Susan H. W1xon. Price, $1 00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

-

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOME TALK AND .MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand~ome 12mo volume of near!Y 1 1 ~ pages, fully
illu@trat.ed. Cloth, 8.26-in English or German.
A. new cheap edttion at only 1.5(1.
SCIENCE IN STORY; o~ Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monke:v.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume of "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 2r.cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pam.
phlet~). By :r;>r. E. B_. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m thetr Bela twn. to Dtsease, "represen t.ing the germ
theory, atlyocatmg. per~onal and public hygiene
and oPPoBIDI{ vaccmatton; "Healt.h in the Sunbeam1" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to stclt and well. ·By mail, 10 ceJtts each.
HERE:QITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by PJ·of. Brooks, 886 p.ages1 cloth
bound, S2·h "Hererlityt" by Lonug_llloony, 159
J!ages, clot 1 75 cent.s; • The Law of Heredity," by
F. H. lllarsn, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
HumanTemperamentst" with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents.;.. • Genera bon before Rel!:eneration/' by Dr. E. v. Foote, Jr. 10 cents; •t·Re.
ports or Conventions and Parlor Meetinus during
1882," 10 cents; "Third Annual Convention of the
Institute of Heredity,Ma~~. 1883," 10 cents.
Address
THE TBUTH BEEUB,

THE TRUTH SEEKER, APRIL 7, 1888.

Ingersoll':& ''Works.

223

ARGUMENT

PHILADELPHULIBERALLEAGUE 257
meets every Sunday in Induatria.l Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., a.t 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'!'ruth
Beeker publioa.tioni always on band at cheap rates •

BY

The Gods. Paper, _50 ets; cloth, $1.
··rn· five lectures.l. cOiiiPrisJng, "The Gods "

Robert G. Ingersoll,

·"Huillbolilt," "Thomas Paine,'' "lndividu~
. .itY•"'and "Heretics and Heresies."

rhe Ghosts. Paper, 50 ets; cloth, 1.25.

1

TRIAL OF

Contents:" The ·<fhost!!J" "Liberty for Man,
· ·Woman,. and Child," " 'J:he Declaration of IndeJ)e~;~denue,~~ "About Farming in Illinois,"
"The Gratit Banquet" "'rhe Rev. Alexander
·
Ol~J.rk," "The Past 1l1ses before Me Like a.
Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon C. luger•oll."

Ingersoll t:ater.hised: His Answers to

a. .Number of Vita! Questions Propounded by
'the editor of the San Ji'ra11Vtscar.. 5 cents; 50
· ·cents per dozen~ 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
Wllions of these should be circulated.

Vindication ot" 'l'boma.s Paine from

-the attacks of the New York Observer; by Rob_.ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

"B LAS PH EM Y ''
'
MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY.

AT

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest of all A.nti·Blbll·
cal \Vorks.

Stenographically reported, and r6'Dised by the author.

By THOMAS PAINE,
"The An thor-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Bmgle Oop1es, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper •. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen. .

Ingersoll, Judge Jeremiali S. Black, and Prof
· George F. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents: cloth. $1. ·

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post Paid. Printed in
' 'large, clear type, and containing a.s much as
. could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This .makes a. grand missiOnary document.
.·:Liberals should scatter it generously.

Proof that Wm. Bha.kspere could not write.
The Sonneta written by Francis Bacon to the Ea.1l
of E11Hex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. IIENI!.Y
BtJBB.. Price, 25 cents. For sale a.t this office.

YOF

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1;25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
-p!afn olotbi $1.26.
What llu!!t We Do to Be Saved 1 Pa·per, 25 cents.
The tJhristian ReU~ion. · By R. G.

Ortb:odoxy; 56 pages, 12mo, paper,

BACON AND SHA.KSPERE.

B, REYNOLDS

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll ag11.in shows his great tore11sic powers. All his heart and brain
are in it. It is one of h1s 1n-e>ttest pwd•JctiOns. It 18 in his chosen ftdld of intellectual combat, and
we see him as 1he spll'ndld champion of human Uberty and the rights of ID>\U. His loJe of freedom
and justice. hatred of tyranny and chains, •Ympathv for the oppressed, mid~tuided. a.n<i e"nthralled, his
com·al!'e and candor, hnv m this An~ument fill! scope of expression, and be makes graud use of the
opportunit.y. Such a flood of li2ht-of Plnqnence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriot18m-is not often poured out. in a. <l"lll't of justiCe.
The m11.n~ call• for thi• Argument in-complete and accurate shape ha.v led to this publication,
as revised by nir. Ingersoll himself. All other pnblica.t1ons are the merest fiotions-reprints from
meag~>r and mislenchnl!' newspap~r references.
Lawyers aud advocat.Ps Will find this the model of an address to a jury; statesmen and politiciana a. cleRr exposition of C'lnstitutional rights and p·1wers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
and women everywhere, a Magna Ch!\fta of their right~.
Ad•lress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.

Address on the t:ivit Rights Bill.

:La.rgt~, size octa.'Vo, paper, 10 cents.
lngt~rsoU's Leetnrt~s t:omplete.
.Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
.for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the pubhsher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest .on "Orthodoxy," bound Ill one beautiful volume, in half
·calf,- library style, and containing over 11300
P&j!'eS, which is ·sold a.t the exceedingly Jow
.Jlnce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

THE ORISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with the
propnsed independence of America. from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
flaming arguments • , • will not leave nnm.
bers at a loss io decide on the propriety of a. separation."

Price, 3:i cents.

For either of these works or any of Paine's
writina:s,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

·'

'l'ributes. . There hav been so many

.a.pplica.tions for Mr. Ingersoll's "The Vision
of War," the "Grant Banquet Toast," and
'the _recent address over "Little Barry Mil·
ler's Grave," that they hav neen printed on
heavy toned paper, 18x22, illuminated border,
· and· in large, clear type, amtable for framing,
and the three will be forwarded to any address.
·for 4-l ~!s; or either one for 15 eta.
·

Prose ·yoems and Selections.

Life.

A Prose Poem.

Printed i11

· .. eoiors on bOard, beveled gilt edges.

Unrivaled in Tone,

This

· new book is a. gem. It is a. model in every respect. In fa<lt one· of the richest,. brightest,
'best ever issned. It contains, besides the· celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never beforEl,pnblished, and all the famous "tributes"
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, Iect. iires, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day con. · versationsof the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by a.dmtring friends as
a. rare personal souvenir. To hell' it serve this
· purpose a fine steel portrait, with antogra{'h
·ra.c simi\e, has been prepared espeoiallr. for 1t.
· Prioe1 in ·silk cloth, beveles edges, gilt back
·and ill<le, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, ele·. gant hbrary style1 4.50; in full Turkeli mo.. rocco, gilt, exquisitly fine, 7.50; in fu tree
'calf, highest possible ~tyle a.hd finish, $9.
50 cents.

~
'

0•

Touch and Workmanship.

.:rciQ;CTORY & WAREROOb.~E)"''-V 0'

Cor. 8/th St.

Third

THE NEW GOD.jBINDER for TH!r~~~~!t~~o:~:~ JOLT !IRE' 8 ROMANCES.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

•
•
Secreta'l'lJ of the Amerwan Secular Unum.
Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY.

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.
boudoir, $1.
.
A<;ldress THE TRUTH SEEKER.

. SING, BROTIIERS, SiNG.

HOW TO STRENCTHEN
THE MEMORY;

USE THE

OB,

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

Natural and SriPntiflc Methods o1

In vonr mAatin.cs. to make them hvely and interesting •. THE LIBERAL HYMN BooK COntains songs
by tlie besr, notJt,s, adapted to u·eli-known tuues.
It is highly recommend<'d by Messrs. Wakeman,
Pc~.rton .Wright, Green, Uuderwood,llrs. Sl<'nker,
and, iudeed, by all who tuw ~xamin.-d 1t. Pnce,
l!f'dimts~ . .
Address THE TRuTH SEEKER Co.

'l"JI'E

~'l"&UGGLE
l!OB

Religious and Political Libertv.

·

Never For~etting.

By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.

12mo, 160 pp.,
Address

$1.00.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
2B La.layette Pl•• New York.

A SPLENDID WORK.

THE NINE DEMANDS

•of

INTELLECTUAL
or

DEVELOPMENT

EurOJtC.

By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.
Revised Edition-2 vols-Prine. $3.
Mdress THE TRUTH SEEKER.

J.

ers who preserve their J>BPers
we offer a new st:vleofb!llder,
m_~dhe tfhor thhe P.UrposF, Talld
, .w'
e
ending. o
IfE
. raJJTH ~EEKEB prmted. 10
.-o• d lette1·s on the outside.
·
1'hls .btnder allows the openwg of the _p,.pers perfe~tly ll~,<t. It also allows the
takmg out and replacmg o.f one or. more. papers
from any part of the file wtthout disturb lUg the
other parts.
Sent by m11.il. postJ~••i<l, for "1.
Address THE TRU1'H SEEKER,
tf
28 La.f"ye•te PI., New York.
~
•

T"•r<•
. tw<ov 1
h B••••!l.\
IJ1 .. -~ .,.

llottoes for Freethinkt-r~.
We hav received a. supply of illuminated motto
cards, which we offer for sale. These mottoes are
intended to take the place of the "God-bless-ourhome " placards which disfigure the walls of so
many houses. They are printed on heavy cardboard, 9 inches by 22 1-2. The motto is in black,
with colored borders, with an illuminated mon!)gram of U. M. L. The following are the various
readings: ·
••••••••• 0

Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has published

In .whioh-thea.uthorshows the repeated attempts
of Qlen of every age to acquire greater political
liberty ; also Vigormtsly a.Hackd the very foundation of the relhdon of every age; dwelling at.
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, iu detaili-ng the ac<!ount of slavery 10 this country, calla in a more attractiv form than any in which they
the attentton of thinkiug men and wnmen to the
position of womankind m Americ11.. Throughout1 hav previously appeared. At the head of an enthe· ·work is replete with astounding facts ana graving on heavy plate paper, ll4lt19 inches, are
weighty arguments whtoh cannot fail to interest
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
the minds of this Bile.
BY THEO. C. SPE~Cll:R.
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
Oloth, lllmo., !88pp., price 75 cents.
Republic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
Address
THE 'fltUTH SEEKEH CO.,
JOHN ADAMS, · and between these two are
28 Laf'a)ette Place, New ·York.
printed the Nine Demands of the Amenca.n Secular Union in conspicuous type. At the foot sre
· K·ERSEY GRA YES'S WORKS.
Bic)gr~pby
Satan ; or, a Historicil.l LAFAYETTE, GIRARD, and INGERSOLL,
. Expost\ion o( the Devil and his Fiery Domains. makmg eight likenesses in all. Inscribed bel'nce, sa cen t.s.
neath each portrait is some radical sentiment
Bible. ot · ·Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
Divine Revelations, containing a. description of
twei.Ity-seven bibles a11d an exposition of two space be tv UJD the portraits and around them are
· · thousand biblical errors in science, histpry, arabe@qaes of vines and fiowers in profusion, and
monls, religion, and general eveuts. Also a
d~lineation of the characters of the principaJ the panel inclosing the Nine DAmands is surpenciriagei! of the Chl'i•tian Bible an<! au ex- mounted Oli (,hch corner by 1\Ir. Eckhard's design
a.miuation of their doctrin•. Price, 1 75.
the fl.ag above .the cross. The whole makes an
Sixteen Savior~ or Nouf't. BY KER- of
sEY GuAVEB. '\~uaer of the Wor:.:t·s Sixteex: exceedingly handsome work for framing. The
Crucified SaviorR; The Bihle :.t Bibles, an1 artistic part is 6qual to the best, and the portraits
Biovraphy of Sat•m. Cloth. ~:.eta.; pap<"r, tOots.
as true to nature as the photographs from
The World'~ Sixtet:lti t:rueided :Sav- are
which they were transferred. The design will be
iors; or, Chri~>:~!IJlity Before Christ.
Containing uev- and startling revelati<HlS in sent pnstpaid by mail for $1 by
re!il{ions his~... ry which disc.:loR!l the oriental
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
ongtn of all the doctrines. prmctp:es. precepts,
1!8 Lafayette Pia.oe. New York.
and miracles of the Christian New Te•tament.
and. furnishing a key for unlocking many of
it~ sacred my,;teries, btJNides compruiu.c the
history of sixteen orientR.l crncifie<ll!lnds. 1.50.
<\<l<t~"~" 'l'HE ·rnu·rH RF.EKER.

HI~TOHY
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Ne-vv York.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY

A double-page picture contrasting science and
&heology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other ha.~
always opposed it.
Price. aix copies, 30 cents: one dozen 50 cents ;
twentv-five copies for t1; one hundred copiP~ '""
$3 We wish that the friends of Freetbonght would
ilistribute thousands of these telling pictures.
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TDE LIVING HAV A BIGHT TO CONTROL
THE WORLD.
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Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12tno, 29 pages,

tOo.

BIDLE .FABRICATIOYS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, lllmo, 47 pages,

150.

Origin of the Christian Bible.

A. Masonic Vindlc&tion of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12tno, 86 pages,
15o,
Addrelf
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
2E La.fayeHe Pl.. New York.

•

......................................................
UNIVERSAL MENTAL LIBERTY.
......................................................
......................................................
•

0

0

.

•

0

HAPPY IS NOW,
AND THE PLACE TO BE HAPPY IS HEBE.
THE TilliE TO BE

........................................................
:····················································:
THE WORLD IS MY OOUNTBY ;
TO DO GOOD MY RELIGION.

'

······················································
The price of each of the foregoing is 25 cents.
For Freethought societies there is a large card
22 x ll'> inches, pnnted in colors, with a.n engraved
heading, containing the Nine Demands of Liberalism. Fr-amed it makes a. splendid ornament for
the lecture-rooms of Liberal societies. Price, 30
cents. Any of these will be sent postpaid, secureb
wrapped, on receipt of price.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

SOCIAL

WEALTH.

Our Flag Above the Cross.
This device is for
paper and envelopes for Secular
Unions and others.

PRICES:

NEVER TROUBLE TROUBLE
TILL TROUBLE TROUBLES YOU.
'

WORKS 011' 0. B. WHITll'ORD, M.D.

Paper, 12tno, 95 pages, 25o.

FBEE THOUGHT WILL GIV US TRUTH.

:

OONTBNTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Roma.nce.-Zadi11;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheidt.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowua. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Micl'om~a.s.The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andre8 Des Tonches
at Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversation
With a. Chinese.-P!ato•s Drea.m.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure -An Adventure in India
•
•
Handsome 12tno. 448 ~a.'f:es, laid paper. With 67
·
p · c1 t
1 d bo d
engra.vtngs. nee!~ o • "vee
ar a, $1.50"bEa.per covers, Sl. HMI calf or half morooon, mar ed
edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Half-note, bl'kink,
per quire, • .lB
Envelopes, black
ink, per pack, , lB
Paper or envelopes
with local · address, 1,000, $6.00
Half-note, 4 colors,
Per quire, • .25
Envelopes,4 colors,
per pack, • . 25
Paper or envelopes
4 colors, with local address, per
l,tlOO. • • $10.00
Address

The Truth Seeker.
TM Bole FMtme and E:raet Ratios in Its
QOPYRIQHTED.
Acquirement and .Appurtionment•
Anl" profit from sales will be devoted to the free
distribution of L1bera.llitera.tu~e.
By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, Clotll,
it oo.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28Lafayette Pla.oe, New York.

THE TRUTH Sl""'KTR ANNUAL.
Price, 25 cents.

THE TRUTR SEEKER, APRIL '*/, 1.88@.
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ORDER OF CREATION
A DISCUSSION BETWEEN

GLADSTONE . . HTfXUty, MJILLlJJR,
LINTON, REVILLE. ·· ·

ABoUT. thirty lives we"=e lost in a Missomi
mine explosion on the 29th ult.
·On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology,
CONTENTS:
,
AoTiv preparations are being made for the
I. D•wn ot" Creation arid of Worship, BY Hon,
W.
E.
Ghvfstone.
great French national pilgrimage to Rome. II. The InterprPters of GenPsis and the Interpreters of Nature. Bv Prof. T. H. HnxiPy,
The pilgrims will be received by the holy
III. Pn•t.script to Solar Myths. By Prof. llla:x
father between the lOth and the 15thofA,pri!.
Muller.

: IV) ~n;em to .Genesis :

A. Plea. for a. Fair Trial.
By Hon. W. E. Glad•t.one .
Dawn of OreR.tion. ~n AmwPr to Mr. Gladstone, By A'bert. R~ville, D. D.
VI. Mr Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxj... y..
.
VII. A Protest and a Plea. BY Mrs; E. Lynn Linton.
This is a new bnok an<l ~ontain A the latest <li•cnsPion on the mistake• of 1\lnses. Th~> names of t.he
participa"nt.s are a guarantee of its able character.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette PI., New York.

. ..v.

THERE is rioting at
Blarney, Ireland.
KBNTUOKYstate officers
are detected in malversation •.
NEw YoRK city is to
hav a faith cure convention.
KANSAS farmers are
organizing a farmers'
trust.
FLOODS in Germany
hav submerged fifteen
villages.
·
DuBLIN societies rage
at Mayor Hewitt for not
raising their flag.
BouLANGER's popularity creates fear of an attempted dictatorship.
OPIUM is made in British Columbia for emuggling into this country.
THE Methodist Episcopals continue their efforts
against Sunday traveling.
MR. PowDERLY proposes that the coal fit!lds
be owned by the government.
THE Burlington railway strikers are creating
disturbances at Chicago,
and bloodshed is fearted.

THE DEADLINE

AROUND

SINAI.

THERE is, indeed, one. trne and orill'inai law,
conforruable to reason and na.ture, diffused over
all, invariable, eternal, which calls to the fulfilment of duty and to ab~tinence from injustice"
and which calls with that irresistible voice which
is felt in all its authority wherever it is heard.
This Jaw cannot be abolished or cu~til.iled, nor
affected .in its sanctions by any law of man. A
whole senate, a whole people, cannot dispense from
its paramount obligation,
It requires no commentator
to render it d1st·inctly intel·
ligible, nor is it different at
Rome and at Athens, at the
present age and in ages to
come; but in all nations
and at all t1mes, it is and
has been; and w1U be, one
and everlasting-one as that
god, its great author and
promull<'ator, who is the
common sovereign. of ·all
maukind, is himself one.
!io man can disobey it without fi ving, 11.8 it were, from
hts own bosom and repudiating his nature, and in
thi11 very act will inflict on
himself the severest of ret.
ributions, e.-en though he
escape what is commonly
regarded as punishruent.a,cero. [Cicero was noth.
ing but a puor heathen, who
lived and died before the
gospel ma.de fts appearance
in the world; but 1f the
virtnons Jesus, or the most
illustrious of his immediate
followers, St., Paul, Tertul·
!ian, St. Chrysostom, or
those of later times, who
snoke m the name of J clBUB
Christ., J eremv Taylor, Bishop BtU.Ier, Robert Half, Dr.
Channing, or even t.he redoubtable Thendore Parker,
saw farther into the riddle
of the noiverse than the
heathen philosopher did, I
should hke to be shown
some proof of the fact.-

a. w. a.l

LET the ghosts go-we
will worship them no more 1
M>tn is greater than these
phantoms. Humanity is
,rand-r than all the creeds, than all the books,
Humanity is the great .sea, and these creeds and
books and religions are but the waves of a da:v.
Humanity is the sky, and these religions and
dogmas and theories are but the mists and clouds
changing continually, destined fioaJly to melt
away, Let the ghosts go-we will worship theiD ·
no more ! Let them cover their eyeless sockets
with their fiesble~s hands, and fade forever from
the imagination of men.-Inuersoll.
THE seeds are planted and the spring is near.
Ages of blight are but a fleeting frost.
Truth circles unto truth. Each mote is dear
'fo God. No drop of ocean e•er 1slost,
No leaf fm ever dry and tempest-tossed.
Life centers deathless underneath dscay,
And no true word or deed can ever pass away.
-TILe CliUrCit, b!l a. P. aranoh.
IF it is not an idle optimism to assume that
superstition is henceforth impossible, I should at
least be glad to know distinctly npon what
grounds our security rests. Is it that we individually are so much wiser thau our forefathers 7
I do not wisb. to underrate modern progress, but
surely there is something grote.que in the hypothesis that the average shopkeeper or artisan of the
present day ts too clever to believe in the creeds of
his forefathers. I fancy that no one has yet ascertamed that the brain of to·da.y is more capacious
than the brains of the contemporaries of Cwsar or
St. Pan!. • • • Macaulay prophesied that the
Catholic church would endure forever, on the
ground that, if Sir Thomas More could believe in
the nonsense of transubstantiation, m"n might
always b•lieve in it. If some modern intellects
are in advance of More, the l?reat bulk are still far
behiod btm.-Le~lle Stephen's Religion of All SenstblRMRn.
•

And Moses said unto the Lord, The people cannot come up to Mount Sinai: for thou chargedst us, saying, Set
bounds about the mount, and sanctify it •...::. Ex. xix, 23.

CoNGRESS ha& passed
a bill by which the
president will invite the Central and South
American nations to a conference to establish
arbitration and promote communication and
business intercourse with them.
THE Russian ministry is considering a bill
prohibiting peasant proprietors from selling
their land.
DISSATISFIED California miners recently
wrecked a mining establishment and killed
several persons.
CoNGREss has appropriated $25.000 for an
exhibit in tbe International Exhibition to be
held at BJ?ain in April.
A BILL is being prepared for the English
Parliament erasing arrears of rent in Ireland,
within ceruiin limits.

."You can take the witness." said the prosecuting

Iattorney in a. trial before an Arkansas court to the
Uldd§ aqd ~nds.
! d.ef.. ndant's lawyer. "Jndge,'' exclaimed a. young
===================
man in the back part of the room, standmg up on
NED: "I'm fonr and. you're only two.". Bab: a seat. and waving his hands wildly, "don't let
"Why ain't I four?'' Ned: '"Cause you're only a him take her I That .,.;1tness has been engaged to
girl."
me for more·n three years!''
IT has been discovered that kisses-love kisses,\
we mean...:are full of eleClricity, Now we know
why old maids hav always described them as
'
shocking.
A FUGUE is a form of music in which the right
hand sars to the left band :
If fugue g~ t there before I do,
Tell them I'm a·C!Jmtng, too.

HusBAND (to wife) :-"I've been out half the day
trywg to collect money, and I'm mad enough to
break the fnrnilure. It heats all how some men
will put off and put off. A man who owes mooey
and won't pay it ISn't fit to associate-" Servant
(opening the door) : "'The butcher, sorr, is downstairs with his bill." Husband: "Tei.l him to 'call
again."

SHE : "Do you sin_g, Mr. Basso?" He : "Oh, A TELEGRAM flashed through the city's cold gloom:
yes; would you like to hear me 1" She : "Thank ''The roses and hdiotropes are in bloom;
yon. Don't trouble yourself. I'm perfectly willing The gras•es are green and the heavens are blue,
And it's spring where the butterflies scatter the
to take your word for it."
dew."
"PHWAT was this country wan hundred years
BISMAROK concluded his latest ~peech with agone?'' yelled the agitator from El"iu, and a still, , A bluebird, disconsolate, swung in the sleet
the words : " We Germans fear God, but qutet voice from the rear of the ·gal!ery replied: On the w1re when this telegram fiaohed 'n&ath his
"America; but it i•n't now."
feet;
nobody else in the world."
And he lifted his voice, and the first merry note
Mn.
Fl!ANKLIN
MILLS.:
"What
do
you
expect
to
AN old negro of Atlanta, Ga., has applied make of yuur •on Wlleu he grows up, Mr. Ke .. gue?·' An icicle melted right out of his throat.
to the police for protection against a hag who Mr. Amos Keague: "Well, if he doesn't devdop
"WHo," in~nired Jllrs. Placer Maginnis of her
hung a ·• conjure bag" over his door.
more robu•tness than his present appearance in- husband, the Mtlesian millionaire from Colorado,
dicr tea, I'm afratd I shall hav to make a minister "is this IVIwky Ream that's aftber givin' a ball,
THE most eminent clerical criminal of the of him."
slap in the middle av the holy season 7 Av yer
week is Rev. Arthur Chester, of a Brooklyn
ENERGETIC mother: "Yon should do your best meet him in Yer pegrmatings in society,Larry, do
church, convicted of lying, fraud, and forgery. to impress Mr. Ft>~t.tberly, Clara· he is awfully ye hav ne'er a thing to do wid the blagyard savin'
rich, aud very, very llOod." Clara': ''1 know that, I he mends his ways. He's a. burning disgress to
THE denominations are quarreling with the
mother; .but he is too good. I hate good wen." Ireland."
commissioner of Indian aff>lirs ·for enlarge. Mother: "Yes; but think, my dear. The good die
Lo, somewhere swung in ether free,
merit of their opportunities of getting control youug~"
The spider stghts a nook where he
of the Indians.
May dine and sup,
"WHAT can yon tell me ~bout Esau 7" queried
And likewise bmld a winding stair,
CATHouo bishops are about to buy land in the pedagog.. "E•an," r~sponded the youth,
Which files "xploring, unaware,
with the glib alacrity of one who feels htmself, for
Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee, and North once,
on Pafe ground, "E•au was a. wrtter of
May tumble up.
Carolina to colonize with immigrants from fables who sold his copytight for a bottle of
Now doth the mnte and struggling worm,
the North and West, and from Europe.
potash."
Far tn hta clay deeps, writhe and aqmrm,
To ltfe recalled, ·
'
A BiLL has been introduced in the Belgian
" How many sonia are there in this bonae 7"
Wriggle and crawl for all he's worth
parliament providing for the prosecution of asked a Cmctnnati census-taker of the woman
To get above the breaking earth
who answered the bell. She eytd him a minute
any persons who slander or libel members of and
H1s forehead bald.
then said: "Yonug man, this is a. boardmg.
sovereign families, or any heads of foreign house." As he was looking for souls, he fled.
Now, in his lone and dark domain,
states.
The cockroach plans his sprmg campaign
RonrNsoN: "Brown says that you owe him fifteen
With studtons mind;
Gov.a:RNoR JAoKsoN of Maryland has par- dollar•, Dumley." Dumley (Indignantly): "I do
And to the beariug_of a sage
doned the elt:ction officers sentenced to two not owe Brown a cent. I did owe him fifteen dolU nttes the seeming of great age
years' imprisonment last June for election Iars, hut the debt became outlawed last week.
And thou2ht rPfined.
AnY man who will lie like he does ought not to be
frauds, on the ground that they hav suffered trusted."
The frog is glad, and tries his voice
Yet softly, for he has no choice
enough.
'Tis the first day of sprig,
But still to wait
M. IsvoLBKI has presented to the pope an
Ad all the birds sig
U uti! the season really opes,
Their sweet, tedder sogs to the roses;
autograph letter from the czar of Russia, in
The lilies will bloob
·
And an engagement crown his hopes
With joy elate.
which the latter expresses a desire for religOd code widter's toobious peace in Poland, and the restoration of
Such a ttbe we're hang, oh, Boses I
As for musketoee, wasps, an<l bees,
And other things, as prompt as these
normal relations with the Vatican.
0BADHH, of Fifth avenue (to MrB. Obadiah):
To bite and sting,
·
THE Canadian government has presented. to "Aren't yon going to church this morning, my
If only kindly Nature would
dear?" Mrs. 0.: "No; I'm compelled to stay at
Forget to Wrtken tl<em, fur goodParliament an act practically giving the rail- home. Parker says the footman is sick. Fancy
Thrice welcome, spring !
way committee of the privy council power to how it would look driving to church without a
regulate routes right of way rates prevent footman on the box I" Mr. 0 : "Wby don't you
'
'
'
. take a stage?" Mrd. 0.: "l:lecause I think it is
partiality, and generally to control the rail- ; downright wicked that the ate.ges are permitted to THE TRUTH S"V" Kl R ANNUAL.
ways of the Dominion.
run on Sunday."
Price. 25 cents.

THEBE are more feelings in common between
Eogland and America than between any other
two nations; they hav each more reCiprocal advantages to offer to the other: they hav the A.merioan
admiral's reason, that "blood is tbtcker than
water," for mmnal fraterniz>ttion, for mntnal confid!)nce and trust; and the closer and more unitedly they march on together in the van. of peace,
contesting, none the less for their friendship, in
an activ rivalry of trade and commerce, of science
and art., ~o much the better will it be for themselvR, so mnoh the bet.ter for the world at large.Hatron's To any tn A.mertca, .
WHILE the manners, while the arts,
Tbat mold a nation's soul
Still cling around our hearts,
Between let ocean roll,
Our joint communion breaking with the sun;
Yet still, from either beach,
The voice of blood shall reach,
More audible than speech,
''We are one I"
-Washinuton Al!sten.
NEITHER is [God] worshiped with men's hands,
as t IJOugh he netded anything, seeing he giveth to
all life and breath and all things And hath made
of one blood all nations of men for to dwell on the
face of the earth.-A.cts xvii, 25, 26.
IT is only when digested, in a clear and natural
ordPr, that truths make their impression on the
mind, and that erroneous opinions can be combated with succeas.-.Duga!a Stewart's Ltfe o(
A.aam Smtth.
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CANDIDATE

I!Jofts and f!lippings.
MARY HoDGEs, a habitual smoker for many
years, and who admits that her favorit beverage was rum, recently d ed at Elton, Hunts,
Eng., in her one hundred and first year, possessing her full faculties.
ONE effect of the late emperor's tieath is
that fully thirty thousand of the Gtrmans
resident in Eogland, who evaded the con·
scription and the call to arms on the breaking out of the Franco-Pmssian war, will be
now free to visit the fatherland without incurring the rbk of being triPd by courtmartial as deserters, as their cdit>nse is only
coeval with the late emperor's reign.

-

FOR

GLORY.-AN

OLD

are shocked and grievPd at the fact
our religious contemporary, the Mail
and E.rpress, unblushingly publishes the adverti~ments of the sale of obscene books and
other indecPnt objects. Col. Elliott F. Shepard may put verses of scripture at the bead
of his leading columns, but he cannot thus
redeem his paper froin the rPproach which
these arlvertisments bring upon it and on
him. If be would leave out the verses on
the clays when he prints the adverti8ments,
the paper would not look so hypocritical as
it now does.-Sun.
WE

th~tt

WE shall watch with interest, says the Sun
of this city, the administration of public affairs in the Kan~as town of Oi!kaloosa, which
is now under control of the mayoress and
five coundl woTnen who were electec to office
on the 3,1 of this month. They are expPCtt:d
THE Chinese authorities were officially no.
titled of the last eclipse of the moon, anrl to conduct thP government of the place in .a
were instructed what to do wh1•n the event way that will he a caution to the wicked portook place. They wpre to wear court tiress, tion of its 2.000 inhabitants. When they enbeat gongs, and save the moon from being tered upon their duties last Friday it looked
swallowed up by the sun, as usual, as long tiS as though Mayoress Lowman and Councilthe moon was above the horiZtJD. Wbeu she women Morse, Johnson, Golden, Hamilton,
disappeared they were to make one low and Balsely were about to adopt what the
obeisance, but need not bother to save her late Mr. Bristed of this city used to call the
any longer when she was below the horizon. ·• policy of interference," or, in other words,
wpre anxious to reg::late things very strictly
Two little girls living on Seventh street and exercise a close supervision over the
were quarreling the other day over the pos- mnrali!, manners, ancl habits of the people of
session of a doll. Their strug!!le in time Oskaloosa, suppressing not only the saloons,
waxed fierce, and their mother attempted to but also the pool tables, and so forth. Of
interpose in a gentle, motherly way. •· There, course there is danger that excessiv rigor of
there, little girls, you mustn't quarrel lil!e government will soon prove irksome and inthat; what do you read in your B1ble ?'' tolerable to the inhabitants, and that they
''An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth," will revolt against the iron policy of their
was the unexpected response of one of the female rulers. But we must watch and walt,
little ·belligerents. And the struggle went on. I without feeling uneasy about the novel ex-

SINNER

BUT

A

NEW

perimcnt. It appears that all the nevv fu·nctionaries are women of marked piety. The
mayoress is a Presbyterian, four of the councilwomen are Methodists, and one of them is
an Episcopalian. As to politics, four of
the five councilwomen are Democrats, one is
a Republican, and the mayoress is a RPpnblican. At latest accounts the wickedest
people of 0dkaloosa were in full flight for
Topeka.
IN France the commission on the budget
in the Chamber of Deputies proposed the unqualified rejection of all votes of credit for
public worship, except a sum of thirty million francs for life pensions to· ecclesiastics
now in 0ffice. This significant proposal was
too radical for the gonrnment, yet it was
supported by 180 votes~that is to say, the
mBj·Jrity of the Ht>publican party. Large reduCiions, however, hav been made in the
sums allotted to rt:ligious purposes, and
among other things the moneys granted to
the Protest ant theological faculties will
cease. Dr. Presseme, de•pite his professed
advocacy of the complete separation .of
church and state, at some future time when
he himself will not feel the blow, is very
sore. He calls this "a truly hateful policy,"
and says that the Conservativ Catholics who
agreed to this suppression of the Protestant
faculties are sharpening the knife to cut
their own throat. So be it !-London Ji'ree.
tltinker.
TaoM.\8 STEVENS, who rode through Europe
and Asia on a bicycle, writes to the fiun his
impression of the Turks: " The mulishness
of the average Mohammedan, for instance,
when it comes to being saved, is something
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appalling to a person who has his eternal
welfare in view. The Mohammedan is as
stubborn, or stubborner, than the Christian
even about forsaking his own relij!;ion for
another. Few Mohammedans can understand
the perver8eness of Christians in refusing to
come over bodily to IslaO?ism and be saved.
On the other hand, it seemed to me that to
beard the Mussulman in his own country and
try to convince him that any oth!"r religion is
better than his own must be a good deal like
trying to pull a three-hundred-pound pig
through a knot-hole. The Mohammedan regards the Christian missionary much as we
should regard a Persian mollah who should
come over here and proselyte for the religion
of the Prophet. A~~ matter of fact, I think,
the mullah would hav the advantage. A Per8ian moll~th, in his fl•lwing rohes and big
white turban, prostratinp; toward Mecca and
sighing away down into his heels. is a picture
not devoid c•f a certain amount of fa~cination.
I bav seen mollahs in Per~ia who, if they
would only make tbem~elvs up and come
over to, say, Boston, and slart up a revival,
would convert lots of people by the mere
magnetism of their appearunce and the
stranp:e fervor of their devotions. It is a
cold fact that among the teeming millions of
A~ia· I discovered twice as many Chri8tians
who bad embracerl Mohammedanism as I did
Mussulmans who bad ent~rt·d into the Christian fold-twice as many! To come down to
actual statistics, compiled at f1dd times as I
went from country to country, I fi~~:ured up
one Mohammedan. who bad experienced a
cbanj!;e of religion and two Christians. There
may be more than this in the whole world,
perhaps, but these are all I obtained positiv
e"llidence of."
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g[ommuniialions.
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Ingersoll in Politics.

What might hav been, is, generally speaking, an unprofitable subject for discussion. But those w~o know
1\Ir. Ingersoll, his remarkable qualiti~s of m1~d, and
his in terestiug public career, must readily perce1 ve that
had he thro\vn himself into politics and observed the
ordinary tact.ics of politicians, repressing the hon~st
impulses and promptings of his great heart and bram,
ha would bav been a leader among leaders and would
probably hav obtained the high position, or that
which was formerly a high position in this government, of president of the U uited States. But Mr.
Ingersoll has done better out of politics thari in
politics. Were the situation of to-day what it will
.undoubtedly be in the near future, Mr. Ingersoll
would in all probability be r.ecognized as the Moses
to lead us into the promised laud. The people need
a little more education, as yet, before they will be
prepared to accept such a man as Mr. Ingersoll as
their Moses, but, nevertheless, there is no man in
this country t.o day better qualified to lead the people
out of the wilderness which now envelops us than
Mr. Ingersoll. A few years later and the people will
be ready, but Mr. Ingersoll may then be in his grave;
but it is to be hoped that a competent Moses may
then be discovered.
I enjoyed the high privilege of an acquaintance
with both lVlr. Ingersoll and Mr. Lincoln when they
were participants in the politics of Illinois, and I
may say that I hav not been an idle observer of the
forces which hav brought these two men prominently
to the front. The people in 1860 had become ripe
for just such a man as Mr. Lincoln, but two years
before he~ would hav been almost unanimomJly rejected. In 1858 Mr. Lincoln had no opposition
among the R>Jpubl1cans of Illinois for· the senatorship, bu.t even then his great genius was unknown or
unappreciated except by a few. He devoted the
summer of 1858 to the discussion before the people
of the immense issues then at stake. It was by or
through these speeches made in his great senatorial
campaign that Mr. Lincoln was diflcovered. It was
a happy discovery, and much credit is due to his discoverers fm their herculean efforts in bringing about
his nomination for the presidency in 1860. I .was
'in that movement and know something of the difficulties we had to encounter. The Republican party
was made up largely of the old Whig party, and
those who had been mere politicians in that party
were almost invariably opposed to Lincoln. But at
this time there came to the front a new element in
politics, caring nothing for office but much for principle. The men composing this element were industrious, persistent, and aggressiv, and the more they
studied Lincoln the better they liked him.
Mr. Ingersoll was first known in politics in 1860,
when be became a candidate for Congress in the
Peoria distrJct on the Democratic ticket. He was
then only about twenty-six years of age, and looked
and acted like a big overgrown boy.. He was a total
stranger to such a principle as dignity. He ·was
overflowing with good nature and wit, and his
speeches at that time pleased the crowd more than
they in11tructed it. A year or two later, when the
war broke upon us, Mr. Ingersoll became more serious and in earnest. Now he began to discover deep
thought and impassioned utterances which thrilled
and stirred his hearers and carried them to higher
and better conceptions of their duties to government
and to each other. He espoused the Republican
.cause, enlisted for the war, was taken prisoner, got
home again, concluded that war was not his forte,
and resigned. He was in great demand as a speaker
during the latter part of the war, and no man in
Illinois did more for the cause of the Union than did
Mr. Ingersoll.
In 1866, or about that time, Mr. Ingereoll was
appointed attorney-general of the state by Governor
Oglesby. The law at that time made this office appointiv, but in 1868 it became electiv, and Mr. Ingersoll seemed to hav no opposition for the nomination. For governor, the ·Republicans of the state
with great unanimity looked to Gen. John M. Palmu
as their candidate. He had made a good record in
the war, and it seemed eminently propPr that General
Pulmer should be made governor. But he persistently declined. This seemed to make his friends
determined to nominate and elect him. Then
General Palmer communicated to his nearest friends
his wish to become a United States senator. It was
not suspected at that time, but it has since been discovered that there was a presidential bee in Palmer's
bonnet. He wanted to go in national politics rather
than in state politics. When he found his party determined to make him governor instead of senator,
he thought be would head off the movement by
bringing out a candidate for governor on whom the
party might unite. , He selected Ingersoll, who was
then attorney-general, and called him into a council.
He urged upon him to become a candidate. He
promised him all the aid and influence he possessed.
Mr. Ingersoll reluctantly consented, and only upon

assurar:ces that 1\lr. Palmer under no circumstances
would acceft the nomination. Mr. Ingersoll left
Springfield and went home to Peoria and other portions of the state to consult with friends. A. boom
was immediately started for Mr. Ingersoll for governor.
.
I was then all editor in central Illinois, and had the
honor of writing about the first article whio_h made
public mention of him as a candidate. In the convention my county gave a solid vote for Mr. Ingersoll.
At that time it was more unpopular to bear the name
of ID:fidel than now, and although Mr. Ingersoll bad
never given a public lecture upon the subject., yet he
was honest enough to avow his convictions, and bu~y
bodies were thick, working upon the ignorant preJ ud1ces of the delegates against his nomination. In
spite of the declaration of General Palmer that he
would not accept the nomination, he was nominated
and be did accept. An earnest endeavor was made
to get Mr. Ingersoll to accept the nomination for
attorney-general. They were willing, it seems, to
make him attorney--general notwithstanding his Infidelity, but not governur. Mr. Ingersoll replied:
" When I say I am a candidate for a particular officfI mean it, and wl;ten I say I am not o. cand1date for a
P.articular o:flbe I mean that too. 'Vhen I became a
c~ndidate for governor, I renounced my candidacy
for attorney-general and other candidates were in·
vited into the field. I would despise myself forever
were I now to become a candidate against any oJ
these men 'whom by my action I hav invited to become
cmdidates." It was thus that he expressed his
opinion of John M. Palmer. I do no~t think he bas
ever spoken to him from that day to thiR. This
episode so disgusted Mr. Ingersoll with politics that
for eight years his voice was not heard upon the bus~
tings. He attended strictly to his law business, except that upon a few rare occasions he lent his voice
and presence in commemoration of the birthday of
that great and noble man, Tbomas Paine.
·
In 1876 Mr. Ingersoll was elected a delegate to t.he
Republican national convention at Cincinnati. By
this time John M. Palmer bad got into the Democratic party, but I canno't say whether this, or in fact
what influence, induced Mr. Ingersoll to again enter
the political arena. But it was in that year that Mr.
Ingersoll made his great nominating 11peech in behalf
of the flu rued Knight, which induced thousands who
heard him to inquire, '·Who is this man r• From
that moment his name has gone forth until it is now
spoken and printed in almost every language known
to man. In that campaign thousands were delighted
and instructed by his logic and his eloquence. His
friends presented his name to President Hayes for
the Btlrlin mission, but the brethren and sisters· of
the Methodist church rallie·d against him, and through
Mrs. Hayes prevented his nomination. Since then
M.r. Ingersoll bas taken no part in party politics, and
probably never will again unless there should come
a. social upheaval calling for the exercise of his peculiar talents.
J. K. MAGIE.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Mission of F1·eethinkers.
.At a time when skepticism so generally pervades
the masses, and the ranks of the Liberals are being
continually augmented, it may be well to pause and
consider our duty, our mission, in this great work of
reform, and the responsibilities which must devolve
upon us as reformers.
H is in vain for the church to claim that their cause
is not dying at the root, and rotting at the heart.
New churches are constantly rising; large additions
to their number are constantly received; but among
all classes there is a feeling of unrest, a mad ~nd
in~fft:Jctual effort to reconcile science with religion,
and there proceeds from this attempt a. spirit of liberality, of actual doubt, a tendency to let every man
do -his own thinking and to re('klessly disobey the
dictation of the priesthood. Men are becoming
braver, and evince less disposition to conceal their
independence; they dread no longer the di!!pleasure
of their believing friends, but boldly proclaim their
Infidelity, and allegiance to the cause of freedom. '
But out of this must come order, not chaos. One
of the most alarming features of the present time is
a tendency to set all laws or governments at defiance.
This will not do. Our freedom must not go too far;
it must not be Anarchical or immoral.
When we manifest sympathy with Anarchy, we
weaken our cause ; aud nothing else is so damaging
to our prospects as the expressions of sympathy, ay
some of our number, with the wretched murderers
who were executed at Chicago last November.
Let no one call these dastardly criminals martyrs
to any cause or any people. The American laborer
has wrongs, but they must be righted through the
processes of law and not this Anarchy or revolution.
There are some, too, who would strike a blow at
the marriage altar. For such we cannot hav too great
contempt; we are Agnostics who believe in absolute
freedom of thought, but free love, Anarchy, or Socialism we disapprove of and despise. Because they
are free from the restraints of the church, these men,
f."iling utterly to distinguish right and wrong, would

put an end to all restraint and giv free license to
the vicious and tho lawless in their indulgence in all
the passions which . are implanted in the human
heart.
.
W1th such ·as these for our allies our task is great.
There is more for us to do than simply to tear down
the fabric of Christianity. We must trample under
foot all superstitions, or beliefs in the supernatural ;
but the code of morale, promulgated by Christ him.
self, cannot be improved. While we abhor all creeds
and all religions, t:Xcept the religion of humanity, we
must not forget the man Christ, who was one of
the greatest reformers and most patient martyrs the
world bas ever seen.
Our mission is, first., to discourage all missionary
enterprises, for, while we conc~de freedom of thought
to every man, we should strive to prevent pious
fanatics from robbing tee poor and needy of our own
tand to minister to the imagined spiritual wants of
other nations. Si>condly, we must be pure ourselvs;
we should remember that we are subjected to the
strictest surveillance of our Christian critics, and
whatever they find amiss in us will at once be pointed
out and attributed to our want of, and disregard for,
their religion.
We must not be ashamed of our convictions; we
should remember that we are no longer rebels to
ecclesiastical authority, but armed with the decrees of
t>cience.
It is not necessary to be forever sneering at religion, or insulting those who bav faith beyond their
understanding; but, when occasion demand~, we
~bould be ready to declare our principles and our
reasons for believing as we do.
But we must not lose our respect for government.
L'lws may occasionally be found unjust, but, such as
tbey are, they must be obeyed. However, our Jaws,
our governmPnt, our fl11g, are the best, the grandest,
that the world has ever known.
Mindful of the heroes who achieved our independence as a nation, and ha.v since preserved it in peace
and war, in sunshine and in storm, we should let
not.biug dampen our patriotism or our zeal.
Under our splendid and successful republican government the sons of freedom may win new victorie!'l;
see their ripened dforts crowned with perfect suc·
cess. and press on to triumphs yet to be.
Hunts1Jille, N.J.
G. A. CHAPIN.

Instruction Humbly Rt'quested.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I see
by an editorial in THE TRUTH SEEKER of the :Jd inst.
that the National Reform Associ"tion will hold a
national convention in the city of New York next
April.
This announcement bas been t.he moving spirit
that has moved me to indite a few theological questions, which I respectfully dedicate to the clergy in
g-eneral, and that portion of them that belong to the
National Reform Association in particular. And
it would be high treason or rank heresy to deny, or
even to doubt, that each and every member of this
association does not possess the most perfect knowledge and the most accurate information in regard to
th~ doings, designs, and purposes of their Lord God
almighty and his blessed son the Lord Jesus Christ.
I would, therefore, respectfully suggest that the
said convention be presented a copy of THE TRUTH
SEEKER containing the questions referred to. And ~as
these questions hav been presented with no other
object in view than that of obtaining correct and
rellable information on t,he subjects to which they
refer, I hope that the members of the sard convention, and the clergy in particular, will giv these questions due and deliberate consideration, and feel
themselvs called upon to giv intelligible and correct
answers to the following:
Do you believe thn.t there is a personal God who
created from nothing this vast universe, with all it
contains 1
If God created the human race, are not the human
race God's creatures T
Has not the creator power to control the thoughts
and actions of the creatures he created'
If the creature can think and act contrary to the
will of the creator, would not it prove that the ct·eature had more power than the creator T
If the creature can do nothing contrary to the will
of the creator, is not the creator to blame when the
creature does wrong?
If God wished and desired the welfare and happiness of. the human race, why did he create evil~ why
did be create the devil ~
Did God know before he created Adam ·and Eve
that they would disobey and commit sin~
If God created Adam and Eve, the serpent, the
tree, and all the conditions, knowing what the result
would be, did he not do wrong in cursing the unborn
millions for Adam and Eve doing j<1st what he knew
they would do before be created them!
If there was war in heaven, as we read in Rev. xii,
and a holy angel became a devil by sinning, did not
sin originate in heaven! How, then, could Adam
and Eve be the original sinners1
If man possesses an immortal soul or spirit, why

~
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should be be left ignorant in regard to a matter c;f
such extreme importance, if true' Did God know
before the creation just who would and who would
not be saved ?
How was his plan of salvation to help those that
he knew would be lost? Is it compatible with
infinit goodness that any should be lost~
Can a personal God he omniprel'ent ~ How can
any organizf'd being or form be omnipresent?
What is God, anyhow 1 . Can anJODe tell? Can
God be definfd or described 1 If a personal God or
any kind of a God exists, why should the world be
kept in ignorance of his existence!
If t be existence of a personal God cannot be
proved, how then can it be provtd that God had
a son? Is the immaculate conception story a fact or
a fction-which 1
Is God in fin it? and if so, does not the in:finit include everything that exists? Consequently God
must Pitber be everything or nothing; and if Christ
was God, hP, too, was infinit. · But we rPad that
Christ was crudied, and that he died. Did the
infinit die? Is not the idea of a dead infinit, or of a
dead God, the bight of absurdity!
Dces an infinit God demand or require the filervices of an army of priests and preachers? Can the
ant,ics and the babbling of those self-appointed
ranters change the decrees of the infinit T Can the
finite add to or detract from the iL:finit?.
Do the clergy possess more reliable and trustworthy information, and a more perfect knowledge
th,m all other men m regard to the supernatural and
the incomprehensible 1 And if so, how and where do
they obtain their superior knowledge and informa·
tion in regard to that of which nothing can be known~
Is what is popularly called religion anything more
than the supHstitious worship of the supernatural
and tbR incomprehensible, and are not all religions
founded on superstitious faith ,in the supernatural
and the incomprehensible, and not upon facts!
If God desired the conversion of the heathen to
any other creed t.han their own, bas not he power to
convert them without the aid of mi~:<sionaries, or can
missionaries do what God cannot! When a Christian
missionary succeeds in converting a heathen, does he
do more than induce the heathen to adopt the Christian superstition in the place of his own superstition'
Is not superstition superstition anyhow'?
Was Christ born at two different times fourteen
years apart, or did the other fellow lie! (See Matt.
.
ii, 1; Luke ii, 1-8) .
If Christ was God and he once had power to feed
five or six thousand people with a few small loaves
and fishes, why has he never exercised that power
since then in behalf of the multitudes that bav
starved 1 Has he lost his· power T
If Christ was God, he mu~t hav known all things
past, present-, and future. Why, then, did he not impart to the world some useful practical knowledge
for the instruction, enlightenment, and civilization of
the human race? Why did not he say something
about the printing-press; something about astronomy, geology, and chemistry, and how to construct
the teleocope, microscope, and mariner's compass,
and the uses of steam and electricity! Why did not
he say the earth is not flat, but round, and the sun
does not go round itT Why did not he tell the exact
location of heaven and hell ~ Why did not he .tell
just exactly what the soul is, and not hav left it to
mere conjecture and theological speculation 1 Why
did not he fm bid the persecution or punishment of
any person whomsoever on account of his religious
belief, or. his honest convictions or opinions 7 Why
dtd not he say: About the year 1888 look out for a
lot of brainless, hypocritical cranks called the N ationa! Reform Association, which said association
stands more in need of being reformed than any other
association we know of, with the single excPption of
Anthony Comstock's f Why didn't he T And echo
answered, Why didn't he~.
The number of questions of like nature and character as the foregoing- might be «>Xtended almoot
indefinitly. However, I shall not at this time commit further trespass on valuable spa~'e, but anxiously
await the rf'plies solicited.
TnoMAS KNo1T.
Jordan, liiinn., March 12, 1888.

The Imlian Problt>m Again.
Having, in a former communication, considered
the reservation system politically, I will in this paper
bridly glance at the state of morals incident to the
system.
Schools hav been established, churches hav been
built, money (bot.h public and privat£-) has been lavishly E>quandered, preachers bav preached, and
teachers hav taught, for the purposes of making In-dians religious aud moral. Not only hav expensiv
schools beeu- conducted on resPrvations, but others
hav been established in civilized centers, remote from
traditional aud tribal ir:fluence~, and, in addition,
some parochial or mission schoolA are receiving subaidieR, from public funds, for teaching Indian~.
Little goocl has been done. Reservation Indians
are very immoral, however devout they may be.
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I bav no p•1rpose, directly or .indirectly, to interfere with
the in!!titntion of RltJ.verv in the states where it exists. I believe I hav no lawful right to do so, and I hav no intention
to do so.
.
Yet, what Lincoln did do was to .bend his back
undPr the presRure of necessity, and, in his practice,
break the bonds that a temporizing policy had, for
years, welded the stronger. And if those who are su
fond of quoting his moderation sayings will only pattern after his action~, I shall be ~>atisfied. His principle of the preservation of the Union at all hazards
is justifiable on the postulates that without the U a ion
we cannot maintain anything, and that with and by
the Union we can overmaster great wrongs, in time.
Turn that "Lincoln Memorial Album" to· page 98,
and read this :
·
Finally. I ins'st that if there is anything which it is the
rluty of the whole people to never intrust to any bands but·
th<"ir own, that thing is, the pr1 servation and perpetuity of
their own liberties and institnt.ious. And if they shall think,
as I do, that the extension of slavery endangers them more
than any or all other causFs, how recreant to themsel vs if
they submit the qnPstion, tmd with it the fate of their country, to. a mPre handful of men, bent only on temporary selfinterest! If this question of· slavery extension were an
insignifi<'aDt one-one having no power to do harm-it might
be shuffled asi,ie in this way; but being as it is. the great
bebemo h of danger, shall the strong gripe of the nation be
loosed upon him, to intrust him to the bands of such feeble
keepet s? I bav done with this mighty argument of self!!overnment. Go, sacred thing! go in peace! Much as I
hate slavery. I woulrl consent to the extension of it rather
than see the Union dissolved, just as I would consent to any
great evil to avoid a greater one. But when I go to Union-~aving I mn8t believe, at least. that the means l employ bav
some ad11ptation to the end.-Peo-l'ia Speeclt, 1854.
And he did employ such means to their full
measure when he went to "Union-saving," and precisely such mPans will hav to be again employed by
some other Lincoln to save the Union· from the
" behemoth" of intemperance, to which slavery was
but a mouse, if not slain before it gets greater with
its impudence. It was drunken legislators that
hatched secession ; it was drunken revelry that weakened the ancient civilizations. It was the insanity of
drunkenness that involved Europe in the toils ·of
nei~hbors.
superstition, denied it every comfort, and set the
Under the reservation system Indians are decreas- fires of persecution flaming. And now the unconing in numbers. Venere11l diseases are quietly but ~cionable curse cries out against reason's avengers:
f'urely carrying them to the "happy hunting !'round." "Personal liberty is in danger ! Pass no sumptuary
Even reservlltion officials at times become affiicted in laws." If prohibition of the liquor traffic is sumptthis way. Yet a little longer, and the reservations uary, then licensing it is sumptuary, for the license
will be inhabited only by salaried partisan pets, a law is a prohibition on those who do not pay. But
flpecies of the genus national ward, for all of whom I read the dictionary better than to thus misapply
the most generous administration finds it difficult to the word.
provide.
· Sumptuary laws or regulations, such as restrain or limit
Idleness, which is an eseential feature of the reser- the expen~es of citizens in apparel, food, furniture, or the
vation system. is another factor in the prevalent like.- Webster.
immorality. Nec9ssity for lnbor bas in allRges been
Is liquor apparel 1 is it food 1 is it furniture T is it
t.he staff upon which civilization bas relied to assist the like~ No, nor nothing like! It is the despoiler
her progress. That necessity is being withheld from of every good, and the producer of none. It is the
reservation Indians.
·
author and finisher of nakedness, of hunger, of want
An Indian cannot make a contract without the of every kind. The liquor prohibition law is deconsent of the Indian agent. He cannot sell any- signed to help procure. and to enhance the people's
.thing unless the a trent be satisfied with the price. er joyment of, apparel, food, furniture, and the like;
In other words, an Indian is hedged in like a child, but, more than all, its direct purpose is to abate the
and taught that he is not competent to do anything nuisance of drun~ennoss, and let reason rule the day
for himself; that the great father at Washington and peace protect the night.
sends good men to tell him what to do and how to
I giv one more quotation from "an intemperate
do it; that white men outside of the reservation will temperance advocate," not because names are necescheat; and that his only refuge is in the agent., etc. IJary to establish what is patent to all observers, but
He is likewise told that the great father will provide just to show that I am not singular in my imanity
blanketR, hats, cloth, shoes, stockings, cattle for beef, but hav on my behalf those best qualified to decide~
etc. All this, of course, ob-;iates the neces&it.y of
Intemperance is more devastating than war, famin, and
troubling himself about anything, except to obtain pestilence.-Rigltt JJon. W. E. Gladxtone.
what money he needs to buy whisky with, seeing
The principal cause of war, famin, and pestilence,
that none of that important article is iesued by the say I; and, if war be necessary to sweep it away,
great father; and, verily, if whisky were issued, few then I would welcome the war, and down those who
Indians would take the trouble to steal even.
want personal liberty to poison themselvs or pollute
The rational solution of the Indian problem is the their fellows. I cannot m11ke this stronger, though
dispersion of the tribes and tbe withdrawal of sup- had I at my disposal the share of THE TRUTH SEEKER
pliPR, so as to makA enera-v and work 11 nPcessity.
that the question desArves, I would make my story
Fort Colville, TV. 1~. l\1Rrcb 2, 1888. V. ARIER.
longer. Yet I hope "Truth Seeker" will be able to
use this short cudgel as a pointer: Are not threefourths of t.be laws prohibitory'
J,incoln and Anti-Liquor.
Lo~l)ell, ~JJfass.
JoHN PaEscoTT GuiLD.
If "Truth Seebr" will show himF~elf with his cognizable label on, I will credit him for bis complimAnt.".
A Curious Old Story-Uook."
How is it that there are so many truth seekers who
From 11ie 11'111RIP.lt FrP-ss.
are so unsuccessful! Are they akin to tboBe who go
The Boston Herald recently sent out a circular of inquiry
about searching for work hoping they won't find any' to a large number of clt•rgymen and represcntativ religions
My method of antagonizing the damnable industry thinkers a~king them to giv their" strongest proofs and arguments in 8npport of a bdief in a life hereafter." Twentyof drunkard-making- is indeed an earnest one, and if two
repliee were received, and the best evidence that the
I hav not denounced it more strone-ly than others it ministers could present was taken from a curious old storyis berause I do not know bow. H~d I the wit of hook of uncertain authorship, wherein are found sundry
Ingersoll, the logic of Watts, the poetry of Pntnam, legends of very qnestionahle authent-icity respeeting the appearance. of ghosts on a few extraor~inary ~ccas!ons in very
the inciF~ivnePs of Washburn, the difmity of Wake- ancient
times. One Jesus, wbo~e exrstence IS qmte doubtful,
man, and the rapidity of Rem~<burg all superimposed is said to hav risen from the dead and so brought immortalon my own personality, I might tbPn bPgin to express ity to light. Hnt according to the same Rtory-book he was a
my sentiments on the te~perance suhj"ct somewhat God. and the Boston Jlerald did not seek proofs in support
a bt•lief in a life berPafter for Gods. Common men like
RB the matter dPmands. l\ly method is baRed upon of
p.,ter and JameP, and Thomas are concerned in the question.
the principle of hitting tbe nail On tbe hPad, and They 'wish to know what evid.,nce there is of a life hereafter
bitting it hard enough to rlrivo it in. And tbis was for men. and the miniRters hav nothing better to ofi<~r than a
the method of Pre~<ident Lincoln, as the intoxicated few f>~.bulous stories ~eh•cred from a book of fables, over
which they are in continual wrangle among themselvs.
Confrderacv investigatf'd to its cost..
It is no wonrler that imelligent men look with contempt upon
His wotd!l were, "With charity for all, with malice such
proof of immortality ao. this.
toward nonf'," magnanimously uttered after be bad
Thll Opinion of An FxpPrt.
fnlfilled his purpose to "maintRin the dignity of my
From L. K IVa.Jffib,.trn'.• Last Lecture at Paine Hnll.
offi<1e, if need be, at the point of the bayonet."
Woman is the fairest dream that ever came from sleep.
Lincoln said of slavery, in his inaugural address:

Some of the most depraved girls to be found upon
can speak, read, and write E'1glish.
It was, probably, thought that these favored ones
would imbibe enough morality to last them and to
impart to their friends at home, but., upon their retur:r~ to their people, many of them, perhaps the mB"
jority, hav thrown c,ff modest.y and plunged into the
pool of df'gradation with an abando.n astonishi.ug to
even Indians. However, it must be said that all, or
nearly all, are religious. The preachers are successful. Indians are re~ular in attendance at meeting.
On this resPrvation ell cross themselvs before· eating;
none of tbem will eat meat on Friday; all fast
through Lent; they wear medals having a little
JeRus on one side and a little Virgin Mary on the
other; but, alM, there are no virgins among them
over twelve or thirteen years old.
The males all lie when it suits them, steal when
they dare, and get drunk when they can; and the
f!'ma1es do exactly the same, and are prostitutes in
Rddition. The most devout ones appear to be most
depraved.
The moe:t powerful among the causes of the existing- Rtate of affairs is the reservation system itself.
The Jaws enacted for the purpose of perfecting
the system and protecting the Indians are the factors that giv the immorality mentioned, as the logical and inevitable result.
With Indi~tns moral precepts are nothing, but example would be nearly everything.
The laws exclude white people from the· reservations, and rPputable, law-abiding people obey;. but
IRwless, vicious men, heedless of all restraint, go
where thPy pleaf'P, and it thus happens that an element is found a1on~ the borders and upon reservations, when the cfficials are not in presence, that sets
pernicious examples and carries on the work of demoralization. Thus Indians hav. neither examples
nor inducements to be moral.
·
Whf're they hav abandoned the reservations and
est.ablisbed permanent homes among white people
they hav, as a rule, compared pretty well with their
re~>ervations
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'l'he .Forum.
Last Sunday the members of the Chicago Secular
Union were fully recompensed for years of arduous
toil and stelllingly thankless efforts by the grand
demonstration and deep public interest manifested
on the occasion of the dedication of their new build
ing, the Forum, from a sanctuary of superstitiori
to a temple dtvoted to science and reason. T4e
largest audience was there assembled that evH
attended a Liberal meeting-except Ingersoll's lectures-since the writer has li>ed in Chicago. Every
seat '~as taken before the exercises commenced,
standing-room was at a premium, and many were unable to gain entrance. The decorations were unique.
A.s a background for the arch at the rear of the rostrum were grouped appropriate mottoes, fringed
with a canopy-like bordtr of American flags. Ranged
in front of thesf', so as not to obscure them, was 11
floral desig-n about twenty feet in length, "The
Forum." Undel' the flowers on a pale blue satin banner, trimmed with silver fringe, was a most artistic
piece of shading exEJcuted by Profes~or Rce, en
which was our motto: "U nivenal Mental Liberty.''
Overhanging the arch was an American flag and a
cross ncumbent, symbolic of " Our flag above the
cro~s," while on the rostrum was an immense bouquet of flclwers, and some rich and handsome rugs.
·we are indebted to Mrs. Dr. Henry for the beautiful
floral display.
Tnrough the kindness of Dr. E. S. McLeod the
Mendelssohn qua1tet (the leading male quartet of
the citJ) assisted that of the Secular Union, and the
local press spoke particularly of the ucellence of the
music, thanks to our leader, Mr. J. S. Card, and 1\lr.
Huddleston's excellent performance at the organ.
The exercises consisted of an opening address by
the pn;sident, in which I outlined the necessity of
organization to maintain the most distinguished
characteristic and priceless boon of American liberty,
religious freedom, secured to us by our heroic
Freethinking foiJnders, to guard and preserve
which was the precious heritage of all who loved
mental liberty. After music, Professor Orchardson
followed with his stinging sarcasms on the chronology of Christ, and was succeeded by Profes>or Milleson-well known to the In.IJestigator readers-in a
similar Yein. Then came C. S D<trrow, who, next to
General Stiles, iR the best extempore speaker of the
Chicago bar. Gen. I. N. Sdles is admittedly the
leadmg legal luminary of our city, if not of the West.,
usually bristling with wit, humor, and sarcasm. His
intellectual light shone bright enough, in his parody
on Easter sermons, and what we don't know about
Christ, to keep the audience in a continuous ripple
of laughter. J udgo Paige, who is a perfect encyc o
pedia of science, urged the importance of scientific
education, and was proud to place the honor to the
cred1t of the Chicago Union of being the pioneer in
this essential wmk. Prof. ,V. S. Bell ably replied to
one speaker who inferred that had Colonel Ingersoll
devoted as much time to ~cience as he bad to ridicule
much more would hav been accomplished. By request, Mrs. Fr€eman gave, in her inimitable manner,
"The Guardian A.ngPI," which met with uproarious
applause, and Prof. Wm. C. Wilson declaimed an
onginal poem called,'· Dust," which was well received.
A.t the close of the exercises large additions were
made to our membership.
Oae circumstance of which we may feel justly
proud was the fact that on our platform was an
aggregation of intellect-men of deserved reputation
and celebrity in some department of science or jurisprudl'nce wh? hav achieved pnrticular distinction,
not the least of whom was Dr. S. V. Clevenger, wbo
in the domain of psychology has made discovHies
which are claimed to be as important to science as
the labors of Darwin. 0 wing to the lateness of the
hour Dr. Clevenger declined to speak, but the announcement was made that be would be willing to
contribute his services to the science classes, and we
hav put him down for a lecture next month.
Some acknowledgment is due to members who
contributed so largely of their time and labor gratuitously to preparing the building for our occupancy,
prominent among whom are 1\Irs. J as Gruber, Thos.
Andrews, John Bach, Alfred Mutz, and Louis
Chalavet.
Prof. W. S, Bell, who recently returned from a
lecture tour, has begun the compilation of a Freethinkers' band-book, which will contain some four
hundred pnges, in which a condensation will be
found of all the facts and arguments neoessarv to
refute nll tbe fundamental Christian doctrins. This
will be a very valuable addition to Freetbought literature, and Mr. Bell's vast experience is, in itself,
sufficient guarantee that the work will be well done.

Following is a slight synopsis of Gen. Stiles'~
address also that of C. S. D<1rrow as reported in the
'l'imes _.'
'
c. S Darrow said: ''If I never believed in evolution
before, I should firmly believe in it now, when I find that
this bu!lding bas been devel.oped by the procrss o~ surv_iyal
of tbP. tit.te~t fro~~ ch~1rch mto_ a forum for fr1·e d1scusswn.
T?eChrlStla~ re~1~10D 1s D?t a 1_1fe assuranct; company, as.my
fnend has sa1d; It 1s e>sentmlly mtended for 1n~urunce agatns•.
lire. The religion for which we are struggling and which
must prevail in the future is not b11sed upon intuitions of a
supreme being, nor upon.for~e, of whic)l we bav .had more
than enough, but has l_a1d 1ts foumhtt~ons deep .m .human
reason, aud ;hall be ultimately erected mto an ed1fice Rtand.
ing four-~quare to evtry wind thttt blows by the intellig-ent
action of the individuals who constitute society." The
,~peakPr then dwelt upo·n human happiuess and the application of the utilit~rian d;octr~~s.
. .
Gen. I. N. Sules sa1d: Do y0u know that th1s 1~ an
anniversary, that these handsome flowers are Easter offenngs
iu honor of a man who,1,855 years ago, diPd and was buried?
He descendl'rl into hell. The third day he rose again from
the rleac and a~cended into heaven and sit!etb at the right
b.und ?f God, and so on. It would take to.mg~t aitd _ro.mo:row mght, the mgbt after, and several other mghts JD add1tion to mention all that has been said about this man which
is not true, but it woulq t11ke not more than fifteen minntes
to mention all we know, taken from the fou_r evan~elists.
whose record of the _events ~as not. ~!lade unt~l forty ycarR
after the death of Chnst. It IS surpnsmg how httle we know
nf the infant Jt'sus, except that business about the Holy
Ghost. There are none of those cunning stories about thP
cl.Jild Jesus that we know of in connection with our own
c~ilrl;en.
~e don't know what hi~ sen~ations were over
uts ~rst pair. of sh(~es, or ':"hen CI_Jtttng h1s teeth, or wJ:i"n
pa~smg thro.ugb the 1nterestwg penod of mump•, wboopmg
crmgh, and m'>asles. But tue scene changed _when the bny
became twelve-year-old. H•s parents took h1m.up to Jeru
salem, and by Rome stra~ge oversight forgot to carry ~h,·
little boy J .. sus home agam. They went back to find h1m
>md b.. holrl he was c"nfoundmg the doctors! Now, WP
know something of precocious children. We can understand
what sort of a boy John Stuart Mill was when we know th>tl
he was a g<>od Gre,.k scholar at seven years of. age. John
Hale, the gr_£•at Baptist preacher, argi_zed forcibly upon ab
stract and dJfl.icult questiOns before !us eleventh year. H>
was an extraord•nary boy, but we can understand it becans..
we hav bad proof~. But no one bas ever found out the qut>stions with w!Jicb the little boy Jesus confounded the doctor~,
an~ we cannot find out exct·pt by the analogy of our owu
cnJidren, who puzzle us often enough with su?h posers as.
' \\ ho are God's pa and rna?' \Ve hear nothmg more of
Jesus then •m•il his thirtieth year, when be was an itinPra'lt
minister in Palestine. He taught no newtrutls 'X<'Cl t; Take
no thought for to-morrow; remernb,·r the sparrows. and tllP
people will .ta~e care ~f yo~.' ~is followers ever since hav
followed hts mstructwns 1 nphcttly! The Sermon on thP
,tlount had been pre11ched hundrt:ds of years before he wa'
born. However, we are glad to know that the common
people heard him gladly. The fact of the matter is tba1
Chnst was. the Ioge~soll of ~is ~ge. He said more bittpr
tbwgs agamst the pnests of Ins llme than Ingersoll bas ever
said ag~tinstthepriestsof theninctern1hcentury. Leaving
out the miracles, Christ did absolutely nothing. HtJ nevc 1
Faid one word in favor of industry, temperance, truthfuiLe~s
or chastity .. and was very mild in hi~ attacks upon a?ult~::r.~.
~e 1_1ever d1d a stro~~e of work m hJs I_Ife, and desired h_l~
diSCiples to follow hiS example. Anythwg that wa~ g<>oLim
what he said had been said long before, and ever so much
better. This reminds m~ of the story of the Oxford man
who asked the professor for information about l::lc. George.
'Well,' ~aid the professor, '.in the first place, we don't kn .. w
much about St. George; m the second place, what we do
know is utterly untrustworthy, and in the third place, we are
never likely to know anything more 11bout Bt. George.' Iu
conclusion let me Eay this: You bav taken possession of the
builcling. I hope you will never cease in your demands tbat
cburcb property shall bavto take its part in bearing the burden of the country's taxlltton."
Gent-ral8tiles was highly applauded, and was succeeded by
Judge E. H.. Paige, who spoke in favor of positiv knowledge,
and _of teaching children the truth, the whole truth, and
nothmg but the truth. .
.
E_dgar ~·Beall, chairman of t~e fi~~nce committee,
havmg -~es1gned on account. of mabihty to atten~ to
t,he dutiefl, ~he boa~d of directors of the A.menc~n
Se~ular Unwn demded to select some p_erson iD
C~wago so that the secr_etary can confer with them
without delay. The chmce lay between Dr. McLeod
and _Mrs. Freeman, ~ut as the former decl~ned to be
c?nsidered _as a candidate. on accou17t of. his professwnal duttes, the unammous cbmce 1s for Mrs.
F~eeman, _so she will be inducted in the_ duties forth~ith, and if she makes as good a record ~n that capacIty _as she did as secretary of the Ch1cago Sec~lar
Umon, we shall hav no reason to regret the selectwn.
E. A. STEVENS.

I benea.th

MRS. FREEMAN'S ACCOUNT.

The dPdication of the new hall of the Chicago
Secular U uion, corner of Washington boulevard and
Sangamon street., Sunday evening, April 1st, was a
grand success. The audience was a magnificent one
-the house packed-" standing-room only" greeted
the late comers. Every foot was filled, and many
had to turn reluctantly away. Gas jets gleamed
through the center, hghting the aisles ; chandel:ers
cast a softened shadow over the rostrum, ga ly
decked and adorned with flags and flowers; the
handsome, well dressed young gentlemen ushersmembers of the U oion-filled the positions assigned
tbem with dignity and dPcorum.
A. beautiful bouquet of flJwers-a magnificent centerpiece of roses and lilies-adorned the tab'e. A.t tl:e
hRck of the stage the stars and stripes wne draped.
H~re also were placed mottoes from Washington,
Garfield. and Grant. A.t the front fluated the "flag
above the cross." The "cross," by the way, once
pointed proudly heavenward, but iconoclastic hands
hav laid it low, and it now .hangs at half-mast

the red, white, and blue-the emblem of
American libc,rty. 0-vf·r the center of the stage was
a fine flclral display, emb0dying- in bril!ianh colors the
nam~ of the hall, '.'The Forum:" Beneath_ this hung
a bnght blue satm hauLer, with Silver fnnge, bearintz" the inscription," Universal M"nt'\1 ~lberty."
On the platform was seated E A.. SLevens, presid t f the Union looking hapuy proud and confien
!
'
dent-hke a general reVIewmg his army after battie. It had been bard work, how hard only' those
who did it knew, but out of the chaos of cleaning,
scouring scruhbing painting, and refitting had
d'
d · '
S 1k
t
I h
come or er an. VICtor~.
o I ~ a grea gen~ra
e
sat there restmg placidly on his laut·els, while Dr.
McLeod; at the farther end of the hall, walked about
>tmong the people, finding a seat here and t.here for
th t d as proud of the success of the U Dion as
e ar y,
.
.
Hercules at the accomphshmPnt of his t.!\«k. GtJn.
I. N. SeileR, C. S D;.rrow, Prof. Oua3. 0 ·chard~on,
Professor Bell, Judge E. R. Paige, Prof. J Itmes
.\lilleson Professor Wilson and D!·. Clevenger also
. '
'
OCJUpied seats on the rostrum.
.
In the opening address Mr. Stevens satd that we
had hoped in this our new hal! thPr~ would bs r~>Om
for all but that instead of its bem<Y
too large,· as
0
'h d th
h'" "t
at
rl
many a . ou~ -'"• i was even now,
so Pll. Y
-\date, provmg itself too small. Hi:l read t,he Nme
Demands constituting the basis of the society's work,
cited the encroachments of the church demonstrating
r.h ec sit of our existence rApeat;:,d the words of
e n as Y
• .
Gadi~ld _and Grant foresha~owmg ~he dd.nger . of
"cclesiastwal power. and conc:uded his addt·ess with
't graceful a\Ju:;ion to the embletn tl.b0ve hirn, stating
r.hat the object of the A.'nencan Secular Uuion is to
"
fl
,
,
place .our 'lg abo-y-e the cross.
.
.
Tne immense audience re~P.onded to tbts senhment
with ent.husiastic applause. Futlowin~ :\I e. Stevens
was Prof. James l\Iillesou. The professor is one of
h b t
1 ,y· t · th , t
:1 he
')k in
t e
es geo O"Is 8 i~ e coun ry. R.UL
sp 6
regard to the evolutton of ma'l. H ~ h,td seen the
~torm and lightning, h>tl h~ard ttle th11 'ldAr, and
through fear of these b·ld m'\de his" gJJd" H~ had
crawled into caves and lived on acJrns and rouLS and
'
chestnuts.
. .
.
C. S. Darrow, a brilliant young lawyer of Chicago,
.,aid that if he had never believed in evolution before
he would believe in it now. This edifice. once dedit d t
•t•
t
· ht
d d t d t
ca e
o supersh wn, o mg
~vao~
e !Ca e
.o
o~cience and reason. Professor 1\ldleson had S'lld
that man h1d formerly lived on chestnut~;~. That
was. the rea!lon, probably, that so many orthodox
I w . f d of chestnut now r
peope eze on
'
·
ProfeFsor 0l"chardson thought the church crue.1
that it inflicted falsehood upon helpless cbildren. It
taught them eirJr, perhaps with the best intend Jns,
but it must be ad..IJitted with the most deplorable
'
'
results.
.,
.
"
.
Gen. I. N. Stlies satd: Had Beecher hved a bundred years he could not hRv added a sinn-le fact to
t.he life" of J esu:l Christ. W cl can learn notbmCl' mor .'.
N .
·
d t
· . b d. , '": .• "
r othmg D<lW lD r~gar o _hun Cil.n. a ISCJvereu.
Judge E R Pa1ge conRtdered sctence the B!HJOr of
the world. He re,retted that Ingers 1ll h!l.d not
devoted his magoifi.~ent talents to the scientific edut"
of the people He f~'>lt that he miaut, hav
ca lOll •
•
o
.
llCComphsbed a grand work. If the people were
familiar with the facts of science, tht>y would hav no
tolerance for the fancies of superstition.
Professor Bell a~sured the auuience that they
might dismiss any fear that they migh~ hav _in regard to a long speech, as he shou'd rmg his bell
bri~cfly. He wanted to say one word for Ing,.rsoll,
and that was that he bad said some of tbe graude&t
things of reason, intelligence, love, charity, and all
the virtues that had ever been put into human ianguage.
Profes~or Wilson gave a very fine original pnem
on ,, Dust" and the writer a recitation. Tne l\Ienrlelssohn QJartet and the Cuic.tgo f:lecular U aion
Q•urtet enlivened the occasion with E>iugiog, the accompaniments being played on the pipe-org>tu,.a fi.xture in Forum Hall. In the mid at of the ex<Jrcises a
telegram c<tme from Dr. H,nry, sent from Pniladelphia, congratulating the U uion. Tae doctor bas
been most munificent . in his gifts. The flJwers
adorning the plat.form were presented by hts wife,
and the name, "'J!he Forum,'' was suggested by bjmself, and adopted by the society as a small appreciation of his aid. He expresses himself tbus:
To E. A. S·rEV&Ns, Pres. Secnlar Union: Although a thousand miles divirle u~, my h•·art i; with von in y»nr servic<~S
to-day. in tran~forming a temple en•cied to an unknnwn God
fnr tbe enslavement of hum>tn intelle('t to a ~'.m1n1 d ·diCttted
to rea~on ancl the mainteDRDce of hum:ID rig-hts. Every true
American should rejoice wir.h yon. You this day con,ecrate
a temple who~e walls shnnl<i re>ollnd wit.hll»">LIIIln~ r.o liberty
of PpePCh, freedom from superstition, n~a~on, justice, nnd
equal rights tn all mankind. .l.V111y the ~~~"d t h>tr, yon ROW
to-day prove Immortal.
\V. H. llENtlY, J\I.D.
The future success of the society in its new
quarters seems assured. lL has l"( q11ired long yt ars
of patient work to bring it up to its present f'taudard-the most popular Liberal socitty of Chicago.
To the earnest, untiring d'f.Jrt of a few this is due.
Mr. Stevens, iLs president·, hes been tbe moving E<pirit
in accomplishing its work. It is owing tp his enthusiasm and zeal that the Union has held together

°.
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through the many trials and tribulations of the past.
01her bauds hav loosened their hold and hav fallen
away from their ta'~k. 1\lr. Stevens has remained
fait.hful and firm with a teLacity worthy of his caus6.
Dr. Ed. S. llll'Leod, "I he lecture committee," has
given most earnest and diicient aid. His judicious
selection of lecturers, the attractiv programs-these
hav bad m~ch to do w.ith our present popularity.
To l\lorr1s S. Card 1s due the fact that we bav a
choir. This seemEcd to be about the hardest thing to
get, but if long, patient waiting merit a reward, ours
is ample, as is enthusiastically testified to by our audiences at the singing furnished by the Union's
quartet.
James Howe is doing a good work in disposing of
a great many Ltberal papers and L1beral books:
.Among our newer members is H. E. Bartholomew,
attractiv, magnetic, with a f'plendid voice, educated
for a minister, and whcm we hope to see some time
attain brilliant success as a Freethought lecturer.
We hav bad a number of clerical evolutions. The
rostrum is full of recruits from the pulpit. There
are many more workers in our society, brttve men and
women who deserve mention, but space forbids. Our
success is not phenomenal; it has been done by
wo1 k.. This report is written to influence Liberals
in every locality to marshal their forces, organize,
and place thf"mselvs mlflinchingly on the side of liberty. ''He that lA not. for us is against us."
Chicago, .April 3, 1888.
MRs. M. A. FREEMAN'.

TJ1e Bruno Monument nt !tome.
The contributors to the Bruno Monument Fund
will rer.uewb .. that a considerable fund for the purpose was raised by the friends of Freetbought in
Europe and America, to erect a monument over the
very place wbPre he was burnt alive on the 17th of
February, lGOO. This fund was deposited as a
guarantee that the designed statue would be erf'cted,
if the consent of the cit,y municipality of Rome
should be given, and as a motiv for granting it.
The commit.tee of students having the matter in
charge at R<Jme beliFved that this consent would be
granted without d fiLmlty. It seems, however, that
the consent cannot be obtained without overcoming
serious opposition from the clerical and popish party
in Italy. TniA unexpected aspect of the affair may
not, boweve1·, be wholly regretted. It makeA a question of. tb" dead past a very lively one in the hving
present. That the friends of secular government
and Fn•ethought will prevail is merely a question of
time. Our friends there hav bt'en so occupied that
they hav not kf'pt UF! fully advised of the progress of
the controvPrsy. We expect to receive information
soon in r!>ply to letters sent, which we hope wiil
satisfy the interest which ihe J.ltlW phase of affairs bas
naturally excited.
In the mean time the contributions are held safely
until the time for proper application arrives.
T. B \YAKEMAN, for the Amer. Com.
1
] irew YiJrk, .April 7, 288.
P.S.-Tbis committee con,.isted of Elizur Wright,
RDbert G. Ingersoll, and T. B. Wakeman, but Elizur
Wright bas since died.
T. B. W.

r

The OhjPct of the (]hristian Obsc{'nists.
To THE EDITOR oF TI!E TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Your
historical preseutation of the way in which the Sec
ular U oion has viewed the Comstock laws was well
put., but (to you suppose it will stop such fellows as
Charll"s 0. Brown, of Dubuque, from lving about
Bennett and Ingersoll? Look here! Why shonld
Charles 0. Brown, or anybody els~>, break out just
at thiR time in a seven-c,)lumn bowl about Bennett
and Colonel Ingersoll's bring such "obscene" persons. Colonel Ingersoll bas not done anything very
recently to fXcite cleri,~al malignity, and Bt-nnett bas
been dead for years. ·why, when all is serenf', should
this sudd.-n outburst come? There is no doubt in
my mind that thA purpo~e of this ovedlow of abuse
was to excite nnj 1dice throughout the West against
H-trman and ·walker, and thereby ins·ure their conviction. N') stwh case aR that now pending against
these indicted editorA of Lucifer was ever allowed to
come Fquarely bt:fore the court on its merits. Every
effort that dishoneHty can Prnploy to flecure the conviction of Hitrman and W t1lker will undoubtedly be
put forth. The ori~inal purpose, to "stamp out
FreethonQ"ht literatur~>." bas not been lost ~ight of,
and if H11rman and ·walker's little paper, Lucifer,
can be hroken up, that. will fortify the obscenists for
t.hfl next attack upon some larger and stronger paper.
Your bi~torical statEment., then·fore, is tim<>ly and
wise. The LibPrals of this country cannot afford to
let Lnci[.:1· go down in this whirlpool of pn-judice.
It is not. a q•1eAtion d rnorRlR. nor even a q•testion of
the good or b>1d ta~te of Lucifer. The vital and only
que~tion is whet hf'f there should be any restraint
upon the expre~Rion of opinion in this country. On
this sole ground Frf'et.huught owes it to herself to
nullify the 1 ff ·et, of Mr Brown's misstatements, and
to sustain L1wifi,1·. Luci'f'er may be in very bad
taste. It may be very offc;miv, yet it bas its right to
express its thought freely. If anyone is offended by
tha.t freedom, he has abu:ncl&ut remed,;y-he cau throw

Lucifer in the wastebasket. There is no law in
this country yet to compel men to read what they
do uot want to read. There is, therefore no occasion for a law to regulate the quality ~f reading
matter.
•
It is amazing that there are still some Liberals who
scare at the cry of obscenity. .After ha'l"ing passed
through the great and terrible wilderness wherein
are dragons, and scorpions, and fiery serpents, and
after proving that heresy and blasphemy are only
great bogies that will not burt anybody, set up to
frighten the travelers through that wilderness, it is
marvelous that there should be such cowardice wh!ln
"·obscesity" is mentioned. These Liberals are like
the little boy Mother Goose tells us about who was
born in the woods and scared by an owl. Of coursP,
orthodox mendacity will E~ti~matize Colonel Ingersoll
as "obscene." And this Brown, together with Com
stock, alias Phillips, and Williams, alias McAffee, are
engaged in the holv work of putting obscene people
in prison. Well, Liberals will get ab11sed just as
long as they quietly endure it. They will get such
filth as this Brown has vomited forth just as long as
they stand and take it. I am glad you hav struck
back so vigorously.
En. "\V. CHAMBERLAIN.

Some Good Things.·
D&AR TRUTH S~~:EKER: Let me lay before the general
reader some of Voltaire's Farcasms. From the pages of
"Pocket Theology" I cu)J what follows. It is nothiD!!: more
nor less t.han a "Bihle Dictio11ary Comp1led from Church
HiBtory, giving the only true meanin!!: of Terms mt'fl bv the
leading 8peakers and writers in the Christian Fold." Richness of thought ancl pertinency of application appear in all
the definitions. We hope these few will be usPful for
S. W.
doctriu.
CoNTROVERSIES -Important bickering-s on contested subjects between theologians of different sects.
Carnal men rPgard such disputes as trifles quite un-.
worthy of occupying the attention of intelligent animals. In reality, all such quflrrels are most useful to
the church militant to giv her breathing time, and to
keep alive the fire of holy animosities, that bring so
much honor and profit to the clergy.
CoNVERSIONS -A miraculous change in the human
hPart due to the grace of the most high, but of which
society here below usually reaps the fruits. Conversion compels an old coquet to abandon her rougepot, transforms an amiable and lovely woman into a
vixen, changes a gentleman and a man of the world
into a solemn owl, and finally induces a financier, on
his deathbed, to bequeath his possessions to the
church for the repose of his own soul, and the salvation of the souls of those he bas despoiled, in sheer
despair at not being abl!l to take with him into the
tomb the fruits of his rohberies and rapine.
CORRECTION.-In the Christian religion each one
should meddle with the conscience of his neighbor
and take a lively interef't in hili (his neighbor's) soul;
should reprimand him for his faults; but, above all,
should endeavor to make him renounce his errors.
If he show not a proper docility with reg-ard to such
ffforts, then he should be hated and shunned, or
tortured and murdered, if might be on the Christian's
side.
CouNciLs.-Solemn gatherings of bishop~, assembled together to concert with the holy spirit (who is
Pver on the side of the stronger) touching the
dogmas and all necessary arrangements of the
church. Councils are necessary to correct, explain,
and alter the holy scripture and the accept.ed doctrin, and to fix for the time being the articles of
faith, without which the human race would be
damned.
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for prot.~>clion, but ever extrmcling to them freedom
of ?cor.qhip. When the Moslem corq•Jeror Walid
SPized Damascus be even allowed Christi11ns and
MoslPms to worship in the same cbnrch. Islam is
called by Christians t_he "religion of the sword," bqt
t.bere is not a religion on the face of tb.e earth that
bas not been propa!!'ated by c'mquest and sustained
by intolerance. When the Turcomans of central
Asia embraced Islam, they conquered and slaughtered
the Saracens of S.vria long before they t.hreatened
the borders of Christendom. Religious liberty is a
modern invention unknown to the ancients, and even
now it is a question whether the civil magistra.te
would view with ind:ff"'rence the conversion of Boston to the religion of Mohammed ! But it is asserted
tbat MobRmmedanism is immoral! Tba~ is, the
slavery of Eg-ypt is immoral, but not that of Virginia;
t.he divorce of Bagdad is immoral, but not t.hat of
Chicago; the polygamy of Bokhara is immoral, but
not the drunkenness of London. So immoral is
Islam that 1\f r. Glanstone would drive it '' b11g- and
baggag-e to Bagdad," although it must be admittPd
that the Christians of Bulgaria are not much better
than the Moslems of Constant.inople, and that tbe
sober and abstemious lf'gions of the sulbm are as
reputable, alt.bough polygamous, as the British regiments of India with their licensed prostitution.
Anti-Moslem liter~tture is alwavs based on t.h~ assumption that 1\'Ioslem count~ies are RO infinitly
below Christian countries in morality. It is a pure
assumption, as every 1\To~lem can testify ~ner fl few
weeks' residence in Paris, London, or New York.
Uncivilized Moslems are !"uperior to uncivilized
Christians in their At.andarci of moralitv, end if nn.-ler
more civilized conditions of life the n~tural outcome
of Islam has been an unlimited license reg-arding
mll.rriage and divorce, the outcome of t.he teaehings of
Christianity has been an unlimited degree of intemperance, with unparallPled prostitution in large
centers of population. The N11zarenPs should lf'arn
the lesson their master taught t.bem. not to cast the
stone ; or as the bo1y Koran saith, " 0, ye believers,
avoid frequent slanders, for slanders are a crime."

Lectures nnd 1\leetings.
W. S. BELL writes: "Several pPrs"ns hav written E. A.
Stevevs, s"cretary of the Secular Union, and m)sPif. nbont
having a Liberal lecturer visit D,iltot.a. hnt ns it is so
far away, and as there are snch rnngnitic~nt d'stanres for
a lecturer to travl'l from place to plnce aftr·r reaching
'the land of the Dalwtal1s,' it is neCPSS>\ry for tile IPcturer to hav his work laid out S'lmewhat before s•artinp:,
as the railroad conductors are no rrspPcters of pers'lnS. and
clPmancl 8pot. cash, or its rq•1ivalent. from all our s•1rt of
preachers. Seeing that the bliz:;mrrls hav adjourned for the
&Pason, I would Jilw to take a trip up there ahont the end of
April. Will the Liberals please write me immedi'ltPiy, and
let me know what. the outlook is? lily address is 302 State
street, Chicago, Ill."
TH~ n.nnonncement that J. E. RP.m~bnrg won1rl mflke a
trip E11st this spring had np to the la~t.of March brought
him upwari! of forty engagements, as follows:
Bethanv, lllo.
MPchanicsburg, 0.
\hv~ville, "
Greenville, ......: "
G>tfPshnrg III.
Coolville, -~ "
Lvndon, ' "
W11tertown, ·;:.-;,.-:;::: "
Arrowsmith, ''
New Salem, ~ ;;
Rowen,
"
Elhfl.
Rtrtt~hnrg,
"
N<'w Comerstown, "
Effingham "
C1tnRI Dover, '
"
(1har1Pston', "
l\1 as~illon. ·-:: ·::\~::?."
Westfi<'!il, "
Jhnoverton,,:= ::
11mnd VIew, "
GPneva1 ·;,£,.. ~/
Vien<Ja.

"

R•·puhhc,

"

Wchmoncl, Ind.
Kalamazoo, Mich.
H•mtington, ::
Angn~ta,
;;
DresrlPn,
Sorinrrport,
A Moslt>m in llis Own llt>half.
Ver.•nilles, "
Nnni<'a,
"
Fro>n tlte Norll! American ReView.
Dnblin,
"
Ha~tings,
"
The more the religion of the Moslem is investi Winche~ter, "
P1lw.
N.Y.
t<ated,. the more does it claim the respectful homage New Haven. "
Arradin,. "
Eaot Olio, "
of those who study its teachings. J obn Louis Cincinnati 0.
YmwgRville. Pa.
Burckhardt, a Swiss Protestant, was one of the first Dayton, ' "
Europeans who made a pilgrimag-e to :M:f'cca, and
after years of st.udy he died a faithf11l 1\ioslem, and
TriE followivg is the circular of a revivalist now operating
was b·uried at CtJ.iro. Palgrave, in his" Trav~ls in in Montgomery, Ala.:
Arabia," manifests much bigotry regarding Islam,
•· CnmA ont of her. my pGop!e, that ye be not partakers of her
but in his "E'isays on EastArn Questions" his views si~;.heR£::;,.~1v,~i;.;,:; willin.,., t.he S<tmsonites or t.he church of Jesns
are completAly changed. Mr. Bosworth Srnit.h, one Clni•t will mept. for rlivine •··rvi"e "'· my residence, 18 Il.ol>iuson
of the Christian teachers of the great school at skeet. AnndA.v, 1\i.rch 10. 1888. ~tt a 30 P.M.
.
Harrow, stunied Islam as a scholar, and is forcPd to
''Cnme ont. Pverybrvlv wh·• heli"ves in" oh.in chnrch ~tnrl "ol~•n
people: "church wtt.hout. rlevil'• hellowses or v>tnity prop•, Hneh as
an mit that 1\Iohammed is a" very prophet 0 f G 0 d ." oru;Rn-Plltyinu;. horn-blowing-, choir •ingincr. pew or Heat reot.u.lu;,
There are not two hundred converts from Islam to mite mePting-•, c~ndv pnllin"''• ohn•ch hir•, anrl tb1ng-• of hlie
Christianity in the whole world, and of the eighty nBtllrP. th'lt evil-minderl porRilllH a"rl wicked men ltntl devil• b~tv
·
C
t
•
1
t
h
introdueed into t.he chnrch of J ••tts Christ to collect. blorul mo.ney
1\Ioslems baptized in ODR antmop e no one as for the L')rrl, and Rh~tme the faces of the _Pnor and h1~mble mto
remained firm in hiA new faith.
silence, Rnrl t-hns rob tll)Pm or the opp.')rtuottv or sm~tug- tn the
But we are told Islam persecutes! Stay, my house of G•>d. thereby driving them out of the church of Jesus
Christian brother! I hav viRited Smitbfiflld where c~.r~~eis~~~:::h:~~~ble m><rk• of the beR.st th<tt :von ~tre asked to
Christians were burnt by ChristianE<, and I hav st.ood come ont of, and the fruit.• Rn<l Ril!'nH of the antichrist that you are
on Boston Commnn where ChrifltiRn Puritans w~trned of thAt wst• to come into the world.
banged Christian _Q•1akers, and I find in America "I ll•v t.he llfetho<li•t •I vie or •inl!'in.,., lPstvinA" ont their devil's
t
d d t tb bellows proc'ivities: t'Jo B ·o•i•t.•" sty\~ or m')d~ of hRol.iz•ng,leavthat religiouA liberty is no t ye PXten e
O e ing out their vanity, accomm•>dati'>'l or c'>nveniPllM po~ls.
1\Iormons. lslan:t has never professed complete
"J'LAI:< RILL ALLRED.
reliaious toleration, but even Christian writers admit
"Samgrm of the Chnrc'l or J""n" Cnri•t."
that the Saracen Arabs who conquered Jerusalem
Mr. Allred wa~ at one time t.he "b'l.rl mttn" of his neig-hand Da.ma@CUS and subdued the whole of Syria and borhood, but recently turned his attention to religion, with
Persia were a brave and generous race, friendly to the forE-going uniqne result. It is thought by those who
ChristianE~ content to place them under certain know him that the liquor he formerly consnmecl anr.l an .norestriction's, and exacting from them a small tribute \ duly close attentioll to the scriptures hav unsettled h1s mmd,,
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~omtnunications.
Shamgar.
Shamgar! Who, of the multitudinous millions
meandering to and fro up and down this mundane
sphere, ever heard of Sham gar 1
Not one in ten thousand, I venture to say ; and
yet, from a "knocking out" standpoint, he was a
much more redoubtable hero than ever was John L.
Sullivan, even in the days of his loudest boasting,
now departed, letting him do his level best; and we
all know that few could "best" John L. when pursuing the path of vainglory.
Shamgar-who was he, do you ask 1 Why, Shamgar was a party who moved and made things lively
for other parties in very much earlier days than
these; in the days when God was an every-day visitor
to this sublunary sphere, and stooped to conquer
his enemies-those who were not for him, you know,
and so reckoned against him and as his enemies, I
suppose--by ways that were dark and .tricks that
were sharp, to say the least, and allying himself
offeBsivly with certain parties he accounted his
friends; a mode of proceeding which he long ago
renounced, finding it more or less impolitic and
decidedly unsatisfactory.
Yes, Shamgar was one of the early birds, and in
the Holy Q 1eer receives honorable mention-honorable as honorable got.ls in that queerest of all queer
works-albeit of exceeding brevity, four lines only
being devoted to his introduction and history-the
volume I own is small and the columns narrow; in
one of generous proportions, with wide columns, two
lines do the business for Shamgar, probably.
What did Shamgar do, that entitled him to mention in the Holy Q;Ieer, while yet he is so multitudinously unknown! Why, bless your l'!Oul-whatever
that may be-Shamgar was one of the manifold
"deliverers of I,;rael !" No doubt it was an honor,
so considered, probably, to be a " deliverer of Israel,"
but when at this late day we calmly and coldly consider the great number of her" deliverers," the honor
seems sliced exceedingly thin that attaches itself. to
any particular "deliverer." D11rk, exceedingly dark
must be the day when, turniiJg over the O.d Testament, one does not read, wherever his ·eyes may fall,
of the "deliverance of I ..rael !'' So frequent are the
records of said " deliverances " that thAy would seem
to hav been almost every-day aff>~.irs. No other Iiat1on
under the sun was ever " in the bole " a tenth part
so often as the Hebrew nation, God's pet community!
The most multiparous mother of moccasins (trigona
cephalous piscivorous) I don't believe ever bad half
so many "deliverances " as had Israel; and so it
seems to me that the honor of having been her
"deliverer" was a very much divided and diaphanous
one.
But it is not on this account that I trot out this
very much unknown Shamgar from the slough of
oblivion, and seek to make his name somewhat familiar, at least, if not a household word; ob, no, not on
that account, for as a '' deliverer of Israel '' I don't
bank on him to the extent of a penny. But let me
giv the rise and progress (decline and fall, too, is, I
suppose, silently included) of Shamgar, as related in
Judges iii, 31:
"And alter him [him was one Ehud, another
"deliverer of Israel," who, at the outs6t of his
"delivering" career, committed a most disreputable
if not diabolical murder with malice prepensP, railing
to his aid deceit and treachery, dark and dirf'] was
Sbarogar the son of Anath, which slew of the Philistines six hundred men wiJh an ox ~oad; and he also
delivered Israel" (Judges iii, 16, 2G).
" Slew six hundred mm with an ox-goad !" Aha!
now you can see why I trotted Shamgar riut, and
why his name should appear on the roll of famous
knockers-out, net far below that of Samson, and away
above that of John L. Sullivan-can't you? Sham·
gar, the champion ox goadist of the world, with a
record of six hundred men knocked out with one
measly ox-goad! Hal where are JOUr Sullivans now!
Paled are their ineffectual fires, hidden are their
diminished beads !-I don't mean to say that their
heads will not be, even now, abnormally large o' morn·
ings, but-oh, well, you know what I mean.
What was the "charge of the six hundred" compared with the charge of Shamgar, the slayer of six
hundred with a preposterous ox-goad? And to think
that Shamgar should hav been, to the vast multitude,
an ULknown quantity and of unknown quality,
hitherto! But the hithertoness now slinks b11ck into
the crypt of the past, and the nowness of the is, or
isness of the now, it matters little which, under the
circumstances, comes to the front on a par11.bolic
curve, as it were.
The brief but thrilling history of Shamgar does
not tell us whether the hero of the ox- goad got in
his work during one matinee, or a long drawn series
of matinees; the inference iF, however, that be
pitched in, a la Samson with the j-tw bone of the
ja(·kass, and sent the six hundred to sleep with their
fathers at one fe.l swoop, as it were ; that i~, did the
w)lole busjness 41 one inninG", you understand, It is
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not at all likely that he went about for months with
that ox goad, prodding here, there, and elsewhere
stray Philistines, and keeping tally by notches on the
goad-not at all likely ! Had he done so, I don't
think he would hav got the honorabl6 though brief
mention he did get in the Holy Q1eer, albe1t some
very questionable specimens of the genus get more
or less honorable (?) mention therein.
I now can see the stalwart Shamgar, in that ever
memorable, though unmentioned and unknown, engagement, slinging that potent ox-goad with praterhuman. force and fury about him, cutting down the
Philistines hke blades of grass !-see him now with
my mind's eye, can't you, reader? See now the veins
in his guod right arm swt-ll up like knotted whipcords ! See now the beaded sweat upon his corrugated brow stand out like liquid pearls, and shimmer
in the sun as he goes switching on! See now his
mighty breast upheave and b1l as do the restless
seas in majesty of wrath ! See now the luckless
Philistines go down like oats before the scythe, as
wide the doughty Shamgar cuts his swath I Hear
now the swish-whack-swish of Shamgar's trenchant
goad, as right-front-left he cuts and plunks and cuts
again! Oh, see and hear and quite take in the whole
of that ensanguined picnic, redolent of gore-but
stop, hold on; shed he so much of g-ore, or did he
slay by mighty whacks the more! Well, there's no
knowing, and it doesn't matter. I can see the entire
moving panorama, the carnival of slaughter, and
that's enough!
·
But to see and bear the sights and sounds of that
wild fray, and think that mighty Shamgar-Shamgar,
who laid out cold and stiff six ·hundred Philistines,
and with an ox-goad most contemptible--should get
but four paltry lines in the Holy Qtteer, while that
surly, sneaking, snarling, sulking sorehead, Jonah, a
fellow who "never set a ~quadran in the field, nor
the division of a battle knew," gets four chapters in
a "book" all to himself-to think that such a thjng
could be, and in a '' holy " tome, is enough to make
the bile of one with a sense of the eternal, or even
temporBi'y, fitness of things, revolt and run wild riot
throughout his corporeal system ! I say it and stick
to it.
:
What justice was there in giving Jonah, the unmitigated '· bnarleyow" with whom God, most unaccountably and inscrutably, was in cahoots ; a chump that
growled like a bear with a sore bead at his mighty
patron; who sne&ked off in another direction when
ordered by said patron to move on a certain place;
who killed a gourd by sleeping near it one night, and
whom a whale couldn't keep on his stomach, albeit
harboring buckets on buckets of lamp oil-what
justice was there in giving him a" book" in the Holy
Queer, and shunting Sbamgar (ff with a paltry fourline rtotice? Shamgar the Stalwart! Shamgar the
ox-goadi~:;t par eminence! Shamgar the slayer of six
hundred Pnilistinic souls at one fell swoop, as it
were ! Justice ! Why, it was bald-headed, barefaced, sunken-chested, knockkneed, arid splayfooted
injnstice, and that settlt~s it!
I submit that., iu order to keep green the memory
of Shamgar,- the champion ox-goadist of creation,
saying nothing of his being a "deliverer of Israel,"
which I go not a cent on, the verb "to sbamgar,"
meaning the chousing of one out of his just dues in
the field of fame, be intreduced and mcorporated
into our vocabulary without ado. With this I leave
Shamgar to his repose, rema1king that, if I hav
caul:led a single thrill to thrill through the vesicular
thrill gland of any one of my readers, with respect
to Sham?ar, my aim and object will hav been attained. Vi·ve Shamgar! a bas Jonah!
SI SLORUM.

C. ll. R(\fDolds on His Western Tour.
KINGSTON, N. M., March 6th-ll th.-It is a long,
tedious stage route from Lake Valley to Kingst.on,
over· the mountains and through a very narrow canon
through which, to a tenderfoot, it seems impo11sible
to dnve a team. Yet all the merchandise, food,
everything in the way of supplies for the vast mining
camp, is carried oter this road in wagons, with sixteen to eighteen mules as motor to each wagon.
When night overtakes these mule trair s, the mules
are turned out to graze on the mesa, and 1he teamsters
camp by the roadside, and sleep under the wagons as
cosy and content as an Eastern man in the be!lt bedroam of a first-class hotel. In this section those acclimated, or to the manor born, seem to bav profound inddference to the style or extent of their
sleeping-place, and would as soon throw down their
sleeping outfit between the bind wheels of a wagon
as in the corner of the adobe house or stately mansion.
Kingston is a wide-awake, fhurishing mining camp,
situated in e cafion of great beauty, and surrounded
by mountains a1l rich in precious metal. It breathes
the very r;;pirit of progress, energy, and fiiUCcess. It
has never been cursed by 'a boom,' and so its natural
advantages lind vast capabilities are only beginning
to be appreciated by the capitalist.
Kingston is the great city of the mines in embryo,
destiued to rival, aud far outstrip, Leadville ill its
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rapid growth and brilliant future. The wealth of
ore in its adjacent mountains is enormous, having
already yielded vast amounts. n is but in the
infancy of explorati0n. Ti!e promis of maturity
seems fabulous.
Under the care and pilotage of that sturdy and
energetic truth ·seeker, J. C. B•Jrge, the photographic
artist, I visited some of the principal mines.
_
The Caledonia mine has yielded over $30 000 in
four months. W1thin the last month it bas yu~lded
the biggeo~t assay of a.n:v mine in the ~vorld-1_22 000
ounces of gold, and 7 000 ounces of s1lver to the ton.
The Comstock-this is the mine that first brou!!'ht
Kingston into prominent notice--has produced $400,000 during the past year. They are now taking out
7 tons of ore a day, yielding from 40 to 400 ounces of
silver to the ton. I explored this mine, and stood in
the vast chambers from which immense fortunes had
been taken out.
The Black Colt iq owned and worked hy Col. 1\I. G.
Gillette of 2,101 Fdth avenue, New York, a veteran
miner, ~nd a stanch, outspoken Liberal, a _pPrs.onal
friend of Col. R G. Ingersoll. Although h1s ability,
enterprise, and skill hav given him a-competence, and
his home in the city is a paradise of luxury and comfort, the sturdy old colonel so loves the mountains
that he finds no pleasure in living save in the highest
elevations, where he finds all the heaven he ever expects or desires. The past ;\'Par,. working but few
men, the mine produced $75,000, but they bav now
struck very large veins of exceedmgly rich ore that
will produce that amount each month.
The BruRh Heap. A largA hody of ore was found
l11st December at a depth of 225 feet, which averaged
187 ·ounces of silver to the ton. They hav just
struck very large and much richer veins. This mine
was discovered by two prospectors who were hard
up. Tbe:v are now completing negotiations for )ts
sale for $250 000 spot cash, and it il:l doubtless really
worth three times that amount.
The Ingersoll is a mine, ju~'<t opened, of very great
promis. It was so named und is owned by an Iufidel
Jew, a gentleman of great ability and enterprise, an
ardent admirer of the noblest man of this or any
other century, who makes it the study of his life
to liv up to the great Liberalist's teachings. I was
introduced to a number of miners who ~ere college
graduates. At one of niy lectures there were five
gentlemen pres~'>nt able to read Greek. The ordinary
miner receives $3 50 per day, and is in great demand.
I discoursed with several wealthy men whose best
suit of clothes a few months ago would not bav
fetched $2 at auction, and their entire outfit and all
their worldly possessions could not exceed $5,
I deliver~>d four lectures at the Grand Army Hall.
After the first nightW,he large hall was crowded to
suffocation ; the saloons were deserted. Half an
hour before the time to commence my lecture ev~'>ry
seat was filled and standing-room unattainable. By
special request, I delivered a lecture to a very large
and enthusiastic audience, on Sunday afternoon, at
the lumber-yard (specially prepared and seated for
the occasion) of that noble, fearless champion of
Freethought, J<:'hn Bennett.
It was an eventful week at Kingston. Theology
and Ltberalism was the one theme in the mines,
in the stores, saloons, homes. I sqld over $50 worth
of Liberal publications, and obtained a large list of
new subscribers for TnE TRUTH SEEKER.
Kingston greatly needs a new:>paper. There is a
splendid opening for an intelligent, live editor, for
there is nothing in the shape of a newspaper published
in the county. A dirty, little, blurred smudge, called
the weekly Shaft, under the charge of an overgrown
calf, who acquired his education as property boy to a
third-class variety show, is issued semi-occasionally.
The few Christians of the place who can read (only
about a baker's dozqn) take it because its so-called
editor has their parson suggest and revise its contents; but the parson, an uneducated, hut well-meaning man, who never bad an original idea in his life, is
unable to do more than cut out the editor's imbecil
attempts to enliven the paper with third-class niggershow nasty chestnuts.
Kingston has a glorious future before her, and
with such genuin, generous, and fearless young
champions as Harvev Titcomb, such sturdy, ever
reliable vet.erans as Burge, Ddvis, and Bennett, the
cause of Freethought will keep HtPp to her march of
progress, and insure her people the highest possible
mental development, while attaining the grandest
conceivable temporal proRperit.y.
DEMING. N. M., March 12th, l3t.h, 14th.-It was late
when I retired, and I had to be up at 4 o'olock
Monday morning to take the stage to Lake Valley,
a long, tiresome, weary, thirty mile ride; then ratl
to Deming. On arrinl at Deming I was about USE"d
ur, and when I found I had to wait at. the depot till
4 o'clock PM. and should not reach Cassa Granda
till between 3 and 4 the n~xt morning, and then
hav a very long, dusty, hard stage travel to Florence, I realized I was llOt so young as I was twenty
years ago, and that age does tell in weakening ambition. I was feeling quite badly, and the
prospect of. the journey to Florence did not exhilarate,
when suddenly l was accosted by Colonel Lockhart,
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superintendent of mines at Kingston, who had heard
my first lectures there, and C. F. Howell, C. T.
Henderson, and Judge Field, as jolly a Jot of Infidels
as one could wish to meet. They deplored the
fatiguing journey before me, advised postponement,
secured me most comfortable quarters at a hotel,
and then su~?gested a change of program. They had
a spacious Opera House, and would guarantee big
attendance ; advised me to remain and lecture at
Deming, and then, rested and recuperated. go on to
Tempe and avoid the long stage route. I yielded,
wired Florence, and stayed at Deming and delivered
three lectures at the Opera House to large and most
enthusiastic audiences, increasing each night-resulting in obtaining many new subscribers for THE TRUTH
SEEKER and the organizing of the Deming Liberal
U uton: aims and objects-to establish a Liberal
and scientific library and reading-room, free to all;
to circulate Libflral literature that shall· awaken
an interest in the Nine D<~mands of Liberalism.
A.t a meeting held at Railroad Hotel, Wednesday,
March 14, 1888, the following offi,li.rs were unanimously elected: president, ·Judge I. Field; secretary,
Thomas Brown ; Treasurer, S. Lindauer.
$100 was pledged to the society, and it adjourned
to meet at the custom house on Sunday next, March
18r.b, at 4 P.M.
Ddming is the City of Windmills, very neat little
t,own of about 1800 population, located at the junct.ion. of the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe rail way
with tbo So-1thern Pacifie and Texas and Pacific
roads, 34 ruilP~ u >tth of the Mexico line, 89 miles
west of the Texas line, and 800 miles east of Los
Angeles. The· town is situated in the center of a
high m~sa i27 by 80 miles in extent, at an altitude
of 4 200 feet above the sea, with a dry atmosphere,
in which sudden changes of temperature never occur,
with an inflxhaustible supply of pure water at ·a depth
cJf 40 to 50 feet.
Deming is the supply-point for all the Mexican
country for 250 miles south of the line.
F. i•md S. Linilauer, treasurer of the Deming Liberal Union and Free Library, is the head of the great
house of Lindauer, Wormser & Co. I was shown
· over their stock of goods, and it was to me astoundina-aoods exceeding a million and a quarter dollars;
no't al~ne immense stores, but a vast inclosure covering several acres,. with deep sheds filled ~ith merchandise; cellars, Immense vaults, filled With goods,
which yet never long remain.
Tne most wealthy, enterprising, and intelligent
citizens are all Liberals. A. parson started all the
children and women folks to go round and solicit
contribut.ions to purchase a church organ ; only
wanted $100; Liberals started an opposition sub·
scription to build a flchool~house, and raised $~.200
in the saiLe time. There ts no fear for the busmess
or intellectual progress of Deming.
c. B. REYNOLDS.

a

Tbe True !tallying Cry.
The t~ue ~allying. cry in the anti-R)man movement
is: R•'Jman Catholics must be disfranchised, ·or they
will destroy the rPpublic.
.
The Abolitionists made but little progress unhl
Elizabeth Hayrick first, and .~arrison aft~rw~rd, demanded ''immediate uncondLtwnal emanmpat10n, the
right of the slave and the ?uty of the ~a~t~t·." This
startled the nation from Its sleep of mdtfference to
slavery, and secured to the antislavery speakers. and
writers a hearing which theynever could ~av gamed
while standing on the platform of graduahsm: .
Romanists will smile with complacent derunon as
long as the fight. against them goes on under the
white fl.a~ of Protestant compromise, amity, Christian recoaoition fellowship, and apology. We must
declare :ar in 'earnest-not hesitate to say in so
many direct, hard words: Romauists are ne_c~ssarily
traitors-aood
Catholics cannot be good CltJzens0
and they must be disfranchised or the republic
cannot long survive. The courts of Utah hav refused
to naturalize foreign-born Mormons, for the reason
that the head of the Mormon church, to Mormons,
is bigger than the U oited States Confl~itution. and
laws-that Mormonism is in essence antl-repubhcan.
A.n avowed Anarchist would, no doubt, be refused
naturalization for the same reason. A. Roman Catholic should not be permitted to b~come a citizen,
because he would avow, if honest, a higher and mor_e
binding allegiance to the pope th~n ~e could possibly feel or recognize to the Con~titu~lO? and laws of
this country. He is in all of his rr.mmp:e~ a deadly
enemy to all of our institutions. H.ts r~hgwn antagonizes every principle of_ th~ Co~stitutiOn and every
institution under it, begmmng with free schools and
ending with free speech, free press, ~n~ free_dom of
conscience in religious as well as Civil aff~Irs. If
Romanism is anything it is absolute o_bediPnce of
every member of the church to the pope in spiritual
and temporal things-an absolute surrender of the
right to think, speak, and act, except as d1rected by
the head of this gr• at despotism.
.
.
Alllegislativ and j adicial power IS deposited by
God with the pope as against all. civil governments
9P. earth, and especially against this so-called godless
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republic, and godless freedom which it was estab- foreign prince or potentate while pretending to be a
lished to secure.
loyal citizen here, is a traitor at heart, and ought to
We must educate the people up to the point of be disfranchised and driven from the country.
refusing citizem,hip to foreign-born Catholics, and of
Congress should at once appoint a committee to
disfranchising those who by perjury and fraud hav inquire into the natw·e of the oath Roman Catholics
been permitted to become citizens.
bav taken of fidelity and obedience to the pope, and
Suppose every German that taken the naturaliza- also of the good faith of C<itholics in taking the oath.
tion oath should bav a well-defined and secret of citizenship, as to which they deem the most bind·
mental reservation that he is nevertheless bound to ing, with powers to send for persons and papers to
obey in all things the German emperor, and to vote make the most thorough investigation possible.
as Bismarck and his secret paid and commissioned Who is the member of Congress that bas the paagents and spies, scattered all over this country, triotism and the pluek to introduce such a resolution,
should direct, and always in the interests of Germany. and properly present the importance of the quesIn such case would Germans be permitted to vote tion 1 If anyone knows who may be induced to do
and bold the balance of political power, state and it, let him be urged to move it at once, and let him
federal!
be furnished with the necessary facts and documents
Suppose that behind every Englishman's applica- with which to lay the subject before Congress. Let
tion and oath to become a citizen there existed a anti-Catholics, without distinction of sect or party,
conscious, well-defined, secret mental reservation to organize a practical movement to the end suggested,
obey and continue loyal to the queen of England, and viz., the disfranchisment of all good Roman Cat.hoto vote solid as the English premier and his ap- lics, and the expulsion from the country of all Jespointed subordinates, resident in this country, should uits. The latter hav been, at one time or another,
direct; what sort of citizens in such case would expelled from every civilized country on the globe
Englishmen be! Would theynot be perjured .trai- except this, on account of their diabolical cussedness.
tors! Could a man loyal to the queen be a good It is time to begin to agitate for their expulsion from
citizen to this republic? Would not tl).e unanimous this country-high time. The fact stated by Senator
voice of the loyal people of this country be that, in Blair should alarm the country.
such case, Englishmen and Germans should not only
This republic cannot long exist half Roman and
be disfranchised, but compelled to leave the country! half free. The question must be met, and the
A. stronger case exists for expelling every good quicker the better.
Roman Catholic that has taken, or will propose to
Let the subject be at once presented to Congress.
take, the oath of citizenship. A. good Romanist Perhaps a memorial had better be prepared, signed,
never dreams of renouncing allegiance or relaxing and presented at this session. A.t any rate, the iuhis obedience to the pope while swearing that he wil1 troduction of the question into Congress would
abjure all other. allegiance except to the United probably do more to overcome public apathy and inStates government.
diff>"rence than years of private agitation. Steps
The pope is God to the good Catholic, and his should be taken at once by those who sympathize
oath, if he knows what he is doing, is a conscious with the anti-Roman movement to concentrate upon
perjury, and every R:Jmanist obtains the right to some definit action. I suggest that a national convote by fraud and false swearing. He fully believes vention be called and a memorial to Congress prein the claim of temporal, as well as spiritual, power pared, discussed, and adopted by the convention,
of the pope, and his duty to obey him in all things; then circulated and signed largely, and then prehas sworn to do this, and has never once dreamed of sented to Congress by a committee chosen by the
doing otherwise. What, then, is his oath of citizen- convention.
·
A.. J. GRovER.
ship in the republic good for! It ie not bindin_g on
him; he laughs in his sleeve at the simplicity and
'1 he Distribution of Weal tit.
foolish liberality of our laws and people.
Perceiving that Mr. Denslow's critics evince a disTo bo a good citizen of this country a man must position to ignore the most important points in his
be a very bad Catholic, if he pretends to be a Catho- essay on the "Distribution of Wealth," I shall genJic at all. To be a good Catholic he must necessarily erously offer to do him the justice to note two of
be not only a very bad citizen, but a traitor, conspir- them myself, for which favor I shall expect him to
ator, and spy. A. good Romanist believes in the su- be duly grateful, though I shall not require h~m to
preme power of the pope to" absolve from all prom- speciaily acknowledge the fact, but shall take It for
Issory oaths" whatsoever, whenever he pleases to granted without his saying.
do so; that is, to release the taker from mm·al obliWhen the advocates of ownership perceive that
gation to keep oaths after such release, and also from Socialism proposes to compel every individual to
all penalties, moral and otherwise, for pdljury.
earn his living by his own labor, so long as he has
He believes it to be his first duty to vote for the the physical ~nd intellectual ability to labor, they
interest of his church as directed by his priest at all call it despotism that will destroy our individuality.
elections-and the interests of his church antagonize Though it will not be difficult to prove that accusaevery interest of this republic, from free schools to tion to be false, it is not expedient to take the trouble
free representativ government. A.ll Romanists voting to do so. For despotism with food and raiment aufunder orders from a foreign potentate will vote solid ficient for us, is preferBble to individuality with
as a unit, as an army marches, with here and there a hunger and nakedness. Evidently feeling sure that
straggler or deserter. A. united minori~y in a repub~ they hav frightened us out of asserting that Sociallie is almost as good as a majority. By this obed1ent, ism will enable and compel every individual to earn
disciplined, and solid minority, the Roman church his living by his own labor, they boldly, though
holds the balance of power at the polls. The Tam- falsely, assert that Socialism will compel th~se who
many Hall organization has illustrated this fact for are industrious to throw the product of their labor
years. By this solid minority vote, and by the secret into a common heap and permit every idle loafer to
Jesuit and otherauxiliary semi· political organizations help himself. I think we c~n af_ford to ~ccept th~t
of the church, Rome bas been quietly helping her- definition if they can, for It wlil certamly permit
self up gradual steps to P?Wer in this coun~r,r- those whose labor procured the product to. help
helping herself to the pub he moneys by the mtlhon themselvs with equal freedom. But. ownership enin New York city-and money is pow.er. The pope abies the" lazy loafers" to usurp an exclusiv right
can now command votes enough to control all elec- to the product, and will not permit those whose intiona, state and national-this politicians concede; dustry procured the products to touch t.hem except
money enough to maintain a powerful secr?t lobby on conditions that are ha.rd to comply With at best,
at the national capital to guard her mterests and that they cannot always comply with at all. I
(Senator Blair stated in his recent speech on the edu- think that is the most outrageous and uncontrolable
cational bill that " there were nine Jesuits on the despotism conceivable. Therefore it ~s evident t~at
floor of the Senate at one time working against the they do not really objec~ to despot~sm, bu_t t.o Its
bill"), and also to build and endow the largest c~l- being applied for the enforcement of JUSt ~rme1ples.
lege in the nation, which is alr~ady well_ under w_ay In It is evident that they cannot, even by lymg, make
Wasbington, and by the soCial and hterary mfl~- Socialism appear half so villainous as private o~ner
ences thus secured to make her lobby all-potent In ship of wealth has practically demonstrated· Itself
controling legislation and official appointments in to be.
her own behalf.
In reply to the ridiculously ab~urd objection that
With two million perjured voters at the polls, to be Socialism, common possession. w1 11 tend to destroy
commanded by the satBnic sagacity and cunning of our ambition and enterprise, I Wid suggest that huRoman officials at the Vatican, and resident in this man need, greed, and caprice are the only known_incountry in behalf of the "king of kings," the "vice- centivs to ambition and enterprise; and they, bemg
gerent ~f God," how long ca_n this republic s~rvi~e! inherent properties, and· instincts of nature, c~nnot
There is clearly, no salvatiOn for our free mstitu· by any possibility be destroyed. Ownership of
tions but 'in the speedy disfranchisment of perjured wealth compels us to labor knowingly for the enrichRoman traitors and conspir11tors.
ment of others rather than of ourselvs. \V e also
The right to anything obtained by fraud or false know that the more we enrich others, the more we
swearing is voidable, if not void, in law, and can be impoverish ourselvs. If that has failed to take the
legally, as well as equitably, taken from the person ambition and enterprise out of us, we bav no cause
so obtaining it by the courts.
to giv ourselvs any concern about them; for, co~e
CongreRfl, or the courts, can legally and justly dis- what will, they will be perfectly safe and ever act1v.
franchise Romanists when it is shown that the oath Socialism is cooperatiC?n by. all for the mutual benefit
of citizenship they hav taken is insincere, and was of all; unless that wtll stu~ulate the ambi_ti~n an.d
taken with the secret intention of not keeping it. enterprise of all, nothi.~g WI!l. Hence, Somahsm IS
Every man who feels that he owes allegiance to ·a·, the ne plus ultra of cooperat1on.
J. A. TUTTLE.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER.

sophomoric papers and speeches all came from the
pious .element. This trinmph of the heretical brain
is, of course, glory for Freethougbt, but we regret
FOUWDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
f'Xceedingly to note the religious tone of the council
E. M. M.&.cno:tULD,
Editor. which strikes the public ear. The many noble
0. P. SoMXBBY,
Susiness Manager. women there who hav broken their bonds should hav
had a chance to lead others to freedom, if the manaPUBLISHED BY
cled ones were sHowed to rattle their chains as an
THE ZRUTH SEEKER COMPANY. invitation to the world to join them.
The woman's suffrage movement has made great
28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
advances within the forty years since its first convenPUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT SS.OO PER YEAR. tion. of which this council was the anniversary. In
theW est the more practical results are shown, and in
the E'lst the sentiment of the people has undergonP
A rl.dr~RR 11ll Oom.municatimtR to T H1C T R TTTH Blil TJl K JCR
OOMPANY. Mak~ all Tl-raf'tR, r!h,ulrR, PoRt-Otfil'"- and lilrt- a transformation. And were it not for the prolitioians
wcmen would bav the franchise very soon. But the
pr6118. Money Orders payable to CHARLES P. BOME~B Y.
doubling of the number of votes cast makes issues too
SATURDAY, .. •
APRIL 14, 1888. uncertain for much politicalfoo1ing to be allowed ; and
our statesmen view the movement as a plea~ant jolre.
but to be frowned upon when the joke is likely to be·
SURSCltiPTION RATES.
Slne:le Rnh~crtJ'Itlon in ailvance ............................. . $8 00 come serious. The meeting at Washington of thesP
One snhRcriptlon two years, in advance ................. . I) 00 earnest women will probably scare them, while it givfl
Two npw Rnh~crihP.rs .......................................... . 6 00 them a higher ·opinion of .female business capacity.
One RllhRcriptlon with one new subscriber, in oneremittRnce .......................................... ;........... . 6 00 The God-in-the-Constitution party, the ProhibitionOne Rllh~criptlon with two new subscribers, in one
ists, and the Liberals are probably the only organizaremittance ................................................. .. 7 00
t,ions sincere in desiring to giv woman the ballot; and
One Bllhqcriptlon with three new !!Ubscribers, in one
remlttRn~e ................................................... .
8 50 the two former and the last for widely different reaOne Sllh~criptlon with four new subscribers, in one
remltt11.nce .................................................. .. 10 00 sons. The Liberals desire it bt>oause it is right, and
also to extend personal liberty. The others desire it in
Any numher over five at the same rete, invariably
w th nne remittance.
order to take personal liberty away from a large part
of the people, and enthrone the Jewish Jehovah 8!>
. our king. The Washington council has done more
The Women's C'ongrt>ss.
The Int~>mRtional Cnnnoil of Women which assem- for the church th!Ul for freedom.
b1ed in Wasbine-ton March 25fh, and confinuPd in
session for Pie-bt days, with HP;eral FUPPlPmt>ntary
meetine-P, including a reoPption at t.be White House.
a meet,ing for rermanent ore-aniz11tion, and the holding of the twPntieth annual Convention of the National Si1ffrage A~Fooiation, was a tn"eat gafbt>ring of
feminin brains, and a grt>at public success for fhP
orl!'aniz<>rs of the council. Many of the PpeeohPI'
containPd a grt>at dPal of common FenFe, most of
them wfire oratorically supPrior, and the press rPportPd the m~>Ptine-s at lPne-t.h. Only one litt.lf>
brePze fannPd to rednPss tbe oh~>~>ks of t.he lady deleg-atPR. and that. was rnif'IPd by Helen Taylor, dane-btPr of .T "bn S~uart. 1\Till. who rd1Jsed to attend beoRuse 1\frR. A11bton Dilke 1Hi1 att~>nd. The rPason
given WM because of Mrs. Dilk<>'s relRtivs. The real
rea11on, bow~>vPr. WAR becansP HP!en Tavlor iR vPrv
piouR and 1\Irs Di'kA is An Ae-nm'ltio with Atb~>istil'
tPndPTiciPs. Elizqhct,b C<tdy Stanton aitt>ndPd tn
Mr11. T11vlor. anrl pff<>otuallv tmpprPssed her, writing
her a lett.Pr "which she will nPver 'ore-et.."
But. the council furthPr ~evelopPd the f11ot, to whio'h
we some t.ime ago oaliPd aHention, that. t.be movem~>nt
for woman's rie-ht"' h11s bAPn ~apt.urPd by the ver"
relie-ious element which but a few vears ae-o FneerPn
at it, and ORlled its advn(.atP!il "short- bairPd," an~
intimRted that tbPy wpre "no bPttPr t.ban they oul!bt
to be." Seven fPmale reverends took part in thP
council. rn11ny of whom hav been more than once refnRed pulpitR by t.he male nrMohers of the religio11
which d~>a-rades them, and t.hPse seven preaoherP
monopolized the whole of the firRt ilay of "re)igiouP
servioAs." All the session11 of the council WPrP
opPned wit.b reliA"ious music, followPd by an "invoca
tion," and t.he arrogance of the pious delevllfes like
FrancPs Willard wRs Pomet.hi11e- am<~zinl?. Th~>y f'vidently fhonQ'ht. that Christi11nit.y bad bad somet,hineto do wit.b hPlping alonl? the woman's rie-htR oauRf'!
The piPty f'f the council, one Jadv who addrPRsfld it
tells UR. was trulv comic. Rvmm:t were printPil i11
the dRcial provr~tm il~>PoribinQ' Gnd, and aPRert.in!!
th11t. be was oomin!!' wit.h spe~>ilv .succor; and ever~
Infidel woman orator WI\R fl"KI>d to suppr~RR her
heresy and not wound t.he fPelin~?s of her relie-iouF>
sisters. Nothing was !'laid, however, about the reli!!'ious sisters not wonnrtin!r t.he f~>~>lings of their heretical companions. The Golden Rule works only onP
wav with ChristianA.
The puerility of this conduct of a council may bf'
known from tbe comments of the auditors. ThP
speeches and papArs which were loudest applaudeil,
and pronounced t,hA b~>Pt, wAre all, wit bout. PXo~>ption,
those of the hATetics, like Mrs. S~A.nton, Hqlen Gardener, Mrs. Dilke, and otbf'rs. Susan B. Antbonv
even, who presided with dignity and buRinesslike
methode, is a good deal more of a ht>retio than is
commonly gueRsed. As one of her friends expresses
it, she is uot "hRlf eo bilioqs as sbe looks," The

About Untaxed Trinity.
In response to Mr. E. A. Stevens's st.atPment concerning Trinity church corporation, Judge Brewer
writes:
"In a note in (his ~eek'R TRUTH SREKl!R Mr. E. A. Steveno
~avll: 'Mr. S Brewer, of Ithaca. N.Y., desires the authority
fo~ my statement in rPferPnce to Trinity church;' and thPn
proce~dR to giv the authnritv. Mr. Stevens is not qnite cor.
rect. Givinl! Vl'nt to a douht, I ~imply expreRsed a desire
that THE TRUTH SEEKER would tlnd out the exact. facts ahnnt
Trinity's exPmption from taxation, and communicate .the
same to its reader~.
"While. aR a Liberal renderine: a beartv support to the
~inP. Dem11mls. I 11m more than willin~r that L'bPralism shonlrl
avail it~elf of all facts in cnntrovPrtinl!' onr opponentR. I dn
not think that !mythinl! iR really e:aineil by cninine: misstatements or by givine: ~lJTrPncy to thn8e 11.lreaily aflnat.
"The remarkable statement abnut Trinity's Clcemptinn.
which Mr. Stevens gatherPd from sources which hP. wa~
perhaps warranted in conRiilering reliablP., Reeilwd, nevPr. thelesq, so e]!:travagant that one was almost forced to q•Jes.
tion its correctre~s; and even after Mr. Stevenq has nnw
rlivule:Pd the sources of his information, my doubt about the
cas!' is not removeil.
" It seems impo~sible that our lawmakers cnulil hav
allowPd a single relie:ions organization to holil vear after
vear rPal estate to the amount of two huni!rP.d and fifty millionR of doll>lrS untaxed, without at least calling the attention
of the people to so startline: a fact.
"Wo•1ld not our good Liberal friP.nd-ani! good lawyer ao
wP.ll-Mr. Wakeman, take the trouble to )onk t·he mattP.r up.
Rnd throne:h the C'llnmns of THE TRfTTH REEKER !!iV to thP
Pnmmunity the b,.,ttnm f11cts in this matter? I think Brother
Wakeman cqn afford to do that much hy wav of enhancin~r
the obligll.tinn, already very large, which the Liberal cause
owes his able pen."
·
Mr. Stevens's original statement was that Trinity
owns a block of untaxed ]and in this city one-fourth
of a milfl wide by three-fourths of a mile long, valued
at $25 000 000 (afterward written by miRtake, in our
issue of MA.roh 31st, $250 000, 000). This iTifl)rmRtion
he quoted from a pamphll'lt prepA.red in 1881 by Van
Buren Denslow, B. F. Underwood, and R. C. Spencer.
qupposing that these e-ent.lemen were accurate writers
In this, it appears, Mr. Stevens is mistaken, thou~h
t.he inaccuracy was not intentional on t.heir part, bnl
t.he result of oareles•mess and incomplete searob. Wf·
t.hink we can Pxplain the mf!.tter. In the Inae';C of
January 3, 1878, Mr. Abbott publishetl some "a~>
t.ounding facts about Trinity church." These aUeged
facts were as fo11ows:
" Trinity church owns a vast amount of real estnte in NP.w
York city, !yin~ compstctly between Brnadwav and the
North rivPr, and extending nParly two miles in IPn!!th Rnil
from one-fourth to three-fourths of a mile in brP!Hlth. The
whole district inclosed hv a line runnin.g eastwaril from thP
North river throu~rh Cortlanilt street to Broailway, thence
nnrthwaril seven Fquares to Warren Rtreet, thence one ~quRre
westward to Church street, thP.nce eleven ~q•1ares northwaril
to c~nal street, and (continuing ~n Greene street) seven
~quares still northwari! to Amity etreet, thence six ~quRreR
westward to Sixth avenue, thence four ~qnares northward to
Greenwich avenue, and thence seven sqnares southweAtward
op Christopher street, w4ere the line strikes the Nort4 river

once more-all this immense district. lvin!!: in the most valnable part of the city, helon!!:~ to Trinit.v ch11rch, together
with con~iderRble territory s011th of C·lrtlanilt street, conCP.rning the exflct bounclnries of which we are left in some
dnubt. The vah!P. of thiR enormnns R.mnunt of real estate is,
at a low valuation, fully $70 000.000; and, if we correctly unilerstanil our informant, Trinity church pays no tax
on the land itself, though the le~sees pay taxes on the buildings they hav erected upon it, uni!er long leases.
"Now, it is worth while to inq•1ire how this colossal property earns its exemption from taxation-how it pays to New
York city an erruivalent in 'gooi! moral influence' for the
one and three quarters millions of dollars which it compels
the rest of the citv to pw a~ annual taxes in .its stead I The
e:reat are:nment ur~~d by all the i!efenders of church exemption is that, by exemptin~ churcl}es from taxation, the community saves mnre in ilimini~heil expense!\ for courts and
prisons than it relinq•tishes bv remitting: the taxes on church
property. It iq plotin. therflf lTe; thi!.t Trinitr church must
exert a proi!igions mnrRl infhP.nce in repre,sing drunkenness,
licentionsneqq, etc .. in N cliV York, in order to save so vast a
sum to thP. city annnRllv. .
"Whi!.t is the act.uR.l f>~.ct? This-that Trinity church, by
the nqe it permits to be mrtde of the lll.nd it rents to its tenants, h the e:reatest feeder of vice in the whole city! Accoriling to the official rec,.,rrh in the offi•1es of the chief of
police and the excise commissioners, the real est.ate of Trinity church snppnrt.s seven hundred and sixty-four liq•1or s~
loonR, or 'gin-mills.' a"lrl ninety-six kAnwn honqes of prostitution (ninety-two white ani! four cnloreil), with many others suspecteil to be snch I Wh'l c<tn estimate the annual expense entailed on the city by all the•e hll.unts of vice in its
loweRt form•? N,.,t we, a''11reillv; b11t it must be simply
P.normous. Yet Trinity church is exempted from taxation,
forRooth, bec'lnoP. it is a 'bul wa.rk of moralit.y,' and officiates
in this capacity bv p<tndering; to the most depraved appetites
of the worst classes of the city I"
With the exception of contracting the extent of
the property from two miles in length to thre~
quarters of a mile, al'ld leaving off the words, "to
three fourths of a mile in breadth," Mr. Abbott's
facts are the same aR those of the writers of the pamphlet from which Mr. Stevens quoted, though his
eRtimate of the value of the properby is much greater.
'fr. Ahbott derived his information from a friend in
New York.
In the Inaf';C of Aprilll, 18i8. appeared a contradiction from John A. Dix, ex-governor of New York,
controler of Trinit.y corporation, and father of the
nrPsont reot.or, Morgan A. Dix. Leavinl? out Mr.
Dix's circumlocution, his statPment.s are: That Trinit.v owned only seven hundred and fifty lots, instead
of the number statfld; t.hll.t the!ile lot~ do not lie oomoaotly, but are sc~tHerfld over the territory. singly, or
in g-r~np•; t.b<tt. a bi~h fl~tim'l.te of tbe value of Trinity's "7Jrn(btetiu prnJUJrty"-mrt.rk t.hese words-was
less than seven millions ; that the oorp'lration pays
t~txes on this prodnotiv property; that Trinity leases
cont11in a oovell!l.nt ag-rt.in~t liq•tor.selling on it.i:t property; th<tt t.his ooven!l.nt W!l.S enforced on 483 lots,
which Trinit.v ownAd exclnsivly-but that on 267
lotR, let by Trinity for b1t!'!iness pnrposes, but over
which it had no control, liquor might be sold, but
'\fr. Dix did not believe it wa~, and the police also
b.ad no knowledge that such wa.~ the fact. Letters
From the polioA antl excise departments were also
qubmitted by Mr. Dix in corroboration of his statements.
To this Mr. Abbott replied: "Our immediate
informant,. whose own nll.ma it is unnecessary to giv,
even were w~ a•Itho1'izcli to giv it, furnished us with
<t map of N'lw Y1rk oitv, upnn which, he wrote, 'is
outlined bv the Hnn. Clinton R·10sevelt (an old and
prominent .lawyer of that city, who is conversant with
~very inch of propArt.y ownfld by that corporation)
the property owned by the Trinit.y church corporat.ion. To anyone conversstnt wit.h the city of New
York, thflre need be no difficulty in forming an esti·
mll.te of it.s value. When I st.ated to Mr. Roosevelt
that I had been guilty of making the assertion that
~he Trinity corporation owned property in the city of
New York worth seventy millions of dollars, upon
which were situ11ted more houses of prostitution and
gin-mills than upon the combined ecclesiastical property of the rest of the oitv, and I bad oaUed upon
him to learn whether I had been guilt.y of misrepresent~ttion. tbllt I mi~ht corrP.ot my statement, he unhesitatingly declared that I had told the truth, and
he would direct me to the facts. The map inclosed
is, or was, ou t.linPd by that gent]Pman. Upon his
suggE~Rtion I employP.d a deteotiv, who had access to
the offi3es of tbe chief of police and the excise commissioners, and the followin!!' is his rPport, obtained
from the records of those offices : From the police
department, the number of known houses of prostitution situated upon the property so outlined is
!Unety-siJ~: (ninety-two wh.ite ~nd fO\ll' colored~. '!'l:tEJ
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number of known liquor saloons, taken from the
offioe of the excise commissioners, is seven hundred
and sixty-four.'"
In the next issue of the Inclere, acknowledging the
editor's fairness in printing his lttter, 1\Ir. Dix said:
"Mr. Roosevelt ought not to bav mane so great a mistake
in regard to the extent of the property of this corporation.
Its affairs were investigated by the legislature of the state
more than twenty years ago, and everything concerning it
was a matter of public record. The street number of every
lot it possessed was given and the value iltated as ascertained
by two disinterested persons. The whole number of lots was
stated at nine hundred and eighty-five, but many of them
were not more than twenty feet' front-some Jess-so that the
number of full lots, twenty-five by one hundred, was not far
from what it is now. The largest estim>tte of the value of
the property was six: millions one hundred and eight thousand one hundred and fifty dollars."
Mr. D:x also sent Mr. Abbott some year-books and
pamphlets setting f>Jrth the WCJrk Ttinity was doing,
and these books the editor of the Indere read. He
found: "Turning to the Year Bnk of 1878 to learn
how far this general plan is carried into. effect, we
find that Tl'inity churoh to-day contains. seven
churches-Trinity church, St. Pli.ul's chapel, St.
John's chapel, Trinity chapel, St. Chrysostom's
chapel, St. Augustine's chapel, and St. Cornelius's
chapel; and that ~t makes annual donations to eighteen other churcltes, amoun~ing in all for the year
ending A.ug. 1, 1877, to $4:7,660~19. It also sustains
a multiplicity· of educational and charitable organizations, of which. the entire activity seems to be directed
by strictly eC!llesia.gticll conceptions of 'education'
and 'charity.' Provision is made to a certain extent
for the te:np:>ral w<~.nts of the poor, the sick, the
aged, though apparently with a large discrimination
in favor of members of the various parish organizations. The education of the three hundred boys of
the 'rrinity church pa.rochial school inc:udes 'religious instruction according to the holy scriptures and
the Book of C.1mmon Pr<~.yer ;' the girls at St. Paul's
chapel,parish school' are thoroughly nnd assiduously
instructed in the principles and doctrine of the church.
The child is regarded, all through her school term,
as a candidate for confirm9.tion and communion; and,
on leaving the school, the effort is made to keep her
in connection with the church by placing her in some
Bible-class or guild.' In a word, tho whole admin
istration of the Trinity church property appears to
be devoted, as was indeed to be expected, to the
furtherance and prop9.gation of Christianity, according to the strictly EpiscJpalian form of faith; and
whatever secular good is attempted or done appears
to be merely subordinate and incidental to this central; dominant purpose.
" There needs to be a much more frank and full
statement on this question than any that bas been
made. Trinity Church Year B JOk for 1877 says that·
'the property, in all probability, is nQt worth more
than from seven to eight millions;' General Dix last
week estimated it at seven millions. Accepting this
estimate, at a rate of taxation of two and a half per
cent (which, we are told, is less than the rate of taxation in New Yoxk city), Trinity church ought to pay
$175 000; whereas General Dix says that he has paid
only $64107.97 for the current year. Even on the
acknowledged value of tha productiv part of the
property, there seems to be an under-assessment of
taxes; which is exemption from taxation precisely to
that extent.
"Bat this estimate of 'seven millions as the value of
the Trinity church property is a very unfair one. IJ
any private taxpayer were to make a tax return on
the principles of the Year Book, be would be exposed
to very ugly suspicions. We quote the Trinity Church
Year Book of 1877 : ' In estimating the value of the
property, the calculation ought to be limited to what
. L<aving out of account
yields an income.
the unproductiv part of the estate, and estimating
that portion only which yields an income, the value
of the property is comparativly small; small in comparison with the inflated and erroneous opinions
about it. " Sixty millions of dollars" is the stereotyped phrase at present in vogue ; the property in
all probability is not worth more than from seven to
eight millions.'
'' J'he value of all the fmempte(l part of the estate
is here thrown mtt as valueless I For instance, the
whole block bounded by Broadway, Church, Vesey,
and Fulton streets is avowedly counted out as of no
value whatever! It is in this way that the immense
property is ciphered down to 'seven or eight millions.'
';~:he comwunitl has a rig,ht to d.eml\nd the hones&
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figures, the actual market value of all the land and ·that even those county offioers whose business it is
buildings belonging to the corporation. "\\'e affirm to deal with real estate are refused a copy of its
that such statements as we hav just quoted from maps, and no information whatever concerning the
Trinity Church Year Book show that the necessity source, extent, or disposition of the enormous reveof defending their unjust exemption has demoralized nue of the corporation can be obtained by any
the minds of the corporation-that they here resort individuaL" We imagin that Mr. Wakeman'.s success
to a device for evading criticism which they would would be no greater than his erstwhile friend George's.
blush to use y.s private men. There is not one of The legislature alone possesses the power to pry into
them who would sign and sw~ar to a similar state- Trinity'a financial secrets-and a World reporter
ment of his own property,. throwing out the 'unpro- reports upon. investigation that lobbyists profess to
ductiv' portion as of no value; there is not a tax- be able to buy legisJators at remarkably reasonable
assessor who would permit such a return. Trinity rates-six for a thousand dollars. Trinity church
church, by her own confession, possesses a vastly possesses many thousands of dollars.
larger and more val nabla estate than she wiBhes to be
The only way to reaoh such corporations, fortressed
the reputed possessor of·; and by setting afloat such by wealth and protected by superstition and dismisleading statements as that she only owns 'seven honesty, is a general law taxing every dollar's worth
or eight millions' she knows (or ought to know) that of real estate not owned exclusivly by the state or
she is deceiving the public at large."
federal governm~>nt..
------~~.-----~
A.ll of this has a bad aspect for Trinity, and conA Chance to ISpeeulatt>.
clusivly proves that Mr. Dix indulged in special
A.n interesting train of thought is started by the
pleading to cover Trinity's financial sins. That there recent performance of religious rites over James
is a good deal back of the explanation which is not Redpath, the brilliant lecturer and writer, who is just
explained is shown by letters from Clinton Roosevelt recovering from a nearly fatal illness. On March
and a gentleman signing "Justitia" in the Inclrre of 21st Mr. Redpath wrote a letter to John Boyle
the following week. Mr. Roosevelt was applied to O'Reilly, editor of the Boston Pilot, thanking Mr.
by the Bogf!-rdus heirs to prosecute the corporation. o·Reilly for the latter's friendship, as shown during
Mr. Roosevelt demanded of Trinity "an answer under Mr. R9dpath's illness. Mr. O'Reilly publishes· the
the act of 1784:, by which they became trustees to the letter in the Pilot. Mr. Redpath wrote that "the
heirs of Bogardus as well as the city of New York.'' last solemn rites of the church for the dying" were
The re!!ponse to this suit was the publication of what administered to him; and he asks the editor of the
1\Ir. Ri)osevelt calls "a most wonderful document, in Pilot to thank" the priests and nuns who in widely
which Trinity claimed to be not at all responsible for scattered districts offared up special prayers in his
the immoralities committed on the property she behalf in churches and convents.''
holds." Why Trinity is not responsible is then
1\Ir. Redpath has always been supposed to be
shown by "Justitia." It appears that the property a Rationalist, and· certainly the articles he wrote
held by Trinity was granted by "royal favor," and several years ago for THE TRUTH SEEKER would be
consists of what was originally known as" the King'" sufficient ground for the supposition. A.nd to a Sun
Farm and Garden" and the" Bogardus estate." The reporter he explained the religious performance as
boundaries of these lands, as the city is now laid follows: "I think I hav more friends among Roman
out, commenced near Cortlandt street., running north Catholics and the Catholic clergy than any other
along the line of Broad way to Reade street; west to Protestant wit.b the exception of Parnell, and I
South F1fth avenue; north and northwest to Chris- shall j )in the Roman Catholic church if I ever join
topher street, thence to the North river, and thence any. But I am now what I hav always been, a
to place of beginning. The dividing line between Rationalist. It is true that the extreme unction of
the King's Farm and Garden and the Bogardm; the church was administered to me by Dr. McGlynn
estate was near Chambers street. This is an im- and some of the other priegts who were here when it
mt>nse tract, fully as large as described by Messrs. was supposed I was dying.''
Danslow, Underwood, and Spencer, and quoted by
Authorities in the Catholic church now say that
Mr. Stevens. · It appears also that to the King\; Dr. McGlynn had no right to administer the last
Farm (a small portion only of the ground) TrinitJ rites of the church to a dying man unless no other
nolds undisputed title. It is on a portion of this priest could be had, and even then the rites could
hnd that Trinity church and cemetery u.re situated. not be administered unless the dying man repented.
The title to the BJgardus property has always been So we are left in doubt as to whether Mr. Redpath
in dispute, the said corporation (we quote from would hav gone up or down bad he died last month.
"Justitia'K" letter to the Inde-x) holding the same It is certain that he did not repent, for he avows
originally as trustees for the state of New York and himself still a Rationalist, and it is certain that there
the Bugardus heirs; and as trustees they never could are a great many priests in New York besides Dr.
or can acquire title. Hence, long leases were given :\IcG!yn·n who could hav been induced to. hear Mr.
by them at small rental. This is the way TrinitJ Redpath's confession. And why should Mr. Rjdpath
evades responsibility for the uses to which this prop hav extreme unction. administered to himself? Was
arty is put. "Justitia" further charges Trinit.y with it another case of
having stifled every attempt at legislativ inquiry into
When the devil was sick, the devil a monk would be;
her affairs, denying the right of such examination, or
When the devil was well, the devil a monk was he?
boasting that " they had a political weight that wa~ Or was it the yielding of a sick man to earnest but
not to be disregarded.'' "Whenever any action," be misguided friends! A.s Mr. Redpath has himself
says, "has been brought to test the rights of the publicly spoken of the matter, he cannot blame the
respectiv parties, every means has been used to avoid public for speculating upon it. But, Rationalist or
a direct issue of the facts and to crush out the party Catholic, we hope that Mr. Redpath will hav no
attempting it." He adds: "A. most singular fact i~> further use for a priest or "extreme unction '' for
that the press of New York would publish everything . many years. He knows how to do a gre~t deal of
to favor the said corporation and nothing from the good, and he acts upon his knowledge. Mly he liv
opposit side.'' "Justitia" also reminds Mr. Dix that to convert his priestly friend from the error of his
'' a fair, honorable, and Christian off,r was made to· ways.
the said corporation, as a professed Christian bo(ZI/.
ANTHONY c')MSTOOK has a br~ucb society in San Francisco
through their attorney, the Hon. G. M. Ogden, 'to with an agent, but all he bas done so far is to write a letter
submit the entire matter in controversy to a referee. of recommendation of a patent medicin on the society's letterso as to avoid scandal and place them forever at bead, which is being extensivly circulated by the press at
inch.
rest,' which they positivly declined." The same offer the usual rates pPr
--------~~-------HowA.Jm county, Tex., ougut w be justly governed. The
was then again made, in 1878, but Trinity· would hav
none of it.
county judge, the county and district clerk, the sheriff, and
the county attorney are all Inlirlels who tell their jnys abroad.
A. few years after this the New York Times gave a Tbe postmaster of the county seat is also a joy-spreader. It
list of property owned by the churches of New Y01k is seldom that so many eminent citizens of one county posand exempted from taxation. Trinity was put down se~s ~qual shares of common sense.
as owning fifteen million dollars' worth of real estate,
THE Voice of March 15th says: "A policeman gets drunk
with about half of it exempt. We hav never setn in Gardiner, Me., on whisky brought by some wedding
this statement disputed. A.bout a year ago Henry guests over the country." Tuat was bad; but it reminds us
G.,Jorge was defending his land schemes by showing to ask, Did the Voice ever hear how Jesus, once upon a time,
· h 1 d
t"
bl d th
1
d he thought it worth his while to perform a miracle to furnish
h ow rw an corpora 1008 e . e peop e, a~ .
intoxicants to some "wedding guests" who had probably
eJ.deavored to find out _somethwg about "Tn~l~Y· neglected to bring a supply from "over the country,"
His success was stated m these words: Tnmty but who, nevertheless, were already "well drunk?" St,
church conducts ita affairs with such absolute secrecy John (not the ex-governor) lets the cat out.
.
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MINNESOTA LAKE, MINN., Feb. 29, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I like to read the "Letters from Friends;"
they are very interesting. When I read them it seems to
me as if I were reading a Jetter from an intimate friend, beca,Jse they bav the same ideas as I bav in regard to religion.
Religion is only a farce. My father and mother were both
very religious when they used to be young. Why? Because their parents forced them to go to church and pray,
etc. But, thanks to their common sense, they turned from
church-going people to Infidels.
Three cheers for Watson Heston and his pictures. They
are immense. Not a bit too radical, as some remark.
I once beard Mr. Jamieson lecture in Mapleton, Minn.,
and it seemed to me, when I went up to shake bands with
him, as if I had found a long-lost friend.
A. B. FRIEDMANN.
FARMDALE, 0., March 20, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I send the obituary: Died, March 16, 288.
Ethel Thompson, aged 5 months and 2 days, daughter of
Elbridge and Carrie Thompson, of Andover, 0 , both stanch
Seculari~ts. In the death of little Ethel we as Liberals bav
lost a bright and promising child.
As .the parents had no desire to hav an orthodox funeral,
Mr. James Roberts, of Andover, conducted the funeral services. His remarks were very appropriate and beautiful.
Immortality, be assured us, consisted in the remembranct:
and continuance of good deeds. He made no reference to
Christianity, the Bible, or God, and the Christian neighbors
present showed no particular signs of surprise. Perhaps
Mr. Roberta's scholarly and dignified bearing was impressiv
totbem, as that of the theologian. This is tb.e second time
Mr. Roberts bas taken the place of a minister. A FmEND.

I hav Jived long enough to see a. great change. Change is
the great law of nature. Light and knowledge are abroad;
mankind are beginning not only to think but to reason. The
movement and progression of science are as irresistible as
the motion of atoms or the revolving of spheres. To l!top
progress and Freetbought would be to exterminate the
human race. To bold it stationary is impossible. To let it
go on, as it surely must, is to not only slaughter untruth, but
to bury it so deep that even its bones shall never again come
to the light of the world.
The mystic veil of superstition is wearing threadbare in
the glaring sunshine of the nineteenth century. All mankind
are tending toward that perfection which all nature has been
reaching for since the first vegetable cell existed. I hope
that the noble cause of truth may go on uninterrupted, with
THE TRUTH SEEKER at its head, until the earth becomes old
with age, asd is incapable of the lowest forms of life.
Fraternally,
lsAAO IviNs.
MINNESOTA LAKE, MINN., March-6, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I wish Colonel Ingersoll's Ar11:nment in the
Blasphemy trial; also the card presen'ting the Nine Demands,
to bang in a frame over my bedstead to keep me awake.
I ·last month received a letter from my brother in the
Caucasus mountains, telling of the new Jaw by which children only of the highest class of Russians are allowed to
enter gymnasiums and colleges. 0 tyrants I statesmen of
Russia, burning to get level with E~ypt and China! Indeed
where will Russia be in one century? 0 little ~bildren of
Russia! Run, children of Russia; you are .in danger of getting caught in the trap set by your good friends the czar'~
family. Take your body and brains and get over the line of
life and death-that is, the line of the R•1ssian empire. Your
government preachers hav dealt deep wounds to your manliness. Do not lift your bands to the sky and cry, Help me!
You would better find out who is your friend and who your
enemy. It will take centuries for the Russians to find out
that, with "Obey" for the firBt commandment.
Your friend for libe~ty,
ELY S. GLIOK.

NEw HARTFoRD, lA., Feb. 14, 1888.
Mn. EDITOR: I bav taken the paper from the time it was
an infant until now, and for fair dealing toward all men, and
SrEUBRNVIT.LE, 0., Feb. 26, 1888.
women too, it bas no E-qual. Every person can speak his or
MR. EDIToR·: The body of John :McGnire, who died sudher honest thought in the grand old TRUTH SEEKER, and that denly at one of the meetings of Dr. McGlynn, was refuserl
is one great reason why it is the best paper on earth. If a burial in the cemetery in which he bad bought a lot by the
man always agrees with me, I bav no use for him whatever. priest-who bad received his money perhaps for years-for
One caq learn nothing from such a man, and you soon look the sin of going to hear his favorit priest, who had been
upon him with contempt. And it is the same with a paper. excommunicated for the crime of doing what he could to
I see you bav bad subscribers who were so opposed to Mr. eradicate poverty. They had received his money all along,
Heston's illustrations that they stopped their paper, when knowing that be attended these meetin~s, but be bad died so
the one illustration of old reprobate Solomon, with his wives suddenly they bad no chance of getting any more from him.
and concubines, will do more good than a dozen such cranks Then they showed their cloven foot. Witl: such tyranny
woulrl do in a lifetime. Such men ought to be born again ; ~taring them in the face, with all the arrogance and imputhe old orthodox disease is in them yet, and they can't help dence of the demands of the Roman tyrants on American cithonoring the boss book of blood and tilth, so would like to izens, why is it that a sufficient number of priests and laymen
hav you print a sort of half-pious paper just to suit their do not rebel against these foreigners and start an American
narrow, contracted ideas.
MEL PrERoE.
Catholic church, and clear tbemselvs of the charge that they
are more Joyal to the pope than they are to their country?
OsAWKEE, KAN., Feb. 10, 1888.
They certainly would get all American-born Catholics to join
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find my dues for THE TRUTH them, fr:r they surely must feel mean and de~picable when
SEEKER and for the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. Plea~e cancel they think to what depth of infamy these Italian de@pots
my name from the subscription list. I am well satiFfied with would hav them go, to obey them whenever the commands
the paper, but unable at present to pay for such a luxury. l and duties to their country conflict with the commands of an
hav now suffered two failures in crops from droutbs, Italian despot, and if the opportunity was offered of joining
besides other adversities, one of which is that I cannot, my a strictly American church "Which Father McGlynn and a few
stubborn brain will not, think to suit the tastes of my .pious talented priests might organize, I cannot doubt that all true
neighbors. Aside from farming I teach school. Because I Americans born, and true-hearted foreigners who came to
did not approve the keeping of an intelligent and good man b~come citizens in good faith, would flock to their standard.
and a bright, good, and young girl in a dirty, sickening j11il Then Jet Father McGlynn eschew politics fortbe present and
for refusing to comply with some minor requirements of law, bend all his energies to establishing a loyal, independent
I must pay the penalties of the crime of being a free lover, american Catholic church; for though the whole thing may
whether I indorse the theories of free love or not.
be founded on superstition, it is certainly better to bav it in
Because I did not 1urrab over the Chicago banging-bee, the hands of loyal citizens than in the hands of those who
I am paraded here as being an Anarchist, and that means owe and acknowledge allegiance to any foreign potentate
everything base and criminal in the eyes of most of my whatever.
J. DowNEs.
Cnristian neighbors. Though a poor man, my Liberalism
GLANFORD, Feb. 20, 1888.
costs me from fifty to a hundred doll~rs per year through
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3.75, which apply as
ostracism. As soon as good crops favor me again you will
receive an order for the renewal of THE TRUTH BEEKER follows: $3 for the paper, and may God bless the reading of
the word; fifty cents for two ANNUALS, and twenty-five cents
to me.
I hope those who are able will come to the relief of the for Colonel Ingersoll's Argument in the Defense of C. B.
Reynolds for Blasphemy. I am sorry to say I cannot get a
Harmans and Walker, of Valley Falls.
R. S. W.
man in this place who will subscribe for your excellent
MIDDLEBURG, IND., Feb. 28, 1888.
paper. There are. only two men in the whole place who will
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 50 for THE TRUTH read it. I liv in a village where there never was a FreeSEEKER, and ANNUAL, and Ingersoll's Defense of Heynolds thought lecture delivered. You may as well look for the
I bav been a sub3criber of your paper since its first publica- grace of God in the highlands as look for Freetbougbt litera.
tion in Illinois. It is impossible to estimate the influence of ture here. I see sometimes in " Letters from Friends" there
such a paper. Its influence will last tb~ougb all the coming are some that do not like the pictures. I must say I like the
ages. 0 that it could make its weekly visits to every family pictures. My paper comes very regularly on Saturday at 12
in our world! 0 that it could be as thick as the leaves of o'clock, and although I smell the dinner, and get called by
autumn, or as numerous as the superstitions that still occupy the family to come on, even when hungry, I will burst the
the mind of man!
wrapper of THE TRUTH SEEKER just to look at the pictures.
It should be in every school and in every parlor. The My eyes seem to be as hungry as my stomach. Then I scan
illustrations are better than ever, and we congratulate you in 1be " Letters from Friends " to see if there are any I know.
your selection of such a genius for your artist as Brother Since takinJ!: your paper I hav become acquainted with a
Heston.
great many folks that I bav never seen.
I may be too old to speak, for I am over fourscore, instead
I bav been taking a paper printed in Toronto, called Secof" threescore and ten," as was spoken of old. You will ular 1'/wught, edited by Charles Watts-a first-rate Freepardon me for saying tba't I feel like giving you a scrap of thought paper. It bas been in existence for one year-just
my history. I took .on the changeable garb of 'man in the long enough to alarm the bigots. Ministers, both spiritual
year of 18C6•. I was nursed, rocked, stewed, and steeped in and political, are bound we shall not hav a printing and pub-·
the corrupt yet dying cradle of superstition, bigotry, priest- lisbing company of our own. We bad applied for incorporacraft, and intolerance for the first t wenty-tbree years of my tion by letters patent to the Ontario government, but the
life. Then the sun bt:gan to shine. The vapors commenced application has been refused on the ground that Cb.ristianit.y
to scatter~ Clourl after cloud passed away. Reason began is a part of the laws of the land, that the legislature had not
to assert its supremacy. Toe scene changes. But just as is hitherto sanctioned the incorporation of any company or
the opium-eater who resolves •·to turn over a new leaf," society known or considered to be in npposition to Cllristian.
atom after atom was my being chang~d. I finally found my- ity, and the goYernment was of the opinion that no such comself standing in the light, awakened from the trance which pany, should be incorporated· by the lieutenant-governor
now holds in its pojsonous stupor millions of human beings. under the Letters Patent act. However, I hav great faith in

our leader, Charles Watts, who if properly supported will,
like Moses, lead us up to the promised land. I cannot close
without telling you how I enjoy a Sabbath rlevouriug the
contents of THR TRUTEl SEEKER and Seculnr Tlwught, while
JoHN MoCLEMoNT.
the bigots enjoy their three-in-one.
BAKER's CoRNER, IND., Feb. 27, A.B. 288.
MR. EDI·roR : This is my first letter to a Freetbought
paper. I am not a subscriber, but hav read a few copies.
My parents tried to raise m3 a Hicksite Quaker, but after I
commenced to work for myself, aud to associate with all
classes of people, almost of every religions belief, I concluded that some persol). must be w-rong. Finally I went to
the state of Arkansas with a man of the Materialistic type,
and bearing him talk, I was won over to his sensible ideas ;
although before then, even from youth, I never believed the
Bible to be divine.
I bav thought that if there was a devil, I coulrl find a great
deal of his writing in that holy boolt, or at least a good deal
of it seemed to come from some unholy source. And as for
God, I do not believe that he was ever in the book business,
but be seems to be in the blizzard or cyclone business this
winter, especially in the West.
I believe in no conscious intelligence in nature, outside of
nervous organization, and I am now living in the only heaven
I ever expect. Not knowing anything before birth, I hav
all evidence to believe that I will be in a like condition after
death. I do not believe that living a few days or years will
giv me immortality. When I was out in Arkansas I was at
one meeting when the sky-pilot &sked all to rise to their feet
that wanted to go to heaven. All arose but me, and I
thought that· as long as my brain wdgns ten ounces, and I
measure two inches from ear to ear, I can never uee their
holy devil or angry God. •
I find Liberals are for common sense, and the more sense
the better, instead of so much faith-guessing.
If the Christian can scarcely get_ to heaven with his devil
to scare and his God to coax, I may just as well prepare to
be made into kindling-wood for that bottoml!Jss pit; and I
would just as lief be burnt to death as to go to heaven and
be frozen (as it gets one degree colder for every three hundred feet we ascend) to death.
J. C. GEoRGE.
LEwisTowN, MoNT., Feb. 19, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $5 to renew my subscription and for a new subscriber. I do not see why the
pictures should be any more obnoxious than political cartoons, or as much so, as they are scarcely ever personal, but
they seem to disturb our orthodox brethren and some of our
esthetic and church-supporting Liberals, who trace the source
of all that is moral to the church-more than they do to God,
or they would expect he would make an example. of you or
Mr. Heston, or both. I should suppose they would grow
weary espousing the cause of one who seems to take so little
interest in his own affairs.
This I think a very good field for a Liberal lecturer. The
country is thinly settled, but people generally are Liberal in
their views and generous in their heart and purse. Orthorloxy finds few conscientious supporters, and God's agents
find it bard rustling to realize enough out of the unlimited
number of shares in heaven which they represent to keep
themselvs from taking the starvation route to that much
advertised locality-which most people find as hard to locate
as a blind quartz lead, and they hav no more faith in these
shares than they do in those of a wildcat mining scheme.
Now, when we heard that Mr. Reynolds expected to pass
through Montana on his Western tour, we corresponded
with him, and when we found out the amount of ducats
necessary to lure· him into our mountain fastness to talk to
us, we canvassed the town with a subscription paper and.
were rewarded with most encoura!!;iDg results. EV"ery business-man in town, with the exception of one, put down his
name for from five to ten dollars, and the amount was subscribed with but an hour's rustling. Where can be found
another community where such a proportionate amount of
Liberal spirit prevails? Of course, we were pleased with
our success, and were much disappointed upon learning that
be had changed his route and gone west via Kansas. And
yet the field he has taken needs weeding much more than
this. Ever yourd for truth, reason, and justice,
H. COLVER.

w.

BEittrN, N.J., March 25, 1888.
MR. EDIToR : I am nearing the "border land." A week
ago yesterday I returned from my usual morning round to
station, store, and post-office feeling rather feeble, as I hav
for some months past, and was taken suddenly with excruciating pain in the joint of my left hip, running through and
halfway across the lower part of my body, and it seemed to
me that if I had been cut half-way in two the agony could
not bav been more intense. I could neither lie, stand, nor
sit in the same position five minutes at a time from 9 A.M. till
7 P.M., and the perspiration stre'lming from every pore. At
7 I became easy, but so exhausted and weak that I soon fell
asleep and bad a good nigbL's rest. In the morning I was so
sore I could hardly move, but got along without much suffering un\il 7 o'clock Monday morning, when I was again taken
with the same tormenting pain, which kept me writhing in
extreme agony for twelve hours. Since then I bav suffered
only from soreness, weakness, faintness, and trembling. I
walk about the rooms a little, sit awhile, anrl then lie awhile
on the lounge, and thus the eight days bav passed away. I
hav written nothing in the time till now, except a few lines
to a fraudulent Methodist Episcopal priest whom I want to
show up in some Liberal paper -for all others are closed
against me-if I bav strength to before I die.
The prospect now appears to be that the little remnant of
my life will be brief; I may linger along some weeks, possibly a few months, or may go suddenly. I .bav uo more fear
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of death nor the accursed hell that priests hav instituted i~
imagination to frighten, enslave, and rob their credulous
dupes than a weary cbiltl has of slumber; and, if it was not
for poor, feeble Mittie, who is not well enough to liv alone,
I would be as willing to pass on to-day as at any other time.
She has stood firmly by me nearly half~ century, as independ.
ent in ·"pirit and as outspoken as I, and all that time bas
borne the slights, scoff~, jeers, jibes, and contumely of all
church people who hav known us, except here and there one
whose humanity out-tops his religion, and not because we
hav wronged anyone in word or deed, but simply because we
are not ignorant and stupid enough to believe in an unjust,
partial, wrathful, and angry God, a crafty devil, and a burning hell, and 'pay money to support the preaching of such
blasphemy. I hav been trying some years to keep myself
alive till she passes on, but if I must go first I mnst submit
to it. If I pass away before you bear from me again, do not
believe any stories that may be told by pious liars about my
recantation or deatb.bed repent'\nce. I bav written this because I cannot write to all my friends who read your paper,
and will thank you sincerely if you will giv it an early place
in THE TRUTH BEEKER.
JEREMIAH fuoKER.
NEWBURY, KAN., l'rlarch 20, 288.
MR. EDITOR: We were lately called upon to pay our last
respects to the dust of our brother Liberal John Copp, one
of tbe.pioneers of the county. His IJ.as been a-life of toil and
.usefulness. A man of energy, ability, and character, ever in
earneE>t, he sought• the truth at its fountain-head, nature.
Failing to find evidence therein to sustain the claims of creed,
he doubted, and had the honesty to say so. Naturally gen.
erous, he was no less the friend and champion of the poor
and oppressed than a mortal foe of bigotry, ignorance, and
Euperstition. He died as he had lived, the benefactor of
mankind. No canting hypocrit cbantect his requiem. A
few appropriate remarks by a. friend and we laid him to rest,
beside his faithful wife who had gone before. He hiaves a
family and a large number of friends to mourn his loss.
And now to.the bereaved we extend our warmest sympathies, invoking the same from brother Liberals, and though
we assume not to proffer Christian assurances, we can conscientiously point them to the glittering star of hope. And
even though that should dim, time heals all wounds; and
after all, what choice between eternl,ll life and eternal sleep,
existence and oblivion? And yet we hope.
WILLIA.lll H. WINTERS.

are not enjoyed under the beautiful system Mr. Denslow advocates.
But suppose the Constitution had been as silent on the
subject of post-offices and post-roads as it was on the subjt'Ct of railroads and depots, and the mail service had drifted
into the grasp of corporations, ~and we had all a tong been
paying one hundred times the cost of service, as we are now
paying for freight and passenger service; and-suppose upon.
investigation it could be shown that two cents, instead of $2,
would pay the cost, and that it was proposed that the govern.
ment take control of the mail service, and run it at cost of
running and repairs, and suppose it was submitted to the
popular vote, everyone who has been watching the course
of events for the past twenty-five years ·knows t)l.at the villainous press would oppose the measure, and call into play
the usual amount of ridicule and blackguardism, which goes
much farther with your average voter than reason and logic,
and the measure would be defeated. And we would keep
right on paying our $2 postage, and blowing over our freedom and independence, and our "best government on
earth," and our Fourth of July spread-eagle gush; and toadying after our presidents, and all that sort of stuff which
8hows how very intelligent we are as a nation. But really,
wish those investigators who ascertained that passengers
Qould be carried across the continent for less than $6 had
read "Social Solutions." On page 24 of this little work they
will find an article headed: "Across the Continent for $1,"
by Will D. Southworth, who makes use of some of the
figures in the report of the American Society of Civil Engineers in their convention June 25, 1885. Mr. Southworth
makes out a strong case; but I think Mr. Denslow could
very easily make it clear that people are much better off,
especially the wage-workers, to pay at the rate of two and a
half dollars a hundred miles for riding on the railways than
if they only had to pay two and one-half cents. I think so
for the reason that the reasoning of those conservati v political pettifoggers is so clear and convincing, and so consistent
with all the surrounding facts and conditions. Very often
before wading clear through one of those articles, I had to
stop and get a piece of smoked glass to look through, for
such dazzling brilliancy was too much for the naked eye.
But, at the same time, it is just such swash as takes with
the average voter better than plain common sense.
GEo. GEER.

r

DETROIT, Feb. 6, 1888.

llR. EDITOR : Brother E. A. Stevens in Tm: TRUTH

BEEKER of January 7th says there are said to be over two
hundred thousand Freethinkers in this country, and that
NBw BRITAIN, CoNN., March 25, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : In your issue of February 18th I find this Freethinkers are the natural defenders of that priceless boon,
item: "Investigators of the advisability of the government's religious freedom. Piease allow me to say that we never yet
owning the railways declare the present profits to be enor- hav had the priceless boon, and there is just the foolish mismous, and allege that people can be carried across the con- take of all who call themselvs Freethinkers. Thinking our.
tinent for less than six dollars each." Now, these investiga. selva free does not make it so; and the continual ranting
tors do not seem to hav gone very deeply into the subject, or and railing against those who are opposed to Freethougbt
they would hav learned from the highest authority on the does us a thousand times more harm than good. Mr. Stesubject in the United Btates I hat the average cost of carrying vens says: "Alas! the little band who annually giv liberpassengers throughout the United States is only two and a ally, nobly, generously toward the three agencies which can
half cents per hundred miles, ani that the average cost of possibly perpetuate and extend that religious freedom are
hauling freight trains i~ only one-fifteenth of one mill per ton very few in number I". Well, without detracting one mite
per mile, or only about one cent per car per mile. Mind from the noble generosity of those who giv so nobly, I must
you, this is the avera.qe cost; while on long trains, on long declare the total waste of all such generosity. The tendency
runs, it falls below one cent per hundred miles for carrying of all means used by Freethinkers is to advertise their oppopassengers. For instance, a good locomotiv will haul 600 nents, and works just as all persecutions hav always done
passengers from New York to San Fr!l.ncisco, and the entire and always will; for the very slightest examination and
cost of running the train through, including every possible thought ought to convince everyone that religious people
expense, is $180; which is oniy 80 <'ents a head, or less than hav always claimed to be persecuted and do now, and, while
one cent a hun ired miles, for it is 250 miles short of 3,000 it is very pleasant and encouraging to take a lamb from the
miles. So that only $1 each for the 600 passengers would Christian sheepfold and allow him to feel free from his sugiv $420 profit on one train; which would compare very perstition, yet we are making no progress toward liberty for
favorably with all othllr industries throughout the land; as ourselvs or them until we learn that political liberty is the
I know that most of the manufacturers of staple hardware only foundation of religioul!l liberty. Mr. Stevens says:
would be glad to be insured ten per cent profit on their '' Some of these pretended Liberals are paying their money
year's output. But the long and the short of it is, the rail- to support the church; intellectually they don't believe in
ways charge one hundred times the c1st for freight and pas orthodox dogmas, but industrially and commercially they are
senger service; so that if our mail service was in the hands· slaves." This is true of all of us, and we shall make no
of corporations, and they charged at the same rates for that progress toward Uberty of thought until we fully realize this
as we are paying for freight and passenger service, we would great fact. Mr. Stevens does not believe this as a fact, but
be paying $2 a letter, instead of two cents. Couple with only as a mental illusion, and he rakes these poor fellowthe above the fact that the railroad corporations hav stolen slaves over the coals of sheol for acting out the nature of
enough of the public lands to make nine states as large as slaves while he, as a slave also, tries to believe he is free.
the state of Ohio, and got it exempted from taxation at that; Again," he says: "We bav no place of future torment with
and consider the fact that four men in the Union Pacific rail. which to frighten Freethinkers, but they are liable to receive
road company bav put in their own pockets over $100,000.000 a hell of a reception right here in the near future if they neg.
between them; and that one man in the Central l'acitic Iect to assist those who are battling on the outposts for uniroad has made $70,000,000-if you hav a mind that can versal freedom." Now, the Freethinkers are nowhere
grasp all the above items, you will begin to get some idea of battling for universal freedom. Oh, no; they never mention
the lovely workings of Congress the past twenty-five years. it. Freethinkers, Mr. Stevens included, stubbornly assert
With the above facts before you, read Cleveland's quibbling that they liv in a free country under a free gl!lvernmeht, and
about the pretended investigations into the Pacific railroad, are a free people ; and just so long a~ they continue to beand you will probably hav about the same opinion of the lieve this lie there is more hope for Sodom and Gomorrah
man that I hav, and you ought to hav. But why should we than of success to Freethougbt; and please don't you forget
J!Ot ha v the post11I service under the control of monopolies, that a Freethinker in as broad a Bt!nse as can be found says
the same as almost everything else that is a public necessity? so. The social and political condition of this country is in a
Is the mail service of so vastly much more importance to the fearful state. If I can remember well, we are in the same
people than the passenger and freight service that it is the condition that we were in twenty-five or thirty years ago,
only one thing under the government that people are suffi- greatly intensified. If anyone will read Anthony Fronde's
ciently interested in to be justified in controling it? If so, will •• Cresar" and note the condition of the people of Rome, he
some of our political pettifoggers rise and explain? I can will see a great similarity to this country now; and anyone
think of no one more competent to make that thing plain to ·who will read the history of this country for one hundred
the common understanding than is Van Buren Denslow, and twenty years ought to be able to see that the claim that
.whose articles on "The Distribution of Wealth" are so clt>ar we liv under a free government any more than do the people
and convincing~ They are fully eq•tal, in my ruind, to the of Russia, Austria, or lrtland is all bosh. And if we, as
twaddle of the average pulpit-pounder. Only I do not think Freethinkers, propose to work and fight for any better conhe has been as exbaustiv as he might hav been. He left out ditions, here is the place, and the object to work for.
I bav been trying to get interested in the chat of Mr. Folof sight the much better Bystem of "distribution" that prevailed in the Southern states bt!fore the war; I mean better som and Mr. Denslow, but they are too silly to hardly be
for the laborer, for that system involved the care of the la. amusl·ment. My sister once asked me to read a book written
}>orer, and provided 4i.w ~ hoJI1e !!oDd 9t4er ~dvantages that by a Methodist divine eutitled1 "A.'fheodicy," and after read-
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ing it nearly through she. asked me bow I liked it and what I
thought of it. I told her it was the most flowery mudpuddle I had ever waded through, and I only wished to
know if the writer was still alive after such an t'ffort; and
the essayl! of Mr. Denslow on the subject of "Tile Distribution. of Wealth" hav strongly reminded me of that book, for
after occupying about a page a week of THE TJ!UTH SEEKER
since January, he bas said nothing of interest to anyone
who is earnestly interested in the subject of the distribution
of wealth. He jumbles up all the statistics, and political tL
rades against Socialists and Anarchists, and vague notions
about foreign countries to such an extent that it read3 like
a superannuated c;>ld preacher's sermon that reaches way along
to the forty-nintbly or thereabout, with the congregation all
asleep. He assumes as many false premises and bases as an
orthodox disputant; and his whole essay is so filled with
fallacies that anyone would get asleep trying to sort them
out. Neither Mr. Denslow nor Mr. F.Jlsom has taken the
pains to learn what be wants to talk about, and so all their
talk and arguments are from a false premis and bav no
force. The condition of our country is too serious to waste
time or the space in the best and only really free pn.per we
hav to fill it with wind. With sevent.y.five thousand
known criminals in the one state of New York; with thousands of banditti, highwaymen, an1 a conlinnal guerilla
warfare with burglars and thieves; with murders and suicides innumerable, it is most childishly absurd to talk abou\
the laws of economics, the differences between capital and
labor, the "laws of trade," etc. SocialimJ, Communism,
Ariarchy, or any other nonsense are far more worthy of respectful attention than the man who wanders all over Shak.
spere's plays and the dictionary to show t!Jat tbug~ism is de.
duced from an economic mistake. There is one first great
truth that Americans must learn: We arc slaves. If we are
Freethinkers, we must think of this. If, us Mr. Stevens
claims, we are battling for universal freedom, it is high
time we should le,arn the first step in the alp!Jabet of liberty.
There has been much talk about celebrating the birthday of
the liberty-loving Thomas Paine. But Thomas Paine while
fightisg for liberty as a right and a principle IJ.a1l no concep.
tion of liberty as a condition and a fact. Tile people of this
country were slaves to England before the Revolution, and
those who advocated a separation from England and who
labored for Independence never advocated or proposed any
change in the government of the new country different from
the old government. Slavery by taxation, and taxation,
which is slavery, were continued just the same, and by the
same methods, and for the same pmpose, as before ; and so
taxation and consequent slavery bav C<mtiDIH·d anct increased
daily and hourly year in and year out until vice, crime, and
misery predominate and overshadow every spr)t of land in
this country, and the ancient cxprcssinn, "'i'hcre is noue
that doetb gooct. nay, not one," is m<)re appropriate than
ever before. Our daily and weekly papers arc filled with
accounts of murders, suicides, vice, crime, misery, and corruption. To try to fulfill the hopes and desires of the Freethinkers by any other methods than by laboring for the free.
ctom of the whole people of this country from the slit very of
debt is just as hopele~s as to amputate our lower extremities
to relieve us of rheumatism.
The Editor asks Dr. Monroe, "Are the people free when
men are imprisoned for working on Sunday?'' anct yet he,
the Editor, in a late edition says the Ia ws are all right; the
Constitution is the best in the world. V~t the Freethinking
readers read C. B. Reynolds's de~cription of K<J.nsas in the
issue of February 41b-bard coal $15 to $17 a ton; the people too poor to build barns; scarcely a farm without a
mortga~~;e, with interest twelve to thirty per cent. " In great
cities the pawnbrokers' shops are found in the most Fqualid,
poverty-stricken neighborhood. They could do no business
only for the helpleAS poverty of the pcop'c >in t!Jcir vicinity.
In every place in Kansas I hav vi;ited tfterc are everywhere
Maring you in the face large signs, • Money to Loan.'
Every such sign tells of blighted hopes, failure, p.overty,
ruin." But Mr. Reynolds has uocd his eyes to v1>ry little
effect if be bas not found these enme signs much more nu.
merous in every city and large t.own all over this D;rcat, free
country. A .sign, "Small-po" lrtfcetion For Sale," would •
be more appropriate; and if Mr. R .ynnlds d·~sircs to free the
people of this country from superstition and mi;;c~y. he must
direct his efforts against this terrible want and deprivation
of money, and conseq11ent debt, pwerty, want,, and crime.
Arid again may be quoted the question of the EJitor: "Are
the people free?"
Solomon says, "He that getteth, and not by right, shall
leave them in the midst of his days, and at the end shall die
a fool." And Solomon robbed and enslaved his people by
taxation, jnst as bas every religious government to this day.
Every government that enslaves its people is upheld and
supported by the priesthood, anct when we can make the
government free, priest craft and religion will die out. They
cling to the throne, and glue their fingers to the government
that supports them. The world bas a! ways been at war with
poverty, because governments bav always been comrol;d
by money (debt) lenders, and bav refused to put money m
circulation sufficient to protect the people from dt:"bt and the
mortgage shark. Now, if the F(eethougbt lecturers ever do
any good for freedom of thought, they must change the
order of battle and work for the freedom of our whole coun.
try from debt and the debt-lender, for debt is the fruit of
taxation, and is the cause of all poverty, war, vice, crime,
and misery and upon these ills has the church been built in
all a~~;· s. 1' am opposed to Anarchy, S·•ciali~ln. and all kin.
dred ideas to relieve the Pppresscd a; clc»r DO';Jseme.. I_ !J!Iv
a happy time whenever 1 can get a chat "lih a m1msttr
or church crank, but deeper and bevonct all t!lse I see the
nal oppressor of the people is the govt>rnment, th~t by tax!ltion makes slaves and paupers of tllem, and then licenses the
vampire, debt-lending bankers to rob them.
J. H. WooD.
Fraternally,
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" Between the dark and the !laylight ..
When the night is beginning to lower.
Oomes a pause in the day's occupation•
That is known a.s the Ohildr&n's Hour ..,

"I W:mt to St>e Summer."
vir!, we~trv nf the cnlrl nf winter, s~tid.
tO EIPe E~·ummer ! HAr fn.thPr

[<\ Jitt]A

"Oh. how I w$1nt

1

,

topk hPr to Qrpf.!f"broolc l?fPf.nhnn~P. whPrA E~he
ha~ked in tt e blnom anrf hPRnty' f miil·Silmmer,

to hH 11 finit. rlelir!ltt. perfecth· <"ltarrued with the
wealth of >weetn~•s arntmd her.l
D"<tl" chili! ! her little heart. hAd pinPd
For

E~nmmer'A

Fnn anci fl. 1werfl;

F,;r Ppiey wood and mns•r earth,
Aglow with leaf.1· bowers.
Tireil Alit •he was with winter's chill,
Wit.h all the. wintry host
Of piercing \\"initH and Joaiten skies,
Glare ice and biting frost.
'' Sw~et. snmmer ! Ob, I long to 8ee
· It.s flowet·s A nrl •ioging birds !
How I •hall grep,t it• da.wn," she said,
"I c11.nnot tell in word•."
Alon ~ the frozon roa.cl sbe sped,
L"d hy her p>tpa'" hand;
When. all at on co, PhP Blood transfixed.
Br fra<rrant odors fanned.
Flnw~rs a hove, b~low, around,
Pwk•, lilies, frondec feru;
Tulip•, clai•ies, violets blueS;veet flower• at every turn.
Canarips trilled their mellow notes;
The skv-lark soAred aloft;
A parrot, ton, from ont t.he green,

Lq.ughed glr.fnllr and oft.
little mairl, wit.h sparlding eyes,
Turned to her f!l.thet· t.here:
"I ilid not know-before." she said,
u Twas summer~ auywhere t
"Bnt. here the hlo•snms ltv ~tnd grow,
In thi,; sweet. oe..Cnm~d air;
The winter'• col<! i~ all without,
And here 'tis always fair."
So, thongh sharlows cold and gray
1\Ia< f>iil 'mirl toil and ca•·e;
Thone h tired t.he heart, each one may keep
A onmmet· garden there.
Exq•tisit bnrls may there unfold
Bn~ht petal•, dewy sweet,
Wt1Me breath some·t.rav~ler may fill
Wuh bappineBs complete.
Tbns shAll the teniler, loving word,
The oympatbetw tear,
The kinrllv thought, the blessed deeil,
Th~

1

MakP l'=llmnwr Hll thP ,.PAT.

S. H. W.

'l'oo Hoo Too.

.Rioc:raphica I.
ANDREW JA OKS ON.
March 14th was the 121st anniversary of
the birth of one of America's great bene.
factors, Ani!rew Jackson, who rose from
poverty and obscurity to the 'highest place
in the gift of the American people, simply by
the slieer force of his own charactPr.
Andrew Jackson was born in North Caro.
!ina, March 14, 1767. His father died b~fore
be was born, and the mother was left· in
poverty. In youth Andrew was brave, passionate; cared little for books, but, like W asbington, was very fond of athletic and military
~ports. His life was one of adventure and
peril. It would take many pages to re·cord
the dangerous and perilous times connected
with his history. When onl.v fourteen years
old be was captured by the British, but they
offered him his· freedom if be would blacl1
the commander's b"ots. Lil1e a true American, be refused. Therefore he was· sent t<>
prison with a bad wound. While in this
wretched place be contracted the small-pox.
and was very sick for some titne. TI;Ien bi~
mother, the dearest. of all to him, 'passed
away while caring for· the American prisoners
at Charleston. Thus he was left destitute
a~d parent.less. Little did be dream uf his
brilliant future. He worked at various trades,
but finnllv resolved to study' law.
In 1796 be was elec"ted to Congress. He
was a man of high temper, and would often
get into qnarrels. The war with the C"ret:k
Indinns broke out, and young- Jackson served
gallantly as an officPr. For his dashing
bravery in the War of 1812 he won a high
reputation, which finally resulted in electing
him to the presidency. His Df1mination was
at first rii!iculed by many; they thought.
"whatever might be his military prowess,
neither his trmper nor his a hility rr commended him as a statesman." Yet his n·elec.
tion proved his great success as president.
He was a man of great energy and judgment.
He was honest, warm-hearted, and had a
horror of debt.
As a patriot and statesman few bav excdled
Andrew Jackson. HP. rlied at his home near
Nashville. Tenn .• in 1845. Thus passt-d away
one of America's l!'r .. atest men-one who
belrwd to shape our Union and make it the
most prrsperons country in the world. Ar;nerica owes him a debt of l!'ratitude.
March 15, ~888.
GE'l. J. R RMSBURG.

~orreMJIOIHtem~e.

BtTRNllTT. NEB., March 19. 1888.
DEAR Md1:1 WixoN: I thought I would
toP!"'
·
write to yoi1. I bstv four ~isters nnd three
Only watchinl!' to c~t'ch It mon~e or a fowl
brot•bers. 1\ly father has the hook on AnarchWtth bt<, "Too boo too! too boo too! too boo iFm; he likes it vet'y well. I am nine years
too!''
old. It is a vPry disagreeah]e day. I hav
When 1tloug that rough region there happened to five stndiPS: Rendin!!', spelling, arithmetic.
PR•B
writing-. and prt.y~iolog1·. My father takes
Something creepmg and crawling among the wild THE TnrTH SEI!KER; he likes it v~>ry well.
Yoqrs truly,
GEoRGE WHITNEY.
·
While its crappy ears winked at the echoes, like
brass
MAl'"I'HKSTRR. TA., March 6. 1888.
Ringinl!'. "Too boo too! too boo too! too boo
DEAR Miss WrxoN: Tbis is the second lPttoo!"
ter that I )laiv wrillen to vou. I 11m ten years
Qnirklr swooni~ arlown then, that catfish old owl, old. My f~ther takPs THE TRUTH S&KKili!.
With bio, "Too hoo too! too boo tool too hoo I like to rt-!ld the Children's Corner. I hav
tr,o !"
two brothets and one sister. One brother
Fiercel.v clutched that "small deer" in the lock of anrl my sist~r are at home, and one brother is
a fowl,
in Nt·bra-ka lt:arning the printer's trade. I
Scrf.eciJiug, "Too boo too! too boo too! too boo hav rbe "l:lti>ry Hour-" and think it is a really
1oo !"
nice book. Pleas~ excuse mistak<'s.
And tben fl•ing AR fast as he could from the place,
Yours truly,
CHAHLIE MEAD.
All tl1e while puttmg on his beat thanksgiving

Oo a sycamore limh Mt a Polemn c!l.t-owl,
• Screaming," Too hoo too! too hco too! too boo

gras~,

face,

That

~rim,

pious old owl seemed a·saying his·

RTftOf't

Chanting," Too boo too! too boo tool too boo
too!''
But the cat-owl had reckoned Without his strange
l•o•t,
Count mg. "Two who too 7 two who too 7 two
who too!''

Oh, they Loa.t the moot wi•ely who !.test do hoa•t,
Shontmg, "Too hoo too! too boo too! too boo
too!"

'Twas a

wea~el

he'd pounced, and as lighter he

Dn.wN, MoNT:, Mareb 14, 1888.
DEAR Mtss WJXO!'<: P~pa bAs tHken THE
THU'rH SEEKER about two years. I hav not
been to ~chool for a long time. Onr teacher
is verv strict. Her name is Jennie Carter. I
was pleased to see my first letter printed, and
hope to succeerl again. We liv ten miles out.
of town. I wait anxiously for THE Tnwm
f'FEKEit every week. I am twe]v~; years old.
Well, I will close. with h~st wi~hes to all. I
remain,
Your little Freethinkf'r.
ALLIE BLIVEN.

Plf'~rof-d,

GoT.DTHWAITE. TEx., March 21, 1888.
His hve dnJiter Fqnirmed round, stuck its tooth in
DEAl! Miss WrxoN: As I never h11v seen
his bnast,
The olcl vwJ >bl"i•k•d out like a ilemon distres•ed, any corre~pondcnce from this ph1ce, I
A loud, "Too boo too! too boo too! too hoo thought perhnp~ a few lines might interest
too!''
my little friends wbo read t.he Cbilrlreu's CurLo! the weasel went free; •twas the cat-owl that Tll'r. 1 am sixteen years old. My pA. takes
THE Tnunx SEKKRR. and I am vPry fond of
dieil.
Moaninl!', "Too boo too! too boo too! too boo rt-ading thP. Cbildren•s Corner. There are a
nnm ber of .Liberds in this place. I hav thrt'e
too!"
Their own threats may befall those who others sisters anrl two brothers. and they all read
THE TROTH SEKKER and like it very much.
deride,
I will close for the pre•ent. Thi.R being my
Sneering, "Too boo too! too boo too! too boo
first letter, you will ptea•P excuPe mi~!Ftkei.
too!'
ADELIA MoP HERsoN.
So the long condemned !l'ods who the first kindled
h~JI.

When t.hel" son<rht to roast others they soonest
L~NGLOI~. Mstrch 11, 1888.
there fell;
DEAR Mx~s WIXON, anrl RParlcrs of The
Let all harsh jndgPS h~lt. or their own fate as well Children's Corner: A. kinillY greeting l I am
May be, '·Too hoo too! too boo too! too boo glad to be numbered with ·Liberal children.
too! '
JoRN P GurLD.
I am ~:Ieven yt:ats old. and liv in the southwe~tern county of On·gon. near Cnpe Blnnco.
'l'uo ~mull.
Our Lmise is on the lett h11nk of.Floras crPek,
"Jamie, you must giv ·your little sister quite a lar!!;e stream. My papa own~ a furm
half your cake."
of one hundred acres. ·r hav a brother and
"I can't, ma, for there ain't any half to it." 1 aister older than myself, and a eister and two

b-rothers younger. WP. hav nice times boatriding on the ·crePk. 0•Jr house is in the
m1dst of a forest filled with birds and sqnirrels. I suppose yon all know how it is in
the first ofspring, whPn every living thing is
in its mt-rry glee. 'Ve hav Fchool here only
in the dry SPason. This is my first attempt
to write to the Corner.
DELL CoPE.
RIORMOND, Mo., March 25. 1888.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I thought I would
write to thP. Corner. I "11m eleven years old.
I study arithmetic, spellinl!', and the Fourth
ReadPr. I hav a nice !Pilcher; her name is
Miss Mnmie Shotwell. She is very ldnd to
us. I h11v one brother· and one siF.ter. My
brother's name is Henrv. nnd sistPr's name is
\faud. P11pa tal•PS THE TnUTH SEEKER, and
I rf'ad the f~hildrPn's CornPr. I think it is
very nice. I will clost>. ail J hav nothing more
to sav. This is my first letter. I hope to
see it in print..
Yours truly,
CLARA A. RoBINSoN.
FRRNOTITOWN. NEB .. March 12. 1888.
MY DEAl! FRIENO: While I inclose this
·little pnt>m for the Cl-tildren's Corner-that. is.
if it will he ncceptnh]P and not too old and
prosy-l wioh to thank you for yoursweet
letter to rreetlwu,qht. I am alwa~·s g-lad to
~ee the lettPrs of our noble army of women,
·sml onl.v' wi~h there were more who con)d
writt> stirring nppPals to those who yet wear
thP f'hains f1f mPntRl slnvPrv.
I am sure Frfetlwuq/tt will bP a succrss, ani!
the oul:v iny~ter:v to me is whv they havn't
hail snch a paper before on that "golden
sborP."
With best wishPs for vomsp]f ani! the Corner, I am,
Your siucerefriPnd,
MARY B. FINOH.
o~!AHA, NFB., March 22. 1888.
·DEAR MTss WrxnN: I am ~roing to try to
write a little letter for tht> Corner. I came to
this country a little over threl' vears ago. 11nd
when I fir~t Pame to Omahn.. 1 begnn worldn!!
to support. mv dt>nr old mother. which I ~·et
do. I wnrln•i! for a gpntleman by the name
of R. l!"'. Willinms, in the confPctionPrv bnsineFs. I had to tend store for him. and T had
plPnt~' of time to reRd.
I honQ"ht R novelan<l
~tartPd to rend it, bnt Mr. Williams said T
shonli! nnt rPad St1ch books. He s11id if I
would quit he wonlrl giv mfl a book to rPilrl.
RP. then !!Rve me Colonel Ingersoll's "Mistnkes nfMMPS" I rParl said honk and founi!
it. to be common sensP. a~ Mr. Willinms s~tid
And ever since that day I hav read bi~ works,
und fonnd thPm to be "as good to read as any
book• evPr publi•herl.
Your little FreethinkPr frienil,
JoNES WANGBERG.

BnEM. Ju.. , March 19. 288.
To DEAR MoTRKR WIX"NAND CoRNEl!: A~
I hav b.-Pn out of the circle for Po Inn!!. I
now intenil to PPP if I can gAin admittance
II!!Rin. Alt.hongh I hav not written, it is no
rPAS"n that. I hav not rPad.
ThPl'P. are four of our family that nttt>nd
our hcPum-two ~i~ter~ nod one brother.
My young< s~ sister is only ~~ven years of
age. One of my oli! ~choo].teachers wits
pre~ent nn one ocragion, Rnil, as it happPDt>d.
we were nll on' i!uty. Aft.Pr we were dis.
"mis~ed he came to my fllther ani! spoke in
th• se word~: "DoPs your fnmily run this
thinQ"? I hPard nothing worth JisteniD!!' to
otlwr thAn theirs "-anrl I will Pav that. thev
WPre all from the !!rand old TROTH SEKKKR.
We n.re going to. hstv an entertainment the
]agt night. Mv brother is goin!! to speak
Colnn .. J Ingrrsnll's snPech at. Cincinnati. I
intpnd to ~pe~tk his oration on the Declaration
of Ind<'pPndence.
My ldud young: friPnrls. we should make
ns'l nf every oprortunity th>lt presents its<'lf
to lq,v the•e grand spPechPs br·f11re tl.te people.
ThPse arP. the be~t of mAxims:
"A thPory that iH afraid of investigation is
.undP~erving 1t place in the hum•n heart"
'' A pra~·pr that must hav a cannon behind
it brttf'r never be ut.ter~d ''
"Edncation i~ the mo~t rai!ical thing in the
world ; to. build a scbool.house is to construct
a fort."
" Agitate, Pdncate, anrl inve~tigate."
"Liherty. fraternity, and £•qtmlity."
"Giv me libPrty or giv me death."
Hnnah for Frf"ethon!!ht, MisH Wixon, and
the CnrnPT. Yonr• for truth and till the last
vestige of superstition i~ wijwrl ont,
RUFUS 0. WII.UAMS.
P.S.-T wiPh to tender my thanks to Uncle
nni! A•mt, Wollison. of New York. May
their life be expanded and made happv.

RO.W.

--------~.--------

Thrashing 111'1' 'l't•aclwr.

A Tax on the Tongue•
A novel club was organized in a town of
the. Old Nutmpg State last winter, one which
would not· fail to do good in many ot!Jer
placea if its plan of operations was fai1hfully
carried out. It was called the Tongue Guard,
and each member ·pledged herself. "to pay a
penny into the treasury every time she said
anything again~t another person, whether she
absolutely knew it to be de•erved or took it
from some one's "say so." This was done by·
means of home boxes, and at the end of
three months they were carried to headquarters, and the contents utilized for charitable
purposes. It would rEquire, of course, a
great respect for one's word to keep the
pledge, since many pennies collected in the
box would stamp one as ill-natured and a
gossip, but this mortification was probably
prevented by having all of the boxes exactly
alike and wit bout mark, so that they could
not be identified. Tbe mere matter of being
obliged to put a penny in the box when
thoughtless remarks were made would be
curativ bt~cause of its inducing the habit of
thinking when ~peaking.

He fonlll Not SPe It.
A lady who is a firm•believer in the cure of
everything by the mind. or rather in the nonexistence of all pains and maladies, bas a little
boy who complained of a terrible toothache.
She took him to a "Christian scientist" to be
cured, and remarked to that lady as soon as
she had entered the room:
"My boy thinks he has a terrible toothache,
Mrs. Scientist, and I hav brought him to you
to be cured of it."
Having brought her attention to the case,
Mrs. Scientist said :
"Now, my little boy, you must look me
right in the eye. [A. pause.] Now you
havn't any toothache."
"Yes, I hav, too!" sboutecl the boy.
The scientist smiled patiently, and tried it
over again.
"You must look me right in the eye and
try to forget your toothache," she said. Then
there was auotber steadfast pause. " Ah,
now you bavn't any toothache."
"Yes, I hav, too!" screamed the boy
again.
The practitioner went through the process
once more with fresh persuasion. The boy
seemed inclined to be silent this time.
''Well, I guess you havn't any toothache
now, my boy," said she.
"You lie!" said the boy, quietly.
He was taken away, toothache and all •
"Gt~ANNY, whar you gwine?" "Granny,"
an immense body, with sable visage, pouting
lower lip, and a savage aspect, turned sharply
round and confronted the widow's mite.
"Whar I gwine? Whar I gwine? I ain't
gwine to tell you whar I gwine. You al'ays
axili', ' Whar.e'e gwine? whare'e gwine ?; I
gwine whar I gwine-dat'd wbar I gwine.
'Wbar'e gwine? whar'e gwine ?' al'ays axin',
'Wbar'e gwine? whar'e gwine?' I ain't
gwine to tell'e whar I gwine."

THE FORU.ll".
Racnh.r U tfion meets Pvery Sund1tv
evening at 7:31PM .• corner Sang•mon •treet and
W>tahJUgtuu Ouulevat·<l. L<·Ct.ut·es aud debates
Strangers from abroad are weleome.
·
Chic~tgo

ROBERT G. INGEitSOLL'S
Great Cco!cnnlal Oration
0:1 THE

Declaration of ln~e~endence,
ALSO THE

1mmortal Dot--ument,
And the National Anthem entitled:

"LAND OF LIBERTY."
Price, 6 cts ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
AddreRs THE TRUTH REEKER COMPANY,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

A tencher at Punx~utawney, Pa., gave a
•chonl-l!irl a Eevere whipping, and then· said,
"Now, if you think I did wrong in punish- Fath~rs
ing you thus, yon may take the rod and serve
Paine, Jefferson, Washington:,
me in like manner." To his a~tonishment
Franklin.
the girl took him at his word, and guve him
A
LEOTURE
delivered
before the Tenth A annal
a reguhir thrashin!!.
Oongressof the American Secular Union,"
A msGnsTED porl1er: "Putrick, you were
in Chickering Hall, New York,
·
on a had Fpree vesterrlay ."
November 13, 1886.
"Yes, Mr. Ellis, I· was. Bless me, if I
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
were11't a.Jayin' in the gutter wid a pig.
PriCA 1~ oent•.
Fa.tber· Ryan came along, looked at me, an'
Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB 00.
·says, says hP: 'One is known by the company be kapes.'"
''And did you get up, Patrick?"
'fHE TRU'fH Sli'TlfTR ANNUAL,
Price. 25 centlj,
·
·
"No-gqt the pig diq,"

of Our RflpubJic,
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REDUCEO IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangement• whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ing 1 r-soll's at greatly reduced Prices. The Tributes a 1 e
Printed on heavy toned PaPer, 18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for f rarr.
ing. The titles are:

The Vision of War,
The Grant. Banquet Toast,
Address at Harry Miller's Grave.
The i>rioeof theoe heretofore has been 75cts. We
offer them at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH ; THE
fHREE FOR FORTY OENTB.
M~tiled secure
from bren.ka~t:e. A.ddrAH•"I'F{E 1'RTTTR RF,~~R:F.R,
21! Lafayette Pl., New York,

.New Edition. ltevist·d llut1

DLoLo:>JD.-"'•'-'

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introdnotion by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

The TrfUle Suppli.ed at Special

AT THE TRUTH SEEKER

SEL.I!'~t;O.N'l'.KAUWTlO.NIS

A perfectly_r~lia.ble, accurate pamphlet. Thcnl!h
•nonymouH, It 18 now known to he the work of W
f.I. Bunn, one o.f our ablest corresponde11ts. More
than 80.000 coptes ba.v been sold. Price, 15 cent•.
li'or sale Rt thts nffir.e.

BNGLA.ND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
T,onc!on.

W. J. Ramsey, 28Stonecutterst.,London,E.C.
AUSTRAL! A..

Mrs. J. Hadtield.l\1ol.rkct st., Sydney, N.S. W.
W. W.t.llis, 715 H!l.ymarket, Sydney, N. 8. W.
ZEALAND.

A. D. Willis, Wauganui.

ILLUSTRATIONS:
Hall of Scien<:~~. Broome FrBnces Wright,
·E L. Youmans,
8~., N. Y., 1829 \frontts- ~r.lum Allen,
(Jiitas. Sumner,
ptec~).
Thomas Jdr~rsmi, Thns. Paine,
Tbeo. P>irker,
~ bner Kneeland,
l~"b'G Dille Owen,
B•nj. Franklm,
J~>hn Adams,
HorRCA GrePiey,
Wm. LloYd Garrison,
P·•ter Cooper,
Abby Ke ly Foster,
Abraham Lincoln,
James Lick,
Wm.Denton,

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.
Price, to cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Amon!!
the sub.iects considered by Mr. Remsbur~ are:
The Church and Morality; CriminBl StBtJstics.
showing the creeds of the priHoners in the pen.
itentiaries; the Church and Civilization; tht
Church BUd Science; the Church and Learning:
the _Church and Liberty i the Church and tht
Antislavery Reform : tne Woman's Right~
Movement; the TemJ;~erance Reform; th~
Church and the Republw.

Twenty Orimes and

Vices Sanctioned by Script111·e; Falsehood and
Deceptwn ; Cheating: Theft and Robbery;
Adultery and Prostitution; Jl:[urder; Wars ot
Conquest and El't-erruination; Despotism; In.
tol!lrance Bnd Pers!lcution: Injustice to Woman:
U llh.luduesa to Chiltlren; Cruelty to Animals;
· Human Sacnficea; Cannibalism·; Witchcraft,:
Slavery; Poly'{_amy: Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagrancy: Ignor~J,nce anc! Idiocy; Obscenity. t'• •ce, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larll'er quantities.

~abbatb-Breaking.

This is the best

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Larg~
and handsome print. The question is <\iscussed
under the followmg heacls: Origi_n of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish SabbBtlu The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; .I!;XBillination ot
Snndar Arguments; Origin of Christian Sab.
bath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; l'he
S4bbath during the Middle A~es: The Puritan
Sabbath; Testimony of Chrlstiau Reformers.
Scholar~. ann Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
Law~. Price, 25 cents; six coPies, $1.00.

Thom;'s Paine. The Apostle of Re-

ligious Bnd Political Ltberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leBd·
ing tra.it2 of his chl\ra.cter and genius, and vindicates bis uame from the aspersions cast upon
it. Chowe extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"A.mencan Crillis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason" are given; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
person• of Europe and America, many of them
written expres•ty for this work. Seeond edition\ 160 pages, printed ou fine tinted paper,
neatly bouud, and containing a. handsome
steel portrait. of PaLe. Price. Paper. 50 cents:
cloth. 75 oen ts.

Image Breaktw.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of FBith, Protestant Intolerance. Washington an Unbeliever; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 oents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts.

·rhe Apostle of Liberty.

An address

delivered in Paine Hall, before the N. E. Free.
thinkers' Oonvention, January 211, 1884. Price,
JO cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
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GE:STs~-!'uLiu GoLD . WATCBFB

4trt~thinkt~~' ~Jmatt,at,

M:IOIDGAN.
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oL~Ul:Wll!'hng.

-AND-

.MA.SSAOHUSETTS.

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 7Uil Olive st., 8t. Louis.

H~

ldWdo. f~~; 15 JoWelo, t28. Ex~r>< fiuc, dlalllvud 1n
IJa.tie, f8 tlh>l'~.
LADlE~;!. tluL!D GoLD .WATCRES. 14 k, 7 jewels,
130; 11 J-~Wcl•· $3~; 15 l•"'~'•• $<18, All Luuttug,
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Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box: 465.
Chas. Bach, 138 8. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co.. 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.

WAlt!

. Cot:. SrL-:Ea 8 rE:u

JeWeh·,

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Youge st., Toronto:

James Foster, Welland, Out.
T. Clappison, Hamilton, Out.

WAR!

Wettstein's World Rerll•wned,Warrauted Wa1cLes

Geo. WaPbington,
Sr,>pben Girard,
G1lbert Vale,
L•·d1a Ma•ia Child,
GE>rrit.t ~mith,
_John W. Draper.

PRICE, 25 CENTS ..

IHE NlW YORK TrUSS ll.,

MIRACLES

28 WHITEHALL ST., NEW YORK,

AND

Will send pure Quinine Pills. 2 l!"rains, by mail for

75 cP.nts per huudrec.l, 40 cents lor fifty
Tonic
Pills for lora of >Wiletlte a.uct .t.reugth. 6 ~ent• ller

huucJ.red. A good !'ru-s 1\•r n.oll: giv "'Z:o lti'UUUd
body, •tate wlllch Side is 1 up tuned. Fur $\ wrlll
10 cent~ fur po.tal!e, we wtll
uc.l 8 pau·• of our
~elebrated Acme Lens !:lpectacles or Eie-Gta••eH
tor tnal; sele<:lt the pnu· ttJat tit• an• I return the
other two pall'S. i:leud It Jiue of the fiue4 pnnt
'0U cau read·t5 mcbes from tbe eye.
lr you arP
llear81ghted Write U; Uefore Sellf\tng. \VI'ltP US
for catalol( of AlJdowinal SLlPP•,·te• •• Sk1rt Snp(lorters, SlloUld•r Br·aces. anrl Ela;tlc Sr.ocktugs
tor sweli~d hruhs aud tnlal·l{erl ve1us. We wnut
l>tdY ag-euts. We hav t"e .ole >tge .. cy for the
well-known Acwe Blood n.lm. BRid t.o be RlnloHt
infalhble Ill the tre~ttm~ut. of all Bloorl, Lnu4{.
and L1ver diHorrlers, pnce $1 for larl!e lJonles. 6
hottles for $5, free by exprc•S to any pan of t-he
United S .at""·
1rl0

A RADICAL ROMANCE.

The HPBVPIIB and the E<trt.h, llD<l ~hn and Ani,mB1H <te•cnhed. A work wu.hunl a P~>nr.llel, uy. H.
B Pstt.tmooK.

Work .,f Eie~Hodcit.y in Naturh ................. $2 00
Wuat and Wi1e1·e i' G·•rl..... ......... ........ ~-50
C>t!BB ann Cure of o, •.,rlSH ................... : 2 01
'1.-,u·.tt· C\>utml nf People....................... 2 50
Md.llng 111 Marriarre........ .......... ........
1 OJ
PHILBHOOK \ND DE 1 N... .
.
1!!4 o, .. rbUlll •t., Cuicago.
liTS end for mreul~tr•.
4tt3
THE

MIRACl-E WORKERS.

SHAKER EYE and EAR BlLSAM
Bixty.fi:oe Years• ln'l!a?·iable 8utXess

By JOHN PECK.

"t

Rem:niscences of a Prracner,

THE ARISTOfLEofthis Age

nr- Fon

ALL DIAF.AAES

nF

EvF.s on EAns. Im·

mf'dtarA r.-htt frotu Gt"Hfltllat.lfJUH. lt.dL1JJtH1H.tions,

" The miraculous is the impoRsible. Anything
within the realm of the possible is no miracle.''
Price, 10 CAnts. Per dozen, 75 c.on ts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Dim Vi••nu, WBIE\I'Y OathPt'liJ~B, "'''d. Falllllll
:hcht- of Eyes. Deftfnes •• n .. umn11ng, Hmgmg of
~he EarH d••pellecl by B few "PIJhc!ttio!!H. CB·
tarrl.>"l difti,mlttes of Ey~s or E""" tnst•ntly re.
moved. Seut the world over. Bnx with inatruo.
twns, by ruail. 80 cents.
G. A. LOMAS,
Rhaker• P. 0 .• N. Y.

FOR HER D.-HLY BREAD.
A. NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
For Her D~ti!y Bread is the storY of two young

gu·Jt-4 arHJ

R. yollJH~t'r

brtJthf'r wt.n we•·~ Jefr. parent..

leHs, w1th lu1Je nwue:v, fatr

~ducation,

and mu<'L

cotu·age, t.o mHk'1 tllf-'lf wa.y tlu uu~h tbr- worJd by
gmug t'• CtdC;.ti:(O. Ttte anthorili u.lMI) the hf'rotn
Tt:le 1Htrl'nt.Jv i~. in t.he matu. a hi"tory of q, work·

By WILLIAM: McDONNELL,
!Ill!' girl's hfe aurl tXpedeuce in the cit:; of Ct.ic!tl(<>
Author of" Exeter Hall,"" Heath<'ns of the atlli"'IC bluff bn•iue•s meu, kind hearu-d folks.
Rud dJsr~~·ur.abl~ hJ·pucrltR. It- i• j11Ht. •nch" story
Heath," "F!l.rnily Ureetls," "Beau.
of !Iuman Jife a~ wt~ -ctumlrl Pxpect Colonel lrtJlf'T·
tifull::luow ,"etc., etc.
HOt! t,, be llltHr~st .. d iu; and "harever he admires
The story is used by tbe ant.hor to teRcb Freethought, to remove •U!Jerstlltoll frnm the 1u1ud•

of t!Jo~e who would uut retHi a. IJolt"Jllieal et:~.o~ay~
aud to ur~e facts aga.tn~t t·he varion~ CIJtlr'cht-t-4,

b.,Iieving which tllelr MllPPOrterH will desert th• m.
The book is au arl!'nmeut ""well HS a uov.el. but.
the serwns predtcameuts of tile IJet·o are skufuily
used to lure the re~<der aloug, and to tudnce hun
to take tile a.ntidor." tu r-h"nlo~etcal p IISOUinl! wrtltout kuoWti•g 1t. 1\Ir. 1\IeDuuueil wl"i<~s dl""cnvly

R.Ud t•onviuctngl:v,aucJ xlway~ braCt-M llid romauce~

with fact.~ on oue ij de and fi~nre8 on the o1ber.
Tnowe wbo hH.v rPu.d h1e prevwutt wm kP:i uePd uot

be Bdvised to purcllase tins; theY W1l1 prub,.bly du
so at once.
Price, Ill paper, 50 cents; in clotb. 75 cen tR.
Address THE l'HUTH SEEKEH CO.

RUPTURES GUHEUu, ,
mylUedieal Compound nnd ln.Wro•

EJ38J!~s~'Wel~~~bf:~ e~~~g;~r~tgrv"~~~~d
stamp for ctrculi\r, (Wd

Nll in what paret
JIOU laW mv odvm-lisemenl
h·idresA O:a.pl
1(,. A, IJQ1J.\IIsl!!-llli>.W>~'JI•.Jo~~- <\,. ._"

aud Hpt~rt'cia.tPH i~ Hnre ~o he worth the attelltlOll
o! the reot uf tbe w<>rld
Pt·ie" ·J5 CPu t•.
·
Adureijs THE TRU fH SEEKER.

IS:

.JU.8T QUT.

z

Christian Absurdities.
BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
Adrlress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

0

f1.Ll .Phu.•ic-itw.•
Tbe Better Wau.of CmcinnBti, 0., says," We are
a•~nred tltnt. Dr. Felluw•. the ennuent •PPCialt•tof
vm~lllnd. N.J., i• an erhwnted gentl•mnn of 8U·
perior miud aud large ar.uuumetJtH, Rr.d that. t-uc ...
ceMM 111 hlB pr·oft>H~IoU haM

AlEX ~ND~R VON HUMBOLDT.

St-eel engravings of this CPlebr~tted natnralistJ
12115 mcheg, bUitable for frBmtn~ •ent. .P""'Q.~<ia
for 26 cents. Address THE TRU·J.·H tiEEKER.
tf

tHought Uim buiSilltSM,

not only from al111art• of ttn• cr•Unt.rv, bnt frnm
fnrehm shor<S. H" is 111 the pnme (,f ltfP aud

able to

VO YOU W \NT "' pleasant, heBithl"nl, cheap
hone iu the SutHh? Wnte Leftwich llros. ~tnd
Curtis. Florence. Ala.
ISM

,

Is a ,.,tanctt J,JitLel tutd a tjuccess-

tranH~tct

his

var·tout~ pr·oft-HHi<lllltJ

dutJ€8

pr<~mptly lillrl Wl'll and giv sat.JJ-factH>Il in 1'\"~ry
msra.nce. Hrs references are u un, uertd lJy thousands.''
Dr Fellows trP.ats all those peculiar diseases
resnltln~ from indiecretiou and umorRut·e of
youth. Tbo•e wbn are atlil>l! •hc.uld •et>~'l 10 cents
for tbe Dr.'• ht.tle book Retting forth an ExTERNAL
APPLICATION-a p6sxt1v <'Ure.
Address
DU. R. P. FELLOWS.
VineJaud, N. J.
llr' Mention this paper.
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Books, Pamphlt>fs,
•

Periodical~,

t>tc.

,

IndRe~R~hurg'ER "DBtbSl~ Moral,.,' ~- 42, tbie
wor s,
ev. . . tmone, pro essor n
Macon College. Georgia,''.should read," Rev.
EC.lDl . s,1,mms, professor m Randolph-Macon
o ege.

-.-

The Open Court has reduced tbe number
of its pages, and increaeerl the freq•tency of
its issues. It will now make its appParance
weeklv. The Open Court is a German
periodical published in English.
Mr. Glarlstone's review of the religious
opinions of C11lonel Inger~oll will probably
appPar in the May number of _the North
American Review, t•l be followed ID the next
issue by a response by Colonel Ingersoll.
H. L. GrePn's Ma,qnzint for Apdl is a very
good number. The r"ading. matter i~ good,
and iii tile execmion of his portra~ts Mr.
Green's workml'n hav improved greatly. The
price of the .Mn.,qazine is 25 cents, and it ·is
sold at this office.

1 Library • get them at a saving of about thirty

per cent " Tbe foregoing was kindly fur'nisbed u~ by .Mr. Tucker when be made us a
nt of the handsome volume now adornr:;s~nr library. We invite its careful BCrtltiny by those who admire Proudhon. We
don't.

1

We hav not the slightest idea why anyone
sbould send us the Boone county, Iowa, Dis.
trict Quarterly, published in the interests of
Boone county Methodism. The .Methodist
AdtJocate, 'edited by the peppery Dr. Buckley,
is worth reading for the magnificence of its
tbeologic assurance, but the 'District Quarterly is not even absurd enough to be interesting. The most convincing argument in it
is the following touching little verse :
·
· ds, we want a
your goJd en doll are, f r1en
B nng
million more,
The gospel herald everywhere is met with open
dl'lor,
h
And ~g~;:,making bare his arm on every heat en
While we are coming with a million.

intense passion, her pure life, .her strength of
character, her expiatory_ grtef, make her
"twenty times more a(_}mtrahle. than on the
terrible day when, for the firstume, upon the
benches of the revolutionary trtbunal, sberavisbed his heart." All's well that ·ends well.
Renan bas told the story simply, purely, poetically; and bis translators, Messrs. Georges
. Delon and J. F. Rhodes, hav put his masterly
French into rhythmical E~glisb. G. W. DIIlingbam, of this city, publishes the book, and
the price is probably about a dollar.
The Stoclrholder, a journal devoted t~ the
of those gentlemen who constitute
•· the street" and deal in railway stocks
and other portable representative of permsnent value has this to 11ay of Felix L. Oswald's " Se'cret of the East :" "It is well
written and is a merciless attack on Christianity.' So far as we can judge from the
book the Secret of the East is that Christ
was~ Buddhist missionary, and hence Christianity i~ in the worrls of the author, thP
daughter' creed of Buddha; its pessimism,
anti-naturalism, and anti-cosmic tendency are
essentially the doctrin~ preached by .Buddha
Sakyamuni. In the appendix are gtven the
Indian sources of the New Testament; Concordance of Burldhism and Uhristiamty;
Dogmatical Analogfes; Ceremonial Analogies. and Historical Value of the New Testam~nt. It is an interesting and readable
book." The Stockholder is right.; the pricl'
of the book is a dollar, and THE THUTH
SEEILER bas it for sale.
intere~ts

"The Trial of the Judgment," is a review
by Gen. M. M. Trumbull of the Chicago An"The Strng-~~;le for ExistPnce," by Prof. arcbist cases. The publisher is W. ll. Hale,
T. H Huxley, in the Populmr Science Montlily 225 Dearborn atreet, Chicago~ In forwarding
for April, is worth the wnole cost of the the book Mr. Bale writes: "The unin:peachmagazine. which is 50 cents. The other able character of its author, as well as the
articl•·s, also, are interesting to students of importance of the subject be discusses.
general and technical science.
sbould, we believe, cause a thorough pernilal
of his work, and a free and full expression
Tbe Sara.qavi.qandare~a is the organ of the of your opinion." We agree with Mr. Hale
Buddhists of Colombo. Ceylon. It generally in his estimates, but as our opinion of this
contains one or two articles in EujrliBh-one matter has been pretty freely expressed on
of which we copied recently-but the larger previous occasions, we will forbear to say
The Alarm Company, of Chicago, hav
portion of its print is as inexplicable as the more than: tnat a careful perusal of this book printed in handsome pamphlet .form th.e adhierog-lyphics on the obelisk in Central nark. will convince unprPjudiced persons that we dress of Juliet H. Severance at the CbJrago
Cevlon is a nice country, with only 170.000 were right- The price is 25 cents.
celebration of Paine's birthday, and sell it for
Cb.ristians in it, but the language is beyond us.
10 cents. E. A. 8tevens has also issued. his
The Chicago Secular Union, having capt- !lpeech on the same occasion at the same prtce.
The coar~est part of the pamphlet, "Bible ured a fine church in which to hold its Sun- There are very few smarter women in this
Bestialit~·, and Filth from the Fathers," is its day meetings, and rebaptized it the Forum, country than .Dr. Sev~rance, an_d b~r speech
title. The object of the book is to show that has now issued, through the generosity of is worth read mg. It 1s fiery, bhstermg to the
the early Christian fathers exceeded the Dr. Henry, a fine membership card entitling bigots, and full of the spirit of liberty. When
author of the Biblein '·blasphemy, indecency, the holder to his pew for a year. The card Mr. Stevens sends us .a copy of his effort, we
and ob!'cer1ity" in their interpretation and sent the Editor of THB TRUTH S&BKER is a will giv him a little praise, too. Another
applications of the vulgar incidents related in heavy, gilt, beveled-edge affuir, gorgeous in Paine pamphlet is the •· Oration and Speeches
holy writ. The book bas an introclucti0n by blue, and black, and red, with the American delivered in Covey Hall, Ogden, Utah, on
"Lucianus," and is published in England.
flag as natural as genuin bunting floating January 29, 1888'' The first address is by
over the upset cross. The number of our Leo Hrefili, the second by John A. Jost, the
Messrs. Putnam & Macdonald's Freethought membership is 50, and the seats are 1 and third by the Hon. Ogden Hiles, with some
comes regularly aud promptly from San Fran- 2. As we cannot attend regularly, we make erl'>ita made nPcessary by a blunder o~ the
cisco every week, and we advise those of our a present of our privilege to the best-looking printer. Mr. Hiles is a gentleman promu~ent
friends who ~>ty they miss in THE TRUTH young lady in the Union. lL's leap year, and in the pol-itics of Utah, Mr. Jost a retired
SB:EKER Mr. Putnam's poetic "News and she should invite her best young man.
merchant, and Mr. Hrefili a working journalNotes," and George Macdo.nald's_ enjoyable
ist. The combination is strong, and 25 cents
articles, to add the paper to their list of
An anonymous publisher has sent us. a sent to the latter will prove it by fetching a
Liberal journals. The paper is worth four pamphlet by an anonymous author argumg copy of the pamphlet to the sender.
dollars a year, but it can be had for two.
for the admission of Utah into the union of
states. As long as the Catholics are allowed
Somebody inimical to Messrs. Allison &
Mr. Benjstmin R. Tucker insi~uates that the to run New York, and the Protestants most Leahy some time agu took away the press
Boston h;veNti,qatm· is not a Liberal journal. of the other states, we see no good reason upon which they printed the Ame1-ican. idea,
It is nur opinion that Mr. Tucker doesn't know why the Mormons shouldn't bav a state to and the paper bad to be temporarily susu Liberal journal when be sees it. After manage'instead of a territory, They agree, pended. The gentlemen name~ hav now obrearliog his paper of the 31st ult .• we are if admitted, to di!\pense with polygamy, to tained a new presR, and prmt the Idea
strongly inclined to agree with the Working- separate church and state, and hav no relig- regulurly, though_ considerably redu~ed in
men's Advocnte, of New Haven, which says: ious tests for voters, officeholders, or wit- size. One of the first good uses to WhiCh the
"There's a pa,per published in Boston that nesses, etc., and make other promises which press is put is to say this: "TaE TRUTH
for sldlful manipulation of words, conscience- they will probably violate as soon as admitted, SEEKER.-The dear old paper founded by
less misrepresentation, and the aggressiv self- just as all the other Christian sects do in other D. M. Bennett, now edited by Eugene Mac.
as,ertton of its editor is remarkable. Liberty states. 'The pamphlet is printed in this city donald, New York, comes fill':d with t~e
is its title."
by Hart & Van Arx, and probably distributed richest gems of thought, the brightest, witgratis as a campaign document.
tiest sayings, and the mirth-provoking carE. A. Steven~, the secretary of the Ameritoons of the irrepressible Watson Heston.
can Secular Union. has issued leaflets conThe contents of the North American Re'Diew THE TRUTH SEEKER furnishes food for an
t<tining a list of officers of the Union, the for April are excessivly controversial, includ- intellectual feast to every thoughtful reader,
Nine Dt'mancis of Liberalism, Colonel Inger- ing a defense of the prize rin~, the tariff, and by its cheerfulness drives dull care away.
soll's d~finition of Secularism, and the presi- Mohammedanism, the bill repeahng the Sat- Truth 1 Seek her." Mr. Leahy is president
dent's (S. P. Putnam's) plPa for organiZ>Ltion • ..urday half-holiday law, and the dead German of the Freeth ought University at Lib_eral,
Ftve hundred of these leaflets are mailed to kaiser. Other articles are: •· The Fur-Seal Mo., and Mr. Allison used to be an occasiOnal
friends of the Union for $1.25, and all are Fishery Dispute," by Frederick Schwatka; contributor to these columns. They print a
urgently solicited to send orders for them, the "Burning of Columbia," S. C., by Capt. good little paper, and would print a good big
and circulate t.bem when received. Mr. A. E. Wood; •·Gilbert's Fables," by T. C. paper if their support were sufficient.
Stevens proves to be an energetic secretary, Martin; a "Perilous Balance," by Rossiter
and the Union deserves the support of all Johnson, and a consideration of General
We hav before mentioned the beneficent
Liborals who are in favor of doing something Sherman as a possible presidPnt. Consider- scheme of Mr. Fitzgerald in sending to the
besides talk.
ing the prominence of the tariff question just press ready-made notices of additions to the
now, the symposium on "The President's Humboldt Library. The following is the
Mr. F. A. Pierce and Mr. A. L. Jones bav Panacea" ·is likely to be of value to one po- latest to hand: "Among the writings of the
resuscitated t be Pittsburp:h J.'1'Uth, and issue litical party during the coming presidential late Professor Clifford, the essay on • Cosmic
it as a monthly at one dollar a year. It has campaign. Mr. Hice, the editor, has lost Emotion' holds a foremost place, It is a
eight pages about the size of Jl'reethm.tght, is· si!!'ht of his back-end-of-the-dictionary motto, studv of' the sum of things,' the universe as
priDted in large type on good paper, and '· TroaTuriUlJquemildnuZlodiacrimineagetur," it affects the emotions of man, and in partiemakes a first-rate appearance. The object of and thrown tlie influence of the Re'Die1o on the ular as it affects the mind and the imagina.
Truth i3: 'I To Pecure the enforcement of the Protection side. Single numbers of the Re- tion of the poet. Like every department of
Demands of Liber11lism. and the placing of vitw are 50 cents, and may be obtained at this knowledge and every field of human endeavor, poesy bas necessarily undergone the
all Americ11n citizens upon a full equality in office.
our so.called courts of justice, and in the
influence of the scientific spirit. Is the fire
halls of legislation; to be truthful, just, and
"The Abbess of J ouare," translated from the of poetic inspirati.m q•tenched in our time by
decent, and to publish the best thought of the French of Ernest Renan, is a tale of the the advance of Pcience and the diffusion of
day." We do most heartily hope that Truth French Revolution, in 1793-4, when the peo- knt.~wledge? Or is the universe as science
will attain its object.
ple were beheading the aristocrats and the presents it an object that alone can call forth
priests for the wrongs done them. The story the highest and deepest emotion? The que.s" 'System of Economical Contrnrlictions; of the abbess of Jouare is one of the most tion is one that could not hav occurred m
or, The Philosophy of .Misery.' By P. J. romantic of those horrible times, for which earlier times; it is strictly one of this nineProncl bon. VPI. I. 469 pages octavo. Price, the church was directly responsible. Tne teenth century. And no one so fitted to trt at
in clo•h, $3.50; in full calf, blue, gilt edges, abbess and her lover were imprisoned in the it aq Professor Clifford." The price of the
$6 50. l'ubli~heci and sold by Benj. R. college of Plessis, which from an educational subject of this Socratic and non-committal
Tucl,er, Box 3.366, Boston, Mass. This con- institution had been turned into the most notice is 10 cents, sold at this office.
stitutes the fourth volume of Proudhon's gloo!Dy jail in Paris. They were both under
complete works, and is uniform in style with sentei:tcto of death, and e.x:p~:cted the arrival of
Profes~or J. H Cook, well known to the
the tirst volume, 'What is Property?' The the .death-cart in the morning. Having as readers of THE TRUTH 8EBKKR. de!<ires to see
second and third volumes of the complete they .thought but a nie;ht to liv, they yielded in print the subjoined concerning Mrs. Mary
works hav not yet been publisbPd in English. to their love. But instead of both being Ttllotson's new book of Poems : " This book
The next volume to aprf'ar will be the fifth called for at dawn, only the lover, who should abounds in • gems to sparkle on the fon·fioger
of tbe complete works; that is, the secontl h~v been her hutoband, was taken, and the of all time.' It is replete with truth and hu·
and final volume of the 'Economical Contra- abbess was left to bewail her fate, when manitarian love. It is brimful of pathetic
dictions.' The complete worl's will com- death would hav bPen joyous to her, so sweet and maternal pbilo.sophy in choice phrase
prise -about fifty volumes, which are being did she hold the privilege of making the fatal and pr.•gressiv tone. It bas yearnings and
published in quarterly parts of 64 pages voyage with him-" to follow him upon the labors for widely improved customs that
eHCh, as a pf'riotlicl11 under the name of the bloody .platform." A friend who loved her might yield general bap~iness and .elevated
'Proudhon Library' A pro~pectus giving saved her life. and she devoted it to the care lives, advancing and splrJtual, free m every
full details of the enterpris~> may be harl by of her child (earning the few pence necessary function. I was greatly moved by the
applying to Benj. R. Tucker, Box 3.366, for her existence by doing menial erranrls) poems Tears, Air Line, Sabr.i~a, A RemBoston, }idss.
As these are sub,cription and to repentance for her sin of love. Finally ini~cence, Btinyan Tree, TwJ!tgbt Huurs,
book~, no di~count on them is givPn to the she marries the friend, who hears her story, Progress, Dreams, Realizations, Contemplabook trade, but subscribers to the 'Proudhon and concludes that her unique history, her tions, Crisis Culmination, and Era of Scienc_e.

The brave author, little understood, largely
opposed, b•tt firm in the sense of right and
duty, act:ualizes the lessons of experience s~e
is so well able to teach; renders her hfe
placid, joyous, a\)d. useful, consistently practicing what she preaches. Reader, send for
the book; you will be richer. wiser, happier,
and more highly humane. 320 pagf's, finely
bound; merely $1. Address the author,Vineland, N.J."
Charles Watt.R bas just p·1blished two new
bo•1ks. " The TPacbmgs of SPcularism Compared with Orthodox Christianity" contains
eighteen chapters and 95 pag~s. The ~ead
ing~ of the chapters are: Pnystcal Teachmgs,
Intellectual Teachings, Present. Condition of
SoCiety, Morality, Ethics of Religion,, Secularism and the Supernatural, Seculartsm at
t.be Hour of Death, Secularism in Theory,
Secularism in Practice, Secularism more
Heast.nable than Christianity, Secularism
more Noble than Clliist.ianity, Secularism
more Beneficial than ChristianitY, Seculari~m Progre8siv·; S~eculartsm, its Triumphs;
S..cularism, its Service to Mankind ; Seculartam its Struggles io the Pust; 8ecularism in
the Future; SeculariRm, Summing Up. The
.vork is a very clear exposition of what we
may call the doctrinal points of Secularism,
and beside them ortbod,1x Christianity 8bows
up small. The price of _the book i~ 25. cents
m p11per, and 50 cents in clt?th. Tbe other
hook is called ·• Bible Morahty," and Phows
the Bible to be contradictory and defectiv as
~tn ethical guide. The price of this work is
10 cents. Mr. Watts is one of the ablest
writers in the LibPral ranks, and his pamphlets should be read, studied, and circulated.
Orders for them may be sent to this office.
Edward Aveling did n9t leave New York
in the .most saintly odor 'of sanctity and disinterestedness with his Socialistic friends, but
be has come back upon the country with a
book de>cribing his "American Journey"
which will no doubt please them greatly. If
there is one institution or custom in America
which suits the fancy of the royal Mr. Aveling,
be forgot to mention it in this book. which. is
a reprint from correspondence sent to Eoghsh
journals . during his fifteen weeks' stay in
'America. The book is written in the spirit
in which a loving father corrects his child, so
admirable in itself and so beneficial to the
growing sprout. All national faults are cataloged, kindly of course, by Mr. Aveling, and
his chastening is moderate though firm. But
as the Americans bav suffered from Englishmen in the same way before, we may be likened to the foretboughted youth who whP.n he
saw the parental frown went and put a shingle
in the place where it would do its most perfect
work~ Mr. Aveling's book was to be expected
from the moment he landed on the pier, notebook and pencil in hand, with a bundle of
Socialistic It ctures stowed away in his trunk.
We are indeed sorry for his disappointment
in the United States, for if he had liked them,
we thought of buying the country and making
him a present of it. Or if he bad waited
awhile, the faults might be corrected so the
country would bav suited him. But it is too
late now, and our development and progress
are blighted by the ad v.:rse opinion of an
esthetic gentleman in a collarless shirt and a
red necktie about a yard wide. The price of
Mr. Aveling'~ boolr is 30 cents; it is published
by Lovell, and for sale at this office.
W. Stewart Ross, or Saladin, editor of the
London Secular Rtview, sends us the first vol-'
ume of his book on" Woman: Her Glory,
HH Shame, and Her God." We hav previously noticed this work as it appeared in sixpenny parts, and always with commendation.
The price of the cloth-covered volume is
two shillings and ninepence, ordered in London, or a dollar at tbis office, w,ith duty and
freight paid. The book is valuable to show
bow preposterous is the claim that Christianity bas elevated woman, and, being
written in a dashing, almnst furious spirit, is
Pntertaining beyond most polemical writings.
Some of the opinions of tue early Christians
concerning women, which Saladin has reminded us of in this volume, are unique if
not absolutely accurate. Jesus, we know,
thought little of his mother, and a man who
will slur the woman who bore him is not
likely to entertain profound reverence for
other men's mothers and sisters. Paul's
opinion of women was not high-in fact, it
was too low to quote-and Peter thought
that woman's misMion was to obey her husband. Christ, and Peter, and Paul bad
worthy successors in the Christian saints.
According to St. Bernard, ''woman is the
orgtln of the devil." According to St. Anthony sbe "is the fountain of the arm of the
devil; her voice is the hissing of the serpent."
St. Bonaventure said that " woman is a scorpion, ever readv to sting. She is the lacce of
the demon." St. Cyprian thought her to be
" the instrument which the devil uses to
gain po8session of our souls." t:lt. Jerome,
whom Dr. Dix so closely resembles in mental
attributes, callPd her "the ga·e of the devil,
the road of iniquity, the sting of the scorpion," and St. John Damascene gave this
estimate of his mother: " Woman is a
daughter of falsehood, a sentinel of hell, the
enemy of peace; through her Adam lost
paradise'' St. John Chrysostom agreed with
Dama~ceue, holding that •· through woman
the devil bas triumphed, through her p:uadise bas been lost; of all wild beasts the most
dangerous is woman." St. Gregory the Great
declared that " woman has the poison of an
asp, the malice of a dragon." To these opin-
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ions Saladin, though not a ~aint, adds his
own, and '\'\ e like -it be11t-r than the others.
It is:" Wf>man is the nearest to an anjZel we
are ever likely to Bf'e." He also odds-and
in· this most bfrftics will agree with him. "·But in believing that the Bible and Christianity bav been her friends she is the nearest
to a fool that it is poEsible for the mind of
man to conceive."
George and Emma Shum, former publishers
and editors of the Chicago Radical, bav become converts to the cit-an-printed, Calvinistic crE'f.'d of pbiloPophic.al Anarchism of
which Benj. R. Tucker is the only prophet,
and remover! to JJoston· to edit a German
edition of Liberty. The new journal will
alternate in its fortnightly appearance with
the Engli~b Liberty. 1 be su bFcripti 1n price is
$1 a yPar. and sbr.uld be sent to B. R. Tucker,
box 3,366, Boston, MH8B., which town is
where the Cbri~tions us£>d to bang witchPs
and whip Quakfrs a few decades since. Mr.
and Mrs. ISuum are able writers; Mr. Tucker
is an able writer; so are they all; all able
writers. But they are purP.uin!J; an impossiblt'
ideal of government-impracticable for more
thousands of yPars than we care to think
of-and aside from the interest of mental
contortions and intelltctual gymnastics displayed in confuting their confuter~. we set'
no good to come of E-ither the German or
Amt-rican edition f>f Liberty. Mr. Tucker is
a sort of an lshmaelite of a 1eformer, working
with no one, ani with the pens of almost all
his fellow-economists against him. The
Anarchy of the Bowery is a subject for polictinteJftrence; but Boston Anarchy is only a
dream. Howtver, if one wants a clear-cut.
straightforward champion of a. grwernmPntal
impo~sibility, be should send for Liberty.
German or English, as he prefers. As a sup-plement to the tlrst issue of the foreign edition is issued a photogravure plate containinl!"
portraits of "the heroes of the· revolution of
'711'-the Communists-with mch chf'erful
mottoes in the corners as, "Go on, hyena,
feed on our flesh and blood. It is your funeral feast."
Among the Editor's mail last week was a
thin tract in a wrapper so red and fiery that
we thought the Red Internationals had concluded to take a band in the reconstruction
of society by starting fires in the editorial
waste-bas~ets of the country. But it proved
to be only Henry Irving's Personage in Red
- " Lucifer to the Archbishop of Canterbury." The argument is Theosophy versu~
Christianity, one of which it seems to us is
as useless and incon.prehensible as the other.
The ~dea sought to be conveyed by Lucifer
to the modern St. Dunstan who has taken
him by the nose, is that Theosophy and Christianity are not enemies but allit!s. Lucifer
says: "It is only through the study of Eastern religions and philosophies that Christians
can ever arrive at au understanding of their
own beliefs, or see the bidden meaning of the
parables and allegories which the Nazarene
told to the ~;piritual cripples of Judea, and
by taking which either as matters of fact or
as matters of fancv the churches hav brought
the teachings them.selvs into ridicule and contempt, and Christianity into serious danger
of complete collapse, undermined as it is by
historical criticism and mythological research, besides being broken by the sledgehammer of modern science." We might remind Lucifer that when he and Christianity
fall out there will be very little remaining of
either of them, and the more he throws the
glare of his torch upon the church the worse
it will be for himself. But the commonsense world will say, Good riddance to all this
rubbish. Lucifer is printed by George Red.
way, 15 York street, ()ovent Garden, London,
England, and Madam Blavatsky, who has
removed from India to England, is the presiding genius.

lep;islators to cnn~ider this m€aB11re, can be
obtained at 115 Beekman street, this city.
The petitions are free; the pamphlets, 10
ctnts each.
The "Mayor's Messages to tbe Common
Council," 1888, Documents 1. 2. and 3, is a
good book for taxpayers to possess, peruse,
and ponder over. Mr. Hewitt points out a
good deal of municipal political rottennes~,
and suggests remedies which the lPgislature
will not hPed, because "striking" New York
is the chief Bource of mcome of many bucolic
statesmen. It is a queer fact that a repreBentativ from St. Lawrence county has as
much to say as to bow New York shall be
governed as a rppr!'sentat.iv from New York
itFelf. And when New York wants to pave
Ftfth avenue it costs a good deal besides the
price of paving-stones.
FAVORABLE OPINIONS OF MRS. BLENKER'S" UTTLE · Ltl:sso.,s."
Mns. NoRA FERRALL: ''After reading Aunt
Elmina's most inst~uctiv and fa•cinating
•toTies in l1cr last book to the children, I de~
~ire to call the attention of the mothers of
THE TRUTH SEEKER fam1ly to its real ·mPTit<~
By all means send for one for the bPndit of
your little ones .. and see for your~elvs thP
wpaJth of information on d'fferent subjects it
contains for the dear children, 'and us children of older growth also.' Aunt Elmina
works so diligently, and with such a high
purpose, for children, she is deserving of our
highest gratitude and patronage; to giv our
children the fruits of her fertil pen is sure to
work lasting good to the little ones. For
once inspire a love for real knowledge in
our little children, and the vices of Christian
communities will only fill them with disgust
· and pity for the victims of such a system
')f morality as the Christian,' and not prove a
~nare to them.
If mothers desire to. t~ee
•heir children virtuous and happy, procure
for them good reading. is my advice."
EvA M. WATT: " ' Little Lessons' is a
gfm; and I only wish you bad put more of
•hose instructiv lessons between the covfrs of
rbe book. If I had money to spare I would
like to order a copy for each and every one
of my little friend~."
H. W. Foss: " Our young folks are
<lel!~~;hted with 'Little Lessons for Little
Folks,' which grown children might read to
~dvantage. It should, like all of Mrs. Blenker's books, be in the house of every family,
Liberal or otherwise."
RIOHARD D BRAy: "I cannot speak too
uie;hly of • Little LeRsons.' I read them in
leisure moments. They are sensible books
for the young."
MRS. BLENKER'S OPINION OF THE ''LIFE AND LETTERS OF OtlARI.RS DARWIN."

The more I read and Rtndy the wonderful
·• Life and Letters of Darwin," the more I
feel impressed. to urgP- it upon others to read
these attractiv and interesting volumes.
I feel pretty sure that few will read them
without also rea.tling at least one of his books,
·• The Origin of Species," and if they bav
rE'ad it, they will surely desire to reread it
1\fter seeing the process by which it was created, and how entirely new the idea of varieties being changed into species was, even to
Darwiu himself, and how long and through
what infinit labor it was that he finally settled
t,he whole question, not only to his own satisfaction, but to that of those whom he cared
most about converting, or, as some humorously termed it, '• perverting," to his theories
and facts.
The •• Origin of Species" was published in
1859, and of the book Darwin says: ''It is
no doubt the chief work of my life. It was
from the first highly successful. The first
~mall edition of 1:250 copies was sold on the
day of publication." The study and work
put into this volume, and the struggle the
author had, not only with. his own doubts
"How Shall the Surplus Labor of the and perplexities, but with the dissents of all
Country Be Employed?" is the economic outside thinkers, seems to us now, nearly
conunrlrum John H. Keyser pUts to the pub- thirty years afterward, to be almost inconlic in No.4 of his ~eries of pamphlets on the ceivable, so simple and self-convincing does
limitation of wealth and land. His answer it all appear that varieties must, in course of
is, of course, to limit the wealth a man rutty time, under favoring circumstances. become
possess and the amount of l .. nd be can hold. distinct and well-defined species. But when
He. Bays: "Wben the people come to learn we look back a few years and think how
how many local forms of limitation already comparativly few there were who disbelieved
obtain in the country, and their beneficent in special providences, in the power of prayer
effect, they should naturally begin to look to suborn the will of God, and how more
toward a universal limitation law to super- rarely still we found any who could dispense
sede the rotten, iniquitous, unrt>strained entirely with all God11, Bibles, and futures, we
power of acquiring w~:altb. and lands. It is r(•~~olize how very hartl it is to root out old
only because an evil system bas become so ideas and inoculate minds with new ones.
time-honored that men fear to invade it, for But dnce the new gets a firm foothold, people
they hav learnt'd of no better way. But the are apt to say, as was said of this work of
hoary injusttce of unlimited acquisition must Darwin "The success of the 'Ori~in' proved
be burnt out of the heart and conscience that th~ subject was in the air, and that men's
before suffering humanity can begin to ad- minds were prt'pared for it.''
vance in the scale of social and political progWe read a book that chimes in with our
ress, for human selfishness sta11ds as a great own opinions, and is full of evidences that
wall to oppose all efforts at social or spiritual our belief Is the correct one, and we say,
advancement in the world. Limitation in "There is enough in tbig volume to convert
degree bas been tried in many wholesome tbe world if they would only read it." But
laws, and their effects bav proved so emi- we forget how long it took us to get out of
nently beneficial that we point to them with the old into the new, which has now become
pride and satisfaction as so many beating to us again as the old.
pulses to indicate what next the people should
Darwin says: "I sounded not a few natask of their legislatures." Mr. Keyser is ·umlists, and never happened to come across
surely entitled to. be heard on tbePe suhjects. a single one who sPemc•d to doubt the perNo man is more earnest, self-sacrificing, and manenceofspecif.'s." Only a mind thoroughly
philanthropic than this genial stove-maker and conscientious and in love with its work could
feeder of the poor. He has ~pent thousands hav pursued it year after year, handicapped
of dollars in this city relieving the distre~s of by miA.erable .h.e~lth and tht;· knowledge that
the destitute and if all business men were the united cnuctsm of the pwus world would
like him his' organiz~ttion of a "Limitation be poured out in vials of wrath upon his
Association" would be unnecessary. These j head.
. .
pamphlets, and also blank petitions to urge
Friends, I wish I could bear It m upon
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your minds hvw intensely interesting these BINDEI:t for THE ,TRUTH. SEEKER
volumes, picturing the home life, the mental
For the benefit of our read•r• wllo pre•erve tllelr paptrs
life, and the laborious life of such a man as 1
Darwin, are. How truly kind, char\table,j
-ve oiJ~r a n~w •tY1e uf hinder,
and unselfhh he was, a11d .now simple and
nade for the purpo•e, and
·
· d ship:~ f N u nove
.,til the;:IEEKER
h<JBdmoc
of THE
chi! d like were
his frien
J'aurH
prmted
iu
was ever half so charming as are these en·" d letter·• on tne outside.
trancing pagt's, which portray the daily life
~his bmder Bllows the openof one of our best as well as greatest men.
l1J>! ul ""' v -vc• • .,,., fectL ll~t. It also allows the
'
·
tak1ng out and replacing ot one or more papers
Et.I\UNA Di!.AKE BLENKER.
from auy part of tne file Wltbout di.tturbing the
other Part•.
.
!:lent by m~til. poRt·~_!tid, for ·1.
Address THE TRUrH ~EEKER,
_
.
• tf
28 Ll\fa.Yto\te Pl., New York.
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THE NE\V GOD
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Secretary of tluJ American Secular Union.
Price 10 cents.
Address Tlllli TRUTH BEEKER

GIRAI~D'S
AND

CoMPAN'i.

Girard Collt1ge Theology.
AN EXPOSE

tiOW TO-STREN-ClnEN
THE MEMORY;

0! the perversion of StePhen Girard'• magnificent

beque•t to

Pntlad~lphta by the Chri•tt ..n
oburche~ and Youug Mtn'a

Chrisnan At!•ocl ..tion.
By Rtou. B. WESTBROOK, D. D., LL.D.
Price $1.
Address T11E TRUTH SEEKER.

OR,

Natural and 8eit>ntifte Methods of
Never l'orgetting.
By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.

l2mo, 160 pp.,
Address

NEW EDITIDN,

il.OO.

The Secret of the
. East,

THE 'rRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl.. New York.

OR,

The Origin of the f'hristian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.

TRY•SQUARE;
OR,

The Church ot Practical Religion.

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Oncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his Pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital qne•twns
of human concern, religious, politiCal, and otherwise. The book is written in well-cbo•en lan·
guage, and easily understood. There is just sufficient narra.tiv about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
For sale at this office.. Price, $1.00.

Price, $1.00.

Prof. H. M. Cottinger's Works.
The Youth's LibPral Guide. This

volume aims at the education of youth in the
principles of Freetbou~eht, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rill'hts from a standpoint of pure reason and
common eenRI'. Pr1ce. fl.

Elrm~11ts

of UnivPrsal History. For

Bi~ther Institutes in Republics, and for SelfInstructiOn.
•• T!J1~ book is just. what the busy world of
to-d1ty oee<IR-a perfect compendium of history from 2,000 years n.o•• on up to 1883, all in a
nutshell.''-Niwtua Slenke.r.
" !l'lr·. Cottin~ter'e intentions in writing this
book are excellent., and his st.anrlpoin.t. admirable; it -may be commendPd as fulfilling its
purpooe of a concise and interestine hist.orical
text-book."-MI!•nnulcee. SenttYIP!. Price, $1.

ROMAN ISM,
OR

DANQER AHEAD.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a GtJod Citizen of
this Republic.

For sale at this office.

Rosa, the Educating

Moth~1·.

"Rosa

is a gone! book, writt.en by a hfPlong teAcher in

the public schools of t.be old .cmmtry and
America. It contatns many RenRible and valuable ideRR, much sonnd philosophy, ~tud Pffers
several fine HliiCI(esuons to all who bav the
int.ere•t of children anrl routb at heart."Susan B. Wt:ron. l'rice, ~I 00.
Address THE THUTH SEEKER.

B:r A. J. GROVER.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
A.ttdrees TIIE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

ARGUMENT
BY

Robert G. Ingersoll,
TRIAL OF C., B. REYNOLDS
YOF

"B L A. S P H E MY,''
AT

MORRISTOWN,

NEW JERSEY.

Stenographically reported, and reoised by the autlwr.
Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.
In this argument Mr Ingersoll ag<tin shows his gre~tt forensic pnwers •. All his hea~t and brain
are in it. It is one of b1s greatest prodnctwo•. It ts iu his cbod~n fidld of tntellectuBI combat, and
we see him as the splendtd champion of human liberty and tb.e ru~hr.s ~f m;<n. Hts love of freet!om
and justice. bat.red of tyranny aud chaine, Nvmpathv for the oppr_e••ed, rntdll'Utdert. ani enthrallAd, h1s
cnuraeA and candor, hav m thiK Aro:nment. full scope of expre'!•lon. and be m~tkes ((rand use of ~be
opportnnit.y. Such a flood of light-of Ploqueoce, legal le .. rn1ng, logto, P<\thod, poe~ry, and pa~notlBm-is not often pourPd ont· in a c•·urt of iudtlce.
th"
bl" t"
The mrtnv call" for thi• Argument in complPte and accurate sb>\pe ha.v 1ed tn IB pu. 10a wn,
as revised by 'Mr. }n((er•nll himself. All other publicatwns are tile merest fi~ttond-reprmts from
meagPr and misle.dwll newspHpAr references.
d l't"
Lawyers and advoc~ttAd will find t-his t.be model of an a.ddres.~ to a. Jnry; sta~esmen an po 1 1oians a clear expn•ttion of C •n•tit.nt.ional rio:hts. Bnd p •were; and mtell1gent, patriOtiC, and free men
•
nd Women everywhere a M~l!'na Ch•.rta nf thAir rrl!"h 1·•·
a
' Ad,Jresil THE TRUrH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York cttY.
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A MEETING has been called in Chicago to
form a national organization to propagate the
land.tax doctrin.
CLEVELANn in a late interview with Bishops
Ireland and Keane assured them of his warm
sympathy with the projected Catholic University.

IT is rumored that Bismarck will resign.
A PILGRIMAGE to Rome
is about leaving Mexico.
SEVENTY per cent of
Boston's population are
Catholics.
TH:ii: total loss caused
by the Bnrlin~ton strike
so far is $15,000,000. ·
ON the 5th 4 000 Irish
immigrants ~ailed from
Queenstown for America.
: Nxw liceme restriCtions will reduce the
number of }lichigan saloons one-third.

I

Cot'NT Toi sToi, the
deFpotic Russian minister, rec~ntly narrowly
eecaped assassination.

I [CHRISTI.ANB

estimate
their total Sunday-Fchnol
scholars at 16 447 ~!JO,
and teachers at 1,!J52,167.

TEE Iowa Hnme bas
d a re~olution pro-viding for a woman suffrage constitutional
amendment.

I

IV. Proem to GenPsl• : A Plea for a Fair Tria.!.
· By Hon· W. E Glad~ tone.
: V. D .. wn of OreAt-inn. ~n An•wPr to l\{r. Glad.Ht<Hofl. By A'bert RevilJf>, D D.
A DIROUSSION BETWEE'i.
VI. l\It· Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H. ·
GL'ADFITONE. HUXIJIJF, MULLT£R,
Rnxl~y.
·1
VII. A Pr•otest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Lin-. RELIGION doAa not, and C<tnnot, contemplate
. L/N1'0N. REVILLE.
, ~on.
.,
. . ! man a; free. She ac~ePtH onlv the hom~ll'A of t(le
On the Oonfi•ct ·bef.wAPn Genesis and Geology.
. TlnstR a new b"ok anil ron tam• the latPst iltRCllR· prostrRt~. and .RcornH the offerinn-s of ·those who
CONTENTS:
on t-hA mtst11kea of 1\lnses. ThP names of the
· d
·
'b
I. Down of Creation a.nd uf Worship. By Hon. Pion
participant.s are a guaranlee of its ablP character. stan erect. Sh~ cq,nnot tulerf\le the, II erty of
W E- Gl>vlstone.
tltonght. The wt<le and suonv field• belong not
II. The luterprMPrR of GePPSis and t.hA InterPrtce, paper, 150 CAnt• • clot.b, 75 cents.
to her domain. The •tar-lit hi~el:ns of genius and
prpt.er• of Na.•nre. Bv Pt'Of. T. H. HuxiPv.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
individnalitv are 1thove swd beyond her appreoiaIII. Po•t~cript to Solar Myths. By Prof. lliax
28 L><fayette Pl., New York.
tion and power. Her ~objects cringe a.t bPr feet,
MniiAr.
coverPd with the· dnst of
obedience.- lWJPT•oll.
I UNDERSTAND by tbe passiori .or love the nmon of
de•i•·e. frien<1•hip, an<l tendPr~ess, wllich is infhmed
by a single female, which
prefer• her' to t11e rest of
her sex an<l which seeks her
po•sesston as the supreme
or the solA happiness of our
being.-G Dbon.
Huw strao~ee it appears
tba.t Christtans, who are
comma."ded to hope and
believe all things favorable
to otherP, should bav such
an appetite for discovering
unbPiief and misbelief even
in those who manifest ·no
evil heart or ~tcdless temper ! It would seem as if
~orne men's fa;titb could not
be k~pt alive and properly
exArcised nnless. ltke the
pttssionR.te lord in the play,
it were "allowed a carcass
to insnlt on "-the vile body,
to wit, of· some other man's
infi<lelity and irrelhnon.Coz,ridoe's Brourapnta Ltt-

of ~Ttougltl.
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ORDER OF CREATION,

·

.
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pa~s1

GovERNMENTAL labor
statistics show that
strikes do procure for
wo rki n gm en better
wages and shorter hours.
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TilE LORD'S WAY OF MARKING SLAVE!::!.
Then his ma~ter shall bring him unto the juilges; be shall also bring; him to the dnor, or unto the doo~- post; and
his master shall bore his ear through with an awl; and he shall serve him forever.~Ex:. xxi, 6.

THE government continues its endeavors to suppress National
League meetings in Ireland, the police and
soldiers wounding many with bat<:ms and
bayonets.
OLD lady (in R'rocery store): "B~ them dates
FoR wholesale open bribery Rhode Island's frpijiJ, boy 1 Tbey don't look it." Boy: "Y~•'m,
state election on the 3d is thought to beat the tbey 're of recent date."
record.
BENEATH a ri'Pe per•immon-tree
RHOENT changes in German military meth- Two learned lawyers chanced to be.
" Climb,'' said the first; " I'll catch-you toss
ods are causing much discussion everywhere
'em."
on the art of war.
But t'otber shook his head: "Non Po•hum /"
THE duke of Norfolk, it is rumored, will
"You hav a very sour look this morning," recarry to Q•1een Victoria at Florence an auto- mark·d a cucumber to his neighbor, a dyHpepttC
strawberry. "Y"'s," was the t-art rPply ~ ''one iH
graph letter from the pope.
nece•sarily unplea•antly affqctPd wbeo compelled
THE belief that the government should own to associate with Hucb a seedy part.y as you are."
railways and telegraphs is spreading rapidly
"Jons,•• said the minister to the sexton; "that
pn!pit-cu•hiou is worn out. I wish yon would see
among labor organizations.
that a. new covPr is put on H." ''YeP, ~ir,~' Paid
THE concession for gamblin~ in Panama Jnhn. ~trtmly; •· I know it's wore out. an' it's the
has been sold by the p:overnment, for a term tbird smce last fa.ll. It am't my place to make remarke, sir, but in my opinion t.bert:'B such a thing
of three years, for $147,000.
THE third of Talmage's series of sermons as carryin' religion a leetle too far."
"WnAT a glorious SPason or the ypar the gla<l" e~pecially to the women of America" exsome Ppringtime iP, 1\Ir. FrankFurt !•• said M••s
horts the restriction of divorce.
Overtheline, <f Cinctunati, as tile twain ~eated
BuLGARIA. has asked the. porte to explain tbemselv• in a V1ne Htreet restaurant. •• Tile pure,
the presence of Turkish troops at the town of invigorating a.ir, the singin~e of b1rds, the fragrance of fl.,wers, and [to waitar1 bock beer, all
Mustapha Pacha, on the frontier.
tell us so eloqnently that spring indeed is here!"
HENOKFORTH, Mr. Powderly says, the
Knights and the EnginPers' Brotherhood
will unite in all labor difficulties.
CoNGRESs is considering a treaty with Eng.
gland for the extradition of persons committing "malicious injuries by cxplosivs."
PowDERLY has issued a strong manifesto
asserting tte futility of strikes, and favoring
education of Knights of Labor as a better
means of obtaining rights.

Ma. MouLD (in bookstore) : "I want you to get
me up an appropriate motto to bang in my und rtakmg estahlisl:tmeot." De~tler: "How woul<l
'HooeAty is the best policy' do?" Mr. Mould:
"Tbat's too m•tcb of a cheilttmt " Dealer (oooti>mplativb) : "H·m; bow does • I• life worth living 1' •trike you 1" 1\Ir. 1\Iould: "Good, that'll jnst
the thing!"
"!h w.'' said the small boy; "I <lon't go to Sunday-scbool. I went there one da.y, and that was
all£ wanted. I tipped the whole ben11h ov~r, an'
when the teacher aHt me what I did it for I Paid
• Rats!' An' be didn't. lick me. nor nothin'-dldn't
OF eight clergymen interviewed by the so much as swat me Klon~:•ide of the f><ce. What
Charleston, !::l. C., .News as to the fate of sort of a •chool do you call tha.t to go to? Mebbe
heathen, four think they may be saved, and yo11 think I'm a gtrl ?"
four that they are damned.
OLD 1\Irs. Bentley: "Hav yon bPard how Mrs.
A FKW of the ra>cally reverends exposed B··own is gettin' on 1" Old Mr. Bentley: ' Sne
was doin' very well, and ahboU!{b one lung i•
last week are Rev. B. Hill, of St. Albans, gonP, the doctor said he tbougbt ~he ml~tbt liv
Vt., bigamy; Rev. Henry Banril, New York, for some ttme; but Ia•' week she ketched cold,
grand larceny; Rev. Chas. Millen, Brooklyn, which d•veloped into pneumonia." Old lllrs.
B"ntley (with pensiv bopefuloe••>: •• Ab, well, 1f
gross immorality.
abe's only got one lung slte can't bav it very bad.''
THE conference to be held between tbis
THE R'V. Alban Cope (who has been preaching
country and the Central and South American on the evtls of specul><t.ion) : ·• What di<l :ron th1nk
nations will also consider uniform customs nf t-he sermon this morning, Mr. Stone 1" l\1r.
and quarantine regulations, the adoption of a K•rb.v Stone (on the .. s~rPet "): .. Well. since you
aHk mP, parson, i rli<ln't think it waR vAry mn•b <•f
common silver coin, and extradition.
a sermon." The Rev. All,.o Cn"P: "Really? To
DuRING February we received 19,547 im- tell the truth, nmtber tlid I B11t, then, there's
migrants, against 14,137 the preceding Feb- no need of our setting upouropmion against that
ruary. There came from Germany. 4 359; of the entire congregation."
"JonN.'' she said sweetly as she glanced at the
England and Wales, 3,655.; Italy, 2 308; Rusclock. "do you know anytbin~t about baseball?''
f!ia, 1, 717; Ireland, 1,407; Sweden and Nor· "Well, I rather guess I do,'' be answered with
way, 1,104.
pride. "There is a short stop in every nine, isn't

KNOI\'ING is seeing, and if
it be so, tt is madness to
persuade ourselvs that we
do so by another man's
eyes, Jpt him use never so
many words to tell us that
what lw asserts is very visible. U uti! we ourselvs see
it witb our own eyes and
perceive it by onr own understandings, we are as
mncb in the dark, and as
votd of knowledge, as before, let ns believe any
learne<l llnthor as much as
we wliJ.-/,ockP.'R .Conauct
of tile UndP1'.<tundtn(l.

there?'' "Certainly." •• Is therA a lon~e •top, PlUESTLY HYPLlOiliSY PliOTOGR•PliED BY A PRIEST.
I ME.~N to say this-th1tt there is m~ny a thing
too?'' "No." "It is a pitY.'' "Wb~ Ro?" ''Be·
cau•e," and abe glttnc~d at the clock again, •• tf said tu many a sermon thll.t, shut the preacher
there was ·a long s•np you would make money. into a room witb au intellig.,nt tmrishiouer eye to
e)·e, he d .. ren't stick to . • yon know and I
Every club would be btddmg for you."
know what fnrlge it 1s !-Dean.Aifort.
A TRAMP recPntly bad a plat.e of bard ice cream
HAY you not heard bow it bas II''De with many
givrn b1m by a good-nat.urP<I lady upon whom
he called for as~i·tance·. · HH banded ba~.k •he a CR.Uoe b•for·e now? F1rot, few men heed 1t;
FPflOD, with au apolo,.y. ·• Ob, I don't su•pect Dfxt, moot m~n cnodemn it: Jol,qtJ"', all men acyun of waottng to steal the ~poon.'' Ratd the l•dy cept it-and the can~' is woo !-wm,am Jlorrts.
"I don't for a moment Rnppo•e you do, mv d~ar
VICE is a monster of so fri.a'htful mien
mad~m," rPplied the tramp; •• but it is not correct
A to b·• bate• I, nPeu• but to be seen;
form to eat hard des•erts with a spoon; I am from
Y 4 •~en too oft.• familiar with her hoe,
Boston, and should prefer a fork."
W" fir•t enaure, tben vttv, then embrace.
FATHEa: "Never lie, my ~on; alWAYS tell the
-Pope.
truth. Who's that rineiog-a dun 1 Tell him I
To
mv
mind
it
i•
simply
ah•urd
for
any
man to
am not in!" s,m : "Wouldn't that be a lie.
papa 1" F .other : "Oh, no, my son, it-'• a Financial answ~r witb thA sli~ehtet<t. confi leoce the challenge
Necessity." Fatber (oext day): "Ynn seamp. if of the ha•t'i" inq•tirer, Wil'\t is to be tile religion
you ate that <•ake I wtJI wbtt} yon! D d pm PM of the fn<,nre1 I h"v not the slightet<t i<lea. I
it 1" Son : •• N•,, sir." F .. tber: • s~e here. I saw am perfectly certain of my own ignorance, and I
you, myself. Wbat do you mean telling m"' that hav a Rtron~e impre•sion that almost everyone
hP 1' Son : "·1'am•t a lie ; it'H Protecttv D;plo- else is eq·ully i~euoraut I Cll.D see, as everyone
el•e C-<11 see, tilq,t a vast soci"l and intelleotual
macy!''
tran~formll.lion is taking place-and takin~t place,
NoTED electrician:" I see that you still havlhat proh .. bly, with more rapidity now thiw at almost
ol<l notion that a liehtning rod is a protection." itDY h1stodcal Pll"i<><L I c-t.u dtmly ~eness at some
Nebra•ka farmer: "I bav." "Well, of course of the m«iu chll.racteristlC'I of tbe proce•s. I c~n
yon don't ke~p up with the ~lectrical progress of discover snme coo<1itwos, botb of the soci~tl and
the a~ee and can't be expected-" '•I take half the •peculattv kwd, which will probably influence
a dozen n<'wHpapers and three mall'azines, includ- the re•ult. I c><nnot donht that some ancient
ing the ElPctrwal RPVtpW, str." •·You do? Well, dnctrin• ba\f lost t.heir vita.lity. • • • D,mbtless
w~ll! Now, s1r, if that is the ca•e, will you be all the elements whiCh the old belief contains will
kind enough to tell me what you tbink a light.ning be somehow repreRented in the new crystallization
rod on your bouse protects you from 1" "Light- of opinion; bttt I fmvr, or rather I do not envy,
mug rod agents."
tlte confi•leuce of anr man who takes upon htmIN the spring the young man's spinal column self to define its precise charo>cter.-Le.o.ue Steploen.
seems to fade and wilt;
In the ~priog tile merry school-boy infests the
NATUnE has not formNl us to sport and merristreet wit-h top and •tilt;
ment, but rather to serion•ness and t') studies
In the spring the lacteal fluid smacketh somewhat t.hat are im~orta.'lt and subli·ne. Sport and merof the leek;
riment ao·e not always to be disallowed; but we
In the •Prll!g unhappy tenants other homesteads 11.re to ttRe t.bem a• Wrl n•e sleep and olotter kinds of
sa<lly seek;
rep >•e, whPn we .h1tv d'•P><t-ched our wehrhty and
•erions Rff,<it·R. N,.y, ottr verr manner of j .. king
In thH •Pring the bilor-maiden sports a $9J bat;
In the sprin~e a •tvelier Irish gathers 'bout the •honl<l be netther want,on nor indecent, but ingennon• and noble as well as good-humored. For as
baseball bat;
In the sprwg impatient mortals lay aside their we indttlge boys not in an unhm•ted license of
spm·t,'hnt only in t.hat which iH not inconsistent
fl,.n ne]H thick,
And the ones that rPach not heaven reach the with virtn•m< coni! net, so, in our very j ·kes, there
shnttld appear some gleam of a virtuous nature.realms of aged Ntck.

"1\Irss CLARA," be said, hesitatingly," I want to
speak with you upon a subject of great importance to mP, and one which has been upon roy
mind for sometime." The ~eirl bad told her mother
that she thought this was •urely the nt~ebt, and in
a low, shy tone sbe bRde him proceed. "I am
thinking,'' he •aid," of fut·ni•hing botchelor apart.
menta lll the Pa.lmer block, and I wtsb you would
tell me the be•t place to buy carpets." Tbe low.
shy tone of vmce ga.ve wa.y to one witil a bar•h
bnsmePs rmg in tt. a• l\1••• ClarR. otratght.eued her
self up and Paid : •• Certainly, lllr. !:l<mpsoo. with
pleasnrA. Wll-h ready cash, M"ssrs VenePr, Hll.rdwood and Co. oertR.ioly <ffer the ohoicPHt b><r·
gaws, but as you, of course, will want to buy on
the inHtalment .Plan, paying, sar, two dollar• ao<l
a half a month, I would •nggest that you look
over the stock of Messrs. 1'hreeply, VarniHh and
Co."

Cwero

Ir is an absura \.bing. that those who receive
R.dvice, do not fer-! that aouoy11.nce which they
ought to feel, bttt. feel tbat from which tiley
ought to be free; for they are not distressed becanHe they hav done wrong; but ta.ke it amiss
t.hat t.bey a•e r~bnked; whereas, on the contrary,
they ought to be son·y for tlwir misconduct and
to be glad at its conectton.-Cwero.
HE th<tt. hath lmowled~ee sparetb his word•; and
a m"n of nud~t·staodii!K is of an excellent ~pirit.
Even a fool, when he holdet.b hts peace, is counted
wiHe; and he tha.t. sltutteth btH lips is esteemed a
man of understaudmg.-P1·ove1·b.•.
OuR rlisp~Aitions wtll be su;table to that which
we m()st. fr• qtwntly think on; for the soul is, as it
were, tin~eed with the color and complexion of its
own thougbts.-Marous .AureUus.
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BURDENS OF LIFE.

We hav burdens enough in the ills that fle~h is heir to without being burthened with priestly rubbish.-Step!ten Glrrvrd.

Jlol~s

~lippinns.

THE Austrian legislature is· desirous of
diminishing opportunities for drinking, and
will hereafter allow only one liquor shop to a.
'
A .NEW ENGLAND constable, who has l1ad commune of less than five hundred people.
great experience with tramps, says that he Anyone who has been convicted of drunkenness three times in one year is to be debarred
has never yet seen one with a bald head.
from entering a public-house, and any pubTHE papal jubilee turns out to hav been
lican serving him will be subject to penalties.
very expensiv. It cost the Vatican about
QuANTITIES of bears' bones and seven very
$1,000,000. But it was profitable, the rewell preserved skulls were recently discovered
ceipts running up to about $20,000,000,
in a cave at Rubeland, in the Hartz. A set
TnE lumber export from Ottawa, Canada,
of stag antlers, fragments of skeletons of
to the United States during January, Febhyenas, and some slender bones, which are
ruary, and March was valued at $306,902, an
assigned to the ptarmigan and the lemming,
increase of 21 per cent over the same months
were also discovered. The cave is to be
of 1887.
·
lighted by electricity for the benefit of scienlMJII:EDIA.TEI.Y after Emperor Frederick left tific visitors.
San Remo the sultan sent him a collar, conI-r is proposed to preserve fish alive by
sisting of nine hazel nuts, with inscriptions
placing them in vessels partly filled with
from the Koran, over which the dervishes
water and hermetically sealed. It is said
and . sheiks of the palace had prayed, and
that fish so confined hav been found alive
which, the sultan assured the crown prince,
after three weeks, without eithe:z: air or water
would cure him as if"by magic.
having been changed, while fish in an open
I•'noM the Albany Journal: "Dressed in jar died in forty-eight hours. If the air in
the latest mode, Lillie Devereux Blake pre- the vessel is compressed, the life of the fish
sented her ever-youthful subject : • Is it a is still further prolonged.
Crime to be a Woman?' In the course of
THE building going up on the site of the
her address she said : 'Every student in or- ruins of the late fireworks fire in Broadway
nithology knows that the American eagle, the presents a novelty in the shape of lintels of
national bird, is a hen, the male being infe- copper. All this work was to hav been done
riOl· in size and looks.'"
in terra cotta, but the contractor failed in his
SorENOE has done wonders for meteorology. work, and to save time this experiment was
F<lr instance, it has paraphrased the old say- tried. It delights the architect and builder,
ing, "Hills clear, rain near," into, "The and' all who hav seen it. Dissolved copper
presence of a wedge-shaped area of high treated electrically is deposited on plaster
pressure, accompanied by great atmospheric casts, and produces work that is better than
visibility, is likely to be succeeded by the that made by casting the molten metal in
advance of a disturbance with pluvial accom- molds, because it requires no trimming or
finishing with edged tools.
paniments and southerly winds."

and

"ADVIOES from Salt Lake City report that
the Mormon brethren are getting ready and
anxious to giv up the practice of polygamy.
When such good news comes from Utah,
even the most pessimistic pessimist has cause
to hope that Mormonism may be some time
rooted out, even from old Puritan communities like Massachusetts." Now the Congregational brethren may get mad at the Sun,
which says this.
ONE of our correspondents attended a large
union meeting a few Sundays ago in which
a somewhat flowery young preacher prayed
as follows : " 0 Lord ! we ask that thou wilt
bless theY. M. C. A." This is equal to the
colored man's a~cription of thanks to the
deity for what he bad done for the world,
"both n.o. and A.D." Such performances
strengthen the hands of tbo~e who oppose all
extempore prayer.-Cltri.;Uan .A.d'Docate.
WE get this important information by way
of the San Francisco Ji'reethought: "The
Young Men's Christian Association-of Princeton recently secured the services of Anthony
Comstock as a lecturer on moral purity. Out
of respect for Mr. Comstock's modesty the
students draped the statue of the Gladiator
on the campus with a pair of red flannel undergarments. At last accounts the faculty
were debating the question how to remove
the ornaments without attracting undesired
public attention."
·
SoME one has been collecting facts aliout
the fathers·of United States presidents, with
this result : "Grover Cleveland is the only
clergyman's son who has ever been elected
president, though Arthur's father was a clergy.
man. He was not, however, elected president. The fathers of the Virginia presidents

-Washington, Jefferson, Madison, and Monroe-were planters. John Tyler's father was
a lawyer and a statesman, and John A.dams,
the father of John Quincy Adams, was by
profession a lawyer. Grant's father was a
tanner, Hayes's father a merchant, and the
fathers of Garfield, Lincoln, Pierce, Fillmore,
Polk, Van Buren, and Jackson were farmers."
HooK-sWINGING and widow-burning in
India hav been abolished, but it is said that
in the Nizam's dominions there is a caste in
which, when any of the members dies, a flag
is attached to a bamboo, and the bamboo
given to a man to bold over the corpse of the
deceased. Then, having retired to a convenient distance, the men of the caste open
fire on the flag, probably by way of showing
distress, and of helping the soul of the deceased on its journey to the other world. ·Jt
sometimes happens that the man holding the
flag is shot, and an order has been issued by
the government prohibiting firing at the flag
in future.
STEAMERS landing at Cabinda, a little port
north of the Congo, are often met by a young
white man who appears to be in the egg and
poultry business. He has spring chickens all
the year round, and, as they are plump and
tender, he gets a good price for them. This
young man is one of Bishop Taylor's missionaries, &nd when he appears at the landing
with his chicken coops he is carrying out the
" self-supporting " feature of the bishop's
enterprise. He supports himself nicely, but
finds that it would take a good deal of capital
to start a school at present, as none of the
nativs, in their present state of mind, can be
induced to send their children to school,
unless they are paid for it.
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Ulommunica.tions.
Our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
Whoever reads the " Companion to the Revised
New Testament" carefully to get at the discoveries
the revisers made in their ten years of search into
the origin and authenticity of that book, in tracing
its history with such aids as were within their 1·each
in the way of legends, traditions, and fragments of
testimony gathered from a number of the early
fathers of the church, cannot fail to see how uncertain are much of the teachings contained in that
so-called holy record.
This admission and open confession is either
avowed, or referred to, or apologized for on almost
every page of the "Companion," prepared by the
authority of the revisers to explain to scholars and
critics the reasons for the ruany changes made in the
revision. For instance, the revisers say that the title
of Lord should never have been put in the English
New Testament, as it, or any Greek word corresponding to it, could not be found in .the early manuscripts,
as a title given to the Galilean teacher; and on page
83 of the "Companion" they tell us what word
should have been. used: "Rabbi being a well-known
title of respect, it should have been preserved
throughout the translation," instead of the word
Lord, which is found improperly used in the " authorized version."
So they acknowledge that the Lord, the :first word
in this long and reverential title, is a mistake, an
error which should be abandoned. Is it, in reality,
anything less than a forgery, in the use that is made
of it by the translators, to deceive and mislead the
people into an unauthorized belief in the supernatural,
to enslave t.he mind to superstition 1
If the title rabbi bad been adhered to in our
English text, instead of ·having in our system of
religion a divinity, a third person in a triune godhead,
we would have had only a Jewish priest called a
rabbi, or teacher, a plain human being, and we
would have been deprived of exercising our faith and
our devotion on a son of God.
What a serious damage the truth, honestly told,
would have been on the superhuman character of our
religion!
There would not have been enough of mystery
and miracle in it to hold together. Without this
design in a purposely false translation, there would
have been no material to construct a creed or a
theology for the people to believe and enjoy.
. The b!ood of a Jewish rabbi would hardly have
had enough virtue in it to atone for the sins of the
world by satisfying the other portions of the godhead.
The revisers tell us that the Hebrew name of the
Jewish rabbi was joshua/ in the Greek it is Jesus.
Joshua was in those days simply a word with a
definition. In the Old Testament we read there
were a number of joshuas. They were called joshua
because they exerted themselves in instructing and
thereby trying to save their ignorant people.
The Galilean prophet, or rabbi, was one who received the name of joshua because he was engaged
in teaching, and it represented his occupation. These
Jewish joshuas, or saviors, were teachers of secular
lessons, to save men from ignorance and misery in
this world, and if we may believe the revisers, the
lessons of the teacher of Galilee were intended to be
of this secular kind. The bad translation is what
has made him seem to teach otherwise.
So that, according to the Jewish idea of a savior, it
does not necessarily require much of a man to be a
joshua or savior. A simple Jewish rabbi, an illiterate
carpenter, can be a savior. It was in this humble,
human, ·common-sense light that the disciples of
this joshua and their successors the Ebionites in
Judea for three centuries accepted, taught, and practiced these lessons of their rabbi.
Neither would they listen or give countenance to
any of the stories the Greeks manufactured and
taught about his miraculous birth and death.
Because these Ebionites would not accept as genuine and historic these speculations of the Greeks
about a man they never saw and knew nothing of,
these same Greek gospel-writers denounced them as
heretics and Gnostics. So to make a deity or divinity
out of a man, a teacher of ethics, is another fraud of
translators to help them to establish the divine
trinity.
See Eusebius, "Ecclesiastical History," Chapter
XXVII, "Ebionites," and the testimony of Justin
Martyr, and Epiphanius of the second and third
centuries ; also Gibbon, "History of Christianity,"
Chapter XIII.
The word Christ, originally, had nothing to do
nor any connection with the word or name joshua.·
The former is a Greek and the latter a Hebrew word.
If we can depend on Bible chronology, it was not till
about twenty-five years after the death of Joshua
that the Greeks, at Antioch, used the term Christos
in connection with his name or teachings.
Acts xi, 26 : " The disciples were :first called Christians at Antioch."

These Greeks p:t,'onO@Cf:l<l hj.s name, for short, inition for the pU1'pose of propping up our iriherited,
Jesu and in after ages they added Ohristi to this cherished mythology? To say the least, it is a prenam~, a word which PQ.ul distinctly defines to rep- ·sumptuous outrage and indignity toward our more
resent the teachiiJ.gs ~d not the man-1 Cor. i, 2~ enlightened and sensible ancestors.
"Christ the power of Q-"(),d and tb,e wisdom of God, 1
Now, Paul was the author of the :first literature
or the power of wisdom and goodness, as we speak in containing the word Ohrist / he is the very .best auour more modern English.
thority for knowing and defining it. The ignorant
It was through the writings of Paul, or the epis- pagan Greeks must have believed in it in·a mythical
ties attributed to him, that this formula of a title sense, or Paul would Irot, with such an emphatic interoriginated. It was in his effort to convey to the rogatory, have taught them the contrary. He wanted
Greek mind the distinction between the man Joshua them to believe in a" Lord and savior Jesus Christ"
and the principles~ the teachings, and the moral influ- within them; and within everyone who is not a repe.nce of his example.
robate, a person sunk so low in depravity as to have
The Greek belief in the gods doing everything- lost all self-respect.
The Jesus Christ of Paul was the moral sense in
even of their secret visits to human beings-and the
impressions they made on the mind and feelings, in man, and in all men, as a birthright inheritance,
prompting and instigating their conduct, whether for This was to be their savior. He knew if it did not
good or evil, was so universal among the ignorant save sinners, no fabricated idol, no belief in a dead
that it was in his endeavors to destroy this belief or living man, to whom they had given the name,
and to introduce a theory that these impulses and would be of any service to them. But the idolators
impressions were spontaneous and originated not then did not believe in Paul, neither do they now.
The word joshua existed and had ~;~aved pe~ple for
with the gods, but with the inherent activities of the
brain, and of the nervous system, acting through the centuries before the Galilea.n ha~ ever heard of or
had received it as his name.
organism, that these misunderstandings arose.
The Greeks found it almost impossible to divest
It saved people no better or in no other way after
their minds of the idea that one of their gods, or a he was born than it did before. The fact of its begod, was ~he author and teacher of the new faith ing given to him for a nam~ did not in any way
taught them by Paul.
ch(!.nge its efficacy. For wise people are always the
Whoever reads carefully these epistles of Paul best saved and fools are the worst, or the least, saved,
cannot fail to see what a difficulty he had in teaching and always will be.
them this new mental philosophy-that it was not
The word Christos, meaning wisdom, was always a
from any god outside of man, but it was from convic- desirable acquisition. The Greek philosophers had
tiona, or the conscience within . him, his life and great faith in its benefit to the possessor, as an aleactions should be guided.
vatirig and refining virtue. Solomon, the wisest old
Although he had urged this among them orally in Hebrew, could not exaggerate its excellence, long behis missionary work, as an" apostle to the gentiles," fore it was bestowed l!-pon the prophet Joshua by
he was not able to exterminate from their minds the the Greeks. The fact that it was given to him as a ·
influence of their old mythology. Some received and title never affected its original quality.
gave heed to his testimony, but others did not..
That Christ, or that power and wisdom, is in man
This difference caused controversy among them, and of man that .is to save him from the thraldom
whiQh he aimed to aettle in the epistles he sent to of ignorance and superstition. It was the power and
the churches.
wisdom of that .high order, which was supposed to
The Greek words stan•ding for Joshua, the wise control all goodness, in the works of nature and in
Galilean teacher, were Jesus, the christos, and in man, as established by deity.
English we have it printed, Jesus Christ. So the text
It was not, as the Greeks afterward made it, or tried
ma.kes Paul say in one of these epistles, 2 Cor. xiii: to make it, a personified . divinity, to be placed
"Know ye not your own selves, how that Jesus among their gods, and as the writers or translators
Christ is in you except ye be reprobates!" "Since in many places in the New Testament have niade it.
ye seek a proof of Christ speaking in me." Gal. iv, The late revisers acknowledge this, and say the word
19 : "Till Christ be formed in you." Eph. iii, 17: Christ is used so as to improperly represent the
"That Christ may dwell in your hearts." Col. i, 27: original meaning. It was a title given by the Greeks,
" Christ in you hope of glory." These and many and should never be used without the article the bemore passages in these epistles refer to Christ as fore it, meaning the wise, or the wisdom of Jesus. ·
wisdom or goodness, which are synonyms in this He- See "Companion," page 53.
It is the misunderstanding of these terms, this
brew, in thi!l rational, impersonal sense. I think there
is strong evidence in these epistles that Paul was a title, out of which a theoretical divinity has been
philosopher, and never used much of the language formed, an atoning redeemer and intercessor
the copyists and translators have put in the text of constructed, that constitutes the great chasm, the
his writings.
irreconcilable and irrepressible conflict, between
Giving this Christ of Paul sex and personality, the church and Infidelity, or between the deluded,
that we :find so much of in our English New Testa- infatuated believer and the untrammeled Freethinker.
ment, is evidently not Paul's work, but the work of The only way to bridge this chasm is to give· the beilliterate mythologists; who copied and translated lievers a clear view of the history of their religion,
these writings; who did it through _the bias of their the origin of those strange pagan ideas which they so
own prepossessions, and in the interest of their own cherish, showing them to be all a human device with
or the popular religion.
which superstition can control the ignorant and oradThe revisers of the New Testament tell us that ulous, and mislead the confiding into all sorts of
the improper use of the articles, the pronouns, and folly, cruelty, and crime, in the name of their God,
prepositions in translation has in almost innumer- their savior, and their duty. What a bloody, savage
able instances so changed the text that it is impos- record these views have left in their track through
sible to tell what was meant by the writers, and it nearly twenty centuries! How they are enslaving
can only be settled by guess, or by leaving it to the and degrading us now !
·
decisions of publ~c sentiments, which generally
Thus we see that when we come to dissect and anfavor an idolatrous and .superstious interpretation, alyze this long and divinely imposing title, it is dissiagreeing with the darker age of ignorance in which pated into a fabrication. We must relegate it to where
these translations were made.
it belongs, to Greek mythology and to the coddling
In preaching this gospel, or the ethics of Joshua, and nursing process by which it has been fostered
Paul would often use his name in connection with and sustained by both Roman and Protestant clergy.
his lessons. Of course, he could do so properly and There is nothing in it, and there never was anything
intelligently, but the translators have, evidently, dis- but a string of words hitched together having an
regarded the distinction between the teacher and the awful sound and supernatural significance-words
teachings, and they have indiscriminately and inter- in themselves, until captured and devoted to the
changeably mixed them into interminable confusion, Gods the imagination invented, innocent of these
so that the text must unavoidably confound the or- abuses-words that have been ravished by robbers
dinary reader, who is not apprised of the causes from the human vocabulary and deified into names
of the difficulty, as so fully admitted and set forth and titles of the immortals, to fascinate, captivate, to
by the revisers in this "Companion." It is enough enchant and enslave the minds of mortals, to deto disgust and to tempt the honest inquirer to cast liver men into the hands and custody of the Gods.
aside the whole record as a fraud or fable.
It is robbing their vocabulary of words expressing
It is amusing to see how some doughty Infidels, simple, honest thought and converting them into
and pious Christians also, dispose of these spurious props to bolster up our pagan idolatry. There is a
and ambiguous, if not incomprehensible and contra- meanness, a dishonesty, and religious mendacity in
dietary, passages, which· the translators have be- it that every honest man should eschew and despise.
queathed us.
If a religion is so barren of any real merit that it needs
Joshua, Christos, the :first a Hebrew and the sec- a resort to such petty theft and duplicity, such ignoble
ond a Greek word, each had a distinct· and specific measures, to maintain itself, every one of its devotees
meaning in the respective languages, and may be and advocates should know it. To the investigator
given, the :first as saving, the last as toisdom. So and student the above facts are patent and palpable.
that our Jesus Christ in the Greek-or we may call But it has always been the policy of the priesthood
it English now from long usage-when defined to withhold them from the public.
by equivalents in better understood woods, is savFaith does not require they should be known. If
ing wisdom. The Bible ·writers themselves give us they were, religion would suffer and its superstruct- ·
these definitions. The writers of the gospels give ure be overthrown. The priestly honors and calling
us the meaning of Joshua, Paul gives us that of would fall into decay.
Christ; and the revisers confirm their testimony.
All intelligent Infidels, Deists, or Atheists most
What right have we to give these words another def- • sincerely and honestly believe in the "Lord and
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savior Jesus Christ" of Paul. If they repudiate the theran ~amilies. in the B~ltic provinces ; and the above godly conduct, hav changed their policy, and
ancient, ambiguous/style of expressing it, they never- ~vangehcal Un10n found 1t necessary to intercede are now attempting to capture and use spirit phetheless cordially accept the fact, imd depend on it ~behalf of the Prot~stant subjects of Russia, remind- nomena to prove Christianity true. Christian spirits
exclusively as the means of salvation. It is in living mg the czar that h1s father, the Liberator, had sus- get control of every medium they can and either rule
up to the spirit and truth of a principle, and not in pended the law so far as the Protestants of the Baltic or ruin them-which has been the policy of Chris-.
attaching sacred merits to the words, or the images provinces are concerned.
tianity throughout. all its existence, rule or ruin, exthe words may suggest, that is imparted the saving . The czar could make one of two replies, either that pressed very emphatically in "believe or be damned."
power; so tha.t the Infidel. is reapy the true disciple, h1s father was wrong, or that he is wrong himself.
Spirit life is a fact, proved by spirit manifestations
a~d the self-righteous behever 1s the hypocrite, the As he would not admit either, he charged Mr. of a great vat·iety,.and denying or ignoring this fact
dissembler.
P0bedonostzeff, the procureur of the synod, to giv does not prove it untrue. ·
The Infidels will not accept verbiage, however holy, the best answer he could. The proc~.;reur has writHow much security is there in ignorance~ Pious
that they cannot understand; and here again they ten a letter nearly three times as long as the petition bigotry thinks ignorance is humanity's greatest blessunite with Paul-" Prove all things and hold fast to of the Union, and yet he has evaded a direct reply to ing, and Liberals who write and talk wisely against
that which is good ''-and let go of all that cannot the qu~stion squarely raised by·the representative of spirit phenomena, of which they know nothing, are
be proved, for it is not good to be believed or the Utnon. In fact, the old professor has delivered aiding the perpetuation of superstition, and are at·
retained.
a lecture which in plain English would be headed tempting to deliver this positiv proof of the falsity
The Infidels, therefore, are the true Christians- thus: "For the glory of the orthodo"x church and of. all religions into the keeping of the pious savages
they believe in the saving wisdom, and the salvation the shame of the Catholic and Protestant churches." called Christians, and permit them to whitewash
that: it, or the" Lord and savior Jesus Christ" within The procureur starts out with the assertion that the Christianity, which is a complete system of fraud
them, in their own brain, their intellectual powers, religious interests of the Lutherans are as dear to and crime, with spirit phenomena, which, in the
and moral sense, will secure to all who possess them. the czar as those of any other subjects, and that the bands of honest and intelligent men and women, afThe believers, or church men, are infidel to this measures now purli!ued in the Baltic provinces aim at ford many of the most overwhelming arguments
inward Jesus Chri.st, and trust in an outward, per- the restoration of order and peace, which hav been against the assumptions of Christianity and all other
sonal Jesus Christ of their own meking ; so they are violated there for centuries by the Protestants. The religions.
·
the spurious, counterfeit believers, or the real infidels German landowners, he charges, supported. by the
Spirit phenomena has been and is, very improperly,
to the·true and saving faith, as taught by the great Lutheran pastors, hav always'controled the provinces called Spiritualism and Spiritism, as defined by Webapostle whom they profess and pretend to follow, but and hindered the nativs from assimilating with the ster, "a belief,'' etc., and, as far as I know, the
whom in reality they discredit and reject. This holy orthodox people of Russia. This cannot longer be Christian and religious Spiritualists all follow WebI?Cripture-this compound of ancient truth and super- tolerated, for certain historical reasons.
ster and ''believe." I do not; I am not one of the
stition--this medley of history and romance, of ethics
Then the procureur plunges into history. He believers. I know spirit life is, as well as I know
and mythology, taken with all its errors, mistakes, says that God has imposed on Russia a special his- this is. I am a knowe1·, and for the knowledge that
and perversions-taken and believed in literally by· torical task-to guard the Christian civilization of spirit phenomena hav brought to me I use the
priest and people, has led to all this tergiversation, western Europe against the semi-barbarian Asiatics. proper scientific term, Sphitology-the science of life,
this confusion and falsification of faith.
This task Russia has faithfully fulfilled; and she is both earth and spirit life. I am a Spiritologist, a
Modern Christianity as a faith, a belief, or system strong enough to do so chiefly because she has been student of Spiritology.
of doctrines, is not the religion of the early Christians. all orthodox, and has known no religjous struggles.
To get where I am to-day, I hav traveled the road
It did not originate in Judea nor with the earlier No.t -~o has it been in Europe generally. In Europe, of progress, beginning with the Methodist, then the
disciples among the gentiles. They knew nothing of rehgwn has ever been mixed up with politics, bring- Baptist, Campbellite, Dunkard churches, Materialism,
it. It was evolved out of Greek and African pagan- ing about religious wars-the bloody " nights" and Christian Spiritualism, Spiritualism without an adjecism, centuries later.
''evenings." The same spirit has been brought to tiv, Spiritism, and now Spiritology. You may ask,
It is a forgery, a spurious, concocted theory, that the western border of Russia. In Poland, Romanism, What next! I do not know. I shall go where facts
was forced on the world against a strong resistance, joining hands with Polonism, led a series of revolu- and knowledge lead, and go without fear of ridicule
by the power of the sword, by a fierce and savage tions against the Russian state and church. In the or danger.
fanaticism.
My travel to Materialism was attended with much
Baltic provinces, too, religion and politics hav had
The spirit of the faith to. day is despotic, arbitrary, similar aims.
mental distress, for I floundered in the darkness rf
intolerant, and uncharitable-anti-Christian toward
"Helas !" exclaims the procureur. "The Lutheran "belief." I sought truth and knowledge in the
the original faith; while the spiri~,. the principles, knights of Livonia hav been pursuing the same political ends Christian's holy Bible, where only fraud and superstithe belief, and practices of Liberals or Freethinkers as the Catholic nobles in Poland. The Protestant barons tion exist. I remained a Materialist for about ten
are such as tci place them properly in substantial and pastors hav directed their energy to the possession of the years, when I investigated spirit phenomena, with
civil power in the provinces, and to the persecution of every- the intention of knowing them to be a fact or a
harmony and accord with the early Christians.
thing Russian, religion included. And to this very day the
Having the qualities, virtues, and habits, they are descendants of the old barons, under the disguise of religious fraud before I would relinquish my purpose. My
the only class. justly entitled to the name; so they zeal, strive to keep the nativs in a state of servitude, and unbelief was as absolute, as positiv, as any man's
violate freedom of conscience. If Protestant Europe would could be. I did not believe in spirit life-and do not
are in reality the genuine, practical Christians.
disregard the false complaints of the Lutherans of the Baltic now, but by the evidence of facts I lcnow it is truo.
Let no one hastily conclude that the views here provinces,
and would impartially investigate what, in fact,
My friend Reynolds is halting at Mate1·ialism,
presented are a fancy sketch of a dreamer, or an is going on in the towns and villages of those provinces, then
effort to support the theory of an eccentri<>~ or relig- they would realize that the orthodox people do not assail, and there he may remain until he passes to sr·irit
but defend themselvs from, the Lutherans."
life; but, having read this article, when ~e has got
ious crank.
'
Every intelligent clergyman or reader of ancient
Further on, Mr. Pobedonostzeff affirms that "in out of his old carcass and looks around h1mself, he
religious literature, unbiased by prejudice, knows no other country of Europe do ' foreign ' Christians, will say, "Well; I believe that fool Willis did know
they are a substantial outline of the facts recorded and even ~on-Christians, enjoy such ~iberty as in s"omething."
Mr. Reynolds, and many Materialists, ignore and
and testimony given by the early Christian writers Russia," thus intimating that the representative of
bearing on this subject. No honest student of his- the Evangelical Union are laboring under a misunder- condemn the very knowledge that will do more than
tory can fail to see it. Modern scholarship is unveil- standing. In conclusion, the · procureur insists that anything else y~t learned by man to prevent insa~it~,
ing the facts that have for- centuries been kept in the the Union shall follow the advice of Ernest Naville, suicide and cnme. We hav these facts, and ts tt
background by a conspiracy of silence among theo- bring about a union of all Christians and fight against wisdo~ to refuse to investigate their cause 1 You
may preve13:t the perverted ?se of a power by ~nder
logians. Modern Christianity is rapidly being un- Infidels and Materialists.
masked and its fraudulent origin exposed. True
The Evangelical Union ought to learn from this standing its mode of operatiOn: The trap of msanChristianity was slaughtered by creed-makers in its reply at least one thing, that religious affairs in ity, suicide, or crime may sp~mg upo?- you b;y: an
infancy, its vestments captured; and its name has Russia are ruled not by the czar, but by his repre· ignorant touch of the fatal tngger, whtch, by a hi tle
been flaunted and desecrated by its gentile descend- sentativ in the holy synod, Mr. PobadonostzEff. In knowledge of spirit life and spirit control, you might
ants and brought to ii:lfamy and contempt in the his reply this gentleman does not hesitate to state safely avoid.
Mr. Reynolds puts great stress on the "gibberings
eyes of honest and good men. So that Christianity that eighty millions of o·rthodore are ·hard at work
now is but the synonym of fraud and superstition.
defending themselvs against tu;o millions of Luther- of insanity,'' apparently forgetting that the talk of a
Can we as Liberals laboring to enlighten the peo- ans. He boldly affirms that Russia has no religious pious fool while in earth life, is of no value to useful
ple and to release them from their spiritual bond- struggles. But how does it happen that to.day in knowledg~ and the value of his talk is not increased
age do better than to unfold to the view th~ mysteries Russia there are over fifteen million souls deprived when he b~s passed to spirit life. But the fact that
and the sources of their religion? If the multitudes of all civil rights, solely because they disregard the he can talk back across the Materialist's and Chrisonly knew that the truth only can make them free mandates of the holy synod in matters of conscience ~ tian's deadline is of great value to science, and the
from the bonds and shackles imposed upon them by Are there not even special prisons provided for those most deadly blow that ever struck relig~on, destroya blind. superstition, that the truth alone can repre- who dare to leave the orthodox faith? And among ing that ignorance which is the foundatwn of all resent our highest conception of the most exalted type those annuaUy exiled to Siberia and the Caucasus ligions. :But Mr. Reynolds refuses to use or even to
·of human beings, or even of the Gods, they certainly are there not hundreds of " heretics 7" AU these acknowledge the existence of this weapon of knowlwould not longer cling to their idols, their fables, facts, together with the persecution of the Lutherans, edge. He see~s .to hay formed an idea. that there .is
and their stupid theologies, spending hundreds of plainly prove that regarding religious freedom Rus- something Chnst1an, pwus, and mys~rwus about .1b.
His ideas here are all wrong; there 1s .no. m?re kinmillions wrenched from honest toil to perpetuate sia has yet everything to learn.
ship
between spirit phenomena and Chr1sttamty than
them and to oecure their own and their children's
between truth and falsehood, or light and darkness.
degradation.
· . Spiritology.
The so-called miracles, if they ever occurred, are
Accept this as a contribution to your Christian
The teachings of spirit phenomena, and the belief stolen thunder, stolen from the mediums they murreaders for the purpose of dispelling these sacred
of those who witness them, are quite distinct things. dered for witchcraft; and, as to the mystery,. there
ancient illusions.
T. E. LoNGSHORE.
The phenomena in every phase prove all religions is no more mystery in spirit phenomena than m the
Philadelphia, March, 1888.
false, notwithstanding the communicating spirits growing of a stalk of corn, and I know as much
may be exceedingly pious, having carried their piety about one as the other-I know they are facts.
· The Czar and the Protestants.
What kind of truth seeker~;~ are they who refuse to
with them to spirit life.
A Russian tn the Inaepenttent.
From the time that spirit phenomena were first investigate spirit phenomena, and close. ~hei: ~yes,
In the Church News ( Tzerkovnya Vedomosti),
issued by the holy synod of Russia, the p~tition of presented to the public to within a few years of -the ears and reason to this knowledge of spmt hfe .
Spirit phenomena has, through long a~es past,
the Evangelical Union to the czar and R~ss1a.'s reply present time, the communicating spirits were mostly
been
often witnessed. Their true nature, If known
Christian
spirits
only
using
mediums
Antichristians,
thereto are published. The reply was wntten by the
to destroy their usefulness by telling for truth all at all was only known to a few, and kept by them
chief procureur of the synod, .
It will be remembered that .the present autocrat of manner of lies, instructing people to do many foolish secret from the masses, and used for selfish, tyranRussia ordered the enforcement in the :Baltic prov- and, sometimes, wicked things, declaring these mani- nical, and evil purposes; and the honor belongs .to
inces of an obsolete religious law, thus inaug~ra.ting festations to be witchcraft and the works of the America as being the place where the mystery, rehgsuch a religious persecution as was charactensbc of devil, all to frighten the rt~ligious and superstitious ion, imd superstition hav been. taken fro~. these
the Dark Ages. The RtJssian law "once orthodox, from further investigation of this new, but powerful, spirit manifestations an~ the sctence o~. Spmtology
forever orthodox and with all the descendants," has enemy of ignorance and religion; but the Christian is being developed, wh10h stands preemmently as
lately brought ~ntold. misery to thousands of Lu- spirits, failing to destroy spirit communication by the the latest and grandest knowledge of facts of the
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greatest importance to the future development and
progress .of humanity.
Spiritology givs knowledge, not belief; establishes
the universal brotherhood of man; adds its testimony
to the fact that eternal and unchangeable law is the
governing power of the universe, and does away
with religion and all its myths, Bibles, Gods, saviors,
angels, miracles, supernatural, divine, create, heaven,
hell, devil, and all the pious and mythical words and
language that hav no meaning in fact ; and any Materialist who 1·efuses to investigate this science of
Spiritology is very much like the pious Christian
who refuses to see the self-contradictions, the sanction of vice and crime, and the unscientific teachings
in his sacred book.
W. L. WILLIS.
Kolcorno, Incl., April 6, A.B. (Advent of Spiritology) 41.
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Anaheim Organized.
Mrs. K. Parker, secretary of the Anaheim Secular
Union, in writing for a charter, informs us of the
enthusiasm aroused and the organization effected at
the conclusion of President Putnam's course of lectures, especially the one on " The Nine. Demands,"
which was largely attended by the best citizens and
well received. Anaheim is the occidental Eden, and
stands a crowning glory of what in early days a band
of German Freethinkers accomplished. It was the
single, solitary exception in this country of successful
colonization. While the city has outgrown its foundation phase, it has nevertheless attracted to it men
and women of brain and bravery, whom the secretary
says " will work for the Union and universal mental
liberty, and she hopes that "no prejudice will be
allowed to creep in the Union, no bickerings, no
strife, but that w·e shall work together for the liberation of the state from the church, and Siipport oilr
glorious bulwark of freedom, the United States Constitution, entire and intact." This breathes the spirit
which should animate every true Secularj.st. Frank
Ely is president, and, it. is presumed, will keep a
vigilant watch on the enemy. President Putnam's
labors in Anaheim, San Jacinto, and Fresno prove
what a loyal soldier in the Secular cause can accomplish. We wonder that in the midst of incessant
labors and the rush and whirl of travel he can sufficiently compose himself to pen such poetic prose,
can gather such glittering dewdrops fresh from
perfumed flowers, and giv us such glimpses in wordpainting of an actual earthly paradise. May his
voice and pen find welcome response in golden
showers of prosperity and well-earned approbation.
In proof of the adage that "Nothing succeeds
like success " is the favorable notice the Chicago
Union is receiving from the city press, when the
same lectures and lecturers hav been unnoticed for
years. Of last Sunday's lecture the Herald says:
The Forum, the large and handsome new hall of the
Chicago Secular Union, was crowded last night, the occasion
being a lecture by Judge E. R. Paige, his subject being,
"How Worlds Grow." The hall was elaborately trimmed
in the vicinity of the rostrum, the central feature being the
United States flag hanging above the cross, the emblem of
orthodox religion. 'fhe Secularism which is typified by the
flag above the cross is the silent protest of the society against
ecclesiasticism before the state. All who visited the Forum
last night were presented with a circular on which was set
forth the Nine Demands of Secularism. The fourth Demand
in the list is a key to the others. It is thus phrased:
We demand that all religious services now sustained by the
e:overnmcnt shall be abolished, and esPecially that the use of the
Bible in the public schools, whether ostensibly as a text-book or
avowedly as a book of religious worship, shall be prohibited.
The exercises of the evening were commenced by the singing of a patriotic glee by the choir. It was a spirited apostrophe to the flag of the nation. Stafford Bolton, secretary,
read the minutes of the preceding meeting, which were
approved. Another song by the quartet.
President Stevens then introduced Judge Paige, who was
greeted with applause. He told of a clergyman who lost the
manuscript of his sermon in an auger-hole, and upon rising
said that he had a good sermon if he could get at it. The
judge said he had a pretty good lecture if he could get at
the illustrations which should go with it, but which were
unavoidably absent. The speaker alluded to Energy, which
is evidently, in his opinion, the power that creates and controls. He said that the world sprang from vapor. There is
nothing we know of that cannot be converted into Eas.
Every atom of sand and rock and glass is in motion. It is
an imitation of the great astronomical action of the universe
-an imitation of the solar system. All the so-called '' fixed
stars" are sweeping around at the rate of thousands of miles
a minute. Before the solar system was created there must
hav been some normal condition. What was that condition?
Was it dark chaos? The speaker thought it was not, for
nowhere do we find any .matter at rest.- Rocks are not
Nature at rest. Everything is in motion; therefore we can
not believe that the normal condition of the earth was inertia.
The Energy that was the normal condition of the earth is
what has impelled the countless millions of atoms and formed
all the systems we know anything about. The microscope
shows that there are minute insects we cannot see, and that
these insects "hav other fleas to bite 'em." The naked eye
beholds the light of suns that h'.l.s been 125 years in traveling
to us at the rate of 186,000 mile. a second. There is no great,

no small, no time, no distance, no space, that controls our call our enemies-enemies also to the Declaration of
finite minds. Electricity is nature seeking an equilibrium. Independence, to the Constitution, and to natural
Newton calls it the "attraction of gravitation." 1\-Iode~n rights.
scientists do not exactly agree with Newton. Matter IS
Seriously consider this proposition. Do not lay it
elastic. A drop· of water can be expanded under heat to
cover 20,000,000 acres of land. The world is traveling at the away for future consideration. Liberals, railile up
rate of 1,000 miles a minute. We do not realize it, but it is from your lethargy and strike for mental liberty now.
true and our equilibrium is preserved by the pressure of To the work before us we invite the cooperation of
ethe~, or matter from the outside. In all creation of the
living being the first thing formed is the stomach. The first all who can rise above· personal piques of the past
demand is to eat, to consume something. The spiral nebula and come into cordial union for constitutional, legitiis a round cart-wheel 'vhirling through space; the solar mate Secular work, and we will extend to them the
system is a great stomach. Neptune was thrown off by the right hand of good-fellowship.
.
revolution of the spiral nebulm. Then Uranus, Saturn, JuE. A. STEVENS, Sec. American Secular U nton.
piter, Neptune, the earth, and the moon were thrown off..
241 Washington boulevard.
When thrown off the earth was a molten mass, but gradually cooled. Thus it was that worlds began and grew.
Finally a mineral crust was formed around the earth. The
C. B. Reynolds on His Western Tour.
speaker thought the earth was solid to the core. It was
TEMPE,
Amz., March 18th, 20hh.-It is a long,
foolish to think of the center of the earth as a molten mass of
fire, and of the volcanoes as the outlet of this molten mass. tedious ride of twelve hours from Deming to MariOn~:J might as well believe that the g~eat Chicago fire could copa. a dead-alive halting~place, where passengers for
hav been ventilated through a clay pipe. Every leaf has a Tempe and Phenix hav to lay over seven or eight
million mouths to eat carbon. The coral polyp eats carbon. hours. There is a very neat little depot and a little
The part which carbon has played in the physical creation of one-jack hotel. Even the execrable real estate fiend
worlds was elaborated at length.
A collection was then taken up in the interest of Energy, has not yet stuck his stakes at Maricopa to mark off
while the choir sang "Giv Me a Home by the Sea."
the park, court-house, opera-house, and immensely
Members of the audience then questioned and criticised valuable corner 1ottJ. The town is a thing of the
the lecture of Judge Paige, and the lecturer replied. This " yet to be." A.t 2 :30 P.M. the train l!!tarted for
gave a spice to the proceedings which was heartily appreTempe, and on arrival here I found the most lovely
·
ciated.
oasis conceivable; no poet's dream of fairyland could
The Union has passed these resolutions:
Resolved, That the sincere thanks of the Chicago Secular exceed the beautiful realities of this valley. The
Union is hereby extended to Dr. W. H. and Mrs. Henry, not place was first discovered and settled by that most
only for their munificent generosity financially, but for the exemplary and true Infidel gentleman, Chas. Trumactiv interest and enthusiasm they hav manifested for the bull Hayden, the merchant prince of Arizona. To
society, and especially do we ·recognize the far-seeing execu- his untiring pluck, perseverance, and generosity of
tiv ability by which the doctor prompted the procuring of a
permanent home, his intelligent and successful direction in heart, manifest to all its e~;trly settlers, is due the
its preparation, and the prominent part he has taken in the present flourishing condition of Tempe. Mr. Hayupbuilding of Secularism in Chicago; and be it further
den is president of the educational board, and thanks
Resolved, That we tender our acknowledgments, esteem, to his influence and untiring zeal the normal school
and appreciation .to Mrs. Dr. Henry for the beautiful and
elaborate floral decorations which (even while absent from of Arizona is located here, built under his direction,
the city) she has so graciously donated, furnishing unmis- with no stairs to climb; large, well-ventilated rooms,
takable evidence of her kindly remembrance and sympathy. aU on the ground floor, with a large piazza all around,
Had Dr. McLeod also been absent, we should hav keeping the rooms cool and modulating the light,
tried to suitably emphasize our deep obligations for makine: a splendid model school-building, beautifully
years of generous bounty and incessant labor, but it situated in a twenty-acre lot.
I found on visiting the school about thirty bright
was no use when he was present.
I am busily packing and forwarding bundles of young men and women, diligent students, and the
leaflets and literature to contributors to the Carq- professor a genuin Liberal. No danger of any of the
paign Fund, and find the cost of transmission is teachers who graduate from the Tempe normal school
quite a serious item. I wish all parties would remit ever having Bible or any other superstition taught
enough postage or expressage, and that would help in any schools over which they will preside.
Here I fully realized .I was upon the frontier.
cover the cost of sending further documents. Individually that would be but a small outlay; to the The picture-askew Indians flock in town each daytheir. village is only two miles off-and the noble
Union it is a considerable expense.
·
About these leaflets and literature. Do you Lib- sons of the forest engage half a day at a time in the
erals realize how little is known of the American Sec- heroic game of marbles. They are mostly in full
ular Union? Ask your orthodox neighbors, and nine paint, and are well-red-so long as they can get red
out of ten never hav heard of it. If you believe in ocher to daub over their revolting, homely phiz.
the essence of American freedom, it is your duty to The noble red man is like Santa Claus, Christ, Jack the
enlighten them that we exist, and whatwe exist for. Giant-killer, and other myths of the nursery-a myth
A simple leaflet will do that. Now let everyone of wild imagination. And the lovely Indian maiden,
whose eye this meets commence to cooperate for the the peerless Hiawatha, Laughing Water, she exists
common cause. The majority of my correspondents here-in your dreams. The genuin aborigines are
deplore that orthodoxy has got a tight grip on their diabolical, revolting, beastly, dirty blacks. The Mex~
town. Two or three good Liberal workers ought to ican half-breed is a swarthy, dirty black, like the
set orthodoxy out in the cold_ in any small commu- Indian, only more so. If they were all immersed in
nity. It cannot be done in a day; it takes time, work, the laughing waters of the beautiful river and left
judgment, and a little money. Most Liberals pos- under, there would be no real occasion for briny tears
sess the requisite, and should do their duty. They to :flow. This sounds horridly unpoetical, but it is
should pattern from the success of orthodoxy, and hard fact, simple truth.
organize. Become a battalion in the army of aggresIn company with Mr. Hayden I ascended the
siv Secularists. If there is none to organize with Olympian hill, known as Hayden's butte, from which
you, you can assist the work along somewhere by one can view a splendid panorama of the .valley for a
sending us the sinews of war, and help keep the guns great distance. Immense fields of alfalfa; orchards
well shotted with effeotiv literature to open on the of peaches, plums, apricots, and figs; acres and acres
enemy. The God-in-the-state party are marshaling of vineyards, with the grape roots just starting their
their forces to manacle the human mind with fear bright green leaves (they cut· off all the vines, and
and superstition. We are recruiting to counteract each year prune clear to the stumps and let them
their schemes, and keep the watch-fires of freedom hav fresh start,· and thus no stakes or trellis are
burning. Who will respond to the . muster roll? needed). In this most lovely and healthful valley
This is not a fight for bloody conquest or booty, but investment in a few acres of land cannot fail to insure
to light the world with the torch of reason, and lift in a few years a competence. It is not speculation,
the race to higher and nobler conditions. , At least, but certainty. Tempe must become the great distriwe ask you to sustain the Freethought press and the bution-point for lumber, coal, and iron ore (so abunSecular Union advocates. If Secularization is not dant in the adjacent mountains), both south and ·
accomplished, it will be more through our own indif- east, as well as of all supplies for all the rich gold
ference than any other cause. Why do we revere and silver mines which will soon swarm with sturdy
the memory of the Freethought heroes ? They miners. Both commercially, agriculturally, and horboldly. acted out, openly declared, and generously ticulturally it has promis of all that could be desired.
sustained their ideas before ·the world against oppo- There is an abundant supply of water. I could but
sition the like of which we now oau scarcely conceive. regret that poverty barred me from investment here,
The real reverence we should pay them is only that which would insure such ample provision for old age.
of emulation. Many professed Freethinkers hide
From the Hayden butte, with the aid of a fieldtheir views as much as possible, or relieve themselvs glass, I looked over the beautiful valley t.oward the
from responsibility by indolently boasting, "I let camp of . Frank H. Cushing, of the United States
everyone think just as he pleases !" How condescend- bureau of ethnology, about eight miles to the southing ! How heroic ! When organized orthodoxy is west. Mr. Hayden called my attention to the prayengaged in strangling our liberty, and proposes to ers of the ancient Zuni, engraved on the rooks at the
make it a crime to think differently from what it pre- very summit of the mountain-st.range hieroglyphics
scribes, and even enforces that in some portions of to me, but readily interpreted by the skilled ethnoloour land to-day. . Still, as surely" as truth ever comes gist Cushing. Of one thing I am certain, those
uppermost," success will be the reward of an associ- prayers reached nearer h!laven than any ever uttered
ation which, though weak in point of organization, in the vale below us.
The next day Mr. Hayden took me to the Mormon
gathers to the support of its principles such a noble
host as year by year sustain the American Secular settlement (they are not polygamists). '!'hey came
Union. Contrast the high purposes, the unselfish into the valley about seven years ago; now they hav
devotion, thfl chivalrous conduct of this brave band beautiful homes, shaded with mammoth cotton-trees,
of stalwart Secularists with the petty frauds, spiteful and surrounded by fruit-bearing orchards, oranges,
maligners, and pious slanderers whom we rejoice to apricots, peaches, figs, and extensiv vineyards. Eight
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years . ago this lovely garden was a mere sandy
desert.
We next drove to the camp of the Hemenway
Southwestern archeological expedition, under command of Prof. Frank Cushing, and received most
kind .and ~ospitable greeting. The professor and
all his assistants are profound scientists and as a
m~tter of course genuin Infi?els. The ~amp compnses about fifteen tents, and IS located in the immediate vicinity of the ruins of the city and great temple
of the anci?nt Zuni. From beneath gravelly knolls,
covered With r~k prowth of mesquite and sage
brush, 1\'Ir. Cushmg s workmen hav exhumed the
d~bri~ of a large city fully two .thousand years old,
with Its hund~eds of houses, ~n:cred temple, ilTigating
canals and sakws, large quantities of beautiful fabrics
and the stone bobbins used in weaving, earthern ves~
sels, stone axes, hammers, tools, clubs and other
implements of war; finger-rings of se;shell some
beautifully engraved; many finely-carved orn~ments
in shell of suggestiv shapes. Shells are abundant,
more than twenty marine species having been found.
The priests were buried in the sacred temple, but
the common people were cremated; skeletons of the
priests hav been found entombed within the precincts
of the sacred temple, many skulls with the teeth all
in. Death and the dead had no teiTors for these
people, for mixed in their daily associations were the
urns containing the ashes of their relativs and
friends, and the adobe sarcophagi of their priests
they passed every day in their entrance to and exit
from the temple.
To the talented truth seeker, Frank H. Cushing
alone is due the credit of clearing up all doubts ~
with unflagging zeal he has pushed the exploration
until even the domestic customs and many of the
temple ceremonies of these ancients hav been brought
to light. Ever since the first expedition of Coronado,
the ruins of this valley hav been a source of wonder
and speculation as to their original inhabitants.
I delivered three lectures at the .A.. 0. U. W. Hall at
Tempe, the .first Liberal lectures ever delivered in
the vicinity, and awoke deep interest. The best
comment I can make to describe the interest is the
simple statement of the fact that on my urging the
formation of a Liberal society, with Liberal and
scientific library and reading-room, . $170 was
promptly subscribed. To 1\'Ir. John Martin, an earnest truth seeker, I am under 0bligations for making
all arrangements, and to him is confided the main responsibility of selecting the library. He is a most
energetic Liberal, and his work for Freethought is a
very labor of love, and it is made a very joy by
the prompt alacrity with which the noble band of
Liberals here second his efforts. C. B. REYNOLDS.

E. C. Walker and the Harmans Free.
From aa·vance slteets or Luo'Jer o.f AprU 20th.
The indictment charged that the defendants,
Moses Harman, E. C. Walker, ~nd George S. Harman, deposited in the post-office at Valley Falls a
certain obscene, lewd, and lascivious paper entitled
Lucifer, which publication was so obscene, lewd, and
lascivious as to dispense with its incorporation in the
indictment.
Mr. Clemens· opened the argument for the defense
on the motion to quash the indictment.
He claimed that the statute under which the defendants were indicted was a penal statute and must
be strictly construed-that it must be so construed
as to make as few offenses as possible and as to embody in a single offense as many elements of crime
as possible. The indictment, he said, set forth more
than one offense in the same count, and hence was
bad for uncertainty. Also, that as the punishment
in this case might be imprisonment in the· state
prison for ten years, the case came within the provision of the Constitution of the United States which
provides that no person shall be called upon to answer for a capital or otherwise infamous crime except
upon indictment by a grand jury. Therefore if the
indictment was bad it could be in no wise amended
or supplemented; and the indictment was bad because it did not set out the alleged obscene matter,
and from its face it could not be ascertained whether
the defendants' alleged act amounted to a crime or
not.
As a further reason for a strict construction Mr.
Clemens insisted that notwithstanding the Supreme
Court had held the statute in question constitutional
in Jackson's case, 6th Otto, yet that was a lottery
case, and so far as that case would apply to the case
at bar it was a mere obitm· dictum, and it was plainly
apparent from the reasoning of the court even in that
case that the court felt that the statute did to some
extent abridge the freedom of the press. Where
liberty was at stake, declared 1\'Ir. Clemens, all doubts
should be resolved in favor of accused.
Mr. Albert Perry, United States district attorney,
followed; and claimed that as the indictment designated the paper as Luci(e1· and gave the date of the
mailing, the parties were thereby sufficiently apprised
of the matter they were called upon to answer,
naively observing that when the date of mailing was
given the defendants knew what paper it was they
majled.
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Mr. Overmyer, interrupting, reminded him that rshowed some .defect, was, when the grand jury which
th~y were presm;ned to be innocent until proven returned it was still in session, to return it to them
gwlty, therefore It was not to be presumed in ad- and let them make it good, but no one else can piece
vance that they ~ad mailed anything, or that they it out, no one else can make it good; and as that
c.ould know ~n~thing about the things the prosecu- grand jury is no more there is no alternativ but to
twn ~ere thinking about. Mr. Pen·y made no reply quash.
to this, but went on to decry and ridicule 1\'Ir. Clem~
Numerous authorities were cited for the defense
ens's assever~tions of the importance of guarding from the American and English authorities.
?arefully the hberty of the individual. He said that
The court promptly sustained the motion to quash
if the defendants w~re not sufficiently advised of the upon the ground that as the indictment did not set
matter alleg~d agamst them, a bill of particulars out the obscene matter it should at least hav decould be furmshed them.
-scribed it in some way so as to show the nature and
Mr. <;>ve~myer, for the defense, followed 1\'Ir. Perry. cause of the accusation, and that it was not compeRe mamtamed the positions contended for by 1\'Ir. tent for the district attorney to furnish a bill of parClemens, and in addition thereto he claimed that ticulars.
·
even if it shou~d be conceded that the alleged obscene
A. German View of' It.
matter could m any case be omitted from the indictFrom the A nze!om· des JVestens.
ment, yet the excuse therefore must not, as in this
The ideas of our American fellow-citizens are to us
ca.se, be the mere opinion of the grand jury that it
might be dispensed with, but should be that the mat- born Germans, or who hav grown up here in German
ter alleged as an excuse should be matter of fact influences, often thoroughly incomprehensible.
from which the court could judge as matter of law Lately the president aud cashier of a bank in Raleigh,
whether the grand jury should bav omitted it or not N. C., fled to Canada, the paradise of dishonest
and that if even it were possible to frame a valid officials-not empty-handed, but with a1l the bank's
. . That these clever rogues, up to the
excuse for not setting out the alleged obscene matter, money.
yet that excuse could only apply to the very wo1·ds time of the discovery of their crime, were very pious,
of the matter complained of, and there could still be is perfectly natural. It is to the advantage of people
no reason why the substance should not be set out in who bav positions of trust to pretend piety if they do
proper language. He held that unless at least the not possess it, and that they succeed so often in desubstance of the matter. complained of was set out, ceiving the honestly pious lies in the nature of the
the defendant could not know the nature and cause case, and is no shame to the latter class. But that
of the accusation against him, and that this was a sneak-thieves like those from Raleigh, after their
sacred right guaranteed by the Const.itutioil.. The crime is known to everyone, should still retain the
defendant could not plead either conviction or ac- respect of their pious fellow-believers, ibis that which
quittal in bar of a subsequent prosecution for the to us Germans is incomprehensible. When the
same offense. The court could not decide upon the thievish cashier, White, returned to Raleigh, a crowd
face of the indictment whether an offense had been of his church friends visited him in prison, and were
committed, and no report of the trial would or greatly edified by his assuring them that during all
could advise those who come after us as to what the his trials his religion had held fast to him. Yet this
rascal had, when aiTested, $25,000 of stolen money
courts hold to be obscene.
In response to 1\'Ir. PeiTy, he declared that it is in his pockets ! His friends returned the assurance
just as true now as it ever was that eternal vigilance that his brethren and sisters in the Lord had never
is the price of liberty; that liberty is the dearest doubted him, and that the young ladies whom he
thing on earth and cannot be too much talked taught in the Sunday-school had sent up to heaven
about; that the man who on all proper occasions an ardent prayer in his behalf. Now, is not this
stood up for liberty rendered a great service to hu- naked hypocrisy on both sides? It seems so, for
manity, and that he (O-rnnnyer) would always be none of the pious brethren and sisters offered to go
found talking for liberty when the opportunity was his bail.
afforded. The idea that there is no need of such
Personal Liberty.
talk was a fallacy, and there was just as urgent need
As I und.erstand it, the principle upon which our
for it in this country as in any country or in any
age. If liberty is to be preserved, it must be as government is founded is that the individual may
jealously guarded under a government erected by the follow the bent of his will so long as be is not a
majority as under one proclaimed by imperial decree. source of annoyance to his fellows. Very well; now
The laws passed by a majority could be made so as I want to know by what authority, or upon what
to constitute a despotism as bitter and odious as any principle, various laws are enacted which decree what
that ever existed under the rule of any tyi·ant.
, days I shall and what days I shall not open my store,
· Overmyer also stated that he was individually of or my theater, or giv my Secular concert.
the opinion that those thinkers were right who in
Are the church and the state separate when the
the formativ stages of our institutions held that the state exempts the church from taxation, or recoglaw should utterly ignore all these matters that are nizes such a crime as blasphemy? Is it anybody's
considered nasty, for the reason that if any subject business if my friends and I wish to bet and gamble,
GEORGE PE'rEnsoN.
is too offensiv to be mentioned in decent society it is or to commit suicide!
too offensiv to injure any pure person, and if anyone
can be affected at all by such utter nastiness, such a
Lectures and Meetings.
one has reached the point where nothing can injure
J. E. REMSBURG'S appointments, as far as arranged, are as
him. The law should throw the mantle of silence follows:
·
and oblivion over any matter too offensiv to go on Bowen, m.....................................Sat., Sun .. April 21, 22.
record, and any matter not thus offensiv should not Strasburg, Ill ..........•••........ : ............... Mon., Tues., 23, 24.
constitute crime.
Stewardson. 111 ....•..................•..........•.......•...... Wed., 25.
As to Mr. Perry's suggestions that the government Effingham, Ill .....•.................................•.........Thurs., 2!l.
Ill. .................................................... Fri., 27.
could furnish a bill of particulars respecting the Charleston.
Westfield, III ...............•.........•................ Sat., Sun., 28, 29.
matters wherein the indictment was uncertain, Mr. Grandview, Ill ................................................... Mon .. 30.
Overmyer said the thought could not be entertained Dresden, Ind .................... Tues., Wed., Thurs., May 1, 2, 8.
for a moment, for the plain reason that the district Worthington, Ind ................... ~············'····· •......... Fri., 4.
attorney had no power or authority to do such a Versailles, Ind ........•........•... $.: ............................. Sat., 5.
Cincinnati, O.......•....•........•.....................•............ Sun., 6.
thing. If the uncertainty was immaterial then no Richmond,
Ind .........•............•....•.•.....•..............•. Mon., 7.
specifications were needed, but if the uncertainty Dublin, Ind ...•...•......••............••...•......•..............Tues., 8.
was material then it was fatal to the indictment, and Winchester. Ind •........••••.................... Wed., Thurs., 9, 10.
the defendants had a right to stand upon their rights Greenville, 0 ..•.•..•..••........................................... Fri., 11.
Mechanicsburg, 0 •................................. Sat., Sun., 12, 13.
and demand that it be "quashed. The Constitution Coolville,
0 ..•.••.•..•......•.....•............................... Mon., 14.
provides tor indictment by a grand fury, and no Lower Salem, 0 ............•..•.....•........... Tues., Wed., 15, 16.
other officer or body was empowered to make present- Elba, 0 ........•.....•...........•..........•.....••..•••.......•Thurs., 17.
ments for infamous crimes as in this case. The dis- NewComerstown, 0 ...•........•.............••................ Fri., 18.
Canal Dover, 0 ...••...••........•...••....•.•••..... Sat., Sun., 19, 20.
trict attorney could no more furnish a bill of particu- Massillon,
0 ....••..••..•.•.••........••..•......•.......•........ Mon., 21.
lars than he could return an indictment. No one Hanoverton, 0 ...•.•••......•..•.•.••..•...•.......•............ Tues., 22.
but the grand jury could inform the court as to the New Bedford. Pa .....•.••.•...•.••..••.•..•. : .............•... Wcd., 23.
facts upon which they based an indictment. And Youngsville, Pa...•.••..••...•..••.......•.......•......•...•. Thnr~., 24.
while he and his associate counsel knew that 1\'Ir. Pike, N. Y .......................................................... Fr1., 25.
Arcadia, N.Y .••.••....••..••...... :•..••............ Sat., Sun., 26, 27.
Perry would not mislead them, yet if this practice East
Otto, N. y ................................................. Mon., 28.
were permitted the district attorney could bring any Geneva, O ..•.••.•..•...••.••......................................Tues., 29.
paper he pleased and say, "This is the paper the Granger, a ..................... Wed., Thurs., Fri., 30, 31, June 1.
grand jury had in mind when they preferred this Republic, O ....•...••....••..•.•••......•.............•.. Sat., Sun., 2, 3.
Haven, Ind .....•.•..•.•...•••.....•.....•...•......••...••. Mon., 4.
charge." Under this indictment he might produce New
Huntinp;ton, Ind .....•..•.•......••.......••....•.....••........ :Tnes., 5.
any paper called hucifer, whether it was published Xenia, Ind ......•.•••.•..•.....•........• Wed., Thurs., Fn., 6. 7, 8.
recently and in this country or whether it was pub- Augusta, Mich .........••.....••..•.....••.......•....Sat., Sun., 9, 10.
lished in England centuries ago. To permit such Springport, Mich ..••...••....••.•...•....••.•..••.•........•.... Mon., 11.
a practice would do away with the grand jury, as the Hastings. Mich ...•...••..••...• ,•...••.........................Tues., 12.
Nunica, Mich .•..••... , .......................................... Wed., 13.
attorney could bring his paper into court and the Kalamazoo
Mich .••.....•.•.•.•.....•...•.......••........... Thurs., 14.
court could judge of the question of crime upon the Monticello 'III.. ..••.....•.••....•..••.....••.......•....•..•......Fri., 15.
face of the paper. But the Supreme Court of the Arrowsmith, Ill ..................................... Sat., Sun., 16, 17.
United States has decided that nothing can be added Lyndon, III.. ..................................................... Mon., 18.
Dl. ................................................... Tues., 19.
to or taken from an indictment, that an indictment Galesburg,
Bethany, Mo ..................................................... Wed., 20.
in capital and otherwise infamous offenses is jurisdic- New Hampton, Mo •..•... ,................................... Thur~., 21.
tional, and if it is not good there is nothing before Ridgeway, Mo .....•.•.••••.....................•...•........•.... Fn., 22.
the court. That the ancient practice, if o.n indictment Maysville, Mo .................................. , ......•............ Sat., 23,
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Evolution in Civilized Man.

aspirations of civilized society is to dispense generous manner: man does not ·compete with plants and
hospitality.
·
animals for existence, for he emancipates himself
Vestiges of brutal competition still exist in the from that struggle by the invention of arts ; and,
Nature givs more lives than she can support; there highest civilization, but they are called crimes; and, again, man does not compete with his fellow-man for
are more individuals requiring nourishment than to prevent this struggle for existence, penal codes are existence, for ·he emancipates himself from that brutal
there is food. Only those liv that. obtain sufficient enacted, prisons are built, and gallowses are erected. struggle by the invention of institutions. Animal
nutriment, and only those liv that find a habitat. Of Competition in the struggle for existence is the evolution arises out of the struggle for existence;
the multitude of germs, some perish on the rocks, agency by which progress is secured in plant and an- human evolution arises out of the endeavor to secure
some languish in the darkness, some are drowned in imal life, but competition in the struggle for exist- happiness : it is o. conscious effort for improvement
the waters, and some are devoured by other living ence among men is crime most degrading. Brute in condition.
But arts and institutions alone hav not secured the
beings. A few liv because they fall not upon the struggles with brute for life, and in the eons of time
rocks, but are implanted in the soils; because they this struggle has wrought that marvelous trans- evolution of mankind, for they hav been powerfully
are not buried in the darkness, but are bathed in the formation which we call the evolution of animals; aided by two other classes of human inventionsunliaht · because they are not overwhelmed by deep but man struggles with man for existence and mur- namely, linguistics and opinions-:-and the part which
wate;'s, but are nourished by gentle rains, or be- der runs riot-no step in human progress is made.
they bav taken must be mentioned. ·
cause they are not devoured by the hungry, but
'rhat struggle for existence between man and man , By human endeavor, man has created sueech, by
dwell among the living. A few liv because they are which we hav considered and called crime is a strug- which he may express his thoughts. .A.Jid out of
the favorits of surrounding circumstances. In the gle of one individual with another. But there is an this endeavor, in all lands and in all time, the
more stately phrase of the philosophy of evolution, organized struggle of bodies of men with bodies of unorganized languages of savages hav been developed
they are " adapted to the environment." Evolution, men, which is· not characterized as murder, but is into the languages of modern civilization ; and all
or progress in life, is accomplished among animals or designated as warfare. Here, then, we hav man this progress, all this evolution, is by human enplants by killing the weaker-the less favored-and struggling with man on a large scale, and here it is deavor ; and in it natural selection, as that term is
by saving the stronger and more favored. Many where some of our mode.rn writers on evolution dis- , understood in biology, has played no part.
Along the course of human progress opinions hav
must ba killed because there are too many, and so cover tne natural law of selection-""the survival"of
the best only are preserved. Those a little above the fittest in the struggle for existence." The strong- been changing. The cruelty of nature in biotic
the average are saved, and this is called "natural se- est army survives in the grand average of the wars ·evolution has been set forth. In this figure of speech,
lection."
of the world.
Nature is personified, and, if we still personify Nature,
When armies are organized in modern civilization, to the savage man Nature was ever a deceiver and a
Competition among plants and animals is fierce,
merciless, and deadly; out of competition fear and the _very strongest and best are selected, and the cheat.
Nature tells the savage that the earth is flat, over
pain are born; out of competition come anger and soldiers of the world are gathered from their homes
hatred and ferocity. But it must not be forgotten in the prime of manhood and lusty health. If there which the sky is arched as a solid dome; then Nature
that from t~is same competition there arise things is one deformed, if there is one maimed if there is tells the savage that the sun travels over the flat
more beautiful and lovely-the wing of a butterfly one weaker of intellect, he is left at hom~ to continue earth, and under the sky of ice, by day from east to
the plumage of the bird, and the fur of the beast~ the stock, while the strong and courageous are west, and returns again in a cave by night from west
the hum of the honey-bee, the song of the nightin- selected to be destroyed.. In organized warfare the to east; then Nature tells the savage that the rain
gale, and the chatter of the squirrel. So ·good and pro?esses o! natural select10n ar~ reversed: the fittest comes from the melting of the ice of the sky. Many,
evil dwell together.
~o hv are killed., the fittest to d1e are preserved; and 'strange, foolish, and false are the stories that Nature
In civilization, man does not compete with plants m the grand average the weak, physically, mentally, tells to the untutored savage. Nature is the Gulliver
for existence. Thorns cannot dri¥e him from fruits and morally, are selected to become the propagators of Gullivers, the Munchausen of Munchausens.
husks cannot hide nutritious seeds from his eye: of the race.
Nature teaches men to believe· in wizards and in
shells cannot defend sweet nuts from his grasp; but
Am?ng ~i-sexual animals! one of the agencies of ghosts. Nature fills the human mind with foolish
he speedily destroys from the face of the earth the evolutwn 1s sexual se~ectwn. Brutes fight one superstitions and horrible beliefs. The opinions of
plants which are not of the highest value for his another for ~ates, and m the grand aggregate the the natural man fill him with many fears, giv him
purpose, and he plants those that are of value, and weaker are kill_ed, .and the stro~ger ar~ preserved, to many pains, and cause him to commit many crimes.
multiplies them in a marvelous manner and by perpetuate their kind; and var1ous dev1ces are gradu- Out of all these savage superstitions man has traveled
skilled culture he steadily improves their ~haracter, ally developed for attract~g and winning mates, and a long way into the light of science. And how shall
making the sweet sweeter, the rich richer, and the· the forms, colors, an~ habxts of an.imals are modified the opinions of modern civilization be characterized~
abundant more abundant.
there~y. But even ~:D savagery th1s battle for sexual And who can tell how the knowledge of the highest
.In the higher civil~zation, man does not compete love lS largely. avo1~ed! ~d, that peac~ may be civilization transcends. t~e knowledge of th~ lowest
w1th the beast for enstence. There are. no howling preserved, mamage mstit.ut10ns are established. It savagery 1 And so op1ruons bav been changmg-old
wolves or bears on our far.·us, there are no lions or seems a~ first that men m groups agree to marry opinions hav died, and new opinions hav been borntigers in civilized lands, and there are no serpents in women m woups. A group of men holding a group and philosophies- hav struggled for existence as man
our cities. All these dwell where civilization has not of WOID:en 1 ~ common, ~efend one a:nother's righ~s has endeavored to learn; and with man forever the
yet conquered its way. Civilized man has domesti- from VlOlatlo~ from Without, and hv together m struggle to know has been the endeavor to secure
cated the animal: he hives the bee for its honey he pea~e.. 0~ this plan ther.e supervenes another system happiness, for truth is good, and wisdom is joy.
Through the inventions of mankind his mind has
coops the bird for its eggs, he pastures the cow' for of mstlt?twns for marriage, where a group of men
her milk, and he stables the horse that his boy may are des~med to become husband~ of a group of been developed. If we review the history of the bu.
ride on its back.
women m s.everalty, and the selectiOns are not made man race, and fully comprehend what mental effort
In the highest civilization, the world is not crowded by the part~es t~emselvs, but by the elders; that it~, has been put ·forth to invent the arts of civilization
with men beyond their ability to procure sustentation. wh?re marriage lS by legal ~ppoi.J;ttm~nt ~ithin pre- and all the arts that hav passed away by being aufor, if some hunger, it is not because of the lack scnbed groups. Thus marriage mstitutwns change perseded from age to age by better inventions, and
of the world's food, but because of the imperfect from age to age, and f_rom stat~ c~tur': to state of fully grasp the mental efforts involved therein, we
distribution of that food to all. Men are not culture, until the J;Ugbest 01vilizat~on lS reached, may comprehend that there is some good reason
crowded against plants, men are not crowded against where the m~~ marnes the. woman of his choice. on ·why .the inventor of the electric light is superior to
beasts, and men are not crowded against one an- the sole condition that he lS the man of her choice, the mventor of the torch, why the inventor of the
other. The land is yet broad enough for all. The 1md where the man must ha_v but one wife, and the telegraph is superior to the invjlntor of the smokevalleys are not all filled, the hillsides are not all cov- woma:n but one husb~nd, and the t~ain are one in signal, why the inventor of the machine-shop is suered. The ~o.rtion of the earth that is actually culti· lo"!'e, m pu~pose, and 1Il: law.. ~ut ~n the course of perior to the inventor of the flint-faQtory, why the
vated ~d ut 1hzed to ~upply the wants of man is very this evolutwn of .marriage mst1tut1ons, how many inventor of the railroad is superior to the inventor
sm~ll; 1t compares w1th all the land as a garden to a customs hav obtamed, how many agreements hav of the dog-sled, why the inventor of the newspaper
plam, a~ orcha~d to a fores.t, a meadow to a prairie. been made, h~w many laws hav b~en enacted! And is superior to the inventor of a picture-writing on a
Nature 1s prod1gal of her g1~ts. The sweet air, as it ~oll:g t~e entue course of the h1st?ry of marriage bone. It bas caused some exercise to bring about
sweeps from zone to zone, 18 more than enough to mstitutwns, customs and laws hav disappeared, that all the mental· evolution which these differences imfan every cheek; the pure water that falls from the new and better customs and laws might take their plied.
Modern industries hav been highly differentiated,
heavens and refreshes the earth, and is again carried places; and . the struggle for mates existing among
to the heavens on chariots of light, is more than the lower ammals has been ~eplac~d by the endeavor or, the political economists would say, in modern inenough to refresh a.ll mankind; the bounteous earth to secure peace and happmess m human society. due try there is great division of labor. By this
spread _out in great continents, is more than enough Thus m~ has transf?rre.d t~e ~truggle for existence division of labor men are made interdependent. No
to furmsh every man a home; and the illimitable sea from hlllself to hls n;tsti~UtiOns. . The marri~ge man livs for himself, but every man livs for others.
When a man invents a new thresher it is not that
has wealth for man that yet bas not been touched. cer~mony of the ~east w1th 1ts mate 1s a battle w1th
Thus it is that i? ~u!llan. e':olution over-population is a r~val; the. marnage of .a man with his mate is a he may thresh his own grain, but that his neighbors
not a factor, as 1t 1s m bwt1c evolution.
festi:vai of kmdred and fnends. And. wh~rever any ~ay use it, that all the world may hav it, and they,
ves~1ge of the ~eas~ly strug:gle remams m human m .return, may contribute to his happiness. If a man
I th hi h t · il"
. n
e . g es mv Ization, man does not compete somety, there _cnm_e 1s committed, and the course of invents a new regulation or l"w, x"t 1"s not that h1"s
With man m the struggle for existence and· thus hu- h
1 t
"'
man competition is not biotic competition. In biotic uman evo ~ Ion lS checked. The way from com- own conduct may be regulated thereby, but that
evolution the wolf devours the fawn. but on the munal marnage to monoga~y _and personal choice is some injustice may be removed, or some justice be
average he devours the weakest fa~n and the very ~on~, but every st~p m It has been taken by established, in the relations of the people of the
strongest fawn Jivs to beget !l fleeter rae~ of stags; man m hl~ endea:vor to s~cure greater happiness.
state one to another. The farmer plants a field to
and the evolutwn of stag hfe is accomplished by . Companng ~mmals ~nt~ men, among the brutes raise wheat for his neighbors' bread, the gardener
such means. But when the highwayman waylays rights and duties are d1stnbuted by hoofs and claws plants the vineyard to raise grapes for his neighbors'
the. traveler! and there is a struggle for existence and horns and _fangs, and by ~11 brutal. po:wers; but ":iJ;Le, th~ lawyer pleads hi~ nei~hbors' cause, the phyWh1Ch ends m a murder, no step in human evolution !l'Ill<~ng . men nghts and duties are dlstnbuted by Slctan givs nepenthe to hls ne~gh:bors' pain, the poet
is accomplished thereby.
lnstltut~ons..
.
. . .
":ites. for his neighbors' delight, the artist paints for
Again, in the higher civilization man does not cor.v>- . ~n this bnef review of the growth of mstitutiOns, his nezghbors' gallery, and the philosopher expounds
·t
=
1t Is ~bserved that for.o;ts ~f government are ever for his neighbors' instruction.
pete 'Y1 h man in the direct struggle for the means chang~ng, that the const1tut10n of the state is ever
All honest men are working for other men. If a
of e~tstence as does the brute. · In the struggle for changmg, and that the laws are ever changing. As man works exclusivly for himself, he is a countersubsistence, one ox gores another to drive him from these changes proc~ed, better institutions are selected feiter, or a forger, or a swindler, or a sneak-thief, or
a blade of grass, one wolf rends another to drive him ~y men; and thus 1s seour.ed a" survival of the fittest perchance a highwayman. All love of industry all
from a bone. ~mong . the animals the struggle for m t~~ . str~ggle for existence " among institutions. love of integrity, all love of kindred, all 1ov~ of
the .o;tea~s .0 ! exlsten~e 18 direct, rapacious, and cruel; In. C1Vil1zatwn man does not struggle with man for neighbor, all love of· country, and all love of humanbut m ClVdJzed soC1ety man shares with his fellow- enste~ce; but. by the invention of institutions he ity, is· expressed in labor for others. For this servman
the
poor and
the unfortunate
are fedfrom
at the
If from the reign
· of terror inherent ice thus performed a right to a reward is required,
tab.le; of
charity.
A maimed
beast is driven
t,he ?ma.nclpate s himse..
m bru.tal compet1t1_on, . an~ transfe.rs the. struggle and he for whom the service is performed bas imcrl
+ b , b u t men an
• d women will vie with one "'onother from himself. t o th e ms t1t u tions of h 1s creat1on..
_ pose d upon h"1m the duty to render the reward and
~ 0 serve ~ n:uumed man; and O)le of the highest 41! of t4ta st!lteme~t may be sQII!~~~eq i~ tl!is . ~Q~ ~ervi9e ~s re~Qe:red. 41. tbe hope Qf t~e :re~~~·

Report, from Science, o.r Jra}or J. w. Puwell's .Aaaress before the AnnuaUfeetin(J of tlte Wasntngton Anthropological Soctetl/.
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Everywhere in civilized society men are thus working
Injustice is a strange monster. Let any body of museum. We giv below a verbatim translation from the
·
others: Every man, in all the years of his labor, people come to see that injustice is done them in Latin text :
tolls for biB fellow-man, and the practice is universal so~e particular, though it may be one which affects . "Jesus of Nazareth! of the. tribe of Judah, found guilty of
disturbance and rebellion agamst the godly power of Tiber ius
amo!lg ~all honest ~ivilized me~, and lasts from gen- their _welfare ?ut to. a limited degree: they dwell Augustus,
emperor of Rome, for this treason condemned to
eratiOn to g?nerat10n; ~d ~mversal practice is grad- upon It and discuss It, and paint its hideous form die on cross by the decision of Judge Pontius Pilate, and apually becommg crystallized mto universal habit. One one to another until the specter of that injustice proved by our master Herod, representativ of the emperor in
man is trying to make better houses for his neigh- covers the h.eavens! and gradu.ally to that injustice Judea, shall, early to-morrow, the 23d day of the Ides of
at the C?mmon place of e,xecution, uuder accompanibors, another man is trying to make better shoes for the people will attnbute all their evils. If a body of March,
ment of prretonan guards, suffer death. The so-called king
his neighb_ors, ~nother man is trying to make better laborers receiv~ unj~st reward for their toil, they will of the Jews shall be taken out by the Strunium gate. Aclaws for his nmghbors, ~d a~other man is trying to dw~ll up~n thiS enl so long, so often, and kindle companying public officers and subordinates of the emperor
make better book~ for his neighbors. Every man is the1~ passwns to such 1\ bight, that they will at last ~re hereby ordered to giv a band to the carrying out of this
Jerusalem, the 22d dav of the Ides of March in
thus forever d~elhn~ upon the welfare of his neigh- attribute to the failure of receiving a modicum of Judgment.
the year [A.u.o.] 783 [A.D. 31 or 32l."
'
bors, and makin~ his best endeavor for their good; reward for their toil all the evils of their own im~orgery of this document is betrayed by the
The
~d thus. the habit grows from generation to genera- providence, all the evils of their own intemperance
tiOn, until -at last some men forget that there is re- all the evils of their own lust ; and if fire and flood expressiOn, " 23d day of the Ides of March." There
were but eight Ides in a Roman month, and they
ward for service, and labor for their fellow-men come, the very evils of unavoidable misfortune will were
reckoned backward, to wit, from the 13th to the
because they love their fellow-men.
?e a~tri?uted to the injustice of unrequited toil. In- 6th in all the months but 1\'farch, May, July, and
It has been seen. that no man works for himself. .Justlce IS of such a nature that it must be destroyed October, when they were reckoned from the 15th to
The counterpart of this is that every man is depend- by society, or it will destroy society. We dare not the 8th. See table in Bullion's Latin Grammar
ent upon his fellow-man. That he may hav good contemplate its existence with equanimity, for "be- Appendix, where the Ides of March begin with th~
and abundant food, he desires the welfare of the hold, what a great fire a little matter kindleth !"
15th and end with the 8th.
farmer ; that he may bav good clothing, he desires
. But the crucifixion could not hav occurred before
the welfare of the manufacturer; that his rights may
Death Warrant of Jesus Christ.
March 26th, the earliest possible day for the Jewish
be maintained, be desires the welfare of the statesp~~~
.
.
man, the jurist, and the administrator; that he may
Literary f~auds h~v abounded in a.I1 ages. DoubtIt is perhaps needless to add that the forger has
hav the truth, he desires the welfare of the author . _les_s the chief mot1v has been mercenary or mis- made another fatal blunder in dating the death senthat he may enjoy poetry, he desires the welfare of th~ ·chievous, but in many instances it seems to hav been tence one day before the crucifixion. The arrest of
poet; and that he may enjoy art, he enjoys the wei- a desire to uphold or reform some institution or Jes11s was on the night before his trial and execution.
fare of the artist. It is thus that man is taught that . system which the writer believed to be beneficent. Ther~ was a hearing before the high priest during
be who loves the world loves himself, and he who :In early times, when readers were few and critics the mght, but he was not brought before Pilate until
hates the world bates himself. So it is that man :fewer, ~he chances of detection were small; but even the morning.
toils ~or others and plans for their. welfare, and now, With all our boasted enlightenment, it is lamentFinally, the date of the crucifixion, A.D. 31 or 32, is
others toil for him and ·plan for his welfare ; so that able to see how easily the world is deceived by a wrong according to the early Christian authorities.
every man's good is bound up with every other man's clumsy fabrication.
Clement of Alexandria (A.D. 200) positivly affirms
good, and every man's evil is an evil to every other
About ten years ago the Religio-Philosophical that Jesus suffered in the fifteenth year of Tiberi us
8
man. And as man forever desires the good of his Journal printed translation of what purported to (A.D. 29); and Tertullian not only says the same, but
neighbor for his own sake, from generation to gener- be the "Death Warrant of Jesus Christ" discovered fi;es the day March 25th. But unfortunately for
ation the desire for his neighbor's welfare for his own in the city of Aquila, in the kingdom ~f Naples, in Tertullian, March 25, A.D. 29, though it happened to
sake gradually becomes the desire for his neighbor's the year.1810, engraved o_n a copper-plate in Hebrew. be Friday, was not a Passover Fl'iday. There was a
welfare for his neighbor's sake. Thus it is that self- ~h~ .editor announced It as "the most imposing full moon March 18th, but the Passover never oc· ishness is transformed into love, and justice and love JUdlCle.l document ever recorded in human annals." curred before the 26th of March. The next full
are developed into the ethics of mankind. A part of Other newspapers hav printed the same document, moon was April 16th, which was Saturday, the Jewish
the endeavor of mankind is governed by the princi- and generally with an editorial assurance that it is no Sabbath, when no trial or execution could take place.
plea of political economy, but the greater part is doubt authentic. The date of its excavation is variThe reason why the year of the crucifixion could
governed by the principles of philanthropy.
ously printed 1810, 1820, 1200, and 1280. It is said never be ascertained is that there was no Christ
to hav been preserved in the sacristy of the Carthucrucified under Pontius Pilate. The death of Jesus
Competition is a rivalry among men engaged in ·
· 1 d ·· b
f b
the same vocation to render a service to others that Sians, me ose In a ox 0 e ony, where it was found occurred a hundred years earlier; he was stoned and
the reward may be received. Economic competition by the commissioners of arts in the French army that banged ay the Jews some time before their country
invaded Italy in 1859. A fac-simile of the engraved
ANTICHRIST.
has or may hav two Jactors-emulation and antago- plate is said to hav been made and owned by Lord was taken by the Romans.
nism. By emulation is meant the strife between men Howard, who paid 2,930 francs for it. The translaImpending Danger.
for greater excellence-to perform better service for tions vary considerably, but perhaps the following is
Is it possible that the people of the United States
their fellow-men. By antagonism is meant strife in as correct as any:
are in danger from the female suffrage agitation 1 I
which man endeavors to injure his rival that he may
himself succeed. Emulativ competition results in
Sentence pronounced by Pontius Pilate, intendant of all the
lower province of Galilee, that Jesus of Nazareth shall suffer hav some fears in that direction. I once advocated
human progress; antagonistic competition results in death by the cross. In the seventeenth year of the reign of the doctrin myself for four or five years before I dishuman retrogression. Generous emulation and all the Emperor Tiberius [A.D. 31], on the 24th day of the month covered the feline claws in the meal, which must be
its products are in the line of human progress. But of March [the Sabbath], in the most holy city of Jerusalem as visible to others' eyes as mine. The scheme seems
jealousies, unjust criticism, carping detraction, and during the pontificate of Annas [A.D. l2-21] and Caiapha~ to be gaining ground slowly. Even Liberals, who
. d rA.D. 23-36], Pontius Pilate, intendant of the province of
vile s Ian d er 1ead t O no progress among man k lD • Lower Galilee, sitting in judgment at the presidential seat of are and should be on the alert to detect the track of
Every success in art creates among laymen an appre- the prretor, sentences Jesus of Nazareth to death on a cross the cloven-footed priest, are frequently advocating it.
ciation and love of art in every way beneficial to the between two robbers, as the numerous and notorious testi- Does not every intelligent man and woman know that
artist himself. The natural man, in his ignorance, monies of the people prove:
female suffrage at the present time would giv every
· h
1. Jesus is a misleader.
office, from president to poundmaster, over into the
spurns all works of art. I tIS t e cultured man that
2. He excites the people to sedition.
hands of the Romish church? In proof of my asserloves art; and the culture which brings appreciation
3. He is an enemy to the law.
and love of art erises froni the ethical training· which
4. He calls himself the son of God.
tion, let facts tell.
The Catholic vote now comprises about one-third
works of art giv. In art, demand does not create
5. He calls himself falsely the king of Israel.
6 · He went into the temple, followed by a multitude of the votes cast in the United States; double the
supply, but supply creates demand. It is thus that
carrying palms in their hands.
the broad-minded artist rejoices in the success of his
Order from the first centurion, Quiril!is Cornelius, to bring Catholic vote and you hav two-t,hirds of the votes
brother.
him to the place of execution. Forbid all persons, rich or cast. The Romish church is the best organized and
disciplined political party in the world. The pope
Among mining, manufacturing, and transporting poor, to prevent the execution of Jesus.
The witnesses who hav signed the execution of Jesus are: through his bishops and priests has only to giv the
industries, competition is both emulativ and antag1• Daniel Robani, Pharisee; 2• John Zorabael; 3, Raphael word of command and it is done. Every Catholic
onistic. To avoid the evils ef the latter, each class Robani;
4, Capet.
of employers is gradually organizing corporations or
Jesus to be taken out of Jerusalem through the gates of man and woman in the United States would vote one
and the same ticket; the exceptions to the rule would
trusts ; but by these, emulativ competiti<:>n is also "Tournes" (or "Irunea" or "Strannus ").
avoided, for the managers of business enterprises no
On the sides of the plate the following words are not be worth counting (vide the order to establish
parochial schools two years ago). The other wo~en
longer compete for business, but distribute business said to be engraved:
not Catholics would antagonize and neutralize each
by convention. And in the same manner they repeal
A similar plate has been sent to each tribe.
other's vote.
the law of competition in the labor market ; they seek
The truckling politicians who seek only to be on
by convention to .establish rates of wages. The emNo further evidence of the fabrication of this docuployeell, in these same industries also compete with ment is needed than the attempt to date the sentence. the winning side would soon see the point and avail
one another in two ways-by striving to render their March 24th, in the seventeenth year of Tiberius (A.D. themselvs of the opportunity. Remember the panlabor more efficient by skilled industry, and by offer- 31), was the Sabbath day of the J·ews, when no trial dering to the papal power . of b?th can?idates and
i.Ilg to labor for sinaller wages. The first method of or execution was allowed by that people. And the both parties at our last presidential electwn, and the
competition is emulativ, the second antagonistic. In four evangelists all say that the dead body of Jesus presents made to the pope by our would-be candidate
for reelection. Can anyone say my ft>ars are groundall civilized society there is no competition so direful was in the tomb all the hours of the Sabbath day.
in its results, so degrading to mankind, as that which
One copy of the pretended document has March less or my picture overdrawn?
The success of the movement in the West proves
is produced among the employees of these classes 25th, which would be our Sunday, and March 27th,
who compete for employment by cbeapeniBg labor, which would be Tuesday, but these are probably the danger possible. Can any wo~an not a Catholic
for it results in overwork, which is brutalizing, and in typographical errors. If such an engraved brass or desire the ballot at such a cost, With the example of
want, which is brutalizing; and the abolition of this copper plate exists, or was ever seen, it is a con- Catholic-cursed countries before their eyes, and the
form of competition is one of the great questions of temptible fraud, like the golden plates that Joseph history of their rule in the past in their bands!
I well know and appreciate all the arguments
the day. To avoid the evil, these people organize Smith pretended to find in 1827.
Another fabricated Death Warrant of Jesus Christ in favor of woman suffrage, such -as their being more
labor unions, but, while these destroy antag~mistic
competition, they also result in the dest~ct~on of appeared in a German newspaper some twelve or competent than negroes, Indians, and ignorant for·
emulativ competition. The great prob~e~ m mdus- fiHeen years ago, of which the following is a trans- eigners, and the degrada~i~n of bei~g classed with
irresponsible persons, as ~dwts az:d msane pm·sons,
trial society to-day is to preserve competitiOn, and de- lation:
Within a few weeks France has e:KJ?erienced sad losses by all of which when placed m that hght, no gentleman
atroy antagonistic competition. The professional
classes hav already solved the problem for themselvs, fire. As already stated, by the burnmg of the very ancient denies; but the necessity of voting to secure her
l b
Lorraine Museum at Nancy, antiquities which cannot be rights, legally or otherwise, is not apparent to me,
and they stand aloof and deplore t h e 8 t rugg e; ut replaced hav been destroyed. A few days later the arch- for you would go a long way to find the man that
they should learn this lesson from history : that, bishop's palace at Bourges was burnt down; and here highly
when wrongs arise in any class of society, those precious manuscript and antiquities perished in the flames, would not make much greater sacrifice to secure the
wrongs must ultimately be righted;. and, so long as together with a particularly important historical document, rights or redress the wrongs of his mother, wife, or
they remain, the conflict must remain,· and when the the order of the execution against Jesus Christ. This satis- sister or even of any other good woman, than he
factory and authentically proved document was for hundreds
for himself under the same circumstances.
solution comes not by methods of peace1 it com.es by of years in the possession of the family of Latour D' Auvergne, would
. .
s. M. BAYABD, M.D.
')VIU",
·
11!14 was preserved fiB a preciou~ r{lUt;: in the arch}Ji~bop's
fo~
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Roman edicts for sixty-five years after the edict of
Constantine. But as the Christians gained in power
·
.
.they utihzed the sun's day for their Sunday, and 1t
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
was kept sacred by law. But Roman legislation
Editor.
always
treated it as a pagan institution till after the
J!l. M. M.&onoNALD,
u
fall
of
the empire, and Christians were drawn to
Business .10.anager.
0. P. SoMEBBY,
pagan practices instead of their elevating the heathen.
I
l'UBLISJDD BY
n A.D. 538 we arrive at the prototype of our
THE TR U~ H SEEKER OOMPANY. Puritan Sunday legislation. The people were bidden
to abstain from plowing, cultivating vines, reaping,
28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
mowing, threshing, or clearing their gardens, and
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $S.OO PER YEAR. the penalty was punishment as the ecclesiastical
powers should direct. Forty years afterward the
yoking of cattle was prohibited. In 585 the people
Address all Oommunicattons to THE TRUTH BEEKER
OOMPANY. Make a.ll DTa{ts, Ohecks, Post..()tfice and Ex. were forbidden to labor, and commanded to go to
church. Charlemagne (813) decreed that servillabor
press Moneu Orders payable to OHARLEB P. BOMERB Y.
should be abstained from on Sunday, "and, that buySATURDAY,
APRIL 21, 1888. ing and selling shall be less likely to happen, there
========c============~ shall be no judicial trials, unless concerning capital
crimes." Sunday was evidently regarded by him as
SUBSCRIPl'IO.N RATES.
a holiday upon which it was desirable to rest, but
Bingle subscription in advance ............................. . $3 00
One subscription two years, in advance................. . I) 00 Pope Nicholas I. (858) taught the Burgundians who
Two new subscribers .......................................... . I) 00 had just embraced ChristiiDlity that it was. lawful to
One subscription with one new subscriber, in oneremittance ...................................................... . 5 00 do works of necessity upon Sunday-" such as journeying, fighting," etc. But, if necessity did not preOne subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance .................................................. . 7 00 vent, Sunday ought to be spent in prayer. His
One subscription with three new eubscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 8 50 directions involved also other Catholic holy days,
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
and violators were subject to such punishment as
remittance ................................................... . 10 00
the clergy saw fit to impose. But Sunday was no
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
with one remittance.
more holy than other sacred days; and this is the
position generally maintained by the Continental
Sunday Legislation.
Romish church, and is the reason that in Catholic
A very timely book bas been written by A. H. countries, after a worshiper has been to church, he is
Lewil', D.D., of Plainfield, N.J., and published by 8 free to amuse himself as best satisfies his tastes. In
New York firm. It is entitled, "A Critical History England, however, the Saxons went beyond the
of Sunday Legislation from 321 to 1888 A.D." Mr. "holy Roman empire" in Sunday legislation, even as
Lewis is the author of several other works upon the early as 725 A.D., and a lord who should ·force his
Sunday question, and though a practicing preacher, slave to work on that day was obliged to free him,
takes a brQad view of the matter; but rather leaving while a freeman who labored was straightway made
his readers to form their own conclusions from the a slave. The Saxon law of 901 A.D. was the same,
facts he preseJ!ts than having any hobby of his own but included other holy holidays as well. The laws
to advocate. The church, which is now endeavoring were gradually expanded, but never became univerin many states to arouse a public ·opinion which shall sally obeyed, as we find that in 1362 it was necessary
insist upon the enforcement of all Sunday Jaws, will to plead with the priests and people to honor Sunday
not like the book, for its facts are that such legis- and the feast days.
Iation as is demanded has ever sprung and must ever
From the Saxon Jaws, however, the English kings
spring from religious feeling, and none knows better gradually evolved Sabbatic legislation of a stringent
than do the clergy that if they make their plea boldly nature, and in 1409 Henry IV. ordered that anyone
for religion the people will reject it, ns savoring too playing unlawful games on Sunday should be immuch of the union of church and state which once prisoned six days. Elizabeth, though not regarding
existed in New England, and which was overcome Sunday as above other religious days, enjoined that
only after years of struggling against religious per- in all parishes three or four " discrete men, which
tender God's glory," should be appointed to see that
secution.
Sunday legislation, aside from Jewish command- the people went to church. They were the forerunments, is something over fifteen hundred years ners of the Puritan constables who performed the
old, and from its inception has been of religious same o:ffi~es and of the tipstaves who still survive as·
origin. Constantine's famous edict was issued when a relic of barbarism in New Jersey courts. Other
he was a pagan, and when the Romans considered laws were passed from time to time, fining Sundayreligion a department of the state. As pontifex breakers five shillings, or imposing upon them two
maximus in all religious matters, especially in the hours in the stocks, but the laws generally contained
appointment of sacred days, the emperor commanded so many exceptions that the people could do pretty
his subjects to venerate the day of the sun. From nearly as they wished.
the date of this edict to the fall of the Roman empire
The central twenty years of the seventeenth centSunday legislation was a combination of the pagan, ury saw a great change. From 1640 to 1660 the
Christian, and Jewish religious beliefs. In the Middle English Puritans strove to make the people religious
Ag911 the legislation became more Judaistic. The by law, and prohibited the doing on Sunday of about
English Reformation introduced a new theory, and everything they could think of, and enforced the
the laws of that period were theological treatises as prohibition by the appointment of special officers
well as civil enactments. Here we meet, says Dr. and the collection of heavy fines. Disturbers of reLewis, for the first time the doctrin of the transfer of ligious gatherings were imprisoned six months. The
the fourth Commandment to the first day of the following is the legal occupation of· the people preweek. The Sunday laws of the United States are scribed by Cromwell's Puritan Parliament in 1644.
the direct outgrowth of the Puritan legislation of It is the " directory" from wliich were copied the
that time, and"'notably of the Cromwellian period. forms of Sabbath observance which prevailed in New
Every legislativ enactment on this subject is based England in colonial times :
" The Lord's day ought to be so remembered beforehand,
on religious grounds, and to say the present Sunday
laws do not deal with the day as a religious institu- as that all worldly business of our ordinary callings may be
tion is, emphatically says Dr. Lewis, " to deny every so ordered, and so timely and seasonably laid aside, as they
fact in the history of such legislation. The claim ::!nn~t c!~::ediments to the due sanctifying of the day
that such legislation is not based on these grounds
"The whole day is to be celebrated as holy to the Lord,
is a shallow subterfuge." It is interesting, then, as both in public and in private, as being the Christian Sabbath,
well as instructiv, to see to what lengths the piety of to which ends it is requisit that there be a holy cessation or
our forefathers led them.
resting all the day, from all unnecessary labor, and an abThe first Sunday-venerable day of the sun-edl'ct staining
notwords
only from
all sports and pastimes, but also from
all worldly
and thoughts.
had no penalty attached, for which credit should be
" That the diet on that day be so ordered as that neither
given the pagans· over the Christian Puritans. servants be unnecessarily detained from the public worship
And under the Roman empire, following Constantine, of God, nor any other persons hindered from sanctifying
the central idea of Sunday legislation was not to pro- that day.
teet the day as a Christian institution but was in
"That there be private preparation of every person and
d
•th th
·
t• '
family by prayer for themselvs, for God's assistance of the
accor ance Wl
e pagan concep 10n of a state minister and fDr a blessiug upon the ministry and by such
CJhurch. The term,:" Lord's day," did not appear in r otl,ler h~ly exercises~ mar fqrther qispo&e thel1l to lli rqore

comfortable communion with God in his public ordinances.
" That all the people meet so timely for public worship
that the whole congregation may be present at the beginning, and with one heart solemnly join together in all parts
of the public worship, and not depart till after the blessing.
" That what time is vacant, between or after the solemn
meetings of the congregation in public, be spent in reading,
meditation, repetition of services (especially by calling their
families to an account of what they hav heard and catechising of them), holy conferences, prayer for a blessing upon
the public ordinances, singing of psalms, visiting the sick,
relieving the poor, and such like duties of piety, charity,
and mercy, accountin~ the Sabbath a delight."
Mr. Lewis's research into Scotch history shows
that the Sunday laws were .but lightly regarded
previous to the establishment of Presbyterianism,
but that religion dominated the state, the laws being
mostly expressions of the theories of the leaders of
the church. After the establishment of Calvinism,
Parliament passed severe laws enforcing the observance of fast days, and it is significant that .the penalties attached were greater than those for the violation of Sunday. Holland, also Protestant and
Puritan, possessed Sunday laws of about the same
tenor,· fining and imprisoning Sabbath-breakers.
Ancient Ireland had no Sunday laws, but its people
were esseatially sun-worshipers, and made Sunday a
pagan festival day. The duties of an Irish king
were scheduled, each day being devoted to a differ"
ent pursuit ; Sunday was " for drinkiug ale, for he is
not a lawful chief who does not distribute ale on
Sunday." English law was first introduced in Ireland in the twelfth century, but it was little obeyed
until the latter part of the sixteenth century. In
many instances the old pagan laws were in force
until the time of James I. Since then the Sunday
laws of Ireland are essentially the same as those of
England. In Wales no Sunday legislation was known
previous to its union with England in 1282 A.D.
Both Sunday and Monday were "no days," a fact
a1ising from the people's worship of the sun and
moon.
It rested with the Puritans of New England to
make of Sunday the most hated day of all the week,
and to enforce its religious character by cruel penalties. "The civil government which these men
adopted," says Dr. Lewis, "was the direct outgrowth
of their religion. The theocracy of the Hebrews
furnished the model after which it was patterned.
The result was more than. a union of church and state
-it was a state within a church. Hence the civil
laws of those times were the practical expression of
orthodox theology; and the execution of those laws
was an index to the vitality and power of the prevailing religion.''
Taking this view, the progress of the Puritans,
and their growth and backsliding in piety, may be
known from the following list of penalties attached
to Sabbath-breaking:
In June 10, 1650, the general court ordered that
offenders against Sunday legislation should be
whipped.
In 1651 they should pay ten shillings or be whipped.
In 1658, be fined or sit in the stocks.
In 1661 absentees from church were fined ten
shillings.
In 1662 a person who desired to travel on Sunday
should procure leave from some man appointed to
issue tickets.
In 1665, those who went to sleep in church were
put in the stocks.
In 1669, tobacco smokers who used the weed on
Sunday within two miles of the meeting-house paid
twelve pence.
·
The foregoing were Plymouth Colony laws.. Massachusetts Bay Colony had these statutes:
In 1629 the people were commanded to cease labor
at 3 P.M. · Saturday, and spend the balance of the
day as the ministers ordered. " Catechising and
preparations .for the Sabbath " were standard occupations.
In 1644 t.he elders announced that " the gathering
of sticks with a high hand on the Sabbath-day may
be punished with death, when a lesser punishment
might serve for gathering sticks privily."
I n th e fi rs t d rang ht of th e Iaws b y Mr. Cott on,
revised by Mr. Winthrop, profaning the Lord's day
in a· careless or scornful neglect or contempt thereof
was made a capital offense.
_
In 1646 absentees from church were fined five
shillings.
h
In 1653 children who played in t e streets;
atr~~~Dgera who walked a.broad, or went on boar<l
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ships ; youths and maidens .who went out of doors,
"uncivilly," were fined, and if unable to pay the fine
were whipped. This law was posted on every meeting_-house door. ·
•
In 1658 it was observed "by too sad experience,
the sun being se~, both every Saturday and on the
Lord's day, young people and others take liberty to
walk," therefore the court decreed that all such who
did not giv a satisfactory account of themselvs
should "suffer corporal punishment."
In 1665 those who " contemned God's house"
were fined and whipped.
In 1667 tithing-men were appointed to appl'ehend
and commit to prison all Sabbath-breakers. Disturbers of public meetings were to be put in a cage
set up in the market-place of Boston.
In the same year constables were ordered to make
diligent search for Quaker gatherings, and if denied
admittance, to break down the doors and arrest the
cong1·egation. Absentees from church who could
not swear that they were "necessarily absent by the
providence of Gr;>d" were adjudged guilty "and punished accordingly."
In the same year another law empowered tithingmen to enter private houses to prevent the "profanation of the Sabbath." No one was suffered to
leave town after sunset Saturday night.
In 1668 Sabbath-breakers were fined" ten shillings
for ·the first offense, and for every offense after to be
doubled ; and, in case the offense herein be circumstanced with profaneness or high-handed presumption, the penalty is to be augmented at the discretion of the judge."
After Massachusetts Bay Colony and Plymouth
Colony were merged into Massachusetts the substance of these laws was reenacted.
In 1711 twelve hours' imprisonment was one penalty for Sabbath-breaking. A month's continuous
absence from church was punished by a fine of twenty
shillings and " three hours in the stocks or cage."
In 1760" a general amendment condensed these laws
into one, to the end that all persons on the Lord's
day shall "carefully apply themselvs publicly and
privately to religion and piety."
In the New Haven Colony Sunday legislation took
much the same form, with additions. The following
statute on the "Profanation of the Lord's day"
shows the additions :
"Whoever shall profane the Lord's day or any part of it,
either by sinful servil work, or by unlawful sport, recreation,
or otherwise, whether willfully or in a careless neglect, shall be
duly punished by fine, imprisonment, or corporally, according to the. nature and measure of the sin and offense. But if
the court upon examination, by clear and satisfying evidence,
find that the sin was proudly, presumptuously, and with a
high hand, committed against the known command and
authority of the blessed God, such a person therein despising
and reproaching the Lord, SHALL BE PUT TO DEATH,
that all others may fear and shun such provoking, rebellious
courses. (Numb. 15: from 30 to 36 verse.)"-New H(Jfl)en
Colony Rec01·d:J, 1653-1655, p. 605.
. In the Colony of Connecticut Sunday was held to
be much better or much wors9 than other days, for
in the law against burglary we find this:
" And if any person shall commit [such burglary, or] rob,
in the fields or houses on the Lord's day, beside the former
punishments, he shall, for the first offense, hav one of his
ears cut off· and for the second offense in the same kind, he
shall lose. hi~ other ear in the same manner, and if he fall into
the same offense the "third time, he shall be put to death."Pt~blic Record:! of the Colony of Connecticut prior to 1665,
p. 51 4 •

"admonished,"' whipped, placed in the stocks, or put
in prison for breaking the Sunday laws. We do not
find that anyone was put to death, even in the New
Haven Colony, but that prinishment was inflicted
upon blasphemers, witches, and Quakers. The Puritans who left England for Holland, and finally settled
at New Plymouth, were fanatics and intolerants of
the most wretched kind. It is their descendants
who are now trying to take the country back two
hundred years by enforcing the Sunday laws which
are on the statute books of nearly all the statessurvivals of the intolerant reign of Christianity-but
now happily dead letters in aU well-ordered communities.

The Church in Mexico.
Two hundred and fifty wealthy Mexicans arrived
at and left this city in the early part of the week on
a pilgrimage to Rome, with presents for the pope,
and several large political schemes in hand to which
they will endeavor to secure Mr. Pecci's approval.
One scheme is, according to . Mexican authority, to
settle the difficulties between the church in Mexico
and the Vatican, the second is to reconcile the differences between the church and government of Maxico, and· the third is to obtain the sanction and aid
of the pope to the establishment of the Roman
Catholic church in that country on a basis akin to
that upon which the church rests in the United
States. The trouble between the church in Mexico
and the Vatican dates back to the earliest times, and
is a continuation of troubles which once existed in
Spain. The church in Spain was originally independent of the pope of Rome. It had its own liturgy,
called the Mozarabic, and the king was the head of
the church. In 1085 t)le Roman liturgy was adopted
and the pope recognized as the head of the church,
but many Spanish priests still favored a national
church. This feeling was transferred to Mexico,
and, as far back a!'! 1770, Lorenzana, archbishop of
Mexico, had the Mozarabic liturgy republished, and
attempted to use it instead of the one recognized by
the church of Rome. He was not successful, but there
has always been a strong element in Mexico in favor
of the national church.
The fight between the Mexican church and the
government culminated seriously in 1857, when a
Liberal constitution was adopted, and the laws of
the Eeforma were passed. Mexico at that time was
in the hands of the church, and suffered as all conntries do which are dominated by ecclesiastics. U nder the .Reforma laws all of t~ churches and church
t
d ll
property were confiscated by the govemmen , an a
church orders and societies forbidden. Some three
hundred church buildings and an immense quantity
of wealth passed into the hands of the government.
Many of the -priests and members of church orders
t" ll
"th t
left the country, and Mexico was prac 1ca y Wl ou
any church at all, though nine-tenths of the population is besottedly Roman Catholic. Under the few
years of Maximilian's rule the church again came into
power, but this ended with the restoration of the republic. The laws of the Beforma were so rigidly
enforced that no one was allowed to appear upon the
streets in ecclesiastical garb, and the church, in retaliation, excommunicated any and every one who
was in any way connected with the government.
Through each succeeding year a bitter fight has been

going on between the church and state parties, and
it has orily been under the administration of PresiThe colony also looked after and punished Sabbath- dent Diaz that any efforts hav been made to concilibreakers, compelled the people to attend church, ate the two factions. The feeling is still very intense
catechise their children and servants as to holy on both sides, and in some of the Liberal districts
things, and maintain regular fan:1ily prayer. Trav- the laws of the Eeforma are enforced with the greatelers on Sunday were fined twenty shillings. Staying ·est severity. At the present time the churches of
outside a meeting-house cost a man three shillings ; Mexico are used by the priests under a special pergathering in the street or elsewhere on the evening mit from President Diaz, but the bans of the church
before or after Sunday, or on the evening after any still rest upon everyone connected with the govern.
fast day, subjected the gatherers to a fine of t~ree ment.
shillings or two hours in the stocks. Twenty s~npes
The hope of many of the church people, therefore,
is that the pope and President Diaz may come to
were the penalty for non-payment of a fine.
Rhode Island in the early part of this century some agreement, by which the government will allow
punished the second offense of Sabbath-br.eakers with the church to exist without interference. If this is
ten days in jail. . New York fined them, or if they were assured, the future is brilliant for the church. The
slaves and their masters refused t o pay the fi ne, gave Mexicans are more ignorant, superstitious, and de·
them thh·teen lashes. Pennsylvania fined the ungodly, voted to the church and her mummeries, if possible,
or put them in jail. Virginia ecclesiastics got their than the French Canadians of Canada. If the govrevenge on church absentees by fining them from ernment will only remove restrictions upon the
one to fifty pounds of tobacco.
amo~t of proper~y the church may hold, and allow
And these laws were not only made, but enforced. the prrests to mampulate the people_ ~o the_ full exPages could be filled with instances in detail where tent of their power,. Roman. Cathohcrsm wdl soon
men, anq women, and c4ildren1 apq eervt'nte were ' possess the country m fee ·sunple, and the govern-
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ment may dissolve. The result of this pilgrimage
must therefore be awaited with interest by Mexico,and also by the United States and England, whose
citizens are spending many millions of dollars of
capital in J:milding railroads and working the mines
of that country. With the church again in absolute
control of the republic of revolutions, the little progress toward civilization now being made there would
cease at o n c e . - - - - - - - - - - -

Indictment Quashed.
We heartily congratulate the two Harmans, father
and son, and E. C. Walker upon getting out of the
clutches of the Comstock crowd in Kansas. The
quashing of the indictment by the judge is one of
those acts of justice which law sometimes commits.
But we feel sure that had Benedict been upon the
bench no escape on that plea would hav ensued.
Mr. Bennett's indictment was faulty in the same
regard, but he was tried, convicted, and the conviction upheld. The technicality, too, which saved
Mrs. Slenker would, if shown and allowed, hav saved
him. We fancy the United States district judges,
with the exception of Benedict, are getting tired of
being used as catspaws by the disreputable agents of
an ecclesiastical society, and _allow its victims to
escape by the easiest means possible. We hope it is
·
so, at any rate.
Messrs. Walker and Harman are engaged in advo.
cating and upholding personal and religious liberty.
It is a splendid occupation, and ought to be the pursuit of every roan and woman in the country. The
charge that the language used in Lucifer was obscene is ridiculous. The articie complained of was
unnecessarily coarse, but that was all ; and if rough
language is a penitentiary offense who shall remain
at liberty T In this case the freedom of the press
was menaced because the press happened to be Infidel. But the war which Mr. Bennett and his
friends maintained in defense of the liberty of printing bids fair to bring forth fruit, and to finally result
in victory. People-even Congressmen and judges
-are beginning to see, dimly perhaps, but surely,
that the laws passed at the request of a gang of ecclesiastics can be used for other than legitimate purposes·, supposing Congress could legitimately legislate upon the morality of mail matter.
Again we congratulate our Kansas friends. Their
counsel were shrewd, the judge was an adherent to
law, and they were lucky. May they always get out
of trouble as easily !
------~~.-------

THE Catholics of Massachusetts are viciou~ly opposing the
proposed law to prevent illiteracy by state inspection of all
schools, public and priv!lte. The Utttuolics recognize the
undoubted fact that their schools fall far below the moderate
standard that the state requires, and they do not want their
teachers examined. Before the legislativ committee which
has the bill under consideration the Rev. Mr. Maginnis made
a speech, in which he contended that the. limit of ed~~ation to
be required by the state should be readmg and wntmg; the
state had no right to insist upon more. And religion, he
maintained should be taught in the sclwol as well as in the
church and the home. This, of course, is good 9atllolic
doctrin. The pupils must be able to. read the cateclnsm, and
they should also know how to wnte their names, so that
when they grow up they can fill out checks payable to tbe
priest. These two accomplishments att.ained, . t~e rest ~f
their education may be confined to learmng rehgwn. This
would put the future population of the country under the
feet of priests, anrl thflt is where t.he clmrch wants to see it.
THERE was once a good Christian down in Cuba-and he
is probably there now-who had a sick wife. It seems that
he loved her for he went to the church and knelt before the
idolatrous re~resentation of his particular saint, praying for
her recovery, and promising the saint for his good offices a
silver woman. The wife found her health, and the husband
redeemed his promis. He gave the saint his silver woman,
and the priest who took care of the metl!llic ~ady pro~ptly
sold it for old silver. Thus the repres~tat1v of holmess
came into the possession of our friend George Newton (and
parenthetically we may state that· this is the only way Mr.
Newton can ever obtain holiness), who has transferred the
milagro, or miracle, to the Editor of THE ~RUT-';! SEEKER,
whose desk it now ornaments to the great edificatiOn of. the
devil who builds the editorial fire. There are three thmgs
peculiar in this transaction, namely, the economy of the
husband in fulfilling his promis; the nonchalant p~omptness
of the priest in turning the silve.r lady over to th~ JC~noclas
tic jeweler; and the small quant1t~ of woman wh1~h It takes
to satisfy a ~aint. If we were a samt and a worsh1p~r prom.
ised us a woman, and then br~ught f!- Bl!lall, flat obJeCt two
inches and a half long by one mch Wide m the broadest part,
with a cold, metallic glare in .its eye, and n~ ear to speak of,
and feet invisible, and a hole m the back-~air to hang her up
by, we should not consider that he had fille~ the contra~t;
and- after all, we cannot much blame the pnest. for castmg
her into the melting-pot. Mr. Ne~ton com.plam~, that the
miracle is one of the means by which the pnests gull the
gawkies," but it occurs to t~s that the ~awky gulled th.e
saint, "saving his soul and wmter pork with the leas~ poss.Ible outlay of salt and sanctity "-that is to say. savmg his
wife with the least possible· outlay of silver. ln any way
you look tJ.t it, the transaction is fraudulent,
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conclusion that with self-thought, self-reliance, and reason
they can see as far into a millstone as any preacher.
Further, Mr. E. A. Stevens, you can consider me a member of the American Secul8.r Union. That is, I cannot do
LA CYGNE, KAN., Feb. 20, 1888.
any lecturing, but I can do my part in contributing toward
MR. EDITOR: Malachi ii, 11, says: "For Judah has pro- paying for lecturers, and the National Defense Association.
faned the holiness of the Lord which he loved, and hath You may call on me at any time, and I will respond for the
married the daughter of a strange god." Who is that strange cause all I am able to.
ANToN J. KRAFT.
god, and how many daughters did he hav? Please answer
SEWARD, NEB., March 1, 1888.
. me if you can, and oblige, A subscriber,
H. E. BuTTS.
MR. EDITOR: I suppose you hav the letter of Mr. Boyes,
CARmou, ME., March 14, 288.
giving you an account of Mrs. Freeman's two very successMR. EDITOR: I now propose to write you a few lines upon ful lectures, and how well pleased the Liberals were, and also
the subject of Spiritualism. I hav heard and read a good of Rev. Mr. Darley's" reply" to her lectures. As Mr. Boyes
many ghost stories that seemed to me to be well authen- was absent last Sunday evening when the Rev. Mr. Presson
ticated. Now, what are we going to do about it-believe of the Methodist Episcopal church also replied-if reply it
them, or call everybody a pack of liars ? I think we are could be called-to D-Irs. Freeman, I will let you know he
practically and virtually forced to do one or the other. Or did not make one good point against her' and franldy acwhat is the apparition that people see and swear to, if it is knowledged that he did not believe in a personal devil ; and
not a spirit from the unseen world? Perhaps Mr. Kelso will I hav been told that he does not believe in any hell, save the
condescend to respond to the above ideas.
hells we hav on this earth. I should suppose that his right
Yours for information,
H. H. GILMAN.
place in the line of progress was the Unitarian or Universalist camp. It is a little singular that neither of the preachers
NETTLETON, Mo., March 12, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Find inclosed money for subscription and has offered a word of testimony to show that the Bible is the
list of books. I consider THE TRUTH BEEKER the best Lib- · "book of God," though they call it so. "The world .does
era! paper that is published. It is just what we want-the move," and little by little superstition and bigotry are dying
key for unlocking the doors of superstition. The Christians, out; ere long the plain statement of Paul, "For all the law
as they call themselvs, are afraid to read it for fear it will is fulfilled in one word, even in this, thou shalt love thy
cause the scales to fall from their eyes, as the following will neighbor as thyself,"" will be acknowledged as the whole
show : One of my neighbors called in the other day-a good truth of Christianity, and people will find some better way
Baptist-I got him interested in Heston's cartoons, etc., and than scolding, cursing, bitter denunciation in the pulpit or
wanted him to take papers home with him to read. But, out of it, or war to settle their difierences of opinion or any
C. M. CLARK.
"No." I asked him his reason for not wanting to read Lib- other differences.
eral papers. His answer was that he was afraid he might
CENTERVILI,E, UTAH, March 6, 1888.
- believe them.
Respectfully yours,
Fmm. PAWS:RY.
MR. EDITOR: I want another copy of Miss Helen H. Gar-

l,ttltrs Jront Jlritnds.

HAMILTON, ONT., March 5, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find twenty-five cents for the TRUTH
SEEKER ANNUAL. If there ever was a place under the control of the church, it is this. The population of Hamilton is
forty-five thousand. We hav twenty-six churches, five
Gospel Temperance Reform Clubs, several y-oung Men's
Christian Associations, and a hell-tearing Salvation Army.
Hamilton requires more Secular teachings than any other
city in Canada. Mr. Watts sometimes lectures here, but not
often enough to do much good. A good lecture once a week
would no doubt arouse great interest. The churches of this
city fear Mr: Watts as though he was a demon sent from
hell.
W:r.r. BANGERTH.

dener's" lien, Women, and Gods;" also Colonel Ingersoll's
Defense of C. B. Reynolds; also an ANNUAL.
I do not like some of the remarks on Mr. Shoemaker. Has
not he the right to tell you to stop his paper if he thinks well
to do so ? I expect he paid honorably for it as long as he
took it. Then why should anyone cast any unpleasant insinuations on him or anyone else, because he does not appear to
agree with their opinions? As you well know; there are no
two of us alike.
The cartoons I still admire. Mr. Heston must hav taken
the preachers'· advice and searched the scriptures. I hav
some London Ft·eethinkers sent me by my brother; one has
a picture of Shamgar the son of Anath, which slew of the
Philistines six hundred men with an ox-goad (Judges iii, 31).
By thunder, how he must hav swung that ox-goad around
and laid those Philistines out right and left l It was a caution l Just think of it-six hundred men l He must hav
carried the belt of Israel at that time.
Well, I caunot say much of our holy Zion. It seems you
publish letters but seldom about this infernal, beastly, treasonable Mormon humbug.
WILLIAM Wir.LIAMB.

ALBUQUEHQuE, N. M., 11-Iarch 6, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: C. B. Reynolds, the noted Freethinker and
lecturer, delivered a series of lectures at Grant's Opera
House, this city, on the evenings of March 2d, 3d, anjl 4th.
He was greeted by large, attentiv, and intelligent audiences,
who manifested their approval of his logical reasoning and
gems of wit by hearty and frequent applause. One of the
pleasant and encouraging features of his visit was the vast
ELKHORN, MoNT., Feb. 11, 1888.
amount of Liberal literature which he disposed of while in
MR. EDITOR: I am at this place the only subscriber to your
our midst, and he assured the writer that he sold more Liberal works and papers in Albuquerque than in any other town valuable and interesting paper, which we think one of the
since leaving New York. He has made many friends here grandest reformatory mediums of the present age. But its
few supporters here and at all other places where its circulawho wish him success in his noble undertaking.
tion may be small is largely, if not wholly, due to the indifJ. Q. WILLS.
ference or apathy which we as Freethinkers manifest toward
FRENOHTOWN, NEB., March 14, 1888.
our principles and the instrumentalities by which they beMR. EDITOR : THE TRUTH SB;EKER should claim the honor come generally known and recognized. This I state not theof being father or sponsor to Ft·eetlwught. What a paper oretically only, but largely from observation and practical
it is!-" a perfect gem!" we hear on au· sides. ·Long may tests. For illustration, not long since I gave a lecture, when
they wave, one on the eastern, the other on our western shore. shortly afterward I had quite a number of calls requesting
They are the beacon-lights to the orient and to the occident. papers and pamphlets presenting our principles and illusThe ANNUAL arrived safely. It is perfection itself. Why trating our intentions, and as a result I find considerable
doesn't Heston issue a book of his pictures? Is he afraid interest aroused and inquiry prompted. Therefore I ask,
he would immortalize :himself? He would, without a doubt. Why shall not we, who honor ourselvs as truth seekers acEach one is a volume.
cording to the glorious privilege of independent thought, and
With best wishes for all and for the "white flowers of strive to environ our lives with the hallowed influences of
truth" which they are planting, I am,
resplendent Liberalism, devote more time and attention toYours for humanity,
MARY B. FINOH.
ward the dissemination of the grandest, purest, and loftiest
rules and precepts ever brightened by the eternal orb of endless day? My Liberal friends, I want to ask yon a question
0To, IowA, March 1, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been taking THE TRUTH SEEKER for and from you request a favor. Is it not our duty, a comsome time, and would not do without it. I think it is one of manding necessity devolving upon us, to spread, defend, and
the best papers for the household printed. 'fhere is no read- support our claims if we consider them beneficial to humaning matter that can excel it in aiding comfort, truth, honor, ity? If answered in the affirmativ, then let us unite in symand honesty in the family, and if many of our people that pathy and in effort, that we may more harmoniously perform
call themselvs Christians would read it and get to under- our work with skill and effect, well knowing that as the
stand more about science, ttnd learn that not only a few of legitimate outcome of our teaching we shall be highly aptheir neighbors ar•. Infidels-as they call them, and low, con- preciated, and duly rewarded for all energies put forth.
REV. H. BANTA.
temptible devils, as is taught in the pulpit-but that our best
and smartest men and women are Liberalists, and that every
ODESSA, Mo., Feb. 27, 1888.
genuin reform and improvement came from that class, it
MR. EDITOR : I hav conc;luded· to write you a friendly letmight hav a tendency to soften the hearts of some of the
hard-hearted ones until they would use their neighbors bet- ter frankly stating my views concerning Colonel Ingersoll's
ter, and perhaps some husbands use their wives and children late departure; I mean his doctrin, "We do as we must."
better. There are plenty that need a little reform in that I confess that I am at a loss to see how a great and good man
line. I never yet knew of a person reading your paper that like Colonel Ingersoll; a man who has said so many beautidid not become interested, and I shall do what I can to help ful, so many sublime, so many wise and useful· things, and
has said them so eloquently, could hav wandered off onto
circulate your paper.
E. S. FURGAsoN.
such untenable ground; ground so incompatible with freedom and Freethought, and so near akin to his hated doctrin,
GRANTFORK, ILL., March 15, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I am a subscriber to your paper, and think Presbyterianism. If we always do as we must, then, as he
it the best in existence for the masses of the people. It says, man is justified; yes, and that, too, without distincshould be in every household. Any reader that will giv a tion. The thi.ef, the assassin, the incendiary, the murderer,
fair, impartial judgment of its doctrins cannot help but say it come in for their equal share of justification. The cannibal,
is founded on sound reason and argument, and is killing to the heathen, the pagan, the (Jhristian, the Infidel, and what
superstition and priestcraft. I think I am doing as much for not are by this doctrin justified, for none can do otherwise
Freethought as any of my size and weight. I hav copies of than as he does, none can do better than he does, therefore
the paper always on the go; get ·them back and giv to oth- none can be justly accountable for what he does. It is most
ers. I think there are a lot of former church-members here evident that all human law is useless, is an imposition; all
th~t
bep;iu to qo their ow~ t4mkin~ and co~e tq tl}e pllllis4Jll~~t 1 h~Jllfl,IJ of diyj.p.e? is !?;fOBS injustic.e 1 in Ule eyf} of

wm .

this doctrin. I confess that I cannot see the difference between this doctrin and downright Anarchism. I can't help
feeling sorrow that the colonel has drifted off into this untenable ground. I love the colonel. I am not blaming him.
I am incl,jned to think that in this he did as he must, and I
feel that I do as I must in differing with him. But I do not
always do as I must. I feel quite confident that I am to a
considerable exteO:t a free agent. If we· are not such,·l say
again, all punishment is injustice. If Y.OU, or the colonel, or
anybody else can make this doctrin reasonable to me, I will
feel thankful, for I do not like to differ with my friends. I
am ready to admit that in view of the laws of heredity and
the science of phrenology we must see that we are to a very
great extent the slaves of circumstances and environments;
·still, I think it is in the power of man to make himself quite
a free man.
·
Please find inclosed stamps for two copies of the TRUTH
SEEKER ANNUAL for 1888.
W. L. WoRLEY.
RooHEBTER, N. H., March· 2, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: My husband just came in with the noble old
TRUTH SEEKER, and as I am an invalid, it was thrown in my
lap. The first thing of note that met my eye was the Kansas
outrage, and when I had read that I was so moved I could
hardly control myself. I would like to ask my Freethinking
and Liberal-minded b~others and sisters if ignorance and superstition are always going to be uppermost all over our
bright and beautiful land, or arc we as Freethinking and
Liberal-minded people coming forward to assert our rights ?
The church will tell us because we are Liberalists and want
everybody to hav equal rights we are bloodthirsty Anarchists. God forbid. I saw enough bloodshed in the late Rebellion. All we want is liberty and the right to tl;link and
act as we please as long as we do not interfere with other
people's rights.
Now, I say let every Liberal-minded person come to the
front and express his opinion as every liberty-loving person
should, and the churches and Comstock hirelings will soon
see we are a people that will not be trodden down.
Brothers and sisters, let us stand by each other and try to
encourage one ·another, for right makes might always, and
when any one of you feels discouraged remember you are not
alone in the world. Why, bless you, there are people here
in Rochester who would take my husband and myself and
string us up to the nearest tree if they dared. I would like
to hav.some good Freethought lectures here to arouse the
people to see the error of their ways-as the ministers say.
It would be a blessing to society.
The next article that met my eye was: " What Jeremiah
Hacker Has Done." If Mr. Hacker has done any good-and
I know he has-let him hav a place in THE '!'RUTH BEEKER
and pay him for it; for our good and noble-minded men and
women are few, and when they do come to the front let us
help them all we can. If I could walk and work as well as I
could four weelts ago, I would see what I could do to help
Brother Hacker pay for his little home. I will now close,
hoping I hav given some discouraged Liberalist a little hope.
If there·is any sister who would like to correspond with me,
MRs. I. A. BRoOK.
I would like to hear from her.
HoT SPRINGs, ARK., Feb. 23, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a subscriber of your very valuable
and entertaining paper only for four weeks. I am well
pleased with it so far. I hav been a Freethinker since boyhood. First I began to doubt the Bible's being written by
inspired men. The next thing was to investigate the other
side. The result was, I am a confirmed Infidel. I look upon
the Bible as being only the work of man, written and dictated
by men for the purpose of ruling and moving masses of
people through their most weak and universal organs of the
brain, called superstition. To illustrate this idea I will take
Moses and Joshua for examples. Everyone who is familiar
with the scriptures knows Moses had the good fortune to ·
become a member of the king's household when an infant;
that he grew up with all the advantages of an Egyptian
education, got an insight into state and church matters, and,
in fact, developed into a very smart and ambitious man for
his day and time. He put up a job on Pharaoh; preyed on
the imagination, superstition, and ignorance of his brethren;
got them out of bondage, and set up a little kingdom of his
·own. I say, Well done for Moses! I do not blame him one
bit. Anyone would like to be king or monarch. Ambition
prompts men to strike for something high in life. My idea
is that in this respect human nature has been the same in all
ages.
Next to Moses comes Joshua, a regular fire-eater, on the
war-path as soon as old Moses was dead. I take it for
granted Moses got too old and feeble to fight much along
toward the last, and, as war was another one of the Jews'
weak points at that time, how natural it was for Joshua to
take advantage of it along with their superstition, cross the
Jordan, murder, steal, and put to rout the Amorites and
Canaanites! A regular Napoleon Bonaparte was Joshua.
He made those people believe God commanded him to do
those things, otherwise I believe some one would hav said,
"Let's don't." If the God of the olden time commanded
such things to be done, I am proud to know he has reformed.
The Christians all say he is like a father to his children now ;
doesn't show any partiality either .. He doesn't make the sun
stand still, or hand down any more laws w:ritten on stone, in
our day and time. It would be rather annoying in hayingtime to hav every farmer in the country yelling up to heaven:
"Sun, stand thou still upon America until I get this hay
crop gathered!"
Well, enough on this score. My idea is this-the origin of
man is a mystery no one can solve. All that has been written on the subject is merely conjecture. In regard to the
future state of the human race, to my mii::rd this much is
clear : When we die life ceases. Our bodies molder into
4ust, aHd gecome a part of l:Iother ~arth ~nd the natura,~
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forces t~at c_on~rol it. This ~uch I can comprehend. For
which it d~es not contain, and furthermore that it commands printing-press; and the fulcrum on which the lever rests
me to view It m any other light is merely guess-work or
to be r~ad m ch~rches some of the books mentioned but not while it is moving us onward with such giant strides is th~
freaks of fancy: I sometimes hope for immortality of the
fo ?nd 1 ~ that umque jumble. Here is one: "And when this brains of the doubters of the world, living and dea'd, who
soul. ~ha~ eVIdence hav I? None. I cannot believe in
epistle IS read among. you, cause that it be read also in the hav done so much to redeem us from the fagot, thumbscrew,
somethmg if I ca~n9t find any evidence on the subject.
ch~uch of the ~aodiCeans and that ye likewise read the rack, and dungeon, auxiliaries used by the church with
Who could prove m court there is a heaven or a hell, witepistle froiD; Laod1~~a ': (Col. iv). That epistle, mark you, is relentless hand while she had the power. And it must be
nesses all being duly sworn? J fear a close cross-examination
not found m the samtly pages."· Again: "And he took remembered that the church which is claiminl!: to-day to be
woulrln't locate either place.
JAMES L. BERRY.
the book of the cov.enant, and read in the audience of the the salt af the earth, the light of the world, the friend of
people, and th~y said, All that the Lord hath said will we humanity, and the harbinger of peace to. the world is the
. . INDIAN GRoVE, Mo., Feb. 25, 1888.
a~d _be obedient" (Ex. xxiv). Still more: "Wherefore it very same church that deluged the earth with blood: burnt .
MR. EDITOR: I am an avowed Agnostic or Infidel. This
has been my creed for the last ten years. I read the Inve8• Is said In the b~ok of the wars of the Lord what he did in Bruno at the stake for teaching the rotundity of the earth,
,ti~ator, but like THE TRUTH BEEKER best. However, I don't the Red sea and m the brooks of Amon" (Num. xxi). Read persecuted the thinkers of all other beliefs, and where she
thmk much of those cartoons. I am opposed to .intolerance, on : ''And the sun stood still, and the moon stayed, until bad the power burnt men and women at the stake for witchSecular as well as orthodox. I stand on the broadest Liberal the pe?ple ~ad ~venged themselvs upon their enemies. Is craft, and in her blindness attempted to destroy the printiqg.
press, and said Benjamin Franklin was crazy when he
pla_tform, and am willing to accord to others the privileges not this written In the book of Jasher?" (Josh. x).
Humphrey's at;gument becomes rasher and rasher,
bottled the lightning.
clalmed.formyself. Burlesque, sophistry, sarcasm, invectiv,
In fine, we are indebted to the church for nothing that
When we inquire, Wherd, oh, where'8 the book of Jasher 1
~nd socml ostracism are the arguments used all along the
Then again : "Now the acts of David the king, first and tends to make life useful, comfortable and happy.1 while
line of. the orthodox ranks. I believe in a truthful, candid
and logical exposition of theological dogmas.
' last, ~chold, they are written in the book of Samuel the seer, on the other hand, what has been accoU:plished has been i~
Some time ago I heard a certain Bible-pounder by the and m the book of Nathan the prophet, and in the book of the teeth of the most bitter opposition and pertlecution that
name of Bell, of the Methodist persuasion, deliver his first Gad the seer" (1 Chron. xxix). A few more: "Now the acts could be invented by a fanatical and bloodthirsty priesthood.
address .at the be?in~~g of t~e conference year. Among of Rehob?am, first and last, are they not written in the book For an example of fiendishness, unequaled even ·among savother thmgs, he sa1d: What kmd of a man is our preacher? of Shem~Iah the prophet and of Iddo the seer, concerning ages, I will refer the reader to Chitty's Blackstone, Vol. ·II,
Is he .a pe~fect specim~n of moral excellence, an exemplary genealogies? ~nd th,~re were war~ between Rehoboam and Book 4, p. 812-a barbarity ·which methinks could only be
man m faith and practice? If he is not, he is not a proper Jeroboam contmually (2 Chron. xu). "Now the rest of the learned from examples laid down in "that holy book called
man to be a leader of the people." Some time subsequently acts of Jehosaphat, firs.t and last, behold they are written in the Bible," Num. xxxi, 17; Judgesxxi, 11; Gen. xxxviii and
I heard this same fellow preaching at the same place where the book of Jehu the son of Hananion who is mentioned in the xxxix. I imagin that the priesthood must look back with a
he wis~ed to pose as a leader of the people, and before he book of th~ kings of Israel" (2 C~ron. xx). I could cite longing, yearning. desire for the return of the good old days
had fauly got through his preliminaries, ·which consisted many more mstances to show that If the Bible were all to- of yore when their word was law, and men were compelled
R. J. WILSON.
chiefly in passing the contribution-box, into which the writer gether one could scarcely wheel it around in a wheelbarrow. to obey or suffer persecution and death.
Sincerely,
:(\:{. G. MACAULAY.
cast his mite with the rest, he turned himself loose on InELBA, 0., March 15, 1888.
fidels, saying that he would not want an Infidel to come
MR. EDITOR : This community has been afflicted with a
WEsT UNION, 0., Feb. 27, 1888.
into his house; that an Infidel was not good enough to eat
MR. EDITOR: I attended church here a short time ago, and disaster in the shape of a Methodist revival. When we re.
with hogs. From this you see bow he would direct the
heard
the Rev. Chas. Luck make and affirm some statements ceived the copy of THE TRUTH BEEKER containing Heston's
faithful to treat unbelievers. This same Mr. Bell was seen
reading THE TRUTH .BEEKER in a store at· Salisbury, Mo.; that do not agree with authentic history: 1. That Voltaire's representation of "howling Methodists," we wondered how
and, when asked where be got it, said thaA: he found it. last words were, "Crush the wretch" (meaning Christ); 2. he could picture our meeting without seein" it. Were you
However, it was ascertained upon inquiry that no one of That "all the brainy men were believers in Christ"-meaning with us in disguise, Mr. Heston? For a ;umber of years
the Methodist preachers sent to this place to preach the
'fBE TRUTH BEEKER family in Salisbu-ry had lost his paper. Jefferson, Webster, Franklin, and others.
In answn to the first statement I will refer the reader to beauties of an eternal hell hav been quite commonplace in
Inclosed find twenty: five cents in stamps for THE TRUTH
the American Cyclopedia, Vol. XVI, pp. 406-7, and will comparison with the young man here at present, judged, I
BEEKER ANNUAL for 1888.
W. E. WALTON.
quote the exact words: "He [Voltaire] delighted in spend- may add, ·by their success in producing monomaniacs.
ing his fortune in the improvement of his property, in con- Those who hav never witnessed the scenes of a Methodist
HoTcHKISS, CoL., March 1, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: That sturdy Freethought veteran, C. B. Rey- structing better habitations for the poor laborers, in befriend- revival in a rural district, where educational ad vantages are
nolds, has just favored us with a visit, and the bowels of ing indigent literary men, and in entertaining the host of not the best, caunot form a correct idea of the performance
orthodoxy are troubled in consequeEce. Heretofore the itin- friends attracted by his fame. Nothing gave him greater without seeing it. A glance at a "mourners' bench," with
erant pulpit-pounders, of the various Christian creeds, hav celebrity than his efforts in behalf of oppressed Protestants. a dozen " mo:;.ruers " kneeling there, with the old women
made this a favorit winter resort. The ranchmen and cow- He even built a church at Ferney, which he dedicated to and old fogies of the congregation howling iu tb.eir ears, ann
boys who make up our population are noted for their gener- God, but which the ecclesiastical authorities refused to rec- all together ma:king a noise similar to that described by Dr.
osity, and their latchstrings are always on the outside. ognize and consecrate." Page 407: "At Paris his carriage Sunderland in his Cape Cod experience, would make you
Black-coated preachers and blue-shirted miners are equally was drawn by the people; his rooms were crowded with the laugh, but if you s4ould watch them night after night your
welcome. Such being the case, the former class had secured grandees of politics, society, and letters from morning to sympathy for these misguided beings would bring a cloud of
a preemption right on this place as a winter feeding-ground. night, and his visits to the theaters were ovations in which sadness upon you.
It is saitl that a love of the marvelous is characteristic of
They gave us an occasional sermon for continual grub- he was crowned with laurels and roses, and all the arts conspiritual nourishment for physical refreshment, as it were. spired to do him homage. Among his last words were these: the masses, and the imagination is constantly endeavoring to
They had organized a puny church, and from that coign of 'I die worshiping God, loving my friends, not hating my break away from the ties which bind it to reason, yet it is
vantage raided the surrounding country. The chief article enemies, but detesting superstition.'" In the name of com- astonishing that such false ideas and illusions wield so great
of their creed was : " Salvation is free, but ymu must put up mon sense, let me ask, what was wrong. with that kind of a an influence in this day and age of the world. Intelligence
your cash continually to make it free. The Lord loveth a life? Will the clergy never stop robbing the great thinkers and education are obstacles in the path of the revivalist, but
superstitious ideas that hav been instilled into people for
cheerful giver, bless his holy name." The advent of "Mr. of their just dues and the grave of its sacred dead?
2. The same authority (American Cyclopedia) says of ages work a silent influence that is difficult to overcome. If
Reynolds was like that of an unbidden guest at the banquet.
They didn't hav a seat for him. In fact, they got out of the Franklin (Vol. VII, p. 435): "He had read Shaftesbury and we could apply the millions of dollars that are used to propcountry like snakes from a burning brush-pile. And during Collins, and becoming a skeptic at the age of sixteen, he ap- agate error to Secular education and teaching the truths of
his four lectures here, neither the love of the Lord nor the plied himself to skilful devices of argumentation gathered Liberalism, we could guarantee a higher civilization in the
fear of the devil ·could get them within a mile of the place from the 'Memorabilia,' practiced them as exercise in con- near future. Christian dogmas are degrading in their tendof meeting. It is well, perhaps, for their peace of mind versation, and often defeated antagonists whose cause and ency. Teach a child that he is depraved and that there is no
that they kept away, for the Infidel handled the clergy with- understanding were, as he afterward confessed, deserving of good in him, and he will not feel under obligations to be
out gloves, and his arguments fell like the blows of a broad- the victory." Spealdng of Jefferson, the same authority very good. Teach men that a crime may be atoned for by
sword. No sooner had Mr. Reynolds gone hfu way than the (Vol. IX, p. 595) says: "He carried the order of subjecting shifting the burden upon some other being, a.nd they are not
frightened priests crawled from their holes, and met in everything to the test of abstract reason in matters of religion, apt to be so careful what they do.
Christians tell us that if they are wrong, they are as well
solemn conclave to devise means to counteract the good venerating the moral character of Christ, but refusing belief
off
as we are anyway. They do not stop to consider what a
What
has
been
s!l.id
of
Voltaire,
in
his
divine
mission."
work which he had inaugurated. What J do away with the
devil, and shut up the gates of hell! That would never do, Franklin, and Jefferson can truthfully be said of Washington, paradise we might hav here if their efforts were directed to
for we preachers would hav to go to work, or starve. ·After Lincoln, and many other " brainy men" too numerous to that end.
A Methodist revival makes one feel that the world is retroa long and painful deliberation, it was decided to send for a mention in the empyrean of statesmanship; while in the
noted evan!!:elist and start n new revival. This has been world of science and literature the doubters embrace the grading, but in spite of the vast influence of Christianity the
done, and at present night is made hideous by the rantings majority of the "brainy men." To make this assertion world is advancing. At least, let us hope that Liberal influgood, we need only refer the reader to Huxley, of England; ence will eventually destroy the superstitious ideas of even a
of that idiotic mob.
·
Methodist community.
At our neighboring town of Delta 1\lr. Reynolds delivered Max Muller, of Germany; Dr. Reville, of France, and ProcWe hav a few outspoken Liberals here now, but it will be
tor,
of
America-the
most
learned
men
living
in
the
world
a course of lectures, an admission fee being charged for the
slow work for them to substitute the truths of Liberalism for
last one, the proceeds of which were given to a poor widow. to-day. Then, there were Bruno, Galileo, Shakspere, Goethe,
the general superstition. The people must be prepared for
On the following night Judge Gerry delivered a lecture for Pope, Byron, Burns, Schiller, Darwin, Tyndall, Ingersoll,
it, and the process is that of evolution, which is necessarily
Doubt
is
the
mother
of
investigation,
and
honest
Bradlaugh.
the benefit of the Presbyterian church, the proceeds of
slow. The people must first be able to understand that the
which were to be applied to purchase a new organ for that investigation is the true road to wisdom. When one is con.
result of believing and acting a certain way is the same
denomination. The former lecture netted by far the greater fident of a truth, or conscious of a fact, the best proof of
whether what is believed is true or false.
to
the
test.
My
motto
is:
sincerity
is
a
cordial
invitation
amount. Comment is unnecessary.
PIONEER.
We expect J. E. Remsburg here some ti.me this spring.
Accept the truth, wherever found,
One of our church-members, who cttbsiders himself the
BoULDER CITY, MoNT., Feb. 20, 1888.
On heathen or on Christian ground.
MR. EDITOR: In the summer of 1881 I fell into possession
On the Tuesday night following the assertions made by leader of the church to which he belongs, told the preacher
of a number of books and pamphlets containing discussions the sky-pilot above referred to, after being driven into the that a few years ago he and another member, now deceased,
of various kinds. About the first volume that I took up for last ditch, and finding his little squibs falling harmlessly and were called to the bedside of one of our substantial citizens
examination happened to be one entitled, " The Humphrey- fruitlessly to the ground, he attempted to cover his defeat by to offer a prayer to our unchangeable ·God for the beuefit-of
Bennett Debate." Well, I read the book through quite heaping abuse and contumely on the head of the writer, for- this alleged dying man's soul. The preacher mentioned the
hurriedly, after which I changed my abidingcplace, leaving getting that abuse would not fill the place of argument. He circumstance from his. pulpit as another example of the horthe books behind, and hav not been able to find them since. exclaimed with terrible emphasis: "By the eternal gods I I ribleness of Infidel deathbeds. The citizen heard of the
I remember, however, a very silly argument adduced by Rev. am here, and will hold the fort-die or kill somebody!" He story, brought the parties together, and asked the churchMr. Humphrey which I purpose to show the foolishness of. abused the writer and others for speaking their sentiments member before the preacher if he had told such a story. He
The nonsensical item to which I refer was penned by the on the street, in the grocery, and also for reading the New answered, Yes, but acknowledged there was no foundation
clerical fellow when he· endeavored to prove the divinity of York TRUTH SEEKER-just as though I ought to ask him or for the story. At another time the preacher was repeating
the Bible. I cannot use his exact language from memory, anyone else what I should read. Where did he get his right the story of Ingersoll's daughter joining the Presbyterian
church, when he was handed Ingersoll's "Truth of History."
but will giv the substance of it. He claimed, for instance, to hav his say, and how did I lose mine?
that the size of the scriptures was a perfect evidence of its
They hav shut themselvs up in their coward's castle and You may imagin the effect produced.
When such stories as these are told and believed about
divine origin, "because," said he, "the Bible is not so large refused to accept challenge after challenge, well knowing the
that one cannot carry it around in one's pocket, neither is it weakness of their position and of their weapons; hence it people right among us, is it any wonder that people· believe
·SO very small as not to be able to contain information relativ becomes the duty of all the true soldiers of Secularism to such tales about dead men?
We like Heston's pictures. Those in the last TRUTH
to the origin of all things, man's duty here below, and be a follow them into their castle, drive them to the ramparts,
BEEKER ANNUAL are excellent. We will get several new subguide to eterqal salvation." Now, if Mr. Humphrey had and hurl them fro~ the battlements to a swift destruction.
read the Bible a little more understandingly he should cer.
The grim destroyer of superstition has been found, the scril}ere 4ere 1 and ljeQd their names this month.
Yol.lrl! truly,
AGNoB.TJ(J.
t~inly- hav 11oticed ~~~t $.at ve~u~e me~tio!:!S many 'Qgojts . ~rea,t 4t"chimedeal} l~v~f h,a~ I;Jeen dis~overl_lq-v~., t41l
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Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
Ri'IJ6'r, .Mass., to vilwm all Oommunicati<ms for
this 0orn6'1" slwuld be Ben.t.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."

We Float No Other Flag.
The entire people of tbls country are under the
protection of the government represented by the
stars and stripes, and by none other.-Lowe!l

Morntr.g Mat!.

The flag that floats upon our forts,
That sails upon our seas ;
The flag that fights for freemen's rights,
Giv only ~o the breeze.
That flag protects our ships and ports,
That flag flies o'er our camps and courts,
Before it falsehood flees,
Beneath lie liberties,
Behind, its shadow frees,
Above stream heaven's honest lights.
Chorus:

We float, we float no other flag;
The stars and stripes are freedom's types,
Away, each paltry party rag!
For freedom's types are star11 and stripes,
We float no other flag.
Let all who Lincoln's legend quote •
Learn well the sense it bears;
Let all who see our land so free
Throw off all foreign cares.
Let all who cast a freeman's vote,
Let all who note the flag we float,
Before no banner flare;
Behind no other dare;
Beneath, no false-face wear ;
Above but heaven's arches be.
Cl.orus: We float, we float no other flag, etc.
That flag at home spread to the winds,
Unfurl it on our school;
That honored sheet bear through our street,
It marks our manly rule.
That flag ensigns our claim for minds,
That flag to truth and justice binds;
Before it priestcraft fails;
Behind it reason hails;
Beneath it treason quails;
Above, storms on it harmless beat.
Chorus: We float, we float no other flag, etc.
The people's-Union stands for all
Who walk Columbia's sod,
The people's vote that Reason wrote,
And Right our ·only god.
The people's voice a potent call,
The people's flag shall never fall;
Before, giv not a rod;
Behind, our fathers trod;
Beneath is freedom's sod;
Above, the clouds alone shall float.
Chorus:

We float, we float no other flag;
The stars and stripes are freedom's types,
Away, each paltry party rag!
For freedom's types are stars and stripes,
We float no other flag.
Jo:aN P. Gun.n.
• To the end that a government of the ptlople,
by the people, for thA people, shall not perish from
the earth.- A. Lincoln.

.My Visit to India.
I had returned from my trip to India, and
was comfortably rested after my great fatigue.
One evening the Coleman children came
rushing into my study and requested a story.
"A story, auntie," said Charley, "and let
it be about India."
"Well, if I must, I must," said I. And
to begin at the beginning, I embarked with
Captain Sherman in his fast-sailing craft the
Mary Ann and set sail for India. The
weather was delightful with the exception of
one night, when we encountered a brisk gale,
but the wind was generally fair, so that we
went right along. One evening the captain
called me to come on deck, saying he wanted
to show me something fine.
"Now, Miss White, just look at the ocean.
Did you ever see anything equal to that ?"
and the captain's eyes sparkled with genuin
admiration.
Truly, I never did. As far as the eye could
reach, one could see what seemed like wavy
flame and fire. I never before saw anything so
lovely. The ocean was like a sea of gold, and
leaping and dancing jets of yellow light
played on every billowy wave.
" What is it, captain ?" I inquired.
"I'll tell you, Miss White," and the jolly
old man langhed at my look of wonder and
admiration. " The inhabitants of the vasty
deep are having a high old political jubilee
to-night. ·Yes, ma'am, the fishes are out on a
racket, and old Neptune is giving 'em an
electric light illumination."
"Science would not say that, captain,"
said I, quite willing to display my learning.
"It is a phosphorescent light coming from
big and little fishes and other marine creatures. Only when the atmosphere is in a peculiar condition can this display be seen.
Ahem!"
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" Yes, madam; no doubt you are right, but
the political meeting may ·be going on all the
same, you know.'' And the captain tucked a
huge quid of tobacco inside his cheek, and
walked away.
·
" Do big fishes eat the little ones ?" inquired Charley.
"Certainly," replied I; "or else the water
would soon be swarming and overstocked,
and navigation would be obstructed, for
tlshes are very prolific and hav large families."
We arrived in Madras, and shortly after we
cast anchor, my friends came on board, and
were very glad to see me. They were Mr.
and Mrs. Preston, and their only child, Annie, about twelve years old. Mr. Preston's
bachelor brother, Uncle Alick, and ·Annie's
nurse, Tamsee, came with them. I was glad
to set my feet once more on the solid earth,
although it was a strange and foreign land.
The streets were full of people, busy, gesticulating, and jabbering in a dozen different
languages. Just ahead of us was an Arab
with a long line of camels laden with valuable goods-silks, spices, drugs, and sandalwood. After getting rid of this merchandise,
he will giv his camels all the water, beans,
and straw they want, and then he will start
for the Mohammedan quarters, where he has
friends. Mr. Preston knew this Arab very
well. Presently I saw some eleph!ints walking along, sedately enough. It seemed to me
all nations were represented. A great many
carried parasols of white calico. A little way
on I noticed a queer-looking man on· his knees
in front of a big basket, playing on some sort
of instrument like a flute. The man's clieeks
were puffed out, his eyes dilated, and the
tunes he played reminded one of Freda Frink.
Presently he opened the basket, and out
popped a dozen serpents. They began dancing and hopping about the man. "Good
Lord!" I exclaimed.
"It is a snake-charmer," said Mr. Preston.
"Don't be afraid."
I hate snakes, so we hastened on, and soon
arrived at Mr. Preston's home, where I removed my hat, and was told to get in a hammock. I did so; and was at once surrounded
by Indian servants; one bathed my aching
head, while another gently .fanned me, and
still another brought me a delicious sherbet.
Tamsee took little Annie to her own room,
and gave her a bath of perfumed water.
The next morning I arose quite refreshei!,
and took a walk through the gardens. Tamsee went with me. There were pomegranate
blossoms, the passion-flower, jessamine, and
the largest carnations I ever saw, and beautiful, mellow fruit on all sides.
Tamsee was a ventriloquist, and was not
afraid of snakes. She had collected a large
number of insects, and Annie had a pretty
little museum of curiosities in that line.
" Did you go to Bengal?" inquired Bertha.
" I did not, for they said that is one of the
hottest places on earth, and it was hot enough
in all conscience at Madras."
In Mr. Preston's house they had what is
called a punka. It is like a big fan, whirling
round and round, thus keeping the air in
motion and cool. They wring sheets out in
cold water and stretch them on wires in the
rooms, and that makes the air cool and nice.
The people eat a good deal of rice, eggs, and
fruit. They also eat curry. I don't know
how it is made, but it is very hot with red
pepper, and the hotter the weather the "lllore
red pepper goes into their bodies.
When Annie was twelve years old, which
occurred while I was there, she had a grand
party.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Corres])ondence.
GRANTFORK, ILL., March 27, 1888.
DEAR Miss WIXON : You were so kind as to
publish my brother's letter; I hope you will
see fit to publish this. I would like the girls
that appear in the Children's Corner to correspond with me. I am twelve years old.
I go to school every day. I like to read the
letters from children. My mamma sowed
eome seeds in the hot-bed and they are up
already and are growing nicely. We hav an
organ and a guitar. My sister plays the organ
and I play the guitar. I hav three brothers
·and four sisters. My letter is long enough
for the first time. I remain,
Yours and the children's friend,
EMMA B. KRAFT.

OAK MILLs, KAN., March 30, 288.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I was glad to learn
that Miss Maude M. Morrison had established
a fund for the relief of that brave old worker,
Father Hacker•. She paid a noble tribute to
him, and I agree with her in everything she
said of him, and will do
best toward raising the fund. If it is but little, I think it will
help some, and I think if everybody follows
Miss Maude's example, we can help Father
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Hacker considerably. He has been a lifelong
worker for the advancement of humanity,
and now, although an old man, he uses his.
pen with courage and energy. I hav heard
enough of Father Hacker to know that he is
an honest, kind, and charitable old man ;
that his life has been devoted to the advance.
ment of a good cause, and for this he deserves the respect and gratitude of everybody.
His life and examples are worthy of imitation
by all, and the good work he has done will
never be forgotten. Wake up, everybody,
and help the good old man all you can; 1
know he will thank you, and love you till
death finally calls him away. With three
cheers for Father Hacker, and best wishes .to
the Children's Corner and its brave editor, I
remain, Faithfully,
GEo. J. REMSBURG.

One Thing at a i'ime.
A little boy while playing fell down the
steps and hurt himself severely. His mother
scolded. him for his carelessness, and he
sobbed out : " Mamma, please don't scold
me till I get done hurting."

He Appreciated

The
STRASBURG, ILL., March 12, 1888.
MY DEAR Miss WixoN: My papa has taken
THE TRUTH SEEKER for seven years. I like
to read the Children's Corner, so I thought I
would write to you. I am twelve years old.
Our school closed last Friday ; we intended
to hav an exhibition at night, but the Methodists tried to get up a protracted meeting in
the school-house, and we gave up to them
and practiced our pieces at home and in the
blacksmith-shop.
Friday morning, the
teacher concluded to hav school another
week in order to hav the pieces better prepared, not thinking that the school-house
would be wanted for church purposes· next
week; but, about noon, four female " captains " of the Salvation Army came in and
wanted to know why school was to continue
another week, when they wanted the schoolhouse. The four captains furnished only
·one scholar. I would like to correspond
with some little girl or boy about my own
age. As this is -my first letter, I will close,
hoping to see this in print.
From your friend,
PEARL YoRK.
S. AowoRTH, N.H., March 18, 1888.
DEAR Miss WixoN: As I hav never seen
any letters from this part of the country, I
thought I would write a few lines. I am
eleven years old. I go to school all the time
when school keeps. It is not keeping now.
School will commence again about the 1st of
May. Last year I went to school. twenty-four
weeks. I had to go two miles and a half, but
a new school-house will be built this summer
and then I shall hav to go only: one mile and
a half. I like to read the Children's Corner
and the letters from the boys and girls. I
hav the "Story Hour" and the four volumes
of ''A Truth Seeker Around the World."
My father has all the rest-of D. M. Bennett's
books and all of Aunt Elmina's and Colonel
Kelso's and Remsburg's, besides several others. My father has taken THE TRUTH BEEKER
eight years. I like to look at the pictures;
some of them are very funny. We hav just
had the most severe snow-storm that was ever
known in this part of the country. Nearly
three feet of snow fell, and the wind blew a
gale ; the roads and railroads were all blockaded; no mails were received for four days,
though we should hav had three every day.
This is my first letter to a paper. If this is
worth printing, I will write again some time.
From your friend,
JAY C. ALLAN.
CHIOAGO, hL., April 9, 1888.
DEAR Miss WixoN: Mr. E. A. Stevens read
your letter before the Society at our meeting
last Thursday night, and, as a mark of appreciation for your interest in our behalf, we
tendered you our hearty vote of thanks, and
would like to hav an announcement of our
organization made in the Children's Corner of
THE TRUTH SEEKER. ;
It is not likely we will be able to start the
Sunday science school for about two weeks,
as it will take us till the 1st of May to get our
young people's Secular Mutual Improvement
Society on a good working basis. We intend
to hav a regular Secular debating and musical
society, and, to judge by our enthusiasm, it will
be a first-class one. We organized on the 1st of
April, and hav now a membership of twentyfive, which number, by the 1st of May, will
certainly be nearly doubled.
We meet for our debating society every
Wednesday evening. Trusting to be able to
mail you a copy of our constitution and bylaws in a short time, we are,
Respectfully yours,
341 Hudson ave.
R. J. MIDGELY, Sec.
[It is with great pleasure we note the opening of the first Secular Mutual Improvement
Society of Chicago. It is bound to be a suecess-of that we may be sure. We extend
hearty greetings and earnest congratulation,
and shall watch eagerly for the announcement
of the first meeting of the Sunday science
school, a most important and valuable adjunct
to the S. M. I. S.-En. C. C.]
CATHARIN;E C.-There is no better or more
·
t'IV b oo k th a t you can pu t m
· t o th e
mstruc
hands of your children than Mrs. Blenker's
"Little Lessons." Every page contains valuable information that will remain with the
children as long as they liv. Her other books
are good and instructiv "John's Way"
·
T
D '
"The Handsomest Woma~," " he
arwins," are all excellent readmg, and entirely
free from the taint of l!uperstition.-ED. C. C.

~hem.

Little Charlie was visiting at his three
old maid aunties, and one night they had
damson preserves for supper. As Charlie
smacked his lips and passed up his plate for
more, he remarked, "Pm very fond of preserved damsels."
Conf~ctionery

of India.

All kinds of India sweetmeats are made of
brown sugar, many of them molded into various shapes of birds and beasts. Tubes also
are made, filled with honey, and twisted into
various forms. Then, there are balls of sugar
and clarified butter. These confectioneries
are soft and melt in the mouth. Those made
by the higher caste di1fer from those made
by the lower, so absolute are the laws of
caste.

An African Mocking-bird.
A Kaflir vanished, and groans were heard ..
He was searched for without result, but on
the following night groans were still heard.
The search continued, and the man was
found murdered. His murderer was arrested and executed, but the groans still continued, to the dismay o~ their auditors. At
last they were traced to a mocking-bird. That
bird alone of living things had seen the deed
of blood, and now from day to day reproduced the piteous moaning· of its victim.

Profane Jokes.
Here is a story about a little lady over
three. She is, or rather has been, unwell.
"Come, now, you must eat something ; what
would you like? Tell me and you shall hav
it.'' Says baby, after a pause: "An angel's
egg." Near baby's bed there was a picture
of a lady with wings.
A teacher in a Sabbath-school was speaking
to his class of the miracle of Jonah in the
whale's belly. After exciting the wonder of
the children by the narrativ, he said, "Could
any of you imagin a miracle more wonderful
than that?" "Yes, sir," said a precocious
little fellow, shaking his head vigorously.
"What?" said the teacher. "A whale in
Jonah's belly," was the reply.-Tlw Free..
tllinker.
--------~.--------

IN A PmLADELPHIA SUNDAY- soHooL.Teacher: ''Now, children, I am going to. tell
you about the prophet Daniel, who, though
cast into a den of lions--" New scholar
(ffesh from New York): "Hav you only just
got onto that here ?"

OLD lady (to grocer's boy): "Don't you
know, boy, that it is very rude to whistle
when dealing with- a lady?" Boy: " That's
what the boss told me to do, mum." Old
lady: "Told you to whistle?" Boy: "Yes'm.
He said if we ever sold you anything we'd
hav to whistle for the money."
LITTLE PmLIP's SoHOLARSHIP.-Philip, who
is seven years old, is proud of his standing at
school. "Well," said his uncle, who had
heard the boy speak rather delightedly about
his school triumphs, "what is your relativ
rank in your class ?"
"1-:1 don't know what you mean, uncle."
"Why, I mean, where do you stand ia your
classes?"
"Oh, in the reading class I stand on the
crack just in front of the big desk, and in the
'rithmetic class I do11.'t stand at all, 'cos we
just sit on the recitation bench."
THE

ORDER OF CREATION
A

DISOUSSlON BETWEEN

GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER,
LINTON, REVILLE.
On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology,
OONTENTS:
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. ·By Hon.
W. E. Gladstone.
II. The Interpreters of Genesis and the Interpreters of Nature. B:v Prof. '1!.. H. Huxle:v.
Ill. Postscript to Solar Myths. :By Prof. Max
Muller.
IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial.
By Hon.
W. E. Gladstone.
v. Dawn
of Creation.
An Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn LinThis r~~·new book and contains the latest discussion.o!l the mistakes of Moses. :rhe names of the
partiCIPants are a guarantee of 1ts able character.
:Pri(le, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER. co.,
.
28 Lafayette :Pl. 1 :New lofl!;,
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Wettstein's World-Renowned,Warranted Watches
and Watchwork.
OorN SILVER STEM-WINDERS. 3 ounce cases, 7
jewels, $12 ; 4 ounce, 11 je\Vtls, $15; do, 15 jewels,
$18; do, adjusted, $22; do, extra tine, a perfect
watch, named" Otto Wettstein," $25; 5 ounce
oases, $1.50 ; 6 ounce cases, $8.50 more.
BEST FILLED GoLD WATORES. Open face, 7 jewels, $16.50; 11 jewels, $18.50; 15 jewels, $21.50; adjusted, $25.5!1; with" Otto Wettstein" movement,
$28.1!0. In hunting cases, from $5 to J8.50 more.
Ladies best hunting .filled cases, 7 jewels, $20 ; 11
jewels, $22; 15 jewels, $28. Extra fine, diamond in
case, $8 more.
LADIES' SoLID GoLD WATCHES. 14 k, '1 jewels,
$80; 11 jewels, $32 ; 15 jewels, $88. All hunting,
stemwinding, elegantly engraved. Heavier oases,
Louis XIV. style, enameled, embossed, and set
with diamonds, $5 to $100 more.
GENTS' SoLID GoLD WATCHES, 14 k, light
weight, 'i jewels, $40 ; 11 jewels, $4.11; 15 jewels, $45;
adjusted, $49; with '' Otto Wettstem" movement,
$52. Heavier cases, $8 to $25 more. Fancy
watches, from $100 to $300, All sent prepaJd, and
cash back if not satisfactory.
WATOBWOBK. The best in the world. Oleaning, $1 ; main springs, $1 ; jewels, $1. Oan be sent
a thousand miles as well as one, per reg. mail or
EXPress. Inclose $1 or $2, and I will return free.
All watches and work warranted to giv satisfac.
tion, or cash refunded.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill

ln&-ersoll's Tributes.
REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced Prices. The Tributes are·
printed on heaVY toned paper,18X22 inohes,illumina.ted border, large clear type, suitable for framing, The titles are:

The Vision of War.
The Grant Banquet Toast.
The price of these heretofore has been Mots. W~
offer them at FIFTEEN OENTS EAOH; THE
TWO FOB TWENTY-FIVE OTS. Mailed secure
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
J8 Lafayette PL, New York,

New Edition, Revised and Enlar&'ed.
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MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

roo

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.

TM Trade Supplied at Special Discuunta.

NEW YORK:

UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City,
W. F. Beybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

J>LLO>l:1-"-U

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
98 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engra vinj!'s of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this of!ioe. Pnoe, 40o.; with auto&'ravh, 50 ots.

AT THE TRUTH SEEKER

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS 01!, THE
BIBLE.

28 LAFAYETTE PLACE.

WASmNGTON TEBBITOBY.

W. Wedeken, Montesano.

A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Though
it is now known to be the work of W.
H. BUBB, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 80,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cents.
l!'or sale at this of!ioe.

BNGLAND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
T... ondon.
W. J.Ramsey, 28Stonecutterst.,London,E;C.
AUSTRALIA.
Mrs. J. Hadfield, Market st., Sydney, N.S.W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydntly, N. S.

w.

NEW ZEALAND.

A. D. Willis, W anganui.

.J. E. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims, .Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. RemsburJ are:
The Ohurch and Morality; Oriminal Statistics,
showin~ the creeds of the prisoners in the pen·
itentianes • the Ohuroh and Oivilizaj;ioll ; tb,e
Ohuroh and Soienoe; the Ohuroh and Learning;
the Ohurch and LibertY.i the Ohuroh and the
AntiBI.avery Reform~ we Woman's Bights
Movement t the Tem.Peranoe Reform; the
Ohuroh ana the Republic.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Orimes and

Vices Sanctioned b:y Sori.I>J;ure ; Falsehood and
Deception ; Oheating ; Theft and Robbery i
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars oi
Oonquest and Extermination ; Despotism ; Intolerance and Per11eoution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkindness to Ohildren; Oruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; OannibaJism ; Witchcraft;
Slavezy; Polyg_amy; Intem12erance; Poverty
and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. .Prroe, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best

anonymou~,

Hall of Science, Broome
st., N. Y., 1829 (frontispiece),
Theo, 'Parker,
Benj. Franklin,
Wm. Lloyd Garrison,
Abraham Lincoln,

Frances Wright,
Ethan Allen,
Thomas Jefferson,
Rob't Dale Owen,
John Adams,
Peter Oooper,
James Lick,

E. L. Youmans,
OBas.· Sumner,
Thos. Paine1
Abner Kneeland,
Horace Greeley,
Abby Kelly Foster,
Wm.DeBton,

Geo. Washington,
Stephen Girard,
Gilbert Vale,
Lydia Maria Ohild,
Garritt Smith,
John W. Draper.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

THE NEW YORK TRUSS CO.,

MIRACLES

2S WRI'l'EB:ALL S'l'., NEW YOII.X,

Will send pure Quinine Pills, 2 grains, by mail for
Tonic
MIRACLE WORKERS·.
Sixty-five Years' In'Dariable Success
Pills for loss of ap11_etite and strength, 6l cents per
hundred. A g_ood Truss for $1.50; giv size around
hr FoB ALL DISEASES OF EYES OB EARS. lm•
By
JOHN
PECK.
body, state which side is ruptured. For $1 with
mediate relief from Granulations, Inflammations,
10 cents for postage, we will send 3 }>airs of our
Dim Vision, Watery Gatherings, and Failing
celebrated Acme Lens Spectacles or Eye-Glasses
Sight of Eyes. Deafness, Drummmg, Ringing ot
for trial; select the pair that tits and return the
" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything the Ears dispelled by a few applications. Oa·
other two pairs. Send a line of the finest print within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
tarrhaJ difficulties of Eyes or Ears instantly re•
you can read 15 inches from the eye, If you are
moved. Sent the world over. Box with instruo.
nearsighted write us before sending. Write us
tiona, by mail, 80 cents.
G. A. LOMAS,
for catal<!S' of AbdominaJ Supporters, Skirt SupShakers P. 0 .• N.Y.
portersi Shoulder Braces, and Elastic Stockings
Price, 10 oent8. Per dozen, 75 cents.
fol' swe led limbs and enlarged veins. We want
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
lady agents •. We hav the sole agency for tbe
ti
well-known Acme Blood Balm, said to be almost
ci
0
infallible in the treatment of all Blood, Lung,
ri1
and Liver disorders, price $1 for large bottles, 6
!Z
bottles for $5, free by express to any part of the
~0
0
United States.
1Y10
·A NINETEENTH OENTUBY NOVEL.
>-3
ri1

75 cents per hundred, 40 cents for fifty.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

Reminiscances of a Preacher.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.

Christian Absurdities.

delivered in Paine.Hall.J before the N. E. F~ee
thinkers' Oonventwn, o~anuar:y ll9, 1884. Price,
10 cents, THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

THB

SHAKER EYE and EAR BALSAM

and most thorough work ever written on the
For Her Daily Bread is the story'of two young
Sabbath from a rationaJ point o! view. Large
girls and a younger brother who we_re left parentand handsome print. The question is discussed
less,
with little money, fair educatiOn, and much
A RADIQAL ROMANCE.
under the following heads: Orii@J. of the Sabcourage, to make their way thr<;~ngh the world _by
batic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath.,;, The Ohristian
l!oing to Ohioago. The author Is .iilso the herom.
By -WILLIAM McDONNELL, The narrativ is, in the _main.• a hist<;~rY of a ':l'orkScriptures and the Sabbath; .l!lxa.mination of
Sund~ Arguments • Origin of Ohristian Sabjng girl's life and exper1enoe m the mty of Oh10ago
bath; '.L'estimony of ihe Ohristian Fathers; The Author of "Exeter Hall," "Heathens of the among b1uff business men, kind-hearted folks,
Sabbath durinf1 the Middle A$es; The Pliritan
and dtsreputable hypocrite. It is just such a story
Heath," " Family Creeds," " BeauSabbath ; Testimony of Ohristian Reformers,
of human life as we should expect 4Jolonel InJ!"ertiful .Snow," etc., etc.
Soholarlh and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
soll to be interested in; and whatever he adnll!es
La.wr1. rrioe, 115 cents; six copies, $1.00.
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attentiOn
world Price 25 cents.
The story is used by the author to teach Free- of the rest of the
Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re- thought,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
to remove superstition from the minds
ligious and PolitioaJ Liberty. Tells the stor)' of those who would not read a polemical essay,
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the lead- and to urge facts against the various churches,
.JUST OIJT.
ing traits of his character and genius, and vin- believing which their supporters will desert them.
dicates hi a name from the aspersions cast upon The book is an argument as well as a novel, but
it. Ohoiue extracts from ' Oommon Sense,n the serious predicaments of the hero are skilfully
"American Orisis," "Bights of Man," and "Age used to lure the reader along, and to induce him
of Beason " are given; ii.lso, tributes to Paine's to take the antidote to theolog10al poisoning withcharacter from more than one hundred noted out knowin( it. Mr. McDonnell writes effectivly
persons of Europe and America, many of them and convinomgly, and always braces his romances
BY JOHN PECK.
written expressly for this work. Second edi· with facts on one side and figures on the other.
tion.~ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted ]:laper, Those who ha.v read his ~revious works need not
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
neatlY bound, and containing a handsome be advised to purchase thlB; they will probably do
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 1!0 cents; so at once;
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
cloth, 75 cents.
Price, in paper, 1!0 cents; in cloth, 75 cents.
Image Breaker. Six Lectures: DeAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
DO YOU W A.NT a lli_easant, healthful, cheap
cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washhome in the South 1 Write Leftwwh Bros. and
in~on an Unbeliever; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Curtis, Florence, Ala.
1YM
Pame and Wesley; Ohristian Sabbath•. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 ots.

The Apostle of Libertv. An address

THE ARISTOTLE of this Age
The Heavens and the Earth, and Man and Animals described. A work without a parallel, by, H.
B. PBILllli.OOK.
Work of Electricity in Nature................. $2.00
What e.nd Where is God....................... 2.50
Oause and Ou!'e of Disease.................... 2.00
~pirit Oontrol of People....................... 2 50
Mating in Marriage............................ 1.00
PHILBROOK AND DEAN1
184 Dearborn st., Ohioago.
hrBend for circulars.
4t1S

RUPTURES CUREDb~
m}'Medleal Compound and lmproYed
Elaatle Silt> orter Trnaa injrom30 to
90 dall•• Refiable teferenr.es given. Bend
etamp for circular, and •av in what paper
110u m,. m11 advermement. Addreas
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Is a Sta·nch Infidel and a Su.ccessj'u.l Physician.

The Better Wa111.2f Oinoinnati, 0., says,'' We are
assured that Dr• .!fellows, the eminent specialist of
Vineland, N. J., is an educated gentleman of superior mind and l~rge attainments, ~~:nd tha~ •nocess in his professiOn has brought him busmesd,
not only from all_11_art.s of this co;untry1 b1;1t from
foreign shores. He IS in the prime oi life and
able to transact his various professional dutres
promptly and well and giv satisfaction in every
Instance. His references are numbered by thousands."
d"
.
Dr. Fellows tr!Jat~ all ~hose peo~1Jar Iseases
resulting_ from IndiscretiOn and Ignorance of
youth. Those who are aili!J.g should send 10 cents
AlEX~N.DfR
for the Dr.'slittle bqo)tsettmg forth an ExTERNAL
ELLO S
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist1 APPLlOATION-a positiv cure.
Address
DB. B. P. F.
W ~~ J
12:1:15 inches, suitable for framinlb_ sent ]>Q_I!]I1_aJa
Vmeland,J.'I. ,
for 21> cents. Address THE TBUJ:H SEEKER.
...-Mention
this
paper,
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That Badger Boy At Sunday-School.
THE LESSON OF JAOOB AND EBAU.

"Now, my dear children,"said the teacher,
"I will read· you the interesting story of
Jacob and Esau, the twin brothers, you
know;" and she read the romance, discreetly
skipping those passages that are to be read only
in well-regulated and adult Christian circles,
wherein saints Colgate and Comstock are
shining lights, that Badger boy then setting
his buzz saw in motion, as it were, that he
might cut out solid chunks of information
for a later day in life.
"What's a birthrite, mum? Is it anything
like a birthday or birthmark, mum?"
"Anything like a birthmark? Why, you
silly boy, no-the idea I A birthright is-is
-er-well, a birthright is-er-something
you are not old enough to understand, James."
"Yes'm. What did the kid see, mum,
that they called him Hesaw ·for?"
"They didn't call him Hesaw, you stupid,
but Esau-E-s-a-u:-understand ?"
"Yes'm. Was he all over hair, like a
gote, mum?"
. "Something like, I suppose, dear."
" Yes'm. The old man liked him 'cos he
· cood shoot bucks and giv the old duffer lots
of ven'son, didn't he, mum?"
"James Badger, you must not talk that
way of the ever living and saintly Isaac I"
"No'm. Ain't he dead yet, mum-Ike?"
" In the fiesh, yes, but not in the spirit,
James."
"No'm. But he's too dead to eat ven'son,
ain't he, mum?"
''James Badger!"
"Yes'm. The old woman was cute, when
·she played off that smooth-faced sharp for
the hairy-faced hunter, by stickin' gote skin
onto him, warn't she, mum?"
"Y-e-s, she-well, you know she was very
fond of Jacob--"
"Yes'm. B•1t the old man smelt a mice
when the second hairy cuss come in for a
l:;>lessin', didn't he, mum?"
"Yes; poor, blind Isaac! he thought it
strange, James, and no wonder."
"Yes'm. That Jake was a snide for doin'
such a mean trick, if the old woman did
want him to, warn't he, mum?"
"Oh, you mustn't talk so of dear Jacob,
for he was beloved of the Lord I"
. "No'm. Did the Lord love skins and
sharps, mum-mean cusses and beats, I mean,
mum."
"James Badger, you're awful!"
"No'm. Didn't that Jake beat Eser outen
his birthrite when he ketched him all done
up and hungry for grub, and only giv him a
bowl of porrige for it?"
"You boy, Esau was willing to sell it, and
Jacob bought it." ·
"Yes'm. But it was a dead skin, all the
same, mum!"
·
"If you ·don't stop talking that way I'll
send you right home, James Badger!"
"No'm-please don't, 'cos I shoodn't see
your lovely obbun hare, mum."
"Oh, you James Badger, you are learning
young to fiatter !"
" Y es'm. What's fiatter, mum? I gess I
know, 'cos pop told ma his wallet was fiatter'n a pancake, this mornin'."
" Dear me ! . You are so funny, James."
"Yes'm. How Esar squealed to the old
man·about Jake's beatin' him outen his birthrite and the old cock's blessin', didn't he,
mum? And I don't blame him-I'd a busted
the snoozer in the eye, if he was my brnther,
you bet!"
"James, James, that's awful talk for Sunday-school! Don't, dear."
"No'm. I don't go much onto the old
duffer, Ike, 'cos he'd orter called Jake in and
giv him a layin' out, and took back the blessin' and giv it to Eso, 'cos Jake plade it onto
him so; don't you think so, mum?"
"Oh, you mustn't ask me, James. Jacob
was in God's hands, and grew to be g~eat in
the Lord, you know."
"Huh !-what for, mum? 'Cos he was a
skin and dead-beat? He makes me. tired.
How he skinned old Labe; his unc--"
"And served him just right, the idolator!"
" Y es'm. Was them brass gods that one
of Jake's wives stole from her pop, mum?"
" Yes, they were -horrid brass idols,
dear!"
"Yes'm. Is brass gods N.G., mum?"
" Brass gods are· nothing but brass, you
boy-images, that's aU!"
"Yes'm. How she fooled pop, when he
come nosin' round after his lost gods, didn't
she, mum?"
" Yes, she did ; I glory in her for that 1"
"Yes'm. Ain't brasswuth sumthin', mum?
And didn't she steal brass?"
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Very Cheap Pamphlets. L. K. Washburn's Works•

"No, she didlt't-not when it was made
. up into horrid gods, you hea,then boy, you I"
'' No'm. Old Labe was a fiy old fake, too,
.wasn't he, mum? How he fooied Jake on
the rong gal, and got seven years more work
outen him for the uther-bully for Labe I"
"James Badger,"you stop, now!"
" Yes'm. Ain't brass gods, that you can
see and feel and know where they are all the
time, mum, jest as good as invisible gods that
you can't?"
"You James Madison Badger, you biasphemous little wretch--"
"What's blasfimus--"
"You go straight home this minute! You
are perfectly shocking I The class· is dismissed." And thus terminated the Jacob
and Esau seance.
S1 SLoKUM.

---0---.

We hav on hand a large number of the following
of COLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamphlets, which
will be disposed of at cQst, as follows:

Ingersoll Oatecllised:
His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Pro•
pounded by the Editor of the " Ban Franciscan;"
singly, 3 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
$2.00.

ORTHODOXY.
A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12mo
pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6"per hundred:

Civil Bights Speech.
Including the address of Frederick Dc.uglass, fiftythree-large octavo pages, sin!lly, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1 ; add $6 per hundred.

T.h.e Truth oC Hlstor •
This is a comment by Colonel Ingersoll up®n
the religious lies that hav been told about .himself, and first made its appearance in these columns. Price 8 cents; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per
hundred.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great Centennial Oration
ON

1888.

BIBLE IDOLATRY.

THE

A.letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
the London "Secular Review." Price 8 cents; 30
cents per doz., or $2 per hundred.

Oedaration of Independence,

~abbath. "A law
regula tin!( human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impertmence." Price, 10 cents.

Sunday and the

The False Teaching of the Christian Church. " The Thirty-nine

Articles of the Christian church are thirty-nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

The Foolishness of; Prayer. "Think
of a minister's p1·aying God to kill grasshop.
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to under. take a crusade of one against the Colorado
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.

Followers_ of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
Price, 5 cents.

Do Yon Love Jesns1 Price, 5 cents.
America's Debt to ·Thomas Paine.
Price, 5 cents.

Is Liberalism Morall Price, 5 cents.
A Holy Superstition. Price, 5 cents.
Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Free Religion ; or, the Religious Demand of To-day. Price,5 cents.

The Brute God of the Old •restament.

··' Price, 5 cents.
INGERSOLL ON JJieGLYNN;
Being·the comments and opinions of Mr. lnger- The Public Schools and the Catholic
:,soll upon the fight in the Catholic church between
lmmortal Do<--ument,
Chm·ch. Price, 5 cents.
the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
And the National Anthem entitled:
the pope. Price 8 cents; 30 cents per doz., or $2
A SPLENDID WORK.
"LAND OF LIBERTY." per hundred.
We suggest that these be purchased in quantiMr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1. ties, and given away to Christians, and it is with
Secular Union, has published
that not unreasonable exp,ctation that the l'rices
Andress THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
hav been placed so low.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 La:ayette Pl., New York.
in a more attractiv form than any in which they
~av previously appea"red. At the head of an engraving on heavY plate paper, 24x19 inches, are
Paine, J eflerson, Washington,
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
Franklin.
!WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth A·nnual rhe Problem of tlie Universet and ;Republic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
Its Scientific Solution, with some Criticisms of JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
Congress of the American Secular Union,
Universology. Price, 20 cts.
.
·printed the Nine Demands of the American Been•
in Chickering Hall, New York,
Waifs and Wandermgs, a New Ameri- :Jar Union in conspicuous type. At tbe foot are·
November 18, 1886.
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cits. :LAFAYETTE, GIRARD, and INGERSOLL,
"A prose epic of the war, rieh with incident
By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
and dramatic power ; breezy from first page to ~making eight liken~sses in all. Inscribed belast with the living spirit of to-<lay."-John [neath each portrait is some radical sentiment
Price 15 cents.
Stotnton's Paper.
'quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
Ingersoll and Jesus. A co11versation :space be tv tim the portraits and around t!lem are
in rhyme between the Nineteenth .century Infidel and the G:alilean Refonper; w.h.erein it is iarabeaqaes of vines and flowers in profusion,.and
shown ·there IS much in · harmony between 'the panel iudosing the Nine Demands is surthem. Price, 10 cts.
imounted or.; tr.ch corner by Mr. Eckhard's design
Golden Throne, a Roma.nce. " The ,of the :flag aboye the cross. The whole makes an
author certaiuly has genius. l'lle divin.e ereativ spark is within· him. l'lle book Is filled wits 'exceedingly handsome work for framing. The
manly thonghts1 expressed in manly words- :artistic part is equal to the best, and the portraits
the transcrii>t or a. manly mind. Every Liberal
A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
;are as true to nature as the photographs from
should read Golden Throne.' "-INGERSOLL.
York Observer's slanderoUs attacks
Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed which they-were transferred. The design will be
upon the Author-Hero of the Amerwith life, thought, and profound emotion, .sent postpaid by mail for.$1 by
ican Revolntion. Containing
poured f9rth it seems to me, With extraordiTHE '!'RUTH BEEKER CO.,
nary beauty. 1'-DB. HENRY W. BELLOWS. $1.
both the slandera and
1!8 Lafayette Place, Ne'! York.
their refutation.
ALSO THE

THE NINE DEMANDS

\,',:

Fathers of Our Republic,

S. P. Putnam's Works.

Paine VinUicate~ !

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of

-o-

Why Don't He Lend a Hand·l and

.w. S BEI,l/S PAMPHLETS.

Adami and Heva. A Poetic version

The Conflict between Christianity
and Civilization.

Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

BY R.DBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-oThe New York OlJserver (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

A ROHAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
A FalYrieated .Account of a Scene at the Deathbed of Thomas Pai'M.

other Agnostic Poems.

Price, 10 cts.

of the Indian Story of the Garden of Eden,
in whieh its superiority tu the mutilated PRICE,
15CENTS.
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
It is a stunner; concise, scholarly, and good
cents.
. M. E. Billings.
For all of the above address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

SOCIAL

LIBERTY A.ND MORALITY.

WEALTH.

PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful

TM Bol6 Facfnrs and IG-zact Ratio8 in It8 discourse.-James Parton.
I am much ple~sed with your address, and will
.Acquirement and .Apportionment.
notice it inMan.-T. B. Wakeman.
BY W. H. BURR.
By J. K. INGALLS.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
•
•
$1 00. able
dying: moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick Prlee, Cloth,
Aile.
(upon which the OlJserver relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
FenWick could hav written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH REEKER CO.

RATIONA.L COMMUNISM.
The Present and the Future
Republle o:f Nortlt America.
BY A CAPITALIST.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
povert;v, vice, and crime. It deals with the J?resent
condit10ns of society in this country, pointmE out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossible that the people should be other than
poor a.nd vicious under our present system. The•
remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life,
and he has d,qawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North America, as it will be when
society shall be organized on the principles of
Rational Communism. The book is vigorously
and interestingly written.

Paper,liOe; eloth, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Col. Kelso's Works.
The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledgeh.ammer Logic unsurpassed."
silk cloth, $3.
·

8vo., 833pp.,

Deity Analyzed and the Devil's Defense. A thorough analysis of the

claims fqr th!J exJstence of the Bible deity, and
an exammatwn m verse of the charges generally brought all"ainst his Satanic majesty.
12mo, 466oo., 1.50.
•

Spiritualism Sustained. This work

A.ddrEIIIR THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.

PRICE, 20 CENTS.
'.the number of heads under which you hav
diVIded the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each point is discusRed,
should be highly commended. Therefore
, PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand- I take great pleasure in recommending " AntiProhibition
"to the consideration of every person
some 12mo volume of nearlY 11900 pages, fully
illustrated. Cloth, 8.25-in English or German. who is interested, not only in the ca.uae of temperancP.
but
in
the principles of self-~overnment.
A. new cheap edition at only 1.5Q.
J.J.MeCabe.
SCIENCE IN STORY; O':J. Sammy Tubbs, the
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
per set ; or five volumes in one for $2.
.A Book for LO'IJeN-Past and Present.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
--0-250 pages 1 illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume or "Science in StorY.'') 50 cents.
ROMANTIC LOVE
AND
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
PERSONAL
BEAUTY.
BY Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
THEIR
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES <Dime Pam·
phlets). By Dr. E:B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria Development, O&usa.l :a~la.tions. Historic a.nd
m their Relation to Disease," repreiienting the germ
Na.tiooa.l Peculia.rities
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
BY HENRY T. FINCK.
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Bunbeam1" considering the blue-glass cure-of value 12mo., cloth. ,2. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
to sick and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 836 P:tfces, cloth

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCUL
SUBJECTS:

~~~~~'cl~th;;~~i~~~~~~~i'L~~~¥1rer~8i~~:" \;;~
F. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the

Human Temperaments!" with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 centsJ._ ' Generation before Re~ren·
eration/' by Dr. E.l:i. Foote, Jr. 10 cents; '~'Be·
ports or Conventions and Parlor Meetin~rs during
1882," 10 cents; "Third Annual Convent10n of the
lnstitute of Heredit:v,Jifay 29, 1888." 10 cents.
'1'1'111. 'l'RUTH REEKEB

Bible Temperance:
LHllJOR DRINKING

,.,.,,.AAO

Commended, Defended, and Enjoined
by the Bible.
PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER
DEATH IMPROBABLE.
By L. R. SMITH.

goes not so far to sustain Sph-:itualism as to Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents.
~how that Christians are inconsistent in denyPublished and for sale by
Ing the alleged truths of that philosophy
·
Cloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

BY E. C. WALKER.
This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible
Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafay~tte Place. New Yoril;,
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·Ingersoll's W'orks.

ARGUMENT

THE FORUM.

BY

The Gods. Paper, 50 ots; cloth, $1.

Robert .G. Ingersoll,

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

IN TPE

In five lectnreS,t..comprising, "The Gods,"
"Humboldt " "·~·!lomas Paine," "Individuality," and " Heretics and Heresies."
Oontents:. "The. Ghosts" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Ohlld,n" The Declaration of Inde]!endence," "About Farmi}!g in Illinois,"
"'.rhe Grant Banque~t" "The Rev Alexander
Olark," "The Past Hises before "Me Like a
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon 0. Ingersoll "

Some .Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50ct~;
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
What .Must We Do to Be Saved t Paper, 25 cents.
The Christian Reli~don. By R. G.
lngersolb J~dge Jeremiali ·s. Black, and Prof.
George .If. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cleth, $1.
Orthodoxy. 56 pages, 12mo, paper,

TRfAL OF C. B

REYNOLDS

FOP

"B·L ASP HEM Y,''
AT
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MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY.
Stenographically repO'I'ted, and re'Dised by the.autho'J'.

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

Ohicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:30P.M., corner Sangamon street and
Washington boulevard. Lectures and debates.
Strangers from abroad are. welcome.

PHILA.DELPHIALmERA.LLEAGUE 267
meets every Sunday in IndlllitriaLHall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
A.ble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-':rruth
Seeker Publications always on band at cheap rates.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write.
The Sonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and hill bride, A..n;, 1590. By WM. BENnY
BuRB. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest of all Anti-Blbll·
cal \\'orks.

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
By THOMAS PAINE,
large, clear t_YPe, and containing as much as are in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures we see him as the splendid champion of human libertY and the rights of man. His love of freedom
This makes a grand Jnissiona.ry document: .and iustice, hatred of tyranny and chains, sympathy for the oppressed, misguided, a.nd enthralled, his Price, Single Oopies, 25 cents. Six copies for
courage a.nd candor, hav in ·this Argument fnll·scope of expression, and he makes grand use of the
Liberals should scatter it generously.
$1.00.
opportunity. Such a flood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriotIngersoll Catechised: His Answers to ism-is
not
often
poured
out
in
a
court
of
-justice.
a Number of Vital Question11 Propounded by
The many calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
THE CRISIS.
the editor of the San Ji'ranctBcan. 5 cents; 50 as revised
Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
cents per dozen ; 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3 meager andbymisleading
newspaper
references.
•
Bv
Thomas Paine.
Millions of these should be circulated.
·
LaWYers and advocates will find this the model of an address to a jury; statesmen and politiVindication of Thomas Paine from cians a clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men Speaking of this work in connection with thf
the attacks of the New York Observer, by Rob- and women everywhere, a Magna Oharta of their rights.
proposed independence of America from Great
Address THE TRUTH BBEKEB 00., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.
ert G. lngeraoll. Price, 15 cents.
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
Address. on the Civil Rights Bil!.
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BING, BROTHERS, SING.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In your meetings, to make them lively and interesting. THE LI:BERA.L HYMN ·BOOK contains songs
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It is higbly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price,
ll5 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Oo.

THE STRUGGLE
FOB

ReligiousandPolitioft] Libertv.
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acquire greater political
liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very foundation of the religion of every age; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailing the account of slavery in this country, calls
the ·attention of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind in America. ThroughoutJ
the work is replete with astounding facts ana
weighty arguments which cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age.
By THEO. 0. SPENOEB.
Oloth, 12mo., 138pp., price 75 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
Address
28 Lafa;ette Place, New York.

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.

NEW EDITION,

This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success•
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religions, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just sufficient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.

The Secret .0 f th 0 EaSt •,

ROMAN ISM,
OR

DANCER AHEAD.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

By A • .J'. GROVER.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB 00.
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BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

For sale at this office.

Prvf. H. M. Oottinger's Works.
The Youth's Liberal Guide. This

volume aims at the education of youth in the
principles of Freethonght, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
"rights from astand:point of pure reason and
common sense. Price, $1.

Elements of Universal History. For

Higher Institutes in Repoblics, and for SelfInstruction.
"This book is just what the busy world of
to-day needs-a perfect compendium of history from 2,000 years B.o., on up to 1883, all in a
nutshell."-Elmtna Slen/cer .
"Mr. Oottill.,ger•s intentions in writing this
book are excellent, and his standpoint admirable; it may be commended as fulfilling its
purpose of a. concise and interesting historical
text-book."-Milwaulcee Sentinel . .Price, $1.

KERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS.
in the suit of the
the Educating Mother. "Rosa
Biography of Satan; or, a Historical Bankers' and Merchants' Tele· Rosa,
is a good book, written by a lifelong teacher in
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Pnce, 35 cents.

Bible of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven

grapb Company
against the

Divine Revelations, containing a descriPtion of
twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two Weste'rn Union Telegraph Company
thousand biblical errors in science, history,
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
morals, religion, and general events. Also a
delineation of tne characters of the principal speech that THE TRUTH SEEKER has obtained a
personages of the Ohristian Bible and an ex- supply and can mail. them to those who desire
amination of their doctrins. Price, 1. 75.
Sixteen Savior~ or None. Bv KER- them, for ten cents each.
sEY GnA.vEs, t.nther of the Worlii•s Sixteen
REDUCED TO $1.01),
Crucified Saviors; The Bible fJf Bibles, and
Biography of Sat~tn. Oloth, 75cts.; paper, 50cts.

The Wol'ld's Sixteen Cruci1led Saviors ; or, Christianity Before Christ.
Containing new and startling revelations in
reli!{ious hiswryJ which disclose the oriental
origm of all the aoctrines 1 principles, precepts,
and miracles of the Christian New Testament1
and furnishing a key for unlocking many oi
its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the
history of sixteen oriental crucified gods. 1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

HISTORY
OF THJl

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Of Europe.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.
Revised Edition-2 vole-Price, $8.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE STORY HOT.JR.
A. Book for CIIildren and Youth.
BY MISS SUSAN H .. WIXON.

Over a hundred fine illustrations.

ASHORT LESSON IH HISTORY
A double-page picture contrasting science and
Gheology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen· 50 cents;
twel!W-five copies for $1; one hundred copies fer
$8. we wish that the friends of Freethought would
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.

the public schools of the old country and
America. It contains many sensible and valu
able ideas, much sound philosophy, and offers
several fine suggestions to all who hav the
interest of children and youth at heart."
Susan H. Wixon. Price, $1.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

VOLT AIHE' S HUMANCES.
OONTENTS:
The White Bnll: A Satirical Romance.- Zadil!;
or Fate.-The Sage a.nd the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Orowns. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Micromruras.The World as it Gqes.-The Black and the White.
-M~mnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at.Siam.-'J;he Study of Nature.-A Conversation
Wit~ a Ohmese.-P!ato•s Dream.-A Pleasure in
Ha.vmg No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo. 448 -pages, laid paper. With 67
engravings. Price1 cloth, beveled boards, $1.50; paper covers, $1. Hn.!f calf or half morocco, marbled
·
edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
WORKS OF 0. B.

Authenticated by the Bible ..
PaPer, 12mo, 29 pages,

IOc.

BmLE F ABRICA.TIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

15q.

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25o.

A Masonic Vindication of Right.
A. Protest A.gainst Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
I5c.
Addre&f THE TRUTH SEEKER.
2~ Lafayette Pl.. New York

OurFlagA.bove the Cros~ ..
This device is for
paper and envelopes for Secular
Unions and others.

FREETHOUGHT NOVELS.

PRICES:
Half-note, bl'k ink,
per quire, • .18
Envelopes, black
ink, per pack, .18
Paper or envelopes
with local addraBS, 1,000, $6.00
Half-note, 4 colors,
per quire, . .25
'E,nv•elooes;,4 colors,
per pack, • .25
Paper or envelopes
4 colors, with local address, per

Tb.e Heathens of the Heath. A finely

written Radical romance. Br. Wm. McDonnell.
· author of Exeter Hall, Falnily Oreeds, Day of
Best, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper
90 cents ; cloth, 1.25.

All in a Lifetime. A Romance. By

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. It
personages are those one meets with in com
mon life, and are portrayed with a vividnes
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to ex
pect to find, in such a marked dejl'ree, even
from so gifted a pen as that of Miss Wixon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freathoug_htranks." Price
1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Tlle Outcast. A deep, finely written

1,000, • . $10.00

Badica.lstoty. From the London edition. Dy
Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man
80 cents.

T-wo Little Red Mittens. A Story of

WHITFORD, Jf.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.

Address •

The Truth Seeker.
coPYRIGHTED.

the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
Any profit from sales will be devoted to the free
.
Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at thill office distribution of Liberalliteratu~e.
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91~ms
BLAINE is suffering from diabetes.

"!hooDs in Germany hav left 15,000 personR
wrthout shelter.
MATTHEW ARNOLD died suddenly of heart
disease on the 15th.
·
CHIOAGo has a strike of bakers, and Missouri of stone-cutters.
A BILL for slave emancipation is being prepared for the Brazilian parliament.
CONOORD, N. H., is in great commotion
over the enforcement of Prohibition.
AN extensiv brewers' strike and boycot1
commenced in New York city on the 16th.
CHIEF ARTHUR has accepted the proposal
for harmonious relations made by Powderly.
A REOENT attempt to evict a farmer on the
Des Moines river lands was defeated by
armed men.
THE government telegraph agitation is
growing, under the management of the
Knights of Labor.
GRAND Army·. posts participated with
Southern veterans in the late decoration of
Confederate graves.
REv. MR. BnusHrNGHAM, of Chicago, is accused of seduction by Eva Parker, a poor
young ~orking girl.
A RELIGIOUS authority estimates the Protestants in this country at 11,000,000 and the
Catholics at 6,000,000.
THE labor political parties of the country
are activly preparing for the coming elections,
but seem unable to unite.
WRANGLES between an Episcopal bishop
and clergymen at Goshen, N.Y., are being
settled by the civil courts.
IT is believed that attempts on the life of
the czar hav taken place lately, but that the
news has been suppressed.
PoLITIOIANS are wrangling for or against
the admission of states to the Union according to the effect on thei~ parties.
SUBSORIPTIONS amounting to $150,000 hav
been secured in Baltimore and Washington
for the new national Catholic University.

A CAPITAL OFFENDER AND OBJECT OF GOD'S WRATH.
Thou shalt not suffer a witch tq liv.-Ex. xxii, 18.

A YOUNG woman lately made an eloquent
address in a West Virginia court and defeated
her father's application for a liquor license.
MAYOR HEWITT of New York continues a
A PERSIAN proverb says: "If you enlist in the
spirited controversy with Irish societies atarmy, say a prayer; if you go to sea, say two ; but
tacking him for his anti-foreign-flag decision. if you get married, say three. •
THERE are in the United States 1,390
AN exchange states that the use of slang among
iris is on the increase. Then the girls must get
churches dedicated to the Blessed Virgin unup earlier in the morning and go to bed later in
der her various titles, 550 to St. Joseph, and the
evening than they used to.
466 to St. Patrick.
THE prince of Wales recently refused to
see Dr. Ganz, an Anarchist leader who called,
saying, it is reported, he could tolerate a
slugge~ but not an Anarchist.
GREAT distress exists in the families of the
more sturdy support~;rs of the late Pennsylvania mining strike, who are now blacklisted
by the Christian millionaire owners.
. GENERAL CREsoo, president of the Venezuelan republic, who erected a church to Our
Lady of Lourdes, has, Catholics report, as a
reward been CUTed of a long-standing infirmity.
MR. J. BEECHER MILLs, secretary of the
New York Church Club, says that thousands
of laymen are interesting themselvs in the
proposed campaign for the reunion of Christendom.
TilE House committee on rivers and harbots has presented a bill appropriating $19,432,783 for river and harbor improvements,
the largest bill of the kind ever reported to
Congress.
THE conduct of the uncivil and insulting
crowds that surround Barnum's Arabs whenever they walk out in our city streets is such
as to render it a confused question who are
the barbarians.
THE Catholic ·church in Germany has,
through cooperation with the government in
suppressing Socialism, risen from a eondition
fifteen years ago, of feebleness and oppres~
sion, to great power and favor.
THE Painters' and Decorators' Knights of
Labor Assembly in Boston has passed a resolution condemning the action of the Central
Lab~r Union in that city in admitting delegates from a bartenders' union, " on the
ground that they are agents of a trade detrimental to organized labor, as well as to so.
ciety in general."

A SLEEPY Boston congregation was suddenly
aroused by the minister's words : "He has fought
the good fight, he has finished his course." But
its normal condition was resumed as soon as the
reference became clear.
"HE is vet·y plainly dressed, but from his authoritativ and commanding air I should say that
he either has a large bank account, or is a general
of the army." "No, you're mistaken; he's an Irish
policeman in citizen's clothes."
A WATER rat must be considered very uncanny
in esthetic Boston, for a young lady of the Back
bay recently alluded to one as the nyo.romys cM·ysoflaster of Tasmania. Why did she not simply call
it a non-union compositor on a temperance paper 1
AN Everett debating society is discussing the
question as to which is the madder-the husband
who goes home and finds that dinner isn't t·eady,
or the wife who has dinner ready and whose husband doesn't go home. It is believed that the debate will end in a draw.
" I ALWAYs liked the Episcopal religion best," said
Bill, as he eyed a pretty girl with her moroccobound prayer-book in the horse car. "If you are
an Episcopalian, yon get credit for· going to
church not only while you are th€lre, but all the
way going and all the way home."
HIS CONDITION IN LIFE.
First flirt: "That handsome man is an acquaintance of yours, I see."
Second flirt: "Yes, I hav known him for some
time."
" Is he married or unmarried?"
" He'S a drummer."
ARKANSAS judge: "Queer thing, that, about
Keyser." Arkansas colonel: "How's that?" Arkansas judge: "Reformed, yon know.'' Arkansas
colonel: "Joined the church, eh ?" Arkansas
judge: "Well, no; he's only on probation now. I
heard him arguing last night that it was wrong to
kill a man on Sunday,"
THE community receives intelligence that a million or more Chinamen ha v been killed by an earthquake, and is shocked almost as severely as if an
American pugilist had lost a fight with a foreigner.
There is altogether too much misery in China for
the people of the United States to worry at the
loss of a few hundred thousand lives. Sufferers
from the Yellow river floods had our sympathy, of
course, but not our money, Perhaps it has been
spent-and perhaps not ill-spent-in supporting
the missionaries of four denominations in remote
corners of the earth. What ho l Without there!

Sunday-school superintendents for another hundred million Chinamen ! Clothing and food, too 1
Assuredly not. 1'he heathens are trying to swindle
us.-Ttd-btts.
"MY beloved brethern," announced a preacher
from his pulpit, "on Sabbath morning next a collection will be taken up for our blessed Feejee
mission." "Amen!" rang fervently through the
congt·egation. "And I would add," went on the
preacher impressivly, "that 'amens,' however
resonant and sincere, make but little rattle in the
contribution box."
LADY (to bosom friend) : "What's the good of
keeping a clock in my bedroom 1 I always know
what time it is when my husband comes home. If
he makes a noise, I know it is early yet, say halfpast 10 01: 11. If he is very friendly and bids
me good-night, then it has got rather late, about
12 or half-past. But when he pulls off his boots
outside and comes to bed without a light, I
am perfectly sure that it has already struck 2 A.M."
GoTHAM sensa tiona! preacher : "What bundle
is this?" Wife : "It was left here by a messenger
boy," "My gracious ! It's the essay I wrote for
the Society Mont My on 'The Disgusting, Degrading, Damning Doings of S!:lciety Belles at Five
o'Clock Teas.• 'l'he publishers hav sent it back.
They say if they pt·inted it they'd be arrested by
Anthony Comstock." "Too bad l Your work is all
lost, isn't it?" "Oh, no; not so ·bad as that. I
can use it for a sermon."
MEG, dear, I'm quite sorry Lent's over,
For I've been having no end of fun.
I havn't missed balls and receptions
One bit since the season was done.
What with luncheons, and teas, and my riding,
The sewing class, study, and dress,
And poker-I've made lots of money!
That devotion was crowned with success.
I've put in a most charming season,
And really I'm sony iL'd o'er,
If it were not for the bonnets at Easter,
I shouldn't mind forty ciays more.
Don't talk about sin, death, and follySuch topics are best ones to shun.
Do you know, I think Lent is so jolly,
And sackcloth and ashes such fun l
HE had made his declaration of love, and it had
been heard with a lowering of the fair head; with
a blush on the soft cheek. But he could not help
saying something to fill in, while he waited for
her answer. "When I say I hav never loved till
now," he said, "it is not an empty word. My lips
hav never touched the lips of any woman-except
my mother's; my hand has never pressed a woman's hand; I do not dance, and my arm-" A
look of strange wonderment came over the beautiful face, and the deep eyes grew large as she
listened. "Is this true, George?" she asked, with
hushed breath. "It is," he answered; "it is literally true." The look of wonderment merged into
a glance of icy sternness as she rose to her full
bight and confronted him. "Then, for heaven's
sake, George," she said, "go somewhere and practice till yon get a record."

of Dfhought.

TllE real oppressor, enslaver, and corrupter of
the people is the Bible. That book burnt heretics,
built dungeons, founded the Inquisition, and
trampled upon all the liberties of man. That
book spreads the pall of superstition over the
colleges and schools. That book puts ~nt the eyes
of science, and makes honest investigation a
crime. That book fills the world with bigotry, by.
pocrisy, and fear. How long, Oh, how long! will
mankind worship a book 1 How long will they
grovel in the dust before the ignorant legends of
the barbaric past 1-Inyersoll.
How are we to be guided in these troublesome
days when rash persons hav insisted upon revealing the open secret, and the esoteric creed of the
sensible man has been proclaimed so that they who
run may read? On the whole, the sensible man
would reply: You had better hold your tongue.
We at least, who hav no new gospel to preach, will
not set up for prophets. Let us look on as calmly
as may be at the huge turmoil of conflicting controversy; smile with equal calmness at the bigots
who would damn people for losing their way in the
dark; at the pompous dogmatists who would face
it out that they can see as clearly in the dark as in
broad daylight; at the feather-headed enthusiasts
who take the first will·o'-the·wisp for a safe guide,
and patch up a new religion out of scraps and tatters of half-understood science; and at the simpleminded philosophers who fancy in all seriousness
that men are about to become reasoning animals.
-Leslie Stephen.
AN act which at first is meritorious as a means,
tends inevitably to become meritorious as an end.
Moreover, actions frequently repeated for some
deft nit reason, come to be repeated when that reason is absent. Thus, the reading of sacred books,
ori2;inally a profitable exercise to the mind of the
reader, is soon undertaken for its own sake,
whether the mind of the reader be concerned in it
or not. And the action, having become habitual,
is stereotyped as a religious custom, fl.nd, therefore, a religious obligation. The words of the
holy books are read aloud to a congregation, without effort or intelligence on their part, perhaps
in a tongue which they do not comprehend. Even
if the vernacular be employed, there is not the
pretense of an effort to penetrate the sense of diffieult passages. Holy writ has become a charm,
to be mechanically read and as mechanically
heard, and the notion of merit-arising in the
first instance from the high importatwe of underst~tnding its meaning with a view to practicing its
precepts-now attaches to the mere repstitiou of
the consecrated word.- Viscount Ambe?'le!l.
THE priest-like father reads the sacred page,
How Abram was the friend of God on high;
Or Moses bade eternal warfare wage
With Amalek's ungracious progeny;
Or how the royal bard did groaning lie
Beneath the stroke of he,.,ven's avenging ire;
Or Job's pathetic plaint and wailing cry;
Or rapt Isaiah's wild, seraphic fire ;
Or other holy seers that tune the sacred lyre.
-Burn~.

IT had been hard for him that spake it, to hav
put more truth and untruth togetber in l'ew
words, than in that speech, "Whosoever is delighted in solitude, is either a wild boast or a
god," for it is most true that a ~atural and secret
hatred and aversion toward society, in auy man,
hath somewhat of the savage beast; but it is most
untrue that it should hav any character at all of
the divine nature, except it proceed, not ont of a
pleasure in solitude, but out of a love and desire
to sequester a man's self for a higher COlwersation.-Bacon's Essavs.
HE who must needs hav company, must needs
sometimes hav bad company. Be able to be
alone; lose not the advantage of solitude and the
society of thyself; nor be only content but delighted to be alone and single with Omniency. He
who is thus prepared, the day is not uneasy, nor
the night black unto him. Darkness may blind
his eyes, not his imagiuatiou.-Sir Thomas Brow ~~e.
As no man can be happy if he is wicked, foolish,
or indolent, so no man can be wretched if he is
virtuous, brave, and wise-. Glorious is the life of
that man whose virtues and practice are ·praiseworthy; nor, indeed. ought that life to be escaped
from which is deserving of praise, though it might
well be en t short if it were a wretched one. -C'lcero.
EvEN so doth God protect us if w·e be
Virtuous and wise. Winds blow and waters roll
Strength to the brave and power and deity,
Yet in themselvs are nothing l One decree
Spake laws to them. and said that by tbe soul
Only the nations shall be great and free.
- Woro.swo1·tn.
THoUGH, speaking for myself, I admit the possibility of revelation, I totally disbelieve that the
almighty ever did communicate anything to man,
by any mode of speech, in any language, or b:Y
any kind of vision or appearance, or by any means
which our senses are capable of receiving, otherwise than by the universal display of himself in
the works of creation, and by that repugnance we
feel in ourselva to bad actions, and the disposition
to do good ever.-Thomas Paine.
INSTEAD of trampling juvenil criminals still
lower into the earth, society now adopts the view
which Robert Owen was the first to popularizealthough not the first to enunciate-tbat a man is
better or worse according to the conditions surrounding the parents previous to the birth of the
child, and those which surround the infant itself
during its childhood, and accompany the boy or
2:irl during youth. Young criminals are now
sought to be made less criminal by being placed
for lengthy periods under conditions which sball
modify and improve their charaotet·s.-Brad!~uyh's
l!'tve Dead Men, etc.
BELIEF in the Phenix was no sis::n that tbe early
Christiana were incapable of receiving a spirit.unl
religion, bnt surely it is one among a hundred
signs that their intellectual development of it
might be incorrect; that they had reflected but
little on the nature and laws of evidence.-Co!erttJ.oe's Bfooraphia Ltte1·ar1a.
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THE

IJolts and fllippings.
CARDINAL TAscHEREAU gave an Easter Sunday dinner to his parishioners in the jail a.t
Quebec.
Mrss BooTH, the daughter of General Booth
of the Salvation Army, is to marry a Hindoo,
Fakir Singh. Five shillings admission is to
be charged.
~UD(,lE DuFFY wishes for a law to "compel
men to work." What would become of the
ministers if such a law were enacted? They
toil not, neither can they spin, and it would
break them all up to force them to try.

SACRED

"THAT sermon was. the finest effort I ever
heard," said a man on his way home from
church. "I wouldn't hav missed it for $20."
"I'm glad you enjoyed it, John," said his
wife. " Yes, I enjoyed it ; but there was one
thing that annoyed me." "What was that,
John?" "I had no change in my pocket less
than half a dollar for the contribution box''

ONE hundred years ago the town of Wilton, N. H., passed the following vote: "That
the town provide one barrel West India rum,
five .barrels New England rum, one barrel
good brown sugar, half a box good lemons,
two loaves of loaf sugar, for framing and
raising said meeting-house." That is a very
BosTON has increased her permanent va. small proportion of sugar for so much rum,
grant population twenty-eight per cent in five and indicates that our forefathers took theirs
years. She has accomplished this by increas- straight.
ing her charity fund, and has at length beTHE Rev. Dr. Talmage has buckled on his
come convinced that the bigger the poor. armor as chaplain of the Thirteenth New
fund in a. city, the greater the number of York regiment, and one night last week he
applicants.
dined and wined the colonel and officers of
TnE prohibition of bull-fighting in the the regiment and a few members of the VetMexican state of Guana.jua.to by Governor eran Association at his home at 1 South OxGonzales is t.he latest step of those Mexican ford street, Brooklyn. One of the guests
reformers who are anxious to lead the Mexi- said that the inenu was an excellent one, and
can republican~ up to the higher civilization. that the four kinds of wine which the chap.
It is to be presumed that Gonzales will not lain had provided served to enliven the festivcontinue to be governor of Guanajuato for Ities.
any great length of time.
THE Detroit, Mich., Commercial Adver.
THIRD Assistant-Postmaster-General Harris tiser prognosticates : " Slowly but surely a
has st~ted his qualifications for the job of condition of affairs seems approaching that
carrying Balaam in these words : '' A paper will force the masses into abject submission
or magazine already granted the privileges of or determined revolt against the oppression of
the mails is hard to deal with, .but a new scheming capitalists. It is a. frightful state of
publication is entirely within the power of a.ffairs to contemplate, but it is folly to assert
the department. There is too much printed that events of almost daily occurrence do not
point directly to coming peasant slavery or an
matter; too many magazines already."

} 28 LAFAYETTE PL.} $3.00 per vear.

FIDDLE.

era of ·popular revolution in the United
States. . . . The working classe!J are being driven like a great herd of cattle up a
slowly narrowing canon. When they reach
the impassable cliffs they will turn, and the
history of all race or class oppressions will be
repeated."
Tn:e: exodus from Ireland ha!l reached such
dimensions as to force the British steamship
companies to announce that they must refuse
to book any more steerage passengers for
America. The exodus from Germany is also
of unusual prop::irtions, and so is that from
other. northern countries of Continental Europe. We are likely to see more Italians at
our port this year than ever before, and the
expulsion of Jews from Russia will enlarge
the influx of the Semitic element.
THE government of Spain has introduced a
new marriage law negotiated with the Vat..
ican. This enforces all the rules of ecclesiastical law in marriages between Roman
Catholics, and allows only the intervention of
the civil authorities at the religious ceremony
for the purpose of registering the contract,
and tolerates the civil marriage only in the
case of .Spaniards who are not Roman Catho.
lies. The new law is much criticised by
Republicans and Liberals, as a fresh evidence
of the influence of the Vatican at the court,
even under a Liberal cabinet.
THE Sun calls a short roll of pulpit philosophers in New York city who are preaching
somewhat novel doctrins on Sundays outside
of the regular churches. The more prominent
of them are Prof. Felix Adler, who preaches
in Chickering Hall; Rev. Hugh 0. Pentecost,
who preaches in Masonic Hall; ex-Father

McGlynn, who has preached all winter in the
Academy of Music, and Rev. Charles McCarthy, who preaches at ·his quarters uptown. Mr. Adler and Mr. McCarthy hav
held their ground for a good many years ;
Mr. Pentecost and Mr. McGlynn are new.
comers in the independent business. One of
them preached last Sunday on the tariff ; another scolded his enemies, and another attacked the project of building an Episcopa.
!ian cathedral in this city. All these independent preachers get hearers who cheer their
more sensational utterances.
THE best known of the cannibal tribes on
the upper Congo are the Ban gala, who yelled,
''Meat!" very loudly when they chased
Stanley down the river, but who hav con.
ceived the idea that their recent intercourse
with the whites· has given them considerable
polish, and lifted them several points higher
in the social scale than the neighb:>ring tribes.
For two years past they hav been utilized as
Congo state soldiers, steamboat hands, and
station laborers. They dress in Manchester
cottons, carry guns, and hav acquired a smattering of the French language. They used
to make war for cannibal purposes upon the
people of Ngombe, and nowadays, when a
steamboat draws up at Ngomb6 with a lot of
Bangala on board, the people flock down to
the river and heap abuse upon the ancient
enemy with all the epithets at their command.
To this torrent of Congo billingsgate the
Bangala hav only one response. They collect
at the prow of the boat and shout: "Savages I
savages I" at the top of their lungs. Travelers say it is an interesting spectacle to see
these reformed cannibals thus vaunting their
superior civilization.
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-~ommunications.
Land Reform in 1848 and 1888.
GEORGE HENRY EVANS AND HENRY GEO~GE.
The renown gained by the popular writer and agitator, Henry George, has obscured for the time being
the memory of a man whose untiring labors and selfdenial in efforts to abolish involuntary poverty were
heroically displayed long before Mr. George wielded
a pen, or was even born. These men, whose names
suggest each the other, although conspicuous in the
same subject· of reform, belonged to wholly separate
generations, and differed widely in their views as to
the measures required to effect the cure of our
monster social and industrial evil-unlimited private
control of the land.
They were both Democrats and free traders, but
even as early as 1844 Democracy meant either the
kid-glove Van Buren politics, or the Slam and Rantoul "locofocoism." Mr. Evans was never, however,
a partisan or a politician in the office-seeking sense,
but a devoted advocate of principle. He was a
printer, and a newspaper man of note-the same as
Mr. George.
The question of allotment of land has been one of
fundamental importance to every people known to
history. At the very inception of national life moat
peoples hav attempted a solution of it, and nearly
always with much discernment and forecast. The
plan of the Hebrew lawgiver, for the distribution,
management, and periodic re-distribution of the land,
is too familiar to require particular notice. All primitiv _societies hav looked correctly upon its cumulativ
dominion under an individual or a class as the one
danger to _the public good, or to the national life,
which demanded effectiv safeguards. The Agrarian
law of Rome, so far from being the revolutionary and
property-destroying measure which the servil talents
and learned ignorance of historians and scholars hav
represented, was in fact the fundamental principle of
the Roman constitution, which required that every
citizen should be a landowner. It was through an
encroaching assumption of the state, making the land
state property and leasing it to the citizens, that
there came, by imperceptible gradations, the large
estates in land, and the impoverishment both of the
soil and of the cultivator, the decay of Roman citizenship, the suppression of the republic, and,-finally, the
death of the Roman nationality.
Our country had been colonized from Europe at a
time when feudalism was breaking up before the advance of commercialism, which was aiming at the
ascendancy in all civilized human affairs. The title
to the land, by a stupendous legal fiction; under feudalism had been held to be in the monarch, and
"every common right had become a right of the
crown," and " the bond between the king and lord
and vassal was the tenure of land," as shown by the
British Encyelopedia, article Government. Land
ownership in England to-day has no other legal foundation, and its change to commercial ownership has
been made without warrant in law, as it- is in logic.
When, therefore, it was declared that all power was
derived from the people, the title to land not yet
passed to private, allodial ownership was assumed to
be in the whole people.
Hence the disposal of our public lands became a
matter of early interest. Mr. Hamilton, who deemed
that whatever belonged to the people was for the use
of the government, conceived the idea of realizing a
fund for the payment of the " war debt," and other
uses, by disposing of the dominion of these lands to
a wealthy aristocracy the people had repudiated as
political rulers. Hence negotiations were opened
with foreign capitalists and nativ land companies,
while the actual settler and pioneer, unless able to
purchase at least one square mile, were not treated
with by the government, under the ruling of the
treasury department, of which Hamilton was chief.
It was not, I think, till after another treasurer was
appointed that this unjust discrimination was reformed. This was done at the instance of General
Harrison, who was delegate from the "Northwest
Territory," and who eloquently depicted to Congress
the inconvenience and suffering to which· the actual
settlers were subjected by the "land companies" and
private land speculators, whose rapacity was tempered
with no sentiment of humanity or justice, or even
pretense of honesty. By his eloquence and personal
influence he obtained the passage of a law requiring
the land office to sell in quarter sections (one hundred and sixty acres). But still the forestalling speculators had greatly the advantage of the honest
buyer. It was not till the second term of General
Jackson that the principle of " limitation to the sale
of land" was distinctly made, and which was subsequently carried out, thus putting an end to the
traffic by confining sales to one hundred and sixty
acres to any. person, and to actual settlers. Even at
that early date, through the efforts of men some of
whom I shall presently notice, the popular mind· had
been so aroused to the evil of land speculation that
General Jackson was sustained in recommending
this measure to Congress. The same reformers,

among whom Mr. Evans was conspicuous, kept up
the agitation for the "free homestead" for a quarter
of a century, when at length, in the supreme peril of
the nation; a law was passed in 1862. It was but a
partial measure, however, l~aving the field still open
to those corrupt "land grants" which hav stamped
our national legislation with everlasting infamy.
But the Homestead act at most was a. temporary
measure, and its salutary effects hav been quite connterbalanced by the mammoth corporation "steals."
This agitation, however, led on directly to the discus-.
sion of a higher question, "limitation to private land
ownership." I am unable to say positivly who first
propounded this plan. It originated, I think, in this
country quite fifty years ago. At that time there
was much agitation on the labor question. The
workingmen had elected a member of Congress, Eli
Moore, from the city of New York, and here the
"bread riots" had occurred in 1837. The first publie utterance connecting land ownership with the
subject of labor reform I am able to find is in an
address, drawn up by John H. Hunt, for a public
meeting held in City Hall park, March 6, 1837; ·and
at which "more than thirty thousand persons were
present." The rioters who had raided the :flourstore of Eli Hart & Co. had gone from a. similar
meeting three weeks before, but for that the management of the meeting was shown to be in no manner
responsible. In his address at this second meeting
Mr. Hunt distinctly raised the question between a
monopoly of the land and the low wages of labor and
high prices of bread. He did not at that time, however,
state any method by which the evil of this monopoly
c mld be prevented. Mr. Evans is regarded as the
hither of "hmd limitation," but I am not aware that
he claimed to hav originated it. And Mr. George's
"sovereign remedy" was in no respect original with
him. It was not till Evans commenced the pubTIT
lication of the rrorkingrnan's Advocate in 1844 that
I find "limitation'' distinctly enunciated as a political
measure, when "Vote yourself a farm," at first sneeringly given as a- motto by opposers, was definitly
adopted by the reformers.
From 1832 or earlier the labor agitation had been
vigorously prosecuted by a number of talented men.
I can name only a few of them: Dr. Douglass, Jacob
Frieze, Theophilus Fisk, Seth Luther, Jeremiah
Hacker, of New England; Dr. J. E. Snodgrass, of
Maryland; John Shedden, Geo. Lippard, A. J. H.
Duganne, of Philadelphia; Louis A. Hine, John
Pickering, of Cincinnati; Geo. H.. Evans, H. H. Van
Amringe, Wm. Leggett, John Windt, John Commerford, Allan E. Bovay, Thos. A. Devyr, Dr. S_heppard,
Mr. Haskett, F. Byrdsall, Moses Jaques, Lewis Mas-

I

at this time not only poor, but involved in debt, yet
the bank cop.ld not buy him. He continued to. publish Young America and to lead the forlorn hope
until his death in 1855, though, for a. few years, he
had been too poor to issue it regularly. After Mr.
Evans's decease the Land Reform Association kept up
its organization until the appearance of Mr. George's
"Progress and Poverty." It opened correspondence
with the Land Tenure Association, and also with
the Land League of England, before Mr. George
assumed leadership of the agitation for Land Nationalization. It exerted itself in petitioning Congress, sending remonstrances, publishing and circulating speeches, pamphlets, etc. I am not informed
whether, since the death of its venerable president,
the lamented William Rowe, in 1886, it has held regular meetings. It originated the Brotherhood of
the Union, which was absorbed during the war by
the Union League. A full quarter of a century before Mr. George's book appeared, Mr. Pickering's
"Workingmen's Political Economy" had been published and one of Hunt's two books had been given to
the world; also two or more by Mr. Hine. And ere
''Progress and Poverty" had been named, Duganne's
"Acres and Hands," "Keep it Before the People,"
"A Billion of Acres of Unsold Lands," and other
stilTing ballads had thrilled two generations of the
people. Now, it was upon a. field thus toilfully prepared by the lifelong and devoted labors of earnest
and talented men that the semi-pessimistic gospel
of "Progress and Poverty" made its advent, and
challenged for its author leadership in the movement
for land reform. To show how easy it is to overlook
the labor of the past :
Mr. Powderly is now boasting of the great things done by
the managers of the Knights of Labor in the days of their
power, and especially of their agitation against land mimopoly. In the official proclamation which he has just sent out
to his followers he says : " To no other organization belongs
the credit of calling attention to the ravages of land speculation." As a matter of fact, before Mr. Powderly was born
the old land reformers were in that line of business with
their land-limitation program; they also had an organization
for carrying it on; they likewise kept up an agitation over
it; and the Homestead law and other measures were the
result of their effort8.-8un, Nov. 26, 1887.
I do not propose to discuss the respectiv claims of
George and Evans as authorities on the land question, nor, at any length, the nature of their peculiar
plans or schemes; but will state the "measure" of
the one, and the "remedy" of the other, briefly,
·
b
h
·
leaving you to JUdge etween t em as reason or preJudice may determin. So far as a statement of the
perniciom3 influence of land monopoly is concerned,
G
.
Mr. eorge has srmply reiterated the arguments and
statements of the early reformers, and if in more attraotiv phrase, it does not necessarily follow that the

querier, William Rowe, James McClatchy, Dr. A. D.
Wilson, of New York, and numbers of other devoted
men, equally worthy of mention, who gave their best influence of his utterances will be more enduring.
So far the two men and their eras present no imporefforts to the work. Not all I hav named accepted tant differences. Only in respect to: "What is to be
fully the doctrin of Mr. Evans's "land limitation,"
but most of them did. A great number of papers done?'' do they differ. They represent in this not
only diftierent eras, but quite diftierent systems of
were started in different states, advocating the homestead and limitation laws, and the question continued philosophy, social and political. It is true they
to grow in interest till the fall of 1848, when it was agree that reform must come through the ballot and
absorbed and swamped in the Van Buren and Adams through legislation. But Mr. Evans belonged to
canvass, which sported a spurious "Free Soil, ban- the school that believes government to be a necessary
evil, and that we are to hav as little to do with it as
ner, and seduced the less intelligent from their alle- possible. That nature is to be relied on mainly, and
giance to principle, by exciting hopes of some
immediate success. Are we to hav a repetition of that to correct the evils of already existfug legislathis consummate asinin stupidity in 1888 ~
tion is the great aim to be sought by the reformer.
. Some of these reformers had been conspicuous in Thus far he is an optimist. The line of Mr. George's
what was called the' "Loco Foco, party. They had thought is decidedly pessimistic. He accepts the
been largely instrumental in promoting in this state theories of Malthus and Ricardo that rent, that synthe abolition of "imprisonment for debt," the repeal onym of aU subjection and the oppression men suffer
of the "market monopoly," exemption of the home- fr?~ it, is a result of natural law, which can only be
ehmmated through statecraft and the rule of force,
stead, household goods, and workmen's tools from and that the onward march of progress, with its natexecution, the passage of laws giving married women
.
control of their property, and also of "mechanics' ural adJunct, poverty, can only thus be stayed. He
lien laws.'' At a meeting called by Mr. Whitney at has some way, however, of applying the optimistic
the Tabernacle they squelched his Pacific railroad rule to interest and profits; at any rate, has never
project. I mention these things to show that they proposed that these should be taxed back for the
were the leaders of progressiv thought on the sub- benefit of the state, although admitting they are
jects of land and labor of their time. Two of them equally uncompensated by service, and are as truly
previous to 1848 had been nominated on the inde- " a gratuity of nature" as is the use of land.
pendent ticket for mayor of the city; first Moses
J. K INGALLs.
Jaques, and then John Commerford, each receiving
(TO BE CONCLUDED.)
several thousand votes, when the aggregate vote was
Praying Machines Wanted.
only about thirty-five thousand. Mr. Hunt was a
The Episcopal bishops are about to go to England
brother of Governor Hunt and of Freeman Hunt,
founder and editor of the 1lferchants' Magazine. and join their brethren there in holding a convocation
He was the author of the "Slavery o£ Po-verty" and at Lambeth. Forms of prayer are sent out by the
of "The Honest Man's Book." A number were bishops to all their clergy; to be repeated in the
brilliant writers and journalists. James McClatchy churches, asking the Lord to carry out a sectarian
subsequently emigrated to California, and made a program which the bishops in their despair hav
national reputation as the publisher and editor of the already dictated, and in a sacerdotal and official way
Sacramento Bee. John Commerford, on his appear- hav telegraphed to the almighty.
Parry, moving north on his great ice :floe, found
ance before a Congressional committee with a petition and address, was highly complimented by John the :floe moving south. The bishops find the churches
caught by warm currents, moving with them and
C. Calhoun.
Mr. Evans was a writer of remarkable vigor, melting. It is high time the Lord was jogged, and
though lacking polish, and a good public speaker. reminded of his neglect.
The Thibetans fasten their prayers on waterHe was thoroughly trusted by the workingmen,
whose interests he never betrayed. He was. ap- wheels, and so by chronic thumps keep their gods
proached by the managers of the United States awake with constant reminders. The bishops send
(Biddle's) Bank, at the time the Courier and En- theirs to windmills; . church fashion requiring this
quirer went over, and was offered " patronage and method in celestial diplomacy. '!'here is a power in
money " if he would advocate its claims. He was numbers, so all the praying machines are summoned
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to duty, and a call made for additional ones. The bishops are sending out, as autumn leaves, their copperengraved portraits, furnished at the expense of the
missiomtry societies in New York. The funds collected in the churches throughout,..the country are
supposed to go among the heathen,. but there are
tithes at the clerical receipt of customs, New York.
Saints first, sinners afterward. But is it honest to
take the money collected for missions and expend it
to furnish the public gratuitousiy with theil' pictures,
and pay the tourist expenses of bishops and their
parasites, while the_y tell the people this is necessary
to carry on the work of the Lord 1 The pubiic can
see through- shams. They know what grists the
prayer-mills grind. Yesterday some "promises to
pay " of bishops were offered in Wall street; the
holder had one bid of five cents on a dollar. If the
prayer-mills can bring manna and manhood to the
" successors of the apostles," multiply the mills.
New York, April 13, 1888.
G. E. 0.
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"Either the author of nature is suffering, or the universe is facture enough of the article for local requirements,
falling apart."
· not wish to depress prices by
an d consequen tl· y did
When Paul visited Athens, which was at least flooding the market by the importation of white
twenty years after the death of Jesus, Dionysius the goods. But he was good enough to recommend his
Areopagite became one of his converts (Acts. xvii, hearers to pay up all the same, as there were plenty
34). Tbe same Dionysius is said to hav become the of places in other piu·ts of the world where, no
first bishop of Athens ; and the Roman Catholics doubt, they would be properly appreciated. It will
claim that he was the famous St. Denis who con- be a good thing for the societies when the North
verted all France. The Catholic church, doubtless,· Pole is discovered, as this should be a fine field fer
invented the story of Dionysius, in which it is said missionary enterprise. Of course, not the most enthat he was in Egypt when the crucifixion happened, thusiastic evangelists would think of going there; but
and observing the eclipse that accompanied it (half a then, no one does know exactly where they do go, or
day before the full moon rose), exclaimed, "Either what they do-it is only necessary for them to keep
God himself is suffering, or he sympathizes with out of the way of those who know them, and send
some one who is suffering" (Chamb. Enc.). From reports in now and again, dated from some unproJ. D.
this fabricated history the forger of the modern Re- nounceable place, and the trick js done.
port of Pilate drew the above exclamation, which
The Manhattan Liberal Clnb.
Pilate is said to hav written down "on the same
night that followed the fatal catastrophe"-as if DiThe organization of the Liberal Club of the city of
onysius was in Jerusalem, or his exclamation had New York resulted from the action of Mr. D. T.
been telegraphed from Egypt !
Gardiner and other activ Liberals, and the pubThe
Ante
Nicene
.Christian
Library,
Vol.
xvi,
publication
of a circular dated Seph. 14, 1869, proposing
The (Jrucifixiou, as ltPported by Pontius Pilate. lished fiftee:a years ago, contains "Pilate's Letter to an " organization
where men of Liberal ideas can
The Rev. W. D. Mahan, of Boonville, Uo., has Tiberius Cresar" and "The Report of Pilate" (both meet and exchange their thoughts in an unbiased
published a pamphlet entitled, "A Corred Transcript quite different from the one palmed- off on Mr. manner upon these important topics "-literature,
of Pilate's Court, as taken from Tiberius Cresar's Mahan); also" The Death of Pilate,"" The Narrativ positiv science, and social economy-" one in which
Records in the Vatican, giving a correct account of of Joseph" (of Arimathea), " The Acts of Pilate," the welfare of humanity will be the controling inthe apprehension, trial, and crucifixion of Jesus of etc., all early forgeries.
fluence, at;td in which the inteJiectual will be the only
Nazareth." Mr. Mahan first heard of the existence
Several years ago, Mr. Mahan announced in a cir- standard." Mr. Horace Greeley was for several years
of this document in 1856, from a learned German, cular a book ready for publication " by subscription its president, A.nd Mr. Gardiner its energetic prowho said he had seen it in the Vatican, and who or state rights," containing the foregoing and nu- moter and secretary. In later years it elected for
thought a transcript of it might be procured. The meroml other ancient documents, found in "the Vat- president 1\fr. J. Wilson McDonald, l\fr. James ParGerman having returned to his nativ country, Mr. ican ab Rome and Constantinople." Among these ton, and Mr. Simon Sterne. Its meetings were held
Mahan succeeded in obtaining through him the tran- are several Jewish records, "which Constantine car- every Friday evening at Plimpton Hall, 30 Stuyvesant
script in Latin, made by the chief guardian of the ried to Byzantom in 337, and are still preserved at place, until May, 1876, when it mo>ed to Science
Vatican, at a cost of $62.44, and then he had to pay Constantinople," for example: " The Report of Mel- Hall, 141 Eighth street.
$10.00 for an English translation. This was inl859. ker, Priest at Bethlehem," "The Report of Gamalial
The Club increased in numbers, interest, and inTwenty years later he published the English trans- in his interview of Joseph and Mary, in regard to fluence until toward the time for election of officers
lation in a pamphlet, with a preface in which he says: the child Jesus," and " The trial of Ciaphas by the in April, 1877, when its elements took on unusual
'rhough it is not inspiration, yet the words burnt in my Sanhedoin." (Note the spelling of the circular, By- activity, differentiations ensued, fission or spontaneous
heart as the words of Christ in the hearts of the disciples, zantom, Gamalial, and Ciaphas.)
division naturally eventuated, with the result that
and· I am satisfied from the spirit it bears that it must be
In the preparation of this work Mr. Mahan says the New York Liberal Club took a hall up-town,
true.
l!e has employed " two experts, the finest scholars in where it died of inanition in February, 1878, while
The document purports to be a report made by the world, Drs. Mcintosh, of Scotland, and Twyman, the Manhattan Liberal Club continued at its old hall,
Pontius Pilate to Tiberius Cresar. It reads like a of England."
with the following members as officials: James Parsensational story written for a magazine or newsAud so the Christian forgeries multiply in modern ton, W. L. Ormsby, Jr., A; L. Rawson, P. H. Vander
paper. Pilate describes his first sight of Jesus, lean- times.
Weyde, D. T. Gardiner, Porter C. Bliss, Hugh Byron
ing against rJ. tree and calmly addressing the multiThe story of the crucifixion as told by the four Brown, David S. Plumb, Henry Evans, Courtlandt
tude:
evangelists is false. There was no Christ crucified Palmer, T. B. Wakeman, and John H. Staats. Since
His golden-colored hair and beard gave to his appearance under Pontius Pilate. The real, historical Jesus 1882 the Manhattan Liberal Club bas held its meeta celestial aspect. He appeared to be about thirty years of
age. Never hav I seen a sweeter or more serene counte- lived a hundred years before. He practiced magic, ings in the pleasant and commodious German Masonic
nance. What a contrast between him and his hearers, witl;l. and was stoned and hanged for sorcery by the Jews Hall, 220 East Fifteenth street, Mr. T. B. Wakeman
presiding until the election of Prof. Van Buren Densin the reign of Queen Alexandra, 78-69 n.o.
their black beards and tawny complexion!
low as president, April, 1887.
.ANTICHRIST.
Pilate, not being able to und«;~rstand Hebrew,· reThe proceedings of the Club generally consist of a
quested his secretary, Manlius, to listen and report
Our London Letter.
lecture of an hour's duration or less, by some roamthe speech to him. Never did any philosopher equal
Eight years ago the admittance of an avowed her of the Club or invited guest, followed by a debate
Jesus in wisdom. Despite all the complaints of the
scribes and Pharisees whom Jesus denounced as "a •Athei 8 t to Parliament was opposed most strenuously by members in speeches of ten minutes or less, until
race of vipers" and "painted sepulchers," Pilate tol- by the combined piety of every description, and now 10:15, when the speaker of the evening again takes
erated him. But the pressure became so strong that the bill for the abolition of oaths brought before the platform, and is allotted fifteen minutes to reply
he '' wrote to Jesus requesting an interview." The the House by that same Atheist is supported by to critics. The Club adjourns at 10:30 P.M. The
golden-haired young man of celestial aspect came, some of the very men who then denounced him in Club continues to be made up mainly of radical, proand at the siglit of him Pilate " trembled in every such unmeasured terms, and did their utmost to gressiv people interested in reformatory movements,
limb." But as soon as the procurator could speak, prevent him from securing his legal rights. In 1880 with perhaps more marked differences than similarity
it was resolved by_ a majority of forty-five in the of view<', but as a Club it is not devoted to any set of
he said:
- ·
memb er f or opinions, to any "ology" or "ism," except Lib.erJesus of Nazareth, I hav granted you for the last three H ouse of Commons th a~• th e JUmor
years ample freedom of speech, nor do I regret it. Your Northampton should be not permitted either to alism, in so far as that means not only a toleratiOn
words are those of a sage. I know not whether you hav make an affirmation or to take the oath, and in 1888 but a cordial welcome of any new, original, or wellread Socrates or Plato, but this I know, that there is in your
h d d
th
d
d"
pr~sented thought on subjects appropriate for disdiscourses a majestic simplicity that elevates you far above a majority of one un re carry 6 secon rea mg cussion before a mixed audience. Its audiences are
these philosophers.
of the Oaths bill introduced by him. I should very
h"l
h" al
"f th' ·
·
t. 0
· t"
appreciativ of profound dissertations on p 1 osop 1c
any
conscien
Ious
,
But l·nasmuch as P1'late had been accused of being much d ou b t 1· · lS IS owmg
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Dictatorial Deadheads.
Monday morning a mournful assemblage of some
three hundred divines held forth at Farwell Hall,
representing the Chicago contingent of the Evangelical Alliance. The press referred to it as an "enthusiastic" meeting, but if the exhibition of bile
these vendors of glad (1) tidings gave can be so denominated, then _perhaps it was a rollicking affair.
The gospel-ho'Ylers were out of sorts with things in
general, and with the people who mind their own
bus~ess and t~y to e~joy themselvs on Sunday in
par~Icular. This meetmg was called to emphasize
therr abhorrence of these continuous violations of
the "holy Sabbath," which they assumed were liable
~o _land us in the demnition bowwows, and they did
It m a manner to strengthen the suspicion that their
breakfasts did not agree with them, or that their liver
was not in good working order.
Dr. Goodwin, chairman, vented himself in a violent philippic against saloons, theaters mayor alder:
'
men, and Sunday newspapers. ·
Dr. Arthur Little deplored that the evils of Sabbath-breaking had become so frequent that church
people hav become accustomed to them and make no
effort for their abrogation. Among the preponder~nce of c~aff there was a grain of good advice which
Is as apphcable to Liberalism as to Christianity, and
much more necessary. It is : "To advance our
movement, we must not sleep on it." He related the
reply of Senator Benton, when asked how he man·
aged to secure the passage of certain unpopular
measures, which was, " By ding-dong ;" and urged
work as well as talk-that ceaseless work would certainly accomplish their purpose. As usual the little
doctor ad vised them to part company with' truth and
" tell the employer that "the millions he is accumulating will be at the mercy of the mob in the future
unless he and others of his class assist in the work
of regeneration. Our part is to make the truth. patent to the world, but others must assist in the work
if it i~ to ?e brought to a successfu! close. Everybody m this country talks of equal rtghts and liberty.
How can these great factors of happine~s be enjoyed
by the Christian majority in Al!lerica if their most
sacred privilege, the enjoyment of a quiet Sabbath
be denied them ! . • . The people want a clea~
Sabbath. All Americans want it, and the foreigners
who come to us with their ideas molded from European models should not, and will not, be allowed to
interfere." This little man of God also urged combinatio~ and work for legislation and litigation, as
~he closmg of one saloon was a victory worth showmg.
Dr. Ridgway indorsed Little and ~dded another
"kink," advising them to "pray hard also." He
called this the " Secular period," which proves that
he is not altogether demented, but he suddenly
slopped over hopelessly in this wise: "The church is
the slave of the state, and the great truths of Christianity are blotted and blurred by the apathy and
carelessness of the people."
A Mr. Grinnell, of Iowa, expressed great commiseration for railroad men, which he proved was
entirely unnecessary, for he ad_mitted that out of
seven hundred he had questioned only seven objected
to working on Sunday.
Dr. Edwards, editor Northwestern Christian
Advocate, advised them to make haste slowly and
not to be so rabid about " enforcement," as more
could be accomplished by persuasion than coercion.
Several others consumed ten minutes each in successful attempts to prove that they had nothing to
impart, when these resolutions were unanimously
adopted:
ReMl'Ded, That the moral law summarized in the Ten Commandments is of perpetual obligation.
Resolved, That if the fourth Commandment be denied or
disregarded, there is no way of preserving the other portions
of that Jaw.
Resol'Dtd, That we will present this subject to our congregations, provide for its discussion in our ministerial and
ecclesiastical gathering•, and urge the editors of our religious papers to energetically take it up, and that we will continue so to do so long as there may be need of such action.
R~sojved, That a committee of fifteen be appointed to prepare and present to our railway officials, newspaper managers, street railroad officers, aud all others who employ
laborers seven days in the week our protest and petition
against this violation of the law of God.
Bishop Fallows, of the Deformed Episcopal church,
was elected perpetual chairman of the Chicago branch
and a" committee on persuasion" appointed consist:
ing of laymen and clergy. Among the fo;mer was
Victor F. Lawson, publisher of the daily Noose. An
adjournment was taken till the 27th, when the committee are expected to report.
A~ the same. hour the Chicago presbytery had a
sesswn, at· which Dr. J. L. Withrow's resolutions
were adopted, concerning the liquor question:

The presbytery of Chicago believes the traffic in intoxicating beverages to be the prolific source of an overwhelming
proportion of all the crime, poverty; and misery that dishonors and degrades our fair land and city. We therefore rejoice in the rapidly rising power of public sentiment against
the further extension of the liquor traffic and in favor of its
restriction; and, therefore, be it
Re8olved, That this Presbytery, representing ninety-one
Presbyterian clergymen, and 280 elders and 12,109 members
of our churches in the city of Chicago and its suburbs, urges
on the aldermen of Chicago to establish by an ordinance the
measures for restricting the sale of liquor which City Collector Onahan has submitted, and which the daily press of
the city are unanimous in favoring.
Dr. Withrow was appointed to present the request
of the presbytery to the mayor and city council.
Then followed the reading of a memorial to be presented to the general assembly touching the colored
question. The reading of this preamble created a
profound sensation throughout the assembly. Dr.
Gray protested that if such an utterance as that went
forth as the deliberate expression of the opinion of a
body of Christian ministers a quarter of a century
after the closing of the war, it would be most infamous and disgraceful. " It means that we shall
go down there with arms," said the venerable
clergyman, "and resuscitate all the old issues of a
bloody and nearly forgotten war. These two
churches alone of all the fighting armies appear
inclined to reawaken and perpetuat~ · the conflict.
The presbyteries of Florida, Missouri, Kentucky,
and Tennessee hav already signified a desire to come
over to the reunion, but not a. man of them would
come in face of such an insult as this. After the
soldiers hav united, after the citizens hav united,
God forbid that such a wicked crime as this should
be fostered and encouraged by the Presbyterian
church."
The brethren and sistern are boosting Brother
Brushingham, the pastor on trial for wicked doings ;
they are passing votes of confidence, which may
be sadly needed, but are seemingly out of place.
The preliminary meeting of the ecclesiastical court
foreshadows its purpose to '' whitewash," having
decided to exclude the testimony of the civil
courts, and as the plaintiff nor any of the witnesses.
for the prosecution are likely to be present, it is
hoped to make a jubilee and feast of brotherly love
for J. P. Brushingham. We are glad to see that
fellow-feeling exhibited which at this juncture the
Ada street pastor must feel is wondrous kind.
Chicago, Ill.
E. A. STEVENs.

Intolerance, and Error's Fearful Penalty.
It would be amusing, were it not so pitiful, to hear
persons who ought to know better expatiate on the
good that the Bible and Christianity hav done mankind. For eighteen hundred years Christianity has
persistently fostered a spirit of intolerance, hate,
persecution, credulity, and fanaticism. lt is impossible to conceive of any teaching more pernicious, any
spirit more fiendish, than that inculcated by the Bible
and the churches.
Study the instructions of the gentle savior, and
never again wonder that even avowed Liberals are
bigoted and intolerant. It is simply the result of
Christ's own teachings, of centuries of heredity.
"And whosoever shall not receiv~ you, nor hear your
words, when ye depart out of that house or city,
shake off the dust of your feet. Verily, I say unto
you, it shall be more tolerable for the land of Sodom
and Gomorrah in the day of judgment than for that
city" (Matt. x, 14, 15).
If the Jew, reared in monotheism, at the dictation
of an ignorant tramp did not at once repudiate the
religion of his fathers, ignore the plainest and most
positiv declarations of his God ; if he did not accept
the savior, which his reason, his Bible, and his God
reject-'' Before me there was no God formed; neither
shall there be after me. I, even I, am the Lord : and
beside me there is no savior" (Isa. xliii, 10, 11; read
Isa. xlv, 4, 5, and Hosea xiii, 4)-then, says Jesus, he
shall be eternally tortured in hell-fire.
The same loving, gentle spirit prompted the savior's declarations: "But those mine enemies, which
would not ·that I should reign over them, bring
hither, and slay them before me " (LJike xix, 27) ;
" If a man abide not in me, he is cast forth as a
branch, and is withered; and men gather them, and
cast them into the fire, and they are burnt" (John
xv, 6). These teachings of Christ justified the Inquisition, gave Torquemada Bible authority-gospel
authority for the use of the rack, the torture chamber, and the stake.
Nor do we find that the holy comforter had any
more gentle means of "bringing all to the unity of
the faith in the bonds of peace." " Deliver such an
one unto Satan for the destruction of the :flesh, that
the spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord
Jesus" (1 Cor. v, 5).
Says the holy Paul: "But though we or an angel
from heaven preach any other gospel unto you than
that which we hav preached unto you, let him be accursed" (Gal. i, 8). Says the beloved John: "If
there come any unto you, and bring not this doctrin,
receive him not into your house, neither bid him
Godspeed" (2 John x).
Here is the very essence and spirit of Christianity:
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Torture, curse, abuse, hate, kill; do not admit to
your house, nay, do not wish well, any who differ
·
.
with you.
Many Christians are troubled that the wicked
Infidel is not ·struck dead. They wonder God does
not so deal with lftim ; they would if they were God.
Let all such be comforted with the. blessed gospel's
words of cheer and sweet comfort: "You who are
troubled, rest with us, when the Lord Jesus shall be
revealed from heaven with his mighty angels, in :flaming fire taking vengeance on them that know not
God, and ·that obey not the gospel of our Lord Jesus
Christ" (2 Thess. i, 7, 8).
Does not Jesus insist that the most intense and
despicable hate is a prerequisit to Christian privileges ? "If any man come to me, and hate [Greek
miseo, to abhor, to loathe, to detest] not his father,
and mother, and wife, and children, and brethren,
and sisters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot be
my disciple " (Luke xiv, 26). Why! Because the
loving heavenly father, in the last great day of redemption, declares : " I will tread them in mine
anger, and trample them in my fury; and their blood
shall be sprinkled upon my garments, and I will stain
all my raiment. For the day of vengeance is in my
heart" (Isa. lxiii, 3, 4). Christians are !1-dmonished
they must cultivate hate. They must learn to hate
even their own little children, for we know if the little
ones hav dared to doubt, they are surely damned.
Unless this lesson of hate were well learned, Christian
parents would fail to delight in the sight of God
trampling upon their helpless little ones till their
blood gushes out.
We are assured the genuin saint shall enjoy this
fearful sight. "The righteous shall rejoice when he
seeth the vengeance ; he shall wash his feet in the
blood of the wicked" (Ps. lviii, 10). How vile and
infamous the Infidels whp ;reject such holy teachings !
Liberalism claims that to select the good, and
reject the evil, is a right that every man and woman
should be allowed honestly to exercise without incurring hate, ostracism, or persecution here or threats of
punishment hereafter.
But, alas! Heredity is hard to overcome. Evolution is but a slow process. "We are all poor
critters!"
Oppose the opinions, reject the pet hobby, expose
the scheme of self-aggrandizement of some avowed
Liberals. and how the old leaven at. once manifests .
itself ! How they denounce, curse, hate, and seek to
injure those who differ from them!
These things ought not to be. If no longer Christians, let us no longer cultivate the Christian spirit
E>f hate and intolerance.
Remember, if we do not award to others the freedom of opinion, the right to differ, we claim for ourselva, we are developing the curse of Christian heredity, and we and our children will hav to pay error's
fearful penalty. W oald it not be better in love to
reason with than in hate to club those who reject our
opinions, projects, or pet hobbies!

C. B.

REYNOLDS.

More of Colonel Ingersoll's Opinions.
From a Sympostum of'' sacred and sP-cular sPntiment on the Relations oftlte 0/turch to the Tnealer" m the New York j}fwi"Or.

I hav come, said the interviewer to Colonel Ingersoll, to
talk with you a little about the drama. Hav you any decided opinions on that subject?
·
Nothing is more natural than imitation. The little·
child with her doll, telling it stories, putting words
in its mouth, attributing to it the feelings of happiness and misery, is the simple tendency toward the
drama. Little children always hav plays, they imitate their parents, they put on the clothes of their
elders, they hav imaginary parties, carry on conversation with imaginary persons, hav little dishes filled
with imaginary food, pour tea and coffee out of invisible pots, receive callers, and repeat what they hav
heard their mothers say. This is simply the natural
drama, an exercise of the imagination which always
has been, and which, probably, always will be, a
source of great pleasure. In the early days of the
world nuthing was more natural than for the people
to reenact the history of their country-to represent
the great heroes, the great battles, and the most exciting scenes the history of which had been preser¥ed
by legend. I believe this tendency to reenact, to
bring before the eyes.the great, the curious, and pathetic events of history, has been universal. All
civilized nations hav delighted in the theater, and the
greatest minds in many countries hav been devoted
to the drama, and, without doubt, the greatest man
about whom we know anything devoted his life to
the production of plays.
I would "like to ask you why, in your opinion as a student
of history, has the Protestant church always been so bitterly
opposed to the theater?
I believe that the early Christians expected the
destruction of the world. They had no idea of remaining here, in the then condition of things, but for
a few days. They expected that Christ would come
again, that the world would be purified by fire, that
all the unbelievers would be burnt up and that the
earth would become a fit habitation for the followers
of the savior. Protestantism became as ascetic as the
early Christians. It is hard to conceive of anybody
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believing in the" Five Points" of John Calvin going
to any place of amusement. The creed of Protestantism :r;nade life infi~itly sad and made man infinitly
r.esponsible. Accordmg to this creed every man was
hable at any moment to be summoned to eternal pain·
the m?st devo.ut ~hristian was not absolutely sure of
salvatiOn. Thi~ hfe was a probationary state. Everyb.od.y was co~sidered as waiting on the dock of time,
sittmg ~:m his trunk, expecting the ship that was to
be~r him to an ~ternity of good or evil-probably
eVIl. They were m no state of mind to enjoy burlesque or ~omedy, ~nd, so far as tragedy was concerned, their own hves and their own creeds were
tragic b~yond.anything that could by any possibility
happen m this wo~ld. A broken heart was nothing
to be compared with a damned soul· the affi.ictions
of a few years, with the flames of ete;nity. This, to
say the least of it, accounts in part for the hatred
that Protestantism always bore toward the stage.
Of course, the churches hav always regarded the theater as a rival and hav begrudged the money used
to support the stage. You know that Macaulay said
the Puritans objected to bear-baiting not because
they pitied the bears, but because they' hated to see
the people enjoy themselvs. There is in this at least
a little truth. Orthodo,:: religion has always been,
and always will be, the enemy of happiness. This
world is not the place for enjoyment. This is the
pla~e to suffer. This is the place to practice self.
demal, to wear crowns of thorns; the other world is
the place for joy, provided you are fortunate enough
t~ travel the narrow, grass-grown path. Of course,
wwbd people can be happy here. People who care
nothing for the good of others, who liv selfish and
horrible lives, are supposed by Christians to enjoy
themselvs; consequently, they will be punished in
another world. But whoever carried the cross of
decency, and whoever denied himself to that degree
that he neither stole, nor forged, nor murdered, will
be paid for this self-denial in another world. And
whoever said that he preferred a prayer-meeting with
five or six queer old men and two or three very aged
women, with one or two candles, and who solemnly
affirmed that he enjoyed that far more than he could
a play of Shakspere, was expected, with much reason,
I think, to be rewarded in another world.
Do you think that church people were justified in their
opposition to the drama in the days when Congreve, Wycher.
ley, and Ben Jonson were the popular favorits?
In that time there was a great deal of vulgarity in
many of the plays. Many things were said on the
stage that the people of this age would not care to
hear, and there was not very often enough wit in the
saying to redeem it. My principal objection to Congrave, Wycherley, and most of their contemporaries
is that the plays were exceedingly poor and had not
much in them of real, sterling value. The Puritans,
however, did not object on account of the vulgarity;
that was not the honest objection. No play was ever
put upon the English stage more vulgar than the
"Table Talk" of Martin Luther, and many sermons
preached in that day were almost unrivaled for vulgarity. The worst passages in the Old Testament
were quoted with a kind of unction that showed a.
love for the vuJgar. And, in my judgment, the worst
plays were as good as the sermons, and the theater at
that time was better calculated to civilize mankind,
to soften the human heart, ana to make better men
and better women than the pulpit of that day. The
actors, in my judgment, were better people than the
preachers. They had in them more humanity, more
real goodness, and more appreciation of beauty, of
tenderness, of generosity, and of heroism. .Probably
no religion was ever more thoroughly hateful than
Puritanism. But all religionists who believe in an
eternity of pain would naturally be opposed to everything that makes this life better; and, as a. matter of
fact, orthodox churches hav been the enemies of
painting, of sculpture, of music, and of the drama.
What, in your estimation, is the value of the drama as
a factor in our social life at the present time?
I believe that the plays of Shakspere are the most
valuable things in the possession of the human race.
No man can read and understand Shakspere without
being an intellectually developed man. If Shakspere
could be as widely circulated as the Bible-if all the
Bible societies would break the plates they now hav
and print Shakspere, and put Shakspere in all the
languages of the world, nothing would so raise the
intellectual standard of mankind. Think of the different inflaence on men between reading Deuteronomy and "Hamlet" and ''King Lear;" between
studying Numbers and~ the "Midsummer Night's
Dream ;" between pondering over the murderous
crimes and assassinations in Judges and studying
" The Tempest" or "As You Like It." Man advances as be develops intellectually. The church
teaches obedience. The man who reads Shakspere
has his intellectual horizon enlarged. He begins to
think for himself, and he enjoys living in a new
world. The characters of Shakspere become his
acquaintances. He admires the heroes, the philosophers; he laughs with the clowns, and he almost
adores the beautiful women-the pure, loving, and
heroic women born of Sha.kspere's heart and brain.
The stage has amused and instructed the world. It

h~s added to the ~appiness of mankind. It has kept
ahve all art!'. It IB m partnership with all there is of
beauty,. of poet;y, a~d expression. It goes hand in
hand with ~J.UBIC, .with pamting, with scuJpture, with
oratory, w1t~ philosophy, and history. The stage
h.as humor, It abhors stupidity. It despises hypoc~I~Y· It h?lds up to laughter the peculiarities, the
IdiOsyncrasies, and the little insanities of mankind.
It thrusts the spear of ridicule through the shield of
pretense. It laughs at the lug-ubrious, and has ever
taught, and will, in all probability forever teach that
Man is more than a title, and that 'human love laughs
at a1l barriers, at all the prejudices of society and
caste that tend to keep apart two loving hearts.
Wha.t is your ~p!nion of the progress of the drama in
educatmg the art1stlc sense of the community as compared
with the progress of the church as an. educator of the ItJ.Oral
sentiment? .
Of ~our~e, the sta~e is not all good, nor is-and I
say th1s w1th becommg modesty-the pulpit all bad.
There hav been bad actors and there hav been good
~reachers. There has been no improvement in plays
smce Shakspere wrote. There has been great improvement in theaters, and the tendency seems to me
to
toward higher artistic excellence in the presenta.twn of plays. As we become slowly civilized we
Will constantly demand more artistic excellence.
There will always be a class satisfied with the lowest
form of dramatic presentation, with coarse wit with
stupid but apparent jokes, and there will alway~ be a
class sa~isfied wit~ almost anything; but the class
~emandll!g the htghest, the best, will co.nstantly
mcrease m numbers, and the other classes wdl in all
probability, correspondingly decrease. The ~burch
has ceased to be an educator. In an artistic direction it never did anything except in architecture, and
that ceased long ago. The followers of to-day are
poor copyists. The church bas been compelled to
be a friend of, or rather to call in the assistance of
music. As a moral teacher the church always ha~
been and always will be a failure. The pulpit to
use the language of Frederick Douglass has al~ays
"echoed the cry of the street." Take our 'own history.
The church was the friend of slavery. That institution was defended in nearly evel\y pulpit; The Bible
was the auction-block on which the slave-mother
stood while her child was sold from her arms. The
church, for hundreds of years, was the friend and-defender of the slave trade. I know of no crime that
has not been defended by the church, in one form or
other. The church is not a pioneer; it accepts a
new truth last of all, and only when denial has become useless. The church preaches the doctrin of
forgivness. This doctrin sells crime on credit. The
idea that there is a God who rewards and punishes,
and who can reward, if he so wishes, the meanest and
vilest of the human race, so that he will be eternally
happy, and can punish the best of the human race, so
that he will be eternally miserable, is subversiv of
all morality. Happiness ought to be the result of
good actions. Happiness ought to spring from the
seed a. man sows himself. It ought not to be a. reward, it ought to be a consequence, and there ought
to be no idea that there is any being who can step
between action and consequence. To preach that a.
man can abuse his wife and children, rob his neighbors, slander. his fellow-citizens, and yet, a moment
or two before he dies, by repentance become a glorified angel, is, in my judgment, immoral. And to
preach that a man can be a good man, kind to his
wife and children, an honest man, paying- his debts,
and yet, for the lack of a certain belief, the moment
after he is dead be sent to an eternal prison, is also
immoral. So that, according to my opinion, while
the church teaches men many good things, it also
teaches doctrins subversiv of morality. If there
were not .in the whole world a chm:ch, the morality
of man, in my judgment, would be the gainer. .
What do you think of the treatment of the actor by society
in his social relations.
For a good many years the basis of society has
been the dollar. Only a. few years ago all literary
men were ostracized because they had no money;
neither did they hav a reading public. If any man
produced a. book he had to find a patron-some
titled donkey, some landed lubber, in whose honor
he could print a few well-turned lies on the fly-leaf.
If you wish to know the degradation of literature,
read the dedication written by Lord Bacon to James
I., in which he puts him beyond all kings, living and
dead-beyond Coosa.r and Marcus Aurelius. In
those days the literary man was a servant, a hack.
He lived in Grub street. He was only one degree
above the sturdy vagrant and the escaped convict.
Why was this! He had no money, and he lived in
an age when money was the foundation of respectability. Let me giv you another instance. Mozart,
whose brain was a. fountain of melody, was forced to
eat at a table with coachmen, with footmen, and
scuJlions. He was simply a. servant who was commanded to make music for a pudding-headed bishop.
This same was true of the great painters, and of
almost all other men who rendered the world beauti_ful by art, and who enriched the languages of mankind. The basis of respectability was the dollar.
Now that the literary num hu an intelllse:Pt public,
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he cares nothing for the ignorant patron. The literary man makes money. The world is becoming
civilized, and the literary man stands high. In England, however, if Charles Darwin had been invited to
dinner, and there had been present some sprig of
nobility, some titled vessel holding the germs of
hereditary disease, Darwin would hav been compelled
to occupy a place beneath him. But I hav hopes
even for England. The same is· true of the artist.
The man who can now paint a picture for which he
receives from $5,000 to $50,000 is necessarily re~;~pect
able. The actor who may realize from $1,000 to
$2,000 a night, or even more, is welcomed in the
stupid.est and richest so~iety. So with the singers,
and with all others who mstruct and amuse mankind.
Many people imagin that he who amuses them must
be lower than they. This, however, is hardly possible. I believe in the ari8tocracy of brain and heart ·
in the aristocracy of intelligence and goodness and
not only appreciate but admire the great acto;. the
great painter, the great sculptor, the marvelous
singer. In other words, I admire all people who
tend to make this life richer, who giv an additional
thought to this poor world.
Do you think this liberal movement, favoring the better
class of plays, inaugurated by the Rev. Dr. Abbott, will tend
to soften the sentiment of the orthodox churches against
the stage?
I hav not read what Dr. Abbott has written on
this subject. From ·your statement of his position
I think he entertains quite _a sensible view, and, whe~
we take into consideration that he is a minister a
miraculously sensible view. It is not the business 'of
the dramatist, the actor, the painter, or the sculptor
to teach what the church calls morality. The. dramatist and the actor ought to be truthful, ought to be
natural-that is to say, truthfully and naturally artistic. He should present pictures of life properly
chosen, artistically constructed; an exhibition of
emotions truthfully done. If vice is presented
naturally, no one will fall in love with vice. If the
better qualities of the human heart are presented
naturally, no one can fail· to fall in love with them.
But they need not be presented for that purpose.
The object of the artist is to present truthfully and
artistically. He is not a Sunday-school teacher. He
is not to hav the moral effect eternally in his mind;
it is enough for him to be truly artistic. Because, as
I hav said a great many times, the greatest good is
done by indirection. For instance, a man livs a
good, noble, honest, and lofty life. The value of that
life would be destroyed if he kept calling attention to
it-if he said to all who met him, " Look at me !" he
would become intolerable. The truly artistic speaks
of perfection ; that is to say, of harmony not only of
conduct, but of harmony and proportion in everything. The pulpit is always afraid of the passions,
and really imagins that it has some influence on men
and women, keeping them in the path of virtue. No
greater mistake was ever made. Eternally talking
and harping on that one subject, in my judgment,
does harm. Forever keeping it in the mind by xeading passages from the Bible, by talking about the
"corruption of the human heart," of the " power of
temptation," of the scarcity of virtue, of the plentifulness of vice-all these platitudes tend to produce
exactly what they are directed against.
I fear, colonel, that I hav surprised you into agreein~ with
a cler~~:yman. The following are 1he points made by the
Rev. Dr. Abbott in his editoriel on the theater, and it seems
to me that you and he think very much alike-on that subject. The points are these :
1. It is not the function of the drama to teach moral lessons.
2. A moral lesson neither makes nor mars either a drama or
novA!.
· 3. '!'he moral quality of a play does not depend upon the result..
4. Tbe real function of the drama is like th~tt of the novel-not to
amuBe, not to excite; hut to portray life, and so to minister to it.
And as virtue and vice, goodness and evil, are the great fundamental facts of life, thev must, in eit.her serious story or serious
play, be portraYed. If theY are BO portrayed that the v1ce is allurmg and t.he virtue ropugnant, the plav or storY is immoral; if so
portraYed that the vice is repellent and the virtue alluring, the
plaY or story is moral.
6 · The church has no occasion to RSk the theater to preach{.
t.bonllh, if it does preaoh, we h~tv a rillht to c!emand thltt its ethica
doctrinR be pure and high. But we hav a right to dPmand that in
its pictures of life it so portray vice as to make it abhorrent, and
so portraY virtue as to make it attractiv.

I agree in most of what you hav read, though I
must confess that to find a. minister agreeing with
me, or to find myself agreeing with a. minister, makes
me a. little uncertain. AU art, in my judgment, is for
the sake of expression-equally true of the drama. as
of painting and sculpture. No poem touches the
human heart unless it touches the universal. It
must, at some point, move in unison with the great
ebb and flow of things. The same is true of the
play, of a piece of music, or a statue. I think that
all real artists, in all departments, touch the universal, and when they do the result is good; but the
result need not hav been a. consideration. There is
an old story that at first there was a temple erected
upon the earth by God himself; that afterward this
temple was shivered into countless pieces and distributed over the whole earth, and that all the rubies
and diamonds and precious stones since found are
parts of that temple. Now, if we could conceive of
a. building, or of anything, involving ali Art, and that
it had been scattered abroad, then I would say that
whoever finds and portrays truthfully a thought, an
emotion, a. t~uth, hAs fom~d IWd restored one of t;li.Q
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that people should ignore any other when this one
b · gs them so many blessings.
rm
.
h
Th
There are a great many Free~hmk~rs ere.
ey
were born so, I guess. Cahformans don't need
The New Editor's Experience.
Liberalizing on the religious question so much as they
MY DEAR BROTHER: It has been an abnormally need galvanizing. The religious and ecclesiastical
· h
· th E t. •t · . h'
t
pt:otracted period since you hav permitted me to seat eIemen t IS ere, as m
e as ' I I~ :sac m~ ou
myself and pen you a few lines for publication. If· after the same contr~l and the same ynvlleg~s It has
you search your memory carefully I" am confident you there, and I am afra1d that Freethmkers will carry
will find among. your tender recollections the fact their toleration and their Liberalism to such an extent
that mv last communication was not printed by you. that they will grant to others
will
. rights which they Th
If you· do not publish this one I shall withdraw ~y not take the trouble to clrom for themselvs.
e
support from your paper and let the whole establish- San Francisco dailies are as respectful and even
ment drop. I notice of late a tendency among ed- truckling to .the Catholic church as your New YOl'k
itors to exercise their own J'udgment about what they papers and the testimony of experience will be con. ' .
.
d f.
d
shall print instead of taking the advice or dictation tradicted If .the people her~ a1e not s~m~ ay orce
of correspondents or other editors. It should be dis- to eat the bitter frmt of theu present mdrfference.
couraged.
We hav no Liberal organization here, though the
You can hardly imagin how little I hav seen of sentiment of all the Freethinkers is in favor of one,
N"'~w York since I came to S"n
'" Francisco, but thi's and there is a good prospect· Six. or eight hundred
. ,
was to be expected, though if I had thought about it people came together on the anmversary of Pame s
perhaps I shouldn't hav come away. I miss the birthday, which is evidence enough that the material
Manhattan Liberal Club greatly. Hav you heard is here awaiting the organizer.
any of the members express the same sentiments in
If you will allow me to say it without misconstru.
.
' .
.
regard to myself 1 Judge Goodell, one of your sub- mg my remarks mto an adverbs~ent, .there Is a
scribers in Sacramento, called on me the other day, Freethought paper here of modest dimensiOns as yet,
and said he feared the Manhattan Liberal Club had but with great expectations as to its ultimate size
been broken up, as he had seen no reports of its and circulation. I hav the honor to look after its
· t
t t th ffi
h'l M p t
. · th
meetings since late last fall. He said he wished you ~ ?res sa
eo ce W I e ~· u ~a~, Caines e
would continue the reports of its meetings in the tidmgs throughout the coast. His News and
interesting style in which they had been published Notes" and my own thinklets are presented weekly
for some years past. I trust you will look to this mat- to a forbearing constituency.
ter, as Judge Goodell is a substantial citizen and a
I meet a good many of your subscribers. You
,
great admirer of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
send them the paper year after year, but you havn t
One object I hav in writing this Jetter to you is to the pleasure of their personal acquaintance, and so
draw a little h;Iformation from the fountain of your you miss a great deal. One of the latest I hav
experience. You are two years older than myself become acquainted with is Mr. R. H. Bliss "Dick"
h
1 h'
H · f
C 't
'II
.
and hav been an editor much longer, and I presume B 1Iss, he says t ey cal 1J.?·, e 1~ rom amp onyi e,
you hav met many people of diverse views and hav Yuba county, away back m the S1erras. I take It he
found it necessary to agree mainly with them all. I is a sort of miner-in-chief there. He is a man of
think I am doing pretty well in that direction my- magnificent proportions, measuring something like
Self' but I Would ll'ke to 1'nqui're what course you pur- a fathom around the
. shoulders' and has
. that hearty
. . '
sue when your harmonious communings with an anti- open way about h1m that you read of m descnptwns
smoker hav brought him almost to the subscribing of ·the typical miner. He commissioned me to tell
point, and a jovial patron enters and · offers you a you that if you ever come his way you will find his
fifteen-cent cigar. Supposing you hav J'ust agreed latchstring where you can get hold of it.
•
. . . .
· h
S ·h
t
w1th a Prohlbitwmst that the saloona must go, and . An.oth.er IS T .omas Beeson mit · J:!.e h~s spen
a jolly German interrupts the proceedings by inviting h1s lJfe m the mmes, and came near losmg It there.
you to join him in a glass of beer, "steam oder lager?" . Injuries he received hav shattered and bent and
You may communicate the information. here sought warped and half paralyzed him, but his brain and
·
·
. . h t
· th ·
1
't'
G
T B
m a letter marked personal, and I Will not pubhsh It. ear are m
eir norma P~Sl Ion. · eo. · ruce,
San Francisco, whence I send you this, is a city of the temperance man, says he noted a street preacher,
considerable religious laxity. Sabbath observance is not long since, talk~ng to a crowd on a corner, but
not compulsory, as in New York, and the theaters over on the oppos1t corner was Thomas Beeson
. t th .
1
S d
.
'th t th Smith TRUTH SEEKER in band readinO' and expoundpresen . e1r P ays on un ay evenmg WI ou
e .
'
'
o
.
roof falhng on the actors, as you hav been taught that mg, to a rather larger crowd, the law and gospel of
it would do. Churches pay taxes. The other day Freethought.
Perhaps I hav lost a good deal of fun this winter
counsel in a law suit inquired of the jury how many
attended church and I believe eleven of the good by not being in the East to enjoy vour roystering
·
·
bl'
d
· t h t
h' ·b t I h
'
men and true owned up to never domg such a thmg.
1zzar s that pam t e own w Ite, u
av seen
When I was in Maine a few years ago I met a lady your papers with two-column scare heads and !\1ll
from this state who was a member of a Good Tern- satisfied. Your New York journals take advantage
plars' lodge. It was told me that when the committee of ~mall eyent~ ~o build a sensation upon. We had
examined her as to her eligibility for initiation they a mce hair-r1usmg earthquake here two weeks ago
inquired concerning her knowledge of a deity. She and our dailies said noth~ng about it. When a real
replied that she was recently from California and had estate boom is on, somethmg more than a.mere local
not yet formed a thorough acquaintance with Eastern seismic disturbance is required to divert attention
residents. She did not know what they had in the from business.
Aroostook in the way of deities, but out here they
I am several tho11;sand miles away from THE TRUTH
were scarce when she left. Such is still the case. SEEKER office, but am often with the boys in the light
This reminds. me that a pamphlet by Secretary and bright composing-room, and see the familiar
Stevens has just been published called, "God in th'e "forms," as it were. I see Stevens tapping around
State." A man who saw the title bought it at once. the stone, Colby making eccentric and apparently
He bad not previously heard that God was in the unnecessary marks on the proofs, Mellis groaning
state, and he wanted to know what part of it he had over a " take" of long primer, Blake snatching the
located in. He expressed no surprise that the deitv type from his case, and looking forward to four
had chosen this coast as a residence.
" tigures in Saturday's bill, and the rest with contracted
You are probably aware that there are sections of brows studying the quirks and. turnings of their
the country where the residents entertain feeliiigs of manuscript. I attend again the little parties at the
local pride. You hav doubtless observed conspicuous Society's parlors and see all the faces there, Dr. Foote
instances of patriotism. People in many places hav head and shoulders above the rest, Brother Eckbard
an affection for their home, but you will hav to come walking through the Virginia reel with stately
West to see the flower of this affection in perennial motion, Philosopher King lost in the wilderness of
bloom. It does not manifest itself here as a mere the Saratoga Lancers-the room full of girls and
sentiment. It is a sacred Cause, which each individual melody and laughter and light. And sometimes I
citizen will raise his voice and his hand to defend. find myself once more up in your editorial room,
The" glorious climate of Californy" is no joke. It resting my elbow upon your desk and stretching out
is an institution to be respected like the law and the an inky and black-leaded hand for copy. And as the
Constitution. I suppose there are here three answer sometimes came then, "No more to-night," I
hundred days of beautiful weather in every year, two take your words to close this long letter with. No
hundred of them, perhaps, in succession. And yet more to-night.
But yours always,
as one cloudless dawn succeeds another with a
GEo. E. MacDONALD.
persistence that would almost suggest monotony, the
504 Kearny st., San Francisco, Gal.
resident rises to remark to another resident that we
[A SECRET IMPARTED.-Dear B1·otlter: Trusting to your
are having fine weather and that this is the climate promis not to print the information I giv you, I will tell you
for him. When he sits in his open door and reads of ho:v we manage things here when the dilemma you ~e.
d .
.
. scr1be falls upon us. You know that the tendency of Insnows t orms an d b hzzar s m the East he IS lost m dustry in this century is toward a division of labor. Foramazement that peoplfl should elect to risk their lives merly, a shoemaker took a hide from the tannery and made
by remaining longer in such a dangerous country. a pair of shoes complete, all by himself. Now, some score
And his admiration for local climate is not without of workmen are employed on a pRir of shoe~. each making a
reason. The weather is all-pervas·
y
b
part. In the newspaper office,. too, where I ~earned how to
.
. . IV.
ou ecome wash rollers, set type, and, when the proprietor was out,
perme.ated and Impressed With It. It attracts your take subscriptions gracefully, as though I were doing the roan
attention, and you pause to view and ·contemplate-it a favor by receiving his money, the editor was his own foreas though it were a landscape. It asserts itself and ~an, clerk, stone-band, .proofrell:der, reporter, cashier, buswill not be overlooked. It is what D M B
tt mess manager, and occasw~ally b1s own typesetter an~ pres~II t t 1
d •t
d . . · · e~~e
man. You remember Julms Morse, don't you, with his
wo.uld Cl\ a U e ary ei y, an . It ~s :not surpnsm~ limber knees 1 large, round spectacles, and piety of the Epiii!-

flommnnications.

1888.
J copalian. stripe? But times hav chang~d since t~e~, and,
conformmg to the stern law .of evolutiOn, th~ prtn~mg of
even a great moral paper, the b1ggest and best Liberal JOurnal
in the world, is accomplished by a division of labor. Lurking somewhere in the gray matter of your young editorial
~rain there is do1fbtless a vision of that printing offic~ up
m 1'!"ew Hampshire, where one of the partners Is a
heretic, takes THE TRUTH SEEKER and FreetTurught, holds
office among the Odd Fellows and a commission aslieutenant of the militia company, while the other one belongs to
the most .popular church, teaches a class in Sunday-school,
attends church picnics and agrees with the. ministers of all
deno~inations. The _first gets all the printi.ng of the worldly
and Wicked ones, while the latter gathers m the patronage
of the saints. The scheme works well· I hav admired it
often, though the wicked partner, who is your and my friend,
assures me that t~e pious work doesn't pay-the church folks
are su<:h pr_of~ssional beggars, he says, that they expect to
get their prmhng done below cost. I bav known them to
get a whole edition of a pamphlet for less than THE TRUTH
SmtKER pays the compositor. But his partner expects to
get his reward above, and as the articles of copartnership
call ~or an equal division of profit, I don't see hut that the
herellc
bas got
~e saved. anywa:y. The. treas?re.s these two
young men
are to
laymg
up m unpaid-for JOb prmtmg for the
churches will amount to an enormous sum. Well, that's the
way Mr. Somerby and I work it between the Prohibitionists
and the anti-tobacco !olks, and the j?IIY souls who follow
th~ example ?~ Old Km~ Cole. I believe the~e are no ~wo
pomts of political or soCial economy upon which the Ed1tor
and Business Manager of THE TRUTH SEEKER agree. But
yon lmow how harmoniously we get along, illustrating
the ecumenical council motto, In di~e!s.ity.there is u~ity, or
words to that ~ffect. Wh~~ a Prohibltwmst comes m and
wants to subscribe on conditiOn that we make the paper an
annex to the Vqice, he is got into a corner by the B. M., who
agrees thoroughly with all :he says, and then takes his subscription without a wink. I keep out of sight. But if that
!ntending supporter comes in shoutinjS high lic~nse, ?e!l~~n~
mg all when
sumptuary
laws,and
and resist
s'Yearmg
Will any
drmk
em
lager"
he pleases,
to thehedeath
attempt
to circumscribe his personal liberty, he is directed to the
editorial sanctum, where he meets a warm welcome, but gets
water to drink. The non-smoker, too, tar!ies below, b?ys
books, an~ fincls a re~~:dy re~ponse to all h1s condemnatiOn
of the VIle weed which picks your pocket, burns your
clothes, and makes a chimney of your nose. Parenthetically,
I may remark that the poet who penned that must hav
meant cigaret-smokers. Who ever knew a ci11:ar-smoker to
i~bale powdered hydrocarbon gas and exha!e it .through
his
nose?
w.hen
some
merryof compam?n
MeArthur
sendsBut
to this
office
a bundle
manuscript, hk~
laid flat,
and express paid, accompanied by a box of Perfectos, Cuban
.made, the whole tout ensemblage, as it were, gets up to the
edi~ori!l-1 rooms wit~ no hindrance ~o spea~ of. The manuscn.pt Is carefully laid on a ~road wmdow-sill. If you search
the mner recesses of your mmd you can guess what becomes
of the Perfectos.
I advise you to likewise divide your labor with Mr. Putnam. ~et h!m si~n t~e pledge not to. use any of the wine.
s? plentiful m Cahforma, and solemnly swear not to smoke
mgars. Then you can be happy, for all the naughty but
good things will fall to you, and you can use them with a
clear conscience, knowing how much you are contributing
to Mr .. Putnam's we!fare. The. cigar.s you smoke >;ill not
hurt h11!1, and the W!fi~ ~ou drm~ WI~l not make h1s nose
red, while, perha.ps, If It IS good, !t will save you from an
attack of dyspepsia. The scheme iS a great one, and to put
it in successful operation it is only necessary to get the consent of Mr. Putnam. Try it.
~eturn, please, my thanks to a!!- THE T;mTH SEEKER subscribers y~u meet 'Yho send their comphmen~s here. Tell
them that if they Will come to New York I will take them
up to Central park and show them the obelisk.
Yours always,
YouR ELDER BRoTHER.]

Cremation.
In 1874, in the Contemporary Review, Sir Henry
Thompson wrote an able article in favor of cremation as a sanitary precaution against the propagation
of disease. It attracted great attention, and was
translated into several languages. He received in
six months eight hundred letters asking for information, and showing great interest in the matter. After
fourteen years of silence, though not of lessening
interest, he again comes forward with another interesting article on the same subject. This time it is
published in the Nineteenth Century.
But modern reaction in favor of cremation commenced before 187 4. It started in Italy as early as
1866, and Gorini, the able engineer who constructed
the best furnaces and retorts for effectiv cremation,
commenced practical work for carrying out the ideas
then being advocated. The French followed next
after the Italians, and in 1874 a cremation society
was formed in London, of which Sir Henry Thompson was elected president. It was founded upon
this declaration: "We disapprove the present custom
of burying the dead, and desire to substitute some
mode which shall rapidly dissolve the body into its
component elements by a process which cannot offend
the living, and shall render the remains absolutely
innocuous. Until some better method is devised we
desire to adopt that usually known as cremation."
Owing, perhaps, largely to questions of its lawfulness, which seem to be absurd, a furnace and apparatus were not completed until 1878. Ridiculous
official opposition having confronted the movement
in 1880, Sir Spenser Wells laid the subject before
the annual meeting of the British Medical Association, and obtained its unqualified approval. Lively
agitation was carried on by essays, articles in journals, and lectures. Meanwhile cremation was going
on in Dresden, Milan, Lodi, Cremona, Brescia, Padua, V arese, and Rome. At Gotha, Germany, cremation has been largely employed. Cremation societies,
some with numerous members, hav been formed in
other countries-Denmark, Belgium, Switzerland,
Holland, Sweden, and Nor way. Besides our own
"Uniteq Stl!!tea Orew3tiou Company (liU}ited)t h(lr~
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in New 'York city, there are many in the United
States. In Austria the subject has been brought before the legislature by bill. In Paris a crematory has
been constructed under the direction of the municipal council.
Burial of the body means its putrefaction, sometimes protracted for several years, and the inevitable
dissemination of innumerable germs of fatal disease.
When disease and death hav been caused by bacteria
or microbes, the putrefaction does not destroy; but
propagates, these ·pestilential germs. Cremation
means the speedy disintegration of the body by a
process so rational, philosophic, esthetic, and poetic
that it has been said to be actually "fascinating."
All germs are absolutely destroyed, the heat of the
retorts being 1,500° Fahrenheit.But this brief article is intended to be historical, so
far as it goes, rather than scientific or philosophical.
I hav attempted this other way of treating the subject in anothfor.place, but still I would suggest that
there is philcsophy in history for those who are philosophically or rationally inclined, and 'Vi ho will take
the pains to find it. History, as well as observation,
furnishes us with facts or data for reasoning with, or
about, or upon, and "reason superadded to sense" is
what makes science or philosophy.
I am largely indebted to Sir Henry Thompson for
the matter of this paper.
W. M. BoucHER.
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one word to the Lord, pro or con, but dusting on the being, "side pardner," so to speak; and the "in·
instant, the Lord never opening his mouth but let- spired" scribe who wrote it should hav been well
ting him skip.
'
taken care of-had he been "took," as was Enoch,
You all know what followed, who hav read that he had not been overpaid to the extent of a farthing
wonderful story of the gulping of Jonah by the -but what of the "inspired" fallers who wrote the
"great fish prepared by the Lord"-it has long been Lord down a monster?
The memory of Jonah is not a fragrant, but desupl?,osed, by thoughtless people, that this " great
fish w:as a whale, but a whale can't swallow a man cidedly a malodorous one. Nobody wants any Jonah
or even a twelve-year-old, or anything else of the in his, particularly on a fishing excursion. Adieu,
S1 SLoKuM.
size, his throat not being built that way. My own Jonah, adieu. Selah !
opinion is that the "great fish" was an exaggerated
Rivalry in Crime.
cod or · sculpin, the swallowing capacity of either
of which specimens is most enormous, even in a norTo THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Your
mal state. However, it doesn't really matter whether extract, "Rivalry in Crime," from a Dublin "religit was a whale, cod, or sculpin, Jonah was "swal- ious" newspaper, professes to argue that Protestantlowed," 8'1 we know, and that settles it.
ism has a healthier influence on reformatory training
Having been so "providentially" saved from a and home life than Catholicism. Your appropriate
watery grave, and feeling mighty cheap at the heading suggests that you clip, not to enforce the
thought of the Lord's helping hand having been put opinion of the Dublin editor, but to show how these
forth in his behalf in a moment of extreme peril, Christians love one another. I hav no concern with
and that, too, after the scurvy trick he had played the rivalry of tweedledee with tweedledum, but, dehim, Jonah graciously allowed himself to be per- spite an Anglicized cognomen, I am a man of Gaelic
suaded by the Lord to go to Nineveh and " cry race, so allow me to deal with the instance.
against it," and went, but transcended the Lord's inThe instance is that of the appalling immorality
structions by giving it out that in forty days the jig among the Roman Catholic Irish girls of Liverpool
would be up, unconditionally, with no rebate for and London. For the purposes of this letter it is
spasms of righteousness previously before, when conceded to be the truth. As a fact, it is largely the
Jahveh would jump in on them. Think of the gall truth, though perhap~ not quite so black as th.e re~
of him, when the Lord hadn't named any time when erend editor paints It. But the worse he pamts It
he would shut down on the dance, and had not irrev- the worse he shows his inhuman politico-religious
Jonah.
ocably decided -to do so, being willing to giv the system to be.
It would appear from the legend in the Holy brass gods' constituency a living chance, if they
Their condition is cited to show that the influence
Queer that tberewas trouble in Nineveh, once on a would but melt and recast their brass abominations of Protestantism is healthy.
time, that is, t hf>re was a "state of things" there not into kettles, lamps, andirons, and other useful and
Well, first these awful examples, in their own
agreeable to the Lord. Brass gods, with other even ornamental articles, provided the latter were country.
abominations, and high jinks in general prevailed in not invested with godlike attributes; and herein, I
Statistics compiled by a body of officials adverse
the "exceeding great city," and the Lord felt inclined say, the Lord was square and aboveboard.
in every way to them and interested financially and
to jump on the town and put a stop to all these
Well, you all know what followed Jonah's brash apologetically in giving them a bad moral character,
things, particularly the brass gods, which were an eye- pronunciamento; how the city was rattled from show that the rate of illegitimacy is lower than anysore to him and a maddening inflammation. There center to circumference; how the people all, from where else in what is called " the United Kingdom,"
was nothing that so upset and roiled _the Lord, in king to cowboy, jumped into coffee sacks and wal- if not in all Europe. Next, they encourage early
those days, as a brass god. What a red rag is to lowed in ashes ; how all the beasts even, from camels marriages even to the verge of imprudence, so far as
taurus in the bull-ring, a brass god was to the Lord to kids, were wrapped in sacks and rolled in ashes ; prospect of 'comfort is concerned. Some of their
in the days when his chosen people were "going to how they fasted, beasts and all, none eating or drink- men drink excessivly, but if they had not to resist
and fro in the earth, and walking up and down in it," ing-for how long a time it doesn't say; how they systematic attempts to beat them out of every cent
a number of years ago.
all, from great to small, beasts included, "cried they hav under the guise of rent, they would hav
Why a God of life everlasting and power almighty mightily unto the Lord;" how the latter was touched some inducement to thrift. Just now, as soon as
should hav been so rattled at the sight of a little on the raw, so to speak, and "repented of the evil they sell their butter. the! are ~iven to b~y~ng
measly brass god set up in a household for home he intended to do unto them," and called off his American flour for their children mstead of givmg
consumption-! mean home worship-must be utterly dogs, as it were; how the chump, Jonah, getting his every cent to the landlord.
incomprehensible to those whose perspicacity is not back up because the Lord "repented" and didn't get
They hav been deprived of their lands because
away above par, which the writer's is not, though in his work, d la Sodom and Gomorrab, lit out of they follow tweedledum and not tweedledee.
when it comes to perspiration in the summer solstice the city for the suburbs and Jay down in the sand,
As tenants by sufferance they hav had to pay ren~s
he asks no odds of anyone.
madder than a hornet that has lost its sting; and in cases three hundred and four hundred per cent m
Would the lord of the forest and jungle shake his you all remember, of course, the gourd story.
excess of government valuation.
They hav been systematically robbed under form
mane and roar in thunder tones at the sight of a little · Now, this is the whole story of Jonah in a nutshell,
tin lion on wheels! Would the lord of the air and yet he gets an entire "book" in the Holy Queer, of" law."
Their manufactures hav, at times, been suppressed
the crags ruffle his feathers and shriek piercingly in while doughty Shamgar, the champion ox-goadist of
staccato at the sight of even a gilded eagle of size? the world, who slew six hundred full-grown Philistines by" law."
The young people crowded out, not by excess of
No, brothers, no; ten thousand times no, and I with his trenchant goad, and who, besides, was a
know it ! And yet an almighty God of everlasting " deliverer of Israel," gets but a paltry four-line population but by bad "laws," instead of being able
life is rattled beyond measure at a little insignificant notice! Out upon such invidiousness, I say. To ot go away with savings, as people can from any
brass god squatting on a mantel ! I am flabbergas- be sure, the "book" contains but four chapters, rightly governed country, however poor, hav barely
ted thinking of it, quite so.
and the chapters are short, but it is a "book" for a' enough to pay their passage, and that amount often
·
Perhaps it was the fact that the deluded people that an' a' that; and but a four-line squib for Sham- comes from another land.
The girls of the very po~rest class ar~ thrown
paid their devoirs to these little brass impotencies, gar ! Such partiality doth make me tired.
their lares and penates, in their own households,
In this "book" of Jonah the Lord stands head alone and in their inexperience on the Enghsh shore,
choosing to worship therein something tangible, and shoulders above himself, as stands he in many with ~tar;ation before them, ensnared by touters who
.
something sensible to feeling as to sight, and which, other " books" of the Holy Queer. He is leniency bring them irito brothels and ruin them.
At home the clergy of the tweedledum, standmg
on occasion, they could hurl at a howling cur or itself, forgiving as becomes a God of love and mercy,
yowling cat that had abruptly broken the chains of and proves a most stunning surprise party to the in with the' government and political preferment for
slumber gently binding them up to the moment of reader of the previous "books !" And how gently nephews and relativs, say of the men who work for
the horrisonous outbreak, to going to church and dealeth he with that duffer, Jonah ! Never once doth the improvement of the condition of their fellowlistening to the pratings of pampered priests con- he "wax wroth" with the chump, with reason enough countrymen that "h~ll is not hot ~nough to hold
cerning a God they could neither see, nor feel, nor why he should. In no other "book" does he cut the them "-Bishop Monarty on the Femans.
Abroad the tweedledee whose land-robbing and
sell for old metal, and be expected to worship the figure he does in this one. If he was rightfully
invisible and impalpable one-perhap!i it was this, portrayed in this, he was shamefUlly libeled in the fanatic sy~tem has worked their bodily ruin and loss
and not the little brass gods per se, that so rattled others! As we find him in this "book," so could we of purity and self-respect, not t? mention their pangs
the almighty God-perhaps, I don't know.
wish to regard him. But as the other "books" are of conscience, gravely sermomzes at what bas come
Anyhow, the Lord had it in deep for the Ninevens, " true," as well as this, we are completely flabbergas- to them because they hav followed tweedledum.
Generations of a r11ce of criminals follow because
and had decided to make it interesting for them, ted ; and what are we going to do about it ?
unless they packed their brass abominations off to
Jonah-and how does Jonah appear to the naked of· man's inhumanity to man under the name of
the foundry forthwith-immediately-at-once-without- eye in his "book~, As a sneaking, sniveling, snarling religion.
. .
. .
Precisely the same thmg IS happenmg m England
delay and rallied en masse around the flag of Jahveh, sorehead; a surly, sUlky, soggy son of a seacook
which waved its blood-red folds on holy Zion's mount. from Seacookvilie ! A fellow of infinit nothingness and Scotland with the hundreds of thousands who
But, not· wishing to appear brash in the matter, to his of soul above fire and brimstone~ He was probably hav been driven into the towns to make way for deer,
credit be it said, the Lord decided to warn the brass a " how ling dervish"- perchance a "brooding but as they understand the wiles of their race better,
god partisans before jumping on their town and Buddha"-of the Sam Jones stripe, or the Dr. Dix and happen with their moralizers, to be tweedledees,
squelching it and them.
.
. hue in Lenten seasons, which these do seem to over- they cannot be used to point a mo~al or adorn a t~le.
Not wishing to do this by word of mouth, high m turn the doctor's spleen, causing him through a glass If the clergy who " stand in " With the goverm;11g
ether ·over against the center of the city, from which to darkly look, and view things which from fair to classes were in earnest, they would grapple with
.
eyrie all could hear, he sought a messenger to carry middling run, as black as erebus ! This was the sort the sources of the evil.
The reverend writer you quote from makes ~Is
the warning, and ran across one J on!l'h some'Yhere of chump that Jonah was, no doubt, and, in his going
in the rural districts, a fellow of infimt obscunty of to and fro and up and down the earth, the Lord had living from the class which is the source of the eVIl.
Mr. Editor, if there is not a hell, there ought. to
place and nothingness of sow, as we learn later, seen him, doubtless, and in him taken· stock, hence
be
and the people who add insult to oppresswn
chartered
him
as
messenger.
whom nobody ever heard of before, and of whose
- .
.
This "book" of Jonah should be called the "book sh~uld be roasting in it.
antecedents there is no mention in the Holy Queer,
The saintly Christians who for SIX days m the
beyond the statement that he was the son of one of God," for nowhere in the "holy" tome does God
stick out as in this "book"-! mean as one forgiv- week scheme to get the big-gest returns out of the
Amittai, as if that were quite sufficient.
Unto this yokel he says, "Arise, go to Nineveh, ing, gracious, slow to anger, mercifUl, and all that tenement houses of New York and other Eastern
that great city, and cry against it; for their wicked- sort of thing, you know-and Jonah, too, sticks out, cities should also receive public attention: Generally
in all new countries the landlord has to Improve and
ness is come up before me." The chump, who must but then as Jonah only, nothing more.
he is regulated by competition, but ~n som.e of your
But
letting
Jonah
slide,
I
am
convinced
that
his
hav been sitting or lolling on the ground, got up, as
directed, and-well, he didn't go to Nineveh
a ~·book" was written up with a single eye to the Eastern cities monopoly begets the VICe whwh 0;11 the
cent, but lit out for Joppa, in an opposit direction, booming of God, Jonah being simply a foil for tbe seventh it sanctimoniously pities in its cushwned
·
L1v AND LET Lrv:.
of his. fori the. time l.)hurches1
tbe unma.n11erly boor, not Pl3 much ps vouchsafing setting off. of the nobler qualities
.
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The Methodist Revival.
The Methodists are having a big revival in the
Jane street church, this city,.and two weeks ago
celebrated the one-thousandth conver.sion very much
as the theaters celebrate the one-hQDdredth performance of a play by gorgeous programs and great display of :flowers. The revivalist Harrison, helped by
the Rev. Stephen Merritt, is the drummer, or roperin, of the newly made Methodists, and on "jubilee
night" he had the aid of J. M. Buckley and a bishop
named Andrews. The performance lasted until midnight, and a free lunch was distributed to enable the
converted to hold out to the end. With the assistance of a great many pretty women and girls, bright
lights, almost unintermitting music, and the personal
magnetism of "Boy" Harrison (aet. about fifty) the
Jane street church revival has added more members
to Methodism than any effort previously made in this
city, unless the Salvation Army is near enough akin
to· shouting Methodism to number its converts in its
ranks.
A great deal of self-gratulation over this event is
being indulged in by the church, as though a great
gain had been made. But we fail to find in the
accounts of the revival that anyone has joined the
church who did not already believe in Christianity in
general and in its peculiar doctrins in particular.
No member of the Manhattan Liberal Club, for
instance, is missing, to be looked for at Mr. Merritt's
. sanctuary. The revival bas not added one to the
cohorts of Christ ; the converted ones are those who,
as the Christian Advocate phrases it, hav been
taught their duty; but up to this time hav neglected
it. This fact givs us a · little light on the character
of the Methodist creed.
When the average MAthodist is asked if his church
holds, like the Catholic, that without its limits there
is no salvation, he will look wise and genera11y admit
that the members of some other Protest ant church
mo.y squeeze by St. Peter. If forced into a corner
and made to say whether some good folks who
belong to no church, but believe in. the Christian
religion on general principles, may not also get into
heaven, he will look up and down and around and
evade the query by professing that he believes so.
This revival, however, dissipates that idea; for if a
decent man, believing in God and Christ, and the
other articles of creedal furniture, but not "belonging" to any church, can obtain salvation, what is the
use of such revivals, and why so much jubilation over
the thousand converted? There is no e'ridence, and
no pretense by the -church, that these thousand are
extraordinarily wicked or heretical, or but just plain,
common, every-day folks, most of them young and
with rather undeveloped minds, who thought the
church the regulo.r and usual thing, and were moved
by the music and the magnetic power of the preacher
and the crowd to affiliate with it. The rejoicing by
official journals and creed-makers over these conver~ions shows oouolusivly t.h~t the Metbodi11t churoh

possesses no charity but damns everybody who does
not join its organization.
Whether these conversions will be permanent is
now an interesting question. The church people
pretend to think they will, as many of Harrison's
converts hav survived two. years without backsliding.
The Evening Sun, however, proposes a test (jf their
religion which, while not altogether unique, reveals
old-fashioned ideas of religion, and has the merit of
being practically humanitarian. "Suppose; for example," it says, " that one of them is a retail grocer
who has been guilty of evil practices not unknown in
that business ; it is now his bounden duty to alter
his ways. He must refrain from buying or selling
adulterated goods ; he must not giv short weight ;
he must not exact undue profit from his customers ;
he must deal fairly with his employees in the gospel
spirit; he must practice the truth in all his business
and in all his relations with mankind." These things,
the paper holds, are required by true religion even
more than praying and singing, and if it be found
that this revival is working a change of this kind
among the hosts of sinners who are being converted,
the facts will soon be known in our town even by the
wickedest people.
We suggest that Brother Merritt keep a record in
his undertaking shop of all the tradesmen among the
converts who are henceforward absolutely honest in
all their dealings with their customers. Let the
Methodist butchers who ha.v renounced the practice
of slamming meat on the scales and weighing it on
the jump come forward. Let the grocers whose
sugar and coal is dry set down their names. Let
the dry goods men who sell colored cloth that will
really wash step up. Let all who hav put away from
themselvs imd their stores all adulterated things go
to Mr. Merritt's coffin shop and hav their names
entered in the book of their new life. It is a great
test; we hope it will be applied.

Mr. Comstock's Ally.
Anthony Comstock lectured in Washington on the
15th inst., in the Congregational church. As usual,
he brought forth the statistics of his seizures of obscene literature, and paid his respects to the National
Liberal League. With his figures our readers are
already familiar, but we do not think they know why
it was that the Comstock law was not repealed. It
was because God was with Anthony. Referring to
the petition, 2,100 feet long and bearing 70,000
names, introduced by Benjamin Butler for the repeal
of his law, he said_: " These efforts were so strong
that it was only by the band of God that the law
was preserved. Under the opposition of the National Liberal League," he ad~ed, "I must bav gone
down only for my faith in God." At this point, says
the Post, Anthony "riveted his eyes upon the ceiling and looked like the picture of a saint until the
applause ceased."
Until this week we hav felt chagrined that our
national legislators did not clearly see the abuses of
the law and repeal it, but now we feel more content.
We are not sufficiently presumptuous to imagin that
the Liberals, courageous and numerous though they
be, can contend with deity. A God who could make
this univer.se out of nothing is certainly powerful
enough to twist a few senators and representative to
his will. And before a House committee, with the
Lord on one side and young Dr. Foote on the other,
we should, with all deference to Dr. Foote, imagin
that the Lord would come out ahead: Neither do we
think it any disgrace to the doctor to get worsted in
such a contest of wits.
If it be not blasphemous, we trust, for Anthony's
sake, that the Lord will stand by him in the suit
against him by Mr. Hemmens for conspiring to ruin
his business, in which Judge Barrett finds sufficient ground to order his arrest and that of his coconspirator, Mr. John N. Stearns, a pious gentleman
of Anthony's acquaintance. For the information of
his backer, who may not know to what sore straits
Mr. Comstock is reduced, we briefly set forth the
case, as found in the daily newspapers: John Hemmens, who was dispossessed on April 5th from his
restaurant and wine-room at 50 Broadway by John
N. Stearns, the owner of tlie. premises, as a result of
Hemmens being convicted of permitting gambling in
the place, began proceedings in the supreme court on
the 18th inst. against Stearns and Anthony Comstock
to recover .$30,000 damages, on the ground of conspiracy to ruin his business. It is said that Stearns
contemplated rebuilding on the .site of 50 and 52

Broadway, but John Hemmens and Charles Shirley
had a lease with three years to run, and no arrangement could be made with them to vacate. Hemmens
claims that Stearns and Comstock conspired together
to oust them from the restaurant and deprive them
of the lease for the unexpired term. Several gentlemen obtained permission from him on February 25th
to use .a side-room for amusement purposes, and
they got to gambling with cards and chips. Comstock went around on the-night of March 9th, caught
the party, finding the chips behind the bar, and arrested Hemmens for permitting gambling in ·the
place. Hemmens was bound over in the Tombs
police court, and in the general sessions ·he was convicted and fined $50. He was dispossessed on April
5th before Justice Clancy, in th_e second judicial district court, and now be claims that this all came
about from Steams's determination to get him out at
all hazards. He says that two of the men that
played cards in the private room of the premises at
50 Broadway were detective, one of whom was in the
employ of Comstock's society. Mr. Comstock had to
find bail in two thousand dollars.
Such is the brief account of Anthony's present
trouble, wherein he will probably need considerable
aid. We bespeak it for him from the same personage
who saved his law whereby he once hoped to stamp
out Freethinkers and Freethought publications.

Up in Montreal.
The two great divisions of .the Christian church in
Montreal, Canada-a church whose members always
turn the other when thumped upon one cheek-are
engaged in a family row of large dimensions. The
city has been more or less noted for its religious disturbances, in which blood has not infrequently been
shed to honor and glorify the " man of peace" and
to show how his followers love one another, and the
present division will not improbably lead to such
results. The fight is over the Virgin Mary, as important a personage, at least, in theological economy,
as her reputed son, and it began ·over the proposal
made by a number of. leading Catholic citizens,
headed by Archbishop Fabre, to the city council asking for a site in the center of Mount Royal park on
which to erect a mammoth statue of the Virgin Mary,
nearly as large as Bar,tholdi's masterpiece ori Liberty
Island, in New Yor~ harbor.
The project has called forth vehement protest from
the Protestant population, and Sunday before last,
in all the churche~:~, stirring references were made to
it, and Protestants urged, irrespectiv of denomination, to combat the scheme. After the services petitions to the council not to allow the diversion of the
public park to such purposes were signed by many
thousands of laymen and clergymen, and a united
meeting of the Evangelical Alliance and the Ministerial Association discussed the project in no mild language. The Protestants threaten that if· the statue
is erected it· will be blown up on some dark night.
If the city council sanctions the scheme, as it certainly will, an appeal to Que~m Victoria is contemplated, the contention of the minority being that,
although the Catholics are in a majority in Montreal,
they are in a minority iri the whole of Canada. If
the Orange el(lment continues to predict that the new
statue will be destroyed, it would not be surprising
if the Nelson monument and the statue to Queen
Victoria, which are equally distasteful to the French
and Irish elements respectivly, should sufter a like
fate.
Such, in brief, are the facts as telegraphed to this
city regarding what we must consider a most important step toward Christian unity. The Virgin Mary,
we know, is Montreal's patron saintess, and the first
name of the place was Ville Maria. But the proposed
statue is not commemorativ but religious, and is designed to secure the Virgin's favor and intercession
with her son for the present temporal and future
spiritual benefit of Montrealers, who are, as a mass,
of such great intelligence that they pray to saints in
sickness, and carry the host in religious procession
to ward off epidemics of contagious diseases.
This keeping alive of the medieval antagonism of
race and religion is characteristic of the French
Canadians, who are about the lowest specimans,
mentally, of the human race inhabiting this continent.
The city is Catholic by a large majority, and its political affairs hav always been directed by ecclesiastics.
The "Protestant element is, however, a respectable
minority, sufficient to bother the Catholic church
when questions arise not calling for a strict division
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on religious lines. But the brains of the city are
Agnostics, comprising a hundred or two of the
wealthy manufacturers and business and professional
men. The two church wings hav usually parceled
the offices between them, the Catholics giving the
Protestants a few councilmen and officers who could
not greatly affect the policy of the city. A few years
ago the two factions fell out, neither party would
trust the other, and an Infidel was elected to the
mayoralty for two terms. Now the Catholics hav
recovered their hold, three-quarters of the councilmen being of that faith, enabling their church to do
as it pleases in obtaining a site for the colossal statue
of the Virgin Mary. The Protestants may vigoro11sly
protest, but that appears to be about all the· good it
will do them. But they hav principally themselvs
to blame. They hav never tried to make the government of Montreal Secular, but hav been content to
take the crumbs which fall to them from the union of
church and state, satisfied to let the Catholics hav
millions if they could get thousands, and to see the
Romanists rule the city and province if they were
only allowed to run a ward or two. In Montreal
it is the Protestants who demand the "pro rata"
subsidies, and complain that in the division of the
world which Christians as the Lord's anointed feel to
be due them they hav been left. All of which, _in
our opinion, comes under the head of righteous retribution.
But what an anachronism this whole matter is, and
how well it illustrates the deathly blight which adherence to religion must ever cast on human progress ! This is the nineteenth century, not the seventeenth or sixteenth, and this is North America, not
Spain. Yet here ·is the populace of a city clamoring
for a. public ·idol to ward off anoth~r epidemic of
small- pox, a-ad stay the devastation of floods! Words
are inadequate to describe the_ anomaly. Evolution
givs place to atavism; the world is whirling backward. Excursions to Montreal will yet be organized,
and advertised as the great and only chance to see
the dead alive, corpses walking, and a buried city on
top of the ground.
. The lesson to be learned, however, is that the
better Christian a man is, the worse citizen is he.
Progress comes from heresy;

The President and the Churches.

The Indian policy of the government is and has
been for years a failure. When General Grant
parceled out the tribes among the sects, he began a
policy which has ended in almost unlimited robbery
of the government, and exceedingly limited benefit
to the Indians. They hav not civilized, only taught
religion, and to-day their charges are nearly as wild
and unkempt, as savage and lazy, as when the first
mission school was established. The little improvement they hav undergone is the result of contact with
white civilization, arid in no wise due to the prayers
of the missionaries. That is our belief, founded upon
reports of unprejudiced observers living upon the
ground.
The church critics of the president are themselvs
the impertinent parties. It is his business to adminlster Indian affairs, and none of theirs.

Indicted Again.
We were a little premature last week in congratulating the editors of Lucifer upon their escape from
the unprincipled and vindictiv Comstock crowd of
their neighborhood. Scarcely was the ink dry upon
the advance-sheets of Lucifer which were sent out
to anxious friends announcing the result of the
" trial," when District-Attorney Petty submitted the
matter to another grand jury, who returned an indictment, jointly and severally, against the trio of
defendants.
Mr. Harman himself seems to hav had a presentiment of this, for in the same issue of Lucifer in
which he announces the "lifting of the shadow " and
returns thanks to those who hav helped him and his
relativs, he says : ''As to what shall come after, of
course it is impossible to say. It is certainly within
the power of the government to again indict us ; but
against such a procedure there is the remonstrance
of one hundred and thirty-six of the citizens of Valley Falls and vicinity, including a strong majority of
the business and professional men, and two-thirds of
the city officials."
This remonstrance failed, and bigotry and defeated
spite will try again. It is probable that the new indictment will hold water, and that the case will be
tried, and three men's liberty and property be put in
peril because they hold radical ideas upon social and
religious subjects. Christianity stands at the head
and foot of the business, working the legal levers of
the modern torture-rack, and the followers of the
crucified J udean blasphemer will chuckle and grin
to see their victims suffer.
•
Every Freethinker in the country should interest
himself in. this case, as it is clear that the prosecution
is one of spite and not of justice-of Christianity
against liberty-simply an endeavor to choke
heresy and force the heretics to keep quiet. Such
attempts must be thwarted. The Christianfil of Kansas must be made to pay too dearly for their whistle,
and then they will not purchase any more. Let
everyone who reads this send his or her indignant
protest against this persecution to Judge Foster of
the United States District Court at Topeka, Kan.,
and District-Attorney Perry of the same place may as
well be admonished at the same time.

The department of the interior, which controls the
Indian affairs of the country, has issued orders that
hereafter in no Indian school supported wholly or in
part by the government shall the nativ language of
the scholars be used, but English exclusivly. This
bas aroused the ire of the churches engaged in
evangelizing the red men at the expense of the country, as it renders useless the religious works translated into the various Indian languages, and several
religious bodies and conferences hav remonstrated
with President Cleveland concerning the order, but
to no effect. He believes in civilizing the aborigines
before evangelizing them, and contends that teaching
them the English language is of more importance
than teaching them the catechism.
For holding thus, a prominent religious journal,
of more or less mugwump tendency, berates him
A Repugnant Suggestion.
severely in this remarkable way: "He has lowered
At the annual conference of the Zion Methodist
the tone of the Indian service, and interfered un- church of this city last week, Bishop J. W. Hood, of
warrantably with religious matters in the mission Fayetteville, N. C., advanced the curious idea that
schools among the Indians-with which matters it is the government of the United States ought to pay
simply impertinent for him to meddle."
for all the liberated slaves. "The evils which the
Now, while we are no particular admirer of Mr. blacks suffer from the hands of the whites," he said,
Cleveland, and dislike a great many things he has "are largely the results of the mistake made by the
done, we must admit that he is lawfully and legally government at the close of the war in its failure to
the president of theUnited States, chosen in a proper pay the slaveholders for t~eir property. This worked
and constitutional manner, by a majority of the a great injustice upon the freedmen, as the slavevoters of this country. That being the case, we holders looked upon the blacks as property stolen
want to know whose business it is to conduct the from them by the government, and which they had a
affairs of the country if not his1 How is it imperti- right to get back to whatever extent they could.
nent for the interior department, of which Mr. Hence they feel justified in getting the freedman's
Cleveland has supreme control, and to which the labor as low as possible, and in taking advantage of
charge of the Indians has been legally committed, to his ignorance in every way. The government had
run its own affairs even against the wishes of the re- encouraged the South to believe that slavery was a
ligious sects? Do the pietists own the country 1 firmly established institution, and when the slaves
Are their desires superior to law! Is a Methodist were emancipated it should hav been willing to make
conference higher in authority than the department full restitution. The government should do now
of the government and the president? If so, then what it refused to do at the end of the war. The
the action of the secretary of the interior and the slaveholders should be reimbursed in full for their
president is impertinent, but not otherwise, and the losses, even at this late day, which would bring about
pietists should restrain their anger at having their a much b~tte~ state of feeling between ~bites and
evangelizing work hindered. They hav too much to blacks, while tt would be, at the same time, a consay in Indian nff~irR as it is.
venient method of reducing the surplus."
1
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It is fair to presume that Methodism is responsible
for this man's fall-Methodism and the Bible. . He
might as well plead for r~storing the blacks to their
former owners. It would be as just to do this as to
tax the present generation for the benefit of the late
slaveholders. Before the war such a proposition
might hav been entertained; but remembering all
the circumstances connected with the family unpleasantness of 1860-4, the suggestion is repugnant.

The Christian Unionists.
The talk about a " reunion of Christendom" goes
merrily on among the churches, and they pretend to
think such reunion a possibility. Bishop Coxe, of
western New York, has edited a complete translation
of the works of the ante-Nicene fathers, and by a
series of lectures based on this translation, it is proposed to show that the sectarian differences are really
no differences at all, and that by going back to primitiv Christianity-to the Apostle's and the Nicene
creeds-all sects can accept one faith and unite in
one grand catholic church. It is a beautiful vision.
.A week ago Thursday the opening lecture of this
program was given· in this city. The subject was,
"The Pentecostal Age and the Growth of the Church
to the Age of St. John, A.D. 100." This was followed last Thursday by an explanation of " Syrian
Christianity and the School of Antioch." Next came
a lecture on the "North African church," in which
the lecturer told about Tertullianism and Montanism,
the baptismal controversy and the 'dispute between
Rome and Africa regarding it, Manicbmism and St.
Augustine, the Pelagian controversy, and the controversy with the Donatists. Next week we shall
hav a talk about the School of Alexandria, in which
Clement and Origen will be exhibited, and the grounds
of difference given between Eastern and Western
schools, and the influence of Philo and his Platonic
philosophy expounded. Some time in May the last
lecture will be delivered, subject, "Rome and Its
Influence on Western Christendom," in which the
bishop of Springfield will describe the early condition of the Christian church, the molding of the
Germanic nations by Roman Christianity, the beneficial influence of the church in the early Middle
Ages, the gradual advance of Roman claims and the
growth of the idea of the papacy, and, finally, after
defining the papacy, its effect on political liberty.
Thus, it is expected, will the differences of the
sects be explained away, and a grand love feast of all
Christians be brought about, to the end that the
Infidels may be stamped out. But it occurs to us to
ask, Of what good is all this hair-splitting specuiation
upon the tenets of the early Cb.ristians if the facts
upon which their tenets were based are untrue? It
does not seem to us that it will do much good to
reconcile conflicting theories concerning an event
which never happened.
WE hav thought that never could Jo Cook get near enough
the truth to agree with THE TuUT!l BEEKER. -But he has for
once. The occasion was a lecture, in Boston, on the Jesuits.
He said: "This mighty organization is described as a naked
sword of which the hilt is at Rome and the point everywhere: There are in this country 2,606 parochial schools
containing more than 500,000 pupils under exclusivly Roman
Catholic instruction. In the archdiocese of Boston there are
42 parochial schools with 22,250 pupils under exclusivly
Roman Catholic instruction. New York has 37 schools, with
40,000 pupils. The power of the Catholics has been used to
cause misappropriations of money for public purposes. We
may soon expect the church to use its power to obtain a
division of school funds! The Roman Catholic schools are
officered and controled by Jesuits, and by sisters under their
influence. The Jesuit order is an ecclesiastical machine,
military in its constitution. You are under Jesuit inspection,
and so probably am I. We hav a provision in naturalization
requiring a man to renounce all foreign allegiance. Now, I
assert that no Jesuit can take that oath in good faith. Private schools and their teachers ought to be inspected. I do
not deny Roman Catholics their rights to open schools,
though I regret that they do this. Finally, it is high time
for the benefit of the republic at large, and the Roman
Catholics, that you should secure the undivided supremacy
of the white pope over the black."

The Faith·Cure in Boston.
l!'r<Ym tlw New York Star.

A sailor was rigging Commodore Hovey's yacht, Fortuna,
in Boston the other day. He fell to the deck and suffered a
compound fracture of the right thigh. His superstiti!lus
messmates carried him off to the Boston branch of the FaithCure League, which has accomplished some wonderful cures.
His fracture was duly blessed and prayed upon, and the
man was told to get up and walk .. _;He did so, and fell and
broke his other leg.
" - - - - - the faith-cure I" exclaimed the sailor-man.
"Take me to the Massachusetts General Hospital." And
there the poor fellow lies, doing quite well.
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'l,ttftrs Jroll( Jlritnds.
NAsHVILLE, TENN., Feb. 24, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Why is the Free thin'Iter called "Infidel?"
The appellation, "Infidel," would be more properly applied
to preachers, as most of them preach what they do not
believe themselvs.
J. P. MuLLER.
SPARTA, MwH., March 21, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I nm a new subscriber to your most v.aluable
paper, and in perusing its columns I find lots of good, valuable reading, such as should be read by everyone.· Long
life, good health, and lots of ha.ppiness to Heston. His cartoons are first-class. I see by the advertisments of books
and pamphlets in your paper that some of them must be
. pretty good reading and food for the mind, so I will try
some of them, and if they prove to be what I think they are
I will endeavor to send for others at some future time.
L. H. TANNER.
8Tl!RLING, In., March 29, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I, like thousands, believe that THE TRUTH
SEEKER is the grandest paper published on earth, and cannot
do without it hereafter. Heston's pictures hit the nail on the
head.
I also agree with hundreds of. thousands, like G. P. Dreisbach in the last TRUTH SEEKER, that the Freethinkers of the
United States shall nominate the gra~dest and noblest men
now living: For president, R. G. Ingersoll, and for vicepresident, Robert Lincoln. I do hope that the Freethought
and 8ecular papers will agitate the question and bring the
good qualities of the above parties before the public. Ingersoll's enemies are gradually discovering his noble qualities, and he of all men is, perhaps, best fitted for president
F. C. CRAMER.
of our grand republic.

some Christians. I don't mean that they are all opposed to .felt of parochial schools and churches. They hav everything
reform, but believe I am safe in saying -the most of them · their own way-after their own heart. It is a fair sample of
a Catholic millennium, and I doubt if there is a community
are.
E. B. RIGLER.
on the fac~ of the earth that can produce more infamous,
LEoN, lA., March 20, 288.
lying rasc:l.ls per capita than it can. The boys, backed and
MB. EDITOR: We regret we hav lost a charter-member of encouraged by their parents, will, if they are able, rob you
our Leon Secular Union, Mrs. A. B. Hall, on March 1st. in the street at noonday of everything in your wagon or
She was a fearless advocate of Secular principles-one that possession. Many farmers, when doing business or selling
dared to think, read, and investigate for herself and giv the produce in that part of the city, deem it necessary to carry
result of her convictions to' her many friends. She lived to their revolvers for protection. And if this is the result here,
a mature age, and was a good citizen, wife, and mother. where the sunounding higher civilization tends to stimulate
She was earnest and logical in her advanced views. As !J. them to )Jetter deeds and a higher morality, what would it
Spiritualist she thought immortality would be the result of be without it?· I rejoice in the exposure you make from
natural law. Reason, truth (as she saw it), justice, mercy, week to week of this gigantic pious fraud. · I wish Mr. Mcand love were her guide, and happiness the end. To do Arthur, or some other capable _person, would compile from
good was her religion. She livs in our memories.
undeniable Catholic authorities proofs of the CI;uelty, treachWe shall endeavor to hav monthly meetings this summer, ery, debauchery, and degrading influence of that church in
with Sunday science schools, lectures, etc.
the past, and its designs against freedom and human advanceJoHN W. LoNG.
ment in the present and future. Such a document would be
invaluable in meeting and crushing these wily and dangerous
AKRoN, 0., March 4, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : It is with pleasure that I am permitted to enemies. If THE TRUTH SEEKER wquld leave the discussion
write you for the first time. I am living in a priest-ridden of tariff, free trade, and other side issues to -the political
·city. Our children are compelled to say the Lord's Prayer. parties, where they seem legitimately to belong, and devote
the space to enlightening us as above suggested, I would feel
In room No. 4 the teacher bent the young minds of scholars to
much
more benefited.
W. W. WALKER.
the Methodists; inN o. 5, to the Baptists, and so on through

the rest of the rooms. That time_ should be used in study
that would benefit the youth on this earth. Let children
choose for themselvs, and the churches would be used for
other purposes in less than fifty years. I believe in that
time we would be a mass of Freethinkers and free people.
My reason for being a Liberal is based on the .-Bible, and pretending Christians, who are nothing more than genuin hypocrits. They pray long and loud-then beat who they can to
pay the pew rent and priests.
I am well pleased with THE TRUTH BEEKER. I miss s. p.
Putnam's letters very much. I like to read "Letters from
Friends." Find inclosed twenty-five cents for the A.N'Nu-1jL
GALION, 0., March 21, 1888.
You~s for truth,
L. D. TRIPLETT.
MR. EDITOR : When one finds something good it is quite for 1888.
natural to hav some one to share it, and one has a much
BAsSETT, lA., March 7, 1888.
better relish for it for telling and sharing. My good find is
MR. EDITOR : We wish to express through THE TRUTH
the lectures of Ingersoll. I know my telling will add noth- SEEKER our thanks to Mrs. Freeman. We had the rare treat
ing to their grandeur, excellence, and beanty, but I would of listening to her splendid elucidation of "His Satanic
just say to others, Take and eat, for therein is the bread of Majesty" last Sunday evening. Despite icy roads and a very
life. I am proud· that I liv in the age of the grandest orator bad snowstorm, a respectable audience was out. Our postthe world ever produced. Ingersoll's works contain the gist master, Mr. Dillenbeck, acted as chairman. When Mrs.
of human happiness. No one can read them but he will feel Freeman dealt in pathos, a deathlike stillness reigned over
himself a freer, better man, and a better citizen. To say that the audience. Profound attention was awakened by her
the family Bible of the future will be chiefly composed of faultless logic ; while her sallies of brilliant wit and cutting
Ingersoll's works will not be saying too much. May he liv to sarcasm elicited round after round of laughter and applause.
realize that people in these United States will revere and We hav had Remsburg here twice-all honor to him-but as
honor the cathedrals of Ingersoll more than they now do the an able speaker and fiuent talker Mrs. Freeman is his equal,
cathedrals of priests. Long may he liv, to the happiness of if not his superior. This heroin iconoclast, by her pleasant,
his family and benefit of his countrymen!
musical voice and" sympathetic reasoning, gained the respect
JOHN p. FLIOK.
and admiration of her more orthodox sisters, and from the
EPHRA.IM, Wis., April2, 1888.
MR. EmToR: I don't think another Infidel paper comes to
this place. When I came into the post-office the other day
to get my paper the postmaster said to me," That is a curious
paper." I said, "Why?" He said, "You must be blind
that cannot see what kind of paper that is. We see every
day that there is a God." Now, he must hav looked in it to
know. I told him I was sure I was not blind, but I could
not se~ any such God as the Bible tells of, and if there was,
I did not think he was very good. A God that will giv
orders to kill men, women, and infants, and save young
maidens for the soldiers, and tell his chosen tribe to sell their
tainte:l meat to foreigners, was not an honest God. He said,
"That is not in the Bible," and told me to show it to him. I·
told him I could not r.emember where it was, and had no time
to hunt it up, but would let him know some other time, if he
did not find it himself. As a general thing, a Christian will
get angry when one speaks against his God, and so did he.
There was a good deal more said, but as I am a poor writer
I will not undertake to giv an account of it. Now, I wonld
like to hav you, Mr. Editor, inform me on these two Bible
questions through your paper. I hav no Bible myself.
Yours for light,
JoHN LARSON.
[The texts wanted are Num. xxxi, 17, 18, and Deut. xiv,
21.-ED. T. S.]
GuTHRIE CENTER, IowA, March 5, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Mrs. M. A. Freeman delivered a splendid
Freethought lecture here March 1st. It was the first Liberal
lecture given in this place. Some of the orthodox spout~d
pretty loudly, but many considered it the best lecture that
had ever struck the town, and it will long be remembered,
while all the Liberal friends will welcome Mrs. Freeman back
whenever it is announced for her to come.
I am sorry not to be able to send you a few subscribers by
this time, but I hav some promised; will do my best. I like
your paper. The other world has no charms for me until I
get through with this one.
Some of your correspondents complain of the way you
treat Henry George. I can say your paper was the means of
making a Georgeite out of me. It set me to thinking, and
studying his works for myself; and I would advise Mr.
Denslow to read tliem before he writes again. I am confident tbat Henry George is on the road that leads to freedom,
and I think that if every Liberal would do all he could to
propagate Henry George's doctrin he would be doing a noble
work. Still, I must confess that you hav got to drive the
ghosts out of the clouds before you can hav a good government. These devilish imps are always a hindrance to any
good reform. They call this a Christian country, meanwhile
gambling in the natural elements and forcing wages to the
starvation-point. I would like to take all the Christians in
Christendom and put them off by themselvs and see them
trample on one !J.Jlot!ler. Some ~iber!'ls !'re IiO '!letter tb&n

liberal sale of pamphlets there is no ·question that her intellectual shafts were driven home, and that Freethought has
received an impetus that will be a lasting momentum as time
rolls on. Feeling proud of such a. noble champion of LibWe remain,
JAs. A. HUFFMAN,
eralism,
JOHN FRAZEE,
BBNJ. FRAZEE.
OTTAWA, CAN., March 24, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : It affords me much pleasure to send you the
name of a new subscriber, while renewing my own subscription. This new acquisition to our cause is an ex-Catholic.
It is hard work to rub the sawdust off the eyes of a Catholic,
but if you ever succeed, he generally proves a valuable convert to Freethought, as he has to avenge a long mental slavery. He is more aggressiv than old Liberals, and delights in
provoking discussions. This one I hope will prove to be a
lifelong subscriber to your valuable paper.
We hav had the usual winter revival here. Two Christian
actors, Messrs. Crossley and Hunter-the first one a specialist in emotional preaching, the other a professor in " Christian singing "-hav wooed sinners yet unsaved with much
pecuniary success-to themselvs.
This revival has had a good effect in that it provoked a
discussion in one of the local papers, the Citiun, between
"Progressiv Thought" and "Christian Thought." Mr.
Hunter (the specialist), having in an unguarded moment attacked Liberalism in one of his sermons, was handled without gloves by " Progressiv Thought " in a long and wellwritten correspondence. The discussion continued during a
week, and closed with a letter from" P. T.," who came out
of the contest with fiying colors. The ease with which this
champion of Freethought vanquished" C. T ."has been food
for refiection to many, and can but hav the effect of Liberalizing the ideas of a number.• May our progress increase
until truth is the property of the humbl€st as of the most
gifted.
L. F. MATHE.
NEw BEDFORD, PA., April12, 288.
MR. EDITOR: We must keep informed of the past doings
and present wishes and purposes of that most infernal and
brutal of all religious organizations, the Catholic church. If
ever the natural and constitutional rights of our citizens are
overthrown and crushed out, it will be done by that colossal
enemy of human rights, liberty, and progress, assisted by_
the blind, infatuated bigots who constitute the Gad-in-theConstitution party. They hav no correct idea of human
rights or human equality. Unfortunately we hav in this
vicinity a practical illustration of the state of society we are
threatened with under Catholic infiuence. In the neighboring city of Youngstown, 0., there is a valley which used to
be called "Smoky Hollow," but is now sometimes called
"Hell's Hollow, wand sometiriuis " the Valley of ·Rascals."
~ts imJ.abjt~!J.tS ~re mainl;r Irish C!l~holics~ 'J'hey h&y ~ ~\H"-

CoRUNNA, IND., March 10, E.M. 288,
MR. EDITOR: The glad tidings gleaned each week from
THE TRUTH SEEKER are music in my ear. From afar come
mingled voices of rejoicing for the advent of the coming
reason's dawn. I rejoice to know that in other places our
cause is advancing with gigantic strides, although here and
there the slimy tail of that detestable serpent Superstition
drags its blighting infiuence over the land. It is my sad lot
to be cast among a community of non-progressiv antediluvians, who, like St. Paul, are determined to know nothing
except Jesus Christ and him crucified. Many will perhaps
not believe me, but it is a fact that a majority of my neighbors
still believe in just such an earth and heaven as pictured by
Heston in a recent number of THE TRUTH SEEKER, with the
sun going around. So you see that picture just suited them;
thus Watson has failed to make a point among this class. I
secured the services of J. L. Andrew last winter and
managed to get out a goodly audience, but, ·alas I although
he spoke very plain English, scarcely any could comprehend
the subject he handled in so masterly a way. I am convinced that lecturing to deadheads is time and energy wasted.
If we would Secularize, we must first educate the ignorant
masses. I hav striven hard in this unequal battle with a
zeal worthy of a better.success than has yet crowned my efforts, but with such a beacon light as THE TRUTH BEEKER to
guide my course I cannot waver. It behooves me that it is
the duty of all Liberals to do all that lies within their power
to advance a higher system of education. Teach the people
astronomical, geological, and scientific facts. Teach the
people that worlds are more plenty than gods, and that real
suns outnumber the sons of God a billion to none. Evolution gains no foothold among the unrefined. To them the
clay and rib story, so beloved by Mr. Grabill, is plainer and
easier than the complicated testimony given in evidence of
evolution. Slowly but surely, the world moves on toward a
higher plane of human attainment.
JosEPH A. SHADE.
PROVIDENCE, R. 1., April 1, 288.
MR. EDITOR : I am not one who thinks Mrs. H. ·A. Richey's
letter in your last paper out of place, for I believe that all
sides should be heard, and that is my reason for writing a.
short reply that I hope will find room in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
In the first place, the lady does not seem to hav a clear idea
of what the fundamental principles of evolution are, and if
she has read the writers she names she must hav done so very
carelessly. She seems to guess at what evolutionists believe
and then very nicely refutes her wrong guessing. First, no oiie
that I know of claims that an "unintelligent nature has "
made any "decrees" whatever, and the reason why water
expands with cold has nothing to do with evolution or an
intelligent cause. She says she "finds that Darwinians must
admit that according to their hypothesis there was a time
when the laws of inheritance as they now exist did not exist,"
and that " they must also admit that the laws of variation
upon which the theory depends hav ceased to be." Now, the
fact is that we do not admit any such thing, and both laws
exist to-day as they always hav existed and always will. No
evolutionist will admit .that science is against him, and that
there is no evidence in favor of the theory. He knows
there is, and further that no fact has ever been shown to be
inconsistent with the evolution theory. But I will not only
correct errors, but respectfully proceed to present the principle of evolution, as, I understand, it is taught by the most
advanced minds of the day.
First is the great law of heredity, which is that all things
reproduce, similarly, but with slight variations, their. own
species. Second, tj:te law of the survival of the strongest,
which is that those individuals whose variations are favorable to their preservation, such as greater strength in any part
or more perfect adaptation to their surroundings, are the
most likely to get a living and produce healthy offspring,
and this, being continually repeated, gradually produces noticeable variation in species, till the creature, whatever it is,
becomes adapted to its environment.
Thousands of facts show these laws to be ·at work to-day.
Change an animal of one climate, one kind of soil, to another climate and soil, where it is with difficulty able to survive, and a few generations will show marked variations
toward better adaptation. Example-Southern corn and
Northern corn are the same, or will become so, if raised in the
same climate. Such things hav been noticed times without
number, by many scientists-Darwin, Haeckel, Huxley, and
o~4ers-~n~ in f&ll~ 9~-&n be aeei1 by any careful, systematic ob,
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ser.ver. Both Darwin and Haeckel recount their personal
experience and success in producing new species by the laws
of selection and heredity.
I will not recount a list of what any must admit 1 for I hav
no inclinp.tion to force anyone to admit anything. I am not
a Christian. . It is very easy to answer a theory before one has
become thoroughly aware 0f what it is. " Look before you
leap," and read before you refute, is my advice to all.
c. L. HASKELL.

exhibit!!. like ?ourtesy, accompanying the expression of the
eame with a g1ft of a s~perb copy of the Constitution of that
most .powerful republic,. he has, in so doing, afforded us a
peculiar pleasure and satisfactton. Moreover, as it is fitting
that. we should return to his excellency the expression of our
gratitude, we commit the discharge of that duty to you both
on a~count of your exalted rank in the hierarchy of the republic, and of the personal esteem in which his excellency
holds you.
.
"In f?-lfilling this dut:r we desire that you should assure
the. president of our admiration for the Constitution of the
Umted Sta~e~, not. ?nly because it has enabled industrious
an~ enterpnsmg Citizens to attain so high a degree of prospanty, but also because, under its protection your Catholic
countrymen hav enjor;ed a liberty which has 'so confessedly
promo.ted the astomshmg growth of their religion in the past
and will, we trust,. e~able it in the future to be of the highest
advantage to the Civil order as well. You will be pleased to
add that we will pour forth fervent prayer to God for your
country's constant advance in glory and prosperity and for
the health and happiness of the president and hi; worthy
family.
"Finally, to you, beldved son, and to the faithful intrusted
to your. pastor~ c!l-re, we lovingly, in the Lord, impart our
apostolic benediCtiOn.
·
• "Given at Rome, at St. Peter's, the ~th day of February,
1n the year of our Lord 1888, and the tenth of our pontificate .
.
"LEo, P. P. Xlll."
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merity to insinuate that it was a " clear case of mother.inlaw." .While this may be a just punishment for my negligence, 1t also affords me much pleasure in learning that I hav
been t~e cause of so much healthful merriment, and at the
same t1me the means of eliciting one of the ablest and most
interesting editorials that h~v ever graced the pages of THE
TRUTH BEEKER. An editor's opinions are more carefully perused, receive more attentioJ? from the religious press and
other papers holding opposit views, arouse more enthusiasm
among their co-laborers, and are a more potent factor in the
GRANTFORK, ILL., March 25, 1888.
direction of education. ·They also stimulate the thought of
MR. EDITOR: I will send you a few names of persons who
many who either from lack of time or from indifference selI think, would subscribe if they read your valuable pape;
dom evince much interest in the other departments of a
once. The~ are all wealthy, honored, and well-known men.
large periodical. At all events, I believe that I voice the senlam scattermg my papers around this town, but times are
timent of a goodly part of the TRUTH SEEKER readers in sayhard, or else I think I could get some subscribers. Just
ing that its editorials are one of its principal features-and
keep Mr. Hest?n working those pictures up, for tb.ey hav a
especially is this true of your article on "Mr. Moses as an
world of meanmg, and I think they are better than words
Author." I am glad, for this reason, that my letter received
could bring it out. This is a small town, but is booming.
the prominence you gave it, for although we may feel perWe hav here a famous spring called the Diamond Mineral
fectly free in acknowledging that the generally received acSpringS'; The proprietors are just completing a large hotel,
count of the authorship of the first five books of the Old
and we hav a chance of getting a raj.lroad. Those mottoes I
Testament is repudiated by all Christian schohirs of any
. got from you I am very well pleased with, especially the
note, still, we are compelled to admit that the position occuNine Demands, and the great Freethinkers occupy a conpied by Dr. Samson is as yet a very common one and is voANTON J. KBAFT.
spicuous place in my saloon.
ciferously promulgated by such apostles of religi~us forgery
FALL RIVER, KAN., AprilS, 1888.
MR. ~DITOR: ~ow; me a word of explanation. Mr. Rey- as Sam Jones, Sam Small, Hastings, Talmage, "Boy
LEXINGToN, KY., March 9, 1888.
nolds still entertams discordant feelings toward the brethren Preacher" Harrison, and some fifty thousand other greater. or
Mn. EDITOR: Mrs. Z. Wallace has just delivered a lecture in and around Fall River, Kansas. His prominence in the less pulpit lights in this country alone.
I will not deny that Mr. Samson's lecture possesses very lithere on "Woman's Rights." It seems that American women ranks of Liberalism makes this little episode in his experiare expected to prop up our falling country, leaning on the ence a matter of regret. His response to my letter of some tle intrinsic merit, but we all know, or should know, that
holy clergy, the clergy leaning on God.
w~eks ago does not bring him in any closer communion lectures of this character are being continually circulated at
The gigantic scheme of_ Henry George furnishes a. remedy with the brethren. We are sorry that the brother allowed the instigation of the clergy, and there is certainly no better
for the wrongs of our race. A small tax on every foot of land his spleen to get .the better of his judgment. States and in- way of calling public attention to their pernicious influence
will secure to every child born into the world protection and dividuals are not annihilated by a mere stroke of the pen in than through an editorial, in such form as to be at the same
support in the hour of trouble, poverty, or sickness. Com- the hands of a Liberal lecturer, and it is foolishness to pre- time readily utilized as a missionary document.
The church still thrives on credulity. Superstition is by
pulsory education and strict attention to the rules of polite- sume. s9. Mr•. Reynolds met but few Liberals during his
ness and morality will do the rest.
stay m our City. He was sadly out of joint before he no means extinct. It is true that the church is not as ready
It is evident that monopolism must be sure that its reached us. He missed connection with the passenger train, as formerly to defend her doctrins and beliefs in. public depower is tottering to its fall before the next golden principle and landed, some three hours afterward, on a freight train. bate. It is true that she has lost a vast amount of power.
will be embraced. Is there any well-digested scheme which ~o friendly Liberal met him at the depot to extend to But this result has been accomplished only through perpetwill attract the attention of the greedy capitalist? A moral him the welcome he anticipated. He had to seek his own ual agitation.
Despite all this-despite m~rtyrdom; despite the sacrifices
earthquake, or the dread of one, is all that can save our lodging, and was not as fortunate as he would hav been had
country at the present crisis. The hard crust which shields he materialized on the regular train. Nature was having a of life, home, and position by thousands of brave men and
the horrors of the ancient regime must burst asunder before spasm, known as a blizzard, and had it bad. But two lect- women iu the pursuit of knowledge; despite the bloody hisa new order of things can be established. Disraeli said: ure!! had been advertised, and Mr. Reynolds forthwith began tory of the past-all the religious wars, intrigues, and assas"Alter the tactics of trade and redeem the country." A rail- to clamor for three. At no time could the surroundings hav sinations-despite the valuable lesson the experiences of
road enterprise once saved England. A great principle, a been more unfavorable. Mr. Somerby, of the Times, had nineteen centuries should hav taught the world, persecution
general understanding, a secret correspondence-=these prop- done the corresponding, engaged for two lectures, published has not ceased; efforts are unceasingly made to unite church
dates and subjects-then passed the matter to 0. W. Bomig, and state ; the importance of securing the Catholic vote is
agated Infidel ideas in the time of Bolingbroke.
I hav no fear that the pope of Rome will ever be master in owner of the Opera Hall. Mr. Bomig was to attend to the never underrated by the wily politician, aud leading dailies
this country, but I hav no doubt that the mass of the people further details. At the time Mr. Bomig was absent at frequently devote whole columns to the nauseating emanaregard with silent indignation the contemptible weakness of Howard, having been elected county commissioner for Elk tions from those sewers of intellectual annihilation called
such men a.s Cleveland and Blaine, flattering, as they did, in county and this being the time for filing his official bond and S~nday pulpits, while scientific and philosophic questions,
a. servil manner, a religious tyrant, who seeks the destruc- being installed into office. In all this jumble of unavoid- With a few exceptions, receive but a passing notice.
These statements furnisl1 their own argument. The only
tion of our noble republic. Dr. McGlynn knows what are ables, Mr. Reynolds proceeded to deliver one, two, three
the artful designs of this proud dignitary. Why not listen lectures, and demanded pay. If the brethren of Fall River essential for their verification is observation.
Some of my critics are supersensitiv on this point; they
to his voice? We may believe that the old political parties ha.v not paid him for all the f!ervices contracted, they will do
are averse to religious discussions. The trouble with them
are rotten and r(ady to fall to pieces when we find that the so. This they will do, and nothing more.
Mr. Reynolds reiterates that he writes things as he finds is that they assume too much; they liv in an atmosphere of
only method of propping up their decayed carcasses is for
delegates to prostrate their shameless bodies (pampered par- them. The man, P. Van Hyatt, that needs evoluting, and ideality, and either ignore or are totally oblivious to everya·f!ites as they are) to a level with the toe of a pope, whose whose word was distrusted by the landlord, when the bag- day facts ; they forget that Secularism includes, or should
smile is the leer of a basilisk, his breath the poison of the gage was being held for board, was not in Fall River during include, every phase of human existence, and that its object
is to eliminate error, the brutality of superstition, and the
aBp, warmed in the heart of freedom. Away with such mis- the sojourn of Mr. Reynolds. Van Hyatt livs five miles
chief cause of unhappiness-ignorance.
creants ! If there is one honest man who can help us in such south of Fall River, and had too much respect for his nasal
These critics are fond of falling back on the assertion that
an emergency (Colonel Ingersoll), entreat him to accept the protuberance to poke it into the f11.ce of the blizzard that
was then on exhibition. He was not so hungry for the bread nothing new can be said, taking it for granted that every
high position which he deserves.
man, woman, and child has not only heard of but thorRough reforms are not conducted on any wise principle of of life as to be guilty of any suicidal exposures. Had the
oughly assimilated the erudite productions of Spinoza, Siman
Van
Hyatt
would
ha.v
elements
been
propitious,
the
reconstruction, though a moral earthquake seems often necmon, Leclerc, Vandall, Vater, De Wette, Schumann, Hartessary to rend the iron crust of error. Christians ought to materialized, a.s is his .custom on such occasions. Van Hyatt mann, Ammon, Von Bohlen, Colenso, Robertson, Smith,
had
nothing
to
do
with
any
arrangement
connected
with
this
love every system of advance which improves the human
Kuenen, and many other eminent biblicists. Well, granted
race by a natural process, but they are .not famed for any- episode-Is not In any way responsible for any of the un- that absolutely nothing new can be said; but what of it? If
fortunate
circumstances
that
produced
a
failure.
He
has
a.
thing of the kind.
ALHAZA.
fair knowledge of Liberalism in the West, and knows that it were possible to furnish tl).e names of twenty million more
the brethren in and around Fall' River will compare favor- writers of equal eminence, the fact nevertheless remains that
NAT~ONAL SoLDIERs' HoME, W1s., April 11, 288.
Young Men's Christian Associations are still in possession of
MR. EDITOR : I send you a remarkable letter from God's ably with those in other localities, the opinion of Mr. Reya .vast amount of valuable property ; there are yet hundreds
nolds
to
the
contrary
notwithstanding.
It
is
not
the
purpose
vicegerent to "his excellency," the." ruler" of our "nation."
of partial and unjust laws on our statute books; chaplains
This letter proves the truth of my prediction in THE TRUTH of this brief reply to widen the breach by the use of cutting
are not all dead; sectarian institutions continue to rob public
remarks.
If
Mr.
Reynolds
desires
to
evolute
Van
Hyatt
and
BEEKER, not long since, that as Blaine had his Burchard in
treasuries on the plea of charity ; churches wax fat on the
1884, Cleveland would surely find his in 1888. Of course, he Company, he must change his tactics. He must anoint his
non-taxable plan ; ministers are, as ever, "called" to preach;
will get the Catholic vote, but only that, and nothing more. eyes until he no longer sees men as trees walking-anoint
history receives an icy bath every time the causes of the
Thus we see how apt the newly fledged politician is to his eyes until he no longer sees V a.n Hyatt stand up and Reformation are discussed in our public schools, because the
monkey with sacred things, e7en with popes and "sich." vouch for the payment of a board bill, when Van Hyatt was parents of Catholic children giv vent to loud wails of indigNo bull that Leo. might hav sent thundering over this con- five miles away, and knew nothing of what was transpiring nation-and each wail portends the eventual suppression of
tinent against this Buffalo P.olitician could hav more effectu- in Israel. This makes up our case. We will add nothing another truth-and the Gad-in-the-Constitution pa-:-ty are
ally damned his prospects for reelection than this marvelous more. We are not fond of wordy warfare. But little good adding to their number daily. And right here kindly allow
letter. Alas, how frail the modern demagog I In plainti:v comes of it. We desired to place ourselvs in a. proper light me to offer a suggestion, and that is that some of these
strains this mighty " ruler" wrote the modest Puek anent with the brethren. We hav stood up and explained, and are Rip Van Winkles of Freethought take a few Turkish baths
P. VAN HYATT.
the lying newspaper press of the· country. Since St. Paul satisfied to abide results.
or a thorough course of spring medicin; it might materially
justified lying, and bragged with brazen impudence of his
assist them in getting rid of a superabundance of " innocuNEw YonK, March 23, 1888.
craftiness, and how he caught them with guile, the religious
MR. EDITOR: I desire to express my thanks for your very ous desuetude."
press, at least, has some excuse for keeping the lie up. generous and extended reply to my letter on Dr. Samson's
This condition of ideal obliviousness to facts would be a
Nevertheless, hypocrisy and adultery should never be for- criticisms of Kuenen. I am to a great extent in sympathy commendable occupation for a consumptiv in a graveyard,
given on earth; though in heaven, by St. Peter, this most with the present policy of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I sincerely but as an element in the emancipation of the masses from
blasphemous liar who denied his God, they are doubtless regret my omission in not acquainting you with the object I the thraldom of priestcraft it has a decidedly dubious aspect.
overlooked.
There is plenty of work for every Freethinker. lnvestiga.
had in view, in addition to the suggestion that a reply
·Go for the Mormons, Grover; go for polygamy, and you made by you would undoubtedly interest a. number of tion will not cease because Charles Darwin was a naturalist,
will cover a multitude of your own sins.
NELSON BUNT.
your readers. I conclude thus for the reason that a score or while there are thousands ignorant of his valuable contribuTHE LETTER.
more of my most intimate friends hav sent me tender epistles tions to science. Although Herbert Spencer has written
"To ouR BELOVED SoN, JAMES GIBBoNs, Cardinal Priest of of solicitous regard for my seemingly inexplicable attitude, lea'rnedly upon social problems, there is no danger of the
the Holy Roman Church, Archbishop pf Baltimore: Well- accompanied by voluminous dissertations on the various millennium arriving until a long time after the North Pole
beloved son, health and benediction. Among the countless
congratulations which we hav received from all parts ofthe points so kindly elucidated by yourself. One correspondent has been secured for a Bowery museum. Ingersoll may be,
world upon the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of our wishes to know whether I am trying to "pose as a·supple- or is, the greatest orator the world has ever produced, but
election to the p~iesthood, we hav, as was natural, set most mental edition of Taxi!;" another proposes to "institute a public speaking wiil go on after his grand form has been
store by the ev!deuce of courtesy and regard ~ent by t~e commission of inquiry for the purpose of investigating the given back to Mother Earth. And so with respect to biblical
rulers of the nat10ns. For by these marks !lf their goo4-wlll ef!ect of blizzards on the intellect·" I h b
t" 1 controversies-they will be necessary just a.s long as the
toward the head of the church, they mamfest, and this we
.
.
,
~v een consecu 1v Y
ardently desire, their kindly disposition ·toward their·Catho-, accused of havmg a" b1g head," a "httle head," and "no church continues to preach what. she cannot practice and to
lie subjects. Since, then, the illustrious president of the ! head at all," and although I hav been a Benedict for only teQ.cq that wUich she knows to be false.
Vnited States has, tbrou~h ;you, our beloved son, seen fj.t to . (l.bout two mopt!J.s 1 o11e of my facet~oqs fr~ends bad the te-
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was last on tbe list, at that moment Joe ~as moss rose, invented by an old mossback,
taken with an uncontrolable fit of sneezmg., from away back, to dupe and deceive the
When this was over, Joe left his work, and, unwary and unsuspecting.
St. Elmo, Tenn.
L. L. Goonwm.
lldited {)y Mies SusAN H. WIXON, .i!'all rising slowly, made three very low bows,. and
Ri'Der, Mass., to ttJhom all OommunieauOns fO'I' then turning around, he spat three tlmes
J. Hacker Fund.
upo~ tbe ground, whirled about, turned his
this 00'f'ner should be ~nt.
·
eyes upward, slapped his hands, and said in Maude M. Morrison •••••••.••••••••••••••••• $1.00
.80
aloud tone, "God bless our noble governor!" Ida E. Glenn....................................
·" Between the dark and the daylight.
This was in accordance with an ancient.
When the night is beginning to lower,
Correspondence.
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
custom of the country, and the governor, beThat is known as the Ohildren's Hour."
ONBmA, ILL., April 8, 1888_
ing Conservativ, was extremely pleased with
DEAR MisS WixoN: I will write a few lines
this mark of respect. He was superstitious,
and believed in signs and omens_ The fact to the ·corner. This is my second letter, so I
A Mule.
will not write much. I am going to school.
of Joe's sneezing was to him a sign that he I study arithmetic, reading, spelling, geoe;raA mule was once on Christmas .day
Presented with a wisp of hay ;
should be pardoned, for, according to the tra- phy, and language. We hav a little yellow
Of which nor leaf nor stem he eats,
ditions of the country, a sneeze betokened dog- his name is Tige. I was ten years old
But in a hollow stump aecretes.
good luck to the sneezer ; hence the governor Jan~ary 17th. I will close.
With watchful canine optics wide,
CARRIE A_ REES.
said at once, "Young man, go thy way, and
Tray saw the beast his present hide,
And ventured then to ask him why
steal no more !"
BuRNETT, NRB., April 1. 1888.
He thus should iay his fodder by,
Joe did not wait for a second bidding, but
DEAR Miss WixoN: I thought I would
"Then you shall know," the mule replied;
hastened away toward Mr_ Preston's office. write a few lines for the Corner.. I read the
" 'Tis for my children's use I hide."
"But what if you should hav no child?" ·
That gentleman was surprised to see his of- Children's Corner, and like it very much_ I
laugh at Heston's pictures. I like to read
WHh soft, paternal grace he smiled,
.
fending servant.
'rHE TRUTH SEEKER- My papa takes it; he
And answered, ''Then 'twill do, indeed,
What
does
this
mean?"
he
questioned_
"
To furnish my grandchildren feed."
has taken it only about two months. This is
Joe told him that the governor had gener- my first hitter. I wish very much' to see it in
This mule, no doubt, was pedigreed
Back to old Balaam's speaking breed;
ously pardoned him, and he hoped Mr. Pres- print_
Yours truly,
Such wit and grace, you may depend,
EMERSON AsHORAFT (aged twelve)_
ton would do as much, and take him back to
In its beginning or jts end,
his service, and he solemnly promised he
Is due to some.intelligence
MoNTESANo, WASH., April 6. 1888.
would never steal any more, forever.
That far surpasses human sense.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I thought I would
I1'Wtn, Ia.
'
J. K. P. BAKER.
After some hesitation, Mr_ Preston decided write you a few lines, as I hav never seen a
to forgiv him and take him back again, so he letter to the Children's Corner from this place.
It Might Be Worse.
went to the house and resumed his former This is my first attempt to write a letter. I
There was once a Persian poet,
occupation. Everyone seemed pleased to get am going to scheol here now_ I hav not
Long ago, .
lived here quite a year. Pa and ma are both
Joe back again, for he was a great favorit Infidels and take THE TRUTH SEEKER. I am
Who was poor, as poets always are,
with the entire family_ Things went on studying reading, spelling, arithmetic, lanYon know;
And he thought 'twas very hard
swimmingly after this, only " Uncle Alick" guage, and physiology_ I hav a good teacher-.
That so excellent a bard
You will please find inclosed thirty cents
seemed restless and unhappy, and no wonder,
Must go barefoot-trudging, trudging
Respectfully yours,
for he h.ad no occupation, no work of any for Mr_ Hacker_
To and fro.
IDA E- GLENNkind,
and
idle
people
are
nearly
always
unSo he fretted and he grumbled
httppy, that is, if they hav any brains to
At his fate,
AMsTERDAM, N- Y., April 5, 1888.
And some misanthropic verses
speak of. The poor man grew tired of loungDEAR Miss WixoN : I hav often wanted to
Did create;
ing in the hammock, and really he did not write to you_ My father takes THE TRUTH
And he constantly inclined
know what to do with himself_ One day, it SEEKER, and we read the Children's .Corner
To be hating all mankind
every week_ I hav five brothers and three
came to him like an inspiration that it would sisters
With a very bitter, bitter
younger than I am. I am fifteen.
Kin~ of hate.
be a fine thing to keep a school. He talked Two brothers and two sisters besides myself
with his sister, and she thought it a good go to school every day. We hav a good
But one day, as he was walking,
He did see
plan, and gave him the use of one of her par- school. The trustees of our district do not
One whose feet were amputated
lors
in which to teach the schooL The car- allow the Bible read in school hours. My
At the knee;
and mother want us to think for ourpenter
came, and soon fixed up· the room so father
Who in lien of finished legs .
selvs, and not depend on what the ministers
Must go stumping by on pegs,
that it looked like a real school-room.
and the Bible say altogether_
More afilicted than the poet,
S.H-W.
Yours truly,
LEONARD GRISWOLDYou'll agree.
(TO BE OONTINlJED.)
Said the poet to his conscience :
HIGHLAND HoME. CAL_, April 2, 1888.
"I am hit;
A Bunch of Roses.
DEAR Miss WixoN: This is the first letter I
Henceforth you'll hear ne whining,
The Chautauqua Literary and Social Circle hav written to the Corner. I hope I shall see
Not a bit!"
hav
been wrestling with "The Rose "-each it in print as well as the rest o! the lett.ers.
And contentment from that time
-We liv in the Santa Cruz moun tams on a little
member being requested to furnish a sentence fruit farm. My brother and sister go to
Overflowed in all his rhyme,
And a most delightful, happy,
containing the word " rose." I like to help school and I would if I was well enough. I
Jolly wit.
the young folks, so I sent in a whole bouquet hav b~en sick for six weeks_ The teacher's
-Mrs. George Arohtllala, tn Judge.
name is Mr. Marsh- I hav three little
of roses, and here they are.
There are various families of roses_ For brothers that stay at home; one is the baby,
My Visit to India.
and the other is almost three, and the other
instance, natural, artificial, and otherwise.
four. I would like to go to school if I was
Tamsee went out in the morning, carrying
No one would suspect any relationship be- well enough_ We hav two horses, and one
a tin cup. I asked her if she was going for tween Rose Early and Early Rose until tbey dog, and one cat_ I like to read the Ch~dren:s
milk. She replied she was going on a bug- saw Rose Early at the table and Early Rose Carner_ This being the first letter, I will qmt
ging excursion. "Bugs!" said I to myself. on the table_ The relationship would then be writing_
Your little friend,
JESSIE MAY RoDGERS (aged nine)_
" What in the world are they going to do seen to be of the most intimate kind.
with. bugs?"
Then, Early Rose is ·such an improvement
CROMWELL, lA., April 8, 1888_
When Tamsee returned her cup was nearly on the rose of Erin that Paddy would scarcely
DEAR M1ss WixoN: Here I am again, a
full. They were fireflies, and every one was know it from a potato entirely.
Liberal and a reader of THE TU.UTH SEEKERsewed on Annie's white dress that she was to
The primrose ; why, that's a nice old maid, I see a letter from Carrie A_ Truman, Nevinwear at her party in the evening: Annie was because nice old maids are· always prim- ville, Iowa; she and I are well acquainted_
I am going to see her before long. I was
dressed beautifully, with pearls and diamonds probably the spelling should be prime_
away on a visit to La Porte city to see my
on her brow, tiny ,silver bells around her
Rose rash is when Rose refuses the offer of grandpa and grandma ; it was their golden
wrists and a,nkles, and bugs on her dress. I ll. nosegay, painted rose color, and resembling wedding celebration. My brother George
had never seen anything so dazzling since the an over-ripe strawberry.
sent to Otto Wettstein for a silver watch, and
great ocean display. Every motion of her
I knew a man that painted his nose rose upon receivinl! it was very well pleased_
head showed her pearls and diamonds to be trying to find the bottom of a tube rose_ He He says he will purchase all such things of
him_ My mamma· is going to get a set of silof the first water, and the bugs gleamed and succeeded.
ver knives and forks there_ I would recomsnapped at every turn. The party broke up
Rose marines are sailors detailed to take mend every Liberal to patronize him_
at a late hour, but that very night the house care of all young ladies named Rose, when
P.S.-Anyone wishing to exchange flo'VI'er
was robbed.
they Ci'oss the equator in canoes-the same as seeds adapted to this climate, please address,
MINNIE M_ GEIER.
The jewels that Annie had ·worn were horse marines take care of the horses when
placed in a sandalwood box, but Tamsee, sailing along the Milky Way.
GRINNELL, lA., April20, 1888.
instead of locking them in the safe as she
Hero~ are girls that can get up and build
EDITOR CHILDREN's CoRNER : It is now two
ought to hav done, left them on the top of the fire in the morning when the mercury is months since I returned from a· business trip
Annie's bureau. The next morning they below zero. Then, while John Frost paints to the Argentine republic. No doubt, all the
were not to be found; neither was Joe, the roses of health on their cheeks. a dam-ask children that can read our bible, THE TRUTH
head cook. A detectiv was put upon his rose may be seen issuing from between their SEEKER, know in what part of the world this
sunny, but priest-ridden, country is. To tell
trail, and' in the afternoon he was discovered rosebud lips.
you that I was glad to get home after a five
in a gambling den. He told the proprietor
Some fishes hav rows of teeth that you months' sojourn there is but feebly express..
that he was intending to sail for Holland on wouldn't like to dally with of a summer even- ing my feelings_ Ever since my return I hav
been thinking that I ought to write sketches
the following day. All the jewels were found ing.
of my travels to the Corner, and try and tell
upon his person, and Joe was· shut up in a
Johnny Rose sat on rows of tacks in a the little folks what I saw, heard, and felt,
prison. When he was there a week I was in- chair ; he then arose with a yellow rose be- but a fear that I was by education unfitted to
vited to go and visit him, which I accepted. neath his nose, and now, I suppose, he knows do so caused me to desist. But, if our lady,
I had been in the institution perhaps an hour, something about the rose-thorns.
the editress of the Corner, wishes it, I shall
try and do the best I can-especially if s~e
talking to poor Joe, when all at once I heard
An ancient maiden lady once prayed, in will promis to correct my blunders and misthe voice of a parrot. It said: "Rullo, Joe I faith believing, and with all the ardor of her
takes for I am not used to writing for the
You blasted, copper-colored old thief I"
enthusiastic nature, " I request, Father Time, press: I a.m a mechanic, and hav had to
. Her owner was surprised to hear such vig- my sweet roses you'll spare-" But Father work hard all my life, and so had little availorous language from his pet, but the prison- Time heeded not her supplications, so ear- able time to acquire an education. I hav
ers had been talking, and Polly had caught nestly, beautifully, and sweetly expressed, any read THE TRUTH SEEKER more than six years
their phrases_
Her owner reproved her more than any other god that the fertil imag- and been a subscriber over five, and so hav
severely, when she screamed out," I didn't!" ination of man has invented has heeded the gathered quite a little fund of knowledge
from the many great and able contri~utors
It was visitors' day at the prison. At 4 prayers and entreaties of men_ Father Time that write for its pages. I hav three children
o'clock the governor came in with great pomp touched her roses with his f.rosty wand, and that read the letters in the Corner, as well as
the remarkably fine scientific essays so ably
and ceremony. He looked the prisoners over they withered and faded as all roses do_
written by Miss Wixon ; also, the bad " Badseparately, and when he came to Joe, who
.And that prayer business-why, that's o. ger Boy" is eagerly read, and many a hearty

laugh is indulged in. I shall not make my
fir11t letter very long. If it is thought best
that· I write a few letters descriptiv ·of my
rambles in South America, I will do so, but
knowing that space 1s scarce in the Corner, I
shall await the opinion of the one who so ably
manages it.
Courteousl;r yours,
'
T. LEINS.
[We shall all be delighted if our kind friend
will write some sketches for the Corner, descriptiv of what he has seen and heard in his
travels in the Argentine republic. We thank
him cordially for his thoughtful interest, and
trust ever to deserve his praise and patronage--En. C- C.]

w.

StarHing Transformation.
A very small boy, who had hitherto only
seen his little baby cousin crawling about the
floor, on entering her home, very unexpectedly, found her moving around on b.er feet.
"0 mother I" he exclaimed, "she's walking
on her hind legs."

A Sad State of Things.
There livs in Leominster, on Central street,
a rather nervous four-year-old girl, who could
never sleep unless the room was dimly lighted.
One night recently the lamp became extinguished, and she called loudly for her mother,
who asked what was the matter_ She said
between sobs: "The light is out, and I can't
see whether my eyes are open or not-''
'l.'he Naughty Boy's Penitence.
A little boy had been extremely naughty
at dinner, and had been sent away from the
ta,ble just as his f!l.vorit dessert-cabinet pudding, with butter and sugar sauce-was being
served_ About 9 o'clock that evening, when
the other children had gone to bed and his
parents were alone in the sitting-room, a tearstained little face and a white-robed figure
appeared at the door. ''Mamma," it said,
bravely, between sobs, "you told me never
to go to sleep·when anything wrong had been
done until it was all fixed up right, so I came
down ·to tell you that-that-that-1-forgiv
you and papa for what you did to me.at the
dinner-table."
=-----~~----~

The Whistling-Tree.

In Nubia there are groves of acacia extending over one hundred miles square. " The ·
most conspicuous species," says Dr. Schweinfurth, "is the acacia fistula. ·Its Arabic name
is soff'ar, meaning flute or pipe_ From the
larvre of insects which hav worked their way
into the inside their ivory-white shoots are
often distorted in form and swollen out at
their base into globular, bladder-like balls
about one inch in diameter. After the insect
has emerged from a circular hole, this thornlike shoot becomes a sort of musical instrument upon which the wind as it plays produces the regular sound of a flute_ On this
account the nativs of the Soudan name the
acacia the whistling-tree-''-The Coronado.
FRoM A GIRL's CoMPOSITION--Boys is men
that hav not got as big as their papas, and
girls is young women that will be young
ladies by and by. _ - • Man was made.
before woman_ When God looked at Adam
he said to himself, "Well, I guess I can do
better than that if I try again," and then he
made Eve_ God liked Eve so much better
than he did Adam that there has been more
women in the world than men ever since.
_ Boys are a trouble. They are very
wearing on everything but soap- _ • • If
I could hav my way, half the boys in the
world would be little girls, and the other half
would be dolls_--,-Boston Herald.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
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ON THE
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ALSO

THE

Immortal Dor--ument,
And the National Anthem entitled:
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Price, 6 cts; 5 copies,. 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY,
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Fathers of Our

Bepnbht~,

Paine, J eJterson, Washington,
Franklin.
A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth A annal
Congress of the American Secular Union,
in Chicke~ing Hall, New York,
November 18, 1886By JOHN E. REMSBURG.
Price 1~ oents_
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00,
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J. E•. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per doZ"en. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Bemsbur!l' are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showinl{ the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentianes • the Church and Civilizatio:n; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
·the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
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'"'FAIR PLAY"
for a year, sud see what the above maxtrus mean,
and how easily tlleycan be applwd in every department of human actiVItY. Pair Plall will begin its
regnlar fortnightly RJ?pearance on Saturday, May
12. 1888. It will con tam eight pages, and the subscripuou price will be 50 cents per year.
Send for Specimen Copy.
Address the Editor and Publisher,
E. C. WALKER, VIIlley Fdls, Kan.

N0W15 large Pnzzle Cards all diffAr- FREE

ent and THE FAMILY VISIT 0 R a large 16 t>Rge Mag~zuie for oue year free

to tria! subscnbers. Bend 12 one cent stamps to
pay postage, etc., to A. NIELEN, 112 W. Stxtll st.,
Cmcmnati, 0.
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I'he Vision of War 1
The Grant Banquet Toast.

BNGLA.ND.

Watts &Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.
W. J. Ramsey, 28 Stonecutter st. ,London, E. C.

NEW ZEALAND.

py, Do ·not handicap anyone. Do your own work
and leave all others free to do theirs, Be natural.
Be a man. Be a woman. Throw away those props
tllat serve only to make you more and more help'ess, and stand upon your feet. You can, if you
will only think so. You do not need some one to
do your thmkiog, nm· a despotism to compel you
to respect your neighbors' rights.
SUBSCRIBE FOR AND READ

We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. lngtrsoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
orin ted on heavy toned paper,18x22 i.nobes, illuminated border, large clear t:voe. suitable for framing. The ti ties are:

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

Mrs. J. Hadfield, Market st., Sydney, N.S.W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.

HE man who desires to deal bonPstlv with his felT
lows asksnomoreth&n FAIR PLAY. Giv
every man and woman a chance to hv aud be hap.

REDUCED IN PRICE.

NEW YORK:

UTAH.

Wettstein's World-Benowned,Warranted Watches
and Watchwork.
.
CoiN SILVER STEM·WINDEBS, 3 ounce csses 7
jewels, $12; 4 ounce, 11 jewels, $15; do, 11i jewe1s,
$18; do, adjusted, $22; do, extra fine, a perfect
watch, named " Otto Wettstein," $25; ·5 ounce
cases, $1.50; 6 ounce cases, $8.50 more.
BEST FILLED GoLD WATCHEB, Open face, 7 jewels, $16.50; 11 jewels, $18.50; 15 jewels, $21,50; adjusted, $25.50; with" Otto Wettstem'' movement,
$28 50. In hunting cases, from Sll to t8.50 more.
Ladtes best hunting filled cases, 7 jew~ls, $20; 1l
jewels, $22; 15 jewels, $28. ·Extra fine, dtamond in
case, $8 more.
LADIES' SoLID GoLD W ATCHEB, 14 k, 7 jewels,
tao ; 11 jewels, $82; 111 jewels, $88, All hunting,
stemwinding, elegantly engraved. Heavier cases,
Louis XIV. style, enameled, embossed, and set
with diamonds, $5 to $100 more.
GENTS' SoLID GOLD WATCHES. 14 k, li~~:ht
weight, 7 jewels, $W; 11 jewels, $42 j 111 jewels, $45;
~tdjusted, $49; with" Otto Wettstem" movement,
$52. Heavier cases, $8 to $25 more. Fancy
watches, from $100 to$300. All sent prepaid, and
cash back if not satisfactory.
WATCHWoBX. The best 1n the world. Cleaning, $1; main springs, $1 i. jewels,$1. Can be sent
a thousand miles as wei as one, per reg. mail or
~xoress. Inclose $1 or $2, and I will return free,
All watches and work warranted to giv satisfaction, or cash refunded.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, ~oohelle, Ill.

Hall of Science, Broome
st., N.Y., 1829 (frontispiece).
Theo. Parker, ·
Benj. Franklin,
Wm. Lloyd Garrison,
Abraham Lincoln,

Frances Wright,
Ethan Allen,
Thomas Jefferson,
Rob't Da.le Owen,
John Adams,
Peter Cooper,
James Lick,

E. L. Youmans,
Okas. Sumner, ·
Thos. Painel
Abner Knee and,
Horace Greeley,
Abby Kelly Foster,
Wm.Deaton,

Geo. Washington,
Stephen Girard,
Gilbert Vale,
Lydia Maria Child,
Garritt Smith,
John W. Draper.

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

THE NEW YORK TRUSS CO.,

MIRACLES

The price of these heretofore has been aoots. We
>ffer them at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH ; THE
rwo FOR TWENTY-FIVE OTEt Mailed secure
from breakage, Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
18 Lafayette Pl., New Yorlr.

~ELI'-CONTRADIC'l'IONS

OF THE

BmLE.
A perleotly reliable, aoour .. te pamphlet. Thouah
dnonYWous, it is now known to be the work of W.
H. BuBB, one of our ablest correspondents. More
~h0~~:r~': fgf,.i~~h,~v been sold Price. 15 cenls.
THB

ZB WHI'l'EliALL S'l'., NEW YORX,

Will send pure Quinine Pills, 2 grains, by mail for
75 cents per hundred, 40 cents for fifty. Tonic
Pills for loss of appetite and strength, 65 cents per
hundred. A good •.rruss for S1.50; giv size around"
By JOHN :PECK.
body, state which side is ruptured. For $1 with
10 cents for postage, we will send 3 pairs of our
celebrated Acme Lens Spectacles or Eye-Glasses
for trial; select the pair that fits and return the
'' The miraculous is the impossible. Anything
other two pairs. Send a line of the finest print within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
can read 111 inches from the eye, If you are
Bible Morals. Twenty Crime~;~ and you
nearsighted write us before sending. Write us
Vices Sanctioned b:y Scri.t>iure ; Falsehood and for
catalog of Abdominal Supporters, Skirt SupDeception ; Cheatmg; Theft and Robbery • porters,
Shoulder Braces, and Elastic Stockings
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of for swelled
and enlarged veins. We want
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism; In· lady agents.limbs
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
We
hav
the
sole
agency
for
the
tolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman; well-known Acme Blood Balm, said to be almost
Unk.iudness to Children; Cruelty to Animals; infallible in the treatment of all Blood, Lung,
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism ; Witchcraft;
Liver disorders, price $1 for large bottles, 6
Slavery; Polyg_amy; Intemperance; Poverty and
bottles for $5, free by express to ~Y part of the
a.nd Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscen. UnitedStates.
1y10
ity. l:'r JCe, Bingle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, Sl.
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.
Special discount on larger quantities.

MIRACLE WORKERS.

SHAKER EYE and EAR BALSAM
Sixty.fl;oe Years' Inf!ariable 8ucces8
JrY'" FoB ALL DlsEABEB oF EYEs OB EAne. Im.

mediat.e relief from Granulations, lnftammations,
Dim Vision, Watery Gatherings, and Failiua
Stght of Eyes. Deafness, Drumming, Ringing ot
the Ears dispelled bl' a few applications. Ca.
tarrhal difficulties of Eyes or Ears inst,.ntly removed. Sent the· world over. Box with instructions, by mail. 30 cents.
G. A. LOMAS,
Shakers P. 0 .• N. Y.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best
and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is discussed
under the following heads: Orilllil of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath· '!'he Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
Sunda:y Arguments; Origin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; The
Sabbath durin~ the Middle AJSes; The Puritan
Sabbath; Testtmony of Chnstian Reformers,
SCholars. a:nd Divines; A,broga~ion of Sunday
Laws. Prtce, 25 cents; s1x copies, $1.00.

-Reminiscences of a Preac~er.
A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,
Author of "Exeter Hall," "Heathens of the
Heath," "Family Creeds," "Beautiful Snow," etc., etc.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.

For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
gtrls and a younger brother who were left parentless, with little money, fair education, and much
courage, to make their way thr9ugh the world _by
1wing to Chicago. The authorts _also the herom.
The narrativ is, in the main, a htst\)rY of a 'CfOrk·
ing girl's life and experience in the mty of Chicago
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
and disreputable hypoorits. It is just such a story
of human life as we .should expect Colonel lnf!"ersoli to be interested In ; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
of the rest of the world Price 25 centR.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

The story is used by the author to teach Freethought, to remove superstition from the minds
ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story of those who would not read a polemical essay,
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the lead- and to urge facts against the various churches,
.J1JST OUT.
ing traits of his character and genius, and vin- believing which their supporters will desert them.
dicates hi@ name from the aspersions cast upon The book is an argument as well as a novel. but
it. Choi<Je extracts from ' Cmumon Sense," the serious predicaments of the hero are skilfully
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age used to lure the reader along, and to induce him
of Reason "are given; also, tributes to Paine's to take the antidote to theological poisoning withcharacter from more than one hundred noted out knowing it. Mr. McDonnell writes effeotivly
persons of Europe and America, many of them and convincingly, and always braces his romances
BY JOHN PECK.
written expressly for this work. Second edi- with facts on one aide and figures on the other.
tion\ 160 pages, printed o~ !lne tinted J!&per, Tho~e who hav read his J?revious workli need not
Price
20
cents ; six copies for $1.
neatlY bound, and contammg a handsome be advised to purchase this; they will probably do
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents; so at once.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
cloth, 75 oen ts.
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 75 cents.
Image Breaker. Six Lectures: DeAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
DO YOU WANT a !!Leasant, healthful, cheap
cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washhome in the South 1 Write LeftwlOh Bros. and
ington an Unbeliever; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
· Curtis. Florence. Ala,
1yM
Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts.

'l'homas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

Christian Absurdities.

The Apostle of Liberty. An address

delivered in Paine Hal!, before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, o1anuary 29, 1884. Price,
tO cents. 'fHE TRU~H BEEKEB 00.

6UPTURES

CURED~,
myj:Uedical Compound
J;mproYed
a~

Elastic Sol' orter 'l'russmJrom30 to
90 dav•· Refio.ble 1 eferenr.es g!ven. Send
etamp for circular, and 1av tn tDhat paper
vou oaw mv adverNement. Address Qm
:w... OOlllqJ,IIal\ll1'1llL:dlala !lao ~-

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.

Steel engravings of this celebrated naturali~tJ
12x111 inches, suitable for framini!J_ sent _pQ.B.!J:!.rua
for 211 cents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
tf
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Is a Stanch Infidel and a Successful Physician.
The Better Wall, of Cincinnati, 0., says, "We are
assured that· Dr. Fellows, the eminent specialist of
Vineland, N.J., is au educated gentleman of superior m)nd an.d la,rge attainments, a,nd tha~ suocess in his professiOn has brought him busmes~,
not only from all part.~ of this co!lntry1 b~Jt from
foreign shores. He 1s m the pnme or life ani!
able to transact his vanous professional dut1es
promptly and well and giv satisfaction in every
instance. His references are numbered by thou-

sa:f>~8·Fellows treats all those peculiar disea~es
resulting from indiscretion and ignorance of
youth. Those who are ailipg should senil 10 cents
for the Dr.'s Little book settmg forth an ExTERNAL
APPLICATION-a positiv cure.
FELLOWS
Address
DR. R. P. Vineland, N.J.
Mention this paper.

Pr
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llottru.

His nature was of the fearless and outspoken kind, and seemed to care very little
for the church's hatred or its ostracizing
spirit.
The Society of Inftdels of this section hav
lost a respected brother and a worker in the
cause of universal mental liberty. May he
rest in peace.
. WM. H. ALLEN.
BetluJ,ny, Mo.

The Ninkum Land.
Jl'rom the Plorlaa .Alltgator,

A thingamajig met a thingamaree
One day in the land where the ninkums be;
And the thingamajig, with a swaggering air,
Gave the thingamaree a well-bred stare ;
And the ninknms all gathered around to see
The thingamaj~ meet the thingamaree.
"Your hands are horny, your clothes are old
And tattered and torn, and I'm even told
That you work for hire! that I can't for.Kiv;
On my coupons and bonds and rents I liv.
You fellow, how dare you look at me?"
Said the thingamajig to the thingamaree.
Then the 'ree got down on his marrow-bones,
And he abjectly kissed the dusty stones
Where the •jig had stood, like a slavish thing
Who bows in awe of a tyrant kin.K;
And the ninkums all laughed and jeered to see
The craven looks of the thingamaree.
"We all must work for our daily bread;
Those who will not work may not eat," they said;
'' And whether a man, from pride or shame,
Would shrink his duties, we equal blame;
And no greater difference can we see
•Twixt a thingamajig and a thingamaree
Than 'twixt tweedledum and tweedledee."
'l'was a long time ago in a distant land,
Where ninkums lived, you will understand.
We manage things better here, and to-day
Those who work the least get the biggest pay;
And the ninkums are those who the work must do,
Who must toil and slave, and go hungry, too.
And we neither wonder nor laugh to see
A thingamajig or a thingamaree.

Formally Married.
Jl'r,ym the Omaha Bee.

A newly elected justice of the peace, who
had been used to drawing up deeds and wills,
and little else, was called upon to marry a
couple in haste. Removing his hat, he remarked: " Hats off in the presence of the
court." All being uncovered, he proceeded:
''Hold up yer right hand. You, John Mankin, do yer solemnly swear to the best of yer
knowledge an' belief, that yer take this woman
to hav an'. to hold for yerself, yer heirs,
execyrters, administraters, and assigns, for
yer and thir use forever ?"
"I do," answered the groom, promptly.
"You, Alice Evans, take this year man for
yer husband, ter hav and ter hold forever;
an' you do solemnly swear that yer lawfully
seized in fee simple an' free from all incumbrance, an' hav good right to sell, bargain,
an' convey to said grantee, yerself, yer heirs,
administrators, an' assigns?"
"I-I do," said the bride, doubtfully.
" Well, that 'er's worth a dollar 'n fifty
cents."
"Are we married?" asked the bride.
"Yes. Know all men by these presents,
that I, being in good health and of sound
mind and disposition, in consideration of a
dollar 'n fifty cents to me in hand well an'
truly paid, the receipt whereof is hereby
acknowledged, do, an' by these presents, hav
declared you man an' wife durin' good behavior, an' until otherwise ordered by the
court."

That Badger Boy At Sunday-School.
THE LESSON OF JOSEPH, BANS MRS. POTIPHAR'S
EBBA.Y.
It is to be regretted that there is so much
in the Bible that will bear omission in reading " before folks," except in hardshell circles, as that which can be omitted in the interest of nativ modesty and purity is very
often the most entertaining and piquant portion of the aggregation of fables that are at
once the wildest, we~est, wickedest, · most
wonderful, startling, thrilling, shocking, ludicrous, and biza1·re tales that ever emanated
from the imaginativ gray matter ensconced
in the head of man; but so it is, and it can't
be helped, as I see.
The teacher had read the remarkable story
of Joseph'i! life, barring the episode with
Mrs. Potiphar, which would require explanations of a delicate nature, if read before very
young people, and which the teacher preferred not to make, and that boy James was
at. the fore with his double-back-action pump,
as was his wont.
" Well, I don't care, now ; I don't think
it's the cheese for a pop to take ever so much
more stock into one of his kids than the
others, do you, mum?''
"Frankly, James, I don't. I agree with
you there." (This was a bald-headed bid for
taffy, and no doubt she would get it before
the seance ended.) " If one of the kidsdear me, the boys-was ever, ever, so much
nicer than--"
"Huh I that Joe warn't. He was a chump,
and peached on his brothers. I'm down on a
fellow that'll peach. But what a guy he
must a been, mum, in that coat of many colors, mustn't he, mum?"
"It must hav been a queer-looking coat,
James, I think."
"But his brothers got square when they
got him into the hole, didn't they, inum ?"
"Don't talk like that, James. It was very
wicked of them."
" It was kinder mean, mum ; a whole lot
of 'em onto one. What was them twenty
pieces of silver, mum-dimes, quarters,
halves, or dollars ?"
"I don't know, James."
"If 'twas· dollars, 'twasn't much for a
grown-up young feller, was it, mum?
Wouldn't you giv more'n that for a nice
young feller, mum?"
"James-how you do talk!"
" I'll bet you would, mum!"
"James Badger, you stop, now!"
"Yes'm. But you wouldn't hav to, mum,
'c.os you're so pooty, and your teeth shine so."
(0 taffy, taffy, how grateful to the yearning
female heart thou art !)
''Thank you, James. Your lips speak for
your eyes, I suppose."
"Yes'm. What did old Potifer jug Joe
for, mum?"
" Mrs. Potiphar got vexed at him, and told
stories about him, my dear."
"P'r'aps she wanted to mash Joe and he
wouldn't hav it, mum." (How strange that
the boy should drop like a plummet to the
very bottom of the well where truth lay hidden!) "If the Super should want to mash
you, mum--"
" James Badger, now _you stop this very
instant I I won't permit you to talk so."

The Jesuit Maxim. ·
Jl'rom the Lutheran Ol>server.

Obituary.
DIED, on Saturday, March 24th, of pneumonia
fever, Thos. Allen, a farmer, living near
Bethany, Mo.
He was born on Jan. 7, 1822, near Winches~er, Va., being sixty.six years old. His
parents were Quakers, who moved from Virginia to Belmont, 0., when he was a boy, and
from there to Jackson county, 0.
He settled in Harrison county, Mo., in 1859,
where he resided at the time of his death.
He met death calmly and philosophically.
He had been a subscriber to THE TRUTH
SEEKER for ten or twelve years, and was a
great admirer of D. M. Bennett. He was an
earnest advocate of Liberalism, and did what
he could to advance Freethought.

An interesting controversy has been going
on for some time between Bishop Arthur
Cleveland Coxe and some Jesuit writers in
regard to the authenticity of the famous Jesuit maxim, "The end justifies the means."The following note of Bishop Coxe in the
Chwrchman explains the origin of the controversy:
"To THE EDITOR. OF THE CHUROHMA.N: A
little more than a year since, I had occasion
to quote the Jesuit maxim, 'The end justifies
the means.' To answer it,- one of the Jesuit
fathers in this city inserted the following bravado in one of our local journals of largest
circulation :
" ' If Bishop Coxe can show from the authentic works of any one of the thousand
authors of the Society" of Jesus that the Jesuits teach the principle that the end justifies
the means, he shall receive the reward of
$1,000, payable at Canisius College of this
city.'
" This was immediately answered by me,
declining the reward, unless they were will.ing to send it to one of our benevolent institutions, but referring him for proof to the
Encyclopedia Britannica, Vol. XIII, p. 651,
where are to be found textual quotations
from three Jesuit writers (Busenbaum, Layman, and W agemann) fully meeting the challenge. The article quotes from one of them
as follows : 'F'inis determinat probitatem actus.' This met the bravado effectually; but,
needless to say, the reward was never paid.
The Jesuits contented themselvs with replying that this maxim does not mean that ' the
end justifies bad means.' (Answer: Good
means require no justification.) I had accepted their challenge and given a responsible
reference, to which everybody has access. It
would be easy to giv other data; but vvho
can bind Proteus? Enough; it illustrates
their maxim that they now circulate through
the newspaper statements that ' the bishop
had never met their challenge.' I write this
only to gratify friends who hav inquired of
me as to the facts.
A. CLEVELAND CoXE, ·
"Bishop of western New York."
Bishop Coxe has also cited other Jesuit authorities in the Independent to establish the
Jesuit origin of the maxim; but Catholic
writers object to this testimony, because they
maintain that the authors cited did not mean
that the maxim should be applied in general,
but only to the particular cases employed as
illustrations. One was that of a murderer
sentenced to death who escapes from prison,
and may thereby bring serious injury upon
his jailers. The question is, Has the murderer done wrong in escaping? The answer
of the Jesuit Father V oit, in his Moral Theology, is: "He has done no wrong-cui enim.
licit finis ei et mediaper missa sunt" (For to
whom the end is·. lawful, the means to it are
also permitted).
Another case cited is that of a man who
stole, and gave what he stole to some charity.
The question is: Has he done wrong.? The

Jesuit answer is : " Finis determinat probitatem actus" (The end determins the probity of
.an act).
Now, although the cases cited are particular ones which the Jesuit theologians employed as illustrations of their Jl!.aXim, they
are yet of such a character as to serve also as
general illustrations of the·maxim that if an
end was lawful or allowable, the means to
a.ttain it were also lawful or allowable. If
the maxim applies to a murderer who, in order to escape punishment, brings the lives of
his jailers into danger, and if it applies to a
thief who givs alms out of what he has stolen,
it is quite evident that it has a pretty wide
application to malefactors in general, and we
think it more than probable that the Jesuit
authors of it intended its application should
be general. The objection of Catholic writers, therefore, that the application of the
maxim should be limited to the cases employed as illustrations by its authors is not
valid, and has in it the viciousness of the
maxim itself, and the dialectic evasivness
which has ever been a marked characteristic
of Jesuit morals and practice.
For example : It is a good end to prevent
the exposure of the vicious principles of the
Jesuits; therefore the use of evasiv and tricky
means of defense are lawful. " The end justifies the means." Quod erat demonstrandum.

They Made Joseph Cook Angry.
Jl'rom the Ohicaoo Herala.

A party of half a dozen or more .oil men
from Cleveland, New York, and elsewhere
were celebrating at a room in the Michigan
Exchange, Detroit, last week, the consummation of a big oil deal and the prospectiv
completion of other big deals. The celebration consisted of the rendering, with the
aid of an occasional glass of mild malt liquor,
of sundry recitations by different members of
the party. Among the selections given by a
talented amateur elocutionist in the company,
about 12:15 A.M., was a rather profane, but
very patriotic, parody on the Lord's Prayer
entitled, "The Soldier's Prayer." He got
about halfway through it, when a highly
indignant protest at the excessiv noise, and
still more excessiv profanity, was heard from
the occupant of an adjoining room, into~
which a door, secured by a lock on each side,
opened. The jolly party forthwith unlocked
their side of the door, and extended a cordial
welcome to the stranger to join the company
and hav some beer. "Come in and we'll hav
some fun with you," was the hospitable
remark made by one of the oleaginous party.
In clear, distinct, and still more indignant
tones came this cheerful remark from the other
chamber, "You go to where the brimstone
burns." The stranger, who was a gentleman
of striking appearance and large physique,
immediately dressed and went down to the
hotel office exceedingly wroth. The situation
was explained to him, and he was offered
another room, but he gathered his gripsacks
about him ·and insisted on leaving the hotel
and seeking other quarters. "Maybe you
never heard of me," he said, angrily, to the
hotel-clerk, as he was going out. " I am the
Rev. Joseph Cook, of Boston, the lecturer."
The celebrated lecturer had come in on an
evening train from Toronto. The oil men
continued the celebration, expressing confidence in their ability to " desulphurize"
brimstone.

R-ATIONAL COMMUNISM.
'l'he Present and the Fut.ure
Republic o-r Nort11 America.
BY A CAPITALIST.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
poverty, vice, and crime. It deals with the ~;>resent
conditions of society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossible that the people should be other than
poor and Vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North America, as it will be when
society shall be organized on the _Principles of
Rational Communism. The book 18 vigorously
and interestingly written.

Paper, ;'JOe; clotlt, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Vol. Kelso's Works.
The Bible .Analyzed. "For Sledgehammer Logic unsurpassed."
silk cloth, $3.

Bvo., 833pp,,

Deity .Analyzed and the Devil's Defense. A. thorough analysis of the

claims for the existence of the Bible deity, and
an examination in verse of the charges generally bi·ought against his Satanic majesty.
12m.o, 466Po .• 1.50,

Spiritualism Sustained. This work

goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to
show that Christians are inconsistent in denying the alleged truths of that philosophy,
Oloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1.
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Ingersoll~ a
The Gods.

"Works.

ARGUMENT

Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

Robert G. Ingersoll,

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Ghost!!!" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and Child," "'J.'he Declaration of Independence," "About Farinii!g in Illinois,"
"The Grant Banque~t" "The Rev. Alexander
Clark," "The Past .uises before Me Like a.
Dream,:• and" A. Tribute to Ebon 0. Ingenoll."

Some Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1. 25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
What Must We Do to Be Saved~ Paper, 25 cents.
The Christian Religion. By R. G.
IngersolJ., J~qge Jeremiah S. Black, and Prof.
George.!!'. Fisner. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

THE FORUM.

BY

In five leoturesA. comprising, "The Gods "
" Humboldt~ "·.~:homas Paine," "Individu;.\.
ity," and ".lieretics and Heresies."

IN TBE

TRIAL OF C. B, REYNOLDS
FOP

"BLASPHEMY,''
AT

MORRISTOWN,
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NEW JERSEY.

Stenographically reported, and rooised by the author.

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:30 1'.11!., corner Saugamun street and
Washington boulevard. Lectures and debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

PHILA.DELPHIA.LIBER.A.L LE.A.GUE 257
meets every Sunday in Induatrial Hall, Broad and
Wood ate., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-~ruth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

BACON AND SH.A.KSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write.
The Sonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENllY
BUBB. Price. 25 centa. For sale at this office.

. PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest of all Anti·Bibll·
cal \Vorks.

10 cents. $1.00 per 'doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear t,YPe, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document
Liberals should scatter it generously.
·

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
By THOMAS PAINE,
are in it. It is one of hie greatest .Productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
we see him as the splendid champion of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
and justice, hatred of tyranny and chains, sympathY for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.
courage and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expressioni and he makes grand use of the
Such a :O.ood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, ogic, pathos, poetry, and patriotIngersoll Catechised: His Answers to Opportunity.
not often poured out in a court of justice.
a NUD).ber of Vital Questions Propounded by IBm-is
THE CRISIS.
The many calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
the editor of the San Fr.anotsoan. 5 cents; 50 as revised
by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
ce.n~s per dozen ~ 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3.
Bv
Thomas Paine.
meager
and
misleading
newspaper
refer!Jnces.
.
.
Millions of these should be circulated
and advocates will find this·the model of an address to a jury; statesmen and politiSpeaking of this work in connection with the
Vindication of 'fhomas Paine from cians Lawyers
a elear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
the attacks of the Nqw York Ooserver, by Rob- and women everywhere, a. Magna Charta of their rights.
·
proposed independence of. America from Great
ert G. Ingersoll. PriCe, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.
·Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
:O.aming arguments • • • will not leave numLarge size octavo, Paper, 10 cents.
bers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepaIngersoll's Lectures Complete.
for
ration."
Bound in one volume. To meet the demam1
For
the
benefit
of
our
read
for Mr. Ingersoll's works} the publisher has had
Price, 31i cents.
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Orthor' ·
era who preserve their papers
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
For either of these works or &1!}' of Paine's
doxy," bound in one beautiful volume, in half
T"•I"....,J r\
we offer a new style of binder
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
calf, library style, and containing over ll300
f1N<•~J
made for the purpose, and writinlls,
&oretary of the .Amm:can Secular Union.
pall'es, which is sold at the exceedingly ow
t B'""" ,
• with the heading. of T~E
pnce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.
"
.. j
', rRUTll SEEKER prmted lU
Price 10 cents.
I~ ......~
• o!O! d letters on the outside
Tributes. There hav been so many
This binder allows the open
Address THB TRUTH SB.EXEB CoMPANY.
applioations for Mr. Ingersoll's ''The Vision
ing of the papers perfectly fiat. It also allows the
of War," the "Grant Banquet Toast," that
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
they h.av b(!en printed on heaVY toned paper,
from any part of the file without disturbing the
18x:22, Illummated border, and in large, clear
Parts.
type, suitable for framing, and the three will HOW TO STRENCTHEN other
Sent by mail. postp_aid, for ~1.
b!l forwarded to any address, for 25 cts, or
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
either one for 15 eta.
THE MEMORY;
tf
28Lafayette Pl., New York.

THE NEW GOD.

BINDER

THE T.RUTR SE.EKER

.

Prose Poems and Selections.

•

This

OB,

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In faotl one of the richest brightest, Natural and Scientiftc Methods of
best ever issuea. It centains, besiltes the celebrated "Decot·ation Day Oration," never beNever Forgetting.
fore published, and a!l the famous "tributes "
AND
·heretofore printed in various shaPes, but never
By 111; L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lect- 12mo, 160 pp., • • • • • $1.00.
ures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
AN EXPOSE
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
for and will be aocepted by admiring friends as
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
Of the perversio.!l of Stephen Girard's maguificen
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
bequest to Philadelphia by the Chri~tian
purpose.\ a fine steel portrait, with a.utogra\)h
churches and Young Men's
fac simile, has been prepared especiallr. for 1t.
Christian Associ&·
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
tion.
and std.e, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, elegant library style, 4.50; m full Turkey moBy RroH. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., J,L.D.
rocco, gilt, exquisitly fine, 7.50; in full tree
OB,
Price $1.
Address TaE TRUTH SEEKER
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.
·

GIRARD'S WILL

Girard CoHege !rheology.

TRY•SQUARE;

Life.

A Prose Poem.

Printed. in The Church of Practical Religion.

eolors on board, beveled gilt edges.

50 cent&.

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.

NEW EDITifiiN.

BY REPORTER.

This is the historY of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job SawYer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
SING, BROTHERS, SING.
of human concern, religious, political, and otherUSE THE
wise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just sufficient narra.tiv &bout it to interest the reader and
In your meetings, to make them lively and inter- hold his attention while the truth is being brought
esting. TiiE LIBERAL HYlliN·BOOK contains songs
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes. to his mind.
It is highly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. · Price,
25 cents.
Address TJIE TRUTH BEEKER Co.

The Secret of the East,

boudoir, $1.
·Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

OR,

..;gi"n of the Chrt"sti"an Reli"g•"on
Theo.u
and the Sl·gni"fican· ce of 1•ts
Rise and Decline.

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

THE STRUGGLE
l!'OB

Re1igious and Political Libertv.
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acquire greater political
libertY ; also vigorously a,ttacks the very foundation of the religion of every age; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailing the account of slavery in this country, calls
the attention of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind in America. ThroughoutJ
the work is replete with astounding facts ana
weighty arguments which cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age.
By THEO. 0. SPENCER.
Cloth, 12mo., 138pp,, price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 LafMetile PlaCiJ• New York.

KERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS.
Biography of Satan; or, a Historical
Ex;pos1tion of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
PriCe, 35 cents.

Bible of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

ROMAN ISM,

For sale at this office.

Prof. H. M. Cottinger's Works.

OB

DANCER AHEAD.

The Youth's Liberal Guide. This
volume aims at the. education of youth in the
principles of Freethought, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rights from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Price, $1.

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

Elements of Uuive1·sal History. For

Bl" A., .1'. GROVER.

Higher· Institutes in Republics, and for Self
Instruction.
"This book is just what the busy world of
to-day needs-a perfect compendinm of his
toryfrom2,000yearsn.o., on up to1883, all in a
nutshell. "-Etmina Slenleer.
"Mr. Cottinger's intentions in writing this
book are excellent, and his standpoint admirable; it may be commended as fulfilling it
purpose of a concise and interestiml' ~listorica
text-book."-Milwauleee Sentinel. Pnce, $1.

Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address T.l'IE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Robt. G.Inarersoll's
OPENING SPBBOH TO THB JURY
in the suit of the
Bankers' and Merchants' Tele·
graph Company
against'the
Western Union Telegraph Company

Rosa, the Educating .Mother. "Rosa
is a good book, written by a lifelong teacher in
the public schools of the old country and
America. It contains manY sensible and valuable ideas, much sound philosophy, and offers
several fine suggestions to all who hav the
interest of children and youth at heart."Susan H. Wtzon. Price, $1.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Divine Revelations, containing a description of
twenty-seven bibles and an exposition of two
thousand biblical errors in science, history,
monls, religion, and general events. Also a
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
delineation of the characters of the principal speech that THE TRUTH BEEKER has obtained II
personRges of the Christian Bible and an ex- supply and can mail them to those who desire
amination of their doctrins. Price, 1. 75.
FREETIIOUGIIT NOVELS.
·
Sixteen Savior~! or None. BY KER- them, for ten cents each.
T1u~
Heathens of the Heath. A finely
sEY GnA.VEBo ";J.l;her of the WorlJ•s Sixteeu
written Radical romance. Br. Wm. McDonnell.
REDUCED TO $1.00.
Crucified Saviors; The Bible c..l Bibles, and
author
of Exeter Hall, Famtly Creeds, Day of
Biography of Satan. Cloth, 7~cts.; paper, 50cts.
Best, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper,
'l'he World's Sixteer< Crncitled Sav- THE STORY HOUR. . 90
cents; cloth, 1.25.

iors; or, Christianity Before Christ.

Contaming new and startling revelations in
religious histi.>ryJ which disclose the oriental
origin of all the aoctrines, princip!es, precepts,
and miracles of the Christian New Testament,
and furnishing a key for unlocking many of
its ·sacred mysteries, besides comprising the
historyofsixteen oriental crucified~ds. 1.50.
A.ddresR THE TRUTH SEEKER.

HISTORY
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THE

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
·

Of.Europe.

By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.
Revi,lled Edition-2 vola-Price, ,3.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

All in a Lifetime. A Romance. By

.A. Book for Children and Youth.

Il
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
Over a hundred fine illustrations.
-----------------I
U JU HlSTORYi

ASHORT LESSO11

11

1

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. Its
personages are those one meets with in common life, and are portrayed with a vividness
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to exEect to find, in such a marked denree. even

;g~:%~l~:~t"'aE~nl~~iJ~~~l~ri?/!~~~~orJ

most readers in the Freethought ranks." Price,
1.50. Address
THE TRUTH SEEK~lB.

VOLT AIHE' 8 ROMANCES.
CONTENTS :
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.- Zadig;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-Tbe Princes!
of Babylon.-The llfan of Forty Crowns. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-MicromMas.The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-M~mnom
the Philoaov,her.-Andres Des Touches
at.Siam.-~he Study of Nature.-A Conversation
With a Chmese.-Plato's Dream.-A. Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-A.n Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 6~
engravings. Price1.cloth, beveled boardB,$1.50b·paper covers, $1. Hnu calf or half morocco. mar led
edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
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Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

10c.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

150.

Origin of the Christian

Bi~Ie.

Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25o.

A Masonic Vindication of Right,
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
1110.
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A double-page picture contrasting science and
Gheology, showing how the one has labored for The Outcast. A deep, finely .'Yl'ltten
human advancement and how the other has 1
Rf!.<Iioalstory. From the Londll,';l_ editiOn. By
-•
d •t
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1
Wmwood Reade, author of Mar•Y•domof Man.
The Truth Seeker •
....waYB oppose 1 •
.
ao cents
OOPYRIGHTEO,
Price, aix copies, 30 cents; one dozen 50 cents; T·
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A Story 0 f
twenJy-ftve copies for $1; one hundred copies for
WO I e e JU.l · ens.
A.nr. profit from sales will be devoted to the free
sa. We wish that the friends of Jheethonght would
the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie Butler
ilistribute thousands of these telling piotures.
1 Browne. Price 10 cents. For sale at this office. distribution of Liberalliteratn~e
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ORDER OF

CR.~ATION

A DISCUSSION BETWEE'N

THEOS()P~ISTS held a convention at Chicago

GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER,
LINTON, REVI-LLE.
.

IV. Proem tO Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial.
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V.. Dawn of Creation. A.n Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
.
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Lmtoil.
This is a new book and contains the latest discns~ion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
participants are a guarantee of its abl~ character.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Lafayette Pl., New York:
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!f~ms

of Nhonyht.

VmTUE is a subordination of the passions to the
intellect. It is to act in accordance with Your
On the· Conllict between Genesis· and-Geology.
highest convictions. It does not consist in believCONTENTS:
. STARVING workingmen in Italy hav had a
ing, but in doing. This is the sublime truth that
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Hon. ·
bread riot at Rome.
the Infidels in all ages hav uttered. They hav
W. E. Gladstone.
.
.
.
II. The Interpreters of Genesis and the lnterhanded the torch from one to the other through
INVESTIGATION:S show extensrv VIolation of.
praters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
all the years that hav fled. Upon the altar of
the child-labor Jaw in Chicago.
1 III. P~~~!:~t to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
re&.son they hav kept the sacred fire, and through
the long midnight of faith
VoN MoLTKE is to be
they fed the divine flame.made a prince.
Inaersoll.
A MAN who fancies that
PsYOHIO science is makhe can dictate a complete
ing great progress.
system of religion to the
world only shows that he is
THERE are extensiv laarrogant' to the verge of inbor strikes in Germany.
sanity. Some little may be
done by any honest thinker
THE Burlington strike
-by anyone who really aims
is lost to the engineers.
at advancing inquirv, instead· of trying to throw
THE pope received the
dust in people's eyes. He
king of Sweden on the
may help, according to the
22d.
measure of his powers, to
stimulate the impulses
MAINE seems having an
which are on the side of
anti-Prohibitionary reacFreethonght, and which are
tion.
the best guarantee for a
healthy instead of a morbid
WoMAN Suffrage has
development. It i B no t
been defeated in the New
merely the right, but the
York senate.
·
duty, of everyone ·competent to the task to do what
THE negro's church poin him lies to strengthen
sition agitates Charleston
the fi tfnl and uncertain influence of a sound intellect
Episcopalians.
upon the vast and intricate
GERMANY has expelled
jumble of conflicting opinions in the world at large.the publisher and editors
Leslte Stephen.
of the Social Democrat.
MRS. GENERAL had no
THE Galway, Ireland,
opmions .. Her way of forming a mind was to prevent
quarter sessions has isit from forming opinions.
sued 400 ejectment deShe had a little circular set
crees.
of mental grooves or rails
on which she started little
RoscoE CoNKLrNG died
trains of other people's opinon the 18th of some imions, which never overtook
perfectly un ders too d
one another and never got
brain inflammation.
anywhere. Even her propriety could not dispute
THE English are enthat there was impropriety
THE L 0 R D'S SHARE.
deavoring to construct
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not
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to
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of
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and
of
thy
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:
the
first-born
of
thy
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eral's way was to put it out
roads for a trade-route
unto me.-Ex. xxii, 29.
of sight and make believe
from India to China.
that there was no such
THE New York senate
thing. This was another
that Liverpool fakir that charged me eleven shil- of her ways of forming a mind-to cram all artihas passed a bill limiting liquor licenses to 1
THE
lin's fer tellin' me it wor indigestions, I'll massa- cles of difficulty into cupboards, lock them up, and
say they had no existence. It was the easiest wayfor every 300population. ·
1
cree him I"
•
AN estimate of four ·drunkards to each
and the properest.-Dickens's LtUle Dorru.
1
Ho ! all ye peop'e far and wide,
saloon in thecountrygivsus795,120of thatl
DISCUSSION
,
Of great or less renown,
·IT was finely said by Socrates that the shorte~t
class.
•
Go hide the naked truth at once,
and ~ost direct road to popularity is "for a man
For
Comstock's
come
to
town.
to be the same that he wishes to be taken for."
FELIX ADLER objects to the proposed Epi~-~· FAITH OR AGNOSTICISM?
People are egregiously mistaken if they think they
Conceal the bare facts everywhere,
copal cathedral as a piece of untimely medt_- o ,
ever can attain to permanent popularity by hypocAnd hold the eyelids down
eva! ism.
/ Two Letters from Dr. Field, D.D •. editor of the
risy, by mere outside appearance~, and by di•On every naked eye that's here,
Presbyterian Evaw;eU•t, to Colonel Ingersoll, and
gnising not only their langnal!'e but their look•.
For Comstock's come to town.
FEAR that Boulanger, who has been elected two Replies thereto. Dr. Field is one of the exTrue popularity takes deep root and spreads itself
De uty aspires to dictatorship is causing· ceedingly few Christians who hav opposed Colonel
0 lovely woman I fair and sweet,
wide; but the false falls away like blossoms; for
P
'
'
llngersoll kmdly and courteously, and the Great
In silk or satin gown,
riots in Paris.
Agnostic has used him accordingly. Dr. Field's
nothing that is false can be lasting.-Cicero.
.
t
t th arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
your
undressed
kids
in
haste,
Remove
CHRISTIANS are en d eavonng o conver
e
TllAT venerable structure, the Egyptian conFor Comstock's come to town.
kings of the ceptra] African regions opened
THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION.
stitution, had been raised by no human hands.
Let all the bare limbs of the trees,
As the gods had appointed certain animals to
up by Stanley.
So ugly, rough, and brown,
Price, 50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth.
swim in the water, and others to fly in the air, and
RoUMANIAN peasants are rebelling and dePack up their trunks and leave at once,
others to move upon the Parth, so they had deAddress
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
For Comstock's come to town. · · ·
manding land grants and a share in the landcreed that one man should be a priest; and that
28 Lafayette Pi., New York.
Let every salad, meat, and fowl,
another should be a soldier, and that another
owners' profits.
Before yon put it down,
should till the ground. There are times when
THERE is being held a convention for the
Be dressed, according to the rule,
everY man feels discontented with his lot.. But it
promotion of Catholic immigration into the
is evident that if men were able to change -their
For Comstock's come to town.
occupations whenever they chose, there would be
Southern states.
And for a time, good people all,
a continual passing to and fro. Nobody would
ARE women angels? Yes, we say,
Despite of Fashion's frown,
MAYOR HEWITT has vetoed the resolution
havpatience to learn a trade; nobody would settle
Tbey are undoubtedly; but that's
Do not appear in undress now,
authorizing the New York aldermen to decide
down in life. In a short time the land would be.
No reason why they at the play
For Comstock's come to town.
what flags to display.
come a desert, and society would be dissolved. To
Should wear ~heir wings upon their he.ts.
-Washtnaton Ortttc.
provide against this the gods bad ordained that
"You are a very large man," said an avenue
THE Dahomey king has sent' the king of
CoLoNEL FITZijl\liTHERS, the editor of the Ken- each man should do his duty in that state of life
Portugal the embarrassing present of six tailor to a new Congressman, as he took his meas- tucky Gremed. Ltr;htntna, and a member of one of into which he had been called; and woe be to him
nrA. "Think so, do you 1" replied the M C. "I
beautiful negro girls.
certainly do." "Well, yon ought to see me when our most prominent families, was baptized and that disobeys the gods! ·Their laws are eternal
received into the Second Baptist church, last Sun- and can never chanlle; their vengeance is speedy
PHILADELPHIA liquor men will organize to I'm at home."
day, under most auspicious circumstances. The and can never fail.- Reade's Martvrd.om of Man.
defeat every legislativ candidate refusing re.
STRANGER (on Park Row): "Is this the Mail ana colonel and 'the Rev. ·Mr. Horntooter had just
THE food of hope
peal of the late liquor laws.
Express building 1" Ecclesiastical reporter: •· No, descended into the water preparatory to immerIs meditated action; robbed of this,
sir. It was the Mail ana Express building, but it is sion, and the minister was repeating those solemn
Her sole support, she languishes and dies.
A PHILADELPHIA firm has turned out a now known among the virtuous as the Honse of words which begin,'' Brother, dost thou promis
We perish also; for we liv by hope
dynamite gunboat that will be the most ce- the Good Shepard."
to renounce the world, the flesh, and the devil?"
And by desii'e; we see by the glad light,
when
the
colonel,
raising
his
eyes
in
.rapt
devostructiv war engin invented.
THE Woman Suffrage movement in this country
And breathe the sweet air of futurity,
tion, happened to espy on the bank above the
And so we liv, or else we hav no life.
ob- is about forty years old. Ladies will therefore
1
T HE vaI ua bl e governmen t al scie n t"fic
perceive the danger of beginning their speeches familiar form of Major Blatberskite, the editor of
-Word.sworth.
servalions of the Charleston earthquake are with the statement: ''I hav been connected wit-h the Derrtnaer. Now, these two gentlemen had
I cANNOT call riches better than the baggage of
bad a political discussion, during wbich the majur
ready for the public printer.
this movement from its infancy."
had published in the columns of the Derrtnuer virtue. The Roman word is better, "tmped.tmenta"
THE Indiana White Caps hav whipped and
CH~;lBMAN of_ church socia~le execntiv commit- some rather caustic truths in regard to tile colo. [things that entangle the feet}; for as the baggage
th
t ned several ·persons for disobeying tee: ~verythmg has gone niCely so far, and n~w nel. This affair had never been satisfactorily is to an army, so is riches to virtue: it cannot be
rea e
. I'm gomg down-town to order the-" Public- arranged, so that when the colonel observed the spared nor left behind, but it hindereth the march;
commands to leave the state.
I spirited deacon (from back seat): "Never mind; major, he leaned over until he could catch the ear yea, and the care of it sometimesloseth or distnrbTHE Knights of Labor and most trades- I'll contribute that." Chairman: ''That what?" of the minister without being noticed, and whis- eth the victory. Of great riches there is no real
.
.
Deacon: ''That oyster."
pered: "Go right along with the sarvice, parson. n<e except it be in the distribution; the rest is
unions are resolved to continue working for
SHE stood by the open window, and, as the old Don't let any of them critters suspect I'm a-talk in• but conceit; EO saith Solomon," Where much is,
the eight-hour day until the1 get it.
man came into the room, with a finger on her lips to yon, but I'd be obliged if yon could giv me the there are many to consume it; and what hath the
A PROMINENT Manchester, N.H., politician 1 she bade him hn>h. _T_hen, as the l~st notes of a loan of your shootin'-iron for a moment, as I left owner but the sight of it with his eyes1"-Bacon's
Essavs.
and prospectiv candidate for Congress Cyrus lawn-mo~er m the a~JOimng yard died away, she mine on the bank." The minister, taking in the
. .
.
'
turned With a look of rapture on her face. '' Ah, situation at a glance, managed to slip his six- ExToL not riches, then-the toil of fools,
8ulloway, has JO!lled the Salvation Army.
papa," she said, "isn't Wagner simply exquisit1" shooter into the colonel's hand without being seen The wise man's cnmbrance, if not snare-more apt
by the crowd, and then, by a quick movement, he To slacken virtue and abate her edge
CATHoLic missionaries are about to peneSNooKs: "Yon needn't poke any more fun at the
gained the bank, and tho firing began. After
trate a savage tribe of 25,000 aborigines in Mail ana Expres.•, Bwoks. Its pretty nearly up three or four shots had been exchanged, with no Than prompt her to do aught may merit praise.
-MtUon.
southern Mexico observing Aztec worship.
to time now." Brooks : "Eh 1 Has it got down other result than killinll a negro, who was standto the deluge 1" Snooks: "Stuff I (readinl!'): ing on the opposit bank, the colonel happened to
WHATEVER it is right to do on any other day of
MoNSIGNOR PRESTON condemns George's 'April 4, 1888. William Henry Harrison, ·ninth get the drop on the major while he was trying the w,·ek. it is right to do on the first day of the
land doctrin because" it is con_traryto the president of the United States, died at Washing- to escape, and thus ended the dispute. After this week, whether yon call it by the heathen name of
law of God and the teaching of the Catholic ton, D. C., this day forty-seven years ago.'"
little incident, the minister once more descended Sunday or the Jewish name of Sabbath. Morality
,
CITY missionary : ''Don't yon often hear a still, into the water, and the ceremony was concluded. is in no sense snbserved or promoted by "keepchurch.
small voice in the depths of your being telling you Before the assemblage dispersed, however, the ing" the Pharisaical, puritanical, Scotch, longCoNGRESS is considering a bill making inter.\ that something is wrong 1" Unrell_enerate sailor: major and the negro were buried, and the colonel faced Sabbath.-D. M. Bennett.
. t"
t ]" "t th
d t"
"C•ose I does~arson; how'd yon know?". Mis- in a few touching words extolled the virtues of
WHEN one thinks of the real ;gony one has gone
state comb ma !ODS 0 liD!
e pro uc IOn, sionary · ·• Never mind Do yon know what that baptism, saying that its effects were to abolish all
sale, or price of. any article criminal con- j voice is;" Sailor: ''N~t edzactly." Missionary: feelings of violence, and to teach that beautiful through in consequence of false teaching, it makes
human nature angry with the teachers who hav
spiracy.
"It•s conscience!" Sailor: "If I ketch hold of precept, "Love thy neighbor as thyself 1"-Life.
added to the bitterness of life,-General Gord.on.
last Sunday.
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citizen of any town, county, or state. The
judges of election overruled the challenge,
but the plaintiff has carried the case to the
Two thousand foreign Jews in Odessa hav supreme court of the state, and it comes on in
the Ma.y term.
received notice to quit within one week.
THE World says: "Recently the correDAMON Y. GILGON, the lawyer and woman's
rights 11dvocate, died in Philadelphia last spondence between the Rev. Henry M. Field
and Colonel Ingersoll was being discussed in
week, aged sixty-one years.
the presence of the late Roscoe Conkling.
MR. IsAAc PITMAN, the "father of short- Somebody asked the famous lawyer whether
hand writing," is now seventy years old. He he believed in the existence of heaven. 'If
is almost an ascetic, using no wine, beer, there is any place,' Mr. Conkling is said to
spirits, tobacco, nor animal food of any kind. hav answered, 'where politics never was and
In religion he is an earnest Swedenborgian.
never could be heard of, it would deserve
THE Church Association has protested to that name.' "
the bishop of London against the erection of
TB& Rev. Dr. Joseph Parker, the London
the new reredos for St. Paul's cathedral. A clergyman who was overcome by the vastness
crucifix and image of the madonna are de- of this country, has given $25 to the fund for
nounce:! as "lying images," and their wor- purchasing· an annuity for George Jacob Holship as "distinctly Romish."
yoake, the English reformer. Dr. Parker's
HERBERT SPENOER is in much better health
now, although he is still restrained from the
labor of writing. He is able to work three
hours a day, and dictates everything to a secretary. His favorit recreation is billiards,
and this game has been a source of great
benefit to him by its gentle exercise and entertainment.
A ouRrous case of citizenship is to be decided by the Iowa courts. In one of the
towns of the state a Methodist minister appeared as prosecuting witness against a saloonkeeper. At the next election the saloonkeeper challenged the vote of the clergyman
on the ground that he was an itinerant Methodist preacher, and, being subject at any time
to removal by the bishop of the Methodist
Episcopal church, could not, therefore, be a

generosity is due to the fact that, as he says,
whenever Mr. Holyoake has seen a newspaper
paragraph favorably referring to Mr. Parker's
ministry he has cut it out and sent it to
him.
Tn& Rev. Dr. E. E. Murray doesn't believe
in the church fair, and in the last Presbyterian
Quarterly says so at length, giving reasons
for his unbelief. "It seems strange," he
says, "that those who would think it beneath
them to turn peddlers, restaurant keepers,
etc., yet think they are honoring the church
in thus degrading her. What a state our
poor church must be in when she is forced to
take to selling oysters and ice cream for a
living I What minister with an atom of selfrespect would tolerate a proposal to raise his
salary in such a way? With all our dime

HURT OUR FEELINGS."

readings, ice cream festivals, oyster suppers,
concerts, etc., every one Of the benevolent
causes of the church is languishing for the
want of a proper support."
THE Sun is authority for this: Mr. Gladstone received an honorarium of one hundred
guineas for the manuscript of the last brief
essay with which he favored an American
magazine. The Sage of Hawarden has got
higher pay from several American periodicals
than they. ever gave to any other writer. A
few days ago the editor of a monthly arsenal
of brains made him an offer which overtops
anything yet sent 'to him. "It is not for his
thought," the editor said, in explanation,
"but for his name."
AT the banquet in celebration of General
Grant's birthday at Delmonico's on the 27th
ult., Colonel Ingersoll made a brief speech.
He said : "I firmly believe that any nation
great enough to produce and appreciate a
great and splendid man is great enough to
keep his memory green. No man admires
Grant and the men who fought under him
more than I do, not because they walked to
the cannon's mouth, but because they fought
for the greatest cause that can be expressed
in the English language, the cause of human
liberty. And as I listened to General Malone
to-night I felt that the North was just as re.
sponsible for the war as the South. The
South upheld slavery, but so did the North.
I find greater excuse for the Southerner who
lived on the labor of the slave than for the
Northerner who was to hav half the profits of
that labor and none of the. disgrace. When
we consider the matter philosophically, the
North was as responsible as the South. So I
say, when I remember that here in New York

men were mobbed for advocating the abolition of slavery, I can't find it in my heart to
lay all the blame on the South. If the war
was for conquest, for aggrandizement, I
should not feel like placing Grant alongside
of the great commanders of history, but when
I remember that every blow broke a chain,
that the white man was to be civilized at the
same time the black man was freed, and that
the flag was to be left without a stain on it, I
feel like placing him at the head of all the
commanders of the world. I do not believe
a more merciful man ever drew a sword. All
greatness is mercy. All truly great meu love
to forgiv. All greatly heroic natures &re capable of shedding the divine tear of pity. I
say, moreover, that the man who is defeated
and who sees his error and acknowledges it
is a victor, and I say it understandingly that
the South is to-day as much a victor as the
North. I know the names of Grant's victories and they shine like stars in the heaven of
his fame. I admire great and dramatic
achievements on the field of war. But the
grandest of all his acts was when, on his dying bed, he directed that his body should be
laid in no spot where his wife could not lie
side by side with him. When Ueneral Grant
went to England and sat down with her majesty's ministers he conferred an honor upon
them. I want to see one change in our diplomatic service. I want to see precedence
given at Washington to the representative of
republics. Let us hav some backbone ourselva. Let ministers of monarchies be No. 2.
Let embassadors of despots come the next
day. We are at least a civilized people, and
upon the pages of our history are to be found
names as glorious as those of any land and
any age."
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fllomtnunicafions.
Sex in Brain.
The political conditions of wonian are very greatly
influenced to-day by what is taught to her and about
her by those two conservativ molders of public
opinion, clergymen and physicians.
Our lawmakers hav long since ceased to merely
sneer at the simple claim of human rights by onehalf of humanity, and for refuge they hav flown to
priest and practitioner, who do not fail them in this
their hour of great tribulation.
It is true tl,lat men, most of whom never enter a
church, hav grown somewhat ashamed to press the
theological arguments against the equality of the
sexes, and to these men the medical argument has
become an ever present help in their time of trouble.
In the early days woman was under the absolute
sway of club and fist. Then came censer and gown,
swinging hell in the perfumed depths of the one, and
hiding in the folds of the other thumbscrew and
fagot for the woman who dared to think.
At last the theory of the primal curse upon her
head bas grown weaker. Mankind struggles to ·be
less brutal and more just. Manly men are beginning
t.o blush when they hear repeated the well-worn
fable of the fall of man through woman's crime, and
her inferiority of position and opportunity justified
by priest and pleader because of legends inherited
from barbarians-mental'•deformities worthy of their
·
parentage.
When religious influence and dogma began to close
their terrors, legal enactments were slowly modified
in woman's favor as hell went out-of fashion. Then
conservatism, ignorance, and egotism, in dismay and
terror, took counsel together and called in medical
science, still in its infancy, to aid in staying the
march of progress which is inevitable to civilization,
and so necessary to anything like a real republic.
Equality of opportunity began to be denied to
woman for the first time upon natural and so-called
scientific grounds. She was pronounced physical1y
and mentally incapable because of certain anatomical
conditions, and she must be prevented, for her own
good and that of the race here-from competition
with her mental and physical superiors.
It was no longer her soul, but her body, that
needed saving from herself. Her thirst for knowledge, the clergy declared, bad already damned the
souls of a very large majority of mankind-in a hereafter known only to them.
The same vicious tendency, the dectors echoed,
will be the ruin of the physical bodies of the race in
this world, as we are prepared to prove. The case
began to look hopeless again.
Opportunity must be denied, these doctors say,
because capacity does not exist. Where capacity
seems to exist, it is, it must be, at the expense of individual health and future maternal capabilities.
As a person she has no status with these consistent
believers in "equal rights to all mankind."
As a potential mother only can she hope for consideration either by religious or medical theorist.
This has been a difficult combination to meet.
Few who cared to contest their verdict possessed the
bravery to fearlessly face the religious dictators, and
fewer still had the anatomical and anthropological
information to risk a fight on a field which assumed
to be hold by those who based all of their arguments
upon scientific facts, collected by microscope and
scales, and reduced to unanswerable statistics.
The priest, reinforced by the doctor, promised a
long and bitter struggle on new grounds to those
who fought for simple justice to the individual, aside
from her sex relations, who wished for neither male
diction nor mercy, claiming only the right of a unit
to enjoy the common heritage untrammeled by superstition and artificial difficulties.
They do not ask to be helped-only not to be
hindered. They had hailed science as their friend,
an ally, and behold, pseudo-science adopted theories,
invented statistics, and published personal prejudice
as demonstrated fact. AU this has done a vast deal
of harm.
Educators, theorists, and politicians readily accept
the data and statistics of prominent physicians, and,
in good faith, make it a basis of action, while the victims of their misinformation hav been helpless.
It is, therefore, very important to learn, if possible,
just how far medical science and anthropology hav
really discovered demonstrable natural sex differences
in the brains of men and women, and how far the
usual theories advanced are gratuitous assumptions
founded upon legend, and fed by mental habit and
personal egotism.
I began an investigation into this matter a little
while ago by questioning the arguments and logic of
the medical pseudo-scientists from their own basis of
facts. I ended by questioning the facts themselvs,
upon the evidence furnished me by leading members
of the profession, some of whom are known in this
country and abroad as leaders in original investigation as brain students and anatomists.
None of these gentlemen knew the aim or motiv of

my inquiries, .and thE!!' gave me all the information
to be had on this subject without bias, and quite
freely. The specialists and brain students to. whom
my questions were submitted were of widely different
religious beliefs, which, of course, colored their theo-·
ries as well as their motivs, either consciously or un·
consciously.
But the profession has reason to be proud of the
ability of most of these men, no less than of their
sincerity or willingness to confess to ignorance of
facts where proof was lacking. The abler the man
the more willing was he to do this.
One or two tried to explain, and, as it seemed to
me to force an agreement between scientific facts
which they did possess and their inherited belief in
"revelation."
Others, who did not themselvs recognize it, performed the same mental gymnastics from mere force.
of habit, and gave a black eye to their facts in preserving a blind eye to their faith.
But in the following results are to be found the
opinions of eminent medical men, some of whom are
Roman Catholic, some Protestant, and some of the
negativ systems of religion. So far as I know, not
one is a believer in woman suffrage, or even in
the more radical measures for her development.
Not one who touched directly upon the subject
believed in sex equality in its entirety, or had
not personal prejudice and long-cherished sentiments
opposed to it, if their reason approved.
By some of them this was frankly stated, even while
giving facts in woman's favor. Not more than one,
so far as I know, is Agnostic in religion or a believer in evolution in its entirety.
I hav mentioned these latter points, because I
found in this line of investigation, as in all others,
that a man's religious leanings inevitably color and
modify all of his opinions, and govern his entire
mental outlook. They even get into his "jalap" and
fizz in his "seltzer.'' If he absolutely beheve in the
"Garden of Eden" story, he deals wi~h "Adam" as
a creature after "God's own heart and in his image,"
and therefore capable and deserving of all opportunity alld development for and because of himself,
and to promote his own happiness.
"Eve," of course, receives due attention as a physical, anatomical specimen," with intuitions "-a mere
bone or rib of contention, as it were, between man
and man.
The more orthodox the man the bonier the rib.
The more literal and consistent his f&ith the less
likely is he to deal with woman as an intellectual
being, capable of and entitled to the same, or as liberal, mental,- social, and financial opportunities or
rights as ·are universally conceded to be the birthright of all men, and quite beyond further controversy in their case.
Evidence in her favor must be overwhelming
indeed, then, which cannot be evaded if an investigator starts out handicapped with the theory of
"revelation" as a part of his mental equipment, and
with the " sphere of woman" formulated for him by
the ancient Hebrews.
I went to the men whom the doctors themselvs
told me were the best authority to be found on the
subject in hand.
One of these men was referred to by physicians of_
all schools of practice as undoubtedly the bestinformed man in America, and second to none in the
world in this branch of the profession. They one
and all told me that what be could not tell me himself, or could not tell me where to find, on this' subject could not be of the slightest importance.
I hav been asked to tell you just what I started
out to learn, and· how far I succeeded.
But before I do this it may not be out of place to
tell you an anecdote of my experience in this undertaking. I went personally to about twenty of the
leading physicians of New York with my questions.
Nearly every one of tliese, after very kindly telling
me what he himself knew and what he believed on
the subject, referred me to the same man 1\S the final
appeal; but not one of them was willing to introduce
me to him.
They would introduce me to anybody and everybody else, but they did not like to risk sending me to
him. He was, they said, utterly impatient of ignorance, and might treat me with scant courtesy.
He would very kindly tell me flatly that he could
not waste time on so trivial a matter-that I and
everybody else ought to know all about "Sex in
brain."
Now, this is a secret-! would not bav it get out
for a good deal-it took me a good while to get my
courage up to go to that man without an introduction, a thing I did not do with any of the others. I
finally, with fear and trembling, made up my mind to
learn what he knew on this subject or perish in the
attempt.
So I took my life in my hands, put on my best
gown-! had previously discovered that even brain
anatomists are subject to the spell of good clothes.:_
and went!
I fully expected to be reduced to mere pulp before
I left; but be listened quite patiently, asked me a
few questions as to why I had come to him, told me to

read him my questions, and asked me sharply, "Who
wrote those questions?" I said, meekly, " I did."
He. looked at me critically, w:rote something on a
card, and dismissed me.
I was uncertain whether he had been: so kind
because he considered me a harmless lunatic or not.
Once in the street, I read the card. I was to call
again when he could giv me more time!
. I went, not once, but many times. , I devoted some
months to brain anatomy and anthropology. In his
laboratory he had brains from those of a mouse to
those of the largest whale on record. He showed
me the peculiarities of brains as shown by microscope
and scales. He looked up points in foreign journals
to which I had not access. In short, he did all he
could to aid me; and he said that no such investigation as I was trying to learn about had ever yet
been made, although no fair record of the difference
of sex in brain, of which we hear so much, could
possibly be made without it.
He was delightfully frank, earnest, and thoroughly
honest. He knew-and, what is better, he was willing to tell-where knowledge stopped and guessing
began, a point sadly confused, I found, by even
pr(Jminent members of the profession.
In short, from him and through him, I collected
material that is of intense interest and importance
to women in this stage of the movement.
It is only right that I say here that I am of opinion that he does not himself believe in the equality
of the sexes, but he is too thoroughly scientific to
allow his hereditary bias to color his statements of
facts on this or any subject.
In the hands of a man who has arrived at that
point of mental poise and dignity, our case is safe,
no matter what his sentiments may be.
Such men do not go to their emotions for premises
when it comes to a statement of scientific facts.
There are writers on this subject who do. And as
you all know, any statement calmly and persistently
made is reasonably sure to be accepted as true even by
its victims. Frequency of iteration passes as proof.
Even thoughtful men, after spending years of
time in trying to explain why a thing is true, often
end with the discovery that it is not true at all.
We are all familiar with the story of the wrangle
of the philosophers as to why a vessel containing
water weighed no more with a fish weighing a pound
in it than it did after the fish was removed.
After long and acrimonious debate over the principle of philosophy involved, some one bethought
him to weigh them, and of course, discovered that
no unfamiliar principle was involved, since it was a
simple misstatement as to facts.
The assumptimi of " divine rights " by kings and
priests stood as unquestioned facts for centuries by
those who were the victims of both.
The "divine right" of men rests still on the same
barefaced fraud, and is simply the last of this interesting trinity to die, and it naturally dies hard, as
its fellows did.
If a charlatan to-day loudly asserts that he can do
a certain thing, no matter how unlikely that thing is,
if he insists that he has done it often, he will find
many believers, who will spend much time in an attempt to explain how he does it, while only the few
will think to question first if he does it.
Upon this basis of calm assumption on the one
side, and credulous acceptance on the other,· has
grown up a very general belief that there are ·great
and well-defined natural anatomical differences between the brains of the sexes of the human race;
that these differences are well known to the medical
practitioner or anatomist, and that they plainly indicate inferiority of capacity in the female brain, which
is structural, while, strangely enough, no one argues
that this is the case in the lower animals.
It therefore occurred to me to question-admitting that the microscope and scales really do show
the differences to exist in adults-whether it would
not be fair to assume, at least, that they are not
natural and necessary sere differences, but that they
are due to difference of opportunity and environment, and, under like conditions, would be produced
between members of the same sex.
I proposed to test this by an appeal to the brains
of infants. And my assumption, although not new,
appeared to be borne out by the accepted, though
unproven, theory that the brains of the men u.nd
women are nearer alike the lower we go into the human llcale. This assumption is clearly based upon
the idea that where the mental opportunities of the
men and women are nearer equal tho physical results
are also similar. Indeed, Tapenard plainly states
this fact in his anthropology. He says: " The reason that the brain of woman is lighter than that of
man is that she has less cerebral activity to exercise
in her sphere of duty." " In former times it was relativly larger in the department of Lozir&, because
then the woman and man mutually shared the burdens of the daily labor. The truth is that the weight
of the brain increases with the use we make of it."
Since women are not given diversified and stimu·
lating mental employment, they cannot be expected
to show the results of such training on the brain
mass itself.
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I was started on my work in this matter by several regards its size but its convolutions also. Now the marked than any that are known to exist betweea the
articles written by the boldest of medical men in this part of the brain which is .especially concerned i~ the sexes.
·country, who is the leader of the medical party which evolution of mind is the gray matter, and this is inTo illustrate, take the brains of the two poets,
claims to be opposed to the educational and political creased or diminished in accordance with the number Byron and Dante. Byron's weighed 1,807 grms.,
advancement of woman because of the inevitable and complexity of the convolutions. The frontal while Dante's weighed only 1,320 grms., a difference
injury to her :physical cons.bitutio~. The writings of lobes contain a greater amount of gray cortical mat- of 487 grms.; or take two statesmen, Cromwell and
such a ~an, ~1ded by the mrculatwn and . prestige of ter than any other ~art of the brain, and they are, as Gambetta. Cromwell's brain weighed 2,210 grms.,
the leading JOUrnals of the country, whmh publish we hav seen, larger Ill man than in woman."
which, by the way, is the greatest on record-although
them as authoritativ, must inevitably influence school
Accepting these sweeping statements for the mo- Cuvier's is usually quoted as the largest, and a part
directors, v?ters, and legislators and go fa:J; to crystal- ~ent-althoug~ many of th~m are questioned by the of the weight of his was due to disease-while Gamlize the behef that facts are well known to the medi- highest authorxty-would It not be fair to test the betta's was only 1,241 grms., a difference of· 969
cal profession with which. it would be dangerous to case as to whether this difference in adults is funda- grms. Surely it would· not be held because of this
trifle, when. the ~ruth is that. the positiv knowledge mental and pre-natal, or whether it is the result of that Gambetta and Dllnte should hav been denied the ·
on the subJect Is not su:ffiment at this moment to outside artificial influences, by an appeal to the brain educational and other advantages which were the
form even an intelligent guess upon. In spite of of infants.
natural right of By1·on and Cromwell.
this fact, the well-known ]?hysicia~ of whom I speak,
If the brains of one hundred infants (each child
Yet it is upon this very ground that it is p1·oposed
Dr. W m. A. Hammond, reiterates In these articles ·a11 weighing ten pounds) were examined, would the to deny women equal advantages and opportunities,
of the old, and adds one or two new arguments to brains of the fifty males be distinguishable from although the difference in brain weight between man
prove th~t woman should not be allowed to develop those of the fifty females?
and woman is only said to be 100 grms., and even
what bram she has, because she possesses very little
In other words, when the weight of the body, the this does not allow for difference in body weight,
and that little is of inferior quality.
age, and other conditions are the same, as to health, and is based upon a system of averages, which is
Professor Romanes, who is said by many to stand parentage, etc., and before the artificial means of de- neither complete nor accurate.
second only to Herbert Spencer in his branch of velopment, educational stirimlus, and opportunity are
There is then not only ·no proof that the sex of
science, has also recently published a very extensiv applied to the one and· withheld from the other, infants could be distinguished by their brains, but
paper on mental differences of the sexes and the could the sex be determined by the difference in all of the evidence which does exist on this subject is
proper education of woman, which is unfortunately, brain weight, shape, size, quality, or convolutions? wholly against the assumption.
but most probably honestly, based upon this same That would be the test. It was in pursuance of this
Up to this point in my investigation I learned only
assumption, un~er the belief that it was a proven idea that I caused the following questions to be sub- what .I had fully expected to learn. At the next
fact. His paper has been very widely copied in spite- mitted to a large number of the leading brain stu- step, and in connection with it, I met with informaof its extreme length, and the fact that the same dents of America, went myself somewhat into the tion which seems to me to offer an opportunity for
journals "absolutely cannot find space" for even a st~dy of anthropology, and collected certain bits of reflection upon the matter of mental, not to say
moderately long one on the other side. They say information as to just how much basis there is for all verbal, accuracy in the sex which does not .wear
"The public is not interested in it," that is-in it~ this cry about the difference in men's and women's ''bangs." In the papers referred to Dr. Hammond
correction. I mention these two men not because brains. Being a matter of beads, I wanted to know asserted, and no male voice or pen has seen fit to
they are peculiar in, but because they are honored how much was "cry" and how much was "wool."
publicly correct him, that "it is only necessary to
representative of, the so-called scientific school of
These are the questions submitted to the doctors, compare an average male with an average female
objectors to human equality, and claim to base the brain anatomists, and microscopists at the outset of brain to perceive at once how numerous and striking
right of male supremacy upon important scientific my task:
•
are the differences existing between them." He then
facts.
1. Is it known to the medical profession whether submits a formidable list of striking di!l'erences,
0 f course, all this is an o}d assumption, and as such in infants (of the same age, size, health, and inherit- which includes these: "The male brain is larger, its
bas been dealt with before. But Dr. Hammond now ance at birth) the quantity, quality, and specific grav- vertical and transverse diameters are greater proporboldly asserts that these differences are easily dis- ity of the gray matter differs in the sexes 1 Does the tionally, ·the shape is quite different, the convolutions
coverable by microseope and scales, and that they are relativ amount of gray matter differ?
are more intricate, the sulci deeper, the secondary
natural, necessary sex differences.
2. Do the convolutions? Form~ Actual amount fissures more numerous, and the gray matter of the
He claims, first, that woman's brain is inferior to of gray matter, differ?
corresponding parts of the brain decidedly thicker."
man's in size and quality and therefore in possibility.
But, as if all these were not enough to enable the
3. Given the brain, only, of a number of infants of
Second. That these marks of inferiority are natural the same age, weight, etc., could the sex be deter- merest novice to distinguish the one from the other,
and potential and not produced by environment.
mined by the difference in shape, quantity, quality, even if he were near-sighted, he offers these reinforce· .Third. That they are easily recognizable in the and convolutions~
ments: "It is quite certain, as the observations of
brain mass itself.
4. If so, are the differences more or less marked in the writer show, that the specific gravity of both the
Fourth. That in consequence of .these natural infants or adults? Is the frontal region of the brain white and gray matter of the brain is g1·eater in man
organic and fundamental differences the female brain larger and more developed in male than in female than in woman." This would seem to leave woman
without a reef M hang to; for, if by chance her brain
is incapable of, first, accuracy; second, sustained infants~ Is the difference as marked as in adults?
or abstract thought; third, unbiased judgment
5. Does use, training, etc., develop gray matter, did not fall short in gray matter, the specific gravity
(judicial fairness); fourth, the accomplishment of change texture, size, shape, etc., of the brain mass, or of the rest of it would enable the doctor to ticket her
any real first-class or original work in the fields of are these determined and fixed at birth? The same as accurately as though she were to appear with earrings and train in a ball-room. Of this point this is
science, art, politics, invention, or even literature. as to convolutions?
He points out the great danger to woman herself,
6. Does use bav to do with the location of 'the fiss- what the leading brain anatomist in America wrote
and to the race as her children, of allowing her to ure of. Rolando, or is that fixed at birth~ In an un- me: " The only article recognized by the profession
attempt those things for which the structure of her educated man would there be as much of brain in as important and of recent date which takes this ·
brain shows her to be incapacitated.
front of this fissure as in a man of trained and devel- theory as a working basis is by Morselli, and he is
compelled to make the sinister admission, while
From this outlook "it is easy to see that. the non- oped mind?·
professional voter, the school director, and the legis7. Does use or development of the mental powers asserting that the specific gravity is less in the
lator might really feel it to be his duty to protect change the specific gravity of the brain matter? female, that with old age and with insanity the
woman against her own ambition. · It is in this way Would it be the same in a great scholar as in a com-- specific gravity increases."
If this is the case, I don't know that women need
that the assertions of such men can, and do, cause mon laborer of the same general size and health?
the greatest injury to woman. There are a number
8. Is there unanimity of opinion on these ques- sigh over their shortcoming in the item of specific
.
gravity.
of other indictments; but for the present let us ex- tions? Are the facts known or only conjectured?
There Bppear to be two very simple methods open
amin these: First, in the matter of size, the doctor
9. If ten boys of the same weight, health, and genconcedes- that the relativ size and weight of the brain eral inheritance were taken in infancy, and five of to them by which they may emulate their brothers in
in the sexes is about the same, slightly in woman's them subjected for fifty years to the conditions of a the matter of specific gravity if they so desire. One
favor, which he says does not count; although, when street or farm laborer, while the other five received of these is certain, if they liv long enough, and the
he finds this same difference between men, as between all of the advantages of the life of a scholar, would other-well there is no protectiv tariff on insanity.
But to fi~ally clinch his argument, Dr. Hammond
higher and lower races, he argues that it does count the ten brains present the same relativ likenesses at
death as at birth? Would opportunity and mental continues: "The question is, therefore, not so much
for a great deal.
But in the dilemma to which this seemed to reduce exercise make a change in the brains of the five stu- that of quantity "-which appears to collide with his
him in proving his case, he says: "Numerous obser- dents that would be discoverable by microscope and statement that it was the "absolute brain weight
which was the sublime test," and drops my whale
vations show beyond doubt that the intellectual scales?
In reply to the last question, the universal opinion into the water again-" as it is of quality. T~e
poVI er does not depend upon the weight of the brain
relativ to that of the body so much as it depends was that it would be fair to assume that such differ- brain of woman is different from that of man m
·
upon absolute brain weight." Now, if this were the ence would be perceptible. But one of the replies structure."
A<Yain I applied my test. Did all this difference
case, an elephant would out-think any of us, and the was that these points must necessarily remain only
whale, whose intellectual achievements hav never conjectural, based upon reason and analogy, since of structure and quality appear in the infant or only
been looked upon as absolutely incendiary-if we we cannot do as the Scotch villager who shows to a in the adult brains? Since it is held that these very
except Jonah's friend-would outrank the greatest wondering public the remains of a famous criminal, differences are the ones produced by education and
man on record, and hav brain enough left to furnish with this bit of history: "This is the skull and brain properly diversified mental stimulus-as between
of a man who was hanged, at the age of forty, for man and man-is it not fair to assume that like
material for a fair-sized female seminary.
The average human brain is said to weigh from murdering his entire family. This is the skull and causes produce like results as between man and wo1 300 to 1.400 grams, and even a very young whale brain of the same man at the age of seven. You can man~
Since woman has never had the advantages of
f~rnishes 2,312 grams of "intellect-producing sub- readily trace in the boy the man that was to be."
Is it not a fair presumption, since reason and anal- these brain-developing processes, is it not fair to asstance," as the doctor felicitously terms it, while the
brain of a large whale weighed in 1883 tipped the ogy lead to this universally accepted theory, as be- sume if all these differences do exist, that it is less a
tween man and man, that the same causes would pro- matt~r of natural and characteristic inferiority than
beam at 6, 700 grams.
duce
the same results when applied between man and it is of environment and opportunity, unless it exists
Truly, then, if absolute brain weight, and not relativ weight, is the test, here was.a "mute inglorious woman? Strangely enough, this is not held to be in the same ratio in infants 1
That would be the test as to whether these are
Milton" indeed. Almost any elephant is several Cu- the case by these acute reasoners against sex equality
natural, necessary, pre-natal sex characterist~cs, or
viers in disguise, or perhaps an entire medical faculty. in brain.
But to illustrate once more the necessity of ques- whether they are developed by external CircumThe doctor says " the female brain, however, is not
only smaller than that of man, but it is different in tioning facts first and the reasons for them after- stances and environment. The physical sex characstructure, and this fact involves much more as re- ward, I am assured by the most profound and teristics which are natural are as readily distingards the character of the mental faculties than does capable students of these branches of science that if guished at birth as at maturity.
But after a woman's waist and brain are put into
the element of size." Again he says: " Thus accurate such differences exist in the brain of infants as are
tight
laces and shaped to fit the fashion, it .is a
by
my
questions,
it
is
not
known
to
those
indicated
measurements show that the anterior pottion of the
brain, comprising the frontal lobes, in which the who make a specialty of brain study; but, upon the rather poor time to judge of her natural figure, either
highest intellectual faculties reside, is much more de- contrary, the differences between individuals of the physical or mental. There was but one reply to my
veloped in man than in woman, and this not only as same sex-in adults, at least-are known to be more questions It was tbi.s: No such test has ever been
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made with the brains of infants ; and the wildest the statistics and with the instruments in the hands machinations of the Young Men's Christian Association is conclusivly proved by the following quotaimagination could only stand appalled at the effort. of the profession to-day.
It would be impossible to distinguish the male
This being the case, perhaps it will be just as well tion : " The canvassing committee of the Association
from the female child by these "radical, natural, for women to take a hand in the future investigations is organized in every class of every department for
· easily discovered differences" in brain. I held, then, and statements themselvs; and I sincerely hope that the purpose of reaching all the students that can be
that the inference was perfectly legitimate that the the brains of some of our able women may ba pre- reached, and of exerting a moral and religious ingreat and numerous differences in the brains of adults served and examined by honest brain students, so that fluence upon them. . . . Its work is opening out
-in so far as that was not, also, a mere flight of we may hereafter hav our Cuviers and Websters and in every direction, and the possibilities of its influence
fancy-was not natural, pre-natal, and necessary; but Cromwells. And I think I can tell where some of are bounded only by the number of the students."
that it was certainly fair to assume it to be produci- them can be found without a search warrant-when The memo~ial then alludes to the attendance at the
ble by outside measures or environment ; and that Miss Anthony, Mrs. Stanton, and a number of other Michigan State University, showing it was second
it could be no more natural or desirable for the women I hav the honor to know are done with theirs. only to Harvard and held third place in the race with
digestiv organs and the brain of one sex to be
Until that is done, no honest or fair comparison is Cornell, and says with Jesuitical force, " It will be
seen that here is a mighty center of influence-a
decreased and deformed by pressure than it is for possible.
At present there is too great a desire on the part strategic point which it would be folly to neglect."
those of the other.
But I confess I was wholly unprepared for the of these large-brained gentlemen like Dr. Hammond How do the Liberals of Michigan enjoy this Christian
final result of my last question and argument. I to look upon themselvs and their brains as "inf!'nt institution for which they are taxed, and "whose
discovered that these differences are not only not industlies," entitled to and in need of a very high influence is bounded only by the number of stuknown to exist in infants, but that in spite of all the protectiv tariff, to prevent anything like a fair and dents?" Liberals can silently contemplate that of
its sixteen hundred students at least five hundred
talk, the pathetic warnings, and the absolute state- equal competition with the feminin product.
menta to the contrary, in a like number of adults'
But the fact is that we hav heard so much on the graduate each year with their minds dwarfed and
brains such differences are not only not to be "per- one side about woman's physical and mental short- prejudices formed, to take positions of trust and
ceived at once," but that if Dr. Hammond or anybody comings, and on the other side, from our Prohibition influence, especially in the public schools, where they
else will agree to allow me to furnish him with friends and others, so much of the " moral delin- will doubtless aim to transmit their Young Men's
twenty well-preserved adult brains, to be marked in quencies" of men, that it seems to me we are in Christian Association impressions to the plastic
cipher, so that he will not hav his information before danger of believing both. And I, for one, am begin- minds in their charge, will assist in the elimination
he makes his test, he will find that his " numerous, ning to feel a good deal like Mark Twain's Irishman of science, in the suppression of Freethought, and in
the ultimate enthronement of God in the fundamental
striking, and .easily perceived" differences will not ap- whenever I hear either one discussed.
pear with any relation to sex, so far as is known at
He had been having a controversy with another law of the land-all this furnished by im institution
the present time. I made this offer to him through man, and, as a final "clincher" to his side of the on which they are compelled to pay their quota of
the Popular Science Monthly some six months ago. argument, said, with emphasis: "Now, I don't want taxation. It will ever be thus until Liberals take
Up to date the twenty brains I offered him to try on to hear anything more from you on that subject but· sufficient interest to aid the American Secular Union
or a similar agency. This little local College Young
hav not been called for.
silence-and mighty little of that \"
Men's Christian Association asks for contributions to
Upon the contrary, there will be found greater difHELEN H. GARDENER.
build a $15,000 building on the $3000 lot which has
ference between individuals of the same sex than
been presented to it. It is safe enough to say they
any known to exist between the sexes in any and all
will get it. That is about three times the sum that
of these tests. In the main, since women weigh
the Liberals of the United States hav ever yet raised
less than men, it would be pretty safe to guess that
in one year for the most important work that ever
most of the lighter brains in one hundred specimens
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President.
human hand or brain attempted to enforce. Hav
belonged to women, but this test would prove wrong
A; STEVENS, Secretary, - 241 Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Liberals the courage, enthusiasm, and earnestness of
in many cases, and the other tests would fail utterly. E.
CHARLEs EoKHA.RD. Treas.,
28 Lafayette Pl •• New York.
And I will here present the concluding portion of E. B. FooTE, Jn .• Chair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave., New York. their convictions! How many can or will answer in
a letter from Dr. E. C. Spitzka, the noted brain Mns. M. A. FREEMAN, Chair. Fin. Com., 175 So. Halsey st., Chicago. the affi.rmativ!
Secular principles, I am glad to say, are gaining
specialist, of New York:
ground
in the city of Detroit, whose common council
You may hold me responsible for the following declaration:
Matters in Michigan.
hav determined, as a preliminary step, to assess
That any statement to the effect that an observer can tell by
looking at a brain, or examining it microscopically, whether
That sleepless, subtle, insidious agency, that taxes on several institutions which hav heretofore
it belonged to a female or a male subject, is not founded on feeder of the church and perpetuator of its power successfully claimed exemption under a rather loose
carefully observed facts. The balance and the compass show and influence, the Young Men's Christian Association, general law of the state, as being benevolent or reslight differences, the weight of the male brain being greater
and the angle formed by the fissure of Rolando forming a has got the whip-hand on the Michigan University. ligious institutions. Test cases will be made of
larger expansion of the frontal lobes; but both these points This organization unblushingly boasts that it has these, and if sustained by the courts . the council is
of difference hav been determined by the method of averages. perverted that institution to the teaching of Chris- prepared for further progress in this direction. My
They do r:ot necessarily apply to the individual brain, and tianity ; that it scandalously violates the right of friend Judson Grinnel (brother to the most popular
hence cannot be utilized to determin the sexnf a single brain,
except by those who are willing to take the chances of guess- private judgment, and through" strategy," espionage, pastor of that city), who was in the legislature of
ing. The assertion that the microscope reveals definit char- and ostracism practically forces compliance with its 1887, proposed a bill to change the general tax law
acteristic points of difference between the male and female behests. A " memorial" has emanated from their of the state so as to include church property (albrain is utterly incorrect. No such difference has ever been trustees, setting forth that thirty years ago the first though adroitly worded), and that bill came within
demonstrated, nor do I think it will be by more elaborate College Qhristian Association in the country was one vote of receiving the common council's recommethods than those we now possess. Numerous female
brains exceed numerous male brains in absolute weight, in organized at Ann Arbor; that it has grown in power mendation for it.s passage-the strongest vote ev.er
complexity of convolutions, and in what brain anatomists until it is now preeminently the religious organiza- given in any Eastern city for impartial taxatwn.
would call the nobler proportions. So that he who takes tion of the University; that its devotional Sunday
The assessors are now empowered to levy taxes on
these as his criteria of the male brain may be grievously morning meetings often average an attendance of the Young Men's Christian Asso~iation building and
mistaken in attempting to assert the sex of a brain dogmatically. If I had one hundred female brains and one hundred four hundred students; that it publishes a monthly several public halls and private schools which hav
male brains, I should say that a selection from them contain- religious periodical, and claims that the society has shuflled off their responsibility on the benevolent, '
ing one hundred of the largest and best-developed brains outgrown the rooms which hav been given it in the long-suffering public.
would probably contain fewer female brains than the remain- University building, and, therefore, that the demand
The Young Men's Christian Association building
in~ one hundred. More than this, no cautious brain anatofor a new building for the Association's use is imper- will hav to pay, and can well afford to do that from
mist would venture to declare.
ativ, " not simply as a facility for work, great as is its the rental of its flourishing barber-shop where they
· I asked them why they did not correct the general need in that direction, but also to giv dignity and shave the heathen for Christ's sake and fifteen cents
impression which men of their profession had given permanence to Christian work in the University," United States currency.
out in this matter. They said they did not see the says the memorial. The impression seems to hav
Hiberman Hall, for instance, has run a saloon in
use of it; what difference did it make, anyhow? been an erroneous one that the state was not furnish- its building for purely benevolent purposes, dispensAnd then, it was a good enough "working theory." ing a University and paying its faculty for their relig- ing drinks, however, at regular schedule rates.
I said, "But suppose it worked the other way; do ious proclivities, but the memorial claims they are in
Lafayette Hall is a popular dance-house and beer
you think that you would say that it made no differ- "activ sympathy with all efforts to advance the Chris- hall, I believe-and not strikingly benevolent in the
ence, and that a working theory that worked all one tian religion among the students." That Michigan size of its glasses, either, I hav heard. It is a little
way was a safe or an honest one to be put forth as has its full quota of sectarian colleges no one can rusty in the style of its religion, also.
an established fact !" " Well, we are willing to tell deny, and when soliciting appropriations the friends
The Liggett Home, and the German-American
you t_he truth about it," said they; "the fact is, it is of Ann Arbor hav claimed for it its peculiar advan- Seminary, both private schools, besides the railroad
all theory yet; there hav not been a sufficient num- tage as an institution for higher secular education. depot-it being hard to realize whether this comes
ber of teats made to warrant dogmatism in the mat- What astounding impudence, what unmitigated under the caption of "religious " or " benevolent"ter; what more can you ask of us than that?" What, "gall," these exceedingly fresh-men display in their will make the acquaintance of the city treasurer, and
indeed?
memorial ! " Christianity is already a power in the a healthy influence is abroad in the land.
I made another discovery; it was this.: The brain University. The association is not asking for means
Hav had the pleasure of meeting Brother J. H.
of no remarkable woman has ever been examined !
to plant religion in the University, it is already there." Burnham, of Saginaw City, and his estimable and
Woman is ticketed to fit the hospital subjects and
The professional thief might, with equal propriety, amiable better half-who is a perfect type of intellitramps, the unfortunates whose brains fall into the exhibit a purloined. pocketbook to the owner, and gence and culture. Brother Burnham is a profound
hands of the profession, as it were, by mere accident; assure him that he had no thought qf theft, for he thinker and an able lecturer, and was one of the most
while man is represented by the brains of the Crow- had secured what he was after. If the perversion of valued workers in the National Liberal League, havwells, Cuviers, Byrons, and Spurzheims. By this this university to the use of the Young Men's Chris- ing organized the state of Michigan thoroughly,
method the average of men's brains is carried to its tian Association is not a case of grand larceny on the prepared to do valiant battle for the cause; but the
highest level ; that of ~ome~ is kept at its lowest, people of Michigan, what is it? A census is given unfortunate division as to policy sunk the organizaand even then there 1s only claimed one hundred of the professing Christians and attendants upon tion, which was of brightest promis to the state of
grams difference.
Christian churches, in which the memorial makes a Michigan, and up to the present it has been unable to
It is on such statistics as this, it is with such dis- good showing numerically in favor, and we are quite reenlist sympathy. But Brother Burnham givs me
simi~ar materia.l, that they and we are judged.
willing to concede the figures if the following be cor- the warmest assurance of his entire approbation
Fmally, I discovered that there is absolutely no rect: " Of the ninety-two persons comprising the of the present administration, and will do his best
definit information on the subject now in the hands faculties, fifty-nine are members of evangelical to bring his friands, who are numerous in Michigan,
or books of the medical proression which can justify churches, at least nineteen more regular attendants into fraternal union. Courtlandt Palmer well said
the least show of dogmatism in the matter · or if it and supporters, and seven are members of churches that he knew no other man in our ranks who had
were on the other side, it would be expl~ned en- not counted evangelicaL Thus the field is open for made the personal and pecuniary sacrifices for the
tirely away in five minutes-and there would not be all religious effort, and every attempt to extend the cause of Liberalism that had Brother Burnham. His
-the least question as to the desirability of the expla- influence of Christianity among the students will Saginaw congregation (while he was a minister), recognation either.
meet with the hearty cooperation of the officers of nizing his talents, lavished everything upon him,
They told me not only that they did not know the University."
built him an elegant and stately edifice, but when he
but that no one could possibly prove it by means of
That this .secular (') institution is given up to the had a. conviction he was never swerved by considera-
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tiona of. consequences to his prospects, but struck
out boldly, proudly feeling that he could better afford to be a "man" than the best-salaried minister.
Though his Liberal advocacy has not by any means
brought him wealth, he Jivs in the same community
in which h~ actually held his pulpit, and commands
the respect of the most orthodox.
E. A. STEVENs, Sec. A. S. U.
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thah, who had, as we a~sume, sacrificed his d11.ughter in fulfil- does not deserve. It is iauded in the skeptical camp because
ment of a rash vow. No one supposes that any of the others it is supposed to get rid of the shocking idea of what are
are honored by mention in the chapter on account of his termed sudden acts of cre11.tion ; and it is as unjustly dissin or error; why should that supposition be made in the praised, on the opposing side. because it is thought to bridge
case of Jephthah, at the cost of all the rules of orderly inter- over the gap between man and the inferior animals. and to
pretation?
. giv emphasis to the relation~>hip between them. But long
Having now answered the challenge as to Jephthah, I pro- before the day either of ,Mr. Darwin or his grandfather. Dr.
ceed to the case of Abraham. It would not be fair to shrink Erasmus Darwin, this relationship had been stated, perhaps
from touching it in its tenderest point. That point is no- even more emphatically, by one whom, were it not that I
where expressly touched by the commendations bestowed hav small title to deal in undemonstrated assertion, I should
upon Abraham in scripture. I speak now of the special venture to call the most cautious, the most robust, and the
form, of the words that are employed. He is not com- most comprehensiv of our philosophers. Suppose, says
Colonel In~ersoll on Christianity.
mended because, being a father, he made all the prt>parations Bishop Butler (Analogy, Part 2, Chap. 2), that it were imNi!rth .Amertcan Revtew, Mal/, 1888•.
antecedent to plunging the knife into his son. He is com- plied in the natural immortality of brutes, that they must
I do not remember ever to hav read a composition, in mended (as I read the text) because, having received a arrive at great attainments, and become (like us) rational
which the merely local coloring of particular, or even very glorious pr@mis, a promis that his wife should be a mother and moral agents; even this would be no difficulty, since we
limited sections of Christianity, was more systematically of nations, and that kine;s should be born of her (Gen. xvii, know not what latent powers and capacities they may be
used as if it had been available and legitimate argument 6), and that by his seed the bles~ings of redemption should endowed with. And if pride causes us to deem it an indigagainst the whole, than in t11e Reply before us. Colonel be conveyed to man, and the fulfilment of this promis de- nity that oilr race should hav proceeded by propagation
Ingersoll writes with a rare and enviable_ brilliancy, but also pending solely upon the life of Isaac, he was, nevertheless, from an ascending; scale of infenor organisms, why should
with an impetus which he seems unable to control. Denun- willing that the chain of these promises should be broken by it be a more repulsiv idea to hav sprun11; immediately from
ciation, sarc11.sm, and invectiv, may in consequence be said the extinction of that life, because his faith assured him that something less than man in brain and body, than to hav
to constitute the staple of his work; and, if argument or the almighty would find the wav to giv effect to his own been fashioned according to the expression in Genesis (Chap.
some favorable admission here and there peeps out for a designs (Heb. xi, 17-19). The offer'in)!: of Isaac is mentioned ii, v. 7) "out of thP dust of the ground?" There are halls
moment, the writer soon leaves the dry and barren bights as a completed offering, and the intended blood-shedding, of and galleries of introduction in a palace, but none in a cotfor his favorit and more luxurious galloping grounds beneath. which I shall speak presently, is not here brought into view. tage; and this arrival of the creativ work at its climax
Thus, when the Reply has consecrated a line (North Amer'fhe facts, however, which we hav before us, and which through an ever aspiring preparatory series. rather than by
ican Re'Diew, No. 372, p. 473) to the pleasing contemplation are treated in scripture with caution, are grave and startling. transition at a step from the inanimate mold of earth, may
of his opponent as" manly, candid, and generous," it im- A father is commanded to sacrifice his son. Before consum- tend rather to magnify than to lower the creation of man on
mediately devotes more than twelve to a. declamatory denun- mation the sacrifice is ·interrupted. Yet the intention of its physical side. But if belief has (as commonly) been
ciation of a practice (as if it were his) altogether contrary to obedience had been formed, and certified by a series of act~. premature in its alarms. has non-belief been more refiectiv
generosity and to candor, and reproaches those who expect It may hav been qualified by a reserve of hope that God in its exulting anticipations, and its peans on the assumed
(ibid) "to receive as alms an eternity of joy." I take this would interpose before the final act, but of this we hav no disappearance of what are strangely enough termed sudden
as a spPcimen of the mode of statement which permeates the distinct statement, and it can only stand as an allowable con- acts of creation from the sphere of our study and contem.
whole Reply. It is not the statement of an untruth. The jecture. It may be conceded that· the narrativ does not plation?
Christian rt-ceives as alms all whatsoever he receives at all. supply us whh a complete statement of particulars. That
"Why sh~uld G~d dem~nd a ~acrific~ from ~an? ·Why
Q;ui salvandos salvas gratis is his song of thankful praise. b,eing so, it behooves u~ to tr~ad cautiously in approaching it.
But it is the statement of one half of a truth, which livs only in 1hus much, however, I thmk, may further be said: the should the infinit ask anything from the finite? BJ.>uld the
sun
beg of the glow-worm, and should the momentary spark
its entirety, and of which the Reply givs us only a mangled command was addressed to Abraham under conditions essenand bleeding frustum. For the gospel teaches that the faith tially different from those which now determin for us the excite the envy of the source of light?"
This is one of t,he cases in which happy or showy illustrawhich saves IS a living and energizing faith, and that the limits of moral obligation.
most precious part of the alms which we receive lies in an
For the conditions, both sociti.lly and otherwise, were tion is, in the R<>ply before me, set to carry with a rush tbe
ethical and spiritual process, which partly qualifies for, but indeed very different. The estimate of human life at the position which argument would hav to approach more laboalso and emphatically composes, this conferred eternity of time was different. The position of the father in the family riously and more slowly. The case of the p:low-worm with
joy.
was different: its members were regarded as in some sense the sun cannot but move ::: reader's pity, it seelllS so very
his property. There is every reason to suppose that, around hard. But let Us suppose for a mmhent that the g;Iow.worm
was so constituted, and so related to the sun that an interI will giv another instance of the tumultuous method in Abraham in" the land of Moriah," the practice of human action
between them was a fundamental condition of its
which the Reply conducts, not, indeed, its argument, but its sacrifice as an act of religion was in vigor. But we may look b,ealth and
life; that the glow-worm must, by the law of its
case. Dr. Field had exhibited an example of what he more deeply into the matter. According- to the book of nature, like the moon, reflect upon the sun, accordinp: to its
thought superstition, and had drawn a distinction between Genesis, Adam and Eve were placPd under a law, not of strength and measure, the light which it receives, and that
superstition and religion. But to the author of the Reply all consciously perceived· right and wrong, but of simple obedi- only by a process involving that reflection its own store of
religion is superstition, and, accordingly, he writes as follows ence. The tree, of which alone they were forbidden to eat, vitality could be upheld? It will be said that this is a very
was the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. Duty lay
(p. 475):
lar~e p!Jtitio to import into tile glow-worm's case. Yes, but
"You are shocked at the Hindoo mother, when she givs for them in following the command of the most high, before it Is the very petitio which is absolutely requisit in order to
her child to death at the supposed command of her God. and until they, or their descendants, should become capable make it par>tllel to the case of the Christian. The argument
What do you think of Abraham? of Jephthah? What is your of appreciating it by an ethical standard. Their condition which the Reply has to destroy is and must be the Christian
was greatly analogous to that of the infant, who has just
opinion of Jehovah himself?"
ar[~;ument, and not some figure of straw, fabricated at will.
I am aware of no :reason why any believer in Christianity reached the stage at which he can comprehend that he is It is needless, perhR,ps, but. it is refreshing, to quote the noble
should not be free to canvass, regret, condemn the act of ordered to do this or that, but not the· nature of the thing so Psalm (Ps. I. 10, 12, 14, 15), in which this assumption of the
Jephthah. So far as the narration which details it is con- ordered. To the external standard of rie;ht and wronp:, and Reply is rebuked. " All the beasts of the forest are mine;
cerned there is not a word of sanction given to it more than to the obligation it entails per se, the child is introduced by a and so are the cattle upon a thousand hills. .
If I be
to the 'falsehood of Abraham in Egypt, or of Jacob and process gradually unfolded with the development of ·his hungry I will not tell thee; for the whole world is mine,
Rebecca in the matter of the hunting (Gen. xx, 1-18, and nature, and the opening out of what we term a moral sense. and all that is therein. . . . Offer unto God thanksgivGen. xxiii); or to the dissem_I?ling of St.J:>eter in the case of If we pass at once from' the epoch of paradise to the period ine;; and pay thy vows unto the Most Highest, and call upon
the Judaizing converts (Gal. n, 11). I am aware of no color of the prophets, we perceive the important progress that has Me in the time of trouble ; so will I hear thee, and thou shalt
of approval given to it elsewhere. But possibly the author been made in the education of the race. The almi!!:hty, in nraise Me." Let me try mv hand at a counter illustration.
of the Reply may hav thought he found such an approval his mediate intercourse with Israel, deigns to appeal to an If the infinit is to make no demand upon the finite, by parity
in the famous eleventh chapter of the epistle to the Hebrews, independently conceived criterion, as to an arbiter between of reasoning; the great and strong should scarcely make them
where the apostle, handling his subject with a discernment his· people and himself. "Come. now, and let us reason on the weak and small. Why then should the father make
and care very different from those of the Reply, writes thus together, saith the Lord" (Isa. i, 18). "Yet ye say the way demands of love, obedience, and sacrifice from his young
of the Lord is not equal. Hear now, 0 house of Israel. is not
(He b. xi, 32):
child? Is there not some flavor of the sun and glow-worm
" And what shall I say more? For the time would fail my way equal, are not your ways unequal?" (Ezek. xvii, 25). here? But every man does so make them, if he is a man of
me to tell of Gideon, and of Barak, and of Samson, and of Between these two epochs how wide a space of moral teach- Rense and feeling; and he makes them for the sake and in
Jephthah: of David also, and Samuel, and of the prophets." ing has been traversed l But Abraham, so far as we may the interest of the son himself, whose nature, expand in!!: in the
Jephthah, then, is distinctlJ: held up to us b:y a canonical judge from the pages of scripture, belongs essenti11.1ly to the warmth of affection and pious care, requires. by an inward
writer as an object of praise. But of pra1se on what Adamic period, far more than to the prophetic. The notion law, to return as well as receive. And so God asks of us, in
account? Why should the Reply assume that it is on account. of righteousness and sin was not indeed hidden from him: order that what we giv to him may be far more our own
of the sacrifice of his child? The writer of the Reply has transgression itself had opened that chapter, and it was never than it ever was before the giving, or than it could hav been
given us no reason, and no rag of reasoll:, in support of such to be closed: but as yet they lay wrapped up, so to speak, unless first rendered up to him, to become a part of what the
a proposition. But this was the very thmg he was bound by in divine command and prohibition. And what God com- gospel calls our treasure in heaven.
every considerat!on to prove, upo'?- !Daking his indictment manded, it was for Abraham to believe that he himself
Although the Reply is ;not careful to supply us with whys,
against the almighty. In my opnuon, he could hav one would adjust to the harmony of his own character.
it does not hesitate to ask for them (p. 479):
reason only for not giving a reason, and that was that no
"Why should an infinitly wise and powerful God destroy
reason could be found.
It was an observation of Aristotle that weight attaches to the good and preserve the vile? Why should he treat all
The matter however, is so full of interest, as illustrating the undemonstrated propositions of those who are able to alike here. and in another WIOlrld make an infinit difference?
both the method of the Reply and that of the apostolic writer, speak in any given subject matter from experience. TheRe- Why should your God allow his worshipers, his adorers, to
that I shall enter farther into it, and draw attention to the ply abounds in undemonstrated propositions. They appear, be destroyed by his enemies? Why should he allow the
very remarkable structure of this noble chapter, which is to however, to be delivered without any sense of a necessity honest the loving, the noble to perish at the stake?"
faith what the thirteenth of 1 Cor. is to charity. From the that either experience or reasoning; are required in order to
The ~1pholders of belief or of revelation, from Claudian
first to the thirty-first verse, it commemorates the achieve- giv them a title to acceptance. Thus, for example, the sys- down to Cardinal Newman (see the verv remarkable passage
ments of faith in ten persons: Abel, Enoch, Noah, Abraham, tern of Mr. Darwin is hurled ag11.inst Christianity as a dart of the Apologia pro 'Ditd sutl, pp. 376-78). cannot and do not,
Sarah IBaac Jacob, Joseph, Moses (in greater detail than which cannot but be fatal (p. 475).
seek to deny that the methods of divine government. as they
anyon'e else)' and finally Rahab, in whom, I observe in pass"His discoveries, carried to their legitimate conclusion, are exhibited by experience, present to us many and varied
ing it will h~rdly be pretended that she appears in this list destroy the creeds and sacred scriptures of mankind."
moral problems, insoluble by our understanding. Their exon ~ccount of the profession she had pursued. Then comes
This wide-sweeping proposition is imposed upon us with istence may not, and should not, be dissembled. But neither
the rapid recital (v. 31), without any specification of particu- no exposition of the how or the why; and the whole con- should they be exaggerated. No1\', exaggeration by mere
lars whatever of these four names: G1deon, Barak, Samson, troversy of belief, one might suppose, is to be determined, as suggestion is the fault, the glaring fault, of these queries.
Jephthah. Next follows a kind of recommencement, indi- if from St. Petersburgh, by a series of ukases. It is only ad- One who had no knowledge o·f mundane affairs beyond the
cated by the word also; and the glorious acts and sufferings vanced, indeed, to decorate the introduction of Darwin's conception they insinuate would assume that, as a rule, ev~l
of the prophets are set forth largely, with a singular power name in support of the proposition, which I certainly should has the upper hand in the management of the world. Is th1s
and warmth headed by the names of David and Samuel, the support and not contest, that error and honesty are compat- the grave philosophical conclusion of a careful observer, or
rest of the s~cred band being mentioned only in the mass.
ible.
is it a crude, hasty, and careless over~tat.emPnt?
Now, it is surely very remarkable that, in the w~ole of
On what ground, then, and for what reason. is the system
It is not difficult to conceive how, m times of sadness and
this renital, the apost.le, whose "f~et were ~hod with t:te of Darwin fatal to scriptures and to creeds? I do not enter of storm, when the suffering soul can di9cern no ligbt at any
preparation of the go~pel ~f peace, seems w1th ~ tender m- into the question whether it has passed from the stage of point of the horizon, place is found for such an idea of life.
stinct to avoid anythmg hke stres.s on the exploits of '!ar- working hypothesis into that of demonstration, but I assume, It is of course, opposed to the apostolic declaration that
riors. Of the twelve persons havmg a share m the detailed for the purposes of the argument, all that, in this respect, godliness hath the promis of the life that now is (1 Tim. iv,
expositions, David is the oD:lY warrior, a~d his character as a the Reply can desire.
8). but I am not to expect such a declaration to be accepted
man of war is eclipsed by h1s greater attnbutes as a prophet,
It is not possible to discover, from the random language as current coin, even of the meanest value, bv the author of
or declarer of the divine counsels. It is yet more noteworthy of the Reply, whether the scheme of Darwin is to sweep the Reply. Yet I will offer two observations founded on ex·that Joshua who had so fair a fame, but who was only a away all theism, or is to be content with extinguishing re- perience in support of it, one taken from a limited, another
warrior is ;ever named in the chapter, and we are simply vealed religion. If the latter is meant, I should reply that from a larger and more open sphere. John Wesley, in the
told tb~t " by faith the walls of Jericho fell down, after they the moral history of man, in its principal stream, has been full prime of his mission, warned the converts whom he was
had been compassed about seven times" (Reb. xi, 30). But distinctly an evolution from the first until now; anil that the making amone; English laborers of a spiritual danger that
the series of four names, which are given without any speci- succinct though grand account of the creation in Genesis is lay far ahead. It was that, becoming godly, they would
fication of their title to appear in the list, are all names of singularly accordant with the same idea. but is wider than become careful, and, becoming careful, they would bedistinguished warriors. They had all done great acts of Darwinism, since it includes in the grand progression the in- come wealthy. It was a just and sober forecast, and it
faith and patriotism aJ;tainst the enemies of Israel-Gideon animate world as well as the history of orgR.nisms. But, as represented with truth the general rule of life, although it be
against the MidiRnites, Barak against the hosts of Syria, Bam- this could not be shown without much detail, the Reply re- a rule perplexed with exceptions. But, if this be too narrow
son against the Philistines, anil Jephthah against the children duces me to the neces~ity of following its own unsatisfactory a sphere of observation, let us take a wijer one, the widest
of Ammon. Their title to appear in the list at all is in their example in the bald form of an assertion, that there is no of all. It is comprised in the brief statement that Christenacts-of war, and the mode of their treatment as men of war colorable ground for assuming evolution and revelation to dom rules the world, and rules it, perhaps it should be
added, by the possession of a vast surplus of material as well
is in striking accordance with the analogies of the chapter. be at variance with one another.
If, however, the meaning be that theism is swept away by as moral force. Therefore the assertion.s carried by implicaAll of them had committed errors. Gideon had again and
again demanded a sign, and had made a golden ephod, Darwinism, I observe that, as before, we hav only an unrea-l tion in the queries of the Reply, wh1ch are general, are
" which thing became a snare unto Gideon and to his house" soned dogma or dictum to deal with, and, dealing perforce because general untrue, although they might hav been true
(Judges viii, 27). Barak had refused to go up against Jabin with the unknown, we are .in danger of str-iking at a will of within those prudent limitations which the method of thls
unless Deborah would join the venture (Jud11;es v, 8). Sam- the wisp. Still, I venture on remarking that the doctrin of Reply appears especially to eschew.
. ..--::::::
·
·
W. E. Gr.msroNB~
fOOp h!ld peen in dalliance with Delilah, Last came Jeph- evolqti()n )las acquired both praise and dispraise whlch it
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be termed the litigant organization of labor took place idle, and would not meet the difficulty (Social Problems,
and became semi-voluntary in place of wholly invol- pp. 275, 276).
This wholesale begging of the question, without
untary; but of the apparent freedom under this now
·
existing form much is the result of a compulsory as- even a candid statement of it, indicates a. mind disLand Reform in 1848 and 1888.
sep.t effected through the various fictions and subtle satisfied with its own relation to the subject. The
GEORGE HENRY EVANS AND HENRY GEORGE.
devices of our transmitted legalities, not less invasiv above, however, is substantially all he has to say of
The plan of Mr. Evans was this : By political .ag~- than the sword of the freebooter or the lash of the his predecessors in the reform, or of their reasonings
tation and -control of the legislature to place a hmit slaveholder. In nothing is this so conspicuous and so upon the subject on which he is at issue with them,
to the ownership of land. This principle had ~lre~dy fatal to social life and progress as in the falseness of in the eight or nine hundred pages which make up
been applied to religious and other corporate mstitu- the law of property and of the unlimited dominion of his two volumes. The well-intentioned efforts of
Mr. Evans and his confr~res had been pertinaciously
tiona, and to the patenting of the public lands" only the land, under the law of the market.
to actual settlers in limited quantities." The maxiThe inability to defend our land system on any followed up for an entire generation. It is true that
mum had been fixed at one hundred and sixty acres. ethical or economic grounds, the agreement of all they looked to political action and legislativ expediMr. Evans suggested this as a limit to private owner- thinkers that it is incompatible with any rule but ents as effectiv agencies of reform, and so in that reship, not as a fixed quant.ity, but to obt~i~ ~ r~cog- one of despotism, and the necessity for a system of gard their labors were fruitless. But Mr. George has
nition of the right of government to so limit It, to organization of labor and cooperation which shall not learned from their failure, but has repeated their
be modified as wisdom should direct in the future. embrace division as well as production, indicates a blunders, even if he has not used the reform as a
He contemplated a peaceful attainment of this object, possible future type of labor organization wherein a means to political preferment and the advancement
by wise gradations, invading no "vested rights," yet broader freedom and a clearer sense of mutual help of party aims. The land reformers of 1848 who foleffectually preventing any further accumulation of and mt<tual benefit will secure a more fully developed lowed the lead of Mr. Evans hav kept alive the
landed estates beyond the legal limit, whether by sustaining system, and one which will promote, not embers of the fire that glowed in that early day, and
purchase, gift, or inheritance. All of these matters the military, civic, or material aggrandizement of a DOW by pla@ing their reform upon the broad ground
are held to be subjects properly regulativ by statute nation, or of an individual, but the development of of economic and industrial law hav made the scienlaw. The advocates of land nationalization propose higher activities, and the pursuit of nobler aims. It tific consideration of land ownership imperativ. Mr.
to hav the state resume the title to the land it has is simply idle to suppose that the dangerous class George's remedy is wholly empirical, and is suggested
once already sold to private parties; to be rented who aspire to profit by making, interpreting, and en- by no principle of law or fact of economy. In subback to those who want and are able to hire. Mr. forcing, and also in evading, our system of legal jecting the question to careful analysis, and to the
George simplifies this process by treating land valuEs quiddities will ever wil1ingly further any such reform test of the social good, we hav placed it in the line of
as simply the amount of rent the land will yield, and whatever, or propose "to aid any salutary cause ex- positiv settlement, without or in spite of political
scheming, caucus dictation, purchased votes, or
taxing it back entire without any disturbance to cept for the purpose of betraying it.
owners or to occupiers. This may be termed "a
A matter of secondary interest s·eems proper to be stuffed ballot- boxes; for nothing can stand before
short m~hod" of "land nationalization." It means noticed. I hav said Mr. Evans did not claim original- the advance of exact knowledge. There is no rebel" confiscation of rent.''
ity. Mr. George's friends, at least, claim it for him, lion against mathematics; and no demonstrated truth
You hav here substantially the means proposed by and also the position of leader. Now, some of his can be suppressed by any despotic rule. In the
the two men, representing different schools and dis- economic epeculations are doubtless original, and words of Ruskin : "We li v in an epoch of change,
tinct periods, for the reform of a universally admitted some are true as well, and important; but his "saver- and probably of revolution; thoughts that cannot be
evil, the monopolized control of the only passiv eign remedy" is in no respect new, whether true or put aside are in the minds of all men capable of
factor in production-the home and standing-place otherwise. Mr. Thomas Spence wrote his book long thought. One principle 'can, in the end will, close
and work-room of the whole human family. They before Mr. George was born. Mr. John Stuart Mill all epochs of revolution-that each man shall possess
are in accord fully as to the nature of the evil to be discerned the " uneamed increment," and his remedy the ground he can use and no more."
A peaceful evolution of industry and society will
remedied, and, indeed, as to the necessity of securing for that is not essentially different from the" confiscapolitical supremacy to accomplish the reform. The tion of rent." Mr. George shows that land values are then ensue; and the rule of ignorant, arbitrary will
great object, as both agree, is justice to labor, the determined by the rent, and the taking of that he of monarch or majority will end, when helpful science
abolition of poverty, and the promotion of the public calls, " taxing away land values." He quotes Harbert and progressiv thought shall free mankind from their
good. But the measures for which such political Spencer in "Social Statics," as giving a feasible superstitious reverence for ecclesiastical dogmas and
J. K. INGALLS.
·power is to be wielded in order to accomplish those plan by the assumption of ownership by the state legal fictions.
ends are wholly incompatible with each other. The one and renting to individuals, but says it is not the best
Institutionalism.
sought equality through limitation of power andre- plan, and then says: "What I propose, therefore,
I am by no means anti-religious in belief, but must
. is to
striction of privilege, mutually operativ as to all cit- as the simple, yet sovereign, remedy, .
izens of a state. The other seeks the annihilation of appropriate rent by taxation." If this is not spe- confess that those who call themselvs Infidels, or are
s class, allodial owners, embracing those whose cifically a claim to originality, it justifies an inference so termed, hav more true Christianity in their hearts
than the average church-member. Sh0w me a man
ownership promotes social prosperity, as well as that he intended it so to be understood.
those which endanger it, and the making of every
Now, I hav a book published by B. B. Mussey & noted for his kindness to the poor and for his strict
occupant of the land a tenant of the state, but offers Co., Boston, 1851, a reprint of an English publication, practice of the injunction," Do as you would be done
DO guarantee whatever against the unlimited control termed, "Science of Politics," containing a treatis by," and it is a hundred to one he is a Freethinker,
of the land through lease-hold, or the extension of on "Property in Land'' from a philosophical rather and far from being one of the " unco guid or rigidly
.
legal privilege to the lordly rule of capital, such than from an economical view, arraigning in a remark- righteous."
Priestcraft has perverted the true religion of the .
leases would giv.
ably forcible mami.er unlimited private ownership of
Now, limitation of powers is involved in, and is, land. The remedy prescribed is this: "By the Buddhas, Christa, Mohammeds, and other reformers
indeed, the professed burden of all forms of legisla- division of its annual value or rent, that is, by making into an accursed phariseeism. People are not logical
tion whatever. Limitation to private ownership of the rent of the soil the common property of the na- or capable of drawing correct conclusions from what
an essep.tia.l, natural element, indispensable to the life tion . . . by taking the whole of the taxes out they read. If they were, the church-members must
and to the well-being of the individual, is a logical of the rents of the soil, and thereby abolishing all wonder in their hearts at the inconsistencies of their
and constitutional means of redress, under any view other kinds of taxation whatever. And thus ali church practices with the teachings of the gospels of
of law which ever prevailed. It accords with our industry would be absolutely emancipated from every Matthew, Mark, and Luke, of Paul, and others.
system of tenure, which assumes that the right of burden, and every man would reap such natural reI wonder how a Presbyterian can attend his church
occupancy is in· every one of the whole people. ward as his skill, industry, and enterprise rendered and listen to the half-hour prayers, the doctrine, and
" Confiscation of rent," on the other hand, would re- legitimately his, according to the natlll'al law of com- observe the practices there without coming to the
quire an entire subversion of our system of occu- petition."
conclusion that whoever founded his sect was doing
pancy, and of well-established principles of property;
Here we hav the same "single tax" and "confisca- exactly contrary to the orders of .Christ-was, in fact,
i.s inconsistent with our Confrtitution, if we hav one, tion of rent" which Mr. George advocates. This copying the Vbry system he so severely denounced
and being revolutionary in its character should only writer even anticipates George's argument against when he gave the Lord's Prayer as an example and
be resorted to in the last extremity, even were it "equal division of the land" and the "scheme of cursed those long-praying Pharisees and hypocrits.
in itself wise 'and feasible. This remedy is, doubt- limitation." He also anticipates George's hypothesis
I heard one of the most narrow and bigoted of this
less, compatible with the fictions of English law, and that land can be taxed without taxing labor. He church say to a couple of his brethren only a few
of monarchy by "divine right;" but not by any theory says: "Where land is taxed no rnan is taxed, nor days ago : "If I had to raise a fund to aid some poor
· of democracy or principles of equity with which I does the taxation of land interfere in any way what- widow and orphans, upon my word, I would go out
am acqu9inted. But I think the time for promoting ever with the progress of human industry". (pp. 382- among the saloons and the wicked people before I
any positiv reform of the land system through polit- 384).
would go to our church !" " Why so ?" I asked.
ical ascendency, and by legisla.tiv preponderance of
The absurdity of this position, or. that anything "Well, sir, I cannot tell you why. It is a mystery to
an honest purpose to effect a public good, has long can be taxed permanently except human labor, me. I hav learned it since I hav been in the mersince passed away, through either Mr. George's or I hav not time now to show. The singular coinci- cantil business during ten years past. I do know
Mr. Evans's schemes. For it is quite apparent now dence of thought here seen may not prove plagiarism that our church-members are not charitable.'' He
to clear-headed people that the land question, and against Mr. George, for ideas are not invented, but admitted that he was, late in life, getting his eyes
all other questions of human interest, will take care grow. It is safe to assume, however, that the later open to many facts that are new to him.
of themselvs, if governments will let them alone, growth is upon the earlier, and not the earlier upon
For my part, I conclude that those institutions
withdt't:LW their bailiffd, tax-gatherers, detectiv police, the later. The name of this author is unknown to called churches hav served a purpose. Man has
and bandit, mercenary soldiery.
me. The book itself is evidently a reprint of an Eng- worked slowly upward from the beast, and there is
Social industry from its primitiv communal organ- lish work, and bears evi_dence of having been written much of the ape and tiger in him yet. The religion
ization has passed through three phases of develop- before Mr. George had entered his teens, as early as of men is no better than themselvs. Compare, for
ment. In the patriarchal state labor had some 1849. It is thus clearly identified with the agitation instance, the fiendish persecuting spirit of Catholics
degrees of organization, in which the more sponta- of 1848. To tax economic ren~ is merely to confis- and Protestants during ages with the very different
neous cooperation of the tribe or community became cate what, from circumstance, one may hav produced spirit of liberal Catholic Belgium or liberal Protsubjected to authority and to the order of an arbi- more than another.
estant England.
trary will, whose rude directorship effected some
In conclusion, it seems proper to refer to the
And yet these followers of the man who had not
approach to the combination and division of labor, meager recognition which Mr. George has vouch- where to lay his head; who-was born in a. stable,
more lately established.
safed to the labors of Mr. Evans and of the men who lived as a poor outcast all his life, and died as a conNext, in the struggle and as the consequent growth prepared the way through which his work was ren- demned malefllctor between two thieves; who enof leadership in their interm~nable wars and the rise dered possible. He says:
dured that despised life purposely for an example;
of monarchical
organization
of labor
Noth'mg can be accomp11s
· 'd , I'll ogJCa
·
·h d b
J:C
t d rule,
d the
th warl1ke
'I'
· .
e
y sueh t1mi
1 whose original followers lived and .died in about t~e
was euec ~ 'un .. er .e miitant spint, and .became measures. If we would cure social diseases we must go to same way, and whose greatest apostle, Paul, concompulsonly cooperativ, a system characterized by the root. There is no use in talking of reserving what tlJere stantly impressed this lesson of humility, saying,
Hobbes as having "selfishness everywhere and un-j may be left of our p~blic domain to actual settlers. That ''You all did see that I wrought with mine own
·limited power somewhere." On the decline of themili- would be merely lock1p~ the stable door after t.he ho~se had hands for an example "-these modem followers
· 't d
th
1 f1
bt · d d
t' been stolen, and even If It were not, would avail nothmg.
t an.t spin
an as e ru e 0 aw o ~me an cons IThere is no use in talking about restricting the amount of build lofty temples, adorn them splendidly, and giv
~ut10nal ~overnments bec9,me estabhshed, what may land one ~nan may l:10ld. That, u it were practicable, were t() their chitf J?rief!tfl almost inft.nit l),n"Jl\l,l\l Sl;l!lJ,S each
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while they compel the real working clergy to endure
excruciating poverty. So much does man's selfish,
contemptible spirit distort everything right and left.
The plainest, clearest lesson of humility, charity,
meekness, and long-suffering has been tortured into
a practice the most contrary that can be imagined.
Individual greed makes an institution out of it.
And so, likewise, a few honest, earnest, philosophic
minds invented a simple form of government for our
country, to be conducted on the plainest, cheapest
principles. They left the making of the laws to certain
servants of the people, without any duty to refer the
laws to the people for indorsement. The founders of
the affair said that, "As to all matters of police and
ten thousand other things connected with daily life,
the people must attend to them within their own
families, or their own communities, counties, or
states." "No free government is possible where details are administered from a center, for such a government will grow with the years, ever creatillg new
places, bureaus, Jews, etc."
If, now, so plain a foundation for a religion had, in
two centuries, become so reversed as had the religious basis laid by Christ, does anyone believe
that the foundation of a plain, cheap government could remain as it was devised, especially
when it was left to the greed and selfishness of lawmakers to shape it gradually as they saw fit? Thousands of new laws are proposed at every session of
Congress. Hundreds are framed, all to giv excuse
for raising more revenue. The very power to tax
has been diverted to make business. The most complex and extravagant system of central administration
the world has ever seen has grown up out of the
simplest formula. The cost of the civil list which
has overthrown every government in the past by its
secret, malignant, cancerous consumption has been
increased sixteen times, or sixteen hundred per cent,
since 1842, when three hundred per cent would hav
been an enormity.
The ignorant laugh and sneer, but the student of
history and of human nature knows that nothing
short of force can giv to accumulated wealth more
of the earnings of labor than a certain small percentage, and that the force always comes at command of the law's executiv. Where is your free
government when he for whom it was created labors
under "the protection" of guns?
HoLT.
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knowledgment that they were both in the same fix, "daily bread" is sometimes of a doubtful character,
and that night they would be lying in the grave to- there is nothing miraculous in it. The Israelites in
gether! The term "paradise," to which a fanciful the desert got nothing to drink but water, and somemeaning has been given, simply implies an inclosed times not enough of that Jesus was more liberal
place or garden, such as cemeteries probably were with his bill of fare. By pr2cept and example he
then, and such as they are in the present day.
taught his disciples to drink wine-when they can
Thi:a is a common-sense reading of the incident, get it.
OuTIS.
which, if it be a fact, has been magnified an(l disWomanhood.
torted into a fable by those who profess to see anIn reading the splendidly enthusing article in THE
other meaning therein. If, as some suppose, there is
a paradise for disembodied spirits in which they re- TRUTH SEEKER of April 14th headed, "The Forum,".
tain their individuality and liv forever, it is not a I_ was forcibly struck with the masculinity of the ·
pleasant outlook for those who wish to exchange this whole thing. Here and there is reference to a woman,
"wicked world" for a better one that so many thieves but nearly all the persons mentioned are mell, and
and murderers hav preceded them to the same place. the things done are done by men. References abound
The society there will be, not a little, but a great to what man has done.
One reason for this male prominence is, men are
deal mixed. I hardly know which would be most
disagreeable to me, the malefact.ors or those who the great ruling powers at home and in public places,
furnished them with passports. A deathbed repent- and usually control the purse as well as the time of
ance is a very natural conclusion to an ill-spent life, the women. But the true Liberal should never
but neither entitles nor qualifies the· penitent for a neglect to note the woman-help wherever it can be
heritage of . bliss. Such an outrageous fiction as a brought in. Even Mrs. Freeman, though herself a
place of eternal punishment is now generally e:x,- woman, fails to bring into prominence such workers
ploded by all sane Christians, but they should re- as Ernestine L. Rose, Frances Wright, Harriet Marmember that there i~ just as much authority for it tineau, Lucretia Mott, Susan B. Anthony, Matilda
as for their hypothetical heaven, and if they giv up Joslyn Gage, and a host of other Liberal women who
hav pushed forward the Liberal car of progress with
one they must giv up the other.
a success, energy, and vim that few men hav equaled
THE LORD's· SUPPER.
The last recorded act of Jesus previous to his and none surpassed. Were there no mottoes that
execution was probably the most sensible thing he could hav been quoted from this grand galaxy of
ever did in his life. He invited his disciples to sup- women to place side by side with those from Washper, gave them plenty to eat and drink, and. told ington, Garfield, and Grant? While I am sure there
them if they wished to liv long and see good times was no premeditated ignoring of woman's claims at
they must keep it up in remembrance of what he told this meeting of great magnates, I still feel that
them. Jesus was ·no ascetic. He was Jleither a opportunities were neglected of doing a tardy justice
vegetarian or a Prohibitionist. On the contrary, he to the mothers of reform. With Walt Whitmangave them roast lamb (such being the orthodox As I see my soul reflected in Nature,
Passover dish), and finished up by passing the wine As I see through the mist one with inexpressible completeness, sanity, and beauty,
cup freely around. Jesus was from the first a strikhead and arms folded on the breasting contrast to his predecessor, John the Baptist. I see the bentThe
female form I see.
John came neither eating nor drinking, and the people
ELMJNA D. SLENKER.
naturally concfuded he was mad.· He promised them
the kingdom of heaven, which, as Paul afterward
Mr. Brown's Desire for Information.
explained, was not meat and drink. Jesus came
To THE EDITOR oF TEE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I was
eating and drinking, and they said he was "a gluttonous man, a wine-bil:lber, and a friend of publicans much interested in reading an article from the pen of
and sinners !" The Jews, like the modern Christians, W. L. Willis on Spiritology, in TEE TnuTH SEEKER
were difficult to please, but if the example of Jesus of April 21st. As he knows something about this
means anything, no Prohibitionist or total abstainer ology, you will perhaps allow me space enough to ask
The Gospel According to Common Sense.
can call himself a Christian. Jesus spake in parables him a few questions regarding the spirit, or soul, or
THE PENITENT THIEF.
to the multitude, and was himself the greatest parable whatever he calls it-and I ask for information, not
I am not going to discuss the question of capital of all. He claimed to be the personification of meat for argument.
1. What is the spirit 1
punishment, or say whether or not it is desirabie to and drink. " My flesh is meat indeed, and my blood
2. Whence is it !
deprive a brutal murderer of the power to do any is drink indeed." It was coarsely expressed, and
3. Where wa'3 the spirit of a person before that
further mischief. I leave such questions to those calculated to turn the stomach of any but a born
whom it may concern. My present subject is a thief. cannibal. What he would hav said, if translated into person was born ?
4. Does the spirit of a person hav a "beginning"
It is fortunate for some of us that they do not cru- the language of common sense, amounts to this:
as
!ln individual, personal spirit-e. g., the spirit of
"
Here
are
meat
and
drink,
and
you
cannot
liv
withcify thieves in the present day. It is especially fortunate for myself that they do not crucify blasphemers. out them. My body is composed of one and my Mr. Smith, or Mr. Brown-the same as the body~
5. (a') If the spirit had such a beginning, will it
That one blasphemer and two thieves suffered blood of the other. I am not an unsubstantial spirit.,
capital punishment in the year 1, that is to say, about but a man, having the same kind of appetite as your- not cease to exist, at some time, as such an individual,
eighteen hundred years ago, is a matter of history selva. Eat, drink, and liv, for in these things alone personal spirit (as things which hav beginning must
that it does not answer my purpose to dispute. you will find your salvation as long as the world hav ending); and (b) if so, why should it not cease
They suffered under the theocratic law promulgated shall endure." It was a sad but inevitable conclusion to exist when the body does, i. e,, at death T
6. At death, the body goes back to the elements,
by Moses, which, as I hav said, fortunately for many to the theory he had been preachillg, that man could
of us is no longer in force. Yet there is a relic of liv without work. He cannot liv without meat and is dis-individualized; is it reasonable to suppose that
it remaining-if not in the United States, certainly drink and to procure these he must work. The the force still maintains its individuality T
By giving the above questions E'pace in your interin England. It is not long since three men were game' was played out, and the last supper paid for;
esting
paper, you will greatly oblige, and perhaps
the
exchequer
was
bare.
Juda1:1,
the
purse-bearer,
sentenced to imprisonment by a truculent jndge
W. E. BRowN.
under a statute passed in the Dark Ages of medieval like a prudent man, thinking to make the best of a lead to enlightenment.
bad
bargain,
went
and
sold
his
chief
for
thirty
silver
bigotry, which ought long since to hav been repealed.
For Mr. and Mrs. Casey.
Their offense was the publication of a picture ridicul- dollars ! It was a very mean act, and expressed the
utter hopelessness of the position, for what modem
ing J ehovab.
DEAR FRIENDS : I did not think .to make another
It is not with the blasphemer, but with the thief, deacon would ruin his reputation for so paltry a appeal for R. 1\:I. Ca~ey a?d wife, but he was so
that we hav to do. For what particular offense the sum~ No doubt, many of them would sell their min- anxious to earn somethmg htmself and not be depend"penitent" thief was executed the scripture does not isters for less-if they could find a customer. But ent that he went to work while too weak and fell with
say. Most likely be was one of the followers of ministers, if they hav any marketable value, usually his whole weight on his crippled hand and arm; so
Jesus-a hanger-on and loafer at the "camp-meet- forestall the deacons, and sell themselvs.
that besides suffering the most excruciating pain, he is
The savior of the world by his own showing con- now' once more laid up; and to cap the climax fire
ings," prowling around for what he could pick up.
If they were to hang all such characters in the pres- sists of meat and drink. For these things the broke out in the forest near his little home and
ent day, it would probably be a good riddance, but laborer labors, and the parson preaches. For meat destroyed nearly all. his wood. In. fighting. the fire
the authorities would hav to provide an awful amount and drink the land is cultivated, the ocean traversed, to keep it from burnmg the house, h1s poor wlfe overof rope. Even the Jews did not go to that length, and the desert reclaimed. 'The end of the world, so did and now lies very sick. I hav lent them a little
but they hanged the revivalist preacher instead. His confidently predicted eighteen centuries ~go, io to all money and given all I can afford, so once more ask
following consisting largely of thieves and prosti· appearance farther off than ever. What 1t _would h~v those who feel able to send a litt~e help. n t.ruly
tutes, they hanged a couple of the former by way of been had the doctrins of Jesus been carl'led out m seems as if misfortunes never came singly. Address
practice it is impossible to say. Where would the R. M. Cas-ey, Seneca, S. C., or E. D. Slenker, Snowexample.
Here was an inglorious end of the promised king- loaves ;nd fishes come from if there were DO bakers ville, Va.
]\'Ins. E. D. SLENKER.
dom, which the disciples of Jesus confidently ex- or fishermen? Several centuries before Jesus, the
Specimen of "Sahllin's" niaspliPmy.
pected .to become something more substantial than a Greek poet Hesiod complained that the gods had
FJ·om '' Gud ana Ilis Book."
kingdom of air. There were evidently office-seekers hidden the secrets of nature from mankind to compel
Your book~ 0 Lord, I once more remind you, is terribly
among them. James and John, the sons of Zebedee, us to work for our living, or otherwise we might re- biggiedy-piggledv
and confused. I presume this results
wanted to sit the one on the right side and the alize enough food in a day to last throughout. the from you yoiuself being in a chronic state of mental confuyear.
Perhaps
Jesus
discovered.
the
secret,
but
lf
so
other on the left-prime minister and secretary of
sion as to what you really are, and who you really are. Your
state. Peter chose to be minister of war, and carried it died with him and has never smce been found. At consciousness that yon are "without bo~ly, parts, or pasa sword. Judas was already appointed chancellor of one time he told his disciples that he had meat to eat ~ions" must be a sJurce of constant bewilderment to you.
without body, pRrts, c;r pass~on~" !s the best ~efinition
the exchequer. As for the rank and file, soured with that they knew nothing about, and referred to the For"'
of notldn,q divine or human mgemuty IS hkely to stnke up_on.
miraculous
extenEoion
of
the
loaves
and
fishes
as
a
disappointment, and seeing no further prospect of free
And yet yon bav a consciousnesa that you are not notlttn,q.
feasts, they reviled their former master, and taunted case in point. Perhaps it was manna? I use the Indeed, from sundry expressions of _yours I infer that J:OU
him with, '• He saved others, himself he cannot save." note of interrogation to express the word properly, are of opinion that yon are (11)e•·ytlang. Further confusiOn
must arise from the fact of your being "one" with yourself,
The two thieves who were crucified with him cast for commentators tell us it implies a question equiv- and
the Son, and the Ghost. You will never know ?icarly
alent
to,
"What
is
it!"
Moses
tells
us
it
resembled
the same in his teeth. The supposed prayer of the
whether you are yourself, or whether you are the Son, or
coriander
seed,
and
would
not
keep
for
more
than
a
"penitent" one was in reality a sarcasm. In what
whether you are thP. Ghost, or whether you are all three.
other sense can such a request be understood, com- day so that the Israelites had to liv literally "from The consciousness of this must render yon confused;. and,
ing at such a time, from such a character? And hand to mouth." That is much the way poor people naturally enough, the confusion extends to that queer hotchpotch and salmagundi known as your Book.
w~~t does the answef of Jesus amount to b11t an ac- !iv even~ in the prer.?ent,.day, and excepting that our
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est Christian champion. There is also (but this is
not new) a little pettifogging, a concealment of distinctions, in some of the arguments scarcely to be
looked for from such a source. In his :first reply to
Dr. Field, Colonel Ingersoll said : " The brain thinks
without asking our consent. We believe, or WEl disbelieve, without an effort of the will. Belief is a result. It is the effect of evidence upon the mind.
The scales turn in spite of him who watches. There
is no opportunity of being honest or dishonest in the
formation of an opinion. The conclusion is entirely
independent of desire."
After using three pages and a half to show that
free will is possible, in which he follows the usual
theological reasoning and falls into the usual errors
by stopping short-as the Hindoos do when they
come to the turtle which supports the elephant which
supports Atlas who supports the world, or as do the
Christians in the design argument when they get to
God-at the most convenient place in his· argument,
and not pursuing it to a logical conclusion, Mr. Gladstone givs us these palpable non sequiturs :

Bingle subscription in advance ..•.•.•.••••••••.•....•....... $8 00
6 00
One subscription two years, in advance .•••.•..•..•.••••.
6 00
Two new subscribers...•••..••••...•.•...•...•.•...••••..••.•••
"The system called Thuggism, represented in the practice
One subscription with one new subscriber, in onere.
0 00 of the Thugs, taught that the act, which w.e describe as
mittance ....•••...•.•..••••.••.•...............•.....•.....•.••
murder, was innocent. Was this an honest error? Was· it
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
7 00 due, in its authors as well as in those who blindly followed
remittance ......•..••.•.••.....••..•.••.....•..............•.
One subscription with three new !!ubscribers, in one
them, to an automatic process of thought, in which the will
8 60 was not consulted, and which accordingly could entail no
remittance .•••••.•......••.••..••••.•..••..••••••••.••.••••••.
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance .•••••.••.•••••••••.•.••..•..••...•.••••.••.••.••.•• 10 00 respon~:>ibility? If it was, then it is plain that the whole
foundations, not of belief, but of social morality, are broken
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
up. If it was not, then the sweeping doctrin of the present
w1tb one remittance.
writer on the necessary blamelessness of erroneous conclusions tumbles to the ground like a house of cards at the
Mr. Gladstone's Defense of Christianity.
breath of the child who built it.
"In truth, the pages of the Reply, and the Letter which
The Rt. Hon. W. E. Gladstone, M.P., occupies
twenty-eight pages of the current issue of the North has more recently followed it, themselvs demonstrate that
what the writer has asserted wholesale he overthrows and
American Review in considering the opinions of denies in detail. 'You will admit,' says the Reply (p. 477),
Colonel Ingersoll concerning Christianity.
The 'that he who now persecutes for opinion's sake is infamous.'
article is mostly directed against Colonel Ingersoll's But why ? Suppose he thinks that by persecution he can
Reply to Dr. Field's :first letter in the Review, the bring a man -from soul-destroying falsehood to soul-saving
subsequent "Last Word" of Dr. Field and the re- truth, this opinion may reflect on his intellectual debilitybut that is his misfortune, not his fault. His brain has
sponsiv letter by Colonel Ingersoll not reaching him thought without asking his consent; he has believed or disuntil he had made the chief part of his observations. believed without an effort of the will (p. 476) .. Yet the very
However, Mr. Gladstone does not mind this, and, writer, who has thus established his title to think, is the first
indeed, it does not impair 'his argument, which is, so to hurl at him an anathema for thinking. And again,
far as it is an argument at all, a general consideration in the Letter to Dr. Field (North American Review, Vol.
cxlvi, p. 33), ' the dogma of eternal pain' is described as
of Christianity.
'that infamy of infamies.' I am not about to discuss the
The essay, we are bound to say-and in this we subject of future retribution. If I were, it would be my first
think everyone who reads it, Christian or heretic, duty to show that this writer has not adequately considered
will agree with us-is disappointing. Mr. Gladstone either the scope of his own arguments (which in no way
does not :finish four pages before we hear the same solve the difficulties he presents) or the meaning of his
old whine about hurting the feelings of "us Chris- words; and my second would be to recommend his perusal
of what Bishop Butler has suggested on this head. But I am
tians," and the whole essay is more a criticism of at present on ground altogether different. I am trying
Colonel Ingersoll's method, with some incidental another issue. This author says we believe or disbelieve
apologies for human sacrifice as conducted by J ehO- without the action of the will, and, consequently, belief or
vah, than an attempt to show that Christianity is disbelief is not the proper subject of praise or blame. And
either philosophically or historically worthy of cre- yet, according to the very same authority, the dogma of
eternal pain is what ?-not 'an error of errors,' but an
dence. Mr. Gladstone calls the controversy between ' infamy of infamies;' and though to hold a negativ may not
Colonel Ingersoll and Dr. Field a combat in which be a subject of moral reproach, yet to hold the affirmativ
the clash of arms is heard across the broad Atlantic, may. Truly it may be asked, Is not this a fountain which
and to which we infer he has listened impatiently, sends forth at once sweet waters and bitter?"

longing to leap to saddle and rush to the aid of his
brother Christian, whom he by implication admits
has been unhorsed and rolled in the dust. But, to
carry Mr. Gladstone's medieval simile a little farther
and turn it upon ·himself, his method of meeting
Colonel Ingersoll is as if all the knights who went
down before the lance of Ivanhoe in the "Gentle and
Joyous Passage of Arms of Ashby" had risen and
said: Sir, we admit your good character, but we dislike your style of thrusting with the lance, and we
deprecate the force with which you come against us.
In fact, you hurt our feelings; we pray you to re. strain your impetuous enthusiasm.
And Mr. Gladstone, the Sir Brian de Boisguilbert
of these knights, will head the delegation of remonstrance.
Incidentally, Mr. Gladstone reaffirms the positions
he maintained against :Professor Huxley, " that there
is no colorable ground for assuming evolution and
revelation to be at variance with one another," but
he contents himself with asserting instead of attempting to prove this. In the paragraphs devoted to
reason, he follows Butler, and quotes copiously from
the "Analogy." Design, too, he rehabilitates and
leads forth, but cautiously, as if aware it is but a
Rosinante of a battle steed. In fact, there is scarcely
anything new in the essay. Apologies for the acts
of Jephthah atad Abraham, and the admission that
divine government (whatever that may be) presents
many and varied problems, insoluble by our understanding, hav been made before, and neither satisfy
p~r ac'luire new force comin{f from England's great-

Mr. Gladstone does not distinguish between
thought and action. Even a Thug should not be
killed offhand before he has been proven to hav murdered some one. And as for the religious fanatic, no
Freethinker denies his right to his belief, but denies
only his right to act injuriously toward others.
Torquemada was zealous in his acts and honest
in belief. He is not anathematized for his thoughts,
but condemned for his actions. There are in England to-day many thousands of Tories who conceive
that Mr. Gladstone himself should be exterminated
for the benefit of the country. If their thought
were as reprehensible as action on their thought,
and if the thought is entirely within their control,
they ought to be proceeded against by law, for the
good of society. Colonel Ingersoll does not denounce
the men who hold opinions; he denounces the opinion. He does not deny the right to think wrong,
·but he does deny the right of anyone to interfere
with another person because of that person's conformity or nonconformity with his own thought.
He distinguishes between thought and action, be·
tween a dogma and the man who accepts it. He
does not propose to punish the man for accepting it,
because the man's mind is so constituted that he can
not help his acquiescence in its tenets, but the
Infidel would not allow the dogmatist to force by
action his belief upon another. Action, not thoughts
of action, is what men are responsible for.
We advise everyone to read Mr. Gladstone's essay,
and on another page we giv as copious extracts· as
our space ~~d t4e copyri~ht law admit, Colonel

IIngersoll does. not need to write a word to convince
any thinking person that Mr. Gladstone is unable to
pen even a plausible defense of Christian superstition. And if he cannot, who can 1

Spiritualism and Its Investigation.
We are glad ~o record that the two conspicuous
parties in the disgraceful Diss Debar-Marsh sleightof-hand performance which has occupied so many
columns of public print and so many days of a police
judge's time, are both Christians, and found their
Spiritualism on the Bible. Mr. Luther R. Marsh,
the victim, only a year ago read an address before
the Historical society in which he took great pains
to ridicule the theory of evolution, and he still
adheres to Genesis as his guide in science, believes
in Spiritualism as a religion, but repudiates any Spiritualism which denies the divinity of Christ, or the divine authority and authenticity of the Old and New
Testaments, or revealed religion. Madam Diss
Debar, too, is a :firm believer in the Bible, and reads
it a great deal, as was sworn in court.
In one way, we may say that the Bible and Chris"
tianity are responsible for this sleight-of-hand entertaiilment. Being credulous enough to believe the
Bible stories of ghosts and witches, M.r. Marsh was
an easy victim of another believer shrewd enough to
take advantage of his credulity. If the ghost of
Samuel could appear to Saul at the command of the
Witch of Endor, why should not other ghosts appear
at the command of Madam Diss Debar! If the Holy
Ghost could materialize sufficiently to propagate a
child, why should not other ghosts materialize sufficiently to paint pictures T It is this belief in ancient
fables that prepares the minds of otherwise sensible
men to believe the transparent trickery of unprincipled adventuresses to be solid fact. Mr. Marsh
-ridicules the theory of evolution, which has thousands
upon thousands of undisputed facts to support it, a
theory which ninety-nine out of every hundred scientific scholars believe in-and yet he possesses the
most abject faith in ghosts, in the existence of which
not one scholar in a hundred believes, and which
alleged existence has not one undisputed fact to
support it.
A writer in a daily paper, calling attention to this
idiosyncrasy of the human mind, suggests three
reasons why some prefer to believe in something
irrational in preference to what is rational: 1. Because they reject the simple and sensible advice to
"submit every article of faith (or belief) to the test
of reason ;" 2. Because they refuse to recognize that
"vast power which works in the universe in all
things by law and in none by caprice/' 3. Because we
are "born and bred," or brought up to believe, to a
greater or less extent, in superstition; in reverence
for tradition; in a literal, rather than :figurativ, interpretation of a book that we hav been taught to
believe is infallible. The last of these reasons comprehends the other two. Without superstition, with- ·
out the fetich book-which may be the Bible or may
be some other " holy" volume-the human mind
would be prepared to reason calmly upon religious
questions as upon others. In his law business Mr.
Marsh is exceptionally keen. There he has experience, knowledge of the law, and facts to reason from.
But if his knowledge of the law had been purely
guesswork; if his facts had all proven false, what
cases would he hav gained? And if he had applied
the same shrewd reasoning to his religion. that he
does to law, who does not know that the impostor
would hav been defeated in her schemes'?
We are sorry to see in our esteemed contemporary
the Banner of Light a certificate that this Diss
Debar woman's mediumship has once been genuin,
whatever the present exhibition of her peculiar talents·may be. The records prove her to hav always
been a dishonest and mercenary adventuress, gulling
credulous people by tricks of prestidigitation for the
money she could make. She has used Spiritualism
for her own objects, and it is more than doubtful if
she herself believes in what to thousands of others is
a religion. Spiritualism was not on trial with her at
all, though a great many Spiritualists foolishly defended her. But Spiritualism should not be made a
religion. If true, it must be in conformity with · the
laws of nature, and as such must come in the domain
of experimental and demonstrable science. Religion
is belief; Spiritualism, if true, can become knowledge.
Experiments in it must be made in the same scientific
spirit in which experiments are made in Qhemistry,
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Emotion is out of place in seeking facts. Credulity
should be held sternly back. Preconceived notions
should .be laid aside. Hope should not be allowed
to see a glittering star unless that star is actually
above the horizon. When a fact is thought to be
discovered, it should be assailed on all sides. If it
is a real fact, a truth, it will stand any test; if it is
not, everyone must certainly desire it to go. Demonstrated under such conditions, Spiritualism is no
more a religion than the revolutions of the planets.
It is simply a fact in nature from which we can
derive immeasurable joy, greater in degree, but of
the same kind, as the feeling which takes possession
of us when a loved one thought dead has been
restored to life.
And, speaking of Spiritualism and the investigation of its phenomena, we may add that next week
we shall print an account of Mr. William Henry
Burr's researches in independent slate-writing, at
the conclusion of which he avows that he is " firmly
convinced that there must hav been an intelligent
force that produced the writing on those slates."
Mr. Burr means, of course, an intelligent force apart
and not of or from the medium, or any other human
being.

The Woman's Congress and the Methodists.
The leading communication in this issue of THE
TRUTH SEEKER is the very able and altogether admirable paper read by Helen Gardener at the recent
Woman's International Council in Washington.
Miss Gardener does her sex credit in all that she
undertakes, whether polemical or scientific, and not
the weakest reason why woman should be enfranchised is the absurd fact that the author of such a
paper as "Sex in Brain" is deprived of all tight to
participate in governmental affairs, while a Roman
Catholic male, who probably could not define two
words in a hundred of the essay, or comprehend a
single one of the many ideas it advances, is allowed
as a lord of creation to cast a ballot and hold office
and manage. the affairs of the state.
In writing of the Woman's Council two weeks
ago, we made an error which we are now pleased to
correct. Freethought ideas were not entirE~ly suppressed at the congress, and their non-appearance in
the reports is due to the exertions of Frances Willard,
who captured the reportorial youths, told them Sunday-school stories, and induced them, to be good
little boys for a while and leave out all the naughty
heresy of the Infidel women. Therefore, only the
pious orations of the sophomorical young women in
graduating dresses were reported. But Miss Gardener's paper is to be printed at the expense of the
suffrage organization and distributed as a campaign
argument, and the writer can console herself with the
knowledge that few other essays were considered of
sufficient merit to be so preser-ved and circulated.
At the conclusion of the congress a meeting of
Infidel women was called by Mrs. Stanton, Helen
Gardener,· Mrs. Dilke, and Mrs. Scatchard, and
twenty-seven of the brainiest delegates responded,
among them Matilda Joslyn Gage, Mrs. Miner, Judge
Waite's wife, Mrs. Westendorf, Mrs. and Miss Southworth, Miss Law, and Madam Bogelot, delegate from
Paris, which we regard as a cheering indication that
in the Woman Suffrage movement there is a Liberal
element bound to hav its say. This element defeated
Miss Frances Willard's intention to commit the
council by resolution to Prohibition, Gad-in-the-Constitution, and other Christian schemes, and to elect
for the next international council officers known and
activ as Christian workers. Miss Willard, who openly
declared that she would vote only for such, was pre.vailed upon by Mrs. Scatchard, the ablest of the
foreign delegates, to cast her ballot for Mrs. Fassett,
of England, an avowed Atheist, for the president of
the next international council, which will be held in
London three years hence, and Mrs. Stanton peremptorily sat upon the pious resolutions. Helen
Gardener, an official visitor and not a delegate, did
her share of work for Liberalism, and though the
Christians had a 'majority of votes, they were ren-.
dered unable to take advantage of their power.
Miss Willard's infiuence was perceptibly weakened
by her declaration that at heart she is nut a suffragist, but sees that by woman's vote she can effect the
pious and prohibitory legislation she seeks. She
counts· upon casting the female vote solid for the
church, and before all else she is a Methodist of
Methodists.
Be~in~ th~se things in mind, we hope that she

feels proud of the church for which she is working so hard as president of the Woman's Christian
Temperance Union, now that its chief officers and
most important official organ are endeavoring with
all the skill they possess to keep woman delegates
out of the general conference now in session in
this city. There are few men in the Methodist
church who hav done so much for that sect as
Miss Willard. This is well enough, perhaps, for a
duplication of Miss Willard's fanaticism, bigotry,
intolerance, and general determination to run the
country in the interest of religion is not to be desired. But, nevertheless, the ones who do the work,
the practical standard-bearers of any cause, are the
ones who should be honored by their followers, and
whose voices should be heard in its counsels, even if
they are so fortunate as to be women. The Methodist clergy, however, are fully convinced that woman
is an inferior creature, and being such shall hav no
vote as to who shall be her bishop, or preacher, or
.how the money she has coaxed from her male acquaintances for the church shall be expended. The
arguments on the admission of female delegates to
the conference are excessivly warm, very one-sided,
and as bigoted as one of Miss Willard's own speeches.
Their general tenor is that woman has risen about as
high in the church as it is safe for the brethren to
allow, and to yield her the right to participate in the
supreme council of the church would be dangerous
to religion. Therefore, let her be subject to her
husband in everything, as the church is subject to
Christ.
If the women who hav been for years the chief
support of the ecclesiastical system known as Methodism would only read and ponder over the treatment
they hav invariably and universally received from the
.ecclesiastical machine, there would hav been many
more delegates at theW oman's Congress, and several
times twenty-seven at the meeting of the Infidels.

Colonel Billings Convicted.
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his right hand was an unfinished letter to an old
college chum. He died in a few moments without
regaining consciousness. Billings was taken to a
doctor's office, and his wound examined. A bruise
was found in the center of his back, while upon the
broken ring of his suspenderlf was found a flattened
bullet. .While at the office of the doctor he was arrested and conveyed to jail.
It was at first supposed that Kingsley had committed suicide, thinking he had killed Colonel Billings, but at the coroner's inquest an infamous plot
was laid bare. In Colonel Billings's pockets were
found papers that showed that he had intended to
force Kingsley to become his slave for the rest of his
life. Among the papers which he had prepared for
Kingsley to sign was a confession on the part of
Kingsley that he had been intimate with Billings's
wife; forged affidavits of responsible persons that
they. had witnessed their criminal relations ; a confession of the wife herself; a forged information
before a justice of the peace charging Kingsley with
this crime, and deeds, notes, and mortgages which
not only conveyed to Billings the possession of all of
Kingsley's earthly possessions at that time, but gave
him power to draw Kingsley's salary until the year
1890. The trial developed and emphasized the fact
of a conspiracy. At the inquest Colonel Billings was
kept in ignorance of the testimony of other witnesses, and when confronted with it contradicted the
statements he made after the death of Kingsley. On
the trial his wife also changed her story. Upon the
witness-stand she told of her alleged intimacy with
Kingsley with much particularity of detail, but on
the days when she said it occurred it was proved
that neither she nor Kingsley were at the house
named. One of her letters to Kingsley was found,
in which she stated that her husband was away for
two days, but that she feared he suspected them.
Kingsley's reply, written upon the bottom of the
letter, was that of an innocent man. He was puzzled,
he said, to know why she wrote him such a letter,
and wanted to know what her husband could suspect
them of doing. Mrs. Billings testified that after
yielding to Kingsley her conscience smote her, and
she confessed all to her wronged husband, who was
overpowered with grief, though so great was his love
for her that he deeded all of his worldly possessions
to her, telling her that he himself would go away and
become a wanderer upon the face of the earth, while
she, if she wished, could marry Kingsley, and perhaps be happy.· Of course she remonstrated against
this plan, but the next day, strange as it may appear,
the ruined husband invited Kingsley to dinner and
left him alone with his wife. Billings testified that,
having become convinced that Kingsley had been
intimate with his wife, he had resolved that Kingsley
should bind himself to support her, hence the notes,
mortgages, etc., found upon him. He himself intended to go away and commit suicide. The notes
were made payable to him as· attorney. His wife, he
repeatedly averred, knew nothing of the transactions.
The hole through the back of Billings's clothing,
where the bullet was supposed to hav entered, was
shown to hav been made with a sharp instrument,
and the bullet itself had been welded on the buckle
of his suspenders with a hammer. The ownership
of the revolver found in Kingsley's hand has not
been traced to Billings, but it was proved that
Kingsley had never owned one, while Billings owned
several.
Such is the painful story of the downfall of an
able man, and one widely known among Liberals.
Happily, it is the first of the kind. We hav receiv~d
letters from some friends alleging that Colonel Elllings was being persecuted because of his Infidelity.
This we hav not believed. While it seemed incomprehensible that he could commit murder, we do
know him capable of forging letters and of unfair
business transactions. It is probable that the religious press will taunt the Freethinkers with this
conviction, but in our judgment they should keep
quiet for the crime committed by Colonel Billings
does ~ot impair the accuracy of the statistics he collected. But it is a sad case, ruining a woman's
reputation, destroying a home, and adding to the
population of a penitentiary, where few Freethinkers
indeed are found. It's too bad, too bad.

Most of our readers know that last winter M. E.
Billings, of Waverly, Ia., comp~ler of the ''Crimes of
Preachers," was lodged in jail charged with shooting
W. S. Kingsley, attorney of Bremer county, a former
friend of Mr. Billings, and an estimable young man.
We hav refrained from saying anything of the case,
for while we know from experience with Mr. Billings,
both business and in connection with a congress of
the American Secular Union, that he is not the honorable gentleman he ought to be, we did not wish to do
him any injustice ; and though the murder charge
and the matters that led to it appeared very dark, we
gave him the benefit of the doubt. His trial, which
lasted from April 3d to the 25th, is now ended, and
the verdict is murder in the second degree.
Colonel Billings is about fifty-two years old; bas
an enviable war record; is a strong character, but
pompous and egotistic, and unscrupulous in his dealing. Some thirteen years ago he quietly, and many
think unjustly, divorced his wife, after which he
eloped with his present wife, who figures conspicuously and disgracefully in this trouble, then a schoolgirl of some fourteen years of age. Kingsley was a
general favorit in Waverly. He bought Billings's
property a year ago, and the two men occupied the
same office for some time. They fell out, however,
although neither would tell the cause of the disagreement. Billings left for Dakota, but came back on
the day of the shooting, and, it is said, attempted to
extort money from Kingsley. Billings charged
Kingsley with intimacy with a young woman named
Emma Shaw, and attempted to force Kingsley to
deed back his property. Miss Shaw testified to the
falsity of the charge .
The story of the tragedy, as told in the World, and
substantiated by other accounts, is briefly that on the
evening of December 21, 1887, at a few minutes before 6 o'clock, two pistol shots were heard in quick
succession in the office of the county attorney. Colonel Billings staggered down the stairway with a cry
of pain, and called out that he was shot, and that he
had the documents in his pocket to show why Kingsley had attempted to kill him. A clerk in the store
below, whq had passed quickly up the stairs after
Billings's exit, announced that Kingsley was dying in
his office. The rooms occupied by the county
attorney were divided by folding doors, which were
swung open, and just within the rear apartment lay
C. B. R&YNOI.DS has postponed his California and Nortilthe body of the young county attorney, the blood western lecturing engagements to go down to Ph~nix,
oozing from a bullet-wound over his right eye. A Arizona, and debate with some Christians of local notonety,
pistol lay by his right side, while tightly grasped iu Corrected outline of his route will be given shortl,y.
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fend the present system of spoliation and robbery whereby one who is a champion of toleration, free thought, and free
Respectfully your friend,
M. M. REED.
ninety-five per cent of the human family are doomed to life- speech.
long drudgery and toil that five per cent may revel in luxury.
EA.u CLAIRE, Wis., April 2, 1888.
The title, Might is Right, wpuld hav been more appropriate
ONTARio, CAL., April 4, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: 0. S. Barrett announces himself as a disfor
his
essay.
JoHN
A.
MAYHEW.
MR. EDITOR: I beg to be excused for my delay in sending
abled soldier. On this ground, but not otherwise, his letter
remittance. It was not for-want of appreciation for your
about the Anarchists is entitled to respectful reading. There
COALING, ALA., April 7, 1888.
paper, as my husband's request in regard to it was, "Take
MR. EDITOR : I wish to notice Mrs. H. A. Ritchey's letter in is a bee in Barrett's bonnet. Anarchists, he says, are thieves,
it always, as I want my children to hav a chance to learn TEE TRUTH SEEKER of March 31st. I presume she is ortho- murderers, robbers, non-workers, a bad element generally,
for themselvs the truth." My husband died the 29th of dox and takes'a stand against Freethinkers about evolution. without any honor or other feeling than for themselvs.
December,. of lingering consumption, having been ill five I think it, as well as Genesis, a hypothesis; but I want to ask When one is wounded the others tear and rend him. They
years.· As .long as he was able he read your paper and advo- her, if she had never seen a copy of the New Testament, believe in the big dog chewing the little dog. Anarchy
cated Freethought, and as long as he was able to listen I would she ever infer from the Old that she would ever liv. is something for nothing. They know no moral principles.
read to him. He did all he could, and I ask our Freethought again? Would she not think all the rewards and punish- They are strangers to conscience.. Blood, rapine, and plunfriends to kindly remember us, and if any of you all come to ments were to be here? The Pharisees believed only in the der is their n:otto. They are cowards, too, take a secret
California, I hope to meet you. My house will be free to all tram;migration of souls, and the Sadducees thought death course, cannot be trusted, are treacherous. I hav not
speakers or laborers in the good fight. My husband wished ended all. Now, if these sects, and the learning of the na- exhausted Barrett's vocabulary, but I respect your space.
to be remembered to the friends who hav heard from him tion, too, failed to find a future life in the Old Testament, How does Mr. Barrett know all this? How many Anarchthrough your columns.
AUGUSTA A. JoENs.
may we not believe that the New was borrowed from the hea- ists is he acquainted with? Was it cowardice or want of
then, as they had their hell and heaven and future life in full feeling for any but himself which made the brave Parsons
MonRISTOWN, MINN., March 18, 1888.
return to Chicago and giv himself up to be hanged with his
MR. EDITOR: I write to let you !mow that our Rice county blast thousands of years before Christ? Where did they get
comrades? Where are the Anarchists who helped to tear
it?
Not
from
the
God
of
the
Hebrews.
S. 1\I. R. Association is doing a good, successful work, and I
I will ask Mrs. Richey to read N urn. xxxi, where an indus- and rend him? Was it a secret course to publish the Alarm
would be glad to see all other counties in this and other
states organize in the same manner-that is, by local clubs, trious, peaceable, and virtuous nation was put to the sword, in Chicago ? Does the man who bids mortal defiance to our
overgrown corporations and the powerful government which
to meet ·weekly, and the members of the clubs to meet and the watchword was Booty and beauty.
I distribute my papers and books all round and send my they control appear to .believe in the big dog. chewing the
monthly. We find it an efficient means of cultivating home
talent and Liberal ideas, and of raising the necessary funds papers as far as one hundred miles. People down here hav little dog? About all collateral questions Mr. Barrett shows
to carry on the war. We started in by employing a good never so much as heard of Freethought. If you could get a himself either much wiser than many well-informed people,
agent at $30 a month salary, who is kept busy attending lecturer to pass South, it would be a good investment. The or else unusually ignorant. He says there are plenty of
broad acres to be had for the occupancy. Will he please
each club once a week, by which he has no expense for hotel Christians giv me a dark time. As soon as I get one to substate where? He must hav been asleep for five-and-twenty
scribe
they
bring
all
their
influence
to
bear
on
him
and
tell
bills or horse feed, and can do well on small salary. Our
call for donations of Liberal papers :Has been responded to him he won't be allowed his oath, and will ruin his family. years. He can see no reason for any trouble in this liberal
country. Heywood, Walker, Barman, Lant, Bennett, could.
from the north, south, east, and west so liberally that our Do send a lecturer down so as to agitate and make it genHe is sure the Anarchists had an impartial trial. 'rrumbull,
H. J. WARD.
agent has more than he can distribute. And as it is neces- eral.
McAllister, Butler, Ingersoll, all lawyers of some eminence,
sary to support our Liberal press, we believe it will be better
LAWRENCE, KAN., March 27, 1888.
thought differently. But there is one easy explanation of
for our members te subscribe for Liberal papers than to be
MR. EDITOR : I send a few words in the memory of a Mr. Barrett's superior information. He reads the Freesupplied with free donations; consequently, we do not want
friend: In memorial for William J. Christie, who lost his tltinkers' Magazine I
0. L. JAMES.
any more packages donated.
D. BIRDSALT,, Cor. Sec.
life by drowning in the Columbia river, in April last, age
CALVERT, Txx., April 2, 1888.
twenty years. He was an activ Freethinker and an ardent
CoPPERFIELD MINING AND SMELTING Co.'}
MR. EDITOR: For the last eight or ten days our little comCoPPERFIELD, VT., April 5, 1888.
reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER. He was a most remarkable
MR. EDITOR: This place, you will see by the above, is now boy, being born and raised by strict Presbyterian parents, munity has been considerably stirred up by a novel and arrocalled Copperfield-formerly Ely. It has lain in the hands of yet having already broken off the shackles of superstition. gant Baptist revivalist, whose egotistical claim consists in an
a rEceiver since 1883. It was sold at public auction January It is a great calamity when our young soldiers in the Liberal assumed knowledge that very few, if any at all, of the old
12, 1888, for $36,000, to F. M. F. Cazin, of New York, who ranks drop away, for their work is not yet ended. But, ·Baptists in the world hav any rightful claim to Christianity,
b~cause they hav never been baptized in conformity with the
is now general superintendent and secretary. He has in alas! the brightest star fades the soonest.
teachings of Christ. He warns them to be so baptized withyears past contributed to Tn& TRUTH SEEKEH "Tell-Tale to
LINKS ON HIS DEATH.
out further delay, otherwise their chances to a seat on the
Freethinken," and "Was Napoleon a Freethinker?" etc.
Sleep on sweetly, kindest William,
.heavenly throne will be very hotly con tested ; and the result
In the grave were thou art gone,
This copper mine has stood second in this cou!ltry, and only
For thy work in life is ended,
of this new discovery has created a perfect consternation
failed by mismanagement. They are now putting in electric
And thy glory just begun.
among this saintly flock. Men, women, and children against
lights so as to run the old dumps to a new concentrator day
whose claims to Christianity doubting Thomases would hav
ant:l night. We expect to !'ee it booming again.
In this world of strife and conflict
fared badly are again offering themselvs on the borders of
Thou didst do a noble deed'
Under the old order the Methodists predominated. From
To emerge from superstition,
the saintly fount, each claiming precedence for a plunge in
curiosity I attended one of their evening meetings, and of all
In which thou wast born indeed.
its troubled water, lest he be too late to avoid the awful crihowlings, screaming, and lowing it was a holy terror-a
sis. Wives, whose. hus.bands hav not entirely recovered
shame and disgrace to the present civilization. But under
Long in memory we shall cherish
from this surprise, are found seeking immediate salvation at
All your grand and lofty thoughts.
the new management we expect to see a school of science,
But, alas! for death did shorten,
the hands of this, unexpected vicegerent of God, the husband
as the Freethinkers appear to predominate.
Works so true and earnest sought.
asking in unmistakable tones: "Is it true that my wife has
Respectfully yours,
ETaA.N DIMOND.
always been on the brink of hell? Is it true that my dear
Farewell, William, we do miss you,
SANTA BARBARA, CAL.,· April 9, 288.
wife, whose Christian claims hav never been questioned, is
For we see you here no more;
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Putnam was here yesterday (Sunday),
We shall meet you, we shall greet you,
now found to be ranked among those for whom the fires of
On that far-off brighter shore.
and Epoke in the afternoon on "The American Republic,"
damnation are already kindled? May God hav mercy upon
Mns. CHARLOTTE PALM.
and in the evening on" The New Heaven and Earth." He
us all!"
made many points against the now existing and further proSuch, however, is the teaching of this innovator, and I asCEDAR RAPIDs, IowA., April!, 288.
posed union of church and state, points of vital interest to
sure
you that his converts are numbered by the scores, and
C. B. REYNOLDs, Derur Friend and B1•other: In my TRUTH
every man, woman, and child in the land. He proved all
promis to continue till the entire flock is washed anew. A
SEEKER
of
March
31st
I
find
a
short
but
pointed
article
that has been said in his praise for eloquence, clearness, and,
man with such influence over an intelligent people one woul:l
best of all, solid logic, on the issues of future political and from you. It not only surprised, but saddened me beyond naturally suppose was possessed of great brain power and
social development, pointing to the dangers and promises measure-not that your hard, u!ljust words touched n:e be- unqualified ability, yet I positivly declare him to be ignorant,
that hover over us all, awaiting the judgment of the individ- cause I am a Spiritualist, but from the fact that a person self-contradictory, and entirely void of any talent necess.ary
ual with his vote, who, many times multiplied, finally counts who has had the serious ·experience you hav just passed to constitute an ordinary cross-roads preacher. 0 religion 1
the majority fvr weal or woe. He aroused our sluggish sense through with fanatics and bigots in New Jersey would turn thou ar·t a jewel I
of responsibility to healthy action in the matters of daily life, around and hurl his barbed shafts of ridicule and sarcasm
Liberals are scarce here. Among three thousand souls can
portraying, by defining the rights and wrongs of the individ- at a large class of people who are just as honest and conscien- be numbered three Liberals, all told. Thus you see churches.
tious
in
their
lives
as
you
are,
and
who,
when
you
were
in
ual, our incapability to at all times know at a mere surface
hav full sway here, and were it not for the constant fight
glance whether a word or act applies only to unimportant trouble, gave you sympathy, and more, material aid. It continually waging among themselvs our little number would
seems
to
me
it
would
be
much
better
policy
for
us
as
rematters or involves a principle to ignore which is to indirectly
formers to stand shoulder to shoulder and back to back, our not last long. But our safety rests in their continual wardo a wrong to all our fellows.
fare, they thus getting no time to fight Infidelity.
·
On learning at the evening lecture that the speaker only weapons pointed at our common enemy, ignorance and suL. A. BERGEHON.
perstition,
instead
of,
like
a
blind,
vicious
mule,
kicking
withallowed God equality with other persons, and so entitled only
to one vote, a half-dozen or so of the audience, with flashing· out rhyme or reason because 'tis our nature to kick, often
NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., March 24, 288.
eyes and angry scowls, left the hall, and also the speaker and hurting our best friends.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been up and made a nine weeks' stay
Surely your opportunities for studying different grades of with the Concordia folks, canvassing for books, and I hav
the unthrown lamps to giv further light to the more appreSpiritualists must hav been limited, or you could not hav proof positiv that Mr. J. }'I. Hagaman has done some valiant
ciating ones remaining.
Yours for more Putnams,
dumped us without reservation into such an indiscriminate work, for when I come in contact wit!t the pious they set up
MRs .. D. MARIA GEl!.
"soft-brained" mass; from which I beg leave to crawl, but a howl grievous to be heard against the "old man "-his
OKETO, KAN., April 4, 1888.
after I get out I shall not turn and throw dirt into some of name·being among the number that headed my list. And I
MR. EDITOR: So lollg as THE TRUTH SEEKER maintains its my friends' faces because our brains did not happen to be am sorry to say that some of ~he Liberals of the place had
present unbiased position on all questions, social, political, cast in the same mold, or, if they were, hav been touched fallen into the same habit, so I made up my mind I was
or ethical, you may coun.t me a subscriber.
by the sunshine and shadow of different forces and condi- going to see what terrible thing the " old man" had done.
I think that Freeth ought has made gratifying growth in tions, and truth has assumed for them, as it does for us all, So after that, when they began to tell what a mean man
the form it must.
this county the last year.
Brother Hagaman was, I would say: '' What has he done?
I see some of our Nebraska Freethinkers take exception to
I most earnestly protest against being classed among that <;Jome, tell us all about it." They would begin to stutter and
the idea advanced by some that the Prohibition party is a class of Spiritualists or Materialists (and no ist or ism has a say, "W-h-y, he opposes our church." "Is that all?"
silent partner of the God-in-the Constitution Company. I monopoly of either "insanity" qr fanaticism) who believe "W-h-y, I can't say but what he is a good neighbor and
think if they lived in Kansas they would hold different opin- in legislating morality or anything else into. humanity. I but citizen." I said in reply: "Now, you do Mr. Hagaman a
ions. During the past year the Women's Christian Temper- voice the sentiments of thousan.ds when I say that our belief very great injustice by leading strangers in your town to beance Union caused to be published in the county papers their in immortality makes us better able to cope with the vicissi- lieve he is 'an awful wicked man,' when your very next
determination to prosecute all violators of the Sunday laws; tudes and problems of life. Our aim, like your own, is to expression upsets your first allegation, which httd nothing
but their notice called forth so many articles from the Free- try to mal•e the world a little better for our having lived in but assertion for its foundation, and had I been content with _
thinkers of the county that they wisely concluded that they it. Personally, I liv for this world. I hav never had any your bare statement, it would hav left a bad impression as
had reckoned without their host, and as yet no prosecutions use for lawyer, preacher, or doctor in my life; I hav no god to Mr. Hagaman, and also would not hav left you in the
hav been made, to my knowledge.
but nature, no savior but myself. What fault hav you to category of convicting yourself out of your own mouth of a
I cannot close without offering my thanks to Dr. Brooks find with my creed? I trust you will not resent being so slanderous charge against the character of a citizen, estimafor his reply to Professor Denslow. Such articles as the pro- familiarly addressed by one of those poor, deluded creatures ble, as you hav already confessed. If a good neighbor and
fessor's may suit shylocks, coupon-clippers, and Wall street upon whom you so freely poured out your pity and con- citizen doesn't constitute a good person, pray, what does?
brokers, but such sophisms are not readily assimilated by the tempt. ·I assure you I do not need either. I would like to The fact is, because Mr. Hagaman has been true to his consturdy yeomen of the West. I very much regret that such think that in the near future you will grow to see that your victions and opposed the doctrins of your church, which he
~ll ~ble fr~et4~kr:r s4oqld qse his :pea to extep.uate or de- words to which l re~e:r werl) un~~d ap.d qncalled-for fN~ h~s a perfect right to do, you hiW willfully slandered hlll\;"

l,ttfers pront Jlritnds.
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This is not written in vindication of }-Ir. Hagaman, but to
warn Liberals to be careful how they fall into the habit of de~ounc?ng anyone because somebody else has done so. Always
mvest1gate first, or hold your tongue. It is also written to
show how unprincipled some Christians are.
I did not fail to try and do some work for the old standardbearer THE TRUTH SEEKER. When I left I had a club of
three willin? to take it a year, and as there was a fair prospect of gettmg more, I left the work in the hands of a Mr.
Scott.
JoHN W. ABBOTT.
BARRE, MAss., April 23, 288.
MR. EDITOR : Permit me to express my unqualified approbation of Major Powell's address on "Evolution in Civilized
Man," in your last issue; and also return thanks to the
Editor for the pleasure of its perusal.
I cannot forbear particularizing one very fine point on page
246, second column, where the lecturer introduces the marriage institution as a proof that " the highest civilization is
reached where man marries the woman of his choice on the
sole condition that he is the man of her choice, and where
the man must hav but one wife, and the woman but one husband, and the twain are one in love, in purpose, and in law."
The lecturer also shows that the lower evolutions between
the sexes, wliere man fought with man for possession of the
female, each tended to elevate him, and the relation of the
sexes, into this higher civilization; also, "the way from
communal marriage to monogamy and personal choice is
very long, but every step in it has been taken by man in his
endeavor to secure greater happiness."
Such views as the above, Mr. Editor, are elevating, because truthful, practical, and beneficent in their results on
individuals and to communities.
"Nature was ever a deceiver and a cheat," says Major
Powell. True, alas, too true, and yet many of our Liberals
are ever lauding " good old Mother Nature," as if she did
not produce all the devastations and was not responsible for
all the evils Christians ascribe to their God.
Permit me, farther, to call attention to T. E. Longshore's
article, "Our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ." The idea
though not new, that Christ was an inward principle~
truth-not a person, I consider strictly correct. " Christ in
you, the hope of glory" (Col. i, 27). This Christ within
was to be the savior, not a person outside, a man or God,
through an atoning sacrifice. So was the Holy Ghost, the
Holy Spirit, a condition of the mind, not a person. But
thus has priestcraft perverted all truth for the sake of filthy
lucre, power, and preferment.
'fhe s.uthor of "Spiritology," in the same issue-April 21st
-inquires, " What kind of truth seekers are they who
refuse to investigate spirit phenomena, and close their eyes,
ears, and reason to this knowledge of spirit life ?" He then
goes on to answer his own question by saying, "Any Materialist who refuses to investigate this science of Spiritology is
very much like the pious Christian who refuses to stle the
self-contradictions, the sanction of vice and crime, and the
unscientific teachings in his sacred book."
Mr. Willis must not infer that all who do not believe, or
"know," as he. aflirms he does, "refuse" to investigate
. Spiritology. As for myself, I hav had this wonderful phenomena accompany me all my life, and, since 1851, hav been
subje_ct to nearly every phase of genuin so-called modern
mediumship; and yet I am an unbeliever in its spirit origin.
But it is not because I am ignorant of its nature, for it has
invested me all my life, as before stated, and, as I am never
entranced, I claim to hav investigated it, somewhat, in
the last thirty-seven years. Now, may not many truth
seekers and.Materialists hav investigated as honestly as I hav
and failed to come into the "knowledge" of which Mr. Willis
ELLA E. GIBsoN.
boasts ?
BoND, KAN., March 24, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $1 for Voltaire's " Romances." I hav not been a subscriber very long yet, but I
expect in a short time to send in a small club. I hav found
your paper to be both instructiv and interesting reading.
Heston's cartoons are excellent object-lessons.
C. B. Reynolds descended on a portion of Kansas at the
same time that a full-grown blizzard made itself known.
The former left the state and turned it over to the blizzards
and the preachers on condition that they raise enough hellfire to the surface to make it comfortably warm for him
when he makes his return trip .. No, Mr. Reynolds, Kansas
is not a barren desert, but a rich and fertil prairie.
In your issue of March lOth Mr. N. D. Goodell, of Sacramento, Cal., is surprised that so much sympathy is expressed
. for the poor, deluded Anarchists that were hanged in Chicago, and he feels a stigma on his character because some of
the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER hav been allowed to express their views in regard to the unjust and defiant position
taken by the Illinois courts. Does Mr. Goodell not know
that the Illinois courts did not claim that the men who were
hanged threw the bomb or knew who threw the born b? If
they did not throw or know who threw the bomb, then they
could not hav been hanged for murder or for being parties to
a murder. If they were not hanged for murder, which they
were not, then they were hanged for expressing their opinions in public, and if hanging does not put a throttle on free
speech, then what does? And yet Mr. Goodell says that we
hav free speech, if we keep within the limits of the law.
The fact that there is limit is proof enough that speech is not
absolutely free. All the monarchies in Europe can say as
much, even Russia. Mr. Goodell says that those men were
Anarchists, and that Anarchy means, to destroy all laws and
government. I am not an Anarchist, and do not positivly
know what their theories are, but as nearly as I can make
out extracts of their code, they believe in a perfect brother)lood connected by ties of blood, and that a gover~ent
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should rule by love instead of force. These doctrins are not
bad because they are impracticable under the present civilization. Mr. Goodell says that there is not one man out of a
tl!ousand that has a capacity for business, and he wants to
know how all can be equally rich. In regard to this I will
say that, this being a government of the people, we should
enact laws to protect the thousand who hav no business capacity from becoming victims to the one who has a business
capacity.
·
Mr. Goodell cites the five men who formed a corporation
with a capital of $300,000 to build the Central Pacific railroad, and says that their business capacity was the secret of
their success. He wants to know : '• Where is the Anarchist
that will say that these men should be put down and their
property destroyed, even though they are worth from ten to
twenty millions each?" Let us see about it. These• men
started out twenty-five years ago with $300,000. The interest on this for twenty-five years at twelve per cent would be
only $900,000; and this is too high, according to Ingersoll.
He says no legitimate business will pay ten per cent on capital invested, except love. Allowing them a salary of $25,000 a year each, which will make a sum of $3,125,000 more,
we see that if these men had been engaged in a legitimate
business, they would not hav been worth more than $4,025,000 to-day, instead of $75,000,001); which shows that these
men hav got over $70,000,000 of the people's money. And
yet he advises them to be prudent in their expenditure. The
question is, if the law protects one who is physically weak
against a big, robust bully, why should not the law protect
one who is financially weak against the big financial bully
F. 0. HELLSTROM.
who seeks to destroy him?
Los ANGEJ.JJ:s, CAL., April 8, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: With your permission, I will make a brief
reply to Mrs. H, A. Ritchey's letter which appeared in THE
TRUTH BEEKER of March 31st.
She asks: "Why should an unintelligent nature decree
that, whereas the law is everywhere else universal that cold
contracts and heat expands, in water this law should be reversed and cold be made to expand?"
On page 116 of the Humboldt Library (No. 2), Professor
Tyndall, in commenting upon what Count Rumford has to
say upon "design in nature," says: "We are here warned of
the fact, which is to·o often forgotten, that the pleasure or
comfort of a belief, or the warmth and exaltation of feeling
which it produces, is no guarantee of its truth. For the
whole of Count Rumford's delight and enthusiasm in connection with this subject, and the whole of his ire against
those who did not share his opinions, were founded upon
an erroneous notion.
"Water is not a solitary exception to !m otherwise general
law. There are other molecules than those of this liquid
whicb require more room in the solid crystalline state than
in the adjacent molten condition. Iron is a case in point.
Solid iron floats upon molten iron exactly as ice floats upon
water. Bismuth is a still more impressiv case, and we
could shiver a bomb as certainly by the solidification of bismuth as by that of water.''
·
On page 92 the professor says : " It is worth pausing to
think what wonderful work is going on in the atmosphere
during the formation and descent of every snow-shower I
What building power is brought into play, and how imperfect seem the productions of human minds and hands when
compared with those formed by the blind forces of nature!
But who ventures to call the forces ·of nature blind? In
reality, when we speak thus we are describing our own condition. The blindness is ours. But while we thus acknowledge our limits, there is also reason for wonder at the extent
to which science has mastered the system of nature. From
age to age, and from generation to generation, fact has been
added to fact, and law to law, the true method and order of
the universe being thereby more and more revealed. In
doing this science has encountered and overthrown various
forms of superstition and deceit, of credulity and imposture."
In relation to the laws of inheritance and variation of
which Mrs. Ritchey speaks, I will say that they hav not
ceased to be ; they are in full force and operation to-day,
and man has been able to detect them to quite an extent:
All geologists and those who hav read geology without prejudice admit that vast changes hav taken place upon the
surface of this earth since life began. Mrs. Ritchey also says
that geologists hav calculated that this earth has not been in
a fit state for plants and animals long enough for this hypothetical system of evolution to accomplish its work of development. Professor Huxley in speaking upon this subject says:
" It is a matter of fact that the equine forms which I hav described to you occur in the order stated, in the Tertiary formations. But I hav not the slightest means of guessing
whether it took a million of years, or ten milli.ons, gr a hundred millions, or a thousand milliou"s of years to giv rise to that
series of changes. Th., geologist, considering the rate at which
deposits are formed and the rate at which denudation goes
on upon the surface of the earth, arrives at more or less justifiable conclusions as to the time which is required for a
deposit of a certain thickness of rock, and if he tells me that
the Tertiary formations required five hundred. millions of
years for their deposit, I suppose he has good ground for
what he says; and I take that as a measure of the duration
of the evolution of the horse from the Oroltippus up to its
present condition. And, if he is right, undoubtedly evolution is a very slow process." He also says that by select
breeding structural differences in animals can be produced,
as great as those in distinct species. Several kinds of doves,
a new kind of dog in England, and the Jersey cow hav all
been produced during the historic period. Everything is
undergoing continual change; nothing has an absolute existence.
Tynd~ says tl~~t " Ufe and the co~ditions of life are in
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necessary harmony." Two species of animals, the great
Irish elk and the dodo, hav disappeared during the historic
period; wonder if God is displeased about it; think he will
recreate them?
LYMAN SMITH.
EAsT RANDOLPH, N.Y., March 28, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Through the kindness of Mr. 0. H. Burt, of
this" city between the hills," where two white-necktied shep·
herds are engaged to watch over the spiritual welfare of
their meager flocks, I had the good fortune to be loaned THE
TRUTH BEEKER, and I can assure you I enjoyed the intellectual treat tremendously. It was rather amusing to see how
some of your able letter-writers handled the white-winged
paupers of the • skies with gloves off. I hav often listened
to Bible-hangers who, with an eloquence equal to a fog-horn,
state " that civilization is due to the Bible and the church."
But every student of history knows they lie wheu they make
such an unwarranted statement. The right climate and soil
hav had more to do with " civilization" than all the preachers living and dead. We hav often heard "that those na:
tions which hav had the Bible were refined, civilized, and
learned." Look at the Egyptian cities; look at Greece, see
the proud position she attained to.
Do not forget the fact that it is less than three hundred
years since Christianity compelled woman to sell· her virtue.
Wives in England were bought from the fifth to the eleventh .
century. "Civilization ''-bah I In En~;land as late as the
seventeenth century husbands whipped their wives.
" Gentlemen " thought it a pleasure to witness the flogging of
women at Bridewell. It was not until 1817 that the public
whipping of women was abolished in England-where Jolm
L. 8ullivan got " thumped" a few days ago.
The forced degradation of woman was made a revenue to
the church-" Christianity began woman's degradation."
PleaEe read Lecky'3 "History of European Morals." Henry
III., bishop of Liege, boasted at a public banquet that in
twenty-two months he had fourteen children born to him.
One hundred thousand women in England were made dissolute by the clergy (Draper's "Intellectual Development
of Europe"). Great " civilization," eh?
It is very queer that after the women find out that the
church has been their worst enemy, they countenance it, yet
seven-eighths of her members are women. Every dollar paid
to support lazy sky-pilots 'degrades women ; every cent you
invest in " another world" is lost; every moment you spend
mooning about heaven and its angels with harps is time lost
forever. Attend to business here ; we cannot do justice to
two worlds at the same time.
Easter Sunday, two choirs and Hall's full orchestra charmed
the ears of a large audience in this place at the Union church.
Rev. J. J. Hancock was the" biggest cock" of the occasion.
"A Visit to the Tomb of Christ," and "Life and Light
Through the Resurrection," were his subjects morning and
evening-and what the clergyman· didn't know is past finding out. Yet, notwithstanding the attendance Sunday, the
church and its members are dying of the dry rot, and the
brainy members hav given the church the go by.
Do not talk to me about civilization ! Shame on you,
you should go and hide your head from the gaze of men.
Your own history reveals your bloody deeds and awful
wrongs committed. Justice is unknown to some of your
Christian priests. Before our eyes arises the beautiful and
learned Hypatia, dragged naked through the streets of
Alexandria and foully murdered by priests. I see the flames
enveloping the body of Bruno; Galilflo we see crouched upon
a dungeon floor; I lis ten to piteous groans of burning Servetus; and the cries of wives and children cause the sky to
weep in sorrow and pity for the wrong done them. If you
read" Romanism As It Is," by Rev. Samuel W. Barnum,
you will be, I think, convinced that the Christian religion
has caused more sorrow than joy. In 1481 298 "new Christians" were burnt alive in the city of Seville, 2,000 burnt in
other parts o.f Andalusia, and 17,000 more subjected to various penalties. Civilization! Let us enter a dungeon, or
rather sixty of them. Oh, what sights! Old men and
women with their arms fastened tight behind them, weights
to their feet; we see them drawn off the damp dungeon floor
by means of a pulley; see them suspended for some time,
suddenly let down with a jerk, dislocating their joints. This
torture was continued just to please the Inquisitors as long·
as the strength of the sufferer seemed capable to endure.
Beautiful girls, pure as light and as stainless as a star, are
subjected to all the fiendish tortures a depraved mind can
think of. A brisk fire awaits your darling girl. Who, with
tender sympathies, can witness what she must suffer? We
see her nude; see her stretched upon a cold, damp dungeon
floor, her arms and limbs tied together; see the soleR of her
tender feet rubbed with lard and placed Close to the fire; see
her tormentors pour vitriol on her white arms; see it eating
into her flesh ; see her toe-nails pulled out with red-hot
pincers, her golden hair pulled out by the roots, and into
her bright brown eyes we see boiling lead poured. "Gi v
her more pain!" shouts a judge, who does not seem satisfied
with the doom of his miserable victim. The poor girl, she is
dead now I Her agony is ended, but the judges order her
thrown into a hot caldron of tar ; we see the flesh melt
from her bones like snow on the lips of a volcano. Not
content with their fiendish work, they order her now fie8hless bones thrown into a pit of quicklime. 0 you fienJs!
you monsters of our race ! you retarders of progress! C11n
you call this " civilization ?" Colonel Lemanouski and his
French troops destroyed the Inquisition near l\Iat!rid in 1809.
He found decaying and decayed botl.ies still chained, the living, suffering, of every age and of both sexes, from the
young man and maiden to those of threescore and ten years,
all as naked as when they were born into the world, and the
instruments of torture of every kind which the ingenuity of
men or devUs ootlld invent. Yet yotl ta,lk about your "civilization,"
:R. :&. JoNES.
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ils, gorgeous temples, and other fantastic and
curious designs in arabesque style.
The old chest was a self-locking concern,
Edited by MISs SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall with many springs and curious fastenings.
Ri'IJer, Mass., w UJlwm all Oommunications fur While they were examining the old chest,
Alick espied a sheet of paper lying at the botthis Ourner should be 8611.t.
tom of the chest. He was short in stature,
and while stooping to reach the paper, he
" Between the dark and the daylight,
lost his balance and fell into the chest. The
When the night is beginning to lower,
fall made a great dust, and set him sneezing,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohi!dren•s Hour."
which jarred the lid so violently that it fell
down with a great bang. The boys were unable to lift the cover, for as it fell it fastened
Win and Wear.
of its own accord. But when their master
There's no royal road to greatnesssneezed, they clapped their hands and cried
Men must ever climb to fame;
All the wealth in misers' coffers
with tears rolling down their cheeks, " God
Wouldn't buy a dea.thless name.
bless our noble master!" They tried and
Is a noble goal before you 1
tried to raise the cover of that chest, but all
Would you great achievements dare?
in vain. Running to a window they chanced
Brother, then be up and doingBrother! you must" Win and Wear."
to see a man with an ax, and beckoned him
Toil and labor-never stopping
to come. The stranger, with a well-directed
Till you make the prize your own;
blow, broke the lid, and let the daylight into
For you know 'tis constant dropping
the cavernous box. But, alas, it was too
Wears away the ha.rdest stone.
late! Alick was quite dead. There was
Never slack sublime endeavor,
Nor 'midst cheerlessness despair;
great lamentation when the dead body of the
If You'd rise above your fellows,
teacher was taken to his home, for everyone
Brother! you must" Win and Wear."
liked the good teacher and quiet man and
'Tis the lesson Nature teaches
friend to everybody. Annie grieved so for
All throughout her wide domain,
And the text from which she prea.ohes
her Uncle Alick that it was feared her health
Is "that labor leads to gain."
would be affected, and she was sent into the
Moral worth and honest meritcountry with Tamsee, on a visit to her three
Better crowns than monarchs bearlively cousins.
These You never can inheritBrother! these you" Wm and Wear."
We had no idea how late it was while talk-Invest1gazor.
ing about my visit to India, but the children
--------~~~--------were wide awake and anxious to hear more.
That's Baby.
"No," I said, "it would be dissipation to
One little row of ten little toes,
prolong this talk. We will retire, and conTo g~ along with a brand-new nose,
tinue our stories of India some other time."
Eight new fingers and two new thumbs,
Charley, Lottie, and Bertha thanked me
That are just as good as sugar-plumsThat's baby.
for my kindness, and said, "Good night,
Auntie-some other night you .will tell us
One little pair of round new eyes,
Like a little owl's, so old and wisemore about India, and what you saw there."

Qklrildrtn's giorntr.

One little place they call a mouth,
Without one tooth from north to /iJOUthThat•s baby.
Two little cheeks to kiss a.ll day,
Two litt.le hands, so in his way,
A brand-new head, not very big,
Tha.t seems to need a brand-new wigThat's baby.
Dea.r little row of ten little toes,
How much we love them nobody knows;
Ten little kisses on mouth and chin,
What a shame he wasn't a twinThat's baby.

.My Visit to India.
Alick went among his acquaintances, and
had no difficulty in securing a number of pupils, all that he could receive. He was a good
man a ad an excellent teacher. One day I visited this school, and was greatly interested.
His specialty was astronomy, and he was forever tal king of the stellar wonders. He knew
the names of all the principal stars and constellations, and who named them. He had
looked through the greatest telescope in the
world, and he had been up in a balloon three
times, though he had never gone so high as to
reach . a star-of course not. His scholars
would sit almost breathless while he would
rel!!.te his wonderful experiences looking
through telescopes and sailing in balloons.
The boys undertook to make a balloon, and,
if they did fail in the undertaking, they at
least learned to handle tools, as well as the
practice of patience and perseverance.
Alick called up a class of little boys, and
put them through an exercise.
First, they repeated together this:
The world is round and like a ballSeems swinging in the air.
The sky extends around it all,
And starij are shining there.

Then questions were asked concerning planets, morning and evening stars, etc., all of
which were answered promptly and correctly.
Like the governor, Alick was inclined to be
superstitious, and adhered to many ancient
customs, particularly the one relating to
sneezing; and he taught his scholars to clap
their hands and say, "God bless our noble
master," whenever they heard him sneeze.
This superstition marred the mind of an otherwise learned man, but the superstition was
owing to his early training. This shows how
important it is that children should be reared
without superstitious fancies.·
One day Alick took his scholars to see an
old castle that once belonged to his grandfather; for his ancestors always had lived in
that country. After they had viewed the
ruins Alick told them there was one thing
more he wanted to slww them. Taking a key
from his pocket, he unlocked a door that
opened into a small room containing but one
article-a large chest of fine workmanship.
It was inlaid with many different kinds of
wood, all in the Moorish design, for the
Moors were the original owners of that chest.
And ~he mosaic work consisted of gods, dev-

MIRIAM.
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The Feast of the Dragon.
San Francisco had the pleasure, on the 23d
and 24th of September last, to see a really
grand procession, got up entirely by our
Chinese residents. It was large, expensiv,
gorgeous, and barbarous to the last degree,
except that no special cruelty had any part
therein. It was intended as an occasion of
joy and feasting.
The legend of the occasion was that the
great god of China, represented by the malerial form of a monster dragon, and seen on
the national standard, is weary of his confinement in the temple, and must hav a view of
his people and a temporary place of residence
.for one night. On Friday he went on his
excursion, and on Saturday returned home
for duty till next year.
The dragon, with a monstrous head, had
the body and tail of a snake. It was at least
sixty-five feet long, made up of wood, paper,
brass, spangles, and silk of the most gaudy
colors, and supported .all along by men who
were supposed to be out of sight, but took no
pains to support that pleasant illusion.
This leading dragon was followed and supported by another, no less monstrous in appearance, but with a much shorter body.
This was the offset to the other. While the first
was kind, this was all fury and destruction.
A stout warrior, well armed, was ever maintained at its head, to restrain it from wholesale mischief. His prowess, however, always
proved equal to the occasion, and no reckless
spectator was devoured.
Otherwise the procession had many of t.he
features of our own. There were soldiers,
princes, nobles, priests, and fairies. Several
les~er divinities were carried in state. Banners abounded, and Chinese bands of what
they called music.
To the casual San Franciscan it was all
very fine, but very foolish, though there were
those who were so intensely anti-celestial as
to put these words in another shape, and pronounce it all very foolish and not very fine.
It was indeed the barbaris'm of 'early dawn 'of
invention before the severest critics of a matured civilization. California is solid, praCtical, and real, and takes little delight in
tinseled gewgaws. It is not capable of being
horrified by monsters of paint and paper.
Herein our Chinese entertainers were greatly
chagrined at the utter failure of all their
efforts to inspire fear. When the monsters
opened their huge. jaws, even our women
were more intent on discerning some new
kind of trimming for a bonnet than paralyzed
by that fierce cavern. To the ordinary observer it was just a thing of beauty that, like
a summer fiower, fades and is gone forever.
But to the scholar, the historian, the antiquary, and the naturalist there was more in
this procession than what presented itself to
the casual ob11erver, It was a peep at the

cradle of human society. These unprogressiv
children of Asia, in their simplicity, paraded
before us many of the germs of our greatest
institutions. We hav modified them, strained
them a little to our own taste and purpose,
but in that procession we saw the original
germ and recognized it at once. China is at
the head of the stream of human civilization.
None of these chattels has fioated up-stream
to her. Wherever there is a faint likeness
she was the teacher. The fable of the wolf
and the lamb illustrates this most beautifully.
The lamb, drinking below, could not soil the
stream above. So the nations who come after
China could not hav given her these fantasies.
She gave them to those down-stream. She
was the teacher. Whatever was in these
mummeries that is .like unto our own we got
from her. We find their origin in this procession.
Let San Francisco trace its pedigree as a
city back through the ages, and it will be
found to settle back to China or to that neighborhood. It will read thus: New York,
London, Paris, Rome, Gr~ece, Persia, India,
and China. China was the first to hav a
great monarchy that we know anything about.
It was the first to hav a church. In the court
there the fashion of dress, the attendant halberdiers, the priests, the form of obeisance
before the throne, were all well settled long
before our modern civilization had its dawn.
The emperor was absolute, and the obeisance
profound. The same forms found their way
westward. They were modified by a more
free and sturdy race. In China they break
their, noses on the fioor. In Iudia they do
little less. In Persia the form tapers a little.
The manly Greek went on both knees. The
Roman much the same. In France and England one knee filled the bill. In Washington
a respectful bow is all that the sovereign
citizen deigns to giv the president. But it is
all, the whole court, its dress, appurtenances,
and manners, almost a servil copy of the
Chinese.
\
In church matters the likeness is even more
striking. The priests in that procession had
imitation metallic breastplates and fiowing
somber robes. In the joss-house lights and
incense burn perpetually. The form of worship is the same-to kneel, to bow, to join
the hands with the tips of the fingers up. The
images, the altars, are almost an exact copy.
Our Protestant churches hav stepped well
away from the ancient Chinese forms, but
still the germs are there.
The tinkling cymbal, the conch-shell, and
the ram's-horn by which the walls of Jericho
were blown down were in that procession •
And the celestial musician blew as though he
thought our San Francisco might yield in the
saml! way.
Our old men and women will remember
the time when the morning milkman came
with his yoke over his shoulder and his two
buckets of milk. The original type was in
that procession; not copied from ours, but
on a Chinese pattern, manifestly original with
them.
Those who hav seen the procession of the
lord mayor of London, with the figures of
Gog and Magog, in a moment recognized this
Chinese procession as its original. Gog is the
dragon, and Magog the lesser and evil spirit
that is fought at every step by an intrepid
warrior.
Nay, St. George himself, the patron saint
of England, is only this same warrior,
mounted on a good English steed, who kills
the dragon outright.
An aged Chinaman, after all had gone by,
said to us : "Plenty fool Chinaman I China
got two kinds of people. One kind fight that
dragon of paper and think he all right. He
got no sense. The other he fight the dragon
of sin and injustice. He plenty understand.
The first he foilow Con-fut-see. He talk riddle, paradox, metaphor. He plenty foolee
all men. He say, 'You no think I You
workee and obey.' This good for all poor
men; make him easy to rule. The other, he
follow l-am-see. He speak fact; no more.
He teach men to govern. 'l-am,' that mean
what isL what is true, what is fact. China
wise man follow 1-am. 'See,' is truth. ' lam-see,' means I am truth. ' Con-fut-see,'
means to mix truth with figures and fables.
Con-fut-see (you call him Confucius) said the
people were foolish and must not be made
wise. The emperor like him, and call him
great man, and the coolie worship him. But
l-am-see is better, greater, and will in the end
be greatest."
•
So there is wisdom in China~ There are
those who regard these mummeries as sacred
things, and there are others who see them as
they are. We who hav sipped at all these
foqntains of progress of Per11ia 1 Greece, !lome,

England, ·and our western States smile at the
foibles of old China, though still some dregs
remain in our own customs.
We are destined to carry the fiag of progress across the Pacific .and enlist the cradle of
civilization in the march.

Correspondence.
WATERLOo, IND., April13, 1888.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I am a little boy eight
years old. We liv in town, but papa bought
a farm one mile from town. We hav a nice
horse; his name is Ben. We hav two cows
and one little calf. We hav forty-eight big
chickens, and a lot of little chickens. I hav
two sisters. one named Hattie and one named
Gracie. Gracie and I go to school. I study
arithmetic, spelling, reading .. and writing.
My teacher's name is Eva Thomas. Papa
takes THE TRUTH S&EKER, and he reads the
Children's Corner to me. I like to hear it. I
like to look at the pictures in it. I guess I
From a little Freethinker,
will close.
FRANK SALTSMAN.
FRENOH'fOWN, N&n., April13, 1888.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I am twelve years old,
and hav a little sister of ten .. Our mamma
died when we were little girls. My sister, pa,
and I kept house in Neligh, Nebraska, last
winter, and my sister and I went to school.
I was in the fourth room; studied reading,
writing, spelling, arithmetic, geography, singing, grammar. and drawing. My teacher was
Miss Jessie Comstock. My aunt, Mary B."
Finch, takes THE TRUTH BEEKER. And I like
to read the Children's Corner very much.
I will close now, hoping to see this letter in
print, it being my first one.
Your friend,
IvA EsTELLA BAIRD.
BowLING GREEN, 0 .. April 6, 1888.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I take the pleasure of
writing to the Corner for the first time. We
had a nice shower last night, and everything
looks very nice to-day, it made the grass look
so green. Our school is out now, and we are
having a nice time making maple sugar. We
hav plenty of natural gas in our town. We
furnish the factories with natural gas. We hav
five glass factories and one rolling mill. The
town has about five thousand inhabitants. I
read the Corner every week. I hav lots of
fun over Mr. Heston's pictures. I can hardly
wait till Saturday night to see the pictures
and read the Corner. I took lots of pleasure
reading Mr. Peck's letter to the little children,
and hope to see another in the Corner from
him. We had twelve little chickens hatch
out the first of March. We hav two little pet
lambs.
I will close, hoping to see my letter in
print, this being my first attempt to write •
I remain,
Your sincere friend,
MYRTLE ELLIOTT (aged twelve).
TULARE Co., CAL., March 21, 288.
Miss S. H. WixoN: In the interest of the
Children's Corner please find inclosed a clipping from the Pacific Rural Press, " The
Feast of the Dragon," to copy, or from which
to write an essay for the Corner. The article
is remarkable for the amount of religioua history condeused in so small a space, and its
acute portrayal of the religious customs and
their evolutionary origin.
In this celestial dragon we see the Fenris
wolf described by Hesiod, and the Midgard
serpent in its giant rage to reach the land., all
symbolical of some great event in the world's
history, and, with the Christian serpent of
paradise. the devil, having one common origin
(to wit, Ragnarok).
With a profound appreciation of your kindness to the child.ren through the Children's
Corner in TnE TRUTH BEEKER, I rEmain,'
Mo5t respectfully, the old wood-chopper,
T. J. CoNLEY.
[We are greatly obliged to our friend for
the clipping, which we place before the readers of the Corner with pleasure.-ED. C. C.]
FITOHVII.LE, 0., April 13, 1888. '
DEAR Miss WIXON: Mr. Peck asked the
little boys and girls to write to him, but I
don't know where his post-office i~. We
hav not had THE TRUTH BEEKER long. A
kind lady sends it to mamma. I like to read
the letters. My brother has been studyin~
physics this winter, and he and I hav experimented some in electricity. I will write
some of the experiments so the little folks
can try them.
Take a sheet of paper and a board about
the same size. Heat both till they are
thoroughly dry. While hot lay the paper
on the board and rub it with a piece of rubber. The paper and board will cling together.
You can electrify the paper by heating it and
drawing it under your arm if you hav on a
woolen coat, then hold the paper over a person's head if you wuot to see his hair stand
on end. The paper will cling to the wall
when thrown against it. There are a great
many novel experiments, but I am afraid my
letter will be too long if I write any more. I
am twelve years old. I wish some of the
children would write to me. We liv on a
farm. We hav been making maple sugar. I
would like to send all of you some in a letter.
Brother J. and I went a-fishing last Sunday·
we pulled out some big bass, if it was Sunday:
We think it is more fun than to go to Sundayschool ; but the Badger boy gets some fun out
of it, it seems.
BERTIE MARTIN.
[Mr. Pec~'s ~dqress i!'l Naples, N. Y.-E.D,
C. C.J
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Is a Stanch 1.njidel and a Sltccessful Physician.
The Better Wa!J19f Cincinnati, 0., says, " We are

assured that Dr • .!fellows, the eminent specialist of
Vineland, N. J., is an educated gentleman of superior mind and large attainments, l\lld tha~ success in his profession has brought him bnsmess,
not only from allQ.art,s of this oo!lntryl bt:tt from
foreign shores. He 1s In the prime or life and
able to transact his variOus professional duties
promptly and well and giv satisfaction in every
msta.nce. His references are numbered by than·
sands."
.
.
Dr. Fellows tr!Jats all ~hose pec~har d1seases
resulting_ from mdiscret10n and Ignorance of
youth. Those who are ailipg should send 10 cents
for the Dr.'slittle book settmg forth an ExTERNAL
Al>PLICATION-a positiv cure. p FELLOWS
Address
DR. R • • Vineland, N. J,
JW' Mention this paper.
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llottre.
Cain's Wife.
Where did he get her 1
Who was her brother 1
Had she a sister 1
Had she a mother 1
Was she pre.AdamicBorn before historyWith her identity
Shrouded in myetery T
Maid of Phcenicia,
Egypt, Arabia, .
Africa, India,
Or sun-kissed Suabia 1
Who was her father T
Was he a viking,
Cruising abont
Just to his liking;
Out of the Whenceness,
Over the water,
Into the Where,
Bringing his daughter?
Nativ of Norway,
Denm>trk or Sweden T
Lured by the charms
Of the garden of Eden T
Blonde or brunet?
Rounded or slender 1
Fiery or frigid 1
Haughty or tender?
Why are her graces
Unknown to fame T
Where did Cain meet her T
What was her name 1
Whisper it softlySay, can it be
The lady we seek
Was R. Haggard's "She?"
Tell me, ye sages,
Students of life,
Answer my query:
Who was Cain's wife 1
-Sam T. Clover tn Chicago News.

Enoch.
In looking through the Holy Queer, you
are liable to run across the following mysterious and startling piece of information concerning a party who _lived and moved and
had his being in antediluvial days, prior to
the settlement of Boston and the organization
of the Ancient and Honorable Artillery Company, dispute it as the Bostonese may:
"And Enoch walked with God, and he was
not; for God took him!"
Now, if this is not a paralyzer, what sort of
an announcement would be? The first time
I read this sentence I was affected as though
by an electric shock; the second reading
plunged me into a state of coma from which
I was relieved only by the opportune arrival
of a bottle of "Old Crow," and when I passed
to a third reading, Macbeth would not hav
remarked, as he did to Banquo's ghost,
"There's no speculation in thine eyes," for
eyes and head were running over with it, and
I hav been " speculating" ever since ·with regard to that startling and awe-inspiring statement!
"And Enoch walked with God, and he was
not; for God took him!" Great Jones! if
this isn't a caution ·to the unwary, I don't
know what would be. Most assuredly, for
one, I am not going to take any chances of
being " took" in this unceremonious manner,
anddon'tyouforgetit! Great Cresarl suppose
a fellow were on the way to a progressiv poker
party, and, happening to "walk with God"
a piece, should very suddenly be not, God
having" took him!" ·why, it is enough to
make one shake in his boots, his eyes like
billiard balls to bulge from their sockets, his
· each particular hair to stand like bristles on a
wild boar's back, and-and-well, all that sort
of thing, you know. This is how I looked
at it, understand, before formulating a theory
in regard to the matter.
"Enoch walked with God," that is, he was
a henchman ever found in the ranks of the
Solid lvluldoons of Faith, God's body guard
on earth, and an organization that never patronized brass J ahvehs and other palpable and
portable abominations. "And he was not;
for God took him." This is all plain enough
now, according to my theory. It was simply
this: God found, after walking with Enoch
three hundred years-this was the length of
time, according to a previous portion of the
very succinct history of Enoch-that he was
altogether too good for this earth, and so
" took him " on the spur of the moment, as
it were, and, presumably, to Blissville.
It is to be regretted that this startling piece
of information was sawed off so abruptly,
leaving us really in the dark as to where he
" took him." This was not so in Elijah's
case, and why in Enoch's? But there, the
inference, really a certainty, is, that he" took
him" up to Blissville! Where else would he
take him, after that "three hundred years'
walk?" He wasn't taking people "out," like
one friend does another at the theater, between
the acts; and the presumption, amounting
to certainty, is, that he "took him" to his

own place, probably putting him in a glass
case to keep him from the dust, and immaculate l
Oh, this most unsatisfactory account of a
most remarkable and hair-curling event!
"God took him !" Admitted, but how?
We all know of the dramatic brilliancy of the
"taking" of Elijah, but how, oh, how was
Enoch '' took?" Had there been a chariot
and horses of fire, mention never would hav
been omitted, I feel certain.. Such a spectacle is too novel, too brilliant,· too dramatic,
and too sensational, not to say too amazing,
to let go by default of mention. No, Enoch
was not " took " to Blissville by this mode of
conveyance, I feel confident. The probability is that God collared him on the fly,
whistled for cherubims for two, in a batter of
cloud, as it were, when he and his prize were
whisked away through the circumambient
like a pair of chickens on the bosom of a wild
cyclone!
Whether or not there were any spectators
of this marvelous and awe-compelling occurrence, the Holy Queer does not state. None
was needed to vouch for the truth of it, as
the "inspired " scribe who mentioned it
penned from dictation or an " inspiration"
that compelled him to pen cold facts! But
if there were spectators-and the governor of
Blissville dearly loved to show his hand at
the superhuman-how their eyes must hav
bulged, their teeth. chattered, their knees
knocked-oh, I guess yes-and the probability is they went prone to the dust under the
burden of a great and exceeding fear, no two
of them being able to tell the same story of
the affair after they recovered.
But this is immaterial; what exercises me
is why, Enoch being, presumably, the one
prime pomegranate of purity and perfection,
ripely righteous and righteously ripe, and
altogether worthy of being '' took" by God,
an extraordinary and most unusual proceeding, we were not favored with a much more
extended account of his holy "walk," which
must hav been square heel and toe, with
never a skip or a shuffle! A mortal who
''walked with God three hundred years "
was certainly worthy of something more
comprehensiv, fitting, and luminous than the
brief, ghostly, obscure, lean, lank, starved
statement that he "walked with God, and he
was not ; for God took him "-a mere morsel
of mystEry, in fact, a miserly measure of mention such as no fair to middling mortal would
be content to make anent a "yaller dog," unless the tawny canine belonged to a neighbor
not particularly esteemed.
Why was Enoch honored so muchly more
in the breach than in the observance of mention? Why was this in:lubitably truly good
man shunted to the narrow-gage siding of
obscurity, and Elijah given a long run on the
broad-gage track. of prominence? I think I
hav it. Enoch was, probably, a peacefully
pious partisan of the Lord; a deacon, a
passer of the plate, a powerful prayer of
prayers, a Sunday-school superintendent, etc.,
and never patronized the wicked theater, or
slipped round through the slums on the sly
in search of salad for the sinful soul! That
wns the kind of pokeberry pious Enoch was,
undoubtedly, while Elijah was a pushing,
prodding, highly pyrotechnical partisan of
the Lord, who made things terrifically torrid
for the brass god constituency, greatly to the
gratification of the God of A., I., and J., who
counseled heroic treatment in the false god
di~ease. That was the kind of sky-rocket
Elijah was, and so, being a man right after
the Lord's own heart, he not only received
much mention in the Holy Queer, but was
pyrotechnically " took" to Bliss ville, and not
in a mysterious way borne off l
Right here a conundrum opens up to me :
Was Enoch a bigger man than Abraham? I
mean on the righteous lay, of course. I
should hope he did lay over the latter, for he
was a beat and a sharp. Now, all three of
these parties were especial pets of the Lord,
yet not one of them was " took " to Blissville
by his patron; neither did the Lord ever drop
a word on which either could build hopes of
a future life in elysium, much less promis
anything of the kind. The very best he had
to offer either, when trailing him to and fro
and up and down the earth, was that he
should liv to a good old age and sleep with
his fathers! Now, if these three solid Muldoons were allowed to " perish as the beasts
perish," what sort of sanctified symphony
must Enoch hav been on that momentous
day-to him-when" God took him?" Why,
he must hav been a sort of human "holy
ghost," as it were, and nothing shorter! As
for A., I., and J.-father, son, and grandson
-why, everybody knows they are roaming
the elysian fields, and so it must be that God,

keeping dark ~hile having to do with them
on earth, intended for the favorit trio a surprise party after death I I can't· account for
his reticence while dealing with them here,
in any other 'way.
But our friend Enoch: As I hav intimated,
he must hav been a holy terror of holiness,
with no rebate! And yet what do we know
of his record? Nothing or next to nothing I
Beyond the bare, bald statement that he
"walked with God three hundred years [this
was an awful long walk and one that puts
Weston to the blush], and he was not, for
God took him," we know nothing I Holdthere was one other thing worth mentioning,
perhaps : He was the sire of one who lived to
the greatest age known-Methuselah-and
it was after the birth of this destined-to-be
long-lived son that he took the long" walk
with God," meanwhile, however, begetting
other sons and daughters, of no account,
probably, their names not being given. Yes,
Enoch was the sire-dam unknown-of that
old stager, Methuselah, who knocked ·out of
time 969 years before sleeping with his fathers,
according to the record I
Well, perhaps it would be superfluous to
say anything more of a man than that he was
the sire of one who got away with nearly a
thousand years before passing in his checksperhapst I don't know. Anyhow, that is all
the record Enoch gets, beyond the barebacked
statement that he " walked with God three
hundred years, and he was not; for God·took
him!" Selah l
Sr SLoKUM.

Religions Personalities.
Mrs. Mary E. Rawson, of Emporia, Kan., is
in the insane asylum, a victim of religious
excitement.
Adam Saurs and Mrs. Wm. Stahl, of Fostoria, 0., who became insane recently over
religious excitement, are both dead.
The Rev. Dr. Winfield, editor <l)f the Arkansas Methodist, has had to pay $1,500 and
costs of a suit for indulging his slanderous
propensities in a libel on Dr. Robinson, of
M.orrillton, Ark.
Rev. Moffett Neill, Presbyterian of Hayesville, 0., languishes in jail because he ran
away with the wife of the man with whom
he boarded, after making love to and committing adultery with her.
The elevating influence of Christianity
failed to keep A. B. Downs, the leading
church-member and Sunday-school superintendent at Irvinton, Ill., from burglarizing
W. P. Cooper's dry goods store.
Miss Ellen Thompson, of Salem, Ill., has
given birth to child. The Rev. Charles L.
Dillman, of Odin Christian church, a success.
ful revivalist and skilful church-business
man, is alleged to be responsible.
At Hamburg, Germany, Pastor Wannak,
the head of a refuge for fallen women, has
been arrested for converting the refuge into a
harem and filling it with debauchery. Other
directors of the refuge are implicated.
Charles Tierson, Hamburg, Ia., recently
shot dead two men who were stealing his
hogs. Strange to state, deceased are found
to be prominent evangelists who hav been
conducting a series of revival meetings.
Continual Cl)ntact with the obscene literature from which he had to preach Sundays
has ruined the morals of Rev. William Lord,
West Creek, N.J., and he is accused of
assaulting a young lady in the parsonage.
Rev. R. Wallace, Chillicothe, 0., seems to
hav been reading his Old Testament too
closely. · Starting hotly off in Solomon's
track and engaging himself to three fair sisters at once, he has had to be suspended from
the ministry.
Rev. J. W. Ashman, of Emanuel Protestant Episcopal church, of Detroit, Mich., admits that he " absorbed unconsciously the
language and ideas" of another preacher,
and put them forth as his own. He is on
trial before his vestry.
William H. Sumner is the name of a zealot
who insisted on practicing Bible morals in
Housatonic, Mass. Though a prominent
churcliman and leader of the choir, he had to
leave town after being caught in a compromising situation with Mrs. Maria L. Brow!].
When we get Christianity made " the supreme law of the land" Deacon M. R. Mitchell, of Topeka, Kan., may justify himself
from the Bible in seducing a widow of his
church. At present secular parties of that
neighborhood are making it uncomfortable
for him.
Many are they that trouble the Rev. P. H.
Melville, of Dublin: they increase that rise up
against him: they prepare against him the instruments of death. This means that he has
been beaten twice for insulting ladies, and

J shot at for seducing the daughter of Capt.
John J. Dunne.
Mr. F~ H. Parker, the mos~ fervent exhorter in the Castellar Method1st church of
Omaha, has been missing for some months,
together with some $900 of. church funds.
Mrs. Maclede mourns his loss as a bogus
husband, and also because he took all her
jewelry with him.•
J.P. Phillips has long been superintendent
of the South-side Baptist Sunday-school at
Milwaukee, and enjoyed high consideration
among the church folks. The consideration
has not been enjoyed so much since he made
a dishonest failure, raised all possible money
and left for Canada.
Rev. Wm. Thomas Abbo~t Wes~, of Chesterton, Ind., abandoned his family to run
away with a girl he had seduced: begged piteously to get back and was forgiven and ~e
ceived by his wife, and again ran away With
the girl and poisoned her. Men are scouring
the woods for him.
The ecclesiastical trial of Rev. Ho":ard T.
Widdemer, of the Protestant Episcopal
church of Philadelphia, began in earnest on
the 18th nit. The charges against Mr. Widdemer accuse him of immorality and violation
of the canon of the church entitled, "Of
Marriage and Divorce."
The Rev. J11oses H. Harris, of the Zion
Methodist church at New Rochelle, bas been
found guilty of stealing a report from the
church, and lying about it under oath, thereby
committing perjury. He was fined $15, but
could hav been sentenced to a year in the
penitentiary and fined $250.
The good folks of Kentland, Ind., say that
there can be but two excuses for the beastly
conduct, "crimes too foul for print," for
which Rev. James Siddall is being tried, :1nd
"one excuse is total depravity, the other
insanity." Why be surprised at the practical
realization of the total depravity doctrin that
they teach?
The absurd-looking object seen wandering
away from Ligon, a city not far from New
Orleans, one morning recently, was the pastor
of a colored Baptist church whose enemies
had prevailed against him and enveloped him
in tar and feathers. They say that nothing
else would restrain his affection . for their
wives and daughters.
" Not until a virgin shall offer herself as a
sacrifice upon the altar may ye enter the
kingdom of heaven," cried a pretty young
woman as she was assisted to alight from the
patrol wagon at a Milwaukee jail a few days
ago. She was of German descent, by the
name of Schroeder, and crazed by religion.
She is in tbe lul}atic asylum.
Pastor Staunton, of the ]'ort Greene Presbyterian church, Brooklyn, N.Y., was deposed
from the ministry on the 17th ult. Undue
intimacy with a parishioner was the charge
that led to his trouble, and though a trial
ended in a verdict of not guilty, his brethren
who hav not ·been found out thought he
should quit the preaching business.
The Congregation!l.list minister at Economy,
N. S., has been obliged suddenly to deprive
that place of his presence. A shy confession
was made by a married woman whose husband has been absent in the States a year or
two that the twins recently added to the
family circle owe their parentage to the
spiritual director. Two or three other homes
now make similar reports.
The Rev. D. Longley, Bachelor of Arts and
pastor of the Queen street Methodist church
of Toronto, Ont., being accused of serious
indiscretions with some women who were
members of his church, and being asked for
an explanation by the president of conference, not only resigned the office of pastor of
the Queen street church, but also severed his
connection with the ministry.
Mrs. McDonald, of Lakeside, 0., declares
that nothing but a sense of duty could induce
her to make charges against the minister who
consoled her on the death of her husband, but
that he really did bring a woman to her
house for immoral purposes. This reverend,
Dr. Thompson Hildreth, of the Lorain street,
Cleveland, M. E. church, also has charges of
a long course of immorality to answer.
The case of the Rev. Robert T. Pearson,
pastor at Setauket, N. Y., and Mrs. Elbeson
is described by newspapers as one " of a
libidinous old hypocrit and a silly, weakminded woman, obedient to every wish of
her spiritual adviser." Mrs. Elbeson eloped
with her paramour, was divorced by her
husband, .and the couple now liv in New
Jersey, where Pearson, still· unexpelled, holds
forth as a Protestant Episcopal clergyman.
Rev. William Hammond, eminent for the
high standard of morality and divinity to
which he has exhorted his various communi-
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· ties the last twenty years, is under arrest at
Fulton county, TIL A record now being made
of sundry little diversions with which he has
enlivened his travels embraces so far lying,
arson, theft, fraud, burglary, bigamy, half a
dozen seductions, and wife-poisoning twice.
The Chicago 1'imes observes:· "One thing
must be said for Tennessee : They stick to
their religion there. Now, only last Sunday
a man going to church in Knoxville left his
wife at the church door while he stepped
across the street to shoot two or three men.
He did shoo~ two of them, and would hav
shot the third had the third not run away.
The man himself ·got one bullet through his
arm and another ripped up his scalp, but he
managed all right to get into meeting in time
for the prayer, if not for the collection. They
never let anything interfere with their religion
down in Tennessee."
Recent murders and poisoning of persons
in the interior of Mexico engaged in schoolteaching, editing liberal newspapers, etc., are
charged by the. Monit01· Republicano on fanatical rural priests. One of the victims was a
young Mexican lady, a Protestant, who went
to teach in a small village in the state of Tobasco. She was poisoned shortly after opening her school, and though her life was saved
her reason is thought to hav been destroyed.
Another case was the murder of three Protestants in the state of Guerrero by a mob;
and a third case is the recent murder of the
editor of a Liberal newspaper in the state of
Vera Cruz, who had attacked the church
roughly and had been denounced from the
pulpit by his priestly enemies.
At Vigo, Spain, Dona Manuela Pas Luz, a
young lady of fortune, recently entered a con• vent, against the wishes of her father, who
objected on the ground that she was still
a minor, and because she was in very bad
health. The severities of the novitiate and
religious excitement made her much worse.
Two medical men sent by the prefect at the
request of the father reported that she was
seriously' ill, and recommended that she
should at once leave the convent. The superior refused to consent, and ~eclined to admit
other doctors sent by the prefect. The father
then applied for assistance to the bishop of
Tuy, but he would not interfere. An order
was obtained against the superior directing
her to giv up the girl to her father. At
6 o'clock on the morning, however, of the
day when she was to be taken home, the sick
novice took perpetual vows. The formalities
of the ·canon law having been complied with,
the civil authorities could no longer interfere,
and the father, who went to the convent, had
to leave after a painful scene at the convent
gate. On the day when Dona Manuela took
the vows as Sister ll1anuela she became seriously ill and had to be attended by the doctors. Eight days afterward she died, leaving
her fortune to the convent. The matter will
be brought up in the Chamber by the Republican deputies.
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NATIONAL LEAGUE riots
are frequent,
PANAMA sufi'ers from
desperadoes.
CoNGRl!ss may make
South Dakota a state.
CELLUWID is being
used as armor for vessels.
THE international
copyright bill still pends.
IRISH eviCtions the last
quarter number over
4,000.
BosToN is to hav a new
public library at a cost of
$1,165,000.
NEw YoRK city has
over fifty widows worth
$1,000,000 to $15,000,000.
R E PoRTs circulated
that Blaine cannot liv
two years are now denied.
NEw HAMPSHIRE has
begun a rigid enforcement of its Prohibitory
laws.
FRANCE contemplates
establishing a lottery to
complete the Panama
canal.
VANDERBILT
Spent
$250.000 in old curiosity
shops in Bond street,
London.

Mns. GENERAL was not to be told of. anything
shocking. Accidents, miseries, and offenses were
never to be mentioned before her. Passion was
to go to sleep in the presence of Mrs. General and
blood was to change to milk and water. The little
that was left in the world, when all these deduc·
tiona were made, it was Mrs. General's province
to varnish. In that formation process of hers,
she dipped the smallest of
brushes into the largest of
pots, and varnished_ the su,rface of every object that
came under consideration.
The- more cracked it was,
the more Mrs. General varnished it.-Dtckens'B Ltttle
Dorrtt.
(1) IF any opinion is compelled to silence, that opin·
ion may, for aught we can
cedainly know, be true. To
deny this, is to assume
our own infallibility. (2
Though the silenced opin·
ion be an error, it may, and
very commonly does, con·
tain a portion of truth;
and since the general or
prevailing opinion on any
subject is rarely or neve!'
the whole truth, it is only
by the collision of adverse
opinions 'that the remain·
der of the truth has any
chance of being supplied.
(8) Even if the received
opinion be not only true,
but the whole truth, unless
------it be suffered to be, and act/L,.-,_-._ --...---:::_- :___ - -----~
ual(v is, vigorously and
-· ,_.:.........,.. - ·--::..
earnestly con tested, it will,
by most of those who receive it, be held in the man·
ner of a prejudice, with
little comprehension or
feeling of its rational
grounds. And not only
this, but (4) the meaning of
the doctrin itself will be .in
danger of being lost or enfeebled and deprived of ita
---=--·---vital effect on the charac·
ter and conduct;' the dogTHE LORD'S TRAINED HORNETS.
ma being a mere formal
And I will send hornets before thee, which shall drive out the Hivite, the Canaani~e, and the Hittite, from before
profession, inefficacioua for
thee.-Ex. xxiii, 28.
·
good, but cumbering the
groundandpreventingthe
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::
,
growth of any real and
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TEE Swiss Bundesrath will create a special
secretary of police to watch Anarchists.
HERR KRuPP bas been offered a baronetcy
for bis eminence in making engins of war.

.~-·--

A SPRING garment : The wire bustle.

ABTIBT : "What is the finest picture of still life
KNIGHTS oF LABOR are preparing to send
out lecturers for the education of the order. you hav ever seen?" Ohicago girl : "St. Louis."
IT may be that a man can love but one woman
THE New York assembly has voted to adopt in a lifetime, but how is he going to know unless
electricity as a means of capital punishment. he tries 1
AMERIOAN contributions to the National
A nAss drum may be a snare and a noisy instrument, but it is not as loud as a girl's hair when it
League the last two weeks amount to $10,000. is banged.
A BUFFALo member of the legislature was reIT is feared by some that the "trusts" hav
now got altogether beyond legislativ control. cently hanged in effigy, and a disgusted political
opponent says: "History may well ask : Why in
THE Union Labor party and United Labor effigy?"
party, it seems, will go into politics separately.
THEBE is a Connecticut parson so fond of money
that, it is said, after paying a man's bill he walks
ON the 25th ult. the prince of Wales was home with him, so as to be near the money as long
installed, for the fifteenth time, as grand as possible.
master of Masons.
SAID a Scotchwoman to a physician who was
out ten drops of medicin for a child :
A PITTSBURGH court has issued an InJUnc- pouring
"Dinna be so mean wi' it, it's for a puir fathertion restraining the trades assembly from boy- less bairn."
cotting Brace Bros., a laundry firm.
FIBBT lady : "Has your husband quit smQking
THE laying of the comer-stone of the Cath- yet?" Second lady (just returned from the far
West):" Well, he ought to by this time; he's been
olic University, May 24th, will be attended by dead six months."
representativ men from all parts of the Union.
WHEN Eve upmi the first of men
The apple pressed with specious cant,
MEETINGs of artisans at Berne and Zurich
Oh, what a thousand pities then
protest against the expulsion from Germany
That Adam was not Adamant !
of· persons connected with the Social ])emPHYSICIANS are disputing whether it is possible
ocrat.
for a man to commit suicide by hoi«iing his breath.
are some who think that perhaps a man
A BILL prohibiting foreign flags on public There
could do it, but they are all unanimously agreed
buildings created great indignation in the tliat a woman couldn't.
New York assembly on the 26th ult., and was
A MAN can master the free lunch route,
defeated.
And a man can carry the banner,
Bnt he can't sew the rip in his Sunday coat,
REv. EDGAR HERMANCE shot himself in the
Because he isn't built in that manner.
pulpit of the Presbyterian church at White
NEAR-SIGHTED hens 8.1'6 not SO bad after all.
Plains, N. Y., last Sunday. His demands for Jones
says he had one once that ate a quart of
increase of salary had been ignored.
sawdust, supposing that it was meal, and then
AT a hearing on the New York brewers' went off and laid a nestful of bureau knobs. But
Jones is near-sighted himself.
strike before the state board of arbitration,
"DID you ever go tobogganing, Mr. Winterthe employers urge the objection against
wheat?" "No," said the old man, "but I once
their men that they are Anarchists and stepped into the elevator well and fell down four
Socialists.
stories in three-tenths of a second. That is fast
TrrE Catholic widow of John McNeil, a de- e·nough for me; I'm getting too old for much excitement."
ceased New York liquor-dealer, is contesting
DUDELY VANDEBOLAM: "Mith Bondclipper, I
his will on the ground of insanity, because he
weally believe it ith the mission of woman to
made provisions preventing her from rearing make fools of nth men." Miss Bondclipper:
their son in the Catholic faith.
"Yes, and you hav no idea, Mr. Vanderclam, how
vexed we are to find that nature has so often foreRuEtsiA continues to scheme, behind many stalled us."
false promiaes, for Bulgaria, whose possession
FIRST Kansas woman : "Were you at the polls
will giv her the Black sea, Constantinople yesterday, Minnie?" Second Kansas woman :
whe11ever she chooses to take it; make her "Oh, yes, I was out at the dear little polls. Isn•t
mistress of half of Austria-all the southern it just too nice to vote ?" "How did you vote?"
Slavs as far as the Adriatic-and make Greece "Really, dear, I don't remember.'' "Well, you remember that they had two kinds of tickets-white
her vassal. The other powers, especially and red?" "Oh, I remember now. It was the
England, watch with concern.
lovely little red ticket that I put on the polls."

"Why I am surprised· that was the opposition j heartfelt conviction, from reason or personal ex·
ticket3• "Well, I didn't'ask. I saw that the color perience.-J. 8. Mill's Ltbertv.
.
of the ticket was a delicate red and that it exactly
MosT men do not reason at all, and accept their
matched my dress."
·
religion as they accept their science-at secondVIBIToB: "Well, my little man, hav you any hand.- Leslie Stephen.
brothers?" Freddy: "Yes, I hav one, but my IT is said in the New Testament, "Sufficient
sister Stella has two." Visitor: "Why, how can unto the day is the evil thereof." And suppose
that be?" Freddy (in some astonishment) : "Me that, after· all, death does end all, next to being
and my little brother, of course I''
forever with those we love and those who hav
loved us, next to that is to be wrapt in the dreamMiss OLABA : " Oh, Ethel, I had my ears pierced less drapery of eternal peace.-Inuersoll.
to-day!" Miss Ethel: "Weren't you dreadfully
frightened?" Miss Olara : "A little at first, but I
IF I must take my choice between the pair
That rule alternately the weary hours,
kept on saying 'solitaire,' 'solitaire,' ' solitaire'
Ni11ht is than day more acceptable ;-sleep
to myself, and before I knew it it was all over."
Doth, in my estimate of good, apPear
TRAMP (who has been refused a contribution to·
A better state than waking; death than sleep;
Feelingly sweet is stillness after storm,
ward a fund for filling his tomato can) : "All
right, young feller. All right. I jest come in to
Though under covert of the wormy ground.
buy a diamond collar button: but ~eein' yer so
-Worastoort11..
fresh, I'll 110 some place where they knows how to
.
.
treat a customel',"
TIIEMISToCLES, who !Bundoubtedlyto be received
.
as an authority, when he was consulted whether a
O_MAHA man:" I see by the papers that a O~ICago, man should marry liis daughter to a worthy poor
policeman has, gone ?r~y be.cause t~e !,1rl he I man, or to a rich man of less approved character,
wanted wouldn t hav h1m. Pollee captam : Guess said "I certainly would rather she married a man
there must be some mi~take abou~ that." "Didn't without money, than money without a man."you ever hear of a policeman gomg crazy?" "I mcero
·
never heard of a girl refusing a policeman."
'
HE who runs a race ought to make exertions
A PASSENGER on a Missouri train was shot at by' and struggle as much as he can to"ba victor; but
a desperado, and was saved by a plug of tobacco he ought by no means to trip up or push with his
which stopped the bullet. This may be offered as i hand the person with whom he is contending.
an ar11ument in favor of the vile weed, but it Thus in life it is not unjust that every man may
should be remembered that a copy of the New and should seek for himself what may pertain to
Testament in the same pocket would hav had a 1 his own advantage-it is not just that he should
similar salutary effect.
take from another.-Chr!lstppus (b. 280 B. C).
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"THE British are ahead of us in one respect,"
IT is better to receive an injury than to do one.
said the general, after a warm argument with an -Cicero.
Anglophobiac on the respectiv merits of England j
B
th
and America. "In what, I should like to know?" 1
.LEST are ey
demanded the Anglophobiac, incredulously. 1 Whose sorrow rather 18 to suffer wrong
·~Time," replied the general; "it is 7 o'clock in i Than to do wrong, although them~~::.::~~~ed.
London when it is only 2 here."
RECENT convert : " If a man does me an injury I WE ~e~ some of th.e philoso~hers, which were
I suppose I ought to reward him, oughtn't I 1, leas~ d1vme and most ~mme~sed.In the senses, and
Good pastor : "It would show the right spirit." 1 demed gen~rally. the Immortality of the ~oul, yet
"Making him a little present would do, wouldn't: ca!D~ to th1s pmnt, that whatsoever m?tlons the
it?" "That would certainly heap coals of fire on SPirit of man could act and perform, .without t~e
his head." "Suppose instead of a man it's an an-i organs of the. ~ody, they thought might I:'emam
imal?" "It should make no difference." "Well ' after _death, wh10h were only th.ose of t~e under.
.
' standmg and not of the affectiOns; so Immortal
your dog ha~ been ~nappmg at ~e every tilDe I : and incorruptible a thing did knowledge seem unto
pass, a~d th1s mormng I made him a present ?f them to be,-Bacon•s .Advancement of Learntng,
somethmg we've valued for many years. It's a tm ,
kettle. You'll find him somewhere in the next
THE people are surely perplexed about this "recounty ·"
1 vision" of the word of God and, like Kaspar on
'TwoULD surely tax the mind to dream
the field of Blenheim, cannot ma~e out what it is
A lovelier scene-a picture rarer.
all about. Mea~ while the sceptiC chu~kles, and
They sat together, eyes abeamhaha's, an~ dendes the perplexed believer beNo gayer youth-no maiden fairer.
cause the~e 18 no he!l,and be~ause the expounders
1. of the scnpture strive one w1th another over verHe'd told his love. The verdict pleased him ; ' bal distinctions and literal renderings, It cannot
She thought of veil and wedding kiss,
:be denied that the general effect is damaging.
Skepticism is rampant all over the civilized world,
He smiled to think how long she'd teased him,
and thousands of intelligent men and women are
Both talked of joy and wedded bliss.
0 ardent youth! Would that you knew
losing their grip upon the things spiritual which
they once thought they held fast. The expendiThe price per pound for ribs of beef.
0 maiden fair ! W1ll you not rue
ture of thousands of dollarQ in new renderings of
When your first baking comes to grief 1
Greek and Hebrew will not stay the tide.-Toron!o
E·ventnu News,
But so goes love, and so goes life.
Fond hearts ofttimes lase sight of purse;
GREEK words and Latin are fine things, but they
Sweetheart who changes into wife
cannot hide the emptiness and lowness of many
Oft flies from rhyme to dry, blank verse.
who employ them,...:...carl!Jle,
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THE

J)Jotts and Qilippinns.
A OOLOREJY preacher announces to his fiock
that " there will be no respectable people in
heaven." The reason he givs is that God is
no respecter of persons.
THE Banner of Ligltt grows irreverent. It
says : "Chaplains in the army are called
'Holy Joes,' and in the navy 'sky-pilots.'
They are subject to retirement in the army at
the age of sixty-four years, and at sixty-two
in the navy. There are now sixteen 'Holy
Joes' on the army retired list, and seven
'sky-pilots' on the retired list of the navy."
• TrrE temperanc~ folks in Florida hav got
t.he liquor license question fairly solved, in a
manner that will almost command the respect
of a Prohibitionist. A man who wants to go
into the business must first get. three hundred
signatures to his application, and this list must
be published in the county newspaper. He
then goes before the court, where strict inquiry is made as to his character. If his application is approved, he pays a license fee of
$450, which is equally divided by the state,
the county, and the town.
.

Ne-w York, Saturday, Mav 1Q,l888.

S H E P H E R D S

ivs will be on the look-out for any symptoms
of discontent, and arrest anybody who may
be unpatriotic enough to insinuate that things
are not as nearly perfect as they can be this
side of heaven."
IT has sometimes fallen to the lot of this
journal, says Life, to make game of AnglOmania, and ridicule such of our brethren as
seem to us too eagerly imitativ of British
manners and customs. 'l'he British nobility
has had, and has still, its cult among us, but
when one hat goes off to the queen, a thousand heads are bare and throats distended in
distinguished consideration of the pope of
Rome and the Irish vote in America. Anglomania in this country is an amusing freak,
but it seems at times as if Celtomania was
becoming an infernal bondage.
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(Tom) is to be the leader. The day and hour
of departure are set. What causes the prophecy to be believed is that the older colored
folks say that before the war the same prophet
prophesied that the negroes were to be set
free, and that the prophecy was literally fulfilled; hence they believe him now, and are
getting their clothing and other things in
readiness for the departure.
TRUTH SEEKER readers know the lady of
whom the Sun tells this story: "Mrs. Jennie
B. Browne, of New Haven, is. a woman of
nerve, with no nonsense about her. She was
crossing a street the other day, when two runaway horses dashed around a corner, and
were upon her before she could possibly get
out of their way. She faced them squarely,
threw up her arms quickly, and sternly
shouted, ' Whoa !' The nearest horse tried
to obey, reared on his haunches, and then
swerved to one side, carrying his mate with
him, and then they dashed by so close that
portions of the harness tore the bangles from
her hat and the lace from the shoulder of her
wrap. Mrs. Browne walked to the sidewalk,
and with hardly a change of face said to a
friend who had looked on : 'It was a narrow
escape. Good afternoon!'"

A PETITION to Governor Oglesby for the
pardon of Anarchists Fielden, Schwab, and
Neebe is circulating among the Socialists and
Anarchists of Chicago. It is said to hav
received thousands of signatures. It is intended to submit it soon to a mass-meeting of
workingmen for ratification. The text of this
petition is almost word for word the same
which was circulated a few days before the
hanging of Spies, Fischer, Parsons, and EnTHll: StandO!l'd sneers : " The little king of
gel. Nobody has been approached with the
Spain has a birthday this month, ·which will
THE Galveston Ntws reports that a large
document who was not believed to be thorbe celebrated by a flte to the :Madrid school- oughly in accord with radical principles.
number of Spiritualists assembled in Paris
children, who will be regaled with meat pies,
lately to commemora~e the anniversary of the
cakes, oranges, antl candy, and hav little
ToM KAIGLER, a colored preacher, living on death of Allan Kardec, the founder of Spiritmedals with the baby king's portrait on them. Sheriff Gilmour's plantu,tion near Atlanta, Ga., ual philosophy. Several speeches were deThe grown-up children will be amused with has created considerable excitement among livered alternately by ladies and gentlemen,
fireworks, bits of ribbon, and parchments the negroes ·on account of a revelation he who developed the precepts of Spiritualism
entitling them to nicknames of various kinds. claims to hav had. He says that the Lord has and pointed out the great part it was intended
Everybody will shout God save the king in revealed to him that on a certain day he will to take in the social transformation of the
Spanish, and a special force of police detect- carry all the negroes to Egypt, and that he world. M. Birrmann, the president, made a

few remarks on the present state of Spiritualism. Taking as a basis the number of subscribers to the Spiritualistic journals, he
es_timated that in France there ·were fifty
thousand followers- of Allan Kardec, and
about two millions altogether in the world.
There are in all about one hundred Spiritualist journals. The greater number are in the
Spanish language, one is in Hindostani, fourteen in French, of wnich one is printed in
Geneva, four in Be gi 1m, and one at Buenos
Ayres. In Paris there are four, three of them
organs of the three large Spiritualistic societies in that city.
THE report that a remarkable find of ancient dwellings has been made by railroad
builders in Chihuahua reminds the Sun that
we are continually indebted to purely buAiness enterprises for discoveries of scientific
interest. The recent survey of the ocean
bottom along the west coast of Africa, conducted by experts of the Challenger commission, was wholly carried out by a cable
company. Its results are of the greatest interest, too, showing as they do, among other
things, that the ocean fioor from the Niger to
the Congo, for a long distance out to sea, has
been covered deep by the dark mud and sediment brought down by the great rivers.
The shore mud off the Congo's mouth was
traced to a depth of eighteen thousand feet
six ,hundred miles west of it. It was the
investigations preparatory to laying the
first Atlantic cable that gave the first impetus
to the study of ocean depths, which has now
become a distinct branch of scientific research. Thus business enterprises stimulate
science, which in its turn is all the while
opening new fields for energy and capital.
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Qlommunications.

I

Correlativs.
One of the most faulty of all methods professedly·
founded upon reason, is that one upon which the
entire theological and metaphysical world rests. The
unanswerable argument used in these schools is hi.
instituting a comparison between objects ~hen the
ebjects are not known, or rather when one IS known
and the other is not known; and this, too, confessedly not only when £?De is u'!kll:own. but when it
is unknowable. Seemmgly th1s IS w1thout a parallel in the viciousness of method. With what satisfied assurance, if not impudence, we are informed
that the "finite has its correlativ in the infinit !"
This measureless statement of folly is founded upon
the most absurd assumption. In comparison, a relationship must exist between the objects compared ;
and this is rigorously excluded unless the objects are
known. Ignorance of either vitiates the comparison.
A. and JJ must be known before agreement or disagreement is possible. Affirmation or negation is possible only when both A. and Bare known. A knowl. edge of one, and not of the other, excludes comparison. A finite object or quantity being known, we
are enabled to institute a comparison between it and
any other object known, and thereby affirm agreement or disagreement. If, however, only one term
· -- of the comparison is known, we cannot institute a
comparison. As Mr. Spencer _very justly says, "A
relation cannot be established between something
and nothing."
The finite essentially comes within our province.
But it denies to us any province outside of itself.
And hence to affirm that this, or that, is the correlativ of the finite, it must be stated in the terms of
limitation. The finite only being known, fails to giv
us any aid to see, feel, or think beyond its ow~ limits.
It necessarily denies to us all comparison and all
knowledge that does not come to us on the plane of
forced limitation.
To say" infinit" is to speak in an unknown tongue,
as no idea is conveyed to us only as it comes to us
• through a metamorphosis which translates it out of its
meaningless self into one of limitation; which, being
done, stands in evidence of the supreme folly of such
a method. The essential terms of our thinking are
ever finite, and they being thus, we are excluded from
all that does not come to us in the terms of limitation.
And therefore to affirm that the finite is the correlativ of the infinit, we having no means of knowing
what that term means, is a monstrous absurdity.
This statelllent is very evident when this word
"infinit" is put in the terms of definition; we see at
once that the rendering of its definition is done in
the terms of limitation. This term, when defined as
best it may be, only negativs its use. So in the last
analysis this word " infinit " is shown by an· attempts
to define it to admit of no postulation which the
finite is not entitled to.
Hence may we not ask by what law these words
are correlativs?
The finite is known through sensation and perception, and the infinit, considered in the light of its
definition, is cognized in the same way. If it does
not come in this way, how does it come? If it has
any meaning to us, it must come through the door of
limitation-sensorial reports through groups of
nerves to the ganglionic brain center, and thence
translated into consciousness, which constitute the
source of our information.
There are those who are willing to concede that
the finite is given in this manner, but do not thus as
to the infinit. But if the infinit-whatever that may
mean-comes at all, if it is tenable in any way, it
must come through apperception ; and in fact, this is
really the true theory of these advocates.
·
But this theory cannot be considered as otherwise
than purely imaginary, and, seemingly, called in by
one to meet an emergency when pressed to part with
all that does not come to us on the line of our human
limitation.
Secondly, "infinit space is the correlativ of finite
space." This statement is to pass current upon the
assumption that it is a statement of fact. Yet nothing can be farther from the truth. We are well
informed as to the distances intervening between two
objects. There are a certain number of miles between the window behind which I am sitting and the
sun whose rays are now falling upon me. I can
postulate intelligently limited space, though incompetent to conceive bounds beyond which space is not.
This does not, however, confer upon us the ability to
postulate ef space that it is infinit; for this only
forces upon us a palpable contradiction, for I affirm
and deny in the same breath. I hav knowledge of
space onJy as limited. I know of space only as I
know in the terms of limitation, and hence to speak
of it in other terms is to speak of it in terms which
convey to rational thought no meaning at all. Our
conceptions o~ space are _necessarily limited; so long
as we who thmk are assigned limits, so must all of
the objects of thought, and of relation, come within
the limits which limit us-that is, if they mean anything to us.

We must affirm that that limited space of "\_Vbich we
are cognizant is a part of space, and that an addition
of limited spaces of equal dimensions is larger than
any one of these equal parts. Thus space such as we
can cognize is divis~ble, and hence parts of a whole.
To think meaningly, we are compelled to think of
space in these terms.
But infinit space-whatever that is-is not approachable through added increments. It is without
body or parts (hke the Christian's God); out of relation, and hence is nothing to rational thought. We
can utilize space on the basis of limitation, in this,
that it is the conditio:J;~. of body, seeing that we
know, and can only know, limited body; and hence
our conceptions of space are perfectly adequate.
To predicate a relation such as " correlativ " implies is to know the objects related. But we. know
only limited space, and hence it cannot hav its correlativ in illimitable space-whatever that is-for of
such we hav no knowledge at all, because we are
locked up within the limited.
Third. "Eternity is the correlativ of time." Here
we hav another statement which is open to the same
fatal criticism. Our method in the measurement of
time is known to all. So many equal portions make
one minute, so many one hour, and so many one day,
and thus on. Add or multiply as we may, we are
ever within the sphere of our limitations; we are
only dealing with parts of time. These experts who
deal in infinities inform us that time is a part of
eternity; that is to say, that all past time is the eternity that is past, and that all time to come is the
eternity that is to come. I confess frankly that I
fail to extract any meaning at all froin these statements.
I find that, in an order of sequence, I hav arrived
at consciousness. I note the environment in which
I am, and as I attain a knowledge of the same, I find
that my inferences as to the past and the future are
compelled to rest upon what the present environment
suggests. I know myself through succession, constant changes-and hence necessary limitation. This
is the language of civilization, expressed in terms
which hav a meaning. But "eternity," like the other
meaningless terms, fails to convey to consciousn~ss·
any rational thought. It is impeached when subjected to rational criticism. It is infinit duration expressed in the terms of limitation-and thereby contradicting the postulation, for in expre~sing it in the
terms of addition it becomes a whole; and like the
infinit, and infinit space, it is quantitativ. This
eternity is made up of parts, showing that the term
is void of rational meaning to us. We know only
limited time; hence infinit duration conveys no idea
to our consciousness.. Though we cannot think an
end to duration, no more can we think it endless. We
think rationally only when we think within our limits.
That which transcends our limits is not possible to us.
'!'here is still another fatal objection to this vicious
method of reasoning. It is to be seen in the utter
impossibility of securing any line of experimentation
by which a relationship is found that will disclose
these presumable entities named the infinit, abso~ute,
and the unknowable. No additions or mathematical
computations can connect these meaningless presumable somethings with the realities of the finite. This
in itself is ·fatal. For if a relationship is found to
exist between objects of thought, then they are
brought within our limits, and are approachable upon
the ground of having quantitativ and qualitativ value,
and thus, we see, hav their expression in the terms of
limitation, and hence, being thus stated, are necessarily limited. .Thus far our dEfinitions go, and under
no circumstances can they go farther.
To place these unknowable presumable somethings
under the fire of dEfinition is an impeachment of human intelligence, for if defined, as we hav shown,
they are ·limited, for all definitions are necessarily
limited, and hence the object of thought defined by
force of such definition is also limited. Refuge is
sometimes taken in the plea that we know in part.
This is one of the methods in common use, and is
well calculated to deceive. One moment's nflection
will show that this is a false refuge, and in no way
lessens the difficulty.. If we knew in part, then our
knowledge would be increased as our knowledge of
parts increased, until our knowledge would be complete in a knowledge of all the parts, and thus limited, made up of added parts, and therefore coming
within the formula of limitation. All the advancement we hav made, or will make, must come within
the range of our possibilities. We cannot go higher
than our highest thought, and that, being limited,
informs us of the nature of the objects of thoughts
which we think. The thinker being limited, the object thought must also be limited. If we could only
bring ourselvs to see this fact as it is, much time
now wasted might be rendered useful. Other-worldliness does not serve a purpose which tends to make
this life a benefaction. All of the display ever made,
or likely to be made, about infinits, absolutes; and
the unknowable will hav no tendency to enable the
human mind to see things more clearly, or understand the relations of life, and the duties which these
relations suggest.
J. H. BuRNHAM.
Saginaw City, Mich., April 22, 1888.

Falsehood and Fallacy.
Strange that such remarks as thos_e of the Hon.
Mr. Kelly, of Pennsylvania, on the tariff are allowed
to go to the public without any attempt to expose
the utter falseness of the facts and figures given. by
him. He begins by uttering the prophecy made by
his school
1843-4: "Destroy the protectiv ·features of the tariff and national ruin will result." But
the free trade tariff of 1846 went into effect. Yet
never in all history did our nation make such a splendid
progress in manufactures, agriculture, and invention
as she did in the following fifteen years. In one
decade the wealth of the nation increased 126 per
cent, from 1850 to 1860. The number· of her manufactories increased by some e!ghteen thousand (the
increase from 1870 to 1880 was but about seventeen
hundred), and their product doubled. Protection,
when driven to the wall by these figures, murmurs,
"Mexican war, new territory acquired, gold in California." But the facts must be admitted. We may
ask, if those facts as to new territory and California
gold had sucn effects under free trade, why did not
the greater facts of the opening of all the South to
free labor anq of all the vast, rich prairie region west
of the Mississippi river by railways produce equal
good effects from 1870 to 1880 T It can be sho~n
that our increase of wealth from 1870 to 1880 was In
reality no increase pro rata-was not commensurate
with our natural increase of population and expansion over new prairie soils. Its total was no greater
than it was between 1860 and 1870, during the terrible waste of those four years of war and the years
succeeding up to 1870.
Now, to-day, we are confronted by a similar prediction. Here is the language of Judge Kelly, as
telegraphed to the world:
Under this baneful law the census of 1890 will announce
the overthrow of our manufacturing supremacy, and our
commercial reduction to colonial dependence.
Wool on the free list will abolish sheep husbandry, destroy
the capital embarked, and impoverish one million men who
own flocks or are caring for them, diminish the supply of a
cheap and healthful food now furnished.
The law will ·close a majority of our bituminous coal
mines now giving profitable employment to hundreds of
thousands of hands North and South.
He then concludes, as reported, with a prophecy
of the destruction of the Louisiana sugar-cane industry. He eulogizes this as one of the grandest results
of protection. He magnifies and grows magniloquent
on this subject, and ends by saying:
The progress of sugar-making in Louisiana since 1867
might be cited as an illustration of_ the vitalizing influence of
protectiv duties.
So be it, then. When we come to it we are willing
to let the whole case stand on that alone. But let·
us regard these expressions of an "aged statesman,"
" the father of the House"-statements deliberately
written down, studied over, read before the House,
and telegraphed to the world, a_nd swallowed, as
usual, by the world without inquiry-let us consider
them in their order.
First, then, this baneful law -will destroy our manufacturing supremacy, and reduce our commercial
greatness to colonial dependence.
The commerce of a country is, of course, indicated
by its exports and imports, and its supremacy is
evinced by the kind of exports it sends out. If a
country sends out no manufactures, no agricultural
products, or very few, there would be no sense in
boasting of its suprem~cy as a trader at all. Speaking of the commerce of a naHon, we must ever hav
regard to its population. A country with five million
people cannot expect to hav the trade of a country of
sixty millions. Consider some few states. Little
Belgium, with five million people, leads nearly all the
nations that ever hav been on earth. Her exports
and imports are about $600,000,000, her imports
being some $50,000,000 in excess. Holland, with a
smaller population and expQrts and imports nearly
in the same proportion: Imports, $400,000,000; exports, $320,000,000. Then comes Great Britain, with
her thirty six millions of people; her annual exports
about $1,500,000,000; her imports, $2,000,000,000.
Then we hav New Zealand, with a population of half
a million. and a commerce of £15,000,000 sterling, 19r
$75,000,000-imports in excess, $10,000,000. Also,
New South Wales; population nearly one million.
Her trade with the world is nearly $200 000,000;
imports in excess some $20,000,000. (England's
imports hav exceeded her exports yearly since 1848,
sometimes as much as $800,000,000.)
How about the supremacy and mighty independence of the United States T With our sixty millions
of people, our commerce has not exceeded about
$1,500,tl00,000, exports and imports included, with
an average excess of exports of from $50.000,000 to
$100,000,000. Our exports hav been almost exclusivly of agriculture.
Where, then, is the supremacy! Perhaps he meant
supn;macy of a few people in a limited region on the
Atlantic coast over all the vast South and West. If
so, he is right; otherwise, this paltry talk of our
great wealth, "our su_premacy," is sound and fury.
"Wool on the free list will abolish sheep husbandry, make mutton scarce, destroy the business of
over a million men." Why should free wool ha.v
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such an effect here 7 Other lands hav free wool and spee.c~es ~nd rece~ved his idea ?f the greatness of 1combined .influe~ces of the churches energetically
prosperous sheep hlisbandry. Free wool means cheap Louisian~~; s sugar mdustry. It Is true that protec- oppose this radiCal reform. Their very existence
wool. That is what he fears. Not long ago free tion has labored long and hard here; it has, for depends on hell. . Exterminate hell aBd you exterquinine was to destroy Americ9n industry and make t":enty .years and more, done 1\ mighty work of t·ax-. minate Christianity, and priests and preachers would
quinine. dear. Free quin~ne came at 40 cents ·per atwn; It has entered every house and home in all hav to work ten hours a day like other poor men, or
ounce, mstead of $5. Still, the poor man uses it our nation, not sparing the poorest cottage or hum- beg or starve. "Christ died to save sinners from
and Kelly's constituents-two firms only in th~ ble dug-out, and swept from the infant's platter a helL" If there is no hell, his death, of course, was a
United States then manufacturing-are at it to-day large part of the syrup, the sweet that the poor cruel sacrifice, Christ is not needed, the Bible is a lie,
and making money. Cheap sheep makes cheap mut- man's babe so dearly loves, that one thing that givs and all churches sad monuments of a hoary superton, Mr. Kelly, and the poor man will continue to to the dry, hard crust of poverty·even a delicious stition.
eat it. Perhaps you mean that the rich man will flavor. . The sums thus taken from the masses of the
But, thank fortune! nature is not as cruel as man,
refuse to sell cheap mutton. Then we must look to people to encourage this Louisiana sugar industry reality not as horrid as fiction. There is no hell!
the poor man to supply us. How fiery men like were infinit; a sum uncountable; and in hardships There can be no hell ! Let us rejoice !
Delano grow on free wool-as great fire-eaters as added to the poor man's and child's lot inconceivHell is a logical absurdity, an irrational monstrostheir predecessors down South on free wooled men ! able. And yet, with all this protection in Louisiana, ity, and a natural impossibility.
It is something to President Delano, of the" National she has never been able, to this day, to raise over
Science affirms there is no such place in the earth,
Wool Growers," to get five cents per pound more on half as much sugar as she did in 1853, nor any more on the earth, over the earth, or under the earth.
the wool of his millions of sheep, but why it should than she raised forty years ago under free trade with There can be no such place.
so excite the ninety-nine vice-presidents-bullet- cheaper sugars rolling in upon her from the Indies!
Science predicates that there is no proof, direct or
headed, bucolical men, who each own, perhaps, half a Just take the United States census for 1880, in the indirect, from observation or analogy, from deduction
hundred ragg-ed ewes-is hard to understand. Semi- American Almanac, a most exact authority, and see. or induction, of such a place or condition anywhere
annually the Hon. Delano assembles them, speechifies She produced 449,000 hogsheads in 1853, and little beyond the world, throughout the infinit realms of
them, resolves them, and sends forth the angry pro· over 200,000 any year under protection, rarely over the universe.
tests, signed by himself as president, and the ninety- 70,000.
Science also affirms that a human being cannot die
nine aforesaid bullet-headed, bucolical men. Fifty
Protection is tax and difficulty. Tax hampers and stillliv, much less leave this world's atmosphere
cents more per sheep il!l millions to the president; it labor finally, no matter where you first impose it.
and survive.
may be $50 direct to the ninety-nine vice-presidents
Look at our tobacco tax-a thing ridiculous if for
Reason and logic prove there can be no such
when they haul their wool to town to sell, but in- revenue. But monopoly was the object, not revenue. place. Hell, if it means anything, means an eternal
directly, with the wool over their eyeR, when they go Never was such monstrous folly conceived. Still, lake or ocean of fire. But fire implies combustion;
to purchase back the cloth and fifty other things, it men who make such statements may possibly believe combustion necessitates a continuous supply of soniais several times $50 the other way. . For the woolen, their law was a revenue law.. It taxed the product thing to consume. If the theory of hell according to
the cotton, the cigar, or other manufacturer is by no some eight times its proper cost! As a result, while the Bible is true, there are already ten millions of
means content to hav foreign woolens, cottons, or in 1859 we produced over four hundred million centillions of human creatures roasting in hell, the
cigars restricted from coming in here. No; for if J>Ounds of tobacco and ought to make now over two vast majority of which hav been there for centuries !
quinines, tin plates, and a thousand little articles are billion pounds, we make no more than we did. Every But the fires must be big enough for many times as
imported Jargel:y, the trade carries away the raw taxed thing grows small or grows stuntedly in pro- many more ! Where does the necessary fuel come
cotton, raw wool, tobacco, etc. Poor protection to portion. The lower the tax, the higher the revenue, from~ Hell and all it implies would necessitate an
him, if foreigners come here " to deluge our nation from all popular consumables. And yet these men immense, unthinkable, continuous, eternal supply, or
with cheap goods," and carry off our cotton, wool, go on year after year in the same course.
HoLT.
indeed the fires would burn out instantly. Why, the
tobacco, etc., ''raising the market on. us." "Whisper!
biggest coal trust in the world could not supply
Between us, my friend, we don't care a d-n about
fuel sufficient to last a single day !
Reality Not as Horrid as Fiction.
protection direct-about protection against the artiHell, if real, would be but a vast crematory furTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The Rev. Mr.
cles we make-but we want to keep the infernal Davidson,
a professional revivalist, has just closed a series of nace, in which no being could possibly liv a moment.
beggars of foreigners away from our raw material. meetings in our neighboring city of Rockford, making many
"Hell!" What nonsense! The most hideous, per-.
Keep this to yourself."
converts and pocketing $600. . One of his sensational .dis- nicious, and, at the same time, the most ridiculous,
Yes, protection aims at the trade; if it cannot courses was entitled, ''Hell, A Terrible Reality." Quoting phantasmagoria ever concocted in human brain.
freely from Bible texts, he proved-if the Bible is true-that.
prevent the export of raw material it is no good.
Who can believe the grotesque lie, the barbarous
hell is indeed a terrible reality. Another one of his expostuAs to the million men being impoverished, that is lations he headed, " Where Will You Spend Eternity?" in folly, when a true conception of the 'idea in realistic
too absurd. The census of 1880 gave the whole num- which sermon he insisted that " none but Ob.ristians can look vividness dawns upon his mind T No one. .
ber of sheep as forty million. All but some fifteen forward with hope and happiness."
Beecher, in righteous indignation, from Plymouth
The following letter was written in reply, and the Regi!Jter, pulpit proclaimed, " It is a monstrous doctrin !" and
million are owned in small lots. The million mail
a more than average liberal daily, published about half of it
owning some twenty-five sheep each will not be under
the title of "A Scientific Denial of Hell," omitting the Drs. Thomas, Swing, Savage, and thousands of others
impoverished, judge. It's the dozen or so companies more aggressiv and radical portions. Knowing your readers of the best minds within the church, though sadly
or individuals owning a million each-these are the not to fear hell unabridged, I submit to you the original.
now echo the sentiment, " There is no
.
w. inconsistent,
objects of protection's tenderest solicitude.
hell!"
"Hundreds of thousands of men are to be ruined
"Where will you spend eternity ?"
Mn. EDITOR: " Hell !" What nonsense ! There is no
by closing a majority of the bituminous coal mines." hell, and I ca,n prove it. I simply deny it. Call upon
Why, in. precisely the same place and condition
Ninety-six million tons is the total output of all those affirming for proof. T4is not being forthcom- where and in which we spent the eternity before we
the mines. Half of this is anthracite. The census ing absolutely proves the denial.
were born.
givs the number of souls engaged in mining of all
But there are millions who, having inherited a faith
~ precisely the same condition in which the countkinds, for all metals, boring for oil, quarrying rock, the basis of which is a literal burning hell, will not less millions, not yet born, are to-day.
blasting, etc., as fwo hundred and thirty-four thou- be convinced that a simple denial extinguishes these
Life is but a flash between the eternity of beginsand. If we allow two hundred thousand of these to miraculous eternal-burning flames. They take for ningless time in the past and the eternity of endJess
be in coal and half of these in anthracite mines, that granted the authoritativ character of the Bible and time in the future. All forms are finite-begin and
leaves one hundred thousand in bituminous mines, and their priests, and fervently believe the monstrous muflt end. The vast aggregation of cosmic matter
as the judge closes only a majority of these, his hun- doctrin, not realizing t.hat hell is the priest's stock in alone is infinit and eternal. Nature is like a vast
dreds of thousands fall to some seventy thousand. trade to paralyze their intellect, enslave their man- kaleidoscope in perpetual motion-the detail ever
But why not close them all! While we are about it, hood, and rob them of their money.
changing, the grand whole forever the same. If but
why not make coal so cheap that nobody can afford to
There is no helL There never was a hell. There one soul were cast into a hell every million of years,
there to remain forever, and this process were remine it or burn it 1 Do not such questions expose never can be a hell.
I might stop right here, and all thoughtful minds, peated infinitly in the future, behold I soon, com parathe utter absurdity of the ground you stand on-a
weighing the evidence submitted to establish a hell, tivly speaking, there would be no universe, but every
basis of falsehoods from bottom to floor~
What you urge seems to be pretty much this : Pass would instantly pronounce the case in my favor, a atom now composing it would, in the shape of ·a
this law and everything wi,ll be made so chea.P that hell_ not proven, and consider my simp!~ denial wretched soul, be roasting in hell forever and ever !
our great supremacy 1.1.s manufacturers-which is sufficient to prove the negativ, precisely as a simple
Every atom composing mail is but borrowed for a
illustrated in the fact that we hav no exports what- denial of dragons, mermaids, or centaurs is ample · brief period, and the perpetuity of nature depends
ever of them-our great commerce-in which already proof that such creatures do not exist, unless, indeed, upon every particle returning to the source whence
little Belgium and Holland beat us-will in 1890 be those affirming supply proof. But even to those de- 1t came.
Who will affirm that it is a calamity that future
nowhere; our sheep will be so cheap that poor men manding proof from those denying a hell (which,
can no longer hav: their cheap and healthful food, however, they inconsistently ignore from those generations are not among the living to-day? Who
mutton, and several men who own millions of sheep affirming) I think I can prove as plainly as any nega- mourns for them! Who, of the many priests, ever
will discharge their herdsmen, and several millions of tiv can be proven-viz., that twice two is not five- dreams of uttering a single prayer in behalf of the
poor men who now hav a few head will be impover- that a hell and all it implies is an absolute impossi- salvation of the unborn!
Not one ! Why, then, in the name of reason,
ished-being tempted possibly into buying too many bility.
Language is inadequM~ to properly define the worry about the dead, who sleep the blessed sleep
· yards of cheap woolen goods-while coal will be
made so miserably cheap the mines will mostly be horrible blight produced throughout the world by that knows no awaking to pangs of grief and pain,
closed-people refusing to use cheap coal-and this monstrous superstition. It is emphatically the and whose condition is identical with that of those
Louisiana with her glorious sugar industry-but most damnable and most virulent curse infecting hu- as yet not born T
Annihilation implies eternal repose, nothing more.
stop, let us look at that. "Louisiana's progress is manity. It has haunted millions in the past, and is
the terror of the living to-day. It has transformed To past and future generations alike non-existence is
proof of the vitalizing power of protection."
The judge is not quite so bad as our candidates conditions of content and happiness to one of wretch- a con.dition of ind1ffarence and negation. They
for governor and Congress were some three years edness and horror. It has crushed out manhood, who are not feel not, See not, hear not, remember
ago, each of whom actually wrote out, memorized, dwarfed the intellect, mocked reason, and dragged not. The:Q., how in the world can death be a condidelivered, published, and republished speeches begin- what might hav been a free and happy people down tion of dread and horror~
To mourn over the fate of the countless dead imning, "The wondrous sugar industry of Louisiana, to the level of wretched slaves. Like a deadly incuthat now employs there a half-million men, and pays bus it has stifled .them intellectually, wrecked them plies a desire or a duty likewise to mourn over the
some ten million.s in wages an.nually and enables socially, frightened them religiously, and distressed countless millions destined to be born hereafter !
What folly!
them to consume Missouri's corn and pork," etc. them financially. Once a slave to this horrible illuDid it ever occur to our religious friends that the
As there were only some half-million souls in Louisi- sian, the victim is every ready to sacrifice his manana, men, women, babes, and cripples, outside of New hoo.d upon the altar of a revengeful God, and to lay desire and belief of an immortal life was born of
Orleans and some other towns, and as the ten millions his hard-earned cash at the feet of priest or preacher, pure egotism 1 John Brown, and Peter Smith, die
and are soon forgotten; maybe you attend their
in wages, though it was at the time deemed a liberal to save him from his terrible impending doom.
To crush out this monstrous lie, to extirpate this funeral, and, maybe, shed a tear, but soon after go
protection offer, would hardly hav satisfied the babes
and cripples, if they did any work, it was so easy to fabulous monstrosity, born of cunning and crime, is your way rejoicing. Not so much of a calamity after
the loftiest mission of man.
all ! But it is only your individual fate you dread
expose this that nothing more was said.
But the task is an extremely difficult one. The above all other. Ah, there is the rub ! But, my
Judge Kelly must hav somewhere read these
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friends, please consider that you are no more to your J
CASH cos~· OF A souL.
An Afr~can .................. · .$141 A Ja~anese ................ $ 80
neighbors, and to the world at large, than they were
Despite the avowed mission of Christianity to call An Ital~an ..................... · 42 1 A Chmese............ ...... 100
.
d
th ·
d ·
A Spamard .................... 55 IA Jew ........................ 2,800
to you, and that when you die the calamity is no smners to l'epentance, an save
eu.- never- ym_g An East Indian ............... 60
greater, and soon the world will go on rejoicing just sou!s, the I>ractical _tendency of thi~ irr~verent age 1s
So that Chicagoans, who are guaranteed, all-round
the same.
notiCeab~e m thrustmg forw!"rd the ~qmry ~s to how . sinners, are quite chsap at $40.
"Only Christians can look forward with happiness." much th1s sort of me~·c~andtse costs m sord1d dolla~s
It would be much more interesting to the Liberals
What mockery! Such persons either are not Chris- and c~nt~, an? what 11S ~ts market~ble value. . To th1ds of this country if the .Daily News would procure
tians or do not realize what Christianity teaches.
· pecuhar mqmr:y the_Chwago evem~g News g1vs hee the statistics as to how much these denominations
Think of that caravan of doomed ones who are -but do not lma~m th~~:t our. ·pwus contemporary and their charities cost the community at large and
daily rushing, crushing, headlong over that "broad would appro~c~ th1s subJect w1th any b_ut ~he pro- estimate how much the public hav to contribute, in·
way" into the seething crater of hell into eternal foundest rehgwus r?verence-and to 1ts 1ssue of exemption of church property, to their propaganda
torment, while only here and there "one of the We?nesday last~ am mdeb~ed f?r the figures. Wha~ work. If some of our office-holders had kept their
select" scrambles and· struggles along that "thorny the1~ ulterwr obJect can be m ~?1s matter I ~n?w not,: promis I should hav had this information for the
and narrow path" into heaven! Think of it! Re- possibly to get the brath~en to pool the1r 1ssues
American Secular Union long ago, but this is presialize the full import of the sentence pronounced and set up a gr~nd salvatw~ trust ~ompaRy, so ~hat dential year and politicians are afraid to pull a string
upon humanity by their creator, and then tell me if gospel restorat1vs for pemtent thieves and pwus if thereby they might lose the vote on the other end.
you can liv and die happy believing this! Tell me. ~u~darers may be under prop~~ contr?,l, and ~mly
Evangelist Kirkland, who furnishes salvation and
No matter what the degree of your piety or good- d1vme ~embers of the ord~ed racket be en~1tl~d free lunch to a large mission of blear-e!ed, badly
ness during life, what assurance hav you that your to ;eb~tes. But the most smgular part of th1.s m- perfumed, and carnation-nosed tramps, claims he can
capricious God, who first made hell, knowing that a qmry 18 the candor of the .. pastors, who pra~t~?all_y convert at an expenditure of $1'a head. Guess he
vast majority of his children would there meet their acknowledge ~hat mon.ey- the root o~ all evil -ls means they can convert his sandwiches into tempoterrible fate, will not, for some trifling cause, consign the very ~as1s o~ the1r s?ccess ~~ failure, not th.e rary saints. He admits they are not converted to any
you to eternal torment also-or, if not you, the wife supposed powei of Gods word.
To the unpreJ- special form of creed but are got away from the
or children you love, without whose happiness yours udiced thinke; this would sea~, sa.tisfa.ctory proo,~ gutters and saloons. ' Let me assure ;your reade~s
would be impossible 1 Tell me, my friend, do you ~h~t the alm1ght:y appears to take httle stock that the odor arising from these sanctified ones 1s
honestly believe that you could be happy in heaven, m the boom _that 1s based so much on dollars. It not of the " incense-breathing morn" order, and
even a. single moment, knowing those you love to be may be of m~erest to THE ~RUTH ~EEKER reade~s could be purified by a little of the saloon atmosto know how ht~le filthy lucre 1s reqmred to rope m phere. Others estimate that an average expenditure
eternally in hell?
Nonsense! The hope and happiness of the true the average ChiCago smner to
of $8,000 for undenominational mission work is made
Christian is a mockery and a farce. He may whistle the fold of the Lord. Of Method 1-1 ist, $25 in Chicago and that eleven thousand a. year of converts
like the school-boy when crossing a graveyard at course, _the ~hu.rc~es hav not Baptist.-l-j$30
are secured-at any rate, as long as cold weather and
night, to keep his courage up, but if he realizes the kept the1r stat.Is~~cs Ill ~uch man~-free lunches last. Yes, this is cheap, dirt cheapfull intent and meaning of his impending doom, he ner ,~s to make ~gun~g down Congre ga$~g lnalist,
but rather dear for dirt.
must be miserable and wretched indeed!
fine on -souls mfalhble, but
E. A. STEVENS, Sec. A. s. u.
Happiness on earth or in heaven is an utter im- the estimates are furnished by
60
P ossibility as long as the fires of .an eternal hell are editors of religious · papers, Presb-yterian, $
The Recent Woman's Council.
supposed to scorch the flesh of a single human being. preachers, and laymen directly
I hav been a good deal disturbed by the reports of
A.way, then, with the shocking burlesque and the interested in home missionary
infamous lie !
enterprises. The invariable inEpiscopathis famous gathering of women at Washington, our
300
nation's capital, and hav several times taken my pen
To create men, knowingly subjecting them to a quiry presented to them. was in
j lian, $
in hand to inquire how it happened that Helen
fate like this, would disgrace Satan.
substance: "How much does
Gardenet"s essay was entirely ignored in the stenoOTTO WETTSTEIN.
it cost the church to make one
Rochelle, Ill., April 22, 1888.
convert T" None knew exactly Catholic and Luth- gllaphic reports, though the program had announced
her name and subject in as large letters as any of the
or approximately, but by a comeran, $360
other expected speakers. I could not think that ill
parisou of all the answers given
health had prevented the delivery, as we should hav
the statistical pyramid here
~tcu.lar
seen a notice of that certainly in THE TRUTH SEEKER,
given is constructed.
It will be seen that the church working on the but at last the editorial of May 5th explains the
cheapest scale-which in trade-union parlance would mystery. Miss Gardener is an Infidel, and the ChrisSAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President.
be the "scab" concern-is the Methodist. Making tian, as far as possible, ignores the existence of such
E. A, STEVENS, Secretary, - 241 Waahiogton Boulevard, Ohioago.
OnARLEB EoKn.um, Treas.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York. a calculation, based on the number of adults added persons. I perhaps hav no right to criticise the
E. B. FooTE, Ju., Ohair. Ex. Oom., 120 Lexington Ave., New York. to the church' each year, and the amount of cash power which governed that congress of women,
liinM. l\I. A. FnEEIUAN, Ohair. Fin. Oom., 175 So. Halsey at.,Ohioago. expended in Chicago, it costs but $25 to add one nevertheless I must say, as I certainly feel that I
member to the Methodist faith-a faith that requires should be remiss in my duty to the cause of woman
no facts, which suggests a low state of intelligence in if I did not, that it was the duty of some one in
},rom the Union Secretary.
science and ethics. The per capita tax on members power there to giv a report of that speech to the
Charles Watts, of Toronto, editor of Secular of this Methodist conference will run over $1. this public as of the other speeches. The prayer (or
1'hought, concluded a course of three lectures for the year, but its peculiar fiscal policy makes it financially invocation, as it was called) given at every session
Chicago Secular Union Monday night. His subject very effectiv.
was fully reported, and I presume no one protested
··
Sunday morning was, "Freethought, its Nature
Baptists come a little higher-$5 for bathing or against it; though to an Infidel's eyes it seemed proand Influence ;" in the evening, "The Church and sprinkling is rather steep-but they get there all the fane, as the persons uttering those invocations were
Modern Thought," and Monday evening he devoted same.
all professed Christians, and Jesus of Nazareth is
himself to a consideration of the "Christian EviCongregationalism spends more than either of the reported as expres!llY forbidding public prayer; and
dences."
These lectures, for incisiv argument, two previously named, but as ·it is an approach to even without that prohibition, would it seem proper
masterly erudition, ponderous logic, and finished the cruelties of Calvinism, it takes a little more to anyone who had ever given a thought to the subrhetoric, are events long to be remembered in the expenditure of cash to satisfy the cupidity o~ the ject to publish the humble petition of a subject to an
calends of the Forum. The Times gave excellent people who profess to believe it, so $45 is the average infinit being to the world, to be admired or criticised,
reports, and the 1 ribune complimentary notices. outlay on a convert.
as the case might be, for its beautiful construction or ·
Several members desired that an evangelical geutlePresbyterians come still higher, as $60 is their weak simplicity T
·man, Mr. Morgan, who is a regular attendant at our quotation. In speaking of this disparity, one of
I am glad that Miss Anthony remembered-how
meetings, should be pitted in debate against Mr. their preachers is quoted as saying: "I believe it is could she forget, being a birthright Quaker ?-that the
Watts, but the society regarded him as no match for true that it costs three times as much money, if you good Lucretia Matt did not find it necessary to make
the shafts of England's orator and keen debater. want to put it that way, to add a member to our a place for audible prayer in the meetings over which
On Monday night the gentleman was allowed to church as it .does to add one to either the Methodist she presided. There were certainly a great many
reply to the lecturer, but as he did not present even or the Baptist faith, ~ut you must remember, on ~he good things said for the cause of woman at that
the suspicion of an argument, merely reiterating that other hand, that when a man becomes a Presbyterian meeting, but I am not encouraged by it, as I hoped
.old story of a fearful example, and "what Jesus has once he stays a. Presbyterian. We do the work once to be. Superstition is a very large ingredient in our
done for me," I could scarcely anticipate how Mr. fm• all, while some of our brethren hav to convert government, and is the. cause of many of the cruelties
Watts was to reply to this vacuity. Mr. Watts, their converts three or four times over before the and wrongs which are inflicted upon. those who
however, made one of the most convincing and work is really done. That may account for the great through misfortune or ignorance transgress the laws,
crushing retorts ever listened to, in the most amiable difference in the figures to a certain extent." Pres- and added superstition is not desirable. Nevertheand good-natured style imaginable, which was ac- byterianism does not make so many converts in less, I know that suffrage for woman is right, even
cepted with good grace by Mr. Morgan, who is not Chicago; our people draw the line at roast pork.
though it bring added tyranny, as suffrage is right
a bigot, and whose deportment is always that of the
Episcopalian converts are de~rly bought, as they for the emancipated Southern slave, even though his
perfect gentleman. Everyone could imagin from figure on $300 for each adult added to the church ignorance is greatly in the way of improvement to
that exhibition what Mr. Watts would be capable of from the outside, but their growth is, as with the the government. The manhood with which suffrage
with an opponent of greater caliber.
Lutherans and Roman Catholics, more from within has invested him will help to giv him a taste and
Mr. B. F. Underwood, iate editor of the Opm than without-that is, their additions are made prin- determination to be in reality a man; so the sex
Court, at present editor of the Chicago Graphic, at- cipally from the children born of church-members slave will learn through enfranchisment what real,
tended two of Mr. Watts's lectures, and on Monday rather than from outsiders; hence, the figures for responsible womanhood may become. I thank you,
evening was called out during the discussion. lu those three faiths are apt to be somewhat misleading, Mr. Editor, that you hav given to the readers of THE
response, Mr. Underwood philosophically considered as it is certain the Lutherans and Catholics are grow- TRUTH SEEKER Miss Gardener's admirable paper,
the mental condition of persuns who, to become de- ing rapidly in this community, but for additional "Sex in Brain." It seems to be as difficult to discover
cent members of society, had to ha.v "the love of conversions it is presumed the figures presented are the sex in brain as it is for some Liberal writers to
Jesus," or some other peculiar mental aberration, tolerably correct.
find the time of the birth of the mind or soul; but no
and showed that, in their stage of development, it
Adding up results, and figuring the cost of saving doubt our good brothers the medical and physiologwas not well for Liberals to attempt to suddenly un- souls down fine, it will be seen that the average Chi- ical teachers will still declare it is there, until the
settle their primitiv conceptions, assuming that such cago sinner, over whom there must be quite a. hubbub fable shall be entirely forgotten by the scholar.
individuals were not prepared for the altruistic atti- in heaven, if the rejoicing is in proportion to his
Lucy N. CoLMAN.
tude of Liberalism. Mr. Underwood's remarks were worldly wickedness, just foots up $39.4236-a circumSyracuse, N. Y., May 6, 1888.
heartily applauded.
stance which permits of another comparison.
Good .A.dvice and .A.ccurate Information.
Mr. vVatts informs me that parties in Kansas hav
In Smalley's "Cost of the Gospel," it is said, after
From Salaatn's Sec:ulm· Revtew.
written him for lectures. If other engagements can an exhaustiv comparison of the religious work of the
MrNx.-You should read THE TRUTH SEEKER of New
be arranged, he will be there in June; otherwise he world, the outlay required to bring a convert into
York. It is a really excellent Freethought journal. We
will hav to defer his visit. Let friends in Kansas one of the reformed Christian churches in each case believe it could be supplied to you by Watts & Co., of 17
address him at once.
was:
Johnson's Court, Fleet !!treet, E.C.
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Editorial Notes.
TBE Rev. James H. Hoadley, of this city, desires the money
spent by church charitable organizations in relieving the
physical di~tress of the poor, disbursed to ministe;s who shall
preach to them instead of feeding them. "What is wanted,"
he says, " is more gospel and less charity; more spiritual
and less temporal help. The gospel is what the poor need
to-day more than anything else. It will not always relieve
them of their poverty, nor make them rich in temporal
things; but it will make them 'rich toward God,' which,
after all, is the only true riches." The Rev. Mr. Hoadley
seems to be a Christian.
A REv. MR. BouLAND, living in Lafayette place, this city,
has withdrawn from the Roman Catholic church, by letter to
the pope, and will unite with the Episcopalians. The gaudiness of the marble-fronted building across the street, bought
with Catherine Wolfe's cash, was too much for Mr. Bouland,
who is a Frenchman, with a Frenchman's love of finery. In
closing liis letter to the pope, Monsignor Bouland writes
these titles after his name : "Honorary Private Chamberlain
of his Holiness, Leo XIII.; Honorary Canon of St. Michael
Archangelo, Rome ; Honorary Canon of the Metropolitan
Church of Rheims; Commander of the Order of the Holy
Sepulcher; Member of the Academie des Arcades, and President General of the Society of the Avocats de St. Pierre in
North America.. " The Catholic Union and Times says:
"According to the Rtory told by the New York CatholiiJ
News, 'Mgr.' Bouland is a disreputable adventurer whose
titles are as worthless as his character. The Protestant
Episcopal Bishop Potter is heartily welcome to the 'accession.'" All we can say is, that it's funny that Mr. Bouland's
general disreputableness was not sooner discovered by the
church authorities who hav been loading him with shining if
unsubstantial honors.
THE following bill has been introduced in the House of
Representativs by Amos Cummings, of this city, and referred
to the committee on post-offices and post-roads: " Whereas
it was not the intention, and the Constitution does not provide for, the enforcement of common morality by the general
government within the states; and whereas the states in
their severalties hav supreme authority over questions of
common morality, and are competent to deal with them;
and whereas the exercise of powers not definitly-conferred is
usurpation, tends to centralization, despotism, and destruction of liberty; and whereas the exercise of such powers
tends to encourage disrespect for organic compacts and statutes, and strikes at the foundations of society; and whereas.
Section 3,893 of Revised Statutes and the amendment of July
12, 1876, are without constitutional authority, are ambiguous
in expression, and therefore of doubtful interpretation, hav
been greatly abused, are being abused now, and are liable to
greater abuse: Therefore, be it enacted by the Senate and
House of Representativs of the United States of America in
Congress assembled, that Section 3,893 of Revised Statutes,
and all the amendments thereto, be, and they are hereby,
repealed. Sec. 2. That this act shall take effect from and
after its passage."
·

MR. ELLIOTT F. SHEPARD, the pious editor who prints each
day a text of scripture at the bead of his editorial columns,
and who desires the Fifth avenue stages to stop running on
Sunday, has become the la,ughing-stock of .the town. The
latest joke upon him is the appearance of the following in
the Evening Post and Commercial Advertise?·. It is directed
" To the officers, directors, and stockholders of the Fifth
Avenue Transportation Company-Gentlemen: The undersigned take lel\ve to remonstrate against the running of your
stages on SATURDAY. It is very disagreeable to many of
the residents on that route. It is injurious to the drivers
and starters, requiring them to work on the seventh day of
the week, and it tends to break down the sanctity of the day,
which in the Fourth Commandment is appointed to be kept
holy, and thns do a great harm to the best interests of the
whole community. True, there are many who ride to and
from places of worship on that day, and also many who do
not believe in the religious observance of that day, who
visit the public parks with their wives and little ones for one
day's recreation out of seven; still, these facts ought not to
weigh against the annoyance of the wealthy residents
of the brown stone mansions on the route of these stages,
for surely what 'rights' that these residents ' are bound to
respect' can those hav who liv elsewhere than on Fifth
avenue? The pavements of that avenue ' of churches and
of homes' should never be polluted on that sacred day by
the treaQ of horses drawing stages that carry passengers for
a five-cent fare, but should be reserved exclusivly for car.
riages with coachmen. and footmen .in livery. Nor should
the larger number, who do not regard the Sabbath as a sacred
cay, be allowed to ' injure the feelings' of the pious few
who do so regard it. We earnestly call upon you to put a
stop to the 'illegal, immoral, and irreligious' practice of running your stages on Saturday. And, further, we venture to
suggest..that all of your stages be furnished with a fresh text
of scripture each day, conspicuously displayed. Signed by
forty residents of the 'side' streets."

IN the House of Commons, last week, Mr. Bradlaugh
defeated Sir John Lubbock's bill to close the stores in
England at 8 o'clock on every night but Saturday, when
keeping open till 10 o'clock was to be allowed. Mr. Bradlaugh denounced the bill as absolutely immoral in principle
and absurd in detail. He upheld shorter hours of labor for
everyone, but if Parliament should set itself to dictate the
hours of labor for every industry in the country they would
hav legislation of a most terrific character-legislation that
would crush personal energy and enterprise, ruin trade, and
pervert and weaken individual character. The bill was rejected by a vote of 273 to 95. Mr. Bradlaugh has also used
his Parliamentary position to stop the sale of lottery tickets
by a church club, and to set the police after the pious lawbreakers. In the National Reformer of the 22d ult., the nonoathable member of Parliament sends his greetings to American friends in these words: "I thank both the .New York
TRUTH . BEEKER and the Boston Investigator for their very
congratulatory notices of · my work, and in return send
across the Atlantic to them, and to American friends, greetings, which I may never perhaps find the opportunity to
renew in person, but which are none the less hearty in that
they are sent from afar off.''

---------

TBE Japanese do not take kindly to Christianity. They
are burdened with too soft hearts. A missionary, who evidently is tainted with the Andover heresy, says: ''They
grieve over the fate of their departed children, parents, and
relativs, and often show their grief by tears. They ask us
if there is any hope, any way to free them by prayer from
that eternal misery, and I am obliged to answer there is absolutely none. Their grief at this affects and torments them
wonderfully; they almost pine away with sorrow. They
often ask if God cannot take their father out of hell, and
why their punishment must never hav an end; and they do
not cease to grieve.'' It requires a hard nature to believe in
Calvinistic theology, and we do not think that Japan will
ever hang as a trophy at the belt of Protestant warriors, like
a scalp on an Indian's leggings. The Christian Union admits
the sense of disappointment felt at the non-success of Christian missions in the East, and though the Independent denies
the failure, the prevailing opinion regarding them is that
they are so weak, and the missionaries so contemptible in
action, that they incur only the contempt of the nativs. And
why should they not ? The doctrins are i'nfinitly cruel and
repugnant to kindly disposed people, are supported at best
by guess-work only, and th!J missionaries who trade for
profit as zealously as they pray for sinners are not the sort of
men to win respect anywhere. Thtl Ol!Iisti~ JW,ss~on~ry
flysteJ:n is a giganti{J fr!lu<'f.
·
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PRoF. D. C. SEYMOUR, from San Francisco, will answer
calls to lecture anywhere in Oregon or Washington territory, for the next four months. The lectures are Liberal
and scientific, and illustrated with a collection of oil paintings, portraits, anatomical plates, skulls, busts, charts, etc.
He writes: "Among my subjects are: 'Evolution,' 'Stirpiculture,' 'Hygiene,' 'Hereditary Law,' • Dietetics,' 'Church
and State,' 'Labor,' 'Temperance,' '·Birth, Growth, and
Decay of Worlds,'' Other Worlds than Ours,' 'Is Immortality a Fact?' etc. Twenty years in the lecture field is my recommendation. Let the Liberal friends and TRUTH SEEKER
readers everywhere in the Northw~st that want their superstitious neighbors ' stirred up,' and can furnish a hall or
school-house, grove, etc., write me. I make no terms.
'Jesus [and the audiences] will pay the debt.' Only giv
me a call by writing me very soon at 100 South First street,
Portland, Or., saying where you liv and how to reach you.
Get up grove and camp mee1!ings in every hamlet. Superstition must be throttled, antl only work, harll work, will
do it.''
MR. S. P. PuTNAM, president of the American Secular
Union, desires the Liberal public to know that he has made the
following route and dates for the summer campaign :
Oregon .... June 3 Pasco, Waverly, Colfax,
Ashland,
Talent,
" ............... 4
and Spokane Falls, W.
Jacksonville, " ............ 5, 6
T .................. August 1-12
Myrtle Creek,} "
_
Walla Walla, W. T ........... 14
Roseburg,
........... 7 10 Union,
Or ............. 15
Coos County, " ......... 11-19 Baker City,
" .............. 16
Silverton,
" ......... 22-24 Boise City, Idaho .......... 19
Stayton,
" ......... 24, 25 Ogden,
Utah .......... 21
Lebanon,
" ......... 2fl-28 Morgan,
" ............. 22
Molalla,
" ......... 29, 30 Coal ville,
" ............. 23
Eagle Creek, " ........ July 4 Park City,
" ............. 26
Sandy,
" .............. 5 Heber,
" ... 27, 28, 29
New Era,
" .............. 6 Denver,
Col ..... Sept. 2
" ............ 7-9 Seward,
Neb ......... 5, 6
McMinnville
McCoy, }
"
Fremont,
" ............. 9
......... 10 ' 11 Omaha,·
" ............. 10
Ballston,
Independence, " .............. 12 Creston,
Iowa .......... 1l
Forest Grove, " .............. 15 Ottumwa,
" ............. 12
Hillsboro,
" ......... 16, 17 Salem,
" ............. 13
Portland,
" .............. 18 West Union,
" ........ 16, 17
Astoria,
" .............. 22 Dwight,
111 ....... 19, 20
Cathlamet, W. T .......... 24-26 Chicago,
" ............. 23
Pittsburgh,
Pa ............ 30
Secular Unions and friends desiring Mr. Putnam's services ·
along this route should address him at 504 Kearny street,
San Francisco, Cal.

TBE following letter, no matter how obtained, probably
fairly represents the aims and hopes of the National Reform
Association, or Gad-in-the-Constitution party : " Dear Sir:
In reply to your letter asking what the National Reform Association expects to accomplish, I would say, that while
there is some difference among the members, some being unwilling to go so far as others, yet I am not without warrant
in affirming that the larger number, including most of tke
leaders, are impressed with the necessity of making this
country and nation thoroughly Christ's; by which I mean
such, in Constitution and laws, that no one shall dare to dispute a single one of the doctrins of the Nicene creed; while
an inner circle hav sett'ed it th'at when this has been obtained a further step will be attempted and (it .is confidently
hQped) carried to incorporate in the Constitution the Athanasian creed in a body. We hllv seen that there is a Rentiment among the well-to-do that it is highly respectable for
anyone, as soon as he gets up a little in the world, to hav a
pew in some church. This sentiment makes vast numbers
support the churches, even when they hav no real faith in
what they hear there; they wish to be on the fashionable
side and to keep solid with the church people, and so if Mr.
Reynolds or Mr. Ingersoll uttAirs such a thought as is opposed to the doctrin of the trinity, for instance, let us say,
it is quite easy for Comstock or some other servant of the
Lord to get a dozen country clowns to say that he has been
guilty of blasphemy and obscenity. It matters not that the
words according to the dictionary are about as applicable as
if it were calleq burglary; no one wants to go against the
church, you know l To be sure, no one should be punished
for freely uttering what he thinks, but-well! this is, or
ought to be, a Christian country. Now, it is upon this fact,
viz., that there are so many voters who care for no object
farther off than an inch beyond their noses, that we base our
hopes of being able to shut up the mouths not only of
Atheists, but also of Universalists, Unitarians, and all whom
we consider unorthodox. And to tell you the truth, I shall
ne..-er be satisfied until these United States are acknowledgedly and stringently Calvinistic. There· may be some
tough work, some bloodshed, torturing, and many battles between different religious denominations, but there will be no
peace, depend upon it, even after God is put in the Constitution, till Athanasius has triumphed over all. We will use the
more moderate, worldly, and rationalistic church people
just as far as they will go, and then we will turn our weapons against them as godless heretics, reconcilers of religion
and the Bible with science, and rank Freethinkers ; we will
hav thinking s.topped, and faith made co~pulsory. Then,
and not till then, shall the earth be covered with the glory of
the Lord (or Athanasius), as the waters cover the sea.
Yours in the bonds of Jesus. F. J. C.'' The reference to
·Mr. Reynolds's case in the foregoing may be explained by
the fact that ·the letter was written by a Jerseyman, living
not a thousand miles from Morristown.

Lectures and Meetings.
TBE sixth congress of the German Freethinkers' Union
will take place at Cologne on Saturday, Sunday, and Monday,
May 26th, 27th, and 28th, Communications should be addressed to Dr. August Specht, Gotha.
CBARLBS WATTS begins his last Western tour, for this season, about June iOth. He will go as far west as Kansas,
speaking wherever wanted. Those desiring him to visit
their towns are earnestly requested to write him at once at
282 Sumach street, Toronto, Ont.
Mrss VoLTAIRINE DE CLEYR:a: will deliver two lectures Sunday, May 27th, before Friendship Liberal League, Broad and
"
.
.
.
Wood streets, Philadelphia. Her subJects are,
Convent
Life Unveiled," and "Justi.ce and Jehov.ah.'' T. he afternoon
lecture begins at 2:30; evening lect.J.re at 7:30. Liberals
arolln<l :P.4il!ldelphi~ are pordially invited to attenq.
·

--------~~~--------

Gladstone's Disappointing Essay.
'fhe North American Review for Uay opens with an elaborate paper from the pen of Mr. Gladstone entitled," Colonel
Ingersoll on Christianity.'' In one view there is nothing remarkable in the coupling of these two names. · Each is beyond question the supreme orator of his country. No
American now living can lay claim to an eloquence comparable to that of Colonel Ingersoll, neither can. any Englishman
now before the public claim comparison with .Mr. Gladstone
in power to hold au audience. But here the resemblance
ceases. The two men are otherwise about as unlike as
nature and circumstances could hav made them if conspiring to that end as the main object in view. Mr. Gladstone
has been a conspicuous figure in the public life of Englanrl
fol' a great many years, and his power is marvelous, but he
never relieves the seriousness of discussion with a laugh or
anything approaching it. One cannot conceive of him as
having a humorous side to his nature. Colonel Ingersoll, on
the contrary, is quick to see the ludicrous side of a thing and
apt in its characterization. That two men so utterly unlike
should agree in anything is hardly to be expected. But
apart froin natural difference, they occupy irreconcilably
opposit positions in their religious views. It is well known
in a general way that Mr. Gladstone is a devout man,
cherishing special.veneration for the Chri~tian religion, while
Colonel Ingersoll Is a pronounced Agnostic.
·
Mr. Gladstone's article shows great ability, but it is not a
little disappointing. It is devoted to the criticism of detached
bits of Ingersoll's reply to Dr. Field, but fails to giv much
idea of what Mr. Glarlstone's own views are. For example,
Ingersoll referred to Shakspere as" by far the greatest of the
human race," and Gladstone takes him to task for saying it.
" I do not feel entitled to assert that he is not, but how vast
and complex a question is here determined for us in this airy
manner!" Evidently the writer's main object was to protest
against the Ingersoll method rather than idea. He credits
the American iconoclast with candor and upright intentions,
but he doesn't like what he calls "the flashing coruscations
which really compose the shafts of the articles.'' He finds
fault with Ingersoll for not "formulating his animadver.
sions.'' In another place he calls him a mitrailleuse, and
says his writings leave on his mind the impression of a
battle.field, when, as he thinks, "controversy ought to be
waged after the pattern of those engagements where a chosen
champion on either side, in a space carefully limited and reserved does battle on behalf of each silent and expectant
host.'' ' Sullivan and Mitchell, rather than Achilles and Hector, would seem to be the Gladstonian patterns for theo.
logical debate.
All this is matter of taste and temperament. It is to be
regretted that the great Eoglish statesman did not dispose of
that immaterial phase of the subject in a few sentences, and
then giv the public his ideas on Christianity in a succinct
and satisfactory manner. As it is, we get nothing ex~;ept as
an incident to criticism. The nearest approach to an exception is in the Darwinian line. Mr. Ingersoll casually remarked that "his (Darwin's) discoveries, carried to their
legitimate conclusion, destroy the creeds and sacred scriptures of mankind." That observation brings out several pages
of really interesting discussion. Mr. Gladstone does not
venture an opinion as to the soundness of Darwin's theory,
but he does stoutly maintain that it might be true without
impairing the ch.im of the Bible to be regarded as an inspired
volume, which is certainly a material point.
The June number of this magazine is expected to contain
a reply from Ingersoll. It is a remarkable fact that these
two famous laymen should be engaged in a purely theological
discussion. A Chicago clergyman said last Sunday that the
Ingersoll-Field discussion was the most important recent
event in the religious world; but it is still more notable that
the Grand Old Man has been drawn into the great debate. It
is earn. es.tly to b·. e hoped that he will not stop until ~e has
passed from criticism of ways and means to the unfolding of
his own religious i<l~s 1-(.lhicaqo Inter-01J8an.
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fiommnnications.
Slate-Writing.
DEAR MRs. SLENKER: In your last letter to me you
said:
.
·

No, I can't believe in independent !6ate-writing. I wish
thee would go to a medium and take thy own slates. Mark
the frames, and tie them thyself, and keep hold of them all
the time. Try and get some slates different from others. I
tried that, but Caffray would not use my slates at all. I had
to take his or go without any writing. I shall be ever so
glad if thee can do this. I don't know who I would better
trust to do it, well, honestly, carefully. I'd gladly pay the
expense or go myself if I was there. Thee has no idea how
this subject interests me. I can't think of anything I'd
sooner hav thee do for me.

Yesterday, just three weeks fr9m the date of that
letter, I visited Mr. Keeler, the medium. I never
saw him but once before, and that was in a public
room where he gave a few tests. I was in a remote
part ·of the room, and never would hav recognized
him again. It is scarcely possible that he ever saw
me before I called on him.
I had bought two slates, washed and marked them.
Besides certain marks already on them by which I
could identify them, I cut with a knife initial letters
of my name on the inner edges of the frames-i. e.,
W. H. B. on one and .W. on the other. These letters
could of course .be seen on close inspection.
I did not go by appointment. Two women were
having a sitting, and I had to wait a few minutes.
Mr. Keeler said, "You happen to hav come at a time
when I can giv you a sitting." It was near 1
o'clock and he had an appointment at 2. I could
hear the two w:omen talking in the back room. They
were getting communications. Soon the sliding door
. opened and they came out into the parlor where I
was. One had slates wrapped in a paper. "Was
your communication satisfactory'" I inquired. The
. elder of the two replied, "Oh, perfectly; I would not
take a hundred dollars for what I hav got here."
I sat down by a little table. The sun shone in
through the south window, and the room was very
light. I asked Mr. Keeler if it was right for me to
bring the slates. "Certainly," said he. I took off
the wrapper, and he made a few passes over them
with crumpled paper, as if to rub out any marks that.
might be there. The slates were never for an instant
out of my sight.
Mr. Keeler wrote something on a little piece of
paper, which I understood to be the names of spirit
messengers. Folding the paper tightly and laying it
on the table, he handed me a little tablet, with a
request that I write to several spirit friends, male
and female. He sat opposit to me, and as I wrote I
held my left hand over the tablet so that he could
not see my writing. On one slip of paper I addressed
Thomas Paine, of whom I made some inquiries, signing my name. This paper I folded up several times,
makin~ a wad. On another slip I addressed my
sister, Selina S. (Burr) Churchill, and my brother,
David M. Burr, asking for a communication, and
signing myself, "Your brother.". On a third slip I
addressed Cbs. L. Alexander, signing my name. On
a fourth I wrote as follows :
Elmina D. Blenker, I know you don't believe in slatewriting, but being in the body, possibly there is a psychological power in you which you are not aware of.

This I signed with my name, and all four of the
closely folded slips I placed on the table before me,
with the one put there by Mr. Keeler, and they were
mixed up so that I could not tell one from the other.
I waited some time for the influence, conversing
with Mr. Keeler, but giving him no clue to names or
anything else. Presently he said, "I feel a very
strange influence, as if carried far away." Then the
door opened, and his wife and little child entered
with a telegram. " That telegram," said I, "may
cause the strange feeling." "No," said he, after
opening and reading it, "it requires no answer."
And his wife and child withdrew.
Then he said, "I hav an impression of the letters
s and r." I told him I could not understand that at
all. Again he said, "Take up one of the papers." I
took one and held it, not knowing which of the five
it was. "I hav an impression," said he, "that the
last letter of the first name .in that paper is s, and the
last letter of the last name Is r." I opened the paper,
and the name was Charles L. Alexander. I did not
. read the name aloud, but presently he said, "It is
Charles."
Then he took one of my slates and began to write
on it, saying, "This is not what you come for, but I
am impelled to write." And as he wrote I held, at
his request, another of the papers taken up at random. . ''Hold it tightly," said he, and as he wrote he
read to me as follows from the slate, I taking it down
in shorthand:
The person whose name he now holds does not seem to be
in our condition of life. I am not able to find her in any of
the realms I hav passed through. Will look a few minutes
more, but do not think the person is with us.

I opened the paper and it was addressed to Elmina D. Slenker. I then told him it was a woman
but never gave him your name, Then he added i~
Wl'it~;

The lady is alive and well, and in the soul.

All this occurred before the slate-writing test,
which was as follows :
·
Nipping off a bit of slate pencil, he gave it to me
to hold a few moments. Then he put it between the
two slates before my eyes. What he himself had
written I saw him rub off before coming to the test.
The slates were clear as he put them together. At
his request I tied my handkerchief around them, all
the time holding in my left hand one of the folded
papers. Then we both held the slates elevated a
few inches above the table. Presently I could hear
faint scratching; then, when the message appeared
to be.completed, I heard two or three taps, apparently
of the bit of slate pencil. But in another moment
Mr. Keeler reversed the slates and what appeared to
be another message was written ; t.his being completed like the other, only in a bolder manner, judging by the noise of the pencil.
On opening the slates there were two communications written-one from my sister, Selina S. Churchill, and the other from Charles L. Alexander, both
in characteristic handwriting-not an exact facsimile, but nearly so. My sister died in 1851, and
Mr. Alexander in 1880.
From Thomas Paine I got no communication. I
never named him, and was told that the person had
been too long dead. I admitted that I did not know
him in life, and then Mr. Keeler said, "His name is
Paine."
So you see that · I got direct answers in writing
signed by three of the persons I named,. but not
from Paine nor from yourself. But what I did get
about you is to me the most interesting part of the
performance. I apologized to ~r. Keeler for the
innocent fraud, and he took it good-naturedly.
Do you ask me if there is not room for fraud in
these performances? I answer, not unless my senses
deceive me. I know th~ slate-writing trick is done
in public by Harry Kellar, the prestidigitator. But
this same Kellar, in a letter to the Indian Baily
News, dated January 25, 1882, described certain
manifestations which he had witnessed at the resi-\
dance of a private gentleman of Calcutta the evening
previous, through the mediumship of Mr. Eglinton,
and concluded as follows :
I still remain a skeptic as regards Spiritualism, but I repeat my inability to explain or account for what must hav
been an intelligent force that produced the writing on that
slate, which, if my senses are to be relied on, was in no way
the result of trickery or sleight-of-hand.

Mr. Kellar's slate-writing is acknowledged by him
to be a sleight-of-hand performance. Not so Mr.
Keeler's. Kellar, the prestidigitator, was unable to
discover any trickery or sleight-of-hand in the me·
diumistic performance of Mr. Eglinton, nor was I
abl~ to discover any in that of Mr. Keeler. I am,
therefore, firmly convinced that there must hav been
an intelligent force Mtat produced the writing on
those slates. ·
W. H. BuRR.
Washington, n. 0., April19, 1888.
P.S.-April 23d. I find that I was mistaken about
having seen Mr. Keeler before. It was another medium that I saw giving tests after a lecture.'
W.H.B.

The Dead are Forever Dead.
A friend says : "I think every student of nature
must admit there is a better, a nobler, a· purer, and
more exalted existence for us after this life of toil of
suffering, and disappointment is over. We see the
flowers in their beauty droop, fade, and die, yet we
kno~ that ~pring's warm breath will bring them back
t? hfe agam . : .. there mu~t be a grand, a glonous, a never-endmg hfe of happmess after this brief
existence terminates."
~he above ideas are .the outgrowth of heredity,
environment, and edueatwn. A little broader outlook
will show us that all "students of nature" do not
admit that there is a better existence for us in some
unknown future. Darwin alone is ample proof of
this, and few hav studied nature more closely than
this great and good evolutionist did. Then, there are
T_yndall"!-"nd. Huxley and a ~oat of lesser lights who
discern m hfe only a continual process or series of
changes, of renewed -births and deaths no· one identity being eternal and everlasting; ~o one death
being followed by a resurrection of the self-same
individual.
I do not deny the suffering and disappointments
the sorrows and crimes, of life, but I say with Darw~
that justice, right, goodness, and happiness are the
prev~iling rule and their opposits are the exceptions.
It IB really .no argument at all that life is an imperfect.or undesirable boon unless it culminates in perfectiOn here or hereafter, for we cannot conceive of
any condition where there is a possibility of perfect
pe!-"ce, love, joy, or satisfaction, and indeed some
thmkers go so far as to say that perfection must
inevitably end in incapacity and worthlessness.
. It is the ~nsatisfied yearnings, strivings, and ambitiOns that Impel us onward ~nd upward into higher
and better planes of life.
There is no good without its corresponding evil.
There is no one need of the body but must become
a want before we can enjoy its satisfaction,

We must hunger to enjoy food, tire to enjoy rest
thirst to enjoy drinking, and dislike to enjoy loving.'
You may say, Why then battle against wrong,
miser)', woe, and crime T I answer, Because we must
do our best to increase the good and keep in abeyance
the evil. Life and happiness depend upon this.
To yield submissivly to evil is to finally annihilate
the race. The intense love of life insures the war
against life's evils. We cannot eliminate them, but
we can keep them in the minority, and are compelled
to by the law of self-preservation.
The symbol of flowers dying and being brought to
life by spring's warm breath is fallacious. No single
flower ~hat has ever died has bloomed again. Every
death IB eternal. The rose of to-day showers its.
petals upon the ground, perfects its seed, and is
forever gone.
.
The parent bush may grow other sister roses but
not one of them will be the self-same rose of to-day.
The bush itself if killed will be forever dead.
Some plants die down to the ground and their root or
bulb sleeps till spring, but it is as truly alive as we
are when we sleep at night. Dig it up and burn it,
and where then is the resurrection? A seed is said
to rot in the ground before it sprouts and grows.
But it doesn't all rot; the germ isalive. If that dies
there will be no plant.
'
I hav sought ~arnestly for a long ·lifetime for barely
one proof of a hfe to come, but hav never found it.
I am ready and willing to believe if I can hav
evidence.
I love life. It is a priceless blessing. But it is
ours only for a time. The race livs, but individuals
pass away.
ELMINA D. SLENKER.
Snowville, Va., April 20, 288.

Infidelity in Utah.
During the past four months the Secularists of
Utah hav been enjoying a regular Freethought revival, a Liberal love-feast, so to .speak. The cause
has been championed by that radic!!.l and magnetic
Liberal orator, Dr. J. L. York, of San Jose, Cal.,
who, four months ago, under the auspices of the Salt
Lake Secular Union, began a series of lectures in this·
and other cities in Utah. In some respects the campaign has been the most remarkable ever conducted
in· this territory, if not in America-:-remarkable for
many reasons. Dr. York came to Utah almost wholly
unknown to the people, but from his initial lectures
he caught the great popular heart of the masses, and,
therefore, he has been the most talked-of man in
Utah so far this year, his fame and the character of
his work having spread to the remotest parts of the
territory.
·
It so happened that the doctor came here in the
very nick of time, as a more propitious period for the
reception of Freethought teachings has never been
since the .settlement of the people in these valleys. ·
To show such is the case it is but necessary to say, as
regards the Mormon people, that such great changes
hav taken place in their church affairs that no longer is
the priestly whip held over them as in former times
and the power of the civil law has driven the leaders
this stupendous religious fraud into hiding, or compelled them to seek refuge in foreign lands. Therefore, deserted by their chiefs, whose schemes for the
perpetuity of churchism hav been so grossly shameful in their character, the Mormon masses hav
had their attention easily enlisted in the interests of Secularism. Another thing that has been
favorable to the doctor's work is the fact that the
Mormons are natural-born Freethinkers in one sense
at least, and as to all other churches thoroughly
Infidel. The Saints' creed disagrees in its dogmas
with all other creeds, the Bible not being the basis
of its religious structure, and consequently the Mormons are distinctivly different, both in the doctrins
they teach and the practices to which they adhere.
On account of these peculiar differences there is
no love felt nor manifested by them for the Christian
churches, they having all been classed by the Saints
as worse than the Infidels. So it transpires that the
Protestant and Catholic churches hav made next to
n? headway in c?~verting the polygamists to their
views of the rehgwn of Jesus Christ. No wonder
that Dr. York should find a field here, and the result
of his labors be crowned with glorious success!
Everywhere he has spoken the houses hav been
crowded to overflowing, four-fifths of the audiences
being of Mormon connection and affiliations. The
Infidel's style and the nature of his remarks hav been
like unto new revelations to the people, setting them
to thinking and discussing the comparativ merits of
this and that dogma and practice of the various
churches. This thinking and talking one with another has led to differences of opinions and criticism
to doubt and investigation by hundreds, who, for th~
first time in their lives, began an honest, earnest
seach after light and truth. Inspired by the grand
old man's radicalism and magnetic force, men and
women, varying in age, circumstances, and social
conditions, hav, during these sixteen weeks found
courage to step outside the church and dash t~ eltrth
the chains that so long hav held them captiv to
superstition and priestcraft.
That this campai.8n should bav :resulted i~ so
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much good is due not only to the fact that the people
were found in favorable conditions for impression,
but to Dr. York's manner and method of handling his
subjects, which hav covered a field of thought admirably suited to the needs of the people. Loud and
strong has his voice been lifted in the defense of
universal mental liberty, the rights of the people, and
the teachings of Secularism.
Besides the lectures in this city, Dr. York has
spoken in the following towns: Provo, Springville,
Payson. Murray, Hayward, Ogden, Morgan, Coatsville, Kamas, and Park City, all red-hot Mormon
towns, with the exception of the last-named, the foremost mining-camp of the territory.
.
When the doctor first begl\ll his work, the religious
people felt disposed to ignore his presence and let
him and his work alone. This did not last long, and
so various sky-pilots commenced Sunday-evening
lectures against Infidelity, but as their methods ~ere
simply attacks on Secularists and wild assertions
about what Christianity has done for the world-full
of hypocrisy and sophistry-they only served to increase the public interest in the Secular movement.
Not daring to do so sooner, the Deseret News, the
Mormon church organ, devoted a column and a half to
the doctor, after he had closed his course here. In
the same priestly sheet two lay Mormons tried their
hands as logicians, and succeeded in showing themselvs either knaves or fools.
Brief mention is made of these things to show that
the Christian ministry and the Mormon priesthood
hav been riled up beyond endurance.
That these lectures might be supplemented with
suitable reading matter, a stock of Freethought
literature has been kept on hand and sold by the
secretary of the Union.
At the close of the doctor's course here his friends
tendered him a grand public benefit and reception.
The afftrir took place at the Opera House, Tuesday
evening, April 17th, and was in every particula.r a
most enjoyable and long-to-be-remembered occaswn.
.
ALFRED BRADLAUGH ToMSON,
Cor. Sec; U~ah Terr. Secular Union.
Salt Lake Oity, April 18, 288.

c.

B. Reynolds on His Western Tour.

PHENIX, ARrz, March 21st, 22d, 23d.-With sighs
of regret I bade farewell to beauteou~ Tein:pe and to
the kind friends, noble devotees of Liberahsm, truth
seekers faithful representativs of our cause. Phenix
is a wide-awake, prosperous city, with a vast extent
of choice land, a fairy garden of luscious fruits and
brigh.t alfalfa fields, .with t.housands of acres of growing grain on every sxde of xt. I was met at the depot
by a jolly band of Liberals .and escorted. to the cosy
home of John Burger, a pwn_eer of Arxzona, .a successful miner and an energetic worker for Liberal·
ism. There is a very large Liberal element of the
~ very best material here, and much more that needs
vertebral development. The beautiful an~ commodious Opera House was filled t.he firs~ mght; .the
second and third nights tested xts seatmg capacxty.
The genial proprie~cir hims?lf came to the rescue and
carried in extra ohaxrs. It xs not often that so earnest
a worker for others' comforts is proprietor of hall or
opera house. May his shadow never grow less. It
was by all conceded that the lectures awo~e a v~ry
great interest. There was much talk of a dxscusswn
between myself and some very able minister who was
out of town during my sojourn there. They may not
arrange a debate. . I expressed my willingness to
return.
"
John Berger, that glorious veteran, I. M. Cotten,
and W m Jensen are among the most zealous workers
and burden-bearers, but all evinced the kindest desire to do everything possible to make my stay a
pleasure and my labors a success. I sold a large
quantity of Liberal books and pamphlets, and obtained several new subscribers for THE TRUTH SEEKER.
SAN BERNARDINo, CAL, March 25th, 26~h, 27th.-A
weary ride over hundreds of miles of sandy desert.
But ere I reached San Bernardino luxuriant vegetation
took the place of the wind-waved sea of sa~d. In
this city I had made the engagement to dehver my
first lecture in California. I am under very great
obligations to the Liberal Spiritu.alists of Sa_n Berardino and especially to the presxdent of thexr assoclation, 'Wm. Heap, a pioneer Liberal, an earnest
Spiritualist. A more thoroughly generous-hearted,
genial, jolly, old soul I never hope to meet. AU t~at
it was possible to do to help me in my work he dxd,
and did. it with a hearty kindness, as t~ough he was
all the time receiving instead of conferrx~g favors.
All the loss and annoyance was negatxved by the
kind friends I made, whom I shall eve~ remember
with affection and gratitude. Any finanmal loss was
more .than made good by that true, earnest, modest
worker for reason, right, and truth, Mr. Wm. Maodonald. His name alone was a password to my regard. He takes and pays cash in adva~ce f~r five
copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER.. He .and hxs fa~Ily a~e
harmonious workers for Ltberahsm. Despxte hxs
Infidelity, he is ~oved .and resp.eoted by all class.es.
He took me in hxs carnage to :':xew .san ~ernardxno
and the surrounding._country.,,,r_It.Js a mty of wo.n-

drous promis. The business men are among the
most public-spirited and energetic, and, independent
of its manufactories, it has a wondrously prolific, rich
fairyland of grain, fruit, and flowers all around it.
RIVERSIDE, CAL.-I visited this fruit garden. It is
luxuriant, but the town is in thfl grasp of the chrirch,
and heaven, if it existed, would hav no charms for
me while it was a despotic monarchy, with twelve
titled saints sitting on thrones judging all the rest.
The ultra-fanatic pious are on the .throne at Riverside. There are a few LibArals who, I hope, may yet
effect its redemption, but $20 a night for an old barn
called a pavilion, to lecture in, proves a protectiv tariff
that shuts out free Liberal lectures.
SAN JACINTo, CAL., March 30th, 31st, April !st.The railroad deposits passengers for San Jacinto at
Perris, a woebegone, sandy desert, with a few disconsolate-looking buildings. The arid waste is laid
out in choice town lots by the real estate pends. It
is a wretched place to lay over at. But after a short
delay the stage was ready, and at this time of year it
is a very pleasant ride through the valley, more
beautiful and rich in verdure with every mile of travel
toward the enterprising, fast-growing city of San Jacinto. After registering at the hotel, and visiting
the post-office (when thousands of miles away from
home, on a lonely pilgrimage, how one does appreciate letters from loved ones!), I wandered into the
carriage shop of D. W. Perkins, and in sepulchral
tones, putting on a most sanctimonious visage, I
asked him to " please inform me where I should find
the prayer-meeting that evening." The conflicting
emotions portrayed on his expressiv phiz were beyond all possibility of description. He was all
broken up. His answer utterly lacked that terse
diction with which he always so very promptly replies to all inquiries as to his opinions on politics or
Prohibition. On making myself known I received a
most cordial welcome. Friend Perkins is an earnest,
conscientious Liberal, and has the courage of his
t~onvictions.
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Woman and the Bible.
The most obstinate difficulty to remove in the
progress of Free thought is woman's inherent belief in
the Bible. I think it doubtful if there be more than
one woman in a hundred of her sex that has from her.
own convictions cut loose from all faith ·in the old
book and it is quite a rarity to meet with one amongst
the ~any that shows a sign of skepticism. .Their
belief in holy writ has precluded all thought of mvestigating the absurdities of the Bible, consequently
they scornfully reject even the smallest discussi~n on
the subject. Could they admit Freethought hterature in their homes, it might in many cases be the
means of bringing over to Liberalism ma:t;J-y .of our
intelligent women. Infidels generally are txmxd and
fearful of consequences should they .bring anything
home showing signs-of Infidelity likely to come under
the eyes of an orthodox woman, lest it be consigned
to the cook-stove-instances of the kind sometimes
take place. The progress of Infidelity will eventually
be retarded without the aid of women, and many are
the cases where men hav zealously worked for the
Liberal. cause in getting up clubs and hav miserably
failed for the want of women's presence at their
meetings.
Men, and young men in particular, are backw!lfd
in taking up and disc~ssing Li?eral and theolo~xcal
questions, and slow m attending Infidel meetmgs
where there is a non-attendance of females. Now
the Question comes up, How are women to be released
from the bondage of priestcraft and from Bible·
superstition?
It is beyond my ability to lay down a successf~l
scheme to cause women to think and retrace thexr·
erroneous ·conceptions of theology. I can only surmise that as there are a goodly number of ably
educated women rtlady for the lecture field, could
they be induced to visit the principal cities of our
country, I am most certain they could bring out a
larger audience of women and convert more to our
Infidel faith than could the same number of men.
There is not an intelligent student of the signs of
the times but must plainly see the urgent reasons
for such a movement. It is evident that woman
suffrage bas made rapid strides. during t~e ~ast five
years, is now a national questwn, .and msxde the
coming decade will make its tri~mph, an~ the people
will say: Amen! woman has gamed her rxgbts. But
we can well see future results from present causes.
We know that the Prohibition cause is almost entirely the work of the church. The nenactment of
the puritanical Sunday laws, an.d' more and wor.se, ~he
putting of God and Jesus Chrxst in the Constxtutton
of the nation, these questions are duly concocted and
safely placed in the archives of the church, to be
brought out when the woman with the ballot appears.
Ohamplin, Minn.
J. KINSER.

Mrs. F. Reynolds (Florence, not Frances C.) and
Isaac C. Crum kindly furnished most inspiring music
at each lecture. The lectures were well attended,
and created very great and general interest. There
are a goodly number of worthy ladies a~d gentlemen
representative of Liberalism at San Jacmto, and one
or two that need evoluting. It does not always follow that because a person gets the God idea out of
hie head he has love and. appreciation of the noble
principles of Liberalism in his heart.
DIAMOND VALLEY, April 1st, 2d, 3d.-After the Sunday afternoon lecture Friend Perkins took me .in a
carriage to the Diamond Vall~y school-house, exght
miles across the mesa. I dehvered three lectures
there to very small audiences, but in view of the
sparse settlement, the long distance all had to come,
and the dark, damp nights, Inger attendance was
not to be expected. The last. night I. had quite a
Two Tender-llearted and Brave Women.
goodly audience, and sold consxdPrable hterature.
From· the Sun.
The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals numI greatly enjoyed my visit at Friend P. ~· Clark's.
He has the largest, best, and most beautxful farm; bers among its members Miss Eva Ingersoll, the daughter ~f
Robert G. Ingersoll. From the window of her father:s resithe largest body, with still l~rger he~t; the. largest dence,
400 Fifth avenue, the other day she saw t~e dnver of
and fairest wife; the most mterestmg family, and a garbage cart beatin~ ~is. horse over .the head with a barrel
the most precocious baby in the entire valley.
hoop, which had a nail m It. :r'he am mal was old and lame.
and his body was covered with sores. She ran out and
DEMING, April 4th.-I delivered a lecture at Deming entreated
the man to desist. but he continued to thrash tJ;te
school-house under the auspices of stanch and sturdy horse. Thinking that if she showed him .her membership
W. D. Clark and that noble, generous-hearted cham- certificate from the Society for the PreventiD.n of Cruelty to
pion of Liberalism, J. S. Deming. There were a Animals the driver would be scared, she ran mto the house,
number of Christians present, and after the lecture brought the document out, and again insisted that he shou!d
stop beating the horse: The man, whose name w:as David
for about two hours ·I answered questions and refuted Muhle, laughed in the young lady's face. T~en MI~s. Ingerfalse impressions. The ladies ~oak th~ lead in pro- soll seized the hor~e's bridle, at the same time callmg .the
pounding questions. All mamfested mterest, and I attention of Mrs. Wallace, another member of the. Soc!ety
had the sweet reward of assurance from several that for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, to the situatiOn.
promptly came to the brave girl's assistance, and .the
they had been benefited, and would read and investi- She
ladies stopped the wagon at Thirty-second street. and FI.fth
gate.
.
avenue. Then Mnhle began flogging the horse agam, mak~ng
SAN DIEGo, CAL., April 7th, 8th.-The Liberals and him fairly drag the ladies alon~, and threatened to strike
if they did not let go the bridle,
Spiritualists here are united in a most effecti.v and them
For six blocks the driver swore at the horse and the women
prosperous society. They hav captured the Method- before a man was found ~allant enough to aRs_m_ne the reist church, a large, handsome, commodio?s building, ~pnnsibility of ·stopping It. He was !f· .B. Gilhngh~m, of
and are holding their regul~r S~nd.ay aft~rnoon 354 West Twenty-second street. Rehevmp: the ladies of
meetings and week-night festxvals· m xt. Thxs has their task, he unharnessed the hor~e and paid a man to. take
him to the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Al?Imals
been achieved in modest silence, without buncombe st&ble
in Twenty-second street. Muhle had es~aped m the
or trumpet- blowing; and under the .p~esid~ncy of cro}Vd that collected and had crossed ~h~ nver to New
Ex-Rev. Paul Smith, ii. pronounced ~pm~uahst, ~mt Jersey but it was learned that he was dnvmg the garbage
a Liberal of the noblest type, the somety xs gro.wmg wagon' for a man named Ch!istian Altfiox, of Weehawken.
Gillingham went straight to Jefferson Market court
in numbers and influence every week. Presxd~nt Young
and swore out the warrant upon which Muhle }V'!'S arrested.
Smith's great natural ability, and culture, unvarymg Muhle was recognized by the officers of the SoCiety for the
urbanity, and self-sacr~cing ?evo~ion. to the ca~Be of Prevention of Cruelty to Animals as a. man they had arrested
Liberalism and humamty, giv hxm Immense mflu- in January on Fifth avenue for beatmg an old gray ho~se.
He was taken to Jefferson market court. No one offen?g
ence and he uses it solely for the advancement of bail,
he was locked up for a week, a~d then. tllk~n to th~ speCial
the ~ause of Freethought. He is a grand, glori?us ~essions court for trial before Ju.suces ~Ilb!aith,.Smith, and
singer · to hear him taking the lead in the openmg Ford. Gillingham left a sick wife to giv ~Is testimony, and
service' of song is a great trea~, and proves a v_ery Mrs. Thomas Lotos, living at the Murray Hill ~otel, who saw
great attraction. . The San D1ego Liberal Somety Muble's brutal conduct, wss ready as a .witness, but the
prisoner pleaded guilty and so got off with a fine of $10.
does not rest content with having captured the 1\f. E. The horse was shot by the society. Miss Ingersoll and M;rs.
church; they hav inaugurated a free Liber~l li~r~ry Wallace were not notified when the case came up for tnal,
and reading-room, and under the able and msPir~ng and this week they called at the ~ociety's office, and exenergy of that indomitable worker, Mary A. Whxte, pressed great satisfaction that the dnver had been arrested
fined. Mrs. Wallace's name is among the ~rst enrolled
who acts as librarian, suitable rooms are rented, and and
as members of the society, while Miss Ingersoll Is known ail
quite a large number of books hav ~een. coll.ected, one of its most enthusiastic supporters.
forming the nucleus of a Liberal and smentxfio hbrary
that will speedily become one of the best and most
THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY's Catalop: of Freethought,
importll.nt institutions of San. Diego.
1Reform, and Sc~ent!flc Books will be mailed free to any adC. B. REYNoLDS.
dress upon
applicatiO.q,
.
. .
'
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A Solution of the "Morinon Problem."
While the Freethinkers hav been holding a succesBion of successful meetings in Salt Lake City, an
account of which we print elsewhere, the Christians
of _that city hav not been idle. An evangelical convention met there April 3d-5th, the object of which
was to turn the Mormons from the Mormon church
toward the Christian, But so far as we can judge
from the reports, little progress was made in this
direction. The audiences were not Mormons, but
Christians, and one report goes on to say that no
signs of any immediate apostacy from the Mormon
church were apparent to the members of the convention. They did not see any ground for a hope
that the people can be turned at once into the
churches. Therefore, the churches must demand
legislation to destroy Mormonism, and they indict
the religion of Joe Smith in this way: " The Mormon idea of God is that he is ' a great big Mormon.'
The Bible is perverted, and by 'continued revelations • its sacredness is destroyed. The prjesthood
hold . absolute control, not only in religious matters,
but in political and business affairs as well. ·Everyone who has encountered these obstacles recognizes
them as real; and their magnitude cannot be overstated."
The church could not reach the Mormons at all,
" only the apostate element," and as " these are
mostly Infidels and Spiritualists " (so the report
states), the outlook is not rose-colored for the evangelicals. But they liv in hope, and trust, among
other things, to " the general interest of the country
and of humanity in our work ; the prayers of true
souls everywhere; the pressure of outside civilization;
the divine element in human nature; the natural
operation of time. and change ; and lastly, the omnipresent spirit of God, the I Am which sent Moses
on his mighty mission.'' The evangelicals do well to
incorporate among their remedies for polygamy and
adherence to a low superstition "the pressure of outside civilization," and "the operation of time and
change." These two are Secular remedies, and the
only ones of those proposed of any value at all. The
Mormons already possess the rest of the list.
The Freethought meetings, on the other hand,
not only were successful for more than three months,
instead of three days, but if the Salt Lake papers
may be believed they converted many Mormons.
The audiences which listened to Dr. York, says the
· Salt Lake Tribune, were largely composed of Mormons. This was so when Mr. Putnam lectured there,
laying the foundations for Dr. York's successful visit,
and has continued through the fourteen weeks of
the latter's teaching.. It is, we should judge, safe to
say that not less than a thousand Mormons hav in
the last year abandoned superstition for Rationalism,
so far as they can comprehend the philosophy of
science, and are lost to both the Christian and Mormon churches. And the Liberals hav not asked for
ftl!ltf~in~ le~sl&tion 1 h~y eyinced no desire to p~r-

secute the saints because of their false doctrins, and
hav not so much as mentioned the "I Am which sent
Moses on his mighty mission.'' Judging, therefore,
from results, and pursuing the inductiv method of
philosophizing, the student of political and religious
economy will award the laurel of merit to the Freethinkers. They, at least, hav accomplished something toward the civilization of Utah, hav taken
some of the bond-slaves from the grasp of the priesthood, and if properly supported could probably revolutionize the theology of the territory within a
decade. We respectfully suggest that the churches
turn their missionary funds for the conversion of
Mormon polygamists over to the American Secular
Union to be used to pay the expenses of Liberal
lecturers to travel through the territory and civilize
the people.

Authority.

Declaration of Independence, that all men are ,!Jorn
free and equal and endowed with the inalienable
right to own their own brains, and vote as they
please. Liberty is the greatest of all things, and the
one supreme thing worth fighting for. The pope
will never understand this until all his subjects rebel.
The Protestant clergy will never understand it till
they are left without support. And we are sorry to
say a good many Infidels will not comprehend it
until they learn to reason logically. The constant
struggle of the world has been for liberty. (}aining
liberty, it has gained all it has of civilization. Without liberty to think and investigate the world would
still be in barbarism. Yet to-day we find a nation
struggling for political freedom wondering whether
or not it shall obey a pope, a pope who is only a man,
without a shred of authority more than the meanest
and dirtiest human being in the world! . It is astonishing how men do like to be chained.

The pope has condemned the boycotting campaigns
of the Irish Nationalists, and the Irish priests will be
Religion and Real Estate.
obliged to withdraw from the National League. The
The ministers of St. Paul, Minn., recently held a
laymen are undecided whether they will obey his holimeeting to consider what they should do about getness or not, some of them claiming with Dr. McGlynn
ting up a revival. Munhall, the revivalist, was there,
that the pope has no business with politics, while othand being desirous of a job, he favored the scheme.
ers are disposed to submit quietly.
The St. Paul Globe reports him as saying :
But the point raised by the defiant agitators has
" The town needs such a movement as this more than anybeen settled years ago, and again recently. The tking else. It'll boom the town so that you'll go ahead of
Catholic church claims supreme authority in ques- Minneapolis so far that the people of that place can't see you.
tions of faith and morals. By including politics in A great movement such as this promises to be will be better
"morals" the church maintains her right to direct for you than twenty blast furnaces and a dozen railroads."
her people's choice and policy in statecraft. The
This used to be Sam Jones's favorit argument in
bishops hav interfered in elections, under this claim, favor of revivals, and the instigators of those at
in this country, in Spain, in France, in Germany, in which he performed obtained subscriptions from the
Italy, and elsewhere. · The rule is well established, tradesmen of the town solely for business reasons.
and though the pope has not in recent years officially A revival with Sam Jones or Sam Small on the platproclaimed it, his agents hav acted on it without c._en- form ranks with Barnum's circus as an attraction to
sure. The Irish Nationalists who refuse to obey the draw to town the inhabitants of the surrounding
pope will find themselvs subject to disciplin.
country. The circus, however, imparts a little more
This question of obeying or not obeying is the hilarity to the occasion, and the people spend money
paramount issue with the Irishn:r-en at present. All a little more liberally than when driving in to attend
sorts of advice is given: one leader says obey ; an- a revival. Mr. Munhall is a quick absorber of businother says, tell the pope to keep out of politics. ess facts.
The see-saw of defiant and submissiv oratory bids
But we hav searched the four gospels in vain for
fair to go on indefinitly. The latest weighty opinion any authority for this use of religion. On a few ocgiven is that of Mr. Parnell, a Protestant. He op- casions Jesus gathered great multitudes to whom he
poses the pope, but advises the people to submit in advanced revolutionary religious ideas, but we find noall matters of faith and morals, while at the same where in his directions to his advance agents, or apostime insisting on the claim that politically Irish opin- tles, as they were called, any suggestion that his comion and judgment must be supreme.
ing was to be used as a means of booming real estate.
To a Freethinker this dispute seems absurd and In his sermons there are no indirect allusions to the
incomprehensible. Why should one man obey an- rise in the price of corner lots in Jerusalem as a result
other in political or religious matters? Why should of his advent. But if Munhall had preached the Sertqe people of Ireland or America or any other coun- mon on the Mount he would first hav staked the
try put their minds in the keeping of any man! ground off, and sold it at auction after the services.
Who made the pope the "boss" of anybody? A Neither in the importunity of the Macedonians for a
self-respecting man will tweak the nasal organ of revivalist do we find any mention of the benefit St.
anyone, pope or politician, who sticks that organ Paul would confer upon the country by attracting
into the self-respecting man's business. Why don't immigration. It is doubtful if the committee of invithe Irishmen ask Mr. Pecci to atteJJ.d to his own tation thought of the matter from that standpoint.
affairs, and let Ireland alone?
So far as we can learn from the New TestamentThis "authority business" is a great deal overdone. which we admit is but an imperfect record-the
It used to be worse, perhaps, but there is too much inventors of the Christian religion were honest but
of it even now. There is a certain class of people, deluded folks, like the investers in Keely motor stock
and it is a large one, and not confined exclusivly to or the makers of perpetual motion machines, who
the churches, who think their mission in life is to preached their doctrins with no thought of gain to
boss somebody, to say what other people shall do or themselvs or town. They had no boards of trade to
think, in short, to attend to other people's business. boom their cities.
No matter how unsuccessful, illogical, stupid, and
The preachers and revivalists of to-day, however,
incapable one of this class may be in his own life, he are progressiv men, with progressiv notions, and are
thinks that he can guide his neighbor's life better tlian not circumscribed and limited by the conventionalithe neighbor can himself. So he wants a law to reg- ties which the son of God and the apostles were
ulate that neighbor-to say when he shall rest, when bound to observe. Hence their greater success in
he shall go to church, wha~ he shall drink, when he making converts, and consequently greater emolushall listen to music or go to a theater, and when and ments. Christians in the days of Jesus were scarce ;
how he shall do or not do a thousand and one things. now there are hordes of them. Jesus preached
The impudence of his claim seems never to occur to for nothing, and picked his neighbors' corn for lunch.
him. He assumes to the world the relation of a_ par- The apostles went out with no scrip in their purses,
ent to a child, and calmly makes rules governing the and had hard times to get enough to eat. The
child's conduct. His authority is self-assumed in revivalists of to-day liv at the best hotels, get about
many instances, but usually he falls back upon divine a thousand dollars a week, and are content with
law, as interpreted by himself, as his support. The nothing of their neighbors' less valuable than their
worst and most arrogant of these authority fiends is wives. Truly, Christianity has progressed since the
the Catholic church; the Protestant organization is apostolic age.
not far behind, and in some places, indeed, is a little
--------~~------ahead; while following on are many' who hav someThe Indians and the Churches~
how rejected church beliefs but not church methods.
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of April 28th, in speaking of
They cling to their self-appointed mission of bossing the order of the Interior Department that hereafter
other folks, and grieve much that the other folks the language used in teaching the aborigines shall be
sometimes object.
exclusivly English, we said:
All of these wearers of the self-woven garments of
" This ,4as aroused the ire of the churches engaged in
~1lthorit;v need tQ f!tuq' the qogt$. tauf:fh~
tAE.l ~vap~eli1liJ;l~ t~e rt1<l m~n at the e~peJ?.H of the ?Ot¥ltr!, as i~
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I n d 1an 1anguages, an severs1 re11gwus bodies and confer.
ences hav remonstrated with President Cleveland concerning
the order, but to no effect,"
This was written upon the authority of a religious
'ournal and as usually befalls h
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umam y w en e
pending upon Christian statements, we were led
oy Since wn'tm' g· 't w h
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Department of th I t .
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.
e n enor a pamp e con a!DlDg
the correspondence on "the subject of teaching the
Vernacul -o.. 1·n I n d'tan scho o 1s,, an d th e pres1'den t' s
· rep1y t o a reso1u t'wn a d op t e d a t a sesswn
•
Ie tt er m
of
th e Ph1'l a d e 1p h'1a annua1 conf erence o f th e M e th o di s t
'
d .
c h urch . Th e d epar t men t s or er IS :
"1. No text-book in the vernacular will be allowed in any
school where children are placed under contract, or where
the government contributes, in any manner whatever, to the
support of the school ; no oral instruction in the vernacular
will be allowed at such schools. The entire curriculum must
be in the English language.
" 2. The vernacular may be used in missionary schools,
only for oral instruction in morals and religion, where it is
deemed to be an auxiliary to the English language in convey.
ing such instruction; and only nativ Indian teachers will be
permitted to otherwise teach in any Indian vernacular; an:d
these nativ teachers will only be allowed so to teach in
schools not supported in whole or in part by the government,
and at remote points, where there are no government or contract schools where the English language is taught. These
nativ teachers are only allowed to teach in the vernacular,
with a view of reaching those Indians who cannot hav the
advantages of instruction in English, and such instruction
must giv way to the English-teaching schools as soon as they
are established where the Indians can hav access to them.
" 3. A limited theological class ,of Indian young men may
·be trained in the vernacular at any purely missionary school,
supported exclusivly by missionary societies, the object being to prepare them for the ministry, whose subsequent
work shall be confined to preaching, unless they are employed as teachers in remote settlements, where English
schools are inaccessible.
" 4. These rules are not intended to prevent the possession
or use by any Indian of the Bible published in the vernacular,
but such possession or use shall not interfere with the teaching of the English language to the extent and in the manner
hereinbefore directed."
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THE religious journals complain that the evangelization of
large cities is made difficult "by the great number of ignorant foreigners who flock to our cities, mimy of whom are
not only irreligious, but activly hostil to Christianity." This
is not true. The most ignorant and degraded foreigners who
come here are, almost without exception, Roman Catholics,
and while it may be difficult to "evangelize" these, they
certainly are already Christianized. What they most need
is to be civilized.

awarding the plaintiff £300 damages. Mr. Bradlaugh's party members in Parliament hav raised the
amount by subscription.
This is almost the first important suit in his reform work that Mr. Bradlaugh has lost, and he seems
to be more technically than morally at fault even in
this. There is no doubt that money has been used
by the Tories to excite the rebellious tendency of the
unemployed, so that the government would be justified not only in doing nothing for them but in using
the police and troops to suppress them. Mr. Brad------~~.------laugh picked out the wrong check to follow, and
Mr. Hamilton's Career to Date.
found Salisbury shrewder in covering his tracks than
Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER will doubtless recolthe Northampton meinber supposed. Politics is a
·Iect that when S. P. Putnam lectured in Ukiah, Cal.,
great game and requires much skill when played
last spring he was attacked by two ministers and a
successfully.
man named Hamilton, a city official, lawyer, and college graduate. Mr. Hamilton was so zealous in the
Editorial Notes.
cause of Christ that he :flung a lfghted lamp at Mr.
THE Woman Suffrage Association of Washington on the
Putnam's head, which passed by and crashed through evening of the 3d instant passed this resolution: "Resolved,
the window. With shouts of "Damn him, kill him !" That it is the duty of every woman in the Methodist denomMr. Hamilton seized another, but was taken from ination to withdraw from any church where the pastor upthe hall before he could throw it. Afterward, he holds the action of the General Conference, now assembled
in New York city, in refusing to receive the noble women
was indicted for murderous assault, but through the sent there as lay delegates.·~
sympathy of a Christian court escaped further punTHE Congregational ministers of Chicago, as by this time
ishment than the payment of one hundred dollars
pretty much all the world knows, hav on hand a boom
fine.
labeled, "Sabbath Preservation." Twenty-five of them conMr. Hamilton has again come before the public, as stitute a committee to call on the managers of the different
we learn from the San Francisco Freethought. Last railroads to protest against running trains on Sunday. It has
fall the citizens of Ukiah got up a scheme to purchase been noticed that these Sabbath Protestants do not hesitate
the right of way for a railroad from their town to to ride to church on a street-car on Sunday, if they hav any
distance to go, and this fact, the secular newspapers think,
North Cloverdale, and H!!omilton was made secretary may rob their protest of a good share of its force.
of the organization formed to raise money for the
IN Germany the stupid peasantry are Catholics. The govpurchase. He accepted the position and collected
ernment officials are Protestants. The educated and middle
money with assiduous avidity. A. month ago he was
classes are Infidels. A physician who goes to church concalled on to report progress, but his callers found ceals the fact because the people look with suspicion upon
that just previous to their calling he had been called those who should be " naturalists" par excellence, yet exhibit
to San Francisco. The sheriff of Mendocino county leanings toward superstition, as religion is regarded by most
was appointed a committee of one to make a further of the Germans. The Protestant church is the state church,
call on Mr. Hamilton at his hotel in 'Frisco to inquire but its communicants are mostly officials and society folks
who attend as a duty in the morning, and go to a concert or
why he thus held himself aloof from his Ukiah neigh- theater to enjoy themselvs in the afternoon and evening.
bors. Upon reaching the city the sheriff found that There is a vast differenr,e i~ the depth of piety In a German
·
~he secretary's affairs ba4 tal!:en biDl to A.ust~a1 and and in a PuritaJl,

MR. D. H. DAVIS, of Almonte, Ont., has won laurels in
oratory in defending the rights of the Freethinkers of the
place to the use of the town hall, which had been refused
them for a lecture by Charles Watts. A local paper says:
" Mr. D. H. Davis, on behalf of the Secularists of Almonte.
appeared before the council board to ascertain whether the ball
might be obtained for the purpose of Secular lectures, and the
eloquence which he poured forth in his appeal to the lovers of
'freedom of speech and the intellectual liberty of every citizen of
Almonte,' as he styled it, must hav awakened in the minds of his
hearers the fact that among Secularists, as well as other people,
there are men of eloquence, who possess hearts that throb to every
sympathy of human nature, and whose intellect's, though, in our
humble opinion, misdirected, are more or less burnished by the
learning and advancement of the nineteenth century. Were Mr.
Davis to make such efforts in the cause of Christianity, he would
inscribe his name on the local tablet of fame, and it would go down
to Posterity, not., as the poet sings, 'unwept, unhonored, and unsung,' but as that of a man whose life was worthy of example."
'fhe correspondent who sends this to 8ecula1• Tlwu,qht
quotes the ideas and phraseology of Mr. Davis's speech, and
we are not at all astonished that he amazed the unread
Christians of the place. His speech was lifted bodily from
Colonel Ingersoll's defense of C. B. Reynolds, substituting
Almonte for New Jersey.
,__

It appears from this order and from Mr. Cleveland's letter, in which he tacitly recommends the
reading of a "chapter in the Bible in English, or in
Dakota if English could not be understood, at the
daily opening of these schools," that the ministers
cried out before they were hurt. The churches are
to be allowed to maintain mission schools in which
to train Indian preachers; they may giv or sell to
the Indians Biblea in any vernacular of any tribe;
they may prevail upon the teachers of government
schools to read the Bible to the Indian youth upon
every school-day, and they may teach adult Indians
any superstition in any vernacular they choose to
use. If the churches desire more than this, they are
excessivly greedy. Both the Indian commissioner
and the president are nauseatingly complaisant
toward the Bible Society, and seem to desire nothing in the world so much as to suit the churah
organizations.

As a rule, says the Tribune, religious papers do not venture to discuss the merits of Spiritualism, possibly because
many of their readers are disposed to acknowledge some of
its claims. This is true, and why not? If angels-which
are mortals who hav put on immortality-exist, why may
not they come back to earth? The Catholic church holds
that they can, but that only the bad ones do. But if bad
Mr. Bradlaugh Loses a Suit.
ones can and do revisit their haunts, why cannot good ones
Shortly after the Trafalgar square riot in London, do so also? In the divine economy of eternity is evil more
wherein the unemployed workmen who were making powerful than good? If so, what is the use of being good?
known their grievances were outrageously abused by The Badger Boy's Sunday.school teacher will please stand
up and reply.
the police, Mr. Bradlaugh rose in Parliament and
BY an almost unanimous vote Dr. Edward B. Foote, Jr.,
charged Mr. Salisbury with having given his check
was elected president of the Manhattan Liberal Club on Frito a Mr. Peters to be used to promote workingmen's
day night, the 27th ult., in place of Van Buren Denslqw, who
meetings and stir them up to riotous demonstra- finds it impossible to regularly attend to the duties of the
tions in order that the government might bav a pre- office. Dr. Foote has presided at the larger number of the
text for taking arbitrary measures to suppress them. meetings during the last year, and his promotion is in the
Mr. Peters sued Mr. Bradlaugh for libel, laying line of true civil service reform. He has also devoted much
time to the interests of the Club and secured exceptional taldamages at five hundred pounds. The suit was tried
ent for its platform. The program for the remainder of thls
on the 18th ult. Mr. Salisbury was called as a wit- month is as follows: May 11th, Charles F. Wingate; May
ness, and admitted that in December, 1883, his sec- 18th, Helen Gardener; May 25th, Courtlandt Palmer. Evretary forwarded to Mr. Kelly, secretary of the Dock ery one of these speakers is sure to be interesting. The other
Laborers' Association, a check for £25. The purpose officers of the Club are the same as last year, with the exception of Augustus Leavy, added to the list of vice-presidents.
for which it was intended was k provide a free
Van Buren Denslow and A. L. Rawson were elected honobreakfast for the starving poor. He denied that he rary members.
gave any checks to promote the workingmen's meet.
CoLONEL INGERSOLL received the following dispatch from
ings held previously to the riots in Trafalgar square.
the New York legislature last week: "You are the unaniHe also denied that he signed a check in favor of mous choice of the legislativ committee to deliver the meMr. Peters in connection with any Trafalgar square morial address in the assembly chamber in honor of the late
meetings. Mr. Peters testified that he had never Roscoe Conkling. The legislature will adjourn on May 11th.
received any money from Lord Salisbury. A coffee It is desired to hold the exercises prior to that tlate. Will
you please designate some evening that will best accommohouse keeper showed that a check for £25 had been
date you for that purpose?" The New York World says:
given him to provide dinners for unemployed work- "The selection of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll as orator on the
ingmen. Mr. Kelly, the coffee house keeper, testified occasion of the Conkling memorial exercises at Albany, unthat he disbursed the money given by Lord Salis- der the auspices of the legislature, is a moHt wise one. Colobury for charity. He had not used any of it for po- nel Ingersoll knew Mr. Conkling intimately and he was his
steadfast friend. His eloquence, his sincerity and his love
litical purposes.
of truth, eminently qualify him for the role of eulogist on this
Mr. Bradlaugh expressed regret that he had occasion." Mr. Conkling was an Agnostic; thougll a quiet
charged Lord Salisbury with giving the check to one, he never hesitated to avow his opinion when the occapromote the Trafalgar square meetings. He urged sion seemed to him to demand its expression. The religious
that, as other checks had be!!n so applied, his state- journals, we note, fail to state this fact in their notice of his
ment was not libelous. A verdict was returned death.

------

___ __

MR. F. W. BnADLEY, a good friend, of San Diego, Cal.,
sends us the statement, taken from the Catholic Monitor, of
"J. McPlarick·, acting-sergeant," and "Mir.hael Hession,
constable," both presumably of the police force of Knock,
Ireland, concerning the cure of "Mrs. Murray, pari8h of
Dunmore, county of Galway," of paralysis, by a visit to the
Knock chapel on the night of August 14, 1887, and asks us
to notice it in the paper, as he regards it as a "stunner."
We should like, for Mr. Bradley's benefit, to make a visit to
Ireland and expose the humbuggery of the Knock chapel,
but hav at present other and more urgent duties. But we
find consolation in the thought that it can be scarcely necessary to kill the dead. Every one of these "miracles," when
followed up, proves to be but lying or tric~ery on the part of
the priests and their ignorant dupes like this acting-sergeant
and constable. • The miserable imposture at Knock has been
often exposed. The accounts of miraculous cures there, like
the faith cures here, are pure fabrication. And if Mr. Bradley had stopped and pondered a moment over the extract
from the Monitor sent us, he would hav seen something that
might hav bothered the Catholic gentleman to whom he
admitted that the cure was a stunner, The letter inclosing
the statement of the acting-sergeant and constable also conveyed the news that the archdeacon who celebrates mass in
the chapel and has charge of the premises and the mysterious
light was slowly dying, hopelessly stricken by disease. Wh;v
w~~ he {lot tp.~en to the ch&pel P.Dd cured ?
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of animal and vegetable life may remain almost unchanged
for an indeflnit period under the same conditions. It is
altered conditions, induced principally by the multiplication
of a species, and its extension to other climates and other
NATION AT. MILITARY HOME, }
necessities, which secure, by the law of natural selection, the
DAYTON, Omo, March 27, 1888.
perpetuation of variations favorable to continued eXistence
MR. EDITOR: Heston's cartoons are excellent, and, I am after the change. ·
C. L. JAMES.
certain, add very much to the force of the paper, and much
enhance its e:lfect in enlightening the benighted and priest· BRONSTON, KY., March 29, 1888.
ridden.
MR. EDITOR : It does appear to me that the great question
An old newspaper man myself, I assure you that you con- to be settled with the intellectual, scientific, and religious
duct your journal so well that I do not see how it could be world is: Is there a personal God who can and does hear
improved. The editorials especially are super-excellent ; our prayers, and will answer or not according to his own
they are in point of force beyond anything I hav seen else- will? In 1 Ku;gs xviii, this very question seems to hav
where in Freethought papers during tlle twenty years that I been fairly and squarely settled in the amrmativ. Elijah
hav critically read them. Your paper is the peer of any I had King Ahab call all Israel and the prophets of Baal to
hav seen, English, Australian, or American.
Mount Carmel, and there, before King Ahab and the whole
Your friend,
WM. H. MoRA&.
lsraelitish nation, proved beyond the possibility of a doubt
that God did answer prayer. A man at this day may be exKANAWHA FALLS, w. VA., April1, 1888.
cused if he doubts that the events recorded in 1 Kings
MR. EDITOR: This is "April Fools'" and the Lord's dayxviii ever occurred. I, as an humble citizen of Kentucky,
synonymous terms-a coincidence, you see. I will fool you
claiming to be honest, call upon Rev. T. Dewitt Talmage,
by sending herewith my check for $4, to apply on my subor any other priest of the living God, to giv us as fair a test
scription and as otherwise designated. Our village can boast
of this question as Elijah did to all Israel on Mount Carmel.
of several outspoken Liberals, and has g-ained a county repuGod is unchangeable, and willing that all men may come to
tation of being" a black Infidel hole." We keep them stirred
a knowledge of the truth.
up through the county papers whenever an opportunity preInclosed find twenty-five cents for the ANNuAL for 1888.
sents. Some time since an attack was made on the Secular
I. N. BROWN.
Union and our Nine Demands in the Blair (Charlestown). A
friend of mine took up the cudgel, and orthodoxy has not
MmnLBBURG, IND., March 29, 1888.
had such a raking for a long time. It got so hot for them
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find money for ""History of
that the editor said he could " print no more flagrant attacks Christianity," by Edward Gibbon. I hav just finished Ingeron the Bible."
Yours hastily,
W. H. TYREE.·
goll's Defense of Reynolds; and think it one of his greatest
productions. It is astonishing how any jury could resjst
DELAVAN, MrNN., March 26, 1888.
such truths. I long to see the day when Ingersoll's Lectures
MR. EDITOR: I supposed when I came to this place I will be in every home in this world. They should be found
would stand alone, as at several other places where I hav on every teacher's desk, and in every public library. The
been, but, lo and behold, I find Brother Jamieson has served world is tending toward this with great rapidity, but there is
the Lord here, and there is a good sprinkling of "the right much yet to do, much ignorance and superstition yet to overkind of thinkers as a showing. One of our Liberal friends come. We need ten thousand more lngersolls. I hav, howdropped in and had a chat with me a few days ago. He ever, seen a great change for the better in the last half of a
tel\s me that one of the faithful was heard to say : 11 Well, I century.
don't like the style of the new agent. He is .one of those
Freethinkers are numerous. We find twenty now where
Ingersoll fellows, and we are getting too many of them." years ago we could not find one. This is very encouraging
You see I was not at all backward in letting them know how to all who are interested in the welfare ·and advancemen't of
I stood, and I must say I am more than pleased to find so the human race. In my opinion THE TRUTH SE&XER is the
many Liberals here, and I trust and hope we will hav many greatest aid toward perfection the world has ever seen, and
pleasan.t chats together, and perhaps do some good for the R. G. Ingersoll the· true savior of men. Christ, no doubt,
cause.
Yours, etc.,
W. L. HoRTON.
helped to improve the world, but. he was full of imperfeCtions.
But I must close; expressing the wish that you keep
LEADVILLE, CoL., April 25, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been taking THE TRUTH SE&KER since the great Heston at the head of the art department.
!suo IVINs.
Fraternally,
March, 1887. I subscribed for it with Mr. and Mrs. Akers,

l,tfttrs Jrol1( IJritnds.

two stanch and outspoken Liberals. Although we are young
converts, we hav taken a bold stand for the promotion of
the glorious cause of universal mental liberty. We receive
our papers Tuesdays of each week. I can scarcely wait
from one week to the next to get my paper. I think it one
of the grandest· papers ever read by man-a paper that can
not be excelled for comfort, truth, fairness, and honor.
Why is it some of our Liberal lecturers do not visit Lead.
ville ? They certainly could do a great work here. I believe
that Leadville can produce more Liberals than any other
· town in Colorado. All they want is a few Liberal lectures
to arouse that spirit in them which is essential to make good
Freethinkers.
Yours truly,
D. A. CoLLINs.

OLATHE, KAN-., April12, 1888.
· MR. EDITOR: Absolute Prohibition and strict Sunday laws
are a little hard on the wayward Kansan, who has been in
the habit of doing as he pleases. I don't object to Prohibition, but when it comes to shutting up ice-cream and
lemonade places on the only day of the week that working
people can patronize them, I think it a little too pious. It
has been so in this city for almost a year that one could not get
ice-cream, lemonade, cigars, or tobacco on Sunday. Nothing is to be had but gospel; there is an abundance of that.
In the late city election the church was a little divided.
There was no politics to speak of, so it was a good time for
the church. One faction supported the present administration, while the other wanted a change. All was quiet till
election day came, when the ladies of the Woman's Christian
Temperance Union went around circulating reports to the
effect that all in favor of the change belonged to the whisky
ring, and didn't believe in God, hell, or the devil. There
was no truth in the report, and the Woman's Christian Temperance Union knew it, but they were after their point, and
they got it. C. B. Reynolds did lots of good when he was
here last winter. Any one of his three lectures was worth
the price we paid him for all. He left a good impression on
the people, and if he ever comes again he will hav twice as
many to hear him as he had then. I heard a man say the
other day that he would as lief hear Reynolds as Ingersoll.
He had heard th~m both.
N. M. D&W&&B.

LAKE MILLS, lA., April 8, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: How grand, I might say sacred, the words
" truth seeker" are to me I My greatest desire is that all
mankind were seekers of truth. Superstition of the past
ages and the present age is, as it were, a great wall for
truth to overthrow, but truth is mighty and will prevail.
There is in this little town of five hundred inhabitants quite
- an underground Liberal feeling that is growing stronger
from day to day. I am about the only one that dares to
defend the truth as a Freethinker, openly and boldly. If I
am called an Infidel it only givs me more strength. All
Freethinkers should feel proud of their name, for it means a
lover of truth and a despiser of superstition. A truth seeker
will not teach that three are one. Those communications
that are published from week to week are to me a great
PBOVIDENO&, R.I., April 8, 288.
source of encouragement. It is like an old-fashioned MethodMR.
EDITOR:
It
is
not
my
intention to occupy your valuist conference to read of so many that are seekers after the
truth; it givs us strength and courage to still continue in the able space in discussion to any length, but I wish to defend
my argument for the comprehending powers of finite man
good cause.
S. D. W ADBWORTH.
against my friend Hammond's attack upon them. He thinks
I confound conception with c;;omprehension. Not at all, for
E.w CLAIRE, Apri12, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Mrs. Ritchey, of Fossil-a well-named place I claim that man cannot only conceive, but understand,
-has been misinformed by the " grand and noble old man " limitlessness or infinity. He says himself that "we cannot
who converted her to orthodoxy. Water is not the only sub- understand or even conceive a beginning or an end to con• stance which expands at its freezing- point, or rather in pass- sciousness." Then he does understand and conceive the ining from the liquid to-the solid state; for though ice is lighter finity or limitlessness of consciousness, doesn't he ? But how
than ice-cold water, ice-cold water is not lighter than other absurd his application, when we all experience a beginning and
water, but heavier, ag Mrs. Ritchey may immediately prove an end to consciousness every time we go to sleep and wake
by pouring some into a kettle of warm water, and testing up I Hence consciousness is not, as he says, infinit, and is
the top and bottom of the fluid with two thermometers. not to be classed with time and space. Those who contend
Bismuth expands in solidifying, and liquid bismuth contains that the finite cannot comprehend the infinit want an excuse
no fish to be preserved by the solid substance becoming for believing or teaching other people that which they can
lighter. India-rubber contracts with heat and expands with not explain and which does not in reality exist.
flOld, and so do organic solids generally. Let Mrs. Ritchey
lhav not said that we hav an infinitfacultu of comprehenfry a Jean beafsteak in a" spider," and she will find that it sion. But I do say that as there is no limit to the distance
contracts materially. Again, it is not true that variations no the light of a finite candle will travel, so there is no limit to
longer occur. They occur in every individual of every the comprehending power of the mind. I will admit that
species. Ernst Ha~ckel has shown that every "good" or there may be some people so weak-minded that they cannot
true species originates in a "bad" species, that is, a confused comprehend infinity, but they should not conclude. that
assemblage of individuals varying in all directions from that others are equally helpless with themselvs.
type to which the evolution of the species approximates
If a perfect thing is not limited, has no limits, what does
their descendants. I hav not read the lecture of Huxley's to it hav? Perhaps he can tell how the infinit-that is, the
which Mrs. Ritchey refers, but I suspect the passage she shapeless, boundless, endless, limitless, and indefinit-can be
quotes of su:lfering by isolation. No one doubts that forms perfect. I confess I caiUlot,

Infinity is purely a human conception. There are no other
beings that hav revealed. its existence to us. Man has discovered the infinit; can he, then, not comprehend his own
discovery? He sees that certain things are limitless, and he
exclaims, "Infinity I" Perfection is something definit; infinity is indefinit. Why believe that 11 the evolutionary laws
are constantly advancing the universe toward a more perfect
state of existence" if there is no God, no designer or con-·
troler, who is intelligent and beneficent? Was there ever a
beginning? If everything ever done was done by the laws
of nature, why. was not everything always as perfect as
at present ?
C. L. HAB;KELL.

•

CHILLIOOTHE, M_!>., April 28, E.M. 288.
MR. EDITOR: We hav invented machine, an apparatuspatent applied for-by _which air and water are condensed,
cauned, and bottled-somewhat after the modus operandi of
Yahveh's vialing up his most merciful wrath for greater
convenience in pouring out upon the heads of ungodly sinners (Rev. xvi, 1). We propose canvassing this entire continent, and disposing of county and state rights to pious
!and-grabbers, who hold land at such exorbitant prices that
it is next to one of the impossibilities for the poor white
trash-of which we are a member in good standing-to procure so much dirt as to make a home upon:. Now, this
aforesaid invention is what these godly dirt-sharks hav been
praying for for many long centuries, who are enjoined by
their great teacher, Christ, to "Lay not up for yourselvs
treasures upon earth" (Matt. vi, 19). We sincerely hope,
however, that these greedy would-be monopolizers of air
and water will not be so bereft of humanity as to allow themselva to exact of infants and old age, the maimed and blind,
the deaf and· dumb, full rates for these necessary commodities of life, should I, God'lmighty, or anyone else convey to
them that right.
Be that as it may, however, we will sweeten this epistle by
inclosing $2 50, for which please send me "The Secret of
_the East," by Felix L. Oswald, and "God and His Book," by
Saladin. And, if you hav Prof. R. A. Proctor's astronomical
works, you can send them to us, with the cost thereof, and
L. CHUTE.
we will remit on receipt of the same.

a

ADRIAN, MIOH., April 4, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : In the Ironclad .Age, March 31st, appears a
very elaborate article from the pen of the gifted Grace Greenough, entitled, "The Sixteenth Amendment." I am a vindicator of noble woman. Her sphere is plainly defined, and
when she steps aside from her world she takes the initiativ
toward her decline.· Woman's influence sways either to
good or to evil. Many true, loyal-hearted women would ul. timately see the fallacy of their aspirations in the direction
that a few cranks seek to lead them. Remember, I am not
holding up man as a model of justness and purity. Far
from it; but he does not like to hav his idol dashed or contaminated. He will sacrifice all, even honor, to the shrine
of woman, and you, "0 woman!" ought to be satisfied with
the situation. You can make your home a desirable abode,
or otherwise; it remains with you, fair divinities. If the
head of tbe concern will not behave, you hav your remedy
and should enforce it.
Once get power and then, 0 ye frail woman, with· all
your privileges you would not know what to do with them,
you who caunot throw a stone, except by a motion over
your shoulder, and then the missil would not hit a barn
though aimed directly at it. What would you do with the
vast power vested in you as directors of the mundane world?
To dabble in politics will abridge your divine influence toward your co-existing necessity, man. Occupy your sphere
with angel-like demeanor. Be good to yourselvs, and try
to endure the association of finite man. Woman is a jewel
that must not be spoiled in its setting.
0. S. BARRETT.
N&w YORK, N.Y., March 26, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: In your iast issue I noticed an article written
by Mr. Paul Gariepy. This article has startled my reticence,
and precipitated an expression from me-:-one of approbation
and of substantiation. I approve of Mr. Gariepy's appeal on
strictly moral grounds, as a matter of justice, and as a secondary matter of expediency. I substantiate his article very
firmly by declaring that "Progress and Poverty" led me
along a silent, but cheerful, highway, and I hav discovered
that I am traveling with progress. Are you going to shut
the door against me and also the hundreds of thousands
that ar.e still lingering on this highway? Is your policy
one that courts the "line of greatest resistance" or one
that rejects it and adopts the line of least resistance as its
direction for intellectual combat? Those people who do not
see the relation that political reform bears to religious reform are, to say the least of them, exceedingly narrowminded, and are people of very shallow perceptions, whether
Freethinkers or Roman Catholics by name. If you cannot
get men to question the validity of political institutions without ignorance and immovable prejudice, how hard is it,
then, to expect men to even dare to question the origin, aim,
or ends of an institution whose ship is the ship ot ignorance
and whose waters are the seas of prejudice ?
1
Therefore, I say, accord this man Mr. Henry George at
least justice, something a Liberal cannot deny with consistency. The drift of thought at present is toward investigation
of political matters, and this implies religious matters. Religion and politics always maintain a common equilibrium,
and progress of the one means the corresponding action of
the other; therefore encourage and do not dismay a reformer
of any kind. I also will mention the fact that the reform so
nobly advocated by Mr. George, if adopted, will deprive the
church of fully fifty per cent of its despotic power. That the
church acts in all possible manners as his silent but aggressiv
enemy, and places itself in his path as an obstruction, is very
evident. The church can readily define Georgeism 1 as it is a,
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synonym for progress, and it appreciates the fact. Do not
let us weigh the religious conceptions of a man, but let us try
and comprehend the immense amount of thought involved in
his philosophy.
I am highly pleased with the FREETHINKERs' ALMANAO.
Yours truly,
AuGUsT PETRY.
LEAD CITY, DAK., March 15, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Being here a lonely Freethinker in a community of church people, I feel it my duty to write a few
· words concerning this place and its people. Lead City is a
mining town in the Black Hills that has grown up in the last
nine or ten years, and has now a population of sixteen hundred, with three churches and the fourth to be built. So
you see the orth~dox element is strong here, and rules the
town; but, however strong, it is not without some Liberals.
There are a few Liberals here, and many more doubters
with whom I am acquainted. I hav had many a discussiod
with the Christians on religious subjects, and they generally
get the worst of it. I hav also scattered some tracts and
copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER among them, which I never saw
any more of. It is hard and discouraging work for an Infidel
to work for the cause of Liberalism in a Christian community like this.
What is needed here is a lecturer to deliver a course of
lectures. A splendid hall here, newly built, called the Odd
Fellows' Hall, could be hired at a reasonable price, and if
either Mr. Remsburg or some other noted Freethinker would
come and lecture a few evenings it would do much good.
So far as I know, I am the only one that receives THE TRUTH
SEEKER from this post-office. I hav been trying to induce
some others to take it, but so far without success.
When we consider the great absurdity of this infamy
called the Christian religion, its self-contradictions and irreconcilability with all science, justice, nature, arid common
sense, especially its stories of the fall of man, the atonement,
hell and damnation, and the rest, it strikes me as a wonder
that civilized people could so long hav been held in mental
bondage by it.
E. PEDERSEN.
STANLEY, IA., Feb. 25, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed I send money order for which you
will send THE TRUTH SEEKER for a new subscriber, and also
my own paper. I got the books that were sent all right. I
hav read the lecture of John E. Burton on "The Birth and
Death of Religions," and must say that it is one of the best
lectures I hav ever read. It will do to go along with Ingersoll's. I would recommend every Liberal in the land to
send to THR TRUTH SEEKER office and get a copy and read it,
and then giv to his neighbor to read, ~or I think it one of the
best books to open the eyes of s0111e of our straightbacks.
I see that the authorities of your city hav arrested some
sixty of the members of the Grand Army for marching in
your streets on Srmday while going to bury one of their dead
comrades that fought to save his eountry, but had it been a
Salvation Army, they might not only march, but could hoot
the whole length of Broadway. Anything only so it is for
God's sake. But let them pile it on; it is said that it was the
last straw that broke the camel's back, and at the rate they
are going it won't take long to break the back of almost any.
thing. The same parties that cauaed that arrest were willing that the army should march on Sunday and fight on
Sunday to save our country, and they or their God never
said a word, but when they got back and one of their comrades happened to die, then marching became very offensiv
WM. REDFIELD.
to them ani their God.
SANTA ANA, CAL., April 20, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: c. B. Reynolds has visited our charming
valley, but he c:tme unto his own and his own received
him not. Through some misunderstanding, no arrangements
had been made for his lectures. When he arrived the best
hall was engaged, and there was little time to notify the peo.
pie. But the few who were so fortunate as to hear this
noble, generous, self-sacrificing worker, this eloquent orator
and genial mau, enjoyed an inestimable treat. I fully agree
with the editor of our Standard that I "could hav eagerly
listened till midnight to the well-dressed words of truth that
fell from his lips." Mr. Reynolds should hav a hearty sup.
port wherever he goes. He is a gentleman and a scholar.
He delivers his ideas in such a manner as to compel the attention and respect of his hearers.
I was very pleasantly disappointed in him. From some of
his modes of expression through. THE TRUTH SEEKER, I had
concluded that he was a sort of intellectual slugger or prizefighter, but after having him in my family for four days I
would call him the Gentle Reynolds. To be sure, he strikes
heavy blows when on the rostrum against superstition and
hypocrisy, but at the same time he is kind, gentle, forbear.
ing, and highly charitable. For instance, he will say a certain person is a "measley thief," and immediately add,
"llut he can't help it; it was bred, and born, and educated
into him." And those of us who may question some of his
methods should extend to him the same charity he givs to
others; and that we would like to hav given to us under simD. EDSON SMITH.
ilar circumstances.
METAMORA, 0., April 20, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I will giv you my history and my experience
in my time. I was born in 1809, in Pennsylvania, Lehigh
county. I was brought up under the teaching of the
church until I was eigb.teen years old; then I was taken in
the church as a good church-member, and before I was of
age I was made deacon and trustet! in the church, and held
close for some twenty years. I think the members and priest
held me dearer than I did them, for I meant to be honest
with myself and do as I would hav others do unto me, for
that, I understood, was Christ-like, but I saw tl:la.t church

and members and preachers were to the contrary. They
were, an eye for an eye and a tooth.for a tooth and I was
satisfied that if that was religion, such religi~n was not
Cillist-like, but was more adapted to that church devil that
they talk of. So I no longer consider myself to belong to
that orthodox church, where there is no room for an outsider. And I thank that great Father that I am an outsider
for I hav no faith in an orthodox God or heaven. But I a~
a full believer in a universal heaven and God for I know
that all creation came from the same creator, ~nd hoids all
power only as he willeth. For we know that we are limited·
I know that all the world is controled by law, and I canno~
see how there can be a law without a lawgiver. So I am
fully~ b?liever in what we call god-not the name, but !n
the.prmmple of the name, and that is, the spirit, the great
all-m-all.
And we well know that a principle is eternal, yesterday
and to-day and forever the same; so you may know that I
fully believe that I shall always liv and progress-by natural
law and not by the church law that leads to destruction, and
misery, and pain: But I rejoice to know that we hav a law
of prog~ession that will lead us to love, harmony, peace, and
good-wrll; and I am well satisfied that we will find what we
will call heaven, where we will become brothers and sisters
and dwell in the angel sphere where all is beatitude.
'
PETER HoLBEN.
ORION, ILL., April 4, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I send you money for THE TRUTH SEEKER
and the ANNUAL. I will not be without the best paper in
America to expose frauds and the shams of Christianity and
the rotten practices of many of its priests. Mr. Editor, I
am rather surprised that there are men calling themselvs
Liberals stopping their papers because you had the manhood
to enter a protest against the injustice done to the seven men
in Chicago. · They were not sentenced according to law and
evidence, but according to public opinion manufactured by
the monopoly press of Chicago. The most dangerous Anarchy in this country is the Anarchy of the monopolists who
with 'their money influence are corrupting our courts of
justice, our legislators, state and national; buying votes;
stuffing the ballot-box ; buying the press to mislead the people to vote their every right away; setting at defiance law,
right, and justice. But these Liberals that are stopping
their papers because you advocated justice for these men
hav no protest to enter against the Anarchy of monopolists,
who are ruining our once glorious country, making it more
of a diluted monarchy than a free republic, with all of its
worst features and few of its best. One of your correspondents, 0. S. Barrett, says, "Anarchy : synonym, confusion."
Tb.is definition was given by Mr. Webster at a time when all
laws were made by the aristocracy and kings, and the peo-.
pie were made subjects and slaves by law. Washington,
Jefferson, Franklin, Paine, and others were considered Anarchists and conspirators by the ruling power of Great
Britain. The slaves held in the Southern states were made
such by law. Anarchy is not nearly as bad as pictured by
Mr. Barrett. He says it is a creed without conscience, promulgated by thieves and robbers, and advocates of equal
eharing of honest labor's fruits. The Chicago men never
advocated any such thing. They were honest, hard-working men and earned their honest living. Those that knew
them say that they were friendly and kind, and were not the
kind of .men the Chicago press made them out to be. They
were grossly misrepresented by the press.
HENRY JoHNSoN.
PALMYRA, N.Y., March 26, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: The books and papers were received, and I
am well pleased with them all ; and especially Miss Gardener's "Men, Women, and Gods," and I sincerely wish
all the women in the land.could be prevailed upon to read it.
It would be apt to open their eyes to the injustice done them
by the false teachings of the Bible. I must tell you my experience in reading it. When I saw the picture of that noble
and talented lady I put a paper mark there so as to more
readily open to it to show to my friends, and the introduction by 'Robert G. Ingersoll was so interesting that I had to
mark that, and then I commenced putting in marks so as to
refer to the most interesting parts of the book, and I was
marking every page till I was tired of it and pulled them all
out, for one part was as .good as another all through the
book. It is excellent, and I am glad that nature 'has prOduced a miracle in one of our noble women who dare assert
the rights of her sex and is not afraid of an imaginary God.
I hope .there will be many more like her ; and there undoubtedly would be if they could be persuaded to read her
book. I lend the book to those that will read it, and when
it is worn out I will get another one. I tried to get one
Christiaa woman to read it, and she read a little and gave it
back to me and said she would not read any more of it. She
did not think it right to read it and it was a sin to do so,
but she used to get.a poor orphan girl up at 5 o'clock in
the morning so as to hav plenty of time to scold and make
her work hard for her board, and make use of money given
the child for clothes. She didn't think that was a sin. And
her husband, one of God's own pets according to his own
story, would not even touch your paper; the grand old TRUTH
SEEKER. He was ashamed to, but he was not ashamed to
hav that same little girl overworked, and carry pails of water
up to the bam in winter and he sit by the stove. How nice
to be a Christian and hav the angels take you to heaven
without a heart or pity for a poor, friendless orphan l But
she was rescued by a miserable Infidel and is happy now, and
with her experience with Christians it is just possible she
may think there may be a trifle of goodness outside of that
heavenly band. Now, if I was a Christian I would close by
saying, God bless Helen H. Gafdener !l.nd Robert G. Inger-
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soli and others of like stamp. It is not necessary to say that,
for they will be blessed by their own thoughts; and they
will be happy in knowing that they hav made others happy,
and in doing right because it is right, not through the fear
of an imaginary tyrant in an imaginary heaven.
H. P. MARSH.
PAINTED PosT, N.Y., April1, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed money for my subscription; "The Order of Creation," a discussion between Gladstone, Huxley, etc.; "The Secret of the East," by Felix
Oswald, and "The Conflict between Christianity and Civilization," by W. S. Bell.
I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER some four years, and I
like it very much. I hav not yet seen anything in its
editorials that conflicts with my views. I hav now passed
the seventieth milestone in my journey through life. I hav
lived in this place forty-seven year8; hav always been a hard
worker at my business (gunsmith); hav read a good deal for
one of my class, and thought more. I am the only outspoken Freethinker in this village. I now propose a queStion I hav asked a number of orthodox, including ministers,
aad hav not as yet received a satisfactory answer: If there
is a being, the creator of the universe, infinit in power and
knowledge, could he create a being with a disposition to act
contrary to the will of the creator? It looks to me absurd.
We read in the Bible that God repented that he had made
man because he was so evil-then God did not know the
future or what would be the consequences of his acts-and
that on account of his evil conduct he concluded to drown
the world, with the exception of one righteous familyanother blunder. How does that look for an infinit being
with knowledge from eternity to eternity?
I would like to see the book spoken of in the. Bible as the
book of the wars of Yaveh. I think it would be interesting
to read of the brave acts done by him when he was a chief
or king on earth before he was deified. He was said to be
lord of hosts. Nimrod was his mighty hunter. I presume
he liked human flesh, for we read that the first-born of his
subjects, children or sons, and of their flocks and herds, were
his, and after death and deification the sweet smell of burning flesh had a. tendency to appease his wrath. I will close
witlr this, that in my opinion all of the Gods are man-made.
I hav tried to get a few subscribers, but cannot. Some
few think as I do, but dare not let it be known for fear it
would damage their business, or on account of their wives,
who are pious.
B. C. WooD.
HALE, KAN., April26, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: S. M. Bayard, M.D., appears to think he has
been terribly scratched by " the feline claws" that he
imagins he has found "in the meal;" but I think that if he
will wash his slate and solve his mathematical problem .over
again, he may discover that the "claws" are purely imag.
inary.
He says, "The Catholic vote now comprises one-third of
the votes cast in the United States;" then says, "Double
that, and we hav two-thirds of the votes cast." Can he not
see that, if the Catholic vote is only one-third, the nonCatholic must be two-thirds, and that doubling the vote does
not change the ratio in the least? Or is it possible that he
thinks the suffrage movement is intended to giv the franchise only to Catholic women?
Of course, we all "remember the pandering to the papal
power of both candidates and both parties, and the presents
made to the pope" by our president. We also remember
that the panderers are men. We hav not heard of a solitary
woman in the suffrage ranks truckling to the pope.
Again b,e says, "I well know and appreciate all the arguments in favor of woman's suffrage;" and then, in enumerating these arguments, he does not touch a single basic
principle. The question is not one of expediency, but of
what is right. If "taxation without representation is tyranny" when applied to men, does it change in principle
when applied to women? If the right to govern must come
from the governed when men are the subjects governed,
does the principle change when the subjects to be governed
are women?
Then he says man will make as great a sacrifice to secure
the rights or redress the wrongs of women as for himself.
How many men does he think will stand between woman and
the sheriff's hammer when, by man-made law, her little
home passes from under her control, and she and her children are rendered homeless?
Here, in Ktmsas, where women hav more rights in regard
to property than in any other state in the Union, there are
still great wrongs to be redressed; but men are not in a
hurry to right them. I will giv a case in point: A man
comes here, locates on a piece of government land, has but
little means; times are hard, and he cannot raise the money
to pay the government for his land ; the secretary issues an
order that all lands occupied must be deeded by a given
date or be forfeited. This compels him to borrow money
and giv a mortgage on his farm. Times get worse; money
harder than ever to get. It takes everything produced on
the place to pay taxes and interest; but he manages to do
this, and the mortgage is not foreclosed ; and, if the worst
comes, he can get his mortgage renewed; but finally the
man dies. Then we see the beauty and justice of man's law
to women. The wife has additional e;xpenscs to pay, in the
shBpe of doctor's bills and funeral charges ; interest day
comes, and she cannot raise it, neither will the law permit
her to remortgage nor even sell the farm ; she is simply compelled to let the mortgage company hav it at their own
price, and they never giv more than the amount loaned,
which never exceeds one-third of the value; and no man
stands ready to make good the loss she has sus~ined by
man-made law.
KATIE WILL!I:TT,

•
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1Gdited lzy Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, l!'all
Ri-7itJ?", Mass., tO t1Jhom all Oommunications for
this OorntJ?" should be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower.
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."

Little Polly, Jimmy, and I.
If I could hav an isle in the sea

Where the spicy breezes blow,
And the twittering birds could sing to me
With voices soft and low ;
Where every star comes down and dips
Its edge in the sea at night,
And children hail the passing ships
With their little 'kerchiefs white,
And the ocean birds go sailing by
Sweet little Polly, Jimmy, and I.
And no one dwelling on that isle
But children sweet and fair,
Wand'ring many a happy while
'Mong the fruits and flowers there.
To and fro on the shining sands
While the moon comes out o' the sea,
Sending a message to other lands
When the dove> come down to me,
And the stars are low in the purple skyDear little Jimmy, Polly, and I.
Such cool, sweet winds-Jrom other shores
To fan the flitting wifigs,
Ere the red smi climbs the eastern stairs,
And the merman sits and sings;
And every little child of ours
Be free to come and go,
Where the fountain-vine• in tangled bowers
Is tinkling faint and lowNear to the gate o' the sea and sky
My own little Polly, Jimmy, and I.
F1·enchtotrn, Neb.
MARY BAIRD FINCH.
• 'rbis peculiar vine, which ia found in Ouba., is a
hollow tube, and contains a cool, delicious fluid
which travelers often drink when away from
springs or streamR of wR.tPr.

A. Romantic History.
Two children in a by-gone day

Lived in a sylvan dell,
Together they dirl daily play
Around a moss-grown well.
The parents of both girl and boy
Were gratified to see
How well their offspring could enjoy
Each other's company.
Few plea•ures did the children lack;
They romped and played at will;
The little urchin's name was Jack;
The young girl's name was Jill.
And oft they climbed the grassy moundFnll fifty feet in bightWhence came the bubbling well-spring's sound
Like music day and night.
It chanced one day-one fatal dayThat little son and daughter
Uphill in gladness went their way
To fill a Pail with water.
Tbeir merry laughter filled the air,
Their voices rang with glee,
Youth, innocence, and mirth were there
Blent in sweet harmony.
Ah! little did each guileless heart
Foresee the fearful fate
Which did, with swift, unerring dart,
Their childish steps await.
1'hat little boy had scarcely topped
Tbe hill, when Io ! he tripped,
And from his hand the pail he dropped
As down the hill he slipped.
Jill caught the pail-saw Jack's foot fall
As in the grass he stuck itThen she herself turned very pale
For fear he'd kick the bucket !
With bosom rent with painful shocks
She watched his downward course,
Until his body struck the rocks
With most terrific force
·rhe truth flashed tbroull'h her mind exact,
And to herself she said:
"Jaok'B pericranium is crackedMy little playmate's dead !
How can I liv? Oan I survive
My friend-my more than brother 1
I loved him when he was alive,
I ne'er can love another 1"
Then she head-foremost down the hill
Fell in her comrade's track,
A.nd thus the corpse of little Jill
Was found with that of Jack.
And so the task I bA.d to do,
With joy I now fulfill,
By giving to the world this true
Account of Jack and Jill.
-.T .-h·mo1'll Knox.

Told by Carl Dnnder.

..

Vheli, now, shildrens, it vhas once upon a
time dot a leedle oldt womans lifs mit der
Black Forest in Shermany. I pelief you haf
all heard of dot Black Forest. · He vhas
called black pecause he vhas green, shust
like any odder forest. She lifs in a leedle
cabin all py herself, und she vhas so poor dot
she sometimes haf to eat roots for supper.
Maybe her husband runs off to America mit
some odder womans, und like enough her
sons and daughters goes py der workhouse.
I doau' know if dot vhas so, but she vhas all
py herself, und she vhas RO oldt und poor
und lonesome dot it makes you feel badt if
you see her. One night vhen dis oldt womans goes to bedt seek some:pody ll:nocks on
(}er door,

" Hello l Who vhas dot?"
"Mel"
" Who vhas me?"
" I vhas named Shon Schmidt, und I vhas
a traveler in distress. I lose my vhay,. und I
doan' haf something to eat for two days."
".Vhell, I vhas old und poor, but I let you
i~ und do all I can."
Und vhen she opens der door in walks a
leedle chap aboudt two feet high. He vhas
smiling all oafer his face, und he rubs his
hands together und says :
"Dot vhas all right, I goes by der house
of some rich •mans, und he tells his dog to
bite me. I comes by your house, und der
door vhas opened to my call of distress.
Honkey, monkey, beeswax, biml"
Und vhen he says like dot der widow's
cabin vhas turned into a house so nice dot
der governor of Missouri would like to lif in
her. Der bushes aroundt der house goes
away und some roses und flower-beds come.
Den more ash a dozen wagons drive up und
take off furniture, clothing, shewelry, und so
on, und dot leedle chap takes off his hat und
says:
"Ah l there, my shestnut, all dis vhas for
you. It pays you for being so good to me.
If you do an' open dot door you get nothings.·
Run oop sht!lirs und look in der glass."
She goes like she vhas in some dreams, und
vhen she looks in der glass she cries oudt mit
happiness. She vhas no longer some oldt womans, but a girl again, und so shtylish und
handsome dot if she goes along Woodward
avenue all der mashers vhas crazy oafer her.
In her ears vhas diamonds, und on her fingers
vhas rings of pearl and ruby, und vhen she
look at 4er dress it vhas $2 silk und haf a
train six feet long.
Vhell, shildren, you may pelief dot gal vhas
so happy she doan' shpeak. Dot house und
everything belongs to· her, und all der weekly
payment vhas paid oop. By and by she
touches a silver bel!' on der table, and sixteen hired girls fly oop shtairs and shtand in
a row und say :
" 0 most noble countess, we await thy
orders."
Und she touch another bell, und sixteen
butlers und coachmen und grooms fly oop
shtairs und say:
"0 noble lady, please shtep on our necks."
Vhell, shildren, in two weeks dot gal vhas
married to a prince, und she vhas happy und
lifs to be two hoonered years oldt. It vhas a
great lesson for you. If you '\'bas seek in
bedt some dark night und a tramp come along
und vhas hungry you must get up und let
him in und make some banquet. Maybe he
vhas in disguise und all your happiness vhas
at shtake. Dot vhas all, und if dis leedle
shtory vhas der means of making you all
princesses und so happy as nefer vhas, I shall
be glad all oafer my boots.-Detroit Free
Press.

Correspondence.
ARMSTRONG, lA., April 19, 1888.
DEAR MI!!S WIXON: The Liberal book that
I hav read is ''Little Lessons for Little Folks."
The snow was all gone, and yesterday it
started to rain, and then it changed into snow.
It all melted away to-day, and the men are
working in the field. My brother and I are
just getting over an attack of sore eyes.
I would like the children of the Corner to
write and describe the country that they liv
in. Welivin the northwestern part of Iowa.
The climate is very hot in the summer and
severely cold in the winter. The east branch
of the Desmoines river runs south and west of
·our place. This part of the country is thickly
settled.
I would like to belong to the Speak No
Evil Society. It is not right to call the people names when they call you names. It only
belittles yourself. I would like to correspond
with Ethel G. Streeter, if she should see this
letter; she livs in the state I would like to liv
in. I send my love to you.
Yours truly,
ETHEL BURT.
BARRE, MAss., April 26, 288.
DEAR Miss WIXON: Can you say a few
words in your Children's Corner in commendation of" Belle Long" and its author?
She is a very worthy young woman, living in
Merrimac, Wis. She published the book just
before the Liberal was suspended, expecting
that paper would advertise it, and is left in
the lurch. It would be a great favor if you
could say you had read the book, liked it,
and it was kept for sale by its author, Adelaide Randall, Merrimac, Wis., price six cents,
including postage. I hav no other object in
view but to aid her. She wants to get her
money back; writes me she would be glad if
she could get back as many cents as she has
expended dollars.
Please excuse alL I hav been unusually
ill for two months, and only took up my pen
to oblige and aid Miss RandalL
Yours for truth,
ELLA E. GmsoN .
["Belle Long" is a well-told little &tory,
and almost an;rone can spare six: ce.qts to help

a poor girl on and to get her money back. tacked and killed on the spot. A single grave
All good Liberal effort should be encour- was quickly dug, and they were all dropped
aged.-Eo. C. C.]
into it.
OMAHA, NEB., April22, 1888.
DEAR Miss WixoN: Inclosed I send you a
little book with views of Omaha, which a
gentleman gave me at school one day. This
book has views which I think are not in the
illustrated Bee.
The two sample letters mamma told me to
clip from the daily World and send to you,
where you can read all about Omaha.
ANNIE s. COLVIN.
[Annie will please accept thanks for the
pretty book of views, and also her mamma
has our thanks for the interesting slips.
Omaha must be a very stirring place, and her
people bright and wide awake. It does one
good to read of so much life and energy.Eo. C. C.]

Fruits of Columbia.

The fruits and vegetables in Columbia are
delicious, and grow without culture or care.
The plantain is in universal use, and is alway.;
served as a vegetable. It is fried and boiled
when the skin is yellow, when it is known as
"green" plantain, and when it is black and
the fruit is considered thoroughly ripe. The
banana is never fried in the tropics, but is
always served as a fruit. There are many
varieties of banana. One of the most delicious· species in' flavor and fragrance is the
little Guinea banana, which is scarcely a
finger in length. The red· banana is not a
different species, but a variety produced by
grafting at Baracoa, Spain. All the bananas
in Columbia are yellow. The 'caruba, or pasSPRING GRoVE, ILL., April17, 1888.
Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Dear Madam: I sion flower fruit, the custard apple, called by
will again try to write a few lines to your an enthusiastic traveler ''the spiritualized
interesting Corner.
straw9erry," and the guava are all delicious
My grandpa has taken THE TRUTH SEEKER fruits which never reach our northern markets
for many years, and since the first of this year in perfec_t_i_o_n_._ _ _....__ _ _ _ __
papa has taken it. I like the pictures very
much and am much interested in the ChilFour Drinks.
dren's Corner. The compositions from the
Policeman No. 67 was an older and more
youl;lg Liberals are very good. I think that
George Remsburg writes very nicely.
thoughtful man than is usually found on the
I liv on a farm of 321 acres. I hav to go municipal force. He was retained, in spite
about a mile and three-fourths to schooL I
study reading, arithmetic, history, grammar, of his gray hairs, because of his stanch integrity. He was apt, in his leisure moments,
geography, and spelling.
I do not hav many household pets, but I to look below the misery-"and crime which
hav two little sisters and two brothers.
came in his way, to find their cause..
We hav an organ, but I hav never taken
" I was once standing in front of Tuft's
any lessons yet. I hope to, some time soon.
If this letter appears in print, I will write saloon," he said, one day, " when the barkeeper set down a blue bottle on the counter,
again some time and try to do better.
With best respects to the Corner, I remain, and said,' There are just four drinks in that.'
Your friend,
It occurred to me I'd like to trace up them
GRAOE A. S:fOEVENS (aged fourteen).
four drinks-where they went and what they
did.
PRINOETON, Mo., April 7, 1888.
" Well," continued the policeman, "a woDEAR MISs WixoN: I am not a child, but I
hav four children, and .they. are all genuin man got the first glass. She wasn't an old
little truth seekers. 'I'hey ask questions that woman, nor used to whisky; about thirty
would puzzle a divine. I believe that we years old, had been pretty once, and accusare the only avowed Infidel family in Mercer tomed to having a gay time, I suppose. She
county. I see a letter from Jennie Gigray,
of Osceola, Iowa. She livs close to my hus- was on her way home now from a day's hard
band's brother, Joe Graves. They say that work, .tired and cold, and the whisky was a
Jennie is such a smart little girL I like to temptation. It would take the place of the
read the little folks' letters-they are so free dance and theater and fun. She turned down
from guile. I think our next generation will into a by-street, and stopped at the door of a
be so much better than the present one
on account of the advance of Liber!ll ideas. snug littie house.
" I knew her husband, Crafts, the carpenI think every little reader of the Children's
Corner ought to cut out the piece, ''Don't Do ter, a cheerful, hard-workil1g fellow. He
It," written in THE TRUTH SEEKER by Miss opened the door, and her baby ran out to
Wixon, March 24th, and put it where they
can read it every morning when they get up. meet her. She struck it down to the ground
Miss Wixon, go ahead with your good work; with an oath. Her husband looked at her,
you are doing more good than a dozen and fell back as though he, too, had been
preachers.
Yours truly,
strnck. Then he picked up the child and
MRs. ELLA M. GRAVES.
carried it into the pretty, warm room. I saw
[Thanks for the kindly sentiments above. the mother lying stretched across the hearth
The approval of the readers of the Corner, as though she were dead.
and the consciousness that we are doing a
" The second drink out of the bottle, the
little good in the world, are incentivs to con- barkeeper told me, was given to old 8tacy.
tinue the work iri which we are engaged.- He i~ nigh seventy, and soaked with liquor;
Eo. C. C.]
blood, stomach, and brain poisone:l by it.
------~~-----There's not a healthy atom of flesh left in his
An Ant Funeral.
body, not a good feeling in his heart, nor a
The following incident appears in the manly thought in his head. The drink only
"Proceedings of the Linnean Society," hav- helped, with all the liquor that he has drunk,
ing been communicated ·to that learned body to kill him surely inch by inch.
by an observer in Australia. The writer saw
"By this time I had got back to the saloon,
a large number of ants surrounding some and in a fe:w minutes I saw a young man
that he had killed, and determined to watch named Waters stop for the next. He had
their proceedings closely. Accordingly he fol- been drinking already; I called to him. I
lowed four or five that started off from the used to know Waters, a young clerk, with a
rest toward a hillock a short distance off, in good salary; had a nice little home, and
which was an ant's nest. This they entered, pretty wife and babies. He's quarrelsome in
and in about five minutes they reappeared, drink, and a glass or two upsets him.
followed by others. All fell into rank, regu"Waters,' I said, 'don't drink that; you've
larly and slowly, two by two, until they ar- had enough.'
rived at the spot where lay the dead bodies
"But he laughed, took his drink, and went
of the soldier ants.
down the street. A few minutes later I heard
In a few minutes two of the ants advanced a row going on and followed him. He had
and took up the body of one of their com- picked a quarrel with one of his friends and
rades, then two others, and so on, until all shot him dead. Waters was sentenced to ten
were ready to march. First walked two ants years; his home is broken up; his wife takes
bearing a body, and then two without a bur- in washing to keep her children from starvden, then two others with another dead ant, ing.
and so on, until the line was extended to
" There was one drink left in the bottle.
about forty pairs, and the procession now An hour later a young lad .came in, a brightmoved slowly onward, followed by an irregu- faced boy, the son of Dr. Bunker. He's about
lar body of about two hundred ants. Occa- sixteen now. I've watched him grow up since
sionally the two laden ants stopped, and lay- he was a baby in his pretty lace dresses. I
ing down the dead body it was taken up by know what he i~ to his mother. They hav
the two walking unburdened behind them, but this one child. I think. they never heard
and thus, by occasionally relieving each other, of a good or great man that they do· not
fancy Jim will be like him.
they arrived at a sandy spot near the sea.
The body of ants now commenced digging
"He tossed off the drink, and went down
with their jaws a number of holes in the the street, with a red face and leering, stupid
ground, in each of which a dead ant was laid. eyes. He is on the same road as Waters and·
Then they all fell to and filled up the graves. old Stacy. They are a little ahead of him.
This did not quite finish the remarkable cir"I only traced up those four drinks; but I
cumstances attending the insect funeraL know there is not a drop of liquor which goes
Some six or seven of the ants had attempted out of Tuft's saloon which does not help to
to run off without performing their share of carry discomfort, ill-temper, misery, disease,
the task of digging; these were caught and poverty, and disgrace into some wretched.
brought back, wl.le:p they were at once at- unfqrt\lnate lwme."-:Youtlt's Com:panio'l!-, ·,
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NEVER FORGETTING.
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1'he Boston Post says : "This book actually
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Price by mail $1.
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J. E,. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbur!l' are:
The Ohurch and Morality; Oriminal Stattstics,
showing the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiaries i the Ohurch and·Oivilizatiolli ; the
Ohurch ana Science; the Ohurch and Learning;
the Ohurch and Liberty h. the Ohurch and the
Antislavery Reform ; t e Woman's Rights
Movement; the Tem_perance Reform; the
Ohurch and the Republic.
.
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Theo. Parker,
Benj. Franklin,
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and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point or view. Large
and handsome print. The question is discussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
Sunda:y Arguments; Origin of Christian Sabbath; 'l'estimony of the Christian Fathers; The
Sabbath durin!l' the Middle A_ges; The Puritan
Sabbath ; Testimony of Ohnstian Reformers,
Scholars, and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
Law~. Price, 25 cents; six copies, $1.00.
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Marriage and Parentage.
In Their Sanitary and Physiologtcal Relations,
and in Their Bearing on the Producing
of Ohildren of Fmer Health and
Greater Ability.
BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
The Sclenttt!o American says : " Books on this
subject are usually written by cranks, but this is
radtcally different; it ts•scientlfic, sober, clean,
and worthy of consmentious constderatwn by every posstble parent, and particularly by the
young." $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Oo.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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W ettstein•s World-Renowned, Warranted Watches
and Watchwm·k.
OOIN SILVER STEM-WINDERS. 3 ounce cases 7
jewels, $12; 4 ounce, 11 jewels, $15 ;· do, 15 jewels,
$18; do, adjusted, $22 ; do, extra fine, a perfect
watch, named " Otto Wettstein," i25; 5 ounce
cases, $1.50; 6 ounce oases, $3.50 more.
BEST FILLED GoLD W ATOHEB. Open face, 7 jewels, $16.50; 11 jewels, $18.50; 15 jewels, $21.50; ad.
justed, $25.50; with " Otto Wettstem" movement,
$28.50. In hunting cases, from $5 to t8.50 more.
Ladies best hunting filled cases, 7 jewels, $20; 11
jewels, $22 ; 15 jewels, $28. Extra fine, diamond in
case, $8 more.
LADIES' SoLID GoLD WATCHES. 14 k, 7 jewels,
$30 ; 11 jewels, $32 ; 15 jewels, $38. All hunting,
stemwinding, elegantly engraved. Heavier cases,
Louis XIV. style, enameled, embos1ecil, and set
with di<tmonds, $5 to $100 more,
GENTS' SoLID GoLD WATCHES. 14 k, light
weight, 7 jewels, $40 ; U jewels, $42; 15 jewels, $45;
adjusted, $49; with" Otto >Yeti stem" movement,
$52. 1ieav1er cBses, $3 to $25 · more. Fancy
watches, from $100 to$300. All sent prepaid, and
cash back if not satisfactory.
WATOHWORK. The best in the world. Gleaning, $1; main springs, $1; jewels,$1. Oan be sent
a thousand miles as well as one, per reg. mail or
exPress. Inclose $1 or $2, and I will return free.
All watches and work wan-anted to giv satisfac.
tion, or cash refunded.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, ill.
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MIRACLES

MIRACLE WORKERS.
By JOHN PECK.
" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything
within the realm of the possible is no miracle.''
Plice, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

THE

By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.
Revised Edition-2 vols-Price, $8,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
THE

SHAKER EYE and EAR BALSAM
Sixty-fi'l!e Years' In'l!ariable Success.
Jr" FOR ALL DISEA!lES Ol!' EYES OR EARS. Im •

mediate relief from Granulations, Inflammations,
Dim Vision, Watery Gatherings, and Failina
Sight of Eyes. Deafness, Drumming, Ringing ot
the Ears dispelled by a few applications. Catarrhal difficulties of Eyes or Ears instantly removed. Sent the world over. Box with instructions, by mail, 30 cents.
G. A. LOMAS,
Shakers P. 0 .• N.Y.
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FIElD-INGERSOLl ;.
DISCUSSION.
Reminiscences of a Preacner.
~
FAITH OR ~f!_NOSTIOISM? !
A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,

Two Letters from Dr. Field, D.D .. editor of the

E-<

Agnoa.tic has used htm accordmgly. Dr. Fteld•s
arguments, however, are broken in pieces.

~

THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION.

0

EvanoeU•t, to Oolonel Ingersoll, and l'tl
Author of "Exeter Hall," "Heathens of the Presbyterian
two ReplieS' thereto. Dr. Field is one of the ex- til
Heath," '' Family Creeds," '' Beauceedingly few Christians who havopposed Oolonel E-<
Ingersoll kindly and . courteous~y, and the Gre,.t
tiful Snow," etc., etc.

6UPTU RES GU BEDb,

delivered in Paine Hall, before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, .Ta.nuary 29, 1884. Price,
10 oentu.
'fHE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOCY
AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN.
Carefully revised edition, wtth 111 tllnstratwns.
The most perfect book for men and women ever
published. 50,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. Illustrated catalog free.

Of Europe.

28 WHITEHALL ST., NEW YOBX,

The story is used by the author to teach Free'rhomas Paine. The Apostle of Re- thought,
to remove superstition from tho minds
ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story of those who would not read a polemical es•ay,
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the lead- and to urge facts against the various clmrchos,
ing traits of his character and genius, and vin- believing which their suppmters will desert th~m.
dicates w~ name from the aspersions cast upon The book is an argument as well as a novel, but
it. Ohoiue extracts from ' Oommon Sense," the serious predicaments of the hero are skilfuliy
"American Orisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age used to lure the reader along, and to induce him
of Reason "are given; also, tributes-to Paine's to take the antidote to theological poisoning with·
character from more than one hundred noted out knowing it. Mr. McDonnell writes effectivly
persons of Europe and America, many of them and convincmgly, and always braces his romances
written expressly. for this work. Second edi- with facts on one side and figures on the other.
tion\ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted paper, Those who hav read his previous worka need not
neatlY bound, and containing a handsome be advised to purchase this; they will probably do
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents; so at once.
cloth, 75 oen ts.
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 75 cents.
Image Breaker. Six Lectures: DeAddress 1'HE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washington an Unbeliever; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Paine and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 ots.

The Apostle of Liberty. An address

Geo. Washington,
Stephen Girard,
Gilbert Vale,
LYdia Maria Ohild,
Gerritt Smith,
John W. Draper.

. PRICE, 25 CENTS.

Will send pure Quinine Pills, 2 grains~ by mail for
75 cents .per hundred, 40 cents for nfty. 'ronic
Pills for loss of appetite and strength, 6s cents per
hundred. A good 'rruss for $1.50; giv size around
body, state which side is ruptured. For $1 with
10 cents for postage, we will send 3 pairs of our
celebrt>ted Acme Lens Spectacles or Eye-Glasses
for trial; select the pair that fits and return the
other two pairs. Send a line of the finest print
cau read 15 inches from the eye. If you are
Bible .Morals. Twenty Orimes and you
neat·sighted write us before sending. Wrtte us
Vices Sanctioned by ScriQture ; Falsehood and for
catalog
of Abdomin,.l Supporters, Skirt SupDeception ; Oheating: Theft and Robbery; porters, Shoulder
Braces, and Elastic Stockings
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of for swelled hmbs and
veins. We want
Oonquest and Extermination; Despotism; In- lady agents. We hav enlarged
sole agency for the
tolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman; well-known Acme Blood the
Balm,
satd
to be almost
Unkindness to Ohildren; Oruelty to Animals; infallible in the treatment of all Blood,
Lung,
Human Sacrifioea; Cannibalism; Witchcraft.; and Liver disorders, price $1 for large bottles,
Slavery; Polyg_amy; Intemperance; Poverty bottles for $5, free by express to any part of the6
and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscen- United States.
1Y10
ity. 1'1 JOe, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best

E. L. Youmans,
Ollas. Sumner,
Thos. Paine,
Abner Kneeland,
Horace Greeley,
Abby Kelly Foster,
Wm. De:aton,

BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
;:: Godeu's Lady's Book says : " We giv our cordial
approbation to this work. The mformation it
contains is most imyortant, and, we are fully convinced, reliable." Price by mail, $1.

mylUedlco.l Compound and Impro..-ed
Elastic Supporter Tru~s mJ,rom30 to
90 days. Reliable telercnr.es g!ven. Send
stamp for circular, cwd sav an what paper
vou ~aw mv advertUiement.

Addresl!l Q~P1-

. :w, J.. ColllaP.Bm!tlnil!e,ltftriDI 0!1. It~.

·

Price, 50 cents in paper ; $1.00 in cloth.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

.JU!!IT OUT.

Christian Absurdities.
BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
DO YOU WANT a l!]_easant, healthful, cheap
home in the South 1 Write Leftwich B.ros. and
Ourtis, Florence, Ala.
1Y54

~
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Is a ::Jta1tch 1nfidel and a Successful Physicia-n.
The Better Way, of Cincinnati, 0., says," We are
assured that Dr. Fellows, the eminent specialist of
Vineland, N. J., is an educated gentleman of superior mind and large attainments._ and that success in his profession has brought nim business,
not only from all parts of this country1. but from
foreign Bhores. He is m the prime OI life and
able to transact his varwus professional duties
promptly and well and giv satisfaction in every
mstance. His references are numbered by thousands."
Dr. Fellows treats all those peculiar diseases
resulting_ from indiscretion and ignorance of
youth. Those who are ailing should send 10 cents
for the Dr.'slittle book setting forth an EXTERNAL
APPLICATION-a positiv cure.
Address
DR. B. P. FELLOWS,
Vineland. N. J,
ur- Mention this paper.
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That Badger Boy At Sunday-School.
THE LESSON OF MOSES AND PHARAOH.
"I will read you a portion of the story of
Moses and Aaron," said the teacher on this
"holy Sabbath" morn, and forthwith proceeded to read the interesting fables relating to· the above-named personages, at the
conclusion saying to the children-hers was a
boys' class-that any of them could ask such
questions as the reading prompted, urging
them to do so. None had any questions to
ask, apparently, and for a wonder that boy
James was backward in coming forward, all
the others looking at him as though expecting, if not indeed hoping, that he would come
to the front as their representativ. Shortly
he shied his castor into the ring, figurativly
speaking, and, after some light sparring,
struck out from. the shoulder, as it were, with
telling effect.
" I know what Mose and Aaron said to one
another, mum. Said AaroB to Moses, let's
cut off our noses; said Moses to Aaron, it's
the fashion to wear 'em."
This p1eased the boys, and the teacher
smiled and chided not.
" Some facetious rhymester was the author
of those lines, James, and not Moses and
Aaron."
"Yes'm:. Was Faro a free agent, mum?"
" Certainly, James."
"What did God harden Faro's heart with,
mum-glue water or plaster Paris ?"
"James Badger, I'm ashamed of you 1"
"No'm, don't. Was Faro a free agent
then, mum ?" · (This was the shot from the
shoulder, and, in the vernacular of slang, it
"knocked the teacher silly." Like the boy
who rolled out of bed, she for a moment had
nothing to say, but finally she stammered a
response.)
"Er-was Pharaoh-er-a free-I declare,
James, you-er-ask such-er-strange questions I I never saw such another boy. When
God hardened-at-Pharaoh's heart, Pharaoh
was-er [here she received " inspiration"]well, God didn't want him to be a free agent
then, and that's all there was about it." (Alas
for the "inspiration!" She had put her foot
in it-not in the inspiration, but as understood.)
"Then he do1:1e just as God wanted him to,
didn't he, mum? So what did God sour onto
)urn for?"
"James Badger, you're just too irreverent
for anything, and I shan't answer your
wicked questions, there now I"
" Y es'm. There wasn't no bullfrogs in the
bulrushes where the woman left the kid, was
there, mum ?"
" Bullfrogs I How do I know, you little
monkey you !-the idea I"
" Huh 1 you might know well 'nuff, ·mum,
'cos no woman would wade in where a lot of
bullfrogs was-l'll bet you wouldn't, not
bare leg--"
"You James Badger, you stop, now!"
"Yes'm. Why didn't Mose turn a whole
lot o' sticks into snakes, mum, and open a
dime museum?"
" 0 you wicked little wretch I I wish I
could turn you into a - - "
" What-a snake ? I bet you don't, mum.
I'd scare ~our liver'n lights out, you bet I"
"You wretched boy !-you go right home
this minute."
"No'm-don't. I'll bet you'd knock spots
outer Faro's daughter for good looks, mum.
I'm offle -fond of obbun hair, mum." (This
piece of taffy mollified the aged maid.)
"Are you, deac.? You don't know how
pleased I am to know it, James."
"Yes'm. Was it fair shakes for God to
harden Faro's heart, mum? Why didn't he let
the duffer play his own hand? as pop says."
"James, we mustn't ask such questions."
"No'm. What made the Lord keep tellin'
Mose that he was the Lord all the time ?
Couldn't Mose remember, mum, or was he
shaky 'bout b'lievin' ?"
"James, you must not talk so."
"No'm. It was nip and tuck, as pop says,
with Mose and Faro's sharp3 on the magic
racket, wasn't it, mum ? There wasn't no
flies on Mose in that fly time he fetched on,
though."
'' 0 you boy 1 do stop, will you ?"
"Yes'm. Would you like to been in
Egypt when them lice--"
" 0 you horrid, horrid boy I Do go
home!"
'' N o'm- don't. Them 'Gypshens was
muffs to lend the Sheneys all their jewelry,
wasn't they, mum?"
" They couldn't help it, you boy; God
made them do so."
"Wasn't it mean for God to put up such a
job-"
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"You James Badger, I wonder God does
not strike you dead this minute I"
" Would he strike a little boy dead, mum?
That wouldn't be no fair shakes, mum. He'd
better take a fellow of his size. Why don't
he knock out the devil-is the devil too many
for him, mum ?"
"You Badger boy-you awful wretch!do you want me to call the superintendent?"
"Yes'm. The super's .mashed on you,
mum.. He's just dead gone on your lovely
obbun hair, mum."
"James, dear, you mustn't talk so."
"No'm. Why didn't God build. a bridge
for the Sheneys, mum? Gouldn't he done it?"
"Of course, but he chose to divide the
waters, James."
"What was he so sweet on the 8heneys for,
mum?"
"You mustn't speak of them in that way,
James. They were Hebrews."
·
" Yes'm. But Hebrews is Sheneys, mum."
"Do stop, you boy, do."
"Yes'm. Where was Mose when the light
went out, mum?"
"I won't listen to any more of your wicked
questions, you James Badger.''
"No'm. Didn't the Lord promis to go
with the Sheneys once, muni, and back out?"
"You needn't ask me any such questions."
"No'm. Was the calf solid gold, mum,
or plated p•r
" Shut up, you wicked boy!"
"Yes'm. Didn't Mose hav the gall, mum,
·when he told the Lord to repent?" (Severe
silence on the teacher's part.) "Them Sheneys had lots o' quail on toast, didn't they,
mum?"
"Now, you James Badger, you go home.
I won't listen another minute to such a little
wretch! The class is dismissed." Thus
broke up the sean<;e of Moses and Pharaoh.
Sr SwKUM.

Obituary.
A. Wallace Hughan, for many years a subscriber for THE TRUTH BEEKER, died suddenly at his cigar store in Oakland, Cal., on
Saturdf!.y, April 14th. He was a member of
St. Andrew's Society, and the Presbyterian
chaplain of that society, the Rev. Mr. MeLean, would hav been employed to officiate
at the funeral but for Mr. Hughan's request
that Mr. A. H. Shou, a fellow-Freethinker,
should say the last words made necessary and
appropriate by his death. The Oakland
Enquirer gave the following account of the
services:
The burial of the late A. Wallace Hughan,
yesterday, was more devoid of funeral ceremonies, perhaps, than any other interment
which has taken p1ace in Mountain View
cemetery at which there were friends or relativs to bear the corpse to the grave. There
were no religious services of any kind. DUF-·
ing the earlier part of the day the body lay in
a handsome coffin at Evers's undertaking
rooms on Washington street. There were
enough white roses and other pale blossoms,
which had been sent by friends of the deceased, to almost cover the coffin from view,
and several wreaths rested against the supports of the bier. The face of the deceased
was natural, and wore a peaceful look.
.
At 3 o'clock twenty or thirty friends of
the deceased, including a delegation from St.
Andrew's Society, of which the deceased had
been a member, had assembled. The c.offin
was closed and placed in the hearse, and, attended by the pall-bearers, the procession
started for the cemetery. Arrived there, the
spot selected for the grave was found to 'Qe
on a side-hill on the southern side of the
cemetery, not far from the first fountain.
The pall-bearers, who were H. Youngs,
William Collins, J. L. McKay, A. H. 1;\hou,
Captain Todd; and John H. Kirk, placed the
coffin on the brink of the grave.
Deceased had requested Mr. Samuel Putnam, the well-known orator of the Freethinkers, to make an address at his grave, but Mr.
Putnam was unavoidably absent. A. H.
Shou, however, came forward and spoke as
follows:
"By the will of our friend, and in the absence of Mr. Putnam, I am called upon to
say a few words at our friend's grave-a task
I hav never heretofore been called upon to
perform; still, I must not evade his last request. We are here not to praise our friend;
we are here not to ·blame him; we are here to
bury his body. His wish, as expressed in his
will, was that his body should be cremated,
but in the absence of a crematory in this city
or in San Francisco, his friends, the members
of the St. Andrew's Society, believed it would
be more in accordance with the other request
stated in the will, viz., that the funeral
should be of the simplest and most ine!pen.
siv kind, to bury the body at Mountain View
cemetery, than to go to the expense and
trouble of sending the remains to Los Angeles
to be cremated. And !, as one of his friends
and companions in his Liberal and tolerant
view of things, heartily concur in this belief.
The opinion of our friend as to cremation
being the best way to dispose of the body
was not a sentiment, but a sincere conviction;

and if his friends should contend for carrying
out his wish in this respect, they believe they
would err in the other extreme on account of
sentiment.
"Now as to our friend as we knew him.
He was very humane; he had a kind heart
and a conscientious mind; he was tolerant of
other men's convictions, and was hQnest and
truthful in his dealings. With regard to
creeds he believed that they had an average
fitness to the minds of those who professed
to believe them, but as these minds were ever
in process of changing, the creeds were becoming unfit to represent the progress of the
ages, and therefore should be cast off as an
old suit of clothes whenever they became
outworn, outgrown, or unseemly. With such
a mind this man was always tolerant of the
opinions of. other men and demanded the
same tolerance of his own.
"Now, as our friend was always fond of
flowers, and as my wife and I often carried
him a bouquet, we will for the last time place
these blossoms on his casket."
This address being concluded, the casket·
was lowered into the grave by the undertaker's assistants, the earth was thrown into it,
and the circle of friends stood around and
watched the labor in sorrow and silence.
When it was completed they quietly dispersed.

Ingersoll's W'o:rks.
The Gods. Paper, 50 eta ; cloth, $1.

In five lectures-1... comprising, "The Gods "
"Humboldt " " ·.1·nomas Paine," "Individuality," and " Heretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 eta ; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Ghosts" "Liberty· for Man,
Woman, and Ohild," "The Declaration of Inde_IJendimce," "About· Farmin_g in Illinois,"
"The Grant Banquet " "The Rev. Alexander ·
Clark," "The Past Rises before Me Like a
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."

Some .Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
fnterviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.
What .Must We Do to Be Saved~ Paper, 25 cents.
The Christian Religion. By R. G.
lngersoY, Judge Jeremiah B. Black, and Prof.
George .If. Fisher. · Paper, 50 cents: cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.

lngersoll Catechised: His Answers to

a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San Franotsca·n. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen : 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3. ·
Millions of these should be circulated.

Vindication of Thomas Paine from

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parentJess, with little money, fair education, and much
courage, to make their way through the world by
going to Chicago. '.rhe author is also the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a working girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
and disreputable hypocrits. It is just such a story
of human life as we should expect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in ; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attentiOn
of the rest of the world Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

ROBERT G. lNG.ERSOLL'S
Great Ccntcnnfal Oration
ON THE

Declaration of Independence;
ALSO THE

Lmmortal Document,
And the National Anthem entitled:

"LAND OF LIBERTY."
Price, 6 cts ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.'
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

Fathers of Our Republic,
Paine, J etlerson, Washington,
Franklin.
A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth A·anual
Congress of the American Secular Union,
in Chickering Hall, New York,
November 13, 1886.
By JOliN E. REMSBURG.
Price 15 cents.
Addreas THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

New Edition, Revised and EnlarJred.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBE:6T G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
The Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Misil Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.: with autograph, 50 cts.

Nl)w

fREE

56 pages, 12mo, paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post paid. Printed in
large, clear type, and containing as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.

·

,Udress on the Civil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
[ngersoll's Lectures Complete.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's worksJ the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Orthodoxy," bound in one beautiful volume, in half
calf, library style, an:d containing over 1[300
pall'es, which is sold at the exceedingll( ow
pnce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid.

Tributes.

There hav been so many

applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "The Vision
of War," the "Grant Banquet Toast," that
they hav been printed on heav;v toned paper,
18x22, illuminated border, and m large, clear
type, suitable for framing, and the three will
be forwarded to any address, for 25 cts, or
either one for 15 cts.

Prose Poems and Selections.

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In fa.ctt one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issuea. It contains, besides the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The work is designed
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help It serve this
purpose_\ a fine steel portrait, with autogra~;>h
fac simile, has been prepared especially for It.
Price! in silk cloth, beveled edges..> gilt b'ack
and s de, $2.50; in half calf, mottle a edges, elegant llbrary style, 4.50; in full Tnrke~ morocco, gilt, exquisitly fine, 7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

Life.

A Prose Poem.

Printed in

eolors on board, beveled gilt edges.

50 cent&.

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.
boudoir, S1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

SING, BROTHERS, SING.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

In your meetings, tg.make them lively and interestmg. THE LIBERAL HYli!N·BooK contains songs
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It is highly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examine.d it. Price,
25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co.

Vol. Kelso's Works.
The Bible Analyzed. "For Sledgehammer Logic unsurpassed."
silk cloth, $3.

avo., 833pp.,

Deity Analyzed and the Devil's Defense. A thorough analysis of the

claims for the existence of the Bible deity, and
an examination in verse of the charges l!ener.
ally brought al!'ainst his Satanic majesty.
12mo, 466PP., 1.50.

Spiritualism Sustained. This work

goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to
show that Christians are inconsistent in deny.
ing the alleged truths of that philosophy.
Cloth, 12mo, 245Pp., $1.

15 large Pnzzle CardA all diffP.r.
ent and THE FAMILY VISITOR a large 16 r>age Mag.,zme for oue year free
to trial subscribers. ·Send 12 one cent stamps to The Present and the Future
pay posta!l"e• etc., to A. NIELEN, 112 w. S1xth st.,
Republic of ~orth America.
Cmcinnath 0.
BY A. CA.PITA.LIST.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
povert;v, vice_, an~ cril):le.· I.t deals with the J;>resent
REDUCED IN PRICE.
conditiOns or soCiety In this country, pointing out
We hav made arrangements whereby we can their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
Impossible that the people should be other than
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Inger- poor and vicious under our present system. The
soll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are remedy, the author thinks. is in communal life,
and he has drawn a viVId picture of the future
printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illumi- Republic of North Amenca, as it will be when
nated border, large clear type, suitable for fram- society shall be organized on the principles of
Rational Communism. The book is vigorously
ing. The titles are:
and interestingly written.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM.

Ing-ersoll's Tributes.

The Vision of War,
· The Grant Banquet Toast.

Paper,oOc; cloth, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

The price of these heretofore hail been 50ots. We
offer them at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH: THE
Steel engravings of this cPlebrated naturalist,
Two FOR TWENTY•FIVE OTB• Mai·1ed secure 12x15
inches, suitable for framinl?, ~ent poetpaid
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, fofl5 cents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
28 LafaYette Pl., New York.

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE PERSONAL EXISTENCE-AFTER
BIBLE.
DEATH IMPROBABLE.
By L. R. SMITH.
A perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. ThoUI!'h
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W. Patirphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents.
H. BuRR, one of our ablest correspondents.' More
than 30,000 copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cenl s.
Published and for sale by
For sale at thiS office.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
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Paino

Vin~icata~!

A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York OlJBerver'B slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both . the slanders and
their refutation,

-oBY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-oThe New York OlJBerver (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.

ARGUMENT

THE FORUM.
Ohicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evenina at 7:80 p,JIL, corner Bangamon street and
Washineton boulevard. Lectures and debates.
Stranaers from abroad are welcome.

BY

Robert G. Ingersoll,

PHILADELI'HU LmERAL LEAGUE 25'1

IN TBB

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
l!'OB

"BLASPHEMY,"
AT

MORRISTOW.N,

303.

NEW JERSEY.

sienographieally reported, and riJ'Dised by f/1..6 U~~.~:tlwr.
Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

TOGETHER WITH

meets every Sunday in lridu&trial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :80 and 7 :80 p,![, for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.
BACON AND S.HA.K.SPERE.
Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not write.
The Sonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WH. HENBY
Bmm. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest or all A.nti•Bibll·
eal \V orks.

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his ~rea~ forensic powers •. All his heart arid brain
By THOMAS PAINE,
are in it, It is one of his greatest productions. I~ is 1n his chosen field of mtellec.tual o,ombat, a.nd
ROliN CATHOLIC CANARD. we
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
see him as the splendid champion of huma11. liberty and the rights o_f m!'-n· H1s love of freedol)l
justice. hatred of tnanny !1-nd chains, liiYIJ;lP&thy for the oppr~ssed, m1sgu1ded, and enthralled, h18 Price, Single Oopies, 25 cents. Six copies for
A FaUricated .Account of a 8c6n6 at the Death- and
courage and candor, hav in thiS ArglUilent full scope of expres8lon, &f!d he makes grand use of ~he
$1.00.
opportunity.
Such a flood of light-of eloquence, leaal leaming,log~c, pathos, poetry, and patnotbe& of Tlwma8 Pai'M.
ISm-is not often poured out in a court of justice.
.
. .
The many_calls for this Argument in complete !I-nd. accurate shape hav led~ this pu\Jlicat!On,
THE CRISIS.
BY W. H. BURR.
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publicatiOns are the merest fict10nB-repnnts from
·
..
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's meager and misleading newspa)Jer references.
Bv
Thom.as Paine.
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an address to a. jury: sta~eBplen and polltldying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
Speaking of this work in connection with the
a clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patnotlc, and free men
(upon which the 0/Jserver relies to prove its princi- cians
and women everywhere a Maana Charta of their r~ts.
proP<>sed -tndependence of America from Great
pal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
' Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,ll8 Lafayette Place, New York city.
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
ftaming arguments • • • will not leave nlUil·
78pp. Price 15 cents.
bars at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepaAddress
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
ration."
for
Prlee, 3:i tlents.
r.
ers who preserve their paJJers
By B • 1IKTT"Il'L p PUTNAM:
THE STRlJGGLE
AJ!.L\J""'
•
'
-r~•!"B""'
weo:tferanewstyleofbindnerl
For either of these works or &I!J' of Paine's
0
Address THE TRUTH BEEKE:a,
·-eta,...J 1 t"- A~ 86t!Ulotr Union•
nade for the Jlnrpose, a a writin~~:s,
JIOB
"""'r ·" o '"" .a.
1 .....
•......,...""~·'
• .nth the heading. of THE
' 5
rBUTH t!EEKEB pnnted in
Price 10 cents.
l.i
(O.'d letters on the outside.
rhis binder allows the openAddress THlli TBtiTll BEEIOIB 0oHPAl!Y.
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
rug, ol uu, p.-v.,r• vorfectly flat. It also allows the
of men of every age to acqwre greater political
taking out and· replacing of one or more papers
liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very foundafrom any part of the file without disturbina the
tion of the religion of every age; dwelling at
other parts.
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detail- HOW TO STRENCTHEN
Sent· by mail. postl!,aicJz for •1.
ing the account. of slavery in this country, calls
Address THE TRUT.11 BEEKEBl
THE MEMORY;
the attentiOn of thinking men and women to the
tf
28 Lafayette P ,, New York.
position of womankind in America. ThroughoutJ
OB1
the work is replete with astounding facts ana
weighty arguments which cannot fail to interest Natural and Scientific Methods of
the minds of this age.
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
Never Forgetting.
Oloth, 12mo., 188pp,, Price 75 cents.
AND
By
M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafa1ette Place. New York.

A.

THE NEW GOD • BINDER

T~o~~~~!t~~!~!

Religious and Politioa1 Libertv.

GIRARD'S WILL

12mo, 160 pp.,
Address

KERSEY GRA.YES'S WORKS.
Biography of Satan ; or, a Historical

Exposl~lonoftheDevilandhisFieryDomains.

Bi~l;e, :t ceJiibles ;

or, Twenty-seven
Divine Bevelatious.containing a description of
twenty-11even.
bibleserrors
and an
of two
thousand biblical
in exposition
science, history,
mor!Us, religion1 and general events. Also a
delineation of tne characters of the principal
personages of the Christian Bible and an examination of their doctrins. Price, 1.75. ,
&Jixteen
'-laviOI"I'l or None. Bv KEB-,
0
~;:, <&lliner of the World'S Sixteen
BEY GRAVES,
Crucified Saviors; The Bible r.l Bibles, and
Biography of Satan. Oloth, ~ts.; paper, 50cts.
The World's ~ixteen Crucitled ~av•
Ohri ~ 't B f
Ohri t
tOrs; or,
S!d8Jll Y e ore
S •
Containing new and startling revelations in
reli!{ious his~ryJ which disclose the oriental
origm of a,ll the aoctrinesiprincip!e!J precepts,
and miraCles of the Ohris 1an New Testament1
and furnishing a key for unlocking many ox
its sacred mysteries, besides comprising the
history of sixteen oriental crucified,..Kods. 1.50.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

S. P. Putnam's Works.

• • •

• • $1.00.

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

(J_lRY
sn~u• ARE ;
X
•
OB,
The Church of Practical Reli...ton.
!I.&

Girard College Theology.

AN EXPOSE
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
churches and Young Men'S
Christian Allsociation.
By BIOH, B. WEBTBBOOKt D.D., LL.D.
Price $1.
Address THE TBUTH BEEJtEB,

BY REPORTER.
NEW EDITION.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
'uncle Job SaWYer, the pastor, having established
·
OB,
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital quest10ns
of hlUilan concern, religious, political, and other.
The
Origin
of
the
Christian Religion
wise. The book is written in well-chosen Ianguage, and easily understood. There is just suffiand the Significance of its
cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
b · b
ht
Rise and Decline.
hold his attention while the truth is emg rong
to his mind.
·
For sale at this ofll.ce. Price, 11.00.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
_

The Secret of the East,

ROMAN ISM,
OB

DANCER AHEAD.

Price, $1.00.

For sale at this office.

Prof. H. M. Oottinger's Works.

VOLT !IBE' 8 HOIAICES.
CONTENTS:
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.- Zadia;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of FortY' Crowns. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-MicromllK_a~.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Menmom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Biam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversation
With a Ohinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure in
Ha.ving No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 67
engravings. Pri_ce, _cloth, beveled boards, SUiO:bEaper covers, $1. .l:1llJI calf or half morocco. mar ed
edges, $4.00.
,
·
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
WORKS OP 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,
100.

The Yonth's Liberal Guide. This
The Problem of the Universet and The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
volume aims at the eduQation of youth in the
BmLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
Its Scientific Solution, with some Criticl&ms of
principles of Freethought, at the same time
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
Universology, Price, 20 cts.
that it inculcates moral duties and hlUilan
And Its Errors Exposed.
this Republic.
rillhts from a standpoint of pure reason and
Waifs and Wandermgs, a New AmeriPaper, 12mo, 47 Paaes,
1~Cl.
common sense. Price, $1.
can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; pa}ler1 50 cts.
By A.~. GROVER.
Elements of Universal History. For
"A prose epic of the war, rioh with mcident
Higher Institutes in Republics, and for Selfand dramatic power; breezy from first page to
Origin of the Christian Bible.
Instruction.
last with the living spirit of to-da.y."-John
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c,
" This book is just what the busy world of
B!lltnton'B Paper.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
to-da,y needs-a perfect compendilUil of history from 2,000 years D.o., on up to 1883, all in a
Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation
A. Masonic Vindication of Right.
nutshell."-Elmtna Blenker.
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century In"Mr. Cottig.jler's intentions in writing this
fidel and the Galilean ~former, wherein it is
A Protest Against Persecution.
book are excellent, and his standpoint admirshown there is much in harmony between
able; it may be commended as ful1illing its
Paper, 12mo, 86 pages,
15c.
OPHNING BPHHCH TO THH JURY
them. Price, 10 cts.
purpose of a concise and interesting historical
Addrelf THE TRUTH BEEKER.
text-book. "-Mf!waukee Senttne!. Price, $1.
in the suit of the
Golden Throne, a Romance. ·" The
2F Lafayeite Pl.. New York.
author certainly has genius. The divine creaRosa, the Educating .Mother. "Rosa
tiv spark is within him. The book IS 1illed wits Bankers' and l'tlerehants' Teleis a good book, written by a lifelong teacher in
manly thought~ expressed in manly wordslfl'apb Compan,the public schools of the old country and
the transcnpt o a manly mind. Every Liberal
America. It contains manr. sensible and valushould read Golden Thro~e.• "-INGEBBOLL.
against the
able ideas, much sound phllosophy, and offers
several fine sugeestions to all who hav the
Prometheus. A poem. ''It is crammed Western Union Telegraph Company
This device is for
interest of children and youth at heart."with life, thought, and profound emotion,
paper and envelSullan H. Wtzon. Price..~,$1.00.
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
poured forth, it seems to me, with extraordi·
opes for Secular
Address TH.I!i TRUTH BEEKER.
nary beauty,"-DB. HENBY W. BELLOWS. $1,
speech that THE TBUTH BEEKEB has obtained a
Unions and others.
supply and can mail them to those who desire
Gottlieb His Life. A Romance of them, for ten cents each.
FREETHOlJGHT NOVELS.
PRICES:
Earth, iieaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.
The Heathens of the Heath. A fineely,
Half-note, bl'k ink,
Why Don't He Lend a Hand 1 and
writtenBadicalromance.
Bf.Wm.
McDonn
ll.
REDUCED TO $1.00.
per qui:re, • .18
author of Exeter Hall, Family Oreeds, Day of
other Agnostic Poems. Price, 10 cts.
Best, eto. 500 pages, Price reduced. Paper,
Envelopes, black
90
cents;
cloth,
1.25.
.
Adami and Heva. A Poetic version
THE STORY HOUR.
of the Indian Story of the Garden of E:len,
ink, per
pack, .18
All in a Lifetime. A Romance. By
Paper
or envelopes
in which its superiority to the mutilated
A Book for Children and Youth.
Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The areat charm of
with local adcopy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
this novel is ita absolute fidelity to nature. Its
dress, 1,000, $6.00
cents.
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
personages are those one meets with in comB'or all of the above address
Half-note, 4 colors,
.
mon
life,
and
are
portrayed
with
a
vividness
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
per quire, • .l!ll
Over a hundred fine illustrations.
and perspicuity I was scarcely prepared to ex., FinvAinnA>1.4 colors,
pect to find, in such a marked depee. even
from so gjfted a pen as that of M1ss Wixon,
per pack, •• 25
whose biilliant and lucid siyle is familiar to
Paper or envelopes
SOCIAL WEALTH,
most readers in the Freothoughl ranks." Price,
4 colors, with lo1.50. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
TM BoltJ Facturs and BMCt Ratios in Its
cal address, per
A double-paae picture contrastina 1cience and The Outcast. A deep, finely written
Acquirement and Apportionm6nt.
1,1100.
• • $10.00
Gheology, showing how Jh.e one has labored for
Radical story. From the "London edition. By
human advancement, and how the ·other has · Winwood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
By J. K. INGALLS.
Address
opposed it.
80 cents.
'l'he 'l'ruth Seeker.
Price, Cloth,
$1 oo. .always
Price, &ix copies, 80 cents; one dozen 110 oents;
OOPYAIQHTS:D.
twe1llY-five co_pies for $1; one hundred copies fer THE TRUTH SEWKFR ANNUAL.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
An3'" profit from sales will be devoted to the frett
sa. We wish ihatthe friends of FreethOUilht would
Ptice, 25 cents.
28J.afayette l'laoe, New York.
dilltribute thoUIIands of these telling Plctnrea.
distribution of Liberalliteraillre.

Robt. G. Ina-ersoll's

OurFlagAbove the Cross.
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Jltws of( tht ··flfeth.

THE

ORDER OF CREATION.
A DISCUSSION BETWEEN

GovERNOR HILL has vetoed the bill repealing the Saturday half-holiday.

GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER,
LINTON, REVILLE.

On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology,
CONTENTS:
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Hon.
W. E. Gladstone.
II. The Interpreters of Genesis and the InterTHERE is a growing tendency of corpora.
preters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
III.
Postscript to Solar Myths. By Pt•of. Max
tions to maintain private detective and police.
Muller.
· ON the 4th 7,000 immigrants landed.

DEVoTioN to our Lady of Lourdes is spreading in CentraJ and South America.

THE German emperor
fails gradually.
THE monarchist vote
in France is increasing. i
MINNESOTA and Dakota
hav been made a Catholic
archbishopric.
~
THE Salvation Army l
has been indicted in Que-1
bee as a public nuisance. :

fl~ms

IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial.!
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creation. A.n Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
VI. M1·. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
'
OH,
but you say I take away immortality, I do
Huxley.
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Lin- not. If we are immortal it is a fact in nature, and
ton.
we are not indebted to priests fm· it, nor to Bibles
This is a new book and contains the latest discussion on the mistakes of 1\losea. The names of the for it, and it cannot be destroyed by unbelief. As
participants are a guarantee of its able character. long as we love we will hope to liv, and when the
one dies that we love, we will say, Oh, that we
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents,
coilld meet again ! And whether we do or not \t
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
will not be the work of theology. It will be a fact
28 Lafayette PI., New York.
in: nature.-Inoe1·sol!.
THERE are no more characteristic illustrations of
the practical leanings of
the activ American mind,
as it seems to me, than
Ingersoll, his lectures and
his audiences; and, in face
of these examples, nothing
puzzles me more than the
patience with which this
great, busy, practical, freedom.Joving race submits to
the swindling and tyranny
of national corporations.
-Hatton's To-dl/-'11 in Amel·toa.

I HAv been in the bright
summer-time to a church in
the country. I hav there
heard the old, false, tyrannous dogmas of man's vileness, his sin, and his redemption by vicarious sacrifice, and the gloomy
doctrins of the churches.
And what a relief to go
forth into the free air, to
hear the birds sing, to see
the fleecy white clouds, to
see the sunlight dance and
glisten·among the rustling
leaves, and breathe in the
beauty and peace of nature !
So may the world leave the
gloomy halls of ignorance
and tradition, and step
forth into the fields where
is taught the pe110~ful gospel of humanity. The fact
of being implies the right
to liv and to be happy; but
behind the fac.t of being we
cannot go. Let God be
known by gods, but humanity bsman.-J. E. Peck..

THE strikers at Andrew
Carnegie's Pennsylvania
steel works are defeated.
FRANcE's army on a
war footing numbers 1,392,000; Germany's, 1,-

492,100.

!:

GENERAL BoULANGER
says he is willing to vote
to abolish the office of
president.

IT is the wrangling
office- seekers
among
their leaders that keep
the labor parties from
uniting.
Tm: navy department
daily receives resolutions
of representativ bodies
of citizens anxiously asking the strengthening of
our navy.

of( fl[honght.

A VERY REMARKA.BLE EXHIBITION.
And they saw the God of Israel. And upon the nobles of the children of Israel he laid not his hand: also they
saw God, and did eat and drink.-Ex. xxiv, 10, 11.

CLEVELAND, 0., has Becured a bona-fide closing
of. its saloons Sundays
by introducing a penalty of 10 to 30 days'
imprisonment.
MEaSURES are proposed to stop the criminal
negligence of faith-cure lunatics to call mediFBoM New York to Montreal seems to be the
standing jump.
cal advice.
A WEsT End tailor has stamped upon his billPREPARATIONS are making for great acheads a picture of the forget-me-not.
curacy and comprehensi vness in taking the
THE man who !iva in the country all winter
1890 census.
now has the laugh on the urbanite who has been
AT New York on the 4th a large mass guying him all winter.
THE man was disappointed who expected to read
meeting was held to indorse Mayor Hewitt's
something sensational in an agricultural paper
anti-foreign-flag decision.
under the head of" Harrowing."
THE trustees of the Evangelical NorthCARPETS must be made to know their place,
western College at Naperville, lll., are They can be put down at once if they rebel, or
they may be taken up and shaken.
quarreling like cats and dogs.
WE hav no doubt that the "Dead March" in
INVESTIGATORS affirm an increase in our
"Saul" is very beautiful; but our entire thanksdeath and criminal rates from immigration, giving is reserved just now for the dead March in
which they ask shall be restricted.
1888.
FIRST actor : "The new man they've got at the
THE most sensational crime of the week is
a conspiracy concocted by Luther Holman, Star is a regular stuff." Second actor : "Poor
actor, is he?" First actor: "Poor 1 Why, he
a Boston broker, to murder his sister.
can't even imitate Irving !"
THE New York assembly has passed an
"Mn. SMITH gone abroad?" "Yes; my husband
electoral reform bill with poll regulations is on the ContiJlent for his health.'• "I thought
he was well enough.'' "No; there was a weakness
which it is hoped will prevent bribery.
in the spinal column of his ledger."
THE German Socialists hav determined to
'rHE candidate's boomlet now bunglin~rly boometh,
kill the crown prince. They are showing
And bashfully buzzeth the beggarly bee;
alarming activity, and revolution is feared.
In the bulge of his bonnet it busily hummeth
A song like the sob of the sad sounding sea.
MILITARY authorities pronounce London in
BoBBY: "Ma, can I stay home from school toa perilous position, as an enemy landing at
day?" Mother: "Yes, Bobby; your father wants
K!)nt would be only four days' march distant. you to help him to put up the parlor stove."
Russu has expelled from Kief all Jews fol- Bobby: "Well, ma, why can't I go to school?"
HE was a baseball player, and he asked a girl to
lowing wagon-driving, that occupation not
being among the trades allowed Jews in that marry him. "Out on first," she said, with a cold,
rejectiv smile. " Don't flatter yourself," he recity.
plied, as he picked himself up, "it's out on third."

THE great distinction between man and the brute
lies in this, that the brute
is impelled only by instinct,
CERTAINLY William Shakspere was unconsci~us :and applies itself ~olely to that. object which is
of his high poetic merits, notwith~tanding his , present and before It, w1th very httle sense of t~e
prophecy of fame in the Sonnets. Does not the past or the fut~re; but.man, because endowed w1th
great Emerdon tell us that "Bill did better than ·1 reason, by which he diBCtrns consequences, looks
he knew 1"
i:n~o the cau~es of things and .thefr ~rogress. and
"DID your son take the valedictory in college 1,., bemg acquamted, as 1t were, w1th .hetrprecedents,
said a gentleman to a lady who was enthusiastic-,. he compares their a.nalog1es, and adapt~ and con·
ally praising the ability of her offspring. "No, n~cts th.e present w~th the ~utu~e. It IS en:sy for
indeed, he didn•t,u she replied, with pride, "he . him to foresee the future dtrectlOn o~ all h1s life,
didn't take anything. He is the healthiest boy and the.refore he prepares whatever IS necessary
for passmg through 1t. -Cicero.
you ever saw."

i

I

MoRIARTY (just landed) : "It's a wondherful
foine counthry this is for furriners, Paddy. Here
ye've only been over a year, and ye look Joike a
rale gintleman." O•Houlihan: "Furriners, ye
say! The only furriners here are the Chinee
haythens, and they've got to git out."
WIFE: "Now, John, tell me candidly why an old
baldheaded man like you should want to go to the
show to-night?" "Well, I'd like to see the ballet
girls, if you must know. But I can't imagin why
you should want to go." "You can't? Why, I
want to see the handsome old gentlemen who occupy the front seats."
A YOUNG school-girl : "Oh, mamma ! please
mayn't I read romances? Lucy Jones does, and
she isn•t a day older than I am. I peeped into her
hoek the other day, and the last two lines read,
'And they were married and lived happily afterward.'" Mamma: "That wasn't a romance, my
dear; it was a fairy tale."
GIRLS is queer! I used to think
EmmY didn't care for me,
For, whenever I would try
Any Iovin' arts, to see
How she'd take 'em-sweet or sourAlways, saucy like says she :
" Quit your foolin' !"
Once, again' home from church,
Jest to find if it would work,
Round her waist I slipped my armMy! you'd ought to seen her jerk,
Spunky 1 well, she acted soAnd she snapped me up as perk" Quit your foolin' !"
Every time •twas just the same,
Till one night I says, says 10hokin' some, I must admit,
Tremblin' some, I don't deny" Emmy, seein' as I don't suit,
Guess I'd better say 'good-bye,'
An' quit foolin'."
Girls is queer! She only laughedCheeks all dimplin•; "John," says she,
"Foolin' men that never gits
Real in earnest, ain't for me."
Wa•nt that cute? I took the hint,
An' a chair, an' stayed, an' we
Quit our foolin•.

MAx MULLER submits a plan for the peace
TEACHER : "How do you spell • coffee?"' First
and disarmament of Europe by certain alli- boy: "C·o·f-f.y." Teacher: "Wrong; next."
ances between Germany, Austria, Italy, Spain, Second boy: "K·o-u-g-h.y." Teacher: "Wrong;
next." Third boy: "C-h-i·c-o-r-y." Teacher:
and Sweden.
"Correct l"
THE national government and the states are
Mns. LAnDINE (of Chicago) : "Really, Mr. Bigfee,
solicited to erect at Philadelphia a grand na- I think that $500 for so simple a matter as a divorce
tional monument commemorating the adop- is quite exorbitant!" Mr. Bigfee (firmly but
respectfully): "Those are my usual terms, madam."
tion of the Constitution.
Mrs. Lardine (with hauteur): "Very well, sir. you
THE African exploring party headed by the may write a receipt, but I hav never paid so much
Germans Kpnd and Tappenbeck hav lost before, and I never will again."
seven lives and all their journals and colleC"WILLIE," said the good pastor, who was taking
dinner with the family, "I suppose you will be a
tions in a fight with the native.
literary man, like your father, when you grow up."
THE destitution of the Italian working "Nope," said the little boy addressed, as he looked
A Book for Lo'Ders-Past and Pre8ent.
people does not prevent their government at the somewhat meager array of delicacies on the
--0-from expending fabulous sums on military table with lofty scorn, "literary nuthin' ! I'm
HOMANTIC
LOVE
goin'
to
be
a
ten·
thousand-dollar
cook
!"
equipments, stores, fortifications, and salaries.
AND
OLD gentleman (getting his boots blacked SunPERSONAL- BEAUTY.
MR. WARD McALLISTER, the arbiter of New day morning): "Boy, do you know what the good·
THEIR
York society regulations, says: "Millionaires book says, • Rep1ember the Sabbath day 1'" .BootDevelopment,
Causa.l
R·la.tions Historic a.ncl
are too common to receive exact deference. black: "Yessir, I allers remembers it." Old
Na.tiona.l Peculiarities
A fortune of a million is ollly respectable gentleman: ''Then you go to Sunday-school, do
BY HENRY T. FINCK.
you?" Bootblack : "No, sir; I don't go to Sunday.
poverty."
school, but I charges ten cents fer a. shine."
12mo., cloth, 12. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

BuT, mousie, thou art no thy lane,
In proving foresight may be vain;
The best-laid schemes o' mice an• men,
Gan~raftagley,

An' lea•e us nought but grief and pain,
For promised joy.
Still thou art blest, compared wi' me !
The present only toucheth thee;
But, och ! I backward cast my e'e
On prospects drear;
An• forward, though I canna see,
I guess an' fear.
-BUI'ns.

SAY, first, of God above or man below,
What can we reason, but from what we know 1
Of man, what see we but his station here,
From which to reason, or to which refer 1
Through worlds unnumbered though the God be
known,
•Tis ours to trace him only in our own.
He who through vast immensity can pierce,
S,e worlds on worlds compose one universe,
Observe how system into system runs,
What other planets circle other suns,
What varied being peoples every star,
May tell why heaven has made us as we are :
But of this frame, the bearings, and the ties,
The strong connections, nice dependencies,
Gradations just, has thy forwarding soul
Looked through, or can a part contain the whole?
-Pope's Essa11 on itfan.
WE figure society as a machine, and think that
mind is opposed to mind as body is to body ;
whereby two, or, a.t most, ten little minds must
be stronger than one great mind. Notable absurdity! The plain truth, very plain, we think, is
that minds are opposed to minds in quite a different way; and one man, that has a hitherto higher
wisdom, a hitherto unknown spiritual truth in
him, is stronger, not than ten men that hav it not,
or than !en uwusana, but than all men that hav it
not; and stands among them with a quite ethical,
angelic power, as with a sword out of heaven's
own armory, sky-tempered, which no buckler and
no tower of brass will finally withstand;-Oarl!/le.
No r'eal greatness can long co exist with. deceit.
The whole faculties of the man must be exerted in
order to noble energies, and he who is not eat··
nastly sincere livs in but half his being, self. mutilated and seJf.paralyzed.-Oo!erL(loe's l!'riena.
ToiLING, rejoicing, sorrowing,
Onward through life he goes;
Each morning sees some task begun,
Each evening sees it close;
Something attempted, something done,
Has earned a night's repose.
-Lonat<'llow.

THEOLOGY is a collection of meaningless words
about unintelligible chimeras.-Leslte Stephen.
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IRRESPONSIBILITY OF CHRISTIANS: WHENCE THEY OBTAIN AND WHERE THEY PUT
THEIR SINS.

11PJ&o1ts and

~lippings.

ONE of the newly elected pages of the Iowa
House of Representative is a ten.year.old girl.
THE Vatican has received a dispatch from
the papal nuncio at Paris, stating that the
disputes between France and the Vatican hav
been satisfactorily settled.
PROFESSOR HuXLEY, who is now staying at
Bournemouth, England, has been seriously ill
during the spring, and he has been ordered
to proceed to Switzerland for the benefit of
his health as soon as the weather becomes
fine and settled.
IN Death Valley, Ariz., there are thousands
of acres covered with a deposit of borax two
feet thick, and near by immense quantities of
salt, lime, and soda. The locality is ninety
feet below the level of the sea, and is evidently the bed of a dried-up sea.
REv. EDWARD HoPPER, of New York, died
suddenly while writing a poem on heaven.
He was a Presbyterian.- Wilmington Star.
This should be a warning to people who write
on tariffs, European politics, or any subject
of which they know nothing.-New Orleans
Picayune.
AT the Religious Press Club dinner last
week, H. K. Carroll, of the Independent,
called the attention of the brethren to the
decrease in the acrimony of religious editors
toward each other in recent years. Twenty
years ago, he said, one religious editqr called
another religious editor "a ravening jackal,"
and the other religious editor retorted that
the first religious editor was " a Christian
ignorancer."

A NEW revivalist, the Rev. J. B. Culpepper,
has arisen in Georgia. This is the way he
preaches: " I would rather be a negro with
red eyes, kinky wool, boneless nose, and a
hollow of the foot that makes a hole in the
ground, than play poker till 1 o'clock in the
morning, and go home and deceive my wife
about it."
THE Tennessee Supreme Council of the
Catholic Knights of America has taken the
same course as was taken recently by the
Quadrennial Conference of Methodists, in refusing to admit women to membership. For
years past women hav been appealing to this
Supreme Council; but at last, when the appeal was taken up, it has barred its doors
against them.
Sm WILLIAM VERNON HARCOURT spoke at
Croydon, England, last week. Referring to
the papal rescript, he said that, with all respect to the pope, he would remind his audience that the court of Home had not been
successful in its dealings with temporal politics. It had, in fact, been distinguished for
having allied itself with the worst forms of
oppressiv government.
JuDGE GREEN, of Oakland, Cal., has recently delivered an opinion on the subject of
Spiritualism. It was in the case of Hannah
Traver, who claims to be a "sensitiv" medium, examined as to her sanity. The jud~e
said: "The physicians upon their oath de.
cide that Mrs. Traver is not insane, and that
she is entitled to her discharge. In this I
concur with them. I am not a believer in·
Spiritualism, so called; I do know, however,
tha~ there are a great many people who do
believe in it, and many who are considered
level-headed. If we were to consider this be-

lief an evidence of insanity, and people were
to be committed for it, we would hav to enlarge the insane asylums. In this case I
believe that, while this person may be off on
this subject, she is not insane."
SoME one has been asking help from the
OhrU.tian Union, of this city, on the great and
vital question of whether a Christian should
patronize baseball. This is the answer he
gets: "There is no reason why baseball
should not be redeemed from the evils which
are incidental, not essential, to it. But what
chance a Christian young man has to withstand these influences and redeem the game
from them we will not judge."
AT Salt Lake City recently argument was
made in the territorial supreme court to
forfeit and escheat to the state some $12,000
worth of alleged Mormon church property.
With hundreds of thousands of dollars' worth
of church property in Washington subject to
the same laws as that in Utah, and a threemillion-dollar Catholic university about to be
built, comments Freetlwught, it is strange
that the government should vex itself over
the insignificant possessions of a Mormon
bishop.
A HIBTORIOA.L incident remembered by
Life: "In 1868, when Seymour and Grant
were running for president, there was a gathering of the Second Adventists, in July, at
Milwaukee. These people, it will be remembered, believed that the world was coming to
an end in September. One morning one of
the clergymen found a Democrat from Kentucky and a Republican discussing the approaching election. He said: ' Gentlemen,
there is no use in discussing thiA question, for
before that time the Lord will reign triumph-

ant throughout the world.' The Democrat
replied, 'I will bet you $25 he can't carry
Kentucky.'"
FRoM Harpers' Weekly: "The recent squabble in the Senate between Mr. Ingalls, of
Kansas, and Mr. Voorhees, of Indiana, is a
national disgrace. The Senate of the United
States, we hav been accustomed to think and
to say, is the most dignified legislativ body in
the world. But its president during a personal altercation says to a fellow-member,
' If this were a police court the senator from
Indiana would be sent to the rock pile for
being drunk and disorderly;' and the senator
from Indiana replies that the president of the
Senate is 'a great liar and a dirty dog! Yet
we profess great indignation when Matthew
Arnold suggests that our civilization is in
some respects open to criticism."
THE Globe.Democrat prints a letter from
Colonel Ingersoll to Rev. E. P. Powell, an
Infidel Christian of this state, giving the
reasons why he favors the nomination of
Gresham for president by the Republican
party. He writes: "I am in favor of Gresham for the following reasons : 1. He is a man
of intelligence, well rea,p, mentally trained;
2. His character is good; he is an honest,
faithful man; S. He has filled with honor
every position in which he has been ; he was
a private soldier; he became a general; he
did his duty; 4. He was a judge; he decided
according to the best of his ability; he was
merciful as well as firm; 5. He was a cabinet
officer; he was natural, clear-headed, and
firm ; 6. He is now a judge, and no politics I
ambition has warped or can warp his judgment; 7. His record is clean, and he can be
elected."
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Qkommunications.
The· Sin of Patriotism.
Patriotism, has been for ages an unquef,ltioned
virtue. ".Dulce et decorum est pro patrid mori."
The patriot who distinguishes himself in his country's service has this fact counted to hi~ for righ~eous
ness, and by it his name secures such 1mmortahty ~s
monuments and historians can bestow, although h1s
private virtues are insignificant and his vices notorious. Few statements are less controverted than that
of the copy-book maxim, "Patriotism is a virtue."
Our children sing :
Of all the lands in east or west,
I love my nativ land the best.

And the poet heaps scorn upon the man,
With soul so dead,
Who never to himself has said,
This is my own, my nativ land I

When one ceases to accept religious dogmas upon
authority, and subjects them to the test of reason,
this new habit of mind gradually asserts itself, and
questionings arise'l!.s to the rightfulness of all established institutions and the merit of all current opinions. No regard is paid to the sentiment_expressed
in the pidgin-English phrase of the Chinaman, "That
belong old custom," and no habit or idea, however
venerable, is respected unless it is found to be in
harmony with the recognized methods of natural law
and with those principles of justice to which the
heart of advanced humanity assents.
Looked at in this light, is patriotism good and
desirable, or is it a survival of savagery, disguised
selfishness, injustice to mankind at large, a hindrance
to progress, and therefore evil, or, in theological
term, a sin'
Patriotism in essence is the desire or effort to
advance one's nativ land over all others; to make it
the richest, most powerful, largest, and most prosperous of countries. The methods of patriotism in
the past, and largely in the present, hav been and are
the subjugation of countries by force; the annexing
of territory by diplomacy, intrigue, or taking possession; the enactment of prohibitory or protectiv tariffs; bounties for home productions and discriminating
taxes against foreign nations, with such various roeth,ods of self-assertion and aggrandizement as. correspond in spirit to the effort of a barbarian to exalt
himself over his fellows.
As far as patriotism is inspired by the desire to
advance human welfare by exemplifying the practice of
good methods and principles in one's own nation, it is
a virtuous sentiment.; and as far as its effect is to promote the progress of society its result is admirable;
but men need to learn that its only justification is
benefit to individuals, and. that efforts to enhance the
prestige of a nation are no more worthy of respect
than ate private greed and vanity. There is· no
ethical reason why the name of a nation should be
attached to Arctic wastes or to distant isles. The
passion for territorial expansion, exclusiv privileges,
grand totals of population and financial statistics,
great armies, navies, and trappings of national glory,
is only a refinement upon the savage chieftain's pride
and adds no more to the welfare of individuals. Nor
is there any ethical reason why geographical lines
should determin the relationships of men; why a
man in Maine should regard his neighbor in New
Brunswick as an alien with whom it is undesirable to
trade, lest the profit should be shared by a man who
has a different-colored strip of bunting flying over
his head on festiv occasions. The accidents of birth
hav too long affected men's demeanor toward each
other. With the disappearance of hereditary legislation, primogeniture, bequeathed title and position,
must come also the end of what is commonly understood by the word patriotism.
The natural considerations for intercourse with
others are mutual personal advantage and character,
not conventional badges, freemasonry, nationality, or
race. Even the claim of kinship, beyond that of
parent and child, is not in accord with natural morality, and that will be limited if the ideas of state
Socialism are realized.
As man has risen socially through the organizations
of village, tribe, state, and .nation, ever expanding
his recognition of his fellows, he is clearly destined
to sink national distinctions and regard men as worthy
of association according to personal characteristics
and the advantages of their connection, irrespectiv of
habitat or flag. When the brotherhood of man is
recognized all ovef the world, perhaps we shall hav
advanced to communication with other worlds and
our self-improving object will then be to outgrow our
patriotic pride in the earth and remove all prejudicial
hindrances to intercourse with the inhabitants of
Venus, and go on to secure the relationship of the
universe!
But at present we need consider only our immediate duty, and from the above principles it would
appear that national aggrandizement by injury to
others is foolish and sinful, and that the duty of all
is to expand the enthusiasm of patriotism till with

.the noted Freethinker they can say, "The world is
m country."
'Many will say that all this is stale morality; but it
is certain that it is not often acted upon, and if . any
citizen of the United States considers these v1ews
correct ·it is his immediate duty to use his influence
and v~te to abolish protectiv tariffs ; to repeal .the
laws that prevent the purchase of foreign-built ship!~,
that levy extra dues on foreign tonnage, and that
exclude foreigp. vessels from the coast~ng tr~de; to
promote reciprocal trade; to secure umform mternationallaws relating to arbitration, extradition, w.eights,
measurements, coinage, and all useful harmomes; to
reduce armies navies and all aggressiv expenditures;
and where p~triotis~ does apply to national affairs
let it be in the direction of setting an example to the
world by successful effort in securing to the people
the largest benefits and replacing the present
oppressiv system of competition and monopoly by
the principle of cooperation and association.
Mo treal Gan.
RoBERT C. ADAMS
n
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Mrs. Ritchey Set Right.
Mrs. Ritchey, of Fossil, Ore., has a comm:unicat~on
in THE TRUTH SEEKER of March 31st, m wh10h
she rightly recognizes the fact that no person of
logical acumen can be an evolutionist an.d at .the
same time a Christian. After mature dehberatwn,
she has discarded evolution and accepted the Bible.
At least, she thinks she has.
·
She says: "As far as my knowledge extends I find
that no fact in nature, rightly seen, is contradictory to
any part of Genesis, rightly interpreted ;" and she
requests that, if she has come to any wr~mg conclusions some of your readers will set her nght.
N~w, to begin with, we hav a. right to know if
Mrs. Ritchey really believes the Bible. That phrase,
"rightly interpreted," has furnished.a f~mndatic;>n for
an immense amount of muddled thmkm~, eqmvocation downright dishonesty, and cold-blooded cruelty.
No 'honest person who actually believes the Bible
will torture its words out of their obvious and
ordinary meaning. Has Mrs. Ritchey ever considered what Bible cosmogony and Bible chronology
really are~ Here is an epitome of Bible cosmogony
from the article Firmament in Smith's Bible Dictionary. Heston's illustration is rational in comparison:
The Hebrew term rakia, so translated, is generally regarded as exl?ressiv of simple. expansio_n, and is s,o rendered
in the margm of the authonzed versiOn (Gen. I, 6). The
root means to expand by beating, whether by the hand, the
foot, or any instrument. It is esl?ecially used of..beating out
metals into thin plates (Ex. xxxix, 3; Num. xvi, 39). The
sense of solidity, therefore, is combined with .the idea o~ ~x
pansion and tenuity in the ter.m. The same Idea of solidity
runs through all references to rakia. In Ex. xxiv, 10, it is
represented as a solid floor. So again in Ex. i, 22-26, the
"firmament " is the floor on which the throne of the most
high is placed. Further, the office of the 1·akia in the economy of the world demanded strength and substance. It was
to serve as a division between the waters above and the
waters below (Gen. i, 7). In keeping with this view the
rakia was provide:i with windows (Gen. vii, 11; I•a. xxiv,
18 ; Mal. iii, 10) and doors (Isa. lxxviii, 23) through which
the rain and the snow may desce)ld. A secondary purpose
which therakia served was to support the heavenly bodiessun, moon, and stars-( Gen. i, 14), in which they were driven
as nails, and from which, consequently, they might be said
to drop off (Isa. xiv, 12; xxxiv, 4; Matt. xxiv, 29).

Does Mrs. Ritchey believe that " in six days the
Lord made the heaven and the earth, the sea and all
that in them is" (Ex. xx, 11), or has she expanded
these' days into protracted periods or " good whiles?"
What does she mean by referring to Genesis as the
work of Moses, in utter disregard of the fact that it
contains numerous references, in the past tense, to
events hundreds of years later than Moses, and that,
as Greg says, the only way in which we can assume
that Moses wrote the Pentateuch is to throw out as
interpolations all the passages which prove conclusivly
that he did not write it 1 Even Smith (Bible Dictionary, article Pentateuch) admits that,
As regards any direct and unimpeachable testimony to the
composition of the whole work by Moses, we hav it not.
Only one book out of the five-,-Deuteronomy-claims in
express terms to be from his hand. And yet, strange to say,
this is the very book in which modern criticism refuses most
peremptorily to admit the claim.

In regard to Bible chronology, the writer of the
article Chronology, in the new edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica, says:
The chronological elements on which both Jews and Christians found their computations for determining this period
(the creation of man) were derived from the Old Testament
narrativs, which hav been transmitted to us through three
different channels. These are the Hebrew scriptures, the
Samaritan text, and the Greek text, known as the Septuagint.
In respect to chronology the three accounts are totally irreconcilable with each other, and no conclusiv reason can be
given for preferring any one of them to another. We hav no
concurrent testimony with which to compare them; nor is it
even known which of them was regarded as the most probable by the Jews themselvs when the books of the Old
Testament were revised or transcribed by Ezra. The ordinary rules of probability cannot be ascribed to a state of
things in which the duration of human life is represented as
extending to nearly a thousand years.
.

And yet on the strength of these absurd, contradictory, anonymous, legendary, and mythical stories
(if we believe the Bible) we must believe that the
writ6r of another anonymous compilation ascribed to

t~e ances~ry. of an. obscure
carpenter of Nazareth, w1thout m1ssmg a hnk, clear
back to the first man; 11; man. who w~~;s not born, but
made out of dust ?Y an 1~~gma~y bemg called God.
And we are to b~heve th1s m sp1te of the ar~heolog
ical evidence wh1ch proves ~hat man has e~1sted on
this earth. for at le~st hundreds of thous.ands of years;
and notw1thst~ndmg the two g.enealog1es .of. the gaspels hav furms~ed Joseph w1th two d1~tmct and
?IutJially e;x:clus1v sets of ancestor.s, l~avmg us to
1~fer that 1f there had been ~ore 1~sprred genealog1sts he would hav been supphed w1th more sets of
ancestors: ,
.
.
.
Mrs. R1tchey wants a solutwn of th1s conundrum:
"Why should an. uDintelligent nature ?ecree that,
whereas the law 1s everywh~re else m;uversal, cold
contracts and heat expands, m water th1s,,~aw should
be reversed! and cold be ~ada. to expand.
~ho behaves that unmtelhgent nature ~ecrees 1
It 1s. not a decree u.nless the theory. of c~eat1_on-the
makmg of somethmg out of nothmg-1s true. In
what imaginable way would a decree affect the contraction or expansion of substances? But is it a
fact! Water at 32° Far. is as cold as ice at 32".
When water crystallizes into ice it expands. So it is
not reduction of temperature, but crystallization,
which causes it to occupy more space.
Chemically, water is the result of the union of
oxyt?en and hydrogen. The ultimate particles of
oxygen and hydrogen may be large enough so that if
a minute drop of water were·magnified to the size of
this earth the former might be as large as plums,
and the latter the size of peas. Now, if there is any
design in the matt~;r, it must relate to each .of these
ultimate particles. On the theory of creatwn, God
must hav made each of these particles by carrying
out his design in its shape, and manifesting his skill
in constructing it accurately. And this design and
skill, we understand, go back of the very existence
of these particles and start at nothing. On the supposition of design·in the formation of elemental substances, nothing is the raw material out of which the_
universe was created.
But, as Ingersoll says:
"Nothing considered as a raw material is a failure."
Think of the ultimate particles of all the elements
composing the universe !
·
But. the design argument must not be permitted
to stop here just as it was going to solve the problem of existence. Who made this wonderful God ?
Who provided him with his marvelous attributes?
How came he to be of the male gended Was there
no design in that, or did it just happen, or is it
wicked . to ask such questions ! If he could exist
forever without any creator and without a beginning,
why not the universe!
The fact is that the forces of nature are uniform
in their operation, and there is nothing but myth
and fable to support the notion that any God ever
did, or could, interfere with that uniformity.
Does Mrs. Ritchey accept the proposition that
" like produces like T" If she believes the Bible, she
believes that the whole human race descended from
Noah. Noah died two years before the birth of
Abraham, and Shem not till about the time of the
birth of Jacob and Esau. When Abraham went
down into Egypt he fouqd an organized government
with a differentiated language. At that time there
were negroes in Egypt from Ethiopia,. and all the
racial distinctions were essentially what they are
now, and all descended from Noah during his own
lifetime. So competent a comparativ anatomist as
Agassiz declared that the so-called races of men
were distinct species-so distinct that any theory
which would account for the production of one from
another would account equally well for the evolution
of man from the anthropoid apes. All of this, according to the Bible, took place among the descendants of one man during his own lifetime. Mrs.
Ritchey accepts this account, and still insists that
" like produces like."
.
But the statement that "like produces like" is a
statement which no scientist admits. All agree that
processes which are now going on are sufficient to
produce "varieties." But the distinction between
varieties and species is-indefinable. So far as small
variations-which, when aggregated, account for
evolution-are concerned, the uniform rule is, that
like produces unlike.
Mrs. Ritchey has discovered a passage in a lecture
of Professor'Huxley's, written twenty-six years ago
(only three years after the publication of Darwin's
'' Origin of Species"), which she imagins is unfavorable to the theory of evolution; but she has wholly
mistaken the meaning of the sentence quoted. If
she had carefully noted the numerous ifs which it
contained, she would hav seen that there was nothing left excepting the fact. that the geological record
is very imperfect. Mr. Huxley did not then believe
that the earliest fossiliferous rocks then known
were coeval with the commencement of life; now he
knows they were not. He did not believe that their
contents gave a just conception of the earliest flora
and fauna, because they were not the earliest. He
did not believe in a process of necessary progressiv
development, because retrogression is a conspicuous
fact. He did not believe the time was entirely com-

J Luke was able to trace
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prised in that represented by the fossiliferous rocks
because we hav not got the en tire series, but ·hav only
fragments.
.
I will notice one more of Mrs. Ritchey's statements, the correction of which involves a demonstration of the. theory of evolution, and quit. It is this:
"~oie~ce teaches us that, instead of different species
b~mg n;ttroduced by s-mall and weak beginnings, and
with dimly defined and confused distinctions of
species, the giants came first, and the distinctions
were as clear and defined then as now."
~ cannot answer that better than by quoting a few
brief sentences from a work entitled "Geological
Studies," by Alex~nder Winchell, profes~or of geology
a11d paleontology m the University of Michigan (1886).
Every statement which these sentences contain ·is
supported by facts, and is sufficient to show that
Mrs. Ritchey's statements are the exact reverse of
the truth. These sentences are taken from pages
.
334 to 356:
It will be remarked that ancient fishes possessed in some
respects an embryonic character. . . . The correspondence between the embryos of modern types and the adults of
ancient types is a general principle in the history of life.
The limb characters, like the general features of the
ichtheosaurus, point clearly to a close relationship with preexistent fishes. The thoughtful biolo~ist cannot avoid the
question how such affinities came to exist.
The air had its reptils-pterosauria, flying saurians-having essentially the structural characteristics of reptils, with
some bird-like modifications.
One of the earliest forms of birds was the Archawpteryx
Mocroura. . . . It has a conspicuously long vertebrated
tail, quill-bearing on each side, and Marsh has just shown
that it possessed teeth. Whether more bird than reptil, is
·
still a mooted point.
With few exceptions, the Mesozoic mammals are low generalized forms, not a few of them possessing features which
point more directly to the in8ectivoras. From this order true
marsupials and insectivoras are probably derived.
In the oldest Eocene deposits in New Mexico ar-e found
the remains of a horse-like quadruped, the eohippus, about
the size of a fox. It had four functional toes before and
three behind. A rudiment (like a '' splint bone") remained
of the outer or fifth toe. In the middle Eocene of Wyoming
existed the orohippus, also the size of a fox. This had four
functional toes before and three behind. Later in the Eocene
lived the epihippus, which resembled the orohippus in the
dip;its, but differed in its more developed molars.
In the early Miocene lived the mesohippus, a horse-like
quadruped of the size of a sheep. Its fu:nctional toes had
diminished· to three before and three behind. In the forelimb was a large "splint," a remnant of the fifth toe.
In the late Miocene, of Oregon, existed the miohippus,
also of the size of a sheep, with three functional toes before
and three behind, with the splint of the fifth digit before,
but smaller than in the mesohippus. The middle hoof also
larger, and the lateral hoofs shrunken.
·
Coming down to the earlier Pliocene, we find that a horselike quadruped existed called the protohippus, of the size of
an ass. Instead of three serviceable toes it had one, with a
da_n_gling hooflet or " dewclaw" on each side.
Next, in the middle Pliocene, existed pliohippus, of the
proportions of a moderate-sized horse, in which was only a
middle toe, larger than in the protohippris, and with larger
splints instead of the dangling hooflets on each side.
Finally, toward the end of the Pliocene, equus, or modern
horse, existed in America. It.differed from protohippus in
a more powerful middle digit, diminished splint bones, and
upper molars larger.

Every part and organ of the horse came to be what
it is by the same process of minute differentiation.
The evolution of the camel, the deer, and other quadrupeds has been traced with almost equal minuteness. Everything that exists came to be what it is
by a process of change-evolution.
No one with his eyes open can go amiss for examples of evolution; but creation is a theory unsupported by any fact. I can show Mrs. Ritchey plenty
of animals that grew. Let her kindly show me one
that was created, and . she will hav a basis for her
theory. Does not Mrs. Ritchey know that when a
physiologist finds the merest fragment of a bone,
that fragment implies a whole bone, and that bone
a whole skeleton of correlated bones, and these a
system of muscles and nerves, and these imply
growth and an ancestry. Inferences of this kind are
supported by all the facts of the organic world, and
when Mrs. Ritchey refuses to consider them, and
assumes that the oldest traces of life which hav been
found are the oldest that existed, she is simply assuming that our museums contain ~he bones of all
·the vertebrates that hav existed on this earth. If
her position is correct, she should be able to find all
the skeletons of her own ancestors back to the one
that was not evoluted but made.
"That grand, noble old man" was probably very
kind and patient, but he evidently was ignorant of
paleontology, or Mrs. Ritchey was not an apt pupil.
Milwaukee, Ore.
.D. PRIESTLEY.

Some More Slate-Writing.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: A few
days after the slate-writing performance described by
my husband (THE TRUTH SEEKER, May·12th) I went
to see what I could get with the same slates. Before
going I wrote questions on five slip!! of paper, addressed to my father, mother, sister, uncle, and niece,
all deceased. I asked Mr. Keeler if these prepared
papers would do. 11 Yes," he said, "provided you
hav put in the surnames." Not having done that, I
unfolded the papers while his back was turned from
me and wrote in all the surnames. He certainly
could not hav seen any of my writing, nor did I at
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any time giv him the slightest clue to the names or
anything. I bad written. Nor did Mr. Keeler know
me, though I ha~ seen _hi_m twice, on the preceding
two Sunday evenmgs, givmg tests to a large audience after the lecture at the Spiritual Hall. And by
the way, out of more than twenty tests given on
those two evenings, not more than one or. two appeared to be unsuccessful; that is to say, all but one
or two were responded to by different persons and
admitted to be satisfactory.
My aunt accompanied me to Mr. Keeler's house.
She remained at first in the parlor, whil.e I entered
his sitting-room back of the parlor. My strongest
desire was to get a communication from my mother.
No sooner had I set down than Mr. Keeler became
agitated and turned pale. He said he saw and felt
something which he could not understand, bu·t perhaps I could. He was loth to tell what it was, but I
wished him· to do so; and I will only say that the
manifestation, as he gave it, was such as to convince
me that some unseen intelligence, purporting to
be the spirit of my mother, was responding to my
thoughts and answering my questions.
.
Presently he said, "I see a big letter Hover your
head, and by the side of it another .H_,· but the latter
one is still in the body." Harriet was my mother's
name, and Harriet, one of my elder sisters, is living
with me.
Mr. Keeler then told me to call in my friend, so I
tapped on the folding door as a signal for my aunt
to come in, but all the time I watched the slates on
the table. As my aunt entered Mr. Keeler smilingly
addressed her by name, "Sarah," and presently
turning to me, said, "Uncle Charles." And then h~
gave the full name of my aunt's deceased husband.
Seating himself at the table, Mr. Keeler took one
of the. slates and wrote a line or two on it, but immediately rubbed it off. The other he did not touch
at all. Then he gave us a bit of slate-pencil not
larger than kernel of rye to hold a few moments in
our hands. This bit of pencil I myself put between
the slates, and I myself tied the slates together with
my handkerchief. There was certainly no writing on
them then, nor did Mr. Keeler help tie or handle
them.
Prior to the tying Mr. Keeler said that his spirit
guide, perceiving that most of my prepared papers
were addressed to females, requested that I should
add two or three addressed to male friends. And
Mr. Keeler .himself wrote on a slip of paper: "George
Christy, come now. Kr." ·This, and all the other
papers I now hav, were all folded up tightly and
mingled together on the table. At Mr. Keeler's request I took up one of them, which from its external
appearance I supposed to be the one addressed to
my mother, and held it a little while.
Then the slates were held by Mr. Keeler, myself,
and my aunt-six hands upon them at once, and I
put my ear close to the slates to hear the sounds.
I could hear the bit of pencil moving from side to
side. I could hear it as it returned and began another line. I could hear the dotting of the i's and
the crossing of the t's. And I heard the taps indicating the completion of a message.
When the slates were untied one of them contained
four messages, each one in a very different handwriting, and the bit of pencil was not there. Apparently it had been all used up in writing the messages.
Three of the four messages were in answer to three
of the five questions written out by me before coming
to see Mr. Keeler. My mother, my father, and my
niece each addressed me appropriately, just as if they
were living. They all signed their full names, and
the handwriting was apparently theirs. My mother
not only answered my questions, but gave the Christian name of my husband. My father named his living son, and spoke of his son's boy who was born
five years after my father's death. My niece named
her living brother.
··
The fourth message was this, in large letters:
"Good morning. Tell Sarah. Wallace Mentor." No
such person is known to any of us. If by " Sarah "
was meant my aunt, she herself was present.
Again the slates were put together, but not tied,
because I feared that might mar the writing already
done. This time Mr. Keeler put in the bit of pencil,
and the slates, as before, were held by all three of us,
with the already~written messages on the top before
our eyes. Again I heard the sound of writing, and
in due time the second slate was filled with a message from my uncle, addressed both to my aunt and
myself, and signed with his full name. And as before,
there was no bit of pencil left.
From my deceased sister I got no answer in writing, but Mr. Keeler gave me the name by which we
used to call her, " Caddy," for Caroline. And there
was no answer at all from the three other persons to
whom I wrote in the presence of Mr. Keeler.
During all this performance Mr. Keeler kept up
constant talking, repeating some of the names and
giving the substance of the answers that afterward
appeared on the slates, and always without mistake.
This is the only slate-writing performance I ever
saw. I went determined to discover any possible
fraud. I had my senses all the time; I saw every
movement in the broad daylight, and I affirm most
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positivly that there was no deception on the part of
Mr. Keeler; he never could hav produced that slatewriting.
VIOTORIA A. B:mm.
Washington, IJ. 0., May 7, 1888.

Why Do Christians Abuse Liberal, MoJ
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : One
would suppose, from pulpit professions, that Chris-tians would commend -goodness, " good fruits,"
wherever found. But do they T Do they respect,
reverence, an Infidel who is known to be a good
man~- Or do they not hate the good man because
he is an Infidel! Is it not the same with Liberal, Mo. T
The other day I received a letter from my old-time
friend, Stephen Decker, Pleasanton, Kan., one of the
most level-headed and progressiv merchants of that
live Liberal state. Here are golden sentences:
I hav been to Liberal, Mo., where there is no Christ, no
God, no Holy Ghost, no Sunday-school, and no Christians.
I must say in behalf of Liberal that I never met a better
and more intelligent class of people in my life. The young
people are better informed in a general way, as a class, than
the young people of any other town that I am acquainted
with. They hav excellent schools, and try to excel the young
people of other towns in every way.
.
.

There is a picture, given by a business man who
has traveled across the continent, in which all Liberals in America can feel just pride Contrast it with.
Christian calumny !
As soon as I can afford the cost we will hav our
ten-year-old boy-our youngest-go to Liberal, Mo.,
away from Christian influence as far as possible, and
obtain the benefits of Liberal schools, and finally
graduate at Liberal College.
I fear we Libe!-'als hav nearly all been a little too
lukewarm concerning that commendable effort at
Liberal. The dissensions there hav affected us more
than the Liberality. Friend Decker's letter, although
not intended for publication, givs us a clearer apprehension of the clear atmosphere of that progressiv
town than anything I ever read, even their own
papers; a peep into the daily life of Liberal, with
which no Christian town can compare.
Monte Vista, Col.
W. F. JAMIESON.

Is Professor Leahy

Persecuted~

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si?· : we
now hav for president of the board of trustees of the
only Freethought University in the world the Hon.
B. A. Bigelow. In his eloquent address to the
board he said: "We don't want any more Ingersolls,
Websters, or Paines. We don't want our sons
taught to be great orators; we want some one to
teach them to plow. They're the ones that get
there. You might teach them manners for a hundred
years, and they would be no better off."
Mr. Bigelow is quite right; we do need some one
(and we've got him) to teach our boys to "plow"-not
to till the soil, but to "plow" the minds of the coming generations. One thing sure, Mr. Bigelow need
not fear that his boys will ever become Ingersolls.
Another of our leading Liberals (G. H. Walser)
said: "The fact that students love their teacher is
no proof that h:e is a ,qoocl teacher; in fact, it goes to
show th&t he is a bad teacher."
It is universally known that the students all love
Professor Leahy, and most of them declare that if
another teacher is put in his place they will not
attend school. Why the people will persecute him is
unaccountable. One thing is sure: the day that
Professor Leahy is removed from the University, that
day it dies ; and that day the town of Libera~ will
begin to go, and keep going down, till at last it will
be what all Christians would hav it, an orthodox
town. Liberals, must the Freethought University
die~
ANoNYMous.

Matthew Arnold.
So Matthew Arnold, a poet with deep and tender
insight into the poetic sympathies of the universe,
has passed away. Those who can breathe in the
higher levels Of spiritual exhilaration hav lost the
most exqusit lyre that bas sounded among the sons
of men since the waters of Spezzia closed with their
dirge-wail over the remains of Shelley. To this we
bear willing testimony, although Arnold was no bard
of ours. He had· too little in him of the Byron he
depreciated, and whom we adore. It was Arnold
who, in magnificent because truthful imagery, represented Byron as bearing "from Europe to the
lEtolian shore, the pageant of his bleeding heart."
But of Arnold himself it can be predicated only that
he drove down the neatly graveled pathway of modern
letters the gilded landau of literary dandyism.
Are we reminded that Matthew Arnold was a
skeptic! Then we remind the reminder that skepticism of the vaguely expressed and mentally inconsequent Arnold type hinders rather than facilitates
the dawning of the better day. God-abrogating
phrase-mongering about the " stream of tendency not
Ourselvs which maketh for Righteousness," allied
with the political maintenance of the Church of England, is too paradoxical a type of skepticism ever to
blossom into practical effect, or to animate the public
conscience with any impulse beyond that of trying to
reconcile irreconcilable propositions, and to ravel
metaphysical conundrums.-SeC'Itlar Review.
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justice for all." Those who believe in the Nine De- l The Freethought Society of Carrieres-Saint-Denis.
Meung.sur-Loire.
"
"
"
ruanda, who realize there is something for every FreeThe Unit~d ~odge of True Friendo (A~ignon).
thinker to do, should bend their energies to make
The AthetstiC Group of Boulogne-sur-Seine.
President Putnam's tour, commencing June 3d, one
SAMUEL P, PUTNAM, President.
The Freethought Society of Beauvais (Oise).
"
"
"
Saiot-Denis-du-Sig (Algeria).
E. A; STEVENS, SecretarY, - 241 Washington Doulevat·d, Chicago. continuous triumphal march over Oregon's mountains
The French Federation of the Socialistic Groups and of
0HA11LES EcKHARD, Treas.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York. and fertif valleys, following the Cascade range to the
E. B. FooTE• JR., Ohair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave., New York. Olympian bights and beautiful bays of fair Washing- Freethought of Paris.
The Freethought Society of Guerigny (Nievre).
l!i:lS. 1\I. A. F.aEEMAN, Ohair. Fin. Com., 175 So. Halsey s~., Obioago,
ton territory, through Idaho, Utah, Colorado, Ne"
"
"
Mostagarem (Algeria).
The 4th Federation of Anticlerical Groups of Belfort.
braska, and Iowa, till we shake the sturdy Secular
The Group of Defenders of Liberty, Belfort.
For Pounding Their Pastor.
soldier's hand in the city of Chicago, where hosts of
The Freetbought Society of La Bourine (Bonches-duAs murders and similar mirth-provoking matters friends realize the labor he performs purely for the Rhone).
principles
he
espouses.
If
there
is
a
date
unfilled,
or
are a glut in the news-market of this modern Gomor·
The Freethought Society of Mauts (Uantal).
"
"
"
Maintenon (Eure-et-Loire).
rah, and as it is as yet an unusual Sunday-morning an appointment. that can yet be made in addition to
"
"
"
St. Etienne (Loire).
diversion for leading members of a Christian congre- those herewith announced, do not fail to write him
"
"
"
Orleans.
gation to pull their pastor out of his pulpit and, by immediately.
"
"
"
Cette (Herault).
way of further showing their admiration, administer to Ashland,
Oregon ... June 3 Pasco, Waverly, Colfax,
"
"
"
Bonneville (Haute Savoie).
" ............. .4 and Spokane Falls, W.
''
"
"
Limoges.
him a severe threshing, even the filing of the petition Talent,
T................... August 1-12
"
"
AlgierA.
in the circuit court amounted to ·almost a sensation. Jacksonville, " ........... 5, 6 Walla
Walla, W. T ........... 14
"
"
"
Saint Florentin (Yonne).
Creek,} "
_10
7
Not that a little corporeal disciplin isn't frequently Myrtle
Roseburg,
........ ..
Union,
Or ............. 15
"
"
League of Rbeims.
deserved by the preachers, but as the law of compen- Coos County, " ........ 11-19 Baker City,
" ............. 16
"
"
Society of Mont-Louis-sur-Loire.
sation is generally out of joint, we being more liable Silverton,
" ........ 22-24 Boise City, IdahO ......... 19
The Union of Cultivators of Druillat (Ain).
Utah .......... 21
" ........ 24, 25 Ogden,
The Freethought Society of Pbilippeville (Algeria).
to get what we don't deserve, and deserve many good Stayton,
" ............. 22
Lebanon,
" ........ 26-2tl Morgan,
"
"
Italian League of Naples.
things we don't get, I fear for myself.
·
" ............. 23
Molalla,
" ........ 29, 30 Coalville,
"
"
Society of .!Hallemort (B'ches-du-Rh6ne).
The writer is at present officiating in a church, Eagle Creek,
" ............ 26
" ....... July 4 Park City,
The Freethought Society of Chateau-du.Loir (Sarthe).
where a pulpit used to be, and he approaches this Sandy,
" ... 27. 28, 29
" .............. 5 Heber,
"
"
"
Annecy (Haute-Savoie).
Col.. ... Sept. 2
" .............. 6 Denver,
"
"
"
Auch.
subject with fear, trembling, and hope that this sort New Era,
Neb ......... 5, 6
" ..... ., .... 7, 9 Seward,
"
" · Societies of 5th and 17th arrondissements
of sociability may not become vulgarly common-at McMinnville,
Fremont,
"
..............
9
of Paris.
McCoy, }
" ....... 10 ' 11 Omaha,
least, that the contagion of ita example may not strike Ballston,
" ............. 10
The Freethought Society of St. Nazaire-sur-Loire.
the members of the Chicago Secular Union as particu- Independence, " ............. 11 Creston,
Iowa .......... ll
"
"
"
lllidah (Algeria).
Ottumwa,
"
.............
12
Forest Grove, " ............. 15
larly deserving of emulation.
"
"
''
Darnetal.
'' ............. 13
" ........ 16, 17 Salem.
"
"
''
Levallois Perret.
In his petition, Rev. LeonSl·d C. Koehler, pastor Hillsboro,
" ........ 16, 17
" ............. 11:'! West Union,
"
"
"
Nevt>rs.
of St. Stephen's (we hav a family affection for this Portland,
Dwight,
Ill.
......
19,
20
Astoria,
" ............. 22
''
•'
Saintes (Lower Charente).
saint, even though he doesn't spell his name right), re- Cathlamet, W. T...... 24-2ti Chicago,
" ............. 23
Toulon.
"
"
"
Pittsburgh,
Pa ............ 30
lates how the church, and its other property, valued
"
"
"
Guyotville.(Algeria).
"
Bouffarick
"
at $15,000, became involved, was foreclosed, and
Those who are anticipating a visit from the poet,
"
"
"
Romilly-sur-Seine.
finally repurchased with funds raised by the pastor philosopher, and orator of the American Secular
The Freethought Democratic Society of Montargis.
of the German Reformed church-which proves that, Union, who is performing heroic work for the presThe Federation of Nevers.
if he is not a reformer to any great extent, he is a ent and future, should see to it that his reception is
The formalities of verification over, committees
"hustler" for filthy lucre. The $20,000 he secured commensurate with his labors and his wort.h.
were appointed to examin the items placed upon the
from contributions was soon placed at the disposal
Saturday_the Cook county Sunday-school convenof twelve of the wealthiest members of his church, tion closed ita session in Farwell Hall. The pro- program. It fell to the first committee to discuss
who formed a trust. Crowds flocked to hear him, ceedings would fill THE TRUTH SEEKER, but the "The necessity of independence in the relations bebut, as usual, with success came dissension-there secretary's report shows that in this county there tween the state and religions;" to the second "The
cropped out between the pastor and his wealthy are 568 evangelical Sunday-schools, conducted by ibfluence which the separation of church and state
trust (whose names I fear to trust to your composi- 11,085 officers, representing 17 denominations, with would exercise upon national customs, and upon
tors) a decided difference of opinion. But the twelve an attendance of 117.565; the average attendance for social and political economy," and to the third, "The
apostles stood so well together that they hav held the year being 88.817, and the increase over last year serious consequences of celibacy in the religious
the offices continuously for six years. This clique con- 6,994. This influence_ Secularists, to be successful, brotherhoods, and the indiapeuaability of the supcluded that they could not "trust" the pastor, so must counteract. When will they begin ? The Sun- pression of convents and the religious orders of men
and women." The. fourth committee were allotted
they conspired to dismiss him.
day-school liter,ature is so insipid that it helps to
Koehler was not that kind, and the matter was make young skeptics, as the Boston Courier's poet three points : (1) The general and absolute prohibition of. all religious manifestations or signs at wedsettled in his favor by a vote of his congregation port1·ays as follows:
dings, funerals, processions, etc. (2) The suppresand he concluded the war was over. There is where
I never hav met,
sion of bella. (3) The obligation of imposing upon
he counted without his host. We are told that SunYet I cannot forget,
municipalities the duty of removing from schools all
Where'er l may wander, where'er I may be,
day morJling, June 6, 1886, broke calm and clear.
religious emblems and of placing republican ones in'fhe
minister's
joy,
No spots were visible on the sun to giv rise to sus·
That dear little boy,
stead.
picion of treachery. The robins sang merrily their
My teachers described as a pattern for me.
On the following day M. Bertuy, on behalf of the
lay, and the lake breeze broze just sufficient to lull
I've searched for him oft,
first committee, made an eloquent speech in favor of
the pastor's aspirations into an angelic frame of mind
Alow and aloft,
the complete separation of church and state, and M.
In desert and forest, and cranny and nook,
as he journeyed toward the house of God. He felt
Vincent, also on behalf of the committee, proposed
But never bav met,
at peace with all mankind and vainly thought that all
Yet I cannot forget,
resolutions to the Congress to that effect. The secmankind was at peace with him, as he blissfully
The good little boy of the Sunday-school book.
ond committee not then having concluded its labors,
stepped into his pulpit to dispense glad tidings to
A new license ordinance has just been defeated by the report of the third committee was given by M.
his people that bright Sabbath morn.. Alas ! how
could they do it~ they ought to know they'd rue it. the city council by a vote of 37 to 17. It provided Francisco Fernandez, who spoke in Spanish. After
To be brief, rudely awakened from his reverie of lov- that no saloon should be located within two hundred his speech had been translated into French, resoluing kindness, and by the hands of the arch conspir- feet of any church or parochial school or any other tions were passed inviting agitation against celibate
ators of the trust, this man of God was, in the lan- school having an attendance of fifty students; that societies. On the report of the fourth committee a
guage of the petition, "actually seized by Hafer, in residence blocks the written permission of owners little discussion on detail ensued, but agitation for ,
Scheidig, and others, while in the pulpit, and of a majority of the frontage on both sides of· the the suppression of religious emblems on ceremonial
wickedly, unlawfully, vi,olently, maliciously, and bru- street should accompany the petition for license. occasions and in schools, and for the suppression of
tally dragged down and cruelly beaten." Mein Gott Tuesday evening the council chamber was packed bells, was agreed upon.
When the Congress met on the next day, the 31st
in himrnell I Can such things be~ Must pam.e to with a peculiar mixture of interested parties-aalooniats
and
ministers.
After
a
long
debate,
the
aaloonof
March, the second committee presented three
let my indignation evaporate-while taking a Teuton's
consolation. To resume the thread of this painful ists knocked out the ministers. As our proxy mayor, reports on the subject it had been their duty to condiscourse, Rev. Leonard C. Koehler left his pastor- Roche, was run in on the cry of reform, and as he sider, viz., "The influence which the separation of
ate; which was very considerate and commendable, presides over the council and gave decisions favor- church and state would exercise upon national cusalthough a rather tardy recognition of an, ugly fact- able to the saloonista, Rev. Drs. Little and Withrow tomR, and upon social and political economy." The
they did not want him. One thing, however, sits are gnashing their teeth over his treachery. The speakers were M. Py, M. Eduarte, and M. Griffon.
The report of the last seems to hav been specially
heavily on the stomach of the deposed pastor. It is daily Noose sings him this stanza :
elaborate. Eqch report concluded by asking for the
There was a blond party named Roche,
that the self-same "trust " has remainl3d in office
Who posed as sans peur, sans 1·eproche,
immediate abolition of the Concordat. The reports
ever since, despite that one hundred members of the
But this modern Bayard
and conclusions were approved; a little formal busicongregation, as he claims, hav seceded and are
Made the preachers all tired
ness, such as fixing the next Congress to take place
drawing in their spiritual consolation from Brother
By his aid of saloons-and of Roche.
at
Algiers, was disposed of, and then the Congress
Koehler in Grace church. Moreover, the good
E. A. STEVENS
was thrown open to any who wished to 13peak. Sev~
pastor avers that the "trust" hav not paid their
eral deputies availed themselva of the opportunity
debts, but, instead, hav spent the money in riotous
A Freethought Congress in Africa.
and then the president, M. Arnould, closed what wa~
living for tbemselvs, and for this he demands an acFrom the Nattonal Rerormer.
manifestly a most interesting and successful Congress.
counting from the time .he left the church, and that
This Freethought, or as our French neighbors
the money raised by him and wrongfully used be prefer to call it, Anticlerical, Congress was held at
r~turn~d; and that, if the c~urt admits the justice of Oran, Algeria, on the 29th, 30th, and 31st of March
Pretended Descriptions of Jesus Christ.
h1a cla1m, the money owed h1m be a lien on the prop- last. The sittings were opened at a quarter past
LETTER OF PUBLIUS LENTULUS.
erty.
·
9 on Thursday, the 30~h, at the town hall, by an
Geronimo
Xavier, a Jesuit missionary, who died
From the lovely Santa Clara valley resound echoes address from M. Eugene Pelliaaier, vice-president of
in
1617,
was
the
probable fabricator of the following
of President Putnam's grand labors for universal t;he Libre Pensee d'Oran, who, after welcoming the
mental liberty, and San J oee marshals another gal- nssembled delegates, uttered a powerful denunciation document, first found in his " History of Christ "
written in Peraic:
'
lant host under the banner of the American Secular of the church.
Lentulus, Prefect of Jerusalem, to~the Senate and· People
Union in response to his rousing lecture on" Dangers
At the conclusion of M. Pelissier's speech, officers of Rome greeting :
.
Ahead." He is the only Richmond in the field the were elected and the delegations were verified. The
At this time there hath appeared, and stiH livs, a man enonly one who, in the West, works everywher~ for following societies were represented either by their dowed with great powers, whose name is Jesus Christ. Men
something more than himself-the cause. From own delegates or by some member of the Oran say that be is a mighty prophet; his disciples call him the
son of God. He restores the dead to life, and heals the sick
Mrs. R. H. Schwartz, the secretary of the new organ· society:
from
all sorts of ailments and diseases. He is a man of
ization, we hav received a charter fee, and the docuThe Socialistic Freethought Societies of the 20th and 4th stature, proportionably tall, and his cast of countenance has
ment is forwarded. May the Secularists of San J oae arrondissements of Paris.
a certain severity in it, so full of effect as to induce beholders
to love, and still' to fear him. His hair is of the color of
wage relentless war against orthodox tyranny, unjust i 'The National Secular Society.
wine, as far as the bottom of his ears, without radiation and
taxa,tion, and ever maintain "privileges for none, ~ ~The Rouen Freethought Society.

f[~t Jlmerican rJtcular IJnion.
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straight; and from the lower part of his ears it is curled
down ~o his shoulders, and bright, and hangs downward
from hi~ shoulders. At ~he top o! his head it is parted after
the fashion of the Nazarmes. His forehead is smooth and
clean, and his face wi!~out a pimple, adorned by a certain
tempprate r~dness; his countenance gentleman-like and
agreeable; h1s nose and mouth nothing amiss· his beard
thick and divided into two branches of the sa:Oe color as
~is hair, his ey~s blue, and uncmnmo0:1y bright. In reprovIng and rebukmg he is formidable. in teaching and exhorting, of a bland agreeable tongue. He has a wonderful grace
of person united with seriousness. No one hath ever seen
him smile, but weeping they hav. He bath a lengthened
stature of body ; his hands are straight and turned up · his
arm~ are de~ectable; in. speaking, deliberate and slow,' and
sparmg of his conversatiOn-the most beautiful countenance
among the sons of men.

~n fr~nt of certain manuscripts of the gospels,
wntte? m 1504 and preserved in.the library at Jena,
there 1s the following later inscription in Latin:
. In the time of Octavius Cresar, Pnblius Lentulus, proconsul
th.e parts of J u~ea and. (the territory) of Herod the king,
IS s.a1d to hav wntten this epistle to the Roman senators,
which was afterward found by Eutropius in the annals of
the Romans.
~n

Eutropius is manifestly one of the numerous
Benedictine forgeries. The epistle of Publius Lentulus, which follows, begins, In hoc tempcwe-" At
this time"-tbat is, in the time of Octavius (A.ugul!ltus) Coosar, who died A.D. 14, when the mythical Jesus
was a beardless boy, and the real Jesus, the illegiti
mate son of Mary by Joseph Panders, had been dead
more than eighty years.
Pontius Pill\te had no predecessor named Publius
. Lentulus, nor was there ever a proconsul in Judea of
that name. This fabricated letter bas served its purpose, and is now in a state of "innocuous desuetude."
But its description of Jesus Christ is retained in the
recent forgery of Pilate's letter to Tiberius Cresar,
for example: "His golden-colored hair and beard
gave to his appearance a celestial aspect. Never bav
I seen a.sweeter or more serene countenance." (See
THE TRUTH SEEKER of April 28th.)
·
All our pictures of Jesus are after the same model.
The Catholic church could not afford to accept
Isaiah's prophetic description of the messiah-" His
visage was so marred more than any man, and his
form more than the sons of men." And having not
8 sc~ap of p~gan or J awish testimony to the fact of a
Chnst crucified under Pontius Pilate, the church
has palmed off such clumsy forgeries as these upon
its ignorant and credulous dupes.
This assertion is more than confirmed by the
learned Jesuit Hardouin, who in his posthumous
book, published in 1766, maintains that there is no
genuin primitiv church literature-that it is all
fabricated by Benedictine monks since the middle of
the thirteenth century, and that nearly all the Greek
and Latin classics are of like modern origin.
ANTICHRIST.

Mr. Gladstone's Essay Dissected.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTII SEEKER, Sir : It
II1ay be presumptuous for one of my caliber to
attempt anticipating the reply which Ingersoll will
undoubtedly make to Gladstone, but amidst the
bray of jubilation which the poor dear Christians will
raise during the month, the crude thoughts of ordinary Infidels may hav the charitable effect of letting
them down easy. Mr. Gladstone is without doubt
the ablest opponent that Ingersoll has ever been
called upon to meet-the most learned, the most
skilled in debate, the most courteous, and the most
celebrated. - It is encouraging, therefore, to find his
criticism marked all over by that sure sign of weakness, an apologetic tone. His article is not really a
vindication of Christianity at all .. It is only an
arraignment of Ingersoll's logic and rhetoric. Those
well-worn fallacies, the ignoratio eleuctii and the argument ad ve1·ecundum, so familiar to the hand
of the polemic, but so odious to the ear of the
logician, make up the larger part of it. Thus,
more than six pages are given to pricking holes in
less than four lines of Ingersoll's, which compare the.
human sacrifices of the Hindoos with those mentioned in the Bible. And what does all this labor
amount to, in the most favorable point of view T A
demonstration that it is hasty to assume that the
human sacrifices offered by J ephthah and Abraham
are a.s such approved by Christians. I submit that
Ingersoll did not say they were. I submit that it
would be quite as easy to dispute the proposition
that suttee or that infanticide is sanctioned by the.
V ada; and that Christian writers hav actually disputed them with quite as much success. The comparison, then, appears to remain legitimate. Human
sacrifice is among the deplorable results of superstition in India. So it was in Gilead-and at Pocasset.
The Christian pot is not justified in reviling the Hindoo kettle for blackness; which Dr. Field had been
doing; and that is all Ingersoll meant to say. But
if he had accused the Bible of formally sanctioning
such acts as Jephthah's, how poor an excuse it would
be to show that there might be a question about it!
Does the proof that suttee is not mentioned in the
V ada amount to proof that the system founded ori
the V ada is not tainted with the atrocities of suttee?
Those who maintain a different:system:do:not think

so. Why is not their argument against one form of
superstition as good in the mouth of the Agnostic
against any~ In another place seven more pages are
given to criticising some not very original remarks
of Ingersoll to the effect that error is innocent because conviction is not in the power of the will.
Mr. Gladstone here is venturing upon rather dangerous ground. The whole question of the will's relation
to the judgment was thoroughly threshed out some
centuries ago by the schools of Duns Scotus and
Thpmas Aquinas, with the result of getting the
church into a dilemma from which a greater than
either of them must come to extricate her. Either
faith requires an act of the will or it does not. If it
does, then orthodoxy lacks that demonstration -of
truth or probability which convinces in spite of the
will. If it does not, then it has no moral quality
either good or bad.
Of the remaining fifteen pages about seven are devoted to criticisms of Ingersoll as little to the main
purpose as the above, leaving only eight in all for
Mr. Gladstonc:;'s direct defense of Christianity. Mr.
Gladstone is too sagacious a polemic to imitate what
may be considered the fault of his opponent. He
has charged Ingersoll with exaggeration, haste, dogmatism, a profusion of mere rhetorical invectiv, the
justice of all which accusations is considerably lessened by the fact that Ingersoll was writing as an advocate against a system itself essentially dogmatic,
and was not, therefore, required by the laws of debate
to prove, but only to raise objections. But Mr.
Gladstone has taken care that his indictment shall
not be retorted. Nothing can be milder than his way
of insinuating that there may be something in Christianity after all. A minute critic upon the careful
structure of his argument might. perhaps find some
such intimation in almost every passage directed
against Ingersoll. But there are only three in which
Christianity appears to be prominent and Ingersoll
secondary. Colonel Ingersoll had said that the discoveries of Darwin "carried to their legitimate conclusion destroy the creeds and sacred scriptures of
mankind." Mr. Gladstone asks, why! ·and in endeavoring to show the contrary, draws a very proper distinction between Christianity and Theism. Availing
myself of this distinction, I should say the question
why Darwinism destroys a considerable part of the
Christian scriptures is hardly worth answering. Sophistry has not yet attempted so hopeless a task as reconciling the statements that man was made out of the
dust of the ground, and became sinfui and mortal
through disobediently eating an apple, with the idea
that he was evolved from a previously exiflting animal
form, bringing with him not only mortality but all the
savage, greedy, and otherwise brutal instincts which
constitute "original sin." With Theism in the widest
and most inde.finit sense, Darwinism is perhaps not
inconsistent. But it is inconsistent with two fundamental ideas of the current Theism, the idea of absolute creation and the idea of intelligent design.
Current Theism teaches that matter was made out of
nothing. Darwinism, toget.her with all scientific discovery, discredits the idea that anything is made out
of nothing. The definit demiurgic act of six thousand years ago is superseded by a process of change
which every enlargement of our knowledge givs us
better reason for believing to extend fror.n eternity to
eternity. And that adaptation of organs to functions
upon which the argument from design is built disappears with the design itself, when we learn that the
functions precede the organs and are the cause of
their existence. The difference between the first two
conceptions cannot be minimized into what Mr.
Gladstone calls a quantita.tiv difference. It is qualitativ and insuperable. The difference between the
other two cannot be disposed of, as he seeks to dispose of it, by a reference to the n~cessity for a first
cause. It consists in the disappearance of .supposed
final causes and the establishment of an automatic
efficient cause. The idea that God made mice to escape
cats and cats to catch mice-an idea sufficiently incongruous in the first place-gets beyond the limits of rational consideration when the eat's claws, eyes, "whiskers," etc., are shown to ha.v acquired their high mousecatching quality through the exercise of the eat's
own propensities, reinforced by the natural elimination of those specimens in which the advantageous
peculiarities were least pronounced; while the quick
ear, sharp eye, swift legs, and timid heart of the
mouse acquired their cat-escaping powers in the same
manner.
In answer to Ingersoll's arraignment of the conven·
tional idea that God allows the wicked (very unnecessarily) to triumph in this life, and then punishes them
with unreasonable severity in another, Mr. Gladstone's reply amounts to this, that the righteous, on
the whole, bav the best of this life; and his principal
case in point is that Christendom now r11les the world,
through 8 surplus, be is candid enough to add, of
material, as well as moral, force. The illustration
furnishes ground for some reflections not altogether
cheerful. When Christianity beyond question meant
reform, it did not rule the world to any alarming extent. Since the time of Constantine, we may fairly
doubt if it has meant reform. Very similar observations might be applied to most other ideas which hav
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passed from the stage of movement into that of institution. The sad and cynical truth would seem to be
about this: Mankind is divisible into knaves, fools,
and ''cranks," _the latter genus including the whole
species reformer. Between the knave and fool there
is the same happy interaction as between hammer
and anvil~ but woe betide the "crank" who presumes
to get into the intervening space ! It is at the expense
of his own person that he prevents knave from hammering fool ; and it is to little purpose, for knave
forthwith moves somewhere else, and fool obediently
follows. Thus, as the author of "Ecce Homo" has
well said, the latter part of the "crank's" destiny is
worse than the first. Could he return to earth, he
would find the very class of people who crucified him
making his tomb the shrine of a new idolatry, as absurd and pernicious as that which he destroyed, and
the chisels and files with which he cut his way out of
prison forged into the bolts and bars of a new prison
which is called by his own name. He has, indeed,
the satisfaction of knowing that he has done his duty;
but to affiliate this reward on divine ]ustice it should
be eternal, and that appears to involve-on CIK'istia.n
principles it certainly does include-a. revolting
consequence, even the eternal damnation of those
who made his work necessary, repaid him for it by
martyrdom, and finally spoiled it by reproducing the
old wrong in a. new form.
The third point at which Mr. Gladstone attempts
to vindicate orthodoxy, is the absence in the muchlauded gospel of a.uy practical moral principle, such
as that slavery, or poiygamy, or despotism is wrong.
The defense is a conventional one. Jesus did not
introduce a system, but a spirit, which is the life of
the society he founded, and the source of living
morality. All this would be a good deal more satisfactory if it were accompanied by some proof that
this spirit has the pract.ical effect of making Christians unanimous on any great point of ethics. It is
easy to prove from the " Memorabilia." of Xenophon
that Socrates laid down, though not in very finished
shape, the method which all subsequent logic and
science has pursued. It is easy, for a much more
modern instance, to show that Saint Simon, in his
conversations and his little pamphlets, laid down the
common ideas of all modern Socialio;m. But the
discovery of Jesus, as the author of" Ecce Homo"
again says, is himself/ and when we find his authority claimed by the advocates of every conceivable
social system, from the Mormons to the Shakers, from
the slaveowners to the Anarchists, is there not reason
to say that the only peculiarity which his followers
hav in common is the excessiv egotism implied in
identifying one's own notions with a supposed command from heaven T That this doctrin of absolute
unselfishness is a mere oriental platitude; and that
its application is anything or nothing, according to
the customs of the country and the conceptions of
the individual.
C. L. JAMES.

Lectures and Meetings.
TH& antagonist selected by the Christians of Phrenix,
Ariz., to meet C. B. Reynolds in debate proved to be
Clark Braden. Mr. Reynolds promptly and peremptorily
declined to meet him. Mr_ Reynolds was detained at San
Diego, Cal., by the sinking at her wharf-just half an hour
before she was to sail-of the steamship Queen of the Pacific.
J. E. REMSBURG recently lectured in three states, Indiana,
Kentucky, and Ohio, within twenty-four hours. Mr. Remsburg will deliver three lectureR at Sherman Opera House,
Newark, N. Y., Saturday evening and Sunday afternoon
and evening, May 26 and 27, 1888. Subjects: "False
Claims,". "Babbath-Brcaldng," and" The Apostles of Liberty." All are cordially invited to attend, especially the
clergy. Admission free. Front seats reserved for ladies,
and gentlemen accompanied by ladies.
"To the Spiritualists and Liberals of Minnesota, and other
states, greeting: The Rice County, Minn., Scientific, Moral,
and Reformatory AsRociation will hold their first annual
meeting at Morristown, on the third Sunday in June, 1888,
and in connection therewith will be held a Spiritual and Liberal camp-meeting, commencing Wednesday, June 13th, and
closing on the Monday following. It being the first Spiritual
and Liberal camp-meeting held in this state, we invite and
earnestly solicit the attendance and aiu of Spiritualists and
Liberals of this and other states to help inaugur!\te anu build
up a permanent camp-meeting organization at this or some
other suitable plqce in this locality. We also invite Spiritual
and Liberal speakers and mediums; suitable rooms for holding seances will be furnished gratis. We wish to employ a
good slate-writing medium, who will permit investigators to
bring their own closed slates. Such a medium will be the
instrument of great good to our cause, besides benefiting
himself financially, as phenomena of this order hav never
been witnessed or produced in this vicinity. We would ask
such mediums to correspond with us at once, tba:t we may
make early and permanent arran;:;ements for their coming.
Ample means for board and shelter will be made for all who
may attend the camp-meeting, at very reduced rates. The
lowest reduction on railroad fare will be secured. Conveyance hourly between carup-gruund and seance rooms, and to
all trains, at a fare not to excePd five cents per trip. Furthe:.information can be obtained by corresponding with Mrs,
L~ura A. Grant, Mortistown 1 Minn."
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Colonel Ingersoll at the Nineteenth Century
Club.
Pram the Beraza of Mav9th.

There was a genuin clash of intellectual arms at
the Metropolitan Assembly Rooms last evening bet ween the giants of reason and reasoning-Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, Frederick R. Coudert, and Gen;
Stewart L. Woodford. "The Limitations of Toleration" was the subject of discussion.
,
There was a large and fashionable a.udience present
When President Courtlandt Palmer mtroduced Colonel Ingersoll. Mr. Palmer said that Colonel Inger.soU is to his time what Hugo, Voltaire, and Rousseau
were to theirs.
The propositions made by Mr. Ingersoll were:
1. That thought is a necessary, natural product-the result
of what is called impressions made through the medium of
the senses upon the brain, not forgetting the fact of heredity.
2. That no human being is accountable to any being,
human or divine, for his thoughts.
3. That human beings hav a certain interest in the thoughts
of each other, and one who undertakes to tell his thoughts
should be honest.
4. TjJ.at all hav an equal right to express their thoughts
upon lDl subjects.
5. That for one man to say to another, "I tolerate you," is
an assumption of authority-not a disclaimer, but a waiver,
of the right to persecute.
6. That each man has the same right to express to the
whole world his ideas that the rest of the world hav to
express their thoughts to him.

I

nel Ingersoll has built up anything?" vociferated Mr.
Coudert. "Unfortunately," he added, "Freethought
does exist. What man would not put fetters upon
the demons of thought! Is it not unworthy of him
to teach that thought must be free! Thought is unseen, unhandled, and untouched, and no despot has
ever yet been able to fetter it. Is it not liberty of
Speech that he wants! Destruction, that is so pleasant, is what he aims at. The baby begins with destroying his bib, the older boy his hobby-horse, and
· · t
the man J.oins the regiment with the latent mstmc
that he will hav the opportunity of destroying human
aiv you liberty t o
life. The dynamiter says, I will obuild if you will let me destroy. We hav been
through manv crises in our short history, and learned
that thought Jis nothing before the law, while a wor d
is an act. Who will say our society could exist if we
allowed free speech. Whom would you punish for
the murder of Desdemona? Iago's free speech
poisoned Othello's mind, but he went scot-free. Is
it charity for you to invade my home and teach my
children that they arEI the witlings and fools of the
world' Colonel Ingersoll's teaching is but 8 polite
excuse for blasphemy, and by blasphemy 1 mean
bringing into riqicule the things that are. sacr~dfor instance, :firing off the Lord's Prayer hke_a Joke
from Jo Miller. Christian faith is the ligament that
has kept human society together. Think what you
like but do not as Samson did_ pull ·down the
tem'ple upon your own head. Wherever liberty of
speech bas been incompatible with the safety of the
state, the former has been compelled to fall back, and
cannot be revived by nickel-plated platitudes and
profane jokes disguised in purple and tinsel."
General Woodford represented the Protestant
faith, and without preface attacked Colonel Ingersoll's
logic. He said that Mr. Ingersoll's fatal error was
in stating that thought is 8 necessary, natural product
of effect upon the senses.
"Do you think that is thought'" asked he. "The
senses make an impression -q.pon your mind, but do
not the will, the reason, and the memory take hold 1
Is thought not based on and assisted by secondary
influences T ·He says no being is responsible to any
other being, human or divine. Brandy suggests my
thirst. Am 1 not held responsible as to whether 1
yield to the debauch or rise to the dignity of selfcontrol T If we admit that there is no control of
thought, then we Ioie the power of regenerating the
world. If evil comes into your mind, you either barbor it or cast it out. 1 am responsible to my neighbor for helping him up or dragging him down. Because there is 8 creation 1 believe there is a creator,
that if there is force there must be 8 projector, and
that if there is matter there must be spirit."
General woodford then concisely defined the Protestant doctrin of interpreting the Bible, and Colonel
Ingersoll threw off his coat again and took the stand
with :fire in his eye. The manner of the contending
gentlemen had been rather suggestiv of holding him
up to an awful future. He said :first that every
mother wants to see her children soar to higher
realms of thought than she had attained; that one
cannot honor his father by going around and swearing to his mistakes.
"1 hav done one thing," said Colonel Ingersoll
grimly. " 1 hav compelled 8 Roman Catholic to
compliment Voltaire, simply because it was at my expense. And as 1 think of him 1 see 8 plumed knight
in mailed armor who rode on to the beleaguered city
of Catholicity, who thrust the dagger of assassination into the mother ehurch, making 8 wound from
which she will never recover. The gentleman, too,
judging from his talk, has preserved his bib. (Uproarious laughter.) I would be honest at the cradle.
The child's brain now is 8 bastile and its poor little
soul a convict. And now for the second gentleman.
He is the Protestant who says you may think, but if
you draw 8 wrong conclusion you are lost.- Could
you help believing the Bible1 The Jonah story
looks reasonable in Brooklyn [General Woodford's
homeJ. 1 believe you are responsible to any person
you injure. You can't injure an in:finit being. All
our duties are right here. Giv to every other human
being the right you claim for yourself. The only
possible good is happiness. The only time and place
for it are now and here, and the way to get it is to
make everybody else happy. General Woodford
says I'll be held accountable. 1 am ready now, and
when 1 settle no man or woman can say 1 injured
him or her."
__.., •

Colonel Ingersoll wanted to know whether the
will bad any power over thought, and added that if
thought is a necessity there follows no responsibility
for it. In reading Shakspere one absorbs only in so
far as the reader's soul has been developed. Civilization is advanced far enough to know now that the
conduct of man is in no way responsible for the phenomena of nature. No man nor nation is wicked
enough to bring down the wrath of heaven in bolts
of lightning. That the thunderbolt is as likely to
strike a good woman as a bad man, and that the ship
loaded with pirates is quite as sure .to ride out the
storm as the vessel loaded with missionaries.. And
no man is happy who is not good.
" If your neighbor does a wrong thing," said the
colonel, " your God can tend to him a thousand
times better than you. He's got the time and the
means. So you can afford to be tolerant. Now,
then, I claim that in the realm of thought there is
no democracy in which the majority rules. Do you
think a good God would be satisfied with a compulsory worship 1 The rights of all · are absolutely
equal. The liberty of thought and the expression of
it are of more value than anything else under the sun.
Take that word liberty out of the human language
and all other words are meaningless. Whoever has
spoken against the right to speak has admitted that
he denies his own doctrin. I hate that word " toleration." It was in vogue when the thinkers were in
the minority, and when the great ignorant majority
hated a heretic as a last year's leaf hates a this year's
bud ; at that time when the autocratic masses got
tired of shedding blood and said, • We'll tolerate
you.' Your experience and mine shows that the bigger
the man, the greater the heart, and the more excuses
he will make for the frailties of humanity. Surely
if there is an in:finit being he is grander than any
man. There is not a new truth that has not been
anathematized, and not a step in progress that has
not been opposed.''
Speaking of the hereafter, Colonel Ingersoll said,
pointing upward :
"When I get there I'll giv my honest opinion of
that country. And if for that I lose my soul, I shall
still possess my self-respect. I am defending your
right to differ with me. No man can force my soul
upon its knees unless the reason is given. 1 am going to act out my nature as I understand it. There
is no one here who can think except as he must."
Colonel Ingersoll told a story with great effect of
how a man wagered with a Methodist, promising to
giv the best riding-horse in the county, that he
could not say the Lord's Prayer without thinking of
something else. The minister closed his eyes, he
said, and when he got as far as •; giv us this day"
suddenly interrupted himself by exclaiming, "I suppose you'll throw in the saddle and bridle, too."
. Mr. John D. Kernan had been announced to answer
Colonel Ingersoll, but he did not appear, and Mr.
Frederic R. Coudert took his place, with an apology
for lack of preparation. Mr. Coudert is an orthodox
Roman Catholic. He began mildly and waxed warm.
He recalled Carlyle's comment upon a certain work Colonel Ingersoll's Tribute to Roscoe Conkling.
as " a comic history of England," and said that he
From the worza of MavtOth.
had just heard " a comic history of life." He could
Roscoe Conkling's birthplace to-night paid a most
hardly believe that what had been said was pro- glowing tribute to the memory of the great patriot
nounced in the presence of a nineteenth-century and statesman. The Academy of Music, the largest
Christian audience, but rather that he was trans- building in Albany, was packed an hour before the
ported to an indissolient congregation of the twenty- time for the beginning of the memorial services
third century.
He bluntly took issue with· Mr: arranged in his honor. Nearly four thousand
Palmer on the comparison of Ingersoll to Voltaire, admirers, and in some instances close friends of the
Hugo, and Rousseau, saying that these men had senator, squeezed into the building, jammed pit, galfought agains~ wrongs, littleness, and_fanaticism, ~nd leries, and stage, and long before 8 o'clock the crush
enriched the literature of the world. They were all was so tremendous that· the doors were closed and
men who had built up something.
fully three thousand turned away. The hall was
"But what most ardent admirer will say that Colo- , devoid of decoration except for a large engraving of

Mr. Conkling, envebloped thwith tkhe .. statr-sdpangTlehd
banner, that stood . efore e epea ·e1 s s an .
.e
exercises opened with the reading by Senate Clerk
John Kenyon of the resolutions adopted by both
branches of the legislature upon the reception of
the news of Mr. Conkling's death. Then in graceful
manner th e 1·1eut enan t -g0vernor 1"ntroduced the orator
·
C o1one1 Ingerso11· He was rece1"ved
of· th eh evenmg,
rt
1
With ea y app ause on th e part of th e mult"t
1 u d e.
In tones of eloquence and pathos rarely equaled, the
f81"thfu1 an d t ne
· d fnen
· d of the great dep"~ted
began
h"
t"
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h
h h ld th
d"
1s ora 10n.
or over an our e e
e au 1ence
from boYh oo d to the tomb
he tr"""d
spellb ound , as,
, Co
...,.,
·
of .'1\a.
t h e l"f
1 e an d publ"1c serviCes
JILl.
n kim'g.
Frequently he was interrupted by bursts of applause.
Wh en h e d escr1"bed the ex· senator as a man who
knew his enemies and whose enemies knew him, the
politicans in the crowd quickly caught the point, and
for a moment the Academy rang with shouts of
approval. These demonstrations were repeated when ·
the speaker referred to Mr. Conkling's patience. and
forbearance during the days he suffered from treachery, abuse, and insult at· the hands of his political
enemies. Though Colonel Ingersoll read from notes,
the beauty, tenderness, and vigor of his oration were
not at all marred. He retired amidst most enthusiastic plaudits.
In the course of his eulogy Colonel Ingersoll said:
Roscoe Conkling-& great man, an orator, a statesman, a lawyer, a d~stinguisbed citizen.of the republi?,
in the zenith of h1s fame and power bas reached hts
journey's end; and we are met, here in the city of
his birth, to pay our tribute to his worth and work.
He earned and held a proud· position in the public
thought. He stood for independence, for courage,
and above all for absolute integrity, and his name
was known and honored by many millions of his
fellow-men.
.
The literature of many lands is rich with the tributes that gratitude, admiration, and love hav paid to
the great and honored dead. These tributes disclose
the character of nations, the i(Jeals of the human
race. In them we--find the estimates of greatnessthe deeds and lives that challenged praise and thrilled
the hearts of men.
In the presence of death, the good man judges as
he would be judged. He knows that men are only
fragments-that the greatest walk in ahadow, and
that faults and failures mingle with the lives of all.
In the grave should be buried the prejudices and
passions born of conflict. Charity should hold the
scales in which are weighed the deeds of men.
Peculiarities, traits born of locality and surroundings
-these are but the dust of the race-these are accidents, drapery, clothes, fashions, that hav nothing to
do with the man except to hide his character. They
are the clouds that cling to mountains. Time givs
us clearer vision. That which was merely local fades
away. The words of envy are. forgotten, and all
there is of sterling worth remains. He who was
called a partisan is a patriot. The revolutionist and
the outlaw are the founders of nations, and he who
was regarded as a scheming, selfish politician becomes a statesman, a philosopher, whose words and
deeds shed light.
Fortunate is that nation great enough to know the
great. WheJ1 a great man dies-one who has nobly
fought the battle of a life, who has been faithful to
every trust, and has uttered his highest, noblest
thought--one who has stood proudly by the right in
spite of jeer and taurit, neither stopped by foe nor
swerved by friend-in honoring him, in speaking
words of praise and love above his dust, we pay a
tribute to ourselvs.
How poor this world would be without its graves,
without the memories of its mighty dead! Only the
voiceless speak forever.
Intelligence, integrity, and courage are the great
pillars that support the state.
Above all, the citizens of a free nation should
honor the brave and independent man-the man of
stainless integrity, of will and intellectual force.
Such men are the Atlases on whose mighty shoulders
rests the great fabric of the republic. Flatterers,
cringers, crawlers, time-servers, are the dangerous
citizens of a democracy. They who gain applause
and power by pandering to the mistakes, the prejudices, and passions of the multitude are the enemies
of liberty.
When the intelligent submit to the clamor of the
many, anarchy begins, and the republic reaches the
edge of chaos. Mediocrity, touched with ambition,
flatters the base and calumniates the great, while the
true patriot, who will do neither, is often sacrificed.
In a government of the people a leader should be
a teacher-he should carry the torch of truth.
Most people are the slaves of habit-followers of
custom-believers in the wisdom of the past--and
were it not for brave and splendid souls ".the dust
of antique time would lie unswept, and mountainous
error be too highly heaped for truth to overpeer."
Custom is a prison, locked and barred by those who
long ago were dust, the keys of which are in the
keeping of the detid.
Nothing is grander than when a strong, intrepid
man breaks chains, levels walls, and breasts. the many-
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headed mob like some great cliff that meets and
mocks the innumerable billows of the sea.
The politician hastens to agree with the majority
-insists that their prejudice is patriotism, that their
ignorance is wisdom-not that he loves them, but because he loves himself. The statesman, the real reformer, points out the mistakes of the multitude,
attacks the prejudices of his countrymen, laughs at
their follies, denounces their cruelties, enlightens and
enlarges their minds, and _educates the co:asciencenot because he loves himself, but because he loves
and serves the right and wishes to make his country
great and free.
With him defeat is but a spur to further effort.
He who refuses to stoop, who cannot be bribed by
the promis of success or the fear of failure-who
walks the highway of the right, and in disaster stands
erect, is the only victor. Nothing is more despicl\ble
than to reach fame by crawling-position by cringing.
When real history shall be written by the truthful. and the wise, these men, these kneelers at the
shrines of chance and fraud, these brazen idols worshiped once as gods, will be the very food of scorn,
while those who bore the burden of defeat, who
earned and kept their self-respect, who would not
bow to man or men for place or power, will wear
upon their brows the laurel mingled with the oak.
Roscoe Conkling was a man of superb courage.
He not only acted without fear, but he had that
fortitude of soul that bears the consequences of the
course pursued without comp~aint. He was charged
with being proud. The charge was true-he was
proud. His knees were as inflexible as the " unwedgeable and the gnarled oak," but he was not vain.
Vanity rests on the opinion of c;>thers-pride, on our
own. The source of vanity is from without--.:.of
pride, from within. Vanity is a vane that turns, a
willow that bends, with every breeze-pride is the
oak that defies the storm. One is cloud-the other
rock. One is weakness-the other strength.
This imperious man entered public life in the dawn
of the reformation-at a time when the country
needed men of pride, of principle, and courage. The
institution of slavery had poisoned all the springs of
power. Before this crime ambition fell upon its
knees-politicians, judges, clergymen,· and. merchant
princes bowed low and humbly, with their hats in
their hands. The real friend of man was denounced
as the enemy of his country-the real enemy of the
human race was called a statesman and a patriot.
Slavery was the bond and pledge of peace, of union
and national greatness. The temple of American
liberty was finished-the auction-block was the corner-stone.
It is hard to conceive of the utter demoralization,
of the political blindness and immorality, of the
patriotic dishonesty, of the cruelty and degradation,
of a people· who supplemented the incomparable
Declaration of Independence with the Fugitiv Slave
law.
.
Think of the honored statesmen of that ignoble
time who wallowed in this mire, and who, decorated
· with dripping filth, received the plaudits of .their
fellow-men. The noble, the really patriotic, were the
victims of mobs, and the shameless were clad in the
robes of office.
But let us speak no word of blame-let us feel
that each one acted according to his light-according
to his darkness.
At last the conflict came. The hosts of light and
darkness prepared to meet upon the fields of war.
The question was presented: Shall the republic be
slave or free 1 The Republican party had triumphed
at the polls. The greatest man in our history was
president-elect. The victors were appalled-they
shrank from the great responsibility of success. In
the presence of rebellion they hesitated-they offered
to return the fruits of victory. Hoping to avert war,
they were willing that slavery should become immortal. An amendment to the Constitution was proposed to the effect that no subsequent amendment
should ever be made that in any way should interfere
with the right of man to steal his fellow-men.
This, the most marvelous proposition ever submitted to a congress of civilized men, received in
the House an overwhelming majority, and the necessary two-thirds in the Senate. The Republican party,
in the moment of its triumph, deserted every principle for which it had so gallantly contended, and
with the trembling hands of fear laid its convictions
on the altar of compromise.
The Old Guard, numbering but sixty-five in the
House, stood as firm as the three hundred at Thermopyloo. Thaddeus Stevens-as maliciously right as
any other man was ever wrong-refused to kneel.
Owen Lovejoy, remembering his brother's noble
blood, refused to surrender. And on the edge of
disunion, in the shadow of civil war, with the air
filled with sounds of dreadful preparation, while the
Republican party was retracing its steps, Roscoe
Conkling voted No. This puts a wreath of glory on
his tomb. From that vote to the last moment of his
life he was a champion of equal rights, stanch and
stalwart.
From that moment he stood in the front rank. He
pever w~vered ~d he never swerved. By his devo-

tion to principle-his courage, the splendor of his
diction-by his varied and profound knowledge, his
conscientious devotion to the great cause, and by
his intellectual scope and grasp, he won and held the
admiration of his fellow-men.
Disasters in the field, reverses at the polls, did not
and could not shake his courage or his faith. He
knew the ghastly meaning of defeat. He knew that
the great ship that slavery sought to strand and
wreck was freighted with the world's sublimest
hope.
He battled for a nation's life-for the rights of
slaves-the dignity of labor and the liberty of all.
He guarded with a father' I'! care· the rights of the
hunted, the ·hated, and despised. He attacked the
savage statutes of the reconstructed states with a
torrent of invectiv, scorn, and execration. He was
not satisfied until the freedman was an American
citizen-clothed with every civil right-until the
Constitution was his shield-until the ballot was his
sword.
And long after we are dead the colored man in
this and other lands will speak his name in reverence
and love. Others wavered, but he stood firm; some
were false, but he was proudly true-fearlessly faithful unto.death.
He gladly, proudly grasped the hands of colored
men who stood with him as makers of our. laws, and
treated them as equals and as friends. The cry of
"social equality," coined and uttered by the cruel
and the base, was to him the expression of a great
and splendid truth. He knew that no man can be
the equal of the one he robs-that the intelligent
and unjust are· not the superiors of the ignorant and
honest-and he also felt, and proudly felt, that if he
were not too great to reach the hand of help and
recognition to the slave, no other senator could rightfully refuse.
We rise by raising others-and he who stoops
above the fallen stands erect.
Nothing can be grander than to sow the seeds of
noble thoughts and virtuous deeds-to liberate the
bodies and the souls of man-to earn the grateful
homage of a race-and then, in life's last shadowy
hour, to know and feel that the historian of liberty
will be compelled to write your name.
There are no words intense enough-with heart
enough-to express my admiration for the great and
gallant souls who hav in every age and every land
upheld the right and who hav lived and died for
freedom's sake.
·In our lives hav been the grandest years that man
has lived, that Time has measured by the flight of
·worlds.
The history of that great party that let the oppressed go free-that lifted our nation from the
depths of savagery to freedom's cloudless bights,
and tore with holy hands from every law the words
that sanctified the cruelty of man, is the most
glorious in the annals of our race. Never before
was there such a moral exaltation-never a party
with a purpose so pure and high. It was the embodied conscience of a nation, the enthusiasm of a
people guided by wisdom, the impersonation of justice; and the sublime victory achieved loaded even
the conquered with all the rights that freedom can
bestow.
Roscoe Conkling was an absolutely honest man.
Honesty is the oak around which all other virtues
cling. Without that they fall and groveling die in
weeds and dust. He believed that a nation should
discharge its obligations. He knew that a promis
could not be made often enough, or emphatic enough,
to take the place of payment. He felt that the
promis of the government was the promis of every
citizen, that a national obligation was .a personal
debt, and that no possible combinati_?n of words and
pictures could take the place of C_?ln. He _utt~red
the splendid truth that "the higher obhgat10ns
among men are not set down in writing, signed a~d
sealed, but reside in honor." He knew that repudiation was the sacrifice of honor-the death of the national soul. He knew that without character, without integrity, there is no wealth, and that below
poverty, below bankruptcy, is the rayless abyss of
repudiation. He upheld the sacredness of contracts,
of plighted national faith, and helped to save and
keep the honor of his nativ land. This adds another
laurel to his brow.
He was the ideal representativ, faithful and incorruptible. He believed that his c_onstit~ents an~ his
country were entitled to the frmt of his expenence,
to his best and highest thought. No man ever held
the standard of responsibility higher than he. He
voted according to his judgment-his conscience.
He made no bargains-he neither bought nor sold.
To correct evils, abolish abuses, and inaugurat.e reforms, he believed -was not only the duty, but the
privilege, of a legislator. He neither sold nor mortgaged himself. He was in Congress during the
years of vast expenditure, of war and waste-when
the credit of the nation was loaned to individualswhen claims were thick as leaves in J una, when the
amendment of a statute, the change of a single word,
meant millions, and when empires were given to corporations. He stood at the summit of his power-
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peer of the gr~atest-a leader tried and trusted.
He had the tastes of a prince, the fortune of a peasant, and yet he never swerved. No corporation was
great enough or rich enough to purchase him. His
vote could not be bought " for all the sun sees, or
the close earth wombs, or the profound seas hide."
His hand was never touched by any bribe, and on
his soul there never was a sordid stain. Poverty
was his priceless crown.
Above his marvelous intellectual gifts-above all
place he ever reached-above the ermin he refused
-rises his integrity like some great mountain peak,
and there it stands, firm as the earth beneath, pure
as the stars above.
He was a great lawyer. He understood the framework, the anatomy, the foundations, of law; was
familiar with the great· streams and currents and
tides of authority.
He knew the history of legislation-the principles
that hav been settled upon the fields of war. He
knew the maxims-those crystallizations of common
sense, those hand-grenades of argument.
He was not a case lawyer-a decision-index or an
echo · he was original, thoughtful, and profound.
He had breadth and scope, resource, learning, logic,
and, above all, a sense of justice.
He was painstaking and conscientious-anxious to
know the .facts-preparing for every attack, ready
for every defense. He rested only when the end was
reached. During the contest he neither sent nor received a flag of truce.
He was true to his clients-making their case his.
Feeling respoll:sib_ility, he listened patiently tC? ~a
tails, and to his mdustry there were only the limits
of time and strength.
.
He was a student of the Constitution. He knew
the boundaries of state and federal jurisdiction, and
no man was more familiar with those great decisions
that are the peaks and promontories, the headlands
and the beacons, of the law.
He was an orator-earnest, logical, intense, and
picturesque. He laid the foundation with care, with
accuracy and skill, and rose by " cold gradation and
well-balanced form" from the corner-stone of statement to the doomed conclusion. He filled the stage.
He satisfied the eye-the audience was his. He had.
that indefinable thing called presence. Tall, commanding, erect, ample in ~p~ech, ~ra~~ful. in com_Pliment Titanic in denuncmt10n, ncb m Illustrat10n,
prodigal of comparison and metaphor ; and his sentences, measured and rhythmical, fell like music on
the enraptured throng.
He abhorred the Pharisee. and loathed all conscientious fraud. He had a profound aversion for
those who insist on putting base motivs back of the
good deeds of others. He wore no mask. · He knew
his friends, his enemies knew him.
He had no patience with pretense, with patriotic
reasons for unmanly acts. He did his work and
bravely spoke his thought.
Sensitiv-to the last degree, he keenly felt the blows
and stabs of the envious and obscure, of the smallest,
of the weakest; but the greatest could not drive him
from conviction's field. He would not stoop to ask
or giv an explanation. He left his words and deeds
to justify themselvs.
He held in light esteem a friend who heard with
half-believing ears the slander of a foe. He walk~d
a highway of his own, and kept the company of his
self-respect. He would not turn aside to avoid a foe
-to greet or gain a friend.
.
.
In his nature there was no compromise. To him
there were but two paths-the right an~ wrong. He
was maligned, misrepresented, and misunderstood,
but he would not answer. He knew that character
speaks louder far than any words. He was as silent
then as he is now, and hili silence, better than any
form of speech, refuted every charge.
He was an American-proud of his country, that
was and ever will be proud of him. He. did not find
perfection only in other lands. He did ~ot . grow
small and shrunken, withered and apologetiC, In the
presence of those upon whom greatness had been
thrust by chance. He could not be overawed by
dukes or lords nor flattered into vertebrateless subserviency by the patronizing smiles of kiD;gs. In the
midst of conventionalitie3 he had the feehng of suffocation. He believed in the royalty of man, in the
sovereignty of the citizen, and in the matchless greatness of this republic.
He was of the classic mold-a figure from the
antique world. He had the pose of the great statues,
the pride and bearing of the intelle?tual G~eek, of
the conquering Roman, and he stood m the Wide free
air as though within his veins there flowed the blood
of a hundred kings.
· .
And as he lived he died. Proudly he entered the
darkness or the dawn, that we call death. Unshrinkingly he passed beyond our horizon, beyond the twilight's purple hills, beyond the utmost ~each of
human harm or help, to that vast realm of silence or
of joy where the innumerable dwell, and he has left
with us his wealth of thought and deed-the memory
of a brave, imperious1 honest man1 who bowed ~onQ
to death.
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'' Oh, To be Nothing, Nothing!"
Mr. Heston well illustrates, on the first page, the
irresponsibility of "God's creatures" according to
the divine scheme. God made the devil to tempt
men to sin, and then sent his son to bear the load.
The creature is only a bridge between the devil and
the deep sea, as it were. While we may admire the
ingenuity of the scheme, we can hardly be expected
to praise its goodness. If God so loved man that he
sent his only begotten son to take his load of sin, it
occurs to the ungodly that omnipotent love might
hav devised a method of redemption less burdensome to the son-such, for instance, as removing the
devil. But, looking at this picture, we can see why
the Methodists put their Christian desires into these
imploring words :
" Oh, to be nothing, nothing l
Only to lie at his feet,
A broken and empty vessel,
For the savior's use made meet."

A. Point for Consideration.
Whoever has thought that Roman Catholicism,
which is the only logical system of Christianity, is
capable of even tolerating, not to say affirming, the
freedom of thought and speech, will be undeceiYed
by reading the short extract we are able to giv from
Frederic R. Coudert's reply to Colonel Ingersoll at
the Nineteenth Century Club. 1\Ir. Coudert is a
trained Roman Catholic, one of the ablest lawyers
and speakers of this city, but he has not the caution
of a trained theologian. A priest would hav hesita~ed
to so boldly avow his opposition to free speech and
free thought, but through Mr. Coudert's vehement
anger we are enabled to see the true position of his
church.
Four hundred years from now, Mr. Coudert thinks,
Freethought might exist and be in harmony with the
time. But not now. In this, he probably reasons
from the past career of the church. Four centuries
ago there was no Freethought. The church suppressed it, and Mr. Coudert seems to wish that he
lived then, and is a little surprised that he does not.
However, he 'has to admit that Freethought does
exist, which he Fays is unfortunate ! If he could hav
his way, not only would speech be restrained, but
thought, too, if he could devise means of fettering it.
This is the true doctrin of Catholicism, and whenever
a Catholic argues otherwise he is but using the sophistry of the Jesuits; or, if he be honest, is teaching
heresy.
Between Mr. Coudert's bold avowal that free speech
should not be allowed and Colonel Ingersoll's unimpeachable definition of true liberty there is a chasm
as wide as the universe. The avowal and the definition mark the difference between Christianity and
Freethought. Christianity is the very essence of
tyrannical despotism ; but in the vocabulary of Freethought there is no room for even the word toleration, for "toleration" of one man's thoughts and

.

speech by another implies the right to suppress it if
the other sees fit. There is, there can be, no such
right. One man possesses all the natural rights of
all the other men in the world, no less, no more.
We cannot " tolerate" a man, because .he has the
absolute right, equal to our own, to think and to
speak his thoughts. The emphasis which Colonel
Ingersoll has placed upon this should be carefully
noted by every Freethinker, for we fear that some
hav not sufficiently considered the point.

The RPjection of the Women.

ments that the stock was practically worthless, that
the directors of the company were selling their holdings for what they could get, and otherwise depreCif!ting the securities, after the manner of all railroad
speculators who desire to ruin a road and then buy
it low. He had succeeded in purchasing about onesixth of the stock before his design became known.
Since the disclosure of his scheme, Mr. Shepard
finds himself an object of suspicion. It is alleged
that should he control the company, he would reorganize it as a street railway, connecting with the
Fourth avenue road, which is owned by the Vanderbilts, into which family Mr. Shepard married some
years ago, and with whose interests he is closely
identified. To relieve himself of this suspicion of
hypocrisy, he has procured the writing of a letter to
himself by an official of the stage company, asking
his intentions. This givs him a chance to fall back
on the Sunday question again. His Sabbatical reasoning is unique. He says:

The Methodist conference has refused seats to the
five women who were elected delegates to that body.
The vote was close, as a change of one ballot would
hav seated them. The opposition was led by J~ M.
Buckley, editor of the Christian Advocate of this
city, and he was supported by nearly all the ministers.
The women's champions were Westerners-men whose
lives and ideas hav been broadened by living in a
" For more than thirty years stages had run upon the Fifth
large country. The lay delegates were mostly in
favor of admitting the ladies. The question, how- avenue, without running on Sunday. The ministers of every
church on the Fifth avenue, and many others in other parts
ever, is not settled, but remanded to the annual con-· of the district, besides hundreds of our most orderly, peaceferences. If two-thirds of these conferences vote loving, taxpaying, intelligent, liberal-minded citizens, hav
favorably, it will then come before the general con- petitioned that the stages !hould not run on Sunday. This
ference, in· 1892, and the women may expect to vote on the part of the pastors is substantially their form of advisin the following general conference in 1896. This ing their respectiv flocks not to use the stages on the Sabbath."
In face of the fact that three-fourths of the Sunday
postponement of the matter was the best that the
riding
is done by church-goers, this is cool. Either
conservativs could do. The annual conferences in
members
of Fifth avenue churches are very insubordithe East will probably vote against the women ; in
nate, or Mr. Shepard has misconstrued the ministers'
the West, for them.
We believe that this is the first instance of an motivs in _signing his petition.
Our modern crusader then slides from precedent
€1l'ort being made by women to hav a voice in the
higher counsels of the churches. They are not to physiology, and presents this :
"Physicians hav certified that the strain of the noise,
allowed in the Presbyterian judicatories; the Episcopalians refuse them voice, and the Baptists and excitement, and vibration produced by a procession of over
Congregational& follow suit. Of course, a woman a thousand thunder-producing and earth-shaking omnibuses
on the Sabbath is injurious to the health and nervous system
csn hav no vote in high Roman Catholic councils; of those subjected to it, and the injury will be all the more
This is because the churches follow the New Testa- accentuated now that the period of the year has arrived
ment in matters of polity, and in their estimation of when it is usual for residents to hav their windows open."
women. Yet women constitute two-thirds of the
We should like to see these certifica.tes, and learn
membership of all the churches, are their most blind the reason why a noise on Sunda.y is worse for the
and zealous supporters, and are really responsible for nerves than the same noise on Monday. The certhe other third of the membership. If the women tificates, we fancy, would bear a striking resemblance
left the church, in a decade there would not be a to the certificates of stock Mr. Shepard desires to
man on the roll. The church would go.
hold, providing he can get them cheap.The course of the ministers, then, in refusing them
Those who ride to church, Mr. Shepard anathemaseats in this conference, is clearly short-sighted, tizes as robbere:
though they count, and with apparent reason, on the
"These people do not remember how much profanation of
quiet Rubmission of the 'excluded delegates. But the holy day has to take place to giv them their rides of
though this may be the case now, it will not always inglorious ease. If they would look behind the scenes, they
b~ so, and when the women get their rights, as in would no sooner spend their money in the encouragement of
time they must and will, the action of this confer- this great mass of Sabbath-breaking than they would rob
God's altar in any other way-for this is one way of robbing
ence will be a stigma and reproach. It was in this him of the service and honor that are justly his due from all
city forty-four years ago that the Methodist. church his children.''
split on the slavery question, though the Northern
Proceeding, our religious stockholder says:
division, in private sentiment, was by no means
"Now, as there are m11.ny good people who think that
unanimous. The present issue, while not involving some means of Sunday transportation in our great city is a
such grave physical considerations, is one of equal necessity, conceding this to be true, there is ample accomjustice. The right of selecting officials who shall modation for all that in the avenues next to Fifth avenue on
rule us is an abstract right, absolutely inalienable. each side, where it has long been established by law and
One man can hav no natural authority over another. custom. These surface lines were established before this
Uhoosing rulers is not a. privilege to be gran'ted by generation, and the elevated is only their natural outgrowth
and the question of discontinuing them is very distinct and
the rulers to the ruled ; the right to choose is natural, different from that of not commencing a new and wholly un.
and when that right is violated by force or numbers necessary line, on an avenue which has hitherto enjoyed freedom from the Sunday traffic. Nor am I interested, directly or
an injustice is committed.
But no other course could be expected from the indirectly, in any of those other lines, nor responsible for
churchmen. Every right gained in any matter in what they do or do not. But I am responsible in regard to
this new company, together with every Christian and Jew,
their control has always had to be fought for, and hat there shall be a substantial compliance with the Fourth
always will. The church is repressiv, conservativ, Commandl'llent, by cessation of the business of transportation
tyrannical. It holds women in low esteem. The one day in seven along this new line.''
ministers keep them down in order to keep themselvs
That is to say, the people may rob God's altar on
up. The women would merit this treatment were it other avenues, but not on Fifth avenue, because Mr.
not that, having been in subjection so many centu- Shep&rd desires to be quiet, and to get the stock of
ries, they hav not learned to use their brains to the Stage Company at a low price.
the best advantage.
But the most conclusiv argument advanced is this:

A. Pions Editor as" Sabbatarian and Financier.
Mr. Elliott F. Shepard, the gentleman who so
vigorously fights the running of stages on Fifth
avenue on Sunday, is a queer character, and as a consequence some of his acts look queer from the standpoint of common, every-day, secular hone51ty. It
turns out that his opposition to the Fifth Avenue
Stage Company proceeds from a. desire to control
the company himself. This he intends to effect by
purchasing stock, and to get it cheap he began legal
proceedings against Sunday traffic, hoping thereby
to diminish the earnings of the company and cheapen
the stock. Failing in this, he began bearing· the
stock in the columns of his paper, publishing state-

"I hav studied the question of Sunday work in our own
country, in Canada, England, France, Belgium, Germany,
Switzerland, Italy, and the Orient, and the fair cpnclusion is
that by rest from labor on Sunday one will make fifty per
cent gain, as against a loss of one-seventh, or about fourteen
per cent. In other words, the net profit in favor of keeping
Sunday is about thirty-six per cent, so that companies which
work on Sunday giv up fifty per cent for the sake of making
fourteen; and that is bad finance.''

If this figuring is accurate, it opens the way to
colossal fortunes for all. If the net gain for not
running on Sunday is thirty-six per cent, by not
running on S&turday the net gain would be doubled,
or seventy-six per cent. By discontinuing the stages
altogether the company could pay enormous dividends. As a financier, Deacon Shepard goes ahead
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of his Yankee brethren. As THE TRUTH SEEKER
never expects to own any stock of the Fifth Avenue
Stage Company, we shall watch Mr. Shepard's efforts
on behalf of himself and the Lord with great interest.

The Archbishops in Politics.
According to Hugh P. McElrone, a gentleman
high up in the church, who speaks on the authority
of a still more " distinguished ecclesiastic," the
Knights of Labor, the American Federation of
Labor, and the members of Dr. McGlynn's AntiPoverty Society will, within the year, be condemned
or excommunicated by the Romish church. Thirteen
archbishops will meet next month in Baltimore to
consider whether the organizations and persons mentioned deserve such a fate, and the conclusion of the
"distinguished ecclesiastic" is that they do.
The complaint against the Knights is that their constitution is Socialistic, and that though Mr. Powderly
is completely subservient to the church, he cannot
cont.rol the membet·s of the order, which must inevitably be condemned upon the charges made
months ago, and which still lie at the bar of the
Holy Office. The attempt of Mr. Powderly and Cardinal Gibbons to bring the order under control of
the church is told by Mr. McElrone: The Holy Office
was on the point of considering the charges when
Mr. Powderly hastened to Baltimore and held a long
interview with Mr. Gibbons. Mr. McElrone relates
that Mr. Gibbons expressed himself as highly pleased
with Mr. Powderly, who had offered to hav expunged
from the Knights' constitution any passages which
might, in Mr. Gibbons's judgment, be repugnant to
the Roman Catholic church. Mr. Gibbons marked a
good many passages to which he objected. Mr.
Powderly tried to fulfill his promis, but was unable
to do so, and could unly agree to do in the future all
he could to oblige Mr. Gibbons.
· Mr. Gibbons was graciously pleased to be pleased
with Mr. Powderly, who would hav allowed him to
wipe his boots upon him had Mr. Gibbons desired
such a door-mat, and prevailed upon the pope, Mr.
Gibbons's master, to defer the condemnation of the
Knights in the United States, though the order in
Canada had been anathematized. But as the Knights
ha.v not changed their constitution, and as Mr. Powderly is not yet the absolute ruler of the organization, the high ecclesiastic who imparts information to
Mr. l'ticElrone fears the decision of the coming conclave of archbishops will be unfavorable to the stiffnecked Knights. Undoubtedly
The second subject which the archbishops will
consider is Mr. Gompers's American Federation of
Labor, composed chiefly of cigarmakers, and the mechanics of kindred trades. As few of the members
of the Federation are Catholics, and as "its constitution embraces all the tenets of Communism or
Fourierism, such as that so earnestly but vainly
preached by Horace Greeley, through the medium of
his powerful newspaper, for some ten years before
the war," Mr. McElrone is decidedly of the opinion
that it will be condemned. Mr. McElrone's high
authority fails to state, however, what the membership or non-membership of Catholics in any organization has to do with the accuracy of its principles.
If the church is going to hew to the line, it should
·not stop to consider who will be cut in the chopping
operation.
The third point for consideration by the archiepiscopal Star Chamber is Dr, McGlynn. This gentleman, Mr. l\IcElrone confesses, is out of the reach
of the church. He is no longer a Catholic, properly
speaking, because he has cut entirely loose from the
church by refusing to obey his superiors. Neither is
the single-tax theory which he advoca.t&s one which
the church can condemn, because the state has the
right to tax the kind of property it pleases. Mr.
George's ·theory therefore "lies in the exclusiv
region of politics, and there is nothing morally
wrong in advocating it." But Dr. McGlynn has said
that if he had the power he ,, would confiscate every
inch of land, without one penny of compensation to
the miscalled owners," and he is moreover the head
of a political party composed of Catholics. As his
doctrin of land-grabbing is Socialistic, and as he
himself is an excommunicated priest, the question for
the archbishops to decide is what course shall the
church pursue .toward those Catholics who support
him. "Can Catholics," asks the high ecclesiastic,
"belong to a party or an association whose avowed
plat.forw, ma,Y b!:l .innoCUOJ:l.~ ~.nough, b!?-t }fbose ex;;·
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Union, to Dr. William Ward Hayes, editor of the
Independent, and to the editors of the daily papers,
making his charges, and begging for an opportunity
to be heard. In THE TRUTH SEEKER and Herald he
has challenged Mr. Freshman to read the. Bible in
Hebrew, he has offered to show that' his annual repot ts were false, and by his persistent following of
Mr. Freshman he has made that zealous missionary
amend them.
Mr. Benjamin hll'l been repulsed
everywhere but in THE TRUTH SEEKER and Herald
office~;~.
The clergymen and religious editors havrefused to listen. Even Dr. Ward, when he found
that Mr. Benjamin, though not a Jew in religion, is
not a Christian, had no use for him.
But now that the ball is opened, let us hav the
truth about this Society for the Converflion of Jews.
Giv Mr. Benjamin a chance to prove his nssertions,
or Mr. Freshman the opportunity of exonerating
himself. Mr. Benjamin avows his readiness to go
before the Christian officers of the society, and show
the character of the very few converts, why they
were converted, and how unfit Mr. Freshman is to
be employed as a. missionary to his race. But he
must hav the assistance of the officers of the society,
and a chance to cross-examin Mr. Freshman and investigate that gentleman's statements and books.
The London Society for the Conversion of the HeThe Society for the Uonvet·sion of the Jews. brews spends thousands and thousands of dollars
In the Hebrew Christian, a little church paper with the moet miserable rf'sults. Jq the New York
published by the Society for the Conversion of the Society cut in the same Rhape ~
Jews, Howard Crosby publishes a letter defending
Editorial Notes.
himself for lending his name to the society. He
LEAPING up in his pulpit last Sunday the Rev. Mr. Talsays:
"Is it fair to find fault with us when we endeavor to runge shouted: "There are those who treat Infidelity as a
show the reasons of our belief to our JewiBh brethren, that joke. If Infidelity and Atheism triumphed, it would imply
they may rejoice with us in the fulfilment of Jewish prophe- the complete degradation of woman. Woman is not, percies, in which fulfilment is peace to every sinner's soul ? haps, as ·yet completely emancipated. Sue ·may hav her
Why should our motivs be impugned and our characters wrongs. But Christianity has come to her and remained
slandered? Why should malice and hatred be stirred up in with her as a blessing. In Christian countries only are her
your own hearts? Let us leave to low-minded men all this rights recognized. In Christian countries only has she freebusiness of prejudice and contumely, and, as humble be- dom, individuality, hope. The second result or the triumph
lievers in the God of- Abraham, stand on the ground of of Atheism and Infidelity, is the complete demoralization
brotherly love, according to the scripture which we all of society. What the Infidels hate most of all is retribrltion,
revere, 'Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyselt.' It is only They hate the idea of hell, just as the cri'llinal hates the
in that love we long to see you recognizing the glorious idea of the prison or the penitentiary. Oh, if they could
only get rid of hell what would they not do? They would
messiah who has died for the sin of the world."
make a hell upon earth, and they would not be long about
'rhe Hebrew Standard, an orthodox Jewish paper, it. Every Infidel," he said-and he repr~ated tit~ stflt.ement
retorts:
and emphasized it-" every Infidel dies in stolid indifference
"Dr. Crosby knows full well that it would be a ridiculous or in horror. What hav not Christ and Christianity done
assertion for him to make that we Jews find fault with him for the world ? What has Infidelity done ? Take a piece
for trying to make us see that Christianity is the true Juda- of foolscap and write down on the four pages what it has
ism, if by,that he means the regular and proper channels of done. Too mucll. space. Take a page. Too much space.
church effort. He should know that we find fault only Take a leaf of your own note-book. Too much. Take your
with the despicable, disgraceful, mercenary convert-monger- ten fingers. Take one finger. Nothing-absolutely nothing."
ing of the missionaries who·m he and others support and At this stage Dr. 1'almage literally screamed, "Get out, get
countenance, to the greater shame and discredit of Chris- out, you miserable pauper; crawl into your hole of evertianity.
lasting nothing I" At the conclusion of this outburst there
'' We find fault with them for utilizing designing and un- was commotion and clapping of hands in the audience. It
cultured vagrants for the purpose of trying to convert the is superfluous to remark that facts do not bear out tile Rev.
Jews, and for not seeing whether ever a Jew was converted Mr. Talmage's assertions, which we quote merely as a curito whom some direct or indirect pecuniary, or other ma- osity of Christian literature and not for the purpose of seriterial, advantage was not given or offered; whether ever ous consideration. Mr. Talmage is a joke.
any one of these converts contributed one cent for the support of any church or charity; whether ever any respectable,
WHEN E. A. Stevens read Helen Gardener's " Sex in
self-supporting, intelligent Jew was induced to associate Brain" he was hit in his conscience with a brick of contrihimself with the miserable crew of self-seeking conversion- tion. As open confession is good for the soul, we print his
letter for the further glory-she has grace enough-of Miss
ists."
The Independent comments upon this reply, calling Gardener: "DEAR EuGENE: Intended sending my thanks
upon the Standard to prove the charges. It says : for that most excellent article-brimful of facts and of utmost import to humanity-by l\iaj0r Powell on ' Evolution
" The charge is plain. It is that the missionaries of this in Civilized Man,' but neglected it; now on reading andresociety f.Jr converting Jews to Christianity are designing and reading 'Sex in Brain,' I crmnot longer refrain from
uncultured creatures, who depend on bribery to secure their expressing my profound appreciation for the qu~lity of
converts. We pay no attention to the rest of the article, mental food you are furnishing us, anrl my deep sense of
which tries to make Dr. Crosby see how badly he would feel gratitude to the author for her clear, conclusiv, and
if somebody should try to make his son a Catholic, because thoroughly scientific and logical defense of woman's mental
it is not based on buying but convhcing the convert, and endowments. It is so spiced v:·ith wit aut! incisiv irony and
this our neighbor has j11st said is legitimate, and so it contra- sarcasm that she ·adds zest and entertainment to an otherdicts itself. But here is the charge, that the Jewish mission wise profound but somber subject. How Frances Willard
in this city buys its converts, and gets none who are of any must hav squirmed during it<; delive,·y! This lecture alone
character, none but those who accept its teachings for pe- lays her sex under lasting obligations, and wins her the escuniary reasons.
teem and gratitude of every lover of justice. ·Do you know,
" This charge it has no right to make unless it can prove Eugene, that my cheeks fairly burn with humiliation and
it. If true, it can be, it should be, proved by definit evi- mortification when I remember my most ungalhtnt attack of
dence or specificat.ion. If not, let it be withdrawn. It is some years ago, and I hav felt a deqJ sense of sll·tme whensimply the money question. Are there no converts to whom ever I recalled it. 'Vhen at the New York Congress waiting
the cuarge of corruption cannot apply, men who hav lost the opening, I noticed a bright-eyed, petite, and exceedingly
rather than gained by their conversion? Hav the funds of amiable lady trying to get people acquaint~rl and n1ake e_verythe society been used illegitimately to support the converts? one feel comfortable. When Putnam sa1<! he would mtroGiv us the .analysis of the converts; giv us the analysis of duce me to Helen Gardener, I looked nround for ~ome
the funds expended. Prove this serious charge or say noth- austere and severe dowager, but, behold, in a mom~nt I was
confronting the polite and considerate little l11dy whose
ing."
movements had already attracted my attention. The introWe are glad to see the Independent taking up this duction followed, and she smiled such a goorl-natnred, roguish
matter. Mr. A. Benjamin, a Hebrew gentleman who smile and said, 'Tnis is the individual wuo was after my
scalp:' Well, I felt like a horse-thief confronted by comis about as near an Infidel as he is a Jew, has been plete and convincing testimony, and wished that I had been
for months vainly endea•Joring to get the Christians lynched to save myself from further refinement of cruelty.
attempted to stammer out a brwbyish apology, but I never
who are supporting the Rev. Jacob Freshman, the Iwas
up on those. things, and. a~ I was the m.ost sadly dzsapactiv missionary of the Society for the Conversion of pointed person Imaginable, I completely failed. i:lue, ho.wthe Jews, to investigate this matter. He has been ever, heaped coals of fire on my defenseless head by speCial
words of attention to my daughter, and I was unable to
to the Rev. Howard Crosby, who is an officer of the express my chagrin during the whole of my stay. Never
society, to Dr. Deems, to the editor of the Christian felt so mean about anything in my life."
communicated leader has enunciated rank Socialism,
and whose tendency is decidedly in the same direction'" The high ecclesiastic says, No. But still
another cause of action against Dr. McGlynn is the
alleged fact "that behind him stand powerful and
unscrupulous men " who are using him "to destroy
society and religion." In this contingency, then, "it
becomes the duty of the church to speak, and it is
not an uncertain guess to surmise that Catholics will
be warned to shun Dr. McGlynn's Anti-Povert.y
Society."
This is the program laid out for the archbishops,
as outlined by high ecclesiastical authority. The
decrees will go to Rome, be confirmed, and reach
this country just about the time the people are
voting for president. Incidentally, the McGlynn
voters in this city will be whipped back into the
ranks of the Democracy, and the church will get her
annual appropriations as usual. The Catholic authorities are singularly free from guile in all their doings,
and work only for the benefit of " Mathe~ Church."
This advance outline of the purposed condemnation
is probably put out to see how the people take it,
what the Knights and the others interested will do,
and whether the church can carry out the program
without losing thousands of paying adherents.
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press is wrong. But Congress, at all events, has no such David, or Hosea, what would we be? A penitentiary would
power under the Constitution. That should settle the matter be ashamed to harbor them. Said Ingersoll, " God or no
of "modification," even if it were possible, which it is not, God, murder is crime." John Knox remarked that" God
to frame a definition of obscenity which should exclude must be obeyed, in defiance of the laws of the land." Warm
CoRINTH, ILL., April 15, 1888.
Milton, Rabelais, Shakspere, Boccaccio, Horace, Juvenal, such a serpent as that in your bosom and take the conseMR. EDITOR: I hav seen but one letter from this place, so and the Bible, and include anything else.
quences if you will.
C. L. JAMES.
I thought to see another I would write it. Another soldier
Mrs. Ritchey remarks that evolution requires time for dehas dropped out of the Freethought ranks. Mrs. Anna
PORTLAND, ORE., April 10, 1888.
velopments which has not been given. But time is not the
Williams, of· this vicinity, died March 29th. She was a true
MR. EDITOR: When I wrote you last from Kansas, saying, chief factor in the creation, but power. Behold the Greeks
Liberal, and has been ever since I hav known her. Her "Stop my paper," for I was going to be on the wing, I did achieving miracles in learning and the arts in the midst. of
husband is an outspoken Liberal. There are many Liberals not know whither I should drift,, but, after lecturing in savage nations. Notice the languages of Asia Minor, some
Jiving around here. I bav read several letters from my northern California some, I concluded to come into Oregon of them smooth and expressiv- those of Ionia or Phrygiagrandfather in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
and get acquainted with our folks-all those that hav got the rest a barbarous jargon. Sir Charles Lyell said that
Yours sincerely in the bonds of friendship,
out of the mud of superstition and sail under the banner of "nature givs many a bound."
WM. w. WILLIAMS.
Freethought. There seem to be as many Freethinkers as
Society often becomes depraved while civilization adchurch bigots anywhere upon this coast, and I expect a tidal ·vances. The efforts of five or six men occasionally are
ANNAPoLis, ILL., April 26, 1888.
wave of Freethought to rise on the shores of the mild required to revolutionize the world, and they generally are
MR. EDITOR : I wish to make a suggestion tt> the effect Pacific, and flow back over mountain and prairie, river and obliged to wade knee-deep in blood.
ALHAZA.
that some of the writers and contributors of THE TRUTH forest, that shall cause the walls of Eastern superstition to
SKKKKR, or the Editor, review from week to week the crumble. and fall worse than the ram's horn did old Babylon.
WEsT UNroN, lA., April15, 1888.
International Sunday-school Lessons. Each one has its
These steep, grand, evergreen-covered mountains, whose
MR. EDITOR : In this city of professed Liberalism there is
Golden text, Memory verses, Geographical notes, etc. Now, snowy peaks are away above the murky Clouds, surround nothing by which the stranger could discover anything outI know that among the many able contributors to THE TRUTH most lovely valleys and canyons awaiting the crowded side of the old and worn nut of orthodoxy. Here the veil of
SEEKER there are those that can write an interesting article home-seekers of the East to come and enjoy a climate of superstition hangs in heavy folds and givs to the city a godly
every week, and not study very hard either.
mildness and health. We hav very little of pneumonia, appearance. In fact, it seems but a little in advance of its
MARTIN NEWLIN.
typhoid, or other fevers, and no frozen ears or feet, but fruit neighbor town, Fayette, whose limits, so it is said, are decoand flowers everywhere. Plenty of government land, and rated with signboards on which it reads, "None but MethodSouTH LowELL, ALA., May 1, 1888.
good, choice, improved farms for $5.50 to $10 per acre; ists allowed." Their advancement here con~ists in not being
MR. EDITOR: I do not see how I can do without THE very fine lumber at $8 per thousand. Cattle and horses liv partial as to creed, inasmuch as no less than six spires tell
TRUTH SEEKER. It givs a hearing to all sides on any subject, all winter here in Oregon without care or attention. This the story of Christ, and as many denominations wage war
and appeals to human reason, and not to impulse and fear. is emphatically the place for a poor man, if he is able and with each other for the privilege of saving what man has
I love it for its love of justice in every department of .nental willing to work, for there is everything in abundance and not-a soul-from a mythical hell.
·
activity. In this way we can discover truth, ana learn to work plenty. Three to four days will bring anyone in the
This city, which has listened to the eloquence of a Remsadapt ourselvs to it. Some peop e will not reason, and such United States by railroad to this coast. Steam practically burg and the logic of a Watts, has reared no monument in
must be shown their folly by the cartoons, and Watson HeS- annihilates space, so let the homeless Liberals come to the honor of their labor, and since their departure the Secularists
ton is doing this well. Could he show Nebuchadnezllar eat- land of big trees and glorious climate.
D. C. SEYMOUR.
hav crept back into their holes, there to lie dormant until
ing grass (Dan. iv, 33)? Make a good picture of it and let
an'other worker comes and rouses them from their lethargy.
them see what they believe.
J. K. DEARTH.
Since my being here I hav met no Liberalism except my. own
Los ANGEJ,ES, C.u., April 15, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: What I write upon this subject may possibly TRUTH SEEKER, although I know there must be many more
KINGSToN, April 8, 1888.
hav some tendency to excite the ire of some of the ladies of the same mind.
MR. EDITOR: After reading THE TRUTH SEEKER the past under whose eye it may chance' to fall, but I hope not. If
Why ls it that, after having thrown off the shackles of
year, I will say that I like it better than any other paper I the ballot should be placed in the hands of women, the pious dogmas, many Liberals will sit carelessly by and see others
hav ever read. We hav any amount of superstition to con- wom,en would outvote the Infidel women three to one, and it bound with the same fetters which they hav burst, and make
tend with. Last fall the Latter Day Saints started a pro. is plain that every Infidel in the land would be disfranchised. no effort to relieve them?
tracted-or distracted-meeting in Kingston. The Method- Not a Freethinker in the country would be allowed to hqld
I hav always supposed that there were Liberals enough in
ists, to checkmate them, imported Clark Braden to down any office. Hypocrits would be manufactured by the mill. this town to form a society. If so, why is it not done, so we
them in discussion. Braden wanted to discuss Joe Smith, ion. God, Jesus Christ, and the Holy Ghost would be put can continually spread before the public a repast of Liberaland the Saints wanted to discuss Methodism. As an out- into.the Constitution forthwith. Yes, the ballot in the hands ism and advancement, instead of silently permitting them to
come they threw mud at each other.
of woman, so long as she is controled by sky-pilots, would feed on the chaff and husks of retardment?
We hav a few independent thinkers here, and plenty of be a curse-not a blessing. We hav bad laws enough now,
I should very much enjoy being a member of the congrewould-be's if not for Mrs. Grundy. We had C. B. Reynolds and if she should hav the ballot there would be a lot of pious gation of the Forum and under the pastorage of President
here last November. He delivered four lectures to small but laws enacted which might lead to a bloody civil war. There Stevem.
attentiv audiences. The weather was very unpleasant; are millions in the country who would not be governed by
Of THE TRUTH SEEKER I will say: It suits me. I will
otherwise I think more would hav listened to him.
the thousand laws which the pious would enact in the name never stop my paper because I may differ with some of its
W. A. CoLVIN.
of Jehovah.
correspondents, or Editor either, for that matter.
Sex should ha v nothing to do with citizenship or the ballot,
In his inimitable style, Heston discharges his shafts of
MILWAUKEE, Wis., April 20, 1888.
the word of Paul to the contrary notwithstanding. Our ridicule into the receding carcass of theology in such a manMR. EDITOR: If you see no adverse reason, I would like to great Infidel and Paul do not agree at all in this matter. The ner as cannot fail of being effectiv. The cartoons are just
11ay a word to the '' well to do" of THE TRUTH SEEKER former says woman has as many rights as man, and one what are necessary.
family in behalf of Mr. Heston, in ·the paper he is doing so more, which is protection; while Paul says she has no rights
Liberals of West Union, I would be pleased to meet you.
much to enhance the interest and value of. His cartoons are at all. Paul will hav to take a back seat in future.
J. w. YEADON.
instructiv and valuable. They abound in good sense, humor,
What needs to be done first is to cast the Holy Ghost out
and logic, and, I believe, are very generally appreciated. I of the pious, for so long as he remains there will not be
EuREKA, CAL., April 1, 1888.
see them often commended by the correspondents of the sufficient room for reason, science, and common sense.
MR. EDIToR: Inclosed find $10, which please apply as
paper. One sensible lady, in the "Letters from Friends,"
I hav much faith in moral suasion, but I should like to see follows : $5 subscription to THE TRUTH S&KKEI! for the next
has well said, "We ought to get up a vote of thanks to Mr. the ballot in the hands of woman now, in order that she two years; giv Mr. Heston $2.50 as a token of my appreHeston." Now, I second that motion, and would suggest might vote upon the liquor question, for I think she would ciation of his able illustrations of the Bible. I always hav
that bank-notes be used for ballots in this canvass. And it annihilate the liquor business.
considered the Bible a useless book, but as a subject of
LYMAN SMITH.
is· in order to" vote early and vote often," for Mr. Heston is
illustration in Mr. Heston's light it is of no mean value.
poor and in rather embarrassed circumstanc_es, having a
LEXINGTON, April 25, 1888.
Send me "Bible Morality," by C. Watts; "Volapi.i.k," and
mortgage on his little home. I think his labors in the cause
MR. EDITOR: I will present a few disconnected reflections. the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL, and place the remainder to my
of Freethought are equal in value to those of the best lectMany years ago, in France, in the Faubourg St. Antoine, credit.
urers, and ought to be well paid. I hav had the pleasure of a street was packed for a mile with bleeding, wounded, huNow, let me tell you something of my opinion in regard to
casting my vote, and ~ hope many others who are able will man beings. They loved freedom bettc;;r than their own life. THE TRUTH SEEKER and its correspondents. I am glad you ha v
"go and do likewise," for he richly deserves a frieRdly and (Then tell me, is not liberty safe in their hands?) Their given us a rest about the Anarchists. I, like all old Califorfavorable recognition from all lovers of truth and progress. blood poured like a river down the street gutters. The Na- nians, am Anarchistically inclined-that is, I would rather
The Truth Seeker Company doubtless pay him for his work tionali2ts were trying to crush them. Citizen Delescluze redress my grievances myself than apply to a court of jusall they can well afford, and we do not want owr paper to be came to redeem a promis and help them. He was mur- tice-but I never hav had any desire to trample upon other
overburdened.
ALMoND OwEN.
dered, his body picked up and carried away, Gambon was people's rights or tyrannize over them. The Chicago Anarchthere also, defending a barricade. He who had labored for ists were the reverse of tbat; they wanted a despotism of the
EAu CLAIRE, Wis., April 2, 1888.
the republic for thirty years was seized, dragged to a private meanest kind, provided they themselvs could play the desMR. EDITOR: Reading in your paper that a bill has been street, and shot. And so hav men been murdered in the pots. All our actions derive their value from the motivs
introduced to repeal the Comstock law, I wish to call atten- United States for attempting to form some plan for the relief which cause them, and free speech in word or print derives
tion to an article in Lucifer, March 16th, headed, "Is Sanity of the poor. I should think that imprisonment was suffi- its value from the same l!ource. Reformers speak and print
Returning?" and the accompanying editorial headed, '' Shall cient punishment for violent language uttered in the defense for the sake of enlightening the public, and the widest posThey be Repealed?" The first article is suggested by the of the weak and helpless. A good writer has lately observed sible range ought to be allowed them; agitators speak and
report of the Congressional committee on the post-office that a discontented beggar has more influence than priests, print for the sake of inflaming the passions of the people,
and post-roads upon House bills Nos. 3,320 and 3,324, pro- lawyers, and politicians; and so it is, for the golden dream and when they succeed so far that riot and murder are the
viding that newspapers and periodicals containing adver- of Parnell for his country faded when he beheld their rags, consequences of their speeches, the public, through their
tisments of lotterieB shall be excluded from the mail, and also destitution, misery, with starved bodies festering in pools.
agents, are compelled by necessity to put a stop to it. Such
(in one of them) that the postmaster-general shall hav power
Some persons suppose that tortures are utilized by God, was the case with the Chicago Anarchists.
to determin what papers come within the law. The com- to bring sinners to repentance. The great Cecil was engaged
You hav a valuable contributor in Mr. Van Buren Denslow.
mittee sanely reported against both bills, on the ground that in writing prayers when his victims were racked in the Tower He has Mr. Ingersoll's reflection, if he does lack his poetical
this one establishes a censorship of the press, and that both of London. Our clergyman told us yesterday that we were talent. Nothing that I hav seen in print on the labor quesassume in Congress a power to abridge the liberty of the " daily transformed more and more into the nature of tion equals Mr. Denslow's articles in Tm~: TRUTH 8E&KE1!. I
press, contrary to the Constitution of the United States. Christ!" and the more diamonds, silks, and laces some peo- do not judge from theory, as I hav been a wage-worker for
Very clearly these objections lie just as much .against the ple hav, the more does grace abound. "God's flowers are more than twenty-five years. I was thrown on my own
Comstock law. In the editorial Lucifer argues that the signs scattered everywhere." I should think the rocks would cry resources when a little over thirteen years old, and now I am
of returning sanity denote that the tide of paternalistic crazi- out when these blossoms adorn the pillow of a starved baby! nearly sixty. I hav worked in Germany, in France, in the
ness is turning, and that now is the time to push a movement Let " holiness " be written upon the bells of horses," al- Middle and Southern states, and in California, and being a
for repeal. I say, Amen, and hope that before the spasm of though there are twelve millions in England who cannot be mechanic by both trade and nature, and easily adapting mysense has spent its force the Liberal world may be roused to fed. Let God and his followers mock on, and then be not self to new circumstances, I havworked not only in different
send in another monster petition for one definit object-the surprised it the day cometh which shall burn as an oven.
positions, but in different trades. My judgment, therefore,
passage of the Cummings bill, whose preamble seems to be
A Christian just now inquired how I could know tlui dif- ought to be better than the judgment of our average latterright to the point. Let there be no quibbling or halfway ference between right and wrong, not being a Christian. I day reformer, who judges everything without knowing any_ work about it-no fool talk about modification, no haggling could hav referred him to Socrates, Cicero, and Confucius, thing.
over the question of state rights. That the states should hav whose noble thoughts hav made morality and civilization
I am sorry to learn that J. Hacker is so full of things not
power which the national government has not may be absurd. what they are. Suppose we had been &bandoned to the worth knowing. Mr. J. Swinton ·was full likewise. He
That they should hav power to interfere with freedom of the teachings of the bloodthirsty, sellsual 1 and degraded Moses, started a paper to giv his feelings vent, emptied himself out
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and the world is no better off on account of it. Such men
deserve pity, but not support. They are honest, but visionary; they harm themselvs, but do not benefit mankind.
There is but one lever by which mankind can be raised, and
that is intelligence. Men like Hacker; Swinton, Harman,
Walker, and a host of others I might mention, can do nothing in the way of reform. Either they launch forth to the
world their impracticable schemes, or they work upon the
prejudices and passions of the public, neither of which can
be of any benefit to mankind. It is true, we are drifting
toward a state of excessiv riches and abject poverty; but, if
the laboring classes would stop the drift, they mus~ make
use of two levers-intelligence and energy-but at present
both are neglected.
I am glad your brother and Putnam came to this coast;
they are just the men we want.
RoBERT GuNTHER.
FREDONIA, N. Y., April 20, 1888.
EsTEEMED FRIENDS OF THE FLAG ABOVE THE- CROSS : May
your bold and awakening efforts be appreciated as never before as our understandings are more and more aroused to
the !lag's advancing foes. It ill becomes us to spend any
time upon trilling or minor subjects at such times when momentous questions await our timely presentation and solution.
I hav striven in my own mind the last two years when I
could well dispense with the expense and time of reading
THE TRUTH BEKKER. But the ever-renewed changes of such
intense interest to every progressiv mind are such that I hav
not yet been able to say, I hav no further need of thee. We
must continue to rally around the !lag of Freethought as
weekly rajsed aloft to the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
As often as we dine at your rich and rare table of Freethought, of sweet liberty to manhood and womanhood, may
we appreciate your efforts to procure and prepare those
PLINY SMITH.
costly viands for the thoughtful mind.
LoNGSTREET, GA., April 80, 1888,
MR. EDITOR: W. L. Worley is really troubled because
Colonel Ingersoll has said, "We do as we must," and calls
this his "doctrin," "untenable ground," "akin to Presbyterianism," etc.
I do not suppose that the colonel will explain, and yo.u,
Mr. Editor, cannot hav the time or inclination to answer all
questions. So I will simply say to Brother Worley: I sup.
pose the colonel means that all men are to some extent
inlluenced by circumstances, and sometimes by circum. stances we cannot control; that's all. No "doctrin" iri that;
no "untenable ground;" no touch of Calvinism, or any other
ism, but a statement of a universally admitted fact.
He did not mean that man is a machine, to be manipulated
by Gods or devils, according to Calvin. Oh, no! Neither
do I think he will admit what you claim, " That ~an has the
power to make himself quite free," and hence, independent
of circumstances, environments, conditions.
We claim to be Freethinkers, but we find it impossible to
T. N. MAsoN.
do always as we wish.

excepted, that even some Liberals thought him rather liard
on our Mormon friends. Dr. York, and lecturers of his kind,
will not, nor should they be, soft-s<;~aping and dillydallying
with the antiquated falsehoods that for so many centuries
hav cursed mankind. Such lecturers should be upheld and
sustained in every place, seeing that they, like Thomas Paine,
labor to do away with, yes, kill, not prophets, popes, and
priests, but the pernicious, absurd, misleading, mind-andbody-destroying principles that all priesthoods still are endeavoring to promulgate. That Brother Putnam, and especially now Dr. York, hav sown such seed in Utah as shall in
time spring up and bear much good fruit, is not to be
doubted. Well do I remember when Brigham Young said:
" Let the Christians send us their priests and missionaries if
they wish to convert us. We will all go and hear them!"
Now, when Freethinkers propose to advocate their doctrins,
it is: "Don't go and listen to them; don't argue with them;
leave them to their darkness." 0 ye saviors on Mount Zion!
Why do not you, like the only true messengers of God that
you say you are, challenge and meet in public debate and
discussion these Infidels that you simulate to so much despise ? If God is with you, who can stand against you ?
One thing more. The Mormons ought never to complain of
being excluded from participating in political matters in this
country, their government being a kingdom established by
God, ours a republic, a government of the people by the
L. P. EDHOLM.
people.
HAvANA, ILL., April 25, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: In the last number of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Mr. Worley finds fault with Colonel Ingersoll's doctrin,
"We do as we must." He says he is sorry the colonel has
drifted off into this untenable ground. I think Friend W orley needs sympathy worse than the colonel. Then he goes
on to say that if this doctrin is true, the thief, the murderer,
the cannibal, and assassin are all justified. If a man steals,
he is not justified for stealing. He is only justified in doing
as he must. But you will say, Could he not hav acted differently? No, he could not under the circumstances, because the temptation to steal was greater than the tendency
not to steal. This being the case, how could he act otherwise? The murderer may be endowed with a large faculty
of destructivness and small benevolence, and these leading
traits in his character, with the general surroundings, may
force him to kill one of his fellow-men, but he has only done
as he must under the circumstances. The cannibal may eat
one of his fellow-men, but if he does it will be because his
desire for food was stronger than his power to resist. Then
if the cannibal does that which he is forced to do, has he not
done as he must ?
Again, he says: If we do as we must, then _law and government are useless. Law and government are not to pre.
vent a person from doing as he must, but to prevent persons
from doing those things which are .considered wrong.
Would Mr. Worley want to do away with insane asylums
because insane people act as they must? Certainly not.
We need asylums as long as we hav insane people. We need
law and government just as long as we hav a class of people
who need governing. We need jails and penitentiaries to
hold the thief and murderer, not because he has done as he
must, but because it is better for the world that he be restrained from stealing and murdering. We can dispense
with jails and penitentiaries when all people get so good
that they will not commit a crime. We can dispense with
insane asylums when all mental diseases are healed.
Again, he says he cannot see any difference between Anarchism and "doing as you must." I understand Anarchy
to mean a lawless condition without government. In doing
as you must you sometimes do rigilt and sometimes wrong.
Now, if doing as you must is Anarchy, then good and bad
things are Anarchism, but this, you see, cannot hav anything
to do witil Anarchism or any other ism. Even if we do as
we must, then it is better to hav laws and government. I
do not find any fa,llt with a man because he does wrong, but
I find fault with those things which cause him to do wrong ..
And it is Freethought and Rationalism to remove these
causes and replace them with causes that will make people
do good.
Now,Friend Worley, I hav no doubt you did as you must
in oppos'i.ng the colonel, but when we remove those causes
that made you think as you did and replace them with better
ones, I think you will agree with the colonel. Hoping you
will get on the right track, I am,
Yours truly.
J. A. WEABER.
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protection, and walking into the nest. of a vulture. And
again.he says, "We must not be ashamed of our convictions;
we should remember that we are no longer rebels to ecclesiastical authority." If that is not confessing submission to
the church, I know not the meaning of language. But the
next sentence is somewhat ambiguous. He says, "but
armed with the decree of science "-as though the decree of
8Cience and the ecclesiastical authority were in harmony.
Well, I suppose he means Christian science, but many of us
Liberals do not accept Christian science. He says, " The
code of morals promulgated by Christ cannot be improved."
That settles it. We as Liberals all along hav been recreant,
inasmuch as we hav not accepted the Bible morals as a
rode that cannot be improved. There certainly needs to be an
improvement on an endless hell-1 mean, something worsefor such men as Brother Remsburg for writing the pamphlet,
"Bible Morals," and satisfying so many of us poor, deluded
Infidels that there can be a better code of morals than that
found in the Bible. Mr Chapin says we must not forget the
man Christ. There are many of us who are not likely to
after reading, among hundreds of other things, the following,
" But those mine enemies which would not that I should
reign over them bring hither and slay before me" (Luke xix,
27). He commanded murder; therefore that code of morals
cannot be improved. " Whosoever speaketh against the
Holy Ghost, it shall not be forgiven him, neither in this
world, neither in the world to come" (Matt. xii, 32). Jesus
taught endless punisilment, consequently it is a good moral
doctrin, and of course we as Liberals should accept it or be
damned. " For I come to set a man at variance against his
father and the daughter against her mother" (Matt. x, 35)beautiful morals l '' If any man come to me and hate not
his father and mother and wife and children and brethrer
and sisters, yea and his own life also, he cannot be my
disciple " (Luke xiv, 26). Who can reject such a moral
code? None except Infidels.
In conclusion let me say to my friend Chapin that I
emerged out of a faith in Christianity to my present status of
mind, which is termed Infidelity; reading the Bible did it.
I hold that we all form opinions from force of evidence,
hence cannot control our belief; consequently I do not conWM. A. THOMPSON.
demn you for differing with me.
liT. PLEASANT, T&x., April16, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I would like to &sk G. A. Chapin to explain
his "Mission of Freethinkers," that appeared in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of April 14th. He says: "We must not be afraid of
our convictions; we should remember that we are no longer
rebels to ecclesiastical authority, but armed with the decrees
of science." Has science decreed that man-made laws are
based on justice? Does he not ask those who think we
could get along better if nine-tenths of our laws were repealed to be afraid of their convictions wilen he says, "We
must not lose our respect for government?" Does he not
virtually say just what church and state despots hav always
said, " You can think as you please so long as you think as
we do ?" " Mindful of the heroes who achieved our independence, we should let nothing dampen our patriotism or
our zeal." For what-wrong government? If we are zealous aspirants for the freedom of mankind and the religion of
humanity, how can we favor a despotic interference by
church or state with the free exercise of our mind and body
so long as we do not interfere with the rigilts of others?
"When we manifest sympathy witil Anarchy we weaken
our cause." Has Freethought, after having struggled so
long in the face of opposition, to fear "the powers that be "
at this time and begin to court favor at the feet of Mother
Grundy? "The American laborer has wrongs, but they
must be righted through the processes of law, and not
Anarchy and revolution." No doubt some Mr. Chapin said
the same of tile colonial fathers, but working on the basis
that" our freedom must not go too far," or "that laws or
governments must not be defied," never acilieved the independence of AmHica or any other nation, nor ever will. If
Freethonght should be afraid of anything, it should be afraid
of forming a creed. It should be Liberal; and if I understand Liberalism, it means autonomy-Freethinking. It
should not be expected that we can all grow in the same
ratio. Some will always be a hundred years ahead, others
nearly that far behind, the age in which they liv, especially
under out present paternal systems. We should all be Liberal enough to allow all others the right to think and act as
they please, so long as they do not interfere with the rights
of others, even if it is in direct opposition to our preconceived
ideas. Because "we hav the best government," is that any
reason why we should not hav a better one, or none at all, if
by 80 doing the happiness and freedom of the individual is
enhanced?
Where does government get the right to control a man's
actions 80 long as he does not interfere with some other person or property? Why should not the present marriage
system be attacked, if "the decrees of science" tell us that
"the marriage altar, and the slavery undergon;; as its sequel
produce crime, misery, and want?
Mr. Chapin, 1 am afraid. it will not be "policy" for Liberals to formulate a creed or to adopt one that has already
been formulated. The better way will be to giv to all absolute freedom, and let right triumph, as it always does when
it has an open field.
Human nature revolts when you try to control it by force,
and it is well that it does, for to that spirit we owe what
little freedqm we hav. Let us accept the good in all things,
not only in the teachings of Christ, but in those of the
Anarchists Socialists and free lovers also.
May right triumph.'
E. E. PARK.

SAN DIEGo, CAL., April 18, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : C. B. Reynolds has come and gone. Many
good wishes go with him. He spoke here three times, and
each time the hall was crowded. We hav a society here
known as the Cooperativ Spiritual Union, with a broad platform. Many·Materialists hav joined with us. As our present speaker, Paul A. Smith, introduced Mr. Reynolds to the
audience, he said: "I shall expect you to speak your sentiments. We shall expect you to exercise the right to speak
without regard to the difference of opinion that may exist
between us." Mr. Reynolds's letter in THE TRUTH SEEKER
in which he had given the Spiritualists a rather bad send-off
had been received. A few Spiritualists took strong grounds
against him. He had been invited by us to speak. Better
counsel prevailed, We gave him a cordial welcome and a
full house. His lectures were received with applause, and
notwithstanding Mr. W. J. Colville occupied the Louis Opera
House at the same hours, the old M.E. church was packed
to hear Mr. Reynolds, the audience far exceeding that at the
Opera House. The Liberal element, including Agnostics,
Materialists, Spiritualists, etc., are making their inlluence
felt in this place. I think there is no other place in the
United States with as large a percentage of Liberals as here.
The Spiritualists far outnumber any other branch of Freethinkers here-in fact, are the only organized branch. It is
only fair to say that quite a large minority are Agnostics and
Materialists. Great good will come of this. S. P. Putnam
occupied our platfo~ while here a few weeks ago. He had
crowded houses, and left many friends. W. C. Bowman will
ST. JOHNs, ILL., April15, 1888.
speak for us in the month of May, and perhaps longer.
MR. EDITOR : I find in the last issue, April 14th, a letter
Anyway, we shall keep the ball rolling. From time to time from another Religio-Liberal. I mean one who professes to
I will giv you a report of our progress.
H. H. NxoHoLs.
be Liberal. He even heads his article, " The Mission of
Freethinkers." He says, " .When we manifest sympathy
with Anarchy, we weaken our cause." I do not claim to
MoRGAN CITY, UTAH, April 9, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: The indefatigable worker, Dr. J. L. York, understand the true sense or teaching of those who advocate
who during the last winter has been lecturing in this terri- Anarchy. However, from the little insight I gain from some
tory, lectured in this county on the evenings of April 4th and writers on the theory, I gather the idea that they do not
5th)ast, and a fine time we had, for the doctor is simply im- teach the abolition of all laws-as Webster would hav us
mense. The court h·ouse was readily obtained, and, regard- believe-but to abolish such as debar us from equal rights
less of the fact that the faithful had been dissuaded by the before the bar of justice. He adds," Nothing is so damag" stake-president" (the highest ecclesiastical authority in ing to our cause as to express sympathy with those murderthe county) from going to the lectures, the house was well ers at Chicago." All the information I was able to gain of
filled on both occasions. As usual, the forbidden fruit had the Anarchist trial did not evince evidence to me that they
to be tasted, and I assure you the doctor gave it in very ?omm~tted murder. 'fhousands ~f others who .pro?abl!
liberal doses. The audiences consisted mainly of the younger mvest1gated the case as closely as did ~~other Chapm view It
element of the people, and it is impossible but that a lasting as no proof of murder. He also adds, Let no one call these
impression must hav been made upon their minds. The dastardly criminals martyrs." No one acquainted with the
gospel-befogged brains of the older population seem to be actions of the men hanged, wishing to do them justice, could
THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethought,
more impenetrable. Laughter and applause of the lecturer's call them dastards. Who can think a coward would hav
wit and irresistible logic was very frequent. He is giving come back as Parsons did and given himself up? But, alas l Reform, and Scientific Books will be mailed free to any ad
!!J!.Ph death-dealin~ blows to Christianit!, JI.O ~f'lJJ9JDination it was sim,ilar to the case of . Servetus going to Calvin for dress upon application.
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Ukllilclrtn' s fiorntr.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WxxoN, Fall
Ri'IJer, Mass., to tohom all Communications f0'1'
this a(JINI,IJ'r shoulil be sent.
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Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower.
Oomes a pause in the da.y•s occupations
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."

Wearing Out the tlarpet.
a boarding-bouse one summer lodged a widow
and her child,
He a bright-eyed little fellow, full of fun and mischief wild.
Little Charley often wandered through the kitchen and the hall
And tl·~ <linimr·room and parlor, playing with his
· kite and ball.
He would tramp with heavy footsteps o'er the carpet on the floor,
Playing childlike, full of pleasure, as he roamed
the cottage o'er;
But the mistre~s grew impatient, as in glee he
would rejoice;
And she often checked his laughter with a harsh
and rending voice.
One bright dftY the youngster, rambling, gaily
pa~11ing off the hours,
Saw a buttPrflv and caught it from among the fragrant flowers.
Quite triumphant, with the captiv quick he ran
across the floor,
But the ired landlady met him, as she oft had done
before:
11 Quit your running on the carpet I Don't you
know you'll wear it out
With your h!'avy footsteps falling as yon trample
all about?
Go keep quiet, a.q I tell yon! Little boys should
not be heard !"
But his mother from her bedroom caught the
sound of every word.
"Charley!" called she, feebly, faintly, for she sick
and weary lay
In her bed that ~nmmer morning; "I hav something I would say."
And he, standing by his mother, heard her a.c-·
cents soft and low.
"Oome, be quiet-mother's weary. Would you
cause her tears to flow 7
Bring your little chair, my boy; place it close heside my bed."
And he softly kissed his mother-" I will do as Yon
hav BFiid."
By her side he meekly cowered, vowing he wonld
do his best.
But as soon as slnmher's pinions gave his weary
mother rest
He had grown impatient, restless, so he stole into
the hall,
And was soon rebounding gaily with his bat and
rubber ball.
Charley, can't you mind your elders?" screamed
the fierce landlady wild,
As she ran from out the parlor; 11 What a vexing,
noisy child l
Don't you know you'll ruin my carpet 1 You are
such a bother here I"
And with crushed and fallen spirit, Charley wiped
away a tear.
Mother, waking from her slumber, heard the
words the lady said,
So with deepest grief and anguish soft she crept
from out the bed,
And she, too. reproved her boy liS she had not done
beforeTold him of the pain he caused her with hiilloud
and fierce uproar.
" Go, be seated now in silence," and she noticed
with surprise
That t.he scalding, bitter teardrops trembled in
his lit.tle eyes.
On his tiptoe little Charley walked in !ilence
through the ball,
And in meek submission heeded to the faintestechoed call.
On from then he gave no trouble, as he crept.
across the floor,
And the harsh la.ndlady trembled for her carpet's
aake no more.
Still when Ch>trley heard her footsteps he would
trem bill with affright,
Dodging by the chairs or tables. hiding from her
eagle sight.
When the glorious summer's sunshine faded into
At,

autnmn't~

ray,

Little Charley, flushed with fever, in a darkened
bedroom lay;
And his patient, tired mother, bending o'er him as
he slept,
Caught the qnick, hot breath of fever, and in
silent anguish wept.
Honrs and days increased the fever which wit.h
snch a deadly clasp
Held the little wasting figure in its burning,
scorching graop.
Mother's hope w11s fading dimmer, mother's eyes
were filled with tears,
When she called the same landlady, telling: all her
inmost fears :
11
Come, I beg You, see my darling. He is, oh, so
ill to-rlRY !"
And they both stood by the bedside where the
fevered victim laY.
Trembling with the keenest anguish, then the pale
landlady said,
As she smoothed the rumpled pillow under Charley's burning bead :
"I am sorry, oh, so sorrY, that my little boy is ill!
How I mi•s your merry laughter I How I wish
th11t you were well!"
With her sad eyes fixed upon him noticed she a
wild surprise,
With a strangely se11rching luster sparkling in his
sn nken eyes.
And she bent to hear f·he whisper which he spoke
se firm and slow:

While he gasped for breath to tell it, with his
fevered face aglow:
·
11 I shall never try your patience with my merry
laugh again,
And I ne'er shall tear the carpet which has caused
you so much pain."
Not the deadly, cruel arrow which has pierced the
happy birds
Ever gave the thrilling anguish following hisloob
and words.
As if stung by hidden vipers, low she bowed her
throbbing head,
And his pillow soon was dampened with tears that
she had shed..
But at last she spoke more plainly, as she checked
the falling tear:
"Are you 2'0ing home to heaven when you leave
this earthly sphere 1 ·•
" No," he aighed. The cold drape glistened on his
brow so smooth and fair.
·
"Angels, too, will think me noisy, and I cannot
enter there."
Like an echo still resounding rang the last faint
words he said.
One more struggle and a murmur, and the little
DARLINA BELL.
boy WaS dead·
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Quartz, aud Other Crystals.

and always a vast amount of useful information as well as profitable entertainment.
There are indeed " sermons · in stones,
books in the running brooks," if one would
only stop to read them.
Do crystals grow?
Why, yes; we cannot see them grow,
but they increase in size and change by various agencies.
Linnreus, the great naturalist, said :
" Stones grow ; plants grow and feel ; animals grow, feel, and move."
Thus is shown the difference between the
three great kingdoms of nature. S. H. W.

" Crystal " comes from a Greek word, and
means ice, because crystals are clear like
p:;.re lee. Ice is but a large number of crystals massed into a solid substance. The snow
falls in beautiful crystals. The quarries,
caverns, and deep, rocky ravines all show
many varieties of crystals in cube, prism, ·and
other forms ; for all the rocks, the granit,
marble, iron, lead, and indeed all the solid
parts of the earth, are composed of crystals.
QuESTioNs -From what is the word crystal dePrecious jewels are crystalline. The dia- riv~d? W!<~re may be found ID!tllY variet.IPS of
Wnat is the d1~mond 1 Where is Wonmond is only pure charcoal that has become, crystal•?
derland 1 What is 11 cryst11l1 ·r~ll al>out. qn«rtz
crystals.
Wllat
iR thA ''California" and "Lake
by the forces of nature, crystallized.
George" dta.mond·T Wh11t. did people of old times
tniuk
about
cry~r.als1
Wllere are rock cr.rMtals
We walk above a beautiful wonderland,
n•nallr T For what purpose i• quartz used 1
surpassing in magnificence the stories of the fnnnd
How is the difference between butter allli oleo-·"Arabian Nights" or the marvelous tales of margarine detected 1 Wtutt i• salt 1 ijUgar 1 How
are crystals formed 1 How can yon •XPd'lmeut
the "city of the New Jerusalem." The w1th crystals? Stat.e what you kuow of •· >LobesJ. Backer Fund.
toe." What d1d the Rom~<ns me it for 1 What are
Maude M. Morrison ............................ $1.00 dust we tread, the air we breathe, is full of crystals
often called 1 Wllat is the entire domain
Ida E. Glenn..... ... . . . • .. . .. .. •. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . .30 crystal loveliness •. We hav but to open our of nature? Du crystals grow? Who wao LinGeo. J. Remsburg.............................. .50 eyes and behold a vast sea of beauty, in n8luH 1 What did he say of the thr~>e kingdoms of
·
Jno. J. I. Remsburg. ........•...............• .30 form, color, and order, all around us. As a nature?
Chas. B. Remsburg............................ .20
rule, we go blindfold through a world throbbing with life, energy, and pulsing grandeur
Correspondence.
in many endless forms.
Great Cenlcnntal Oration
MooDY, T&x., April 29, 1888.
ON THE
Quartz, or rock crystals, is extremely inD&AR Mrss WrxoN: I thought I would
write a few lines, as this is the first time. I teresting, and quite common. Of·course, you
went to hea~ preaching this morning, and the know a crystal is a cluster of particles all of
preacher sard that the grave was hell, but the same shape. You would hardly believe
ALSO THE
hell-fire was a lake of fire and brimstone. I it possible that nature could fashion a crys~mmortal Document,
am fourteen. The last two weeks of our tal so perfect as it is. But it is true. Quartz
school was writing and arithmetic. I hav
And the National Anthem entitled:
five brothers and four sisters. It rained a rock presents a subject for study and research
hard shower Saturday morning. I will close most fascinating. Its crystals are six-sided,
"LAND OF LIBERTY."
for this time.
Yours truly,
ending in as many triangles ; that, in geom- Price, 6 cts ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
WILLIAM A. SIMMONS.
etry, we would call a hexagon, and, when
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY,
perfect, we would say it has the hexagonal
28 LafaYette Place, New York.
MooDY, T&x., April 29, 1888.
pyramid
on
either
end.
When
first
taken
D&AR Miss WIXON: It hils been a long time
since I wrote a letter for the Corner. I am from the earth quartz is dirty-looking, because
twelve years old. I do not go to school now. covered with clay, but when this is removed
I study arithmetic and reading. We had an the crystals are marvel!i- of prismatic clearA NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.
Infidel school-teacher; his name was Meyers. ness. A large number are often bedded
Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
I was down to a Methodist meeting about
two weeks ago. I was to see one of my together. Some of the clearest are called
For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
Liberal friends to-day. There are not many " California" and '' Lake George" diamonds. girls
and a. younger brother who were left parentLiberals around here. I think the pictures in The people of olden times believed that less, with little money, fa1r education, and much
THE TRUTH SII:&KER are real nice. I would quartz crystals were clear water that God courage, to !llake tlleir way thr9ngh the world by
ll'OIDg to Cbtcago. Tlle anthons also the heroin.
like to hav some Liberal girl about my age had made into ice that it was impossible to The
narrativ i•• in the main, a history of" workwrite to me. Your Liberal friend,
ing girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
melt. They called them "krustalles." 1'Vhich among bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
Dxssi& L&WETTA SIMMONS.
disreputable hypocrits. It is just such a story
means ice, as was mentioned at the beginning and
of human life as we should expect Colonel Inl'!'erTYNDALL, DAK., April 22, 1888.
of this lesson. Hence the name crystal.
soll to be interested in; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attentwn
DEAR Mrss WixoN: TH& TRUTH S~t&K&R has
Generally quartz crystals are found in of the rest of the world PricP ~5 cPnts.
been a weekly visitor to our household for
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
limestone
quarries
in
masses,
sometimes
reg.
nearly two years. During all that time I hav
ular and at other times irregular in shape.
never once written to the Children's Corner.
I hav never seen that any children write to Quartz is very hard, and is used for spectacles,
the Children's Corner from Dakota. I know when they are called Brazilian pebble", from
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist,
I am the first one from Tyndall, and I h':lpe I a kind of quartz said to be obtained from 12x15 inches, suitable for frRminl'!', sent poRt:Q_aid
for
25 cents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
will not be the last. I was very sorry to hear
tf
.
of your afiliction; I think it must be very Brazil.
Crystals obey a law of their being in form,
hard to lose one's mother. We all like THE
TRUTH S&RKRR very much.
growth, and change; each little crystal has its In~rersoll's
One of our horses died last week; one that own line of development. Thus, the differREDUCEO IN PRICE.
had served us faithfully for many years. ThiA ence between real butter and oleomargarine
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
will be the only obituary the poor thing will
hav. Well, I do not wish you to get tired of can always be detected by the difference in offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingerme the first time, so I will bring my letter to formation of their crystals, as oleomargarine soll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
a close.
cannot take on the form of real butter by any printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illumiTrusting that you are in good health, and process, in its crystals. Salt and sugar are nated border, large clear type, suitable for framthat THE TRUTH S&&KER may continue to but masses of crystals.
ing. The titles are:
prosper, I remain, Yours trnly,
.Heat, light, and chemical change are all
The Vision of War.
FRLTOIA B. RJOHMOND.
necessary in the making of crystals, whether
The Grant Banquet Toast.
formed artificially or by nature. The crystals
Heorgie's Cold.
The
price
of
these heretofore has been 50ots. We
Georgie COI!Jes down to breakfast with a in the rocks and metals plainly show· the offer them at FIFTEEN CENTS. EACH; THE
swollen visage. Whereupon mamma says to gt'eat heat to which the earth was once sub- TWO FOB TWENTY-FIVE OTS. Mailed secure
the four-year-older : " Why, Georgie darling, jected in process of growth.
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB,
You may experiment with crystals and find
don't you feel well ? Tell mamma what the
!S Lafayette PI .• New York.
much amusement by so doing. Take, for·
matter is."
Georgie, full of influenza, replies : " No, I instance, crude camphor, melt it by slow
don't feel well. Bofe of my eyes is leakin', heat, and you can see the crystals form in
beautiful designs. Under the microscope
and one of my noses don't go."
Paine, J eflerson, Washington,
they present a lovely appearance. Sea water,
Franklin.
Henry Bergh.
slowly evaporated, first givs out gypsum,
This was the philanthropist who devoted then common salt, and then magnesian salts, A LECTURE delivered before the Tenth A·nnual
Congress of the American Secular Union,
his life to preventing cruelty to animals. The all in crystals. By long continued heat, dein Chickering Hall, New York,
Omaha World has the following bit of pleas- posits of earth can be changed into gneiss
November 13, 1886.
and mica schist.
antry about him :
By
JOHN
E. REMSBURG.
There
is
a
kind
of
crystal
called"
asbestos,"
St. Peter: "What name?"
or in other words, "mineral wool." ThouPrice 15 cAnts.
New spirit: "H.enry Bergh."Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
~·I hav heard of you. You devoted your sands of fine threads are massed in these
life to the protection of dumb beasts against crystals, which are found in the rocks of the
earth. Asbestos will not burn, therefore it is
human beasts?"
SOCIAL
found useful for many purposes. Safes are
"Yes."
The
Bo~ FactO'I'a and liJTact Ratios in Its
"And you were the first man to do such a lined with it and thus made fireproof, and the
Acquirement and .Apportionment.
roofs of buildings are protected by it when it
thing. in a Christian country?"
By J. K. INHALLS.
is
made
into
a
kind
of
paint.
The
Romans
"It is so."
$1 oo.
"This heaven is not a good enough place were aware of the nature of asbestos, and Price, Clotll,
AddresR 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER,
for you. Henry Bergh; you deserve a better used it for various purposes, especially for
28T.afayette Pla0e. Nflw York.
reward than a heavy crown and a twanging towels and table napkins. It saved washing,
harp. Step into the balloon, and ascend to for when the napkins and towels required
A Book {0'1' Love1·s-Past and Pre8ent.
the Elysian fields prepared for the gentle, cleaning, they were thrown into the fire and
- - o-lender-hearted pagans who never yet volun- came out of it clean and nice, and ready for
useagain.
ROMANTIC LOVE
tarily stepped on an ant-bill."
Some one has called crystals the " flowers
Axn
A YOUNG lady writing about the revision of of the mineral world." The name is approPERSON~;~m BEAUTY.
the New Testament says that the phrase, priate, and the study of these flowers is a Development, Onusal R<la.t~ons Historic and
·"purple and fine linen,"conveys no idea of real pleasure.
Na.tio!!a.l Peouli9.ritles
'luxury to her mind, and she suggests, as an
All the domain of nature is a great book
By HENRy T. FIN c K.
improvement, " sealskin and black velvet." 1from ;which one may gather many lessons, 1 12mo., cloth, 12. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
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Boomtown.
Prom the Chtcago News.

Boom?
Well, I should smile l
Why, mister, just you take a. walk around
And liee the new improvements going on.
Ef I do sa.y•t, ther ain't another town
In the Northwest •at holds a candle to us.
Steam ca.rH T Oh, no; this is our street-car track.
We put it in last spring, an' I suppose
It's worth a. hundred thousand the town.
Ride T Er-well, no; the mud's so all-fired deep
On the next street that traffic is suspended.
Pay T What, the line 1 Well, scarcely yet;
But then, you see, the stock is all placed East,
An' as we gin a ten years' franchide with it
They can afford to wait for dividends.
Good water here T Oh, yes, the finest works
West o• St. Paul; cost fifty thousand easy.
Drink it1 Well, no; not now. The people here
In some way took a prejudice agin it,
Account o' undertakers bein• kept so busy.
Railroads? Leading center in the West, sir,
With three more roads a-coming in the fall.
"!'were on'y a week ago our board o' trade
Voted •em fifty thousand dollars each.
Big bonus? Pahaw! Why, we·can save
As much again first year, on fuel alone.
Taxes T Well, yes; they are a little steep;
But then to dance you hav to pay the fiddler,
An• boom we must, or else throw up our hands.
Town healthy T Finest in the land, sir!
Good sewerage system T Well, the fact is, mister,
We've been so thundering busy, working booms,
That has been overlooked; an' then, you see,
'Twould cost a tidy sum, an' wouldn't show;
So for a while, I guess, we'll do without.
Let go a road or two T Why, see here, ·man,
You must be joking. Boomtown couldn't do it !
But there's our public park, just north o' town,
For rest all.' recreation, an• we've spent
A pile o' money putting in improvementsBet out a thousand shade-trees there this spring.
How farT Why, just a mile or so right up that
hill,
Near Jenkins•sJourth addition to the town.
Old Jenkins was a ripper. He gin the block
To Boomtown for a park, and sold his lots
Boon's the council took it off•n his hands.
But Iemme tell you, mister, that ther park
Is bound to be immensely popular
Soon as we get the cable cars to running.
Good water po.wer T Well, now you've struck it

to

sure i
None better in the country, •cept Niagry, p'raps.
Mills running T Yes-no, not this week;
Water's a trifle low, somehow, tbis summer,
An' for a week or so the mill's abut down.
Good business done 1 Well, now you're shouting,
mister;
Merchants just drove to death, an' making money
Hand over fist. What's that T That bell T
Oh, yes ; I clean forgot. Poor Jones! His stock
Is going off at a.uction-sheriff closed him up
Two days ago. Fact is, he trusted right and left
An' did a rattling trade, but got no cash;
So when his bills fell due poor Jones lay down.
Hard luck T You bet; but just what he expected.
Eb. T What's that T Why don't the people pay
For what they buy T Why, mister, all they ha.v
And all they get is put in real estate.
Bell out and pay their debts T Yes, mebbe so,
But then, they're waiting for the boom to strike.
What's that you say T You guess you won•tinvestT
And after all I•ve showed you of the town T
Well, burn my buttons, but you Easte1·n chaps
Are mighty cur•os critters. Well, take this map
And read these pamphlets while you're on the
train.
Mebbe you'll change your mind. Bay, here's my
card:
"Augustus Shark, Dealer in Real Estate, Boomtown."
Just drop a line if you conclude to buy. Good day.

.A Basket of Chips.
PIOUS AS THE DEVIL.
Yes, and why not pious as the devil?
Did not the devil pray? and did he not
earnestly pray ? and did he not pray the
prayer of faith? and was not his prayer
directly answered ?
When? Where? How ?
When he went into that Jumbo prayermeeting where the sons of God were assembled before the Lord. Satan came also and
besought that he might afflict Job. The
devil then got the drop on God and obliged
him to go back on his best friend just to show
the devil that the poor man had sand. If
God had not done that, the devil would hav
bothered the blustering old God out of his
senses about it.
POPE'S GOD.
All are but parts of one stupendous whole,
Whose body nature is, and God the soul.

Pope makes his God to be the great first
cause, and so we must suppose, according to
Popeism, that nature, God's body, was exhaled from himself somewhat as the shell is
by the snail. This comparison is most appropriate because it took God an eternally
long while to work out a body. Nature being
made up of distinct materials, portions, and
individualities, to complete the analogy,
God, the soul, must be also a composit of all
spiritual beings, and, therefore, no more a
person than is nature, the body.
THE O•JRRELATION OF ANTAGONISTS.
All the churches are in the same boat, for
they are alike in principle, however they may
differ in particulars. But that principle is

not one of unity, but of discord, as it is tke
prime tenet of each church that the church
itself is the court of doctrin and disciplin, to
which the members must yield both senti-_
ment and reason. The claim of submitting
to the Bible amounts to nothing, as each
church cooks up its Bible to its own taste,
and damns the individual as a perverter of
God's word who cull!! and seasons his dish to
suit himself. Implicit faith in dogmatic assertion and servil obedience to arbitrary authority is the ecclesiastical requisit to fellowship and salvation.
MUOH MUDDLED.
Genesis says that on the first day of creation "God said, Let there be light, and
there was light;" and that "God divided the
light from the darkness." What fellowship
had the light with the darkness, that it needed
to be divided ? Where light is, there darkness cannot be. Yet after God got it so
nicely separated, and puttered along for three
days more raising fish and poultry, Genesis
says he on the fourth day made " two great
lights, one to rule the day and one to rule the
night, and to divide the light from the darkness." How was it taat God had to divide
the light from the darkness by means of the
sun and moon if he had already hocuspocused a divorcement? Until God had
completed creation, how was it that the
things he had made did not fly to pieces again
for want of their supplements ?
FAITH AND FUNGUS.
Superstitious faith is the sodden fungus
which grows and rots in the swamps of fear.
The sunshine of hope yields fragrant blossom and luscious fruitage in the fields of reason.
Religion is natural, just as any other folly is
natural-as disease is natural, as insanity is
natural, as crime is natural.
The word religion should be expunged
from' the Freethinkers' -vocabulary. If the
word denotes relationship to deity, it is nil, as
deity is not. God has no definition, and
therefore can hav no expressible relativity.
If religion is sometimes used to signify anything rational, then supply another word. If
we hav no word comprehensiv enough, then
make one; religion comprehends too many
bad things, too many vague notions and
fraudulent pretensions, and is, therefore, not
serviceable to name definit facts and honest
intentions.
TARIFF TINKERING.
I hav been thinking of hammering some of
THE TRUTH SEEKER's tariff deformers, but
don't think it worth the trouble. I do not
know any reason why a Freethinker should
be a consummate fool and commit suicide,
and, therefore, caunot see any sense in an
American being a free trader and thus abolishing his own occupation.
JoHN P. GuiLD.
LO'IJJeU, Mass.

A Jew's Experience at the Revival
Jubilee.
Prom the Hebrew Stanaara.

Having been christened among our downtown brethren as an Infidel and apikoros, I
resolved to try the revivalists to see what
they could do for me. Accordingly; last Friday night, after making kidush and partaking
of a plateful of stewed pike (hecht), I repaired to the Jane street church. Reaching
my destination, I was soon hemmed in by a
solid mass of humanity, consisting of sweetfaced young ladies, with still sweeter voices.
I began to realize the beauty of conversion,
but when pushed by the crowd and suddenly
brought face to face with a· swarthy daughter
of Ham, black as the ace of spades, my
chances for conversion were on the ebb. Finally, I was pushed in front of the altar.
The surrounding enthusiasm moved me to
prayers. I offered up a fervent prayer for
more consistency among our rabbis and editors. I also prayed for the increase in circulation of our English Jewish weeklies and the
annihilation of our Jargon publications. A
special prayer I sent up for the coming chief
rabbi. But when attempting to pray for my
own salvation I became as dumb as an oyster
and not a cent's wort}J. of prayer could I
raise. My embarrassment being noticed by
one of the elders with a billiard-bsll cranium,
and hoarse as a cracked church bell, he began:
"My brother, allow me to offer you assistance in your hard struggle. Would you like
to be converted ?"
" I don't mind if I do."
" Glory, hallelujah!" came from a chorus
of hoarse voices, and the signal for prayer
was given.
" Hold on, gentlemen. This is not an appropriation bill in t4_e legislature, to be rail-

roaded through. I want to look before I
leap."
"J?on't you want to go to heaven?"
"Not this eve, some other eve. Besides,
you Christian folk hav so many ways to reach
heaven that a man is sure to lose his way. A
friend of mine, a Catholic by belief, displayed
a map which he assured me is the only genuin one in existence, and told me emphatically that the only direct road to that celestial
abode is, first, to fix my belief in the infallibility of a certain old gentleman, then to be
led by a young lady. Another friend, calling
himself Protestant, laughed at tl).e absurdity
of a human being's claim to be infallible, and
at one's entrusting himself to be guided
by a woman. The surest and shortest way is
when led by the son of that woman whom he
ridiculed. Still another, who is neither Catholic, Protestant, Jew, nor Christian, but a
converted paid missionary to the Jews, told
me sagely that his method of reaching
heaven is patented, and has no equal on earth,
i.e., greenbacks. ·Your way, again, is toregale myself with a piece of jubilee cake, then
to contribute to the $10~ weekly salary of the
boy preacher, Harrison, and I am in heaven
already. ·I therefore reason thus : 8ince the
body is certainly left on earth after death, it
should be assigned as the heaven while alive.
As for the soul, I entrust it to its spiritual
maker, the orily one father in heaven-who is
single, consequently could hav no son."
"But ain't you a Christian?"
"No."
"Ain't you aware that the Jews crucified
Christ?"
"My friend, you certainly hav the advantage over me. I am a fnll-blooded Jew from
head to foot, and am entirely ignorant of the
whole proceeding."
" What will become of the prophecies in
the New bearing upon tho~e of the Old Testament?"
"You ought to be silent on that point.
But since you broached the subject, I will
call your attention to the difference existing
between the prophecies of the Old and the
New Testament. In· the former everything
was predicted before the event took place.
"God promised to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob
to multiply their seed, the same to be enslaved and redeemed. At the thorn-bush
scene we read : ' Certainly I will be with
thee. And this shalf be a token unto thee
that I hav sent thee, when thou hast brought
out this people from Egypt, ye shall serve
God upon this mountain' (Ex. iii, 12). The
prophecies of Moses, Joshua, and Samuel,
which were predicted centuries ahead of their
realization, were verified by undeniable, living proofs. But the fnlfilment of the prophecies in the New Testament was just thereverse. Every occurrence from the birth of
Christ to the casting of lots about his garments after the crucifixion is attributed to
prophecies preceding the events. Even the
poor ass was seized upon in accordance with
a previous prophecy. Anybody could shape
and fit his actions so as to correspond with
the doings and sayings of the past. But
for argument's sake let us admit that the
entire New Testament is bearing upon the
prophecies of the Old. If so, I fail to see
the reason for the grudge Christians bear toward the Jew for having crucified Christ.
To the contrary, it ·ought to be perpetually
jubilant and exalt the Jew for carrying out
the predestined will of God so as to cement
the Old and the New Bible. Had the Jew
failed to carry out God's design and permitted
Christ to die of old age, neither the New Testament nor to-night's jubilee would exist."
My friend the elder vainly scratched his
head, as not a sign of hair was anywhere visible. Mustering courage, he exclaimed,
" How would you account for Israel's dispersion and sufferings ever since the Calvary
tragedy?"
"Easily enough. The all-wise father, in
order to demonstrate his promis to Father
Abraham that through his seed all nations
shall be blessed, saw how the confinement to
Palestine was too narrow a field for Israel to
carry on its mission. Its commonwealth was
therefore destroyed, not b"/ Christians, but
by the heathens, and the Jew was driven out
to the four corners of the earth as missionary to the world. _ But their small number
was inadequate to their task. Therefore
providence assigned to them Christianity, as
an auxiliary, but instead of acting as an ally,
Christianity, like a hungry wolf upon a defenseless sheep, fell upon the Jew, taking a
·Jewess for a mother and a Jew for a son, appropriating all the dead heroes of Israel as
typical Christians. The balance of the 1ive
Jews were utilized as kindling-wood for the
perpetual fires upon the altar of the Inquisi-

tion. The Jew, instead of becoming discouraged, danced to death, proclaiming: You
could burn my body, but my spirit lived,
livs, and will liv. Its fulfilment need not be
portrayed, as it is a living fact.
"Christianity as a last effort deprived theJew of all legitimate traffic, branded him as
a trader who will do anything for money.
But was that accusation substantiated?
Look how the millions spent for the conversion of the Jew proved to be miserable failures. Never was the Jew more powerful in
numbers and influence than he is to-day. In
the metropolis of this glorious country, the
Christian clergy, catching at a straw, got hold
of an ignorant tramp, a self-styled son of a
rabbi, who cleans, scours, and makes the old
Jewish soul equal to new for so much. With
what result? Not _only do I scorn his proffered .$10 greenback, but I am willing to pay
a hundredfold to the treasury of any Christian charity for the privilege of proving the
inconsistency of that latter-day St. Paul •.
But the Christian clergy seem to be rather
silent on that point."
My wonld-be godfather the elder, becoming unnaturally red in the face, blurted out :
" You are nn unmistakable Infidel. Not only
am I satisfied of never making a convert out
of you, but I am in danger of being influenced by your poisonous virus."
" My friend, I was under the impression
that this revival is for the sole purpose of
converting Infidels to Christianity. .Pray,
how many Infidels are there among the one
·thousand .converts that are now jubileeing ?"
"All I hav to say is that you are an Infidel
lacking Christian faith."
"My Christian believer, you would better
not use the term faith, as I hav something to
say about this very faith business. I hav
studied the New Testament in Hebrew, Russian, German, and English, and they all agree
upon the passage: 'For verily I say unto you,
if ye hav faith as a grain of mustard seed, ye
shall say unto the mountain : Remove hence
to the yonder place, and it shall remove, and
nothing shall be impossible unto you.' As a .
monopolizer of faith, h~w many mountains •
hav you ever removed? What makes you
lQck up your valuables in a burglar-proof
safe and not use .faith as a substitute? Nay,
last Wednesday in the midst of the jubilee
over one thousand faithful converts to Christi,anity, Dr. Harrower, pastor of the church,
warned the faithful congregation in the following words: 'If you hav occasion to
change your seats, take your wraps, overcoats, and rubber shoes with you. Two
overcoats hav been stolen from the very vicinity of the altar.' If such be faith, I will
hav none of it. Since you are so proud of
your faith, what need hav we for one ef the
finest police forces ? In my lack of faith I
observed that when the criminal, who is invariably of the faithful Christian type, is
caught by one of the finest, he convinces his
man not by faith but by a locust. After conviction, instead of the criminal being sent to
a church and left to his faith, he is confined
in a padded cell in the penitentiary. Even
the boodle aldermen, bank presidents, ca!!hiers, and bribers, all high church dignitaries,
who placed too much faith in the almighty
dollar, are now converted into faithful laundrymen, shoemak~rs, minus faithful Christians. But they who eluded the law, instead
of trusting to Christianity took refuge in
faithless Canada."
"Get thee hence, Satan!" shouted my
elder ; " not only are you a plain Infidel, but
a dangerous one as well.''
" My faithful friend," I mildly replied, " I
am a Hebrew, and I fear the Lord, the God
of heaven, which hath made the sea and dry
land. You will find me no missionary trying
to proselytize you. To the contrary, we Jews
adhere to the last prophet, Malachi: 'Hav we
not all one father? Hath not one God created
us?' Besides, our sages assert, 'Proselytes to
Israel are like leprosy.' But since Christianity teaches you to christen me Infidel, allow
me to impart to you an Infidel's advice.
Accept the truth, from whomsoever it comes.
In order to make your conversion a success,
so Jew, gentile, and Infidel will join your
forces, endeavor to save the soul through the
body, not the body through the soul. Do not
convert your church into bedlam. Should
Christ himself appear upon this scene, he
would repeat the words: ' Father, forgiv
them, for they know not what they do.'
Convert the ministers into men, not · into
hypocrits. Convert your own inclination and
try to befriend the friendless. Let the ministers of the gospel convert their preaching into
action. Convert the money spent upon temperance into educational purposes. Take a
lesson from the unconverted Jew who, with

..
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out societies and pledge-signing, knows how
to indulge. He uses, but not abuses, his privilege. In short, convert yourself into a
rational being, not, as at present, a fit candidate for Bloomingdale."
"Get thee hence, Satan-get I"
And I " got."
OBsERVER, alia8 A. BENJAMIN.
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Fon the vagaries of the clouds the Infidels propoRe to substitute the realities of eart.h; for super_
stition, the splendid demonstrations and achievements of science; and for theological tyranny, the
chainlessliberty of thonght.-InQ€1"SOll.
THE orthodox remedy for evil is so well known
that it seems superfluous to state it here. That it
is a system built up by the human mind, there iB
no don bt. It is a direct outcome of the principle of
force-of the right of the
strong over the weak. Man,
a vile creature, is so off~nsiv
a tor will punish him in everlastlllg fi•·e. Those who
believe that God's own son
satiofied his [God the father's) anger and took the
punishment, will be saved,
and no other. The preachers coolly tell us that no one
will go to hell unless he has a
mind to. lltlt common sense
tells us that no one will
go to hell unless somebody
puts him there.-J. E. Peck.
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the general verdict of science than by devoutly acreform of election regulations.
SsE: "Darling, do you love me 1, He (ki~sinll'
WHATJ:VEB a ~an's P.ersonal follies may.be, he cepting the same. At all Lazard~, we must
THE influence of Russia in European poli- her rapturously and repeatedly): "Do 1 1 1 wish never succeeds m ahowmg the depths of 1d10cy to ~quarely and manfully look the truth in the face
you were a two-headed girl. That's all 1 oa s 1, wh.wh he ca.n descend untli he tne~ to run t~e and not try to subHtitute wry hoes and hard
tics is becoming more and more dominant.
n ay · untvene for other people. Should th1s remark h1t names for argument, for to know the truth, and
Mrss A.: "I find your friend quite entertaining anybody very hard, he can pitch it at the members the whole truth, is man's most sacred duty and
CoNGRESS contemplates constructing reservoirs in the arid regions of the United States. -when he forgets himself. Is he an American or of some opp'lsition society, union, or ism. The highest religion.-R. s. Bri!lham, M.D.
an Englishman?" Mr. B.: ''Neither. He'l a key fits any watch.
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the Farme)"s' Federation of the Mississippi
With hollow shriek the steep of Delphos leaving.
ELDER JoNES: "Well, Brother Smith, how many pfwhat becomes uv the surplush I"
Valley.
No nightly trance or breathed "P"ll
hav you in your church?" Elder Smith : •• Oh,
two hundred and some odd. How many hav you T"
"An, my dear brother,~ said the minister to his
Inspires the pale-eyed priest from the prophetio
TnE Rev. George McDuffie, colored, was Elder Jones: "Two hundred and all odd.''
unregenerate parishioner, "I hav talked to you
cell.
-Mtlton.
hanged for murder at Greensboro, Ga., on
"
.
.
many, many times, but to-day I come to ask you
ALL
of
us
are
impelled
and
carried
along
to the
THE penny's m1ghty,-• quoted the ~ramp. as he dtrectly to be a Christian." u Um-er-er," rethe 11th.
pleaded for the pnce of a. n_1eht•~ lodgmg. "Guess plied the parishioner, "I•m very sorry, Mr. Tex- love and knowledge· of learning, in which we acTHE British military commander-in-chief, t he sward Will do you to-~1ght, .growled the~~u- 1 tor, but you see, this is house-cleaning week, and count it glorious to excel, but consider every slip,
the duke of Cambridge, desires the increase poetic Bobley, as he vamshed m the gathenng really you are asking too much. Come around mietake, ignorance, and deceptiOn to be hurtful
and shameful. In this purbuit, which i• both natdnlik.
later."
of the army.
THE maiden has doffed her seal sacque,
"Now, parson," remarked the deacon of a Lead- ural and virtuojls, two faults are to be avoided.
NRw ZEALAND and Australia are endeavorFor the bright days of spring hav come bacque, ·ville, Col., church to the newly installed mini•ter, The first is the regarding things which we C.o not
1 "a hint .between friends never hurt nobody, and know as if they were understood by us and thence
And she wants papa's checque,
ing by indirect means to shut out Chinese
Her person to decque,
you don't wa.nt to forget to remember that your rashly givmg them our as~ent. And he that
immigrants.
If his funds will sustain the attacque.
predecessor died of on-wee." "or Pnnu! , .. re- wishes, as every man ought to wish, to avoid this
Prror, must devote both bis time and his industry
ANTI-FOREIGN agitators ask the lengthening
REPOBTEB (to servant): "I want to ask Mr. Ru- peated the divine interrogativly. "Yas, of on- to the· study of things. The other fault 18 that
therford
B.
H!lyes
if
he
intends
to
present
Mr.
wee.
It
generally
sets
in,
with
this
congregation,
of the probationary period for citizenship to
some people bestow too much study and pains on
Sherman•oname before the Chicago convention." 'long about the end of the first half-hour or the thmgs that are obsuure, difficult, and even Immafifteen years.
Servant: "Misther Hayes, sorr, is a-feedin' the sermon, and the symptoms are mighty sudden .. terial in themselvs. When these faults are avUldSTocK operators hav for four years kept chickens, an' can't be disthoorbed.''
Now li'O ahead with the ceremonies, and don•t you
forget that Quarterstretoh Jake is holding the ed, all the pallls and care a man bestows upon
Congress from taking action on the case of
AN unpopular youth or Cologne
time on you in that off corner there nnder the gal- studies that are virtuous in themselvs, and worthy
the Union Pacific railway.
of his knowledge, wlll be deservedly commended.
With a pain in his stomach did mogne;
lery."
He heaved a great sigh
-Cwero.
SunsoRIPTION papers for the Catholic UniAnd said, ''I would digh,
LESSON 1.-"Does the man drive fast?" "Yes,
Tim highest perfection of human reason is to
versity are being circulated, with great sucBut the loss would be only my ogne."
very fast." "Why does the man drive fast?"
cess, throughout the country.
"Because he is a riew doctor in town and wants know that there is an infinity of truth beyond its
DEAcoN's wife (in church, nudging her hue- the public to think he has been sent for in a. very reach.-Pascal.
MR. DILLON, M.P., charged with inciting band): "John, rouse yourself; the minister has important case." •• And will the public think so?"
1\IAY we not say that the hour of spiritual entenants to refuse to pay rent, has been sen- got to the' one word more and I am done.'" Dea- "No, my son. Everybody has been onto that franchisment is even this? When your ideal
c
m
(in
an
impatient
whisper):
"What
do
you
world,
wherein the whole man has been dtmly
l!'ame for ten years past." LEssoN II.-" Do you
tenced to six months' imprisonment.
want to disturb me for when the sermon isn't aeethe crowd?" "Yes; itisafinecrowd." "Hav struggling and inexpresHibly languishing to work,
THE Knights of Labor numbered at the half over?"
these men escaped from state prison?'' "Oh, no; becomes revealed and thrown open ; and you disRichmond convention 702.0JO; nt Minneapo"DEAB me!» said the little Boston boy, after they hav met to hold a ward caucus." "And why cover with amazement enough, like the Lothario
intellect:nal suasion had failed, and they had do they giv that pale-faced man the grand bounce?" in " Wilhelm l\leister," "America is here or nolis, 483,000, and now number 240,000.
spanked him for the first time ; "if I had had the "Because he is a crank. He came down from the where." The situatiOn that has not its duty, its
CoNGRESS is considering, in place of the slightest suspicion that the resultant sensation upper end of the ward intending to vote as he ideal, has never yet been occupied by man. Yes,
Blair Educational bill, the Crain bill, devot- was so poignant, I s~wuld never hav invited the pleased.'' "And won't they let him?'.' " Not here, in this poor, miserable, hampered, despimuoh ! The nomination was all cut and dried a cable, actual life, wherein thou now standest,
ing the proceeds of all public land sales to experiment."
month ago, and anyone who tries to oppose it will here or nowhere, is thy ideal: work it out thyself,
REPORTER (to assistant editor) : "Can yon chip get his head punched.'' "Is this a free country?" s.nd, workin~, believe, li v, and be free.-Cm·!y!e's
the common schools.
in something toward burying the proofreader 1
Sarlor Resarlus.
IT being to their interest to hav war, the He died without a cent." Assistant editor: "How "The freest on earth."
THl!: god Wtslt is not the true god !-Carlvle.
much
do
you
want
me
to
ll'iVT"
"One
dollar."
military officers and capitalists who run the
SING, BROTHE'RS, SING.
WE recognize the importance of correct opinions,
European nations ignore the peace measures " Well, there are two dollars : bury him one dolUSE THE
lar·s worth deeper.''
and we labor to discover and advance the truth,
proposed by literary and scientific men.
but we as little think of condemning men for their
VrsiTOR (to convict): "I s'pose they treat you
THE New York Senate has passed a bill well here, my friend?" Convict: "Yes, sir; I hav In your meetings, to make them lively and inter- honest opinions as we do of blamiug tbem for
their
complexwn or the1r nationality. If wrong
making it the duty of wpreme court judges no compl•<ints to make; but there is one thing I esting. THE LIBERAL HYMN BooK contains songs
by the best po(JtS, adapted to well-known tunes. opinions lead to acts that are in violation of the
to suggest to the legislature annually any don•t like. Every Sunday morn in' in the chapel, It is hi@ly recommended by Me•srs. Wakeman,
law, society, to protect itself, may punish the of.
they set me next to one of these 'ere shoutin•
changes they think needed in the civil or Methodists, an' t'ain't pleasant fer a man wot was P&rton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker, fender for the acts, but not for his abatraot beand, indeed, by all who hav examin~d 1t. Price,
liefs, whatever they may bs.-B. F. Underwood.
criminall.aws.
born an• brought up a •Piscopalian.''
25 cents.
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GEOLOGY AND GENESIS.-A

ilofts and g}lippinns.
NEw YoRK had three great political conventions last week-Republican, Democratic,
and Methodist.-Pltiladelphia Enquirer.
A JERUSALEM correspondent writes that the
Holy City is fast becoming again the city of
the Jews. In 1880 there were not more than
5,000 Jews there; now there are more than
30,000. Recent Russian persecutions hav led
thousands to make their homes there, and although the Turkish government forbids all
Jews who are not residents of Jerusalem to
remain longer than thirty days, yet a judicious application of bribes. enables them to
stay there as long as they please without mo.
lestation. Wealthy Jews hav built hospitals
and founded homes, and many of the refugees who are poor liv from the charity of
their brethren.
Two years ago no paper in Massachusetts
was so offensiv in its denunciation of Mr.
Bradlaugh as the Worcester Spy. Now it
says: "Only a few years ago Mr. Bradlaugh
was contemptuously refused a seat in the
British Parliament, and turned over to a
policeman when he insisted upon his right to
a seat and the right of his constituents, the
electors of Northampton, to be represented in
the House of Commons. He was generally
denounced as a coarse and blatant demagog,
more offensiv than other demagogs because
he made a trade of blasphemy. By .his own
resolute tenacity, and the fidelity of his constituents, the House was at last forced to
admit him, and he has since compelled respect
by the frequent display of his power aa a de-

bater." It appears by this that others besides
members of Parliament hav been forced to
respect Mr. Bradlaugh's ability and courage.
THE Roman Catholic priests of the Argen.
tine Republic are said to be on strike. The
government issued an ·order lowering the
rates for masses, marriages, burials, and other
ecclesiastical functio'ns, and the priests determined to resist this encroachment upon
their income and prerogative, so the churches
all through: the republic are closed, and even
the ringing of the bells is stopped.
THE Spril;Jgfield Republican in commenting
upon the exclusion of the women from the
Methodist general conference says : " If it
is a bit more illiberal for the South Carolina
Episcopalians to object to the admission of
negroes to the diocesan convention than for
the Methodists to fight against the admission
of women to the general conference, the arguments before the latter body do not show
it. The logic of the male-clad Methodists is
deplorable." The Kansas City Times takes a
humorous view of the matter, but nevertheless voices a great truth : " While it is decreed that the women may not discuss·
church matters at conferences, it is understood that they can keep right on doing the
greater part of the praying and church-going.
Nothing small about men when it comes
down to the question, Who shall represent
the family at church?" The Morristown
Herald also sees grave dangers to the church
in pursuing its policy of exclusion: "If
these Methodist .ministers who want to keep
women out of their conference in New York
were to also exclude the fair sex from their
church meetings, what would become of the
strawberry feativnl? And about how inany
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young men would listen to their sermons?
Brethren, without women church worship
would fall into in--us d--e."
SAM JoNES and Sam Small hav just concluded a revival effort at St. Louis. Their
sermons were pronounced offensivly slangy,
and much indignation was expressed by large
numbers of people. The Rev. H. W. Williams, editor of the Central Baptist, said: " I
hav gone to hear Sam Jones for the last time.
When he made that remark about ' loping
through hell,' it was all I could do to keep
from taking my hat and leaving in mortification and disgust. If the local option cause is
going to be run that way, I'm out of it. I can
not stand this irreverence and vulgarity. If
any man should come into my office and
speak as Jones did yesterday, I'd feel like
throwing him into the street. I am firmly
convinced that if any other preacher than Sam
Jones should use such language in St. Louis
he would be kicked out of town, and that is
what should be done with Jones."
THREE labor parties held national conventions last week at Cincinnati, endeavoring to
combine. They were the Union Labor
party, the United Labor party, and the Greenback Labor party. After two or three days
of disagreement, they failed to combine either
upon a platform or a presidential nomination,
and there are likely to be three labor candidates set up. The Union Labor party's candidate for president of the United States is
Andrew Jackson Streeter, of Illinois, the
founder of the Farmers' Alliance, which has
a membership of a million and a half. The
United Labor party's candidate is Robert H.
Cowdry, of Illinois, whose fame is narrower

than that of his rival. The Greenback Labor
party adjourned without nominating a candidate. The three party conventions could not
agree upon a platform any more than upon a
candidate, one of them standing for unmingled
Greenbackism, another for Henry George's
land tax, and the other for various theories.
Henry George was with none of them, as he
will support Cleveland if that gentleman is
nominated by the Democracy.
THE New Jersey court of chancery last
week rendered a decision which deprives
Henry George, the land agitator, of a beqnest
ofproperty aggregating in value about $10,000. It had been bequeathed by William
Hutchings, who recently died in Camden
county. Its object was to aid George in the
dissemination of his pec:rliar land doctrins.
The heirs of Hutchings carried this will
into court, and the executor asked for a
proper construction. The heirs' claim was
that the bequest was illegal because it was
not for a charitable, benevolent, or educational purpose, such as the law meditated.
Vice-Chancellor Bird, in deciding .the case
to-day, coincided in this view. He said that
George's doctrins, if followed out to their
logical conclusion, would upset laws of hun.
dreds of years' standing, and create chaos
where now are happy homes. In reviewing
Mr. George's literary works he classed many
of the statements as hallucinations. There is
nothing, he added, treaeonable, rebellious, or
attacking Christianity in the books, but he
preaches doctrins at variance with the laws
which the courts are every day called upon
to uphold. The bequest to George is therefore declared void. New Jersey is a great
and Christian state l
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l[ommttnications.
New Testament Morality, and Evolution.
We hav seen thA.t the morality of the Pentateuch
and the other Hebrew writings comprised within the
pages of the Bible is of a very low order, em~racing
as it does such horrible and degrading teach1pgs as
' the physical and intellectual enslavement of one portion of the community for the special benefit of the
other, aggressiv warfare upon inoffensiv and defenseless peoples, polygamy, belief in ·witchcraft, and a
number of other absurdities and barbarities which
need only be mentioned to be condemned.
On the assumption that man is an animal who bas,
by a gradual and painful process, evolved out of barbarism by adjusting himself to the ever-changing
conditions of life, it is not drfficult to understand how
in one age a set of actions would be regarded a"
moral which in another age would be considered
·highly immoral; how slavery would be a IJerfectly
natural condition of things in a society compo~ed
almost exclusivly of savages, and how superior races
could hope to survive in the struggle onlyby conquering and putting into subjection inferior peoples.
This mode of explanation, however, the Christian
prohibits us from adopting, alleging that his Bible
contains the highest conceivable morality; a morality proceeding from the highest source, the fountain
of all truth in word and deed-in short, that the
Blble contains the "beginning and end of all wisdom," and any attempt to improve upon it must end
in disastrous failure. Now, if we turn from the O!d
to the New Testament we shall find a distinct im·
provement in the character of the teaching, for, amid
much that is incongruous, incredible, absurd, and
unnatural, we shall find principles enunciated of a
loftier, more humane and useful character than anything to be found in the earlier Hebrew writings.
Not that we shall find a perfect code of morals in
the teachings of the carpenter of Nazareth. The
Freethinker does not expect perfection in anything.
Perfection to him is but a relativ term. One thing
may be more perfect than another, but absolute perfection is inconceivable. The Christian, however, is
bound to believe that the doctrins of Christ are in
every respect faultless ; that in no stage of the
world's progress can they be improved upon. To
this declaration the Freethinker givs an emphatic
denial. What are the distinctiv moral teachings of
Jesus? Without a doubt many of the most ':important teachings attributed to Jesus, and some of the
best among them, can be traced back to a pet:iod long
anterior to the alleged birth of Christ.
The Golden Rule, "Do unto others as you would
they should p.o unto you," was taught by Confucius
hundreds of years before Jesus commenced his mis-·
sian among the Jews-assuming for the nonce that
the Jesus of the gospels is a historical personage
about whose existence there can be no manner of
doubt. Many doctrins attributed to Jesus are also
• attributed to Zoroaster and Buddha, both of whom
lived before him. Now, the distinctiv teachings of
Jesus are not by any means new, but those of them
which are most original appear also to be most harmful in their tendency. Some portion of the Sermon
on the Mount may be regarded as very good sentiment, but as moral teaching is quite impracticable in
an age of civilization and progress.
Now, the true value of a moral precept is to be
seen in this: that it is susceptible of being put into
practice in every-day life without injury, but with
positiv benefit, to the community_ Most of the doctrips of Jesus lack this essential quality. They may
hav been very good in such an age as that in which
he is alleged to bav lived, but they are quite unsuited to the present condition of society in all the
civilized countries of the world.
Passiv submission to insult and ill treatment can
not be regarded as good morality. To submit to insult or ill treatment when they can be resisted and
prevented, is the sign of weakness or folly. Such
conduct givs the ruffian the power to ride rough-shod
over his weaker brethren whenever opportunity
allows. Yet Jesus said: "Ye hav heard that it hath
been said : An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth_
But I say unto you, That ye resist not evil; but
whosoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek turn
to him the other and let him smite that also_ And
if any man sue thee at law, and take away thy coat,
let him hav thy cloak also. And whoever shall compel thee to go a mile, go with him twain" (Matt.
v, 38-41)- If our ancestors had always adopted
this course, we should be slaves to-day. But
Jesus gave utterance to a J:!Umber of very unreasonable doctrins_ For example, "Blessed be ye poor;
for yours is the kingdom of God" (Luke vi, 20)
When was it blessed to be poor 1 Not during the
nineteenth century, certainly_ It is extremely doub~
ful if poverty is ever a blessing ; and " poverty of
spirit," which JesuR also advised, is a decided curse.
"Blessed are they that buoger now, for they shall
be filled" (Luke vi, 26)_ When? In the next world,
when they will hav no stomachs to fill. That's a
little too late; those who starve in this world are not
likely to get a fr.:mt seat in the next.

"B'ut woe unto you that are rich, for ye ha.v received your consolation. Woe nnto you that are
full, for ye shllll hunger. Woe unto you that laugh
now, for ye shall mourn and weep. Woe unto you
when all men shall speak well of you, for so did their
fathers to the false prophets. But I say unto you
which hear, Love your enemies, do good to them
which hate_ you. Bless them that curse you, and
pray for them which despitefully use you_ And unto
him that smiteth thee on the one cheek, offor also
the other; and him that taketh away ·thy cloak, forbid him not to take thy coat also. Giv to every man
that asketh of thee, and of him that taketh away thy
goods ask them uot again" (Luke vi, 24-30). What
would be the effect of this morality if put into practice in every-day life? Would it not destroy the
foundation upon which all society rests?
If the honest man when robbed and smitten by the
thief should turn the other cheek, or offer his cloak
when his coat had been taken, he would be positivly
pr0moting rascality.
Or how is it possible to love our enemies' It is
difiitmlt at times to love one's friends, but our enemies-how can we love them while we know them to
be our enemies! Jesus either did not understand human nature with a "wise and learned spirit" or he
has been misrepresented or misunderstood by his
biographers and followers.
Equally mischievous is the following teaching:
"Take no thought for your life, what ye shall eat or
what ye shall drink ; nor for your body what ye shall
put on_ Behold the fowls of the air," etc. (Matt. vi,
25).
The poor man who takes no thought for ~he morrow in m.odern times soon finds himself an inmate
either of the workhouse or of the jail. Indeed, the
civilized man is distinguished from the uncivilized in
this-that while the latter is content when he has
obtained enough food to satisfy his immediate wants,
the former looks aheatl and makes provision for
months or even years_
"Lay not up for yourselvs treasures upon earth
where moth and rust doth corrupt and where thieves
break through and steal'' (Matt. vi, 19)Wtth banks, insurance companies, and provident
societies by the score in our midst, how is it possible
for Christians to say they practice the above teaching 1
Moreover, wealthy Christians should always remember that " it is easier for a. camel to go through the
eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of God" (Matt. xix, 24)Many of them by their conduct seem to say that
they will chance it; or at worst, that "a. bird in the
hand is worth two in a bush.''
Jesus also taught self mutilation. "If thine eye
offond thee, pluck it out; it is better for thee to enter
into life with one eye, than having two eyes, to be
ca~>t into hell." And the same with regard to hands
and feet (Matt. xviii, 8, 9).
This doctrin is practiced at times by madmen or
religious enthusiasts even to- day, but it was very
frequently practiced iii the Dark Ages_
But Jesus outraged all the tender feelings of humanity when he declared that " everyone that hath
forsaken houses, or ·brethren or sisters, or father or
mother, or children, or lands for my sake shall receive an· hundredfold and shall inherit everlasting
life" (Matt. xix, 29)_
·
When to these we add the doctrin of, " He that
believeth and is baptized shall be saved, and he that
believeth not shall be damned" (1\-Iark xvi, 16), we
hav put into a small compass the distinc~iv moral
teachings of Jesus. No teaching that I hav any
knowledge of has been so productiv of evil as this
last. By making belief a virtue and unbelief a vice,
it has been the mainspring of persecution for ·hundreds of years. It has strangled science and throttled progress. Cnristians to-day pretend to believe
in this doctrin, and persecute wherever they hav the
power.
. The general doctrins of Christianity hav undergone many changes, and in some cases, and among
some sects, little except the name survives_
Christianity, like all other religions, has been powerless to resist the ceaseless tendency in nature and
in man to change. In practice Christianity to-day is
the very antithesis of what it was in the time of
Jesus. Christians strive hard to get rich, despite the
denunciation of their master; they appeal to the police for assistance when they are smitten, and often
before they get the blow ; they never part with their
cloak when their coat is taken; they hate their enemies as vigorously as any pagan, and they lay up
their treasLtres on earth-and often cheat other people out of theirs-as though they did not believe in
another world from which all thieves-except David
-will be unceremoniously excluded.
How is this 1 It is because human thought has
grown; because science has increased ; because men
think more and believe less ; because men hav found
that the moral doctrins of Jesus mean moral suic:de;
because the affttirs of this world engage their attention, instead of the aff~irs of the next-in a. word,
because in the evolution of things so-called Christians hav changed into rational creaturee, while still
retaining the old name. The evolutionary process

affects all things. It is a. law of our being that we
must grow, must evolve, or decay.
The doctrins of Jesus to-day are regarded as
impracticable, for we hav outgrown them; and their
existence as religiouf:1 literature only serves to mark
the progress we hav made.
ARTHUR B. Moss.

Nebular Hypothesis.-Development of' the
E1trth.
The conclusions of science respecting the earth
and the entire universe are that the matter of which it
is composed is eternal; that its time scale corresponds to its space scale; that the earth previously
existed in a gaseous condition, and through countless
years of time it has passed from stage to stage of
development, uninhabited and uninhabitable by any
living creature; that in due lapse of time, as physical
conditions became favorable, organic series hav arisen;
that, as the physical cond~tions changed, animated
fm·ms underwent modtficatwn; that out of old and
disappearing species new species _emerged; that
within a period very recent geologically, but very
remote historically, man has made his appearance.
The telescopic observations of the first Herschel
sati~fied him that there are many double stars-not
double merely because they appear in the same line
of view, but because they are connected physically
and revolve around each other-and the revolution
of some of these double stars has been computed.
The orbital motion of tqese double suns in ellipses
compels us to admit that the law of gravitation holds
good throughout the entire universe_ As far as the
telescope can reach there hav been observed the
operations of an immutable law, and by analogy we
know that what is beyond our vision must extst by
virtue of the same principle.
The following peculiarities demonstrate that the
entire solar system is physically connected: All the
planets and satellites move in ellipse~ of such small
eccentricity that th.ey are nearly Circles. All the
planets move in the same direction and nearly in the
same plane. The satellites move in the same direction as the planets. The movement of rotation of
the sun, planets, and satellites is in the same direction as their orbital motions, and nearly in the same
plane. It is evident that so many coincidences
could not hav been established had there been no
connecting tie among these rotating bodies; that
they are only parts of what must hav been a single
mass.
If we admit that the substances of which the solar
system consists once existed in a nebulous condition
and were in rotation-and the very idea of existence
implies motion__.:._a.ll the above peculiarities follow as
a ·matter of necessity. Upon this hypothesis the
formation of planets, satellites, asteroids-in fact,
the entire solar system-is accounted for_ We see
the reason why the outer planets are larger and the
inner ones smaller; why the outer planets hav several
satellites and the inner ones few or none; and we
conc&ive the mode of formation of Saturn's rings. •
But, first, we must hav some substantial evidence of
the existence of. such a. nebulous mass before the
admission can be made_
The nebular hypothesis rests principally on the
telescopic discoveries made by the first Herschel,
that there are scattered in the heavens many pale,
gleaming patches of light, some of which are large
enough to be visible to the naked eye. Some of
these hav been resolved into congeries of stars, but
some, as the great nebula of Orion, hav resisted all
attempts with the best instruments yet made.
Those who were disposed to reject the nebular
hypothesis asserted that the non-resolution was
evidently due to imperfections in the telescopes used.
In these instruments two functions are indispensably
necessary.::_their light-gathering power and their
defining power. Their light· gathering power depends upon the size of their object lens; their ·defining power, upon the correctness of their structure.
Some telescopes, by reason of their great size, may
possess the former quality in perfection but the
latter very imperfectly, through distortions arising
from flextures by reason of their weight, or through
want of original configuration. Therefore, a. telescope
may be adequate in light-gathering power, yet by
being imperfect in definition it may fail to decompose
a nebula into discrete points.
Fortunately, however, in 1846 Prof. John W.
Draper discovered other means for the settlement of
this question. He discovered that the spectrum of
an ignited solid is continuous, i. e., has neither dark
nor bright lines. Fraunhofer had previously made
known that the spectrum of ignited gases is discontinuous. Here, then, was a means furni10hed for
determining whether the light emitted by a given
nebula comes from an incandescent gas or a congeries
of stars. If the spectrum be continuous, it is a congeries of stars; if discontinuous, a true nebula or gas_
Mt·. Huggens, in 1864, applied this test in the case
of the nebula in the constellation Draco; it proved to
be gaseous. Later examinations hav proved that of
sixty nebul::e, nineteen gave discontinuous or gaseous
spectra, the remainder continuous ones- It may,
therefore, be admitted that physical evidence has
been obtained proving the existence of vast masses
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of matter in a gaseous condition, and in a tempera- degree for every fifty or sixty feet. The regularity tronomers is little more than six sextillions of tons,
ture of incandescence. In such a nflbulous mass of this increase seemed to imply that at depths quite then the specific gravity of the earth is 5 1-2, when,
cooling by radiation is th,e necessary incident, and insignificant a very high temperature must exist. if the interior of the earth is in a molten state, the
condensation and revolution the inevitable result. And this is sustained by such facts as that the water specific gravity of the earth should not be one-half
There must be a separation of rings all lying in one rushing up from a depth of nearly eighteen hundred thll.t.
plane; a generation of planets aU rotating alike; a feet has a temperature of eighty-two degrees FahThat the earth is constantly growing from metecentral sun and attendant globes. From such chaos renheit, as in the case of the artesian well of Grenelle. oric accretion, and in this way grew from collections
through the operation of physical laws, an organized The mean temperature of Paris is fifty degrePs Fah- of star-dust and meteors, instead of from a condensystem has been produced. A separation of matter renheit. These numbers giv a rate of one degree for sation of nebulre.
into planets and satellites has taken place through a every fifty-eight feet. If, then, the increase of heat
To deny that the earth has been, and ht, constantly
decline in temperature.
is one hundred degrees per mile, at a depth of less receiving additions to its mass by meteoric accretion,
If such is the genesis of the planetary worlds, we than ten miles everything must be red-hot ; and at 1\ would be denying the facts of daily observations;
are forced to extend our view of the dominion of law depth of thirty or forty miles the heat must be suffi- still, this would not disprove the existence of vast
and recognize its operation in the creation as well cient to melt all known substances. It is evident that masses of nebulous matter, or that the earth previas the conservation of the innumerable orbs that the rise of temperature with the increasing depth is ously existed in a molten state.
throng the universe. We hav daily witnessed the not at all local, from facts furnished by volcanoes,
That the ·present interior heat of the earth may
formation of a. cloud in the sky. At first but a which can no longer be regarded as depending on be caused by the enormous pressure to which it
hazy speck, a mere point barely perceptible, it restricted areas for their .supply of melted matter, must be subjected is also evident, and a solid the
increases in volume and becomes darker and denser. since they are found all over the earth's surface-on size of the earth, in rapid rotation, might yield sufIt assumes fantastic shapes and queer forms; it is land and under the sea, beneath the equator and in ficiently to centrifugal force to produce a blllging at
borne away by the wind, and as it gradually came it the polar regions, in the interior of continents and its equatorial diameter and a compression at the
as gradually disappears-melts away to be succeeded near the shore. There are probably more than two poles. The necessity of finding the metals in strata
by others. The vesicles of which these clouds are thousand rorial and subaqueous eruptions every cent- according to their specific graviti.es is certainly a
composed arose from condensation of vapor preexist- ury. Some volcanoes, as Etna, hav for hundreds of serious objection, but we cannot _expect this to
ing in the atmosphere. Through a reduction in the years poured forth streams of molten matter, and occur so uniformly as that, as the earth's being in
temperature we can assign optical reasons for the still their supply seems inexhaustible. The eruption such rapid motion would tend to seriously disturb
brightness or darkness of the cloud; explain on of Hecla in 1783 must hav had its origin in no super- such regular conformity to the principle. For
mechanical principles its drifting before the wi11d, and ficial strata. The lava issued from a lateral orifice we know that heavier gases will be diffllsed among
its disappearance on the principles of evaporation. and in forty-two days proceeded a distance of fifty lighter ones when in a state of motion, but when
A mist gathers from the sea and is borne onward by miles, when it then branched into two main streams, confined, or in a state of rest, the heavier gases will
the wind until it becomes sufficiently condensed, one pressing on forty miles, and the other fifty miles Rettie in layers according to their specific gravities,
when it returns again in raindrops, to find its way farther to the sea. The breadth of this stream of as carbonic acid in the atmosphere, when confined,
back to the ocean of which it is a part, to again, . lav~ was fifteen miles and its depth from six hundred as in deep wells, or where there is no current, will
countless myriads of times, perform the same opera- to one thousand feet. The great earthquake of Lis: settle to the bottom.
tion. In nature there is a continual metamorphosis, bon which occurred in the eighteenth century furThe most serious difficulty to overcome, and an
an nffiliated sequence of events in which the parts nished further evidence of the high rate of tempera- objection that would stagger our belief, if not disstand in connected relation. All these facts we ex- ture of the interior of the earth. Its origin was establish it altogether, if it were not for spectroplain upon physical principles. All these phenomena certainly deep-seated and covered an extensiv area, scopic analysis, is that of a too great specific gra'iity
are due to the inherent forces of the substances- as it lifted the whole bed of the north Atlantic ocean; of the earth. But these objections do not militate
properties of matter which perform their operations the eruption was felt from Morocco to the extreme against the theory of a previously attenuated condiaccording to a mathematical necessity-and are not north of Europe, and from Egypt to the great lakes tion of the matter of which the solar system is comdue to an arbitrary fiat.
of America.
posed, but the star-dust and meteoric accretion theory
The universe is but a cloud-a cloud of suns and
Not only. are proofs thus offered of the existence goes to confirm it. My own opinion is that the truth
worlds, formed on a space scale more extensiv, on a of a high temperature, and consequently of the lapse will be found in neither one of the theories exclusivly,
time scale less t.ransient, yet, in the presence of eter- of enormous periods of time, by the present condition but in both.
nity, a system of worlds is as fleeting as a mist. If of the globe, but every trace of its former state
But the discoveries of Fraunhofer and Draper of
thsre is a multiplicity of worlds in infinit space, there yields similar conditions, whether considered in the the spectra of solids and gases giv the preponderis also a succession of worlds in infinit time. As cloud organic or inorganic, in the astronomical or geological ance of evidence in support of the nebular hyppthesis.
replaces cloud in the heavens, so this starry system world. How could we otherwise interpret the uni· By- spectrum analysis we learn much of the conis the successor of countless others that hav pre- versa] occurrence of igneous rocks, some heaved up in Rtitution of the sun and stars, and also of their conceded it, and is the predecessor of others that will enormous mountain ranges, some ejected from be- dition. If we know that iron givs a spectrum of
follow. For a time must come when, through the neath, forcing their winding way through the superim- some sev11nty lines, differing in intensity and relativ
influence of gravitation of the planets upon each posed strata; veins of different mineral constituent~, length; if we know these lines are bright when iron
other, perturbations must arise in the orbital and ro- having, as their relations with one another show, their vapor is burning, and dark when white light is passed
tary motion of the planets, irregularity and retarda-· origin in different ages ; or those extinct volcanoes through such burning vapor; if we know the subtion of motion must ensue; then the lesser bodies which hav lain silent for thousands of years, but stances and conditions of the metal which produces
will be drawn to the greater central body, and which, from the presence of lava beds in their re'gions, such a spectrum, then, when we find in the solar
through the concussion and pressure they must all bear evidence of their former activ state, or the spectrum a perfect coincidence of seventy dark lineEI,
be volatilized, and the operation of world formation many dislocations, Slibsidences, and elevations of the "line for line and· strength for strength," we must
through a decline of heat will be performed again.
crust of the earth which every country presents 7 conclude that iron is contained in the sun's atmosIf on physical principles we explain all the minor What other reason could be assigned for all tlJese phere. Many of the metals that ·are found in the
operations of nature, is it not reasonable that we ap- but a diminution of heat, contraction in diameter, earth are known to exist in the sun or its atmosphere:
peal to the same agency in the origin of worlds~ As and as a consequence, fractures where the consoli- Sodium, calcium, barium, magnesium, iron, chromium,
to those who are disposed to set behind all this a de- dated parts oft'ered the least resistance-all this nickel zinc strontium, cadmium, cobalt, hydrogen.
signer and fashioner, would they please point us to requiring many ages of time 7 From the time our Many' of th~ stars are found to contain many of the
where the supernatural ends and the physical begins? globe separated from its present mass and commenced elements found in the earth. Then the eonclusion is
We no l9nger call into operation the· power of the its giddy whirl around the sun proofs are given of irresistible that all the bodies of the solar system
almighty in the fashioning of clouds in the sky, but the deliberate and gradual]Jrocess in which Nature once existed in one common mass. But, as remarked
ascribe all its operation to physical law. Why as- has followed .her plan of development. There has on a previous page, many .of the spectra pr~ve the
cribe the one to the operation of law and the other been a regular succession of events in which the nebula to consist of a glowmg mass of gases, mstead
to the arbitrary volition of omnipotence !
past insensibly blends into the present, and in which of an intensely heated solid shining through a lumiHaving examined the evidence proving the gas- the present as gradually blends into the future. nous atmosphere.
How grand, how majestic, is this orderly march of
eous condition of much of the matter throughout Through the ages of eternity nature presents a conaffairs in the genesis of suns and worlds, when comspace, let us descend to our own sph!lre and examin tinual cycle of events.
the facts which further confirm our belief that this
Celestial bodies are considered as having passed pared with the crudities and pu~rilities.of the Mosaic
and, by analogous reasoning, all other worlds were through a course similar to the earth's. In the case record ! How beautiful and simple IS the theory
formed, and are constantly being formed, from nebu- of our satellite, at least, which is no matter of Bpecu- advanced by science-so simple a child can comprelous masses.
lation, but one of actual observation, its broken sur- hend it-and how unlike that cosmogony which even
The interior of the earth is supposed to be in a face, its volcanic craters, its high mountains with the subtilties of scholastic theology cannot make
GEO. H. DAW.EB.
molten state-a sea of liquid fire. The earth in this their lava-clad surfaces glistening in the sunlight, clear!
condition may be represented by an egg, the inner demonstrate a succession of events like those of the
parts representing the molten mass of the interior earth and prove a planetary as well as a terrestial
MiJiisterial "Uheelr."
. of the earth; the shell, the eal"th's crust, which geolo'gy, and that our moon was formerly in a high
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Rir : In
has been formed through the process of cooling state of temperature, which gradually declined, the Pittsburgh JJispatch of May 15, 1888, I found
and condensation.
requiring long periods of time.
the following:
The decline in the temperature of our globe must
Let it not be supposed that I am insensible of the
A paper was read in the Mettonist ProtPstant Association
hav been attended by very many changes of a phys- many serious objections that are urged against the yesterday morning by the Uev. William P_hipps on the sub. ical character; her dimensions must hav lessened; nebular hypothesis. I will not enter into any discus- ject, "Tbe Ethical Side of a Protcctiv Tan?'." The i!"<'n~lc
her day must hav shortened; her surface must hav sian of them, but will briefly summarize a few of the man is a brother of Henry Phipps of Carn,Pgre, Phrpps & C_o '
frequently collapsed, and ruptures taken place along most important obJ' actions.
and argued strongly that a protectiv tarrfi. was a Cbrrstra_u
neces~ity and a dnty owed to the laborrng men by thrs
the line of least resistance. A cloud-like mist of
We know that, as heat may be produced by f riction country. He stated that the tldvancement of all ~nr intc;vapor must bav encircled her; as the cooling wimt and pressure, the rise of temperature as we descend ests was due mainly to the tariff. When be flnrshl'd hts
on, condensation took place and extensiv seas were beneath the earth's surface is due to friction and paper a lively debate was engaged in by the members of the
formed, which, as further cooling took place, must pressure sufficient to melt vast masse~ of matter, fur- Association. Tariff came out on top.
hav increased in density and decreased in volume. nishing volcanoes their lava, and not to a molten
To an observing mind the sublime audacity of
The barometric pressure must hav declined; the condition of the interior of the earth.
.
these "Christian" ministers is the greatest marvel of
constitution of the atmosphere must hav varied,
That there ~re indications that t.he spheroidal figure the century. Their noses, whether pug or Roman,
especially in the amount of carbonic acid it con- of the earth has been produced by the yielding of a must be in.serted in everything; and their efforts are
tained.
solid, instead of a liquid.
sometimes most laughable. Just Lhink ~f it ! . ~he
It was shown that the daily variations of temperaThat if, as explained by the nebular hypothesis, Rev. William Phipps tells us a "protectlv tanff IS a
ture-that is, those variations connected with day the earth was once a molten mass, the deposit of Christian necessity." Why a "Christiun" n.ecessity 'I
and night-extend but a few inches below the surface, metals should be found in strata with the heavier Why ~hould Christianity poke its nose ~nto the
and the seasonal ones-those variations connected ones below and the lighter ones above, or they afft~irs of s.tate, and seek to ~urry favo~ With tho~e
with summer and winter-to only a few feet; but should be found in strata according to their specific who deal m matters belongmg exclusivly t?. thtEl
beyond this was discovered a stratum of invadable gravities.
j world~ There can be only one reason. In spmtual
temperature, beneath which the heat increases one
That if the weight of the earth as given by as- things, in heavenly government, they are complete
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tion worker, to which I desire to call the attention of I hope your example msty in~pire. many others to rlo likeJ. W. NoRTH.
wise..
Yours for Freethought,
the Liberals of the count.ry. There is no dAnying
E A STEVENS, Sec. A. S. U.
the fact... that the Secular Union needs more support
241 Washington Bmtlevard, Chicago, Ilt.
numerically and financially than it gets:
OLEANDER, Cu., April16, 1888.
C. B. Reynolds on His WeRtern Tour.
E. A. 8TRVE8s, EsQ., Secretary American l:lecular Union,
Dear Sir: Being myself lj.n old man without either health
NATIONAL
CrTY, CAL., April 9th-12tb.-This is one
or money with which to he! p on the great cause of men~al
liberty and enlightenment, yet feeling a deep interest in Its of the most prosperous cities in southern California.
succeRs, I venture to semi you a private l_etter ~ith a fe~ Nature has done much for it, and its founders and
sur::ge~tions. Having had ~ome years' experience 1ll the anll- promoters hav shown an enterprise never excelled on
slavery field, I naturally think of the methods that were then this coast or any other part of the world. National
~fife
employed as applicable to our present wants. I hav observed
with lively interest your practical methods and the effi- City and the whole San Diego bay region owes its
ciency you display in all that yon hav to do. I hav th~ug~t prosperity to the two brothers Frank and Warren
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President.
that if you could impart your efficiency to all the agene1es m Kimball, who came here twent.y-two years a~o from
E. A. 81'EVENB. Secretary, - 241 Washington Boulevard. Chicago. the fiel!l it would multiplv the results now realized. Now,
Concord, N.H., and for $20,000 bought 2,600 acres.
GaARLEB EoKHARD. Treae.,
- 28 Lafayette Pl.. New York.
how can' ti.Jis be done? Following the exg,mple of ~he ol.d
E. B. FooTE • .Ja.. Chair. Ex. Com., 120 LPxington Ave., New York antislavery guard, it seems to me it can be done m thi~ They are Liberals, practic11l business men, who built
Mas ll. A.. FaE.EMAN, Ohair. Fin. Com .• 211 Washington Boulevard,
up the town by fostering manufactures, were always
way:
•
Cnicago.
First those who hav wealth, and hav the cause at heart, ready to put their money into any enterprise that
~hould' confer together and plan Liberal work. They insured employment to mechanics, and they sacrificed
Rhould lay out work that would cost at least $100,000 for the 1.700 acres of their land to secme the Southern
The Nine Dt>mands of Liberalism.
firRt year.
California railroad to connect with the city.
1. We rlemanrl that churches anrl other ecclesiastical propYou may say this is very easy to plan, especially for a
National City is but little over two years old
erty ~ball be no longer exempt from just taxation.
man who has no money of his own to giv. But ~ow is it t~
2. We demand that the employment of chaplains in Con- he accomplished? Let us see. There were men tn the ant.!- and has grown to four thousand population and has
gr~ss, in state legislatures, io the navy and militia, and in -lavery ranks-several of them-that used to sub~cribe $10.- a railroad, street-cars, gas, electric light, and the
prisonR, asylums, anrl all other institutions supported by 000each to carry forward that great reform, and this cause is g-randest syslem of water-works in all California.
public money, Fhall be discontinued.
·
even greater than that, and money is far more.abund~nt ~ow
3 '\Ve demand that all pnb 1ic appropriations for educa- than it wtts forty years ago. There are plenty of milltonatre~ rhe young city has been singularly fortunate _in
tional and charitable institutions of a sectarian character among Freethinker~, anrl many of them will study long and drawing to itself a most intelligent, energetic, and
hard, when they come to make thPir wills, to find out what public spirited class of people. It is worth a trip to
shall ceaRe.
4 We demand that all religious services now sustained by •o do with their money. They neer\ to be educated to do the coast to meet such a glorious family of noble
the governmPnt shall be abolistted ; anrl e~pecially that thf' good with their money while they liv; and a few of them Freethinkers as that .of Squire .burgess. The second
use of the Bible in the pub~ic schools, whether ostensibly a~ can be, with proper effort. If even two or three of that class
a text- bnok or avowedly as a book of religious worship, shall can be got t0gether in each of our large cities, and made to son, Alph. N. Bc~rgess, is a perfect representativ of
·
be pr•·hibited.
•ee the d!inget· rur country is in from the ~ro~ing po":er of the genu in Ltberal gentleman, full of push and energy,
5 We demand that the appointment, by the president of bigotry, they would take hold as they dtd m ~ar tunes. ever ready for any work that will promote human
the Uniterl States or by the governors of the various·states, But the thing must be hronght home to them, and urged happiness. He possesses the happiest disposition;
of all C<'liginus festivals anrl f!lsts shall wholly cease.
upon them. If this thing were done with one-quarter of tht6. We demand that the judicial oath in the courts and in earnestne~s and skill that the priests show in their .efforts to meets all reverses or disatJpointments with an honest,
hearty laugh th!l.t bidll defiance to fate, and with
all other dep!lrtments of the ~overnment shall be abolished. get money, the work would be done speedily.
anrl thttt simple atlirml\tion under the pains and penalties of · And then. there is a great army of strong, clear-headed busi- buoyant spirit, born of indomitable will, does all ·
perjury shall b" estahlieherl in its stead.
.
ness men of wealth, who are always ten times as liberal. possible to repair evils, or re.new the QOnflict till right
7. We demand that. all laws directly or indirectly enforcing and ten times as UReful, as the millionaires; these will bt thl'
the oh•erv!lnce of Stmday as the Sabbath shall be repealed.
<·hief reliance. Having seen what some rich men hav dor-e prevails. In the five happy days I spent in his
8. We demand that all laws looldng to the enforcEment of in the past, I hav gr!'at confidence that more will be done company, I never saw a shade of sadness on his face
"Christian" morality shall be abrogated, and that all laws by them in· the future. The old antislavery champions of or heard a tremor in his voice but once, when be was
shall be conformed to the rPqnirements of natural morality, Boston, New York, ard Philadelphia hav left sucCl'SS~rs tha,t telling of sickness and sorrow beyond his power to
eqr1al rights, and impartial liberty.
will follow their example. And as the West outstnps the
9 We demand that not only in the Constitutions of the East, what may we not expect when the West really takes alleviate. Of course, he is a great admirer of THE
TRUTH SEEKER. I delivered three lectures at National
United States and of the several state•. but also in the prac- tJ.O!d in earnest·?
tical administrat.ion of th" same, no privile~re or a !vantage
1 hough Mr. Putnam is president of the Secular Union, City under the disadvantage of having a poor ball,
shall be conceded to Christianity or any other special religion; you are really the general of the army, and a bugle-call fr?m yet had good interest and was made glad by the
that our entire p ..litical system sht1ll be founded and admin- you to our wealthy. men that shall put the figures htgh declaration of several that they had been deeply
istert'd on a purely st•cnlar bnsis; and that whatever changes would not be without results. If Colonel Ingersoll and
shall prove neces~ary to this end shall be consistentl:y, un- Courtlandt P11Imer would take hold of the matter as Gerrit interested and helped by the lectures. Oae young
flinchingly, and promptly made.
Smith and the _Tappans used to, they would find access to man, an ordained minister, thanked me for making
plain the truth, and said that henceforth he should
thP. pockets of men that would raise $100.000 in a week.
ll11t that is onlv one of the methods tbat used to be be an earneet worker for Liberalism. I endeavored
Important.
employed. An d:iicient force of lecturer~<, with fixed sal~ to explain the necessity and best plan of practica.l
were sent into the field.; and, in addition to the work
As it is necessary for the secretary to possess the aries,
of lecturing, each lecturer was expected to raise tt good sum organization. An earnest effort is making to accommost accurate data relativ to all Liberal Leagues, or of money for the cause. besides his own Biliary. We hav able plish it; and success is assun~d.
auxiliary Secular Unions, which bav been granted lecturers now in the fil'ld, who are doing good work, but
Los ANGELES, April 14th, 15th, 16th.-Tbis is the
charters within the past three years, whether those they would not dare to appeal to the people for a large sub- rendezvous of sba1 pars and schemers. Even the
organizations are now in working order or hav, ~cription, unless the appeal first came from headquarters. Liberals, with some few exceptions, seem to hav lost
The Secular Union should aim at work that should command
through any cause, been disbanded or' discontinued,. the admiration and the liberal support of the millions who all sense of common honesty, and evince no respect
I therefore urge upon thA president or secretary, or, agree with it in sentiment. An army of agents should fill for their word, or agreements made, only as their
in the absence of these cffi.cers, any members of such the field, each one of whom should, in add1tion to his own interest prompts. Los Angeles is a good place for
society, to forward me at their very earliest conveni- support, bring in financial aid to the Union. In addition to real estate sharks to congregate, and for all decent
that. they should be more persistent in trying to get every
ence the fullest possible answers, consistent with Freethinker to take a Freet.hought paper. There is nothing people to avoid. I did not lecture at .Los Angeles;
brevity, to the following questions:
that can keep up a livi.l;lg interest in the cause like the fresh no arrangements were made for me to do so.
1. 'When was your society organized, and how lessons of the papers. The value of Freethought literature
SANTA ANA, CAL., April 17th, 18ch, 19Lh.-There is
cannot be overestimated, and it is gratifying to see how an adipo11e excrescence, named Chestnut, who claims
many members hav you!
eagerly the people seize on it. If there were three times as
2. How often do you meet, if at all !
many lecturers in the field as there are now, there is abun- to be president of the Santa Ana Ltberal League,
3. What is, or was, the character of your pro- r\ant work for them all. And if they werP all agents of the who toadies to the church and talks loud Liberalism
gram at regular meetings! .
Union, and everyone expected to raise $1.000 more than his when his wife nor any Christians are within hearing.
S!llary, we should see a much greater success.
4. Who are, or were, your last officers!
Poor wives! Even if they are fanatics and church
And, while I am making suggestions, permit me to suggest devotees, they must love something, bav something
5 If discontinued, what was lhe principal cause
that some of our lecturers need to study skill in presenting
of disintegration-financial embarrassment, indiffer- truth with a winning aspect. Many of our best Freethinkers to be interi:sted in. When they .find the creature
ence, Jack of speakers, or orthodox persecution!
do not like to hear a lecturer boast of his "Infidelity." They they call husband so destitute of all manhood, they
G. Hav any steps been taken to revive your or- see no reason for applying the term.to themselvs. I am not are to be pitied, not blamed, for seeking relief in the
at all fri~rhtened if others call me an " Infidel" or an " Athe- church.
ganization !
ist." but I do not call myself such names, and I hav occasion
7. Will you call a meeting for that purpose!
D. Edson Smith, a Spiritualist, but one of the
to know that persons who are not yet entirely free are
8. Would you like to be represented directly (or repelled by the unnecessary adoption of that term. Colonel generous, good, whole-souled, honest· hearted brand,
by proxy) at the next annual Congress!
Ingersoll shows rare skill in this particular. I wish all were ever ready to do all in hi!! power to ~dvance the cause
9. How many of your members subscribe for Lib- as skilful.
of Liberalism, a bright, brainy, hard-working, noble
Another suggestion occurs to me. When the churches
eral p1\pers ?
were almost a unit on the side of slavery there were a few man; Noah Smithwick, an octogenarian blacksmith,
10. Will you send me the names and present ad- noble e.lwPption~<, and these directed their efforts toward the who despite age is full of vim and zeal for Freedress of members and all others in your vicinity church itself. This <lid great good. LPcturers who went to thought, and friend Newman, the Infidel harnessthe churches with a letter of commendation from well-known maker, a true Liberal of most quiet mien but unfalterlikely to assist 1
ministers could lecture in the churches. and to the congre- ing courage and a kindly, generous heart, compose
gations where other lecturers could not get a hearing.
A word to Freethought friends who reside where
Now, there are many in the churches who think as we do the truth seeker trinity of Santa Ana. Of the
no organization bas ever been effected:
about the need of a n..ore complete separation of church and lectures the leading paper of the county, the SantrJ.
state. They feel as we do about the danger our country i• Ana Standttrd, of April 21st, says:
1. Do you indorse the above N me Demands!
2. Do you believe in maintaining the most price- in from the Catholics, and also from the National Reform
C. B. Reynolds, the great AmPrican Freethinker from New
less heritage of American liberty, religious freedom, Association.
If a church movement could be inaugurated against these York. lectured three nights this week in Neili'll hall. Unfortas expressed in thebe Demands!
insirlious attacks, and in favor of a completely secular gov- unately his coming was not known, and the public had no
knowledge of 1t and the attendance was light. As a lecturer
3. Is not organization esEential to.the advancement ernment, it wo•1ld help us very much.
I am not acquainted with Dr. Thomas or Professor Swing, he ranks high, bdng a splendid orator and reasoner. His
of any cause?
from what I hav heard of them it seems to me they lectures were surpassingly inr.eresting and impressiv, and his
4. Can you be doir~g your full duty without but
should both be in favor of our Nine Demands. Then. there enlightened, magnanimous views upon the rigb.ts and duties
endeavoring to perfect such an organization!
are liberal ministers in Wisconsin and Minnesota. And all of mankind were an honor to all the creeds and religious
5. Hav any Freethought lectures been given in the Unitarian ministers should be with us on those points. ever taught by a hired priesthood. He is a profound sclwlar,
Now, though they would not agree with all our notions, they and has been a prominent minister in the church for many
your vicinity, and by whom?
years, hue believes that humanity to man ~s the best nligion
G. Did they bring the purpose and work of the could do us great good by lecturing and preaching their own of the world. vre hope he may come agatn.
adv11nced views. If some of them could be induced to take
AmeriCan Secular Union to your notice?
a trip to this coast and lecture on the danger to the country
Some people imagin a Liberal lecturer has nothing
7. If there is no possibility of an organization, will from any union of church and state, and also on the danger but beds of roses and coins money. The three
infi,Ience
in
directing
our
politics,
they
from
the
pope's
you not help the national society this year finanwould get a wide hearing, and prepare the way grandly for lectures at Santa Ana realizAd for me seventy cents;
cially!
Secular Union. And by ch!lr~ing an admisbion fee it railroad fare to and from, $7; balance of cash out of
the
8 If you need leaflets to urge organization, send would
more than pay expenses. It ~eems to me that some pocket, $6 30. That is nothJng. I do not murmur
stamps to me, and I will forward them.
such measure, if skilfully carried out, would be as good as or complam, only I wished to correct the impresthe breaking-plow on the prairies, preparing the soil for sion that I was amassing a colossal fortune or about
better culture.
·
I hav received the following suggestiv letter from
I must not forget to congratulate you on your great to rival the Goulds and R Jthschilds.
Judge North, of California, an old and valiant Aboli- achievement in Chicago in converting a church to a forum.
ORANGE, CAL., April 20th, 21st, 22d.-I came t

failures • and must therefore endeavor to lug into
their di~tribes any far-fetched views that may interest
the mass of humanity! and for this reason we a~e
favored with a "man of God" standing in a pulptt
-preaching and pounding, not Christ crucified, not the
resurrection and the life, not the felicities of the Ne~
Jerusalem, but the "ethical side of a protechv
tariff.''
B. G. M.

Jfmtrican cftcnlar IJnion.
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this place on the invitation of that whole-souled

bonest-~eart~d Liberal, Charles Baker. There is a~
great diversity of persons as of places
Wh
thousands of miles from home, dependent o.n maki::
lecture epgagements on the route, and with no way
of ~nowmg th~ people. w~o write you only that they
claim to be Liberals, It IS not cheering to find n
arraugem~nts made after having regular engagement~
and refusmg other offers. I keep an appointment at
he~vy expense of fare and extra baggage and on
arnval at the place find no arrangements mad
~he .parties. coolly tell me, or send postal carde;
Owmg to CJrcur.:"st~nces cannot arrange as I hoped."
I am short of adJective to do justice to such excrescences on the Liberal ranks, but, alas 1 they are not
as sCRrce as, for the cause of humanity, I could wish.
S.uch creatures ar~ to me a mystery profound. How
did they ever attam to such a depth of contemptible
meanness~ Surely, before reaching such a despicableness. they must hav had some sleepless nights.
How did they refrain from getting up in the night
and hicking themselvs to death? Such wretches
would make one despair of humanity only that
there are so many noble hearts like friend Charles
Baker and J os. Roberts, of Orange. To make the
acquaintance and friendship of one such compensates
for the meanness of a swarm of pretended Liberals
who are really Clark Braden Akunks. Mr. Baker
could attend only one lecture and to do so had to
drive eighteen miles after th~ lecture was over but
could take special pains to insure the fulfilme~t of
the agreement. Fri~nd R?be~ts was revived by the
lectures, en.d from bewg qUiet, macttv, will henceforth
be aggressiv. Very much of interest was awakened·
the cause received mighty impetus, 8IId the lecture~
gave vertebroo to many weak ones; all Liberals felt
greatly encouraged, for it was demonstrated there
~ere ten times as many persons of intelligence 8IId
m:fluence who were Liberals as anyone supposed.
I had a most pleasant visit at the ranch of Mr. J.
Parker. He has the most extensiv and luxuriant
frui~ farm in this section, and is a sterling Liberal.
While thae I had the pleasure of meeting Mr. and
~Irs. K. Parker, of Anaheim. 1\Irs. Parker is a
woman of ver~ g~eat ability; a practical,· earnest
worker; enthusiastic, but not content to begin and
end in dfervescence. She bemoans the lack of bylaw.s, leaflets of_ instruction how to carry on a local
U mon, etc. . L1ke .the friends at Sm Jacinto, they
ar~ sadly disap~o.mted, for their expectations were
raised as to receiVIng great help in organization and
none of t.heir expectations bav been realized.
'
· There is very deep interest in Liberalism in Orange
and vicinity, and if Col. R. G. Ingersoll could be induced to giv just one lecture at Orange, no pavilion
?ver erected would bold the people, and it would do
Immense good; no long rain after a lung drouth
would be more gratefullY' appreciated. To secure
such a pavilion and do all else necessary would to
Mr. Joseph Roberts, Charles Baker and the great
family ?f Parkers be but a glad' labor of lovo.
Would it could be!
SAN PA~QUAL, CAL., April 24th, 25hb, 26th.-Tbis is
a charming vailey eight miles from the railroad 8IId
here in a ma!l'nificent ranch shut in by mdUnt~ins I
found B. B. Brookwood, one of those grand earnest
genuin Liberals whom it will be joy, pride, a~d bono;
all t.he r~st ?f ~y l~fe to call friend. For years be
bad to hv his prmmples alone, none even of his own
family being in sympathy with him, but by the exercise of a loving, benevolent spirit he bas won the
respect and kind regard of all. Surrounded by Sevent~ Day Adv·entists, any attempt to popularize Liberahsm or induce his neighbors to listen to 8II
exponent of our principles, to anyone else would
h:av seem~d utterly hopeless. But, strong in the
n~ht, bavmg effected much by the distribution of
Liberal literature, he next, expecting to hav to meet
the entire expense himself, invited me; and I am
happy. to know o.ur success was far beyond his most
sangum expectations. Many of the Adventists did
attend, and their leader! a very intelligent, fair-minded
man, was so favorably Impressed that be voluntarily
.Mntribu~ed toward the expenses and expresst>d himself convmced of the correctness of our positions and
principles, and said publicly that if there can only
be an organ=z'ttion here with a science school on Sunday, and efforts to promote sociability, he will be
among the first to join. Q11ite a number came to the
same determination. .A. committee was appointed to
arram~e a meeting to organize the San Pasqua.! Liberal Union.
I had discussion sprung on me at Phenix, Ariz.
All arrangements were made, and I was to start for
Phenix from San Pasqual. Their own proposition
was that th~i~ champion should be a courteous gentleman, ~ mmister in good standing in his own denomination.• At the last moment my friends discov·
ered this man was the infamous Clark Braden. Of
course I would not meet the dirty vilifier but wrote
friends I would meet any other man t'he church
folks would selt>ct, with the one provision that their
man should be in good standing in his own denomination.
0. D. REYNOLDs.
SEND for catalog of our publications.

Sent free.

Jt>phthah.
Je~hthah-a. goo~ name for our Anglomaniacs to
practi~e

dropp1Df:!' h s with-was a party you know
very httle about, I venture to say, yet was be one of
the manifold "d'eliverers of Israel." J aph-for short
-was the son . of ?"ile~d, if that will help you any,
but not by ~Ilead .s wif?-strange as it may seem,
the ol? man. IB credited I.n the Holy Queer with only
on~ Wife-hi,s m?ther bemg, according to the H. Q.,
whiCh doesn t mince matters at all, a harlot.
:Su~ that wasn't Jeph's fault, he having had no
voice m the matter at all, but the fault of his sire, who.
ought to hav ~~en ashamed of himself, particularly
as he was raismg sons in a legitimate maimer at
home. However, this affaire il'arnour this "accident of love," as Sarah. Bernhardt wo~ld say, may
l!av occurred before Gil's marriage, which would
mend matters some, and so let us hope it did. The
H. Q. bad ought to bav made the dark light in this
ca~e, but it didn't, being very queer about some
thmgs, as well as very queer about some other things
J~ph lived with the old folks-was one of th~
family, you know-but there came a time when the
other boys concluded that be would make one too
many when the old man pegged out and the divvy
was to be made, and so they bounced him from the
old homestead, when he lit out for the land of Tob
where he did a very good business and was content
to remain. Some years after he was bounced trouble
sprung up between Israel 8IId the .A.mmonite;-which
I wish to remark that it was an exceedingly cold
epoch ~ben Israel was not in trouble with some of
her Dfnghbors-and the elders of Gilead went out
after Jeph, even unto the land of Tob went they out
a~ter Jephthah, that he might be their leader in the
mrcus about to open.
•
The bait was too tempting for J eph to resist, and
he caught on, but not until be had slung at the heads
of the elders solid slabs of scorn studded with sardonic stings of serr&ted "sarkasum ·" "and it was
so," that he then went with the elders to Gilead
whence he ha~ been bounced. Well. he proved ~
trump card, did J ep~, 8IId the way he wiped· the
floor of the earth with the Ammonites slew their
soldJery, carried citieR, threw down towers and
dODJOD-ke~>ps,·was a caution to cats, and a multitude
of cats, ~~keno mistake l Overwhelming numbers,
walled Cities, and strong towers were nothing to him·
he got there all the same, and woe was abroad in th~
land all on account of J epbthah.
.
Jt>pb would bav come out of this raid and the
whole business, probably, with :flying colo;8 , had it
not bee~ for a dreadful tragedy which be brought
upon his hou~e by the shooting off of the too fresh
mouth he carried about with him. "And it was so"
that Jabveh was with him, you know, and, elated ~t
the honors that loomed before him, be one day said
to Jahveh, "If you carry me through this business
straight, I vow a vow that whatsoever first comes out
of my .hou~e to meet me, when I come marchinl!"
home victonous, shal! be thine for a burnt-offering!"
Oh, that big mouth of his! Oh, that freshness for
which there was no call ! It put him in a terrible
hole, and Jahveh wouldn't or couldn't surely didn't
pull him out !
'
'
"See! the conquering hero comes," the bands
played as J ephtbab wheeled his chariot into the
avenue whE>re he lived, to see coming out to meet him
and the first .to com~ from his bouse, his only daugh:
ter, a d~ar little tbmg of sweet sixteen. playing a
tambourine as she came dancing out! The sight of
her, under the circumstances, broke poor J eph all up
as it would any white man and he was crushed t~
earth, as it were ! Tearing' at his new uniform hP
cried out in bitterness of soul, "0 my daughter!
thou bast knocked me out, for I opened my mouth to
the Lord, and I can't go back on myllelf !"
And the girl, what did she say T ·well, with all the
coolness, as well as sweetness, that. characterize ice
crf'lam, she thus or thusly unto her sire reE!ponded
" Well, pop, if thou haE!t opened thy mouth to th~
Lord, that settles it I [These words, and the tone
thereof, show that she knew her sire was liable when
be opened his . mouth, to put his f~ot in it.J Do
unto ~e accordmg to thy vow malgre its freshnesE!,
but f{lV me a two months' outing in the mountains
previOusly before the roast," or words to that effect.
And did Jephthah grant the etay T ,, He did. And
did the girl come back on timeT i: grieve to sAy she
was foolish 11nough to do so I And did Jephthah fulfi!l his TOW and offer her as a burnt·offering to the
Lord-:-did he stick and actually roast her on the
altar T According to the returns in the Holy Queer
which returns you can't go back of, you know, he did:
it exasperates. me to say l We are spared the particulars of this revoltingly horrible scene, but that the
vow was made good, the H. Q positivly states !
Now, where was Jahveh on the occa~ion of this
dreadful roast T Echo answers in thunder tone11
Where t Why dicln't he call a. halt when he found
Jeph was a. man of his word, and m'eant business as
with Abraham T We shall never know, probably,
but it looks as though it was because the sacrifice
was a daughter and not a son ! Feminine were ol
small account in%those;da7s, enn in man's e;reB, !Jluch
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le~s in J abveh's.
But it was a horribly outrageous
thiDg for J a~veh to let that roast go on.- even if it

was only a grrl that was to die ! It he had been a
s9.uare up-and-up God at the time Jeph opened his
big mouth, he would hav said to the fresh rooster
"I won't hold you to that vow J eph because you;
daughter will 8e the first to co:ne out to meet you
as I },tappen to know." Then, even though wishing
to try Jeph, as he did Abe, !le might, at the supreme
moment, hav opened out his bowels of compassion
and spared the innocent girl's life and Jeph the
mental agony he must bav undergon~!
·
But J eph himself, why didn't be open his big
mouth-it was all too small at t.bat ternble moment
--:-~d say to this effect : '' 0 Lord, you see I am
wilhng to make good that rash vow of mine· but
can't you let up on. me, as you did ·on .A.brah~m T"
Had Jeph done this, or even positivly refused, at
the last moment, to consummate the diabolical affair
he would stand higher in the community to-day tha~
he does: For one of said community, I myself account him a cold-blooded murderer ! Of the two
Jeph and Jael, I consider the first-named the mur~
derer most foul ! J ael treacherously murdered an
enem~ ~f her people and God; Jeph openly slaughtered his daughter and only child who worshiped
after the manner of his own heart'! J ael' s was an
act of diabolical treachery; Jepb's, diabolical devotion
'
and the worse of the two, as I view it.
But moreover and howsomever after all J ahveh
was the prime factor in the deep d~mnation ~f J Pph's
daughter's taking off, as I look at it. He could hav
prevented this damnable butchery, and didn't! He
could hav saved that young girl, who might hav becom~ 8II honored "mother in Jsrafll," but he let her
£{0 hke a lamb to the slaughter!
How interested he
wa.s in the e~ting of that pippin by Eve, and how
qmckly he arnved on the scene of assimilation ! But
here a young girl was to be stuck in the jugular and
her ~oft, white. quivering :flesh roasted, aye, bur~t to
a ~n~p, and Jabveh, where was beT Very likely off
stirring up some other tribe of Israel to slaughter.
Anyhow, he was very cone>picuously absent when
Jephthab's daughter went up en roast in flame and
smoke! Horrible!
After. this J?rivate horror of his own, Jeph attended
to pubhc busmess as though nothing bad happened
on one memora~le .occaeion getting away with forty
thousand Epbraimites at one fell swoop, as it were·
shortly after which he " slept with his father11," aft.e;
the m~nne~ of most of hi~ predeeessors. He I?BY
be a ~1gh J?ie seraph now In the city of rolled gold
s~t with diamonds, but when I get there I shall giv
him the cold shake and show him that I prefer the
company of Sbamgar, if I can find the doughty oxuoadist ! The moral of this story, to followers of
Jahveh, is: Beware of a too fresh mouth for should
. when enthuRed too wide, and so
' put your
you <_>p~n It
foot mIt, be sure that Jahveh will not pull the latter
out. Selah !
·
Sx SLoKuM.
P.S.-I find I was wrong with regard to the closi~g part o!, Jeph'~ caree~. He didn't "sleep with
his fathers, but simply died and was buried in one
of the cities of Gilead. It is well not to distort
history, especially "sacred" history, you know.

s. s.

Lectures and Meetings.
J. E. REMSBURG has made some changes in his appointments for June. The following is his program:
Republ~c, O ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. Sat., Sun., June 2, 3
~· ~altJmore. ~ ..................... , .............................. Moo., 4
8prmgport.. MICh ................................................. Wed., 6
AuJ!~sta, Mt.ch .......................................... Thur., Fri., 7. 8
Has~mgs, ~tch ........................................... Sat., f:lt~n., !J, 10
Numca, Mtch ..................................................... 1\ion 11
KRlamRzno, Mich .............................................. .'fnes:: 12
New Haven, Inri. ................................................ Wt·d 13
Hnn.tinjton, Ind .................................... TLur., Fri., 14: 15
~e~ua, nd ............................................. Sat., Sun .. 16, 17
~km, Ind .......................................................... Mon .. 18
Arrowsmith, Ill .................... Tues., Wed., Thur., 19, 20, 21
Lvndon, Ill. ............•............................................ ll'ri., 22
Galesburg, 111 ••••••••••.••••••.•...•.•. .;. .••..•...•.••••.•••••.••.•. Sat.. 2ll
Salem, Ia ............................................................ Hun : 24
Bethany, Mo ......................... Mon, Tues., Wed., 25, 26, 27
Hostllity to New Things.
H. G.

s.

NoiJI~,

111 th• Popular Sot•nc< Montl•liJ for June.

A universal law of social progress, with which we are all

familiar, is that established systems in thought, morals, manners, government, or any dPpartment of human activity,
struggle to perpetuate themselvs by a fight against all inno~
vatlons. Whatever Is new and progresslv, or represents the
requirements of an enlarging field of life, has got to gain its
foothold in the face of the powerful opposition of the old and
preeotablished. Thoee more perfected and exact conceptions
of nature which we call scientific ideas hav prevailed only
after centuries of moral strife with the inherited superstitions
and imperfect generalizations of our semi-civilized forefathers. The progressiv and liberal governments of our
most advnnced nations to-day hav b<:!en established in spite
of the bitter opposition of their prPdecessors, and are themselva fi~~;hting to<1th and nail the higher forms that will succeed them. In literature and art old schools strive to deny
existence to the new; and, even in the little aff11irs of our
daily lives, we are all permitting the things that are, and
'' hav sufficed to our fathers before us," to keep out thl!l
betl~ things that might be.
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the dim, religiously lighted room of the pastor, would -or, maybe, doesn't happen to understand it! Unless she love him and the truth more than the church,
not be fraught with the same danger.
If women were given the voting privilege, it would he may immediately make arrangemen~s b~fore mar·
then simply be a matter of time when a .n~mber of riage for sustaining a suit for separate mamtenance.
Helen Gardener should, on Bible ground, be h~r
determined
men should overthrow the existing govThe Woman Suffrage Question Settled.
ernment and found another on the basis of restricted alded as a second messiah, for doing what Jesus did.
It is a pity for so much valuable time to b~ wast~d suffrage.
"Suppose ye that I am come to giv peace on ~~rth!
GEo. WILSON.
as is wasted in discussions over the reiativ bram
I tell you nay; but rather division" (~uke xu, 51).
value of men and women, for it has nothing to do
"For I am come to set a man at vanance; and a
"Men, Women, and Gods" in Court.
with the voting privilege. The men vote, not because
man's foes shall be they of his own household" (Matt.
· they hav larger brains than .wom~n, but because they
ZoA ToPSIS.
One of the most remarkable and "trying" trials in x, 35, 36).
are always ready to hav their brams knocked out for the history of modern jurisprudence occurred at the
the common defense. They monopolize the voting late term of this (Cass county) circuit court. It was
Dark-Circle Materialization.
because it would be mere cbild's-play to giv it to the a suit for separate maintenance, brought by a young
To THE EDIToR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Two
class that could not hold it except by the courtesy wife ag-ainE>t her "old Infidel husband," for a species
and sufferance of men. There are a great many men of "infidelity" which hitherto the statute was silent slate-writing seances hav been descnbed in THE
who still bold to the superstition that a piece of upon and the courts ha! not be!ore entertai~ed. ~e TRUTH SEEKER, the first by me, the second by my
wife. The questions I addressed in writing to three
paper can be made to perform the function of money let the "strong point" m her blll speak for Itself:
departed friends were all answered on the slates.
simply by fiat. This is of the same nature as the
A.s an illustration of the defendant's arbitrary and unnat- The handwriting was generally like theirs, and I
perpetual motion superstition, that you can get more ural
treatment of this petitioner, your orator states that,
force out of a thing than there is in it. The woman before their said marriage. the defendant lmew that your know that no eye but mine saw what I wrote. I got
suffrage superstition is a superstition of the same orator was a member of a Christian church, and that she de- no written answer from Thomas Paine, nor from the
nature. The believers in it imagin that women by sired to continue her connection in some similar church living spirit of Mrs. Slenker; but what Mr. Keeler
wherever s_h~ might resid":; and, ~n conversing wrote on the slate with his own band about her was,
dropping pieces of paper in a ballot-box can some- organization,
upon the subject of rehgwn before said marr1age, the dehow or other enforce their will, though they cannot fendant professed to believe in the inspiration of the script- as I bav said, the most interesting part of, the perotherwise. Men will never for any length of time ures (except that he doubted the accuracy of the scriptural formance.
The questions which my wife wrote to five deceased
allow women to decide by their votes when they shall account of Christ's miracles), and stated to your orator that
make war. The voting class has always been and he would in no wise interfere with your petitioner's religious relative were all answered, four of them on the slate
or hinder her in the performance of what she conalways will be the fighting class. In all the councils beliefs,
ceived to be her religious duties; and your orator states and one verbally. These questions were written out
of our barbarous ancestors the warriors were the that while thus conversing upon religious topics, the bPar- before she went, and all she did in the presence of
ones who decided the questions in the council, and ing bf the defenda!lt was so reve~ert~al and sanc~imonious Mr. Keeler was to add the full names after tbe words
they voted " .A.ye" by hammering on their shields that she believed h1m to be a conscientious and upnght man; father, mother, etc. This she did when Mr. Keeler's
vour orator avers that, after her said marriage and durwith their swords-as in the Norse legend of Frith- hut
ing all the period _of cohabitation, the defen~ant took. e.very back was turned and· he was some distance away
iof it is said, " Tasen svert hamrade aftusen slcolder" e>pportuoity to d1spu.te the truth of the B1ble, to ndiCule from her. Not a word of the contents of these
(.A. thousand swords hammered on a thousand shields). Christian churches and the members thereof, and altogether papers was seen by Mr. Keeler,.and we now hav them
Our suffrage-seeking sisters beg the whole thing by his conduct and language revealed. himsel! ~o this peti- all in our possession. Out of a dozen names written
when they claim suffrage as a right. Where does tioner as a sce>fl'er alfd mocker at all thmgs rehgwus. Your on the slates, most of which were spoken also by Mr.
orator further states that s~>id defendant commanded and Keeler, there was not a single mistake, and the
one man get the right to vote his neighbor into the compelled
her to read works advocating the doctrins of
army or vote taxes on his property ! Is that a Infidelity, and refused to permit her the privilege of uniting answers were all responsiv to the written questions.
.A.nd now I am going to describe a dark seance
natural right' The analytical method, the following with the church at Beardstown, Ill., where she and the
society to its beginning and fountain-head, will show defendant reside.
which my wife, her aunt, and myself attended. The
that it is simply an agreement among individual men,
For novelty in the legal cntalog, this eclipses a number present was about twenty, each of whom
and that the family, not the individual, is the unit of New York dime museum. Suffice it to say that 1\0t paid at the conclusion of the seance $1. We were
society. If the young brave with his one vote was a single assertion in the foregoing bill was sustained, there early and inspected the room, especially 1he
confronted in the council by the warrior with a wife, but each was dil'lproved.
corner behind the curtain. The curtain was attached
mother, and mother-in-law, he would decidedly object
The manner in which the undersigned was brought at one end to the jamb of the door entering the
to having the votes of those three w9men counte~ in into the case as a witness is as follows. · (The specimen parlor, and at the other end to the sliding door,
deciding whether or not he expose himself to gettmg of testimony we now furnish shows that the whole about a foot from its jamb. This formed a triangle
his brains knocked out in war, whatever fine brain affair assumed a pronounced symptom of the serio- whose sides were about six feet long, and the hypothdevelopment the three squaws might hav. .A.nd the comic.) In her direct testimony the claimant stated enuse (i.e., the curtain) eight or nine feet long. The
question is exactly the same in our more complicated that I had furnished her husband with Helen Gar- bight of the curtain was about seven feet.
society, though not as easy for everyone to see.
The carpet was firmly tacked all around the indener's "Men, Women, and Gods." This was the
When, as a member of the first legislature of Wyo- last straw on the back of the orthodox domestic closed corner. There was no possible opening
ming, I consented to the experiment, it was as a camel. That he had "commanded and compelled through the small section of the folding door covered
doctor makes a small-pox pustule on the arm in order her to read" this and other "works advocating the by the curtain. The wall paper in the corner was
doCtrine of Infidelity." This, of course, invaded her protectE>d temporarily by a stiff sheet of wood pRper
to keep it from invading the whole body.
I read not long ago where a meeting of women Methodistic proclivities. I was then placed upon so loosely attached that we could ~ee, by turning it
declared tbemselvs in favor of " Prohibition enforced the stand to testify to the nature of "Men, Women, up at the bottom and ends, that behind or underby woman suffrage." Suppose the majority of men and Gods." And, as in past life I bav been more or neath it was all solid wall. In short, there was posdon't want Prohibition, who 1.s going to do the less intimately associated with all three, I profess to itivly no possible place within that inclosure for a
"enforcing 1" There is superstition worthy of Uncle know something about them. While passing to the confederate to get in.
Mr. Keeler came in shortly after 8 o'clock. One
Remu~, that there is "conjur'" in the piece of paper. stand, the sneeringly playful remark passed round,
"There goes the old heretic." I replied, "Yes, I gas burner on the chandelier was lighting the room.
Men's ballots are potential clubs and cannon.
Furthermore, the suffrage-seekers do not represent knew that my principles would ultimately lead me to Another one, nearest the curtain, with pink tissue
the stake, and this wouJd probably prove to be paper covering the glass globe, was now lighted, and
their sex.
It would be very hard to commit a greater tougher than the one I had the unenviable priv- the other burner turned out. Mr. Keeler seated
piece of cowardice than for men to put political ilege of testing at dinner in the hotel." My sworn himself on a stool in the sharp angle next the foldburdens on women. .A.nd no greater blunder could testimony was to the effect that Miss Gardener's ing door, behind the curtain. Close by him on the
possibly be committed, especially by Freethinkers. book is one which any intelligent woman may well be outside sat a gentleman who acted as director or
We can hardly find enough Freethinking women proud of reading and comprehending, and that some manager. We were told to respond to any call of a
for wives ; many must go into the ranks of supersti- books written against the Bible, Miss Gardener's name that we recognized, and to come up quickly but
tion for them. What would become of liberty when being one, are undoubted~y good even for women to gently to the curtain. Two of the nearest spectators
the Christian clergy marshaled their women and read. The prosecution was in full sympathy with were my wife and aunt, seated about seven feet from
voted them solid, ae they certainly would 1
the orthodox church-one of them a pillar in the the curtain, directly in front. I sat 8 little fRrther
Women are dfprived of some of their rights, but Congregational l!lociety ·here. This testimony fired off. The light was turned very low, but yet we could
they will some day get them all, and by the asking. the hearts of these modern Inquisitors. While this see one another dimly, and anything white was very
Frequent asking, no doubt, but still only asking. pillar in the church confessed, previous to going to visible.
' .A.nd they cannot wrest rights from us.
trial, that his client had no caRe, yet he professionThe first materialization was a familiar one, anWhatever there is in me of kindness, sympathy, ally extorted from this "old Infidel" a $75 fee before swering to "Wash," his whole name being George
respect, and devotion comes to the surface in presence taking the wife's case into court. But he went for- Washington Eames, a sea captain from Maine, who
of a present or prospectiv mother. And if the ward to the communion table last Sunday.
was said to ha.v lost his life by drowning. He had
mothers did not care most for their children and
Really " the nice point" in this case, and one ar- considerable to say, and his speech was defect.iv,
little or nothing for politics there would shortly be gued with much shrewdness, however little logic, owing to an apparent absence of the pallet. He
no human society left. I, who hav no wife, hav never was, how far the expression of anti-Christian views came out before the curtain, which was divided in
yet seen the husband who showed his wife what I in the family and in the presence of a Christian wife the middle, il.nd carried on a dialog with various perthought due consideration. The old Norse word for who married for money would go to render her life sons present. He was without a coat. We could
a woman is q?tinna, or queen. They are our queens, intolerable, and subject her to "abuse and cruelty." distinctly see his shirt-sleeves, and he moved out
and as such I am proud to acknowledge their sway Though in this instance the claimant lost the. case, some distance from the curtain. He reappeared
and let· the home be their kingdom and love their yet it waH decided "without prE>judice." Hence, several times during the evening.
·
crown and scepter. But we men will always do the upon additional or supposed neVI' evidence, his ChrisThe next appearance was a girl called Maud. She
fighting and voting, for which they are unfitted, and tian wife who can marry for money-which an Infidel also was a familiar spirit, known, when living, to
they will perform the perilous task of bringing chil- woman could not do and retain social standing-can some present, and always recognized by her natural
dren into the world. For, as Professor Huxley says, again place "the old Infidel" on the financial and voice. She moved about in the room a few moments
if the world is to go on, some persons must be at the legal rack. She can thus repeatedly chain him and then disappeared.
trouble of bringing into it annually as many as die Prometheus-like to the rock of statutory custom
Then came at the opening of the curtain a white
out of it.
while lawyers religiously orthodox like so many vult- figure, and the director called ont, ''Selina." My
I think that women hav the natural right to dress ures savagely tear out his vitals.
wiffl's aunt had &. sister of that name who died in
as they choose, and it ought to be secured to them.
The defendant in this case is a man of unusual Paris, but it was pronounced Seleena: She inquired
They ought also to be in the pulpit as preachers and intelligence and a physician of over forty years' expe- for the surname, but got no answer. I spoke out
the men ought to get out of them_
rience.
.
and said, ''I had a sister Selina." Then the response
Look at the skeleton of a man and of a woman.
The only "Infidel" books found in his house are was, "Selina Churchill." I went up to the curtain,
Nature has put her chief work and material on the the Popttlar Science llfonthly, the North American but there I met, not a female form, but Captain
'man's brain-case and the woman's pelvic bones. The Review, and, outside the one we loaned him, we Wash. "You are not my sister," said I; "you are
mild intellectual effort required in the pulpit would might add the Bible, as its own refutation. But woe not in petticoats but pants.'' "Yes," said be, "but
not rob woman's reproductiv district of material. be to the husband of an orthodox bride if she reads I once had petticoats." "True," I replied, "but that
And the pastoral visit, and the ~arishioner's visit to and accidentally underst~nds Helen Gar(Jener's book was a long time ogo." "And you, too," said he,
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"once bad petticoats." "Yes," I answered, "but so
long ago that I don't remember wearing them."
Then I took Wash by the hand; it was large and
warm. I tried to see his features, but the light was
too dim to make them out clearly, and while I stood
looking at him· he suddenly vanished. My sister did
not come again.
The next spirit announced, as another white form
appeared, was "Harriet." My wife asked for the
full name. "Harriet Osborn," was the answer. My
wife went up and said, "0 mother!" and tried to
take her hand. "Not yet," said the spirit in a whisper, as she drew back. "Did you think I would
come to-night 1" said she. "I hoped so, mother,"
my wife replied. Then the spirit said, "Bring
Sarah." So my wife called up her Aunt Sarah, and
the !lame question was repeated, "Did you think I
would come to-night?" Again the spirit said, "Tell
Mr. Burr that David is here" (my brother David
died in 1861). "Mother, are you happy~" inquired
my wife. "Yes," was the answer. Presently the
spirit grasped with her two hands the hand of my
wife and kissed her on her cheek. The face was thin
and emaciated, not at all like that of Mr. Keeler.
And while holding my wife's hand the spirit form
dropped quickly to the floor without a sound, the
last vestige of it appearing on the floor like a large
pocket-handkerchief.
Mrs. Burr wishes to say that she does not claim to
hav recognized, in the darkness, the face pf her
mother, which appeared to be imperfectly formed,
but what the spirit said and did was characteristic of
her when in life.
Not less than twelve spirits appeared during the
evening, some of them for the first time, and all
were recognized. They were old and young, large
and small, stout and slender. Mr. Keeler is rather
short and stout. One tall, well-dressed male spirit
promenaded arm in arm with one of the women.
He allowed himself to be closely seen. by several of
us successivly. I was the last to inspect him. His
face was more clearly defined than that of Captain
Wash. I could not, however, make out his features
very satisfactorily, but when my aunt inspected him
she saw him smile. He suddenly vanished as I was
looking at his face. He had a full beard.
An old, white-haired man appeared, and was recognized by several as a former resident of Washington.
He was small, crooked, and thin. He walked out
into the middlA of the room and then took a seat near
the curtain. Then he beckoned to an old gentleman
·
h' k
h" h h d'd A 1 d
to come and Bit on IB nee, w IC
e I .
a Y
t h0 ·
nk
t
·d th t h6
d
a tst a~h a
presen 'w ~wei nown okme, sai
gentleman, w om also well now, once sa oge er
each on one knee of that spirit. The old man's form
slowly disappeared as if sinking through the floor,
and the last we could see of him was his white head.
At one time two spirits came out at once. 0 ne, a
· f h
f
female, stood at the end of the curtam art est. rom
the medium; the other, a male, came out, passed before her, and returned within the curtain.
d
th
What do I think of all this~ In regar to
e
slate-writing, I say most positivly that deception was
impossible. What, then, produced the writing on
. h
the slates? Certainly not Mr. Keeler wit his material hands. Further than that what can I say 1 Only
.
1
that I know of no solution of t h e mys t ery sora t wna
t'
'f
as that our departed friends do some
t' fImes
t roam est
themselvs in this imperfect and unsah I~ ac ory way.
th
In regard to the darkcircle P enomena,
ere
seems to be no possible trick by which Ithey could be
performed, and if they are not a fraud see no more
rational hypothesis to account for them than that the
spirits are what they profess and purport to be.
After the performance I spoke to Mr. Keeler. He
did not remember me until I said, "I had some slatewriting and one of the questions I wrote was to a living person." "Oh, yes," he replied; h"to Elmina
f th;"
and seemed to be trying to repeat t e rest 0
e
name. But I was satisfied with that. Now, where
did he get the impression of the name" Elmina ?" I
certainly never gave it to him-only wrote it on a slip
of paper at the slate-writing seance.
On the next Sunday evening, at the close· of a lecture by John B. Wolfe at the Spiritual Hall, Mr. Keeler wrote down sixty-five names· and read them off to
the audience. Two-thirds of them were recognized
arid responded to. My wife and aunt were present;
I was not: Among the names were those of my
brother David and sister Selina. Only two verbal
messages were giv-en, and one of th.em came from my
brother in these words: "Tell h1m to get out of
that M~terialistic state,· it will be better for him."
d
There was no mistaking that message as intende
8
for me. My brother was
Baptist Sunday-school
superintendent.
But in another letter I shall describe even greater
W. H. Buan.
wonders, at a light-circle seance.
Washington, .D. 0., May 14, 1888.
The above statement of facts, so far as we were
cognizant of them, is true; and we concur in Mr.
Burr's judgment in regard to the u:ost rational solu·
tion of the mysterious phenomena.
VroTORIA A. Bunn.
-

SA.RA.U A.L~ND.En.

Mrs. E. D. Slenker's Experience.

A man convinced against his will
Is of the same opi!iion still.
That is, he is not really convinced at all, though he
may be bewildered and bothered in mind as to what
is the actual truth in the case.
Now, when I asked Mr. Burr to investigate slatewriting, I felt that a man as astute and phifosophical
as he is would be pretty apt to see fraud and trickery if there should be any.
In the seance, he says, there is no room for fraud
unless his· senses deceive him. Well, our senses can
very easily be made to deceive us under the skilful
hands of a thaumaturgist.
Now I will merely mention a few suspicious circumstanceA. I was at a seance where we wrote in a
small pass- book, at the medium's request, names, etc.
I did not see how it was possible for the medium
to know what we wrote. He desired us to write
pretty heavily, so it would be plain; but we each
tore out what we wrote and kept it ourselvs. But we
got replies tallying with each. After all was over, I
learned that there was impression paper placed be
tween the leaves of the book, thus reproducing the
writing on another leaf.
· Mr. Burr tells us that after the folded slips were
written the wife and child of the medium entered.
It was just so when I was at Caffray's. The wife
came with a message. But I am sure there was collusion and that was partof the play. I think the
ballots were read by Keeler or wife. How it was
done, of course I can't say. I am sorry Mr. Burr did
not see the telegram.
Keeler took one of the slates and wrote on it, and
pretending to read it aloud to Mr. Burr, he afterward
apparently rubbed it out. How do we know he read
what he wrote 1 Mr. Burr should hav asked to read
it himself. It may be that the writing was not
rubbed off and was used as the communications.
True, all this is guesswork, but it proves there was
immense room for fraud.
Keeler might know Mr. Burr well, as he is a prominent man in Washington, and mediums make it a
point to know all about any person who might giv
them a call.
Caffray tore up my ballots; was called from the
room by his wife; took the scraps of the torn ballots
along; was gone long enough to piece them together
and write my messages; came back, got more slates
and mixed them with mine, and finally the seance
closed by giving me three communications, that, I
am sure, from all the circumstances, were written
whi"le he was out of the room.
I am not fighting straws, but I really am desirous
of getting at. the naked truth-if Comstock wi'll allow
me the expression.
I would like to liv at least a few hundred years,
but our wishes will not create their fulfilment..
1 do not say there are p.o real phenomena. It is
probable where there is so much smoke there is some
f
fire. But the cause o the fire may be very simple
once we get at it.
So I ask one and all to help investigate, and do I't
f
h
d .
airly and · onestly, an w1th open eyes, asking only
for truth, pure and unadulterated.
"'unsday, May 13, 288. ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER.
D

Dr. Slade's Slate-Writing Abilt'ti'es.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, ~J
Pt'r.· I bav
J'ust fini·shed read1'ng an art1'cle under the .."hove
caption in your last issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER, by
W. H. Burr, 1'n wh1'ch he descr1'bed an I'ntervi'ew wi't'-a
a Mr. Keeler, a. medium; and as his sitting with
1\Ir. Keeler corresponds so nearly to the one I had
with Dr. Slade in Buffalo last w-eek, I thought it best
to relate what passed on that occasion.
On learni·na
... from a fri'end that Dr. SladA., was 1'n
Buffalo, I took the cars on Monday last and traveled
a d1'stance of fifty mi'les to hav a ·si'ttl'ng wi'th tbe
above world-renowned independent slate-writer. On
reaching Buffalo I stepped into a store and purchased a pair of slates, and went immediately to the
doctor's boarding-place, which was at a private house
in the city. Thedoctor when I entered was regaling
himself with an after-dinner cigar, and we na1 urally.
fell into conversation upon the subject of Spiritualism. He evidently wished, so it seemed to me, to
I'mpress me wi't.h the I'dea that he was no fraud wh1'ch
I must allow, I readily fell in with.
'
'
"\V
t k
t
t
· e soon oo sea s a the table, the doctor, my
friend (who, by the way, is a firm believer_ in Spiritual
manifestations), and myself. As soon as we were
d
th
seate raps, as ey are called, began to be made, as
it seemed, on all parts of the table, but from what
cause I did not then know, and do not now.
The spirits apparently being willing, like Mr.
Barkis, the doctor requested t.hat I should aRk a
question to some departed friend of mine, which I
:did on one of the slates, holding it so he could not
see the writing made by me. He took the slate and
putting a short piece of pencil on it, covered it'with
another slate; I heard the scratching going on, and
apparently between the slates, and on removing the
top slate there was written "Yes" a satisfactory
answer to my question.
'
"Now," says the doctor, "we will let your friend

I
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write as he pleases;" and puttiBg the slates together
as before, the wriLing commenced at once, and the
slates were put on my left shoulder, and ·I, resting
my ear down on them, could plainly hear what I
supposed was the writing going on. When the communication was finished I heard three raps, which
the doctor said intimated that the writing was completed. On opening the slates, I found them all
written over with a communication addressed to
"Dear father," and signed "Willie," a son of mine
who died two years ago.
Now, there is a class of reasoners who will hold
that I must explain how that writing took place between those closed slates or else I must concede it
was done by spirits out of the flesh. Such ltind of
logic as this is of the most fallacious kind, for it
plainly implies that there is no other way by which
the communication could possibly come-the loosest
kind of reasoning, in which the e1·go does not follow.
Of course, I ~o not claim to know how the writing
was done, but I am satisfied that I hav more reason
to think the doctor wrote the entire communication
before the slates were closed than I hav that it was
done bv my departed son.
Mr. Burr says: "Then he took my &late and began
to write on it, saying, 'This is not what you came
f&r, bub I am impelled to write.'" He says further
on: "What he himself 1J.ad written I saw him rub
out before coming to the test. The slates were clear
as he put them together." Now, here, in my opinion,
was just the. point where Mr. Burr was moRt woefully
deceivfd, and I hav no doubt, after due reflection, he
will acknowledge the possibility of such an event. If
he had followed to the letter the recommendation of
Mrs. Slenker, I do not beheve he would hav obtained
any writing on his slates.
The same thing was played upon me by Dr. Slade.
He filled a slate full before he tried the test, and, as
I then supposed, rubbed it out; but I am now fully
persuaded that the rubbing-out process was all a
farce, in which I was gulled. Tie together your
slates with a pencil between them before you come
into the presence of the-medium, and keep them so
tied, and you will never get any writing done between
W. F. T.
them, Mr. Burr.

Spiritualism C.onsitlered in the Abstract.
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 5th, Mr. W. E.
Brown requests me to answer several questions. I
may not be able to answer a single one of these
questions to his satisfaction. I am only a student,
an investigator, of these things myself; yet I hav
h
""
k
learned to distinguis the d111erence between nowledge and belief; and I will endeavor to answer his
·
'th t I ·
th f t
d 'd
·
questwns, WI ou re atmg e ac s an eVI ence, m
this article, on which my knowledge, in one case, or
belief, in another, is founded.
I know spirit life is, by evidence of a variety of
facts observed; but because I know spirit life is, is
h I h ld b bl t
II
no reason w y s ou
e a e o answer any or a
of his questions from knowledge.
Truth, or its approximation, as near as pmsible,
h ld b th b' t 0 f 11
h d ·
t' t'
s ou
e e o JeC
a researc an mves Jga IOn.
That which givs life to the earth body, and pa!lses
out of it in what is called death, retaining all the
h
t · t'
'f t d h'l · th
th "b 0 d ·
c arac ens ICB mam es e w I e m e ear
y, IB
what is called the spirit of a person; but I am
inclined to think that what is called the spirit is the
b od y o f th e rea1 b emg,
·
· t ed m
·
wh.IC h h as aIways exis
·
some sh ape or f orm, w heth er consciOus
or unconscions of life. This preexistence to me is a matter cf
specu Ia t'wn, as I h av no k now Ied ge on th·IB su b'Je<' t .
Yet it is a field for research. It may be inaccess1ble
to man and it may not, but the fact of life after
so-called df'ath has been often demonstrated, and is
demonstrable.
T here IB
· evi'dence th at th e spin
· 't b od y grows WI'th
the earth body. The spirit body may hav had its
b egmnmg
· · WI'th th e ear th b od y; I d o no t k now. If
it had, it will be likely t,o hav its end, as I bav
learned where I find one end, to look for another; but
I know'· the end extends beyond the decay of the
earth body.
I believe these remarks cover the subjects of Mr.
Brown's questions.· I hav not the time at present to
extend this article to giv facts and reasoning for the
answers I hav given.
I WI'II b e grea tl y obl'Ige d t o ,.I
Ell a E . G'b
'f
~· rs.
1 so_n 1
she will write up for THE TnUTH SEEKER the particuf
·
b t h
Iars of each phase of the mani estatwns a ou
er,
and how she accounts for these phenomena. What
is the cause of them?
M b'
I ask no one to believe what I write.
y o Ject
is to stir up inquiry and investigation.
Now, if Materialists generally will investigate these
pheqomena from a scientific standpoint, as all facts
in nature should be investigated, in a few years the
science of Spiritology will be established on facts as
well known as those of any other science.
And I here present for the consideration of radical
Spiritualists the use of the term Spiritology, instead
of Spiritualism, by those who hav progressed beyond
the religious idfa, and who accept spirit phenomena
as establishing a science as free from religious mixture as any other science,
,V. L. WJLLls.
Kokomo, .Ind,
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What Is the Bible!
A book which the orthodox Christian church will
scarcely welcome has just been issued by the Scribners, with the above title. The question has been
asked a great many times, and answered in a variety
of ways, but the author of this volume, who is a doctor of divinity as well as the professor of philosophy
in Yale University, replies from the standpoint of a
"liberal Christian"-that is, a man too scientific and
well inst.ructed to accept the current Christian notion
of the book, but who yet retains a sufficient quantity
of the dregs of an early education to desire to hold
in his thought a saving clause for the venerable collection of fables. Professor Ladd distinctly announces
that he is a Christian, and that his researches and
conclusions are not undertaken and formed in antagonism to the Bible, and after this proceeds to tell his
brethren what the Bible is, or rather what it is not.
It is with the latter phase that we are chiefly concerned, for every man of common sense, when he
finds the Bible is not what it pretends to be, will giv
up his superstitious belief therein, and value it only
as he values other books which hav helped or harmed
him.
Professor Ladd's philosophical position, and the
fact th11t he is a Christian and a friend to the church as
well as to the Bible, will with Christians giv a weight
to his statements of historical and analytical truths
that they would refuse to a Freethinker. And if
they are capable of forming correct conclusions
from undisputed premises, the result of reading this
book will not be what the author desires. We propose to epitomize the statements of this professor of
philosophy, doctor of divinity, and good Christian, for
the benefit of such of his unlearned brethren as may
be induced to read them.
First and foremost, he says in reply to the question, What is the Bible! that we can never learn this
from the Bible itself, for that book does not undertake to explain itself. Instead of being a coherent.,
united, and single production of a divine author, it
" is really a collection of books separated by centuries of time. Moreover, it was centuries before the
collection itself united into a whole by the action and
usage of the Christian church. A theory of the
inspiration of the Bible in the sense we are accustomed to attach to theso words could not originate,
therefore, until some time after the Christian era."
Philo, who is taken by Mr. Ladd to represent the
views prevalent about the time of the Christian era,
derived his opinion of inspiration from the Platonic
philosophers. This was that every notably wise man
is inspired. The inspiration of the council of seventy
was, according to him, nothing more thau extraordinary wisdom. In early times, in the ignorance of the
race, all superiority was given a supernatural origin.
With how much truth, the world now knows. Professor Ladd therefore pronounces the theory of prophetic ecstasy as a condition of inspiration, the theory
of a divine suggestion of all ~d particul~ of the script-

ural books, as well as the theory of a speciai infeJ.lible
inspiration operating within the minds of a select few,
untenable and unsupported by any fact whatever.
The plenary inspiration of the Bible, in any sense,
must be given up.
Mr. Ladd denie~:~, and emphasizes his denial with
italics, that the Bible is the word of God. Dogmatic
identification of the Bible and the word of God, he
says, has never been attempted except by the postReformation theory of biblical inspiration. Where
Professor Ladd obtains the "word of God" with which
to compare the Bible is not for us to inquire. The
Old Testament is as well sustained historically as the
New, and he cannot accept the latter and reject the
former. Neither can it be claimed that the Bible
and science agree. For biblical science, for instance,
to tell geology or astronomy what it must discover
the rocks or stars to be, because the biblical account
of creation means thus and so, is condemned by Professor Ladd as impertinent. The Hebrews shared the
ignorance of the methods, conceptions, and conclusions of modern physical science which characterized
all the aneient oriental peoples. And as the Hebrews, and not God, wrote the Bible, its ignorance
and blunders cannot be laid at God's door. If the
authority of the Bible is extended so as to cover
matters dealt with by the sciences of nature, it is
inevitable that these ~ciences and the Bible will come
into conflict. Throughout the Old Testament the
phenomena of the earth and sky are conceived of in
the most primitiv fashion, and to interpret these conceptions in any mystical or evasiv fashion is unjustifiable. Science never had any existence among the
Hebrews in the Old Testament time. The biblical
writers knew no more than others of the order, laws,
and resultants of physical causes. There is not an
atom of evidence to show that they had any othe~
information concerning. the truths of nature than
such as belonged to all their contemporaries. The
chaos of which Genesis speaks had its counterpart in
the cosmogonies of surrounding nations existing long
previous to this account. The division of time into
weeks or periods of seven days existed for an indefinitly long time before the narrativ originated. The
act of creation in six successiv days was a tradjtion
in many nations before the Hebrews claimed it as
peculiar to their God. Man is always rated as the
last formed creature; most of the traditions recognize his formation from the soil, and some of them
also recognize the formation of woman from one of
man's bodily members. In none of these features,
then, can the Hebrew naiTativ be said to be peculiar.
The details of the creation, too, can by no stretch of
liberal interpretation be reconciled with modern sci:ence, which must be admitted to b& accurate. The
narrativ of Genesis introduces all the forms of plantlife together in verse 12; all the forms of fishes and
birds in verse 20 ; all the forms of land animals in
verse 24 and following ; it makes these creatures belong to different, separate periods of time, and to different creativ acts. But such a view is quite at variance with the conclusions of modern science. Nor
can modern science admit that all the forms of plantlife. were created before the existence of sunlight, or
that the separation of all plant-life from all animal
life-with an entire period or eon thrown in between
-represents the real facts of the case. Genesis aiso
speaks of a mass of raging waters; modern science,
of a gaseous fluid. The immense antiquity of the
heavenly bodies, too, is one of the :firmest conclusions
of science. But an age for them beyond the few
thousand years allowed by the Bible, disputes the
book as clearly as the difference between water and
a gaseous fluid. Hence various hypotheses of reconciliation. But, says Professor Ladd, there are special
objections to each of these hypotheses upon which
each strikes and is broken in pieces. One objection,
and one that is insurmountable, and does away with
the necessity of others, is the fact that the Hebrew
word for day cannot be translated to mean a long
period. The word, says Professor Ladd, never means,
and cannot mean, an indefinitly long or a vast period
of time, such as is absolutely required to constitute
one of the geological eras.
·
Again, Professor Ladd finds-and remember that
he is all the time defending the book-that the his·
tories recorded by the Bible are not to be depended
ppon at all. There no doubt exists, he says, a very
natural disinclination on the part of many devout
readers of the Bible to admit that any of its statements of historical facts are not strictly accurate.

That errors do exist, however, hundreds of them, the
professor candidly admits. Even the gospels, which
he regards with extreme tenderness, are full of discrepancies and errors. This is owing to the entrance
into the Bible of mythical and legendary narrativ.
Genesis is nearly all.legendary. The .first pair is a
legend widely disseminated among nations of antiquity. The Garden of Eden is a myth. The story
of the temptation and fall is also traditionary.
Nearly all of the first eleven chapters of Genesis
is not only unhistorica\ but impossible. Of the authorship of these books, and others, we know nothing, and, says Professor L~dd, we shall probaply
never be able to tell who wrote most of the Hebrew
Bible, or at what date most of its books came into
existence. For this opinion the professor cites all
the scholars of the church as well as the Rationalistic
school, as being in agreement.
The New Testament, too, is found to be full of
discrepancies, which the professor is too honest to
deny, though he is not sufficiently frank to note all
the objections raised to the Synoptic gospels. But his
desire to conceal that which throws discredit upon
the authenticity of the books but emphasizes those
admissions wrung reluctantly from him. The
Synoptic (first three) gospels are made up, he says,
from oral tradition, material from previously written
documents, and material " that comes from reflection,
or is due to the linguistic and other peculiarities of
the author. The order in which they arose is uncertain. As in the case of the Hexateuch [the first
six books of the Old Testament] so in the case of
these, we shall probably never be able to reconstruct
in theory the exact process of oral and written composition which has entered into each."
That is to say, we do not know anything about
them. They are the stories of tradition, supplemented with the " reflections" of the scribe who put
them on paper we don't know when. Professor Ladd
goes on : '' Of many of the biblical books we do not
know, and never shall know, the authors. The Bible
is in reality a collection of writings of a widely diverse
origin, with very different characteristics and degrees
of value. It is especially true of the Old Testament
that no amount of critical and historical study will
ever enable the world of scholars to tell in detail
how its canon came to be formed. The traditions of
the Jews on this subject are made up of untrustworthy stories and myths." The canon of the New
Testament is even more muddled and uncertain.
The books composing the New Testament were unknown till after the middle of the second century,
and at first the work of the so-called scholars was
confined to proving their genuinness, a task they
could not accomplish. It was not till the close of
the century that the present books were received as
canonical, and this was an oral tradition, a most unsatisfactory "proof." But even later the equal authority of o~her books waR supported by many of the
churchmen. • From the time of Augustine " onward
for centuries an unhistorical and unscrupulous spirit
held almost unbroken sway. The question of the
canon and the question what is true biblical teaching, came to be determined by an irrational appeal
to the dogmas of the church fathers, without any
sincere and thorough attempt to investi,g-ate the
grounds of a true answer to either of th;se questions."
There is no room to doubt, says Professor Ladd,
as to the general fact that numerous variations and
corruptions exist in the present text of the Bible.
As far back as we can go in the history of the church
it has ever been the same. Of the Old Testament,
the oldest manuscripts extant are not older than the
thirteenth and twelfth centuries after Christ. The
oldest are the Septuagint and the Samaritan Pentateuch; but these vary most from the Ma<Joretic text.
The three Greek translations of Aquila, Theodotion,
and Symmachus are not concordant. The Syriac,
when independent of the Septuagint, differs in places
1!10 widely that it seems to be a translation of another
form of the Hebrew. It is calculated that the Septuagint differs from the Hebrew and accords with
the Samaritan Pentateuch in about one thousand
places; that about the same number of reverse cases
occur; while in certain other cases the Septuagint
stands alone. Of the New Testament, the original
manuscripts were never seen. Nobody knows who
wrote them; nobody knows how they were written.
There are, says Professor Ladd, probably a hundred
thousand eJ'rors in the text, many of them serious,
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Margin~ notes ~av crept the landlords, by virtue of ownership of the soil, take received at its place of destination befors the first day of the

mto the text, words hav been OIDltted, or mserted,
or their order varied, and changes ·in spelling are
numerous. S~me errors are due to the fact that the
eye of the scnbe wandered from the end of one to
the end of ~nother of two clauses ending with the
same wo.rds, xn s.uch a way as to cause the. omission
of ~he 1~t~rvenmg words. Vowels and diphthongs
~avmg similar sounds are confused, where the writmg has apparently been from dictation. No form of
words at all approaching a standard of infallible
accuracy has been preserved. There is a wide-spread
and irremovable uncertainty concerning the text of
the Old and New Testaments.
These are indisputable facts, and should set the
Christian who slavishly follows the Bible to thinking.
Professor La.dd is a prejudiced writer, and he has
understated the unhistorical and corrupt character
of the scriptures. Leaving aside the doctrinal absurdities and cruelties of the Bible, the legendary
and mythical history of the book should deter any
honest investigator from placing his faith upon it.
It is better not to believe so much than to believe
so much that is not so.

Who Are They 1
Persistent inquiry from a number of our friends
induces us to print these two paragraphs for the
purpose of finding out who these men are. It may
not be flattering to Messrs. Caldwell and Merriman,
but really it appears that their claims to hav once been
Infidels is all the distinction they ever achieved.
The first paragraph is from the Indianapolis News
of April 30th:
"PARKERSBURG, W.VA., April30th.-Hon. Chas. T. Caldwell, until recently known throughout the country as the
'Ingersoll of the West Virginia bar,; from his known Infidelity to the Christian religion, and who was recently converted by the preaching of Evangelist Simons, has taken
local ministerial orders. He preached his first sermon yesterday morning in the Methodist Episcopal Church South in
this city, to an unusually large and critical audience. The
sermon was a masterly effort, abounding in beautiful similes,
appeals of touching pathos, and logical deductions. The
large congregation, many of whom were old friends and
companions of Caldwell in the old life, expressed the utmost
astonishment and wonder at his extraordinary talent and
ability as a teacher of the gospel. Caldwell will shortly discontinue the practice of law and enter his new field of labor."
The second paragraph is from the Annistown, Ala.,
"Wi:ttchman, of the same date :
"Rev. James A. Merryman, one of the founders of the
Orphans' Home and Reform School, of Birmingham, is in
the city for the purpose of lecturing for the benefit of the
school. Mr. Merryman for twenty years lived the life of an
Infidel and was the intimate friend of ·colonel Ingersoll, but
about a year ago he reformed, was admitted to the ministry,
and has since lived a Christian life. He will lecture to-night
in the Salvation Army Barracks. Twenty-five cents admission will be charged. Subject :-Phil. iii, 8."
If anybody ever heard of th~se gentlemen when
they were Infidels, and knows of their ever doing
anything for liberty of thought, the information will
be thankfully received at this office.

The Parnellites and the Pope.
It is encouraging to note that the Irish political
leaders hav spunk~d up suffi.Cliently to snub his holiness of the Vatican, and to invite him, in polite
phrase, to mind his own business. The Irish, or any
other nationality, or municipality, are entitled to
home rule, and whatever we may think of the methods
of the Parnellites or their English opponents, the
conduct of the Irish political campaign is no affair of
the pope. That the Irish members of Parliament,
after thoroughly discussing the papal rescript, should
come to this conclusion, and publish their opinion, is
encouraging.
The manifesto issued by the Irish members contains three points. The first is that the pope knows
nothing about Irish aft'.&irs ; second, that he is on the
side of the oppressors ; and third, that in all political
matters the Irishmen desire to be let alone. The
allegations of fact put forth in the papal rescript,
says the manifesto, are not facts at all, and could hav
been so considered by his holiness for no other reason
than that :he obtained them from a source hostil to
Irish autonomy. No freedom of contract in landleasing exists in Ireland, and over one hundred contracts hav been broken by Tory law on the ground
that they were one-sided, and therefore contrary to
public policy. In boycotting tyrannical landlords the
Irish are but using the.only.means they possess.to
procure justice.
~o sa7 the. PIU"nellites, ~~ the! f!l"! l;l~ right. If

the high and mighty position that they may charge
what they like for its occupancy, so may the tenants,
by virtue of their ownership of themselvs, refuse to
work for, buy of, sell to, or hold intercourse with the
landlords. One side has the same natural right to
be independent as the other. By his orders to the
people, the pope placed himself on the side of wealth,
power, conservatism, and tyranny. His action was
in harmony with the history of the church, though
there may be more behind it than now appearil. Leo
desires temporal power ove~ the portion of Italy
formerly known as the papal states. -Perhaps England will help him obtain it if he helps her to subdue
the political revolt of her Irish subjects.
It is one thing, however, to sell a people, and
another to deliver the goods. An Irishman is sometimes obstinate, and possibly he.will refuse to recognize" politics as a part of religious morals.

How Is This, Messrs. Buckley and Dn Pny 1
The Sun, of this city, on the 19th in st. alleged:
"In printing a recent edition of the daily Christian .Advocate, the official organ of the Methodist General Conference,
work was performed at the establishment of the Methodist
Book Concern in the early hours of the holy Sabbath morning. Yet the printing and sale of Sunday newspapers has
been a thorn in the flesh of the Methodist brethren who are
now in session at the Metropolitan Opera. House. They hav
declaimed bitterly against the Sunday press, and urged that
it is a strong cause of religious indifference in large cities.
Yet the brethren of the Book Concern found it convenient to
employ some· of the Sabbath's sacred hours for the printing
of the .Advocate. They admit that the work could hav been
done Monday morning, but it would hav been a great
bother."
The Advocate establishment in this city is presided over by J. M. Buckley, editor of the weekly
journal, who has as associate editor W. H. Du Puy.
Mr. Du Puy is the gentleman upon whom falls the
extra editorial work, such as supervising the production of the cyclopedia and looking after the Advocate
when Mr. Buckley is away. Before the General Conference convened in this city the weekly Advocate
announced that a daily Advocate would appear during the conference, edited by Mr. Du Puy. It has
appeared, and now the city is astonished to find that
some of the mechanical labor upon it has been performed on Sunday. Perhaps some of the editorial
work has also been done upon that day.
This reveals the grossest hypocrisy upon the part
of Messrs. Buckley and Du Puy. The Methodists
are tremendous sticklers for the " holy Sabbath," the
Advocate has been an uncompromising foe of even
the smallest infraction of the day's "holiness," and
Buckley and Du Puy are Methodists- of the Method-ists in upholding Sabbath observance. Even traveling on Sunday to reach an appointment to preach
has been condemned by them.
Yet now, to save a little bother, we find them
allowing a daily edition of their paper to be printed
on Sunday. Will they ever hav the face to again
talk for the sanctity of the day! " Thou hypocrit,
first cast out the beam out of thine own eye; and
then shalt thou see clearly to cast out the mote out
of thy brother's eye."

A United States Sunday Law.

week, during such limited BPCtion of the day as shall best
suit the public convenience and least interfere with the due
observance of the day as one of worship and rest;•and provided further that when there shall hav been an interruption
in the due and regular transmission of the mails, it shall be
lawful to so far examin the same when deliverPd as to ascertain if there be no such matter therein for lawful delivery on
the first day of the week."
Section 3 declares to be unlawful the prosecution
of commerce between the states and Indian tribes
on Sunday, and provides that all persons violating
the provision shall be liable to a fine of from $10 to
$1000.
Section 4 prohibits all military and naval drills
and parades in time of peace, except assemblies for
religious worship of persons in the military service
of the United States on the Lord's d11y.
An additional section provides that labor or service rendered on the first day of the week in conRe-.
quence of accident, disaster, or unavoidable delays
in making the regular communicA.tion upon postal
and transportation routes, the preservation of perishable and exposed property, and the regular and
necessary transportation and delivery of articles of
food in condition for healthy use, and such transportation_for short distances from one state into another
as by local laws shall be declared to be neces8ary
for the public good, shall not be deemed violations
of the act, but shall be construed as far as posPible
to secure to the whole people rest from toil during
the first day of the week.
The reporter forwarding this synopsis says the
senators smiled considerably when the title of Mr.
Blair's bill was read, and one of them said that it
was truly wonderful what an industrious man Mr.
Blair is in the interests of humanity and good
morals. There is, we should judge, small probability of the bill becoming a law at present, but it
serves admirably to show what the churches want,
and what they will hav if money, lobbying ability,
and church influence can serure it.
.

Editorial Notes.
S&VKRAL months hav elapsed since a religiouR correspondent ha5 sent an account of the pnni8hment of a blasphemer,
but here is. one that will probably reappear in every pious
paper in the country: "Seneca, Kan .. May 6t.l1.-0n Tl!urs.
day afternoon two farmers named Brimley, living north of
this place, quarreled w-ith a farm hand nRmPd Althaus regarding the taking of the sacrament. AllhR.ns, they as•ert,
made a blasphemous remark, and almoRt before the words
had left his lips went suddenly insane, rushing about the
farm with fearful groans. The two farmers endeavorPd to
hold him, but he escaped and ran toward the woods along
the banks of the Nenecha river, where he was lost." Some
Freethinker in the neighborhoorl should hunt up the author
of this and tell him what a liu hP. is.
IN the canvass for bishopg of the church the Methodist delegates now assembled in general conference hR.v developed
rcmarkab'e political ability. They canva•s anrl log.roll just
like the members of Congress on a harbor anrl river appropriation, and they would undoubtedly hold public caucuses
if the church pr~ctice permitted. As it is, their cJtucnses are
little private affairs, held in delegates' rooms and in the lobby
of the Opera House. but theRe are exceedingly numerous and
not a little vicious, if the del('g11t.es who are left out are to be
believed. Charges are made in open PPS•don th'lt the Jaw of
the church that bishops shalJ be elected without preliminary
canvassing has been broken by the friends of all the candidates, and the charges are not mqde in the most kindly spirit.
The delegates seem to be about like other men, anxious to
hav their own way, and not alw11ys particn!lu how they get it.
A heathen who should be taken to the hall and toll! that the
assembly was compose<! of teacherR of chflrity, honor, peace,
and love would probably langh a.t. his informant, ancl intimate that if this was the best Christianity coulrl do practically he would rest content lo hi9 heathen superstition.

Mr. Henry W. Blair, a survival of New England
Puritanism which New Hatnpshire has sent to the
United States Senate, has introduced in that body
" a bill to secure to the people the enjoyment of the
first day of the week,.commonly known as the Lord'P
day, as a day of rest, and to promote its observance
as a day of religious worship." It provides that no
person or corporation shall perform or authorize to
THE Infidels of Toronto are hopeful that the Canadian"
be performed any secular work, labor, or business to government will rescind its former action in refusing them a
the disturbance of others (works of necessity, mercy, charter for their publication company, anrl armngements are
being made for a hearing at the proper office. Mr. Watts
and humanity excepted), nor shall any person engage has issued an open letter to the government in which he conin any play, game, amusement, or recreation tq~ the tends that Christianity is nnt thll law of CR.nada, and that if
disturbance of others, on the Lord's day in any place it were, the withers of his company are stifl unwrung, as Secsubject to the exclusiv jurisdiction of the United ularlsm is not necessarily opposed to Christianity. We hesf
!tate to take issue with Mr. Watts, but if Canada is not a
tates. It 1s made unlawful or any person or cor- Christian country, we trust that. none will ever appear on the
poration to receive pay for labor or service rendered globe. A country whose official dictum Is that Ingersoll's
in violation of this provision. Section 2 reads:
defeneiv speech in a blasphemy pro~ecution is ob.~cene is. in
"No mails shall hereafter be transported In time of peace our opinion, low enough in the scale of intelligence to be
over any land postal route, nor shall any mail matter be col- rightfully called Christian. And while Seculflrism, perhaps,
lected, assorted, handled, or delivered, during the first day of does not antagonize a particular chl!rch, the attention to the
the week; provided that whenever any letter shall relate to affairs of this world does certainly antagonize. by implication
a work of necessity or mercy, or shall concern the health, and example, any religion which contend3 that the chief and·
life, or decease of any person, and the fact shall be plainly highest end of man is to glorify God. and fully enjoy him forstated upon the face of the envelope, the postmaster-general ever, as the catechism has it. So long as Christianity reshall provide for the transportation of such letters in pack- gards a right preparation for heaven as of more importance
ages separate from other mall matter, and shall make regu- than a happy existence here, Secularism~mu~t necessarily be
lations for tile delivery tllereof, .the eallle having bee!! ' its open opponent,
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l,tlitrs Jrott( Jlritnds.
STRASBTTRG, ILL., April 25. 1888.
MR. EDITOR: With joy exceeding that of a Metborlist
deacon, I WJ;ite to tell you, it bas hAppenerl again! ·Mr.
Rem~ burg l!ave his two popular lectures, "The Apo~tle of
Liberty" and "Bible Morals," as announced last week. The
school-house was filled, standing-room beinJl: at a premium
each night. ·A wreath of flowers ani! thirteen stars swung
above the rostrum; beneath them, "U. 1\L L." The schoolchildren interpreted this to mean: "You Methodists, look
out." The Metborlists bav undertaken to convert the burl!,
but e-ave the people to unrlerstand the first night they held
meetiDJl:S here that they did not want to talk to unbelievers,
and asked God to forgiv them if they did. Last night as we
were about to adjourn a Methodist of the male persuasion
elbowed his way to the center of the bouse, jumped upon a
bench, and said, "Be quiet just a minute; there will be
· preacbing here to-morrow night." The clerk went him one
better by announcing that Saturday night and Sunday
Brother Wap;inor, of the hardshell Baptists, would preach
here. This morning, after paying all expenses, we bav $8.20
on hand. ·
A. YoRK, Clerk.
J. N. SToRM, Treas.
W. W. BEALS, Pres.
NEw BEDFORD, PA., April 30, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Grover is right on the Catholic question.
I hav urged the same views for many years. Men who
regard their obligations to any other organization, person, or
power, foreign or otherwise, as higher than that which they
owe this government, even after they bav taken the oath of
allegiance, should not be allowed to take the oath. Now,
every good Catholic so re.gards his obligations. With him
the church and its authorities stand far above all other governments, principalities, or powers. And he swears with
this reservation. Such an oath is a fraud; it is perjury
pure and simple. If we still continue to import by the million the dregs of Catholic Enrope ani! clothe them with
citizenship they will soon control our .whole country, as they
now do many of our cities. They will then change our Constitution and laws, abolish our free and establish their parochial schools, etc. Then our liberties are overthrown or
only preserved thronJl:b blood and carnage. In ·my y~utb
the Protestant and Catholic churches were bitterly bostil to
one another. But it is manifest now, as Liberalism grow~,
and threatens to become a power of sufficient strength to
overthrow their mutually cherished superstitions, many of
the ProteRtant leaders are making peace with Catholicism,
and preparing, when the irrepressible conflict culminates,
and the p;reat battle between science and superstition is beinp;
fought, to stand shoulder to shoulder and fi~~:ht in the ranks
of their former enemy against light, liberty, and Liberalism.
Yours truly,
W. W. WALKER.
SAN JosE:, Cn., April 30, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Find in closer! a copy of the report of Mr.
Putnam's work in San Jose on the 22d. instant, as it appears
in the Mercury:
The afternoon lecture on "DanJl:ers Ahearl " was ably
handler!. I wish every citizrn in San JoFe could bav beard
it. He prover! that as a nation we are not actinJl: in accordance with the ConRtitution of the United States, ani! gave
numberless ~eaPons for thP neceFsity of orl!anizing auxiliaries
to the Amrncan ~eeulnr Union, whoFe funrlamental ba~is is
the Nine Demands of Liberalism. which rlemand a total ~ep
aration of church and state. He quoted from Franklin
the followi~g. sentime_nt;: ."We ~olrl that the only !!Uarantee of reh!!IOUR or ClVl] hherty JR the absolute divorce of
c~nrcb and Rtate ;"from James A. Garfield, who said, "The
d1voree between ehurch ani! state on!!ht to be absolute·"
from George Washington, who sairl, "The government. is in
no sense founded on the Christian religion;" from Grant.
who eaid, "Keep chnrc1J and state forever separate." He
prover! that danger threatens our government ani! that we
sbotJld he up and doing. The evl'ning lrcture on the" Glory
·of Infirlelitv" was a masterly effort:. He ~fated that "th'e
title of Infidel is one that has been beRtowerlnpon us by the
CbriFtian worlrl; we do not call our•elvs Infidels we call
ourselvs F;eetbinkers; but we are willing to accept the title
they hav' given us." etc. At the clo•e an organization wa•
effec.ted ani! the following temporary officers were elected :
Freeident, Mr. Woodhams, of Santa Clara; •ecretarv. Mrs.
R. H. f3chwarf:r.; committee on by. htws, Me~srs. Magenheimer. Titus, Kappitz, and Mr. an·rl Mrs. R. H. Schwartz.
All felt that they had spent a profitable day.
The appointed committee of five-viz., temporary president, A. S. Woorlbams; secretary, Mrs. R. H. Schwartz;
Messrs. MaJl:enbeimer, Schwartz, and Pobritz-met Sunday
evening, April 29th. Mr. Woodhams being absent, R. H.
Schwartz was appointed chairman. It being found necessary to make some addition to the constitution and by-laws,
a committee was appointed to attend to that matter. Mr.
Vostrowsky, Anna Vostrowsky, and Mr. Scbeneman were
present. There were ten in all. The money was raised to
send for the charter, and will go to Secretary Stevens by the
same mail that takes this to you. You will see by this that
the Ser.ular Union of San Jo8e bas made a fair start. I hope
to be able to report rapid progress in the near future.
MRs. R. H. SoRWARTz, Temporary Secretary.
TALENT, ORE., May 16, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: "I stillliv," and suffer with and for inherited
ailments and early false education and wrong habits. It
beinJl: too wet in Washington territory, I came here to this
beautiful and fruitful valley, where I may conclude to stop.
I am alone in a board. bouse, eight hundred feet above and
three miles from Talent. The young man, Mr. Herman
Stock, who owns the house, very kindly givs me the use of
it for a while. On his "door it reads," No preachers admitted
except on business." Mr. Breese, Mr. Dean, Mr. Holton
and their wives are very kind to me. They and a few other~

seem to be pervaded by a spirit of truth, humanity, and helpeach-other life. All subjects are discussed, dissected, and
criticised in their meetings with a freedom and earnestness
that promis much good to the young, and the ignorant and.
stupid world around them. Over the door on the outside of
the meeting-room it reads, " U. M. L. Hall." As a contrast,
over the entrance to every orthodox church it might appropriately read, "Universal Mental Slavery." Attached to the
hall is a room in which the Sunday-Pchool is taught, and in
which for two months past a successful Secular school has
been taught. Both of these schools are under the instruction
and guidance of Mr. W. J. Dean, a very intelli~~:ent, progressiv, and deep Freethinker, and Miss Rosetta Waters, an
able musician, a very kind, enthusiastic, and efficient teacher.
In both schools the pupils are taught facts of nature, demonstrated as obvious truths, and the creeds and dogmas of
God ism, mythology, a false cosmogony, and priestcraft are,
as far as possible, kept out of the pupil's mini!. The ball is
most beautifully, tastefully, and appropriately arranged and
decorated. Over the back of the stage it rtads, " Seek the
truth." Over the front in white letters on blne.ground is the
word, "Liberty." On one side of the ball it reads: "To do
justice to mankind, scorn the priest and free the mind." On
the other side it reads, " Reason be your guide, and truth
your pride." On the front end it rearls, " In science we
trust." The pictures of Paine, Bennett, and Ingersoll hang
upon the walls.
There seems to me, so far, to be more freedom and toleration of speech, and more promis for practical reforms and
how to make the most of life, than is to be seen and beard
in most balls where the motto is U. M. L. The day for universal mental liberty in all its practical significance bas not
yet arrived. As a motto and watchword, it is well to adopt
and to work for and toward it as fast as possible.
PRoF. J. H. CooK.
ANDOVER, KAN., May 2, 288.
MR. EDITOR: Freeth ought is slow work here, but most
people can see a change. Christians do not ask Infidels
any more for money, which is quite a change from four or
five years ago. At that time we generally leaned that way.
Hav had the pleasure of attending court at Eldorado, as
petit juror, there to see justice meted out to anxious penitents; whilst there made some acquaintances. I bad seve\al
discussions, as the town is generally run by Christians,
including the Salvation Army. I made some offers to their
clergyn;en, also to" Captain Adair," that I would place $100
in their banks to their credit if they would prove that there
was an entity that lived after the dissolution of the body,
and that there was a God to save or damn it. But as yet no
one bas applied. I am by no means flush with money, but
to Salvation people, if they would turn their barracks of
ignorance and superstition into a school-house to educate, I
would giv $10 to Etart with, whilst they, for their cause, get
from thirty-five to seventy-five cents by bard coaxing and
abusing the citizens.
In a conversation with several jurymen, at. the National
Hotel, to down Infidelity they said that all the occupants in
the jail were the kind that made up our crowd, and just
then I offered to wager my jury fees that they were either
Christians or they believed in the divinity of Christ. And
on going to the court house, on information volunteered by
Deputy-Sheriff Dodson, the case was decided my way.
In an argument with another gentleman, who believed
that the Bible was inspired, every word of it, and believed
that t]Jose who did not believe were bad men, and that the
authorities and citizens of Eldorado would do me justice by
putting me in jail, I kindly informed him that if we lived
in New Jersey they certainly would; then I asked him
many puzzling questions.
C. B. H.eynolds's lectures here last winter, on "Life's
Duties" and '' 'Nhat Liberalism Teaches," oug bt to be printed
in pamphlet form and distributed throughout the land, sent
to every house, and read by every man, woman and child
that can read. It would not be long then till the eighty per
cent of the American people that can read would be free
from superstition, and the other twenty per cent would, of
course, be Christians. And then would be produced· the
grfatest funeral homily that the world bas ever seen, and
that would be to their dead book, the Bible.
I hav promised my friends-jurymen each one-to exchange papers. Hav mailed them some old copies, for
which in return I hav got an armful of Christian papers.
Yours very respectfully,
A.M. WoLF.
WALNUT GRovE, KAN., April 26, 1888.
MR. EDITOU: I am trying to pick up a subscriber wherever
I can find one, but times are very bard here, as the failure of
our crops makes it much worse than you could imagin. But
there are some that I will get as soon as they can spare. the
stamps to pay for your paper. They lil{e the sentiments of
the contributors, and those cartoons are dead shots on theofogy. The very pious Christians of our place bate those
pictures as badly as the devil bates holy water. And the
poor sky-pilots like me about the same. I don't take any
pains to keep the papers out of sight. I like to talk to the
good, pious church-members and get into an argument with
them; then I get the holy Bible, God's precious word, and
some of those very ridiculous passages found there, and see
them stare at me. Then I just Jet them read for tbemselvs;
I giv them the book, chapter, and verse as a reference to
take home to read at their leisure time and reason on with
themselvs, and do their own thinking with.
They will bav the preacher at this post as captain to command at the next round-up, as I call their annual dressparade, next winter; as they bav to muster all their forces
once a year, so that they can make a fine display of their
troops. But they hav not recruited very fast in the last year.
They hav lost some by desertion, and some hav gone to other

pastures, so they t.ry and swap around and try to warm over
a few of other sects to keep up the rolls, so that they can
rlraw rations for the captains and non-commissioned officers.
They squeeze all of the soft members, and then beg the rest
from the ungodly sinners. The Methodists are the greatest
beggars, especially the preachers and the ladies of the church.·
The male portion are getting scarce all the time. The mem.
bers think if I should leave. this place they could do some~
thing. I was talking of going to Colorado; they often ask
me when I am going to Colorado. I tell them that I do not
know. · They think that it would be a benefit to my health
to go West, but I do not know as it would; I think that I
will stay with them some time longer and try and send you
a subscriber once in a while. I will do all that I can for
progress, free speech, free thought, and free pre~s, and THE
TRUTH SEEKER. I like the paper, the· sentiments and grand
principles that it advocates...:..justice, a fair deal and fair play.
Yours truly,
WILLIAM H. NoAH, P.M.
CoNOORD, N. C., April 24, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I bad occasion a few weeks since to make
inquiry of an acquaintance as to the health of a lady friend,
whose husband bad died a few days previous, as an ab:
sence of a letter from her gave fears that she might be sick.
I wrote to the pastor of her church. He replied next day,
inflicting on me such bosh as the following: " Our only consolation. and comfort is in knowing that God doeth all thi!lgs
well, and that our brother is happier with Christ than with
us." For a more absurd, unreasonable sentence, one filled
to the brim and runnin~ over with silliness, I think a premium should be offered. My friend who died left a widow
in rather feeble health, and a son of about twelve years.
Now let us analyze the reverend gentleman's sentiments as
expressed in that one sentence. He says God did a good act
in taking away from a loving wife, who bas passed the meridian of life by twenty years, a loving and affectionate husband, and placing him in tb,e cold ground. He says God did
a good act in depriving a son, a youth of tender years, surrounded by all the snares and thorns of vice, of a kind and
loving father, at a time when that son was most in need of
good coumel and a father's protection. This, to the Liberal
inind, is strange doctrin, but it is in keeping with the absurd
church creeds and church and Bible dogmas. "God doeth
all things well."
In the cyclone at Mt. Vernon, Ill., when there was no distinction made between saint and sinner, "God did"all things
well!" In case of a railroad accident, caused by a drunken
engineer or conrluctor, where scores are killed and crippled,
" God doeth all things well." In case of an epidemic of yellow fever, when hundreds die and pass to the mythical bell
or heaven, "God doetb all things well." When the torrents
of rain descend and fill our rivers to overflowing and submerge towns and cities, destroying lives and property, then,
in the opinion of my learnl'd church friend, "God doetb all
things well." If the tenet held by this learned D.D. is true,
why, ob, why should man contend against pestilence, sickness, the ravages of beasts of prey, and the insects which destroy the crops of the tillers of the soil? Why should we
not accept and act on the precepts taught in Matt. vi, 34? If .
any class or sect of men could act out the teaching of the
. verse quoted, the pastors who get large salaries for giving
nothing for something would be about the only persons who
could do it, as their manna is showered down on thein every
day-not, as the manna of the children of Israel was, by
God, but from the pockets of the bard-working members of
their churches, who often deny themselvs and their families
the comforts of life· to pay the preachers for :ninistering to
them one day in holy things. And " God doeth all things
well."
J. W. MEHAFFEY.
TusooLA, ILL., April 15, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Ever since l\<Ir. C. B. Reynolds's lectures in
this city-last Oct. 9th and lOth-it bas been my purpose to
write you of my impressions of the man and of"bis work.
He was the first man who ever appeared before a Tuscola
audience attacking the superstitions· and absurdities which
bav so long been the woof and warp of orthodoxy and
which for ages hav been the forces that bav drivel). man to
the perpetration of every crime. C. B. Reynolds is a "noble
old Roman" in the ranks of Freethought. In private conversation or in the forum, fable and falsity, credulity and
superstition, are dealt masterly blows and dethroned from
the brain of man. His positions are invulnerable; J..tis logic
is a two-edged sword. But one of the most marked, and to
me the most pleasing, characteristics of the man is his abso"
lute control of temper. In this respect be is certainly entitled to be ranked as the Socrates of the age. Moving, as
he does, upon the exalted plane of universal love and charity, be certainly is fulfilling the noble mission placed in
his bands'to perform. As to his work here, if there be any
truth in the saying that "the worse the hurt, the worse the
bowl," our orthodox friends came near having spasms. A
multitude of punishments adequate to the enormity of his
offense were indulged in prospectivly, but as the church and
the throne bav been divorced, he was beyond their power to
punish. All, then, left for them to do was to vilify and ma-.
lign, the last and only ammunition in the arsenal of their
anthropomorphic Uod.
But notwithstanding ours is a highly rated Wesleyan and
Calvinistic community, there are glorious evidences of· the
rapid strides of Freethought on every band. With a population of two thousand, the time has been when our town
supported six regular sky-pilots, and there still exist six
spires reaching almost as high as the place where heaven
was located by Moses. But only three ministers now eke
out a livelihood, the support of whom comes largely from
the non-religious portion of the people, levied in the shape
of poor festivals and snide entertainments, in which bot}\
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ext~rtion and robbery are applauded. Mr. Reynolds left us
many good ideas, and the seed sown will bear full fruitage.
Last, but not least, is the grand old TRUTH BEEKER, whose
readers are always assured of the honest and sincere thought
of candid men; thought which, untrammeled and unrestrained, unhampered and undaunted, carries the mind,
Mazep_pa-like, above and beyond the narrow creeds to the
bights of absolute freedom, where it may roam at will and
gather the flowers and fruits of noble, virtuous action.
The pictures by Mr. Heston do not shock our minds, but
on the contrary help us to more fully realize the exceeding
transparency of the account.
C. B. GLAssoo.

Ias you hav.
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You hav told this congregation what an un- they can find no comfort except in hope-that is, in hoping
principled class Infidels are. Now, being an Infidel, I claim death will bounce them into more favorable conditions-and
the right to tell them what a humbug revivalists are." It is if you are good enough to starve yourselvs a little more, or
needless to add that they did not get a single convert during work a little harder, so as to contribute to my support-for
the revival. There are two things Noticeable in the judge's if I hav to labor I can't study up dogmas any more than the
deportment, viz., he knows when it is a proper time for hiin rest of you-1 can assure you those favorable conditions will
to speak, and he is alRo too well acquainted with forensic •t;s~£JOn] be yours to enjoy," etc. And the uon-working brain of
methods to be shut off in the way the dominie attempted. his over-tried hearer, being incapable of an outflow of strong,
He has been too used to rul'ing the proceedings himself honest conviction, accedes to such insidious flattery a~ the
to be shut off in that manner. So there was nothing left for smooth tongue throws in; for if the mental dominion is non
e11t inventus, the power of emotion is not. Vanity and a.nthem to do but blow out the lights, which they did.
So I say, with Secretary Stevens, if you believe in the bition each catch revivifying crumbs fr;:,m the sanctimonious
essence of Amerkan freedom, it is your duty to inform the warbler-the exact result he aims for-and he leaves the
ADRIAN, MIOH., May 5, 1888.
orthodox people that we exist, and what we exist for. Do humble door victoriously, congratulating himself, "They'll
MR. EDITOR: In regard to C. L. James's grandiloquent anything and everything that is proper to bring about this squeeze out $5 toward my salary I"
depreciation of my article on Anarchy which was printed in desired effect.
Well, those "divines" yanked my door-bell so it has not
JoHN W. ABBOTT.
THE TRUTH BEEKER some time ago: He refers to the lh·ee.
been capable of articulation since, but I was not yanked into
tldnke?"8' .Ma_qazine; he indirectly accuses me of plagiarism.
VINEMND, N.J., April 28, 1888.
their sight. If I had reF>lized it was "angels of mission"
I acknowledge that I hav read the journal spoken of, and I
MR. EDITOlt: One of our local divines, divinely attired, his that were thus yanking and showing their highly scoured
think it presents much that would benefit my erratic divine plug wreathed with divine smiles, is going the rounds teeth, I think I would hav patterned after Mrs. McFane, an
friend. One does not hav to quote from any other source of our township drumming up converts and a general Irish gentlewoman I used to know. She, with strong perthan his own convictions, if he be Joyal, to show the fallacy interest in his particular gospel dispensary. He works one sonal reasons, had great enmity for all priestly quality. One
of An"archy. In regard to the amount of territory subject street a day, I believe. Very hard work it must be-almost day a Baptist minister, out soliciting church attendance,
--..to homestead, he has but to refer to our land Jaws. I do as bard as canvassing for a Jess important manufacturer than called her from the wash-tub to the front door. She was
not mean to be understood that. the government givs away the one he claimR to represent. Now, I liv in such unholy sweltering with the heat, steam, and exercise of her employthis land, but the amount required is so small to get a title srclusion-among birds and books, and minding my own ment; her gown was old, wet, and pinned back; her sleeves
that any honest man, not tinctured with the free-plunder ma- business generally-! scarcely know the faces of the divine were rolled up, and her feet were encased with rubbers.
nia, can become a real estate possessor. As was said in my men of this place from those of men not so divinely favored; She did not look refined, nor feel so.
"Do you attend any church, dear madam?" suavely
former article, there are thousands of acres of virgin soil hence, when my door-bell tinkled-directly after the noonthat are not occupied. Loyal men do. not complain; it is day meal-and the sound of exquisit masculin hilarity smirked the "good angel."
"Not to-day I" was the grim response.
the lazy, disaffected element who :find the fault. A man reached my (too well-trained) ears, I knew not that some"To-day? Oh, no! he, he I" with a flattering glance that
with ordinary caliber who says those Chicago disturbers did thing angelic stood without. Glancing at myself in a mirror,
not get their just deserts favors the same principles of those I felt the ordeal too tony for my situation. I was rigged in spoke volumes as to the genteel appearance he knew she was
unfortunate men. I deny that Anarchy is favored by In- the most dilapidated of my wardrobe, and in untidy familiar. able to make. "Ah-ah-what clinrch do yon attend?"
" What's that to you?" gruffiy.
gersoll and others mentioned, as he would hav us believe. ity with my aviary of more than 125 birds, whose domain I
"My dear lady, I long to perform the work of my master,
Now, Friend James, I did not get my disability in trying to was engagerl in purifying with soap and water. The branches
appropriate my neighbors' belongings. Neither do I ask thereof bad given my hair a fashionable frizz; the sand and draw all stray sheep from the wildernesses of doubt and
your eympathy. I am possessed of enough common sense thereof had powdered my face not quite so fashionably as tiJ indifference to membership in my fold."
"You're a preacher, hey?"
to be Joyal to the land that gave me birth.
color. The girl who aids me on such occasions had not
"I hav been appointed a teacher by the master."
come yet ; I was alone in the house. Ting-a-ling! creak-a·
0. s. BAI!RKTT.
" \Vhat master?"
crack! lin-ng! went the .bell a second time. "Those beastB
NEW CAMBRIA, KAN., April 29, 1888.
"The Lord-my dear Lord Jesus Christ, whose blood has
will tear that bell down!" I muttered, provoked. "I wonder
MR. EDITOR: The worthy secretary of the American Secu- who they are-perhaps some one I ought to speak with !''· saved us!"
lar Union hits the nail right on the head when he says: Influenced by this possibility, I crossed the front rooms and
" Where does he liv ?"
" Two or three good Liberal workers ought to set orthodoxy peered through the blinds. "Humph! canvassers fresh
"M~'am!"
out in the cold in any small community." This we know by started out! They won't shine like that after a month's
" What's his business?"
experience can be done. When I was a boy they used to vicissitudes! Well, I am glad they hav gone to work;
"Surely, dear lady, this is no theme for jokes!"
hold church and Sunday-school almost under my nose, but facing honest toiiers, twenty or more each day, may rub off
'' What wages does he pay you fellows?"
when I arrived at manhood and began to take. an earnest some of that snobbery, diminish that air of lofty self-poise,
" Madam, my congregR.tion pay a liberal salary-"
interest in the issues of the day it was quite otherwise. I and set them on their feet plain individuals among individ.
"You said you worked for a master. I knew you lied.
became full, as it were, and was something like a man from uals." Thus my thought. I did not know the two men, There ain't any man pays his help wages to spread round in
Indiana my father used to tell about .that was going into a but ~aw what I supposed to be a canvasser's gripsack on the clothes like you wear! But if you've got a whole congregafight; he said, ''Gentlemen, stand back! what I do I shall piazza floor at their feet. What else did I see? Shin in!!" tion of masters, why, you mttst lind it mince work keeping
hav to do quickly, for I'm short-winded." He backed his broadcloth, superfine, such as few of onr townsmen can the right side of 'em all. But since it sums up a big income
man out. So it was when we began to open fire on them. afford to wear; glossy silk hats, superfine; etiolate bosoms I s'pose it's all right, and if you stick to dead and gone subWe drove them to their fortifications (the town), and out of representing a good sum for qua)ity of texture, and much jects, and don't meddle with present shortcomings, iL'll conour range at that time, until their closest point was three labor on the washboard and ironing-slab. I never knew such tinue to be all right for you, 'specially if you go round every
miles and a half from us in any direction. Thus I enlarged labor well paid, so when I see a particularly glossy shirt- year drumming in new converts to help economize the drain
upon my field until I a~ected them more or Jess over the bosom I feel like pronouncing the wearer indebted for the on their purses. Min'l yvu, I ain't a-goin' to help save 'em a
dime, not if the church sinks-steeple and all the congregagreater portion of Fulton county, Ill. I do not claim all the same, and wonder if the poor girl who manipulated it had tion."
credit to myself. Alexander Slack, and I don't know how muscular strength enough left in her for her stomach to
"1-1-excuse me, madam, for considering your tirade
many others, preceded me.
digest essential nourishment afterward, providing she was uncalled for!"
'' Uncalled for? Beg pardon I I thought you had called
Since we hav come to Kansas, I hav introduced Liberalism paid sufficient to procure proper food. But undoubtedly his
over a greater scope of country-Salina, New Cambria, Sol- hired girl, or maybe his wife, shined that bosom, and be to interview me on religion."
"Quite correct, my dearest larly." Very sweetly.
omon City, and Concordia, being in three different counties. growled a few minutes Jess than a man not so divine would
"All right. You step in and rest while I get into some
How hav I done this? Of course, I hav spent some money hav done when he thought there might exist a possibility of decent clothes that I can feel dignified in. If I was dressed
for pamphlets and tracts ; but the greater portion of my inciting his inferior servitor to acquire a more super-extra equal to you l'd squelch you wtth my airs in ju~t two secintroduction of Freethought has been done by sending in the gloss on his future clerical fronts. What so symbolical of onds. I ain't fond of tailor-got-up beggars. My husband
names of those I could recollect to THE TRUTH BEEKER and super-purity within as a glossy, super-pure, aching-elbow- earns his bread; he'd b~ 'shamPd to shout folks crR.zy and
ask 'em to pay for it. If you'd stop your reasonless cant and
other papers, that they might send them sample copieM.
wrought shirt-front?
teach scientific truths from the pulpit 'at would learn one
When we came here we found a church in activ operation
By the way, we don't expect generally to make articles something 'at's useful to know-within two miles and a half of where we Equatted, so you etiolate by washing them in blood-not even a lamb's blood
" Going? You must be weak-kneed for a disciple ! And
see the orthodox atmosphere was too stifling for one that -but we don't dispute that the color of some people's souls not seen me dressed up and on my dignity, either! Well, I
was not used to it, and I said, " Gentlemen, stand back and may lcok compamtivly bleached after Buch a sozzling. And, can only say yon ain't so _strong in the dignity of good
clothes as I am in a wash dress. La, yes, in dignified gargiv us a chance to breathe the pure air;" and they h_ad to now we think of it, would not it look a bit more consistent ments I'd squelched you in less'n one second ! But go on
stand back, and now it is impossible for them to hold reg- for the blood-washed elect to wear garments thus purified? and be happy; you'll find most of the women not only off
ular services, and notwithstanding the church here-Lu- Gloss-starch and sulphur bleached linen convey no ·concep- dignity but too 'shamed to retaliate like I do; they're vain
theran-is opposed to dancing, they lugged themselvs in tion to the untutored brain of murder or slaughter cr bloody and hate to be thought sluttish and ill-bred too. They'll
with a dancing party and paid for the hall and got up a sup- wallowing of any kind. If preachers would go about drag- acquiesce to all you propose, and next Sunday appeR.r at
if only to show you how well they can· appear in
per, the church to hav the proceeds of the supper. There ging a slaughtered lamb by its bind legs, we could never church
good clothes, and that they hav dignity as well !18 you.
were twenty couples out; fifteen went without and five of mistake them for common canvassers, nor insult them with Humph! rooster, seek out subjects for your luLrem !"
them took supper. The boys boasted, "That time they such indifferent respect as we so often award the not angelic
This little episode made Mrs. McFane famous in onr vilmade_ something off the church." The church people's ob- agent. We should know there was brewing a holy desire to lage; it made he; many enemies, too-just 11~ inditing this
ject in this case was "revenue only." In it th51y failed. wash us down in a lambkin's sangre azul, and would smother may shape enemtes for me-but I never knew a noblerwoman, nor a gentler one. Husbllnd never had betThen they fell back on the old plan and started the women our sensibilities and cry, "Dimb it.onl"-1-1-mean we hearted
ter wife, nor children a better mother. Without possessing
out to beg. Where the people had no money they told them should say: "Generous descendant of the followers of educational advantage, her life was earnest, thoughtful, and
they would take eggs, butter, and poultry in lieu thereof; Moses's descendant, approach I wash away!"
sincere. The mound of earth that marks her r~sting-place
and making quite a collection of the last named, they anI noticed his hands were as daintily cared for as his glisten- is not all that speaks of what she was, for the noble intluence
nounced a sale of the above articles. A carpenter they ing linen collar; that his fine boots shone equally with his of her activ life continues to sway the lives of otl.Jers, and
begged of asked them if the minister was sick, and they broadcloth; his face was freshly barbered; beard blackened will long continue, like incense borne on the wings uf time,
to reach the sensibilities and control the impulses of generasaid No. Said he : " Damn it I let him work for a living, and gloFsed; teeth as white as dentistry can keep them; and tions. Death is not terrible when our good de~ds are
as I do I So there is enough of that I"
his whole tout ensemble far, far beyond anything which the breathed for the glory of the \iving. Alas!. wllB:t good works
As a: starter Judge Osborne, Mrs. Abbot, and myself poured bon< st mechanics who support the families in my neighbor- liv behind the man whose hfe duty cunststs m !he pnbhc
bot shot into them in a literary society we held at the New hood can pretend to emulate even in thought. Yea, even in shout of "Believe on Jesus I Come to !he fount and be
Cambria school-house until they closed the building, which thought, for they work so hard for their small wages, and saved?"
That minister visited every door, annoying the ladie8-wbo
I mentioned a year ago. And lbav given out every Liberal get so over-weary by the time the home chores are perfected, were none of them ''attired to feel dignified "-calling them
they find sleep preferable to a play wi~h imagination. Yet from some unfinished duty, to smirk and >mile into their
paper that I got hold of eve': since.
We learn an anecdote of Judge Osborne at a revival held do these elegantly attired "angels of grace " go about among flushed faces, and beg their support, the pomprsity of his
in a school-house this last winter. They called upon anyone the economy-crazed families of these hard laborers soliciting attitude a dampener to whomso~v~r felt autagunislic, for we
who had a inind to to get up and giv his experience, and as their support I What a phase of human nature I How hav few Mrs. McFanes. Said one lady-a Lib~ralist: "He
had the best of the situation. I was ironing, and felt so hot
they had not succeeded in getting any converts, and as, as plainly it illustrates the brass of one class and the worn-in and uncomfortable I had no dignity- not a bit I" Were
usual, the audience turned their eyes toward the judge as stupidity of another class! Watson Heston's recent pictures those two men-Mr. Preacher had a brother with him when
much as to say, That means you-which the judge, from on this subject were true to life. The over-cared-for despotic he worked our street-posted in the effects of this unequal
the force of habit, did not doubt in the least-he arose, with sbouter saJs-by open inference-to the half-starved toiler: feeling-the advantage it gave theru? Why did not tney
a very slow and dignified manner, judge-like, and began to "You're poor and needy, but you might be worse off! The go thus attired to solicit the work-soiled hutibauds in their
shops? Was it that woman's vanity is pecn·iarly studied,
giv his opinion of .the revival. The minister said to the Lord has been good to let you learn to work. See, I am a and she is influenced throu~h it to beg of her husJ;>and-who
judge, "Will you please keep quiet?" "I will not," replied lily of the field whom the Lord wants to liv on the honeys of is not liable to refuse a petition from her-the stipend hethe judge. "This building was built for public instruction; life. He has taught me how to appeal to hls children-how the angel at the door-was after? "Angel at the door," inYours fraternally,
M. E. C. FARW.&L4
~ hav as ~ood a ri~ht ~o ip.!:!trq9t t4e people in thif~ l}ttilding to keep them so at variance with tbe glories of this world deed!
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ness with which Mr. Adams, a man able to
command many thousands of dollars, wheeled
the barrow along the street, while he, a common laboring man, thought himself too proud
Edited by Mise SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall
to do, as he wrongly supposed, so menial a
. Rif!er, Mat~s., to fllhom all Oommunications for
service.
this Oorner should bs sent.
Be madej~~I.D inward vow at that time that
he would never be guilty of so much foolish
pride and egotism again. And he never was.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is he ~tinning to lower,
S. H. W.
Comes a pause in the da:v's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."
Correspondence.
Or.IvE, CAL., May 3, 188'3.
DEAR Mies WixoN: As my pap'l. has taken
Little Ah MA and Ah There.
THE TRUTH SKKKRR for several years. and
likes it very much, I will try arid write a
Li~t!e Ab Me wa• a Chinaman
short letter· for the Children's Corner. I e:o
With" Qllone ""ion{~' as his arm,
Whoao •nirif.R •eemetl P-onalantly under a ban,
to school and hav a very p:nod teachPr; his
Thmwh he nevPr rlid evil or harm;
n11me is Mr. Wells. I stuny the Fourth
Bnt he ev~>r inclinotl to the darker sitle,
Reader, writing, spelline:, arithmetic, e:engAnd hi• life wa~ a fat lure, ft'ld when he died
raphv, and grammar. We hav a nice library
The mourners were very few.
in the school, and an organ, and there is a
young lady in our school who plays a m<trcb,
Little Ah TIJere w>ts ftnot.her Chinee,
and the scholars march out at recess and at
Bnt one of" ilifferent Port.
His f'lce "mqp of the L,.nd of Glee,
noon. and we do not bav a·ny recess in thP
And worri~R he maile-his pport;
afternoon; we go home at half-past. 3
H~ bod hie failini?R, but be was gay;
every day.
He hail many a little sin,
The vineyards in this section of the state
But be won all hearts by his cheery way,
are a failure, and my father has some peaches
And they made him a mandarin!
and figs and orange~. but he has had to cut.
the tops of them off, for the red scales and
From httle Ah 1\Ie Rnd from Jitt.le Ah There
the smut and things made the oranges so
The lesRon PD hlime is learned
they did not taste as sweet as they used to.
ThRt. h•s bet.ter tn keep nn a semblance fair
We hav plums and prunes; and a new kind
Till it's time to be itmrned.
of peach ; it is called the saucer peach ; they
lt'R RPldom A. whiner me.y rea~h his goal,
are a flat peach. We hav all kinds of flowers;
While a lRill?her Relrlom fails;
Strength breed• itself a bantering soul,
we hav twelve different kinds of roses, and
While the one that is hopeless qnRils.
ten kinds of geraniums. We hav two kind~
- ClliCO(JO Matl.
of blue flag and one kind of white flag. lHy
father has had tomato vines three year~ old,
and not frost enough to kill them. I like to
Never Re Ashamf>d of Labor.
liv in California much better than in Kansas,
Work ennnbl~s. It is a beautifier. It is a where my parents used to liv. Winters there
king. It tran~fnrms chaos into order, and are always cold, ann here they are summer,
makes waste places to blossom like the rose. classing the two diffPrent states together.
ETTA MAY SHOEMAKER.
All honest work is honorable. The hare,
brown hand, made so by toil, is the only hand
GRANTFORK; ILL., May 8, 1888.
entitled to wear diumoncls. The idlers are
DEAR Miss WIXON: I suppose you, and
the disgraceful part of humanity. The most of the readers of the Children's
workers arc the crown of life, and every bit Corner, hav read of the misfortune of
of labor accompliRhed is a jewel in the dia- Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Casey, Seneca, S.C., for
whom Mrs. E. D. Slenl<er made an appeal
dem upon the brow of a world made better,· which you will find in THE TRnTH 8KEKER.
nobler, and greater by labor.
May 5th, at the bottom of p. 279. Now, I
A story is told of a sailor who, landing at think it would help Mr. Casey a good neal if
Newport, R.I., once upon a time, and hav- all of the readers of the Children's Corner
.ing been paid off for his voyage, stepping would send to Mrs. E. D. Blenker, Snowville,
Va, any sum of money they wish to, for
upon the dock accosted s. plainly dressed "every little helps." And if Mrs. Blenker
man, who stood near, in this way: " Here, wishes, she could print the names of the consir, want a job?"
tributors, and the amount sent, in the Chilclren's Corner. I wonld like to hav Miss
" I don't care. What is it?"
"Put this trunk on your shoulder, and Wixon's opinion about my motion. I hav
sent some money already to Mrs. Blenker .. I
follow me."
see that you hav got up a J. Hacker fund.
The man smiled, but obligingly lifted the Did some misfortune befall him, or what is
trunk, which waR a not over-sized box, to his it? I inclose a circular of the famous Diashoulder, and followed the pompous sailor mond Mineral Spring, which is near here.
up Long Wharf to a third-rate boarding- I must close now. remaining,
Your true Freethought friend,
house.
NIOHOLAS J. KRAFT.
''Here's your pay, sir," and the sailor prof[Mr. Hacker has been a brave and lifelong
fe:-ed a piece of silver.
worker in the cause of Liberalism. He has
The man smiled, and said, "Oh, I don't
not been able to accumulate enough f"r his
want that. You may hav my service for
support in old age, and now that the infirnothing. I was not particularly engaged,
mities of years are upon him he is very grateand I would as soon do a favor for ·you as ful for any little help that may assist in mak.
not."
ing smooth the pathway for the feeble steps
"Are you not in need of money, sir?" inof himself and aged wife. Mr. Casey's call
quired the sailor, surveying the plain attire
for aid is also a worthy one, and, as little
of the man.
folks may liv to be aged and poor, it is well
"Well, no; not just now," was the reply.
to remember, and do as we would be done by
"Are you well enough off to refuse monunder like circumstances.-Eo. C. C.]
y ?" and the sailor eyed the man suspiiously.
·
CoiN, WAsH., May 5, 1888.
DEAR Mrss WixoN: This is my second let"Well, I can do a favor for a man sometimes without pay. I own that ship on which ter to the Children's Corner. My father takes
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and thinks it is a very
you hav been sailing!"
nice paper.
The chagrin of the sailor can be better imWe liv about naif-way between Spra~~;ue
agined than describt'd.
and Colf11x, and about eight miles from Coin
Robert Adams bad occasion to employ a post-office. Our nearest railroad station is
. man at one time on some work that was be- Endicott, which is about twelve miles from
ing done about his store. There was a piece here.
My father is up in Montana working in a
of granit to be moved. Mr. Adams desired qu~rtz mill, and my oldest sister is also up
the man to p'ace it upon a barrow and wheel there.
I hav five sisters and four brothers. The
it a short distance along a principal thoroughyoungest is nearly four years old.
fare.
·
I am going to school now. We llv about a
"I can't do it," said the man decidedly.
quarter of a mile from the 8Chool-house. I
"Why not ? Is it too heavy?"
study writing, arithmetic, grammar, history.
" Ah, no; that is not the reason."
physiology, dictionary, and geography. I
" Well, what is the reason?" demanded don't suppose you will think there is very
much grammar about my letter, but I am just
Mr. Adams.
"l'm not going to wheel that barrow round a new beginner in it and don't know much
about it yet. My teacher's uame is Miss
on Main street I I will not do it."
Whitellne, and I like her real well.
"Too proud, eh? Is that it? Well, we
Hav you any of your photographs you will
will get the stone on the barrow-you steady let me hav? If you will let me hav one, I
· it, and I myself will wheel it. I am not too will be greatly pleased.
Won't some of the readers of the Children's
proud to do it, if you are."
So the spectacle was witnessed of a well- Corner please write to me? I mean some of
about my own age, which is fifteen years. I
known business man wheeling a barrow along would be greatly pleased to hav a Liberal
the street, while the hired man walked be- correspondent.
side him, looking sheepish enough.
Well, I think this is long enough for the
It was a good Jesson for him, however, and second letter. I will close.
From your Liberal friend,
one that he h~ts never forgotten, aDll, it is but
FLOHENOK E. WHITE.
fair to say, he was never afterward afraid or
P S.-I will send you one of my cards, and
ashamed to put his hands to any honest labor. I hope you will think it is pretty.
F. W.
He frequf!ntly refers to the event, and relates
[Thanks for the card. It is very pretty
how morti.tled he was to behold the willing- indeed.-ED. C. C.]

.;.

CAMP WooD. Amz., April 24, 1888.
DEAR Mtss WIXON: I am prompted to
writP. a true story, and wonln like to ~ee it in
the Children's Corner. When I wa~ a child,
I liven awhile with one of thP. best friends to
children that I ever knew. He was then, as
he is now, a snh~cribertoTHE TRUTH BEKKER.
There was no Children's Corner in it thPn. I
hav now grown to womanhood, am married,
but still I am girli~h, so much so that I sometimes invite several girls, my old associates,
to visit our olrl frienn, who has now grown
quite aged. His family are all scattered out,
with homes for themselvs, except his good
wife, whose years are like his, much beyond
threescore. We love to visit him, because he
so often visited us at our FChool, and always
han words of good cheer every time he came.
He has a beautiful home, made beautiful
by his own hands. Twenty years ago he
called it •' Charming Dale." and trulv it is a
charming place. Scores of children visit him
every summer, ann he is never so delighted
as when they feast on his plums, cherries,
melons, and other frnits. But to show that
we appreciated om aged friends more than
we did the delicious fruits, we mane a visit
in early spring. After dinner, Grannpa Rol!'ers-for you must know that is what we all
call him-asked us to go with him to the big
hllrn, where he had some men shearing goats.
We all went romping to the harn, where we
saw in a corral one thousand beautiful Angora goats, with fleeces of long, beautiful
mohair hanging nearly to the ground, and as
white as snow, bright and lustrous as silk.
In one room of the barn were one hundred,
shut up for a day's work for the men to
shear. Oh, it wa~ such fun to see the men
catch them and wrestle them down on a platf0Tm, and shear tile beautiful bright mohair
which fell from them like huge snowflal;esl
Grandpa was tying every one separately.
He e:ave me some nice bunches, to make tassels 'tor our scarfs, ann I send you a sp~cimen.
I wish all the little children could see it, as it
is the material from which all our mohair
dress goods, braid, etc., are made.
LIZZIE FERGUSON.
[Thanks for the lovely specimen of An?:ora
fleece. It is like silk, it is so soft and fine.
Please giv our kind regarfls to " Grandpa"
and "Grandma" Rogers, and best wishes for
their future welfare.-Eo. C. C.]

ventured to borrow in an emergency. She
had $20.010 which she was bringing to me
concealed in her dress. She thought by giving up at once the $1.00'1 intrusted to her by
you, she would save herself from being
searched by the robbers.
"Her quick wit saved me from a heavy
loss, and I am much obliged to you for the
use of the forced loan."
Breakfast was a f~r more cheerful meal to
the man than the supper of the night before.

-Youtlt's Oompanion.

A Chinese Doy·s Composition.
The difficulties which a foreigner meets
with in learning the English language are well
illustrated in the following compoBition on
the whale, written by a San Francisco
Chinese boy :
The whale livs in the sea and ocean of all
the country. He is large and strong, plying
among of kinds of all the fish and ~ts length
reach to 90 foot to 70 foots and its color
almost is a dark; and he has a large head.
When he swim in the up water he is so large
as island, when struck in the water and angry
he has so much voice as ring great deal
thunder. If he danced make the storm without winds, and also when blow the water he
almost lay down fog on the weather. His
the form is proper to liv, for his front legs
make higher and after legs is not there; the
tails is high that open on the up waters.
The mouth has no leaves on the head and a
narrow beard like thorns. His body is a
tough :fish; he is not ·a fish, but a creature.
His leaves his names whale-leaves. The men
make the everything with it. Every years to
seven or eight months, from four ·to five
months, the whale man catch on sea or ocean.
He many liv on the sea of the North Sea way
or :five island of Hirsdo, on Hingen country
in Japan. The tell of the whale is move, but
I do not know how to tell at all.

MoTHER (at tea-table): "Jack, who helped
you to those three tarts?" Jack (Rgrd seven):
"The Lord." Mother: "The Lord? Why,
She Ga¥e Up His Money.
A WOMAN'S QUIOK WIT SAVES A FORTUNE BUT . what do you mean, Jack?" ·Jack: "Well, I
helped myself; and father said yesterday the
PCZZLES AN ANGHY MAN.
A woman's quick wit makes, when she Lord helped those who helped themselvs."
has the courage to act upon it, a valuable aid
BoY: "Pa I what did the preacher mean
in an emergency. Some years ago, in the by saying 'Jesus after the flesh?'" ~'ather:
days when "road agents" abounded in Mon- "Oh, that Jesus was going to the butcher's
tana, a woman was traveling by coach to join to fetch a joint, I suppose, for dinner." Boy:
her husband. One day a fellow-passenger " And what did the preacher mean by saying
said to !fer :
'Jesus after the spirit?' Was he gone to the
''I hav $1,000 in my pocketbook, and feel pub to fetch a bottle of whisky?" Father:
uneasy about the road agents. Would you "No doubt."
mind concealing it in your dress, and returnSERVANT, to the parson, who is ver-y ill ining it to me at the end of your journey? If
deed : " If you plea~e. sir, the chorister is
the highwaymen do stop us they are less
down-stairs and wants to know if you won't
liable to search you than me."
giv him the hymns for next Sunday's service?"
She acceded to his request, hid the money
Pastor, feebly: "Tell him there will be no
in her dress, and the stage drove on without
service; I expect to be dead next Sunday."
meeting a road agent until toward evening.
Servant, exit and reenter: "If you please,
Then the shout, ·'Throw up your hands I"
he says then will you be kind enough to send
was heard. The driver promptly pulled up
down the hymns you'd like sung at the fuas four men on horseback, with masked faces,
neral?" (Parson recovers much more rapidly
appeared in the road and covered him with
than chorister.)
their pistols.
Two of the highwaymen then rode to each
side of the coach and ordered the passengers
to giv up their arms, which they did promptly.
Great Ccu;cnntal Oration
"Now shell out I" said the robbers.
ON THE
The passengers handed out their pocketbooks; even the man who called in the
woman's aid gave up a few dollars.
He was congratulating himself upon his
ALSO THE
caution, when he heard the woman say in a
Immortal Document,
quiet way:
And the National Anthem entitled:
" I hav got $1,000, but I suppose I must
"LAND
OF LIBERTY."
giv it up."
Suiting the action to the word, she handed Price, 6 cts ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
over tne man's roll of greenbacks.
Address THE TRUTH 8EEREB COMPANY,
28 Lafayette Place, New Yorx.
The robbers rode away, and then the man
gave expression to his feelings by abusing the
lady and accusing her of betraying his trust
from sheer fright.
REDUCED IN PRICE:,
She smiled mysteriously.
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
"You will see, sir; but I can't explain
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingernow."
soll's
at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
At the end of the journey she asked him to
stay all night at her bouse, and said that her printed on heavY toned paper, 1B:r.22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for framhusband would be glad to see him.
ing. The titles are:
"Yes, ma'am, I will come to your house,"
The Vision of War.
he answered In the tcme of an injured man;
The 9rant Banquet Toast.
"it's the least you can do, ma'am, seeing that
you hav left me without a cent in the world."
The price of these h6lretofore has been ~Oots. We
At the lady's house he was treated as a offer them at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH; THE
distinguished guest, but neither host nor TWO FOR TWENTY-FIVE OTS. Mailed secure
hostess offered him one word of explanation from breakag6l. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
that night, and he went to bed a sad, irritated
!6 Lafayette Pl.. New York.
man.
The next morning as he entered the diningroom the host shook hands with him and
Steel eni!Tavlngq of tltls CPiebrated nRtnralist,
111115 inches, suitable for framlnlf,!_ Rent .I>oRt!!_aid
said:
for 25 cents. Address THE TJm·-~.·H BEEKER.
"Here is your $1,000, sir, which my wife
tf
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~t~.n:tUHY Ct:Vll:'!tjU tdH!O';h Wll..ll 111 tHUr:stlii.LIUUB.
fhe lliUHt pertt.•eC. lJouk for illell ttl..ld \VOWell ~Vl"t
IJUtJllsued. 50,000 suld. Price $~,by lllatl. IJ,ui;tl"!Lt~d catalog It ee.

Wltll d :11 tuontln, $5 t.n $100 more.

WASHINGTON T&BBITOBY.

NI!W ZEALAND.

SEXUAL PiiYSIOLOCY

Louis _XIV. style.

W. Wedeken, Montesano.

Mrs. J. Hadfield, Market st., Sydney, N.S. W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.

Parturiticn Vvithuut Pain.

4Jfrt~tltinht~~t ~lmattat,

M"SSA.OHUSETTS.
M:IOHIGA.N.

&:ie,,ce (high antLOJ ltl) •»Js: "We Lav trltd the

m~nLods of asouCJatwu lidVIoed Iu tl.JIS I.Jouk on
~everal perliOllth aud fuuud tL<em most excelltmt."
Pnce t.Jy mail ~1.

BY M. L. HoLn11oon:, 1\I.D.
Godeu•s Lady's Ruoi" "ays: 1 ' We giv our cordial
ap!Jrol>allou to tbi• wu1 k. Tile lll fo1 matwn It
C\)lltallls is most Iwportaut, ami, wear" tully conVIuctd, rehttble." l'nce t.Jy mall, $1.

MA.INE.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Sach, lilti S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
·Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.

~bowM us h.uw to ket P uur IDf'lllll) leB 1u good worJt ..
l!JI! coudJtlolJ aud 1 tp~ur tLcru wLt>u out of order."

-AND-

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Poat-ofiice, Smyrna
Mills).

False Claims..
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IY"' FoR ALL DrsE:AAEB oF En:s ou EAns.' Im·
med1at·e rt:'l!t::f trow Ont.uulatiuiJ~. IutlamUJA.tions,

Dim Viston, Watery Gat.benugs, ttud F~tthng
tltgbt of. Eyes. De~tfness, Drummmg, Ringi'ng ot
the Ears dtopelJed by a few Hpphcatious. Ca.
tarrh~<l difficulttes of Eyes or E><rs iust"ntly removed. Sent the world over. llnx with instruc.
twns, by mail, 80 ce11ts.
G. A. 1.01\lAS,
Sb ... ker• P. 0 .. N.Y.
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Author of" Exeter Hall,"" Heathens of the Pr~sb:vterian Evanoeli·t, to c,,lonel Ingersoll, and ri1
two Hepli~s tbereto. Dr. Field is oue of the ex- t:Q
Heath," "Family Creeds," "Beauceediug]y few CLristians wbo bavopposed Colouel E-<
tiful i:)now," etc., etc.
lnger•oll kindly and courtton•IY, aud tile Gre .. t t1l

~
t>:j

The story is used by the author to teach Freethought., to remove superstnw11 from the minds
of those who would 11ot read a pu!tmic!ll es•aY,
and to urge facts agamst t.Le various cburches,
believing which their supporters will desert them.
The book is an argumellt as well as a novel. but
the senous predicameuts of tbe Lero are skilfully
used to lure tbe reader aloug, and to i11duce him
to take the aotidot~ to t.hPological prllsomng witL·
out knowmg it. Mr. McDoonell writes effectiVIY
and convincmglY, and alwaYs braces his romances
with factH on one 111de aud figures on tbe ot.her.
Tho•e who hav read hts prevwus works n e~d not
be advised to purchase this; they Will probably do
so at once.
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth. 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

8UPTURES CUREDb,

my_Medical Compound and ImproYed

Elastic Snr•POrter 1'russ in}rom30 to
90 days. Reliable teferenoe• given. Bend
stamp for circular, atrd sau in what paper
vou waw mu adverttsement. Address Q~H,

y, .. QolllllaJ,SIIl~"flllt,ldii'!Ma 0.. ~-

Two Letters from Dr. Fi~l<l., D.D .. editor of the

Agnostic bas used him accordingly. Dr. Field's
~rgumenta, however, are broke11 in pieces.
THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Price, 50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth.
Address

THE TRUTH SFEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pi., New York.
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tul Phy ... ·ician.

The Beuer Wov. of Cincinnati, 0., says, 11 We are
assured that. Dr. Fellow•. the emtuent •p~cialist of
Vm~land, N.J., io au edncaten gentl<man of su.JUST OUT.
perior mind aud large attaJUrucnts, aud that •nccess in his profr·s•iou has brought. him business,
not only from all parts of th!R country, but. from
foreign shores. He is In the prime of lif,, and
able to tranRKCt his vannns prnfe••ional dut.Jes
prompt.ly and well and gJV sat.i•factlon in every
instance. H1s references are nuruber<ed by thouBY JOHN PECK.
san dB.''
Dr. Fellows treat.e ail those p~culiar clis~ases
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
reoultmll" from iudi>cretiou and il!"uora11ce of
yout.h.
ThoR~ who are aili11g •lwuld Benrl 10 cents
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
for the Dr. 'slitt.le book Petting- fortL an EXTEnNAL
APPLICATION-a positiv cure.
Address
Dlt. R. P. FEL'i:.OWf!~
DO YOU W !.NT a pleasant, healthful, cheap
Vineland.l.'l. J.
howe in the South 1 Write Leftwich Bros. and
w-Mention
this
paper.
Curtis, Florence, Ala.
1YM

Christian Absurdities.
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Lively Paragraphs fr·om Onr Liberal
Contemporarie~.

WAITING FOR THE GIRLS TO DO IT.
From tl•e BPtrm· Wav.

We heard a gentleman remark the other
day that all this agitation on the liquor question would avail nothing. He had lived
sixty-five years and seen nothing accomplished yet on the temperance question.
There was no 1'egulnting tlte liquor traffie. We
hav'our spy-glass turned westward. We are
waiting to see if the women can't regulate it.
Don't lose hope, gentlemen.
THE BROOKLYN SIMIAN.
From Mose.• Hull's Kew 1'/wuyht.

Rev. T. Dewitt Talmage never makes a fool
of himself; the work was done for him before
he got far enough along to bav much to say
about it. Nobody ever knows, when he
gets up to speak, what he is going to say nor
how he is going to say it. If Dean Swift's
rule of testing the monkey was a good one,
the world would naturally classify him as a
member of the genus ilimiad!B. Swift said,
when he wanted amusement, be always preferred the performance of monkeys to men.
He could generally tell what a man would do
next by what he bad done, while the actions
of a monkey were a continual surprise to him.
THE SOCIETY TO TIP OVER THE THRONE.
F>·om the J,ondon RaawalfOI" May.

The annual meeting of the Metropolitan
Radical Federation, 'which tal>es place on the
3d inst., marks the completion of the third
year of that body's existl•nce. Seeing that it
has as yet hardly emerged from the state of
infancy, the record of the Metropolitan Radical FedPration is a very crPditab!e one. It
would be idle to pretend that the somewhat
sanguin hopes of its sponsors hav as yet been
realized; but the foundation of a successful
and powerful organization has been laid, and
there is every reason to hope that, in the
future, this truly democratic body will consolidate its position and advance to freslt
victories.

the Christian brother's charitable suggestion.
Seeing, however, that he expects we are to
hav -such an exceedingly long spell of fire
by and by, would it not bav been as well for
him to hav said a kind word to us while we
are here? This Christianity seems to put the
rennet of hatred into the milk of human kindness and turn it into gall. We are only a
benighted Agnostic.; but our whole life would
be one long night of misery if we believed
that eten~al torment was to be the lot of even
the humblest sentient creature that ever
crawled upon the face of the earth.
LONDON FREETHINKERS MUST FIGHT FOR THEIR
l!IGHTS.
F1·mn G. W. Foote•., F/"PPtldn7cer.

Ugly rumors are afloat as to the police and
our open-air meetings. It is said that a
general attempt will be made to stop our outdoor propaganda. Should this turn out to be
true, Freethinkers will hav to show fight.
Without violeLce, rowdyism, or braggadocio.
we must show that we are prepared to defend
our rights. Unfortunately, however, it will
be difficult to m~ke a fight for some stations.
At Camberwell Green, for instance, our meetings certainly block what is technically a
thoroughfare, and not a very broad one
either. Any magistrate would support the
police in keeping tile road clear. As a matter
of fact, there is no actual obstruction, for
there is no traffic; but the inhabitants of the
neigh boring houses are said to hav complained,
and that would satisfv the bewi~ged gentleman on the bencl:!. The outcry Is, of course,
purely fictitious; the police having got up
the complaint themselvs. For years these
open-air ]e<)tures hav been carried on, and no
one bas suffered. But for all that, if Warren's despotism will bav it so, the station
must-at any rate for the present-be relinquished, and our battles must be fought over
more convenient spots, such as the parks and
broad, open spaces.
But one princ~ple must be maintained in
every case. If the spot is unsuitable, all
meetin~~:s should be prohibited. If any are
allowed, Freethinkers will insist on equality
with others.

Til& ALLIANCE, 0., FREETHINKERS.
From Bradlrn<oh's Kat/Onal RPforme.·.

A CHALLENGE IN TWO COUNTS.

W. Veness, formerly of Swindon, now
settled in Ohio, U. S. A .. writes: "We hav
a church here (Alliance, 0.) which is devoted
to the gospel of Freethougbt. It is one of
the finest balls in Alliance, and, as far as I
can see at pre~ent, bas one of the largest congregations. This church was presented to
the party here, and endowed with sufficient
to provide fuel and light, by a now deceased
Atheist. Since we bav been here. the party
bas joined the American Secular Union. We
are not yet enrolled as members of this body,
but shall be so. We find that bigotry on religious matters is not so intense ill this country as in England, but with respect to politics,
it is much more so-that is, between employer
and employee."

The'' unco guid" of Valley Falls, and the
Western agents of the New York Vice' Society, are trying to "suppress" Lumfer and
its publishers on the charge of obscenity.
The exchanges quoted by the church organ
of this place call Lucifer the "vile sheet,"
_"that journalistic compost-heap," etc.
Now, to test this matter by a little legitimate comparison we make this offer: Let
the editor of the New E1·a. or the ministers,
elders, and deacons of Valley Falls, select a
dozen sentences or paragraphs from the col.
umns of Lumfer. We will select a dozen
verses from their text-book, the Bible. Let
these be printed, side by side, on the same
sheet, for comparison, and let these leaflets
be given, one .each, to every reader of the
NHD Era.
Half the expense to be borne by
the New Era and its friends and half by us.
Or let them be sold to all who may wish to
compare Lucifer with the Bible, at one cent
each.
This is offer No.1. We also renew the
offer made to Mr. Robinson's predeces~or,
viz.: We will giv the editor of the New E1·a
$10 if be will print ten verses from the Bible
-our selection-in his paper, and send them
to all his subscribers. This will be $1 per
verse. By so doing Mr. Robinson will be
advertising, at our expense, the "word of
God," the "book of books," the ''holy
Bible "-and if holy, then, of course, there
can be nothing unholy, unclean, or obscene
within its pages.

MINISTERIAL CONDUCT IS THE NAME FOR IT.
From Tm·onto Seculm· Tno11a11t.

From

L~w;fm·.

.Arsenes en m·sesi-the sugge~tiv phrase of
the apostle Paul (see Rom. i, 27)-is brought
to mind almost at regular intervals by certain
of the police reports of London, the accused
being in every instance clergymen of the
English church. The subjrct is one that we
dare not specify or particularize; enough for
us to say that, as Secularists, we are compelled to ask if there be any propensity or
mclination to " do those things w bicb are
-not convenient" (or, more literally " not
proper") fostered by the early training of
tbeee.men, and by the unguarded use of an
unexpurgated Bible? We think it by no
means unlikely, should these periodical revelations continue, that some alliterativ reTHE AWFUL HUNGER OF CULTURE.
porter will fall into the habit of characterizFrom the Banner-ef Liaht.
ing this unnatural and unspeakable thing as
"The world is incredulous," says the Bos" the Clerical Crime again."
.
ton .Advertiser, "not because it is unwilling
to believe, but because it is unable to believe.
A :r'&NDENCY OF THE TIM&.
The claims are self-contradictory." And
From t}le Tronclaa Aoe.
then it buttons its coat across its breast, and
The God-in-tbe-Constitution amendment takes down its shining tile from the peg with
once adopted, and a state 1eligion fixed upon thou~rhts intent on dining. And in this way
us, the bratben would hav to take to the it supposes it bas extinguished Spiritualism.
woods. What the heathen wants is for all Kinlliy ask it what it would hav in order to
people to hav religion tLat like it, and are s·atisfy its exacting wants, and it pompously
willing to pay for it. The heathen does not answt•rs that it will bav some more "Parawant any religion for himself, and he does dise Lost" from John Milton, something rea:l
not like the idea of buying any for other peo- nice from Julius Crnsar, and Napoleon Bonaple. He does not want to curtail any man's parte, and George Washington, and good
religious privileges, nor does be want to be stiff oratory from Demostbenes and Wendell
taxed to support them. The heathen wants Ph1llips. It cries out in its paroxysm of
the laws so doctored up that be, as a citizen, intellectual hunger for" profound thought,"
without an ounce of religion, eball bav the ''brilliant epigram." "poetic imagery,"
same ri~rhts politirally and legally that are "character creation," and "additions to the
conceded to the good man with a ton.
world's stock of useful knowledge " In
There is a growing Ruspicion that woman short, like the child, it wants the moon.
suffrage would result in a state religion, with Then dropping into the patronizing habit, it
its tests and its tithes. This suspicion will admits its willingness to believe that all me.
tend to carry the woman suffrage movement diums are not consciously fraudulent. Thanks
inside the church inclosures, and to circum- for nothing. It is even willing to allow that
scribe it to them.
" not a few eminent scholars" think that
" some hitherto undiscovered natural forces
TRY IT ON A PHEACHER.
exist, and cause a portion of the strange
From Salaam's Secular RPvfew.
things which undoubtedly do real1y happen
A kind Christian brother writes us that we in connection with those who claim medmm"should be burnt." We warn him that we istic powers." Then these phenomena are
are studious and lean, and would not burn "strange things," are they? Aha! But bow
well. lf he really does want a good blaze, much longer would the world bav bad to
he should apply his match to some stout and wait for them if it bad depended on these
lazy parson. We rPpeat we are lean, and '· eminent scholars" to bring them about?
when the very devil himself gets hold of us Here is where the bottom falls entirely out of
at last, and burls us head.ong into the blazes, the .Advertiser's tub, and we suggest that it
he will not"be able to say, "Now the fat's in suspend publication until it has attended to
the fire." Still, of course, we duly appreciate its coopering.

THE DIFFERENCE B&TWR&N TWO FAMOUS
ARCHISTS.

A~-

to resist their foes.
ing OVer.

The fight is far from be-

B. R. TuclcPI', 1n L!bm·tv.

But, after all. it makes verv little difference
to Herr Most what a man believes in econom.
ics. The test of fellowship with him lies in
acceptance of dynamite as a cure. all. 'Though
I should prove that my economic views. if
realized, would turn our social system inside
out, be would not therefore regard me as a
revolutionist- He declares outright that I
am no revolutionist. b~cause the thought of
the coming revolution (by dvnamite, be
means) makes my flesh creep. Well, I frankly
confess that I take no pleasure in the thought
of bloodshed and mutilation and death. At
these things my feelings revolt. And if delight in them is a requisit of a revolutinnist,
then indPed I am no revolutionist. When
revolutionist and cannibal become synonyms,
count me out, if you please. But, though my
feelin~~:s revolt, I am not mastPred bv them or
made a coward by them. More than from
dvnamite and blood do I shrink from the
thought of a permanent, system of society
involving the slow starvation of the most
industrious and deserving of its mPmbers. If
I should ever become convinced that the
policy of bloodshed is nPcessarv to end our
social system, the loudest of to-day's sbriekers
for blood would not surpass me in the stoicism with which I would face the inevitable.
Indeed, a plumb-liner to the last, I am confident that under such circumstances manv
who now think me chicken-hearted would
condemn the stony-beartedrtess with which I
should favor the utter sacrifice of every feeling of pity to the necessities of the terroristic
policy.
lllR.

SEAVER VANQUISHES A CHRISTIAN.
From the Bo•t•m Tnvestiyator.

A skeptic and a believer were discussing
the uselessness of faith without works, and
the following were some of their ar~ruments:
Skeptic: "The Bible is on my side here.
It savs that 'faith without works is dead,
being alone.' Here you perceive faith alone
is useless-dead."
Believer: "I admit that; but here faith
and works are coupled-the one givs effect
to the other.''
1
Skeptic: "·But can yon show me a passa~re
which says that good works without faith are
dead-being alone? Not one; good works
are never dead or useless-a ~rood act done
by an unbeliever is just as effectual as one
done by a believer-a dollar given by an unbeliever to a starving family will buy as
much bread as toe dc.lar of a believer will."
Believer: " That is sound reaAoning, and I
cannot controvert it; the diffennce must
only lie in the motivs which induced each to
giv the dollar.''
SkPptic: "Suppo~e that the believer gave
his dollar for the glory of God, and the unbeliever his from dictates of humanity, which
is most entitled to credit?"
Believer: "I think he who gave it for the
glory of God''
SkPptic: "There I differ from you, because
he who gave it for the glory of God did an
act from an ideal motiv, unless be expected
that God would giv him credit, or reward
him either here or hereafter, for this act, and
this I consider the real motiv; whereas the
unbeliever expected no credit or reward from
God; all the reward be could expect was the
gratitude of those his bounty relieved, and
the approbation of his own conscience, in
performing an act of kindness to his fellowbeings.''
Believer: "I cannot refute that reasoning,
and here I must-leave you for the present."
JOSEPH SYMES'S LABOR IN AUSTRALIA.
From the llfelbourne LlbPrator.

A CONVERTED JEW IN TEXAS.
From J. D. Sliaw's Tnaepenr!ent Pulptt.

Some time ago there appeared in our city
papers a spread-eagle sort of advertisment,
prefaced as follows: "Oriental LecturesDr. Wad-El-Ward in Waco-High Commendation from our Pustors," and signed by the
pastor of the First Baptist church, the pastor
of the Methodist church, and the pastors of
two Presbyterian.chnrcbes. In the advertisment referred to, these gentlemen recommended to the confidence and favor of their
various flocks, and of the people of Waco, a
gentleman by the name of Wad-El-Ward as a
Hebrew Christian, the son of a Jerusalem
rabbi, lineally descend-ed from Judas Maccabeus. They vouched for him as an accomplished and fluent linguist, speaking thirteen
languages, including Hebrew, Arabic, Greek,
Latin, German, French, and English, and as
an honorary member of the alumni of Harvard University. 'fbe Baptist church was
tendered him, and tickets sold readily at fifty
cents admission.
The show came off-a real humbug it
proved to be, too, made up of a little preach-ing. a little lecturing, in poor, broken English,
enlivened with some heathen toggery, bad
music, and poor dancing. It is said ttl at Dr.
Burleson and his college students were on
band, -and seemed to enjoy it immensely.
The great "convert" was all the talk until
the people began to comprehend his little
scheme for avoiding the Opera House rent
and taxes. It transpires now that there is no
such rabbi in Jerusalem as he claims to be
the son of, that he was never an honorary
member of the alumni of Harvard University,
and that he is a very poor Hebrew scholar.
THE " WHISPER&RS ?"
F!·om San Franct.•co F!·eethoooht.

The twelfth annual Congress of the American Secular Union will be held at Pittsburgh,
Pa., in October. Considering the subject,
the Pittsburgh 'l'ruth says:
In Freethouullt, a new 'Lib~>ral paper, of which
President Putnam i• on~ of the editors, there
appeared on March 24th a signifioant Pilitorial in
reference to the American .Secular Union and
what ought to be done at the next Congress.
"There is no q,lestion," says the editor, ·• that the
g-reat body ot Liberals throughout these States
desire a union of some kind through which they
can, as it were, touch bandA, and wb.ich will brinll
tbPm together in national fraternitY."
We firmly believe the prominAnt and influential
Liberals of tbiR country would' heartily support
•ncb a union. But why is it that the AmPr!can
Secular Umon does not receive a hearty support
from the great, bodv of Liberals, of every shade of
opinion 1 That it does not, no one will deny.
The question, " Why is it that the American Secular Union does not receive a hearty
support from the great body of Liberals of
every shade of opinion ?" is one that is easily
answered. It was answered substantially in
the article from which Truth quotes. The
Union is not heartily supported ·because it
has so many supposed-to-be friends who are
in fact its enemies. By these persons every
device for injuring the organizf.l.tion is resorted
to. The public and private character of its
officers is at. tacked in open charges and by innuendo. There are promulgators of confidential circulars. There are schemers and
plotters and wbisperers who by underhanded
methods reach the working Liberals of the
country and instil into their minds the poison
of suspicion and distrust. -These schemers and
wbisperers cannot be reformed; the nature
of them cannot be changed ; their malady is
chronic or constitutional. If they cannot be
induced to make their attacks openly, or to
put tbemselvs in a position to be attacked, the
only hope for the Secular Union is that they
may pay the debt of nature soon and their
deeds die with them. No one can wish for
the prolongation of the lives of men who liv
only for the injury they can do to others. It
is because such men exist, and make the
Secular Union the object of their malignity,
that the organization does not receive the
full confidence of the great body of Liberals,
which it deserves, and is not generously supported by them.
We s~cond the motion of Truth that the
other Liberal papers take a stand in the matter, but we cannot agree that the Union needs
fixing up by the Pittsburgh Congress or any
other. The Union has a platform-the Nine
Demands of Liberalism-that needs no tinkering. Its methods• are the most effectiv that
can be carried out with small means, and its
executiv officers are among the best men in
the ranks.
The Congress may possibly find means for
furthering the work and giving the Union a
new impetus. That will be its chief object.
It prom1ses to be a lively gathering, and it is
hoped that the whisperers or their representati vs will there find the lungs to express themselvs in a voice audible to the public ear.

Mr. Symes bas been in Melbourne over four
years. He landed on the lOth February,
1884. NParly the whole of the time he bas
not only been incpssant in his work of lecturing, "journalism, sciencA classes, etc., but
be bas llad a world of fighting also. He bas
been no fewer than ten times before magistrates and judges of the supreme court. And
in spite of the most dastardly action of the
government, be bas managed to keep the
Liberator going and to keep the Hall of
Science open. Nor is that all. The Liberator to-day is as efficient as ever, is more respected than ever, is a far greater power than
ever; and this too in spite of the commercial
depression in Sydney ard Adelaide, and in
spite of the cowardly attempts of pretended
Freethinkers to boycott aud damage us.
The Libe?·ator bas earned its title to be considered the Freetbougbt journal of Australasia, the republican paper of the colonies.
And what it bas been in the past it will continue to be so long as Mr. Symes is at its
head. And the Hall of Science-who shall
describe it? There you find the same enthusiasm as.greeted our editor four years agomore, if possible-the same hearty mutual
respect between audience and lecturer. And
MIRACLES
those are the most astonishing phenomena in
Melbourne life. One man, wit.h not one single
learned friend to converse with, the butt of
newspaper malice, of pulpit bile, of governMIRACLE WORKERS.
ment spleen and hypocrisy, with nothing but
his own ability and honesty of purpose and
By JOHN PECK.
design to carry him through, f'arries on a hall
and a paper in spite of all the rascaldom of
Victoria! And be does this for four years
" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything
upon the stretch; and shows no signs of flag- within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
ging or weariness. Verily, the Secularists
never bad greater cause to rally round their
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
leader; nor was there ever a time when it
was more necessary to unite in solid phalanx
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
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Pains

ARGUMENT

Vin~icate~ !

A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanderil and
their refutation.

BY

Robert G, Ingerso.ll,
IN THE

TRIAL

"BLASPHEMY,"
AT

MORRISTOWN,

-aThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
·
TOGETHER WITH

A ROliAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
A

lf'abrica~d

Aooount of a Scene at tluJ Deathbed of 1'1wmas Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dyiug moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery' it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Re igiousand PoliticaJ Libertv.
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acqmre greater political
liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very foundation of the religion of every age; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailing the account of slavery m this country, calls
the attentwn of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind 1n America. Throughout,
the work is replete with astounding facts and
weighty arguments whiCh cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age,
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
Cloth, 12mo., 138pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE TIWTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Laf&} ette Place, New York.

KERSEY GRAYES'S WORKS.
Biography of Satan ; or, a Historical
Exposition of the Devil and his Fiery Domains.
Price, 35 cents.

Bible of Bibles ; or, Twenty-seven
Divine Revelations. containing a description of
twenty-•even b1bles and an exposition of two
thousand biblical errors in science,' history,
mords, religion, and general events. Also a
delineation of the characters of the p1incipal
personages of the Christian Bible and an examination of their doctrins. Price, 1. 75.

Savior>~

Handsome 8vo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.
In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows· his grea~ forensic-powers •. All his heart and brain
are in it. It Is one of h1s greatest productions. It !B lll h1s chosen tield of mtellec.tual coml)at, and
we see him as the BPiendld champion of hurnan hberty and the rights ~f m!Lu. H1s Jove of ft·eedom
and justice. hatred of tYranny and chains, •J;mpathy for the oppressed, m1sgmded. and enthralled, h1a
courage and candor, hav m thi~ Argu~ent full scope of expt·easwn. and he makes grand use of the
opportunity. Such a flood of lu~ht-ol eloquence, legal learnmg, log1c, pathos, poetry, and patnotlsm-is not often poured out in a cnurt of iuotlCe.
.
.
.
Tbe many call• for this Argument in complete !tnd accurate shape hav led ~o thiB pubhcatwn,
as rev1sed by !11r. Ingersoll himself. All other publlcatwns are the merest ftctwns-reprmts from
meager and misleadmg newspaper refer_ences,
.
. .
Lawyers and advocates Will find this the modeL of an address to a JUry: statesmen and poh tlcians a clear exposition of C')nstitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, ana free men
and women everywheFe, a l\1agna Cbarta of their nghts.
.
.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York mty.

THE NEW GOD.
8ecreta1"/J of the American Secula/1' Union.

·l'OB

1

or None. BY KER-

sEY GuAvEs, '\.:t • .aer of the Wo~'.i's Sixteer.
Crucitied Saviors; The Bible ~f Bibles, and
Biography of Satan. Cloth, 7::.Cts.; paper, 50cts.

'l'he World's Sixteen Umcided ~av
iors; or, Chris~ianity Before Christ.
Oontaming ne"' and startling revelations in
religious his~.... ry, which disclose the oriental
origin of all the doctrines, princip!es, precepts,
and miracles of the Christ1an New Testament,
and furnishing a key for unlocking many of
its sacred mysteries, besides ·comprising the .
history of sixteen oriental crucified ~:ods. 1.50.
Address THE TUUTH SEEKER.

S. P. Putnam's Works.
The Problem of the

Universe~

Price 10 cen tB.
Address THE TBUTH SEEKEB COMPANY.

HOW TO STRENCTHEN

THE MEMORY;

Its Scientific Solution, with some CritiCisms of
Universology, Price, 20 cts.

Waifs and Wandermgs, a New Ameli-

can Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50 cts.
"A prose epic of the war, riBh with incident
and dramatic power; breezy from first page to
last with the living spirit of to-day,"-John
Bwtnton's Po;per.

Ingersoll and J esns. A conversation
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Century Infidel and the Galileau Reformer, wherein it is
shown there is much in harmony between
them. Price, 10 cts.

Golden Throne, a Romance. " The
author certainly has genius. The divine creativ spark is within him. The book1sfilled witla
manly thoughts, expressed in manly wordsthe transcnptof a manly mind. Every Liberal
should read Golden Throne.• "-INGERSOLL,

Gottlieb, His Life. A Romance of
Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price 25 cents.

Why Don't He Lend a
other Agnostic Poems.

Hand~

Price, 10 cts.

and
·

Adami and Heva. A Poetic version
of the Indian Story of the Garden of E1en,
in which its superiority ~o the mutilated
copy-the Genesis legend-is shown. Price 10
cents.
Jl'or all of the above address
'I'Hlii 'I'"RTT'I'H Rliiliil\ER

nf"'.

SELl'-UON'l'RAIHU'l'lONS 0.1!' 'l'HE
BIBLE.
A perfectly reliable, accurate pa"mphlet. Thoullh
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W,
H. BURR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than ao,ooo copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cents.
For RI\IP o.t. th•• nffiM.
15 large Pnzzle C••·ilo all il ffor. FREE
N"W
1
ent ann THE "'A MIL Y VISITOR a huge 16
for oue yea•· free
1

l"ag~ ~f"'"""ztu~

to tnal subscnbers. S ''"l 12 nne cent. st.amos to
P.aY postage. etc., to ·A, NIELEN, 112 w. Sixth st.,
Oincinnati, 0.

For the benefit of our read.
' ers who Preserve their papers
1veoffer a new style of bmder,
, 11i\rloY
nade for the purpose, and
· 8 "'.v1th the heading of TnE
~ '""' •
' CRUTH J:IEEKEB printed in
rl,~~"'e·-ie~~~~·~~~~- w:d letters on the outside.
L
Ch1s bmder allows the openll.lg ur LHt V'•IJtioiJtdectly flat. It also allows the
takmg out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Sent by mail. post.p_afd, for •1.
·
Address THE TBUTH SEEKER,
tf
28 LafaybUe Pl., New York.
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Natural and Scientific Methods of
Nev~r Forgetting.

GIRARD'S WILL

By M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.

AND

tt.oo.

12mo, i.60 pp.,
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

TRY•S·QU21RE;

meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the a,udience. N.B.-'l'ruth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write.
The Sonnets written by }j'rancis Bacon to the Ear 1
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BURR. Price, 25 cents. For Rala at. thie office,

PAINE'S AGE OF IU:ASON.
The Greatest of all Anti-Bibll·
cal \Vorks.
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. ·Six copies for
$1.00.

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with th6
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
flaming arguments • • • will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepa
ration.n

Price,

3~

cents.

For either of these works or any of Paine's
writin~~:s,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

OB,

Girard Collflge Theology.
AN EXPOSE
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard'• magnificent
bequest to Philadelplna by the Christian
churches and Young liien's
Christian AssoCiation.
By RICH. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
Price $1,
Address TaE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherwise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just sufficient narra.ti v about it to interest the reader and
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
to his mind.
For Bale at this office, Price, $1.00.

NEW EDITION.

The Secret of the East,
OB,

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise .and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

ROMAN ISM,
DANCER AHEAD.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Gvod Citizen of
this Republic.

For sale at this office.

Prof. H. M. Cottinger's Works.
The Y onth's Liberal Guide. This

volume aims at the education of youth in the
principles of Freethought, at the same time
that it inculcates moral duties and human
rir:hts from a standpoint of pure reason and
common sense. Price, $1.

Elrments of Uni'Versal History. For

B:y A • .T. GROVER.

Higher Institutes in RePublics, and for SelfInstruction.
" This book is just what the bnsy world of
to-day needs-a perfect compendium of history from 2,000 years n.o., on up to 1883, all in a
nut•hell."-i'Jimina Slenker.
"Mr. Cotting'er's intentions in writing this
book are excellent, and his standpoint admirable; it may be commended as fultilhng its
purpose of a concise and interesting historical
text-book."-Jf!lwaukee Sentinel. Price, $1.

Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Robt8 G. ln2'ersoll's
OPENING 8PJIJJIJCH TO THJIJ JURY
in the suit of the

Rosa, the Educating Mother. "Rosa

Bankers' and Merchants' Tele·
graph Company

Prometheus. A poem. "It is crammed
with life, thought, and profound emotion,
poured farth, it seems to me, with extraordinary beauty,"-DB. HENBY W. BELLOWS. $1.

BINDER for THE TRUT.B. SEEKER
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OR,

OR

and

NEW JERSEY.

Stenogmphically repO'I·ted, and revised by the author.

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

THE STRUGGLE

Sixteen

OF C. B. REYNOLDS
FOR

-.-o-

BY &OBERT G. INGERSOLL.

THE FORUM.
Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7: an P.M .• corner tlangamon street and
Washmatou boulevard. L~ctures aud debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

is a good book. w1·itten by a lifelong teacher in
the public schools of the old country and
America. It contains many sensible and valuable ideas, much sound philosophy, and offers
several fine suggestions to all who hav the
interest of children and youth at heart."Susan H. Wtxon. Pric~. $1 00.
Addrese THE THUTH SEEKER.

against the

Western Union Telegraph Company
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH SEEKEB has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents ilach.

VOLT AIDE'S ROMANCES.
CONTENTS:
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.- Zadil!;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The PrmceBB
of Babylon.-Tbe Man of Forty Crowus. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-l\1icrom~as.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Pbilosopher.-Audres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Btud:y of Nature.-A Conversation
With a Chinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 6~
engravings, Pricelicloth, bPveled boards, $1.50"bpa.per covers, $1. Hn calf or half morocco, mar led
edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
WORK~

OF 0.

Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 2M.

A Masonic Vindication of' Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
15o.
Addres,
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
2P LafaYette Pl .. NAw York

Our Flag Above the Cross.
This device is fer
paper and envelopes for Secular
Unions and others,

PRICES:
Half-note, bl'kink,
per quire, , .18
Envelopes, black
ink, per pack, .18
Paper or envelopes
with local address, 1,000, !6.00
Half-note, 4 colors,
per quire, . ,25
Envelopes,4 colors,
per pack, , .25
Paper or envelopes
4 colors, with local address, per

AU in a Lifetime. A Romance. By

BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
Over a hundred fine illustrations.

ASHORT

LESSON IN HISTORY i

Miss Susan H. Wixon. "The great charm of
this novel is its absolute fidelity to nature. It
\personages are those one meets with in com
mon life, and are portraYed with a vividnes
and perspicuity I WflS scarcely prepared to ex
pect to ti_nd, m such a marked det"ree •.even
from so gifted a pen as that of M1ss Wtxon,
whose brilliant and lucid style is familiar to
most readers in the Freeth ought ranks." Price,
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
1.50. Address

A double-Pag~ picture contrasting science a!ld 'f.'be· Outcast. A deep, finely written
;heology, showmg how tbe one has labored for,
Radical story. From the London editwn. By
human advancement, and how the other has '
Win wood Reade, author of Martyrdom of Man.
always opposed it.
30 cents.
Price. six copies, 30 cents; one dozen 50 cents; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - twen_!y-five copies for $1; one hundred copies far THE TRUTH S"F.~JrFlt ANNUAL.
$3. We wish that the friends of Freethought would,
<listribnte thousands of these telling pictures.
:
Price, 25 cents.

15C.

Origin of the Christian Bible.

written Radical romance. Bl Wm. McDonnell.
author of Exeter Hall, FamilY Creeds, Day o
Best, etc. 500 pages. Price reduced. Paper
90 cents ; cloth, 1.25.

A. Book for Children and Youth.

10c.

·BIDLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,

FREETIIOUGIIT NOVELS.

THE STORY HOUR.

WHITFORD, M,D,

Christianity a Reward for Crime.

T"lul Heathens of the Heath. A finely
REDUCED TO $1.00.

B.

1,.JOO, • • $10.00

Address

I

The Truth Seeker.
OOPYRIQHTIO,

Anr, profit from s~les will be devoted to the free
distnbution of Li])era.lliterature,
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Jltw s off tht flttlt.

ORDER OF CREATION.'

fl~ms

off g[honnht.

WHEN women reason, and babes sit in the lap of
philosophy, the victory of reason over the shadowy
hosts of darkness will be complete.-Inaersoll.

WHILE the Bible contains
many valuable precppts and
much that man could heed
wfth profit, the good is so
intermixed with ~b•ff and
rubbish, with so much that
does violence to our reason
and common sense, that it
fa not possible that the
whole could hav emanated
from a being to whom we
ascribe divine perfection.Dr. Ar!er.

SourRim'l manu factures are growing rapidly.
FRA.NOR and Italy are
engaged in a tariff-raising
duel.
AN international copyright bill has passed the
Senate.

0 REMEMBER that my life
is wind : mine eye shall no
more see good. The eye
of him that hath seen me
Phall see me no more : thine
eyes are upon me and I am
not. As the cloud is consumed and vanisheth away,
so he that goeth down to
the grave shall come up no
mot·e. He shall return no
more to his hou•e, neither
shall his place know him
any more.-Job vii, 7-10.

THE American Tract
l::lociety employs 194 colp:)rtenrs.
NEwYomr has rejected
local option, and also
high license.
TRR coffee syndicate is
arrang;ing to make $5,000.000 a year.
E:-;GLAND fears that if
Boulanger attains power
he will attack her.

~

-===-·

-~

~
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WHAT shall we say of a
religion that comigns to
bell a Humboldt and Comte,
a Paine and J,·fftlrson, a
\VI(,uc•t'hv~
THE Yale divinity
.fr" ,-- ~--,(<••·
Huxley and Spencer, a Par\\f,
//)//(liJV'~~ ....____
school graduated twentyker and Emerson, a Lvdia
[.....-~'-~--- - - _!....._
nine men on the 16th.
Maria Child and Hrtrr;et
Martineau, and promises
METHODiars s<ty they
'l'.ti.b: LOHD'tl IDEA OF STYLE.
eternal joy to every robber
hav increased in four
and assassin, provided thPy
And for Aaron's sons thou shalt make coats, and thou shalt make for them girdles, and bonnets shalt thou make for
"trust in JeBus" in their
yeR.rs from 1,769,534 to
them, for glory and for beauty. And thou shalt make them linen breeches to cover their nakedness; from the loins even
dying hour? Is it not true
uuto the thighs they shall reach.-Ex. xxviii, 40, 42.
2,093,935.
that the Bible contains good
and bad principles, and, like
THE Spanish !!:Overn"JoHN," said the minister to the sexton," that all other book·a, should be read· with discriminament purposes establishing a steamship line
pulpit cushion is worn out. I wish you would s_ee tion 1-B. F. Unde1·u-ooc!.
to New York.
that a new cover is put on it." "Yes, sir," said
SucH members of Parliament as c'>ndeseend to
John, grimly; "I know it's wore out, an• it's the deal in theolollical q nestions hav very much the
AnoLITION of slavery in Brazil will be celethird
this
year.
It
ain't
my
place
to
make
remarks,
THis
is
the
time
when
the
wary
citizen
reads
the
opinions of ordinary cultivated Englishmen; they
brated by three days' festivities.
"Conn try Board " advertisments in order to de- sir, but in my opinion there is such a thing as 11re much too respectable to say anything shockAT Newcastle, Del., on the 12~h, four men cide where not to go.
carryin' relig-ion -a.leetle too far."
ing· to their clergy or to their wives, but if they
DoMINIE (to choir leader) : "The collection this are not sat-urated to the core with the opinions
were publicly whipped aud two pilloried.
IN Volapnk "galon" means to rejoice. That is
morning, Mr. Hotwater, was very small, and I am which clergymen denounce as ~theism, my expewhat
a
young
man
does
when
he
has
a
gal-on
GERMAN police ha.v confiscated thousands of
his knee. Volapuk is no slouch of a language. sorry to eay that I think the me•gerness was rien"e must be of a most exceptional nature.Socittlist pamphlets and made many arrests at after all.
largely due to you." Choir leader : "Largely due LeFlle StPphen.
Breslau.
IT is a little singular that the mnre the Bible is
TnE latest bit of political gossip is to the effect to me, sir?" Dominie: "Yes. Hereafter, while
THE American Sunday-school Union re- that Belva Lockweod has given up wearing the the plate ia being passed, I wish you would try to revi,-ed, and studied, and discuosed, the less people
make a better selection of music than' Salvation's believe of it, and the lPRB influencA it seems to
ports for last year 1,502 schools organized, prevailing style of tournure. If elected president, Free.'"
exert ovPr their lives. The vaRt mAjorit-y of proshe proposes to take her seat.
with 54,127 scholars.
fpssing Christians hav no knowledge of Greek or
"YoUNG man," he asked, solemnly," do you giv Hebrew, and must, therc,fore, form their estimate
THE California vulture is known as PseudoA FINE bust of Garibaldi, the Italian pa- on;vl.u.• C'al•forntanu.•. We always thought the heed to thinii"B of a religious nature?" "Well, yes,
o'f the accuracy of different r~>nderings by the
triot, has been contributed to the Capitol and Callfornia vulture the man who has building lots •ir," respondpd the young man. "Last Sunday, opinions of disputing d•vines. Tens of t.hous•nds
for instance, I caught a glance from a pair of soft of sincere Christians are afin~st illiterate in their
for sale in Los Angeles and thereabouts.
placed in a Senate lobby.
brown eyes that were on their waY to church, to
"THE cow that givs condensed milk-I suppose which I gave considerable heed. There are times, mother tongues, and cannot understand why
THE New York elevated railways purpose
you hav one on the place, Farmer Robinson?" in- 8ir, when things of a religious nature are restful there should be need for so much revi•ion of the
raising fares, to swell their already enormous quired his fair city visitor. "Well, no. Ye see, I
book thl\t th~ir mothers tau~~:ht them to regard as
and consoling."
·
insnired from cover to cover. They know that
profits on watered stock.
sold her last year because she would put her foot
DE LARA: "Were you shaking hands with that this is a good book, by which they hav tried to liv
SIR ANDREW BAROLAY WALKER, formerly in the ca.n."
slugger, wife-beater, and generally bad man, the and desire to die, but if it is true, why should
BEFORE
taking:"
Oh.
dear
me,
George,
don't!
I
mayor of Liverpool, Eng., has offered $1.25(},.
think yon are just awful!" Aft.er taking: "Tl.le •Jersey llantam 1"' De Sniflles: "Why, yes. Wales learned clergymen ohanlle its wording 1-Toron!o
000 toward building a cathedral in that city. mean, horrid thmg ! Did anvboc!v ever see such a did it for Mr. Sullivan, and it's quite the thing, EvP.ntna News.
don't yer know? The chappies are gettin~~: up a
THE early Christians felt more and did more
THE colored men want to know what stupid?" N B.-The only thing that poor George reception for John L. You will want some tickets, than those of the present day, not because they
took was his dPparture.
:Methodist Bishc.p Hood means by saying
of course. F1ve dollars buys one." De Lara: were better men, but because they believed more;
MR. GoTHAM: "Wonld you like to see 'Pyg.
the planters should be paid for their slaves. malion' to-m~~:ht, Miss Porcine 1" Miss Porcine (of "You may giv me four. And say ! Present me to Rnd they believed more because they knew Jess.
the • Bantam,' will you T"
Doubt is the offBprinll of knowled~~:e: the savage
THE Ohio Congregational Association ad- Cinmnuat.t): "Yes, very much, Mr. Gotham. 1
never doubts at all.-Wtnwooc! Reaae.
·
in
encouraging
anything
connected
with
believe
SMITHSoN:
"I
saw
you
at
the
theater
last
evenvises resistance to govnnment interference
You take wheat to.cast into the earth's bosom:
the great hog industry."
ing, I believe, Miss Bacon. Did tbe performance
with missionary instruction to Indians in the
your wheat may be mixed with chaff, chopped
A PASTOR of a North Carolina church, having come up to your expectation T" Miss Bacon (who straw, barn-sweepings, dust, and all imaginable
vernacular.
graduated from the army to the ministry, recently is a member of the Cheyenne Culture Olub) : "I rubbish; no matter; you cast it into the kind,
can hardly say I was wholly satisfied, Mr. SmithA LA.RGE number of physiciar:s in giving, startled h1s congregation by announcing the col- son. Why, that hero fatigued me every time he just earth; she ~~:rows the wheat-the whole rublectiOn with the unusual command: "Attention,
by request, their opinion of the effect of company I Present alms!"
pulled h1s gun. The slowest. cow-puncher on our bish she oilently absorbs, shrouds it in, says nothranch would pump him full of lead before he ing of the rubbish. The yellow wheat is growing
smoking, are unanimous that it is injurious
then; the good earth is silent about all the rest,
" THAT is a dangerous-looking dog you hav could get his hands away from hiij hip ("
and often fatal.
has silent.ly turned all the rest to some benefit,
there, dellcon. Aren't you afrl\id he will injure
WIFE: "What do you m:ean by coming home at too, and mRkes no complaint about it ! So everyTnE biennial convention of the American somebody 1" "Well, yes," rept1ed the deacon, un·
Turnerbunrl at Chicago on the 20th declared easily. "I havn•t much confidence in the animal. this time of night, George T" Husband: "'S all where in Nature ! She is true, and not a lie; and
If you hear of anybody who wants a good dog, let your fault, my -dear-hlc's-all your fault." W. y9t so great, and jnst, and motherly in her truth !
for Socialism, and desires the abolition of the me know, and l'lf sell him cheap."
(with a dark frown): "All my fault, sir? All my She requires of a thing only that it be genuin of
presidency and the Senate.
fault?" H.: "Yes. F•lerswanted me to stay longer.
" lilY dear," said a sick husband, as he lay with Wouldn't do it. Said a man with a wife's pretty 'n heart; she will protect it if so; will not if not
There is a soul of truth in all t-he t.hings she
IT is rumored, though without much author- his eyes clo~ed, "I think my time has come at last. amiable's mine bad no s'cuse for staying out any so,
ever gave harbor to.-C'arzuze•s Hero- Wor.•lllp.
ity, that Vanderbilt furnishes funds for the I can hear strains of the sweetest music that ever longer. That's reason why-er-I come home so
IF instead of the "glad tidingij" that there.
mortal ear-" "That's a little German band on
sprPad of BoulangeriBm 1 aiming to get an the street, Jnhn." "That's so," he said, rousing soon." W. (•miling): "Well, you're a roreat trial exists a beinll in whom all the excellences which
to
me,
George,
but
I
suppose
1'11
hav
to
forgiv
interest in the rule of France.
the highest human mind c11.n conceive exiRt in
him~ell. "Tell 'em to move on !••
you.''
a degree inconceivable to us, I am informed that
AT a prayer-meeting in a Western town the
"PA,'' said he the other day, u do angels hav the world is ruled by a being whose attributes are
CoNGREss is receiving by the bushel petipastor
urged
the
people
to
ask
any
question
that
wings?"
"YeP,
son."
u
Pa,
if
I'm
a~~:ood
boy,
will
in:finit, but what they are we cannot learn, nor
tions from the Women's Christian Temperthey would like to hav answer~d. Tbis prompted I be an angel?~ "Yes, son." "An' havwings an' fly
ance Union in all parts of the country for an old fellow to getup and remark:" What I want away up an' up an' out of sight?" "Yes; if you what are the principles of biB government, except
that" the highest human mora!it.y which we are
laws prohibiting Sunday railroading.
to know is, ef an oath taken on a Bible wbich hez want to, I suppose you can, son." (After a long c11pable of conceiving" does not sanotion thc·m,
THE voting strength of the new British- the fust ten chapters of Gennysis kissed off'n it, is pause.) u Srty, pa." "Well, what is it, son T" "If convince me of it, and I will hear my fate as I may.
binding."
you see me flying with wings when yon's out hunt- But when I am told that I mmt ·believe thi8, and
American movement, organized to combat
" WHAT a triumph for justice !"she exclaimed. ing, you wouldn't shoot me, would you, paT" "No; at the same time cBII this being by the names
Irish and Catholic rule, is estimated at 40.000 "You, of course, hav heard of the annex girl who papa wouldn't shoot his little boy." A long pau~e which express and affirm the highest human mon Massachusetts and the same in New York. was awarded a prize for a historical essay over a and then : "Pa, do angels hav feathers on 'em T·' rality, I say, in plain terms, that I will not. Whatnumber of Harvard student&?" '' Oh, yes," he "Y-e-s [groping with some hesitation in the dusty ever power such a being may hav over me, there is
A PHOTEs·rANTclergyman at Malaga, Spain, said," I've heard of it." "Well!'' she went on theologiCal corner of ·a world worn brain], I sup- one thing which he shall not do-he sballt1ot comhas been sentenced to two years and four proudly, "do you know that the papers are all pose so, son." (Another pause.) up,., can you pel me to worship him. I will call no being good
months' imprisonment for writing against Ca- talking about it?" And then the brute said calmly, pick an angel?" The fond parent here took refuge who is not what I mean when I apply that epithet
"The papers wouldn't be R!l talking about it, you in laughter, and the sitting ended in the banish- to my fellow-creatures; and if such a being c11.n
tholicism, the state religion. The religious know, 1f it weren't such an unprecedented thiDg, 1 ment of the youn11: knowledge-seeker to his little sentence me to hell for not so callinll him, to hell
liberty law was ignored.
and almoat certain never to happen again."
bed.
[gehenna !J I will~~:o.-J. S, Mill.
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(Tammany Ward Worker to Methodist Ministerial Delegate :) " SHAKE

IJJolt!J and ~lippings.

OLD MAN

WE'RE ON ,THE SAME LAY."

and influential sect in India, says the Sun, tenancy, rent, reclamation, drainage, utiliza- port themselvs and take out an annual
they certainly occupy a very con~picuous po- tion, and cultivation respectivly as shall af- license, which shall cost ten shillings, and
sition among 250,000,000 people. · From a ford reasonable encouragement, opportuni- the governor in council is empowered to
SAN FRANOISOO is to hav a crematory. A statistical point of view the Unitarians of ties, facilities, and security for the due utili- make regulations relativ thereto. All Chinese
company has been formed, which owns a India appear to be Trinitarians.
zation, cultivation, and development of the will be preserved in their civil rights. The
valuable lot, and next month work will be
said lands."
police hav received strict orders to prevent
EMANotPATION is progressing rapidly in
begun upon the furnace and chapel.
any molestation of the Chinese.
THE Merctlry says: " The Methodist Consome parts of Brazil. In the province of San
CATROLIOS claim the pwportion of their Paulo the slaves are being set free at the rate ference had a lively time of it in electing the
SAYs the lltrald: " The daily publication
population in this country to hav increased of five hundred and six hundred.a day, and five new bishops, and Parson Newman, ex- of a verse of holy Ecripture by Colonel Shepas follows : 1770, 1-12); 1790, 1-70 ; 1800, the legislature has passed a bill forbidding the court chaplain of the Grant ;re.qime, had a ard'-< .Mail and Express is beginning to bear
1-53 j 1810, 1-'8 j 1830, 1-21 j 1850, 2-7 j 1888, use of the prisons for the custody of runaway chance to get in some fine electioneering good fruit; some of our esteemed contem1-6.
slaves. Thousands of runaway slaves havre- work. It was a singular canvass all through. poraries are already reprinting the quotations
THE statue of the Virgin to be erected on turned to work on being assured that they At the start nobody had an idea that Dr. New- as original matter, cr~diting them to Colonel
the mountains beside Montreal will ha v a would be paid wages and not deprived or" man h:id a ghost of a show, and everybody Shepard's paper. This reminds us of the
pedestal 200 feet higb.; it will be hollow, an their liberty. Important liberations are tak- was certain that Dr. James M. King, of this prominent American editor (name not essenelevator carrying the public to the head at a ing place in other provinces, but are less nu- city, would be the first man chosen to the tial) who, one Sunday night, strayed into a
episcopate. But the first day's balloting church, all the other places being shut up,
merous than those of San Paulo.
5-cent fare.
showed a 'combine,' and the unsuspicious heard the preacher read the story of Israel's
A CORRESPONDENT of Hodder and StoughHtnn:'s a how-de-do I The Interior, of
ton's religious British Weekly made recently Chicago, declares unreservedly that "An- portion of the delegates were roped in by a eFcRpe from Egypt, hurried back to the office,
the statement that the Young Men's Christian dover is the greatest old Fquirt of a theolog- special lobby of politicians from Washington had the narrativ put in type, and issued an
Association has been at work in London for icar seminary in the world." We should like before they knew it. It was a funny result. edition which was bulletined as, 'Extra I
forty-four years, has about sixty metropolitan to see some secular paper with the sacrilegious Dr. King was defeated, it is said, because Great Naval Engagement on the Red Sea I'"
FRoM the Standard: "John Most was anand suburban branches, and yet all its mem- gall necess11ry to make such an announcement. John D. ~lay back, and other wealthy brokers,
bers and associations could be comfortably And then we should like to observe which were supporting him, and Dr. Newman was nounced to lecture on Anarchy in Odd Fdelected, it is certain, through the hard work lows' hall at New Haven last week, but when
seated in two London theaters.
dissecting-room of a medical college would of his political friends in the foyer of the
THE death is announced of a notable mem- enjoy the pleasure of his remains. There is Opera House. However, if the brethren are he arrived the owners of the hall locked him
and his audience out. This conduct of the
ber of the Parisian demi.monde-to wit, the a great field for the clergy which regularly
sati>fied so are we-only let us hear no more
:Madam Adele Bt1rdin, more gen.orally known dPclaims against the iniquity of the ordinary in the religious press about the wickedness hall.owners will no doubt receive the approval of public sentiment gener&lly, as it did
as Baroness d' Ange. Her trim voiture, drawn ~unday newspaper to cultivate Christian res- of political nominating conventions."
t.hat of the public sentiment of New Haven;
by. a pair of fine steeds of raven blackness, ignation and religious calm for the especial
THE Australian government allows few nevertheless, repression in cases like this is
was for many years a well-known feature of use of the authorized organs of the church.Chinese in its realm. The excluding bill, by no means the better policy. When an obthe boulevards and the Champs Elysees. Milwaukee Sentintl.
pa8sed recently, operates from the first of noxious priest of the Church of England,
She expired in a convent, whither she was
MR. BRADLATTGH moved the following reso- May. It indemnifies the government for named Johnson, had been sentenced, in the
taken at her own request.
lution in the House of Commons on the 1st past acts; prohibits the naturalization of time of James the Second, to be whipped
THE Episcopal mission in Mexico still seems ult.: "That in the opinion of this House, Chinamen; allows vessels to bring one China- from Newgate to T} burn, and a Catholic
to be in a sadly muddled condition. Several ownership of land should carry with it the man to every 300 tons (instead of one to 100 priest pleaded for the victim with James, the
rival agencies are appealing for funds, and no duty of cultivation or utilization, and that in tons as heretofore); raises the poll tax from king's fin&] reply was: 'Mr. Johnson has the
one appears to know which of them is the au- all cases where land capable of cultivation or £10 to £100, and tlxes the penalty for an eva- spirit of a martyr and it is fit that he should
thorized representativ of the church. A large utilization with profit,,. and not devoted to sion of the law at from £l0 to £50. China- be one!' A few years later William the
number of intelligent laymen of the church some purpose of public utility or enjoyment, men will be permitted to trade in defined Third said of a Jacobite: 'He has set his
hav no faith whatever in the mission, and is held in a vacant, waste, or uncultivated areas, but the number in each of these dis- heart on being a martyr, and I hav set mine
. would like to hav it withdrawn. The intelli- state, the local authorities ought to ha v the tricts must not exceed five. The bill also on disappointing him I' From these two ingent laymen should hav their likes gratified. power to compulsorily acquire such land by imposes restrictions as to residence and trad- cidents which lllacaulay narrates that histoTHE religious statistics contained in latest payment to the owner of a sum representing ing. Traveling Chinese with pasPports will rian draws a moral which it would be well
census returns of India inform us that there the capital agricuitural value of such lands, in not be allowed to engage in mining opera- to con~ider with reference to cases like that
are over 40,000,000 Mohammedans and 3 order that st.clllocal authorities may, in their tions, except by permission of the govern- of Most. 'These two Fpeeches,' said MacauUnitarians in. t~at country. Though the I discretion, let the said land to tenant culti- ment. The bill does not affect Chinese who lay,' would alone suffice to explain the widely
U nitarians can hardly be called an important vators, with such conditions as to term of are British subjects. All Chinese must re- different fates of the two princes.'"
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9Jommunications.
A. Tribute to Religion.
Religion, thou art a metamorphosed maniac-dream,
whose horrid face, and bloody hands with drawn
sword, hav crossed the chosen Eden of every human
being since the time that nature's maw grew sick of
thee and spewed thee out. Vile, polluted monster,
whose touch and putrid brE>ath hav poisoned every
man, woman, and child since the dawn of human life!
Humanity's great heart has ever been laboring to
attain a destiny commensurate with what it is ; but
it has ever been checkmated by your foul presence.
And long centuries hav gone by while th1s great
heart, bleeding, sorrowful, tearful, and sad, has been
forced to pay thee homage in bloody rites, and in
slaughtered self-respect, mourning over innocence
lost, which all who serve thee feel. Thou infamous
deceiver, whose very breath pollution is, thou hast en
tared the home of innocence and with thy name hast
sown the seeds of strife and death ! The bloodv
wars of all history are thine. Prisons, dungeons, and
inquisitorial fires and hells are full of thee. Thou
hast blistered with the touch of thy bloodstained
fingers the cheek of childhood by thy cursed rites,
and thy baptismal waters and consecrated bloody
wafers which are the symbols of thy reign meau
the loss of all that is noble and potential in thy
bound victims. Thou vile traducer and robber, thou
dost traduce this human nature, and our babes are
cursed by thee as soon as born! Thou pronouncest
them depraved. Thou sly, insinuating serpent, with
what a hideous hiss dost thou accuse the mother,
as she rocks the cradle of innocence where smiles a
tribute to her pain and sorrow, with being unclean
without thy criminal rites llecause she is a mother !
Thy pilfering fingers- dally with innocence until that
innocence is stolen away by the wily play of hidden
deceit. And thus it is that childhood's consecration
to thee is a pledge of crippled manhood and womanhood. Once within thine iron grasp, it is hard to
gain self-respect on the ground of non-pandering
virtues, for thou, wretched thief, dost rob them of
reason, self-respect, and the right to think, and thus
extinguish every hope which comes to clear the
journey of life. And thou, with malicious, black
intent, will show thy hideous form as the poor, weary
pilgrim stands ·upon the bank of the river whosE:>
waters mean death forever or a peaceful passage
across, :flashing in his face the fiery tortures of
eternal misery, a devil and an angry God, unlEss
the poor, weary pilgrim will still wash and kiss the
bloody hands of this vile offspring of nature's filthy
offal. Thou ever art the ceaseless, relentless foe
of ·man. Thou hast driven thousands to suicide
and the insane asylum. Thou hast frightened into
painful torture millicns of the sick and dying.
Hundreds of millions hav gone to the slaughter at
thy bidding. O~her hundreds of millions hav gone
on banded knees with weeping eyes, and the sobbing
cry of distress was heard as these poor, powerless
wretches were driven by thee to fulfill thy dreadful
decree of penance, in long and weary pilgrimages,
maiming, and all painful, horrid, murderous rites.
More than the curse· of Cain, and all the told and
untold crimes of drunkenness, a thousand times more,
are thy crimes.
_
But the cup of human torture which thou hast
quaffed· has not satisfied thy rapacious thirst for
still wider desolation, for thou art even now seeking by thy cunning treachery and immeasurable
deep depravity to insinuate t.hyself into decent society. Thou brutal murderer of all human hopes,
how thou art striving to find a footing within
the domain of science! Dost thou imagin that thou
art needed here, with thy record of infamy which has
cursed ~:very revelation of science, defiling with
thy dirty fingers every moral principle which has felt
thy pestilential breath 1 Science to back · thee up
and giv thee recognition ! The ghosts of all the
dead, if such there be, who ever had a scientific
thought while here on earth, defend us from this un·
holy, unreasonable a!!sociation I Science and religion
- 0 ye gods, what a proposition I When two and
two cease to be four; when emptiness is fulness;
when to be and not to be, at the same time, is
possible; when all the parts of a thing are less
than the whole; when all the Christian bankers
and- cashiers brcome- honest men; when prayer is
answered and God is revealed, until then, and not
qefore, can Science afford to take such a monster to
its breast. UI!til then there is not, nor can there
be, any support rendered religion by science. Its
drooling, slimy utterances make the distance between
it and science immeasurable. Adieu, thou vile stench!
Murder is in thy every gesture, and side by side dost
thou stand with the murderer doing his awful deed
of sin, and thou dost encourage him in his foul deed
by a promis of forgivness, and when to the gallows
he is led thou art still by his 'side with thy promises and sacred rites to assure him that, as soon as
the hanging is done, he goes to heaven to sing the
praises of redeeming love, while his victims are in
hell. Venomous rep til, how dost thou gloat over the
work of horrid deeds, with "forgivness" in thy bony,

putrid hands!
centuries I

Adieu, thou deadly cu. of all the
J. H. BuRNHAM.

8aginaw Oity, JJfich.

The Gospel According to Common Sense.
PBIMITIV CHRISTIANITY.

Whe_ther or not Jesus Christ, or, in plain English,
Jesus the Anointed, was a real historical character or
altogether a myth, is not so certain as that about the
time of his supposed advent a great man:y persons
were " anointed," or, as we should say in modern
slang, "tarred,'' with the same brush. The disciples
anointed one11, at
were first called Christians, i.
Antioch, evidently as a term of derision. The
modern Christian, not knowing the literal meaning
of the Greek word, complacently adopts the nickname
as a title of honor and distinction. Bruce tells us
that the Abyssinian dandy, when he wanted to shine
m the eyes of his countrymen and countrywomen,
placed a big lump of butter on his head, from whence,
being melted by the befit of the sun, it s_oon :flowed
over his naked body. The " precious ointment " in a
:>imilar manner "ran down on Aaron's beard,· even
unto the skirts of his raiment " (Ps. cxxxiii, 2).
Such a plentiful use of grease seems filthy and objectionable to modern apprehension, but it is evident
that before the invention of soap, grease or oil was
used as a detergent in all well-regulated households.
Guests of distinction were, in Homer's time, lubricated with oil after the preliminary bath. To the
Pharisaic host who complained of the waste of ointment used in anointing hi3 feet, Jesus retorted, "My
I:J.ead with oil thou didst not anoint." He was not a
g-uest of distinction, and, except in that solitary case,
does not appear to hav been anointed. at all. From
the context it appears that the woman who administered it was a prostitute, and had probably received
the box of ointment as the price of her favors!
Since theinventionof Pears's Soap, so highly recommended as a beautifier 'of the skin, Christianity in its
primitiv sense has become obsolete. The Roman
Catholics, perhaps, still practice "extreme unctiqn ;''
and the " peculiar people," when .one of their number
is sick, instead of sending for a doctor, " pray over
him, anointing him with ml in the riame of the Lord"
(James v, 14). But these are exceptional cases.
The anointing in most cases is entirely figurativ.
\Ve still find abundant specimens of the "round, fat,
oily man of God " in our Methodist churches, but
Aince it has become the fashion to wear the hair short,
Rowland's Macassar is never heard of. Calvinistic
oil of vitriol is considered too strong for l!§e either
internally or externally; and petroleum, suggestiv of
universal conflagration, has exploded by spontaneous
combustion. And yet unbelievers liv, and laugh at
the silly fears they imbibed with their pap!
Enough has been said respecting the etymological
meaning of Christianity, and what the" anointed" ones
did is a matter of history. We do not find that they
did any very great things for two or three centuries,
at least. At first they appear to hav practiced Communism, and had a strong. objection to half-measures
on the part of their converts. The story of Ananias
and Sapphira is a case in point. Nothing more diabolical than the evident murder of those two persons
is recorded even of Moses. Yet it is construed into
an act of that benevolent God who gave his only begotten son for the salvation of sinners! Peter was a
coarse, ignorant, brutal 'savage, who could curse,
swear, and tell lies with anybody when it suited his
purpose to do so. Yet the church of Rome claims
hiui for her patron saint and founder; and well has
she carried out his instructions, supposing them to
hav been on a level with his example. But Communistic Christianity was not found to be practicable
even then. The Apostle Pa:ul, a man of culture,
endowed with a keen intellect and a humane disposition, became infected with the prevailing epidemic.
Perhaps it was less objectionable than the strict
Judaism to which he had been brought up; At any
rate, he made it do. A man's religion is always more
or less modified by his character. A good man will
make a good Christian, but Christianity will never
convert a bad man into a good one. Paul saw at
once the fallacy of the Communistic theory, and
ordained that if a disciple would not work neither
should he eat. He set the best of examples by paying rent for the house he lived in, and working at
his trade to supply his necessities. In order that his
wants might be few, he remained a bachelor, but did
not forbid other men to marry if they felt so _inclined.
His epistles, on which the creed of Christendom is
supposed to. be founded, were never understood by
those who drew up the creed. They pass the comprehension of any man who is not intellectually on a
level with the writer. They for the most part relate
to his individual experience alone, and like Samson's
riddle are caviare to everyone who has not plowed
with the same heifer. He may hav met with sympathetic spirits at the time, but it was Peter, and not
Paul, who founded a church suited to the vulgar
comprehension, of which representative are to be
found in the present day. The modern church owes
its existence to imposture, and has not scrupled to
maintain it by bloodshed.
OuTis.

e.,

A Grumble From the Pews.
I sit in church and hear things said in sermons
which make me boil with anger and- shamed out of
my self-respect, they are so insulting; and said, too,
at me, in a place where there is no opportunity given
to answer; and s:O,'d in a galling tone of, '~ Behol~!
I am th~ Lord." 'Ati4 . if my views happen · to b'e
known, too, why, then I can fancy my fellow~listeners
saying, " That .settles - - and his Infidel notions;
glad the parson sat d·own on all such Liber"l stuff;
guess that is pretty conclusiv on Da.rwin, Huxley,
and all such Infidels."
So, as the talk in church, as well as in all religious
papers, is all on one side, I guess I'll hav to let off
a little steam in some such paper as THE TRUTH
SEEKER, for instance, or I shall burst.
In thAse days the world, or at least a part of itt.he best part of it-may be allowed to hav learned
the lesson of toleration. Not but what there are
plenty of murky souls hankering for the fires of
Smithfield even now, but they will hav to wait till
doomsday, patiently. But the lesson of truth seeking-, as a dominant principle, is still but half conned.
Yet it is coming into fashion, there is the mischief
of it; people are talking inconveniently much about
it ; yes, and they are probing and prying, aQd i_t is
getting to be the style now to "keep the mind open_
to conviction "-even to the conviction that there are
spooks, if good evidence can be brought. There is
getting to be an inconveniently large number from
whom even their years of early training in thecatechism and in church-going, so powerful to bias the
views through life, are unable to exclude the fatal
question, What is the truth?
Now we know that the only way to get at the
truth is by discussion; and we know that the modern mind is getting quite exacting, and th~t that ..
theory or system which avoids the light which
would be thrown on it by allowing a free discUission
of its right to be is apt to lose influence in these
modern days. Discussion, too, involves freedom to
speak not only for but against; and a permit of safeconduct to and from the diet, as it were; by which
I mean that the accuser, contradicter, or opposer
shall go scatheless ax; d secure from fear, though, in
the exercise of his parliamentary rights, he may say
things that are even very offensiv to the ear of the
advocates of the system. This is not merely to say
that he will not be put to death, or hav his property
or civil rights taken from him, but that he must not
be made to suffer in any way, must be courteously
treated, and be under no ban of any kmd.
Hinder, scare, boycott, or affix any sort of stigma
under any guise upon one side of a debate, and the
value of the conclusions is gone, and confidence in
them lost.
Now, the church feels the growing demand of the
age for discussion; even of its right to be. At first
it was, "Away, I'll not fight with thee!" But when
the Freethinker retorts with, " Then liv to be the
show and gaze of the time !" it sees how necessary it
is to hav "all the modern improvements," including
Christian apologetics. Apologies, so called, by writers
who condescend to appeal for their faith at the bar
of reason are a great concession from "Thus saith
the Lord."
So the church takes a turn in science, forgetting
that nature's temple must be entered naked and
humbly bent into the shape of an interrogation point.
The church goes to the door with a defiant summons
to open, to surrender; or she tries to purchase by
glittering eloquence, or to extort by denunciation, a
prearranged response from the oracle.
But, as reason and science are .so much in vogue,
the church must harness them, or a fair imitation of
them, to her chariot. Nay, even that will not do.
She must submit to be rediscovered, if she can, by
being mined for, not in the dust of the Middle Ages,
by cowled monks, but by unfrocked, every-day, hardheaded, practical scientists, in t)le solid ground of
fact.
Ah ! but where would that lead to! "Would it be
sure to lead to where we want it?" says the church.
Scientific men, who are mad after the exact, real,
solid truth, don't care a button where it leads to, so
long as they get there-a very great objection to this
most unmanageable class. Because why?- \Ve don't
want to discover the tl·uth, but only to get support
for our theories; and, if anything disagreeable turns
up, cover it up quickly and say nothing.
That is the reason why the church shies Jike a
horse at a bit of (scientific) paper. She wants to
hold science gingerly, so that she can drop it quickly
if it gets too hot. It is a jewel which fashion decrees
to be worn, but it is a dangerous one for pet theories.
There is a whole literature growing up called
Christian science, intended to ·accomplish the impossible; that is, to approach the religious question i:q
the true spirit of inquiry, and at the same time lead
to just the conclusion that is wanted.
For heaven's sake let us hav religious books and
devotional r~apsodies which take everything they
need for granted, and let us hav scientific truth in
books that let polemics alone, but away with all
garbling of science to make out a case for a cause
which either lies utterly outside of science, or if not,
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. should, like any other theory, take its chances in cold him was my aunt. She was asked to roll up her left from the unbroken curtain. It then proceeded to
inves~igation.
sleeve in order to feel more perceptibly the grasp of write on the tablet for each one of us a few words,
What turns up that is thought to favor the church his two hands. But as she could not conveniently signing them G: C., i. e., George Christy. The writis hurried into publicity and cheered to the echo by do this, be took her naked wrist in his left hand and ing was generally difficult to read, and my message
non-critic;Rl congregations, while facts of an opposit her clothed arm in his right. She was told to speak appeared to be as follows :
tendency are glossed over, discredited, and side issues if, at any time, he let go his hold. A gentleman se'foo warm and close here. Until to-morrow. G. C.
raised to divert attention.
lected by Mr. Keeler took the third seat. He held
I saw _the hand aad fore-arm coming out of the
The only safety for the immense ves~ed interest my ~~:unt's right hand in his left, and all three were curtain. Then it was partially covered by tbe flap,
calling itself Christianity is to bar all true research covered ~it.h the second curtain, from neck to feet, and I saw the ends of the fingers writing the mesinto the grounds of it!l c;aims. Again, the only except the right arm of the third sitter.
sage, the rest of the hand being covered by the flllp.
safety for it is to avoi!l all appearance of doing so.
In a few moments the third sitter said he began to When the message was completed, the finger tapped
It makes me indignant again to hear dogmas, ab- feel himself touched, as if by hands from .behind. my hand and withdrew. This writing was done behorrent, disgusting, and senseless, taken up and Then my aunt said she, too, felt the hands-two of tween the shoulders of Mr. Keeler and the next mal).;
seriously expounded, that are to me like the tatters them, with all the fingers ·pressing at once. The but some had their messages written between the
on the person of a tramp. We must worship not pressure began softly, but grew harder. The heads other two men, where Mr. Keeler's arm could not
only the tramp but his rags, and such rags as may and bodies of the sitters were moved, and my sensitiv possibly hav reached. And my aunt got hers written
or may not belong to him.
·
aunt feared the spirits would be too violent.·
while she held the tray over the head of the middle
Suppose all that is sprang originally from a Big
A guitar bad been placed on the little table in the sitter. We could all see the hand reaching over the
Tramp, then I must take the mass or be damned. inclosure. Pretty soon it h!'gan to be thrummed. top of the curtain as it wrote. And when the mE'BThere is a book which must hav been written by dic- It w.as out of tune and the first fret was gone, as I sage was completed the hand grasped that of my
tation of the B. T., because he must be good and had already noticed, so that no good music could hav aunt eagerly, and drew it away vigorously before
because the book is so .good-though we are often been produced on it; nor did the invisible hand at parting.
.told it must be good because it was dictated by the any time attempt to play a tune.
At the request of the medium or spirit, none of us
B. T. So this book must be worshiped as one of
Presently the guitar came rumbling through. the read his message until the close ol the Eeance, when
the appendages of the B. T. One of the characters chairs of the sitters. It got on the lap of the third there was more light: The first one obtained by my
in this book founded a church, and that church has one, and there, underneath the outer curtain, we aunt was this :
ever since been manufacturing tail for the great kite heard it thrummed. It went then upon my aunt's
Come up here in a few minutes and let me write a line
which is to raise us all into the air. Once admit the lap, and there it was. played upon. It went back into or two here. I want to grasp your hand once again.
B. T., the extremest rag of the kite-tail follows inev- the inclosure, and there continued playing. Again it
Not until after the grasping of her hand· did she
itaply.. Christianity prevails mainly by tiring out came out underneath the chairs, and was played at know the contents of that first message.
common sense in trying to follow and spot all the the feet of Mr. Keeler. Once more it returned to
Two evenings l~ter my wife and I attended aninnumerable wea,k and rotten Hnks of question-begged the inclo!!ure, and w:as held up above the curtain, all other light circle. Mr. Keeler selected a gentleman
and gratuitously assumed connection between Theism of it visible but a pad .of the neck. There it was and myself to sit with him. I sat farthest from Mr.
and "calling and .election." Feeling as I do that the waved back and forth. It struek each of the two Keeler, and held the right hand of the second sitter
chain breaks down utterly at every one of the links, gentlemen on the head. My aunt, whose' head is in my left. Soon he and I felt our backs touched as
how empty of interest seems the mass of dogma that extremely sensitiv, begged that it would not strike 1f by human hands. The other manifestations folis hung upon it! But is there any recognition of her, and it only made feints to hit her head. Some- lowed. Mr. Keeler's vest was thrown out upon the
this in my parson's sermon? Oh, no! Why not T times the hand that held the neck of the instrument floor. How many will believe me when I say that as
Because its rottenness is ineradicable, I conclude.· was seen for a moment above the curtain.
1t fell it was buttoned up' Yet the twenty other
So the plan is to emphasize the necessity of a first
The manager handed- a walking-stick to the spirit spectators will affirm the fact.
A change of sitters was made, and when Mr. Keeler
cause, and to pass right on to the come-to-Jesus behind the curtain. It was taken and held upright.
business, as if the far and roundabout mental path Then he took a tambourine and placed it on the top was uncovered he was without a vest, but his coat
betw,een were of n~ possible consequence.
of the stick. The tambourine began to spin on thf' was on. All present will testify that he bad on a vest
Reflecting, I conclude that the course of human: stick. After spinning some time, it disappeared when he took his seat.
At the second sitting my wife was chosen by the
thought and mental progress is interfered with in behind the curtain, and was played on just as George
this nineteenth century and land of the free by vested Christy, the minstrel, used to play it. The instru- spirit guide to sit beside Mr. Keeler. Ha had his
coat on but no vest. While she felt his two hands
interests, for nothing else could oppose such a front ment was then thrown out onto the floor.
to needed improvement and changes in modes of
Another tambourine without the bells was passed grasping her naked arm there was a jerk and his coat
thought. We hav a Levitical caste who, with their in, together with two broken clothes-pins, for the came flying out from behind the curtain.
The guitar performance was repeated, and at ona
dependents, liv from the sale of merchandise which spirit minstrel to use as drumsticks. A lively tune
possesses value only for intellects with the proper was played on the piano by one of the spectators, and time the instrument was played on while we all saw
twist.. Like the Western Union, they must suppress "George" beat an accompaniment on the tambourine the large end of it protruding outside of the curtain,
the world-overturning though humanity-blessing dis- and guitar with those clothes-pins as expertly as any between the feet of Mr. Keeler and those of 1\Irs.
Burr their four feet being also thrust out and visible.
coveries of an Edison, if they do not wish to hav drun;~mer could do.
A third chnnge of sitters was made, and this time
And now came a performance which few will betheir out-of date machinery superseded, and themlieve possible-nothing short of a miracle. 1\Ir. Mr. Keeler put on his vest, but not his coat, the
selva, perhaps, shelved.
HoPEFUL HARDPAN.
Keeler's coat, which he certainly bad on when be weather being quite warm. By and by his vest came
took his seat, came flying over from behind the cur- flying out as before,.and when the covering was reTwo Light-lJircle ~eances.
moved again he was without coat or vest.
The phenomena exhibited at Mr. Keeler's light- tain, and it fell on the manager's hac~.
I hav spoken of a telegraph instrument attached
Then the manager handed over the curtain some
circle seances, as I am about to describe them, will
to the little table behind the screen. This was now
short
lead-pencils
and
two
or
three
small
paper
tabtax the credulity of everybody who has not witnessed
used by the invisible spirit. An operator was presthe highest phase of spirit manifestation. I might say lets. Presently we could hear the sound of a paper
ent and when a doubt arose about the name signed
in advance, as the magician Harry Kellar said after stripped off a tablet, and over the screen came a leaf
to ~ message written by the spirit, the gentl~man rewitnessing certain manifestations in Calcutta in 1882: with a message written upon it in' pencil. The man- quested it to be spelled out by the telegraphic alphaager picked it up, and taking it to the light, read the
I do not expect my account of them to gain general credence. Forty-eight hours before, I should not hav believed signature only. One of the spectators recognized it, bet. This was done, and it was followed by a long
anyone who described such manifestations under similar cir- and the paper was handed to him. In this way dialog between the gentleman !lnd George Cbristy or
everyone present.received one message or more. My some other spirit working the mstrument. The gencumstances.
The triangular inclosure at the light-circle seance is aunt got one from her husband; my wife one from tleman would put the question orally, and the spirit
the same as I described at the dark-circle performance. her mother; and I one from my brother, which, as a would answer by telegraphic ticks. This went on
until some of us grew impatient for a continuation of
On two sides there is solid wall, with the exception specimen, I now transcribe:
Teach me the way to come more fully in rapport witb the written messages, and the result was that comof a foot of sliding door, making the dimensions of
the triangle six feet on two sides, and from eight to you. Yon can be used for these works. Sit for us; you parativly few of these were received. But _already I
DAVID M. BuRR.
had received a written message from my sister, and
nine on the curtained front. The curtain in the will be led.
A change of sitters was now ordered, and as the my wife one from her niece. As before, ever:r meslight circle is lowered to a bight of four and one-half
feet. In the inclosure ie placed a small table, on one three Vi ere uncovered Mr. Keeler was in his shirt- sage was recognized by the :person ~or who~ It was
corner of which is fastened a telegraph instrument. sleeves. He put on his coat, and now the two sitters written there was never a mistake m the signature,
All this .is plainly seen before the curtain is fastened were selected, not by him, but by the spirit guide. and eadh handwriting was difftJrent. .
And one remarkable thing was that the telegraph
across. It is one continuous piece of black muslin, The manager pointed to each of us in turn, saying,
and is attached by rings to a cord tightly drawn, "This one T" and three raps from behind the curtain operator got a message written in .dots an_d li~es wit~
a pencil. The signature I could read, ~emg 1~ ordiand has a fltlp about eighteen inches wide at the top. indicated the spirit's choice.
The performances were now repeated with some nary handwriting-, but the message Itself, m the
There is no break in this curtain, except sometimes a
little tear where a secm:id curtain has to be hooked variations. The guitar was played, the tambourine Morse alphabet, I got the gentleman to re~d to me.
was beaten, and the bells were rung. More mes- He said that was his first attendance at a Eeance, but
on, which I will presently describe.
Three chairs are placed side by side closely in sages were written. My aunt requested one in he had got some slate-writing shortly before in the
.
front of this dark curtain. Mr. Keeler selects two French, and the answer was three raps, meaning telf'graphic characters.
During t.he performance a gentleman who had sat
persons to sit with him. He takes his seat on the yes. Presently there came a paper containing a
right-hand chair. A second curtain, eight or nine greeting in good French-four words-signed with with Mr. Keeler requested the privilege of looking
over the curtain into the inclosure. The request was
feet long, is now fastened at the end where Mr. her husband's initials.
1\Iost of the messages came over the curtain, but a granted by the spirit.. As be came close ~o the ~ur
Keeler sits. The other two sitters take the other
two chairs. Mr. Keeler grasps the arm of the second few of the papers were plainly seen coming rJght tain and looked into the vacant corner r.he nmses
sitter with both his hands. The third sitter takes through the unbroken cloth. They came at different ceased. Then be would withdraw a little distance
the right wrist of his companion with his left hand. points, and were uncrumpled. There was positivly and they would begin. The tambourine would be
no break in the cloth where such papers, four inches played on and the bells rung. Again and again he
His right arm is free, a~d in sight all the time.
The second curtain is now drawn across the whole long and two or three quarters wide, could hav come looked over and drew back, with the same result.
front, completely covering the three ~arsons exc~pt through. I examined the cloth beforehantl, and so When the seance· was ended that gentleman said:
,, I hav been investigating these phenomena nine
their heads, and the right arm of the th1rd one, which did my wife.
And now each one of us was in turn invited to months attending a ~eance about twice a month on
comes out through an arm-hole. The second curtain
is fastened by hooks to the first around each sitter's come up and get a message written by a visible hand. an aver~ge. I haV: ~een a E~ept.ic, but I a_m now a
neck. The flap of the first curtain is divided at in- The hand pointed to each one in turn from over the belie>er in the spmts. Wh1le I was lookmg over
curtain as a signal to come up. We took a Japanese into the vacant corner behind the curtain I saw three
tervals behind the heads of the sitters.
The light is now turned partly down, but we can tray with a paper tablet upon it; this we held lip to hands at one time come out through the curtain~
.
all see the features of the three sitters against the dark the curtain just over the shoulders of the sitters, three hands with no body behind them."
One more letter will probably complete all I w1sh
.screen. All keep quiet for a few moments while sometimes between Mr. Keeler and the next man and
- W. H. BuRR.
sometimes between the second and ·third sitters. te say on this subject.
gentle music. is played on the piano or a musiC-box.
·washington, D. C., May 20, 1888.
The first person selected by Mr. Keeler to sit with Out came a hand and naked fore-arm, projecting
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A Protege of Ingersoll's.
There i~ a terr~ble awakening in Bloomington, Ill.,
where rest?es Pnv~te Joe Fifer, the _brilliant lawyer
who bas Just rece1ved the Republican nomination
for governor. as it is hinted, yea, it is even asserted
that be and his partner are both admirers of that
horrible logersoll. It is shocking, perfectly shocking, but Flf~r s~udied law in the office of the great
pagan, and 1mb1bed so much of his hereRy that he
is actually uncertain on the Confession of Faith and
lacks other important requisits for the success of the
g. o. p. How Illinois can ever recover from !luch a
calamity is an elongated conundrum: In 1883 Fifer's
partner, Mr. ~hillips, was nominated for ma;or, but
was badly kmfed by the Republican devotees of the
devil, oth~rwise the God, -fearing element. By the
church·gomg people "lngersollism," as it is called
is regarded as the incarnation of cussedness. ·Let:
tars are. ''pouring in," it is asserted, from "leading"
Rep_u~hcans _wh~ affirm that if Ftfer is shaky on the
Chnstlan faith m any form, shape, or manner they
will not only vote against him but use all' their
e~ergies to defeat him. _Still there are some sappy
L1benls who see no necessity for the American Secular Union, not even when the Apostle's Creed is
more of a prerequisit to a position of honor than inte_grity o~ capamty. It is safe to say that Mr. Fifer
w~U receive some votes in Chicago which he otherWISe would not, provided he shows no white feather
during the canvass.
I_t ought. to be of interest, and possibly a matter
of mformatwn, to many American Freethinkers to
learn that a powerful German organization of Liberals, whose platform is nearly identical with the
Nme Demands, is working to aid us in the work of
S_ecularization of the state, or rather we are aiming to
a1d th11m, as, with proverbial forethought these Teut?nic RJ.dicals were the first who realized the necesSity for the preservation of religious freedom
The North Side Turner Hall was profuseiy decorated Sunday, May 20Lh, in honor of the thirteenth
biennial convention of the North American Turner
Bund. As this session was expected to be a memorable one, where the battle between consenatism
and radicalism should be fought, the three hundred
delegates expressed in form and feature intellectual
and physical vigor. Nearly every state and territory
was repr'esented by the intellectual athletes who
demonstrated the truism of a sound body for a
sound mind.
In addition to the usual business several vital
questions demandad solution. They were: .
1 Sho~ld the Bund _approve the policy pursued
b~ the f'd~tor of-the offimal organ, .Der Amerikauische
1 ttrn Zettnn,q. during the past two years 1
~· Should Tu_rners i_dentify themselvs with a paper
whwh sympathized with the condemned Anarchists
and Utlnounced their hanging as judicial murder 1 '
3. Shall the organ of the B..md be permitted to
assail religion, or denounce those who were loyal to
European monarchies or mourn the death of a
crowned head? And, as the Constitution left everyone
fre~, was not such conduct a violation of the ConstitutiOn!
·
It seems ther& are persons who do not read the
English Fref'thought papers who are unable to distingui~h between an. ad~ocate of Anarchy and one
who simply demands Justice for Anarchists and that
ever since _the Haymarket tragedy the Tu~ners hav
been considerabl-! torn. UJ? on that queRtion, seeing
that some of thetr SOCieties contributtcd money toward the Anarchists' defense fund and August Spies
was the preRidin_g officer, a few ye~rs ago, of the Aurora T~rn Verem, and was a delegate to the biennial
conventiOn.
,During. the trial C. Herman Boppe, editor of the
1urn Zettung and Der Freidenker of Milwaukee
expressed l'lywpathy with them and b~ldly denounced
their ex_ecution as judicial murder, for which he has
boAn bitterly assailed by the conservative. It was
~nE T:RuT~ SEEKER's experiE-nce wilh German variations-a wuture of misrepres~>ntations, with a prevalence of moral cowardice. No one has assailed Anar~hy more el:'rnestly than Editor Boppe-except it
~Ight be Edttor Macdonald. Still, when pens were
silent and mouths were closed through fear, Boppe
r?se to t~e atlltu.de of a moral hero, demandmg justlcf'l for his enemies.
The. N ort.h Stde Turn Gemiende, composed of the
~ealtbJest German Liberals, wanted to be counted
1~ favo~ of P?Pular pr.-jud!Ce, and from that quarter
dtssensi~ns m the ~und were largely fermented.
Among Its membership are many aspiring politicians
whose morBI vertebrre is proverbially weak 80 tl:iey
denounced Boppe as an Anarchist, and dem~nded his

deposition and the establishment of a new official the disturbance of othe_rs, on the first day of the
week, commonly known as the Lord's day, in any
President Dr. Starkloff, of St. Louis, delivered a place subject to the exclusiv jurisdiction of the
~t~on~, courageous opening address, showing the United States." Another section provides that no
IDJUStlce of the imputations heaped upon Editor mails shall be carried on Sunday, nor'' any mail matter b_e c~llected, assorted, handled, or delivered," exBoppe.
The secreta~y's report 11bowed a total membership cept m time of war, or cases of death or illness.
This latter section is such a. gross violation, not
o_f 29.14:7-an mcrease of 24:25; also, that the socie~Ies gtinerally had protested against the various bills only of existing usage, but of the known wish of the
mtroduced to restrict immigration; and that they people, that it cannot pass if proper attention is
had advocated the formation of personal liberty given by ~he friends of freedom. It is, unfortunately,
much easier to make ,bad laws than to repeal them ;
leagues to fight Prohibition.
The elec~ion of Carl Eberhardt, of Boston, as tem- and the introduction of this bill probably means
porary cha1rman, and subsequently that of Lieber, of that some sort of Sabbatarian legislation is likely to
New: York, to the presidency, demonstrated that the be s~pported powerfully. The purport of the first
Radicals had a clear majority, to which credit is sectton is not clear to me. I do not wish to hav
largely due Frank Stauber and Carl Plum for the people on sickbeds, or in church, disturbed by brass
missionary work they recently performed on the bands, or noisy games at baseball, or the cries of
pedlars, on Sunday; but, before this bill passes; I
Pacific coast.
The committees worked all morning, Monday. ID want to be sure that no one will be enabled by it to
the afternoon a sad circumstance was reported-the prosecute his neighbors for disturbing his peace of
sudden death of Delegate Adelbert Krieger, of Day- mind by quietly fishing, or weeding their gardens,
or playing lawn-tennis. If any more SLinday legiston, 0.
Among the letters IUld diF~patcbes was one bearing lation is needed, it should be in words that cannot
l-. misunderstood. Judging the first section by the
the seal of the American Secular Union, as fol~ows :
. To tlte OjJWers and Dele,qateR Thirteenth Biennial ContJen- second, I must suppose the whole bill to be an outtwn North .American Turn Bund: The American Secular rageous attack on individual liberty. At all events
l_Jnion hereby sends greeting to its Gprman compatriots who it is high time for us to consider whether we wish t~
~rst plante~ organization in this republic to counteract insid- hav any letter or newspaper which may be on its
IOUS ecclestasttcal _encroachment.
Though divided by language, we are one In purpose. May you succfed in making way to us, or to anyone else, at the close of the week
FrtJethought the B}nonym for moral heroism, intellectual delayed for at least twenty-four hours in defErence
.
F. M. HoLLAND.
graodtJur, and freedom universal. Ynurs for universal men- to Sabbatarian prejudices.
tal liberty,
E. A. STRV.&NB, StJc. A. S. [J.
BLAIR'S BLUING·BAG.
T~e re~ding
the names of the president and
Pro"• Cite .N•w Yorlc H"m·Ut.
leadmg VIce-presidents was received with prolonged
It is of course not necessary to consider seriously
ap!'lause.
Senator
Blair's bill to restore the Puritan Sunday by
It took a fiv_e ~ours' session of bitter wrangling to
adopt the msJonty report of the committee on the act of, Congress. It would be quite as practicable to
cfficial organ, which was in substance: "That the carry the world back to the other primitiv Puritan
customs as to the observance of Sunday that preAm~rikanische Turn Zeitung be retained as the
offimal organ, and that its editor was entitled to the vailed two hundred years ago.
To be entirely consistent Mr. Blair should hav prothanks of the convention."
The minority submitted a report to limit the p6wer vided for the killing of witches-perhaps substituting
electricity for fire, as a concession to the epirit of the
of the editor.
. The conservativ ~ine of attack was simply a reitera- nineteenth century-and directed that people be
lined for staying away from church. If a part of the
tiOn ?f. the follow.mg points: Boppe is an uncompromismg repubhca.n-a foe of monarchism and old Blue laws is to be revived, under national sancti~n, the cerulean hue should be impartially dis~onarchies. We are republicans, but at the same
ttme we are loyal admirers of the German kaiser of tnbuted. To stop the mails and forbid travel except
the Hohenzollerns, Bismarck, and the vaterland. Be in private carriages would not be enough.
Mr. Blair's latest exhibition of crankiness would
(Boppe) attacked us when we publicly expressed our
hardly be worth notice if the Senate had not already
sorrow o~er .E.rnperor W~lliam's death. We belong encouraged him in eccentricities that hav cost the
to an anti-rehgwus orgamzation-that is, the Turner
Bund-but ·at the same time we don't want to see taxpayers large sums of money, with no return. The
reli_gion ~ttacked. Moreover, some of us are good pointless inquiries which he has set afoot and the
printing that he has procured hav cost more than his
behe~ers m God and religion ourselvs. We are pro
gresstv peopl~, but respect public opinion, and would seryices could possibly be worth for a hundred years,
while the surplus-squandering schemes which he has
prefer rad10ahsm to be practiced in private.
fathered
would bankrupt the nation.
To these attacks Editor Boppe replied that he did
New Hampshire would confer a. great boon on the
no~ ~tte~pt to repres~nt _every temporary current of country
if she could find some home use for the
opmwn m the organization; he would exercise his
eccentric
and highly reformatory Mr. Blair.
individuality. The reactionists had not induced him
to abandon an inc? the position he had occupied for
Our London Letter.
ten years. They threatened the organization with
It
is
difficult
for the lay mind to see the connection
graver danger than the Anarchists. The venal press
between
religious
opinions and the "plan of camhad corrupted the organization. The principles of
the Bund were utterly incompatible with Anarchism paign," bu~ the pope appears to think they are very
or Com~unism. ~f his course in regard to that das- closely alhed, when he condemns the latter in his
tardly trial made him an Anarchist then he was proud d~cree t~ the Irish bishops, and says he does not
of it. He would hav been forev~r ashamed of him- wt~h. to mterfere with the political difficulties now
self had he not opposed that butchery. At best, the ex~sting. He ~as probably discovered that the parish
priests and their flocks are not quite so subservient
deat~ penalty was a barbarous institution, worthy of
Russ1a. He was a born republican, and never would as th.,y we~e formerly, ~nd if he goes too far he may
lo11e the bnghtest gem m the papal crown. With all
~all down and worship the Hohenzollerns who banIshed and executed the republicans in 1848. Pro- his desire to oblige the present English government
longed applause greeted the editor's manly defense in ~eturn for. certain concessions, he may not find it
which was followed by a venomous personal attack qutte so paymg a game as he contemplated. It can
not be a pleasant thing to know the head of the
~rom a member of his own delegation, but the majnrNati?n~ist
pa~ty is ~ heretic, and it might be very
Ity report was adopted by a vote of three to one-421
grahfymg to divest him of his power, even at the exagainst 158.
As a moHification for the consernt.ivs, a resolution pense of the wretched tenantry of Jreland, if the cost
was adopted the following day declaring that while to. the treasur;y was not too great. Altogether it is a
the Turners stood for liberty, they also stood for law miserable busmess, but if the terms of the papal letter are insisted on, it may turn out so much the better
and order.
Memorial services were held over the remains of for an emancipated people.
Clerical rascality has been freely exposed of late
the deceased delegate, and the remains escorted to
and the cry for disestablishment is growing louder:
the depot.
The comr;nittee on platform reported an important There is no question but that it must come sooner or
chan_ge, wh_wh was adopted-the striking out of that later; and tile later the better, for if it were done
portiOn whiCh demanded the abolition of the United quickly large compensation would be claimed and
allowed-though why a parson should be better enStates Senate.
After a ~our days' session, during which a vast titled to compensation than a tradesman who has
~ailed because his wares are going out of fashion it
~mount. of Important business was transacted, PresIdent Lieber ~losed the convention with a speech cal- 111 dtffioult to say. The relations between the state
clergy and their parishioners are rather strained at
culated ~o brmg about harmony, and it adjourned.
times, so muc~ so that tw:o or three free fights hav
E. A. STEVENS.
been recorded m the vestnes connected with churches
or~an.

o!

--------~~-------

Senator lllair's Pt"OJlOSed Sunday Law.
To THE ~DI'l'on oF THE TnuTn SEEKER, Sir : Allow
t? agam call the attention of your readers to the
bill mtroduc~d, ?n May 21et, ~nto the United States
Senate, forbiddmg not only "any secular work
labor, or b?siness to the disturbance of others" (work~
of n,~cessity, mercy, and humanity excepted), but
also any play, game, amusement, or reOl"eation, to
~e

The Nonconformists are not much better and th~
"down-grade" controversy, started by Spu;geon bas
had its effect el~ewhere. So far, at present, the 'supporters of genum hellfire are in the majority, though
~t does not appear they anticipate having experience of
It themselvs, only reserving the article for unbelievers.
The annual Exeter Hall dissipations are now in full
~wing, but there is nothing .particularly new regardmg them. The same old lies are tolrl of the benefi-
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cent results of mJsBJonary enterprise, and the
necessity urged of more money-which is apparently
kept in a bottoml"ss sack, for the repository of the
cash of the faithful is never full.
A prophetic conference is, I believe, the only new
feature of the long list of mf!etings. It must hav
been very interesting. Its prophets all followed in
the wake of Jeremiah, of dismal memory. Within
the next three years there are to be fearful wars in
Europe, and twenty-t.hree kingdoms will be reduced
to ten. Between 1897 and 1901 millions of Christians will be massacred, and pestilence, famin, and
eart,}1q•Jakf's will be the order of the day. On March
5, 1896, 144 000 Christians will be tran~lated bodily
to tbe celestial regions, and April 11, 1901, Christ is
to descend on the earth. The late prophet Daniel
is made responsible for all this bloody business, 1{8
is clearly proved by the champion seer, Buter, but
as this individual interprets Daniel's mental wander~
ings differently every time he examine them, perhaps
the dates now fixed will be further postponed, !'B on
previous occasions.
·
If there was any possibility of these things coming
to pass, the rush of American excursionists to see
the fun would be so great that the famin portion
-would speedily be realized, unless they brought their
own provisions with them.
.
. J.D.

more regret to see the very undignified tone imparted,
and the publicity given to the discussion of quePtions
at issue. Let us hope that all this will be set right
at the next Congresec, and that liarmony and due
regard to principles will be then the order of the day.
The delegates who may assemble on that occasion
should decide what is to be done, and the best
means of doing it. In the next place, those who
can work to carry out what is there and then decided
upon should do their best to aid in carrying out the
adopted program. If there should be any who
cannot cooperate to further the conclusions arrived
at by the Congress, let them work in their own way,
but, for the sake of the principles, which are higher
than men, we trust no one will do anything to
impair the Union, or to retard the Secular work its
friends aim to accomplish. We understand that
the earnest' workers at Pittsburgh and the untiring
secretary, E A. Stevens, are doing theh" level best to
make the coming convention what it should be. In
these laudable efforts they deserve that all possible
support should be given them. Personally, I shall
deem it a pleasing duty to assist in promoting whatever is calculated to defeat the common enemy, and
to advance the truth as it is in the liberty of Freethought and the practical teachings of Secular philosophy.

Charles Wattlol's l<"'riendly View.

Mr. Bradlaugh at Home.

Fl·om Seculnr Thought.

From the North Wilt~, Ena., Herala, March 23, 1888.

Some weeks since, I drew the attention of the
readers of this iournal to the progress of Secular
principles in Canada; my recent visits to the States
enable me. to record that a similar advancement is
apparent there. I hav recently been to P1ttsburgh,
Garrettsville, 1\Iassillon, Chicago, Stewardson, Strasburg, Grand Rapids, and Saginaw, and delivered at
. these various places twenty-four lectures. Thus an
opportunity has been afforded me to see the condition of our movement on the other side of the border,
and to obl!erve the elements at work in the American
Freethought propaganda.
At all my lectures the audiences hav been large
and enthusiastic, and the Sunday meetings were
crowded. One pleasing feature in the gatherings
was the many ladies present. This is a good and
encouraging sign, for the success of the Secular
cause depends largely upon our wives and daughters
cooperating with us. Woman wields a power for
good or for evil that cannot be overestimated.
Against us, she frequently fetters the actions of husband and sons, thus robbing us of valuable help;
with us, she not only inspires those around her to
action, but she adds the weight of her own power,
the force and benefit of which are only fully known
to those who hav witnessed its advantages in such
an organization as our own.
The earnestness and fidelity to profession manifested by the real workers in the Secular movement
throughout the .States deserve all praise. Actuated
by a desire to adnnce principles dear to them, they
toil, often at a pecuniary loss to themselvs, to benefit
their kind, to enhance the power of ethical culture,
and to enlarge the BCE>pe of mental freedom. U nfortunately, such noble work is left far more than it
• should be to the few, while the many manifest an
indifference which is ofttimes most unjustifiable,
devolving upon the few willing workers the whole of
the labor which should be shared by all. It is to be
feared that this drawback to our movement will continuf', both in Canada and in the States, until all
those who profess to be Freethinkers recognize it as
their duty to do something to extend that freedom
to others which they themselYs enjoy as a legacy
from the dauntless pioneers in the past. It is not
enough to be free oneself-persistent ffforts should
be made to liberate those who are still bound by the
chains of traditional belief and priestly domination.
Secularists in the States hav some excellent iournals to represent their views. THE TRUTH SuKER .is
solid, and conducted by one of the best editOJB that
ever filled an editorial chair. The Boston Investigator is varied and interesting, presided over by a
noble veteran in the cause of liberty, one who knows
what to do and how to do it. Tbe Ironclad .Age is
bold and defiant, and its editor is as fearless as he is
able. The Freethinkers' liiagazine expounds the
very genius of Freetbought in a lofty and dignified
fashion. 11-uth, published by _the Pitts~urgh lrien~s,
is calm, discriminating, and excellent m tone, while
the new ventlire in California bids fair to become an
efficient exponent of Liberalism in the West.
The platform is also well represented in the States.
Besides Colonel Ingersoll, who, of course, stands
alone as an orator, there are B. F. Underwood,
Remsburg, Jamieson, Putnam, Reynolds, Dr. Yo~k,
Burnham, Miss Gardener, Mrs. Freeman, and M1ss
De Cleyre. Of such exponents in the press and on
the platform A.merica eught to be proud. And we
are glad to see that special efforts are to be made at
the coming Congress at Pittsburgh, in October, to
organize practical work.
'Ve regret to notice that of late the usefulness of
the American Secular Union has been somewhat
.impaired through the ?xisten~e of sc:>me misunde_ralanding among Qeft~ ot ~t~ offi.ci!Us, We still

An interview with Mr. Bradlaugh appeared in last
evening's Pall Mall Gazette, from wh·ch we extract
the following passages: Mr. Bradlaugh's study and
library, which are combined in one, is a large, airy
apartment over a music shop in St. John's Wood.
The room is well lighted, and the shelves &re filled
with dog-eared and well-used books, to which some
attempt has been made to introduce order by numbering with white labels. Conspicuous on one of the
shelves immediately behind Mr. Bradlaugh's desk, so
as to be accessible for use, is a copy of the Bible,
while the shelves above are filled with bound volumes
of the National Reformer, a journal in which Mr.
Bradlaugh's life and doings are written at large from
day to day for the benefit of his disciples and the
general public. There is something elephantine
about the man, alike in his imposing physique, his
small but impressiv eyes, and the wonderful upper
lip, which is much the most distinctiv of his features.
Mr. Bradlaugh is aging somewhat in appearance, and
his "lyart haffets wearing thin and bare" promis before long to reduce the head of the member for
Northampton to the condition of that of Bismarck,
whose three hairs hav long ago become proverbial.
Yet Mr. Bradlaugh is only fifty-five years old according to the almanac ; but, as he remarked, he is four
centuries old in work, which no doubt accounts for
the fact that he has a look of age beyond his years.
Referring to the Oaths bill, Mr. Bradlaugh said:
"I think the bill is certain to get through th~ HouEe
of Commons. After Whitsuntide, bills that hav
already made certain progress will hav precedence
over those which hav yet to be read a second time,
and then my bill will go up to the House of Lords.
I think the bishops ought to support the bill, even if
it does go much farther than the mere question of
Parliamentary oath. I should bav been the meanes~
scoundrel alive if I had contented myself with a bill
abolishing ParliRmentary oaths while I left all other
oaths intact. Ther.e is not a week passes in which I
do not receive letters and petitions from viclims who
hav been compelled to choose between using a form
of words in which they do not believe and being rxcluded from the performance of their duties as citi-.
zens. . . . I know at the present moment a round
dozen of justices all of whom hav been sworn but
none of whom could take the oath lPgally, according
to the law laid down in the case of the Attorney-general vs. Bradlaugh. These men are constantly acting
in a magisterial capacity, and all their acts are invalid
by virtue of their not having been properly sworn."
Asked what would be his next point of attack, Mr.
Bradlaugh declined to say, but remarked: "We shall
not rest content until we hav established perfect
equality before the law-in short, not until we hav
realized the idea that is set forth in the program of
the National Secular Society. The object of the National Secular Society is to agitate for the remonl of
all laws which impose any penalty or disability with
regard to religious belief. Of course, that goes very
far, for it includes disestablishment, and its realization
is incompatible with the compulsory tE)aching of any
form of religious belief in national schools. It is for
this object the National Secular Society was formed,
and with its attainment, its object of existence having
been achieved, there would no longer be any reason
for it to continue its operations; for it has never
been constituted as a church, nor has it any functions
other than those of a militant body, organized for
the purpose of attack against any system of reli~ious
inequality.'' Describing his method of life, Mr. Bradlaugh said: "I am constantly lecturing. I lecture in
order to liv. Tho pen is but a weak instrument for
making a living compared with the voice. I lecture
as a rule four times a week-thrice on a Sanday and
ouce
the week, and contrive to ~e as much on
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the two days as will keep me over the seven. This
is the way it is done," said Mr. Bradlaugh, and crossing the library, he pointed to two huge bills which
were spread on the :floor announcing that Mr. BradlAugh was to deliver three lectures on the following
Sunday at Huddersfield, to which admission could be
had for Gd. and 3d. "People," said he, " take the
hall, issue these bills, and invite me to lecture, charging for admission. Money thus received is devoted
in the first place to recouping the expenses in the
hiring of the hall _and the printing of the bills, and
anything that remains over is mine. Sometimes
there is a good deal ; sometimes I do not make my
railway fare, but on the whole I contrive to make a
liTing. It involves constant traveling for eight
months in the year. I should say that I travel five
hundred miles a week. The remaining four months
I average perhaps two hundred miles. So that I am
kept pretty busy in meeting my engagements. The
number of lectures which I hav to giv gratuitously
for the benefit of Tarious causes is a very heavy tax.
It is the only thing that I can gi,., and I cannot
refuse the calls that are made upon me. It is hard
work to keep things going," said Mr. Bradlaugh,
cheerily, "for I hav not only to maintain myself, but
also to defray the enormous costs which hav accumulated against me. I hav reduced them somewhat,
but there are still some £1 800 due."
Sunday Senlce and the " Mail and Express."
From tlte HPIJl·ew

Sumanra.

In connection with a lecture of Rev. Dr. Gottheil on
Baruch Spinoza, delivered on a rerent Sunday, and published
in the columns of the .Maa and E.rpress, that paper directs
aUetltion to the introduction of Hunday lectures in various
Jewish temples, and draws from it the conclu~ion that the
Jews are drawing closer to Christianity, and will soon reco!Snize the cross as the ~ymbol of salvation, and surrender th ... ir
monothei8m to the belief in a trinity. Every Jew iR fully
aware of the fallacy of this deduction. Between lectures on
Sunday and d... dicatlng a temple on t~e Obri~tian ~apb!l.lh,
there is yet a vast gulf between Judatsm and Ob.n~tl>\nlty.
Tb.e Jews cannot possibly believe in the divinity of Jesus.
They cannot believe in t.he divinity of any human being. It is
against the very foundation of their re.ligion. It iR spiritual
suicide. They cannot help it that Christians must needs hav
a human being as mediator between God and man, and are
probably proud of the fsct that bone of their bone aud 11esh
of their flesh, a son of hrael, was selected for that htghest
position in the gift of man, but they cannot overlook the fact
that their ancestors saw Jesus of N~Z'ireth walk aorl ~peak
and preach, eat and drink, liv and die, as a bumatt being, aud
can never believe in him as a God. It is again~t their nature,
their understanding, their reasoning_ power, to dei~y mlln or
to humanize God. The lectures delivered t>v J"wBh rabbts
on Sunday abound with logic and rea8on, and are t11e strongest protest against myRteries like trinitheism, tran,figuration,
transubstantiation, and other ingenious inventions of subtle
scholastics which hav confused the minds of Christian
congregations, bdogged their reasoning pnwers, and Jed
them cliptiv in tile meshes of undigested, obocure theological
nomenclatures.
The Jews on the average b11v a clear, keen, and sharp
intellect with which they cut through the most skilfully
woven ~ete; and they will insist to call a spade a spade. an.d
nothing else, until it is cle.rly demonstrated that a spad~J 18
somethts~ else in reality aod not merely so called.
They do not object to Colonel Shepard bugging a phantom
and callin!! it God, or a great lawyer abdtcatlnl! his rea•on
on the bidding of a jugg'ing woman. or Hev. Dr. Howard
Cro•by with sickly sentimentality, bewailing the refusal of
the J e.;s to prepare for paradise bv accepting their own flesh
and blood as a rlivine substance, but they must be excused
from following them in that tort uouR path of credulous G·Jdmaking. Don't deceive yourself or your read ... rs, cnlnnel.
The Jews are not of the retrograding material. Medieval
supt>rstition and bigotry could not da~ken their vision, an~
the bright sun of ci_vilization _will certamly not obscure therr
sight and cloud their conceptton8.
lngl'rsull

1111

Cimkling.

From thP. AfinnPilpOlll<, ftll.>•n., 7'rdrrme or JJfav 12'11.
El~ewbere in this morning's 1'ribune is printed an
on the )ate Rofcoe Conklin~ by Jtqhert. G. lnge_rsoll.

oration
It was
delivered last evening in the Academy of Mns1c, at Albany,
under the au~pices of the New York J!:cneral as~emhly, and
is one of Mr. Ingersoll's noblest diorts. Full of the g~eat
orator's eplendirl imagery, strong in its vi~orous Ene;ltsh,
and ~randly impres~i.• in its stately, rhyth":~IC fl<~w, the oration IS a splendid tribute of one grand A.mertcan I~ the me ":lory of another. Never were two men more dtffereat 1.n
character, talent, and personality than the. eulogtst and h1s
subject. Individually incomparable, yet dtametncally oppoeit. Both orators in the higheot and tru .. st seme_. . Conklmg
the thunderbolt of el<'quence; Ingersoll the _bnlltant lt~hr
ning flashing zigzag thr•• ugh the sky: ~onldmg grant), Impressiv, superb, logical, forctble. convm~tng; lo~ersoll keen,
incisiv, glorious, pictnre~que, fa~cma1ing, wu'!nmg. ~onk
Jing chose his line of argument. and never dHVIated. EvHy
phrase was set and poliRhed. every point ~mlm !l.nd logical,
and every conclusion apt and foret fnl.. llts flowers of rhetoric were few, but choice, and anythmg wbtch fell pl!lo:V
the higbeet plane of cold reaso,n seldom f·mnd a pl"ce m his
remarks. Everything he satd marked the a~tstere and
haughty personality of_ the. m~n. He ~as _an m~ell~ctnal
giant, and be looked with _dtsd!lm upo~ ptgmtes. I ~rs1stent
in purpose and incorruptible ID prm<:tple, Ho~coe Onnkhne;
grew in greatness in spite of faults whiCh would hav clragg~d
down a man of Jess rngged strength of character. How dtfferent Ingersoll l Towering ab<.'ve his fellows 1D those gtfte
which mark genius, yet as easily appro~cbable al' a clnlrl.
Kindly whole-~ouled. genial, demucratte, he makl-s and
k._.eps friends where Conkling made enemies. Wtth an oratorical power as rare in rhetorical. bPanty and J?la)' of fancy
as it is marvelous in varied learmng and convmcmg force.
Yet IngPrsoll, too, h~s b~>en ham)Jered i_n his Cllreer ~y
religious opinions whtch hav ?<'J?riVed him of all public
acknowledgment of his llreat abiitlics.
Tllere is a strange similartty between the two men, yet the
widest dis~imilarity, and that each should hav bPP~ tl~e
friend and admirer of the other's transcendent abtltties. IS
perhaps stranger stiJI. ~r. lngers~ll's eulogy will rank. Wlt4
the oratorical gcme of tlus gcnerauon,
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f!Iomtnunications.
Rottfm Eggs and Dirt for Infidels.
L. K. WASHBI!RN's EXPERIENCE AMOXG THE BLUE·NOSES.

From tile Investtoator.

..

The result of a lengthy correspondence with Mr.
Frank Wooster was an engagement with that e-entleman to ·giv five lectures in Grand Manan, New
Brunswick. Grand Manan is an island about twenty
miles from Eastport. You can go there when the
boat goes. There is a blissful uncertainty about the
arrangements for travel by boat. It depends upon
the weather, or the freight, or something else, when
you leave. The jsland lies at the mouth of the bay
of Fundy, and is about twenty miles long and three
miles wide. The steamer that runs to this place has
a capta~ by the name of Ingersoll ! A Liberal ought
to feel safe where that name is.
When I reached the wharf I met Capt. Warren
Cheney, who was partly responsible for my f1ngagement. He took me to a carriage where Mr. Wooster
was waiting to welcome the first Liberal lecturer to
Grand Manan. It seems that the Christians of the
island had decided in their own minds that I Bhould
not deliver my lectures, and they concluded that -the
best way to carry out their intention was to hav the
halls closed to me. At North Head, where is tbe
steamboat landing, and which is the principal villRge
of the island, I was to giv my first lecture Friday
evening. The hall at this place bad been t>ngaf!Pd of
the trustees-Capt. James A. Pettes, Mr. John Kent,
and Mr. Lawson, the latter being a church-member.
A person by the name of Edmund Daggett, a
magistrate of the island, who bears a somewhat
unsavory reputation, was chiefly instrumental in
"working up" the feeling against "the· Infidels."
This man had been away to get legal advice as to the
best way to prevent the lectureR, and he was on tbe
Culif'ornia Letter.
steamer with me Thursday, and upon landing imme·
After one hundred days among the Saints at Zion,
diately communicated with his followers that· he wal' I am right glad to be once more in my own home i<p
armed with authority to break the engagement of the Garden City, now so beautiful in her new spring
the trustees and rffuse Mr. Wooster and Captain dress of green fields, fruits, and :flowers, which were
Cheney the use of the ball for the lectures as adver- never more abundant and promising than at present.
tised. The story reached our ears before we bad But as poetry is not my forte, I will not take up your
driven through the village, and as it was thought valuable space in any attempt to set forth the everybest to hav the matter understood then and there, day glories of the sunset slope, and will only say
we drove to· the house of one of the trustees, that California was never more prosperous, in city
who acted as janitor of the hall1 and inquired as to and country, then at present. Boom seems to be the
the truthfulness of the rumor.
magic word on every tongue, and the entire wide
Mr. Lawson confirmed the story, and said, "Esquire \Vest is moving under the impulse of men and means
Daggett had just told him that we could not hav the from the eastern slope of our continent.
hall." Messrs. Wooster and Cheney wanted to know
My work in Utah has been arduous, and yet, in
under what authority Daggett was acting, and sJ many respectll, most pleasant and opportune, as
sent for him. He came, and informed us very pom- there is a new impulse in the mental. life of this repously that he bad consulted with the lawyers upon !igion-cursed part of our country. My audiences hav
the matter, and that he had forbidden the trustees been unprecedentedly large in Salt Lake, numberto open the hall for the lectures. He refused to ing from twelve to fifteen hundred, and often greatly
show his papers, and rising, said that "he did not overtaxed the capacity of the Opera House.
wish to hold any further conversation with people
The people, largely Mormon, did not hav to be
who denied that the Bible was God's word!" Exit coaxed or dragged out, but came with such degree of
Daggett. Captain Pettes and Mr. Kent assured us willingness as to pack the house in thirty minutes
that the doors would be opened on Friday night.
after the doors were open, and that, too, in spite of
The evening arrived. Crowds of both sexes filled the constant warnings of the Mormon press; showthe 11treet. anxious to see what the Infidels would do. ing clearly that the backbone of the Mormon beast
After supper at the Marble Ridge Hotel, of which is broken, and the young people especially are slipCaptain Pettes is the proprietor, we prepared for the ping away from the grasp of the priests and bishops
siege. As the hour for the lecture drew near the of that most degrading and demoralizing system of
crowds increased, and as we walked toward the hall religion.
the people moved in the same direction. Daggett
And from the fact that the missionary efforts of
- had gained possession of the key to the hall, andre· orthodox sects are utterly futil in converting these
fused to giv it up, giving among other excuses that people to any other form of Christianity, Utah bids
he had lost it. When it was made clear that the only fair to contain more Freethinkers, in proportion to
way into the hall was to force the door, Captain the population, than any other similar area of our
Pettes performed this office with perfect ease. After country.
lighting the lamps and getting a soap-box for a de~k,
When they conclude that God did not talk to
wa proceeded. The hall was filled with men and a Joseph Smith, and that he was an undoubted fraud,
and that Brigham Young was a knave and a despot,
few women.
· After some brief remarks upon tbe spirit of modern they begin to doubt all so-called revelations, and
petsecution, and after repeating the invitation to the place John on the Isle of Patmos and J o Smith in
q1~~g}:~p.!_ t.he island to df1bate the queRtion, "Is the the same boat, as gross impostors, or both suffering
B.ili~~ tl;i,f!:Word of God T" I read Mr. S. P. Putnam's from hallucination or jimjams, and turn their attenpDein;:·.''·Why·Don't He Lend a Hand?" and gave my tion to the study of natural science as the only cure
lectuirth?n'~' W:hat Hav We to Fear from Atheism 1" for that mental disease caHed religion. And the
T,~~·~u~~C~ 1df;~ c.pw helf was furnished by an outside gentiles and Liberals of Salt Lake are deserving of
~t~%'.1l~r~,;,JV~~c4 ;\Vasjntended to break off the meet- great credit for their long and faithful warfare to
ing.rbiatd,t~wasnot successful.
redeem the beautiful valleys of Utah from this virus
". •W:Ilile,th~iandie_rice was •going out, the threatening of false religion, .so destructiv to true womanhood,
t;:~~oJ:I~~~~.f',a-t~V,plr~~.was }i~'~'i'd near the door. We home, and family life, the fruitage of animalism and
l).~d ;~l+~f~~~;):i\,~,):1~y',; w~Jlil.\l., eiJ.tered the hall, and lust, disloyal to the government, and degrading to
lu~.((th~<lec~u,r~ !\~ adver~ised~: and.,, the, Christians had its subjects. And yet, aside from its polygamous asbeen: defeatedi i Mt10r leaving the• hall we had gone pacts, i:t is quite as much entitled to credence and rell:\I~aahort lllistanC'~'wlie:ti•a~peeuliar'rep'otti·near our spect as the relig-ion of the Catholic or Protestant
teijt.· WnYne.:i''u'a_··'.'tb'a_t·_e' 'o:8;We< '·'•-litiiha···.tA't.&.~<'n .at us. c
8'''--' '>'7ii;]_ M,, '·'z" ~·, g1eJf ,-'h~d/Y" JO ,;«e ").,11-a 1.
hris.tian sect. Why not! They are all based upon
_,9.0,Ih ~' B,.I/-;O~~J:~P~: th.e,~ ·. , ... ,, alj. -1 "?'q ,pJ ;PlJ!li iBIJ.r,iiy; pf so-called revelations; all are dealing with the unseen;
fiv.e wel!eretruck:. :Ji escaped;··,, l]he miserft'ble·eowlal'da all are requiring a belief in what none of them can
who et:~g'a'g',ed itris\'lch c~temp'tibl~\vol'Jl?wtJt<e·.ifi:6 .t<l(jb:i1 pro. ve, under the whip-lash of human authority; all
of :tqe'' ri,i~ti1 j)~gg~~t an'(}ll'i's JJiir_iStjan' .. effi}5ld ''ers: 1 ate based upon a book, miracle, vision, or dream of
T.~ice,~~r~· ~fi lic?ffibai'4ed with._tlle~_e)liiM~~;·:JiJt' n,'Q' sbme,afsordered mind.
g.r.~at_;harnc:wattcdoRe •. , .!
· .. ;·,
i :. , ~~-· :::o: ,,
•·l '11iul'ifuite as soon believe in Jo Smith's dreams,
A far more seri~us·dllrlger:await:ed us. Th~ivillage< litld' tl:itr·clhirvoyant visions of Jo Smith's mother
~f 'C!'st~li~}s',_~l)?,ut' mi:~-~ati?~.~~~M ,N;qt:f~, '~~~g, s~tutll~€4'With. i~norance and superstition, as divin~
!J.n{l}~P:!-J;l~ fi;J:L'~:l?~or,,_. ':r.fl~M'llll}gfllS tP,r~,liJ>Ip,e_p(~~~ revel'ahons,)iEH'he tlrazy talk of I"aiah, John the RevS~Il"ti/l9.!lmo,nl,~t~ •.~&, tp~y. !lol'~ c~Ued; • ~ l"h_e!'!~ ;pequlil!ll': ·elfltibr/ or '1tbt¥. Wbti'aiflr!t .recorded in the Testament
J>60~le are J>eouliar.:.m th~ •1~noranc~ .ancbpiety: 'spook'-,.li&Ol'Jo'f·;;EmrlStiilfiity, and Mormons hav quite
·1

•

., .

as sufficient ground for their monstrous fraud as hav
the Christian sects who are so bitter against the
Mormons.
And the only dietinction worthy of note is that one
is an old lie, time-honored with usage, fashionable in
the extreme, and its hideous discrepancies, covered
with rhetoric, music, and :flowers, pass current for
truth, while Mormonism is only a new lie struggling
for existence against the mother who gave i~ birththe legitimate child of Qhristianity and the B1ble God.
From choice giv me the new lie, as time will smooth
away its glaring inconsistencies and make it as fashionable as the sister sects, and the Book of Mormon .
with age would become quite as much entitled to be
called the word of God as any other Bible of religion.
. Hence, you may see the utter hopeles~ness of the
Christian cause in Utah. In fact, I was mformed by
a gentleman at ~ayson, in Utah. valley, that the. Presbyterian tffort m that place m the conversiOn ?f
Mormons during twelve years past had r~sulted m
the expenditure of $30,000 and the conversiOn of one
poor Mormon, who soon after discovered that he had
leaped from the frying-pan into the fire, and left the
church, headed for Freethought and mental freedom.
And . this is the status of Christian effort to convert
Mormons by the various sects in Salt Lake and elsewhere in the territory.
. · . .
They beg money in the East by m1ss1~nary effort
to build churches under false representations of the
Mormon religion 'and Mormon people, with no converts from the Mormon faith ; while Secular thought
and effort can number its converts by thousands in
the territory, and thousands more on the way to the
highlands of reason an~ common sans~. . . .
.
Utah is a most beautiful country, riCh m soli, w1th
a climate far surpassing that of the Eastern slope,
and equaled only by California, as,during the enti~e
winter I hav felt no more discomfort from cold than m
San Jose, where I hav lived for twenty-two years past.
The country is rich in minerals, sheep and cattle,
and such other resources as fully assure its future
greatness as soon .and as fast as enter~rising gentile
people will come m and take the government of the
country and cities out of the hands of these pseudo
saints of God.
And to this end the Salt Lake ~Tribune stands, like
a pillar of fire by night and by day, in de!~nse ?f
liberty and law, and a most powerful auxiliary m
every effort to wipe out this ecclesiastical curse and
slavery from this fair land. Long liv the old Tribune
and the boys in blue who hav made life, property,
and free speech possible so lmig in Zion !
Salt Lake City is certainly, from location and
resources, bound to be in the near future a great
railroad center and distributing-point, like Denver
and Los Angeles, and only a few hundred more
gentile votes are required to giv Salt Lake a government of the people, by the people, and to swing her
into line with the other cities of our Union, so blessed
and so free, under the stripes and stars of our dear
country.
I gave fourteen Radical lectures in Salt Lake on
Sunday nights, and from two to three lectures each
week at other points in the territory. And my
thanks are due in Salt Lake to all who helped me in
my work, and especially to Messrs. Rogers, Howard,
Godbee, Hammond, Lawrence, Wiscomb, Wellock,
Steele, Thompson, Chittock, and others who helped
to crown my work with success.
At Murray I gave two lectures, and on the .first
occasion was favored with the use of a large Mormon
church for the lecture. At thi!! point the genial,
courteous Harry Haines stands in the front, and a
bulwark he is against sham and delusion.
At Provo, a former hotbed of Mormon deviltry, I
gave four nights to large audiences, who voted for my
return although the bishop preached against me and
stoutly refused the theater for my use. But thanks
to Uncle Sam's co~rt, then in session, and the courtesy
of· Judge Henderson, formerly of Michigan, I was
accorded the court house, which was literally packed
to overflowing.
I am happy to mention H. S. Brooks, Dr. Henn.berg, and John Morwick for kindness in opening the
way into this priest-ridden town. Dr. Hennbergand
lady, who kindly entertained me during both visits
at Provo, are highly cultured people. The doctor
enjoys a fine practice in medicin; and his amiable
wife is high up in fine art, and the walls of their
unique and beautiful homo show in profusion the
skill of her cultivated hand and refined taste.
At Payson I lectured four nights to an audience
of not less than seven hundred, five-sb.ths of which
were Mormons. And this must be said to their
credit, they are far more Liberal-i. e., the rank and
file of Morinonism-than any other Christian sect. ·
And I presume it is for the reason that Mormons believe a little in almost everything. And their systfm
is a grand jumble and conglomeration of isms. Paganism from India to Jesus, Judaism, Mohammedanism, Jesuitism, Protestantism, and diabolism, well
shaken before taken-you hav Mormonism. And,
of course, their religion consisting of such diverse
elements of faith, they are more open to argument
than any other sect, for what they cannot prove by
the Bible and Book of Mormon is not worth proving•
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Hocus-Pocus.
tion is worth five cents on a dollar then it was the
Of the many brilliantly stupid. stories told in the "horror of great darkness" that" s~id unto Abram I"
pages of the Holy Queer, one that came into the life If not that, then must we :fly to guesswork and b.e
of "good old Fa..ther Abraham "-it was previous content. Well, never mind· the What-was-it or
ho~eve~, to .his being "m_a.gnifi.ed" from plain Abra~ Who-was-it told Abram that his seed should be a
-Is entitled to a large slice of the conventional cake stranger in a strange land, and serve the seed of
I th~k. It appears t~a.t Jahveh dropped round t~· said land four hundred years, which information
Abe s hou~e one evenmg, and whistled his pet and must ha.v been a stunner for Abram, who must ha.v
chum out mto the front yard, where he told him to wanted to ~ick himself for killing the heifer, she-goat,
count the stars, the ~ight being clear and fine, pre- r~m, and brrds,_ as a _means to the end of satisfying
suma.bly, and condumv to a correct count with no h1mself concernmg h1s promised inheritance! Howneed of" returning· boards."
'
ever, the Who-was-it let him down easy in the next
Now, if Jahveh should whistle any of us out of yerse, by saying, ''And thou shalt go to thy fathers
the house and tell us to count the stars we should m :peace; thou shalt be buried in a good old age."
~e yery apt to whistle our· astoni!!hment,' and gently Th1s was all the followers of J ahveh got in those
msmua.te that he was biting off for us more than we days-a promis of burial in a good old age ! Heaven
could. ~hew, as it were; in other words, that he was with everlasting life hereafter was an afterthou "ht
overs1zmg tl).e_ possibilities in our case. but not in of Jahveh's, it would appear. ''Vander if it worked
th~ l_ea~t did it faze Abe, who went to ~ork at once on the e-;epostfacto plan, and scooped all those
-lt lBn t at all likely that he hesitated to undertake patriarchs, and other solid Muldoons!
the stupendous job who didn't hesitate to obey
Failing to see where Abram· got any satisfaction
the divine com~a~d when J a.hveh "tempted" him out ~f that " horror o~ great darkness," 'Beyond a
~o murder Ike, 1s 1t !-but must ha.v slipped up; fail- prom1s -from Who-was-1t that he should be buried
mg to keep tally, somewhere in the billions as J ahveh in .a good old age, let us see if the ram, she-goat, and
broke i~ on him, telling him tha.t.a.s multit~dinous as he1fer hocus-pocus comes to a head on the inheritwere B!lld st.ars, so should h~s (Abe's) seed be, which ance question. Ah! here -we hav an account, in the
no do?bt t10kled. Abe, he. very likely wanting to next. verse but one, of a most strange, weird, and
start m on the count agam, naturally enough of uncanny performance on the part of a furnace and
course.
'
lamp, which seems to be the quintessence of said
Then Jahveh informs Abe that he is the Lord that hocus-pocus, if not, indeed, entitled to carry the
brought h~m out of Ur-I suppose this means reach, banner as the very embodiment thereof. Here is
or somethmg of the s~rt-o_f the Ch-aldees, to giv him the account as it appears in Gen. xv, 17 :
the land he was then 1n to mherit it. Now Abe ma.\
·"And it came to pass, that when the sun went
hav known that he was indebted to his aug~st visitor down, and it was dark "-it would appear from this
for said "bringing out of Ur," but if he did he made tha~ the " ho,rror of great .darkness" was a private
no acknowledgment, and returned no thanks for said aff,.Ir of Abe s, all unto hzmself alone belonging" bringing out;" and infinitly worse than this cold " behold a smoking furnace, and a burning lamp t.hat
c!am~y silence.wa.s the expressed doubt of Jahveh'; passed between those pieces "-presumably ''those
smcenty conta.med in his query, "Whereby shall I pieces" of heifer, ram, and she-goat as no other
know t~at I shall inherit it!" Think of this, reader. " pieces" are alluded to in the chapt~r. That's all
as.commg fro~ a m?rta.l to whom Jahveh had just th~re is of the account,, reader, and well and enough,
sa.1d he should mhent the land! Why, it is a wonder as.lt leaves ~hole as w1de as a barn-door for imagintha.t .Ja.hveh had not "waxed wroth" and on the a.twn to get m. Ha. ! I can eee that " smoking furspur of the moment, knocked Abe out at' one fell na.ce and burning lamp" spooking along " between
swoop, as it were, straight from the shoulder! But those pieces "-of course, they had to separate them
Ja.hveh w~s not the s~nsitiv plant he usually was, on a~ Abe had carefully laid them together, after split~
tho.~ evenmg, for he Immediately gave Abe the fol- tmg the carcasses; but a smoking lamp and burning
lo'!mg remarkable recipe, which, when the mystic furnace that could gallivant about between sides of
phllter or charm had been compounded or worked beef and mutton could easily separate said sidesw~?ld satisfy Abe of the inheritance, presumably : ' and waltzing about the turtle-dove and young pigeon ·
Take me a heifer of three years old and a she- -see 'em now, can't you, reader! If you can't, your
goat [no billy goat, please observe] of' three years fa~cy m~st hav been brought up by hand on a cold
old, and a ram of three years old [why were an old ram tnpe reg1men !
and a billy goat scorned, I wonder 1] and a turtle·
"Yes, indeedy, see, can I, that smoking furnace
dove, and a young pigeon "-turtle-doves I presume belch its lurid fumes, as old Vesuvius belches forth
~ere neither old nor young, age here not being men: its sulphurous vapor, when on the belch and furious
,
boned.
•
t o d'1sgorge the seething contents of its vasty,
This was the astonishing recipe, or satisfying molten depths; and see the lamp, as round about the
formula, that Ja.hveh gave Abe, the latter proceeding turtle-~ove it goes-the pigeon, too<not.mentioning
at once to " take " t~e ingredients, as commanded- the he1fer, ram, and she-goat combmatwn-:flaring
of .course, you understand that he didn't '.'take" the n?w and fl~ckering, no~ :fla~hin~ bright and flt1ming
he1fer- goat- ram- dove- pigeon prescription as one h1gh, as,_ hke the lunng ~ums fatuus, or jack-o'~·takes" pills and powders-and, furthermore, seem- lantern, 1t sweeps above the poor, poor birds in
!~g. _to unders~a.nd w?at was expected of him, dea.th's cold grasp! See 'em! You bet I can no
dzy1ded them m the m1dst, and laid each piece one pent-up regimen of tripe, stale beer, and such 'like
a.ga.mst another; but the birds divided he not "-why things my fancy's powers confining ! Yes, yes that
not, we never shall know. After this mystic cere- all-uncanny passing of the lamp and furnace I can
mony, Abe was kept busy driving away the fowls- see, as plainly quite as though it happened ~e8ter
buzzards, probably-which swooped down upon the e'en, or e'en week after next; and o'er me chills do
·carcasses, as the Holy Queer informs us. But this ~reep and curdle stiff my blood, and goose-:flesh, with
leads us to remark that buzzards, or carrion birds in 1ts horrid feel, possession of my epidermis takes !
g~nera.l, do not :fly by night, and we know it was Too much, too much-hence, horrible spookies ! unmght, or Ja.hveh wouldn't ha.v whistled Abe out of real mockeries, hence! Why, so; being gone. who's
the ~ous~ to count the stars. This discrepancy is afraid 1"
'
nothmg if noli :flabbergasting. But hold on the
Now, reader, perhaps you can't see-of course you
ne~t verse makes it all right for the buzzards. '
can't for the !lca.les on your eyes-where this heifer
.· , And. when the sun was going down-" ah, ha.! ram, and she-goat hocus-pocus and jack-o'-lanter~
·lt s all nght .about the buzzllrds you see-but oh business-whether Abe emerged from that "horror of
~o ! what about the star-counting' bee in broad day~ great darkness" and witnessed this interesting, but
hght? Whew! that's a corker, isn't itT Well, now, uncanny and goose-:flesh breeding spectacle, the H.
.the stars or the buzzards ha.v got to go. If the stars Q. does not ota.te-perhaps you can't see where and
were out the buzzards were in, if the buzzards were how this quisby and bizarre performance got in its
out the stars were in, and in view of what follows we work for Abe's inheritance-no, of course you can't.
.must knock the stars out by putting them in for we No matter and nevertheless, it got there all the same
are told that "when the sun was going dow~ a deep for immediately after the passing of the spooky lamp
sleep fell upon Abr~m;, an~ lo, a horror of great a'nd furnace, Jahveh gave Abe the title-deeds to all
darkness fell upon htm, wh1ch fall, my countrymen, the land between the Nile and Euphrates river", free
would not hav occurred at night, probably, as the gratis for nothing-a big ranch, wasn't it! No levnatural darkness, minus the " horror" would ha.v ity, hereafter, should you witness any sort of hocusgently gathered Abraham in, don't yo~ know, with pocus not understood by you, but mentally, if not
no buzzards to keep him on the jump. Great as is orally, exclaim, with fervent heat, Great is hocusthe beauty of the stars, when brightly gleaming in pocus!
the azure va.~lt, they must make way for the buzzards,
I declare I am quite overcome by the effects of
reader, for 1t was broad day when this ram-heifer- this most brilliant and original tale of truth and
goat-she-goat, remember-hocus-pocus took place, veracity, founded on beef, mutton, and goat's flesh,
----~~~.------else how, la.t~r on, ~auld the sun be going down T
conduciv to goose-flesh, with the jack-o'-la.ntetn
Not so Great a Blunder Aftrr All.
"
The
verse
1~med1ately
following
opeus
out
thusly:
episode,
and must stop here and now. Besides that
An a!ll'using blunder;-the work doubtless of a facetious
And he sa1d unto Abram"-- Right on the '' smoking furnace and burning lamp" are wait zing
compositor-appears in the last number of Notes and Queries
o•qonnell once repeated an Irish song or hymn, two lines of ~hre~hold of this. verse we are forced to pause and back at me, and the hour near midnight! Dear me,
whtch ran thus:
mqmre, Who sa.1d unto Abram? That which we a too able-bodied imagination is worse t-han none, at
On our ~.idA is virtu" and Erin ;
read of immediately previous was the "horror of the midnight, sometimes, I really believe: There's a
Ou th• Irs 1• the pas.., on aud guilt.
A writer in Notes and Que1·ies, quoting this couplet is made great darkness that fell upon Abram ·" and then we beer foundry over the way, where cold tripe wrapped
~SQ:
'
go on to read as above, leading-- us t~ suppose that in vinegar is to be had. I am going over to eat a
On our side is virtnA and Erin ;
.
said" ~orror of great darkness" "said unto Abram." . pound or two in oraer to clog the wheels of my too
On the!fsJs the par.• on and guilt.
Could 1t hav been that T Well, if context in oomposi~ teeming fancy. Selah!
SI SLo~ulll.
Wh~t will pious peoplll say to this ?-Pat~ Mall Gaut~.

At Payson my thanks are due to Dr. Greer and
his excellent wife, for entertainment and other ma• terial assistance. The doctor is a radical of radicals
and alive to the interests of Freethought. He ha~
~ecently removed to Chical?o, where he has property
mterests. I am sure he w1ll be a valuable accession
to the leadership of our cause in Chicago.
At Ogden_ our old friend J. A. Jost sta-ncls as he
has .for many year~, b~ating against the tide' of hyP?cnsy and eccles1~Bt10al deviltry. I spoke three
mghts to good audiences. And thanks are due at
Ogden to friends J ost, Griffin, Martin, and especially
James Axley, a young railroad man and a reader of
';l'nE TRUTH SEEKER, for timely assistance with helpmg hand.
The wc;>rk at Morgan, Coalville, and Kamas wa!)
well rece1ved, and, my labor lightened by Messrs
Edholm, Williams, Sorenson, and others who staild
on the walls of Secular Freethought.
And I take pleasure in making the readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER acquainted with Wm. Reynolds secretary .of the ~erritorial Secular Union, livi~g at
Wansh1p. All m that country know him and love
~im for hi~ st~rling principles, and prompt and contmued actwn m behalf of our noble cause. He. is a
live man, and writes more letters to friends to open
the way ~nd disseminate our principles than any ten
persons 1n Utah. Ideas and action, must be the
motto of W m. Reynolds.
. At Park Cit;y I lectured four nights in all, on two
d1~e~ent occaswns, on both of which occasions J. A.
Wllhams took the w?e.el an~ piloted me through to
success. Brother Wllhams 18 an old soldier of the
Union and fought for her life and is now accorded
a high place a~ong the breth;en in the Grand Army
o~ the Rep?bhc, and I felt greatly at home with
h1m and h1s good wife at their home nestled in
amongst the snow-clad hills of the Wasatch mountains about four miles from Park City.
Brother Williams is as true as steel to our cause
with an open hand and warm heart, and I wa~
pleased to read from his pen, in the· Park Citv papers, a most able and eloquent exposition and defense
of labor again~t the heartless greed of monopoly,
and words of w1sdom to those who toil to enrich the
millionaires of this world.
Our thanks are also due, at Park City, to the managers of the great and far-famed Ontario silver
mine at that _place, a mine whi~h for. twelve years
has never l~Vled an assessment on its stock, but paid
largely stra1ght on from the first.
.
Its managers and foreman are Liberals and treated
us with great courtesy, enabling us to se~ a thousand
feet beneath the surface, and, what to us was a great
and long-to-be-remembered sight, the great Cornish
pumps, which lift thirteen thousand tons of water
~aily. And as I gazed upon such a triumph of the
mtellect of man, I thought : Compared with science,
what has theology done in retarding the mighty
forces which :flow out froin mental freedom?
This mine stands at the head for richness of return
and has material to last twenty years in Bight. And
many thanks for the rich specimens of silver-bearing
rock-some of which yields as high as $5 300 to the
ton-for my cabinet.
· '
Par~ City is a lively, prosperous camp, and full of
Freethmkers, who gave me fine audiences on both
occasions.
My last work in the territory was two lectures at
Kaysville, under the auspices of that stanch defender
of our faith, Hector Haight, another live man in the
cause of Secular thought;
·
_The audience may be called a succes~, although a
ram and snaw storm was ra.giug at Kaysville-the
first and only storm which hindered a large audience
1!-t any point during my campaign in Utah.
Of course, you ha.v heard of my farewell meeting
at Salt Lake, and the invitation to return for a sec9nd campaign in January next, which I hope to do.
And in conclusion I will say that I look upon Utah
as a most hopeful field of Freethought, and that
should Brother C. B. Reynolds drop into Utah on his
rE'tur~ trip he will no doubt find a warm welcome 'by
the Ltberals wherever he may chance to speak in the
territory.
I am now at my hom~ resting up a little after
which I expect to visit Oregon and Wa.shingt~n ter·
ritory, to fan u_p the embers of Freethought, and
look once more mto the faces of old-time friends in
the north. I shall go up the overland route and
shall be glad _to get a line from the friends at 'Ashland, Eugene, Albany, Portland, Forest Gro,:e Astoria, Seattle, Tacoma, Port Townsend, and -victoria
before leaving my home in San J me.
·'
Dn. J. L. YanK.
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Write to Mr. Merriman.
Everyone acquainted .with the abut;es of liberty
worked by the United States statute known as the
Comstock law should write at once to the Hon. T. A.
Merriman, Washington, D. C., and urge him, as
chairman of the House sub-committee on post-offic£>s
and post-roads, to report favorably upon the bill
'now before his committee repealing that law.
This is a duty that we earnestly hope no friend of
the honest and manly founder of Tin: TRUTH SEEKER
will neglect. Whoever lets his thoughts go back to
the time when D. M. Bennett occupied a cell in a
penitentiary because Corostock hates Freethinkers,
will feel like tearing that law from the statute boob
with angry hands. The present opportunity should
not be lost.

A Change of J?ront.
Three years ago the Presbyterian Church of England appointed a "Drafting Committee" to revise
the Articles of Faith in the Confession, and to· bring
them more in harmony with the ideas of the present
time than are the doctrine of the Westminster Confession, drawn up some two hundred and forty years
ago, when the world knew a good deal less than it
does now. This committee has reported to th£>
synod, and its recommendations hav been giTen to
the presbyteries for adoption or rejection.
· The chief differences between the old Confession
and the new are outlined by a correspondent of th£>
Sttn. The new begins by condensing, principally by
elimination, the thirty-three chapters of the present
Confession into twenty-three, and by stating th£>
retained dootrins in less metaphyeical and more
easily understood language; The severity of the
doctrine is also much reduced. The present Confession states that throu~h Adam's fall the whole
race is "utterly indisposed, disabled, and made· opposit to all good, and wholly inclined to all e..-il." and
that for this corruption of nature the race is "bound
over to the wrath of God and curse of the law, and
so made subject to death, with all mi11eries spiritual,
temporaJ, and eternal." It is upon this dogma, amply
supported by texts of scripture, that Brown's Catechism, in common use in this country, relies for
doctrinal authority for its teaching to infants that
they are "enemies to God, children of Satan, and
heirs of hell," and that they "cannot even cease from
adding to their sin."
The new Articles of Faith put this matter in a
brighter light. They place the responsibility of
''original sin'' on Adam and the devil. They declare
that ail mankind hav inherited a sinful nature,,but
they specially omit to say that becatlBe of this inherH.ed sinful nature those who inherit It shall be consigne-d to spiritual, temporal, and et('!rnal 1niseries.This elimination ,is one that people shquld be spet'~T grareftil for,
· ·

The first "point "of Calvinism, variously known as
"predestination," "e:fl'ectual calling," or " election,"
bas also been reTised. The Westminster Confession
sets forth that " all those whom God bath predestinated unto life, and tl&ose only, be is pleased, in his
·
to grace
appointed time, effectually to call .
and salvation ·by Jesus Christ. This effectual call is
of God's free and special grace alone, not from anything foreseeR in man. Elect _infants, dying in 'infancy, are regenerated and saved. So also are all
other elect persons who are incapable of being called
by the ministry of the word. Others, not elected,
never truly come to Christ, and therefore cannot be
saved: much less can men not professing the Christian religion be saved in any other way whatsoever,
be they never so diligent to frame their lives according to the light of nature and the law of that religion
they do profess."
The new Articles are more generous, and approach
Universalism, by declaring that" God willeth that all
men should be saved and come to a knowledge of
the truth, and that. the gospel of forgivness and
eternal life is freely offered to all men." They also
declare that Christ came to save the wOl'ld; not
simply the elect, and the doctrin that God made
a lot of men for the purpose of damning them is
eliminated. The new Articles also dwell less emphatically upon the reward of the wicked, the "drafting committee" being content to send them into
eternal punishment, without de·scribiiig it as "eternal
torment," "hell," or "torments_ and utter darkness."
In accounting for the "crea.tion of the world," the
astute theologians who compiled and manufactured
the Westminster Confession declared: ''It pleased
God, the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, for the manifestation of the glory of his eternal power, wisdoD:!,,
and goodness, in the beginning, to create, or make of
nothing, the world and all things therein, whether
visible or invisible, in the space of six days, and all
very good." In declaring this as their conviction
and faith, they followed, not knowing any better, the
opening chapter of the Bible, which they credulously
enough, as it appears now, regarded as truthful and
authoritativ. The "drafting committee," however,
discard the Mosaic account, and describe the "creation " in these words :
"God was pleased in the beginning to create the heavens
and earth, and throne:h progressiv stages to fashion and
order this world,ogiving life to every creature."
It will be noticed, of course, that this is a complete
abandonment of the old version. Nothing is said of
the material out of which God made the universe, or
of the order in which he constructed it, or of the
laws governing its phenomena. The committee
simply make a statement, without intricate or embarrassing clauses, of what they think will not conflict with science, which they acknowledge as authority
superior to divine revelation. The paragraph remind"
us of that simple and satisfactory pronouncement
found at the end of several Terses describing the
creation in the book' which the committee reject"And it was ·so." The new Article merely adds the
modern improvements. What becomes of the Son
and Holy Ghollt under the new order, .we are not
informed, but no doubt the committee hav provided
liberally for them in some new branch of the worldmaking industry.
The details of the either changes in the Westminster Confession hav not yet reached us, but they
probably include a modification of the other four
Calvinistic points to conform to the changes in these
fundaJilental dogmas. The perseverance of the saint!'
depends upon their "election," and if " effectual·
calling" is not so potent as has been assumed by thfi
Presbyterians, theri the dogma of "justification"
goes overboard, for God justifies those only who hav
been called. Discarding one root dogma necessitates, of course, a revision of all branches springing
therefrom.
We congratulate the Presbyterians upon the progress they are making. By and by they may hope by
industry to get within hearing distance of the scientific and philosophical thought of the world. But
what a great surprise to them when they get to
heaven to there find all the fellows of good work<!
they hav imagined in bell, and to miss those like
John Calvin and John Knox who were so sound· in
red-bot doctrin and weak in charitable doing ! After
ail, though, who knows that the present revisers of
the croed are nearer right than the m•thematic"l
divi.Ites-of--·the -We§tJ:ninf!l;er .t\.as~mblyT -·

The Brethren Stuff the Ballot-Box.
Again the Methodist. delegates to· the General
Conference hav sho-wn their great political ability
and knowledge of the ways that are dark and tricks
that are not always vain, but were so in their hands.
The fight over the election of bishops raged at the
Metropolitan Opera House the major part of last
week. The office ls a fat one and profitable, arid
givs its possessor great power in the church. The
friends of the candidates ha.v lobbied long and earnestly for their favorite, and allowed their zeal great
scope. As the eighth ballot was being t'aken on
Wednesday, Bishop Merrill stepped to the front of
the platform and askel the delegates to listen to
a word of warning. On the previous, or seventh
ballot, he said, as well as at other balloting, there
were more votes cast than there were delegates present. This, he said, was unexplu.inable upon any
honest theory, as absentees could ·not vote. On one
ballot, too, four hundred and fifty-nine votes were
found in the box, which was in excess of the total
membership of the Conference, and on calling the
roll of the house immediately thereafter but four
hundred and twenty-nine delegates were found to be
present. This state of affairs was reprehensible, and
not strictly in accord with the stern law of political
morality demanded of men who should be shining
·
guides to a sinful world.
Some of the delegates endeavored to take the
sharp edge cff the bishop's conclusions by asking if
the tellers were men who knew how to count. Bishop
Merrill replied that the tellers possessed sufticient education to count up to five hundred without an error,
besides which he had the documents to show that some
of the brethren were ringing in on the Conference trinitarian mathematics of three in one, a computation
all right in theology, but bad in voting,.which should
be done Unitarianly, if he might so express himself.
There were three sets of names on one ballot, which
had been partially separated by the orthodox voter,
who evidently thought and intended that the bailots
would become units when shaken up in the box.
Another trini~arian ballot had been carefully folded
so as to represent but one ballot, but which by
accident had remained stuck together and been detected by the tellers. It was a matter of regret that
on these ballots appeared the name of J.P. Newman,
though Mr. Newman was not suspected of having
cast them for himself, as he at the time occupied an
upper proscenium box, at considerable distance from
the :floor. Mr. New-man qid not usually do the
impossible, and things out of his reach were considered safe.
The delegates, when thus caught, were righteously
indignant, and voted down a proposition that if the
tellers found any more trinitarian ballots they should
secretly destroy them, and thus save the good name
of the Conference. A lay delegate, presumably less
orthodox than the clergy, moved that such ballots be
preserved and an effort made to learn who cast them.
The motion was adopted, and thereafter the friends
of Dr. Newman confined their efforts for their candidate to more legitimate channels.
Among other tactics of the electioneering brethren
were the distribution of. circulars attacking the character of candidates, and the introduction upon the
floor of non-delegate wire-pullers, who buttonholed
the voting delegates and sought to influence their
conduct. The condition of the Conference was described by one member as feverish, and the p~esiding
ofli:cer was compelled to rebuke the brethren for their
noisy
and.. unseemly. conduct.
On the whole' the
.
.
election. of bishops. was as close an imitation. of a
1'11oi:nmany Hall meeting of the olden time~ as. the
knowledge and opportunities of the delegates permitted. It far surpassed in noisy trickery the recent
Democratic gathering to elect delegates to the presidential convention at St. Louis, and much more acri-·
moriioli"s feeling came to the surface. .
.
_When -a-. D. Shaw, the Infidel editor and lecturer,
of Waco, Tex., left the-Methodist pulpit for the platform of liberty, his enemies charged him witlt deserting the church. because he was nofele.oted a bishop.
Anyone who knows the earnest but gentle honesty of
Mr. Shaw's ?ature ~ill laugh at such a charge, but
he deem~d 1t suffimently serious to justify the publication of his real reasons (which were that he was
no longer a Christian); and .i~ _his pamphlet he_ d~
scribed the election of bishops. No minister, he said,
who sought the office c()uld ever get it.. Electioneering would certainly. spoil- -all clianceq <>f a CI\Qdi~l\te
-
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T_h~ choice must be free, spontaneous, and in recog- When Mr. Rice learned this, he cast about for anmtwn of the fitness of the man for the place. This other Christian competent to continue the debate.
description may hav been truthful once, but evidently He invited many eminent divines 3 nd laymen, one
since. then the times hav changed. Nci more brazen after another, but they declined. Judge Black had
log-rolling has for years been seen in this city in any been so crushingly annihilated that they dreaded
political convention than the Methodist Conference cross-examining Colonel Ingersoll as much as Sershows. All legitimate and many illegitimate methods geant Snubbin feared to tap Samuei Weller, in a cerhav been resorted to by the friends of candidateP.. tain celebrated legal proceeding wherein Mr. Weller
Parliamentary tricks, anap rulings, points of order was a witness. It is said, and we think with truth,
suddenly sprung upon the Conference by keen ta"- that Mr. Rice went to Henry Ward Beecher..and imticians, lobbying in and out of season-all these plored him to attempt the rebuilding of the Chrisusual met~ods for gaining desired ends haT the tia~ citadel, o1ferin.g him a very large sum of money,
Methodists employed. And ballot-box stuffing, the but Mr. Beecher would not do it. "Ingersoll can
last illegal resort of dishonest demagogs, has not not be answered," he is reported to hav said. Finally,
been omitted. Truly, the Conference has proved Prof. George Fisher agreed to answer Colonel Ingerwhat we hav so often said, that Methodists are about soH's. rejoinder to Judge Black, if one condition could
the most immoral of all sects. From ministerial con- be attached. That condition was, that Colonel
duct to cheating in a horse-trade, the Methodists Ingersoll should promis not to answer /tim. The
lead the van. The. most pious. of the laymen are the promis was given, and Professor Fisher closed the
meanest; the ablest preachers are the most unscru- discussion. Of Judge Black's refusal to continue
pulous. Mr. Shaw did not know his brethren so the discusHion Mr. Rice writes: "It was evident that.
thoroughly as he thought he did. He should visit a he did not wish to continue the controversy on any
general conference in New York, and become ac- conditions, and, although Judge Black's ability as a
quainted with a Methodist deacon in New England, lawyer and writer is disputed by none, it was the
to realize the true inwardness of Methodism and to general verdict of disinterested readers that he was
sound the depth of petty meanness of which human unequal to maintain a controversy with his more
nature is capable.
gifted opponent, and that he sought to cover his retreat by resorting to personal abuse of myself. I
Historical Information.
happen to know that Colonel Ingersoll regretted the
The Christian at Worlc, in reviewing Mr. Glad. withdrawal of Judge Black, and was ignorant of any
stone's consideration of Colonel Ingersoll's religious dissatisfaction on his part until after his article had
opinions, exhibits petty spite, large ignorance, and a appeared. The charge that Colonel Ingersoll was
afraid to meet Judge Black is palpably absurd.
willingness to deceive. It says :
""Colonel Ingersoll has been exceptionally fortunate in the Without desiring to become .a partisan in this distreatment accorded his philippics against the Christian relig- cussion, I may permit myself as a spectator to sugion. For this Mr. Ingersoll is indebted, not to his extraordi- gest that it is hardly credible that any man would
nary ability. but to the enterprising conductor of the North
.AmM"ioan Revkw, who pays liberally for the articles, and run away from Judge Black to cross swords with Mr .
who no doubt in turn is repaid liberally by the sales of his Gladstone."
Thus the Christian at Work is seen to be a deReview. Not only so, but by what seems to be a very remarkable rule enforced in the North .American Review, Mr. ceiver. Colonel Ingersoll began the debate at the
ln~tersoll is always given the opening and closing paper, a request of the editor of the Review, and without
rejoinder not being allowed. This was especially the case
knowing who his opponent was to be, but he did not
wl.i.en Judge Black printed his article. Mr. Ingersoll having
replied, Judge Black asked the privilege of rejoinder, but hav the closing paper. The assertion often made by
this was denied by the Revicu editor. In the present case of religious journals, repeated in every lecture by GenMr. Gladstone we hav in red letter the announcement in the er~l George Sheridan, and echoed from all the little
Re'Dltw that Mr. Ingersoll will follow with a reply in the June pulpits of the country, that Colonel Ingersoll influnumber, and, as heretofore, no doubt Mr. Ingersoll's paper ences the conduct of the Review, is disposed of by
will close that part of the discussion. In all this· Mr. Ingersoll has. been very fortunate! Whether his opponents, the Mr. Rice in these words :

I

" Colonel Ingersoll never has sought, directly or indirectly,
defenders of Christianity, hav been treated quite fairly is
"!Jy request or suggestion, to. influence in the slightest degree
another matter, upon which we will not enter."
the conduct of the Nm•th .American Review."

This exhibition of temper is ridiculous, though
directly in line with the sewing-circle ethics of a religious journal's sanctum. But the errors of statement are unpardonable unless it is admitted that
pious editors hav no moral responsibility.
In the discussion between Colonel Ingersoll and
Judge Black, Colonel Ingersoll opened at the request
of 1\Ir. Rice, editor of the Review, with a paper on
the·" Christian Religion," a title, by the way, not of
the author's choosing. The arrangement was, as
. 1\Ir. Rice explains in the World of May 25th, that
Colonel Ingersoll should write an article; that some
one would answer it; that he "then should hav the
privilege of replying ; then that .one, two, or three
others should answer him, and that he (Colonel
Ingersoll) should hav the final reply. Judga Black
replied in the same issue. So far so good, and both
sides had an equal show. The next step was the
preparation by Colonel Ingersoll of a Rejoinder,
proofs of which were sent by Mr. Rice to Judge
Black with information when the rejoinder would ap
pear and an earnest request from 1\Ir. Rice for a Surrejoinder, to appear in the succeeding issue, as Mr.
Ric~ deemed it inadvisable to fill the Review· with the
discussion of the one question. Colonel Ingersoll's rejoinder was so cutting, and so c<.mpletely overwhelmed
Judge Black's Reply, that the judge did not want it to
stand alone, but demanded of Mr. Rice its retention in
a pigeon-hole till he (Judg~ Black) could frame an
answer to mitigate the deep damnation of his taking
off. Editor Rice refused, for business reasons, to
hold the Rejoinder. We may suppose that he depell~ed,upqn if to increas~Jhe _sal~· of. _the .Review,
for. the. public w:ere expectantly waiting. for .what they
instinctivly felt- would be a maRnificent indictment Of
·the Bible and a squelcher of Judge ·Black, who· had
-committed argumentS:tiv and D:ioral suicide· by de'fendin·g t~e ~eta. of JEihovaJ:l_, "as fEicm:d_ed in ~~(l 6Id
:~estaqtent... .A.t any rate,.l\ir. :a,ice. de.clfQed to hold
j;he Rejoinder, and J ~dg:e Black became so IWgry that
,ll& re~use(l to· write uf?~ ~Jl.e subject a~$., ··
.. "·-··' ._;,
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In the Field-Ingersoll controversy, of which the
outcome is the interposition of Mr. Gladstor:e, Colonel Ingersoll dicl not ha.v the opening paper. The
gauntlet was thrown down by Mr. Field in" An Open
Letter to Colonel Ingersoll." Each party bad two·
articles, and there was no partiality shown by the
Revimo editor. It is inconceivable that the Christian
at 1Vork should not recollect this, and that it makes
the statements it does reveals, we think, a disposition
to deceive, for the sake of a momentary gratification
of spite against a heretic. These facts hav been
publicly known long enough for even a religious
journal to ·hav absorbed them. What the result of
1\Ir. Gladstone's interference in the present instance
will be, or bow long the controversy will continue,
we certainly do not know. We should suppose,
however, _that Editor Rice would find space for the
two famous disputants as long as they would write
for him. we understand that no other issues of the
Review hav sold as numerously as those containing
one of Colonel Ingersoll's articles. Mr. Rice bas
never been accused of being a fool.

The Grand Manan Christians.
If anyone believes that the days of rotten eggs
and dirt and deadly weapons and traps for Infidel
speakers are over, he will be undeceived by reading
the account Mr. L. K. Washburn furnishes the
Investigator of his trip Down East, a little farther
east than the confines of this country. But let no
one think that the Blue Nosed Sanctificstionists are
peculiar or alone in their summary methods of suppm;ting the gospel. It is but a twelvemonth or two
since Mr. Remsburg and Mr. Reynolds faced a howling crowd right here in New York state, and only a
bare year since 'Colonel Ingersoll paid something
over ileviinty-fivedollars.to get Mr. Reynolds clear of
" New J ~rsey j ~il," aHa~· ~is tent .bad hli!~n wrecked,
and his person saved from ~.bath in. a_canal by the
exertions of three brave-women. The exploit of· the

lamp-throwing Christian of the Pacific coast is fresh
in the Liberal mind, recalled by his leaving for
Australia with the "boodle" for a new railroad in his
pockets. There is much faith yet .left to the godly,
and much zeal for their religion, which they are yet
willing and anxious to manifest by more than words.
Among ignorant Christians tbe first argument
against Infidelity that comes to mind is physical
force applied directly and personally. With the
little more intelligent Chri~;tians, law is the resort
-that is, to get the police and courts to do the persecuting. Jails and fines take the place of the rack
and the :flame-encircled stake. This latter class compril!les the great majority of church-members, and
hence where once we had the Inquisition, we now
get Sunday laws and legislatimi against blasphemy.
But the spirit of intolerance in a blasphemy or Sunday law is the same old spirit. It is the arrogant
attempt of those who believe one way to make others
by force believe the same way, or at least conform
their conduct to the narrow lines drawn by that belief. In this attempt at human unity of belief and
conduct, the torture-chamber has played an important part. Millions of lives hav been sacrificed to
this spirit through its means. Rotten eggs, dirt, and
logs rolled across the highway are quite a descent
from the old-time European weapons of faith, or even
from the more modern gallows, and stocks, and cartends of the Puritans. But as they are the best the
Christians of Grand M&nan can do on their little
island isolated from the resources of religion, why,
we must giv them credit for their intentiop.s. In
time perhaps they will equal New Jersey in practical Christian zeal and knowledge of how to suppress
Infidel lecturers.
_.._

______

______

Prraching is Labor.
Trinity church will hav to pay a thousand dollars
for its imported rector, the R9v. E. Walpole Warren.
Judge Wallace has decided that the b'rgain made
with the prAacber with the alliterativ name is illegal
under the U nit.ed States law forbiddil:!g the importation of labor under contract, and hence Mr. Warren
should hav been sent back. As this was not done,
Trinity is subject to the penalty in such cases made
and provided.
The case has excited considerable interest, as a
test of the scope of the law, which was enacted to
prevent a species of slavery which had sprung
up by corporations importing foreigners who were
bound to labor for the importer so many years
at so much per week or month. · The pauper labor
thus introduced killed the demand for better-paid
8ervice, and the laborers already in the country were
in danger of starving through inability to find
employment. The operators in mines, and labor
employed in large bodies, were the chief sufferers.
It may be a little humiliating to the stylish English
rector to be classed by law with the dirty Hungarians
and Italians who manipulate the spade and pickax
in our streets and on rail ways, or push coal-carts
under the ground, but he should remember that he
bas furnished the one chance for theological speculation, at so much per speculate, to be lifted from the
plane of swindling and given an equal dignity with
honest labor. Ministers everywhere ought to be
thankful for this, for in many minds the difference
between their occupation and that of the confidence
operator or fortune-teller has not heretofore been
~)early apparent. They will now command the
respect due to· all laborious if useless callings:
· We cannot, however, share the surprise of the
press that a minister of the gospel should hav been
subject to the law. A minister of the gospel is a
professional man, like lawyers, singers, artists, and so
forth. He preaches so many times, prays so many
times, and docs so much parochial work for so much
pay. No pay, no preach. l\Iarryings and funeral
sermons extra. The Rev. E. Walpole Warren would
never bav trod American soil if he had not obtained
a fat situation. The ministers of the present era are
not saving souls at their own expense. Lat Trinit]'
church, therefore, take some of the money it gets
from the leases of land to keepers of grog-shops and
houses of prostitution and pay Mr. Warren's fine.
CoLONEL INGKUBOLL has now achieved substantial fame.
A twenty-five-foot skipjack, jib and mainsail rig, will be
named after him by her owner, Simon Cummings, a heretical
carpenter of this city ·who reads THE TRUTH SEEKER and
extravagantly admires the best man in thP. city. Mr. Cummings-expects his craft to as easily distance all boats of he:r
·Size as her human cognomina! distances other oratorf! .
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1,-tfftrs Jront Jlritnds.
ST. JoHNSBURY, VT., May 15, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I shall always take the best paper that man
ever made, and that is the noble old TRUTH SKKKKR. I hav
been looking around here some for subscribers; hav fcund
some that would take the paper if it were not for their wives.
Just think of it-take a p'lper if it were not for their wives!
Good God! what is a wife for, anyway? If I had such a
wife I would go to the Faejee Islands and invite some of
those bucks to dine on me right away.
JouN B&LKNAP.
SAUQUOIT, N. Y., May 15, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : The dictum of scienee is, Life proceeds from
life, and we may go as far back and as low down in the
scale of life as we please and still there is life to be accounted for; and we are driven to the unavoidable conclu. sion that the great fundamental principle of ail forms of
organized life is not a product, but a self-existent cause,
manifesting itself through the evoking forces in matter, ar.d
this great central life-principle exists not outside and independent of matter and its eternal laws, but as a creating
force exists in them, and is an expression of both.

. J. P.

SMITH.

MIDDLEBURY, IND., May 10, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1.50 for one copy of
Voltaire's "Romances " THK TRUTH SKKKRR improves with
every issue. The illustrations are grand. How one indivij.
ual can contrive so many ways of representing and exposing
the greatest of frauds ever contrived by the human intellect,
the Christian reli~ion, is a mystery to me. Some of my
good, pious neighbors are shocked at the illustrations. They
would not let the minister see them with TaR TRUTH SKKKKR
for all the world. No, indeed! for he recei\'es his bread
through $he same great fraud which TaR TRUTH SKKKKR is
· so successfully exposing. It is said that one-half of the
human race liv by gulling the other half. There are the fish
and the fishers. The minister is the fisher and, 0 deluded
men ! you are the suckers. When will your ignorance depart from you? There is an advertiser who will, for $1, giv
you a methorl of making money without working. His
answer is, "Fish for suckers like we do." It has been lately
discovered that the advertiser is a Methodist minister.
Fraternally yours,
lsAAO IVINs.
FREMONT, 0., May 6, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: The pope has m'\de another advance toward
universal power, this time with the British government; for
who can doubt he has ~ot his price for his condemnation of
the measures of the Home Rule League? The priests hav
been encouraged all this time to urge the people to the greatest outrages, until they compelled the Tory government to
sue the pope to stop it. Then, for certain privileges granted
to the church, he steps in and denounces the very thing he
has been the original cause of-the outrages in Ireland. He
conquered Bismarck by similar tactics, and will eventually
make it so hot for the king of Italy that he will be forced to
yield a part of Italy to .the temporal rule of the church. He
is keeping Germany and France at daggers' points so that if
he cannot gain his points in France in any other way the
war with Germany will be renewed and the French republic
annihilated. So by the aid of the superstition of the world
he is fast gainin_g; the universal power over all nations that
the church had through the thousand years of the Dark
Ages. And there seems to be no help for it until superstition
givs place to reason.
J. DowNEs.
STRASBURG, ILL., May 3, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Wednesday evening, May 2d, fifteen of our
villagers visited Stewardson to hear Charles Watts lecturesubject," Secularism and Chri'stianity." They procured the
Christian church. for him. The house was well filled. I
must tell you a little joke on Friend Watts. In his country
"territory" is not so plenty as here, and when he wrote to
me he thought Strasburg was a suburb of Chicago, just
70 miles out, "you know." When he went to get his
ticket and asked the distance, they told him 194 miles. He
did not get a return ticket, no doubt thinking that if the
report of our Chrietian friends be true he would strike the
plar.e from whence no traveler ever returns. May 3d he
lectured here-the same subject. Our Christian friends, in
order to keep out Infidel lecturers, hav closed the echoolhouse, so we had to seek the mill. We fixed seats for about
two hundred, and they were filled, a good many Standing.
We had a good time, with no one to molest or make us
afraid. Treasurer's report : $8.40 on hand after paying all
expenses.
Your correspondents all over the country furnish interesting bits of news, and wordi of cheer, that are a great help to
their fellow-Liberals and the Etlitor. Report all lectures;
"they do good like a medicin." If you hav a lecture-and
make a failure, say so, and we will all help you out by sending papers and 'Jeafiets. And if you are successful, say so
like a man, and cheer the hearts of old men like Hacker,
· ~eaver, and Mendum, "that hav borne the burden and heat
of the day," and hav made it easy for you.
A. YORK.
GRATTAN, Mwu., ?t!ay 3, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : If the age of miracles has passed, the age of
wonders, ani the strange things done in consequence of the
blind devotion of some people to the behest of· priestcraft,
has not.
Garret O'Farrell, of Wyoming, a few miles from Grand
Rapids, died recently, and willed his three children $5 each,
and the balance of his estate to his wife, in case of her marriage or death the entire estate to be sold and the interest expended in saying masses for the benefit of his soul and hers
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for fifty years, at St. Andrew's church, and then the principal to revert to said church.
It seems almost impossible to believe that priestcraft can
yet retain such a hold on the credulity of its devotees.
Strange that such things are true, but true they are, though
strange. It is also true that there still remains with some an
honest belief that were it not for the Bible and the teachings
of the clergy none of us would be above the lowest savages
in knowledge, goodness, or any of the attributes that go to
make the sum total of our boasted civilization.
It se!lms _that these things should set all honest, intelligent
people to thinking and acting for a reformation of public sentiment that shall effectually eradicate all similar ideas from
the minds of our people .. It would seem that, in view of
such things, all who think they are Liberr.ls should be diligent and activ in their efforts to teach people that there is a
better way. Remember the saying that "history repeats
itself;" and though we hav advanced far beyond the crudities
and cruelties caused by priestcraft in past ages, there is yet
danger that the boasted enlightenment of this nineteenth
century may be followed by a thousand years of dark ages,
as was the case with the civilized world when the great Roman empire fell, soon after its adoption of Christianity by
the government under Constantine.
CoNVKRSK CLosE.
MoNTE VniTA, CoL., May 8, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Partly to comply with a request from anumber of personal friends, Liberals, who take THK TRUTH
SKKKKR, and also to giv some general news that I think
might interest Liberals at large, I send this communication.
The 26th of April I landed in Monte Vista, and by some such
cause as the Christian would call the will of God I fell at
once into the company of Mr. C. S. Holcomb, of Shenandoah, Iowa, a genial old gentleman, and one of the prominent promoters of Liberalism in that town. We at once
engaged conveyance to the ranch of W. F. Jamieson, one of
our grandest champions of truth and freedom, a man with a
heart as big as Mount Blanca and with the resources to defend it. But it is indeed C!Jmical to see so prominent a man,
one who has been engaged in intellectual pursuits so long,
now out roughing it on a brand-new farm; but he is happy,
and enjoys the society of his noble and confiding wife and
his tlock of Langshans.
But he says that he has by no means abandoned the field
of Liberalism, but intends devoting his winters to lecturing,
and will go early -this coming winter. I enjoyed to the fullest my visit of several days with him. I think strongly of
becoming his neighbor. I hav become convinced that this is
a-good country for a great many kinds or classes of people,
and no doubt the valley will teem with a grand population in
a very few years. I cannot say what has caused it, but Liberals hav seemed to rain down here in the last few weeks.
A very respectable number hav come since I did. Dr. A. W.
James, of Z'\leski, 0., gave us a visit, and thinks well of the
country and would like to come and settle, but is fearful in
regard to bringing his wife here, as the altitude is too high
fGr heart disease, with which she is threatened. I found
him to be a gentleman far in the advance in Liberal lore and
investigation, and with a heart characteristic of all good,
independent Liberals.
I hav made the acquaintance of Mr. J. F. Lamson, Mr. A.
Manson, "Old Powell "-as he says he likes to be called;
and he is truly an old battering-ram, and tlings irreligion at
the foe to their CO!Jsternation-Mr. Blake, Mr. S.D. Coffin,
Mr. Radcliff, and l'rlr. McKinny. There are some others not
afraid to speak for the cause, but I hav not as yet met them.
Yes, one more-Mr. C. W. Watson, who scruples not to support with emphasis his radicalism.
Mr. Trueblood arrived yesterday, and went immediately to
see the Champion of the Valley, Mr. Jamieson. He is not
only a pounder of iron-and no doubt a good one, for he can
pound orthodoxy in a giantlike manner-but a gentleman
also. Upon his arrival he obtained an armload of mail, in it
many Liberal periodicals. He tells me he receives seventeen
different- ones.
'· Ttis will be a fine country in which to grow Liberals, so
come along, Liberals, and help to down the beast. The
Methodist minister in this town is about to die; prayers will
not cure him.
A. K. MoTT.
LEADVILLE, CoL., May 3, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : As local papers are generally disinclined to
publish comments upon such matters as herein inclosed, for
obvious reasons, and as perhaps it would be adverse to conservativ policy to do so, and as I would like Freethinking
Americans to see what practical re!ults can be accomplished
by the church when it enters the political arena, I would
like very much to hav the following published through your
paper, as I know it will be read by the independent Liberals,
and, I hope, by some who are not such. I do not intend 'to
argue pro or con upon vicious or illegal practices, but merely
to show the power of the church in the political arena when
emphatic dictates are issued by the priesthood.
All the border mining-camps are imbued more or less with
a taste for gambling," and support their quota of the frater
nity, but that the same odium that pervades the East in
regard to that matter does not exist in the Western states
and territories is obvious from the fact that the practice is
generally indulged in, from the senator and governor to the
miner and laborer. A certain reverend gentleman, lately
ordered out of llutte City, Mont., on account of his extreme
fanaticism, arrived in Leadville and immediately commenced
a crusade against rum and gambling, and, after protesting
for some time in the churches against the continued existence of these vices, which, as an expounder of moral law, I
do not gainsay his right to do, proposed organizing the
church into a political institution and forcing the question at
the polls. Calling the other divines into consuliation, they
organized their committee, appointed their representative,

and carried the day. Aud now as to their methods of doing
it. Some of the members of the churches were selected for ·
mayor and aldermen, and the balance notified that if they
did not vote for the ticket they would be recognized as
vicious criminals. The holy Roman father notified his peons
that he wanted every one of them to vote the church coalition
ticket, and that he would see that they .did, and you may be
sure they obeyed, with the exception of some few Judas-like
.cravens who sold their dearly loved American franchise for
whisky, and then swore by the cross of Christ that they had
done as Father· Robinson had commanded-them.
Now, I will not speak of the disastrous results which hav
followed the order of their elected mayor, which is shown by
the absolute refusal of the banking institution to buy city
warrants at any price, though their value prior to the crusade
was eighty-five cents, nor of the fact that over seventy-fiv~
per cent, as attested by the county treasurer, of the county
taxpayers hav signed a petition for the revocation of the
order, which the mayor will not even look at, nor of other
atte~dant results, but I comment on possible future results
when the priest-ridden peons rally to the polls throughout
the land to obey the dictates of the church, and the danger
to American institutions. Is it not a direct violation of the
implied construction given to the Constitution of the United
States by the delegates assembled in Philadelphia in 1787?
Will it not ultimately result in the overthrow ·of our form of
government if religious fanaticism and intolerance are allowed
to gain the ascendency? Hav not the records of the past
ages, during which over ten millions of human -lives were
sacrificed by the church, shown to what extreme religious
zeal and bigotry will go? Who doubts the probability of a
repetition if the church could gain political ascendency?
What American patriot has a right to disregard the demands
of the Evangelical Association before Congress for the establishment of a national Sunday law suppressing railroad
traffic, newspaper publication, and enforcing recognition by
everyone of the Sabbath .-lay? The bigotry of the Catholic
church is most to be feared, as Catholics are the most subservient to the church dictates, even going so far as to
declare that their fealty and duty is first to the hcly Roman
see and next to the government to which they belong, as
enunciated by the pope, the infallible vicar of God. What
has become of Americanism. as known and understood in the
p~st? Is there not a justification for the revival of the soF. AMKRIOUs.
called Know nothing party?
ODESSA, Mo., April 4, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just read the Gladstone-Huxley-Reville
controversy on the Order of Creation, and while I feel loath to
charge Mr. Gladstone with deliberate prevarication, I am
unable to find reasons sufficient to clear iny mind from the
conviction that he is guilty of it. I am unable to see how a
very intelligent man, a venerable man, an erudite man, hav~
ing had the very best opportunities in the world for accumu~
lating knowledge of all kinds, could find any appreciable
likeness between the Mosaic and scientific order of creation.
Perhaps I should conclude that he really believed that the
.end justifies the means, or that it could be attriiluted to
superannuation or disease. But the masterly manner in
which he bandies words precludes the conclusion. He
would hav us believe that science has proved to a demonstration that the llible order of creation is true. Why? Because
the seven days spoken of in the Mosaic account of creation
·were long periods of time and they correspond iti length and
order of succession with the geological rendition. What?
When Moses said evening and morning were a day, he meant
periods of tens of thousands, perhaps millions, of onr years,
did he, Mr. Gladstone? And the earth was bringing forth
vegetation and fruit ·thousands of years before there was any
sun, moon, and stars, was it? 0 Mr. Gladstone, Mr. Gladstone l that is entirely too thin. And God inspired Moses to
write in his book that his people must keep one of these long
periods, the seventh one, whenever it occurred, as a Christian ·
Sabbath, did he? Oh, what a long Sabbath ! How long do
you really think Moses incant that we should understand the
Sabbath should be-now be honest-a thousand years?
Christians tell me that a thousand years is a day with God.
Is that so ? If so, were these days of creation his kind of
days? Do you think it took more or less than a thou~and
years to form a geological stratum ? Come, now, Mr. Gladstone, we would like to know as nearly as possible, with
God, Moses, and you, the exact length of a Christian Sabbath.
What about the fifth verse of the second chapter of Genesis?
There we find the statement that God made all the plants of
the field before he put them in the ground. How does this
coincide with Gen. i, 11, 12? Surely you cannot see any
signs of inspiration in this. Bnt you do think that the theories of some geologists do resemble, as to the order of ~rea
tion, the account in the Bible, and that there is sufficient
resemblance, in that part on the creation of the fowls, fishes,
beasts of the field, and man to justify the belief that the
author of Genesis was divinely inspired, notwithstanding a
vast host of contending scientists-hold contrary views on the
matter. I cannot rid myself of the conviction that Mr. Gladstone knows that the writings of Moses are so very faulty
in the main that even if he had got some things in harmony
with science, it would still be a J!:reat deal more probable that
it was the result of guesswork than inspiration.
In my opinion, no man knows this better than Mr. Gladstone. But ChriStianity in its present form suits him and his
caste. It is now in the interest of the rich and piJwerful.
There can be nothing plainer than that they hav transmuted
it to suit themselvs. Primitiv Christianity was in the interest of the poor. But the millions of dollars' the numerous
magnificent palaces, and the gorgeous displ~y of fine silks
jewelry, and haughty faces in the pews can never be take~
for a true representation, a true copy, of the meek and lowly
Jesus, his teachings and doings. But evidently consistency,
truth, and justice are not the things sought for by the ruling
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classes of to-day who profess to march under the banner of
Christ, Moses & Co. Interest, selfish interest, is at the
bottom of orthodoxy nowadays and permeates the .whole
system, and this is what has blurred Mr. Gladstone's eyes so
as to cause hil!i to see a very striking resemblance between
Genesis and geology where there is none.
I am trying to form a club to take THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Yours fraternally,
WM. L. WoRLEY.
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For the benefit of those who hav seen fit to misunderstand against investigation ; one who utterly refuses to accept
me, I will repeat that I believe in a process of evolution, reason as a guide; one who thinks it a crime to be happy
which, although in some respects apparently similar to, yet and mirthful on Sunday; one who is a vampire on the community where he livs; who is a consumer and a nonis by no means identical with, the development hypothesis.
From the data of the revolution of the solar bodies, grad- producer, even of the truth; one who has insulted the
ual cooling of the earth, combustion of the sun, and retarda- American flag, by insisting that the national birthday should
tion of the·earth's motions geologists hav calculated that the be celebrated on Saturday or Monday when the Fourth of
earth has not been a fit place for plants and animals more July happens to come on Sunday, thus placing the cross
than a hundred millions of years, which would necessarily above the American flag, a custom that every true American
HEPPNER, ORE., May 15, 1888.
·
citizen should denounce.
cut Mr. Huxley short in the way of time.
MR. EDITOR: I am indebted to Mr. C. L. Haskell for his
More than this, these ecclesiastical gentlemen are trying to
Respectfully,
MRs. H. A. RrToHEY.
well-meant effort to explain to me the fundamental principles
hav laws enacted that will put their God in the Constitution
of evolution. Possibly, in conformity with progress, the ad-·
JoPLIN, Mo., May 10, 1888.
and a padlock on the mouths of the people, while they carry
vanced -minds of t~?.e day hav outgrown Darwinism, and if
MR. EDITOR : I see in THE TRUTH BEEKER of April 14th the keys in their pockets, so they can dictate what the
this is Mr. Haskell's condition, I congratulate him. In jus- an article written by an anti-free Ainerican citizen, under the people may drink-a set of men who cherish a fiction more
tice to myself, howev!lr, I will say that I believe the gentle- caption of "LiLeoln and Anti-Liquor," and over the name of than a fact, and therefore are not capable of inditing any
man is mistaken. It is hardly probable that after having John Prescott Guild. Though he says he is searching for laws for the mutual benefit and protection of the people at
been reared in unbelief I would guess at what evolutionists truth, he must undoubtedly be praying not to find it.
lar~re.
believe and then attempt to refute my "wrong guessing,"
That intemperance is a gigantic evil, no one pretends to
What has whisky Prohibition dane in the United States for
especially through the columns of a Liberal paper. Even if deny. The political proportions the temperance question is the past twenty-five years? It has robbed the poor man and
I had never heard of Darwin's "Descent of Man;, or "Ori- assuming demand that the subject be dealt with coolly,. put money in the pockets of the rich. It placed the manugin of l:ipecies," I could hardly fail to Jearn the gist of his with reason·from brains that are unbiased by religion and not facturing of whisky in the hands of monopoly, and forced
theory while reading an article published in Tm: TRUTH heated to the pitch of insanity by the fever of excitement of the poor of the country to pay at the rate of from $9 to $16
BEKKER some time ago entitled, " Wh!>t is Evolution ?" The the Temperance Union association. The temperance workers per gallon for whisky that is fit for medical use. To-day
evolutionary idea as therein stated is briefly this : " Plants hav been hammering away at the temperance question for every man that fought in the United States army for $13 per
and animals. hav all a natural origin from a single ·primitiv nearly a century, and. to-day the use and abuse of alcoholic month has to pay the government a tax: of ninety cents
living creature, which was itself the product of light and stim'Jlants is worse than fifty years ago, showing that the on the gallon for all the whisky that he may happen to hav
heat acting on the special chemical constituents of an ancient . temperance work done fs inadequate to the task of bettering need of for the actual comforts of life. Such a state of
ocean." The thought expressed in the latter part of this the condition of the people in regard. to the use of alcoholic affairs, with the surplus that is now in the treasury, is an
sentence did not emanate from the brain of Darwin. Dar- beverages.
outrage on common justice. Not satisfied with thus robbing
win accounts for the origin of the primordial germ or germs
The gentlemanis much mistaken when he thinks that the the laboring class of the people, these temperance ranters
by the miracle .of creation in the following language: Prohibition principle is in accordance with the principles of want more stringent Jaws of Prohibition· enacted, whereby
"There is a grandeur in this view of life, with its several a free government. But, like all other temperance reformers, they can place the whisky in the hands of another monopoly,
powers, having been originally breathed by the creator into he has fallen intQ the channel of error. He . puts the bridle viz., that of the druggist, and make the physicians of the
a few forms or into one" (Origin of Species). If it would on the wrong end of the horse, and then wants him to go country the mediators between the druggist and the people,
not take up too much space, I might suggest that as the backward, whether it is congenial to his nature or not, and thus placing the people at the mercy of the doctors and drugcreator is generally regarded as. being an immutable being it if he cannot be coaxed or persuaded to go, he will welcome gists. This is benefiting the people with a vengeance! As this
would be more in accordance with his unchangeable nature war, if necessary, to force the quadruped to travel in an un- government was intended by our forefathers to be a governto suppose that tie pursued the uniform course of creating natural way the retrograde path, to the honor and glory of . ment of the people, for the people, and by the people, I say
all species as tie did the first. Other evolutionists hav no the temperance reformers, at the expense, sacrifice, and de~ that it is high time that the people should demand that the
ticed the inconsistency, however, and hav accordingly ex. struction of the individual rights and the liberties of the Congreqs of these United States shall take the tax off whisky
pressed ttiemselvs in this wise: "But a truly natural and American people. Sir, when you go to interfering with the and tobacco, and allow them to be manufactured as any
consistent view of organisms can assume no supernatural act individual rights of the people, you sap the ver.y foundation other commodity of trade. Then we would hav competition
of creation for even those simplest original forms, but only upon which this republic was erected.
in the manufacturing of them, and the poor man could get a
a coming into existence by spontaneous generation" (Pro"
The gentleman of Massachusetts is certainly very much little whisky for medical purposes that was fit for use withfessor Haeckel, History of Creation). I am persuaded that mistaken when he says that it was drunken legislation that out robbing his family to pay for it.
Haeckel's is the more consistent view of the two, and so hatched secession. Notwithstandin~ I was on the opposit
'Ihe resolution proposing an amendment to the Constitumust hav thought the author of the· article published in THE side, and fought three years in the Federal army to help put tion which shall prohibit the manufacturin~, importation, exTRUTH BEEKER, who then goes on to say: "Starting from that down the Rebellion, yet I hav the fairness to say that when portation, and transportation of alcoholic liqtwrs in the
single early form, they hav gone on developing ever since, Jeff Davis and the other representativs of the Southern United States is unrepublican and undemocratic, and is a
from the homogeneouq to the heterogeneous, assuming ever states stood upon the floor of the American Congress and re- flank movement for a stepping-stone to get God in the Conmore-varied shapes, till at last they hav reached their pres- fused any and all terms but secession, they were not drunk. stitution, and finally to overthrow this republican governent enormous variety of tree and shrub, and herb and sea. Whisky had nothing to do with the matter. They were only ment. It should be met and set pown upon by every free
weed, of beast and bird, and fish and creeping insect." In acting in accordance with the premeditated plan for the American citizen, irrespectiv of party politics.
other words, the simple gave birth to the differentiated. Southern states to cut loose from the United States and
J us"t so long as this race of people ha v the taste for alcoNow I ask, how could this thing be, without a change in the form a government of their own, the chief corner-stone of holic stimulants, just so long whisky will be manufactured
existing law of heredity by which all things reproduce their which should be human slavery. To say that these men and drunk, no matter what laws may be enacted against it.
were a set of drunken legislators is unjust and an insult to This being the case, we deem it nothing but a matter of
own species ?
Variations do, indeed, occur-which, by the way, are not the memories of these men, and is only a dodge to prejudice courtesy to inform the Temperance Union association that
always profitable ones-but any candid observer may see the minds of the people and gain votes for Prohibition.
the only way for them to get out of their perplexed temperWhere and by whom was Prohibition hatched? The e~rg !l.nce muddle is for them all to unite in.prayer, and hew and
that there is a limit to these variations. It matters not how
many varieties of the same species are produced, so long as was laid in the pulpit, hatched by the church, and the chick, set at the throne of grace, like a rani at a gate-post, until
the boundary line is not crossed. The transmutation theory fed and nourished by the .Temperance Union association, is they induce their God to create another Adam anj Eve, and
is not in the least favored by these variations, which, on the now a full-grown ·bird having both feathers and scales, whose start a new race of people to take our place that will hav no
contrary, make against it by proving that there is a limit to friends are trying to perch it upon the top of the American natural taste for whisky.
As a matter of fact, take the United States over and there
all things, and especially to the development hypothesis. flagstaff in place of the American eagle.
The sentence stating that human !lavery is a mere mouse is not more than one man out of every hundred that is a
The fact is that such a thing as a transmutation of species is
positivly unknown to the scientific world. Innumerable at. beside intemperance must hav been uttered by a man intox- habitual drunkard. This being the case, is it any good reatempts hav been made to secure cross breeds of different icated with holy water seasoned with salvation oil direct from son that the ninety-nine out of every hundred should be despecies of plants and animals, of which the only result the throne of Christian grace. The statement that intemper- barred from the use of whisky because there is one in a
worth mentioning has been the sterility of the offspring- ance is more destructiv than war, famin, and pestilence is hundred that is a dipsomaniac? You might just as well say,
which is another important obstacle in the way of the trans- one of those pulpit temperance lies. It is so willfully false because Mr. Brown gorged himself on boiled cabbage, bethat even the small school-children who read history know it cause he was naturally fond of it, and came near dying with
mutation tlieory.
Geology says there never were any such confused distinc- to be a willful falsehood. It is a strange thing that any per- cramp colic from the effect, that cabbages are unfit for food,
tions of species as evolution asserts. Geol0gists generally son of ordinary intelligence would utter such a sentence for and the growing and eating of them should be prohibited
agree that the first Florida coral reef is thirty thousand truth. I challenge the- gentleman to cite to us one instance by law. The Prohibition Jaws that are now sought- to be
years old, and Agassiz tells that the insect which built it has where the intemperate use of alcohol ever caused as much enacted by the influence of hypocritical ecclesiastical gentlenot altered in the least during that period. To use his own loss of human life, pain and suffering from wounds, as even men are contrary to the Jetter and spirit of the Constitution
language, "These facts furnish evidence as direct as we can one general engagement did in the late civil war in this coun- of the United States, because they abolish in part our rights
obtain in any branch of physical inquiry that some, at least, try. Was it drunkenness that caused John Calvin and those to liberty and the ·pursuit of happiness, the very things that
of the species of animals now existing hav been in existence hell-deserving priests to burn Servetus alive at the stake? the Constitution intended to secure to every American citthirty thousand year~ and hav not undergone the slightest Think of the countless millions of pains that Servetus must izen.
I say emphatically that the Prohibition Jaw is sumptuary
change in that period." Hugh Miller says: "The oak, the hav suffered during the two long hours that he was perishbirch, the hazel, the Scotch fir, all lived in what is now ing in the fi~mes! In that day the prohibition element, the. law in its worst form. Why? Because alcohol is food. In
prohibition movement, was the cause of this man Servetus its proper place it is the food of all foods. Why, w.hen the
Britain ere the last great !lepression of the land. . .
All human history is comprised in the nearer corner of the being so brutally, so inhumanly put to death, to prohibit him stomach is sickened from disease, and assimilatiOn is comi~mense period they measure out; and yet from their first and deter others from speaking their honest thoughts, thus pletely suspended, the flesh of the body being fast burnt up
appearance in creation till now they hav not altered a single throttling the individual rights and liberties of the people. by the rapid oxydization of the blood and tissues, alcoholic
stimulant steps in as master of the situation; it stimulates
fiber. And such on this point is the invariable testimony of This was prohibition for you in substance and fact.
Judging from the main tenor of the temperance literature, the nervous centers already exhausted; by its rapid diffusiall paleontologic science, testimony so invariable that no
great paleontologist was ever yet an asserter of the develop- the temperance reformers, as a rule, hav but one idea in bility it enters the red blood corpuscles, staying the rapid
ment hypothesis." For furtJJ.er testimony see Huxley as their heads at a time, and that is, whisky, whisky, whisky; waste of tissue. It also stimulates the capillary blood-vessels
. never mentioning any other form of intemperance, when the to contract on their contents, prevents capillary stasis, and
quoted in my last Jetter.
.
The theory of the survival of the fittest, which is that facts are that there are more untimely grave! filled, ten to r~duces temperature, greatly to the relief of suffering huthose creatures which are better fitted to escape enemies or one, by intemperance in eating and dre"ss than from the use manity.
Alcohol is the spirit or life power of the vegetable world.
to fight the battle of life will survive, w ~ile the weak. ones of alcoholic stimulants. Take one of your church festivals,
perish, is not supported by the demonstrated facts of sCience. if you please, where the participants stay up to a late hour In caseof extreme debility, it unites with the fast-fitckering• ·
On the contrary, it is shown that those beings which from of the night, filling their stomachs with indigestible sub- sparks of human life, and by its scientific use the father or
their anatomical structure ought to hav been the fittest to stances,· the ladies on the occasion being so tightly laced that mother, as the case may be, is restored to the family, that
survive hav perished, while the weaker ones hav survived. their lungs cannot be more than half filled with air. Thus, otherwise would hav died without the aid of the alcoholic
May I ask, Why is this? Why should the giants perish and from the retention of carbonic acid gas in the system, from stimulants.
Can our pulpit ranters and Bible. pounders say with truth
an insufficient amount of oxygen, together with the gas
the dwarfs survive?
I am much obliged to Mr. Lyman Smith for his informa- caused from the fermentation of the undigested substances in as much for Coristian grace, prayer, !l.nd salvation oil? I say
No. Alcoholic stimulants hav in my hands at the bedside
tion regarding the laws of expansion, which, however, does the stomach, the blood is poisoned, the powers of life are saved more lives than the abuse of it ever destroyed in the
and
the
offspring
robbed
of
their
longevity.
This
crippled,
not detract from the value of the testimony in favor of decountry where I hav lived. Alcohol is one of the substances
sign in nature. As I hav before stated, science is an orderly class of intemperance is never mentioned by the temperance that go to make up this vast universe; without it the uniknowledge of facts, but if the parts of nature were not ar- reformers. Why? Because this intemperance is practiced verse would not be complett~; hence to talk about abolkind of stupidity.
ranged after a plan the knowled~e o_f ,tl}-e;w 9<?Jlld not be for the purpose of making money ·to feed and clothe an ishing its manufacture and use is the worst
F. D. OWEN! M.D.
ecclesiastical gentleman-a man who has locked his braius
.fQrm~d into a system,
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EdiUd by Miss SusAN H. WixoN, Fall
Ri'De1', Mass., to fiJhom all Communications for
this Corner should he sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When· the night is bell'inning to lower,
Oomes a. pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren•s Hour."

"All Is Grist That Comes to the
.Mill."
BY OUB DYSPEPTIC CONTRIBUTOR.

Tbe farmer stood in his field one da.y
And lnoked at his stackR of wheat;
"There's enough when made into bread," thought

he,
"For a. thousand souls to eat.
So •twill be no sin, if I slyly mix in
A little cheat.. hst to temper the wheat.
It will all he llrist ·
When it goes to the mill,"
Quoth he!
Tbe miller sat in his dusty tower
And gaz~d at the bins full of grain,
That the honest farmer had toiled so hard
To harvest before the rain.
And be saw the wheels and the busy reels,
But was blind to the dn•t and cheat and rust.
"All is grist., I am sure,
·
That comes to my mill,"
Quoth he!
Tbe l{rocer looks at the sa.cka of flour.
" Ah"' !'' saye he, " but 'tis fine !
A httle of this should llO a. llrea.t way,
And with chalk it will nicely combine."
So in goes the chalk-" How people would talk
Il they onlv knew all the grocers do I
·
But all is llrist
That comes to my mill,"
Quoth he!
The baker is up to his elbows in dough,
It is tl~ky and lillht as a feather;
He bas put in some yeaot and alum, you know,
And smiles as he works them together.
His loaves are t<>o light, but that is all right,
He will add on a. cent, bnt the buyer's content.
"All i• ~rrist, as I say,
That comes to my mill,"
Quoth he I
Bnt the innocent stomach rebels
When the mixture comes 11iding in
Anrl chalk, cheat, rnRt, alum, and flour
1\Ieet a~ra.in in a omaller bin.
"I'm oure it's no fun I I'm entirely undone!
UIJ).ucky the rl~t:r when that stu :If oame my way,
For I don't like the ~rrist
That comee to my mill."
Q110th he!
-A ntPrlcan Mtller.

Biographical.
ETHAN ALLEN.
Among- the pioneers of liberty and justice,
renowned for all time, the name of the subject of this sketch stands forth in bright and
glowing colors.
Ethan Allen was a brave and independent
thinker, writer, and doer. A true lover of
his country nnd his race, he was of benefit to
both, and by his lite made the world brighter
and better.
He was born in Connecticut in 1739. When
he was twenty-four years old he went with
his four brothers to Vermont, and settled
there in the town of Bennington. His firm
character and keen perceptions wers early
recognized in a dispute between the colonies
of New York and New Hampshire relativ to
the boundary lines of Vermont, and he was
made colonel of a force of men organized to
resist the invasion upon the land of the settlers bv New York people. The governor of
New York (Tryon) at one time offered a
reward of £150 for his arrest.
"The p;ods of the valleys are not the gods
of the bills," declared Colonel Allen, and he
boldly dt>tled the authority of the gods of
New York.
He was one of the greatest heroes of the
war of the Revolution, and won a gn·at victory for the colonies before their independence was declarl'd.
At Fort Ticonderoga he stood at the head
of his eighty. three men right under the British guns. Turning to hi~ brave followers, he
said: 11 Now, my boys, I am going to lead
you forward. It is a desperate attempt. I
don't wi~h to urge any man against his will.
Those who will go with me, poise firelock !"
In an instant every firelock was poised.
"Onward, my brave boys l" said Colonel
Allen, and away they went, and before the
officer in command of the British knew itfor it was early in the morning, before daylight, I believe-he had formed his men inside
the fort, and rushing in upon the half dres~ed
Gen. De Ia Place, who stood shaking and
shivering, he demanded the immediate surrencler of the fort.
" In whose name do you demand it?" stammered the now thoroughly .awakened and
frightened De Ia Place.

Independence of the colonies had not then
been dPclared, and for a moment Colonfll
Allen might hav been somewhat puzzled for
a suitable answer. But he spoke up loudly
and bravely, "I demand it in. the name of
the ,ereat Jehovah and the Continental Congress l"
The British officer, of course, did not know
much about the authority of the Continental
Congress, but he was afraid of the " great
Jehovah," and he thought, it is said, that if
Jehovah had lent that big, burly fellow at
that early hour in the morning to take the
fort there was nothing else to do but to let
him bav it, and he accordingly did so. After
~ecuring that point, Colonel Allen and his
brave men went off the very same day and took
Crown Point and the one vessel that belonged
to the king on Lake Champlain.
That was a great day for Colonel Allen and
his followers, and also for our country. A
writer has truly said, "This was the first conquest our country ever presumed to call for
herself, and this the first acceptable offering
upon the altar of liberty by our country, at
which, may it never be forgotten, Ethan
Allen officiated as high priest."
This great soldier was conspicuous during
the seven years of war that followed. He
was once captured by the enemy and sent a
prisoner to England, and nearly the whole
time of his captivity he was treated as a felon
and kept in irons. He was tempted, but
never swerved from duty, and maintained his
integrity to the last.
After the war he took up land in ColchC)ster,
Vt., and worked hard to make his farm a
handsome and thrifty one. He ·had no respect for the religion of the times or the
various creeds. His faith was of the Thomas
Paine order, but his wife was a zealous devotee, snd delighted in entertaining ministers; and they, although they were perfectly
well aware of Colonel Allen's views, never
hesitated to accept his generous hospitality,
for there they were entertained upon "the
fat of the Ian d.''
They used to hav meetings sometimes in
Colonel Allen's hou9e to please Mrs. Allen,
but the colonel's motto was," Short prayers
and long puddings l" He gave liberally,
whenever solicited, foward the support of
the gospel, although he had no faith in it.
There is a story about an elder named
Aminidab Robinson, who was in the habit of
frequently 11 putting up" at the colonel's
nonse, and who took it into his head to try
and convert the colonel.
In reply to the elder Colonel Allen is reported as saying: "You had better not spend
your breath praying for me, for my god will
not think the better of you for so doing, and,
as for myself, take my word for it, I never
shall be whittled down to such a sharp point
of meanness and misanthropy as to join a
church, by any power on earth, or anywhere
else. I fought for liberty and equality as
to the rights of my whole countrymen, not a
part. He that well does well is, and God's
parental goodness extends to all his children."
The elder had supposed the colonel was an
Atheist, but he assured him that he believed
in a higher power, and had no doubt it was
with him when he captured Crown Point and
Old Tye..
11
But," said the elder, 11 we read that God
is a God of peace and not of war."
"So am I a man of peace, in time of peace,"
said Colonel Allen, 11 but not in war. God
drove Satan out of heaven, it is said, after a
tough battle which closed the rebellion, and
if it was not out of compassion for the ministers, or, in other words, the half and whole
pay officers in the army of the saints, I should
wish the Lord had fi!lrved that old rebel
Beelzebub as Washington would bav done
Arnold if he had caught him. I hav a poor
opinion of these peace folks in war, and war
folks in peace:"
The two talked long upon the subject of
religion, and finally the elder asked Colonel
Allen to giv him his views upon heaven, etc.,
which he very kindly did in these words:
11
Well, we'll take M.r. B., the Congregational minister, Elder C. of the Methodists, and
yourself, and myself for examples. We all
get up to heaven's gate together, somehow,
and rap. A voice from within cries, ' Who's
there?' The two ministers, after some words
as to which should be first, finally giv the
preference to the Presbyterian, who says,
'Hev. Mr. B , of the Congregational church.'
' Look and see if his name is on the books.'
The answer is, 'Yes; the charge against him
for great hypocrisy and selfishness is balanced
by a fever and repentance before he died.
Let him enter.' Toe impatient Methodist
next announces himself as Elder C. of the
Methodist Episcopal church of -.-, A long

account of nameless improprieties is found
against him, but as he sincerely repented, be
is let in and located. The next one to enter
is Elder Aminidab Robinson, pastor of the
E.•ptcial Calvinist Baptist church, etc. His
name is found, and also that his meetinghouse was built by old Ethan Allen, the
American patriot who was called an Infidel.
He can enter. Ariel is then instructed to
conduct }Jr. Robinson to bis people and lock
them in together, for as they hold to clos~
communion on f'arth so they must in hell.ven."
" And how are you to get in?" asked the
elder. somewhat ruffled.
"Well, when my body and soul settle lip
and dissolve their temporal copartnership,
the body will go to its parent earth and my
soul will start off on its own hook, carrying
no church certificates or commissions. Not
a minister or deacon will go with me; they
will strive to accompany my wife. Perhaps
I may hav the coinpany of one of my old
comrades of the war. When we arrive at
the ~rate I will rap loudly, and ' Who's there?'
will sound out upon the air. I shall re~pond,
'It is old Ethan Allen, that took Tye, Crown
Point, and the armed vessel on the lake without any orders but yours, all in one day I'
A voice will be heard, ' Ah I yes, you need
not look in the books, for the brave Allen has
credit on every page of them; open the gate
to him and all his comrades, for he would
never be seen in bad company.' So in we go,
and the deputy grand master will say, 'Colonel Allen, in the name of the majesty of
heaven, I bid you and your friend there welcome to paradise; you hav contributed &!I far
as you could to the happiness, and indiscriminately, of all his creatures; and, as you were
kind to all, and identified yourself with no
creed or sect on earth, so shall there be no
bounds set for you in heaven. All will be
happy to see and welcome you. Go where
you please, and when you wa~t to see your
old friend Aminidab Robinson Ariel will
unlock the door and let you in among the
Calvinists, and out, when you hav tarried
long enough.' "
The elder did not attempt to convert Colonel Allen after that. This brave man was
what is termed a Deist, as wa~ Thomas Paine.
He was true to all his convictions, and had
no respect for cant or useless ceremonies.
He wrote several political pamphlets, and
was also the author of a book entitled, "Reaso·n the Only Oracle of M11.n," in which he
makes short work of the Bible and popular
Christianity.
There was a story circulated after his death
in which it was made to appear that. he told
one of his daughters to follow the religion of
her mother. This bas been clearly contradicted by a descendant of Colonel Allen. He
died as he. lived, a brave, true-hearted, respected man, who had no faith or fellowship
with error or superstition in any form.
S.H.W.

J. Hacker Fund.
Maude M. Morrison ............................ $1 00
Ida E. Glenn..... ...... ......................... .30
Geo. J. Remsburg.............................. .50
Jno. J. I. Remsburg........................... .30
Ohas. B Rem~ burg............................ .20
Geo. J. Remsburg.............................. .10

man as Mr. Remsburg. But all that went to
hear him thought he was a nice speaker, and
some of the people that did not go .wished
they had gone ; but it was too late to wish
after lle had left.
You will plt>ase find inclosed twenty-five
cents for Mr. Hacker.
Wishing success to the Corner, I remain,
Your Liberal friend,
MARY AsHCRAFT (aged fifteen).
PRAIRIE CITY, ORB., ~Iay 11, 188'3.
DXAB Mrss WixoN:· As I hav never seen a
letter from this part of the world, I thought
I would write a few lines. We liv in a beautiful little valley in eaRtern Oregon. We hav
a good public FChool wh(lre liberal educatinn
is taugbt. Public schools are more plentiful
than churches. Chances of educa.1ion are
reasonably good. Toe people arcl Liberal.
My lather has taken THE TKU'rH SEEKER for
several years. I like to read the Cllildren's
Corner and the letters from the boys and girls.
I like to look at the pictures-some of tb.em
are very good and inst.ructiv. This is my
first letter to a paper, and if it is worth printing, I will write again some time.
Yours truly,
MARY M. DAVIS (aged fourteen).

Reminiscences of a Preacher.
A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,
·Author of "Exeter Hall,'' " Heathens of the
Heath,"" Family Creeds,"" Beautiful Snow," etc., etc.
The story is used by the author to teach Freethou~rht, tO remove aupentition from the minds
of those who would not read a. polemical es8ay,
a.ud to urge facts a.ga.iust the various churches,
believinl( which their supporters will desert th~m~
The bnok is an a.rllument as well as a. novel, but
the serioua predicaments of the bero are skilfully
used to lure the reader a.lonll, and to induce him
to take the a.ntidotA to t.h~ological pmsoDlllll without knowm1r it. Mr. McDonnell writes effeotivly
and couvincmlli:V, and alwaY• braces hi• romances
WJth facts on one s1de and tl~rures on the other.
Tho•e who hav read hta prevton• work• need not
be advised to purchase this; they w1li probably do
eo at once.
Price, in paper, 50 cent1; in cloth, 75 cents.
Addrese THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Religious Problems.
BY L. K. WASHBURN.
"Let the Ohristiau be held to facts. and oblilled
h tell the truth, and his lips would he dumb.
There never was ouch a. place as the Gardtn of
Eden; never such an ind1vidn<tl as tbe devil.
·rhere ie no ouch place as hell. There never was a.
Ohrist 1 and no atonement m.de, for there was no
neceesttY of any bemg m"rle. If tb .. re wa• no
•nob thinll as faith, Onri~tianity could Dot make
a. convert on earth If mini•ters were obliged to
furnioh the proof of their sta.tementli, there would
he no preaching."
Price 10 cents; 75 cents per dozen.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

THE

FIELO·INCEBSOLL
DISCUSSION.
FAITH OR AGNOSTICISM?
-oTwo Letters from Dr. Field, D. D .. editor of the
to Oc~lonel lngHsoll, and
two Jlepliea tberet.u, Dr. F1eld i• oue of t.he ~x
oeedinRif few Obriatiana who havopposed Oolonel
lnger~ol kindly and courteon•IY, and the Great
Allnostio baa uoed him accordingly. Dr. F1eld's
arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
·
Pr~sb:vteriau EoonQ~li·l,

THE ONLY .AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Correspondence.
RoANOlCE, Tu.. May 12. 1888.
DB:AR Miss WixoN:. As I never hav seen
any correspondence from thiR place, I thought
I would write. I am twelve years of age.
Papa has takPn TaB TRUTH SniER ever ~ince
I can remember. There was a "hardshell"
Baptist preacher preached at our echoolhouse laRt Sunclay. I could hav g-one, but I
did not think I could learn anythmg-. I hav
a little brother three years of age ; his name
is Bruno. He is so mischievous-if he keeps
on until he is grown. I expect he will be
burnt like the other Bruno. I hav a little
niece four years of age; her name is BuRan E.
Hogan. Pa named hPr after von. I will close
for this time. Your little Freethinker friend,
ORA G. GRAHAM.
DnBI!!DKN, INn., May 15. 1888.
DEAR llrss WIXON: A~ this is my first
letter, I will not stay Iongo;. J. E Remsburg·
has just bePn here and rleliverPd four lectures.
He gave three in the Owensburgh hall and
one at Dresden in the Fchool-house. I went
every time, and we thoup:ht. he was a splendid
speaker. Pa takes TnE TRUTH BEEKER, and
we hav good times looking at HeRton's pictureR. I think the picture on the front pa~e
of TRE TRurR Sli:EKER of May 12, 1888. corresponds with the people prPtty well out here,
for I think the preachers hav the wool pulled
over their eyes so that they )Pad very well.
They hav g-ot the people stuffed so full of
prt>judice that Rome of them woulil not come
out to hear Mr. Rem~burg: lecture. The
Baptist preacher would not Jet bls boys go to
hear him; they said thev would like to ~~:o.
and he told them it would exert bad influence
in the community if they went to hear such a

Price, 50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth.
Address

THE TRUTH SFEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette P1., New York.

.JUiT OUT.

Christian Absurdities.
BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

COL.

INGERSO~..L'~

TRIBUTES.

REDUCED IN PRICE.
We ha.v made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. Tbe Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper,t8x22 inohes,illumina.ted border, large clear type, suitable for framin~. The \ltlea are:

The VIsion of War.
The Grant Banquet Toast.
The· price of theae heretofore ha.a been ~Octs. We
offer them a.\ FIFTEEN OENTB EAOH ; THE
TWO FOR TWENTY-FIVE OTS. Mailed aeoure
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB,
!8 Lafayette Pl., New York,

ALEX ~NDFR VON HUMBOLDT.

Steel enft"ravln~rR of tlil1 cPiebrRterl nat.nraliat,z
ltx15 Inches, suitable for frRm;n.,., Rent r>n•'P~ti~
!or 15 oen*•· Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,

u

.
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Agents t'or the 'frnth tieek.er.
OALIJ!'ORNIA.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco, Cal.
Dr. J. L. Yorlr, San Jose, Ua•.
OANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 170 l-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Out.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamiltop., Ont
OOLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
IDAHO.
A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.
E. A. Stevens, 241 Washington Boulevard,
Uhlcago.
·
G. E. Wilson, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
INDIANA.
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANSAS.
Qhris. Brown, Burlington.
MA.INB.
B. C. Hussey, Oaldl.eld (Post-oftl.ce, Smyrna
Mills).

IU.IiS.A.OHUSETTS.
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
KIOHIGAN.
A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
B. D. Moore, Adrian. Box '65.
Chas. Bach, 138 8. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MTSSOUHI.
Phillip Roeder, 822 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NEW YORK.
Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Ohas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
H. Adler, cor. Essex& Grand sts., New York.
OHIO.
John Jacqml!, Akron.
N. tl.exter, aoa l:lupenor street, Cleveland.
,
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
ORRGON.
B. F. Hyland, Corvallia.
PENNSYLVANIA.
Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.'
George Lon~ord, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schacle, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
TBNNBSSBE.
.
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
TEXAS.
L. Andruss, .Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
UTAH.
James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth. Stockton.
WASHINGTON TERRITORY.
W. Wedeken, Montesano.
ENGLAND.
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
Lonrlon.
W. J. Ramsey, 28 Stonecutter st.,London,E.C.
AUSTRALIA.
Mrs. J. Hadfield. Market st., Sydney, N.S.W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarlret, Sydney, N. S. W.
NEW

ZEALAND.

A. D. Willis, Wanganui.

Advanoement'Q Soienoe
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.
Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.
Paper.1~no,

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITO AUSM
By DR, FREDERIC R. M!BVTN, Professor of
PhyPiuJogit·al Medicin and Mec1ical Jurisprurl~noe in the New Yurk Free
Medical Oollege for Women,
Paper, 12mo, 63pp., 25 cents; cloth, 150 cents.
His analssis of nerv<.lus and mental phenomena
is sharply sci•ntilic; hi• pathologtcal theorie! are
rat onal, cl~ar, and modem.-Jtea•cal Review.
Hie lanjfUage ia strong and well chos~n. his
styl~ admtrable in its directneso and brilliancy,
his thought clear and logical.-Ltberal Chrtatum.

. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Oontains testimonios of the earlv OhristianFathe sand others. and <'ases or strikin~ s·mllarity
to Onri.tianity in many 'ancient reiigiuns.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

Essence of Rel~ion

on,
NA'IUR!L AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
.
The New Haven Pollad.t"m ways: "The chapter
on • How to Learn a Now Language • is of remllrkahle mt.:lreat."
Tbe Boaton Poat &ays : "This book actually
~hows us how to keep our memones in good works
ing condition and repau them wben out of order.
Scle,.ce (htab aut.bority) iRYi: •· We bav trterl tbe
mer.hods of aswociariou adviked in tbis book on
several peraonli, and found tbem moat excellent.
Pr1ce by ma1l ,1.

By WINWOOD REA.DE.

ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.
Bg W. B. BELL.

THE

SEXUAL PHY SIOLOCY

UNIVERSE ANALYZED

AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTEniES OF lll!N.
C.. re!UJ!Y reVIdeU edltlOn, Wltb 111 tJJU•tr .. tlons.
The moat perfe.-t book f<lr men "''"'women ever
pubhaned. 50,000 aold. Price $2, by matl. Illllatrated catalog free.

.AN 0 UTLINE OF THE

The French Revolution was ihe most unmixed
blesaing Europe ever »aw.-II"Matll Ptulltps.
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
Addresa THE TRUrH SEEKER 00.

ROME~

REASON

A Memoir of Christian and Extra.-Ohristian Experience.
By NATHANIEL BAUBAY. WATERS.
A very critical analy11ia of both Protestantism
otnd Oatholiciem 1 from the vaut.-~~:e-ground of an
mtimate peroonal experience with the two an•·ems. H deala the moat t,.euohant blows which
Pure logic ia capable of 1L1licting.-[Oritical Beview.
Oloth, 12mo, Sl. 75.
Address THE TBUI'H SEEKER 00.

Parturition Without Pain.
BY M. L. HoLnnoox, M.D.
GotJev's Ladl!'s Rook san: "We giv our cordial
approbat.iou to tht• wot k. The lilformatlon 1t

contains is moot ill!portant, and, we are fully convinced, reliable." Price by mall, $1.

BY JOHN R. KELSO; A.M.,
Author of "Deiiy Analyzed," "The Bible Analyzed," "The Real Blaliphemera," "Spiritualism Sllstamed," etc., etc.
The latest and best work of an analytic thinker,
who i1 gifted with those rare powers that render
the aubtleat concepti.i>na the easy property of the
ordinary mind. The book contains many idea&
that will be new to the world and product1v of
good 'in furnishinx food for thou~~:ht. We truot it
will hav tho immense distribution it so richly
meriia.-[The American Idea.

Marriage and Parentage.
Sanitary and PhYBiolol!'tcal Relations,
In Their
and m Their Beari11g on tlie ProduCing
of Children of Fmer Health and
Greater At.11l1ty.
BY M. L. HoLnnooJ:, M.D.
The Sctenttllc .d mer leon nys : " Dooks on this
subject are u.ually written hy cr<\nko, tJut thi• 1e
radtcally dtffareut; it ta •cieuttli~. •oller, clean,
and worthy of con amen tiona couotderat1on tJy every poestble parent, and paruculu.rJy by the
youn~r." $1.
·
Address TUE TRUTH SEEKER Co, 1
iS Lu.fayette Place, .New York.

Oloth, 12mo, $1.

WAR ! W AU ! WAlt!

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Wettstein's World-Renowned,Warranted Watches
and Watcuwork.
OoiN 8ILVEB 8TEM·WI~DEas. 3 ounce o~tPe~l T
jewels, $12; 4 ounc~, 11 j,,.vel•• Sl5; do, 15 iewe ~.
$18; do, adjusted, $22 ; do, extra t! ue, u, perfect
wu.tob, nRmecl "Otto Wett•teiu," l25: 5 ounce
A concise account of the Ohristian Religion, and oases, $1.50; 6 onnce CotlleR, S3 50 more •
. of all \he Prominent J.teligions
BEST FILLED GuLD WATCHEs Open face, 7 jewels, $16 bO; 11 j>wel•• $i8.MJ; 15 jewels, $21.50: adbefore and s1 n ce Chrisjn•ted, ~~5.00; with •• Utto WettotelD" movemeu t,
tiamty.
f28.50. In hunting case•, from ·f5 to >8.00 more.
With elaborate index.
Lt<dies best hnntinll' filled cases, 7 iewelo. $1.'0; 11
jewel•• f\!2 ; 15 jdwelJI, $28. Extru. line, d1aruund in
By HA.LSEY R. BTRVJ:NS.
ca•e. f8 wore.
LADIES' SoLID GoLD WATCHES. 14 k, 7 jewels,
A popularized account of Oriental relillions,
with many apt quot..tions from the su.cr"d b.>oks SSO; 11 jewels; $32; 15 jewels, $38. All huuttull',
otemwin<hng.
el~Kautlyen!lraved. He~tvter caser,
of tbe East. 1-oowhere else can 10 much knowl- Louis XIV. style,
.. meted, .:Jmbo••ed, and set
edge of what is geheralll' unknown be obtained with diamond•, $5 toen$100
more,
in auch compact 1orm.-[Literary Bev;ew.
GENTs' SOLiu GOLD W ATCHF.S. 14 k, lilrhi
Extra cloth, lllmo. 4U pp., $1.50.
wei~ht, 7 j-wels, $10; 11 jew~ I•. $4~; 15 jewels, $15;
oitjuot~d, $lll; wnb" Or to Wett•t.eiu" movement.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
$52. Heavaer O>tRPS, $3 to $~.; more. Ft<ucy
wat.cheM, !rom $100 to $300. All ~ent prepaid, and
caRh hack if not •ati•!actory.
\VATCHWOBX. Tile hPHt IU the world. Ole~tn
ing, $1 ; mam sPrlDifS, $1 ; jewel•• St. Ot<n he •ent
Great Ccnttlftnlal Orallon
a thousand mlles "swell as nnl'. per t·el(. ruail or
ON THE
tXoress. Inclose $1 or $~.and I wtll rHnru free.
All wottches and work wu.rranted to giv oatis!ac.
tion, or cash refnndPit.
O£TO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.

THE SAFEST CREED, FAITH S REASON.
AND

TWBLTE OTHER DISOOURSES Oir REASON.
Btl 0. B. JI'ROTUl-VGH.4JC.
A vie:rorous thinker aa eloquent as Theodore Parker.-[New Bedford Standard.
Deep th,.u.rht, thorouKh conviction, and great
abitity.-[Pllila Prejd.
Extra clo~h. lino, ~;Spp., $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER OC'.

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT TI-lE DEVIL,
AND

O:rmm BroGRA.PHIOAL SK&TOHES AND EsuYs.
BY 011..\BLES BBADLAUGII.
With Portrait and A'ltobiography.
Oharles Bradlaugh hail" A li'11w Word1" to say
"A.hout the DeYil."' Mr. Bradh>Uii:h has a right 10
his "few word•," and the devtl will, we preoume,
-.t. no verY dt•t.-nt d~r. hav"' few words to say to
Mr. Bradlaur~ h, and wlll don btleaa g~i the beat of
tne argament.-[Ohica&"O Int~rior.
Extra ()loth, ~rold hack anrt aide stamp, 12mo,
111111 pp., $1 25.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

HEBREW MYTHOLOGY
THE RATIONALE OF THE BIBLE.
Wherein it is shown that the Holy Scriptures treat
ofN~tural Phenomena only.

BY MILTON WooLEY, M.D.

Among thA many attempt• made by •cientists to
By JOHN ALBERGER, Anthor of "Monks, crus
It the Dible, tbis is nLtQUeBtionably the most
.!:'opes, and Tnt:ir Intrigues."
vigorou~.-[llbicaKo 'r1mes.
Paper, 12mo, 61pp., 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

Strengthen the Mf.mory,

A OOMPENJJIUM 01!' UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.

FRENCH REVOLUTION.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO;

OB 1

The Antiquity of Christianity.

HOW TO

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.

It is really a remarka.ble book, in which universal history is •· boiled down" with snrpr1smg
skHI.- [Llterary World,
You turn over hiR page~ with a fascination similar to that exPerienced in reading Washington
Irvin!{.- [Inter-Ocean.
Pis history has"' continuity, a ra~h. a carrying
powerJ. which remindd us strikinll:lY of Gibbon.[New Haven Palladium.
The ~ketch of early Egyptiau history, in the
firs~ chapter, 1s a masterp1ece of hiato1 ical wrttinll'. He hoB a style that reminds us of Md.caulay.
-[Penn Monthly
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, M3pp., $1. 75.
Address
THE TRU'£H 8EEKEH 00., •
28 Latayette Pl .• New York.

105 pp,, 253.: cloth, 50J.

It is in many respects one of the most extraordinary utteru.nces of our time.-N. Y. 7'/•tllune.

THE

Oloth, Illus., heavy toned paper, Svo,, 613 pp., $2,50.
Addreta THE TRUTH SEEKER.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S

Declaration of Independence,
ALBOTKE

.Immortal Document,
And the National Anthem entitled:

~Iii ton Woollev, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Mythology,••" Tne o.. reer of Jesua Ohriat."
The fool bath said in his heart, There !1 no God.
-[P•· xtv, 1.
Ohllaren and fools speak the truth.- [Old Saw.

"LAND OF LIBERTY."

Of Europe.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LI.o.D
Revised Edition-2 ~ola-Price. sa
Addresa THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Address TKJ: TBUTU BEEKER 00MPANY,
28 LafaYette Place. New Yor.k.

THE

\VORKS BY ARTllUR B. MOSS. SHAKER EYE and EAR BILSAM
Wu Jesua an ImpostorT A debate between a
Scotch noveliat, .A.Jfnes ltollo Wtlkie, u.nd Arthur
B. Mosll. The be•t conducted debate of modern
time11. 110 pp., 25 cts. Tbe Mirror of Freethoul(ht. 50 cts. The Bti.Jle and DarwiUlsm.
25 cts. Dibhoal Errors and Secular 'l'ruths. ~5
eta. Two ltevelations. 5 eta. Btble Horrors; or,
Real Blabphemy. 5 eta. Btble Makers. 5 ots.
B1ble Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and a. Each 5 eta. !\loses
vs. Du.rwm. 5 eta. 8ocrate•1 Duddha, and Jesus.
5 ots. Ohrietianity a Dell'raaing Ud!glon. 5 ct•.
Fictitious Gods. 5 ot•. Natural JUan. 5 eta.
The Old Fatth and the New. 5 eta. Bruno and
Spmoza. 5 eta. The Btble Uod and His Favorits.
5 eta, Miracle-Workers. 5 eta. Health, Wealth,
and Happiness. 5 otll. The Brain and the Soul.
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 eta. Desiatn and
Natural Selection. ll ots. Man and the Lower
Animals. b ots•
Addre111 Watts and Oo., 17 Johnson's Oourt,
E.O., Lon lon. Enll'.
.1)0 YOU W .\NT a l!!_easant, healthful, cheap
home in the South T Wr1te Leftw1ch .Bros. and
Ourtia. Florence, Ala.
1yM

28 WHITEHALL ST., NEW YORK,

Will send pure Quinine Pills. 2 llrains.l by mail for
711 cents per hundred, tO cents for nfty, Tonic
Pills for loos of appetite and strength,&; cents per
hundred. A II'OOd ·rru•s for S1.MJ; 11iv gize around
Paper, 1~:no, 10 cents.
body, otate which stde is ruptured. For $1 wlth
Address '£HE TRUTH BEEKER.
10 oenta for PO~tage, we w11l aend I pair• of our
celebrated
Acme Len11 Spectacles or Eye-Glasoes
B)' L. FEUERB i\.CH.
for tt·ial; select the patr that lits and return the
otlier two pairs. Bead aline of the finest print
Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 75Pp.;
:ron can read 11> inches from the eye. If you are
esu~
neu.rstghted write u~ before sendmll. Wrtte us
50 eta.
An Expo~ition of the TruA MeauinK of this Ohar- for oataloll' of Abdominal Supporter•, Sktrt· Supacte,.
aa
d~sorih~•l
in
the
New
Te•tament.
By
Milporters! Sbould~r Braces] and Elaottc St.ockmgs
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore imton Woolley, M.D., an thor of "Hebrew Mytho!- for awe led hmbs and en arl(ed vema. We wu.nt
moral.-B:ctract.
OirY ."
p.,per, S>'o, Ill cent..
lady agents. We hav the sole agency for tbe
well-knuwu Acme Blood· Btllm, satd to be almoat
Address THE TBU'rH SEEKER.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Oo.
infalhble. in the treatment of all Blood. Lung,
and Ltver diRorders. price $1 for large bottles. &
OUR LORD and SA YIOR JESUS CHRIST. hnttles for a. free by expre•s to anY part of the
United St.ates.
1YIO
Br T. E. LONGSHORE.
ITs HisTouy AND ITs hl!'LOENCE UPON
An explanation of the meaninll' of the many
Som&TY.
tit tea of the Gahlean teacher. •• Lord "ehould be
BY DB. Loms BucHNER• Author of "Force and "B~hhi.' Tne words" Jes11w Ohr1at "meau '' Savm}'Medlcal Compound and lmproYed
.
Matter," etc.
inK Wisdom."
Ela1tlc Supporter True• inJ.rom30 Co
Fxoellent for Missionary Work.
90 dauo. Reliable reference• glvRn. Send
Translated fNJm the German.
etamp for circular, and •au itt wW l'i'Pfll
Paper, amo, 3o,, SO cents per doz., $2 per 100.
Paper, 1~a10, lS cents.
1,.,. """ mu4d-l~&emenl. Addreaa 0&11\.
•• A.Golllap,llll1\ll'rilll.l.,._la. D.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address Tmc TBUTII SE:u:J:B, 28 Lafayette Plaoe.

Tbe Career of J

01' THJ:

INTELLEC'l'U AL DEVELOPMEN'l'

Price, 6 cts; 15 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.

O.N 1'1-IE 1VORD GOD. THE~EW YORK TRUSS CO.

By

HISTORY

Christ.

MATERIALISM:

RUPTURES CUREUb,

Bixty-fi'D~

Years' lnf!ariable Success.

JW"'" FoB ALL DISEARES 01' EYES OR EARS.

Im·
mediat.e reh~f from Gunnlat.tou•, Iuliatunu\tions,
Dim Vision, Watery GathermJ~s.. aJtd Fatling
Bagbt of Eyes. Deafness, Dr·ummmK, RinKinll of
the Eotrs diapelJed by a few HPplwatioua, Ca·
tarrhal difticult.ies of Eye11 or E ... •·s iustoutly removed. Sent the world over. Box wit.h imtruotions, by mail, SO cents.
G. A. LOIIIAS,
Shaker• P. 0 .. N.Y.
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Phy.~ician.

The Belter Wa!J, of Cmoinnati, 0., says, "We are
assured that Dr. Fellow•. the emment ~pecialistof
Vmeland, N.J., is an educated gen.tl~mRn of superior mind and la.rge attainments, a11d that •nocess in his prof~ssion has brought him business,
not only from all £.arts of t.hls country1 but from
foreil!'n Rbores. Hfl is 1n the primA or lifA and
able t.o transact his vartous profe•oional dnt1es
promptly and well and giv satiofRctlon in every
mstan.ce. H1s references are numbered by thouBanda.''
Dr. Fellows treats all those peculiar disease~
reoultlUII from indi•cretion and i11noran"e "'
youth. Those who are ailing should setHl lu ceu ••
for the Dr.'slittle book Ret.ting forth an ExTERNAL
APPLICATION-a positiv cure.
Address
DB. B. P. FELLOW~~
Vineland, J.'l. J,
..-Mention thil paper.
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Ition, and intercession of Christ as the· only Ingersoll's 'Works.
procuring cause of all those spiritual bless-

stretch the word system-which can in any
way do man any good. A religion whose
fundamentals are a revengeful God, a howling hell, an inflnit devil, and a totally de"Blasphemy."
praved humanity can, so far as itself goes,
"Blasphemy !" What'& "blasphemy" hut a word, only influence ignorance into deeper degradaA term that si~tnifieth much or nau!!ht,
tion. The same author is obliged to own
According to the peoples of the earth T
'Tis here, 'tis there, all round "bout in spots,
that Islam and Buddhism are strict temperAlike in no two BActions of the globe.
ance institutions, and to regret that it is
What'& •! blasphemy" with us in Ohriatendom
mostly among the servants of Christians-imWould make us solic.l with the pions Turkitating their masters-that inebriety is noticeWith "Allah," too, and don't forget it, you!
able among the Hindoos.
In Hindoo-land, I'm not quite cert •twonld not
Entitle us to move in highest "caste,"
THE oosr oF DAMNING .A soUL.
An<l win great" Brahma·s "most approving winks!
Some go on by Adams's Express,
In DraJwn-land, the home of Tee To Tum,
And some put their trust in Fargo.
"!'would gain for ns a pigtail on the jump,
ll you want to go to the devil direct,
"Joss"hroadl:v grinning fnll from ear to ear!
Then get yourself booked at Ohica£0.
But unto him ~ho Allah <loth "blaspheme,"
Great Bn<lnha. Brahms.. Joss, and all the rest,
Secular Union Secretary Stevens has figWe say, '' 0 bully hoy wi.th the glass eye!
ured down line the cost of saving souls in the
Thon•st struck it rich and rare, for thou art
ungodly city of Chicago. I would now like
save<ll"
to hav him secure the statistics of the debit
Of latitude and longitude the sport,
for damning souls and bodies both, in that
Ohame!Pon-like it changPs color with
The chansce of h&Be; so much for" blasphemy!"
peculiar place, and let us see how the amoun,t11
will c.<>mpare.
Our home-br,.wed article is dread and da.rkIn Boonton. Jersey, black as ErebnsI do not know how it is that Freethinkers
Bnt ta'en abroad becomes as white a! snow !
As saith the stanch and brilliant Ingersoll,
are"so fre~uently growli_l)g.·at 'the expense of
That hnm~n gem of pure&t ray serene,
the " gospel," when it only re.,.,otely
affects
.,..
"'Tis but a question of geography!"
them, and in a relativly minor amount, whilst
.
BISLoKUH.
yet they glory in standing as political godfathers to that infamous child of perversity,
A llal'kPt of Clubs.
the liquor traffic, which is a direct tax of maxBIBlE BROWSE.
•Imum proportiOns
.
on both man; and merchanDr. Ladd has told us all about the Bible.
di·se.
How it was not all written by those persons
The United· States spor.ts an army of UPto whom it is attributed; how it has some
ward of sixty thousand drunkards who
over-steep stories; how its dates don't jibe;
march into their graves every year, or one
how miserable are some of its morals; and
thousand
-to each one million population. If
yet how it contains, by inspiration, the word
one in every thousand of our population was
of God! Who is to teil us which from t'other?
1
1
"fi d
h
d
Why, Dr. Ladd, of course. The North Amer- soemny sacri ce eac an every year on
the altars of worship, what an outcry there
ican ReTJiew says upon it : "If we must prune
would be I But as they are legally butchered
away old beliefs, it does not follow that we
and robbed in the line of business, the curse
must cut down to the roots and tear up and
is condoned as a matter of course. But more
destroy that which is essential and flital to
this, the shortening of life of more or
belief." I ask, What good is the stump of than
less moderate, and of more and more immodbelief when the boughs are stripped ? Do.es
as great in the
the Re'l!iew write in the interest of reason, or erate, drinkers is ten· t times
l"t th
t ld · h
t e. Th
aggrega
·
·
e
mor
a
I
Y
us 0
In t e
does it still love to browse on the rotten cabranks of rum and its allies keeps pace with
bage-leaves of theology? Perhaps that en· 1
silage of Gladstone's fiabbergasted its wits. perenma war. The money cost of all this
curse also equals war's.account. How many
An Ingersoll pill may settle its hash until it
finds some more such indigestible fodder. go mad by this misery, is another item of
interest. Religion has a large showing on
How is it that such pretentious periodicals as
the North .Amfrican · RetJietn, the Fm"'tm, and the lunatic ledger, but rum: has a larger list,
· )y
in b t · h If th e t o t a 1, an d may JUSt
the Popular &ience .Montltlu complain of the b e g a ou one- a
claim no small share of those who are reck·surfeit of good manuscript, and yet pad out
tall f. The prisons possess
their pages with so much miserable trash? oned on religion's
h
il
ul .
Can't we hav one genuin scientific and philo- their pop atwn from t e gin-m Is and beerswills; add to· their expense the cost of
sophical publication in the country, or must
truth eternally take its hat off to a lie in order courts, and the cost of' criminals' and drunkards' lost time, and you hav some elements
to pass?
of the problem; but the headaches, the heartTHE SURIIBT SALVATION.
The Boston .Advertiser is often anathema- aclies, the debasement and despair, that go
tized as a "Puritan sheet," but the Puritans with a soul damned by drink and a body
would turn over in their graves to damn it if doomed by drams no algebra can ever anthey could read this sentence quoted from a nounce.
.A SHAMEFUL SNIVEL.
recent copy: "Probably the laws of temperWhat are the Secular Unionists whining
ance, justice, and industry are the ,best salvation." Tllat puts a big discount on the church for? Some of them, and no small ones, are
route to glory. Would it not, then, be good pitifully sniveling and spitefully sputtering
policy to take the taxes off farms and mills because the W o.nan Suffrage convention was
and put them on meeting-houses and minister- captured by Christians. Well, where were
the Secul!>r Unionists when the Christians
factories?
took the fort? And who commanded the SeeOlVILIZATION VB. OHRIBTIANITY.
. Matthew Arnold, in his dying essay, defined ular Union conventions, that no Woman Sufcivilization as " the humanization of man in frage resolution appears among its Deman.ds ?*
society, the satisfaction for him in society of Secularism, as au organized force, has not
the true law of human nature." That knocks had sense, honesty, and courage .enough to
Christianity out; for, according to Christian- brave the issue most prominently before reity, human nature is all wrong and nothing is form people, and yet it whimpers behind the
sati~factory about it, and especially execrable fence because the Christian candle shines
is society. If civilization humanizes man- through the cracks I Shame on the SecsatisfieR him among his fellow-men with the ular Union for not turning its headlight of
true law of human nature-what more, then, philosophy upon this question and making
can be desired? Nothing logically conceiv- the matter as plain to the people as the harable, and therefore Christianity must be super- vest moon I Get out of your mud-ruts, 0
fiuous-a mush:r;oom or a nightmare. I will Secularists I and build your bonfires on the
take the essay of Matthew, whose surname highlands of moral and political reform. Quit
was Arnold, and bounce the gospel of Mat- your meanness, and go to work, as' though
thew, whose surname is dubious, and believe you meant something besides a self-admiraI hav made a brilliant swap.
tion and general mud-slinging society. If
GOSPEL GLAMOR.
Christians shall secure universal suffrage,
Sir William Hunter claims that converts to temperance, and education, who will be to
Christianity are not often made in India from blame? The army that refuses to :tight will
Islam and Buddhism, but come from the in- hav its own ammunition fired at itself from
ferior races of various nondescript religions. its own guns-and be rightly served.
He givs some praise to Islam and Buddhism
FIGHTING FAOTS.
for their intellectual and moral cult, and shows
A piety-pedlar tendered me a tract, resome. reppect to the Vedas as a text of the marking that it was written by the great and
inspiration of antiquity which does not sanc- good President Edwards, and he thought 1
tion the abominable customs and·absurd no- would like it, for I looked like a Christian I
tions imposed on the ignorant; crediting Chris- I asked him if it was that bloke who said G@d
tianity, however, with ..being a force which shook sinners over hell as housewives did poielevates the low caste and no caste Hindoo by sonous spiders over the kitch~n fire. He
inculcating the ideas of the brotherhood of didn't remember about that. I read : "I
man and the sisterhood of woman. Whilst will regard the obedience, sacrifice, media.
we may admit that in a certain degree Chris•Mr. Guild sp•aks hastily a'ld without kn..,wltianity, in some of its phases, may do this,
edge. The Becnla,. Union has at each annual Conyet we insist that it has purloined from Secu- ~tress pa.•sed a Woma.n Suffrage resolution: Mr.
lar philosophy every part of its system-to Gnild'a choleric comments are pointless.-ED. T.B.

lfoetru.

ings which conduce to that end: as the par-$l;
don of sin, peace with God, and the sanctify- The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; · cloth,
In five lectures comprising, "The Gods.,''
ing infiuence of his spirit;" an d ob served :
u Humboldt," "Thomas Paine,~' "Individual"I hav no use for a God who planned the
ity," and "Heretics and Heresies."
murder of his own son to satisfy his wrath The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.
Oontents: "The Ghost~" "Liberty for Man,
against those who murdered him."· He said:
Woman, and Child," "·1·he Declaration of In"You don't believe the Bible, then." "No,"
dEllJ..endence," "About Farmin_g in Illinois,"
"The Grant Banquet" "The Rev. Alexander
replied I; "I am done with books; I want
Olark," "The Past ihses before Me Like a
facts. Angry Gods are played out." "You
Dream,:• and "A Trj.bnte to Ebon 0. lnger~oll."
must object _to epidemics, then," h~'blurted. • So:~h~~~~~kes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts;
"Most certamly I do," I retorted.
We hav [nterviews on Talmage. Paper 50cts;
to hav them I" he fiouted. "No, we don't,"
plain cloth, $1.25.
' .
'
I shouted; "they come on account of igno- What .Mnst -We Do to Be Saved! Pa1· ·
d · d"
per 25 cents
ranee and superstition, azmess an·
• t"•mn Rei•Hnon.
•
B y R . G.
h mis
h . 1rec- l'h e '1•h
'-' riS
0

'

!~;~ndi:d t~: 8~~::::- ~:~o::d ch:;cf:~ ;~

demics. Anyway, a G Jd that would create
epidemic ought to be. damned , " It is .
an
•
hard fighting facts," he sneered. " Yet we
b
.
, I
do fight them and beat them Y sCience,
jeered; "whilst the church has fought them
and failed and now teaches and claims the
.
'
' .
,
credit for the truth of, what It burnt and '
damned the discoverers for telling." The,
· epidemics if '
Christian is welcome to love his
· .
.
; ·
he thmk~ them evidences of God s goodpess ; ·
t~ sensible people, they giv the lie to that
gospel Science is staying small-pox and
·
.
.
.
.
plague, and In time It will cause surcease
of ·,
G
superstition and prayer.
JoHN P. UILD.
..,.
·
L owe l l, .JIJ.a8S.

MIR_AC.LES
.A.liiD

·
MIRACLE
W OR K E RS • ,

P'Ec'K •
By JOHN
·
"The miraculous is the impossible. Anything
within the realm of the possible is\ no miracle.''
- - ··
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER

co:

FOR HER DAILY B·R.EA.D.
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

..,
b Y R • G · INGERSOLL ·
P re1ace

For Her Daily Bread is the st ory of t wo young
girls
and " little
yoim~er
l;>rother
Wf!re left
tess, with
money,
fa1r wbo
educatiOn,
andparentmuch
courage, to make tbeir way through the world by
scomgnitrrativ
to Cbicago.
a11tl!oris
~lao the heroin.
The
hi, in Tile
the main,
a history
of 11. work·
ing girl's life and experience in the city of Cbicago
amoug bluff business men, kjng hearted folks.
and disreputable bypocrits. It 1s Just such a story
of human life as. we ahonld expect Colonel In~rer
soll to be interested in; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to he worth the attentiOn
of the rest of the world PricP 25 c.. nts.
Address TH.E TRUTH BEEKER.

New Edition, Revised and Enlnr&'ed.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS .
BY .HELEN H. QARDENER,
Introduction .by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

Th6 Trade Supplied at

Specia~

Diswunts.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, N~w York.
Photo-engravings of Misll Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 400.; with antoar~~ovh. 50 eta.

A Book for LO'Ders-Past and Present.
--o--

ROMANTIC LOVE
AND

PERSONAL BEAUTY.
THEm
Development, Causal Relations. Historic ana
Natio11al Peculiarities.

BY HENRY T. FINCK.
12mo., cloth, S2. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

SOCIAL
Th6

'WEALTH,

So~

Factor• and IG'J'act Ratios in Its
Acquirement and Apportionment.
By J. K. INGALLS.

Price, Cloth,

•

•

$1 00.

Addre!IR THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28J.afayette Place, New York.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM.
The Present and the Future
Republic oC North America.
BY A. CA.PIT A.LIST.

fre~~~~~-~~::/eW~~~ 5~·0~~fs~'c,~fh,PSt~f.

OrthO(lOxy. 56 pages, l~mo, _paper,
10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post .P""Id. Pnnted in
large, clear type, and contammg as much as
could be delivered in two ordinary le'ctures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.
H An
t
Ingersoll Catechis~d:
is
swers o
a Nllll?her of Vital Questions Propounded by
the e<htor of the San Jl'ranotscan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen' 25 copies, $1; 100 copies, $3.
.Mill;ions~ft~eseshonld be circnlat.ed.
VIndJcatiOD
of Thomas Paine from
.
the attack. of the New York ObServer, by Bobert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.
\ddr~!i!S. on the Civil Rights Bill.
L arge s1ze octavo, paper, 10 cen t s.
[n~rsoll's Lectures Complete.
und 1·0 one volume. To meet the demand
"
for Mr. lngersoll'8works1 the publisher has had
all his lectures, except tne latest on "Orthodoxy," bound in one beautiful volume, in ha.lf
calf, library style, ·and containing over 1i300w.
Pajl"es, which is sold at the exceedingly 0
Priceof$5. Bentbymailpostpaid.
Tributes.
There hav been so many
applications for Mr. ln_gersoll's "The Vision
of War," the "Grant. Banquet Toast," tha.~
they hav been printed on heav;v toned paper,
18x22,illnminatedborder,and m large.clear
typA, suitable for framing, and the three will
be forwarded to any address, for 25 cts, or
either one for 15 eta.
Prose Poems and Selections.
This
new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. · In fact, one of the richest, brightest,
best ever issued. It contains, besides the eelabrated "Decoration Day Oration," never he·
fore published, and all the famoni "tribnte11 "
heretofore printed in varionashapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lecturea, letters, table-talks, and day-to-day con·
versations of the author. The work is designed
forandwillbeacceptedbyadmiringfriendsas
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
purpose, a fine steel portrait, with antograJ.>h
rae simile, has been prepared especiall;t for 1t.
Price 1 in silk cloth. beveled edges, gt)t back
andallie,S2.50;inhalfcalf,mottlededges,elegant hbrary style, 4;50; in full Turkel': morocco,highest
gilt, exquis1tly
fine,and
7.50.i
in full
calf,
poRsible style
nnish,
su. tree
LI• fe •
A Prose Poem. Pnn" ted m·
eolors on board, beveled gilt edges. 50 cent&.
Ph0 tograp h. S 0 f Col one1 1ngerso U •
boudoir, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEE.KER.
--

Very Cheap Pamphlets.
---o---

We hav on hand a large number of the following
of COLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamph"ets, which
will be disposed of at cost, as fol ows:

Ingersoll Catechised: ·
His Answers to· a Number of Vital Questions P~:o
pounded by the Editor of the "Ban Franciscan ;"
singly, 3 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
$2.00.

ORTHODOXY.

A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12mo
pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.

Civil Rights Speech.
Including the address of Frederick Dnuglass, fiftythree-large octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1; add $6 per hundred.
The T,rulh oC Dlst.orr.
This is li. comment by Colonel Ingersoll up~n
the religions lies that hav been told about himself, and first made its appearance in these columns. Price 8 cents; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per
hundred.

BIBLE IDOLATRY.
A letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the' editor of
the London "Secular Review." Price 3 cents; SO
cents per doz., or $2 per hundred.

INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.
Being the comments and opinions of Mr. Ingersoll upon the fight in the Catholic church between
the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
the pope. Pric~ 3 cents; 30 cents per doz., or $2
per hundred.
We suggest that these be purchased in quantities, and given away to Christians, and tt is with
that not unreasonable exptctation that the vrices
hav been placed so low.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl.. New York.

BiDle Temperance:

A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
LiqUOR DRINKING
poverty, vice, and crime. It deals with the present
conditions of society in this country, pointmg-ont
their imperfections, and Rhowinll how it iR almost Commended, Defended, and Enjoined
impossible that the neople should be othl)r thA.n
poor and vicious under our present system. The
by the Bible.
remedy, the A.nthor thinks, iR in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North America, as it will be when·
society sh~~oll be orl?anize<l on the principles of
BY E. C. WALKER.
Rational Communism. The book is vigorously
This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible
·and interestingly written.
Morals." 48 P,ages; price 10 cents.
Paper,:iOc; cloth, tU.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
28 Lafayette Place, New York,
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Vin~icats~!

Pains

THE FORUJI.

ARGUMENT
BY

Robert G. Ingersoll,
INTHB

A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attaoks
.
upon the Author-Hero of the Amer·
ioan Revolution. Containing
both the slandera and
their refutation.

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
FOR

"BLASPHEM.Y,"

-o-

AT

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

MORRISTOWN,

NEW JERSEY.

-o-

Stenographically reported, and r6'Dised by the author.

The New York Observer (Presbyterian) havinJr
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should. be circulated everyWhere in vindication.

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents ; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

TOGETHER WITB

A. ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
.A Fabricated .Account of a SetJns at the Death-.
b6d of Thomas Pains.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dyiug moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.

78pp.
Address

Price 15 cents.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE STRUGGLE

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
are in it. It is one of his greatest productiOns. It IB m his chose~ field of intellectual combat, and
we see him as the splendid champion of human liberty and-the nghts of man. H1s love of freedom
a.nd justice. hatred of.tyranny and chains, aympathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his
courage and candor, hav m this Argument full scope of expression, and he· makes grand use of the
opportunity. Such a ftood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriot·
tsm-is not often poured out in a onnrt of justice.
The many_calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
as revised by .lllr. Ingersoll himself: All other publications are the merest ftctions-reprmts from
meager and misleadmg newspaper references.
·
Lawyers and advocates will lind this the model of an address to a jury: statesmen and politicians a clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, anll free men
and women everywhere, a Magna Charta of their nghts.
·
Addresa THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.

THE. NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Set/I'Wry of the .American S«JUlar Union.

FOR

Religious and. Political Libertv.
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acqmre greater political
liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very fonnda·
tion of the religion of every age; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detail·
i.ng the account of slavery in this country, calls
the attentiOn of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind in America. Throughout.
th~ work is replete with astounding facts and
weighty arguments which cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age.
•
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
•Cloth, 12mo., 188pp., price 75 cents.
Address
TIIE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafal ette Place, New York.

·
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P nee
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Address Tllll: TRUTH BEEKER
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OoKPA.NY.

OB,

BINDER for TH;o~~~!!t~~!~:!
ers who preserve their papera
weoft'era newstyleofbmder,
, 11A!<ov~'
. •Dade for the purpose, and
l
•
• "''lth the heading of THE
II""'
'
rRUTH OEEKER printed in
ltlil!!!!!~~!!!!!!IIJ !O.'d letters on the outside.
l!.i
rh!S bmder allows the opeoIIJ" ul ~"" p .. v.,•·• v.,rfectlY :tlat. It also allows the
takmg out and replacing of one or more .papers
from any part of the file without distnrbinJr the
other parts.
Sent by mail. post.p.!tid, for •1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
· tf
28 LafayeUe Pl., New York.

Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:80 P.K., corner Sangamon street and
Washina:ton boulevard. Lectures and debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

PHIL..lDELPHIALffiERA.LLEA.6UE 257
meets every Sunday in lndnatrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7 :80 P.K. for lectures and
free <Usonuions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'!'ruth
Seekerpnblioationsa~wayson hand at cheap rates.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write
The Sonnets written by .l!'ranois :a&oon to the Eari
of Essex and his brtde, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BURR. Price. 25 cents. For sa.le at this office.

PAINE'S AGE OF tUASON.
The Greatest of all A.ntl•Blbll·
cal \\' orks.
BY THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single CopieS. 25 cents. Six oopies for
$1.00.

THE CRISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington ·wrote: "A few more such
ftaming arguments • • • will not leave num.
bers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sep 8 •
ration."

Price, 3:i cents.

T"<t<OI>C'!

TRY•S·QUARE·
.
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The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER •

GIRARD'S WILL

This is the history of an attempt to found a
~D
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Saw:ver, the pastor, havinJr established
llis pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherAN EXPOSE
wise. The book iB writtell in well-chosen lanOf the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
guage,
and
easily
understood.
There
iB
just
suffiSunday and the ~abbath. "A law cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
-·
churches and Young Men's
regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Christian A~socia
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.
tion.
his
mind.
The False Tt>achiog of the ChrisBY RicH. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.
tian Church. "The Thirty-nine
Price $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Articles of the Christian ohureh are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

Girard College Theology.

L. K. Washburn's Works.

to

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

of a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or.-trying to induce the Deity to undertake a crn•ade of one against the Colorado
beetle !" Price, 10 cents.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
Price, 5 cents.

Do Yon Love Jesus 1 Price, 5 cents.
America's Debt to Thomas Paine.
Price; 5 cents.

ROMAN ISM,
OR

DANCER AHEAD.

Robt. 0. lne-er.soll's

The Brute God of the Old Testament.
·

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.

BJ' A. _.. GROVER.

OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY
in the suit of the

Price, 5 cents.

The Secret of the East,
OB,

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

Is Libernlism Moral1 Price, 5 cents.
A. Holy Superstition, Price, 5 cents.
Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Free Religion ; or, the Religious De~
mand of Tu-dav. Price,5 cents.

NEW EDITION.

Price, cloth, 75 cents ; paper, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

For sale at this office.

Charles Watts's Works.

Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has published

THE NINE DEMANDS
in a more attractiv form than any in which they
hav previously appeared. At the head of an engravmg on heavy plate paper, 24x19 inche~ 1 are
the cabinet-sized likAne•ses of JEFFER1:10N,
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the FathArs of our
Republic. At the sides are FBANKLIN and
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
printed the Nme Demands of the Amenoan Secular Union in consmcnous type. At ~he foot are
LAFAYETTE, GIRARD. and INGERSOLL,
making e1ght hkenPsses in all. Iuscrlhed heneath each portrait is some r~dioa.l sentiment
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
space betvo e.en the portraits and around them are
arabeNques of vines and !lowers in profusion, and
the panel inclosmg the Nme DAmands is surmounted OL u..~h corner by Mr. Eckhard's design
of the ftag above the cross. The whole makes an
exceedingly handsome work for framing. The
artistic part is ~>qual to the best, and the portrait!!
are as true to nature a.s the photographs from
which they were transferred. The design will be
sent postpaid by maLl for $1 by
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafa.vAtte Place. New York.

PERSONAL EXlSTENt.:E AFTER
DEATH HI.PltOBA.BLE.
By L. R. SMITH.
Pamphlet, 82pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents.
Published and for sale by
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE
BIBLE.
A perfectly reliable, aocnrate pamphlet. Though
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W.
H. BURR, one of our ablest correspondents. More
than 80,000 copies hav been Bold. l'rioe, 15 oent.s.
ll'or sale at thlB oftloe.

against the
Western Union. Teleg'l'aph Company
So many hav ·asked for copies of this famous
speech that THlli TRUTH BEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those Who desire
them, for ten cents each.

CONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.- Zadi11;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowus. The
Huron ; or, the Pupil of Natnre.-Micromegas.The World as it Goeq.-The Blaok and the White.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des TonoheB
at Siam.-The StudY of Natnre.-A Conversation
Wit~ a Chinese.-Plato•s 'Dream.-A Pleasure in
Havmg No Pleasnre.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 6?
engravings. Price1 cloth, bPveled boards, $1.50j paper covers, $1. Hruf calf or half.morooco, marPled
edges,$4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
WORKS 01' 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

The Public Schools and the Catholic Bankers' and l'llercbants' Tele· Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
craph Compan,·rhe History of Freethonght. Bound
Church. Price, 5 cents.
A SPLENDID W,ORK:

VOLT !IRE'S ROMANCES.

in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.2b CoNTENTs :
Section I. Definition of Freethonzbt and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section ill. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freetbonght in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Sec·
tion V. Freethonght .Triumph in the Nine·
teenth Century.

Sernlarism; Destructiv and Construc-

tiv. ll2 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
Secularism; its Principles and its
SUBJECTS:
Dn ties. Price, 75 cts.
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COM·
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand- Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.
some 12mo volume of nearlY 1 !JOO pages, fully

1
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
Oloth, 8.25-in English or German.
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
A. new' oheap edition at only 1.5(1.
Is the Bible Reliable 1 The Christian Deity;
Moral Value of the Bible: Freethought and
SCIENCE IN STORY; o~ Sammy Tubbs, the
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
BO:~"Doctot and Sponsie, the Troublesome MonkeY.
lnftuence on Civihzation • Philosophy of SecuB:Y Dr. E. J:S. Foote. Five volnmea, at$1 each, or $5
larism;
Science and Bible AntJ!gonistic ·
per set; or live volumes in one for $2.
Christian Scheme of RedeJ!l_ption. For all of
_ SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
the
above
works address THE TRUTH SEEK250 pagesL illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
ER, ll8 Lafayette Place, New York.
volume oi "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints a,nd Ready Be.
cipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
REDUCED TO $1.00.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCmNCE BERmS Wime Pam·
phlets). BY Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
THJTI STORY HOUR.
m their Relation to Disease," repre11enting the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
A. Book for Children and Youth.
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Snnbeam1" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
BY .MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
to sicK and· well. By mail, 10 ce11ts each.
HEREDITY \Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
Over a hundred fine illustrations.
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 P_agesl cloth
bound, $2•h "Heredity!" by Loring_Mooay, 159
J!ages;:clot t 75cents; ' The Law of Heredit:r," by
F.-H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of thQ
HumanTemperameut'!t" with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents;,. ' Generation before Re~ren
eration" by Dr. E. J:S. Foote, Jr.l)O cents; ''.Re
A double-page picture contrastinJr aoience &Qd
ports of Conventions and Parlor meetintrs during
1882," 10 cents; "Third Annual Convention of thf 1heology, showing how the one has labored for
(nstitute of Heredity,:&h~ ""· 1QQ•. •· •n ,. ...... +.
human advancement, and how the other ha8
A.ddrARR
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
always opposed it.
Price, aix copies, 80 cents; one dozen &0 cents;
twe~-ftve copies for S1; one hundred copies fer
THE TRUTH :SJil~KFR A.NNU.A,L. sa. We wish that the friends of Freethon~rhi would
Price, 25 cents.
distribute thousands of these tellin~r pio\Urel.
illnstr~ted.

100.

BffiLE F A.BRICA.TIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

1110.

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 115 pages, 25o.

A. Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 86 pages,
1lio.
Addre11
THE ~RUTH SEEKER.
2t' Lafayette PI.. New York.

OnrFlagA.bove the Cross.
This device is for
paper and envelopes for Secular
Unions and others.

PRICES:
Half-note, bl'k ink,
per quire, • .18
Envelopes, black

1 5

~~~ a~§~~ Paper
ink, per
paok, .18
or envelopes

ASHORT LESSON II HISTORY

with local address, 1,000, $6.00
Half-note, 4 colors,
per quire, • .25
Envelopes,4 colors,
per pack, •• 25
Paper or envelopes
4 colors, with local address, per
1,ol00. • • $10.00
AddreBB

The Truth Seeker.
OOPVRIOHTID.

An:r, prollt from dales will be devoted to the freQ
distnbntion of Liberal literature,
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ORDER OF CREATION.
A

·: . ::::::.:I

_ F1FrERN thousand pilgrims from Belgium
and A:;.stria :went to Rome last month.

DISCUSSION

BETWEEN

GLADSTONE, HUXi,EY, MULLIJJR,
LINTON, REVILLE.

On the Oonfiict between Genesis and Geology.·
CONTENTS:
THm American ·Bible Society last year reI. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Hcin;
ceived $557,340 and expended $506,453.
W. E. Gla<lstone.
II. The Iu terpretPrs of Genesis and the Interpreters of Na.ture. Bv Prof. T. H. HnxiPy,
Tum Knights of Labor government teleIII.
Po<tscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
graph petition contains a million names.
Moller.
BLAINE is in Paris.

IV. Proem to Gent>sis: A Plea for a Fair Trial.
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creat1on. A.n AnswPT to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D. D.
VI. M•· Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof, T. H.
VII. A ~~;f::i and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Lin·
ton.
. This is a new bnok and contain~ thelat!lst discos•wn .O!l the mistakes of Moses. .The names of t-he
partHnpants are a guarantee of Its able character.
Price, paper, 50 cents i cloth, 75 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
'
·
28 Lafayette Pl., Ne.; York.

(IJ~ms

MISSISSIPPI floods hav
caused destitution.
CoNVENTS are being
established through the
West.
!::!PAIN is now the only
great nation supporting
slavery.
THR Rev. Lyman Abbott has been chosen to
Beecher's pulpit.
MoNTANA's gold and
silver output last year
was $23,000,000.
Tu& Senate has passed
the bil! makiog lettercarriers' hours eight. ·

DELLA SCALA stood among his com·!iers, with
mimes and buffoons malting him heartilY merry i
wlien turning to Dante. be said:" Is,lt· not strange,
now, that this poor fool should make himself so
entertaining; while you, a wi 8 e man, sit there,
day after day, and hav nothing to amuse us with
at alit" Dante answered bitterly: "No, not
strange i Your highness is to recoJIPct the proverb,
• L1ke to like;' "-giTen the
amust>r. the amnsee must
al~o be given, Such a man,
with his proud, silent wars,
with his sarcasms and sor-..
rows,.was not made to suo·
cepd at oourt. - Carl!llB'a
Hero- Worslttp,

I

ENGLAND is mounting
coast guns.
GENERAL PHiliP SHERIDAN seems dying.

of flhought.

:1. I am Che Lord and nohod_yelse.
2. Thou shalt have no ot/,ergods Jefore m~ nor
: be/rind nre_ nor make an_l/carved la!J f,gures
11
/i/(e unto nte eit-fte,. celestial, terrestrial or
a.zuatic. Tho_u shalt not worshijJ_, a"!Y chea/J
et'ther Eg'fptian, Hindoo. or Heathen Chinle,
\1 I ant dectdedl_y indine.d t'o he jealous!
1
3. Thou shalt not curse, os this t,'"ivilege is

WE honor our ancestors
· when we liv better, think
better, and do better than
they did. That is a false
veneration that builds a
ship after the model of the
Mar flower; that erects a
house of Puritan arabi teo tore i that livs as they did
in our grandfathers' days,
Our fm·efatbera showed
their sense when they respected their own ideas , •
life is progress i the world
must be emancipated from
models. Candles may be
run in molds, but not. human beings.-L. K. Wasll-

! wrio myself an« t-he Pope oJ Jl?orne who shall
co;ne a/t-eJ· nu
--Remember tlte sabl.atlr dag. Six da!fS shalt;
; !1 thou cheat the gentile: hu.t on the seventh day
1
,' thou shalt .be doleful a111d rest:
11 //
Honor thtt f'CI. and th..'f ma, that lh!f
i · l77a.!/, be jourCeen hours lonfl on the ranc'h
Whtch the Lord e-lry God sivem't-hee.

dll_!f.Sir{

II

Thou shalt not kill, exce;?_.t peradventure it'
bealleret/c,oronewho dVJ~rsfrom. the" on
religion..
1f01,,11J/'' ''II
1/1,

botrn,

A KA:i's religious views
depend largely on the plaee
of
hia. birth, his relhdous
l
to do
lfU 1• '1/11 ,,,
surroundings in childhood,
WALES farmers havrethe associations of his later
8. 'Thou
not steal- borrow ..
fused to pay church
yearP, his opportunities for
even as t-hou didst o.ft"he Eg!fptian .'.',,")
tithes, and are resisting
&tudy, as wei! as the intelby riots.
lectual and moral character·
l,tttr14-•ll><t.<tt/114 M'/fttW .\14),1{
~
tr~0.A- ... '"r"~lt.......--.r,.....,._.....'--"\~
-dependent on his cerebral
WOMAN suffrage ha·s
organization-which he baa
,ft
-:::~-=-~-~ .:~
-~
been decided unconstituderived from his parents.
·L-4',.;; - - -·
- _,__ - -~ -- tional in . Washington
If he is horn in Turkey he·
·n,.v==>. >'HI''.&-~• 'i,'fttf. "• ~ - ~ ~
~·will not be hkely to be a
territory.
~
Christian. If he is bl)rn in
Nxw· YoRK negroes
Massachusetts or Illinois
held memorial services
he will probably not be Mofor Roscoe Conkling on
hammedan. If he has inherited religious tendenthe 28th ult.
A MODERN RENDITION OF AN ANCIENT DOCUMENT.
cies, is surrounded in YDnth
Miss BEssiE SMITH, of
by religious infiuenceli, and
Columbia, 8. C., is one
possesses hut little pelf~reof the late victims of religious insanity.
SmilE .one says that many of the poems w'llioh liance or independencP, he will probably retain
m,.de the bi&"gest bits were written wb1le their throncrb life the faith of his childhood.· If he has
.THE Omaha Evangelist Alliance is making
authors were under the infiuence Of intoxicating :a bold, inqniring mind, is disposed to exam in suba determined effort to stop Sunday baseballliquors. A great deal of poetry nowad~~oys must i jecta for himself, has access to works of a Liberal,
pla}ing.
TaJ: saddest words of tongue or pen : "There's be wr1tten by people addicted to the clgaret ' pbilosopbical, or scientific character, be will probhabit.
·
ably outgrow many of the religious errors of his
THII: Young People's Society of Christian too ma.ny women and not enough men 1·•
THE most eloquent champion of the women who , early years.-8. P. Unaeru:ooa.
Endeavor is a growing organization of young
TsE Mail ana ExvreRs will-never he a truly relig- wished to be admitted as delegates to the Method-~
Tm:Y llrew In beauty side by side,
ions paper until its printers' devils are cast out.
fanatics.
ist General C<mference was Dr. Putz, who ia
Tney filled our h!)me with glee,
TsE more you hav to do with an Indian, the· totally deaf. While this is generous to his fair
Their graves are severed far and wide
·
CoNGR&ss will apprOpJ:iate $25,000 toward
By mount, and stream. and -sea.
the anniversP-ry commemoration of the battle more firmly you become convinced that he is a client~, it might hav been decidedly rough on the
red •kin.
~mlucky brethren who were not blessed with his
The same fond mother bent at night
of Gettysburg next July.
O'er each fair sleeping brow,
A VE&MONT humanitarian has just patented a 'infirmitY.-Puc.t,
She had eacb folded fiower in silrhtRuMoRs say the French government con- fl;·-pap~r •koll ca.p, for bald-headed men to wear
" MoTITER wri~es that she will be here to-morrow
Where are those dreamers now 1
templates expelling B<>ulanger from France, in church.
for a short VISit, my dear." "Very well," be re-JlrB. Bemans
as it <lid the Bonaparte princes.
plied,
and
as
he
left
the
bouse
he
patted
hiil
little
A DAl'TlBT church might do without a bell, but
boy
on
the
head
kindly
and
satd:
"Bobby,
didn't,
ONE
ppnltent
poet
Implores
Varona
to.tell h1m
THE Presbyterian Conference at. Philadel- you would naturally &nppose that at t1mes they
von aPk me to buy you a tm whistle and a drum, 1 for wbat offense he seeks to ktll b1s worshiper and
would need a wringer.
phia became disorderly and riotous on the
the other day?" "Yes, pa.." "Well, I will bring frien~, for all the sa~es tell h1m that it is Varona
CHAU~CEY DEPEW coined the phrase," Ko.thJeen
25th ult. over the negro questbn.
that IS ancry w1tb him. And he p!Padmgly cooMa.vuurneen loan•," which designates uncertain them to you to-night."
.
.
tends that he is not an "mtentional culprit; he haB
CLKVKLAND and wife attended the centen- Joana, that "may be for ye~~ors and may be forA YoRKVILLE "'!dower, whose Wife had been the been seduced by" wine, anger, dice, or thoughtnial celebration of the Presbyterian General evtir."
bead of the family, ordered a tombstone for her IJessness." Another begs the god that, in woatever
IF you want to see an expression ·of severe sim- and left it. to. the !tood_ taste of the uutter to pot way mortals may hav broken his laws, he w•ll be
Assembly at Baltimore on the 23J ult.
plicity aud childlike innocence in a man's face, iiome oom!ortmg msorlPtiOn on the marble be- gracious. A third ndmits that he, who was VaruTHE pope has nearly finished a book on the watch him when he gets two dollars change out of s!dts the name and _da.te. When the stone w~s put I na'ij friend, has offended against him, but asks
up he went out With the hn1lder to see 1t, It I that they who are ~enilty m"'y not reap the fruita
labor question, in which he supports govern~ a one-dollar bill.
ment intermediation for the workers' welfare.
CoJ4lllENTING upon Dr. Hammond's belief that a looked very handsome, and across the base were of their sin-cono'nrlin&" with this amiable hint:
man ca.u liv forever, the prince of Wales says he the consoling words, "rhy Will Be Done." "Do thou a wise G->d grant protection to him
A G.REENPOINT, N. Y., clergyman has re- knows it is true of a woman. But he thinks she ~·Well," ~aid the builder," what do .ron th•nk of who prais~s thea."-AII~IJerleiJ'i ..tnaliJBIB Qf BellO·
1t 1" "F1rst-rate· 10 every way," wai the pleased tous BeliPf,
signed because young members formed a ,mi~ebt at least abdicate.
rPply. "And the inscription-i~. that all rigbtt"
Taou knowest that thou bast formed me,
baseball club and elders backed up the inCoUNTRY minister (in a shocked tone of voice): The widower gazed at it tenderly for a moment.
W1th -passions wild and stronll";
iquity.
"Wny, my little boy, what are You fi•hing on SLlo· "Well. I should smile," he said; "that's just the
And hijt'ning to tbeir wi ohm&" voice
S&NA.Ton STEWART says there is a danger- day forT'' Little boy (disgusted with his luck): kind of a woman she was to a dot."
Has nften led we wr~;~n&".
"Wuales, m1ijter; an' 1 never knew 'em so shy."
ous growth of the power of the executiv, and
When with intention I hav erred,
"Do you believe there ia any snob thing as
that Cleveland is following in the footsteps of
No other plea I bav
luck T"' aHked a young man of an old bachelor.
Napoleon I.
But thou art good; and goodness still
"I do. I've bad proof of it." "lu what wayT"
Delighteth to forgiv.
-Burns.
Miss RosE CLEVELAND addressed the Wo- "I was rtfused by five girls when I was a young
man."
THOSE men whom Jewish and Ohristian idolman's Ext'CUtiv Committee of Home Missions
ators bav abusivly called "heathens "had much
A. CaiOAGo man has the boldness and good sense
on the 25th ult. on the value of home misbetter and clearer ideas of justice and morality
to rewark that the best way to close up the •aloous
sionary work.
than are to be found in the Otd T"stament, so far
bad never yet been tried-namely, to persuade the
as it 1s J ewi•b; or in the New. The answer of
AT Malden, Mass., 1\olrs. Abbie Corner, a bLtgs to mi~~:ra.te from the d1rty aqueduct water to
Solon on the que&tion, "Wbica is the most perfect
"Chris! ian scientist," has been indicted for the cJ.,au beer.
popular gov.,rnment 1" has never been exoe~ded
ST. PzrEa (the gates sligbt.ly aja.r) : "Who are
manslaughter in causing her daughter's death
by any ma.n since hi• \ime, aa containing a max1m
OR, THE
you T" Applicant: "I'm Mr. V~ritas." St. Peter:
by refusing medical aid.
of puhtical morahty. "That," ~ays he, "wllen
"Tue man who writes letters to the new• papers T''
the leaat itdt1ry, done to .the meane~t indlvidna),
CUNNING Leo XIII., seeing Brazil about to Applicant: "The same." St. P,;ter: "W~H, you
is consid~r.;q an iu•ult to the whole constitution."
abolisll slavery, made showy proclamations cau't get in here."
Bolon i1veu iioo B c.- Tltornas Pa1ne.
WALT WBITHAN declares that" nothing is ever
of favoring and forwarding the move, and
IT is not true th ... t a man can believe or disbelost." Walt ruo•t hav had the uncommon ln•·k
now the church claims the credit.
lieve what be wilL But it is certain that an aotiv
never to hav sent a poem to a newspaper office, A CONTRIBUTION to the RELIUION desire to find any proposition true will unc<.>nTHm Belgian king, by getting the sultan of and then called npon the editor month~ afterward
scionsly tend to that result-, by dismi~sing importof tlte FU1'URE.
Morocco interested in a miniature railroad to inquire why it had not appeared in print.
unate suggestions wh10h roo counter to the belief and welcoming those which favor it. The
A MAN went into an editor's office in Boston,
presented him, has obtained permission to
BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
Mass., one day la•t week, transacted his bn,Iness
P•Ychologicftl Ia"'• that we only see what interests
construct railroads in tllat country.
in half a dozen words, and left without offermll Author of •• The Secret of the E ..st, or tne Origin us, and only asszmi'ate what i• adapted to our
of tbe Ohristian Heli2ion and •he Hutnifloance
A BILL has been presented to Congress pro- any advice whatever as to the conduct of t.he pacontl1 tion. causes the mind to seleCt itM evidence.
of its lt1se ar:d D.,cline.'' "Physio• I Edu-G. H. Lewes.
cation, or tb., HPAhh-L<tws of N,.,_
. posing a constitutional amendment reducing per: At last accounts the editor was very low.
ure,' ••Hons~hold Rt.omt-die~," .. The
" THE son of man shall come in the glory of his
from two-thirds to a majority the vote nbces·
"I ADOPTED that boy," he said, wi~h the tears
Poison Problem, or tile Cause
father • • and then be shall reward every man
· and tbe Cnre of Intemperrunmn~r down hi• face. "I took him out of the
sary to over-ride the president's veto.
ance,''
e.o.,
eto.
according
"- To the oburch be belongs to 1 No.
w01kbouse when he wae a. lad, and I kept htm and
THE late Conference on the Christian Prin- fed him for nine ydars, and be·s Paid me back by
To the manner in which he bas beeu baptized 1
Felix L. OivaJd ia a well-known And vill"ot'ons No. According to his creed T No. "Then he
ciples of Civil Government passed a resolu- running off With my wife. Gentlemen," be con- wrtter on scientific and social snbjeote.-[Cin.
shall reward every man according to his works."
tion declaring it the " imperativ duty of po- tinued, wiping his face, "I'll stand you a bottle Oom. Gazette.
Good I I subscribe to that doctrin.-Inaeraoll.
of wine. You don't often meet with gratitude in
Cloth, l~mo, 210pp,, $1.
litical parties to declare themselvs on the this world, but a kind aot is sure to bring its own
Tal: prioe of exoellenoe is labor, and time that
moral issues now before the nation."
rewa~d. I've sent him a oheok for $600."
of immortality,-Puseil,
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ILLUSIONS.-(The rest next week.)

1/Jolts and 9}/ippinns.
IT is reported from Georgetown, Brown
county, Ind., that a vein of gold was discovered there last Sunday, wherenpon the people
who were at church when the news of the
(J.iscovery arrived promptly left for the gold
field, nobody but the minister remaining.
A NEW state is about to be added to the sis.terhood of nations. Letters patent hav been
;granted to " the BritiRh East African ComJpany," giving- them full power to erect and
1maintain a government, with taxes and army.
Jit lies north of the German East African Society, near Zanzibar, and includes some of
the finest land in central Africa.
AMoNG those who are to explore Mount
Ararat are several Russians, who hav joined
the expedition in order to search for relics of
Noah's ark. If these enthusiasts would but
make a trip through Palestine, they could
find enough relics of the ark to keep a whole
nation in kindling-wood for a month. The
supply on Mount Ararat doubtless fell short
many centuries ago.
THE ups and downs of life are· pathetically
.set forth in the following paragraph from the
.Sta.r, of Covington, Ga.: "Our editor will
·take in the press convention at Canton this
·week, and probably run down to Bmnswick
'before his return. He left in fine trim, having an extra handkerchief and a little over
:$125 in hard cash. P.S.-Since the above
·was put in type the Rev. Jacob Carr (colored)
jhas managed to collect a seventy-five-cent
;plowing bill from the editor, and he will
·hardly hav as big a time as he expected."

THE Catholics of Chicago recently met to
consider the papal rescript concerning Irish
methods of political campaigning, and passed
this peppery resolution: "We respectfully
recommend to the court of the Vatican the
realm of England as an exhaustless field for
the reformation of moral conduct, and emphatically protest against the offering up of
Ireland as a vicarjous sacrifice for the sins of
her oppressors."
DR. TANNER, thefaster,livs in New Mexico,
where he has a fifteen-hundred-acre ranch.
He is connected with a foundling. association,
which is intended to show that the baser
passions are aroused principally by the use of
animal food. He is now in Indiana trying to
collect forty infants to experiment with. He
thinks that he can make them all good and
long-lived by feeding them one meal a day of
a light vegetarian diet.. The doctor himself
livs on one meal a day, breakfast.
THE Los Angeles Porcupine says: " The
Rev. James H. Hoadley, of New Y,ork, aecording to THE TRUTH SEEKBR, desires the
money spent by church charitable organizations in relieving the physical distress of the
poor disbursed to ministers who shall preach
to them instead of feeding them. ' What is
wanted,' he says,' is more gospel and less charity. The gospel is what the poor need to-day
more than anythirg else.' The poor hav had
the particular gospel this reverend gentleman
ref~rs to for nearly nineteen hundred years,
and millions of them are as wretched, ignorant, and hungry as they hav ever been. In
fact, the more gospel they get the more
miserable they seem. Suppose the clergy
try living on ' spiritual riches' for the next
thousand years, and let the people keep their

hard-earned savings for themselvs instead of
squandering them to maintain the temples
and priests of religion."
WALT WHITMAN, the poet, kept his seventieth birthday June 1st by remaining at his
home, 328 Mickle street, Camden, N.J., trying to revise the proofs of his forthcoming
book, '"November Boughs," but his day's
task was very often interrupted by friends
calling to wish him many happy returns.
Congratulatory letters and telegrams came to
the good gray poet from almost everywhere,
and many "favors" were sent him, some of
which were of the most substantial kind.
The poor old man-for he is poor as to this
world's goods-is " badly paralyzed and immobil." His latest book of poetry, "November Boughs," is in the hands of the electrotyper, and will be issued iu the .fall.
THE expenses of the Methodist general
conference were about $2,00J a day. This
covers the rental of the Metropolitan Opera
House, which was increased by extra sessions
from the sum of $5,500 originally ·agreed
upon to $7,500, and the traveling expenses
and hotel bills of the delegates and bishops.
The entire ·cost of the conference was about
$75,000, or $20,000 in excess of the sum provided for this purpose by the collections in
the churches. 'Ihe Book Concern will make·
up the deficiency in the form of a loan.
Delegates to conferences go to the hotels
selected for them, the limit of expense being
$2.50 per day. However, any delegate may,
if he chooses, accept $60 for the month and
board where he likes. Some of the delegates
to the recent conference used this privilege
and made a snug little profit by putting up at
five-dollar-a-week boarding-houses.

DR, PRINOJ!: OF WALES, a venerable archdruid, eighty-eight years old, notable among
his country·men, has made all arrangements
for the disposition of his body when the vital
spark shall hav fled. He wants the body
burnt, and has written out 125 sound reasons
why cremation is desirable. He has chosen a
spot where it is to be burnt, a historical druidical pile, and has specified the fuel to be
used. In the paper containing these instructions the venerable man goes on to denounce
vaccination and the wearing of stockings,
and concludes with a protest against matrimony, which he thinks degrading to women.
THE first instance in South Carolina of aresort to the faith cure is reported from Timmonsville,· where it resulted in the death of
Annette Maness, a bright girl twelve years
old, the daughter of respectable, intelligent,
and pious parents. Annette was stricken
down with measles, which finally developed
into a dangerous type of dysentery. A regular physician attended her, and soon had
the disease under control. At this juncture
Miss Mattie Gordon came to this vicinity
lecturing on Prohibition and holiness, and
claiming to be a faitb. healer. Miss Gordon
soon induced the child to leave off the doctor's medicin and adopt the faith remedy.
The mother protested, but the child, encouraged by Miss Gordon, refused to take the
doctor's medicin. The disease took a firm
hold, and when at length the family recalled
the regular physician it was too late. When
last heard from, Miss Gordon was in Charleston, conducting a " holiness" revival. The
people of Timmonsville declare they will
make it warm for her if she ever appears in
that section again.
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Extract from Ingersoll's Reply to .Mr. Gladstone.
From t11.e North Amer!cnn Review,

At the threshold of this R• ply, it givs me pleasure to say
that for your intellect and character I hav the greatest re.
sp1 ct; and Jet me say further, that I shall consider your •r~
guments, assertions, and inferences entirely apart from your
personality-apart from the exalted position that you occupy
in the est;mation of the civiliztd world. I gladly acknowledge the inestimable services that you hav rendered. not
.only to England. but to mankind. Most men are chilled
and narrowed by the snows of age; their thoughts are darkened by tbe approach of night. But you, for many years,
hav hastened toward the Jight, and your mind has been
~··an autumn that grew the more b.v rt>apin_g ".
.
.
· Under no circumstances could I feel ]Ushfied m takmg
advantage of the admissions that you hav made as to the
· •· errors;" the "mh-fea@anl!e," the "infirmities and the perversity," of the Christian church. It is perfectlv apparent
that chnrche@, being only aggrPgatio!ls of peoplP, contain
the pn-judice, the ignorance, the vices and the virtues,. of ordinary human beings; The perfect cannot be made out of
the imperfect.
llut there is one thing that cannot be admitted, ard that
is your statement that the constitution of man is in a
"warped, impaired, and dislocated condition,'' and that
" these deformities indispose men to belief." Let us examin
this.
We sRy that a thing is "warped" that was once nearer
level, fiat, or straight; that it is " impaired" wht>n it was
once nearer pelf~ct, and that it is" dislocated" when once
it was united. Consequently, you hav Faid that at some
time the human com.titution was unwarped, unimpaired, and
with each part working in harmony with all. You seem to
believe in the degeneracy of m!ln, and that our unfortunatP
race, starting at perfection, has traveled downward through
all the wasted years.
'
It is hardly possible that our ancestors were perfect. If
hi!ltory proves anything, it establishes the fact that civilization was not first, and savagery afterward. Certainly the
tenrlency of man is not now toward barbarism. There must
hav been a time when langm~ge was unkncwn, when lips
had never formed a word. That which man knows, man
must havlearned. The victories of om· race havbeen slowly
and painfully won. It is a long distance from the gibberish
. of the savage to the !:lonnets of 8hakspere-a long and weary
road from the pipe of Pan to the great orchestra voiced with
every tone from the glad warble of a mated bird to the
hoarse thunder of the sea. The road is long that lies between the discordant cries uttered by the barbarian over the
ga~hed body of his foe and the marvelous music of Wagner
and Beethoven. It is hardly possible to conceive of the
years that lie between the caves in which crouched our
naked ancestors crunching the bones of wild beasts, and the
home of a civilized m11.n with its comforts, its al'ticlPs of
luxury and use-with its works of art, with its enriched and
illuminated walls. Think of the billowed years that must
hav rollerl between these shores. Think of the vast distance
that man has slowly groped from the dark dens and lairs of
ignorance and fear to the intellectual conquests of our day.
I find in your Remarks the frequent charge that I am
guilty of making as~ertions and leaving them to stand without the assistance of argument or fact, and it may be proper,
at this particular point, to inquire how you know that there
is "a divine scheme of redemption."
My objections to this "divine scheme of redemption" are,
ji1•8t, that there is not the slightest evidence that it is divine;
second, that it is not in any sense a "scheme," human or
divine; ard tltird, that it cannot, by any possibility, result
in the redemption of a human being.
It cannot be divine, because it bas no foundation in the
nature of things, and is not in accordance with rea~on. It is
based on the idea that right and wrong are the expression of
an arbitrary will, and not words applied to and deFcriptiv of
acts in the light of consequences. lt rests upon the absurdity called "pardon,'' upon the aPsumption that when a crime
has bren committed justice will be satisfied with the punishment of the innocent. One person· may suffer, or reap a
benefit, in cons1 quence of the act of another, but no man can
be justly punished for the crime, or ju~tly rewarded for the
virtues, of another. A" scheme" that punishes an innocent
man for the vices of another can hardly be called divine.
Can a murderer find justification in the agonies of his victim? There is no viearious vice; there is no Ticarious virtue. For me it is hard to understand how a just and loving
being can charge one of his children with the vices, or credit
him with the v rtues, of another.
And why should we call anything a "divine scheme" that
has been a failure from the "fall of man" until the present
moment! What race, what. nation, has been rerleemed
through the instrumentality of this "divine scheme?" Hav
not the subjfcts of redemption been for the most part the
enemies of civilization? Has not almost every valuable book
since the invention of printing been denounced by the be.
Iievers in the "divine scheme?" Intelligence, the development of the mind, the discoveries of science, the inventions
of genius, the cultivation of the imagination through art and
music, and the practice of virtue will redeem the human
race. These are the saviors of mankind.
What, I pray you, is the "heavenly treasure" in the keeping of your church? Is it a belief in an irfinit God? That
was believed thousands of years before the serpent tempted
Eve. Js it the belief in the immortality of the soul? That
is far older. Is it that man should treat his neighbor as himself? That is more ancient. What is the treasure in the
keeping of the church? Let me tell you. It is this: That
there is but one true religion-Christianity-and that all
others are false; that the prophets, and Christs, and priests
of all others hav bt>en and are impostors, or the victims of
insanity: that the Bible is the one inspired book-the one·
authentic record of the words of God; that all men are nat. urally depraved, and deserve to be punishej with unspeakable torments forever; that there is only one path that leads
to heaven, while countless highways lead to hell; that there
is only one name under heaven by .which a human being can
be saved; that we must believe in the Lord Jesus Christ;
. that this life. with its few and fleeting years, fixes the fate of
. man ; that, the few will be saved and the many forever lost.
This is " the heavenly treasu~e" within the keeping of your
church.
And this " treasure" has been guarded by the cherubim of·
persecution, whose tltlming swords were wet for many centu-rie~ with the beft and bravest blood. It has been guard~d hy
cunning, by h)"pocrisy, by mendacity, by honesty, by calumniating the generous, by maligning the good, by thumbscrews and racks, by charity and love, by robbery and assas-
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sination,. by poison and fire, by the virtues of the ignorant
and the vices of the learned, by the violence of mobs and the
w~irlwinds of war, by every hope and every fear, by every
cruelty and every crime, and by all there is of the wild beast
in ihe heart ·of man.
'With great propriety it may be asked: In the keeping of
which church is this" heavenly treasure?" Did the Vat holies hav it, and was it taken by Luther? Did Henry VIII.
seize it, and is it now in the keeping of the Church of England? '-Which of the warring sects In America has this
treasure; or hav we, in this country, only the" rust and
canker?" Is it in an Epifcopal cb urch, that refuses to associatt with a colored man for whom Christ diecl, and who is
good enough for the society of the angelic host?

I am not satisfied with your statement that "the Christian
receives aq alms all whatsoever he receives at all." Is it trne
that man deserves only punishment? Does the man who
makes the world better, w bo works and battles for the right,
and dies for the good of his fellow-men, deserve nothing but.
pain and angutsh! I~ happiness a g1ft or a consequence?
Is heaven nnly a well-conducted poorhouse? Are the am~ e)~
in their highest estate nothing but happy paup.,rs? Must all
the redeemed ft>el that they are in heavPn simply because
there was a miwarriage of justict>? WiJI the lost be tlw
only ones who will know that the right thing bas bPen rlone,
and will th<-y alone appreciate the ·• ethical elements of religion?" Will tht•y repeat the words that yo.u hav quoted:
"Mercy and jud~ment are met together; righteousness and
peace hav kissed each other?" or will these words be spoken
by the redeemed as they joyously coutemplate the writhingM
of the lost?
Another inst.ance is given of the " tumultuous method in
which I conduct, not, indeed, my argument, but my case."
Dr. Field had drawn a distinction between supPrMtition
and rel1gion, to which I r~plied: "You are shocked at the
l:lindoo mother when she givs her child to dt•ath at the sup
posed command of her God. What rlo you think of A bra.
bam. of Jephthah? What is your opinion of Jehovah himself?"
These simple questions seem to hav excited you to an unusual degree, and you ask in words of some severity:
•· Whether this is the tone in which controversies ought to be
carried on?" And you say that-" not only is the name of
Jehovah encircled in the heart of every believer· with the
profoundest reverence and Jove, but that the Christian re.
ligion teacbe@, through the incarnation, a personal relation
with God so lofty that it can only be appro!lched in a deep.
reverential calm." You arlmit that "a person who deems a
given-religion to. be wicked, may be led onward by logical
consistency to impugn in strong terms the character of thl\
author and object of that religion," but you insist that such
person is "bound by the lawP. of social ILorality and decency
to consider well the terms and meaning of his inclictment."
Was there any lack of "reverential calm" in my question?
I gave no opinion, drew no indictment, but simply asked for
the opinion of another. Was that a violation of the "laws
of sonia) morality and decei!CY ?"
It is not necessary for me to discuss this question with you.
It has been settled by Jehnvah himself. You probably remember the account given in 1 Kings xviii of a contest between the prophets of Baal and the prophets of Jehovah.
There were four hundred and fifty prophets ~f the false G::>rl
who endeavored to induce their deity to consume with fire
from heaven the sacrifice upon his altar. According to the
account, they were greatly in earnest. They certainly appeared to hav some hope of success, but- the fire did not
descend.
And it <'arne to pass at noon. that Elij"'h mocked them and saiil,
Cry aloud, for he is a god; either he is talking, or he is Plll"•nwg,
or be is m a journey, or peradventure he sleepeth and mn•t be
awaked.
Do you consider that the proper way to attack the god of
another? Did not Elijah know that the name of Baal •' was
encircled in the heart of every believer with the profoundest
reverence and Jove?" Did he " violate the Ia ws of social
morality and decencv ?"
But Jehovah and Elijah did not stop at this point. They
were not sati~fied with mocking the prophets of Baal, but.
they brought them down to the brook Kishon-four hundred and fifty of them-and there they murdered every one.
Does it appear to you that on that occasion, on the banks
of the brook Kisbon-" Mercy and judgment met together,
and that righteousness and peace kissed each other?"
The question arises: Bas everyone who reads the Old
Testamt-nt the right to express his thought as to the character of Jehovah? You will admit that as he reads his mind
will receive some impression, and that when he finishes the
" inspired volume" he will hav some opinion as to the character of Jehovah. Has he the right to express that opinion?
Is the Btble a revelation from God to man? Is it a revelation to the man who reads it, or to the man who does not
read it? If to the man who rPads it, has he the right to giv
to others the revelation that God has given to him? If he
comes to the conclusion at which you hav arrived-that Jehovah is God-has he the right to express that opinion?
If he concludes, as I hav done, that Jehovah is a myth,
must he refrain ~rom giving his honest thm1ght? Christians
dn not hesitate to giv their opinion of heretics, philosophers,
and Infidels. They are not restrained by the ·•Jaws of social
morality and decency." They hav persecuted to the extent
C~f tbeir power, and tht>ir Jphovah pronounced upon unbelievers every cur,e capable of being expressed in the Hebrew
dialect. At this moment, thousands of missionaries are attacking the gods nf the heathen world, and heaping contempt
on the religion of others.
But as you hav seen proper to defend Jehovah, Jet us for a
moment examin this deity of the ancient Jews.
If you will read again Deut. xxvtii, you will find how Jehovah, the compassionate, whose name is enshrined in so
many hearts, threatened to use his power:
The Lord shall smite thee with a consnmnUon, and with a fever,
and wnh an mfiammatiou, and with an extreme ourniug, and with
tbe sword, and with bhtst•ng aud mildew. Aud thy .l.leaveu that is
over thy bead •hall" be brass, and t-be earth tbat is under thee shall
be iron. The Lord shall malie the rain of thv laud powder aurl
ilnst. . . • • And thy carcass aball"be meat unto all fowl• of tbe
air and unto tbe beasts uf ·he ~>arth, • • • • Tbe Lord •bali
amite thea with madne•• and blindness. And tbon •halt ~at oft be
fruit of tbine owu hor!y, t-he fia•b of thy son• and thy daugbtPrB·
The tend~r and dehcate woman amonll :ron, • • her AYA •ball be
evil • . • toward her young one and towar.i her children which
she shall b~a.r; for abe shall eat them.
Should it be found that these curses were in fact uttered
by the god of hell, and that the translators had made a mistake in attributing them to Jehovah, could you say th&t the
sentiments expres8erl are inconsistent with the supposed character of the lnfinit Fiend?
A nation is jurlged by its laws-by the punishment it
inflicts. The nation that punishes ordinary offenses with

death is rPe:arded as barbarmtR, and the nation that tortures
before it kills is denounced as ~avHge.
What can you say of the government of Jphov~th, in which
death was the penalty for hunrlred~ of off•·nses ?-rleath for
.the expr"ssion of an hone~t thought-death for touchin~ with
a good intention a 13acred ark-death .for making hair oilfor eating shew bread-for imitating inc<•nse and perfumery?
In the history of the world a more cruel. code cannot be
found. Crimes sel'm to hav been invented to gratify a fiendish desire to shed the blood of men.
Let me call your attention to a few passages in Deut. xiii:
· If tby brnt.her, the Ron of t.by mothPr, or thy •on, or thy
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t~r. or t.he w1fe of rby bo•nm, or t.hy fl"i•·n<l, which is aa t.hine own
ow" soul, entio·e thee •ecretly, ~aying LAt. u• go anrl serve othPr
gnda, . • • thou •to•l• not con•etll nnro him, nor hearken unto
him: n~itber shall thme Pye p1>v him, nPither •halt thi>U spare,
n~1ther shalt thou con·JPRl him: but t.hon shalt surely kt•l hrm;
thme hand shall bH fir•r upnn him to put h1m to rle~tt.h, ar•d af•erwards 1he homrt of all the people. An:l thou Bttalt stone him with
stones, th~tt he dte.
Is it pos~ible for you to find in the literature of this world
more awful passages than these? Did ever savagery, with
strane:e and uncouth nmrks. with awkward fnrms of beast
and bir<i, pollute the dripping; walls of caves with ~ncb cnmmands? Are the@e the words of infinit m~ercy? Wben they
were uttered, dirl "righteousness and peace kiss each other?"
How can any loving man or woman "eneircle the name of
Jehovah "-author nf the~e worrls-" with profimnd~>st rever•·nce and Jove?" D,) I r1·bel because my "constitution is
warped, impaired; anrl dislocated?" Is it because of •· total
dPpravity" that I denounce the brutulity of Jehovah? If
my Leart were only good-if I Joverl my neighbor as myself
-would I then see infinit ml'rcy in these hideous words?
Do I Jack '' reverPn ial calm?"
These frightful passages, like coiled adders, were in the
hParts of Jehovah's choBen people when they crucified" the
8inless Man."
Jehovah did not tplJ the husbano to reason with his wife.
Slle was to be answererl oulv with rleath. She was to be
brni~ed and manglerlto a bleeding, shapeless mass of quivering flesh, for having br~athed an honest thought.

By the quPRtinn I askerl of Dr. Field, the intention was to
•how that Jephthah, when he sacrificed his daughter to
Jehovah, was as much the slave of superstition as is the Bind•JO mother when she throws her babe into the yellow waves
of the Ganges.
·
It set•ms that this savage Jrphthah was in direct communication with Jehovah at Mizpeh, and that he made a vow unto
the Lord and said :
If 1hou •halt withon~ fail do liver the children of Ammon into
miuehaud•, then it•h"ll he that wllat•oPvPrc·metb fdrth of tbe
rlool"A of my huu•e to m.. et me, when I return in pPac<> frnm the·
children of Ammon, •h"Jlsu1ely be the Lord'o, and I will offdr it
up as a burnt t•ffering.
In the first place, it is perfectly clear that the sacrifice
intended was a human sacrifice, from the wor1ls: "that
whatsoever cometh fortll of the doors of my house to meet
me." Some human beine:-wife, daughter, ·frienrl, was expt>cted to come. According to the account, his daughttrhis only dijughter-his only chilrl-came fir~t.
If Jephtbah was in communication with God, why did
God allow this man to make tllis vow; and why rlid he allow
the daughter that he loved t0 be first, an1l why did he keep
~ilent and allow the vow to be kept, while fi11mes devourtd
the daughter's flesh?
St. Pt~ul is not authority. He praises Samnel, the man
who hewed Agag in pieces; Dllvtd, who compellerl hundrerls to pass under the ~aws and harrows of cleath. and
many others who ~bed the blood of.the innocent ancl helpli:!ss.
Paul is an unsafe e:uide. He wbn commends the brutalities
of the past, sows t"Ge seeds of future crimr·s.
If •· believers are not obligerl to approve of the conduct of
Jephthah "are they frPe to condemn the conduct of Jehovah?
1f you will rt'ad the account yon will see that the •· spirit of
the Lord wasuponJephtbah" when he rnade the crud vow.
If Paul did not commenrl JPphtbah for kt eping this vow,
what was the act that excited his admiration? Was it be.
cause Jephthab slew on the banks of the Jordan" forty and
two tbous!lnd" of tbe sons of F.phraim?
In regard to Abmham, the argument is precisely the same,
except that Jehnvah is said to hav interfered, and allowed an
ammal to be slain instead.
One of ttie answers given by you is that "it may be allowed that the narrativ is not within our comprehension;"
anrl for that re11son yon say that "it behooves us to tread
c3.utiously in approaching it." Why cautiously?
You hav taken the position that the condition.s are different; and yon say that: "According to the book of Genesis,
Adam and Eve were placed under a Jaw, not of consciously
perceived rigllt and wrong, but of simple obedience. The
tree of which alone they were forbidden to eat was the tree
of knowledge of good and evil ; duty lay for them in follow.
ing the command of the most high, before and until they berame cap>tble of apprl'ciating it by an ethical stand11rd.
1'h~>ir knowledge was but that of an infant wbo has just
reached the stage at which he can comprehend that he iM ordered to do this or that, but not the nature of the things so
ordered''
.
If Aclam and Eve could not "consciously perceive right
and wrong." how is it possible for you to say that " duty lay
for them in following the command of the most high?'.' How
can a person" incapable of perceiving rigt1t and wrong" hav
.an idea of duty? You are driven to say that Adam and Eve
bad n'> moral sense. How under such circumRtances· could
they hav the sense of guilt, or of obligation? And why
should such persons be punisbf'd? And why should the
whole human ruce b~.:come tainted by the offense of those
who had no moral s1·nse?
Another word as to Abraham. You defend his willingness to kill hiR ~on bec!IIISe ·• the estimate of human life at
the time was different, ''-because "the position of the father
in the family was different; its members were regarded as in
some sen~e his propert.)~ ;" and because "there is every reason to suppose that around Abraham in the' Jand of Moriah'
the pracuce of human sacrifice as an act of religion was in
full vigor."
Let us examin these three excuses. Was Jehovah justified in ptltling a low estimate on human life? Was he in
t:aruest w ben be said "that, who~o sheddeth mRn's blood, by
man shall his blood be shed?" Did he ptinder to the barba.
ri11n view of the worthle•sness of life? If the estimate of
human ltfe was Jow, what was the sacrifice worth?
Was ~lie son the .Property of the father? D1d Jehovah uphold thts savage v1ew? Had the father the right to sell or
kill his child?
Do you dl'fend Jehovah and Abraham bt>cause the ignorant
wretches in the "land of Moriah," knowing nothing of the
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true Gnrl, cut the throats of their babes " as an act of religinn.?"
.
Was JPhovah leo awav by the Pxample of the gods of Moriah ? Do you not ~Pe that your excuses are simply the sugge•tions of othPr crime~?
Yon ~ee clearly t.hR.t the Hebrew mother, when she throws
her babe into the Gang:e• at the command of her goo, " ~ins
against first prinr.iples ;" but you excusH Abraham bPcause
he liver) in the chilrlhood of thH race. C>J.n Jehovah be .PX. cused b~cause of his youth? Not sati~fied with yonr explanation, vour defenses anrl excusPs, you t11ke the gronnd that
when Abraha!ll ARid, "My son, God will provide a Jamb for
a burnt offertng," he may lmv" bP-lieverl implicitly that a
way of rescue would be found for hi• son'' In other words
that Abrahllm rlirl not beliPve that he would be requirPd t~
shed the blood of Isaac So that,11fter all, the faith of Abraham. consisted in, "believing implicitly" that Jehovah was
not. 10 earneRt.
Yon hav d\Rcovered a way by which, as vou think, the·
neck: of orthodoxy can esr,ape the noooe of Darwin, and in
that connection you use this remarl<able language:
"I should rPply that the moral history of man, in its principR.I stream, has been distinctly an evolution from the first
until now."
It is hard to see how this statement ag:rees with the one in
the beginning of your RBmarks, in which you speak of the
human constitution in its "warped, impaired, and dislocated" condition. Wh"n you wrote that line you were certainly a theolo.gian-a believer in the Episcopal creed-and
your mind, by mere force of habit, was at that moment contemplating man as he is supp()sed to hav been created-perfect in every part.- At that time you were endeavoring to account for the unbelief now in the worlrl, and you did this bv
stating that the human con~titution is " warped, impaired,
and dislocated;" but t.be moment. yon are brought face to face
with the gr~at truths uttered by Dctrwin, you admit " that.
the moral history of man has been distinctly an evolution
from the first unt.il now.'' I• not this a fountain that brings
forth sweet and bitt!'r w11.ters?
·
I insi~t. that the rliscoveries of Darwin do away aboolntely
with the inRpimtion of the scriptures-with the account of
creation in Genc·sis-and demon~tmtenot simplv the falsity.
not ~imply the wickedness, but the foolishness, of the" sacred
volume."
If you are convincerl that Moses and Darwin are in exact
accord, will you be good enough to t!'ll who. in your jurlgment, were the parents of Allam and E:ve? Do you find in
Darwin any theory that Fatisfactorily accounts for the " inspired fact" that a rib. commencing with monogonic prop'l.gation-falling into halVl'S OJ a contraction in the midl)leI:caching-, after many uges of evolntion, the amphigonic stage,
anrl then, by the survival of the fittest, assisted by natural
selection, molded and morlifierl by environment, became, at
last, the mother of the human race?
·
According to your idea, Jehovah prepared a home for· his
children-first a garden in which they should be tempted and
from which tbPy sbo[Ild be rlriven; then a world filled with
briers and thorns anrl wild and poisonous beasts-a world in
which the air shoulrl be tilled with the enpmies of human
life-a world in which disea~e should be contagious, and in
which it was impossible to tell, r•xcept by actual experiment,
the poisonous from tile nutritious. And these children werp
allowed to Jiv in r.Ln~ and hole~ and fight their way against
monstrous serp~nts 11.nd crouehmg bLasts-were allowt'd to
liv in ignorance and fear-to bav false ideas c..f this good and
loving God-ideas so false that they made of him a fiendideas so false tl.Jat they sacrifiePd their wives and babes to
appease the imaginary wrath of this mon~ter. And this God
gave to d>fferenL nations dilf·~rent ide!l.s of him•elf, knowing
that in conotquence ,,f that thllse nations·would meet upon
countles11 fields of death anrl drain each other's veins.
Would it not hav been better barl the world been so that
p'l.rents would transmit only their virtues-only their perfec.
tions, physical and mental-allowing their diseases and their
· vices' to pPrish with them?
In my Reply to Dr. Fteld I had asked : Why should Gorl
demand a sacrifice from man? Why should the infinit ask
anything from the finite? Should . the sun beg from t.I;Ie
glow-worm, and should the momentary spark excite the envy
of t.he source of light?
Upon whieh you remark, "that if the infinit is to make
no demands upon the finite, by parity of reasoning, the
great and strong should scarcely make them on the weak
and small."
Can this he called reasoning? Whv should the infinit demRnd a sacrifice from man? In the first place, the infinit is
conditionless-the infioit cannot want-the infinit has. A
conditioned being may want; but the gratification of a want
involves a change of condition. If God be conditionless, be·
can bav no wants-consequently, no human being can gratify
the iufinit.
llnt yon insist that "if the infinit is to make no demands
,upon the finite, by parity of reasoning the great and strong_
should scarcely malw t,!J.em on the weak and small."
The great hav wants. Tlle strong are often in need, in
peril, anrl the great anrl strong often need the services of the
small and weak. It was the mouse that freed the lion.
Englan·d is a great and powerful nation-yet she may need
the assistance of the weal{est of her citizens. The world is
filled with illustrations.
The lack of logic is in this : The infinit cannot want anything; the strong and the great may, and as a fact always
do. The great and the strong cannot help the infinit-they
can help tlJe small and the weak, and the small and the weak
can often help the great and Rtrong.
.
You ask: •· Why then should the father make demands of
love, obedir~ncr, anrl sacrifice from his young child?"
N<> sensible father ever demanded love from his child.
Every civilized f>tt.her knows that love ri~es like the perfume
from a fi,lwer. Yon eaonot command it by simple authoritv.
It Cti.Utll)t obev. A fatuer dem'\ntls obethence from a chilrl
for the g·)Od of the chiJ,Iand for the g()orl of himself. But
supp>1se the father t.o be infinit-w)ly suould the child sacrifice anything f,lr him?
B 1t it may be that you answer all these questions, all these
difficulties, by admitting, as Y<IU hav in yo.ur l~11marks, "that
these problems are insoluble by our understanding."
Why. then, do you accept them? Why do you defend
that which ycu cannot understand? Why does your reason
volunteer as a soldier under the flag of the incomprehensible?
I asked of Dr. Field, and I ask ag11in. this question: Why
l.lhould an infinitly wi•e and powertul God de~troy the good
anrl preserve the vile?
Wnat do I mean by this question? Simply this : The
':!arthquake, the ligh.tning, the pestilence, are no respecters
of per~ons. The vile are not always destroverl, the good are
not always saved. l asked : Why should God treat all alike
in this world, and in another make an iufinit difference?
This, I suppose, is "insoluble to our understanding."

...

Why should Jehovah aJlow his worsbipt'rs, his adorers. to
be destroved · bv his enemies? Can you by any possibility
anower this question?
,
·
You may account for all these inconsistencies, these cruel
contradictions, as John WeRley accounted for earthquakes
when be in~istPd that they were produced by the wickedness
of men, an~! that the only wav to prPvent them was for everybody to believe on the Lord Jesuq Christ. And yon maybav
some WRY of showing that Mr. Wesley's idea is entirely consistent with the theories of Mr. Darwin.
Ag:ain and ae:ain yon hav called me to account for " mere
suge:estions and assertions without proof;" and yet your remarks are filled with assertions and mere suggestions without proof.
·
Yon arimit that "p:reat believers are not able to explain
the inpqualities of arljustment betwpen human beings and
the conditions in which they hav been set down to work out
thPir de~ tiny."
How do you know " that they hav been set down to work
out their destiny?" If that was, and is, tile purpose, thPn
the being who settled the" destiny," anrl the means by which
it was to be "·worked out," is responsible for all that happens.
And is this the eJJd of your argument, "That you are not
able to explain the inequalities of Adjustment between human bein~rs ?'' Is the solution of this problem bPvond your
power? Does the Bible shPd no light? I• the Christian in
the presence of this question as dumb as the Agnostic?
vVhen the injustice of this world is so flagrant that you can
nAt harmonize that awful fact with the wisdom and goodness of an infinit God, do you not SPe that you hav surrentlered, or at least that you bav raisPd a flag of truce beneath
which your 11.dversarv accepts as final your statement that
yon do not know and that vour imagination is not sufficient
to frame an excuse for God ?
Hav you abandoned J'phovah? Is man more just than hE'?
Hav yon appealed from him to the standarrl of reason? Is
it possible that the )pader of the English Liberals is nearer
civilized than Jehovah?
Do you know that i.n this sentence von demonstrate the
existence <if a dawn in your minrl? This sentence makes it
certain that in the east of the midnight of Episcopal superstition there is the herald of the coming day. And if this sentence shows a dawn. what shall I say of the npxt:
"We are not entitled, either for or against belief, to set up
in this province any rule of investie:ation except such as common sense leaches us to use in the ordinary conduct of lifP?''
This certainly is a morning star. Let me take this statement, Jet me hold it as a torch, and by its light 1 beg of you
to read t.be Bible once again.
Is it in accordance with reason that an inflnitly p:ood and
loving· God would drown a world that be had t~tken no
means to civilize-to whom he had givpn no Btble, no
e;ospel-taught no scientific fact,. and in which the seeds of
art had not been sown: that he woulrl !'reate a world that
ought to be drowned? That a b£>ing; of infinit wisdom wonlrl
create a rival, knowine; that the riv11.l would fill perdition
wit.h countless souls destined to suffer pternal pain ? Is it.
according to common sense that an infinitly good God would
order some of his children to kill otberR? That he would
commtnHl soldiers to rip open with the sworrl of war the
bodies of women-wreaking vengeance on babes unborn? Is
it ac_corrling to reason that a good, loving, compassionate,
and JIIRt God would establish slavery among men, and that a
pnre God would uphold polyg:amy? Is it accorrling to common sense that be who wished to make men merciful and
loving would demand the sacrifice of animals, so that his
11.ltars would he wet with the blood of oxen, sheep, and
doves? Is it accordine; to reason that a good God would
inflict tortures upon his igno•ant children-that he would
torture animals to death-and is it in accordance with common sense and reason that this God would create countless
billions of people knowing that they would be eternally
damned?
·what is common sense? Is it the result of observation,
reason, and experience, or is it the child of credulity? ,
There is this curious fact : The far past and the far future
seem to belone; to the miraculous and the monstrous. The
present, as a rnle, is the realm of common sense. If yon say
to a man, "Eighteen hundred years ago the dead were
raiserl," he will reply," Yes, I know that." And if you say,
"A hundred thousand years from now all the dead will be
raised," he will probably reply, "I presum9 so." But if you
tell. him, "I saw a dead man raised to-rlay," he will ask,
"From what madhouse hav you escaped?''
The moment we decide "according to reason," "according to tile balance of evidence," we are chare;ed with "having violated the Jaws of social morality and decency," and
the defender of the miraculous and the incomprehensible
takes another position.
The theologian has a city of refuge to which he flies-an
old breastwork behind which he kneels-a rifle-pit into
which he crawls. You hav described this city, this breast.
work, this rifle-pit, and· also the leaf under which the ostrich
of theology thrusts its head. Let me quote :
'' Our demands for evidence must be limited by the general
reason of the case. Does that general reason of the case
make it probable that a finite being, with a finite place in a
comprehensiv scheme devisPd and administered b_v a being
who is infinit, would be able even to embrace within hi8
view, or rightly to appreciate all the motivs or aims that
there may hav been in the mind of the divine disposer?"
And this is what you call "deciding by the use of the
faculty of reason," "according to the evidence." or at least,
"according t<i the balance of evidence." Tuis is a conchtsion reached by a " rule of investig11.tion such as common
sc'nse teaches us ·to 'use in the ordinary conrluct of life."
Wtll you hav the kindness to explain what it is to act contrary to evidence, or contrary to common sense? Can you
imagin a Fuperstition so gross that it cannot be defended by
that argument?
Nothmg, it seems to me, could hav been e11.sier than fot
Jehovah to hav reasonably explained his scheme. You may
answer that the human intel•ect is not sufficient to understand the explanation. Why then do not theologians stop
explaining? Why do they feel it incumbent upon them to
explain tnat which they admit God would hav explained ilad
the liuman mind been capable of understanding it?
How much better would it hav been if Jehovah had said a
few things 0n these subjects I It always seemed wonderful
to me that he spent several days and nights on Mount Sinai
explaining to Moses how he could detect the presl'nce of
leprosy without once thinking to giv him a prescription for
its cure.
There were thousands and thousands of opportunities for
this God to withdraw from these questions the shadnw and
the cloud. When Jehovah out of the whirlwind a~kf'd qnestions of Jnb, how much better it would hav been if Job had
asked arid Jehovah had llnswered!
You say that we should be governed by evidence and by

common sense. Then you tell us that the questions are beyond the reach of reason, and wlth which common sense has
nothing to do. If we then a8k for an explanation, you reply
in the scornful challenge of Dante.
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Would it not h!lv been better if Christ had told his
disciples that they must not persecute; that they had no
right to destroy their fellow-men; that thPy n:ust not put
heretics in dungeons, or destroy them with flames ; that
they must not invent and use instruments of torture; that
they must not appeal to brutality, nor endeavor to sow with
bloody bands the seeds of peace? Would it not hav been
better had he said : •· I come not to bring a· sword, but
peace?'' Would not this hav saved countless cruelties and
countless lives?
You seem to think that you hav fully answered my objection when you say that Christ taught the absolute indissolubility of marriage.
Why should a husband and wife be compelled to liv with
each other after love is dead? Why should tile wife still
be bound in indissoluble chains to a husband who is cruel,
infamous, and faille? Why should her life be destroyed
because of his? Whv should she he chained to a criminal
and an outcast? Nothing can be more unptlilosoptiic than
this. Why till the world with the children of indi.lference
and hatred?
The marriage contract is the most important, the most
sacred, that human bein_e;s can make. It will be sacredly
kept by good men and by good women. But if a loving
woman-tender, noble, and true-makes this contract with
a man whom she belteved to be worthy of all respect and
love, and who is found to be a cruel, worthless wretch, why
should her life be lost ?
Do you not know that the indissolubility· of the marriage
contract leads to its violation, forms an excuse for immorulity. eats out the very heart of truth, and givs to vice that
which alone belongs to love?
But in order tllat you may know why the objection was
raised, I call your attention to the fact tllat Ctm~:~t offered a
reward, not only in this world but in another, to any bushand who would desert his wife. And do you know tllat
this hideous offer caused millions to desert their wives and
cbtldren?
You hav called me to an account for what I said in regard to Ananias and Sapphira. First, I am charged with
having satd that the apostles conceived the idea of having
all thingd in cummon, and you denounce this as an interpolation; second, ·• that motivs of prudence are stated as a
matter of (act to hav influenced the offending couple "-and
this is churged as an interpolatiOn; aud, third, that I stated
that the apostles sent for the wife of Ananias-and this is
cbaracteri~ed as a pure invention.
To me it seems reasonable to suppose that the idea of having all things in common was conc~tved' hy those who bad
nothing, or had the least, and not by those who had plenty.
In the last verses of Acts iv you will find this: ·
Neirher wi\s there any among them that Jacked, for as many as
were pos.es.ed of lando or honi!ed sold thllw, aud brought tile
prices of tllll tbtngB tllat \\'llre sold, and Jatd ttu'm dowu ~t the
aooorles' feet: and distr•h'ltton wa• JUatle unto everY mau according a~ be h~t<l Dlled. Aod J<.~.es, wnu by thll IIP.,dtleo was oUI"Illlmtd
Baruabao (wUich 18, beiUiiC IDt.,rpreted, thll .on or COUHOJ .. uou), .a
Levite aod of the conutry of Oypruo, havmg laud, HJid it, and
uroUJ!'ht the mon.,y, and Jatd it at tile apootles• feet.

Now, it occurred to me that the idea was in all probability
suggested by the men at whose feet the property was laid.
lt never entered my mind that thE> idea originated with thuse
who had land for sale. There may be a different standard
by which human nature is measured in your country, tnan
in mine; but if the thing nad happened in the United
8tates, 1 feel absolutely positiv that it would hav been at the
suggestion of the ll.postles.
Auanias, wttb Ba.~opbira, his wife, sold a possession and kept b•ck
pRrt uf tile pr.ce, bts .VI'" aleo belllg llriVY to It, and bronghL a
certalu part and laid it at thtl a.P'.lBLie•' feet.

In my Letter to Dr. Field I stated-not at the time pretending to quote from the New Testament-that Ananias
and Sappbiru, after talking tile matter over, not being tntirely Aatisfied with the collaterals, probably concluded to
keep a httle-just enough to keep them from starvation if
the good and pious bankers should abscond. It never oecurred to me that anv man would imagin that this was a
quotation, and I feel like asking your par~on for having Jed
you into this error. We are informed tn the Bthle that
·• they kept back·a part of the price." It occurred to me,
•• judging by the rule of investigation according to common
sense," that there was 1o reason for this, and I could think of
no reason except that they did not care to trust the apostles
with all, and tbat they kept back just a little, thinking it
might be useful if the rest should be lost.
According to the account, after Peter bad made a few remarks to Ananias,
Anania& fell down anrl gave up the ghost; • • • and the
yonug mPn arose, wnuud htm np, and ca ried him out, and bnrie_d
bim. And it w..a abunt th" sp..ce of t11ree honrs after, when his
w1fe. not knowmg what was don.,, came 1n.

Whereupon Peter sa.i.d:
Tell me whtther ye sold the land for so much 1 And sbe said,
Yea, for so muon 'l'hco P .. ter HBid nut.o ll.,r, How i• lt thBt ye
hav a!lreed toll'etber to rempt the spirit of thl' Lord 1 D ,bold, tne
feet of tbem wbtch hav bnrted thY hn~band ar" at tbe door, Rud
sh•li carry tbee ollt. Tbeu fell Hbe down straJgbtway at his feet,
and '"lelded up the gbosL; and the yuuug 'llen cam" m, and found
her dead, and, carrymg her forth, bnrilld her by llllr hudbaod.

The only objection fo~_nd to this ts, that I inferred that the
apostles had sent for her. Sending for her was not the
offense. The f~~oilure to tell her what had happened to her
bushand was the offense-keeping his fate a secret from her
in order that she might be caught in the same net that h11od
been set for her husband by Jehovah. This was the offense.
This was the mt'an and cruel thing to which I objected.
Hav you answered that.?
Of course, I feel sure that the thing never occur~ed-the
prob.. bthty being that Ananias and 8appbtra never ltved and
never dted. It is proba.bly a story mvented by the early
church to make the collection of subscriptions somewhat
easier.
And yet. we find a man in the nineteenth century, foremost of his fellow-eitizens in the affairs of a great nation,
upholding this barbaric view of God.
Let me beg of you to use your reason "according to the
rule sul!gested by common sense." Let us !lo what little we
can to rebcue the reputation, even of a Jewish myth, from
the calumnies of ignorance and fear.
So, again, I am charged with having given certain words
as a quotation from the Btble in which two passages are
combmed-" They who believe and are baptized snail be
sllved, and they who believe not shall be damned. And
these shall go away into everlasting fire prepared for the
devil and his angels."
They were gtven as two passages. No one for a moment
supposed that they would be read together as one, and no
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one imnginPd that anyonP in answerin~ the argument would
he led to believe that they w~re intended as one. Neither
waH there in this the 8lij!htrst negligence, as I was answering- a man who is perf< ct ly familiar with the Bible. The objcPtipn was too small to make. It is hardly large enough to
answer-and bud it not been made by you iL would not hav
been answered.
You are not ~atisfied with what I hav saiil upon the sub-.
ject of immortality. What I said wa~ this: The idea of immortality, that like a sea has ebbed and flowed in the human
heart, with its countless waves of hope and fear beating
against the shqres and rocks of time and fate, was not born
of any book, nor of any cre.-d, nor of any religion. It was
born of lmman affection, and it will continue to ebb and flow
bencath the mists and clouds of doubt and darkness as long
as love kisses the lips of death.
You answer this by saying that "the Egyptians were
believers in immortality but were not a people of high intelIectual devtlopment." '
How such a statement tends to answer what I hav said is
beyond my powers of discernment. Is there the slightest
connection bet~cPn my statemPnt and your objection?
You m!lke still another answer, nod ~ay that" the ancient
Greeks were a race of perhaps unparalleled intellPctual capacily, ami· that notwithstamling that, the most powerful mind
of Ihe Greek philosophy, that of Aristotle, h<~d no clear conception of a personal existence in a future stale?" May I be
allowed to ask this simple question: Who bas?
Are you urging an objection to tbe do~ma of immortality,
when you sav that a race of unparalleled Intellectual capacity
bar! no contidenc~ in it? Is t bat a. doctrin believed only by
people w hn lack mtellectual capamty? I Maied that the idea
of immoriality was born of love. You reply, "The Egyptians believed it. but they were not intdlectual." I~ not this
a non 1Jfqu£tur? The question is, Were they a loving people?
Do~R lliRtory ehow Ihat there is a moral governor of thP
worlu?. vVbut »itnesses shall we call? The billions of
sluvt>s wbo were paid with blows ?-the countless mothers
whose babes were sold? Hav we time to examin the vVal.
denHs, the Covenanters of l:lcotlantl, the Catholics of Ireland,
the victims of St. Bartholomew, of the Spanish Inquisition.
all those who bav died in flames? Shall we bear the story
of Bmno? Sball we ask S.. rvetus? l:lhall we ask the millions elaughtHed by Christian swords in America -all the
victims of ambition, of pc·rjury, of ignorance, of superstition
and revenge, of storm and earthquake, of famin, flood, and
fire?
I still insist tbat human affection is the foundation of the
idea of immortality; that love was the first to speak that
word, no matler whether they who spoke it were savage or
civilized, Egyptian or Gre~k. But if we are immortal-it
there be nnotber world-why was it not clearly set forth in
the Olct Testament? Certainly, the authors of that book
had an opportunity to learn it from the Egyptians. Wh,
was it not revea!t d by Jebovah? Why did he waste hi.b
time in giving orders for the consecration of priests-in saying that the~ m':lst hav sheep's blood put_ on ~heir right ears
and on th•·tr nght thumbs and on tbetr rtght big toes?
Could a God wiib any sense of humor giv such directions or
watch witltout huge laughter the performance of such a
ceremony? In order to see the beauty, the depth, and tendt-rne~s of such a consecration, is it essential to be in a state
of ''reverent tal calm?"
Is it not strange that Christ did not tell of another world
distinctly, clearly, without parable, and without the mist of
metaphor?
The 1act is that the Hindoos, the Egyptians, the Greeks,
and the Homans taught the immortality of the soul, not as a
glittering g•tess-a possible perhaps-but as a clear and
demoustrated truth, for many centuries before the birth of
Christ.
If the Old Testament proves anything, it is that death
ends all. And the N.-w Testament, by basing immortality
on tile resurrection of the body, but "keeps the word of
promis to our ear and breaks it to our hnpe."
In my Rt·ply to Dr. Field, I said: "The truth is, that no
one can justly be held responsible for his thoughts. The
b1ain thinlls witbout asking our consent; we believe, or dis.believe, without an effort of the will. Belief is a result. It
is the r:fft·ct of evidence upon the mind. The scales turn in
spite of him who watches. There is n·o opportunity of being
honest or dishonest in the formation of an opinion. The
conclusion is entirely independent of desire. We must belkve, or we must doubt, in spite of what we wish."
Do~s Ibe brain think without our consent? (Jan we control our thought? Can we tell what we are going to think
to-morrow?
Can we stop thinking?
Is belief the result of that which to us is evidence, or is it
a product of the will? Can the scales in which reason
weighs evidence be turned by the will? Why, then, should
evitlence be. weighe<i? If it all depends on the "'ill, what is
evidt-nce? Is there any opportunity of being dishonest in
the formation of an optnion ? Must not the ruan who forms
the opinion lmow what it is? He c"nnot knowingly cheat
him•eJf. He cannot be deceived with dice that be loads.
Ee cannot play uufatrly at solitaire without knowing that he
has lost the game. He caunot knowingly weigh with false
scales and bell eve in t be .correctness of tne re~ult.
You hav not even attempted to answer my arguments upon
these pomts, but you h!tv unconsciOusly avoided them. You
did not attack the citadel. In military parlance, you proceeded to "shell the woods." The noise is premsely the
sarue as though every shot had been directed against the enem_} •s position, but tile result is not. You do not seem willing to implimtly trust tbe correclness of your aim. You
prdtr to place the l!trget after the shot.
'!he question is whether t~e will knowingly can change
evtdeuee, and whether there IS any opportunity of being Olshonest in the formation of an opmion. You hav changed
the ts:me. You hav erased the word formation and interpolated the word cxpn:ssion·.
kt us ~x,.mm.}om case: If a father is consciously swayed
~Y. his love tur his son, and for that reason sa} s that his son
IS muocent, then he bus nut expressed his opinion. If he is
uucomciously ~:owayed and says that his son IS innocent, then
he ht~s <cxp•essed his opmion. ln both insiances his opinion
was inde]Jtntl<:nt of his will; but in the first instance ue did
not exprt:ss his opinion. You will certainly see this distinction betwttn the tOJmauon and the expression of an
optnton.
Tbe sall!e argument applie~ to the mat;~ who consciomly
hns a dHtre to condenw. t:lucb a conHcwus desire cannot
affect the testimony-cannot affl'ct the opinion. Queen
E,,zbbeth unduubtr·dly desired tbe deHth of Mury Stuart but
this cuusc1ou- 1tesire could not hav been the toundauo'n on
whtch re"ted E1izubeth's opinion as to the guilt or innoc.,nce
of her rival. lt IS barely posstble that Elizabeth did not express her real opinion. Do you believe that the English

!accordance
judges, in the matter of the Popish Plot, gave judj!mPnt in
with their opinions? Are you sati8fied that
N>tpoleon expressed his reR.] opinion when he justified himself for the assassination of the Due d'Entrhien?
If you answer these questions in the affirmativ, you admit
that I am right. If you answer in the negativ, you admit
that you are wrong. The moment you admit 'that the opinion formed cannot be changed by expressing a pretended
opimon, your argument is turned against yourself.
It is admitted that prejudice strengthens, weakens, and
colors evidence; but prPjudice is honest. And when one
acts knowingly against the evidence, that is not by reason of
prejudice.
According to my views of propriety, it would be unhecoming for me to say that your argumtnt on these questions is
"a piece of plausible shallowness." Such language might
be re~arded as lacking" r~v~ren~ial calm.•: and I therefore
refram from even cbaractenzmg It as plaustble.
The dark contine~t of motiv and desire has t;~ever be_en explored. In the bram, that wondrous world wtth one mhabitant, there are recesses dim and_dark! treacherous sands and
dangerous sho~es,. where seeming sirens tempt and f!lcte;
streams that rtse m unknown lands from hidden spnngs.
~trange seas with ebb and flow of tides, resistless billows
urge~ by storms of flame, profound and awful depths hidden
by mist of dre_ams, obscure and phantom realms where vague
a_nd fearful thmgs are half revealed, jungles where p11ssion's
tigers crouch, aml skies of cloud and blue where fancies fl,
with P;BintPd wi!lgs _t~>at dazzle al!d mislead; and ~he poor
sovermgn of this ptctured world JS led by old destres and
ancient hates, and stained by crimes of many vanis~ed years,
and pmhed by hands that long ago were dust, until he feels
like some bewildered slave ·that Mockery has throned and
crowned.
. No one pretends that the mind of man is perfect-that it
Is not affected by desires, colored by hopes weakened by
fPars. deformed by ignorance, and distorted by superstition.
But all this has nothing to do with the innocence of opinion
It may be that the Thugs were taught that murder is
innocent; but did the teachers believe what they taught?
Did the pupils believe the teachers? Did not Jehovah teach
that the act which we describe as murder was a duty?
Were not his teachings practiced by Moses and Joshua an<!
Jephthah and Samud and David? Were they honest? But
wbat has all this to do with tse point at issue?
Society has the right to protect itself, even from honest
murderers and conscientious thieves. The belief of the
criminal does not disarm socie·y; it protects itself from him
"s from a poisonous serpent, or from a beast tllat livs on
human flesh. We are under no obligation to stand still and
allow our8elvs to be murdered by one. who honestly thinks
that it is his duty to take our lives. And yet according to
your argument, we hav no right to defend ourselvs from
honest Thu!!B. Was Saul of Tarsus a Thug when he perse.
cuted Christians "even unto strange cities?" Is the Thug of
India more ferocious than T01 q nemada, the Thug of Spain?
~f. belief depel:!ds upon the will, can all men hav correct
opmions who will to hav them? Acts are good, or bad,
accorrling to their consequencPB, and not according to the
intentions of the actors. Honest opinions may be wrong,
and opinions dishonestly expressed may be rignt.
Do you mean to sav that because passion and prejudice,
reckless "pilots 'twixt the dangerous shores of will and
judgment," sway the mind, the opinions which you hav
expressed in your Remarks to me are not your opinions?
Certainly you will admit that. in all probability you hav
prejudices and passions, and if so, can the opinions that you
hav expressed, according to your argument, be honest? My
lack of confidence in your argument give me perfect confidence in your candor. You may remember the philosopher
who retained his reputation for veracity in spite of the fact
that he kept saying, "There is no truth in man."
Are only those opinions honest that are formed without
any interference of passion, affection, habit, or fancy?
What would the opimon of a man without passions, affections, or fancies be worth? The alchemist gave up his
search for a universal solvent upon being asked in what
kind of vessel he expected to keep it when found.
Many will regret that you did not giv your views upon the
main questions-the principal issues-involved, instead of
calling attention, for the most part, to the unimportant. If
men were discussing the causes .and results of the FrancoPrussian war, it would hardly be worth while for a third
person to interrupt the argument for the pmpose of calling
attention to a misspelled word in the terms of surrender.
If we admit that man is responsible for his opinions and
his thoughts, and that his will is perf~ctly free, still these
admissions do not even tend to prove the inspiration of the
Btble, or the " divine scheme of redemption."
In my jud!!ment, the days of the supernatural are numbered. The dogma of inspiration must be abandoned. As
man advances-as his intellect enlarges-a• his knowledge
increases-as his ideals become nobler, the Bibles aud creeds
will lose their authomy-the miraculous will be classed with
the impossible, and the idea of speciul· providence will be
discarded. Thousands of religions hav perished, innumerable gods hav died, and why should the religion of our time
be exempt from the common fate?
Creeds cannot remain permanent in a world in which
knowledge increases. t:lcience and superstition cannot peaceably occupy the same brain. Tms is an age of investigation,
of discovery and thought. Science destroys the dogmas that
mi~:olead the mind and waste the tmergies of man. It points
out the ends that can be accomplished; takes into consleleration the limits of our faculties ; fixes our attention on the
affairs of this world, and erects b.,acons of warning on ti:Je
dangerous shores. It seeks to ascertain the. conditions of
health, to the end that life may be enriched and lengthened,
and it reads with a smile this passage :
And Gr>d wrought Fpecial miracles by the bands of Pan!, so that
from hl• body were brought uuto tbe •wk handkercuitf• or aprons,
and the dt•ea•es dtpa.rted from them, and the evtl•Plrits went oUt
of them.

Science is the enemy of fear and credulity. It invites investigation, challenges the reason, stimulates inquiry, and
welcomes the unbeliever. It seeks to giv food and shelter
and raiment, education and liberty, to the human race. It
welcorues every fact and every truth. It has flirnisbed a
foundation for morals, a philosophy for the guidance of man.
From all books it selects the good, and from all theories, the
uue. It seeks to civilize the human race by the cultivation
of the intellect and heart. It refines through art, music, and
the drama-giving voice and expression to every noble
thought. The mysterious does not excite the feeling of
worship, but the umb1tion to understand. It dues not pray
-it works. It does not answer inquiry with the malicwus
cry of" blasphemy." Its feelings are not hurt by contradiction, neither does it ask to be protected by law from the

laughter of heretics. It bas taught man that he cannot walk
beyond the horizon-that the q'tPstions of origin and destiny
cannot be n.nswered-that an infinit personality C!innnt be
comprehended bv a fioite being, anrl that the truth of any
system of religion btlSed on the supernatural cannot by any
po8Sibility be established-snell a religion not being within
the domain of evidence. And, abnve all, it teacbes that all
our duties Rre here-that all our oblig>tt ions are to sentient
beings; that intelligence, guided by kindness_, is the highest
possible wisrlom; and that "man believes not what he
would, but what he can "
And after all, it may be that " to ride an unbroken horse
with the reins thrown upon his neck "-as you chargA me
with doing-givs a greater variety of sensations, a keener
delight, and a better pro~pect of winning the race than to sit
solemnly astride of a dead one, in'' a deep reverential calm,"
with the bridle firmly in your hand.
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The Roll of Honor.
Hon. M. M. Secor, Racine, Wis .....•.................•...... $25 00
Jas. A. Smith, Hudson, N.Y.................................. 15 00
W. H Pepper, Petaluma. Cal................................. 10 00
Orto Wettsiein, RociJe!le, Ill (badge. pins)................ 10 00
F.tyette County (lnwu) Secular Uninn...................... 10.00
W. P. Brooks, M.D., Helena, Neb. (50 pamphlets) ...•
Jas. Lefieriy, Banner. Ida ....•...•.•............•...••.........
500
Wm. Pnillips, Algonquin, 111 •...•••••••••..•.••••.•.•.••.•••••
5 00
A. T. McMillan. vVamego, Kan ......•...........•............
5 75
Wunnebold Boerner, Cnicago ...............•.•...••..... ·..•• 5.00
Ban Jo:•e (Cal.) Secular Union (charter fee, per Mrs.
R. H Schwartz).............................. •............•.
5.00
Anaheim (Ct~l.) Secular Union (charter fee, per Mrs.
K. Parker) ....... :..............................................
5 00
St. L1mis Secular Union (char•er fee, per I. S. Lee)... 5 00
\1r. aml Mrs LRke, Gurettsville·, 0. ... ............ ......... 3 00
Thos. Knight, Cerescn, M•cn •...... ;......................... 2 00
P: B. Bosworth, Marseilles. Ill............................... 1.00
\At the head of the '' Roll of Honor" is the executiv
of the beautiful city of Racine, Wis., who takes a life
membership. From personal knowledge, I can say
he has and will continue to hold an enviable reputation as a Freethought mayor. When so many Freethinkers do their utmost to hide their light under a
bushel, it is some ~Satisfaction to note that one of the
most outspoken Infidels receives the suffrages of a
large majority of the citizens in a city formerly dammated by the presence of a sectarian college and a
goodly share of churches. This should teach timid
Freethinkers that even Christians respect them more
for true moral courage.
·
Jas. A. Smith, of Hudqon, N.Y., joins "our glori-·
ous company," adding $15 to a previous remittance
of $10, and a life certificate is forwarded. It is a
good way to begin a new life without having to be
" born again." May it be a pleasant and long, long
life to Brother Smith, for he and Leonard Giliger
hav evel'lastingly arom:ted t.hat Sleepy Hollow region,
giving no rest to the Rip Van Winkles of orthodoxy,
and hav nobly sustained the battle for universal
mental liberty in their efforts to obliterate (hy lectures and literature) the last trace of the appalling
nightmare which superstition has cast over huwanity.
To them it is a labor of love to straighten out the
furrows from human brows, by presenting the absurdity of the dogmas and creeds by which people
hav been held in worse than physical bondage; to
replace moans by ripples of laughter; to let the light
of reason, the joy of love, and human kindness assert
themselvs where ignorance and hypocrisy held undisputed sway. For these grand, self-imposed labors
we say, "All hail, yemen of Hudllon !"
From Petaluma, Cal., W. H. Pepper, the oldest
nurseryman in that region of luscious fruits and
fragrant :fL.Jwers, forwards $10 as his eontribution to
the Campaign Fund. From a comparativly fmbidding desert such men hav made the face of N "'ture
smtle, and now the aim of Brother Pepper is, doubtless, that humanity shall hav a similar legacy in the
undisturbed enjoyment of those glorious advantages
which that salubrious region possesses-that priestcraft shall not blight or stunt the onward march of
mental progress. Your stimulant is quite seasonable, Brother Pepper.
And thou, Rochelle, our own Rochelle,
Proud city of our- Wettstein!
For were it not for Otto who, among the Liberals
at least, would know of Rochelle, Ill 1 And who is
Itow so ignorant that he has not heard of the. beautiful
Freethought badge-pin he has designed? Rochelle,
through Wettstein, has become as famous for his
gems of intellect and his beautiful jew~>ls of adornmont as the city which succored the Huguenots of
France and which Macaulay has immortalized. Otto
Wettstein, in forwarding Brother Lefferty's donation,
sends $15 worth of badge pins for the good of the
cause-~UO for the American Secular U Lion and $5
for the Chicago society. We shall dtspoge of those
for currency as soon as possible; and hereby send
the thanks of each association to the philosopher of
northern Illinois.
Brother Wettstein's art1cle on

-

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JUNE 9, 1888.
" Astral Bodies," in last Saturday's Herald, made
them mie-hty "thin" inderd.
The Fayette count.v (Iowa) Secular Union held it.s
annual mePting May 24th, at which the pledge of $10
:made by Vice-president Wm. Redfield at the Congress was approved and paid. The Fayette county
Secularists are a spl~>ndid company, and Messrs. Redfield, Alex. Risk, and Daniel Davis hav all contributed
gen~>rously. and wish the next Congress could be
held at Chicago. J. S. Brewer has been elected
president; Thos. KlilPper, corresponding secretary;
recording secretary, A. D. Godfrey; treasurer, Wm.
Redfield; committee of arrangPments, Alex. RiRk,
Daniel Davis, John Pember, J. E. Krost, and Dr.
Mlitoon.
W. P. Brooks, M.D., feels deeply interested in the
success of the American Secular Union, and manifests it by forwarding fifty copies of his pamphlet
just published, to be sold for the benefit of the
Campai~n Fund, entitled, " Hard Times and the
Way Out." Mrs. Freeman has this to say of its
merits:
'rhat the doctor has sncceederl in marshaling a formidable
array of far.ts in support of the" government's right to i~sue
full legal tender moaey" will not be denied by the most big.
oted of his barrlpan opponents. He qnotes the New Ynrl1
Tribune as savin~r: "The time iR near when they [rhe
bank~] will feel themselvs comp!"lled to act strongly. Mean.
while a very !!:nod thing has been done. The machinery is
now furnished by which, in any emergency, the financial
corporations of .the EaRl can act together on a single day's
notice with ~ucb power that no act of CongreRs can overcome
.or resist their decision." From this anrl many other illustrations the doctor argues that "the people are bel pleas in the
banos of the money power," and" the boasted republic is at
the feflt of shylocks." As the procPeds of the sale of theRe
pamphlets is given to the American S!'cular Union, it is to be
hoped that those interested in the poverty of the people will
order from the secretary at once.
Jas. LPffllrty is the banner Liberal of the town of
Banner in Idaho, and he purposes to help the Secular Union, the American idea, in that bright and
prosperous land. _ Notice he waq sending to Brother
Wettstein for a gold watch, which shows be as a Lib"
eral purposes not only to get his money's worth but
also to patronize a friend of Freethought.
Brother Phillips, of Algonquin, Ill., who attended
the last Congress, forwards $5 to redeem his pledge.
and words of cheer and good-will to the cause. I
wish we could meet him at the next CongrPss, as be
is a wide-awake and thoroughgoing friend of mental
freedom.
A. T. McMillan sends for an annual memberabip,
and some literature to enlighten t.he hidebound peo. pie of his section. Brother McMillan is chief com·
mander of the Knights of Pythias, a man of position,
in1lnence, and integrit.y.
My old-time friend Wunnebold Boerner, proprietor
of tne Illinois Wire-work!', a member of our Union
and an uncompromiF~ing Freethinker, Sf'nds in hit~
pledge made at the Congress. Brother Boerner is a
"social reformer and inventor, a scientific and philosophic thinker. For nearly twelve years be has been
working to p~>rfect the application of a new motiv
power, atmospheric air pressure. On this he bas
spent 11o great deal of time, study, and money, ever
looking forward to itfl realization, although he doe@
not propose to neglect too mu11h his present requirements for a mere possibility. It is to be hoped hiP
idea will prove a benefit not only to himself, but to
thf'l world.
.
From Mrs. K. Parker and Mrs. R. H. Schwartz, of
AnAheim and San Jose· rpspectivly, we hav received
charter fee~, notice of which bas been already given.
I am here in "the future g-reat," in response to
several Macedonian cries to come over and help him
from our bard-working, tireless friend, I. S. Lee, who
has been laboring for an org-anization ever since be
came, which is now .fiat accompli. each of the following persons having subRcribf'd $1 for that purposf':
Major C. S. Ebaugh, Prof. Hv. Schwartz. Prof. G.
Banicelli, Mr. and Mrs. S A. Rend!, and l\Iiss Stella
C
Campbell. The latter, formerly of
bicago and
Colorado, is now a teacher here. l\Iajor Ebaugh is a
~~rentleman of wealth and social po~'ition, being president of several organizations. Dr. Schwartz holds
· · · f
"d t f
d" 1 ll
the enviable posltlOn
presJ en
a me JCa co ege,
and the rest are gentlPmeu of c.ulture. The organization is likely to take high rank from·t.be character
of the persons who are its moving spirits. Great
.credit is due Brother Lee for his persistent endeavors·
;at this most discouraging labor.
Mr. and Mrs. Lake, of Garrettsville, 0., -join in a
.donation and send words of cheer to the secretary,
;for which he is exceedingly grateful.
Mr. Thomas Knight, of Ceresco, Mich., though
,eighty-three, still keeps up his opposition to the
,quartet of churches which completely control his
town and neighborhood. The valor of old Mr.
Knight is like that of the knights of old.
Friend P. B. Bosworth, of Marseilles, Ill., sends
-$1 for leafl.ets. He proposes to keep up the good
:work be helped to inaugurate here at the Congress.
The Chicago Union desires to extend its t.hanks to
H. L. GrAen, editor and publil'lbPr of the Freethinkers' Magazine, of Buff<ilo, N. Y., for his generous and timely donation of copitllil 9! bi3 e~c~llent
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publicat.ion, together with many copies of Colonel and called to order. The music continued, and the
collection was proceeded with and $6 35 taken up.
Ing-et soli's maF~terly centennial oration.
Bennett then took the floor, and, asking permisSt. Louis, Mo.
E. A. STEVENS, Sec. A. S. U.
sion, proceeded to .read the following:
'
.
OAKLAND, CAL., May 25, 1888.
Clark Bradf'n Rightly Df'seribed.
8. P. PUTNAM, Sir: Will you read the inclosed challen~e
From the Oalrlnnll, Cal., Enf[ltirer.
to your audience to-night, .and state whether you hav the
The main· hall in the Medical College building con- courage to accept it ?
I will remove all basis for the subterfn~re by which you
tained an audi~>nce of some two hundred persons last
night [May 251hl, attracted by the announcement tried to cover your back-nut at Silverton, Ore., by this proposal. Y nu shall lay before a committee of fair-minded
that a free lecture would be deliverPd by S<~muel skPptics
the beRt indorsement you can get.
Putnam, presid~>nt of the American Secular Union,
I will lay down before the same committee as strong
upon the subject" Science and Theology." Near the indorsements as you cnn.
I will meet you before such committee, and they shall
door stood a table, upon which was displayed a collection of the literature of Liberalism and Free- decide, after hearing both sides, whether you are justified in
.
your excuses for refusing to meet me.
thought, including the works of Thomas Paine, VolWill you read this to your audience and answer it?
t.aire, Robert G. Ingersoll, Helen H. Gardener, the
Where is the courage of Infidelity and the presir!Pnt of its
League?
CLARK BRADEN.
lecturer, and otberP.
Shortly after 7:30 P.M. A. H. Schou announced
t.hat the audience would bA entertained by several se- Challenge to the InfldeUty oj tlte World. Propositions:
Clark. Braden will meet in public or!tl debate, or in written
lections by the Oakland Zither Club preceding the
debate, any Infidel living on the far.e of the e~trth. at any
lecture.
point where the English lan~ruage is spokeri, who bas oneThe speaker of the evPnin!?, Samuel P. Putnam, tenth the indorsement that he himself can furnish, on the
one of the editors of Freethought, a Liberal journal, following terms:
1. Do the great ideas and general principles inculcated in
and author of several books of poems and romances,
the language of the Israelite scriptnres of the Old Testament,
was then introduced. He was greeted with ap- and the Christian scriptures of the New Te•tament., and complause. He said :
pleted in the "inculcations of Jesus and his apoRtlPS, harScience and theolnjl.'V are two diffPrent ways of looking- at. monize with a right use of human rPason? Will they
t.be univerAe, msm, ·and oursPlvs. The time was when then]. secure the highest use of human reason? And will they
og-y rei!!nPd. Then the mind was enthrallPd ann the intelli- SPcure to man, here and hereafter, all the progress and hap!!ence of man bound down to dog-ma. Now thPre is a chang-e; piness of which man is capable?
Braden will affirm.
·
•r.iPnce is ~upreme and thou!!ht is free. Libernlity prevails.
2. Do the great ideas and general principles inculcated by
WbPn we are talking' about thflnlo~ry we must. diRtin~ruiAh betwePn that. and reli!!ion. Reli~rion is of the heart; theolnjl.'V. modern Secularism harmonize with a right. use of hnmsm
nf the mind. RPiigion is a natur11.l impulse of the_ heart.. reason? Will th~>y secure the highest uRe· of human reason?
Theology is the theory of t.he unnatural. the unknown. All And are they sufficient, without the idea• of God. spirit., and
PXistence is natural. Science is the Atndy of nature. There- future life, and any ideas necessarily based on those ideaR, to
fore. tbenlo~rv is not science. It cannot he natural. It iA secure to man all the progress and happiness ot which man
Aimply organized i~rnorance, if you will allow the term. It is capable?
Secularist will affirm.
haR nPver mRde anv ail vance. Jt, has nevPr di•covererl a Ring-le fact. When thenlo~rv rfli!!ned. what dii1. it giv UR? Not
The reading was interrupted by the chairll1an, Mr.
inv£-ntinn, not fruitful fields~ It concerned itself with Anch
qnestinnR aA. How many an~rels CRn d11.nce upon the point of Schou, who said, "We bav hired thiR hall, and you
a nPedle? This is the epitome of its argumflnts.
hav no right to come here and disturb our meeting."
Let us contrast the methods of the thPnlog-ian and of the
Bennett: "I appeal to this audience to hear me
man of Acience. The theolng-ian opens hi.R eves with precnn. through."
r.p,ivPd ideas snd lnnks for facts to support them. He puAhe~
Chairman Schou: "I will put it to a vote whether
stll others a•ide. He is blind to those whir.h do not support.
hiA c11.se. He is like the lawyer who only rliAclnsPR and pntA you shall proceed. AU in favor of it will say' .Aye.'"
forward the facts which favor hiR client. Christi.anitv i• thP
The hall was silent. Bennett sat down.
r.lient of the theologian. His fee is a fat salarv and a ~ronrl
Then there were cries, "Put him out."
living. His duty is to clear Christianity at the bar of public
Putnam advanced to the platform and said: "I will
jurl!!ment.
, How is it with the man of PciPnce? The firRt ~tep with tell you why I will not meet this man in debate. He
him is oboPTvsttinn. When he has ~rathered facts, he be- is a liar and blackguard."
!!ins to genoralizP. and claRsifv them and then forrnq his con.
Clark Braden, who bad entered during the lecture
elusion. He takeR in evflrythinjl.'. It makes no diffPrence In and seated himself in the rear part of the ball, arose,
t.im if a fRet. is ujl.'ly. Hence sci< nee is univerAal. thenln~ry
pstrtial. Theology reasons from theory to fact, science from and addressing the speaker, said, "Allow me to say,
sir, that you are a miserable coward and liar."
far.tR to law.
Nnw let UR con!lider the methods of consideration of
Putnam replied, "I will not debate wit.h Clark
the Bible. The accept_ance of the book does not implv Braden. He is beneath my notice. Clark Braden
the accpptance of the thenlo~rical theory as to the Bible.
bas published a pamphlet which places him without
W~> may believe in Shakspere, but not in the BRconisn theory
nf the writing of Sh~tkApere. So with the Bible. Snmfl Aav the pale of honorable debate."
LibPrstls rejef't the Bible. We do not do that, but we r' 'eel
The speaker then dismissed the subjPct of the disthe theory of its inPpiration as a miraculous revelatiOn. cussion, announcing that a meeting would be held at
TbPnlngianR make the assertion ; i.t. rests with them to prove Irving Hall next Sunday evening, at wbich st.eps
the affirmation. Let UR cnnAider the work. It. i.s not a bonk.
it i.s a collection of sixty hooks; the aASPi't.ion in one instance would be taken to org~tnize the LibPralists in OakdoeR not prove true in the caPe of any other. The demon- land, San Francisco, and vi<'inity. The next tbiog
strRtion muRt be marle in each instance.
would be to get up a grand Paine celebration in CalTbetilo~ry mnst prove in relation to thfl Bible fnnr pronn!ll- ifornia.
It was proposed to make a great power of
tinnA: First. the authenticity; Peconil. the _e-PnuinneRs; thirrl,
the in11piration; fourth, the infallibility. The proof of one Thomas Paine. The speaker Paid that be should go
East before long to attend the Liberal Congress at
prnpoRition floes not demonAirate the tmth of any other.
The pnAition of the CbrisliRn first i• that the scripture lA Pittsburgh. He closed with a poetical peroration on
in!~pirPd by God. Now, A~rnostics do not dPny that there is Freethought.
It God. but we sav we don't know.
The theolo~rians must.
In a brief interview after the lect.ure Mr. Putnam
iiPmonstrate it.. Nnw SA to the authPnticity of the book.
If it is a revelation from God it ought to tell the truth about said the reason that he refused to debat.e with Braden
was that he dealt in personalities. His pamphlet,
the creation.
The speaker then directed his argum~>nt to dis- Putnam remarked, was a violent attack upon the perproving t.he Mosaic account of creation. He refArred sonal character of Colonel Ingersoll and his family,
to tpe Huxley· GladRtone discussion of the Mopaic and his action was not becoming in controversy or
cosmog-ony and said that there was an irreconcilable debate.
chasm in thf'l conflict between the order of creation
as given in Genesis and that of science.
How Go1l Works.
The theological theory of heaven and hell were
l!'rom the Jfarlboro, !JfaR•., Ttmes.
ridiculed. The speaker said :
God movPR in a mystprious way
Hio wonder• to perform,
There never was a rlnctrin· so hideous as the theoln!!lcal
ooctrin of bell·fire. lCbeers.] Tf there is an immortality it Says the late Mr. William Cowper, and we hav seen remarks
iR a continuation of this life. Wh11.t mak~>s happiness here, of a similar tenor attribnred to other equally WPII-inf0rmed
will hereafter. 'J'heolo!!:V paints this world as a va~t vale of gentlemen. Rev. Mr. Rice told a story, in. his laet Sund11y
tears. Let UA be kind, ~renernus, Iovine:. and we shall hav a morning's discourse, to the effect that I he w1fe of a celebrated
hPaven here by our own· firesides. We believe that the world reformer who bad struck a streak of dePpondencv, put on
iR better than it was yesterdav; that it will be better in the mournin~ one morning under the impresRion that G<ld was
futnre. We believe in thfl trinity: liberfy, science, and hu- dead. We don't suppose he is really any dearler tn-day than
manity. Liberty the condition, RCience the instrumentality, be has been for the last five hundred million years. b11t some
humanity the glnrinus ·p;oa] for which we strive. To this of his most enthusiastic and infatuated followers seem to
think he is either asleep or gone out of bn,iness; anrl here
trinity let us consecrate ourselvs.
comes the report of a little incident which has a tendency to
At the close of the address, C. R. Bennett stepped strengthen that belief. .
.
.
. .
.
Argonia, Kan., i~ a little r.lty whose Jmp_rescnpt!ble t1tle
forward and presented Mr. Putnam with a lett.er,
which he reque11ted him to read. He s~id it was a to undying fame 1s the alleged fact that 1t was the first
municipality in the land to elect a lady mayoress. Mrs.
challenge from Clark Braden. Mr. Schon then said Susanna Salter was the euphonious name the lady sailed
t.bat some time ago one of their number, Wallace F. under and which, with Argonia. she bas made famous.
Hughan, had died, and at his rf'qu~>st the Liberal Unde; her rigid administration the town bPr.H.me renowned
frienih1 had conducted his funeral. R"fPrring to the as a stron~rhold and a fortress of the Lord. Under her S>lline
rule, gambling, drinking, pnol-plaving, SWParing. and RtayEnq·uirer reporter, be saidlhat a reporter had come ing
out nights were unknown, and if ever there was a comto the funeral and bad given a very fair report. The munity where God could sit down and feel sort of at home,
reporter had asked if they had no religious service, Argonia was its name and Mrs. Salt~r its rnler<'SS.
Well, what became of this gorlly and good little retreat of
and he had informed him that they bad none. Now
they would do something that was religious-they virtue?
Well, a few days ago God sent one of his ~l>lmnably_ dewould take up a collection. In the mean time the structiv cyclones round that way. an_d Argoma was w1p~d
Zttber Club would play.
out of existence quicker than the dev1l could toast. a heretiC.
11Whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth,'' sairl the late
C.,R. Bennett called upon the speaker to answer
:araden'a challenge, H~ w~s 8rfleted witll ~se._ :Mf. ~ul, of T~II"US. We hope he won't tal>e a li)).j.p.g to us~
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Colonel Ingersoll's Decoration Day Oration.
[Every seat in the ~rreat Opera House was filled. and hundrt!ds stood, glad to find_ any place where they could see and
hear. And the gathering and the proceedings were wort.hy
of the ocra~ion. The president, unfortunately, was unable
to be present, and the three boxes at the left of the stage,
which, draped with national flags, were reserved for him and
his party, were filled with otherB. But Secretary Endicott
and Mrs. anrl Miss Endicott and D~niel Lamont ol"cupied the
box, and in others sat Secretary F~irchild, Gen. Eli Parkl'r,
Colomil Ellis, Colonel Ingersoll, Mrs. Depew and her brother,
W. A.. Ogd"n Hegeman, Colonel Colwell, Joseph Naylor,
Courtlandt P.llmer ('apt. Ferdinand Ellis, Arthur Berry.
Ex Senator Stephe~ W. Dorsey, Gen. Clinton l3 Fisk, and
Gen. Henry W. Slocum, each accompanie~ by ladieR, whose
gay attire marie a brilliant Ppectacle. While the va~t aR~em
blae-e "·as liowing in, the United States Army Depot BRn1i.
under the direction of Bandmaster Ot.to Pra~ser, played old
army tunes, such as" MarchingTbroue:h Georgia,"" Tr~tmp,
Tramp, Tramp,"'' The Battle Cry of Freedom," and'' Krngdom Coming." These excited the l'nthu~iasm to a high
pitch. Then appeared up<~n the pl~tform Job~ C. Limb~ck,
the chairman of the memonal cornmlltee, el'cortmg Chaunrey
M. Depew, and followed by General lllack, the Rev. Dr.
Robert Collyer, General Sickles, and General .Newton, Rnd
the applause was tremendous. All stood while Dr. CollyPr
offered prayer. In pathetic tones he prayed for General
Sheridan's recovery, for the president, for the heroes that
are left. and for the welfare and prosperity of the nation.
Mr. Depew, on taking the chair, was again greeted with
great applause. He said: "We are here to night as the
guests of the Grand Army of the Republic. On any other
day of the year the Grand Army of the Republic Rhould be
the nation's guests. Their valor IZave us the opportunity
which calls us tol!ether to-night. The r~>public is greater
to. day than ever b~fore. All that constitutes the glory of
the republic and the prosperity of its citizens comes from
what these men suffered and what they did. M~~ony of them
uceived death; many of them wounds; many of them in
declil!ing years of their livt>S are battling with hopeless poverty. The nation which owes all tbat it is to-day to what
they did upon the battlefield should reserve at the national
bauqnet board a plate and a seat for every veteran soldier
who chooses to occupy it-)lot as a charity guest, but as the
honor~d ~~:ucst of the people. Nearly one-quarter of a century has passed since the war. The time ha8 passed for grief
in the glorious compensations which grant to us the enjoyments of life. The pan~s of grief are but for the moment.
They are assuaged by the recollections of the gloriouq deeds
of those who are gone, the heroes whose memory is as
imperi~hable as it is glorious. We here to-night, after thiR
lap~e of years, meet not as mourners, but we meet in joyful
c~lebration of magnificent r~collections and of trillmph of
ideas which came out of the victories of the war. We recall
nothmg which can arouse vindictivness or sectional passion.
It is the glory of this commemoration that it recalls the most
magnificent act of triumphant magnanimity that the world has
ever sl·en. In the graves where we laid our heroes we buried
passion, we buried sectionalism, we buried hate, we bnrit!d
the shackles of the slave. We who belong to the Grand
Army of the R~public hav no sympathy with what is known
as 'waving the bloody shirt,' if it be meant by that, as it is
meant by that, a conRtant iteration and reiteration in violent
and vindictiv form of those sentiments which arouse pas,ion
on one side and vindictivness on the other-we h!l.v none of
it. But when, once a year, or on any particular occasion, it
becomes n·ecessary to state precisely what the civil war
meant, what it was fought for. and what it accomplished-if
that be waving the bloody shirt then let the bloody shirt be
nailed to the mast. It is settled beyond all d1~pnte that
there is no earthly power, no combmation of men or devils,
that can dissolve these States. The only possible peril
which can ever threaten us is the ballot. The casting of the
ballot must be •made absolutely free; the voter must be
protected by the state and be enabled to cast his ballot wit.hout the slightest fear or favor of any man.'' After Mr
Depew came Hignora Eva Tetrazzini, who sang "Neina
Mefi~tofele ;" Ros<l Coghlan, who recited "The Charge of
the Light Brigade" and" AU Quiet on the Potomac;" Stgnor
Italo Uampanini, who wM in his best voice, and sang with
great applause "Salve Dinora," from Gounod's "Faust,"
and the New York Choral Union, who sang the" Song of
the Vikings" and "Where are You going, My Pretty
Maid?" Tnt'n came the orator of the occasion, Colonel
Ine;ersoll, whose entire speech is printed herewith.-N. Y.
Times.]
·

This is a. sacred day-a day for gratitude and love.
To-day we commemorate more than independence,
more than the birth of a. nation, more than the fruits
of the Revolution, more than physical progress, more
than the accumulation of wealth, more than national
prestige and power.
We commemorate the great and blessed victory
over ourselvs-the triumph of civilization, thereformation of a people, the establishment of a governmont consecrated to the preservation of liberty and
the equal rights of man.
N at10ns can win success, can be rich and powerful,
can cover the earth with their armies, the seas with
their :fleets, ru:..d yet be selfish, small, and mean.
Physical progress means opportunity for doing good.
It means .responsibility. Wealth is the end of the
despicable, victory the purpose of brutality.
But there is something nobler than all thesesomething that rises above wealth and power, something above lands and palaces, something above rai
ment and gold-it is the love of right, the cultivation
of the moral nature, the desire to do justice, the inextinguishable love of human liberty.
Nothing can be nobler than a nation governed by
conscience; nothing more infamous than power with
out pity, wealth without honor and without the
sense of justice.
Only by the soldiers of the right can the laurel be
won or worn.
•
On this day we honor the heroes who fought to
make our nation just and free, who broke the shackles
of the slave, who freed the masters of the South and
their allies of theN orth. We honorthe chivalric men
who made America the hope and beacon of the human
~~oe1

the fore~ost D~tion, of ~4e worl<l-

These heroes established the first republic, and
demonstrated that a government in which the legally
expre11sed will of the people is sovereign and supreme
is the safest, strongest, securest, noblest, and the
best.
They demonstrated the·human right of the people,
and of all the people, to make and execute the lawsthat authority does not come from the clouds, nor
from ancestry, nor from the crowned and titled, nor
from constitutions and compacts, laws and customsnot from the admissions of the great, nor the concessions of the powerful and victorious-not from graves
nor consecratPd dust, not from treaties made between
successful robbers, not from the decisions of corrupt
and menial courts-not from the dead, but from the
living; not from the past, but from the present, from
the people of to-day, from the brain, from the heart.,
and from the conscience of those who liv and love and
labor.
The history of this world for the mm1t part is the
history of conflict and war, of invasion, of conquest,
of victorious wrong, of the many enslaved by the few.
Millions hav fought for kings, for the destruction
and enslavement of their fellow-men. Millions hav
battled for empire, and great armies hav been
inspired by the hope of pillage; but for the first time
in the history of this world millions of men bat.tJed
for the right, fougnt to free not themselvs but others,
not for prejudice but for principle, not for conquest
but for conscience.
The men whom we honor were the liberators of a
nation, of a whole country, North and South-of two
races. They freed the body and the brain, gave liberty to master and to slave. They opened all the
highways of thought, and gave to fifty millions of
people the inestimable legacy of free speech.
They established the free exchange of thought.
They gave to the air a :flag without a stain, and they
gave to their country a Constitution that honest men
can reverently obey. They destroyed the hateful,
the egotistic a11d provincial; they established a nation,
a national spirit, a national pride, and a patriotism as
broad as the great republic.
They did away with thRt ignorant and cruel prejudice that human rights depend on race or color, and
that the superior race has the right to oppress the
inferior. They established the sublime truth that
the superior are the just, the kind, the generous, and
merciful-that the really superior are the protectors,
the defenders, and the saviors of the oppressed, of
the fallen, the unfortunate, the weak and helpless.
.They established that greatest of all truths that nothing is nobler than to labor and su:ffdr for others.
If we wish to know the extent of our debt to these
heroes, these soldiers of the right, we must know
what we were and what we are. .A. few years ago we
talked about liberty, about the frePdom of the world,
and while so talking we enslaved our fellow-men.
We were the stealers of babes and the whippers of
women. We were in partnership with bloodhounds.
We lived on unpaid labor. We held manhood in
contempt. Honest toil was disgraceful, sympathy
was a crime, pity was unconstitutional, humanity
contrary to Jaw, and charity was treason. Men were
imprisoned for pointing out in heaven's dome the
northern star-for giving food to the hungry, water
to the parched lips of thirst, shelter to the bunted,
succor to the oppressed. In those days criminals
and courts, pirates and pulpits, were in partnership
-liberty was only a word standing for the equal
rights of robbers.
For many years we insisted that our fathers bad
founded a free government, that they were the
lovers of liberty, believers in equal rights. We were
mistaken. The colonists did not believe in the freedom of to-day. Their laws were filled with intolerance, with slavery, and the infamous spirit of caste.
They persecuted and enslaved. Most of them were
narrow, ignorant, and cruel. For the most part their
laws were more brutal than those of the nations from
which they came. They branded the forehead of intelligence, bored with hot irons the tongue of truth.
They persecuted the good and enslaved the helpless.
They were believers in pillories and whipping- posts
for honest, thoughtful men.
When their independence was secured they adopted
a Constitution that legalized slavery, and they passed
laws making it the duty of freemen to prevent others
from becoming free. They followed the example of
kings and nobles. They knew that monarchs had
been interested in the slave trade, and that the first
English commander of a slave-ship divided his profits
w;th a queen.
They forgot all the splendid things they had said
-the gred principles they had so proudly and eloquently announced. The sublime truths faded from
tbPir hearts. The spirit of trade, the greed for
office, took possession of their souls. The lessons
of history wtre forgotten. The voices coming from
all the wrecks of kingdoms, empires, and republics
on the shores of the great river were unheeded and
unheard.
If the foundation is not justice the dome cannot
be high enough or splend1d enough to save the
temple.
~l},t ~QOV(l ever1tbing in the minds of our f~therij

was the desire for union-to create a nation, to become a power.
0 ur fathers compromised.
.A. compromise is a bargain in which eaoh party defrauds tlae other and himself.
The compromise our fathers made was the coffin
of honor and the cradle of war.
.A. brazen falsehood and a timid. truth are the parents of compromise.
But some-the greatest and the best-bPlieved in
liberty for all. They repeated the splendid sayings
of the Romap, " By the law of nature all men are
free;" of the French killg, " Uen are born free and
equal;" of the sublime Zano, "All men are by nature
equal and virtue alone establishes a d1fference betw~<en them."
In the year preceding thA Declarat.ion of Independence a society for the abolition of slav~>ty was f, rmed
in Pennsylvania, and its first prPRident waf'i one of
the wisest and !'reatest of men-Benjamin Franklin.
A society of the same character was established in
New Ycrk in 1785; itt< first president was John Jay,
the second, AlexandH Hamilton.
.
But in a few years these {:rest men were forgotten.
Parties rivaled each other in the defense of "ron g.
Politicians cared only for place and power. Ia the
clamor of the heartless the voice of the genProus was
lost. Slavuy became supreme. It dominated legislatures, courts, and pr.rt.ies; it rewarded the faithless and little; it degraded the honest and great.
And yet, tbrough ail these hatefu1 years, thou- .
sands and thousands of noble men and women denounced the degradation and the crime. Most of
their names are unknown. They hav given a glory
to obscurity. They hav filled oblivion with honor. I
would hke to-night to name some of tho men who hav
fought for the liberty we enjoy; but I should want
to name all. I hav the same honor and gmtitude for
the private whose record is summed up, "25 dead, 70
missing," as I hav for the plumed leader of the
mighty host.
In the presence of death it has been the custom to
speak of the worthlessness and the vanity of life.
I prefer to speak of its value, of its importance, of
its nobility and glory.
Life is not merely a :floating shadow, a momentary
spark, a dream that vanishes. Nothing can be
grander than a life filled with great and noble
thoughts, with brave and honest deeds. Such a life
sheds light, and the seeds of truth sown by great
and loyal men bear fruit through all the years to be.
To hav lived and labored and died for the rightnothing cnn be sublimet•.
History is but the merest outline of the exceptional
-of a few great crimes, calamities, wars, mistakes,
a·nd dramatic virtues. A few mountain peaks are
touched, while all the valleys of human life, where
countless victories are won, where 1abor wrought
with love, are left in the eternal shadow.
But these peaks are not the foundation of nations.
The_ forgotten words, the unrecordPd deedt~; the un:
known sacrifices, the heroism, the industry, the
patience, the love and labor, of the nameless good and
great hav for the most part founded, guided, and defended states. The world has been civilized by the
unregarded poor, by the untitled nobles, by the uncrowned kings, who sleep in unknown graves mingled
with the common dust.
They hav thought and wrought-hav borne the
burdens of the world. The pain and labor bav been
theirs-the glory has· been given to the few.
The conflict came. The South unsheathed the
9WOrd. Then rose the embattled North; and these
men who sleep to-night beneath the :flowers of half
the world gave all for us.
They gave ua a nat.ion-a republic without a slave
-a republic that is sovereign, and to whose will
every citizen and every stat~' must bow. They gave
us a Constitution for all, one that can be read without shame and defended without dishonor. They
freed the brain, the lips, and hands of men.
All that could be done by force was done. All
that could be accomplished by the adoption of constitutions was done. The rest is left to education,
the innumerable influences of civilization, to the development of the intellect, to the cultivation of the
heart and the imagil)ation. The past is now a hideous dream. · The present is filled with pride, with
gratitude and hope.
Liberty is the condition of rrnl progress. The
freeman works for wife and child ; the slave toils
from fear. Liberty givs lei!lure, and leisure refines,
beautifies, and ennobles. Slavery givs idleness, and
idleness degrades, deforms, and brutalizes.
Liberty and slavery-the right and wron"g, t.he joy
and grief, the day and night, the glory and the gloom,
of all the years.
Liberty is the word t.hat all the good hav spoken.
It is the hope of every loving heart, the !'park and
:flame in every noble breaRt, the gem in every splendid
soul, the many-colorf'd dream in every honest brain.
This word has fi.Jed the dungeon with its holy
light, has put the halo round the martyr's head, has
raised the convict far above the kmg, and clad even
the scaffold with a. glory that dimmed and darkeued
eveq throue,
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To the wise man, to the wise nation, the mistakes
of the past are the torches of the present. The war
is over. The institution that Cf!Used it has perished.
The prejudices that fanned the fhmes are only ashes
·now. We are one people. We will stand or fall
together. At last with clear eyes we see that the
triumph of right was a trmmph for all. Together
we reap the fruits of the great victory. We are all
conquerors. Around the graves of the heroesNorth and South, white and colored-together we
stand, and with uncovered heads reverently thank
the Raviors of our nativ land.
We are now far enough away from the con:flictftom its hatreds, its passions, its follies, and its
glories-to fairly and philosophicaily examin the
causes, and in some measure, at least, to appreciate
the ~esults.
States. and nationR, like individuals, do as they
must. Back of revolution, of rebellion, of slaver)
and freedom, are the efficient causes. Knowing this,
we occupy that serene bight from which it is possible to calmly pronounce a judgment upon the past.
We know now that the seeds of our war were
sown hundreds and thousands of years ago-sown
by the vicious and the just., by prince and peasant,
by king and slave, by all the virtues and by all th ...
vices, by all the victories and all the defeats, by all
the labor and the love, the loss and gain, by all I be
evil and the good, and by all the heroes of the world.
Of the gre.at confl1ct we remember only its glory
and its lessons. ·we remember only the heroes who
made the rPpublic the first of nations, and who laid
the foundation for the freedom of mankind.
This wtll be known as the century of freedom.
Slowlv t.h<> hosts of darkness bav been driven back.
In 1808 E !lgland and the U aited St.ates united for
the suppre~~:~ion of the slave trllrl'l. The Netherland~
j!)ined in this holy work in 1818. France lent her
aid in 1819, and Spain in 1820. In the same year
the U !literl States declared the traffiJ to bfl piracy,
and in 1825 the f·arne law was enacted ·by Great
Britain. In 1826 Brazil agreArl to suppress the traffic in human flosh. In 1833 EnR"Istnd aboliRhed
slavery in the West Indies, and in 1843 in her E>1st.
Indian possessions, giving JihPrty to more than
twelve millior1;1 of "laves. In 18-!6 Sweden abolished
slav'lry, and in 1848 it was abolu.•hPrl in the colonies
of Dtlnmark an 1 France. In 1861 Alexand~r IL,
cz!lr of all the Russias, emancip~tred the serfs, and
on the 1st day of January, 1863, the shackles fell
from millions of the citiz.,ns of this republic. This
was accomplished by the heroes we remember to-day
-this in accordance with the proclamation of emancipation signed by Lincoln, greatest of our mighty
dead; Lincoln, the gentle and the just, and whose
name will be known and honored to "the last syllab~e of recorded time." Aod this year, 1888, has been
made blessed and memorable forever. In the vast
empire of Brazll there standi! no slave.
Let us hope that when t.he next century looks from.
the sacred portals or tha E~st its light will only fall
upon the faces of the free.
The past rises before me like a dream. Again we
are in the great struggle for national life. We hear
the sounds of preparation-the music of boi~>terous
drums-the silver notes of heroic bugles. 'Ve see
thousand3 of assemblages and hear the appeals of
· orators ; we see the pale cheeks of women and the
:flushed fuces of men, and in those assemblages we
see all the deRd whose dust we hav covered with
:fl.>wers. We lose sight of them no more. "•e are
, with them when they enlist in the great army of freedom. We see them part with those they love. Some
are walking for the last time in quiet, woody places
with the maidens they adore. We hear the whisperings and the sweet vows of eternal love as they lingeringly part forever. Others are bending over
cradles, kissing babes t.hat are asleep. Some are receiving the blessings of old men. Some are parting
with mothers who hold them and press them to their
hearts again and again, and say nothing. Kisses
and tears, teers ani! kisses-divine mingling of agony
and love! Ar.ld somu are talking with wives, and endeavoring with brave words, spoken in the old tones,
to drive·from their he-arts the awfnl fear. We see
them part. We see the wife standing in the door
with the bRbe in her arms-standing in the sunlight
sobbing-at the turn of the road a band waves-she
answers by holding high in her loving arms the
child. He is gone, and forever.
We see them all as they march proudly away under
the :flaunting fhgs, keeping time to the grand, wild
music of war, marching down the streets of the great
cities, through the towns and across the prairies,
down to the fields of glory to do and to die for the
eternal right. ·
We go with them, one and all. We are by their
side on all the gory fields-in all t.he hosp1tals of
pain-on all the we~try marches. We stand guard
with them in the wild s,torm and under the quiPt
stars. We are with them in ravines running with
blood, in .the furrows of old fields. We are with
them between contending hosts, unable to move, wild
with thirst, the life ebbing slowly away among the
withering leaves. We see them pierced by balls and
tQf~ with ahella1 in the trenches by forts, ~d in the
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whirlwind of the charge, where men become iron,
with nerves of steel. ·We are with them in the
prisons of hatred and fa.i:nin, but human speech cari
never tell what they endured.
We are at home when the news comes that they
are dead. We see the maiden in the shadow of her
first sorrow. We see the silvered head of the old
man bowed with his last grief.
The past rises before us and we see four million of
human beings governed by the lash; we see them
bound hand and foot ; we hear the strokes of cruel
whips; we see the hounds tracking women through
tangled swamps. We see babes sold from the breasts
of mothers. Cruelty unspeakable! Outrage infinit !
Four million bodies in chains-four million souls
in fetters. All the sacred relations c.f wife, mother,
f~ther, and child trampled beneath the brutal feet of
might. And all this was done under our own beauttful banner of the free.
The past rises before us.' We hear the roar and
shriek of the bursting- shell. The broken fetters feJl.
These heroes died. We look. Instead of slaves we
setl men, and women, and children. The wand of
progress touches the auction-block, the slave-pen, the
whipping post, and we see homes, and firesides, and
school-houses, and books,· and where all was want
and crime and cruelty and fear we see the faces of
the free.
These heroes are dead, They died for libertythey died for us. They are at rest. They sleep in
the land they made free, under the :flag they rendered
stainless, under the solemn pines, the sad hemlocks,
the tearful wilh.>ws, and the embracing vines. They
sleep beneath the shadows of the clouds, careless
~like of sunshine or of st.orm, each in the windowles~:~
palace of rest. Earth may run red with other wars
-they are at peace. In the midst of battle, in the
roar of conflict, they fnund the serenity of death. I
hav one sentiment for soldiers living and deadcheers for the living, tears for the dead.
A vision of the future rises:
I see our country filled with happy homes, with
firesides of content-the foremost land of all the
earth.
I see a world where thrones hav crumbled and
where the kings are dust. The aristocracy of idleness has perished from the earth.
I see a world without a slave. Man at last is free.
N atun,'s forces hav by science been enslaved. Lightning and light, wind and wave, frost and :fla-me, and
all the secret, subtle powers of earth and a1r are the
tireless toilers for the human race.
I see a world at peace, adorned with every form of
art, with music's myriad voices thrillEld, while lips are
rich with words of love and truth; a world in which
no exile sighs, no prisoner mourns; a world on
which the tzibbet's shadow does not fall ; a world
where labor reaps its full reward ; where work and
worth go hand in hand; where the poor girl trying
to win bread with the needle-the needle that has
been called " the asp for the breast of the poor "-is
not driven to the desperate choice of. crime or death,
suicide or shame. I see a world without the beggar's outstretched
palm, the miser's heartless, stony stare, the piteous
wail of want, the livid lips of lies, the cruel eyes of
scorn.
I see a race without disease of :flesh or brainshapely aud fair-the married harmony of form and
function, and as I look, life lengthens, joy deepens,
love canopies the earth, and over aU, in the great
dome, shines the eternal star of human hope.
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and child." Oh, how bravely he stood at his post,
every fiber of his being thrilled with love, every pulse
of his noble and tender heart beating for humanity !
Even when he saw some of his most powerful
friends. forsaking him, he never wavued, but still
stood with his face to the foe, fighting, for the cause
he loved and was there to defend. What is his reward? He is forsaken, reproved; his management is
criticised; he is considered at fault because he has
gained the lasting love of each and every student.
The Catholic colleges of the land are held up to him
as a model-a model for the disciplin of a Freethought university. He refuses. Then he must go.
A man is not allowed to think for himself; to speak
his honest thoughts; to giv the world a new idea,
the result of his midnight toil-no, no, be cannot
do this and preside ovH a Freethought institution.
He must either be dumb, or, upon all the gl"eat questions of the day, be on the popular side. There
would hav been no objections had he advocated
Prohibition, but to get r1d of him was the question.
He bad many friends, and was the ideal of all,
save a few who could not conceive the highest type
of Freethought, or were opposed to higher education. The idea was to wait till the election of the
new board of managers, then elect such persons as
were opposed to Professor Leahy and his ideas.
One man has said he actually hated Professor Leahy,
and would use all his influence to keep him out of
the school another year. Hated him, because he
changed the opinions of his son, a young man of
twenty-three yeRrB, that is, made a Secularist of him.
This man, Mr. Editor, was elected to the new board.
Another, whose daughter's tuition was paid by a benevolent gentleman, and who prevented her from
studying by putting out her light, and finally taking
her out of school, was elected to the board. Another
man, who is opposed to higher education and bas
opposed the !!chool since its inception, has been
elected president of the board of managers. Some
of them are not stockholders at all; and, again, they
wue not chosen by a long, deliberate, and criticRl
examination, which seems necessary to the good
management of the only Freethougbt institution in
the world, but from a list presented by an avowed
opponent of Professor Leahy. Now, does it seem
that they are watchful of the interests of the institution? Now, did Professor Leahy get juRtice1 I
think not. He thinks not. He saw their object, and
that he would be deposed, and so resigned to cheat
them of their e-ame. It seems to me that the future
llag of the University will bear the inscriptions,
"Catholic Disciplin," "Total Depravity of the Student."
PEARL THOMPSoN.

Liberal, Mo.
Merrly a Plain, Natural Fool.
J.l'rom tile f)Ptrort Even•n? New.< of the ~ l ult.

Senator Blair. of New HampRhire-famous for his bill to
turn the MissisRippi northw>trd into Hudson bay; for his
national erlncat.ional bill; and for his scheme to declare the
liquor traffic piracy on the high seas, and send out American
men-of-war to attack and sink all ships of whatsoever nation
which mi~rht be caught on the oc<'an with so much as a bottle
of Bass's ale or a q•tart of Btugundy on hoanl-h'ls ~orne
forward with a new law as crAZY as the others. He mtrodnced it in the United States Senate yeRterd!ly. It is for the
obRervance of the Lnrrl's day-as the bill calls it-after the
fashion of the Old Testament, prohibiting all games, play,
recrrRtion, or amusement; all mail carrying, transporting,
handling, assorting. or distributing; all commerce betwt-en
the stRte<~ and Inrlian tribes. Blair can-read, and hfl has
probably read the first amendml'nt to the Constitution of the
United States which says, "Congress shall malw no law
rePpecting an' establishment of religion, or prohibiting th_e
free exercise thereof," but he may not understand what It
means. People are not exactly a~ree~ now as to 'Yhat _ails
The Trouble at Liber11l, Mo.
this man BIRir. Some think that hts mmd has been tmpatred
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I hav by the opium habit, but others believe that he is merely
been a student of the Freethought University for the a plain, natural fool.
------~~-------greater part of the two years of its prosperons and,
Tbe Utility of Sermons.
so far, successful existence. But Professor L!i!ahy,
J.l'rom K'lte Foote's Wa•ILm?ton LP.tt•r to tlte lndP.Penden!.
who has made it what it is, hal!l resigned, taking effect
A lady who hAard her friends saving that they disliked
J una 16, 288, and I wish to lay before your many sermons
and would like to banish them, especially from the
readers some of the causes that brought about that Episcopal church service, cried out against them and their
resignation, When the University was first founded, plan.
"Sermons I they are delightful; don't. Jet the.m go."
it unfurled a banner bearing the inscnptions, "Human
"Do you ever listen?." said a surpnscd frten~; so surLiberty," "The-Freedom and Honor of the Student," prised
that the question flew out of her mouth Without the
and for eighteen months every bud blossomed with consrnt of her will.
success. But the Prohibition and local option fever
"No," said the other, calmly; "but it is a quiet timebecame prevalent, and Professor Leahy, whom all this nobody can interrupt-the pews must not talk b1ck, you
time the students were watching to see whether he know. !-lean back comfortably and plan all my bonnets.
It is lovely for that, and your neighbors' bonnets are ,an
was a Materialist, Spiritualist, Anarchist, or what round to offer suggestions. Pray, do not let sermons go.
not, was called out in defense of the flag. The
result was that it was soon found that he must giv
Tbe Troth Se· ker As a TraclJer.
up Paine, Ingersoll, Freethought, free speech, human
J.l'ro•n u,e Wortli1n?ton, Jtmne.•·ota, Advance.
liberty, and everything else, and be a Prohibitionist,
The Cedar Rapids Repu,blicnn has adopted the reform in
to preside over the Freethought University. Then a Rpelling first introduced by D. M. Bennett m the New York
few, most likely, policy people began to rave and rant TRUTH BRKKKR, that is, dropping the e from such words as
on the popular side, and many unkind things were have.
This is a very sen~ible reform.
laid at the professor's door. He was accused of
By the way, the Advanoo has frequently urged .upon ~he
teaching "An.archy ," "free love," "Materialism," and newspapers the propnety of a more general reform m spelhng
"intemperance." Intemperance I I repeat it, I, for so as to shorten and simplify their work. The new~papers
once in my life, wish there were a God to whom they originate and bring into general use a g~od many words, and
had·to account for this base falsehood. He was ac- they hav it in their power to r "vcluttomze the whole system
of spelling.
cused of thus contaminating the minds of the student~;~, all of whom are old enough to hav, and do
J.l'rrtm San Prnnaisro li'rP.P.t11ou?ht.
hav, minds of their own. Now, he was placed there,
Has the New York Indepenlknt been taking lessons of
with hardly suffiClient remuneration to bear his ex- TaR TRUTH l)&&KBR? It now spe~~ thou~h "tho," 8ll(\
penses, to defend liberty, "tbe libert1 of~~ woman, drops th~ ~~ e fron.t qo!llicile.
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threatened to sever its ' Broadgauge ' connection
unless its ideas were modified."
The clergy are likewise paying close attention to
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNE-TT.
Mr. Gresham's possible candidacy for president. The
E. M. MACDO!;{ALD,
Editor. story has been widely circulated in this state that
c. P. SOMERBY,
Business Manager. Judge Gresham is an Atheist, and Mr. R. W. Patterson, managing editor of the Chicago Tribune, has
PUBLISHED BY
thought it wise to help Mr. Gresham's chances to
THE 7RUT_Ff SEEKER OOMPANY. beat Mr. Depew in the Republican convention by
writing the following letter to the Albany Journal:
llS LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW YORK.
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Religious Preferences of Political Candidates.

"Judge Gresham's parents were Methodists, and he
attended the :Methodist church at Danville, Ind., while a
boy and before marriage. After marriage he attended the
First Presbyterian church at New Albany and the Second
Presbyterian chur<'h in Indianapolis. He is now a regular
attendant upon Professor Swing's church in Chicago, and is
in no sense an Atheiet or an Infidel. While not an activ
church-member, he is not an unbeliever, and has never said
or done anything o:ffensiv to church people. He has never
made any public utterance in regard to his religious belief in
. private. He bas said to his friends that he believes in a
future life and in the existence of a supreme being, but
probably he would not wish to be put on the stand for a
rigid cl'oss-examination as to what he believes and what he
disbelieves, and would find it pretty difficult to make a categorical statement on the subject, as, like many of his countrymen, he inherits his religionfrom his mother. and preserves
it through his wife."

This tendency to drag· religion into politics, and to
make a man's piety a test for preferment, cannot be
too strongly condemned. In a strictly secular government, a man's religion will never be asked. Character andability will constitute his credentials. But
that happy state is by no means at hand, and before
it does arrive the religious war will hav to be fought
out. In the present instance, the Protestants are the
ones who hav brought the question forward, as a result of, and in harmony with, their policy of making
this a " Christian country" by constitutional amend-\
ment. But Liberalism cannot be the loser if the
contest over the governorship of Illinois, or even the
presidency of the United States, turns upon religious opm1ons. The quicker the fight is upon us, the
sooner will justice triumph, and a secular government be an assured fact instead of the ideal which it
is now.
Let the ministers begin the~ battle of bigotry.

Religion appears to be entering into political matters to a greater extent this summer than it has since
the Know-Nothing movement of a quarter of a
century ago. But unlike that movement, which
aimed to destroy the influence of Catholicism, the
present revival of religious politics is directed against
At-heism and those who are suspected of favoring
that philosophy.
Secretary Stevens has called attention to the opposition to Mr. Fifer, Republican candidate for governor of Illinois, from the church folks on the sole
ground that he is not orthodox in his religious views;
and now the same charge is made a basis for opposition to Walter L. Gresham, of Indiana, a possible
Republican candidate for the presidency. It seems
Converting the Jews.
that Mr. Fifer has for years been a friend and adIn
answer
to
the Independent's call upon Mr. A.
mirer of Colonel lngerso11, as has his law partner,
Benjamin
for
proof
that the association for the conI. N. Phillips. Mr. Phillips, in the spring of 1883,
version
of
the
Jews
of this city is a spiritual humwas nominated by the Republicans for mayor of
bug,
and
costing
a
great
deal more than it is worth,
Bloomington, Ill., and was defeated in a town naturally of his political faith, simply because he was that gentleman communicates to the Jewish Messenthought to be " a disciple of Ingersoll." After the ger a few of the charges he prefers against Mr.
election it was found that the religious element had Freshman, the activ missionary of the society. The
talked the matter over in their churches and homes, scheme, he intimates, is one for the personal aggrand
and quietly knifed him at the polls. The opposition izement of Mr. Freshman, who, while advertising
that he and his wife " liv by faith" while doing the
to Mr. F1fer is developing with rapidity, according to
Lord's
work among the Israelites, is really lecturing
special dispatches to the Chicago Times. The
in Protestant churches for emoluments consisting of
Methodists are. the most virulent. Several letters
hav been received by clergymen at Bloomington, Mr. many dollars and cents. Mr. Benjamin charges also
Fifer's home, from pious people of adjacent counties that Mr. Freshman makes no explanation of the
requesting information as to Mr. Fifer's religious be- manner in which he uses donations of money to the
lief. One letter is from a leading Republican of Ma- society. In 1882 Mr. Freshman claimed to be makcon county, who states emphatically that if Fifer is a ing converts at the rate of eight a week. In hifil
disbeliever in the Christian faith in any form, E!hape; fifth report, covering 1886-7, he can, however, count
only seven converts for the year, while in the sixth
or manner he will not only vote against him, but
work for his defeat with all the zeal and energy in report, covering 1887-8, he can find only six Jews
his body. The questions uppermost in the Christian who hav yielded to his eloquence. What these thirteen converts hav cost, no one knows.
mind of Bloomington are : " Was Fifer ever bapMr. Benjamin charges also that Mr. Freshman's
tized T" and " Does he believe in the Apostles' creed '"
converts
are not permanent additions to the fold, but
The correspondent of the Times says that the man
become Christians temporarily, and for revenue
who goes back on the Apostles' creed will be opposed
principally. He instances a certain "Mr. and Mrs.
by the entire Christian church, for every true ChrisFeinstein,
bakers by occupation, who, after being contian believes in it. The clergy are preparing papers
verted
and
receiving their boodle in return, resumed
on the subject of Atheistic politicians, and-announcin-g their determination to oppose all heretics. What their old faith, .for soon after their baptism a newly
foundation there_ may be for the honor thus thrust born male child was initiated in the Abrahamic
covenant. on Atonement day of 1883, and who are
upon Mr. Fifer we do not know. His church status
now full-fledged Jews in Scotland, Dak." Others of
is thus stated by the Chicago Times (a Democratic
Mr. Freshman's converts are named, and inquiries as
journal): "Since Joe has begun to figure for the
governorship he has attended what is known in to their whereabouts made in a tone which implies
Bloomington as the 'Broadgauge' church, which that they will be found either in some state prison
was charged eome years ago with haying thrown the or foreign land. Indeed, it is strongly implied that
Bible out of the window. A Bostonian who occu- all of the converts from Judaism to Christianity are
pied the pulpit at the time made a most contemptible of that class which makes their exit from the synareference to the birth of our savior. The church was gogs a "blessing in disguise," serving to purify "the
organized by Dr. Wakefield. He did not believe in camp of Israel of its refuse." Mr. Benjamin frankly
the divinity of Christ. It has always been liberal in avows his enmity toward Mr. Freshman, and offers
its views, with a leaning latterly toward Unitarian- to- stake his reputation, his Judaism, or one.thousand
dollars in cash, that he can in one hour prove Mr.
!Jpl. ~here was a ti~e when the l,Jnitaria,.n Qhurch
lfreshrpaJJ to be "the root of ignoriUl(l~ " of the

Hebrew language, religion, and philosophy, and an
unworthy missiop.ary to be employed by the churches.
He is, he says, determined to rescue Christianity
from those who are degrading it. But we fancy,
however, that his interest in Christianity is of a much
milder form than his enmity to the society whose
existence is an implication that the Jews are deserting the faith of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.
If Howard Crosby and the other Protestant clergy
of the Hebrew-Christian Society would put oub a
faithful report of the money received and expended
by the society, and tell truly just how many Jews
hav been bribed or coaxed into the church, a comparison of the society's work with the work of the •
London society and its results would be interesting.
The London. society has been in existence about
si:tty-five years, and last year spent nearly two hundred thousand dollars in missionary work ancl for
salaries of the missionaries, Nearly ten thousand
Bibles and New Testaments were given away to the
Hebrews, together with ov.er two hundred thousand
books, tracts, and other publications. Yet the London society does not rep01·t the number of its converts! and there are only between three and four
thousan.d Christian Hebrews in the whole world;
including Mr. Freshman's thirteen convE?rts. Really,
the outlook is not hopeful, and we think with Mr.
Benjamin that the results of money spent on Jews
are not su:fficientl;y great to justify the existence of
the Jew-converting societies.
But let the investigation of Mr. Freshm~tn and his
methods and converts go on ! The people who are
supporting him dese1•ve to know the facts.

An "Infidel-Smasher."
At the earnest request of a number of Freethinkers
of Blakeslee, 0., we print the subjoined communication. Mr. Streline livs in Edon, 0., and is regarded
there and thereabouts as an "Infidel-smasher." lie
has read, as we learn from his communication, THE
TRUTH SEEKER of January 28th, in which we asked
some questions of the Christians, promising to ask
soma more when they were answered. Mr. Streline
has undertaken to satisfy us, and the following is the
result. We should hav corrected his manuscript,
and put his statements into intelligible ~hape, had
his attention not been called to the :flaws in his
composition by some of his clerical friends, eliciting
the response that " it was good enough for an Infidel
sheet." Therefore it is printed as he wrote it, and
the hope is entertained that the clergymen feel proud
of their champion :

"EooN Omo
"MR BENETET
"Editor TRUTH SEEKER in Reading your paper of Jan 28
you ask Sixteen questions for Some christian to answer.
''The most ImpfJrtant one ia the 2d How can the Infinite
be limited, and the Immortal Die.
"This question alone show's Infidel wit: because it is the
mortal that dies & the Immortal lives when a man pro:ffesses
to be an Infidel he acknowledges himself to be a fi)ol. for
God says the fool has said in liis heart there is no God·
'' Every man that says his soul is mortal, places himself
on a level with the Brute creation and indeed he is not of a.a
much value as the Brute to the human creation.
"If you denie the Immortality of the soul: pleas tell mo
the difference between yourself and a mule. the only di:ffer.
ence I can see, you Bray louder than the mule especially
through Tall: TRoUTB SII:&KER.
"You had better change the title of your paper·and call
it the Devil's Guide Board to Hell.
" The Christian are partakers of the divine nature of our
Lord and Saviour Jesus the christ. this is that, that elevates
,above the Brute Creation. out of the old rusty Infidel Rut.
Faith to the Christian is that. that looks through tbe dark
gloomy grave into the paridise of God. where we hope to
dewell throughout all ages with the one that Redeemmed us
from sin
" Faith to the Infidel is that : that takes him to the grave
where he Hopes to be forever Banished from the presence of
the living God. where he will will return to dust Just as
other anamals do.
"Now Remmember that Faith is the substance of things
Hoped for the evedence of things not seen. Now every thing
on the face of the earth. that has sence enough to hope :
Hopes for a life beyond the grave:
"When Jesus acknowledged to be the son of God, the
Jews took counsel to kill him. Now remmember tbat they
were Infidel's After they crucified him: they placed a guard
of Romman soldiers : and they were Infidels to : placed at
the grave to wach that he was not stollen away: Jesus arose
from the dead and when the soldiers found out he was not
there. then they say _that the disciples came and stole him
away while they slept: and Infidels to day are soft Headed
enough to believe such noncensicals lies as that : pretty guard
to be found a sleep on duty weren't they : and if tbey were
asleep How did they know that the Disci{lles stole him. A
man that has as much Brains as a ratle snake could see the
Incol).sista~t lie$ they told; Now t4ep ,Jesqs ra.sin~ from the
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dead proves him to be the son of God and proves the Immor-1 of credulity the imaginings of ignorance' the statetality of the soul1 What consolation is there in being an In- ments of d ' • ·
.· t
t b t
h•
t ehfngnmg pues s, canno
e a en as iSfidel if there is any.. be one: does Infidelity make people t •
1
better. if does than Bray louder than you hav been
ortca rut ·
"Does Infirlelity make the Diein~ bed plesafit and Happy.
We may inform Mr. Streline that Thomas Paine
(Ask Tom PainP) if it does than Blow your bugallou:lly
died calmly, peacefully, and without crying out, "My
"Does Infidelity promice you any thing beyond this life God my God why hast thou forsaken me~·· and that
if not than why are you an Inflde.
I ntid' e l"t
·k'
b tt b
h"
h
"Wha t can we say f or Ch ns
· t"1am"ty.
I y ma es men e er y teac mg them to av
. .
.
•
"does it lead men to the saloons to make fools of them- regard for their hves here ID thts world. We may
selves
also inform him that the patrons of saloons are mostly
" does it cause men to profane the name of their creator as Christians; that about all the murderers are religious,
though there Mothers was Insane when she should have Been and that Christianity pretends to be able to get them
training them maners
into heaven; that
good many horse-thieves hav
"does it lead men to the penitenry for Horse steeling
"does it take men to the gallows for taking the Inisant been pious; that ninety-nine of every hundred conblood of there fellow men
victs in the penitentiaries are professing Christians ;
"Does it Cause a guilty conciounse in any one
that a good many unhappy families are caused by the
!'Does it ever cloth a family in R'lgs. as you clamed in Christian religion; that a good many religions fan atthis number Does it cause a miserable family Does it cause ics hav been reduced to penury by their "devotion
parants to be a shamed of there children and children of to the. Lord."
there parants.
"If it does these things than fight it with all your might if
We are willing to take all the consequences of our
it does not. Than why are you publishing such a paper present conduct, assuring Mr. Streline that we do
Remmember your paper is leading thousands astray and you not believe a good God would make us so that we
will be held accountable in the great day of our Lord and cannot do otherwise than as we do and then burn
Remmember you believeing Jesus to a myth does not change us .forever for doing it.
the facts in case in the Jea•t: your punishment will be mull------~----tlplied upon you ar,ording to 1JO'IM' works I hav did as you
Twaddle.
Requested now will your publish this and let your readers
yours Truly
B. F. SHELINE"
hav the benefits
The Messenger (lf Truth, a religious periodical,
We are appealed to by the senders of this to quotes approvingly this paragraph from John Ruskin:
"God is a kind father.· He sets us all in the places where
" stoop just this once to answer this;" but we frankly
he wishes us to be employed; and that employment is truly
confess that we are puzzled how to get hold of it.
'our father's business.' He chooses work for every creature
Shall we describe the anatomical differences existing which will be delightful to them, if they do it simply and
between the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER and a mule, humbly. He givs us always strength enough, and sense
showing how dlir laryu is incapable of vocal com-. enough, for what he wants us to do; if we either tire ourpetition with that useflil btit ridiculous animal; or selva or puzzle ourselvs, it is our own fault. And we may
shall we corner Mr. Streline by asking him how he is always be sure, whatever we are doing, that we cannot be
pleasing him if we are not happy ourselvs."
certain of so much that nobody else pretends to
We wonder if God sets the editors of Freethought
know f What reliable information does he possess
papers at their employment T Was H his wish that
concerning the immortal! Has he lived other lives,
D. M. Bennett, for instance, should begin the publior is. he acquainted with· anyone who hasT "It is
cation of THE TRUTH SEEKER~ And are we doing our
the mortal that dies & the immortal livs." Exactly,
"father's business" in continuing Mr. Bem1ett's
barring the symbolic conjunction. We are willing to
work, delightful and inspiring though it may be 1
concede that anything which is immortal livs. The
Does the happiness a F1·eethought writer or lectmer
question is, what is immortal1 The nearest approach
derives from his labor of breaking mental chains
to an immortal object-having a beginning-which
·argue that such labor is pleasing God 1 Does God
we know. of is the ignorance of Christians like Mr.
really giv the iconoclasts the wit and ability they use
Streline. That seems impenetrable and never-dying.
in destroying the superstitious belief in a God or
Really, we don't see what our Infidel-smasher has
gods?
proved, or advanced any evidence to prove. He
When you come down to bottom facts, what
makes assertions, for all the world like more com.
twaddle the Christian talks !
petent theologians, but forgets to adduce corroborativ testimony. What is the divine nature~ How do
Who 'l'hey Are.
the Christians get hold of it? What has ''hope'' to
In
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
of May 26t,h we inquired if
do with facts? A Mohammedan hopes to go to
anyone
knew
"Ron.
Charles
F. Caldwell," of Parheaven and be surrounded with houris. Will he?
kersburg,
W.Va.,
who
was
said
to be a "famous InA Buddhist hopee for nirvana, and his idea ol heaven
fidel,"
known
as"
the
Ingersoll
of
the West Virginia
is extinction of consciousness. Will that be his condition after death, because he hopes for it~ Then bar," and "the Rev. James A. Merryman," for twenty
we get this quot.ation, delivered with solemn mien: years an Infidel, and " intimate friend of Colonel In"Now remember that Faith is the substance of things gersoll," both of whom are alleged to hav been rehoped for; the evidence of things not seen." Well, cently converted to Christianity. Mr. Warner Lovwhat of it? What does it prove? Only this, that ell, of Des Moines, Iowa, writes:
"I bav recalled to mind the ' famous' Caldwell and notoMr. Streline-who is a type of .hundreds of thousands
rious Merriman. Caldwell is a slug-ger, accordiu~ to the
of Christians-bas heard a minister quote it in an sporting record, and Merriman won first money at a walking
oracular manner, and being incapable of reasoning match of six nights' duration in Des Moines last winter. I
upon the matter has taken it for granted that it make no charge for this information, but as you advertise to
means a tremendous lot. Supposing a man has faith know 'Who Are They?' I thought I would endeavor to giv
W ARN!j:R LovELL."
that in some other planet water runs up-hill, trees you the desired information.
grow into the earth, and two and two make a hunDoes anybody else know who they are!
dred and five, is his faith evidence that it is so! Go
Editorial Notes.
to ! Mr. Streline. Smash us with something else.
The resurrection argument, or the stone which
WE print elsewhere copious passages from Colonel Ingerwasn't at the door of the sepulcher, is the next soll's reply to Mr. Gladstone's criticisms of himself. The
weapon of offense. Let's put the argument into article occupies some forty pages of the North Ame1"i.can
Re'Oiew for June, and the balance is as good as the extracts
syllogistic form:
we quote. The Review containing it will be supplied from
1. Christ was missing from the tomb.
this office for fifty cents.
------~-2. Therefore he was raised from the dead.
SALADIN reprints in the Seeul(J!r Re'Oiew the excerpts from
3. Ergo, he was the son of God, and this proves
Mr. Gladstone's attack upon Colonel Ingersoii made in these
the· immortality of the soul.
columns, together with our comments thereupon, which he
Hurray! Can anything be neater, or more com- calls "an able article." This is flattering indeed; but what
plete, or more conclusiv! Surely there has arisen in we want to see is Saladin's funeral sermon over Gladstone's
Ohio a logician of great power. But before we adopt effort when he reads Colonel Ingersoll's answer,
the· conclusion we desire to hav historical proof that
THE general synod of the Reformed Presbyterian church
a son of God was crucified, that he was put in a
adopted a resolution last we~k reaffirming their convic
sepulch~r, that his body disappeared, that he ap- tion that the Constitution of the United States is a virtual
peared to his followers, that he ascended into heaven. agreement or compact to administer the government without
Does Mr. Streline know that the best Christian reference to Christ or. the Christian religion, and that incorscholars of the world admit that the four gospels are poration with the government on the basis of this Constitunot authentic, were not written by the men whose tion is, therefore, an act of disloyalty to Christ.. This is a
legally correct estimate of the relations between the national
names they bear, nor at the time the unlearned Chris- government and the churches, as contemplated by the
tians think they were ! Before we can believe the founders of the republic, but practically the matter is very
resurrection m:fth, the acco~nts of it must be sub- different. Except in legal technicalities the churches are as
stantiated. Gq~s~work1 lif'4~~jgp1 f!'it\11 the dream.s well "filStablis4ed" i!l tWs COQntry as in Englanc.l, an4 they
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manage to filch from the national money-box and the various
state treasuries about as much caqf! for their support. The
Reformed Presbyterians are too finicky in their loyalty to
Christ!
ELDER JAMES QuiNTEx, editor of the Gospel Messengm·,
dropped dead one afternoon while offerin~ praver at the:
national conference of the German Baptist (Dunkarn) church,
near Wabash, Ind. He had peen editor of the Gospel Messen,qer more than twenty years. This will do to go with the
Beneca blasphemy incident, wherein the blaRphemer wa!!l
suddenly stricken insane; for if the moral of the one is,
Don't blaspheme, the moral of the other is, Don't pray.
THE Rev. G. M. Colville, of Binghamton, N.Y .• approached
dangerously near to plagiarism in his memorial sermon at the
gathering of the Grand Army of the Republic of his city.
One of his paragraphs reads:
" The past rises before me. I see four millions of human beings
<!Overned hy the rod. I see bloodhonndl pursuing them into the
dRpths of the dismal swamp. I see babes torn from th•ir mothers
at the auction-block. Ob, cruelty unspe,.kable, and all unrier our
tl•g! Now, instead of slaves. I see free men, women, and children.
Than!; God, the heroes did not die in v"in !"

This is a very clumsy imitation of Colonel In~ersoll's
"Vision of War," which he gave at a soldiers' re~nion in
Indianapolis in 1876, and which he quotes in the Decnration
Day oration printed in this isgue of THE TRUrH SEEKER.
Ministers who use Colonel Ingersoll's ideas and language
ought at least to giv credit for them.
THE C. R. Bennett who figures in the Oakland Enqui1·m·'s
report of a Freethought lecture in that place as the champion
of Clark Braden, the theological polecat, is the agent of the
San Francisco Bociety for the Suppression of Vice, the
Anthony Comstock of the Pacific coast. It is a choice companionship. Braden is meeting with poor success in his
cllallenges. He used the Christians of Phcenix, Ariz., as
catspaws, hoping by a trick to secure a debate with C. B.
Reynolds, but the Liberals demanded the name of their opponent before getting Mr. Reynolds to revisit the town, on
learning which the debate was declared off. as Mr. Reynolds
refused to meet Braden on any terms. Braden will hav no
better succe£s with Mr. Putnam, and we advise him to retire.
into that obscurity which will so become a man of his shady
reputation. The less he is heard the better he will be
thought of.
CoLONEJ, INGERSOLL's Decoration Day oration teaches lessons that it would be well for all political parties as well as
for the pietists to Jearn. Liberty. liberty, liberty! is the
current flowing strongly through its expanse of flowery rhetoric. Every matchless period emphasizes the· speaker's
desire and demand for l1berty, justice, equality. L1bcrty
secured to all, justice for everyone, and equality the natural
condition of men and women. If Colonel Ingersoll will only
occasionally allow his voice to be heard for a few years
more, tlle people in this region, at least, will hav some idea
of freedom. Amid the music and flowers and gay mourning
of the memoriai service-the "joyful celebration of magnificent recollections"-this speech was" like the lily with
its heart of fire," the fairest flower in all the wealth of blossoms. In quotation, even, the orator could only match
himself witll himself. The audience received the speech
with applause and tears, and .showed that in almost every
heart. the good is uppermost by going frantic with enthusiastic apprer.iation of the picture of the future republic. The
Minneapolis Tribune will hav to revise its opinion that
Colonel Ingersoll is hampered in his career by his religious
opinions. He is the most sought-after orator in New York,
and is fast becoming the most popular man.
Mr. Talmage is a Joke.
F1·om Fa 1" PlaY.

THE TRUTH SEEKEH, after quoting some of Talmage's ravings and declining to comment seriously upon them, says:
''Talmage is a joke." That is true, and it is doubtful if he
means to be anything but the clown or the acrobat of the
pulpit. His mountebankism and misrepresentation bring
him notoriety and ducats, and what more could any sensational preacher wish? Inductiv reasoning, the truths of history, and fair treatment of those from whom he differs are
things with which he wants nothing to do. Let him alone,
let him perform his marvelous feats of mouth and limb in the
theological sawdust ring; until he says something serious
and in a manner to convince us that he is not merely performing on the tight rope of calumny for his own amusement
and profit, men and women of purpose and work hav
precious little time to waste upon him.
Preaching is Labor.
From L'fe.

Last of all, says Life, Satan came also, as our pious brethren are inclined to believe, and induced Judge Wallace to
decide in the case of the Rev. E. Walpole Warren, who was
imported from England to supply a pulpit in this city, that
clergymen come under the Jaw forbidding the importation
of laborers whose services are contracted for in a foreign
country. We are inclined to think that Judge Wallace's decision was complimentary to the cloth, rather than otherwise. Scoffers contend that the average city clergyman
does very little work in return for the large salaries that
most of them are paid ; whereas, according tj2 holy writ,
every clergyman should be di~t.inctly a labure'll'in the vineyard of his master. If Judge Wallace had based his decision on the precedents establi~bed in the Rev. E. Walpole
Warren's book of books, be could not hav cnme to any 01her
conclusion than that the clergyman was a laborer; and that
being established, according to our statutes his importation
under contract i~ an infringement of the law that mnst meet
tne penalty,
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Er.nA., 0., May 23. 1888.
dation the structure whose imperishable walls shall overtop
all tyranny and creeds, when universal mental liberty'shall
MR. EniTOR: In an article from Elba, printed April 2lst,
be the watchword on its towers, then will the world do appears the expression : 11 The preacher was repeating the
homage to the memory of R. G. Ingersoll, the greatest de- story of Ingersoll's daughter jnining the Presbyterian cb urch."
l::lTocKToN, Mo., May 22, 1888.
fender of human rights, the greatest champion of human I am informed that it was not the intention to mention any
MR. EDITOR : Find inclosed $5. I send you the name of
liberty, the world ever saw.
Mus. J. B. PUFFER.
names in that article, but as the Methodi~t preacher here, a
S. S. Gilmore as a new subscriber. He is a young man; is
Mr. Pettay, was the one meant in the pangraph immediately
a Freethinker, a~d has been for several years, but never subFRENCHTowN, Nxn., May 30. 1888.
preceding, the use of "the" instead of 11 a" was an error
scribed for any Freethought'paper until now. I am sure he
}fR. EDITOR: I hav just finished reading Aunt Elmina's and escaped the notice of 11 Agnostic." It is a very common
will.never do without your paper after reading it for one . "Little Lessons," and find that the grown-up children can
occurrence for Methodist preachers to make use of similar
year, and of course that is the kind of a subscriber you want. learn something from it. I got it for a birth(lay present for
falsehoods invented by orthodoxy, and they usually peddle
I want to do all I can to get more people to read a good pa- my only grandchild, and am sure nothing could please her
out their stock in trade without the semblance of a blush,
per like yours. and drop their old superstitious ideas and do more. Liberals who hav no little ones of their own surely
but I am glad to say we hav an orthodox preacher here who
right for right's sake, not because they fear an imaginary hav a niece, nephew, cousin, or grandchild who would be
objects to being quoted as authority for this particular falseGod, of whose existence they hav no proof. C. H. MACK.
made better by reading this little gem. There are many hood. 11 Agnostic" r~quc·sts me to correct the error, which
whose birthdays will intervene between now and the winter I cheerfully do. Howev~er, the story was told by a preacher
GRAND RAPIDs, Mwn., May 20, 1888.
holidays whose hearts would rejoice with this book for a in :Mr. Pettay's prest>nce and he had no word of rebuke at
MR. EDITOR: I bav heard a number f'ay we must nomigift.
the time. His attempt to mHke capital out of so slight an
nate R. G. Ingerwll for president of the United States. I
Our children read her story of '' The Darwins" years ago error is simply catching at a straw, and his motiv well underwould say to all such that we need him for other purposes.
when it first came out in THE TRUTH S&KKKR, and I remember stood. Mr. Pettay does not seem to be so prompt in publicly
He already occupies a position higher than prt>sident of the
yet how delighted they were with it. Tbey could scarcely corr~ecting his own public statemc·nts which hav no foundaUnited States. He and thB principles he advocates must
wait for the mail that brought the paper. But it is in book tion in fact. His statement that I acknowledged that I lied
neces~>arily make him president of the world. Let us take
form now, and is just as entertaining as ever. I hav sent is simply false, and he dare not make an explanation in
his principles and organize in every place, and I will guarfor 11 The Darwins" and " The Infidel l::lchool-teacher " to print.
antee the world will accept them for all truth. How any
send to a distant friend. When you are reading anything of
Mr. J. E. Rem~ burg delivered two IE'ctures at Lower Salem
person can see otherwise I cannot understand. What
Elmina's you feel as though she wPre near you, and not as and one here, which were the first of the kind ever delivered
orthodoxy has been to other nations, that it would, if it could,
though she lived on some far-off planet. She makes you feel near here. Those who engaged Mr. Remsburg hav reason
be to us. By their fruit ye shall know them.
at home as much as though you were with her in her little to feel proud of their success, as it was much better than
CHARLES SACH.
sitting-room at Snowville, Va. Be sure and write to her for expected, and this explains why some people-preachers,
one or all of her books.
MARY BAIRD FINCH.
MoNTESANo, WAsH. TERR., May 17, 1888.
for instance-catch at straws. The preacher here hAd special
MR. EDITOR: There is great excitement among the Liberals
business ont of town when Mr. Rem~burg came. Preachers
EQURSTRIA, Txx., May 14, 1888.
here on account of Mr. C. B. Reynolds, the Liberal lecturer,
are paid by the year to dtefend their doctrins, but they dare
MR. EDITOR : There is a wrong here in Texas that some not do it when their opponents hav any poFsible chance to
being expected here. I got money enough together before
I wrote him to come here. In this village are only a few abler man than- I should show up. The landowners, land be heard.
Respectfully,
W. J. DUTTON.
outspoken Liberals. There are several Lrberals that would agents, bankers, and railroads are raising · !urge sums of
money
to
send
back
to
the
states
to
boom
Texas.
I
will
say
llLOOK, K~N., Aprjl 28, 1888.
not ]f"t it btJ known; they go to church, belong to the
MR. EniToR: Since I wrote my last letter to you, I hav rechurch, and, as most of them do there, a~t like monkeys. for a truth that there is not one farmer out of seven but has
We can hardly wait until the lecturer comes and givs us a mortgage or a vendor's lien on hi~ land. Besides, labor is ceived a copy or two of nearly every paper of Liberal tendgood teaching. Please send me four more ALMANACS for begging employment. There are. hundreds not able to pay encies that is publiRhed in the United States, also a copy of
1888, and three copies of the "Argument by R. G. Ingersoll taxes, while the bank is overrun loaning at two per cent per Secuza,...Thrntght, and let me say that for live editors, for good
month.
thinkerR, for witty and sarcastic writers and debaters, I do
in the trial of C. B. Reynolds for Blasphemy "
The Union Labor party is causing some little alarm among not think the same number of papers representing any other
Yours truly,
W. WKDKKKN.
the old Democrats. ·To prove to you and everyone that toe cause will equal thuse representing the Liheral cause. While
NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., May 6. 288.
Democratic party will not do, I refer them to the only fully some of the papers hav been free love and others hav been
MR. Em'l'oR: We sng~rest that Col. R. G. Ingersoll be run Democratic law-making body that ever existed in the United Anarctiistic, and some hav been labor papers, they hav all
for Congress as an Indeptndent candidate in the district in States. That was at Richmond, Va., and Montgomery, Ala. been carefully read, and distributed where I thought the
which he r~esides. England bas her Ingersoll in Parliament, If I remember rightly, it was Democratic from doorkeeper to most good would be do~e; btit let me say that I liv in a setand ought we not to make a continual endeavor to get our president. Here are the laws it enacted in favor of labor- tlement where the people are either Liberals or Lutherans.
Bradlough in Congress? And if we had the determination and let every poor man recollect this when he goes to vote: There is quite a fl•>ck of each, and it seems as though the
of a Bmdlaugh we wonlcJ get him there, too. There is noth- All those who owned mills or machinery were exempted. lines are drawn so that but little advance in numbers can be
ing to hipder any person in any part of the United States All those who owned five hundred sheep, five hundred heat! made by either. The Lutherans hav a $G.OOO church away
from contributing to a campaign fund for the above purpose, of cattle, one hundred head of hors~s, or five negroes were out here, ten miles from a town of any size, so you may
and if we should succePd, we know by Bradlaugh's expe- exempted. But everyone who had a wife and from one know they are pretty strong, and it 1s jttst as hard to pene.
rience that the battle would be more than half won. Such an to ten children, and a hut at the back side of a negro planta- trate their heads with a new idea M it is with the same nurn.
effort would at least "make Rnme [and her children] howl." tion, without clothes or provisions, was ·forced by conscrip- ber of Cathnlics. In fact, the difference between the CathoThis would bav a wonderful <ffect in agitating our cause.
tion to go in service for three years, or during the war. This lics and the Lutherans is only in the de~ree, not in the kind,
Let Agitation come! Wbo fears?
is a full-blooded Democrat move for the poor laborer.
and the Lutherans are only one de>!;ree behind the Catholics.
The filth d year• has gathered round usLet Mr. Heston keep the monkey. He is a fair representlf there are any truly Liberal papers ptthlished in the GerRoll, then, on! What cannot stand had beRt begone.
ativ of the negro in the South thirty or thirty-five years ago. man language, and some of the pub:i'lhers of such papers
JoHN W. AllBOTT.
Mr. Reynolds's account of Kansas is a correct account of will send me copies. I will gladly distribute them where they
Texas.
will do the most good.
PRINCETON, KAN., May 16. 288.
I was a subscriber for tbe fund to carry D. M. Bennett
I like the Liberal cause, and do all I can for it. If I were
MR. EDrroR: As life is ~hort, I take this opportunity of
around the world. I hav the three volumes pf his Travels. able, I would take every paper published in the interests of
saying that THE TrmTH SEEKER suits me in every particular,
1 shall soon send for the fourth.
M. M. HAGLER.
that cause, for I believe the newspapers are the general ed.
and my hearty thanl•s are due to everyone connected with
ucators, so of course the· more Liberal papers the better.
it, even down to the very devil. 0 brot.her! it has been a
ADRIAN, MICH., ~fay 27, 288 As.
Wishing success to all, and hopin~ fora future as bright as
great source of delight to this old body and mind. I cannot
MR. EDITOR: "Freedom: shrieked when Knsciusco fell." only S. P. Putnam can picture it, I remain,
do without it. How I wislr I was able to thank in person
Yours truly,
W. A. LowE.
everyone who contributes to its columns l I am a poor, old, The little sheet edited at Antioch, Cal., in the interest of
ignorant man, but I am not unmindful of the obligation I am woman's rights ·and kindred affiliations is in great travail
MILWAUKEE, Wis., May 25, 1888.
under to those noble men and women who giv us such noble over an article which was written for Putnam and !lacMR. EDITOR: We hav been having a course of lectures by
sentiments in THE TRU1'H l::lEEKER. How I should like to donald's Freetlwught, but was not printed by that firm, and
was handed to the editor of the Antioch paper and printed- Prof. J. S. Loveland in our city upon Liberal subjects that
thank them in person! May they be ble~sed l
a
part of it. I will not repeat the agonizing howl the editor gave universal satisfaction. Many of your readers may
E11gene, I liv in one of the most ignorant, intolerant, bigoted, superstitious nPigbborl:roods anywhere. I hav made renders up, but will say, only in kindnes~, a marked copy of remember that Profesf!or Loveland was one of the early
the acquaintance of Mr. Frazer, of Ottawa, eight miles off. fi'rntndation Principles, a paper edited at Antioch, Cal., is workers in the cause of mtntal freedom thirty and forty
and he is the only Freethinker I know of in this whole re- before me, and my reply is: Many thanks l You will notice, years ago in the city of Boston and other Eastern cities. He
gion. I am much pl~ased with the ANNUAL for 1888. And the more venomous the reptil, when disturbed the livelier now hails from California, and is president of the Mount
as to Brother Heston, he is a brick. May his shadow never contortions. Facts are stubborn things. In reg>~.rd to'' bray- Pleasant park camp~meeting at Clinton, Ia., the only one in
ing of long-eared minstrels," you must remember there are the country that maintains a free platform practically. And
grow less !
I. P. MARTIN.
one hundred mules of the feminin gender to one jack; also, here let me say that any person that will take the trouble to
bear in mind that an estimate of caliber from your own spend a. few weeks or a few days at this camp cannot help
BINGHAMTON, N. Y., May 20, 1888.
Mn. EDITOR : I believe Colonel Ingersoll is the most mis- standpoint is hardly a fair measure for myself. Now, in being instructed and interested.
understood man in the world to-day. And is it ir.ot strange? regard to Putnam and Macdon.ald's not publishing my effuDr. Juliet H. Severance, whom many of.your readers may
He condenses and simplifies the eloquent truths he utters sion, I don't know if your statement be true or not, neither be interested in, has just returned from the Union Labor
until it would seem that a child could comprehend them. do I care. As I know purity does not accompany any such convention at Cincinnati, where she was sent as a delegate at
But for. lack of comprehension the thoroughly orthodox are doctrin as Heywood's or any other paper advocating indis- large from this state, and she considers that a good work
criminate blending of principles, the comments concerning was done in the cause of labor reform. She has lately been
peerle~s.
Evidently the gentleman at the Nineteenth Century Club my article fall fiat. The tone of the paper is Anarchical, and on a trip lecturing in the northern part of the state. She
did not comprehend Mr. Ingersoll. How many times must tends to distortion of morals. If you are endowed with such lectures on a great variety of subjects, and all of her work is
he r<'iterate that it is not the thm!Zht, but the action, for herculean intellect as you seem to attribute to yourself, you in the best interest of the people as she understands it. Our
which we are accountable? Perhaps I do not grasp the could do better in some ~ther direction. · As to the discrep- city is as free from priestly rule as any you can fiad in this
gent I< men's meaning, but it seems to me that they do not ancy between a faur and eight page paper of the Lilliputian country. There are as many churches here as anywhere, but
make nice distinctions between thought and action. How dimensions of the Antioch sheet, it is hardly perceptible, and they do not hav the same control over the people. · Sunday is
can we control that of which we are not possessed? Thoughts should not worry so profo~nd a source. My dear fellow- like a holiday here. People go to church, and then to picnics,
flit through the brain with the frerdom of the wild bird in mortal, I hav unbounded sympathy for the ~uffering of all hav three or four ball games, and horse-races, dances, etc.
air. Some we would hold and imprison; some we would animated matter, whether animal or human, but hav no Our Sunday laws are as strinu;ent as the most conservativ
not entertain; bnt when both, uninvited, make a guest- admiration for distorters of truth or disturbers of good could wish, but they cannot enforce them, so they stand- as a
chamber of the brain, what remains but to control the action? morals and good government. No man living has a more dead letter upon our statute books. Over half of the popu.
Mr. Coullert is so exerci~ed about the tearing-down process profound rega:-d for Liheralism than myself, or a more true lation are Germans, and a large share of them are very Libwhich Mr. Ingersoll has been carrying on so succes~fully respect for morality. The martyred Bennett, the founder of eral and hold a balance of power Liberally. They hav a
that he is pPrfectly oblivious to his building ability. Fort- the Liberal doctrin enunciated to-day, has no more true large society of Freethinkers called '' Freide Gemeinde."
unate indi;fd are we that 11 man livs who can tear down adherent to the truthful sentiments embodied therein. The Then, our labor organizations help to Liberalize the people,
the structures reared by superf'tition and supported by igno- means which were inaugurated to persecute the hero who although a large share of them are m£mbers of the different
rance. Mr. Coudert s.ays: "What most ardent admirer will circumnavigated the glohe in the interest of truth and Ecience churches, but they find they cannot serve thBir own canse of
say that Colonel Ingersoll has built up anything?" His will some ·day recoil upon the perpetrators, in my opinion. labor and the church at. the same time anri be faithful to
most ardent admirers know that structures such as Colonel D. M. Btnnett was the greatest disseminator of Liberal both. We do not hav any speakers like Dr. MclHynn here
Ingersoll has laid the founclation for are not completed in ,truths of his time. As a devotee of Anarchy 8aid in regard that tell them that they can be good Catholics or Protestants
one man's lifetime. But when our children and our chil- to the misguided cranks of Chicago, ''Hats off," I feel like and work successfully against all the ~onopolies, for the
(lren's children in years to come hav feared upon that foun- saying, Hats oti for the noble BeiUlctt I
0. s. BARR&TT.
church monopoly ts one of the worst in the land, W.bUe

l,tlters Jrotq Jlriends.
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there is not any open attack .made upon the church in the
labor movement; the church stands or falls with the rest of
the monopoiies. The principle of l'quality of the race can
never exist as long as the Christian church maintains its
present power in the land. Tbe cause .of human freedom
and. the church are in utter opposition to each other, and
always hav been. More and more people are beginning to
find this out, and I hope there will be more cities and towns
like our own where people can hav more freedom of thought
or action. And all hail the day when we shall hav universal
mental freedom throughout the land I A. B. SEV&RANOE.

ishness. Nobody ever claimed it was. No one has the
power to call up the dead; and what is more, no one ever
did hav. l::lo you see that little tale about Samuel is nothing
but a romance.
Tbere are just as many spiritual manifestations now as
ever there were; but, for obvious reasons, people keep them
secret.
·
A man must be blind indeed if he has not discovered that
man is composed of two elements-good and evil. The flesh
is evil and senselees; the spirit is intelligent, good, and pure.
A blind man could see that it is not a person's spirit that
needs looking after, but his body. God is mighty, and is
able to manage his affairs in his own way without the
PRosPRoT, PA., May 20, 1888.
MRs. B. BuRGEss.
MR. EDITOR: !oly copy is, as far as I ·know, the only one interference of man.
that comes to Prospect, which is a. town noted for its deep
and fervent piety. My humble self, however, does not take
P~ENIX, ARIZ., May 5, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : On the arrival of THE TRUTH S&&KER every
any stock· in religion, for these reasons·: first, because. there
are so many, each claiming to be the only true one, that week every Liberal-minded citizen of this place that is so
with the great mass of mankind it is only a question of where fortunate as to read its columns rejoices in the work it is
they are born as to what their religion is; second. our par- doing for the enslaved mindsof poor humanity. The sledgeticular religion is founded on the belief that.the Bible is the hammer blows of your editorials and your correspondents,
word of a God who made this world and its inhabitants in and, last but not the least, Watson Heston's caricatures, are
six days, but this Bible is full of errors which prove that it heavy on the clergy.
Clark Braden is now with us, and has been for the last ten
is not the work of the architect of the universe, but the work
of man in an ignorant and barbarous age. The science of days trying to explain the Bible. One evening he appeared
geology proves that the world was not made in six days, six on the rostrum as an advocate of Solomon. He started out
thousand years ago, but that it is millions of years olrl, and by saying that the Bible does not teach polygamy. Next,
the same agencies that made it are yet at work. The Bible that his mother, God bless her, had died with the Bible by
says Joshua commanded the sun to stand still ; the science of the side of her head, and she believed it to be a .work of inastronomy proves that it always stood still. In the New spiration; that he did, too, and any Infidel, Freethinker, or
Testament it is miracle upon miracle. You.are commanded other person who says differently is an infamous scoundrel.
to love your enemies and hate your friends. And St. Mark The Freethinkers of this place all agree that it is the best
xvi, 15-18, proves either that there is not a particle of faith argument in favor of Solomon's actions they ever heard, but
in the world or the promis is worth Hothing. When I giv not qtiite satJsfactory to the Liberal mind, that God guided
these reasons in argument the pious cannot answer them and directed Solomon in his wicked works. Arizonians
but say they are sorry for me ; that I'll find mit some day, etc: know something about polygamy, and a man of Clark
And now, Mr. Edttor, and friends of TH&· TRUTH S!!&K&R Braden's cahb~r cannot defend that book against the charge
family, I hav a little favor to isk. I am a young man of of polygamy '1\ith one of the Mormon elders in this county
twenty-five years, unmarried, and hav a common school -and there are many of them. Again, he says the Bible
education. I intend to devote a few years, if I liv, to gath- does not teach the enslav~ment of the human family, and
ering together a little property, which at present I am lack- givs as his reason: "My mother believed it to be an inspired
ing. I wish to do this by honest labor-fairly paid, which book, and so do I, Ingersoll to the contrary notwithstanding,
it is not in this section. If any reader of TH& TRUTHS&&KER and .any man who says differently is a vile, dirty villain;"
· knows of any place where a man can obtain steady work and other language such as is sometimes used about barand good wages, and will let me know, I will be greatly rooms, but oeldom, however. Every evening he has a different subject, and the principal part of the lecture is the
obliged.
E. MoCANDLESs.
abuse of Ingersoll and all Freethinkers. The language he
uses is some that he has manufactured for this particular
D11s MoiNEs, Ia.; April 21, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I myself carried about my TRUTH SEEKER occasion, and I will eay that it is the most vile language ever
that contained the article, "Straws Sbow Which Way the used in this city•. It is used in a church, under the sanction
Wind Blows," to get the article rllpublished, I first went to of the churches of this place. He winds up by saying, "My
the state Regil!te:r, the state mouthpiece of· the Republican mother was a Christian and a devout woman, and she beparty. The editor said the priest must hav been drunk, but lieved it to be a work of inspiration, and I do." He has
when I asked him if he would publish it he said No, the used his mother so often in his arguments that it has become
Catholics would get mad. I then tried the. evenin~ News, a by-word on the streets, and now it is customary in order to
another Republican paper. Then, by invitati\)n of the editor convince a man on any subject just to use Clark Braden's
of the Grand Army of the Republic, I sent the article to him, argument, "My mother believes it," and you gain your
as he said he would publish it with comments. I waited a point every time. I hav given this thing too much notice,
week, and his paper came out, but not a word about the and I hope you will excuse me for it ; but there is one thing
tearing of the stars and stripes from..the coffin of a dead com- I want to say before I close: ihere are more Infidels in
rade. The editor then sent me word it would not do to at- Phenix than ever btfore, and some of them came out of
tack the church, but he would annihilate that impudent the church. I think if Clark Braden would stop a month
priest in next week's issue. I waited for that, but, alas! with us our ranks would fill up fast. He is doing us no
nothing said. This editor is also a Republican, and could harm, and I only hope he will keep on. A FREETHINKER.
not afford to resent the insult offered to the fl11g of his country "nd a dead comrade, for it would kill the dear RepubAxTELL, KAN., May 6, 1888.
lican party. I then wa!! told that there was a paper in the
MR. EoiTOR: C. B. Reynolds and the other blizzard came
city published by the Rev. Elder Lucas, who would dare slap to Kansas and are gone. One would think that mortgages,
that priest, as it was in his line of busine.ss to differ with Ca- ague, and blizzards hav full possession of Kansas, if one
tholicism, and he is always ready for a d~bate. This was an were to take Mr. Reynolds's word for it, and that we "only
insult to America, her flag, and to his dead comrade, for the raise one crop in three years." I came to Kansas first in 1866;
reverend was with the boys in blue, and was a leading mem- hav been in ~,all River, and most of the eastern part of the
ber of the G.A R. We expected that he would send the ·state. I know that we hav no worse storms than they'hav
priest to Andersonville prison anyway. But no; this sky- in Oswego county, New York, and not ncar so frequent, and
pilot, too, is a Republican; and the Catholic priest with im- that we hav not half so many cases of ague. I am now
punity has given our country a greater insult than was given marketing corn at forty cents a bushel that pays me $12 an
by the rebels firing on Fort Sumter, for which insult millions acre, and I can show a man land fully as good that can be
lost their lives. Who was it said, Shoot the scoundrel who bought at that price. We are in debt, but so are the farmwould molest the flag?
ers of Indiana, Michigan, and other states. I hav live~ in
Oh, yes, I had forgo.tten-this reverend once showed fight several of the Middle slates, and can truthfully say that any
to Brother Watts, of Toronto, Canada. The fighting WattR JI!.an with $1,000 to $5,000 can locate himself far better here
accepted, and he sent his acceptance. But the reverend than in any place east of the Mississippi river. I am a
failed to materialize.
farmer, and hav no lands for speculation. I write this so as
They hav been exhibiting on canvas in the Baptist church to try to undo the harm that Reynolds's articles were calcuof this city " Christ Before Pilate." It drew twenty-five lated to do to the poor man in Kansas that must find buyers
cents for admission. It took money out of the dupes' or lose everything.
pockets. Of course, the sky-pilots stood in. But the poor
I was greatly interested in Van Buren Denslow's articles
city got nothing. They were allowed to run the museum on the " Distribution of Wealth." I had never before read
without license. ·
PAUL KENNEDY.
so plausible a defense of monopoly. The only obj~ction to
his conclusions is that they are all false. He said that
"large owners of land rented cheaper than small owners."
WooDHULL, ILL., May 8, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Talmage said recently : " 'fhe Lord 'al- We hav the illustration right here. Bookwalter owns vast
mighty, in a score of passages which I hav not now time to tracts of wild land and wants $1 per acre, while I can get
mention, utters his indignation against all this family of small tracts at thirty cents. Phillips Brothers hav in cultidelusions. After that be a Spiritnali~t if you dare."
vation sixty farms; the appurtenances are meager, yet they
Brother Talmage, I think you hav lately been barking up insist upon the regular rent. I can assure the readers that
the wrong bush. In your sermon on Spiritualism you utter unless we hav a change in the railroad and money policy of
many deliberate falsehoods. You put. up a man of straw this country it will be but a few years before nine-tenths of
and strike right and left regardless of whom you hit.
o.ur farms tbat are now mortgaged will be in the hands of
Now_all\)w me to quote from the Btble : "No one has ever the few shylocks, and such defenders of the corrupt system
seen God or heard his voice." Now, how dare anyone say as Mr. Denslow will find degradation and ruin on every hand.
he said so and so? You will say, "They were inspired." I am glad you gave him space, as we like all sides.
I admire the management of the best of all papers, THE
Now, I would not giv six and one-quarter cents for the
inspiration of any person. Some persons are shrewd, and TRUTH 8EEKER. Would it not be in order to send Comstock
good at guessing, but that is all.
a skunk by express? I think that the company would be
If people would only giv up imagination, the earth could consoling.
11oon be made to " bledsom as the rose."
We are in good fighting trim here if we can get some sky'fh~ j9,.e~ that Spirituali~m. js !lo Jeli~ion is w~~s!l t.JI.Il-P.- tgol- pilot to open his battery outside of the pulpit, Our Union

is proud of the work we hav done since we organized.
May every town where therll are six or more good Liberals
form a Union, and they will find plenty to do. I admire
the articles of E. A. Stevens. I think he is the right man
in the right place. Watson Heston is also a trump card.
E. W. MINER, Sec. Axtell Liberal Union.
LETTER TO REV. DEWITT TALMAGE.
PRovmENoE, R. I., May 11, 1888.
REV. MR. TALMaGE, IJear Sir: I hav heard you preach,
and hav read many of your discourses in the leading papers,
and was at one time one of your ardent admirers, but either
you or I hav changed, perhaps both. I now hav a Boston
-Globe before me with your sermon for May 6th, and am astonished at the lack of logic in your remarks.
You assume that there is such a thing as a soul, which is
a very fundamental point. In fact, everything depends on
whether man has an immortal soul to trade or to save. And
if it is really immortal, his swapping or trading it is impossible; no amount of selling could ever make it mortal.
1hen, if man has no immortal Foul and if death does end all
-an·d you do not know but it does-are not the pleasures of
this world worth having? Is it not the idea that eternal and
unutterable blies is awaiting you that makes many of earth's
joys and pleasures sv unsatisfactory to you, and if you thus
blur and destroy all this world's pleasures, and there is no
other, are you not a loser of everything? Is not a man a fool
who will sell what he knows he has, even if he cannot be
sure of it long, yet it being what he can now feel anrl. see
and enjoy, for something that a priest describes to him as
attainable by him in the future if he will giv up all to the
priest? One would think you very familiar with all the
properties of souls. You seem to know as milch about them
as a pedlar does about his wares. You hav doubtless seen
their wings; witnessed their velocity, wdght, etc.; "seen
them leap" across "cba~ms of immensity." Wben it meets
your purpose, you speak of the soul as though it were the
body; and then when it meets your purpose you speak of its
being infinit, etc. Is it not sophistry to compare, as you
continually do, dissimilar things in a careless way as though
they were similar?
You also believe there are lovely flowers in heaven; they
are "the spirits of dead flowers." If flowers hav immortal
spirits, or souls, why not grass and trees and thorns and
thistles, etc.? What becomes of the souls of all the potatoes
you and other animals eat? But yon say flowers hav odors,
and these odors are souls. Exactly so ; so do potatoes,
tomat<'es, and many mineral substances hav odors. Are
they possessed of immortal souls? What about the animal
kingdom-are there to be no birds, no pet Iambs, no playful
kittens, no loving, faithful dogs, and no noble horses in
heaven ? Surely muskrats and skunks will be there. They
hav strong odors. But perhaps I am too hasty; perhaps the
Lord has privately told you that all the disagreeable beasts
will go down to that place paved with hot brimstone and
frolic around for the entertainment of Ingersoll & Co. and
all who in this world doubted that they had souls. What
but· a bloodthirsty, depraved set of lunatics would look at a
"lamb slain, wounded in the head, wounded in the feet and
in the side," and then start in singing a ptrpetual song of
"Hosanna! Hosanna!" etc.? What a hard, cold place that
celestial city must be- all gold, gold, and precious stones I
Any feather- beds up there? Why don't you picture out a
reasonable sort of a place, one that will look consistent with
the nature of things, and then people will be more likely to
think you know more about it than themselvs?
But where were all these immortal souls before they were
born ? This world is one va8t cemetery; the very soil under
our feet is composed almost wholly of the dead, decayed
bodies of plants and animals. Where now are all of their
souls? Are there any more souls in existence now than a
thousand years ago ? If so, is the universe going to be ultimately all made up into souls? If this world had a beginning; if this life had a beginning; if mind had a beginning;
if reason, love, hope, fear, pleasure, pain, etc., had beginning, then we and all are sure to hav ends. If I am eternity
bound, I am coexistent with God and must always hav existed.
How large is a soul? What is its shape? Can a thousand
of them dance on the point of a cambric needle, as one Christian says, or are they the full size of the bodies they inhabited? And ·if you say you do not know, you probably will
tell the truth, but you will seem ridiculous to hav said so
much about that of which you know absolutely nothing and
which you cannot even prove that you or anyone else has
bad or ever will hav. Many men spend their time and lives
trying to explain a thing or prove it only to lind after all that
it had no real existence except in the imagination. Natural
facts are not hard to prove. If there were any such things
as souls apart from bodies, it would be self-evident, and no
one would dispute it. No one disputes the multiplicationtable. Why soar into visionary nothings when there are poetry and pleasure enough in contemplating solid facts?
Talk about what you know; don't try to entertain people
and get their money for telling thet:1 what you don't know,
is my advice to you and all preachers. The clear reason why
the clergy cry down and try to depreciate the value of this
world is that they want the people to contribute largely of
their money and goods to the Lord and his servants, especially the servants.· If this world is such a miserable concern, its happiness so ungratifying, etc., it r~flects rather
roughly on the skill of the one said to hav made it. And if
it is such a worthless piece of property, it is strange 'that the
Lord, living in such luxury as golden streets, etc., should
need any part of it to complete his own happiness. While
we born here don't need any of it-giv it all up for Christ and
then giv ourselvs up, too; be his slave, and if we are not
happy now we will be in that sweet by and by.
l wap.t fiOliq facts for ~umanit;y.
9· L. ll4Bl'~l+.·
OPEN
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QITtiltlrtn's {/[orntr.
1/!dited by Mrss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
Ri1!e.r, Mass., to whom all Oommuniootions for
tM.s Oorner shquld be sent.

"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is bei!'inning to lower,
Comes a psmse in the d"'Y'" occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

The Redhird and the Oriole.
A TRUE INCIDENT.

•tood at mv window"' mnrning- in M>ty
While a reilbird wss sinJriTH! just. over the way,
.An<l the rnPrrie•t note waR his" CbPe, cbee. cbee!"
And hP Jnoked like a bright shuttle tossed on the
sea:
Yet hP treAtPd with scorn my handful of crumbs,
And I triPd him Again with a knot of gray thrums
That I C>tYelessly hung on the green, swaying
hnne'b,
· While hither and thither he fluttered. And now
:He has found it-but t.bat m<>ment there came
A fierCP nrin!P wit.h "j"Pket of flame
That swnnped down upon it with beak and with
('laws,
Ann ('A red not. a fig- for the other, becAuse
He knew it hail all been ordered for him,
So hP fnriously tore down the whole from the
limb,
Swini!'inJ? Rtraigbt to the ground in the greed of
hi• VRin,
If<'ldil'Jl' fRPt wi~h his fePt And hi• bill to thMkein,
Till thP lonl! wiFp had fAllen from out of the t.ree.
Then the flAY, fl••hY oriole, where, where was he 1
A 11 illnomirdon• hP lay on thp grotmd,
W"erP 11ot R bril!ht feather of him could be fonnd,
:Hi• b•rk to the urasR ann hi• feet in the air.
Wa• Pver a bird in snch Plil!ht, I declare?
C~verPil n'pr with the shreds of the gray-and
w;th PhameNo n1nrpp) we """'of hi~ waistcoat. of flame,
Fnt heArd a glAd trillinl! fAr up in the t.ree;
'Twa• thP redbird a-mockin" and ('rvinJ?, "Che~,
chPP !''
MARY BAIRD FINCH.
I

Frencntown, NPb.,

1\fw<' 18. 2•8.

Coral Formations.
The Manj!rove i~lands, near the western
coa~t of south Florida, are splendid illustrations of cor11l formRtions.
Once h11vinl!" ~Pen thPm, the theory of their
growth is appar!'nt, b~cause of the various
typPA Rnrl stages rf devl'lopment.
Take, for inR!!mce, 1\ny one of these islands
and it is at once ob~erved that its origin was a
simple polyp, adhPring to a rock, to which
the corllet-the calcareous secretion, or cell, becnmes affixPd.
This polyp multipliPs, by producin~r ej!"f!A
and bud din!! coral ~rrains, hy additional cells
being prorlncerl by the offspring, and tbm;
thP APCrPtions of multitudes of these marine
animals form into extPnsiv rocks.
Layers upon layers continue to form until
the snrf11ce of the water is rPaChPd.
M~tny kinds of debris Rre lorlge1 by tbP
gulf waves upon this formation; VPgetable
matter dPcompnses; sePds, which hav been
conveved by various agencies, germinate and
flourish.
The man~rroves are the first .to grow on
thPse islands. The flow and Pbb of the tidP
)eaves the seeds )odgPd in crevices of the
rocks, and they rapidly ~pring up, and er!'
many se11sons they form snch a network of
roots that the cmrent of water is turned.
Among thpse roots floating debris is lodged,
and upon that the waves wash shells, sand,
and soil.
Upon this various forms of vegPtation
grow luxuriousl.v, and finally the coral island
becomes· the home of many animals; among
them being the cultivators of tropical fruits.
T. P. BRINEGAR.

Frances Wl'ight.
Mrss SusAN H. WrxoN: I saw in THE
TRUTH SEEKER Ja~t DPcember a biographical
sl{etch. from your talented pen, of the most
remarkable and talentPd woman that ever
graced the lecture platform ln the United
States. She might well be called the female
Ingersoll of America. I mean Frances
Wright. I think she was different from
Colonel lnj!"ersoll in many respPcts. Ingersoll
only attacks priestcraft; Frances Wright
attacked priestcraft, kingcraft, statecraft,
banlwraft, and even tile lawcraft. She
thought the Jawcraft more dan~rerous than
prieslcraft, as the lawyers drafted all the
laws; they drafted them to suit their interests-the more numerous the Jaws the more
business for them. 8l1e opposed monopolies
of every dP~cription. She was a friend of the
producPrB of all wealth; and of free schools,
as ber kctures on " Know)Pdge" conclusivly
prove. Those )pCtures on" Knowledge" were·
given at her expense in all the principal cities
of the UnitPd States. They were designed to
ameliorate the condition of the downtrodden
toilers of the land. She taught and believed

that there could be no such thing as equality
until the m11sses were as well educ11ted as the
classes. I became acquainterl with Frances
Wright by her lectures on" Knowledge," as
published in the Free Enquirer as early as
October, 1828, Robert Dale Owen and Frances
Wright editors. In the year 1838 I com.
menced bu~iness in Cincinnati. Frances
Wright and Mr. D• Arismont wPre then livingon the corner of William and Elm streets. I
of• en hPard her lecture; in that way I became
personally Rcquainted with her and Mr.
D' Arismont. In 1840 there was a literary
society formed in Cincinnati called the Franklin Institute. Mr. D'Arismont and myself
wpre members of the society; I soon became
intimately acqnainted with him. As I was a
builder, carpPnter, and joiner, I did considerable work for him. Mr. D'Arismont was
a scientific man, enthusiastic for the education of the masses. He approved of the lectures on knowledge. They both believed in a
practical education. That neither possessed,
which they regretted exceedingly. I hav
beard Frances Wright blame her uncle and
aunt for not giving her a practical education
instead of Greek and Latin. She never
dre•sed herself till she became of age; a
servant was at her heels by night and by day.
She never made her bed, never swept her
room, never cooked a meal or hemmed a
handkerchief, or washed one either. I built
two houses for her; in that way I was in her
company a great deal and learned from her
own lips more of her true history than wiiJ
ever be known from any of her writings.
Your l:>iographical sketch is in the main
correct, with one or two exceptions. Her
land you speak of was located back of
Memphis ten miles. She lived in the family
of Lafayette some time, and paid ont of her
own pocket the whole expense of the housekeeping. Lafayette, if you recollect, was
confined in an Austrian or Prussian prison,
his property confi;•cated, and was poor at the
time Frances Wright was invited to his
house. This I had from her own lips.
Another mistake that has crept into your
biographical sketch is that Frances Wright
and Mr. D'Arimont did not Jiv together
happily; I think it a great mistake; and I
know it is false. The reason why many
people thought they did not liv happily
together was that they did not understand the
philosophy of marriage as they understood it.
Mr. D'Arismont and Frances Wright both
believed that the marriage contract ought not
to interfere with the personal rights of the
individual either in person or prop!'rty.
They did not believe in the Paul doctrin for
the wife to submit to the wishes of her husband in all things just to please him and the
Lord, or to replenish the earth with human
beings, to obey another command. Thev
believed it was a great sin to bring a child
into existence when the prospects were that
that child would be miserable by that existence, just to gratify one of the lowest
instincts. Frances Wright believed that
every w01pan ought to retain her own name.
do business in her own name ; that the
wife's property should not revert to the husband when married. This also was the opinion of Mr. D'Arismont. She conducted her
busineBS in her own name, attended to it in
person. Mr. D'Arismont had no more to do
with her business than a stranger.
Those buildings I built for her; she was
her own architect. She traveled a great
deal. She went twice to Europe after I was
acquainted with her. Mr. D'Arismont did
not accompany her in any of her travels.
He attended to the education of Silva, the
only child by that union, according to agreement before marriage. He wa~ to educate
all the children and she was to determin the
number she would consent to be mother of.
They believed that marriage as at present
practiced is vile prostitution.
You can guess now why all Christians and
many Infidels hav thought tlley did not liv
JoEL BnowN.
happily together.·
Mount Healthy, 0., May 10, 1888.

Uorre8pontlence.
SAN J A'OINTo, CAL., May 6, 1888.
DEAR Mrss WIXON: This is my first Jetter
to any paper, but I will do the 'best I can.
Father has taken THE TRUTH SEEKER several
years. He is taking Freethought and the
Ironclad Age now. Mr. Putnam and Mr.
Reynolds hav both lectured here at our town.
Will you please t<"ll me what the Speak No
Evil Society is? I think I would like to join
it. I hav an essay entitled, "The May Picnic," that I will send you, and if you think it
is good enough to print in the Children's
Corner, I would like it very much. Our
family are all Liberals, and we like all of the
Liberal papers. I hope I wiii see my Jetter
and eBBay printed. I send you a c&rd for a

"I dunno," replied the boy.
keep~ake. I mt)st dose. From a Liberal
friPnd,
MARTHA DRMING (ap:ed fifteen).
" What, a boy of fourteen years old ·and
[The Speak No Evil Society is as it indi- doesn't know _who made him? Why, there's
cates-its members learn to curb the ton~~:ue little Benny Jones, only ~hree years old, and
and to speak no evil of any?ne.-En. C. C.]
I'll bet he can tell who made him. Come up
here, Benny. Benny, who made you?"
MoNTE Vt!ITA. CoL., April 7. 1888.
"Dod," said the bright little three-year-old.
DEAR Mrss WtxoN: I hav a little .black !log
" Do yon hear that?" said the teacher.
and his name is Jip. He chases jack-rabbits
"Well," said gawky, sniffling, "I reckon
tbrou~rh the Page-hrnPh. I made a pincushion
for my auntie. I am sorry that your dear he can tell who made him, 'cause 'taint been
mother is dead. I am almost five :rears old. long since he was marie."
LAURA LAMSON,
[Little Laura is our youngest correspond'l'he Faithful· Dog Again.
ent. We feel quite sure she is a dear little
The Vienna correspondent of the London
darling p:irl, and the editor of the Comer Daily Telegraph beard the following from a
sends her a sweet kiss to.day.-En. C. C.]
friend in Budapest : A few days ago the
new bishop of Wait zen; in. Hungary, was
SAN Drxao, CAL., Mav 7, 1888.
house with seven
Mrss SusAN H;WrxoN, Dear Si/l.ter: I thus sitting at dinner in his
address you bE>cause I believe all of'' Adam's friends, when all at once a small dog belongsons and daug:ht!'rs" should be indeed broth- ing to him ran up, and seizing the tail of his
ers and Pist ers in all pertaining to the uplift. coat, tried to pull him toward his bedroom
ing of human kind.
door, which opened into the dining-room.
My chief reason, however, for addressin~r
von these linE's lies in the fact that I am· At first he drove the animal away, but it
desirous of soliciting all the information ob whined piteously, and his guests advised him
t.ainable from those of practical experience in to see what it wanted. The bedroom door
the work of teaching our little ones. and was thrown open, and 'J?Y the light. from the
youth of all al!'e•, the principles and Liberal"
izing ideas of Freethought. I wish to know dining-room the bishop and his friends diswhat methods are the most successful in not covered a man hidden under the bed armed
onlv training the younfl: m;nd to think for with a large knife. He was dragged out,
it$p]f, but also to maintain the interest in the and made to confess that he had escaped
children's lyceum with undiminishing ardor, from the town jail, and was bent on robbery.
to the end that both old and young will not
tire or grow weary in the good cause.
A RIOHLY dreSBed lady stopped a boy trudg •.
Is it possible to attain such excellent results, ing. along with a basket, and asked, " My
or am I Poaring beyond possibility?
Is there at present being published any little boy, hav you got religion?" "N:>,
Liberal paper devoted exclusivly to the ma'am," said the innocent, "I've got potayoun~r?
toes."
What· books for the little readers are there
" MoTHER, hav I got any children ?" asked
to be had, and on what terms can the fore.
little Johnny Fizzletop. "Who? No, child ;
going be secured?
By these queries you understand that we what put that in your head ?" " I read in
wi@h to or!!anize a society especially devoted the Bible about children's children. That's
to il!culcation of humanitarian and progressiv what put it in my head."
ideas in the minds of the children of LlberalTilE Boston idea.-" Mamma," inquired
ism, and therefore wish you to aid llR so far
as withln your power \vith whatever of little Waldo Bunker, of Boston, who is spendthought, wisdom, or experience you hav to ing the winter in Florida, ''what is that body
offer.
of water?" "The Atlantic ocean, my dear."
It appears to me to be a work much needed.
and yet one that is much neglected. If we "The Atlantic ocean!" exclaimed little
expect our cause to kePp pace with the ad- Waldo, in amazement, "why, I thought the
vance of the age, we who cry so loudly for Atlantic ocean was near Boston !"
free thought, free Ppeech, and free press must
A SuNDAY-soaooL teacher, after relating to
nePds bestir ourselvs to more dilil!ent effort.
Hoping I hav not trimsgressed too much the children the story of Ananias and Sapupon your time, I close by asking for the phira, asked them, " Why does not God
addrePses of all those who you think might stiike everybody dead who tells a lie?" Ooe
be able to contribute some suggestion or aid of them immediately answered, "Because
us in our undertaking. With earnest endeav- then there wouldn't be anybody left!" That
ors for pro!!res11. I remain,
child evidently hasn't a. very high opinion of
Sincerely,
J. EMMETT SMITH.
[An excellent way to develop thought is to the veracity of his Christian instructors and
suggest topics to the child. For instance, associates.-fl'reethinker,

own

tell him to take note of the trees as he passes,
their names, shape, form of limbs, leaves,
trunk, fruit, etc.; Jearn the bight, age, and
all pertaining to thPir growth. Or ask him
about the kinds of flowers, fruit, vegetables.
or animals he sees in walking -about all their
ways and habits. Let him discover all he
can and tell it. Encourage him to ask questions.
Vary the program in the lyceum by recitations, songs, and dialogs, and an occasional
picnic or tea party; form a debating class
among the children, hav classes in natural
history, in poetry, drawing, etc.
There is no paper now published of the
stamp mentioned. There doubtless will be
when Liberals are ready to maintain one.
The Truth Seeker Company furnish catalogs of .the few really Liberal books for children.-En. C. C.]

•••

J. W. has our thanks for Hamples .of Bambuci (San 8ouci) and Lachryma Christa. The
first is well calculated to drive dull care away,
and the latter, from its name, ought to remove
all traces of sin from anyone fortunate enough
to behold its liquid clearness.
'' The good doctor" will please, also, accept
thanks for handsome beaded moccasins, pincushion, and other useful articles. The editor
of the Corner thinks herself fortunate in the
possession of so many kind, loving, ·and ap.
preciativ friends, and while she livs will
endeavor to preserve their esteem and friendship.
When Mr. Hiram Wentworth learns to
write a good, sensible letter, and stops callin~~:
our dear little children "silly" and "stupid,"
his light may then shine in the Children's
Corner. He is too big a 'boy to write nonsense.-En. C. C.

The Reason Benny !ilbould Know.
In a Sunday-school not a thousand miles
from Jesup there was a young lady teacher
who had a class of bop1 ranging in years
from three to fourteen. When the class commenced to recite the teacher aske~ II! ~re"t
big, g"wky boy who made him.

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

PI:icl!• 10 cents singly; '?5 centa per dozen. Aa a
l\IJssJonary Document 1t ill nnexoelled, Among
the eubJects considered by Mr. Bemsbnr(l: are:
The Oburcb and Morality; OriminalStatJstice,
!lho~nl{ the creeds of the prisoners in the penttentJanee • the Oburcb and OivilizatioB ; the
Oburch and Soience; the Obnrcb and Learning·
the pburch and Liberty j the Oburcb and tlie
Ant1elavery Reform ; tne Woman'• Bights
Movement t the Tem_perance Reform; the
Oburch ana the Republic,

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and ·

Vices S!luctioned b;f Sorit!iure; Falsehood and
DeceptiOn ; Cheatmg : · Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism • Intole~ance and Penl)cution: Injustice to Woman;
UnkiudneBB to Obildren; Cruelty to Animals·
Human 881Jri1lce1; Cannibalism; Witchcraft:
Slavery: Poly~my: lntem~erance ; Poverty
and Vagranc;y:
orance and Idiocy; Obsoenity•. P ''!6• sJnlf e oopies, 1!11 cents; 6 copiea, St.
SpecJal discount on larger qnantitiea.

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best
and moat thorongl! work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rattonal point of view Large
and handsome pl;int, The question is discnased
under the followmg heads: OrillW of the Sab
bat!c Idea; The Jewish Babhattu The Obristia~
Sonptnres and the Sabbath; .~!;:lamination of
Sunda_r Arguments· Orjain of Obristian Sabbath: Testimony of ihe Vhristian Fathers· The
Sabbath duriniJ the Middle .&,rea: The Puritan
Sabbath; Testimony of Chnatian Reformers
Boholars. ~nd Divines; Abroga~ion of Sunday
Law1, Pr1ce, 1!11 cents ; aix copJes, Sl.oo.

rhomas Paine. The Apostle of Re-

ligious and Political Liberty, Tells the stor_y
!Jf the Author;Hero•s life, delineates the leadIng trait~ of his character and genius, and vin.
dicates hie name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Ob,ot<le e~t~acts from ' Common Sense "
"Amencan CnBlft•" "Bights of Man," and ''Age
of Beason " are lfiVeD ; also, tributes to Paine•a
character from more than one hundred noted
peJ;sona of Enro_pe and A!Perica, many of them
'l!'ntten expresMlY ~or tb1s work. Second edition\_160 pages, pnnted on fine tinted !!&Per
neatJY bOund, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 60 centa ·
olotb, 75 oenta. ·
·
'

lniage Breaker.

Six Lectures: De-

oline of .Faith, ;protestant Intolerance, Washinl{tollan Unbeliever: Jefferson an Unbeliever·
J>ame and Wealey; Obristian Sabbath Each
5 cents: bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cta,
The Apostl~ of Liberty. An address
delivered in Paine. Hal!, before the N. E. :Free.
thinkers• Oonvent10n, o1anuary 29, 11184 Price .
,n

"fllntR.

•

Fathers of Our

•

Q,f'p'IJ'flli~, Paine, Jef-

f!lr~on, WasbJo~tton, Fr~ui!Hn. A lecture delivered befnre the Tllllth 4:nilllal Qon~rress of
tbe Americl\n Se.,nla,. Uolon, m Obi<'kering
~~11, ~ew lork, November 18, 1~86. 1~ cents,
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Cloth, 12mo, $1.
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His Answers to a Number of Vital Que,tions Pro·
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OBTHODOZY.
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-Civil Bjgh,ts Speech.
Including the addreaa of Frederick D~uglass, fifty.
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·
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The Truth of" Distort·.
This ia a comment by Oolonel Ingersoll u}l<>n
the religious lies that hav been told about himself, and first made ita appearance in these columns. Price 8 centa; 30 centa per dozen; $2 per
hundred.
BIBU~

IDOLATRY.

A letter Oolonel IngerHoll wrote to the editor of
the London "~ecular Revtew." Price 8 cent&; 80
cents per doz., or Sll per hundred.

INGERSOLL ON

ltlcGL~N.

Being the commenta and opinions of Mr. Ingeraoll upon the ftgbt in the Oatholic church between
the late pastor of St. Stephen'a and hia employer,
the pope. Price 8 centa; 30 cents per doz., or lll
per hundred.
We auggeat that theae be purchased in quantitie&, and given away to Christians, and 1t ia with
that not unreaaonanle expLctation that the Prices
ha.T been placed ao low.
Addreaa THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Larayette Pl., New York.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarlr8d.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HEI.EN H. GARDENER,
Introduction by
BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 110 cents. ·
TAl Trad.! Bupplkd. at BP'Cial IJi8cqunts.
Addresa THE TBUTH SEEKER,
118 LafaYette Place, New York.
Photo-engraving& of Mia1 Gardener are for sale
a\ thia oftlce. Price, 401!.; with autonaph, 150 otJ.
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We hav on hand a large number of the following
of OOLONEL INGERSOLL'S p&mph ets, which
will be disposed of at cost, as fol ows:

Frances WriKht,
Ethan Allen,
Thomas Jefferson,
Rtob't D~le Owen,
John Adams,
Peter Oooper,
Jamea Lick,

HOW TO

ROBERT G.. INGERSOLL'S

Strengthen the Memory

Great Centcnntal Oration

OR,
NA'IURAL AND SOIENTIFIC METHODS OF
NEVER FORGErriNG.
Tbe New Haven Pallat!ttJm says : "The chapter
on 'How to Ltoam a-Ntow Language' is of remarkable mterest,"
The Boston PoMt says: "This book actually
show& Ull how to keep our memories in good works
inll condition and rePair tbem wben out of order.
Scie,,ce (blab authority) says: "We hav tned the
methods of aasociauon advi•ed in this book on
several peraona, and found ·them moat excellent.
Pr1ce by mail $1.

Declaration of lnde~endence,

Parturition Without Pain.
BY M. L. HOLBROOJ[, M.D.
Godeti'B Lar1ti'B Boolt sara: " We giv our cordial
apprubatton to th111 work. The mformatwn 1t
cootaiiJH is moat im_portant, aod, we are fully convioctd, reliable." Price by mall, $1.

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOCY
AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN.
C .. rtofUIIY . r~Vlllt>ol edUlOno With 111 illustratiOns.
Tbe most perf..rt bouk for men .. ud women ever
pUhllsbed 110,000 aold. Price $.:1, by matl. Illustra~d cataloa free.

Marriage and Parentage.
In Their Sanitary and Physiological Relations,
and 11t 'fheir Beariug on tbe Producing
of O.bildren of Fmer Health and
Greater AbLlity.
BT _H. L. HoLBBOOE, M.D.
The Sbfmtt40 ·.Amertcan sa:vs : "Books on this
subject ar.. u•ually written by cranks, bot this te
radically difl'eretJt: it 11 soienttftc, 110ber, clean,
and wortby of conac1entiooa con~tderatlon by ev·
ery PMBible parent, and particularly by the
young." S1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Oo!t
liS L ..faytotte Place, New York.

BING, BROTHERS, .BING.
USB THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In your mMtinllll. to make them hvely and interesting. THE LIBERAL HYMN BooE oontatns songs
by the beat poet•. adapted to "ell-known tone&.
It is bill'!!lY reuomm~nded by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mra. Sl.. nker,
and, indeed, by all who hav PXaminPd it. Pnce,
15 cents.
Addreaa THII TRUTH SEBKBB Co.

ON THE

ALSO THE
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Document,

And the National Anthem entitled:

"LAND OF LIBERTY."
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Wettstein's World-Renowned, Warranted Watches
anrt Watchwork.
COIN SILVER STEM-WINDERS. 3 ounce case• 7
jewels, $12; 4 ounce, 11 jewels, $15; du, 15 jewels,
$18; do, adiu•ted, $22; do, extra flue, a perfect
watch, nstrnerl "Otto Wett"t,ein," '25; 5 ounce
ca•es, $1 50 ; 6 ounce caBPS, $3 50 more.
BEsT FILLED GuLD WATCHES Open fac~. 7 jew.
els, $16 50; 11 hwels, $18.1>0; 15 jewel•• $21.50; adjusted, f25.50; with" Utto Wettstem" movement,
f28 50. In hunting casos, from $5 to t8 50 more.
Ladtes best hunting filled cases, 7 jewels, $~0; 11
jewel•• $22 ; 15 jtJwels, $28. Extra tine, dtawund in
case. $8 more.
LADIE8' SoLID GoLD WATOHES. 14 k, 7 jewels,
t30; 11 jewels. $32; 15 jewel•• $38. All buuttug,
otemwinrhng, elegantly engraved. Hea\'ler cases,
Louis XIV. style, enameled, embo•sed, and set
wit.h diamonds. $5 tn $100 more.
GENTS' SoLIU GoLD WATOEJF.S. 14 k, }i((ht
Wf'ight, 7 i~wels, $tfl; 11 iewPlo, $42: 15 jewelH, $15;
Rrljusted, $49; Wlth·\' Or to

Wett~tein"

movemeut.

$52. Heav1er CA.ses, $:J t.n $2.i more. Fancy
.vatcbe•, from $100 to $300. All sent prepaid, and
.:ash back tf not H!itlsfactory.
WATOIIWORK. Tile beHt n1 the world. Oleaoing, $1; wam BPrmgs, $1; jewelo,$l. Can Le sent
a thousand miles RB well a" nne. per reg. mail or
c xnress. Inclose $1 or $2. and I Will return free,
All watches and work warranLed to giv satisr..c.
tion, or cash refunded.
OrTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
THB

SHAKER EYE and EAR BilSAM
Bixty.fi:oe Years•

lnt~ariable

Success.

P'1'" FoR ALL DISEASE& OF EYES OR EARS. Im·

mediat.e rehef fo·om Grauulattolls, Iufiammatious,
Dim Viswn, Watery Gat.henngs, a1rd Falling
81ght of EYes. Deaf'nes•• Drumming, }{ingmg ot
the Ears dispelled by a few applwatious. Ca.
tarrhal difficulties of Eyes or E.,•·s inst".ntly removed. Sent the world over. Box with iuHtruc.
tiona, by mail, 30 cents.
G. A. LOI\IAS,
Shakers P. 0 .• N. Y.

Price, 6 cts ; 6 copies, 26 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
28 LafaYette Place. New York.

FAITH

REASON.

~hristian Religion, and
of all tbe Prominent Religion•
before aud sp· ce Ohristiamty.
With elaborate index.

A. ooncise account of the

By

HALSEY

R. STEVENS.

A popularized account of Oriental reli~:ions,
with mHny atJt quot ... tions from the Raored bJ0ks
of tbe E~tst. ~owhere Plse cao so much knowledge of what is generallY unknown be <lbtained
m such cow pact form.-[Ltterary Rev·ew.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 44t pp_, $1.50.
Adc1res• THE TRUTH REEKER.

c:i

Will send pure Quinine Pills. 2 ~rrains, by mail for
75 cent• per hundred, 40 cents for fifty. Tonic
Pills for laos of app_etUe and strength, 6' cents per
bundred. A good Tr11HB for $1.50; giv •ize around
body, Rtate which side is ruptured. For $1 wtth
10 cents for pOHtage, We wilJ send 3 pRirs of OUr
celebrated Acmt> Lens Spect.acles or Eye-Glasses
for trial; select the pair that fit" aurt return the
other two pairs. Send a line of tbe fine•t print
you can read 15 inches from the ere. If you are
nearsighted write u• before sendmg, WrttA us
for catalnll:' of Abdominal Suppnrters, Skirt Support.. rs, ShouldAr Braces. aorl ElastiC Stockmgs
for swelled hmhs and enlar~red veins. We want
lady agents. We hav the sole agency for the
well-knnwn Acme Blood B~lm. said to be a.Imost
infallible in the tr~atment of all Blood, Lung,
and Liver disorders. Price $1 for large bottle&, 6
bottles for $5, free by expresa to any part of the
United States.
1Y10
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Phu~iciwn.

The Better Wa?J,of Cmcmnati, 0., says," We are
assurer! that. Dr.l<'ellowH. the emment HPPCiahstrf
Vmelaud. N.J., ib au educated gentl .. man of superior mind a.ud large attt<lllments, aud that HllC·
ceBB in hi• professiou has brought him business,
not only from all part• of t,hl" country, bnt fmm
foreign Hhores. HA is 10 the prime of life and
able to trans~tct his vanons prnf<'Hsional duties
pr,.,mptly and well and giv satiHfaction in every
ius1auce. Hts references are numbered by thousands."
Dr. Fellow11 treats all those pPculiar disease8
resUitmg from indi•cret.ion and iJ?norau~'e of
vouth. Tbosp who are ailing should Henrl lu c~n ••
i'or the Dr.'slit.tle book Rettiug forth an EXTERNAL
APPLIOATION-a positiv cure.
Address
DR. R. P. FELLOWS,
Vineiand, N. J,
... rrention this tlltper.
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My Bed of Death.

"Dear me, James, I hadn't ought to fo,rget
myself so, and get so provoked with you,
but I am only mortal, you know. Your
mother was very kind, dear, to speak so of

me."

I ask not that mv bed of death

"Yes'm. Mose was orfl.e mad when he
From band~ of greedy boira be free;
come down the hill and seen that gold carf
, For these besi~ge the latest breath
sot up for God, warn't he, mum?"
Of fortune's favored sons, not me.
"Yes, dear, and righteously so-it was
, I a~k not· each kind sool to keep
awful, wasn't it?"
Tear less, when of my death ba bears;
"Yes'm. It was kinder ruff for Moses to
Let those who will, if any, weep!
There are worde plagues on earth than tears.
hav three thousand folks killed, warn't it,
mum?"
I ask but that my death may find
The freedom to my life denied;
"No, James, it was a righteous judgment.
APk but the folly of mankmd
They were idolators, and deserved to die."
Then, then at last, to qnit mv side.
11
Yes'm. What's idolators, mum-them as
, Spare me the whispering, crowdPd room,
goes
for the dollars ?"
Tile frien<ts who come, and gape, and go;
"Wdl, you l.av just about hit it, James,
The cer~monious air of ii:loomAll, which m•kes death a hideous show!
for they are worshipers of the golden calf the
Nor bring, to see m11 cease to liv,
same as those Hebrews that were Flain."
s~me doctor roll of phrase and fame,
"Yes'm. S'pose Mose liked it up there on
'To shake his sapient head, and giV
the hill with God, forty days and forty nites,
Tile Ill be cannot cure a name.
and then anuther dose of it, mum?"
Nor fetch, to take the a•customed toll
"Why, of course, James. Why, he was
Of the poor'sinner,bouud for death,
glorified, you see! Wouldn't you hav liked
Hig brother-doctor of the soul,
To canvass with official breath
it, dear?"
"No'm. You bet I woodn't! I don't like
The future and its viewless thingsThat undJ~covered mvstery
fire and smoke in mine, and sech an orfle
Which one wno feds Doatb's winnowing wings head as God had onto him!"
Mngt needd read clearer, iiUre, than he I
" James-James!"
Bring none of these: but let me be,
"Yes'm. Was they wurshupin' that gold
Wn!le all around in di!ence be~,
_carf, mum, when Mose come down?"
Mnv~d to the window :.ear, and see,
Once more, before my dying eyes,
" Yes, dear-just think of it! Wasn't it
awful?"
B~<tbed in the sacred dews of morn,
The wide mriallands~ape spread"Yes'm. 'F I'd a been Aaron I'd a made
The W•>rld which was ere I was born,
a gold bull. That wood been a bully god,
The world which lasts Wilen I am dead;
woodn't it, mum? Knocked a carf higher'n
Which never was the friend of one,
a kite I"
Nor promised love it could not giv,
"0 James! you are too awful for any.
But lit for all its ~tenerous Run,
thing!"
And lived itself, and madu us liv.
"No'm. Was them real fire snakes that
There let me gaze, till I become
made it so interestin' for the Sheneys, mum ?
In soul, with wbat I gaze on, wed!
To feel the uuJverse my home,
Did they hav red-hot teeth, like rattlers duz,
To hav before my mind-instead
mum?"
Of the sick room, the mortal strife,
"They were real snakes of fire, James,
The turmoil for a little breathsent by the Lord to punish the Hebrews for
The pure, eternal course of life,
their wickedness I"
Not human combahngs with death.
-JiatthP11! ..lrno!<l.
"Yes'm. Ma was readin' about 'em the
uther nite to company-she alluz duz someThat Bad~er Boy At Sunday-School. thin' to make it pleasant for company, you
know-'-and pop got his oar in and said, • Oh,
BROOND LESWN OF :MOBI!S.
them ducks had been on a tare and had the
The teacher read farther along in the book jimjamsl That's what the matter was with
of Exodus, and finishing, that Badger boy the duffers when they saw the snakes!'"
cast his grappling-irons, so to speak:, and
"Ob, mercy me I your pais awful, James!"
boarded ship for loot in the shape of infor"No'm. Wood lookin' at a brass snake on
mation.
a pole cure a rattler bite, mum?"
"Them was high kickers that Mose led,
"Yes, you boy, if God so ordered it!"
warn't they, mum? If they warn't kickin'
"Huh! pop'll bet yer twenty dollars 'genst
at the Lor:l, they was kickin' at Mose, but them store teeth of yourn--"
allus a kickin' ! They was a tuff lot, warn't
"Oh! oh! you horrible James Dadgerthey, mum?"
oh, you awful little monster, you get out just
"They were very rebellious at times, as quick as the Lord will let you-go! The
James."
class is dismissed." And thus ended the sec"Yes'm. I s'pose there was a spring ond and last seance of Moses. Sx SLOKUM.
where Mose hit the rock with his club, don't
you, mum?"
"I suppose-no, I don't suppose-! know,
you heathen boy, that Moses smote the rock
and water came that never flowed before."
A RADICAL ROMANCE.
"Yes'm. How do you kn~w, mum?"
By
WILLIAM
McDONNELL,
"Because it is so written in' God's book,
Author
of
"Exeter
Hall,"
" Heathens of the
you young Infidel!"
Heath," " Family Creeds," "Beau- " Y es'm. How nice your obbun hare looks
tiful Snow," etc., etc.
this mornin', mum!"
The story is used by the author to teach Free"Do you think so, James? Well, I'm
thought, to remove superstition from the minds
glad it pleases you, dear. If you would only of
those who would not read a polemical es•ay.
be as Christian in your talk as I think you and to urge fllcts against the various churches,
bAlieving which the1r supporters will desert th~m.
are at heart, you don't know how pleased I The book is an argument as well as a novel, but
the serions predicaments of the hero are skilfully
should be, dear."
used to lure the rea.der-along, and to induce him
" Yes'm. What did Mose hav to do with to take the an tidot.A to t.hPologioal poisoning without knowmg it. Mr. lllcDonnell writes effectivly
the fust lot of commandments, mum?"
and convinclngly,and alwa:v• braces his romance•
"Nothing, dear; they were written by the with facts on one 111de and figures on the other
Tho•e who hav read his prevwus works nePd not
finger of God on the tables."
be advised to purchase this; they will probably do
,
"Yes'm. What'd he want Mose on the so at once.
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 75 cents.
hill with him for forty days and forty nites,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
then, mum?"
"l don't know, James, and you must not
.JlJST OUT.
ask such question~. It is awful wicked."
"No'm. But God made Mose rite the second batch 'cos he smashed the fust ones,
didn't he, mum?"
BY JOHN PECK.
"Perhaps, James. Only he and Moses
knew why."
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
"Yes'm.
Coodn't God made 'em up
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
sooner'n forty days and nites, mum? I guess
he woodn't do for a newspaper man if he
coodn't--"
"You James Badger-you awful boyBY L. K. WASHBURN.
you stop!"
"Yes'm .. I'll bet pop cood a rit 'em in ten
"Let the OhriAti"'n be held to facts. and ohligPd
t-> tell the truth, and his lips would he dnmb
min--"
There never was AUch a plac~ as the Garden of
Eden; never such an indJvidn•l as the devil.
" 0 you horrible boy! go home !"
is no such pl"ce as bell. There never was a
"'No'm-please. I'll be good, and rna There
Ohrist, and no atonement m•de, for there was no
nPcessitv
of any being made. H tbPre was no
said you was a most lovely Sunday-Rchool
such thing as faith, Ot~ristianity could not make
teacht>r, when you went by this mornin', " cor>v~rt on eart.b If mini•ters were oblilre<1 t.o
the proof of their s~atemimts, there would
mum." [The writer thinks the little cuss was furni•b
be no preaching."
, lying here-under a mistake, at least. HowPrice 10 ceo ts; 75 cents per dozen.
ever, he caught on, as it were.]
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Reminiscences of a Preac~er.

Christian Absurdities.
Religious Problems

FIELO·INHCERSOLL
DISCUSSION.
FAITH OR AGNOSTICISM?

THE SAFEST CREED,
AND
TWELVE OTHER DISOOURSES op REASON.

Bv 0. B. J!ROTHI."TGHAM.
-oA vi~t'>rons thinker as eloquent as Theodore ParTwo Letters from Dr. Field,.D.D .• editor of tbe
Bedtortl t!tandard.
Pr.esb:vterian Evnnoell-t, to O<>luqel Ingersoll, and ker.-[New
Deep thnught, thorough conviction, and great
two Heplies tbet·eto. Dr. Ft~ld ld one of the ~x
ceediogly few Christians who havopposed Oolonel ability.-[Pilila Presd.
Ingersoll kmdly aud. courteous)y, aud the Great
Extra cloth, 12mo, 2'J8pp., $1.
Agnostic has used h1m accordmgly._ Dr. F1eld•a
THE TRUTH SEEKER 0('
arguments, however, are broken 1n Places.
THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Price, 50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth.
Address THE TFUTH SFEKER CO.,
28 Ll'fayette Pt., New York.

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT TJIE DEVIL,
AND

COL.

INGERSOLl'~

TRIBUTES

OTHER BIOGRAPHICAL SKETOJIRS AND EssAYs.
REDUCEO IN PRICE.
BY 0HABLES BRADLAUGH.
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
With Portrait and A'ltobiograpby.
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. IngerOharles Bradla.ua:rh has •• A Fi>w Words" .to say
soll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are •• Ahout
tb~ Devil;• Mr. Bradlaugh bas a right io
printed on heavy toned paper,1Bx22 inobes,illumi· his "few word• 1" and the devtl will, we pre.ume,
._t no very dJ•t .. nt d11y bav "' few, words to say to
nated border, large clear type, suitable for fram. Mr. Bradlaugh, and_ will donbtl!)SS get the best of
tile argumen~.-[Oh1cago Int.,rwr.
ing. The titles are:
Extra cloth, gold hack and side, stamp, 111mo
'l'he Vision of War.
2611 pp .• $1 26
The Grant Banquet Toast.
Address THE TBU'l'H BEEKER.
The price of these heretofore bas been SOots. Wf
offer them at FIFTEEN OENTS EAOH; THE
TWO FOR TWENTY-FIVE OTS. Mailed seour•
from breq.kage. Address THE TRUTH SEF.KER, By DR. FREDERIO ll. MARVTN, Professor of
Pby~iulogio·a.l Medicin and Me·1ical Juris18 Lafayette Pl.• New York,
pru•h·nce in the N~w York Free
Medical College fur Women.
Paper, 12mo, 63pp., 26 cents; cloth, 50 cents
Steel engravings of this cPlebrated naturalil!,t,
12x15 inches, suitable 'for framini!J. sent. pnstl!_aJd
His analysis of nerveus and mental phenomena
for 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
is sharply sci~ntific: hi• pathul..gJCal theories are
tf
•
rat onal, cl..ar, and modern -JI.. ~•ca! RffllletO.
His Janlj'URge iii strong and well cho~Pn, his

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITO 'USM

ALEX 4NDER VON HUMBOLDT.

EssBllGB of RBI~ion r•'·~=:;~~:!:r~=~:;·::~:·
FElJERB~CH.

HEBREW MYTHOLOGY

B]' L.
Translated from the German. Olotb, 12mo, 75pp.;
OR,
50 cts.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore imTHE RATIONALE OF THE BIBLE.
moral.-Extract.
WhereinitiSAhown that the Holy Scriptures treat
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Oo.
ofN..tural Phenomena only.
--------------~-------------BY MILToN WooLEY, M.D.
Among th~> many attemptR made by •cientists to
ITS HISTORY AND !TS INFLUENCE UPON
'lrns" the Bible, this is U!lqu.,titionably the modt
villlorous.-[llnicago Times.
SooiRTY.
BY DB: LoUis BUCHNli:Bo Author of "Force and Oloth, Illus,,hea:vy toned paper, Svo, 613 pp., $2.50.
M<~.tter," etc.
Addre~s THE TBUTH SEEKE&
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
Addres~ THE TRUTH Sli:EKEB, 28 LafaYette Place.

MATERIALISM:

ON TI-IE WORD GOD.

A.dvancement~ Science

By Milton Woollev, M.D., Author of "~ebrew
Mythology,"" Tile o.. reer of Jesus Ohnst."
The fool bath said in his heart, There is no God.
-[P•. xiv, 1·
,
BY PROF. JOIL'l' TYNDALL.
Oh!laren and fools speak the truth.- [Old Saw.
Paper, lll:no, 10 cents.
Portrait, Biographica:I Sketch, and Articles on
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Prayer.
Paper, 12:no, 105 pp., 25c.: cloth, 50o.
It is in many respects one of the most

ex~raor

dinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. Trtllur.e.
Address THE TBUTH SEEKEB 00.

The Antiquity of Christianity.

Tbe Career of

JPSU~

Ohrist.

An Expo~ition of t.be Trn~> MPanin~r of this Oharactf'P RB dtoscrihf'•l in the New Te.tament. By Milton Woolley, M.D., an thor of •· Hebrew Mythology."
P11per, Bvo, 21 cent~.
.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

OUR LORD and SAVIOR JESUS CHRIST.

By T. E. LONGSHORE·
An explanation. of the meaning of the many
titles of the Galilean tPacber. " Lord "~hould be
By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks, "R>thhio'' Tile words "Jesus Obrist" mean "Saving Wisdom."
Popes, and Their Intrigues."
Fxcel!ent for Missionary Work.
Paper, 12mo, 61pp., 25 ceats; cloth, 50 cents.
Paper, 12mo, So., 80 cents per doz., $2 per 100.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Oontains testimoni•s of the earlv Christian Fathe s and others, and "aAes or striking s;ffillarity
to Ollriotianity iu many ancient religions.
THE
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

AN 0 UTLINE OF THE

FRENCH REVOLUTION.
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
A OOMPENDTU.M OF. UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD REA:DE.
It is rPallv a rflmarkable book, in which univer-

P&l hi~tory is •· boiled down" with eurpr1sing
By W. B. BELL.
sk;ll- [Literary Worl<l.
.
Yon tnrn over hi• pageq with a fascinatiOn simThe French Revolution wa• the moRt nnm'xed ilar
to
th~tt
exnPrienced
in
reading
Washington
bleoioing Enrope ever •aw.-lf'el<(te!! Pht!Ups.
Irvinll.- [lntPr-Ocean.' . .
F'is bi•tory has • contmmty. a rllPh, a carryingPape1·, 12mo, 25 cents.
power. which •Pminds us strikingly of Gibbon.[New
H11,ven Pa ladium.
.
.
.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
The sketc8 of Parly Egyptian h.lstory, 10 the
first. l'hapter, IS a m"sterP1ece of h1stoncal writinll. He h•s a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo. 543pp., $1.75.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 La•ayett.e Pl.. New York.
A Memoir of Christian <tnd Extra-ObristianExperience.
1
1 11
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATERS.
!~~~r:J tH'-~ e~~r.,;i~ ~ ~s~
A vAry ~ritical anRISPi• of both PrntePhmtism ITO R a large 16 Nil<''" Mai!•Z•ne fnr oue year free
and O•Jbolid"m. from the vanhgA-ground of an tu trtai ~ub•cr1bers. S ·n•l 12 nnP cent stamps. to
intimal" per•nnal experie•oce with the two <:TS- pa:v poatallt>. f'to., to A. NIELEN, 112 W. S11th st.,
tems. It deale thA moRt _t,.•:no!'~tnt hlo\"'~ wb111b Cincinnati, 0.
pnre logic is capable of ILfl!Ctlng.-[Orltlcal Review.
DO YOU W \NT "' pleasant, healthful, cheap
Oloth, l2'11o, 11.75,
boroe in the South T Write Leftw;ich Bros. and
Ourtis, Florence, Ala.
1Y54
Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB 00.

RO~fE ~REASON

NtlW

FREE

THE TRUTH. SEEKER, JUNE 9. 1888.

Vin~icats~ !

Pains

A. thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York" @()server's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation,
-o-

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued tts assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication,

ARGUMENT

TilE FORUll.
Chicago BPcnl•r Union meets every Sunday
evemng at 7:30P.M .• corn~r tlaugaruuu strt:et and
Waslnn~tton l>uulevard.
Lecture• and debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

BY

Robert G. Ingersoll,

PH~A..UJil.PUU.LlllERALLEAtWE ~o'i

INTHR

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
FOR

"B LAS PH EM Y,"

A Falnicated Aooount of a Scene at tluJ Deathbed of 1'homas Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine•t
d;viug moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Ooserrer relies to prove its princiPal charges) IS a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick coultl hav written the alleged account.

78pp.
Address

Price 15 cents.

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE

~Tt&.UGGLE

FOB

Re1igiousand Politio~l LibP.rtv.
In whioh the author showR the repeated attempt~
of men of every al{e to acqmre greater politic~tl
liberty ; also vi~oron•lY att~tcks the verY foundation of the relildon of every age; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of [relaud, and, in detail·
ing the account of slavery in this country, call•
the attentiOn of thinking men and wnmen to th•
position of womankin<l in Aillerica. Throughout.
the work is replete with a•tonnding facts and
weighty argum~nts wh1ch cannot fail to interest
the minds of thi• a~tA.
By THEO. C. BPE~CEB.
Cloth, 12mo .• 188pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE THUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafouette Place. New York.

L. K. Washburn's \forks.
Sumlay and the

~'<abbath.

"A law

regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The Jl'alse Tt'nchio~ of the Christian Uhurcb. i, The Thirty-nine
Articles of •he Christian chur~h are thirty.
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.
The Foolishnt'SS of PrayH~ "Think
of a minister's pravmg God to kill grasshop.
pers, or trymg to induce the DeitY to undertake a cru•aoe of oue against the Colorado
beetle!" Price, 10 cents.

Followers of J t'SUS~ Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is Ita Faith or aFact.1
Pnce, 5 cents.

Do You Love Jesus 1 Price, 5 cents.
America's Debt to Thomas Paine.
Price, 5 cents.

Is Liberalism M.oral 1 Price, 5 cents.
A Holy Superstition, Price, 5 cents.
Tt'mperance nnd the Dible. ·5 cents.
Free Religion ; or, the Religious Demand of To-dav, Price,5 cents.

The Brute God of the Old Testament.
Price, 5 cents.

Stenographically reported, and re'Dised by tluJ autlwr,

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

The Gre.atest of all A.nli-Bibll.

AT

MORRISTOWN,

NEW JERSEY.

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll agq.in shows h1s great forensic· powers. All his heart and brain
q.re in it, It is oue of h1s greatest prodnctwns. It 1s JU his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we see him as. the splendid champion of hu,nao liberty and tne ngbts of man. H1s love of freedom
~nd indtice. hatred of tyranny and Chains, •ympatby for the oppreHsed, misguided. and enthralled, hl8
conraa:P and candor, hav m this Argument full scope of expressiOn, and he wakes grand use of the
•Jpportunlty. Sncb a llood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poeny, and patriottsm-is not oft.en poured out in a court of justice.
The many call" for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this. publication,
~s revised by Mt·. Ingersoll himself.· All other publications are the merest ftctions-repnnts from
meager and misleadmg n~wspafler references.
Lawyers and advocates WI I find this the model of an address to a jnr.r; statesmen and politicians a clear expog1tion of C mgtit.utional rights and p·.•wers; and intelligent, patriotlc, ana. free men
"'nd women everYwhere, a Magna Cnarta of their right•.
·
.Address THE TUU .rH SEEKER CO., liS Lafayette Place, New York city,

THE NE'V GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Secretary of tluJ American Semtla!r Uninn.
Price 10 cents.
Address THB TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY.

TRY•S·QUARE;
OB,

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.

RINDER fol' THE T.RUTR SEEKER
For the benefit of our read·rs who preserve the1r paper•
'ie after a new style of uwder,
.uade for the purpose, and
v1tll the headmg of TRE
rnUTH OEEKEB printed IU
:o:d !etten on the outside.
rhl8 bmder allows the open11·~ vr """ v .IJtlo V<lftctls tlat. It also a,llows the
takmg out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbin~~: the
other parts.
Sent by mstil, postp_aid, for •1. '
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
tf
28 Lafayeue Pl.. New York.

Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has pubhshed

THE NINE DEMANDS

. PAINt'S AGI: Of Kt:ASON.
cal \.-orhl!l.
BY THOMAS PAl~.
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Bmgle Oop1es, 26 cents, Six copies for
$1.00.

THE CRISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
liaming arguments . • . will not leave num.
bers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepa.
.ation."

Price, 40 cents.

For either of these works or any Qf Paine's
writin~~:s.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER

GIRARD'S WILL

This is the history of an attempt to found a
AND
~burch without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questiona
of human concern, religious, political, and other·
AN EXPOSE
wise. The book is written in well-chosen lao·
~uage, and easily understood. There is just euffi· Of the pervet~~ion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
bequest to Philadl'lPhla by the Christlan
·Jient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
churches and Young Mbn's
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Christian Association.
to his mind.
By RICH. B. WESTBROOK, D. D., LL.D.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.
Price $1,
Address TaE TRUTH BEEKER,

Girard ColiPge Theology.

ROMAN ISM,
OR

DANCER AHEAD.

NEW EDITION.

The Secret of the East,
OB,

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a <:Nod Citizen of
this Republic.

B:y A. • .J". GROVER.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address Tl!E TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Robt. G.ln2'ersoll's
OPENING SPEECH TO 1'HE JUBY
in the suit of the

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

Price, $1.00.

For sale at this office.

Charles Watts's Works.

The Pub·ic Schools and the Catholic Bankers' and Merchants' Tele· Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
Church. Price,,5 oeuts.
graph. Company
·rhe History of Fre('thought. Bound
A SPLENDID. WORK.

meets every Sunday in lnduatrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts,, at 2:80 and 7 :80 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and dOcjal questions.
.Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-~ruth
Seekerpuhlications always on hand at cheap rates.

BACON AND ~1iA.K~PlHtE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write.
The Sonnets written l>y !!'ran cis Bacon to the Ea1l
of Essex and his br~de, A..D., 1590. By Will. HEN.liY
BUBB. Price, 2fi cAnt•. For •stiP at thiR office.

TOGETHER WITH

A ROliAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
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against the

WesteN' Union Telegraph Company
So many hav asked for copies of this famom
lpeech that THE TRUTH BEEKER has obtained 8
mpply and can mail them to those who desirf
them. for ten cents each.

in a more attractiv form than any in which they
hav previously appeared. At the head of an engravma: on heavy plate paper, 24x19 inche"' are
the cabiuet-•lzed ltkAllPMNH8 of JEFFERI:!ON,
WASJ:ILNGTON. and PAINE, the F~tt.tJPrs of our BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAl
RennblJ.c. At the Bides are FRANKLIN and
SUB.JECTS:
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
Printed the Nme Demands of the AmeriCan SecuPLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COM·
lar Union in con•nt<:UOnH type, At t.he foot. are MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand·
LA~'AYETTE, GIRARD.
and INGERSOLL, wme 12mo volume of nearlY 11!!00 pages, full;
Illakmg; el.l{ht hkeu•••es in all. luscrlht!fl· he- illu8trated. Cloth, 8.25-in EngJ.ish or German.
DAatll each portrait is some radio"'! .sentiment A. new cheap ed1tion at only 1.5(1.
quoted· from the author PICtured over it. In the
SCIENCE IN STORY; o~ Sammy Tubbs, the
sp&ce hMv (.So the portraits and around them art Boy
Doctor, and Spnnsie, the Troublesome Monkev.
arabe~ques of vines and tlowers m profuRion, ana
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or if1
. the P&uel JDd'-lslng the N m., 0Amauds is sur- per
set:
or five volumes in one for $2.
mouute<i OL ~"' h corner by Mr. Eokhard's design
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
of tile tl.ag above toe cross. The whole makes an
exceedingly hantl.•ome wm·k for framing, The ~50 pages, illustrated and cloth bound, (The fiftb
artistic ~>art is equal to the best, and the portrait• volume of "Science in Story."> 50 cents.
are as true to n~tttlre as tile PhotograPhs from
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Rewhich the.v were transferred. The des1gn will be oipes. A. valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
sent postpaid by mall for $1 by
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
BANITAHY-SCIENCE SERIES <Dime Pam·
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
\lR L2.fll.vAt.te P!R.ce, New.Y ork,
m their Relation to Disease,"representing the germ
cheory, advocating personal and public hygienf
--------------------------------~
opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sun·
PER:SO~AL EXIS1'ENt.JE AJl'TER and
beam/' considering the blue-a:Jass cnre-of value
to
sicK
and well. By mail, 10 cell ts each.
DEATH lli.P.KOBABLE.
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
By L. R. S.M.I1'1I.
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 836 p_ages1 clotb
bound, $2i "Heredity," by Lor1ng__Mooay, 15~
Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo; • Price, 10 cents. (1_ages, clotnt 75cents; "The Law of Heredity," by
F.
H. Marsh, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of th~
Published and for sale by
HumanTemperaments," with illustrations, by Dr.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
E. B. Foote, 10 centsj_ "Generation· before Regen
erationJ"' by Dr. E . .H. Foote, Jr. 1 )0 cents; ''Re
ports or Conventions and Parlor llleetin~s durin!!
SEL.Jl'.t;ON'fRAIHU'l'lONS OF 1'H.E 1882,"
10 centj!J "Third Annual ConventiOn of th•
(nstitnte of .l:l.ered.ity,l\1•'" '!II. !RRa. •• tn oPntR.
BIBLE.
l.l..l,.ooo
.
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
A. perfectly reliable, accurate pamphlet. Thong_h
anonymous, it is now known to be the work of W.
H. Buaa, one of our ablest correspondents, More
than ao,ooo copies hav been sold. Price, 15 cents. THE TRUTH ~l"""'KT"R ANNUAL.
Price 25 cents.
For sa.le at th1s office.

in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.2b CoNTENTS :
Section I. DefinitiOn of Freethoug:ht and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedamsm. Section III. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Sec·
tion V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

Sernlarism; Destructiv and Construotiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.

Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price, 7t. cts.

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.

Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles:
Is the B1ble Reliable? Thf' Cbri•tian Deity:
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethought and
Modern Progress; Christianity, it-s Natnreand
lnftuence on Civilization; Philosophy of Secularism; Science and Bible Antagonistic:
Christian Scheme of Redem_ption. For all of
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

REDUCED TO

$1.00~

THE STORY HOUR.
A. Book for Children and Youth.
BY MISS BUBA.N H. WIXON.

Over a hundred fine illustrations.

l SHORT LESSON IN HISTORY
A. double-page picture contra.stin~r science and
Gheology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
~lways opposed it.
Price, Bix copies, 80 cents: one dozen 110 cents ;
twenty-live copies for S1; one hundred copies fer
Jll, We wish that the friends of Freethongh t would
listribnte thoUIIII.nds of these telling PlC$Ure8,

VOLT AIBB' 8 HOMANCES.
OONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Bat1rical Romance.- Zadi~;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The PrincePs
of Baby!on.-The Man of Forty CriJWllB. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-lllicwru~as.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philosopber.-Andres Des Touehes
at Biam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversation
With a Chinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pl~asure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. With 6~
engravings, Price, cloth, b~vel~d boards, $1.50b·
per covers, fl. Hnlf calf or half morocco. mar td
edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Es-

WORKS OF' 0, B.

WHTT11'0RD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward for · Urime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

BIBLE

100.

FA.BRICATIO~S

REFUTED,

And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

15c.

Origin of' the Christian Dible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 2flo.

A :Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
15c.
A.ddresr
TH.Ti: TRUTH BEEKER.
2E Lafayelte Pl.. New York

'VOHKS BY ARTHUR B. ~lOSS.
Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate be1ween a
Scotch nov~ list, A.g11es Hollo WuktP, autl A< tJ ur
B Muss. Tbe bt-st conducr•d debate of mnnt-ID
times. 180 pp,. 25 ct.s. Tt.e llhrror of F1 ee-"
thonght. 50 ct•. The BoblP aud DanyiuJ.m.
25 cts. Dihh<'al Errors and !:let·nlar 'hmhs. 25
cts. Two I:evelationR. 5 ctM. ll•blf' Horrol's; or,
Real Dl~•pbemy. 5 cts. B1l>l" llfahrs. 5 eta.
B1l>le Saints-Nos. 1, 2. aucl 3. Eaclo 5 cts. !I loses
v~. Darwm. 5 ct•. f:\ocrakH, lltllidt.a, and Jesus.
5 <'ts. ChristiatJity a Degra<ltul!" UriHdon, 5 cts,
Fictitious Gods. 5 ct". Natural 1\Ian. 5 cts.
The Old Fatth am! tt•P New. 5 ctM. Brnuo and
Bpmozst. 5 ds, Tit· B1bl~ Ood attd Hts Favorits,
5 cts. liiiracJe.Wotkers. 5 cts. H•alth, Wealth,
aud HappinPHB. 5 cts. The Brain and the Soul.
5 ct.s. Naturll and the GodR. 5 cts. Desil'n at1d
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G~ti!Mi\N Catholics are holding masses, procession~,

and prayers for the emperor's re~
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the pre~entation of a drama because it was
III. PoAtscnpt to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
anti-Catholic.
:
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IV. Proem to Genesis : A Plea for a Fair Trial.
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creat.wn. A.n AnswPr to Mr. Gladstone.· By Albert Reville, D.D.
VI. Mr Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
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MATTHEW ARNOLD left
only $5,000.
Russri\ is at work on
her railways to the Pacill.c.
RTTS9IA bas eight universities
and
44,832
churches.

~oll.

THE finest fruits, the
choicest grains, the most
beautiful fl lWers, do not
grow ilpontaneously on
every hand, bnt hav to be
cultivated with care. The
wePds, the thistles, the
nettles, and the poiwoous
plant.s hav to be uprooted •
and removed. So it is with
personal qualities and iod i vidual characteristics.
Some are less useful and
less to be admired than
others. One class needs
culture and care, and the
other should be destroyed.
Let us apply the same tactics and practices in one
field that we do in another,
and we can succeed in making this world about as
pleasant and happy as we
wi~h. We will not-need to
wait till we die before we go
to. heaven, for we can get
up one here on our own acuount, and if there is a continued existence after tbis
life, we will be far better
prepared foritthR.n by neglecting our own faults and
depending upon the virtues
of another.-D. M. Ben-

DR. MoGr.YNN contin.
ues his as~aults upon the
pope and the church.

A STATUE of Columbus
was unveiled at Barcelona, Spain, on the 1st.
MRs. CLEVELAND reat
Talmage's
ceived
house on Decoration
Day.
FRANOE anrl Germany
continually quarrel over
affairs in Alsace-'Lorrain e.
:::THE Chinese emperor
has 30 physicians, 35
chief cooks, 75 astrologers, and 60 priests.
~ ConNELL
University
has organized a department of journalism, to
fit young men for editors.

CARDINAL GIBBONS is
an influential friend of
very many of our state
and national officials, and
prominent generals, editors, etc.

THE ori!Iin ~f all religions. creeds, and saored'
books ia substantially the same, and t.he hi•tory of
one i•, in t.he main, the history of all. • Thus far
these religions hav been the mistaken explanations of our surroundings. The appearances of
nature hav imposed on the ignorance and fear of
man. But back of all honest creed was, and is,the desire to know, to understand. and to fXp]ain;
and that desire will, as I
most fervently hope and
earnestly bPlieve, be gratified at last by the di•covery of the truth. Until
then, let us bear with the
theories, hopes, dreams,
and mistakes, and honest
thoughts of allmen.-Inoer-

nett.

MOSES

GETS

·

MAD.

IN the name of the gods,
And it came to pass, as soon as he came uigh unto the camp, that he saw the calf, and the dancing: and Moses's
what is more desirable,
what is more excellent, than
anger waxed hot, and he cast the tables out of ills hands, and brake them beneath the mount.-Ex. xxxii, 19.
wisdom 1 What is better
for man T What more
MISS VASSAR (just graduated with high honors) : worthy of man 1 They, therefore, who court her
THII: ·band of roughs called White Caps are
"I declare it's too provoking. Here we've been are termed philosophers, for philosophy, if the
enforcing marriage morals in Indiana ..
out three days, and WR.tched and watched, and word is to be interpreted, implies nothing but the
ENGLAND will expend $17,000,000 on dehavn't seen one yet." The doctor {gallantly) : "It love of wisdom.-Cwero.
fense works for Malta, Gibraltar, and AustraONE of the main questions of the age in regard i~ too bad. Now just tell me what you are looking
HAPPY is the man that findeth wisdom, and the
to some men is not, What dotbey.livon 1 but, Why for, Mtss Vassar." "Why, the lines of latitude man that getteth understanding. For the merlian colonies.
and longitude, to be sure. I hav always wondered
do tbey liv on 1
chandise of it is better than the merchandise of
MRs. CLEVELAND has been made a life mem.
MOTHER: "And the serpent, as A. punishment bow tl~e shipg got over them-or is it under them? silver, and the gain thereof than fine gold. She is
ber of the executiv committee of the Presby. for tempting Eve, was made to crawl all the rest -it is very puzzling."
more precious than rubies, and all the things thou
terian Home Missions.
of his hfe." Bc>bbie: "Well, m~tmma, how did he
"PA.PA," said a beautiful girl, as the old gentle- canst desire are not to be compared unto her.man came in very late, "did you notice the dead Prooorbs iii, 13-15.
IT is thought that if Boulanger attains get along before?"
IN the court room : "Why is it they are so body of a young man in the yard T" "Why, no:
NoT to know at large of things remote
power be may, to render himself popular,
mighty particular about keeping order here?" what's the mR.tter ?" " I refused young Mr. PaperFrom use, obscure, and subtle, but to know
order England to vacate Egypt.
"The juilge, you remember, can only serve dur- wale to-night, and from the hopeless, de•pairing
That which before us lies in daily life,
look upon his face when he stag~rer~d from the
Is the prime wisdom. What is more, is fume,
OF Russia's population of 110,000,000, ing good behavior."
house, I fear he may hav killed himself" "Well,
Or emptiness, or fond impertinence. -Milton.
BaowN {of Chicago): "That fellow is looking at I"m glad you refused him," said the old man spiteevery person capable of bearing arms is enyou rather hard. Do you know him?" Mrs. fully; " he has just beaten me five straight games
rolled for military duty of some kind.
THERE is .not throughout the whole book called
Brown : "His face does look familiar. What's his of billiards."
the Bible any word that describes to us what we
TrrE Presbyterian general assembly at Cedar name?" Brown : "Gold plate, I believe." Mrs.
Brown: "Oh, yes! 1 remember him now. He was
"WELL, deacon," said the new' minister of a call a "poet," nor any word that describes poetry. The cause is, that the word "prophet," to
Rapids, Ia., decided, after debate, not to re- my first husband."
Dakota churcb, "did my initial sermon seem to
which latter times hav affixed a new idea, was the
fuse clergymen's licenses to tobacco-users.
"LovERS are prone to 'self-depreciation," BR.id please the con,.,.regation ?" "Yes; some of the Bible word for poet, and the word" prophesying"
THE Prohibition party computes that its he, tenderly, R.S they BR.t looking at the stars; "I boys were havlll' a little game of draw after the meant the art of making poetry. It also meant
do not underst.and what you see in me that you meetin'was over, an'the general sentiment among the art of playing poetry to a tune upon any instru
vote, which was in 1884 150,62'1, and in 1886
love me." "That's what everybody says," gurgled ·em was 'bont unanimous in your favor. Home- ment of music -TI10mas Paine.
294,683, will this year be 740,000.
the ingenuous maiden. Then the silence became stretch Mike allowed the sermon wasn't much,
but he bed jest run up agio' fours with a king
PoET and prophet differ greatly in our loose
A1· Pittsburgh, Pa., on the 31st ult., the so deep that you could hear the stars twinkling.
some old languages
MISSISSIPPI editors are overworked. The other fn!l, R.D' under them circumstances a•most anythin' modern notions of them.
Reformed Presbyterian synod denounced our
would natterly seem kind o' ornery.''
again, the titles are synonymous. Vales· means
Constitution for ignoring Christ and Chris- day a molder of public opinion In that state wrote
both prophet and poet; and, indeed, at all times
a column editorial in support of the M1lls free
SHE was the reigning belle !
prophet and poet, well understood, hav much
tianity.
trade bill, drank a pint of whisky, and killed the
Straightway in love I fell;
kindred of meaning. Fundamentally, indeed,
MRs. CARRIE HARRINGToN, of Chicago, editor of a" VIle and slimy contemporary" before
Potent became the spellthey are the sR.me; in this most Important respect
Too plain fnr masking.
whose mind has long been unbalanced noon, and he d1dn't begin work until 8:80 A.M,
especially,
that they hav penetrated both of them
"nuther."
Then for a time I wooedinto the sacred mystery of the universe; what
through religion, burnt herself to death on
For
her
sweet
favor
sued,
"MY friend," he said to a young man who bore
Goethe calls "the open secret. "-Ttwmas Carzvze
the 2d.
T1H I•ti my courage •crewed
signs of dtaaipation, "do you realize th<t tbe roR.d
Up
to
the
"
as
kin
g.''
NoR sometimes forget
CoNGRESS will appropriate $75.000 toward you are following leads eventually to death?"
Tbose other two, ~qualed with me in fate,
Ont of the glare and heat,
building an air-ship, which will be a steel "Er-well, yea, s1r." "Aye, it leads eventually to
So were I fqualed wuh them in renown,
death! And do you know where the road of
Where to the music's beat
cylinder 600 feet ·long, .exhausted of air, and sobriety aud VIrtue leads to?" "Yes, sir; t.hat
Blind Tbamyris and blind Maconides,
Tripped the untiring feet
And Tiresias and Phmaus, prophets old.
carrying 100 passengers.
leads eventually to de~tth, also."
Of t.he gay dancer,
Then feed on thoughts, that volunt~trymove
GAntly I led my fair
CLERGYMAN {calling at No. -ty Fifth avenue;
Hnn:ioo students at Madras hav become inHarmonious numbers; am the wakeful bird
Partner, so debonair,
censed at Christian propagandism, and or. to little boy) : " What are the Ten CommandSings darkling, and in shadiest covert bid
Told her the whole, and there
ments, my little man?" Little bo~· {who has been
Tunes her nocturnal note.
-M1Uon.
ganized a tract society to promote Hindooism taught ettquet by h1s mamma): "Thou shalt not
Waited her answer.
in opposition to Christianity.
eat with a knife; thou shalt not ask for soup
IF this be rather the truth, that the death of the
Sweet
was
the
flowers'
perfumetwice; thou shalt not drink out of the sugar-bowl;
soul and of the body is one and the. same, and that
Weird the ensbadowing gloom;
ST._ PAUL, Minn., and district, which in thou shalt not-" Clergyman : "That will do,
no consciousness rPmains; as there is no advR.nFrom the gay, lighted room,
1851 had one priest and a few hundred Catho- my son.',
tage in death, so certainly there is no evil. For
Sweet strains ·came faintly.
lics, is now a province, with an archbishop,
when consciousness is lost, it becomes the same as.
"I BAV nothing to say, your honor," responded
Turning, she smiled and blushed,
if
we had never been born at all.-Cwero.
the prisoner, who had been convicted of bigamy;
350 churches, and 4.00,000 members.
Murmured surprise, and flushed,
"I can only ask the mercy of the court." "Siuce
Then,
in
the
silence
bushed,
NEXT
to eternal life is eternal death. Upon thE!'
AT Curtis, Ark., on the 22d ult., Arthur ·you aok the mercy of the court," said his honor,
Answered me quamtly •
shadowy shore of death the sea of trouble casts DO>
. Horton, colored, was taken from his bed by "and there are four women who w1ll probably
wave. Eyes that hav been curtained by the everDoubtless .von think she said,
five negroes. three of whom were preachers, claim you for 11. husband when you are free once
lasting dark will never know again the touch of
Wben shl.' had raiaed her bead,
more,
I
w!ll
uiv
you
ten
years
in
state
prison,
mand killed by crushing his head with an iron
tears. Lips that bav been touched by eternal
Th"t which all lovers dread:
stead of five."
silenc'il will never utter another word of grief.
bar.
" She'd be my sister !''
HAD I the rightHearts of dust do not break. The dead do not
Thatla where you've made a guess
! WISh 1 mightCLEVELAND attended the laying of the corweep; and I would rather think of those I hav
Wrong, as you must confess;
Think you those lips I'd kiss 1
loved, and those I bav lost, as having returned, as
ner-stone of the Catholic University, sitting
Do you believeFor she SR.id softlv: "Yes!"
having become a part of the elemental' wealth of
beside. Cardinal Gtbhons and holding a whisYes! and I kissed her!
Can you conceivetbe world-! would rather think of them as unconThat such a chance I'd miss?
pered conference with him. Tne next day
scious dust, I would rather think of them as gurthe cardinal and other churchmen called on
Could I but see
,~lin!!'intheetream~float.ingintheclouds,burstThat I were he
the president by special appointment. They
"'
iC.
1 llDI!' m the foam of hght upon the shores of worlds
Who might her raga defy,
were received in the Blue Parlor, and the
Steel engravings of this cPtebrated naturalist -I would rather think of them as the inanimate
Do you suppose
12x1~ mcbes, suitable for framiDI!). sent postll_aid, and eterna.Ily unconsmous, than to hav even a
presentetions were made by the cardinal, asThat I would lose
for 25 cents. Address THE TRU·.~:H SEEKER.
suspicion that their naked souls had been clutched
sisted by .Marshal Wilson.
The time •twould take to try?
tf
by an orthodox God.-Ingersoll.
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REALITIES.-(Coropanion to last week.)

proved in the many cases of men who' hav
dropped dead instantly after touching electric light wires. The condemned will be
THE Washington Critic says that Mr. Cleve- seated blindfolded on a chair provided with
land may be _a Mugwumpic Democrat, but he the proper electrical appliances and attachments, and on the touching of a button by the
isn't a Mugwumpic Presbyterian.
executioner he will be dead.
THE World states: "Col. Robert. G. Inger.
THE Boston Watchman winds up the fusoli denies the report that he is to present
Judge Gresham's name to the Chicago con- neral notice of a sister who died recently in
vention. Ingersoll is not a delegate to the Essex Center, Vt., with this lofty compliconvention, and he says that he has no pres- ment : ''She was a member of the Baptist
ent intention of making a speech of any kind church, and for many years a subscriber to
the Watchman, which she highly prized."
at the C!hicago gathering."
The editor of the Watchman does not mention
IN a lette-r to the Sun, Belva Lockwood, any other of his deceased subscriber's virtues,
the Eq•tal Rights candidate for president of says Life, evid~ntly being of opinion that anythe Uni.ted States, writes : " Should you still one who highly prized his paper is sufficiently
hav any doubts about man being a compre. authenticated for this world and the world to
~
hensiv term, embracing woman, turn to the come.
Revised Statutes." The Sun ought to be
AT a meeting of the Anti-Poverty Society
ashamed of itself for raisinp: this question,
two weeks ago, Dr. McGlynn declare:l that
says the Scranton 1.'rutlt. Of course man
there was nothing in the nature of an antagembraces woman.
onism between reli'(ion and the doctrin of the
GovERNOR HILL having signerl the bill to Anti-Poverty Society, but there was a great
that eff~ct, after the 1st of next January elec- and a vital struggle between the church matricity will be substituted for hanging as t.he chine and the Society. The Society was
method of administering the death penalty in struggling for the rights of humanity, as true
the state of New York. This change, says religion always was. The machine was busy
the evening Sun, is in accordance with the looking after the temporal welfare of the
increasing tenderness of modern civilization ''machinists," in keeping the temp<1ral power
with rega1d to the infliction of pain upon man of the pope properly bolstered up, and in seor beast, for by means of the electric current curing fat ollices for relativs and favorits.
death can be produced instantaneously, and Christ had this same struggle with the church
without the shock to the sensibilities of the machine. " The high priests and their ilk had
observers caused by other forms of legal exe. him denounced as a Socialist because he
cution, whether by barging, by the ax, or talked doctrins just as we are doing to-day.
even by the garote. The criminal is dis- He wanted to save souls. His antagonists
patched neatly, expeditiously, and painlessly, were more concerned about their miserable
9.Ild that the method of death is sure has been bodies. Why, if Christ should come on earth

iJlotts and flippinns.

lf 28 LA.I<'A YE'I"I'E PL• r1 $3 •oo·])er' e::~r.

to-day-this very night-he would find a is not sufficiently advanced to admit of any
more hearty welcome on the stage of this hall reliable theory as to the age of the earth.
than he wmild in many of the musty, mothAMoNG its interesting gossip of the day the
eaten pulpits of the city."
Sun records that "since Mr. Hugh 0. PenteTHE International Congress of Anthropol- cost-for he announced on Sunday that he obogy, the first ever held in this country, held jects to being called reverend-resigned his
its first session June 4th in one of the halls of Newark pastorate, he has become a sort of
Columbia College, under the direction of the free lance, and rides full tilt against exiHting
New York Academy of Anthropology, and conditions -social, political, and religious.
presided over by Dr. E. C. Ma.nn, M.D., Possessed of au attractiv presence, a cJ.,ar,
F.S.S., president of that body. Dr. Mann de- pleasant-toned voice, perfect enunciation,
livered the opening address, which was an easy manner, and a good power of sarcasm,
admirable and exhaustiv review of the world's Mr. Pentecost naturally draws a good-sized
progress in the science of anthropology. Re- audience at the Masonic Temple, where he
~ptcting the antiqtJity of man, the speaker speaks Sunday mornings. He has become a
said, light has been constantly shed by new confirmed advocate of Henry George's land
discoveries and investigations. The com. theory. In a rect•nt sermon he preached on
bined labor of Messrs. Whitney, Dawkins, the question, ' Is the Soul Immortal ?' and
Tiddeman, Croll, Skertchley, and Geikie hav showed that, as far as that matter is conadded to the conviction that man existed dur- cerned, he is an Agnostic. Last Sund~y he
ing the Post Glacial period ; that that Glacial took for his subject, 'Something Better than
period was not an uninterrupted one of cold, Orthodoxy.' He did not dwell extensivly on
there being at least four ice ages with inter- tbe preferable substitute, bu.t was sufficiently
vening cold and warm periods, and during vehement in his arraignment of orthodoxy to
these periods, as indicated by the remains suit the most ardent Infidel. He denounced
found, man was an inhabitant of our plan~t, the church of to-day as an orgl\nization of
with animals either now extinct or only found modem Pharisees, and spoke bitterly of his
in warm latitudes ; while Professor Hughes, former brethren as a class, the clerp:ymen.
on the c:mtrary, maintains· that the evidence 'I believe,' he said, ' that one of Talmage's
relied on to ~how the existence of man during sermons against Infidelity does more to disthe Glacial period is far from satisfactory. gust sensible people with tha Christian religWallace says to-day not only is the belief in ion than all of Rubert G. Ingersoll's speeches
man's vast and still unknown antiquity uni- and writings put together.'" Regarding this
versal among men of science, but it is hardly .last statement Mr. Pentecost is right. Colodisputed by any well-informed theologian. nel Ingerso.l's lectures do not " disgust" senThe views of astronomers, geologists, and sible people with religion, but rather fill them
physical geographers_ upon the age of the· with sorrow for the slavish intellectual habits
earth show a wide diversity between them so of man, and indtgnation at the tyranny of
irreconcilable as to show that our knowledge priests and kings.
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IIommunicalions.
The Mission of Liberalism.
It is generally expected when a writer discusses
a subject that he will define the terms of tht
propmntion, or subject of his discourse, in order to
giv the reader a clear understanding of the theme,
and prevent the writer from wandering off into
unnecessary and unimportant digressions.
Sometimes the terms are explicit enough to be
well understood, and therefore save the writer the
trouble of defining. D"finition is also studious]~
avoided at times, which givs the writer an avenue ol
escape should his critics charge him with ignorancf'
or prejudice.
The term Liberalism may be thought to be suffi
ciently well understood to need no defining; but til•
question having been lately asked if there was an~
such thing as Liberalism~ the various answers th•
question has received might make one hesitate, il
he takes a second thought, to dtfine the term, as th•
meaning of the word seems to be as flexible and
elastic as the cosmogony of Genesis in the .h,p.nds 01
biblical exegetists.
Liberalism, in its broadest sense, means a completf
toleration of ideas-universalliaerty of thought, and
complete liberty of action, so long as our acts are iL
harmony ~ith our being and ·do not interfere in tht
rights of others. It is hardly possible for one tlr
subscribe to any particular creed, either religious or
political, and be thoroughly Ltberal. Though it i~:not unfrequently the case that persons belonbing to
the most orthodox churches are decidedly Liberal,
while it must be admitted that there are those who
profess to hav become completely emancipated froiL
superstition, and hav assumed the title of Liberal,
who are most intolerant bigots. Liberalism with somf'
too frequently means hcense; with others it means
only liberty of conscience to themselvs and others
who believe just right.
I do not wish to be freed from the broadest defi
nition of Liberalism, but intend to keep that con
stantly in view, though I beg leave, for the present
purpose, to contine myself to a more restricted sense,
and shall limit the term to that phase of Liberalism
which is activly opposed to superstition and error,
and is honestly endeavoring to correct abuses arising
through intrigues of kingcraft and priestcraft and a
. union of church and state.
.
Liberalism has a twofold mission: To eradicate
error, destroying those baneful pr~:cj udices and superstitions which are the source of sectarian strife,
national animosities, race prejudices, and which therefore augment the sum of human misery; its mission
is also to preserve that which is good, to inculcate
true principles of morality, and through universal
.. mental liberty to unify the human race. Liberalism
therefore has, like all progressiv movements, a destructiv and a constructiv side.
· The work of destruction must necessarily precede
the wol'k of construction. Nothing can be done in
constructiv work as long as our progress is impeded
by the accumulated rubbish of centuries. If we wish
to build a new edifice where an old one has stood for
hundreds of years, do we not first hav to remove the
old one? The decayed and ruined material must be
removea; the tangled thickets of brier and vine must
be cleared away; the ground must be prepared once
more. So, in the case of intellectual progress, old
errors, prejudices, and superstitions, the fearful nightmare of theology, must be overcome beforeconstructiv
work can with safety be commenced. Those doctrins
which subjugate the spirit of man, those dogmas
·. which hinder a free iriqmry, must be obliterated.
For how is it poss1ble that the horizon of the
, mind can expand when it is hedged in by a creed
· which teaches that the doctrins of any particular
chUI'ch or the statements of any particular book are
infallible! If one is satisfied that he is right, that
his religion is of divine revelation, and therefore
, nothing further can be learnPd regarding the doctrins
of which it is the province of that rt,ligwn to teach,
there cannot possibly be any intellectual progress
, unt1l doubts can be aroused. Skepticism is therefore
the necessary antecedent of all progress.
Not only do those superstitious dogmas, by producing a stagnant mind through ignorance and fear,
. prevent the devotee from exercising freedom of
. thought, but the history of the church proves that
those professing such creeds hav, in the most cruel
and ignorant ways, endeavored to prevent others
more. bold than themselvs from exercising that inherent nght of free thought and free soeech. For those
Liberal.s, then, who are working _for the cause of
humamty, who really hav the welfare of their fellowmen at heart, it b~:ccomes their duty t.o do what they
ca_n_ to free mankind from the thralldom of supers~1t10n. For ~ne to read himself full, hav opportumty f?r r~:cflectwn, and frC!m the result of his study
feel himself more of a man, a better citizen, a kmder
_ father and husband, and then shut his information
w_ithin his own mind, is to disregard the happiness of
~Is fellow-creatures .. ~he metaphor of hiding one's
li~ht under a bushel Is Just as true and just as fitting

now as it was eighteen centuries ago. This, then, is
not a question of policy, but one of imperativ duty.
The fortresses of superstition and ignorance must be
assailed by every method that is honorable. Any
method that will stir the stagnant brain to thinkmg
is justifiable-the force of logic and fact, the arrows
of wit and humor, or the shafts of sarcasm and
irony.
No doubt many pleasant memm·ies cluster about
those early teachings and associations. The scenes
of childhood, the day-dreams of youth, are clearest to
the human heart. It may seem harsh, even cruel, to
turn the attention of mankind to the absurdities and
falsities of those doctrins around which are entwined
so many pleasant ties and sacred recollections. But
we must remember that there is nothing sacred,
nothing holy, but truth. Error, however masked, ca1.
be none other than l>aneful in its effects. The doe
nas of Christianity hav -tended more to separat•
rhan unite mankind. In the track of the churcl
r.here hav followed discmd, shife, jPalousy, blood
.;bed. The church has taught man's duty to man 01
wrong principles, and filled the dreams of the futur•
..vith indescribable horrors. The moss-covered and
tvy-grown cathedrals of superstition, dedtcated to thf
,erville of an unknown God, in which dwell the bah
!Dd owls of the night, incapable of bearing the ligh•
1f the approaching day, must be cleared away, and
m their stead be erected temples of science, truth,
>~.nd love, dedicated to the service of humanity.
But what are we going to giv in place of "tbeh
religion T This io a question always asked by thf
Christian, and is generally considered by Liberals atnaving much WPight. It is not to be supposed that
r.here are no good precepts in the old religions wortb
preserving. "Do unto others as ye would that other•
.;hould do unto you," will always be a rule of actioiJ
which commends itself to all honest men. But thi•
precept has been the common property of mankind
for tbou!lands of years. Moral men lived and gavf'
moral maxims for the guidance of humanity centuria~
before Christ was born. Chtistianity has added
nothing to the stock of moral knowledge; she h'at.;imply reiterated maxims that hav been known to
man ever since he has been advanced enough to hav
a brain that can think and a heart that can feel.
Whatever there is good, no matter where it came
from, is not to be thrown away, nor can the element
of goodness be eliminated from the human heart.
It is simply the false· and pernicious dogmas of religion that must be discarded. To think of supplying
their place with other dogmas would be the bight of
absurdity.
'
Supposing their God is a myth, shall we invent
another one to take its place? If the various stories
about crucified saviors are all false, shall we tell other
lies to supply the void left in some minds because
they hav found out the nature of the tales' If the
existence of a hell and the dolltrin of endless punishment are horrid absurdities, what sane person could
ask for anything in their stead T What intelligent
person is there to-day but is willing to let the doctrin
of infant damnat.ion go without asking for anything
in its placeT Would it not be considered idiotic in
anyone to ask what affirmativ dogma we will giv in
place of that outrageous old doctrin that "hell is
crammed with infants damned!" Is it not enough
for us to know that all those dogmas are false T
Superstition is the result of a disordered condition
of the mind produced by ignorant fear and the phantom of hope. If one is sick with a fever, will he ask
the physician what he will giv in place of the disease?
The fever is driven from his body that he may be
free to use his entire physical power. So we wish to
drive fear and superstition from the human mind so
that we may investigate, exercise our brains with
perfect freedom, and be willing to receive truth from
every source.
Christianity has taught that man existed simply
for the glory of God, and therefore his first duty
was to worship his creator with fear and trembling;
that good. works were nothin~ only as they would
redound to the glory of Jesus Christ.
Christianity has taught, Whatsoever thou asketh
for, that shalt thou receive; men hav therefore
wasted their energies in behalf of themselvs and
fellow-beings in an ignorant appeal to the clouds.
Christianity has been the mE>ans of directing man
to place all his afftlctions on an imaginary being in
the sky, and cons~quently he has had little room for
sympathy in his heart for the struggling, suffering
ones of earth.
_
Christianity teaches man to use his best energies
to please an infinit being, to conciliate a God who is
"angry with the wicked every day." As though
we could possibly add to or detract from the
pleasures or griefs of omnipotence! A finite being
cannot commit a crime against a being who is infinit
-one who is perfectly conditionless. What can we
know of the thoughts or desires of a bemg who is
infinit in power, boundless in love, hmi •less in
thought ! Granting that there is such· a God, who
holds us in the " hollow of his hand" and is the dispenser of life and all its joys and woes, wou'd not
such a being be capable of managing his own affairs
, without millions of voices petitioning him daily for

some kind favor 1 Must we be. constantly nudging
him to remind him of his duty 1
MoBt persons seem to thiiJk the only way they can
please their God, the only way to make themselvs
acceptable in the "sight of high heaven," is by indulR"mg in a g-reat amount of superstitious nonsense
and religious folly.
But we can hfftlct our fellow-man; we can contribute to his happiness, or add to his sorrows; we can
feed him when he is hungry; clothe him when naked;
alleviate his sufferings in sickness; educate him when
ignorant. How much more necessary it is, then, to
tit ourselvs to liv harmoniously in this world than to
prepare for another ! How much better to direct
uur attention to bettering the condition of mankind
&han to endeavor to please a God whom we can in
ao way iDfluence !
Liberalism does not teach us to do right, to love
mercy, and endeavor to make our fellow- beings happy,
ror Cbrist's sake, or for the hope of reward; but to
lo right for the sake of right, love mercy and deal
justly with our fellow-men because in that way we
Jontribute to the happiness and welfare of the world.
No one can do another a kindly act without being
nade better and happier by the joy he givs that
•ther. No person can be perfectly happy while he
gnows there is a sentient being.sufferin'g from pain
1r sickness or for the necessaries of life. There are
uone of us but hav hours of unhappiness-made
niserable through the misfortunes, ignorance, vices,
and crimes of mankind. Then we should do what we
c~au to better the condition of the world, not because
we wish to please God or hope for a reward in the
(u~ure, but because it makes our fellow-creatures and
mrselvs happy-the goal of all existence. No one
c~an see another wronged, robbed, or maltr~ated in
-my way without his sense of justice rising in indignation against the perpetrators of the wrong, and
nis sympathy being aroused in behalf of the wronged.
We do not hke to be stolen from, so we say, Steal not;
we do not like to be defrauded, so we say, Defraud
not; life is sweet, we object to being murdered, so
we say, K1ll not. The whole substance of the moral
code is included in these beautiful words: '·Do unto
others as you would that others should do unto you."
Pittsville, Wis.
GEo. H. DAWES.
(TO BE CONCLUDED)

Free Trade Caust.'d the Revolution.
At this time, when the greatest question in Ameri::lan politics is being agitated in Congress, and engagfls the attention of men of all parties-! mean the
tar1ff vs. free trada-l consider it a moral duty to call
the attention of truth seekers to this subject, because
I feel that it is the one thing that will make or unmake the prosperity of this land, as it always has
heretofore.
I am aware that for years there has been a sentiment growing that .tends toward a recognition of
human rights in every land; and writers on political
economy hav favored it in all their writings, regardless of the consequences to this country and its general prosperity; but while I am not opposed to bettering the condition of all nations, and aiding them
by our example as a nation, I am of opinion that we
cannot afford to do it by a ruination of our industries,
which must in a short time reduce us to a dead level
with the pauper state of many European countries.
It is too serious a question to be made a mere party
cry; and I hav only to show it in its true light to
convince any unprPjudiced reader of the fact that it
was the principal grievance which led to the Revolution of the original Color.ies, and the setting up of
the great American nation.
Any person who will look into it will see that the
free trade party in Congress is trying to do for Great
Britain now just what the American Colonies resolved not to do in order to be free and independent states. They will see that in order to set themselva free ·from the impositions ef English manufacturers, and the odious duties aad taxes imposed by
that government on the Colonies, they were obliged
to move with one mind, to establish manufactures
here, and by a solemn combination refused to purchase anything abroad which they could make here
or do without; and they were not successful or
ready for separation until all the Colonies agreed to
this patriotic principle, and they never could hav become a nation to this day had they not become unan~
imous on that vital question of American manufactures.
I am in possession of a very old book. Ita pages
are yellow with the decay of time. It was printed
long before I was born, and I value it highly as a gift
from a friend. It is called, "The Principles and
Acts of the Revolution." I wish every free trader
could read it and compar~ his unpatriotic votes for
foreign labor with the votes of Patrick Henry, John
Adams, and the founders of our republic, and read
their speeches, too. It would convince him that nothing like the sentiment of free trade was cherished
then, and not till long after did the cotton-growing
gentry lab )r to fasten that curse upon us; but even
then Old Hickory would not stand it., and threatened
to "hang Calhoun as high as Hamaan" if he raisf'd
a hand against the government; and I learnalaothat
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Thomas JPfferson laid an embargo on English imports. There was no free trade Democracy then.
I find that from 1760 to 1780 these conventions
were called in the Colonies, for the purpose of cementmg this great principle and making it a united
measure to be acted up_on and strictly adhered to,
that no goods should be Imported from England, and
it was finally the immediate cause of the revolt.
•
On page 167 may he found a sample of a call for a
convention for the Colo~y of what. is now the state
of Maryland, at Annapolis, June 29, 1769: "Several
counties having formed and entered into a c9mpact
by resolutions and solemn pledges on the non-importation of British goods and supmfluities, and the
province in general being invited by the people of
Anne Arundel county to request the filame gentlemen
from each county to meet at this place on the 29th
instant, in order that a general resolution of nonimportation might be formed, which it is expected
will be done with great unanimity throughout this
province," etc. At this convention, which is but a
sample of thousands that were called all over the
Colonies, it was solemnly resolved and pledged that
no colony should be admitted into the compact to be
formed but such as should also enter into this question of non-importation of British goods, in which
every sort and variety of goods were to be excluded,
while home manufactures were to be encouraged by
all. This method was started and gradually enlar~ed, and was persisted in until the end of the war.
June 4, 1774, another monster convention was called,
when the sentiment had become general. By the
proceedings I fiud that British merchants were im
porting goods as agents for their lords and masters,
just as now, watching our markets and flooding· or
holding goods to suit themselvs as to prices; and that
it was stated at this convention that a profit of from
120 to 150 per cent on goods was the usual custom.
':l'hink of 1t, Americans-the founders of this government were compelled, under British rule, to pay 150
per cent profits on manufactured goods, when they
had the power to enforce the laws, and in addition
an income tax besides, levied on all manufactures.
Is it any wonder that the labor question was the
prime cause of the Revolution 1
On page 179 there is a special recommendation to
the farmers "to raise sheep and increase the wool
product." To this clause I would call the especial
attention of Grover Cleveland, as he-recommends the
introduction of free wool to benefit the farmer-views
just the opposit of those who created the Revolution
and made us a nation.
It is a very singular thing that when we were compalled to trade with England, and shamefully imposed
upon, we fought the principle and became. free from
it, but ever since then, at least within a few years of
the termination of hostilities, there has been a strong
party in America trying to do for foreign manufactures just the same as a few Tories were doing during
the Revolution:. To speak in favor of English goods
then was considered the work of a Tory, but to talk
of the great benefits of free trade now is thought to
be the sign of great statesmanship. H is so generous, you see; there is so much magnanimity in it !
We hav the power now to exclude foreign goods and
build up America as we like, but we must be generous and allow the British lion to tear out our vitals
now and then to satiate his extreme hunger.
1\'Ien were thrown into prison in Baltimore then
and their goods confiRcated for talking in favor of
British trade; and when such goods were landed they
were cast into the sea, but to· day there is a cloud
of importers who would encourage the importation of every necessary article, so that they can
reap a trade and profit out of the user, and they
think themselvs the salt of the nation.
There is not a page in the history of the American
Revolution that does not argue squarely in the face
of the free trade doctrin.
I remember well that in 1842 to 1844, during the
great tar1ff agitation, a great many persons formed
resolutions to not buy any British manufactures, and
I am certain that many people, and especially mechanica, pledged themselvs in Pennsylvania to not
buy any but home-made tools. The manufacturing
interests of America were then in a deplorable condition, owing to the compromise measures adopted
during the Calhoun, Haynes, and Webster debates
in Congress on this subject of iwportatwns.
President Cleveland m his free trade message said
a few words which ought to open the eyes of any
man on the subj<>ct; also in his speech in Philadelphia he said to the merchants: "You hav been prosperous in trade and you can afford to be generous"
-thus begging the whole question.
The free trader insists that a tariff is a direct tax
on the country and especially on the farmer. There
never was a m~re mistaken notion. It is true that
it may raise the price to some extent, but while it
may do t.his for a time, it also raises the extent and
price of labor in as great a ratio, which is the poor
man's purchasing power, atJd, at the same time, increases the price of the farmer's produce and creates
a h -,me market.
We are to~d that "America must seek a foreign
market for her surplus, !lnd work cheaply enough to

export it." What foolishness! If England can,
with her pauper labor, undersell us in our own land,
how, in the name of common sense, can we compete
with her in' foreign markets where 1ve must add
freights and carrying costs to our products, unless
we become reduced to the beggarly pay for which
she gets hn labor performed~ Then it should be
remembered that this is, after all, the principal roarket .of the world. Giv us the exclusiv use of our
own market., and I care nothing for the other murkets. America is what the manufacturing nations
are all after.
·
There is a studied unanimity among free traders in
their assertion that the farmer is injured by domestic
trade. They say, "Send your grain to Europe and
get cheap goods in return." On the other hand, the
protectionists say that "the home manufacture oi
goods creates a home market for the farmer, .and
that the benefits are mutual."
In reply to the first proposition, I will say that if
the farmer was to depend entirely on a foreign market he would starve to death, or be choked off by the
middle-man, called the exporter and importer, the
money-lender ; in other words, that it would, by increase of interest and commission rates,· require a
shipload of produce to net him a dollar's worth of
goods in return, as Europe does not require more than
<t very limited amount of his products.
If she was
dependent on him, the case would be different, but
she is not. Then, again, to attempt such a policy
would,draw the other half of the population into the
farmer's department of labor, and thus increase his
surplus to such an extent that it would be raised
only to be left to rot upon the soil that produced it,
while the gold cost of the small returns for goods
would be jingling in the pockets of the foreigner,
and the government in debt and as poor as poverty
itself, tied down by the bankers, or it would be compalled to continue a system of direct taxes in a land
with no money. To draw into the agricultural industry a majority of the mechanics and merchants
would be the most ruinous policy that could be
adopted, and yet this would be the result of a general
adoption of the doctrin of free trade in America.
Make twenty or thirty millions more farmers, and
you surfeit the product, and create want and misery.
To illustrate the other side, a home market for the
farmer, suppose a dozen farmers go into a new conntry and buy up land, in a number of contiguous
sections, as they hav often done in Kansas and ot!::er
localities. They commence farming, but are fifteen
or twenty miles away from a town, city, or railroad.
What is the result~ And what has been the result
in many cases~ Why, simply this: unless mechanics
and other laborers, builders and manufacturers, follow
them up, and railroads are built to get their produce
into a market, in ·a few years their little surplus is
eaten up, their cash expended, and a general exbaustion follows. They find farming and not selling to
be a profitless thing. 'rhey cannot liv on bread and
corn alone, nor haul their surplus twenty miles to a
restricted market, so that one by one they pull up
stakes, sacrifice their homes to the sharper or speculator, and move to somewhere else to find a home
market. For this reason thousands of abandoned
homes may be had for a song, in Texas and other
Southern localities, as well as in many parts of the
great Western country. And what I hav here described applies to every locality under high heaven
where there is no home market. It is no fancy
·sketch. I hav seen it and know it to be so. .
The f~trmer and the free trade demagog will not
giv these facts their true interpretation. The ranting
politician will tell the farmer that the cost of such art.icles of comfort as he needs is owing to high tariff,
and he will try to instil hatred in the breast of the
farmer against the manufacturer and the mechanic,
when in truth, if the manufacturer and mechanic
could hav located about the same time, their benefits
would hav been mutual, the one creating a home
market for the products of the other, which is the
only sure success possible.
I know some friends who started out., a colony of
farmers only; they took up excellent land in Kansas,
and for want of a home market, railroad, etc., in less
than ten years they all left the original quarters, and
some of them hav moved several times, and of course
they are all very pom: indeed, yet each man bad several thousands of hard cash when he left old Pennsylvania.
I know of other parties who started in a similar
way, composed of mechanics and merchants; they
locat~d near a railway, although their lands cost them
a trifle more; they soon formed a center, and laid
out town lots, each party buying and holding a share
according to his means, and to-day we find a thriving
village, and this village will soon be a splendid city,
every one of the original projectors well fixed, and
plenty of work for builders to do, while the farmer
bas his market mostly under his own door, and easy
outlet for his surplus, when he has to spar~. Look
upon this picture and then upon that.
A community composed in this way must thrive
and pror>per. When a free trader begins to curse
the tariff and tells the farmer that he can do without
the mechanic and merchant and laborer, he must be
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viciously or inexcusably ignorant. No community has
thriven or ever will thrive unless it is about equally
composed of farmers and other kinds of laborers.
This givs the home market which the protectionist
wants, and which the farmer cannot do without.
When our coal mines are in a flourishing state the
farmer comes in and readily disposes of his produce
at fair prices, as in good times the laborer needs
twice as much to feed his hungry children as when
work is slack and penury pinches his purse. Do not
flatter yourself that the poor families must eat and
liv anyway. I say that they will consume twice as
much in good as in hard times of food, clothing, and
all else required.
Can the farmer find his foreign market when the
men are out of employ~ Can he sell his goods when
our shops and furnaces are idle, and grim-visaged
want stares us all in the face~ Can the merchant,
mechanic, farmer, or anybody enjoy life under such a
state of society~ No; a thousand times no.
Just in proportion that foreign goods of any stripe
are brought into our market in competition with the
home product do we reduce the amount of labor here
and destroy the market of the honest farmer. The
free tr!lde policy has destroyed both in proportion to
its successful introduction, and bas also sent our
gold out of the country and reduced the circulation
of money in America.
It is a noticeable fact that just as soon as we bav
become a little prosperous by means of a protectiv
tariff do these noodleheads succumb to the temptations of British gold, and vote to destroy our industries on any and every pretext. They find great
fault because the government happens to hav a few
millions with which to pay off its debts, as though it
were a sin for the United States to own a dollar.
Yet, if any person should suggest such conduct or
po;icy to be applied to themselvs, they would be the
first to want to kick such a person out of their
offices and call him a natural born fool. It would be
in accordance with their own political teachings .. I
hope everyone who can will study the history of the
American Revolution.
J. R. PERRY.

Colonel Ingersoll Helps the Actors Glorify
Themselvs.
The Actors' Fund of America was six years old on
Tuesday of last week, and the managers made. an
agreeable innovation upon the purely business aspect
of former anniversaries by a celebration in t.he Madison Square Theater, in which music and song and
oratory were commingled. The theater was crowded.
President Palmer sat with a vase of flowers before
him. Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll sat at his left,
and Mrs. Ingersoll, with a part.y of ladies, was in a
box. Lotta ,and her mother, Mrs. Leland, of Albany,
and Mrs. Louisa Eldridge sat in other boxes.
President Palmer entertainingly sketched the work
accomplished by the fund, and paid the profession
the tribute of being the most cbarit.able on earth.
Tbe association has paid out $95.853 53, and received
$146,301.1\J. The number relit>ved has been 1,509
and the number buried 332.
Colonel Ingersoll's speech was one of the finest he
ever made. Applause and laughter alternately
greeted the bursts of eloquence and brilliant flashes
of wit.
"I hav addressed," he began, " a great many
audiences in my lifetime, and I hav not the slightest
doubt that in t.he audience I now stand before there
are more brains, a greater variet,y of talent, and more
real genius than I hav addressed in all my life. I
know all about respectable stupidity, I am perfectly
acquainted with the brainless wealth and success of
this world, and I know, after all, how poor the world
would be without the divine feeling we call genius.
I know, too, that all joy springs from the love of
nature. I know that all joy is what I call pagan. I
hav an immense sympathy with the whole. human
race, and of that feeling, of that spirit, the drama is
born. People must first be in love with life before
they can thiDk of worthily representing it.
" Whenever a country becomes prosperous-and
this has been pointed out many times-when a wave
of wealth runs over the land, behind you will see all
the sons and daughters of genius. The stage is
born, and we like it because we love life; and he
who likes the stage has a double life. One great
thing the stage does is to cultivate the imagination,
and the imagination constitutes the great difference
between human beings and animals. The imagination is the mother of pity-the mother of every
possible virtue.
" And now I am going to say a few wordsbecause I hav the chance-on what is known as
orthodox religion. That has always been the enemy
of the theater. It has been the enemy of every possible comfort, of every rational joy, that is to say, of
amusement.. And there is a reason for this. For if
that religion be true there should be no amusement.
If you believe that in every amusement is the peril of
eternal pain, don'.t amuse yourselvs. Stop the or·
chestra, ring down the curtain, and be as miserable
as you can. That idea puts an infinit responsibil.ity
upon the soul, and how can there be any hearty JOY
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after that? You might as well pile all the Alps
on one unfortunate ant and then say, 'Why don't
you play! Er j 1y yourself.'
· " The orthodux are the enemies of thP stage. They
say: 'Don't amuse yourself. Be as miserable as you
can.' Their idea would make life a long dock, running away out into the ocean, upon which you should
sit, with your trunk packed, waiting for the ship of
death to come along. They make life a kind of
greenroom, in which you are getting ready to playso"m,.where else. I love the joy-makers.
"You remember the story of 'Great Expectations.' I presume you hav all bad them. Tnere is
another thing about this profession-a dreadful uncertainty. I love joy-makers, and not those solemn,
mournful wretches; and, when I think of the church
a~<king the· theater to be moral, I remember that
story in • Great Expectations' of the bride that was
always ready for the bridegroom that never came,
and who brought in little P1p and told him to play.
"If this doctrin be true, every actor is in about
that situation. I hav always loved the theater and
the stage, simply because it added to the happines!'
of this hfe. But they say it is immoral. Now, I
believe that everything in the world that tends to
make men happy is moral. Everything that bud~
and bloflsoms and breathes the breath of joy is
moral. Nobody can be more immoral than to want
your own life sour as well as others.
· " There was a religious gathering in the Metropolitan Opera House recent.ly. It was voting for the
election of bishops. The voters voted forged and
fraudulent baolots, and afterward these voters asked
that old, old question, 'Is the theater moral'?'"
Colonel Ingersoll then spoke of the dignity of th•
profession, and sat down amid tremeLdous applause
Mr. Dtnn BoucicaulL marie everybody- laugh wher
be said that while lUr. Ingersoll bad been making
his addreHS be had been learning a lesson in brevit)
He would seek to emulate the colonel. He hao
. always understood that an author was an improvident
cr .. ature, and an actor eminently improvident, whil.
an Irishman might be described as pn eminently so.
Mr. Boucicault continuPd that he had a young f£iend
who presented in himself all these conditions, and it
bad been his wish to introduce bim to the audiencosomewhat after the fashion in which a sample inebri
ate is exhibited at a temperance meeting to makt
you feel the horror of the mrcumstanctos.
He was unable to do this, but would read a letter
from his friend. Here it is:
In thPse mode·n anrl deg-enerate days our authors, having
no re~pt~ct for the trac:litivns of luerature nor the illustrious
example• of improvirlence held up to us by Sheridan, Goldsmith, and Grub street generally-but rather <'mulating the
Forthd aud (lntely prover! to be) disrPputable impostor,
SbakApere, bav, like him, become men of sub.tance-witbout fl"ar of a future D·mnelly bPfore their eyes, they hav,
like him, become reApectable. Actors seem to forget they
are ro!!UPS and vagabonds, by act of Parliament, and pre.
sume to hav bankers' accounts, to pay their scores. to introduce great public charities, to contrrbute to build churches,
to perform a thousand services to society-wnicb society
graciously rt·ceives and acknowledges on the door-mat.
"The Ancient and Bohemian Gmld of the Stage
meets no more in a public house,'' said Mr. Boucicault. "The modern anrl thrifty Capuchin of the
drama has its clubs, its funds, its home. Melpomene
~~>t~< bAr dresses from Paris, and her sister is worth
$1 000 000. Thrift, tbrift, Horatio! What is thrift!
It means kAeping what you've got and investing it
in first class sec1..rity. There is the old fashioned
form. A man hoards his g!lins, accumulates a fortune
-that he may leave a big lump of money for his
legatAes to divide, disputA, and eiJj'ly.
"Suppo.e I leave $10 000 to the Actors' Fund.
Up comes some heir of mine who employs a distinguished lawyer to prove I am a crank. Tnere would
be no d1fficulty about that. Scores of actors and
actresses who hav suffered torment under my stage
management would testify heartily to it. Then this
eminent orator, who never lost a case, even when
Gladt~tone was his opponent in the ring, would prove
IDA as mad as Nebuchadnezzar, and walk off with my
$10 000. A suit, against a dead man is a sure thing·
he cttu't test1fy in his own behalf.
'
"Now, there's another kind of thrift which seems
to me_the most thrifty. Put out your money while
you hv and can see what becomes of it, watching
the good it does. If there'R any doubt about your
wits, or what you intended to do, you're there to
settle the dispute, and then you are one too many
for the law. This is the wisest of thrift, it is the
best kind of security. You get discount on the
transaction right here and compound interest hereafter. I suppress the signature of the letter," coneluded Mr. Boucicault, "but he calls himself a Niailist-be.ca~se ~e's . got nothing-and so is free
from preJudwe m dtsposing of the goods of other
people."
Welcom~>, ~tranger.
F1·out Llff'-•

. "Belo~e~.~rethren," said a water~ng.place minister from
h1s pulprt, 1t fills ~y h•·art wllh JOY to see among- us so
many strangers on this blf'S~Pd Sabbath morning. To those
who are away from home, bent upon plea~ure or seeking
health, as the case may be, we extPnd a cordial and heartfelt
greeting. The collection will now be taken up."

g[q~ Jmerican ~ecular lJnion.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President.
E. A. STEVENS. Secretary, - 241 Washington lloule-:ard, Chicago.
CHARLES EcKHARD. Treas.,
28 Lafayette Pl.. New York.
E. B. FooTE. Ja .. Chair. Ex. Com •• 120 Lexington Ave., New York.
Mas M. A. FREEMAN, Chair. Fin. Com., 241 Washington Boulevard,
ChtOago.

Or~anization

and Reconciliation.

DEAR MAcDo::SALD: I wish you would print the
subj>ined Jetter I wrote to Mr. Green. and his reply,
both of which appear in the Freethinkers' .JJ1ugazine
for June:
DEAR F1nRND GHEEN: Nothing since entering upon the
rluties of secretary bas given me greater satisfnction, or marie
me feel more profoundly grareful, than your two hearty,
g .. nerous, yes, magnanimous letters. Those letters prove
tbat you recognize pnnciples as vastly superior to men, and
rhat whenever you firmly believe that tbe fundamental work
uf this organization-the Nine Demands of Liher!llism-will
be faithfully practicalized to the full exteut of the means furnished, you are re ..dy to fall into line, losing sight of am
pr!'conceived prPjudice or former antagonism. We are all
l>able to be misunder~<tood, but tht~re is one cnmmon ground
,f agreement-we can be r~:conciled with the Nine D.. mands
for the unification of all the Liberal elements. To that end
my course in the future as well as the past is dir!'cted.
You can play as brilliant a role prospectivly as you hav
retrospecllvly, for the welfare and pro~perity of the American Secular Union, and that is in urgmg this reconciliation.
Tbe same original platform is all that we present-the
>dennc~l oppositiOn to ecclesiastical encroachment. OrganZ>ition is as absolutely imperativ to the dPvclopment of state
::iecul11riZ>ttion now as it was in 1876. All must admit that
local organiz>1tion can never be diectiv without a national
nucleus to foster, encourage, and sustain. It woulrl be simply superfluous occupanPy of time to elaborate on the neces,jt.y ot orgauiz'ltion, when the foe shows such a formidable
trout from that fact alone, and by which means it curbs,
crushes, and muzz!,~s modern thought, and presents an
• ffectiv b11rrier to turther intellectual pro)!ress. The coursP
•>f events provt·S clearly that Seculariz~tion is the found11tit•n
nf all true reform, social and political. 'IVbl'rC ecclesiastiCism holds penple in mental hondage there is little hope for
tlle cause of human justice, and social equality must ever
.ink in the bHckground. It is this ment!il bondage which
mukes the long •uffering, patient, ignorant multitude beaf
with tempor•,[ hard~hips fur a promis of eternal bliss
TbrH·
>be altar ttnd ttle throne bav bten inseparable, and the surpiicetl priest ever ready to bl~ess the Fceptered tyrant.
Never in the history of our own country wtts tbe Rnman
church so powerful, proud, ddiant, and dangerous. Never
lias it been so openly antagonistic to the principal feature of
American freerlmu-publlc schools. Never wasat1me when
leading politicians were so willing to wallow at ttle feet of
pnest~. Never 11 time when the spirit. of freedom was so little
r~:cugnized in our national life or ~:x.ercised by our Ia wmakers.
rne cohorts of the Gud-in-tbe state party are activ in the
camp of the Young Men's Christian Association; tbPy hav
captured the Prohibition party ; they control the Female
~uffrage mov!'ment, and the Woman's Christian Temperance
Union is one of their strongholds. It is natural, therefore.
that Freethinkers should be fir,t to take alarm at tbe attitude
of thiS fell destroyer of mental freed\JIU, ecclesiasticism;
t bat they should haste to counteract its despotic tendencies;
but they should remember that our platform is as broad as
tile principle of justice. Secularism is the antithesis of sectant>nism. It is not merely one for Freethinkers, Agnosrics,
Matenali.ts, ~piritualists, or Atheists, but oue which. every·
honest man and intelligent woman can indorse-one which
every true Aweric11n citrzen should seek to secure, and it is
tbe duty of every ~ecularist to invite and retain their interest, sympathy, and c' operation.
There never was more need for activity. unity, and harmony than now on toe part of ali true Secularists. and I
appeal to you, as one wbo can materially aid in bringing
th11t about, to giv it the approval of yo_ur voice and pen.
We hav had a protracted internecine w!lr while our enemies
are welding tbe cbaius for our complete subjugation. Let
us work wb1le yet we may. Tlle s~cretary Ita~ not always
cordially agreed with everything done by tbe National Libl"ral League or the American ~~cular Union, but he con8idert:d it simply cbildrsb to withdraw from. an instrumen
tality for good to the whole country, to the time and tb.e
race, because some particular policy did not snit him. Liberalism should be made ot sterner stuff. Oi!r duly to tbe
Ct>use should be held much higher, nobler, and grearer than
any indtvidual opinion. Ot>n you call suctt bHck from their
sleep of indifference to the crying need of the hour? We
lla~_men and wom~n of culture, cbaraCLer, and unques.tiooed
ability; these slwuld be sent out v.s missionaries to orqanize,
fur organization will be necessary to precede action. Li erature nel·ds to be thickly scattered over tbe country, but Liberals should blush at the beggarly sum. wb.ich hlis thus far
been realizt--d for that purpose. Olin we not get tbe Lib~ral~
to rise superior to ti:J.e pagt, join forct:s, and once more,
shoulder to shoulder, tigttt tbe common foe of U nivers!ll
Mental Liberty?
Fratf'rnally,
E. A. ST&V&NS.
MR. GREEN S REPLY.

gersoll was chairman of the committee on resolutiOns, and introduced a series that appeared to satisfy
all parties. They were unanimously adopted, and
great harmony prevailed. This was the largest and
most successrul congress that the oraaniz:ltion has
Aver held. Nearly every state in the U uiou was well
r~>presented. We remember that at a meeting of the
National Executiv Committee some twelve states
were represented. Everybody went away from that
convention greatly elated and encouraged and with
bright anticipations for our success in the future.
A large number of t.he delegates at Cincinnati went
dtrect to the New York State Freethinkers' Convention at Chautauqua Lake, where hundreds of Liberals assembled, and where we bad another grand
five days' meeting. ·we well remember that Colonel
Ingersoll said to us at the close of the Cincinnati
congress : " This has been the most succes~;ful
~athering Liberals hav ever had in this country."
Thfl next year the congress was held at Chicago,
where resolutions were introduced comn.itting the
organization to the doctrin of the total repeal of the
Comstock laws, and after a warm discussion, were
adopted. On their adoption, Colonel Ingersoll, the
writer, and others withdrew. Ollr position from the
first was that the society should not, as a society, be
committed to either ''repeal" or ''modificatiOn,"
but that each individual member should be at liberty
to favor either "repeal," ''modification," or neither.
This proved another great blow to the organization,
from which we tbink it has never fully recovered.
We bav not here repeated this well-known history
of the movement to find fault with anyone. We bav
oo doubt but that each party acted in accordance
with his earnest convictions. It seemed to be, for
rbe time being, a:a '' irrepressible con:fltct" that cculd
not be avoided. But it is now a part of the )last
nistory of the movement, and only as such do we
t:Jere refer to it. But we arA glad to know tbat those
questions that proved so disastrous to our success
~s an organ:zation in the past hav been permanently
~ettif•d, and that the last congress that met at Chicago fully recognized the fact, and placed the QQBOciat.ion ag-ain squarely on the plutjor •. t of the Nine
Demands of Liberalism, tbe same platform that
was formulated by Francis E. Aobott, the founder
of the association. We said, editoria;Iy. immediately
after that congress closed, "If the officers elected
will carry out, in good faith, what they bav adopted
as their platform, ignormg all other questions, they
ought to succeed-they ought to· hav the united
Aupport of all the Liberals and friends of state Secularization in this country and Canada." Smce then
we hav watched them closely, especially the course
of Mr. Stevens, the secretary, and we rejoice to say
that no one could hav done better than he has. He
went. to work immediately after his appointment t.o
nrganize the country on this old platform of the
Nme Demands, and he has proved a faithful steward
of our cause. He has not had the sup~:-ort be
should hav had, for the reason probably that many bad
lost faith in the organiz~tion. He has, with the help
of Mrs. Freeman and other activ Liberals of Chicago,
built up a ·very large, aotiv Union in that city, the
ir :fluence of which is felt over the whole country.
He has issued many valuable pamphlets tht1t set forth
clearly the importance of this Secular movAment and
the work necessary to be done. He has written
thousands of letters to Liberals in all portions of the
country urging them to get up local organizations.
He has, from the first, worked with a zeal and energy
worthy of the great cause he is engaged in. Bllt it
is impossible for one man to do everything. He
needs, and must hav, the financial and moral indorsement of every Secularist in this country to be able
to make his administration a great succAss. And we
earnestly urge each one of our readers to giv him all
the aid in his power. If you cannot send him
money, write him a letter of encouragement, and
offer to perform any labor in your vicinity that he
may require of you. If you can do not.hing more,
you can purchase and circulate some of his valuable
pamphlets. Commence immediately after reading
these lines by sending him a dollar for documents to
circulate. In that way you can aid a little.
We hav here only space to add that we learn that
the next Secular Congress is to be held in Pitt .. burgh,
Pa., the last of Olltober. As the Secular Union is
now based solely on the Nine Dt~mands of Liberalism,
which we hav often characterized as the Second Declaration of American Independence, we urga every
person who indorses those Demands to attend that
Congress. And we hav yet to find a Liberal, of any
school, who does not indorse those Demands. Every
honest American must indorse them. As 1\lr. Stevens
suggests, let us cease our bickerings, forget all our
past contentions, and all go to Pittsburgh resolved
to build up a great, growing organization that shall
receive the support of efery;true Liberal, and command the respect of our opponents.
'

We publish on another page a private letter we
recently received from E A. Stevens, secretary of
the American Secular Union. We take that letter as
our text for a few comments on the work of the Secular Union. The Union, as all our readers know, is
what was formerly the National Liberal League.
That L!"ague was organized at Philadelphia, July 4.
1876. Its platform was the Nme Demands of Liberalism. For a number of years we were chairman
of the executiv committee of th&t society, and during that time we labored with all the pow~>r we possessed to bmld up the organization. The first rebuff
that the societv met with was at the S) racuse congress, held in 1878, when 1\lr. Abbott and his friends
attempted to commit the organization to the doctrin
ST. LOUIS AND SECULARISM.
of the " modification" of what were known as the
When the secretary of the American Secular Union
Comstock laws, and, failing to do so, withdrew from arrived within the depot of '' the future great," he
the congress. The next year the congress met in was regaled by a complimentary serenade from a
Cincinnati and proved a great success. Colonel In- brass band, whose most conspicuous piece was a big
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drum operated with tlnthusiasm by a vigorous Teuton
who seemed as though he had a corner on a patent
trip-hammer movement and a reputation as a slugger
to sustain. Feeling grateful, was about to re~pond
to this commendable recognition on the part of t.he
citizens of this modern Thebes, and while cudgeling
our brains for the appropr1ate sentimflnt and clearing
our throat for the preparatory "Fellow-citizens,"
to our utter dismay and discomfiture we discovered
that music did not agree with us-it soured on
our stomach. It was neither our serenade nor our
funeral. This band had come to escort some Tammany braves to t.he great national pow-wow in the
Exposition wig~am and to test their hardihood in an
encounter with St. Louis fire-water.
No Etign of I. S. Lee or any of the parties so anxious for my appearance in Missouri.
Town full of bustle, bluster, buncmnbe, and howling representative of the unterrified Democracy. Not
at all like the staid and saintly elderly maiden I had
formerly known ass~. Louis, Mo. A bad time to set
Secularism in motion, and particularly discouraging
when I learned Friday night that the letter I hac!
written six days ahead notifying Friend Lee to makP
arrangements to hav God gently landed outside thp
state had just made its appearance that afternoon,
and no prep>~.rations whatever were made. Democratic
post-office officials are not expected to sober up during a political convention. Saturday morning we
canvassed the ball question, making inquiries, only to
be delayed till 3 PM. before we could actually secure
one, and tb>tt at nearlv double the usual rateEI.
Brother Sidney A. Randle, secretary, and Brot.her
Lee did some tall " hustling" for an audiencfl, fearing that, as the hour of agony arrived, tl~e audiPDCf'
would not to any alarming extent, especially wheD
we learned that three great picnics were to be held
outside the city, and that no dtsirable beverage~
were pHmitted to be sold Sundays in the corpora
tion. If there is any community in existence wher'"
beer· drinking can be commendably extenuated, it i~
where, when you try to driLk water, you feel as though
you bad attempted to swallow a Mississippi sand
bank. Every well-regulated St. Louisfan bas a natural aversion to the article there called water; not by
any means because it is " too thin," but otherwise.
Reading Sunday morning papers, discovl"red that
"Hon'' E. A. StevenEI, etc., was announced to lect.
ure. Now, I was never able to" carry my ward," or
succeed in breaking into the Congress, nor desirouf:l
of robbing our colored friends of their ambition to·
monopolize titlE's.
Frauklin Hall was not filled, but there was a good
audience, especially when quality over quantity it>
considered, which was demonstrated by the fact that
nearly the whole audience remained after the lNlturp
to take part in the temporary organization. SevPral
of the attendants who should hav bePn mPntionPd I
hav forgotten the names of. · SidnPy A. Rendle if'
likely to make an ffficient mE'mber, as are also Mr.
and Mrs. S. C. Scoville, who are highly esteemPd
and talented lecturers in the domain of occult science
and Spiritualism. The temporary organization wa~;~
formed by electing president, I. S. Lee; vice-preRident, Mrs. S. C. Scoville; secretary, William C.
Bohannan, and a responsiblfdooking gentleman,
whose name I cannot rPcall, for treasurer.
May the St. Louis Union do the grand work for
which the harvest is ripe in that priest-ridden com.
munity. And my earnest hope is that Friend Lee
may realize his anticipations of an organiz11tion of
"one thousand members inside of three- months."
And so the good work I!Oes on.
E. A STEVENS, Sec. A. S. U.

"Is ProfeS'~Or Lt-ahy Persl'cUtl'd 1''
To TilE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Under
above euphomous caption, in your i~sue of May 19rh,
and over the nom de plume of "Anonymouf'O," I find
Prof. M. D. Leahy, through himself or friend, trying
to blubber over and ride, martyr-like, some old spavined goat into notoriety under the cry of " persecution," for the reason that he has failed to get a sugRrtit every morning to keep the boy from crying. HP
takes great umbrage at the action of the board of
managers of the Freethought University at Liberal,
Mo., because, at. the annual meeting of 11tockholders,
on the first Tuesday in May, B. A. Bigelow waE>
selected president of the board in his place. And
for that this noble-minded youth, this exemplar of
mental ability and moral worth, has resorted, under
a hidden name,"' to the expediency of abusing his
successor in office, and then cries "persecution" be·
cause such nobleness is not appreciated by those who
hav the management of the school at heart.
I take pleasure in saying that. B. A. Bigelow bas
been a teacher a third as many years as young Leahy
bas lived. Mr. Bigelow is an intelligent gentleman,
with a character above reproach, and is always to be
found in the front ranks of L· beralism-that Liberalism that is calculated to elevate humanity, not degrade it. He is to be found on the right side of all
great moral questions of the day. With those. quali-

* Professor Leahy did not write the artl!}le I)On<leJllneq by
Mr. Walser.-'-.l£n. T. S.

ti.es and his farmer-like urba~ity; tpe board prefer~ed
him to Professor L~ahy, with his scholarly pohsh
and pronounced teaching on temperance and other
quAstions vital to society.
If Profe!!sor Leahy has so conducted himself as to
lead fourteen of the seventeen of the board of managars to doubt his fitness to preside over the destinies of the students sent here, it is not r!'asonable
to suppose that be is par excellence and these fourteen intended persecuting when they ~;upplanted him
with Mr. Bigelow.
The writer of that article predicts a failure of the
school when Leahy leaves it. Mr. Leahy bas been
at the bead of the school for two years, and be bas
succeeded in g-et.ting three non-resident students to
attend. If it falls, "Oh, what a fall, my countrymen !" The board of managers hav already ordered
its m~pension until. a proper man can be found to
take it in charge.
As to the tht ust at ml", I will say I cannot stop to
kick all the dogs that hark Rt. my heE'ls.
Liberal, JJfo., May 29. 1888.
G. H. W ALSEB.

Common Sense on School Matters.
Hon. A. S. Draper, state supBrintendent of publiC'
instruction, addressPd the Columbia county TeacherR'
Association at. the Opera Hou~e. Hudson, N.Y., JunP
1st. Beyond being a pract.ical talk to teachers, hi~
rPmarks wflre of dePp public intPrest. The substance of Mr. Drs per's address was the following:
Fifty yPnrR hav marle a radical chanl!'e in our Prlncational
RVStPm. Form~>rly the theory was that the chilrl hnd thE'
right to todnc~ttion fnr the benPfit of the inrlivirlual; the
theory nnw is that the child mn~t be educated for the protection 0f the state. The apnroprifltion for edncfltinn~tl purpoc(io bv thE' state of New York hH~ ~tP~trlily inPrpnsecl from
$1.000 i 00 in 1838 to ovPr $15 000 000
188R; and no
monev is sn chetrfully given by the taxpayers as that for
~
pnblic inRtruction,
Still, our school Rvstem is i-nferior to that of GermanvGPrmany. whMe monarcnicnl government dPpends on .thP
~uppnrt of a stanrling army-while the future welfare of
our AmPrican rPpnhlic depPnrls on our common schools.
Tho~e Ponducring our school~ are under a tremenrlous
rPsponsibilit.v. T~ere is practical improvement neededbetter ~chnol-bnu~es, better Sf'hool.tenchers.
In onr rural districts, especiallv. the. 8chonl-house of fifty
VPars a~ro is u•Prl to-rla.v, though almost unexcPptionally no
other public building ref'eives ~ncb <'<>natant anrl such
nereRsarilv severe usage. We neerl schnol.hnusPR of morlern
convenience~. sanitation, and architecture, and with thiR end
in view the state, rlnrinl!' the past vear, has offered rewarrfs
for best plnns of FChnoJ.bnildin!!s costing from six to fiftPPn
thnmanrl dnllars, nnd these plans are now ready fer distribution to interesterl parties.
Another important point is the primary school. While we
wonlrl not discournl!'e the attention rlirecterl toward the hi!!h
school, it is a notable fijct that less thsn five per cent of the
primary pnpils ever see the inside of the high school, but
drift ont into the world.
·Let ns not stand the erlurational pvramirl on its apex.
Education is to make gonrl citizen~. ThPrefore let the u~e.
ful and prnctical sturlies be exclu~ivly the foundation. Ornamental and special branches can be afterwRrrl ncqnired, but
the base-work of the primary school should be substantial,
for on it all othl'r know\edl!'e is built.
ThPre bas been muf'h rliFcnssJon in rPg~trcl to the" Bible in
the public Fchnols." Where any nhjrction is mnrle, the onlv
course. in justice to all. is to "take it out." NPv,.rtheiPss,
morality shonlrl be tanl!'ht in our schools, and this can be
dime most pffpctivly by the character and example of the
teacher. Therefore, R!!:flin. those conducting our schools are
under a great reFponsibility.
The above SPnsible sentiments from an authoritativ
source I th0ught interesting to all public-spirited
peoplfl. and flO I Fubmit them to your rE'!tt'lers.
Hudson, N. Y.
MARY A. WoRSWICK.

in

The llroolilyn Pooh-Hall's Propositions.
Were people to generally and openly repudiate
belief in a peculiar relationship between a certain
individual of past time and the creativ principle, we
should all become Hottentots.
Were lamb olatry to be lliven up, we should reducp
our women to slaves and throw our female infants
into the river.
These are propositions put forth by the great
Brooklyn Pooh-Bah, a few days ago, according to
the papers.
Is not this going to extremities T Hut, then, is not
the P. B. rather inclined to extrPmities T
Were there, then, nothing but Hottflntots in tbl"
world before the Christian church pnd1minatedno good people, no private nor public virtue, no
kindness nor humanity? And were their women
treated by the races from whom Europe derived itEI
civilization as the Chinese and Hindoos treat theirs T
D1d they treat their ~omen as the church treated
them during the D11rk A~es T Did not the cUI·
minating power of the church relegate women to a
lower position than they held in their heathen
libPrt.y!
But what is there in the New Testament-to say
nothing of the great, clumsy network of moonshine
mysticism and mythology of the "orthodox" brain
built on it-which tends to evolve the silk clad, novelreading, take care-of-myself, piano strumming, fanat·
ical, but altogether delightful, female comrade of
to-day 1
Is she not the result of the fortunate prevalence of
ceJ.'tain purely secular conceptions of society against
which the church bas ever struggled!
:J:s no~ tbe j.nnate tendenc1 qf the l'l~ces which h~v
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se~tled t~e north of .:murope and t~e Unites States (a
whwh far pne:ttRted Christianity) the cauBP of
the advanced state of Europe and America to-day T
And does not this account for the ddl'drence between
Europe and Aqia!
'Vas not Ohristianity presented in Aqia, and in
Africa, and in southPrn Europe first 1 Why are they
and we not alike advanced, then, if Christianity is
the cause of our civilization 1 They embraced it, or,
at least, continue to hold it, with deeper earnestness:
With them it holds a far more absolute sway.
Oh! but perhaps it is not Christianity, but Protestant Christianity, that Pooh-Bah is thinking of.
Well, Protestant Christianity is not quite !'O bad, if
by it we mean only what all agree is to b!:) found in
the New Testament. But where do we find in it any
of that spirit of patriotism, and manly, benf'ficial,
human desire for society's improvement, which bas
led western nations to their present superiority? Is
it commended! Is it not rather reproved and discouraged? And if we talk of eternal rewards and punishments, to what are these directed in that book T
Well, there is a chapter that seems to apply them
solely to mercy and the want of it. But even before
the Jesus who is supposPd to hav uttered this in the
t'arly part of his career had finished that career, he
seems to hav forgotten this sweet and simple doctrin,
and to hav bPgun calliug upon the hghtning to scorch
11nd blast all who dared refuse his selfi.;h demands
for divine honors.
None better than P. B. knows that neither the
Setmon on the Mount nor the parable of the Etbeep
and the goats contains the salvation principlf s of tOday's Protestantism, though that ProtestantiRm calls
itself Christianity, and though the said SPrmon and
parable are expressly put forth as containing all that
is Pssential to it.
Yet, noble as are this Sermon and parable, they
contained no principle nPW to thP world at that time,
nPither are they of themselvs sufficient to produce a
civilization like ours, though they tend to remove
obstacles to human progress. It needs positiv racequalities to carry a people upward. A great deal
bad to be added to the mild, nPgativ virtues inculcated in the Sermon and parable above named to
make an England, and a N tlW England; and the blood
did that-not the blood of Jesus, but the blood of
the Jutes and AHgles, and of the nobler human
strain destined, long b~;fore his timfl, to found free
constitutions, under whi(lh, and under which alone,
flourishes man in his noblest state.
Take away, then, yourcumbersome tb!'ology; your
lamb, your virgin, your tailed .devil; your arbitrary,
inhuman, unju~t, and unsub8tantiated dogm>ls, and
your traditions resting on nothing worth the name
oft-Vidence, and totally irrelevant and inconsPquentifll HPD if true, and do you think really, seriou~Jy,
this race would then lapse into barbarism T P. B.,
your analogies are such as any fool can invent, but
they prove nothing !
Amen and amen, glory, halleluj11.h.
HoPEFUL HARDPAN.
Boston's IHue Laws.
Boston LettPr to Chtcaoo Tr1bune.

The barbers of Boston are, as a rule, ungorlly. Despite
the new law which forbids them to prHctice their profpssion
Sundays, their shops are still I!Ppt open sevt·n rlays in the
wpek. Nevertheless, they rlo no work on the l:'abbath. But
thPy gather in a good d&) 's wa!!PR just the @arne. and the
manner in which this happy result is accomplished is both
intl'rPStin!!: anrlinstructiv.
The first day of the present WPek, at abont 10 o'clock in
the morning, the writer was walldng along Charles street
with some faint hopE's of finding a tonsorial Hrtist in purRuit
of his ii!Pgal bnsiness, when he was agreeablv surprised to
ob~erve a colorerl pPrRon, with a white apron, leaning gracefully against a r.. d.white-Rnd.blue pnle on the nearest. corner.
"Can I get a shave this morning?" inqnirPd the customPr,
wistfully, pnming as he came tn the spot where the gentleman from Senel!'umbia was standing in pictureoqtw rt'pnse.
"Yes, sah." rPplied the latter, cnnrteously. •· Walk right
in. You'll find de implements, sah, all ready to JIBe at the
fourth cheer on de }pft."
The newcomer thereupon entererl the shop. where he
founrl three other men-all in a partially ~haved cnnrlitionsitting on the edgPs of as many £'hairs and applying lather
11nd step] to their own faf'es. Tile situation was qu;ckly
t•xplained by the E1hiopian in charge, who had followed the
late arrival from the sirlewalk.
"You 8ee, sah," he began, "we don't rlnre shave nobody
a Sunday. for fear o' heine: lock<·d up; but rlere's no law
against lendin' a razzer an' cup to a !!emman friPnrl. So, if
you ike, rle hospitalities of dis eRtablishment. am at your
BPrvice. You'll find a cnttin' instrument wirl de sharpest
kind ob an edge on it in front nb de Jooking.glaflB; likewise
a mug full of lather, some hot water, and a bottle o' bay
rum."

"I seP," rE'spondeil tbe applicant, who, without further
dPiay, seated bimPclf in chair No 4 and proceP<l<·d to operate
upon himself with the utenRils at bane!. At the end of
twPnty minutes or so, with some incidental ]Hceration, he
bad finished his task, and the bar her. having helpl·d him on
with his coat, proceed.,d to brush him off. Thl'n the cuStomer fumblPd the loose change in his troueers pocket and
askforl, svtto voce. what t be charge mil!'ht be
"N•>thing. sah," s11irl tl:.e knight nf the razr,r. "We
shoulrl be took up· if we aslwrl pay for service• rendPred on
de Sabbath." And as he spoke he gave a portentous and
most ex pres· iv wink.
"Ah, I understand," returned the I!'Uest. And, as be went
out, he dropped an unosll•ntatious ilftPPn c<·nts on a little
pile of coin near the doorway. All of which goes to show
conclusivly that the ingenuity of an iniquitous gercrati<·n is
too much fo:r thlll!iW !lnd the prophets to contend against 7
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be my sister, but Charlotte I do not recognize."
There was a mistake in reading it; the next paper
that came over bad the name repeated, but written
on two lines-first Selina and thim S. Churchill.
Before the seance ended General Lippitt, with
whom I am acquainted, was permitted to go behind
the curtain. As he stood inside the inclosure,
directly back of Mr. Keeler, his head and shoulders
were visible. The spirit hands came out as before
through the curtain, and he assured us that there
was no form or substance visible behind. He was
asked to raise both hands, and he did so. Still the
spirit hands appeared. The guitar, tambourine, and
bell were also sounded, sometimes two at once. He
told us he could see the instruments move as the
sounds were produced.
Two other men were in turn permitted to look
over the curtain while General Lippitt was standing
behind it. One of them said he also saw the instruments move without the contact of visib,le . hands.
The other was not so ft~.vored; whenever he looked
over the sounds ceased.
General Lippitt is the gentleman whom we saw at
the dark circle sit on the knee of a spirit. We asked
him who that spirit was, and he said, Governor
Chittenden. This, he said, was not the first time
that the governor had appeared to him.
Mr. Keeler's coat was taken off during the evening,
as before. I hav seen this done four times.
The wife of my only living brother was present at
this seance. She is visiting us, and had never seen
anything of the kind before. She was allowed to
shake the hand of a spirit, and she believes it was
the hand of my brother David, from the peculiarity
of the grasp. My wife also was allowed to grasp a
hand. As she did so she asked, "Is it father?" and
the response was several shakes. His manner of
handshaking, was also peculiar, and she recognized it
in the spirit hand.
·
It seems unnecessary for me to discuss the question of the possibility of fraud in the ~late-writing.
The bringing in of a telegram by Mrs. Keeler migh~
look suspicious, but it did not happen again when
my wife went there; no one entered the room except
her aunt. And even if Mr. Keeler did not actually
rub out his own writing on one of my slate.s, he certainly did not write on the other one; and on that
other slate, at the second tying, I ~ot a message
from my brother, signed David M. Burr, in which
was written the name of our sister Selina.
This second writing I omitted to n1ention in my
first letter. And I will now add that after my wife
got her slate-writing, Mr. Keeler was influenced to
write with his own band on the two vacant surfaces
of the slates the names, David Burr and Selina
Churchill. Those names had not been written oimentioned by Mrs. Burr, nor did Mr. Keeler know
her name, much less that she was my wife. Indeed,
he did not remember me when I afterward spoke to
him at the close of a seance, until I reminded him of
my having had some slate-writing, and that I addressed one question to a living person.
This article I expected to be the last on the subject of Spiritual phenomena, but my wife has attended another dark circle where the materialization
was more complete and convincing than before, and
she will describe what she saw.
W. H. BuRR.
Washington, .D. C., May 28, 1888.

I hav attended two more light-circle seances. One
was in a newly built house where· Mr. Keeler had
never been before. It had a Pquare bay window, and
this was inclosed with Mr. Keeler's curtain. The
twenty selected spectators were all there before be
came with his curtains, guitar, tambourine, bells, and
clothes-pins. ·He and his assistant, Mr. Hall, put up
the curtain before our eyes, as usual.
The seance had been arranged to take place at an. other house near by, but at the last moment a change
. had to be made, and the landlady assured us that she_
yielded to the request to hav it at her house with
reluctance.
It was. nearly 9 O'clock before the performances
. began. · They were much the same as heretofore
described. The guitar was thrummed behind the
curtain, then on the covered laps of the three sitters,
arid at their feet. It was held up and waved from
behind the curtain. It was banged about so rudely
that for the next performance it had to be tied together with a cord, for it was coming apart: The
tambourine was beaten in artistic style, and no drummer could bav used the two broken clothes-pins more
skilfully as drumst_icks than did the invisible hands
behind the curtain. And all these things were done
while Mr. Keeler's two hands grasped the left arm
of the lady or gentleman next to him, whose right
arm was held by the left hand of the third sitter.
So the sitters declared repeatedly during the performances.
· At least forty written messages were received by
one or another of us. They were generally thrown
·over the curtain, but a few actually came through it.
As t,hey came the manager would read the signature
and pass it to the person who recognized it. The
movement of the pencil could be heard behind the
curtain by those of us who sat near it, and everybody
could hear the tearing off of the leaf as the mABBBge
was completed. I received nne from my sister Selina.
Many materialized hands appeared protruding
through and over the curtain. Some of these were
small, like the hand of .a child. Several of the company went up and shook the hands. One would be
-warm, another cold. A. hand came out near Mr.
Keeler's feet and was grasped by several persons in
turn, and while it was thus held four or five other
.bands were visible above. I sat within eight feet of
the curtain, and if ·I did not see four hands at one
time I never saw anything in my life.
Mt·. Keeler's coat was taken off by invisible hands
. and thrown over onto the floor, while his two hands
grasped the arm of the next sitter, as the latter
assured us.
The last of the four light-circle seances that I attended was in Mr. Keeler's parlor. About twentyfive persons were there. The usual performances
were repeated. Two or three small rents in the curtain were sewed up by Mrs. Keeler before our eyes,
after it was hung. The broken guitar bad to be
tied together at the large end with a cord. At the
:first change of sitters a young lady and myself were
chosen by the spirit guide, as indicated by three raps
when the manager pointed to us and we asked, "Do
they want me?" The young lady sat next to Mr.
Keeler, and I held her right wrist in my left hand,
Sense and Spiritualism.
my other hand and arm being free and exposed to
view. I felt hands on my back, sometimes patting
For several years I hav been a subscriber to THE
me on the shoulder. I put my free right hand up to TRUTH SEEKER, and hav watched its course with
my left shoulder and took hold of the spirit hand. I great pleasure, as I recognized that the policy it
could feel the fingers and thumb distinctly through pursued would commend it to all Liberals, at least
the cloth. The hand was under the fl>~.p, as if it bad to all deserving that name.
I hav read letter~ from various friends, denouncing
come through the curtain, but it was not visible.
Pretty soon I felt it fumbling about my left shoulder this or upholding that, withdrawing their subscripas if in search of something. Then my h11p.dkercbief, tions or sending additional ones according to their
which was in the outside breast pocket of my coat, personal views of the pictures by Heston; and, being
came flying out, and fell upon the floor in front of · somewh11.t acquainted with the trials and tribulations
me. My wife. pil'lked it up and was glad that she had of editorial work, hav sympathized with Brother
·given me a clean one just before we started from Macdonald in his efforts to uphold a free press and
home. She thinks the handkerchief came through free speech, by keeping his columns open for a decent
the curtain, but if it was thrown over from behind· discussion of any live topic, without compromising
the curtain, the mystery is all the same. Or even if the dignity of h1s paper or affiliating with either
it came only from under the flap of the curtain, it side.
At times the subject of Spiritualism, which has
was a physical impossibility for Mr. Keeler's band to
reach it, much less the hand of the young lady, whose already attmcted the attention of millions of intellirigbt wrist I was holding, and who declared that Mr. gent women and men, was touched on, but never, as
Keeler's two hands held her left arm all the time. it seems to me, was it given· that field which its inEvery one of the twenty-five spectators will attest creasing interest to humanity demands.
what I bav written.
.
Science declines to investigate its claims, and InfiWhile I sat there messages were written on pads dels scout at it, each seeming to hav a particular and
behind the curtain. I could hear the sound of the peculiar antipathy to the very name of medium. All
pencil, and everyone in the room could hear the tear~ manner of crimes are imputed to these sensitive, and
ing off of the leaves. More than twenty of these the charge of immorality seems to hover over each
messages came to different persons present and were and every one; the better and grander the character,
recognized. The following was for me:
the more immoral she invariably is.
We havn't much room to write in here. Two of us can
I do not propose any labored defense of the Spiritwrite at a time, and the otb.er waiting ones crowd and hurry ual philo~ophy, as possibly I may not be equal to the
us. David K. Burr, per G. C.
task, but as I studied and investigated it from a
G C. answers for George Christy. Another paper business man's standpoint, bringing to bear on it
came on which was written merely a name. The every resource I was capable of, and was compelled
manager read it, " Selina a11d Charlotte." For a mo- to accept its teachings, possibly my view of it may
~eut :no one responded. Then I said1 " SE.llina may be acceftabl~ tq thqs~ of the re!l<lerl'i Qf TR.~ T~u~H

SEEKER who are interested in the statements lately
made by Mr. Burr and wife.
Now, I claim that it is hardly necessary to argue
as to the existence of mediums. Physiology teaches
the existence of sensitivs, and anyon~ who has wit-nessed a mesmeric entertainment knows how fully
the subject is under control of the operator.
So, to properly appreciate the operation of .the
psychological law, through-and by which the medmrn
is controled, it is fair to presume that one must
understand somewhat .the status of the next world,
if there be one. Here evolution, twin sister to
Spiritualism, steps in and givs us a~ insight.
As we hav come from the lower, so we ascend to
the higher. All nature's laws, as far as we know
them, are :fixed, unchanging. Our friends, when
they leave us, simp!Ji.advance one round on the ladder
of progress. They hav become neither gods nor
angels, but remain women and mEJn, with the same
likes, dislikes, and prejudices that they had when
here. A murderer may hav died even in the arms_ of
Jesus himself, but he is still a murderer in heart, and
will remain so till he has evoluted out of that condition.
This is the simon-pure teaching of evolution, and
I doubt if any scientist can successfully dispute it.
Now, if this be a fact-and it looks reasonable to
me-then this great psychological law has opened a
way, free alike to saint and sinner, and the great cry
about the immorality of mediums is "a tempest in a
teapot;" for, he being operated upon by un.seen for~es,
any act of the poor sensitiv should l;>e v1ewed w1th
.
charity.
I do not pretend for one moment to defend immorality, whether in a medium or any other person.
That there are moral and immoral mediums, none
can deny; but I claim that, as far a~ my experience
goes with that class, the latter are m a very small
minority.
Morality and mediumship are no more synonymous
than morality and religion, than morality and Infidelity. Most Infidels- are moral; none are religious;
and the few immoral ones do not detract from the
morality of the many.
·
In viewing these matters, I prefer the opt~mistic
side. With our present surroundings, we are Just as
good as we can be; and if one man be better than
his neighbor, it is due to hi!'! opportunities, and to
them alone. So, if my proposition be tr~e, we must,
as a certain philosopher held, commence the education of a child " a hundred years before its birth;"
then we will hav more morality.
There is another and very important fact, in connection with mediums. Of the many thousands,
publ~c and private, no two seem to be developed
alike. So, if it be "thaumaturgy," as Mrs. Slenker
intimates, then Spiritualism most certainly has demonstrated that fully twenty-five per cent of humanity
are unconscious prestidigitators.
_
Mrs. Slenker seems to hav been somewhat unfortunate in her investigations. Mayhap the headlines
to her article may be the keynote. She may possibly
remember hearing of that Frenchman who, on falling
into the water, cried out, "I will drown; nobody
shall save me." I say this in all kindness to Mrs.
Slenker, but I think that when she beaded her article,
A man convinced against his will
Is of the same opinion still,
she showed the same intolerant spirit which imbued
the Seybert Investigating Committee-a spirit which,
I respectfully submit, should never be entertained by
a Liberal when treating on any subject.
It is the same spirit that religion has inculcated in
her followers; the same spirit that deluged our earth
with blood, in support of the various myths; the
same spirit that caused Torquomada to lay his heavy
hand on humanity.
.
But various people hav widely different experiences with any given medium, and under circumstances which seemingly tend to t,he suspicion of
fraud. I am now speaking of genuin medmms.
Well, what of it? Are our experiences here always
the same~ I opine not.
A few years ago, in the Crawford House, Boston,
I was attracted to a group of gentlemen gathered
around an old soldier, who was giving his experience
in the battle of Fair Oaks. I followed his recital
with great interest, as I was a participant in th~
same. light. Finally he reached a point in his recital
where he touched on the fact that a handful of our men,
at a critical juncture, seized on a small log-house and
from that vantage-ground so distressed the enemy
that they retired, and thus the battle, on that part of
the field, was gained. After he was through, one of
his listeners announced that be also had been present
at the same battle, and while he admitted that some
of the points were correct, yet he held that in the
main they were wrong. The argument lasted over
an hour. Each was certain of the correctness of his
account. Yet I know both were wrong;, at least, I
think I do, for the simple reason that I was the
officer in command of the men referred to.
Now, let us suppose that mediumship be true, and
that these two gentlemen and myself were, in turn,
communicating through a medium, and on the above
subject, These tjeutlemen would c;u~Qb iP!3iE!t Qll th~
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correctness of his statement-and here I wish to say
that I believe eacl:t one honestly thought himself correct-and I would giv an altogether d1fferent version.
What would be the position of the medium? How
about her character for truth!
Of the teachings of Spiritualism no true Spiritualist need be ashamed. There is nothing in the philosophy but of the most ennobling nature. There is
no savior. E11ch works and builds for himself. And
I will add, it is the only system that grants, nay,
insists on, woman's occupying that position which
nature intended her to fill.
We hav, unfortunately, some excrescences. One is
named Christian Spiritualism; and another, a trifle
lower on the same limb, though denying the Godhead of the J udean savior, yet calls him " our
elder brother." For these we are indebted to the
church, and whatever crudities-and Spiritualism is
credited with many-we are charged with are traceable to early Christian teachings.
I had the pleasure of p1any sittings with John
Pierpont, who has "passed over" many years. Most
Bostonians know him by reputation-a sturdy truth
seeker; an honest man.
We converf'ed on many philosophical subjects, and
I gained much valuable information from him in the
two years I was thus privileged. When the time for
my departure arrived, I naturally felt grateful for all
his kindness, and so expressed myself, asking, at the
same time, what I could do to .prove that I was grateful. " My son, liv up to your highest aspirations,"
was the answer. This is the embodiment of the
Spiritual philosophy.
But many are so consHtuted that a philosophy will
not commend itself to them. They accept evolution
because they hav been laughed out of their old theological viewR. For these there are the various phe
nomena. Now, I do not mean to claim that all these
manifestations are genuin. There are frauds, undoubtedly. All Spiritualists admit it. Just so .long
as the almighty dollar is more highly valued than
truth, just so long fraud will exist But it should
be remembered that most of the fraud1:1 are exposed
by Spiritualists.
.
And even if only one manifestation in a million be
true, science should investigate that one and demonstrate it to the public. But science says Spiritualism
is ~ humbug. Let us see.
Everyone knows that Sir Isaac Newton was made
a scientific saint, not only for the discovery, but for the
demonstration, of the law of gravitation. That law
is too well known to be discussed here. But come
with me into yonder seance room. we find a plain
deal tahle, and neither springs, cords, nor confederates. The investigators sit around it at a distance of,
say, six feet, and, without any physical contact, it
moveA, and by its actions answers mental question~
and delivers communications from those who hav
crosAed the mysterious rivu.
Will science investigate this uprooter of the Newtonian theorv? No. The big- wigs are as much
wedded to Newton as a Catholic to his patron saint.
Again. Tne law of acoustics is equally as well
known as that of gravitation. Listen. That same
inanimate deal table givs forth sounds sharp and
clear. There is no physical contact.
By the regulation of the sounds, answers are given
to mental qnestions, thus showing not only a power,
but also an intelligence.
Will science investigate this and add to its knowledge of Acoustics? No; for experience has taught
science that tho~;e who investigate become convinced,
and the more scientific the investigator, the surer
he is of becoming convinced.
Nut many years ago, Spiritualism was making
great head wav among the upper classes in England.
The London Times came out in a" leader" denouncing it, and finished by saying it was a shame and
disgrace that, with a learned society in their midst,
composed of the most brilliant minds in the country,
such a humbug should be allowed to take so strong
a hold on the people, and called on the. learned professors to " explode the fraud."
Iri consequence, this society appointed a committee
with full power to investigate and report. On this
the Times became jubilant, and assured its reader
that the humbug would be exposed within thirty
days.
But the thirty days passed, as also did several
other thirty days. The professors had become interested, and when they did make their report announcing the phenomena to be facts. and all that
Spiritualists claimed for them, the Times merely
said, "Three more d--d fools." Yes! three more
fools.
Wall ace, the peer of Darwin.
Varley, the king of electricians.
Crookes, second to no chemist in the world.
Here, in America, we hav a sample of the same
class of work in the action of the Seybert commission; particularly the scientific investigation of one
of their number, who could think of no other way
of testing it than by sitting for several months with
a damp cloth on his head, and finally winding up by
visiting Germany to iP.quire into tb~ St\nity of :Professor Zoellner,

No one can reasonably doubt tha existence of the
phenomena. Each one is fully entitled to determin
their worth. As you justly remark, Brother Macdonald, "Spiritualism sh ..mld not be made a religion.
If true, it must be in conformity with the laws of
nature, and as such must come in the domain of experime:::;.tal and demonstrable science."
. This is simon-pure Spiritualism. But, if ·science
will not investigate, what then 1
I claim, and, if necessary, think I can prove, that
the phenomena. hav been known to all nations as fl\r
back as we hav any record. None knows the truth. of
this better than the higher ecclesiastics of the Catholic church, and I here boldly say that the majority
of her so-called holy men and women were merely
mediums.
Take St. Theresa, for instance. She was canonized because angels, unseen of course, were in the
h~~obit of levitating her, and the stigmata would
appear on her arm, taking the shape of a cross.
Now, not many years ago, the medium Home,
while holding a 8eance in the upper part of a private
house, was lifted and carried out through one window, and back into the room through another window. · This is attested by some of the highest
nobility in Eogland. Moreover, at the house of
Alvin Adams, at that time president of the Adams
Express Company, a piano was elevated and carried
through his parlor. I merely mention these instances,
out of many hundreds, as they are, to some extent,
public property.
. As far as the stigm'lta are concerned, Charles Foster,
the well-known American medium, seldom, if ever;
gave a sitting in which the stigmata did not appear
on his arm, either in the form of the name of his unknown sitter, or of one of his departed friends.
Theresa is a saint and Home and FoBter are humbugs. One might go on for an eternity reciting
instances, but what would it avail1 My experience
could be of no poss1ble use to another, only just so
far as it corroborated his experience.
.
But, Brother Macdonald, you advocate a scientific
inquiry. Oui bono? These hivestigations seldom;
if ever, pan out. I could recite many. Let me giv
another, at the risk of tiring you.
A little over a year ago a society was formed in
England for this purpose. A medium was summoned.
and a number of sittings were held. The sitters made
their own conditions and the phenomena took place,
They were dumbfounded. It would not do to admit
the fact, as any ordinary fellow could attest to an
" effect," but they were searching for the "cause."
So, one who had read Henry Ward Beecher's report
on the knee joints.of the Fox girls bethought him
of a still more novel idea. "These phenomena are
caused," said he, "by the circulation of the blood
in the medium's arm," and on the medium declining
to be bled, he was denounced as a fraud, and all
Spiritualists as cranks.
And so wags the world.
The Spiritual philosophy agrees with the Editor of
THE TRUTH SEEKER that all its claims should be
carefully, closely, and flcientifieally investigated. If
true, it has nothing to fear. If false, I for one want
to know it, and want that knowledge as soon as possible.
But how are you to investigate' Are you going
to say, as many do, " If my dead friend wishes to
tell me anything, he knows where I am, and he can
giv it to me personally~" If so, b"rother Infidels,
don't start in. Remember there is nothing supernatural about this philosophy. If true now, it has
always been true. It is as old as the hills, and as
easily demonstrable. Only go about it right. There
are no Rhosts in it, either holy or otherwise, only
those who hav gone before; And believe me, if you
giv them a chance they will be too glad to come to
you.
If you want to send a telegram, you go to the telef!raph office. Then, go to the Spiritual telegraph
office. Keep your eyes and ears open, and, mark me,
you will receive evidences. Commence, as I did, at
the lower rung of the ladder;- for I had thirty-six
sittings in my own house, with a private medium,
before I fully accepted even the raps and tabletilting.
Avoid the higher phases, such as materialization,
till you hav seen and heard enough to satisfy you
that such a thing as materialization is possible. Go
on slowly, carefully, and I will guarantee success. I
never knew it to fail.
I hav written, Brother Macdonald, much more
than I had intended, possibly more than you will care
to print, or, if printed, more than some may care to
read. But, as I sat in my room, suffering from a
severe sprain, I hav allowed my tho~ghts to :flow,
and hope these few fragmentary remarks may be of
service to· some poor fellow who is really seeking
light.
But I am not yet through. You know me to be
somewhat of a speculator-in id!'as-and somewhat
skeptical withal. So much so, in fact, that, at times,
I doubt nearly everything. I even doubted Brownson's psychological argument, quoted by Waterloo
Lambert, and after that1 I Qll,n J_'e~J,sonably be e~oqsed
doubting anything.
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I noticed in the last edition of Freethought that
"George" had had an experience with a slate-writing
medium. I read his account carefully, but do not
think he did himself justice. The deductions were
somewhat far-fetched. While reading it I bethought
me of an experiment, and hav selected "George" as
the subject, for the following reasons:
First, I do not know him personally, although I
do very well by reputation. The "man with the
badge-pin " has enabled me to pass many a pleasant
hour. Consequently, I feel drawn toward him.
Then, I hav nerer been in San Francisco, and I
do not know the medium with whom he sat, and even
the name has escaped me.
Now, I make the following proposition to George:
Go to a stationer and buy two large slates. Cleanse
them perfectly and place between them a piece of
slate pencil about the size of a grain of wheat.
Then take twelve (12) screws .and screw three into
each end and side. Thus the slates will be perfectly
secure from any human effort to open them. Then
take, say six small pieces of paper, such .as Freethflught is printed on, and on each of these write the
full name of some dead friend. Roll these papers
up carefully, each one separate, and place them in
an envelope. All this to be done in your own house,
no o_ne near · you, and with no pos$ibility of anyone
knowing the names.
Then call on the medium. Never let the slates
leave your hand.. As the little papers will be
thoroughly mixed, it is fair to presume that even you
will not know the name on any given one.
I merely suggest these precautions. If you wish
to adopt any others, you are free to do so ; only be
sure that you hav guarded yourself so that no known
human ingenuity can hoodwink you.
At the end of the 8eance pay the medium his fee.
I should like to hav it understood right here that,
what.ever the result may be, it is to be published in
Frr-ethought, and you are at liberty to make any
comments you desire. Only, remember, in advance,
that you are at liberty to surround yourself with
every safeguard, and, if the medium will allow it, you
can hav a friend or two at the sitting.
I should like an engraving of the slates (and writing, if any) made, and printed with the article. Now,
as it is claimed that the phenomena occur cindependent of the medium, it is possible that the first or even
second ~itting may be unproductiv, so I would wish
three different sittings, unless a result were obtained
sooner.
I should also like fifteen copies of Freetlwught,
containing the article, sent me, and at 'the same time
a bill of the entire expenses, and I will remit at once.
Now, this is a fair proposition, Brother Macdonald,
and "George" need not for one moment consider
himself under any pecuniary obligation to me. I hav
many friends out his way, and I willingly pay for his
experiment, if by so doing I can find a good slatewriting medium on the Pacific coast. Moreover,
whenever I find a friend who is really desirous of
investigating, I always send him to some previously
tested medium, with the understanding that unless
satisfactory I am to pay the bill.
In this case I make an exception. I volunteer to
pay the bill no matter what may be the result.
McARTHUR.
EcboPs from tbe :M.!'thodist Conference.
From the Pttt•burolt Cltro,,wze-Teleuram.

They hav combines, electioneering, and ballot-box stuffing
at the election of biehops at the Methodist Episcopal gen
eral conference-all the adjuncts of a politict~l campaign,
except letters of declination.
From Puck.

If even Methodist ministers, with the fear of the Lord in
their eyes, cannot be trusted to use the ballot honestly, what
on earth is to be expected of a poor, unregenerate devil of a
"rum-cursed" ward politician, anyhow?
From T'abtts.

Deacon's wife: "I don't see, John, why the ladies of the
church cannot hav a voice in the voting for the vestry?"
Deacon: ''Nonsense! What do you women know about
sucb. matters?''
Deacon's wife: "Not much, I suppose, John. We can
only build the church, look after the missions, invent methods of paying off tb.e debt, and giv up our time to such
trifles; but when it comes to selecting the proper officers to
stand around and say 'Amen!' to it all, it requires the colossal mind of man to grasp the situation."
From L1Je.

When the Metropolitan Opera House was vacated by the
Methodist conference at an earlier hour than usual one day
last week in order that " Hamlet " might be rehearsed on
the stage, 'Bishop Andrews found before he reached his hotel
that he"had lPft hiR coat. The bishop went back for it, and
actually witnessed part of the rehearsal. And now what we
want to know is whether he.left his coat purposely, in order
that he might hav an excuse to return, as the wily young
man of the period sometimes h•aves his walking-stick wben
he calls upon a girl and then has to go back after it the next
day. Bishop Andrews cannot explain too soon.

Frel't b h1kers
Who are desirous of advancing the cause, cannot do it more
effectually than by assisting Til:a: TurrTII Sa:RKRR to ex_tend
its circulation. A liberal ca•h commission will be paid to
those devoting their time to obtaining new subscribers. For
·terms, address THE 'f&JJ~~ t>.J!:B~B~ {JOJIWANY, 28 Lafayet~

place, New Yor.k,
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happened therein Calvary and the tragedy enaoted
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Old Testament IS the moat eRsenttal of foundatiOns
for the New. We must hav the fall of man t.o makfl
the atonement of service. And the "fall of man."
must be mythical if the human race was not created
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forms of life
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That this antRgomsm of rehgton and SCience IS
deadly is recognized by all logical thinkers, and the
tergiversations and twistings of even so eminent a
theologian as Mr. Gladstone cannot avail to alter the
r t Th i ue is clearl stated b the editor of the
ac · .
e ?s .
Y•
Y
Sun m cons1dermg the achon of the Southern Presbvterian APRembly in t.bis case, and the effort by thfl
Southern General Assemblv of Presbyterians to
unite the Southern and Northl'rn bodies, and it can
ot be too often put before those theological cantorn. .
.
.
"
,
ttomsts who twtst both sCience and the revealed
Recount in order to ferae an agreement. The Sun
~ays: "Dr. Woodrow, who is especially on trial for
teaching evolution, is only one am on~ many orthodox
theo]omans who bav been attracted by that scientific
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t.ellect generally. Yet never bPfore has fatth enremittance ................................................. .. 7 00 ·COuntered an enemy equally dangerous, for it strikes
One subscription with three new !lubscribers, In one
remittance ................................... ._ .............. . 8 1)0 at the very foundation of all theology, Christian or
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance .................................................. .. 10 00 other, and shatters the corner-stone of revealed religion. According to the teachings of Christianity,
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
w th one remittance.
of Mohammedanism, and the myths of all ancien't
mythologies, man's primitiv state was high and holy
The Southern Presbyterians Are Orthodox. and happy, and he descended from it because of sin
While the Presbyterians of England are consider- and disobedience. According to evolution,·man began
ing the advisability of bringing their creed more at the bottom, having gradually come up from a
nearly into harmony with the dicta of science, espe- simple cell, and has grown into what he is by a slow
cially as to the creation theory, the Southern Presby- process of development.
terians hav officially proclaimed their adherence to
" The two theories, therefore, are in direct conflict,
and firm belief ~n the legends of Genesis. This was whether we int.erpret. the scriptural story literally, a~
done by the Southern Presbyterian Assembly, con- many theologians do, or as an .allegory, after thP
vened at Baltimore, May 25~h.
manner of othPrs, or whether we take one or thP
The question was brought up by the complaint of other of the conflicting aecounts of the book of GenDr. James Woodrow against the synod of Georgia, esis.
which annulled the action of the presbytery of Au" In the first chapter of Genesis, it will be rememgusta in acquitting him of having taught evolution bared, God is describPd as having made man as thP
in connection with the creation of the body of Adam. last act of creation, giving him dominion over thP
The matter was discussed for several days, and a full animals already created; but in the second chaptPr
expression of opinion obtained. A few of the min- the cr~ation of Adam precedes that of the lower aniisters sustained Dr. Woodrow on the ground that be mals, which he is pPrmittPd to n3me, and which arP
taught evolution only as a probable theory, and not crPated for his benefit. By the fir11t. account Achm
inconsistent with the standards of the church; but and Eve were creat,ed together: ' Male and femalP
the large majority held that evolution was directly created he them;' but the second makes Adam to bav
antagonistic to the Bible, and, as it had already been been created first., then the various beasts, and last
condemned by the church, the assembly should not of all the woman.
"These differences are, of course, puzzling, but
reverse Presbyterian opinion. One minister· from
S IUth Carolina opposed Dr. Woodrow because if with respect to the paradisaioal state of the first pair
the assembly voted to sustain him it would be wired the two accounts do not disa~ree; and even if WP
all over the country that the Southern Presbyterians take the whole as allegorical and mythical, in a sen~P
are in favor of evolution, ''and ·instantly every In- which justifies the theory of revelation, the descripfidel in the land will giv three cheers fer the South- tion is of mankind as having be~un at the summit of
ern Presbyterian Assembly." Another minister, from ilevelopment, and as having fallen from that statP.
Missouri, said he had informed himself of the latest To this evolution opposes the theory that man began
phases of this question. He had read the reply of at the bottom and has been struggling painfully to
Professor Hllxley to the bishops of England, as well get up higher ever since.
as papers by other scientists, and he found '' that the
" If, then, we follow evolutionary science, we mU!~t
standard they would leave us would be a world reject revelation and with it the whole system of thewithout God and a death without resllrrection." ology: the fall of man, the ori~in of evil, the scheme of
The balance of Dr. Woodrow's opponents contented rPdemption, even the immortfllity of the human soul.
themselvs with declaring that evolution and the Therefore we say that the B'loltimore general assemBible were utterly irreconcilable, and that he who bly is dealing with a question of momentous imporbelieved one could not logically believe the other. tance to supernatural religion, a question besidP
The vote upholding the biblical account of the crea- which the controversy over the or~anic union of
tion, or the mud theory against the monkey theory, Northern and Southern Presbyterians sinks into
as a daily paper puts it, was one hundred and four to insignificance."
. thirty-four.
There cannot be a more distinct issue than that
This result was not unexpected. The gentlemen between evolutio:a and "revealed religion." If thP
who used to quote scripture to support slavery are former be true, then Christianity is not true; and if
not the ones to absorb new ideas. The Bible which not true, it must, beyond its human characteristicfl
cursed Canaan and made him a servant of servants, and relations, be as useless as the pagan mythology
i. e., the slave of these reverend servants of Go.d, is from which it is essentially borrowed.
good enough for them still, and no Infidel shall hav
the opportunity of accusing them of learning any- The Unton of Church and State in NAw Jersey.
thing. It is well.
In his decision depriving Henry George of a legBut while we must condemn the obstinate conserv- acy to be used for circulating his works Vice-chanatism of the Southern Presbyterians, we must at cellor Bird o! New Jersey lays down some queer
the same time applaud their consistency and admit propositions. If the higher courts uphold him, a
that the position assumed by them-that evolution
man who del'lires to leave money to Rpr~ad heretical
and the Bible cannot both be true--,-is impregnable. opinions will do well to uRe it before his death
Tne change in the At·ticles of RElligion proposed by
instead. The will contested first makes provisions for
the Eaghsh Preabyterians-that God fashioned the
the wife of the testator and makes other disposition
world in successiv stages-is revolutionary, and an
of a small amount of his property, and then rea.ds:
abandonment of biblical religion. Without the
"Ll\stly, all the rest and residue of my estate of any and
9"~dep of ~den, an4 t~e occqrrences said to h~v everr for~, kin4, an<l <lescriptioq wl!.ataoever, ~ ~ereby giv,

Idevise, and bPqueath, under the name of' the Hutchins fund,'

to Henrv Geor~~:e the well-known auth'1r of ' Progress and
Poverty,' his h~ir~, executors, and administrators, in sacred
truRt for the expreqR purposP. of • spread in~~: the li~~:ht.' on social and political liberty and juqtice in these United States of
America by means of the ~~:ratnltous, wise, efficient, and economically conducted distribution all over the fand of said
George's publications on the all-important land question and
cognate subjects, including his' Progress and Poverty,' his
replies to the criticisms thereon, his •Problems of the Times,'
and any other of his books and pamphlets which he may
think it wise and proper to gratui~ously distrib.ute ~n this
country; provided. first, that the sa1d George, h.ts heirs, execut.ors, and administrators, shall reg.ularly furmsh true a~nual reports of the management and dtsbursement of the said
fund to the paper called the Irislt World and the American
fndustrial Liberator, or its acknowledged successor, and
shall also annually mail or otherwise send a copy of said paper containing such annual rep~rts to each of the follow.ing
persons, to wit, my aforemenuoaed wife, Mary Hutchms,
now of this place; William Wood, now of Parker, county of
Randolph, state of Indiana, and James Hutchins, now of
Selma, county of DeJa ware, and state of Indiana; and provided, second, that said George, his heirs, executors, and administrators, shall cause to be insert~d or printe~ opposit the
title-page of every free copy of h1s books d1s~ributed by
means of this fund, this, my solemn request, virtually, to
wit, that each recipient shall read it and then circulate it
among such neighbors or other persons as in his best judgment will make the best use of it."
Chancellor Bird's decision is that "a bequest for
the distribution of books in which the author describes the system by which the landowners of the
country hold the title to their land, as robbery, is not
such a charity as the courts will enforce." In leading up to this conclusion, the arguments of the chancellar take a wide range, and incidentally include
some reflections upon Infidelity, though he refrains
from deciding that heretical works are as wicked as
Mr. George's books. On this point he says: "I am
not required to say what the court should do in case
of 8 bequest providing for the circulation of an In·
fidel or blasphemous or immoral publication. According to the enlightened training of the present age,
we cannot believe that such a case will ever arise,
. although the generous efforts of many, the most Godfearing, do, though unintentionally, encourage the
circulation of such books, by their indiscriminate donations establishillg public libraries. Whether the
courts could undertake the winnowing process is not
now material." Mr. George's books, be holds, are
not obnoxious to the charge of heresy, for " they are
not ind 1ff13rent on the subject of Christianity, recognizing it throughout." He decides against Mr. George
because that gentleman says :

" It is not merely a robbery in the past, it is a robbery in
the present -a robbery that deprives of their birthright the
infants that are coming into the world. Why should we hesitate about making short work of such a system? .Because
I was robbed yesterday, and the day before, and the day before that, is it any r!'ason that I should suffer myself to be
robbed to-day and to-morrow ? any reason that I should conclude that the robber has acquired a vested right to rob me?
"Historically, as ethically, private property in land is robbery."
These sentiments involve "the church and our
state, and all the institutions established and regulated thereby," and though Mr. Bird upholds freedom of the press, " unless the book be irreligimts or
immoral," he cannot allow such revolutionary sentiments to be circulated.
Leaving that part of the matter to be argued out
by Mr. George-though it is at once apparent that he
has the right to put his argument for public property
in land in as forcible language as he can c.ommandwe desire to call attention to Chancellor Bird's conslant inweaving of Christianity with the state~ Be-·
sides the instances we hav cited, he reviews the writings of Joanna Southcote, to circulate which a testatrix left a certain residue of her estate, as Mr. Hutchins left his to circulate the books of Mr. George.
Chancellor Bird goes on to say: " The heir filed a
bill alleging that the gift for such purpose was
either void in law on the ground that the writings
were of a blasphemous and profane character, or that
the trust so declared was for the propagation of doctrine subversiv to the Christian religion. It seems
that Joanna Southcote taught in her books that
she was with child by the Holy Ghost, and that a
second Messiah was about to be born of her body.
In speaking of her, Sir John Romilly, master of the
rolls, said : 'In the history of her life, her personal
disputations and conversations with the devil, her
prophecies and her illtercommunings with the spiritual world, I hav found much that, in my opinion, ia
very foolish, but nothing which is likely to make perSOil-S who :read them either immorl¥ or !rreli9ious,'

..
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Again, he says, 'I cannot say that the bPquest of a
tastator to publit~~h and propae-ate works in support
of the Christian religion is a charitable bequest, and
at the same time say that if another testator 11hould
select for this p11rpose some three or four authors
whose works will in his opinion produce that PffPct.,
such a bPqueRt ther~mpon ceases to be charitable.
Neither can I do so if the testator should selACt onfl
single author.' The bequest was sustained." B_v
implication, at least, the doctrin is hPre )aid down
that if t.be crazv woman's doctrine bad been subvPrsiv of Christianity thE' bPquest would hav been void.
But as she on)y imagined she was with child by thP
same parent who produced J eRus ChriRt, why, that
proved pel'haps the existence of the ~rhost, and so
established the truth of the gospel ! Therpfore thP
bequest was sustained ! The chancellor further comments: "Certainly if the purpose of the testator wa~'>
to diRseminate · doctrine immoral in their character.
tendency, or influence they could not be called chnr
itable in any sense, nor could they in Rny sense bo
said to elevate or improve mankind." In this comment lies the possibility and potency of a very vigorous religious cr11Rade a~ainst heretical works
. There is scarcely a Christian in the country who will
not say that Paine's works "disseminate doctrinr>
immoral in their character, tendency, or infl11ence ;"
and Canadian Christians go so far as to denounce
Ingersoll's lectures as obscene I According to Chancellor Bird's theory, therefore, no one has a right to
circulate them, or leave money at death for othHs to
use in circulating them. The labor of the Gad-inthe-Constitution party is certainly supE-rfluous in
New Jersey, which already has as nice a union of
state and church as the most fastidious Christian can
desire.
Mr. George is going to take his case to a higher
court. Perhaps the decision of the appellate authority will throw some light upon the union of church
and state which Chancellor Bird has established to
his own if not to an Infidel's satisfaction.

Then and Now.

"On Mav 26th the Chicago mornine; News said·: 'The
world's scholarship, all that is worthy of the name. to-day
is Christian, and it is only occasionallv that, in any quarter
of the civilized globe, a meteor like Ingersoll appears as an
Infidel wanderer in the galaxy of genins.'
"A complete list of 'worthy' scholars of Infidel color
would surprise the News. Can you giv it? Such a Jist
ought to be compiled, absolutely reliable, ready at hand for
Freethinkers."

Less Intflligent than a New York Juryman.

In selecting the jurymen who were to try Madam
Diss Debar for conspiring to obtain money from
lawyer Marsh, her lawyer strenuously insisted upon
a religious jury. " We contend that everything
done by the defendant," he said, " was based upon
religion, and we must hav religious men to try her.
The Christian religion is the religion of this country,
and any man who does not believe both the Old and
the New Testament is disqualified to be a juror."
To obtain a jury who believed in the superstitions of
the Old Testament, he questioned each talesman as
to whether he had read that book, and whether he
believed in the Witch of Endor yarn as related in 1
Samuel. He put also a variety of theological questions, and was evidently surprised to find so many
jurymen who had not read the Bible, did not know
anything about the Witch of Endor, and would try
Madam Diss Debar for her actions and not for her
religion. His persistent efforts drew a ruling from
Judge Gildersleeve that he would not exclude
men from the j11ry because they did not believe in
the divinity of Christ. The lawyer took an exception, "because, from ·beginning to end, the trial
would hinge altogether upon religion and religious
belief."
The intended defense of the lawyer was apparent.
He thought if he could get a jury who believed that
lhe woman at Endor, who had a familiar spirit, conjured up Samuel's ghost to advise Saul, he could get
them to believe that Madam Diss Debar bad also a
familiar spirit who could paint pictures at sight, or
obtain the assistance of the spirits of Ra.phael and
Rembrandt to paint them. But, as one juryman put
it after the witch story had been explained to him,
though he might believe the ancient tale he should
not the modern one, and thu.s was illustrat.ed the
dJficulty the Lord would hav in geUing his revelation accepted should he desire to add to Holy Writ.
The conduct of the lawyer strengthened neither the
popular faith in the B1ble nor the defense of the
alleged Modern Witch of Endor. In court, the
ancient tales of superstition find little credence.
Scholars of Infidel Color.
All of which goes to show the wide difference
Mr. C. F. Hunt, of Mayfair, Ill., sends us this on between the present and "about 1056 before Christ."
a postal card :

In the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1884 we gave a
list of noted Freethinkers, and among them will be
found a great many whose scholarship bas been recognized as "worthy" by the whole civilized world.
We may here mention a few whose place in history
will be readily granted : Ro~er Bacon, Jeremy Bentham, Lord Bolinbroke, Giordano Bruno, H. T.
Buckle, Louis Eiichner, Count Buft'on, W. K. Clifford, Bishop C6lenso, Auguste Comte, Condorcet.,
Copernicus, D'A.Iembert, Charles R. Darwin, D'Holbach, Diderot, John W. Draper, George Eliot, Ralph
Waldo Emerson, Feuerbach, Fichte, Fourier, Ben.
Franklin, Frederick the Great, J. A.. Froude, Galileo,
Gibbon, Goethe, Horfice Greeley, Ernest Haeckel,
Sir Wm. Hamilton, Heinrich Heine, H~'gel, Helmholtz, Helvetius, Herschel I. and II., Hobbes, Victor
Hugo, Alexander von Humboldt, David Humfl,
Thomas Huxley, Kant, L11place, Lecky, Leibnitz, G.
H. Lawes, Abraham Lincoln, Lint<mus, John Locke,
Lyell, John Stuart Mtll, Max Muller, James Parton, Theodore Parker, Wen dell Phillips, J osepb
Priestley, R. A.. Proctor, J. E. Renan, George Sand,
Sehelling, Schiller, Schopenhauer, Michael Servetus, Herbert Spencer, Spinoza, Strauss, Professor
John Tyndall, Voltaire, E. L. Youmans, and scores
of others.
There is being prepared in England a biographical
dictionary of Freethinkers, which we think will be a
great accession to our statistical literature, but pending its publication the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL is
about the most useful work in print. Every issue
has special featurPs, and taken together· the various years' ANNUALS form a library of generous
proportions and great worth. We advise the purchase for nference and edification of all the issues
from 1884 to the !>resent1 apd for l889 when it
~t.ppears,

While the Witch of Endor story is COI\temptuously
rrjeeted by New York jurymen, even of Hebrew extraction, it seems that our Peruvian neighbors, if a
dispatch to the World is reliable, are lingering along
contemporary with J obn Knox, Cotton Mather, or
some other believers in witchcraft. The dispatch referred to states that in Pataz. Peru, a woman has
been publicly burnt alive for practicing alleged supernatural powers. No particulars are given, and
this vague announcement is the total libel on the
South American republic. We trust for humanity's
sake that it is not true.
But Peru has been a Catholic country since Piza.rro ravished it in the name of religion, and reduced
its twenty or thirty millions of native to a beggarly
. two or three millions of superstitious thieves and
slaves. There is nothing improbable in the dreadful
story of witch-burning, for Catholics hav ere now
done the same in other countries, and probably would
now in any country where they had supreme control,
unchecked by surrounding .nations. Were it not for
France and Italy, Spain might easily nestablish .her
Inquisition, and Leo XIII. could follow the example
of Leo X. and his predecessors and. successors, and
issue bulls against witchcraft. The "Witch Hammer" might again become a guide to judges, and the
horrors of witch-hunting be rtenacted. In the bishopric of Bamberg, the church avPraged for a period
of four years one hundred and fifty burnings annually. In the bishopric of Wiirzburg, two hundred
and twenty-five were the yearly sacrifices to brutal
ignorance. IuCalvin's city one hundred and twentyfive a month were burnt for four months of 1516, and
seven years later, in Como, a thou!lll.nd or more were
tortured within the period of a twelvemonth. Thou
sands more were slain in other places, and the Christian religion was responsible. We hav the same religion to-day, though the people are dJ.fl'erent, and
perhaps in Peru, uncivilized and ignorant!~ relig.
ious, the tragedy telegraphed so brie:fly may hav oc
curred. It is a saddening thought, filling us with
indignation for the religion, and pity for the victim and the degraded priests who instigated the
horror.
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Editorial Notes.
MR. JEROME DUTroN, of Wheatland, Ia., informs us that
while attending the diAtrict court in Nev!lda, aq a wit.nes~. he
was a~ked if be believed in a Gofi, but upoTJ objPction from
counsel the judge ruiPd the qnestion out. It wonld hav !!,'ratified us to write that jn<i!!:e's name lar~~;e if Mr. D11tton had forwarded it. Honest officials like him should be encouraged.
Tm: RPv. James M. Bnckley wa'! rPe1ectpfi bv thP. General
Conference to the Pditorship of the 0h7'i!ltia'l. Advi)Cate. In
his paper of June 7th, he therefore proceeds to congratnlate
himself and the church upon the event, and to outline the
duties of his position. He says :
"~bRolute imP<trf.i<\1\tv i~ th" il•tt.v of itq cnnilnntor; nPitl!er his
~rPi•liliceR nor P"Pooa~·•sinnR shonlrl be A.llo,.•eil to ilete•min what
•honld be r~>ieot.ed or A.rlmitte!l, or whORA contribnt.inn• Rhonlli' find
11. place amen"' thA mnlt.itnriA otfAred. The same general principles
of •Aient.ion mn•t. bA aonlieil to 1tl!."
We rewet to note that nowhere does he in<iicate that one
of the duties of thP. editol' is to condP.mn di•honest vntiTJg
ll.nd ballot. bnx.stuffine:, wire.pnmn~ for bisbopric<t, ll.n<l lobhving for favorits. The symp'lthv ani! pravers of hi<t sub•crihers, which be asks for, ought to be turned in this direction. It certainlJ"'Cannot injure the church to hav her
supporters honest.
BY its low abuse as well a<t bv the dimct ailmi•sion that
"tboge who enter the lists with him can bardlv expPct to e;et
the better of him," the bulPpendent of this city, a ConQ'rPe;ational journal of wide rep•ItP., aclm"'wleilges that Colonel
Ingersoll bas overwhelmefi Mr. GladstonP. in the memnrahle
<'ontroversy now b<>ing discnssed throughout the country.
1'he abuse of the Independent would not be worthy of notice were it not that it is a good sample of the m'l.nner in
which the discussion betweP.n Mr. Gladstone and ColoTJel
Ingersoll is treateil bv the reli~iou<t press generally. The
Pilitors know. for the great secular prP.ss haq told them, that
Chri~tianity has bPen worsted, though dPfended by its lavman greatPst in controversy, and they fP.el that there i>~ left
to them bnt the last resort of a defeated attorney. In snch
'l.bllRP thev are tbe competent of the competent. ani! are doing full justice to thAir rep11tat.ions. Thev wonl<i not dare
to rPpPat their editorials before one of Colonel TngP.rsoll•s
friends, bnt tbis is a slight matter to theologians who hav
long since ceased to be gentlemen.
"PT.AI>'~ BILL ALI.Rltn, S'l.mson of the Church of Jesus
Ohrist," Montgomery, Ala., challene;es the churches of that
city, which be savs are full of idolatry. witchcraft, sorcery,
•md bla~pbemv. in tbe langnae:e of scripture: " h anv sick
stmong you? Let him call for the elders of the church; and
1Pt them pray over him, anointing; him with oil in the name
of the Lord. And the prayPr of faith shall @ave the sick;
<tnd the Lord shall raise him np; ani! if hP. hav cnmmitted
•ins, they shall. be forgiven him." Mr. Allred offers, if his
challenge is a<'cepted anfi the chnrchP.s can show to him
"Rnd to all the people as did Elijah to the prophets of B'lal,
<tnd to all the people. that God will helir your pr!iyers and
heal the sick, thP.n I will cease mv chiding; ani! mv warfare
on your lying vanities. for yon will then bav est.'lblished the
truth of your assertions satlsfactorilv to my mind according
to the scriptural test." But if this test is not a<'complished
nnd the Lord does not bear the prayers of the chnrcheR and
heal the sick, then, Mr. Allred says to them. "your lying
vanities must e;o-such as organs. horns, and mu•ical instrnme.nts of all kin<is, with your rented pPW!I, carpeted flnors,
velvet-covered altars and seats, fine and costly chandP!iers
for gas or electricity-and you must become a plain people
and a plain chnrch, so that the poorest and the humblest of
all peoplA, regardless of nationality, color, or sex. can be on
an eq•1al footiu~~; in the church of Jesus Christ." The
churche<t are offere:l their choice, either to unite and make
the effort all together, or they may trv it sin~~;le-handed.
And if tbey do not feel that they can stand the touchstone of
scripture, they are to consider themselvs "mocked in their
idolatry, as were the prophets of Baal by Elijah.'' We fear
Mr. Allred is a very unpractical sort of a practical Christian.

Lectnres and M.eetfngs.
W. S. BELL lecturPrl in Delevan. Minn., June 9th, 10th,
11th; and in Huron. Dak., on the 14th, 15th, and 16th, and
also in Jamestown, Dak., on the same dates.
MR. J. K. INGALLS, author of" Social Wealth," has inauI!;Ul'ated a lectureship on the New Industrial Economy, at his
home in Glenora, N. Y. His subjects are: The E1hics and
Economics of the Labor and Capital Problt>m, N')rmal Ownership of the Land, Mnney and Crrdit, Competition and Cooperation. The lectures upon these subjects will be furnished to students as fast as prepared. The tPrms for the
course are $10; singly, $1. Stui!ents who can giv personal
attendance will hav the benefit of oral illustration and explanation, as well as copies of the lectures. Such can obtain,
at moderate charge, board and comfortable rooms at Mr. Ingalls's home, on one of the most healthy and picture8que
spots on Seneca L'!.ke. Mr. Ingalls is a cultured and gentle
scholar, and his thoughts upon the subjects mentioned are
well worth studying. As a practical land reformer he antedates Henry George by many years.
A Very Peculiar Church.
Prom thP Sun.

The Rev. H. F. Titus, former p'!.st•'r of the Baptist church
at Newton, Mass., has conclnd· rl to try and ~>tart a new
church whose members shall undrrtake to liv aR JeRUS Christ
lived. He thinks 1hat in the ideal church, such as he proposes to fom;Hl, there should be no rich, no po1r; that the
members should giv generonsly one to anmher; that they
should take care of each other betler than Freemasons or
any other similar society, and th"t there should be qo soci&l
distinctions &mol)g them,
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i,tlters Jrolt( Jlritnds.
OscEoi.A, lA., May 25, 1888.
MR. EoiTOR: Let the grand truths which you promulgate
ever disseminate knowledge throughout Christendom, and
eradicate the superstition that " beyond the realms of time
and space we await that heavenly place." Yours for liberty
of t4ought and speech,
FRANK I. JoNES.

· Now I want to ask Mr. Lockhart some questions. Is God
natural or not natural? Jesus says, "If a man hath seen
me, he hath seen the father." Was Jesus natural or not?
If Mr. Ingersoll is honest in his statements, has he a right to
speak them? When did Mr. lngP.rsoll get into the house of
the Lord? Do you believe in the supernatural? If you do
believe, do you knO'IJJ of the supernatural? If you do, please
giv us the proof of the same. I think it will be hard work
to make any scientific mind believe in· the supernatural. 'fhe
best definition of God I reml'mber is by Pope :

Whose body nature is,
DAYTON, WAsH., May 19, 1888.
And God the soul.
MR. EDITOR: I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER from the
Mr. Ingersoll is not going to kick everyone who fails to unbeginning, and know all about the trials and troubles of its
J. K. DEARTH.
founder, and did a little to help him, and would hav done derstand him.
more if I could. Of course, I like THE TRUTH BEKKER, or I
RED OAK, Mo., May 25,288.
should not take it so long. Yes, it snits theologically and
MR. EDITOR: I hav been trying to p:et a few subscribers.
almost every other way. And long liv H,ston-his pictures I hav had the promis of two or three. but they liv quite a
are immense l
Respectfully yours,
SALEM FouTS.
way from here and I do not get to see them often. However, I think maybe I will get them this summer. I want to
PARKRRSBURG, OaE., May 5, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Without THE TRUTH BEEKER I should be lost, •end at least one new name. I think every subscriber to
in a literary sense, for I think it the grandest educator for a THE TRUTH BEEKER ought to try to do that; and just think
Liberal-minded man. We are expecting-B. P. Putnam among bow it would help the grand old standard of truth circulate
us next month to deliver a series of lectures. Mr. Putnam through our land. It would double the subscription list.
was among us last June, and greatly appreciated by all. Just think of what a big thing it would be. It would enable
the Truth Seeker Company to pay Mr. Heston more for the
Putnam sa trump, and makes old orthodoxy tremble.
noble work he is doing; it would make as many aga;n
Fraternally your friend,
D. JOHN LowE.
readers of the best paper in the world, and, above all, it
NEWARK, N.Y., May 30, 1888.
would be such a grand help to a noble cause. Now, brothMR. EDITOR: J. E. Remsburg has been here and delivered ers and sisters, I will pledge myself to send in at least one
three lectures, as announced, and nothing very serious has new subscriber inside of three months; how many will do
happened here yet, except, as the old saying is, the wounded this? Let us hear from one and all. I will begin by sending
bird flutters. There is some flutterin~ among the professors a list of names of those that I think will like the paper, and
of religion, but we hope to hav Mr. Remsburg or some other inside of three months and at as early a date as possible
good lecturer here again in the near future to giv them I will renew and send in my new subscriber. I do not want
to miss a single copy. The pictures are too good, to say
another truth or two to bluster about.
nothing of the ten or twelve pages of good rearling each
WM. H. H. B'l'EBBINS.
week. Now, friends, let us see if we can't boom THE TRUTH
LEADVILLE, CoL., May 18, 288.
SEEKER in the next three months. Let each one send in
MR. EDITOR: Since I hav been here I bav tried to get sub. a new subscriber's name, with the cash, and that will be one
scribersfor THE TRu'rH BEEKER, and I hope I hav succeeded. of the grandest booms the good old soldier has ever had. I
I bav noticed men here in the hotel pick up THE TRUTH mean a subscriber for a year, and no Jess time. Hoping that
SEHKRR from the table, look at it, then throw it down and this little plan wiH be a success in the case of every subwalk off, come back, pick it up, and commence to read.; scriber, I am, Yours for truth and justice, B. P. WooD.
very soon there will be a smile light up their whole counte.
SNowviLLE, VA., May 31,288.
nance, ard they will ~ay, "Well, well, I thought this was a
religious paper," and then read it right through. I think th~
MR. EDITOR: I want to thank all the good, kind hearts
cartoon in the paper of May 5th immense. Good luck to who hav responrled to my appeal for dimes for the defense
of Wallter and Harman. I hav personally received for them
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
ARTHUR VENN.
146 donations; the latest of which comes from an old and
BROOKLYN, N.Y., June 1, 1888.
true friend of mine, Thomas Goddard, who bears my father's
MR. EDITOR: What of one George A. Sheridan, itinerant given name, and, I think, must hav a large share of his kind
lecturer and Bible. boomer? Is he " Brother-to-Bassett"- and generous nature, for whl'never help is needed for Radi1 ml'an Brother Phil, the illustrious-or cousin, or uncle, or cal work, there you see a donation from him.
what? Or is be merely one of Jahveh's heelers, minus illusI hav the names of all who hav ~ent me help for Hacker,
trious relativs, and known to a few as George A Sheridan ? Casey, Harman and Walker, and for my own contest with
Don't tell me he is one of those whom not to know argues the Comstock crew, recorded in a book; and I often run
one's self unknown, as that puts me in a hole and drives the them over as a Catholic would his list of sain"ts-only mine
hole in upon me. Whatever th~ antecedents or whoever are real benefactors, who deserve more credit than the mathe relativs of this G. A. B. bag, he seems to be trying to jority of the ~aints ever earned.
.
draw attention to his diminutivness by bucking at Ingersoll,
I am proud of every good deed done by us Liberals, and T
as do otber insects at the electric light. Robert G Ingersoll hope they will increase and multiply till the name itself will
and George A. Sheridan ! Lion and polecat, with G. A. S. mean all that is good, true, and lovely.
in the role of polecat, aud entirely successful. The poor
I presume you all know Harman and Walker are relittle Fpecimen acts like one who thinks God can't take care indicted, and that your dimes are needed just as much now
of his own libel suits, so takes a band in to help him out I as ever. I shall be glad 1•f every one that comes, and each
That's all I hav to say of this little G. A. S. leak at present. donor will receive a copy of the two papers Lucifer and
I giv my name, not necessarily for publication, but as a Fair Play, and a Jetter of thanks from Elmina. There!
guarantee of good faith, you ]mow.
SI SLOKUM.
isn't that a temptation for you to send a few stamps for the
defense
fund? I might offpr a chromo, only they are so comPINE R1VER 1 CoL., June 1, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Having been a subscriber to your paper for mon. Perhaps a leaf of ribbon grass, as a souvenir from
the last year, and not seeing any letter from this corner, I Snowville, will be an inducement?
Let us do what we can to falsify Pope's:
venture to Jet you know how the work is progressing here.

Up to this -time there hav been but two subscribers in this
locality to your paper, but by looking around a little I am
able to send you $11. for wbicb you will send five copies,
and a copy of "The Nine Demands," as published by Mr.
CharieR Enkbard. Most of the people are Liberals, but they
don't know it. What they need is to hU:e some good Liberal
speaker. Why don't more lecturers come out? The field is
·
large and the laborers are few.
· I want Ingersoll for president of the United States and
R0bert Lincoln for vice-preFident. And I think that everyone who is a Liberal should speak his sentiments on this subject.
What few Liberals there are here are going to organize a
Liberal club here, and I think all other Liberals should do
the same. I notice the church is never idle. I had a good
old deacon tell me the other day when I told him that I was
a believer in Ingersoll's doctrin : " Keep right on, keep right
on, and you will go down with him to the bottomless pit I"
I felt bad for the poor old man, but I couldn't help him; he
was dyed in the wool.
CLARENOE HENSLEY.
So. LowELL, ALA., June 1, 1888.
MR. EmTOR: In the Messiah Herald of May 23d is an article entitled. "Lockhart on Ingersoll." Rev. B. W. Lockhart, of Suffield, writes to the Hartford Time8 on: "First,
Mr. Ingersoll's cnntradictory statl'ments about God. 'I do
not ~ay that a G0d noes not exi•t; bnt I say I do not know'
(North American Review, 1888. p 483). Mr. Ingersoll ~ays
he is an Agnostic. He does not know whether there is a God
or not. Now mark: 'I beg of you [i e., Field] to take the
first sober thought, aud you will be satbfied that the supernatural does not exist' (p. 505)." Then Mr. Lockhart goes
on with his remark~, and closes with: "But about the plain,
bold fact of the existence of God, to say almost in the same
breath: God may exist-God cannot exist; I don't know-1
'do know 1 Shame ou t)le tri!ier in t)lt;~ house of the LoTdl"

rett repeats that there are .millions of fer til acres open to
·homestead entry, but omits again to state where they are.
He says a man of ordinary caliber who says the Chicago
martyrs did not get their j11St deserts favors their principles •.
Now, so far as I am concerned, that is all right. I do favor
the same principles right from the word Go. But of Trumbull, Butler, Ingersoll, and McAllister, I hardly think it.
Mr. Barrett denies it, and again I am happy to agree with
him. But what did they say and do in the premises? Judge
McAllister said the man who threw the bomb in the Haymarket was jmitified in doing so. So say I. Yet it seP.ms to
me a mail might think even an Amtrchist justified in defending his life without being an Anarchist. Much more, without being an Anarchist, he might think that one Anarchist
ought not to be hanged because another Anarchist killed
somebody, even without justification. Trumbull has published two books to prove the Cbicago martyrdom what posterity will undoubtedly consider it-!); foul- judicial murder.
Butler has compared it to the hanging of witches in New
England. Ingersoll accepted the defense of the Anarchists
before the 8upreme Court. Mr. Barrett has contradicted
himself somewhere. Either a man of their-caliber can deny
that the martyrs suffered justly without favoring their principles, or else McAllister, Ingersoll, Butler, and Trumbull do
favor Anarchy.
Mr." Barrett says he did not get his disability in trying to
appropriate his neighbor's belongings. Well, let us see. If
be got it in the war, it was in what our ''wayward sisters"
used to call "nigger-stealin_g; ;" and less than two 'years
before the war the " trooly loil " were all in favor of hanging
men for. that, as I distinctly remember, though I am probably a younger mah than Barrett.
C. L. JAMES.

NATIONAL MILITARY HoME, 0., May 29, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: My attention has just been called to an editorial article in the Dayton, 0., IJem()omt of the 23J inst.-a
paper, as I understand, conducted and. controled by Catholics-which is worthy of reproduction as showing" how the
wind blows" amon!!; advanced thinkers belonging to that
branch of the Christian church. It is in reference to evolution as expounded by D<~.rwin, Huxley, 8pencer, et at, and it
being unique I quote it in full:
A decided revival of common sense in theological circles
\is noted by -the publication of very lib,•ral ~ad broadvisioneJ articles in church journals. The Gum•dtan, of L!Jndon, organ of the Episcopacy, publishes a serieq of articles
on Darwinism and the Christian faith the obj··ct of which
is to frankly yield the untenable ground of controversy; and
it does it with a cnurage that is admirable. There is no
longer a question but that evolution has been accepted by
nearly the whole world of scholars, and to it theology must
adapt itself, precisely as it was compelled to readjust itself
to the heliocentric conception of the universe. It only needs
a reign of common sense and religious pluclt. The truth
will stand; only error dies, or can die.
The whole ground heretofore supposed to be in dispute is
yielded to the evolutionists. If I understand the force of
words, the church must now align itself with those scienti&·~s
who hav forced the acceptance of evolution on the intellectual world.
But, if interrogatories were in order, is the somersault
greater than from a plane to a spherical earth theory ? And
bas not the church all of the characteristics of the chameleon? It so appears to me. 19 not this a morlern adaptation of the old idea of'' appearing all things to all men"Jesuitism attempting to "corral" modern thought?
Mark the prediction, that within fifty years the church will
claim evolution as a child of its own; that it· (the nhurch)
has been insisting on the acceptance of that doctrin since the
time of Constantine, at least; and the then Christian exponents of this doctrin will attempt to manipulate the "divine
word," so called, so as to prove that evolution is clearly
taught therein l They are sure to do it.
And then the ma9Ses-is there any hope for them? Bless
our hearts, very few of us hav caught on to·the weakness,
Tru hs would von teach, or •ave a sinking land?
the subserviency, of people who worship puppets. Does a
All fear, none aid you, and few understand.
Pamfut preeminence! y ursE>lf to view
little girl want a doll? Men and women are children of older
Above life's weakness, and its comforts, toogrowth, hence it is certain that so long as they are trammeled
by showing true, helpful sympathy with the oppressed and with the shackles of superstition each and every one; male
persecuted teacbers of a Radical philosophy entirely con- and female, will require his or her puppet.
sonant with the Declaration of Independence and the ConWere it not that with a kind of propbetiG eye I see "hope
stitution of the United States.
for humanity" inscnbed on the banners of the future, I
All thoughts of ill; all eTil deeds,
should drop by the wayside in utter weariness, whispering
That hav their root in thoughts of ill;
with my last breath, Humanity is doomed, lost, lost, lost!
Whatever binders or imped~s
Very truly yours,
WM. H. MoRAE.
The action of the nobler willAll tbes" mus~ first be trampled down
Beneath our feet, if we would gain
In the brirt ftPlds of fair renown
The right of eminent dom ..in.

ELMINA D. BLENKER.
EAu Cu.m&, Wis., May 28, 1888.
MR .. EDITOR: 0. S. Barrett thinks I might profit by reading
the Freethinkers' Magazine. Well, I do read .it. The editor
keeps sending it to me, though I hav several times told him
not to, and the postman puts it into my-private box, so I
suppose a bill will follow in due season. I am happy to
agree with M.r. Barrett that it presents much to benefit me.
I read the article on Mrs. Blenker 1\t the time of her arrest
with a deal of pleasure, also several in the same spirit about
tbe pers1•cution of the Replogles at the much misnamed town
of Liberal, and others equally creditable to the editor's capacity for Freethinking. Mr. Barrett says a man, if he be
''!oil," beed look no farther than his own convictions to see
the fallacy of Anarchy. Of course not; the "trooly I oil"
evolves the whole thing-Anarchy and its refutation-from
the depths of his moral consciousness, which saves a heap of
trouble reading up about it. Those who are not so Joyal
hav to undergo the labor of studying a system before they
form an opinion on its merits. No one who has read Mr.
Barrett's former l~Jtter will t:loul:}t. his loyalty at all. Mr. :aar,

HowARD, N.Y., May 28, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Hav justice and charity no abiding-place in
the hearts as well as heads of the people of the latter part of
this the nineteenth century, since the advent of Christianity,
so called? But to me the name Christianity is a misnomer,
else distinguished representativs of it, Talmage for example,
would not stand up in their pulpits and rant against "those
who believe that "death does not end all by considerable,"
the same as they do. In harmony with biblical teachings,
"charity covereth a multitude of sins; envieth not; is not
puffed up, does not behave itself unseemly, thinketh no
evil," etc. What are the teachings of "the holy Bible," so
called, good for, unless made practical by those who claim
to revere them ? Are theory and practice never to unite,
and, like twin sisters, travel along together, that those who
set themselvs up as teachers may appear, and be, consistent
teachers, by unhiug practice with theory in their daily Jives?
·And tlie inconsistencies of teachers are not confined to
biblical elucidators, but eveu -many calling tbemselvs Liberals or Materialists· seem to forget that Spiritualists hav
rights, and that their pPculiar ideas are entitlrd to respectful
consideration as well as their own. I was deeply pained to
see C. B. Reynolds giv utterance to such uncharitable insinuations as he did in THE TRUTH 8ERKER not many weeks
pa,clt 1 w4.eut to my <;:l)rta,in kt10wled~e, no class of mincls fel~

THE TRUTH.
a deeper interest in his getting free from the clutches of the
law, as administered in .the courts of N~:w Jersey, than many
intelligent Spiritualists. Brother Reynolds, allow me to say to
you, in this public way, that" truth knows no favorits, bows to
n0 individual shrine, neither can it be mocked or set aside
with impunity." So, would you be worthy of the sympathy
of intelligent Spiritualists, do not lend your pen to such uncharitable as well as unjustranting about a subject that, it is
made very clear, you are none too famjliar with, and therefore not well qualified to do justice to. You believe, as well
as myself, that the great family of man is a unit; then why
not try to keep them more in harmony with the principle of
justice and charity by setting a worthy example?
I once heard you speak when your theme was D. M. Bennett, and my soul was thrilled again and again with your
just and charitable utterances in reference to his life and character a<~ a man. The man spoke then, and not the ranter.
If the Liberal elements in society cannot stop fighting each
other, how can they ever expect to. successfully cope with
the il-Liberal elements, who are doing their ·lev·el best to try
and silence the voice of truth, justice, and charity; unless
made manifest in their peculiar way? 0 Liberals, of
whatever name, do let us try to forget our individual selvs,
and work for humanity while we can 1
Belief is not what m~tkes the man or woman, but " lrves
tell," 'and "living the truth is .the redemption of man "-not
merely living it in theory, but living it everywhere and i.n
every way.
Mns. JuLIA C. FRANKLIN.
MouN·r PLEASANT, UrAH, May 21, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I will giv the free wool men ancl others an
idea of sheep-raising in the West. A great many hav written
about it without. perhaps one day of actual experience. In
the fall, about the 1st of November, when snow commences
to come, we leave our summer ranges in the mountains and
rush pell-mell down, and if we did not we would lose every
sheep. Some one may ask, Why don't you drive down
bt>fore it snows? but we cannot do that on account of scarcity of water, and where water does happen to be found there
is no feed. So snow is our dependence, which we hay to
melt, both for our horses and ourselvs, and so we hav to feed
and travel on to what we call desert, and are almost wholly
guided by the snow. From two to six inches of snow are
about right for us. Every snowstorm that starts to come,
we hav to rush fttrther out again for fear of getting snowed
up, as all then.would be lost, and so on it goes until we get
on the lowest altitude, and there we hav to combat with
1
· what comes.
Now, sometimes a, small rain happens to eome and our
snow i~ gone; thfs is the worst of all, and we hav to turn
back in mud and mire, which is awful on those alkali fiats.
And so on, forward and back, all winter. While all this is
going on we are subject to frost, and cold all the way from
zero to 40Q below, and all the accommodation we .hav is
a covered wagon wherein we hav all our provisions, cooking
utensils, grain for our horses, saddles and pack. saddles, and
finally our bed on top of all this. Whenever a coyote, a
wildcat, a wolf, or some other vermin, or a snowstorm,
comes upon us in the· night, then away run our sheep, and
we must now out of bed in a hurry, cold perhaps 40° below
zero and dark as can be, and out after 'the sheep ; and so it
goes, sometimes twenty times one single night. When morning comes after such a storm, peri.Japs our horses hav gone
with the storm, and we must out after them. the first thing.
Perhaps we find them that day and perhaps not for two or
three days, and after we do find them we are bound to turn
them loose again to feed on the scanty brush and grasses
there, as they cannot liv on grain alone, and hay.is out of the
questioi:t. But.now we are getting out of horse-feed, provisions, or something else, and the one man now has to put
the pack-saddles on the horses and go perhaps seventy-five
miles or more to the nearest point to get supplies. And there
he also writes a letter home and tel1s them how things are
moving, how many sheep he has lost, and so on. Among
other things, he tells his family not to write to him until they
hear from him again, as he doesn't know where he will be.
But now by and by five months hav gone and the 1st of April
appears, and the snow has gone, except what little may be
found in some ravine or gulch on the north side of some hill.
Perhaps the last month he has bad to carry snow in sacks
five or six miles both for himself and his horses to drink,
but now he must follow up the snow going back-a hard
thing to do. The sheep are weak and poor, and the snow
disappears too fast for him, and those alkali fiats become in
some places the worst mire one ever saw, and if the sheep
get. to drink of· the pools of water gathered in those places
they will die. So he has to travel almost night and day to
keep up with the snow; herds ahead, herds behind him, and
herds alongside of him, and if he gets mixed with any of
them then I tell you there is something to do to get parted
again; uqtil he gets back to the foot of the big mountains
about the 1st of May, where he finds water.
He now lambs his herd, and after that he shears them and
gets from three to six pounds per head, all the wool left on the
sheep after they hav been running_ through brush and bad
stuff all winter and spring and torn l:i. big portion of it off.
Then he ·counts his sheep and lambs, and sees how many
more lambs he has raised than died during the winter. After
that he goes into the mountain and has a good time for about
four or five months, and during all that time it takes two
men and sometimes three men to one herd of about two
thousand head, besides also three head of horses to feed the
year around; wagons, saddles, cooking utensils, to keep up,
and our herders to be paid from $25 to $40 and board per
month; and besides all that we hav to dip our sheep once or
twice every summer to keep them clean from scab, and n0
small expense that is. Now, I rlon't mean to say this explanation answers every pa.rti.c~l~r case 1 l)~t }~ ~~!}WeTS the
puliiness in ~enen~l )ler~,
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Now, I hav not started in to discussing the tariff question;
I am not able to do this, but I wish to exp'ain by actual
experience that wool cannot be raised in the West much
cheaper, and will also say if the tariff is taken off wool the
cheap mutton the people will get will soon turn into no routton at all. And besides that, it will ruin perbap'l thousands
of men there who hav now through a lifetime accumulated a
little for old age by following such a life. And not that
alone; a great many poor families are depending on t~e
wages their sons and hue bands are getting for herding. And
if any one of the free wool men wants to change his occupation and come West and go into the sheep business, let him
come out here, especially if the tariff is taken off. Let him
come quickly; he will not hav to wait long to get a load on.
NEILS P. NEILSON.
LEXINGToN, KY., May 23, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I offer a few isolated reflections.
How nations·are coming· to the light, one after the other,
throwing off the ni~~;htmare imposed on them by the " iron
machine!" Hqw the nativ good sense of 'the Irish people is
asserting itself ! Years ago they were leaders in literary matters. I think there will be no more showers of Peter's pence.
She must·see glorious days, the land that produced Robert
Emmett. ·The pope feels his power declining. How convulsivly he grasps at straws I When he is brought to this country, that will be the last act in his drama of folly. Such iA
the fate of every man who outrages nature and common
sense. When the "oracles are dumb," and :man "givs his
brother leave to ioil," and he finds that he is tra'llpled down
no more, how even ·the most distant isles will break forth into
laughter and singing 1
Let the monopolist wind up his conscience for the last
time. The plan which works for the general good will hav
no screws loose. The corruption, the decomposition, of evil
will now soon grow more intense-oh, who can "minister to
a miud . diseased ?"-poisoned members will drop away;
finally good will flourish~ Leo sees "Birnamwood coming to
Dunsinane." The Fates, bearing the bh1ck banner of drfeat, are whispering in husky tones, "Count not upon the
order of your going, but go at once!" The selfish capitalist,
who carPs not for his brother's good, will shriek," Ou, where
shall I fly for safety?" Bloody Bibles and prophecies, with
the epistles of Peter describing the future conflagration of the
world-already pronounced spuriou~ by Eusebius-these
shalt burn, by the fierce 'and deadly flame of their own
impurity.
How can it be otherwise? Ages of wrong hav left seated
in the human heart a deadly hatred of tyranny. Every obstacle feeds the fi~tme. The new could be grafted upon the
old if the srlfish few would permit. When all is ready, the
granit rocks of· evil will rise with a bound, for nothing can
resist the secret, subtle force of truth. The ground is heaving; soon all will be over. Once there was but one Jefferson; itisnotsonow.·
Every cranny of the human heart has been searched by
priests and politicians, every weakness has been fed, and
while the multitude hav humbly knelt, the dark betrayer has
fared sumptuously every day.
The foolish fable of the Holy Ghost (we had a dose of it
last night) is the deadly leech which has clung to the human
mind through years, becoming more shamefully unreasonable
every day, until it has assumed the hideous, dragon-like form
of orthodoxy, in connection with other absurd doctrins discountenanced by reason.
We were lately favored with a lecture by Mrs. Lucy Stone
on woman's rights. She is a charming lady and a good
speaker. "Let your women keep silence in the churches,"
seems to be a stumbling-block in women's way. Will you
.follow Paul's example, and lay your children at the feet of
some corrupt and cruel tyrant, to see their minds distorted,
their manhood crushed, their pure and holy thoughts made
light of, or will you not rather teach them to raise calmly the
brow of defiant courage, determined to resist to the Jast all
attempts which are made to enslave the human race? Their
bodies may seem free; will you suffer their minds to be the
dt-graded tools of a greedy and sensual enemy of all that
is noble and of good report?
I see the Prohibitionists are publishing their platform
minus the most important plank-the one to place the country under a religious power, to which the Spanish Inquisition
would be as nothing. I only hope that those who nnderstand
their designs will watch them carefully at the present time.
ALHAZA.
.
SALT LAKE ClTY, UTAH, May 30, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : The question is asked why the Secular Union
does not receive a hearty support from the great body of Liberals of every shade of opinion. The above q•testion is asked
in THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 26th, page 334, column four,
headed, "Whisperers." Please allow me ~pace to answer.
I reside in Salt Lake City, and I know there is no hetter field
for Freethought lecturers and auxiliaries than Utah offers in
America. About two years ago Samuel Putnam organized
what was called the Secular Union, and filled about two
columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER with gush about what had
been none for Utah, then lefL for other fields. He returned
in about a year after and found the Secular Union as he left
it, without one member added to the list, and not one single
meeting had been held by the officers in charge. He gave
us three "nice" lectures-that is, he did not hurt anyone or
awaken any dead. He sold some literature, and pocketed
$50. The same organization-nothing done-no advancement made. Now comes Dr. J. L. York. He givs, per
agreement, fourteen lectures, filti.Pg the Opera House every
Sunday night, and on many occasions hundreds not finding
room to stand. I tell you; it was grand to hear the old
doctor rattle up tqe drylloues of onnodoJ~:y. He IU!Ide tho

sky-pilotR squeal. And allow me to say just here that every
preacher or priest knows he is a fraud, and to keep his place
he labors hard to prevent his dupes from finding it out, or
knowing what he knows himself. The doctor showed them
all up without fear or favor-all sects, creed~. and denomina.
tions alike-and here is where the shoe pinches. The officers
of the Secular Union-! mean Samuel Putnam's pets-call a
special Star Chamber meeting, then invite Dr. J. L. York to
attend. The doctor goes, and to his surprise he is informed
that he must stop speaking the truth: "We know you are
doing a great work, but you see, we hav a living to make,
and you are too radical, too red-hot, for us. We want a
goody-goody man that will say the Methodists are doing a
good work, the Baptists, Catholics, Congregationalists, and
blue Presbyterians. We want to be. all together, then we can
hav a fricasseed Mormon to p;ladden the nostrils of Jehovah."
Now, who are the petitioners for this kind of thing? The
officers of the Secular Union. And who are they? I answer,
the president, a defunct seer, prophet, and revelator, who
had four wives before the law declared otherwise; vicepresident and other officers in the same category, and all now
Spiritualists. Now, if this part of the proceedings had been
the end of the insult to Dr. York, I shoulj not h~tv said one
word, but a petition was signed by the Secular Union. with
two or three exceptions, Messrs. Howard and Wiscomb, and
circulated among orthodox churchmen to sign. If this had
been all, the thing might stop right there. But no; when
the f::lecular Union officers and churchmen found out that Dr.
York could not be moved from the straight path of manhood
and honor, they, the Secular Union, gave up the Opera
House previous to the last lecture, took away the piano, and
discharged Dr. York's solo lady singer, without acquainting
Dr. York, who paid for her services out of his own pocket.
But the friends of Dr. York came to the rescue, paid the rent,
put back the piano, got up a fine s_ocial, pr:esented Dr. York
wtth a nice gold-headed cane, and a floral gift, the emblem
of truth, with eight hundred friends to say goorlspeed to
Freethought, independent of the petrified fossils at the head
of the Utah Secular Union.
Inclosed you will find a copy of the original petition.
A star affixed to a name signifies the person to be a member
of the Secular Union; th ")Se without stars belong to the orthodox churches. This I would like pnbltshed for the benefit
of any honest Infidel that might )ViAh to come this way, as a
warning; but if such a man should come with sand enough
in him to de!tl out the right kind of material that will make
them all alike without fear or favor, Anch a man can clear
$50 per week. The friends of Dr. York and the Liberals
W. WELLOOK.
here do not want a goody-goody man.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, March 10. 1888.

To Dr. J. L. Y01·k: We, the under8igned Liberals of Salt
Lake, feeling that a more conservativ course than the one
by you would result in greater gnod, therefore ask
vou "to giv the subject your most serious consider11tion.
Facia~ contortions, nasal twang, mimicry, and uqgraceful
gyratwns of the body are not the beAt methods of convincing
intelligent and thinking people. On the contmry, the tend~
ency is to keep the above class away,-and the yap and the
small boys are taking their place, as was pltlinly demonstratecl at your last lecture. We know that it is not neces.
sary for the Liberal element to hav recourse to wholesale
abuse. The facts are in our favor, and we recognize in you.
the ability to prt>Sent them in the most logical ami pleasing
manQer, without resorting to such crudities. Mormon theocracy, as well as kindred fallacies, can be quite as successfully combated by using argu·nent in lien of ab>Be. We
hav heard you express delight at having been born in a free
country and in the full blaze of the nineteenth century, when
people are guided by reason and intelligence; wuy, then,
would it not be better to use reason and argnmf•nt solely,
when addressing intellill'ent people? A little polished levity
intel'spersed throughout a lecture has a tendency to keep
your hearers in a good humor and is in good taste and beneficial, but any course adopted that inAults the intelligence of
tile better portion of your audience is in decidedly bad taste.
You soo:etimes seem to los" sight of the fuct that the thinking portion of your audience, those most likely to be won
over to our cause, are in the tran~ition period of religious
thought. Ridicule and sarcasm. as you know, hava tendt·ncy
to l'ngender bitter feelings, and rivet those whom we would
benefit more firmly to their creeds. You can no doubt recall
a period in your experience when you were e~trnestly seeking the truth, when such assaults upon your helief would hav
resulted in fixing you more firmly in the old faith, and hav
caused you to denounce the one who had insulted your intelligence. The Liberals of this city are ugreed thar. your
coming here was most opportune and that the Liberal cause
bas been advanced, but a feeling of sorrow is being manifested
because many of our. most influential Liberals are being kept
away by this objectionable and extmvagttnt abuse of the
various religious elements" of our city.
•
The character of your audience is rapidly changing, and
unless a radical change is made in your style the hoodlum
element will soon predominate. Tile frivolous manner in
which you sometimes refer to the religious world is fast engendering a feeling of contempt for our cause which. will be
very difficult to ovPrcome. Already the S>1lt L•dw Tribune,
the only paper in Ut>1h to which Liberals c11n look for help
and sympathy, is taking advantage of the claracter of your
audiences, and your mannerisms also, much to the injurv of
the cause for which we are all working. We cannot >1fford
to furnish the Tribune weapons with which to assail Secularism. We are in a small w&y furnishing the" sinew~ of war,"
and insist tbat we hav a right to be heard. With no unkindly feeling, and recognizing fully your speci~tl utilities to
our great cause, but feeling neverthele~s the llh<olute necessity of conformity with the line of policy indtcated above,
we are,
Yours sincerely,
A. ROOTT CHAPMAN.*
B G. R•YBnnLD.
H. P. MAs•>N,*
En W. R«EBKR.
Vtce-President.of·A.S. U. WM V. HAYBOULD.
A. L. WILLIAMs.*
E F Rnn&HTS.
E. L. T. H .. RRI~OIIT.*
J.,HN TULLI' GE.
H. W. LAURENO&.*
Dnr<O•N MoL,NI~s. JR.
W. J. Mu E'i.
En. L Burr&HBII!LD.
w. J. n .. TKMnq.
w. w. G~E.
D. YEA RBI EY *
J. R. HADLEY.
0. P. MILES.*
J. B RoGEHS.
Taos. H. ARMBTRoNG.'1'
J. J. SNELL.
N- C. ]\:&q,Ey.
()Jus. B. CRoWLDY,
t~dopted
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Ri'IHl'l', Mas8., to UJhom all Oommunicatlon8 f.w

thi8 00'1"1UJ'1' 8lwuld bs sent.

" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren•s Hour."

Love Me Now.
If von're ever

to love me,
Love me now, while I can know
All t.he •weet anil tender feelinl!'s
Which from real Affection flow.
LnvB me now whi!P I a<n living,
Dn not Wl\it t.ill I 1\m Q"nne,
Anil then chi•el it in marbleWarm love-words ou ice-cold stone.
If ''nn've dear, sweet thoughts about me,
Why not whi•ner t.hem to me 1
Don't Yon know'twonlil m~tke me happy,
And ao lll"d RR ulail can be 1
If you wa1t till I am Rleenlng,
Ne•er to wRken here Rl!'aln,
TberP'II be walls of e&rt.h between us,
And I couldn't hear yon tiJen.
If von knAw somA one WRS thirsting
Fnr a ilroo of WRier sweet.,
Wnnld you be so slow to brinl!'it1
Would you st.PP wit.b lal!'l!'ard fpet1
TbPre are tPnder hearts all round ns
Who are thirsting for our love;
SbRII we beRrndge to them what heaven
Has kindly sent us from above?
I wnn't DE'E'd yoUT kind OBrE'Raes
WhPn t.be rzraRR llrows o'er my face;
I won't orRve your lovP or ki•s~s
Io mv taRt, low rePting-plaoe.
So, 1f you do love me any,
Il it'R but. a little b't,
I'd rathPl' know it now, while I
Can.livinl!', own anil treRRnre it.
uoin~r

The Cosmian Sunday-School.

great property each to the other, but the
brother supposed, of course, he would outliv the sister, who was fragil and delicate.
It so happened, however, that he died first
and his money fell into the hands of the sister, who gave it all, both the brother's and
her own, to build the collt>ge for young
women. And thus the money of the man
who hated women has reverted to the use of
women after all. To the college has been
added the LiJiy Hall of Science, the gift of a
well-known and greatly beloved Liberal man.
It cost upward of $30,000, and/ bears this
in!lcription : " The gift of Alfred Theodore
Lilly. To teach the truth in nature."
To return to tile Cosmian Sunday-school
th~ children. there were all smart-looking:
bright, and mtelligent above the average of
the ordinary Sunday-school-goers. Their
faces indicate that they will be abundantly
able to take up the work and go on with it
when older Liberals shall hav laid it down.
While in Florence my stay was made very
pleasant in the home of Mr. and l\olrs. Dwight
Ross and their three healthy and handsome
ci,iJdren, Ally, Bertie, and Mabel.
In the aftetnoon Ally took his mother, Mrs.
Cary, and myself to drive through the bPautiful town, and across the long bridge (1.080
feet) that spans the Connl'cticut river, and
into the old-fashioned town of Hadley. Tbe
!>Cl'nl'ry is very fine. On the right is the
Holyoke range of mountains, cool and inviting. Little islands, like bits of emerald, dot
the river here and there, while shrubbery and
great. trees grow close to the river's edge,
swaymg gracefully in their new summer
dresses, and seem always to sing of peace
and calm content. The village of Hadley
seems to be located principally on two streets,
a mile or so in length, with a stretch of green
or, it might be called, a common, lying be~
tween them tbe length of the streets. The
houses are verv quaint, and seem to hav been
built a long while-some of them, perhaps, in
Colonial times.
The place used to be famous for the manufacture of brooms, and great quantities of
broom-corn and tobacco hav been grown
there. The town is also celt-brated for bav.
ing been the home of Goffe and Whalley
two of the judges who condemned Charles I:
They sou?'ht shelter in Hadley when they
fled to thl!! country, and lived there in quiet
retirement for fifteen years, when Whalley
died. Goffe lived a few years longer when
he died.
'
A great calm seemed resting on the old
gambrel-roofed houses, and very few people
seemed stirring. It was Stmday, and perhaps they were resting.
B. H. W.

I want to tell you about this school, becau~e it is not like other schools that hold
their one session on Sunday.
There has been for a number of years an
Inrlependent Society in Florence, Mass.,
called the Cosmian. This word is derived
from the Greek cosmos, and means order
harmony, unity, truth, combmed within th~
univerAe. So this Co!>mian Society started
out on the h•·st of foundations, backed by
good and noble men and the same kind of
women.
FlorenC'e is a very lovely spot, just out of
the town of Northampton, where old Jonathan E<lwar<ls used to preach about a hell
that was plived with the skulls of little children! In contrasting nature with such
preaching, the Ia e J. G. Holland said:
Nature wit.h a thousand toni!'UAS
T~nder Bnd true. fr1om V'\lt> a nil mountain top,
Th~ May Picnic.
Anil •milinR •trPRm•, ~<nd landscapes pLied afar
When I was ten years old, the teachers of
ProclaimR a gPntler go•Pel.
'
But old Mr. Edwards stopped preaching our Fchool got up a picnic. It wa~ to be on
one day and died, anrl, since his time, the the 7Lh of May. The parents of all the scholCosmian SociPty sprang into being, built a ars were invited. We started about 8
hanrlsome eilifice of brick, grew and fiour- o'clock in the morning up into a beautiful
isherl. And the Cosmian Sunday-school is an caii.on about twelve miles distant. We wt>nt
tbrough two towns noted for their great
outcome of it.
Rlitional teaching prev!l.ils in the various quantities of fruit, such as oranges, lemons,
cla•ses, of which there is one pursuing the apples, peaches, and pears. After passing
study of Sbak!>pere, another in political econ- these towns, we had to go through a large
omy, one iii history, botany, I think, anrl, if belt of sand and brush and willow-trees.
I am not mistaken, there is a class in Ger- Then we bt>gan to go uphill. After we got
man. The various sciences are studied, and up the hill, there the scenery began. Flowers
music lends her bright, inspiring charms, the of all kinds and colors, shapes and sizes,
cheerful, soulftll strains that lift anrl ennoble. green )!;rasa about ten inches high. We
Elich Sunday some new topic, outside of the crossed a little brook ·about three feet wide .
general classes, is discussed, snell as charac- its banks were covered with moss and flowers:
ter, truth, energy, patience, etc. The Sun- Then we came into a grove of oak-trees, and
day that I was pre•ent, nobility was the there we stopped. It was about 11 o'clock.
theme under consideration. Selections were After everyone arrived and things were quiet
r!'ad, and recitations given by several members we had a few songs, recitations, and dialogR:
To en we ate our dinner. After dinner most of
of the ~>Chool bearing upon the subject.
I cannot now giv all the details of the man- the party set out to climb the hills, and a few
ag•·ment of the ~>chool, but will j•1st say it is went up farther in the caii.<>n to the coal
a finely conducted progressiv Sunday-school, mines. I did not go far up the hills for I
tll.e best and the freest from superstition it became dizzy and had to come down ~gain.
ha• ever been my Jot to visit. Tbe children We had two large swings for the cbildren
are bright and wide-awake, quick to see and and young folks. The party of folks started
understanrl the truth as it is presented to home about 4 o'clock and arrived at home
them by able and pftlcient teachers. The between 7 and 8. So ended a very pleasant
·
school is unrler the able management of Mrs. day for all.
MARTHA. DEMING (aged fifteen).
Cary, a graduate of Hmith College, and Mr.
Hill, the mayor of Northampton, is among
the loved and honored teachers.
Children's Sayings.
8pl'aking of Smith College, located in NorthBernice, who is six, had visited the school
ampron, and of which you hav all beard, and aft~rw~rd played school by arrangin~
perhaps, it is a noble institution devoted en~ the chairS m a row and asking questions
tirely to the education of girls and young This was one of them: "If there were tw~
woruen. A large sum of money was lt:ft to little Indians and one ran off and the other
found it by Miss Mary Smith. It seems she stayed at ~orne and got burnt up, how much
and one brother had wealth left them, They would a mgger cost P"
lived together, but the broth.er was ~n invet.
She once found an orthodox angel with
erate hater of women. He d1d not hke them wings of the regulatinn style and said . "I
at all, and loved none of them except his siB- . do declare mal!lDl 'f h
'. ·~
·
Wf· Ther m~de tll.eir wills, lea.vin~ their~ b~d,"
'
. a, •
ere lfi!n ~ woman

Correspondence.
KIMBALL, DAK., May 17, 1888.
DEAR Mrss w.xoN: ·I hav not. seen any
letters from this part of the country, so I
tboull'ht I would write one.. Pa has taken
THE T11UTH BEEKER ever since it was first
printed. l like to look at the pictures and
re11.d the Children's Corner. I thmk the
"Badger Boy" will come out ahead. Pa Jet
a gentleman rl'ad THE TRUTH BEEKER several
times, and he liked it so well he ~ubscribed
for it. !_guess this is all for this time.
Yours truly,
HBNRY J. YKAOH.

will liv to see the time when the maj'lrit.y of
the people will hav ju~t sucll an educat.ion as
Inger~oll. Tbere was no piety in the Jpaqt in
my piece and it waA as higbly applauded as
!he rest. If yon will hav enough spnce for
It and no objections, I will write it for the
9ornt>r next. time that I write. The subject
1s, "Several Valuable HintR."
I hav been reading DickenR's "Pictures
from Italy" snd "Uncommercial Traveler."
Hav you read m'lny of his books P I hav
reatl almost all of his novels. He de~cribed
churches !l~d ~ervice~ so truly that they appeared rlrllCulous. The CbriRtians do not
read his works because be tells the truth in
describing the religious proceedings etc.
They shrink from the truth.
'
I hav read the "Life of Paine," and also
Ingersoll's "Lay Sermon." Mv fatber bas
D. M. Bennett's works and numerous other
Liberal books. He ~eldom leaves home
Sunda~·s, but st.ayA and k<:>eps it holy.
I thin~ my Jetter will be very trying to
your pat1enc(', so I will close hoping my first
letter will be publiRhPrl.
'
With best wit<heR. I remain,
Your FrPethinker friend,
ANNIE H. STOCKINGER.
[We will cheerfully giv space to the essay,
if it is not too long for our columns. Yes, we
hav read nearly all the books written by
Dickens, and with great pleasure ...:... ED. C. C.]

VKRSAILLXS, IND., May 20, 1888.
DEAR Mrss \AI rxoN: As we hav taken THE
TRUTH BEEKER for so many years, I thought
I would write my first Jetter to you and the
Corner. We love to look at the pictures. and
I think the subj~cts could not. be better illus.
trated. The only L•beral lecturer I ever
hearrl was Mr. Rem11burg. His subjPct was
" l::iabbatb Breaking." I wish more Liberals
would lecture here, because they speak noth·
ing but the truth. We hav three churct.es
here, a11d go sometiilles just for curiosity.
I went to ~chool )list winter, and studied
grammar, arithmetic, history, physiology,
algebra. and physical geography. I attendeil
the fifr ~-grade examination this spring for
graduation.
In our library we hav the fables "Arabian
Nights," the Bible, and "Baron Munchausen"
side by side. I hav rl'arl the life anrl some of
NoRWFGIAN CoNSULATE.
}
the works of Thomas Paine, and Ingersoll's
SAT.oi'IOA, TURKEY, May 2. 1888
" Lay So·rmon,'' and found thl'm to be nothMY DEAR M1ss WiXoN : I would hav an
in!! but the truth all the way through.
swerPd your Jetter before. but I am so busy
Wishing surcess to the seekers of truth, I at scllool all day, and so tir<:>d at night that I
remain,
Your Liberal frienrl,
.
hardly can bav any ~pare tin e. ·
'
LENORA SroOKil!lGKR (aged sixteen).
I want to tell you about Salonica, it is such
a funny plsce and very full of people of all
NAPA, CAL., May 6, 1888.
kinds. In !he street you meet Turks, Grpeks
DEAR Mrss WIX<•N: A" I hav sel'n no let- Jews. Gypsies, Italian~>, and Germans· in fact
ters from Napa City, I will try to write one. p<'ople from all nations come here. Tbt>re i~
My papa takl'S THE TRUTH SKRKER and the only OJ]e family of Americans here, and the
In'Destigator, and we all like them very much, father's
name is Sampson. He is missionary
e~pec.ally the pictures in THE TRUTH BEEKER
to the Gret'ks. Mrs Sampson, too, bas a new
MisR Wixon, don't you think that a great baby; her name iA Helen Lake Sampson
many girls go to church and Sunday-school Our baby is to be called Lily R ..gina.
just to show off their nice dressl's P Once in
I went to eel\, a mo;qne here in Salonica
a great while I go to Sunday-school to hPar It was once a church, before the Turks took
what the teacuer says, but every word that Salonica ; and before that it wa• a heathen
she says I know there is no truth in it. I temple. Well, I tho:1ght it would interest
think tbe" Blldger Boy at Sunday-Scbool" is vou to know that out in the yard of this
splendid, don't you P Papa boo!!ht us some mnPque is the stone pulpit that, 'it is ~aid, St.
nice Liberal books, and I hav rt>ad nearly all P11ul prt>ached in when he preached to the
of them. I hav two brothers and one ~ister. Jews. It hp.s figures of men and horses
all older than myst>lf. My siRter graduated carved on it, and is very curious; and everyfrom the Napa Young Ladies' Seminary about body wllo comes to Salonica goes to see it.
a year ago.
when I go to town-we liv in the
Mr. Pu_t.naiJ! lectured here about a year ago. One day near
the sea, about one mile off-!
and so d1d Colonel Ingt>rsoll. I think it is country
buy you a photograph of this pulpit.
juRt wicked and mean in the Christians to will
Seven years ago when we were living in a
call Colonel Ingersoll ''Bob,'' don't you?
We hav two very cute little [ndian ponies village opposit lJas~andra we were carri,~d nff
the mountains by brigands. I was four
named MaRco and IJora. I think that Francis into
Cornwall, of Colon, 'Mich., muRt be exce~d years old then. I was the only child my
and _mother had th~>n, as my two sislt·rs
ingly smart to write locals when he is only father_
had d1ed SIX months before the bri~~:ancJq took
eleven years of age.
I will now close my letter, and hope that us. Hut it is such a long story that I must
you and all the truth seekt>rs may liv long to Tell yon ~bout it at another time. I suppose
Uncle F1sh knows all about it, because he
see what you harvest.
Yours truly,
bas known mamma for many, many year~.
LvtA GRIGFBY.
"Apples of Gold" arrived by yesterday's
P.S.-My age is thirteen years.
L. G.
mail. Thank you so very much for it. I
was afraid it was lost ; it is more than three
OAK Mrr.r.s, KAN., May 28, E.M. 288.
months since you posted it. I hav not comDEAR Mrss WrxoN: I again take the pl..as- menced
to read it.
ure of writing you a few Jines to let you know
;N"ow it is time I should close this letter of
I still take an interest in your good work. I
. Ever yours affectionately,
will be seventeen years old in September, yet mme.
D ')BY SUTER.
I st1ck to my creed, and defend it the same
as I would were I an old man.
A OABIN-BOY on board a ship, the captain
Abraham Lincoln saul, ''We must not
waver in the support of a cause which we of which was a very religlous man, was
deem to be just." Lincoln is truly right. called up to be whipped for some misdemeaWe should endeavor to stand bravely for our nor. Little Jack went crying and trembling
cause and defend it through trials and perils. to the captain. "Kind sir," said he, ''will
We should not fear to spt>ak our honest you wait till I say my prayers P" " Yes," was
thoughts, but make them known to the
world. Let theology curse and rave; we do the stern reply. "Well, tben," replied little
Jack, looking up and smiling triumphantly,
not care.
I hav read Colonel IngPrsoll's eulogy on ''I'll say them when I get ashore 1"-lf'ree..
RoFcoe Conkling, _and pronounce it the thinker.
most eloquent and true estimate of Conkling's
character ever written. Of all the eulogies I
ever read there is ~o~hing like it for lo~ic,
eloquence, and !>ubhm1ty. It will add another
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.
step to IugerRolJ's fame as an orator.
How is "Father Hacker" prospering P I
Preface
by R. G. INGERSOLL.
hope the debt will be lifted from his little
home.
For Her Dally Bread is the story of two young
Our school will be out Wednesday. We glrlK aud a younger brother who were left parentleKs, with hl·tle money, fatr education, and mu"h
bav a go<?d tt>acher, and I am proud to say courage,
to ~ak" their waY tbronu:h tb• world by
that she Is free ·from the dogmas .of priest. Rmng tn Ob.lcago,.
The an~hor i• al"o the heroin,
craft, superstition, anrl tbe cburch. I hav ?:'be ~Rrra~IV 1M, m the mam, a hi• tory of 1t workmg
gtrl's
hfe
aud
~xperieuoe
in the mty of Chicago
written an essay on "Education" for the last
among bluff buoiueos men, kind b~anf'd foLks
day of school.
aud illsrep~table bypocrn.s, It i• jJJRt •nob R story
Well, I hav run out of fuel, so I must of burna"' llfe aR WE> •bonlil expect Colonel lnRer~oll to b.e ID~erest~d in; and wlutt.E'ver· be admires
close, ever remaining, Your Infidel friend,
and apprematPs •• sure to he worth the attention
Gxo. J. REMSBURG.
of the re•t of the wnrld Price t5 CPDIR
Addre•s THE TRUTH SEEKER.
VKRSAIT.LEB, IND., May 20. 1888.
DKAR Mrss WIXoN: I am seventeen years
old,. and hav constantly read THE TRUTH
BEEKER for so many years and hav never The Pl'est"nl and the Future
written once, so I thought I would write a
Republic of ~ort.h tl.merlca,
few lines to you.
BY A CAPITALIST.
I went to !lcbool last winter, and studied
A
book
a:dvocating;
assoctate life as a remedy for
higher arithmetic, algebra, philosophy, and poverty. vtce, au~ on~e.
I.t deals wttb the {>resent
English hi~>tory. Any person who bas made oon.d1~1ons of s~mety m tb1s oo.untry, poiutmg out
their
lf!lPerfectJOns,
anil
ohowmg
it iR almost
a t<tudy of English hit<t.orv knows what Chris- Impossible tl:)at the people sbonldhow
other than
tianity bas done for England as well as our poor and VICious nnder our present be
system. The
count.ry.
remedy, the author thmk•. i• in oomnmnal life
Wnen I graduate~ two years ago, there and he. bas drawn· a vivtd picture of the future
Repnbhc of North Amel'lca, as it will be when
were a e-r~at man~ 10 my class who spoke soCl!JtY
shall be o~llanized on the principles of
on some pwus subJo·Ct. One boy especially Ra.t10nal Oo!DmnmR~. The book is vigorously
'
spoke on & stupid religious t<ubject, in which and interestmgly written.
he •poke of Colome) lngPrRoll as having the
Pt&per, ~Oc; cloth. tl.
wropg kind of an edu~tion 1 etc, l hope :q!l
~ddress ,THE TllU':l;'IJ SEEKER 00,
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Agents for the Truth

THE

~ee.lier.

OALII!'OBNIA.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco, Cal.
Dr. J. L. York, 8an Jose, Uti!.

Bible of Natura,

OANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster. Weiland, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & C.l., Hamilton, Ont.
COLORADO,

A. Erwin, Murray.
,

IDAHO.

·

TLLINOlB.

E. A. Stevens, 241 Washington Boulevard,
Uhicago.
G. E Wilson, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago. ·
INDIANA.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANSAS.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
.

Principles of Secularism.

Truth Seeker Annual

A OONTRIBUTION w the RELIGION
of the JfU1'URBI.

-AND-

1888.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfteld (Post-omce, Smyrna
Mills).
M:AiiSAOHUSBTTS.

<E. M. 288.)

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
B. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 131:18. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
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Very Cheap Pamphlets.
.I ngers<>ll 0 •tPchised:
His Answers to a Nu:rnber of Vital Questions Pro.
pound~d by the Editor of the "San Franciscan;"
singly, 3 cents; per dozen, 80 cents; per hundred,
$2.00.

ORTHODOXY.

A leotnre, fifty-four olooely printed large 12mo
pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1 ; and $6 per hundred.

Civil Rir1hts

.~peech.

Including the address of Frederick D-nglass, fiftythree-large ootavo pages, sins:Jy, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1; a.ad $6 p· r hundred.

'l'he Trnih nf Rtstor.-.
This is a comment by Oolonel Ingersoll UP"'D
the religious lie• t.hat hav b~en told about himself, and first made its appearance in these columns. Price 8 cents; 80 cents per dozen; $2 per
hundred.

BIBI,FJ IDOLATRY.
A letter Oolonel lnl,l'erHoll wrote to· the editor of
the London "l:!ecular Revlt~w." Price 8 cents; 30
centR per doz., or $2 per bnndred.
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Ethan Allen,
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'ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S

Strengthen the Memory,

Great Centennial Oration·

on,
NA.'IURAL A.ND SOTENTIFIO METHODS OF
NEVER FORGErTING.
Tbe New Ha.ven Pollnt!t"m says : "Tbe chapter
on 'Huw to Le•orn a NbW Language' 18 Gf remarkal>le JUt.erest."
Tile Boston Po•t says : "This book actnRIIY
•howe us how to keep our memor1es in good works
in~ omuliti"n and •epour t·hem wh~n ont of order.
8olfl•·CJ6 (high aot.hority) BafB: "We hav tried the
me1hods of as•uoianon advl•ed in this book on
~everal persons, and funud them most excellent,
Pr1ce by mall $1.

DeclaraUon of ln~ependence,

Parturition Without Pain.

UNIVERSE ANALYZED
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The B1ble Analyzed," " £he Real llla~~hemers," "Spiritualism Sus tamed," etc., etc.
The latest and best work of an analytic thinker,
who is gifted with those r•re power~ that render
the subtlest conCf'Ptions the eaHY prop.rty of the
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas
that will be new to the world and prorlnctlv of
good in furni•bing food for thonllht. We tru• t it
will hav tho immense diRtribution it so r10hly
merits.-[The Am~r'c11.n Idea..
Oh:~th, 12mo, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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..Immortal Document,
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SHAKFR FYE and EAR BILSAM
Skty-fifle Years' lnMriable Success.
PI"' FoB ALL DISEASES OF EYES OR EARS. Im •
mediat-e relu,f from Gr .. uulatwn~. IullallilURtions,
Dim Vis1on, Wat-ery GatberiDJ!B, at•d Fa1hng
8•ght· of E~es. Deafness, Drumming, Ringing of
the Ears dispelled by a. few APPlications. Oa·
tarrhal difficulties of Eyes or E"'r" iust•ntly re·
moved. Sbnt the world over. Box with in•trnctions, by mail, 80 cents.
G. A. LOMAS,
Shakers P. 0 .• N. Y.

Price, 6 cts ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address T!IB TRUTH SEEKER 00JIU'ANY,
28 Lafayette Place,' New York.
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FAITH S REASON.

:Q

SEXUAL PHVSIOLOCY

A. concise account of the f'hristian Religion, and
of all \he Prominent Religions
before and BIT' ce Ohristiamty.
With elaborate index.

appruballuo to thl~ work. The mformatiOil 1t
contains is most im_portant, aud, we are fully oonvinct:d, reliable." Price by mul. $1.
AND HYGIENE, or. THE MYSTERIES OF MAN.
0Kr·ttntly r~vi•ed t>dHIODo Wit-h 111 lllDotr&tiUn~.
Tbe must, perfPrt. bouk f'>r men aud women ever
pubhs1oed 150,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. IllnBtrated catalog free.

MEN. WOllEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,

SING, BROTHERS, SING.

Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Oloth. 1.00; Pa.Per, 50 cents.

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

USE TUB
In vour mPetin~s. to make thflm hvely a.nd interesting. THE LIBERAL HYMN BooK contains son2B
by the best. Poet~. adapted to weiJ-known turoes
It is h;llhly reuommPndPd by Messr•. Wakeman:
Parton Wngbt, Green, Uoderwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examin~d 1t. Pnce,
illi cents.
Address THE TBUTil Su:KKB Oo.

By HALSEY R.

STEVENS •

A popub,rized account of Oriental religionP,
with many apt quot•tioos from the •acr•·d b\l'lk•
of the E ..st NowherP Plse can so mnch know!·
f'dgP of what is genel-allv unknown be ••btained
in such compact form.-[Literary Bev'ew.
Extraclotb, limo, 441 pp., $1.50.
Adrlre•• THlil TRUTH REEKER.
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Will send pur£< Quinine Pills. 2 ~rraina. by mail for
75 CPnts per hundred. 40 cents for fifty, Tonic
Pilla for loFB of app_etite A-nd •t.rpngth. 6~ cents per
hundred. A ~rood Trn•s for $1.50: giv •;ze A-round
hody, Btate which side is rupt.ured. Fur $1 with
10 cenh fur posta~re. we will send 8 pain of onr
cPlPbrated Acme Lens l:!peQt.acles or E.v£<-Gia••e•
for trial: select the pair that fit• and ret.urn tbP
otbf'r two pair~~. Send a line of the fine•t print
'~'OU can read 15 inches from the e'l'e, If ~on arP
nPanight.ed wnt.e n• bPfore BPnding. Wnt.e us
for catalo2 nf Abdominal SnppnrtprR, Skirt Snpportprs, Shonld"r BraCE-B. and Ela•tic St.ookinllB ·
for swellf'd hmhs and enlarged veins. We want
!lu'lv aR'ents. We hav the •ole agency for the
well-knnwn Acme Blood B~lm. satd t.o be almoat
infallible· in the treatmpnt. of all Blood, L•mll•
and Liver disorders, price $1 for large bottles. 6
hnttlea for $5, free by exvress to any part of t.be
United States.
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Godl'fi'B Ladli'R Root BaYs: "We giv our cordial

BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
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Wettstein's World-Bennwned, Warranted Watches
anrl Watchwork.
. OoiN SILVER STEM wiNDERS. 3 onno" oR•e• 7
Jewels, $12; 4 ounu~. 11 jewel•, $15; du, 15 j~we\s,
$18; do, a.djn•ted, $22; do, u.tm fin~, a perfect
watch, nRmerl .. Otto w~tt.·lt·iu," i25; 5 ounce
oases, $1 50: 6 ounce nAB""• sa 50 more.
BEBT FILLED GuLD WATCBEtl Open fROP, 7 jew.
els, ft6.50: 11 it"~l•• $18.50; 15 jewels. $21 50; adin•ted, 125.50; with .. Otto w~tt••e•n "n ... Vf•meut,
~28 50. lu hunting ca"''"• from !5 t.o •8 50 more.
La.dies hHat bnntinll filled cases, 7 jewPI•• $20; 11
jewel•, f22 ; 111 j~wels, $28. · Extra tine, d1amuud in
oase, f8 wore.
LADIES' SoLID GOLD WATCHI!S. 1f k, 7 jAwe)s,
180; 11 jewel•, $32; 15 jewels, $38. All buntiUI<',
~temwir,.hng,elea.ta.ntly engraved. HeAVIer cases,
Lonis XIV. style, en"meled, embo.sed, and set
with dinmond~. $5 t.o $100 more.
GE!lTR' SoLiu GoLD WATOIJF.S 14 k, li~rht
w~il!ht, 7 j-wels, $!0: lllewPI•. $42; 15 je"eJ•• $-15;
•dlust,d, $49; with'' O•to Wett••~in" movPm~ut.
$51!. Hea.v1er CARPS, $3 to $2~ more. Fancy
watobe•• from $100 t<•$800. A.ll ~ent prepa1d, and
cash back tf not oati~fKctory.
. WATOBWORK. The bPRt ID the world. OleanlUg, $1; mam sprmgs, $1; Jewel•• $!. Oan be •ent
a tbonsand mile~ as well as nnt', Pf'r r£<1!'. mail or
'xoress. Ioclo•e $1 or $2. and I wtll r .. tnrn free.
All watches atH1 work warranted to giv satisfao•
tion, or cash refundefl
OrTO WETTSTEIN, Uochelle, lll.
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Marriagd and Parentage.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price. 40c.; with antonaph, 50 ct1.

Geo. W&~~hinltton,
Stephen Girard,
Gilbert Vale,
L~d1a Ma~ia Ohild,,
Gerritt l:!mith,
.
John W. Draper. ·

HOW TO

Being the comments and opinions of Mr. Ingersoll npon the fight in the Oatholio church between
the late paRtor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
the pope. Price 8 cents; so cents per doz., or $2 In Their Sanitary and Pbysiololl'ICal RPlations,
per hundred.
and 111 Their Bearir•g on t.ha Produoiog
of Ohildreo of Fmer Health and
We suggest that these be Purchased in quantiGreatE-r Ability.
ties, aod given away to Ohristian•, and 1t is with
BY M. L. HoLBROOK. M.D.
that not unreasonable exp. ctation that the orices
The SctentiiiD .Amerwan Bays: u Books on this
hav been placed so low.
subject. ar" n•nally written by onnks, but this iP
Address THE TRUTH REEKER 00.,
rad1oally d1fferent; it IB BCiilDilfic, sober, olean,
28 La aYette Pl., New York.
and worthll of oonBCU>ntions consulerat.ion by every P!'BBible parent, aod particularly by the
young." $1.
New Edition, Revised and Enlar.red.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Oo.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Th6 Trade Suwlied at Special Dillcounts.

E L. Youmans,
Ollas. Snruner,
Thos. Paine}
Abner Knee and,
Horace Greeley,
Abby Ke ly Foster,
Wm. Denton,

PRICE, 25 CENTS.

---o---

We h,.v on hand a htrge number of the following
of OOLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamph eta, which
will be disposed of at cost, as fol ows:

I

ILLUSTRATIONS:
Hall of SoienCP, Broome
at .• N. Y., 1829 (frontispiece).
Theo. Parker,
B>nj. Franklin,
Wm. Lloyd Garrison,
Abraham Lincoln,

.THE

WAR! WAlt!

WASHINGTON TERRITORY.

Mrs. J. Harlfielrl. Market st., Sydney, N.S.W.
W. Willis, 715 Hl\ymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
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UTAH.

A.nthor of "The Sacr~t of the E-t•t, or tu~ Origin
of tbe Ohrldlid.n llelilliOn aud •he l:!•"uifi ·an~e
ofitd.ltiBe ax:d D~cline." "PhydiOHI EducatlOU, or the HeRI•h·L<tws of N... t.
nre,' "Household R·m~•he~;• "The
Poison Problem. or the Cause
and the Oure of Intemperauoe," euo., etc.
Felix L. Osvald is a well-known and vigorous
vr1ter on auient1fio and so~ial aubJeots.-[Oin.
Jom. Gazette.
.
Oloth, 12mo, 210pp., $1.
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/!ltunctt J.nfl.•let uud u ,Suvvessful Ptty.~icit~:n.

The Better Wav.of Omcmnati. 0., says," We are
assured that- Dr. Fellows. the ~Willf'nt HPPCiah•t' f
VIneland, N.J., 1• an educated gentlemKn of superior mind and large attainments, a1od that HUO·
cess in his profPBBiun bag brought him lousineBB,
oot only from all Parts of this c .. nnfry, but. from
foreilln sbor..s. H" is m t.be pr·iroe of lifP and
able t.o traDRaCt his vanonR pr"f"""wnal dnues
prnmptly and WPII and giv sati•factlon in pvery
ms•anoe. H1s references are nurubered by thousand&."
D~ Fellows treats all those ppcnliar diPeaseB
reAUitmll from indi•oretion and iR'nora11"e "~
:vontb. Tho~p who are ailinl<' should senfllv ct'D••
for the Dr.'slutlf' book •et-ting forth an ExTERNAL
.A.Pl>LIOATION-a pos1tiv cure.
Address
DR. B. P. FELLOWih
Vineland, ~. J,
,., Mention this paper,
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~tltcfions.
Old Opinions.

•.

Once we thonr;"bt that "Power eternal
Had decrE>ed the woes of man ;
That the human heart was wicked
Since rts pulses first began;
That the earth was but a prison,
Dark and joyless at tile best,
And that men were born for evil,
An<l imbibed it from the breast:
That •twas vain to think of urging
Any earthly progress on.
Old Ppinions! rags and tatters !
Get yon gone! get you gone I
Once we though~ all human sorrows
Were predest-ined to endure;
That. as man had never made them,
MPn were impottnt to rnre;
That the few were born sup ,rior,
Though the many mi~~:ht rebel- ·
Tho•e to sit at Nature's table,
These to pick the crnmbs that fell;
Those to liv upon t.he fat.ne,s,
Tbese the s\arvelings lean and wan.
Old opinions! rngs and tatters!
Get yon gone! get. yon gone!
One.e we thcmght that holy Freedom
Wa• a cursed and tainted t-h;'ng;
Foe of Peace, and Law, and·Yrrtne;
Foe of magiNtrate a• d king;
·That all vrle, degr·aded pa sion
Ever followtd in her path;
Lust and Plunder, War .. nd Rapine,
Tears, and Anarchy, and Wrath;
That the angel was a. cruel,
Ban>hty, blood-stained Amazon.
o· d opinions ! rags and tatt~rs I
Get you gone! get you gone!
Once we thong ht it right to foster
LocAl jealnn•ies and priile;
Right to I> ate anot.her nation
Parted from us by a tide;
Brgbt to go to war f•>r glory,
Or exten.ion of domain;
Rrght, tbrou~~:h fear of foreign rivals,
To refn "e the needful grain;
Rrght, to bar iL out till F~tmin
Drew the bolt with fiugers wan.
Old o inion• I rags and tatters I
Get you gone ! get you gone !
Once we thought that Education
Was a luxury forth" few;
Th>tt to 1<iV it to the many
Was to g1v it scope undue;
That •twas fooli•h to imagin
It could be a~ free as air,
Common as the glorious sunshine
~·o the chrld of want and care;
That the poor man, educated,
Quarreled with his toil anon.
Old optuions! rags and tatters!
Get you gone ! get you gone l
0 d opinions, rags and tatters!
Ye are worn-ab, qmte thrE>adbare!
We must C«st you off foreverWe are wiser than we wtre;
NPver fitting. always cramping,
Letting in the wind and sleet,
Chli.it,g us with rheums and agnes,
Or ill flaming us l'tlth heat.
We hav fouucl a mental raiment
Purer, wt.iter, to put on,
Old opinions! rags &nd tatters!
Get you gone! get you gone!
-C/1(11'les Jfackav.

Colonel Inge1·sul1 s Pupul ..rity.
From the Ne.n Yor/c S•m.

The great and widespread interest excited
by the discussion of Christian theology between Colonel Ingersoll and Mr. Gladstone
may fitly be called a sign of the times.
Religious discussion and theological controversy were formerly far away from the
general public interest, though there is no
other department of literature so voluminouR; but when it became known that the
North.flme?'icanReview for the present month
would contain Colonel Ingersoll's reply to the
English statesman, there immediately sprang
up an enormous advance demand for the publication.
'l'his review was originally a quarterly of a
highly respectable reputation and a very lim.
ited circulation, so that when it was purchasc·d by Mr. Thorndike Rice ten years ago,
and brought from Boston to ~ew York, it
was almost unknown to the great mass of
readers. Now, becauRe of his skilful editing,
it has become one of the most extensivly .circulated monthly magazines in the world, the
chief of the F.nglish magazines of the same
general class being left far behind in that
resp< ct. But of all the many subjects of
popular interest which hav been discussed in
its pages under the editorship of Mr. Rice,
there is none that has approached this controversy between faith and Infidelity in its
attraction for the public.
That extraordinary interest manifested in a
demand for Colonel Ingersoll's views and
arguments that will probably run up the sales
of a relativly high-priced magazine to at
least one hundred thousand copies, is, of
course, explained in large part by the charm
of the literary style of that opponent of religion. If Colonel Ingersoll were as dry and
dull a writer as the theological controversialist commonly is, the North American Re'DieW

would not now be selling like a fresh novel
by Clark Russell. But, no matter how alluring the style. there would not be the present
eager demand for Colonel Ingersoll's assault
upon the religion of the Bible if the public
interest in the subject were not deeply stirred
at this particular time.
It is. significant, too, that the demand for
the words of the now famous Infidel far exceeds the demand for the arguments in reply
to him, whether they come from a clergyman
like the Rev. Dr. Field, or a statesman of
world-wide distinction like Mr. Gladstone.
Five, perhaps ten times as many people read
the iconoclastic arguments of Colonel Ingersoll as pay attention to what is written by the
others in defense of biblical story and theological dogma.
This profound and widespread interest in
what he says mi the subject is the more significant bocause it is exhibited in chief part
by those who were brought up in religious
faith, and by ordained teachers and ministers
of religion themselvs. Yet the attacks of
the_ Infidels of the past hav been mild in
comparison with Ingersoll's. He does not
assail th~J mere form and ornamentation of
the ecclesiastical edifice, but strikes at the
very foundation of religious belief as a relic
of childish superstition.
This great popularity of Colonel lngersQll
as a writer, and the enormous audience to
which he appeals whenever he rises to .make
war upon the Christian faith, are facts of the
day to which we call the undivided attention
of churches and theologians now at variance
within the citadel of religion, upon which
this Infidel leader is gathering his hosts for
assault.

Free Tra1le as a Religious Qnt>stion.
Thomas G. Sl<earn.an to Rllode hlana Manufact-

ure1'S.
I hate this whole system of protection, because in its very nature it does and must always tax the poor for the sole benefit of the
. rich. I hate it because it is thoroughly un.
christian. Think for a moment of its practical
operation. It is founded upon appeals to international prejudices and hatreds. Its very
life and essence consist in stirring up jealousies between one nation and another-.
More than this, as a practical fact and a
necessary result of its working, it stimulates
hatred toward other nations in, precise proportion to the degree in which they are of
the same race and rtligion as ourselvs.
You subscribe liberally for the conversion
of the heathen. Suppose that some mission-'
ary were to come among us now and demonstrate that if we would only send out fifty
missionaries forthwith, we should certainly
succeed in converting the entire population of
some heathen country to Christianity within
a year. How liberally you would all subscribe I My friends Senators Chace and Aldrich would undoubtedly gladly contribute
$1,000 each. But, toward the end of the
year, a ttlegram would come announcing
that 500 000 heathens had been converted to
Christianity and instructed in civilization.
On the instant that this news reaches my
friend Chace he will rush across the capital,
with a face white as a sheet, in search of the
ways and means committee, and as soon as he
recovers his breath he will cry out : " Gentlemen, for heaven's sake clap a new tariff
upon all the productions of Borioboola Gha !"
The ways and means committee would inquire, with surprise: "Why, what has happened?" Your Christian senator would feebly reply : " Good heavens l gentlemen I hav
you not heard the news? The whole population of Borioboola Gha has been converted
from cannibalism to Christianity ; they are
wearing 'clothes, hav become civilized, and
are going, as a matter of course, to manufacture. Unless you put a duty of at least fifty
per cent upon all their productions, we shall
be ruined by Christian cheap labor."
Do you say that this· is. an exaggeration ?
We do not need to enter the realm of fancy
in order to prove that this is the natural result. Do you protect yourselvs against heathen countries? No; anything from China,
Tartary, and Patagonia, which. is not produced in Christian countries, is admitted free.
Raw silk and tea, which are peculiarly heathen productions, are not taxed. But the
Mohammedans are a little nearer to us. They
believe, as we do, in one god ; and the next
consequence is that everything that is produced by Mohammedans pays, as a rule,
higher duties than the productions of heathens. But the moment that you c·ome to
deal with countries where the people profess
to believe in the same God and the same savior in whom we believe you instantly raise the
tariff to a much higher rate. The produc-

tions of Catholic countries, such as France
and Italy, pay three times as heavy duties as
those which you impose upon heathen countries. When you deal with Protestant countries, such as North Germany and Holland,
you raise your rates of protection still higher.
But you never attain the climax of your fear
and hate until you begin.to deal with Englar:d, the country whose people speak your
language, from which you hav derived all
your literature and all your religion, with the
min_isters of which your ministers exchange
pulpits, the people of which believe in the
same God and the same savior, ha.v the same
forms of religion, and read the same Bible.
You and they pray from the same prayerbook if vou are Episcopalians; sing the same
hymnS" if yDu are Puritans; or as Methodists,
Baptists, Oatholics, or Quakers believe and
worship precisely alike. In short, you hav
just the same religion, you desire to go to
j11St the same heaven, and you are all dear
brothers in Christ until the English Ch.ristian
wants to sell you some of his goods, when
you instantly cry for a wall of fire to separate
you from _your dear brother Christians ; and
you put up this wall to the best of your ability in a high tariff. And this is what you
call Christianity I The Mohammedans are
incapable of such meanness and selfishness
toward each other. It is reserved for Christians to set such an example to the world
that both Mohammedans and pagans', looking
upon us,. shall say. truly, ·"See how these
Christians hate one another!"

BPfo..-e Hod· Almighty for the
Benefit of the Prince of Wales.

Practlrin~r

From the Stnndara.
If he outlivs his mamma, and the British
social system holdi together, the prince of
Wales will some day become the Defender of
the Faith and the head of a great Christian
organization. It is therefore pleasing to learn
.that even in his present caterp\llar condition
of heir apparent he has done something for
the cause of God. And it is doubly pleasing
to Americans to know that his doughtiestperhaps even his only-blow om buhalf of pure
religion and undefiled was struck right here
in the city of New York. 'J'he fact will ~ec
oncile many to Christianity and increase, if
possible, thPir respect for the good prince.
Mr. H. E. Krebiel tells the story in the June
number of Harpfll''s Magazine.
For a generation or more before the civil
war members of Trinity church congregation
had been trying, without succeas, to hav portions of the service sung by surpliced choirs
of boys, after the fashion in Engli@h cathedrals. Mr. Cutler, the organist, was peculiarly activ in the matter, and succeeded so
far as to drive all the women out of the choir
and substitute boys in their places. But
there he stuck. The congre.e;ation wouldn't
stand the surplices, as savoring too much of
Romanism. Somebody presented a full set
of choir Vef!tments, but Mr. Cutler was forbidden to use them, and they were consequently put away among the other treasures
of the church :
This was the aspect of the case when Mr.
Cutler found an unexpected but very powerful ally in the heir apparent to the throne of
Great Britain. In the fall of 1860 New York
prepared to receive a visit from the prince of
Wales. He was to be in the city from the
11th to the 15th of October, and the 14th being Sunday, he accepted an invitation to attend divine service at Trinity church. Mr.
Cutler's opportunit.y had arrived. Without
delay he and his associates in the cause laid
before the church authorities a request for
permission to use the idle vestments. Their
argument was as simple as it was- €ffectiv.
They represented that the spectacle of a lot
of boys in roundabouts and neck gear of assorted styles and colors sitting in the chancel
would be disturbing to the prince's sense of
propriety. Forthwith Mr. Cutler was instructed to put tbe boys in the new-fangled
frocks for the edification of the prince, and
lest the wearers should mar the solemnity of
the occasion by awkward movements in them
• • • they were donned two or three Sundays before the prince's visit, for rehearsal.
. . • It had taken a long time to get the
choir into vestments, but once in, it was not
taken out. Snrpliced choirs had come to
stay in Trinity parish.
There l
Isn't. that a delightful story?
Doesn't it illustrate bc:autifully the intense
Americanism, the deep religious feeling, the
anxiety to know the right and to do it; of the
Trinity people. The church, you see, was
the house of God-specially set apart for and
consecrated to his service. Everything done
in it was to be ad maj01•em Dei glcn-iam. The
congregation kicked against a surpliced choir
as savoring- of Romanism, and consequently
disrespectful to the most h!gh.
But the
prince of Wales came along with his fine
sense of religious propriety, and the rulers of

the congregation saw a new light. In their
revised ver~ion of the ~criptures they found
the text, Whstt the prince of Wales hath
cleansed, that call not thou common. So
they put the choir b••ys into surplicPs, and to
make sure that they should wear them gracefully before the future king of England, they
made them first rehearse for two or· three
Sundays btfore God almighty.

Essenus Of Religion
By L. FElJERB \.CH.
Translated from the German. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 cts.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immorai.-Ext1·act.
·
.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co.

MATERIALISM:
ITs HISTOUY AND 11'8 INFLUENCE UPON
Soolll:TY.
BY Dn. LoUIS BUCHNER, Author of "Force and
1\l,.tter," etc.
Translated fNJm the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place.

Advancement~ Science
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.
Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer•.
Paper, 12010; 105 pp., 25o.; cloth, 50o.
It is in many respects one of the most extrao:r•

dinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. Tnbune.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

The Antiquity of Christianity.
By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."
Paper, 12mo, 61pp., 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
Contains testimoniPS of the earlY Ohristian Fathe sand others, and eases of striking s;mllarity
to Chriotianity in many ancient religions.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

AN 0 UTLINE OF THE

FRENCH REVOLUTION.
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.

'By W. S. BELL.
The French Revolution was the most unmixed
blessing Europe ever ijaw.-Wenael! PhllUps.
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

ROME~

REASON

A-Memoir of Christian and Extra-Ohristian Experience.
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATERS.
A very critical analrsiR of both Prntestautism
and C~ttholicism, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate per"onal experience with the two R-vstems. It deal! thwmost trAnchant blows which
pure logic is capable of iLflicting.-(Critical Review.
Cloth, 12mo, $1. 75. ·
Address ·rHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE SAFEST C~EED,
A:im
TwELVE OTHER DISCOURSES OF REASON.
BV 0. B. FROTHINGHAM.

A vil~"rons thinker as eloquent as Theodore Parker.-(New Bedforu Standard.
Deep th<>ught, thorough conviction, and great
ability.-(Phila Press.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 238pp., $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT TI-IE DEVIL,
AND
0THF.R BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES AND EssAYS.
BY f'HARLES BRADLAUGH.
With Portrait and A•ttobiography.
Oharles Br>t<llan~~:h has'' A FPw WordR" t.o say
"Ahout th~ Devil:• Mr. Brsr.diRngh haR a right. to
his "few wor<l•," and the devrl will, we pre.nme,
,. no verv dr•tant dRy hav a few wor<IR to say to
Mr. Bradl!mgh, And w1ll donbtless get the best of
the argument.-[Chicago Interior.
Extra cloth, gold hack ani! side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp.' $1 25.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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ARGUMENT

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRilU UISM

THE FORUM.

BY

By DR. FREDERIC R, MA.RVfN, Professor of
Phy"i"1ogi.-a1 Jl'iedicin and M~ neal Jurispruotenc~ in the New' Yurk Free
.Medical College fur Women.

Robert G. Ingersoll,

Paper, Hhno, USpp., 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

IN THE

His analysis of nervous and mental phenomena
is sharply •cientifio; hi• pathulogwal theories are
rat oual, clear, and modern -'U"ct'cal ReVIeW.
Hio language is strong and well chosen, his
able admirable in its directneso and brilliancy,
his thought clear and luotical.-Ltberal Chrtsttan.

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
l!'OR

"BLA_SPHEMY,"

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

HEBREW MYTHOLOGY
OR 1

AT

MORRISTOWN,

NEW JERSEY.

Stenographically rep01·ted, and re'Dised by the author.
Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

THE RATIONALE OF' THE BIBLE.
Wherein it is shown that the Holy Scriptures treat
of N~tural Phenomena only.

BY MILTON WooLEY, M.D.
Among thA many attempts made by Pcientists to
crus>o the Billie, thiS is u..,que•tionably the moot
viotorous.-[Onicago '£1mes.
Oloth, Ill us , heavy toned paper, 8vo, 613 pp., $2.50.
Addre•R THE TRUTH SEEKER.

o~·

Tl!E \VORD GOD.

By Milton Woolle:v, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
MYthology,"" The Career of Jesus Christ."
The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.

-[Pd. XtV, 1.

-

Children and fools speak the truth.-[Old Saw:
· Paper,_1ll :no, 10 cents.
Address THE 'fH UTH BEEKER.

The Gareer of JPsus Christ.
An Exposition of the Ti"UA Meaning of this Char
acte~ liB described in the New Teotament. By Milton Woolley, M.D., author of ''_Hebrew Mytho~ogy,"
p,.per, 8<o, 25 cents.
Address THE THU'fH BEEKER.

OUR LORD and SAVIOR JESUS CHRIST.
By T. E. LoNGSHORE.
An expm"lation of the meanin~ of the many
tit-les nf the G!l.hlean teacher. "Lord'" •honld be
"R~bhi.•• Tne words "Jeans Christ" mean'' Saving Wisdom."
Excellent for Missionary Work.
Paper, 12mo, 3c., 30 cents per doz., $2 per 100.

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
are in it. It is one of his greatest prodnctwos. It 18 m his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we see him as the splendid champion of hnmaa liberty and toe rights of man. His love uf freedom
•nd jnotice, hatred of tyranny and chains, sympathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his
courage and candor,.hav tn this Argument full scope of expresswn, and he makes grand use of 'he
.,pportunity. Such a flood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriotsm-is not often poured out in a eonrt of jnst10e.
The many call• for this Argument in complete and accurate Bh&Pe hav led to this publication,
~a reVIsed by Mr. Ingersoll himself. AU other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleadmg newspaper references.
Lawyers and advocates Will find this the model of an address to a jury: statesmen and politicians a clear exposition of C•mstitntional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, ann free men
~nd women everywhere, a Magna Cba.rta of their nghts.
·
Addi:ess THE THUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city,

THE NEW" -GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
B~reta'171 of the American S(J(YUla/r Union.
Price 10 cents.
-AddresS; THE T~UTH BEEKER COMPANY.

TRY·S··QUARE;
OB,

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.

BINDER for THE T.RUTR SEEKER
For the benefit of our read
era who preserve their paper
weotier a new style of bmder,
_
'nade for the purpose, and
~ B•"""
.q1th the heading of THE
rRUTH t\EEKER printed in
J.j~~"-~•""'!!~!!!!1~~!!!!!!!:1~
<O,'d letters un the outside
0.:
rbl8 binder allows the open
'""vi ~Ue p •IJtlO verfecth flat. It also allows the
takmg out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Bent by mail. post.!!_ai«!J for •1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
tf
28 Lafayene Pl., New York.
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T~•l""""'
IIN<trt~

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
A COMPENDIUM OF' UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.

ROMAN ISM,

THE

By WINWOOD READE.
· It is 1·eallv a remark>tble book, in which univer·
sal hietory is "boiled down" with surpi'IBlDg
skill.- [Litenry Worlcl.
You turn over hi• page~ with a fascination similar to that exnerienoed in reading Washington
Irvin~t.-[IntAr-Ooean.

Pis hhtory has ... con tinnitY. a rash, a carrying
pnwer, which •"minds us strikingly of Gibbon.[New H>tven Pa ladium.
The sketcb of early E~yptiau history, in the
first chapter, is a m<t.sterp1ece of hi•tocical writ·
in!!'. He hos a style that reminds us of Maoanl>t;',
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo. 543pp., $1.75.
Address
THE TRUTH t:!EEKEH CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl.. New York.

OR

DANCER AHEAD.

By A • .J. GROVER.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.

FAITH OR .AGNOSTICISM?

Western Union Telegraph Company

Price, 50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth.
Address

THE TFUTH SFEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette PI., New York.

Religious Problems,
BYL. K. WASHBURN.
"Let the Christian be held to facta. and obliged
'to tell the truth, and his lips would he dumb
ThAre never was snoh a plaoA as the Garden nf
Eden; never snob an individn<tl as the devil.
There is no such place as bell. There never was a
Christ, and no atonement m<de, for there was no
nece•sity of anY bein~ mo.ne. If there was nn
snob tbiog as faith, Cnristianity could- not make
a 110nv~rt on earth If ministers were nb!iged tn
furni•h the Prnnr of their statements, there would
be no preaching."
Price 10 cents; 75 cents per dnzen.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

.JUST OUT.

Christian Absurdities.
BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

The Secret of the East,
ReJI"gi"On
The Orl"gi"n Of the •~"hrt"sti"an
'
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

Robt. G. In~rersoll's

a~ainstthe

THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION.

BACON AND SHAKSPKRE.
Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not- write.
The' Sonnets written by I!' ran cis Bacon to the Earl
of Esse1 and his bride, A.D., 1590, By WM. HENR1
BURR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at thi• office.

PAINE'S

AG~

OF IUASON.

The Greatest of all Antl•Bibll·
cal \\'orh.!!.
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Hevolntion."
Price, Bmgle Copies, 25 cents. Bi1 copies for
$1.00•

THE CRISIS.
Thomas Paine.

Bv

Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more snoh
darning arguments • . • will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a septration."

Price, 40 cents.

For either of these works or ai!Y of Paine's
writings,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

VOLT AIHE'S HOMAHGES.
CONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.- Zadill;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Prmcees
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Cruwus. Th~
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Microru!!gas.The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philosopber.-Andree Dee Touches
at Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A Cunversatiun
With a Chinese.-Plato's Dre11m.-A Pl~asure in
Having No Pleasnre.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo. 448 pages, laid paper. Wit-h 67
engravings. Price, cloth. beveled boards, $1.50; paper covers, $1. Hnlf calf or half morocco. marbled
edges, $4. 00.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

DISCUSSION.
Two Letters from Dr. Fi~ld, D_D .. editor of tbe
Presbvterian EvanQeli·t, tn Cc>lone1 Ingersoll, and
two Replies thereto. Dr. F1eld is one of the exoeediogly few Christians who havopposed Colonel
In!l"ersoll kindly and conrteou•ly, and the Great
A~uostio has used him accordingly. Dr. Field'~
arguments, however, are broken in pieces.

NEW EDITION.

OB1

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

FIELD .. INGERSOLL
-o-

PHILADELPHU.LlHERAL LEAt:WE 257
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts.. at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discnssjons on religions and oocial .questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-~ruth
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

Girard ColJCJge Theology.

OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY
in the suit of the
Bankers' and Merchants' Tele·
~rrapll Compan)'"

THE

Chicago Secular Onion meets eve1'Y Sunday
evening at 7:30P.M .• curner l:laugamun street and
Washm11ton boulevard. Lectures aud debates.
Strangers frum abruad are welcome.

GIRARD'S WILL

This is the history of an attempt to found a
AND
'huroh without superstition, and its success.
[Jncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
b.is pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
af human concern, religious, political, and otherAN EXPOSE
wise. The book is written in well-chosen Ian·
f{Uage, and easily understood. There is just snffi~ Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificen
bequest to Philad~lPbia by the Christian
Jient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
churches and Young Men's
b.old his attention while the truth is being brought
Christian Allsomato his mind.
tion.
For sale at this- office. Price, $1.00.
By RIOH. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
Price $1,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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So many hav asked for copies of this famous
<peech that THE TRUTH BEEKER has obtained a
mpply and can· mail them to those who desire
·.hem, fo-r ten cents each,

For sale at this office.

Charles Watts's Works.
Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fbe U:istory of Fre~tbought. Bound
in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.21> CoNTENTS
Section I. DefinitiOn of Freethonght and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedamsm. Section III. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethonght in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethonght Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

Sef'ularism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.
BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCI.A.L
Secularism;
its Principles and its
SUBJECTS:

Duties. Price, 75 ots.
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COM·
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one band· Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.
<ome 12mo volume of nearlY 1 000 pages, fnlly
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
illustrated. Oioth, vas-in Engllsh or German.
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles:
A. new cheap edition at only 1.5(1.
Is the Bible Reliable? Th~ Christian Deityd.
SCIENCE IN STORY; or Sammy Tubbs, the
Moral VlJJne of the Bible; Freethonght an
Boy Doctor, and Bponsie, the Troublesome Monke:v.
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
Influence on Civilization ; Philosophy of Been
oer set : or five volumes in one for $2.
larism; Science and Bible Ant!!J(onisticf,
Christian Scheme of Redem_l>tion. For all o
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEK·
~50 pagesL illustrated and cloth bound, (The fifth
ER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
volume or" Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages,
REDUCED TO $1.00.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
BANITAHY-BCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pamphlets), By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
THE STORY HOUR.
m their Relation to Disease,"representingthe germ
&heory, advocating personal and public hygiene
A Book for Children and Youth.
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Bnnbeam1" oonside rin_g the blue-glass cnre-{)f value
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
to SICK and we 11• By mail, 10 oe11ts eaoh.
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
Over a hundred fine illustrations.
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 p_agesl cloth
bound, $2i "Heredity( by Lonng_Mooay, 159
!l_ages, clotnt 75cents;' The Law of Heredity," by
F. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr .
E. B. Foote, 10 oentsJ..' Generation before Re~ren
eration'i" by Dr. E. 1$, Foote, Jr. 1 )0 cents; ''Be
A double-Page picture oontrasting science and
ports o Conventions and Parlor meetin!l's during
1882." 10 cents; "Third Annual ConventiOn of th• Gheology. showing how the one has labored for
(nstitnte of Heredity,l\fa.v 2!1, IRR~." 111 c~nt.•.
human advancement, and how the other has
~ilt11'A&o
THE TRUTH SEEKER,
always opposed it.
Price. six copies, so cents; one dozen 50 cents;
twenjy-five copies for S1; one hundred copies for
THE TRUTH Sli'..,.Kli"R ANNUAL. 13.
We wish that the friends of Fr.eethonght would
Price, 25 cents.
1istribute thousands of these telling Picturea,

l SHORT LESSON IB HISTORY

WORKS OF 0.

B.

WHTTPORD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward f'ot· Crime<
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mil, 29 pages,

10C.

BIBLE FABRICATIOXS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

Origin of the Cbl'istinu Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 2~c.

A Masonic Vindication of Right,
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
15c.
- Addresr
TH~ TRUTH SEEKER.
_2E LafaYette Pl.. NAw York

'VORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS
Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate between the
Scot.ch novPlist, Agnes Hollo Wilkie, aud Artbur
B Moss. The best conductNl de hate of modern
times. 180 pp., 25 ct.a. The 1\Iirror of Freethought. 50 eta. The BiLle and Darwintsm.
25 eta. Bihhcal Errors and Se<•nlar Truths. 25
eta. Two Revelations. 5 cts. B1ble Horrors: or,
Real Bla•phemy. 5 cts. B1LIP llfakers. 5 ots.
Bible Baints-Nns. 1, 2, and 3. Eacl1 5 ets. l\ln•es
vs. Darwin. 5 etR. Sncrates, Buddha, and Jesus.
5 eta. ChriRtianity a DegradinR" RPiildon. 5 eta.
Fictitious Gods. 5 ct•. Natural 1\Ian. 5 cts.
The Old Faith and the N~w. 5 ctR. Bruno and
Spinoz>t. 5 eta. Th• Bible Gnd and-Hie Favorite.
5 eta. 1\Iiracle-Wot·kers. 5 cts. HPalth. WPaltb,
and Happiness. 5 eta. The Brain and the Soul.
5 ct.a. Nature and the Gods. 5 eta. Desi!m and
Natural Selection. 5 eta. Man and the Lower
Animals. beta.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
E. C., Lon lun. Eng.

HISTORY
01!'

THE

INTELLECTUAL H F.VELOPMENT
Of Europe.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER. M.D., LL.D.
Bevised Edition-2 vola-Price. 18
Address THE THOTH SEEKER.
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·
ProemtoGen~sis:
A Plea for a Fair Trial.
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Oreat.ion. A.n AnswPr to Mr. Gladi! VI. Mrstone.
By A'bert. Reville, D. D.
A DISCUSSION BETWEEN
Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
GLADSTONE,
HUX/,EY,
MULLER,
•
Huxi•·Y.
THE English army, it is said, co~ts $400 a
LINTON, REVILLE.
; VII. A Pt"Otestand a Plea. By Mrs. E.Lynri Lin- h' the present beman's highest civilizat.ion, a
man annually; the American, $1,005.
On the Oonflict, between Genesis and Geology, ' Thi.Bl~s"~·new bnok and contains the latest discus- general ~ui~ide is desirabl~. If the policy of Bis~
'march, B"aconsfield, and Victoria is to rule the
.coNTENTS :
.
~ion on the mistakes of Mn!i"B, The names of the
.
t
d
d
WrLLIA.MRB!TRGH, N.Y., on the 7th had a
I. DRWU of Oreahon and of Worship. By Hon. participants are a guarantee of its able character. world, the soon~r we Wtlld up the. rag~ ~ an
W. E. Gla.<lstone.
. make our final eJut the better. Herem the a.mmals
parade of 20,000 Sunday-school children.
II. The Iuterpr~ters of GenAsis and the InterPrice, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
are in advance of ns • and for their sakss one
preters of Nature. Bv Prof. T. H. HuxlPJ.
'
A STATUE of Garibaldi was unveiled at New III. Po•t.soript
to Solar 1\lyths. By Prof, Max
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
would not be,;crudge the world a longer PPRn of
York with impo~ing ceremonies on the 4th.
1\fnliPr
2R L~f~<vPttP Pl.. liT""' v ... ,.lt. "";.'"-"" T• ;A true the brutes will fight; but
they do so for •ome dffinit
advantage. Man fights for
in Russia.
·--an idea, a whim, a sentiment. The beast. fights on
ILLINOIS is harassed
his own aco••nnt; mau fights
LEPROSY ffi spreadmg
with cut-worms.
for his worst foes, and kills
the poor slaves of other tyTHE Young Women'
rants for the purpose of
strengthening t.be tyrAnny
L"hristian Association is
of
Li8 own masters. When
growing.
will ever En11lishmen awake
FLA TBUSH, N.Y.,
to the plain fact that those
who send them to WAr are
churchps are wranglmg
their wurst foes?-J. Sumes.
over property.
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AN anon~·mous layman
gave $100.000to the Catholic University.
SPRINGFIEI.D, MaPs.,
will hav a new $100,000
Catholic church.
THE House of Commons is diFrussing railway nationalization.
Col"GRE@S is asked to
Prohibiti0n in
the District of Columbia.
eslabli~h

THE :fl.r@t c0np:ress of
col ore d Catholics in
.America will be held thffi
fall.
THE Italian Chamber
of Deputies bas agreed
to aboltsh capital punishment.
THE boycott ·committee of a New Haven union
hav been sentenced for
boycotting.

WHAT MOSES SAW WHEN HE WAS HID IN THE ROCK.§
And it shall come to pas~, while my glory passeth by, that I will put thee in a cleft of the rock, and will cover thee
with my h'lnd while I pass by: And I will ~ake away my hand, and thou shalt see my back parts; but my face shall not
be seen.-Ex. xxxiii, 22, 23.

TnE late German Lutbersn church conference
resolved that its members must sever their
connection with all secret organizations.
TEE Indiana White Caps are intimidating
the editors who refuse obedience.
THE Argentine Repuhlic is making great
progre11s in civilized and scientific institutions.
TEE Knights of Labor estim~te that there
are 1,000,000 unemployed men in the country.
OooAsioNALLY race conflicts occur between
the blacks and whites of Arkansas and neighboring stat• s.

MICHAEL DAVITT belongs to the Knights of
Labor, which organization is rapidly extendmg in England.
AN English gunboat has visited Maitre Isle,
claimed by both France and England, and
warned the French to haul down the tricolor.

1/}tltls nqtl §nds.
_________________________ t _ _ _

TuE Sundays don't seem half so long after the
fishing season opens.
"MAMMA,'' inquired Ellie, "do tortoise· shell
cats hav shells like turtles?"
AcTRESSES, as a class, marry to divorce and
divorce to marry. As a paradox is a proposition
seemmg)y ab1mrd, this is a paradox.
CusTOMER (to Mr Ieaacstein) : "The coat is
about three ~izes teo big;• Mr. Isaa~stein (im
pressivly) : "Mme frent, dat coat make you so
proud you viii grow into it."
A KANsAs school-teacher offered a prize to the
sch •Jar who would come to scuool with the clean·
est face. Tbe result was that he was unable to
recognize some of b1s pupils the next day.
Swsg<J; boy visitors: "Where is the cat and dog,
Mrs. Blank 1" ''We havn't any, my dear." "That'd
funny.''." Why ts it funny, pet?" "•Cause mamma
said you and Mr. Blank hved a regular cat-anddog life."

his congregation is to be tried in the conf•rencP
to-day?" Socond pastor: "Wait a moment,
brother, and I will get my coat and hat."
YoUNG wife: "John, I wish you would rook the
baby." Young bu"band:" Wbat'll I rock the baby
for 1" I. W.: "BecanAe he is not very well. And
what's more, half of him belongs to you, and you
should not obj~ct to rock bim " Y H : "Well,
don't half belong to you?" Y. W.: "Yes." Y H:
"Well, You can rock your half, and let my half
holler."
AT the close of an amateur th~at.rical performance a gentlPman was discovered in a fainiit.g
condition. Great beads of perspiration stood
upon his brow, and his face was a~hy white.
"Great heavens! what is the trouble 1" was th~
ex<:ited ioquiry, "Ladies and ~~rentlemen," gasp•d
the unfortunate man, famtly, "I"m the author of
the play."
ALAS! what has become of those bristling horrors of Anarchy, land-confiscation, the strike and
the boYcott, which but a lit.tle while ago hovered
like an Acberonian cloud over the broad sheets of
our daily press t Gone, gone, all gone ; pounded
flat into the dismal obscurity of three line~ on au
mside page by the irresistible might of the American baseball bat !-Puck.
MARRIED lady: "Mr. NerVinbone, I hav been
watching your late flirtation with a good deal of
anxiety, for I am a good friend of rours." Mr. N.:
" 1\h, thanks, my dear madam." M. L : •· It re·
minds me very much of the moth fluttering about
the candle." Mr•. N. (dympathetically): "Yes, but
what am I to do 1 The poor g1rl will persiMt. and
I can't resort oo violence, you know." Married
lady collap.es.
"ToE trouble with women," said Smitherimp.
kina, "is that they want us to bav fun their way.
Ttley want us to sit in the bouse and talk about
the weather, sir; to discuss the eternal mysteries
of drl'~smaking and cooking, sir; and to read
novels. sir. and worship bab1es. TheY can't see
why a man should want to go to a club or a public
dinner, sir, or take iu a baseb <11 game or a horserace. Tbey want us to do as they do, and enjoy
ourselvs in their way, sir. .But d1d you ever l<ear
of a man want!Dg a woman to hav fun in his way 1
No, Sir; not much. You never beard of any man's
trying to perouade bis wife
go arouud the corner, sir, to a nice, quiet place, si , where some verY
elegant gentlt>men were engaged in a rubber of
cards, sir, and .to smoke cigars and drink beer
With the party, sir, and Bit UP till the cock has
made himself hoarse w1th crowing, sir, and then
meander home singing. Dtd you ever bear of •ny
man's t.rying to persuade a woman to hav fnn that
way-his waY 1 No, sir; not by a jugful, sir."

A HOSPITAL nearly completed at Planesvi.Jle,
Conn., for the faith cure, and owned by Elder
MBS, WHEATDEAL: "Yes, my son is going to
Weymar, was burnt on the 8th by an incenmarry a daughter of one of the best families in
diary.
Boston." Mrs Back bay: "Ab, indeed 1 Chicago
CLEVELAND and Thurman are nominated. and Boston I Pork and beans! What a delightBlaine still refuses the Republican nomina- ful combination !"
A Lil'TLE boy in New England was questioned as
tion. The Prohibition ticket is Fisk and
to whetb"r be had ever ~tolen any grapes. "Yes,'•
Brooks.
he replied, "but I don't mmd if only God and my
LA-w officers hav had to be called in to brother see me, for Gud can't tell mamma 1f he
subdue the Christian spirit of pugnacious want• to, and I know Rdolpb won't."
"I AM surprised, Bobby,' said his father reprovtrustees of a Lafayette, N. J., German Evaningly, "that you suould strike your httle brother.
gelical church. •
Don't you know that it is cowardly to bit one
RonMA.NIA.'s National Liberty party declares ~maller than yourstlf1" "Tnen why do you hit
that Russia, '• under the pretext of protecting rue, pa 1" inquired the boy, wtth the a1r of one
having the be~ter of it.
the Orthodox faith, is pursuing a policy of
TEACHER (infant Bible class): "Tommy Tradconquest."
dles m .. y tell us where this passage is to be found :
'In
my father's house there are many mansiOns.
AN English commttt~>e of medic'l.l men estimates the annual deaths from intemperance If it were not so, I would bav told you. 1 go to
prepare a place for you.'" Tommy Traddles : "In
at 120 000 in Great Britain, 142,000 in France, de Mal an' ExjJre~s."
and 80,000 in the United States.
"I FIND, madam,·• said a young physician," that
RIVAL cliques in the New Rochelle, N.Y., yoUt· hu~band is •uffering from overwork.'' ''And
Will
he hav to giv up his place nuder the governAfrican church hav disputed possession of the
ment 1" she asked, anxiou~ly. " What'" that 1 Is
church building so violently that they hav be a government ofticlai1" "Yes, sir." "H-m!
got themselvs into the clutches of the law.
·I'll diagnose his case a~tain. He probably needs
exercise."
THE Young Men's Christian Association
"ONE o'myhired men has got a notioQ he wants
has 175,000 members in America. It employs
a fiddle,'' said an agrieultnrJBt to the dealer.
nearly 1,000 men during their entire time as "What might that secon'-band one m the w1uder
officers and proselyters, and expended last be wuth 1" "That's a. Str ..diVarms; 1t's worth
$J,000." "I;ll speak to the hired ruan about 1t,"
year $1,286 287.
shunted the agriculturist as he backed out of the
THE International Congress of Anthropology place; "he may not like that make."
closed its four day&' session at New York on
FIRST pastor: "Do you attend the church conBy JOH.V PECK.
the 7th, to meet in 1892. Heredity, and the fer.,nce to-day, Brotber H,.ggs 1'' Second pastor:
lessening of crime through it, was a prom- •· Nu, I'm not feeling very well, and I've decided · " The miraculous is the impossible. Anything
went subject discussed. Many ideas of poli- not to leave the bou•e unless some matter of great' within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
importance calls me out." Flrbt pastor: '' Er, I
tics and religion were alleged to be trj\ceable suppose you know tha~ the case of Brother HarPrice, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
to heredity.
kins for undue familiarity with several sisters of
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one another.
alone. . . •
treated in the
SuJift.

TBE stote of war natural
to all creatures. War is an
attempt to take by violf'nce
from others a Part of what
they hav and we want .•• ;
This t-he true foundatton of
grandeur 'and heroism, and
of the distinction of degrees among men. Wat
therefore neressary to establish sn bordination, and
to found cities, kingdoms;
eto ..•. Tbe greatest part
of mankind loves war more
than peace. rhey are but
few and mean spirited that
liv in peace with all men;
• , • ThA inclh·ation to war
univeraal : those that .can
not, or dare not, make war
in person, employ others to
do it for them. This maintams bullies. bravMs, cutthroats, lawsers, soldiers,
eto. Most professions would
be useless, if all were p~ace
able. H-noe, brut.es want
neither sm1ths nor lawyers,
magistrates nor jc>iners, soldiers nor surgeons Brutes,
haVIng but narrow appetites, are incapablf'! of c"rrYing on or perpetuating war
against their own sPecies.
or of being led on tin t-roops
multhudes to destroy
,
These prerogative proper to man
This mat.ter oo be more fully
author's P~negyrio on Mankind.·

UELIGION will never unify the. world, and never
wtli giV peace to mllnkind. There has been more
war in the last eighteen hundred Year8 than during any similar period within historic times. War
will be abolished. if it ever is abolisbPd, not by
reltgton, but by intelligence. • • • There ought
to be a national court to deci:le natiOnal dt:fficultie~. We consider a community mvilized when
•he individuals of that community submit their
differences to a legal tribunal; but there being no
ua tiona.) court, nations now sustBin, as to each
other, the rei tion of savages-that is to say, each
one must defend its rights by brute force. The
est.abhshment ol a n ...tional court civilizes nations,
and tends to do away with war.-I••o•r•oll.
lGNoB~NCE is a disease, and a d~adly and dangerous dtsease. There are few thinKe in the world
more costly than an ignorant man.-Erne~t Jones,'
;]!oB the notion that evil is due to a malicious
devil, we substitut.e the idea tbat it is the result of
non-adjustment, due largely to our ignorance.
tbat it is relativ, and the dtstinction between right
and wrong bas been learned by experience.-B. P.
U'llllerwood.

SUPPoSE that all the money wasted in cathedrals
in the Middle Ages had been usPd for the construction of school-houses, academies, and univer.
siti~P, how much better the world would bav b•en!
Suppose that inStPad of supporting .hundreds of
thousands of idle priPsts, the wouey had been
given t'o men of science for the purpose of ftt. ding
out something of bPn• fit to the human race here
in this world.-Lnger.•oll.
VOLTAIRE AND GIBBON,
The one was fire and fiukleuess, a child,
Most mutable in wishes, but in mind,
A wit as various-gay, grave, sage, or wildHistorian, bard, philosopher, combined;
He mult.iplied btmself among mankind,
The PI'Ot~us of their talents: but hts own
Breathed most in ridicule-which, as the wind,
Blew where it listed, laying all things proneNow to o•erthrow a. fool, and now to shake a throne.
The other, deep and slow, exhausting thoullbt,
And hiving wi•dom w1th each studious year,
In meditation dwelt, with learning wrought,
And shaped his weapon with an edge severe,
Sttppmg a solemn creed with solemn sneer;
Tne lord of irony- that master-spell,
Which stung his foes to wrath, which grew from
fear,
And doomed him to the zealot•s ready hell,
Which answers to all doubts so eloquently well.
-IJJiron.
IF I supposed the "lllosaic writer" to be inspired,
as Mr. Gladstone does, it would not be con•iotent
with ruy notions of respect for the supreme being
to imagin him unable to frame a form of words
whtch should accurately, or at l.,ast not inaccuratelY, expre•s his own meaning. Jr. is sometimes
Paid that, had the statements contained in the
fi rat chapter of Genesis been scientifically true,
they would hav been unintelligible to igoorant
people; Lot how is the matter mended if, being
scientifically untrue, they must needs be rejected
by instructed people1-Hu:tlel/.

A JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND REFORM.
Entered at the Post-Omce

FOUR

HISTORIANS

Jlotts atid gjlippiniJS.
TwENTY inches is said to be the narrowest
gage of railroad doing reg1llar business in
the United States.
THE Russian military mimeuvers are to
take place this year at Odessa in August,
and the emperor will be· present.
'rHE excise commission created by the last
legislature organized at Albany last week by
making Daniel G. Rollins chairman and
George B. Colby, of this city, the nominee of
Dr. Crosby, secretary. The business of the
commission is to prepare an excise law for
submission to the next legislature.
THE Commercial Advertiser describes the
recent action of the Irish bishops thus: "The
Irish bishops hav sent to Rome a document,
apropos of the pope's famous rescript, which
admits the right of the holy see to interfere
in national affairs where morality is concerned. The document in effect tells his
holiness that if he had been a little more sure
in regard to his facts he would hav been
a little less certain in regard to the morality
or immorality of the boycott and the plan of
campaign. The bishops would hav the pope
reverse his decision."
AMONG the Yale. men who will receive
degrees at the coming commencement are
four Japanese students. One of them, who is
a resident graduate, will be made a doctor of
philosophy. Another, the son of a Japane!e
nobleman, now a minister of finance, will
graduate from the law school. A third, who
graduates from the same school, is one of the
brightest men in his class, and a contestant
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New York, N. Y., as BecondoCiala Matter.

CERTAIN ALLEGED

for the John A. Porter prize. The most
interesting of them is Shinkichi Shegimi, of the
scientific school. He is a typical Japanese,
four feet tall and weighs ninety pounds. He
came to this country without money or
friends, drifted to Yale, was taken in charge
by President Dwight and members of the
faculty, and now graduates with honors.
A BANGOR young woman on Saturday
evening went into a bookstore and asked
the clerk, whom she knew well, to pick her
out a good novel to read n~xt day. The
novel was selected, and the clerk deftly substituted fot it a New Testament, made a neat
package, and though~ that he had played a
good joke on the girl. On Monday morning
he heard from the joke. The young woman
entered the store very white in the face and
banged the Testament down on the counter.
"I'd hav thrown that in the fire," she said,
" if there had been any way in which I could
hav made you pay for it. I'll never buy a
cent's "worth of you again, so there I Giv me
the book I bought on Saturday," and then
she flounced out.
MARIE GENEVIEVE nu SAORE C<EUR has
proclaimed herself a prophetess at Chartres,
the French diocese most favored by supernatural visions. She declares· that Jesus appears
to her in visions, and says that he desires the
foundation of a religious house at Loigny,
where there was a fight between the Prussians and the Pontifical Zouaves in 1870.
This house is to be the parent one of an order
of the Spouses of the Sacred Heart of Penitent Jesus, and the nuns who entet it are to
devote themselvs to prayer and pious works,
so as to avert the divine anger from France
and bring about the restoration of the mon-

OCCURRENCE.

archy under Charles XI. She refused to retract her story, and says: "God confounds
the proud and exalts the simple. A bishop
treated Joan of Arc as an impostor, and the
voices which inspired her as satanic suggestions.. "
WALT WHITMAN is slowly recovering from
the attack which nearly cost him his life
recently. His physician, Dr. Bucke, says :
"Mi. Whitman has never been well since his
attack of paralysis in 1873. He rallied from
that and seemed to improve until 1880, when
he paid an extended visit to my home in
Canada. Since then he has had frequent
attacks, from which he rallied, but after each
he was left weaker. It is his magnificent
constitution, and but for the paralysis, which
was due to the poison taken into his system
while acting as nurse in the hospitals during
the war, he ought to liv to be ninety at least.
I do not know that I ever saw a man of his
age who has maintained such a magnificent
physique, despite these adverse circumstances."
ONE of the editors of the American Hebrew
visited the Hebrew-Christian church of New
York, to observe the workings of that spiritual manufactory. He found .that the congregation numbered fifty, nearly two-thirds of
whom were non-Jews. There were present
twelve Israelites, whom it is positivlyknown
were there simply for curiosity. There were
three or perhaps four Jews who professed to
participate in the service.· It was announced
that on that special occasion four Jews were
to be formally admitted to fellowship in the
Hebrew-Christian church, but one had not
put in an appearance. Two were baptized,
one of whom had already gone through the

operation in Europe, and the third wavered.
This is the record for that evening. In commenting on the affair our contemporary says
that it defies the missionaries to point out a
half dozen intelligent Jews who hav become
converts from conviction and without receiving material benefit as a reward of their apostacy.-Jewish Times.
THE New York World says: "The recent
miserable calumny upon the president,
branded and set at rest forever by Mrs.
Cleveland's characterization of it as a 'wicked
and heartless lie,' had its origin in what is
pleased to call itself ' Washington society.'
For months before an unsophisticated and
credulous clergyman from Massachusetts
gave the libel publicity, it was passed from
mouth to ear in certain circles at the capital
that love to see themselvs described as ' fashionable,' and rolled as a choice bit of gossip
under tongues whose owners were not above
paying court to the household that they slandered. A proneness to gossip and backbite,
to stab with innuendo, and to easily believe
evil reports of its members is as marked a
feature of society to-day as it was when
Sheridan depicted and satirized it in the
'School for Scandal.' Gossip is the saucepiquant of society tattle and chatter. Scandal
acts as a fillip to stir the sluggish spirit of
fashionable ennui. It is especially rife at a
political capital where persons count for so
much and principles and policies for so little
as has been the case at Washington in recent
years. There is needed more of that true
manliness and real womanhood that will turn
the back upon tale-bearers and scorn to be
made either the pedlers or the receptacles of
scandal and gossip."
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Colonel Ingersoll's Economical and Political
Opinions.
From an Interview in t11e Press.

A representativ of the Press bad an exceedingly
interesting talk with Col. Rob11rt G. Ingersoll yesterday afternoon. Colonel Ingersoll expressed himself
very. freely on the subject of the relations of labor
and capital to each other, ~nd on the duty ~f t~e
.laboring man in the present Juncture. Followmg Is
the interview :
What in your opinion, is the condition of labor in this
' country' as compared with that abroad?
· In the first place, it is self-evident that if labor
received more in other lands than in this the tide of
emigration would be changed. The workingmen
would leave our shores. People who believe in free
trade Rre always telling us that the laboring man is
paid -m-uch better in Germany than in the United
States, and yet nearly every ship that comes from
Germany is crammed with Germans, who, for some
unaccountable reason, prefer to leave a place where
they are doing well and come to one where they
must do worse.
The same thing can be said of Denmark and
Sweden, of England, Scotland, and Ireland, and of
Italy. The truth is that in all those lands the laboring man can earn jm<t enough to-day to do the work
of to-morrow; everything he earns is required to get
food enough in his body and rags enough on his
back to work from da:r to day, to toil from week to
week. There are only three luxuries· within his
reach-air, light, and water; probably a fourth might
be added-death.
In those countries the few own the Jand, the few
hav the capital, the few make the laws, and the laboring man is not a power; his opinion is neither asked
nor heeded. The employers pay as little as they can.
When the world becomes civilized everybody will
want to pay what things are worth, but now capital
is perfectJy willing that labor sh~ll remain at the
starvation line. Competition on every hand tends to
put down wages. The time will come when the
whole community will see that justice is economical.
If you starve laboring men you increase crime; you
multiply, as they do in England, workhouses, hospitals, and all kinds of asylums, an~ these public
institutions are for the purpose of takmg care of the
wrecks that hav been produced by greed and stinginess an.d meanness-i.e., by the ignorance of capital.
What effect bas the protectiv tariff on the condition of
labor in this country?
To the extent that the tariff keeps out the foreign
article it is a direct protection to American labor.
Everything in this country is on a larger scale than
in any other. There is far more generosity among
the manufacturers and merchants and millionaires
and caritalists of the United S~ates than among
those of any other country, although they are bad
enou<Yh and mean enough here.
But the great thing ior the laboring man in the
United States is that he is reg-arded as a man. He
is a unit of political power. His vote counts just as
much as that of the richest and most powerful. The
laboring man has to be consulted. The candidate
has either to be his friend, or to pretend to be his
friend, before be can succeed. A man running for
the presidency could not say the slightest word
against the laboring man, or calculated to put a stain
upon industry, without destroying every possible
chance of success. Generally every candidate tries
to show that be is a laboring man, or that he was a
laboring man, or that his father was before him.
There is in this country very little of the spirit of
caste-the most infamous spirit that ever infested
the heartless breast or the brainless head of a human
being.
What will be the effect on labor of a departure in American policy in the direction of free trade?
If free trade could be adopted to-morrow there
would be an instant shrinkage of values in this country. l~robably the immediate loss would equal
$20,000,000,000-that is to say, one-third of the
value of the country. No one can tell its extent.
All things are so interwoven that to destroy one
industry cripples another, and the influence keeps on
until it touches the circumference of human interests.
I believe that labor is a blessing. It never was
and never will be a curse. It is a bl~ssed thing to
labor for your wife and children, for your father and
mother, and for the ones you love. It is a blessed
thing to hav an object in life-something to dosomething to call into play your best thoughts, to
develop your faculties, and to make you a man. How
beautiful, how charming, are the dreams of the young
mechanic, the artist, the musicifnt, the actor, and the
student! How perfectly stupid must be the life of a
young man with n0thiug to do, no ambition, no
enthusiasm-that is to say, nothing of the divine in
him I The young man with an object in life, of whose
brain a great thought, a great dream, has taken possession, and in whose heart there is a great, throbbing hope-he looks forward to success-to- wife,

children, home-all the blessings and sacred joys of
human life. He thinks of wealth, and fame, and
honor, and of a long, genial, golden, happy autumn.
Work givs the feeling of independence, of selfrespect. A man who does something ne~essarily
puts a value on himself. He feels that he IS a part
of the world's force. The idler-no matter what he
says, no matter how scornfully he may look at ~he
laborer-in his very heart knows exactly what he IS;
he knows that he is a counterfeit, a poor, worthless
imitation of a man.
But there is a vast difference between work and
what I call "toil." What must be the life of a man
who can earn only $1 or $2 a day 1 If this man ~as
a wife and a couple of children, how can the family
liv! What must they eat? What must they wear~
From the cradle to the coffin they are ignorant of
any .luxury of life. If the man is sick, i.f .one of t~e
children dies, how can doctors and mediCms be paid
for 1 How can the coffin or the grave be purchased?
These people liv on what might be called " the snow
line "-just at that point where trees end and the
mosses begin. What are such lives worth? . The
wages of months would hardly pay for the. ordmary
dinner of a family of a rich man. The. savmgs of a
whole life would not purchase one fashiOnable dress
or the lace on it. Such a man could not save enough
during his whole life to pay for the flowers of a fashionable funeral.
And yet how often hundreds of thousands of persons who spend thousands of dollars ev~ry year on
luxuries really wonder why the workmg people
should complain! They are. astonished when a cardriver objects to working fourteen hours a day.
Men giv millions of dollars to carry the gospel to the
heathen and leave their own neighbors without
bread; and these same people insist on closing libraries and museums of art on Sunday, and yet Sunday
is the only day that these institutions can be visited
by the poor.
They even want to stop the street-cars so that
these workers, these men and women, cannot go to
the parks or the fields on Sunday. They want
stages stopped o~ fashio~able ~venues so that thl\1
rich may not be distlirbed m their prayers and devotiona.
The condition of the workingman, even in America,
is bad enough: If free trade will not reduce wages,
what will~ If manufactured articles become cheaper
the skilled laboret•s of America must work cheaper or
stop producing the articles. Everyone knows that
most of the value of a manufactured article comes
from labor. Think of the difference between the
value of a pound of cotton and a pound of the finest
cotton cloth; between a pound of flax and enough
point lace to weigh a pound ; between a few ounces
of paint, two or three yards of canvas, and a great
picture; between a block of stone and a stat-:e.
Labor is the principal factor in price; when the pnce
falls wages must go down.
I do not claim that protection is for the benefit of
any particular class, but that it is for the be?efi.t not
only of that particular class but of the entire country. In England th~ common laborer expects ~o
spend his old age m some workhouse. He Is
cheered through all his days of toil, through all his
years of weariness, by· the prospect of dying a
respectable pauper. The women work as hard as the
men. They work in the iron mills. They make
nails they dig coal, they toil in the fields. In
Eur~pe
they carry the hod, they work like beasts
and with beasts, until they lose almost the semblance
'I th 1 k · f ·
t th
of human beings-unti
ey oo m erwr o
e
animals they drive. On the labor of these deformed
mothers of these bent and wrinkled girls, of little
boys with the faces of old age, the heartless nobility

just and due relations that should exist betwe~n
labor and capital-it ·will be worked out here m
America.
What assurance has the American laborer that he will not
be ultimately swamped by foreign immigration?
Most of the immigrants that come to America
come because they want a home. Nearly every one
of them is. what you may call'" land hungry." In
his country to own a piece of land was to be respectable almost a nobleman. The owner of a little land
was 'regarded as the founder of a family-wh~t you
might call a "village dynasty." When they leave
their nativ shores for America their dream is to become a landowner-to hav fields, to own trees, and
to listen to the music of their own brooks.
The moment they arrive the mass of them seek
the West where land can be obtained. The great
Northwe~t now is being filled with Scandinavian
farmers, with persons from everyyart of Germanyin fact, from all foreign countnes-and every year
they are adding millions of acres to the ~lowed. fields
of the republic. This land hunger, thiS desire to
own a home to hav a field, to hav flocks and ·herds,
to sit under' your own vine and fig-tree, will prevent
foreign immigration from interfering to ~ny hurtful
degree with the skilled workmen of America. These
landowners, these farmers, become consumers of.
manufactured articles. They keep the wheels and
spindles turning and the fires in the forges burning.
What do you think of Cleveland's message?
Only the other day I read a speech made by Hon.
William D. Kelley, of Pennsylvania, upon this subject, in which he says in answer to what h~ calls'' the
pueril absurdity of President Cleveland s assumption" that the duty is always added to the co~t, not
only of import.ed commodities, but to the pnce of
like commodities produced in this country, "that the
duties imposed by our governm~nt on sugar reduced
to ad valorem were never so h:gh as now, and the
price of sugar was never in this country as low as it
is now." He also showed that this tax on sugar has
made it possible for us to yrod11:ce suga~ from other
plants, and he givs the facts m relatiOn to cornsugar.
We are now using annually 19,000,000 bushels of
corn for the purpose of making glucose or cornsugar. He shows that in this industry alone there
has been a capital invested of . $11,000,000; that
732 000 acres of land are required to furnish the
supply, and that this one industry now givs employment to about 22 000 farmers, about 5,000 laborers
in factories, and that the annual value of this product of corn-sugar is over $17,000,000.
He also shows what we may expect from the cuitivation of the beet. I advise everyone to read that
speech, so that they may hav some idea of th~ capsbilities of this country, of the vast wealth askmg for
development, of the c~untl~ss avenues opened for
ingenuity, energy, and mtelhgence.
Does the protectiv tariff cheapen' the prices of commodities to the laboring man ?
In this there are imolved two questions. If the
tariff is so low that the foreign article is imported,
of course this tariff is added to the cost and must
be paid by the consumer ; but if the protectiv tariff
is so high that the imp~rter cannot .pay it, ~nd as a
consequence the article IS produced m Amenca, then
it depends largely l;lpon.competition whether the.full
amount of the tanff Wlll be added to the artiCle.
As. a rule, competition will settle that question in
America, and the article will be sold as cheaply as

the producers c~n afford:
.
.
For instance 1f there lS a tariff, we Will say of fifty
cents on a pair' of shoes, an.d this tariff is. so low that
d
t th
th t
the foreign article can aff~r to pay I • en 8
tariff of course must be paid by the consumer. But
liv in splendor and ~travagant. idleness. I a~ not supp~se the ta;i:ff was $5 on a pair of shoes, that is
now speaking of the French people, as Franee Is the to say, absolutely prohibitory, does any man in. his
most prosperous country in Europe. .
senses say that $5 would be added to each ~air of
Let us protect our mothers, our wives, and our American shoes? Of course, the statement IS the
children from the deformity of toil, from the depths
f
t
answer.
.
o paver Y·
I think it is the duty of the labo;ring man in this
Is not the ballot an assurance to the laboring man that he country first to thoroughly post himself upon. these
can get fair treatment from his employer ?
t
d t d h
great questions, to en~eavor o un. ers an
IS ow!l
The laboring man in this country has the political interest as well as the mterest of his country, and If
power, provided he has the intelligence to know it he does I believe he will arrive at the conclusion that
and the intelligence to use it. In so far as laws .can it is far better to bav this country filled with manuassist labor, the workingman has it in his power to facturers than to be employed simply in raising raw
pass such laws; but in m?st forei~n lands the lab~r- material. I think he w~ll come to the conclusion that
ing man has really no voiCe. It IS enough for him we had better hav skilled labor here, and that it is
to work, and wait, and suffer, and emig~ate. He can better to pay for it than not to hav it. I think he
take refuge in the grave or go to Amenca.
will find that it is better for America to be substanIn the old country, where people ·hav been taught tially independent of the rest of the world. I think
that all blessings come from the king, it is very nat- he will conclude that nothing is more desirable than
ural for the poor to believe the other side of that the development of the American brain, and th~t
proposition-that is to say, all evils come fro~? the nothing better can be xaised than great and splendid
king, from the government. They are rocked m t~e men and women. I think he will conclude that the
cradle of this falsehood. So when they come to this c)oud coming fro.m the factories, f_rom t.he great staeks
country, if they are unfortunate, it is natural for and chimneys is the cloud on whiCh will be seen, an()
them to blame the government.
alwayH seen, the bow of American promis.
The discussion of these questions, however, has
What hav you to say about taritr reform?
·
already done great good. The workingman is b acoming more and more intelligent. He is getting a
I hav this to say: that the tariff is for the most
better idea every day of the functions and powers part the result of compromises-that is, one state
and limitations of government, and if the problem wishing to hav something protected agrees to protect
is ever worked out-and by " problem " I mean the something else in some other state, so that, as a mat~
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ter of fact, many things are protected that need no
protection and many things are u1;1protected that
ought to be cared for by the government.
I am in favor of a sensible reform of the tariffthat is to say, I do not wish to put it in the power of
the few to practice extortion upon the many. Congress should always b.e wide awake, and wherever
there is any abuse it should be corrected. . At the
same time, next to having the tariff just-next in
importance is to hav it stable. It does us great
injury to hav every dollar invested in manufactures
frightened every time Congress meets. Capital
should feel secure. Insecurity calls for higher interest, wants to make up for the additional risk;
whereas, when a dollar feels absolutely certain that it
is well invested, that it is not to be disturbed, it is
satisfied with a very low rate of interest.
The present agitation-the message of President
Cleveland upon these questions-will cost the country many hundred millions of dollars.
I see that some one has been charging that Judge Gresham
is an Infidel.
I hav known Judge Gresham for many years, and
of course hav heard him talk on many subjects, but
I do not remember ever discussing with him a religious topic. I only know that he believes in allowing
every man to express his opinions, and that he does
not hate a man because he differs with him. I believe
that he believes in intellectual hospitality, and that
he would giv all churches equal rights, and would
treat them all with the utmost fairness. I regard
him as a fair-minded, intelligent, and honest man,
and that is enough for me. I am satisfied with the
way he acts, and care nothing about his particular
creed. I like a manly man, whether he agrees with
me or not. I believe that President Garfield was a
minister of the Church of the Disciples-that made
no difference to me. Mr. Blaine is a member of some
church inA.ugusta-I care nothing for that. Whether
Judge Gresham belongs to any church I do not
know. I never asked him, but I know that he does
not agree with me by a large majority.
In this country, where a divorce has been granted
bet-ween church and state, the religious opinions of
candidates should be let alone. To make the inquiry
is a piece of impertinence-a piece of impudence. I
bav voted for ;men of all persuasions and expect to
keep right on, and if they are not civilized enough to
giv me the liberty they ask for themselvs, why, I
shall simply set them an example of decency.
What do you think of the political outlook ?
The people of this country hav a great deal of
intelligence. Tariff and free trade and protection
and home manufactures and American industry-all
these things will be discussed in every school-house
of the country and in thousands and thousands of
political meetings, and when next November comes
you will see the Democratic party overthrown and
swept out of powror by a cyclone. All other questions will be lost sight of. Even the Prohibitionists
would rather drink beer in a prosperous country
than burst with cold water and hard times.
The preservation of what we hav got will be the
great question. This is the richest country and the
most prosperous country, and I believe that the people hav sense enough to continue the policy that has
given them these results. I never want to see the
civilization of the Old World, or rather the barbarism
of the Old World, gain a footing on this continent. I
am an American. I believe in American ideas-that
is to say, in equal rights, and in the education and
civilization of all the people.

The Principles of" Freedom in Trade.
The history of man is largely composed of the
record of his struggles for freedom, which may be
defined as exemption from the power and control of
another, or, in one word, unrestrictedness. Long
and fierce hav been the conflicts; and though often
the results hav been adverse to human progress, the
battle has been renewed and in the end liberty has
gained. To-day, in English-speaking lands, freedom
is given in a large measure as to pohtical rights, and
the few restrictions that exist are nearing abolition;
human slavery has disappeared, and the right to hold
and express diverse religious and social opinions is
pt•ofessedly granted. In all departments of life, with
one exception, there is a general recognition of the
right of men to do as they please, provided they
injure nobody. This one exception is trade. Men
may not purchaEe their supplies outside of their own
country except upon payment of. a tax. The slavery
of the past ha.s been imposed by kings, priests, and
conquering races; but the slavery of the present in
trade is imposed by the victims thernselvs, who incur
voluntary bondage through mistaken theories and
ignorance of their true interests.
The advocates of free trade base their demands
upon the rights of man. They declare that all
restrictions upon t,he right to buy in the cheapest
market are infringements of human liberty. If the
farmer in New Brunswick can buy a mowing-machine
ten miles away in Maine more cheaply than he can six
hundred miles away in Ontario, his natural rights

Iare

trampled on when he is fined for buying the
article that costs least. They claim also that this
natural right is for the man's interest, and that any
interference with natural laws is in the end injurious.
Their foundation principle, therefore, is fidelity to
nature. Each region has its peculiar elements of
productivness ; each man has a special capacity for
some sort of labor. The best results will follow
when natural advantages are allowed free play. No
man nor government is wise enough to place restrictiona upon this freedom, for every benefit involves
injuries none the less real. because widely distributed
and slightly recognized.
When governments began to regulate trade, the
theory was maintained that, a country was made so
much the poorer by everything that went out of it,
therefore exportation was prohibited or taxed. In
latter days it has been claimed that the reverse is
true and that a country is impoverished by importstion, as it checks home production. Therefore importation is taxed. So, as doctors of medicin
change their remedies, and in one generation cure
fevers by bleeding and restriction of drinking, while
in the next they banish the lancet and prescribe plenty
of water, so the doctors of trade change their remedies to opposit efforts; and all the time beneficent
nature, in spite of their quackeries, yields some
measure of prosperity to faithful labor.
Many persons now sincerely believe that prosperity
is promoted by taxing all imported articles that can
be produced· in the country to which they are
brought, thus protecting home producers against
foreign competitors. This is what is now called
p;rotection, and against this theory free traders draw
up the following indictment:
1. Protection violates the laws of nature that grant
freedom to men to buy and sell when, where, and
how they please, and that indicate the pursuits to
which lands and men are best adapted.
2. Protection increases the cost of supplies, and
thus enhances the cost of products. Their export is
therefore prevented ; the producer is limited to the
home market instead of the trade of the whole world,
and overproduction and ruinous competition assail
him oftener than if he operated in a larger field.
3. A. tax on consumers for the benefit of producers
is unjust in principle as well as injurious in pmctice.
It puts the producer in the place of a pauper, who
must receive the contributions of others toward his
subsistence, and does a moral injury to him who
thus receives gratuitous benefits.
4. By preventing foreign trade, protection fosters
prejudice, and removes_ the greatest barrier to war;
for there is no such promoter of peace as the intercourse of commerce.
5. Protection acts on the absurdity that it is better
to do things ourselvs in the most costly way rather
than accept a cheaper service from a man who livs
under another flag.
6. By· its restrictions, protection furnishes great
inducements to dishonesty. Smuggling, bribery,
lying, and perjury are direct results of its system.
7. Protection causes large numbers of men to be
employed in collecting the revenues, who otherwise
might be engaged in productiv labor.
8. Custom-houses put embarrassments and vexations in the way of trade, and hav often been centers
of political corruption.
9. Protection, by artificial aid to industry and the
removal of the stimulus of foreign competition, lessens invention, economy, and enterprise. A. trade that
is insured a profit by government lacks inducement
to improve its methods.
10. Though protection is professed to be temporary, its beneficiaries never outgrow its aid, but only
clamor for more help. The infant industries of the
United States, which began ninety-nine years ago
with a " temporary help" of five per cent, now receive
fifty to a hundred per cent, and beg for increased aid
as infants still.
11. Protection discriminates unjustly. between industries, aiding some and neglecting others, but
creating a claim for the protection of all. Owing to
the limits of human wisdom, law-makers cannot discriminate as to the objects and the degree to which
protection can be best applied. The strongest lobbyists usually get the most help.
12. Protection is a foe to civilization, not only by
preventing the intercourse of people of different
nations, thus fostering ignorance and suppressing
the best means of enlightenment, but by hindering
the introduction of industrial improvements made
abroad.
13. Protection fosters selfishness, makes pauperism genteel, and disguises robbery so that the robbers themselvs pose as public benefactors. It bribes
men to forsake principle for profit, and through
greed of gain to support the enrichment of a few at
the expense of the many.
14. Protection by its artificial methods creates an
unnatural condition of industry, which can never be
remedied without serious ills. To withdraw the bolstering support causes distress, and is a seeming
injustice to those who hav been induced to engage in
such industr~es. It is an evil that never cures itself;
and the remedies are dreaded as worse than the
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disease by many who suffer indirectly in the process
·
of readjustment.
These are some of the main charges against protection, and may be summed up in the assertion that
protection is a violation of natural law, an opposition
to those beneficent principles that govern the operations of nature.
Nothing is more bewildering than the attempt to _
argue upon the merits of free trade or protection
from the evidence of facts and figures. Each side
can prove its case to a demonstration, if its methods
are admitted. Mr. Gladstone shows the growth of
English manufactures under free trade, and Mr.
Morrill shows the growth of American industries
under protection. But the difficulty in these cases
is the same that prevails in medicin; it is impossible
to prov~ that the patient would not hav recovered
if be had not seen the doctor. The difficulty of
searching out the intricate causes of commercial
changes prevents the right application of facts. This
difficulty of reasoning from statistics and the impossibility of always tracing cause and effect accurately
in the wide ramifications of trade, and thus disproving protectionist arguments drawn from apparent
benefits, make clear the desirability of going back to
first principles and basing our position upon fundamental, undeniable laws of nature.
Let it be shown that free trade is best for the individual, then explain that nations are only aggregations of individuals, and it follows that what is good
for a man is good for a nation. If it is pt•ofitable for
a man to buy his supplies where he can get them
cheapest, it is best for a nation to do the same. If,
as Bastiat .says, "It is best to buy from others what
we ourselvs can produce only·at a higher price," the
rule is not affected by the extent of its application.
It affects one man or a million in the same way.
Bastiat well illustrates this principle in its simplest
form by his description of Robinson Crusoe kicking
out to sea a floating plank, a free import, because he
should lose fifteen days' labor hewing one from a
tree if he allowed the importation. Also by his
account of Robinson's refusal to sell to a neighboring
islander three hours' work's worth of vegetables for
game that it would cost him six hours' work to procure, lest the hunting industry of his island should
become extinct. Friday's plea that they could do
"something else" with the time saved is the grand
solution of all the difficulties supposed to exist with
free trade.
The plea for protection is the same that is used
against the introduction of labor-saving machinery.
'l'he promotion or maintenance of obstacles benefits
a few to the disadvantage of many. But as laborsaving machinery tends to create labor, by the cheapening of products and consequent increase of consumption, so freedom in trade enlarges the mark~ts,
promotes the inventions and stimulates the energies
and enterprise of men. Men's wants are unlimited,
and new demands arise as soon as there is a surplus
saved by the cheapening of one article.
But in argument with protectionists there are some
admissions that we should be prepared to make.
The increase of immediate prosperity in some directions as a result of protection must be admitted.
Some industries are fostered that otherwise could
not exist, and giving to a manufacturer the whole of
a market or a larger field enables him to manufacture more cheaply. Thus, in some cases, protection
really lowers prices. Especially is this the ultimate
result when competition has been aroused, the
home market is glutted, and goods cannot be exported to compete with the manufactures of free
trade countries. (But protection then fails to protect.) Cities usually grow under protection ; some
men become very rich; there is a " hum " and a
"boom" in some trades for a while. All this must be
confessed. It must also be said that depression!!!
come to all trades and all lands-free trade or protectionist. The law of supply and demand causes
alternate periods of prosperity and adversity, and all
that can be charged is that they come oftener and
more severely to the protected country. Wages rise
or are depressed under each system; for, as the
French say, " when two workmen run after one
master wages are low, and when two masters run
after one workman wages are high." .
But these admissions are to be qualified with other
considerations. It would indeed be a pity if protection did no good to offset the large amount of
harm it occasions. This little good is concentrated
and tangible; but the evil effects are wide-spread,
and often too obscure or subdivided to be impressiv.
One can see the print factory that employs three
hundred bands, but does not notice the million
women who pay an extra cent per yard for their
print dresses to support this home industry. The
coal mine in Nova Scotia attracts attention, but the
$321,000 paid in a year in Ontario as duty on bituminous coal is so scattered that the tax is not realized, though its injury and injustice are real. Flour
mills make a" hum" that excites admiration, but the
homes of all Canada pay extra for the music.
'!.'hen, there is no end to the protecting business.
The fa;rmer gets protection for his wheat; of course,
the miller must· hav a corresponding duty put on
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:flour; the miner rebels against the food tax unless
his coal is protected ; as food and coal are taxed, the
iron-worker must hav his share of protection ; he is
followed by the paper-maker, the cotton-spinner, the
wool-weaver, the sugar-refiner, the wood-worker, and
every petty ' 1 ax-grinder" follows in the clamorous
· train. The salaried men and wage-workers demand
increased pay to meet the advanced cost of living, ~nd
if all were served as they consistently should be, the
ridiculous spectacle would be presented of a nation try·
ing to make itself rich by paying extra prices all round.
How much better to avoid all this intricate, artificial,
unnatural effort, and allow common sense, simple justice, and natural rights to regulate our affairs!
What makes a nation prosperous~ Is it having a
surplus in its treasury gained by taxes~ Is it
having a large population 1 Is it having la1;ge
cities filled with poorly paid and -ignorant laborers, and adorned with the palaces of protected
capitalists 1 Or does the prosperity of a country
mean the average prosperity of its people1 Surely,
the latter; where the people are well-to-do, there is a
truly prosperous country, and .a free trader maintains
that a man is most well-to-do where he can buy his
supplies cheapest, and use his labor most in accord
with tho natural fitness of his place and capacity.
Protectionists are accustomed to say, Free trade is
all right in theory, but it will not do in practice. In
saying this they yield up the whole dispute. What
is theory but the law for practice~ No theory is
right if it does not succeed in practice. Some important point has been overlooked if the principles are
not effectiv. The theorists of the world are almost
wholly on the side of free trade, and if free trade ~s
right in theory, not only must its practice be best
but its obstruction is sinful. Free trade is the
~ application of the Golden Rule to commerce. In
morals, all profess to believe in this law, which Confucius (500 B.a.) styled "reciprocity." They say it
is perfect in theory; yet how few practice it ! A
short-sighted selfishness which does not look beyond
immediate results leads each to love himself better
than his neighbor, and to do unto others only that
which would be of no benefit lo himself.
When men become more far-seeing they will find
that reciprocity, like honesty, is the best policy, and
the mistaken self-interest, which now leads to selfish
aggrandizement and seclusion, will find its prizes in
free intercourse, "giv and take," "liv and let liv,"
and in the recognition of the brotherhood of man.
Education, then, is the foe of protection and the
hope of free trade. Men must be taught the principles of natural law and be trained to trace results
accurately to their far-off and intricate conclusions.
In the progress of enlightened public opinion lies
the hope of the redemption of trade from slavery.
JJ{ontreal, Can.
HoBT. C. ADAMS.

To the Liberal Public.
There is a demand among our Liberal people for a
book of songs and tunes that shall be entirely free
from theological objections. There is no such book
:to,day in the market. We want to sing truth not
'falsehood. It is time that the dead words of Christian theology should be dropped from the lips of
. song. Such names and words as God, Jesus Christ
Holy Spirit, Satan, savior, heaven, hell, angel, etc.:
should no longer be sung. They are not words that
stand for facts, nor do they express sentiments that
make men and women truer, nobler, or better. They
lack significance. They are only the :flowers of superstition.
What we need are songs of humanity, of human
love, human hope, human toil, and human needs. We
want songs of patriotism, songs of free.dom, songs of
home, songs of joy. The moral aspirations of the
world must be set to music, and the lips sing what
the hands, head, and heart are striving to realize.
We hav many good songs, or hymns, as they are
called, that can be used in such a work as I hav intimated. I believe that a book of sensible music can
be compiled for use in our Liberal meetings. I want
to ask everyone interested in our cause to giv this
matter his earnest attention.
.
What I propose is this : That a bpok of words and
tunes be published that shall contain appropriate
sentiments for public meetings, funerals, etc., and I
would request all who hav songs of Liberal sentiments to furnish me with copies of the same or
.inform me where they may be obtained. I w~uld
also like to hav original words and music.
Any information that will assiet me in carrying out
this project will be thankfully received. · Address,
Revere, Mass.
L. K. ·wASHBURN.
.A

Talmage of Brooklyn is entitled to rccog:niA Sunday or two ago his subject was "Heaven."
'"Ihe nearer we get to heaven," he said, "the happier we
are. For example, take the beasts of the field, who crawl
and creep and wander through jungles from their prey.
They eat on earth, l_iv on earth, and belong_ to earth altogether. They are miserable. But take the birds of the air
that fly above the earth and fill the atmosphere with beautiful song-they are happy." In uniqneness of argument
this pr~acher is away up toward the he»d of the proceAsion.
Followmg t?e same train of logic, the man who goes up in a
balloon a mile or two ought to experience transports of joy
but little short of paradise.
twn.
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SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President.
E. A. STEVENS, Secretary, - 241 Washington Boulevard, Chicago.
CHARLES EcKHA.RD, 'l'reas;,
. • ~ 28 Lnfay~tte Pl., New York.

E. B. FooTE, .Jn., Ohair. Ex. Com., 120 Lellingtori Ave., New York.
Mns. l\I. A.. FREElUAN, Chair. Fin. Com., 241 Washington Boulevard,
Chicago.

Official Call for Twelfth Annual Congress of
the American Secular Union.
'l'o the Local Secular Unions, Life, Charter, ancl
Annual j}[embers, and all Liberal citizens
who suppm·t the Nine JJemands of Secula1·ism,
Greeting:
You are hereby invited to attend the Twelfth
Annu!ll Congress of the American Secular Union,
which will convene at Lafayette Hall, Wood street,
near 4th, Pittsburgh, Pa., Friday, October 5, 1888,
at 10 A.M., for a four days' session-5th, 6th, 7th, and
8th inclusiv.
All Charter and Life Members, all Vice-Presidents,
all Chairmen of State or Executiv Committees, and
all duly accredited delegates from Local Secular
Unions are entitled to seats and votes in this Annual
Congress. Each Local Secular Union is entitled to
send its President and Secretary and three other
members as delegates. Annual Members who pay or
hav p!!id $1 in the national treasury are entitled to
seats, but not to votes, except by unanimous consent
of the Congress.
This Congress will specially consider practical
questions tending to further agitation for taxation of
church property; the abrogation of state aid to
sectarian institutions; abolition of state, national,
military, aud prison chaplaincies; repeal of judicial
oaths, Sunday and other oppressiv and unjust ecclesiastical laws; nullification of attempls to subvert
our Constitution by a legal recognition of Theism in
the Amorican Magna Charta, and such other measures as will not merely thwart intended theological
encroachments, but will absolutely expunge from our
laws, state and federal, such insidious acts as ha\v
already crept in to blot out mental freedom from om
republic.
It is to be hoped that the addresses delivered
will deal with the practical issues of the organization, so that there will be such an awakening of the
people to these vital questions of the hour that a revival of the instinct of liberty and justice for all will
necessarily result; that again from the Keystone
state-the birthplace of our association-the clarion
voice of freedom shall vibrate throughout the land.
Pittsburgh being situated almost in the center of
a district containing many of our most distinguished
workers, thinkers, and writers, besides the activ hosb
within its limits, there is little doubt but that this
Congress will be a glorious gathering of the forces
who stand for mental liberty, as expressed in the
desire for complete Secularization of the government.
S. P. PuTNAM, Pres.
E. A. STEVENS, Sec.
CHAS. EcKHARD, Treas.
E. B. Foo'.rE, JR., Ch. Ex. Com.
MATriE A. FREEMAN, Ch. Fin. Com.

Conundrums for Ministerial Meddlers.
Saturday last the public service committee of the
county board were besieged by a delegation headed
by reverend reformers who propose to manage matters for the public. They remonstrated against the
issuance of a license to Mr. Edmonsen, a Chicago
oyster merchant, who owns the pleasure-grounds in
the town of Palos known as Willow Springsgrounds of sufficiently good reputation to be frequently used for the accommodation of city Sundayschool picnics. The townspeople had favored the
license by a vote of 142 to 34, but the commissioners
had withheld it to hear evidence on grave charges
made as to the immoral character of the place.
A remonstrance-by all custom, supposed to be
signed only by property-holders and legal voterswas largely signed, but it leaked out that Rev. Mr.
Grumbler had circulated it in church and all the
Sunday-school children had signed, besides having
circulated it in all the adjoining towns. Had such a
fraud been perpetrated by Mr. Edmonson, what a
howl of righteous indignatioa would hav been heard l
Failing in that, these sanctified representative of
morals attempted to slander Willow Springs out of
existence. They claimed it was a resort of low men
and lewd women ; it defiled the atmosphere of Cook
county; its drunken orgies were a disgrace, and they
exhausted the vocabulary of invective in describing
its horrors. One veracious gentleman, Rev. 1\ir.
Judkins, solemnly affirmed that mei:J. and women cohabited there in the most outrageous and public
manner._ This was news to the public.
Our old friend Commissioner Williams questioned
as to when they witnessed these fearful improprieties.
Ob, no, they did not witness them; they had never
been inside the grounds, but they knew some one
who had.
The committee insisted on names of persons who
could substantiate these charges.

They were suddenly afflicted by chronic forgetfulness-ah, they, ah, could not, ah, just then, on the
spur of the moment, remember their names. Failing
to confirm a single assertion, they then begged
merely to close the grounds on Sunday.
The jolly commissioner concluded to giv these
ministers a lesson in moral reform, and he gave them
solid chunks of advice in regard to telling the truth
at all times. He further said that he was ce!·tain
that lewd practices could be proved to bav occurred
in some of the churches, and asked Brother Jenkins
if be thought that wasn't a fair argument in favor of
their suppression. A " midnight on the sea" sort of
a frown overspread the reverend's face, and if our
adipose commissioner is reelected it will not be by
votes of that minister's congregation, by a large
majority. The board hav taken the matter under
ad v:isemen t.
A GRAND ACHIEVEMENT.
Wettstein's Freethought emblem is conspicuous
on a poster we hav received informing us that the
sturdy Secularists of Silverton, Ore., who set such a
glorious example to the whole country by building a
Freethought hall exclusivly for their uses one year
ago, will celebrate the anniversary of its dedication
June 23d, at which President Putnam delivers the
oration, and the occasion will doubtless inspire his
poetic fervor for one of his most brilliant efforts.
A basket picnic will be held in the city park, and
speeches by J. T. McCleary, J. T. Ford, and C. Beal,
while recitations and singing by the home talent will
be sandwiched between the lunch and the brass
band. The day's festivities to conclude with a grand
ball in Freethought Hall. Distance does not lend
enchantment on this occasion, for we carinot refrain
from groaning,
Oh, what must it be to be there l

It is bound to be a success-a lady is at the head
of the committee--Mrs. Carrie Fitzgerell, H. D.
Mount, and E. Walford. But we must leave the
land of promis-the West-to contemplate the degrading superstitions which still infest the East..
IS THIS OUR BOASTED PRG>GRESS ~
This morning's News contains a lengthy" special"
dispatch from Pittsburgh, where yesterday (June
13th) was celebrate& the feast of St. Anthony (not
Tony of the S. S. V.) at the church of the most
holy name. For days pilgrims hav arrived from dis~
taut points of a dozen statl:)s, and, as less than a
third could gain admission, Troy Hill was packed
with men, women, and children, standing for hours
with uncovered heads in the hot sun until Father
Mallinger appeared on the steps to bless the multitude. As this is supposed to be specially beneficial
to the sic4, many were carried in arms or brought
in chairs. " The most noticeable cure," says the dispatch," was that of Miss Anna Kirk, of Philadelphia,
who had suffered for five years with hip disease.
After the solemn ceremonies she threw away her
crutches and walked without riifficulty." Oremus I
All who are not cured are invited to remain till they
are, and it appears Mallinger is "in" with the boarding-house interests in the neighborhood of his
church.
Americans hav pretended that this Romish superstition could never take root on our soil. What
are the facts 1 By low deceit and cunning it as
effectually chains the intellect and obstructs human
progress as when it bartered· thrones and dictated
Europe by its bulls, except as all hav had some help
from the general intellectual growth. It no longer
keeps a naked emperor shivering at its gates, but it
compels the president and cabinet of the freest
government on earth to lend their presence at the
laying of a corner-stone of an institution which each
knows full well will be utilized to train traitors to
American principles. If Cleveland wants the Catholic vote he must assist in Rome's latest move-representation of the Vatican at the White House. That's
not much to accommodate his "dear friend " Cardinal
Gibbons. A few years ago a president would hav
been regarded with suspicion who made so much of
·
Rome's chief spy.
POISONING CHILDREN TO SAVE THEIR SOULS.
According to Christianity the mortal is of little
consequence compared with the immortal part. A
double (and perhaps triple) murder is clearly traceable to that idea, and has set the Qua~er City
aghast. Sarah J. Whiteling has just confessed to
furnishing her husband with poison with which to
end his life last March, and to poisoning her nineyear-old daughter in April, and her two-year-old
Willie in May. She says: "I killed Bertie because
I was afraid she would grow up in sin and crime ;
she was a bad girl; had stolen pennies from the
neighbors, and once from her teacher's pocket-book.
I killed Willie becam!e he was in the way. I am
sorry for what I hav done and want the people to
pray f(!)r me." With Christian cupidity she had
secured some insurance on each of her victims and
collected it. She professed great piety, attended
church in her neighborhood last Sunday, and kneeling at the altar asked for the prayers of the congregation. 'l'his wretched woman's crime and conduct
is a direct answer to the church's claim that religion
and morality are one. Is it not time for humanity
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to protest against the immoral tone of a creed whose
tendency is to sacrifice the body to save the soul ?
If you think so, help the American Secular Union to
brush away ecclesiastical cobwebs.
PRESBYTERIANS SECEDE AT PITTSBURGH.
To those who thought secession had been effectually checked by the "late unpleasantness," the action
of the general synod of the Reformed Presbyterian
church will come with the warlike crash of cannon on
Fort Sumter.
They hav virtually "fired" the
United States Constituti,on, and emphatically declared that "immortal document" to be N. G., as it
does· not recognize Christ or the Christian religion,
therefore loyalty to the Constitution is disloyalty to
Christ. They hav concluded Christ can't stand it
any longer, and hav given the United States notice
to quit. Their dictum is, that hereafter they will not
perform any act which implies allegiance to the nation as long as the government is neutral to the
claims of " Christ as the king of nations." That will
do till the tax-collector comes round. They also
propose to boycott al! other churches who permit
their members to become good citizens. · "Here is a
bow-d'ye-do! Here's a pretty mess!" No presidential dark horses from religious rebels of the Reformed Presbyterian stripe. They indorsed Prohibition (which is a process to be obtained by law, but
ministers are never expected to be logical), denounced
tobacco, secret secieties, Sunday papers, and propose
to boycott all members who advertise in the same.
Our dictatorial dead-heads bav become so refreshingly modest, as it were, that we suggest that the
attorney-general of the United States confiscate the
p1·operty of traitors in "open rebellion" to the basic
principle of our government, the Constitution.
E. A. STEVENS, Sec. A. S. U.

C. B. Reynolds on His Western 'l'our.
Severe sickness prevented me from sooner sending
in my report. I bav had two relapses, but hope to
avoid the "three times and out."
Clark Braden, keeping hid till the last moment,
occasioned me much trouble. I had canceled appointments, expecting to go to Phenix, Ariz., to
hold a discussion with some theological giant, who,
to quote the letter of the church folks urging me to
come, " was a courteous gentleman and a minister in
good standing in his _ow_n denomination." Braden
was well aware that 1f 1t became known that the
Christians of Phenix bad been beguiled into accepting him as their champion, an exposure of his record
would be made that would defeat his scheme to
obtain their shekels. He cunningly, under various
false pretexts, induced church folks to hold back his
name. The Liberals made the discovery only at the
last moment; their telegram reached me only on
Friday afternoon, as I was preparing to start for
Phenix early Saturday morning. .
This disreputable impostor should be thoroughly
exposed. It is too bad that even the orthodox
should be victimized by such a contemptible fraud.
He delivered seventeen lectures at Phenix, for which
the bigoted church folks had to pay. The more.
intelligent and the general public expressed contemptuous indifference, declining to attend. This so infuriated Clark Braden. that on leaving the city he
indulged in a characteristic tirade of mendacity and
billingsgate, which he published in the local press, and
thus relieved the Liberals of the duty of thoroughly
exposing the blackguard. He gave himself away.
While in Phenix, I am informed, be repeatedly
boasted, and published in the Phenix Herald,
that he was so able a debater and defender of the
Christian faith that he had driven the chief Liberal·
lecturers from the field. Phew ! how his dear friends
Crazy Comstock and Snarleyow Nym Crinkle must
hav foamed with rage and envy to find themselvs so
far distanced in audacious mendacity, the one quality
they bav devoted the best efforts of their lives to
excel in ! It will be too bad if it breaks up their
friendship. Braden, Comstock, Crinkle-the supreme
trinity of malicious mendacit.y-three of a kind.
SAN DIEGo, April 29th.-I telegraphed to San
Diego, and lectured there on Sunday evening. I
arrived in time to bid farewell to a large number of
the leading workers of the San Diego Spiritualistic
Liberal Society, who sailed on Sunday afternoon, via
the Santa Rosa, for San Francisco and points northa sad loss to the Liberal cause at San Diego.
Monday morning I engaged passage on the steamship Queen, and ten minutes later a telegram was
received that she had sunk off Port Harford. I bad
to wait till Thursday, May 3d, for the Santa Rosa,
when for the first time I sailed on the Pacific ocean.
Desirous to reach Salinas on time, as I had a
regular engagement to lecture there May 8th, 9th,
and lOth, I decided to take the overland route from
Port Harford to Salinas-stage and rail. Let all
travelers carefully avoid so doing. The stage route
is wretched; no connections; charges extortionate.
It is a hundred per cent cheaper, quicker, and more
comfortable to continue on the steamship to San
Francisco, and take rail back to Salinas.
I arrived at Salinas on Monday. No arrangements
had been made for lectures. Mysterious, subtle, ad-

verse influences were at work. The person I had
corresponded and made engagement with hid away.
I remained till next evening; finding no possibility
of lectures, I took the train for Mo~tterey.
MoNTEREY, May 9th, lOth, and llth.-I found Austin Smith, a ·noble veteran, a generous, kindly, outspoken, independent Infidel, and stanch and true
worker for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I had not half enumerated my disappointments and vexations, when he
hurried me off to Pupper, and far more quickly than
I could dispose of the viands be cleared away all discouragements and inspired me with· renewed hope
and courage. In the morning we engaged a hall,
got out handbills, etc. I delivered three lectures at
the new Opera House, the proprietor of which is a
public spirited, intelligent gentleman, who became an
earnest investigater, and beyond doubt will prove an
F:ffieient worker for Liberalism~ This was one of the
many good results of the lectures. The first evening's attendance was slim, but each succeeding night
it increased, and the interest was excellent.
Here dwells Capt. Thomas Lambert, who, tired of
the arduous responsibilities of command afloat, has
settled on this shore, and is conducting an extensiv
lumber business. A genuin Liberal, with all a sailor's
hearty, honest thoroughness, he told me of his many
years at sea. He bas several times sailed round the
wor~d, and he declares it is a beautiful world, despite
"the curse;" full of good folks, notwithstanding the
church's claim of man's "total depravity." It is a
very joy to be in the company of such a man. He
loves to dwell on the roseate side of things; he has
all his life cared only to remember the good he found
in people; he readily finds excuses for their shortcomings; and although he will not palliate or sanction wrong, his kindly heart pities the wrong-doer,
and be prefers to expatiate on some redeeming quality of the culprit as an offset to the evil. A typical
Liberal; a brave, honest sailor, nearing the end of
life's voyage, with a clean log-book and every duty of
life fearlessly, faithfully performed.
Monterey is a queer old Spanish town, once an old
whaling station. On tho shore I saw old mammoth
iron kettles in which in days of yore they boiled the
blubber of the captured Jonah fish.
Monterey is two-thirds Spanish and seven-tenths
Roman Catholic, but the spirit of the age and American enterprise are fast redeeming the town, and today it is a safe place to invest in real estate and await
the boom-sure advance in value. With the constant
influx of intelligent Americans, Liberalism is sure to
continue its grand onward march.
May lOth.-Friend Austin Smith took me for a
carriage ride, tlie most interesting I ever enjoyedseventeen miles of smooth road, every rod of it a
delight, now along long groves of firs, now in the
depths of forests of cypress and pine, now on the seashore. At one point I looked out to sea, and on the
rugged ledge of rocks some three hundred yards
from shore I saw hundreds and hundreds of seals
(sea lions) flopping in and out of the water, barking
and yelping as they awkwardly climbed with their
two flippers-their only means of propulsion-up and
down the steep rocks, or hy basking in the sunshine.
Hundreds were as large as young cows. While
wet they look quite black, but dried in the sun they
become a light brown color. Immense flocks of sea
gulls made their home on top of the same rocks, and
dwelt in amity with the seals-at least, neither seemed
to disturb the other.
I got out of the carriage and stood on a projecting
point of rock; between me and the rocky playground
of the seals I saw a school of some half-dozen porpoises, from the monster parents to the little young
ones all sporting in the waves. To my left was the
wondrous ancient evergreen cypress forest; straight
before me I saw two full-rigged ships, all sail set, en
route to China; just at the edge of the great circle of
vision, where sea and sky commingle, was the smoke of
.a huge steamship. And as I stood there I realized I
had complied with the kindly a0vice of ye gentle,
youthful sage, ye Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, "Go
West, old man, go West!" I could go West no
farther. I had reached the jumping-off place. Thousands of miles from home and loved ones, despite
the bright sunshine, the life-imparting ozone wo.fted
from the ocean, the glorious beauty and novelty of
the scene, my heart grew sad. I was, oh, so lonely !
How "' longed for the sight of eyes that always
brighten at my approach; for the sound of voices
that ever thrill with tenderness and love when addressing me ! What are· all the beauties of earth
unless shared by those that love us 't A whole year
yet ere I can hope to greet my loved ones. I well
know it is indeed a noble and glorious work in which
I am engaged; my success should fill me with courage,
and make my heart overflow with joy and gladness.
Yes; but there will at times come dark clouds in the
brightest skies.
My brief fit of melancholy was dispelled by the
genial voice of friend Austin Smith, who had remained in the carriage, shouting to me: " Come, old
fellow, life's too short for dreaming. We must keep
moving."
DEL MoNTE.-The next day we visited Del Monte,
about a mile from Monterey. This ~lac~ is far, f&f
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beyond the power of adjectivs to do it justice. It is
the realization of romantic fancy's brightest, most
beauteous fairyland. An immense park of noble old
trees of all kinds-grand, stately, old monarchs of
the forest; long groves of firs on each side· of broad,
smooth drives; the broadest, brightest, greenest
lawns; gorgeous mammoth flowers in richest profusion of every shape and color ; flower-beds of most
tasteful designs; croquet grounds smooth as if
formed of one great dark marble slab; lawn tennisthe grounds inclosed with trellis-work over which
vines of various kinds grow, bearing wondrous profusion of flowers of brightest. hues; a Fair Rosamond
maze where many spend hours in vain endeavor to
reach the center ; a fairy lake of goodly dimensions,
with gondoliers in which happy young lovers enjoy
sweet converse while sailing on its smooth waters;
bath-house, the most perfect conceivable, the sea
water regulated to any temperature desired in the
great swimming-baths; the hotel itself a monster
fairy palace, furnished with oriental magnificence ;
tlb.e health-imparting breeze from the ocean ; the
murmur of the tide upon the shore ; the glorious,
bright sky; the perfume and glorious beauty of the
flowers-in such a place one needs but the presence
of dear loved ones to realize the most perfect heaven .
mind can conceive. To visit Del Monte in May or
June when it is arrayed in all its floral magnificence
well repays the journey from New York and back.
From this true, real heaven I rejoice to be able to
send glad tidings to all interested in human progress.
From New York to the shores of the Pacific ocean,
a:t nearly every place I hav lectured, I bav found
noble, brave, honest hearts, faithful co-workers for
the cause of universal mental liberty-Infidel men
and women, old and young, who, joyously, self-sacrificingly, labor for the welfare of their fellow-creatures, finding their greatest happiness in promoting
that of others. And in every place I find the people
more desirous to hear and investigate than the Liberal friends supposed. I hav the encouraging assurance that the lectures I hav delivered hav given
many recruits to the grand 11rmy of truth seekers.
The sale of Liberal books and pamphlets has greatly
helped the_ spirit of investigation, and the new subscribers obtained for Liberal papers insure continuance of the good work.
Now, dear reader-you believe in Liberalism, in
promoting the happiness of others-here and just
now is an ex:Jellent opportunity to practically prove
the reality of your Liberalism. Make one, just one,
real, earnest, persistent effort to procure one new
subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER. You will thus
cheer the editor, promote the happiness of the publisher, do real good to the subscriber so obtained and
his family, and to friends, and make glad your own
heart, knowing you hav not lived altogether in vain,
but that some will liv more benevolent, useful, and
consequently happier lives from reading the good
words of THE TRUTH SEEKER-a joy they might never
bav known but for your earnest endeavor to bring
its great worth to their attention. If every reader
will only secure one new subscriber, the impetus to
the cause we love will be glorious. Let us make a
good try.
C. B. REYNOLDS.

Psychological Heredity.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Your
readers are undoubtedly aware that an Anthropological Congress assembled in New York the early
part of this month. I wish to call special attention to
the paper presented by Dr. T. D. Crothers, of Hartford, on " Psychological Heredity." "The mental
and moral traits of persons," he says, "are seen in
the fixed ideas of individuals and communities. We
may conclude that many fixed ideas of religion,
science, politics, and life are generally traceable to
heredity. The intellectual and moral attainments of
many communities," he remarks, "are largely the
result of the heredity of certain dominant ideas of
past generations. Some reforms," he further tells
us, "are of such slow growth that, unless by some
great social revolution, generations supervene before
any reform attains permanency. Psychological heredity," he thinks, "brings out a new view of the
origin and growth of the intellectual and moral progress of men and nations;" and, finally, he says, "fixed
ideas of religion and science are often defended with
a childish dogma below the intellectual standard of
the defenders." (Vide Gladstone.) I presume you
and many of your readers hav often been surprised
to meet men and women well informed on almost
every subject who are still a hundred years behind the times, if not indeed a thousand, in regard
to the origin of man and the actual uncertainty of
his destiny. Through psychological heredity. the
superstitions of the Middle Ages remain in possession of their brain. It is therefore surprising that
the Liberal movement makes as much progress as it
really does. We should indeed hav patience with
those who seem to .cling tenaciously to the account
of the origin of man as given in the book of Genesis.
They are no more to blame for it than they are for
having blue or black eyes, o~ for having possi~ly a
hare-lip, or a club-foot, or a birthmark of some kmd.
HEREDITY.
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9Jommnnicafions.
The Mission of Liberalism.
Christianity.has taught to do no wrong because
God is angry with the sinner and would endanger
the soul's salvation, and yet held up for the ad~rat~on
of a credulous people a God guilty of sanctwnmg
and commanding the greatest crimes which man
could possibly commit.
. .
Though Christianity teaches that God Will m no
way spare the guilty, yet there is offered a broad
avenue of escape. There is offered salvation, an
eternity of bliss, to the vilest of criminals through
the atoning blood of Christ; between the last vile
crime and the last breath, by repenting and asking the forgivness of an infinit being whom we can
in no way injure, he can be rewarded with a life of
never-ending joy in a "world to come." For we
know
There is a fountain filled with blood
Drawn from Immanuel's veins,
And sinners plunged beneath that flood
Lose all their guilty stains.

Can such teachings hav any other than a pernicious
influence' Does the hope of forgivness ever prevent
the commission of a crime? Could such dogmas hav
any other effect than to induce people to follow the
lowest and most selfish propensities of their natures?
I omit the long and ghastly narration of the follies
and crimes of mankind under church dominationlet the record of our penal institutions giv the answer.
The doctrin of the atonement is but an asylum for
the weak and a refuge for hypocrite and knaves.
But Liberalism teaches that there never has been,
and never can be, any sacrifice on the part of any
God for the sins of mankind ; that there bas never
been any atonement for man's salvation; that there
has been no need of any, for man was never lost;
that there is no being upon whom we can cast our
follies and vices; that each individual must bear the
consequences of his own acts, and we must reap as
we sow. There are no rewards or punishments in
nature, but there are results-consequences. If we
put our hand into the fire, it must smart as a result
of our act, and not the hand of another. If we eat
and drink inor_dinately, we suffer in consequence; a
law of nature has been violated, and we cannot look
to the clouds for relief, or cast our sin of gluttony
upon a crucified savior. Liberalism teaches us to liv
temperately and chastely, not by reason that "no
drunkard shall enter tlie kingdom of heaven," or
because " Thou shalt not commit adultery " is found
in holy writ, but because by indulging these vices, instead of contributing to the happiness of the world,
we make ourselvs and others miserable and unhappy
and entail endless suffering upon the human race.
Christianity has taught that the "father of mercies " is the dispenser of all " temporal blessings ;"
that we are dependent upon him for health, food,
raiment, wealth. Christianity has taught man to
turn imploringly to high heaven for relief-to ask in
faith and receive accordingly. .Liberalism· teaches
man to expect nothing from the skies; that industry
is the only prayer answered; that one world at a
time is enough to look after, and to inake the best of
this life. Liberalism teaches that if the hungry are
to be fed, man must feed them ; if the naked are to
be clothed, man must clothe them; if the sick are to
be relieved, man must minister unto them.
The church has great sympathy for the "benighted
heathen," but has little feeling for the poor, ignorant,
and degraded at home. The church begs promiscuously of rich and poor for funds to send missionaries
among the savages to preach the gospel of glad
tidings-to giv them the blessed assurance that all
their ancestors who never heard, and all of themselvs
who do hear but reject, the missionaries' teachings
are sure to go to hell. The church rises in righteous
indignation over the polygamous practices of some
oriental people, and yet holds up incestuous and po·
lygamous Bible characters as examples for us-as
"men after God's own heart." Great concern is felt
about the Mormons, but little do we hear said about
the polyandrous practices in Christian cities.
Christianity organizes benevolent instituthns on
an extensiv scale. Her philanthropy is so lofty and
far-reaching that there is no sympathy for man but
in the aggregate. The individual atom is beneath
her notice.
In our large cities thousands of people are suffering for the ordinary decencies and even necessaries
of life, many of them under the shadow of the
churches, but by them the wealthy and aristocratic
Christian passes in scorn. The directors and officers
of these organized Christian charities are so finical
that a visit to a hovel where a poverty-stricken family
manages to eke out a miserable existence would not
be "respectable," so, instead of helping them to find
work or ministering to their wants, instead of giving
them a barrel of :flour, they send a few religious
tracts. If a hungry, dirty beggar asks alms, he is
called a tramp and exhorted to repent. It is a very
easy thing for one who is well fed, well clothed, who
P,as everything that wea,lth can :procure! to talk ~bout

the goodnef.ls and mercy of omnipotence, but to the
man who is hungry and naked, and what is more,
whose wife of his bosom and children of his heart are
destitute, ragged, pinched by the cold, their haggard,
pitiful looks showing that the hungry wolf of famin
is gnawing at their vitals-to talk of God's goodness
to such a one is hollow mockery. Quoting scripture
to people in that condition does not relieve them of
their wants, and a sermon will not show them where
or how to earn an honest livelihood.
Liberalism does not organize extensiv charities by
whom no one is benefited but . the managers, but
teaches to help the individual sufferer. The difference between Christian and Liberal charity consists
in this : Christianity teaches that we must prepare
for another world; Liberalism teach13s how to liv for
this life, to beautify this world. Christian philanthropy has feeling for man only in the aggregate;
Liberal benevolence assists the individual. Liberalism teaches if one who is needy and deserving
asks alms to reach for our pocketbook instead of
quoting a maxim. If a neighbor's family is suffering
for food, bread and meat will do more good than a
wagon-load of pamphlets.
Liberalism must insist and demand that· every
person ~hall hav the fruits of his own toil, a just
reward for the products of his labor; that the laborer
shall hav fewer hours to work, and more hours for
recreation and culture. Then there will be no need for
extensiv charitable institutions, little need of almsgiving. Each individual will then share in the wealth
of the world according to his ability to produce;
property will be more equally distributed; then will
most of the drunkenness, prostitution, and many
other vices born of ignorance and poverty be banished
from the world.
Christian morality teaches that many of the pleasures and enjoyments of life which are of themselvs
innocent are wrong because to be cheerful, joyousto make this life pleasant-is inconsistent with deduc·
tiona drawn from the teachings of the nature-hating
Galilean ascetic. Liberalism teaches that all recreations, all pleasures, not in themselvs harmful, are
right and beneficial. Some, Christians think that
eating meat on certain days of the week, or during
Lent, is a sin. Common sense laughs at such folly.
Christianity says dancing is wrong because such
gayety is inconsistent with a holy life. Liberalism
says to dance moderately, if we so desire, as it will
giv grace fmd beauty to our movements, strengthen
our limbs, and improve our digestion.
Christianity says there is one day of the week too
holy to be used for secular pursuits or Jor the recreation and pleasure of man ; that this day must be
given up to the worship of God. Liberalism teaches
that there is no one day of the week better than
another, nor none too good to be devoted to the service of man ; that man should hav one day of the
week to be released from the burdens of life, in which
he may seek those enjoyments and pleasures that are
consistent with the rights of others; that he shall
hav the right to engage in such pleasures as will
contribute to his physical, mental, and social culture.
Christianity wants to enforce her doctrine by force
of statute law, with the hope of drawing people to·
the churches by forbidding their going elsewhere.
Liberalism wants the laws so adjusted that each
individual may be free to do as he chooses. We
want those who wish to go to church and listen to
the reading of impossible tales and nonsensical discourses to hav the right and be protected in that
right. We also insist that if we wish to go on excursions to the hills and groves where we can commune
with Mother Nature ; to the museums or parks ; to
go to the theater, where human nature is represented
in all its manifoldness, where right and truth are
represented as triumphing over might and wrong;
or to the opera and listen to the soul-thrilling symphonies of a Wagner, we hav the right to do so, and
should be protected in that right.
We want a day of rest, a day to_ be released from
toil, and are willing that that day should be the one
observed ny the people generally. But we wish to
make our day of rest a holiday, make it joyous and
lively-a day in which to "chase dull care away."
We want to make that day one solely for the benefit
of man; but for thoiJe who wish to devote that time
to the worship of an almighty humbug in the clouds,
let them do so.
One great difficulty with the world is that Christianity has preached into man the belief that he is a
miserable sinner, a depraved and fallen being, only
fit to be damned. We hav had too many sermons
about the sins and shortcomings of man, and not
enough about his virtues and noble deeds. Christians hav endeavored to improve the world by too
much talking and too little doing. Morality has been
taught too much by precept and too little by practice. Those who hav had much to do with the government of children will, I think, agree with me that
it is a useless waste of words to be continually lecturing them on good behavior. Some little incident,
told at proper times, in which some one's rights hav
been grossly outraged, will hav more influence for
good than a thousand homilies on morality. Why
will Jl,ot the eallle methocls d.o more good with grown

children who need support and guidance? Why not
convert the church into a theater and the pulpit into
a stage?
.
The most effectiv discourses, stories, dramas, are
those written for the sake of art, the true and the
beautiful, without any particular regard for so-called
moral culture. From which will we most learn to
hate ingratitude, a sermon on original sin or " King
Lear?" From which will we most learn to hate
greed, avarice, injustice, and to love to see justice triumph-sermons on repentance, justification by faith,
foreordination and predestination, or "The Merchant
of Venice!"
The sculptor has no other end in view than the
attainment of the beautiful when, with his mallet and
chisel, he 'carves from the rough stone a human figure
in all its symmetry and beauty, but no one can gaze
upon that graven image, that forbidden work of art,
without being impressed with the sacredness of the
human form divine. The stars preach no morality,
yet the study of astronomy will do more to enlarge
and ennoble the mind of man 'than all the sermons
that were ever preached. Our woodland warblers
carol forth no songs of repentance or morality, yet
every song of theirs, every note that bursts upon the
summer air, has an elevating and refining influence.
A tree must be judged by its fruit; a system of
philosophy or religion must be judged by its results.
The history of Christianity proves that as a moral
factor it has signally failed. In the constructiv work
of the future the old theologies can play no part.
They hav no douat done some little good in their
day, but their system of ethics being based upon
wrong principles, their effects must in the end be
pernicious.
Will Liberalism prod_uce better results than Christianity? is now t.he question. I may be over-sanguin
in believing that it will, but its principles are founded
on more correct views of human life, and its teachings must therefore strike a responsiv chord in every
human heart. Christianity has ever taught the de\I)ravity and wickedness of man, and in answer as to
what has been the effect our' criminal calendar responds.
Liberalism teaches that. it is a grand and noble
thing to be a man; that the element of goodness predominates; that man is by no means depraved; that
he has risen ftom low and savage states to what he is
now; that he is' constantly growing in intelligence
and virtue. What the result of such teachings will
be, posterity must reply.
Christianity has endeavored to unify the human
race by fire and sword; has tried to force all nations
and all races into one common fold, to embrace one
creed and be of one faith. Liberalism expects to
unify the human race, not by trying to force all the
people to think alike, or embrace any particular faith
-knowing that in the manifoldness of human nature
and the evolution of ideas this is neither possible nor
desirable, for it is in the clash of opinions that truth
is evolved-but by complete toleration, by removing
race prejudices, breaking down the spirit of caste,
destroying national jealousies and sectarian strifes.
Liberalism teaches us the noble precept: "The world
is my country, to do good my religion." Liberalism
must insist that all disputes be settled by arbitration instead of war and law, and work, through all the
conflicting interests of commerce, and in spite of the
diversity of beliefs, to unify the human race, to unite
mankind in one common brotherhood in the bonds of
humanity and love.
Methinks I see a glorious future for Liberalism.
Away in the horizon of the years to come methinks I
see the hosts of Freedom rising for final victory.
Methinks I hear the murmur of happy voices, voices
like the sounds of many waters, proclaiming "liberty
throughout all the land and to all the inhabitants
thereof." Methinks I see inscribed upon their banners these glorious words: Humanity, justice, love.
Methinks I see the time when truth shall hold the
scales of justice; when the strong shall no ·longer
tyrannize over the weak; when the rich will no longer
conspire to oppress the poor; when the poor will no
longer combine to destroy the rich; when each one
shall receive the just rewards of his labor ; w4en the
crimes and vices, born of poverty, ignorance, and
greed, shall no longer be committed.
·
Methinks I see the time when cathedrals reared in
which to perpetuate ignorance and prejudice shall
giv place to temples of learning and toleration ; when
there will be no longer need of bolts and bars; when
jails, workhouses, prisons, scaffolds, will exist only on
history's page to tell the sad story of a barbarous
age; when wars and famins shall no longer blight
the earth, and men shall be at peace with all the
world; when we shall "love our neighbor as ourselva."
When, when shall this be' When the hideous
superstitions of the night shall hav faded from the
minds of men ; when churches, with their cruel, cunning priests, shall be no more, and false religions no
longer curse the world.
GEo. H. DAWEs.
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The Inconsistency of Prayer.

. 'l'he_ desire for ~upernatural acquire~ent is as
mconsistent as the Idea of perpetual motion. It is
like building a tower "whose top should reach unto
heaven." For nature being all the universe, including all existence, there can be nothing supernatural.
This doctrin of the supernatural is the father, and the
child, of all the superstitions of the world.
It is the idea of the supernatural that leads men
to pray. They lay down their manliness, and depend
upon an imaginary being for the accomplishment of
their desires, If there was such a thing as "answer
to prayer," there could not .,remain a solitary question
~y anY_one of its genuin reality. It would be like
mformmg a person that there was such a place as
Chicago who had never heard of the city, and if he
doubted it, he would be convinced by being taken
there, and the fact would no longer be denied. And
so it should be with prayer. If a man is right sure
that his prayers are answered, let him pray before a
multitude, and let them see and hear the answer that
God is supposed to make. Ministers are loth to try
such experiments. What of it 1 I say that nothing
could be more· inconsistent than to believe in answer
to prayer without an actual illustration. If it is true
it can be demonstrated.
We are_ asked to accept the Chris.tian faith, not
because we hav seen preachers movmg mountains,
healing the sick, or raising from the dead; not
be:~ause we hav seen boys and girls grow great in
knowledge by eating butter and honey, as the Bible
prescribes;, ~e are not asked to believe in this super·
natura.] rehgwn because we hav actually witnessed
the. performance of a~y "miracle" that it records,
but we are asked to blmdfold ourselvs and accept it
for no other reason whatever than that our fathers
believed it and that we'll be damned if we don't. In
the first place, we are asked by these pious monsters
to lay down the dignity we rightly should be proud
of, and say that we are a "poor lost sinner," and that
we are "not fit to liv." Usually this requirement of
Christianity attracts such characters as it describes
and catches like a :fly-trap all the murderers, thieves'
robbers, _liars, hangmen, ministers, and circus per~
forme~s m the country, and they all go together
marchmg on to Zion. Glory be to Gawd ! I want
better company !
Ministers generally pray for those who get along
pretty well anyway, such as the president, congressmen, and all the legislators that are sent to the capital from their particular electoral precinct. And
because these national leaders are found pocketing
a little government cash occasionally, their prayers
are supposed to be answered, on account of their
unrivaled success in that direction.
If the Christian reli:gion was true, and if prayers
were answered,_ every man would be a miracleworker and a God almighty. As a miracle-worker
he would paralyze the hand of every assassin, and
Garfields and Lincolns would bav lived in health; or,
on the other hand, the Christian hangman's noose
would be like tender threads, and the intended vic· tim would fall unharmed through the sheriff's trap.
The seventy-one convicts in the Anamosa, Iowa, penitentiary would break the iron bars and walk out
shouting praises to the Lord. The eighty-two
Catholics caged in the same institution would bow
again profoundly to the priest, while the one Infidel
confined therein would yet be left to shriek in agony
until his time is out. If prayer was answered, the
candidate for alderman could simply pray for his
election, and God would giv him the required
majority. Of ctmrse, if the other candidate was not
a prayerful man, there would not be much use of his
entering the campaign. Prayers in such circumstances would prol>ably resemble that of the Kentucky
hunter: "God, help me this time; you know I never
asked you before, and I won't bother you again. But
if you don't help me, for God's' sake don't help the
other m.an."
And again : If prayer was answered, mankind
would b.e a great, tremendous, contradicting deity,
and it would cause inevitable confusion, so long as
the irifinit endeavored to. obey the commands of the
finite. Man would be the ruler of the universe if
prayer was answered, and his insignificant plea would
guide the planets in their course; and some illiterate
crank might possibly obliterate the shining sun forever. If Christianity is true,_almighty God would be
the humble servant of humanity, wondering to himself which master to obey-a shoutir.g Methodist or
a hardshell Baptist.
Then why believe that there exists a ruler of the
universe or a special providence? Let us look at it
fairly. If there is a god and not a special providance, the sun will shine and rain will tall upon us
all alike. And if this god is not a special providance, he cannot manifest himself to man. And if
we hav not seen him or traces of his hand, then
why assert that there is such a being~
.
And, on the other hand, if there is a special providance, it would not be much effort on his part to
specially provide to convince us of the fact. A special providence would answer prayers. The nations
offered up their earnest prayers for James A. Gar-
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recovery. He lived in misery and suffered
death. "Ah," ,~he Christians say, "God's ways are
not our ways.
If true, let God alol'le and never
pr~y to him. If he knows best, he will "do all
thmgs well." And if all-wise, he needs no information. If infinitly good, you need not tell him how to
do his duty.
Suppose two prayers are offered that conflict!
He would be most likely, then, to confine his notice
to one denomination at a time. So thus it is that
the idea of special provid,ence is proved to be a
myth, a superstition. Ministers preach it from their
pulpits, but never offer us a single demonstration.
~here ~hey stand,_ club-footed posture, toes turned
m; their knees slightly bent, as if to sink beneath
th~ burden of their sins; eyes staring at the ceiling,
as If to loo~ the deity in the face; hands folded in a
deathly athtude-there they stand, the most intolerable monsters of humanity. They represent the age
not evol~ted to enlightenment.
Now, m conclusion, I will relate .a little circumstance in connection with a devout member of the
Young Men's Christian Association of Des Moines.
It will not be wandering from the subject, for it is
supposed to be a positiv proof that God answers
prayers, and he told me the story with sincerity, in
order that! mig~t receive the benefit of light that
God had given him. In our conversation I was told
what the Lord had done for him and how many
prayers he had answered, etc. I asked him to giv
me the particulars in just one instance that his
pr~yerR were answered. He ·proceeded: "I run a
dairy. Last summer cream was very scarce, and I
h.ad hardly enough to supply my customers, espemally on Saturday. Saturday came and it was a
very hot day. I knew that the restaurants would
want an unusually heavy supply. I prayed to God
that something might happen that I could supply
the demands. Sure enough, God answered my
prayer. One customer sent me word that he didn't
want any, and I had three gallons left."
I thought that was rather hard on his business
but he proceeded with another story still more con~
vi~cing: "~nd it was the same way almost with
milk. I didn't hav enough. What did I do? I
prayed to the Lord that he might some way inform
me how to fill all the orders."
"And did he inform you!"
"Of course he did-it came to me in a dream.
Don't mention it, but I was told to put· in a little
chalk and water."
WARNER LovELL.
.Des llfoines, Iowa, May 29, 1888.

Another Dark-Circle Seance.
The most wonderful of all the Spiritual phenomena
that I hav witnessed I will now describe. One more
dark-circle seance was to be held at Mr. Keeler's
house, and I determined to be there. My husband
had another engagement and could not go, but my
aunt went with me. It was a wet evening, and only
tAn persons came, seven of whom were men. Mr.
Keeler was loth to hold the seance, but yielded to
the persuasion of several of us.
The ever present Wash soon made his appearance,
but could not speak above a whisper. He said the
long-continued wet weather was unfavorable to
materialization. He came out several times and
said, "I only come to fill in the time until others are
ready to come to their friends." He was alwavs
ready for a joke, and to explain matters to us. He
aRked some of us to move our· chairs, which we did.
'l'hen he walked past me and sat on the sofa just
behind me. I rose and looked at him. He sat there
about a minute. My aunt had laid her fan and
gloves on the sofa. Wash took them up and returned
with them to the curtained inclosure. No sooner
had he disappeared than out came a little woman in
white. She called for a gentleman, who responded
and went up to greet her. After some conversation
between the two inside_ of the curtain, he came out
and said, "Whose fa.n is this that she gave me?"
"It is my aunt's," said I.
Ag-ain Wash appeared, and requested General
Lippit.t to come up and look behind the curtain. The
general obeyed. "What do you see?" said Wash.
"It i.s so dark in here," General Lippitt replied,
·"and I am so near-sighted, that I can't flee very well."
"Look in the corner; don't you see?" said Wash.
" Ob, yes," the general answered, "I do see a dark
figure seated on the stool." " That is all I wantAd
you to see," said Wash. The dark figure was Mr.
Keeler.
And now comes the most remarkable part of the
evening's exhibition. I saw my father, who died
fifteen years ago, standing at the opening of the
curtain. I recognized him at once from where I sat
but did. not attempt to go up to him lest I might
possibly be mistaken. Soon he pointed his hand
toward me, and I asked, "Is it I~" He waved his
band affirmalivly and I went up. There he stood as
real as when in life. He took my hand in his which
held a handkerchief, just as I had often seen bim do
in"life. He"put ·his two hands on my shoulders, and
I;pla.ced:mine on his)ides: just.a.bove.,the£wa.ist.: I
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then. said, " 0 father ! it is my father I am really
lookmg at ! 0 father! press my shoulders tighter !"
And he pressed them so strongly that I could feel
the pressure of his hands long after he vanished from
my sight. .
Again I said : " 0 my dear father ! speak to me ·
say something!" He took one hand from my shoulde;
and placed the forefinger across his mouth-another
characteristic of his.
My aunt came up to the curtain and shook hands
with him. She recognized her brother. He seemed
to make an effort to stay longer. I could see aRd
feel him swaying as if about to fall, while I was holding on to qim tightly. He sank down to the :floor,
and I could see only his head on the carpet. Then
the head rose part-way up as if he was making
another effort to materialize his whole body. But
the head swayed about as if upheld by an attenuated
frame, and then again dropped to the floor.
I think I saw him fully five minutes and all the
time he retained his natural look. He could not
speak, but his features were unmistakable.
After he disappeared, Wash came again and said:
"The gentleman who was here just now says ·he
never did such a thing as this before, and he don't
know what to make of it all; he wonders at all this
himself."
My father died suddenly in Duchess county, N. Y.,.
in December, 1872. He was a_born skeptic, and so
was I. A few months before his death he and I conversed about the question of a future life, and we
made a compact that the one who died first would
appear to the other if it were possible.
I hav always wanted to witness a good materialization. What I saw at the dark-circle seance May lOth
has been described in a former letter (THE Tnu·ru
SEEKER, May 26th). The appearance of my father at
~he second dark circle was unexpected, and surprismgly real. A gentleman seated next to me said he
never saw a better materialization, and had he known
my father in life he is sure he could hav recognized
him from where he sat.
·
But now my mother appeared. She called me by
name, Vickie. Several others heard it besides my
aunt and myself. I went up to the curtain and my
mother conversed with me. At my request she gave
me a very satisfactory message for my sisters.
Among other things, she said : "Did not your father
look splendid? He is with me; they are all here.
Tell Sarah that Charles is here too, and he is so
happy." I could not see my mother's features plainly
like those of my father. She appeared to hav a veil
over her face, and she disappe'lued as she did_before,
at the first dark circle.
Several other good materializations took place,
but none better than that of my father. A Zouave
came out in full military costume. Mr. Keeler himself came out twice in what is called a transfiguration, personating a spirit and conveying a message
to some one present. He looked quite different
from any of the materialized forms.
I am now convinced .beyond all doubt that I hav
seen the spirit of my father and conversed with that
of my mother. She was imperfectly materialized, so
that I could not recognize her features, as I did those
of my father, but what she said to me could hav
come from none but her. If there is any deception
about these various manifestations, it certainly is not
chargeable to the medium, Mr. Keeler.
This is all that I intended to write on the subject,
except perhaps to reaffirm what my husband has
said in answer to the suspicions of certain correspondents that there might hav been fraud or deception in the slate-writing; but now I hav something
to add about the materialization of my father.
Five days after the last dark-circle seance I
attended another light circle. I went because I
wanted my husband's brother to see the manifesta·
tions. He and his wife, who are our visitors, went
with us. And he was chosen by the spirit guide to
sit with Mr. Keeler; The usual phenomena took
place. Among the written messages received was
this one, signed by my father, William Osborn:
Did not I do splendidly the other night? Oh, how real I
felt! Would that I might do that agaiu. I am so glad you
knew me. I should hav been pained if you had not known
me.

I received also a message from my niece. It was
a further answer to a question I prepared when I
went to get the slate-writing a month ago. It
was very significant and unexpected. I am sure I
had not communicated even her name to anyone
present except those relativs who went from our
house. None but ourselvs understood it, and we
did not read it until we got home.
VICTORIA A. Bunn.
Washington, .D. 0., June 3, 1888.
'l'he Seri}Jtnre of The West.
"My text, dearly beloved brethren," said a minister in a
Western town enjoying a laud boom, last Sunday, "will be
found in the gospd according to Matthew, lot. (i, block 10."
And then the congregation settled back to sleep and dreamed
that a railroad ran through the place, and Eastern buyers
of real estate were as pwntiful as chinch bugs on a Kans~
farm.
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A New Religion.
Now that the chapters of "The Bible of Nature;"
by Professor Oswald, printed in these columns some
months since, hav been gathered into a book, Liberals will be enabled to better understand and appreciate their scope and intent. Consecutivly studied,
they form an outlined foundation for a new religion,
if we may use the word to define something which is
not a religion-except as all striving after good is
religion-but a scientific philosophy of life whose
authority is nature and unperverted instinct.
Until the second century of our present era the
human race was beguiled by supernatural religions.
For fifteen hundred years after that the race was
tortured by the insanities of an antinatural religion,
yclept Christianity. Now, says Professor Oswald,
the time has come to found a religion of nature.
His book, therefore, is such an attempt.
Professor Oswald is emphatically a disciple and
teacher of right living/ and of this right _living he
would make a religion, and the religion of Secularism
and of Freethinkers. Christians, so long as they
hold to the teachings of the Galilean apostle of antinaturalism, who promised his heaven t'o the gloomy
world-despiser or ascetic, will see in " The Bible of
Nature" only bla~phemous rebellion to the theological God of their worship. "Woe unto you that
laugh !" exclaimed Christ ; " bodily exercise profiteth
but little;" "take no thought for your life, what ye
shall eat or what ye shall drink, nor yet for your
body, what ye shall put on." Following this doctrin
gave the world the disgusting ascetics of the early
ages. " Blessed are they that do not see and yet
believe" elevated faith above knowledge. "Resist
not evil," but" submit yourselvs to the powers that
be," crushed the instinct of freedom in every true
believer. Professor Oswald's Bible takes direct issue
with each and all of the antinatural dogmas, and he
shows not only their baneful influence and results,
but that parallel and along with their disoardment by
the human race has the race advanced physically,
morally, and mentally.
Under the four general heads of Physical, Mental,
Moral, and Objectiv Maxims, "The Bible of Nature"
treats of the human features of health, strength,
chastity, temperance, skill, knowledge, independence,
prudence, perseverance, free thought, justice, truth,
humanity, friendship, education, recreation, domestic
and legislativ reform, forest culture, and the priesthood of Secularism. Of each Qf these he considers,
first, the lessons of instinct regarding them; second,
the rewards of conformity to such instincts; third, how
these instincts hav been perverted; fourth, the penalties of neglect of nature's laws; and, fifth, how we may
reform and be "redeemed." Such reformation andredemption Professor Oswald considers to be the province and religion of Secularism, while the methods are
its theology, and every law of health, every principle
of freedom, every act of justice or humanity, every
advance iii knowledge, is an article in its creed.
,A.ntinatural religion, or Christianity, has two objectiv

points, one of which is inevitably to·be reached by the
race-heaven or hell in another world. Natural
religion, or Secularism, has only one-happiness
here in this world. The other world must take care
of itself. As a generation of strong parents produces a succeeding generation of splendid children,
so mul!lt moral living in this world help to advancement in the next, if there be one. But while granting as well as demanding the fullest freedom of
metaphysical speculation, the religion of reason
limits its proper sphere to the secular welfare of
mankind, not engrossing, by musing on the enigmas
of the land beyond the veil, the time needed for the
problems of the only world thus far revealed.
Such, in brief, is the ground-plan of "The Bible of
Nature," upon which is to be built the new religion
of Secularism. How different that religion will be
from the present mystical teachings of Christianity
can be scarcely comprehended ! Professor Oswald
is unsparing of his criticism of that religion, in the
teachings of whose founder an.d practices of the
founder's followers he finds the primary cause of the
physical and mental and moral diseases which aftlict
th~ people. Colonel Ingersoll was challenged once
to say how he could improve the world if he were
given infinit power. He replied that he would make
good health catching instead of disease. Good health
is the text of Professor Oswald's book-the salvation
for which he works-the heaven he would hav the
race attain. Good health, with good nature, knowledge, and a perpetual striving for progress in science,
mechanics, and arts, as means to more happinessthat is the religion of Secularism.
In beginning the publication of this book last
July, we outlined its purpose to be to demonstrate
the natural basis of ethics, and to expose the immoral
tendency of the Christian religion in many of its
tenets, against which the author set in contrast the
safe standards of natural religion. We feel that
Professor Oswald has amply fulfilled the promis
made, and that he has given Liberals an invaluable
book upon both the destructiv and the constructiv
side of Freethought philosophy. "What," asks the
Christian, "will you giv us when you hav taken away
our faith in heaven and hell!" "Giv you?" answers
Professor Oswald; I' we will giv you everything in
this world that is worth having. We will giv you a
healthy body and sound mind, and unto them add all
things that make for happiness. Instead of a worship of sorrow, we will giv you a worship of joy.
Instead of enjoining you to hate your friends and
love your enemies, we tell you to love your friends,
and hav no enemies. Secularism teaches the solidarity of human interests, and has no ·sympathy with
those humanitarians who propose to silence the
clamors of their famished brethren with consecrated
wafers and drafts on the bank of the New Jerusalem.
We giv you the real brotherhood of man."

Childish Politics.
In one of the auml>ers of the TRUTH SEEKER
ANNuAL appeared an article with the very suggestiv
query, "Are We All Infants?" in which th~:~ writer,
George Macdonald, cataloged a number of childish
acts to which adults of the present time are addicted.
Among these were the antics of the male population
previous to an election-antics so ridiculous as to
deserve the contempt of thinking people. The particular antic which aroused the writer's scorn is the
habit the sovereigns of America hav of carrying in
procession their onl pieces of metal pressed into
semblance of a human face, the portrait of their
candidate, which for the time becomes their fetich.
If Mr. Macdonald had not written that article till
the present month, he would hav found another
illustration of the puerility of political sentiment and
the childishness of the average adult in the elevation
of a red bandanna handkerchief to an inspiring motiv
of action in government. One of our candidates for
the next to the highest office in the land has for
years wiped· his nasal organ on a handkerchief of this
description, and the delegates who nominated him
and the people who propose to vote for him are now
worshiping red bandanna handkerchiefs. "Bandannas" possess more potency in this campaign
than the tariff questic::m. They hav replaced the
" bloody shirt." Platforms are secondary to handkerchiefs. The candidate for second office is more
enthusiastically cheered than the candidate for the
first office, and the chief reason appears to be that he
wipes his nose on a red bandanna handkerchief. That

fiery emblem is counted on to secure the "farmer
vote," as indicating that its original flourisher is a
humble son of toil. One enthusiastic politician ex-•
pects to win the "negro vote" with it, as it has
always been a favorit piece of cloth with the men
and brethren recently in slavery, and every "old
aunty's" grizzly locks ·are covered with a red bandanna handkerchief. Manufacturers are turning out
these articles of toilet by the hundreds of thousands,
storekeepers are selling them as fast as manufactured,
and the adult infants of the country are wearing
them in pride and expected triumph. Even a great
and influential daily newspaper which opposes the
platform of .its party, argues against its policy, and
never could be induced to say a good word for the
head of the ticket, now advises its readers to vote
for the red bandann~ handkerchief, which with that
journal seems to weigh more than principles or men,
as ponderous as are both the platform and the chief
candidate.
What hope is there that statesmanship will ever be
shown by political leaders so long as the people can
not rise higher than a square yard of calico or silk in
making their selection of officers? No doubt the
opposing "great" party will ha v a fetich as disgusting as this, symbolizing at once the shallowness of
the voter and the willingness of the leaders to take
advantage of in fan til traits. There will be no issue
worth talking about, for neither party dares to make
one except for spoils. Both trim their sails for favoring breezes, and boxhaul their craft to every local
catspaw. They are more anxious to "get there"
thim to discuss questions of real economic significanoe. Statesmanship is stink in politics, and the
people are going wild with joy over a red bandanna
handkerchief. It is disgusting.
\

Manifestations and Miracles.

The day the Diss Debar case was given to the jury
the World said:
"Prosecution for belief in Spiritualism, or any other kind
of belief, is not defensible under any enlightened code of
ethics. But it is safe to say that the rights of no one will be
invaded if so-called Spiritualism is interfered with when it
takes the shape of money-making. The 'Spiritualist' who
hires himself or herself out as a means of communication·
between the living and the dead is a proper subject for the
police. The Spiritualists who perform cheap tricks with
pictures or scribbling on the inside of slates, with the ulterior purpose of getting money out of their deluded victims,
should be in the penitentiary. If there is truth in Spiritualism the b.est service that can be done it is to rid it of its false
prophets or humbugs. Meanwhile society has a right to
protect itself against tricksters and swindlers who seek the
cover of an alleged belief under which to perform their rascalities. This is the World's platform on Spiritualism, which
seems to be misunderstood in some quarters."
That is rather a weak condemnation of religious
persecution, but the rest of the paragraph is so
much weaker that the first sentence may be considered strong. Why are Spiritualism and the acts of
mediums singled out, and parallel faiths and the
preachers let alone ? Christianity " takes the shape
of money-getting " every day and everywhere.
Would no Christian's right be invaded if the receivers of cash were tried for obtaining money under
false pretenses? Every preacher is supposed to be
a means of communication between this world and
the next, the living and the dead; and what are miracles of Knock and Lourdes, and others of the same
nature, but cheap tricks to obtain money from deluded victims ? Can anyone obtain money uuder
pretenses more false than the saying of mass for the
souls of the dead, or building a weeping 'virgin whose
eyes are connected with a hydrant ? Take the average orthodox preacher, too, who not only tells his
congregation all about the condition of the dead
but assumes to know the will of the ruler of the universe-can anything be more false than his assumed
knowledge? If the mediums should go to the penitentiary, so should the priests and preachers of
Christianity ! " Society has a right to protect itself
agaiEst tricksters and swindlers who seek the cover
of an alleged belief under which to perform their
rascalities." This ought to be the World's platform
on Christianity as well as on Spiritualism.
The fact of the matter is, no faith or belief should
ever .be put on trial, no matter how superstitious or
silly or absurd. Actions only are properly punishable. In the Diss Debar trial the defendant should
not hav been asked whether she is a Spiritualist or a
Christian, and her counsel should hav been prevented
from making it virtually a trial of religion. The
question was, Did she and Diss Debar and others

.
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form a conspiracy to obtain money from lawyer
Marsh ! If this were proved, then she should hav
been compelled to refund the property, and should
hav been punished. If there were no conspiracy, if
Marsh is a sane man and voluntarily gave her the
property, then whose business is it but his own'
We undertake to say that there is more influence
used on religious devotees to squeeze money from
them than was used on lawyer Marsh by Madam Diss
Debar. The Catholic church has. performed thousands of" miracles"-as really sleight-of-hand as anything Madam Diss Debar has done-to impress upon
her dupes the necessity of parting with their fortunes
for the benefit of the church. Why should not the
friends of the young woman who gave the Catholic
church a quarter of a million to build a "university"
in Washington proceed against the priests who influenced her as well as the friends of Marsh against
the woman to whom he gave a house to be used as a
"temple of truth T"
.
There is altogether too much of this " paternal
guidance" spirit manifested to-day, and the newspapers are .among the chief sinners. The women
make rules for the children, the men enact laws to
gove.rn the women, the educational boards assume
the right to teach us religion at public expense, the
Prohibitionists want to manage our stomachs, the
churches desire to control our actions on Sundays
and our beliefs on all days, the municipal government won't let us hang a sign on our own premises,
most states won't let us denoun!ile the Bible, the
federal government makes laws to regulate the morality of our reading, and the "Brooding Buddhas"
of the " great" daily newspapers superintend the
whole lot. The poor, weak individual, as Bill Nye
would describe him, stands a mighty poor chance of
doing anything of his own volition. The present
tendency is diametrically opposed to J efferson;s
clearly stated doctrin that that government is best
which governs least, but, instead, regards that government best which governs most. Let's get back to
Jeffersonian principles and let everybody alone until
he or she injures some one in person, property, or
reputation. Spiritualism has the same right to its
manifestations that Christianity has to its miracles.

Started On Its Rounds.
The Galveston News reprints editorially the insinuation of the Boston Transcript that a passage in
Colonel Ingersoll's eulogy on Roscoe Conkling was
plagiarized from Buckle. Probably the story will be
repeated in all the little Christian sheets of the country. Here are the two passages :
OOLONEL INGERSOLL ON OONKLING.
"Vanity rests upon the opinion of others-pride on our
own. The source of vanity is from without-of pride from
within. Vanity is a vane that turns, a willow that bends,
with every breeze-pride is the oak that defies the storm.
One is cloud ; the other rock. One is a weakness; the other
strength."
BUOKLE1S 11 HISTORY OF OIVILIZATION IN• ENGLAND."
" Pride depends on the consciousness of self-applause;
vanity is fed by the applause of others. Pride is a reserved
and lofty passion, which disdains those external distinctions
that vanity eagerly grasps. The proud man sees in his own
mind the source of his own dignity, which, as he well knows,
can be neither increased nor diminished by any acts except
those which proceed solely from himself. The vain man,
restless, insatiable, and always craving after the admiration
of his contemporaries, must naturally make great account of
those external marks, those visible tokens, which, whether
they be decorations or titles, strike directly on the senses,
and thus captivate the vulgar, to whose understandings they
are immediately obvious. This, therefore, being the great
distinction, that pride looks within, while vanity looks without, it ·is clear that when a mail values himself for a rank
which he inherited by chance, without exertion, and without
merit, it is a proof, not of pride, but of vanity, and of vanity
of the most despicable kind. It is a proof that such a man
has no sense of real dignity, no idea of that in which alone all
greatness consists."
A Sun reporter, seeing this in the Transcript, took
it to Colonel Ingersoll's office and asked him what he
had to say of it. "What hav I got to say of it?"
replied the colonel. "Nothing. The fellow that
imagined he was proving something by that is an
idiot. Read the two. I hav nothing to say. Take
the first sentence of Buckle. I do not know what it
means. Take the whole of it. If I could not get at an
idea without going all that roundabout way to get at
it I would take a car. I am willing to let them stand
side by side and let any sensible man judge. . The
fellows that get up these things really compliment
me. ''!'hey seem to be"'afraid that I am going to get
a~!!o.d f!f ',P.olH !Whll.n they ~!:!.!l f!o ffOf)~ ~hi~ 91 mine
'
.

they immediately want to charge me with getting it
from somebody else.
"I
th t
th ·a· t h
b
·r t th
e
see a ano . er 1 10 as een Wrt mg 0
Sun that he has discovered that part of my address
at the grave of a little child in Washington some
years ago was produced by taking sentences from
Buckle's essay on Mill's 'Essay on Liberty.' I never
read the book, and therefore could not hav taken the
extracts from it. Some time ago one of these pious
fellows took that address of mine and turned it into
blank verse, and added a word here and there and
published in a n~wspaper an article saying that he
bad found this blank verse in a newspaper, and that
it was the original of my address. I offered to giv
$10,000 if he could produce that newspaper. Well,
he did not produce it. Now, I will ask you to take
a copy of that address. Read it for yourself. If you
can find a sentence in it that was ever written anywhere before that address was written by me, I will
.giv you $10,000. What I cannot understand is how
people can be so mean as to write such lies. Nobody
but pious people could be so mean. Take a copy of
the address, and I will giv you $10,000 for,any sentence in it that was written by Buckle or anybody
else but myself."
Thus evaporate two more stories which no doubt
afford the pious much edification. Yet these charges
of plagiarism will circulate and be beiieved, and
every Infidel in the country will be called upon by
some Christian neighbor who has read them in his
church paper to defend the colonel against the malicious attack. A good way to settle these credulous
mortals will be to say: "Here, if you want to make
ten thousand dollars, just go to work and prove that
Colonel Ingersoll ever plagiarized from anybody.
The colonel offers this sum, his word is good, and he
has the cash to pay if he loses." That will end the
discussion.

A. Wise Judge.

petitioner is a worthy Christian minister, and I take pleasure
on. that account in refusing the prayer of his petition, as I
thmk such duties are unworthy his exalted calling.
"A judgment will be entered in accordance with this opinion, and the clerk of this court is ordered to enter this opinion at large upon the journal of the court."
There is a delicacy of argument in this opinion, as
well as a comprehension of the evils of ministerial
interference in secular affairs, which appeal to one's
sense of the " eternal fitness of things " at once, and
stamp Judge Rochester as a true and discerning
American. His summing up of the experience of the
human race in all affairs where preachers hav meddled is absolutely accurate. The church has always,
everywhere, abused, and probably will forever abuse,
her power to the destruction of liberty. The history
of every country affirms and demonstrates this statement. Every true American, therefore, will do what
he can to keep the clergy out of politics and secular
matters in general.
There is also another characteristic in this opinion
which commands our sympathy. It is Mr. Rochester's tender solicitude for the ministers as evinced by
his desire to keep them pure and unspotted ia this
world of sin and temptation, and the gentle manner
in which he expresses his regard for their welfare.
Judge Rochester has evidently noticed that the
honest minister, the one with whom a man's character
or his wife is equally safe, is usually a good, easygoing, childish sort of a person, a little weak on Calvinistic theology as well as in· worldly enterprises, a
man who nowadays would be said to be in the ministerial profession because nature had so constituted
him that he wasn't good for anything else, while the
bustling, eloquent, popular clergyman lacks the confidence of the business world, which keeps an eye on
his accounts ·and also on the female lambs of his
:flock. The first minister is of course totally incapacitated by his simpleness of character from undertaking the management of estates, while the second
would require altogether too much watching to be
allowed to do so. Recognizing these diverse but
equally potent reasons, and being desirous of saving
the church from scandal, Judge Rochester has chosen
wisely in denying letters of administration to the
Rev. Mr. Greene. His sympathetic opposition is as
forcible from the standpoint of the heirs to the estate
as his legal objections are to supporters of a secular
government.

Junius Rochester, judge of the probate court of
King county, Washington territory, is one of the
most subtle logicians that the boundless West has
produced. He is also, it givs us pleasure to add, a
firm and consistent upholder of the American doctrin of a real separation of church and state. The
Seattle daily Press published in its issue of May
15th Mr. Rochester's decision refusing to appoint the
Rev. Samuel Greene administrator of the estate of
THE preacher who gave to the public the indecent scandal
Conrad Hartman, deceased, for reasons which seemed
upon the home life of President Cleveland has apologized.
to him good and sufficient, as follows:
But no apology that he has the ingenuity to frame can repair
"Mr. Greene is a Christian minister activly occupied and the wrong done to the man he attacked. The private life of
engaged in his work as such, and, otherwise, the testimony the president is not a subject for discussion, because whether
shows, is a 1 suitable and competent person to administer he and his wife get along smoothly is no one's affair but
such estate.'
their own till one or the other chooses to publicly seek
"Section 1,388 of the code of Washington provides that in release. In this instance the attack was the more infamous
case of the failure of any person entitled to administer upon because totally false. It, shows, however, that preachers
an estate to apply for letters . . . 1 then the probate can interfere in politics only by scandal or bigotry. The
court, or judge, may appoint any suitable and competent Rev. C. H. Pendleton, of Worcester, Mass., and the Rev.
person to administer such estate.'
Mr. Burchard, of this city, ought to go into retreat together.
" The only question for determination here is whether a
man who has dedicated his life, talents, and energy to the
Lectures and .Meetings.
service of Christ as a minister of his church, is a suitable
J. D. SHAw, of the Independent Pulpit, intends coming
and competent person to be appointed an officer of the probate court within the purview of this statute. The discre. North in September of this year, and desires lecture engagetion to determin the question of suitability and competency ments from Texas to Massachusetts-in Missouri, Kentucky,
Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York, the New
of the appFcant for letters rests in the probate judge.
" I desire to state, by way of preface, my high apprecia- England states-in fact, all through the Northern and Eastern
tion of the Christian church and the Christian ministry, states. He is anxious to make the acquaintance of the Northwhen confined to their own proper functions. There does ern friends, and puts his terms very low, as follows: For one
not appear to be one charitable motiv in this application, but, lecture, $10, and for three in one place, $25, provided that,
so far as I can see, it is only a business proposition. Down in both cases, the hall and advertising are furnished and his
to a very recent period in England, all matters pertaining to hotel expenses paid. The fees pay his railroad bills, and for
the settlement of estates belonged to the ecclesiastical courts, further compensation he depends upon the sale of his books
and after repeated co!Jisions between the judges and bishops, and the subscriptions to the Pulpit. Mr. Shaw prefers that
in 1857-only thirty years ago-courts of probate were es- the amounts be raised by contribution, so that the lectures
tablished there. In America, however, it has always been may be free. We hope that Mr. Shaw will receive a hearty
recognized-since the adoption of the federal Constitution in welcome from all societies and individual Freethinkers, and
1789, at least-that liberty was only possible in a total sepa- as many engagements as he can fill. He is a superior
ration of church and state. The founders of civil and relig- speaker, a cultured gentleman, and a good man to hav for a
ious liberty recognized and declared this principle in the first friend. Let the North open her arms to the South.
amendment to the Constitution, arid if there is any distinguishing characteristic of American liberty, it is separation
o. B. REYNorns's APPOINTMENTS.
of church and state, absolute and total separation of the Tacoma,
Wasil Terr ........................ June 26, 27, 28
Shelton's Point,
· .............................. 30, July 1
secular and ecclesiastical. All experience shows that where Elma,
"
..................................... 2, 3, 5
1•
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 8
the clergy meddles or interferes in politics the church Montesano,
becomes supreme and she has always abused her power to Aberdeen,
.................................. 9, 10, ·11
the destruction of liberty.
Hoquiam,
..................................... 12, 18
"And further, if in this case the petitioner is an honest Astoria,

1
11 d f G d,
h ·
I
man, ca e o o to preac his gospel, then
presume
from my experience and observation that he is totally unfit
to conduct the financial affairs of others, especially of an
estate in the condition of this.

Skamokawa,
Portland,
Canby,
Silverton,
Lebanon,

" If he is not such a man, then he is a hypocrit, an im- Brownsville,

Postor

and cheat, and is not w. orthy of any position of trust.
"With these views, I can but conclude that petitioner is
not a suitable person to be appointed administrator.
11
I desire to say r in conclusion, that so far as I know the

................................. 15, 16, 17

" ········ · ··· ········· · ·············· ········· ······ 3, 4, 5
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ST. JoHNs, May 17, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5-$4.50 for THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and fifty cents for the ''Field and Ingersoll
Discussion." Please do not miss a copy of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, as I want to get it bound. I could not get along
without it. We hav no churches here, only a Catholic; but
we ha v a minister who preaches in the court house. His
average congregation is about six-four women and two
men. We hav a free Sunday. Everybody does as he likes.
Yours respectfully,
T. RoLLINs.
Puxroo, Mo., !lay 24, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Please find "ihclosed $2 for THE TRUTH
SEEKER for Dr. S. S. Hayden, of Carthage, Mo. Please
annex him to my club. I shall send the money for the rest
of the old club in a few days; hav some of it now on hand,
and expect to enlarge the club to ten members if I hav good
luck. Dr. Hayden is getti.ng ready for the lecture field, and
will soon be on the wing. He gave us a lecture at Asherville
on the 19th inst., which gave the people something to think
of for some time.
Please drop the appended name from the club, and stop
his paper. His wife worries him so much on account of the
paper that he has concluded to giv it up. He is all right,
but lets go for the sake of peace.
G. R. BRALEY.
SALT RIVER, MioH., May 26, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : It is often affirmed by Christians, and especially lately by the Woman's Christian Temperance Union, that
our nation is a Christian nation. They seem to be_ plotting
for God in the Constitution, Jesus Christ to be acknowledged
as the ruler of nations, the Bible to be acknowledged as the
11JVOOled will and word of God and to hav the same forced
into our common schools. To all of this scheme I am unalterably opposed. I believe Christian people are in favor
of Woman Suffrage more for the accomplishment of thei~
purpose than for any other reason. I am in favor of Woman
Suffrage, and would vote, as I often hav voted, for it.
There is a big battle to be fought some time in the future over
their plotting~. My prayers are that the spirits of the
·founders of our government will be near us and sustain us
against their nefarious sch 'mes. I believe, as W. F. Jamieson does, that "the Christian clergy are a source of danger
to the American republic." All their plottings prove it.
Respectfully,
H. 0. BIGELow.
VALLEJo, CAL., May 31, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I inclose a clipping from the San Francisco
Examiner. This is the sort of stuff that is often presented
to the "unsophisticated" Westerner by the sensational
school-boy journalists of the Coast. The Rev. Richard
Medway, mentioned in the clipping, probably had an aggravated case of the " James" when he perceived the monster
''hovering like an evil spirit." It is not unusual for the elect
o[ God to be affiicted in this manner out West:
A remarkable story of a flying serpent comes from Darling
county, South Carolina.
.
The report is that on Sunday evening Miss Ida Davis and
her two young sisters were taking a walk in the woods,
when a huge serpent appeared above them, moving through
the air with the speed of a slow-flying bird. It did not seem
to be very high in the air, and moved without any visible
effort. It appeared to be about fifteen feet long and ten
inches thick.
The girls stood spellbound until the formidable-looking
object was out of sight. The flying serpent was seen by
several other people in a different part of the county early in
the afternoon of the same day, and they tell all ·sorts of
stories about its appearance.
·
The negroes are considerably excited over the matter and
think it a sign of the approach of judgment day. Revivals
will be held in their churches.
At the village of Grassland, ten miles to the southeast of
where the aerial monster was seen by the Davis sisters, a
panic was caused among the· inhabitants by the approach of
the creature. The steeple of the Methodist church is
crowned by a weathercock in the form of a gilded dove.
The last rays of the sun caused this dove to glisten brightly,
and the eyes of the serpent were attracted by it. Descending in its flight, it soared to within a few feet of the dove,
and circled slowly around it, as if moved either by curiosity
or a desire for prey. Suddenly it appeared to discover the
inanim11te and inedible nature of the dove, and, with a
furious swash of its tail, knocked the weathercock from its
fastenings and sent it to the ground below in a hundred
pieces. Some of the fragments picked up are stained with
blood, showing that the monster's tail came into contact with
the stout iron rods by which the dove was held in place.
Rev. Richard Medway, pastor of the church, vouches for
the accuracy of the details here given. He was approaching
the ~acred e!Iific_e at the time, on h_is way to _hold the evening
servrce. H1s w1fe, who was on h1s arm, famted at the sight
of the monster hovering like an evil spirit over the church.
Mr. Medway says there can be no doubt of the aphidian
nature of the creature. His description of it agrees substantially with that given by the Davis girls.
Freethought, the latest offspring of THE TRUTH SEEKER, is
flourishing under the able management of Putnam and Macdonald. May it liv and grow in strength. Freethought is
destined to hav a permanent home in this cosmopolitan land
of the West, for we are a merry, liberty-loving race of Bohemians here who liv because we hav to liv and giv no thought
to the future. In Anacreontic phrase, " We eat, drink, and
are merry, for to-morrow we die."
Desiring you ever to command me to the extent of my capabilities and means in the cause of Freethought, I beg· to
Yours truly,.
W. J;ToBIN.
remain, as ever,

especially the cartoons. I thilik I shall be able to send you
a few new names this summer, as Freethought literature is
coming in more demand and growing more popular. It's
not an uncommon occurrence now for a strict church-member to pick up a copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER and scan its
pages for an hour at a time. There is any amount of persons that will read Freethought papers if they do not hav to
pay for them-persons, too, that are not· penurious or pickayunish, but simply take no apparent interest, or not sufficient
interest to send off for such literature on their own account.
With what I see of THE TRUTH SEEKER, if I was able financially, I would send back and hav you send your paper to
quite a number. That, I know, would be the means of
doing good; for I do know that that was th~: means employed
to open my eyes. An old subscr~ber sent me his papers
when he had them read; hence I became a subscriber, and
not only a subscriber, but I am going to work for THE
TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator as long as I liv. I am not
yet through with my spring work, so that I can get out and
canvass for truth and liberty.
A. T. GANT.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., May 27, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: There was a large, attentiv, and intellectual
audience at the Friendship Liberal League meeting to listen
to Miss Voltairine de Cleyre's lecture. Her subject was,
"Convent Life Unveiled." After a recitation, rendered in a
very able manner, she began her discourse by taking her audience to the convent; after viewing the beautiful grounds
and buildings, she entered, taking her hearers through the
different apartments; lifting the veil, showed the methods of
teaching-how the wills of pupils are crushed, health impaired, character destroyed, by a system devised for the
purpose of making brides of Christ or capturing estates,
t~Dtally unfitting them for wives of men.
In a very. eloq11ent
manner she showed the suffering of the inmates j lifting the
veil still higher, she showed the parts generally hidden from
public view•. It seems almost impossible that such a system
could produce any good results.
The speaker is young, able, and fearless, and is doing a
good work and should be encouraged. Those desiring a
good lecture should engage her services. The subject of her
evening lecture was, "Justice," and Jehovah was handled·
in a very able manner. The lecture was interspersed with
sparks of humor, and was highly appreciated. The large
audience present showed an increased number of the fair
sex. After the lecture; criticism being invited, and the able
Christians being unable to summon sufficient courage to
reply, Mr. Brotherhead, a scholar of deep research and great
learning., felt compelled to take issue with the lady, whose
address, he stated, was the most 'wishy-washy stuff he had
listened to for some time coming from a woman of her sex,
and he seldom descended to debate except with polished
scholars like Mr. Charles Watts. He carefully avoided anything the lady had said. The speaker in closing replied that
if wishy-washiness was a characteristic of her address they
had been listening to a woman of the other sex.
After the close of the lecture Mr. Bair, the president, presented the speaker with a beautiful bouquet, the gift of Mrs.
Harker, the mother superior of the League, to whose maternal care the League is much indebted; which was accepted,
with thanks to the donors, in a becoming manner.
Miss Voltairine de Cleyre lectures next Sunday in Pittsburgh, Pa. Hoping she may meet with the same success
elsewhere, I remain,
Respectfully,
J. B. ELLIOTT.

CoNCORD, N. C., June 6, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: The county commissioners of this and severa! other counties ordered -local option elections for June
4th. Such a spectacle as I witnessed here Monday I never
had expected to see. J. M. Odell and son operate a cotton
factory here. Monday morning they hired two omnibuses,
each drawn by four horses, each horse covered with blue
bunting, with Prohibition mottoes worked on them. Each
omnibus had banners on top, with objectionable-to the Antiprohibitionists-paintings. All this cost money, say $50 to
$75. All Prohibitionists, white and colored, got free rides.
The social line of color was broken down_ for one day, but
raised as high as ever next morning, and a barbed-wire line
at that. J. M. Odell marched the male employees, men and
boys, to the court house and stood sentinel over them all day
to see that each man who is privileged specialis gracia of J. M.
Odell and son voted just as he was told to do. This is slavery and tyranny mixed in about a two-thirds proportion of
of each. These are the same men who work women and
children twelve and a half hours each day and are pillars in
the church of the mee~ and lowly Jesus. Theile are the men
who persecute all who differ with them in piety and their
way of doing God's work; while J •. M. Odell's moral character is not to be envied.
There were local elections in Raleigh, Durham, Charlotte,
Statesville, and Asheville, where the religious tramp Rev.
R. G. Pearson has been laboring at from $250 to $300 per
week. All these towns went wet. Raleigh- and Durham
were dry last year. So much for Brother Pearson's preaching and a special outpouring of the spirit. The reverend
gentleman will raise his holy eyes toward the moon or the
stars, clasp his delicate hands, and say, " 0 God I thy works
are mysterious, and thy ways past finding out !"
The law of North Carolina is for the justices of the peace
at their biennial meetings to elect a county superintendent of
the school board of public. instruction. June 5th the magistrates met. Rev. T. W. Smith, a regular drone, began to
electioneer for the place. He approached our justice of the
peace and informed him as an argument that " Brother C. G.
Montgo"mery is doing all he can for me." Our justice of the
peace informed Mr. Smith that if C. G. Montgomery was enMcMINNVILLE, ORE., May 27, 1888.
listed for him that was enough and he could not vote.for Mr.
MR. EDITOR : THE TRUTH SEEKER and ANNUAL came to Smith. C. G. Montgomery is a bloated bankrupt for $20,hand in good shape. I like the paper very much, and 000, but a pillar in the church, a Sunday-schoollecturer, and

a rampant Democratic politician. Rev. Mr. Smith found
other justices of the peace of the same opinion, so mucl:). so as
to be convinced that it was useless to put in a claim. Here
is another instance where God has hardened the hearts of
sinners and they hav refused to return the bread that God's
chosen servant had cast on the waters. J. W. MEHAFFEY.
HIGBLANps, N.J., June 9, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I hav always read with great interest the
"Letters from Friends" pages of your paper, and long ago
would hav contributed some news from this Section, but
·always thought best to .leave the space for those who could
probably advance better, or at least more telling, ideas to
help the cause of Freethought, but since I see in this issue,
June 9th, the production of the "Infidel-Smasher;" I cannot
resist the temptation to at least tell of my contempt for so
imbecil a Christian as this one effort to answer an Infidel's
question shows him to be. If any relation exists between
man and beast, surely he must be of first kin.
In the first place, he starts out to answer sixteen questions;
and really I cannot find an answer to even one. The most
important one mentioned he does not attempt to answer
intelligibly, and he jumps at once to giving advice, something which evidently he himself is in gr~at need of, and
advice such as he can only obtain by reading some of the
writings of more intelligent and better informed historians
than exist in the orthodox church. But really I fear he is
past redemption, as, whatever the limit of his intellectual
capacity, it is certainly full to overflowing with the teachings
of superstition-which college is the only one he has passed
through-and that teaching from the Bible-a book I really
do not believe he has ever directly read; if so, the parts
·only that "pulpit-stampers" hav chosen as best for followers. I would answer the questions that he asks, but they
hav been answered often, and their answers stand out now
to the world in brilliancy through the works of Thomas
Paine, Colonel Jngersoll, Kersey Graves, and hundreds 0f
others, and, last but far from being least, THE TRUTH f!EEKER,
a stumbling-block that all (Jhristian advocates fear to find
circulated. But never while the American flag can wave
can Ta:E TRUTH SEEKER be put down ; and to satisfy '' Mr.
Smasher" we shall certainly blow our bugle louder and
louder, that the world-not only a few, but the whole
world-will soon hear the bugle of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
And let me say right here that it cannot do more good than
to fall into the hands of just such beings as Mr. Streline, as
you will notice whenever a fool wishes to advertise himself
it happens in just that way-no other means left but ridicule,
and always of his superiors.
No better chance than now, Mr. Streline, to enjoy he~ven:
Make it .yourself and you are sure of the articles it is composed of. Heaven and happiness are impossible without
liberty, and certainly none teach or advocate liberty, equality, and human rights more than Infidels; and surely none
can die more peacefully than those who hav followed the
advice of Infidels, especially the advice of the peerless
Robert G. Ingersoll and Helen H. Gardener.
In conclusion let me say to the "Infidel-Smasher," that he
would better giv out his work to some one not so mentally
affiicted as he seems to be, and if he cannot liv without
being a " smasher" of some kind, I would suggest that he
apply to Mr. Watson Heston for a subject to practice on.
WILLIAM A. J OBNBON.
WABASH, IND., June 8, 1888. _
MR. EDITOR: Methinks I hav just awakened from a horrid
nightmare. A short time after I was forced to suspend the
publication of Rigltts of Man through the boycott of the
Knights of Labor I attended a seance, at which I received
some manifestations that not only set me to study more
fully the phenomena of Spiritualism, Spiritism, or Spiritology-call it what you may-but led me to blindly follow
this (to me) ignis-fatuus/ I then received a prediction upon
the faithful carrying out of which by the spirit world I was
to be assured that it was a truth that we liv on beyond
earth life. The purport of the communication was: I was
soon to run a paper in the interest of the spirit world, and
the minute I did this success was to crown my efforts. Carried completely away with the idea that unseen forces were
at work to enable me to again sling printers' ink at the mud
walls of theology, I became insane, as it were, upon that
subject; like primeval man seeing the actions of nature
which in his ignorance he could not understand, so I
worshiped at a shrine of mysticism as profoundly as he.
With him ignorance was the activ force, while I, though.
not bound in ignorance of that nature, had been so carried
away with the desire to enter again the journalistic arena
that my mind's perception was dulled to that extent that I.
was not able to comprehend and rightly digest the manifestations presented to me. The time came when I started that
paper, and I never made so complete a failure, and in rapid
succession every prediction that was based upon it failed.
I had no business to undertake it, knowing that as surely as
I did the miserable enmity of the Knights of Labor would
be visited upon it; but out of it good has come, for I no
more see men as trees walking. While I do not deny the
phenomena-call it Spiritualism, Spiritism, or Spiritologyyet I am now more sure than ever that I know actually less
and less of it as a fact, a truth. I am satisfied, too, more
than ever, that from its peculiarity and similarity in many
respects to the dogmas of theology tb:e church will use it to
a greater or less degree to carry out its nefarious ends-to
blind progression to the real is.sue before every Freethinker,
complete Secularization of the state. When, and only when,
Secularism prevails from the East to theW est, to the North
and to the South, so that the church has no foothold in this
church-cursed land, can we safely investigate these phenomena. As it now stands, it is so like theology one needs
to be continually making excuses for itl! erratic shuntings.

THE TR.UTH SEEKER, JUNE 23, 1888.
In the great work of humanitarianism we, as individuals
need to be alive to the necessity of unification on Secularism'
concentration of our mentality upon the destruction of
bigotry and superstition, agitativ and educational moves
all along the line. In conclusion I wish to go on record that
after a .careful and exhaustiv study, I want no life beyond:
for all Its devotees promis us but an airy nothingness. Life
as~ sub~tance that can pass th!ough solids without leaving
an 1mpnnt I do not want. For instance, in this life I meet
those .I love-that han~-shake, that embrace, -those passionate k~sses, are somethmg tangible. As I fold that lovely
fonn m my anns I feel the breast rise and swell with love's
emot~ons. I gaze into those eyes of pearl, and deep down
therem I ~ead t~e response of love, and in the kiss I sip such
nectar as IS denied the gods. This I do without fear of that
f?rm's sliding t~rough the wall and leaving me but a dl\ceptlv dream, as 1t would be liable to were it a spirit form.
Though I can do but little, yet that little I am doing for the
destruction of myths and the advancement of Secularism.
ARTHUR C. EvERETT.
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that it is time to be respectful toward a claim that has with· the ignorant, brainless believers who know no better
extorted such world-wide avowal of its truth. And yet Mr. that when death kisses down my eyelids my soul will be
Talmage. has the assurance to tell all these people that they clutche~ ~,Y their. God and God will damn me for writing
are lunatiCS and fools; that not more than One instance in a about his sheep m wolves' clothing." " He made all things
hundred of pretended spirit manifestations is true and that and saw it was good "-ha, you big addle-pated cranks
the true one is from the devil, " the father M lies.,'
how, then, if ''all things are good," ca~ God damn even me?
, If the Lord was afraid that the walls of heaven would be Out on all such nonsense I According to the dogma " All
scaled by the builders of Babel six thousand years ago we t~gs are good," then human want and suffering and degra~arvel_ that he can "keep cool" while the Brooklyn cl~wn datiOn, such a.s are seen from. the Bend in Mulberry street,
IS rearmg a monument of egotism so cloud-piercing that it ~e:W York; disease and pestilence, that throttle young life
becomes another "Jacob's ladder" for the audacious and m I.ts deW: morn, and cause loved and loving·mothers to lay
adv.enturesome to mount up on to that dizzy bight. As th.eir darlmg babe.s beneath the sighing qtaples and moaning
Fehx, af.te~ th~ oratory· of Paul, was " almost persuaded to willows of regret m that somber "city of the dead " Greenbe ~ Chnstian, . so does our shattered faith recuperate in the wood : whatever inspired the massacre of Thess~lonica a
ventable speakmg of Balaam's ass, since the same phenom- long time ago, and the massacre of the Huguenots on St
enon has so recently repeated itself in the City of Churches.
Bartholot;new's Eve not long ago ; whatever it is which
. A truth that learned scientists, astute judges, critical inves- moves cr1~e and vice ; and low cunning, which has been, is
tigators, and intelligent millions hav given in adhesion to is now, and IS yet to be-oh, how long?-enacted upon the
too pueril for the acceptance of Mr. Talmage. He diets only world's stag,e-all these things are good.
on the s_olid pabulum of the "fall "-of the Lord placing a
I say No I with a big N! It was not good to hav a fire
temJ?ta~10n before unsophisticated beings, which he, being s~t in o_. ~- Wood's hotel barn the other night and cause
omnisCient, knew t.hey would yield to; then waiting six . eight buildmgs to be burnt up on men who could not hav
·100 S. 1ST., PoRTLAND, ORE., June 1, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : My notice in THE TRUTH SEEKER brings many thousand years, while the race poured like a Niagara an st~od the loss, were it not fo~ the small insurance they reletters from various parts of the country, and if I could ma- unb~oken stream, into hell, he finally concocts the pia~ of ceived. It was not '' good" for our citizens to witness the
terialize in half a dozen different places at once I could c?mmg dow~ to earth, holding commerce with a woman of three new graves in our cemetery this week-one of them
scarcely fill the "calls "-not from God but from man-to ~IS .own c~eatmg, becoming his own father and his own son, th~ grave of M~~· Ac~ley, a noble, activ, and ardent Freepreach. I giv from. five to seven lectures each week. I find ~ndiCts . himself as a malefactor, acting the triple role of thmker ~~d Spmtuahst; a kind mother, wife, and an esthey hav got Freethought bad in every neighborhood all JUdge, JUry, and hangman, and as he expires under his own t~emed Citizen ; who loved the good and whom all the good
among these mountains and hills. The people on this coast sentence, an eart.hquake, an eclipse of the sun, the rising of ~Id love; who blessed the world seventy-nine years with a
are emphatically ready to listen to the utterance of the most the ~ead, the sphttmg of the veil of. the temple, all come in hfe as pure as light and as stainless as a star.
Radical ideas. Last Sunday evening I gave a lecture by in- together to lend laldt to the grand wind-up. Then, again,
It was not "good," it did not make Mr. and Mrs. John
vitation upon "The Origin of the God Idea," in the Hall ~r~. T_alma~e takes unlimited stock in the beauties of a Cal- ~ammel happy, to follow their little baby and only son to
VInistic
revival
powwow
;
in
which
the
Big
Ghost
which
is
corner of Third and Alder streets, this city, to a crowded
his " worldly home."
house, which was listened to with the closest attention and both a third of a God and at the same time the whoie though
It ":as not " good" for Louis Foy to be sick with con"
'
best of order. My most telling blows at the old hydra- omnipresent, comes near" and pours himself out into the sumptiOn, die and leave his wife and little children.
~earts
of
the
progeny
of
the
"fall,"
and
after
getting
things
headed monster were long applauded, and apparently well
When I read my Bible-which, by the way, is very seldom
received by all. After the lecture of thirty-five minutes hvely! then what ?-why, the devil-a being who, according lately-I am amazed to think so many people in the past
Mrs. Finne.!!;an, a platform test medium from San Francisco: to Milton, was once an angel of light and sat so near the ~ountenanced it. And according to all the Christian fathers
Cal., occupied the rostrum, giving descriptions of spirits throne that he almost rubbed elbows with Jahava himself It ';'as ~art of Go~'s revelation that earthly misery and sufthat she saw, clairvoyantly, standing by friends in the audi- but who, in that place where no sin or temptation can exist' fermg IS but a famt reflex of that which awaits hereafter.
ence. Some of these were very touching, and created great became infiated with ambition and was incontinently kicked that the "world's people "-especially in East Randolph_:_
interest and inquiry fo,r more knowledge in Spiritology. 1 out, and after falling "nine days and nights" lands in hell, are doomed.. to an eternity of agony in a literal and undying
like this term, "Spiritology," very much better than "Spirit- where be stays about as long as a j_aybird would sit on a fire. " The wretched bodies of the condemned shall simmer
ualism." We hav had "ism" enough-" ism" everywhere cornst~lk or lightning lay on a limb, then scoots out and goes and blaze in those living fires" (Ante-Nicene Christian Liuntil the whole world is groaning from its weight of super~ on a still-hu~t for. Adam and Eve game-comes stealing in, brary, vol. xi, p. 35).
stition. If communication with the powers and forces that -and when. S!Ud Big Ghost gets a herd of sinners nicely corWhat a warm place hell was, and what a cool place now 1
be c_an giv us facts-and facts are stubborn things-then let raled and IS about to noose them, said devil-who only works How vast the change that's taken place since Calvin's time 1
us build a Spiritology, but no more ism, please. Many of by permission of tne other ghost-collars them and whispers " Forever harassed with dreadful tempests, they shall feel
Mrs. Fi_nnegan's visions or descriptions were recognized and something seductiv in their ears about keeping along on themselvs .torn asunder by an angry God, and' transfixed
verified. Here, as everywhere else, the Spiritualists are di- the old track and having a good time, when-pull Big Ghost a•d penetrated by mortal stings, terrified by the thundervided, part having great reverence for the Bible and the God one way and the devil by permission the other-the farce bolts of God, and broken by the weight of his hand so that
idea, prayer and praise to the creator, while the other half ends by the devil becoming the victor, and it is said in to sink into any gulf would be more tolerable than 'to stand
are Freethought to the core, and Ingersoll, with them, is dolorous deprecation that the heartless sinners "hav grieved ;?r a m?ment in those terrors." Jonathan Edwards" says:
before Jesus. The latter will work with the Liberals and for away" the Big Ghost, and it takes its fiight from where it
The Sight of hell's torments will exalt the happiness of
the religion of humanity, and are our best helpers in getting ~lis all. space back to heavenly regions. During all this the saints forever." Again : " The world will be converted
up lectures. May their visions and prophecies and facts- mterestmg perfennance, the " son "-who too is only a into a great lake or liquid globe of fire-a vast ocean of fire
if they are facts-soon settle forever the question, " When a third of a Go_d and yet the whole-is st~tioned in poetic in which the wicked shall be overwhelmed, which wlll a!~
man dies shall he liv again" and keep up his personality? fancy at the nght hand of the inexorable "father "-who ways be in tempest, in which they shall be tossed to and fro
We all naturally !lSk, as we continually are struggling to "out of Christ, is a ~onsuming fire "-where he is supposed having no rest day or night, vast waves or billows of fir~
gain more knowledge, will this wisdom be of use to us after ~o be constantly teasmg and wheedling the vengeance-breatb- continually rolling over their heads. Their vitals shall fordeath? And as Colonel Ingersoll says that " another life is mg father to save "just this one more sinner,'l all for his ever be full of glowing, melting fire, fierce enough to melt
just as likely as this one," why not? Who can fathom the sake--;-t~us the pitiable farce is supposed to go eternally on.
the very rocks and elements ; yet they shall feel their torThiS IS the kind of a poultice the reverend Brooklyn clown
possibilities of nature? As she has furnished the supply for
~ents, not f?r a million ages, one after another, but forever
any demand that the inferior creatures may make, is it likely binds to the aching heart of humanity as a panacea for all its and ever, without any end at all, and never, never be deSpiritualism
that the same good mother will deny the greatest demand, spiritual infirmities; while the indorsement
livered."
or boon, that her superior creatures may ask for-immortal- by the Hares, Edmunds, Crookes, Wallaces, Varleys, ZollOh, what a beautiful, splendid "consolation," what a
ity? Professor Fowlt)r, in his work on "Self-Culture," says ners, Uellenbachs, Flammarions, who combated it with every ~and thing, your religion is I Alas, that so many ministers
that the organ of spirituality is the least developed of any weapon known to the armory of science with the view of hke ~ev. Mr. Bowen, who preached in Randolph for the
of the cranial organs, hence we cannot discern, spiritual disproving it, is only an exhibition of l~nacy in Mr. Tal- Baptists, who got drunk, pounded his wife and little chilthings any better than a person with small Tune can distin- mage's estimation, which should apparel its doctrinaires in dren, and slapped Rev. George Babcock's face in S. W.
guish the difference between "Yankee Doodle," "Hail Co- strait-jackets and consign them to insane asylums for safe- Thompson's dry-goods store; Rev. G. B. Spencer, who
·
lumbia," "-~_way Down in Dixie," or" Auld Lang Syne,"-or keeping.
preached at Randolph a year ago, who " fell from grace"
~oes anyone suppose that Mr. Talmage, with a congrethan one with Color small can notice the difference between
and went upon the down grade, should, at the risk of their
of
one-half
or
two-thirds
Spiritualists,
believes
his
gatiOn
yellow and orange, violet and blue. Then why not cultivate
small souls' damnation, repudiate the " blessed faith" of
spirituality by trying the spirits ? Who knows but that he own preposterous claims? Not at all does he 1 Per contra their savior and Bible I
Shakspere
had
his
case
square
in
the
apple
of
his
eye
whe~
may be entertaining angels unawares ? Who knows but that
Rev. Mr. Spurgeon, of England, in his sermon on" Tke
a part of himself is so organized that the crash of def\th-or he w~ote, " Well know they of what they speak, who speak Resurrection of the Dead," said: "In fire exactly like that
the pain of another and.higher birth, as our Spiritualists put so Wisely." The trouble, and sole trouble, in the case is which we hav on earth thy body will lie, asbestos-like, forit-will not, cannot destroy us, and that, like the butterfly that Mr. Talmage did not inaugurate Spiritualism. His monu~ ever unconsumed, all thy veins roads for the feet of pain to
comes ~orth from .the defunct worm, we may plume the wing m~ntal egotism is wounded 'and left out in the cold by his travel on, every nerve a string on which the devil shall forfor a flight celestml? Not that we hav a spirit that is not bemg left to be only a follower, instead of being the origina- ever play his diabolical tune of hell's unutterable lament."
matter, but that we may hav a quality of refined matter, tor and leader in the movement. Yet even this he would . We could multiply citations from standard Christian aulike the ether between the stars, that is indestructible &nd no~ hav been,_ ha~ he had ev.idence piled as Ossa upon Pelion, thorities. But enough. To review tha writings of theolothat will keep up _its individuality through all the eternity as It would-m his conceit-hav imperiled and compromised gians is largely like entering the gloomy dungeons of the
of the fut~re. S~Ien?e demonstrates, if it proves anything, his social standing, and, last but.not least, menaced his fat horrid Inquisition, where the walls are still stained with inthat there IS nothmg m existence but matter, but it certainly salary.
nocent victims' blood, and seeing again instruments of tortNo true Spiritualist finds fault with honest skepticism
does not tell us the end of matter nor all the possibilities
ure, covered with rust and the golden hair of youth mingled
wrapped up in it. Sister Elmina seems to think that where which is but the negation of the fruition consequent upo~ with hair white as snow.
thorough,
crucial
investigation,
as
in
the
case
of
the
array
there is so much smoke there may be some fire, and I would
"Imposture has always worn a crown," consequently we
add, where there is so much fog, there is pretty likely to be of savants whose researches led them into the inevitable cannot foretell the near extirpation of any of the sects of the
water from which it comes. I think this is the way that D. .field of knowledge and acceptance of Spiritualism as a truth. Christian religion. But we can see creedal narrowness like
M. Bennett looked at it. Cannot the readers of THE TRUTH No man ever li"~ed or will liv who could not wish that true ~he l_llUrmuring waves of old ocean, expanding and eclargwhich demonstrates the continuity of existence beyond the
SEEKER be as free from prejudice as its founder?
mg, and welcoming to her broadening Liberalism, new
brief period of life in the physical form. Why, then, at this
If you want lectures, write me.
D. C. SEYMOUR.
thoughts. And we can see a marked advance in the churchlate day, when Spiritualism with its tens of millions spans
members jJ>f to.-day over those of one hundred years ago.
the habitable globe, deride and befoul that which constitutes
DES MoiNEs, IA., June 3, 1888.
The old pillars of the church hav mostly wrapped the '' drapthe very warp and woof of human aspiration and desire ?
ery of their· couch about them" and laid down in the
MR. EDITOR: In the United States alone, it is estimated
None but another Timon of Athens would be guilty of such
oblivious night of the somber tomb. Religious narrowness
that there are twelve millions of pronounced Spiritualists.
braggadocio and contempt of existence.
V. C. TAYLOR.
How near the truth these figures approximate there is, nor
has attempted, _and on some of the " bramble-tipped " hills
of old Cattaraugus does to-day attempt, to make the sunshine
can be, no statistical basis for determining; but of quasi
EAsT RANDOLPH, N. Y., June 3, 1888.
of life darkness.
Spiritualists-those who from lack of evidence are not actual
MR. EDITOR : The letter I wrote March 28, 1888 and which
Reader, my letter has been a long one; bu~ in closing I
believers, yet from concurrent testimony are compelled to
suspect it true-it would probably not transcend the fact to was published in your valuable paper May 5 1888 'has caused wa~t you to always stand erect by the grand, tranquil colsay there. are t~~nty-five millions in the country at pres- considerable comment among the "gentle a~gels ;,_many of u~n of truth; investigate for yourself, study the pages of
ent ; and when It IS r~membered that the large majority of whom are pretenders, as, I am happy to state some of them history ; never be found on your knees before the altar of
.
'
lake of fire and brimstone"
in the superstition, and, like Humboldt, be one of the apos1les of
believers essayed its investigation with the confident expecta- regard t h e "b urmng
tion of "showing up the .fraud to the world;" that they "hereafter" as I do Lake Chautauqua, that is,.just as a com- truth, adding all you can to the knowledge of the human
Yours truly,
R. R. JoNBS.
.''went to scoff, but r!l~_aip.eg tP pray," it certainly seems fortable summer resort. But it is a commonly accepted fact race.
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"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known· a,s the Children's Hour."

A. Historical Poem.
The author of the annexed poem. says the The!ltP.r1 wail the late D&vid EvArett. He was born !n
Prmceton Mass., in 1769. He graquated m
Dartmouth OollP<!e in 1789. In thll wmt.e.r pre.
vions to entering Dartmouth Oollege m 1784. whPn
a teacher in th" grammar echool at. Ne.w Ipswich,
he prepared a little poem, to be recited at an exhibitwn got nn in the a~ademy style, compoAed expressly for Ephraim H. Farrar, to be spoken by
him on the occasion, when only seven years of
age:
You'd scarce exp,~ct one of my age
To speak in public on the stage j
And if I chance to fall below
Demosthenes or Oicero,
Don't view me with a critic's eye,
But pass my imperfections by;
Large streams from little fountains flow;
Tall oaks from little acorns grow;
And though I now am small and young,
· Of judgment weak, and feeble tongue,
Yet, all great, leerned men, like me,
Once learned to read their A. B. C.
But why may not Columbia's soil
Rear men as gre»t as Britain's isleExceed what Greece and Rome h&V done,
Or any land beneath the sun 1
Mayn't Massachusetts boast as grr·at
As any other sister state 1
Or where's the town, go far and near,
That does not find a rival here 1
Or where's the boy but three feet high
Who's made improvement more than I 1
These thoughts inspire my youthful mind
To be the greatest of mankind;
·
Great, not like Oresar, stained with blood,
But only great os I am good.
-F7'P8thOU(Iht.
---------4~0r.~---------

Jimmy In a Barrel.
Jimmy was ten years old when his papa,
who was a sea-captain, decided to take the
little fellow with him on a voyage to Philadelphia.
And Jimmy thought it must be splendid to
go to sea-to be all day, an~l many days, out
on the water; to learn all about the flying jib,
the gaff-topsail, the mizzen-mast and the
main-top-gallant mast, the bowsprit, the jibboom and the flying-jib-boom, the rudder
and the spanker-beam, the forecastle and the
larboard and the starboard side of the craft,
and all the other terms he had heard used in
his brief life.
Oh,Jimmy had such grand ideas of" a life
on the ocean wave, and a home on the rolling
deep," and he had some vague notion of
coming home fully able to take command of
the vessel himself in case his papa should be
taken ill or anything unusual should happen
to him.
There was a great fixing and preparing of
Jimmy's clothing for the sea voyage. There
were wool stockings, rubber boots, and flannel
shirts, and a tarpaulin hat and an oiled jacket
to stand the storms and the dashing of the
waves over the sides of the big three-masted
schooner, that Jimmy told tke boys was
clipper-rigged, and the jolliest craft afloat.
At length all was ready and Jimmy stepped
high as he swung his hand to his tearful
m~i:nma and marched bravely along beside
his papa to the dock.
After the usual fuss and running hither

searching for the boy. The poor father was
nearly crazed with fear and distress.
"He must hav fallen overboard" said the
.
'
mate, Mr. Smith.
.
" Oh, this will kill his poor mother I" said
the frantic father, wildly running here and
there, and gazing everywhere calling the
name of the boy and imploring him to
'
answer.
"Jimmy! Jimmy! Jimmy!"
But there was no response, and the father,
wild with agony, sat on a log and cried as if
his heart would break.
Oh, why had he taken him-that little
boy?-whyhad he not left him safe at home?
Oh, how he blamed himself, and wept bitter, unavailing tears! The men all wept in
sympathy, and a lonely hush settled down on
the ressel, broken only by the wailing wind
and dashing billows that seemed in sympathy
with the sorrowful hour.
Presently the mate, walking aft, pushed
the canvas off, as he supposed, an empty
barrel. But it wasn't empty. A little bundle
lay coiled. in the bottom fast asleep, and very
white. "Hello! what hav we here?" said
Mr. Smith.
"Come, my boy, this isn't being a sailor at
all," and Mr. Smith, with smiles and tears,
fished the sleeping boy out of his barrel-bed.
"Woo.oo-oo !"cried Jimmy. "I'm sick!
I want to go home~ I want to see mamma I
Woo-oo.oo-oo-ee !"
The father pressed him to his bosom, too
overcome with joy to speak, for he had given
him up for lost, and his heart had almost
died within him.
Jimmy did not creep in a barrel again that
voyage. He recove.red from his seasickness,
and was an inch taller when he reached Philadelphia, and saw all the sights of the beautiful city. He .visited Independence Hall, and
looked on the portraits of the great men of
the Revolutionary period and all the relics
on exhibition there. He went into Girard
College, founded by Stephen Girard, the great
Infidel, and visited the Fairmount waterworks, and many other places of interest.
When, finally, he got safely back home, he
was filled with nautical information, just as
he thought he would be, and had many
stories to tell of all he had seen and heard on
the trip. but he was always a little shy of
telling the tale of his mingled home and sea
sickness, when be crept into the barrel and
went to sleep there, his absence causing such
consternation and dismay until he was discovered by Mr. Smith, the mate.

S. H. W.

--------~~-------

Correspondence.

DAVENPORT, May 26, 1888.
DEAR Miss WIXON: As I am somewhat
interested in t,he Corner, I thought I would
write a few lines. My father takes THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and F'reethought, of San Francisco, and thinks them valuable papers. My
father and mother are Freethinkers, and I am
somewhat a Freethinker myself. We are expecting C. B. Reynolds out here to lecture to
us at Davenport before long, and perhaps Mr.
Putnam will lecture here this summer.
Father is trying to work up the, Freethinkers
so we can hav some good Liberal lectures.
My brother wrote a letter not long ago and
we were all very much pleased to see it in
print.
Best wishes to the Corner and its editress.
ANDREW H. SELDE.

OOALA, FLA., June 10, 288.
Miss SusAN WixoN: Pardon the intrusion
of a stranger into your circle of young Liberals_ But with your permission I wish to say
and yon, the anchor was pulled in by the a few words to the children under your
~turdy seamen, and the vessel swung off into charge. Children: You do not know the joy
the stream. Jimmy was going to '' stand an old Agnostic feels in seeing your names at
wntch "-oh, yes, and steer-he'd show the the bottom of articles which say, "We do
not believe in the absurdities of the Bible;"
sailors, he would, what a boy of ten years for if you did your names would not appear
could do.
there. The church now sees the need of
It was the second day out, and there was enlisting the children in the cause of Chr~st;
only the ocean around and about. Jimmy and it uses all means to draw you to it.
looked east, west, north, and south, and saw Music, picnics, and festivals are used to bring
only deep, white-crested waves. He lis- you into the fold. As you enter the doors of
any church with the intention of joining it,
tened and heard but the swish of the you say by your act, " I am going to believe
great 'mad billows that just then were being that meaningless lying. Cruelty is better
lashed by the wind into angry lions, as he than honor, nobility, and love. I am going
thought. A storm was coming on, and the to believe that I was made from mud "-for
·
none but Prohibitionists were made from
jolliest craft afloat rocked from side to Bide. d7'lJ dust. 'fhe Bible is surely the work
Jimmy began to be sick at his stomach, and of man. If it was inspired, why did it
his head began to turn around like a top, or peed revision? In the days when it was
seemed to. Jimmy wished he was at home written, man was not far advanced from
in his trundle-bed.
his brutish ancestors. All the noble qualities
He was seasick and homesick. Nobody which you see in a man to-day were wholly
wanting in those who wrote the Bible. The
seemed to pay any attention to him, and he animal nature was stronger than the moral
felt lonely and forsaken, with a horrible pain nature. Consequently cruelty was one of the
at the pit of his little stomach. Poor Jimmy I many faults of the people in those days. If
By and by the bell sounded for dinner. a sweet girl of· to-day writes a book, every
Boiled beef and plum duff, that was the bill page wil~ be a song !kull ohf joy and swee tnefss,
murmurmg along 11 e t e sweet caro1 o a
of fare that d ay.
.
sin ing-bird. Her own mind givs her charAll hands sprung to their ratiOns, but one act~r to her writings. So the Bible, being
was missing. Jimmy was not to be found.
written by ignorant men, is full of ignorance;
Appetite forsoek the men as they began: written by cruel men, it is full o! cruelty, re-I

I

the men's n~ture in.to the God whom
Words for tile Boys to Remember.
they supposed .to. ex1st; wntten by men who
Liberty is the right to do whatever you
lovt;d .m~ney, 1t 1~ full of appea!e for.mon~y. wish without interfering with the rights of
Chnshamty reqmres us to g1v, g1v, g1v.
Tfme money sense honor-all must be given others.
to Ch~ist. B~t wh~t does it giv in return?
Save your money and you will find it one
Nothing but a mean idea of humanity, a of the most useful friends.
yillainous character to . woman, a wrong
Never giv trouble to your parents.
1dea of nature, and a des1re to get to heaven
Take care of your pennies and they will
no matter who goes to hell.
grow to be dollars.
R. E. TouNSLEY.
Intemperance is the cause of nearly all the
J. Hacker Fund.
trouble in the world. Beware of strong
Maude M. Morrison ............................ $1.00 drink.
Ida E. Glenn ..................... :.. ............ .30
The poorest boy, if he be industrious,
Geo. J. Remsburg.............................. .50
Jno. J, I. Remsburg........................... .30 honest, and saving, may reach some of the
Chas. B. Remsburg............................ .20 highest honors iu the land.
Never be cruel to a dumb animal. ReGeo . .J. Remsburg.............................. .10
Mary Ashcraft ....... :............................ . 25 member that it has no power to tell how.
Henry Seide .. .. . .• .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 20 much it suffers.
Nelson Seide..................................... .20
Honesty is the best policy.
Eddie Seide ........ _.............................. .10
Respect the aged.

I fleeting

Col. Ethan Allen.
A friend writes : " I was much interested
in the review in your last paper of Col. Ethim
Allen's book, ' Reason the Only Oracle of
Man.' Indeed, reason is the best or truest
teacher, and when it is universally accepted as
such there will be an end to theology.· But
my object in alluding to Colonel Allen is to
inquire whether you hav his biography for
sale among your books. I would like very
much to obtain it."
There was a biography of him published
many years ago, but whether it is out of the
market now or not we are unable to say. It
is not in our list of books, nor do we know
where it can be obtained. The copy that we
saw had a great many amusing anecdotes of
him, and among the rest was the following,
which contains a very sensible moral :
He was one day riding on a restiv horse
on a rough road, and, he being absorbed in
thought (perhaps thinking of theology), the
·horse threw him off, but he maJtaged to keep
hold of the bridle. As he lay in the road, in
a not very comfortable position, he called on
Jupiter to help him up, but Jupiter did not
respond. Tlien he called on Pluto, or the
evil one, who is supposed to come without
calling, but even he was not around. Finally,
getting tired of his hard berth on the stony
road, he said philosophically, " Et.han Allen,
help thyself!" and arising from the road he
moun~ed his horse and traveled home.
MoRAL: When accidents happen, it is useless to call for supernatural aid, as all help
at such time must come from a human source.

Masculin Economy.
There lived not very many years ago a
short distance from the town of Beaverwhich, by the way, is looking like a young
bride just now in her boudoir of green hillsa man of extraordinary meanness. I don't
think it would be unjust to say that he was a
miser.
One day as he was starting out for Beaver
to do his weekly shopping-for even he had
to buy something for the support of his
family-his wife came out and asked him to
buy her a darning-needle.
"What's the matter with the one I bought
you last winter?"
"The eye's broken out," she replied.
"Bring the needle here," said he; "I'm
not going to' allow any such extravagance.
I'll hav the needle mended."
The woman was wise in her generation,
and made no protest. She brought out t~e
broken needle.
The economical farmer rode into Beaver
and stopped first of all at the blacksmith's
shop. He took out the needle and handed it
to the blacksmith.
"I want that mended," he said.
The blacksmith knew his customer, and
keeping his face perfectly straight, said that
the eye should be made whole in an hour's
time. The farmer rode away, and the blacksmith walked across the street and bought a
new needle for a cent or two.
When the farmer called again the blacksmith gave him the new needle. The farmer
looked at the smooth, polished surface of the
steel, and remarked that it was a good job.
" How much will it be?" said he.
" Ten cents," said the blacksmith, and the
farmer, as he paid it, remarked that he knew
that the needle could be mended, but his wife
would hav gone to the expense of buying a
new one if he hadn't interfered.
A SMALL boy was delighted one day when
a slight fire in his father's house brought the
firemen O:nd the engin. "I say," he excl&imed to the first firemen he met, "I say, if
·
there shou!d be a b1g fire here and you want
to save thmgs, please don't save my winter
ftannels, for they tickle me."

Eddie's R>·viving Hope.
Indulgent parent: "Eddie, I hav got a lot
of planting to do and work is behind this
spring, and if you could get excused from
school this week, I should like your help
dropping corn."
Eddie: "Well, papa,, I. am behind now
with my lessons, and I hav to study real hard
to keep up, and I can't stay out no way, as I
see."
Indulgent parent : " Well, Eddie, it wasn't
exactly planting. The fact is, Roak is going
on a trip fishing for a week and has invited
you to go, but if you are behind in studies,
as you say, I agree with you it would be bad
to leave school."
Eddie : '' Oh, shoot the school! I ain't so
very far behind but what I can catch up in a
few days."
~----~~-------

Fun and Fancy.
"What does your father do ?" asked the
teacher of the boy. "He's a contractor,"
was the reply. "A railroad contractor?"
"No, ma'am; a sausage contractor. He ties
up the ends after another man has filled

'em."
"I am surprised, Bobby," said his father
reprovingly, "that you should strike your
little brother. Don't you know that it is
cowardly to hit one smaller than yourself ?"
''Then why do you hit me, pa ?" inquired
the boy, with an air of having the better of
it.-Epoch.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINETEENTH OENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G ..,INGEHSOLL.
For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parentless, with little money, fa1r education, and much
courage, to make their way through the world by
going to Chicago. The author is also the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a working girl's life and experience in the city of Ohicago
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
and dlsreputable hypocrits. It is just such a story
of human life as we should expect Oolonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
of the rest of the world Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

aATlONAI-' COMMUNISM.
The Present and the Future
Republic or 11,\ortll America,
BY A CAPITALIST.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
poverty, vice 1 and crime. It deals with the J;Jresent
conditions of society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossible that the people £hould be other than
poor and vicious unde1· our present system. The
remedy, the author thinlrs, is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North America, as it will be when
society shall be organized on the principles of
Rational Oommnnism. The book is vigorously
and interestingly written.

Paper, aOc; c3oUt, $l~·

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Reminiscences of a Preac~er.
A RADICAL ROMANCE,

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,
Author of "Exeter Hall," " Heathens of the
Heath," "Family Creeds," "Beautiful Snow," etc., etc.
The story is used by the author to teach Freethought, to remove superstition from the minds
of thos~ who would not re&d a polemical essay,
and to urge facts against the various churches,
believing which tlleir supporters will desert them.
The book is an argument as well as a novel, but
the serious predicaments of the hero are skilfully
used to lure the reader along, apd to induce him
to take the antidote to theological poisoning with·
out knowing it. Mr. McDonnell writes effectivly
and convincingly, and always braces his romances
with facts on one side and figures on the other.
ThoAe who hav.xead his previous works need not
be advised to purchase this; they will probably do
so at once.
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 001 .
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Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Analyzed," "The Real Blasphemers," "Spir- ,
itualism Sustained," etc., etc.
The latest and best work of an analytic thinker
who is gifted with those rare powers that rende~
the subtlest conceptions the easy properi.y of the
ordinary mind. The book contaim many ideas
that will be new to the world and product1v of
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Ingersoll Catechised:
His Answers to a. Number of Vital Questions Propounded by the Editor of the "San Franciscan;"
singly, 3 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
$2,00.

ORTHODOXY.

A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12mo
pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.

Civil Riy hts Speech.
Including the address of Frederick Douglass, fiftythree-large octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1 ; a.dd $6 per hundred.

The Truth of HI til torr.
This is a. comment by Colonel Ingersoll up\!ln
the religions lies that ha:v been told about himself, and first made its appearance in these columns. Price 3 cents; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per
hundred.

BIBI,E IDOLATRY.
A letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
the LondiiP "Secular Review." Price 8 cents; 80
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INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.
Being the comments and opinions of Mr. Ingersoll upon the fight in the Catholic church between
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per hundred.
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Great Centennial Oration
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The Boston Post says: "This book actually
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ing condition and repair them when out of order.
Science (high authority) sa:ys: "We hav tried the
methods of association adVlSed in this book on
several persons, and found them most excelleD t.
Price by mail $1.
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Parturition Without Pain.
BY M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D.
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contains is most im_llorta.nt, and, we are fully convinced, reliable." Price by mail, $1.
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AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN.
Carefully revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
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In Their Sanitary and Physiolog1ca.l Relations,
and in Their Bearing on the Producing
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Greater Ability.
BY M. L. HoLBRooK, M.D.
The Sctentitlc A mertoan says : " Books on this
subject are usually written by cr~tnks, but this is
radically different; it is scientific\ sober, clean,
and worthy of conscientious consiaeration by ev·
ery possible parent, and particularly by the
young." $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co,~
28 Lafayette Place, J.'jew York.
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Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
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Wettstein's World-Renowned, Warranted Watches·
and Watchwork.
. CoiN SILVER STEM-WINDERS. 3 ounce casesl7
Jewels, $12 ;. 4 ounce, 11 jewels, U5; do, 15 jewe a,
$18; do, adjusted, $22 ; do1 extra fine, a perfect
watch, named "Otto Wettstein," $25; 5 ounce
cases, $1.50; 6 ounce cotses, $3.50 more.
BEST FILLED GOLD WATCHES. Open face, 7 jeW•
els, $16.50; 11 jfowels, $18.50; 15 jewels, $21.50; adjusted, $25.50; with" Otto WettHtein" movement,
$28.50. In hunting ca.sos, from f5 to $8.50 more.
Ladies best hunting filled cases, 7 jewels, $20; 11
jewels, f22 ; 15 jewels, $28. Extm fine, diamond in
case, $8 more.
LADIES' SoLID GoLD WATCHES. 14 k, 7 jewels,
$30; 11 jewels, $32; 15 jewels, $38. All hunting,
stemwinding, elegantly engra~ed. Heavier eases,
LoniR XIV. style, ewllueled, emboBaed, and set
with iliamondH, $5 to $100 more.
GENTS' SoLID GoLD WATCHES 14 k, light
weight, 7 jewels, $40; 11 jewels, $42; 15 jewels, $45;
adjusted, $49; with" Otto Wettstein" movement.
$52. Heavier cases, $3 to $25 more. Fancy
watches, from $100 to $300. All •cnt !)repaid, and
cash back if not. satisfactory.
WATCHWORK. The best, lll the world. Cleaning, $1; main svrings, $1; jewels,$1. Can be sent
a thousand miles as well as one, per reg. mail or
~xpress. Inclose $1 or $2, and I will return free.
All watches and work warranted to giv satisfac·
tion, or cash refunded.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
TBB

SHAKER ~;YE and EAR BALSAM
Sixty-five Years' Invariable Success.
tr' FoB ALL DISEASES OF EYES OR EARS. Im·
mediate relief from Granulations, Infiamma.t.ions,
Dim Vision, WaterY Gatherings, and Failing
Sight of Eyes. Deafness, Drumming, Ringing of
the Ea1·s dispelled b:y- a. few applications. Oa.tarrhal difficulties of Eyes or Ears instn.ntly re.
moved. Sent the world over. Box with instruc.
tions, by mail, 30 cents.
G. A. LOMAS,
Shakers P. 0 .• N.Y.

Price, 6 cts ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER OoMPANY,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

FAITHS REASON.
A. concise account of the Christian Religion, and
of all the Prominent Heligions
before and since Christianity.
With elaborate index.

By

HALSEy

R.

STEVENS.

A popularized account of Oriental religion~,
with many apt quotations from the sacrfd bo<Jll"
of the East. :Nowhere else can so much knowledge of what is generallY unknown be obtained
in such compa.ot form.-[Literary Rev'ew.
Extra. oloth, 12mo, 441 pp., $1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

A Book for L01lers-Pa8t and Present.
--0--

ROMANTIC LOVE
.

AND

PERSONAL BEAUTY.
THEIR

Development, Causa.l Rela.tions. Historic a.nd
Na.ti.ona.l Peculiarities.
BY HENRY T. FINCK.
12mo., cloth, !Ill. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

In Your meetings, to make them lively and interesting. THE LIBERAL HYMN·BOOK contains songs
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes
Steel engravings of thia celebrated naturalist,
It is hig!Jly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman;
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker, 12x15 inches, ani table for framinll'.t aent .PQS~aid
and, indeed, by all who ha.v examined it. Price, for 25 cents. AddreBI THE TRUTH SEEKER.
tf
25 cents.
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I.s a Stanch Infidel and a Successful Physician.
The Better Wav,_gf Oincinnati, 0., says, "We are
assured that Dr. J!"ellows, the eminent specialist<·f
Vineland, N. J., is an educated gentleman of superior mind and large attainments, and that success in his profession has brought him business,
not only from all parts of this country1 but. from
foreign shores. He. is in the prime oi life and
able to transact his various professional duties
promptly and well and giv satisfaction in every
instance, His references are numbered by thousands."
Dr. Fellows treats all those peculiar diseases
resulting from indiscretion and ignorance ,...f
youth. Those who are ailing should send 1G cen ••
for the Dr.'slittle book setting forth an ExTERNAL
APPLICATION-a positiv cure.
.
Address
DR. R. P. FELL 0 WS,
Vineland, N.J.
..,. Mention this PaPer.
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Jloetru.
Courage.
Adhere to thy thought evermore,
And thought shall lead thee from error;
Hav faith in the power of courage,
And thy faith shall save thee-from terror!
Say to thy soul : "Fear naught but fear,"
And chaos shall flee away,
Hope shall sparkle in every tear,
And night be turned to day.
Summer and winter, heat and cold,
'l'hy ministering angels sha!l be;
And" old" and" new," and" new'' and" old/
Shall be all the same to thee !
For "np "is down, and "down "is " np,"

And rest and motion are one,
If God and man move on together
In perfect unison I
J. H. TEMPLE.

.That Badger Boy At Sunday-School.
THE LESSON OF B.A.LAAM-OR BIB ASS.

The teacher read the story of Balaam,
which, save for the jackass episode, wouldn't
be worth telling to empty benches, that
Badger boy at once getting in his hooks, as it
were.
"That Balum was a fortune-teller for revnoo only, as pop says, wasn't he, mum?"
"Yes, James, that was just about what he
was."
"Yes'm. He wasn't one of God's profiters,
was he, mum?"
"No, dear, he was not. He was one of
Baal's prophets, dear."
"Yes'm. Who was Bale, mum?"
"He was just nothing and nobody, James;
but the ungodly called him their god."
"Yes'm. He was a noppersition god,
warn't he, mum?"
"James Badger, don't you dare to talk like
hat!"
"No'm. Them ungodly folks wasn't ungodly to Bale, was they, mum?"
"No-yes-well, now you just stop talking
anything about it, you boy."
"Yes'm. God told Balaam to go to King
Boleg, didn't he, mum?"
" God told him to go to King Balak, you
stupid, you."
"Yes'm. What'd he git mad for, then,
cos he went, mum?"
'' Why God's anger was kindled, I don't
know, James."
"No'm. Wonder 'f he knew, mum?"
"James Badger, that's blasphemy!"
" Y es'm. All the same, it was durned
funny he told Balum to go up over against
Boleg, and then got mad 'cos he went, warn't
t, mum?"
"You horrid boy, you stop I"
" Y es'm. It must a knocked Balaam galley west, wllen the jackass spoke out to him,
mustn't it, mum?"
"You little slang-whangy thing, you, I
don't know whatever you mean, I'm sure I"
"No'm. I mean it must a sot him back,
opened· his peepers, knocked him stiff, giv
him--"
"There, you can stop your horrid lingo
ust where you are. I won't listen to you."
"No'm. If you was ridin' a jackass,
mum--"
"You needn't go any further with the supposition, you little badger, you."
"No'm. Was the jackass a talker from
Wayback, mum, or for this er 'casion only,
as pop says ?" .
" Of course he spoke only on that occasion;
otherwise it would hav been no miracle, you
heathen boy, you I"
"Yes'm. Was it a miracle wlien the jackass spoke, mum?"
"Of course it was, stupid!"
"Yes'm. Was it when the snake spoke to
the Eve woman, mum?"
"Of course it was, you boy."
"Yes'm. Who done the mirricles, mum?"
" God, you miserable little heathen I"
" Y es'm. Then it was God that buncoed
Eve, and not the snake, wern't it, mum?"
"Merciful heaven I James Badger, you
go home!"
"No'm, please. How obbun.yer nice hair
I mean how nice yer obbun--"
"There, that'll do, dear. I'll forgiv you
his time. But don't be so wicked again,
will you, dear ?"
'" No'm. What was the matter with Baum's eyes, mum, that he couldn't see the
angel, and the jackass could?"
" It was God's doing, the whole of it,
James."
"Yes'm. Was it God spoke, and not the
ackass, mum?"
" God willed that the animal should speak,
James, and it spoke."
"Yes'ru. How sot back the jackass must

a been, same's Balum, mum! Did he always
talk after that, mum ?"
"Of course he didn't."
"How do you know he didn't, mum?"
"James Badger, you've said quite enough
about the animal, now you stop."
"Yes'm. Why don't you say jackass,
mum?"
" Because there's no authority-the :Sible
doesn't say it, you horrid I"
·
"No'm. But it says ass, and everybody
calls 'em--"
" James Badger, you can go home."
"No'm-please. I'd liked to heard the
jackass talk, wouldn't you, mum?"
"No, I wouldn't; there, now."
"Why not, mum? It was God's· doin',
wasn't it?"
" Of course. And-er-well, we weren't
either of us there, James, so say no more
about it, please."
·" No'm. All th(! same, it was a big thing,
a talkin' jackass, mum."
"James Badger, will you ever stop?"
"Yes'm. Was the angel gonter kill BaIum, aum?"
"Yes, dear; and only for the ass he
would."
"Yes'm. 1t the critter hadn't got scart,
and had walked over the angel, then Balum
would a ketched it, I s'pose, mum ?"
" You suppose, do you? Well, keep on
supposing, you little monkey, you."
"Yes'm. S'posin' the jackass had brayed
at the angel, then the angel would a got on
his ear--"
"You horrible James Badger, go home!"
"No'm-please. Would you be scart of
an angel, mum?"
"James, I suppose any of us would be.
Don't we read that the men of God were
bowed with fear before the angels of the
Lord?"
"Yes'm. And that one must a been a
tough lot, mum, that knocked the jackass
silly I What a scarecrow he'd a made in a
corn-field, wouldn't he, mum?"
" Oh I oh I oh ! you horrid heathen
wretch I I shall die. Go home-go. The
class is dismissed." Then to an untimely
end came the seance of Balaam-or his ass.
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The Antiquity of Christianity.
By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."
Paper, 12mo, 61pp., 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
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Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
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Religious and Political Liberty.
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FRENCH REVOLUTION.

The False Teaching of the Christian Church. " The Thirty-nine

BY CHARLES BRADLAUGH.
With Portrait and Autobiography.
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BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL
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ARGUMENT

By DR. FREDERIO R. MARVIN, Professor of
Physiological Medicin and Medical Jurisprudence in the New York Free
Medical College for Women.

Robert G. Ingersoll,

Paper, t2mo, 6Bpp., 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
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is sharply scientific; his pathological theories are
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THE RATIONALE OF THE BIBLE.
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BY MILTON WooLLEY, M.D.
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ON TI-IE WORD GOD.
By Milton Woollev, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Mythology,"" The Career of Jesus Christ."
The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.
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The Career of Jesus Christ.
An Exposition of the True Meaning of this Char.
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OUR LORD and SAVIOR JESUS CHRIST.
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In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
are in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we see him as the splendid champion of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
and justice, hatred of tyranny and chains, sympathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his
courage and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expression, and he makes grand use of the
opportunity. Such a flood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriotism-is not often poured out in a court of justice.
The many calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleading newspa}?er references.
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an address to a jury: statesmen and politicians a clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
and women everywhere, a Magna Charta of their rjjrhts.
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MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
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It is reallY a remarkable book, in which universal history is " boiled down " with surprising
skill.-[Literary World.
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Irving. -[Inter-Ocean.
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The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
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-[Penn Monthly.
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Religious Problems.
BY L. K. W A.SHBURN.
"Let the Christian be held to facts, and obliged
to tell the truth, and his lips would be dumb.
There never was such a place as the Garden of
Eden;. never such an individual a.s the devil.
There 18 no such place as hell. There never was a
Christ, and no atonement m"de, for there was no
necessity of any being made. If there was no
such thing as faith, Christianity could not make
a convert on earth. If ministers were obliged to
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be no preaching."
Price tO cents; 75 cents per dozen.
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Christian Absurdities
.
BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the li.Udience. N.B.-'!'ruth
Beeker publica tiona always on hand at cheap rates.

BACON AND SHA.KSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write
The Sonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Eari
of Essex and his bride, A.D., t590. By WM. HENR'I
BURR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

PAINE~S

AGE OF REASON.

·rhe Greatest of" all A.nti·Bibll·
cal \Vorks.
BY THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Bingle Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$t.oo.

THE CRISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
flaming arguments • • • will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepcration."

Price, 40 cents.
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The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
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this Republic.
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The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
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BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.
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Bankers' and Merchants' Tele· Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
~;raph Company
'rhe History of Freethought. Bound
against the
Weste1'n Union Teleg,.aph Company

Two Letters from Dr. Field, D.D .• editor of the
PresbYterian Evanueli•t, to Colonel Ingersoll, and
two Replies thereto. Dr. Field is one of the exceedinglf few Christians who hav opposed Colonel
Ingersol kindly and courteously, and the Great
Agnostic has used him accordingly. Dr. Field's
arguments, however, are btoken in pieces.
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GIRARD'S WILL

This is the history of an attempt to found a
A.ND
church without superstition, and its success.
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his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherA.N EXPOSE
wise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just suffi- Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
· churches and Young Men's
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Christian Association.
to his mind.
For sale at this office. l'rice, $t.oo.
BY Bros:. B. WESTBROoK, D.D., LL.D.
Price $t.
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Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
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PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand- Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.
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1
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CENTS EAOH: Defense of Secular Principles;
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Is the Bible Reliable? The Christian Deity
SCIENCE IN STORY; O':J. Sammy Tubbs, the
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethought and
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $t each, or $5
Intluence on Civilization; Philosophy of Secuper set; or five volumes in one for $2.
larism; Science and Bible Antll,gonistic
Christian Scheme of Rede~!!l]ltion. For all of
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
the above works address THE TRUTH BEEK250 pages 1 illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
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28 Lafayette Place, New York.
volume or "Science in Story.''} 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Re.
cipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of t28 pages.
REDUCED TO $1.00.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
THE STORY HOUR.
in their Relation. to Disease," representing the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
A Book for Children and Youth.
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Bunbeam1" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
BY .MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
to sicK and well. By mail, tO cents each.
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
Over
a hundred fine illustrations.
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 PJtgesl cloth
bound, $2" "Heredity"
by
Loring_Mooay,
t59
I>_ages, clothh75cents; •1The Law of Heredity," by
F. H. Mars , to cents; "The- Alphabet of the
Human Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, tO cents_;,.' Generation before Rel?enerationJ'' by Dr. E. Xl. Feote, Jr, tO cents; ''Re·
A double-page picture contrasting science and
ports ot Conventions and Parlor Meetin~ts during
1882," tO cents; "Third Annual Con vent10n of the &heology, showing how the one has labored for
Institute of Heredity,l\lav 29, t88s.•• 10 cents.
· human advancement, and how the other has
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always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen. 50 cents ,
twe~-1ive copies for $t; one hundred copies for
THE TRUTH SE"FKEB ANNUAL. $8. We Wish that the friends of Freethought would
Price, 25 cents.
distribute thousands of these telling pictures.
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VOL1 AIHE'S ROMANCES.
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edges,$4.00.
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THE

ORDER OF CREATION.
A DISCUSSION BETWEEN

ON the 17th Madam and "General" Diss
Debar were sentenced to six months in the
penitentiary.

GLAD8'1.'0NE, HUXLEY, MULLER,
LINTON, REVILLE.

On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
CONTENTS:
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Han.
W. E. Gladstone.
Juno& LAMBERT TREE, American minister
Interpreters of Genesis and the Interat Brussels, will present Chicago with a II. The
preters of Nature. By P1·of. T. H. Huxley,
ill.
Postscript
to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
statue o( Rev. Father La Salle.
Muller.
BoMB Rule votes are
increasing.

IV .. Proem.to Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial.
:By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creation. An Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
VI. llir. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley,
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Linton.
This is a new book and contains the latest discussion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
participants are a guarantee of its able character.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

BELGIDM elections are
resulting for the Catholics.
THousANDs of Russian
peasants are dying of
hunger.

f~ms

of g[honght.

SPEAK not
Of soliliersbip. I loathe the word, and those
. -BI/1'on.
.Who p1·ide themsolvs upon it.
"i HAY heard the doctrins of peace R.nd the
brotherhood of man presented by ·mv father ever
since I can remember. It is perfectly impoR~ible
for me to see anything in military glory worthy of
admiration. To me, any honest laboring man iA
more noble than the military hero, and I consider
the sword a badge of disgrace. If I were a man, I
should be so ashamed to be
seen with such a thing at
my side ! Think what it
suggests !" · said Olara.Marte Howland.

HE asked "me what were
the usual causes or motivs
that made one country go
to war with another. I answe'red, they were innumerable; but I should only
CuBAN liberty parties
mention a few of the chief.
resent the intolerable tyrSometimes the ambition of
anny of Spain.
princes, who never think
they hav land or people
CARDINAL GmBoNs is
enough to govern; somewriting a book on trantimes the . corruption of
ministers,
who engage their
substantiation.
master in awar, in order to
AusTRIA is enlarging
stifle or divert the clamor
of the subjects against their
its army to keep up with
evil administration. Difthe other powers.
ference in opinions has cost
}[ILW.AUKEE
has six
m~tny millions of lives; for
instance, whether flesh be
English papers and
bread, or bread be flesh ;
twenty-two German.
whether the juice of a certain berry be blood or wine;
ARRAN tenants are
whether whistling be a vice
warned that if they pay
or a virtue·; whether it be
rent they will be dynabetter to kiss a post ·or
mited.
throw it into the fire; what
is the best color for a coat,
ABouT half a dozen newhether black, white, red,
groes are lynched weekly
or gray; and whether it
in the South for criminal
should be long or short,
:narrow
or wide, dirty or
~ssault.
clean [transubstantiation]
THE Communists of
the use of music in churchParis are activ, and Rades, the adoration of the
cross, and various church
MOSES GETS UP A SHINE.
ical parties in general are
rites and vestures]; with
growing in that city. '
And when Aaron and all the children of Israel saw Moses, behold, the skin of his face shone: and they were
many more. Neither ·are
afraid to come nigh him.-Ex:. xxxiv, 30.
any wars so furious and
THE Newcastle, Pa.,
bloody, or of so long conMethodist church has
tinuance, as those occabeen bought by the growing German Oathright. Yes, now I think of it, the old gent was sioned by difference in opinion, especially if it be
olics.
peculiar. Why he bas been an imbecil for years in things indifferent.-Swift.
-mr.d aa a March hare !"
WE hav, in fact, to make our choice between
SIX Mormon elders with 150 tlcandinavian
PETER THE HERMIT (meeting Lord Bateman) i science and suffering. It is only by wisely utilizconverts arrived at New York on the 13th on
"PAPA," queried litUe Roscoe, "am I made out "Bate, old. boy, you always look happy, and yet ing the gifts of science that we hav any hope of
their way to Utah.
of clay?" "Why, yes-I suppose so-that is-the you're a married man. How the deuce do you maintaining our. population. in plenty and comTH& Union Labor party declares for postal Bible says so, and-" "And is that why Uncle work it?" Lord B.: " Well, I'll tell you, old man. fort. Science, L10wever, will do this for us if we
I've got the best wife in the world, and my mother· will only let her.-S!r John Lubbocle.
banks, government telegraphs and railroads, Frank says I'm a little brick 7"
in-law is an angel." Pete : "Your mother-in-law
SCIENCE found agriculture plowing with a stick
an income tax, a secret ballot, and homestead 'ADAM (a good while ago): "It•s all your fault." an- angel I Say, where is she? I want to get a
Eve : "Why is it?" Adam : "Yon had no busi-reaping with a sickle-commerce at the mercy
laws.
ness to go and entertain that serpent." Eve: look at her!" Lord B.: "Can't do it now, old of the treacherous waves and tke inconstant
man. You've got to wait till you go to heaven.
winds-a world without books-without schoolsTHE shrine of St. Anne de Beaupre at Mon- "Well, you said you were tired of my chatter, and She's there !"
I had to havsomebody to talk to."
man denying the authority of reason, employing
treal is becoming noted for its miracle-workI WAS from Boston and she from the West,
his ingenuity in the manufacture of instruments
"YouNG
man,"
he
said
solemnly,"
what
would
ing powers, and receives large pilgrimages of you think if I should put an enemy into my mouth She sat with her beautiful head on my breast.
of torture, in building inquisitions and cathethe sick.
drals. It found the land filled with malicious
to steal away my brains 7" "I would (hie) think, I loved her ! To-morrow I knew we must part,
And in Browning's own words I Poured out my monks-with persecuting Protestants, and the
DR. McGLYNN says rackrenting is worse in sir," hiccoughed the young man, "that you were
heart:
going to an unnecessary expense."
burners of men. It found a world full of fear;
America than in Ireland. He says, also, that
"Let it be now, love! All my soul breaks forth- ignorance upon its knees;. credulity the greatest
CouNTRY minister: "I am very sorry, Mr. How I do love you ! Giv my love its way !
the old parties hav forgotten the Declaration Wrangle, but as I was driving from the parsonage
virtue; women treated like beasts of burden; cruA man can hav but one life and one death,
elty the only means of reformation. . •• It found
of Independence.
before serviGe, I saw your little boy on Goosecreek One heaven, one hell. Let me fulfill my fatethe world at the merey of disease and famin. It
IT has taken the wicked secular police and bridge snaring for suckers." Mr. Wrangle: "Is Grant me my heaven now ! Let me know you found the earth filled with slaves and tyrants, the
that so, parson 1 Did ye notice what luck he was
mine,
people in all countries downtrodden, half naked,
courts to settle the troubles between the spir- havin 1 1"
Prove you mine, write my name upon your brow, half starved, without hope, and without reason in
itual-minded elders and pastor of the PetersMiss WALDo : "Hav you any light rubbers, suit- Hold you and hav you, and then die away,
the world.-Inuersoll.
burg, Va., Baptist church.
able for summer wear?" Dealer: "Yes, Miss; If God please, with completion in my soul !"
THis singular man [Oates] had no other talent
MILLIONS of Rocky mountain grasshoppers here are some sandals. This part protects the I felt her arms round my neck entwine,
for imposture than·an impudence which set console, anO. this little strap going over the shoe-" Her limpid eyes looked up into mine;
viction and shame alike at defiance. A man of
hav appeared about Pasham, Minn., and the " Is the over-soul. What a nice idea ! I'll take I waited her answer so soft and low :
sense or reflection, by trying to giv his plot an
state authorities hav sent four car-loads of three pairs, please."
"Say it again, and say it slow !"
appearance of more probability, would most likely
materials for their destruction.
HE proposed as seriously as a humorous man hav failed, as wise men often do in addressing the
STRANGER : "Can you tell me where I can find a
AMoNG the late church conventions, the slaughter-house?" Nativ: "Well, I got shaved could-and abe laughed. He looked blue. Then multitude, from not daring to calculate upon the
she smiled, and said: "That is a capital joke."
quiet and peaceful gathering of the Quakers at Hackman's around the corner, but there's-" "What's a joke?"he asked in surprise. "Your prodigious extent of their credn\ity, especially
Stranger: "I didn't want to get shaved." Nativ:
where the figments presented to them involve tbe
at their New York church contrasted with "Oh, you're looking for the other kind. Sorry, latest. Shall you hav it printed 7" "That was no fearful and the terrible.-Sir Walter Scott.
joke. I meant it." "You did 1 Why, you hav
the clamor and tumult of the Methodist as- but I can't direct you."
BIBLE-MAKING is easily enough executed if you,
written .so much in ridicule of love, courtship, and
sembly.
"WILL you hav the kindness to giv me a dime, marriage-" "Well, er-or-yes- but-" "I or Ezra, or anyone else. only keep up a due blendsir
1 I want to establish a . trust." "With one should never suit you. I write postscripts, stop ing and admixture of ambiguity and incompre.
A OOLORED man has been admitted to pracdime? How can you do that?" "If I pay the
tice law in the court of appeals in Kentucky, barkeeper for one drink, you see, he will trust me before the min·o1·, am slow in dressing for church, hensibility. Speak to the vnlg>Lr in language they
admire a new hat, sometimes want a new dress; understand, and they think you are Eimply one of
and Mayor Shakespeare of New Orleans has for another." "Here is your dime, my friend. I and-" "But, my dear Angelina, I should never themselvs. But it is very different when you, or
appointed fifteen blacks as police officers in like to encourage trade."
object-" "You hav shown that happiness ends Ezra, or anyone else, burst out into," And they
CoUNTRY minister (to little boy fishing) : with marriage, and I hav a mother who would be four had one likeness; and their appearance and
that city.
"Sonny, do you know that in fishing on Sunday
their work was as it were a wheel in the middle of
REACTIONARY parties and nations through- you are breaking one of God's Commandments 7" a mother-in-law to you, and who would want ·to a wheel. When they went they went upon their
visit me; and-" " Why, I - " "And I may
out the world refuse cooperation in the Paris Little boy: "Yes, sir. 'Remember the Sabbath hav my animosities, and may look around in four sides; and they turned not when they went.
Exposition to be opened in 1889 on the cen- day an' keep it holy.' Oh, I don't go to Sunday- church; and you would find such a lot of things Ae for their rings, they were so high that they
to write about." "My precious, I would onlY w1·ite were dreadful; and their rings were fn\1 o[ eyes
tenary of the taking of the Bastile, while the school for nothin', mister."
about
other people then ; the neighbors, the-" round about them four. And when the living
"GEORGE,
dear,
shall
we
hang
the
hammock
out
advanced nations and radical parties are com" Those horrid Miss Sniflletons?" " For a fact." creatures went the wheels wont. by them; and
under
that
beautiful
chestnut-tree
7"
asked
bining to make it a grand success.
Maude, softly. "No, no, not that tree, not that "And the stuck-up folks over the way?" " Most when the living creatures were lifted up from the
earth, the wheels were lifted up" (Ezek· i, 16-19).
A NEGRo named Brown who lately came one," he cried hoarsely, "Why not, George ?' ce1·tainly.'' "Enough! I am yours!"
-sazaatn.
"Because,
Maud,
there
are
a
number
of
things
into Soddy, Tenn., and, announcing himself
that I wish to say to you to-night."
FoB fifteen centuries the pilot of the church
as Christ, opened a religious festival, has
TRIBUTES~ lured our forefathers to a whirlpool of mental
GBOOER (to Uncle Rastus): "Where did you buy
gained so many converts that the followers of
and physical degeneration, till the storms of the
REDUCEO IN PRICE.
that codfish, Uncle Rastus?" Uncle Rastus: "On
the other Christ hav warned the new sect to de co'ner above, sah." Grocer: "You go there
We ha.v made arrangements whereby we can Protestant rfvolt enabled them to break the spell
leave in ten days or they
"catch hell."
and pay cash for codfish, and you've owed me for offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Inger- of tbe fatal eddies, and,like a swimmer saving his
a ham for six months." Uncle Rastus: "Yes, sah. soll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are naked li1'e, mankind has struggled back to the
FREDERIOK III. of Germany died on the I don't think •twonld be hones•, Mistah Smif, fo• printed on heavy. toned paper,18x22 inches, illumi- rescuing IOcks of our mother eart·h. Lured by
nated border, large clear type, suitable for fram- the twinkle of reflected Rt••rs, we hav plunged into
15th and was succeeded by his son William me to buy anything mo' of yo' till I•s paid up wot ing. The titles are:
·
the maelstrom of Antir.aturalism, and after reII. The former insisted on unbiased elections I owes-'deed I don'."
The Vision of War.
gaining the shore, by ut.most efforts, it seems now
and the removal of the governmental pressure
GRANDSON : "So grandfather is dead?" GrandThe Grant Banquet Toast.
time to estimate the expenses of the adventure.daughter:
"Yea;
and
what
do
you
think
1
Father
that had always been exerted on them, and
The price ofthese h~retofore has been 50cts. We Feux' L. Oswald'.• Bible of Nalu1·e.
says
he's
been
insane
these
many
years."
Grandfavored many liberal and American measures,
offer them at FIFTEEN CEN'l'S EAOH; THE
NoTHING in the past is dead to the man who
son : "That's a lie. Grandfather was as sane as I
FOR TWENTY-FIVE OTS. Mailed secnr~
but William leans toward militarism and ab- am." Granddaughter : "But he has left all his TWO
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH l:!EEKER, would learn how the present comes to be what it
solutism.
is.-Stubb~.
!8 Lafayette Pl., New York,
money to the church." Grandson: "Father is
A DEPARTMENT Of labor
is being established by
Congress.
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THE RACE BETWEEN AMERICA'S INFIDEL ORATOR AND ENGLAND'S CHRISTIAN STATESMAN.
And after all, it may be that "to ride an unbr?ken horse with the reins thrown upon his neck "-as you charge me with doing-givs a greater variety of sensations, a keener delight•
and a better prospect of winning the race than to sit solemnly astride of a dead one in "a deep reverential calm," with the bridle firmly in your hand.- ingersoll' a Reply to.Gladstone.

.Jiofts and flippings.
I·r is said that Herbert Spencer, when
asked what fact struck him most forcibly
when. in America with ·regard to that country, replied: "The indifference of. the American people to their liberty:"
THERE are clerical victories in Belgium and
clerical defeats in Rome. Politics is full of
'religion in countries that bav an established
church.-Independent. And it may be added
that it is getting full of it here.
p A.RlB is talking about erecting a monument
to Jacques Daviel, the first oculist to practice
excision of the cataract. He 'described his
method in a paper which _he read l?efore the
Academy of Surgery Nov. 16, 1752.
LATE statistics of illegitimate births show
them to be : In Scotland, 8.11 per cent ;. Austria, 1.48; Hungary, 8.3; Belgium,· 8.48;
Denmarlt, 10; France, 25.3; Germany, 9.22;
England and Wales, 4 8; Ireland, 2 7; London alone, 3 9; Italy (iucluding abandoned
new-born infants), 7.58; Hussia, 3; Spain,
5.4; Sweden, 10.2; Stockholm alone, 30.8;
Norway, 8.3.
A NOVEL mode of counterfeiting is practiced
by a gang issuing false French bank notes,
and composed of wealthy Hussians and Austrians. They possess ships and crews and all
the necessary apparatus. The notes are engraved at sea, and the plates are thrown
overboard into the water. The ships put
into ports, where accomplices receive the
notes, scatter them, and giv back those
unused. Then the whole establishment travels to another port.

AMoNG late devices tending toward obliteration of national distinctions and fraternization
of peoples is a universal postage stamp. This
particular scheme, however, seems impracticable, as there would be no certainty that the
country that sold and got the profit on a certain amount of stamps would do the work.
THE demand for heraldic and genealogical
works at the New York Astor Library_ is in
its proportionate extent very significant, the
greatest number of volumes consulted in any
other department last year having been 16,214, as against so many as 4,664 in this.
There is no country in which the interest in
real or supposititious ancestors seems greater
than in this republic, and the tendency to
seek heraldic distinction steadily grows
stronger, despite the most embarrassing obstacles to the discovery and proof of the right to
bear arms, according to the laws of heraldry.
MIOHA.EL DAVITT says : ''In 1881 there
were 589,849 people relieved out of the poor
rates in Ireland; in 1886 the number has
swelled to 632,186. Side by side with these
figures you can put those of at least 3,0CO,OOO acres allowed to lie waste where there is
so much poverty. If this land was thrown
open to labor, as it would be under a home
government, it would provide thirty-acre
holdings for 100,000 persons,'half a million
human beings, and rescue them from the useless condition to which they ha v been reduced
by castle government and landlordism. I am
not able to giv an appropriate idea of the
number of insane persons in Ireland. They
are, however, most numerous where the conditions of life are hardest. 'fhe poorhouses
into which the evicted are driven are recruiting stations for lunatic asylums."

A OOLLEOTION of objects relating to religion-altars, priests' robes, and kindred objects-made in the course of several years by
M. Guimet, was some time ago presented by
him to the municipality of Paris on condition
that a building should be specially devoted
to them. The building, which is close to the
Trocadero Palace, has just been finished, and
will shortly be occupied as a museum of
religions.
THERE is to be no School of Philosophy
this summer under the apple-trees at Concord, announces the Sun, with the exception
of a single memorial session next Saturday
devoted to eulogy of the late Amos Bronson
Alcott. The surviving philosophers will begin to talk about Mr. Alcott at 10 o'clock in
the morning and talk right on until 5 o'clock
in the afternoon or later-perhaps the most
delicate and appropriate tribute that could be
paid to the memory of the departed philosopher and conversationalist.
THERE is arising in South America a nation
which bids fair to compete with the United
States in enterprise and population. D11ring
the last year the Argentine Republic added
5,000 miles of railroad to the 4,000 which had
been built before. There will this year be
200,000 immigrants, chiefly from the south
of Europe. There are over 3,000 public
schools, and 230,000 scholars. The chief
cities are lighted·with the electric light, and
abundantly supplied with telephones. During 1887 four thousand vessels entered the
ports, and the revenue of the government
left a surplus of six million dollars over the
expenses. The religion is Catholic, and the
language Spanish, although the Italian and
the English are much used.

A NEW plan of irrigation has just been
inaugurated on the Pawnee river south of
Larned, Kan. A large wheel is placed in the
edge of the water, which resembles. somewhat
a double windmill. The wheel is so constructed and connected that it is kept constantly turning by the current. To the rim
of the wheel are attached eight large troughs,
each holding eight gallons of water. As the
wheel turns these troughs dip up water,
carry it to the highest point of the wheel,
and there .empty it into the irrigation ditch.
Through ditches and laterals it is then carried
to the adjacent land. By this means the
river by its own force is constantly turning a
stream of water on the surrounding country:
OF the present very limited number of high
stations for making meteorological observations, there are only two in Europe which
exceed 3,000 meters in bight, being about
10,000 and 11,000 feet, respectivly. Among
those in this country is Pike's Peak, which has
an altitude of 14,100 feet, exceeding thus, by
more than 3,000 feet, any in Europe. These
great bights are much more accessible on
this continent than in Europe, there being
five in America where 11,000 feet or more is
reached by railroads built for facilitating
mining work; the highest of these in North
America is Mount Lincoln, in Colorado, the
mining works on which are 14,297 feet above
the sea, and here is a meteorological station
conducted by Harvard College. Another
station is placed part-way up the mountain,
at a bight of 13,500 feet. In the Andes range,
in Peru, continuous meteorological observations are also carried on, the loftiest point for
this purpose being 14,360 feet above the
sea.
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flommunications.
On 'l'almage on '' Obscuration."
"And the sun shall be turned into darkness (and
the moon into blood)'' (Acts· ii, 20). These words
had no reference to the solar eclipse that occl!rred
about the time of the destruction of Jerusalem. Solar
eclipses frequently occur, and always hav occurred, but
none of them bas ever turned the sun into darkness
nor has the m~on yet been turned into blood. The
predicting of an eclipse would not be a prophecy, nor
show forth superhuman wisdom. The text refers to
a great and notable day of the Lord. The day on
which Jerusalem was overthrown was no more a great
and notable day of anyone than similar days in
which other, and often greater, cities were given to
the sword.
Christianity is not the rising sun of our time, but
the declining one. It was fully risen in the days of
the Emperor Constantine, at which time it threw its
baneful glare upon every nation known to its propagators. Missionaries had disseminated its light in
every land of Europe, Asia, and Africa, and its power
was gradually but certainly augmenting, and the
history of the ages will substantiate the assertion
that the higher the sun of Christian ecclesiasticism
rose, the greater became the gloom in the lands upon
which it shone.
Under its influence there grew up temples,
cathedrals, and palaces for its priests, bishops, and
popes; buts and hovels for its adherents. It made
kings and oppre~sors of the few, and subjects and
slaves of the many. It gave wealth and luxury upon
one band, and squalid poverty and misery upon the
other. In the nations that bordered upon the Mediterranean sea, it once held more people subject to
its will than it does in the whole world. to-day, and
it sunk those nations in such ignorance and mental
degradation as has not been equaled in the history
of the worid.
At last it reached the zenith of its glory and
became the supreme power of all those lands where
it had found acceptance. The noontide hour of the
sun of Christianity was the Dark Ages of Europe.
It was then that the curtain fell upon Christendom ;
henceforth there was to be no more freedom for
hum11.n thought; the philosophy of nations was lost
in the cosmogony of Moses, and intolerant fanaticism
put to destruction whatever of science and education
was found t;ltruggling under its blighting- influence.
For centuries the Christian church in Europe was
without a rival; its sun was at its meridian bight;
ecclesiastical despotism WSf'! triumphant; the ignorance of the people was complete and the moral
degradation of the masses outrivaled any Asiatic nation of to-day. It was t.hen as Christians would hav
it! .There was no dissenting voice; it was woe to him
who dared to doubt ; death to him who dared deny.
I propose to take Infidelity out of the realm of
tragedy and into one of fact, and show you what it
hopes to accomplish, what it has already done for
mankind.
In the darkness of ecclesiastical night, when men
.were groping in the gloom and trembling with fear,
when church supremacy wielded the rod of coercion
over the heads of nations, then Infidelity shone amid
the darkness ]ike the rays of the morning sun struggling aiDong clouds. In spite of fire, and sword, and
rack, and wheel, and persecuting power, it prospered
and grew. It robbed the priesthood of its power,
although millions went down to death ere that power
was taken away, It_ wrote upon the corner-stone of
nations: Liberty, fraternity, equality. In its infancy
it grappled wHb a giant and put hiin down; it shone
amid the darkness of superstition and priestcraft,
anarchy and fear, and the darkness was illuminated.
It cried, ''Let there be Jight," and there was light.
It forced away the sword that had pierced the mother
and the babe, and cast down the altars upon which
human sacrifices were burnt. It broke the wheel
upQn which thousands had been broken, and ruined
forever the rack upon which many had been ruined.
Its light shone into the dark and noisome cell where
priests were persecuting for opinion's sake starved
and dying men and women, and it cheered the hearts
of those whom it was unable to save. In place of
priestcraft it gave progression, in place of ignorance
it gave knowledge; instead of persecution it gave
freedom of thought and speech, and instead of despotism and slavery it gave equality and proprietorship. It blessed the world with science and beautified it with art, and elevated the moral and physical
condition of mankind. The condition of the people
in China, Egypt, and Hindoo~<tan is as good to-day
as it was in Europe when Christianity was in full
control. As Infidelity has prospered civilization has
advanced, and, excepting a few countries that are
~till under the control of _the church powers, Europe
1s superwr to Eastern As1a; but it is the civilization,
the arts, and the sciences that Asia is receiving that
are improving it, and not their acceptance of the dogmas of the Christian faith.
Is it Atheism that causes the Chinese mother to
put her babe into the dark waters to perish, or the

HiDdoo mother to cast hers to the crocodile! Was
it Atheism that made ready Abraham's or that consummated J ephthah's sacrifice? Has Infidelity an
altar upan which it ever offered a human being? Has
it ever lighted the fagots about. a human form, or
executed a person as a witch, or put to death a person for difference of opinion, or ever cast into the
:flames a struggling babe, or killed a man for printing
or. reading the Bible, or ha,nged a woman for heresy or
because she was a Quaker! Has it .ever denied a
man the ballot because of his creed, or made it a
crime for a man to wear long .hair~ These things
hav been done, not by Infidels, but by the ordained
magnates of Christendom, acting under the authority
of the so called inspired revelation. Is it not the
extreme limit of faith, which men call fanaticism, that
has shed the blood of offending doubters and innocent babes for ages past~ They had too much faith;
too little knowledge. As knowledge increases, faith
diminishes.
Again, never since men hav been- taught the ter~
rible and revolting doctrin of eternal hell hav the
vast mass of thinking men so universally repudiated
tne falsehood as they do to-day, nor was there ever a
time that crime was less common than now; furthermore, the nations which show the largest number of
church communicants also produce·the largest number of criminals. Civilization and education are the
restraints against the brutal passions of the world
to-day.
But suppose Christianity should regain its power!
Suppose its sun should again darken the earth.
What then 1 Forward, march ! See the Christian
hosts advancing. Cross in front of them; rack and
wheel upon the right of them ; stake and fagot and
dungeon's gloom upon the left of them ; groans and
tears and death and bones in rear of them. Their
three thousand missionaries become three million,
bristling with sword and bayonet! Forward, march!
Down with Confucius ! Down with Zoroaster !
Down with Buddha ! Down with Mohammed !
Down with Liberalism! Down with progress !
Stand still !
That is what it tried to do, and under its efforts
civilization was hurled back to superstitious barbarism and ruinous savagery. A more nefarious plot
was never planned and executed than they planned
and executed; they had full sway and Christendom
was a lazaretto, a pandemonium, and a madhouse all
in one room.
From such a scene, 0 man, whosoever thou art,
turn away. You see where that road led. It led to
degradation, to ruin, and to death, and its civilizing
influence and affection denied jts victims a decent
grave.
Will Infidelity succeed! Has it not succeeded 1
Will it ultimately triumph! It surely will ! And
as it succeeds more ancl more every day the light will
be brighter, the air purer, and men grander and
nobler and better.
Behold, the day is come; the strong, pure light is
penetrating the dark corners of the earth, and men
are rus~ing into its glorious rays as the mighty rivers
rush into the sea. Raise up the banner; shout the
cry to all the earth: More day; more light ; more
truth; more liberty forever!
MESSENGER.

A.dam.
How little is known of Adam, the progenitor of
the human race, as alleged ! And yet how much
should be known of such a prominent figure-" the
only original Jacobs," so to speak-even if not
known for certain, as we know of Moses, Joshua,
David, and other hustlers treated of in the Holy
Queer. '
To know so little of the Original Man argues that
most of us, his descendants, will be, known much less
of in the coming ages of the far distant future-provided they come, which is no dead-sure thing, as far
as this sublunary sphere is concerned, as it, in remote
cycles of time, may be doing the comet act, for all
we know or can guess to the contrary.
Adam, the first, the one, the lone, the previous, the
original Man! Great Jones! but just think of him,
will you 7 Why, there should be tomes on tomes'
head of matter extant relating to Adam, the first
man, for it may be millions of years before another
first man makes his deb-at here-millions of years !
As it is, what and how much· hav we got relating to
him 1 A so-called " sacred history" in which he
figures to the extent of about half of one of the columns of THE TnUTH SEEKER; and there is a woman
in the case at that, and later on, divers offspring;
so you see he has to share that measly half-column
of space with many others !
Spook of Adam ! personification of previousness !
but this is tough !-and the chump Jonah getting a
full "book" in the Holy Queer ! Spook of Adam, I
say·again, but this is tougher than tough, being too,
to:> tough! Yes, reader, I say it, and say it boldly,
that we to-day should hav a history of Adam which,
for copiousness, would make that of J. Cresar look
like a mere paragraph-not the shortest, you know,
but, say, like one of Evarts's unbroken sentences of a
thousand words-and J. C. himself turn green with
envy in his coffin df!.ily I

Adam the first man ! Did it ever strike you,
reader, that Adam was the only first man-that is,
the only first man reported! There may hav been
other first men in other "beginnings," but we know
nothing of them-and when~ we get right down: to
hard-pan we must acknowledge that we know nothing of our own fi1·st man; but nevertheless we read
of him, and in the most meager history ever put
forth of any first man on this or any other "footstool," and I'll wager on it !
When God wrote his " book " through " inspired"
amanuenses, did he seek to damn with faint mention
the first piece of humanity turned out by him, be-.
cause, forsooth, he (man) did that which displeased
him (God)? . Perhaps so, but if so, then was be a
stranger to the jewel consistency, for one of his pets
and prime·favonts, Solomon-others could be named,
but one is sufficient to prove that he knew naught of
the above-mentioned jewel-more sorely vexed the
heart, and struck more anguish to the soul of J ahveh,
than would the substance of ten thousand pippins,
ripe and fine, scooped in by tempted Adam !
And what does he (Jahveh) do for Solomon!
Does he damn him to any great ex~ent with faint
mention 1 Well, not that I am aware of. Does be
giv him any extended notice in the Holy Queer !
Well, I should smile. I should chuckle to convulsion. Giv him any extended notice~ Why, he givs
him a " book " devoted entirely to his wise sayings ;
half of another very l"ong one devoted to his history
and multifariousness in general, and a "song "-a
sort of rhapsody, in eight cantos, that makes one
tired, and is only sung by moonlight alone. That's
what Jahveh does for Solomon, notwithstanding the
latter "lpved many strange women "-well, rather,
I should say, his multifarious wife and brevet wife
nup:lbering a thousand, even up !-and, worse than
all that, cottoned to the various brass gods which
his very numerous wife and brevet wife paid her
devoirs to!
Albeit J ahveh was touched on the raw by this
bah~-faced, bare-backed defection on the part of Solomon-he never kicked at the latter's multi:florous
wife and brevet wife, per· se, but only as she led her
husband astray in the direction of other gods-which
grew no better very fast, even aHer speaking to him
twice about it, you see h.e did not go. back on him
when getting up his "book;" and why, if possessed
of the above-mentioned jewel of consistency, he so
damned Adam with faint mention, particularly as the
latter ran after no "strange women" and gods, is
what no fellow can find out.
The history of Adam, as it appears to the naked
eye-what is it ? A well-built edifice 1 " Not by no
means;" a mere skeleton fabric, and without the full
complement of bones at that! Here it is ; look at
it: "And the Lord God formed man of the dust of
the ground;" "and the Lord God took the man and
put him in the garden of Eden to keep and to dress
it "-here comes in some side business, the L. G.
making a mate for Adam out of one of his ribs, as
alleged; then the L. G. tells Adam he may eat pears,
peaches, persimmons, and such things, including
huckleberries, but must giv the succulent pippin a
wide berth on pain of death; then appears that remarkable talking snake, its like never before or since
seen, and gets in its work on Eve (so named by Adam
"because she was the mother of all living"(?). Mother
nothing! Who or what was she then mother of?), .
prevailing on her to bite into a pippin and see how
good it was-a little digression here, Eve was an unsophisticated thing, and had never had any experience with a snake that talked before that fatal day,
and what wonder she succumbed to its blandishments! Catch any of to-day's girls dallying with a
snake, with only a pippin in prospectiv l Not much;
nothing short of ice-cream would cause them to listen
for a moment to a snake never so gushing! Well,
then followed the grand bounce from the Eden ranch,
with the sentence that Adam thereafter should "eat
bread by the sweat of his face," the L. G. commuting
the death sentence! But even this was terribly
tough, if not toughly terrible, when we take into consideration how gently the L. G. dealt with the much
more erring Solomon. After the bounce we hear no
more of Adam, save incidentally, with regard to children born to him, until notified of his death, at the
ripe old age of 930; "and he died" -during that long.
time barrels and barrels of sweat must hav rolled
from his face, if he ate his bread as laid down for him
by the L. G.
There, that's the sort of history that the Holy
Queer givs of Adam, the first man-the whole and
entire human race, for that's what he was! What do
you think of the skeleton structure, after looking at
the fine edifice erected to Solomon 1 A scraggy, disjointed, Virginia-fenee sort of history it is, with a
beginning and ending, with a head and tail, say, but
no bowels ! Who would be a first man on such terms
as theseT-now, see here, I don't mean the inevitable
''first man" "in at the death," but the first specimen
of the genus homo, you know. I say it was a shame
the way Adam, our prediluvial progenitor, was treated
in the Holy Queer, and chumps like Jonah getting in
for extended notice!
It won't do to say there was nothi;ng to build on,
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'for with Adam humf\n history commenced, and in 930
.years he must hav made lots of it, even if not so brilliant and exciting as the sorts made by J. Coosar, J.
Sherman, Jay Gould, and other history-fabricators.
I tell you no man can liv 930 years without making
multifarious history, albeH no portion of it may. be
dreadfully startling; and Adam made history, for
,certain, but he got left !
I weep salt tears, not the crocodile sort, under:stand, but genuin human tears of regret, when I think
.·how badly Adam got left by the L. G., when the lat·.ter made up his "book." Jonah, Jeremiah, and
:Joab, that man of blood and iron, when murder most
Joul did beckon, much better had been left than
!Adam, the first specimen of humanity turned out by
;the L. G., and by him pronounced good ! It is too,
:too bad that Adam was so slighted by the omnipotent
'"book-maker," &nd were I a Bancroft, or historian of
:•lesser caliber, I would write an exhaustiv history of
•our great progenitor, or pariah in the attempt!
:Selah !
SI SLoKuM.

1.,he Gospel According to Common Sense.
THE APOCALYPSE,

'".Saint" John, or Holy John, as we should call
lliim if we spoke plain English, seems to hav been a
·very amiable and inoffensiv character in his younger
·days. Even his enemies could find no fault in him,
•and if he had not the bonh01nie of Ingersoll, he had
;the seraphic spirit and angelic grace of Emerson.
He was the one disciple whom Jesus loved, and a
1great deal of Platonic attachment existed between the
ttwo. Modern propriety would perhaps be shocked
rat one man literally lying on the breast of another,
\but with due allowance for the manners and customs
of the period, it does not appear to hav excited any
particular remark. The gospel attributed to John
is to my thinking the best and least objectionable of
the four. It says nothing about the Holy Ghost
scandal, and throws no suspicion of unchaste conduct
on Mary the mother of Jesus. If, as is generally
supposed, John was the brother of Jesus, that fact
:supplies a sufficient reason for his reticence. The
,. gospel consists for the most part of a philosophic
_monolog beginning with, "In the beginning." A!!
:it requires an uncommon sense to understand these
:parts, it would be scarcely fair to criticise them from
:a common-sense standpoint. Like the_ epistles of
·Paul, they are intelligible only to the initiated. I
, cannot forbear, however, noticing one gross mistake
-.that has been held by theologians until the· present
•day~ They say the Bible is the word of God. If that
-i be so, then the first chapter of John should read thus :
'"In the beginning was the Bible, and the Bible was
·with God, and the Bible· was God. All things were
'made by· the Bible, and- without the Bible was
;nothing made that was made," etc. Now, this is
;perfect nonsense, and, with all due respect to the
JBible Society, whose benevolence of intention is
~unquestioned, they may as well convert the million
JBibles they send abroad every year into papiermache
(Collars and lending umbrellas for all the· permanent
1good they will do or souls they will convert. The
'"word" according to John had nothing to do with
iink and paper, but was a living, creating power.
'" The word was made flesh, and dwelt among us."
!After many millions of failures, the word, or ineffable
Jlogos, succeeded in evolving a good and perfect man.
iBut if evolution be followed, as modern philosophers
tcontend, by the "survival of the fittest," it is evident
!that the man Jesus particularized by John was not
1the fittest in that generation, nor does he appear to
lhav been ever repeated in any succeeding generation.
,lfohn was of a disposition similar to that of his elder
fbrotlher, but less demonstrativ and aggressiv. He
Jlet tlhe .scribes and Pharisees alone and confined him:self ito 1tlhe assertion of a God who was a very differlent .~haracter from the J ahveh of the Jews. " God
iis 10\Ve. He that loveth is born of God." If we beJlieve thil:l, iilt .overturns all modern theology, whether
(Cal\'fnistic;@r Arminian. Shut up in this comfortable
ccr~ed, John left the religious world of his day to
iilheir ·own devices, and they left him alone, for it appears that he lived to an extreme old age. It is said
that he B)lffered martyrdom in the end, being boiled
to death in a caldron of oil ! This was "extreme
· unction" with a vengeance. But I do not believe the
atory. John may hav dreamed it, for after such a
dream as is recorded in the Apocalypse or book of
Revelation, he was capable of dreaming anything,
however horrible. I do not. say that none but a
madman could hav dreamed it, but surely none but a
madman would- hav written and published it, and
none but madmen or fools can believe it. Softening
of the brain and lunacy is a not unfrequent close to
a long and studious life.
He seems, however, to hav foreseen and .in some
:measure foreshadowed the fearful state of things
which was brought about by the establishment of
Peter's church, and the ineffectual attempts made to
·chain the devil, of which the Act of Uniformity and
the modern Prohibition movement may be already
:reckoned among the failures. The first millennium
:actually commenced with the...- establishment of a
pope, who aimed at and actually acquired universal
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supremacy. The second millennium may ptobably
date from the dpwnfall of the papacy as a universal
sovereign power. Neither of these changes has been
altogether satisfactory, and perhaps the reign of the
beast, by which John sarcastically implies the restoration of common sense, may not be without its drawbacks. None were to be allowed to buy or sell
unless they bore the mark of the beast. It is well
that all mercantil transactions should be regulated by
common sense, but if it be reckoned a necessary
ingredient in all salable commodities, works of
theology, poetry, and speculativ science would be
forthwith tabooed. We should be reduced to a
nation of bare utilitarians, which is by no means
desirable. Theology sharpens the intellect. Poetry
elevates the fancy, refines and softens the manners.
Speculativ science often ·leads to. real science. Were
these things abolit~hed, the world would become excessivly dreary and matter-of-fact. Let us ·rather dream
of a New Jerus~em, but let the foundations thereof
be solid. Let it not be a city in the air, or confined
to one small locality. Not until every man plants a
portion thereof in his own homestead will _the dream
become an accomplished fact. I do not sav that
such a consummation is probable, but it is not impossible. "Heaven is my throne," said the God of
the Jews, but he also adds, "Earth is my footstool."
Modern theologians seem to forget this when they
talk of ''another world." We hav not yet, by a ·long
way, made the best of this one. Nor shall we find
when we come to die that we hav done with it. But
unless we leave representative behind, the world wili
as individuals hav done with us. With the millions
who hav preceded us what an immense quantity of
bigotry, superstition, and cruelty has been consigned
to the harmless earth! and who would wish the resurrection of a single individual were such a resurrection
possible? And who will want us when we hav left
this world? Surely not our heirs, if we hav anything
to leave, nor those. who ministered to our necessities
'
if we hav nothing.
Having commenced the gospel with Genesis, it
concludes appropriately with Revelation. In both
thea~ holy books con;tmon sense figures conspicuously,
but m the former 1t is called a serpent, an~ in the
latter a beast ! Whether or not it is the best and
safest exponent of popular theology, I leave my
OuTrs.
readers. to decide.

Our London Letter.
Some ()f the elect are congratulating themselvs
that the church is returning to its former state of
purity, though when that was they do not condescend to state, neither do they giv their definition of
purity. Judging from the recent act of Canon
Rawlinson, they must mean those happy times when
the church was in a· position to secure everything
worth taking. This devout priest, although holding
two good appointments, had the opportunity of
helping himself to a third, and did not neglect his
opportunity. Even the blind devotees of a rotten
system could not stomach this, and a few of them
took courage and entered their protest, and, to a certain extent, shamed this worthy canon, so that he
now proposes to retain these several appointments
for a year on trial to :find out which is worth most
money, and he will then, perhaps, decide to surrender
one, though this is doubtful if he still survives, his
object, no doubt, being that the matter will blow
over by then, and he will be sure to bag the lot
without any further opposition.
It appears strange that such a system, which permits an aged, infirm, and physically incapable individual to hold a plurality of benefices, should find
supporters, and yet there are thousands who, while
deploring these abuses, strenuously oppose any
alteration for fear the structure should hopelessly
collapse.
Another instance of the greed of the clergy may
be cited. Application has been made to Parliament
to permit a vicarage being built on a portion of public land, but as there was every sign of a strong opposition to this pretty little scheme the.grant was
refused, though it is quite possible it will be tried
again at some more convenient season.
Although the churches and their allied societies
are always on the look-out for plunde:r, they strongly
object to return any of their ill-gotten gains in the
shape of taxes, and one of the missionary societies,
in the receipt of a large revenue, has given notice of
appeal because they hav been assessed for income
tax, though how they can reconcile such an act with
the injunction of him they call "lord and master"
with regard to legal proceedings, only they can explain.
- The Welsh parsons are determined to hav their
titles, and for this purpose hav organized a band of
roughs, who make nothing of killing and wounding
those who do not submit quietly to allowing their
goods to be seized, and, as in the case of similar
events in Ireland, these saintly men are thoroughly
supported by the present government. The clergy
are quite ready to defend their actions on the plea
that they will starve if tithes are not paid, and never,
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for a moment, think of relying upon their heavenly
father to supply their wants; neither will they follow
the example of their favorit Paul, who boasted that
he worked with his own hands to support himself·
and was not chargeable to anyone. But then, " they
did not know everything down in Judea," and if the
apostles had had the same advantages as their mod•
ern representati vs, there is little question they
would hav played the same game.
J. D.

Some Features of a Modern Sabbath.
I am writing in the home of the Pilgrim and .the
Puritan, within four miles of Bunker Hill and within
ten miles .of Witch's Hill, surrounded with the graveyards where sleep our forefathers. I think what
would hav been written one hundred years ago upon
this spot about the "holy Sabbath." Then everybody wa~ pious, or was supposed to be so, and went
to meetmg. Duty was made a necessity. That
ecclesiastical constable, the tithing-man, looked after
Sabbath-breakers, and thrust religion upon those
who were not born to it.
Alas! the change I I wonder that the pious gravestones in "ye anllient" cemeteries do not sink out of
sight through shame when the sounds of the modern
Sabbath echo through the halls of the dead. Hardly
a ghost of Puritanism can be raised in this year of
somebody else's Lord 1888.
Let me mention some of the sights and sounds
that meet the eye and ear on this " sacred" ·day
which we were commanded by Moses, or some othe;
man, to "remember" and "keep holy." I look from
my window out npon the sea, and the white sails of
countless yachts show that pleasure is
Out on the ocean sailing.

I look in the direction of the two railroads, and
observe the flying trains, on their wings of steam,
bearing hundreds away from the churches in their
quest for joy. The horse-cars pass within one hundr~d feet of the chair where I sit, loaded with people,
gomg to the beaches, not for salvation~" if we
know it."
The sprinkling-carts go up and down the sfreeta
to n..ake the. ride more. enjoyable for those who go
out for a dnve. The ICe-carts, too, are seen going
about leaving their cool comforts by the way. Not
only the sounds and sights which we hav mentioned
assure us that the Sabbath is not remembered as it
was wont to be, but on this "holy ' 1 day the profane
voice of patriotism has intruded, and the noise of
fire-cracker and torpedo is heard. Shades of all the
Puritans ! Think of it !
·
I ask, as I look from my window upon all this : ts
it Sunday 1 Is this the day that the Christian
church teaches is only properly remembered and
hallowed by going to one of its places of worship ?
.Is this the holy Sabbath commanded by that meek
Jew, Moses~ No! That Sabbath is dead j dead beyond recall ; dead in town and city; dead on hill
and shore; dead in doors and out, in heart and home;
dead everywhere; dead utterly and forever. And let
us bury it with those other dead who inspired it.
This corpse of time should be interred. This dead
day should be removed from our calendar of civilization. The word Sabbath should be blotted from our
language. Let the new day of the new life that has
dawned upon the world be celebrated with joy.
Every day belongs to man. No day belongs to Lord,
church, or priest.
I find that the church, this guardian of the "holy
Sabbath," relaxes its pious vigilance during the
season when earth changes to leaf and flower. The
ministers want a vacation. They get tired of playing
their theological farce. In to-day's .Sunday IIerala
it is announced in the column of "Catholic News"
that " low masses instead of high ones will be had
during the warm weather."
It makes no difference to the Catholic church
whether it holds "high" or "low" masses, it always
manages to get "Jack and the game" just the same.
Well may those who liv on the superstitions of
mankind be alarmed. "The world moves." "Man ·
grows. Freedom is almost sacred. The prison
doors of creeds are being opened. Light enters the
mind. The end will be liberty, happiness, and life.
Revere, Mass., June 17th.
L. K. WASHBURN.
Hf>ll in Poetry.
Prom tlle Boston Chl·lsttan Reutster.

The London Olt1·istian Wo1'ld notes that " the charnelhouse order of religious literature is not yet extinct." As an
illustration it takes the following lines from a paper misnamed
the Gospel Messenger:
Infinit years in torment must I spend,
Which never, never, never hav an end.
Yes. I must dwell in tort uri" g despair
As many years as atoms in the air ;
When these are spent, as many thousands more
As grains of sand upon the ocean's shore;
When t.hese are gone, as many to ensue
As bladeR of grass and drops of morning dew;
When these exPtre, as many millions more
AR moments in the millions past before;
When all these doleful years are spent in pain,
And multiplied by myriads again,
Till numbers drown the thought, could I suppose
That then my wretched years were at a close,
'.rhis would afford a hope; but, ah ! I shiver
•.ro think upon the dreadful word," Forever."

This almost rivals Wigglesworth. But such lines·to-day
are little more than an epitaph on the belief they describe.
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Official Uall for Twelfth .Annual Congress of
the American Secular Union.
To the Local Seculm· Unions, Life, Clwrte?·, and
Annual Members, mul all Liberal citizens
who st;pport the Nine Demands of Secularism,
G1·eeting:
You are hereby invited to attend the Twelfth
Annual Congress of the American Secular Union,
which will convene at Lafayette 'Hall, Wood street,
near 4th, Pittsburgh, Pa., Friday, October 5, 1888,
at 10 A.M., for a four days' session-5th, 6th, 7th, and
8th inclusiv.
All Charter and Life Members, all Vice-Presidents,
all Chairmen of State or Executiv Committees, and
all duly accredited delegates from Local Secular
Unions are entitled to seats and votes in t.bis Annual
Congress. Each Local Secular Union is entitled to
send its President and Secretary and three other
members as delegates. Annual Members who pay or
hav paid $1 in the national treasury are entitled to
seats, but not to vot13s, except by unanimous consent
of the Congress.
This Congress will specially consider practical
questions tending to further agitation for taxation of
church property; the abrogation of stt.Le aid L
sectarian institutions; abolition of state, national,
military, and prison chaplaincies; repeal of judicial
oaths, Sunday and other oppressiv and unjust ecclesiastical 111\vs; 1mllification of attempts to subvert
our Constitution by a legal recognition of Theism in
the Amoricau Magna Charta, and such othEr measures as will not merely thwart intended theological
eneroachments, but will absolutely expungefrom our
laws, state and federal, such insidious acts as hav
already crept in to blot out mental freedom from our
republic.
It is to be hoped that the addresses delivered
will deal with the practical issues of the organization, so that there will be such an awakening of the
people to these vital questions of the hour that a revival of the iustinot of liberty and justice for all will
necessarily result; that again from the Keystone
state-the birthplace of our association-the clarion
voice of freedom shall vibrate throughout the land.
Pittsburgh being situated almost in the center of
a district containing many of our most distinguished
workers, thinkers, and writers, besides the activ host
within its limits, there is little doubt but that this
Congress will be a glorious gathering of the forces
who stand for mental liberty, as expressed il}. the
desire for complete Secularization of the government.
S. P. Pu'I'NAM, Pres.
E. A. STEVENS, Sec.
CHAS. EoKHARD, Treas.
E. B. Foo'.rE, JR., Ch. Ex. Com.
MATriE A. FREEMAN, Ch. Fin. Com.

From the UniOIJ. Secretary.
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is stampeded. This just shows who has touched
tbe popular heart beyond the Liberal field and outside the influence oi treacherous politicians. But
because the intellectual Titan will not bend to the
beck of a Jay Gould, and has not seen fit to shout
for the Old Man over the sea, certain little prigs of
the press are anxious to make it appear that Colonel
Ingersoll had lost his influence. In every movement
during this momentous week, the nervousness of the
Blaine managers was quite apparent as to what Ingersoll might do, which was an acknowledgment ef the
power they feal'ed. Several times the convention desired to hear him, when the chairman managed to
hav a committee report. Finally Friday night the
demand was imperativ, and the colonel made an
open, manly declaration in favor of the friend of the
people, General Gresham. Oh ! but that was awfully improper !
"OHUROH AND STATE.!'
Under the above caption, the Labor Enquirer of
this city-a paper which fearlessly attacks the Jesuitry of Powderly-has a bold and philosophical editorial, which showR that one labor editm• dares to
speak the truth on theological questions. It says:
Slowly but surely priestcraft and capitalism are gaining
absolute control of the state. In other lands and in former
times the church maintained its ascendency in the name of
religion; in our country and to-day it seeks to control the
state in the name of morality. The priests in all ages represent that paternal tyranny whose central idea is that the
people must be ruled. They know not what is the proper
thing to believe, and the clergy must teach them-that is
religion ; they know not how to behave, and the clergy must
teach them-that is morality. But these priests hav never
been able by virtue of the beauty, or reasonableness, or usefulness of their teachings to persuade any people to their
acceptance; hence they always form alliances with the state
to enforce compliance with their notions. These preachers
hav one-seventh of the time of the people, besides controlinp:
directly or indirectly all their educational institutions and
literature, and yet merely as preachers they hav very little
influence over the conduct or faith of the people.
Were it not for the fact that capitalism needs the repressiv
and dextrous despotism of the church, the clergy might go
begging, and the sacred altars of Jesu would be as desolate
as the sacred altars of Jupiter .. The clergy of every nation
and clime hav sided with wealth, conservatism, and tyranny.
They dominated every state in Europe till they were forcibly
hurled from power, and, as a general thing, compelled to
rank seco;md instead of first in civil affairs. In our own
country they were excluded by the Constitution, but in the
century that has elapsed since that time they hav made
themselvs felt in a thousand ways, till now they are not only
audacious, but clamorous.
Last Sunday was a big day for priestcraft in Chicago. At
present the saloon is the· scapegoat that bears the sins of
civilization. As in former days the easy explanation of
everything that existed or happened was to say God made
it, G9d did it, so now every evil thing we find in society is
explained by pointing to the saloon. Chicago is in a bad
way-very bad, and the preachers gathered in force on the
day in question and shook out rotund ecclesiastical thunder.
Capitalism and the capitalistic press nobly seconded the
priestly aspirants for power, and the priests shaped their
florid fulminations· so as to make them seem an echo of a
popular demand.
.
"No saloon within two hundred feet of a church or schoolhouse." For years it has been the practice of the clericals to
speak of church and school-house in one breath-and in this
they hav shown splendid diplomacy. The American people
hav become accustomed to this dual presentation, and he
would be a very poor stump-speaker that didn't seek to make
a point by saying something about church and school-house.
Chicago preachers made a ten-strike when they got the council
to talk about the church and school-house standing on an
equal footing. The school is a state institution jealously
guarded by the people-the one institution that is honored,
revered, and loved without distinction of party. Now, to get
a church, the mere brick and mortar, the same recognition
on some popular issue as is given the school-house, is a big
triumph for the clergy, and another long step toward churchand-stateism.
Several steps hav already been taken. All sorts of chaplaincies, from the chaplain that prays for Congress at $10 a
pray, to the chap that prays before a political convention ·in
expectancy ; the exemption of church property from taxation ; the exemption of clergymen from various civic duties.
These are steps already taken, but they are short ones compared with the majestic spring for which the Chicago clergy
are now in training. If the church is so like a school-house,
and so unlike a photograph gallery, that it must havthe same
kind of legislation as a school-house and a different kind from
a photograph gallery, it not only stands on a different legal
footing from the gallery, but on the same footing as a schoolhouse. Indeed, it does that already-neither church nor
school-house pays taxes-the gallery does. The photographer is not allowed to work on Sunday-that is the particular day on which the preacher earns his salary. The gallery must beo closed on Sunday-the church runs wide open.
Yet theoretically there is no church-and-stateism in this
country, and the Constitution knows no distinction between
a cathedral and a butcher shop, or between a preacher and a
cab. driver.
Under the pressure of the united howl from the capitalistic
press, kid-gloved respectability, and the preachers, the council may make the concession demanded-then look out I
The saloon answers the same purpose in the program of
the preachers that the bloody shirt did the pious Union-saving
politicians for twenty years after the war. This clerical
movement is at present on the combination plan. It is a
sort of preachers' trust, in which Catholic bishops, Episcopal
bishops, Methodist bishops, and all manner of dissentient,
discordant, and even antagonistic isms, "pool their issues,"
and strike for the coveted prize of state recognition, and
later-well, they will see us later on.
The preachers, of whatever name, are the allies of capital
and conservatism. They are subsidized by wealth just as
the press is, and are steadily marching to power. When
they reach the goal, American liberty will be a thing of the
past.

Chicago produces a crop of howling political idiots
every four years, and the number to ihe acre on this
occasion surpasses all previous records. New-fangled tortures were invented specially to toot and
rasp a.nd shriek for the several favored sons-the
more ill-favored and excruciating the noise the greate1·
the demand for the toot. These diabolical devices
are operated by great big burly men whose instincts,
development, and brains are on a par with those of the
small boy, whose angelic inclinations are sufficiently
proverbial. Well, there's some excuse for their enthusiasm-it was pretty well paid for. " Enthuse"
is a marketable commodity with which this city is
highly favored, demonstrating that in this enterprising burg you can secure for spot cash anything but
honelty.
Imagin the thermometer at 115° and nine thousand
people packed and panting for breath suffering all this
in the auditorium building for the express purpose of
hearing Colonel Ingersoll make the Gresham nominating speech; then to add to their discomfort-to pile
Ossa upon Pelion, as it were-the speech was made
by our townsman with the suggestiv name of Swett.
After a tour of the grand Pacific, where the polit.
ical magnates were as plentiful as toads after a shower,
an observer could easily detect where the great high
prince of orators, the man of matchless eloquence of
our time and of all time, was located, by the stream
of people anxious to grnsp his hand, to see his charming wife, to behold his beautiful and accomplished
daughters. Some committee came to invite him to
s~eak at Central Music Hall that evening; he declmed, but nevertheless he was advertised.
A dense throng are present; other speakers are introduced. The~- audience tire of everything and demand "Ingersoll!" "Ingersoll !" A brief letter is
How near that goal are we~ Only the thin line
read from him showing t~at. he will not be present, of skirmishers of the American Secular Union hav
and, although good mus 1c 1s furnished, the house up to the present moment resisted this destruction

of American Liberty. No church in om state, is the
new Declaration of Independence. With that we will
yet stand firm OB. the tbresholc1 of freedom if-if you,
reader, will but do your duty.
E. A. S'.rEVENS, Sec. A. S. U.

The Real Devil, and the Only Savior.
Is there a devil? Yes! It is vain to deny it.
Alas l its accursed power is everywhere, all too
plainly manifest. On every side we see hypocrisy,
cruelty, crime; our hearts are daily saddened, sickened, at the sight of piteous deformity, horrible
suffering, premature death-all hideous evidences of
the actual existence of the mighty power of the
dread enemy of mankind. The real devil-not the
silly myth, with glaring eyes, horns, hoofs, and
forked caudal appendage engraved as frontispiece of
our grandmother's family Bible; not the childish
fable of Christianity-but the dread present-existing
reality, the author and founder of superstition and
priestcraft. The inciter of the horrors of the Inquisition, the p1·ompter of the clergy in their constant
efforts to padlock the minds of men, and fill the
hearts of gentle women and innocent children with a
spirit of hate and persecution. The devil of devils ;
the father, the mother, the author of the existence
of all the devilish devils ever by the devilish cuuning
of priestcraft conceived. The devil Ignorance ! A
devil personiti.ed in the credulous many, and kept in
existence by the cunning of tbe clergy, who hav
always sought to rule the masses by their fears,
rather than guide them through their love.
A monstrous, all-powerful devil. One who never
yet went about as "a roaring lion"-no, but like a
slimy, cowardly, treacherous snake, a boa-constrictor,
. wriggling along till it succeeds in enveloping in its
cruel folds the glorious truth, and in the fierceness
of its malice crushes it into repulsiv mutilation in its
sinuous writhings, casting its evil, mesmeric glamor
over its poor victims till they become stupefied, and
then with its remorseless fangs injecting its deadly
poisdn.
Yes, we hav, indeed, a mighty devil to contend
with.
But while we deplore the existence of this monster
of evil, this devil, Ignorance, we rejoice in the sure
knowledge of a savior, a redeemer-not the mythical,
silly nursery myth, "Jack the Giant-killer"-not the
Jew born without a father, who poured out his blood
on Calvary's cross, after "he was dead already,''
bub a real savior who is ready, able, willing to save
us, to redeem us from the power of our great adversary.
1Ve hav the accursed devil, Ignorance, but we also
hav the grand and glorious savior-the Liberal
printing-press, the DJ.ighty redeemer that is destroying the devil, Ignorance, and all his works, with
bright facts driving out all dark delusions, dispelling
pious frauds, and destroying priestly prestige and
reverence for pious myths and fables.
No longer need we be affrighted or appalled by
the power of the devil Ignorance, filling the whole
earth and constantly seeking the degradation and
brutalizing of mankind. Our savior is mighty to
save. The Liberal press shall destroy the devil
Ignorance. The glorious day is dawning; the long,.
dark gloom of night is pierced by the bright rays of
the sun of reason, and the light of truth dispels the
mist of ignorance. All hail!. the Liberal printingpress, the friend of science, the protector of liberty,
the true savior of mankind !
Reader 1 what are you doing toward proclaiming
the glad tidings of salvation to your friends and
neighbors down in the dark dungeons of superstition,
manacled by the chains of priestcraft; starving, their
only food the putrid old husks of faith; poisoned by
the horrible miasma of fanaticism and bigotry,. groping blindly in the cells of the demon Ignorance ~
Oh! hav pity! Hav pity J. Will you not help
them~ Never was there greater need or grander
opportunity to prove the sincerity of your devotion
to the ennobling principles of Liberalism ! "Secure
your own happiness by promoting that of others."
Your friends and neighbors need the glad tidings of
salvation, so ably presented each week in THE TRU'.rH
SEEKER.
By seeming new subscribers you greatly promote
human happiness, and spread the glad tidings of the
gospel of humanity, and help the true savior destroy
the only devil.
The paper needs your help, needs it now. It suffers
for want of the funds that would result from increase
of circulation. Your friends and neighbors need the
paper. Up! then, and to work at once. No time
like the present. Now, now is the accepted time,
now is the day of salvation!
Save the editor and publishers from anxiety and
worry. Save your friends and neighbors from the
devil Ignorance. Save yourself from rotting with
inertia and indifference. Make earnest, persistent
effort. Take no ease till this duty is done and you
hav sent cash to the office for at least one new subscriber. Do it! and your joy shall be prodigious.
The editor shall smile and write with renewed vigor.
The publishers shan•wax fat with gladness ; the sub-
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scriber, his family and friends, bless you, and you become exultant on having defeated the devil and aided
thf' one, true, real savior.
C. B. REYNOLDS.
N. B. If securing the first three orfour subscribers
should not produce the full effect, persevere, try
doubling the number; it takes more in case of chronic
inertia. But persistence invariably insures the
promised effects.
C. B. R.

Capt. Adams and His Fatller.
I arn delighted with Robt. C. Adams's article on
"The Principles of Freedom in Trade"- in this week's
TRU'l'H SEEKER; it is clearly seen and cogently stated
truth throughout. Many years ago, when his distinguished father, Rev. Dr. Nehemiah Adams, of
Boston, with hi;:; family, used to come to stay on
Princeton Heights summers, I lay under apple-trees
and talked "religion" with the boys (then orthodox
myself), and am right glad t.hat this one has not only
l:)ecome a brilliant heretic, theologically, but also
faces toward Liberty in politico-economic morals.
Free thought ·leads to free trade and all the other
freedoms. It is rather late to try to defend slavery
as a "·protectiv" benefit to labor and business. Yet
· so subtle is the tariff swindle that many otherwise
intelligent people really think it helps working people and business men; whereas it invades and plunders all except a few " protected " monopolists.
How so bright, honest, and truly able a man as T.
B. Wakeman can favor the tariff fraud I cannot see,
-unless it is caused by his irrational deference to
materialized appearance rather than to essential
fads; his supposition that majority despotism, coerciv government resting on compulsiv taxation, is
either right or necessary. Aug. 1, 1878, he came
over to Faneuil Hall, Boston, when I was in Dedham
jail, and made a magnificent. plea for free speechprobably the ablest legal defense of it yet made.
But when he touches labor, trade, money, temperance, Mr. Wakeman favors interfe1·ence, invasion,
robbery. "Protection," greenbackism, state Socialism, are simply Comstockism made to cover all matters except " obscenity."
I always read, with interest, everything Capt.
Adams writes, and hope we shall hear from him
again on free trade in your catholic columns. His
father was one of the ablest and most devout of New
England divines. I am glad indeed .that THE TRUTH
SEEKER welcomes expression of opinion in so many
reform issues. If he still, personally, livs, Stephen
Pearl Andrews, the Pantarch, is unquestionably
pleased with your drift and purpose. Anyway, you
are carryiJ.Ig' forward his noble work.
Princeton, Mass., June 26tb. E. H. HEYWOOD.

Prof'essor Leahy About Mr. Walser.
To THE EnrTou oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I
beg a small space in your valuable columns to set
your readers ri~ht on the statements made by G. H.
Walser in your issue of June 16th.
The sarcastic manner in which Mr. Walser speaks
of me as "this noble-minded youth," "exemplar of
mental ability and moral worth," "young Leahy,"
etc., is sufficient to demonstrate to your readers the
want of a tenable position in this matter on his part.
For two years' Mr. Walser exhausted the English
language on every possible opportunity to speak my
praise for "mental ability and moral worth," and
now he resorts to the above.
The intimation that I had anything to do with the
writing of the "anonymous" article to which he
refers is maliciously false. It was as much a surprise
to me as it could hav been to him. I had previously
told Mr. Walser that my hands were clean, my record
clear, and that what I bad to say I would say to his
face or put my name to it. For two years he has
lauded the Freethought University as a great enterprise, a glorious institution, and now he speaks of it
as an insignificant affair. He says I hav induced
three non-resident students to attend. In this he
has given three-sixteenths of the truth. I wish he
had done as well in his other statements. The
· university roll of students will show sixteen nonresident students from the states of Indiana, Illinois,
Minnesota, Missouri, Kansas, California, and Indian
Territory. ·
He states that "fourteen of the seventeen of the
board of managers" doubted my fitness to preside
over the destinies of the students. Now, Mr. Editor,
Iibera was but one member, besides Mr. Walser, of
the board of managers that has controled the institution for the last two years, who was opposed to me.
That board was composed of men who were stock. holders and had sons and daughters in the school.
The one member who "doubted" me was D. P.
Greeley, for years popularly known in Liberal as
"Walser's caudal appendage," and, until Walser
"doubted my fitness," the "caudal appendage" was
my warme2t supporter-in whichever way Walser
turns the tail wags.
How about this " fourteen of the seventeen ~"
-First, they Wt\re this new board, composed intentionally of non-stockholders and enemies to the institution; second, there were not fourteen of the
seventeen. Five of that board were warm supporters

of me. Further, the enemies on that board were
about all the enemies that I hav in the state of Missouri. Nine-tenths of the people of Liberal are my
firm friends and supporters, and if Mr. Walser can
read the condition of affairs, he knows that his att.itude in this matter bas seriously lowered him in. the
estimation of the people of Liberal.
As for his eulogy of Mr. Bigelow, I care nothing,
but will drop a word that readers may know what
Mr. Walser means by being found "in the front
ranks of Liberalism-that Liberalism that is calculated to elevate humanity." Mr. Bigelow is especially
noted for his opposition to progress and civilization,
" because the savage is happier than the civilized
man·" for his opposition to higher education because
" ~0ll_ege- b re d men are d u d es, , an d " gr~at ,~en
'
l'k
1 .e
Lmcoln do not need a college educatiOn.
He IS
all-lo conspicuous for the tobacco dribbles that at all
times cover his long white beard and for spending a
f b' t'
t th
' d t bl · L'be al.
d h
e car - a e~ Ill 1 r •
goo s are O IS Ime a
a place where I was never seen. But th1s was prefel·able to my "scholarly polish and pronounced
teachings on temp.erance." I opposed Prohibition.
Mr. Bigelow may hav taught a country school forty
or fifty years ago, but he does not use the English
language as well as the ordinary twelve-year-old boy
in our public schools of to-day.
These statements are not made from any desire to
attack Mr. Bigelow, but in self-defense against Mr.
Walser's smooth tongue. Mr. Bigelow is a goodhearted old man, but he is a hundred years behind
the times, and to elect him chairman of a board of
managers of a university is a most damnable farce,
and though Mr. Walser may try to smooth it over
as much as he pleases, the people of Liberal, and the
Liberals of the country, know him too well.
And now, dear Mr. Editor, I wish to thank you for
granting me this space in your columns, especially
since you hav already given considerable space to
this subject.
I shall not again take the time to reply to an article
in which I am alluded to by such epithets as Mr.
Walser used in his article.
M.D. LEAHY.
Liberal, Mo., June 20, 1888.

'' Hav Women No

Souls~"

Editor Express: In your Sunday's issue, of Ju~e 3d, I

read a letter from a woman in Illinois condemning the action
of the general conference of the Methodist Episcopal church
in regard to excluding women delegates. Her views meet
my idea of it exactly. In reading the proceedings of the
conference I felt so indignant that I was strongly tempted to
withdraw from the church, when, lo and behold, according
to the ruling of the conference, I am not a member.
I hav spent over fifty-eight years working with a.nd for
this church. I hav not only made pin-cushions, but sweltered over a hot cook-stove, baking cake, cooking oysters,
and making coffee for festivals, gotten up by the women at
the suggestions of the preachers, to raise money to buy organs to furnish the church-to pa:y the deficiencies in the
minister's salary; and now these mmisters make long and
loud speeches to prove that women are not members of the
church.
What are we? Hav women no souls? I thought I was
in the church. I hav spent my whole life and means and
influence in serving the Methodist Episcopal church, and
now, nearly at the end of life, I find myself ruled out by
the action of this great body of holy men.
A WoMAN.
To T~E EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : The
foregoing communication appears in the San Antonio
daily Express of this morning. Your correspondent
would like to answer the interrogatory as given in
the headline of this note at length, but, after reflection, finds that it would involve psychological and
even metaphysical questions, hence the response will
naturally be brief.
Theological philosophy tells or teaches us that
" man is possessed or animated" by ·a "living soul;"
that the human body furnishes the visible tools for
five variously constituted qualifications called the
five senses. Query: Where is this soul, if the tools,
i. e., the physical components of the human body,
are stiff and cold iu death ?
We will consult the modern or revised Bible, a
copy of which is before me-and it is a daisy. According to it "man" was made (Gen. i, 27) "male and
female." Then (Gen. ii, 2) "God ended his work."
He must hav been tinkering and patching on the
original even on the Sabbath morning. According
to Gen. ii, 7, "man " is again made of dust and receives by the breath of the Lord into his nostrils a
living soul.
Now, notwithstanding the omniscience of the
Lord, he discovered that it was not good for man to
be alone, and here the "rib" transaction comes in
(see Gen. i~ 18-22). This woman from the newly
made sample of humanity was treated stepfatherly,
for it is not recorded that a living soul was blown
into her by the breath of the Lord, and here comes
the answer to " A Woman" that a woman has no
soul!
It might be a good suggestion to publish a cheap
edition of Miss Gardener's "Men, Women, and Gods"
for distribution broadcast over the land into the
hands of every woman to read. This would do more
toward the emancipation of the sex from ancient and
modern degradation of women generally from the
adhering to a false code of morals for which inspiration is claimed~a wron~ conception of the same as

(~), ignorant, arrogant, and impetuous-nay, even tyrannical-in the
enforcement of their (mal) administration of their
narrow-minded definition of religion.
In connection with the foregoing, I furnish you
with a short paragraph, translated from a German
historical novel, which may teach a lesson to many
narrow-minded men who belong to the same clflss of
ignorant would be divines in their self-constituted
arrogance and pharisaic haughtiness. It is from the
second chapter of " Fuerst und Musiker," by Max
Ring:
The heart of a woman is for the majority of men a book of
s~ven seals, an indefinable, closely veile?, and indescribable
kmd. of _book, fn}l of never yet explmned characters. and
mystic hieroglyphiCs. Even the closest observers get d!sappointed, and discover only too often that they made a painful
mistake. We explore earth and heaven, calculate the course
of the stars, measure the depths of the ~eas, discover the
secre~s of nature, but we neg_lect the most Important for our
happmess, most necessary sc1ence, the study of woman-the
knowledge of her feelings and passions, her apparent moods
and often changing humors, behind which the greatest dangers for her and us are hidden. We complain of her weakness a~d faithlessness, instead of accusing our own ignorance
and blmdness. .
,
ARJ\IINIUS.
San Antonw, 1 ex., June 8, 1888.

J inculcated by a lazy set of men

"Scholars of' Infidel Color."
Before the list of " Scholars of Infidel Color" goes
out to the public at large, I think it is meet that the
long and honored list of names of men, as quoted in
last TRUTH SEEKER, should be prefaced by the names
of women-the mothers of men, the formers of men,
and sure to be, in time, the leaders of men.
One among these woman workers whose influence
has been world-wide, and always for the highest and
best, is Frances Wright; and another who equals, if
not excels, her is Harriet Martineau~ Then there are
George Eliot, George Sand, Madam Roland, Lucretia
Mott, and so many hundred living working scholars
of the same Libera\ school of thinkers that the pen
fairly reels at the task of attempting to enumerate
them.
First and foremost among the latter is Ernestine
L. Rose, a beautiful woman with a beautiful record
of beautiful works.
The reason why these noble women hav not written
long lists of scientific and scholarly works is because,
like the ox and the ass, they hav been enumerated by
men among their possessions-goods and chattelsand men hav claimed their time, brains, and very
selfbood.
The few women who hav a record bav won it despite man's power and supremacy. Men hav been the
religious and political leaders, the historians and
publishers, and, above all, the property-holders, and
whatever woman has produced has been usurped to
add to man's power and glory.
Mothers hav made idols of their sons and crowned
them with the richest fruits of heart and brain.
All George W asbington was he owed to his
mother, and yet posterity hardly knows the name of
that wise, good, and self-abnegating mother.
The old adage claims that home is the sphere of
woman-and often a little hades instead of a real
home is that sphere to her.
But the time is near at band when she will own
herself, and be no more tied at home than is her
brother, man.
Whatever is right and proper for a man to see, do,
or say, will hereafter be right and proper for a woman
to see, do, or say.
Equal chances for education and improvement will
be the right of each sex.
Woman has helped educate man into power and
domination, and now she must do her share toward
educating him out of it.
She must expel this historic supremacy and. teach
liberty, equality, and fraternity, if not maternity-for,
as Socrates says,
Woman once made equal to man becomes his superior.
.
ELl'riiNA DRAKE SLENKER.
Snowville, Va., June 19, 288.
Science and the Southern Presbyterians.
1<'1'07/l IAfP.

The Southern Presbyterian general assembly has relegated
Darwin to the humiliating msignificance of an exposed
pretender, and stamped " The Origin of Species" as a mere
scientific charlatanry. The presbytery, led by the Rev. Dr.
Smoot. last week recorded itself thus, in Baltimore: "Now,
tl:)erefore, it is the judgment o~ this gener~l asse~nbly that
Adam's body was directly fashwned by alm1ghty God of the
dust of the ground, without any natural ani'!lal parentage of
any kind. Th~ wisdom of God prom;Pted _Ium to r~veal the
fact while the mscrutable mode of h1s act10n therem he bas
not ~evealed." It is very pleasant for men who do not hav
time to study scientific questions to hav a body like the
general assembly look into the matter and decide things for
them and-but, come to look things over, we do not find
that there were any men of recognized scientific attainments
among the delegates in Baltimore, and we are reasonably
sure that Dr. Smoot is not known to students of science.
Can it be possible that the assembly adopted this resolution
without investigating the Darwinian theory?
We trust not. We hav no doubt, however, that a great
many of the delegates to the assembly were inclined to. ridicule the Rev. Mr. Jasper, of Atlanta, whc'? t~at emment
theologian put to rout the pretenses of all scwnt~fic _astronomers from the time of Galileo to the present, by h1s discovery
that it was the sun that moved while the earth stood still,
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fiommunications.
The Spirits Once More, and l'inaiJy.

..

. I did not intend to write any more about spmt
manifestations, but shall I allow my wife to bav the
last word 1 She bas deecribed a dark-circle seance
which I did not attend, and h~s added something
about another light-circle whicb I did attend. So let
me tell a little more about it.
My brother and his wife went with us. I was again
selected as a sitter. Between me and the medium
was a lady. The usual performances were repeated.
The guitar came upon my lap and was played upon,
while I held the lady's right hand, and she said that
Mr. Keeler never let go her left arm with his two
hands. The instrument was carried back of the curtain by invisible hands under our chairs, and there it
was held up in sight by the same occult power. It
struck me hard blows on my head. Some feared it
would hurt me, but I said," No, my head can stand it
if the guitar can." The tambourine also gave. me a
whack. I wonder how George Christy came to know
that I hav a hard head !
Pretty soon Mr. Keeler's vest came off, and, as
before, all buttoned up. But this time it had his
watch and chain attached, and, instead of being
thrown out on the :floor, it came sliding down the
curtained lap of the lady sitter. A few moments
later Mr. Keeler's coat came :flying from the inclosure
behind us.
A change of sitters was now made, and when Mr.
Keeler was uncovered he was without coat or vest.
My brother was now chosen by the spirit guide as
the next male sitter. Between him and the medium
was a lady. My brother was punched and whacked
as I was. A hand came over his left shoulder, and
he took hold of it through the cloth. He said it felt
warm and was as real as a material hand could be.
And now messages began to be written behind the
curtain. At first they were merry salutations. One
was, " Hello, llurr.'' A few hands were exhibited. I
distinctly saw a small one come out from the curtain
close to the face of the lady sitter. She told us she
had recently lost a daughter, eleven years old.
My wife got two significant messages, as described
in last week's TRUTH SEEKER. Her sister, who came
for the first time, and was unknown to all present
except ourselvs, got a message written by a spirit
hand before her eyes. It was signed with the initials
of her father. I got one from my brother David,
saying, "Will giv you more wonderful manifestations
soon." Mine came from behind the curtain, but I
saw the hand that wrote for my wife's sister on a
tablet held by her on a tray in front of the curtain.
The spirit guide was asked to rap the number of
persons present. There were twenty loud and distinct raps-the exact nuniber.
And now I must say something more about the
dark circles. We went to another. Capt. Wash.
Emmons (not Eames, as first printed) was there, as
usual. He is the only spirit that can speak quite
loud, and he is not able to talk when he gets a few
feet from the curtain. He says he lived on the
dividing line of the township, between Kennebunk
and Biddeford, Me., and that he used to vote in both
towns. His first vote, he says, was cast for Hayes
and Wheeler-that is, he put in two votes. And if
Blaine would be the nominee this year, Wash. would
like to put in two votes for him.
The lady who led the singing apologized for not
being in good voice, and not being well supported.
"Yes," s.1id Wash, "it wasn't very ~manimous."
My wife's father and mother appeared again. He
was able to whisper his name. My wife's sister (not
the one who went to the previous light circle) went
up and recognized her father. The mother could
not perfectly materialize. She whispered to my wife
and said, "I did not expect her to come here"meaning her other daughter.
A colored woman clothed in white came out and
danced in plantation style. At one time there were
two spirit forms visible, a young son and young
daughter of a lady present, who went up and conversed with both.
This was expected to be the last of Mr. Keeler's
dark circles prior to his leaving Washington for the
summer. But a gentleman wanted another with Mr.
Keeler and his wife as mediums, hoping for better
manifestations with the two. There were thirtyeight persons in attendance. The folding-doors
_were opened to make more room, and the curtain
was drawn across the front corner of the parlor.
I cannot say that the results were any more satisfactory than when Mr. Keeler was the only medium
behind the curtain. My sister came covered with
white drapery and a veil, and she could only whisper
a few words. My wife's sister "Caddy" came, but
did not giv any further test of identity. The colored
woman appeared and danced to lively music. I was
the nearest man, and she held out her hand to me to
join in the dance. The hand was large. I could not
refuse to dance with her, but was glad it was so dark
that the company could not see what a poor per1or~er I was. ?tfy wif~ notic!ld that she had white

stockings. Mr. Keeler wore black ones, and I am
sure the bands and figure of that "spirit'' were not
those of the delicate and beautiful Mrs. Keeler.
The features I could not distinguish.
·
Captain Wash. Emmons bad much to say. Since
, the withdrawal of Blaine is going to cause the defeat
l!lf the Republican party, Wash. would like to cast
two votes for the Prohibition candidate, Fisk.
Most of the materializations were recognized, and
at one time there were three figures visible. I noticed that the spirit of a young man who had appeared at a former seance and was recognized by his
father and other friends, was not so tall as before by
some two or three inches. This I afterward mentioned to the father, and he said that when his son
first appeared he was quite short, but now he generslly stood six feet two inches, as in life. But the
features were always the same. And one thing is
attested not only by the father, but by my wife
and others on this occasion, to wit : when the figure
disappeared it sank down as if throl}gh the :floor, so
that at last only the head appeared at the father's
feet. This is a frequent thing, though generally the
figure seems to retreat behind the curtain. Sometimes it vanishes with a loud noise.
It seems an utter impossibility for all these phenomena to be produced by Mr. Keeler and his wife.
They went into the inclosure in ordinary dress before
us all. She had a bunch of natural :flowers pinned to
her bosom, and at the end of the seance those :flowers
were undisturbed. The curtains were open to
inspection before and after the seance. When Mr.
Keeler's coat was off, as so frequently happens at the
light-circle seances, we noticed that he had an elastic
attachment to his shirt-sleeves to keep the wristbands
back. But Captain Wash. Emmons, who always appears without a coat, had no such attachment to his
shirt-sleeves. In short, we hav raised every conceivable doubt about the spirits at the dark circles, and
yet none of. us can believe that we are deceived
by· the mediums. Furthermore, we are all so certain
that there can be no possible deception in the slatewriting, or in the partial materializations at the light
circles, that we are almost precluded from accounting
for these full materializations on the hypothesis of
fraud.
I hav conversed with many about the manifeststiona, and hav yet to find one who thinks there is
any fraud or deception in the slate-writing or the
phenomena exhibited at the light circles. How these
can be accounted for except on the hypothesis of another life, I am-unable to conceive.
But then the question is propounded; If our life is
never to end, had it ever a beginning~ I once put
this question to Stephen Pearl Andrews, and his
answer was something like this:
A prince became discontented with his condition,
and went secretly to sea as a sailor. After two years
he returned and again entered court life. May not
spirit life be a change something like that~ May we
not, in the spirit world, be able to look back through
the eternal vista of our past existence, until we are
tired of the contemplation and want once more to
enter earth life where there is no remembrance of
the past! In that way may we not hav lived an
infinit number of planetary lives, which we remember only when in the spirit sphere?
But there are other and perhaps more difficult
questions involved in the hypothesis of another life,
which I forbear to propound. That there are many
frauds in the exhibitions of spirit phenomena I freely
admit. I myself hav detected and exposed them.
And yet, though indignant at the deception, I am
constrained sometimes to giv the medium the benefit
of a· doubt, by imputing the fraud to a mischievous
spirit. Never, since my first acquaintance with the
phenomena, now nearly forty years ago, hav I doubted
that some of the manifestations· are genuin; and but
for such evidence as this, I think I should be disposed to believe that death is an eternal sleep.
Washington, .D.
June 10, 1888. w. H. BURR.

a.,

Free Trade Did Not Cause the Revolution.
It was caused by an exorbitant tax, like the present
tariff.
I desire to answer Mr. J. R. Perry's article of
June 16th. Mr. Perry refers to a call for a convention at Annapolis, Md., June 29, 1769. Why was
this convention called? Was it because of free
trade ~ His article states that it was from the fact
that the colonists were compelled to pay a tax of
from 120 to 150 per cent on goods imported from
the mother country. And Mr. Perry would hav us
believe it was free trade that caused the Revolution
with a 150 per cent tax on imported goods! It
cannot be possible that Mr. Perrv is a fool, but he
must consider all others fools to swallow such demagogism ! I propose to giv Mr. Perry my own situation-" just as I am, without one plea." I am a
photographer; hav worked at that business-for fifteen
years. Last fall I purchased a bill of 5,000 cabinet
mounts of a Philadelphia manufacturer at $12 per
thousand. This spring through an importer I purchased 5,000 of the same grade of cards from a German ma:p.uf~cturer. '!'he l;>ills were the same; were

the goods alike~ Yes, to all outside appearances,.
but when torn apart the home-manufactured card
was of a coarse, unfinished pulp, while the imported
one was of fine fiber and compactly pressed. Now,
·Mr. Perry, I paid $27 import duty on the German
cards and $33 for the 5,000 cards, making $60. I
did not pay any import duty on the Philadelph~a
cards stock, but I paid $60 for them all the same.
I bav a lens that cost $125, the duty on which was
$56.25. I hav another lens that cost $60, the duty
being $27. I hav sti~l another lens that cost $25, the
duty being $11.25. During the last fiscal year
I hav purchased four reams of photograph paper, the
duty on which was $57.60; thirty-one boxes glass
(at $4 per box), $124; duty 78 per cent.
Oh, how I do love the tariff! I state further that.
I hav footed up the cost to myself of the tariff per
year at $960. No government on the face of the
earth would dare levy a direct tax on a business of
about $4,000 per annum in that amount. My entire.
property would not bring under the hammer $2,000;
yet, I am compelled to pay yearly almost the half of
what I am worth to support the most damnable
vampire system of robbery the world has ever known.
Nine years since (1879), I purchased the property on
which I now liv (stay) and gave a mortgage of $800
on it ! To-day I still owe $700, not having been able
to pay a dollar-a dollar-except the interest, fo11:
eight years. Oh ! but I do love the tariff-that
bleeds me of $960 every year !
Now, Mr. Perry, I want to say one more word to
you. I and my workmen earn this $960. Has any
reprobate on the face of the earth a right to deprive
me of it~ Has any reprobate, government, autocrat,
or power of whatsoever nature the moral right to
force me to contribute to their personal aggrandizement to my personal discomfiture and loss?
Oh, I do so love the tariff-that iniquity, born of
a necessity, I admit, but perpetuated through the
most damnable demagogry and unholy alliances
SANFORD.
imaginable !
\
PROTECTION MAY CAUSE ONE.
I would like the privilege of making a few comments
on the tariff article in last week's issue, written by
J. R. Perry. I receive the impression that he is half
conscious that he is on the wrong side of that question; and surely if a Liberal he will soon outgrow
his own arguments, for a man who can reason well
enough to become a Liberal cannot long be a protectionist, as the idea is championed by the Republican
party of to-day. The most of your readers are keen,
unprejudiced reasoners, accustomed to discern false
arguments, to penetrate at a glance all forms of pretense and efforts to deceive, and are in no need of
long-drawn arguments to convince them that protection is .a fraud, humbug, and an instrument of oppression in the hands of the few, against the many,
second in its ruinous tendencies only to the gigantic
evil of church rule and power.
But for the benefit of your correspondent and his
sympathizers, I will call attention first to his assertion that it was against the principle of free trade
that the colonies rebelled. I would ask him to reread his own explanation of that idea, and see if he
cannot understand just the opposit, the fact of the
case, which is that it was against protection, against
not only the theory, but the attempt to put it in
practice, that they rebelled. At that time England
was in the higl!t of her fatuity. As an example
and exponent of protection she was so bound up
with the protection idea that she was -not satisfied in
applying it to all other countries, but attempted to
apply it within the limits of the same common country
-attempted to tax one section of the country for the
benefit of another-it was protection carried to its last
point, and in its effects showed the principle to be
wrong. The colonies refused to be subject to such
kind of protection, and rebelled. The resu]t of that
rebellion is the United States government. A long
and hard war was waged against the very principle
that is in practice in our country now-protection
by taxation of the many for the benefit of the few,
a principle so pernicious in its operation that unless
soon abrogated it must lead to another rebellion. If
your correspondent will carefully read .the early history of this country, he will find the universal sentiment was against protection, and that such high rates
of duties as we now hav never were thought of, not
even when the present tariff was established as a
measure of protection. And this leads me to the
point where Mr. Perry laments the fact that free
traders insist on calling the tariff a tax on the country, and poorer classes especially. Such is the fact;
why should we not so declare it?
There is not a record to show that the tariff established during the late war was for the purpose of
protection. Not an argument was made for the bill,
when under discussion in Congress, on the ground
that it was a measure of protection. The tariff was
levied for the sole purpose of raising money by ta~a
tion-a tariff for revenue-to meet the expenses of
the government-good free trade doctrin ! Everybody expected it to be repealed when the war was
over, but it was not; and soon the same law-the
sa.me ta.riff--levielt as a tax measure, began to be
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called a tariff for protection, and was dignified by
receiving the misnomer, "American system;" and, by
the adroit management of those men who were reaping millions through the operation of that law, many
- people began to ·look upon the tariff system as a
great boon to the people.
That same Class of men are trying to deceive the
people to-day, and by crying, "Pauper labor,"
"American wages for American laborers," etc., they
pull the wool over the eyes of the unthinking masses,
and drive them to slaughter, while the masses think
they are guiding themselvs to a haven of rest. The
present tariff law was a tax measure, and the sooner
the people and Mr. Perry realize that fact the better
off they will be. In 1861 there was cause for the
law, and now there is none. Let us repeal it.
Your correspondent takes up the refrain of the
paid tariff-for-protection speech-maker, and gets worried over the idea that all the nations of the world
where manufacturing is done are scheming to get
control of our markets. That is a point of no importance, yet as fl, sample of the logic of the protectionists I call attention to it. The United States hav
abandoned the markets of the world, through the
tariff system now in vogue, and England does not
hav to compete with us. With the world to trade
in, without our competition, what sense is there in
saying that England seeks to get control of our
markets ? She is better off as she is. "English
competition" is a phrase tossed here and there as a
scare-phrase to frighten ihe timid. It amounts to
nothing. Your advocate of protection follows the
well- beaten path way, by smacking his lips, glancing
timidly about, and with )?omp and bravado declaring
for "Home markets for home productions!" How
a man not a pensioner of the tariff for protection can
speak those words, signifying such a narrow plan-a
plan that has brought grief to the country once, and
unless abrogated will again-and not instantly distrust the system that enforces such a rule, is more
than I can see. Mr. Perry has doubtless heard of
overproduction in certain lines of goods; probably
he remembers the panic of 1873, and heard much
about overproduction. We did most certainly hav
au overproduction. There was no market for our
products, and in a land of plenty, both of uioney and
goods, we beheld the strange and inconsistent sight
of men and families suffering, starving for the necessities of life. These are matters not soon forgotten,
but the advocate of protection dislikes to be referred
to the fact that all this occurred under this beautiful
"Home markets for home products" system; but, as
it is fact, they will hav to stand it. Now, if we had
not been hemmed in by tariff laws at that· time, and
had had an open world to trade in, the crisis of 1873
would hav been much less severe. "Home markets
for home products" is the slimmest, :flimsiest, most
wishy-washy argument now employed by the servants of the monopolists-an argument that any
· school-boy would J:rnow how to refute. As a solution
of the tariff problem-as a good explanation of the
principle involved-! would recommend any protec:tionist to sit down and first figure out how a tariff
law would work between his own town and the next
adjoining town, then apply it to counties, then to
states then to nations, and if he does not see the
folly ~nd injustice~ of the principle, then I will giv up
his case as hopeless. I hope Mr. Perry will do this,
as well as read again the history of the cause of the
American Revolution.
As between the two great political parties there is
not much to choose, I admit. The Democratic party
is fairly mortgaged to the pope of Rome, and is
largely controled by the rum element in this part of
the country; but it is no woree off than the Republicim party, for that is catering to the pope, and
hopes to win a bow from him occasionally, besides
having the church power at home backing it up, and
its leaders are generally selfish monopolists, who use
the party to further their own ends at the expense
of everything else.
.
The Democratic party is much freer from the
monopolistic element, and is championing a great
principle at the expense, perhaps, of defeat, and has
for its standard-bearer, not a brilliant public actor_:_
a man seeking merely to win applause-but an honest, straightforward American citizen-a man whom
I feel can be trusted even to resist the encroachments of the papal power should it become dangerous to our government-a man who will do what he
thinks right, even though his party would be ruined
thereby-a man of principle; and, unless other issues
of more importance arise, I should advise all Liberals
to vote for Cleveland and Thurman.
M. A. B.

Mr. Guild's Moderately Stated Opinions.
F. D. Owen, a Missouri medicin man, thinks it
stupid to try to stop the evil of intemperance, and
he pleads for it as a curativ and a food, disingenuously asking, Where did liquor ever do as much mischief as a single battle 1 charging me, in spite of all
the Atheistic articles of mine that hav appeared before his eyes in THE TRUTH SEEKER for the last two
years, with being full of salvation oil and steeped in
gospel grace. Very well; if suc:a things hav helped

me to hate liquor, so much credit to them; giv me
some more; salvation oil is immeasurably better than
benzine damnation any time. If, as he says, the egg
of Prohibition was laid in the pulpit, hatched by the
church, and the chick fed and nourished by the Temparanee Union, then so much the better for its fosterers, though I do not giv them all the credit.
That is the way copperheads in the North talked
about Abolitionism. True or false, slavery was abo!ished all the same; and now who stands highest in
honest and intelligent eyes-Daniel Webster and h~s
dough-faced pseudo-Democrats, who said, "We hate
slavery as badly as you do, but what can we do about
it~" or Abraham Lincoln and his aturdy soldiers,
who found a way to do it to death' The fact is, the
curse of intemperance has got to be removed, according to the progress of evolution in morals as elsewhere, and if by no other way, then by war, whether
it be welcome or not. It will take something more
than a school-boy,even a sheepskinned one, to know
that the British premier is wrong when he says that
intemperance is worse than. war, famin, and pestilence, or to upset Ingersoll's averment that "alcohoi is the sum of all villainies, the father of all crime,
t.he mother of all abominations "-but perhaps Dr.
Owen. won't own that Colonel Ingersoll spoke with
intelligence.
It is an oft-quoted saying that twelve men on the
part of the South, full of wine, carried the first ordinance of secession, which was decided upon in a
drunken caucus the :Q.ight before. I am now out in
the country, so cannot look up niy author. This,
though, I hav with me:
The war of the Rebellion was really a whiskv war r Yes,
whisky caused the Rebellion! I was in the United States
Congress preceding the war. It was whisky in the morning
-the morning cocktail-a Congress of whisky-flrinkerR.
Then whisky all day; whisky and gambling all night.
Drink before Congress opened its morning session ; drinks
before it adjourne:i. Scarcely a committee room without its
demijohn of whi8ky; and the clink of the glasses could be
heard in the Capitol corridors. The fights, the angry
speeches, were whisky. The atmosphere was redolent of
whisky-nervous excitement seeking relief in whi~ky, ana
whisky aiding nervous excitement. Yes, the Rebellion was
launched in whisky. If the French Assembly were to drink
some morning one-half that consumed in one day by that
Congress, France would declare war against Germany in
twenty minutes.-Gen. Daniel E. Sickles.
I am a Prohibitionist because, when I vote, I want
to vote the way I shot. I would be a Republican
because the Republicans were all Unionists, but they
are not all against liquor, the greatest cause and occasion of disunion, and whoever serves liquor is an
enemy of his country, however unwittingly. Giv me
a temperance pledge in place of a secession ordinance
in support of slavery. I think a Prohibition chick
on the liberty pole much more appropriate than a
drunken buzzard. So far as the liquor and tobacco
tax is concerned, the Prohibitionists are like the emperor of China-they do not wish for revenue gleaned
from the vices of the people. The cry of gluttony
is paltry. People must eat or die, and if they eat too
much, or too fast, that is an error, to be sure; but
drink intoxicant at all they need not. It is not a food;
it is not even medicin; it is not life, but death. You
may laugh at me for that, but. ask T. B. Wakeman.
He will tell you: "Now, this excretion of this fruitsugar eating animal is alcohol. All the alcohol in
the world comes from this animal in just this way,
and in no other" (Hall's Journal of Health). Sir
Charles Napier told his soldiers in India: "Don't
drink. If you drink you are done for. You will be
either invalided or die." Said Prince Leopold, duke
of Albany : " Drink is the only terrible enemy England has to fear." And Balzac: "People dread cholern, but brandy is a worse plague."
You can giv me sneers at length, I own, but I
challenge argument. I am prepared to fight it out
on the ~rohibition line, if it takes a thousand years.
JoHN PRESCOTT GuiLD.

Does Religion Prolong Life ~

I
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to the world, religion turns round and says, Let us
shake hands and be friends. But that cannot be·
their paths lie widely apart; they run diversely fro~
each other. For science has to do with that which
is open to our observation, which can be investigated,
and requires proof of all it accepts to be true. On the
other hand, religion has to do with that which can
not be investigated, and believes that which it cannot
prove to be true. Therefore tbe rise of tbe one
must necessitate the downfall of the other. Which
shall rise 1 I answer, Science. For science is
truth, and truth must prevail; it will soar high on
towering wing far above the reach of scorn, and
sooner or later it must predominate over those who
now abuse it. So far is religion from prolonging life
that it has destroyed it willfully, and has led to
human sacrifice; it has made life miserable, undesirable, and unendurable. How, then, does religion
prolong life! When a poor wretch, weak in frame
and incapable of taking his meed of subsistence from
the world-when such an unfortunate sinks lower
and lower, struggling in the battle of life, will religion bring him food to stay the cravings of his empty
stomach T will it bring him :flesh to his wasted limbs?
blood to his empty veins, or quiet to his aching
br~in 1 Can it do this ? If not, what is the use
of 1t ~
The preacher also said, "The whole subject to
many people is odorous with chlorine and carbolic
acid." Probably so to the timid, the ignorant, the
weak, an_d the unintellectual, but to the average educated mmd, chlorine and carbolic acid odors more
?f t~e. ~hemist's laboratory, while religion odors of
mqmsltlons, swords, bayonets, and Bibles.
The preacher attempted· to prove his position by
stating, "That a man cares for his health as a positiv
Christian duty." Does Mr. Talmage forget the text,
'' T k 6
th
ht f
h
•
k
a no ' oug
or t e morrow,' or if any be sic ,
to call in the elders of the church instead of reverting
to that medical science which Mr. Talmage is so
anxious to join hands with 1 Besides, is it not a
positiv Christian duty to hurry away from this world
(
f II f ·
d
so u 0 sm an crime) to another world, whose
very existence they hav no positiv proof of, but
where sin and crime are no more? Then, again, I
ask, How does religion prolong life? Religion,
said the preacher, was a friend of longevity, because
it took the worry out of our temporalities; for, when
a man became a genuin Christian, he made over to
God not only his affections, but his family, his reputation, his business-everything. God tells him when
to buy and when to sell. Only fancy God walking
about on the stock exchange, whispering into a
Christian man's ear respecting what he is to buy and
what he is not to buy! If God thus helps a Christian man in his business, one can easily understand
why it is so many Christians fail and turn bankrupt.
Poor fools! they placed their trust in God; and what
a poor manager he must hav been !
But if this theory be true, how can they tell us
that God is impartial? Are there not thousands
who pray to him every day for success in busin.ess
matters, and yet what a few-ever become succ~ssful!
Now, if I were a Christian, I should regard this Ianguage of the reverend doctor's as the most blasphemons and diabolical outrage that was ever laid at the
shrine of my divinity. However, the only way to
account for it is that the audience must bav been
made up very largely from stock brokers, and the
preachers wanted to say something that might touch
their hearts and pockets as well. Religion's bright
side is at the head of the article, and toward the
conclusion of his address the reverend gentleman
attempted in some way to describeit.
He said: "Do you want reunion ? There are your
dead children waiting to kiss you, waiting to embrace
you, waiting to twist garlaDdA in your hair,'' etc.
What a beautiful picture, and one well worthy of a
Talmage! But is this bright scAne to be enjoyed by
all ? I am afraid not, if the Christian doctrin be
true. For, according to the teachings of this cretd,
heaven is to be the portion only of a favored few, while
an eternity of horrible and hopeless misery awaits
the vast majority of the human race. For nearly
twenty centuries this dreadful belief has weighed
like a nightmare on the minds of men. Who shall
number the multitudes whose lives it has embittered,
and whose parting moments it has filled with terror
and despair? Religion's bright side, indeed ! There
is no bright; they are both dark, and it is, indeed,
difficult to say which is the darker and more repulsiv
of the two. I ask again, Where is religion's bright
side? Echo answers, Where? In conclusion, I
assert that religion does not prolong human life. I
assert that it is immoral; and it is unjust; it is not
above nature, but below it ; it is not ethereal, but
gross. Men are learning, however, though many of
them in secrecy and stealth, to break their mental
fetters, and very soon our posterity will gaze back
with astonishment at the hideous nightmt.re which
has appalled and oppressed so many of their anJ OBN R. CuARLESNORTH.
cestors.

Was the subject of a lecture delivered last Sunday
morning by the· Rev. Dr. Talmage, and of which
s report is given in the Morning Journal of Monday, the 11th. Having read very carefully the report,
I still fail to see that any of his arguments prove
anything whatever in the a:ffirmativ, therefore I venture a little criticism. Does religion prolong life!
"Yes," says Talmage. But I answer, No. And in
making the assertion the reverend preacher :flatly
contradicted himself. Hear him. He says, " It is
high time that religion joined hands with medical
science in attempting to improve human longevity."
Now, in this statement lies the most damaging testimony it is possible for man to giv; for he practically
admits that "medical science" can improve human
longevity, but religion itself, pure and simple, utterly
fails to do so. Yes, admits the preacher, science can
improve human longevity-that science which the
church has always hated, detested, ignored, slandered, and persecuted-that science which, when
young, religion tried to strangle in the cradle.
But now that science has become a mighty truth,
THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethought,
now that she has blossomed forth in all her splendor, Reform, and Scientific Books will be mailed free to any aq"
now that she and she alone has procl!Um.ed the truth dress upon applicatiOil·
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New Yorl{ City's Worldliness.
The Evenin,q Post has been inquiring into the
religious status of this great city, and the result of
the gathered statistics is not at all satisfactory to any
Protestant denomination but the Episcopalian. That
sect alone shows gains in membership commensurate
with the gain in population.
The addition to the number of our inhabitants for
the decade from 1880 to 1890 will probably equal
400,000. Allowing, then, for an addition of 200,000
during the last five years, or 15.38 per cent, it
appears that the increase in the combined Protestant
denominations in the same period has been only
13.03 per cent, or, in actual numbers, about 10,000
merely. The showing would be very much worse for
the churches were it not for the extraordinary growth
of the Episcopalians, who hav gained nearly onethird, or 31.74 per cent. Leaving the Episcopal
church out, the rest of the denominations hav gained
only 3.12 per cent, as against a gain of nearly five
times as much in population. The Post's figures
are:
1872

1882

Episcopal. .................................. . 19,650 25,733
Presbyterian .............................. . 18,773 21,520
Methodist .•.................................. 11,507 12,856
11.513 13,027
~:r~:~~d·.:·::::::.·:.·.·.·.·.·:.··:::::::::::::::::: 5,568 6,869
929 2,449
Congregational. ........................... .
Totals...................................

1887

33,903
23,016
12.981
13,687
7,281
2,315

67,940 82,4154 93,183

So far as the minor sects, the Universalists, Unitarians, Friends, Swedenborgians, etc., are concerned,
the Post says, the case may be summed up by saying that none of them are as strong to-day as they
were five years ago. The Lutheran church, with
considerable accessions by immigration, barely manages to hold its own.
The result of the Post's lab01·s, therefore, is the
knowledge that here in New York city no Protestant
denomination is holding its own except the Episcopalian. Catholicism is, of course, gaining largely by
immigration and by natural increase of the resident
Catholics, who multiply and replenish the earth in
frequency proportioned to their ignorance. The
result is seen in our reformatories, penitentiaries, and
workhouses j and the state and country and city are
constantly asked to increase their annual donations
to Roman Catholic charitable institutions.
One vital and interesting point the Post fails to
find among the church statistics it has overhauled,
and that is whether the increase of any denomination
is due to conversions from Infidelity, or is subtracted
from other denominations, and due, therefore, to
" superior attractions." "What we would like to
know," says the Post, "is whether the Episcopal
church is invading the territory of the Infidel, or is
only gathering to itself the sheep brought into the
Christian fold by the shepherds of other denominations. In other words, does its large increase represent a substantial growth of Christianity, or only an
enlargement of a particular kind of denominationalism." The Post can find only one satisfactory rea-

son for the growth of Episcopalianism, however, and
that is "undoubtedly its latitudinarianism. On the
one hand, it permits declarations that would cause no
surprise if they emanated from a Unitarian pulpit,
and on the other it tolerates practices that would be
heartily commended by the Propaganda of Rome.
This opens a wide field for personal initiativ, guarantees an activ ministry, and is undoubtedly a
source of numerical strength."
This is perhaps true. A great many people attend
the Episcopal churches who are much more heretical
as regards belief in creeds than the attendants upon
other Protestant places of worship, such as the Baptist, Congregational, or Methodist. This, too, in
spite of the ritualistic tendency of many Episcopac
lian rectors. Outward form is the desire and religion
of thousands of so-called Christians. They are the
scribes and Pharisees whom Jesus described as paying tithe of mint and cummin and neglecting the
weightier matters of law and faith. Episcopalianism
is fashionable, and the church makes its inroads upon
other denominations by offering a service that is
more attractiv to lovers of form and show, and
preaching sermons less repellent to those who hav
renounced the main doctrins of Christianity and
·accepted the statements of science. .The Dixes, uncle
and nephew, stand for the reactionary element, while
Heber Newton may be classed among the latitudinarians.
There is perhaps another reason. The intellectual spirit of New York is heretical, and that spirit
has induced great numbers of people, both in and
out of the sects, to abandon the church to the nursery j while it has induced others to draw closer to
the standard of orthodoxy. These latter individuals
would naturlilly drift to Episcopalianism. Under
the :flowing folds of the rector's surplice they can
tuck their heads and rest their little minds from the
turmoil stirred up by the scientists and philosophers,
who hav disturbed the foundations of Christianity by
their inconvenient discoveries and speculations. The
service is stereotyped, the preachers possess ample
stocks of platitudes for their sermons, and there is
absolutely no mentality required in worshiping in
one of their churches. Anybody who can read can
be an Episcopalian.
It is rather !!urprising, though, to find that out of
a population of a million and a half less than one
hundred thousand are members of Protestant
churches. It shows that, apart from the Catholics,
the people of New York are an exceedingly worldly
lot. And another, but less surprising, fact is that
the criminal population comes from the Catholics,
the most orthodox sect of all.

Th_e Brazil ian Emancipation of Slaves.
ThE>re is great rejoicing among the Brazilians over
the abolition of slavery in the empire of Brazil, and
the Rio de Janeiro papers describe the whole popu-.
lation as being overcome with noble emotion. The
city was hung with banners, the citizens marched in
gay procession, bands of music played as they paraded, and the feast of freedom was turned into a
carnival of glory. As usual, however, the priests are
taking to themselvs the credit for the abolition, and
"in order to giv the great act of abolition a sacred
c:haracter the senate held a Sunday session for its
adoption, and the princess regent put her signature
to it on the same day." Latterly, too, the history of
a Catholic saint, who is said to hav preached abolition in Brazil, has been written up, and the pope has
felicitated the Catholic church upon "her work for
the destruction of slavery."
Were this true, we would be the last to rob the
church of her glory. She has need of all the charity
that can be shown to her, for her sins to be covered
are enormous and innumerable. But the Brazilian
slaves do not owe their freedom to religion, any more
than do the American negroes. Dom Pedro, the emperor, is the individual who has emancipated the
South American blacks, and he is a Rationalist, as is
well known, though apparently the fact is forgotten.
He accepts no form of Christianity for himself as a
man, though as emperor he is bound to take part in
religious ceremonies and allow the impression to be
held by his people that he is a Roman Catholic.
But he is a promoter of scientific lilchools and researches, a patron of art, an advocate of education
and freedom, and a thorough Rationalist. His ex·
tensiv travels hav broadened his views, his knowled~e of languages has enabled him to become familiar

with English and German philosophy, and he is a
nineteenth century gentleman instead of a narrow
Roman Catholic tyrant ruling a tropical empire.
In his attempting to liberate the slaves he met
with opposition from his senate and from the aristocracy of the. country, but by wise and prudent measures he has succeeded, after fifteen years, in winning
them to his views, and now we are told that there
seems to hav been hardly a sign of opposition, either
in the senate or among the people, to the act of
abolition. And yet the Catholic church, whose
priests hav 0wned slaves, and still as good as own
thousands of serfs in Mexico, is claiming the honor
of the great humanitarian act ! Can impudence go
farther!
Tacking a " sacred character " to the abolition act
was a hideous farce, for when and where does history
show that any "sacred" organization ever inaugurated a movement for liberating slaves? Not in
Spanish America, for from the conquest down to the
present century the church in that country has
rivaled the largest landowners in the number of
slaves it held. Not in the British West Indies, for
it is a matter of record that the English church opposed that emancipation. Not in the Southern
states of this country, for everybody knows what
the pious believers in" sacred scriptures" did against
the negro in this country. The chosen people of
God held slaves, and nowhere in the Bible is there
a proclamation of total emancipation. The church
has been dragooned to do all she has ever done for the
slaves, and she never took much interest in carrying
the gospel to them till they had money to pay for it.
The Catholic church is the hugest humbug in this
world.

.Mr. Pentecost, Agnostic.
\ We heartily congratulate the Rev·. Hugh 0. Pentecost upon his sermon of the 17th inst.
Since Mr. Pentecost left his orthodox congregation
of Newark, N. J., and set up as an independent
preacher at Masonic Hall, his mental growth has
been constant and encouraging. At first he stepped
out gingerly, as became a man treading paths to him
unknown, but with every mile traveled he has become
bolder and firmer in his walk. His experience has
been that of many preachers-from orthodoxy to a
sort of Unitarianism, then to something like "Free
Religion," nnd on to Agnosticism, which is Atheism
practically-and if in some of his sermons he has
talked as though the experience were his alone, and
be had had no predecessors, he can easily be forgiven
the egotism, for he is a brilliant and brave young
man, true to his principles and eager in the search
for truth.
The sermon of the 17th marks his onward step to
Agnosticism. He seems to hav taken himself into
his own confidence-confessed his heart to his brain
-and then told his congreb::' ::;n the result. The
·confession is interesting. ""SJppose," he said, "that
we should suddlzlnly awake and find ourselvs on
board a ship in mid-ocean, sailing onward rapidly
without knowing whence the <J '. ip came or whither
she was going. Suppose that we should discover
that all our fellow-passengers were in the same condition of ignorance as to her destiny and origin, that
all were born on shipboard, and that nothing was
known of this vessel, except that she had always
been going and had always been out of sight of land,
with no captain, no pilot, no chart, and no crew.
Add to this supposition that each passenger knows
that as he sees one of his fellows fall overboard and
disappear forever, so, too, must he some day inevitably perish in like manner."
This, said Mr. Pentecost, is the condition of the
human race. "We hav but two certainties here;
that we liv, and that we shall die. Beyond this all
is guesswork, mystery, and ignorance. ·we know
nothing as to the origin of things. The· Bible says
that God is the source of all things, which he produced out of nothing j that he created the world out
of nothing. But unfortunately this is not a solution
of the question; it teaches us nothing. Such a proposition is open to three objections. First, it assumes
the existence of God, of which we know nothing j
second, it assumes that the universe was created
from nothing j and, third, it proves too much. If
God was the designer of the world, he in turn must
hav had a designer, and so with that designer of
God, and so on ail infinitum, which is unthinkable.
In order to accept this theory of the creation a man
must stop thinki.JJg, which is precisely what all Chris-
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tians do. I hav no objection to anybody being a
Christian, but you cannot be a Christian unless you
consent to believe certain doctrins which will not
bear investigation. And yet the Christians denounce
the Spiritualists, who believe in things done in the
dark! But they ought to see that any doctrin which
does not submit to the closest ·scrutiny is conscious
of its weakness and fraudulent character. When a
man persists in asserting what he knows he does not
know he becomes what the sweet-spirited disciple
John calls a liar."
This is plain talk from one who but a few months
ago supposed he knew the origin and destiny of the
universe as well as he knew the multiplication table,
and could solve all the questions of the past and
future as easily as he could find the contents of a
cube. Now that he knows how little he or any other
preacher knows of any other world, he will perhaps
confine himself to the improvement of this.
But that is not all upon which we congratulate
Dr. Pentecost. " The Christians say," he continued,
"that the Bible teaches that God exists and created
the world. The Christian assumes that the Bible is
infallible; The difficulty with this assumption is
that there' are so many things about the Bible we
don 1t know. We don't know who wrote the books of
Moses or of Samuel. It has been proven that David
never wrote one of the Psalms attributed to him. In
short, the authorship of not a single book in the Old
Testament is definitly known, and the same criticism
applies to the New Testament. Who are the authors
of the four gospels, the Acts anll epistles, and the
book of Revelaii '1n 1 For one hundred and seventyfive years after the birth of Christ not one of those
gospels is referred to in contemporary literature.
Such a book as that cannot be an infallible authority.
If God himself were to tell me that a man lived in a
fish's stomach for three days, that the waters of the
Red sea were parted so that a whole nation passed
through them on dry land, that a man had been
raised from the dead after he had begun to decompose, I don't see how I could believe such statementa. The Bible stories are as extravagant as fairy
tales."
Mr. Pentecost has got his eyes open, evidently.
He knows that Christianity is false not only in generals but. in particulars-that the New Testament
religion is no truer than the Old Testament cosmogony. When he realizes that th: New Testament
religion has kept the world back as much as the Ofd
Testament conception of the origin of the universe
has retarded science, he may feel that the one
supreme duty of life is to remove that religion from
the minds of the present and future generations.
The iconoclast, the destroyer of idols and superstitions, is the workman needed to-day. There are
more than enough builders of sham structures which
topple over at the first breath blown by the logician
upon them, and what is wanted is a clearing of the
ground.' Mr. Pentecost sees the falsehoods which
hamper the race, and it is to be hoped he will tell
the people what he sees with persistent frankness.
He will do more good in that way than by glossing
over the fables of theology and trying to make
allegories or symbolic teaching of them. Christianity is not partly true and partly false. Christ was
either the son of God or he was not. The atonement
scheme is either true or false. Heaven does or does
not exist. And if the a:ffirmativ of these propositions
of theology be true, everyone should be a Christian.
If the negativ be true, then Christianity should be
swept from the earth as a false guide, a misleader of
men,. a useless system, engrossing time and effort
that should be given to the real improvement and
progress of humanity. There is no logical restingplace between orthodoxy and Infidelity-between
the asceticism of a slavish faith and fear and the
cultivated manhood of an enlightened and scientific
Rationalism.

The Difference.
In one of his lectures Colonel Ingersoll says:
" When your child commits a wrong, take it. in
your arms; let it feel your heart beat against its
heart; let the child know that you really and truly
and sincerely love it. Yet some Christians, good
Christians, when a child commits a fault, drive it
from the door and say: 'Never do you darken this
house again.' Think of that ! And then these same
people will get down on their knees and ask God to
take care of the child they hav driven from home. I
will never ask God to take care of my children un-

less :f am doing my level best in that same direction.
But I will tell you what I say to my children:
' Q-o where you will'; commit what crime you may;
fall to what depth of degradation you may ; you can
never commit any crime that will shut my door, my
arms, or my heart to you. As long as I liv you shall
hav one sincere friend.' "
·The Grand Rapids, Mich., Telegram-Herald of
Tuesday of week before last printed this item:
"Judge Severens did a kindly act yesterday. Asa
Kingsbury, the boy who was brought down from
Mecosta county for opening letters that belonged to
a couple of young ladies, was brought up for sentence. Kingsbury said that he was fifteen years old
and had been arrested before. He said that his
father was a minister and that his mother died in
1878, his father marrying again. Judge Severens
said that the boy had not had proper training, even
though his father was a clergyman, and that the
crime charged was not bad enough to place upon the
boy's name a stain that would be for life. So he
would do a father's act and suspend sentence, Kingsbury promising never to get into trouble again.
Turnkey Lewis let him stay at the jail last night
and he will try and get work to-day. His father
has not done a single thing for him, not even to write
him a letter, letting his boy get through the best he
could, and yet he is a minister of the gospel."
Probably this minister has preached many a sermon against "Ingersollism," and probably enough he
has denounced the colonel as the incarnation of all
that is bad. But what child would not rather be
treated as Colonel Ingersoll treats his children than
as the preacher of Mecosta county treats his?
We may add, too, for the benefit of the godly,
that Judge Severens is honored in the town where
he resides for being a stanch Freethinker.

The Pious London School Board.
Arthur B. Moss, of London, whose contl'ibutions
to THE TRUTH SEEKER hav made him favorably known
to the Freethinkers of America, is suffering a petty
and spiteful persecution from the pietists of his city.
Mr. Moss is a school-teacher as well as a "Freethought and Radical advocate," and so subject to
the London school board's orders.
During his
leisure time Mr. Moss has been lecturing before
Freethought and the political Radical societies, as
well as writing for the Freethought press. His interest in these reforms compels him to take whatever
part in them will be 9f advantage. When the
Oaths bill was up for a second reading in Parliament
he wrote his member, J. R. Kelly, asking that gentleman to be in his place to vote favorably upon the
bill. The letter, says Mr. Moss, was a respectful and
inoffensiv one, " and might hav been written by any
·earnest Christian calling· 'upon another Christian to
be true to his principles." Unfortunately for Mr.
Moss however on the back of the note paper appear:d the st~tement that he was a Freethought
lecturer. But there was nothing in or on the letter
indicating that the writer was in the employ of the
school board, and to find that out the Tory member of Parliament had to make inquiries for himself.
Upon obtaining this information Mr. Kelly wrote to
the chairman of the school board, the Rev. J.
Dibble, asking whether a man holding the " repulsiv
and blasphemous doctrins" of Mr. Moss was a fit
and proper person to teach a London school.
Thereupon Mr. Moss was cited before the board,
and questioned at length concerning his theological
opinions. He defended himself boldly as a Freethinker, informing the reverend chairman and his
associates that they had no right to interfere between
him and his representativ in Parliament, and further
that his private beliefs were none of the school
board's business and he was not responsible to the
board for them 'whatever they might be.. After a
lengthy discussion the board adopted resolutions
ordering Mr. Moss to cease lecturing upon. Sun~_ays,
to discontinue writing for thfl press, to dlscontmue
selling his pamphlets, and to write a letter to Mr.
Kelly to say that his conduct shall not be repeated.
Concerning these orders of the board Mr. Moss
says:
"Had my character been anything short of exemplary, I
should ' without doubt, hav been discharged forthwith;
I
f but
I am allowed to retain my berth on condition that con orm
to these resolutions. Long experience having taught me
that I cannot earn enough by lecturing alone to keep my~elf,
to say nothing of my wife and two children, I hav no optiOn,
for the pres!)~t, b'Q.t to obey the first resolutim.~. The others
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I will consider. As to my pamphlets, Mr. Bradlaugh publishes two and Mr. Foote two, and I am quite sure they
would not cease to sell them if a thousand school boards
were to command. But with regard to the others, I may
say that I hav invested almost all my savings in them, and
I trust to my friends throughout the country to see that I
do not lose it all. And finally, with respect to Mr. Kelly,
all I can now say is that the first time he presents himself
before his constituents I shall be present to move a vote of
censure on him for his conduct, and I hope the Camberwell
friends will rally round and support me by their presence
and their votes."
The unfairness and Christian bigotry of the board
is clearly apparent. There are scores of schoolteachers in London who devote their Sundays to
teaching and practicing religion, and it is only because Mr. Moss is a Freethinker that he is debarred
from publicly explaining his principles. The Rev.
J. Dibble himself is a professional preacher of
Christianity, though any rule which affects the
school-teachers ought certainly to apply to the more
important position of chairman of the school board.
There is no rule or resolution forbidding Christians
to write for the Christian press, nor forbidding them
ta sell Christian tracts, and every Christian teacher
in London is perfectly free to write his member of
Parliament urging that functionary to pursue a certain course in voting. Freethinkers alone are debarred from doing these things.
Mr. Moss submits just so far as circumstances and
lack of cash compel him to, and no farther. In this
he is both wise and brave. The victims of the Inquisition submitted because they had to, and died
because they could not help it. Upon the church
rests the infamy of their execution, sud upon the
church will rest the sin of a brave man's silence when
he knows he should speak out. This persecution
shows the tyranny of Christianity in power, and furnishes an additional reason for increased effort on
the part of· Freethinkers.

Editorial Notes.
CHARLES WATTS says in Secula;r Tlwught:
"Olark Braden is, in our opinion. beneath the notice of any man
who has any respect for truth, honesty, and decencY. We fear
that he is past all moral redemption. We think that Mr. S. P.
Putnam treated him recently in Oakland just as he deserved."

Mr. Watts has had experience and knows whereof he
speaks.
J. E. REMSBURG has already .lectured in more than three
hundred cities and towns in the six states of Kansas, Dlinois,
Ohio, Iowa, Texas, and New York-in Kansas 79, Illinois
57, Ohio 50, Iowa 47, Texas 38, New York 32. He has also
lectured in from twenty to thirty cities and towns in each of
the following states : Missouri, Nebraska, Pennsylvania, Indiana, and Michigan.
·
THE American Idea, of Liberal, Mo., announces its final
suspension and a transf!lral of its subscription list to E. C.
Walker's Fair Play. The disagreement in the town about
the "Freethought University" has been severe, and awakened much ill-feeling, as may be seen in Mr. Walser's recent
letter to us and in Professor Leahy's reply in this issue.
Hints are dropped that a new and conservativ, if not Christian, journal will soon emanate from Liberal.
CLINTON FISK, the presidential candidate of the Prohibitionists, is very pious, and proclaims himself the representativ of all the morality there is in politics this year.
But General Fisk to-day is under bonds of $75,000 on an
order of arrest in a suit brought by Francis A. Fogg to recover about $70,000, of which Fogg says Fisk defrauded
him. The order of arrest was issued by Judge Donohue on
April 11, 1882. Mr. Fogg made affidavit that Fisk induced
him to go into several mining enterprises, repres~nting them
as sound when Fisk knew to the contrary. Verily, the gap
between preaching and. practice is enormous.
· A LEAGUE for the Separation of the Church and State has
been established in Paris, of which M. Yves Guyot is president. It is proposed to effect this separation in detail, Mr.
Brad laugh explains in the National Reformer, by the exercise
of a sort of local option. This is to be done by apportioning
to each commune through France the full and complete control over its proportion of the sum annually voted for the
cost of public worship. Communications should be addressed
to Monsieur 0. Jouffrault, Depute, Secretaire General de la
Ligue pour la Separation des Eglises and de l'Etat par les
Communes, 7 Rue Nicole, Paris.
·
THE Liberals of Australia are fighting over Anarchy.
David A. Andrade is a Freethinker plus Anarchy; Joseph
Symes is a Fr!lethinker plus Republicanism. Both gentlemen belong to the Freethought association, and from its
platform teach their respectiv political faith~. ~archy,
however, is not popular, and Mr. Symes and his fnends are
endeavoring (and perhaps hav succeeded by this time) toe~
pel Mr. Andrade and the other Anarchists. The quarrel IS
bitter and will hurt the cause of Freethought, for Mr. Andrade is one of the most earnest and intelligent,Freethinkers
in Australia, though we cannot commend his;c?m:se in seeking to attach Anarchy to the Freethought aseocu~tiOn.
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l,tfters prout Jlritnds.
MoNTREAL, June 8, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I hav been a subscriber only for a short
while but in-that time hav found THE TRUTH SEEKER to be
all th~t it is warranted, it being outspoken and candid in its
opinions, while at the same time dealing justice to all. Being a Liberal myself, allow me in closing to wish all success
to the paper and the cause it so strongly advocates.
JoHN R. CoNWAY.
HAvANA, N. Y., Jtme 11, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I expect to be a life member and take your
excellent paper while I liv, and when I die I hope my friends
wiii send you a notice. I Jiv in an ignorant, bigoted, and
superstitious community; hav tried by persuasion and argument to get a subscriber to your paper, but hav failed to get
one. I st.and alone, but none the less firmly for truth. My
regards to all subscribers, and especially to yourself for furnishing us so good a paper.
N. E. KNox.
SToiJKTON, Mo., May 31, 1888.
EDITOR: I hav failed to get even one subscriber, but
I must hav the paper. A great many people in my neighborhood insult a man for offering them the paper to read.
You know, they might learn some truths calculated to hurt
their feelings. I think I will send for some books soon.
But you cannot imagin how uncomfortable it is to liv in a
place where all your neighbors are full of superstitious ignorance.
I append the names of a few friends to whom you may
send sample copies.
LEwrs R. WILLIAMS.
M1~.

GENESEo, ILL., June 14, 1888.
:Mn. EDITOR: On Saturday, May 12th, Robbie Lambach,
of Princeton, Iowa, died of malignant diphtheria, aged fourteen years. Robbie was a manly, noble, obedient, and intelligent boy, and an especial favorit with all who were acquainted with him. His mind, though so young, was perfectly free from the pernicious influence of sectarian dogma.
He was a constant reader of THE TRUTH BEEKER, and was a
correspondent of the Children's Corner. In his death hu.manity, as well as his parents, hav lost the promis of a noble
man.
L. G. BA-RNES.
LoUISVILLE, KY., June 11, 1888.
l'rlR. EDITOR: One copy of your last .edition is worth a
year's subscription. The illustrations and reading matter
are splendid. Don't let anything Colonel Ingersoll writes or
says escape you. Please publish every word of his that can
be procured. I hav not taken your paper very long, but am
glad to be able to truthfully say the Children's Corner
pleases my little folks mighty well. The illustrations please
all of us, and your editorials are right up alongside of any I
ever read. They come up to the highest standard. "My wife
and child would like to see more from Si S!okum and his
Badger boy. I inclose stamps for three sample copies to
be sent to the friends' addresses given below.
WILLIAM T. CARrnR, M.D.
OLYMPIA, W. T., June 5, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: If you will allow me to encroach upon your
valuable space, I will say to the friends of liberty that our
friend C. B. Reynolds has just departed from our town, after
giving a course of four lectures to large and appreciativ
audiences, who listened with untiring interest to the eloquent
orations. After his having clearly shown the absurdities
and false claims of the Bible and Christianity, the orthodox
in their usual way retreated to the "last ditch," and there
intrenched themselvs in the slime of superstition by saying
that he just picked out the passages that suited his purpose.
Knowing that, he told them to read the whole stories to
which he referred. Not an orthodox 'was brave enough to
stand up and defend his creed, though opportunities were
given at the close of each lecture to do so. They can completely demolish the Infidels and all their arguments-" in
their minds "-when they are in the "coward's castle," but
when the foe appears they are like the Irishman's flea-when
you put your finger on him he isn't there. But the day is
not far distant when he must be there, and also giv a reason
for his presence, or he will find he will soon be nowhere.
The human race has now arriverl at an age where they begin
to ask the question, Why? and will no longer accept mere
BENJ. TROYER.
statements without the reason why.
DuNKIRK, N. Y., June 9, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed fifty cents, for which
send the TnuTn BEEKER ANNUALS for 1887 and 1888. I
think these books contain the most good reading, for the
price, of any publications I know of. Besides, there are the
pictures of those who hav thought and lived and written before our time. I wish to compare those pictured faces with
the originals of some persons whom I saw, at a place which
certainly was one of amusement to me-a Free Methodist
prayer-meeting. Those sisters-how can I describe them?
They were ancient maidens ; single maidens; saved, washed,
purified, and belonged wholly to God. One sister arose to
testify that she was so glad, oh, so glad that she had renounced the flesh, the world, and the evils of this world, and
had given herself wholly to God. I was wicked enough to
smile. What a precious prize God must possess in such a
tribe of prim, bony old maids, swathed in the plainest and
scantiest of robes I And such prim countenances, too-only
when their mouths are opened to say, ''Bless the Lord!bless his name I-o-o-oh I" And such front brains, too I
I did not see one whose nose and forehead would not form
an angle of thirty-two degrees, and then the worst part was
covered with one of those plain, plain, plain Free Methodist
pop.nets, set down over those few !!ncient, precisely scraped

fore they are twenty-five years.old? Alcohol does not kill
all these. It is a further fact that the people who use beer,
wine, and buttermilk, all of which contain alcohol, are as
healthy on an average as those who liv on tea !tnd coffee.
Then, is there any reason that people who use beer should
pay more government and other taxes than those who use
coffee and tea-especially as coffee and tea are not grown in
our country, while beer is? Alcohol is an essential element
of our existence. It is in all the food we eat. It is the
principle of fermentation, or souring, the first process of decomposition. Without this principle our victuals would
never digest, and corn, wheat, or anything else would never
grow. I am willing to admit that a healthy person does not·
LEoN, KA.N., June 14, 1888.
need any more alcohol than is in his food, if he has good,
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find a new subscriber for the grand healthy food, but there are times that the system needs alcoold TRUTH BEEKER, the great barrier to orthodoxy, which hol. When, from various causes, the system is out of order,
should be in every household of America.
then our Prohibition fanatics would hav such laws that we
If the people of the world· in general would read THE would hav to get a physician's certificate before we could get
TRUTH I::!EEKER more and the Bible Jess, there would be more any alcohol, thus making classes and dictators in our governhappiness and less misery and superstition in this ~ife. We ment. We hav enough of them now.
JoHN BRYAN.·
find that crimes of every kind hav been sanctioned by the
ELY, VT., June 14, 288.
God of the Bible, and that the perpetrators of such are the
MR. EDITOR: In looking over one of the last issues of THE
followers of its infernal teachings.
There are a great many Liberals in this country who do TRUTH BEEKER, I spied the letter from F. D. Owen, M.D.,
not take the icolloclast of America, THE TRUTH BEEKER, and was very much surprised to see a doctor uphold the use
on account of hard times, and there are some who do not of liquor. Liquor is well enough in its place; that is, when
take it because it is more popular to cling to the church and used. for medical purposes. But this letting every man put
its damnable and superstitious doctrins. Some time in up a grog-shop on the corner of every street is absurd folly.
the near future I shall giv the readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER How many families hav been ruined by the use of Jiql)or I
my experience in the religious circles of the past. The veil How many people hav been driven to lying, stealing, and
which hung between the church and the religion of nature had murdering by its use who when in their right mind would
only to be lifted in order to show that there were two sides to shrink with abhorrence from such I
And, my friend, when you state that there is only one man
the question.
Long may Col. R. G. Ingersoll, Mr. Heston, and the con- out of a hundred that is a habitual drunkard, I think you
tributors of THE TRUTH BEEKER liv to crush out of the are very much mistaken, for there certainly are fifty out of
minds of the coming generation the obnoxious principles of every hundred that are natural drunkards. I hav seen case
after case, right here in this village; where boys not more
orthodoxy. Yours for liberty and truth, T. W. BUTOHER.
than seventeen years of age would get so intoxicated by
PRINCETON, KAN., June 4, 1888.
liquor that they would be obliged to lie down in a ditch for
MR. EDITOR: Permit a stranger to encroach on your time. hours until they recovered from their drunken stupor. What
My father, J.P. Martin, for a long time a subscriber to your could you call such but natural drunkenness?
paper and a lover of our .mutual friend D. M. Bennett, has
Liquor has been the means of saving people, but it has
passed away. His last business transaction was to pay up killed more than it has ever saved. It may stay the waste
the arre!l-rs on your paper, which he could not do without . of tissue, in entering the red blood corpuscles, but at the
I would be very glad if you would put an obituary in your \same time it eats from the stomach the mucous membrane,
paper. According to his written request, no minister offi- which is one of the principal organs of digestion. .The result
ciated at his funeral, but we read that beautiful service for of such, if too often indulged in, is dyspepsia. So if there
the dead written by Austin Holyoake, taken from the is not some law to prevent liquor-selling, great numbers
"Truth Seeker Collection of Forms and Hymns," which my of men will fall into drunkards' graves.
father sent for this winter, so, as he laughingly expressed it,
I think that when a person talks about !lquor's not being
as to be ready for emergencies to keep the priests away. WfJ sold free enough, he certainly does get the bridle on the
are the only family of Liberals here. The service was read wrong end of the horse; and he will go backward and the
by a friend. The hymns, "Scatter Seeds of Kindness" ana gutter will ·receive bini.
"The Beautiful River," were sung. A beautiful wreath was
I say it is not right to perch anything above the American
placed on his coffin, and also on his grave.
eagle, but of the two, I would a great deal rather see the ProI will giv you a few more items: The deceased J. P. Mar- hibition chick there than a dirty whisky-barrel.
tin was 81 years 6 months and 1 day of age. He was parDENA L. DIMOND.
tially paralyzed on the 28th of May, and died on the 29th,
RooHLrTz, BEr REICHENBERG, BoHMEN, May 30, 1888.
but not one word of complaint or fear escaped his lips; tryMR. EorToR: The grand TRUTH SEJi:KER I receive every
ing to cheer me, his daughter, to the last. He retained his
reason until the last, and his last words were taken from the week. I am a stranger in my birthplace. A new generation
has grown up since thirty-six years. I hav to Jearn f,he
piece entitled, " The Sleep of Death :"
manners and customs. I would like that this people here
•Tis a long, 'tis a last, 'tis a beautiful rest,
accept some of the manners and customs of America, and
When all sorrow is passed from the brow and the breast,
And the lone spirit truly and wisely may crave
the American some of the customs of this country. Both
The sleep that is dreamiess-the sleep of the grave.
countries would benefit. In machinery they are here fifty
Please send his paper to me, and oblige,
years behind-time. I am an American citizen yet, and will
Yours in sorro1\',
MRs. EMMA ALFORD ..
be as long as I liv and a piece of the Constitution is left.
This is a Roman Catholic country. I went to church last
lTHAOA, NEB., June 10, 1888.
Sunday forenoon and heard high mass, but the Holy Ghost
MR. EDITOR: I would like to ask J. P. Guild, whose did not come near me. In the church I saw somct aged peoarticle appears in THE TROTH BEEKER of June 2d, how he ple and a few school-children; the church half empty. On
knows that one out of every thousand of the population of ·the way home I saw the stores all open and commerce as
the United States dies a drunkard. Is it not possible that lively as any day. I met a load of hay on the street, and the
Prohibitionists claim an over number of deaths from alco- farmers !Vere plowing and harrowing in the afternoon. I
holic drink? I hav known persons to die who were eighty went in the beer-houses but could hardly find a place to sit
or ninety years old who once in a while drank to excess; down. People were at eight or ten tables, all drinking beer.
these persons were always called victims of alcohol by the Their time is split up in work, sleep, and music and beer.
Prohibitionists, yet they lived much longer then the average The majority of the people do not know anything about
of the Prohibitionists. Mr. Guild claims that there are sixty Liberal religion. Their own religion they cannot believe, bethousand of our population who die drunkards every year. cause the priests giv them a bad example. The priests make
I deny it, and ask for the proof. He says : " If one in every themse!vs their' heaven here by obtaining all the money they
thousand of our population was sacrificed on the altars of can and letting the hereafter take care of itself. If a perworship, what an outcry there would be I" I claim, and I son gets sick, religion or no religion, they send for the priest,
believe I can nearly prove it, that there are more deaths and the priest givs the dying person the holy sacrament,
caused by religionists in various ways than by alcohol. and he goes straight to heaven or purgatory. End good,
Taite, for instance, a religious revival in the fall of the year. all good. There is no Sunday to speak of except the beerThe audience expose themselvs and their children to the houses are full and dancing commences at 4 P.M. and lasts
night air, thinly dressed; are generally heated up in their till after 12 at night. Everyone is a Sabbath-breaker. But
religious fandango, and then go out in the cold air going they get a good harvest-no epidemic, no earthquakes;
home. I hav known whole neighborhoods sick from this this God here never gets angry like the one in America ..
cause alone. Then at their church festivals, where they hav
Will some one please answer this question: Hav we
unwholesome diet for one day ; many are made sick then. universal God, or one god to every country, or none at all?
To say nothing of the many who are crazed by religion.
Fraternally,
JosEPH WENZEL.
I presume that Mr. Guild is a Prohibitionist. There are
only a few Liberals who are Prohibitionists. I call them
ANAHEIM, CAL., June 1, 1888.
illiberal Liberalists. At least, they propose dictating to the
MR. EDITOR: Anaheim, Los Angeles county, Cal., is sitpeople. They claim that the people need guardians, and I uated twenty-seven miles southeast from Los Angeles city,
say they want to be the guardians, and thus they could dic- on the Santa Ana branch of the l::!outhern Pacific railway, also
tate to the people what they might eat and drink. I do npt on the San Diego and Los Angeles main line. The distance
want any dictation in mine. He says that the cost of liquor from our lovely city to the grand, the beautiful Pacific is
is greater than the cost of war. I think it is mean for a thirteen miles, over a beautiful plain, to the celebrated waterProhibitionist to talk that way. Who made it cost so much ing-place known as Anaheim landing, or Los Alamitas bay.
but the Prohibitionist who was the cause of the high tariff The climate in this locality cannot be surpassed on this
on liquor and the high license? Liquor used to coat only coast-no, not in sunny Italy. The days are ever pleasant
fifteen cents per gallon.
and sunny; the nights are cool and invigorating; the air is
If Mr. Guild had waited and read Mr. Owen's article on perfumed throughout the year from the flowers and orange
Prohibition, he might hav saved some of his clubs for better blossoms on every side and walk.
use.
Anaheim was formerly a German town, and that nationIs it not a fact that nearly half of our population die be- ality is yet in tbe majority, but in a walk of ten minutes one

J locks of hair which always adorn the heads of pious people.
A receding forehead and piety always belong together.
When one sister knelt down to pray, she suddenly cried out,
"0 Lord I" It might hav been from pain in her ancient
joints or it might hav been from her heart-I don't know.
'' Poor old maids I"-poor old fools I If they had not '' renounced their flesh " and had given their hearts to some
sensible man, they would not be such persecuted saints as
they are now.
But I will close, wishing success to the best of good papers, THE TRUTH. SEEKER, and all who contribute or subscribe to it.
A TRUTH BEEKER.

•
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will hear six or seven languages spoken-namely, English,
German, French, Spanish, Danish, and Italian.
The public school system cannot be s~rpassed in any
state in the Union. Every school district must maintain at
least eight months of school in each year. The fund to_ support it comes directly from the state. There is another
grand feature in the school system here; that is, a public
library belonging to each and every district. This also is
supported by the state ; $50 is set apart for each dist.rict
annually for that fund. And no sectarian books or works
are allowed therein. The teachers' salary ranges from $65
to $85 per month. Society in Anaheim and its surroundings
is good; nothing to mar good order, except now and then a
church scandal will creep out, but that can be no surprise to
an impartial observer, as their authority givs many instances
of the kind. A large percentage of the wealth and influence
of lovely Anaheim is of the Liberal or Materialistic order ;
and let me state right· here, it is a fine place to emigrate to.
There is a fine opening here for a strictly scientific lecturer,
gentleman or lady, to locate. We want a teacher, one who
can giv us lessons in astronomy, geology, botany, chemistry,
philosophy, social science, etc. It is useless, in my opinion,
to tell others of their faults. Let us demonstrate scientific
truths and they will see their faults themselvs. As Comte
has well said : "The truly scientific conception has given
over the vain search after absolute notions, the origin and
destination of the universe, the causes of phenomena, and
applies itself to the study of their laws, that is, of their
invariable succession and resemblance." There may be
spirits; there may be gods; there may hav been a time
when time did not exist; there may hav been a time when
space, matter, motion, and force did not exist; but we hav
no data to prove it, and it is useless to talk about the unknowable and even unthinkable.
Now, in conclusion, I will state that there is a better opening for progressiv thought and happiness in Anaheim than
in any other place I hav ever been in, Liberal, Mo., not
excepted. St. John's described view of the New Jerusalem
has no charms for me, compared with this really lovely land
and climate.
Tum we eastward : mountains rise
'l'oward the clear and azure skies,
And a soft and rosy haze
Caused by Sol's descending rays,
Glimmers on each lofty headTurn we westward : there the bed
Of the broad Pacific gleams
Glorious with re:flecting beams.
In the .vale that lies between,

Groves, whose leaves of rich, dark green
Half conceal, in verdant light,
Golden fruitage from our sight,
Stand exultant; and the pear,
Peach and plum and fig are there;
Pomegranates, too, and limes,
Flourish in these favored climesCottage homes 'mid palms and pines,
Olivs dark and fruitful vines,
Nestle in a wealth of :flowers
Bright and fragrant; and the h{){lrS
Dreamfnl, charming, glide away
Through the still and sunny day;
And my friend, with glistening eyes,
Whispers : This is paradise.
S. P. BATES, Cor. Sec. Anaheim Sec. Union.
HEPPNER, ORE., June 4, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Priestley's communication published in
Tml: TRUTH SEEKER of May 19th, headed, "Mrs. Ritchey Set
Right," has missed the mark. In the first place, it was not
my desire to take prominent issue with THE TRUTH SEEKER.
This notoriety ll.as been forced upon me, and, while I regret
it, the best I can do for the p:t:esent is to take advantage of
the situation.
If by quoting from Smith's Bible Dictionary, Mr. Priestley
meant to convey the idea that the Bible teaches that the sky
is a solid crystal or metallic expanse, having windows and
doo:t:s, and to which the heavenly bodies are fastened, I fail
to see it. in that light. Smith did not believe this, for he
knew-the scripture also makes use of metaphors conveying
the very opposit ideas to those of solidity or permanence.
See Isa. xl, 22; Job xxvi, 8; Prov. xxx, 4; Ps. xviii, 11.
The autho:t: of the article quoted from by Mr. Priestley
also says: "If it be objected to the Mosaic account that the
view embodied in the wo:t:d rakia does not harmonize with
strict philosophic truth, the answer to such an objection is
that the writer describes things as they appear rathe:t: than
as they are. But in truth, the same absence of philosophic
t~:uth may be traced throughout all the terms applied to this
subject, and the objection is leveled rathe:t: against the principles of language than anything else. Examin the Latin
cmlum, the 'hollow place,' o:t: cave, scooped out of solid
space; ou:t: own 'heaven;' i.e., what is heaved up; the Greek
wo:t:d, similarly significant· of bight; o:t: the German himmel, to cover the roof which constitutes the heim o:t: abode of
man-in each there is a la:t:ge amount of philosophical
error."
Anothe:t: writer, commenting on the article above-mentioned, says : " We must distinguish the merely ideal and
poetical imagecy in late~: writings (Ps. civ, 3; 2 Sam. xxii,
8; Job xxvi, 11; xxxvii, 18) and in symbolic vision (Ezra i,
22-26), f:t:om the purely descriptiv, though manifestly phenomenal, :t:epresentation in Genesis. In the latter it is also
necessary to distinguish between the phenomena described
and the processes which we may p:t:esuppose as being anterio~: to and the cause of them, but of which the sacred write~:
makes no account. . . . One stage among these mysterious processes was the sepa:t:ation of the waters enveloping
the ea:t:th into wate:t:s above and waters below. The phenomenoll to be described-not explained, but simply described
as a phenomenon-is the unfailing supply of the former,

poured down from time to time for ages without stint and
never exhausted. It accords with the whole tone of this
remarkable and unique document to describe this phenomenon as a separation of waters by a firmament (more properly expanse) interposed between the waters below and the
waters above, dividing the one from the other. If in this
same expanse the heavenly bodies are set, it is what we
should expect in a style of representation which excludes
minute circumstantial detail. . . . The description, therefore, is phenomenally tru,e ; nor can science urge anything
against it, since the stars, though not in the same limit of
space, are set in the same expanse. . . . The irrelevance
of some references (as, for example, Ex. xxiv, 10; Isa. xiv,
12; xxxiv, 4) seems too obvious to require correction."
Science to-day cannot present a better word for the
regions of space than the literal rendering of the word
rakia-the expanse.
·
The Bible teaches no such absu:t:dities. It givs hints of
many scientific truths. Few are able to describe with more
brevity and perspicuity the origin of rain and its distribution
than does Elihu (Job xxxvi, 27, 28). The gravity of the
atmosphere, regulation of rain by law, and the use of lightning seem to hav been well known to Job and his friends
(Job xxvlii, 24-26; comp. Ps. cxxxv, 7).
Many long years before the rotations and revolutions of
the wind currents were demonstrated Solomon wrote as is
recorded (Eccl. i, 6). Long before Newton, Galilee, and
Copernicus were born Job talked of the inclination of the
earth's axis and of its equilibriu.m in space (Job xxvi, 7).
Isaiah wrote of the circle of the earth, and its insignificance
in the eyes of the creato:t: (Isa. xl, 22).
Mr. Priestley wants to know if I believe that the heavens
and earth and all therein were created in six days (meaning,
of course, days of twenty-four hours). · I do not, no:t: does
the Bible teach it. Every Bible reader knows, or ought to
know, that the term day is used in the scriptures not simply
to denote a period of twenty-four hours, but periods of time
of various lengths. See Gen. ii, 4. Does it mean twentyfour homs there ?
In referring to the first five books of the Bible it is customary to call them the books of Moses, but whet~er or no
he was the author of them all is an unsettled question. In
many cases, however, those who would prove that Moses
was not the author of the Pentateuch allow themselvs to
interpolate into the text a meaning of their own.
I hav not read the article on Chronology in the Encyclopedia Britannica ; but as for the authority of the Septuagint
during Ezra's time, I quote from Lyman's Historical Chart:
"467 years B.o. Ezra cellects and arranges the books of Old
Testament. 277 B.O. the Septuagint translation of the scriptures." Proving conclusivly that the Septuagint translation
was not in existence until about 190 years after the rearrangement of the Old Testament books by Ezra.
Mr. Priestley will oblige me by reading what Smith's
Bible Dictionary has to say on this subject,_ as it is one
which cannot be disposed of in a few brief sentences. See
articles on Chronology, Septuagint, and Samaritan Pentateuch.
,
Mr. Priestley would hav confer:t:ed a favor by presenting a
single indisputable fact in suppo:t:t of the somewhat rashly
made statement that " man has existed on this earth at least
hundreds of thousands of years," notwithstanding the law of
population renders such an assumption simply preposterous.
I am aware that relics hav from time to time been produced
as evidences favoring this assumption, about the real antiquity of which, however, men of science are still contending:
On the harmony of the two genealogies of the gospels
there is neithe:t: room no:t: occasion for me to say much here,
To attempt to giv an adequate explanation would take too
long. I will simply say that, if Mr. Priestley will clear his
mind of prejudice and investigate a little more carefully, he
will find that there need be no snag here to knock the bottom
out of the boat.
The next topic worthy of discussion amounts to this :
Why may not the matter of which the universe is composed
be eternal ? The reason why is plain and simple. It has
been demonstrated that all known substances existing in
nature are composed of several elements; but no compound
can be eternal. This nebula or gas-cloud, which evolutionists assert is etemal, could not burn if jt were not a compound. The fact of its being a compound, therefore, renders
the idea of its being eternal a manifest absurdity.
No matter how !!imple the combination, no conviction is
more irresistible than the belief that eve:t:y combination of
matte~: had a combiner. The:t:e was a distinct period of time
when the several elements of which these substances are
composed were brought together by a combining force~call
it what you please, it is all the same to me.
Philosophe:t:s tell us that the ultimate particles of matter
are indestructible by any application of human powe:t:; but
they are not generally agreed that matte~: is naturally indestructible, and therefore eternal, for the satisfacto:t:y reason
that none of them can tell what matte~: in its own nature is.
" The science of matter and the science of mind agree perfectly in this, that all we know of either is simply the phenomena which they exhibit. We know not matte~: as it is in
itself, but only as it affects our senses. We pe:t:ceive certain
qualities or properties of it, and these we embody in our
definition, and beyond these we say nothing, because we
know nothing."
Then, again, the unive:t:se " consists not of a philosophical
. abstraction called matter, nor yet of one substance known by
that name, but of a great variety of material substancesoxygen, hydroge:q., ca:t:bon, sulphu:t:, iron, aluminum, and
some fifty othe:t:s al:t:eady discove:t:ed." Hav we then some
fifty-seven eternal beings? O:t: if anyone of them is eternal,
where did the others come from, and how did thby get together in their present combinations? Remember, the law
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of inertia is a very important one. Every body continues in
a state of rest, or of uniform motion in a straight line, unless acted on by some external force. Matter of itself can
not begin to move, or assume a state of rest after being put
in motion.
It will not do to try to account for the formation of an
orderly universe from a chaotic mass of gaseous matter by
learned discussions on electricity, magnetism, the laws of
gravitation, molecular attraction, etc. The unresisted force
of gravitation would, in much less than an eternity, draw all
matter toward the center of gravity of the universe, and
instead of a multiplicity of solar systems, with orderly
orbital motion, there would be one vast mass of motionless
matter. Common people certainly hav a right to ask what
name shall be given to that mighty centrifugal force acting
against the power of gravitation, and by means of which
the movements of the universe are regulate_ll. " Regulated
power proclaims a regulator."
There is no inconsistency in my accepting the statement
that like produces like (as far as species are concerned)
along with the Bible account of the repeopling of the
globe.
I deny that the distinction between varieties and species is
indefinable. The distinctions between existing species are
so well defiried that, although not always at first apparent to
man, they are known to the animals themselvs, and by their
instincts made known to man. Not only this, but nature has
drawn an indelible line of demarkation between them in the
sterility of hybrids, while between varieties the exact reverse
is the case.
I am aware that the imperfection of the geological records
is a great resource of evolutionists. Mr. Darwin would
never hav suspected them of such defectivness but for their
failure to meet his demands. He could not find the connecting links between the species, which, on the theory of slight
successiv modifications, ought to hav been a hundred times
more plentiful than the species they connected. I will admit
that, in this respect, the geological records are very imperfect.
Mr. Priestley has quoted from Professor Winchell's "Geological Studies" in order to prove that my statements are
the "exact reverse of the truth." How does he reconcile
this with the teachings of Agassiz (also quoted from), who,
together with many other eminent geologists, did not believe
that " the correspondence between the embryos of modern
types and the adults of ancient types is a general principle
in the history of life?" On the contrary, it is asserted that
" at the earliest appearance of every species in the history of
the earth's crust, the remains are found not only. as highly
organized and as perfectly differentiated as they ever afterward occur, but in most cases they are more completely developed and of larger and more powerful organization than
they are ever found to be in subsequent geological strata, so
degeneration is the rule rather than transmutation to higher
forms." This last would appear to be more in accordance
with the statement that "Mr. Huxley did not believe in a
process of necessary progressiv development, because retro.
gression was a conspicuous fact."
Now, if the evidence in favor of the evolution theory is so
plain, why such wide diversity of opinions?
Admitting, however, the evolution of the horse from the
eohippus, still there are difficulties in the way. Evolution,
as defined by its ablest advocates, means a change from the
homogeneous to the heterogeneous, from the simple to the ·
differentiated. "Every part and organ of the horse came to
be what it is by the same process of minute differentiation."
By what process, then, of minute differentiation did the
change take place from the differentiated foot of the eohippus to the homogeneous, clumsy hoof of the horse ; and in
what way could natural selection hav anything to do with it?
Then, again, the production of some five or six intermediate forms is not sufficient to prove the evolution of the
horse from the marsupial on the theory of natural selection,
which acts only by slight successiv variations. Such a leap
as that from the three serviceable toes of the miohippus to
the single toe of the protohippus would be fatal to this
theory. But it seems strange that evolution should deprive
an animal of any of its toes as long as it was supposed to
hav been constantly using them.
" Creation is a theory unsupported by any fact." While
space forbids a full discussion of this subject, I will say that
if Mr. Priestley will kindly produce a single fact as undeniable proof that spontaneous generation ever did, or could,
take place under the existing laws of nature, he will then
hav a basis for his theory.
Evolutionists assert the chemical origin of life, notwithstanding the fact that chemical actions are antagonistic to
life, and are constantly laboring to destroy the living organism until they finally succeed. This great gap between life
and death cannot be bridged by a few strokes of the pen in
the hands of an Infidel writer.
While Mr. Priestley is elucidating knotty points, there is
something else I would like to hav explained. In every hu~
man body, about half-way down the intestins, is a peculiar
projection about the size of a goose-quill, and three or four
inches long, as near as I can guess at it. I would like to
know what this is for, and why it is found only in the human system. Will Mr. Priestley please explain?
The only excuse I hav to offer for so lengthy an article
is, that it ends the controversy as far as I am concerned.
Mr. Priestley ie at liberty to reply to this if he sees fit, but I
would advise him the next time he attempts to set anyone
right not to presume too much on the ignorance of his
opponent.
Some of my TRUTH SEEKER friends seem to be laboring
under a delusion. That " noble old man " was not my tutor
either in paleontology or respecting the Jaw of expansion.
My authority on the l~tter is Norton's" Elements of Philosophy."
MRs. H. A. ~ITOHEY,
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be sent.

"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in"the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

The. Signers in Rhyme.
The Massachusetts delegation
That signed our glorious Declaration
Were Hancock, Gerry, Robert Paine,
The great John Adams, and again
Another Adams-Samuel by name.
New Hampshire-called the" Granit state"Sent Whipple, Bartlelt, Thornton-great
Alike in counsel and debate.
Rhode Island's delegates, we see,
Were Stephen Hopkins and Ellery.
Connecticut., excelled by none,
Sent Roger Sherman, her noblest son.
With Wolcott, Williams, and Huntingdon.
New York as delegatea employed
Lewis Morris and William Floyd,
With Francis Lewis and Livingston,
Who died before the war was done.
New Jersey to the Congress Rent
. Her honored college roresident,
John Witherspoon, with Stockton, Clark,
Hart, Hopkinson-all men of mark.
Though Pennsylvania need not blush
For Morris, Morton, Wilson, Rush;
And though most men might seem as dross
To Clymer, Taylor, Smith, and Ross,
To Franklin each his tribute brings,
Who neither lightnings feared nor kings.
The men from Delaware-indeed
As true as steel in utmost needWere Rodney, with McKean and Read.
" My Maryland" is proud to own
Her Carroll, Paca, Chase, and Stone.
On old Virginia's roll we see
The gifted Richard Henry Lee;
And, just as earnest to be free,
His brother, Francis Lightfoot Lee;
And Whyte and Nelson, patriots true,
With Harrison and Braxton, too ;
But of them all there was not one
As great as Thomas Jefferson.
North Carolina's chosen men
We know were Hooper, Hewes, and Penn.
And South Carolina's vote was won
By Heywood, Lynch, and Middleton.
From Georgia came Gwinnett and Hall,
And Walton, too, the last of all
Who signed our precious DeclarationThe pride and glory of the nation!

Declaration of Independence.
[Some of our readers may remember an excellent suggestion of Mr. Jason Waters, about a
year or so ago, in relation to celebrating our na·
tional independence by interchange of gifts and
congratulations, similar to the observance of
Christmas. The Fourth of July holiday is to ua
superior to any other daY in the calendar. To observe it by remembering our friends, the sick, the
suffering, the poor, the unfortunate of all classes
as well, is a most beautiful and noble way of keeping the best day of all the year. That we may re·
call some of the struggles and abuses that
made the free government under which we
liv possible, we print to-day the form of the Declaration of American Independence, with its
signers, that all the children may read and remember.-ED. C. C.l
IN CoNGRESs, July 4, 17\'6.
By the Representative of the United States, in
Congress assembled, a declaration:
WHEN, in the course of human events, it
becomes necessary for one people to dissolve
the political bands which hav connected them
with another, and to assume among the pow.
ers of the earth the separate and equal station
to which the laws of nature and of nature's
God entitle them, a decent respect for the
opinions of mankind requires that they should
declare the causes which impel them to the
separation.
We hold these truths to be self-evident:that all men are created equal ; that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights; that among these ar~ life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness; that to secure
these rights, governments are instituted
among men, deriving their just powers from
the consent of the governed; that whenever
any form of govemment becomes destructiv
of these ends it is the right of the people to
alter or to abolish it, and to institute a new
government, laying its foundation on such
principles, and organizing its powers in such
form, as to them shall seem most likely to
effect their safety and happiness. Prudence,
indeed, will dictate that governments long
established should not be changed for light
and transient causes ; and accordingly all
experience hath shown that mankind are
more disposed to suffer while evils are sufferable, than to right themselvs by abolishing
the forms to which they are accustomed.
But when a long train of abuses and usurpa..

1

tions, pursuing invariably the same object,
evinces a design to reduce them to absolute
despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to
throw off such government, and to provide
new guards for their future security. Such
has been the patient sufferance of these colonies, and such is now the necessity which
constrains them to alter their former system
of government. The history of the present
king of Great Britain is a history of repeated
injuries and usurpations, all having in direct
object tl:\e establishment of an absolute tyranny over these states. To prove this, let
facts be submitted to a candid world :
He has refused his assent to Jaws the most
wholesome and necessary for the public good.
He l1as forbidden his governors to pass
Jaws of immediate and pressing importance,
unless suspended in their operation till his
assent should be obtained; and when so suspended, he has utterly neglected to attend to
them.
He has refused to pass other laws for the
accommodation of large districts of people,
unless those people would relinquish the
right of representation in the legislature-a
right inestimable to them, and formidable to
tyrants only.
.
He has called together legislativ bodies at
places unusual, uncomfortable, and distant
from the depository of their public records,
for the sole purpose of fatiguing them into
compliance with his measures.
He has dissolved representativ houses repeatedly, for opposing, with manly firmness,
his invasions on the rights of the people.
He has refused, for a long time after such
dissolutions, to cause others to be elected;
whereby the legislativ powers, incapable of
annihilation, hav returned to the people at
large for their exercise"'; the state remaining,
in the meantime, exposed to all the danger
of invasion from without and convulsions
within.
He has endeavored to prevent the population of these states; for that purpose obstructing the Jaws for naturalization of foreigners,
refusing to pass others to encourage their
migration hither, and raising the conditions
of new appropriations of lands.
He has obstructed the administration of
justice, by refusing his assent to laws for
establishing judiciary powers. He has made
judges dependent on his will alone for the
tenure of their offices and the amount and
payment of their salaries.
He has erected a multitude of new offices,
and sent hither swarms of officers, to harass
our people and eat out their substance.
He has kept among us, in times of peace,
standing armies, without the consent of our
legislatures.
He has affected to render the military "independent of and superior to the civil power.
He has combined with others to subject us
to a jurisdiction foreign to our constitution
and unacknowledged by our laws; giving his
assent to their acts of pretended legislation.
For quartering large bodies of armed troops
among us;
For protecting them, by a mock trial, from
punishment for any murder which they
should commit on the inhabitants of these
states;
For cutting off our trade with all parts of
the world;
For imposing taxes on us without our consent;
For depriving us, in many cases, of the
benefits of trial by jury;
For transporting us beyond seas, to be tried
for pretended offenses ;
For abolishing the free system of English
law in a neighboring province, establishing
therein an arbitrary government, and enlarging its boundaries so as to render it at once
an example and fit instrument for introducing
the same absolute rule into these colonies;
For taking away our charters, abolishing
our most valuable Jaws, and altering fundamentally the forms of our government;
For suspending our own legislatures, and
declaring themselvs invested with power to
legislate for us in all cases whatsoever.
He has abdicated government here by declaring us out of his protection, and waging
war against us.
He has plundered our seas, ravaged our
coasts, burned our towns, and destroyed the
lives of our people.
He is at this time transporting large armies
of foreign mercenaries, to complete the works
of death, desolation, and tyranny, already begun, with circumstances of cruelty and perfidy scarcely paralleled ill the most barbarous
ages, and totally unworthy the head of a
civilized nation.
He has constrained our fellow-citizens taken

captiv on the high seas, to bear arms against
their country, to become the executioners of
their friends and brethren, or to fall themselva by their hands.
He has excited domestic insurrections
amongst us, and has endeavored. to bring on
the inhabitants of our frontiers the merciless
Indian savages, whose known rule of warfare
is an Undistinguished destruction of all ages,
sexes, and conditions.
In every stage of these oppressions we hav
petitioned for redress in the most humble
terms; our petitions hav been answered only
by repeated injury. A prince whose character is thus marked by every act which may
define a tyrant is unfit to be the ruler of a
free people.
Nor hav we been wanting in attention to
our British. brethren. We hav warned them,
from time to time, of attempts made by their
·legislatur J to extend an unwarrantable jurisdiction over us. We hav reminded them of
the circumstances of-our emigration and settlement here. We hav appealed to their nativ
justice and magnanimity, and we hav conjured them, by the ties of our common kindred, to disavow these usurpations, which
would inevitably interrupt our connections
and correspondence. They, too, hav been
deaf to the voice of justice and consanguinity.
We must therefore acquiesce in the necessity
which denounces our separation, and hold
them, as we hold the rest of ma.nkind, enemies in war, in peace, friends.
We, therefore, the representative of the
United States of America, in General Congress assembled, appealing to the supreme
judge of the world for the rectitude of our
intentions, do, in the name and by the authority of the good people of these colonies, solemnly publish and declare that these United
Colonies are, and of right ought to be, Free
and Independent States; that they are absolved from all allegiance to the 'British crown,
and that all political connection between them
and the state of Great Britain is, and ought to
be, totally dissolved; and that, as Free and
Independent States, th(ly hav full power to
levy war, conclude peace, contract alliances,
establish commerce, and to do all other acts
and things which independent states may of
right do.
And for the support of this Declaration,
with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually pledge to each
other our lives, our fortunes, and our sacred
honor.
Signed by order and in behalf of the Congress.
JoHN HANOOOK, President.
CHARLES THOMPSON 1 Secretary.
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Religious Problems
BY L. K. WASHBURN.
"Let the Christian be held to facts, and obiiged
to tell the truth, and his lips would be dumb.
There never was such a place as the Garden of
Eden; never such an individual as the devil.
There is no such place as hell. There never was a
Christ1 and no atonement made, for there was no
necessitY of any being made. If there was no
such thing as faith, Christianity could not make
a convert on earth. If ministers were obliged to
furnish the proof of their statemtmts, there would
be no preaching.''
·
Price 10 cents; 71> cents per dozen.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
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Christian Absurdities.
BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

HEBREW MYTHOLOGY
OR,

1'HE RATIONALE OF' THE BIBLE ..
Wherein it is shown that the Holy Scriptures treat
of Natural Phenomena only.
BY MILTON WooLLEY, M.D.
Among the many attempts made by SCientists to
crush the Bible, this is unquestionably the most
vigorons.-[Chicago 'rimes.
Cloth, Illns., heavy toned paper, Bvo, 613 pp., $2.50.
Addre~R THE TRUTH SEEKER.

ON. TI-IE vVORD GOD
By Milton WoolleY, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Mythology,"" The Career of Jesus Christ."
The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.
-[Ps. xiv, 1.
.
Children and fools speak t.he trnth.-[Old Saw.
Paper, 12mo, 10 centa.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Career of JesutJ Christ
An Exposition of the True Meaning of this Character as described in the New Testament. By Milton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew MytholPapel", Bvo, 25 cents.
ogy."
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

OUR LORD ami SAVIOR JESUS CHRIST.
By T. E. LoNGSHORE.
An explanation of the meanin!l' of the many
titles of the GalUean teacher. ''Lord" should be
"Rabbi.'' The words" Jesus Christ" mean" Saving Wisdom."
Excellent for Missionary Work.
Paper, 12mo, 3c., 30 cents per doz., $2 per 100
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
THE

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
A

COMPENDIUM OF' UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.

It is really a remarkable book, in which-univer-

sal hietory is "boiled down" with surprising
skHl.-[Literary World.
Yon turn over his page a with a fascination similar to that experienced in reading Washington
Irving.-[Inter-Ocean.
Eis hiatory has a continuity, a r"'-Bh, a carrying
power, which •·eminds us strikingly of Gibbon.[New Haven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writing. He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth,12mo, 543pp., $1.75.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette PI., New York.
A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has published

THE NINE DEMANDS
in a more attractiv form than any in which they
hav previously appeared. At the head of an engraving on heavy plate paper, 24x19 inche~1 are
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERtlON,
WASHINGTON. and PAINE, the Fathers of our
Republic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
JOHN ADAMS, and between these. two are
printed the Nine Demands of the ·American SeenJar Union in conspicuous type. At the foot are
LAFAYETTE, GIRARD, and INGERSOLL,
making eight likenesses in all. Inscribed beneath each portrait is some radical sentiment
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
space between the portraits and around them are
arabeaqnes of vibes and flowers in profn.llion, and
the panel inclosing the Nine Demands is surmounted on each corner by Mr. Eckhard•s design
of the ftag above the cross. The whole makes an
exceedingly handsome work for framing. The
artistic part js equal to the best, and the portraits
are as true to nature as· the photographs from
which they were transferred. The design will be
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

DuRING CoLD WEATHER.-To his fond
father, who has asked him where he is in his
class now : " Oh, pa, I've got a much better
place than I had last quarter." " Indeed.
Well, where are you?" "I'm fourteenth."
"Fourteenth, you little lazybones I You
were eighth last term. Do; you call that a
better place ?" "Yes, it's nearer the stove."
-New Moon.
MIRACLES
LooKING OuT FOR NUMBER ONE.-Bobby
(whose uncle has given him a dollar): "I
.AND
wish you would giv me a nickel, Uncle James,
MIRACLE
WORKERS
instead of a dollar."
By
JO,HN
PECK.
Uncle Jl\mes (astonished): "But, Bobby, a
dollar is better than a nickel!"
'' The miraculous is the impossible. Anythi,'ng
Bobby: "That's the trouble; if it's a dollar within the realm of the possible is no miracle. •
pa'll want it; if it's only a nickel I can hav
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
it."
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
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We hav on hand a large number of the following
of OOLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamphlets, which
will be disposed of at cost, as fo!lows:

HOW TO

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S

Ingersoll Catechised:

Strfngthen the Memory,

Great Centennial Oration

His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by the Editor of the "San Franciscan;"
singly, 8 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
$2.00.

ORTHODOXY.

A. lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12mo
pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.

Civil Btq ltts Speech,.
Including the address of Frederick Douglass, fiftythree-large octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; :fifteen
for $1 ; at1d $6 per hundred.

The Truth of History.
This is a comment by Colonel Ingersoll UPIDn
the religious lies that hav been told about himself, and first made its appearance in these columns. Pries 3 cents; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per
hundred.

BIBLE IDOLATRY.
A letter Oolonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
the London "Secular Review." Price 3 cents; 30
cents per doz., or $2 per hundred.

INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.
Being the comments and opinions of Mr. Ingersoll upon the fight in the Oatholic church between
the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
the pope. Price 8 cents; 30 cents per doz., or $2
per hundred.
We suggest that these be purchased in quantities, and given away to Christians, and it is with
that not unreasonable expectation that the Prices
hav been placed so low.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
. 28 La!ayette PI., New York.

New Edition. Revised and Enlara-ed.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York,
Photo-imgravin_gs of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Pnce. 40c.; with autonai>h, 50 ots.
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BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
Goaev•s Laay•s Boo~ says : " We giv our cordial
approbation to this work. The information it
contains is most important, and, we are fully convinced, reliable," Price by mail, $1.

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOCY
AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN.
Carefully revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
The most perfect book for men and women ever
published. 50,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. Illustrated catalog free.

Marriage and Parentage.
In Their Sanitary and Physiological Relations,
and in Their Bearing on the Producing
of Ohildren of Finer Health and
Greater Ability.
BY M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D.
The Sctenttllc American says : "Books on this
subject are usually written by cranks, but this is
radically different ; it is scient.ific, sober, clean,
and worthy of conscientious consideration by ev·
ery possible parent, and particularly by the
young." $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Oo,,
28 Lafayette Place, New York,
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Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
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NATURAL AND SOIENTIFIO METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
ALSO THE
The New Haven Pallacuum says : "The chapter
on 'How to Learn a New Language' is of remarkImmortal
Document,
able interest."
_
The Boslon Post says: "This book actually
And the National Anthem entitled:
shows us how to keep our memories in good works
ing condition and repair them when out of order.
"LAND OF LIBERTY."
Sctence (high authority) sa:ys : "We hav tried the
methods of association adVIsed in this book on Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
several persons, and found them most excellent.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00MPANY,
Price by mail $1.
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
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A concise acconnt of the Ohristian Religion, and
of all the Prominent Religions
before and since Christianity.
With elaborate index,
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R.

STEVENS.

A popularized account of Oriental religions,
with many apt_quotations from the sacred boolts
of the East. Nowhere else can so much knowledge of what is generally unknown be obtained
in such compact form.-[Literary Ueview.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 441 pp., $1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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PERSONAL BEAUTY.
THEIR

Development, Ca.usal R~lations Historic and
National Peculiarities.
BY HENRY T. FINOK.
12mo.,cloth, !2. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Entirely relieved by an invis?.Ole davico
which is the samo to the ears as glasses

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOlDTt

remedy hns failed. A triumpli of the
19th century. For sale only by ~

Steel engravings of th:s celebrated naturalist,
12x1!1 inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid
for 211 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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ti.A. WALES. Brldgenort.Conn

u

The latest and best work of an analytic thinker,
who is gifted with those rare powers that render
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of tho
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideaa
that will be new to the world and productiv of
good in furnishing food for thought. We trust it
will hav tho immense distribution it so richly
merita.-[The Amer\can Idea.
Cloth, 12mo, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Wettstein's World.Renowned,Warranted Watches
and Watchwork.
OoiN SILVER STEM-WINDERS. 3 ounce cases 7
jewels, $12; 4. ounce, 11 jewels, $15; do, 15 jewele,
$18; do, adjusted, $22 ; do, extra fine, a perfect
watch, named "Otto Wettstein," $25; 5 ounce
cases, $1.50; 6 ounce e.ases, $8.50 more.
BEST FILLED GOLD WATOHES. Open face, 7 jew.
!JlB, $16.50; 11 ie'!Vels, $18.50; 15 jewels, $21.50; ad·
JUBted, $25.50; With" Otto Wettstein" movement,
$28.50. In huntin}l' cases, from $5 to $8.50 more.
:):.adies best hnntmg filled cases, 7 jewels, $20; 11
Jewels, $22 ; 15 jewels, $28. Extra fine, diamond in
case, $8 more.
LADIES' SoLID GoLD WATOHEB. 14 k, 7 jewels,
$30; 11. jewels, $32; 15 jewels, $38, All hunting,
stemwmdmg, elegantly engraved. Heavier cases,
Louis XIV. Atyle, enameled, embossed, and set
with diamonds, $5 to $100 more.
GENTS' SOLID GoLD WATOHEB, 14 k, light
weight, 7 jewel;, $40: 11 jewels, $42; 15 jewels, $45;
adjusted, $49; with "Otto Wettstein" movement.
$52. Heavier cases, $3 to $25 more. Fancy
watches, from $100 to $300. All ~ent prePaid, ancl
cash back if not satisf•wtory.
. WATOHWORK. The best in the world. Oleanmg, $1; main sPrings, $1; jewels,$1. Can be sent
a thousand miles as well as one, per reg, mail or
express. Inclose $1 or $2, and I will return free.
All watches and work warranted to giv satisfac.
tion, or cash refunded.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
THE

SHAKER EYE and EAR

B~LS.~ M

Sixty-five Years' In'OOIJ'iabls Success.

Jir Fon ALL DISEASES OF EYEB on EABB. Im·
mediat,e relief from Granulations, Inflammations,
Dim Vision, Watery Gatherings, and Failing
Sight of Eyes. Deafness, Drummmg, Ringing 01
the Ears dispelled by a few applications. Catarrhal difficulties of EYes or Ears instantly removed. Sent the world over. Box with instruo.
tiona, by mail, 80 cents.
G. A. LOMAS,
Shakers P. 0., N. Y,
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Is a Stanch Infidel and a Successf'ul Physician.
The Better Way, of Cincinnati, 0., says," We are
assured that Dr. Fellows, the eminent specialist r.f
Vineland, N.J., is an educated gentleman of BU·
perior mind and large attainments, and that success in his profession has brought him business,
not only from all Parts of this country~ but from
foreign shores. He is in the prime or life and
able to transact his varwus professional duties
promptly and well and giv satisfaction in every
instance. His references are numbered by thousands."
. Dr. Fellows treats all those peculiar disease£
I'eBulting_ from indiscretion· and ignorance nf
vouth. Those who are ailing should send lG cen.;;
for the Dr.•slittle book setting forth an EXTERNAL
APPLIOATION-a positiv cure.
Address
DR. B. P. FELLOW~~
Vineland. J.'t, J.
, . Mention thisi>ai>er.
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.All Sorts of Publications.
Nos. 7, 8, 9, and 10 of "Spanish Simplified" are out. Price, 10 cents each. Sold
here.

and tell Man that he is not of much account
anyway, and must stand aside and let her run
the universe awhile. The old-fogy notions of
such fellows as Talmage are degradii:tg to
women, and should not be generally adopted.
Woman is an individual, has her individual
rights, and is not a coaxing appendage to
some "lord and master."
·

New editions of Bell's " Outline of the
French Revolution" and Buchner's "Materialism" are now ready. The first is 25 cents;
the second, 15 cents. These are well-known
"God In the State," by E. A. Stevens, secworks, and hav had a wide circulation, which retary of the American Secular Union, is a
should be increased.
very valuable document showing the danger~
Dr. Foote's HeaUh Montltly, $1 annually, ous practical alliance now existing between
is one of the cheapest and best hygienic pub- the church and our government. The pamlications in the country. In the June num- phlet is crowded with facts sufficient to open
ber is begun a series of papers by Mrs. E. C. the eyes of those blind with indiffet:entism,
Farwell, a TRUTH BEEKER contributor, on the and arouse them, if not to action, at least to a
sense of insecurity. The pamphlet should
physical training of children.
be circulated by thousands. Published by
The Haddam Investigator, Haddam, Kan., Putnam & Macdonald, 504 Kearny street,
is a new local paper, whose editor is a Free- San Francisco, Cal. Price, 10 cents.
thinker, and takes for his motto, "FreeWe do not know the author of" A Supthought, Free Speech, and Independent
Action." Price, $1. Kansas people in that posed Colloquy between the Pope of Osceola
and That Person designated by him Heathen
vicinity will find it entertaining.
High Priest," but we feel grateful to him for
James W. Stillman's essay on "Protection, appending to his sharp pamphlet the truthful
or Tariff for Revenue," has been pamphleted statement that " any book, religious, Liberal,
by the author, and sells for 15 cents. As it or scientific, can be obtained at 28 Lafayette
appeared in 1'BE TRUTH BEEKER, our readers place, New York." The Colloquy is a very
know what it is, and those desiring the argu- spicy conversation canvassing the doings and
ment in permanent form can obtain it at this commands of the Lord God Jehovah- as found
office.
in the Old Testament. Price, 10 cents.
·The article on" Our Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ," which appeared recently in these
columns, makes a pamphlet of sixteen
pages, which sells for 3 cents singly, and 30
cents per dozen. Its purpose, for which it
is splendidly fitted, is missionary. Send for
a dozen or two and scatter them among your
Christian neighbors.
Now that Clark Braden is making hL.nself
so disgracefully conspicuous on the Pacific
coast, lecturers and others who encounter the
animal will desire some data regarding it.
"The Kind of a Man Clark Braden Is," by B.
F. Underwood, partially reveals his mephitic
history, and a new edition has been printed.
Price, 10-cents.
" The Geological Tourist in Europe " is the
title of an article, by Alfred C. Lane, in the
June P.opu~ar Science Monthly. It has the
purpose of indicating briefly to the geologist
about to visit Europe what formations and
museums are to be found in each locality,
and what books and maps the tourist will
find serviceable in his geological studies.
Price, 50 cents. Sold here.

W. D. Hibbard, LL.D., who has mastered
not only the three, but an additional R, has
written and printed the "Rays of Reason, or
Religion Refuted," a two-hundred-and-fortypage cloth-bound book, " containing facts
and argument tending to prove the fallacy of
a 'belief in religion and the Bible, yet favoring a belief in the existence of a God or ruling
power." It is a first-rate book for argumentativ Infidels (and what H\fidel does not
like to argue?) to read, and they will be apt to
forget Mr. Hibbard's Theism in his ferocious
attacks upon the churches, ministers, and
Christian theology. The price of the book
is not given, but $1 sent to W. D. Hibbard,
Keokuk, Ia., ought to get a copy.
The" Science of Society," by Stephen Pearl
Andrews, has been reprinted by Liberty and
published by Sarah Holmes. All who hav
ever heard of this work by Mr. Andrews will
thank Mr. Tucker and Mrs. Holmes for giving them the opportunity of obtaining it.
Students of sociology should study it, for
therein lies some of the truest and deepest
philosophy of the century, that will help along
toward that ideal time when injustice of
government will be replaced by the admitted
natural equality of every man, woman, and
child, and consequent downfall of monopoly
and tyranny. The price of the book is $1,
and it is sold at this office.

Will Hubbard Kernan & Sylvester Wilson
are publishing a Free Lance in St. Louis,
Mo. Mr. Kernan is the editor, and the paper
bristles with short lines and alarming statements. Mr. Kernan impales religion, law,
and precedent on the point of his lance, and
L. (.,'hute, of Chillicothe, Mo., has bought
writes bitterly against the shams and hypocand
read Saladin's "God and His Book," and
risy of society. How long the Free Lance
will exist we hav no means of guessing, but writes thereof: "Books ~arne to hand in due
time and in good order. And we must
while it does liv it is $2 per year.
say that ' God and His Book' is immense.
"An Essay on Immortality," by MaryS. Saladin is a brick, and a man after our own
and James Vincent, Sr., is a ninety-four page heart; and any mortal endowed with a reapamphlet selling for 50 cents. Mary S. sonable amount of mirthfulness, like myVincent writes from the spirit world, while self, would hav to smile audibly, and nearly
James is still in the flesh. Mary S. did her giv up the ghost with merriment, at his expart of the work by impressing her thoughts pressions, such as, 'Your book, 0 Lord,' etc.
upon James, who acted as amanuensis. The But, great scott I how he does whittle up
book purports to be an answer to the un- God-the Jew God Yahwah-show up the
solved conundrum, " If a man die, shall he old spook-book, and cap.swi~sel the priesthood I What a splendid weapon it is to down
liv again ?"-of course, in the affirmativ.
the sky-pilot with I Hence every Liberal
Fowler & Wells Company, No. 775 Broad- should send and secure a copy of the Truth
way, New York, has just published an elab- Seeker Company at once-price, $1.50."
orate Chart of Comparativ Phonography,
"The Anointed Seraph," by G. H. Pollock,
compiled and arranged for the use of students, teachers, and writers of phonography, Washington, D. C., price $1, is another ludiby Alfred Andrews. It shows the vowel crous compound of metaphysics and Christian
scales, the consonant stems, and the con- theology. A suitable method by which to
densations of about a dozen systems of pho- write a preface to this volume, says the author,
nography; so that the agreements and dif- " would be to construct a triangle, inclosing
ferences can be seen and compared. Price, a monogram composed of the letters I, E, R1 for involution, E for evolution, R for re25 cents.
demption; involution to be represented by
"Woman: Her Power and Privileges," is the line from north to south, evolution from
the alliterativ title of a series of sermons by south to east, redemption by a bridge leading
Rev. T.DeWittTalmage, whichOgilvie&Co., up from east to the north point of departure."
57 Rose street, this city, hav put into a It is to be regretted that this preface is not
twenty. five-cent pamphlet and projected upon found in the book, as it would be its most
an unsuspicious public. Mr. Talmage thinks valuable feature; but compensation is partly
a woman should stay in the house, wash made by another incomprehensible diagram,
dishes, raise babies, and depend for her in- which, however, is incomplete in consequence
fluence in the world upon wheedling hus- of the imperfect status of wood-engraving.
bands, fathers, and brothers into dGing her. " In the center should be inserted picture of
will. Mr. Talmage' is behind the times. Be- a_ maiden countenance, which givs expression
sides, if the women go into the wheedling to all human qualities, carried up to a divine
and soft-arms-around-the-neck business, they condition j such cannot be executed on a
will be infinitly more dangerous than when, wood-cut illustration." While not prepared
spectacled and booted, they stand up squarely to dispute this J>rOposition concerning 11

maiden countenance, we can only "lament the
unskilfulness of Washington artists who fail
to giv expression to the author's ideal. If
Mr. Pollock will call on Mr. Moss, who makes
the portraits for our ANNUALS, he can get a
picture of a maiden countenance of any degree of beauty and soulfulness, from Psyche
to Mrs. Cleveland.
" Christianity and Progress" is the title of
a.small pamphlet by G. W. Foote, editor of
the London Freethinker, in reply to W. E.
Gladstone's criticism of Mrs. Humphrey
Ward's "Robert Elsmere," a book which has
made no little stir in England, being a novel
describing the processes of growth of an
honest clergyman's mind from Christianity to
Agnosticism. Mr. Foote, however, concerns
himself more with Mr. Gladstone's utterances
on Christianity than with )lis consideration of
the novel. Mr. Foote always writes interest. ingly ·and convincingly, backs hi.Iil.self up
with facts and quotations, and generally
makes out hi.s case-as he has most assuredly
done in this pamphlet, which can be obtainedof the Progressiv Publishing Co., 28 Stonecutter st., E.C., London, England, for 10
cents.
Three parts of "Moral Science Deduced
from the Bible," constituting a true theology,
hav been handed us by the author, Mr.
Jerome B. Holgate, of Utica, N. Y. Mr.
Holgate's plan is to found institutions beneficial to the people, to carry the beautiful into
life, reduce taxation, establish schools for
moral culture, found rural villas where comfortable homes and the means of subsistence
can be obtained at the lowest rates, reconcile
capital and labor, and do other humanitarian
works. He claims .that his true theology
harmonizes revelation, reason, science, the
evolutions of history, and furnishes a basis
for a common faith. He interptets the Bible
differently from ordinary theologians, and in
a way which satisfies himself. The price of
his book is 50 c«lnts each part. Mr. Holgate's aotivs seem to be of the best.
" Ancient Opinions upon Psychic Bodies,
and The Popular Idea of Soul-Survival," is
another broad-paged collection of the jargon
of Theosophy. This quotation is a sample
of its style : " ' There can be nothing more
monstrous,' says Dr. Henry More, ' than to
make two souls in man, the one sensitiv, the
other rational, really distinct from one
another, and to giv the name of Astral Spirit
to the former; when there is in man no astral
spirit save the plastic of the soul itself, which
is always inseparable from the rational. Nor
upon any other account can it be called astral, but as it is liable to that corporeal temperament which proceeds from the stars, or
rather from any material causes in general,
as not being yet sufficiently united with the
divine body-that vehicle of divine virtue or
power.' So he maintains that the Kabalistic
three souls-Nephesh, R'l.lfUh, Neshamahoriginate in a misunderstanding of the true
Platonic doctrin, which is that of a threefold
'vital congruity.' "
"Everyone has heard of the butcher who,
after a long search for his knife, at last found
it in his mouth; so speakers of English hav
been seeking for a universal language, when
lo ! it is in their mouths. The intelligibility
of English words has been obscured by a
dense mist of letters. This is now dispersed
by A. Melville Bell, who has already won a
world-wide reputation through his invention
of 'Visible Speech,' the great boon to deafmutes. Professor Bell calls this new discovery of his 'World-English,' and the result
is a language which cannot fail to meet with
acceptance, and at once supersede the supposed necessity for 'Volapiik,' or any other
artificial language. No language could be
invented for international use that would
surpass English in grammatical simplicity,
and in general fitness to become the tongue
of the world. It is already the mothertongue of increasing millions in both hemispheres, and some knowledge of the language
is demanded by all educated populations on
the globe. Social and commercial. necessities
require that the acquisition of this knowledge
shall be facilitated, and it is believed that
Professor Bell's invention has removed the
last impediment to English becoming the
universal language, for which vague desires
hav long been entertained, although hitherto
only futil efforts hav been made. 'WorldEnglish' is published in pamphlet form by N.
D. C. Hodges, 47 Lafayette place, New York.
"Price 25 · cents." The foregoing is quoted
from a circular sent with the pamphlet which
it advertises, and is the rosy view of the work
of Mr. Hodges. People interested should get

the book and see how near the truth an advertising circular can get.
The American Idea says of Colonel Kelso's
"Universe Analyzed:"
Mr. Kelso is gifted with those rare analytical powers that render the subtlest philosophical conceptions the easy property of
the most ordinary mind. He passes the universe before the eye of the reader in all the
wonderful processes of evolution like one vast,
unending, thrilling panorama, making it at
once a work as easy as a juvenil story-book,
as interesting as "David Copperfield," and as
profound as Newton's ":Principia."
'J'he work contains many sublime ideas
and grand conceptions that will be new to the·
world and productiv of 11 vast amount of'
good in furnishing food for thought. Al-though I cannot accept his position in regardl.
to the idea of time, I am compelled to say
that he fortifies the most of his new ideas:
with arguments that are lucid, logical, and:
absolutely unanswerable. The severest crit..
icism I would make is the injustice which
the judge does to himself by giving the credit
of the work to " spirit intelli~ences" that hav
"inspirationally" aided him m its preparation.
We trust that the work will hav the immense distribution it so richly merits.
Price $1. Sold at this office.
The Open Court Publishing Co., of Chicago,
send us "F. Max Mt\ller on the Science of
Thought." . Professor MtUler's idea, as he
tells us in the preface, is that reason and
language are fundamentally identical, and.
that the '' growth of reason" is really the
growth of thought. He says :
Because we reason, that is, because we
reckon, because we add and subtract, therefore we say that we hav reason, and thus it.
happened that reason was raised into something which we hav or possess, into a faculty,
or power, or something, whatever it may be,
that deserves to be written with a capital ·R.
And yet we hav only to look into the workshop of language in order_ to see that there is
nothing substantial corresponding to this substantiv, and that neither the heart nor the
brain, neither the breath nor the spirit of man,
discloses its original whereabouts. It may
sound violent and revolutionary to you when
I say that there is no such thing as reason,
and yet no philosopher, not even Kant, has
ever in his definition of ·reason told us what
it is really made of.
The price of the book is 75 cents, and as a
source of new and perhaps_ startling ideas, it is.
worth a careful study.
E. C. Walker's ]!'air Play, a new Anarchistic journal, is bright, readable, and argumentativ, and well printed. Mr. Walker says:
that his paper·" enters the field of radical
journalism at this time because its publishers
believe that hard work can make room for it,
not because they suppose that the millions
are consciously in need of papers of this class,
for, if they were, they would establish them
upon a surely stable financial basis. But
when papers are so established they generally
represent only the dollars of their founders,
not the best thought and moral purpose of
the times. Journals which 'fill a long-felt
want' are usually so far in the rear upon all
questions of living interest that the impres.
sion of the types upon the white paper is a.
waste of mechanical force. The paper remains blank." It pains us to note that Fair'
P~y and the Investigato-r are already at loggerheads, btit we hope the trouble will soon.
be over. Fair Play is philanthropically pub-lished weekly at 75 cents per year, a price:
somewhat below the cost of manufacture, at·
Valley Falls, Kan. Fair P~y and Lucifer,.
Mr. Walker's father-in-law's paper, are sent·
to one subscriber for $1.6().
"Forty Years on the Spiritual Rostrum,•t
by Warren Chase, has been published by
Colby & Rich, of Boston. The work is " 81
sequel to ' The Life-Line of the Lone One,,.
an autobiography of the author, as The World'Sl
Child." In their advertisment of the book,.
Messrs. Colby & Rich say: "No one is better
qualified to place on record reliable informs:-·
tion regarding the early history of Modern\
Spiritualism, and of its early advocates andl
defenders, than the author of this volume~.
There has been scarcely a worker for the'
cause he has not known ; scarce a city or·
town in the Union he has not .visited; and no>
place he has visited whose people hav nof.
enjoyed greater mental freedom and a better·
understanding of this life and assurance of a;
future one from his having been with them.
As a worker in every reformatory movement,
Mr. Chase's career has been almost phenomenal in persistency, efficiency, and self-sacrifice. He has been a pioneer---'s pathfinder in
the wilderness of moss-grown superstitions
and hide-bound dogmas, making the way
clear for the army of freedom-loving men
and women that was to follow and destroy it
For this reason this autobiography of his
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should find place in the home of every friend
of human progress and spiritual enlightenment, and be valued as a monument to his
memory and his work." The book is lively
and full of interesting reminiscences, and
friends of Mr. Chase and older Spiritualists
will certainly desire to possess it.. Price $1,
if purchased here; $1.10 if bought in Boston.
George Weir, who keeps a" Freethought
Depot" at 5 Greenside Place 1 Leith Walk,
nearly opposit the Theater Royal, Edinburgh,
Scotland, writes : "I always look forward
with pleasure to the arrival of your capital
paper, which is, at present, my beau ideal of
what an educational and aggressiv Freethought and Secular paper should be. It is
superior to Artemus Ward's wax 'figgers'
in being not even ' ekalled' by any of its
rivals, and it is certainly 'ekselled' by none.
Long may it prosper in its heroic attempts to
strangle the hideous theological viper which
has so long Jived on the life-blood of the people. I observe that persecution is still smoldering in the New World, like a dying volcano
in its last throes bursting out now and again
and doing some damage in its frantic efforts
to avert the extinguishment it so richly dese:r;ves and which is slowly, though surely,
approaching. In the old country here we are
like chickens quaking under the hawk eye of
very stringent blasphemy laws, which may
swoop down on their devoted prey at any
time, but the situation is being gradually reversed by the strong and rapid growth of the
one and the superannuation of the other.
The last real attempt to interfere with us was
made two years ago, when Mr. Fergusson, of
the Glasgow Freethought Depot, a hale old
man of seventy-seven. was sentenced to a
month's imprisonment for selling the Freetldnker, but on appealing to the supreme
court the decision was immediately quashed.
I hav been t'wice apprehended for lecturing
here at the very spot where the Young Men's
Christian Association hold their meetings,
but as they did not venture to prosecute, the
affair only gave me it gratuitous advertisment, and-I hold forth every Sunday at the
same place· in spite of all their attempts to
dislodge me. I hav always a good audience,
and am cheered on in the work by making a
good many converts and selling a quantity of
literature. The Young Men's Christian Association hav not claimed their position for
about two months, so I am afraid my blasphemy has evicted them. I inclose the first
three of a series of tracts I intend to issue.
You will see that the first one is taken from
THE TRUTH BEEKER." The leaflets mentioned by Mr. 1Veir are " Some Objections to
Christianity," from THE TRUTH SEEKER,
"Freethought Gleanings," and "-Tid-Bits
from Colonel Ingersoll." Mr. Weir also asks
us to bring to the attention of any Scotchman who may read THE TRUTH SEEKEH the
following:
With the view of extending and organizing
the Frcethought party in Scotland, by means
of lectures to be delivered at various places,
Mr. C. F. Jamieson, of Glasgow, formerly a
Baptist minister, has agreed to place his services at our disposal foi: a period of three
months.·
We consider that Secularism would thereby
be greatly advanced, and now appeal to all
interested in the movement to assist pecuniarily in making it a success. We earnestly
hope that ample aid will be furnished, and
cannot believe that in so gm>d a cause it will
be withheld.
You will greatly oblige by bringing this
under the notice of any friends to the cause
in your district.
Subscriptions may be sent to the financial
secretary, Charles Nicholson, Roxburgh Hall,
Drummond street; or to George Weir, Freethought Depot, 5 Greenside place, Edinburgh.
M. Weir is an earnest and enthusiastic
worker for mental freedom, and· he and his
fellow-laborers in Scotland ought to be
helped.
Calcutta, India, is to hav a Freethought
journal called Reason. Tulsidas Mookerjea,
of 19 Roy Bagan street, Simla P. 0., Calcutta, is the editor. Mr. Mookerjea desires
aid in its conduct, as may be seen from the
following letter to us :
Dern• Sir: The rapid spread of the mis.
chievous teachings of the Bible in this country is a serious calamity. Many hundreds of
Christian missionaries, supported by the government and rich private bodies, are coming
out here, year after year, and pursuing the
work of proselytism with good stlCCeRs.
There are a few societies, also, which offer
inducements to our youths in the shape of
young, handsome European wives, and lucrativ and honorable posts under the government, over which they hav great influence,
·•etc. Many hav been Jed astray at the prospect of these delusiv hopes. Innocent

school-boys are snatched away from their
parents and made to swallow the pills of
Christian theology. They hav also succeeded,
to a great extent, in infusing into their minds a
spirit of revolt and insubordination toward
·those to whom respect, honor, and obedience
are due.
To arrest the growth of this growing evil,
and to enlighten the younger portion of our
·community, especially the student class, on
many points of European, American, and
Sanscrit philosophy, science, and culture,
possessed of a little smattering of which the
Christian priests surprise them and earn their
respect for and faith in the abominable
creed, we hav made up our mind to start a
monthly English journal, to be named Reason,
in July next.
Our main object is to demolish Christianity
and to set up " reason " in its place as the
safest guide in all our intercourse in life.
'fhe wriier of this Jetter had the good fortune, as a writer in the Anti-Ohriatian (which
is defunct now), to peruse your writings, and
remembers very well the magic power which
they command for their intrinsic merits of
cogent logic and originality. On the destructiv side of Christianity, a single contrib•1.tion
once or twice a month, from the pen of a
veteran leader of thought like yourself, is
sure to deal a fatal blow to the accursed
creed to the demolition of which yon hav
(and are still doing so) spent your whole energies.
.
We do not know the names and addresses
of all the Anti-Christian writers besides
yourself, and similar societies, of whose cooperation and literary help we are in urgent
need. Will you kindly let us know their
names and addresses, and inform them of our
humble request for literary help in this matter?
In conclusion, we beg to assure you of our
hearty but humble cooperation in the noble
work you are carrying on there. Further, we
beg of you to favor us with a copy of your
valuable works at your earliest convenience.
We humbly request you to contribute to our
journal as often as will ~ui t your leisure.
Meanwhile, we hope that you will kindly
send us an article or two to -grace the very
fitst issue of our monthly in July next.
Finally, we beg your permission to insert,
now and then, your writings in our journal,
which we will send you regularly. We hope
that you will, with your usual kindness, grant
our request.
We hav given our oriental friend the desired permission; heartily appreciating the
good opinion he has of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and suggest that our Liberal writers forward
him contributions, putting five cents an ounce
postage on their letters.
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ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.
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THE FORUM.
Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:30P.M., corner Bangamon street and
Washington boulevard. Lectures and debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

PBILADELPHIALIBERALLEAGUE 2o?

meets every Sunday in Indu2trial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7:80 P.M. for lectures and
The French Revolution was the most unmixed free discussions on religious and social questions.
blessing Europe ever saw.-WenaellPhUlips.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'.::'ruth
Seeker publica tiona alwaYs on hand at cheap rates.
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

By W. S. BELL.

BACON AND SH.AKISPERE.

W. S. BEL.L'S PAMPHLETS.
The Conffict between Christianity
and Civilization.

Proof that Wm. BhaksPere could not write.
The Bonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BURR; Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.

PRIC:Jll,
15 CENTS.
Your trAatment of the "Conflict" is excellent.
-Harry Jloover.

The Greatest of all Anti·Bibll·
cal \V orks.

LIBERTY .AND MORALITY.

BY THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for

.
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse.-James Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemina tion.-The
Age.

$1.00.

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.

Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
ANTI-PROHIBITION.
flaming arguments • • • will not leave numPRICE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under which you hav bers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepr.
divided the subject matter of the pamphle&, a~d ration."
the concise manner in which each pomt 1s diSPrice, .tO cents.
cussed, should be highly commended•. Therefore
I take ~reat pleasure in recqmmendmg "AntiFor
either
of_ these works or any Qf Paine's
Prohibition "to the consideratiOn of every person writings,
Address THE TRUTH Bl!."EKER.
who is interested, not only in the cause of temperance, but in_'l;he principles of self-government.J. J.McCabA.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

ROME§REASON
A Memoir of Christian and Extra-Christian Experience.
By NAT!&NIEL RAMSAY WATERS.
A very critical analysis of both Protestaut~sm
and CiLtholicism, from the vantage. ground of an
intimate personal experience wlth tbe two ~>S
tems. It deals the most trenchant blows whtch
pure logic is capable of inflicting.-[Critical Review.
Cloth, 12mo, $1. 75.
Addresf! THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

THE SAFEST CREED,
AND
TWELVE OTHER DISOOURSEB OF REASON,

VOLT AIBE' 8 HO.MANGES.

CONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Batirica;J Romance.- Zadig
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
A vigorous thinker as eloquent as Theodore Par- of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. ThfJ
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Microm~as.
ker.-[New Bedford Standard.
Deep thought, thorough conviction, and great The World as it Goes.-The Black and tbe White.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des TouchE a
ability.-(Phila. Press.
at·Biam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversation
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IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial.
By Hon. W, E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creation. A.n Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert. RoYille, D.D.
A DISCUSSION BE'rWEEN
VI. 1\Ir. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
GLADSTONE,
HUXLEY,
MULLJJJR,
Huxley.
.
t 1 . th r '
THREE-FOURTHS of the week's many suicides
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn LinWE are not endeaYormg- o c 1!\lll e n ure,
LINTON, REVILLE.
ton.
!·but to free the present. We are not forglug fetwere caused by poverty and failure to get On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology,
. This is a ne~ J:>ook and contains the latest discus-. tEn·s for onr children, but we are breaking those
work.
'
CONTENTS:
swn on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
f
d f
we are th e advocates
of
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Hon. pa,rticipan
ts are a guarantee of its able character our athers ma e or us.
.
.
· inquiry, of investigation, and thoug1lt Th1s of
GENERAL FrsK accepted the nomination of
W. E. Gladstone.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
itself
is
an
admission
that
we
are
not
perfectly
the Prohibitionists in a speech full of cant II. ~:el~r~e~¥~!~~re~f H;W:~t ¥.<k~~u~~!;:·satisfied with all our conclusions-philosophy has
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
about God and religion.
I m. Postscript to Bolar Myths. By Prof. Max
28 Lafayette Pl., New York. not the egotism of faith. While superstition
Muller.
builds walls and creates obNEW YoRK city has 75
structions, science opens all
Catholic churches..
the highways of thought.THE
czar's
private
Ingerso!l.
stables cost $1,300,000
THE messiah of antinatannually.
nralism sanctioned the use
of alcoholic drinks by his
AN autopsy shows that
personal example-nay, by
cancer caused the death
the association of that pracof Frederick III.
tice with the rites of a religious sacrament.
The
G.II:RMAN
republicans
•II
habit of purchasing mental
here censure the ado
ex1.1,ltation-even to a feverI'
over the emperors~ .
dream-at the expense of
the body, agreed perfectly
LAND reformers state
with the tendencies of a
that one-third of England
nature-despising fan at icism, and during the long
is owned by less than a
night of the Middle Ages
thousand persons.
monks and priests vied in
an unprecedented excess of
BISMARCK owns disalcoholic riots. Near 1y
tilleries producing annuevery one of the thick-sown
ally over half a million
convents from Greece to
Portugal had a vineyard
gallons of whisky.
and a wine-cellar of its own.
THE starving Russian
The monastery of Weltenburg, on the upper Danube,
peasants hav seized the
operated the largest brewcattle of the rich landery of the German empire.
owners in Zvenigorodka.
-Felix· L. Oswald's Bt/Jle o.t

ORDER OF CREATION.

Yatu1·e.

MoRMONs are said to
hav purchased 400,000
acres in Chihuahua,Mex.,
for a Mormon settlement.

IT is a very justifiable
cause of a war, to invade a
country after the people
hav been wasted by famin.
destroyed by pestilence, or
FrFrY persons comem broiled by fa c t i on s
mitted suicide at Monte
among themselvs. It is
Carlo,
the
European
jtlstifiable to enter into war
against our nearest ally,
gambling resort, during
when one of' his towns lies
the quarter just ended.
convenient for us, or a territory of land that would
THE pope maintains at
AN INIQUITOUS INHERITANCE.
render our dominions
Rome private schools at
Keeping mercy for thousands, forgiving iniquity and transgression and sin, and that will by no means clear the
round and eompact. If a
which many children of
guilty; visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children, and upon the children's children, unto the third and to
prince sends forces in to a
deputies and senators atthe fourth generation.-Ex. xxxiv, 7.
nation where the pimple are
poor and ignorant, he may
tend.
lawfullY put half of them to
HARRISON, of Indiana, and Morton, of New
sumed a livid hue and began to tie itself in hard death, and make slaves of the rest, in order to
' knots. "What is it-paralysis?" she asked, fmn- ci viliza and reduce them f"om their barbarous
York, were nominated by the Republicans on
tically. "No, love," he whispered, hoarsely, "I way of living. It is a very kingly, honorable, and
Monday.
frequent practice, when one prince desires the as1 am kneeling on a tack."
ITALY now leads Ireland in the flood of im"
A PHILADELPHIAN who had reached the age of , "Sm," said the austere-looking man in black to sistance of another to secure him against an inmigration. Next ~fter Ireland comes Sweden. 112 years and had smoked a pipe for 97 years, the visitor in St. Louis," your convention here, vasion, that the assistant, when he has driven out
suddenly changed to cigarets. In ten months as well as the one at Chicago, was bound hand the invader, should seize on the dominions himGermany heads the list.
he was dead.
i and ~oot ~n the chains o~· the rum power.". "I'm self, and kill, imprison, or banish the prince he
PowDERLY recently visited the cooperativ
SHE (at a revival): u Is it possible that the little afraid, fnend, that you re sadly off," repiled the came to relieve. Alliance by blood or marriage is
town of Powderly, started eighteen months fellow sitting on the platform is the boy preacher?" other; "you _don't know our boys. It would. hav a frequent cause of war between princes, and the
He: " Oh no· he is the boy preacher's little gone hard w1th anyone who had tned to force nearer the kindred is the greater is their "disposiago near Birmingham, Ala.
tion to quarrel. Poor nations are hungry, and
grandson.~'
'
rum on them. Champagne was the booze."
THE French chamber of deputies has passed
rich nations are proud; and pride and hunger
A
CHEIIUST
declares
that
wood
can
be
converted
WHEN
Eve
brought
woe
to
all
mankind,
a bill providing for arbitration on any diswill ever be at Yariance. For these reasons, the
into palatable food, Those persons who pay
Old Adam called her _woe-man ; .
trade
of a soldier is held the most honorable of
agreement between France and the United $20 a. week for" board" at the summer resorts will
But when she wooed w1th love so kmd,
all others, because a soldier is a Yahoo hired to
l::ltates.
not be surprised at the statement.
He then pronounced her woo-man.
kill, in cold blood, as many of his own species who
But now, with fol1y and with pride,
A DISPATCH, probably trustworthy, reports
hav never offended him, as possibly he can."No," said Mr. Isaacstein, "dem pents don't fit
Their husbands' pockets trimming,
Swt.ft.
Stanley wounded by an arrow, 130 men lost, you. Dey vos bretty dight in der seams. But I
The ladies are so full of whims,
the remaining whites ill, and hostils surround- dell you vot, my frent, at t•ree dollars 'n' a helf,
YET I love glory-glory's a great thingThat people call them whim-men.
dem pents eas·vort drainin• down to."
Think what it is to be in your old age
ing them.
MoDERN
Bostonian
(who
has
only
been
over
Maintained at the expense of your good king;
A YoUNG man who tried to sing bass,
PROHIBITIONISTS affirm that a statistical
about
six
months,
to
his
friend,
the
alderman):
.A moderate pension shakes full many a sage,
Made such a horrible fass,
"Good marnin', Misther O'Toole. Cou«i yez haY And heroes are but made for bards to sing,
comparison of their growth with that of the
That the rest of the choir.
the
koindness
to
tell
me
phwy
the
shops
do
be
Which is still better; thus in verse to wage
Abolition party shows they will elect the
Arose in its oir,
closed and the flags a-flyin '? " Mr. O'Toole : "It Yours WMS eternally, besides enjoying
And fired him on t of the plass,
president in 1892.
do be the siventeenth, Dennis." Modern Bos- Half-pay for life, make mankind worth destroYFASHIONABLE daughter: "Mamma, do you tonian: "The siventeenth, is it 1 Saints aloive,
PARISIAN Socialists are increasing in numing.
-BYron.
really think it is wrong for. me to fiirt in a mild
ber and boldness, and the monarchists avow sort of way?" Fashionable mother (terrified): do yez hav two Saint Pathrick's days to the year
in .A meriky ?"
SAB. Oh, thou wouldst hav me doubtless set up
willingness to help anyone, Boulangist or "Clara. I am surprised at you. The idea of an
"FAIN would I write a poem on the delights of
edictsunmarried person flirting l"
:radical, to overthrow the republic.
fishing, but, ah, me! I cannot find a word to " Obey the king-contribute to his treasureFmsT little boy: "My pop says officeholders is rhyme with' angleworm,"" sighed Pisistratus, as Recruit his phalanx-spill your blood at biddingTHE boss carpenters of New Jersey are
the servants of the people." Second little boy: he gazed thoughtfully into the dark, sullen Fall down and worship, or get up and toil."
organizing to keep their men from getting "My pop says the officeholders do jtlst what they waters. "But why must you put that word at Or thus : "Bardanap\'lus on this spot
the eight-hour Saturday and having a little please and charge like sixty lor it." Little girl: the end of a line?" queried Eucalyptus. "Be- Blew fifty thousand of his enemies.
cause au angleworm is always at the end of a These are their sepulchers, and this his trophy."
"I dess that's why they•se called servants."
chance for leisure or study.
line," hissed P1sistratus between his set teeth, and I leave such things to conqtlerors; enough
KIND
old
lady:
"Little
boy,
wouldn't
you
like
to
MR. Conn, an American, has with great
for a long time it was so still that one could dis- For me, if I can make my subjects feel
go to Sabbath-school, and le~>rn to. be goJd ?"
difficulty prevailed over the stupidity of the Little boy: "No•m, it would ruin me repertashun." tinctly hear a peach blow.
The weight of human misery less, and glide
A FEniALE 1\Iark TaD ley after a life of toil found Ungroaning to the tomb, I take no license
sultan and established a flour-mill in Morocco, Kind old lady: "Ruin your reputation?" Little
where the grinding has always been done by boy: "Yes•m, I'm known as 'the bad boy of the herself an inmate of an almshouse. Reviewing Which I deny to them. We all are men. -Ib!d.
her trials she said her husband had abused her,
block."'
hand.
VOLTAIRE.
often beat her, but the Lord was good and took
MB.
ARNoLD
left
only
£1,010
behind
him.
If
he
THE most extraordinary of Frenchmen, and one
him away. When her son grew up he also was
THE Catholic church in Germany having
through its growing power procured relaxa- had spent part of the time he passed in disliking unkind ~nd abus1v, but the Lord was still merci- of the most extraordinary of human beings.this country in acquainting himself with the meth- ful and carried him off with an attack of pneu- James Pari on.
tion of religious proscription, several thou- ods of the Standard Oil Company and the grape- monia. She had much to be thankful for in her
IN the presence of this society, frivolous and
sand expatriated monks and nuns hav re- sugar manufacturers, he might hav learned to old age. She had two teeth left, and thanked the
dismal, Voltaire alone, having before his eyes
make
sweetness
and
light
pan
out
richer.
Lord
they
were
opposit
each
other.
·
turned.
those united forces, the court, the nobility, capAN exchange tells of a school-ma'am who has in"YEs, dear, I hav recorded our marriage license,'• ital; that unconscious power, the blind multiVoTING at Woolwich and Plumstead, Eng.,
troduced a novel system of spelling in her school. said the Chicago youth, displaying the docurneu t tude; that terrible magistracy, so severe to subon the establishment of free libraries in accordWhen one of the girls misses a word the bo_y who to his heart's delight; "and now we can get mar- jects, so docil to the master, crushing and flatterance with thte Free Libraries Acts was: Wool- spells it correctly is permitted to kiss the girl. ried as soon as you will sa;• the word." "But, ing, kneeling upon the people before the king;
wich, for, 766; against, 2,098; Plumstead, The boys are improving ra~>idly, but it is feared George," exclaimed the young lady in consterna- that clergy, vile melange of hypocrisy and fanatithat under the arrangement the girls will soon tion, "are you sure tbis is i·ight 1 I8n't there cism; Voltaire alone, I repeat it, declared war
for, 1,353; against, 2,988.
forget how to spell their own names.
something lacking?" "Something lacking? I against that coalition of all the social iniquities,
AT the latest attempt of Mr. Bradlaugh to
TBAMP (to editor, who is hurrying past) : "Say, don't think I follow you, dearest." "I suppose against that enormous and terrible world, and he
bring before Parliament measures for relief of couldn't you help me a little, please? !.gave you I'm a silly little fool, George, but don't call me an accepted battle w;th it. And what was his
the suffering workpeople, the legislators a boost'once." Editor: "What do you·mean, ignoramus now, will you? But I always supposed weapon? That which has the lightness of the
that a marriage license had a divorce coupon wind and the power of the thunder-bolt. A pen.
walked out of the House of Commons till fellow?" Tramp: "Don't you remember that attached."
. . . Voltaire waged the splendid kind of warburglary by Jim Crackitt and his pals some years
there were not enough left to do business.
fare, the war of one alone against all; that is to
ago ?" Editor : " Yes." Tramp : "And how your
the grH.nd warfare. The war of thought
AFTER say,
SouTHERN secular and Protestant papers reports pf it just set the Howler's circulation
against matter, the war of reason against prejudenounce the movement to divert European a-boomin"'" Editor: "Yes." Tramp: "Well, I'm
DEA1'H
IM.PltOBABLE.
dice,
the war of the j tlSt against the unjus :., the
Jim!"
immigration to the South as a scheme to
By L. R. SMI1'H.
war for the oppressed against the oppressor, the
HE dropped on his knees at her feet and began
.
war of goodness, the war of kindness. He had the
Romanize that section, and say it is better to
the speech. he had been so long rehearsing. Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Pnce, 10 cents. tenderness of a woman imd the-wrath of a hero.
hav the negro tllan the European Roman "Darling love, I hate you-I-mean, darling, hate,
Published and for sale by
He was a great mind, and an immense heart.Catholic.
I love you, no-no-I mean--" Here his face asTHE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
-Hw;o.
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FISHING.
T"e Do.Yil sat by the river's sideThe stream o! time, where you'll always find
himCasting his line in the msbine: tide,
And landmg the.ii.h on the bank behind him.
He sat at eARe in a C'>BY nook,
And was fi hug hi• basket very fast;
While yon ought, hav •een r.bat his deadly hook
Was d1lf~rently IJaited for every cast.
He caul{bt 'Pm. as fast aa a ml\n could count,
Litlle or big, it WKS all the sR.me;
One bait wao a. check for a r·uu•l a.mountAn assemblyman uabbed it, and out he came.
1HA took a gem that RS s~htrn shone;
I· satok iu tbe water Without a sound,
And CKught a wonutD who lo" g was known
As the best 1\od purest for nnle• around.

Sometimes be Wl)uld laugh ..n-t sometimes sing,
For better lu~k no one oonlrl wi•h;
And ho seemed t" know. to a de>trl-sure thing,
'l'lle ba.it be•t suited to every fioh.
·Quoth SR.t.l\n: "Th• flebinq iq rare and ftne ("
And he took" drink-,omewha~ enthu;ed;
Anrl yet A. "ardon sw"m r• und the hoe
Tnat even the moot tempting of baits refused.
HA tried wit.b hiR 1!'010 1\Dd biR ihshi~g gems,
Hung fame and fortune upon the line,
Dre••inO'-I!'nwu• with emb mdered hems,
But still the dominie made no sign.
A womA.n's gRrter wPnt on the hook;
"I bR.v bim at last," quoth the Devtl, brigbt•ning;
Tllen s~t ... n'• BielA witll IRU~bter Rbollk,
Aud JJe landed the parson as qui"k RA Ji.,btning,

Pastor Haines· said numberless good things dicated his right to make the Chicago speech
for Mr. Harrison this .afternoon when a re- which bas been so ignorantly condemned by
porter called upon him. According to the the pr~ss of both parties. He said: "A
parson, General Harrison's line of religious ~peaker who is perfectly cool and candid,
work is not exhorting. His part in the meet- who tells his honest thoughts, not only honors
ings is usually the offering of a prayer, and himself, but compliments his audience. It is
all his supplic&tions are brief, earnest, and only to the candid that a man can afford to
well phrased, just like his public Ppeeches open his heart. Most people when a man is
and his law documents. He was formerly nominated for the presidency claim that they
teacher of the Bible class in the Sunday. were first for him. As a rule it is because
school, and bad among his pupils the then they are so anxious to be with the procession,
Postmaster Holloway."
or afraid of being left, that they insist that
AT the Republican ratification meeting in they got exactly the man they wanted. I
this city last week Colonel Ingersoll was the will be frank enough to say to you that the
orator of the evening. 'Vheu the president convention did not nominate the man of my
of the meeting arose to make a few remarks, choice. But there is something in the Amerhe said: "The Bible tells us that--" As ican blood that bows to the will of the majorthe audience caught sight of Ingersoll's laugh- ity. That is the Pplendid fealty and loy~lty
ing face it roared with merriment. "The to the great principle upon which our govBible tells us--" Colonel Ingersoll nearly ernment rests, so that when the convention
fell off hiR feat as a convulsion of humor reached its conclusion every true Republican
seized him, and the Ppeaker was drowned in was for the nr>mination. There were good
the ocean of laughter that swept over the men from whom to select this ticket. 1 was
wide auditorium. "Giv us facts!" cried for one; and some peop~e thin~, or ~~y they
some one, and now New Yorkers are won- thmk, that I made a mistake m telling the
dering what the Bible really does tell us. In name of the man that I was for. But I
beginning his speech Colonel Ingersoll vin-1 always know whom I am for; I always know:

what I am for, and I know the reasons why
I am for a thing or a man. It never once
occurred to me that the way to get a man
nominated was to keep his name secret.
When I am for a m!ln, I like to stand by
him, even while others leave. No matter if
at last I stand alone. I believe in doing
things openly and in the light of day, in the
wide air. No snake ever had a skin brilliant
enough; no snake ever crawled through the
gr~ss secretly enough, or silently enough, or
carefully enough to excite my admiration.
My admiration is for the eagle, the monarch
of the empyrean, who, with outstretched
pinions, soars and challenges the gaze of the
world. Take your position in the sunlight.
Tell your neighbors and friends what you
may think, and giv your reasons for your
position. If that is a mistake, I expect to
repeat that mistake, and to liv making mistakes. I do not like the ~ecret way. I was
for one man, not because I had anything
sgaiLSt the others, noble and Fplendid men,
worthy t? be presidents of t~e U~ited States.',
The audience mterrupted him w!lh spplaus.e
at almost every seBtence, and the colonel 18
the biggest man in town ~ot present.
,

"And he saith unto them, Follow me and I will make
you fishers of men.
And he 8aid unto 8imon,
Fear not: from henceforth thou shalt catch men."-

Ancient Writ.

I
IJoits and f:lippings.
THK emperor of China has donated $42 000
to the archbishop of Pekin for a new cathe.
dral.
EDITORIAL in the Herald of the 27th ult:
"Mr. Marsh ~aid yesterday that he still believes those pictures to hav been painted by
the spirits. It is a case of You don't and He
does, but he has just as good a right to his
opinion as you hav to yours. The tlag of the
free and the home of the brave."
THis is a political note from Indianapolis,
Ind., the home of the Republican candidate
for president: "There isn't a man in Indiana
more delighted over Harrison's nomination
than his red-whiskered pastor, Rev. Dr. M.
L. Haines. If the parson is to be kept out of
politics this year he should be bottled at once,
for his enthusiasm and interest are growing
every hour, and he looks and acts as thoagh
he thought, ""ith CoL Elliot F. Shepard, that
the hand of providen~e did _the business at
Chicago. The pastor iS a platn man and livs
,.plainly, and the only thing he will swear by,
under or over the earth, is Ben. Harrison.

I

-Morl•rn Sona.
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UJommitnications.
Father, Son, and Holy GhGst.
It has long been believed by paleontologists and
scientists that India, or southern Asia, wat~ where
human beings were developed and first existed.
The infancy . of the race was cradled there, and
there had its origin the far-famed allegory of the
" Garden of Eden," based on the legends and traditions long preserved by the earliest peoples, w}lich
has E<ince become the sacred literature of the ChristianizGd world,
The innumerable theories of the cosmos, wit.h the
concomitant ideas of the origin of the gods, their
self-existent natures, and powers over matter, with
their methods and processes of creation, formed the
themes for the feeble leaders of thought, for priests
and philosophers, long before the art of writing had
been developed further than in the use of a few hie·
roglyphics.
But at this early stage in the history of the
species, t.he germs of many of the beliefs and theories
we now entertain bad their origin. Nature, as it
presented itself to the observing faculties, and to
the untrained, limited, reasoning mind, was then, as
now, the. basis from which their vague theories and
doetrines were formed, Logic as a science or system
of reasoning was noh understood or appreciated.
The need for it had not been felt even among their
leading thinkers. Objective appearances aud coiDcidences, without criticai analysis or discovery of possible natural relationship, were eufficient to eo.lublish
the conviction of cause and effect.
Among the strange, incoherent theories that had
their origin in that feeble and childish age, is one
that is cherished as sacred now, that is, the doctrine or dogma of the trinity, kno,vn as the "F<ither,
Son, and Holy Ghost." It grew out of the confused
ideas men entertained of nature and of the gods,
or of the dremons or forces that presided over and
directed all natural opemtions.
They saw in the genesis and succession of all life
there was the male, female, and offspring. This they
discovered was not confined to the animal, but extended to vegetable life. The existence of life depended on these three factors. Without the father
or male principle to fertilize, the female principle to
cherish and develop, and the offspring as the product,
and all being thus preserved and perpetuated, that
life must speedily end. Here, then, is the principle,
the practical illustration, of the existence of the trinity in physical nature, and from the observation of
these facts, by a very ready deduction, the inference
was at once drawn that in the invisible world the
creative principle was differentiated into the three
~orresponding presiding powers expressed in the
trinity.
This primit,ive reasoning and the doctrines established on it are as old as civilization and as universal
as man. In some shape and under some name it has
dominated all states and countries where men have
reasoned and thought sufficiently to form a government and initiate a civilization. In India this trinity
was expressed by Brahllia, Vishnu, and Siva; in
Persia by Ormuzd, Vishnu, and Abiram; in Egypt
by Osiris, Isis, and Horus. In Greece it was developed among the learned into a philosophy, and
among the ignorant into a mythology.
·
Christianity, or the simple ethics of Joshua [Jesus]
the Rabbi, the prophet, reformer, and martyr of Judea,
was taken by its missionaries into these countries;
and, so far as the people embraced it as a religion, it
waa only accepted and admitted in connection with
the, to them, divinely established doctrine of the
trinity.
Everything that existed was subject to this triune
god. Nothing could be believed, nothing taught,
that was wise and good, which did not emanate from
this source. The Christian converts in all these
gentile countries, and the chUI"ches that were organized there, were composed of members who embraced
the precepts of Joshua in connection with their longcherished pagan doctrines.
It is well known, and is everywhere corroborated
in history, that these ancient churches held on most
tenaciously for centuries to the paganism of their
countries, the inheritance from their fathers; so that
Christianity then was a conglomerate of incoherent,
contradiCtory theories and beliefs.
The Greek and Latin fathers of the church differed
widely among themselves, and these differences led
to controversies and conflicts of great ferocity. These
pagan trinities f01·med the subject that almost wrecked
and ruined Christianity in its infancy. To understand
the composition and function of this trinity was the
problem.
·
If Christianity embraced the lessons of a trinity, if
it was ushered into the world by a trinity which
trinity should claim its paternity? Was it b~muzd,
Vishnu, and Abiram, of Persia; or Osiris, Isis, and
Horus, of Egypt' Or, as it came from Syria, was it
the Chaldean trinity; or was its origin from the one
indivisible Jehovah of the Jews? The Christian
world was flooded with agony, anguish, and blood in

trying t.o solve this problem, in trying to settle the of his pedigree. He was a Rabbi, a prophet, among
complicated questions and intricate mysteries t~at them and for three hundred years they and their
were involved in its solution. The trouble took 1t.s desc~ndants persistently avowed their conviction of
most aggravated form and dangerous character early that fact. So Eusebius and other wl"iters of that
.
.
in the fourth century, between Atbanasius and Arius period assure us.
This Son of God of the Greeks was born of thell'
and their respective partisans and followers. In the
two subsequent centuries it is estimated that one mythology, and of their determination to frame an
.
hundred million lives were sacrificed in trying to acceptable trinity for their pagan converts.
We can readily understand why they fixed h1s nasettle it. So says Dr. Draper.
These continual and destructive wars wearied, tivity in Judea, a country so far away, and why they
worried, and exhausted the combatants into submis- represented that he was born over two hundred
sion or resignation to t.be dominant., and on that ac- years prior to the tinie they had use for a Son of
count called the orthodox, party-the barbarian and God to xp.ake up their new Christian trinity.
It was to put it so far back in time and so far
pagan majority, led to the conflict by ardent, fanatical, ambitions enthusiasts, who fell in line with the away in distance that their credulous followers found
low, ignorant, pagan element of society, and over- it much easier to blindly take their testimony than it
powered the weaker, the more intelligent and rational would have been to attempt an investigation to ascertain whether they could find the facts to confirm the
minority.
.
While the Christian trinity is the same, and an- faith. Some of the more inquisitive and intelligent
swered all tho purposes that the pagans had for a did go in search for the autho~it~, but the wi~ne~ses
trinity, yet as a compromise, with a view of bringing and testimony of the Jnde&n diSCiples, the Ebwmtes,
together ioto a degree of harmony the different, dis- negat.ived· the whole theory of a Son of God ever besenting Christian sEcts, the names of all the heathen ing born in any ii!egitimate or . supernatur~l way
trinities wHe dropped out of the Christ.ian creed, among their people. See Eusebms, Eccl. History,
and as a substitute for Ormuzd or Osiris, the chap, Ebionites.
Had not our early pagan ancestors been so acute
Chaldean or Jewish heavenly father was adopted for
the first person in the trinity. For the second per- as to discover the trinity in the material world, their
son the Greek Ghost, or dremon, stood for Vishnu imaginations would not have invented one for the unand Isis. And for the Egyptian Horus the "Son," seen or immaterial world, nor have prepared such a
or " Son of God," was adopted. For a long time the divine or spiritual legacy to transmit. to ~s their possimple "Father, Son, and Holy Ghost" were all that terity. We owe to them _our obhgatwns for ~be
it was necessary to believe in, or to record in the inheritance of the basis of that scheme of redemptwn
creed. The word "holy" was indispensable as an through which salvation can be obtained. In retu~n
adjunct to the Ghost, to distinguish it from the mul- for this priceless gift can we d.o less than ~end ~~s
titude of vicious or unholy ghosts that were every- sionaries· to convert them to that true fmth whwh
where haunting and harassing Greek life. This sec- they have been the means of ushering into this fallen,
ond person in the pagan trinities was always repre- wicked world T
Truly we may say, Great and marvelous are thy
sented as a female. But in the Christian trinity it
was found necessary to bestow upon it tho male ways, Lord God almighty, to put within the reach of
function in order that by its "overshadowing" of the a rebellious world a knowledge of thy secrets and
Virgin Mary it might be the father of the " Son," mysteries, in these wonderful revelations of thy triune
the third person of the trinity. The offices of the nature!
Christian trinity are not as simple and natural as are \ Science, philosophy, and learning could never have
discovered this supernatural provision in the diville
those of the pagan trinities.
Their trinities simply presided over the operations economy. Is it not true that "he has chose? the
and processes of nature, without leaving their serene weak things of this world to confound the mighty,
abode outside of visible matter; while the second and the thin~Ys that are not to bring to naught the
person in the Christian trinity was obliged to come things that ~e 1" Though many centuries came and
to the earth and personally unite with matter here went with these pagans alone in possession of this
in the form of a virgin, in order to complete the mystery of the trinity, the time at last arrived when
trinity, and thereby secure the salvation of all Chris- Christendom was to recei\'e it from the hands of. that
tian sinners who were made so through the fall of unfortunate portion of the hnman race we call the
Adam.
lost-the unconverted heathen.
It was through them we first learned we had a
The Christians would not have had a trinity if the
early fathers of the church had not borrowed it or "Father, Son, and Holy Ghosh." It was ·through
brought it with them from tho heathen. Joshua, them we had the names or terms furnished us on
whom the Greeks for short cailed· Jeshu, and who is which we could bestow our adjectives of adulation-a
known in the modern world as Jesus, did not believe privilege from which our Hebrew ancestors were exor teach any trinity, and the early converts to the cluded because they had no adjectives in their lanfaith made a bad and bungling work in engrafting guage.
it into the Christian creed.
Everyone who has read Greek literature, or that is
If they had been as well skilled in mechanical dia- at all acquainted with the state of thought or belief
lectics and forensic metaphysics as the theologians at and before the period in which the New Testament
of this age, they would have made the transfer and was written, can very readily see and account for the
executed the delicate task with much more artistic "Son of God" that has come down to us from that,
elegance.
day, and as translated into our scriptures. These Sons
Theology, all through the centuries, has been try- of God were in a sense mythical characters. Their
ing to supplement the defects of the original work existence seems to have been really and sincerely
by adding epithets of laudation and fulsome compli· believed. They were of doubtful morality. They
menta to each branch of their triune deity.
. were above and beyond the restraints of law or the
They exhaust the language in superlatives to control of public sentiment. They harassed, haunted,
glorify the work, which the ancients spoiled from the and tempted human beings, and were the source of
want of genius and imagination. "Holy father," no little perplexity and anxiety in the control they
"gracious," "merciful," "adorable," "patient," "for- exercised over human nature. There were rigid progiving," and " long-suffering," etc. The Holy Ghost, visions and rules made to protect society from their
or the Holy Spirit, has been burdened with the malign influences and evil designs. The fact qf their
plaudits of his or her many virtues and responsibil- being the Sons of God was not any guarantee of
ities, for the part assigned it in the triple plan of their virtue. They were supposed to possess all the
the redemption of sinners and of worrying saints. various qualities of. men, or rather of imparting to
into heaven.
human beings all the physical, moral, and other
"The blessed Son and sent of God," "holy .re- endowments that distinguished and elevated them
deemer and savior" of men, " the immaculate lamb above, or that sunk them below, the brutes.
of God," " the holy pattern," "heavenly man and Son
Women were particularly the objects of their attenof the blessed Virgin," with every conceivable com- tion and victims of their power. It was through
bination of fulsome adjectives, are bestowed on the their intimacy with them that the earth was peopled
third person of this trinity, and from what motiv w.ith a dangerous and troublesome species of moncan we conceive, other than the belief that friend- sters or hybrids that demoralized and endangered
ship and favors can be secured by such unbounded public welfare. The early scripture writers refer to
laudation, and that the costly but blundering work these views of the ancients when they say, "And the
of our patristic ancestors may be glorified 1 For we Sons of God saw the daughters of men that they
mus-t remember that our religious literature, and our were f~ir."
holy faith, would have been next to nothing without
To prevent their visits, their attentions and
·
this august doctrine of paganism.
amours, and to protect society .from the resulting
Is it not very plain that this wicked world could evils, it was made a usage and a law that all women
not be saved without it? It is so superhuman and should wear their hair long, that it fall over faces
celestial that it has taxed the ingenuity of the theo- and busts, to shield them from the gaze of these _
logians to save us, even with it.
Sons of God; and in the orient and even here the
This Son of God, over which the Greek fathers practice of veiling the face still continues. This was
contended ~nd fought so long, but finally put into originally done for the same purpose.
their trinity at the Council of Nice, and the same
When Paul wrote his epistles this belief still
one we are worshiping to·day, is not a real character, existed, and he insisted that it was 1·ight for the
and was not born in Judea in the family of Joseph women to adhere to the practice, giving the reasons
and Mary. The son of Joseph was named Joshua, that had long been prevalent-to evidence their
and his Jewish disciples all believed and affirmed modesty. Our Christian women are now taught and
that he was a natural and legitimate son of his par- expected to adhere to this old pagan habit, but for a
ents. They are the best and only witnesses we have different reason. Their hair is worn now for an

..
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ornament, t~dd to their charms and attractions
- rather ihau to conceal them. How time has metamorphosed ideas and motives ! T. E. LGlNGSHORE.
(To BE CONCLUDED.)

Ilearn
numbers are infinit, yet our children continue to
the multiplication-table with ease? If the uni-
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couched in friendly and kindly terms. But not one
ray of "light" comes from a single one of them.
verse is a real infinity-and none can doubt it-are
Why is it that in a long search of half a century I
our life-journeys outside of it, that we should remain hav found no proof that the dead sbillliv '? Wallace,
profoundly ignorant of whatever possesses the attri- Varley, and ~ro~kes may h~v been the P.eers of .any of
bute of infinity? Why, the fact is, each finite atom our living smentists, and still hav been Just as mcomIn the Beginning-Did God Make 1
is a part of the infinit whole, and no something else petent, from bias, he~e?ity, and other influences, to
Among the many t.ime-houored saws and apo- can exist within this domain.
jud"'e as to the real or1gm and cause of the phenomthegms which hav come down to us from the remotest
In connection with the cosmical question, let all ena0 they saw and tried to test, as many a lesser light
antiquity, few indeed will bear the scientific light of truth seekers and investigators drop the words would hav been.
the nineteenth century. To get above nature seems "origin," "create," and "beginning." Let us learn
All minds do not mn in one channel. A fact that
to hav been the cherished conception of ancient bar- that the hated Newtonian law of attraction of gravita- is proof to one of some theo1·y, will be proof to
barism. 'I' he fewer comforts and luxuries mankind tion is· mightier in the world-making business than another of a very different the~ry. The fact is. dehav been able to provide for themselvs here, the all of the millions of gods inhabiting empty tene- nied by neither, but the why of 1t an~ the conclu~wns
more zealously hav they pursued the phantoms of menta -in the human skull. It builds every solid in drawn from it they disagree about till actual sctence
imagination. To supply their real wants it wus the universe, from the simplest crystalline form to the settles it one way or the other.
thought easier to conquer neighboring nations than largest self-luminous orb. By its centripetal force,
A man gets in a tenible rage and swears, bias·
to conquer the elements, the true cornucopia of their increasing in the ratio of· increasing diameter, it phemes, and curses, and finally drof!s dea~ in his
poets and philosophers. To supply their imaginary evolves the counter or centrifugal force, heat, which ra"'e. The pious cry out that the deity he msulted
wants, ease and luxury, it was more convenient to. maintains the equilibrium between massiv and melted, ha~ taken his life, while the hygienist and physician
locate the!l). in a supernal hereafter than to wring crystalline and ethereal, matter-between heat and say his own ten·ible temper destroyed body and
them froin the heartless bosom of mother ·earth. To cold, light and darkness-to the end that normal mind and wiped his identity from existence.
learn how nature is making vast iuminaries through- relations must never vary. To this same hated law
I hav over and over assured friends I never denied
out the otherwise hideous darkness of space, and sur-. must be refer1·ed the weight of everything on the spirit phenomena as a whole, though I believe much
rounding these torch-light.s wilh inhabitable worlds, surfaces of the planets-the weight of our atmos- of it is trick and sleight·of-hand, fraud and decepwas then ingeniously avoided by substituting fiat for phere and the rotundity of our oceans. It alone tion and some is self-delusion.
natural law. It was never difficult to invent a word, resists the tangential motion of all spheres revolving
It is the little that is real, that I am earnestly seekwithout even a shadow of definition, to which this in orbits around other and larger spheres. It not ing a solution of.
fiat power could be attributed.
only controls these orbits, but the velocities of each
I was very glad when Mr. Burr commenced inves" In the beginning God made," though a self" and all revolving spheres can be easily and rationally tigation at my request. B~ing. for years pe~sonally
evident falsehood, has been asserted and repeated traced to this same attraction of gravitation, which acquainted with him and h1s Wife, and knowmg Mr.
until few hav the nerve to doubt it. Whoever has is nothing more nor less than the involutions of Burr as one of the most reliable of all our historical
80 mastered nature and her inexorable laws as to see atomic affinity.
·
writers I felt I could trust him implicitly. I do not
the impossibility of such a God-made beginning, must.
As surely as pollen grains develop into seeds, which doubt that all has occurred precisely ltS they narrate
either conceal his thoughts or submit to social ostra- in turn may become plantlets, capable of growing in THE TnuTH SEEKER, but I do doubt the causes of
cism. Because this God-making idea can never be into saplings, and then larger trees, before they the seeming facts. I doubt independent slate-writing,
reconciled with either growth or evolution, must the attain the maximum of their species, and ultimately and the dematerialization of coat and vest, and the
- truth still be sacrificed to such a monstrous concep- die and surrender their stores of atoms to the com- reality. of the appearing of. t~e dead.
tion ~ Shall we never cease speaking of the infinit mon soil ; so must we learn how crystals unite into
What it all is, and how1t Hl done, I know not, and
·univm:se as a limited something which must hav been aerolites, which collectivly form asteroids, capable must await further developments.
made-the act, of making which must then ho.v oc- of developing into satellites, and then into planets
I am in love with life, and would gladly advance
curred at a specified time 1 T0 warrant t.his pueril similar to the one on which we liv. Instead of this " one round on the ladder of progress " instead of
assumption of a beginning, we should certainly be world having been made in an impossible beginning, sleeping the last long sleep.
informed as to the date of its conception-how much it has been making itself for more than a hundred
It is hard to die just when life seems ·full of optime lapsed between the concept.ion and birth of auch million years, by the constant accretion of the portunities-when one has ga~hered gems of knowlan uucommon evont_..:.why the idett was sprung in the crystalline matter forming in space, and is still only ed"'e through years of expenence, and learned how
great mind capable of materializing it-:-why the thing an infant among the older and vastly larger planets be~t to use them for the worlil's highest good.
did not appear sooner-why an etermty was wasted in this system. The repeated deposits of superior
When one is beat fitted for life's duties and life's
before souls of so much importance as ours were geological strata, one above another, for more thau a enjoyments, it seems in~n.itly sad that all must b.e
furnish~::d with a habitation-and what right anyone dozen miles beneath its present surface, each filled ended in a dreamlesa obhvwn.
could hav to thus force a painful existence on us with fossil plants and animals entirely different from
But how can we hope for continuance of advanceeach other, leaves no rational room for doubting this ment when the communications from the supposed
without our consent.
I think it is not difficult to see why the priests, conclusion. Instead of finding in this little world of ladder-climbers show so little of it~ True, the
oracles, and astrologers, during the development of ours the evidence of its being a creature, as bas long "messages'' are full of love, kindliness, charity, and
civilization, placed this miracle within a few thousand been claimed, geology has proved it to be a self- all the virtues, but where are the garnered gems of
years of their time. · The bare idea of million~, to maker, by the attradion of gravitation busily piling wisdom 1 Where is the gathered and accumulated
say nothin"' of vast periods, ages, and' eons of time, superficial layer on layer, which can hardly be com- knowledge of the machinist and the inventor~ Where
must hav ~ppalled the ignorance of their day. Be· plated until it reaches the magnitude of Jupiter, at are the unrivaled songs and music of the passed-on
cause the partially educated minds of our present least. In this way alone can it furnish the inhabit- artists~ Where is one grand painting produced by
readers cannot grapple with the eternal idea, they ants of each coming age with a virgin soil, while the or through a single medium-an immortal gem of
are clinging to a beginning, just as shipwrecked P.eo- fossils and contagious excretions of the past are being art such as Raphael should now be able to produce~
ple cling to a shattered mast-they feel sure of bemg buried out of reach. In this way all of the matter Where are the invaluable prescriptions that great
lost without it. Too much time for weak thinker~, composing the largest planets has been brought into physicians with countless years of continu~l study
like too much light for weak eyes, overpowers them, play and utility by the myriad races from age to age and experience should be able to now transmit to us~
and does more harm than good. Until we are all living upon their surfaces. .Neither a wise G?d nor
Friends. I ask these questions not in a spirit of
Jamiliar with the endless growth and decay of worlds, a practical and ever economic nature could with any hanter, or- levity, or opposition, but from a sincere
suns, etc., as we now comprehend the reproduction degree of common sense be accused of making solid desire that truth and only truth should be our goal.
and decay of forest trees, and can }ink_ tho~e Io;ng globes t.housands of miles in diameter for plants and
I am just as glad to grasp a fact as anyone can
eons required to decorate the celestial domam With animals to utilize only a few feet of their Surfaces. possibly be, s,nd to know the real cause of that fact.
new organisms, where the old ones hav all passed
Chicago, June 20, 1888.
MILLEsoN. . With nearly all of life behind me, think you I would
away, the fathomless depth of hoary time must renot hail with infinit joy a possible happy future, full
main a stranger to our feeble powers of thought.
of light, hope, and love 1
Kindliness
and
Truth.
Because man is said to make things, it is easy to
But if death ends all, this fact should be accepted
conceive the God-making idea-but the former makes
It seems almost impossible to make an article so with philosophy and contentment, because it is the
nothing. Man. can only. giv shape to that whi~h .has impersonal that some one will not Jeel as if trodden inevitable.
grown by atomic accretwn, as cells or crystals, mto upon and wish to turn and sting you.
I would resolve with all my heart,
trees rocks etc. The idea of making something out
In all my controversies with Spiritualists I hav
With all my powers true peace pursue;
Nor from these precepts e'er depart,
of n~tbing, 'and making the space in which to put it, tried to cultivate a feeling of true kindliness and
Which bav the good of man in view.
in the beginning, should never be compared to our good-will, and yet despite it all some few hav been
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER.
own mechanical instinct to toy with the solids already angered even to a bitter enmity.
Snowville, Va., June 17, 288.
about us. If we once realize that infinit space, the
Policy would say, if you cannot believe you should
inexorable fractions of which we are measuring from remain silent, and thus retain your friends; but there
the cradle to the grave, could never hav been made, is one thing I value even above friends, and that is
The "ltlormon Problem."
even out of nothing, because its space must hav been truth-truth won through a cl~ar conscience and
From tiW Dentmn, 'l'ex., Sunaay Gazetleer.
there before, th-en the God-making business appears the highest effort for its advancement.
The work accomplished by Protestant missionaries in
limited and of necessity finite. If he did make mat
It hurts cruelly when friends insist one is '' intol- "converting" the Mormons in. Salt ~ake ~ity.is ~aid to be
ter out' of nothing, which could not be, we still find erant," simply because one finds it impossible to be- comparativly trifling. The behevers m the msp1rat10n of the
of Mormon, subatantiated as it is. by the sw?rn statein space a superior, necessaril;y self-exis~ing pow~r lieve the incredible, and frankly says so. I indorse nook
ments and death-bed testimony of the witnesses to Its superunderlying his gral?-dest operatwn~. He IS b?t a VI!- the sentiment of McArthur when he says, "With natural origin. cannot see anything superior in the claims put
lein or tenant at will, on the domam of old Time and our present surroundings we are just as good as we forth for the Olu and New Testnments. They ~ppe!lr to ~av
Sp~ce, who had for a long while bee.n running the can be; and if one man be better than his neighbor arlopted the safe-side plan mged by the clergy 111 disc~ssmg
with Freethinkers, and stick to both books. But. whlle ~he
it is due to his opportunities, and to them alone," for, missionaries
business before he set up in the creahon trade.
meet with such little encouragement Ill makmg
Let any of us complain of the unknown, or un- taking in heredity and education, we are "just what proselytes from the followers of Joe Smith, the lec~urers ?f
knowable, character of this putativ maker to an these hav made us.
the American Secnlar Union, wl10 hav been prosecutmg theii
I am sorry indeed if I hav ever seemed to show labors in that field, hav been g~eeted with crowded houses
orthodox, or Agnostic, which is little better, and we
and report the Jield npe for the ha.rvest. Freeare informed that finite minds must not expect to any of "the spirit that deluged our earth with blood" nightly
thought has certainly gained a firm foothold In Salt Lake
comprehend the infinit. We hav ~ven been tal~ that in support of any myth, fallacy, or error, for truly City and made many converts from the Mormon church,
science must glean the entire umverse before It can hav I tried ever to work with an eye single to truth and is in some respects the most formidable foe the 11-~~rmo,n
leaders hav to contenrl with. It would not be surpr.lsmg If
prove the truth of Matei·ialism, because God m~y and in the spirit of "sweetness and light."
lurk where science has not been, and thus avmd
If I fail to clothe my ideas in words that impress it should prove the solution of the .l\iorm~n problc~ m Utah
an early day. The experiment IS certmuly supe~10r to the
a dreaded discovery. Why he should be trying to readers kindly, it is truly to
deplored, for I at
oppressiv policy pmsucd by the government, and IS worthy
do so we are not satisfactorily informed. To me all thereby mislead to my own detriment.
of general encouragement.
such sophistry is preposterous. Certainly, all clear
I may hav been "u.nfortunate" in my investiga------~~.------THB: TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethought,
minds can realize the infinity of space, and still we tions among mediums, but I hav been honeet, carare measuring it with .tape-lines and conquering it nest, and sin.cere. ~ hav had hundreds of letters from Reform and Scientific nooks will be mailed free to any adwith ateam and electl'imty. Who does not know that 1 them and still receive more and more, and nearly all , dress upon application.
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The Roll of Honor.

N. D. ~Goodell, Sacramento, Cal. .............................. $10 00
Jnbn Riggin. Los Angeles, Cal................................. 5 00
Prof. Cha!l. Orchardson, Chicago ............................ · 5 00
T. J. :McC'eary, Stayton. Ore., charter fee................. 5 On
Wm. and Lizzie Fray, Verona, Pa........................... 2 00
C. H. Kidder, Chicago............................................ 2 00
\V. H. Tyree, Kotnawha Falls, W.Va...................... 2 00
Alex. Howran K~tnawha Falls, W. Va...................... 1 00
Jnhn G. Palm~r Upton, Pa..................................... 1 00
Ex-Rev. S. S. H'aydcn, Puxico, Mo........................... 1 lJO
Fl!OM MISS V. DE OI.EYRE_,
.
J. W. Black, Jobstown, Pa....... .............................. 5 00
F. Ziodall, Philadelphia.......................................... 1 00
:Mr. Buckle, Camden, N.J ........................................1 00
Mr. LPwis, Philadelphia.......................................... 1 00
Two Friends, Philadelphia....................................... 1 00
A. life member and vice-president of the American Secular Union heads the roll, a sturdy pioneer
of Western progress and also of Freethought, with
a generous oontribution. In ~fay last the flower·
embowered residence of Mr. and Mrs. Goodell was
besieged by societies and people of all shades of
opinion, who brought golden treasures rich and
rare as tokens of appreciation and remembrance
of their golden weddmg. They accepted the interpretation of Cicero that friendship is the only
thing co.l)cerning the utility of which all mankind
agree. Orthodox and heterodox, Infidel and Christian, all were eager to pay homage ta a couple
whose unsullied lives, domestic joys, and noble deeds
did honor to their diverse proftssions, proving that
it is not so much what we think but· wha~ we are
that adds to or detracts from what we espouse. Mr.
Goodell's name is inscribed where future generations
will honor those who helped to make them truly
free.
Mr. Riggen, another friend from fair California,
keeps up his dues in the American Secular Union and
sends for bunting to keep the .flag of freedom afloat.
He is a live, energetic Liberal, who livs in Los Angeles, notwithstanding the bemoans 11 of the peregrinating bl1asphemer," who should take pains to be
accurate occasionally. Mr. Riggen is an old member.
Professor Orchardson is our iconoclast. He's a
stud-ent and philosopher. His lectures drop like
murratic acid on orthodoxy. He studied at the
· Royal Academy, where his brother is the head of that
institution. Fine arts and Radicalism are not conduciv to financial success, and when, in addition, he is
laboring to pay taxes on an unproductiv Michigan
peach farm, it deters him from doing what he would
l.ike to for the cause. He writes me:
FRIEND STEVENS : This will, I hope, keep you from being
that much too generous in your diRinterested and indefatigable c:fl'orts for the success of the Union.
Admiringly,
CRAB. OnoHARDSON.
T. J. McCleary, president of the Stayton (Ore.)
Secular Union, forwards $5 for the charter, and desires
that their forces shall be thoroughly equipped when
Capta1n Putnam will review them on his tour of general inspection. They propose to adopt the first
syllable of their name and stay. Nelson R. Adams,
vice-president; F. S. Mallison, secretary; Wm.
:Brown, assistant secretary; ,V. S. Waters, treasurer.
Mr. and Mrs. Fray each join our loyal host, and
will aid in dispelling tile power of io-norance to
strangle our laws, and, though surround~d by orthodox influences, sturdily maintain their ground.
C. H. Kidder is a thorough-going Liberal friend
of our local S'ociety, who always says, « 'Vhenever
you want a few dollars, Stevens, call on me." Mr.
Kidder can gi v as good a lecture as many a man of
more pretentious learning. He is an old comrade of
the war-brainy and generous.
:Brother W. H. Tyree writes from the charming
summer resort region of West Virginia, Kanawha
Flllls, and sends some enticing views and descriptions
OlE its wild and weird scenery. In lieu of a divine
blessing he forwards a few dollars, which we can
utilize to much better advantage. His and :Brother
Howran's flattering words-too strong for reproduct~i;m_-make us feel deeply grateful for the appreCiation.
John G. Palmer is evidently a gentleman of culture,
~clear a~d lucid _writer, and interested in gathering
mformat.wn relatlv to our work.
1\Ir. Hayden informs us that he has held seven
debates with the ablest divines in that part of Missouri, and he is anxious to try conclusions with
~lark :B~den. He has d_one considerable lecturing
m that neighborhood, and Is desirous of more engagements.
Miss V. de Cleyre met Vice-President J. W. :Black
~t Philadelphia, where she recently lectured, and
mterested that sturdy veteran in the cause financially. Miss V. de Cleyre has a taking way with her
and ehe captured the other friends for the amount~
named, for which we acknowledge our thanks to the
donors and the collector.
Sti!l the amount is not half enough to pay current
expenses, and we again appeal to those who hav not
contributed this year to aid us-just now.
E. A.. STEVENs1 Sec. A.. S. U.

Colonel Ingersoll and His Family.
From Uoe Worza ot Sunc!2l/, July lst.

A. stalwart form in the city throng is Col. Robert
G. Ingersoll. Where he walks, 'men turn and look.
When he speaks, all pause to listen. When he writes,
the multitude reads. Induce him to deliver a public
speech, whether it be in the form of eulogy over the
dead or assault upon superstition and sophistry, and
thousands hang enraptured upon the marvelous eloquence of his words. With the late Roscoe Conkling, Colonel Ingersoll shared more than any other
private citizen in the United States the familiar interest of this community, which prides itself particularly in not having any interest in anything.
Crowds of celebrated men and noted women pass
unheeded in the swarming streets of the metropolis.
Any one of them might be a center of curious interest in almost any other city in America, possibly
barring Washington. Here they are as completely
lost as though life had never known them. New
York, in its supreme snpttriority, delights more than
anything in calmly dismissing the men who hav
1Trown celebrated elsewhere with a leaden stare which
~ays, " We never heard of you. Good day."
But here and there a man towers so far above his
neighbors that even the placid patronage of the big
city is stirred to interest. Colonel Ingersoll has
what honor there may be in the knowledge that the
great, self- satisfied city watches him with a kindly
air and is as near to being proud of him as metropolitan dignity will permit. It even permits itself to
refer to him with tender famiiiarity as "Bob."
In his fifty-sixth year, Colonel Ingersoll looks a
man of forty or forty-two. Probably more than any
other person in the United States he is surrounded
with people who hold him in almost tender regard.
Few men of rich mental power that asserts itself in
debate escape the bitter assaults of hostil opponents.
The late z-wh Chandler once observed: "Show me
a man without enemies and I will show you a man
who isn't worth a damn." But Mr. Chandler did not
Jiv to know Colonel Ingersoll in the zenith of his
celebrity, or he would probably hav acknowledged
that his rule, like most others, had an exception.
Ingersoll has many combatants, but his real, serious,
'
personal enemy hasn't been discovered.
"People may find fault with his theories," observed an acquaintance the other day, 11 but they
can't condemn his personality. They may differ with
him on almost every subject in the world, but they
can't criticise his daily 1ife.11
What is his daily life?
Well, it is worth knowing something about. In
his office it is the life of an exceedingly busy and
thoughtful lawyer. In his home it is the life of an
exceptionally tender husband and loving father.
There are few men so universally sought after who
are so closely devoted to the ties of home and wife
and offspring. And there are few, perhaps, who
possess such ripe return in the fulness of affection,
respect, and honor that is Colonel Ingersoll's reward.
·
The Ingersoll household, at No. 400 Fifth avenue,
consists of Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Ingersoll, Miss
Eva Ingersoll, M;ss Maud Ingersoll, Mr. and 1\lrs.
Clinton P. Farrell, Mrs. Parker, the mother of Mrs.
Ingersoll, and Miss Sharkey, who held the post of
governess until the Misses Ingersoll were grown,
and now assists Mrs. Ingersoll in the care of the
household. Mrs. Farrell is Mrs. Ingersoll's sister,
and her husband is the publisher of Colonel Ingersoll's works, together with all the other standard literature of the Agnostic and scientific schools, including the writings of Voltaire, Paine, Franklin,
Tyndall, Huxley, and many more.
Happiness dwells also in that household. Music
and laughter welcome the incoming guest at alm.>st
any hour of the day or evening, and there is no time
for repining or bitterness or harshness in the Ingersoll establishment. In all that makes home lovely
this house is rich. It is interesting to the eye. Its
decorations are manifold and rare. There are specimens of the best work of the best artists of the
time; there are curiously carved idols from India
and Japan ; there are engrossed testimonials from
distant spots, of w:hich any man might be proud;
there are rare bits of bric-a- brae from all over the
world; there are no less than fifty walking-sticks of
various designs and values, and there are rich furnishings and all the other comforts of a wellappointed home.
ColoJUll Ingersoll's daughters are brilliant girls.
Not in the sense that society terms its girls brilliant;
for they are not shallow, and frivolity does not babble when they speak. They are brainy. They hav
read and studied deeply. They hav a fine scientific
knowledge, and they talk thoughtfully on all topics
of the time. Still, these two young ladies hav by
no means neglected themselvs in the lio-hter accomplishments. They are fine musicians, a~d they possess in a remarkable degree the gift of entertainment.
One of them, Miss 1\laud, is the possessor of a
remarkable memory. She has stored up in her mind
a vast amount of knowledge, which she recalls in the
most minute manner and with the greatest apparent
ease. Without the slightest hesitation she can tell,

for ·instance, the date of birth or death of any important composer, and ·can recall ·any event of moment in his career. Tnis quite unusual gift she
carries into other fieid·s, and her information is so
widespread and so accul'ate that but for her singularly winsome manner ordinary folks would be quite
afraid to talk to her.
Both daughters resemble their father, not alone in
feature, but in that intrepid independence of thought
and act which must be characteristic of all the Ingersolls. Only a few weeks ago Miss Eva Ingersoll
distinguished herself by an act of personal bravery
that was remarkable not alone by reason of having
been accomplished by a member of thE! gentler sex.
The young lady is a member of the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, and she takes a
very deep interest in the carrying out of the designs
with which the association was formed. One day,
as she sat looking out of the window over F1fth
avenue, she saw a mau beating a poor, shrunken, de·
crepit old horse attached to an ash-cart. The young
lady's sympathy was aroused at once, and with it her
indignation. She went out. into the street and a<;ked
the driver to abandon his ill-treatment of the unfortunate brute under his charge. He told her to go
to the devil, and as a means of self employment during the journey he continued to hammer the horse.
:.Vliss Ingersoll called upon a bystander to interfere.
The bystander refused. She then exhibited her S.
P. C. A.. bado-e. The driver jeered at her and went
on thumping" the unfortunate horse. Miss Ingersoll
seized the bridle and was dragged along the pave~ents, to the great astonishment of a lot of people
in masculin clothing, who looked on and said noth·
ing. Finally a man rushed out from the sidewalk
and stopped the procession. A. policeman approached,
the brutal driver was arrested, and the wretched old
horse was turned over to the society. The animal
was found to be in such a condition of illness that
it was considered nece~sary to shoot it outright, and
the driver was duly punished for his cruelty.
A. good many F1fth avenue fathers would hav
shrunk from the publicity occasioned by such an
act on the part of a daughter. Colonel Ingersoll
didn't. He commended this -brave and humane conduct, and so did pretty much everybody who knew
about it. Indeed, two such girls as the Misses Ingersoll could do nothino- that would bring from their.
father words other than those of praise. First,
because two more honest, brave girls are nowhere to
be found. Second, because they are beloved of a
father in whom harshness of thought or word does
not exist. Indeed, there are no words that can convey the world of deep affaction which passes between
husband and wife, parents and children, in t.his altogether remarkable family. Said 1\lr. Dwigb.t Townsend the other. day, in a conversation with the writer
of this sketch: "Dllring an acquaintance that has
extended over twenty-five years, I never knew a
sharp word to be uttered in that family. In fact, it
is throughout the happiest household one can possibly
imagin. Colonel Ingersoll's family occupy the first
place in his affections, and one is particularly struck
with his devotion to them in the time of illness.
When his wife is not well he allows no one to wa;it
upon her but himself, and even the shrill complaints
of people by whom he has been engaged to perform
some important act of duty fall unheeded upon his
ear at such a time as this. He insists upon preparing
all her meals, adjusts everything even to the napkin,
and refuses to take food himself until she has partaken of nourishment. Nor is his really phenomenal
devotion without its compensation. Mrs. Ingersoll
is one of the proudest women in the world of her
husband. In truth, no one who comes often in contact with the lady can fail to be impressed with the
perfect content that pervades her whole being. Her
whole life is wrapped up in her_ husband and her
children, and none of them find pleasure outside
their home without his presence. To be invited to
join the picnicking excursions in which this truly
remarkable family often indulge themselvs in spring
or autumn is indeed a treat never to be forgotten.
Mr. Townsend, who has been one of the most
loyal and unswerving of Colonel Ingersoll's admiring
friends for a number of years, speaks of him with an
enthusiasm that is born of conviction. Said he:
"My acquaintance with him and his family arose
in 1864, when his brother, Ebon C. Ingersoll, an_d
myself were members of the Thirty-eighth Congress.
My relations with his brother, at once cordial and
intimate, were cemented by a rencontre with the
erratic Senator DJuglass, of California. It arose at
a reception and led to the verge of a duel. During
the exciting moments he behaved with mch intra·
pidity and coolness that I was drawn to him
unspeakably.
My fondness and admiration for
Colonel Ingersoll's brother brought me at once into
warm friendship for the colonel himself. He fairly
idolized his brother Ebon, and any man who was a
friend of that brave and able gentleman is welcome
to Robert's heart and hand. A.s evtryone realizes
who meets the colonel, he draws the most indifferent
and prejudiced finally to love him. I hav, of course,
joined the ranks. During the last ten years I hav •
been associated with him in various matters be.fore
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Congress and elsewhere, and for the pa:st three year_s
I ba.v scarcely missed a day without seeing him. I
am indeed proud of his friendship."
This brother, Ebon C. Ingersoll, to whom .Mr.
Townsend referred, represented in Congress from
1864 to 1872 the Pe.oria district in Illinois. He succeeded Lovejoy, who was assasEinated. Ingersoll
was much more than an ordinary speaker. Indeed,.
the gift of oratory is strongly developed. throughout
the family, having been inherited, no doubt, from the
. father, who, by the way, was a doctor of divinity.
Another brother, Dr. John Ingersoll, living at Waukesha, Wis., is a noted speaker on the subject of
temperance. He was the Prohibition candidate for
governor ~n 1884, and he very closely resembles his
more celebrated brother, although he keeps strictly
to himself his religious views, and in that respect is,
as Mr. Francis Wilson would observe, "not the
same."
Ebon Ingersoll bad much the same sense of humor
as that which characterizes the famous advocate concerning whom all this is written. His fun on more
than one occasion convulsed the House. At. one time,
when two members-one of them Daniel Voorhieswere engaged in a dispute so hot and violent that
pretty much all the members bad gathered about
them to see how soon they would come to blows,
Ebon Ingersoll began to address the chair. Mr.
Blaine, who was the Speaker, called him to order,
but Ingersoll, in the blandest manner possible and
with an eloquent wave of his hand, replied: "l\1r.
Speaker, I decline to be interrupted!" The Efftlct
was magical. The whole House burst into a. roar of
laughter, in which the previous warfare was completely drowned, and even Mr. Blaine was so completely capt!lred by the humor of a member who
declined to be interrupted by the Speaker, that he
joined in the general merriment and allowed Ingersoll
to proceed for some moments. The members during
this time resumed their seats and business was quietly
resumed, as though nothing had happened t.o disturb
its even "flow. Ebon Ingersoll died in 1879, and it
was his demise that brought forth from his brother
that celebrated and exquisit eulogy that has been
regarded as the greatest burst of tender eloquence
since Shaksper6's speech of Mark Antony over the
body of Julius Coosar.
Colonel Ingersoll's method of preparing for a
public speech is simple and effectiv. Many people
in ~he vast audiences who hav listened to his flowing
eloquence bav wondered if his Efiects were entirely
produced upon the spur of the moment, or if his orations were carefully workerl up beforehand and then
committed to memory. Neither of these theories is
entirely correct. Colonel Ingersoll has in his employ
a thoroughly efficient stenographer named Baker,
and when his material for a. speech or an extended
letter is all in band, he dictates the entire thing from
beginning to end. The stenographer subsequently
writes it out upon the type writer, and it is read over
once or twice by Colonel Ingersoll, by which time
the thread of the argument is thoroughly fixed in
his mind. He then prepares a. series of beadings of
the various points be desires to cover, and when he
goes into court or mounts the rostrum be is ilrmed
with these beadings. He bas no need to commit
mere words and figures of speech to memory. He
has a singular wealth of language in which to clothe
his argument, whatever it may be, and his only difficulty is to recall himselr to the main track. after baing
led off to one side or the other by the ilood of his
own eloquence. .
. It is this marked facility of phrasing that has done
much to di9tinguish Colonel Ingersoll. His power of
portrayal is remarkably vivid and graphic, and his
phrases of denunciation and of praise remain equally
impressed upon the hARrer. It was be who gave Mr.
Blaine the" Plumed Knight" title, a descriptiv term
that ha3 ever since clung to the man from :\Iaine.
The words were spoken in Cincinnati in. June, 1876,
when Colonel Ingersoll introduced Mr. Blaine's name
to the Republican national convention. The paragraph in which the phrase occurred ran as follows:
"Like an armed warrior, like a plumed knight, James
G. Blaine marched down the halls of the American
Congress, and threw his shining lance ~ull and fair
against the brazen foreheads of the defamers of his
country and the maligners of her honor."
A question that very frequently arises, and has up
to this time received no satisfactory public reply, has
reference to the reasons which bav actuated Colonel
Ingersoll in abandoning his career as a lecturer. It
is quite well known that no publio speaker bas ever
been able in this country to attract such large audiences or to exact such terms as Ingersoll when be is
in the humor. He bas indeed received offers for
extended lecture tours that are almost fabulous, and
many of these ·offers bav _come from men of the
utmost responsibility, concerning whose ability to
carry out their contrncts no one has any doubt.
Their continued rejection has occasioned a widely
accepted report that Colonel Ingersoll does not like
to lecture, but prefers the more laborious life of a
deeply occupied lawyer. This is not entirely correct.
As a matter of fact, his refusal to accept contracts to
speak for. any length of time in l?ublio i~ QCC!\Bi()p.ed
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simply by the fact that the work involves his fre-1 rid of them. Promptly at 2:30 o'clock in the mornq?ent a_bsence fro?l borne and keeps him away from ing the colonel would put the poker in the stove,
his family. N?t~mg but the absolute need of funds and that became a ~ignal for their departure after he
-a need that IBm no sense likely to arise, since Colo- had upon one or two occasions been compelled to
nel Ingersoll's income from his practice is large and employ it at 4 jn the morning, as an inducement to
steady-would induce him to return to the platform, his guests to clear out. There are almost countless
unless he should wish to bav his say for once upon anecdotes of his early life at the bar. It is related
some topic of interest at the moment. If be could by ope of Colonel Ingersoll's friends that upon a. Cet'be induced to rAturn to the platform, Colonel Inger- tain occasion in addressing a jury in behalf of a man
soli might readily secure two engagements a. day who was being tried for the murder of a neighbor,
just as long as his health would stand the strain. the crime having arisen out of a. dispute concerning
As it is, he prefers to continue his practice at the bar land, Colonel Ingersoll pictured the occasion, when
in this city, and it is only very rarely that he is taken both men were wildly excited, and one oi them in a.
away from home on flying trips to make arguments moment of passion struck the fatal blow and was
in important suits.
,
.
really at the moment insane. The colonel then proIn his boyhood Ingersoll was not trained for the ceeded to describe, in a voice filled with emotion,
law. In point of fact, his S.rst employment was in how on the preceding day he had attended the
the capacity of a school-teacher out in Illinois. Even funeral pf one of the children of the prisoner at the
in those early days he had developed a strong tend- bar. He recalled in moving terms the grief-strieke:r;t
ency to disbelieve in the dogmas and creeds of the mother and the forsaken family, and then told how,
church, and be had no more hesitation then than be after the funeral, one of the little children looked up
has at this day in making his sentiments publicly at him and said, knowing be was one of its father's
known. The consequence was that be could not friends, "When will papa come home~" Colonel
retain his post as a teacher of young people. Par- Ingersoll stopped for a moment at this point, and
ents and school truste-es were greatly shocked at then in tones intensely dramatic exclaimed: ''Gentlewhat they deemed his violent and unjustifiable utter- men, will you let this poor man go home'" The
ances, and they rEflected with terror upon what jury were deeply moved by this appeal, and one of
might be the result of his teachings so far as the them, entirely carried away by Ingersoll'8 fervor,
young idea of the neighborhood was concerned. So jumped up in his place and shouted at the top of his
Pedagog Ingersoll was unable to continue in his lungs, "Yes, Bob, you bet we will."
And they did.
chosen calling, and was induced by his brother Ebon
t.o join that gentleman in the practice of the law.
A few days ago a case was tried in this city in
For some years the two brothers fought cow cases which Colonel Ingersoll and Mr. Choate were pitJed
and other suits of that type, in which the then· ag-ainst each other. Ingersoll represented the plainremote districts of Illinois abounded. Gradually tiff, who had sued a corporation for breach of con~
both of them became widely known, not alone for tract. The case was being closed, and Mr. Choate
their knowledge of the law, but by reason of their rose and addressed the jury. He commenced by saygifts of oratory. Both had wonderful strength in ing there was only one point about the suit of which
acldressing juries, and they often in those days· be stood in fear, and that point was the preEe•nce of
practiced in the same courts with Lincoln, Logan, Colonel Ingersoll as the opposing attoroey. "[supand many others who rose to great eminence.
po·se, gentlemen," observed Mr. Choate, impressivly,
When the war broke out Ingersoll went to the "that Colonel Ingersoll has pulled the wool over the
front as colonel of an Illinois cavalry regiment. He eyes of more jurymen than any other lawyer in this
made an exceedingly good record as a. soldier, and country." The celebrated lawyer then proceeded for
the story of his capture by the Confederates is char- half an hour to pour a perfect torrent of personal
acteri~ic. He and his command had been s~nt out attack upon the plaintiff. who was a small man physto delay Forrest's advance into Corinth, and sharp ically, and who sat almost heartbroken and completely
engagements occurred, during which Colonel In.ger- crushed under accusations of blackmail and general
soil's forces were driven back. In attempting to villainy as they were burled at him by Lawyer
jump his horse over an adjoining fence the animal Choate. When that gentleman had finished. Colonel
fell, and before the colonel could remount he was Ingersoll arose, and, after retorting to the effect that
surrounded by Southern troops and a dozen muskets l\Ir. Choate's personal compliment to himself was an
were aimed at him. With that inimitable drollery insult to the intelligence of the jury, he took up his
that has marked him under all circumstances, no client'-s case, and attacking one afler another the
matter how trying, Ingersoll threw up both his hands arg-uments s_et forward by the opposing counsel, he
and exclaimed: "Say, you fellows, where is this eulogizrd t.he character of his client in such elc.quent
Southern Confederacy, anyhow T I hav been looking and effectiv terms that when he closed the man
for it for the past half hour with a. view to sur- sprang forward from his seat, seized Colonel lugerrendering."
soli's hand, and exclaimed: "I do not care for the
The soldiers did not fire, but laughingly took him verdi<1t now. · You hav vindicat~d me." He did get
into custody, and carried him to headquarters. Gen- the verdict., howeve!', to the full amount of his claim,
Pral Forrest personally examined him, and Colonel with an additional allowance besides.
Ingersoll, who tbo·,ght it wise to conceal his own
Colonel Ingersoll says that sometir;nes oppo~ing
identity, professed an absolute ignorance of the com- counsel "back their tails up like sqmrrels, agamst
mander under whom he had been 'serving. Forrest, t.he church, and bark." In other words, they !l'tteml?t
who failed utterly to get any satisfaction alit of the to use the prejudices of orthodox people m theit
Union officer, sent him to the guard-house, where he legal warfare. Such tactics usually lea~ tf~. the ~e
chafied and joked the Southern soldiers for a couple feat of their promoters. and (i)n one occas10~, m a trial
of hours, at the end of which time one of them for murder, when the Colonel was defendm_g the acreported to General Forrest that the prisoner was cused, he exclaimed, pointing at the opposmg conn" no ordinary man." Thereupon the Confederate Rel: "He would like you to bang my client because I
commander sent for Colonel Ingersoll, and this time differ with him on the question of religion." . Then,
the Yankee told who be was. Forrest apparently as upon other occasions where the same taches bad
had a hearty enjoyment of Ingersoll's quaint sayings. been observed, the colonel was vict?rious:
and took such a. strong personal fancy to him that
One c.f the most famous cases m ~hiCb Colonel
within a. very few days he was paroled. This was Ingersoll has been engaged during _his legal career
one of the last occasions on which that honor was was the trial of Stephen Dorsey, m what became
extended to a. Northern soldier at the bands of a historic as the Star route cases. There were other
Southern general.· After the war was over, when defendants, and a considerable number of lawyers
.Colonel Ingersoll was in Washington, this same bad beAD retained. Colonel Ingersoll was one of tlre
General Forrest, then in shattered circumstances, Jot and at the start was by no means the most prom. presented himself to Colonel Ingersoll and received in~nt. But it was soon discover~d that his capa-c~ty
many kindnesses and considerable assistance at his was far beyond that of his assomates, and the entire
hands.
charge of the case was tumed over to him. The
At the urgent solicitation of his brother Ebon, trial lasted for upward of two years, and, although
Colonel Ingersoll removed in 1878 to Washington, the opinion was almost universal that the d~fendanta
and took up the practice of law in that city. But would be convicted, Colonel IngersoJl•s sk_Ilful. consuch urgent appeals cam~ to him from all parts of duct of the ca~e secure~ the ac9uittal of his cl~ents.
t-he country to lecture and take up cases that he was In some legal circles his handlwg of t_he case IB rebut little in Washington, and he was thus finally in- garded as one of the most li!asterly pieces of legal
.
.
duced to giv up_ the lecture field altogether, and con- power and strategy on record.
Everywhere beloved and respected_ for his purity
fine himself to the Jaw. He was widely known in the
West long befpre this as an advocate of great power. of life his tenderness of heart, and his great mental
He bad served as attorney-general in fllinois, when force Colonel Ingersoll remains one of the rugged
General ·"Dick" Oglesby first occupied the guber- and ~triking figures of the time.
natorial office. There was a warm friendship between
When Colonel Ingersoll was asked for a sk~tch of
the two, and it existli! to this day. Governor Oglesby his life, thiR is what he wrote: "I h~v never gi_ven to
never fails when he visits the East to call upon Colo- anyone a sketch of my life. Accordmg to my Idea, a
nel Ingersoll, and a jolly lot of reminiscences of their life should not be written until it has been lived."
early days is sure to be brought out. In the old
l'reet hink~rs
days, Oglesby, "Sam" Weldon, now judge of the
court of claims, and a few other congenial spirits. Who are desirouR of advancin!! the cause, cannot do it more
than by a~sisting THE Tnu:H.SERK_EH to ex.tend
used to congregate in Colonel Ingersoll's rooms, and effectually
its circulation. A liberal ca~h commissiOn will_ be paid to
it was only by the adoption of stern tactics that he those devoting their time to obtaining new subscnbcrs. For
could ever induce them to leave. He finally took up terms, arldre~s THB TRUtH SKEUB ColiU'AN~, 28 Lafayet~
a system qnqe.J:' which he usqally su.cQeeded in getting place, New York,
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flommnnications.
Catholicism's Declaration on Liberty.
I will giv a short exposition of the sentence passed
by the Catholic church on liberty of conscience, of
opinion, of the press, and of government, according
to the encyclical letter of Pope Gregory XVI. ·
The late Archbishop Spalding, of Baltimore, Md.,
delivered a lecture in the Maryland Institute of this
city, after his return from the last general council of
Rome, in which he asserted that he was in favor of
republican forms of government, for they allowed
freedom in the propagation of the Catholic faith, but
as for the monarchies of Europe, he wished them all
swept away, and their sites occupied by republics.
It is painful to the ears of common honesty to hear a
man who clail;ns to be so~ething of a divine being,
all:d abov~ ordmary humamty, publicly indorse doctrm~ whrch hav been so frequently anathematized
by his church, to the pope and canons of which his consecration oath has so strongly bound him in implicit
~nd unc~nditional obedience. Pope Gregory, elected
Ill 1831, l!~sued an encyclical letter in Auaust, 1833.
An ab~idgment of this document we will"'bere produce, m order to show that the declarations of the
~oly and Ri~ht Reverend Archbishop Spalding are
m contraventwn of the regularly defined doctrins of
the papal church :
Ever bearing in mind, that the universal church suffers
from every novelty, as well as the admonition of St. Agatho,
that from what ~as be~n r~gularly defined nothing can be
taken away, no mnovat10n mtroduced there, no addition
made1 but that it must remain untouched both in words and
meamng.
~t ;yould also be a crime to cavil at its clashing with the
pnnCiples of natural law, or to pronounce it lame and imperfect, and subject to civil law.
The chur?h is not subject to restoration and regeneration.
. . . as If she should be thought obnoxious to decay and
obscurities. . . . The dispensing of the canons has been
COJ?lmitted to the Roman pontiff only. . . . in him alone
resides the power of maldng decrees touching the ordinances
of the fathers, and also, as St. Gelasius writes, to balance the
decrees of the canons? and to determin the precepts of predecessors, so as to direct, after careful consideration what
relaxation the circumstances of the times require f~r the
good of peculiar churches.
From the polluted fountain of indifference flows that absurd and er:oneous doctr~n, or rather raving, in favor and
defen.se of liberty o~ conscwnce, from which most pestilential
doctr~n. the co~rs~ IS opened by that entire and wild liberty
of ?J?IDIOn whi?h. I~ ev~ry:•;hcre attempting the overthrow of
rehg10us and ctvtlmstitutlOns, which the unblushing impudence of some hav held forth as an advantage of religion.
From hence arises that pest of all others roost to be
dreaded in a state, unblushing liberty of opinion, licentiousness ~f speech, and a lust of novelty, which, according to the
expenence of all ages, portend to the downfall of the most
powerful and flourishing empires.
He~:JCe tend (from liberty "of opinion) that worst and never
suffic!entl;v execrated and detest~~ liberty of the press, for
the diffusiOn of all manner of wntmg wbich some so loudly
contend for and activly promote. We shudder venerable
brethren, at the sight of the monstrous doctrins' or rather
portentous errors, which crowd upon us in th~ shape of
n~mber~ess V?lumes and pamphlets, small in size, but big
With e_vll_, whiC~ stalk forth in every direction, breathing a
)llaledrction which we deplore over the face of the earth.
The subject (the extirpation of anti-Catholic literature) engaged the closest attention of the fathers of the church at
Trent, and as a remedy of so ~reat an evil, they passed that
most salutary decree for formmg an Index of works in which
depraved doctrin was contained. No means must be here
omit~ed, says Clement XIII., our predecessor of happy memory, ID the encyclical letter of bad works-no means must be
here omitted, as the extremity of the case calls for all our
exertion to extirpate the fatal pest that spre!lds through so
man.y worl's; nor can the material elements be otherwise extermmated than by the flames, which consume the depraved
elements of evil.
Nor can we augur more consoling consequences to religion
and to government from the zeal of some to separate the
churc~ from the state, and to burst the bands which unite
~he pnesthood to the empire. For it is clear that this union
IS dreaded by the profane lovers of liberty only because it
has neyer failed to confer prosperity on both.
Havmg moreover heard that doctrins are circulated among
co_ml_llon people i~ writings subvcrsiv of the fidelity and submission due to prmces, and that in consequence the flames of
sedition are everywhere kindling, all care must be employed
to prevent the people from being seduced from the path of
duty. Wherefore both human and divine Jaw cry out against
th~se who _by the basest machination of treason and rebellion
stnve to _dissolve the bands of allegiance, and to drive them
from their states.
It ":ill. be ob~erved t?at the first part of the pope's

letter _Is m deaa~y conflrct with Spalding's republican
asserhons; for It expressly declares that from what
has been regularly defined nothing· can be taken
away, no innovation introduced there, no addition
made, but that it must remain untouched both in
words and meaning; while the subsequent parts of
the letter sho~ that the pap~l church is inveterately
?Pposed to hberty of consCience, to liberty of opinwn, t? a fre~ preas, and to free government. Was the
archbishop mnoc?ntly ignorant~ or did he basely
stoop to mendamousness ' We know that in the
tenth century the priests in general were too illiterate
to be able to read, but we are hardly able to conceive
that the archbishop of Baltimore was sunk to tbe
same level, :yet we are ~nable to imagin any other
mode by whrch the credit of his reverence can be
saved than by according him the benefit of the
theory.
.
The pope stigmatizes "liberty of opjnion as an
absurd, erroneous, and pestilential doctrin which

Iopens the course for that entire wild, or rather rav-

ing, liberty of opinion whiQh overthrows religious
and civil institutions." Conscience is the sense of
right and wrong; without it man could commit any
crime in. the catalog of guilt without consciousness
or compunction. Opinion is the deduction of truth
or error from premises ; without it a man would be
liable to innocently embrace the most absurd and
pernicious principles for the most reasonable and
beneficent. These two faculties, conscience and reason, the noblest and most useful attributes of man,
the pope denounces as absurd, erroneous, wild, and
pestilential. He forbids their exercise-why T Because he knows they will never sanction his errors
and misdeeds ; because he knows if he can dethrone
reason, he can plant himself on its seat in the soul,
and dominate with supreme power over its operations ; and because he knows that if he can stifle
conscience, he can convert a saint into 1\ fiend, ready
to commit any atrocity in the in-terest of the church.
This papal document is an extraordinary specimen
of the licentiousness of speech which he condemns,
and it would be difficult to find in the annals of
literature a production which comprised in the same
number of words more erroneous, wild, absurd, pestiferous doctrine that it does. It is estimated that
there are nine hundred million inhabitants of the
globe each having the powers of perception and observation to acquire knowledge, of memory to retain
it, of reason to deduce conclusions from it, of conscience to perceive what is right and wrong, of will
to direct tho execu~iv faculties, and of vocal organs
to frame thoughts m words and express them in
speech; yet the pope, with stupendous absurdity,
arrogates the prerogativ of exercising these powers
only, and ~f interdicti_ng their exercise by every other
human bemg. Let It be remembered that these
~owers are instinctiv, involuntary, incessantly in actiOn, beyond the control of the will, and none can
cease to feel and think, or to feel and think as he desires, oJ: can resist the conviction of his judgment, and
yet the papal despot claims to be invested with authority from heaven to control tbe uncontrolable
des~roy the indestructible, and do the impossible
A smgular degree of vanity and self-importance may
hav led him to imagin himself a god, but in "\his he
is egregiously misled, for be is a man, no more
possessing the equal ~at~ral rights. and privileges of
all other men. And It Is astoundmg that with the
assumption of the attributes of a god, he should hav
been so obtuse as to condemn and anathematize himself in the very act of asserting his pretensions. For
how could he hav elaborated and published his encyclical letter without exercising the liberty of conscience, of opinion, and of the press!
Again, the pope denounces the liberty of the
press as the worst and never sufficiently execrated
and detested institution. He shudders at the manstrom!, or t·ather portentous, errms which crowd
upon him in the shape of numberless volumes and
pamphlets. No wonder he shuddered at the unanswerable crowd, for they were spirits that could
not be laid, nor their ominous gibbering silenced ·
and as t~ei~ number has ~ince then considerably in~
creased, It Is probable his shuddering bas also increa1led, and will eternally continue to increase unle~s the w~rmth of his climate has a tranquili'zing
effect on his nerves. But still we opine that had the
pope, in~t~ad of shuddering and venting his dismay
m ebulhtwns of wrath, exposed the errors of his
finite. o~pon.ent, :":h.ich would hav been an easy task
for h1s mfimt abiht18s, he would hav acted with more
b?nev~lence an~ ?i15nity, and might hav strengthened
his claims to diVImty. But from motivs best known
to. hir;n~elf h~ let the golden opportunity pass, and,
commdmg with Clement XIII., advised that the prohibited works be consigned to the flames for the
singular reason that flames consume the ele~ents of
of evil. If the pope means by this assertion that
flames consume the ~vil elen:ents and not the good:
he should hav put his encyclical letter together with
the Douay Bible, the bulls of tbe popes the canons
?f the councils, and other doubtful papal documents
m the flames, and tested how far they were invulnerable to the effects of fire and possessed no elements
of evil. Why he did not subject them to this convenient crite_rio~, is an inexplic~ble mystery, unless
he had no faith m the truth of his assertion.
The pope, however, flatters himself that the decrees of the Council of Trent for forming an Index of
prohib~ted ~ooks found a ver~ salutary remedy for
works m whiCh depraved doctnn was contained. It
is, h~w.ever, remarkable that among the depraved and
probib1ted books cited the Bible even the Catholic
Bible, is included. The fourth 'rule of the Index
declares:

i

Since it is clear frol_ll experience that if the holy scriptures
are everywhere permitted, more detriment than profit arises
~rom. them by rea~o~ of the rashness of man. . . . But
1~ this cas~ [permis~wn .to read the Bible] let it be at the optiOn of a b1shop or InqUisitor. . . . But whosoever shall
presume to read or ~eep them without such power, let him
not be able to obtam the absolution of his sins until the
books are returned to the ordinary.

Three years after the dissolution of the Council of
Trent, Pius V. approved the Index :

The Index prohibits all books censured by the popes before
1515; all books of arch-heretics or mitior errorists since 1515;
the reading of the Old Testament-except at the discretion of
the bishop, to learnea and pious persons~aml the New Testament absolutely; the reading of the Bible in the vulgar
tongue, unleas when a bishop, inquisitor, or recommendation
grants the privilege, under heavy penalties. If any book is
to be printed, or manuscript issued, it must be submitted to
the church, and written consent obtained that it be printed.
All book-stor.es, libraries, and places where books are to be
loaned or sold, to be visited by persons deputed by the
bishop, so that no prohibited thing be printed, sold, or kept;
so that the stores keep and sell no other books, or by any
means deliver them, without the license of the same deputy,
under pain of confiscation of the books, or other punishment
to be inflicted by the bishop or inquisitor. And Jet the
buyers, sellers, readers, and printers be punished at the dis~
cretion of the same.

The Index of Trent was in conformity with the
spirit and practice of the papal church. N umerotls.
Indexes bad before been is.sued; and the Council of
Toulouse in 122\=l, in its Fifteenth canon, had prohibited the translation of the Bible in the vernacular
language, and the laymen to hav the books of the
Old and New Testament, but allowed them a psalter,
·
a breviary, and a rosary.
In every century of the history of the papal church
there arose able and candid men, who exposed its
errors and n~buked its crimes. This class of men
embraced all grades in the church, from la:vmen to
popes. The tongue and pen of many able ·heretics
and schismatics also assailed the church with scathing logic, pungent satire, and overpowEring · eloquence. The cry of reform in the head and body of
the church was thundered forth, and echoed and reechoed f1·om land to land. But the pope had no
taste for reformation; corruption and demoralization
were more rernunerativ. He determined therefore to
maintain the church unchanged in its pollution and
dissoluteness, to assert its infallibility that he might
claim its crimes as virtues and its errors as truths,
and as it could not withstand the tide of loaic and
learning that threatene!f its safety, he determined to
exterminate lih<!rty of conscience, opinion, .and the
pre,ss, from which it arose, o,nd involve the world in
impervious ignorance, that iL might not discover the
deformity of its character and the unscrupulousness
of its usurpations. The IndHes were an important
instrument in the accomplishment of this treason to
literature. They interdicted not only heretical but
orthodox works; works of Catholic popes, cardinals,
bishops, priests, monks, and laymen; works historical, philosophical, scientific, and literary-everything
inimical to the pretensions of the papal despot. Sixtus V., eiectecl in 1590, published a Bible in the
Italian language, with r. bull of recommendation,
which the Spanish Inquisition condemned.
J OBN ALBERGER.
(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)

C. B. Reynolds on His Western 'l'our.
SANTA CLARA, CAL, 1\Iay 16Lh, 17th, and 18tb.-I
expected to go from Monterey to Watsonville, but it
happened no ball could be obtained, so I went to
Santa Clara, and there found that eccen~ric but highly
esteemed, stanch, honest., outspoken old veteran
J obn H. Dibble, who made me welcome, and. orranged
for_ three le~t~res. at t~e Turners' hall. I enjoyed a
delightful VlBit w1th his happy and very interesting
family.
On May 15th Dr. York and his estimable wife called
on me at Brother Dibble's, and for the fii"st time I
bad thA pleasure to grasp _the band of this sturdy old
hero of a thousand camp~:ugns. Age bas not dimmed
the fire of his zeal, nor the dauntless resolution and
cpmbativness of his nature. He bas more get up
and get, more vigor and push, than any three other
lecturers in the field combined. None can eoual Dr.·
York in raking together the smoldering 'embers
and fanning them into a roaring flame. I was glad
to meet the sturdy old pioneer who did battle for the
cause in times when to do so "tried men's souls."
Dr. York and wife came from San Jo~e to attend
my first leclure at Santa Clara. The doctor presided, and at its close put the cap sheaf on my
lecture by his burning words of impassioned fervor.
The attendance was very slim, but greatly increased
at each sub11equent lecture, anc1 the inborest became
very great.
Santa Clara is progressiv in every respect, and thus
far has escaped the curse of a '' boom."
Friend Dibble is another evidence that living out
the principles of Liberalism, and courteously but
fearlessly avowing convictions, does not injure busi~ess .. He has ac~~mulate~ a comfortable competency
m spite of oppos1t10n. His son, who now carries on
~he business-plumbing and tinsmithing-is the most
mdependent, outspoken young fellow in ten counties
yet everyone respects him. He is a thorough maste~
of his trade, and conducts the businese, as did bis
father before him, on strictly Infidel principles, and
has made a grand success.
In compliance with their kindly invitation I visited
Dr. York and wife at their home in San J~se. Dr.
York insisted on my delivering at least one lecture
there. Among the very kind friends I found at San
Jose were Mr. and ::Yirs. R H. Schwartz, than whom
more earnest and devoted workers for Liberalism
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cannot be found. Mrs. Schwartz donated the most
beautiful :flowers in her garden, and adorned the rostrum at the hall with exquisit taste: Mr. and Mrs.
Schwartz are very able musicians, and enlivened tbe
meeting by playing imipiring melodies. There was
good attendance, comprising the most intelligent and
highly cultured ladies and gentlemen of San J o8e.
Dr. York made the opening address and read a poem.
My lecture on " Life's Duties, or What Liberalism
Teaches," was listened to with every sign of deep interest, and at its close I received the compliments
and kind greeting of a host of friends. A. very general desir? . was expressed for my speedy return,
they promi:omg me the use of the largest hall and full
attendance.
San Jose is a wide-awake, flourishing city of great
beauty, and it contains within itself another city, the
Chinese. A. real China town, blocks and blocks of
two-story brick houses and stores occupied exclusivly by the Chinese. I r..m under no obligation to defend the coast, or justify that which is evil, as I hav
no ax to grind. I write of persons and things as
they really are, or at least as I see and find them.
I do not admire Chinese, either individually or collectivly. I admit t.hey are workers, indefatigable
workers, naturally industrious. I do not therefere
wish them all comfortably laid away in little beds in
the deepest bed of the ocean. No! I admit I should
not risk injury to my eyes by excess of weeping if I
shou1d learn such was the fate of all the noble Indians and gentle Mexican Gre:>sers ; but the Chinese
are workers, a virtue that entitles them to consideration; my only desire is that each and every one of
them who hopes to be bnried in his or her nativ land
may hav that very laudable wish gratified at the
earliest possible moment. I wish the Chinese well,
when in their own country. I admire their love of
their nativ soil, and heartily wish they may ever remain in it, or on it, or under it-it is perfectly immaterial which, as I am not disposed to be too particular.
This is the land of the free, and the home of the
brave. But the celestials bav made a little too free
with our portion of this terrestial globe. We hav
allowed our land to be the dumping-ground for the
offscourings of Europe and Asia long enough. The
Chinese must go. "No goo dee, all welly badee."
BoULDER CREEK, CAL., May 21st, 22d, 23d.-W. S.
and C. C. Rodgers are the chief standard-bearers of
Liberalism in this thriving little place. I met many
good Liberals; in fact, I did not meet one intelligent
person who was orthodox. The lectures were well
attended, and created quite afttrore of excitement. I
had a pleasant home with C. C. Rodgers, a gentleman
of culture and a representativ Liberal.
SAN FRANCisco, CAL., May 24th.....:..Of course I shall
be denounced by the " defender of this coast " for
the vile, infamous, jaundiced prejudice that prompts
the assertion, but I make it just the same-it did
not seem to me that San Francisco far excelled New
York in size, number of inhabitants, width and beauty
of its streets, the grandeur of its business buildings,
the comfort and elegance of its theaters, or the
greater prosperity of its wage-workers. San Francisco makes a New Yorker tired; it is hilly, it is an
everlasting climb to get anywhere; true, they hav
cable-cars, but being hauled up or let down inclined
planes well-nigh perpendicular ls not sedativ to
elderly persons of nervous temperament.
San Francisco is in a state of transition from the
old grub state of primitiv expediency to the gorgeous
butterfly era of wonderful success. 'l'hrift, enterprise,
progress, is evinced on every side, and yet let none
who are making ends meet while living in any degree
of .comfort elsewhere, and still less those who by
thrift and economy are able to liv and lay by even $5
a year, think to improve their condition by going to
San Francisco. I speak now of the wage-worker.
San Francisco is no place for poor men. It costs
more to liv than in New York, and there is no gold
to be had for picking it up in the streets. · In fact, it
is one of the hardest of bard cities in which to pick
UJ? a living. While men of capital can find excellent
opportunities for investment, those who depend on
daily labo:t: for their daily bread should shun San
Francisco. Of course, I vililited the office of Freetho~tght and enjoyed a jolly visit with the "man with
the badge-pin."
On Friday, May 25th, I bade farewell to San Francisco and steamed away for Tacoma on the good ship
Umatilla. A. better-officered vessel never :fl.oatedcusine, staterooms, service, everything, was A.. No. 1.
The Pacific Coast Steamship Comprmy are as reasonable in their charges as they are liberal in their
management. I enjoyed the four days of ocean very
much, but the weather was very cold, and, despite
every precaut.ion, I caught severe cold each day.
PuGET SouND; ·TACOMA To 0LYMPIA.-Leaving the
good ship U matil!a at Tacoma, I had just time to
hurry to the post-office for mail, and back to the
dock to catch the Fleetwood, the lightning little
steamer bound for Olympia.
I was seriously sick, and, consequently, not at all
disposed to enthuse, or look on anything with favor,
but I was amazed and delighted at the extent and
wondrous .beauty of Puget sound. It is the Thou-
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sand Islands of New York magnified a thousand times.
This Northern. country is not sufficiently well
known, hence has failed to be appreciated in the
East. It has inexhaustible quantities of timber. I
hav seen hundreds and hundreds of trees over two
hundred feet high, straight as a ramrod, not over two
feet in diameter at the butt, from which a liberty
pole could be cut one hundred and fifty feet long of
nearly exactly the same thickness the whole length.
Coal and iron are iound in the mountains;
salmon and other fish in the waters. The climate is
very healthy; no need of irrigation ; the one drawback is, perhaps, a surplus of moisture. The weather
for the past month bas been "smiles and tears"rain and sunshine alternating a dozen times a day.
But here there is never scorching heat or blizzard.
This is_ destined to become the greatest manufacturing portion of the United States-iron, coal, wood,
close together and in unlimited abunda,nce. Preparations are already made for establishing immense
steel-works, and Seattle will yet become the real empress city of the Pacific.
I anived at Olympia at 8 P.M., suffering severely
from raging fever-bead and lungs filled with mucous, and severe inflammation in left side. Hastened
to hotel and went at once to bed; spent the night in
fighting for existence by means of cold water compresses on bead, lungs, and side. I survived.
My appointments are: Washington Territory:
Cathlamet, lOth, 11th, 12th; Skamokawa, 14th, 15th,
16th; Stella (to dedicate new Hall), 17th, 18th, 19th.
Oregon : Portland, 21st, 22d, 23d; Canby, 24th,
25th, 26th; ·Silverton, 28th, 29th; Brownsville, 30th,
31st, August 1st ; Coburg, 3d, 4th, 5th; Harrisburg,
7th, 8th, 9th; Corvallis, 11th, 12th. Coos county,
Oregon, in the order in which J. Henry Schroeder
shall appoint : Marshfield, A.rago, Bandon, Dora,
Empire City, Myrtle Point, 14~h to 30th.
c. B. REYNOLDS.

1.1he Gospel According to Common Sense.
THE OLD TESTAMENT PROPHETS.
It may not be generally known that "prophet"
and " poet," if not exactly synonymous terms, were
formerly and may even in the present day be applied
to the same individual. A. prophet is one who is
supposed to see things invisible to the generality of
mankind, and to foretell future events. If he commits his vision or foreknowledge to writing, he becomes a poet or composer. Any literary man may
be a poet, but he is not necessarily a prophet-that
is to say, a visionary, a crank, or a rhapsodist. He
may be all these, and write nothing but empty and
meaningless rodomontade, and be at the same time a
very good average prophet !
.
.
All the various religions that hav influenced mankind since the birth of letters and of art hav been
founded on the obscure sayings of poets and prophets. These, however, should not be held responsible
for one thousandth part of the nonsensical doctrins
and theories that hav been deduced from their writings and sayings. · They wrote and spoke according
to their lights, and in the infancy of language had to
express nouns of quality by metaphors and figures of
speech, to which their commentators and expounders
gave the "human form divine," and thus produced a
bewildering number of gods and goddesses. I hav
already shown how the Hebrew idiom for mother-wit
or common sense became transmuted into a devil.
With the Greeks, zeus, or summer heat, in conjunction with era, or morning air, was transformed into
the mighty god, the everlasting father. The firstborn of this pair was Apollo, otherwise the sun; but
whether heat originally produced the sun, or the sun
produced heat, is not satisfactorily shown, either by the
Greek or the Hebrew cosmogony, although they both
incline to the first hypothesis. Pallas, the goddess
of wisdom or mother-wit, although represented as a
female, had herself no mother, being hatched from
the brain of Jove himself ! The poet who conceived
so monsti·ous a theory could hav had but little
respect for the fair sex. Pallas bad her favorits
among the males, as witness the crafty Ulysses, but
she apparently lived and died an old maid, leaving
no descendants, and that is the reason we are for
the most part born fools. King Solomon, whose
mother (Bathsheba) was certainly not remarkable for
he1· wisdom, has left on record that he had found
one wise man in a thousand, but not a single sensible
woman, although he had tried to the full extent of
that number.
The Hebrew cosmogonist managed to dispense
with the female element· altogether until he had
planted Adam in the garden of Eden. Then he
found it necessary to introduce a woman by some
means or other, in order to bring his hypothetical
history into accord with existing facts. The manufacture of Eve from one of her husband's ribs, taken
from him whilst he slept, is a very clumsy affair, and
not at all ingenious. Yet t._his story has given rise to
a widely spread belief, not quite extinct even in the
present day, that the anatomical structure of a man
shows him to be one rib short on one side at least,
though he who believes this must be short in some
respects, even if it be not in the matter of ribs.
In the absence of anything like a reliable history,
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either heathen or Hebraic, it is idle to speculRle on
the probabilities as_ to whether the orl.ginal progenitors of our race were of the male or female sex.
On this point we are as ignorant as Topsy, who said,
"'Spect I growed." We hav nothing to fall back
upon but the Darwinian theory, that we were in the
first place developed from the monkey, who was
developed from the saurian, who was developed from
the trilobite, who was somehow evolved from primeval slime.
·
It is a long stride, however, from the saurian to
the poet, although the latter may be of the genus
vaturn irritabile, and write nothing but nonsense.
Perhaps the Hebrew poets are the most nearly related to the saurian, or rather batrachian, order, for
they are croakers rather than singers. Yet it is re·
markable that the heathen poet, who had more learning and more wit, and was probably more respected
by his contemporaries, has long lost his hold on the
popular imagination, and is no longer considered as
divinely inspired. On the other hand, the "Thus
saith the Lord" of the Hebrew maniac is thundered
from the modern pulpit as an unanswl!lrable pronunciation of the divine will. In the orthodox church
" God spake these words and said" is held as a
sufficient warrant for setting apart one day out of
every seven as a national holiday. For this we
should hav reason to be thankful were it not for the
overstrained "godliness" which forbids not only innocent amusements but also reasonable refreshment
to the liberated slaves of counting-house and shop.
To make things of themselvs good as unpalatable as
possible to the multitude seems to be the chief aim
of religious cranks.
But there are prophets of good as well as prophets
of evil even among the countrymen of Jeremiah and
Ezekiel. Pope has shown us the parallel between
Virgil and Isaiah in singing of a good time coming,
although to judge by appearance that time bas not
yet arrived. The biographers of Jesus Christ exercised a great deal of ingenuity, and invented some
gross improbabilities, in order to make those supposed prophecies fit in with his advent. That a
virgin, i.e., a newly married one, should conceive and
bring forth a son who should be esteemed (at least
for a time) the god of the household, is not in itself
a miraculous event. It occurs somewhere or other
every day in the year. But such an event as is recorded in the New Testament never yet occurred,
and never will. To utilize the passage, "Out of
Egypt bav I called my son," it was necessary to
invent the "massacre of innocents" and the "flight
into Egypt," concerning the first of which history is
altogether silent. " That the scripture might be fulfilled" Jesus (not unnaturally) asked for a drink when ·
hanging on the cross, and for the same excellent reason gave up the ghost before the soldiers came to
break his legs. Those who rest their faith on the
supposed fulfilment of ancient prophecies hav a very
shallow and rotten foundation indeed. The utterances of the Jewish prophets are so incoherent and
meaningless that an ingenious commentator may make
of them almost anything he chooses.
OuTIS.

Some Matters and Tltings.
The authorities down in Georgia hav just hung a preacher
for murder. Since then he has appeared regularly in his old
pulpit and preached the word of God.-Gldcago Times.

This is a decided step furward in Underwood's
Religion of the Future. It seems to us to be the
long-needed means of "reforming the pulpit." It
ought to be in frantic demand by the dear, loving,
and down-burthened laymen who carry the load: of
church taxes and support the priests in their holy
office. Of course the preachers would kick against
any attempt to introduce new procedures that would
interfere with their "soft thing." Fill the pulpits
with dead preachers, and where would go the priestly
office? Where would those in the flesh now go to 1
The Georgia plan would giv us a "free gospel "-no
money, no plucking of geese by the priests. There
is much to commend the new mode. The famous
"pastoral visits "-a license for pampered carnality
to call at men's homes at all hours and visit the
sisters, till an evil has grown so stalwart as to appal
thinking men of a high tone of virtue-would hav to
be discontinued. The "carnal man, which is enmity
with God," would be out of religion in the best possible manner. It would be swallowed up in the
grave, and the crimes of "ministerial conduct"
would go.
The other day a Jewish rabbi offered up a prayer from the
sanctum which is located in the United States Scnate.Washington Post.

Well, this is something new ! A.n Infidel acting as
chaplain in the United States Senate! Of course, a
Jew is an Infidel-he knows no Christ! Yet, let us
try some other kind of prayer than the useless stuff
that has been bought and paid for by the people's
tax-money. The old God of the Jews is the same
God they all pray to. The prayers that hav ascended
to God almighty from the lips of hireling chaplains
for nearly a hundred years in Congress hav all been
wasted-no response. We want to try some. other
variety, seeing tha.t the standard article is a failure.
JoHN BusiiEio.
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It is no one's concern, however, what the religion
friend. Yet, with the aid of a paper, the League
of
a candidate is, unless he shall offensivly proclaim
dwindled to practically nothing. _The paper could
his
partisanship, or by his acts favor piety at the exnot be sustained, and its engagements with its subFOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
pense
of public welfare. Mr. Cleveland's ostentatious
.scribers were filled by TnE TRUTH SEEKER. Mr.
participation
in Roman Catholic ceremonies is a fair
Editor. Leland received no pay for his seiVices, and indeed subject for criticism, and in case Mr. Harrison should
E. M. MACDONALD,
Business Manager. the receipts of the League scarcely paid the office be elected any attempt to take his Sunday-school
C. P. SoMEBDY1 •
rent. No practical work was accomplished, and no
class into the White House could be condemned
PUBLISHED BY
persons were rescued from the church.
When Mr. Putnam was made secretary the Union without impertinence.
'IllE · 7 R U7 II SEEKER GOMP ANY.
The Sun's assertion that Abraham Lincoln was a
gave him a salary, provided he could collect it. He
2S LAFAYETTE PLA.CE. NEW YORK.
devout
non-sectarian is only partly true. Lincoln
began to hustle, and finding that the mountain had
was
a
non-sectarian
because he was an Infidel of the
?UBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. but little idea of coming to Mohammed, Mohammed Thomas Paine variety; but he was never "devout"
went to the mountain. For three years the office of
in the common meaning of the word. He possessed
..Arltfrfs.• nll Com.muniMtions to TTTE TRUTTT BEJCT(JCR the secretary was on trains or in whatever town
(JOJI I' ANY. .llfn/re nll Drnfls. OltfCks. J>o.-t office and E.r.. would giv the secretary a chance to address the citi· reverence for his own conception of a supreme beiEg,
press .Money Orders payable to CII.ARLES P. SOMEJWY.
zens. Hundreds of lectures were delivered, thou- but Christianity had little of his respect, however
sands of new people reached, and hundreds of dol- kind he may hav been to individual Christians. It is
JULY 7, 1888. lars' worth of books sold. Last year, at the request just as well to be accurate in these matters even if
SATURDAY,
one has to acknowledge that the best presidents this
of the advocates of the office plan, Mr. Stevens conSUBSCRIPTION R.!.TES.
sented to accept the secretaryship, and see if he country ever bad were Freethinkers. Washington,
'
.
Bingle subscription in advance ............................. . fS 00 could not by correspondence do the same work at the Deist ; JE-fferson, the Materialist; Lincoln, AntiOne subscription two years, in advance ................. . 6 00
Christian Deist-three magnificent men whose influTwo new subscribers .......................................... . ~ 00 less cost. The result does not justify the anticipa· ence upon the politics and welfare of the country
One subscription with one new subscriber, in oneretiona. In his Union article this week Mr. Stevens
mittance ...................................................... . I) 00 reports the receipts as less than one-half the running will outweigh a thousand psalm-singing Methodists
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
!
remittance .................................................. . 7 00 expenses. This is very discouraging, and is not the and Presbyterians
--------~.-------One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
proper treatment of so able, earnest, and competent
M.r. Harman's Drfense.
remittance ................................................... . 8 50
an officer as Mr: Stevens. If the Union is wanted at
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
In its issue of June 231 Lucifer reprints the
remittance ................................................... . 10 00 all, the secretary should be a great d~al better f!Up- article which the Christian conspirators against that
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
ported.
paper chiefly rely upon to secure the imprisonment
w.th one remittance.
This comparison of methods and results is the of the Messrs. Harman, and E. C. Walker, who was
only scientific way of determining what course at the time of the original publication associate
Organization.
We notice that our Liberal contemporaries arf should be pursued in future. If the idea is to do editor. Accompanying, and in the "deadly parallel
busily engaged in discussing the value to Liberalism something for Lib~ralism, then the hustling method column," is the thirty-eighth chapter of Genesis,
of organiz'l.tion. This is, 'l'Ve prPsume, preliminary to seems to be the best and to win the most support. printed for the purpose of showing that the letter of
the Congress of the American Secular Union, and de- In fact, it seems to be the only way the Union can W. G. Markland is purity itself beside "holy writ."
exist until the Liberals see fit to unite and close up , The matter upon which our Western friends hav
·signed to affect the action of that body.
been held to answer to the United States court is a
The general opinion seems to be that organization the ranks.
As to the personality of the officers of the Union, miscellaneous collection of physiological and moral
is a good thing. Another admitted fact is that the
present organization has enemies in the ranks of Lib- it becomes us to say little. We may perhaps be one philosophy and a funny story such as commercial
eralism as well as among the mobs of the church. of the jealous editors heretofore mentioned. The· travelers and other story-tellers relate to while away
Why this is so, no one has said; but it appears to be preseht officers are as good and competent as any time and put themselvs and othera in good humor.
because of difiering- opinions as to the best methods men we know; and no doubt there are others just af'l There is no vulgarity in it, though it is a little
of extending Liberalism, aided perhaps by some per· good who would be willing to replace them. But it piquant, but nevertheless not without a point and
sonal jealousy among the Freethought orators and would be unfair to Mr. Stevens not to giv his plans moral. The other articles are the Markland letter
and methods a thorough trial. He is bearing the mentioned, a letter from Mrs. Celia B. Whitehead to
editors.
This difference and jealousy is lamentable, but not brunt of the battle, and is doing as well as he can lUra. Elmina D. Blenker, and a letter from one of Mrs.
unnatural. Liberals are human and combativ. Each with meager support.
Blenker's correspondents commenting upon an article
The ·question for the next Congress to decide iF by Albert Chavannes. In none of these are there
has decided opinions of his own, and holds to them
tenaciously. Many, too, hav been trained in some whether the Liberals want a national organizltion at any sentences which in our opinion would excite
church or other, and bring to Liberalism the church all or not. If they do, let them say so through the lustful thoughts "in the minds of those open to such
ideas and plans of work. Ohhers recollect what most press and at the Congress; if not, let them say so influences, and into whose hands publicl!-tions of this
affected them in their growth from Christianity to also. It seems to. us that the Union ought to be kind might fall." These are scattered through various
common sense, and naturally enough think that such sustained, and sustained with sufficient liberality to issues of Lucifer. Mrs. Whitehead's letter is a promeans-be it books, or lectures, or papers-is the enable its officers to interfere in all cases of oppres- test against the use of contracfpts and a plea for
most effectiv to increase the spread of Freethought. sion by the church, to test the constitut.ionalit.y of austerity of life. Mrs. Whitehead is an aged ChrisBut if we start from the ground in this matter, we blasphemy laws, to :fight compulsory Sunday obser.v tian lady, with a large heart., but her work is always
must throw away our personal predilections. The ance, and to inaugurate and direct public movementF for humanity's good as she sees it. The "comments
first proposition to be considered is, that it is desir- looking to the granting and enforcement of the Nine on Chavannes's article, from Elmina's correspondent,"
able to spread Freethought, to increase the number Demands. Then the secretary could go where hi~ are also an argument against the exercise of lust. It
of persons who rE>ject Christianity and look to science services were most needed, labor in every state, and is not difficult to locate the writer, who is an estias their savior from worldly ills, to rescue thosf make the Union a powerful opponent of the Gad-in- mable and pure person, for whom we entertain great
whom the tormenting dogmas of theology hav made the-Constitution organizltion.
respect for scholarly qualities. The letter of Mr.
miserable. This proposition will probably receive
Markland we hav previously described as "a coarsely
The Religion of Presidents.
the unanimous assent of the Infidels of the country.
written and exclamatory denunciation of the abuse
The religious status of the two chief candidateF of marital rights." None of these articles would be
Second. Organization of those already free is one of
the chief and best means of accomplishing t.his. for t.he office of president of thfPe United States iF printed in these columns, and neither would the
This will be assented to by nine-tenths of the Lib- defined in the appended remarks of the Mephisto- thirty-eighth chapter of Genesis, and many other
erals of the country. Then follows the question of phelian Sun :
chapters and verses of the Bible. But, as we hav
"We hav never before bad two Presbvterians runnin!! said a great many times, so long as the matter is not
methods-that is, the methods for the national or
l'ach other as competitors for the office of prPsirlent.
general organization. Local organiz11tions will choose against
of the United States. President Clev~>land is a Presbyterian, of that vile class of publications which are manifestly
and pursue their own methods. And it seems to us tbe son of IL Presbyterian minister, and General HArrison, whr, intended to inflame the passions, those who wish to
that the only answer to such 1\ question is, that that wants to be president in his plAce, is nnother Presbyterian print discussions upon social questions hav the same
method is best which does the most good and re- who has risen to the rank of elder in the Presbyterian church. right to do so that others bav to print theological or
ceives the most support. This can be determined only President Cleveland does not take the sacraments of his faith. heretical discussions. And alongside the thirtyby experiment; and a glance at the past records of General Harrison is in full communion of the ~aints, accord- eighth chapter of Genesis, "God's holy word," all
ing to the requirements of the Presbvterian Confession.
the Union will help materially in arriving at a decis" In the list of Repn blican presidents there has not yet of these indicted articles are models of refined and
ion. From the founding of the League at Philadel- been a Presbyterian. General Arthur was an Epi~copalian. pure language. The story of Onan and Tamar and
phia in 1876 till the Syracuse CongrePs, Mr. Francis General Garfield a Campbellite, General Grant a Methodist, Judah cannot be paralleled for coarseness in any
E. Abbot was its presiding genius. He had secre- the fraudulent Hayes a Methodist, Andy Johnson a Method- book of standard literature outside the one in which
taries to assist him. They all remained in Boston ist. and Abraham Lincoln a devout non-sectarian.
it appears.
"The two Presbyterians who now stand as representativs
and did all their work from an office. Beyond the of the two rival parties in the country are reported to be
The tu quoque argument, as the lawyers call it,
organization of a few local leagues-nearly all of both firm adherents of the Calvinistic dogma, with modern rendered into colloquial English is, "You're another."
which died from indifference-we do not recollect any im provemeuts."
It is barren of logic, but is on occasions a satisfactory
work accomplished. After the Syracuse Congress
As either Mr. Cleveland or Mr. Harrison will un- measure for closing the mouths of opponents.
the headquarters were in New York-first with 1\Ir. doubtedly be elected, the prospects for John Calvin's Though t.he unindicted Bible may be the most obscene
Rawson as secretary, and then with 1\Ir. Leland. The mathematical religion are good. Presbyterians will book in the world, it does not follow that other and
same plan of working from an office was pursued. bav the call on the rival sects, though if tbe present indicted books may not be obnoxious• to the charge.
Under 1\Ir. Leland's administration a weekly paper incumbent be r€elected the Roman Catholics w1ll not But it is a satisfaction to throw the filth of the scriptwas started. No organizat.ion ever had a more com- find themselvs any great distance out in the cold. ure in the faces of its worshipers who are trying to
petent office secretary than Mr. Leland. He was In practice, Mr. Cleveland fluctuates between the suppress unbelief in the Bible by means of alleged
bustliug, tireless, shrewd, and m"de everyone his reli~ien of hi!'! father and the reli~ion of votes,
obsQeltity. If these worshipers are sincere in their
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efforts for purity, why do they not by prosecutions
force the churches to giv us a pure Bible? This defensiv act of Lucifer, therefore, is not only justifiable
but conclusiv as against the Christians ~,eeking its
life.
Obscenity laws, as THE TRUTH SEEKER has frequently said, are necessary and right when enacted
by state legislatures and enforced by lhe proper
municipal officers. The national law, however, is
not only cumbersome and tyrannical in its administration, but under it hav sprung up societies of
private persons who hav taken upon themselvs the
task of enforcing these statutes. This is not in accordance with American ideas. Prosecutions for
obscenity should be taken out of the hands of these
meddlers and put into the charge of the local authorities.
~
Another difficulty attending the prosecution of the
obscenity laws is the delicate judgment required in
deciding what properly comes under the statute. In
old times the conversation and literature were very
"broad," and naturally the works of genius that hav
come down to our generation are broad. Such works
are the Bible, Shak~<pere's poems and plays, Swift's
works, Rabelaia's works, the "Arabian Nights," and
dozens of others, without which our literature would
be much poorer. Again, certain people-narrow and
starved in thought, dyspeptic, and fanatically pious
-regard with professed horror objects to which
educated and traveled people never giv a second
thought. Such folks look upon art galleries a~ the
devil's evangels, and the theater as a section of hell.
If the law was intervreted by them, the world would
be what a nunnery generally is not-a place of austere "virtue," as ridiculous as unpleasant. " 7hen
once outside of the really obscene, it is impossible to
draw the line; it has never been done, and we do
not believe it ever can be; Like blasphemy, it is a
question of geography, of social custom, of education-in short!, of pure opinion.
Under any definition, though, short of the prudery
of hypocrisy, we do not believe that the articles indicted in Lucifer can be ·called obscene. If they
can be, how much more need there is to suppress
the Bible is at once apparent on comparing the letter
of Mr. Markland with the quotation Mr. Harman has
given from the Bible.

limits. No attention is paid to facts by these conversionists. The movement is boomed beyond the
bounds of credibility, and the other side of the story
can find no place to exhibit itself. Proofs that convErts are purchased are pushed aside, and notwithstanding that but few Jews can ever be bought to
embrace Christianity, the organization is kept up by
false statements and at a large e1:pense just as
though it really accomplished something. ·
This puts the Jews in a false light. It classes
them among the " heathen," and is a reproach to
their fidelity to their ancestral religion. The Jews
are clannish, and doggedly obstinate in their adherence
to race peculiarities, and the attitude of the conversionists is considered by them to be an insult; and
though they hav been slow to resent it, it must inevitably lead to a determined and activ opposition to
the missionary work of the Christians. And this opposition may well begin by forcing an investigation
into the results of Mr. Freshman's purchases of converts.

Editorial Notes.
"WHA.T we need," said 1be Rev. Mr. Halsey at the Spring
street Presbyterian church last Sunday, "is not more wealth,
but more men of worth; not more victuals, but more virtue.
To serve God is better than to Lava well-filled larder." Still,
we cannot help thinking that if Mr. Halsey's congregation
did not keep his larder well filled, his piety would be insuffi.
cient to keep him preaching to them.
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SAYS a daily paper: ''The Prohibitionist party makes far
louder professions of religion than any othflr party thH.t has
candidal'es in the field. The recent ratification meeting of
the party in the Metropolitan Opera House was like a religious revival meeting. The prayers were long, the hymns
sacred, the speeches unctuous, and the platform was crowded
with clergymen and pious women. Again, at the state convention in Syracuse, Wednesday's session was opened with a
half hour's prayer-meeting, under the direction of a clergyman. The speeches were in the religious vein; the platform
that was adopted opened with reverent sentiments, and one
·of the resolutions of the convention affectionately urged
clergymen to preach Prohibition sermons from their pulpits
in church." The Prohibition party in this state has.allied
itself with the God-in-the-Constitution party, and one of the
first results of its success would be the constitutional disfranchisment of Freethinkers.
--~,___

__

IN his speech at the Republican convention in Chicago
Colonel Ingersoll spoke of the Democratic candidates as
"dog-fennel Democrats." This expression has been the
cause of much denunciation of the colonel by people who
say" dog-fennel" is a poisonous and offensiv weed. 11-lr.
J. K. Magie, a well-known TRUTH SKKKKR corre~poudent,
who was for many years an editor and Republican politician
around Peoria, Ill., Colonel Ingersoll's former home, rises to
explain. The expression, he says, arose in this way: When
the Knights of the Golden Circle, the Copperhead organization which during the days of the war did all that was in its
power to embarrass and obstruct the work: of saving the
Union, was at the bight of its activity, its members met in
fields in and around sundry villages, where the weed dogfennel grew in profusion. The Republicans and war Democrats in the region near Peoria and Canton characterized the
members of this Copperhead organization as "Dog-fennel
Rangers," and this became a well-known term for them in
that part of the country. Mr. Magie thinks this characterization was in Colonel Ingersoll's mit1d, and that he meant to
characterize the Democratic ticket as a Copperhead ticket,
and not specially as a skunk-cabbage or poisonous weed
ticket.

BAM JoNES the revivalist has a brother Joe. This brother
is also a preacher of Christ and him crucified. The Atlanta,
Ga., Comtitution reports that great excitement now prevails
in Laurens, 8. C., caused by the elopement of the Rev. Joe
Jones and Miss Bassie Farrow, of Cross Anchor, 8. C. The
couple were married, but the bride's mother threatens td
shoot Mr. Jones if he comes again inside her house. SomeIN regard to Mr. Charles F. Caldwell, the alleged" Ingerhow or other the preachers are always 'in trouble over the soll of the West Virginia bar," who has been converted, and
ladies.
concerning whom we made public inquiry in '!'HE TRUTH
A sroRY is told of Ex-Senator Thurman, Democratic can- SKKK&R of May 2Gth, lllr. W. T. Dutton, of Elba, 0.,
didate for vice-president, that will perhaps lose him some writes: "Mr. Caldwell, of Parkersburg, is a well-known
pious votes. The story goes that on one occasion at Newark, lawyer of ability, and practices his profession at present.
0., he.seriou~ly shocked three clergymen who called upon He joined the Methodist Episcopal church, South, last winhim to pay their respects. Having made a speech that day ter, and now preaches occasionally. As to his being 'known
Rnd being weary from his exertions, the senator had sent throughout the country as the" Ingersoll of the West Virdown to the hotel bar for a bottle of whisky. The only stand ginia bar," from his known Infidelity to the Christian relig-in his room was a very small one, on which was plact:d a ion,' Mr. Caldwell's own statement ought to settle that point.
large copy of the Bible, given to the hotel by the industrious He says that he was a great admirer of Colonel Ingersoll,
members of the Young Men's Christian Association. The but never was an Infidel himself. His alleged fame in that
line had not reached this place, which is not over thirty
table was somewhat littered with stationery, and the bottle
miles from Parkersburg, but people here knew of him as a
hud been set down upon the Bible. The clergymen looked
lawyer and politician. In the. last presidential campaign Le
--------~~------at the bottle, theFi at the .book, then at one another, and then
was a Democrat until shortly before the election, when he
'l'he Christians and the. Jews.
at the senator. They paid their· respects in the most embarsuddenly changed his mind and became a Rt'publican.
rassing
manner
and
bowed
themselvs
out.
The Jewish journals of this city are slowly but
People in a position to closely observe his career claim that
surely growing angry at the effort of the churches to
THE Rev. Sam Jones has distinct ideas on politics. The policy, instead of principle, was the cause of these sudden
convert the Hebrews from the faith of their fathers holy Sabbath calm of Detroit, Mich., was smashed on the chanf;eS. They claim he is an aspirant to the office of prosto the newer delusion of Christianity. They declare ·first day of this week by these religious sentiments: ''Now ecuting attorney, and, in addition to the Republican votes, exit to be not only a useless and foolish effort, but a I'll tell you, I think we are running the last political combat pects members of the chur.ch to which he belongs, who are all
on the lines we hav been running them on. It is between Democrats, to vote for him. I do not know whether this is
fraud from inception to result. The Hebrew-Chris- the Republicans and Democrats this contest, and it is the the cause of his joining the church or not, but it looks sustian church maintained by the infhence of Howard last race the Republicans will make in America. The Demo- picious, and policy governs a great many people-. The inCrosby, Dr. Deems, and others, is denounced roundly, crats are going in overwhelmingly. Four years from now tent of the paragraph from the Indianapolis Ntws was to
and the pastor castigated with vigor. "Suppose;" says we (the Prohibition elemeni) will break up the solid South. show the conversion of an intelligent Infidel to Christianity.
the Jewish Messenger, "that a Protestant-Catholic The issue then will be God or no God, drunkenness or The facts are different in this ins1ance, and if orthodox
sobriety, Sabbath or no Sabbath, heaven or hell. That will lies, misrepresentations, and persecutions were as rare as such
church were organizrd in this city for the avowed
be the issue. Then we will wipe up the ground with the conversions, there would be no need of such an organization
purpose of converting poor Catholic children and· Democratic party and let God rule America from that time as the American Secular Union."
foreign immigrants to Protestantism; that its founder on." This is cheering for the Democrats, but slightly disTHE Manhattan Liberal Club came down from its intellect·preached publicly in the garb of a Catholic priest to couraging to the Hepublicans and heretics. Colonel Inger- ual stilts on Friday, the 20,h ult., and sat on the floor and
illustrate Catholic superstitions, and that every ser- soll, who is both a Republican and a heretic, will probably laughed at the concluding performance of the season. If it
mon was full of invect.iv against Catholicism! Such seek the mercy-seat at once.
is permissible to say that the perfect had improved, Dr.
THE Roman Catholic church draws from the treasury of Foote, Jr., should be congratulated upon the advance the
a church would not endure a month. It would be
razed to the ground as a pest-house of dissension California something over $133,000 annually for the support club has made since he b,gan to cater to the mental appetites
of its institutions. Rumors of abuses in these institutions of a most voracious and epicurean audience. Even the light
and bigotry !" This is putting it pretty strong, and
led to an investigati0n, beginning with the orphan asylum at food of music and mirth which ended the summer campaign
we doubt if the Catholics would be allowed to San ~afael, The Argonaut sums up the result so far: "Five was thoroughly artistic, and the critics wiil undoubtedly preqestroy obnoxious property in the reckless manner hundred boys, from four to fourteen years of age, without serve their good nature till the club reassembles in Septemproper clothing and proper food; without fires or a warm ber. The program of Friday evening was rendered by the
described.
But the complaints of the Jews are not unreason- meal from one year's end to another; with at best but occa- following artists: Trio from "Attila," Edward and Mrs.
sional baths; deprived of undergarments and stockings; cov- Schultze and William Harper; Miss Nellie Edmunds sang,
ably made. The work of the conversionists, as they
ered with vermin on their heads and bodies-vermin feeding •· 0, he Mama;" Susie Russell sang, "Best of All;" the
call the supporters of the Hebrew-Christian church, upon ulcers and running sores; neglected in all their studies boy violinist, young Conroy, gave De Beriot's Ninth Conis not marked by good sense or honesty. An ex- except that of the catechism·; not properly attended in ill- certo; Bessie Gray sang, "Tell Her I Love Her l:io ;" Owen
ample illustrating the Chril'ltian methods is found in ness; not allowed to enjoy the unlimited freed0m of the Westford rendered one of his German character songs; Euthe Christian at· lVork, where two columns are used playground; allowed to die without information to the gene Sanger evoked merriment in negro specialties ; Mrs.
mother, and so carelessly buried that the grave is lost; not Ed. Schultze sang, "The Angel's l:ierenade," with violin
glorifying the conversionist here and abroad, and
permitted a cup of pure, fresh, warm milk from the sixty obligato by Mr. l:ichilling; Hattie Leonard played Chopin's
stating, among other absurd things, "that in the City milldng cows from one year's end to another; putrid and "Scherzo;" William Harper sang Abt's "It Was Not
of Kishenen fifty thousand Jews embraced Chris- stinking meat in limited quantities two days in the week and Thus to Be;" two recitations were rendered by Julius Kahn;
tianity in one year." As the whole Jewish popula- served cold; bread in limited quantities and of bad quality Edward Schultze san~, "My Heart is Thy Home," by
tion of that city is something under twenty-five and never warm; disciplined by a drunken and brutal mas- Abt; the little artist, Conroy, gave ''A Prayer," by H.
Leonard, on the violin. The entertainment closed with a
thousand, a Hebrew gentleman called the attention ter with strap and buckle; knocked down and beaten, and quartet from" Rigolett:>" by Mr. and Mrs. Schultze, Susie
one is dead; boys let loose in dormitories to the unutterable
of the editor of the paper to the palpable misstate- licentiousness of darkness; towels seldom washed and sel- Hussell, and Mr. Harper. Every member, from first to last,
ment. The editor replied haughtily that he "would dom chan11:ed; fed in the freedom of a riot in which the was enthusiastically encored, and each artist cheerfully renot pay attention to every Ingersollite who eaw fit strongest steal and the weakest starve; stock, eggs, product spomled to the call. A vote of thanks to the manager of
to call upon him;" and the readers of the Christian of the dairy, the poultry-yard, and a farm of a thousand the entertainment, and especially to the artists, was unanimously given. A fine piano was kindly furnished by the
at lVork who do not obtain information from reliable acres sent to market; one egg given each boy at Easter; popular maker, Sohmer. The club will reassemble some
priests and sisters at a separate table, served by a separate
sources are still imagining that the power of the gos- cook, from a separate larder, fat, snug, and sleek, well- time iu September, when we hope the editor of the lndepel has converted to Christianity in one year more dressed, well-fed, in good health, while the boys are weak, pendtnt Pulpit, Mr. J.D. Shaw, will tell us about Infidelity
in Texas.
than twice as many Jews as Kishenen has within its emaciated,:wa.n,_famished, and ragged."
'·

----------
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PRESCOTT, ARIZ., June 2, 1888.
1tiR. EDITOR : A voice from the wilds of Arizona. Inclosed
find twenty-five cents for an ALMANAC. I am an old government scout and hunter, and think your paper is one of the
grandest, purest, and finest papers I ever read. And if those
lying, wicked, sinful, and misleading priests and preachers
would read it they would blush and cringe away from its
fair presence. I cut out one of Mr. Heston's cartoons-that
of Mrs. Lot's transformation-and stuck it on a tree, and it
does the cattle as much good as Christianity has done the
world. It's a pity we hav no such miracles nowadays.
What a grand thing it would be to turn the Salvation Army
into salt for the benefit of stock! Hurrah for Ingersoll,
Putnam, Miss Gardener, and others! Down with hypocrisy
and superstition I With many good wishes for future success and happiness to all Freethinkers, I am,
Yours, etc.,
C. L. MAumoE.
SANTA ANA, CAL., June 12, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I am not a subscriber for your paper, but I
hav been reading it for the last three years, and I think there
is as much good, truthful reading in it as in any paper or
book I ever read.
They hav just closed a seven weeks' camp-meeting here,
and I, like a great many others, went to see and be seen.
Well, the sisters got around me and asked me if I was saved,
and as I believe in telling the truth, I informed them that I
was not saved. Well, they wanted me to get saved. I informed them that I had no such thoughts as getting saved,
and asked them to let me alone. But it was no go; they
were determined to save me. So three or four of them got
around me and prayed for me, and after they had prayed
they asked me if I did not feel better. Of course I informed
them that I felt better. Who would not feel good after having three or four handsome women hanging and laying on a
fellow for an hour or so? The next operation, they wanted
me to ask all the brethren to pray for me. Well, I did it;
so there was a general praying for me. The camp-meeting
is gone, but there are a good many of the brethren here yet,
and sisters too. So I met one of the sisters yesterday, and
she asked me how I was getting along. I informed her, not
very well, so she· wanted to know the cause. I informed
her that I had no idea. "Well," she said, "you must hold
something in your heart that God does not like; or eat or
drink something, or maybe read something, that God does
not like." I mentioned several state papers that I read.
"Well," said the good lady, '.'I don't think that God would
be offended at your reading a newspaper. Is that all you
read?" "No," I said, "I read THE TRUTH SEEKER."
''·what," said the lady of God, " that nasty, Infidel paper?
Don't read that lying, Infidel paper I Why," said the lady
of God, "that paper is at war with all God's people! Why,
it will say anything to turn souls from God!" I said: "I
know THE TRUTH SEEKER believes in Freethought, but it tells
a great deal of truth;" and I mentioned Mrs. Packard's case,
that I saw in THE TRUTH SEEKER just as I heard her t'!ll it
herself. "Well," said the good lady," you must not allow
such stuff to enter your heart if you want to seek God."
G.
FUSEN.

w.

ST. HELENS, ORE., June 7, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Since writing you last week I hav given six.
lectures, two at Magars Landing and four here in St. Helens,
all in Oregon. I had full houses every evening ; also on
Sunday, or the "Lord's day." Science and Freethought are
gospel enough for these nativ Oregonians. Many of them,
I think, hav never heard of the lost sheep of Israel or the
wonderful miraculous conception from that overshadowing
business, and hav never drunk the blood of Jesus or feasted
upon his body, making cannibals of themselvs by following
the mandates of some heaven-pilot. I admire this freedom
from all religion, all fear of the wrath of God or the scarecrow of the devil and his home in the warm climate. I find
as much integrity, honor, truth, and morality, with less penuriousness and pinch-a-dime-until-the-eagle-squeals littleness,
as among Eastern people where they teach : '' He that giveth
to the poor lendeth to the Lord; " " The Lord loveth a willing giver," etc. I once asked a good, kind sister in the Lord
what made the Christians charge me more for what I got of
them, and" Jew" me down more for what they got of me,
than other people. She frankly said she supposed they gave
so much to the Lord in building churches, paying preachers'
salaries, buying Bibles and sich, that it made them feel poor
and bard up. I suggested that they probably tried to keep
even by " skinning" the " world's people." Blessed be the
name of the Lord I
I hav now been lecturing six weeks on this lower Columbia river. It is a magnificent river, being in many places two
miles wide, and deep enough for ocean steamers and vessels
for a hundred miles above the mouth; the islands and bottom lands ai.ong the river are overflowed during high water,
so they are of but little use except for pasturing. The bluffs
and hills are so high and steep, although good soil, that they
are as yet but very little cultivated, but they are covered
with the most magnificent forests in the world, nearly all
evergreen, consisting of fir, cedar, spruce, and hemlock.
Just think of trees 8, 10, 12 feet in diameter, and 250, 300,
350 feet in bight, and growing so close, and with so much
down timber, that a man could hardly travel on foot five
miles a clay, and cattle cannot in many cases get through the
woods at all. Think of it-here within 30 miles of Portland,
a city of 50,090 to 60,000 people, one can get 320 acres of
good land covered with the finest "forest the world ever saw.
The timber has often been estimated at 10,000,000 to 12,000,000 feet upon 160 acres, and is often sold at 25 cents per
1,000 in the tree; the tops and down trees are burnt up te
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get rid of them. It is considered worth $100 per acre to
clear it up for farming. Then, it is generally very broken
and hilly, but rich soil, with splendid springs and brooks
everywhere. I hav seen the finest cherries, plums, prunes,
berries, clover, and timothy, etc., I ever saw growing here.
Pears that weigh two pounds are quite common. No corn,
wheat, or melons are raised here, but fruit-raising, dairying,
lumbering, and salmon-fishing are the occupations of this
Columbia valley. But it is very thinly settled as yet. The
towns below Portland are mere landings and logging camps,
saw-mills and fishing towns. Everyb;dy seems to liv easily
and well ; money plenty; wages high ; good men getting
from $40 to $100 and $120 per month and board-but they
are so careless and free with their money that most of them
lay up nothing. The thermometer never gets down to zero,
nor up to 95°, but for four months in the winter it rains a
·slow, misty rain two. thirds of the time, making the roads
impassable.
D. C. SEYMOUR.
INGERSOLL NOT FOR LffiERTY.
LEXINGTON, Mo., June 23, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: On reading his Chicago speech Liberals must
feel as the Philistines did when it was told them that their
idol, Dagon, had fallen on his face. The great Liberal orator
seems after all to be only tolerably Liberal, which is analogous
to saying a woman is tolerably virtuous. As Carlyle would
say, "how God must laugh" to hear the colonel praise the
part.y that gave the negro freedom to labor and denies him
freedom to exchange the products of his labor! European
despot~ are determined on '' saving the people from the baneful effects of too much liberty" politically; the colonel, on
saving them from the baneful effects of too much liberty
economically.
He favors one-sided " protection " because, as he says,
under it "we hav become the richest nation on the globe."
A drummer for a Chicago implement factory said two days
ago, "We get $1,700 apiece for those machines, and but for
'protection' we would hav to sell them for $600." I had
just come from a district where women were plowing and
hoeing in the fields, and where they usually go barefooted
from motivs of economy. The price of wheat there is fifty
cents a bushel, or thirty-four hundred bushels to pay for a
thresher.
The colonel says these producers of raw material are
stupid, but he wants them forbidden to buy where their
money will buy the most, in order to " protect" certain
other industries conducted by those whom he says are " the
most ingenious people who ever lived." I firmly believe
with him that we are, and therefore see no need to· rob one
class for the benefit of another, aside from the moral questions involved. A servant of the " prince of peace" preaching war sermons from his pulpit; a preacher preaching from
the text, '' Blessed are the pure in heart," on Sundays and seducing the wives and daughters of his parishioners on weekdays; a '' Liberal " orator praising liberty and denying liberty
in exchanging what we produce, are all in the same mudhole. I hav read the economic contributions to THE TRUTH
SEEKER, but do not consider the question one that ought to
arise among those who call themselvs "Liberals."
Suppose that Congress were to pass laws equalizing tariff
benefits. That is, the " protected " industries should share
with their employees and the public; the former by a slidi.J;Ig
scale of wages, the latter by reasonable prices. Then it
would be much fairer. But if the laborers dare to ask for
higher wages they can "go," like Chinamen. And as for
GEo. WILSoN.
the public-" the public be damned."

ligations of his most sacred duty without raising his voice in
opposition to this most detestable vice, the use of intoxicating liquors, and I hope to see the day when Prohibition will
be stamped on every state constitution, and printed indelibly
in the supreme law of this nation.
But we are told that Prohibition is a failure. Our opponentswould be glad to make us think so, but we are not
so easily deceived as that. Is the civil law a failure, because
crime is committed? When the law denounces theft, because men do steal does .that prove the law a failure? . But
all well-disposed citizens unite in one voice and say, Let the
offender be punished; while in the case of Prohibition where
it is adopted, all the combined influence and capital of the
whisky ring is arrayed against it, and not unfrequently is
the voice of the people and .the pressheard to cry out, Fre(;l
whisky and unrestricted liberty I I am willing to admit that
there are other grades of intemperance that prove very fatal
in many cases. If I see proper to wear a vest or pair of
pants so tight as to injure my health or destroy my life, I
alone suffer the consequences. But if I am a habitual
drunkard I deprive my family of my time, my money, and
my duty as a father, to say nothing of the abuse my innocent wife and children receive at my hands, and the case is
di.tierent. Thousands of like cases could be referred to,
yet you tell me constitutional rights and the blessing of
American liberty grant me the privilege.
The doctor has a great deal to say about the position
alcohol holds in the universe. We don't dispute it. We
believe whisky a good thing in its place, and in the language
of "Brick" Pomeroy we say, "Hell is the place for it!"
J. H. 0HLHAUSEN.

LoNGMONT, CoL., March 1, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: My respected mother-Georgiana Rice-being very busy, requested me to remit her subscription to
THE TRUTH SEEKER for this year. I also concluded to get
rid .of a surplus idea or two, as I was afraid they might spoil
if kept any longer.
My mind is in a great turmoil from the effects of wrestling
with V. B. Denslow's articles that appeared in TnE TRUTH
SEEKER a short time ago. After reading said articles, I
made a rough guess that he was aiming blows at Socialism,
but afterward concluded that I must be mistaken, as he did
not\ touch one single idea or theory of Socialism in all his
deluge of talk. He made a grand mistake in heading his
articles, "The Distribution of Wealth." He should hav
written under the heading of," The Ideas Qf a Slavemaster."
I find it a very hard matter to reply to nothing, so will
simply giv him a little advice; it will not cost him anything,
and he is not obliged to accept it. The gentleman's intellect
must hav undergone a terrible strain while engaged in that
arduous task. My advice to him is that he had better take
a good long sleep, to giv his brain a chance to recuperatenot too long ; about twenty years would overcome the effects
of that article. Though it might take a little longer time
for him to get out of the narrow path he is walking in at the
present time and get upon the broad platform of humanitythe platform that advocates the greatest good to the greatest
number.
I am surprised to find that quite a number of so-called
Liberals are giving out long-drawn howls about the subjects
of discussion in THE TRUTH SEEKER. They are right in
having their paper stopped, as they do not need it. They
are like our orthodox who smile and purr as long as you
stroke them the right way-change. the motion, you are in
for a fight immediately. They are Liberal to the extent of
throwing rocks at a great, big nothing that some people dub
NEoSHo, Mo., June 7, 1888.
God, and that is the beginning and ending of their LiberalMR. EDITOR : I do not take THE TRUTH SEEKER, neither ism. They had better take what little of the article they
am I in sympathy with its doctrin and views. One of my hav left and put it in alcohol, or they will lose sight of it
neighbors takes it, and he kindly givs me the privilege of entirely.
perusing its columns. To-day he sends me No. 22, of Vol.
Hoping that Heston will continue to furnish cartoons to
XV, and calls my attention to the Joplin letter, which I read THE TRUTH SEEKER as long as they are needed to help open
with care. I fail to detect anything new or grand in the the eyes of the people, I remain,
writer's views, but simply a repetition of the Infidels' text
Yours with fervent heat,
A. H. BLAOK.
which they would hiss in the ears of all Christians, crying:
WHISKY AND IMMORTALITY.
"Calvin, Servetus! Calvin, Servetusl" as though all Christians were John Calvin in person, and all parties who suffer
ADRIAN, MraH., June 12, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Good news for the imbiber of strong drink 1
wrong were indeed Servetuses. Their whole system and
theory seems to be based on this text, as though all Chris- A recent writer concerning Spirituali·sm says we take all
tians were responsible for that act. The writer dwells prin- habits contracted here on earth with us into the eternal futcipally on the question of Prohibition and American liberty. ure world, and the desire is immortal, and the whisky-spirI did not read the letter of the gentleman from Massachusetts, itual-will be dispensed to the old s.oaks on their arrival into
and know nothing of its contents, but in regard to the prin- the future realms. I hav my doubts of whisky's immortalciple of liberty allow me to say that liberty unrestricted is ity, but admit that its effect causes one to soar in imaginanot liberty. The freedom of action must necessarily be re- tion to happy prospects-or to oblivion in the ditch, or
stricted when it comes in contact with the rights and priv- wherever one's footsteps may falter. What a boon to the
ileges of others. If the manufacture, sale, and use of spirit- old toper-free whisky eternally, and no expense, where he
uous liquors can be tolerated without endangering the rights can revel in a befogged happy certainty of a renewal should
and privileges of others, then this government has no right conditions require it, and in spite of his Prohibitionist torto meddle with it whatever, but facts hav demonstrated in mentors! Local option will be at a discount. What will the
so many cases that its use is detrimental to the welfare, hap- agitators do? The old fossils will be halted in their
piness, and political privileges of others. I hav seen times earthly vocation. The imbiber can stalk about with his
in the little city of Joplin when it was hardly safe for a man, meter full with impunity. Only think of it-free drinks, no
much less a lady, to pass the saloon doors, yet we are told license, no legal holidays, but one eternal bliss. Prosecuters
that under the principles of our Liberal institutions the legis- and informers must go out of business, and the devotee to
lativ authorities hav no right to step between vice and virtue, the allurements of fermented natural substances will hold the
safety and violence. If the perpetuity of this republic is to fort. And think that all this earthly solicitude and worry
be maintained by the perpetuation of this nefarious business must avail nothing. Prohibitionists will be out of a job,
at the sacrifice of the comfort and happiness of the innocent, local option will be of no account, and those tired souls who
to say nothing of their political rights, then I say, Let it go spent a lifetime here to no purpose will lead a forlorn existdown with the crash of nations that hav fallen before. I ence.
would like to ask the doctor if he would like to exchange
Intemperance is to be deprecated in all things. Our physthe present condition of his little city of Joplin, where he ical health demands it. But I would rather see my favorit
dwells in ease and comparativ safety under the restrictions of brother or my father intoxicated than to see my mother or
civil law that hav curbed to a great extent whisky violence sister smeared with cosmetics, or to realize that any dear one
and beer-saloon vulgarities, and place it back in the moral imbibes the fallacious doctrin held forth by our church
condition of twelve years ago. I am glad that the church is pilots. It is more degrading to the human mind to enterthe mother of Prohibition, and no minister can fulfill the ob- tain the superstitious dogmas that are daily forced upon our
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youth than to be under the influence of fermented products
of nature. The latter are genuin ; the former is a lie.
Drunkenness was handed down to us from remote ages.
God's favorits reveled in ·drunken debauchery. All sorts of
inhuman acts were performed under the influence of wine,
and sanctioned by the Bible God. The man after God's own
heart performed prodigies of immoral acts, yet his God sus.
tained him in all his inhuman acts. To-day should the same
scenes be enacted, the perpetrators would be imprisoned or
hanged.
0. 8; BARRETT.
ALEXANDRIA, 0NT., June 11, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Are you not getting sick of the Spirit trash
that infests your columns and, to say the least, takell up
valuable room that might be better used? I confess to reading all of Mr. W. H. Burr's articles, but not in search of
what this paper is. advertised to seek-truth. The last
twenty years I believe I hav read very nearly all that is
Spiritualist, and I ha"t long ago lost all hopes of finding any
truth- issued from that source. But I read the stuff from
sheer curiosity to see how far the impudence «;.an be carried,
and .take notice of the success it meets with. To me there is
but one wonder about the whole thing-it is the fact that
men and women should possess sufficient knowledge and
education to express these Y!lrns in good language, and
sometimes even decorate them with the attraction of good
literary style, and yet be so obtuse and inconsistent as to be
deceived by such stupid tricks of magic as all Spiritual
seances hav proved to be. It is really amazing to read in
THE TRUTH !:lEEKER of June 2d Mr. Burr's article entitled,
"Two Light-Circle Seances." He givs a minute description
of the triangular inclosure wherein this white magic is performed. Why is the inclosure triangular? If spirits really
perform the writing and all the other tricks, why are all
these ceremonies necessary ?
Mr. Burr says: "Three chairs are placed side by side,
closely in front of this dark curtain. Mr. Keeler selects two
persons to sit with him. He takes his seat on the right-hand
chair. A second curtain, eight or nine feet long, is now
fastened at the end where Mr. Keeler sits. The other two
sitters take the other two chairs. Mr. Keeler grasps the
arm of the second sitter with both hands. The third sitter
takes the right wrist of his companion with his left hand.
His right arm is free, and in sight all the time. The second
curtain is now drawn across the whole front, completely
covering the three persons, except their heads and the right
arm of the third one, which comes out through an arm-hole.
The second curtain fs fastened by hooks to the first around
each sitter's neck. The flap of the first curtain is divided at
intervals behind the heads of the sitters. The light is now
turned partly down, but we can all see the features of the
three sitters against the dark screen. All keep quiet for a
few moments, while gentle music is played on a piano or.
music-box." Now, in such a position, what could not be
expected? With the lights so turned down that people's
features can barely be distinguished from a dark screen, who
knows how many human rogues were prowling about on the
shady side of this human wall-whether constructed of one
trickster and two dupes, or two tricksters and one dupe,
makes no material difference?
The only question worth considering is: Was Mr. Burr
really deceived by the tricks performed in these light-circle
seances I I fancy not. I always try to be charitable, but in
this case justice forbids. Mr. Burr is decidedly not very
wise, as perfect wisdom must be perfect honesty, but yet he
is ~ore roguish than foolish. Does Mr. Burr really believe
that, had he been on hand and solidly grasped the intrusiv
hand that so affected the feelings of his sensitiv aunt, it
would hav vanished from his grasp? Does Mr. Burr believe
that spirits could if they chose write on slates without the
assistance of Mr. Keeler or any other magician? Not a bit
of it. I guarantee he will never accept a bet on it.
Mr. Burr's insincerity is well attested in his quotation from
a magician, viz.: "I do not expect my account of them to
gain general credence. Forty-eight hours before I should
not hav believed anyone who described such manifestations
under similar circumstances." After such a preliminary,
expect no truth. Such an apology is a decided guarantee
that a pack of lies is about to be palmed off for truth. To
confess that forty.eight hours ago he himself would hav
utterly refused to believe the. story, and now to tell it himself
in hope of being believed by somebody, seems to me the
climax of impudence.
A great philosopher has said in regard to miracles: "Compare the possibility of the miracle with the possibility of its
being a delusion; thence form your opinion, always accepting as the fact the most probable of the two miracles."
Spiritualism judged in this manner would stand a poor show.
What can be Mr. Burr's object in attending these seances
and reporting them in such a way as to giv them the look of
importance, while the description of the circle unmistakably
indicates a contemptible fraud?
The man that demands trust from a perfect stranger is
·_generally considered as a fraud, and the one that allows
himself to be deceived by such-a fool. What shall we call
the man that performs miracles, but always leaves room for
suspicion, and the one that believes him? If Uncle Tom
Winter is still living, he can tell us the right name for both.
CRAB. LAPEROHE.

h

BRooKLYN, N. Y., June 20, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH BEKKER having published some
of my straggling thoughts on the social problem that were
incidentally suggested by "Letters from Friends," I think it
expedient that I should offer a brief explanation of my position on the prominent theories of social reform and human
regeneration. Religious systems being the first in order, I
will note the obvious fact that they are but outgrowths of
ancient social philosophies t)lat were intended ~9 lead the
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human race from barbarism to civilization; and are suggestiv of a much higher civilization than priestcraft aspires to,
or its dupes are capable of comprehending. Moreover, the
fact that every nation that has made any progress toward
civilization has an established religion, is indisputable evidence that religion is not an insuperable obstruction to human progress. Furthermore, religion has never been master
or mistress of the situation, but has ever been the servil
slave of a more potent power behind it, who is responsible
for all the crimes that are charged to religion and the church.
I think it is quite possible that the priesthood and clergy are
frequently the dupes of more subtle knaves than themselvs.
Statesmen, and other despoilers of the people, do not advocate and foster religion because they are specially religious
themselvs, which they evidently are not, but because it is an
important branch of their craft. Therefore, I think the
emancipation of religion and the church from ignominious.
slavery to unjust principles, to ungodly mammon, will be
more profitable and less difficult than to destroy them. We
shall then see if the church has the magnanimity to giv up
her vile dalliance with subtle serpents, and turn to the people whom she has ignominiously betrayed and delivered to
the despoiler, bound head, hands, and feet.
It being obvious that we cannot reasonably hope for
further progress toward a higher civilization through the
agency of religion and the church, I think it expedient and
advisable to cast about for some method or agent of social
reform and human regeneration that has in it the promis of
greater efficiency than either religion or science, especially a
pseudo-science, is capable of.
Anarchism, as I understand it, is a social state in which
every individual is a law unto himself, and does that which
is right in his own eyes. 'fhat being obviously incompatible
with the present moral and intellectual development of .the
human race, it cannot reasonably be thought of except as a
possibility of a more or less distant future, when the human
race are become so perfect, morally and intellectually, that
they can be depended upon to practice just principles instinctivly and make no mistakes. Nevertheless, that being
obviously the ne plus ultra of social reform and human regeneration, I shall fail to see the expediency or propriety of
hrmging people for advocating it. If doing so is a Christian
principle, I shall prefer to be an Infidel, though not of the
type of Barrett, and a few others whom it is inexpedient to
further disgrace by special mention. I think they hav disgraced themselvs sufficiently to satisfy a reasonable desire.
Socialism, as I understand it, involves a universal brotherhood of the human race ; and universal cooperation by all,
for the mutual benefit of· all-" owning nothing but possessed of all things." That will require organization and
government that will govern equitably and favor none. A
government that governs on that principle is necessarily despotic and paternal. Applied to the enforcement of Socialism,
it should make every individual absolutely free from the
domination of every other individual, and giv none any advantage over others on any pretense whatever. Therefore,
Socialism should absolutely enforce and establish individuality, instea<:J. of destroying it, as the opponents of Socialism
falsely pretend it will do. On the other hand, the opponents
of Socialism virtually admit that ownership of wealth applied
to great division of labor creates an interdependence that
virtually compels those who labor to do so for others rather
than for themselTS. "No man livs for himself, but every
man livs for others." That will apply to none but those
whose labor procures the means of living. If it does not
annihilate" individuality, I shall freely admit that a logical
definition of the term is beyond the domain of my comprehension.
They further assert that " all honest men are working for
other men." Which I shall find no good reason to dispute.
"If a man works exclusivly for himself, he is a counterfeiter,
or a forger, or a swindler, or a sneak-thief, or percha~ce a
highwayman." Nevertheless, it appears to be the unanunous
opinion among intelligent and fair-minded people that a man
who requires others to labor for his enrichment, and compels
them to do so when he can, is a thief, and no better than a
J.J.ighwayman. And ownership of wealth compels us all to
do so, or be possessed of but precious. little. Socialism requires no man to work for any but himself, and for those
who are unable to labor, in anticipation that he may be in a
like fix himself at some time, and will then desire others to
work for him. The opponents of Socialism appear to regard
that as the most objectionable feature in it.
J. A. TUTTLE.
ST. JoHNs, ILL., June 21, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: In THR TRUTH SEEKER of May 26, page 326,
under the heading of, " The Woman Suffrage Question Settled," written by a man pretending to be a Liberal, if I am
not mistaken is an article on which I wish to offer a few remarks. Firs~ I will say that I think the heading of the article is as appropriate a criticism as any I can pos?ibly m~ke.
After reading the article, having had my enthusiasm raised
to a high pitch, casting my eye the second time at the heading, it evoked a laugh, which gave me s.ome reli~f.
Yes, the question is now settled! and if you will suffer me
to dictate, which no doubt you will do, as you are aware by
the tone of said article that men, and only men, hav the
proper authority to say what women should do, I say th~n
to our small-brained sisters, viz., JI.:Iiss Helen Gardener, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony, Aunt Elmina, Mrs.
Severance 1 Miss Wixon, Mrs. Lake, and a host of others, to
stop your silly gabble; stay at home; attend to m~ltiplying
and replenishing the earth; cook potatoes, dumplmgs, and
hash and occasionally yellow-legged chickens, for your husband', and feel thankful for the privilege of blling permitted
to do so. In confirmation of this being good advice, I ref~r
you to the holy Bible as ancient proof, and also to friend
Wilson and a few others of his caliber as modern proof. I
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hope those of the weaker sex will make a note of this and
not again expose themselva in claiming rights which only belong to men-who are possessed of brains sufficient to use
them in a way to get them knocked out. Mr. Wilson says
men will never for any length of time ail ow women to decide
by vote when we shall make war. It seems to me that our
brot_her has been taking lessons from St. Paul, who held woman in such high estimation as to request her to stay at
home and learn of her husband, for it was a shame for her
to speak in the church.
Again, dear sisters, please don't forget that our mother
Eve somehow, probably for the want of brains, got her foot
into the transgression business, whatever that happens to be,.
and enticed man to eat the apple, or a part of it at least, and
that God in a fit of passion threw them topsy-turvy over the
fence. And again recollect, man was made before woman,
which of course givs him preference. I could refer you to
many other texts that woulji show you that all along women
hav been a disturbing element whenever they were allowed
to hav any influence, but doubtless you are already convinced that you are not capable of voting, and so. will make
no further effort, lest you might change this glorious manmade government into a pandemonium.
Yes, the Woman Suffrage question is settled for all time,
from the fact that there are a great number of the brainy
male gender who are laboring under the influence of the
same disease that St. Paul was addicted to who hav so decided.
There are a few, I am sorry to say, of this vast multitude
who claim to be Liberals. However, if that is any part of
Liberalism my mind is so obtuse I am incapable of grasping
the subject. But we must recollect that inasmuch as religion ia a mental disease, many who are emerging out of that
condition, although convalescent, are predisposed to an occasional set-back. Let us hope it was in one Df those temporary spells that Brother Wilson penned his article. It is
evident that there is much of good left in his mal~e-up, for
further on we see how sympathetic he becomes when coming in contact with a present or prospectiv mother. Doubtless he happened to think he once had a mother, and for
that reason woman is entitled to at least a small portion of
respect. However, they are not to endeavor tn usurp any
authority whatever, but must be obedient in all things, for
thus saith ancient and modern gospel.
A little further on he says: "Look at the skeleton of a
man and of a woman. Nature has put her chief work and
material on man's brain-case and the woman's pelvic bones."
That settles it again. If nature has made man superior to
woman, how foolish it is that poor, weak woman should
think it possible to better her condition by voting, or making
any effort to elevate her sex ! Miss Gardener made a grand
mistake when she visited that eminent doctor to seek information with regard to the brains of men and women. I be.
ing a man and having a right to advise, I would suggest to
Miss Helen, the next trip she makes, to visit JI.:Ir. Wilson or
some other man who understands anatomy and learn how
nature has been so kind as to giv man the chief material of
brains, and woman bones instead. That is a clincher, and
settles it again.
I must not fail to giv our modern anatomist credit for saying that "women hav the natural right to dress as they
please·" but had he been consistent with the tenor of his article h~ might hav added- "provided their husbands would
allow them."
But he more than spoils this exhibition of forbearance by
saying: "They ought also to be in the pulpit as preachers."
There is in my estimation in this last sentence as much to be
condemned as there is in saying that it is right to hang a
man. For my life, I cannot conceive that we can put a man
to a worse use than to hang him. He would be totally fit for
nothing after the life was OJ.It of him. In like manner, a wo.
man could hardly be put to a more unprofitable and degrading business than preaching. He seems to think the mild
effort of preaching would not be detrimental to her reproductiv organs. Holy Moses! doesn'~ that take the linen off
the under-shrubbery! Who ever would hav thought that
Liberalism required pulpits filled with women, and that one
of its chief works was to keep her in the capacity of a slave
and to enforce on her the perilous task of bringing children
into the world? I am taking a paper printed in Cincinnati
called Tlte Better Wa.y, and I notice there is quite a discussion going on with our Spiritualist brethren on the subject of
Christian Spiritualism. Maybe we would better get up
something similar in THE 'TnuTH BREKEH, with the variation
in name for instance, Christian Liberalism, or Christian Infidelity.' Now, to my way of t~inking, C~ristianity and Liberaliem will make es good a mixture as ml and water. We
learn from the article that Mr. Wilson was once a member of
the legislature, and while there, ~n the du~l capacity
legislator and doctor tried the experiment of Issumg out m homeopathic doses a limited suffrage to women. Think of
such men as this being chosen to conduct the affairs of a free
and independent government, as this is claimed to be: Our
pseudo-brother would better go .~ack t~ the church-I_D case
he haa left it-for in all probability he IS better material for
a doctor of divinity than for a doctor of woman's just claims
to equality with her father, husband, and brother, which all
true Liberals hav learned is justly due her. Farewell,
Brother Wilson; I hope your future ideas may expand into
a more robust Liberalism.
I should hav been pleased tp make some remarks on Robert Gunther's unjust insinuations on our good old pioneer,
Hacker, and Harman and Walker, who are battling for Freethought, and will be remembered by lovers of truth when
such chronic grumblers as Gunther and 0. S. Ba~rett a?(~ all
they hav ever done for humanity will be sunk m o~hVIO!,l.
But this article has transcended proper limits, so, hoping for
more harmony among professed Liberals, I close.
WM.. A. 'fuoMPSoN.
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.Hdiud by M1ss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall
Rifler, Mass., to whom aU Oammunications fr}'f'
this Corner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oom·es a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

The Land of Little People.
Far away, and ret EO near ns, lies a land where all
bav heen,
Played beside its sparkling waters, danced along
itFI IDPRiiOWB J!TP8D,

Where the bn•Y world we dwell in and its noises
only ~eFm
.
Like the echo of a tempea\ or the shadow of a
Oream;
And it ll;'rows not old forever, sweet and young it
i• t"-day•Tis tbA L•nd of Little People, where the happy
children play.
And the thin"'~ they know and see there are so
wonderful and grand,
Things that. w1ser folko and older cannot know or
n ndersta nd:
In th<.' woods they meet the fairies, find the giants
in their caves,
See the pal,.ces of clondland and the mermen in
the waveR,
Know what >til the birdies sing of, hear the secrets
of the flnweroFor the Laud of Little People is another world
than ours.
Once •twas onrA; •tis ours no longer, for when
nursery time is o'er,
Thro111d.1 the L<tnd of Little People we may wandfr neve-rmore,
But we hear t',fir meny voices and we see them
at their play,
And onr own dark world grows brighter and we
Prem RR yonnq as thry,
Roarniug over shore and meadow, talking to the
bird• an1l flowersFor the LRnd of Lit1le People is a fairer world
than i11u·s.

A. 'l'rip to the Capital.
What is more enjoyable than to take a ride
of about twenty-five miles on a beautiful day
early in spring? My mother, brother, and
his wife, and myself started early Tuesday
morning for the capital of Oregon. We had
a light buggy and a 8pan of young horses. In
our buggy was a nice lunch prepared by my
mother, which we were to eat in a shady
grove.
The capital of our state is Salem. It is situated about twenty-five miles southeast of
our home, McMinnville, on the east sille of
the Willamette river. There was formerly
only one way to reach Salem with a team
from here, and that was to cross the river on
a ferryboat; but now they hav built a large
bridge across the river close to the city, and
so we went that way.
The first town we passed through was
Amity, a small but lively town, full of industrious and enthusiastic men. We then proceeded along the beautiful road which led to
BetheL The roads were a little dusty, but
the winds favored us by blowing so that
we escaped the greater part of the dust.
After t~aveling about eight miles. we reached
Betht>l, a little village containing a number of
dwelling-houses and a large school-home.
This is certainly a lovely place. It is situate<l
on a bill which overlooks a large valley covered with green fields, spotted here and there
with a town or village. Then came the pleasant ride over Bethel hills, When on the highest point we could look back and see the valley below, which was surely a lovely sight.
We could see McCoy, a town about one mile
and a half from Bethel, and Perrydale, another small town about two miles from McCoy.
We traveled on through Spring Valley; a
beautiful place surrounded by hills, green to
the very tops with early grain. After going
about five miles we came to an old and dilapidated milL This was once a pretty place,
but now the mill is nearly rotted down, and
little can be seen but the old wheeL Our
horses were getting tired and we were all
hungry, so we stopped here to eat our lunch.
Never was a dinner enjoyed more. We
spread our lunch on a log close by a running
stream, and the water, dashing over the
pretty rocks, sang us a sweet song as we ate.
After eating until we were more miserable
thl\n we were before dinner, we gathered
up the remnants of our meal and made preparations to proceed on our journey. Just
around the curve from where we were is a
little village called Q~ua. Although small,
this is a pretty phwe, consisting of a number
of dwelling-houses, oue store, and a postoffice. It is not close to any large town, so
the inhabitants enjoy the solitude of a farm-

er's life.

As we drove along through the shady
groves we amused ourselvs by joking and
singing, for the crowd was lively and all in
the humor for fun .
At last we reached Salem, and much to our
pleasure, for we were beginnin~~: to tire from
sitting so long in the buggy. But nevertheless we drove around town admiring the
beautiful streets and yards, and during our
excitement we nlmost forgot we were tired.
We drove over to South Salem and out to the
Odd Fellows' cemetery about one mile south
of the city_ After we got back to town our
horses were tired, so we thought we would
leave the rest of the city to see the next day.
So we drove up-town till we reached the
door of my aged grandmother. We were
greeted with a l!earty welcome by our friends
there, and, after washln~r, dusting, and resting, we wer 'invited in to a nice supper-table,
at which we sat and ate heartily. That evPning was spent in visiting with our friends,
which we enjoyed very much.
The next morning we were chagrined to
find it raining, but, as we were ~~:enuin Web.
foots, we did. not let rain stop us from looking
around the eit.y.
At 0 o'clock my brother and wife and myself went over to the public school to' see the
scholars march, but we got there too late, so
we had to put it off till the next morning,
saying we would try and be on hand the
next time. We then took a walk around the
city. We went down to the flouring mills,
which are situated on the banks of the river.
These mills are built of brick and are very
large, grinding many thousand bushels of
wheat every year.
We then thought we would like to go
through the stnte house, so we started for it.
This iq a grand building costing some over
$1.000,000.
'Ve went up the long walk, and, after
climbing stone steps till we were tired, we
reached the door of this grand house. The
kind janitor showed us around the building.
We were taken into the senate chamber and
the house of representati vs. These are fine
rooms, hung with pictures of our noted men.
Washington's picture is the first to be seen
on entering the door of the senate.
After looking around to our satisfaction,
we thought we would like to tal(e a drive,
so, after having dinner, we got into the buggy
and drove out to the insane asylum and penitentiary. Some of the inmates of the asylum
had the scarlet fever, so we did not go in,
but we went through the penitentiary.
Dear readers, if you could only see the
dark cells and dungeons, with their bolted
doors, your hearts would beat with pity for
the men, however mean, who are compelled
to stay within their walls.
From there we drove to the Indian school,
which is located about five miles out of town,
and would hav had a pleasant time had it not
rained so hard. Providence didn't favor us
one bit. Coming home my sister-in-law got
very wet and cold, and was not very comf<:>rtable the rest of the evening. When we
got to the school it was just out, and such a
gang of little Indian boys I never beheld before. Indians are well enough in their place,
but I don't think it is right to build floe
fChool-houses in which to educate them,
when so many of the poor white children are
being raised without any education. There
might be as many poor children gathered up
in the streets of San Francisco, and even in
their own city, and given the education which
is now being given to the Indians, which
would be a far greater benefit to the country.
That evening there was a Republican rally
in the city, and we would hav attended, bnt
the " ~~:ood father," or rather the bad one,
saw fit to make the rafn to fall and the windR
to blow almost to resemble a young hurricane. Our thoughts that evening were of
our journey homeward the coming day, and
we feared we would not hav a pleasant time
if the rain continued to fall and the winds to
blow.
Morning soon came. No sun could be seen
to rise from behind lhe distant mountains, to
fill the city with pleasant faces, but large
black clouds floated through the sky, and
seemed every minute to threaten a terrific
storm. But ere the morning hours waned
the sky grew lighter, and about 9 o'clock
we started once more for the public schooL
We were on hand this time, and enjoyed very
much the singing and marching of over four
hundred scholars. We then went back to
prepare for our journey home. After wrapping up sufficiently to keep out the rain and
wind, we b11.de our friends adieu and took our
dep9.rture. We were favored with a light
rain instead of a storm on our way home.

We could not eat our dinner by the little
brook where we had two days before, but remained in the buggy to eat a small lunch
which we had prepared.
We arrived home safe and sound; did not
get very wet. After we were once more
seated around a cheery fire, and began to
talk over the good time we had had, we all
declared, "There is no place like home.~'
NETTIE A. OLDs (aged fifteen).
McMinnville, 01'e.

J. Hncker Funil.
Maude M. Morrison ............................ $1.00
Ida E. Glenn .............................. ;..... .30
Geo. J. Remsburg .............. ,............... .50
Jno. J. L Remsburg........................... .30
Chas. B Remsburg ... :........................ .20
Geo. J. Remsburg .................. ;........... .10
Mary A•hcraft.................................... .25
Henry Seide...................................... .20
NPlson Seide..................................... .20
Eddie Relrle....................................... .lQ
Anton J. Kraft.................................. .50
Nicholas J _Kraft............................... .50

Correspondence.
WAGON WHEEL GAP- CoL.,t
June 11, 1888.
}
DEAR MI~s WrxoN: As I hav never written
for the Children's Corner. I thought I would
write. We liv in Monte Vista. CnL, but I am
at Wagon Wheel Gap now. It is a beautiful
place here. I like to look at the Children's
Corner and read the letters from little folks.
Well, as this is my first letter, I would like to
see it in print.
Your little Freethinker friend,
MILLIE TRUEBLOOD (aged eleven).
GRANTFORK, ILL., June 16, 1888.
DEAR MIES WrxoN : Please fiod inclosed $1
for the J. Hacker fund-fifty cents from my
father, Anton J. Kraft, and fifty cents from
me. I am glad to see that so many of the Children's Corner friends are liberal, and generous to old folk. I hope some of the admirers
nf the Children's Corner hav \ried to help
Mr. and Mrs. Casey. In nearly every nqmher of the Children's Corner I read of some
boy or girl having heard a Freethought lecture. I hav never been to a Freethought
lectnre. I hope soon to hear one, but I still
envy those that hav heard one.
I must close now, or I might intrnde on
some of the vahiable space of the Children's
Corner. I remain, Yonr sincere friend,
NroHOLAB J. KRAFT.
BRooKLYN, N.Y .• Ji1ne 18, 1888.
DEAR M1ss WIXoN: I hav not SPen many
letters from Brooklyn, so I thought I would
write. This i~ the second time I hav writ.ten
to you. I am eleven years old. and I go to a
public school and study geography, grammar,
arithmetic, reading, spelling, and ~cience.
Last Decoration d!iy I sprained my hip, and
I hav b~en in bed ever since. I write this
letter sitting up in bed, and my sister will
copy it for me.
My father has taken THE TRUTH SERKER for
a good many years. I think the illustrations
are very good, and I read the Children's
Corner every week. I ha v read the 11 Story
Hour" and "Apples of Gold," and think
they are nice bookB.
Hoping to spe this in print, I remain,
Yours truly,
RALPH STOUT.
[We are sorry for dear Ralph in his trouble.
We hope the pain will soon be gone and he
will be able to run and play the same as before
his hurt.-En. C. C.]
PRESCOTT, Anrz., June 2, 1888.
MISS S. WIXON: Respected Friend of the
Little Ones : I see so many interesting letters
by our little ones that I thou_ght I wnuld let
them know how gladly I read all their communications. But first let me tell them why
l write this. I, too, hav some little ones, but
living away out in the mountains, and seeing
no one, you can't imagin with what joy yo•Jr
little letters are read and criticised by them.
They would like to write, also, but then they
say among themselvs, "Oh, pshaw! we· don't
know anything to write about only Indians
!ind cattle, and I am sure that would uot
interest them." One thin~~: they want to
know is: Why, in the present time, there are
no saints; there arc a great many more Christians to.day than there were when Jesus was
on earth, and in those days they were all
saint~. Wby aren't there any saiots now?
And if Jpsus died to save the. world, why is
there so much wrangling to save it. again?
Will you please tell me whPre in the Bnnk of
Munchausen or Gulliver Book (the Bible)
it says that the world was damned again
after Jesus died and Sijved it? lf God is
such a great being, it is funny that he wants
so many agents as sky-boosters to do his
work. We don't think he is much of a God
anvway.
For fear I hav written too long, I will close
this ti!Jle, with many kind wishes for your
future happiness and prosperity in your good
works.
C. L. MAumoE.
[We shall all be pleased to hear from our
little friends in Arizona. We would )ike to
be told about the 11 big Indians," the, handsome cattle, and tb"' ~ofty mountains.-ED.

C. C.)

Use

or

Stiltl1.

In the large plains c!l.lled 11 Llandees," in
southwest France, the people use stilts as a
matter of course. These plains are generally
llooded, though not to a sufficient depth to
enable people to get about in boats. The
stilts are not held in the hands, like those we
are accustomed to see, but are firmly strapped
to the side of the leg. The person wearing
them carries a long pole to balance himself,
and aid him in walking. This pole has usually a cross-piece at one end, so that, by putting it at a slant on the ground behind him,
the person on stilts can sit down on it and
rest. It is a common occurrence in that
country to see men and women sitting and
knitting in this exalted position, while the
sheep they are tending wander about the
plain. They wear their stilts all day long,
putting them on when they go out in the
morning, and taking them off only when they
return home at night.

Ut>re nud

'l'llPr~.

Little girl: 11 Ma, was Adam the first human being?" Mother : " Yes, my dear."
1
'
Well, who shoved him in the baby carriage?"
"Ah, my son," said the minister, "I'm
glad to see you in the Sunday-school at last.
[s this your first Sunday?" "Yes, sir."
11
How do you like it?" "Oh, I guess I kin
stand it until after the school treat."
A lady asked one of the children in her
Sunday-school class, " What was the sin of
the Pharisees?" "Eating camels, ma'am,"
was the reply. The little girl had read that
the Pharisees "strained at gnats and swallowed camels."
Mrs. Ram is going to take a class in a Sunday-schooL She told her niece, "I shall hear
the children their cataplasms and instruct
them in the three creeds, which, my dear, as
the bishc,p said in his sermon the other day,
are the Epistles' creed, the Lyceum, and the
Farinaceous creed."
In Arkansas City there livs a sturdy sixyear-old boy who has b~ repeatedly told by
his mother that God watched his every action. This idea took deep hold on the boy's
mind. One morning his little sister was
playing with him out by the stable. "Say,
Mamie," said he," you go back to the house."
"Don't want to." "Well, I want you to.
It's bad enouglt to hav God allus taggin'
roun' after me 'thout havin' you along, too."
Little Dot: "I don't like to stay in the
house this way. 'Vhat makes it rain so
hard ?" Omaha mamma : " So the grass can
grow and the flowers come out, dear."
"Does the angels send down all this wet just
for the grass and flowers?''. "I ·suppose so."
11
Well, what do they slosh it all over everything for ? There isn't any flowers in the
streets." "It c!>n't be helped, I guess." "I
guess maybe they is hired angels and is used
to washing windows."
Sunday-school teacher: "Who was Job?"
"A doctor, miss." Sunday-school teacher
(astonished) : 11 A doctor? Where do you
find that?'' Scholar: "Why, miss, you've
been reading to us about his patients."-London .F'1'atl!inke1'.

Very Cheap Pamphlets.
---o---

We hav on hand a large number of thefo!lowin~r
of OOLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamph'ets, which
will be disposed of at cost, as fol ows:

Ingersoll Catechised:
His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by the Editor of the "San Franciscan;"
singly, 8 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
$2-00.

ORTHODOXY.

A lecture, ;firty-fonr closely printed large 12mo
pages, 10 cents; :fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.

Civil Bights Speech.
Including the address of Frederick D"uglass, :fifty.
three-large octavo pages, sin~~:ly, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1; aad $6 per hundred.

Tho Truth o:f Hltltorr.
This is a. comment by Oolonel Ingersoll npa>n
the religiousJieij that hav been told about himself, and first made its appearance in these columns. Price 8 cents; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per
hundred.

BIBLE IDOLATRY.
A letter Oolonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
the London "Secular Review." Price 8 cents; 80
cents per doz., or $2 per hundred.

INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.
Being the comments and opinions of Mr. In~rer
soll upon the fight in the Catholic church between
the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
the pope. Price 3 cents; 80 cents per doz., or $2
per hundred.
We suggest that these be purchased in quantities, and given away to Christians, and 1t is with
that not nnreasonaole expectation that the prices
hav been placed so low_
A.d!!.:ass THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 La1ayette Pl., New York,
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i

OALIII'OBNU..

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.

i

J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco, Cal.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Ual.

Wettstein's World-Reno•nJed, Warranted Watches
anrl Watcllwork.
CoiN SILVER STEM·WI:SDEUS. 3 onncP caee•, 7
jewels, $12; 4 ounce, 11 jewels, U5; rlo, 15 jewels,
$18; do, adjn•terl, $22; do. extra fiu~, a perfect

I-IEBRE-W MYTHOLOGY,
-OR THE-r-

OANADA.

RATIONALE

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.

OF

THE

watcb. n::tmert "Qtto

BIBLE.

COLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 241 Washington Boulevard,
Uhtcago.
G. E. Wilson, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicago.
INDIANA.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANS.&.S.

WHEREIN

Chris. Brown, Burlington.

-BY-

I

MAINK.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-otnce, Smyrna
Mills).
·

Milton WoolleY.

IT IS SHOWN

MASSAOHUSRTTS.

THAT THE

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.

SHAKER EYE and EAR

Illustrated.

HOLY

nr- FoR ALL DISEASES Ol" EYES on EARS. Immediat.e rehef from Grannlattuus,lutlamwations,
Dim Vision, Watery Gathermgs, at.d .FatlmR'
S•ght, of Eres. lJeafne••• Drnmming, llingiug ~ f
the Ears dispelled by a few applicatio!Js. Oa·
tarrhal dillienlttes of Eyes or E,.rs iuBtantly removed. Sent the world over. Bnx with instructions, by mail, 80 cents.
G. A. LOUAS,
Shaker• P. 0 .. N. Y.

S(;RIPTURES

1 vol., Svo.,

NATURAL

Cloth, 613 pp.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
H. Adler, cor. Essex&Grand sts., New York.

PHENOMENA

Price, $2.50.

OHIO.

ONLY.

NKW YORK.

HOW TO

Strengthen the Menwry,

John Jacqu~CJs, Akron.
N. Hexter, aua l::!upenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.

OR,
NA1URA.L AND SCIENTIFIC liiETHODS OF
NEVER FOllGETTING.
ThA New Haven Pnlln<Wmt says : "The chapter
on • How to Learn a. Ntw Langnilge' is of remark·
a hie mterest."
Tbe Boston Post saYs: "This book actually
shows ns how to lteep our memones in good works
ing conoition and repatr t.hem when ou~ c.f order."
SGre,,ce (htgh aut.borill") says: "We luw tnerl the
methods of aswuiation advioed iu this book on
several persons, aud funnd ti.Jem most excellent."
Price by mail ~1.

OREGON.

B. F. Hyland, Corvallii.
PBNNSYLV ANIA.

Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3, 706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.

SPECIMEN ILLUSTRATION,

TENNBBSBB.

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.

o8 Lafayette Place, New York.

TEXAS.

L. Andruss Denison.
· T. Theo. Co\ wick, Norse.

Parturition Without Pain.

UTAH.

WASHINGTON TERRITORY.

W. Wedeken, Montesano.
BNGLAND.

MARTYRD~H~

BY M. L. HoLnnooK, 1\I.D.

OF MAN.

A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.

Watts &Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
It ia reallY a remarkable book, in which univerLondon.
hie tory i8 "boiled down" with snrpnsmg
W. J. Ramsey, 28 Stonecutter st. ,London,E.C. sal
skill.-[Litera.ry Worlrl.
AUSTRALIA.

Mrs. J. Hadfield, Market st., Sydney, N.S.W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
NEW ZEALAND.

A. D. Willis, Wanganui.

Reminis-cences of a Preacher.
A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,
Author of" Exeter Hall,"" Heathens of the
Heath," " Family Creeds," " Beautiful Snow," etc., etc.
The story is used by the an thor to teach Freethought, to remove superstit.ion from the minds
of tho•e who wonld not reRd a. polemical es•ay,
a.ncl to urgA f;lcts against t.he various churches,·
bA!ieving which their supporters will desert them.
The book is an argument Rri well as a novel. but
the serions predicaments of the hero are ski!fnlly
nsed to lure the reader along, and to iudnce him
to take the antidot.P to t.hAo(ogical poisontng without knowmg it. Mr. 1\IcDounell writes effectivly
aud eonvincmgJy, and alwayH braces his romances
wtth facts on one s•de and figures on the ot,hei-.
Tho•e who hav read his prevtons works need not
be advised to purchase this; th~y Will probably do
so at once.
Price, in papAr. 50 cents; in cloth. 75 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

A Book for Lours-Pcut and Present.

--o--

ROMANT[C LOVE
A!'ID

PERSONAL BEAUTY.
THEIR

Development, Causal Rda.tions. Historic a.nd
Na.tion a.l Peculiarities.
BY HENRY T. FINCK.
12mo., cloth, -'2· Address THE TIWTH SEEKER.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great Centennial Oration
ON THE

Declaration of Independence,
ALSO THE

Immortal

Docun~ent,

And the National Anthem entitled:

"LAND OF LIBERTY."
Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY,
28 LafaYe~te Pla.oe. New York.
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Sixty-fi:oe Years• lnTJar(able Success.

TREAT OF

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

i 5 ounce

THE

MIOHIGA.N.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S.D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Sach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodwtt.rd ave., Detroit.
MISBOUHI.
Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., st. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.

\Vt.'tt~tein,,' ~25

ca•e•, $1 50; 6 onnce eaB8e, $3 50 more.
BERT FILLED GuLD W ATCUEB. Open face, 7 jew.
els, f16.50; II i•wel•, fiB. 50; 15 jewel•. $.21.50; adjn•ted, f25.50; with" Otto Wettslem" movement,
f28 50. In ilnnting cafes, from f5 to 18.50 more.
J,adies hAst hnnting filled cases. 7 jewel"' $20; 11
jewel•. $22; 15 j~wels, $28. Extra fine, diamond in
case, JS more.
LADIEs' SoLID GoLD WATCHES. 14 k, 7 jewels,
f30; 11 jewels, $32; 15 jewels, $38. All hunting,
stemwinrlmg, elegantlY enl!'taved. Heavier cases,
Lonia XIV. style, enameled, emboHsed, and set
wit-h diamonds, $5 to $100 more.
GE:<Ts' Souo GoLD WATOBF.S· H k, li"ht
weight, 7 i"wels, $tO; II jewels, $42; 15 jewels. $t5;
adjusted, $49; with" Or to Wett•tein" movement.
$52. Heavter c..ses. $3 to $25 more. Fancy
watches, from $100 to $300. All sent prepaid, and
cash back if not •lltisfactory.
WATCawonK. The best tn the worlil. Clean·
inR", $1 ; mam sprmgs, $1 ; jewel"' $1. Can be sent
a thousand miles as well as one. per rei'(. mail or
tXoress. lnclo•e $1 or $2, and I will retnrn free.
All watches a11d work warranted to giv sa.tisfac.
tion, or cash refttndeil
OrTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.

You turn over his page~ with a. fascination aim·
ilar to that exnerieneed in reading Washington
Irvin ~.-[Inter-Ocean.
Fis history has" continuity, a ra.sh, a carrying
power, which •eminds ns strikingly of Gillbon.[New Haven Pa'la.dium.
'.rhe sketch or early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, ts a masterPiece of htt!torical Writing,_ He has a style that reminds us of Jlla.caulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo. 543pp., $1.75.
Address' THE TRUTH l:lEEKEH CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl .. New York.

HEBREW MYTHOLOGY
on,

THE RATIONALE OF THE BIBLE.
Wherein it is sbown that the Holy Scriptures treat
of N<ttnra.l Phenomena only.

L. K. Wasltburn's 'Yorks.
Sunday and the

~ahbath.

"A law

regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impertin£>nce." Pnce, 10cents.

The .False 'l'eachiug of tbe Christian Church. "The Thirty-nine
Articles of the Christian church are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

The I<'oolishness of Prayer. "Think
of a miuister•s pranng God to kill grasshoppers, or try!Dg to induce the Deity to undertake a crn•a.de of one against the Colorado
beetle!" Price, 10 cents.

FoHowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a }'act~
Price, 5 cents.
·
Do You Love Jesus 1 Price, 5 cents.
Is Liberalism Moral 1 Price, 5 cents.
Temyerance and the Bible. 5 cents.
The ~rute God of the OJd Testament.
Price, 5 cents.
The Pub tic Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.
A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eckbard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, bas published

BY MILTON WooLLEY, M.D.

THE NINE DEMANDS

Among thR manY attempts made by •ctentists to
ernsn the Billie, tbis is uuquestionably the mo•t
vi"orou8.-[Ullicago 'l'imes.
Cloth, Ill us., heavy toned paper, Svo, 613 pp., $2.50.
Addre•s THE TRUTH SEEKER.

in a more attractiv form than any in which they
ha.v previously appear-ed. At the head of an engraVID!! on heavy plate paper, 24x19 indt~•. are
tile cabinl"t-stzed hkPn~•BP.S of JEFFEIU:lON,
WASHINGTON. and PAINE, thA Far.her• of our
Rennblic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
pnnt.ed the Nine Demands of the American Secular Uninn in conRnicuonR type. At the foot • re
LAFAYETTE, GIRAUD. and INGEHSOLL,
makmg eight hkenPsses in all. lnscrtbeo beneath each portrait is some radical sentiment
quoted from the author pictured over it. lu the
space bAtween the porr.rait.s and around them are
a.rabe•q•1es of vines and !lowers 10 nrofnHton, and
the pauel inclosing the Nme Demands is sur.
mounterl on eaoh corner by l\lr. Eekhard•s deBil'<n
of the ftal! above tne cross. The whole make• au
exceedingly hanrl•ome work for framing_ The
artistic part is equal to the best. and the portrait~
Ill'S as tt-ue to nature as the nhotoR"raphs from
which they were transferred. The design will be
sent Po8tpaid bY ma.Il !or U bY
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 LafaYette Place. New York.
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TlLE "\VORD GOD

By Milton Woollev, M.D., An thor of "Hebrew
lllYthology," "The Career of Jeans Chridt."
The fool hath said in his heart, There i11 no God.
-[P•· XlV,1·
Chuuren and fools speak the trnth.- [Old Saw.
Paper, 12:no, 10 cents.
Address THE TROTH SEEKER.

Tile Career of Jesus Christ.
An Exposition of the TrnA 1\Ieaninll' of this Character"" described in the New Teotament. Hy Mil·
ton Woolley, l\l.D., Kuthor of "Heurew Mytho!·
ogy."
Paper, Svo, 2; centd.
Address THE THU'.rH SEEKER.

OUR LORD and SAYlOR JESUS ClllUST.

MIRACLES

myllledlcal Compound and Impro..-ed
Elastic 8ul)porter 1'rnoo injrom30 to
90 duv•· Reliable te(erenr.os giv~n. Beall

ltamp for circular, attd lalf in what p_aPfll
vou mw mv advertisement. Address Q~

:1'• .a. Otlllllp,BIIl\lnillt,ZdciiiiJa. . . .

approbation to thts work. The mformatwn It
contains is most importaut, lltH!, we are fully convinced, reliable." Price by mail, U.

SEXUAL PHYSIOL..OCY
HYGIE~E, or, THE MYSTEJIIES OF niAN.
C~trelully revi"ed edH.ton, with Ill JilnHtratllHJB.
Tbe most perfPI't. book fnr men and women ever
pnblts~ed. 50,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. Illustrated catalog free.

AND

Marriag " and Parentage.
Sanitary anrl Physiolol'<lCal HP!ations,
In Their
and ·in Their Bearing on t-he Producing
of Cllildren of Fmer Health and
Greater Ability.
BY IlL L. HoLnnooK, M.D.
The Sctenttnc Amerlrnn BHYB: .. noolts on this
subject arP n•ually written by cr~nks, bnt this ia
radtcally d1ffet ent; it ts scieut.tfic, sober, clean,
and worthv of consctentions consirlentlton by every pnsstble parent, and particularly by tbe
young." U.
Address THE TnUTII SEEKF.R Co.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Religious Problems.
BY L. K. WASHBURN.
"Let the Christian be he!~ to facts. and obliged
b tell the truth, an•l his lip• would he dnmb.
There never was snch a place as the Ganl~n of
J<;rlen; never such au indtvid1Hl aR the devil.
'Phere is no such pl~ce aB bell. There never wat! a
Christ. anrl no atonement m<de, for there was no
nece•sitY of anY betnl( marie. H there wa• no
such tbiug as faith, Cnri•lianity could not make
a eon vert. on eart.h If tmni•terH were oblilze•l to
furni•h the proof or their sca.tcmeuts, there would
be no preaching,"
Price 10 cents; 75 cents per dozen.
Acldress THE: TRUTH BEEKER CO.

THE

Bi~le

of ·Nature,
OR 1 THE

Principles of Secularism.

AND

MIRACLE WORKERS.

By T. E. LoNGSHORE.
By JOHN PECK.
An explanation of the mea.niD<t of the many
titles of ~he Gahlean teacher. "Lord" •houl<l be
" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything
"R.,bbi.'' Tue words" Jeans Christ" mean'' Saving Wisdom."
within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
l!:xcdlent for Missionary Work.
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
Paper, Ulmo, 3c., 30 cents per doz., $2 per 100.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

6UPTU RES CUR EDb,

Goaeu's Ladu's Rook says: " We giv onr cordial

PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER
DEATH IMPROBABLE.
By L. R. SMITH.
Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents.
Published and !or sale by
'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER 00,

A CONTRIBUTION to the RELIGION
of tlte FU1'URE.
BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
An thor of ''The Secret of tho E"st, or tao Origin
o! tbe Uhridtia.n Helil~ion and 1he l:l1gnifinance
of itd Hise a.x:d Decline.'' "PhysicH I Education, or the HeAlth-LilWS of Nat·
ure,' "Household Romedies," "The
Poison Problem, or the Cause
and the Cure of Intemperance," eoc., etc.
Felix L. 011vald is a well-known and vigorous
wnter on scientific and social subJects.-[Cin.
Com. Gazette.
Cloth, 19mo, 240pp., $1.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
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That Badger Boy At Sunday-School.,
·

THE LESsoN OF JosHUA.
.
Th.e teacher read of Joshua, the favont
fightmg man of the Lord, whe:t:t that boy
James took a hand in, sot~ speak.
"The Lord wen,t back on Mose, when he
sent him up top of a mountain to die, didn't
he, mum? 'l'warn't no fair shakes, seems to
me, after Mose had done so much for the
Lord."
"We hav passed Moses, James; the lesson is of Joshua."
"Yes'm. Josh was a slugger from Sluggerville, warn't he, mum?"
"I don't know what you mean, you horrid
slangy boy, but you stop such talk."
"Yes'm. Is women the children of Gad,
mum?"
''You inscrutable boy,what makes you
ask that question?"
"'Cos they all like to gad about so!'
"There, now you stop this minute. Much
you know about it."
"Yes'm. Did God make a great big giant
of Josh when he magnified him, mum?"
"Yes, he did, morally, you boy. But don't
you call such great and holy men by familiar
diminutivs, you little heathen."
"No'm. What's morally and dimitiv,
mum?"
'' Oh, I can't explain to '/JOlt, you little
monkey."
"No'm. Why didn't General Grant blow
rams' horns 'fore Richmond, mum, same's
Josh did 'fore Jericho ? Wouldn't the forts
tumbled, mum?"
"No, they wouldn't, you little wretch!"
"Why not, mum? Wasn't God on our
side, and in with Grant?"
"You James Badger, you stop!"
"Yes'm. Wasn't Josh offie to kill everybody in Jericho, mum, 'cept the harlot?
What's a harlot, mum ?"
"No, he wasn't. God commanded him
to." (Second query not answered.)
" God was offic fond of kill in' folks, wasn't
he, mum?"
"They were wicked, you little wretch!"
"Yes'm. What's the matter of the· harlot
that Josh saved-wam't she wicked, mum?"
"She served the Lord by taking care of
the spies. Now you shut up!"
" Y es'm. It was rough on the rooster that
hid the boodle in his tent, and got slugged to
death with stones, warn't it, mum?"
"No, it served him just•right. But I
hadn't ought to answer such slang."
"No'm. Josh was a holy terrer for blood,
wasn't he, mum?"
"Shut up, you awful boy!"
'' Yes'm. Would he hung Jeff Davis to a
sour apple-tree, like he hung them five kings,
mum?"
" Oh, I don't know what he would hav
done ; do stop, will you ?"
" Y es'm. That was a big hand Josh had
to buck against-thirty-one kings-warn't it,
mum?"
" Do shut up, will you, boy?"
" Yes'm. I guess them kings was two-fora-cent chumps, mum, or Josh couldn't got
away with so many of 'em. He just hung
'em right and left, didn't he, mum?"
" He did according to the Lord, you boy I"
" Yes'm. Josh was a corker for takin'
cities and kings, warn't he, mum? We'd
ought to had him in the war, he'd a took the
whole South in a week, wouldn't he,
mum?"
" I don't know whether he would or notyes, of course he would, you awful little heathen you I"
"Yes'm. That was cor kin' magic, makin'
the sun and moon stand still, warn't it, mum?
It's a choker to swaller, ain't it?"
"You James Badger, you stop!"
"Yes'm. God pitched right in for Josh,
and fit with hail-stones, big's watermelons,
didn't he, mum?"
" Of course he did. Didn't I read it?
What do you want to ask for ?"
·
"Josh was the John L. Sullivan of thP.m
days, warn't he, mum? He knocked 'em all
out."
"You heathen boy, don't you dare to men_
tion that horrid man with Joshua l"
"Huh! Josh was the horridest, 'cos John
don't slaughter folks; he only knocks 'em
out, mum, or calls it a ' draw.'"
"You wretched, wicked, evil boy, do go
home this minute!"
" No'm-don't. Who was the Gil gal that
Josh went to see after the big fight, mum?
Was she his mash?"
" Gilgal was a city, you wretch-or a
country.''
"Oh, Josh was a son of a gun--"
'' You James Badger--"

"I mean son of a nun, warn't he, mum?
Was there nuns in them days, mum?"
"He was the son of Nun, Moses's minister,
you little wretch, you!''
"Oh, Mr. Nun, eh? What a funny name
for a man 1 Them Bheneys was rats on
fightin' warn't they mum? And kept it up
after J~sh pegged o~t--"
·
"Now, you James Badger, you go right
home--"
"No'm-don't. Did God fight with Cezar ?"
"No, he didn't. Cresar was.not a man of
God."
"Huh 1 but he got there all the same,
mum I"
"Now you stop this instant, or I'll call the
superintendent!"
"Yes'm-he'd just like to mash yer, mum
-he'd--"
"Oh, you wretchl-mercyl-ouchl" In
the scene that ensued, which broke up the
seance of Joshua, that boy James skipped,
the subsequent proceedings troubling him no
more.
s1 SLoKUM.

The Man With the Badge-Pin at a
Spiritual Camp.
Georae Macd011ala tn San Francesco Freetho'U(Jht.

I hav often wished that I could enjoy the
opportunities for observation afforded by
travel to the senior editor of this paper. A
high knoll, a streak of sunshine, and an artificial creek for irrigating purposE:s do not always arouse my enthusiasm or excite my
poetic fancy, but I am an intense appreciator
of natural beauties, and I think I could describe them with a glowing pen. If any
reader of these lines has a glowing pen in his
possession he may send it to this office, and I
will take it out among the sand dunes some
evening and see if I can get a rise out of it.
I love to hold the mirror up to nature.
I may say that the view from the window
of our office, while varied for an hour, is apt
to repeat itself during the next sixty minutes.
The cable-cars and the horse-cars which circulate about the premises retain the same
appearance they presented six months ago,
and the soldier from the quartermaster's department at the Presidio still drives the
identical army mule that I learned to esteem
when I first came to this city. I see the same
quantity of girls in red dresses, and a slight
increase in the number of red parasols.
There is no change in the pigtails worn by
our Asiatic citizens, and my desire to grab
the same and giv tl1e owners a merry swing
through the air and far out into the Pacific
has not abated. Inside the room a similar
lack of diversity is noted; no change in the
books, in the papers, or in the pictures-except Heston's ; none in the till.
To those who might be inclined to censure
me for frivolity the foregoing will explain
why, a Sunday ago, I took a day off and
went to the Spiritualists' camp-meetlfng by
Lake Merritt in Oakland. To get to this
camp-meeting the traveler from San Francisco takes a ferry-boat, which meets a train
of cars half-way across the bay. The bottom
of the bay on the Alameda county side is so
near the surface that large boats can go no
nearer than a mile and a half or two miles
from the shore without touching it, and the
quay projects about that distance into the
water. The cars would not be profitable but
for the boats, for the reason that, though they
run through the heart of Oakland, and stop
with a yank at half a dozen stations on the
way, no fares are collected on them, and the
Oaklander may ride all day, if he chooses,
and half the night, and it will not cost him a
cent. This fact is worth mentioning often,
because it is the only instance I am familiar
with where the people get the best of a railroad. To reach the camp.ground it is necessary to let go at Oak street, walk north a few
blocks, east a short distance, and there you·
are. Or you may release your pull on the
railroad company at Broadway station and
take a weary-colored horse-car with the same
result.
Lake Merritt is not a gigantic sheet of
water. Leisurely exercise at the oars will
propel a boat around it in half an hour, but
it has a surprising number of boats on its
surface. It is a gay aquatic merry-go-round,
but lacks a hand-organ. A fiddler on a big
steam-scow makes what noise he can. The
wind here comes from the west. The sailboats leave the float with their little booms
over the starboard side-provided I know the
significance of the wor(i starboard-take a
streak along the eastern shore, go about, and
follow the western shore back to the float.
Sometimes the boats blow over. In such
cases the occupants may wade leisurely to

the shore and enjoy a picnic under the trees,
of which there are several varieties.
I arrived at the ground too early for the
afternoon discourse, and too late to hear the
remarks of the previous speaker. I was not
alone and we took a nicely painted blue rowboat ~nd went out among the white wings.
Our boat had no wings, but it got there similarly. In propelling the craft I had the able
assistance of Mr. F. L. Browne, who finds
his chief delight in setting the type of this
journal. I could not help perceiving a di~
parity between Mr. Browne's style of rowing
and my own, and I think it must hav attracted the attention of others. The diversity
was pronounced in the "recover." Mine
took the tops off the wavelets and landed
them neatly in the lap of Mrs. Browne, who
occupied the bow of the boat, while his oar
cleared the waves by about a yard.
As we passed the camp-ground at great
speed I caught a glimpse of the corporeal
substance of Mr. George Chainey reclining
picturesquely beneath a tree on the margin of
the lake, perusing attentivly, and we trust
with profit, a copy of F1·eethought. Later I
met Mr. Chainey on the grounds. Time has
lengthened his hair and silvered it a trifle,
but his form is as stalwart as when I knew
him years ago in the Ea~t. He was an iconoclast then. Now he is building, but he builds
castles in the atmosphere. He believes that
the air is full of spirits who can touch him,
and that belief does not make him nervous,
as it would me.
I looked about among the assembled Spiritualists for the long-haired men and shorthaired women, but did not detect their
presence. The only difference between them
and the ordinary assemblage was the absence
of the "rough" element, and the conspicuous
amount of intelligence that their. countenances displayed. As a general thing it is
only necessary to nudge a Spiritualist to
wake up a Freethinker.
The camp-ground is not without its bar,
and here are dispensed such incendiary drinks
as lemonade, sweet cider, and soda-water.
Among the luxuries in the way of food were
graham crackers, boiled eggs, and fruit. In
these we indulged mildly, though somewhat
expensivly.
Speaking was in progress in the large tent,
whence issued the sound of the orator's voice,
and also, occasionally, portions of the audience, who complained that· the discourse made
them tired. I listened to the last part of it,
and heard with sympathetic ear the sigh of
relief that made the tent flap when the speaker remarked, "In conclusion I will say.''
I made the acquaintance of Mr. Glover, of
Los Angeles, who offers to pay $50 admission
to the grounds if the managers will let the
other visitors in free instead of taxing them
teR cents each. I heard .Mr. Glover say, in
conversation with another man, that he had
seen copies of this journal and did not think
much of it. I should like to hav Mr. Glover
call at this office. I am sure I could convince
him of my soundness on the ~piritual question, but after what he said I am afraitl I
could not agree to let him hav the paper for
less than the top rates.
My friend Mr. Kline, from Sunol, has done
what he could to Liberalize the camp-meeting. He purchased a copy of the North
American Review for June, and requested
that some one read Ingersoll's reply to Mr.
Gladstone from the platform in the big tent.
He said everybody in the audience certainly
wanted to know what the colonel had said,
and his method would save them four bits
apiece. The managers did not adopt this
philanthropic plan with anything like a rush,
and the matter was permitted to lapse. Mr.
Kline, however, carried over a hundred copies
of Freetlwught and gave them away ere he
rested from his labors.
I noticed many tents where people in the
medium business were giving sittings at $2
per. sit. I did not apply for a. sit, because I
am of the opinion that when any citizen of
the future state desires to communicate with
me the message will be marked paid at the
other end, or that I shall at le!!st be notified
of its arrival. I am waiting by the river.
What I saw of the proceeuings gave me the
impression that I was at church. Services
open with a hymn. The speaker does not
pray, but he invokes the infinit spirit of
truth. This, I suppose, is to put the audience into what D. M. Bennett called a similar
frame of mimi. The congregation is dismissed with a benediction. The portions of
the discourses I heard did not impress themselva upon my memory. I could repeat or
report scarcely a word of them. Like sermons,
they lacked relation to things and facts as we
know them, and had none of the associations

that giv substance to ideas and fix them in
the mind. I hav often wondered whether
some discourses do not serve to empty the
head of the information it previously contained rather than to fill it with great
thoughts. On the other hand, it may be
argued that not all minds are receptiv of
moral and spiritual truth. It is this twosided aspect of the case that makes me cautious about expressing an opinion. I do· not
hesitate to say, however, that the visitor to
the Spiritualists' campcmeeting will enjoy
himself if he has the necessary elements
within him. Of what he sees and .hears he
must judge for himself. I do not regret the
ten cents I invested in a ticket of admission
to the grounds.
THE

FIELD ·INGERSOLL
DISCUSSION.
FAITH OR AGNOSTICISM?
-oTwo Letters from Dr. Field, D.D .• editor of the
Presbyterian Evanoelt.•t, to Colonel Ingersoll, and
two Replies thereto. Dr. Field is one of the exceedin~lf few Christians whohavopposed Colonel
Ingersol kindly and .court.eous~y, and t.he Qreat
Agnostic has used him accordmgly. D1·. F1eld's
arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION.
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FRENCH REVOLUTIONi
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Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
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by the Bible.
BY E. C. WALKER.
This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible
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THE STRUGGLE
FOB

Re:igiousand Politioal Liberty.
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acquire greater political
liberty; also vigorously attacks the very f<?undation of the religion of everv age; dwelhng at
length upon the wrongs of Ir.eian~, and, in detailing the account. of slavery lD th1s country, calls
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the work is replete with astoundinf facta and
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Cloth, 12mo., 138pp,, price 75 cents.
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28 Lafa>ette Place, New York.

W. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
The Conflict between Christianity
and Civilization.PRICE,
15 CENTS.
Your treatment of the "Conflict" is excellent.
-Harry :iloover.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
<liscourse.-J ames Parton.
I am much please(l with your address, and will
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
A.~: e.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.
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The number· of heads under which you hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
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Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

BY CHARLES BRADLA.UGH.
In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows ·his great forensic .POWers. All his heart and brain
are in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
With Portrait and Autobiography,
we see him as the splendid champ10n of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
Charles Bradlaugh has "A Few Words" to say u.nd justice, hatred of tyranny and chains, sympathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his
"About the Devil." Mr. Bradlaugh.has a right to courage and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expression, and he makes grand use of the
his "few words," and the devil will, we presume, opportunity. Such a flood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriotst no verY distant day hav a few words to say to ism-is not often poured out in a court of justice.
The many _calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
Mr. Bradlaugh, and will doubtless get the best of
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
the argument.-[Chicago Interior.
meager and misleading newspaper references.
Extra cloth, gold back a:n,d side stamp, 12mo,
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an address to a. jury; statesmen and politi260 pp., $1.25.
cians a clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, a..nd free men
and
women
everywhere, a. Magna Charta of their rights.
Address THE TRU'l'H BEEKER.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.
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REASON

A Memoir of Christian. and Extra-Christian Experience.
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATERS.
A very critical analYsis of both Protestantism
and Ciittholicism, from the vantage. ground of an
intimate personal experience with the two BYB·
tems. It deals the most trenchant blows which
P)lre logic is capable of. infiicting.-[Critical Revrew.
Oloth, 12mo, $1. 75.
.
Address ·rHE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Essence of Heligion
By L.

FEUERBU~H.

Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp,;
50 cts.
The truth-teller is ill-manne.red, therefore immoral.-Extract.
Address THE TnUTH BEEKER Co.

MATERIALISM:

THE NEW GOD.
P. PUTNAM,
Ber;retary of t"M American Buular Union.

TRY•S·QUARE·
.

'

The Church of Practical Religion.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28Lafa.yette Place.

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic

OB

DANCER
AHEAD.
__
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

B:v A. J, GROVER.

Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.

Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25c.; cloth, 50 c.

Robt. 0. Ina-ersoll's

It is in many respects one of the most extraor•
dinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. Tribune.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
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The Antiquity of Christianity.
By JOHN ALBERGER, Anthor of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."
Paper, 12mo, 61pp., 25 cen.ts; cloth, 50 cents.
Contains testimonies of the early Christian Fathers and others, and cases of striking similarity
to Christianity in many ancient religions.
Sold at THE TRUTH BEEKER Office.

NEW EDITION.

The Secret of the East,
OB,

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

For sale at this office.

OPENING BP EEOH TO TH.E JURY
in the suit of the

Charles Watts's Works.

Bankers' and Merchants' Telegraph Company

Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethonght. Bound

against the

Western Union Teleg'l'aph Company
So many ha.v asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH BEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.
·

in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.2!>. CoNTENTS
Section I. Definition of Freethou_g_ht and its
Eu.rly Struggles for Life. Section II. Wbatit
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section III. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

Secularism; Destructiv and Construc-

tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
Secularism; its Principles and its
SUBJECTS:

Duties. Price, 75 cts.
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COM·
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand· Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.
some 12mo volume of nearlY 1 000 pages, fully
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
illustrated. Cloth, 8.25-in Enghsh or German.
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
A new cheap edition at only 1.5{1.
Is the Bible Reliable? The Christian Deity
SCIENCE IN STORY; o~ Sammy Tubbs, the
Moral Value of the Bible; Freeth ought and
The &le Factors and Exact Ratios in Its Boy Doctor, a.ndSponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
Modern Progr~s~ ;. Ch!istiani~y, its Nature and
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at$1 each, or $5
Influence on CrVlhzatron 's.Phrlosophy of SecuAcquirement and Apportionment.
per set ; or five volumes in one for $2.
larism; Science and
ible Anta,gonisticf;
Christian Scheme of Redem]ltion. For all o
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
By J. K. INGALLS.
the
above
works
address
THE
TRUTH SEEK·
250 pages~ illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
ER, 2B Lafayette Place, New York.
Price, «Jloth,
$1 00. volume or" Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready ReAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER,
cipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
REDUCED TO $1.00.
28I.afayette Place, New York.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pam·
phlets). By. Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
THE STORY HOUR.
1n their Relation to Disease,"representing the germ
theory, advocating personal and _public hygiene
A Book for Children and Youth.
opposing vaccination; "Health in the SunBy DR. FREDERIC R. MARVIN, Professor of and
beam/'
considering
the
blue,-glass
cure~f value
Physiological Medicin and Medical JurisBY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
to sicK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
prudence in the New York Free
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
Medical College for Women.
Over
a hundred fine illustrations.
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 836 p_agesl cloth
bound, $2i "Heredity!" by Loring__Mooay, 159
Paper, 12mo, 6Bpp., 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
pages, clotnt75cents; ' The Law of Heredity," by
His analysis of nervous and mental phenomena F. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
is sharply scientific; his pathological theories are Human Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents; ' Generation before Resren.
rat'onal, clear, and modern.-JTei1tcal Reutew.
by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr. 10 cents; ''Be·
His language is strong and well chosen, his erationJ''
A double-page picture contrasting science and
ports
or Conventions and Parlor Meetin~ during
atyle admimble in its directness and brilliancy,
1882,'' 10 cents; "Third Annual Convent10n of the theology, showing how the one has labored fora
his thought clear and logical.-Ltlleral Chrtsttan.
Institute of Heredity,Ma.Y 29, 1888," 10 cents.
human advancement, and how the other ha.
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Addree&
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always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen.I!Ocents,
DO YOU WA.NT a pleasant, healthful, .cheap THE TRUTH SEnKER ANNUAL twenjy-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
$l!.
We wish that the friends of Preethought would
...home in :the South? W).'ite Leftwich Bros. and
l!'J
•
distribute thousands of these telling Pictures.
WOurtis, Florence, Ala..
lyM
Price 25 cents.

SOCIAL

PHILA..DELPHIALIBERALLEAGUE 267
meets evel'Y Sunday in InduBtrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
.A.ble speakers interest the u.udience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publica tiona always on hand at ohea.p rates.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE. · .
Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not write
The· sonnets written by Fra.ncis Bacon to the Ear
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
Bun.n.. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest of all Anti·Bibll·
cal \V orks.
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Anthor-Hero of the Revolution."
Price; Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

THE ORISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America. from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few .more such
flaming arguments . . • will not leave numbers at a. loss to decide on the propriety of a. sepc.
ration.n

Price, 40 cents.

For either of these works or al!Y _gLPaine's
writinll:s,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Girard College Theology.

ROMAN ISM,

BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.

Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:80P.M., corner Sangamon street and
Washin~~:ton boulevard.
Lectures and debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

GIRARD'S WILL

BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
AND
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherAN EXPOSE
wise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just suffi- Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificen
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
churches and Young Men's
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Christian Associa·
to his mind.·
tion.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00,
By RIOH. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
Price $1,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER

!Ts HISTORY AND !Ts INFLUENCE UPON
SociETY.
BY Dn.. Lours BUCHNER, Author of "Force and
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.

A.dvanoement ~ Soienoe

For the benefit of our read
ers who preserve their paper
we offer a new style of oinder,
tiJu<ov il
. made for the purpose, and
"':. a 1 ~"oel\...{:'·
with the heading of THE
, .1
" TRUTH f:lEEKEB printed in
1l .....~ .:.li
go.' d letters on the outside
This binder allows the open
ing of the papers perfectly flat. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Sent by mail, postp_aid, for ~1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
tf
28Lafayeite Pl., New York.
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Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY.
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THE FORUM.

Bobert G. Inge;rsoll,

AND
TWELVE OTHER DISCOURSES OF REASON.
B1J 0. B. FROTHINGH.AJf.

1888.

WEALTH,

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITU AUSM

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY

VOLT AIRE'S ROMANCES.
CONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.-Zadig;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist".-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. TheJ
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-1\iicromM:as.The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philo3opher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversatio:::.
With a Chinese.-Plato•s Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo, 448 pages, laid paper. With 67
engravings. Price,_cloth, beveled boards, $1.50j paper covers, $1. Hn!I calf or half morocco. marnled
edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
WORKS OF 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward t'or Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

100.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

150.

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

A Masonic Vindication of Right,
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
1llo.
Addree!
THE TRUTH BEEKER:
28 Lafayette Pl., New York

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS,
Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate betw~en the
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. teo pp., 25 cts. The !VIirror of Freethought. 50 eta. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
cts. Two Revelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors; or,
Real BlasphemY. 5 eta. Brble l\Iakers. 5 cts.
Bible Saints-Nns. 1, 2, and 8. Each 5 eta. Moses
vs. Darwin. 5 cts. Socrates, Dudilha, and Jesus.
5 cts. Christianity a Degrading Reljgion. 5 cts.
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural l\lan. 5 cts.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 cts. Bruno and
Spinoza. 5 cts. The Bible God and His Favorits.
5 cts. 1\Iiracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealth,
and Happiness. 5 cts.. The Brain and the Soul.
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Design and
Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower
Animals. ~ cts.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
E.C., Lon Jon, Eng.

H I ~F~H? R Y
INTELLECTUAL DE·VELOPMENT
•

Of Europe.
By JOHN WILLIA!\1 DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, $8 .
Addresll THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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ORDER OF CREATION.
A

EMPLOTI!\G brewers throughout the country
continue organizing to crush their employees'
unions.

DISCUSSION BETWEEN

•

GLADSTONE, HUX/,EY, MULLER,
LINTON, REVILLE.

IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial.
By Ron. W. E. Gl~tdstone.
V. Dawn of Creatwn. An An•wer to Mr. Gladstone, By A:bert Reville, D. D.
VI. Mr· Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Hnxl .. y.
·
VII. A Protest and a Plea. BY Mrs. E. Lynn Lin-

This!~~·new br>ok ani! contain~ the latest iliscnsOn the Oontlict between Genesis and Geology.
sion on the mistake~ of llloseB. The nRmes of the
CONTENTS:
I. Down of Oreaf.ion aud of Worship. By Hon. participants are a guarantee of its able character.
W. E. Ghvlstone.
CHRISTIANS assert tbat the 50,000 converts
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
II. The Interpreters o! Genesis Rnd the Interthey bav made in Japan are spreading their
preters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. HnxlPy.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
III. Po•tacript to Bolar Myths. By Prof. Max
religion throughout the islands.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Muller.
THK 111ilan African So..
ciety wishes to raise an
expedition to aid Stanley.
A CHroAGO carpenter
bas been arrested for
having twenty-three
wives.
DR. McGLYNN advises
trying the refusal-of-rent
plan of campaign in
America.

fl~ms

of! U[hongltt.

MILLI"NB of toilers who seek to ilrown their
mistrY in the Lethe of intoxication Rre d•pnved
of every healthier pastime: the magistrates of
our wealthy cities rag" with penal 01dinancea
against the abettors of pnb!Lc ammements on the
day when nine-tenths of our laborers find their
only leisure for recre~ttion. Poor factory children
who would spend the bolidflys in the paradise of
the green hills ~tre lured
into the baited trap of a
B~tbbath-sehool and bribed
to memorize the stale twaddle of Hebrew gho•t. atories
or the record" of fictitious
genealogies; but the offer
to enlarge the educational
sphere of our public ~chools
by the introduction o! a
health primer would be
scornfully rejected e s an
attempt to d1vert the at.fentton or the pupils f· om
more important topic•.-

A SUBSCRIPTION of £27,000 bas been obtained for

Fel'X L. Oswala's Bible of

a Nonconformist college
at Oxford.

TliE church never wanted
disease to be under the cant r o I of man. Timot.hy
D .vight, president of YRie
College, preacbeil a sermr>n
against vaccin a.tion. His
idea WRS that if Goil hail decreed from a'l eternity that
a certain man should dte
from the small-pox, it was a
frightful sin to avoid and
annul that decree by the
triek of vaccination. Smallpox being regarded as one
of the heav'est guns in the
a1 sen a I of hfaven, to. •Pike
it was the bight of presumption. Plagues and pestilences were instrumen'alitie~ in the bands of God
with which to gain the love
and worship of mankind.
To find a cure for ni.ease
was to t~ke a weapon from
the ch nrch.- I •. oe1·wll.

Nature.

SCIENTISTS are experimenting on the substitution of ammonia for ice
for refrigerating purposes.
TnE Rev. Father Talton, of Q•lincy, Ill., is a
colored Homan Catholic
priest distinguished for
his abilities.
Mns. CLEVELAND
opened the Exposition
of the Ohio Valley and
Central States at Cincinnati July 4th.
TnE completion of
three
blast
furnaces
a bout to be erected at
Birmingham, Ala., will
make a total of twentythree in the state.

" OuT of the strong came
forth sweetness." Strength
ani! sweetnesP, force and
Even these of them ye may eat; the locust after his kind, and the bald locust after his kind, and the beetle after his
beauty, nf\tnrally go tokind, and the grasshopper after his kind.-Lev. xi, 22.
gether. Pe1·sona possessed
WILLIAM II. of Gerof solid parts and character
a Ion e afford the soil in
many in his proclamawhich the f!Jwer of true loveliness is found to
LOVE IS BLIND.
tion to the army and navy declares that he
gorow. Others mRY poeseFs a show of amiability,
It may be when your courting days
will" foster piety and the fear of God."
but His a cbarm that presentlydissolves-aaweetAnd honeymoon are endedness that soon palls upon the taste.-8. P. Ilerron.
You will discover to yonr grief,
To check dueling in Italy, it is hereafter to
Love's blt"dness was pretenileil.
IT is tbe counterfeiter who always "pays a man
be punishab!e with a heavy fine to call one a
MEBCY! this great waril renews a 11: as, eightin his own coin.''
A WRITER in the Boston Post says that white an- een cen tnries ago, men passed beronii!Pgofll formcoward for refusing to fight.
imals
are
neoriy
always
deaf,
ani!
wonders
wby
iJ.
ulas and prescriptions; a•, nuder Vu·giJ Rnd
lib. BoF-rLEIGli : "What., in Your opinion, is the
is so. or course, we ilon't pretend to be an an- Marcns A nrehus, refined >eueibility arid wide RYmDKPRW is aggrieved at the hostility of limit to love 7'' Miss Hardy: "Matrimony."
tboriiY
on
the
subject,
but
we
bav
an
iilea
that
it
patbies embraced beings who seemed forever banWestern farmers to railroad men, as directed
AMY : "Did you ever see a morning glory 7'' is due to some trouble with their bearing appa· ished out of the pale of society Rnd law, Barns
against him at the nominating convention.
C •ra : "Yes, indeed; my husband gets kame at rt.tns.
grows tenJer, ani! that sincerely, over a won oiled
5 .A..M..lJ
TR.E Nihilists, who bav turned their propaHIGGINS: "Wonder what kinil of weather we'll hare, a mon•e whose nest wa~ upturned by his
A woMAN with two tongues bas been discovered bav to-day, Wiggins?" Wigg-ms : "I exPect a plow, a mountain ilaisy, 1\hn, heRst, or plant. is
ganda from the peasants to the army and
in Alabama. She became a wiilow at a very ten- f"ir. clear day." Higg-ins: ·• Then why on earth there so much diffdrence 1 A mouse stores uP,
navy with success, threaten a rebellion at the der age.
are yon carryinst that umbrella and mackinto•h ?' calculates, suffars, like a man :
first war.
FRAULEIN: "I bav made one firm resolution- Wiggins: "So tha& it will be certain to be a fair,
"I iloubt na, whiha, but thou maY thieve;
What then 7 poor beastie, thou mann liv."
THE Republican platform says'' the polit- never to ma ·ry." Herr: "0 fra.ulein, you are clear ilay."
goodness itself !"
-liT. r,ane on Bu1·ns.
PRJBON warden (to new convict): "We assign
ical power of the Mormon church is a menace
CHRISTIAN science has driven a Cincinnati men here to work with which they are familiar.
THEY [the Federal army] established the subto free institutions, a danger no longer to be young man crazy, Religion is a dangerous thing So if yon hav any special line say so and we will
lime t·nrh that the superior are the just, tbe kinil,
suffered."
start you at once." Convict (who can scarcely be- the generous, the merciful-that the really supefor Cmcinnati people to hRndle.
lieve
his
ear.):
"Thanks;
I
can't
be2in
too
soon.
rior are the protectors, !be defenders, ani! the savBoBBY: "What Rre the wages of sin 7" Father:
TnE twenty.fiftb anniversary of the battle
I'm an aeronaut."
iors of the oppressed, of the fallen, the nnfortnof Gettysburg was commemorated on the "Depends on the locality. Iu Washington they'll
"WELL.
did
you
evj1y
your
visit
to
the
musenRte, the weak and helpless. They e•tablished
average about five thousand a Year."
spot ou the 1st by Northern and Southern
um T" "Yes, mamma.n u D1d you remember ta.n:r that greRtest of all t.rnths that nothing lA nobler
JuDGE
:
"Do
yon
know
where
you
will
go,
little
of the nice things yon saw?" "Ob, yes, I remem- than to labor and suff "r for olhers.-lnJf7">oH.
veterans.
boy, 1f yon swear to what IS not true 7" Boy (of ber Jots of them:• "A111l can yon tell JLe what
PRRDIOTIONB are made that the first war in R<dical tendencies) : "No, nor yon neither.'
CoNSIDER again how impossiblA it is tn numberthey were calleil?" "Yes; most of them were
less lnotances to determin whether the sense of a
Europe will cause a general conflict, ending
TaE iilea of rope fire-escapes is not relished by called, • Hands off.'"
passage in the Btble shnnld be taken literally or
DYING benedict : "I bEqnea.th every dollar to
in banlnuptcy of nations and triumph of the average hotel proprietor, who looks upon
them more in the light o! po~sible board-bill es- my Wife. Hav you got that ilown T" L~twyer : tigurativly ;-how common it is tbat there is nothrevolutionary principles.
ing in tbe nalnre of the thing to determin the
capes.
"Yes." Dring benedict: "On condition tbat •be
or meaning, but it must be gotten ont as it
IT is proposed that other states adopt Ohio's IN the cigar store: "Here is a·cigar that I can marrieswtthinayeal'." LawJer: "Butwhyinsist sense
can, Very wise men, even the ancient fflthers,
custom of imprisoning habitual and incorrig- confideotu•IIY recommend." "H·m. Well, I guess on that T" Dying benedict: "Because I want bav expounded things allegorically, when they
ible criminals for life, commencing with the I'll try some other brand; I've been in the ctgar somebJdy to be sorry I ilied."
sbonld hav expounded them literally, Others nbusiness myself."
"Pmso~En,
you hRv beard what the com- pound thiogs literally wben they should underthird conviction for felony.
EDISON s agent : " Wouldn't yon like to buy a plainllnt has had to ~RY. What inilnced yon to stand them in allegory.-Sitojlesb-urv.
G&NRRAL HARRISON last Sunday attended phonw:raph 7 It will store up everything you •aY steal six oranges from U1e stand of this poor woNEX-r winter a player • • • acted his part in
the Indianapolis Presbyterian church of find repeat it to you. Want one7" Omaha man: man 7" "H"w could I buy them when I ilidu't a new comedy all covered with silver fringe, and
know the Ptice T" "Yon might hav asked.''" llat,
uNo;
got
a
wife."
which he is a pillar, and assisted iu the disYour Honor, I always was very timid about speak· • • . gave rise to that fashion. Upon which the
CHILD: "Dues Goil take the papers T" Mother: lug to women."
brothers [rhe churches], conHUlting their father's
tribution of the communion.
"No, my chili!; why ilo you ask T" Child: "On,
will [r.he scripture;], to their great RRtonishment
llaoTBER
SIMPSON
(ex~tmlning a neighbor's
IT is tho11ght that at any rlisagreement be- I thought he didn't, it takes our minister so long horse behind tLt chnryh •hed.) : "I ain't a-tniu' found tbese worils: item, I charge Rnrl com maud
my salil three sons to wear no sort of silver fringe
tween the rrpresentativs of the people in to tell him about things,"
to work np no boss trade on the holy Sabbath
THE reason" Omcinnati man gave for not being 'ram t my style o' ilom' bnoiness. Btlnilay'" for upon or about theit• said coats, etc.; wttll a penGermany and the new emperor, be will disalty, in CRse of diHobedieoce. too long here to inperse tbe parliament and establish despotic on hand at hi• wedding was the fear tbat some of religions dooties. But I say, if you'll briog thttt ,;ert, However, afler some patBe, the brocber so
his ot!Jer w1ves m1RhG be there and SI\Y something thar W«re o' JOUrn rouud IO·ffiOI'l'er morniu' 1·11
often mentioned for bis erudition, who was well
military rnle.
to hurt the bride's feelings.
•Wop, and throw in that old ramo' mine. I wili- ekilleil in cnttcisms. bad fonud in a certain Rll·
I
swau
l
will
I"
BE,. BY LABOUCHERE sRys the reason American
MGR. GoETHALS, archbishop of Calcutta,
thor, wtricb be said shonlil be nam"less, that the
THE other day an·exhausted stranger dropped sRme word which in the will is called fringe, does
and Father Alfred Ncut, rector of the College women succeed Ill Euglioh woietY 18 becailse they
are miginal. We hav noticed that their origmal- aJ)parently deail 'n a Pittsburgh street. He waP also signify a broomstick, ani! doubtless onl(h& to
of St. Francis XoJ.vier, in that city, bav been ltY bas often consisted of good fat pocketboo.lis.
carried into a drug store, and slowly revived. hRv the same inter·retation in this paragraph,
placed by Lord Dufferin in the senate of Call\In. HEwiTT says his election to the mRyoralty Meanwhile it was nottced that the soles of his This Rnotber of the brothers dtslihed, because of
cutta University.
of New York meant political death, Judging lrom •hoes bad been worn away, and that he clutch~d that epithet silver, which could not, he humbly
in his band a note that read as follows : "Dear
CBIHF-JUSTIOE TA!lOBEREAU, of the supreme the nnmbet· of times his wtll has been con 1esteil Husband-Do ne>t come home until yon bav concei veil, in propriety of speech be reasouably
applied to a broomstick; but it WaR replied upon
since then, the gentleman seems to be about
court of Canada, a brother of tbe Canadian ril{bt.
mat chen. the inclosed sample of worsteii.-Yonr lnm that this ep1tbet was understood in a mythoLoving Little Wtfey."
cardinal, recently witnessed at one of the palogtcal and allegorical sense. However, be obTHE enterprising corresp~nilent of an esteemed
jected again, why their father should forbid them
pal colleges in Rome the ordination of his son contemporary wntes about "a room full of
to wear a hronmstick on th<ir coats, a caution
SING, BRO'l'IIERS, SING.
women and not a man present.•• Great heRvens!
to the priesthood.
that seemed uunatuml ani! impertinent; upon
where would they put a man under such circumUBE THE
which he was taken up short, as one that spoke
ON the 29th ult. the visitors at the pano- stances T
irrevenintly of a mystery, which doubtless was
rama, "Jerusalem at the Crucifixion," at
CoNFIRMED bachelor: "How time does tly, 1\liss In YonrmPetinll's, to make them hvelYand inter- very nsefnl and aignrficant, bnt ought not to be
Chicago, had 11. narrow escape from a young Seaside I Why, it was ten years ago that yon re. eating, Tag LrnERAL HYMN BooK contains sougsl over-curwuslypried into or nicely reasoned upon.
man, crazed on religion, who entered and fused me on this very spot.'' Miss Seaside: "So by tbe _be•'· Pu~I.H. l<drtpted to well-known tunes. And in short, their father's authority being now
lt IS hr!!'hly recomm"IJdPd by Messr•. Wakeman, comiderablY sunk this expedtent was allowed to
commenced shooting at an imagined devil on long ago as that! I was very Young and foolish Parton.
Wnght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. BlPnker,
' .
. .
.
then, Mr. Smith." Confirmed bachelor: "But we and, indeed,
by all who hav <'xamin•d it. Pnce, ·serve as a lo,wfu\ d1spensat10n for wearliJg their
the roof.
are both older and wiser now."
25 cents.
.. Address THE TnuTH SEEKER Co.
full proportion o! silver frmge,-Swtft.
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bulk and baseness to the new enemy in their
own camps. Why this particular heresy excites so much temper we are entirely at loss
to discover. It is the most benevolent and
Goon news l The new rifle-making ma- reasonable of the whole family of heresies,
chine turns out 120 rifle-barrels per hour.
and on the principles of equity should be
A PARTY of Latter Day Saints took to kill- visited with fewest stripes."
ing each other near Wheeling, W. Va., last
A ousToM observed by the population of
week. Five or six were stabbed, two fatally. the diocese of Lyons, France, early in May,
Their latter day came sooner than they ex- is as follows : On the feast of the Finding
pected.
of the Holy Cross, the farmers bring to mass
THE northernmost railroad in the world is bundles of pretty white crosses, called May
now building from the gulf of Bothnia to Crosses. These crosses are blessed by the
Lafoden, on the North sea, within the Arctic priests, and then, says a Catholic paper,
circle. The lip.e is building by an English " placed by the farmers in their corn-fields
company to develop the iron in the Gellivera as testimonies of faith in the good God, who
mountains. The English laborers bear the givs growth and increase to the crops, and
climate well, and the long winter nights are bountiful harvests to the tillers of the
soil."
illumined by the aurora.

Jlolts and fllippings.

SrNOE 1879 there has been in the South an
increase of 15,000 new industries, 15,000 miles
of railroad hav been built, while iron produCtion has increased from 397,000 tons to 876,000 tons. The amount of coal mined has
grown from 6,000,000 tons in 1880 to nearly
14,000,000 tons; cotton mills hav increased
from 180 to 370; cottonseed oil mills from 40
to 150.
THE CMistian Leader (Universalist) says:
" So small a heresy as holding, speculativly,
the possibility of a second prob_ation for such
heathen as did not hav knowledg' of Christ
in the present life, is resented with unyielding
wrath by a majority in every 'evangelical'
sect. The rancor and rage with which these
churches formerly regarded Universalism, and
with· which some of the weaker brethren still
4il.onor it, is transferred in pretty much all its

RussiA alone of the great powers exceeds
the United States in population. Even Russia must soon be left far in the rear. On
July 1, 1890, when the next national enumeration takes place, the United States will hav
67,000,000 inhabitants. It will hav 96,000,000
in the year 1900, and 124,000,000 in 1910.
This computation is based on the average
growth of the country during the century.
Employing a like basis for Russia, that nation
before 1910 will hav dropped to the second
place, the United State_s taking the first.
GARIBALDI's Memoirs are being translated
into English. In them· that great liberator
of the Italian people from despotism says :
" The priest is the real scourge of God in
Italy. He keeps a cowardly government in
the most humiliating degradation, and
strengthens himself amidst the corruption

and misery of the people. In France he
urges that unhappy nation to war, and in
8pain, worse still, he spurs on toward civil
war the leading bands of fanatics and is
spreading extermination everywhere."

spread the doctrin of peace and good will
toward men, to plead the cause of the oppressed, and denounce the wrong, becomes
the apologist of the oppressor; and me:o,
misnamed clergymen, who can dilate by the
hour on the beauties of nature, the glories of
the stars, moral heroism, or anything and
everything but the gospel of Christ, to which
they are atrangers, hav not the moral courage
to denounce a wrong, of which the workingmen are the victims, and I leave my audience to judge the reason why. Is it any
wonder, I ask, under such circumstances,
that the influence of the church and the aCtion of its mouthpieces are viewed with suspicion?"

THE Chinese Weekly News, published in
this city, is out for Harrison for president,
though the editor's choice was Ingersoll,
8herman, or the editor of HO!l'per's Weekly.
Of the Chinese question Wong Chin Foo
says: "The China.nen of the United States,
as a rule, want no more of their fellow countrymen here. Therefore those who are here
would naturally prefer a man to be president
of the United States who is opposed to thllir
countrymen's coming into the United States.
It is a very selfish motiv entirely, but neverOUR pulpits are to a great extent m~~ommon
theless it is the feeling of the Chinese here." ized, and many of their representativs too
justly regarded as the pensioned enemies of
EvER on the outlook for the newest bits of
labor. The charges and misstatements of the
choice humor for our readers, we hav secured
press are too frequently rehashed, and instead
the following from a " Book of Etiquet "
of the gospel of Jesus Christ and him crucipublished by a well-known New York firm:
fied being preached, the audience is regaled
" One word as to the influence of religion
with a tirade against labor organizations by
upon the character of the young girl. A remen who are as ignorant of their objects as
ligious course of training can alone impart to they evidently are of the master they profess
the feminin character that spirit of yielding
to serve. During the late eight-hour struggle
gentleness which, in domestic, as in public a reverend gentleman, since gone to his relife, is the basis of politeness. An irreligious
ward, took for his text, " The poor ye hav alwoman is as much to be abhorred as a ways with you," the burden of his sermon
drunken woman; she is no longer fit to lead being that the man or class of men who _
in society and to giv tone to its morals ; she undertook to change this state of affairs was
is not fit to be a mother; she is not a grace, simply trying to subvert the decrees of dibut a blot on her sex."
vine providence, and should expect its disIN a lecture on " The Labor Problem pleasure. This doctrin seemed very agreeable
from the Standpoint of an American Trades to his parishioners-he was pastor of a
Unionist," recently delivered by A. C. Cam- wealthy church-for a few weeks thereafter
eron at Chicago, occur~ the passage : '' An a handsome ad_dition was made to his salary.
agency which could and s_hould be used to -Inland Printer.
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It was in that age the method used by the Greeks knew· he had some light and some love in himself,
,
to express their highest thoughts and purest concep- therefore God was in him.
Paul is made to avow the same ideas when he says,
tions of excellence.
While it was used as a symbol, or metaphor, and "Ye are the temple of God," "Ye are the temple of
Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.
.
understood in that sense, it did no harm in misleading the Holy Ghost."
The burden of these teachers among their superThe friends of motality and good order among the or exciting to conflict of opinion.
stitious brethren was to bring their thoughts and
ancients frowned, upon and believed it their duty to
It was not till lack of culture resulted from a devotions away from any "Heavenly Father," or
suppress this incestuous intimacy between the members of the celestial and terrestrial trinities, and made trust in faith, and the mind became debased by a "Holy Ghost," or "Son of God," save those that
it a virtue ana a part of their religion to testify and sensuous, material literalism, that these metaphors were ever present within men, in the form of light,
and fables were taken for objective realities. Then intelligence, love, truth, benesty, and fair dealing
put themselves on record against it.
The laws of the earlier civilizations were very the sensuous, bigoted bishops could not see and with each other.
severe against this miscegenation by which hybrids understand alike.about the elements and construction . When we find views that appear to conflict with
were produced. There seemed to be a divine or of this personality which they had formulated and these, the revisers tell us they are tllerversions or
natu_ral penalty ~ttached to B1lch loose sensuality by constituted into a" Son of God" for the purpose of corruptions by copyists or translators, or they
inflicting a nondescript species as a burden and curse completing their Christian trinity.
intimate H may be so s_uspected.
We may be asked, Why this exposure, this irreverWhile the vulgar really believed literally in these
to society.
Piety would require as much fidelity, at least, in ent triflmg with the divine secrets and holy person- imaginary personalities called Sons of God as beings
conduct between the human and superhuman, Sf!! be- alities of the godhead? Why handle with profane in dangerous proximity, against whom it was their
tween the human and infrahuman creatures of this hands these emblems of our faith, these sacred rep- duty to protect themselve~, the intelligent thinkers,
resentations, so adorable and precious to the heart of the rational class, had no such belief. Paul aimed
nether world.
.
We have never been instructed, nor have we been <>very sincere Christian¥ We answer: Because you to simplify the thought, and disabuse his disciples
aware of the fact, that the heavenly father, to whom ought to know-everyone ought t.o know, the truth, of these heathen conceptions.
In Romans viii, 14, be says: "For as many as are
we pray and whom we so love, is not a real relation, but the facts, in relation to the ongin and history of his
is only a stepfather furnished to us by the pagan Chal rt>ligicm. The truth is right, and it is good for us to led by the spirit of good, or God, tl.ley are the Sons
deans, the blessed Son a stepbrother contributed by know it on every other subject that concerns us. We of good." The text represents Paul as pressing these
the Egyptians, and the Holy Ghost received froru would de&pise the man as a fraud who purposely rational and human ideas of what constitutes a Son
the Grteks. Had it not been for the generosity of kept us in the dark and deceived us to our injury or of God in his various epistles to the barbarian myththese old pagan countries we would have been without ruin in the temporal affairs of life; and he who ologists of his age.
.
There is evidence in the gospels that their authors
our Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. What a pitiabl-e deceives us in regard to our spiritual, is no less a
condition ours w<mld have been ! We would not have fraud, and should be equally exposed, and reformed also held the same sensible views; for the early
th!:l supreme pleasure of spending hundreds of mill- Lf possible. For his guilt is greater than that of the Greek copies· were clear of the heathen corruptions
ions annually in their worship, and of pouring out maq, who does not deceive in the name of God.
that pervaded the later copies from which our
our souls iu gratitude and in honor of their names.
To build .up a religion out of fragments of pagan English translation was made. So the late revisers
How few of us know the delicacy of the situation, superstitions, that is well known to have no other tell us.
and the obligations we are under to our unknown foundation or origin, and to enforce it on the igno·
The magian or Persian and Asiatic Christians
heathen friends !
rant, by terrific appeals and threats, as the only terms made the " Son of God" a mere phantom of the
To manufacture, introduce, enforce, and establish of the soul's salvation, is to frighten men into false- imagination, which they used as a metaphor in exthis dogma of the trinity, was an expensive enter- hoods to their lifelong injury. It is to enslave and pounding their incomprehensible metaphysical abprise. The first battle fought among Christians was debauch their moral natures, to crush the spirit of stractions.
over this question, in which sixty-five thousand lives mquiry, and to forbid in the name of religion all
European Christians have taken all these diverse
were lost. For three centuries it was the question further search after truth. It puts faith in the views and woven them into a web of mysteries which
that convulsed Europe with religious wars, which re- creed above honesty, justice, or knowledge; it makes it \literally defies the human intellect to grasp, or to
sulted in the destruction of the Roman empire, when man a slave, a tool, a fool, on earth, that he may enjoy attempt to u·nravel.
·
the provinces and states, once under law and a firm the future this heathen creed pretends to provide for
We stultify ourselves, put out our intellectual eyes,
government, lapsed into rival factions and contests him.
reverence our credulity, and stand aghast with
to exterminate and destroy each other. Civilization
Give us the truth; don't feed us on falsehood. admiration at the wonderful mysteries through which
returned to barbarism, which continued for a thou- Rememaer, "Ye shall kuow the truth, and the truth we have been introduced to a knowledge of a triune
sand years-a period known in history as the Dark shall make you free."
godhead, in the name of the Father, the Son, and the
Ages. The cost of this trinity has indeed been great
We would never have had a heavenly father had Holy Ghost, through whom we are provided for in
enough to make it' precious, and well may its devotees nQt the star-gazing, sun-worshiping Chaldean idol- life, and secured after death an inheritance of eternal
lavish on it unstinted devotion, unqualified eulogy, ators captured and held in slavery the Jewish nation misery or blessedness, somewhere in the regions of
in tones of holy endearment and gratitude, as it is for seventy years, compelling them to abandon the space.
the only way to utter their feelings of thanks for the worship of their Jehovah, and to adoP.t the worship
The text of the representative teachers, the leading
priceless blessing.
of their own ''.father in the sky." We never would characters in the New Testament, seems to show
We claim to be an intelligent and enlightened have had a Holy Ghost if Greek mythology had not that they meant to make rational and practica.l these
people, and feel ourselves far superior to our heathen furnished it from their belief in innumerable ghosts popular heathen ideas of the trinity. For they
brethren from whom primarily-we derived our relig- or demons, nor a Son of God had not the Greeks insisted that the "Father, Son, and Holy Ghost" was
ion; and in our serene confidence and self-compla- and Egyptians, after centuries of angry controversy in man. While they used the pRgan language, the
cency are not aware, nor do we desire or care to be, about it, compromised on him and allowed or forced terms and phraseology in speaking to these trinitathat we are acting over in a new name the same farce it in the Christian creed in the fourth century of rians then, they gave the words or names a new
for which we commiserate the heathen. We look the Chriatian era, so called.
definition. They were not divinities or dremons
upo:r;t those who are not oil the stage and performing
Every theologian or layman that has read the somewhere in space, who would play high carnival
with us with pity and sorrow, and are so sad for Catholic orthodox and only history of the church with men at pleasure. But they were merely pertheir Infidelity. Our priests and parsons lament and of Christianity, knows these are the substantial sonifications of our inherent moral qualities.
over unbeliavers and tell them how much they hav lesions of history, and there is no escape from it.
Now we know that all of this triune divinity that
lost, and what a happiness and blessing there is in
As pagan, absurd, and ridiculous as is this story, can be put into a man and kept there cannot justly
being a believer and actor.
compounded from. ancient heathenism, it has been be entitled to much reverence nor to recognition as
The most unfortunate feature in all this drama is, forced and fought and frightened, cajoled and coaxed, anything supernatural or worthy of notice.
that those engaged in it have their minds so poisoned into millions of· the human race for fifty generations,
It is the revival and reproduction of these old
and paralyzed, that for the masses there ·seems no till it has expanded the organs or portions of the pagan notions, and an utter disregard of the sensible
hope of recovery from it. They are lot:~t to the truth brain through which marvelousness, fear, reverence, use and application given them by the earlier disand beyond redemption.
and credulity are manifested, and these, morbidly ciples of the simple lessons of Joshua, that orthodox
Such is the blind and stupid infatuation wrought, developed in us, are so eager for gratification that Christianity from the days of Constantine up to the
that the vast multitude of otherwise comparatively they seize with. avidity on these crude conceptions present has insisted we should all accept. It was the
goo(J and honest people really and sincerely believe for their gratification. Such is the hunger and long- clinging to the old pagan notions that were to make
that it is not safe, if it is not impossible, to raise ing for the ghostly, the supernatural, or unearthly, us saints and insure our eternal happiness, and not the
their children in uprightness of character and moral- that multitudes feel life is a failure, and this world repudiation of them, as taught by Joshua· and Paul
. ity without the aid of these hoary errors and illusions but a dark and dreary blank, if it is not the vestibule and James, that constituted a Christian in the
of our pagan progenitors.
to that abode occupied by the "Father, Son, and sense of the mistaken church. On the other hand, a
We read in the old literature what wonderful things Holy Ghost," and other celestials, in ecstatic bliss, real Christian was one who abandoned all these mythohave been achieved by them among men in the past, through all eternity. But what mischief these illu- logical illusions and pagan follies, and turned his
and they inspire in us such a revArential regard for sions and impositions have wrought; and how they attention to acquiring correct ideas of life and living
their triumphant conquests that we dare not trust are crushing out all true manhood from millions of up to them in practice and conduct with his fellows.
ourselves or others to attempt to live without their the ignorant masses to-day!
The InfideJs ...-.so called-the honest, intelligent
influence.
If any reliance can be placed on the testimony of Liberals of to-day, are one in mind and heart with
Jehovah was the tutelary deity, the national divin- the unknown writers of the gospels and other books the practical teachings and ra.tional definitions given
ity, of the Jews. He was the local, temporary repre- of the New Testament now after the late revisers to this ancient superstition and phraseology of the
sentative of a portion of that idolatrous people. He have found and left uncorrected the many errors and Jews.
had the attributes, passions, and personalities con·e- misrepresentations that abound in it, neither J osbua
They are in reality the only true disciples and besponqing with the condition of his worshipers. He the Son of Mary, nor Paul his chief disciple, believed lievers in these sensibl!:l ideas as explained by the annever was the "unchangeable," the "incommunica- in any part of this t.rinity. They both did, as many cient teachers; and their so-called orthodox oppoble," the "everlasting to everlasting," of the proph~ sensible people do now, in speaking on superstitious nents are the unbelievers and infidels.
ets and wiser men among them. It was this J eho- questions and discussing subjects with believers, use
The latter prefer and have allied themselves with
vistic deity of the Jews that our early creed-makers the popular phraseology, but construed it into a the pagan Greeks' or Egyptian creed, constructed by
used as their heavenly father or the first person in rational or practical meaning. They both plucked Constantine and Athanasius and their adherents in
their trinity. .A deity of any higher character or the kingdom of heaven and the heavenly Father from the fourth century. Millions of otthodox, and unorgreater pretenaions would not have consented to act among the stars and planted them in and among thodox also, prefer, in full or in part, the language
as partnH in a firm to be composed of "himself, the men. Joshua, now Jesus, says, "The kingdom of and sentiments contained i.n· that creed; and in the
Ghost of t.he Greeks, and t.he Son of a virgin. But heaven is witl.lin you,'' ''The kingdom of "heaven is at ancient and modern literature devoted to expoundthis is practically and historically the true origin of hand." He impressed that in numerous parables. ing, modifying, and interpreting it to favor their
our "Fa.ther, Son, and Holy Ghost" trinity.
When asked by his disciple Philip to show or tell .own particular form or degree of religious belief.
This story of the immaculate conception of a what be meant by "the Father," he used his own
Our religious literature is permeated with this
virgin and the birth of the Son of God was in the personal experience to explain it. "He who has seen trinitarian faith and language, and the children are
first place only a fancy picture, an ideal or allegory, me bas seen. the Father. I am in him and he in me" plied with it from infancy to mature life. Parents
of the imagination.
He also said, "God is light," " God is love." He and pious teachers who would profess to scorn, and •
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feel it a dreadful sin, to lie, or to deceive and mislead
their ch1ldren in regard to their ·conduct and duties
toward one another, or in respect to the truth of the
terrifying superstitions of the heathen and their lost
condition, have no scruples or hesitation, but feel it. a
grellt privilege and delight, as well as solemn duty, to
deceive the young and impose upon them this same
heathenism,in the most pathetic, tender, and reverential tones, and believe it an essential and saving
virtue to do so. " Our heavenly F11ther," " his dear
Son," and " the Holy Spirit," are the same to us and
as precious as £he trinities of the pagans, from
who!Jl we derived ours, are to them; nor can ours
possibly be any better or more real than theirs.
The different ideas attached to the word chod,
good, or god, in the different languages or nationalities, and by those of the same nation of different degrees of culture and intelligence, have led to great
confusion and uncertainty.
Our English language and ideas being a composi
tion, a complex, or compound of words representing
heterogeneous beliefs, interpretations, and faiths,
from philosophic Rationalism down to the most groveling idolatry, gross superstition, and sensuous mythology, it taxed the ingenuity, the imagination, and
literary- skill of the translators to work all this conflicting, incoherent, and discordant material into a
connected system or narration that would commend
itself to the admiration and confidence of the reader.
Our scriptures furnish us an example of the succest~
they made, and to what the human mind .has yielded
its assent.
While our Bible continues as our text-book, in its
present old style of composition, pervaded as it is
with personalities, parables, :fictions, and fable, making it in m ..my places but a rtflex ef Greek mythology; and it is. urgeJJ upon us as a holy book, a divine
inspiration, and the "Word of God," the masses
must remain in bondage, their minds shut out from
that light and intelligence which alone can liberate
them:
They mus"t remain the willing victims of
falsehoods and delusions, which will blast their
hopes, defeat their prospects, and compel them to
remain the servile dependants of those who mislead
and degrade them. . G1ve us light and liberty !
Give us the truth, which alone can make us free!
Philadelphia, April, 1888.
T. E. LoNGSHORE,
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to guard the good morals of the community, say the desire "supplies," and the drones will cont.inue to
infest the country.
M. H. VEo:N.
dupes.
Cooperstown, Pa., June 24 1888.
Take up any newspaper and read of a few cases of
gross immorality. The chances are that a few of the
incidents may be the work of some ignorant outlaw; 'flhe Religion of the Presidential Candidates.
many of them will be accounts of the crimes of cleriThe two leading presidential candidates this year
cal sharks. But let us admit, for the sake of argu- are Presbyterians. The Democratic candidate, Grover
ment, that the average morality of priests is as good Cleveland, says he was " born a Presbyterian;" that
as that of other people who pretend to be respect- is, I suppose, that he is one of the elect. But I
able-and clerical cheek ·itself surely could not aRk learn that when he lived here in Buffalo he made no
us to be more liberal than this-then is this suffi pretensions to religion, seldom if ever attended
cient T . Ought we riot to expect much. more of them church, was more often in the saloon, but since he
than we expect of other people 1 If there be any became president he bas had a pew in a Presbyterian
truth in what they say, any virtue in what they pro- church at Washington. But he takes no part in the
fess to believe, any answer to prayer, why, then, are · er~ices, and does not, I understand, partake of the
not their lives above reprm:tcb?
co nmunion. He takes his wine at borne.
You say the ~ives of many of them are. Yes, no
But it seems by a r, port in the World that Harridoubt; but when you get a preacher you hav a risk son, the Republican candidate, is an old-fashioned,
to run. He has opportunities for insinuating himself hardshell, blue Presbyterian-one of the most activ
into your families, and, clothed in the garb of hypoc- men in the church-one of the pillars. A World
risy, for interfering with your domestic happiness- reporter, who recently visited Indianapolis and atopportunities which others do not hav. And it is tended Harrison's church, says:
most notoriously true that many of them hav taken,
General Harrison's pew in the First Presbyterian church is
and do continue to take, advantage of the opportuni- away up in front u•1der the very drippings of the se.nctuary.
It is in the high- priced row. Just behind the Harrisons'
ties which their idolatrous craft presents them.
Consider the harm they do. Some of them do a pew sits the general's partner.
The reporter, in giving an account of the services
little good occasionally, to be sure. I hope there
ue·ver lived a man so mean that he never did a little on the day he attended, says:
When a tall, dark-haired girl and two children had been
good at some period of his life. But many of them
and half a dozen persons admitted to membership
will tell you, we cannot do any good thing of our- baptized
in the church, General Harrison, along with a number of
selva. If so, why are we entitled to any credit or o her church dignitaries, all of whom wore beards like his
reward, or punishment!
own, went forward to seatR about the communion table.
But: admitting that we are free agents to do good i\llr. McKee and Partner Miller wPre amnng the elders. It
was down the middle aisle that General Harrison passed,
or evil, then would not parsons hav the same right aif1ing
in the distribution of t.he bread and wine; a.nd in the
to do, the same privileg-e of doing good, if they were prayers which punctuate the service he bowed his head low.
honest mechanics or laborers, as they hav as parsons 1
The home of the Republican candidate seems to
Could not any man do better earning money to edu- be a very pious, godly town, full of churches, but the
cate the heathen, if they must be educated, than by religion is not of the character that produces good
begging it, as well as his own livelihood 1 They are morals, for we read in the World's report that:
not entitled to credit for what they do, but for the
In two things does Indianapolis eclipse all cities-the
motive which prompt them to do it. They are not rumber of its murders and its meeting-houses. No day has
entitled to credit for the good they do as men, for passed since the close of the Chicago convention but some
we all enjoy the blessed privilAge of dotng good; but. sickening crime has been chronicled here. And in contrast
as preachers they are entitled to credit or discredit to this ·every one of the plump d,lzen of Presbyterian
which presumably make the t.own better, was
for the motive which prompt them to do what thf'J churches,
celebrating on this fair Sabbath morning the sacrament of
do as preachers,'which other men could not or would the holy communion. It was so at General Harrison's
church, and his silvered bead, far up the long aisle. was not
not do as men.
It is mere twaddle to assert that men do not pre- a shade Jess white than the snowy cloth which covered the
pare to preach from the same motivs which prompt bread and the wine.
Why Are They Tolerated~
If these candidates are honest men, they each
men to follow other professions. It affords lazy, litLet us consider the work of Christian ministers. tle-minded fellows an easy means of subsisting at the believe that a heretic is as bad as, if not worse than, a.
Not what they are trying to do, not what they are expense of ignorance and superstition. .A.nd men murderer. Cleveland proJ.:..ably does nat so believe,
talking of doing, not what they hope to do, or by who could not expect to make respectable failures as because he is not an honest Cbristian; HarriRon
what means they expect to do it; but what they anything elsfl, ·may very reasonably hope to liv in does so believe, because he is an honest one. Now,
the question arises, How shall a Freethinker vote
do, and what they hav done.
luxury and idlene"s, as priests.
Suppose we were to hold them accountable for the
" He is a very good man, though a very poor thi.t fall T Both of these candidates are evidently
transgressions of their ministerial forefathers, as preacher," is about all n..ost small congregations can opposed to the Seculariz!l.tion of the state. They
they tell us God is going to hold us responsible for say for their parsons .. Then what do they keep them both support churches that are guilty of stealing
sins committed hundreds of years ago, then for for 1 Hav not the priests a right to be decent, law- t.noney from the people by exempting- church prophow many profligacies, debaucheries, murders, unjust abidiEg citizens-which many of them are not- erty from taxation. Can an honest Freethinker vote
persecutions, crimes, and indecencies of all kinds whether they preach or not! If your minister can for either! This question I submit for the con·
would these devout men hav to answer? But let not produce an original idea at least once in six sideration of the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
H. L. GREEN.
us be as charitable as we can toward them; let us months, why not discharge the good man, and
be more just than they say is God.
thereby assist him to be a better man by earning his
PrPachers ou the Traius.
We will consider the present generation of own living and continuing to do good 1 Then, . if
Fl'om the Stondm·a.
preachers on their own merits and demerits, for you must hav preaching, get some smart young man
"Do you see that man at the wash-bowl?" asked the comwhat they are worth. .A.re they any better th11n who expects to amount to something in the future mercial traveler, as he butt;med his collar and beckoned
their predecessors ! .A.re they necessary T and, if to declaim a sermon (not read it), written by some- with his head toward the open door opposit the smokingroom sofa on w-hich he sat.
not, why are they tolerated? We mut>t admit that body else, if he cannot write one himself.
Yes, I saw the man. He had washed, find was now brushthey hav generally ceased to burn, to persecute, to
No doubt there are thousands of good, intelligible, ing his hair while standing by the bowl, so that no one could
murder those who happen to differ from them in harmless sermons in existence (I do not include approach it, though a line of disheveled passengers awaited
their turn behind him.
their opinions, and are honest enough to tell them most sermons) which would bear repetition.
"That man is a clergyman."
so ; but how much credit are we to giv them for
It is not necessary that every preacher's doctrin be
Indeed; but how did the commercial traveler know?
this? They are now content to hav God do the taught. If, instead of the insipid twaddle which
" How do I know? Easy enough. Ht~ has taken poqsesdirty work for them, simply because they hav not the every parson seems to think he must provide fresh sion and is going to stay unt.il he has brushed every h~tir into
power to do it themoelvs. Men who say," Believe as for every occasion, we had good standard sermons, its particular place. He might just aa well stand aside to
his toilet, anrl let the others hav a cho.nce to wash, but
I do or be damned ; think as I do or burn," would the world would be the better. I do not mean that finish
he won't. There are only three kinds of men who do that.
only be too glad to apply the torch themselvs if they no new sermons should be written; that is, if we One is the hog kind. the other is the ldnd that doesn't travel
hav parsons at all, let them write what they choose; enough to know how, and the other is the preacher kind.
dared.
In the little village where I now write, there are but let sermons become standard, if we are bound to That man is a traveler and not a hog; therefore he must be
two congregations, a Methodist and a Presbyterian. go to church and hear them, before they are thrust a clergyman. ' Why do clPrgymen act that wav ?' All of
don't, but thoBe that do are simply indifferent to the
Both churehes hav not more than fifty or sixty mem upon us. I had rather reread a good book than them
comfort of others."
bers, yet each supports a parson. It is most conclu- be compelled to go through a worthless new one ;
Sure enough, the offender proved to be a clergyman
sivly evid.ent that they hate each other worse than sensible people would rather hear a good sermon for returning with half a dozen other cl~rgymen _from the _New
they hate sin.
the hundredth time, even though the sermon were York conference. Having at last prnnped h_1mself as If he
were about to pre!ICh a trial sermon from a fa~tlionable J?UlI bav conversed freely with most of them on the written one hundred years ago, than listen to the pit,
he retired. and when next s~en 'Yag. malnng a bee-hoe
E!llbject of religion. Not one in ten knows the creed driveling cant which is so often imposed upon them for the breakfast car. He was JUSt IIi t1me to get the only
ho "believes," or can tell why he is a member of the and called preaching.
vacant seat. Others followed him wbo were compelled to
church to which he belongs in preference to any
Do they pretend that the wicked are ever punished wait their turn in the VPS1ibnle, where they peered anxiously
other. These simple-minded, well-meaning people in this world 1 If so, then they must admit that God and no doubt prayerfully through the plate-glass that barred
way.
.
are the dupes of the preachers. Sectarianism is a is very partial to some of his worst enemies. If their
•·Now, mark my words," said the commercial traveler,
very clever scheme to increase the demand for par- they do not, then why do they always refer to the who was with the waiting crmvc! in the vestibule, " that
sons. One man could. preach morality to four times calamities which sowetimes happen to overtake pulpit-pounder won't hurry a blt, altl~ough he se.es u~
the whole number of persons· in the village with far wicked, unjust men as "retributions of God," etc. Y waiting; and ten to one be and the bishop alongside of
w1ll keep people waiting after thPy a~e throug:h. ~o~
better eff<Jct than to the few who belong to his own And "\\'hy was it a "dispensation" when the preacher him
do I know that's a bishop? I don't know it. But If he lSD t
sect, yet the little hamlet is made to support two was knocked out of his pulpit by lightning a short he ought to be. He looks like a b'shop-tall aod broad,
time ago? Would it be a "dispensation" if l\Ir. with massiv head and ponderous chops, solemn and selfof the drones.
I say we could diRpense with both, for why do we Ingersoll should some time be stricken, or would that satisfied. There a~e only two places in the world for such a
He couldn't be anything but a high-toner! politician
need them? Hav we not teachers in our schools be a "retribution?" If God is so partial, why doesn't man.
who does his tricks by proxy, or .a. bi•hop .: .and a2 h_e _has
whose duty it is to teach-to preach morality as well he strike his enemies-all of them? This would be adopted theological instead of poht1cal politiCs for a livmg,
as to teach bookR? Ah ! we need them to teuch re- more striking evidence than mysteries and miracles. he must be a bishop."
After the cornrnercbtl traveler harl returnee! from break
ligion, they say. They shouid say, to foster superstiJust in proportion to the littleness of their talents
tion.
They virtually admit that if they did not are priests supplied with cant and hypocrisy. They fast, and. seated comfortably in the smoking-room, was
lighting his cigar, he resumed: ''Didn't. I tell yo~ s~? ·
support drones whose only business was to invent are an unnecessary evil, but so long as men arfl the Those two men woulrl hav kept their ~eat3 till dmner.ume 1f
tales of terror, they would eventually cease to be su- dupes of superstition, so long as men allow them.~elvs the caterer hadn't politely reminded them that others were
' -perstitious, i. e., religious. Besides, we need them to think that it is a sin to think, so long will they waiting for their places."
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Official Call for Twelfth Annual Congress of
the American Secular Union.
To the Local Secular Unions, L1Je, Charter, aud
Annual .llfembers, and all Liberal citizens
who support the Nine .Demands of Secularism,
G-reeting:
You are hereby invited to attend the Twelfth
Annual Congress of the American Secular Union,
which will conve:c.e at Lafayette Hall, Wood street,
near 4th, Pittsburgh,-Pa., Friday, October 5, 1888,
at 10 A.M., for a four days' session-5th, 6th, 7th, and
8th inclusiv.
All Charter and Life Members, all Vice-Presidents,
all Chairmen of State or Ex:ecutiv Committee3, and
all duly accredited deleg-ates from Local Secular
Unions are entitled to seats and votes in this Annual
Congress. Each Local Secular Union is entitled to
send its President and Secretary and three other
members as delegates. Annual Members who pay or
bay paid $1 in the national treasury are entitled to
seats, but not to votes, except by unanimous consent
of the Congress.
This Congress will specially consider practiCRl
questions tending to further agitation for taxation of
church proporty ; the abrogation of state aid to
sectarian institutions; abolition of state, national,
military, aud prison chaplaincies; repeal of judicial
oaths, Sunday and other oppressiv and unjust ecclesiastical laws; nullifica.Hon of attempts to subvert
our Constitution by a legal recognition of Theism in
the American Magna Charta, and such other measures as will not merely thwart intended theological
encroachments, but will absolutely expunge from our
laws, state and federal, such insidious acts as bav
already crept in to blot out mental freedom from our
republic.
It is to be hoped that the addresses delivered will
deal with the practical issues of the organization,
so that there will be such an awakening of the
people to these vital questions of the hour that a revival of the instinct of liberty and justice for all will
necessarily result ; that again from the Keystone
state-the birthplace of our association-the clarion
voice of freedom shall vibrate throughout the land.
Pittsburgh being situated almost in the center of
a district containing many of our most distinguished
workers, thinkers, and writers, besides the activ host
within its limits, there is little doubt but that this
Congress will be a glorious gathering of the forces
who stand for mental liberty, as expressed in the
desire for complete Secularization of the government.
S. P. PuTNAM, Pres.
E. A. STEVENs, Sec.
CHAs. EcKHA.RD, Treas.
E. B. FooTE, JR., Ch. Ex. Com.
MATriE .A. FREEMAN, Ch. Fin. Com.

Mrs. Freeman's Lecture.
The C~icago Secular Un_ion celebrated Sunday,
July 1st, mstead of the 4th, It being much more easy
to get a grand rally of Freethinkers, as Mrs..Freeman had consented to deliver before the local societ.y
the lecture she gave at the Congress, "His Satanic
-Majesty." In honor of this event our young peopl&'s
society determined to spread themselvs and the exquis~t displa;y of fl.o~ers, bou9.uets, and' baskets they
furmshed did credit to their taste and liberality.
Af:l a matter of course, the FOl'um was filled with a
splendid audience, who came to pay their respects to
the foremost lady Freethought lecturer in the West
and be edified by her wit and eloquence. In the audience I discovered several persons who hav been
dist~nguished i_n the councils of this city and state.
Durmg the dehvery of the lecture the audience manifested its transports of delight, but at the conclusion the speaker received a perfect ovation when Dr.
Henry stepped forward and, on behalf of Mrs. Henry,
presented Mrs. Freeman with a monster bouquet of
roses rich and rare. Mrs. Freeman's lectures cannot
be synopsized to do her justice; they should be heard
to obtain the fuil benefit of her clear and faultless
elocution-a matter upon which even her orthodox
critics highly complimented her. The debate which
followed was a series of coruscations intellectual
pyrotechnics, from our point of view· wbile notwiths~anding th~ opposition were give~ nearly all the
t1me, they fa1led to score a point.
While our l!nion feels the !ldditional expense quite
a tax, .the musiCal ~alent are mdeed "drawing cards,"
f~r J\;IIss Deal p~~sides a:t the organ and piano with
d1gmty and ability, while Mr. Card our director
with the aid of our splendid sopran~, Mrs. Madau:
and Professor Metcalf, formerly of Boston considered
~:me of the best. tenors in our city, pla;ed no unImportant part m the evening's entertainment. We

anxiously look for the return of Mrs. Gruber, our
most excellent alto, for when all together there is no
"misdeal" in this quartet, notwithstanding some
names might otherwise indicate.
Mayor Roche proclaimed what would be permitted and what forbidden on the Fourth, and a $50
fine is supposed to be incurred " for discharging
guns, cannons, or pistols, whether loaded or blanks,"
and in resentment the heavy artillery are almost
splitting the tympanum of my ears, and I absolutely
can't hear myself think. The firecracker and niggerchaser are hissing and popping, and the Catherine
wheel is revolving on its axis, and to-night the rocket's
red glare will go up and the blue lights come down,
the punk will glow, the cannon will roar, and the toy
pistol burst for the honor and glory of some old
gents who adjourned without signing the Declaration on this day. Historical accuracy will hav to
subside in the interests of the annual boom of the
surgical industry, and the ebullitions which bubble
up in the heart of the small boy. This sort of patriotism is an article which we suspect was, on account
of the noise, imported from Ireland by parties who
control American politics solely in the interest of the
Green Isle.
·
The daily News has invested $10,000 as a permanent fund the interest of which is to purchase
awards for the successful competitors for the Lawson
patriotic medals for children in the high, grammar,
and public schools. This yeat· the scheme was inaugurated, and the rules observed were naturally more
rigid than is likely to be the case in future, the essays
being written in the school-room, no books but their
Readers being allowed them.
Our Union feels jubilant that t.he only two young
ladies still attending who are menibe1·s of our Young
People's Society captured prizes in their respectiv
schools-Miss Bertha Riper, bronze medal, in tlie
Oakley, and Miss Alma Wineman, silver medal, Central Park school. Bertha is treasurer of the Young
People's Society, was our accompanist before we
had the pipe organ, and is an excellent musician.
Her mother for some time contributed her services
to the Secular Union quartet, and we are under
special obligations to parent and child. Bertha bas
won the sobriquet at school of "Our Freethinker,"
and she often givs the scholars a touch of her radical
sen tim en ts.
Miss Alma Wineman and her brother were the
leading spirits in the establishment of the Secular
Union Mutual Improvement Society, where they are
undergoing a splendid and thorough training to fit
themselvs to fill the posts of the older members and
workers of the Chicago Union.
Miss Wineman is a girl . of very great literary
promis, having given one of the best and most humorous essays of our young people's course; and let
me say that there is talent in that society of no
mean order, which is bound to be heard from.
Among the leading prize essays Miss Wineman's
appears in this morning's News. It breathes the
true spirit of patriotism. Read it :
In these days a great deal of what passes by the name of
patriotism is a selfish striving for position and power. It
does not show itself in honorable deeds, but in boastings,
flying flags, and singing songs, and is the grel\test curse that
could befall any country. The true patriot is he who seeks
in all ways to elevate his country by noble work; who livs
an honest, sober, and upright life ; who cherishes the memory and example of all truly patriotic men who by their
sufferings in the cause of freedom hav won for the nation
those privileges of free life and free institutions of which
we are the inheritors and possessors.
The patriots of the early days showed their desire for
justice by drafting and signing the Declaration of Independence, the grandest document ever written, declaring all
men created free and egual, with the right to life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happmess. Washington left behind him
as one of .the greatest treasures of his country the example
of his stainless life; a great, honest, pure, and noble character; a model for his nation to follow in all time to come.
The greatness of Washington and other great patriotic
leaders did not consist so much in their intellect, skill, and
genius, but in honor, truthfulness, and strong sense of duty.
S::ch men are the life-blood of the country to which they
belong.
The patriotism of Jefferson was shown by his writings. He
was the father of a great party and the author of the Declaration of Independence. The name of Thomas Paine
will be forever associated with the great republic. He was
the first man to write these words: "The United States of
America," and proposed the present federal Constitution, and
always advocated in the strongest terms the establishment of
a government of the people, for the people, and by the people. The patriotic devotion shown by the women during
the Revolutionary and late civil wars was by the courage
with which they gave up their fathers, husbands, and sons
in the defense of their country and filled the places left vacant by them in taking care of the sick and wounded, and,
though their names will never be known to the world, their
deeds were prompted by the truest patriotism.
The civil war called forth the most patriotic feeling in the
hearts of the people, for it was not, like the Revolutionary
war, against a foreign power, but almost brother against
brother. The patriotic soldiers could well say, "These are the
times that try men's sonis." Their voices went up in one
cry, "The Union must and shall be preserved " and "life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness given to alll"-determined that our flag should hav written upon it the three
grandest words: "Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity."
The memory of every soldier, from the greatest general to
the lowest private, will be honored by all true patriots.
Every true patriot will stand by his flag that was carried on
the battle-field of death, and will teach his children that there
is no nobler feeling, no grander ambition than to do all in
one's power to elevate his fellow-men and the condition of his

country; and, should danger ever threaten, theirs should be
the willing hands to go forth in defense of the land they
love the best.

They are both bright girls, and we are happy to
call therri "ours," for all "our" girlR are bright snd
brave. Miss Etta Lovi won the gold medal in t.he
high school, and there is no orthodoxy about her
parents. The above is a practical answer to the correspondent who claimed our Union was disseminating Anarchy; and also proves that the brainiest
children are those trai:aed to be mentally free .. Here
is one forcible argument in favor of 'brganization, if
there were no more-it enables us to clai.u. the
victory which our people are constantly winning iri
the intellectual world. Therefore, organize, organize, and don't forget to take the prize.
E. A.. STEVENS, Sec. A. S. U.

W. S. Bell in Dakota.
On Jnne 7th I left Chicago for Dakota. My first
stopping-place was Delavan, Mim1., where I gave
three lectures to full houses. This is Mr. W. F.
Jamieson's old battle-ground. The tintinnabulations
of the Bell possessed. no mellifluous music for orthodox ears, but rather the contrary, and so the godly
people bad recourse to their usual methods of petty
annoyances. While giving my second lecture, a
young mail of remarkable endowments gave a cat
concert in the street, which some of my hearers
seemed greatly to enjoy. However, after the patience
of others was exhauRted, they went out to interview
the feline Thomas, but he had retired. The next
evening, when I had nearly finished my lecture, the
meeting was greatly disturbed by the jingling of a
small piece of iron upon the window near which I
stood. The operator of this inspired invention was
secreted across the street, and wor~d the racket by
means of a long string. In consequence of this
annoyance I was compelled- to finish my lecture some
twenty minutes sooner than I other.wise should hav
done. So much for godliness.
The first Freethinker I had the pleasure of meeting'after I got off t.he cars was Mr. W. L. Horton, a
brave and zealous worker, who has done splendid
service in several towns where be bas lived before
coming here. He is a great admirer of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, which be keeps on his table in a TRUTH
SEEKER Binder, and anyone may pick up and read.
Mr. James Geddes is a veteran in the Liberal
cause, and an enthusiastic lover of THE TRUTH
SEEKER and its C!l.use. The orthodox all know him
to be a fearless and honest man. No sky-pilot ever
attacks him a second t.ime on uccount of his Infidelity. Mr. Geddes is very desirous of having Mrs.
Freeman lecture in Delavan, and regrets that she
could not hav visiterl that place last winter. He
made several inquiries about the lady in respect to
her appearance upon the platform. I told him that
when she stood up to speak she looked as if she
might possibly weigh ninety pounds, but that when
she got a-going she seemed t'o weigh a ton.
At the close of my first lecture I was introduced
to Mr. E. S. Glick, who immediately arranged with
me to giv one lecture at Minnesota Lake, some ten
miles away. Although a young man, a Russian, not
long in this country, he is an earnest worker, and
paid all my expenses- himself. My lecture at the
Lake was received without any demonstrations, and
so I was unable to judge how the nativs regarded it,
as I left very early next morning to take the t1·ain,
which was six miles away.
From here I bad a long ride to Huron, Dak., but
to my disgust I found, after riding about two hun·
dred miles, that the person I was corresponding
with at Huron was out of town, and upon inquiry
I found that no arrangements had been made for my
lectures, and, besides, I could find no Liberals. I
returned to the depot, shook the dust off my feet
against Huron, and took the cars for Jamestown.
After another long ride with the thermometer at
102° in the shade, I reached my destination in the
evening of the next day. I lost ·no time i:.6. finding
the home of Mr. John Burns, and as I came within
short range of his house I saw a man sitting in the
shade apparently taking great comfort. I was right
in supposing this to be my man, but I was a little off
when I thought I could go up to him and hav a liWe
talk before I should disclose my identity to him; for
before he rose out of his chair he said. "This is Mr.
Bell, I presume." At the close of my. first lecture I
gave an invitation to any minister present to defend
his religion, when a young Episcc:Jtlalian clergyman,
the Rev. J. H. Wyatt~Hanath, stepped forward
promptly, and with great confidence took up the cudgel
for his creed. His courage, however, was greater
than his capacity. At my third lecture be again
came forward, and muttered as he came upon the
platform that he would giv me all the debating I
wanted. After be had finished his long and rambling talk I asked him if be was willing to debate the
questions at issue between us. Re promptly declined,
saying he would not hav favored me as much as he
had if he had known what kind of a man I was. I
suppose this statement was strictly true. I then
began to reply to his speech, and as I pricked his
windbag be jumped to his feet and began to talk. I
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yielded once or twice to his interruptions, and then
I told him he could not speak while I had the floor ·
but he was not willing to hav it that way, and per~
sisted in talking while I was speaking. I had to
suppress him in a most emphatic manner -when he
grumbled something about this being a fafr illustration of free speech.
My lectures caused a great deal of talk, and, I
hope, may do some good.
Among the stanchest workers here are John Burns,
J. T. Eager, P. W. Alley, James Boyd, Thomas Bowditch, Charles Flint, and Richard Long. I was very
Jtindly and pleasantly entertained by Mr. Burns and
wife.
I hav occasion for grateful recollections of James-.
town for the generous reward I received for my
labors there. Mr. Reynolds is expected here on his
return. Success to the Liberal~=~ of Jamestown. Let
them organize, and secure more subscribers for THE
TRUTH SEEKER, Ironcla(l Age, and Investigator. The
latter is about the only Liberal paper taken.
On the day of my last lecture I received a telegram
from Mr. S. E. Haight, of Milton, a town two hundred miles farther north, to come up there and ring
my Bell" for them. Of course I went. Milton is a
small town not a year old, but has some of the oldest
theology extant.
At my first lecture a man seated at the back part
of the audience asked me to define certain words I
bad used. I did so in a most courteous way. He
was not satisfied, and insisted upon asking more
questions, and talking when he pleased. I told him
that he could ask his questions after I had concluded
my lecture. After causing much excitement and disturbance, he finally subsided, and when I got through
with my lecture and invited him to speak, he had
nothing to say.
My audiences were not large or enthusiastic, as
there are not more than two or three genuin Freethinkers in the town.
Mr. S. E. Haight, a man without a God or devil,
gave me the call to come to Milton, and also very
kindly andattentivly entertained me. His family, of
three boys and as many girls, are all lovers of music,
and when they united in song, accompanied with the
organ and violin, the entertainment was truly delightful. .
The crops in Dakota look splendid. I think I
never hav seen in all my life such a beautiful country
as Dakota. Her climate, however, is very uncertain.
No man knows what a day onmhour may bring forth.
Fargo, Dale., July 3, 1888.
W. S. BELL.

C. B. Rflynolds on His Western Tour.
OLYMPIA, WAsH. TERR., June 2d, 3d, 4th.-This
is a delightful little place, situated on the ·southern
extremity of a beautiful bay.
There is a strong Liberal element here; very little
Protestantism-what there is is of the weakest
nominal kind. I notice the Roman Catholic church
here, as at Seattle and Tacoma, has the best sites
and by far the largest and most valuable church
property. Notwithstanding the fact that by an immense majority the people voted that all church
property should be taxed, the legislature ignored
the vote of the people and church property i~ exempt
from taxation.
"Eternal vigilance. is the price of liberty." We
hav permitted the stealthy papistical anaconda to
enfold us in its powerful slimy coils, and now writhe
helplessly at its mercy. Free! we are not free; we
are the slaves of church power. No man to-day has
a reasonable chance of election to any office of importance if he is avowedly opposed to the encroachments
of the church upon our liberties, or is unwilling to
pledge himself to vote and favor donations of the
public funds for propaganda work of the church.
Let all lovers of 1reedom, all who desire a government by the people, for the people, ponder these
shameful facts.
The trinity of Freethought here consists of good
old, stanch, and ever-reliable J. S. Dobbins; the energetic and eccentric, but devoted Liberal, J. D.
Munson, and the earnest, zealous young worker, Lou.
M. Hartgrove. This young lady possesses great
natural ability, intense love of the ennobling principles
of Liber11lism, and is with" a zeal according to knowledge" an enthusiastic champion for redress of working girls' wtongs. I confidentially predict her name
will become well known in the Liberal ranks, and
that she will be deservedly honored as an able and
efficient lecturer. She possesses all the essential
qualifications, only has natural diffidence and lack of
.self-appreciation to overcome.
. I rejoiced to meet venerable Father George Collins, who, despite the infirmities of age, is ever zealous for the cause. He was among the very first to giv
$10 toward the expenses. Also enthusiastic young
Ben. Trojer, eager to do all in his power to advertise
the lectures.
·
It is because I meet so many of the aged who find
.sweetest peace and comfort in the ennobling principles of Liberalism, which pluck from their heart all
hate and fear and in their stead plant love and hope ;
because in every place I hav lectured from New

York thus far around the Pacific coast I hav found
the young, once freed from the shackles of priestcraft, devoting the strength of their young man and
womanhood to advancing the cause, that my heart is
filled with hope and courage. And I feel confident
of the realization of those bright visions of a glorious
future for humanity so ably and eloquently portrayed
by Colonel Ingersoll.
I delivered four lectures at tha town hall to large
and enthusiastic audiences. The Rev. Mr. Garver Congregationalist minister, attended two of my lectures
but all my kindest persuasion, my most earnest en~
t.reaties, failed to induce him to arise and defend his
faith or say one word for Jesus. A valiant soldier
of the Lord, he would or could not defend his
blessed savior, whom the God of the Bible denies
and repudiates (Isa. xlii~ 10, 11; xlv, 5, 6; Hosea
xiii, 4)-the marvelous redeemer, whom all Christians avow "poured out" his precious blood on Calvary's cross to save poor sinners, but which the New
Testament positivly declares he never did until after
he was dead (John xix, 32, 34). Despite these and
a few hundred other little discrepancies, he and many
others are honest believers in error instilled into
them from earliest childhood.
In a sermon reviewing my lectures he admitted
much I had proved, and declared he had become
a good deal of a skeptic himself.
H!lving three days of rest, by careful nursing I
regamed health, and spoke with ease on Saturday
night and Sunday afternoon; but foolishly, instead of
resting, talked all the time between afternoon and
evening lectures; caught fresh cold, inflammation in
my side renewed, bad relapse. Sunday night quite
hoarse. Monday night worse; spoke with difficulty.
I had to take steamboat for Seattle at half-past 5
Tuesday morning. Damp, chilly, on the water so
early, took fresh cold. In sad condition on arrival at
Seattle.
SEATTLE, W. T., June 5th, 6th, and 7th.-This is
the empress city of Puget sound, peerless in her
magnificence and the wonderful wealth of her surroundings. Lumber, coal, and iron in abundance. A
glorious future for this city is inevitable. -liere I
had the pleasure of meeting that martyr to liberty
and his honest convictions, Walter Walker, a fearless,
outspoken advocate of reason, right, and truth. I
met a most cordial welcome from I. H. Hummell and
family, pioneer Liberals. He introduced me to
Brother E. Wilson, the builder and contractor at
whose palatial residence I found a most plea~ant
abiding-place.
I advertised to lecture that night. I summoned
all my will power, but toward evening felt very badly.
I called on Dr. H. Doane, the very able electrician,
an educated scientist, and, of course, a prenounced
Infidel. But he deemed it best not to take treatment
till after my le<>~ture. Lectures were delivered at
Turners' Hall. The entire city being in a "boom
frenzy," the attendance was quite small for so large
a place. And for once I did not regret smaJl numbers.
It was with great distress I uttered each sentence.
My voice was like the lugubrious croaking of a
dying bullfrog, or the wheezy squawk of a young,
over-ambitious hen attempting to crow. The kind,
patient audience endured the manner for the sake of
the matter. And I-well, I learned what it was to
laboriously address an audience.
As Brother Wilson's house was a long distance
from the hall, I could not take treatment that night.
The next day I visited Dr. Doane, and under his skilful treatment, by application of electricity and a hotbox bath, my hoarseness was removed. At the
second lecture my voice was all right, but a new horror. I could think only by intense effort. All my
will power failed to giv action to my continuity of
thought. My brain seemed torpid, clogged with
mucous. It was as hard for me to get ideas as the
night before it had been to speak sentences. Next
day I paid another visit to good, kind Dr. Doane, and,
thanks to his skilful appliance of electricity and a
medicated. bath, all difficulties were banished, and I
had the satisfaction of delivering my last lecture with
ease and comfort, and, I think, to the satisfaction of
the audience, despite my unfit condition to speak on
the preceding night. At the last lecture I had a very
much larger attendance.
I became very much interested in a young Brother
Wilson (no relation of E. Wilson, my host), a young
lawyer, an intellectual young fellow of massiv brain
and splendid physique, a hustler, as they term the
very activ and energetic in this part of the country.
He is a great admirer of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and his
admiration finds vent in practical work-he obtains
new subscribers. I am hopeful, and did all I could
to persuade him to devote all his time and talent to
the great case of "Liberalism vs. Christianity."
This coast would afford employment every night in
the year, and every Sunday afternoon, for five able
lecturers. Miss Hartgrove and Mr. Wilson are just
the kind needed, clean of heart and clear of head,
of unblemished reputation, earnest, self-sacrificing
workers, lovers of humanity-not alone able and eloquent exponents of the principles of Liberalism but
with daily lives in harmony with their profession.
Every possible encouragement should be given all
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such noble young advocates, so they may be induced
to devote themselvs to the work. Everywhere there
is increasing desire to hear, since the reply of Colonel
Ingersoll to Dr. Field, and now a hundredfold
more since his annihilation of poor old Gladstone.
Intelligent people no longer regard urthodoxy with
'' reverential calm," but are anxious, excited, eager to
hear the other side.
My appointments are : Washington territory :
Shelton's Point, June 30th, July 1st; Elma, 2d, 3d,
4th; Montesano, 7th, 8th; Aberdeen, lOth, lltb,
12th; Skamokawa, 1"4t.h, 15th, 16th; Stella, 17th,
18~h, 19th.
Oregon: Portl11.ucl, 21st. 22d, 23d;
Canby, 24th, 25th, 26th ; Silverton, 28th, 29tb. ;
Brownsville, 30th, 31st, August 1st; Coburg, 3d,
4th, 51ih; Harrisburg, 7th, Sob, 9th; Corvallis, lltb,
12th. Coos county, Ore., as J. H. Schroeder shalt
apportion the time: Marshfield, Empire City, Arago,
Bandon, Myrtle Point, 14th to 30th. W ashingtou
territory: Pasco, September 2d, 3d ; North YakimR,
4th, 5th, 6th; Ellensburg, 7th. 8th, 9th ; Wall a
Walla, lOth, 11th, 12th. Utah: Ogden, 15th, 16th;
Deweyville, 17th, 18th; Plain City, 19th, 20hh ;
Hooper, 21st; Salt Lake City, 23d; Morgan, 24tb,
25th; Uintah, 26th; Echo, 27th; Coalville, 28tb,
29th; Salt Lake City, 30th; Wanship, October 1st;
Peoa, 2d; Kamas, 3d, 4th ; Park City, 5th, 6th;
Salt Lake City, 7th ; Grantsville, 8th; Stockton,
lOth, 11th; Murray, 12th, 13th; Salt Lake City,
14th; Sugar, 15th. Afl H. L. Brooks shall appoint,
16th to 20th. Salt Lake City, 21st. As R. Clawson
shall appoint, 22d to 27th. Salt Lake City, 28th.
As Geo. C. Velie shall appoint, 29th to November
3d. Salt Lake City, 4th.
C. B. REYNOLDS.

The Disappointed Goat.-A Fable.
A certain goat, who thought he was a sheep, was
very fond of reading the twenty-fifth chapter of
Matthew from the thirty-first verse, and of rubbing
it into the wool of certain sheep whom he called
goats, assuring them by texts of Holy Queer of the
eternity of their dismal doom. So realistic was he
in his descriptions that their wool seemed already
singeing. But when the great day arrived on which
he expected the delicious treat of seeing the Agnostic
animals " left," lo ! as he was prancing sanctimoniously over to the right center, a twenty-foot angel
gripped his beard and pointed in the opposit direction.
"Sheep, sheep!" he bleated; " there has never
been any truth seeking about me."
"Go 't--" persisted the angel. And he countermarched.
And now he beheld, and lo ! the line was drawn
differently from wnere he had expected.
On his side of it were the kind of sheep that hav
beards and upright horns, with "elect" painted between them in lamb's blood. This lamb's blood they
had all vainly thought would hav made them sheep,
or as good.
On the opposit side were the animals who had
always kicked up their heels at the fences and scarecrows set up by pious shepherds who were fond of
mutton, and enjoyed the sinful pleasure of freedom
in the fields of science, leaving good, rich wool often
on the poor bushes, who were very grateful for it.
The unexpected turn of matters made the goat reflect how little his true interest lay on the affirmativ
side of the question of eternal suffering; it seemed
now to him a very detestable dogma, whereas it had
before seemed transcendently beautiful. Indeed,
he had always overlooked the application of it. He
had too easily taken it for granted that he had only
to do with the back of it, not its edge. He had
settled the hash of the poor Agnostics so often-in
imagination and on paper-that he had come to look
upon himself as Gawd and the maker of this dogma,
and now he wished he hadn't made such a rope to
hang himself. And now appeared letters of flame in
the sky, and what said they? Did they say: "Depart ye cursed unconverted ones who hav not the
blood on your wool ?"
No; they said: "Depart ye who had no ten~er
ness in your hearts that theology could not klll ;
who wrecked the very groundwork of good by your
teachings, turning love into hatred by_ your _misdirections; rendering human progress 1mposs1ble to
those who became your victims by utterly corrupting
their natural sense of justice, and extinguishing the
natural light of reason as far as you could. As for
these Agnostic sheep on my right hand, they shall
be blessed for evermore, for they were faithful to the
truth, loyal to the heavenly guide of reason, and
valiantly (and it took so~e valor) set at na~ght the
bulldozings and boycottmgs of creatures hke you,
with your little piddling, dried-up, juiceless hearts
-which could not now, or hereafter, hav any fellowship with the great friends of your race-in order
to do works which took no account of brain-spun
lines of lilo-called faith, which, in reality, were only
nonsense."
This was the sense of the doom now plainly appearing at this last great revelation, when the hearts
of all were enlightened.
And the poor goat awoke--and behold it was a
dreiUD.
HARDPAN.
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and cranes '· and 8ays:
" I never saw a synod
~
. that
. prohibited all intercourse with him under pain of
had a happy termin11tion. These conventwns, m- papal reprobation 1 that in 1212 he induced the
stPad of diminiE~hing, augmented the evils they w~re French monarch to invade his kingdom? and that
intended to rPmedy. Passion, jealousy, envy, preJU· finally be obliged the king to surrender his dominion
Catholicism's Declaration on Liberty.
to the -papal see, and pay for himself and heirs an andice, prevailed and surpasses all description."
_ The papal c;tmrch claims to be founded on the
And Cardinal Hosius, in delivering the farewell nual sum of seven hundred marks, and for Ireland an
Bible, but, well aware of the fallaciousness of such a address in the name of Innocent III., who had pre- annual sum of three hundred marks, on pain of forfeitclaim, and that the B1ble contains no mention, much Elided over the Council of Lyons, to the court and ing his right to the British crown! Was it from a
less .sanction, of a pope, cardinal, archbishop, mass, citizens, said : "We hav effected a work of great sincere motiv to guard the stability of thrones that
indulgence, Virgin Mary, saints, crosses, and other ntility and charity in this city. When we came to Pop£' Clement VII. excommunicated Henry VIII., kmg
distinctiv peculiarities of the papal church, it- very Lyons we found three or four brothels in it, and we of England, with all his adherente and followers,
rationally concludes that itEI' common use would bf' bav left it, at our departure, only one. But that on~ declaring them incapable of absolution, the king of Christian burial, and all as smitten with the sword
more detrimental than b!'neficial. The blind zeal of extends from thA eastern to the western gates
of anathema, malediction, and eternal damnation 1
cardinals and doctors, however, in voicing this con- (Matt. Paris. p. 799). · •
venient discovery, has betrayed them into startling
Again : Tbe po~ e denounces " the zeal of some to Was it for the purpose of promoting the fid(:lity due
concessions. Thus, Cardinal Hosius, the _president 11eparate the church from the state, arid to burst the to princes that the pope absolved and set free the
of the Council of Tren~, says: ''The greater portion bands that unite the priesthood with the empire." accomplices. favorite, adherents, and advisers of the
of the gospel came to us by· tradition, very little of it l'his is an authoritativ declaration that the papal king from their oaths of fealty, vassalage, and subjecfrom writing." Herman us declares: "'When th"' despot. is in favor of the union of _churc~ and ~t~tf', tion to him, and commanded them under pain of exauthority of the church leav"B the scriptures, they nnd of the intermrddling of the pnests w1th pohtwal comumnication to wholly withdraw themselvs from
are of no more account than lE5op's Fables." Canu~ Rffairs. Ht~ claims the investiture of supreme spirit- obedience to him, and not recognize him as their
mentions: "We are not to take the scriptures as the ual and political power over all·government, whether superior, or to obey his laws? Was it from· papal
scriptures, without the authority of the church." it be monarchical or democratic; that be is the head, ordEors to instil submissivnrss in the minds of the
And Hosius argues: '' To ask if more credit could be f>pirit, and h-.ws of nations; that all burna? beings are subjects of kingdoms that the pope declared Henry
given to scriptures than the church, is to ask if more his passiv, unresisting, corpse-like ml"tru~ents. VIII., his accomplices, adherents, counselors, and their
credit could be given to the Holy Ghost speaking obliged to believe and do whatever he may dictate. descendants, infamous and incapable of being admitby the mouth of the church, or to the Holy Ghost and that they are eternally bound to this abject ted as witne~ses, of making wills, codicils, or other
speaking in t.he scriptures by the writings of the servit.ude, by the annihilation of liberty of conseience, depositions, of granting anything, or of succeeding
prophets and apostles." . What an artful and con- opinion, and the press. He is an Anarchist of the to any estate by virtue of any will or testament, or.
venient subterfuge ! The church is founded on the blackest character. He detests all governments, to any person intestate! Was it. for the purpose of
scriptures, but the scriptures hav no meaning except despotic or republican, but despotic the less, becaust~ _ preventing insurrection and rebellion in the kingdom
what the church assigns them, and no authmity it is easier to govern one man than the many. This of England that the pope required and admonished
except what the church permits! Well, then, if th~ fact bas been incarnadined in the history of every the dukes, the marquises, and all others whatsoever,
scriptures hav no intrinsic sense or alithority, then republic that bas existed since the birthday of papal- as well secular as ecclesiastical, and also men of
the church has none; for the church could derive i~m. After Pope Benedict VI., in 974, had been letters, actually obeying King Henry, that withnothing from the scriptures except what they pos- deposed, imprisoned, and strangled, the able Crecen- out delay or excuse, they, with force of arms
sessed.
tius was made consul, ani! ~roverned Rome in -that if need be, expel out of the kingdom and dom;nion
The cultivating influence of the church of igno- l'apacity. But Pope John XIV., in 987, exiled Crec~n them, and every one of them, their soldiers and
rance and servitude was disaRtrous to learning in the tius, whom, however. 0Lho soon afterward rem- stipendiaries, as well horse as foot, and all others
extreme. The lights of knowledge were extinguished; stated. From 87!'i to 900, dUl'ing an interregnum of whatsoever that shall favor them with arms? Was it
the people were stupefied wit.h ignorance; kings and the empire, the Roman people began to regard them- for the purpose of interdicting treason to monarchs
nobles were plenty who could neither read nor write· selvs as sovereigns. They made and unmade popes that the pope exhorted and required that even those
priests could only trace a few words; Pope Gregor; at their option. Albers, twn of Mosof'ia, was raised that fight for hire, and whatsoever other persons
was so illiterate that it was doubtful if he could nad to the bead of political affairs. In 936, Pope John that bav under them such as bear anus, either by sea
at all; Pope Celestine was elected solely on account XI. ~as expFlled from the city. Albers administered or land, take up arms against King Henry? that
of his ignorance and stupidity; Pope Gregory I. t be government as consul, and chose, governed, they persecute them and every one of them, that
ileverely censured the profane learning of a bishop and kept dependent the popes.
they may by force compel them to return· to the uniwho taught the art of grammar, studied the Latin
Arnold of Brescia, 1125, restored Rome to an versal church and to the communion of the holy
poets, and pronounced, with the BRine voice, the image of her ancient liberty. H.e created a patrician, see?· Was it from a tender regard for the security
praise of Jupiter and Christ; and Paul II. madp a president, and fifty-eight senators. But Pop"" of kings and thrones that the pope declared that he
war against all men of learniJJg as enemies of thP Lucius organized a mob of priests and soldiers, from the same authority, knowledge, and power
church, condemned them to horrible tortures undPr fiDd assaulted the republicans, who responded with granted license, leave, and liberty to the same persons,
charges of pretended heresy, and, after all indi~ation a shower of stones. The papal army fled, and the of converting the same goods, merchandise, money,
and testimony proved them to be innocent, still kept pope was morta.llv wounded and died shortly after- shipping, commodities, and letters, decreeing by
them in prison, declaring that, when be arrested ward. Adrian IV. in 1154 cast an edict over Rome these presents all these things wholly to pertain and
them, he had asserted he would not release them un- for this occurrence, and obliged the senate to exile belong .to the captors? And that all persons deriving
der a year.
Arnold. The unharpy patriot was arrested in Cam- their origin from the same kingdom and dominion,
From the foul source of the Council of Trent, the pana, burnt alive, and his sacred ashes cast into or otherwise inhabiting them, and not obeying our
Index Expurgatorius became consecrated as one of the Tibflr.
commands aforesaid, wheresoever they shall be
those papal doctrine "which bad been regularly deIn 1226, Innoeent III. arbitrarily abolished tbe taken, shall be the slaves of the takers 1 Let the
fined, from which nothing can be taken. no innova consulate. extorted oaths of allegiance from the sen- advocates of the papal church solve these problems.
tion introduced there, no addition made, but mul'lt ators, installed offices, usurped the sovereignty of
By the authorities adduced we see what the papal
remain· untouched both in words and meaning." t.hA state, and became the spiritual and temporal church is. She is a church without religion ; a
That the stream was worthy of its source, we bnv deE~pot of Rf)me.
church whose god is the pope of Rome; a church
the testimony of the most credible men in that corAgain: The pope "demands that all care be which proscribes the Bible on which she claims to be
rupt assembly. A bishop, and one of the most emi employed to prevent the circulation of writing among founded; a church whose nature and aim is political
nent men in the Council of Trent, says: "The Holv common people tending to the subversion of th!c power; a church whose arguments are anathemas,
Ghost had nothing to do in that assembly. All th.e fidelity and submission due to princes." How dif. whose laws are canons of corrupt councils, whose
counsels given there proceeded from human policy. ferent is thi11 demand from the declaration of Arch- motivs are self-aggrandizement; a church that conand tended only to promote the pope's immoderat.P bishop Spalding ! The one demands that monarchies verts its d11votees into senseless, conscienceless, reaand shameful domination. Answers were exp11cted he protected; the other, that they be subverted. sonless, abject slaves; a church whose principle is
as _from Delphos and Dodona. The Holy Gbost l'hfry both emanate from the same church, infallible, Anarchism, claiming the right to intermeddle with
whwh they b<?asted go'!~rned councils, was brought unafterablP, unimprovable, identically the same ~n all the a:ff~irs of foreign governments, to dethrone rulers,
from Rome lD a postlhon-post cloak" (Sarpi, pp "~es and climes. But be not deceived. Though absolve subjects from oaths of allegiance, create
841, 842). In a letter to Maximilian the same bishop their avowals are different, their secret intentions are mobs, organize treason, and excite insurrection as
further states : " The pope had a hundrf'd [ creature!l J the same. The pope seeks to deceive monarchs ; she pleases; and which hesitates at the adoption of no
to one, and, in case that were not sufficient, he could t.be archbishops, to deceive republics. They both means, however atrocious and inhuman, to accomhav cre~ted a thousand. We daily saw hungry, falsify in the interest of the church. They both plish her purposes.
.
needy bishops come to Trent, yout.hs, for the mo5t Qeek to win that they may destroy. Sflrpi in
Such being the papal church, her nature makes her
part, that just bFgan to hav beards, given over to his History of the Council of Trent, p. 395, when the foe of libEr1.y. And what is liberty,. which is so
luxury and riot, h!,red to. giv th11ir vote only just aF rlP,I'ribiog toe manner in which Paul IV., elected in distasteful to her! It .is the spirit of !'quality, which
the pope pleased (Sarp1, p. 399). A(J'ain, the cele- 1559, was accustomed to receive foreign ambassadors, givs equal rights to all. It is the spirit ·of morality,
br~ted authority says: "}fatters we;e brought to represer.ts him as saying: "I am above all princes; which bids man respect the rights of others as his
this pass by the inequity of thoBe who cPme there I do not wish any of ~hem to be too familiar with me. own. It is the bpirit of juHtice, that interdicts
that the_ co~ncil seemed to consist not of bisbopE~: I can change kingdoms; I am the successor of those oppression and dissolves the chains of slavery. It
but of disgmsed masbrs; not of men, but of imagell, who deposed kings and emperors. I will hav no is the spirit of nature, that b1ds the mind freely
such as _Dredalus made, which were moved by nervt>l" prince for my companion. I ·would hav prince!:\ think, the conscience freely act ; the reason freely
not their own. They were hireling bishops who ll~' under my feet [Rtamping on the ground], as it is fit; judge; the tongue freely speak; the press freely
country bagpipes, could not speak but as the br~ath 11s it is his will who built the church, and placed print, and .man freely develop the nature, genius,
was put in them" (Ibid).
.
them in that degree." Was it from a disingenuous capacities, and greatness of his being. It takes a
Dupin, commenting on the second Nicean Council, oesire to prevent the circulation of writing among nation of subjects, and makes them a nation of sovsays: "The Nicean, nevertheless, boasted of their t.be commonalty adverse to the fidelity and subm1ssion ereigns. It bmds the rights of all in one harmonious
inspiration. The synod, amid all its atrocities, pre- due to princes that Innocent III. publicly circulated whole, and formulates them into maxims, which be
tended to the immediate influence of heaven. The his bill against the }'lRgna Charta, annulling and who best obeys best serves himself. It is the spirit
divine inftatus, forsooth, passed through thPse sinkB quashing its provisions, the bonds and securities of civilization; the mother of arts, science, eloquence,
of pollution, and made the consecrated ruffians the t.bat bad been pleilged for itFI observance, that at. no and song. It took ancient Greece, weak, ignoranil,
channels of spiritual communication to men."
time they ha-q validity (Bull Matthew Paris, 1215) ~ and barbarous, and made her the most powerful,
St. Gregory, bishop of Nazianzen, speaking of tho:~ that be afterward circulated an interdict against enlightened, and civilized nation of antiquit.y. It
second General Byzantine Counc'l characterizes it King John of England for refusing to acknowledge took ancient Rome, a community of robbers and out.as a " cabal of wretches fit for the' house of correc- the pope's authority to appoint Stephen Landon to laws, and molded her into the conqueror of the
tion; fellows taken newly from the plow, the sp11d~>, the archbishopric of Canterbury, m~pending thereby world, the source of law, and model of heroism. It
the oar, the army " (St. Greg., Ep. Labb., ii, 1,158; the observance of the Catholic worship, and causing took the Tyrean refugees of Carthage, and made
Dupin, i, 259).
the dead for three years to be buried on the highway them the masters of the ocean, of manufacture, and
This great and adorable Catholic authority, in his without the rites of interment; that in 1208 he ex- the colonizers of the globe. It took Genoa, an
"Standard of Theology," compares the dissensions communicated the king t that in 1211 he absolved insignificant town, and by inst,illing into it energy,
and wranglings of councile to the gabble of geese the king's subjects from their oaths of allegiance, ap.d frusality, aud industl'y, enabled her tQ ~tqd th~
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shore? of the ~uxine with .factories, to enlarge her
domam by hermsm, and finally to become the dict11r·
tor of the throne of Constantinople. She took the
marshy isles of the Adriatic, and made Venice their
capital, famous for its military achievements, its
schools of art, and the opulence of its citizens.
These and other republics arose and .flourished with
liberty, but when she fell decayed and sunk into
ruin. But this noble incentiv to all progress genius
and greatness i? denounced by the papal despot, wh~
declares that hberty of conscience is a most absurd,
er~o';leou~, and . pestilential. doctrin; that liberty of
opmwn IB a Wild and ravmg notion, uttered with
unblushing impudence; that the liberty of the press
is the . worst and never sufficiently execrated and
detested in~stitution; and _that the advocates of the
sep~;iration of the church from the state are profane
lovers of liberty. Let it be remembered that these
sentiments are those which the papal church has
. regularly defined, from which nothing can be taken
away, no innovation introduced, no addition made,
but l'emain untouched in words and meaning.
Baltimore, Md., June 3, 1888 JoHN ALBERGER.

Colonel Ingersoll on the Tariff.
THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER for June 23d givs a very interesting report of the famous orator's opinion of what
be rightly calls a great question on which it is "the
duty of the laboring man in this country first to
thoroughly post himself," "to endeavor to unders:and his own interest as well as the interest of his
country," etc. Of course, the only way to do.this is
to read what can be said on all sides.
Another very good thing which Colonel Ingersoll
said is this : "I am in favor of a sensible reform of
the tariff, that is to say, I do not wish to put it in the
power of the few to practice extortion on the many."
In harmcny with these sentiments, he has urged the
nomination at Chicago of a candidate for the presidency who might hav been willing to reform the
tariff, but we all know that Judge Gresham was
badly defeated.. The candidate chosen is in perfect
harmony with the platform which· distinctly opposes
"the surrender of any part of our protectiv system,"
even in order to reduce the surplus in the treasury,
now estimated at over $580,000,000. The Republican
platform also declal'es its intention of keeping the
duties on wool, and also making "such revision of
the tariff laws as will tend to check imports of such
articles as are produced by our people." Among
these articles is nickel, which now, according to the
Meriden Britannia Co., costs "about 65 cents
a pound, of which 15 cents is protectiv duty."
This is one of the cases in which, in Colonel Ingersoll's own words, "This tariff is added to the cost,
and must be paid by the consumer." Thus, whenever we buy any article made of nickel; we pay this
· extra price. If the nickel is not imported, the money
goes to one man, Mr. Joseph Wharton, of Pennsylvania, who owns the only mine worth mentioning in
this country. All the people of the United States
are thus taxed for the enrichment· of one man. Need
I say which party is pledged to keep up this and
similar extortions 1 The history of tariff legislatioB
during the last ten years shows which party has
been trying to protect the many against the few, and
which has stood in the way. Or take the case of the
wool tax, which one party is trying to keep up or increase, while the other wishes to hav it repealed or
reduced. This duty is levied to protect the woolgrower. The manufacturer has to pay it on all his
wool, and he is repaid by a special duty of 30 cents
per pound on all imported woolens, whether fine
or coarse. What protection he gets against European manufactures is in the form of a value duty of
40 per cent on all cloth worth more than 80 cents
per pound, and 35 per cent on the rest. The result
is that the poor man who buys cloth worth 75 cents
a yard, and weighing 28 ounces, pays a value duty of
26 14 cents, _and also a spPcial duty per weight of
61 cent's, so that his tax is 87 1-4 cents, or 116 per
cent. The rich man, however, is taxed but 58 per
cent on· a yard of cloth weighing but four ounces less,
and costing $3 abroad; for in this case, the weight
duty is but 52 1-2 cents, which, with the value duty
of $1 20, makes a total of only $1.72 1-2. I agree
with Colonel Ingersoll, that the tariff ought to be reformed; but I gr. with the party which intends to
begin the reform by releasing the poor from having
to pay twice as heavy a tax as the rich.
It seems to me all the more necessary to say this,
because Colonel Ingersoll, to some extent, speaks as
if the issue were simply between free trade and protection. So Mr. J. R. Perry has recently stated in
THE TRUT.H SEEKER, that the greatest question in
American politics is that of "the tariff vs. free trade."
I write this artjcle mainly to insist on a fact, in proof
of which I appeal to Cleveland's message, to the
Democratic platform recently adopted at St. Louis,
and to the men and papers generally who now favor
Cleveland's reelection. The question is not tariff VB.
free trade, but simply tariff vs. tariff. I know of no
one, of any authority in American politics, who
wishes to do without any tariff. There are a few
!'!peculators, like Henry George, w:P.o wish to clo ~his;
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and so there are other speculators who wish to ~et der the British .flag. We made a reciprocity treaty
along without any president. It would be just as and the result, after seven years of free trade was
fair for Cleveland's supporters to say that the issue that in 1884 we sold to that same number of p~ople
is. between the president and no president, as it is for $3 000,000 worth of American goods, which were
his opponents to say that theaissue is between the carried by American sailors and under the American
tariff and free trade. But most of Mr. Perry's pa- .flag. Is not such an experiment worth repeating?
pars, like many other protectionist arguments deals Of course, there must be enough of a tariff to supply
merely with an imaginary issue of not the sli~htest our national revenue. But why not reduce the surimportance at present. What Cleveland and his plus ~avenue by reforming the t~riff sufficiently to
party do wish, is to make such changes in the wool make It as profitable for the Amencan manufacturer
tax and other duties as to reduce the tariff to a bight to export his products as it is for the American
somewhat about that at which, according to the esti- farmer 1 The latter undersells the British employer
mate made a few years ago by one of the candidates of pauper labor at his own doJr. Why cannot our
for the recent Republican nomination, Senator Sber- manufacturer do it too' There can be no better
man, it would still "amply protect American indus- answer to thiR question than was given by a leading
try." In other words, we want a tariff of about Republican, SenR.tor Dawes, of .Massachusetts, about
four-fifths of the present bight, with special reduc- a _year ago: '' N? industrial policy will promote the
tions on wool and other raw materials.
highest pro~pent;r of both labor and capital in this
Mr. Perry may say that this is what he means by country, whtch fads to lay down the raw material at
free trade. If so, he certainly would call those men the door of the manufactory at the lowest possible
free traders who hav tried to introduce a tariff of. cost." I hav shown how the price of wool and
~bout OD€-i!!ix~h ?f the rresent bight, with a JODI! free nickel is r~D Up against the manufacturer by the
hat. But this Is premsely what was done by Wash- present tariff, and how the two great parties stand
ington, Hamilton, and other fathers of the country , on those points. The same substantially is true of
nearly a hundred years ago. If every man who votes , iron, steel, tin-plate, copper, glass, coal, lumber and
in favor of a tariff lower than that now in force is a almost every other article which the manufactural'
free trader, then all Americans were free traders has to purchase. This is what ptits him at such a
down to 1861; for we never had any tariff before the disadvantage against his rivals, not only in Great
war so high as that which Mr. P.erry and the Chicago Britain, but in Canada, Germany, France, Belgium,
platform support. Of the prosperity of the country an~ o~her countries which, while keeping up a high
under seventy years of low tariffs, I hav already said tanff m other respects, are wise enough to let raw
so much in THE TRUTH SEEKER that I need only say mate~ials _come in fre~ to their factories. They can
that I hav abundant reason to believe that a reduc- do th1s without the risk which would be run by the
tion of the tariff toward the Sherman estimate, as protectionist party in this country; for that party
proposed in the Mills bill, now before Congress would be outvoted, if it did not buy up the minewould be the best possible thing for all Americart owners and wool-growers by special bounties, given
industries, except a few· exceptionally situated mo· a~owedly for that purpose. It is this tax on wool,
nopolies, like Mr. Wharton's. What I hav just ~Ith a few others of. small amount on articles not
sta~ed can be proved by many statistics, some of likely _to be brough~ any great distance over tlae
wh10h I hope soon to present in these columns.
Canadian border, wh10h keeps many a farmer true to
Just now it seems more important to call attention the old party, in spite of the plain fact that the tariff
to a place where the colonel appears to hav been raises the pr~ce of every article he buys, but of
misunderstood by the reporter, <namely this: "Pea- scarcely anythmg that he _sells.
. .
The report of the. tanff commi~SlOn. of 1882, as
ple who believe in free trade are always telling- us
that the laboring man is paid much better in Ger- well as the CongressiOnal proce~dmgs m t?at year
many than in the United States." I can scarcely an? the ne~t, shows that very httle attentiOn _was
suppoFe that any free trader or tariff reformer is 80 paid to th~ m~erests ?f ar;yone but owners of mmes
culpably ignorant. There is no doubt of the wretched and. factones m frami~g. the. present system of procondition of the German laborer. The statements tectwn. And these m1ll10naires were_ very prop~rly
made on this point by protectionists are substantially called ~pan for m~ney by _the Republican League of
correct. There is a great deal to this effect in a t,he Umted States m the Circular of May 25th, on the
speeoh made last October by Senator Frye, and ground that they were "gett~ng pra.ctically the sole
reprinted by the Home Market Club of Boston, benefit, or at l~ast the .~ost directly Imp~rtant beneunder the title," How Wage-earners Liv and are Paid fit, of the tariff J~ws.
These Y?-onopolists protect
in Free Trade Countries." There is no doubt but themselvs by makmg u~ pay twice ~s much ~s we
that the vast emigration from Germany· spoken of should hav to under a JUst ~nd eq~Itable tanff fo
Plsewhere by Colonel Ingersoll is due to the poverty our cloth_es, ~lankets, stockmgs, riCe, suga~, salt,
of her laborers. It ought, however, to be distinctly starch, natls, Wire, drugget, ear.thenwa.re, and wmdowunderstood that Germany is under a high protectiv glass. _And any ~~anc~ of pnces bemg reduced by
tariff. It should also be remembered that there are do~estlC competi~wn IS destroyed by t~e trusts,
many other inst,itutions working against the poor whwh are form~d m order to keep_ productwn do~.
man all over Europe, as is pointed out by Colonel Of course, keepmg down productwn mea_ns ~eapm~
Inger~oll. Whatever ~art of. tariff we adopt in ~ow~ wag~s also. .Thus, the great questwn m_ ~oh
Amer109, the laborer wlll contmue better off here t~cs :s n_o" the tariff vs. ,free ~rade, but tLe mllJwnthan in Europe. He need not dread any reduction aires tanff vs. the peoples tariff. F. M. HoLLAND.
which would leave wages where they are under one
of the very lowest tariffs now in force, that of New
Ye Scheme to Bagge Penn.
South Wales. Laborers are paid as high there as
The following fabricated letter first appeared in the
here per day ; their money goes much farther; and Easton, Pa., Argus many years ago, and has been
the eight-hour law has been for several years in force. frequently republished:
I mention this merely to show that low tariffs are
September, 1682.-To Ye Aged and Beloved John Higginfound in company with high wages, just as we find son.-There
be now at sea a shippe (for our friend, Elias
lower and lower wages with higher and higher tariffs, Holdcraft of London, did advise me by the last packet that
as we pass on from England, through GermaEy and it would sail sometime in Augnst) called ye Welcome, R.
Russia, to China, where there is so much hatred of Greene was master, which has aboard a hundred or more of
foreigners and general stupidity, as to constitute the ye heretics and ma!ignants caller! Quakers, with W. Penn,
is ye scamp at ye head of them. Ye general court has
most efficient protection possible for all domestic who
accordingly given secret orders to Master Malaclli Huxett of
industries. Comparing different countries together, ye brig Porpoise to waylaye ye said Welcome, as near ye
we find wages highest wherever there is the greatest coast of Codd as may be, and make capture of ye said Penn
amount of production in proportion to the number and his ungodly crew, so .that ye Lord may be glorified and
mocked on ye soil of this newe country with ye heathen
of producers, whatever may be the tariff. Thus the not
worships of these people. Mucll spoil can be made by selling
tariff can raise or lower wages only by promoting or yc whole lot at Barbadoes, where slaves fetch good prices in
checking domestic industry.
rum me and sugar; and we shall not only do .Ye Lord great
It is regard for facts and principles like these, service by punislling ye wicked, but shall make gayne for
his
ministers and people. Yours in ye bowels of Uhrist,
rather than for the Henry George theory of free
COTTON MATllER.
trade, which inspires the main body of opponents to
In September, 1682, Cotton Mather was a divinity
the present tariff. It seems to us peculiarly objectionable, because it has failed notoriouE~ly, after student, only nineteen years of age. Therefore he
twenty-seven years of full trial, to giv the American would not bav been likely to be made the confidant
manufacturer the exclusiv control of the home of any " secret orders " of the " general qourt " of
market. A tariff which enables Europe to supply us Massachusetts, much less to hav been in correspondwith half our silks, and a large part of our best cot- ence with Elias Holdcraft (or Holcroft, as the name
tons, woolens, and hardware, is not much of a suc- was first printed), of London, whoever that person
cess, even from the protectionist standpoint. What might be.
When the letter was first published it was said to
we tariff reformers want is, in the first place, to hav
the American manufacturer fully supply the home hav been deposited with Mr. Judkins of the Massachumarket with every article which he can produce with setts Historical Society, by the late Robert Greendue advantage, not only to himself but to his neigh- leaf, of Malden. But there was no such librarian, and
bors. And, in the second place, we want to enable no such person koown as Robert Greenleaf, of Malden.
him to undersell European manufacturers as success- So said Mr. Spofford, the librarian of Congress, when
fully in Canada, Mexico, South America, Asia, Africa, he first saw the letter in 1872, and he pronounced it
and Australia, as is now done in the Sandwich Islands. a clumsy forgery.
This is the sixth time I hav exposed it in various
Look at the facts. In 1875 we sold under our high
tariff to those people about $450,000 worth of papers, but, like a multitude 9f other fr~uds, it seems
:Bwm.
A.medQ~ ~oods, all of which Wfilf~ c~rieq there un- to be as live as ever:
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his assent to Christianity in any manner is more or
less oensurable for abuse of a rare and splendid privilege. That is to say, public sentiment holds that
in a country where religious thought is so unrestrained, a man shouW believe something, and recognize the general value of church enterprises and influences."
Precisely I Our editor is a glorious disciple of one
of·more renown, a cer~ain Martin Luther, who claimed
the right for everybody to read the Bible, but when
after reading it, they pronounced it false, he promptly
suppressed them. So it is with our recent convert,
who further lays down the law:

as the Rev. Dr. A. F. Shaufller, who declares that the free
whisky plank of the Chicago platform a~d the. prominence _
of Bob Ingersoll as its advocate hav driven him. from the
support of the Republican party. Like thousands of others
who hav up to this time adhered to the Republican party, he
is in favor of temperance and tariff reform, and thinks that
conscience is a safe guide in politics. But fidelity to conscience is now ~ubject not only to derision as characteristic
of ' Smiday-school politics,' but to denunciation as treason
to party."

Judging from these quotations, Infidels in the
United States ought to be thankful that they are
allowed by the Christians to liv, without having the
presumption to ask for legal equality with the saints
who hav inherited the earth. The desire to persecute for opinion's sake is still strong in the hearts of
our " beloved brethren," and only the lack of power
prevents its being done. We will giv the editors,
however, the benefit of the doubt whether· their religion is more than skin-deep, and charitably believe
that their exhortations to piety are · for campaign
purposes only.
But we hope the abuse of Infidels will go on.
Every time Christianity shows its true character
somebody gets so disgusted with it that he becomes
a Liberal.

"When we say that it is improper to apply a re1igious
Address all Communications to THE TRUTH SEEKER
CO.MP ANY. .Make all Drafts, CJhecks, Post-office and Ex. test to a candidate, we do not mean that it is immaterial
press .Money Orders payable to CHARLES P. SO.MERB Y. whether he has any religious belief at all or not. What we
do mean is that we accord him the right to choose between
JULY 14, 1888. different denominations, but not to reject all plans of religSATURDAY,
ious philosophy and experience, and deny the authenticity
of Christianity in toto. He may be a reputable and capable
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
man, but that is not conceded to absolve him lrom the duty
Bingle subscription in adv~nce ............................. . '8 00 of identifying himself in some degree with religious instituOne subscription two years, in advance ••••••••••••••••••
600 tions and undertakings. He must at least acknowledge the
Two new subscribers .......................................... •
6 00 validity and usefulness of religion in the abstract, and reOne subscription with one new subscriber, in oneremittance .••.••...•••.•.•••....••••.............•••••••••.••..••
6 00 frain from giving encouragement to its enemies. We believe
in religious freedom to the point where it becomes antiOne subscription with two new subscriber!~, in one
remittance ................................................. ..
700 religious license, and there we draw the line. The politicians,
One subscription with three new eubscribe:n~, in one
large and small, understand this for the most part, and hence
The Slave's Submission.
remittance .••••••.••••....••.••.••...••••..•••••••••••••••-••••
8.60 comes their anxiety to avoid suspicion of Infidelity, and to
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
The
Ancient
Order of Hibernians of Nebraska reput themselvs on good terms with the churches. The cusremittance .................................... •••· •·• ••• ·•· ••• 10·00
cently
held
a
state
convention at Lincoln, at which a
tom does credit to their intelligence, and it serves also to
'Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
keep alive in our politics the wholesome idea that this is a Mr. Corcoran delivered an address which the .IJaily
with one remittance.
Christian nation."
State .IJemocrat says has received "very favorable

Coming back to New York, now, we find this in comment both by members of the order and the
the Times:
public at large." The following are the most impor.The prominence of Colonel Ingersoll in the cam"Mr. ' Bob' Ingersoll will be kept very busy by the tant portions:
paign, and the possibility before the Chicago conven- Republicans between now and election in breaking the influ" Tte unchangeable watchword of the Irish people is,
tion adjourned that Mr. Gresham, a reputed Liberal, ence of the free whisky plank among the temperance people. 'For Faith and Ireland.' Who shall separate them? No
might be the Republican standard-bearer, has led the He is an expensiv speaker in more ways than one, but be is men, nor even an angel from heaven, will be listened to when
pulpit into politics and the press into the pulpit. admirably adapted to this particular work. It is unders~ood, attempting to teach the Irish people in opposition to the
Republican and Democratic editors alike are attend- also, that a cheap edition of his principal attacks upon the pope. On that point the Irish people hav always been, and
Christian religion i~ to be widely circulated among the
ing prayer-meetings with regularity, and the wave of churches and the Sunday-schopl teachers, in order to rein- with God's help always will be, firm and_ steadfast. Let us
once for all take our stand on the Rock of Ages, and when
piety now sweeping over the country is something force his arguments to the temperance people. This will the whirlwinds of Anarchy roar around us, and thunder of
phenomenal If it were not the rankest hypocrisy, serve a double purpose. It will put ' Bob' in his true light passion bursts overhead, and the lightning of blasphen1y
the church might, like St. Paul, take courage and as an authority on the principles of morality, and it will flashes across the heavens with a brilliancy to fill the souls of
tend to spread the light of Infidelity and skepticism among men with awe, we will laugh at them, and mock at them,
thank God.
the deluded victims of the Christian faith. Of course, if the and mark our foreheads with the sign of the cross. 'Stat
Commenting upon the recent attempt at the colonel's views as to religion are sound, it is among religious
dum 'DOl'Ditur orbi8,' rings out the voice of the illustrious
Republican ratification meeting of the chairman to people that they should be disseminated. Mr. Harrison, as crux
Lacordaire, startling the multitude of the assembled Athemake a Bible quotation, which failed because the a fervid Presbyterian, was at first inclined to object to this ists of Europe in the cathedral of Notre Dame. The cro~s
audience laughed the orator down, shouting to Colo- scheme, but we understand that Mr. Kerens, and others who stands whilst the world revolves. Ireland has fought
nel Ingersoll to "watch him, Bob," the Star of this were cognizant of Mr. Ingersoll's valuable missionary labors through the bitter struggle of three centuries without-human
in the Star route cases, hav persuaded the candidate to withcity, a Democratic journal pretty near the White draw his objections. We look for a good deal of interest in aid or sympathy. Now that we hav the sympathy of the
Christian world we hav reason to hope for success in the
House throne, says :
Ingersoll when he gets really settled down to his pace in the

'l1he Editors and the Preachers.

"The Republican party is now, in some matters, very
much mixed. In the past, it has claimed the Bible and everything else that was 'best and purest' as peculiarly its own.
It has, in a fashion, put out a claim that it was essentially
deity's own party, ami that all Democrate were, as to religion
and morality, somewhat off color. It has placed Democracy
among the goats, and on the left hand.
"But we find now, and at the outset of its campaign, an
element in the Republican party (which has hitherto, in a
fashion, directed deity what to do in party and national
affairs) that heartily cheers and sympathizes with a man who
does not believe either in God or in the Bible, and whose
earnest and activ endeavor is to wipe the book out of existence. And this element applauds and indorses the single cry
raised at its first campaign gathering of 'Watch him, Bob I'
whoee meaning is that 'Watch him, Bob' shall 'go for,'
riddle, and ridicule .in hie usual able fashion any allusion or
quotation from the book which, judging from some past
Republican sentiment and expression, Lloyd Garrison,.John
Brown, and Wendell Phillips revised, corrected, and vastly
improved (to suit the times).
"We congratulate our Republican friends on their having
so early in the contest developed the stirring a11ti-Bible, antideity, and anti-religious cry of' Watch him, Bob!"'

This is a very palpable attempt by the Star to
raise religious rancor and in:fl.uence votes against Mr.
Harrison, because one of his chief supporters is an
Infidel.
A paper of another stripe-one of the most important in the Southwest-has also come forward for
prayers. This was before Harrison was nominated,
and the anxiety of the editor for his soul's welfare
was prompted by the fear that Gresham might be the
convention's choice. Therefore the general policy
of the country toward Infidels was outliped. "One
of the chief glories of our government," oracularly
_observes this newly hatched Christian, "unquestionably lies in the fact that it guarantees perfect freedom of religious belief and practice. Men may hold
what opinions they please with entire security of
estate and reputation, and to prefer one system of
faith or form of wonhip over another is an act that
is accounted consistent in every way with the obligations of citizenship. But at the same time it is
insisted that a man who discards all sects and refuses

near future.· But let us not seek to gain the sympathy of
and the deity." men by such weakness as to act in a manner, or to use lanThis is in keeping with the line of thought of the guage, which, no matter how much we may profess respect,
preachers on the same subject, though not quite so is certain to create the impression that we are not so loyal to
bigotedly expressed. As a sample of their style we the pope as our forefathers. We would insult our separated
Christian brethren by such conduct, for it would logically
take a recent sermon by a Far Western Baptist min- imply that we considered them so utterly devoid of principle
ister:
themselvs that they would appreciate a disregard of prin"The voice of inspiration, the voice of reason, and the ciple on our part. In the long run pronounced and manly
voice of history unite in speaking to. us the truth before us, fidelity to principle gains the respect and sympathy of even
'If the foundations be destro:yed, what can the righteous do?' those who differ from us. We are Christians. Let us act
" Here is the question for us, ' Are the foundations then and speak always like Christians. Christian charity doeA
laid and builded upon impaired?' I know it is the purpose not mean weakness or dis~:egard of principle. It may be
of the politician and demagog to treat this question with asked, as it is often asked, What is a Christian? . 'fo that
contempt and ridicule, but it is the provhice of history to question there is but one answer. The only answer which is
declare that God deals with it as a solemn fact. So let us true, which is practical, which is a straight answer to a
face it to-day. I know it is the popular thing to declare straight question, is simply this : Christianity consists in bethat the days of the Puritans were days of intolerance and lieving and .following the teaching of the vicar of Christ.
bigotry ; that they proclaimed religious liberty and denied
" For ourselvs, let us refuse to fall into line with the follies
to others the liberty they claimed~ I am willing to grant it. and the isms affected by the languid dilettanti of the rich
They were human, and to err is human. Their principles salons of the modern Babylons. Let us refuse to join in
were right if they did err.
chorus with the nauseating laudations of the so-called mod" Is that foundation-stone crumbling? Is there an atmos- ern thought, which is insignificant in the presence of the
phere inimical to its permanency? I am sure there is-an thought of Aristotle, and at the present moment beaten all
insidious, almost impalpable, antagonism to religious liberty, along the line on the field of reason by the ·intellectual giants
that would deny the right of any man to worship God ae- · of the Catholic church. To-day you see the self-elected
cording to the dictates of his conscience, but only according apostles of this modern thought flying everywher.e from the
to an unjustified and impious dictator. While those are encounter, by their surrender of positiv teaching, and taking
sleeping who died that their country might liv, comrades, refuge in Agnosticism, which is the innermost recess of the
watch for that foe.
rathole of doubt. Let us not be entrapped by the shibbo" Is this foundation-stone decaying ? I think it is. The leths of philanthropy and humanity. Christianity is above
elements of Infidelity and Atheism in their various formli are all. For who is like unto God ? Christianity is, in a word,
arrayed against it. They hav the audacity to demand, under divine. Humanity is but created and c~rn1ptible dust united
the name of Liberalism, the exclusion of the Bible-God's for a little while with createrl but immortal soul. Not
law-from every national institution. Not only are they not science, not philosophy, not reasoning with so never faultsatisfied to secretly and cunningly devise against it, but this less logic, but humble Christian prayer alone, can transform
social pestilence dares to assemble in convention, and, with the world of to-day, healing the souls of men by a miracle
blasphemous utterances, demand that the only civilized na- greater than any healing of the body."
tion in the world that would tolerate such presumption
These words were uttered in the interest of Irish
shall destroy its foundation at the dictation of the fool who
freedom.
Can anything be more humiliating than
hath said in his heart, There is no God. Better, aye, ten
thousand times better the practical intolerance of Puritan- the spirit they breathe 1 " Though thou slay me,
yet will I trust in thee," says this orator to the pope.
ism than the national pestilence of lawless Liberalism I"
advocacy of the abolition of the whisky

t~x

Another preacher has also taken up his cross be- And though the pope has allied himself to the force
cause things don't just suit him. A daily mug- responsible, according to Mr. Corcoran, for the
crimes against Irish liberty, yet the pope must hav
wump paper prints this item :
cheerful submission on the part of his Irish subjects.
"Those who are disposed to deride Sunday-school principles in politics will do well to pay special heed to the If they giv it they deserve to lose their liberty.
The trouble with Ireland has always been too
e:ffect upon such eminent exponents of Christian sentiments
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It was doubtless due to the curiosity of the political
by JohnS. C. Abbott, who said he obtained it from
his old classmate, Hon. Samuel P. Benson, of Maine, P1·ohibitionists to see the man who couldresign his
who vouched for its authenticity. The letter was office as mayor of Gloucester rather than sign a few
dated Marshfield, June 15, 1852. · Unfortunately for liquor licenses, that David I. Robinson was dined
its alleged authenticity, Daniel Webster was not at in Boston by his fellow-Prohibitionists. There was
Marshfield at that time; he was in Washington, one man present at this dinner who was, ·perhaps,
attending to his duties as secretary of state; and on more paralyzed by the spectacle of virtue exhibited by
the very next day, June 16th, he wrote a letter from this humble Cape Ann citizen than any other-that
was ex-Gov. John P. St. John, of Kansas. All the
Washington to the Rev. Dr. Putnam, of Roxbury.
The forged letter was read by the Hon. S. P. :gen- mighty persuasiv force of cold water could not acson, at a celebratioa in Winthrop, Maine, in 1875. It count for such Alpine bights of self-abnegation and
purported to hav been written by Daniel Webster to sacrifice as he beheld before him. He wrestled with
Professor Pease, of the Five Points Mission Sunday- the stupendous moral problem, and endeavored to
school, expressing not only Webster's own senti- solve it by every known rule of human conduct, and
ments, but those also of Jefferson in favor of Sap- finally announced to the world tha.t such behavior
was "a mystery" to him until "he heard that Mayor
bath-schools.
"Many y"ears ago," said the pseudo Webster, "I spent a Robinson was a Christian." Then he made this
Sabbath with Thomas Jefferson at his residence in Virginia. mysterious statement : " No true follow~r of the
. . . While engaged in discussing the beauties of the Lord Jesus Christ could be responsible, directly or
Bible the sound of a bell broke upon our ears. Turning to
the Sage of Monticello, I remarked,' How sweetly, how very indirectly, for the existence of a legalized liquor
shop."
·
sweetly sounds the Sabbath belli"'
We do not see what "Jesus Christ" has to do
Aside from the improbability that the youthful
Federalist of Massachusetts should visit the aged with temperance, or why a man may not be a ChrisRepublican of Virginia in the days when party spirit tian and manufacture, sell, or drink liquor, if he
was far fiercer than now, and aside from the assump- wants to do so. We hav Bible authority for stating
tion that a church bell was within hearing of Jeffer- that Jesus manufactured and drank intoxicating
son's mountain home,· the use of the expressi.on liquors. This business of making the temperance
''Sabbath bell" before the year 1826 is suspicious. cause depend upon Christianity ought to be shown
Furthermore, Webster notices that Jefferson uses the up for the pious hypocrisy that it is. Everybody
term " Sunday-schools," instead of what he calls the who can read knows that the Christian scriptures
"more correct word Sabbath." Sunday-schools were indorse the usa of liq~ors. To declare otherwise is
first introduced in New York in 1817; and if they to state a falsehood. It is time to acknowledge that
ever attracted the attention of Jefferson in the last temperance has nothing to do with Christianity, and
decade of his life, he nor anyone else in his time, Christianity nothing to do with temperance, St.
probably, ever heard them called anything but Sun- John, of Kansas, to the ·contrary notwithstanding.
A man may hav every vice that :flesh is heir to
day-schools.
But most positiv proof of the forgery of the let- and be a Christian. He may lie, steal, be a drunkard
ter is found in that part of it which says that while and a rum-seller, and be a Christian. He may violate
these two statesmen were discussing the beauties of every one of the Ten Commandments and be a Christhe Bible, Webster took up " a. fine old folio of tian still. We challenge any Christian ehurch in
scriptures" lying before him "of 145B," and read the land to show the contrary. And a man may hav
aloud some sublime passages from Jeremiah. If the every virtue that has blossomed from the human
writer had dated that "fine old folio"~ only about heart and not be a Christian. He may be truthful,
twenty years earlier, it would hav preceded the dis- honest, upright, sober; a clean, pure, whole-hearted
covery of printing. There is no old folio Bible man, and not be a Christian. He may keep every one
printed as early as 1458, but there was a quarto Bible of the Ten Commandments, and fifty more just as
printed by Gutenberg between 1450 and 1455, copies good, and not be a Christian. And we challenge
of which are exceedingly rare and valuable. But every Christian church in the United States to show
that was printed in Latin, and it is not likely that to the contrary. Virtues do not make men ChrisJefferson owned a copy; much less that young Web- tians; vices do not prevent them from being Chrisster was able to edify the Sage of Monticello by read- tians. This is the shame of Christianity. Our age
Chi:istian Forgeries.
and our country should be ashamed of such a religA few weeks ago there appeared in the Evening ing to him Jeremiah's Lamentations in Latin.
ion as this, and ashamed of the men and women who
Star, of Washington, a letter said to hav been disprofess and support it.
Prohibition in Massachusetts.
covered in England, written by John Wesley to the
The Prohibition world has had a surprise. A real,
Earl of Dartmouth, about American affairs. It was
E(litorial Notes.
dated June 14, 1775, came by cable, and has been consistent Prohibitionist has been at last discovered,
THE Chicago faith-cure Christians hav landed another
and the law-and-force people of New England hav poor dupe in the madhouse, and .now the Chicago authorities
extensivly copied. The writer (or cabler) says:
"All my prejudices are against the Americans, for l am a honored him with a dinner. His name is David I. are endeavoring to land the faith curists in. the penitentiary.
High Churchman, bred from childhood in the highest notions Robinson, and he lives in Gloucester, Mass. A few It is to be hoped the authorities will be as successful as the
of passiv obedience and non-resistance, yet I cannot help days ago he was the mayor of the city where he Christian impostors.
thinking, if I think at all, an oppressed people hav asked resides, but no such dishonor clings to him now. In
THE Independent says that. in the reply of the ober-pro.
nothing more than their rights, and this in the most modest
and inoffensiv manner, in which case I would allow them; the might of his virtuous principles he has arisen cureur of the holy synod of Russia to the memorial combut, waiving all considerations of right and wrong, is it com- and shaken the polluted thing from his pure shoul- plaining of the outrageous treatment by the government of
ders. It seems that Gloucester voted "license" at Protestants in the Baltic provinces, is this sentence :
mon sense to use force against Americans?"
This letter is a manifest forgery. John Wesley the last municipal election ; and that the board of "We believe that perfect liberty only exists for those who -pass
from faith to skepticism."
was a Higli Churchman when he preached in Georgia, aldermen, in accordance with the expressed will of
The Independent comments: "No wonder skepticism
but on his return to England, in 1738, he "got the majority of the citizens, granted to severai appli- grows under the administration of the czar." It occurs to
religion," and from that time he was no longer a cants licenses to sell intoxicating liquors, but Mayor us that both the ober-procurcur and our religious contempoHigh Churchman, unless in a Pickwickian sense. Robinson refused to affix his official signature to the rary are right.
He evoluted, or devoluted, out of the established unholy documents; hence his birth in"to notice. The
A HARLEM Christian has just had a neighbor arrested for
church when it refused to tolerate or recognize him. matter was carried to the supreme court of Massa- cutting grass for his cow on Sunday. In the police court
He was compelled to send forth lay preachers, most chusetts, and the mayor was ordered by that august the judge turned sharply on the policeman who made the
arrest. "Suppose," said his honor, "the man's cow had
of them of 8 low grade of intellect, and thus he was power to sign the licenses granted by the board of fallen
into a loathsome pit; would you hav arrested him for
enabled to magnify his importance as the head center aldermen; but rather than permit his right hand to pulling the beast out on the Sabbath day?" "I would not,"
perform such an ignominious deed he resigned his said the officer, and he hung his head to escape the fiery
of Methodism.
But there is other proof of the fabrication of this office. In this day of rather miscellaneous temper- glances of the indignant judge. "The prisoner had as much
letter. Instead of being a friend to the American ance principles such an act has a wholesome :flavor. right to mow grass to feed his hungry cow as he would to
cause in 1775, John Wesley was a bitter Tory. This No wonder the men who hav "talked" Prohibition hav rescued her from a pit into which she had fallen," conwas shown in THE TRUTH SEEKER of February 4, 1888, for politics only should see a hero in this doughty tinned the justice. "The prisoner is discharged.''
by our correspondent W. H. Burr. John Wesley mayor. But it may be that his fame is bigger than
?tiR. GEoRGE W..GooDFELLOw, of Aylmer, Ont., committed
wrote a pamphlet aga~nst the complaints of the his act after all. We do not believe that his resignation
stopped
the
sale
of
single
glass
of
beer,
or
suicide
upon being detected in unnatural intimacy with his
8
American colonists entitled, ''A Calm Address," which
own fifteen-year-old daughter. Concluding a report of the
added
a
single
name
to
the
roll
of
those
who
"touch
matter,
the Toronto weekly Globe describes Mr. Goodfellow:
was sharply reviewed by "Casca" in the English
Crisis of March 23, 1776. In that review "Cases" not, taste not, .handle not" the exhilarating beverage. "He was an Oddfellow, a Freemason, a United Workman,
(whom Librarian Spofford, as well as Mr. Burr, identi- The curious part of this· affair is that the whole Pro- anrl a strong temperance worker. It is said that his wife
fies as Thomas Paine) said : " Governments are insti- hibition element was surprised that one of their ·num- and children were under such a complete state of subjection
possessed courage enough to take such 8 step. to him, from the effec~ of. the brutal treatment and threats,
tuted not for the sake of the governors, but of the her
Offi · th
al f th
p h'b't' · d
that from fear of theu hves they were compelled to keep
0
governed." "This," he added, "is an eternal truth,"
~e 1S . ~ go
e av~rage ~ 0 1 1 10n a. V?- silr·nt. Only a few weeks ago Mr. Goodfellow stood up in
but "Wesley is not ashamed to assert the contrary." cates amb1hon, and when th1s goal 1S reached 1t 1S , chmch and gave his experience, stating that he never felt so
A few ye!ll's ago a "Memorable Letter from Daniel not to be resigned unless some other office sayr;, : hRppy as he had of late, and prayed that many more might
. be Jed into the right path."
W~l;Jster" was commUnicated to the Christian Union "Come up higher."

much faith. Before Henry VIIi. suppressed the
monasteries in Ireland, the people were really slaves
to the Catholic church. In exchanging bishops for
Protestant landlords, they hav gained considerably.
Ireland was worse off under the church than under
Protestant England. Besides owning the lands, the
clerical authorities were immoral and dishonest-no
better than the Irish lords who vied with the English
oppressors in swallowing estates confiscated by " the
Old Harry," as Catholics are pleased to term the
king who basked in "the gospel light that dawned
from the eyes of Boleyn." The church was a practical slave-owner, and the Irish people were practically slaves to them and to Catholic lords. They
were ignorant and besotted, lived in hovels, and
bred like pigs. They threw their lives away in petty
wars, died of famin and pestilence, and were under
the church as miserable a nation as ever claimed a
nationality. Why, then, should they still hav faith
in a religion which kept them in such abject poverty,
and submit to a pope whose predecessors practically
owned them as a Southern slaveholder owned his
slaves T
The bed-rock trouble of Ireland is that the people
are small tenants, living on other people's land, and
paying exorbitant rents. But it is no worse to pay
rent to .a lay landlord than to hav a bisho~ of the
church take all the f!U'm products to support a monastery. And it makes starvation not a whit easier to
hav faith that the fdlow who steals your food is the
vicar of God. If the Irish people had had,Iess faith
in the past they would now hav more land. Ireland
started wrong, and from St. Patrick's time to the
present the priest has been her temporal enemy as·
well as· the British landlord, who . but holds lands
wrenched from the miserly and tyrannical grasp of
the church. We are not excusing England for the
policy she has pursued toward Ireland. The British
king& hav been about as heavy oppressors of the
Irish people as was the church four or five hundred
to fifteen hundred years ago. But it is useless for
Irishmen now to expect liberty and still be as loyal
· to the pope as were their forefathers. Loyalty to the
pope and political liberty never went together in Ireland, and never will unless it suits the political machinations of the Vatican to interfere in Ireland's behalf.
An Irishman who studies the history of his country
and then holds that "Christianity is above all" is no
true friend of Irish freedom.
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Jefttrs Jronr· Jlritnds.
KALAMAzno, MroH., June 14, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 for another year's subscription to ydur valued paper. We had the pleasure of hearing
Mr. Remsburg last Tuesday-a perfect gentleman, and very
convincing in his arguments. Inclosed item on Judge Severens's treatment of the boy I cut out of my paper ; the
judge is one of the few noble ones who sit on the bench of
Very truly yours,
SAM RosKNBAUM.
law.
CoALING, Au., June 15, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: THE TRtTTH SEEKKR of June 9th just fills the
bill. I wish you could send me several of that date. I want
them to canvass with. Some of my friends are sending me
Talmage's sermonR on "Infidelity." Please state in your
paper that if Freethinkers will mail me some of their reading
when they are through with it I will keep it circulating. I
think you will still hear from me. Some would subscribe, but
money is scarce.
H. J. WARD.
. BRANDON, MANIT BA, July 2, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: The only sense in which we can say there is
a God or a devil is this : When one is going to do wrong, or
thinks of doing wrong, he feels himself tempted by something-by certain feelings, the worst part of him. This we
may call the devil. But if he pauses a moment to reflect,
something will speak through his conscience and tell him he
is gofng to do wrong. The feeling will leave instantly. I
speak from experience. And that is what I call a supreme
Yours respectfully,
ARTHUR WILLIAMS.
being.
PAULINK, ARK., June 27, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: The Rev. Gunsalus, when he opened the
Chicago Republican national convention by prayer, ending
by saying, "We ask thee for thy blessings upon this convention, that its work may be done for the glory of this cross,"
must hav thought that God was in the Constitution. We
were not R·ware before that delegates went to the national
convention to work for the cross of Christ and giv it a boom.
We thought the Republicans met in convention for the purpose of perpetuating the principles of liberty and national
prosperity.
W. R. BAoHKT.OR.
MoNTE VISTA, CoL., June 17, 288.
1\i[R. EDITOR: Inasmuch as many Liberal friends hav
written me for information in regard to the wonderful
gardens of San Luis Park, Col., LI would be pleased to
say that those are the kind of people which I wish to see
come here, and those wishing information can obtain the
same by writing me, inclosing ten cents in postage currency
to pay mailing expenses.
If the unfortunate Liberal lady in Lexington, Ky., who
appealed to me under date of April 21, 1888, will send me
her street number, I will respond to her call.
Written on a high mountain in a wilderness of pinesJoHN TRUEBLOOD.
MARSHFIEr.D, ORR., June 22, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. S. P. Putnam has just left, after giving
us his opinion of "The Bible,"'' The Dangers Ahead," and
"Creation." We got a good supply of campaign reading.
Hav just read the "Field-Ingersoll Discussion," and feel
satisfied that neither one of those gentlemen is injured by
the discussion. One believes because he cannot help it; the
other disbelieves for the same reason; while many of us
poor hungry souls are enabled to read their logic and gather
up their gems of thought. I suppose the Christians claim
Field the victor; while we Freethinkers feel and know that
our favorit lecturer is always able to carry off the palm of
victory. And yet I know it is not for victory he works; he
only tells his true and honest thoughts.
Mr. Putnam's coming reminded us that it was time to
pay for annther year for THK TRUTH SKEKKR. Plea@e find
MRs. E. A. HILBORN.
inclosed $3.
PAoiFro, Mo., June 12, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I am proud to say that TaR TRUTH SEKKKR
is growing better-great and grand. That such is a fact is
sell-evident ; and it is well deserved.
As to me, the hope remains. I am a pessimist; but at the
same time can immensely enjoy that which is good, great,
arid grand. Optimists may hold that everything is good,
and for the best; that all results are for the same end ; but
can they prove it? Those who are supplied, happy, and
contented, hav of course a cause of happiness; but those
who are conditioned the reverse hav the greater cause for
complaint. In fact, all efforts at mending, at reforming, con.
tradict the last, and giv consent to the first.
But whether the truth ever comes uppermost and ever is
justice done, is a question with me. When the injury is had.
the pain suffered, a life spent in vain, a nature destroyed
or deformed throu(\"h the lie, the false, where the justice
done to the being comes in, I do not see.
Truth is that which we need. It alone is that which
helps. All honest truth seekers aim to find it.
AuG. H. KRUGKR.
HACKER TO R. GUNTHER.
BERLIN, N. J., June 19, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: While confined to my bed by sickness, and
glancing over the papers so kindly sent me by you and other
Liberal publishers, I noticed in your issue of May 19th the
following paragraph from R. Gunther, viz.: "I 11m sorry to
learn that J. Hacker is so full of things not worth knowing."
Seventy years ago I commenced writing for the first
juvenil paper I ever saw, and hav written more or less for
various papers ever since. I published a paper of my own
~bo~t seventeen years. l lectllred much of the time from
J.

sixty-five years down to twenty years ago. And now to be
told, when on a sick-bed and near the close of a long and
busy life, that I am full of things not worth knewing, is
rather more than I am willing to accept without proof, or to
pass unnoticed as long as I can move pen or tongue; and
the object of this note is to ask my accuser to point out auy
and every thing he can find in my writings not worth knowing, and let him do it at once.
Let him read my article in THE TRUTH SEEKER of March
3d, and tell me what there is in that that is not worth knowing.
I would also ask if there is any reader of THE TRUTH
SEEKER in California who will be kind enough to tell me
who and what this R. Gunther is. I want to get at the
cause of this abuse. What is his occupation? How much
land does he own or claim ? How many landless men does
he employ? This or any other information that may hav
been the cause of this abuse will be gratefully received.
Yours,
J. HAOKER.
<.JoNooRD, N. C., June 25, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I had quite a heated controversy with an
elder of the Presbyterian church in this town, a man of
seventy-seven years, who has held county office of one kind
or another two-thirds of the time in the last forty years. He
voted against me for register of deeds in 1884, and voted for
a man thirty years old-a man who had been in office six
years, a man who knew nothing of the sufferings and hardships of 1861-5, a man worth then $5,000, and" a man who
never did anything for his state, county, or the party that
put him in office. I am a cripple, and hav been all my life.
My Christian friend and elder is worth $50,000 ; believes in
the superstitions and myths of the Bible, and supports the
lazy ministers of the gospel as they rehash on the Sabbaths
their vile religious 'teachings. My religious friend would
like to see me go to hell and Christians enjoy fat offices ad
infinitum. He would, if in his power, disfranchise me from
voting. He is a fair sample of the Christianity (persecution)
of to-day. His age did not protect him .in my remarks,
though I used no abusiv language. I told my friend that
had I served a term in the penitentiary for theft the Christians of this county could n.ot hav acted more bitterly
toward me-a fact. The present register of deeds is s\rving
his tenth year. In 1884 he said (he is a member of the Lutheran·church, and an officer in that church): "I want the
office only one more term, and will not offer again." In 1886
he was a candidate, and elected. He is a candidate in 1888,
notwithstanding his Christian promises of 1884. He helps
the church and helps to keep up a lazy army of salaried skypilots, who work so hard that they need rest in the warm
summer months, which they find in a trip to Europe or some
fashionable watering-place. I would not support these lazy
drones, and as a punishment the Christians of this county
refused to elect me register of deeds. The sky-pilot and his
wife, the register of deeds and his wife, can go to the springs,
and I can go to the devil and my wife to the wash-tub. It
is time for Noah to build another ark. It will be needed beJ. W. MEHAFFEY.
fore 1900.
STURGis, MroH., June 10, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Mongo, La Grange Co., Ind., possesses
neither railroad nor religion. It has a saloon, but no drunkards; and a church building, without a congregation. The
people are Freethinking and friendly. There are philosophers there, but no saints; morality, but no sanctity; and a
stranger is not susp~cted of being a blackleg or a horse-thief,
but is received as a human being should be by a civilized
community. They don't seem to·care whether he was baptised in infancy or old age·, or whether he had been dipped
or sprinkled, or how many times he was " immersed," or
whether backwa.rd or forward, or if the officiating clergyman
was "duly ordained." Indeed, the Mongo people seem
strangely oblivious of such things.
Few tears are shed in Mongo, but there is much laughter
there. Jealousies and heart-burnings, "envy, hatred, and
malice, and all uncharitableness," are non est; the folks in
that town don't seem to hav experienced religion. It is not
a locality where gods or devils love to dwell, and angels
seldom put in an appearance, except the ones without wings,
like your humble servant. The people of Mongo seek salvation by good works, .such as hoeing potatoes and driving
nails with a hammer. Vicarious atonement seems to be unknown or unap.preciated, and the blood of the lamb is all
dried up. But when they hav leisure they roll in the grass
and enjoy a romp with a big dog, or stroke down the soft
fur of a fat pussy-cat. Yet they are energetic in business.
and emphatic in expression-they hav dammed the river for
practical purposes, and often insert " damns" into their language to clinch an argument.
Men or women seeking the peaceable enjoyment of life,
without its passion and hurry-skurry, would do well to visit
Mongo. Contentment and peace, the prime qualities which
people hope to find in heaven, can be found in Mongo without going so far from home; and it has this additional advantage, that they won't be required to associate with " converted sinners," "reformed drunkards," or preachers redeemed from sin and iniquity. It is a place where women
and virtue are safe from lust and hypocrisy.
It is true that people there don't '' say grace before meat,"
but they hav enough to eat; &nd, what seems curious, they
can sleep on their beds at night without having first committed themselvs to the care of their heavenly father, by
offering the evening sacrifice of family prayer and "reading
a chapter."
There are no monopolists there, either, nor money-kings,
nor penniless beggars, but each individual looks to No. 1,
and asks no odds of anyone. Nor are there any banks there ;
nor is money loaned out from one neighbor to another at a
dtlvilishly pious rate of interest. 'l'lle Mongmtians don't put

" sugar-a-candy" in their shoes to make them creak in a
highly respectable and theological manner, nor wear religiously white neckties. They are Iiot that kind of men.
They never indulge in fashionable apparel, and the women
don't turn up their noses at a calico dress. They array
themselvs neatly and becomingly, not extravagantly. ·Their
"love of a bonnet" costs less than $50, and their bustles an:
not too big.
And besides all this, the noted philosophers and truth
seekers ''Nat" Reed and Squire Smith liv there, and
"Flem" Hopkins isn't far off.
'Pon my sacred honor, I rather like the" unholy ".town
of Mongo I
THos. HARDI~G.
NEW BEDFORD, PA., June 16, 288.
MR. EDITOR~ Mr. Remsburg has come and gone. He
gave us" False Claims." The churches, as usual, all- held
some kind of " divine" service on that evening to prevent
their enslaved victims from attending our :nieetiug, boycott
and slander being the only weapons used by the church in
this vicinity.
I hav been considerably interested in what ycu Rnd others
hav written with regard to Talmage's'' Infidel" sermon. I
cannot regard either it or Talmage as a "joke." I lo:>k upon
that sermon as one .of the most contemptible and infamous
productions of the American pulpit in the nineteeuth century.
But, however ridiculous it may appear to us, so long as it is
listened to by applauding thousands, published in scores of
leading newspapers, and read by appn~rving millions of our
fellow-citizens, it is a practical and serious matter. The effect of such preaching in the past was to crowd Christendom
full of inquisitorial horrors, which was certainly no joke to
the victims. It reminds me of the letter of Galileo to Kepler, in which he refers to the "roars of laughter" they would
hav when they met, at the Talmagian bigots, tyrants, and fools
of their day. But when he found himself a chained captiv
in an inq~isitorial dungeon, with a fair prospect of torture
and death for heresy, it knocked the fun, the joke, and the
roars of laughter pretty much out of the situation. Talmage
represents a powerful, wily, wealthy, unscrup,ulous, and
thoroughly organized enemy of liberty and progress. He
represents the spirit and the power that burnt Bruno, murdered Lovejoy, and imprisoned Bennett. To these and a
thousand other victims of Talmagian Christian intolerance
and cowardly and brutal hate it was no joke. Thirty-three
years ago I was arrested and fined for harvesting on Suuday.
I saw no great fun in it. This infern!J-1 spirit more than all
else threatens the destruction of our liberties. Talmage
ought to be challenged both by our editors and lecturers to
make good his assertions and defend his positions and
calumnious and slanderous utterances in oral debate or with
the pen, and if he refuses he ought to be branded as a coward, and buried under the just and righteous scorn and contempt of the thinking community. Either his doctrins and
spirit must be crushed or they will crush out our liberties.
WALKER.

w. w.

GIBBON'S HISTORY.
0RANGJj:, MAss., July 1, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: To those who are unacquainted with Roman
history, especially ecclesiastical, these few excerpts may
prove advantageous, and direct their attention to a field of
knowledge in which no Liberal, desirous of storing" his intellect, can afford to remaiu uninformed. Liberals should read
not only the famous fifteenth and sixteenth chapters, but
the whole works, as these excerpts taken from different
parts demonstrate : " Whenever the spirit of fanaticism, at
once. so credulous and so crafty, has insinuated itself into
a noble mind, it insensibly corrodes the vital principle of
virtue and veracity." "In every age the absence of genuin
inspiration is supplied by the strong illusions of enthusiasm,
and the mimic.arts of imposture." In describirtg the character of Jovian, who succeeded the immortal Julian duriug
the invasion of Persia, he says: "Iu the obscure freedom of
a private sta.tion, he indulged his taste for wine and women,
yet he supported, with credit, the character of a Cl.tristian
and a soldfer," an expression of the profoundest scorn and
contempt.
In referring to the manner by which the Catholic church
acquired such enormous power and influence, he says: "The
immense fortunes of the Rornau ladies were gradually consumed in lavish alms and expensiv pilgrimages, and the
artful monk, who had assigned himself the first, or possibly
the sole place in the testament of his spiritual daughter, still
presumed to declare, with the smooth face of hypocrisy, that
he was only the instrument of charity, and the steward of the
poor."
Referring to the decline of the arts, especially that of
architecture, speaking of the monks and Christians who had
retired to a secluded life in the forests or deserts of Africa
and Asia, he says: "In almost every province of the Roman
world an army of fanatics, without authority and without
disciplin, invaded the peaceful inhabitants, and the ruin of
the fairest structures of antiquity still displays the ravages
of those barbarians, who alone had time and inclination to
·
execute such laborious destruction."
Turning from religious controversy to natural philosophy,
he sagaciously remarks: " The different characters that
mark the civilized nations of the globe may be ascribed to
the use and the abuse of reason, which so variously shapes
and so artificially composes the manners and opinions of a
European or a Chinese. But the operation of instincts is
more sure and simple than that of reason. It is much easier
to ascertain the appetites of a quadruped than the speculations of a philosopher, and the savage tribes of mankind, as
they approach nearer to the condition of animals, preserve a
stronger resemblance to themselvs and to each other. The
uniform stability of their manners i~ the natural consequence
of tlle imperfection of thetr fac~lties, U,educed to a similar
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situation, their ·wants; thdr desires, their enjoyments, still
continue the same, and the influence of food or climate,
Which, in a more improved state of SOCiety, is SU8pended Or
.subdued by so many moral causes, most powerfully contributes to form and to maintain the national character of barbarians."
H. W. HAMMOND.

VINToN, IA., June 25, 1888.
MR. EmTOR: I am sorry to hav to chronicle the death of
a dear friend and a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER for many
years, Mr. Wi!s')n_ He died, as he had lived, a true and good
man. By the inclosed find how highly he was esteemed,
notwithstanding his Radicalism-which, I assure you, was
never hidden, but. be was always an outspoken Freethinker.
KALAMAzoo, MIOH., June 26, 1888.
And I know he was much more esteemed for his outspoken
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Allen McLin, the person referred to iu independence than any truckling moral coward ever is.
the following .article from the Kalamazoo Telegraph, has
\
.
M. BRA.NINbeen for several years a subscriber and admirer of your DIED~-In Vinton, Ia., Thursday, June 7, 1888, George Wilson, aged
sixty years.
paper, although a Spiritu&list, as many of your subscribers
Our devarted friend, husband, and father, Geor~e Wilson, was
are. The son spoken of is a modest, unassuming man of
born in Scotland, May 26, 1•2~. He was married to Emma Hunt, in
L. S. BuRniOK.
unblemished character.

Sunday, Jnne 17th, there wag held a grove meeting in Parsons's
Grove, a short diRtanile west of the Texas Grange Hall, in Kalamazoo county, nuder the anspices of the Southwestern. Michigan
Spiritualist Snciety, L S Burdick, president. Charles A. Andrus
and L V. 1\Ioulton, both of Grand Rapids, were the speakers.
Miss Lora Birchard presided at the organ and sang. Tbe little
Harris sisters (twins, ten years old) were also present, and sang
some of their pretty songs. The occasiOn was also enlivened by the
Texas Cornet Band. The weather was warm, but otherwise it was
a beautiful summer day. There were about five hundred people
present, some from Paw Paw, Benton Harbor, South ff4.ven, Decatur, Kalamazoo, Vicksburg, Schoolcraft, and other places. The
afternoon exercises were shortened a little for the purpo le of
attending the funeral of Allen McLin, an old resident in that vicinity, a pioneer Spiritualist and Liberal, who passed away on the
preceding Friday. after making all arrangements for his funeral,
giving particular ·directions in regard to details, and especially
instructing the family that there should be no conforming in any
resJOect to beliefs and ceremonies that he had rejected. His wishes
were carried out. The band was instructed to play livelvmusic.
Miss Birchard played the organ and sang soine appropriate songs.
The little Harris girls also gave one of their songs. Mr. Moulton
delivered the address; Mr. Andrus an inspirational poem, and the
procession moved to the cemetery accompanied by the band discoursing lively music. Mr. Andrus made a few ap~ronriate closing
remarks after the body was lowered, the band struck up a l'vely
air, when suddenly a son of the deceased was overpowered by the
·spirit of the departed and compelled to execute a graceful dance
in time with the music, to the great surprise and astonishment of
all present. When the music ceased, the medium executed a bow
in the peculiar style of the old gentleman and reJovered consciousness.
Mr. MoLin baa been for many years opposed to orthodox theology, and had become well acquainted with the philosophy of
Spiritualism. He had onen said that he would dance at his own
fnne,-al if possible to do so, as he thought it quite as appropriate as
to pray. He had a habit of dancing his approval of anything that
pleased him, and had peculiar tips and gestures, which were not
common to the son in his normar"condition, and were readily
recognized by those present who were acquainted with the deceas• d. Of course some will b~ horribly shocked, but the proceedings from beginning to end were strictly in aooord with Mr.
McLin's wishes, and tho~e in sYmpathy with his belief can hav the
satisfaction of knowing that, however ridiculous and profane it
might apppar to some, there was no co;,forming to popular prejudice or custom on this particular occasion, contrary to the
desires of the departed, as is sometime3 the case.

LARAMIE, WYO., June 12, 1888.
MR. EmToR : I prize the work THE TRUTH SEEKER is
accomplishing for the overthrow of religious or Christian
fraud, and shall never fail in effort to enlarge its circulation.
I am of the non-Christian family of ·spiritualists. Your
treatm"nt of Spiritualism is fair,just, and altogetbersatisfac.
tory to me_ The four recent statements of Wm. Henry Burr,
detailing in his characteristic, concise, and candid manner
the results of his recent interviews with the mediums, should
hav wei"ght with M<tterialists, not excepting Mrs. Blenker.
My first acquaintance with "Antichrist" dates back more
than thirty years. I bav never failed to read all that came
under my notice from his pen_ Judge, tl!J.en, of the interest
I take in him since his new basis for the ·acquirement of
knowledge. I trust, also, Elmina will be encouraged to
make another effort, for her earnest entreaties that Mr. Burr
should be thorough in his investigations, and guard against
fraud, afford added evi:lence of her integrity. A. B. Bradford is another whose communications to THE TRUTH SEEKER
hav always given me satisfRction. I hav just read his book,
"A Visit to Cassadaga Lake," a complete expose of the character of the" 8eybPrt commission."
There are many among our strong Liberal propaganda I
should bav sooner looked to as probable converts to
the beautiful science and philosophy of Spiritualism than
Burr and Bradford. True, the latter dues not fully commit
himself. For myself, I deny that Spiritualism is in any sense
a religion, but only a science and philosophy. But for the
wretched uses to which religion has been put, there would
be less objection to including the term in its title.
The word" religion" suggests, primarily, the idea of worship. For man to worship anything is degrading, ignoble.
To admire whatever is truth is noble and elevating in manIf there is a personality the religious worshipers call God,
we are certainly gods in miniature, and in worshiping him we
but worship ourselvs, as units of a mutual admiration
society. Our spirit friends are just like ourselvs. Therefore they do not want our worship. They feel apd manifest
the same gratitude for our efforts in recognizing their visits
to us that we feel because of those visits. All manifestation
from them is in obedience to law, never superseding law.
The manifestation is never surprising or wonderful save
to the novice. Now, while great numbers cannot accept the
claims of Spiritualism for want of evidence, why should
there be any alienation between the Spiritualist and Materialist wings of Liberalism? Both seek· defense against every
encroachment on the rights of man. The encroaching party
is organized and powerful. Not powerful by virtue of innate
strength, but simply because it bas put a mortgage on every
man, woman, and child in the land not endowed by nature
with a stiff vertebrre. The politician-men in all the professions in all the business of the country, and especially the
press: all but the stiff. backed-know of this mortgage, and
that foreclosure proceedings will bll commenced whenever
~hey ceases,upport of their organiz!lP. fr~ud.
·
Fraternally yours, ·
H- L. R. JoNxs.

JulY, 18~7. This union was blessed with six children three of
whom, together with his beloved wife, remain to mourn their great
loss, three havin!I preceded him to the life heyo~d. Mr. Wilson
removed from Scotland to London, Eng., in 18~1, in which city he
resided for many years. In 1676, with his family, he came to this
country and located· in Vinton, spending here the res'dne of his
days.
In the character of our departed friend there were many most
excellent features. Though not a churchman, in the sense of being a member of any of the denomiDa.tio.ns, he had a reverence
and respect for everY high and noble quality in human rharacter
and life, and exemplified many of them in hill own. He was a devoted husband and affectionate Parent, much athcbed to his
home, employing his talent and devoting his labors to the purpose
of promoting its comforts and· happiness. In his professional
calling he was a master, bringing into requisition in his daily
bnsiness a skill, a taste, and a genius rarely excelled. To his employer he was a valued assistant, and his lose as a friend and
belner is siucerely mourned. His phoe, in all respects, it is prob
able can never be filled. The wife is left a widow, the children
fatherless, the business circle has lost an importaDt adjunct, the
community a valued citizen. and all of us a kind friend and a good
neighbor. While we &ympathize with his bereave! family and
mourn his departure from our midst, let us copy his virtues and
imitate his every noble quality.
The respect and esteem of the" London Zinc Workers• Soeiety,"
of which for years Mr. Wilson was the honored treasurer, is
thoroughly indicated by the following paper, whioh was accompanied with a fine gold watch worth $150:
Presented by the members of the London Zinc Workers• Society,
in addition to a grant to the Trade Testtmonial Fund, to Mr.
George Wilson, upon his leaving this country for America, as a
mark of their esteem for his faithful membership of the above society, and long service as its treasurer, etc., and as a token of
thetr recognition of and admiration for his wise counsel, candor.
and courtesy, ~nd ever. persistent end• avors to promote the welfare
of the zinc trade and all engaved in it, by doing 'l.nd inciting
to good workmanship, and'his cheerful readiness to impart his
large practical and theoretical knowledge to those needing 11.dvice
and assistance Though we regret parting with a valued friend,
we hone that our loss wtll be his gain, and that he may succeed m
bts new enterprise; that he and his familY may enjoy health and
bappmes11 in thoir new home, and that he· may long pursue his
hcnorable career to his own advantage and to the benefit of his
fellow-wen.
(Signed)
JoHN Bn.AnLEY, Pres.
London, Eno., May 20, 1876.
CHARLES LATTER, Bee.

GIDEON, KAN., June 25, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I wish to say a few words in your valuable
paper in regard to Liberalism. We are all Liberal in a certain way, and Liberals to a certain extent; but that extent is
very limited with many persons. They are Liberal enough
in their views and conversation on certain subjects, but
somewhat restricted in their LiberaliPm on others. I think
we should strive to be. one and all, Freethinking Liberals of
the most advanced and pronounced type. We may not all
reach the top step of the Liberal stair, but we can progress
to a niuch higher step than many of us are on at present.
It bas been said that women, or the majority of them, are
not sufficiently advanced in Liberalism, and that they adhere
to the orthodox creed and the church too erroneously to hav
the right to vote and to bav equal rights with men in general ; and I am sorry" to say it is true, and a great number of
the so. called lords of creation are in the same position.
If I believed in a man God, I would want one which was
more intelligent and could dictate a better book than the
holy Bible, which places woman simply as a slave. Should
we believe such a book? I say No, emphatically No. Let
us illumin our minds with that bright light, intelligence.
We know that there are women who are truly called exceptions, many who equal some of the most stalwart Libe-ral
men and .excel. many men in their Liberal views; and we
of aspiring Liberal minds can, through education, investigation, and perseverance, advance until we become one of
those exceptions. We can at least try. It is better to aim
high, if we do miss the mark, than to remain in a state of
half-way Liberalism.
Father bas taken THE TRUTH SEEKER for a number of
years. And although we were compelled to go without our
much-prized Sunday go-to"meeting bonnets, be would still
find change in some way to pay for his favorit paper. I like
the cartoons; they are instructiv. I like the '' Letters from
Friends." They show intelligence, and that universal mental liberty is spreading, as one by one new beginners take
the courage to contribute to that paper of education. I, for
one, believe that 'there should be no limit whatever to the
LILAH C. WATKINS.
interchange of thought.
BURLINGTON, KAN., June 20, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I am gratified to recognize that you are a
Liberal in fact, and prove your principles by publishing both
sides of the question of Spiritualism, pro and con. I hav been
more or less interested in the question ever since it made ita
advent with the Fox family, and I hav read everything for
and against that I could obtain, and witnessed some strange
events which I cannot account for; and as I am an Agnostic,
I do not believe or disbelieve, for I do not know. And after
I relate a few of the events, I would be pleased to hav Aunt
Elmina, or some who are so· positiv in their conclusions that
we are humbugged by the mediums, ·account for them. In
giving an account of what I bav seen and beard, I will be as
brief as possible, and giv the items of three seances. It is
over forty years since I first' becam.e acquainted with the
phenomena, and every opportunity that bas been offered I
bav improved, to learn more of the mystery. A seance
which convened at the residence of one of our city editors,
numbering about twlllve persons, fem,a'e anq male, was !wl!l

in a room about fourteen by sixteen feet, with two doors,
one opening on a ball, the other in a kitchen. We bad one
guitar, a violin, and a small bell. We formed our circle, all
taking bold of hands around the room. The medium, by the
name of Search, was in the center', sitting in a chair. The
guit.ar, fiddle, and bell were laid on· the laps of the different
members of the circle. The lights were turned down to total
darkness, and after our singing some pieces, to form an
equilibrium of mind, the instruments were taken from the
laps of the parties having them up in the room over our
beads; music vibrated on them, and the bell was up tinkling
over our heads also. Simultaneously a number of us felt
soft touches on our arms, backs, and beads. After this continuing for half an hour, the lights were turned up, and all
was quiet. I forgot to mention that the guitar aud fidrl.le
vibrated answers to questions by one, two, and three sounds,
when they were in motion overhead. The next act of the
seance was to construct a cabinet across the corner of the
room, which was plastered. The cabinet was formed by
blankets or quilts, fastened up about seven feet from the
floor, about four feet from the corner, and about eight feet
from right to left, where they were attached to the walls of
the room. No doors or windows opened into this cabinet_
It was constructed with lights turned up, in full view 6f all
present. In it was an aperture in the center about four and
one-half feet from the floor. As your humble servant was
the only Materialist present, the medium conferred on me the
honor of sitting with him, close to the outside of the cabinet,
with a blanket covered close up to our chins, his right band
on my knee and my left firmly pressed on his right. We sat
in the cen_ter of the cabinet, with the opening over our beads.
The light was turned so we could see all persons and objects
in the roon:. After some vocal music, members of the circle
claimed that they saw persons' hands put out of the aperture
over the heads of medium and self, and it excited my curiosity. I turned my eyes up sidewise to the opening and kept
my mind concentrated on the medium's position, with his
right band on my knee and my left pressed on his, for I
wanted to detect collusion if there was any. I saw four or
five bauds, at different times, of different sizeP, run out of
the cabinet. Finally some one asked if they wanted a guitar
inside of the cabinet. The answer was in the afiirmativ, by
the usual number of raps. It was put in through the opening and was taken, and tones vibrated on the strings. Finally it was thrust out of the cabinet near my right arm,
with the finger-board ahead, and the strings vibrated until
the whole was out. During the time I sat against the cabinet I felt a continued succession of raps on tile back of my
head, shoulder, and arms.
Seance No. 2 was held at the residence of the writer, in a
room fourteen by fourteen feet, ceiling eight feet high, all
lathed and plastered. The dark circle was composed of about
fourteen, male and female, with two guitars, a violin, aml a
small bell on the laps of the members of tile circle. The
medium was in the center. Tile instruments were all taken
up over our beads, and the strings vibrated anj answered
questions, the fiddle played some tunes, and the bell tinkled;
and at. my request there were marks made on the ceiling
overhead with the instruments, four or five in number, some
of them four feet long. We could bear them distinctly. We
all felt raps on our beads and arms simultaneously. I could
not sing as melodiously as the balance of the circle, and the
force that was handling the instrument rtquested me by
raps not to sing, but I persisted; finally, a guitar came down
and turned up against my mouth, and I did not again interrupt with my discordant sounds. The medium said be saw a
person standing behind Mrs. Brown, and gave a description
of him and said be was murdered; which was correct. He
was shot at Chattanooga, Tenn., by a man by the name of
Taylor. A number of other incidents took place rluriug our
dark circle, but space compels me to be brief. Our cabinet
circle was about like the one preceding this at the editor's.
Seance No.3 convened at the residence of Mr. Swan, in a
room about fourteen by fourteen feet, with a stove, and a
pipe entering the ceiling overhead about two feet from the
side wall. Our dark circle was formed of equal numbers of
males and females, and we were compelled to take the stove
and pipe inside of the circle. I sat one side of the stove and
Mrs. Swan at the other emL We j<Jined hands between the
wall of the room and the stovepipe. The medium was in
the center. The guitars, violins, and bells were placed in
the same position as in our previous circles. Tbe results
were about the same, except one incident, and that was that
the instruments of music and the bell passed between the
stovepipe and the wall of the house, which proves to my
mind that, as the medium could not pass them between the
stovepipe and bouse without coming in contact with the pipe,
there was no collusion on the part of the medium in that
event. Our cabinet sitting was about the 8&me as our former
one. Likewise the exhibitions of bands and arms, as were
all of the six seances which were held with this medium.
The men paid him fifty cents each. And as to the cause of
those events that tran8pired during onr six seances deponent
saith not, for I do not know. I am satisfied that it was not
the medium, and that be did not lmv a confederate; and that
it was not any member of the circle, for I was acquainted
with all of them. And as for its being electricity or mesmerism, as the wiseacres say, I hav read and hav some experience in those sciences, and know that it is a mistake. And
I am satisfied that there was no jugglery in the performance.
Now I will say to Elmina and Mr. Winter, positiv opponents, if it is not spirits, what is it? For there is au imelligent force exhibited in these phenomena. I well remember
the priesthood and their devotees ignored mesmerism, and
now they are forced by the advent of Spiritualism to
acknowledge the truth of this science and offer it as a cause
of the Spiritism which is making .such inroads in their
churches and spreading skepticism umvog t!Jeir membership.
Cmus . .!3nowN.
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IYour
world " where to begin" for many years yet.
Children's Corner, ·with its steady im-

Our Barefoot Boys.

THE

Mr. Matthew Arnold was greatly struck,
says the Boston Herald, by the democratic
government of our reading-rooms when in
Boston. He entered a reading-room one day,
and saw a small, barefooted newsboy sitting
in one of the best chairs, enjoying himself to
the utmost. The great essayist was amazed,
and asked: " Do you let barefooted boys in
this reading-room? You will' never see such
a sight as that in Europe. I do not believe
there is a readin11:-room in all Europe in which
that boy, dressed as he is, could enter."
Then Mr. Arnold went over to the boy,
engaged him in conversation, and found that
he was reading the "Life of Washington,"
and that he was a young gentleman of decidedly anti-British tendencies, and, for his age,
remarkably well informed.
Mr. Arnold remained talking with the
youngster for some time, and as he came
away he said :
" I do not think I hav been so impressed
with anything else that I hav seen since arriving in this country as I am now with meeting
this barefooted boy in this reading-room.
What a tribute to democratic institutions it
is to say that, instead of sending that boy out
to wander alone in the streets, they permit
him to come in here and excite his youthful
imagination by reading such books as the
'Life of Washington!' The reading of that
one book may change the whole course of
that boy's life, and may be the means of
making him a useful, honorable, worthy citizen of this great country. It is, I tell you, a
sight that impresses a European not accustomed to your democratic ways."

FIEL.O ·INCE·RSOLL

provement, tells the outlay of time, toil, and
patience spent upon it. I sent Laura's little
Edited by Miss SusAN H .. Wu::ol!l, Fall letter to her for a birthday (which is to-day)
River, Ma88., to UJhom all Communications for present. She writes to us every week, and
composes her own letters.
thi8 00'r1WI' should b~ unt.
Wishing you abundant success in all yClur
work, I am,
Your sincere friend,
MARY B. FINOH.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
· When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a. pause in the day's occupations
OcALA, FLA., June 13, '1888.
That is known as the Ohildren's Honr."
Miss SusAN WIXON : By your permission I
propose to tell the children somethiug about
God. Children, you hav all heard there was
The Children Go A-Boating.
a something, not to be described, not underCome, little children, go with mestood, called God. But the question is, Does
The sweetest winds are blowing;
he exist? The smart men say that they can
We'll seek an island in the sea.
find no reason why he should. They say that
Where golden fruits are growing.
nature is capable of e.,xisting by the force
The cocoa-nut and mangosteen
within her. Preachers then say " this inner
Are waiting for your fingers,
force is God." "No," says science, "power
1
And bread-fruit in i s husk of green,
or force is the result of a natural law, and
Where mellow sunlight lingers.
this law is eternal-without beginning."
The boats are drifting ; let us hasteHuman science confesses that there are some
Come, Patrick, Nell, and Neddy,
things it cannot explain, because humanity is
We'Ve not a moment now to wastenot old.enough. It is like a school-girl-to
We need not he too steady.
her mind philosophy is something grand,
Pray, don't forget a shawl and ooa.t,
awful, only to be studied by the largest scholYon careless Carl and Tilly,
ars. When she comes to be one of these
For sailing in an ocean boat
large scholars there is nothing great about it.
The mornings may he chilly.
So with science and God, we of to-day represent the wee boys and girls, we cannot exactly
I see a leaping, flying pairIt mnat he Ted and Dannyunderstand the fact that nature can control
And, oh! that girl with golden hair
herself. We, like the school-boy, must hav
I know is Cousin Fanny.
a great big nothing to be afraid of. When
We'll gather in the cool, green wood
the race grows older, when we hav reached
The red and purple berries ;
the senior class in the school of nature, we
Our shouts shall wake the solitude
will see at once that there can be no God to
While throwing down the cherries.
create matter, for matter never was created_
So it is as old as God. But if, by the operation
What's that yon say 1 11 Poor Dick is ill!"
Ob, dear, •tis such a. pity!
of some law that we know nothing of, a God
A b~tsket from the wood we'll fill,
does exist, we are not, cannot be, under any
And send to him by Kitty.
obligations to him. He cannot forgiv an act
Let's each remember those at homeof immorality you commit, for if. you say of
A lonely friend or neighboryour playmate, "He is a bad boy," when he
Some woodland treasure as we roam,
is not, you hav not only done him a wrong,
Profane Jokes.
Love will not heed the labor.
but you hav done the whole human family a
"Ma," said an inquisitiv little girl, " will
wrong. You hav done him a wrong because
With joy and song we speed alongHow swift the boats are going !
somebody might hav been intendin.~ to take rich and poor folks liv together when they go
The ocean breeze is fresh and strong,
the little fellow into his business, but your to heaven?" "Yes, my dear, they will be all
The dappled waves are flowing.
cruel slander came and his prospects were alike there." 11 Then~ rna, why don't rich
I hope yon do not mind the noise,
ruined. You hav done the race a wrong beThe overflowing laughter,
cause you hav given just a little foundation and poor Christians associate together here?"
Of all these happy boys and girlsto that cruel lie said by the church, that you The mother did not answer.
'I'is oxygen we're after.
It is related that the bishop of Carlisle,
yourself are naturally mean. Read the Bible
F'l·enchrown, Neb.
MARY BAIRD FINOH.
carefully and you will see that every page is when on a visitation, stopped one day at a
a threat, every line a curse, and every letter parsonage. The parson and his wife " my
a slander on your mother and sister. If there lorded" him every word, while their young
Breakers.
was a God, every breeze would murmur his
In order to clearly understand the meaning name, every bird-song would be a carol of hopeful, a boy of five, watched the black
of the term breaker, let us imagin we are in praise, every note of music would be an apron·and gaiters with a mouth like a teacup.
a gulf or ocean during or after a wind storm. anthem of glory. But our smartest men hav At the dinner-table the "my lording" busiWe see waves coming which appear like per- searched everywhere, in every star, every ness was kept up hotter than ever, till, in a
drop of water, every ray of light, and naught
pendicular walls. They reach shallow water, has been f~tmnd but a tribute to the glory of pause, young hopeful whispe!ed audibly,
which retards their bases, while their crests man. Every musical note that flows from " My Lord God almighty wants another
move on, and with tremendous force curl the throat of your sister is a proof that nature potato.". Tableau l
" The delivery-boy had gone a little ahead
and break, causing the roaring and dashing is god.
Next time, if Miss Susan is willing, I shall of me," said the canvasser, "and as I stood
to which one must become accustomed before
tell you something about immortality.
on the sidewalk a pretty little boy in kilts
many days at sea.
R. E. TouNsLEY.
toddled up and stared at me with pretty blue
Once while sailing my attention was sudeyes. I made friends with him at once. He
denly drawn by a most beautiful scene, occa'L'emperancc BO}S an•l l:iirls.
put his hands on my order-book and says he:
sioned by the phosphorescence of the sea.
I wish to giv three reasons why all these
' Hot~s at?' ' That's my order book,' I told
At one side I could hear the roaring and see
boys and girls ought to be on the side of temhim. ' Hot does oo do wiv at?' ' Oh, I
the breaking of the waves; at the other,
perance. First, because they know enough
write down the names of all the bad little
waves were coming ·from the deep sea, with
about the evils of rum and the meaning of
boys I know.' He looked at me a minute,
their crests all aglow with lurid flames.
the pledge. Some one who thought boys and
with his big eyes opened wide; then, his
Darwin describes this better than I can, so I
girls ought not to sign the pledge asked a
shall quote his words. His description can little boy, "What does the word 'drunk' voice hushed with awe, he asked, 'Is oo
Dod?'"
be applied to almost any place. I shall, there
mean?" He answered, "Getting crazy on
"You bad boy to fight!" said Mrs. Brown
fore, change his word " La Plata" to " gulf purpose." Then he asked, " What does
to an urchin in her ·sunday-school class,
of Mexico:"
' pledge' mean?" He answered, " To promis
"While sailing on the gulf of Mexico on something, and then stick to it." The man whose face was adorned with a black eye.
one very dark night, the sea presented a won- saw the boy understood it, and so he let him " Satan will hav you if you don't learn to
derful and most beautiful spectacle. There sign the pledge and work for temperance. love your henemies." "Why, the Bible tells
was a fresh breeze, and every part of the sur- The second reason that I want the boys and us to fight," said the youthful pugilist.
face, which during the day is seen as foam, girls on the side of temperance is, because "Nonsense," said the lady, who· was rather
now glowed with a· pale light. The vessel men by and by will be in character what we fond of misplacing her h's, " where is
drove before her bow two billows of liquid get the boys to be now. Bad boys will prob- there any such a border given~, "Well,
phosphorus, and in her wake she was fol- ably be bad men, and good boys good men. ma'am, you hav sometimes read to us the
lowed by a milky train. As far as the eye In France, when wicked tyrants were kings, words, 'Hit 'is eye, be not afraid,'" rejoined
reacb(ld, the crest of every wave was bright, some of the boys had a Band of Hope, and the young member of the church militant,
and the sky above the horizon was illumined when they marched they had on their flags with a sly grin.-London Freetltinker.
from the reflected glare of these lurid flames. the words : " Tremble, tyrants, we shall grow
While among the breakers-though at
Fun and Fancy.
up." They intended to drive the wicked
times the water ran over the deck of our
CoRREOT.-'feacher:
"So you can't do a
rulers out of the country when they were
craft-we were so fascinated by the splendor
simple sum in arithmetic? Now let me exmen. So temperance boys can say : '' Tremof the scene that we failed to realize danger."
ble, intemperance and. rum-selling, we shall plain it to you. Suppose 8 of you hav toFrom this I hope the reader will compregrow up and put a stop to it." The third gether 48 apples, 32 peaches, and 16 melons,
hend the meaning of the broad and suggestiv
reason is because everybody can do some- what would each of you get?" "Cholera
word "breaker."
T. P. BRINEGAR.
thing to help the cause of temperance-even morbus," replied Johnny.
"EDWARD, why do I hear that you hav
the boys and girls. If there were only two
Correspondence.
temperance people in the world to-day, and disobeyed your grandmother, who told you
FRENCHTOWN, NEB., June 23, 288.
each of them should get one more every just now not to jump down those steps?"·
M1ss WixoN, My DeOJ/' ~J!'riend: In thinking year to work for temperance, and each of ''Grandma didn't tell me not to, papa. She
of your delightful summer trips to Onset Bay,
the lines which I inclose suggested themselvs these new temperance people one more every only came to the door and said, 'I wouldn't
to my mind. How much I wish I could be year, it wouldn't be thirty years before all jump down these steps, boys.' And, papa, I
with you-though I am often in thought and the people in the world would be on the side shouldn't think she would-an old lady like
spirit, i. e., if we hav spirits, which I hope of temperance. Let us all sign the pledge her."
we hav.
and keep it, and get everybony else we can
MRs. PENN : " William, I read an advertisLet us thank you for your good lecture,
ment in one of the papers Rtating that for a
which I read in the Imestigator, and for the to let rum entirely alone_
pleasure its perusal afforded me. If our childollar in stamps the advertiser would send
dren could only hear such inspiring words
A REWARD OF MERIT.-'' Sam," said one by return mail a sure way to get rid of the rats
every Sunday instead of the cumbersome ser- little urchin to another, the other day, "Sam, in the house." Mr. Penn: "Well?" Mrs.
mons, which, in reality, are nothing but
twaddle! Husband and I never go to hear does your schoolmaster ever giv you any re- Penn :· " I sent a dollar in stamps, William,
them, but the young.folks wanting to see the wards of merit?" "I s'pose he does," was and received an answer." Mr. Penn: "What
outside world must go to church or nowhere. the rejoinder; '' he givs me a lickin' every was it?" Mrs. Penn : " William, the old
I hope you may hav strength to tell the day, and says I merits two."
cheat told-me to move."
1

DISCUSSION.
FAITH OR AGNOSTICISM?
-oTwo Letters from Dr. Field, D.D .. editor of the
Presbyterian E·vanueu,t, to Colonel Ingersoll, and
two Replies thereto. Dr. Field is one of the exceedingly few Christians who havopposed Colonel
Ingersoll kinclly and court.eously, and the Great
Agnostic has used him accordingly. Dr. Field's
arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
THE ONLY A UTBORIZED EDITION.

Price, 50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth.
Address
THE TP.UTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

AN 0 UTLINE OF THE

FRENCH REVOLUTION.
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.
By W. S. BELL.
The French Revt,lutiou was the most unmixed
blessing Europe ever saw.- Wenae!! Plii!!ips.
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
Address. THE TRUrH SEEKER CO.
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Tomporanco:

LIQ.UOR DRINKING

Commended, Defended, and Enjoined
by the Bible.
BY E. C. WALKER.
This is a companion hook to Remsburg's "Bible
Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette PlP.ce. New York.

FAITH

~

REASON.

A concise account of the Ohristia.n Religion, and
of all the Prominent Iteligions
before and since Christianity.
With elaborate index.
By HALSEY R. STEVENS.
A popularized account of Oriental religions,
with many apt quotations from the sacred hooks
of the East. Nowhere else can so much knowledge of what is generallY unknown he obtained
in snob compact form.-[Literary Review.
Extra vloth, 12mo, 441 pp., $1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

W.S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
The Conflict between Christianity
and Civilization.
PRICE,
15 CENTS:
Your treatment of the "Conflict" is excellent
-Harry Hoover.

LIBERT:¥ AND MORALITY.
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful

discourse.~ ames Parton.

I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it inMat•.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
able paper, Rnd deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.
PRICE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under .. which you ha.v
divided ~he subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the conmse manner in which each pomt is discussed, should he highly commended. Therefore
I take great pleasure in recommending" AntiProhibition" to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temPerance, hut in the principles of self-~overrment.
J. J.McCahe.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.
Steel engravings of th.is celebrated naturalist,
12x15 inches, suitable for framing,_ sent post12__aid
foffw.; oents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM.
The Present and the Future
Republic of' North America,
BY A CAPITALIST.
A hook advocating associate life as a remedy for

pove~t;v, vice.1 an4 crilpe. I.t deals with the ~;>resent
con_d1~10ns or so,mety 10 th1B co_untry, pointmg out
~heir 11!1Perfectwns, and showmg how it is almost

Impossible .tJ:tat the people should be other than
poor and VICious under ,our P!e~ent system. The
remedy, the author thmks. 1s 10 communal life
and he. has drawn a vivid picture of the futur~
ReJ?nhhc of North America, as it will he when
BOCI!ltY shall he organized on the principles of
RatiOnal Communism. The hook is vigorously
and interestingly written.

Paper, liOe; cloth, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
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.A Philistine Champion.
From the Popular Science Month!l/.

Chri$tianity in Texas.
Hev ye hearn about the duel in Cow-Liak Holler,
Josh 1 '
They say •twar quite excitin• like-ther shootin'
fine, b•gosh I
. Ther fracas wa1· ·a" stand-up" atween them Dutch
gal oats;
An' all the boys war slick on hand, ye bet yer yalIer boots.
The challenge it war given o' Sunday in the shed
Whar Parson Bucks war prea~hin' an' bobbin' his
bald head.
Hans Zweitzerkase gev Pretzel some name like
S!l.uer kraut;
An' Pretzel says, "Gott! himmel !" an' calls his
1 iva! out.
At five o' Monday morning the boys wur on the
ground,
An' fust-row seats wnz Bellin• at prices fat •en
round_;
The audjence war a-waitin' for the circus to begin,
An' bets wuz tuck and offered, 'ith odds on who
•ud win.
Ole Boggs an' Colonel Principle wuz sllngin' ail
the style,
An' pacin' off the distance with a weird don'ttouch-me smile;
They wuz handlin' the shooters, and a-rammin'
down the wads,
An' a-!ookin' high an• mighty like a p iir of heathen
gods.
Att' Parson Binks war standin' with a sermon in
his hand,
All ready fer to preach it when the victim bit the
sand.
Josh, he bed the look o• angels in the corner o' his
eye,
An• wuz doin' holy horror with an amen sort o'

sigh.
At last Jim Gleason hollers, "The dewelists is
come!"

We looked, an' cuss my peepers ef we wuzn't all
st1·uck dumb!
Fer the costume thet they sported war the durn'dest lookin' thing
This b!oomin' yairth hez witnessed since fiJZ-leaf
suits fer spring.
Both men wur fixed with breast-plates like mattresses o' hair,
An.' ther neck war round with paddin' so's jest ther
·
chin wuz bare;
Ther arms wuz out., but covered with a quilted
chammy skin,
An' dark-green iron goggles shut both ther eyelids in.
" The hell l" sez Boggs, "is this yer thing a Prus•
sian dress parade 1
Is Dutchmen at a premium 1 Does Texas choose
the blade?
Yer won't take ~hootin• irons 1 Ye're skeered 1 Ye
both say No?
.
What, boys 1 ThPn let 'em carve 'emselvs! I giv
up this yer show!"
Then the faces of that audience showed solemn
·with disgust;
Some sot sarcastic silent, an' some got up an•
CUSoed;
An' Bink8, our bald-head parson, he paced a narrow path,
A-quotin' bits o' scriptur ter smother down his
wrath.
At last he stopped, an' pointin' with his pa>:Jers in
h:s hand
To them two German chromos, he sez in accents
grand:
"I kern to see a shootin', an' ter order up the
hearse,
Ter preach the fun'! sermon, an' ter sing a solemn
vers.e.
"An•, by the great sombrero of the Mexican Saint
Ann!
I'm goin' ter do this business if I hav ter shoot
therman!
Do :re hear me 1 I'm a buzzard, an' my plumes
are iled with paint;
I'm a carmine hue dispenser, ef I am a Christian
saint."
Then Ferguson jumpt Buddin' to his feet and sez:
"My friend,
You'll remembPr I'm a~shoutin', and I'm heeled
from end to end.
I·hev hearn thet once the licker here wuz stopped
by your durned talk;
Yon wuz preachin' high o' t.emperance, an'drawin'
lines o' chalk.
"An' ever since thet cusseduea> I've laid ter get
yer cold,
An' now's tbe time, m:r fightin' saint, when you'll
jest loose yer hold;
·
Fer I'll help ye on yer journey ter the land o' holy
writ,.
What· I hopes ye'll find a l'Jarish and a halo that'll
fit."
.
They say ther s'ght wur splendid; that both war
full o' eaui1;
Thet Principle Eaid "Fire" in a voice o' deep commaud;
·
Thet the boys war quite excited thar, admirin' o'd
Binks,
An' thet when the thing war ended he ordered up
the drinks.
An' Ferguson wur honored with ten candles at his
head,
An' the parson preached his sermon an' eulogized
the dead;
An' he said this wnr a case, Josh, o• Iicker an• profanity,
Which had struck a sort o' snag in muscular·
Christianity.
-A. P. Underhtll, tn GalVeston News.

A certain record tells us that when the
Philistine army was drawn. up in front of that
of Israel, a champion of great size, arrayed
in portentous armor and carrying a sword
and spear of enormous proportions, came
forth from the Philistine ranks and challenged
the Hebrews to send a man to fight with him.
We read also that when David, the son of
Jesse, stepped forth to the encounter armed
with a few pebbles, the huge Philistine
"cursed him by his gods." Now, somehow
or other, the Lord of Argyll and the Isles,
who bas lately stGod forth, from another
" Philistine" camp,_ to challenge the hosts of
science, and, if not to curse, to indulge at
least in some good Homeric loidoria, reminds
us powerfully of that Goliath of Gatb who
bad so vast a contempt for David and his
pebbles, but whose strutting and boasting
one of tbpse pebbles brought to a sudden
end. The duke is not a man of huge phys.
ical stature-quite the reverse people say who
hav see~ b~m-but be is armed in a panoply
of multifarious knowledge, be is practiced in
the use of controversial weapons, arid be bas
the truculent tone befitting one who constitutes himself the champion of reactionary
ideas, and who hopes to make b~uster do to a
1arge extent the work of argument; After
aBsailing Professor Huxley, and with him
nearly the whole body of modern men of
science, in the geological field at least, on the
absurd ground that they had conspired to
smother a certain new theory of the origin of
coral-reefs, simply because it differed from
the one promulgated by Darwin, be turns his
attention to Mr. Herbert Spencer, whom be
represents as having made, in his " Factors
of Organic Evolution," a "great confession"
as to the inadequacy of the Darwinian view
of the origin of species, a,nd whom be further
charges with a persistent effort to degrade
philosophy to the lowest possible level.
Upon both points the Philistine champion is
simply as unjust to Mr. Spencer as it is possible for him to be, and this we propose to
briefly show. We invite our readers, bowever, to turn to the pages of the Popular
Science Month'y for verification of what we
hav here to say; for at different times we hav
published all the more important parts of the
controversies now in question, including the
duke of Argyll's article, "A Great Confession,"in our number for May, and Mr. Spencer's "Counter Criticism" in that for June.
To make " a great confession " must mean
-i: it means anything-to acknowledge some
serious error on one's own part. To assert
the deficiencies of another man's theories is
not to make a great confession or any confession. Now, Mr. Spencer's work on" The
Factors of Organic Evolution," far from b~ing
a confession of error on his own part, was an
attempt to fix attention upon a view of his
own which be holds now, as be has done for
many years, to be of much importance as a
complement to the Darwinian doctrin of the
origin of species. If some one who bad
strongly asserted tl).e all-sufll.ciency of the
principle of natural selection, independently
of the action of the principle contended for
by Mr. Spencer, that, namely, of the inheritance of functionally produced modifications
of structure, bad come round to Mr. Spencer's
view and published a treatis similar in scope
and object to his on " The Factors of Organic
Evolution," that might bav been calied a confession. Whether it would bav been a" great"
one or not would hav depended on the writer's rank in the world of thought and the
extent to which his previous views had
affected scientific opinion generally. In Mr.
Spencer's case there was no " confession " at
all ; ~n the contrary, there was the reafll.rma..
tion of a special view of his own, and a reenforcement of it by additional arguments.
Had our Scotch Goliath admitted the fore~
of Mr. Spencer's arguments, in so far as they
tend to show the insufll.ciency of the principle
of natural Belection, pure and simple, to
account for the origin of species, it might
hav been possible to explain his calling Mr.
Spencer's recent work "a great confession "
by assuming that, in his polemical baste and
fury, be saw nothing in "The Factors of
Organic Evolution" save a criticism-and a
powerful one-on. the doctrin of natural
selection by the most distinguished of contemporary evolutionists. But, far from this
being the case, the champion will not admit
that there is any force in Mr. Spencer's arguments, but likens them to "some bit of
Bumbledom setting up for home rule, some
parochial vestry claiming independence of a
universal empire." Where, then, does be find
the " great confession ?" How can arguments

to which all force is denied be twisted into a
" confession " damaging to any scientific
doctrin whatsoever ?
The only "·confession" Mr. Spencer makes
is one which be would hav made at any time
during the last twenty years, and that is to
the effect that his phrase, " the survival of
the fittest," is susceptible of being understood
in a wrong sense, if not to the same extent,
at least in the same general way, as Mr. Darwin's phrase, "natural selection." This confession, however, his grace of Argyll does not
gloat over. It is at this point that be accuses
Mr. Spencer of trying to rob philosophy of all
dignifying elements. Mr. Spencer feels that
to use language asserting or implying conscious purpose or direction when there is no
evidence of anything of the kind beyond the
vaguest analogy, is undesirable, and if needles~ly done, wrong. His grace holds, on the
contrary, that any suggestion of design which
we discover in nature should be treasured up
and made the most of for purposes of edification. "There are," be says, "as it were, a
thousand retinre (in our brains), each set to
receive its own special impressions from the
external world. They are all peeded, but
they are not all of equal dignity. Some
catch the lesser and others caleb the higher
lights of nature; -some reflect mere numerical
order or mechanical arrangement, while others
are occupied with the causes and the reasons
or purposes of these." This is all very nice,
but a cautious person will remember that
when we ascend .to " causes and purposes
and reasons," we do so by virtue of a faculty
totally different from mere perception-a
faculty of the highest possible value when its
operations can be checked and its conclusions
verified, but of very doubtful value when it
expatiates in regions where check and verification are impossible. A hypothetical retina
or facet in the brain might conceivably reflect
facts or phenomena of an\external order, but
bow another similar mirror in that organ
could " reflect" a subjectiv explanation of
the same facts we fail to understand. We
.fear there is no retina or facet in our brain
that can help us in this particular difll.culty.
The theory of design in nature, the duke tells
us, is " a higher intellectual perception."
From our point of view it is not a perception
of any kind; it is a synthetical judgment,
as fully liable to error as any other synthetical judgment, and one that labors· under the
special disability of being incapable of verification.
The fact is, that it is not Mr. Spencer who
degrades philosophy ; it is those who seek
to impose their own petty conceptions upon
a universe that must ever transcend human
thought. Mr. Spencer does not pretend to
be able to think the thoughts of God. Men
hav pretended and claimed to do this in past
times-to know the why and wherefore of
the divine actions both in nature 'and in
human history. But Mr. Spencer bas advanced far enough to sec t1~t to represent
the ultimate power in nature as having acted
thus and thus because, to our apprehension,
such a mode o~ action might plausibly explain the facts, is at once foolish and irreverent. The duke of Argyll prQfesses to know
that a certain uncouth animal living in Madagascar was fitted by the deity with ears,
teeth, a probe-like finger and a peculiar cia w,
all for the purpose of enabling it to feed on
the larvoo concealed in certain trees. Mr.
Spencer only professes to know that an animal of this form does liv on larvre, but be does
not say that be bas discovered in the construction and habits of the creature a revela.
tion of divine purpose. He refrains from
such a judgment, both from a sense of the
inadequacy of human faculties for discovering purposes higher than human, and because
he knows by actual experience that an appearance of order and purpose is often tb('
necessary result of purely mechanical causes.
Witness, as Mr. Spencer says, the arrange.
ment of the pebbles on Cbesil beach. Mr.
Spencer is as ready as anyone to· recognize
purpose where purpose can, without undue
presumption, be traced, but be does not see
how this can be done outside the sphere of
human action. The very conception of pur.
pose he finds too sma:l, and, so to speak, too
provisional, too relativ to our evanescent
thought, to apply .to the interpretation of
nature as a whole. Tl:•c duke of Argyll, by
the ~xtremely harsh and overweening tone of
his several articles recently, has judged himself. If he could only be made aware of it,
"a great confession" is clue from him-a
confession of the injustice clone by him to
the men of science in connection with their
reception of Mr. Murray's theory of coral
reefs,· and the further and special injustice

done _to Mr. Spencer in represen~ing his latest
contribution to the theory of evolution in an
altogether false light.

Wouldn't Heed Good Advice.
From the Tr1bune.

"How about young Baldwin, who came
down here?" asked a friend from out of the
city of a deacon in a prominent New York
church.
"i am extremely sorry to say that Baldwin
failed to make a success of it here," replied
the deacon.
" Is that so ?"
" Ob, yes. He lost all his property and is
now peddling shoe-strings at the corner of
Vesey street and Broadway."
" Indeed I I am sorry to hear it."
"_Very sad, certainly:-che comes of a good
family. But be got drawn into Wall street
speculation and lost his all."
"Ah, the maelstrom of Wall street, was it?
Too bad."
·
·.
"Yes, that's what I say. I tried my best
to save him from it, not only because he was
the son of an old schoolmate of mine but
also because I considered it my 4uty anyi10w.
My connection with the church would not.
permit me to look at it otherwise."
" Oh, I know of course that you would do
what you could in such a case to guide a
young man in the right path."
"Ob, certainly, certainly," replied the
deacon in a modest tone. " I did what I
could in my weak way. I went to him "
continued the good man, as be wiped it'is
spectacles and looked out of the window
thoughtfully; "I went to him and says I:
' See here, George, you don't want to put
your money in that Western Wind stockthe bottom is going to fall out of the whole
thing inside of twenty-four hours. Just come
in with me on this Consolidated stock, and if
you don't clear up fifty thousand on it inside
of a week, why, then I'm a liar I' But be
wouldn't listen to good counsel and went
into Western Wind and dropped 'his pile. I
suppose," went on the deacon, musingly, as
he adjusted his glasses, "that I might add,
by way of proof that I was right, that I put
five thousand in the Consolidated myself and
unloaded it on Brother Dobbs for seventeen
thousand five hundred three days after. You
well said, my friend, that Wall street is a
terrible maelstrom."

Books tlte GilZ··tteer Has Got.
Prom the Dentson, Texas, Sunday Gazetteer.

The Truth Seeker Publishing Company; of
New York city, hav complimented the
Uazettem· with copies of the following interesting pamphlets recently published by them:
"An Outline of the French Revolution:
Its Causes and Results," by W. S. Bell. This
is a most valuable little book, condensing a
wonderful amount of history in a. small space,
~nd must hav caused the author the expendIture of a great de~l of time -in historical research. Pdce, 25 cents.
"Religious Problems," by L. K. Washburn. Christians who bav not solved the
mysteries of their faith (who of them has?)
will derive valuable assistance from this lecture. Price, 15 cents.
"Materialism: Its History and Its Influence upon Society," by Dr. Louis Buchner,
the author of "Force and 1\'Iatter," "Man
and His Position in Nature," ·etc. This eminent scholar briefly reviews the history and
progress of"Materialism from the earliest historic- times to the present, and its influence
upon the world. The pamphlet deserves
wide circull!tion. Price, 15 cents.
Also the following 3-cent tracts : '' The·
Stage and the Pulpit," by Col. Robert G.
Ingersoll, and ·" Our Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ." The revisers of the New Testament
rell us the title Lord, as applied to Jesus,
should never bav appeared in the English
version; the true rendering is Rabbi, ,a
teacher, a title of respect. The Hebrew
name of this Jewish rabbi was Joshua; in
the Greek, Jesus. Chi"ist, from the Greek
Christos, signifies wisdom. Hence Joshua
Christos (Jesus Christ), saving wisdom. The
author critically examins the writings of
P11ul where these words ai"e used, and arrives
at some very interesting results. The tract
is well worth reading.

SING, BROTHERS, SING.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

In your mAetings, to make them hvely and interestmg. TIJ:E LIBERAL HYMN BooK contains songs
by ~he _bes;, poet•. adapted to well-known tuues.
It IB h>ghl;y recomm~ndPd by Messrs. Wakeman,
Partqn Wnght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. SlPnker,
and, mdeed, by all who hav PxaminPd it. Price,
25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co.
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ARGUMENT

THE SAFEST CREED,

BY

Robert G. Ingersoll,

AND
TWELVE OTHER DISOOURSEB OF REASON.

IN THE

By 0. B. FROTHINGHAM.

TRIAL OF· c. B. REYNOLDS

A vigorous thinker as eloquent as Theodore Parker.-[New Bedford Standard.
J?E!eP thon({ht, thorough conviction, and great
ablhty.-[Phila. Press.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 238pp., $1.
THE TBUTirSEEKEB 00.

FOB

AT

A FEW WORDS

"B LAS PH EM Y"
'
MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY.

ABOUT TI-IE DEVIL,

Stenographically 1·eporied, and re'Oised by the_ autlwr.

AND

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

OTHER BIOGRA.PBIOAL SKETOHEB AND EBBAYB.
BY CHARLES BRADLAUGH.
With Portrait and Autobiography.
Chat·les Bradlangh has" A Few WordH ., to say
"f\??~lt the Devil.'' Mt·. Brad laugh has a right to
his few worda," and the devil will, we pre•nme,
11t no very diRtant day h!tV a few words to say to
Mt•. Bt·adlangh, and will doubtless get the best of
the argnment.-[Chicago Interior.
Extra cloth, golcl hack and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp., $1.25.
Address THE 'rBU'rH SEEKER.

ROME·~

REASON

A Memoir of Christian, and Extra,ChristianExperlence.
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY W ATEllS.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
and c,.tholicism, from the vantage. ground of an
intimate personal experience with the two svstems. It deals the most trenchant blows which
P!lre logic is capable of in.tlicting.-[Cl'itical Bevtew.
Cloth, 12mo, $1.75.
Address 1'HE TUUTH SEEKER CO.

· In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
are in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we see him as the splendid champion of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
and justice. hatt·ed of tyranny and chains, sympathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his
courage and candor, hav in ~his Argument .full scope of expression, and he makes grand use of the
opportunity. Such a flood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriotIBm-is not often poured out in a court of instlce.
The many calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleading newspa):ler references.
·
·
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an address to a jury: statesmen and politicians a clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
and women everywhere, a MagnaOharta of their rights.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.

THE NEW GOD. IBINDER for THE TRUTR SEEKER
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Translated from the German. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
·
50 cts.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immoral.-EXt?·act.
Address THE TnUTH BEEKER Co.

MATERIALISM.:
lTB HISTORY AND ITs !NFLUENOE UPoN·
SomETY.
BY DR. Lours BucHNER, Author of "Force and
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
AddreBB THE TRUTH SEEKEn, 28 Lafayette Place.

Advancement~

Science

BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.

"'W'"'I

lt.~

i.

' .

~i~o~~;~:::!·pt

~OCIAL WEALTH,
The Sol6 Factors and E~act Ratios in Its
Acquirement and Apportionment.
By J. K. INIUL.tS.
Price, Cloth,
$1 00.
·Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28Lafayette Place. New York.

PH,lOSOPHY OF SPIRITU ~USM ·
By DR. FREDERIC R. MARVIN, Professor of
Pl..tysiologit•al l\ieilicin and Me<lical Jurisprudence in the New York Free
Medical College for Women.
Paper, 12mo, 6Bpp., 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
His anal3'sis of nerv0us and mental phenomena
is sharply Rr,ientific; hi• pathological theories are
rat'onal. clear. and modern.-~fealcal Remew.
His langnA,gA is strong and well chosen. his
style admirable in its directness and ht•illiancy,
his thought clear and logical.-Lzberal Christian.
Address 'rHE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
DO YOU W A.NT a pleasant, healthful, cheap
home in the South 1 Write Leftwich Bros. and
Curtis, Florence, Ala.
1Y5t

Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
flaming arguments . . • will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sep•ration."

Price, 40 eents.

For either of these works or any of Paine's
writings,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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ROMAN ISM,
OB

.DANCER AHEAD.

NEW EDITION.

The Secret of the East,
OB,

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen .of
this Republic.

By A.. J. GROVER.

OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY

Contains testimoniP,S. of the earlY Christian Fathe ·s and others, and cases of striking similarity
to Chri•tianity in m«nY ancient religions.
Bold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

TH I': CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.

G•Irard C0}1 ge Theo}ogy.

It is in many respects one of the most extraor•
dinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. Tribune.

Paper, 12mo, 61pp., 25 ceRts; cloth, 50 cents.

By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Bingle Oopies, 25 cents. Six copies for •
$1.00.

a \GIRAR~~ WILL

Robt. 0. Ing-ersoll's

·By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."

R~ASON.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKEU,
tf
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.·

This is the
to found
church without superstition, and its success.
.
.
Uncle Job Baw;er, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions\
Jf
of human concern, religions, political, and otherAN EXPOSE
wise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just snffi- Of the perversion ~f Stephen Girard's m_ag:nifioent
cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
bequest to Philadelphia by the Chnsttan
.
.
.
.
.
churches and Young Men's
hold his attentiOn while th~ truth 18 bemg brought
Christian Associato his mind.
tion.
For sale at this office. Price, Sl.OO.
. By RICH. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Price $1.

Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25c.; cloth, 50c.

tianity.

PAINE'S AGE OF

The Greatest of all A.nti·Bibll·
cal \fl orks.

taking out and replacing of one or more papers
from any Part of the file without disturbing the

The Church . of P;actical, Religion. 11

Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

The Antiquity of Chris-

BACON AND 8HAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not write.
The Bonn eta written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BURR. Price. 25 cents. For sale at this office.

parts •
• i, other
Sent by mail. post!!_aid, for •1.

Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

PIULADELPHIA.LIBERA.LLEA.GUE 21>7
meets every Sunday in Indnatrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7:30 P.M. for lectures and
·free discussions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'::Crnth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

~~Tfet~~~K~: tR~in;:~sid~

~ J~+'

.

THE FORUM.
Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:80P.M., corner Sangamon street and
Washington boulevard. L~ctures and debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

Iing of the papers perfectly
his binder allows the openflat. It also allows the

-------------------!
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For the benefit of our reads who preserve their papen
e offer a new style of bmder,
ade for the purpose, and
with the heading of THE

I

Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUT!i BEEKER CoMPANY.

OB

Essence of Religion

'

I1

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
·•
Ser;retary of the American Secular Union.
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The Origin of the Christian R.eligion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY

FELIX

Price, $1.00.

L. OSWALD.
For sale at this office.

Charles Watts's Works.

in the suit of the

Bankers' and Merehants' Tele;-raDh Company
against the

Western Union Telegraph Company
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH BEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethonght. Bound

i.;~in

cloth and lettered. Price, 1.2b. CoNTENTS :
l Section I. Definition of Freethou_ght and its
::.., Ea.rly Btmggles for Life. Bectiop. II. What it
'1: Owes to Mohammedamsm. SectiOn ill. Free;~ thought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
, ' Freethonght in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
. -\l Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethonght Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

Secularism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
See.nlarism;
its Principles and its
SUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COM·
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In. one hand·
some 12mo volume· of nearlY 11\)00 pages, fully
illustrated. Cloth, 8.25-in Engrish or German.
A new cheap edition at only t.5Q.
SCIENCE IN STORY; or Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By D1·. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOB THE YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume of "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Beady Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES <Dime Pam.
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Disease,"repreaenting the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Bnnbeam1" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to SICK and well. By mail, 10 cellts each.
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 886 p~e':f cloth

~~~~s~'cl~tht'~~~r:efi~ 1 ·~~:L~~~?~er~&t~:" ~;

Duties. Price, 75 cts.

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.

Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable 1 The Christian Deity;
Moral Value llf the Bible; Freethonght and
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on CiviliZation; Philosophy of Secn·larism; Science and Bible Antagonistic l
Christian Scheme of RedemJ)tion. For all or
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

REDUCED TO $1.00.

THE STORY HOUR.
A Book for Children and Youth.
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
Over a hundred fine illustrations.

F. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
HnmanTemperaments,"with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents.;,. "·Generation before Be~ren•
eration" by Dr. E. J:S. Foote, Jr.t)O cents; ''Re·
A double-page picture contrasting science and
ports of Conventions and Parlor meetin!l's during
1882," 10 oent.!!J "Third Annual ConventiOn of thf Gheology, showing. how the one has labored for
lnstitnte of neredity,Jib:v 29. 1883." 10 cents.
human advancement, and how the other has
ft.rlMe••
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
always opposed it.
Price. six copies, 30 cents; one dozen 110 cents;
twenjy-five copies for $1 ; one hundred copies for
THE TRUTH S"F.17Kli'R ANNUAL. $3.
We wish that the friends of Fr.eethonght would
Price, 25 cents.
distribnte thonsandil of these telling piotnres.

ASHORT LESSON IB HISTORY

VOLT !IRE' 8 ROMANCES.
CONTENTS:
·~
The White Bull: A Satirical Romanc~Zadig;
or Fate.-The Sage and tha Atheist.-The Princess
of Bahylon.-The Man of Forty Crowus. The>
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-lllicrom~as.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Biam.-The Btnd:r of Natnre.-A Conversatic:!
With a Chinese.-Plato•s Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasnre.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo, 448 pages, laid paper. With 67
engravings. Pricel cloth, beveled boards, $1.50b" paper covers, $1. Hn f calf or half morocco, mar led
edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
WORKS OF 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Chl"istianity a R.eward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

too.

BIBLE F A.BRICA.TIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

15a,

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

A Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
15o.
.A.ddresP
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2e Lafayette Pl., New York.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS"
Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate between the
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. 1\Ioss. The best conducted clPbate of modern
times. 180 pp., 25 cts. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwimsm.
25 cts. Biblic-al Errors and Sec11lar 'l'ruths. 25
cts. Two nevelaHons. 5 CtH. B>ble Horrore; or,
Real Bla•phemy. 5 cts. Bible 1\Iakers. 5 cts.
B1ble Saints-Nos. 1, 2. and 3. Each 5 cts. l\Ioses
vs. D!trwin. 5 cts. Socrates, Buddha, and Jesus.
5 cts. Chri~tianity a Degrading Religion. 5 cts.
FictitiOUS Gods. 5 cts. Natural 1\Ian. 5 cts;
The Old Faith and the New. 5 eta. Bnmo and
Spinoza. 5 cts. ThP Bible God and His Fav()rits.
5 cts. Miracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health. Wealth,
and Happiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Son!.
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Design and
Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower
Animals. b cts.
Address Watts and Co., 17 John.son's Court,
E.C., Lon
Eng.

,.m.

HISTORY
OF THE

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Of Euro),e.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPIH~, M.D •• LL.D.
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price. J3,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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IV. Proem to GeneAis : A Plea for a Fair Trial. .
By Han. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creation. A.n Answer to Mr. Glad- 11
stone, By Albert Reville, D.D.
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
A WHILE after was revived an old fashion, long
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Linton.
antiquated, of embroidery with Indian figures of
This is a new book aud contains the latest discus- men, women, and children. Here the sons [the
sion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
~articipants are a guarantee of its able character. churches] had no occasion to examin the will [the
scriptures]: they remembered but too well how
Price, paper, ,50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
their father had always abhorred this fashion ;
that
he had made several paragraphs on purpose,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
importing his utter detestation of it, and bestow28 Lafayette Place, New York
.
ing his everlasting curse to

ORDER OF CREATION.
A

DISCUSSION B_ETWEEN

GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER,
LINTON, REVILLE.

TRB: Washington Catholic University will
be ready to receive students in the autumn of
next year.

On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology,
CONTENTS:
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Hon.
W. E. Gladstone.
DE BAussET is refused a patent on his airII. The Interpreters of Genesis and the Intership, but will probably get from Congress the
preters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
III.
Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
appropriation for building it.
Muller.
SHERIDAN'S condition
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remains the same.
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LET1'ER-OARRIERS hav
eccured the eight-hour
day.
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IN Italy the small estates are being absorbed
by capitalists.
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"' FLooDs in Mexico recently drowned- over a
thousand persons.
A BRIDGE across the
English Channel, to cost
$200,000,000, is being designed.
MEXICAN clericals are
busily strengthening
their ascendency in civil
affairs.

11~

MANKIND has never wholly
recovered 'from that reign
of insanity, Indifference to
111any of the rlainest healthlii ws of nature is still the
reproach of our so-called
civilization. Our moralists
rant about the golden
streets of the New Jerusqlom, but find no time to
expurgate the slums of
their own cities; our missionary societies spend millions to acquaint the nativs
of distant islands with the
ceremony of baptism, but
refuse to contribute a penny
to the establishment of free
public baths.-Frof. J.i'eUx L.
Oswald.'s Bible of Nature.

TrrE Irish are becoming more and more determined in their anti-rent
courses.
MoRMON elders proselyting at Rochester,
J.\11 inn., are threatened
with violence.
PnETENSEs of 1 ega 1
movements against the
sugar trusts and other
monopolies arc b e in g
made.
L&o XIII. designs
erecting in Mexico a
Catholic University simil~tr to the one at Washington.
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his sans, whenever they
should wear it. For all this,
in a few days they appeared
higher in the fashion than
anybody else in the town.
But they solved the matter
by saying, that tllese figurea were not Rt all the
same with those that were
formerly worn and were
meant in the will. Besides,
they did not wear them in
the sense as forbidden by
their father; but as they
were a commendable custom, and of great use to the
public. That these rigorous
clauses in the will did therefore require some allowance
and a favorable in terpretation, and ought to be understood "with a grain of
salt. "-Swt ft.

PROBABLE REASON WHY THE ISRAELITISH WOMAN'S SON CURSED.
And the Israelltish womaa's son blasphemed the name of the Lord, and cursed.
Lev. xxiv, 11.

'>J'nd ~~
d:nd".
hab took a mite too much, boss, an' fell ofen de
a
I gyards ob·de ark."
we sit in the shade of the apple-tree,
================I As. Where
never the ghost of a breeze is blown,
interest paid on ?overnme~t bonds I WELL connec.ted-the bucket.
We yearn and we sigh in our great unglee,
is stated by agllators agamst that
,
.

A CATHOLIC family is about to complete a
total gift of $250,000 for Indian school buildings.

1.

THE
since
f orm o f .fi nance t o b e $ 2 , 321 , 088 •434 ·
IT is said tbat hundreds of children under
ten years of age, who ought to be at school,
are working in the Pittsburgh wire and bolt
miTis.
IT is thought that William II. designs by
his friendly overtures to the czar to obtain
f
his promis of neutrality, so the ormer can
attack Fra nee.
BY t.he telautograph, a new invention, a
pencil at· the terminus of an electric circuit
moves and makes a manuscript or drawing
just as the pencil at the other end.
WoMEN and girls were present at the polls
in unprecedented numbers at the late election
at Independence, Mo., and by their persuasions carried Prohibition for that city.
MANY Western labor journals and organizations oppose Harrison for unfriendly acts toward strikers, and Knights of Labor look
with disfavor on Morton's profession, that of
a banker.
DEBATES continue in England between those
affirming that that country has degenerated
into a fourth-rate military power, and is open
to invasion, and the military officers who are
responsible and who endeavor to cover their
corruption and incompetency.

A PAPAL encyclical just issued claims for
Catholicism the credit of the abolition of
slavery in Brazil, and affirms that it has been
the source of all such abolitions, which will
be believed by those readers who hav never
read history and found it just the opposit.

IT is said that at a late interview with the
German emperor held by the Berlin municipal
authorities, in refereucc to religious matters,
on which they are liberal, the former was
harsh and intimidating, and concluded the
interview by saying: •· Make it your business
to see that more churches are built in Berlin."
THE various labor parties mainly concnr in
demanding the abolition of the government
bond and the direct issue of legal tender, the
establishment of postal savings-banks, and
the nationalization of railroads and telegraph8;
measures on which there is less unanimity are
the George land tax, an income tax, woman
stlffrage, and the nationalization of mines and
factories.
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;,muE bungling work can always be expected at
barrel factory.
TnE exact quantity of the lion's share iii not
s: e. ted; but it is all the lion can get.
:··ouLFUL youth (languidly): "Do you sing 'ForCYdr and Forever?'" She (practically): "No, I
•i P for meals."
'l'IIERE were 668 marriages in New York city last
week, and the prevalence of new spring suits is
very noticeable am<Jmg the clergy.

For the spirit of some long-~pent cyclone
To take this hot weather away from here,
And giv it back to us next Janiveer.

H

MR. HANOVER SQUEER: "I say, DeB,, what are
you buying that wire-fencing for? You are not
running a farm now, are you?" Mr. Fr.,nklin De
Belleville: ''No, I'm not farming; but, you see, I
liv in Jersey, and I want to get a kind of musketo
bar this season that will stand the racket !"

"WHY do yon siug in such a wee small voice?"
"I BAY, old man, can you tell me what is the first asked the musketo of the midge, "Because I
present mentioned in the Bible 1" "Giv it up,'' learned music by the gnatural method. Do you
"Why, Eve presented Adam with a Cain, stupid." blte ?" replied the midge. "Not so early in the
season," was the ready response, as the musketo
IF a man sued for breach of promis were to set flew off singing, "In the Sweet By and By."
up the defense of temporary insanity he could
certainly prove.his case by reference to old love- "NEVER," he vowed it," while life may last,
Can I love again. I will die unwed.".
letters.
"And I, too. dear, •ince our dream is past,
A MAN up in Maine has conceived the idea of
I willliv single," she wbbing said,
feeding several colonies of bees on juniper flowers,
A Htorm of fa~ewells-of wild good-byesin order to hav Old Tom honey in spite of the
He rushed from the spot, like an outcast soul.
liquor law.
She hid in a pillow her streaming eyes,
Russu would seem to be a bad country for ProAnd wept with anguish beyond control.
hibitionists and patent-medicin men. The MusJust five years afterward, they two met
covites who do not carry a koff to their graves
At a vender's stand, in a noisy street ;
seem to fiud their end in visky.
He saw the smile he could ne'er forget,
CoUNTR"£MAN (to peanut vender): "W-h-a-t?
And she the eyes that were more than ~weet.
Five cents for that small cup of peanuts, Garibaldi 1" Garibaldi: "Si. signor, George Francisca "0 Kate 1" "0 Harry'" {"How well you look !"
· "How well you look!''
Traina jest gotta back; peanutta go up."
" I stopped," he said, "just to get a toy
SMALLEY (coming out of church): "Don't you
For my little girl." "I wan ted a book,"
think that Dr. 'Talker's sermon this morning was
She softly said, "for my little boy.''
a fini~hed discourse?" Lever: "Yes, I do ; but
SENIOR vardroom · officor: ''I thought at first
for about an hour I didn't think it would be."
there was nothing in it; but I'm afraid Gilmore's
Mn. o•HoULIIIAN : .. Faix, I axed to Ink at a been hard hit by that Brantor girl, after all!"
lamp. D'ye call thot a lamp?" Clerk: "Yes, sir; Junior lieutenant:" I havn't noticed any distinct
that's a fairy lamp." Mr. O'H.: "Oh, ho-ho! A symptoms !" Senior wardroom officer : "IV h.,.,
fairy lamp, is it? D•yez tuk me fer a fairy?"
man, he's been doing nothing but play chess with
the chaplain for the last ten days !"
BRowN: "You don't look well lately, Robinson."
Robinson: "No; I can't sleep at night on account
I BIT upon the mountain,
of lung trouble.'' Brown : "Nonsense; your lungs
And breathe the summer air;
are all right!" Robinson: "Yes, mine are; the
I sit upon the mountain
trouble is with the baby's.''
Because I hav no chair.
BoBBY : "I don't think Dod was very polite,
A sweet girl sits beside me;
mamma." Mamma: "Why, Bobby, what makes
The reason is impliedyou think that 7" Bobby: "You always told me
A sweet girl sits beside me
•at ladies should be 'tended to first, and Dod
Because I'm by her side.
•tended to Adam 'fore he •tended to Eve."
her if she loves me
I
ask
YouNG physician (inspecting citizen on the floor
The best of all her beaux;
at the police station): "This man's condition is
I ask her if she loves me
not due to drink. He ha'' been drugged.'' Officer
Because I know she knows.
McGinniss : "You're right. I drug him all the way
from Casey's saloon, two blocks down the street."
She says she will not tell me,
And, as I start to go,
UNCLE BAT: "Yas, air, de scriptur• larns us inShe says she will not tell me
disputably dat all Krischuns mus• be kersoused
Because she knows I know.
under de water by er preacher what's been kersoused himself." Citizen: "But who do you supPray, leave us, gentle reader;
pose immersed the first preacher, Uncle Bat?"
Don't hesitate or pause;
Uncle Bat (scmtching· his head):" My edercashun
But leave us, gentle reader,
am sorter incumpleat in dat reygard. He mus•
Because-well, just because.

I

No one tries to cure the
ague with prayer. Quinine
has been found altogether
more reliable. Just as soon
as a specific is· found for a
disease, that disease will be left out of the list of
prayer. The· number of diseases with which God
from time to time aillicts mankind is continually.
decreasing. In a few years all of them will be
under the control of man, the gods will be ·left
unarmed, and the threats of their priests will
excite only a smile.-Inoersoll.
TnE truth is, I•ve grown lately rather phthisical:
I don't know what the reason is-the air
Perhaps; but as I suffer from the shocks
Of illness, I grow much more orthodox.
The first attack at once proved the divinity
(But that I never doubted, nor the devil);
The next, the Virgin's mystical virginity;
The third, the usual origin of evil;
The fourth at once established the whole trinity
On so uncontrovertible a level,
That I devoutly wished the three were four,
On purpose to believe so much the more.
-BYron,
LooR with him into science [the science of that
day], religion, state, and with him rerluce science,
reiigion, state, to the low standing of every-day
events; with him you will see here a bedlam of
shriveled up dreamers, narrow and chimerical
brains, busy in contradicting, heaping up hollow
phra•es in moldy books, inventing conjectures,
and crying them up for the truth; there, a band
of enthusiasts, mumbling phraees which they do
not understand, adoring figures of rhetoric as
myst«ries, attaching holiness or impiety to lawnsleeves or postures, spending in persecutions or
genu flexions the BUrplus of sheepish or ferocious
folly with which an evil fate has crammed their
brains; there, again, flocks of idiots pouring out
their blood and treasure for the whims or plots of
a carriage-drawn aristocrat, out of respect for the
carriage which they themselvs hav given him.Tatne on swtrt.
LooKING at my race in its present frightful condition, I feel little else than contempt for it. The
people are insane. The rich can scorn them; the
cunning can fleece them; impostors lead them
through all the labyrinths of absurdity; born
rulers exercise tyrannical authority over them;
and the Tories can rouse them to madness by a
war mania I All the while the poor dupes cringe
in abject terror before their tyrants, and worship
and imitate those who despise and rob them.J. svmes.
To combat pharisaism; to unmask imposture;
to overthrow tyrannies, usurpations, prejudices,
falsehoods, superstitions; to demolish the temple
in order to rebuild it, that is to say, to replace the
false by the tru~; to attack a ferocious magistracy; to attack a sanguinary priesthood; to take
a whip and drive the money.changers from the
sanctuary ; to reclaim the heritage of the disinherited; to protect the weak, the poor, the suffering, the overwhelmed, to struggle for the
persecuted and oppressed-that was_ the war of
Jesus Christ I And who waged that war? It was
Voltaire.-Huuo.
THE five writers to whose genius we owe·the first
attempt at comprehensiv views of history were
Bolingbroke, 1\fontesquieu, Voltaire, Hume, and
Gibbon. Of these, the second was but a cold
believer in Christianity, if, indeed, he believed in
it at all; and the other four were avowed and
notorious Infidels~-Buckle.

And they brought him unto Moses.-
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IT is said that bald-headed Indians are
becoming common, and the hat of civilization
is thought to be responsible.
AoooRDING to Pasteur and Chamberland,
typhoid bacillus is in ninety-nine cases out of
a hundred communicated through drinking
water.
CARDINAL MoRAN is about to go to Ireland,
by order of the pope, to urge upon the Irish
bishops a more complete submission to the
Vatican.
LEo is preparing an encyclical on the Relations of Church and State. An encyclical on
the Social Question will be published during
the year.
IN his census reports, Dr. Billings estimates
that in the United States one hundred thousand deaths occur every year from strictly
preventable diseases alone.
PoRTABLE electric lights, to be hung to a
coat-button, are the new invention for the
benefit of readers upon cars. Thus each one
can become his own lightning-bug.
DR. ANDREW D. WHITE, ex-president of
Cornell University, has sailed for Europe.
He will travel in Great Britain and on the
continent, and gather fresh material for new
chapters in .the "Warfare of Science."
AT the great steel works in Cleveland a
large electro-magnet is used, suspended from
a crane, to pick up· iron or steel bars and billets. It will take up eight hundred pounds,
and as soon as the electric current is turned
off after moving drop it in the proper place,
bus doing the work of a gang of men. ·
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Tim Presbyterian organs the Hemld and
Presbyter and the Presbyterian Jou1·nal continue to support discrimination against the
colored people in that church which it was
intended should know no " barbarian nor
Scythian, bond nor free."
SOIENTIBTS hav been experimenting upon
the effect of artificial illumination on health.
The candle stands fairly, but the electric
light stands first in the list as the least injurious to health, while a common gas jet in a
room vitiates more air than six persons.
THll: Winfield, Kan., American Nonconf01"mist thinks this clinches the argument:
"According to the Declaration of Independence and to the men who signed that great
charter of human liberty, all rightful powers
of government are derived from the consent
of the governed. No man has yet been able
to state when, where, and how woman has
ever given her consent to be deprived of all
participation in the government under which
she livs."
THE Galveston News's New York: correspondent writes to his paper: "Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton is occasionally seen on
New York streets again. Her strong-featured
face, with its intelligent eyes and crown of
beautiful white curls, never fails to attract
attention from passers, who stop and look
after her until she is beyond view. She is
very generally recognized, her pictures having made her face familiar. If there is anything in the theory of a sound mind in a
sound body, Mrs. Stanton's vigorous mental
habits may be associated with her sturdy
health. Even now, with her years upon her
and something of a burden of flesh, she has a
sound constitution that puts nervously pros-

CROSS.

trated women to shame, -and in her younger
days she used to be proud of bearing her children like barbaric mothers, almost without a
pang."
·
Two thousand emigrants left Liverpool for
Canada in one week this year, and the next
week six additional steamers, with a capacity
of 4,500, had to be put on, and they were all
filled, and many passengers had to remain
over for another week for lack of room. The
rate of emigration has been maintained at
almost the same point ever since, it is said,
and the record of the season will be unpreCedented.
TwENTY years ago women could not vote
anywhere. -To-day they hav full suffrage in
Washington and Wyoming territories; municipal suffrage in Kansas; municipal suffrage
(single women and widows) in England, Scotland, Ontario, and Nova Scotia; and school
suffrage in these fourteen of the United States:
New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,
New York, New Jersey, Kansas, Colorado,
Nebraska, Minnesota, Kentucky, Indiana,
Michigan, Oregon, and Wisconsin.-.Albany
Journal.
Tim question has· often been asked as to
what constitutes the greatest pleasure, and
who is the happiest man, but it is obviously
one that does not admit of solution. The intensity of the pleasurable sensation is a matter
of temperament and surroundings, but, cmteris
paribus, the happiest man is he who possesses
the greatest sensibility, the most powerful
imagination, the strongest will, and the least
number of prejudices. The men are rare who
can by an effort of the will arrest the oscillations of sorrow and allow only chords of
pleasure to vibrate. The ideal of perfection

in humanity would be to efface pain from the
list of sensations, and to giv all men the
maximum number of pleasures. All the rest,
as the philosopher said, is but drean: and
vapor.-Medical Pres8.
THE Atlteneum for June 23d prints some
hitherto unpublished marginalia by Coleridge
on Jahn's "History of the Hebrew Commonwealth." On page 98 he remarks: "God forgiv me if it be an evil thought! But had I
read the same account in any profane history,
I should not hav scrupled to consider the
deposition of Saul as the result of the theocratic party's jealousy of their own diminishing influence. How mnch less heavy do
these transgressions of Saul's seem than those
related of David ! "
PRINCE AMADEo, of Italy, has received a
dispensation from the Vatican to marry
Princess Lolilua Bonaparte, daughter of his
sister and Prince Jerome. The pope, apologizes a leading Catholic journal, was unwilling, but " as there was a precedent for it,
and as Princess Clotilde as well as Prince
Amadeo hav deserved well of the church,
he yielded and gave his dispensation.'' That
is, Prince Amadeo will marry his niece. To
marry one's niece is incest by the Ia ws of
man. But the pope, by giving his permission,
can make incest no in·cest. He has the power
of making sin virtue and of calling evil good.
"There was a precedent for it." Certainly;
not only the precedent of Abram, who married
his half-sister Sarai-a relationship which is,
in blood, exactly equivalent to that of uncle
and niece-but the precedent of those other
popes who allowed the queen of Spain to
marry her uncle, and their son, the prince of
Brazil, to marry his aunt.
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It may be objected here that Jesus did not mean
written their conceptions over the original ideal. It
is evident that the different Christian schismatics what his words imply; that he did not directly claim
have taken the liberty to add to the text of the gos- that he was God. If he did not, then his language
is only metaphysical nonsense, and does not deserve
pels.
Was Jesus Insane 1
It is not our purpose to point out the inconsist- senous consideration ; or else it was intended to
- We do not admit that any such person lived as is encies in the character of Jesus as the gospels pre- deceive, and shows that Jesus was an impostor.
dAscribed' in the so.called gospels of the New Testa- sent him, but rather to hold up the picture _of this
Jesus was an ordinary individual so far as his
ment; or that any such language was employed, or person in the light of those extravagant expressions earthly surroundings were concerned. He ·was not
that any such deeds were performed, as are there at- which have been accepted as proof of his divinity, one of· the rich or great ones of earth, but one of the
tributed to the person called Jesus. But as long as but which seem rather to indicate his insaJJity. It is commvn people. It was objected to his claim to be
others accept the story of this man as true and reli- declared by Christian believers that the gospels can divine that he had the habits of the lower classes.
. able and teach that to so accept it is a virtue, we not be explained upon the ground that Jesus was a By trade he was probably a carpenter. Now, think
hav~ the right to examine this story, and see whether man. We would ask, Why! What is there about this of such a person as this throwing down his hammer
it be reasonable and worthy of credence. It is gen- story that indicates that it deals with a divine sub- and saw and taking up the scepter of the universeerally aRserted or assumed that all that. J ef:lUS said ject.! I can see nothing that does not show a huma!l sometimes claiming to be the Son of God and again
and did reveals wisdom, charity, and kind-heartedness; ·being. What are the signs of divinity T There is. no to be God himself! Had Coosar done this, the whole
but we contend that, if the gospels are trustworthy, record that goes to prove that Jesui!, in outward pagan world would have pronounced him insane.
much that he sRid and did reveals ignorance, foolish- £arm, difft~red from human nature. In fact, there ia
It is difficult, if not impossible, to account for the
ness, and bard· beartedness. It is the common belief not a line, a word, that has any reference whatever to very extraordinary career of Jesus upon the ground
that every word which Jesus spoke came from a heart uis physical appearance. He might have been black of sanity. There is only one way to explain the
of love; that his every expression was good and true or white, a giant or a dwarf, as far as the gospel gospels-either Jesus was insane or the person who
and noble; but, if the gospels are reliable, this belie! writers give us any information in regard to his form wrote his life was.
must be given up. I am aware that- in making this ,Jr looks. In the tomb of silence was laid the body
It is generally admitted that people who are not
statement I antagonize the orthodox estimate of ,f Jesus, and only the angel of imagination can roll mentally sane are easily moved to anger and that any
Jesus, but I do not find that the orthodox idea of ·Lway the stone that shut from mortal sight the image oppos.itwn or con:trac.hction produces an excited conJ eJlus is based upon any fair or intelligent under- •Jf the man. There is only one way by which to dition which manifests itself in violent speech or
standing of the gospel record. The notion that Jesul:' judge of the character of this person, and that is by action. Jesus is represented in all of the gospels,"
was a perfect being, a saint, a god, is not borne out nis speech and behavior. What must a God say and t'Xcept the gospel of John, as denouncing people
by his language or his deeds. It is this notion which do to establish his divine presence 1 Let us see what with little apparent cause. Such a course cannot be
has assumed that everything he said or did was abov~ J ~>sus said and did, and find, if we can, whether a reconciled w1th his teachings. He commands his
criticism; for a saint, a god, would not say or du God once lived upon this ~arth, or whether a.man, disciples to love their· enemies, and says: "Bless
what was not true and right.
under a mental clelusion, tried to play the part of a them that curse you, do good to them that hate you."
Let us for one moment consider the reliability of de~~
·
In dtrect opposition to such teaching we find him
the gospels. We cannot admit that these accounts
How do we prove a person insane? Is it not by exclaiming: ''Whosoever shall deny me before men,
of Jesus are to be depended upon.
his words and acts, by what he says and what h~: him will I also deny before my Father which is in
Assuming that Jesus lived about the time of does 1 If a person mes foolish and extravagant heaven."
Tiberius, and that he died when about thirty year~; anguage, ·if he performs deeds for which cau be
"~ink not that I am come to send peace on
of age, there intervenes between the time of his offered no good or rational excuse, he is adjudged earth; I came not to send peace, but a sword. For
death and the time when the earliest gospel is said insane. Did any person ever make use of more irra- I am come to set a man at variance against his father,
to have been written a period of ov!'r thirty years tional speech; ever put forth claims to more prepos- and the daughter against ht~r mother, and the
A generation had passed away since the scenes were terous power; ever utter more intern per ate, insane lan- daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law."
enacted which were to be portrayed. But it is by no guage, than the person called Jesus~ It has \Jeen
"And a man's foes shall be they of his own housemeans certain that any account of Jesus was written advanced that while the utterances of J tlSUS are ex- hold." "He that loveth father or mother more than
for one hundred years after the time of his death, travng11nt and unintelligible as tht:J language of a me is not, worthy of me." A more fiendish mission
and if an account was written it is impossible at the human being, they become perfectly clear in the could not have been undertaken. To change the
present time to know what it was. The utmost that light that he was a divine being.
peace and love of homes into discord and stnfe, to
the ChriRtian world dare claim for the gospels of the
I want this point understood, because it is all- arm the hand of a son against the heart of a father,New T. stament is, that they are founded upon a lost important in the discussion of the question of the to plant the seeds of hate in the soil of affection, is
account of Jesus which must have been prepared by character of Jesus-that his divinity has been as- the scheme of a madman! When a city or town
some one of his disciples. Waiving all historical ob- sumed from his language. It is absolutely necessary wou"ld not receive Jesus, he denounced it, and projections to the authenticity of the gospel narrative, to find in the language of Jesus the proof of his nom:iced woes upon it. Here is one instance of his
let us consider the story in the light of common divinity before there can be aceepted the notion that upbraiding. He exclaims: "And thou, Capernaum,
sense.
a God once dwelt upon the earth with men.
which art exalted unto heaven, shalt be brought down
To assert that the gospel account of what Jesus
There is nothing outside of the gospels of the New to hell; for if the mighty works which have been
said is reliable, is to declare that vie have the exact Testament that can be adduced in support of the done in thee had been done in Sodaro, it would have
words which he spoke and a faithful description of idea that Jesus was divine. It will be acknowledged· remained until this day. But I say unto yo\1, that
what he d1d. To have such words and such a de- by the Chril:lltian world that any such speech as Jesus it shall be more tolerable for the land of Sodom in
scription, it would be necessary to have a phono- used in the mouth of any other person would be the day of judgment than for thee!' Jesus was
graphic re.port of his speeches when delivered and an evidence of insanity. Then why is not such speech especially angry with the Pharisees, who treated him
accurate account of his acts by an eye-witness. Any- evidence of his insanity? We propose to demon- and his pretensions with the utmost scorn, and he
thing less than this would be less than the truth. strate that the words of Jesus are the words of a heaped upon them all the abuse that he could put
W1ll anyone presume to say that the gospel story man mentally deranged.
into language. Almost the whole of the twentywas written by an eye-witness, and that the Sermon
There seems to be a fear of the name of Jesus, a third chapter of Matthew is filled with violent ravings
on the Mount, the parables, and the exclamations of moral cowardice that possesses the world when this against the Pharisees. It would be easy to cite
Jesus were phonographically reported' I think not. name is spoken. It is time for men to get over this many passages which show that Jesus could not
All that we have, then, is what was repeated about fear ; time to look at this person the same as we look brook oppmiltion, and that he was moved to anger
this man thirty years after his death. Common re- at Socrates, Seneca, or any of the ancients. The upon the slightest pretext, but it is not necessary to
port, hearsay, gossip, imagination, furnished the name of Jesus is the nanie of a man, and it was a our purpose.
writers of the gospels with their materials.
name that was quite common in the time of Josephus.
What is needed in this age is to see Jesus as a·
There is one way that we may test the reliability It is a name that we need speak with no particular man; to estimate his ·speech as we estimate the
of what is put in the mouth of Jesus. This man reverence..
speech of man, and to judge him ab we would judge
delivered a discourse, according- to the author of
The Christian exaltation of Jesus is without any other person.
Matthew's gospel, containing 2,473 words, known as reason. There are no facts t'o warrant it. I claim
Would men arid women but read the gospels as
the Sermon on the Mount. It was delivered to his that much of the language of J esu~ . is not sensible, they read their papers, and without that blind faith
disciples. How many there were we have no way of not rational; certainly not the language of a sane that sees them holy and perfect in every word, they
determining. But among those who heard Jesus do mind. Had he declared that he was the wisest, would reject the foolish notion that the mad speeches
you think there was one who would be able to rtJpeat noblest, best man that had ever lived on earth, man- of Jesus are evidences of his divinity.
·
every one uf the 2,4 73 words of his sermon thirty kind would unhesitatingly pronounce him an egotist,
We read in the third chapter of the gospel accord·years afterwards exactly as it was delivered? Is it and the most conceited person that ever existed; ing to Mark a very singular account. It relates
probable that such a thing could be done T If not, what shall we say, then, of a person who called him- that Jesus chose twelve men from among his dish11ve we the words that Jesus spoke upon that self the Son of God, and said that God was his father, ciples and ordained them "that he might send them
occasion T
and' that he and his father were one T Is this conceit, forth to preach,"_ and that "when his friends heard
There are thousands of people in Boston who egotism, or madness? It is upon such claims as of it they went out to lay hold on him, for they said,
listened to the Rev. Samuel Jones less than one year these that the divine character of Jesus has been IIe is beside himself."
ago. AmJng this vast number 9.re many of the asserted.
This is the verd1ct of every sensible person who
brightetlt Christian people; but do you believe thAt
Let us think for a moment what the effect would reads the gospels to-day, and had this verdict of the
a single man or woman who heard this noted preacher be upon the mind of the world if a person to-day friends of Jesus been respected, the world would not
at that time could repeat what he said word for word' should employ the language which Jesus used ! have been shrouded in the terrible darkness of ChrisDo you believe that thirty years hence there could be Suppose a man whom we have known more or less tian superstitions for over a thousand years, nor
fouud one person of that multitude who could quote intimately for years, about whom there was nothing would the mind of this age be deformed by believing
one single sentence just as it was delivered by the particularly remarkable, should go about the streets the monstrous fiction that a being that once waked
Rev. Samuel J ani's 1 How, then, are we to belit>ve and engage people in conversation, and should say to this earth was G •d.
L. K. WASHBURN.
that in the New Testament are recorded the Hact them, "I and my Father are one," and "He that
(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.).
words which Jesus uttered, when no one claims that hath seen me hath soen the Father," meaning, I and
they were written until he had been dead at least God are the same, and he that hath seen me hath
From Ingersoll's "Talmagiart Catechism."
thirty years 1
seen God, what would we say of such a man 1 We
Question. Why did Christ allow himself to be betrayed .
The entire New Testament is the work of Cath- would say that he was crazy, and every medical
knew the plot.?
.
olic churchmen. It did not assume its present expert in the United States would sign a certificate if he
Answer. Infidelity is a very good ·doctrin to liv by, hut
shape until three hundred years, at least, after Jesus of his insanity.
you should read the last words of Paine and Voltaire.
died. That it was principally composed as long ago
Q. If Christ knew that Judas would betray him why did
Now, upon what ground can we declare a man
'
as that is generally admitted, although many altera- insane who makes such an audacious claim to-day, be choo~e him?
A. Nothing can exceed the atrocities of the FrPnCh
tions and interpolations have been made since that and believe that a man who made a similar claim
RevolUiinn-when they carried .a womfln through the streets
date.
two thousand years ago was of sound· mind T Was and worshiped her as the goddess nf Reason.
The gospels are not only contradictory of one an it easier to be a God then than now T Was the
Q Would not the mis,ion of Christ hav been a failure
other, but not one of them presents throughout a world's idea of divinity different in: the tlrst century had no one bPtrayed him?
A. Thomas P.iine was a drunkard, and recanted on his
consistent character of Jesus. Several minds have from what it is in the latest century!
death-bed, and died a blaspheming Infidel besides.

fommunicafions.
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Eve.
Poor old Mother Eve ! Sh ! never say " old" of
the stox-never ! for where can you find them that
are old 1 Poor Eve-poor Mrs. Adam-how little
consideration she gets at the hands of Jahveh, in
''his book!'' How cavalier, so to put it, the treatment of the original woman, the one lone feminin of
the genus homo! Why, her name-well, how many
times is it mentioned in the H Q 1 Flfty, eh? Will
you take off fifteen 1 You will1 Well, suppose you
drop twenty p1ore-yes, twenty; that's what I said.
Dropped, bav you ? W !'ll, now I don't wish you to
giv up everything, but please take uff thirteen more,
and I'll aEk for no further reduction. Yes, I mean
it-mean that the name Eve is mentioned only twice
in the Holy Quet:r! That's a fine way to treat the
"first lady of the land," now, isn't it? Why, the
belle of a chowder party, in a '' stickful " notice of
the affair, would get in for more frequent men~ion
than that! Twice, and no more, from start to finish,
does the name of Eve appear on the pages of tbt
Holy Queer!
And how much is there relating to her, anyhow 1
That is not the way to express it. A~k bow little,
and look to find very little indeed. One cannot helf!
exclaiming, aftez: reading· all that is chronicled o1
Lady Eve, ''If so soon she was done for, what wa~
she begun for f" In the second, third, aJ;td fourth
chapters of GenesiE~, said chapters comprising seventyfive verses, you will find twenty of the latter that
relate to Eve, and for the most part, indirectly at
that ! As I once before observed, or to the aamt>
effect, What sort of way was that to treat the "first
lady of the land?" Twenty verses, o! indirect men·
tion, for the most part-twenty hues, all told !
Why, abe should bav had a "book" of at least
twenty chapters, referring directly to her, and every
fair-minded man· and woman will agree with me !
Poor Eve ! it was a shame to make so little of the
" mother of all living," as Adam put it-a burning
shame!
Did J ahveh damn Eve with faint mention because
he considered her a sort of second fiddle, as it were,
or because she ate th'e pi~pin? The latter, probably.
for when it comes to the matter of propagation of
species, and :fiddles are considered, the " second" is
quite as all-important a factor as th.e " firs.t," ever?
time and J ahveh must hav known It; so It wasn t
for that reason that he was so chary of his mention,
but because of the pippin episode.
Poor, unsophisticated Eve! I never reproached
thee for taking a bite of that pippin-never ! And a
magnanimous God, it seems to me, ought to hav
overlooked it; for what, in your sweet innocence, did
you know of the mottled, green guile that lay perdtt
in the cockles of that" petiky sarpint's" heart-or giz
zard? I don't know as the O'Phidians hav hearts.
Nothing at all, of course. You never consorted with
the O'Pnidian gang, any more than· with the 0' Rang
or MacKerel gang. They were no company for you,
dear· what I mean is, you nenr went picnicking,
huckleberrying, buggy-riding, moonlight-aloning, or
even ice-creaming with snakes-now, did you, Eve ?
So .what could you know of the fatal taff.v of the
"pesky sarpint 1" Again I say, nothing at all. And
for a first slip up, under the circumstances, Jahveh
was mighty rough on you, in my opinion.
Ten thousand things could hav been said of thee,
sweet Eve, that would hav carried more delight to
the average femB.le heart-male as well-than would
the substance of as many cold ice-creams, each
:flanked with cake and paid for by reluctant beaux.
What had we not known of thee, sweet Eve, had a
reporter of this our day and generation been there or
thereabouts to see and interview thee, dear! Think
of it sweet maid, and wife as soon as made, and
that 'ye reporter was not there weep scalding tears
of molten anguish-'' molten anguish" is good, I
:flatter my~elf, not as a steady diet, of course, but,
with said tears, as a sort of sqblimated sandwich of
subdued sorrow, as it were.
Ah " maid of the mist," the mist of the past, I
mean:.._wbat hav you and I and all of us missed,
because of ye missed reporter~ Heaps, lots-city
Iota barred-slathers, and oceans of-what? Why,
information concerning thee. Of course you knew it
all· but don't tell me tl:~at you wouldn't liked to hav
kn~wn that an admiring world wou~d gloat over a
graphic description of yourself and surroundings, in
the far-away ages after you slept with your .mothers
-oh, but you didn't hav. any mothers, did you 1
Well, daughters, then.
0 for that reporter, and we had known whether
thou wast of the blond or brunet type ! Whether
thy "wealth of hair," thy "crowning glory," wert
sunshine materialized or raven blackness spun to
finest silk-if red, we should hav known if the white
horae bobbed up serenely. We should hav known if
thy ears were small, translucent, and displaying the
delicate pink of the sea-shell, or if opake, uncouth
:flappers. If thine eyes were cerulean, erebusean, or
betwixt and between, including the "cold, gray eye"
of apeculativ love. Wbether retrousse or Grecian
was thy organ of smell-but hold; ~he nos~ question
is settled, I guess. Hadst thou dimples m cheeks

and chin we should hav known of them. A sweet
little mouth, like Cupid's bow in shape, with r£:d,
ripe, pouting lips, honey·dripping, and pearly teeth
within, we had known it; also if a mouth to make a
mince pie quail-! don't mean quail pie, as .you
might think, possibly-at its approach.
Were thy shoulders sloping, or square like the
Amazon's, we had known it. Tall thy form and
sylph-like, or short and pudgy, and thou wouldst hav
been portrayed to us. Angular or rounded, with
sharp linea or soft curves, and ye reporter would not
hav failed us, you bet! Hadst thou a No. 2 foot,
but which the average Chicago girl's shoe would
more comfortably fit, ye reporter might hav lied a
··ize or two to your favor, possibly-the same if
No. 8 gloves were required Hadst thine arms
.been fair and round, and sizable and shapely, with
small dimpled hands, terminating with taper fingers,
tJ.nd nails too lovely for anything, doubt not that ye
reporter would bav chronicled the same. Hadst thou
a queenly walk-this is understood to be a gait of
graceful hauteur, so to apeak, but there are queens,
no doubt, who couldn't get away with a burnt cruller in a cake walk-and carriage-by this I mean
mien, you know, and not a wheeled vehic]e......or
otherwise, so would ye reporter hav writ. Had thy
smile shamed the sun in ita warmth and brightness,
thy ''silvery voice" the multitudinous birds with
envy filled, making the many-hued one green, or, on
the contrary, the one and the other respectivly, hav
frozen the blood of Adam and made melodious the
~quealing of a pig by comparison, the world would
uav known of it.
0 gentle Eve of Eden, had J ahveh understood
human nature-not to be expected, as it hadn't
showed out-you had been immortalized as you are
not-that is, if he had done the right square thing
by you j and all the world of women would to-day
pore over the record concerning you, your ·ways and
your surroundings! See how, when a new gown of
Mrs. ·Cleveland's is faithfully described by faithful
scribes, the lesser women of the land just gloat upon
and gabble in the gladsome tidings, grateful to their
souls ! And, gentle Eve, the men would read of you
with more or leas delight, make no mistake. Why,
faithfully described, tbyfi!elf · and daily doings, together with the fashion of that coat of skins, which
J ah veh made for thee, the trimming not omitted,
thou wouldst hav captured for the Holy Q 1eer more
readers in a week than would the story, " magnified"
a thousand times, of Moses and the Hebrews' wildgoose chase for that they never caught in forty
months of Sundays!
0 beauteous Eve, I weep great tears, and tiers on
tiers of tears, to think how thou wert bilked of
merited renown ! 'Tis plain, and more than plain.
that Jehovah made a wild and wide mistake in treating thee so cavalierly, slightingly; but then the slight
m thee has been a blight upon the Holy Que11r, in
lessening ita readers, which must be some satisfaction unto.thee, sweet Eve!
·
It is never too late to mend, they say, 0 Early
Eve of Eden, and Jahveh may again, some time,
·• revise" his work, and giv thee fair thy due; and
hoping for that time, sweet Eve, I say, adieu ! ·
SI SLOKUM.

.More Protection Wanted.
Although duhies hav been placed upon food, clothing,- and fuel when import~d from other ~ountri~s,
the greatest competitor with the home mdustnes
that produce these articles is permitted free impo~tation into the United States. Complete protectiOn
will not be secured to these nativ industries until a
duty is imposed upon sunshine. The heat and light
of the sun, freely entering our large cities, greatly
diminishes the consumption of fuel, gas, coal oil, food,
and clothing. In order to make our country truly
prosperous, and to car~y out ~onsistently th~ policy
of protection to home tnd.us. tries, the followlDg plan
b
f d
is }.roposed. Our large citJes should e roo e over
to exclude the rays of the sun, only leaving openings
at the houses of those who pay a heavy sun tax.
The building of these roofs would gr11atly stimulate
Our I'ron-mi'nes, foundries, rolling·milla, saw mills,
and would employ a large number of carpenters,
builders and laborers, while the exclusion of natural
beat and light would cause a large increase in the
con!lumption of the articles that supply these needs
I
artificially. A great stimulus would be ~iven to ooa •
mines, oil-wells, gas-works, woolen-mtlls, and the
production of heat-p.r~ducing f~ods, as by .sugar refineries and cattle-raismg. Indirectly multitudes of
trades would be made activ, and the country would
contain an industrious and prosperous people.
The present tarJff it is claime.d does not b~nefit pro·
fessional men, but the exolui!IIOn of sunsbme would
doubtlesa promote disease and death, therefore doctorS and druggists WOU1d b e more Iarge IY empIOJe d '
ministers would hav more funerals to attend, and law·
t
yera would make more wdls and settle more esta es,
besidea ha.ving an increase of .lit~gation about tr~apasses while the roof was buildlDg. As mortah~y
would be greatest amongst the poorer classes, t.hial
would prove a. protection to labor, and the lessenmg
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of competition for employment would advance wages.
It is hard to foresee all the advantages that would
ensue from this policy, but enough has been said to
show that the exclusion of sunshine, or a heavy tax
upon those unpatriotic people who insist upon using
the heat and light imported from the foreign kingdom of heaven, would prove of immense advantage
to the country, besides showing that it is determined
to ·adhere consistently to the principles of the protectiv policy.
RoBERT C. AnAMB.

Seizing .a Spirit Hand.
Many people think that the spirit hands which fiP·
pear at the light circles might be grasped and held
fast. At a recent special seance held at the house of
a friend there was present a skeptical German. The
time came for getting messages written by a visible
band before the curtain. After· two or three had
been written the nand beckoned to the German to
come up. He went and seized it with both his own,
intending to draw it forth and hold it fast. Instead
of that, he himself was violently jerked forward, and
it peemed as if he would plunge right through the
curtain, carrying all before him. But in an instant
he withdrew, and returned to his seat saying, "It ish
Keeler's band." The company all laughed, and Mr.
Keeler said to the man, "Wby didn't you hold on to
it! It would bav been the first time that any body
was able to hold it."
The hand came out between the heads of the two
men sitting with Mr. Keeler, and to prove that it was
not Mr. Keeler's, when the three sitters were uncovered and fully exposed to view, he was requested to
reach as far as he could with his right arm; he did
so, and his band fell short of the place where the
11pirit band came out by a foot.
Furthermore, if it had been Mr. K~eler's hand extended behind the sitter next to him, and coming out
between the shoulders of the two sitters, how was it
possible for him, with his arm in that position, to
jerk ra strong man forward T The least effort on the
part of the strong man would hav pulled the middle
sitter forward in his chair, and only a little force
would hav tumbled him out.. But on the contrary
be was undisturbed and unmoved when the German
appeared to be plunging through the curtain and
almost upset. All this I saw, and my husband was
one of·tbe sitters.
VICTORIA A. BuRR.
Washington, IJ. 0., July 8 1888.

"Letters from Fr·itlrHJs."
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Why
do you print scurrilous letters hke that of Charles
Laperche? Is it good policy to allow one correspondent to call another a liar, a hypocrit, and a fool T
If you, Mr. Editor, hav the slightest doubt of my
honPsty or sincerity, I beg nevermore to hav a line
in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
My description of "Two Light· Circle Seances"
was prefaced thus :
I might say in advance, as the magician Harry Keller Paid,
after witnessing certain manifestations in Calcutta 'in 1882:
" 1 do not expect my account of them to gain general credence," etc.
Quoting only what the magician says, Mr. Laperche
makl:ls this"'comment :
After sucb a preliminary, expect no tmth. Sncb an
apology is a decided guarantee that a pack of lies is about to
be palm<·d off for truth.
.
When personalities of thiq sort are thuR allowed to
be printed, ought aot the Editor to offset the~ by a
word in dt>fense of the misrepresented and maltgned
correspondent T In most cases this would prevent
an angry and unprofitable personal controversy.
•
W. H. BuRR.
A.ntinaturali-m Drivt>n Ba<"k a Little.
A mass meeting was recenLiy held at Harmonia Hall, Minneapolis, Minn., to rli~cuss • S<lnday Amusements." Mr.
Gallagher complained of the church elders who '' waut to
muke thiR country like ancient England when people bad to
go to bPI! at a certain hour at the ringing of a bell." Judge
Rand "liked to see a game of ball on Sunrlav. aorl thought
he wonld go down some afrernoon." W. E Stirling, of the
People's Theater, then g-ot a tremendous round. <!f applause
by suying that a ciPrgyma~ had got np a _PPtttton ap:>lmst
playing ball on 1:3undays wtth only fort.y stgn~rs, whtle the
baseball managers bad one to the contrary with thousands
of names attached, and still the forty wanted to rule the
thou~ands. R•·v. M.A. Man·y ~aid he would answer by saying that if the forty were right and the thousands were
wrong, the forty should rule. T~e burden ?f his spe~·ch lay
in discussing the Bible. He waR IDter~uptPa bv the bts~es of
the audience, which rlemonstrated wbtch way the sentiment
was. He was followed by a gentleman na!md N•.'strum. wh!>
said he thought the ministers ought to mmd thetr own bnsJness. After the Rev. Walter MesRaros, of Philad~lphia, b~d
raved for a while T110mas H L11cas. the labor agitator. sa1d
he thought the ;everend from PbiladPlpbia was one of. the
most bigated men he bad ever seen, and that he bad no nght
to dictate to the people how they should amnse themselvs
on Sunday. The Rev. Mr. Torrey then raved some more.
After the following reFolmion~ bad been adopted by a unanimous vote, the meeting adjourned :
an effort
is being ~mtrle
thetoinstrnmentalit.y
of
theWHEREAs
extr~tordmarY
proceedp•g
of (<D through
iniD!'<"t 011
preve t the P_llb·
he of rhis city, ""rl e•pec·allytbe mrln•t.nal poput .. ttn~. from eiiJOY·
1ng the barmle•• Rnrl hPallhfnl recre~ttton of wllne•Aml!' the .11'-tme
of b~•ehall on Snnrlav aft.ernoons, and wberPRA, every cnn•tdera~i1~no'rr t::\~r0~\y~n,;th~,h;::!~~~~~j~r~:;~ g~~'rl' 1r,~r t~~~t J~;. ~~r~h~"'w~~~:
•houl<l he p~rmitted to enJ<JY outdoor recreattou on Sunday aftern~~~~~:,:,~·~'b:t wA dePm H t.o he for thA b~.t intPre•f. of thi• <?if·Y
that \be innocent amusements of the people be not mterfered wtth.
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Another Catholic Outrage.

./

Mrs. Annie Thomas,. wife of Edward Thomas,
residing within a few blocks of the writer, at the
suggestion of friends called on ·Commissioner Williams Friday to secure his service and sympathy
toward procuring the release of her eleven-year-old
daughter, who is forcibly detained in the House of
the Good Sheph~rd "without due process of law."
This is the same delectable institution with whose
fra'!}dB the secretary has made the Liberal pt. blic
pretty familiar, and which had to secure a truckling
judge to save it from the moral effects of the trickery.
However, the end is not yet, and the supreme court
has the power to suppress this fraud-if it only possesses the courage.
This family are very poor, and their financial condition was by no means enhanced by an accident
which laid up the girl's father for several weeks.
Mrs. Parks, Ellen's grandmother, informed me that
several weeks ago a lady with whom Mrs. Thomas
was but slightly acquainted asked permission to take
the girl to the theater, but the request was refused.
A few days after the child disappeared, but no alarm
was felt, as she was in the habit of spending a large
portion of her time with her grandmother, to whom
she was devotedly attached. It was soon discovered,
however, that she was not there. The anxiety of the
family can better be imagined than described, but
despite their poverty and affliction, the poor old lady
of some eighty years and her daughter-in-law
searched the city over in vain !or a trace of the fair
Ellen-who is counted an unusually lovely girl.
Weeks passed, but no tidings, although they never
gave up the search. Some days ago Mrs. Thomas
was informed that a girl answering the description of
Ellen had been sentenced to the House of the Good
Shepherd by Justice Lyon. An investigation confirmed the rumor. The Thomases then appealed to
this justice (~) to remit the fine and restore the girl,
as they would. take proper care ofher, and, moreover,
they did not wish her in a Catholic. institution. At
this declaration, this embodiment of justice and gentility snapped like a cur that he would not release
her, and refused either to giv a r~ason or pay fur.
ther attention to the old lady's pleadings. The reason is, I am informed, that he is a Roman Catholic.
That is reason enough.
The House of the Good Shepherd was visited, but
not until Friday last did the mother and grandmother
obtain an interview with .the daughter, and then only
after a three hours' delay. Before the interview the
sisters labored with the parents to hav them let the
girl alone, because she was so well cared for-much
better than they could expect to provide, and said
that she would make "a nice sister, and a pretty one,
too." The mother was obdurate--she wanted her
own child, but they refused to restore her till the
court demanded it. Between the bars, and, for the
purpose of intimidation, under the surveillance of the
sisters, this interview took place. The girl told this
peculiar and almost incredible story: She had been
taken away by a strange woman to nurse a sick baby,
and at 11 O'clock at night the woman, for some reason, turned her in the street. A policeman picked
her up crying and took her to the station. Next
morning she was arraigned before Justice Lyon and
sentenced to that institution, but for what reason the
youthful victim could not comprehend. Despite the
excellent care the sisters said she was having, the girl
presented a pitiable appearance. Her hair, which
was ordinarily light, was nearly black from either dye
or dirt. When the poor thing called her mother's
attention to her shoes, which were BO badly torn that
her feet were on the pavement, the amiable sister
suddenly closed the interview with, "Go back; you
hav talked with your mother long enough."
Saturday morning Commissioner Williams called
Mrs. Thomas before the county board, nd his associates showed an aversion to touching a case which
might possibly bring them in conflict with the Catholic church, at first refusing to listen to the case.
But the determined commissioner insisted, and they
unanimously agreed that the j •tstice had no more
authority to commit that girl than had the writer,
tha.t power being· vested only in a county judge.
Thts case only shows the anxiety with which the
good (T) sisters snatch the waifs to compel the
county treasurer to pay them $10 per month, besides
pocketing the proceeds of their labor and spreading
the power of the church. I would not be surprised
if Mr. Thomas was arrested on a trumped-up charge
so the girl might be held permanently and the Mulle~
case repeated in Chicago. Later, the Herald says it
is all "stuff" about the girl's alleged detention. The
Herald is owned by Mike Walsh, and is the archbishop's organ. I hav hunted up the facts, and

they are just as above written. If that child is not
released there will be an indignation meeting called
on the west side, and the Secular Union will take a
hand in it.
·
·
CHRISTIAN ENnEAVOR.
The seventh annual convention· of the Society of
Christian Endeavor. has just closed its session in
Battery D, when over four thousand delegates and
an equal number of visitors were in attendance. .
Just think of this young stripling of an orgamzation-this mere side-show of the Christian hostdrawing together such numbers of young people from
all parts of this vast continent.
.
While listening to the secretary's annual report! m
my endeavor to find out what t~ey wer? end~a~ormg
to do, I was forcibly struck wtth thetr acttvtty, alt.hough the secretary spoke of the meager sum (about
$19,500) placed at his command. Meager sum, eh !
Well, comparisons are odious. While we deplore t~e
pernicious doctrin of drawing dollars !rom thts
country with which to convert the heathen, and
thereby running the risk of losing their precious
souls which are safe in ignorance, we cannot but admire their practical business method and the splendi_d
liberality with which these endeavorers sustam thetr
cause.
Yet Liberals who espouse the grander code ?f
humanity, a more elevating morality, a sounder ph~l
osophy and who must first propose all progresstv
movem~nts, and generally head them until they become popular are so steeped in sodden indifference
that all our ~fforts can arouse only a tithe of our
number to activity. This has been the case for ~any
years. The great mass of- Libe~als do nothm~
count for nothing. One would thmk that such htgh
ideals such noble aspirations for the future of the
race, ~ould of themselvs inspire heroic eagerness
and enthusiasm to proclaim and practicalize them,
especially when the foundations of our liberty and
government are threatened by tireless and restless
enemies· that our present anxiety would be to rescue and 'retain the principle upon which this rep~blic
was founded-mental liberty. Then why do not Liberals dash to the front as one man, thrilled .w~th the
justice of their cause and the grandeur of their purpose?
.
Having paid some attention to this listless apathy
of Liberals, I am inclined to attribute it to the perversion of what passes for the acme of liberty-individualism. The greater portion of our literature
and lectures are permeated with extreme, indiscriminate individualism. As our people's opinions are influenced by their environments (which means their
mental pabulum), they necessarily partake and largely
adopt a philosophy which has a decidedly disintegrating tendency, always crippling organization or
well-nigh making it impossible, utterly destructiv of
the desire for unity or concert of action, and productiv of inertia and indifference. This is the natural
effect of so palpable a cause.
Such Liberals will boast that they are "outside
the chu' ch, and that's enough;" they do not believe
"in heaven or hell, or God or the devil, so that
settles it for them;" they hav "no use for rituals or
creeds, or dogmas or organization." Is it any wonder that with this perversion of what constitutes
true liberty there should be a decadence of organization and a general indifference~ Secularism, or Liberalism, should, in my judgment, teach that liberty
never was nor never can be limited to an individual
affair. There is no liberty to me while another can
be oppressed, for my liberty may be curtailed next.
Liberty-menIal liberty~is a question which is not
for the individual so much as the race. As separate
identities there is no such thing as liberty or oppression; it is only as we come into relation witp. each
other that those terms acquire their significance.
Daniel Defoe, on the island of San Juan Fernandez, may be said to enjoy "liberty." What a
mockery of his solitude !-for he would rather
Dwell in the midst of alarms
Than reign in this horrible place.

One obstacle, one bane of Freethought, which
keeps it from being a powerful and positiv factor, is
this isolating, unrelated laissez-faire, called individualism, or I might say its misapplication. A conception of liberty which paralyzes action is sure to
be a promoter of despotism, and is opposed to
nature's law of survival and solidarity. It leaves us
planless and powerless; leaves the honest at the
mercy of the crafty; leaves all who gain by the
power of the church to crush out our liberty in the
state.
If this dangerous and distorted application of
liberty were thoroughly dissipated, our Freethought
8ocieties and conventions might be very different
affairs, and rival in attendance and importance many
of the Christian conventions. Friends, let us hav a
grand rally at Pittsburgh!
E. A. STEVENs, Sec. A. S. U.
JunGE (to small boy on witness-stand): "Little
boy, do you know where you'll go if you swear to
what is not true'" Small boy: "Yes, sir; I'll go to
the legislat\ll"e. That's what my pa said."

C. B. Reynolds on His Western Tour.
SNOHOMISH, WAsH. TERR., June 9th to 14th.-This
is a thriving little place, pleasantly located on the
Snohomish river, reached by daily steamboat from
Seattle. There is a large Liberal element here, led
by that consistent Liberal, prince of good fellows,
and friend and worker for THE TRUTH SEEKER, J. S.
Martin. I delivered six lectures here to very intelligent and appreciativ audiences.
The following extract is from a column-and-a-half
report of the lectures in the Eye, the leading newspaper of the county :
The audiences that greeted C. B. Reynolds, the Liberal
lecturer, in Odd Fellows' Hall this week, were, with one
exception, the largest that ever listened to a lecture in the
building. The exception was on the occasion of the visit of
G. R. Colby, Spiritual lecturer and test medium, about two
years ago. Mr. Reynolds is a forcible and eloquent speaker,
and his lectures are made doubly interesting by an admirable blending of logic, sarcasm, and humor. He arrays common sense against myth and superstition, fact against theory,
love against hate, truth against error, justice· against injustice. After et~ch lecture he invited questions and criti(lism.
But one gentleman accepted the invitation, and in the words
of the poet, ''He didn't know it was loaded." Fifteen years'
service as an evangelist has made Mr. Reynolds familiar with
the "good book," from which he frequently read passages
(giving book, chapter, and verse, that the audience might
satisfy themselvs he did not misquote), proving its faulty
inspiration, and that even Gods are often more devilish than
devils. In his fourth lecture he alluded to the danger threatening our public school system by the Catholic-Protestant
combination which is attempting to place the cross above the
flag.

The Catholic priest paid a visit to Snohomish the
day I left there ; he was after funds. The most
financially resppnsible members of his church had
attended the lectures, and the very one he most
depended on both to giv and to help extort shekels
from the other members declared he would never giv
1mother dollar to the church-he would save his
money to pay Liberal lecturers like Mr. Reynolds,
who gave the people facts and common sense, not
superstitious humbuggery. The priest was alarmed
and very angry. He declared he could refute everything the Infidel had said-could overthrow him in
just five minutes. Oh, he wished he could meet the
Infidel lecturer before the people! etc. The Catholic
friend lit once sought Mr. Martin, who promptly
answered him the priest's desire could be gratified;
that he would answer for me. That I would meet
the priest that night at Odd Fellows' Hall, or at any
other time or place if he would promptly fix the date.
Mr. Martin reported to me, and I remained awaiting the response of the priest to the last moment,
only stepping on board the steamboat as it started,
leaving assurance that I would return on any dat&
the priest would elect to meet me hi public debate.
Priests and parsons are alike heroic in the absence
of the :Diberallecturer. They fill the Bible description:
"Like dumb dogs they open not their mouths," each
seeking his gain in his quarters, fearing to bark in
the presence of the exponent of Liberalism. They
know the facts and arguments are like the handle on
a jug, and that we hav the handle.
LA CoNNER, WASH. TERR., June 17th, 18th, 19th.This is a romantic little village, bid away on one of the
outlets of the sound. To reach it one has to go
through a very narrow, rocky pas-s, the current so
strong that, when the wind is contrary, steamboats
are unable to make the pass; and as on the occasion
of my going away from La Conner the steamtoat
tried half the night to get in, but could not, they had
to send in a yawl-boat for passengers, and with six
passengers, trunk, and grips, I had a row boat ride
of more than three miles from La Conner to the
steamboat.
Not alone had there never been a Liberal lect,ure
at La Conner, but the people generally appeared to
be oOlivious of the teachings of Liberalism. On
Sunday afternoon the Sunday-school was dismissed
just about the time of the commencement of my
lecture, and two-thirds of the scholars marched in;
but the most strenuous endeavors were made to keep
them away from the subsequent lectures.
George B. and Andrew Morrison, not relativs, but
united in zealous effort to advance the caus6l of Liberalism; young, energetic, popular with all classes,
may be relied on to follow up the interest awakened,
and keep Liberal literature in activ circulation.
NEWCASTLE, WAsH. TERR., June 20th, 21st, 22d.This is a coal-mining camp, about twenty miles from
Seattle. Rough, primitiv, the uncertain tenure of
residence prevents the miners from making such
improvements and home adornments as they would
gladly make if sure of steady work and permanence
of abode. Here I met many rough diamonds, manly
men, men of brawn and brains, toilers in the dark,
dismal mines, yet many of them men of thought and
culture. The leading spirit was friend Wm. Penman,
a stanch Infidel, the earnest, conscientious, consistent
advocate and defender of the rights of labor.
There is a Catholic element of the lowest order,
illiterate,. brutal, the occasion of much trouble and
dissension, but no Protestantism. It is over two
years since the last parson left the place in despair ;
he could get neither hearers nor ducats. And nowoh ! that it might be so in every place-the church
building is used only as a school huuse.
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I delivered three lectures to deeply interested
audiences, but the last lecture was not well attended,
on account of the great agitation caused by the
orders to shut down the mines-that means loss of
work, removal, privation, and destitution to very
many families.
I go from here to Olympia to enjoy four days'
holiday. My health is much improved.
c. B. REYNOLDS.
------~~.-------

The Ingersoll Gladstone Controversy.
Prof. R. A. Proctor tn the North American Revtew.

Mr. Gladstone recognizes that" the_ moral history
of man, in its principal stream, has been distinctly an
evolution from the first until now." This recognition
of evolution in morals should suggest that in regard
to doctrin also, the other branch of religion, and
therefore in regard to religion as a whole, the history
of man has been from the first until now distinctly
an evolution. Mr. Gladstone's recognition of evolution in morals is in reality an admission, and entirely
inconsistent (could he but see it) with the old belief
which he professes still to entertain, that the moral
nature of man was a definit gift, good at first but
early impaired, not by a process of evolution, but as
the result of the definit action of man's first parents.
I know not how the evolution of religion can be
considered otherwise than in a profoundly religious
spirit. The thoughtful mind must contemplate with
·feelings of awe man's relations with the ineffable
mystery residing behind phenomena. Yet a feeling
of "reverential calm" appropriate in the presence of
the thoughts of this infinit mystery is not desirable
when superstitious ideas about it, only respectable
because of their antiquity, are in question. Nay,
reverential calm in dealing with teachings about the
godhead which (fondly claiming to be based on
knowledge) are in reality blasphemous, is essentially
irreverent. If, for instance, Colonel Ingersoll is right
in his contention that in these days when better and
purer moral ideas hav been evolved, the common
teachings about Jehovah are an insult alike to God
and man, his assaults upon those teachings, whether
conducted by sarcasm, by raillery, or by earnest
rebuke, are akin to that anger of which it has been
said that those who are moved by it " do well to be
angry."
But we cannot escape the certain conclusion that
whether they were relating historic facts or borrowing myths, the writers ·of the Pentateuch, Joshua
and Judges, addressed a 1·ace as yet scarce emerged
from savagery, and themselvs accepted the hideous
ideas of deity which they promulgated among their
people. Though we must not call their teachings
fon1ish or o:ffensiv or wicked for them, yet in themselvs and for us those teachings are as hateful, as
wicked, as blasphemous as they hav been called
(somewhat too generally) by Colonel Ingersoll. Mr.
Gladstone cannot escape this by assuming an air of
reverential calm. The Talmages and the Sam Joneses
can no more silence the teachings of men's hearts by
beating the drum-ecclesiastic than the priests who
made hideous noises to dumb the cries of mothers
when their first-born were immolated to Moloch
could quench those mothers' tears, or by clamor still
the beating of those mothers' hearts. It remains the
simple fact that those to whom we owe the earliest
Bible teachings about the godhead, so far from
being inspired to conceive of deity as almighty, allwise, all-perfect, pictured a being whose plans were
constantly foiled, who was no wiser than they were
themselvs, and whose ways were the ways of the
worst and most brutal of the savage rulers they
chiefly feared.
I can for my own part be patient with the poor
savages who pictured gods savage and unreasoning
as themselvs; but I must confess I sympathize in
my heart of hearts with Colonel Ingersoll when he
loses all thought of reverential calm in contemplating
the ways of. men who in these days of a higher and
purer morality can speak otherwise than with horror
of the beiEg pictured as the God of Abraham, the
God of Moses, and the God of J ephthah. Of what
use is the evolution of morality if we are to hold by
"the teachings of the morality of savage times ? And
in what way shall men who love mercy, who as
fathers seek their children's love, speak of a conception of the God which while calling him our father
pictures him as mercilessly seeking his children's
livesT
Where is the greater irreverence, in saying," These
are God's words and therefore I will take them to
heart, though they seem to present God as a terrible,
nay horrible being," or in saying, "These words
picture God as cruel and unjust, therefore they can
not be God's words-it were blasphemy to deem
them such 1" . . .
It is to this idea of a sacrifice-loving God that the
failure of the tender and merciful teachings of Christianity to bring mercy and peace into the world
must be chiefly attributed. It was " prophecy after
the event" which caused an early Christian writer to
put into th_e mouth of the teacher of pea~e the hard
saying (whiCh moves Colonel Ingers~ll to JUSt warmth
of indignation), "I came not to br1ng peace, but a
sword· into the world." The "Logia" of Matthew

(much older than the rest of the gospel) show that
·the true Christian doctrin taught peace and self-sacrifice, love and mercy. We may be certain that the
same lips did not say, "Come unto me all ye that
labor and are heavy-laden, and I will giv you rest,"
and "I came not to send peace, but a sword."
The process of ·evolution in religion is yet once
more tending in these days, as in the days of the
greater Isaiah, to bring unworthy ideas respecting
deity into disfavor among men of just and merciful
minds. But we must not expect "reverential calm"
in such men. How can they be calm with what
moves them to just wrath ? How can they be reverential in the presence of what seems to them unworthy of reverence-worthy of the opposit of reverence T Did Isaiah treat the formal religion, the
sacrificial system, and the insult to deity underlying
it, with reverential calm T Nay, but he pictured the
Lord himself as full of anger, because "evil was
called good, and good evil," and because justice and
mercy ·and loving-kindness, replaced by ceremonial
observances which were "an abomination unto him."
" 'I will turn my hand upon thee,' saith the Lord.
' and thoroughly purge away thy dross, and will take
away all thine alloy.' "
Colonel Ingersoll may hav somewhat overlooked
the pure metal in Bible teachings and in the Christian religion ; but it has been the dross he has
striven with zeal and earnestness (by no means with
inappropriately reverential calm) to purge away, the
worthless alloys he has endeavored to burn out with
the fire of his fervid words.
The time will come when the teachings which
seem to Mr. Gladstone wanting in reverence, will be
more justly valued. Hypocrisies and cruelties, which
are now regarded as the expression of religious
fervor, will be seen in their true light, and utterances
warm from a tender and generous heart against the
cruelty and intoler.mce born of superstition, will be
seen to be the expression of the truest reverence, to
teach the worthiest religion of which man is capable.
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Statistics hav been given for this purpose. ·so with
the exposure of dens, gambling saloons, etc., owned
and rented by churches and church-members, as
we wish to save our young men from Bible drinking
and pious drunkenness which flows from the Crosby
theology and religior,.
G. E. 0.
Professor Oswald's History of Christianity.
Salallln tn London 8NYU/a.r Revtew.

We desire to recommend to the attention of our readers
"The Secret of the East," by Prof. Felix L. Oswald,
published by the Truth Seeker Company, New York. No
book, in the same compass, givs a better· abstract of the
history of the Christian upas-tree from its seed-germ to its
arborial maturity and its decline and decay. Like all students of comparativ sacerdotal mythologies and esoterics,
Professor Oswald finds the Christian upas-tree to antedate
immeasurably the era of the Galilean preacher from whom
the vulgar deem it has its origin and name. Sakyamuni of
India, not Jesus of Palestine, is the founder of the faith which
to-day in Christendom enlists the credence of the more ignorant among the masses, and secures the conventional support
of the more diplomatic among the classes. Professor Oswald
is an able and absolutely fearless Antichristian. His facts
are relevant and well-digested, his grasp of philosophical
generalization bold and masterly, and his literary style is
strong and captivating, but disciplined and cultured, and
singularly free of sensationalism, hysterics, and eccentricitv.
We hope to be able to find space to quote his chapter," The
Night of the Middle Ages."

Naturalism vs. Mysticism Among the German Youth.
Prof. Feltz L. Oswalt:!, Jf.D., tn llome Knmnl•du.e.

Instead of wasting time in· the hopeless attempt to tum
their young rogues into Trappists, our German contemporaries effect a speedier, if not better conversion, by turning
them into young naturalists. Natural histories, books of
travel, and hunting adventures hav almost delivered Germany from the sensation novels that hold their own against
the saintliest products of the Sabbath press. Nor are the
advantages of that surrogate limited to theoretical enjoyments. I hav seen Rhineland cottages where every boy of a
hundred had a collection of natural curiosities-minerals,
sea shl"lls, stuffed birds and squirrels, botanic oddities, corals,
and insects-a little private museum supplied by constant
excursions that furnished a sufficient vent for a surplus of
energies which might otherwise hav been apt to explode
in deviltry. From an orthodox point of view, Baxter's
"Saint's Rest" may seeDf preferable to all the works of Humboldt and Darwin, but for the purposes of practical morality
The Clergy on the Rampage.
it might be well to remember the physiological fact that the
The articles on the decadence of church attend- mere sight of a sanctified treatis will start the cold sweat of
ance, accompanied with tables and statistics of actual dismay from the skin of the same boy who would gladly
count, hav a.ttracted largely the attention of the accei>t an invitation to a butterfly hunt.

clergy. The statements which I hav made are simply
matters of current history, as are also the various
essays in more than a score of p~pers, copied largely
in the village journals of the country. Now, what
is the reply made in " ministers' meetings," and by
clergy on the platform, or in the press?
I giv a sample. Dr. McArthur says in a speech
before the state convention of the Young Men's
Christian Association of New Jersey: " There are
men who say the church is losing power, is not keeping progress with the age. They say the pulpit is
waning. Poor ignorant creatures! They do not
read ; they do not keep their eyes ·open. There are
certain writers for newspapers and magazines, notably
one a little while ago, who say, ' Why don't people
go to church?' If you .went there yourself, you
would see it; but he does not go.''
We do know, and in the only way of really knowing, and that is by actual count, made by gentlemen
as veracious and competent as Dr. McArthur. So
the tables and statistics of many cities, towns, and
communities hav been made and published, and are
authorities upon the question; as the unsupported
assertion of any individual is of no weight or value
whatever. Indeed, in such a discussion as the
present, if Dr. McArthur cannot find a single fact or
figure-as he does not-to support his dropsical
individual assertions, the inference is inevitable that
he can furnish no statistical fact, reference, or citation
whatever to support his statements. Nor will he
prop his assertions, with those who do read and
think, by speaking of such men and writers as
Lord Macaulay, Fronde, Scherer, Coloni, Behme,
Schem, etc., as "poor ignorant creatures!" Why
cannot such questions of such gravity and importance
be candidly examined and the results given, as has
been done by a multitude of the most eminent scholars of the day, without calling .from the clergy the
only reply, "Poor ignorant creatures?"
·
Our leading poets, historians, editors, essayists,
scientists, philanthropists, and reformers are of the
"poor ignorant creatures who do not read" the bitter
denunciations of the sectarian ·press, nor take as
infallible the bubbling rhetoric of the pulpit.
Such speeches as Dr. McArthur's tend all the more
to make churches self-complaisant. Let them hav
the history and fact.s of all things as they are. Giv
them tables, statistics, all information as to the real
condition of society and the wants of the world;
work, humane, reformatory, is needed everywhere.
Following Dr. McArthur's speech, and on the same
platform, R. E. Speer, of Princeton, said, speaking of
the last century: "Dr. Johnson says the population
of the heathen world has increased during that same
time over 200,000,000. While Christianity has won
one, paganism has won seventy. Africa stretches
out her hands for more laborers and we send instead
nine millions of gallons of liquor.'' Let facts _be
kJlown; this will lead to endeavQf ~f lPl;Ythin~ will.

Fete to a Freethougllt Martyr.
The London Timed correspondent writes from Naples,
June 12th: "The long-expected fite in .honor of Giordano
Bruno, the philosopher of Nolana, was celebrated last Sunday with great enthusiasm. The prefect of the province
was among the earliest arrivals, thus showing the participation of the government in the objects of the meeting. Then
came trains bearing carriages full of sympathizing visitors, of
individuals and as!'lociations representing advanced views.
.Several letters. were read from the prime minister, Signor
Crispi, and Charles Bradlaugh. well known for his determination in urging on the House of Commons the abolition
of the religious oath, and for having presided at the last
conference of Freethinkers. 'I offer,' says the latter, 'my
tribute to the fearless advocate, to the great thinker, to the
far-seein,e philosopher, to the noble martyr for Freethought.'
Signor Crispi, in his letter to the syndic of Nolana, writes:
'I should be delighted to find myself in this meeting of
citizens at such a solemn manifestation of the national sentiment, but the cares of state and my health not yet restored
forbid it.' These are the only letters which hav been published among many others, all showing how far and wide is
the sympathv felt with the celebration of thefite in honor of
Giordano Bruno. All the principal journals of Italy were
represented and the man who at the close of the sixteenth
century was burnt on the Campo de Fiori was glorified three
centuries later in such a way as his most enthusiastic admirers never could hav expected''.

Christianity and Slavery.
Attention has been directed to passageg from a speech by
Wendell Phillips delivered at Boston, Jan. 27, 1853: "The
theaters tn many of our large cities bring out, night after
night. all the radical doctrins and all the startling scenes of
'Uncle Tom' They preach immediate emancipation, and
slaves shoot their hunters to loud applause. Two year,; ago,
sitting in this hall, I was myself somewhat startled by the
assertion of my friend, Mr. Pillsbury, that the theaters would
receive the gospel of antislavery truth earlier than the
churches. A hiss went up from the ~alleries, and many in
the audience were shocked by the remark. I asked myself
whether I could indorse snch a statement, and felt tilat I
could not. I could not believe it to be true. Only two
years hav passed, and what was then deemed rant aud
fanaticism by seven out of ten who heard it, has proved
true. The theater, bowing to its audience, has preached
immediate emancipation, and given us the whole of 'Uncle
Tom·' while the pulpit is either silent or hostil, and in tlle
colun'ms of the theological papers the work is subjected to
criticism to reproach, and 'its author to severe rebuke.
. . . At the early period to which I hav referred, the
church was much exercised by the persistency of the Abolitionists in not going out from her. When I joined the antislavery ranks, sixteen years ago, the voice of the clergy was:
'Will these pests never leave us? Will they still remain to
trouble us? If you do not like us, there is the door.'" Of
William Lloyd Garrison Mr. Phillips said: "A fervid disciple
of the American church, he conferred with some of the
leading clergy in the city and laid before them his convictions
on the subject of slavery. He recognized the colossal
strength of the clergy. He entreated them to take up the
cause. But they shut their doors upon him."

Freethinkers
Who are desirous of advancing the cause, cannot do it more
effectually than by assisting THE TRUTH SEEKER to ex_tend
its circulation. A liberal cash commission will be paid to
those devoting their time to obtaining new subscribers. For
terms, address THE TRUT.H SEEKEll Co~ANY, 28 Lafayettj)
place, New Yor~,
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~ommunications.
'l'he World-Curse in Spain.
To THK EmTOR OF THE TRUTH BEEKER, 8ir: A short time
since. I found the irclosed leaves in an old history. They in
some re~pects describe the condition of our society as well as
that .of Spain one hundred yt>are ago, and show that the
clergy of tbo~e days were nearly as bad as the go~pel-sharps
of to-day. I cannot j!;iV the name or date of the book, as tile
pages were toni out and the book lost more than thirty years
ago.
· W. E. SooTT.
TotJJnshend, Vt., June 29, 1888.
Oppre~sion bas debased the Spaniards less than
superstition. The king could not for a day oppress
the subjects, which it is his d~.;ty to protect, but for
the aid of the cler~y, whose influence over the people
commences at childhood and ends only with life. The
clergy, though ignorant, hav yet the instinct of ignorancP, and perceive that their power would be
reduced in a people brought up in knowledge and
virtue. Every f'ffort of genius is therefore discouraged, for philosophy is no friend of fanaticism, and
poetry has noble aspirations. The schools are in
ecclesiastical hands, and the confessional givs even a
greater ir fluence to the clergy. To a priest no door
is closed and no secret is hidden.
The Spaniards hav a hereditary contempt for
trade, and agriculture cannot flourish in a country
without roads. There are few chances, then, that
labor will hav its reward. Their very virtues are
politically opprf'ssed, while their vices may lead them
to honor and preferment. To be honest and true, to
express their opinions boldly and freely, will but lead
to captivity or banishment; but to dissemble in re
ligion, to feign bigotry if they hav it not, to show
outward reverence to friars whom they ·may despise
in their hearts, is the much-traveled road to safety
and shame. There are, indeed, many who neither
reverence a dissolute monk nor honor a fanatic and
faithless kiDg; but they conceal their sentiments, as
they love liberty and life. The. Spaniards hav been
called indolent, but this is a calumny; and yet many
of them liv in idleness; for few men will much care
to sow where they may not be sure to reap.
In Spain, those whose duty it is to be the censors
and conservators of public morals, are the corruptors.
The flock is indeed unhappy when the shepherd
has an understanding with the wolf. The celibacy
of the clergy bas made them dissolute, and they hav
spread depravity over the land. Of all classes in the
country, perhaps that which has the leaet pretension
to purity is the clergy. Ferdinand would not sign a
warrant for the exec~tion of an ecclesiastic. It is
but a few yPars since that a priest, who had conceived
a passion for a lady that was contracted to another,
murdtred her at the confessional. The f,·rocious
wretch, who afterward expressed his joy that another
should not posse5B bu, was punish~::d by an easy
imprisonment.
In 1826, there were 1 233 convictions for murder,
1,775 for a11fmpts to murder, and 1620 for robbery,
while the actual crimes were perhaps many more
than the convictions. At Seville is a hospital for the
relief of such as are wounded in sudden frays or
by assassins; the Feat on which the patient is placed
is called the "bully's chair." A traveler relates, that
in one week of his residence twenty. one were carried
to this hospital, exclusiv, probably, of those who
were killed outright, or who had homes of their
own.
There are few establishments in Spain for the
diffusion of the first rudiments of knowledge. The
lowt:r cldsses seldom learn to read and write; and
those above them are as seldom instructed in anything but reading, writing, and ar;tbmetic. TherE"
are eleven universities, but they are very far behind
the literary institutions of other European countries.
There is, indeed, little encouragement for education,
or even safety for learning, in a country, of which it
has been truly remarked, that to learn the names of
its best scholars and finest geniuses, we need cnly to
go to the dungeons of the Inquisition. The books
which it is the policy to spread are lives of saints,
deaths of martyrs, and the legends of the eleven
thousand virgins.
The contents of the newspapers may be surmised
from the nature of the books. TbHe are few, however, of any kind. The capital boasts of the Gazette
and the IJiario, or Daily, small quarto sheets, mainly
taken up with the names of the saints whose festivals
fall on that day. Under the saints' days the following notice has its turn: "To-morrow will be celebrated the feast of the glorious martyr, San Poncio,
advocate and protector against bed~ buga." The
Gazette commences by announcing the health and
occupation of their majesties, and inserts the quantity
and kind of news that is pleasing to the government.
The Moors in Spain were so polished and gentle a
people that their expulsion was a national calamity.
They bad a hbrary at Cordova of six hundred thousand volumes, and there were seventy public libraries
in the Andalusian kingdom. This was at a time
~hen the rest of Europe was sunk in the deepest
Ignorance.. Many Sp&nteh Jews of great learning
flourished at the same time.

The religion is strictly Roman Catholic. The
number of archbishoprics is eight, and there a~e
fifty-one bishoprics. The archbishop of Tnleflo HI
primate of Spain, and his income it! nearly $450 00~.
There are thirty-two thousand females coLfiotd ID
. cloisters. The king nominates to all ecclesiastical
dignities, and even to the smallH benefices. The
clergy are :rich, ignorant, and dissolute. They are
the most powel'ful body in Spain. They retain a
strong hold upon the favor of the lower clas!'l, and
distribute from monasteries daily alms or food to the
poor. Yet they giv back but little of what they
receive, and a monk passes a life of indolence and
abundance in Spain.
I'll giv tbee, p;ood fellow ,_a twelvemonth or twain,
To search Europe through from Byzantium to Spain;
But ne'er shall you find, should you search till you tire,
So happy a man as the barefooted friar.
He's expected at noon, and no wight ere he comes
May profane the great chair or the porridge of plums;
For the hest of the cheer and the seat at the fire
Is the undenied right of the barefooted friar.

In Spain, however, the clergy hav greater privileges
than those recounted in the song. They hold the
power of superstition over ignorance, and make it
the mean!! of an immense revenue. There is not in
Spain a wretch so poor that he does not pay something
to the church. The Bull of the Crusade is a docu
ment more generally sold than stamps are in England. It is founded on a supposition that there is a
continual war waging with the Infidels. The virtues
of this bull expire at the end of a year, when it is
necessary to purchase another. One-half of the proceeds go to the king, and never was bigotry so well
taxed or an imposture more cheerfully paid. ThiEl
bull, among other thingl'l, concedes permission to eat
eggs, milk, and butter during Lent; and no priest is
so ignorant of his craft that he will administtr. the
eacrament or grant absolution to anyone who has not
the Bull of the Crusade.
The Flesh Bull is more expensiv, as it is intended
chiffly for the rich, who are made to pay roundly ffJr
eating flesh in the interdicted seasons. The Bull of
the Dead is a passport required at all burials, and
without it no priest will officiate. Marriages, christening.s, absolutions, and funerals swell the wealth of
the church, and there is a profitable trade in masses.
Those who die pass their la11t hours under the eye of
the church, and the ghostly advisers often suggest a
bequest to the convent, to found a perpetual mass
for the departing souL The friends of the deceased
readily purchase masses to shorten his abode in
purgatory. Generally a Spaniard is very tender in
this point, and never refuses to giv when solicited
"for the souls." Societies are formed in every town
for these suffering spirits, and thflre was a lottery
scheme-invented for them, in which the pious adventurer, by performing the penance inscribed on his
ticket, might transfer the merit of it to some soul in
purgatory. The pope has established certain days
when every Spaniard may, by kneeling at five different altars and praying for the extinction of heresy.
release the soul of a friend. The name of the soul
must be mentioned, to prevent mistakes; but, if not,
the prayer is addressed "for the most worthy and
the most disconsolate."
The revenues of the clergy are swelled by the sale
of relics, consecrated beads, crucifixes, scourges, etc.
The relics are numerous; generally the bones .of
saints. At Oviedo the highest church dignitary
shows the rod of Moses, the mantle of Elias, the
oliv · branch borne by the savior, a great part of the
cross, eight thorns of the crown, a vial of the Virgin's
milk, and the hood she gave to the archbishop of
Toledo.
Whenever the little bell is heard, which accompanies the host or sacrament going to the dying, all
who hear it kneel and utter a prayer. At theaters,
balls, and in the mud of the streets, there is no ex
caption; all who hear it must remain kneeling till the
sound is past, and to refuse would incur danger from
the populace. The play stops, and the actors kneel
upon the stage, as well as the audience in the boxes ,
when, however, the sound is heard in bed, it is only
necessary to sit upright.
After Castile was united with Aragon by the mar
riage of F1:1rdinand and Isabella, the modern Ivquisition was established over Spain from the year 1481.
The king was a bigot, but in this he had not tveD
the excuse of bigotry ; he thirsted for the property
of the Jews. It was a succesPful, and to him not an
objectionable way of filling the treasury. The gentle
and good Isabella, the friend of Columbus, the protector of the Indians, refused to permit the Inquisition to be established in Castile, but her confessor,
Torquemada, overcame her scruples. The first destruction scattered by this infernal engin was among
the Jews. A hundred thousand families emigrated,
many professed Christianity, and almost all the new
Christians began to emigrate to the lands of the
duke of Medina Sidonia, marquis of Cadiz, and other
noblemen. Torquemada,. however, the head of the
Inquisition, was too thirsty for blood t.o let them so
eas11y escape. and it was declared, by pro(;llamation of
the holy office, that emigration should be held as
sufficient proof of heresy. The proclamation ordered

the noblemen before named to arrest the flying, and
sf'quester their goods. The prisoners were more
than the numerous convents could contain. Four
days after the establishment of the Inquisition in
Spain, six of the condemned were burnt, and ten more
in a few days.
·
In less than six months 298 of these unfortunates
were rurnt at the stake in the f'ingle city of Seville.
During the same time more thar1 2 000 of the condemned were delivered to the flllrues in other parts
of the province. Among these were, d course, many
persons of great wealth, and their ric~es only led
them into danger. The prefect of Sevlll~, tp save
time in the numerous executions, erected w1thbut the
city a sca:tlolding of stone on which were raised four
hollow statues of plaster. In these the newly relapsed Christians were slowly burnt.. This 8caffold
was extant until the revolution of 1820. Many of
these regulations were made to gratify the grasping
disposition of the k~ng, an.d th~ ~ing, in return, was
willing to barter his subJ~cts hves to the monks.
The accused never saw those who testifitd against
him. There was the mockery of a counsel allowed,
yet be was not permitted to be seen alone, or to
~'peak but to confess.
Besid~s, whnt co_u?~elor
would d~tre de'end a prisoner ID the Inqms1tlon?
The proceedings in these co~rts ~ad little delay,
thouah there were many long Irupnsonments; when
there"' was any process, it was a summary one. In
one year the Inquisition of T?led? _finished 3,327
trials. There were but two mqmsitors and two
registers to perform th.is lab?r. W~en t~e tribunal
had become well estabhshed It· had Its spies all over
Spain. There was no safety. It was the r~igD; of
terror and suspicion; the Romans, _under T1beriUs,
were less to be pitied than the Spamards under Ferdinand and Torquemada.
The prisons of the Inquisition were so damp, that
the mats and cloths soon decayed. The prisoners
were literally crammed in them ; those who came
forth were walking Elkeletons, while others confessed
all they were charged with, to escape from such confinement by death.
In the chamber. of torment, every person accused,who refused to confess, received his trial. This was
deep under the ground, and lighted by tw~ fl.ick?ring flambeaux, which, with their unstead~ hg~~· m"reased the gloom of the dungeons. The u:qmsitors
and executioners were clothed in long robes of sackcloth and their faces were covered with hoods of the
Flftme' having holes cut for their eyes. The poor
suffe;er could not even look up in a.human face, for
a vain search after mercy in its lineaments. The refusal to confess was the signal for the torture. This
was applied in three ways, by the cord, by fire, and
by water. In the first mode, the hands were tied behind the back of the prisoner, by means of a cord
passed over a pulley above his head. He was raised
by the cord as high as the roof, where he was permitted to hang for some time, when the rope was
suddenly relaxed, and he fell within a foot and a
half of the ground. This dislocated all the joints,
and the cord entered to the t.dnews. ThiFI punishment was renewed every hour, till the t~u:fforer was
left without strength or motion; when he was remanded to his cell, to die or to revive for a punishment more horrible. In the second trial, the patient
was stretched and tied on a wooden spout so contrived as to bend his back and raise his feet above
his head; this much impeded respiration. The executioner then introduced at the bottom of the throat
a piece of fine linen, a part of which covered the
nostrils; poured water into the mouth and nose, and
left it t.o filter, so slowly that an hour passed before
the sufferer could swallow a drop, although it trickled
constantly. There was no interval for respiration.
He attempted constantly to swa'low, hoping to giv
passage to a little air, which the linen constantly prevented. The linen was often, when taken from the
throat, stained with the blood of vessels ruptured in
this attempt to breathe. Besides this, at every moment a powerful arm turned a lever, and made the
cords on the arms and legs penetrate even to the
bones. Fire was the next means employed to make
the accused criminate himself. The feet were rubbed
with oil and lard, and placed before the fire till they
were so roasted that the bones and sinews appeared.
Death was a relief. and confession gratified the inquisitors at last. Few of the tortured ever returned
to tell the hideous secrets of their prison.
The condemned were executed at an A uto-adf6Act of Faith-which was both general and particular.
The former took place on great occasions, as the accession of a prince, his marriage, or the birth of an
infanta. This was reserved as an offering worthy to
be presented to a king. A balcony of great extent
was erected, in which the seat of the grand inquisitor
was placed above that of the king, who was surrounded by grandees and ladies of the court.
.
There was a long procession, ecclesiastical and lay,
in which the prisoners came last, many of whom were
gag-ged. Tbe condemned were shut up in a pen, and
each one knelt as his sentence was read. The grand
inquisitor then surrendered all who were to be exeecuted, to the secular arm, and they were coilducted
to the place of burning, or Quemadero. Here there
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were as many funeral piles as victims. Napoleon
!!uppressed the Inquisition, and Ferdinand revived it.
But public opinion had, even in Spain, become too
strong for it to exist. In 1820, when the popular
outbreak restored the constitution, the people every·
where rose against the Inquisition, forced the gates,
delivered the prisoners, and dPmolished the dungeons
and instruments of torture. From 1481 to 1820, the
number burnt alive was 34 658, and the number
of others condemned to the galleys or imprisonment,
288,214.
Tbe dead are buried in Spain in· the dress of a
Franciscan or Dominican, with the hands holding a
crucifix; children under seven years old are supposed
to be taken at once to heaven, and their funerals are
celebrated like joyful event·s, with festivity, and the
ringing of bells.
Spain was long an absolute monarchy; in which tbe
power of the king had no limits but the slender barrier that public opinion. could, in a country without
education or a press, interpose. The title of Most.
Catholic Majesty which was granted by the pope to
Ferdinand in 1496, has been continued to the succeeding sovereigns. In the king's title are enumerated all territories which he holds, or at any time has
held.
Either the spirit or the administration of the laws
must be defectiv, for neither life nor property is
universally safe. There are several ancient codes,·
and the civil and canon laws hav some· authority.
Justice, in Spain, carries with it more terror than
mercy; and is avoid.ed as a pestilence. The clergy
often interfere, to obtain the pardon of an offender;
but when he has no friend among the notaries or
clergy, the execution of justice is generally certain
and severe. ·Thus die the patriots as well as the
malefactors of Spain, and thus perished Riego.

·cremation.
Do we wish our bodily remains, and those of our
friends, to become inmates of those vast charnelhouse pantheons, or portions of those vaster reeking
masses of corruption; our cemeteries, where the
repnlsiv loathsomeness of their protracted putrefaction is so offensiv to contemplate; or do we wish
these bodies subjected to the beautiful and refining
process of incineration; that is, of the pure, guick,
and decorous conversion of them into their original
elements by heat-" refining them as by· fire"according to scriptural iiJjunction, in a rosy glow of
heat and light, after which naught remains ~hat is
repulsiv to sight or touch, but only a few handful~<
of a pure white ash, incorruptible, and suitable to be
kept in beautiful urns, in our homes, or in memorial
halls, or mausoleums as grand, or more so if we will,
as the one built by the faithfully devoted Artemisia
over the ashes of the remains of her husband King
Mausolus?
The voice of science answers unhesitatingly and
emphatically in favor of the latter method of their disposal. Sanitary science shows that the burial of the
dead is an injury to the living, an unpardonable injury
and offense, a stupid blunder. Earth, water, and air
are charged by our burial-grounds with poisonous
gases and disease-engendering germs by wnich sick
ness and death are strewn broadcast. There emanate
from these bodies not only these general deleterious
influences, but also, from those having been afll.icted
with infectious disease, the particular bacteria peculiar to the dieease, which are specially fatal.
It is stated by high authorit.y that "the poisons of
scarlet fever, typhoid fever, small-pox, diphtheria,
malignant cholera, are Hndoubt.edly transmissible
through earth from the buried body by more than
one mode. And thus by the act of inte:r:ment we
literally sow broadcast through the land innumerable
seeds of pestilence ; germs which long maintain their
vitality, many of them destined at some future time
to fructify in premature death and ruined health for
thousands." What a reproach to our civilization !
The Right Hon. Sir Lyon Playfair, R C. B., M P.,
writing of the " Disposal of the Dead," says: ''In
most of our churchyards the dead are harming the
living by destroying the soil, fouling the air, contaminating water or springs, and spreading the seeds of
disease." Sir Henry Thompson says: "No dead
body is ever placed in the soil without polluting the
earth the air, and the water above and about us."
That' grand and remarkable man .and scientist,
Pasteur, bas proved by experiments that 11 earthworms bring to the surface myriads of bacteria from
the bodies. of tbe decomposing dPad."
The Rev. J. D. Beugless says Dr. Domingo Freire,
of Rio de Janeiro, while investigating the causes. of a
recent epidemic of yellow fever, 11 came upon the
dreadful fact that the soil of the cemeteries in which
the victims of the outbreak were buried was positivly
alive with microbian organisms exactly identical with
those found in the vomitings and blood of. those who
bad died in the hospitals of yellow fever." The
plague of Modena in 1828 was shown by Professor
Bianahi to be due to excavations made where victims
of the plague were interred three hundrPd years
before j and t.he terrible violence of the cholera in
London, in 1854, is charged to the upturning of the
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some believing one way and some another, and some
believe that everybody who does not believe their
way ought to suffex: forever in the next world. Now,
almost any religion that, without being unjust to
others, will make us better and happier, is a pretty
good religion; and the one that has the most humanIty, charity, and mercy, and that most loves justice,
with a desire to do good unto others, is the best one
among them all. and I care not what else it holds, or
if it holds the Bible to be of divine origin or not.
Now, I hav great respect for our so-called orthodox
friends so far as they are honest, for as a rule they .
are a pretty good and a well-meaning people; but, as
they never hav been able to agree among themselvs,
they ought not to blame others for not being able to
agree with them. They hold that an unbeliever can
not be saved, and yet, according to Matthew, Christ
was of a different opinion, for he forgave those who
were about to put him to death; he di.d not ask or
care what they believed; he knew they were unbelievers, who would murder him for the reason that
they did not believe him to be the son of God, and
yet he forgave them, and forgave them without being
asked.
I hav said this much only td' show that though the
church may hav been against the deceased on account
of her unbelief, yet she had Christ's last and most
.noble act to sustain her in the right to do her own
:t.hinking and to be governed by her own private
judgment. The clergy admit and lament that all the
while Infidelity keeps spreading, but what is Infidelity? Spiritualism is Infidelity-so the deceased was
an Infidel. Unitarianism is Infidelity. All churches
and all religions who believe, if there is a God, he is
not so bad as represented by the Presbyterian church,
are Infidels in the estimation of that particular
church.
But, after all that has been said and done, the
great question, Does death end all~ to~day as in all
ages of the past still remains a question on which
good men differ in their opinions. Ingersoll has
said, "Death is a mystery which we cannot understand." The deceased believed, as I understand,
that death is but a stepping· stone from this life to a
brighter and better life in the spirit-land, where she
and all will be better off than they were while living
in this !if e.
If Spiritualism be true, this should be a time for
rejoicing rather than sorrow. Even the mourners
might decorate themselvs with gay ribbons and
flowers, for the one they loved has gone to a better
place. But supposing that, after all, orthodoxy, with
its doctrin of a possible eternal punishment for the
most of us, shall prove to be true, why, then .there
should be a great change, and we never again should
permit for one moment a smile to illuminate our
faces. Now, I hav tried to say this much in the
spirit of kindness. I hav given the two systems,
and you can take your choice. But if we must believe in either, let us try to believe in the one that
has the most humanity.
Now, if there is to be an existence after death, when
we reflect that there are a thousand religions, all the
result of locality and education, all differing in their
opinions, and IJ:ll thinking ~bat ~hey know so much,
when, in fact, they know so httle, It makes me ccme to
the conclusion that, even !f all are mi~taken, not one
among them all ever should be or ever will be punished in the next world for having been mistaken
while living in this world. So you see that I am inclined to be more charitable toward my orthodox
friends than they are toward me.
The sorrowing mother, being poor, cannot afford
to erect a costly monument at the grave of the one
A.- Freethonght Funeral Address.
whom she loved, but it may be that she will shed
A short time since, a poor mother said to me that her more tears over her grave than the rich shed over the
daugl.tt•r was very sick, and she fearej she would die. And graves where stand the most lofty monuments. You
she said it was her wish and the desire of her daughter that can· no more measure a man's grief by the bight of
I would say a few words at the funeral. Of course I could
not refuse to comply with such a request, coming from a the monument that he has placed at his wife's grave
sobbinl!; mother. But, as I expected to be absent, I sug- than you can estimate the widow's grief by the
gested it might be well to select something from Mr. Ingersoll's amount of crape she wears at her husband's funeral.
writings, and hav 8ome one read it when wanted. Bi1t. after- Of course I may be wrong, but when I ~ee a woman
ward I concluded to write the following article, and I offer wearing ~n excessiv quantity of crape, I always pity
it to the readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER, that they may see
that almost anyone can write, or get some one to write, some- her from the bottom of my heart, for it seems to me
thing that may be read, without troubling the clergy, who that she has lost some dPar friend and she fears
profess to believe that all unbelievers will be and ought to that her friend, although good, was not quite good
be eternally damned.
M. BABOOOK.
enough t.o be saved. And I want to tell you that
Bt. Joltns, Micl~.
that .kind of religion is a mistaken theology.
MY FRIENDS: You hav assembled to pay your last
The deceased was not rich as to this world's goods,
respects to the dead, the same as some day others but I would a thousand times sooner hav poverty
will assemble to pay their last respects to you. I with her belief than riches with a belief that I hav a
hav prepared a few words by request of the deceased, son who is now being tortured, and to be tortured
for the reason that she liked my ideas better than forever for his honest unbelief in the orthodox
the ideas of those who profess to believe that for the creed. 'The deceased, though poor, had a pretty good
few mistakes made in this world there will be eternal religion, and she had the consolati_on o~ knowing that
punishment in the next.
she hsd a loving mother and a lovmg Sister who were
The deceased was twenty-five years old. She bad willing to do all they could for her, aud watch over
endured her full share of suffering, then death kindly her till her last struggle was at s.n end and her eyes
came to her relief, and now she is at rest. And, closed in death.
after all, life is hardly worth the living. There is a
Our next and last duty is to consign her lifeless
little sunshine for some, but for the masses it seems form to the silent grave and bid it a last and long
to be almost one continual struggle for an existence, farewell.
till death comes to their relief, after which they are
soon forgotten. But the great question is, After
THE TRUTH S&&KB:R CoMPANY's Catalog of Frccthought,
death, what?
Reform, and Scientific Books will be mailed free to any ad.
Supers titian bas given 'the world many religions, dress upon application.

soil wherein the plague-stricken of 1665 were.buried.
I could add pages of like testimony, but what need
to multiply further?
Economic science is also as decidedly in favor of
cremation. This is too evident to need demonstration.
So is moral science. Good old common sense, too,
indorses it. Reason indorses it. Esthetics indorse"
l.t. Cleanliness, purity, good ta!1te, refinement, culture, indorse it. Says the Nineteenth Century,
through its editor : "Cremation givs truth and
reality to the grand and solemn words, 'Ashes to
ashes and dust to dust,' and the impressiv service,
with slight change, will be read with a fulness of
meaning never conveyed before. The last rite has
purified the bQdy; its elements of phyl'lical evil hav
been annihilated by fire. Already its dispersed
constituents, having escaped t.he long imprisonment
of the tomb, pursue their eternal circuit in harmony
with nature's uniform and perfect course." .
Burial is suggestiv of semi-civilization ; or rather
it was a state of semi-civilization that suggested
burial. The practice was born of the emotion"
unguided and unaided by reason and experience. It
was and is; therefore, unscientific. It comes from
blind impulse, as. does emotional charity. And as
experience and reason hav shown us the unwisdom
and folly of such charity, and are leading us rather
mto rational and scientific charity, so let them help
us to see the worse than foolishness-may I not say
criminality ~-of this blind, emotional, irrational
method of the disposal of our friends' and our own
bodies, and lead us into this really rational and
Rcientific, and, withal, chaste and delightsome, system
of cremation. To refuse or neglect to be so guided
is to act irrationally, to sin against ourselvs and our
neighbors, and to commit a crime against future
generations.
To practice cremation is but to avail ourselvs of
one of the resources of civilization.
To believe in it and to practice it is to act wisely
and righteously for ourselvs, our children, and our
children's children, not only" to the third and fourth
generations,' but to all future generations.
Let those who are disposed to obey the scriptural
injunction, "Come let us reason together,'' and are,
or think they are, in favor of burial, undertake to giv
the "reason for the faith that is in them,'' and see
which side they will be on after the discussion. Such
reflection. howevflr, even without discussion, I believe
would suffice to convince anyone who will pause and
take the trouble, of his own error. But" the trouble
is," even in most matters, but especially in a matter
like this, that most people do not reflect; they havn't
the time to stop to reflect, or the disposition or the
capacity to do so, but go blundering on and on,
groping their way through life and death alike in the
darkness of the shadows of mere instinct, generation
after generation. Nevertheless,
A soul without refiec.tion,
Like a pile without inhabitants,
To ruin runs.
And the victims of the error or blunder of burial,
like all other victims of error, must suffer the consequences thereof, for it· is natural law or method
that they should suffer, and these laws are immutable; and when these consequences will hav convinced them of their error and driven them to believe
in and to practice cremation, they will see that these
laws are, on the whole, also beneficent, and that it is
alike our highest duty and best interest to work in
harmony with them, and practice cremation.
W. M. BoucHER.
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The Christian Religion Had a Natural Origin.
We hav been accustomed to divide progress into
epochs, and mark the advance of the world by certain intellectual or moral revolutions. · We trace the
upward steps through periods of growth and date
the birth of reforms from the lives or efforts of particular persons. This method answers the object of
the biographer, whose aim is to emphasize the greatness of certain individuals; but the general historian,
whose purpose is to follow the evolution of ideas and
principles as well as to describe the events and circumstances attending human life, must be guided by
a different motiv. We are led to look for the origin
of any comprehensiv moral movement far back of the
age when this movement became defined in individ~
ual character sufficient to attract general attention
and when the principles underlying it took definit
and permanent forms.
There must be a historical perspectiv to fitly represent personal grandeur. A Washington could not
hav been produced by the political situations of China
or Egypt. A sufficient national basis is essential to
a great public performance.
As with persons so with ideas. Whenever any
great moral victory has been achieved, such triumph
has not been a miracle. There must be adequate and
defining causes for every success of mankind ,We
must not forgeftho.t in the wondrous beauty of the
flower are the contributions of the leaf, the stalk, the
earth, the air, the rain, and the sun. All the material
influences of earth are necessary to the perfection of
vegetable existence. Can we expect moral excel).ence
or mental attainment on a basis narrower than that
upon which we assert physical superiority' The
whole human race furnishes the mind of man, and all
nature supports the structure of human achievement.
It is plain that the complex civilization of this age
is the result of human development, and as our
humanity may be traced to an obscure commencement, so the various mental and moral streams that
run in majestic course through human society hav
their springs in far-distant nations and among longforgotten peoples. Not only were there prehistoric
races of men, but there were prehistoric moral
endeavors, whose early attempts are felt in the life of
man to-day.
We hav been taught to believe that the great
moral revolution which succeeded paganism had its
origin in supernatural events, and that a leader of
this revolt was provided in a supernatural. manner.
But the fact lies in direct opposition to· such a faith.
The mind, when 'it rejected the pagan gods, had out.,~ grown the notion of supernatural events, and had
protest~d against a supernatural order of things.
We are forced .to believe that the character of Christ,
which has been assigned as the inspiration of the
world in its ·renunciation of paganism, was but the
ghost of the expiring mythology, and that, instead of
leading the movement for a better religion and a
higher life, it followed and retarded it, and finally was
the cause of its decline,

Wherever in history we find a miracle projected
into human economy to explain any manifestation or
result, we may confidently deny that any such manifestation or result was ever produced. There· exist
material forces potent enough to account for any
natural occurrence which the historian has found.
Miracles are introduced to explain the impossible, the
fahse. They are the apologies of deceptions, the masks
of lies. All that has really taken place in the course of
human history as the product of the human mind or
under the direction and influence of mental or moral
power, has had a natural origin. No man has been
equipped with more than a natural power or has
drawn from any source but human nature his strength,
his skill, his eloquence, his virtue.
We may account for the highest character, for the
noblest life, for the purest moral aspiration of the
human heart, by the law of evolution. We need not
add divine illumination to human intelligence to explain the origin of the Christian religion. We can
not discover any necessity for interference on the
part of the deity to write the books of the New
Testament.
· A great many better and abler works hav been
written by men. To account for the first century of
the Christian era, we hav only to go back of it ; and
to account for the uprising against paganism, we need
only to understand what it meant.
Instead of believing that the Christian religion had
a divine origin, we are more inclined to think that it
had a devilish one.
There was evidently a demand for a better religion
than was found in the pagan temples. The philosophers had taught a purer morality than the priests.
This morality was the inspiration of a nobler literature and a higher civilization. A great moral convulsion shaok the heathen world, and out of. tlte
agitation which followed came a new life to mankind.
That life was checked and choked by a superstition.
A pure philosophy of human existence was eacrificed
to a foolish faith. No greater calamity has ever
befallen the human race than the birth of the Christian superstition. Ancient Rome destroyed the Jewish nation, but the ghost of Israel's ambition has
survived, and has haunted the world's thought for
nearly two thousand years.
The rapid growth of the superstition that Jesus
was the messiah, who had been. looked for by the
Jews, overshadowed the great moral revolution which
was going on among the people, and finally checked
its progress. Three centuries after the birth of this
superstition we find that it had absorbed, so far as it
was able to do so, the moral power, and appropriated
the moral precepts which had aroused the human
mind to new conceptions of duty. As Christit~nity
spread, intelligence declined; and when this superstition became the dominant faith of mankind in the
western world, it blew out the lights of knowledge
and left the world in darkness.

Incidental or Essential.
Christians occasionally exhibit some piece of good
their system seems to hav done. A little thought
should be taken before allowing that Christianity
merits credit for any good thing whatever.
No institution whatever can exist on a vastspreading scale for many centuries without doing
some good occasionally-or, rather, without some
good being done by its members. During its long
existence, over all its wide extent, there will occur impingements between it and innumerable other institutions, movements, and persons. Of necessity, amo:pg
all these accidental encounters, some will by chance
result in good. All cannot result in evil. The defenders of the institution, then, need only trumpet
aloft their purely incidental, unintended instances of
good, and an ignorant populace, unable to discriminate, see in them convincing proofs of the essential
worth of the institution.
Christians say their religion preserved civilization
at the time of the fall of the Roman empire. That
faith, they say, held together the European peoples
and enabled them to repel the Eastern invaders who
would hav conquered the nations separately.
In the first place, the correctness of this statement
may be disputed historically.
In the second place, even if it is true, we are not so
certain that the Eastern nations might not hav
turned out quite as respectable citizens of Europe as
the mad and bloody-minded fanatics who made that
country a bedlam and slaughter-pen for thirteen

centuries. We a1·e not certain that had they come
Italy and Spain would not be better off to-day,.
But, in the third place, if Christianity did hold to.
gether the Western nations, what of it, anyway?
The effect was purely a chance one. In fact, their
success lay only in a .secular common sense disregarding the non-resistance tenet of the religion, which,
if it really had been obeyed, would hav been fatal.
Any institution would hav answered as well in the
place. Suppose we get up an institution now for any
purpose-no matter what or how absurd-say, to
forward the use of the color blue, and insist on everyone wearing it, and by means of its uniting influence
our nations withstand an invader, does that establish
the transcendent merit of the color blue? Suppose
an Indian raid is repulsed by a Freethinkers' convention that chanced to be held in the neighborhood,
does this establish the truth or the general and
necessary beneficence of Freethought' Let all learn
to distinguish between the incidental and the essential ; the casual and the causal; the accidental, unintended, and the specific, inherent, and necessary.
The same consideration applies to Christianity's
claim of having aided the poor against the barons
through the Middle Ages. It is unnecessary to bring
forward this claim, or any such claim. A little broad
reasoning on general principles is enough to assure
us, without any direct records,.that the church dignitaries would find it sometimes expedient to espom:~e
the people's cause against the barons. In fact, when
we recollect how much trouble the prelates had in
their demands for money in making the barons come
down, we wonder it did not happen oftener than it
did. It has nothing to do with the legitimate nature
and effects of Christianity, anyway.
It is the same with the Christian espousal of benevolent functions. Charity has to be performed by
an organization. Freethought, not having an organization, could not do it. Christianity had an organization, and the purely human motive of the members, together with a perception that this would
be an effectiv means of proselyting, caused them to
adopt it.
No, it would be a great mistake to credit with any
responsible good whatever the unmitigated worldcurse Christianity. Of essential, legitimate good,
peculiar to itself and capable of being done by no
other, it has done none. Of incidental, irresponsible,
unintended good, every institution must unavoidably hav done some, no matter how hard it may
hav tried not to; to Christianity belongs the proud
distinction of having, out of all kn:own systems, done
the very least possible.

The War Spirit of Europe.
The spectacle presented by the civilized nations of
the day is one almost compelling a denial of reasoning powers to a majority of the human race. An
onlooker from a strange planet would see on the
continent of Europe a multitude of creatures-of
human beings. Occasionally here and there he would
see a wrong attempted by one to another. The
offender would be seen seized, carried off, confined,
perhaps put to death. All would go on as before.
On a sudden, such a wrong would be followed by
extrflOrdiiiary proceedings. A great tumult 'would
rise, the creatures from uttermost distances would
be seen swarming together to pierce one another
with pieces of metal, and destroy one another by
thousands. What was the cause ! Why, this particular wrong was committed, unlike the other, on a
spot called a boundary line. This line possesses
mysterious properties. The creatures on the respectiv sides of this imaginary line wear hats of diffel'ent
shapes, coats of different cuts and colors, and also
speak a different language. When a being with a
square cap and using certain sounds to designate
particular objects has trouble with a being wearing a
round cap and using other sounds for purposes of
indication, instead of settling the matter in the usual
.JNay, all beings with square caps rush fiercely upon
all with round caps, and all with round caps upon all
with square caps, until the square-capped ones hav
destroyed the round-capped, or the round-capped
hav destroyed the square-capped. Why could not
this quarrel hav been settled, like the other, in the
ordinary fashion at the nearest court? Goodness
knows. Or the destroying may be commenced at
any time without the preliminary of an individual offense. " Sometimes the quarrel between two
princes is to decide which of them shall dispos~
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seas a third of his dominions, where neither of lakes and sounding groves, of grassy slopes bearing
them pretends to any right.
Sometimes o~e romping children and smiling friends; of childhood's
prince quarrels with another, for fear the other laugh, woman's delighted glance, and heart-expanded
should quarrel with him. Sometimes a war is en- tones of inspirited and cordial men, and a day of
tered upon because the enemy is too strong, and curtains and shadows, of monotony and gloom, of
sometimes because he is too.weak. Sometimes our cramping houses and care-reminding walls. Think
neighbors want the things which we hav, or hav the of a day ·of festivals and sports, of ball-room and
things which we want, and both fight, till they take concert, of opera and theater, of library and lecture
ours, or giv us theirs." Truly this is an extraor- hall, of museums filled with the instructiv and the
dinary instinct. To a Rationalist, bred up on the strR!lg~ a~d galleries with the beautiful and ennopure and harmonious p~inciples of reason, free from bling.; and then of a day of church and pew, of
precedent and tradition and despising cant whether whine and snuffle, of bugbear and chimera, of disorreligious, military, or national, the motiv is incom- dered whims and incomprehensible creeds, of damna·
prehensible.
tion and death, of mysticism and lies, of the unmtelFreethinkers should ever raise their voice against ligible and the incoherent, the maundering and the
this extraordinary and horrible practice. Its evils hideous, of attempts at insensibility, and uneasy
are innumerable. Were standing armies and war yearnings, of soul-weariness and sunken hearts.
expenses done away with, the hours of labor of the 'Think of the difference between a Sunday spent in
producers could be lessened a third. The whole gaining a little reward for a week of endurance and
effects of wars, and of the war spirit, are brutalizing longings, in giving the yearning heart something of
and hindering to progress to the last degree. What a grateful glow that shall carry it warmed, contented,
the widows think of war no one has ever considered strengthened, and generous far into the next week's
of sufficient consequence to inquire. When woman strivings, and a Sunday spent in depressing our
suffrage is obtained, we shall probably learn.
spirits, paying professional enemies· of human kind
Christianity is intimately identified 'with the war to repeat infinit n.othings, and standing awaiting our
spirit. Saying nothing of the wars that hav actually masters' signal for return to work like a horse at a
occurred over doctrinal points, it is observable that the post.
conduct of all Christians when in places of authorOur Sunday laws must be resisted, evaded, and
ity, and the spirit of their whole literature and press, :rendered invalid. in every possible way. They are in
has been eminently rancorous and cruel. For centu- direct contravention of the spirit and intention of our
ries the Old Testament passages of blood and feroc- ;free government. It is well to hav a holiday. A
ity furnished English soldiers with texts for guid- secular law or agreement discontinuing most trades
ance and emulation and canting cut-throats, divided on a fixed day is very good. An ecclesiastical statute
their time between fighting and doctrinal disputa- forbidding also all recreation, and those few occupations over their pocket Bibles. With their mechan- tiona providing holiday pleasures for the mass of the
ica.l pious cant, which nobody ever heeds, and which the workers, is sometlJ.ing quite different. It is a piece
speakers neither understand nor feel, nor urge in any of shameless insolence that must, we repeat, be
practical case, Christian writers hav done nothing resisted, evaded, and rendered invalid by any and
toward the extermination of war. Their works are every means in our power.
_ _ _ _._..._ _ _ __
full of its indirect glorification_ While Voltaire was,
tirelessly heaping scorn on what he called the practice
The British-American Association.
of " a concourse of animals with hats on their heads
There is growing up in the United States a new
fighting for a person whom they never saw, to gain power, which is not a party in a political sense, but
a land none of which they will ever see and no part which is destined to exert no little influence in the
of which they will ever own," the ecclesiastics were politics of America-the so-called British-American
equipping regiments with consecrated colors and the Association. This power is on the side of Liberalprayer: "0 my God, cause victory and death always ism where Liberalism touches the great public queBto go before them !" Freethought has always de- t.ions of citizenship and education. The public schools
manded peace. Almost every Freethought writer of this country hav no more intelligent defenders and
has felt with his gentle and rational spirit the dis- no more ardent advocates and adherents than the
cord and hideousness of war, and inveighed at length British-Americans. From the inception of this moveagainst it. The Encyclopedists assailed the insanity ment, which to-day is a grand national organization,
with their every weapon of ridicule, invectiv, and to the present hour, the danger to our school system
logic. The Freethinkers of the French Revolution has been clearly pointed out, and the enemies of our
held aloft above every other principle that of the government hav been held up to the reprobation of
universal brotherhood and peace of mankind Shelley, all loyal citizens by the British-American Association.
Byron, Spencer, Swinburne, Massey, Hugo, Goethe, In fact, few papers in the land hav championed the
are names the foremost among the assailants of the cause of popular education more ably, or defied the
monstrous practice.
foes of our common schools with more courage, than
War, religion, and every other irrationality naturally the press of this association; and it is a matter of
sustain one another. The abolition of them all lies gratulation among Liberals that they hav this powerin the spread of science, of Freethought, of liberty, ful and able ally to assist in the great work of Secular
of all engentling influences, and humanitarian prin- emancipation. ·
ciples embracing all mankind.
The success of this organization is phenomenal.
In its present shape it does not date back a twelveSunday •
month. It would be interesting as a study in politIn reading of ancient abuses, we often exclaim at ical affairs to trace this movement from its birth, and
the supineness of people that would suffer so much. giv the successiv steps of growth which mark its
We need not exclaim so much at them if we will progress and development. But this is not our purlook about to observe some samples of what we our- pose. We simply desire to indicate the force of ideas
when backed up by intelligence and courage; and
selva can do in the line of abJectness when we try.
Habituation to an abuse dulls the perception of its we know of no better illustration of the power of
enormity. What will be the opinion of future nations conviction, inspired by love of liberty, than is afforded
of happy Rationalists of that custom by which their by the British Association in America.
progenitors, getting after six days of toil a chance on
That there is a purpose, and that· a defining one,
the seventh for a bit of merriment, duly handed over back of this organization, goes without saying. That
the arrangement of their lives that day to a part of the movement was started to antagonize any religthe community a fraction in number, last in civiliza- ious or political party is not evident. But that a
tion, lowest in development, clamoring in peevish great and patriotic purpose permeates the association
anger for deference to childish figments of weakly may be declared with truth. If the people of these
brains, who uniformly interdicted everything that United States need one thing more than another
they did want and commanded everything that they to-day it is a lesson in patriotism. That our British
did not 1
citizens hav set us this lesson should shame us into
It would seem that the people hav had so little a nobler love of country, which will arouse the mind
happiness that they hav forgotten its savor. If to the duties of the hour.
they could but half conceive how glorious and joyful
There is no greater evil in this land, no power that
our weekly holiday can be made, but half imagin the menaces our liberties more, than the Roman Catholic
heart-cheering andbealthful pleasures of which they church. Who loves America must hate Rome. Noare despoiled, they would not be restrained. Think where is this ecclesiastical usurper more activ than
of the difference between a day of travel, of excur- in this country. Catholicism is failing in Mexico,
11ic:msr o~ ~ummer skies aJ:!.4 ~J1!.ef~4 nelda, of pl!'Qid . Fran.ce1 aq4 ltaly; it ie qnpopqlar m (.lerlWUly;

but in the United States all its veins and arteries are
full of health. What a political anomaly I A land
consecrated to liberty, and baptized in the blood of
freedom, fostering and aiding an ecclesiastical power
that has ruined every land where it has ruled! To
save America we must kill the Catholic church.
Every dogma of Romanism is opposed to every
principle of liberty. In fighting the Catholic power
we are defending the rights of man.
'l'he British-American Association has from the first
raised the cry of warning against the secret hand of
destruction that is concealed in the glove of Catholicism; it has steadily worked against this enemy of
our schools, of our institutions, of our nation. It
has seen the cloud that bodes the coming storm, and
has fearlessly pointed out the impending danger.
That the people of this nation are too sure of their
liberties, is seen by everyone but themselvs. That
a· determined foe to American institutions is on our
soil is apparent to all who are familiar with the his.tory of the Catholic hierarchy.
If this heartless power is defeated, it must be done
in one of two ways-by the ballot, or by the bullet.
Its deadly hold upon the national throat is felt in
every election of the state or nation. It is growing
in that direction that givs it power in the government. It is time for our citizens to awake to their
duty. What is needed is for every lover of liberty
to vote, and to vote with whatever party the Catholic
church votes against. The political party that receives the Catholic vote is the friend of tyranny, not
of freedom; the instrument of wrong, not of right.
The growth and audacity of the Catholic power in
America may well cause alarm in the breast that holds
a heart in love with liberty. We must not fail
to see the peril to onr government. Every Catholic
vote is an arm raised against human freedom, human
rights, human happiness. It is a priestly weapon
directed against public schools, public safety, public
honor. A Catholic loves his church; a patriot loves
his country, his home, his fireside. We want patriots,
not Catholics.
For this reason we rejoice at the movement among
our British-American citizens, for in the battle of the
ballot they will be found in the army of freemen. It
would not be strange if the next political endeavor
which givs birth to a new national party in this land
should spring from the British Association. Already
hav fifty thousand men joined this movement, and
within the next four years it is confidently expected
that ten times that number will be enrolled under its
banner. Such a mighty army will be a force that
will not only command the respect of the foes, but it
will give confidence and courage to the friends of
civil and religious liberty. We extend the right hand
of fellowship to the British-American Association.
May it urge upon every man who has faith in our republican institutions his duty to become a citizen of
the United States, and to defend with his vote our
rights, our liberties, our schools, our homes, and our
national honor.
-------4~.-------

TBE: South Carolinians do not take kindly to the idea of
having thousands of Roman Catholic peasants ·from Europe
dumped among them. The press, secular and religious, is
strongly against the scheme. One paper says: "We hav
some grave difficulties to meet in the South, with the negro
as an indolent, thriftless laborer and ignorant, venal voter,
but with all these disadvantages we prefer him decidedly to
an alien population-alien in religion and in all their ideas of
civil government. A Roman Catholic peasantry in our Society would be the entering wedge of Catholic domination.
That means the autocracy of the pope. It means priestly
rule in the family, the school, and the state. It means the
confessional, with all its corrupting influences. It means
antagonism to everything distinctivly American. It means
Jesuitical interference in everything political and religious."
This is true enough, but we do not imagin that the priests of
Rome would be more bigoted than the Presbyterians who
now largely control the South.

-------..-------

ON the gross subterfuge of the church to clear its scripture
of the charge of favoring liquor-drinking, Professor Atwater
says in the Oentu1y: "Another side issue of our temperance
discussion is the so-called 'Bible wine' theory, which maintains that the wine used In Palestine in the time of Christ
was not alcoholic. I hav been unable to find evidence that
the composition of the juice .of the grape, the laws of fermentation, or the practice in the making and using of wine
were different in that country at that time from those in
other countries, or in that country at other times, and believe
it safe to say that the theory that Bible wine was different
from other wine-that it had not the alcohol which other
wines contain-is without any basis to support it in the
opinion of the student of science."
A WBITBB describes the church of England as consisting of
Latitudinarians, Attitudinarians, and Pl&titudinarians.
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fetters Jrolt{ Jlritnds.
MoNTAGUE, June 24, 288.
MR. EDITOR: We should be lost without THE 1'1niTH
·SEEKER. We do not preserve the copies, but scatter them as
much as pos~ible, and all the rest the same. I take ten
papers; if the times get much worse I will hav to stop some
of them, but not THE TRUTH SEEKER.
GEo. W. CARPENTER.
CANTON, 0., July 2, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : THE TRUTH BEEKER I cannot do without. I
tried to get a subscriber, but I liv in a very holy place, therefore I failed to get one. I must hav the truth as long as I
liv. Inclosed find $3 25 for THE TRUTH 8EEKER, and R. G.
Inger~oll's speech at Reynolds's trial at Boonton, N. J. By
all means kPep up the pictures. They are grand. They are
always the first I look at.
D. S. AuNGST.
EuREKA SPRINGs, ARK., June 30, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I take the liberty to defend Freethought anq
free speech. I hav had a tilt with several sky-pilots of thiR
city. The bigoted fools get mad; the more enlightened treat
me with common civility afterward. I read your excellent
paper, and am highly pleased with many articles. Am displeased with those that try to defend tbe hanging of the Chicago Anarchists. Am highly pleased with the cartoons.
M. FRENOH.
Yours,
PoNTYPooL, ONT., June 25, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I would be lost without your very valuable
paper. I would like to send you a couple of subscribers, but
the ignorance in this part of Canada is so dense that I cannot
find anyone who will think enough to appreciate even Mr.
Heston's noble productions. They will hav to learn by dear
experience before they come to their senses.
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty,
A. HAUSEL.
SHAKERS, N.Y., July 1, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I am surprised that a gentleman so well
informed, generally, as is my friend L. K. Washburn, should
hav failed to know that in the catalog of Liberal books there
may be found just what he calls for in his " To the Liberal
Public," June 23d-a book of hymns and songs for the use of
Liberals. If ''there is no such book in the market," it is
because it is out of print. But long before the lamented
Bennett left us, he :was instrumental in having issued just
such a compilation of hymns, songs, etc., as my friend Wash.
. burn demands. I am,
Yours,
G. A. LoMAs.
PITTSVILLE, Wrs., June 30, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Would you be kind enough to announce in
THE TRUTH SEEKER that I will be ready to take the lecture
field about September 1st, and should like to receive support
sufficient from the Liberals of Wisconsin and Minnesota so
that I can work chiefly in these two states for the next year?
These states are prac1 ically dead to the interests of Freethought, and this being presidential year, and I being a new
lecturer, my success for the fall is very uncertain. I would
like the Liberals of Wisconsin and Minnesota wishing lectures to address me eoon, so my routes can be arranged.
· Fraternally yours,
GEo. H. DAWES.
BuFFALo, N.Y., July 5, 1888.
MR. EmToR : I hav no desire to enter the controversy be•
tween Mrs. H. A. Ritchey and Mr. Priestley, at! Mr. Priestley
has shown that he is fully able to hold his own, but I would
like to ask Mrs. Ritchey one question. In her communication in THE TRUTH BEEKER of June 30th, she saya she does
not believe the heavens and earth were created in six days of
twenty-four hours each, and that the Bible does not teach it.
Now, if the Bible does not mean six days of twenty-four
hours each, why is one day of seven observed by all Christians as a day of rest and worship to commemorate the finishing of the heavens and earth?
ALEx. D. BLAIR.
GEoRGEToWN, CoL., June 25, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I hav been so interested with the paper I
hav scarcely thought of anything else. Indeed, I never will
allow that paper to stop coming to me. I never can thank
Mr. C. B. Reynolds enough for what I hav learned from him,
and the good it has done me. The liberty that he gave me
by his lectures here, including his advice to take 1'HE TRUTH
SEEK&R, is far greater than the liberty granted me when my
master was told that I was free. Being free from my master
did not free me from the horror of death, but the freedom
that Mr. Reynolds has brought to me releases me from all of
that. I feel now that when I hav done my 'duty to man I
hav done all that is required of me. If I were a good writer
I would try to express my a!Iection for the Liberals wherever
found. At any rate, I will say this much-:-if loving them and
doing all I can for them will send me to hell, I am sure to go
there.
T. S. BuoHANAN.
RoswELL, N. M., June 20, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I would be very unhappy if I was compelled
to do without the old TRUTH I::!EEKER. Heston is doing good.
Long may he wave.
J.D. Shaw, of Waco, Tex., has been on a lecture tour
through our country and has· done great good for the cause
of Liberalism. lie is an effectiv speaker; our people were
pleased with him. We hav quite a number of Infidels-as
the God-lovers here call us-in Roswell and v.icinity. If my
opinion is worth anything, they are as good citizens as the
professors of Christianity. Mr. Shaw represented himself as
being pleased with our country and people. He· deserves
great credit for taking such a journey as he did. Our town
is one hundred and eighty miles from the railroad; to lecture
through our country he had to travel two hundred and
eighty or three hundred miles by buckboard and stage, He

is made of good material, you can depend, or he would never -less centuries that hav passed as he does those that are to
hav undertaken such a trip. Would that there were more come.
Does this inability to view in the same light destroy their
Shaws in our rank11, and that they could be heard often in
absolute equality, or make the past shorter or the future
this part of the world.
P. F. SARRETT.
longer? No. Annihilation, as horrible as it appears to the
OGDEN CITY, UT.AH, June 19, 1888.
English eye and as beautifui as it is regarded by the Chinese,
MR. EDITOR : Hoping that you will permit an old sub- will continue as pleasantly in the future as it has done in
scriber and consistent Freethinker to ventilate· a serious the past.
grievance which has been brought upon a whole family, I
Who would not prefer a dreamless sleep to the risk of
send you the following.
·
another life containing the same horrible features as thisYou and your thousands of readers are doubtless acquainted that is, birth, poverty, sickness, the lifelong torture of the
to a greater or less degree with the doings and carryings on fear of death ? What would be another life wit.hout these
of the Salvation Army, the grossest and coarsest religious features, with which nature seems to hav endowed everyhumbug yet inaugurated in a civilized country and in an thing-and according to her laws nothing appears to be
enlightened age. But not everyone is aware of all the exempt?
damnable details of ~heir recruiting devices, " for the sake of
I hope that this answer to the most perplexing and comJesus." I will giv you an instance from life-in fact, outof monest assertion in proof of immortality will find acceptmy own family, which has been broken up through the ance, as I hav used it with lnvariable success.
machinations of the unscrupulous men, fishers of "General"
H.
HAMMOND.
Booth's pernicious institution.
We had a (laughter, Martha Jane, who had been a dutiful
SAr;T LAKE CITY, UTAH, June 30, 1888.
girl and sister in the peaceful family circle till the pestiferous
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of June 16th appears an article
Salvationists set up their traps and snares in Ogden, where written by an individual signing himself W. Wellock, arraignthey hav done much harm all around, all for the Lord's ing the officials and Secular Union in this city on the grounds
(Mammon's) sake. She was" converted" on July 17, 1887, of ill-treatment to Dr. York, in which COD;J.munication such
greatly to the chagrin and ·shame of her parents, who ob- an amount of vindictivness, coupled with utter ignorance, is
jected to her joining that fraud, where lazy bummers of men displayed in regard to all the facts r.>lating to the Liberal
use credulous and over-confiding women to rob the public movement in Salt Lake City, that it appears necessary to
under religious guise. But the girl just having become of 'offer some remarks thereon, preliminary to which you will,
age, the parental authority ceased, and the toils which she perhaps, allow us to roughly synopsize his statements, in
had fallen into closed all the more strongly around her, not- order to follow us in the necessary explanation.
withstanding the most earnest appeals from father, mother,
As a preface to his charges, and by way of exhibiting the
brother, and sisters. Salvation had become instilled in her exceeding vileness and ingratitude displayed by these officers
mind too strongly. She finally became so engrossed in her of the Secular Union toward Dr. York, this ill-advised indifaith that she left her parental roof, good home, with plenty vidual, not having the fear of chronology before his eyes,
of life's comforts, and followed a call from her superiors in nor being hampered in the least degree by any regard to
the damnable organization to go on an expedition to Bellevue, correctness of statement, proceeds to narrate how Mr. Samuel
a rough mining town in Idaho, where she has now been P. Putnam visited Salt Lake City "two years ago;" how he
about five months, risking her health, endangering her repu- organized at that time the "Utah Secular Union;" how he
tation, and allowing, through her credulity, a black shadow's "gushed" over his success in the" columns of your paper;"
being cast over all her future. Times and times again ha~ how he left and returned a year later, and found "nothing
she been earnestly appealed to to giv up that dangerous done" by the officials elected on his previous visit, did nothengagement, which is the very opposit of what a self-respect. ing himself, beyond " selling some literature, delivering three
ing young woman should be enmeshed in; but all for noth· lectures, pocketing $50" therefor, and departing, leaving
ing. A father's appeals, a mother's prayers, were all in vain. Liberalism in Salt Lake in as bad a condition as he found it.
The diabolical fascination of the smooth-tongued gospelAs a striking contrast to all this do-nothingism on the part
mongers proved too strong, and the result is, a disrupted of Mr. Putnam and the officials elected under his administrahome, and a dismal future at the very promising threshold tion, Mr. Wellock goes on to picture how Dr. York appeared
of a young career.
upon the scene and speedily changed this state of things ;
The harm has been done in our family, but we send you how he filled the Opera House for fourteen evenings, and, in
these statements as a warning for others to beware against the picturesque language of Mr. Wellock, "rattled the dry
the slightest touch of those slimy serpents who hav the love bones of orthodoxy and made the sky-pilots squeal;" how,
of God on their lips and the disposition of Satan in their in fact, everything would hav gone on satisfactorily and
black hearts. Inclosed is a likeness of the girl when she was eminently harmoniously for all parties, had not the officers
fourteen years old.
of the Union discovered that the aforesaid Dr. York was by
Inclosing $3 for renewal of my_ subscription, and thanking far too bold and outspoken a Freethinker to suit their puryou for your indulgence, I am, in the cause of liberty,
pose, and how in consequence they felt themselvs impelled
Yours,
RIOH.ARD FLINT.
to call a" star chamber" meeting, to which Dr. York was
invited; at which meeting, with astonishing frankness, they
informed him that he "must stop speaking the truth I" He
ORANGE, MAss., July 5, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Do not the earnest desire of, the apparent was doing good, they knew, but they" had a living to make,"
necessity for, and the extreme natural repugnance toward and wanted to be on good terms with every kind of churchanything else but immortality argue forcibly in .its favor? men, except the Mormons, Whom-for some purpose unexDJes not the very loathsomeness of the idea of annihilation plained by Mr. W ellock-they preferred to take in a
imply its impossibility?
•' fricasseed" form.
Mr. Wellock next goes on to explain how, finding that Dr.
T6 these questions I giv a decided negativ. ·The inability
of the human mind to conceive of or understand annihilation York could not be turned from his purpose by the aforesaid
does not prove its impossibility. The mind is incapable of inducements, "t.hey got up a protest against him," which,
conceiving or understanding anything whatever which dees with astonishing imbecility, as it would appear to most
not come to it in the !'egular way of experience, that is, people, they circulated amongst orthodox churchmen for
through the senses. "Experience is neceesary before know!. signatures. But finding that the unterrified doctor "could
edge. There is no knowledge attainable except by the not be turned from the straight path of manhood and honor,"
efforts of the human mind. Nothing can be appreciated or even by the discharge of clerical signatures over his head,
understood before it has been experienced. There are two they (says Wellock) "gave up the Opera House previous to
kinds of experience-one of actual participation in the act, his last lecture, took away the piano, and discharged Dr.
and another of a mental union or connection with the same York's solo singer," and probably would hav partaken of
event. Thus, to hav the benefit of actual experience, our Dr. York himself in a fricasseed form, had not his friends
real presenceis required at the scene of action or the· accom- " come to the rescue, paid the rent, put back the piano, got
plishment of the event ; this is the experience or appreciation up a fine social, presented the doctor ·with a gold-headed
of the senses.
cane and a floral gift,'' and sent him off triumphant, "indeMental union, or connection with certain events beyond pendent of the petrified fossils at the head of the Secular
our time or limit, is to witness the scene in the mind of the Union."
historian or raconteur-the experience or appreciation of the
The above is a brief resume of Mr. Wellock's wondrous
reason. That which we read, whether of modern or ancient jumble of facts and fiction. A more easily punctured bubble
occurrence, can justly be called, in proportion as we are never floated.
capable of digesting and appreciating it, our own personal
To begin with, Mr. Samuel Putnam did not on the occasion
experience. Because, when we are capable by complete of a visit to this city two years ago organize the Secular
comprehension of receiving an equal bentflt with the beholder Union, and after a year's absence return to discqver that its
of the event, we may justly claim that we too hav learned officials had "done nothing," for the simple reason that that
it from experience. .This is gaining experience from the past gentleman:....who, by the by, did a great deal of good here,
through the organs of reason.
and paved the way for much of Dr. York's apparent success
Anything in accordance with the reason is possible, yes, -did not organize the Secular Union until his last visit, and
probable, because based upon at least partial experience; consequently, although a tolerably quick man in his moveanything not coming within the realms of experience, outside ments, has had no opportunity up to the present time to disof the domain of the senses, must necessarily not be in cover by personal observation what the Secular Union
accordance with reason, and consequently impossible-to the officers hav done.
mind.
In the second place, the officers of the Union did not
Our reason, then, or. our mind, whose corner-stone is organize a" star chamber," nor, indeed, any other kind of a
inheritance and whose foundation is experience, must con. chamber; nor did they get up a" petition" against Dr. York
sider everything outside of its grasp as being impossible and and circulate it either among orthodox or unorthodox churchinconceivable. Hence the mind, having experienced only men to sign. They did nothing of the kind; and what little
one state of movement or existence, that is, activity, cannot they did do bearing the remotest resemblance thereto oc·
conceive of its opposit condition, that is, rest, inactivity, curred in precisely a reverse order.
or annihilation.
They cordially welcomed Dr. York, and started in preEverything in nature, especially the human mind, has a pared to stand by him in a fearless exposition of unemasforward movement. Progression is the present state of the culated Freethought. On his part they simply looked for
known universe. It is only with the greatest effort that man solid argument, combined with refinement of language and
can reverse this process of thought, even for a few minutes, bearing, and courtesy to every class of his auditors whom
and contemplate with the same sense of appreciation the end- they summoned by \heir advertisments to hear him.
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For a time, in some respects, they were not disappointed.
Dr. York gave some ex11el\ent lectures. His peculiar mannerisms were not entirely suppressed, but they were kept
within reasonable bounds. His audiences increased, however, and, emboldened by this indication of success, he became less careful, and added to his legitimate accompaniments
of fun and humor, not only considerable of mimicry and low
comedy, but something of sheer grimace, at the same time
interlarding otherwise excellent arguments against theological absurdities with much coarse denunciation and abuse.
For instance, the Methodist church in this city was referred to as the "Methodist shebang." Presbyterians-and
there were many who attended at first-were derided as
a blue-nosed class. Semi-Liberalized Mormons, of whom
his audiences were frequently largely composed, and who
were slowly feeling their way to a closer aC"qnaintance with
Liberal ideas, were repelled by ·denunciatio11s of what he
termed "their devilish religion."
Now, as we understood the case, Dr. York was lecturing
under the auspices of a Liberal Society; for the prosperity of
which we were not only anxious, but indirectly responsible.
And, whether he could. be made to understand the principle
or not, committees arranging with lecturers are responsible
to a considerable extent for the character of lectures presented by them t~ the public, and consequently entitled to
consider for themselvs whether as a committee they may be
compromised, or the cause they represent injured or impeded
in any manner.
This committee, at any rate, so considered; an:i while
they remain in office intend to govern themselvs accordingly.
They were quite convinced that the doctor was doing
some good; that, in fact, as they stated to him in the identical "petition" complained of by Mr. Wellock, his arrival
in Salt Lake City was "most opportune." But they saw in
that fact only the more reason why he should act wisely.
They perceived that numerically his audiences were improv.
ing, and that so far was encouraging ; but they also perceived with regret that quite a number of the solid and
intellectual men of the city, the class that alone go to build
up permanent Freethought societies, were being repelled
after a few attendances, and they simply considered whether
it was not possible in a kindly way to induce Dr. York to
put a check on some of his exuberances of speech and action.
A remonstran()e or appeal to him on this subject was therefore resolved upon, which, after much trimming and pruning,
so as to eiiminate from it everything of an offensiv character,
was forwarded to him. This communication is word for
word the same as published in your paper, save and except
that the words "Vice-president A. S. U ." (American Secular
Union) were not appended to the signature of Mr. Mason.
The addition of these words and letters to his name was a
forgery, performed by Mr. Wellock, and he alone is responsible for that much lburish and affected importance.
The appeal in question was intended at first to be of
a strictly private and confidential character as between
themselvs and Dr. York; but the committee believing that
the addition of the names of a few supporters of the Secular
Union would reinforce their sentiments, and tend to show
him that they were not alone in their views, a few of such
names were added-and they were but few. You hav them
all in THE TRUTH BEEKER. It should be stated, however, in
this connection that a much larger number of signatures
could easily hav been obtained. A great many persons had
expressed their objections to the peculiar characteristics of
Dr. York's lectures in question. Furthermore, it should be
stated that not a single person to whom the document was
presented refused to sign it, save in the case of two persons,
who expressed their thorough sympathy with the object of
the· remonstrance, but preferred to state their objection personally to Dr. York.
The signatures appended to the remonstrance, and falsely
described by Mr. Wellock as those of "orthodox churchmen,"-are the names of as ardent Freethinkers as can be
found in the country. Several of them were never churchmen in their lives, and the rest only such a good number of
years ago, as was Dr. York, for that matter.
Now, we are not millionaires, nor are we troubled. with
any remarkable surplus of ready cash, but we will undertake
as a committee to pay Mr. Wellock the sum of $10 per hea:l
for the names of any orthodox churchmen that he can produce from his own published list. The lie in this particular
case can be easily nailed. Every one of the individuals
referred to by Mr. Wellock resides in this city, and can be
reached through the post, and we will undertake to furnish
the exact post-office address of any of them to any person
desirous of testing the question.
Stupid and blundering as Wellock's wild assertions will be
seen to be, it will, we imagin, be readily seen that he has
blundered still more in forwarding to your paper a copy of
our remonstrance, w.hich we are obliged to you for publishing, and not unobliged to Mr. Wellock for his lack of foresight in sending. It will speak for itself; and we invite
your readers to re.pei:use it, and note the evidence which it
presents of a desire to be fair to Dr. York, the generous
admissions which it makes in his favor,- and the general
moderation of its tone. It expressed at the time, as it
expresses now, our views in- regard to the general policy
most advisable to be followed in connection with the presentation of Liberal ideas-views which, moreover, we believe to be those entertained by thousiUlds of the boldest
Freethinkers of our time.
The remonstrance in question was forwarded to Dr. York
by the hand of one of his special friends.
His own statement is that he never read it. He neverthe. less felt it to be no less incumbent upon him to be just
as angry as though he had not only read but thoroughly
digested it. From that time on he made a constant practice
of publicly assailing the officers of the Union in an indirect
way with innuendoes and side-thrusts, asserting, for instance,

in a mysterious manner to his audience that "no man could
throttle him;" etc., much to the bewilderment of those from
whom all J. now ledge of our objections to his course had been
carefully withheld.
In rt>gard to the "star chamber" meeting, concerning
which the verdant Wellock knows so much, no meeting
of the kind described ever occurred. A meeting arising out
of, and, of course, following the production of the remonstrance, and to which Dr. York was invited, did occur.
But-mark the difference between the fact and Wellock's
statement !-it was called solely for the purpose of extending
the oliv-branch to Dr. York, or in failure of so. doing successfully, of ending the difficulty in some other way. A
preamble or preface to the business of the meeting-1!-nd
which exhibits fully its spirit-was presented, in effect as
follows:
That, understanding Dr. York felt himself aggrieved by the
action of the execntiv committee in forwarding to him a certain
rt>monst.rance in regard to his course as the lecturer of our society,
and believing that he was misinformed as to its real nature and
intent, this meeting is called for the purpose of explaining to him
its true spirit and purpose.

As already stated, Dr. York did attend this meeting, and
the kindly words of the above preamble were read in his
presence. They were, however, scarcely uttered bPfore he
rose to his feet, and placing his hat upon his head, as intimating his intention to depart forthwith, stated to the committee and friends present that. he did not intend to allow
them to explain one word to him in reference to " that
paper "-meaning the remonstrance.
He had not read it-did not intend to read it-nor should
anyone with his consent refer to its contents in his presence.
After considerable effort to induce him to change his mind
on the subject, he finally departed, having frustrated every
effort to.carcy out the reconciliatory purpose of the meeting.
In this way terminated Wellock's imaginary "star chamber" meeting, which turns out, as your readers will perceive,
to be simply a meeting called for the promotion of a better
state of feeling between the executiv committee and their
lecturer, and the consequent better utilization of his labors
during the remainder of his engagement.
A properly conducted "star chamber," as everybody
knows, should hav executed its victim first and interviewed
him afterward. It should also, to hav been tr.uly orthodox,
hav conducted its session with closed doors. But so lost was
this "star chamber" to all proper sense of its obligations to
itself in this respect, that it threw open its doors to the
friends of the " victim," and descended to the less dignified
but more fraternal level of a mere parlor gathering, and
which might hav been a very pleasant one had "Barkis ''
only been "willing."
Your readers, Mr. Editor, we trust are now conversant
with the methods by which this committee undertook-in
the bombastic language of Mr. Wellock-to turn Dr. York
"from the straight [notice "straight"] path of manhood and
honor." The exact amount and nature of the manhood and
honor of which efforts were made to divest him, will now,
we trust, be clear to the minds of your readers. Alas for
our efforts, as you will hav discovered, Mr. Editor, virtue
triumphed and the wicked were demoralized. Dr. York returned to his platform only to continue in a more indirect
way his attacks upon the committee.
Now a few words in regard to Wellock's further charges.
He tells your readers that the Opera House was given up
previous to Dr. York's last lecture, implying that, contrary
to our engagements, Dr. York was left without a hall to
Apeak in previous to the expiration of his agreed course_
Nothing of this was done. The Opera House was retained
and its expenses fully paid for_every night for which he was
engaged. Let us refer your readers, and particularly those
residing in this city, to evidences_ of this fact, which many of
them will remember.
After the delivery of Dr. York's first two lectures-just
prior to his course of twelve, and just previous to his depar.ture for California-a financial meeting was held to ascertain
whether sufficient funds could be raised to insure his services
for twelve additional lectures; subscription papers were
opened on this occasion for the names of donators, and Dr.
York not only agreed at this meeting, in the presence of
many witnesses, for the exact number of twelve additional
lectures, but he suggested himself to the meeting that the
written heading at the top of the subscription papers should
state that the sum·s promised were for the term of fourteen,
for the purpose, as he remarked, of includin~ the expenses
of the two lectures already delivered, the rent for which occasions was not then paid.
Furthermore, on the occasion of the delivery of the sixth
lecture of the additional twelve, Dr. York made a speech in
the Opera House, in which, in the presence of several hundred persons, he reminded them of the fact that the lecture
of that evening constituted the sixth, and the exact half of
the course, and he took particular pains to impress on them
the fact that the remaining ''six lectures" would be better
than the first. For every one of those remaining six lectures,
then stated by him to be due (as, of course, for the whole of
the eight preceding ones), the expenses were paid, and for
it we hav receipts.
The further statement in the same article that we took
away Dr. York's piano and discharged his solo singer, is
equally misleading. The facts are, that the furnishing of. a
piano or singer of any kind-muchless a solo singer-formed
no part of our contract with Dr. York. The creation of a
choir, together with the effort to provide and pay for a
musical accompaniment, was an unsolicited and purely voluntary act on the part of the executiv committee. : Long
before the conclusion of the course, Dr. York discourteously
expressed his indifference to these efforts of the committee
to enhance the interest of the meetings ; rudely requested
on one occasion that a certain performance .by the choir be
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"cut short," "as the people came to hear the lectures, not
the singing."
The piano, voluntarily provided by the committee as
stated, was reluctanny relinquished two evenin~~:s before the
conchision of the course, simply because the funds in hand
were found inadequate to meet the remaining expenses.
Dr. York's solo singer-a personal venture of his own-was
not discharged by us, as stated by W ellock, only to the
extent that she was discharged by the absence of the piano,
without the aid of which she professed to be unable to sing.
The personal treatment of Dr. York by the committee
should be understood in this connection.. They undertook
to raise among themselvs and otherwise collect the full
amount necessary for the use of the Opera House, and also
for the payment of all his ad-.-ertisments, turning over to
him for hill own personal use the whole receipts at the door.
.In this way they personally raised and attended to the expenditure, on account of his course, of a _sum amou-nting to
about $400, every cent of which he would otherwise hav
had to pay out of his own pocket.
By this generous arrangement-to use Mr. Wellock's choice
phrase-he not only " pocketed " $50 for three lectures, as
he charged Mr. Putnam with having done, but he "pocketed" from $50 to $70 per night for every evening of the
whole of his last course.
While thus fairly treated by the committee, the question
next in order is, How did Dr. York treat this body, who un.
dertook and executed these responsibilities on his account ?
The answer can be given in a few words. No sooner were
the subscription lists, headed by themselvs, well started
with every indication that the necessary amounts would b;
forthcoming, than he acted as though he had no further use
for them. He was engaged to lecture under the auspices of
the Secular Union, of which they were in this city the representativs, but, save and except in the case of the president of
the Union, who was absent nearly the whole of Dr. York's
engagements, he igriored them almost from the beginning,
selecting any person he pleased to preside over the meetings,
without any regard to the order of the organization constituted before his arrival.
Wellock's winding-up statements as to the "coming of
Dr. York's friends to the front," urged by a desire, as he rep.
resents it, to rescue this poor man, deprived of hall. piano,
and solo singer, and giv him a grand ovation as a testimonial
of their independence of the executiv committee, is just as
reliable as all of his preceding assertions.
A meeting, with all the accompaniments of flowers, gold.
headed cane, and a request for his return, it is true, did take
place; but it w&sengineered by Dr.York himself, who dictated
the order of the whole of t}le proceedings, including therequest for his return, and mainly carried into execution by two
characterless individuals, previously altogether unknown to
Utah Liberalism-one of these a pers ·n, and residing in this
city under an assumed name, who, it is admitted by Dr.
York's friendR, illustrated his personal peculiarities upon Dr.
York to the extent of $33; the other individual, very well
known to Mr. Wellock as one who left a wife and several
children in a distant city, and who while yet undivorced was
living in unmarried relations with the former wife of a poor
paralyzed, deserted, and heart-broken man, whom he further
insults by his daily presence under the same roof. With the
character of both these worthies we hav good reason to know
that Dr. York was made well acquainted previous to the bestowal on them of his patronage.
The ovation in question was no indignation meeting on the
part of the Liberals of Salt Lake as ·against the 0fficers. of the
Secular Union, as implied by 'the veracious Wellock. Ninetenths of those attending had no knowledge of any difficulty
existing between the committee and Dr. York; and it was
generally supposed that the whole affair was got up under
their direction; indeed, they were personally applied to for
contributions thereto.
In reference to Mr. Wellock's attempted slur on the character of W. S. Godbe, the president of the Utah Secular
Union, a man whom we will venture to assert was never
either a "defunct" or a living ''prophet, seer, and revelator," to our own knowledge, and with whom, upon the wife
que~tion, we should take great pleasure in comparing the
record of Mr. Wellock himself:
This gentleman is known to the limit of a circle extending
far beyond Utah itself as one of the distinguished "self-made
men of America "-one who has done more than any other
msn to develop and aid the industrial development of this
territory.
This gentleman was elected without his knowledge to the
office of president of the Union as a small tribute of respect
to him as one whose money erected the first free platform in
the territory, and who has in addition thereto spent tens of
thousands of dollars in aiding the extension of Freethought
principles.
Wellock's further implied charge that "all the rest of the
officials of the Union are in the category" of former poly g.
amists, and in addition thereto are all Spiritualists, exhibits
the reckless character of the man.
No one of them ever was a polygamist, and the two or
three only that are Spiritualists were chosen as officials of the
Union simply because of their well-known working qualities.
It is true of them, however, as of the other officials of the
Union, that they are destitute of the advantages arising from
having graduated as " san del otters" with Dennis Kearney.
Insufficient for the right performance of their duties as this
deprivation proves them to be to the minds of such men as
Mr. Wellock, they nevertheless " keep the company of their
self-respect," and are sathfied with the prospects of the Salt
Lake Secular Union, wh1ch is receiving as much support
from the great body of the Liberals here as they ever anticipated.
0l!'FIOBRS OF THB SALT LAKB SBOULAR UNION.
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.&dited IJ]j Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
Ri'Der, Masa., to ttJhom all Oommunication8 for

thi8 Corner aho'u,ld be sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known a.s the Children's Hour."

The Kitten of the Regiment.
This kitten, sir, of the colonel's? I'll tell the
story.
We WEre at Roanoke, a month ago,
Waiting the fleet, and camped the hillside white.
One night, when sentinels were all at pnst,
We lay around the fires and talked of home.
The smoke wreathed up into the still blue sky,
The wind was whist, and all the stars shone
clearJust sn~h a night as sleeps above the hills
Of old New England when the frosts are hoarTalking not loud, but soft, as soldiers talk
After <ome months o' the rolling drum and sight
Of blood. The sentinel's sudden challenge came:
"Halt I Wllo goes there f"
We all leaped up and harked.
'Only Doll Brewster, sir; I've brought my kitty."
What! a child's voice?-a child at bayonet's
point 1
Shame ! Let her pass
Led gently by two brave, kind soldier-boys,
Blushing, with downcast eyes, and pretty lip
Half curled to cry, hair loose and all like gold,
A kitten on her breast, walked sweet Doll Brewster.
Well, sir, the regiment came on the run ;
And snob a wall of •em, all of 'em looking down
At a ten-year girl, hair loose, lip curled to cry,
And a kitten, white as snow, curled under her
chin.
'Just like- mY sister I" cried one, "And mine!"
cried another,
Till the fire began to look dim to all of us.
Then, sir, the colonel came, with his sword a-clank·
in g.
'What's this?" he cried, but stopped, and his face
grew soft.
'Please, sir," said Doll, "I've brought yon mY
little kitty.
It's all I had, and papa is sick and poor.
(Mamma, yon know, is dead.) We're Northerner~,
sir,
And brother died for the flag. I loved him so!
Please take my kitty; I want to giv something,
sir."
The colonel 1 He stooped and caught her in his
armsCaught kitten and Doll, and kissed 'em both. He
did!
And every man of us would hav done the same,
And mighty glad of the chanee.
There wasn't an eye
Oonld hold its tears, nor cheek that had kept dry,
And if it hadn't been for the colonel there,
A hundred of us would hav kissed the child.
That's all the storY of the kitten, sirThe colonel's kitten and the regiment's.
We wouldn't hav a hair of it hnrt for goldNor blood, if it came to that!
Hav yon a sister 1
Yon know how a man can feel for a bit of a child
With golden hair and eyeslj_ke the heaven's blue;
And she'd a brother who died for the old flag, too !
Oh, sir, we dreamed of home the livelong nightSisters and sweethearts, mothers and wives and
dan11hters;
Never was sweeter sleep in a soldier's camp.
And all because that little bright-haired child,
Doll Brewster, with a kitten on her breast,
Oame up the hill, marched by the sentinel's ·gun,
Stood in the firelight with her golden hair
All loose, and pretty lip half curled to cry,
And said : "It is all I had. Please take it, sirPlease take my little kitty; I want to giv something."
-James Buckham.

Several Yaluable Hints.
The following hints-they are nothing
more-l offer to those who desire to cultivate
the art of composition. Not that the best
instruction in the world will of itself make
an author or a musichtn, any more than it
can a painter or a sculptor.
Something more than mere teaching is
needed. When Opie, the painter, was asked
by a young student what he was in the habit
• of mixing his colors with, he replied, grimly,
• With brains, sir." And he was right.
Here we hav the first requisit for success in
all arts. Those who hav no will and no
• brains" had better exercise some other
organ. But even those who hav a fair share
of power must know how to use it so as to
derive some benefit therefrom. They want
practice and they want training, and the
training which they cannot attain from others
hey must be willing to giv to themselvs.
Those, however, who are in earnest about
making the most of their power are usually
glad to avail themselvs of the experience of
others, and for this reason the following lines
will be more interesting. It is impossible, in
one sense, to teach composition, but it is
possible to point. out certain errors that
should b!l avoided, and certain objects that
should always be kept in view, with the best
method of attaining those objects.
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And since all the suggestions that I hav to
offer with regard to these points are founded
upon experience, it is hoped that they wili
afford help to those who may be trying to
help themselvs. I shall begin, then, to express my thoughts in writing, and therefore I
must first hav thoughts to express. First thethought, then its utterance; first the matter,
and then the manner-these are the two divisions. First, the thought. It is strange that
we should require to learn to think, but, like
many other strange things, it is true; and
anything that helps us to think wisely and
truly is not to be neglected. We find that
there is no greater stimulus to thought than
contact with books, and with other minds
through genuin conversation. It is true that
real conversation is but seldom to be had.
Yet now and then, in the course of our lives,
we are so happy as to meet with a companion
who has this power of conversation as apart
from idle, fragmentary gossiping. And the
result is startling. Some. change has passed
upon us. Not only hav we found a friend,
but we hav found ourselvs. We find the
same change in ourselvs when we read good
books. We do not read them for amusement
merely, but in order to store the memory
with facts, and to enrich the mind with
thoughts of great men. We read and value
them for these reasons, but they hav a higher
use still, namely, the education of powers, the
cultivation of the mind, and the formation of
character. " Books," says Emerson, "are
for nothing but to inspire."
The food of the mind, like that of the
body, is intended to be digested and assimi
lated, to nourish and effect growth and
increase of power. It is of less importance
to read much than to read wisely and well.
Wisely-that is, to read exclusivly good
-authors.
If I am to be in no way wiser when I lay
down my Shakspere or Byron than I was
when I took it up, I will not read at all. But
if I hav held intercourse with a soul that
made my soul wiser, then indeed my time
has not been wasted. It is the same with
reference to writing as it is with reading. For
instance, we find ourselvs sitting with pen in
hand, prepared to begin to write; at this
point we are confronted with an important
question as to what can be said that is worth
saying on the subject.
·
I now come to the second point-the utterance of the thought. We may know what it
is that we wish to say; we hav next to consider how we will say it. For an instant it is
impossible to express our thoughts without
much difficulty. We are resolved, then, to be
accurate.
The next point to consider is -clearness.
We may write our composition after we are
able to express our thoughts, but whether
it is clear and true in regard to meaning remains to be determined. The simplest words
will serve us the best, for we are writing in
order to be understood by others, and unless
we can attain this primary object our labor
will be thrown away. If we wrap up our
meaning· in many words we will conceal
it; our object, remember, is to lay it plain
to the public.
We find it is a ·good plan to read over our
writing when we hav completed it, and to
strike out every unnecessary word. Avoid
redundant adjective, like some people who
pour forth a whole torrent of words with no
discoverable object or meaning. Above all,
we should spare no pains, for the honest old
maxim says, "No excellence without great
labor."
But it may be said, Are accuracy and
clearness to be our only objeB!'s? What becomes, then, of beauty and style? Here, I
confess, I can giv no rul.es. Beauty of style
is the result of the special powers of the
individual. In this nothing will so much
avail you as the study of great authors.
Read them from pure love of them. "Bathe
your spirit," as Charles Kingsley beautifully
expresses it, "in their noble thoughts as in
the May-dew, and feel yourself thereby, if
but for an hour, more fair." Giv yourselvs
up to their influence; drink in the spirit of
their writings, and you will feel yourselvs
lifted into a purer atmosphere, better able to
see and feel truth yourselvs, and better able
to make others see and feel it also.
ANNIE H. SiooKINGER.

Correspondence.
PITTSBoRo, Miss., April 25, 1888.
DEAR Miss WixoN : My uncle takes TaE
TRUTH BEEKER, and when I am there I re~<d
the little folks' letters. I like the pictures. I
am eight years old; hav two brothers and one
little sister, who is six. She and I hav
learned the multiplication table, and our aunt

has given us a nice dress. We are staying
with her this week.
I am having the chills. We hav an autograph album, and would like if you would
send us a verse. We hav been going to
school, but our school is out. We will hav
lots of apples this year, and if you will print
this I will giv you one when you come.
Your friend,
DAIBIE WEBSTER.
WEsT SuTToN, MAss., July 6, 1888.
DEAR Miss WIXON: As I told you how we
spent the Fourth of July last year, I will tell
you how we spent it this year. A flag was
suspended across the road from the top of
two large maple-trees in front of our house.
In the afternoon Willie, my brother, and I
invited fourteen of our playmates to enjoy a
picnic in our front yard. We read the
Declaration of Independence which was published in the Children's Corner last week.
We then gave toasts or sentiments as follows:
" Our country : ma;y it ever be the land of
liberty." "The president: may he be guided
by the example of Jefferson, whose great
Declaration we read to-day." "THE TRUTH
BEEKBR: may it liv forever and be a great
light to guide all seekers after truth in those
paths that are peaceful and joyous." "Miss
Wixon, Aunt Susan who makes the Children's
Corner: may she be healthy and happy, and
liv so long that we can call her grandma."
Then we were served with cake, confectionery, and lemonade. We had a jolly time until
about 6 o'clock, when we dispersed. I hope
the children will write and tell us how they
spent the Fourth of July.
Yours respectfully,
Luoy W. PHELPs.
[That was a charming way to spend the
national holiday. It was rational and sensible, too. When sturdy patriots are wanted
in some future day, some will be found in
West Sutton, we are sure.-En. C. C.]

~cienc~

f!Iolnmn.

Polliwigs.
\

Some say "polliwogs." But that is incorrect. You know what I mean, don't you?
Yes, tadpoles-'-that is their other name.
When at Florence, Mass., last spring I became quite interested in a family of polliwigs,
or tadpoles. During my stay in that lovely
village my home was with Mr. and Mrs. D.
Ross, who hav three charming childrenAlfred, Bertie, and Mabel.
·
Said Mabel the first evening of my arrival:
"Oh, I hav something funny to show you,
Miss Wixon, and you cannot think whii.t it is."
Of course, I could not ; and when she
brought out a fruit-jar, what could I think it
contained but-preaerDe8? Well, it was a
queer kind of preserves, as you will admit,
for the jar contained nothing more, nothing
less, than a glairy mass of embryo or baby
frogs. She had taken them from a brook near
by, and the little creatures were in various
stages of development, darting around in the
water like little eels.
" Well, well! " I thought; "now here is a
study, sure enough," and my mind went out
to "protoplasm," "germ cells," and other
matters that our scientific friends talk so freely
about, and yet know so very little of.
Every jelly-like cell contained a little black
dot, which was the new tadpole life. Some
had grown into quite activ life, and were
shooting about in the water in great style,
while others were in different stages of development, for it takes eight periods to develop
a full-grown frog. A great many die before
reaching maturity, and it is well they do, for
otherwise we would be literally overrun with
frogs, since each mother frog may produce a
thousand children at a time.
You hav heard about its "raining frogs."
!t never did, of course; but you can readily
perceive that the deposit of eggs or cells might
be taken up by a high wind, and in favorable
temperature literally swarm in certain localities, and that ignorant people might be led to
the supposition that they really rained down.
Frogs hav. wonderful vitality. You may
wound and gash them severely and they will
continue to liv, and even after the heart and
intestine are removed they will liv quite a
while; and because of their great hold on life
they are selected to demonstrate lessons in
physiology, like muscular ccntraction, circulation of the blood in the smaller vessels,
changes that the blood makes in passing
through the lungs, under the action of oxygen, etc.
Is it a fish?
Well, not exactly, although it passes a good
part of its time in the water; it can get
along quite well on dry land, but it loves the
water best.
It is a reptil coming under the batrachian
order, -or perhaps, more correctly, it may be
classed under the name Amphibia. It has
gills at first, which, as it grows older, disap-

pear, and it breathes by means of lungs. The
big bullfrog has a loud, hoarse voice, and is
an excellent diver and swimmer. By watching the frog in the water and imitating him,
boys hav learned to become good swimmers.
There is a species called "March peepers,"
that peep like chickens early in the spring.
Frogs are tailless, and their hind legs are
long in proportion to other parts of the body.
They are marked prettily in green, yellow,
brown, and black, and with their big eyes are
really interesting creatures.
There are several varieties among themthe horned frog, a very peculiar-looking
creature, tree frog, etc.
Their fossil remains ha v been discovered by
geologists, showing that they are of remote
origin, and in the older periods grew to an
Lnmense size, there being accounts of frogs
twelve feet long I
In Europe their hind legs are considered a
~reat delicacy, and people esteem them a
dainty luxury for the table.
People laugh about the great green frog,
but I, for one, feel like paying great respect
to him and his family. They are, in my eyes,
really pretty as they leap about the marshy
bogs with all the grace and poise of a gymnast, ·destroying insects, worms, and little
creatures that are harmful to vegetation.
Little Mabel Ross was quite right in her
study of the polliwigs in their various stages
of life and growth. No other creature has
rendered such great· ·service to mankind in
physiology and chemistry as the frog. I
think he would, ·if he could, croak a "That's
so" to the statement. But while no living
creature is unworthy our notice, the frog demands more than ordinary mention and respect for the truths that hav been shown by
means of his body.
S. H. W.
QuEsTioNS.-What is the correct term for "poll iwogs 7" What other name are they· known by?
Describe th~m. Are frogs very prolific 1 Name the
number that might be hatohAd at one time. Did
it ever rain frogs? What of their tenacity of life?
'fell what :vou can of experiments with frogs. · Is
the frog fish or reptil T To what order does"it
belong? Define batra~hian, amphibia. How may
boys learn to swim? Describe the frog. What of
t.he March peepers ?-the horned fro_g 1 What of
fossil frogs 7 Are frogs ever eaten for food 1 Of
what nile are frol!'s 1 . What great service hav they
rendered humanity?

LOVE VENTURES.
A Novel with an Affioavlt.
BY HARRY JULIAN.

16 Full-page FTench-ATt LllustTations.
Beantifnlly Illustrated Oovers; Pajter, 12mo, 226
pp., 25 cents; Boards, 51 cents.
A lively narra.tiv of adventures in a country of
Arcadian simplicity and general delightfulness.
[N.Y. Evemng Mail.
A story of life on islands of coral, fruit-trees,
and cockatoos, where all the nativ men are
Apollos and the women dreams of beanty.-[N. Y.
Times.
Life on the Islands of Koro-kama and Lannagaia-" Bummer isles of Eden. lying in dim purple
spheres of sea. "-surrounded by beckoning palmtrees, foamy cascades, bread-fruit, cocoanuts,
pineapples, figs, bananas; b ..thing in the surf on
shininll san !Is, basking on sboreil of eternal summer, attending moonlight banquets, and seeing
the peculiar dan~e called Ka-lu-lah-no more to
do than the president of a life insurance company
-seems very alluring to the careworn, overworked
American of to-da.y.-Oritical Review.
Address
THE TRUTH bEEKER CO.
28 Lafayette Pl., Newi'ork

SAKYA BUDD ... A.
A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life and
Teachitgs.
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of
Virtue."
BY E. D. ROOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Ceylon. The "Banner of Lil!'ht,"
"Religio-PhiloRophical Journal," and many Spiritualist papers and lecturers ha v spoken highly of
the book.
Extra Oloth, 175 pp., $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

THE

UNIVERSE ANALYZED
By JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Analyzed,"" The Real Blasphemers,"" Spiritualism Sustained," etc., etc.
The latest and best work of an analytic thinker,
who is gifted with those 1·are powers that render
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas
that will be new to the world and prodnctiv of
good in furnishing food for thought, We trust it
will hav tho immense distribution it so richly
merits.-[The American Idea.
Oloth, 12mo, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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MARTYRD~~

OF MAN.

A COMPENDIUM OF' UNTVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD RE.A.DE.

Yon turn over his pages with a fascination sim-

to that experienced in reading Washington
Mrs. J. Hadfield, Market st., Sydney, N.S. W. ilar
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. B. W. Irving.-[lnter-Ocea.n.
E"is history has a. continUity, a rilsh a carrying
NBW ZEALAND.

A. D. Willis, Wanganui.

Reminiscences of a Preac~er.
A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILL lAM McDONNELL,

· IJOWer..!. which reminds us strikingly of Gibbon.[New .l:l.aven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writing, He has a style that reminds us of Ma.oa.ulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra. cloth, 12mo, 543pp., $1.75.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

ON THE WORD GOD

Author of "Exeter Hall," "Heathens of the By Milton Woolley,M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Heath," "Family Creeds," "BeauMythology,"" The Oa.reer of Jesus Christ."
tiful Snow," etc., etc.
The story is used by the author to teach Freethought, to remove superstition from the minds
of those who would not read a polemical essay,
and to urge facts against the various churches,
believing whlch their supporters will desert them.
The book is an argument as well as a novel, but
the serious predicaments of the hero are skilfully
used to lure the reader along\ and to induce him
to take the antidote to theolog10al poisoning without knowing it. Mr. McDonnell writes effectivly
and convincinglY, and always braces his romances
with facts on one side and figures on the other.
Those who hav read his J,~revions works need not
be advised to purchase this; they will probably do
so a.t once.
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 75 cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl.", New York.

A. Book for 1,overa-Past and Pre&ent.
--0--

ROMANTIC LOVE
AND

PERSONAL BEAUTY.
THEIR

Development, Causal Relations Historic and
National Peculiarities
BY HENRY T. FINOK.
12mo., cloth, .12. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great <Jentennlal Oration
ON THB

Declaration of Independence,
ALSO THB

I.mmorla~

Document,

And the National Anthem entitled:

"LAND OF LIBERTY."
Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00lii:PANY1
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

HOW TO
OB,
NATURAL AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
The New Haven Palladt"m says : "The chapter
on 'How to Learn a New Language' is of remarkable interest."
The Boston Post says: "This book actually
shows us how to keep our memories in good works
ing condition and repair them when out of order."
Satence (high authority) says: "We hav tned the
methods of association advised in this book on
several persons, and found them most excellent."
Price by ma1l $1.

Parturition Without Pain.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
It is really a remarkable book, in which univer·London.
sal history is "boilod down" with surprising
W. J.Ramsey, 28Stonecutter st.,London,E.C. skill.-[Literary· World.
AUSTRALIA.

...- FoB ALL DISEASES Ol' EYES oB E.uts. Immediate relief from Granulations, Inflammations,
Dim Vision, Watery Gatherings, and Failing
Sight of Eyes. Deafness, Drumming, Ringing of
the Ears dispelled by a few applications. Oatarrhal difficulties of Eyes or Ears imt ... ntly removed. Bent the world over. Box with instructions, by mail, 80 cents.
G. A. LOMAS,
Shakers P. 0 .. N.Y.

Strengthen the Memory,

ONLY.

John Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.

TBNNBSSBB.

SHAKER EYE and EAR BALSAM
Sixty-five. Years• Invariable Succe&s.

S::::RIPTURES

NBW YORK.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
H. Adler, cor. Essex& Grand sts., New York.

WAR! WAR! WAR!
Wettstein's World-Renowned, Warranted Watches
and Watchwork.
CoiN BILVEB STEM-WINDERs. 3 ounce cases, 7
jewels, $12; 4 ounce, 11 jewels, $15; do, 15 jewela,
$18 i do, adjusted, $22 ; do, extra fine, a perfect
watch, named "Otto Wettstein," !25; 5 ounce
cases, $1.50; 6 ounce cases, $3.50 more.
BEST FILLED GoLD W ATOHES. Qpen face, 7 jew·
els, $16.50 i 11 jewels, $18.50; 15 jewels, $21.50; adjusted, $25.50; with" Otto Wettstein" movement,
~.50. In hunting cases, from $5 to t8.50 more.
Ladies best hunting filled cases, 7 jewels, $20 ; 11
jewels. $22 i 15 jewels, $28. Extra fine, diamond in
case, $3 more.
LADIES' SoLID GoLD WATCHES. 14.k, 7 jewels,
S30; 11 jewels, $32; 15 jewels, $38. All hunting,
stem winding, elegantly engraved. Heavier cases,
Louis XIV. style, enameled; embossed, and set
with diamonds, $5 to $100 more.
GENTB' SoLID GoLD WATOHES, 14 k, light
weight, 7 jewels, $40 ; 11 jewels, $4.2 ; 15 jewels, $45 ;
adjusted, $49; with" Otto Wettstein" movement,
$52. Heavier cases, $3 to $25 more. Fancy
watches, from $100 to$300. All sent prepaid, and
cash back if not satisfactory.
WATOHWOBK. The best in the world. Olean•
ing, $1 ; main springs, $1 ; jewels, $1. Can be sent
a. thousand miles a.s well a.s one, per reg. mail or
6XPress. Inclose $1 or $2, and I will return free.
All watches and work war ran ted to giv satisfac.
tion, or cash refunded.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.

The fool hath said in his heart, There ill no God.
-[Ps. xiv, 1· ·
Children and fools speak the truth.- [Old Saw.
Paper, 1~111o, 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

'f.lle Oareer of Jesus Ohrist.
An Exposition of the True Meaning of this Character as described in the New Testament. By Milton Woolley, M.D., author of '"Hebrew Mytho!ogy."
Paper, 8vo, 25 cents.
A~dress THE TRUTH BEEKER.

OUR LORD and SA.VIOR JESUS CHRIST.
.BY T. E. LoNGSHoRE.
An explanation of the meaning of the many
titles of the Galilean tea.oher. '' Lord "should be
"Rabbi." The words" Jesus Ohrist "mean "Saving Wisdom."
·Excellent for Missionary Work.
Paper, lllmo, 3c., 30 cents per doz., $2 per 100.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINETEENTH OENTURY NOVEL.

Pre:tace by R. G. INGERSOLL.

L. K. Washburn's Works.
Sunday
and the Sabbath. "A law
regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is
an in1vertinence." Price, 10 cents.

1'he False Teaching of the Christian Church. "The Thirty-nine
Articles of the Ohristian church are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think
of a minister's praYing God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one against the Oolorado
beetle !" Price, 10 cents.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
Price, 5 cents.
Do You Love Jesus 1 Price, 5 cents.
Is Liberalism Moral1 Price, 5 cents.
Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
The Brute God of the Old 1'estament.
Price, 5 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.
A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has published

THE NINE DEMANDS
in a. more a.ttra.otiv form than any in which they
hav J,~revionsly appeared. At the head of an engraving on heavy plate paper, 24x19 inches, are
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
Republic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
printed the Nine Demands of the AmeriCan Secular Union in consPicuous type. At the foot are
LAFAYETTE, GffiARD, and INGERSOLL,
making eight likenesses in all. Inscribed beneath each portrait is some radical sentiment
quoted from the author J?ictnred over it. In the
s11a.oo between the portra1ts and around them are
arabesques of vines and flowers in profusion, and
the panel iDclosing the Nine Demands is surmounted on each corner by Mr. Eckhard's design
of the Jiag above the cross. The whole makes an
exceedingly handsome work for framing. 'fhe
artistic part is equal to the best, and the portraits
are as true to nature as the photographs from
which they were transferred. The desil:n will be
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pla.oe, New York.

MIRACLES

For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
AND
girls and a. younger brother who were left parentless, with little money, fair education, and much
courage, to make their way through the world by
g_oing.to Ohicago. The author is also the heroin.
By JOHN PECK.
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a working girl's life and experience in the city of Ohicago
" The mira.onlons is the impossible. Anything
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
and disreputable hypocrite. It is just such a story within the realm of the possible is no mira.ole."
of hnma~ life as we !'honld expect Colonel lnller.
soll to be mterested 1n; and whatever he admires
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
of the rest of the world Price 25 cents.
.Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

MIRACLE WORKERS.

6UPTU RES CUR EDb,

m_tMedical Compound and Impr01red
Elastic Supporter Trnss in;rom 30 to
90 dava. Reliable 1 eferenoes given. Bend
1tamp for circular, afld '<Ill ;,. "'""' !P<Jr>ef
you "'"' m11 advertiaemenl. Add real ~111.
~. ,a.a.w.p,~'rillt.:.r..Gt.IU.

PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER
DEATH IMPROBABLE.

Bg L. R. SMITH.
Pamphlet, 82pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents.
Published and for sale by
THE TRUTH'BEEKER 00.

BY M. L. HoLBRooK, M.D.
Goc!eV's.LadiJ'S B9ok saYs: 'u We giv our cordial
approbatiOn to this work. The information it
contains is most important, and, we are fully convinced, reliable." Price by mail, $1.

SEXUAL PHY SIOLOCY
AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN.
Oa.refully revised edition, with 111 1llnstratwns.
The most perfect book for men and women ever
published. 501000 sold. Price $2, by mail. Illustrated catalog free.

Marriage and Parentage.
In Their Sanitary and Physiologwal Relations,
and in Their Bearing on the Producing
of Children of Finer Health and
Greater Ability.
BY M. L. HoLBRooK, M.D.
The Satentiflo American says: "Books on this
subject are usually written by cranks, but this is
radically different; it Is scientific, sober, clean,
and worthy of conscientious consideration by every possible parent, and particularly by the
young." $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Religious Problems
BY L. K. WASHBURN.
"Let the Christian be held to facts, and obliged
to tell the truth, and his lips would be dumb.
There never was such a place as the Garden of
Eden i never such an individuRl as the devil.
There is no such place as hell. There never was a
Christ 1 and no atonement m>tde, for there was no
necessity of any being made. If there was no
such thing as faith, Christianity could not make
a convert on earth. If ministers were obliged to
furni~h the proof of their statements, there would
be no preaching."
Price 10 cents; 75 cents per dozen.
Address 'fHE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

THE

Bi~le

of Nature,
OR,

THE

Principles of Secularism.
:A CONTRIBUTION to the RELIGION
of the FUTURE.

BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
Author of ".TI!e BecrE)t ~f the East, or tne Origin
of the Oh~lstlan Rellg!\)n and the Significance
of its. R1se and Decline," "Physical EducatiOn, or the Health-Laws of Nat
nre,·' "Household RAmedies," "The
Poison Problem, or the Cause
and the Oure of Intemperance1" e~c., etc.
Felix L. Oswald is a well-known and vigorous
Writer on scientific and social subjects.-[Cin.
Oom. Gazette.
Oloth, 19mo, 240pp., $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00,
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Jloetru.
Evolution.
From all things· there is sighing on onr earth,
Up-welling from the mystery of woe
That brooils upon it, t.win-born with its birth.
To last for aye and ever? Nay! With slow
Unfolding of an inwrap19ed heart of peace,
;Mid sacriftcial waste for one great type
Through countless snff'ring ages-yet to cease I
To end in consummat•on of the ripe
And perfect fruit of all things! Such the creed
Th~~ot nature chants us in her moods of joy,
And 'neath her frown which we hav learned to
read,
Good at the last! Great good without alloy!
Time rolls not gainless on; and primal n·gbt
E'en now givs birth to dawn, ann hnpe nf pprfeot
·
light!
- B~lforrJJs Maaaztne.

Woman.
The point of my remarks about the Secular
Union and·Woman Suffrage was that it is not
included in the list of the Demands; it was
put there some years ago, and taken out, for
fear it would damage the cause. My knowledge is from the TRUTH SEEKER ANNU>\.LB.
Numerous letters from Liberals hav appeared
' in THE TRUTH SEEKER owning that woman
should hav the ballot by right, but in opposition to it by policy, in fear she would giv
away the country to the church. Just such
_ principle as that belongs to those who deny
'the polls to the negro and to those who hav
burnt Infidels. Its name is cowardice. I
say again, if the Secularists had done their
duty the late Ruffrage convention could not
hav been captured by ChriRtians.
·
JoHN P. GmLD.

Freethought Books.

~

There are books for all faiths, as there are
dishes for all appetites, and one has often but
to read closely the books that are written in
advocacy of varying creeds to vacillate from
one to the other perpetually, as the penduium
swings from one ·extreme to the other of its
restricted orbit. '' ThP. Secret of the East;
or, The Origin of the Cbristian Religion and
the 8ignificance of Its Ri~e and Decline," by
Felix L. Oswald, is so well writtea and has
so much of the logic of common sense on its
side, that one lays it down at last almost
convinced that the votaries of strictly orthodox creeds hav done more harm than good in
the world with -their severe and loveless
religion. When we read that religion has
actually devastated the earth with wars, de--stroyed the prosperity of nations, tortured
and slaughtered millions, and interfere1 in
every way with innocent recreations, handing over to the devil the flowers that God
intended should bloom for his own elect, if
we believe what we read, we are forced to
recognize the right. of mankind to investigate
the claims of such religion before accepting
and adopting it. However the judgment of
different readers may vary as to the reliability of the author's statements, nobody can
deny that he says what he has to say in
forcible and vigorous language, and has, at
least, the similitude of reason on his side of
the question. The book is published by the
Truth Seeker Company, NewYork.-Ghwago
Evening Journal.
MRS. BLENKER'S BOOK~.
"Little Lesaons" just received, and it is a
beauty in style and just the thing for juvenils.-SAM. H. PRESTON, New York.
In my opinion, " Little Lessons "contains a
great deal of very useful knowledge in an
exceedingly attractiv form for children,
or- even for those too old to be considered
children.-G. C. ADAMS, Fort Concho, Tex.
I received" John's Way" all right. It is
an excellent story. If all Christians would
only readitl-W. B. PAGE, Room 24, Benedict Buildmg, 29 Euclid ave., Cleveland, 0
If all children could hav the benefit of such
reading as "Little Lessons," we would hav
more thinkers and fewer grown babies.-MRs.
LUTE HART, Gilmer, Tex.
" Little Lessons" is a splendid work. If
_children could all get such reading as that,
they would be well entertained and obtain
·useful information at the same time.-MRs.
NoRA E. TERRILL, Farmdale, 0.
I hav read •· John's Way," the "Infidel
School-Teacher," and "The Darwins," and
like them very much. They contain very
noble sentiments, clothed in language which.
even the most conservativ cannot object to.
They are just the books for every Infidel to
buy and lend to his or her Christian neighbors.-CHARLEB LowND, Minneapolis, Minn.
You will find ''John's Way" full of interest
and instruction·; also "Tne Darwins" and
the "Infidel School-Teacher;" and "Little

I

might ~- dan1erous to. show .any oppo;itio~.
The reh!p.on o ~ur p.nnces, m partrcu ar, Is
Republicans. There are sixteen states cast- marked with the mdehble characters of truth.
ing 153 votes that are reasonably safe for the
Democrats. There .are four doubtful statesNew York with thirty-six votes, Indiana wi~
fifteen, New Jersey with nine, and Connectrcut with six. The Democrats cannot elect T.h.e Gods. Paper; 50 cts ; cloth, 11.1
· "The
In five lecturea.l.. comp~g,
"•-di Godl
'd,_,.
their president without carrying New York;·
"Humboldt " "·1·nomas Pame," ..... V1 1111ol•
the Republicans can. If the Democrats carry
ity," and" Heretic& and Hereaies."
Indiana, New Jersey, and Connecticut, and The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.
Oontents: "The <lhosts" "Liberty.for Man,
lose New York, they will still lack eighteen
Woman, and Ohild," "The D!lclar,&tlOD _of In~
of the necessary 201 votes. If the Republic.
dependence," "About Farmi!llr m Illinoill.•
"The Grant Banquet " "The Rev. Ale~der
ans carry New York and lose the three other
Olark," "The Past fuses before Me Like ~
Catholics Wfll Elect the N .. xt Pr~>sident. doubtful states, they will elect their president
Dream," and "A Tribute·to Ebon 0. In.renoll.
From the Los Anoeles, CaZ., Catllollo.
with seventeen votes to t~pare. The Republic- Some Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cta;
so says
l!'ree hougltt, lr' sten to it :
·
d N
cloth, Sl.llli.
·
ans can win by carrying Indiana an
ew
The :pope owns nine-tenths of the Irish people,
Interviews
on
Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
Jersey
in
addition
to
the
eighteen
sure
Repubbody and mind. Bnt they are not alone in their
plain cloth, suo.
mental serfdom. It is an unwelcome and melan- lican states; they can win by carrying Incholy fact that the minions of Rome are increas- diana and Connecticut in addition to them. What Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Paper,ll5 cents.
ing and overwhelming us, but it is true, and theJ The Democrats must carry New York and
will elect tho next president of the United States.
The
Christian Relidon. By B. G.
Indian~, or New York, Connecticut, and New
Ingersoll Judge Jeremiali B. Black, and P~;of.
If in place of mental Berfdom you read ra.
George F. Fislier. Paper, 50 cents; oloth, S1.
Jersey, in order to elect their candidate.tional obedience to lawful autlto-rity j and in
Orthodoxy. 56 pages, 12mo, paper,
RoclteBter POBt-Ernpre.qs,
place of " the minions of Rome" you put tlte
10 cents. S1.00 per doz. post .P!!oid. Printehd in
large, clear t,Ylle. and contammg as muc as
children of Rome, you hav in the above lines 'Extracts from· Voltaire's "Pocket Thecould be delivered in two ordinar:r lectures.
of l!'reethought a statement to which you and
This makes a grand missionary document.
ology."
Liberals should scatter it generously.
I and others may subscribe. It would not
CoNOORDAT: An agreement come to between
surprise us if Catholics elected the president a pope and a most Christian king, by which Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to
a Number of Vital Questions. Proponnd~d. by
of the United States, not only next year, but both one and the other dispose of things to
the editor of the San Jl'ranotscan. - 5 cents, 50
cents per dozen~ 25 co]lies, _.1; 100 copies, sa.
every fourth year, from 1888 to the end of which they never had the slightest claim.
Millions of these should be orrculated.
time. -At the rate they are increasing in this
-BREVIARY: A selection of prayers, in ele- Vindication of Thomas Paine from
country, this is a conclusion one may easily gant Latin, that the priests, the bestowers of
the anacks of the New York Obl!erver, by Rob·
ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.
arrive at without the least claim to prophetic blessings, to gain their salary, are obliged to
spirit, or even too much depth of thinking. recite every day, under pain of being useless Address on the Civil Rights Bills
Large size ootavo, paper, 10 cents.
Nay, this is very much backed up by the ex- to society.
Jnjtersoll's
Lectures Complete.
perience of 1884; there is not a politician in
FouNDATIONs: Revenues granted to priests
llound in one volume. To meet the demand
America who doubts that Cleveland is the and friars so that they may eat well, drink
for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher pas had
all hiB lectures, except tne latest on ' Orthopresent incumbent of the White House by well, sleep well, and sing well, to the end
doxy," bound in one beantiful.vt;~lume, in half
the power of the Catholic vote. Up to the that the vineyards of those who hav not the
calf, library atyle, and contammg .over 11800
pa,res, which is sold a~ the ex,ceedingly lOW
momentous hour of Parson Burchard's speech, time to sing be assured against rain and hail.
pnce of Sll. Bent by mail postpllld.
thousands of Catholics in New York city,
CRUSADEs : Pious expeditions ordained by Tributes.
There hav been so many
Brooklyn, and New Jersey had decided to the popes to clear Europe of a multitude of
a plications for Mr. In_gersoll•s "The Vision
of War," the "Grant Banquet Toast," tha•
vote for Blaine. But there came the famous villainous bigots, who, to obtain from heaven
they hav been printed on heav;v toned paper,
18x22, illuminated border, and m large, clear
alliteration of this learned divine: " Rum, the remission of the crimes they had comtype,
suitable for framing, and the three will
Romanism, Rebellion." It was a thunder- mitted at home, went valiantly and committed
be forwarded to any address, for 25 otlll OJ.'
either one for 15 ota.
bolt out of a clear sky, smiting the Repub- others against their neighbors.
This
lican camp. Catholics indulged in some thinkMARRIAGE : A state of imperfection, of Prose Poems and Selections.
new book is a gem. It is a ~odel in eyeey r~
ing then-they do it oftener than they are which, however, the- church has made sacraspect. In fact one of thE! nches~~,bnghtes.,
best ever issued. It can tams, '!>ea1aes the celgiven credit for. The result of their think- ment. There is but one thing good about it,
ebrated "Decoration Day Orat10n," nl!ver being was that a party which could coun- and that is; that it puts moriey in the way of
fore published, and all the famoua "tnbutea "
heretofore printed in variouashapes\butnever
tenance such insult to their church was a the priests, who hav prudently invented hinbrought together till now, many otner gems,
party it was best for them to get clear of, and drances to hav the pleasure of selling disselected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters table-til.lks, and daf-~;f con·
they did. The result was Cleveland's elec- pensations to them.
versationsofthe author. The work lB demgned
tion. And now, ye rulers of earth, great and
for and will be accepted by admiring friends~
CREDmiLITY : According to theologians, moa. rare personal souvenir. To heli! it serve thiB
small of the world, read, ponder, understand tivs of credibility are convincing reasons or
purpose a fine steel portrait, with.antogra~h
-and beware of the Rock I
fac
simile, has been Rrepared espec1allr for ltk.
plain proofs that compel us to believe any
l'rice1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gUt bac
given thing. In religion, the motivs that
il<le, $2.50; in half oalf1 mottled edges, e1eand
Catholic Inroads.
gant library style, 4.50; m
full Turke:r mo·
compel us to believe are, the word of our
Prom the Ob.•e1'VP.r (Pre•bvte1·tan).
rocco, _gi}t, exquisJtly ftne, 7.50; in full tree
calf, highest possible style and finish, Sll.
A master in the English High 8chool of pastor, ignorance, custom, but above all and
A Prose Poem. Printed in
Boston has been rebuked and disciplined by before all, the fear of getting ourselvs into Life.
eolors on board, beveled gilt edges. 50 cents.the school board for making an offensiv defi- trouble.
EXAMINATION: It is a great sin for a good Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.
nition of " indulgences," and the text-book
boudoir, S1.
which " misled the teacher" has been con- Catholic to presume to examin whatever is
Address THE TRTT'Mf Rli\1111\fi''R.
demned and ordered to be removed. This is said by his self-proclaimed infallible clergy.
not astonishing in a city where the govern- Good Protestants, on the other hand, may
ment is mainly in the hands of foreigners, examin whatever is said by their clergy,
-oand where leading city pfl.icials joined in a which does not proclaim itself infallible, proha.v on hand a. large number of the followma
great public demonstration in honor of a vided they be of the same way of thinking as ofWe
OOLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamphlets, which
drunken prize-fighter. But this control of the clergy.
will be disposed of at cost, as fol ows:
BALAAM:
A
false
prophet
whose
ass,
it
is
the teaching of our common schools, includInge'l'soll Oatech.ised:
ing the exclusion of history and literature said, possessed the gift of speech. Strong- His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Prountil it is adapted to the 'views of Romanists, minded people, of course, will not believe pounded by the Editor of the "Ban Franciscan ;"
is simply outrageous in view of their warfare this, notwithstanding the fact that this mir- singly, 8 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
with the entire system of public instruction. acle has been perpetuated in the church, $2.00.
OBTHODOXY.
They hav denounced the schools and estab- where nothing is more ordinary than to see
A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12mo
both
male
and
femal'e,
speak,
and
even
asses,
lished their own, and now they want to compages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.
pel the country to teach history in such a reason on questions of theology.
Oi.vil B-tghts Speech.
Ra:voLTB:
A
spirit
of
pious
bickering
and
way that its most important lessons may
the address of Frederick Douglass, fiftynever be learned by the young people of this opposition sometimes shown by ·the clergy Including
toward princes and rulers of. nlltions. A three-large octavo pages, sina"ly, 10 cents; fifteen
land.
for $1 ; a.t1d $6 per hundred.
Christian may lawfully rebel against his sovThe Tr_uth or History.
ereign when the pope counsels such action on This is a comment by Oolonel Ingersoll upen
Memoranda.
There are two labor parties in the United his part, or when it is profitable to the clergy; the religious lies that hav been told abont himself, and first made its appearance in these colStates at pre8ent-the Union Labor -party and in such cases it is the sovereign who has umns.
Price 8 cents; 30 cents per dozen; S2 per
rebelled
against
the
pope,
or
against
the
the United Labor party-with names almost
hundred.
other
words,
against
God
himself.
clergy,
in
as· nearly similar as are the politics of the
BIBLE .IDOLA.TR-Y.
GoD : A word synonymous with priests. A letter Oolonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
Democratic and Republican parties. This iR
To
offend
God
is
to
offend
the
priests;
to
the London "Secular Review." Price 8 cents; 30
constantly leading to confusion, misconcep.
tion, and misstatements in regard to each. believe in God is to believe all that the priests cents. per doz., or $2 per hundred.
INGERSOLL ON MeGLYNN.
Many contemporaries are making the most tell us. When God is said to be wroth, it
Being the comments and opinions of Mr. Inger·
ridiculous blunders in using the names indis- means that the priests are out of tempe-r. By soll
npon the ftght in the Catholic church between
criminately. For the information of those substituting the word priest for the word the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
God,
theology
becomes
the
simplest
of
the pope. Price 8 cents; 30 cents per doz., or p
subj.·ct to this habitual confusion of terms,
and in the interest of journalistic· accuracy, sciences. This established, it follows that per hundred.
We snga"est that these be purchased in quantiit may be stated that there is no state organi- there can be no true Atheists, seeing that no
ties, and given away to Christians, and 1t is with
zation of the United Labor party in Texas. one but a triple imbecil would attempt to that not unreasonable exp.ctation that the pricea
Nor has it any national organization. It was deny the existence of the clergy, which is a haT been placed so low.
founded in New York city by Henry George very palpable fact.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
RELIGION : A system of doctrin and of con28 Laiayette Pl., Ne"' York.
and the friends and followers of the George
or single land tax theory. The Union Labor duct invented by God himself for the good of
BING, BROTHERS, BING.
party was founded at Cincinnati, February the priests and the salvation of our souls.
USB THE
22, 1887, by representativs from the various There are many religions on the earth, but
states. It has a national organization and the only true religion is that of our forestate organizations in the majority of the fathers, wlio were much too wise to allow In your mAetings, to make them hvely and interthei:nselvs to be deceived. All other religions esting. THE LIBERAL HYMN BooK contains songs
states.-doutltwl!l!t.
the beat. poet•. adapted to well-known tunes.
are but absurd superstitions, and should be by
It is highly reuomm~ndPd by Messrs. Wakeman,
Altogether there are 401 electoral votes. abolished if possible. The true religion is the Parton Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. 81Pnker,
indeed, by all who hav PxaminPd it. Price,
Of these 201 are necessary to secure the one we are accustomed to, or to which it and,
25 cents.
Address THE TBVTII SBBKllll Oo.
Lessons for Little Folks" is just the book for
the children-teaching them of nature and
her works, Life and her children. We, that is,
our better half, the assistant editor, and self,
sat down last evening to commence reading
" John's Way," and we never stopped until i~
was finished, so interesting did this Radical
romance prove. Yes '• John" had ''a way of
his own," and a good way it proved.
Friends, if you want to read one of the most
interesting of romances, send for "John's
Way." Price, 15 cents.-Echoesfrom Sunny.
Land.

I presidency. There are eighteen states castI ing 182 votes that are reasonably safe for the

Ingersoll's W"orks.

Very Cheap Pamphlets.

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

THE TRUTH SEEKER. JULY 21. 1888.

THE SAFEST CREED,

BY

Bobert G. Ingersoll,

AND

TWELVE 0THBR DISOOUBSBS 011 REASON.

IN

B!1 O. B. FROTHINGHAM.

A vig•:!ro.us thinker as eloquent as Theodore Parke,..-[New Bedford Standard.
D'eep thcm~ht, thorough conviction, and great
abi!ity•.;...[Phila. Press.
Extra cloth, lllmo, ll38pp., $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

ABOUT THE DEVIL
AND

TRIAL OF C. B. REYN 0 LDS
I'OB

"BLASPHEMY,"
AT

A FEW WORDS

THB

MORRISTOWN,

NEW JERSEY.

Stenographically reported, and rtJ'Dised by the author.

'

OTHER BroGRAPHIOAL SKBTOHEB AND EssAYS.
BY CHARLES BRADLAUGH.
With Portrait and Autobiography.
Charlss Bradlau~rh has" A Few Words" to say
About the Devil. ·• Mr. Bradlaugh has a right to
his "few wo~rl•," and the devtl will, we pre~ume,
st. no verY dt•t .. nt day hav a few words to say to
Mr. Bradlaugh, and will doubtless get the best of
the argument.-[Chioago Interior.
Extra cloth, gold hack and side stamp, lllmo,
260 pp,, $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Handsome 8vo,'86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth; 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.
In this argUment Mr. Ingersoll again·a~ows his_ great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
are in it. It is one of his greatest prodnotioQ,B. It iS ·in his ohosep field of intellectual combat, and
we see him as the splendid ohamp1on of humaB liberty and the rights of man. H1s love of freedom
and justice. hatred of tyranny !lnd chains, syiJ!pathy for the.()P_Pressed, misguided, and enthralled, his
courage and candor, hl],v in th1~ Argument f..U.l scope of expre.!!Bion. a~d he makes grand nse of ~he
opportunity. Bnoh a _nood of light-of eloquence, legal learnmg,logiO, pathos, poetry, and patnotlsm-is not often poured out in a onurt of justiqe.
. .
The many_ca!ls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
as revised by M.r. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleading newspa}?er references.
.
.
Lawyers and advocates Willftnd this the model of an address to-a jury: statesmen .and politicians a clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
and women everywhere, a Magna Charta of their n_ghts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.

THE NEW GOD. lUNDER for TEE TRUTR SEEKER
A Memoir of Christian and Extra-Christian Experience.
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATERS.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
and c.. tholici~m, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate per•onal experience with the two svstems. It deals the most trenchant blows which
P:nre logic is capable of iLll.icting.-[Critioal Be-new.
Cloth, 12mo, $1. 75.
Address 'rHE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Esssncs of Hsligion
By L. FEIJERB .t.CH.
Translated from the German. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 cts.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immoral.- Extract.
Ad4z'ess THE TRUTH BEEKER Co.

MATERIALISM:
!Ts HISTORY AND ITS INI!'LUENOB UPON
SouiETY.
BY DB. Lours BUCHNER, Author of "Force and
.M.. tter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.

.BY SAMUEL P; PUTNAM,

S«!!'etary of the American Secular Union.
Price 10 cents.
Address To TRUTB BEEKER

Ool!IPA.NY.

TRY·S·QUARE;
OB 1

The Church of Practical Religion.

For the beBeftt of our readers who preserve their papers
we o!fer a new style of bmder,
made for the purpose, and
· With the heading of THE
TRUTH dEEKEB printed in
lfj~~~~!l!!!!!!l!llgo:d letters on the outside.
"'
This bmder allows the openlDg of Ute p .. per~ Pbrfectb ll.at. It _also allows the
takmg out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Bent by mailu>ostp~aid, for •t.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEBi
tf
28 LafayeHe P ., New York.

ROMAN ISM,
OB

DANCER
AHEilD.
__

B:y

A..~.

NEW EDITION.

The Secret of the East,
OB1

Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
lddress THE TBUTB SEEKER CO.

Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25c.; cloth; 50o.

ROUT. G. INGER-.OLL'S

The Antiquity of Christianity.
By JOHN ALBERGER, Anthor of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."
Paper, 12mo, 61pp., 25 oe.ats; cloth, 50 cents.
Contains testimonies of the earlY Christian Fathe ·s anrl others, and cases of striking similarity
to Chrio;tianity in m"ny ancient religions.
Bold at THE TRUTH BEEKER Office.

SOCIAL

WEALTH,

PM Sols F'aotors ana IG:IJatJt Ratios in Its
Acguir6m6nt and Appurtionmsnt.

By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, Cloth,

$1 00.

AddreRR THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28T.afayette Place. New York.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITU 'liSM
By DR. FREDERIC R. MARVIN. Professor of
Physiologi.,al Merlicin and Metiioal Jurisprn<lence in the New York Free
Medical College for Women.
Paper, 12mo, 68pp., 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
His analys~s n~ neTVf!UB and mental phenomena
is sharply AOIPntific; hiA p,.tholngioal theories are
rat onal. clPar. and modern -M~a•cal Review.
His lanlj'uage is strong and well choBAn, his
styiA admuable in its directneAB "nd brilliancy,
his thought clear and lo~~:ioal.-Lll.>eral Clirt8ttan.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
DO YOU w ~NT a ~easant, healthful, 'oheall
home in the South T Write Leftwich Bros. and
Curtis, Florence, Ala.
lyllf

Rise and Decline.

GROVER.

Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

PH.ILADEL.PH.U LlBERAL LEAGUE 257
meets every Sunday in IndnKtrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social question&.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'-Truth
Beekerpnb-lioations alwaYs on han~at cheap rates.
BACON AND ~HA.K~PERE.
Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not write.
The Bonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENB1
BUBB. "Price. 25 cents. For sale at this office.

PAINt'S AGt. OF KtASON.
The Greatest of all A.ntl·Bibll·
cal \\forks.
By THOMAS PA1NE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Bingle Cop1es, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
ftaming arguments ; • • will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepa.
ration."

Price, 40 cents.

For either of these works or any of Paine's
writin&s,
Address THE TRUTH Bli:EKEB.

Girard Collflge Theology.

Advancement~ Science

It is in manY respects one of the most extraor•
dinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. Tribune.

THE FORUM.
Chicago Beonlar Union meets every -Bnnday
evening at 7:80P.M.• corner Bangamon street and
Waahm~~:ton boulevard.
Lectures and debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

GIRARD'S WILL

BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
AND
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer. the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuBB all the vital q nestions
of human oonoern. religious, political, and otherAN EXPOSE
wise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just suffi- Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnifioeu t
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
churches and Young Men's
hold his attention while the truth is beil!-g brought
Christian As~ociato his mind.
" tion.
For sale &t this office. Price, Sl.OO.
By RICH. B. WESTBRooK, D.D., LL.D.
Price $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB, 28 Lafayette Place. The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
The Origin of the rhristian Religion
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.
and -the Signitlcance of its
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.

463

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

Charles Watts's Works.

We11tern Union Telegraph Company

in cloth and lettered. Prioe,1.2b. CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freethol!Jiht and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section ill. Free·
thought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethonght in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth. and Eighteenth Centuries. Beetion V. Freethought Triumph in the Nine
teenth Century.
Sefnlarism; Destructiv and Oonstructiv. 211 pages in cover. Price. toots.
Secularism; its Principles and its
D'uties. Price, 75 eta.

·
f
·
f thi8 f
8o many h av
asked or COPieS 0
amou&
speech that THE TBUTH BEEitEB has obtained a
supply and oan mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.
.
_
BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:
· PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COM·
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand· Tracts. The following tracts by Ohas.
some 12mo volume of nearlY ~~~ pages, fully
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
illustrated. Cloth, 8.25-in Englisn or German,
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles:
A new cheap edltiop at only 1.511.
Is the Bible Rella ble T Tha Christian Deity ;
SCIENCE IN STORY; Ot;J. Sammy Tubbs, the
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethought and
Bo:r_Doctor, andBponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
Modern Progress; Christianjt_y, its Nature and
Inll.nence on Civilization L Philosophy of SecuBy Dr. E. B. Foote. Five voh;unea. at Sl each, or $II
per set; or 11 ve volumes in one for $2.
larism; Science and J:lible Ant!!&'onistio;
Christian Scheme of RedeJP.lltion. For all of
-SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOB THE YOUNG.
the above works address THE TRUTH BEEK250 pagest illustrated and cloth bound. (The ftfth
ER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
volume or "Science in Story.'') 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages,
REDUCED TO $1.00.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES <Dime Pam•
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
THE STORY HOUR.
In their Relation to Disease,"representing the germ
theory, advocating personal and ..Pnblio hygiene
A Book tor· Children and Youth.
and opposing vaccination ; "Health in the Bunbeam~" considering the blue-glass onre-of value
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
to s10K and well. By mail, 10 ce»ts each.
HEREDITY \Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
Over
a hundred fine illustrations.
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 836 p_!l,_gesd cloth
bound, $2'h "Heredity( by Loring_ Moo. y, 159 · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

~~~·~~~sh~5f3n;:~t~~~/h~wAi~I!~:tdi~f~~~

Human Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr. , .
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to cost half a million.

LET me call your attention to what we hav reoeived from the followers of
the ghosts. Let me giv
you an outline of the sciences -as taught by these
A PEDEBT AL for a statue
philosophers of the clouds.
All diseases were produced,
of Robert Bums is being
either· as a punishment by
erected at Albany, N.Y.
the good ghosts, or out of
pure malignity by the bad
IN Massachusetts 250,- .
ones. There were, properly
000 women earn a living
spealdng, no disea5eB. The
by industrial occupasick were possessed by
tions.
ghosts. The science "of
medicin cona:ated in knowCATHOLIOS attacked an
ing how to persuade these
AN ISRAELITE IN SEARCH OF HIS DINNER.
Orange procession on its
ghosts to vacate the premAnd ye shall eat the flesh of your sons, and the .flesh of your daughters shall ye eat.-Lev. xxvi, 29.
ia e s. For thousands of
way to church on Sunyears the diseased were
day, the 1st.
treated with incantations,
A LETTER from the Comte de Paris plotting
with
hideous
noises,
with drums and gongs.
publican politichn is over forty-five, the rising
young lawyer is thirty-seven, and to!> be a member Everything was done to make the visit of the
a monarchy was recently seized by the police. '
of a newsboy baseball nine one must be at least ghost as unpleasi\n t as possible, and they generTHE churches of Newport, R.I., havforced
a.lly succeeded in making thi· gs so disagreeable
twenty-two, and hav a family of his own."
that if the ghost did not leave the patient did.the mayor to forbid paper-selling after 10 A.lll.
AN anthropological curiosity-A double-scull
ED (entering club): "Old Smith is a beast.'• Inoersoll.
WoMAN Suffrage has gained such ground race.
AI.: "Indeed?" Ed.: "Be said he'd re;member
THE doctrin of the church on this subject was
in Italy as to be proposed in the chamber of . A METHOD. is wanted by which family skeletons me in his will." AI.: "Well?" Ed.: "I heard the
can be kept in their closets.
will read yesterday, and in the codicil was this clear and decided, The theater was unequivocally
deputies.
and all professional actors procondemned,
. "A WoMAN's FACE" is the title of a new book. line : 'I wish to be distinctly remembered to my nounced to be in a condition of m01·tal sin. That
IT is provided that the next census record It ought to be full of attractiv features.
friend Mr. Edward Smith."'
was the sentence of the church upon those whose
the number, amounts, and other particulars
BEA"RDED stranger (who ran away to sea when a lives were spent in adding to the sum of human
THE object of the Prohibitionists is to find a
boy):
"Do
you
remember
a
boy
named
Dick
of the mortgages on Western farms.
way "to reach the White House by water.
enjoyments, in scattering the clouds of despondDart?" ·District telegraph manager: ''Very well.
INDIANAPOLIS printers threaten opposition
You may break, you may shatter the "vase " if Twenty years ago I sent Dick around the corner ency, and charming away the weariness of a jaded
mind. None can tell how many hearts it has wrung
to Harrison because of the non-union policy you will, but the various ways of pronouncing it, with a message requiring an immediate answer." with anguish. The man who did mJre than any
according to locality, will cling around it still,
"I am Dick Dart." "Well, giv me the answer."
of the Journal, the Republican organ there.
other to remove the stigma that rested upon actors,
AN individual whose rest is disturbed by the
AN OFFENSIV CAMPAIGN,_:_Billy: ''Tom, ain't YOU was unquestionably Voltaire. There is, indeed,
THE proposition to submit to the people loud ticking of his timepiece says the next time
something
singularly noble in the untiring zeal
a Prohibition national amendment was he buys one it shall be one of the "silent watches comin• out wid der boyd to hav a game of ball?" with .which he directed poetry and eloquence, the
Tom
:
"Can't.
l's
got
to
go
to
Bnnday.school."
favorably reported by a Senate committee on of the night."
Billy: "Oh, there won't be no Sunday-school to- keenest wit and the c'osest reasoning, to the deYoUNG wife (at the window) : "Oh, heavens, day, We've been down to the church and tied the fense of those who had so long been friendless
the 9th.
and despised.-Lecky.
Bridget ! Stand by me !-don't leave the room!"
PoWDERLY is working for a consolidation of Bridget: " Oh, mnrdher, mum l what is it-a teacher hands and legs to the stove !" Tom goes
with them.
CoMEDIANS: Persons who pursue an abominable
the railroad organizations and affiliated trades tramp 7" Wife: "Oh, worse l worse·! it's the min·
CHARLIE : "0 Jack l yon said a bad word just calling, and who, for good reasons, a1·e highly diswith the Knights, which will produce an im- ister l"
now.'' Jack (who has just hit his finger with a pleasing in the sight of the ministers of the Lord.
mense labor union of 3,000,000 men.
IT is said that by holding the breath one can hammer): "I don't care if I did. It hurt aw- They are proscribed and excommunicated in
make his skin insensible to the sting of an insect. fully." Charlie: "But you said a cuss-vord.'• France, where priests profess, by divine right, the
DR. MoGLYNN says that "a very bloody This remedy never has a trial. When a man is
Jack: "Well, grandpa does, often." Charlie: exclusiv privilege of acting plays.- Voltatre.
revolution" may come some day, and the in.erviewed on a tender point by a wasp, he is "0 Jack l he doesn't, bnt it wouldn't matter if he
THE church has always regarded the stage as a
cardinals, and perhaps the pope, be clubbed bound to shout.
did, because he is deaf and can't hear himself."
rival, and all its utterances hav been as malicious
and bayonet~d.
"REv.: "And yon're qnite snre, dootor, I'm perA RADICAL'S VERSION.
as untrue. It has always felt that the money
fectly sound and well?" Doc.: "I tell you, sir,
given to the stage was in some way taken from
Tell me the old, old story
MAYOR HEWITT of New York, and some yoil couldn't be better." Rev.: "I'm sorry for
the pulpit. It is on this principle that the pulpit
· Of unseen things above,
others, wish the period of probation of aliens that. I don•t see how I oan work that ocean trip
wishes everything, except the church, shut up on
Of golden castles in the air,
with
my
congregation."
before admission to citizenship to be made
Sunday. It knows that it cannot stand free and
Which none may test or prove.
twenty-one years.
CusTOMER (to art dealer) : "If that is a genuin
open competition. All well·educated ministers
Tell me the story boldly,
Corot, Isaacstein, I don't understand how you can
know that the Bible suffers by a companson with
As to a little child;
A LOT of European governments and ec- sell it !O cheap." Art dealer (in a confidential
Bhakspere.-Inoersoll.
For I am weak and foolish,
olesiastical synods are intriguing and wran- whisper) : " 'My fren t, I vas new in dot pizness,
And wish to be beguiled.
BAR.: 'l'is true I hav not shed
nnd
I
bought
an
ove!'Stock
of
dot
make."
gling over the divorce of King Milan and
Blood as I might hav done, in oceans, till
Tell me the old, old story,
Queen Natalie'of Servia.
"AND if I should die, dear," said a siok husband,
My
name became the synonym of deathThat I may be taken in,
"will you sometimes visit my grave?" "Yes,
A terror and a trophy, But for this
With idle tales of glory,
THEBE is trouble at Chicago over an attack John," she replied, brokenly, "every pleasant
I feel no penitence; my life is love :
And nostrnm cures for sin.
on scab train-hands, and the exposure of a Sunday afternoon, and I will take the ohildren.
If I must shed blood, it shall be by force.
Tell me the story often,
former plot to destroy property of the Bur- Poor little things, they don't hav very muoh to
Till now, no drop from an Assyrian vein
Lest I grow sane too soon,
Has flowed for me, nor hath the smallest coin
Deceived in childhood's morning,
ngton road with dynamite.
enjoy l"
Of Nineveh's vast treasures e'er been lavished
But not in manhood's noon.
.
.
AMoNG the thousands of snmmer hotels now apOn objects which could cost her sons a tear.
THE New York Matl and Express, which pealing for patronage a diliirent search fails to
Tell me that story always,
1
If then they hate me, •tis because I hate not;
prints a scriptural quotation at the head of find a single one which has not just been refitted
If yon would really be
If they rebel, •tis because I oppress not.
each day's editorial columns, recently re- !"nd refurnished, and snppl!ed with all the modern
A stumbling-block to progress,
0 men l
-Bvron.
· ed $6 000 h k · app c'at'
Improvements. How tonnsts must hav suffered
To all that's good and free;
ceiV a
,
c ec m
re I Ion.
last summer l
And when sweet truth and reason
LET us conceive the object of the Positivist's adMR. PARNELL thinks the Home Rule agitaSTEVE: "Yes, poor Blivins does look melanAre dawning on my son!,
oration. Let ns conside1• what'claims to godhood
tion will end in the adoption of local self- choly, as you say, He still suffers from the conTell me that story promotly,
may be made for humanity. When, among a
.
· I sequences of an early love affair." Maud (inLest sense should make me whole.
people professing that religion of peace preached
government, subject to a British Imperia stantly interested): "Oh, tell me, did the young
to them generation after generation by t6nB of
And of another:
parliament, by all parts of the empire.
lady die ar prove falBe?" Steve: "Nehher. She
thousands of priests, an assembly receives with
I love the startling story,
BoULANGER resigned from the chamber of married him."
enthusiasm,· as lately at the Gambetta dinner, the
Although 1tis not true,
toast, "The French army, the highest embodideputies on the 12th, after a scene of disorder
MII!IISTEB: "Did yon enjoy the Sunday-school
For it satisfies my longings
ment of the French nation," when, along with
and tumult. On the next morning he fought picnic, Bobby?" Bobby: "Well, I didn't like the
As lies alone can do.
nominal acceptance of forgivness as a Christian
cake." Minister: "Why, yonr mamma makes
-Lonaon Nattonal.Rerormer.
a duel with M. Floquet, and was wounded.
splendid cake, Bobby?" Bobby: "I know she
duty, there goes intense determination to retaliate, we are obliged to reprobate either the feeling
MR. O'BRIEN says the death of Mr. Mande- does. Bnt the loaf she gave me to take was eaten
which they actually think prope1·, or the hypocrisy
. ville, imprisoned for National League advo- by the superintendent and the teachers."
with which they profess that the opposit feeling is.
cacy in defiance of the Crimes act was
" MY pilgrimage has been in vain," he moaned.
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist, proper.-Herbert Spencer.
·
11a'
"I am but twenty-one years of age, a:ad am altoinches, suitable for frami)!g.J. sent .PQ!I.!l!_aid
ca~sed by brutal treatment at Tu more J gather too young for this town. The youngeat 12x15
You must be a bondman to philosophy, if yon
for 211 cents. Address THE TRU'.1:H BEEKER.
prison.
boy-orator is thirty-three, the bright _young Re- ' t f
wish to gain true freedom.-Eptcurus.
THE
Prohibitionists
now hope to get 1,000,000 to 1,300,000 votes.
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HINT TO TALMAGE, BRADEN, ET AL.

An ass having put on a lion's skin, roamed about frightening all the silly animals he met, and seeing a fox, he tried to alarm him also. But Reynard, having heard hie
voice, said, "Pooh! I might hav been frightened too if I had not heard you bray !"-Allsop's Fables. MoRAL: It is useless for an ass to try to disguise himself.

J/lqft.'i and fllippin!1s.
ELDER SLoouM, of Beach Pond, R. I., is a
religious fanatic who has so cruelly starved
and abused his stock that he had to be
arrested.
SERVICES at the Boston First Baptist church
were enlivened recently by the chasing from
the church of Pastor Allen by Brothers Collier and Hardwick with raised fists.
M. MKR<iiRR, premier of the province of
Quebec, has been decorated by Pope Leo
with the Grand Cross of the Order of St.
Gregory the Great, to recompense him for
"services he has rendered the state."
MAYOR RooHR, of Chicago, was called upon
a few days ago by a committee appointed to
criticise the non-enforcement of the Sunday
law, but refused to listen to theni, as they
were non-residents, and finally showed them
the door.
THE nominees .of the Equal Rights (woman
suffrage) party are Belva Lockwood and·
Alfred H. Love; of the United Labor party,
Cow dry, of Illinois, and Wakefield, and of the
Union Labor party, Alson J. Streeter, of
Illinois, and Charles E. Cunningham, of
Arkansas.
DANIEL ScHOBERT, of New Yor]l:, having
long been crazy. on religion, has at length
made his whole family so, and they hav been
arrested. "This little girl can giv you any
excerpt from the New or the Old Testament,"
said Mrs. Schobert, as she sat with her fiveyear-old child in her lap at the office of the
charities commissioners. " She has been
brought up in the fear of God."

A RoMAN CATHOLIO school-girl of Brooklyn,
named Carty, has complained to the board of
education that her teacher'' humiliated her
and other Roman Catholic scholars" by
teaching a few plain historical truths about
the Reformation.
TBB: heirs of recently deceased wealthy
residents of ·Three Rivers diocese, Canada,
hav raised such an outcry against Jesuits for
influencing deathbed bequests in favor of
themselvs, thatt.he bishop has had to pretend
to order the Jesuits from the diocese.
I oPENLY and solemnly charge that, as an
institution, the church is simply organized
pharisaism and hypocrisy, that she is the
enemy of thought, and that she is the friend
of every vested wrong and a stumbling-block
in the way of every great reform.-Pentecost.
JusT as the pastor of the Laurel Fork
church, Whitely county, Tenn., had read his
text the other Sunday, a volley of firearms
wa3 heard at the door, and an affray ensued
in which several were killed. It is supposed
that a long succession of preaching from the
bloody Old Testament texts had. brought the
feelings of th11 men to a crisis that a final bit
of ferocity served to explode.
THE Pan-Presbyterian Council was anxious
to find some solution of the embarrassment
arising from the preaching to the heathen ef
so many assorted varieties of the one true
religion. They complained that the Baptists,
for instance, preach that the infant baptism
of the Presbyterians is a pagan abomination.
The Episcopalians deny to both the title of
church, and affirm that they are sects cut off
by man's perverseness from the true church
established by Christ.

CHARLES K. WHIPPLE in Truth tells of a
boy who replied to the Sunday-school teacher's statement that" Jesus took no revenge,
not even upon those who betrayed and crucified him:" 11 He didn't then, but he is going
to."
OF Harrison, the Rev. M. L. Haines, pastor of that candidate's church at Indianapolis,
writes: 11 ' Our responsibility to God' is a
phrase I hav heard him use a number of
times in his prayers, and in such a tone as to
make it clear that it is one of the great truths
that shape his thinking and conduct."
THE pope in his late encyclical on Liberty
says: "Human liberty, in individuals as in
societies or governments, implies the necessity of conforming to a supreme rational law
which emanates from God. The church is
not an enemy of honest, legitimate liberty,
but is 'lin enemy of license. It condemns
false liberalism or naturalism, which declares
that there is no supreme law and that everyone must form his own faith and religion.
Such doctrin tends to ~estroy the consciousness of the difference between good and evil."
THE Wales farmers continue their stubborn
refusal of tithes for the Established church.
The military hav been sent to protect and
assist the tithe collectors, but the people
refuse to sell either the soldiers or the police
any supplies, furnish them any conveyance,
or hold any intercourse whatever with them.
The situation has been growing quite serious,
the government seemingly becoming more
determined and the Welsh people more desperately in eamest. It will no doubt end
in the disestablishment of the church in Wales
and tire abolishing of tithes.

JoHN CARSWELL, a deacon of the Scotch
National church at Bloomsbury, England,
was recently fined $5 in a police court for assaulting the wife of Johnson, a village
painter, in the church. The evidence was
that he struck her with the pedestal of the
offertory box so that she became ill and had
to leave the church. The assault was a part
of a row between the church officials and the
pastor, the Rev. J. Mackie.
HERR's a neat and, the Sun thinks, probably true story of a small Boston boy, who
was just learning to say his evening prayer.
The other night he began with his usual
drawl: 11 Now-I-lay-me--" and then
waited for his mother to help him. 11 Go on,
Harold," she said. 11 Now-I-lay-me--"
"Down," prompted the mother. 11 Down
came a blackbird and nipped off her nose
Amen," said Master Harold with great alacrity and fluency, and jumped up and popped
into his little bed.
THE Chinamen of New York recently
held a big Chinese. picnic and excursion, and
gave notice of the exclusion from the
festivities of all 11 Sunday-school Chinamen,"
that is, Christianized Chinamen. No wonder.
Probably they hav been reading up the little
peculiarities of Christendom to advantage.
Perhaps they hav already observed in their
whilom brothers an inexplicable desire to tie
them up and deprive them with pincers of
sundry necessary portions of their anatomyeyes, ears, tongues, legs, etc.; or their objections may be directed against nothing more
serious than little liabilities of getting accused
of every known crime, having it said that
their grandmothers were horse-thieves, nnd
being arrested and fined for blasphemy.
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l[ommunicalions.
Was Jesus Insane ~
The gospels contain a great many meaningless
expressions which Jesus used, that go to prove that
he was not "right in his mind." At one time, when
he was sitting with the multitude, it was told him
that his mother and brethren wished to see him.
Did he act like a sane person, like a son, like a
"brother! No! He acted like a lunatic, and cried
out: "Who is my mother or my brethren'! And he
looked round about him and said, Behold my mother
and my brethren."
In John's gospel is contained another instance
which reflects upon the mental soundness of Jesus.
It is at the marriage in Cana. His mother is
present. The guests had drunk up all the wine
and the mother of Jesus went to him and £aid, "They
have no wine." He turns upon her and says,
"Woman, what have I to do with thee~" Men with
any love in their hearts do not speak to their mothers
like this. Is this the· way for a God to speak T Is
such an address the evidence of divinity or of
insanity?
In the eighth chapter of John's gospel we find
the most astounding claim made by Jesus. He is
talking with some Jews and said to them: "Your
father Abraham rejoiced to see my day; and he saw
it, and was glad.
"Then the Jews said unto him, Thou art not fifty
years old, and hast thou seen Abraham?
"Jesus said unto them, Verily, verily,. I say unto
:you, Before Abraham was, I am." Imagine a inan
making the state~ent that he had been living for
fifteen hundred years !
The only other person, we believe, who could boast
of having lived so many centuries was that remarkable character that Rider Haggard has given the
world, called " She."
If there were only this one speech in the gospels
upon which to fix the charge of insanity upon Jesus,
it were enough. In our time a man making such a
foolish statement could be sent to the insane asylum.
His heirs would require no other evidence to convict
him of unsound mind, and would ask the court to
place him under the care of a guardian. Wills have
been broken with less evidence of the testator's lunacy. This foolish speech of Jesus ought to cost the
Christian world all respect for the speaker's intelligence. How much value can we place upon the discourse of a man who declares that he existed before
a·person who had been dead fifteen hundred years 1
The story relates that after Jesus made this astonishing announcement of his antiquity he hid himself.
I don't wonder.
We find that Jesus often referred to his second
coming, and promised his followers that when he
came he would reward them. At one time he is
reported as having said: " The Son of man shall
come in the glory of his Father with his angels, and
then he shall reward every man according to his
works.
"Verily I say unto you, there be some standing
here which shall not taste death till they see the Son
of man coming in his kingdom."
He .said to the high priest : " Hereafter shall ye
see this Son of man sitting on the right hand of
power, and coming in the clouds of heaven." There
is no mention anywhere that Jesus ever came in the
clouds of heaven, with or without his angels, or
that he rewarded his followers·" according to their
works."
All such talk was merely the irresponsible utterances of an unbalanced mind. The world does not
put confidence in the words of Jesus. No one to-day
imagines that this person came in the clouds, or that
he will ever come. in that fashion.
· But there is one feature of this man's character
which has been passed in charitable silence or mentioned with seeming disguise of its terrible significance. This man tells us that he is "meek and lowly
in heart." In the light of his subsequent career
these words are but the smile worn on the face of
hate. We must not forget that there is "method in
madness." This man's mind was filled with the idea
that he was a divine person, called to rule the world.
Anyone who disputed his right to the throne was his
enemy; anyone who stood in the path of his ambition
was to be removed. Any means, no matter how
cruel, that would hasten the fulfilment of his designs,
were sacred. Now let us see the spirit that animated
Jesus, this man who was "meek and lowly in heart,"
this very humble person.
Here is what he says, "But those mine enemies,
which would not that I should reign over them, bring
hither and slay before me" (Luke xix, 27).
This man's fierce ambition would see all those who
disputed his right to rule slain before his eyes.
Never ~as human h~art inspired with blacker passion
than th1s. Never d1d cruelty exceed this command.
Are men serious who ask us to believe that Jesus
was divine, that the fires of love, of mercy of charity
warmed his heart, and that only the gr~at-hearted
·longing to help the world fed his brain with thoughts

and· filled his hand with power'! Are men serious
who tell· us that in this person's career can be seen
the footsteps of a God, that in .this person's language
is the music which angels delight to hear, and that
his deeds are the high examples of mighty virtue
that would rob its own life of joy to give joy to mankind'! No ! these men cannot be serious, or they
know not the import of their words. We cannot be
true to our sense of right, to our feelings, to our
heart's best throbbings, and read the story of Jesus
with satisfaction. The world must give up the foolish faith that the gospels of the New Testament
contain the history of a divine existence, that these
books are a library of divine wisdom, and that the
record contained on their pages is the biography of
a Son of God. Our intellects must stoop to accept
such a faith. To believe this, we must write Imbecile
on the brow, tell truth to wear the mask of hypocrisy, bid honeAty put out its sight, lend to t~e grave
the shining virtues of our race and drape our ma:t;lhood in black. Why, the very majesty of nature
must crawl in the dust and the lips of trut.h kiss the
feet of falsehood.
I have read the words of Jesus to see in them the
inspiration of a lofty mind, but I must candidly
declare that his words seem to me to mirror the
moods of a shattered brain. I ·have followed his
wanderings to find the evidence of a noble desire to
improve his race, but I must frankly say that his
every step seemed to be taken on the ladder of a
selfish ambition. The throne he sought turned to a
cross. He was crowned by the empty hand of death.
The wild dream ended in a terrible reality. Instead
of the world at his feet in homage, he saw only his
executioners from his dying post. Not a follower in
sight; not an angel came to his relief; no hand
reached down from heaven to smite his enemies.
His death is a witness to his insanity. He bad
trusted in a delusion, and he died disappointed.
It is claimed by some that Jesus. asserted his
divine claims as the Christ or Messiah, and not as the
Son of God. But it is difficult to understand how a
man, born in the station that Jesus was born 'in,
without any ·royal connection, could think that a
nation would accept him as its king. It seems to me
that the attempt of Jesus to pass himself off upon
the Jews as the Messiah promised by the prophets
cannot be regarded as the undertaking of one possessed of a sound mind. We can comprehend how a
dat'ing political adventurer might try to seat himself
upon an empty throne, or how some ambitious individual might stir up the people to a revolt and
undertake to lead them to victory,· and in this way
secure a crown for himself; but we can hardly
wonder that the Jews laughed at a man born among
the poor and lowly, and who had gathered together
a dozen d~sciples, who proclaimed himself the divinely
appointed Messiah and asked to be acknowledged
their king.
There is not bing to indicate that Jesus ever
attempted by force of arms to seat himself upon the
throne of David, nothing to show that he sought to
overthrow the government by instigating a rebellion.
We cannot account for this strange delusion that
possessed his mind that he would be received as the
Christ of his people. Such a notion seems the faith
of a diseased more than of a rational mind. While it
was natural for him to share the faith of his countrymen, and indulge the. hope of future national glory
for his people, we are unable to see what circumstances in his life should lead him to think himself the
fulfilment of the prophecy that a king should be
born to the Jews who should free them from Roman
oppression. We cannot believe that Jesus expected
to prove his claim to the throne of Israel by birth, as
the attempt to make him of royal blood has· come no
nearer than to show that Joseph, his stepfather,
could trace his genealogy, with some allowances,
back to David.
Jesus could not say to the Jews, "Crown me, for
I am the natural heir to the throne. Hand me the
scepter of Israel, for the blood of David flows in my
veins." He must. have looked for some miracle to be
wrought in his favor that would turn his rags to
purple and his hat to a crown. If he was to be the
king of the Jews, it could not be from birthright, for
his biographers assert that the Holy Ghost was his
father, and there is no mention of any such person
that belonged to the house of David. If Jesus claimed
to be the Messiah, how can you explain such presumption on· his part except by believing that he was
insane 1
The last hope to save divinity to Jesus is to appeal
to his teachings. We are told that the very light of
heaven shines in the moral commands of Jesus, and
that such transcendent wisdom could have com!i) only
from a greater than mortal brain. The superiority
of the New Testament ethics exists only in Christian
imagination. I will take the two most characteristic
sayings of Jesus, and see if we can find any evidence
of divinity in them. Jesus taught that whatsoever
man should ask God for in prayer he should receive,
and also that God, who provided food for the fowls
of the air and who clothed the grass of the field,
would feed and clothe man.
I would ask the Christian who believes that such
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teaching as this is divine, if it is true'? . Does not
everyone know that it is false? Does not everyone
know that every man, woman, and child might perish
from the face of the earth for all that God would do
to save them? Does not everyone know that not a
single thing that is necessary to human life can be
had by prayer'? Does tiot everyone know that the
heart of man is the only heart that feels for man;
that the hand of man is the only hand that helps

ma.n1
Why! prayer has knelt the earth over, and asked
to be sa.ved from suffering, to be saved from sin, to
be saved from death. But suffering is in every
house, Men and women in their blindness go wrong,
and the grave reaches out its ghastly arms and takes
the young and the old, the fair, the brave, and the
true. It is madness to teach that God will answer
the prayers of man. It is madness to teach that God
will feed the starving and clothe the naked. Such
ideas could come only from insanity.
.·
I am amazed at the Christian admiration for Jesus.
I cannot account for it.
I can see but little in this character that is worthy
of honor or imitation. I can find but little in his
teachings that can be followed with ad vantage to
man.
It seems· to me strange that educated men,· men
who are looked upon as mentally gifted, should pretend that the hero of the gospel story lived a life that
exceeded the powers of humanity and possessed a
wisdom that could not come from human experience.
It can be explained only upon the ground that after
the mind accepts the Bible as the word of God, it is
prepared to stultify itself in any way.
After a fair and impartial reading of the ·gospel,
the world must be convinced that Jesus was not
divine, but insane.
L. K. WASHBURN.

Theol(_)gy in the Public Schools.
W. D. Lesueur in tile Canada

Eluaation~l

Montl•liJ,

It must be a great satisfaction to all who are interested in the question of Bible teaching in the public
schools to find so competent a writer as the Rev.
Mr. Macdonnell coming forward to take part in the
discussion. The reverend gentleman finds matter for
criticism in my "Open Letter t.o the Public and High
School Teachers· of Ontar;o," published in the December number of this magazine; and, as he seems
to call upon me for a further defense of the position
I hav taken, I hav much pleasure in responding to
the challenge of so courteous and reasonable-let me
add so li}?eral-an opponent.
•
Let us see what it is we want to know. We want
to know, if I mistake not, whether in a country like
Canada, in which there is no state church, and, professedly, no state recognition of any particular theology, the Bible should be used in the schools with a
warrant from the state that· it is the word of God.
That is the only question that I hav set myself to
discuss. To the use of the Bible as a text-book
merely, on a par with other text-books, and subject
to the same free handling as other text-books, I hav .
never objected, nor had occasion to object, for the
silliple reason that no one has ever proposed such a
use-of it. Those who demand its use in the schools
demand that it shall be used as the word of God, and
in no other character. But how is its use in that
character exclusivly to be secured? By making it
compulsory upon teachers to introduce it. to their
scholars in that character, and punishing those teachers who present it in any other light. Therefore, I
say the question is whether the state should enjoin
the use of the Bible in the schools· and authoritativly declare it to be the word of God. I hav tried
to show cause why the state should not do this. I
hav impugned the competency of the state to decide
any such question. I hav maintained that it is. not
the business of the state-under our system of government at least-to decide such questions. The
case is different where there is .a state church acting
as a coordinate branch of the government.. In that
case the secular power can refer to the spiritual
authorities all questions of orthodoxy and hetero·
doxy, and can proceed to visit with condign punishment all heretical persons, and, in a general way, giv
effect to the directions of the church in spiritual matters. But here we hav no established spiritual
authority to refer to. If Mr. Mowat waBts ·guidance
upon a point of law he can consult himself as attorney-general; but if he wants guidance as to the inspiration of the scriptures, there is no one officially
qualified and authorized to advise him. Now, it does
seem to me that I hav not been fairly met upon this
point. No one has ever told me by what authority,
or by virtue of what illumination, the state in this
province is able to certify that the Bible which it prescribes for use in the public schools is the word ot
God. One of my former opponents said he did not
wish the state to certify or dogmatically assert any
such thing. But if the state does not do it, then we
hav this situation: Every teacher may present his
own view of the Bible to his scholars, and may, if he
likes, express the opinion that it is a purely human
work and one abounding in errors. If a teacher who
advanced these views would be liable to lose his
place, then we hav the fl~grant injustice of a certain
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standard of opmwn being tacitly set up which the
authorities hav not the courage openly to proclaim.
If it be said that the people generally are of the
opinion that the Bible is the word of God, I ask, as
I hav asked before, should the voa: pop7tli be decisiv
in a question of this nature? If the voa: populi
undertakes to decide questions of science and criticism, and not only to prescribe text-books for the
schools, but to prescribe the opinions that teachers
are to hold in regard to those text-books, our educational system will soon be in a queer shape. Seeing
that the Rev. Mr. Macdonnell has apparently been
following this discussion,_ as conducted elsewhere,
with some interest, I am really sorry he has not done
more to help me out -of the difficulties under which
he has seen me laboring as to the right and the ability of the state to certify that the Bible is the word
of God, ao as to secure that it shall be consistently
treated as such in the schools. I know that there
are thousands who will see nothing in this, but I
write not for people who are incapable of reflection,
but for those who are accustomed to think, and who
kaow what it is to think candidly; and I do not
believe that any man at once candid and intelligent
will say that there is no difficulty whatever in the
case as I present it.
My able opponent assumes that I object to all
religious teaching in the schools, and he joins issue
with me, therefore, upon that point. He says, in an
eloquent passage, that "the best moral results can
not be attained :without the distinct recognition of
the living God, in whom we liv and move and hav
our being, without whom not a sparrow shall fall to
the . ground,
. . who so loved the world that
he gave his only-begotten son," etc. This language
comes home to us, doubtless, with all the force of
long familiarity and of many blended associations;
but when we come to· consider it calmly and dispassionately as the language in which teachers are to
address their pupils in our public schools, does it
seem altogether suitable ? · . It is certainly the
language of sentiment, of emotion, but is it language
that represents demonstrable truth ! What we know
about sparrows and many other tribes of animalsnot excluding man-is that, as a matter of fact, they
die from time to time by thousands and tens of thousands of cold arid starvation. It may hav a soothing
effect upon some minds to picture to themselvs an
infinit father quiescently surveying the horrors of. an
Irish, an Indian, or a Chinese famin ; and, if so, I
should be the last to wish to deprive them of such a
satisfaction. I only think that, before we expatiate
upon God's care for sparrows, the great facts and
laws of animal life should be faithfully presented ;
otherwise there may ba a shock to faith when, at a
later period, those facts and laws become known.
The study of nature reveals no special care for spar-·
rows any more than for sparrow·hawks. It shows
us that there is no cessation in the struggle for existence, and that those who survive do so at the expense of weaker competitors. To speak candidly, I
do not see how, in teaching children, we can make
anything of the conception of the divine interest in
sparrows unless we make our appeal conclusivly to
emotion, and discourage· to the utmost all reflection
upon the facts of the case. Then, with regard to
God giving his son, I would ask with all seriousness
to what ol'der of truths this belongs. Is it a truth
of history? If so, what degree of certainty attaches
to it as such ~ Is it as certain as that Cresar was
assassinated, or that Alexander overthrew the Persian
empire? Supposing it to be a tolerably well-attested
fact of history, what blame will be incurred by one
who, being a little more exacting on the score of evidence than the majority of people, finds himself unable to believe it on the evidence offered 1 The Rev.
Mr. Macdonnell says that the teacher who ignores
this truth in his teaching" makes grievous mistake."
If the teacher is to teach it, how are the scholars to
receive it? In silence and submission or in a spirit
of reflection and inquiry? Will the teacher be prepared to explain just what believing on the son
means, and how such belief saves people from perishing, and what perishing means, and what eternal life
means~ I do not see why a thoughtful pupil should
not be at liberty to ask, in a respectful manna!', any
questions whatever bearing on the subject; nor do
I see why, in the event of his asking such questions, he should be obliged to be satisfied with
any answers that did not come home to his intelligenca. If the teacher were explaining the movements of the earth, a scholar would be highly approved for showing his interest in the subject by
asking questions. Nothing, indeed, is more helpful
to a teacher who has any real knowledge to convey
to his scholars than to hav questions asked in regard to those points which_ his explanations hav
not made quite clear. Why should it be otherwise
in the case supposed ? But if we imagin a conversation opened such as continually takes place in
school upon other topics of study, what view of
" belief on the son" is the teacher going to take~
To believe on a person is not a usual phrase in English outside of the Bible, and a teacher might be
asked in the first place to explain the use of the
preposition. This point passed, there would be the
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much more important one as to whether belief on the
son meant acceptance of his teaching or faith in the
"atonement." To many good Christians the doctrin of the atonement, as generally presented in
past times, is highly repugnant. · They would not
wish their children taught that, because Jesus bore a
certain weight of anguish, physical and mental, God
the father was able ,to see his way to forgiving his
earthly children their sins against his law. Some of
my readers will remember the strong lang11age of
reprobation applied by the Rev. F. W. Robertson to
this theory, which, however, is still largely entertained
in the Christian world. Mr. Moody is a teacher very
highly thought of by the Christian millions, He has
given his views of faith on Christ in his famou!:l sermon o:a "The Blood," and I don't think he would giv
a rush for faith that merely meant acceptance of, and
devotion to, a certain type of character. Let us,
therefore, understand one another. When the Rev.
Mr. Macdonnell says that the teacher makes a grjevous mistake who in the moral training of children
ignores the do<itrin of salvation through faith in
Christ, does he want the teacher to take his stand
with Mr. Moody on " the blood," or has he a different idea in view? I think I am entitled to ask this
question and expect an answer, for surely the expressions "belief on the son," "salvation by faith," do
not explain themselvs.
I know tliat faith in incantations is not altogether
a thing of the past, and I quite believe that there are
some, perhaps many, who simply want the teacher to
utter some pious words at the opening of the school,
leaving the scholars to take them-so far as they
listen at all~in whatever conventional sense they
may be accustomed to apply to them. It is quite
needless to say that I do not place the Rev. Mr. Macdonnell in this class. He shows that he does not
belong to it by speci(ying the particular views he
wjshes to hav brought forward in the schools, and I
am sure he will go further and tell us how he would
hav some of these views developed and illustrated.
The Effects, I may remark, of the incantation plan are
visible on every hand-visible in the shocking ignoranee of biblical phraseology, biblical history, biblical
everything on the part of people who hear the Bible
read, if not daily, at least once or twice a week, their
lives through. To my mind it is little short of
miraculous how amazingly small a tincture of biblical
knowledge is to-day possessed by thousands who, if
they follow with the least shade of interest the Bible
readings given in their hearing, would necessarily
hav a most extensiv acquaintance with the sacred
writings. My critic himself speaks of " the ignoranee of the contents of the Bible which is now so
lamentable." He might hav said "phenomenal" as
well as "lamentable," for it is phenomenal; and the
only explanation I can offer is that to a vast number
of people, old and young, Bible readings are regarded
as mere incantations-the utterance of words which,
by Ji!ome intrinsic virtue quite independent of their
meaning, are expected to work good results, and the
mere listening to which-quite independently of any
effort to catch sense-is in itself a meritorious act.
I hav thought of the matter a good deal, and I know
of no theory except the incantation theory that will
explain the facts.
I note with much pleasure the liberal stand taken
by my critic upon one or two points raised_ in my
"Open Letter." He sees no reason in the world why
the same kind of information which we giv in regard
to Homer should not be given in regard to the Bible
-" why an intelligent child (query, not the average
ones~) should not be told that there is uncertainty as
to the authorship of some of the books of the Bible,
and different opinions as to the dates at which some
of them were composed." "We need hav no fear,"
he proceeds, "as to all the facts that hav been ascertained about the Bible being made known." But
how about the facts that hav not been "ascertained ?" Are they to be taught or must teachers
confine themselvs rigorously to such facts as hav been
conclusivly established? The Rev. Mr. Macdonnell
puts in a caution against troubling the minds of the
children with "the unverified theories and speculatimi.s of clever men, or about unconfirmed ·suspicions
or· assertions of inaccuracy on the part of biblical
writers as to matters of science or history." This is
good as far as it goes, but how about unverified
theories that hav become incm·porated with current
beliefs. Will Mr. Macdonnell say there are none
such! I do not believe he will. How then, I ask,
in regard to such unverified matters? How about
"unconfirmed assertions," not of inaccuracy, but of
accuracy, on the part of the authors of the books of
scripture. Is the rule to be that wh;tever antiquity,
greedy of marvels and destitute of all canons of
scientific criticism, has handed down to us is to be
believed, unless some one can bring forward absolute
evidence of its falsity in a given case? ·
Creditur olim,
Velifactus Athos et quidquid Grmcia mendax,
Audet in historia.
If the same easy faith is to be given to every statement of scripture, while the theorieo and statements of
"clever men" are to be subjected to the severest examination and only accepted, if it all, when the evi-
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dance in their favor is overwhelming, it is to be feared
that the historic sense of our school-children will be
developed in a very one-sided manner.
It is a great satisfaction to hav to deal with a candid opponent. Had the Rev. Mr. Macdonnell not been
a candid man, and a brave man too, he would not hav
admitted, as frankly as he has done, the truth of my
statement that many persons hav little idea how repugnant much that is contained in the Bible is to
the instirictiv morality of children. The explanation·
. he givs of the fact has the merit of familiarity, but I
fail to see that it has any other. Christ himself, he
observes, has told us that many things were suffered
in earlier times on account of the hardness of men's
hearts. Alas, alas, that won't do. It is not the
hardness of men's hearts that troubles us in the
Bible history; it is the distinct attribution to the
deity of the worst deeds that the book records. Who
hardened Pharaoh's heart 1 What had the hardness
of men's hearts to do with the punishment inflicted
at an earlier period upon the unfortunate Egyptians
on account of an act into which their king was directly
led by the duplicity and cowardice of the father of ·
the faithful~ What had the hardness of men's hearts
to do with the smiting to death of the well-meaning
Uzzah ~ What had the hardness of men's hearts to
do with the express commands given by Jehovah to
the Israelites to wage a war of utter extermination
against the unhappy inhabitants of Palestine? When
Saul was not hard-hearted enough to cut the trambling Agag down in the place where he stood, who
was it that rushed forward and hewed the wretched
captiv in pieces before the Lord in Gilgal? It was
_Samuel the priest of the Lord and the utterer of his
counsel. What had the hardness of men's hearts to
do with the slaughter of some scores of thousands of
King David's subjects for the offense committed by
the king in numbering the people1 If it be said that
God was not the author of these things, but that the
hardness of men's hearts was such that they required
to hav these deeds of cruelty and caprice attributed
to their God in order that they might fear him at all,
it becomes a serious question how far a book which
records such enormities and represents God as having either wrought them himself or enjoined them on
others is profitable reading for the children of to-day.
There is another point of view from which the
"hardness of heart" theory will not work. If the
truer precepts of the New Testament were not applicable to the ancient Jews, how is that they were
applicable to the Greek and Roman world that had
had no such special enlightenment or instruction as
had been vouchsafed to the Jewish race~ We do
not read that Paul, on account of the hardness of
heart of his Ephesian and Corinthian converts, was
compelled to deliver to them very imperfect moral
precepts, or to represent God to them in any doubt!ul, not to say repellent, light. Whence or how had
these ,gentile " dogs," as a zealous Jew would ha v
called them, obtained a preparation of heart for the
higher teachings of Christianity~
The Rev. Mr. Macdonnell is persuaded that the
number is very small of those who would object to
the teaching of the Bible in the schools. Here let
me explain: To the reading of the Bible in the
schools and to the giving of moral instruction more
or less founded thereon, I would personally make but
slight objection, were it not for the domineering and
tyrannical spirit in which the right of the majority
to hav such readings and teachings has been insisted
on by some. The part that I hav taken in this discussion has been inspired not by hostility to the
Bible, but by hostility to tyranny and intolerance.
1 feel that this is a case in which the minority has
rights no less sacred than those of the majority; and
as a matter of right I cannot concede that the majority should claim to lay hold of the machinery of the
state for the propagation of their special theological
views. As to what proportion of the public school
teachers hold in_ a general way to "advanced" opinions, I can perhaps help the Rev. Mr. Macdonnell to
an estimate. He says he supposes them to be extremely
few. Eleven years ago there was formed in the city
in which I reside a society which gave itself the name
of the " Progressiv Society." It was formed entirely on Freethought lines, and out of the dozen, at
the most, of persons who constituted the original
membership four were public school teachers. Two
ex-teachers subseq,,ently joined, and are still on the
roll of members. At least two other teachers of the
city hav expressed themselvs to me as being in accord with the views of the society, and not long ago
I received a letter from an ex-teacher (high school
master I think) stating that he bad better opportunities than most for knowing the views of the
teaching body, and that he could assure me that, in
the present controversy, a very large proportion of
them were on my side. The Rev. Mr. Jlriacdonnell
says, at one moment, that perhaps there might be a
conscience clause for teachers as well as for scholars;
but as he goes on at once to say that a man who holds
non-Christian opinions cannot reasonably hope for
employment as a teacher in a Christian community,
it is a little hard to know just what he means on this
point.
·Let me first answer one question put by my re·
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spacted opponent, and I hav done. He wan:s to :much to do that selection is necessary as to the :field
know whether I would approve of any religious ele-, of effort.
ment in the education given in the public schools.
When I accepted the presidency of the Union at
My answer shall be brief: I don't believe that one Chicago I did not anticipate the enterprise upon the
human being can instruct another human being about Pacific coast. I expected to devote myself mainly to
God. Them~n who undertakes to demonstrate God, lecturing throughout the states and so be able to aid
in any sense of the verb "demonstrate," undertakes the Union at any point. But the establishment of
more than he can accomp~ish. We recognize phys- Freethought in San Francisco has opened such vast
ical laws as operativ in the universe of matter, and and varied opportunities for labor that I am simply
moral laws as operativ in human society; and it is compelled to withdraw from the Eastern :field· for the
doubtless natural to the great majority of minds to next few· years, and concentrate my energies upon
refer such laws to God as their author. But all that the Pacific coast.
From Denver to San Francisco I shall :find
is open to our study is the orderly succession of
cause and effect in the universe. In this direction constant employment, organizing and strengthening
we can make unceasing progress; and my idea is the Liberal party by lectures and Freethought, and
that the most religious education of all would be one therefore I can no longer devote myself in a practical
in which a constant effort would be made to unfold way to the purely national work. Under these
the laws of the universe, and to deduce therefrom the circumstances,·as I cannot be in intimate communicahighest lessons they are adapted to teach, with a view tion with Eastern friends, it is best not to occupy a
to keeping alive and vigorous the correspondence be- position whose duties I must to a certain extent
tween outward law and inward obligation. Under ;;eglect on account of other :fields of effort. If I
such an education I believe that whatever thoughts could perform any effectual service as president of
of ~od were of a nature to elevate the mind and the Union, I should be ready to do so and accept the
punfy the heart would spontaneously suggest them- honor and responsibilit-y with joy, but· when I :find
selvs. We should then hav done with incantations, that I can do just as good service to the Union as a
and all progress in knowledge would be progress private in the ranks, and that the official position can
toward the perfecting of human nature.
be better :filled by somebody else, then my devotion
to the Union leaves no other course but to refuse
the office, while I shall still continue to aid in another
capacity.
It is evident that the main work of the Union, at
present, must be done in the East. In order to be
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President.
effectual, the board of directors should he close
E. A. STEVENS, Secretary, - 24I Washington llonlevat:d. Chicago. together. There should he three in Chicago in
CHARLES EoKHARD, ?:'reaB.,
28 Lnfantte Pl., New York.
E. B. FooTE, Jn,, Chair. Ex. Com., I20 Lexington Ave., New York. immediate communication with the secretary. · It
Mns. M.A. FBEEll!AN, Ohair. Fin. Com .• 24I Washington Boulevard, weakens the action of the Union to hav the president
Chicago.
and the secretary three thousand miles apart. The
wheels will not run smoothly when it takes a fortnight
Official Call for Twelfth Annual eongress of' for a reply to a question which, for the convenience
and oftentime success of the secretary's enterpris~
the American Secular Uuion.
' To the Local Secular Unions, Life, Charter, ancl should be answered in a day. Delays are vexatious
Annual Mernbers, ancl all Liberal citizens and sometimes dangerous, and the secretary, who is
who support the Nine .Dernands of Secularism, the main worker, ·must hav his advisers and co\
workers at hand.
Greeting:
I hav chosen the Pacific coast for my home, and
You are .hereby invited to attend the Twelfth
for
the labor of coming years. This choice necessiAnnual Congress of the American Secular Union,
which will conver:e at Lafayette Hall, Wood strPet,, tates a withdrawal from the activ government of the
near 4th, Pittsburgh, Pa., Friday, October 5, 1888, Union in favor of some one who is nearer the headat 10 A.M., for a four days' session-5th, 6th, 7th, and quarters; while I cau still support the Union effectually by non-official cooperation.
8th inclusiv.
.
·
.
In thus withdrawing for the sake of greater usefulAll Charter and Life Members, all Vice-Presidents,
all Chairmen of State or Executiv Committees and ness to all concerned, I wish to state frankly my
all duly accredited delegates from Local Se~ular views of the work of the Union. It has been subject
Unions are entitled to seats and votes in this Annual to many criticisms. Some of these I wish to answer.
It has been said that "Putnam has carried the
Congress. Each Local Secular Union is entitled to
send its President and Secretary and three other Union around in his vest pocket, and has used it
members as delegates. Annual Members who pay or simply for personal advancement." Nothing is furhav paid $1 in the national treasury are entitled to ther from the truth. I should hav been better off
seats, hut fiat to votes, except by unanimous consent to-day pecuniarily if I had never had any connection
with the Union. If fa,ur years ago I had entered the
of the Congress.
This Congress will specially consider practical field simply as a lecturer, dependent upon my own
questions tending to further agitation for taxation of energies, I should hav avoided many difficulties .and
church property; the abrogation of state aid to hav received a larger remuneration. All the Unions
sectarian institutions; abolition of state, national, in the world will not make one successful in the
military, and prison chaplaincies; repeal of judicial Liberal lecture :field. In no case whatever has my
oaths, Sunday and other oppressiv and unjust eccle- official connection with the Union given me more ensiastical laws; nullification of attempts to subvert thusiastic reception or better pay. In every instance
our Constitution by a legal recognition of Theism in I hav had to win by personal effort. The American
the American Magna Charta, and such othEr meas- people are not so constituted that the patronage of
ures as will not merely thwart intended theological any organization will make a lecturer acceptable.
encroachments, hut will absolutely expunge from our He must stand on his own merits. No amount of
laws, state and federal, such insidious acts as hav recommendations will transform dullness into power.
I hav not endeavored to shape the policy of the
already crept in to blot out mental freedom from our
Union to my own not,ions. I hav not tried, in any
republic.
It is to he hoped that the addresses delivered will instance, to make the union subservient to my profit.
deal with the p~actical issues of the organization, The Liberals of this country are not the kind of peoso that there will he such an awakening of the ple to he hoodwinked. None can use them, nor dicpeople to these vital questions of the hour that a re- tate to them. They allow no master. If my policy
vival of the instinct of liberty and justice for all will has been adopted, it is because that policy has exnecessarily result; that again fmm the Keystone· pressed the common sense of the Liberals of this
state-the birthplace of our association-the clarion country. It is because by my acquaintance with
Liberals, I hav known what is the general desire,
voice of freedom shall vibrate throughout the land.
P1ttsburgh being situated almost in. the center of and hav put that desire into execution. My policy
a district containing many of our most distinguished has been unanimously sustained by every Congress
workera, thinkers, and writers, besides the activ host from Cassadaga to Chicago in spite of adverse
within its limits, there is little doubt hut that this criticism.
It is folly to say that a Congress of Liberals ~an
Congress will he a glorious gathering of the forces
who stand for mental liberty, as expressed in the he ":fixed." There has always been the amplest free·
desire for complete Seculariz'ltion of the government. dam and everybody has said his say, and in the end
the methods adopted hav been thoroughly justified.
S. P. PuTNAM, Pres.
I
hav had the cordial support of the vast majority of
E. A. STEVENs, Sec.
the activ Liberals of this country; and this is not heCHAB. EoKHARD, Tress.
cause I hav had any personal policy, hut because I
E. B. Foo'.rE, JR., Ch. Ex. Com.
MATrrE A. FREEMAN, Cb. Fin. Com. hav endeavored to meet the demands of the situa.
tion. I hav not been the master hut the servant of
To the Members of the American Secular Union. the Union in honorable labor.
Many criticisms hav been made because I hav deThere are i~perativ reasons why, after the coming voted almost all my time to the lecture :field. There
Congress at Pittsburgh, I should refuse activ official was no other course to pursue. Had I remained in
connection with the American Secular Union. These New York city-in a home office-the Union would
reasons do not proceed out of any distrust of the to-day he dead. The proof is palpable to all who
Union, hut from an increased belief in its success and know the history of the Union. It was absolutely
~he triumph of Liberalism throughout the land. It necessary that I should travel from the Atlantic to
lB not the meagern?ss of the res~lt that compels the Pacific in order to arouse the dormant life of
withdrawal from this sphere. of actwn, hut the very Liberalism and make fellowship. The lecture tours
greatness of the result. It IS because there is so . were successful. I undertook them on my own re-

sponsibility. The Liberals generously responded,
and I am willing to leave my work to the judgment
of all who are interested in the advance of the Union.
I think now that a home office is better, and that the
secretary should not he a traveling lecturer; hut the
opportunity for a home Qffice was only made by two
years' hard work in the field. .
The Union has been criticised for not publishing
Sunday-school leaflets, science books, and all the
instrumentalities for work by local societies. It is
simply impossible for the Union· to do this. It has
not the means. When there are one hundred live
Secular Unions and Sunday-schools in this country,
then these instrumentalities can be furnished, and
not before. These instrumentalities can't he made
out of air. There must he a fountain of support.
Such fault-finding is like cursing a poor man for
his poverty, and blaming him for not having a :fine
house to liv in. The Union is not a rich institution.
It is poor-very poor. Outside of the lecture fees,
the income has been only a few hundred dollars each
year. The Union has used its money to the best
advantage. There has been no waste. This is fully
apparent to anyone who will examin the records. To
condemn the Union for not doing what it would take
ten times its income to do is a cruel folly, and unworthy of any generous-minded Liberal. The funds
of the Union hav not been misdirected. If the Union
does not do all the good work that lies before it, it is
simply because it has not the means. Let those who
criticise the Union for not doing certain things of
importance go to work and raise the funds, and giv
it a chance to do these things, and not try to destroy
the Union on account of the poverty of its resources.
Poor though it is, the Union has done a noble
work. I am satisfied that the Liberals of America
will not permit it to he destroyed simply because it
is poor and struggling; and not rich and flourishing.
I stand by the Union, I believe in the Union, and I
will work for the Union more heartily than ever. It
i' a burning shame to the Liberals of this country if
they will not sustain a national organization, on a
'"Platform-the Nine Demands-which everybody can
support. I want a union of the Liberals of America,
for the churches are powerful and aggressiv, and do
force and will force injustice upon us; and if we are
men, we will resist, and to resist successfully we
must. combine.
The selection of Mr. Stevens for secretary was
wise and opportune. He is the man for the place.
He has given us new life and hope. He did not seek
office. It was the unanimous desire of the Congress
that he accept it. He did so with generous devotion.
Amid many d1fficulties and discouragements, his administration has been successful. With proper support, he will make the Union a power.
. The secretary is the practical working force of the
organization. The president and the other directors
are mainly advisory. The secretary needs their wise
cooperation, hut his own personal effort is what
makes the influence of the Union. He must be a
worker. The board of directors should be representativ Liberals, who hav the confidence of the public,
and will make harmony in the ranks. The best secretary can do hut little without the united assistance
of activ Liberals. Mr. Stevens should he kept in his
position. His ability is unquestioned. His earnestness is inspiring.
I look forward to a bright, harmonious Congress.
Our Pittsburgh friends hav never lowered the flag.
They will giv, I believe, a grander impulse than ever.
In union with our Eastern friends, the Pacific
coast will do its share. A world in itself, it needs its
own methods and instrumentalities, hut Liberals
here are American citizens, and we shall work for the
American republic, and. for equal rights and impartial
liberty wherever the flag of our Union waves. To
do my work more effectually in the Far West, I must
sever my official connection. with the national organization, hut only as a private in the ranks to serve it
with greater hope and enthusiasm.
SAMUEI. P. PuTNAM.
Pacific Coast, July 28, 1888.

The Quaker City.
It was nearing the close of that May-time which is
the morning of summer, when one fair, bright day
I was horne away to the southward, through long,
shining levels of grassy se11,, shot over with yellow
dandelion gleams like little baby sunshines playing
in the sink and swell of the emerald waves. Up from
that silent, dreaming, hazy, green ocean came floating the songs of its toilers; and the light-bathed air
which rested above it grew redolent with perfume,
purple and silver with the sheen of the wings floating
through it. And night came down like the gathered
brooding of those wings, softly, slowly, darkly-only
where a lost moonbeam wandered through the chancel of Siltnce .and paused for a moment to rest beneath the hovering shadow.
What a strange contrast was this day which had
closed to that which dawned in the morrow's east !
Scarcely less wild than the Pennsylvania mountains
themselvs, scarcely less changing than those winding streams, those hills in the distance w~ere the
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purple twilights always lie, those jagged piles of
nature's giant masonry, those scarred summits with
their eternal frown like that which· rests above the
sightless eyeballs of the blind, seeking, always seeking for the light that never comes, those wonderful
gleams of uplifted color, those flashes of rays and
dashes of starlessness; scarcely less changing than this
wondrous panorama which is fairly hurled against
the sight with the rapidity of lightning-darts, are
those massy ranges of cloudy peaks, those lakes of
blue, those wealths of troubled tears, those dips of
golden sun, those quiverings upon the face of nature
such as dwell upon the mouth ere it breaks into sobs
or laughter, those shadowy embodiments of shifting
human passion which greet the eye when it is lifted
to the changing skies. Now the hills climb to kiss
the clouds, now the clouds sink to hug t~e hills, and
come curling down off the mountain side as if some
king among them had blown a whiff of smoke from
his gray lips; now we 1:Jeem pressed and gathered
into the very bosom of gloom, we shoot into a tunnel-the darkness becomes almost palpable, it is like
a living thing stealing around and clutching your
throat; you vaguely wonder if-if-" some horrid
male creature is"-presto, we dart into the-light!
There is a sweep of glittering sunshine that fairly
stuns the eye ; the mournful little streams of rain on
your window which hav been patiently running in
crooked lines down the glass are a bedazzlement of
smiling glory; the stem gray rocks drip light. "Ah,"
says the pious individual across the aisle, "how
typical of the resurrection !" And he proceeds with
some pretty nonsense about a worm and a butterfly.
Behold how habitual trains of thought lead people
in far-sundered channels. Said'! to myself, conscious
than my audience if .slim was at least appreciativ,
"How typical of the glory of freedom ! And won't
it be fine if we can ever get tunneled through the
mountains of ignorance, and people find out that
this isn't a vale of tears after all !"
The heels of Time were treading upon twilight
when I set my feet on terra firma, and, after methodical examination, discovered that I was not running
around myself, and the platform stationary. On
papsjng through tha-:..what shall I call it, it looks like
a cattle-guard ?-I began looking ~arnestly for a little
gentleman with a Wettstein badge, who was to be the
hard-working secretary of Friendship Liberal League.
Presently I heard a gentle voice, speak my name, and
turning about I met the leveled glance of three pair
of bright dark eyes, set respectivly in three little gentlemen's heads. I suppose one's ideas would be
naturally confused under the circumstance; but while
engaged in the remarkable task of adjusting names to
these three individuals in a way which mixed them up
so their own mothers wouldn't hav known them, one
very definit idea took possession of my brain, and I
hugged it with infinit delight. This was, that there
is an advantage in being born in the backwoods of
Michigan-one has a chance to grow-these three
little gentlemen were so very little.
Yet as it is said that valuable articles are often done
up in small parcels, I shortly discovered that this
trinity of big eyes and small bodies contained about
as valuable material as can be found anywhere in the
Liberal ranks. Secretary Longford has the best qualities which should characterize the incumbent of that
arduous office-faithfulness, impartiality, sacrificial
devotion to the cause, and a quiet persistency that
simply smiles at obstacles. The merry little Bishop
who kept amusing us with his quaint speeches is a
model for all secular bishops ; and Mr. Elliott is a
whole entertainment committee in himself.
The following afternoon, before the lectures, I had
the pleasure of meeting President Shaw, whose magnificent bearing reminded me of one of our stately
Northern pines, and whose broad, generous, noble
conception of life and its aims is more like the natural product of the West rather than the law-cursed
city of Philadelphia.
I hav never addressed an audience of finer men
and women than that which greeted me that Sunday
afternoon, yet it was preeminently an Eastern audience. To compare it with that which had greeted
.me in Chicago some two weeks previous was to compare the Rpirit of the East and the spirit of the West,
the star-flashing of the occident with tho sun-gleam
of the orient. But the star is that which trembles
on the morning's verge presaging the dawn; the
sun-gleam that of a sweet, ripe afternoon in June.
And it is very hard to say which light we love be~.t.
In the evening a good fairy came to me (the only
fairy I believe in), and gave me her gentle hand,
wishing me to accept the beautiful bouquet which
adorned the speaker's stand. They say that flowers
speak. I shall long remember the message of that
pure white lily, standing like a fair queen in the
center of her little, blooming kingdom. There was
nothing more sweet and snowy than that Jily, save
the dear heart and the gentle hand of Mrs. Harker.
A gentleman, whose name I did not catch, but
which appeared to variate from Brotherhood, Botherhead, Blubberhead, Bubbleh.ead, Buddinghead, to
Blunderhead, took occasion to allude to my balancing the starvation of millions against the mandates
of Jehovah as an argument fQr D~!il ~bolisbll;)ept ~s a
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"wish-wash argument" from a "woman of your sex,
madam." I never before so thoroughly appreciated
Mr. Watts's remark concerning "old women of both
sexes." As the gentleman afterward scolded the
audience for not applauding his remarks, saying it
was evident they preferred the ice-cream and confectioneries of public speaking to good solid "beefsteak," I conclude that to cure him of his mistaken
impression concerning the wishy-washiness of starvation, it wuuld be a good plan to cut down his daily
allowance of beefsteak. Will our Philadelphia friends
please see to his case ?
In response to the appeal for funds to sustain the
national Union, Mr. J. W. Black, one of its vicepresidents, headed the list with a" v ;" several others
gave smaller sums, $9 in all being contributed. The
names of President Putnam and Secretary Stevens
were greeted with applause-a genuin tribute to the
administration, and a sign that the self-sacrificing
efforts of these gentlemen are appreciated. And I
am glad to pay my tribute, faint as it is, to those
noble Liberals who, in the city where the iron tongue
of American liberty first spoke, yet hear the chains
of bygone ages clank; who stand almost in the
shadow of the whipping-post; who behold a thousand churches, blocks where mental liberty is daily
and hourly beheaded ; who feel the curse of "church
and state" like a hot, close mantle round them, yet
dare to stand in the midst of all and say, boldly and
fearlessly, "I despise your shackles; I ignore your
priestly bondage; I defy your authority to chain my
mind; I laugh a"t your superstition; I stand for
truth, liberty, and justice." I bow to those men and
those women; and I thank them for their strength,
which givs me strength.
Remaining in the city for some time, I visited
various of its institutions, among which was that
bone of contention, GirHrd College. And as Providence provided a very interesting treat to your
wicked subscriber (which was a mistake of diplomacy
on the part of P.), I will relate some details to the
readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER in my next..
VoLTAIRINE DE CLEYRE.
·

C. B. Rl:'ynolds on His Western 'four.
SHELToN's PmNT, WAsH. TERR., June 30bh, July
lat.-This city in embryo is the terminus of the
Satsop logging railroad. Logs are run in here from
all the logging-camps between Shelton and Satsop
and dumped into the bay jutting from the Skokomisb
river. This place is named after that kind-hearted
and exemplary old Infidel, David Shelton, a pioneer
woodsman and mine prospector of this territory, and
the firRt settler in this ~>ect,ion. Only a few years
ago and the nearest post-office, mill, or store was at
Olympia, about· twenty five miles away. He has
often paddled his canoe to Olympia and back the
same day. When his two daughters went shopping
a canoe was their only mode of conveyance. They
bad to "paddle their own canoe" to Olympia. Two
years and a half ago there were but three dwellings
in twenty miles; now this is a thriving, prosperous
village. Of course it is yet in the woods ; a rough
country, primitiv, but very rapidly devel0ping.
The rain, every day during the month, has· been
unprecedented; they expect such weather here in
winter, but in summer it is as unlocked for as it is
unwelcome.
Under any circumstances the evenings just before
th.e Fourth of July are unfavorable to lectures, but
the long, severe rains bad made logging roads impassable. Many camps bad discharged the majority
of their bands; those kept on bad about all gone or
were going to Seattle or Olympia to celebrate the
Fourth. I was. therefore alike pleased and surprised
to find so large an attendance at each of the three
lectures. The eager purchase of pamphlets and the
avidity evinced in securing sample copies of THE
TRUTH SEEKER was indisputable evidence of the
great interest awakened by the first Liberal lectures
ever delivered here.
W. H. Kneeland, a genuin Liberal and an old
friend and subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER, bas
fitted up a beautiful park for the use of tourists and
pleasure parties. He bas erected a mammoth
dancing pavilion, laid out croquet grounds and a
lawn-tennis park, put up swings. rustie seats, ll.Ild
every comfort and convenience. He is now deciding
on plans for the erection of a first-c) ass sportsman's
and tourist's hotel. There is abundance of game in
the woods, and the Goldsboro creek abounds in
trout, from the little half-pounders to the festiv fourpound beauties.
Fruits, vegetables, and :tlowers grow in profusion.
I should like to visit Shelton again five years hence,
and witness its wonderful advancement, and once
more greet the many friends I bade good-bye to
at Shelton's Point.
ELMA, WAsH. TERR., July 3d, 5th, 6th.-I started
early on Monday morning in Friend Shelton's wagon
to Kamilche, where I could take a logging train for
Willie's camp, from whence I was to walk to Dan
Varner's ranch, and he would take me with his team
to Elma. It poured of rain ; by a :!"ough road that
tested the driver's skill in dodging stumps and roots
ap.d putting on t}le brak,.e qown the s~dden qeep
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boles, I arrived at Kamilcbe about 10 AM., and received the very encouraging information, "If the
train did go at all 'till after the Fourth,' it would do
so about 1 P.M. It was doubtful, as but very few
hands were at work in the woods, and there were no
logs to come down." Pleasant prospect! No stage;
no one there who had a team; no passable road if
they bad. There was only the company's store and
half a dozen houses in the clearing. But fortune
favored. The train did go. I mounted a flat car,
and sat on my trunk. Henceforth I certainly
ought to keep, for I was thoroughly smoked and elaborately tattooed with the :tlying soot and cinders
blowing direetly down on me frolli the smokestack
of the locomotiv for the entire distance. Self and
baggage were dumped at Willie's camp. · Train went
no farther; but it was the other Willie's camp I bad
to reach, over a mile farther mi.. I left my baggage
in the woods, and tramped the track. Immense trees
from 200 to 250 feet high line each side of the track.
When it blows bard these trees sway and lash their
tops together, breaking off small branches; a vet·y
small branch descending such a great distance would
crush the thickest skull it fell on. Quite frequently
old trees will"topple over. There is not much danger
if you can see them in time enough and know which
way to run. Reaching the _lower camp, I bad half a
mile to wade over a series of miniature lakes of
diverse depths-once called a road. I arrived at Dan
Varner's ranch to learn that be bad despaired of my
arrival and so gone alone to Elma. I hired a youth
to mount a horse and go to all adjacent houses, from
one to three miles apart, and make liberal offers for a
team to take me to Elma, but bad no success. All declined, could not be coaxed or hired; so I resignedly
slept the night at the ranch. About 7 o'clock good
Dan Varner-an out-and-out Liberal-returned, and
in the morning he took me to Elma.
Elma is a very quiet litt1e village, but contains as
many real good folks to the acre in proportion to its
population as any town in the territory. J obn Carney, the postmaster and principal merchant, T. C.
Chilcote, and Friend McLane are an urisurpassable
trinity of whole-souled, zealous workers. for Liberalism, while the Macdonald family-we 1 l, if there are
any second-rate Macdonalds between New York and
this coast, I bav failed to even bear of them. Despite
being one day behind my appointment, I bad a
rousing good house to greet me on the evening
before the Fourth. I spent the Fourth of July at
the McLane ranch, and enjoyed a glorious good visit
at their home in the wild woods, one mile and a half
from Elma. There is great comfort, but no pretense
of style-kind, honest-hearted people, inen and women
of grit, independence, and enterprise, chopping a
home out of the woods; every additional comfort
and convenience more dearly prized because earned
by hard work. They are happy, prosperous, contented · their only excitement the occasional visits of
black bears, cougars, and wildcats.
I delivered three lectures at Elma, the first Liberal
lectures ever delivered there, and had crowded
houses, despite the Fourth of July celebration and
the apathy and inertia that usually follow.
The two little McLane boys sang some humorous
and appropriate l\ongs very cleverly, and were deservedly applauded. I sold a large quantity of
Liberal publications, an'd obtained several new subscribers for THE TRUTH SEEKER.
C. B. REYNOLDS.

. The Mediums Decline.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I was
in hopes to bav responded sooner to Mr. McArthur's
suggestion in your issue of June 16t~ that I should
further investigate slate-writing. It IS not my fault
that I hav not been able to do so. The trouble is
that up to this date I hav been unable. to come en
rapport with a medium prepared to write between
slates screwed together.
Mr. Evans, who gave me the specimens I ~av
already received, is so busy th!lt he cann?t, find. time
to attend to it. I dropped him a note 1mmed1ately
after receiving TnE TRUTn SEEKER. · The following
from his reply explains itself:
G. E Macdonald Esq Dear Sir yours recieved & contents
noted I regret to say that i hav so many engagements on at
present that it would be impossible for rr.e to name any date
for a few weeks I leave for Austrailia in August and therdore
am rushed on account of my early departure.

Mr. Evans adds enough to the above to assure me
of his respect and to say that he h?pes to_giv me a
seance before he leaves for Austraiha (which as he
writes it bas an i to spare), and that after be gets
there he will be able to swell our subscription list.
I further wrote to Mr. Evans concerning the
matter and I aot the reply, in effect, that when he
desired to see ~e be would notify me by due course
of mail.
I hav communicated with Mr. Colby, another local
slate-writing medium, ·with no better success. He
agreed to call at the Freethought office, but did not
do so. I sbali w>Jit patiently for an opportunity ~o
put Mr. McArthur's suggestion in practiCe, and wlll
report duly through the columnA of Freethou,qht.
GEo. E. MACDONALD,
504 Kearny sh S(Ln Francisco, Cal.
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Q!ommunications.
God and the Bible.
There are many who no longer look upon the Old
Testament as the inspired word of God. They regard it as an old cast-off garment or as a lifeless
corpse, having no power either for good or ill.
-But if the garment be infected,_ it becomes a matter
of the highest interest to the entire community, and
a corpse left above ground might reduce many healthy
people to corpses. Very few individuals can be
indifferent to an infe_cted garment Ol' a putrid carcass.
As long as Christian lunatics insist that God commands us to wear these garments, and as long as they
declare that the odor arising from a carcass is healthful, it is but natural that the well-wisher of his race
should endeavor to break the spell of the lunatic and
make him see the foolishness and danger of his
course. As long as men believe that the Bible is inspired, their influence will tend to block the road of
progress. Men who believe infected clothing to
be healthy, will try to induce everybody to wear it.
The Bible acts as a yoke which couples us to the
ignorant and barbarous past, whereas every tendency
ought to be toward a higher civilization.
While scientists and humanitarians are striving to
bring the masses up on higher and holier ground,
Bible believers are trying to bind them to the dead
corpse of the past.
Whoever attempts to lead the people up to a higher
civilization will find to his dismay that they are
coupled by the Bible to a half-civilized people who
had no respect for the rights of women; who believed
in witches, ghosts, prophets, and miracles; who
roamed about and lived in tents, and who were
almost constantly engaged in some plundering expedition. A people who respected neither the age,
sex, or condition of their enemies; who murdered old
women and helpless children and turned young
women over to a brutal soldiery, and who regarded
everything as lawful prey which they could obtain by
stealth or · through power. A people who believed
that God not only sanctioned these savage acts, but
absolutely commanded them; a people who believed
in superstitions so degrading as to shame a Kaffir; a
people who believed that an unchangeable God,
clothed with supreme power and infinit knowledge,
who established. the laws of the universe, was driven
into such straits as to be compelled to violate them.
There are those who believe that time spent in
demolishing these effete ideas is mainly wasted.
But it should be remembered that the most ardent
workers of the present day are not engaged in breaking the yoke which binds us to these barbaric customs and superstitions of ancient times, but in an
endeavor to subvert the government and to turn the
shadow back on the dial three thousand years by
making the laws and customs of these half-developed
people the supreme law of the land.
Not only this, but the cry goes up from day to day
to hav these absurd ideas, and all the obscenity, vulgarity, and brutality of an ancient and semi-barbarous
people, introduced into the schools, and held up as a
mirror to the young to reflect to them their duty
through the walks of life. Moreover, men who are
regarded by thousands as occupying the highest
positions in society, and who attract crowds of impressible listeners, are declaring from hundreds of
pulpits that these inhuman customs were sanctioned
by God, and that the book in which they are written
is his holy word, and that we are most acceptable to
God when we imitate the diabolical acts ther~in recorded.
How long is it since one. of the most noted divines,
before a multitude, ridiculed those who believe the
Bible only "in spots," and declared that "every
chapter and verse and word was. inspired 1" It requires no astute logician to show what an important
part the old book plays with our civilization. It not
only blocks our progress, but in some instances drags
us back. A religious paper warns its readers to beware of pretended science which contradicts the
Bible. I heard a lady say that she coi.1ld learn more
science in the book of Genesis than from all other
books. And thus 'the masses are kept shuflling
around this old rotten carcass instead of exploring
the fields of nature, and are mere mental and moral
dwarfs. The young are taught that Da.vid was a
man after God's own heart, and this idea is firmly
impressed upon the mind. In after years they read
about his bloody and inhuman transactions, about
his numerous wives and concubines, and what
conclusion can they arrive at only that such things
are right? I tell you it affects us on every hand. It
smirches the morals and cripples the mind. This
old. record of rape and robbery is still exerting an influence over almost every man who writes a book.
It has to do with the shaping of nearly every character in all Christian countries. Its disgusting fingermarks are seen all through our literature. It pulls
us down instead of elevating us. Its highest morality would set us back more than a thousand years.
Its very best ·characters were bad- men, and every

well-wisher of his race ought to be interested in rob- opposit direction. Oh, it is a sorry thought that
bing this burlesque of its sanctity, so that it shall some of the best minds of the nineteenth century
retard our progress no more.
should be monopolized in rendering nugatory the inThink of comparing Moses and David and Solo- fluence of an~ old book conceived in ignorance and born
man and J oahu a, and even the wisest and best Bible of selfishness, and which for thousands of years has
characters, with such men as Jefferson, Adams, Web- had.no other effect than to enslave the many at the
ster, Lincoln, Ingersoll, Humboldt, Darwin, and bidding of a pampered few!
.
Every Christian is mentally and morally workmg
many others.
Then think of the morals of Bible times as com- against the pro~ress~v spi_rit of the age. Instea~ of
pared with the morals of the present day. Even the taking men of h1gh mtelhgence and moral standmg
chosen of God got drunk and were guilty of the most of to-day as patterns worthy of imitation, the young
beastly and unnatural incest. They plundered and are taught that the brutal specimens' of humanity of
murdered, they were bloodthirsty and tyrannical, three thousand years ago .were more perfect, and
they had the salacious propensities of' the brute, and that the social rottenness of the olden time is preferpolygamy was a crowning virtue.
able to the condition of society of the present day.
The thugs of India would gain by a comparison No thanks to the church or to Christianity for the
with what might be considered the lower masses, happy change.
.
both in intelligence and decency, in Bible times.
To expose old errors oftentimes paves the way to
They were given to sodomy and woman-stealing, to new truths. Thomas Paine rendered a great service
rape and rascality, to rudeness and robbery-in short, to this country by exposing the venality and corrupthey were a sort of human animal whom to see tion of the British government. There were thouwould be to loathe.
sands who would not hav espoused the cause of the
Think of seventy thousand professionals in this colonists if they had not been led to see the corrupcountry opposing every advance movement, trying to· tion of the government of the mother country. So it
lead us back to the ignorance and brutality of primi- seems to be necessary to expose the rottenness and
tiv times-holding up murderous and polygamous incongruity of old theological notions before we can
characters as set forth in the Bible as worthy of imi- successfully introduce the new truth and the better
tation and approved of God! Oh, what a falling off thought and the better way.
there would be if the seventy thousand should sueThese considerations hav induced me partially to
ceed! Once cut us loose from this dead weight and go over the ground, and show the brutality, inconwho could predict the progress we would make~
gruity, vulgarity, lustfulness, and obscenity of an old
Why has every attempt of the wise and good to book which millions believe to be sacred, and which
better the conditions of the race met with such oppo- has impeded human progress for hundreds of genersition from the church? Simply because to move ations.
I enter upon this task, not because it is a pleasure
onward and upward is to get away from the Bible.
Any deviation from the Bible must necessarily bring to me but with the same motiv which would induce
down the hatred and persecution of the church. To a ma~ to abate a nuisance. I oppose Christianity
please the church is to stand still. To shun hell you because I firmly beli'3ve it to be the foe of civilization
must liv a godlike life. To be godlike is to imitate and. detrimental to the best interests of the race.
David and Solomon and Joshua .. In other words, go
It is believed by some that China has a sufficient
back to a half-savage state.
number ofinhabitants to flood this country and prQ·
Cannot anyone see how science and every progres- duce, if unrestrained,-a moral and political revolution.
siv movemep.t are compelled to drag this Christia~ I ask anyone to think what the consequence might be
clog behind them? "Search the scriptures," comes if two hundred millions of ChinameP. should be alfrom every pulpit in the land. As long as the people lowed to mingle with our people. Such an ignorant
can be kept reading this godly old gull-trap they element would tend to lower the standard of civilizawill not read other books which would impart useful tion, and the nation might never recover from its
information, and will be made the sport of the priest blighting effects. I oppose Christianity just as I
and the minister. As long as the people can be kept would oppose the introduction of· such an element
singing hymns and saying prayers, and induced to among our people,~and for the same reason, viz., its
spend their time in church, they will not be dabbling blighting effects. ·
with the sciences or studying works of art, nor will
Long after all confidence in the Bible as an inspired wor)l: will be lost, its supposed author, the
they do much thinking for themselvs.
. If there is a class of men to whom the world is ChristiaP.'s God, will remain. The last battle in freeindebted, it is the brave workers and bold thinkers; dam's struggle will be to show that the Christian's
·
and these are the men who always throw the church God is a myth.
into a cold sweat. The very, very good ones who
To the Christian there are no laws of nature; God
attend church and say their prayers and spend all does everything. Nothing can be done unless God
their time reading the Bible may be very dear to the has a hand in it. As long as people can be made to
minister and be very sure of heaven, but will never believe that God does everything, they will never
study the laws of nature. Ask the devotee about any
help on the world's progress one iota.
And this brings me to the statement that he who operation of nature, and his answer is, God does it.
works in the interest of the church will never do any- With a bleared vision he sees a God in aU the works
thing to elevate his race. He cannot be a Christian of nature. Here investigation ceases. If a huge
and at the same time. help on the world's progress, rock be loosened from the mountain top, it comes
any more than a man can advance and go bickward bounding and crashing into the valley. The Christian
at the same time. The Bible is a millstone to the sees nothing but the hand of God to move the rock,
neck of civilization, and no man can be a ChristiaP. but science declares that God could not prevent it.
who disbelieves it; and those who do believe it are
A mountain of ice breaks loose from some promrarely scientifically inclined.
ontory and plunges into the ocean. It is driven
The word "science" has a broader signification hither and thither by wind and ocean-current, and all
than some are willing to allow. The discovery of the time the water is eating away its base. Finally,
facts and their application to the wants of man, and its center of gravity is changed, and it capsizes. It
deductions made from such facts, hav been the main takes a long time to effect this change, but when the
time comes it turns over in a moment. The same
factors in elevating the race.
A pile of stones is not a house; but when they are law which forces the rock down the mountain side,
placed in position by the hand of the architect they causes the iceberg to tumble in the ocean. ·There is
become a house. And facts become science when no God concerned in these operations at all-nothing
properiy arranged by the scientific architect. And but cause and effect.
so every fact bears a certain relation to some science
So some scientists believe that vast fields of ice
known or unknown.
accumulate unequally in the polar regions for thouThe greater the !lumber we hav to discover facts, sands of years, until the earth's center of gravity is
and utilize them and draw deductions from them, changed, and then it suddenly lurches, so to speak,
the more rapid will be the advancement of the race. and the axial direction of the poles is changed. Thus
All will see that the more ardent and sincere the the zones might be changed, and the torrid become
Christian is the less his mind will be turned to such the temperate, or vice versa.
subjects. A man upon his knee-s is never in search
The mind can scarcely conceive a more awful
of scientific facts. A man who is constantly poring change, or one on a more tremendous scale. Yet
over his Bible is constantly thinking of God and some scientific minds believe that such changes hav
saviors and heaven and hell, but cannot be much ·taken place. But there was no God in it, more than
interested in anything which will materially benefit in the case of the iceberg-simply cause and effect.
It is believed that the great desert of Sahara can
the race. Every devout Christian is one taken from
the army of truth seekers, and will oppose with be rendered fertil, and that fertil fields and trees
and flowers can be made to cover the desert waste.
might and main the true philanthropist.
I do not complain so much of the Christian trying This would indeed· seem like a new creation, but God
to put objects in the way of progress; but it is a would hav no more to do with it than he would with ·
sort of back-action influence which has a tendency to digging a ditch or plimting an apple-tree. For it is
neutralize the best efforts of the progressionists. It simply by ditching and tree-planting that it is prois like tying a corpse to a living body, to be dragged posed to reclaim the desert.
after him as he proceeds.
·
It is by studying the laws of nature that we are
Now, sufficient has been said to show that the enabled to harness wind and steam, and make the
sooner we can break up all confidence in the Bible as very elements the servants of man. The great adan inspired work the sooner we can transform these vantages derived from wind ·and water, steam and
corpses into living men, and turn them into helpers electricity, hav had more to do with elevating the race
instead of dragging them as dead weight. It is even than all the gods that ever made fools of men.
worse than ~ drag, for they absolutely pull in the Every man who utilizes a force of nature does more
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to civilize the race than all the gospel-hangers that
ever sniveled over a crucified savior.
' Naples, N. Y.
JoHN PECK.
(To BE coNTINUED.)

The Elgin Sunday-Law Convention.
From the American Sentinel, Oakland, Cal.

The Elgin Sunday-Law Convention was held the
8th of last November in the Baptist church, Elgin,
Ill. It was "called by the members of the Elgin
'Association of Congregational Ministers and Churches
to consider the prevalent desecration of the Sabbath,
and its remedy."
The convention passed
the following resolutions:
·
Resolved, 'l'hat we recognize the Sabbath as an institution
ef God, revealed in nature and the Bible, and of perpetual
obligation on all men; and also as a civil and American
institution, bound up in vital and historical connection with
the origin and foundation of our government, the growth of
our polity, and necessary to be maintained in order for the
preservation and integrity of ~mr national sys~e~, and t~ere
fore as having a sacred clmm on all patnotw Amencan
citizens.
Resolved That we look with shame and sorrow on the nonobservanc~ of the Sabbath by many Christian people, in that
the custom prevails with them of purchasing Sabbath ·newspapers engaging in and patronizing Sabbath business and
travel 'and in many instances giving themselvs to pleasure
and s~lf-indulgence, setting aside by neglect and indifference
the great duties and privileges which God's day bring~ them.
2. That we giv our votes and support to those candidates
or political officers who will pledge themselvs to vote for the
enactment and enforcing of statutes in favor of the civil
Sabbath.
•
g That we giv our patronage to such business men, manufacturers and laborers·as observe the Sabbath.
.
4. That we favor a permanent Sabbath organization for the
state of Illinois; the object of which shall be the creation of
public sentiment HI\d to secure. the enactment and enforcement of necessary laws for the protection of the Sabbath.
5. That we favor the organization of auxiliary societies to
accomplish the above object.
6. That four committees be appointed by this. convention,
consisting of two persons each, a minister ~nd a. layman;
one committee to carefully and accurately mvest1gate and
report to the next convention all the facts obtainable concerning Sunday business; one to investigate and r~port
similarly concernin~ sunday newspapers; one concerning
Sunday pleasuring; one concerning Sunday transportation
and travel.
Resolved That this association authorizes the executiv
committee' to request railway corporations and newspapers
to discontinue the running of Sunday trains and the publication of Sunday editions of their papers.
Notice the Sabbath is here set forth as an institution of God, and also as a "civil ii!stitution." It is
for "candidates or political officers who will pledge
themselvs to vote for the enactment and enforcement
of statutes in favor of the civil Sabbath" that they
will vote.
Now we shall present some of the ar~uments upon
which they base this demand for laws m favor of the
"civil Sabbath," and also showing what they want
these laws enforced for.
Rev. Henry Wilson said:
The industries of the world sho~ld. be. silent one day in
seven, that the toiler may hear the mv1tat10n of the master,
"Come unto me all ye that labor and are heavy laden, and
I will giv you ;est," and that the spiritual temple of God
may be built without the noise of the hammer.
Exactly. The state must compel everybody to
keep Sunday "that the toiler may hear the invitation
of the mast~r " and " that the spiritual temple of
God may be built." And then they will call that a
civil statute! If su<'h a statute as that would be a
civil one what would be required to make a religious
statute ~' But suppose the toiler should then refuse
to go to hear that invitation; what then 1 Will the
state compel him to go! If not, why not? The
state compels him to. ke.tlp Sunday that he ~ay hear
the invitation· now 1s the state to allow 1ts good
offices to be set at naught and its purposes frustrated
by the toiler's refusing to hear the ~!itation? And
the church having gained the recogmtwn of the state
to that extent is she going to stop short of her
object? Othe~ quotations will answer these questions.
Dr. W. W. Everts, of Chicago, ·said:
This day is set apa:t for divine worsh~P. and preparation
for another life. It IS the test of all religiOn. fhe people
who do not keep the Sabbath hav no religion.
·
Is it then the pr~vince of the state to pass and
.enforce statutes in the interests of divine worship?
Is it in the nature of a civil statute to prepare men
:for another life? "It is the test of all religion," says
:the doctor. Then what is the enforcement of the
;Sabbath but the enforcement of a religious test?
And what is the application of it to "candidates and
political officers" but the application ?f a. religious
test? And what is that but an open v~olatwn of the
Constitution of the United States, whiCh says, "No
religious test shall be required as ·a q~alifi.cation t?,
any office or public trust under. t~e Umted Stat~s?
It is true that under the dec1s10ns of the Umted
States Suprem~ Court, this provision of the Constitution does not prohibit the application of any
religious test as a qualification to any office under
any state. And if there be no such provision as this
in the state constitution, these preachers of Illinois,
and of all the other states, can go ahead unrestrained
in the application of their religious tes.t to all ~he
candidates for state offices. But there 1s one thmg
· certain, and that is, Sunday being " the test of all

That is a fact, and it is going to ruin both.
2. Let us not deny. it.
Senate, or for any other office or public trust under
Amen. We earnestly hope you will not. There is
the United States, without a direct violation of the no use in trying to deny it. But, instead of going
Constitution of the United States.·
· ·
about in the right way to remedy the evil, you set on
Fm·ther, says the doctor, "The people who do not foot a scheme to compel the world to act as though
keep the Sabbath hav no religion." The antithesis of it wero religious, and so to bind closer the alliance
this is likewise true. The people who do keep the and increase the evil.
Sabbath hav religion. Therefore this· demand for
3. Influential men fasten themselvs upon the church-a
laws to compel people to keep the Sabbath is a sort of political Christians.
demand for laws to compel people to be religious.
Most decidedly true. And the most "influential "
And yet they hav the face to call it "the civil of theEe "political Christians" and the most of them
Sabbath."
are found in the pulpit; and they organize convenAgain, Dr. Everts says:
tions and pass .resolutions to giv their "votes and
He who does not keep the Sabbath does not worship God, support to those candidates or political officers who
and he who.does not worship God is lost.
will pledge themselvs to vote for the enactment and
Perfectly true, doctor. The antithesis of this also enforcing of statutes in favor of the civil Sabbath"
is true. He who does keep the Sabbath, does wor- "as a day of ~vorship."
ship God. Therefore your demand for laws to com4. Too many men are in the church for self-profit.
pel men to keep the Sabbath is a demand for laws to
Indeed there are-a vast number too many.
compel them to worship God. And that is only to
5. We pastors are to blame for allowing them to rule.
introduce the system of papacy and of the Inquisition.
Yes; you are. You are especially to blame for
There is no use for you to deny that you want laws
to compel the observance of the Sabbath, and that, those influential political Christians fastening themtoo, with the idea of worship, because in the very selva upon the church and ruling it, and trading off
its votes through Sunday-law conventions. The
next sentence you say:
churches themselvs, however, are not clear of blame
The laboring class are apt to rise late on Sunday morning,
read the Sunday papers, and allow the hour of wo'rship to in this. They ought to rise up ar:d turn out the
whole company of these political Christians, and fill
go by unheeded.
their
pulpits with such Christians as care more for
Here are the steps plainly to be taken as surely as
these ambitious clerics ever get the slightest recog- the love of Christ and the power of the holy spirit
nition of their Sunday law demands: First, a law than they do for votes and the power of civil governcompelling all labor to cease on Sunday. Then the ment.
But the following statements by the same gentlelaboring class "'-ill read the Sunday papers, and so
allow the hour of worship to go by unheeded, con- man we not suppose hav any deeper meaning than
sequently there must be, secondly, a law abolishing he intends:
1. The subject has two sides. We must not look alone at
all Sunday papers. But suppose then these people
religious side. The interests of church and state are
take to reading books, and let the hour of worship go the
united.
by unheeded, then, logically; there must be, thirdly,
And yet you are all opposed to a union of church
a law abolishing aU. reading of books on Sunday.
and state, aren't you?
But suppose they let the hour of worship go by
unheeded, anyhow, then, logically, there must be,
2. The merchants of Tyre insisted upon selling goods near
+:
hl
1
n·
.the temple on the Sabbath, and Nehemiah compelled the
1 ourt y, a aw compe mg them not to let the hour officers of the law to do their duty and stop it. So we can
of worship pass by unheeded. Having secured them- compel the officers of the law to do their duty. . . .
selvs in the first two of these steps, what is to hinder When the church of God awakes and does it duty on one
these divines from taking the other two, which just side, and the state on the other, we shall hav no further
as logically follow as the second follows the first 1 trouble in this matter.
There is just nothing at all to hinder them. Well,
Yes, we remember how it was before. The gentle
then, having taken the first two, will they not take Albigenses in the south of France greatly disturbed
the other two?. Anybody who thinks they will not the church. They refused to obey its commands.
has studied human nature and read history to very But the church was wide awake, for Innocent III.
little purpose. And anybody who thinks they do not was pope; and he awoke the state with the call, "Up,
intend to take the other steps has read the Sunday- most Christian king, up, and aid us in our work of
law propositions to very little purpose. Prof. Samuel vengeance !" And thus with the church awake to its
Ives· Curtis said in this convention: "We are not duty on one side, and the state on the other, the
commanded to remember the Sabbath as a day of Albigenses were swept from the earth, and there was
rest and recreation, but to 'keep it holy.'" And last no further trouble in that matter. Woe, woe to the
spring, in the Boston Monday Lectureship, Joseph day, and thrice woe to the people, when the religious
Cook said:
power can compel the civil. And that is precisely
The experience of centuries shows that you will in vain what this Elgin Sunday-law Convention proposes
endeavor to preserve Sunday as a day of rest, unless you pre- to do.
serve it as a DA.Y oF woRSHIP.
It would seem from Dr. Mi:mdeville's citation of
There, that ought to be plain enough to make any- the example of" Nehemiah that they intend to set up
body understand what is the purpose of the demand a theocracy here. If not, there is no force in his
for "civil" Sunday laws. The only safety is in never argument from that instance. But from the followallowing them to secure themselvs in the first step- ing it is quite certain that that is what they hav
that is, in never allowing them to secure any sort of in view. Prof. C. A. Blanchard said:
a Sunday law. For just as soon as the so-called
In this work we are undertakhig for the Sabbath we are
Protestant churches in this land become possessed representative of the Lord God.
of power to wield the civil power in the interests of
Therefore it follows that when they vote to support those candidates and political officers who will
religion, we shall hav the papacy over again.
But Dr. Everts continues; it is not enough that pledge themselvs, etc., they will vote as the repreSunday papers must be stopped in behalf of the sentativs of God. And if any of themselvs should
churches, but Sunday trains must also be stopped, secure votes enough to send them to the legislature
and for the same reason. He says:
·
or to Congress, they would go there and legislate as
The Sunday train is another great evil. They cannot representativs of God. And when they get into
afford to· run a train unless they get a great many passen- their hands the power to enforce the law, and to
gers, and so break up a great many congregations. The Sun- compel the civil power to do their bidding, they will
day railroad trains are hurrying their passengers fast on to do it all as the representativs of God. And thus
perdition. What an outrage that the railroad, that great
"f th
· fl.
t" 1
civilizer, should destroy the.Christian Sabbath!
again it is demonstrated that 1
ese m uen 1a
"political Christians" once get the Sunday laws for
Oh, yes! The church-members and the church- which they are 80 diligently working, we shall hav ~
goers will go on Sunday trains and Sunday excur- this nation a living image of tho papacy. And agam
sions, etc. Therefore the trains are responsible and we say the only safety is not letting them secure the
are hurrying their passengers on to perdition. There- enactment of any sort of a Sunday law, nor anything
fore by all means stop the Sunday trains, so as to else through which they may dominate ~he civil
keep the;;e excellent church-members out of perdition,
for if they hav any chance they will go. Shut up the poA:~ we will say, we hav not selected all these
way .to perdition, and then they will go to heaven. quotations about the religiou~ ~abbath, and left out
They havn't enough religion nor love of right to do what was said about the clVll Sal:bath. We hav
right, therefore they must hav the state to take away carefully read the whole report, and we state it as the
all opportunity to do wrong. And these people will literal truth that outside of the resolutions, there is
boast themselvs of their religion and their being not in all the r~port a single sentence about a civil
Christians! It is difficult to see how a Sunday train Sabbath. It is all religious, and that only. And
can hurry anybody to perdition who does not ride on yet, just like the Calif~rriia SunJ.ay-l~w Convention,
it. And if these church-members are hurried to per- when it came to puttmg the thmg m form to get
dition by Sunday trains, who is to blame 1 Right votes and legislation they deftly insert the word
here lies the secret of the whole evil-they blame "civil." All this goes to show what we hav often
everybody and everything else, even to inanimate stated, that there is no such thing as a civil.Sabbath;
things, for ·the irreligion, the infidelity, and the sin and it shows that these men do not really mtend to
that lies in their own hearts.
secure, nor to enforce; a "civil" Sunday law, but a
The following statements, made by Dr. Mandeville religious one wholly.
in the convention, are literally true in a good deal
_____.....,_____
Tm: TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethought,
deeper sense than he intended:
1. There has been an alliance formed between the church Reform, and Scientific Books will be mailed free to any adand the world.
dress upon application.
religion," no Sunday law test can ever be applied to
any candidate for the House of Representativs, for the
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Conrtlandt Palmer Gone.
The news comes just as we go to press of the
death of Courtlandt Palmer, on the 22d inst., at Lake
Dunmore, Vermont, whither he had gone in hopes to
amend the health that has for many years been precarious. The news will be sad for his personal
friends and for thousands of Freethinkers throughout the country.
Mr. Palmer was best known through his sympathy
with Radicalism, both of politics and religion. In
the former he was a Socialist; in the latter, an
Agnostic, or Atheist of the Comteian school. Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER will well remember the
strong stand he took along with James Parton and
other literary Freethinkers in behalf of D. M. Bennett
and against the ecclesiastical society which secured
Mr. Bennett's incarceration in prison. Mr. Palmer
was for several years the treasurer of the National
Liberal League, and its treasury as well, for when
Man was published it was his purse that oftenest
paid the bills. He was for two years also treasurer
of the American Secular Union, and a large contributor to its funds. A year ago last fall he succeeded
Colonel Ingersoll as its president.
Mr. Palmer was born in this city, March 25, 1843,
and was a member of the old Stonington family of
Palmers. His mother was a daughter of Richard
Suydam, one of the old Knickerbockers. He was
.educated at Columbia and Williams colleges, and the
Columbia Law School. He was brought up in the
Dutch Reformed church, but as a youth became a
Freethinker. He was one of the most conspicuous
figures in the city's social literary life, and was known
as a man of intense earnestness of conviction
and one that felt himself convinced that he had a
mission in life. This he conceived to be the preaching and practice of the Religion of Humanity, as the
disciples of Fourier and Comte, of whom Palmer was
an ardent follower, called the doctrine of their masters. Possessed of a large fortune, he devoted a
large part of his means to the spreading of these
doctrine. The amelioration of the condition of
working people was also a subject near to his heart,
and he was ever ready to devise plans or enter upon
schemesdevised by others looking to this end.
· Of late years Mr. Palmer has done most of his
work for Freethought through the Nineteenth Century Club. Through this Club he made heresy fashionable in New York, and injected ideas into the
heads of many who otherwise would hav wandered
idealess through life. The Club gradually attracted
men of brain, both heterodox and orthodox, and
became one of the institutions of ·the city. Mr.
Palmer aimed to provide in the Nineteenth Century
Club a forum where prominent men of the most
antagonistic beliefs could be persuaded to meet and
exchange views, and on its platform such men as
Colona~ Ingersoll, Howard Crosby, Andrew Carnegie,
Frederick R. Coudert, T. B. Wakeman, Monsignor
Preston, and others equally prominent hav given
their thoughts to large audiences. The most not-

able recent meeting was the debate between Colonel Presently the he"'ds of monasteries began _to find
Ingersoll, Agnostic; Frederick R. Coudert, Roman serf labor more profitable than free. Dees any
Catholic; and Stewart L. Woodford, Protestant. student need to be told the effect of this self-interest~
About a year ago Andrew Carnegie, Judge Barrett, The desire for emancipation suddenly fell away.
and a few conservativ ministers resigned from ·the Bondage flourished as never before. Great numbers
Club because of Mr. Palmer's radical utterances and of free peasants were absorbed. The Abbot Alcuin
denunciation of the trial of the Chicago alleged had twenty thousand serfs attached forever to the
Anarchists. Last fall Mr. Palmer visited England soil. Before the church had the bondmen, she inand endeavored to establish in London a branch of dustriously sermonized secular authorities on the
this Club. He returned to this city in May, but left evil; as soon as she got them, it took every civil
shortly for Lake Dunmore by advice of his physician. influence that could 'Be brought to bear on her to
As a man Mr. Palmer was courteous, genial, and compel her to giv them up. "The clergy," says
generous. Born and reared in a circle the tendency ·Hallam in his History of the Middle Ages, " inveighed
of which is to repress every radical thought and against the scandal of keeping Christians in bondmake its members self-conceitedly conservativ, he age, but they were not, it is said, so ready in pernevertheless threw off its influence and became a forming their own par,ts. The villeins upon the
man. His heart and brain were too big to be cir- church lands were among the last who were emancicumscribed by any set or sect. He had the courage pated." Slavery lingered till the thirteenth century;
to proclaim his thought, and his wealth and influence serfdom, to the eighteenth.
Is the measure of hypocrisy and iniquity sufficiently
commanded a hearing. Mentally he was with the
full!
No; we hav but commenced to see how
most radical wing of the Freethin)rers; socially, he
Christianity
"abolished slavery." The church taught
lived with the conservative, .to whom through the
that
all
non-Christians
might be enslaved without
Nineteenth Century Club he was a sort of mission-.
ary, teaching them new ideas and disclosing to them scruple. This is what preachers call cherishviews of a uew mental world. We doubt if the Nine- ing "the brotherhood of man." J ewe and Mohamteenth Century Club will survive the loss of its medans were enslaved at every opportunity. They
founder and president, or if it does, it will probably naturally retaliated, and the slave system- received an
impetus that extended and strengthened it through
drift toward orthodoxy and intellectual death.
For his services and sympathy t9 D. M. Bennett, the most remote lands.
The next step taken by Christianity toward abolas well as for many subsequent kind acts, THE TRUTH
SEEKER has reason to mourn Mr. Palmer's death. ishing slavery consisted in inculcating, whea the
Organized Freethought has in him also lost a great New World was discovered and ranged by bloody
deal. The radicals in politics and social economy Spanish warriors and priests with every circumstance
hav likewise suffered through his death. In fact, all of torture and ferocity, that as American native were
reforms will mourn a champion stout of heart, able not descended from Adam, they had no souls, and
of brain, and practical of resource as well as gener- might be enslaved, murdered, or treated as animals
ous of purse. To his grave in the ground made de'ar in any way one pleased. Now Brazil is expected to
to us by the burial of the founder of THE TRUTH be grateful. Christian authority enslaved the native,
SEEKER, we bring the tribute of love for his worth, and now when a growing Rationalism tears from
respect for his bravery, and admiration of his ability. their bloody throats her ferocious gripe, she asks for
The world would hav been better off had he not died gratitude.
We hav now seen the course of Christianity in reso soon.
gard to slavery up to the latest two or three centuries. How beautiful has been its manipulation of
Christianity and Slavery.
Christianity, says Mr. Gladstone, abolished slavery. the two rules of conduct indicated at the beginning
The statement is repeated by Leo XIII., and by him of this article! How simple ! Also, how simple are
heralded everywhere in a special encyclical, affirming the dupes to be deceived by it!
How truthful the statement of Gladstone and Leo !
his late procuring of abolition in Brazil and noising
We
hav more to see.
his present solicitations to governments to cooperate
But
a few generations back, in the hight of ecclein suppressing slavedealing.
siastical
rule, the Christian nations of the earth inBefore attending to the direct facts which shall
augurated
in their own bosoms a slave trade and
prove or disprove, what would be the ii priori judgslave
servitude
so infamous that beside it the system
ment of an intelligent student of history, the probable
deduction from general principles! Two cardinal of the ancients is one of humanity and glory. In
principles of conduct of the Christian church hav the ancient states the slaves formed an intelligent
always been, first, to attach itself to and appropriate and happy class of society. A prospect of manumisthe credit of every progressiv movement seen des- sion was held out to all, and Il).anumission of ~ld
tined to be successful; and second, to justify by slaves was very general. They produced all the
scripture and defend as divinely taught any insti- articles of refinement and luxury, conducted the most
tution, however vile and monstrous, that suits its difficult forms of labor, and often exercised the most
members of influence and cash. Are these the two important professions. Their minds were frequently
principles upon which it has acted in the present cultivated to the highest· degree, and their social
privileges were proportioned to their virtue and
,
case? Precisely.
At the time of the rise of Christianity, a strong talent. Our slave-owners seized their poor victims
movement toward emancipation was under way. It amid bloody carnage, dragged them to the coast and
had existed and increased from the days of Nero. across the seas in reeking slave-ships with a cruelty
Seneca forwarded the movement unceasingly. En- that caused the death of fifty-nine per cent before
actments by Nero, Claudius, Antonine, and Adrian landing, and brutalized the survivors by a sysraised the position of the slave continuously. The tem of enforced ignorance that made it a penal
institution began to suffer more and more from the offense to teach· a slave to read. "The modern slave
opposition of the northern barhrians who descended trade," writes Lecky the historian, "was an atrocity
and mingled with the Romans, modifying or destroy- unknown to the ancients." That is, the slave trade
ing it wherever they obtained domination. Finally, of Christians was an atrocity unknown to pagans.
Let us consider with a still closer analysis what
private manumission became so frequent that it was
the
modern slave system was. It was adultery:
found necessary to impose regulativ checks by law
"With
the consent of their masters, slaves may marry,
to secure a more gradual social adjustment of the
and their moral power to agree to such a contract or conswarms of freedmen. It was at this time that Chrisnection as that of marriage cannot be doubted; but whilst
tianity "inaugurated emancipation!" It is for ·the a state of slavery, it cannot produce any civil
ct, because
inexpressible favor of stepping in at such a moment, slaves are' deprived of all civil rights'" (Judge Matthews of
fastening her ceremonies upon the acts of manumis: Louisiana; Martin's Rep., VI, 550).
sion and appropriating the credit, and with a keen
The Savannah River Association, in 1835, in reply
eye to business, building up a vast monastery system to the question, " Whether, in a case of involuntary
with the liberated, that the church now asks praise separation, of such a character as to preclude all
and adoration. If Christians ask for the evidence of prospect of future intercourse, the parties ought to
all this, it is plentiful enough; refer them to Grotius be allowed to marry again ?" answered:
(De Jure, lib. iii., chap. 14) and to every trusted his" That such a separation, among persons situated as our
slaves are, is civilly a separation by death, and they believe
torian.
Here is falseness enough, here is baseness enough, that, in the sight of God, it would be so viewed. To forbid
second marriages in such cases would be to expose the
hypocrisy, duplici_ty, knavery enough already to damn parties,
not only to stronger hardships and strong temptathe church's record. Yet thie is as nothing. This is tion, but to church censure, for acting in disobedience to their
but the beginning. Let us see what came next. masters, who cannot be expected to acquiesce in a regulation
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· at variance with justice to the slaves, and to the spirit of that
command which regulates marriage among Christians. 'fhe
slaves are not free agents, and a dissolution by death is not
more entirely without their consent, and beyond their control, than by such separation."
At the Shiloh Baptist Association the following
query was presented from Hedgman church:
" Is a servant, whose husband or wife has been sold by
his or her master into a distant country, to be permitted to
marry again?"
·
The query was referred to a committee, who made
the following report·, which, after discussion, was
adopted:
"'fhat in view of the circumstances in which servants in
this country are placed, the committee are unanimous in the
opinion that it is better to permit servants thus circumstanced to take another husband or wife."
The Carolina Baptist had an article headed,
"Slavery and Matrimony." An extract is submitted:
"As the state constitutionally and legally is ignorant of
the marriage of slaves, it is equally ignorant of its dissolution. It leaves this whole matter where it ought to be, that
is, untouched, and with the owners themselvs."
If the church permitted and indorsed this, it permitted and indorsed adultery.
Modern slavery was murder:
"STATE oF NoRTH CAROLINA,. LENOIR CoUNTY.
" Whereas, complaint hath been this day made to us, two
of the justices of the peace for the said county, by William
D. Uobb, of Jones county, that two negro slaves belonging to
him, named Ben (commonly known by the name of Ben
Fox) and Rigdon, hav absented themselvs from their said
·master's service, and are lurking about in the counties of
Lenoir· and Jones, committing acts of felony_:these are, in
the name of the state, to command the said slaves forthwith
to surrender themselvs, and return ]lome to their said master.
And we do hereby, by virtue of an act of the assembly of
this state, concerning servants and slaves, intimate and declare, if the said slaves do not surrender themselvs, and
return home to their master immediately after the publication of these presents, that any person may kill and desw·oy
said slaves by such means as he or they think fit, without
accusation or impeachment of auy crime or offense for so
doinp,, or without incurring any penalty or forfeiture thereby.
"Given under our hands and seals, this 12th day of Nov.,
1836.
"B. CoLEMAN, J.P. LSeal.]
"JAs. JoNEs, J.P. [Seal.]"
"Two HuNDRED DoLLARS REWARD.-Ran away from the
subscriber, a certain negro man named Ben, commonly
known by the name of Ben Fox. Also one other negro, by
the name of Rigdon, who ran away on the 8th of this month.
"I will giv the reward of oue hundred dollars for each of
the above negroes, to be delivered to me or confined in the
jail of Lenoir or Jones county, or f01" tlte killing of tltem, 80
that I can see them.
W. D. CoBB.
"November 12, 1836."
"R<~.N AWAY, MY NEGRO MAN RIOHARD.-A reward of $25
will be paid for his apprehension, dead or alive. Satisfactory
proof will only be required of his being killed. He has with
him, in all probability, his wife Eliza, who ran away from
Colonel Thompson, now a resident of Alabama, about the
time he commenced l:i.is journey to that state.
"D. H. RHODEs."
"ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY DoLLARS REWARD.-Ran away
from my plantation on the 6th inst., three negro men, all of
·
dark complexion.
"The above reward will be paid to anyone who will kill
the three, or fifty for either one, or twenty dollars apiece for
them delivered to me at my plantation alive, on Chattahoochie, Early county.
J. MoDoNALD."
If tha church permitted and indorsed this, it permitted and indorsed murder.
Did it indorse it! We said at the beginning of
this article that the church invariably defends as
divine any instHution useful to its wealthy members,
justifying it with texts culled from the Bible-culled
from that heterogeneous collection of maxims of
which "age cannot wither or custom stale the infinit
variety." Let us see.
The Harmony presbytery of South Carolina resolved "That slavery has existed from the days of
those good old slaveholders and patriarchs Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob, who are now in the kingdom of
heaven, to the time when the apostle Paul sent a
runaway home to his master Philemon, and wrote a
Christian and fraternal letter to this slaveholder,
which we find still stands in the canon of the scriptures, and slavery has existed ever since the days
of the apostles," and the church has no right to
affect it.
The Rev. Wm. S. Plummer, D. D., high in the
Presbyterian church, declared the Abolition movement "the most meddlesome, impudent, reckless,
fierce, and wicked excitement ever seen," and said
Abolitionists were like Infidels and should be
lynched.
The Rev. Bishop Meade, Episcopal, in a book of
sermons to slaves addressed them in this wise:
'' Almighty God hath been pleased to make you slaves
here, and to giv you nothin{!; b1}t lapor ~nd poverty in this '
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world, which you are obliged to submit to, as it is his will and eseentially immoral and unchristian? We are clearly
that it should be so. One general rule you ought always to and satisfactorily convinced it is not."
carry in your minds, and that is, to do air service for them as
In May of the same year :
if you did it for God himself."
"There is not one verse in the Bible inhibiting it, but
many regulating it. It is not, then, we conclude, immoral.
The Rev. J. C. Postell maintained:
. . . The New Testament does not authorize any inter"1. That slavery is a judicial visitation. 2. That it is not
a moral evil. 3, That it is supported by the Bible-that it is ference or legislation upon the relation of master and slave.
While it prescribes the duty of both parties, master and
by divine appointment."
slaves, it sanctions the relation."
· In 1816 the Presbyterian church, having among its
The Hamden Sydney College and Union Theologarticles one censuring slavery, in obedience to the ical Seminary, Prince Edward county, Va., held slaves
wishes of its influential members convened in general enough to pay the pastor of. the college church his
assembly and expunged it.
salary, so that not a cent of it need be paid by the
The Rev. Dr. Wisner, Presbyterian, declared:
church-members.
"I will spend my few remaining days in solitude, and go
In 1833 the Rev. Dr. Furman, of North Carolina,
down to my grave friendless and alone, rather than violate addressed to the governor of that state a lengthy
my ordination vows, and go with my Abolition brethren in
communication expressing the sentiments of the
defiance of the plain precepts of our savior and his apostles."
Baptist church and clergy on slavery. Its substance
Dr. Beecher, of Boston, opposed Abolition with the is contained in this extract: .
declaration: "Master and slaves existed in the primi''The right of holding slaves is clearly established in the
tiv churches, and it·was allowed by Christ and his holy scriptures, both by precept and example."
apostles."
When this Christian clergyman died, the notice of
A local. association of Congregationalists sent a
the sale of his effects contained these two items, in
remonstrance against the custom of slaveholding by
juxtaposition:
church-members to a presbytery of that church.' As
"A library of miscellaneous character, chiefly theological.
soon as its contents were known, the presbytery Twenty-seven negroes, some o{ them very prime."
voted unanimously not to receive it ..
One item of an advertisment in the Savannah, Ga.,
In 1841 the Baptist national missionary organiza.Republican
of March 13, 1845:
t"10n me t , and a save
1 h older presided, another per''Also, at the same time and place, the following negro
formed the devotions, and a third preached the ser- slaves, to wit: Charles, Peggy, Antonnett, Davy, September,
mon. Rev. Elon Galusha was removed from the Maria, Jenny, and Isaac-levied on as the property of Henry
board of managers for being a friend of the enslaved, T. Hall, to satisfy a mortgage fi. fia., issued out 0f Mcintosh
and a slaveholder filled his place. A member wrote superior court, in favor of the board of directors of the
to the Biblical .Recorder: "Our meeting was truly Theological Seminary of the Synod of South Carolina and
Georgia, 'VB. said Henry T. Hall. Conditions, cash.
delightful. The spirit of the gospel prevailed, and
"C. O'NEAL, Deputy Sheriff."
gav a tremendous shock to the Abolitionists."
The Rev. Albert Barnes, one of the most eminent
Rev. Dr. Wayland, president of Brown University, members the Presbyterian church has ever had, said
Providence, R. I., argued that ''slavery is not always
in a sermon at Philadelphia:
and everywhere a sin." In a letter congratulating a
"Advert for a moment to the efforts made to remove
f r1en
. ·a o_ n h"1s successf u 1 apo1ogy f or the sys t em, h e
slavery from the world, and to the hindrances which exist
said: "Never before, I presume, has the defense of to all efforts which can be made to remove it in consequence
slavery, on Christian principles, been so ably con- of the relation of the church to the system. Reflect how
many members of the Christian church, and how many minducted."
of the gospel are owners of slaves; how little effort is
isters
In 1841, Rev. Jonathan Davis, a Baptist clergyman
from Georgia, visited the Northern states. Boasting made by the great mass to dissociate themselvs from the
system; how many there are, even in the pulpit, who openly
that he was the owner of thirty human beings, and advocate it; how much identified the system is with all tile
that he would wade kneedeep in blood to defend his plans of gain, and all the views of the comforts and ease of
right to hold them, he was everywhere received by domestic life among mauy members of the church; and how
the Northern Baptists and many other churches with faint arid feeble is the voice of condemnation of the system
delight. In a letter dated Boston, May 23, 1841, he uttered by the great mass, even of those who hav no connection with it; and how often the language of apology is
heard even then, and it is easy to see how ineffectual must
says:
"It is proper for me to state that the mass of our brethren, be all efforts to remove this great evil from the world. The
both in Philadelphia and New York, are opposed to Aboli- language of the ministry and the practice of church-members
giv such a sanction to this enormous evil as could be derived
tion."
from no other source, and such as it is useless to attempt to
And in one dated Philadelphia, June 22,1841:
"I hav now met all the able debaters and lecturers in New convince the world of the evil. Against all this influence in
England and New York, except one Gerritt Smith, of whom the church in favor of the system, how hopeless are all atI hav heard much. He was sent for to meet me, but did not tempts agaiast it."
Rev. Robert J. Breckenridge, of Baltimore, an
come. Whether it was for fear he would share the fate of
the others, I cannot tell. I am now on my way home, leav- eminent Presbyterian, said:
ing the hot-beds of Abolitionism without having been once
"The church has cherished slavery in her bosom and susfoiled. God be praised for sustaining me."
tained it by her example."
In 1836, the Methodist Episcopal church reversed
Dr. Nelson, afterward president of the Literary
its antislavery declarations of 1785 and 1801, can- and Theological Institution in Illinois, wrote:
sured two members for lecturing on Abolitionism,
"Of all Northern periodicals, the New York Observe1· must
hav the preference as an efficient support of slavery. I am
and declared itself opposed to emancipation.
In 1836, Rev. George W. Freeman delivered two not sure but it does more than all things combined to keep
the dreadful system alive. It is just the succor demanded
sermons on "The Rights and Duties of Slavehold- by the South. . . . Indeed, I never heard a sermon to
ers," which were published with the commendation slaves hut what made obedience to masters by the slaves the
of his Protestant Episcopal bishop. An extract reads fundamental and supreme law. of religion."
Professor Stuart, of Andover Theological Semi"
thus:
"No man or set of men in our day, unless they can pro- nary, wrote to President Fisk, of Middletown Theoduce a new revelation from heaven, are entitled to pronounce
slavery wrong. . . . Slavery, as it exists at the present logical Seminary, that "slavery may exist without
yiolating the Christian faith or the church." Presiday, is agreeable to the order of divine providence."
. In South Carolina, the Society for the Advance- dent Fisk replied: "This doctrin will stand, because
ment of Christianity, composed of clergymen and it ie Bible doctrin."
Rev. J. C. Postell, of South Carolina, exhorted the
elders, published the above sermons as a religious
citizens of Orangeburg ana vicinity at a crowded
tract, for gratuitous distribution.
The Protestant Episcopal church was candid meeting:
" Shun Abolitionism as you would the devil. Do your
enough t o 1scard th e half-way measures of some
churches and openly avow pro-slavery principles. It duty as citizens and Christians, and in heaven you will be
rewarded and delivered from Jibolitionism."
made no pretension to any other character.
"Only the religious sanctions of the church,"
The position of the Campbellites may be gathered
wrote Parker Pillsbury, the Abolitionist agitator, in
from the words of President Shannon, of Bacon
1846, "prevent Abolition's immediate success." In
College, a leader of that sect, in conclusion of a Bible
testimony to the obstruction of the church, Pillsbury,
pro-slavery argument:
Phillips, Garrison, Lucy Colman, Abbey Kelley
''Thus did Jehovah stereotype his approbation of domestic Foster, every one of the famous Abolition leaders,
slavery by incorporating it with the institutions of the Jewish
religion, the only religion on earth that had the divine sane- hav been unanimous.
We hav now reviewed the whole course of Chris·
tion."
tianity
in relation to slavery. We hav seen the spirit
The Rev. Alex. Campbell, from whom this church
derives its name, wrote in the Millennial Harbinger and nature of the church. Creation groans beneath
this monstrous system of cruelty, hypocrisy, and
for April, 1845:
"rs the simple relation of master ~nd slave necessarily fraud.
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'l,ttltrs Jrotl( Jlritnds. .
ALMrRA, TEx., June 30, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3.50. for THE TRUTH
SEEKER and Colonel Ingersoll's "Defense of Reynolds." My
time expired June 1st, but I can't well do without THE TRUTH
SEEKER. I hope to send you some subscribers this fall.
J.P. MILLS.
. RooHESTER, N. H., July 1, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I hav read your paper for nearly two years,
and will say that it has made me a wiser if not a better man ;
and am of the opinion that your paper will hav the same
effect on any man who has a spark of liberty in him if lie
will do as I hav done.
S. W. BRooK.
SouTH LoWELL, ALA., July 9, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Let me advise every reader of THE TRUTH
SEEKER to get "Hard Times and the Way Out," by W.
T. Brooks, M.D. For sale by E. A. Stevens, 241 Washington Boulevard, Chicago. H will pay an honest voter to read
this pamphlet. Price, twenty cents, or three for fifty cents.
J. K. DEARTH.
AuDuBoN, IowA, June 26, 111 r.u.s.
MR. EDITOR: Some time ago I sent and got a sample copy
of THE TRUTH SEEKEH, and was very much pleased with it.
So now I send you inclosed $3. I did not know the price of
the "History of Christianity," but, in looking over my Freethought papers, I see the price is $2. The two will just
use a five-dollar bill. So inclosed please find money-order
to pay for the same. It is raining here to-day; and my soul
yearneth for something sensible to read.
Yours truly,
D. A. MoRRISON.
RENFREW, PA., July 1, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I wish you would publish the following lines,
so that some reader may let me know who is the author of
them, as I hav made many inquiries and cannot learn:
If God a perfect being is, bow has he formed his plan,
To spoil with his own hands his work by making imperfect man 1
I! God perfect made the man, who made his imperfection?
Man could no more change himself than make the whole creation,
If God imperfect made the man, made him a fallen creature,
Where is the justice of his plan. to damn him for his nature?

THoMAs BowsER.
CmoLEVILLE, W. VA., June 27, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I am a truth seeker. I believe that the
Bible was written by the various religious churchmen. I
am confined with rheumatism, so I cannot practice my profession. The best and most useful of papers, THE TRUTH
SEEKER, has been the salvation of thousands by opening
their eyes, clearing their minds, and strengthening their reason, thereby enabling them to raise themselvs from the ditch
and mire of religious superstition up to the glorious dawn of
·
the era of man.
I am a true friend to THE TRUTH SEEKER and its generous
Editor.
DR. H. H. JuDY.
SouTH AowoRTH, N. H., June 30, 181:l8.
MR. EDITOR: I hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER now about
eight years, and like it just as well as ever. I shall not write,
Stop my paper, just because some correspondent writes something that I don't believe, as long as you will giv me and
everyone else a chance to contradict him, We miss thereports of the "man with the badge-pin." What has become
of Brother Peck? l hav lent the papers that hav W. H.
Burr's articles in to several Spiritualists, and they are well
pleased with theni. I am going to try and get some to subscribe. Please send me your catalog of books. If you will
send me a number of them I will giv them to people that I
think may order some books.
J. A. ALLAN.
SALISBURY, Mo., June 21, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: The following is my honest conclusion on a
certain point, partly original with me and partly borrowed
from Mr. Palmer's views-in short, I might say, Mr. Palmer's
views enlarged upon by me :
•
The philanthropy of most intended benefactors has been
only temporary in its effects, holding up straws to see which
way the wind blew, soon passing back into the coffers of
other millionaires. While if they had used their money to
secure the passage of just and equitable laws for the poor,
the same as the monopolist ugcs money to secure laws for
himself, they would hav bequeathed a lasting benefit upon the
poor as well as mankind in general. Let the next philanthropist weigh well these suggestions, and make his name famous by directing all his energies to that end.
JoHN TRUEBLOOD.
VERMO~T, ILL., July 1, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: As I am now living in Vermont, III. (former
residence, Havana, III.), I thought I would write a letter to
the grand old TRUTH SEEKER to inform my many TRUTH
SEEKER friends where they can find me if they come this
way. I will further say, if any of TEE TRUTH SEEKER family
will come to Vermont, they will always find my door open to
them or any other Liberals who come this way. My brother
Lewis and I are engaged in the dry goods and grocery
business here, and we are happy to say we are well pleased
with the place. Since here I hav had the pleasure to talk
with Mr. Paterson Harner, a true Liberal in every sense of
the word. He is getting up in years, but stands firm as a
rock and always ready to speak his honest thoughts. He is
an old resident of this place, and one of the leading men; he
is respected by all who know him. He is a great admirer of
our Col. R. G. Ingersoll, and has read most of his works.
If there are any true Liberals in this community who read
this letter, let them come forward and grasp the hand of a
fellow-worker.
J. A. WEABER,

WINDOM, KAN., June 19, 288.
MR. EDITOR: Your letter came to hand just a few minutes
before we left our home to lay our dear mother to rest. She
died of paralysis. She had been a consistent Methodist
Episcopal for about ten years, but since I began taking THE
TRUTH SEEKER two years ago, she had given up the orthodox purgatory.
Dear Editor, I am glad that I ever put on the whole armor
of Freethought and subscribed for your invaluable paper.
When I subscribed for your paper I knew of only three Infidels, viz., Colonel Ingersoll, the Editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and S. Marks, a TRUTH SEEKER subscriber. Now
about one-half of the people that I know are heterodox.
Amen.
I think perhaps I can get up another club this fall.
Yours for heterodoxy,
WILLIAM D. GILPEN.

come out and carry away a lady's gloves! If Mrs. Burr can
prove there was no deception about that, what would those
gloves be worth to some enterprising showman ? They would
rival Barnum's mermaid. Mrs. Burr says her father materialized, and that he pinched her shoulders and spoke .to her,
and that she had her hands on his sides. Now, if she had
held on to her father and some one bad turned up the gl\s,
would it not hav exposed a fraud? Wash came out again
and said the gentleman was surprised himself, and that he
never did such a thing before. Surprised at what-that he
had so completely bamboozled the audience?
I would like to know where the spirits get the matter to
materialize with, and what becomes of it when they disappear. Why do they not tell us something worth knowing,
instead of the little claptrap stuff they say in the seance?
Spiritualists tell us that the spirits can pass through any matter; then why do they not make some new discoveries?
Why doesn't the spirit of the murdered victim report the
author of the crime? But no; when there is anything worth ·
communicating they are as silent as the tomb.
D. M. Bennett said before his death that if there was a
future life he would let us know it, but be has not done it. ·
Has he changed his mind, or is there not a future life ?
John Peck says all that is required to perform a miracle
"is a clever knave and a pack of fools!" Is there anything
more wanted for a first-class seance?
R. M. CowiNG.

WATERVILLE, MINN., June 18, 1888.
MR, EDITOR : The reading that I ordered from you last
spring came all right, and has done wonqers in the community. I usually get my 'I;'RUTH SEEKER on Sunday, and by the
next Sunday it has carried the glad tidings of great joy to
more houses than mine. I hav no use for a binder for my
paper. I do not know where one of the copies is to-day,
only the one just got from the office. I think we will be able
to do something in the way of get.ting up a club soon. I will
as soon as possible send in another order for books. Those
cartoons are grand. Every one is a whole book itself. I
MILWAUKEE, Wis., July·8, 1888.
send you a new subscriber for three months, who says he
MR. EDIToR: I copied the statement sent herewith from
will subscribe for a year at the end of that time. I also in- the last number of the paper entitled, The Golrn·ed O?'Phan and
close some names of friends to whom you can send sample Messenger of the Bt. Peter Glavt1' Society, published at
copies.
ORANGE DuRAND,
·Leavenworth, Kansas.
The Jesuit, F. X. Wenninger, is very well known here,
FALLBRooK, CAL., June 13, 1888.
but the oldest inhabitant does not know anything of the
MR. EDITOR: Along with this I mail you a paper pubvenerable old lady who was so miraculously cured. Father
lished in Sim Francisco. It is not very polished, but shows
W, forgot to mention her name, and the street and number
very plainly and truthfully with what gigantic strides the
where she lived; so also of the St. Louis man. Will some
Romish church is advancing here as well as in other parts of
St, Louis man please giv us the name and address of the rethis country. Nor is the Protestant church lacking in efforts
markable baker?
to grasp power, as seen in the number of Woman's Christian
Is this tbe nineteenth century?
ALMOND OwEN.
Temperance Unions and Young Men's Christian Associations
THE CANONIZATION OF PETER 0LAVER.-0n the 15th of January
all over the land.
ult,, our great and most gloriously reigning Pope I.eo XIII. placed
These churches require but one thing more to make them Peter Claver, the patron of our society, u~on the catalog of
paramount, and that is female suffrage, engineered by hbe saints. Every member of the St. Peter Claver Society undoubtedly
rejoiced in the great honor conferred.upon our holy patron, who,
clergy.
Liberals, are you asieep, or are you criminally supine? in his wonderful humility, was wont to call himself the slave of
slaves,
.
.
Will you allow the United States of America to be bound
It is reported the miracles considered in the process of canonizahand and foot and handed over to the enemy without mak- tion were the two that hav taken place in our own midst, and in
·our own days, and are related by the great and well·known mising a single effort to frustrate their nefarious designs?
sionary Rev. F. X. Wenninger, S.J., who, following the example of
M. H. SHEPPARD, M.D.

St. Peter Claver; works most zealously for the spiritual and temporal welfare of the colored people, as follows:
FREDONIA, N. Y., July 10, 288.
1. In the year l861, there was an old woman, eighty years of age,
MR. EDITOR: I am thankful for THE TRUTH SEEKER's in Milwaukee, who had a cancer in the face, from which she had
never failing weekly visits to my home amidst the battle of been suffering twelve years. On the feast. of St. Peter she came to
life. It is with much effort that I can pause to read it, with me, and I applied the relic of Peter Claver to the cancerated cheek,
and the cancer disappeg,red instantaneously,
the other contending duties, but when it puts in its appear2. In the year 1863 there was in St. Louis, Mo., a man whose
ance my hands involuntarily seize it, and my eyes wander breast-bone with some of his ribs was in a state of der.ay in conseover each well-filled page, of vital interest to every well- quence of the disease called"caries, His throat was affected by
wisher of our race. On reflection the question comes back bronchitis and laryngitis ; besides, he had the two forms of conto my mind, What more needs to be said? what IDOre sumption called by the doctors pu!monaria and pitaitosa. I applied
the relic, and he exclaimed: "I am cured; I cpuld dance!" In fact,
can be said? Each weekly TRUTH SEEKER answers that he was at the same instant· perfectly cured of all the above-menquestion in full, and it is plain to see that it has put in full tioned infirmities, and returned to his work in the bakery where
time and has made a week's journey's advance in thought of he was formerly employed,

mental freedom on the plane of progressiv humanity-so
CLIFToN, DAK., June 30, 1888.
much so that I hav not got where I can do safely without it,
MR. EDITOR: I wish you would recommend the employand here again I inclose the ever mutual needful to aid in the
arduous work of opening the prison doors of ignorance and ment by the government of sufficient clerks in every department to transact its business as promptly as it is done in
superstition.
PLINY SMITH.
individual cases, and without taking advantage of every
technicality to delay and harass its claimants.
LEXINGTON, Mo., July 12, 1888,
MR. EDITOR.: To Wm. A. Thompson, of St. Johns, Ill., I
As an example, I will state one of my individual experiwould say that I do not "pretend to be a Liberal," but to ences, which is only one of thousands of instances with citifollow Huxley's example, hav put on a collar of my own zens having business with the government, especially in the
choosing, and it is marked "Rationalist." As a follower of Far West.
reason, I found nothing reasonable, nothing logical, in his
I cashed a set of final statements for a discharged soldier,
column and a quarter.
to the amount of $218. The deposits and interest amounted.
Women hav no right to say when we men shall go to war. to $48. It ·was all certified to as being correct, and that the
We alone do the fighting and we alone hav a right to vote, papers were transferred to me by the army officers. But,
for all voting bears more or less nearly or remotely on war. being in a hurry at the time I cashed the papers, I did not
By parity of reasoning, the wife alone has a right to say when think to get the deposit book, and did not learn of my neglect
she shall risk death by bringing children into the world. I till I tried to get the papers cashed by the local paymaster.
say to the women whose names Mr. Thompson mentions, do He informed he could not pay the deposits and interest withwhat you please so it be not unlawful, but you may not out the book.
please to vote me into the ranks in a war of your getting up.
I then wrote to the paymaster-general, and got the same
Religion is not a ''mental disease"- it is simply a certain answer, notwithstanding the government's own officials cerstate of development which some hav reached and some tified to everything being correct. It took me a year to find
hav passed. So Mr. Thompson is as far wrong on that point out that much, and that I could not learn the whereabouts of
the soldier.
as on some others.
As long as anyone wants to hear preaching, I still think
I then wrote to the second auditor of the treasury. It
that it is light work, well paid, and very suitable for women. took a month to get an answer, notifying me of the receipt
The ''pastoral visits" by lady pastors would· especially com- of my letter, and asking for an affidavit supporting my claim
mend themselvs to husbands and fathers-" ain't it," Mr. and identification and the final statements, with a blank reThompson? The male preachers would then be at liberty ceipt for me to sign; also warning me that every letter I sent
to addict themselvs to some robust employment, such as a inquiring about my case would only delay it so much longer,
lady friend of mine suggested to one of them, to wit, "ho'in' as they were so far behind in their business on account of inco'n."
sufficient clerks.
A good many who call themselvs "Liberals" are extremely
It has been over seven months since I sent what they re·
il-Liberal, just as many who call themselvs Christians do not quired, and I ha v not heard from them since, and never expect
liv up to their professions.
to, as it is notorious that it takes till the third and fourth genOnce enfranchise women and the preachers would decide eration for the government to settle with its citizens, like the
all elections.
GEo, WILBoN.
way the French claims were settled.
Well, I hav given my $218, that I earned as a private
INNERKIP, 0NT., June 28, 1888.
soldier in the regular army at $12.87t a month, up for gone.
MR. EDITOR: The spirits are having quite a boom in I would not take any part of the money without the whole.
Washington, according to the letters of Mr. and Mrs. Burr,
In the land office department it takes years for the govalthough they say the weather is unfavorable, so much so as ernment to issue the patents, after receiving pay for the land,
for Wash to contract a cold. What an idea, that a spirit with all the delays, technicalities, and new rulings imagincould catch a cold, and be so hoarse that he could not speak able to harass the settler-though land business is a little
above a whisper! Hav we again in spirit life to be afilicted better since we got rid of Sparks and his spies and detectivs.
with all the ills that flesh is heir to? And then for Wash to
I do not wish ex-Land-Commissioner Sparks any bad luck,
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only I hope he will be appointed land commissioner in hell,
if he gets there, and there is such a place, to keep settlers
from acquiring a continuous residence.
If you think this matter of the government employing suf:fiCient clerks is a matter of importance, I wish you would
please agitate and bring it before the public, especially as we
hav such a surplus revenue that it puzzles both political
parties to know what to do with it. Respectfully, your old
subscriber,
JoHN C. BLAISDELL.
.
SoUTH RoYALToN, VT., July 10, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I wish to say a few words through your very
excellent paper. It is full of fresh thoughts and wise suggestions from far and near.
It is time that every man and ·woman understood the
dangers which threaten our republic. But, alas I only a few
know, that are in the habit of reading Liberal newspapers.
The mass of our community do not hav the faintest idea
about the deep-laid plot of the God-in-the-Oonstitution party
or the Young Men's Christian Association. Our good women
who are doing all iu their power to help the I:oble cause of
temperance do not even suspect there is any trap to eatch
them. Frances E. Willard has made her boast that they intend to put everything under Jesus-to make him the king
of kings and the lord of lords in all future time.
When that time comes you will hav no occasion to get out
any more TRUTH SEEKERS, for Comstock will crush out all
Freethought with the help of the Catholics and Protestants
when they become friends like Herod and Pilate. We shall
hav thumbs!.!rews and gags applied to cut off Liberal publications and silence investigation. The good old time will
come again when it will be a sin to use our reason or pry
into the future. We might go to the pope for knowledge of
our duties, and to the priest for help to make peace with God.
We look for your live paper every week as we wo.uld for
a frbnd. When will people wake up to see and read the
signs of the times? A little more sleeping on the part of our
good citizens on the very brink of an awful volcano is all the
Catholics want. They are lengthening their cords and
strengthening their stakes all over the land. It needs more
than Gabriel with a trumpet that should giv a blast that
would echo through the world to wake up the sleepers.
Be of good cheer and work on bravely in the cause of
human elevation and freedom I All noble, intelligent minds
are with you. All the great and good who hav toiled and
struggled to giv light and knowledge to the human race and
hav passed into a higher and more glorious existence are
with you to inspire you with wisdom and knowledge to carry
forward the great work of emancipation for the whole family
MRs. H. J. BEvERANOE.
of man.

Watts would finish, they would sneak out like a cur dog with
his tail bet ween his legs.
A local, unsophisticated, ignorant, and self-conceited Meth. odist Sunday-school superintendent got up to debate with
Watts, and about all he could say was, "If a sheep eat a
blade of ·grass, why does it turn ·into mutton?" Such a
poor, ignorant "follower of the lamb," I'll guarantee, never
confronted Mr·. Watts, He used him as he would a poor imbecil, and when Mr. Watts had hamstrung the poor idiot, all
he could exclaim was, "Rock of ages, cleft for me, let me
hide myself in thee I" I exclaimed to myself, "0 to be nothing, nothing I"
In every community there are a great many Infidels-a
great many of whom, I am sorry to say, are in mortal fear of
Mother Grundy. But let one among them pass around the
hat and they will find it an easy matter to secure funds sufficient to get a hall, secure a lecturer, and hav a "feast of reason." Why let this horde of sky-pilots monopolize everything? There is no excuse for any community letting a
winter go by without having at least one Agnostic, Secular,
Materialistic, Infidel lecturer. "Let us all be up and doing."
I hav done in the past and always shall do all in my power
to promote the cause of common sense and decency, and will
never let a winter pass without having a course of Freethought lectures wherever I may reside-and I am not blessed
with an abundance of wealth. Let some one in every town,
city, or hamlet say: "Now, this winter we will hav a course
of Freethought lectures, and I will make theni a success,"
and how easy he will find it to hav them a howling success,
with only a light draw on his fin_ances!
Let us '' wind up" by singing a verse of a Methodist hymn :
-

What bliss will fill the ransomed ijouls
When they in glory dwell,
To see the sinner as he rolls
In qnonchless flames of_ hell I

Yours in the cause of mental progress,

GEo. E. LIGHT.

LEXINGTON, KY., July 2, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: How much weakness must remain in the
human mind, when so few are impressed with the idea that,
so we can keep good principles intact, the proud fiesh of corrupting ideas will drop off of itself! For ages has the belief
in a God impoverished and weakened the intellect of man.
The religious demon, who has drenched provinces with
blood, though denounced for a time, has soon regained his
power and influence. The Prohibitionists hav forgotten.that
one spontaneous act of the untrammeled mind in favor of the
right is nobler and more powerful than the consent of millions of galley-slaves to any measure or opinion. In their
eagerness for power to carry out their seemingly stupend-ous
designs, they would be willing to engage the services of
another Tamerlane to desolate the world, and to leave on the
fifth part of the globe not a blade of grass behind them, provided that they were able to carry out their designs and that
victory perched upon their banners. Again, they will encir.
cle our loved one!! with a wreathing mass of fiery serpents, to
drive them into the blood-soaked, narrow way which religion
points out. Our noble Constitution will be an instrument of
coarse, unreasoning, and brutal domination. The pious way
of coercing human beings into holiness will deluge streets
with blood, crushing innocent beings under the wheelsof a
moral Juggernaut, seizing and submerging the noble mind
whose element is truth under the bloody waves of religious
persecution. The masses will l)e. struck down by ruthless
hands willing to be imbrued in the holiest blood, so that the
pallid semblance of a reform may fill the land with moral
pestilence, leprosy, and the contamination which attends the
fierce and destructiv spirit, the fiery arrogance, of false revolution. Such mistaken ideas of improvement crush and
control every thought, .until continual inroads hav cast to
the winds all that the human heart would cherish, would
bleed for, would burn for-that freedom of thought which
alone can. fill our pathway with gems and dewy flowers of
holiness and truth. Forbid it, justice! If the sun of our
liberty sets in a pool of ignorance, depravity, and religious
insanity, what happy chance again will there be to rear to
the heavens the columns of a pure and noble civilization?
Future ages will read with wonder a description of the
clergyman whose every honest thought is stifled by the synod
or convention; who is -led, step by step, into a narrow way
lined with thorns where retreat is impossible, to obtain bread,
the leading object of life. The least opposition makes
him fierce ; a well-built argument drives him to madness,
developing all the malice and fury of his nature. False reasoning, abuse, lying, deceit-anything that can allay his
misery-all these are resorted to in self-defense.
There is an eloquent divine here named Brossart, noted for
his pure and noble character;. but the common remark is
with regard to him, that this is the work of nature and not
of grace.·
ALHAZA.

ORANGE CITY, IA., July 10, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Certainly you deserve a prize for tolerance.
It may be that Spiritualists are great allies in the fight with
bigotry, but it seems to me that they are the most tiresome
friends that one can possibly be afiiicted with.
Aunt Elmina hits the nail exactly. It appears queer indeed
that those everlasting gentlemen and ladies of the other world
never impart anything that is of the least practical value to
anybody. It seems that all spirits, gods, spooks, angels,
etc., must of necessity be on a level with the intellect of
their mediums.
If spirits can manifest themselvs only in such roundabout
and suspicious ways, it strikes me that the best thing they
could do would be to retire from the manifesting business
entirely, stay in their world where they belong, and quit
bothering us in ours, where they are of no earthly and very
little spiritual use.
Another much-mooted question is Prohibition. Personally, I am an advocate of temperance in its broadest sense,
and think that Prohibitiqn should include not only ardent
spirits, but several other evils that sadly need it. A good
many of our most sanctimonious Prohibitionists, who look
down with contempt on a drunken wretch on the street
corner, are guilty of sins in the secret of their homes that put
them farther below the leyel of a beast than a gallon of tjle
worst rotgut ever manufactured, swallowed at OJ]ce, possibly
could.
I am in for Prohibition as far as it can be brought about
by logic and conviction, by showing the evil and its consequences, and educating the rising generation in avoiding
it. But I object to Prohibition as it is run by Prohibitionists: Firstly, as touching only one vice and leaving others as
bad alone; and, secondly, because it is too much mixed up
with Jehovah, praying women, lying parsons, sanctimonious
deacons, and more cattle -of that ilk, which alone should
. make every Liberal distrustful of its aim, not being certain
that W. C. T. U., Jehovah & Co., after prohibiting liquor,
may not turn their attention to Infidelity and, being in working order, simply prohibit it, since it certainly is as much of
an evil in their eyes ns guzzling strong waters.
BREA.THEDS'VILLE, MD., July 9, 1888.
In fact, I wish that Liberals could fight superstition withMR. EDITOR : As a subscriber to and reader of THE TRUTH
out Spiritualistic, and liquor without Prohibitionist, help.
SEEKER, I hav read the communications of W. H. Burr and
.
DE LESPINASSE.
McArthur on Spiritualism, but not with the astonishment
they would hav inspired in me three years ago, as since then
BAiHNAw; Mwu;, July 6, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Last May a few good, bed. rock Infidels of ! hav been with several parties on a spook-hunt to New
this city put their hands into their always open pockets, and York to investigate this spook business.
Now let me say in the outset that I claim we were all honsecured the services of that gladiator Charles Watts for a
series of three lectures, and secured the Opera House and est in this matter, and possessed of average intelligence at
least, and that we came away with exactly opposit results or
gave the course free-" whosoever will mny come."
We had crowded houses, much enthusiasm, and Friend convictions as to the realities of' what transpired at the
Watts planted bushels of the seeds of truth that.the "follow- seances.
Why was this ? How could this happen ? My theory is
ers of the lamb" will never uproot. Such a shaking-up of the
this. When you go to these seances the mediums are the
" dry bones" as we had I never saw the like ot
There was a polite invitation given publicly through the masters of ceremonies, and they set certain rules and bounds
papers for the clergy to debate. They would come into the for you to observe while trying to pry into the mystery of
hall in a sneaking manner, take a rear seat, listen to their Spiritualism, which conditions must be strictly observed in
J' divipe _humbug" bein~ torp. to pieces, and then, just as Mr. order to bring the spirits into a communicativ and material- .
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izing mood. You are told that spirits are very sensitiv, so·
sensitiv · that doubts and adverse thoughts disturb them
amazingly, etc., and when you comply with these conditions
and rules, ·as ladies and gentlemeD generally do, you can't
ascertain whether it is simply acting or reality.
We attended a seance at Colonel Greg's, and the acting,
that is, spirit acting, was really so poor that I became disgusted with the fraud, as they were so poorly acting it that
I expected we would only hav one opinion about it, yet, to
my astonishment, when we talked over the matter afterward,
I found we were evenly divided. The half of our party were
sure they had seen spirits and conversed with some of their
departed friends, and talk about this matter like W. H. Burr
and McArthur.
We were at three of these different spook establishments,
and our opinion as to all was about the same.
A short time ago th!) Gregs were fully exposed by a reporter
of the New York World and some of his friends. They were
not quite as mannerly as our party, and sat dunce-like speCtators, but they caught the spirit, held on to him, lit a light,
and verified their suspicions of fraud.
If you want to satisfy yourself on this subject, and for
this purpose attend seances, hav some four or five trusty
friends with you, then all of your party manifest all the
childish credulity that the balance do, and the spirits will
soon be strong and bold, and will come near enough to be
caught, which opportunity you must improve, and catch
them and be convinced.
·
I feel satisfied that if this plan were followed for several
years by those who attend seances, the spook business would
soon be played out. To talk about investigating Spiritualism scientifically, with the liberty and chance given those
who attend seances, is about as ridiculous as to say, Now
shut your eyes tight so that you can behold the grand beauties
of nature.
If these mediums hav discovered a power known only to·
themselvs, it is for them to explain and demonstrate the matter scientifically to the world generally under circumstances
which will not admit of deception.
Many hav had such chances, and Mrs: Diss Debar has had
this rare chance quite lately to convince the world in open
court, but it seems she never thought of the grand opportunity.
Spiritualism is a child of credulity, the same as all our
religions and errors, except what is right and· true between
man and man according to the light of the best reason of the
day; but we are slow to realize this fact, and so are humbugged. in one way or another from age to age, and will
be until we can calmly admire and weigh the discussion
of both sides of a subject as we hav it in THE TRUTH
BEEKER.
JNo. M. GRoH.
July 15, 1888.
To THE REv. GEo. W. DuDLEY, Editor Christian Independent,
Dear Sir: Seeing a number of your paper reminds me of
years agone when I knew you as a pedagog. I remember
you well. In those days you stood No. 1 among your peers;
you then did good work teaching solid, unquestioned facts in
nature, philosophy, and science. You taught things you
knew something about; you impressed tender minds with
plain, reasonable proposilions which are useful and serviceable to those persons to-day in the battle of life. Realizing
further on that man is a credulous, superstitious machine,
receiving and retaining impressions of fear and awe by which
he can be controled through life with a certainty that has made
him an abject slave, you. like thousands of others, profiting
by the knowledge, hav got through with your early usefuL
work, and now strike oil-a regular flowing well, so to
speak-by setting up business as a· guide, counselor, and
teacher in the school of unknown worlds and future lifefor revenue, with protection of your infant industries (the
church) as incidental. You are telling your followers all
about the glories, joys, and unutterable things to be seen in
a great Utopia you do not propose to locate-only in figure,
as "Abraham's bosom," the "New Jerusalem," "the abode
of the saints," or "the eternal Eden," and so on. You
preach to them that you know the way to get there; that
there must be belief in a heterogeneous mess of stuff called
the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, about which or whom it is
impossible to hav any knowledge whatever; that there must
be an undying faith exercised where reason sees only a manmade scheme to enslave the weak and ensn_!lre the timid;
that there must be rite!!, ceremonies, and worship performed
in order to secure an election to heirship. You preach to
them a lot of dogmas as of special use in the race, such as
baptism, the sacrament, resurrection, prayer, forgivness of
sins, spiritual power, faith, repentance, and election, with
many others, and all this in view of the fact that thousands
of others are preaching different dogmas and claiming that
their way is the w.ay to life eternal. You succeed-they
succeed-in .finding followers who suck in your various
and wonderfully different isms and ologies. Now, presuming that you hav got all the points arranged in your mind by
which you can clear up any and all apparent mists or clouds
that may obscure the dull of il!~ellect, and make plain as a
morning star the truth as it is in your holy scheme, we propose to ask of you to come to the aid of more than ten
thousand benighted minds, and giv a clear exposition of the
heretofore unsolved and inexplicable riddle: ]f an eternal
and all-wise God made poor, fallen man, knowing he would
sin and die, did he not design man's misery, and doom him
to eternal hell?
If you will write an article and prove that foreknowledge
and foreordination are in God's case separate and apart, it
will relieve his character of a blasphemous stain, as being a
fiendish devil instead of a loving father. For such an article
I will pay $25 when it is published in 1'HE TRUTH SEEK&R and
approved by sensible reasoners as satisfactory. With great
respect,
Yours,
JoHN BusHEL.
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A Close Call.
Edited by MIBs SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
Bi'Der, Mass., to flJhom .all Communications for
this Curner shuuld be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known e,a the Children's Hour."

Yarn of the Nancy Bell.
•Twas on the shores that round the coast
From Deal to Ramsgate span,
That I found alone, on a piece of stone,
An elderly naval man.
His hair wns weedy, his beard was long,
And weedy and long was he,
And I beard this wight on the shore recite
In a singular minor key :
" Oh, I am a cook and a captain bold,
And a mate of the Nancy brig,
And a bo'sun tight and a midship mite,
And the crew of the captain's gig.''
And he shook his fists and he tore his hair,
'rill I reallY felt afraid;
For I couldn't help thinking the man had been
drinking,
And so I simply said :
"0 elderly man, it's little I know
Of the dntie·s of men of the sea,
And I'll eat my hand if I understand
How yon can possibly be
" At once a cook and a captain bold,
And a mg,te of the N!<ncy brig,
And a bo'sun tight and a midshipmite,
And the crew of the captain's gig.''
Then he gave a hitch to his trousers, which
Is a trick all seamen larn,
A.nd having ~~:ot rid 9f a thumping quid,
He spun this painful yarn :
"'Twas on the good ship N~tncy Bell
That we sailed to the Indian sea,
And there 0n a reef we came to grief,
Which bas often occurred to me.
" And pretty nigh all of the crew was drowned,
(There was seventy-seven o' soul),
And only ten of the Nancy's men
Said 'Here l' to the muster roll.
" There was me and the cook and the captain bold,
And the mafe of the Nancy brig,
And the bo'sun tight and the midshipmite,
And the crew of the captain's gig.
"For a month we'd neither wittles nor drink,
Till a-hungry we did feel,
So we drawed a lot, and accordin' shot
The captain for our meal.
"The next lot fell to the Nancy's mate,
And a delicate dish he made;
Then our appetite with the midshipmite
We seven enrvi'l'"ors stayed.
"And then we murdered the bo'sun tight,
And he much resembled pig;
'l'hen we wittled free, did the cook and me,
On the crew of the captain's gig.
" Then only the cook and me was left,
And the deli<late question 'Which
Of. us two goes to the kettle?' arose,
And we argued it out as sich.
"For I loved that cook as a brother, I did,
And the cook he worshiped me;
But we'd both be blowed if we'd either be stowed
In the other chao's hold, you see.
"'I'll be eat if you dines off me,' says Tom;
'Yes, that,• sq,ys I,' you'll be;
I'm boiled if I die, my friend,' quoth I,
And 'Exactly so,• quoth he.
"Bays he,' Dear James. to murder me
Were a foolish thing to do,
For don't you see that you can't cook me,
While I can-and will-cook you 1'
"So he boils the water and takes the salt
And the P'Pper in portions true,
(Which he ne'er ·forgot), and some chopped
sbalot,
And sage and parsley too.
" 'Come here,' says he, with a proper pride,
Which his smiling features tell,
' 'Twill soothing be if I let yon see
How extremely nice you'll smell.•
" And he stirred it round and round and ronad,
And he sniffed at the foaming froth;
When I ups with his heels, and smothers his
squeals
In the scum of the boiling broth.
"And I eat that <look in a week or less
And-as I eating be
The last of his chops, while I almost drops,
For a weasel in sight I see.
" And I never larf, and I never smile,
· And I never lark nor play ;
But I sit and croak, and a single joke
I hav, which is to say:
" 'Oh, I am a cook and a captain bold,
And the mate of the Nancy brig,
And a bo'sun tight and a midshipmite,
And the crew of the captain's gig !•"
·

-IV.

s.

Gilbert.

A TEA.OHER correcting the history examination papers of her class.-Question : " Tell
who the Puritttns were, and why they came
to America." Answer: "The Puritans were
a· religious sect who left England because
they were persecuted. They first went to
Holland, but left there and came to America,
because they "did not want their children
brought up Dutchmen,,"

A TRUE TEMPERA.NOE STORY.
Temperance is a virtue. It, however, did
not adorn the character of old Uncle Rube
Carver, as he was familiarly called. · Uncle
Reuben was a genial old soul, and had many
noble traits; but he was known to be a drinking man, and had grown to be quite a confirmed drunkard. When a young man, he
thought a glass of liquor now and· then could
not possibly do any harm. But that was just
where he made a sad mistake ; for the occasional indulgence created, little by little, a
very strong appetite for strong drink. All
drunkards may trace their downfall to the first
glass of alcoholic stimulant; and were it not
for that baleful first glass, there would be no
drunkards to-day.
Uncle Reuben's true friends kindly admonished him of the danger of tampering with the
fire. water, ·as the Indians term it, but he invariably replied that he could take care of
himself, and that bE) would risk rum getting
the better of him. He overestimated his own
strength of mind, nor did he realize the power
of an evil habit over a human being, and it
was not long before moderate drinking gave
place to immoderate drinking; and in the
mean time business fell off, and Uncle Reuben
was getting poorer and poorer every day. He
once owned a beautiful and thrifty farm, and
raised the loveliest graiu and vegetables, besides fruit of all kinds, more especially various kinds of peaches, such as the " melacatoons," the "clingstones," "rare-ripes," and
"red-cheeks;" aud Uncle Reuben, unlike
some others, generously shared the fruit with
his neighbors, while all the small' boys and
girls of the village came in for a goodly number in peach-time.
Now the farm, the gardens, the fruit, all
were gone, and the pretty home place had
passed into other and stranger hands, all on
account of Uncle Reuben's villainous and
ruinous habits. Once ·he was stalwart and
steady and could do any amount of hard
work, but now he was so shaky and his
hands trembled 80 he couid do only little.
Remember, this man once boasted that he
would risk rum getting the better of him.
His wife had wept, begged, prayed, and
implored hill). to abandon his dreadful habit
of drinking, but all to no avail; and when she
contrasted their former abundance with their
present distress and poverty, she wept bitter
tears.
When under the influence of liquor, Uncle
Reuben was neither combativ nor beastly, but
was good-natured and happy as the day was
long. He would loll in his big arm-chair and
talk and sing maudlin songs. His tongue was
wagging all the time, and be made some very
stupid speeches, and then would indulge in
laughter all by himself. "When the wine is
in the wit's out," is a true saying.
One day, when Uncle Rube had been
shouting and singing himself hoarse, his wife,
who was suffering from a sick headache, being nervous became greatly exasperated at
her silly-acting husband. She stood at the
sink trying to wash some dishes. When she
had washed and wiped the last plate, and
hung up the dishpan, she stood still with the
dishcloth in her hands. It was considerably
worn by use, and not very large. She commenced rolling it into a ball, hardly knowing,
·in her nervous condition, what she was about,
until it was round as a bullet and not much
larger. Almost crazed by the incessant
shouting of her drunken husband, she threw
the rolled-up dishcloth at his nose, and
missed it, for women are very poor marks~
men, or, shall I say, markswomen? His
mouth being wide open as usual, the little
round dishcloth flew right down his red
throat, lodging in his windpipe. Uncle Rube
coughed, gagged, clinched his hands, and
stamped his feet, but the cloth pellet was
obstinate-it would neither come up nor go
down. His poor wife was thoroughly frightened, and slapped his back vigorously, but it
did not start from its strange lodging-place.
He grew black in his face and strangled. At
this critical moment a neighbor happened in.
Taking in the situation at once, he ran to the
choking man, and in a jiffy turned him topsyturvy; while he was in this position, the scared
wife thumped her husband terribly between
his shoulders, and presently she had the satisfaction of seeing the dislodged instrument of
torture safely upon the floor.
It was a narrow escape. Uncle Rube was
instantly sobered, and he then and there made
the most solemn promises that he never again
would taste any intoxicating beverage. He
kept the promises most faithfully as long as
he lived. And what·do you suppose became
of that poor old dishcloth ? ·pn tell you.
Uncle Rube had it lt.undried, and enlarged
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by a gay border sewed around it. Then he
had it put in a gilt frame, and it was placed
on the wall at the foot of his bed, so that he
could look upon it the first thing in the
morning, for, he said, a glance at that would
help to keep him straight and steady throughLiqUOR DRINKING
out the day.·
It always· reminded him of the clo9e call O.ommended, Defended, and Enjoined
that he had. He used to say that in all probby the Bible.
ability his was the only case on record where
a man was saved from a drunkard's dishonBY E. C. WALKER.
ored grave by having a dishcloth thrown
This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible
down his throat.
Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
His wife would reply that " Desperate
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
cases require desperate remedies.''
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
The moral of this story is evident. In total
abstinence alone lies perfect safety. "Touch
not, taste not, handle not the unclean thing.''
MIRIAM.
A. concise account of the Ohristian Religion, and
of all the Prominent Religions
before and since ChrisCorrespondence.
tianity.
July 11, 1888.
With elaborate index.
MY DEAR Miss WixoN: It has been a long
time since I wrote to you before, so I thought
By HALSEY R. STEVENS.
that I would try my hand again. I hav not
A popula.rized account of Orie~tal relin-ions,
seen many letters from Ohio. I hav been with many apt_quot~ttions from the sacr~d books
sick since Christmas, but I am well now and of the E~tst. Nowhere else can so much knowlgo to school again, and study arithmetic, edge of what is generally unknown l?e obtained
grammar, spelling, geography, and read in in such compact form.-[Literary Rev·ew.
Extra oloth, l!lmo, 441 pp., f1.50.
·
the Fourth Reader. There are a great many
Address THE TROTH BEEKER.
Freethinkers here. A few call to see us on
Sunday-Mr. Lewis, Mr Webb, i\lr. Archibald-and they hav a jolly time. They hav a
lot of TRUTH SEEKERS and books from-THB
TRUTH SEEKER office. I hav the " Story
Hour" and "Little Lessons for Little Folks."
Papa says that it is not only lessons for little
OR,
folks but for big oEes, too. I would like to
THE
RATIONALE
OF THE BIBLE.
hav the ''Apples of Gold.'' When ~ was
sick the doctor I had was a Freethmker. Wherein it is shown that the Holy Scriptures treat
of Natural Phenomena only.
I hS:v a little more news to tell you, Miss
Wixon-my oldest sister is sick.
BY MILTON WooLLEY, M.D.
This is all for this time.
Among thA many attempts made by SCientists to
Yours truly,
EDITH BRoWN.
crnslt the Bible, this is unquestionably the most
vigorous.-[Ohicago Times.
An Eccentric Lamb.
Cloth, Ilins.,heavy toned paper, Svo, 613 pp., $2.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Lambs are commonly supposed to be the
pictures of innocence, but there is at least one
exception to the rule, according to a Cape
newspaper, which relates the particulars of
REDUCEO IN PRICE.
an extraordinary career. Two farmers, while
We bav made arrangements whereby we can
walking to a village some fourteen miles dis- offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingerat greatly reduced prices. Th~ Tribn~es ar_e
tant, noticed they were followed by a lamb. soll's
printed on heaVY toned paper,18X22 mches,IllnmiSince no effort of theirs could compel it to nated border, large clear type, suitable for framing. The titles are:
return to its fold, it was afterward carried to
The Vision of War.
the journey's end by Mr. Watson, one of the
The Grant Banquet Toast.
travelers. As it grew older it became strongly
The price of these b9retofore has been SOots. We
attached to him, would sleep only in his offer
them Itt FTF'FEEN CENTS -EACH : THE
house, or, rolled up like a dog, lie outside TWO FOR TWENTY-FIVE OTS. Mailed ~ecnre
from
breakage.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
the door, when the approach of anybody
made it jump up and create much disturbSAKYA BUDDHA.
ance. When the bell rang for dinner the
lamb would be fouud standing by a chair A Verdfied, Annotated N'arra.tiv of his Life and
near the head of the table. .As soon as the
Tea.chiDgs.
owner of the seat took his place, it put its With Citations from Buddha's "Path of
forefeet on his back as an intimation that it
Virtue.''
desired to hav something to eat. Grass and
BY E. D. ROOT.
beef it would not touch, but inutton, soup, ' I take p)eaaure in speaking in praise of this
and candles it gladly ate, while it would work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
drink tea and coffee without sugar and milk.
schools in Oeylon. The "B~tnner of Li~)l~."
It would run about all day with the dogs "Rdigio-Philosophical Journal," and many Spiritpapers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
till dinner-time, but bolted to the dining- ualist
the book.
room as soon as the bell rang. It seemed to
Extra Cloth, 175 pp., $1.
hav some sort of recollection of its youthful
Address. THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
days, for it always retired to Mr. Watson's
house whenever it saw a flock of sheep, but
LOVE VENTURES.
rejoined its canine friends immediately after
A Novel with an AIDdavlt.
its cousins had passed by.
BY HARRY JULIAN.·
A Carpet-bag for a Cradle.
16 Full-page F'l'ench-A'I't IllustraOne of the queer performances of the band
tions.
of gypsies in Bridgeport, Conn., was the Beautifully Illustrated Oovers. Paper, 12mo, 226
pp,, 25 cents; Boards, 50 cents.
carrying 0f an infant only five days old in a
A lively narrativ of adventures in a country of
carpet-bag. The mother opened the valise in Armt.dian
simplicity and general delightfulness.several public resorts where she begged pen- [N. Y. Evemng Mail.
A.
story
of
life on islands of coral, fruit-trees,
nies, and showed to the astonished bystanders and cockatoos,
where all the nativ men are
her infant offspring snugly ensconced within Apollos and the women dreams of beanty.-[N. Y.
as if it had been a kitten. The youngster T~r:·on the Islands of Koro-kama and Lannadid not cry or show signs of being distressed, gaia-" Summer isles of Eden lying in dim purple
spheres of sea "-surrounded by beckoning palmbut several persons who witnessed the strange trees, foam:v cascades, bread-fruit, cocoanut.s.
spectacle became so indignant over what they pineapples, figs. bananas; b<tthing 10 the surf on
shining sands, basking on sboreli of eternal sum-.
regarded as an exhibition of cruelty that they mer. attending moonlight ban que's, and seemg·
the
peculiar danre called Ka-lu-lah-no more to
threatened to report the case to the authori- do than
the president of a life insurance company
ties.
-seems very alluring to the careworn, overworked
American of to-day.-Critical Review.
Address THE TRUTH bEEKER CO.
Just It, Exactly.
28 Lafayette l'l., NewYork,
"I had my picture taken to-day,"said little
Christine. " I crossed my arms and leaned
on a chair, and the picture man put my heB,d
The Present and the Future
in some tongs."
Republl~ of Nortlt America,
"Why, you must hav looked like a lump
of sugar in sugar tongs," laughed papa.
BY A CAPITALIST.
"Why, so I must hav," said Christine, deA book advocating associate life as a remedy tor
lighted, '"cause the man kept saying, 'What poverty, viceJ and crime. It deals with the ~resent
conditions or society in this country, pointm_g out
a sweet little girl I' "
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossible that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
Two little school-girls of infantil years I·emedy, the author thinks. is in communal life,
were lately prattling together, when one of and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North America, as it will be when
them said, "We keep four servants, hav got society shall be orli(anized on the principles of
Rational Communism, The book IS vigorously
six hor.ses, and lots of carriages: now, what and
interestingly written.
hav you got?" With quite as much pride,
Paper, :iOc; clotlt, $1.
the other answered, "We've dot a skunk un4ddress THE .TRUTH BEEKER CO.
der our barn."
28 Lafayette fl., ~ew York.
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Price, $2.50.
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John Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 303 8upenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st.; Cleveland.

Strengthen the Memory,

SCRIPTURES
TREAT OF

NBW YORK.

HOW TO

Illustrated.

HOLY

MISSOURI.

Phillip Roeder, 822 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 80g Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
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Wettstein•s,World-Renowned, Warranted Watches
and Watchwork.
CoiN SILVER STEM-WINDERs. 3 ounce cases, 7
jewels. $12; 4 ounce, 11 jewels, $15; do, 15 jewels
H8; do, adjusted, $22 ; do, extra fine, a perfect
watch, n~tmed "Otto Wettstein," i25; 5 ounce
cases, $1.50; 6 ounce cases, $3.50 more.
BEST FILLED GoLD WATCHES. Open face, 7 jew.
els;$16.50; 11 jewels, $18.50; 15 j~:wels, $21.50: adjusted, $25.60; with" Otto Wettstem" movement,
$28.50. In hunting cases, from $5 to t8.50 more.
Ladies best hunting filled cases, 7 jewels, $20 ; 11
jewels, $22 ; Hi jewels, $28. Extra fine, diamond in
case, $8 more.
LADIES' SoLID GoLD W ATOHEB._ -14 k, 7 jewels,
$30 ; 11 jewels, $32 ; 15 jewels, $38. All hunting,
stem winding, elegantly engraved. Heavier cases,
Louis XIV. style, enameled, embossed, and set
with diamonds, $5 to $100 more.
GENTS' SoLID GOLD W ATOHES. 14 k, liEbt
weight, 7 jewels, $40 ; 11 jewels, $42 j 15 jewels, $45;
adjusted, $49; with "Otto We~tstem" movement,
$52. Heavier cases, $3 to $25 more. Fancy
watches, from $100 to$300. All sent prepaid, and
cash back if not satisfactory.
W ATOHWOBK. The best in the world. Clean•
ing, $1 ; main springs, $1 ; jewels,$1. Can be sent
a thousand miles as well as one, per reg. mail or
6XPress. Inclose $1 or $2, and I will return free •
All watches and work warranted to giv satisfao.
tion, or cash refunded.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, ill.

James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
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NATURAL AND SOIENTIFIO METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
The New Haven Palladtum says : "The chapter
on 'How to Learn a New Language' is of remarkable interest."
The Boston Post says : "This book actually
~hows ns_h_ow to keep o_nr memories in good works
mg conditiOn and repair them when out of order."
Science (high authority) says: "We hav tned the
methods of association advised in this book on
several persons, and found them most excellent."
Price by mall $1.

Parturition Without Pain.
BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.

ORBGON.

B. F. Hyland, Corvalli&.

floderJ'B Ladii'B Boo1C saYS: "We giv our cordial

approbation to this work. The information it
contains is most important, and, we are fully convinced, reliable." Price by mail, $1.

PBNNSYLVANIA.

Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3, 706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.
TBNNBSSBB.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
TBXAS.

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOCY

SPECIMEN ILLUSTRATION.

THE TRUTH SEEKER

AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN.
Carefully revised edition, with 111 illnstratwns.
The most perfect book for men and women ever
published. 50,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. Illustrated catalog free.

COMPAN~

28 Lafayette Place, New York.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.

Marriage and Parentage.

UTAH.

James. Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden. _
Henry Booth, Stockton.
WASHINGTON TBRRITORY.

W. Wedeken, Montesano.
BNGLAND.

MARTYRD~; OF MAN. L. K. Wasltburn's Works.
A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
It is really a remarkable book, in whic:.t univerLondon.
•
sal history is "boiled down" with snrpnsing
W. J. Ramsey, 28Stonecutter st.,London,E.C. skili.-(Literary
World.
AUSTRALIA.

Yon turn over his pageg with a fascination sim-

Mrs. J. Hadfield, Market st., Sydney, N.B.W. ilar to that experienced in reading Washington
f!.-(ln ter-Ocean.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. B. W. Irvin
Eis history has a continuity, a rash, a carrying
NKW ZBA.LA.ND.
power.f.. which Teminds ns strikingly of Gibbon.[New 1:1.aven Palladium.
A. D. Willis, Wanganui.

Reminiscences of aPreacher.
A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,

The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writing_. He has a style that reminds ns of Macanlay.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, 543pp., $1. 75.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

ON Tl--IE WORD GOD

Author of" Exeter Hall," "Heathens of the
By Milton Woolley, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Heath,"" Family Creeds,"" BeauMythology,"" The Career of Jesus Christ."
tiful Snow," etc., etc.
The story is used by the author to teach Freethought, to remove superstition from the minds
of those who would not read a polemical essay,
and to urge facts against the various churches,
believing which their supporters will desert them,
The book is an argument as well as a novel 1 but
the serious predicaments of the hero are skilrnlly
used to lure the reader along, and to induce him
to take the antidote to theological poisoning without knowing it. Mr. McDonnell writes effeotivly
and convincinglY, and always braces his romances
with facts on one side and figures on the other.
Those who hav read his previous works need not
be advised to purchase this; they will probably do
so at once.
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 715 cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

A BQQk fQr LQ'1Je'l'8-Pa8t and Present.

--a--

ROMANTIC LOVE
AND

The fool hath Jlaid in his heart, There is no God.
-[Ps. xiv, 1Chlldren and fools speak the trnth.-[Old Saw.
Paper, Hlmo, 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Tile Career of Jesus Christ.
An Exposition of the True Meaning of this Char·
acter as described in the New Testament. By Milton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mythology."
Paper, 8vo, ll5 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

OUR LORD and SAVIOR JESUS CHRIST.
By T. E. LoNGSHORE.
An _explanation of the meaning of the many
titles of the Galilean teacher. "Lord" shonld be
"Rabbi." The words" Jesus Christ'' mean" Saving Wisdom."
Excellent for Missionary Work.
Paper, Hlmo, So., 30 cents per doz., $2 per 100.

PERSONAL BEAUTY.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Development, Causal Relations. ·Historic and
National Peculiarities.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

THEm

BY HENRY T. FINCK.
12mo.,oloth, s2. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

A NINETEENTH OENTUJ.\Y NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.

Sunday and the

~abbath.

"A law

regnlating human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impertinence." Plice, 10 cents.
-

The .False Teaching- of the Christian Church. " The Thirty-nine
Articles of the Christian church are thirtynjne poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one against the Colorado
beetle!" Price, 10 cents.

Followers of Jesns. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
Price, 5 cents.
Do Yon Love Jesns 1 Price, 5 cents.
Is Liberalism Moral1 Price, 5 cents.
Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
The Brnte God of the Old Testament.
Price, 5 ceil ts. ·
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents:
A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Seonlar Union, has published

THE NINE D.EMANDS

In Their Sanitary and Physiolog10al Relations,
and in Tbeir Bearing on the Producing
of Children of Finer Health and
Greater Ability.
BY M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D.
The Sctentttlo A mertcan says : " Books on this
subject are usually written by cranks, but this is
radically different ; it is scientific, sober, clean,
and worthy of conscientious consideration by every possible parent, and partionlarly by tbe
young." $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co~t
28 Lafayette Place, ~ew York.
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SHAKER EYE and EAR BALSAM

Sixty-f!f!~ Years• Inf!ariable Success.
r;P- FoB ALL DISEASES OF EYES OR EARS. Im-

mediate. r!Jlief from Grannlatiqns, Inflammat\ons,
Dim ViSion, Watery Gat.hermgs, and Failin!l
Sight of Eyes. Deafness, Drumming, Ringing of
the Ears dispelled by a few applica tiona. Catarrhal difficulties of Eyes or Ears inst~tntly re·
moved. Sent the world over. Box with instructions, by mail, 80 cents.
G. A. LOMAS,
Shakers P. 0 .. N. Y.
TERRE HAUTE, lND , July 6, 1888.
MB. G. A. Lonu;, Dear 81r: Please send ·me
three boxes of your EYE BALSAM, as I find it the
best in the world. Jl'[y ey~s were •o bad I could
not see much, if any: but Bince I got a box of
your BALSAM some time ago, and n•ed it, I can
now Bte as good as any one. and my Eye• are not
red, as all the ttme before. Find Postal Note for
$ 90, as I cannot do without it, and I want some
for other parties bern. Yours,
JosEPH FLAIG, 403 Main St.

in a more attraotiv form than any in which they
hav previously appeared. At the head of an engraving on heavy plate paper, 24x19 inches, are
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
RePnblio. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
BY L. K. WASHBURN.
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
printed the Nine Demands of the Amenoan Secu"Let the Christian be held to facts, and obliged
lar Union in consPicuous type. At the foot are to tell the truth, and his lips would be dumb.
LAFAYETTE, GIRARD. and INGERSOLL, There never was such a place as the Garden of
making eight likenesses in all. Inscribed be- Eden; never such an individual as the devil.
neath each portrait is some radical sentiment There is no such place as hell. There never was a
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the Christ, and no atonement mR.de, for there was no
space between the portraits and around .them are necessity of any being made. If there was no
arabesques of vines and flowers in profusion, and such thing as faith, Christianity could not make
the panel inclosing the Nine Demands is sur- a convert on -earth. If ministers were obliged to
mounted on each corner by Mr. Eckhard's design furnish the proof of their statements, there would
of the flag above the cross. The whole makes an be no preaching."
exceedinglY handsome work for framing. The
Price 10 cents; 75 cents pe1· dozen.
artistic part is equal to the best, and the portraits
are as true to nature as the Photographs from
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
which they were transferred. The design will be
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
THE
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Religious Problems

MIJIACLES

UNIVERSE ANALYZED

"LAND OF LIBERTY."

For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
AND
girls and a younger brother who were left parentBY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
less, with little money, fan education, and much
MIRACLE
oot:~rage, to ~ake their way thr<:mgh the world by
Anthor of "Deity Analyzed," " The Bible Anag_omg to ChiCago. The anthons also the heroin.
By JOHN PEOK.
lyzed," "The Real Blasphemers,"" SpirThe narrativ is, in the main, a history of a workitualism Sustained," etc., etc.
ing girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
and disreputable hypocrite. It is just such a story within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
The latest and best work of an analytic thinker
of human life as we should expect Colonel Ingerwho is gifted with those rare powers that rende;
soll to be interested in; and whatever he admires
Price, 10 oentil, Per dozen, 711 cantil.
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
the
subtlest conceptions the easy property of the
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
of the rest of the world Price 25 cents.
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas
- Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
that will be new to the world and prodnctiv of
PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER good
in furnishing food for thought. We trmt it
DEATH IMPROBABLE.
will hav tho immense distribution it so richly
merits.-[The American Idea.
By L. R. SMITH.

Price, 6 cts ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.

Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great Centennial Oration
01'1 TJIE

D.e cl arati on of Independence,
ALSO TilE

:Immortal Document,

And the National Anthem entitled:

Address THE TBUTJI SEEKER COMPANl"1
28 Lafayette Plaoe, New York.

WORKERS.

Publit>hed and f:>r sale by
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
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I were in earnest, and believed that there was
such a being as I described. It was indeed
painful to hear them turning the theme of
man's redemption and the cross into ridicule
1
'l he Reformer.
and making a sport of it.-Report of a
All grim and soiled, and brown with tan,
South African millttionary.
I saw a Strong One, in his wrath,
RECENTLY during divine service at Brezezie,
Smiting the godless shrines of mau
Along his path.
Galicia, God struck the parish church with
lightning. He killed three of the congregaThe Ohurch beneath her trembling dome
Essayed in vain her ghostly charm ;
tion on the spot. · Six others were severely
Wealth shook within his gilded home
injured, and two hundred and thirty suffered
With strange ~!arm.
to a less degree from the lightning and the
Frolud from his secret chambers fled
falling masonry.
Before the sunlight bursting in ;
Sloth drew her pillow o'er her head
ALEx. HARRINGTON and Danny Shea, tenTo drown the din.
year-old members of St. Michael's Catholic
' Spare," Art implored, "yon holy pile ;
Sunday. school, Jersey City, havbee)l endeavThat grand, old time-worn turret spare l"
oring to thrash a Protestant playmate of
:Meek Reverence kneeling in the aisle
theirs into compliance with their demands
Oried out, "Forbear!"
that he become a Catholic, until his father
Gray-bearded Usc, who, deaf and blind,
has had them arrested.
Groped for his old ac0ustomed stone,
Leaned on his staff, and wept to find
OvER five thousand people attended the
His seat o•erthrown.
indignation meeting held in Boston on the
Young Romanae raised his dreamy eyes,
11th to protest against the action of the school
O•erhung with paly locks of gold.
committee in excluding Swinton's history
' Why smite," he asked, in sad surprise,
from the public schoals in deference to the
" The fair, the sld '"
t~.nger of Catholics at its containing a bit of
Yet louder rang the Strong One's stroke,
Yet nearer flashed the ax's gleam;
truth about their church.
Shuddering and sick of heart I woke
AT a London mission council a speaker deAs from a dream.
scribed how the hostility of the Arabs had
I looked. Aside the cloud-dust rolledbeen disarmed by the almost miraculous cures
The Waster seemed the Builder too;
which science had enabled ·the mission to
Up springing from the ruined Old
I saw the New.
effect, " giving sight to the blind, restoring
the use of limbs,·" and so forth. Religion
'Twas but the min of the bad,
The wasting of the wrong and ill;
then arrogates all the credit.
Whate'er of good the old time had
BisHoP LouGHLIN has taken legal action to
Was living still.
recover the tax of $'567 .4'8 levied in 1887 on
Oalm grew the brows of him I feared;
property on Sixth avenue, Brooklyn, on
The frown which awed me passed away,
And left behind a smile which cheered
which the church of St. Augustine is to be·
Like bre~king day.
erected, claiming that as preparations had
The grain grew green on battle plains,
already been made toward building the new
O'er swarded war-mounds grazed the cow;
church, the property came under the church
The slave stoad forging from his chains
exemption law.
/
The 11pade and plow.
THE ceremonies accompanying the recent
Where frowned the fort, pavilions gay,
And cottage windows, flower-entwined,
transfer to the University of California of the
Looked out upon the peaceful bay
Lick Observ~tory, the gift of James Lick the
And hills behind.
·
Freethinker, were opened with prayer. Then
Through vine-wreathed cups with wine once red Professor Le Conte, in his speech of acceptThe' lights on brimming crystalfell,
ance for the board, commended astronomy as
Drawn, sparkling, from the rivulet head
an inquiry into " the modes of the Divine InAnd mossy well.
telligence," and delivered a homily on the exThrough prison walls, like heaven-sent hope,
cellence of religion.
Fresh breezes blew and sunbeams strayed,
And with the idle gallows rope
MoNTREAL dispatch to New York World:
The young child played.
"Another miraculous cure is reported from
Where the doomed victim in his cell
the shrine of St. Anne de Beaupre. This mornHad counted o'er the weary hours,
ing the pilgrims who had made the annual
The school-girls, answering to the bells,
Oame crowned with flowers.
visit to the shrine under the direction of the
Redemptorist fathers returned to the city,
Grown wiser for the lessons given,
I fear no longer, for I know
and brought with them Nellie McCarthy, a
That, where the share is deepest driven,
child twelve years old, who has been sufferThe best fruits grow.
ing from hip-disease for five years. She could
The outworn rite, the old abuse,
only get along with great difficulty by the use
The pious fraud tran11parent grown,
of crutches. The crutches were left at St.
The good held captiv in the use
Of wrong aloneAnne's shrine among the thousand other mementos of like miracles, and the girl walks as
These wait their doom, from that great law
Which makes the 19ast time serve to-day ;
if she had never been troubled with the disAnd fresher life the world shall draw
ease. As may be imagined, her ·widowed
From their decay.
mother is overjoyed. There will be three
0 backward-looking son of time l
more pilgrimages to St. Anne's shrine this
The new is old, the old is new,
week."
The cycle of a ohange sublime
Still sweeping through.
OF the recent scriptural examination of
So wisely taught the Indian seer,
235,000 children in London board schools, the
Destroying Siva, forming Brahm,
Dispateh of that city says: " It is somewhat
Who wake by turns earth's love and fear,
remarkable
to 'find that many of the children
-Wiitttter.
Are one, the same.
explained the maxim, ' Take no thought for
your life,' as laying down that it is 'a positiv
duty to be reckless of life.' The precise value
of such 'moral' teaching is not apparent.
The unfortunate children were asked what
CATHOLICISM is said to be making wonder- lesson was to be learned from ' Thou shalt
ful progress out in Colorado.-Gatholic Union not muzzle the ox that treadeth out the corn,'
and Times.
and the inspector reports that the question
SixTEEN-YEAR-OLD Katie Farrell, of Boston, was not answered well, ' as it was not underhas been reclaimed by her parents through stood.' One young genius, asked to explain;
'Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit
legal means from the Salvation Army.
THE preacher and deacon of a Florida the earth,' wrote that 'its literal meaning is
church were recently whipped by an enraged absurd.' The reply may hav been the result
congregation into confessing a theft of $200. of bitter experience."
THE bishop of London recently renounced
OF the 258 popes of Rome, 104 were natiTB
of Italy, 14 of France, 9 of Greece, 7 of Ger- his office to devote himself to the poor, in his
many, 5 of Asia, 3 of Africa, 3 of Spain, 5 of closing sermon bitterly denouncing the church
Dalmatia, 1 of England, 1 of Portugal, and 1 for its indifference to the cause of the workers.
Commenting on this in the Journal of United
of Holland.
Labor, Mr. Powderly says: "Centuries hav
REv. SAM JoNEs is of the breed of Georgians rolled above the heads of the races of earth in
called "Georgia Yankees" in that old com- which the toiler did not dare to inquire why
monwealth. He has a special eye to the lay- all that he produced should go to fill the
ing up of treasures on earth although moth coffers of those who had more than enough
and rust do corrupt.-Ex.
already. When the light began to break, the
THis tribe having never before either seen hope for· something better began to grow. In
or heard a missionary, the description I gave forum and pulpit stood men who preached
of the character of God, and our sinful and the doctrin of 'Servants, obey your masters,'
helpless condition, amused them only, and but never did they tell who had the right to
extorted some expressions of sympathy that be master until the servants began to read;
a Khotti king, as they called me, should talk then they learned that under the canopy of
such nonsense. My preaching and speaking heaven there existed no master save an alldid indeed appear to be casting seed on the wise God and the laws which the children of
flinty rock, while they would gravely ask if 1 men ordered for their own gevernment."

tkhurch Jilolts.

THE Pan-Presbyterian Council, just adjourned at London, received with approval
recommendations to establish the liturgic
forms of worship that seem giving success to
the Episcopal church. In the old days the
reading of prayers out of a book was odious
to them as a relic and reminder of Romanism,
but now the gray-beards find that with the
decay of deep religious conviction the younger
generation prefer such prayers to the prolix
extemporaneous supplications of the ministers,
and want color and sound, music, vestments,
and ceremonies, to assist them in their devotions. One of the speakers went so far ItS
even to advise that the services should be
made complete without sermons.
THAT devout idiot and national ass Colonel
Shepard,' who prints daily a scriptural text in
his .Mail and Express, went to a Presbyterian
prayer-meeting in Indianapolis the other night
and, commencing some religious remarks,
soon gave .his discourse a political drift, and
delivered a stump-speech on the text that
"politics and religion must go hand in hand."
We must realize, he said, the importance of
having Christian men in high offices. He
reminded his hearers that they had in
their midst a man, General Harrison, "a
candidate for the presidency, who was a
faithful member of the church and would at
at all times be in sympathy with needed
moral reforms." He then branched off onto
the missionary work, and concluded with the
suggestion that if the nation had a g.ood man
at its head it could establish missions in all
benighted lands, and giv the gospel of Christ
to perishing souls.
OPENING and· closing paragraphs of a Sun
article entitled, "St. Peter's New York Army:"
'' There is no quarter of the city in which
Catholic institutions cannot be found, and
clustered about all of them, from the grand
cathedral on Fifth avenue to the humblest of
the seventy-five churches, there are parochial
schools, industrial schools, asylums for the
orphan ·and· the d_estitute, hospitals, academies and colleges, convents, house!! of different orders, and, altogether, a most widespreading and perfect organization for the
spreading of the faith as well as for meeting
the present spiritual and temporal wants of
the people. One cannot walk the streets
without meeting some of the fathers or si8ters
on their errands of piety and mercy-the
Sisters of Charity, the Little Sisters of the
Poor, the Sisters of Mercy, the Sisters of St.
Dominick, the Sisters of St. Francis, the
Sisters of Christian Charity, the Sisters of the
Good Shepherd, the Ursuline Nuns, the Ladies of tb.e Sacred Heart, the School !::listers
of Notre Dame, and kindred organizations.
•.
Thus, with its gra,nd cathedral, its
seventy-five churches, its forty chapels, its
three hundred priests, its three hundred
brothers, its two thousand religious women,
its forty thousand students in colleges,
schools, and academies, its support of fifteen
thousand inmates of asylums and homes, and
its Catholic population of about eight hundred thousand, and its capitar of $30,000,000
invested in Catholic institutions, the city of
New York is at present one of the strongholds of the Catholic faith."

Extracts from Voltah·e's "Pocket Theology."·
CATECHISM: A collection of pious, intelligible, and necessary instructions that priests
take care to inculcate into little Christians, to
the end that they may talk nonsense and rave
·
for the rest of their lives.
CRUELTY: A troublesome disposition for
the conduct of the affairs of every-day life,
but very necessary for the maintenance of the
faith. Humanity is out of season when either
the divinity or his divine ministers are in
question.
DIGNITARIES: World,ly titles awarded by
the religion of the God of humility to his
humble ministers who no longer think fit to
remain in the poverty-stricken condition in
which he himself remained during his stay
here below.
ANATHEMA: A species of charitable curse
launched by the ministers of a God of peace
against all or any that displease them; devoting those to eternal torments for the good of
their souls when they cannot get a chance of
torturing their bodies.
GHosTs (un)loly): It should be an article of
faith.,to believe in them. It is always as well
to accustom people to be afraid of something
or other; the church can only gain by it.
The devil is the bugbear that frighten!! children of forty years and upward.
!DEAS (innate) : Thus are called certain notions instilled into our minds so earnestly and
so persistently by our nurses and our priests,

that when we hav grown to be men and
women we imagin we received them even in
our mother's womb.
REPARATION: We are bound to repair the
injury we hav done our neighbor, and the
simplest and shortest way of doing this is to
hand over to the priests the money we hav
stolen from our fellow-citizens. Reparation
is assured when the church is satisfied.
OMNISCIENCE: A quality exclusivly suitable
to God. Nevertheless, he affects to ignore
what we are going to do, or that we are free
in our actions. The godhead communicates
his omniscience to his priests. A theologian
knows everything and cannot be taken at a
disadvantage, especially with regard to things
that are incomprehensible to anyone else.
ANTIWGY: A theological term to designate
the contradictions to be found from time to
time in the word of God. These contradictions are but apparent, of course, and none
but stone-blind people can detect them. People of enlightened faith can perceive at once
that God cannot contradict himself, unless,
indeed, his ministers cause him to change his
mind.
.
NATURE: Is the work of a God wise, allpowerful, and perfect ; nevertheless, nature
has become corrupt. God has willed it so,
doubtless to hav an opportunitY! now of
diverting himself, now of getting mad. His
bile is .out of order, and if his works were of
too facil government, both he and the theologians would feel time hang heavy on their
hands.
MERcENARIES: Folks who do nothing. The
priests of the Lord are not mercenaries; they
frighten us for nothing, they quarrel among
themselvs for nothing, they persecute us for
nothing, they trouble us and divide society
for nothing, looking to God alone for the
reward of their labors, provided, however,
the community goes bail for him, or pays
them in advance.
QuACKS: There are two classes of quacks
the sacred and the profane. The latter are
arrant rogues, one and all; the former are
honest and virtuous men who sell by permission of the king and his chief physician the
spiritual antidotes. Their usual way of proceeding to cure is to make us first of all very
sick, that we may the better appreciate the
efficacy of their nostrums.
THE
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ALL the intelligent nations of antiquity were distinguished by a tendency to legislativ progress,
till the freedom of that progress was checked by
the claims of religious infallibility. The claims of
an infallible revelation preclude the necessity of
reform, "Should mortals presume to improve the
ordinRnoes of a God 1"-Pror: FeltX L. OBWala•s

HuxLEY, it is said, .will investigate Spiritualism.
WITHIN se,ven years over 1,000 national
banks hav been established.
EMTN P.AOHA's proposal to colonize Central
Africa with Chinese is being discussed.

Btble

ONE can now go from France almost to
the boundary of the Chinese empire by the
gr~.at Russian railway.
CBIOAGO Anarchists plotting revenge on
the prosecutors of their hanged brethren
were arrested on the 16th.
BOOKSTORE-KEEPERS report a Steady increase in the demand for economic works by
workingmen and all classes.
REVIVALS are being held in New York by
Ben. Hogan, a former pugilist who has degenerated to a Christian exhorter.
DB. RuDD, editor of the American Catholic
T1ibune (colored), says there are in this
country 200,000 practical negro Catholics.
CHICAGO Anarchists and Socialists are meeting much success in diffusing their doctrins
by Sunday-schools of both children and
adults.
HALF the land of England, the land reformers assert, is owned by 150 persons, and
ten or a dozen hav a monopoly of that of
Scotland.
CRITTENDEN county, Ark., in which the
blacks largely outnumber the wb.ites, and fill
the public offices, is distracted with armed
race conflicts.
TBE Telegraphers' Union contemplates demanding a raise of the present starvation
wages when the presidential returns are about
to be forwarded.

AT the election for deputy for the Department of the Rhone, France, the Republican
candidate received 37,133 votes; the Socialist,
17,011, and the Radical, 10,747.
AuTHORITIES in New Jersey and some other
states hav become alarmed at the growth of
Sunday baseball-playing, and are exhuming
ancient statutes and trying to stop it.
GENERAL WEAVER's amendment to the
Constitution, providing that United tltates
senators be elected by the people instead of by
· the legislatures, has been reported favorably
by the committee.
ORGANiZED labor throughout the country is
quietly preparing to bring its influence to
bear on the government telegraph and railroad and the financial questions as soon as
the tariff agitation is over.
MR. LABOUOHERE says that the prince imperial of Russia is so weak, both mentally and
physically, that in less exalted circles he
would be regarded as being within measurable distance of congenital idiocy.
!:loME labor parties, with the Knights of
Labor, request Congress to "establish cooperativ institutions, such as will tend to
supersede the wage system by the introduction of a cooperativ industrial system."
THE discovery has been made that the
official reports of the United States Supreme
Court hav been tampered with by the court
reporters; hundreds of decisions hav been
omitted and tho:;.sands of changes made.
THE emperors of Germany and Austria
and the czar of Russia, about to meet in
conference, are severally warm devotees of
the three great churches of Christendom, the
Protestant, the Roman Catholic, and the
Greek Catholic.
A FEATURE of the Ohio centennial celebration will be a convention of Catholic societies,
which will be held at Columbus, September
7th. This day has been set apart by the
centennial committee, and will be called the
"Catholic day."
CoMMENTS are made on the managers of the
church that was fined $1,000, for importing a
rector under contract, for not having paid the
fine.
But what hav churches to do with
. civil matters, anyway? They dodge taxation
now; probably they hope to evade every
other liability. To the saints belongeth the
earth.

ot

Nature,

THE highest type of the orthodox Christian does
not forget; neither does he learn, He neither advances nor recedes. He is a living fossil embedded in that rook called faith. He makes no effort
to better his condition, because all his strength is
exhausted in keeping other people from improving
theirs.-Inoersoll.
WHEN multitudes of citizens belonging to the
clas11es distinguished as "the better" make a hero
of a politician whose sole aim throughout life was
success, regardless of principle, and hav even established an annual commemoration of him, we
are obliged to infer.that the prevailing sentiments
are not of a very high order. Nothing approaching to adoration is called forth by those who, on
the death of a yonth who went to help in killing
Znlns, with whom he had no quarrel, and all that
he might increase his chance of playing despot
over the French, thought him worthy of high
funeral honors-would, many of them, indeed,
hav given him the highest. No feeling of reverence arises in one's mind on thinking of people
who looked on with approval or tolerance when a
sailor of fortune, who has hired himself out to an
Eastern tyrant to slay at the word of command,
was honored here by a banquet. A public opinion
which recognizes no criminality In wholesale homicide, so long as it is committed by a constituted
political authority, no matter how vile, or by its
foreign hired agent, is a public opinion which
excites, Ia some at an~- rate, an emotion nearer to
contempt than to adoratlon.-Hm·bm·t Spence1·.

CoNGRESS may send a commercial agent. to
Africa to open up trade with the Upper
Congo Basin.

THE New York Herald givs a detailed account making the embezzlements in the
country for the ten years from Jan. 1, 1878,
to J\ln. 1, 1888, $48,513,466.81.

olf I!fhunyht.

A

TERRIBLE

CALAMITY.

And I will make your cities waste, antl bring your sanctuaries unto desolation, and
I will not smell the savor of yom sweet odors.-Lev. xxvii, 31.
AN interesting report of the death of a nativ was
recently made by a coroner's jury in India, The
nativ had the misfortune to meet a tiger, and the
report says : "Pando died of the tiger eating him,
BosToN sent a million gallons of rum to Africa There was no other cause of death. Nothing was
last year. That must be what Stanley is rummag- left of Pandu save some fingers, which probably
ing around for.
·
belonged either to the right or left hand,"
"WHAT's ~his, waiter 1" "Railroad soup, sir."
"SIB," he said solemnly to a young man who
"Queer name for soup." "Yes, sir; stock's been was anathematizing the weather, "do yon know
watered so often. sir."
that the use of snch language will send you to a
OLD lady to convict : "Do they allow you to read hotter place than this?" "It may be hotter," rethe Bible, my' poor ·man?" Convict (bitterly): sponded the young man, mopping his face, "but
it's a dry, honest kind of heat. The'y don't hav
"Madam, they make me read it."
any of this blanked humidity down there,"
A CORRESPONDENT sends DB a poem called,
FIBBT Chicago woman : "We are to be admitted
"There'd no sech word as fale." There is more
to the church conference to-day, aren't we?"
troth in that than poems usually contain,
Second Chicago woman : "No, indeed; didn't you
THis world is bot a fleeting show,
hear? They voted to keep us ont." "Oh, dear, I
And no wise man regrets it,
don't know what to do with myself this morning l"
For mah wants little here below,
"Well, let's go around to the C(mrt-honse and lisAnd generally he gets it.
ten to divorce cases. We're not shot out of there
" IT's a pity," said an Irish laborer the other day yet."
as he mopped his brow. "It is a pity that we can't
"MAMMA," said Albert, " do you believe in the
hav the coWold weather in the summer and the hot faith core 7" "Yes, dear," Bdid mamma, "and I
weather m the winter."
praclice it, too." "Mamma," continued the boy,
Low·NECKED dresses are denounced as a" crying. feeling his damp hair. uneasily, "if a boy goes
evil" by some·would-be reformers of society. And a-swimming and then lies about it, can you cure
yet many a "crying evil" has been soothed to him of lying by faith?" "No, dear," said mamma
sleep by rooting around in the recesses of a dress sweetly," that vice is cured by laying on of hands."
And in ten minutes thereafter Albert was the besteven lower than those seen in society.
ToMMY (who, like Freddy, has been trying to cured boy on all L0ng Island,
A STORY is told of an old lady who lived in Concomprehend the mysteries of early chapters in
Genesis):" Well, pa, if Dod made ev'rysin' out of cord, Mass., at the time of 1 he great prevalence of
nussin', an' there was nussin' till he made some- transcendentalism, and she was very much bewildered by the freedom and audacity with which
sin', what did he stand on when he made it?"
many of her articles of faith were treated. Bot
"I ouEoB it's 'bout time for that feller Harrison she finally came to this conclusion : "I don't care
to pull down his shingle as 'the boY· preacher,'" so much about predestination and free will and
said old Uncle Oatcake, as he la1d down his paoer. all them sort of things, but if they take away my
"When a man's old enough to get the presidential total depravity I shall feel as though I hadn't any
nominat.ion, his whiskers oughter grow, even if religion at all."
they .don·t."
BONG OF CHAUNCEY DEPEW,
PoLITICIAN: "Well, Uncle Rastus, who's your
I want to b3 a Granger,
man, Harrison or Cleveland?" Uncle Rastus (cauAnd with the Grangers stand;
tiously): "I'se gwine in dis year fo' Uncle Rastus,
Some hayseed on my forehead,
sah; he's my man. b yo' meanin' enny business
A hoe within my hand ;
dis mawnin•, Mi8tah Smif, or am yo' simply feelin'
And· there before the granges
ob de situation?"
I'd stand and try my luck;
And Kansas and Iowa
JAcK: "You know how madly I worship Clara
Should cry: "Depew, Haw, }3uck !"
Gushington ?" His sister: "Yes, Jack, and I
think she is interested in you." Jack : '·'Well, I
A Boy's composition: "Breath is made of air.
hav bought her a beautiful pair of bracelets, but I We brethe with onr lungs, our lites, onr liver, and
am afraid they are rather large." His sister kidneys, If it wasn't 'for our breath we would die
(faintly) : "Heavens, Jack ! Those are not brace- when we slept. Onr breath keeps the life a· going
lets l"
throw the nose when we are asleep. Boys that
A WEDNESDAY night prayer-meeting was being stop in a room all day should not brethe. They
held in the Methodist church of Adams Corners. should wait till they go out doors. Boys in a room
The attendance was slim, and as the crops were all make bad, unholysome air, They make carboniin, no one seemed to be able to think of anything cide. Carboncide is poisoner than mad-dog, A
to pray for. At last, after a long silence, Deacon heap of soldiers was in a black hole in India and a
Obadiah Jones rose and said: "Brothers and sis- car bonicide got into tliat hole and killed nearly
ters, as none of thoae present seem to be moved everyone afore morning, Girls kills the breth
to pray this evening, and seeing we are all here with corosits that 11queezes the diagram. Girls
together, I will improve the occasion by making a can't holler or run like boys because their diagram
few remarks on the tariff."
is squeezed to much."

tJdds aqd Jlnds.

HE was perfectly astonished with the historical
account I gave him of our [England's] affairs during the last century; protesting it was only a heap
of conspiracies, rebellions, murders, massacres,
revolutions, banishments, the very worst effects
that avarice, faction, hypocrisy, perfidiousness,
cruelty, rage, madness, hatred, envy, lust., malice,
and ambition could produce.-SWfft.
I ADMIT that England is a Christian country
Any doubts upon this point can be dispelled by
reading her historY-her career in India, what
she has done in China, her treatment of Ireland,
of the American colonies, her attitude during our
civil war; all these things show conclusivly that
England is a Christian nation.-Inger.•oll.
PEACE-the only victory I covet.
.
To me war is no glory, conquest r o
Renown. To be forced thns to uphold my right
Sits heavier on my heart than all the wrongs
These men would bow me down with.
I thought to hav made mine inoffensiv rule
An era of sweet peace 'midst bloody annals,
A green spot amidst dfsert centuries,
On which the fntnre would torn back and smile,
And cultivate, or sigh when it could not
Recall Sardanapalns's golden reign.
I thought to hav made my realm a paradise,
And every moon an epoch of new pleasures.
I took the rabble's shoot for love-the breath
Of friends for troth; the lips of woman for
My only guerdon.-Byron.
VoLTAIRE was at all times the unflinching opponent of persecution. No matter how powerful
was the persecutor, no matter how insignificant
was the victim, the same scathing eloquence was
launched against the crime, and the indignation
of Europe was soon concentrated upon thlil oppressor. The fearfnlstorm of sarcasm and invectiv that avenged the murder of Calas, the magnificent dream im the "Philosophical Dictionary"
reviewing the history of persecution from the
slaughtered Canaanites to the latest victims who
bad perished Itt the stake, the indelible stigma
branded npon the persecutors of every age and of
every creed, all attested the intense and passionate earnestness with which Voltaire addressed himself to his task. On other subjects a jest or a caprice could often turn him asiae. When attacking
intolerance, he employed, indeed, every weapon,
but he employed thPm all with the concentrated
energy of a profound conviction.. His success was
equal to his zeal. The spirit of in tolerance sank
blasted beneath his genius.-Lecli:l/.
·
MoRE than a century ago Catholicism, wrapped
in robes red with the innocent blood of millions,
holding in herfrantio clutch crowns and scepters,
honoi'B and gold, the keys of heaven and lj,ell,
trampling beneath her feet the liberties of nations,
in the proud moment of almost universal dominion, felt within her heartless breast the deadly
dagger of Voltaire.-InoersoZl.
I HAv, 0 Lord! drawn your attenti~n to the fact
that, when yon did, in the fullness of time, take to
"creating," you "created" a good deal more than
sou were aware of. I hav ventured to bring it
onder your notice·that yon "created" America,
and that, when your son and the devil went to the
top of the high mountain to survey all the kingdoms of the earth, neither .of them seems to hav
had any notion that the earth was round. and that
it was of such prodigious dimensions. Neither
your son nor the devil knew of America. I am
not quite sore that your son knows of it yet; bot
I could produce some proofs that the devil knows
of it full well.-Salaatn's Goa ana Hts Book.
THE ghosts told us there was no virtue like belief and no crime like doubt; that investigation
was pure impudence and the punishment therefor
eternal torment. They not only told us all about
this world, but about two others; and if their
statements about the other worlds are as true as
about this, no one can estimate the value of their
information.-InyerMll .
EvERY man is a consumer, and onght to be a pro·
ducer. He fails to make his place good in the
world, unless he not only pays his debt, but also
adds something to the common wealth.-Emerson
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slaves to be taugb.t to read, long as his majesty is feeling tip-top he pre- the facts completely upset Pope Gregory's
fers to cling to the practices of his fathers. theory as to the sterility of first-cousin marand forbidding marriage."
-New York Sun.
riag-es, statistics showing a "slight balance in
favor of the fertility of the first cousins;" as
Tim melancholy information comes from
THE
government
of
Colombia
has
recently
AT Joliet, Ill., on the 22d ult., Bishop the little island group known as the Nicobars
compared with ordinary marriages. This
Spalding confirmed fifty convicts, making that fifteen Danish missionaries hav spent entered into a convention with the papal see, circumstance, he suggests, may be explained
the cross on their foreheads and saying: "I twenty years in the .islands without making a which is severely criticised by all the ad- by the inference that marriages between
sign thee with the sign of the cross, and I single convert. The fact that Christianity vanced thinkers of the republic. It is con- cousins are more likely tQ occur where there
confirm thee with the chrism of salvation in has made absolutely no progress among these sidered a retrograde movement. It provides is a large group of persons bearing that relathe name of the Father and of the Son and of islanders cannot be attributed to stupidity, that in the universities, colleges, and schools tionship to one another, and who, therefore,
t}le Holy Ghost."
for they are said to be wonderfully quick at instruction shall be organized and directed in belong to families in which fertility is heredconformity with the dogmas and principles of
THE Independent makes an admission. learning languages. The Nicobars seem to the Roman Catholic church. Religious in- itary. But he found "a shade of evidence
Speaking of the degradation of the Southern be a very aggravated case of hope deferred, struction shall be obligatory, and the princi- that the death-rate of offspring is higher than
negroes, it says: "]:i"'or this Protestant Chris- but missionaries everywhere are doomed to ples of the Roman Catholic church shall be among the families of non-sanguineous marriages." As· to insanity and idiocy among
tianity solely is to blame. It allowed slavery. many disappointments. It must be rather
strictly observed.
the offspring of first-cousin marriages, Mr.
It was slow to see its enormity. In the South trying, for instance, after five years of earnest
GEoRGE H. DARWIN, son of the great Dar- Darwin's investigations led him to the conit supported slavery with all its power. It let missionary effort, to be sagely informed by
the negroes liv in ignorance of the word of 1the king of Uganda that Christianity is cer- win, has gone through a very laborious 1 elusion that the facts did not justify the popGod. It raised no voice against unchristian tainly a good religion to die by, but that as inquiry and statistical study and found that ular impression.
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Was not that a model family to be under the direct thoughts and. indecent language that ever disgraced
influence of God~ Could a family hav turned out printer's type.
But when Christians talk of making the sublime
any worse if it had been under the direction of devils?Go among man-eaters; seek out the lowest Mussul- of nastiness a text-book in schools, .or even of having
God and the Bible.
man among the Turks; go over Utah with a drag- it accessible to the youth of the country, it is time
• Seth, Green says that trout taken from a dark- net, and a more loathsome picture could not be drawn for somebody to speak out and expose the rotten
colored bed to a lighter-colored bed will gradually than the history of David and his family presents.
mass to public gaze.
.
·
change their color to correspond with the color of
Can men who believe that such men and such
Now, I want to refer the reader to some of God's
the bottom. No one may know at the present time conduct are worthy of imitation be of any great help chaste language, and to some acts of men under
how this change is produced, but if al~ believed that to the world T
God's immediate control. Of course there is much
God produces the change, and that. ' the ways of
If God was talking with David every day and knew that God has said which I cimnot quote verbatim, for
God are past :finding out," a~d that "it is wicked to just what was going to happen, why did he not giv obvious reasons. But I will giv the chapter and
quest.ion the ways of God," no one ever would know. David's elbow a jog when David was looking at Bath- verse, and when you come to read wh.at God has
We must get rid of the Gods before the minds of sheba and say, "Davy, come away; it is a nasty bus- written down in his holy word, you will understand
men can be turned in the right direction. The Gods iness for a married man to be looking at a woman why I do not quote the language. If the Christian
hav always stood in the way of improvement.
while bathing~, And while David was laying the could take a hint without being struck on the head
Every scheme for man's improvement has had its plan to murder Uriah, why did not God say to him, with a beetle, I would ask him to ponder the fact
origin in the human brain. A jealous God with a "This nefarious scheme wiii never do; it will break that some of the thoughts and much of the language
flaming sword constantly stands on guard at the friendship between us, for such au act would render of his God-given book are too low and indecent to
outer door of the human mind, to prevent a new you so vile that no decent God will hav.anything to be spread out in the columns of an Infidel journal.
thought from entering. When steam was applied to do with you?"
Now, I want every Liberal friend who has never
the propelling of boats, it was said that God. had
Now, my Christian friends, I would like to ask you been over this ground to get a small Bible, one that
furnished the wind to waft the boats over the waters, if you would assnciate with such a family as King he can carry in his pocket, and as he reads this artiand that it was taking the work out of his hands, and David's if they were living among you at the present cle, mark the passages of scripture referred tG, and
would inflame his wrath and that his curses would time. If such transactions are low and brutal now, then, as he has opportunity, call the attention of his
rest upon the st~amboats. The art of printing, the were they not equally degrading then~ Can you Christian friends to these select passages, and ask
Copernican theory-in short, nearly every improve- believe that such a ·family was under the special them how such thoughts and such language comport
ment, has been met in the same way and nearly by guidance of God 1 How can you consistently fight with the majesty and dignity of a God.
the same argument. God has never favored improve-· the Mormons and believe at the same time that
If all Liberals will pursue this course and do it in
ments, and the Christian cannot rise above his God. David was heaven's special favorit?
a proper spirit, instead of trying to force the Bible
Both are in the way of the healthy growth of society.
Can you not see that the idea of God talking with into the common schools Christians will be looking
The Christian believes that God is everywhere, Moses and David and Joshua-all polygamists and for something to settle their stomachs.
that he does everything. He drives the storm; he bloodthirsty robbers-can hav no foundation in fact!
Christians teach that hell is the consequence of
causes the earth to quake; he directs the comets in The one who can believe that God talked with these doubt. But if Liberals will be faithful in calling the
their courses; he sends the lightning, and causes men, and gave them instructions from day to day, attention of Christians to these passages, they will
the planets to revolve in their orbits. He loves can hav but a poor opinion of his moral influence. doubt whether a decent God could be their author,
Christians and hates nearly everybody else. He If God ever did talk with these men, he had many an hell or no hell.
.
gave the Christians a book to prevent their moral opportunity of talking with much decanter men.
The first portion of scripture to which I will call
and mental growth and make them content to stand God never talked with men, and never wrote a book. attention will be found in
in the fool ranks and be drilled by designing ecclesi- In ancient times so-called great men . exercised a
GENESISastics. I would not spend my time to expose the wonderful influence over the ignorant masses by chap. xii, 13. "Say, I pray thee, thou art my sis·
Christian and his God were it not for the fact that claiming that their commands came from gofls, and ter." This language was addressed by Abram to his
they pull in the opposit direction like stubborn mules that influence is exercised by ecclesiastics even to the wife Sarai. It will be seen by the first verse of the
whenever we attempt to advance.
present day.
chapter that Abram was under the instruction of the
The book business has been a little overdone first
A Catholic told me once that a certain priest had Lord. Abram was trying to get Sarai, his wife, to
and last by heavenly authors. Did God write a book such power over men that by the mere power of his tell a lie. It will not do to say Sarai was Abram's
for the Hindoos, another for the Buddhists, another will he could chain me to the ground so that I could half-sister-she was also his wife, and that was what
for the Mohammedans, another for the Mormons, and not stir.
he denied, and that was a lie.
.
still another for the Christians ? or were· these sacred
A man in Johnstown told me that he had a CathaDid God ever place a man under circumstances
books each written by a different God 1 Now, if we lie girl living in his family, and one morning he said where he was compelled to lie T The one who inshould happen to choose the wrong book, we must to her : "If Father-- should· tell you to put poison duces another to tell a lie is the more guilty of the
go to hell just the same as if we did not choose any. in our coffee, would you do it!"· "Father --will two parties.
·
Did God talk with Christna? Did he talk with Zoro- not tell me to put poison in your coffee; .he is a good
What would be the inference of any boy or girl
aster, with Mohammed, and Moses 1 Did God ever man," replied the girl. "We do not believe that he who reads this story 1 Why, if so. good a man as
. talk with any man 1 If he ever did, why not now T will-but suppose he should~" ''Well," replied the Abram was justifiable in lying, then we may take the
If there was a time when he talked with men and girl, "if he should tell me to do it, I would, for I same iiberty whenever it will help us out of a tight
then ceased from talking, did he stop without a should know it was right."
·
spot. Not a good lesson for school-children.
change?
This is in the afternoon of the nineteenth century.
Gen. xvii, 1 : "And the Lord said unto Abram, be
If God directed Moses and David, Solomon and How much greater must hav been the influence of thou perfect.'' Would anyone infer that the Lord
Joshua, they certainly did not do as well as hundreds those who were rulers and regarded as holy men two would appear to and talk with any man who was not
of others who acted upon their own judgments and or three thousand years ago!
·
perfect~ Now, what must a child think when he or
were governed by reason independent of such direcHere is the whole story: Fathers believed those she reads in the Bible that Abram was perfect, and
tion.
·
things and taught them to their children; they in then reads about Sarai, his wife, being barren, and
Nothing can be more fallacious than the idea of turn taught them to their children; and thus the about Abram having a child by Hagar (Gen. xi, 30;
God writing to and talking with mortals. There is deception passed from generation to generation, and xvi, 15)! Would not any boy or girl infer that a man
no absurdity too great for men to believe if it is fully Christians of the present day are determined that the could be perfect and at the same time be licentious
impressed upon their minds when young. It becomes deception shall never die out.
to any degree and keep as many fancy women as he
a sort of second nature, and reason seems powerless
This fraud was written down in a book, and when might choose! I think the schools will improve in
to break the hallucination. It is a curious fact that thoroughly understood, it is safe to say that no book morality when such lessons are introduced.
the very worst men hav received the most instruction ever written in any language has so much retarded
Gen. xvii, 12, declares that a child must be circumfrom God.
the civilization of the people where it has been intra- cised when eight days old. Did not God know how
God was in daily conversation with David. His duced and believed in. Because those who believe in to fashion a male child, or must he hav one of those
family should not only hav been one of the most ex- it are constantly endeavoring to make everything middlemen, transacting business between heaven and
emplary in the world, butDavid himself should hav square with the ignorance and dishonesty of the eart.h, to put on the finishing touches? Verse 14
been a paragon of virtue. Let us see: In the :first times in which it originated. The Christian's effort, declares that an uncircumcised man· child shall be cut
place, he was one of the bloodiest warriors whose when fairly sifted, is to exchange the civilization and off from his people. I ask every Christian to think
name ever .stained the pages of history. In the the attainments of the present age for the ignorance of a God who makes it obligatory on some one to
second place, his whes and concubines were so and barbarism of three thousand years ago. This circumcise a child when it is eight days old, and
numerous as tQ outrage every idea of modern civiliza- not only acts as a brake upon the wheels of progress, damns the child if somebody neglects to do it. As
tion. The way he obtained some of them would dis- but it absolutely turns them the other way.
well damn it because somebody does not cut its toegust a Turk OJ: a Mormon. He paid for his first
I am writing an article on the word of God, some nails.
wife in a peculiar currency, coined only in the mint portions of which are so beastly and vulgar that I
Verse 22: "And he left off talking with him, and
of circumcision.
dare not write them out.
God went up from Abraham." How could God get
To take Bathsheba in the manner he did was bad
Think of it-a word of God so abounding in away from Abraham when he fills the immensity of
enough, but to murder Uriah, his most faithful :filth that a nian dare not read it to his children! No space, and is everywhere present¥
henchman, :finds no parallel in history for downright man would dare to open the Bible and read a chance
Gen. xviii, 10: "And he said, I will certainly remeanness and perfidy.
·
turn unto thee according to the time of life, and lo,
chapter to a mixed audience.
Solomon, the wisest man in all the earth, was the
I am afraid that some of my Liberal friends will Sarah, thy wife, shall hav a son."
offspring of this unholy alliance.
think that I delight in rolling the nastiness of the
How many children, :first and last, hav been born on
David's son, Amnon, committed a rape on his own Bible as a sweet morsel under my tongue, because I account of these heavenly messengers, it would be
sister, Tamar, and then turned her out of doors. write this essay. I write not on this subject because hard to tell. Of all the ideas ever promulgated, that
Absalom, another of David's sons, murdered Amnon, it is a pleasant ta11k, but because the Christian is con- of an amorous God, or ghost, or angel, or spirit is
and then, as if to outdo any other family in beastli- stantly holding up the Bible as a model of pureness, the mqst ridiculous. If the people of to-day could
ness, he, to use a scripture phrase, " uncovered the a proper guide for our daily walk and practice, and understand how easy it was in old Bible times for
nakedness" of his father's concubines on the house- as a book the like of which no moral or mental effort women to be imposed upon, and how willing the
top " before all Israel." .
of man could reach. My object and my duty is to chosen of God were to deceive them, there would be
The last scene in the great drama of this wonder- show the hollowness and hypocrisy of the pretense, little mystery about a child being begotten by a spirit
ful man directed by God is worthy of note. To let and to put honest men on solid ground.
or ghost. Priests and preachers hav followed the
the world know that he had no equal among human
How shall we rid ourselvs of any great evil with- example of. these heavenly messengers up to the
monsters, and as if to prove " the ruling passion out holding it up to public gaze? How shall we present time.
.
strong in death," when he was " stricken in years" abate a nuisance without showing where and what it
The key to these heavenly visitors will be found in
and his last hour had come, and life was ebbing away, is 1 It is sickening to see gloved ladies carrying this Josephus (Antiq., book i, chap. iii, 1): "For many
he rummaged through "all the coasts of Israel" to accumula~ien of filth and abominations every Sunday angels of God accompanied with women, and .begat
:find a beautiful woman, Abishay, to fawn around him to church. But they will continue to do it until they sons that proved unjust," etc.
that his lustful eyes might close with a harlot in hi~ are brought to understand that the gilt edges and
Again (book xviii, iii, 4) : "Then did Mandus leap
sight.
gold clasp inclose some of the most salacious . out, for he was hidden therein [the temple], and.did
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not fail of enjoying her who was at his service all the
night long, as supposing he was the God, and when
he was gone a'Yay, which was before those priests
who knew nothmg of the stratagem were stirring
Paulina came early to her husband and told him ho~
the god Anubis had appeared to her," etc.
Paulina was a woman of high standing and great
education, and very beautiful. There is every evidence that she meant to be a virtuous woman for
<he consulted her husband in regard to the m~tter
before going to the temple. This woman never could
hav been imposed upon in the manner she was unless
the belief had been common that the gods and their
appointed agents often visited women for "holy"
purposes. Let this belief again become general, and
all the rakes in the country would turn preachers.
There are about seventy thousand of them anyway
and nothing would please them more than t~ hav th~
people return to the old superstition.
· Naples, N. Y.
JOHN PEcK.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

No Reason or Authority for Sunday.
Until I was more than fifty years of age, I entertained the dogma. that one-seventh of the time must
be observed as "holy time," in which mortals must
not even think about business matters, nor "do their
own pleasure." But since I concluded to officiate as
my own rriest and to do my own thinking, it appears
very plam and correct that Sunday is not only a
cheat, a lie, a contemptible fraud, but it is not sanctioned by any reliable and respectable authority.
There is no Sunday in the natural world. In the
vici~situdes of the seasons, in the changes of the
year, in the diurnal revolutions of the earth and annual swinging in its orbit, in all the natural divisions
of time, there is no discrimination of Sunday from
the other days in th&o week. There are 365 days
in one year, except in the Arctic and Antarctic divisions of the globe. According to order and natural
laws, time or days should be observed in the year as
the first day, second day, third day, and so on fron:i
one to 365, the 365th day of the year. · There is no
natural division of the year into weeks and months.
If the moon revolved around the earth in accordance
with the rising and setting of the sun, there would
then be an . opportunity or reason for indicating
weeks and months. But we all know that a lunar
day, lunar week, and lunar month do not coincide at all with .solar days, solar weeks, and solar
months.
To those persons who hav always depended on
. some one else to do their thinking, Sunday appears
a divinely appointed institution. But if we take a
natural and scientific view of Sunday, we cannot fail
to perceive that Sunday is indicated simply by l).n arbitrary and unwarranted division of time into weeks
and solar days. If we w~re to go a few hundred
miles beyond the surface of the earth, what would
become of this holy time, Sunday? Why, we would
learn to our profound astonishment that "the holy
Sabbath of the Lord" was or is wiped out by the
sponge of perpetual darkness! Competent and
learned natural philosophers assure us that if we
could be transported a few hundred miles beyond the
surface of the earth, the intense cold would exceed
zero by hundreds of degrees, and the darkness be~
neath, above, and all around would be more profound
tha:; the midnight hour whe1;1 black clouds shut out
the light of the moon and stars, and furious storms
~reck the autumnal skies. At the distance of only a
few hundred miles from the earthJ natural philosophers assure .us, the entire canopy of heaven represents tpe twinkling stars as if they were set in a background of beautiful jet.
·
What becomes of our Sunday there? When travelers start to go around the world by traveling westward, at the distance of 180° they come to an imaginary line, extending from pole to pole, on one side of
which the time is Sunday, while on the opposit side
of that, line it is Monday. So when a traveler, in
sailing to the east, arrives at a point 12 500 miles
east froin Greenwich, England, he will c~me to a
place where it is Sunday on one side of an imaginary
line of longitude, and Monday on the other side; not
one inch distant. Furthermore, if the residents of
the Arctic regions are required to observe Sunday,
where the solar day is six months in length, and the
other six months only twilight and darkness, how are
they to compute holy time 1
We perceive at a glance what insurmountable difficulties are encountered when we attempt to show
that there ever was a divine command to "remember
the Sabbath da.y and keep it holy." In fact and in
truth and agreeably to common sense and reason,
the great creator never gave any such commandment;
and the church and civil authorities, the priests and
kings, hav no more right to direct anyone as to
how he may or may not spend his time on Sunday
any more than they hav authority to dictate as to
when one may cultivate his garden, or go on a visit
to the residence of a friend. Sunday is a lie, a delu,
iiion, and a sacerdotal imposition on credulous people.
01"M1.ge, N. J.
·
SERENO E. Tonn.

The Fall of' Christianity.
It is repeating a fact which nearly every Christian
pulpit in the. land is emphasizing by its silence, to
say that hell IS no longer popular. And "thereby
hangs a. tale."
It is impossible at this late day to trace any religions dogma to its cradle. Whether hell had hate for
a father or fear for a mother is not important to
know. That this terrible ide~ is being repudiated
by mankind is one of the splendid triumphs of the
human heart. .
But the decay of this dogma means more than
this__;that a cruel thought of the past is being outgrown-it means that the religion of which this
dogma is a part is also being outgrown. Not only
does the highest humanity reject the notion of a hell
for man hereafter, but it rejects the eutire system of
which this notion is the logical conClusion.
~he Christian world may not be prepared to admit
this statement, but we make it without fear of suet.!essful contradiction. The sounds of the ·falling
structure of Christianity fill the air. Everywhere
the. death of faith is reported. The light on the
Christian alt~r is going out, ?nd it is going out
because the ml that has fed it IS getting low. The
truth is, a new age has dawned upon the world-and
a better and brighter age-and its rise portends the
end of all religion founded upon superstition.
The dominating power of this age is not faith, but
knowledge; not fear, but thought; not ignorance,
but intelligence. The teacher is supplanting the
~riest in the regard of mankind. Preaching has lost
Its hold upon the world. The fact is, there is no
need of preaching. The gospel which the pulpit
has to tell is not worth telling. The appeal to fear
moves only the weak and cowardly. The strong and
brave ask for the truth and fearlessly go where it
leads.
'
The time when the minister preached "as a dying
man to dying men," as old Richard Baxter said, has
passed away. The living man and the man who is to
liv after him are to be considered. We respect the
dead; we would be tender to the dying, but our
work is for the living and the unborn. Our steps
are all toward the grave, but how we shall.enter it
should not be our chief care. We hav somewhat to
do in life besides pose for a funeral sermon.
The general contempt for Christianity, manifested
in the general disregard of its religious commands,
shows the fate that treads upon its heels. It is not
fear of the church's power that determine thought
and action to-day· so muc.h as realization of man's
power. The God idea is fast dropping out of human
problems. Men are acting independent of divine
directions. Human necessity is commanding the
world.
The worm of death iB at the root of every Christian
dogma. The arm of the church is paralyzed. It is
powerless to arrest the progress of the world which
is being led by the forces of civilization. Christianity bas no longer a. prison for liberty, a stake for
honest thought, a scaffold for free speech. Its rod
of persecution bas been broken; its lash of torture
has been wrested from its grasp. .All that is left it
now is the idle threat of its priest., and this is beard
with a smile. The only way left of showing faith in
Christianity is by going to church. Such an act
requires no virtue; it is only the tribute which
fashion pays to piety.
Dead indeed is a religion. when the .people. reject
its dogmas and laugh at its priests. The motiv for
accepting Christianity is gone. Hell is destroyed in
its own flames. The power of Christ is not needed.
There is nothing to be f!aved from. The church
must stop preaching Jesus. There is no use shoeing
a dead horse.
· L. K. WASHBURN.

Imbecil or Corrupt- Which 1
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/ ~he second would require altogether too much watchmg to be allowed to do so."
.
'"Yhatever may be_ said of their beli~fs on religio~s
subJects; however msecure a foundatiOn such behef
may rest ~pan; however ridtculoue religious forms
and worship may appear to skeptics, they should
re~emb~r that a larg:e class of worthy people firmly
beheve m and practiCe the, as they esteem them
truths. and_ d?ctrins of <:Jbristianity, and that many
of their mimsters, bustbng, eloquent, and popular
though tbey may· be, are men who are, in all their
rela_tions _to their 1ellow-man, perfectly hpnorable and
upnght m characte_r. The great bulk of ministers
are as honorable-mmded as any other class of men
equally numer?~s and different in. constitution, tamper~men_t, trammg, etc., and equally composit in
nahonahty.
. · ~rue, there are to be fo~md among them l:rlen who are
msmce.re, corrupt, ~nd dishonorable. T-hey are to be
found m all professiOns. They art~ not more f]."equent
among . ministers than among men in other callings.
Ma_ny mstances. o_f what. passes for dtsbonorable
a~twn among mimsters might be traced to lack of
WISdom..
.
. .
..
We g1v our fnend credit with not desmng to be
unju~t, ~mt we all commit acts of_ injust~ce, sm;netimes
unthmkmgly. Such a cours~, I~ perst~ted _m-:and
~tber~ls are frequently very Il-L~b~ral 111 th~s ~treetwn:-Is bou~~ to react to our _mJury. It I~ m no
unkmdly spmt that we would, m thes~ hastily and
c~udely e~pre~s~d terms, call the attentiOn of all parties. to this e~Ilmfluence wh~ch cre~tes too much b~d
feeh~g and distrust to permit candid and useful discu~s.wn to. take place.. We. sincer~ly hope that a
spmt of fairness and fnendlmess Will be allowed to
prevail ere long whi~h will ~llow o~ a near~r ap~~oach
to the truth .than IS posstble with passwn-bunded
eyes. It is easy to say harsh things in the heat of
argument; it is not so easy to preserve a "judicial
balance."
M. F. CuPP.
Metamora, Ind.
------.-.-----

The lteason Why.
Is. God, like other beings. prone to shirk
His business? If not, who will explain
The reason God puts out so much bad work
When he makes babies? Why should be complain
Of raw material? Is it in vain
For him to try fine work w·ben scarce of dust?
Has be run short of "nothing?" If be must
Do jnbs inferior. it is not sane
In him nor just to damn the jobs thus thrust
Upon the market without their consent.
Eureka I I will pray and ask God what he meant
When be did deign to make. with little brair:i,
Witless and all inane, a select few.,
In "his own image." Ahl Now, I'll tell you!
For I've been answered, and the reason's plain.
I'm now convinced God knows what he's about
When he makes fools and people half insane.
(I am a Christian ; though I sometimes doubt
·
The word of God, I never let it out,
As dod-d Infidels I always tell
What I believe; Jest I should go to hell
I don't tdl what I don't. Surely without
I acted thus I'd be an Infidel.)
But to my subject. There hav been fulfilled
Men's de~tinies as their creator's willed;
What craft is suited to a driveling lout?
Judge by the world at large; weak,minded creatures
Are fit for nanght, succeed as naught, but preachers.
M. H. VEoN.

lUr. Moss Exlllains His Position.
To TIIE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: ·I hav
just received the ever-welcome TRUTH SEEKER containing an excellent article on my case. It contains,
however, one error. I am not a school-master under
the school board. My Freethought views prevented
me from getting an appointment of that sort-which
requires that you should at least hav a recommendation from a. parson. I am an officer of the school
board under the "by-laws department," or in other
words what is technically known in this country as
"school attendance officer." Had I been a teacher I
fancy the board would hav got rid of me on the
ground that I could not teach all the subjects required by the code-Bible· teaching being one of
them-because of my heresy. They may discharge
me now, but whether they do or not I shall reappear
aR a lecturer as soon as the new board is elected in
November.
I hav been a servant of the board for eight years,
and the fact that they could not find anything against
me, either in respect to my work or my pHsonal
character, was the only reason that deterred them
from turning me adrift.
I am making it pretty hot for Mr. Kelly, M.P.,
and my Freethought friends will giv the members of
the board a lively time of it as the election time approacbfls. Herewith I send you a brief article on
"Bible Miracles." I shall continue. to write for you
until you or your readers tire of me.
London, July 9, 1888.
ARTHUR B. Moss.

He who starts out to work a reformation in anything ought to realize his position clearly enough to
enable him to avoid injuring the cause which he represents. If it is worth espousing at all it is worth
protecting against the opposition which its advocates
may arouse by taking a false and vulnerable position
with regard to any points of difference between it
and existing systems. If it is really worthy of ·success it should be guarded against the venomous
shafts of slander by placing it high above the level
upon which such evils grow thriftily.
In an editorial entitled, "A Wise Judge," it is
unqualifiedly asserted that the.clergy is composed of
two classes-" the honest minister, the one with
whom a man's character or his wife are equally safe,"
described as "usually the good, easy-going, childish
sort of person, a little weak on Calvinistic theology
as well as in worldly enterprises, a man who nowa·
days would be said to be in the ministerial profession
because nature had so constituted him that he was
not go;:;d for anything else," and the " bustling, eloquent, popular clergyman," who "lacks the confidence
of the business world, which keeps an eye on his
accounts and also on the female members of his
flock." It is further said that the first described is
THE TRUTH S&&K&R CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethought,
"totally incapacitated by his simpleness of. character Reform, and Scientific Books will be mailed free to any adfrom undertaking. the management. of estates, while l dress upon application.
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Isistant District-Attorney Jerome, MarkEidlitz, Rabbi i a

Gotth<>il, Moncure D. Conwny, and Rabbi De Sola
_ _ _ Mendez.
-------·-----------·
'------·
Upon the arrival of Colonel Ingersoll, the services
Courthmlt Palm•n·'s Funeral.
were begun by Macgrave Coxa, who sang "The Hymn
Courtlandt Palmer's obsequies were from his home to the Evening Star," from Tmml:dltuJer, which Mr.
on East Twenty-first street, Thursday, July 26th, Palmer bad requested. It was exquisitly rendered.
and were conducted according to his wishes and per- A.s the last notes of the piano died away, Colonel
mission. Last March :M:r. Palmer, not having at the Ingersoll took up his position on the main stairway,
time as he told his family, any fear of death, but facing the audience in the main parlor, and began his
wishing to be prepared, wrote the following letter to oration. His voice was clear and musical, and every
Colonel Ingersoll :
word could be plainly heard by all the people ass emNEw YoRK, March 16, 1888.
bled. A.s he proceeded, Colonel- Ingersoll's voice beMY DEAR FRIEND: When, after my life's fitful fever, I came low and tremulous, and nearly all his hearers
shall start upon the long slrep of death, I shall want T. B. were deeply affected. He said:
Wakeman and you to say above my ashes the last good-bye
MY FRIENDS: A. thinker of pure thoughts, a speaker
words-he first, you second! Not more than fifteen minutes
each. ·
of brave words, a doer of generous deeds, has
When I use the word "ashes" I mean it literully, as I reached the silent haven that all the dead hav
wish my remains to be cremated.
reached, and where the voyage of every life must
If it be thonght best to make my funeral a public one, I
wish Siegfried's .i!'uneral Ma"Ch performed. I shall write Mr. end· and we his Jrierids who even now are hastening
afte~ him, ar~ met to do' tbe last kind acts that man
Walter Damrosch to this tffect.
I shall not be buried from any Christian church, nor do I may do for man-to tell his virtues, and to lay witb
wish any Christian hymn sung. Let one song be a pean of tenderness and tears his ashes in the sacred place of
triumph.
rest and peace.
Yours very affectionately,
COURTLANDT p .A.LMER.
Some one bas said that in the open hands of death
To CoL. R. G. INGEnsoLL.
P.S.-I hav shown this to my wife.
we find only what they gave away. Let us believt
C. Pai.MER.
that pure thoughts, brave wbl'ds, and generous deeds
A.s nearly as circumstances would permit, Mr. can never die. Let us believe that they bear fruit
Palmer's wishes were carried out, though Mr. Wake· and add forever to the well-being of the human race.
man, who was prest>nt at the funeral, did not speak. Let us believe that a noble, self-denying life increases
The family, who are members of Heber Newton'ici the moral wealth of man, and givs assurauce tha_t tht
church, supplemented the discourse of Colonel Inger- future will be grander tban the past.
soll with the reading of the Episcopal service, a.nd a
In the monotony of subaervience, in the multitude
few words by Heber Newton, who, to his honor be it of blind fo1lowers, nothing is more inspiring thau a
said, spoke more as a man than as a minister.
free and independent man-one who givs and asb
Mr. Palmer died from the shock of an operation reasons; one who demands freedom and givs wha1
designed to relieve him from the disease which would 11e demands. one who refuses to be slave· or master.
inevitably hav proved fatal within a few hours. But Soch a man ~as Courtiandt Palmer, to whom we paJ
he fel~ that he had really no hope of life. A.t 6 o'clock t.he tribute of respect and love.
in the morning, just before the operation, he repeated
He was an honest man-be gave the rights hf
to biB wife his wishes as regarded his funeral and claimed. This was the foundatiOn on which he built.
dictated anew letters to Colonel Ingersoll and Mr. To think for himself-tv giv his thought to others-:Wakeman, again declaring his wishes that they should Lhis was to him not only a privilege, not only a right,
speak at his funeraL He also dictated a letter to but a duty and a joy.
D~>niel G. Thompson, secretary of the Nmeteentb
He believed in self-preservation, in personal indeCentury CtLb, givmg his ideas in regard to the futurt pendence · that is to say in manhood.
life of the club, and fervently hoping for its pro~:Sper
He pre~erved the real~ of mind from the invasion
ity and UJfloence. He closed this letter with a poetic of brute force, and protected the children of the
dissertation on death, reaffirming the Agnostic philos- brain from the Herod of authority.
ophy in wLich he believed. In making these arrangeHe investigated for himself the questions, the
menta .!Hr. Palmer was as cool and collected as if the problems, and the mysteries of life. Majorities were
thought of death in a few hours was furthest from his nothing to him. N 0 · error could be old enoughthoughts. He rememb6red that Walter Damrosch popular, plausible, or profhable enough-to bribe his
was away, and that consequently Siegfried's March j 11 dgment or to keep his conscience still.
could not be played at the funeral. He hummed a
He knew that, next to finding truth, the greatest
tune from "Tannba11ser" to his wife, and asked that joy is honest search.
a quartet render that instead of the march. He made
He was a believer in intellectual hospitality, in the
a few slight changes in his will and bade all the fair ex<!hange of thought, in good mental manuers, in
members of his family an affectionate farewelL He the amenities of the soul, in the chivalry of disCllA·
was the most cheerful man in the room, and smiled sion.
sweetly as he conversed. In the few minutes yet reHe insisted that those who speak should bear;
maining before the operation he calmly discourl::!ed on that those who question should answer j that ee.ch
his favorit philosophic topics, and declared again his should strive, not for a victory over ·otbet·s, but for
belief in his doctrins, and that these would in time the discovery of truth, and that truth, when found,
overspread the earth. "A. man should believe," be should be welcomed by every human soul.
·
said, •· only what he can prove. He may hav every
He knew that truth has no fear of investigationhope, but he should only believil what be can prove. of being understood. He knew that truth loves the
I don't say there is not a heaven, but I don't know day-that its enemies are ignorance, prejudice, egothat there is. That is my belief." He talked in this tism, bigotry, hypocrisy, fear, and darkness, and that
strain for a while, and said : "The general impression intelligence, candor;honesty, love, and light are its
is that Freethiukers are afraid of death. I want you eternal friends.
one and all to tell the whole world that you hav seen
He believed in the morality of the useful-that the
a Freethinker die without the least fear of what the virtues are the friends of man, the seeds of joy.
hereafter may be." These were almost his last words.
He knew that consequences determin the quality
The doctors administered the ether a moment after- of actions, and that whatsoever a man sows that shall
ward. The operation occupied three-quarters of an he also reap.
hour. Mr. Palmer attained consciousness enough to
In the Positiv philosophy of Auguste Comto he
say that he thought the operation was a success found the framework of his creed. In the concluBut the shock was too great, and he sank steadily, sions of that great, sublime, and tender soul he found
. and died at 3 o'clock in the afternoon.
the rest, the serenity, and the certainty he sought.
Tb.e hour set for the services was 10 o'clock, and
The clouds had fallen from his life. He Baw that
at that hour the friends and admire-rs of Mr. Palmer the old faiths were but phases in the growth of man
completely filled the large parlors and hallway of his -that out from the darkness, up from the depths,
late residence on Gramercy park, a.nd the stairway the human race through countless ages and in every
was also crowded. Mr. Palmer•s friends include a land had struggled toward the ever-growing light.
great many, and from every walk in life. Lawyers,
He felt that the living are indebted to the noble
artists, journalists, society folks, clergymen of many dead, and that each should pay his debt; that he
faiths, doctors, and scores of Freethinkers stood should pay it by preserving to the extent of his
patiently awaiting the arrival of Colonel IngersolL power the good he has, by destroying the hurtful, by
The body rested in a rich casket near the center of adding to the knowledge of the world, by giving betthe dimly lighted parlor. and was clad in evening ter than he had received; and that each should be
dress. There was no religious emblem or insignia the bearer of a torch, a shedder of light for all that
about the bier. Flowers in tasteful forms were on is, for all to be.
the mantel and coffin, and perfumed the heated air
This was the religion of duty perceived, of duty
of the house. A.t the head of the stairs the relative of within the reach of man, within the circumference of
the deceased were gathered, the group being made up the known-a religion without mystery, with exof Charles Palruel', Mrs. Cou:rtlandt Palmer, Robert perience for the foundation of belief-a religion
Emory Pa~mer, Courtlandt Palmer, Jr., :M:iss May und-erstood by the head and approved by the heartPalmer, Mrss Eva Palmer, Richard S. Palmer, and a religion that appealed to nason with a definit end
:M:iss Annie Palm~r. Among those in the parlors in view-the civiliz~tion and development of the
were Ma~or Hewitt, Edgar Fawcett, Judge Lach- human race by legitimate, adequ&te, and ne.tural
n..an, ThaddeusB. ·wakeman, Professor Eckel, Edward means-that is to say, by ascertaining the conditions
King, Commissioner Andrews, Lllhe DevertlUX Blake, of progress and by teaching each to be noble enough
Chief Engineer Church of the aqueduct John L. to liv for all.
O'Sullivan? ex-minister to Portugal; Man~ger J. M. · This is the g~spel of man; t.his is the gospel of
Hill, President Foster of the aldermanic board, A.s- ; this world; this is the religion of humanity; this is
-~---

philosophy that cont_emplates not with scorn, but
· with pity, with admiration and love, 11~1 that _man has
done, regarding, as it doeo, the past w1th all1ts faults
and virtues, its suffe!'ings, its cruelties and crimes, as
the only r?ad by which the perfect could be reached.
He deD!ed. the supernatu:·~l-tbe pha~toms and
the ghosts that_ filled tho twrhght-land of_ f~ar. To
him and for h1m there wr.s but ono rahgwn-t~e
religion of pure thoughts, of noble words, of -selfdenying deeds, of honest work for all the worldthe religion of Hope and H_elp.
.
.
.
Facts were the foundat~on o_f his fa1th; h1s~ory
was ~is prophet; re~son .his gmde; duty h1s de1ty;
happmess the end; mtell!gence the m~ans.
He k~ew that :nan JJ?USt .J:>e. the provid_ence of man.
HH di~ not beh_eve m reng1.on and sm~nce, but I~
the religiOn of smen_ce-that 18 to say, Wls~o~ glonfied by love, the savwr of our race-the rebgwn that
conq•Hlrs prejudice_and hatred, that drives all super~htion from the mmd, that ennobles, lengthens, and
enriches life, that drives from every home the .wolves
of w!mt, from every he~rt the fiends of selfis~ness
and fear, from every bram the monsters of the mght.
He lived and_ labored for his fellow-men. .
He sided :":1th the weak and_ poor agamst the
st.rong and ncn. He welcomed _light. ~Is f~ce was
evrr toward the e~>st. ~ccordmg to his hght ~e
Jived. "The world was h1s country-to do good his
religion."
There_ is no l~nguage to express a nobler creed
than th1s; nothmg can be grander, more comprehensiv, vearer perfect.
.
. .
This was the creed that glonfied h1s hfe and made
his death subl~me.
He was a~ra1d t~ do wrong, and for that reason
was not afra1d to dte.
He knew that the end was near. He knew that
his work was done. He stood within the twilight,
within the deepening glotlm, knowing that for the
lad time the gol~ was fa?ing_ fr?m t.~e west and that
there could not fall agam Withm his eyes the tramb!ing luster of anot~er dawn .. He kne~ th_at night
~1ad come, _and yet h1s soul was fil~ed with hght, for
m . that DJght the memory of his generous deeds
shone out like stars.
.
·what can we say~ What words can solve the
myst.ery of life, th~ mystery of dea~h 1 ~hat wor~s.
·can JUStly pay a t~Jbute to the man who hved to biB
ideal, who spoke h1s honest thought, who was turned
aside neither by envy, nor bafrect, nor contumel_;y, nor
sland~r, nor .sco;u, nor fead What words Will do
that life the JUstice that we know aud feel? .
By the grave of man sta~ds the angel of_ Silence.
A. heart brea~s, a man dres, a leaf falls m the far
forest, a babe ls born, and the great world sweeps
on.
No one can tell which is better-Life with its
gleams and shadows, its thrills and pangs, its ecstasy
and tears, its wreaths and thorns, its crowns, its
glories, and Golgothas, or Death, with its peace, its
rest, its cool and plaCid brow that hath within no
memory, no fear of grief or pain.
Farewell, dear friend. The world is better for
your life. The world is braver for your death.
Farewell! We loved you living, and we love you
now.
When Colonel Ingersoll concluded many of his
listeners were weeping, and his own eyes were moist
with tears. He read a short poem called, "The
Future," which Mr. Palmer had sent him shortly before his death. Most of the people present then left
the house. The poem was originally published in
the Boston Investigator, and is as foilows:
Tru 't no future howe'tlr pleasaut.-Lon?fel!ow.
We know thR.t all sPiritual hein~ is Ill mH.n,-Rtner.son.
The world·iB my country, to do good my religion.-1'/wmasPaine.

·

Oh, what bas the future in store for me,
'fhe fnt.urfil so dark ancl deep?
What meanings inhabit its mystery?
What sounds does its silence keep?
How long shall my heart its heart-beats tell?
Shall my days my dreams destroy?
Shall seasons of peace my sorrows quell
Or shall sorrows conquer joy?
And what of the future with this life o'er?
Shall I laugh or shall I weep?
Is death but to open a heavenly door,
Or is it eternal sleep?
I cannot answer. In vain I try
Tho things of tirne to foresee l
What folly then to proplwsy
The events of eternity I
But of one thing at least amidst all I am sure,
The one thing that's constant iu change,
That mutter and force must forever endure
In their limitless, endless range.
And further; of this I am certain, too,
That the chiefest thing on earth"Which shall rule in the race while the true is the trueIs the might of human worth.
In the spirit of man lies the spirit of good ;
In his soul do the seraphim sing;
In the mind of man lies the masterhoorl;
Humanity is king.
And when to a sense of the infinit all
The spirit of man is allied
In a noble intent, then whatever befall,
His fate to the highest is. tied.
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The religious services, to ·lessen the so~~ow of the
family so far as such sorrow CA.n be lessened by religion, were very brief. Mr. Newton began by say·
·
th t 't 0 ld b presumptuous on his part to
mg
a I W u
e
.
. , .
. ,
speak there, bnt for a desire that certam tmngs said
in private the evening before sh?uld _be repeated
publicly. He continued: "Two thmgs m the career
of our friend command especial respect and attention.
• t ll t l't .
In a city not over-fame d f or m e ec ua I y, It was
his part to dream a dream of a society gathered upon
the highest plane of the mind. I recall distinctly his
first entb_usiasm -vears ago when he arrived at his
J
social convictions. But when he dreamed, he dared
to realize his dream. So, while men and women
smiled, a club grew in this city.:...this Ehrine of Mammon, given over to thoughtless pleasure-a club de~
voted to generous thought, on whose. platform every
idea was to stand upon its own feet, by the force of
its own merits. This club lived, and will continue to
liv, a standing protest against the unintellectuality
of our society, against its. intolerance, and as a memorial of our far-seeing friend. The other aspect in
which his career appears to us with peculiar force is
recognized when we consider thiscity. It is a community of enormous wealth, and there is here also
enormous charity. I am convinced that wealth does
not harden men's hearts, and yet I affirm that the
wealth of our metropolis has not been distinguished
for far-seeing charity. It has been content to re<~t
upon the accretion of its earnings and upon a selfish
optimism, thinking that the world has been well
ordered, by the superior skill of the few. I am thankful that one man has lived who acted, in the sense defined by Plato, as a guardian of society; that one
man has lived in the nineteenth century, in this metropolis of Mammon, who, set aside by circumstancES
from the cares of orainary men, made it his mission
to dream and carry out his dream. Wealth is said to
be conservativ; it ought to be radical, ior it has the
advantages wherewith to effect the progresses indicated by new thought. The memory of our friend
will liv; may his example remain as an incentiv to
striving for a larger tolerance of thought." Mr.
Newton closed his brief address by saying: ... Hearken
to the words written of old," by which he introduced
a reading of passages selected from various parts of
the Bible. When be had concluded, Mr. Coxe sang
the hymn, "Lead, Kindly Light," and Mr. Newton
offered a short prayer. In it he confined his petition
entirely to the living, asking for comfort to the family
in its bereavement.
'
The remains were afterward taken to the Long
Island depot and transported to Fresh Pond, where
the body was incinerated. Mr. Charles Palmer said
that the ashes would be placed in an urn and interr<)d
in Greenwood cemetery, beside the grave of Courtlandt Palmer's daughter.
The governing committee of the Nineteenth Century Club adopted this address after the funeral:
To the Members of the Nineteenth Gentu1·y Gl1tb:
It becomes the inexpressibly sad duty of the governing
committee to announce to the club the de!J,th of its president,
Mr. Courtlandt Palmer, at Lake D11nmore, Vt., on the 23d
of this month. While in the hour of sudden bereavement we
do not venture to anticipate that expression of feeling which
belongs to the membership generally when it shall be reassembled, we feel assured that the members of the club will
cherish the organization with the more devotion now that it
has become the truest memorial of its beloved founder. In
accordance with the provisions of the constitution, the committee has selected from the list of vice-presidents Mr.
Daniel G. Thompson as president to fill out Mr. Palmer's
unexpired term. By direction of the governing committee.
WM. TRAVERS JEROME, Secretary.
Courtlandt Palmer's name is now a memory. May
it be an inspiration and encouragement to every Freethinker in the country to do as much for truth, according to his capacity, as did our dead friend. Mr.
Palmer sought diligently for more light, and when
he obtained it made his discovery known. He won
his splendid reputation by his courage, his honesty
of life and expression of thought;, his courteous generosity, and his faithfulness to' his own opinions.

In Honorem.
Sunday, July 29t.h, the Chicago Forum '."as draped
in somber hues, festoons of black and white covered
the entire space at the back.of the platform, and the
organ and choir loft were similarly adorned-in fact,
both the interior and exterior wore sable hues, with
occasional letters in gilt or white, "C. P."
.After the organ had pealed forth " Siegfried's
March," the quartet sang ''Death," f~om the "Ttuth
Seeker Collection." The president sa1d:
When announcing the death of Judge Arnold Krek?l last
Sunday evening-a Liberal loaihicl with honors and weighted
with years, and whose departure was soon to be expected-!
little thought that another life would ~eemingly be sn.apped
in midday, and that the Forum would be clothed m the
habiliments of mourning out of respect to the memory of
him who so recently captured all hearts iu Chicago. Courtlandt Palmer, ex-president of the American Secular Union.
Having been for s~veral years a .member .of t_he ~oard of
directors of our natwnal body, dunng all of which time Mr.
Palmer was one of the officers, our (ltlicial intimacy ripened
into a warm personal friendship, and I think I know something of the nobility of the cbar~cl_er of Uourtlandt Palmer,
wbose distinguishing charactenst.Ics were gentlm.wss, sy~
pathy and modesty. You who were present at Ins valethctory at the last Congress will recall a sentence. Heferring to
.the notoriety he hat! obt!loiU\ld 1 h{l ~a.id ; " ' ~<>m~ ~rt:J )?orn
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i great, some achieve g-reatness. and some hav greatness thrust
upon t~Pm.' I am of tbP latter category, for none could be
more dJfl:ide~t th_HI_l I." Th~t was a fact .. He poss~s~ed the
unaffectPd sunphcJty of genms, for many literary cntJCs p_rononnce Palmer's poems as worthy to be nlacerl alongside
George Eliot's "Choir Invisible." His '' New-Borp Soul"
has s~methi?g more than poetry in it; it has a grand and
elevatmg philosophy. He says:
M~trvel not that I say unto thee, Ye must be born again.Jo71niii,7.
· :rho•e who ,.,.n re"rl the si!<'n• of t.b~ time• rearl in them that the
Kmgdom of M~tn ia at band.-N. Ktngaon Cl!Jfora.
Of yorA, "" reawte.•,
Spirit•. 'twas sunsr. •wA~.slumber-land stole;From en"h 1dAnlilies,
D•emed PPr.'onnlittes,Fancy has fondly created the soul;
Yea, as R.n ent.ity
Grasplrs• and ghostly, a vision-made man,
A phantom ident.ity,
Bodied nonentitv,
Wafted to heaven when ended life's span.
Bu~ hPftV"'Jl'fl local1t?J,

Faden it.e bounil•, to t,be boundless dilates,Rn, thone"ht's totality
Univer•ality
Sheds in the mind and the soul re-creates.
'J'bus, from Pa.st wRnderin2'.
.
RomP to ma.n's self-hood his soul bas returned
Freed from vain pondering,
Zeal no mr>re equanderine'
Strong in the strength for which long it has yearned.
The Bon I a refle~tor is,
Cas tiro" the image of heaven and earth;
No morA a Rne~ter i~,
But. the pprfpctc.r ie,
Pointing t.be pttth unto worthiest worth.
ThA Bnnl iB a t.rinit,y,
Inte]]e,t, will, Rnil emot.ion in one;
Thi.• mRn's affinity
Is to ilivinitv,
Thi.• is tbe sainthood by manhood outdone.
So now the role of mRn
I•1 his nwn m•.nbooil on earth shall be played;
l'l' nnw the ~oul of ma.u
Find• the true goal nf man
Heavenly realms by this world overweighed.
The RouT, in bnmilit.y,
Turno tn the infinit, tPV'r~nt with awe,
llnt. ~PrB the ~terility,
FeAls t.hA fntilit:v,
Godhead to limit in limits of law;
Anil Yet it p'ltent.i<!J is;
St,ars ere its oharfot.P, op•M its domain,
'f'honl!ht itB eRRent.io.J i•,
.
Trntti its ere<lPnt·i"l is,
ScienQe its symphony, M>tn its refrain.
The soul nf Hu~rANITY
18 thP <mod ""'ineil. the h•il quelled through all time;
From ilearl r!hristianity,
Nv-w-riil~n Ra.nity,
Saves us baptized in this race-soul sublime.
Thn• in a nnity
'Mid at. natu1·e'• nroceBBe• man will be found;From eneh community
Free opportunity
Flows for the raee in one brot.herhood bound.
Bv art beatified,
Rousril bv the good and redeemed by t.he true,
Life bv l<>ve r~t;fieil,
Tbrone"h rlnt.y gr~>t.ified,
Snch is the soul's sweetest service to strew.
Oh, the nobiJit,v,
Ever with heroes ani! m~trtyrs to stand I
R'rone" the stRhiJity,
Sw•Pt. t.b~ t.J'Rnqnilitv.
R'tnsomed by hope in earth's Eden-made land.
Tak~n snch at.t.it.nile.
Souls"" ~tltemnArPd attain t.he divine;
Widened fait.b's platitude
Bv reason's latitude,
Things· of the sp'rlt the realest things shine:
And wh<>n the birth of ns
Shall t.o tbe ileat.h of our hotlies giv place,
'l'hen all the worth of n•,
Freed from the earth of ns.
Deathless shallliv in the life of the race.
The letter of Mr. Palmer to Colonel Ingersoll
requesting him to speak at his funeral was also read.
IN Ml!.MORIA.M.
Since last we met, Srculari~m and Freethought hav suddenly iost one of their most brilliant anrl distinguished cham.
pions. and a g-loom is cast over the Libpral canse. Our late
president and long-time treasurer of the American Secular
Union-wbo~e name stanrls as a s.vnonym for princely genero~it.v for noble irlf'als, for moral conrsge and intellectual
gran·d~ur-has paFsed to the silent majority. but his disintereoted, self-sacrificing, and exa:ted life adds a halo to ~he
.dory and sublimity of humamty. Born to the possessiOn
of vast wealth, his environments were caRt among conserva.
tivs, but be disenthralled himself from all ostentatious
pride, becoming the very type of a true reformer, for he
sought to remedy the social as well as the intellectual conrlition of tbe race. He aimed to interest our American " aria.
tocracy" in the Jives of the lowly laborers; to inspire them
with loftier ambitions than fashionable dissipations; to lift
science and logic in thP place of debasing superstition, and
a hove· all to so secularize the state that the light and joy of
mental fr~e1lom would be the rightful heritage of everv citizen of m1r rppublic. The death of this fervent. Freethinker
is an irreparable ioss to the American Secular Union. In an
age of sordirl sPlfisbness Conrtlandt Palmer's example shinPs
illustrious in labors for the good of others, and his was the
truly noble life, for
Wiedom and wealth ~tnil f•me are glorious things,
And each m<Y e'l'RP~ "life to which it brings
It" tl'AH•nres to be sbH.red-not <'Rrnered pelf;
No life iA noble with onlv good for self.
Whosoever" noble life wonld liv
1\fn•t toil t.o aiil, •nrl gather still to giv:
Rni'COI' ·he weHkhnl!, smooth the ru"I!Pd ways,
And with wiPA honntv RW~etPn Rll tbe days
He hath wil,h metn; !io laving rlown his staff,
A noble l•.re shall be his epitaph
Upon a rising vote, tbe memorial was adopted
·unanimously, and the quartet sang ".A Noble Life,"
arranged for the occasion
In introducing t,he lecturer of the evening, the
president sai(l: "Dr. McLeod has been one o,f the
foremost figures in our society for years, and, like
Mr. Palmer, has been a generous contributor to our
cause. The iloctor was formerly one of the faculty
of the Iowa University, and is conceded to be one of
the best biolog-ical as well as one of the most distinguished Jiuguist.ic students. His lectures are careful
condensations of the most profound sci£1ntific thought
of the time1 a,nd he b(l.s s:peci~ll :prera,r~d tll~!le

!lumerous illustrations for this lecture, which is entitled, '..A Study in Organic Evolution.' It· g-ivs me
great pleasme to introduce Dr. E. S. M<"Leod." It is
a very modest estimate of the lecture to say that it
more than justified the introduction.
Before introducing the lecturer Sunilay, Ju1y 22d,
the president announced the death of Judge .Arnold
Krekel, of Kansas City, Mo., giving his personal
recollections of the judge, a brief sketch of his remarkable career, and presented the following resolutions, which were unanimously adopted:
WHEREAS, We learn with deep regrf:t of the demise of
Judge Krekel, who for years was prominently identified with
Freethought and se·cular propag-anda. and wbMe talented
wife is a vice-presidPnt of the American SPcnlar Union; and,
WHEREAS, Judg-e Krekel iRa recognizPd hiRtorical figure in
the strug~de for freedom in his state, for it was at his bouse
that Governor Reeder, of Kansas, sought safety whPn flying
for his life; and when martial law was proclsimed, President
Lincoln placed unlimited powers in Colonel Krekel's b.ands,
for the fearless and faithful performance of which his appointment to the United States judgeship was demanded· by
all tbe loyal people of Missouri. from the duties of which he
retired only a few weeks ago; therPfore,
Resolved. That in the death of Judge Krekel. the family
mourn the Joss of a kind and indulgent husband and father·
literature and science a patron ami" co-worl<er; Freethonght
an able anrl fparlPss ally; humanity a friend; the nation a
di~tinguished soldier. judge, Rnd citi7.Pn;
Resolved, That the Chicago S<'Cnlar Union hereby tenders to
the bereaved wife and family its sincere condolence and sympathy.
E. .A. STEVENS.

The Truth Againot Ecf'lesiastical I,egPnds.
From the NPW Yorh' GrnplliC,

.ruz" 26Ut.

No candid man, wbatevPr hiR religion~ helief, can read the
af'count of Courtlandt Palmer's death without profound admiration for his lofty courage and consistpncy. He felt that
he could not survive the operation which resulted in his
death. With calmness and preci~ion hearranged the details
of his funeral services and settled his business affairs. Then,
before the surgeons came, he di•coursed upon those philo.
sophical and Agnostic views which had long been his moral
guide. His last words were these:
The general impression is that Freethinkers are afr··•id of death.
I want yon one and all to tell the whole world that yon hav seen a
Freethinker die without the least fear of what the hereafter may
be.
Here was a death worthy of Socrates.
Through some singular coincidence most of the stories
that bav been given to tbe world professing to relate the
death-bed scenes of noted Freethinkers hav told of their
ab.iect fear and their recantation of unorthodox views just
before dissolution. Voltaire shuddering with terror and crying for a priest, and Paine praying for mercy to a God whose
existence he had questioned, are the most familiar pictures
used by the clergy to conjure with. Without questioning
the veracity of these ecclesiastical legends, it is highly interesting to observe the peace and quietude possible to a soul
conscious of no wrong intent and no base deed, although deprived of the consolations of religion. Courtlandt Palmer's
death was certainly a magnificent vindication of his selfrespect.
Such an exhibition ought to make more tolerant men of all
creeds. It shows that the human mind can overcome that
inst.inctiv fear of death common to all mortality, and die
content without the aid of pious promises or immortal expectations. This man died as b~came a man, because he had
lived as became one. Before the mystery of deat.h his trust
in himself did not falter. He bad done his best, and be left
the rest to what might be forthcoming. Happiest of men are
those whose religious convictions are unshakable and .whose
lives are ordered according to the teachings of Jesus Christ.
To such the grave has no mystery. But even to those less
happy, who see after this life only into the twilight of an unknown country, death need hav no sting.
So liv that when thy summons comes to join
Tbe innumerable caravan which moves
To that myst.m·ious re~tlm where each shall take
His chamber in th~ Bllent h~tlls of death
Thou go not, like the quarrY slave ~tt n•!<'ht,
Scourged to his dungeon; but. suetRined and soothed
Bv an unf~tltering trust, approach t.hv grave
Like one that WI'RPS tbe drapery of his couch
About him and lies down to pleasant ~reams.
MR. PALMER'S
"Casual

SUOOKSS.

Observer," in the Graphic.

Courtlandt Palmer once told the '' Observer" that his
greatest ambition in life was to make Freethinking fashionable, because it would then be on the high road to public
acceptance. And Mr. Palmer was not far wrong-and he
not fail utterly in the attainment of his object.

His Life· Had ·Fitted Him for His Death.
From the New Yol'lc Wol'la of Julu 27Ut.
The brave and even cheerful manner in which that pronounced l<'reethinkrr, Courth~ndt Palmer, met his end cannot
fail to attract attention.
"The general impression is." he said, just before submitting to the operation which he was assured would almost
inevitably be fatal, "that Freethinkers are afrairl of death.
I want vou one and all to tell the wholP world that you hav
seen a 'Freethinker die without the least fear of what the
hereafter may be." The doomed man conversc1l cheerfully
with his friends, bade the members c f his family an affectionate farewell, provided for the cremation of his remains,
hummed a tune from "Tannhiiuser" which he asked should
be sung at his funeral, and then faced what he believed to be
an eternal sleep-like one
Who wmPs the drRpery of his conch about him
And lies down to pl~Mant dreams.
It is not nece~sary to share Mr. Palmer's Agno~ticism-for
he only said " I don't know that thPre is not a heaven, but
I don't kno~ that there is '.'-to admire his philosophic courage in the face of death.
His life hfHI fitted him for the ordeal. A rich man, he
sympllthized with the poor and sought to ameliorate tbeir
condition. He felt deeply and thought strongly on social
questions. If his theories were air castles he at least tried to
materialize them. Like Abou Ben Adhem, he "loved his
fellow-men."
Colonel Ingersoll's eloquent tribute to his friend will rank
high among tilt: b~st specimens of mortuary eloquencf,l.
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that broke on the shores of a fathomless past, these
birds of strange and magnificent p1umage, these curious rocks from Bible-confounding strata, these skeletons with the fleshless fingers and toothless jaws,
In a l\larble Tomb.
might hav teen an interesting population, but to
A bequest to the poor children of Philadelphia. me, as I settled my unscientific gaze on shark's jaws
That, they tell me, is the royal ,gift of Stephen Girard; and dugong skeletons and sword-fish and saw-fish
and, by the way, friends, did it ever occur to you and fish that I didn't know the names of, and dead
that while God is occupying himself in multiplying birds sitting on dead limbs, with an astonishing
the families of the poor to the end that his mighty amount of "reverential calm" upon their Gladstonian
name be p1 aised and glorified, he generally makes countenances, and glittering pieces of ore like petrijust some such Quixotic choice of an Infidel of the fied spray from a metal sea that rolleod nobody knew
Girard stamp for the purpose of doing what in all where; and,finally tooktheclammywire-workedfinget:s
conscience be himself ought to hav done-or, as the of some "poor Yorick'' in my own, I murmured to
Rev. Mr. Field would prob.).bly regard it, for the myself, "Golgotha!" and thought of the time when I
purpose of seWng his own plan o! "developing char- <heard my old friend M. Babcock exclaim, "Oh, what
acter" by poverty at naught!
a set of bones!" This, our guide informed us, was a
These profound "think'" absorbed my thinker as study-room; a long course of lessons in natural hisI gazed with a deep "reverential calm" at the high tory. I couldn't help wondering if the boys used to
stone wall which, as per order of the late lamented dream about it nights.
Stephen, entirely closes from sight the beautiful
We were next allowed to gaze upon the immortal
acres of Girard College. Armed with the necessary Stephen's immortal straight-backed chairs and his old
document-I believe they call it a permit-we pre- buggy and his strong-boxes, some of which were
sented ourselvs to the "sentinel on the watch-t.ower," chalk-marked, "The Rousseau," with a date on them;
"guard of the round-house," or whatever that august the rest had some other such reverential name. I
personage may be called who inspects you with his don't remember seeing any chalked, "The Paul," or,
eagle eye (it occurr!'d to me he might be looking to ''The God." Stephen's taste in pictures was not
see if our clothes were clean), 'majestically waves you particularly good, his housekeeper's portrait being
to the visitor's register, and after you hav executed a the only one I recall distinctly. One thing, however,
hair-line flourish with a pen which refuses to make attracted my attention, as it bore, witness to Girard's
anything less than an eighth-of-an-inch mark, allowa astronomical studies: an orrery, which in those days
you to enter the grounds with an air of paternal in- must hav been a rare and expensiv thing; and as I
dulgence that makes you feel "very young." Like looked upon the dusty sun and planets with their
Jemima Jenkins, "we did so;" and oh, what a jewel dusty satellites, I almost fancied I could trace the
of beauty lay encircled in the gray stone setting!
touch of the dusty fingers in the quiet tomb downThe warmth of the June light ran like an overflowed stairs upon these ancient spheres.
river and tipped every tint with its molten glory"That's all," said the guide, as he turned the key,
every tree, every blossom, every blade of grass shone and went bounding down the winding hill way of
in the amber air, quivering with life as if it loved to steps, leaving us to follow at our leisure. Outside
liv. Along the broad white aisles that intersect these once more, we entered one after another of the many
living floors of velvet softness, ranged artistic flower- adjoining edifices, finding order, cleanness, and sibeds. Strange figures grow up from the dark, un- lence everywhere. We climbed many stairs, and saw
thinking earth, and at the left, clear as if carved by some people, but no one spoke; it was like a veritaa sculptor upon m rble, red foliage plants spell upon ble tomb. At last, I waylaid a youngster coming
a surge of green the letters: "Girard College."
from the playground, and souglit information, but
The main building of those beautiful marble edi- very little was forthcoming. The boy said he had
fices is a solid white structure girt all about by been there six years, and liked it; if he told the truth
magnificent columns, so that it closely resembles the (and I presume he did), he ought to hav known by
old church of La Madeleine at Paris, only in its ex- that time. We directed our steps toward the balltreme plainness. As we entered the broad doorway, grounds, where the children were running with bats
we were greeted by-a statue! Standing upon the and balls like ants with egg.s when you pour kerosene
tomb where sleeps the dust that was once Stephen on the hill. Unlike most collegiates, these little he·
Girard, there is a man of marble-and its features are ants (possibly I should say uncles) wear no uniforms,
those of the sleeper. And oh, if ever a solemn voice it being the will of Girard that the children's dress·
spoke out of the silence of stone, if ever the approach should be in no way distinguished from that of outof death shone from the blind eyeballs of a sculpture, siders. The only thing which is uniform is the small
if ever the deep anger of the helplessly outraged lay blue cap with forepiece, worn by all; but there is no
quivering in the paralysis of a statue, that voice, that particular mark upon it. As we stood "considering
look, that anger are locked in that still figure with its the ways" of the ants, in accordance with the advice
chill white face, its powerless white hands. For of H. W. (holy writ, not Henry Ward), a teacher bethere, across the broad white graveled aisle, in a gan to gather together a certain elect, whose names he
stone's throw from the Bpot where Girard's bones lie called from a written lislj.. To Mr. Elliott's inquiry
rotting, upon that ground which he bequeathed " to concerning this proceedmg. a lad hesitatingly replied,
the poor of Philadelphia," with the money which ''Going down-town." I think several more questions
should hav fed the children of the poor, is erected a were on the wing, when they suddenly lit. Their
most magnificent marble church to the honor of that flight was cut short by the teacher, who brusquely
rich God who needs it not, of whom the dead man knew remarked, "Against our rules, sir, visitors talk tb
nothing. There-there, so close that could the statue pupils." I hav not yet ,:learned that this part of· the
turn but three steps from its pedestal it must behold program is in Girard's will. . It seems to me that
this huge monument of injustice, Superstition has when an institution puts such a gag as that upon the
.reared her temple, and the black finger of infamy lips of its pupils, there is "something rotten in Denpoints to the sky. ·
.
mark."
·
And I, a Freethinker, had to stand so near the
But providence favored us at last. "Verily padead dust of Stephen Girard, powerless as the corpse, tience hath its reward." In the parlor of one of
powerless as the statue, and see it all. Had to crush these marble sepulchers we caught a glimpse of a
-down the indignation I felt rise up within me, boiling sweet face .. I decided to interview. Happy thought 1
like a flood, and say the helpless words of John In a few mmutes I learned that there were thirteen
Wilkes Booth, "Useless, pseless !" They tell me that hundred pupils and some thirty-five teachers· that
there is a law in this country-and certainly Phila- morning attenda~ce at church was compulsory~ that
delphia is troubled with the law disease about as bad Jews and Cathohcs were in no way exempt from the
as any place I hav ever seen; but I hav learned daily sermon of a lay preacher, "which," said the
that law is not at all times justice; that law, like the teacher," is in accordance with the will of Mr. Girard,
Btble; can hav any tune played upon it to suit the when he prescribed moral training but not religious
whims of the ruling authorities; that law, to borrow training.", The preacher takes his text from that
a friend's expression, "Law is queer!" "Lex, Rex, book of morals, the Bible-" our Bible," the teacher
Fex," wrote Victor Hugo in "The Man Who Laughs." said; It was news to me that Girard College, had a
The law is made to suit the king, and the king of this patent-right on any species of theology.
country appears to. be Christ. NJt the Christ of
Later the lady, who was a pronounced Protestant
Judah either, but-the other fellow.
graciously entertained us in her own class-room'
. In this solemn ha_ll of marble a footstep is many throwing open her class library for our inspection:
times repeated, a whisper echoes far up the silence; The top shelf was all Bibles-" our Bibles." Each
the mellow light from the upper air falls very quietly child is obliged to hav one, so we were informed.
from the sky-lit dome along the wall; one draws one's We then reviewed the hymn-books, which tell about
breath and treads softly. Upon the second floor· we the "lamb. of God" and the-calf of Christ, I supsee doors, but the doors say, "No entrance ''-I sup- pose.. This also was ~part of the "moral training"
pose that means no entrance for visitors. We were prescnbed by ~Ir. Girard. · A.t least, our gracious
speculating upon the probable translation of the mformant appeared to think so, and felt quite in diglaconic negativ, when a voice from above called, nant at the assertion of "that man," as she spitefully
"Coming up!" We signified our intention of so termed R. B. Westbrook, who should hav insinuated
d,,oing, and. sh,?~tly_ ~fter ~e were ushered by the that there was anything of a sectarian nature in the
come-upping IndiVIdual mto a large room contain- b k It
th
1
·
f th E
oo ·
was e regu ar serviCe o
e piscopal
ing bugs and birds a!ld be~sts and snakes enough to church.
This, it appears, had superseded the
hav set an ark up lU. busmess ?r started a young Moody and Sankey effusions, "because they"-tltey
bon~ry. To a natur~hst, an ormthologist, a miner- bad no definit antecedent-" made such a fuss about
alogist, or sn anatomist, these dead things with the it."
B y th"IS t•Ime 1"t was evi·aen t wh ich way the land
flashing offar-o:ff .seas in therr· shadowy eyeholes, seas

~ommunications.

lay, and perceiving that it was the ,only method of
gaining information, I resolved to follow the example
of the preacher who "preached to the Jews because
they weren't there," and strike all the heavy blows
at Catholic encroachment, reserving my heresy toward
Protestantism till the interview was concluded. In
the course of the very pleasant <conversation, which
lasted more than an hour, I should judge, we learned
that the one Catholic member of the board of truetees (they are all religionists) exerted more influence
than all the rest-that of late the Sisters of Charity
hav been permitted to enter the grounds; which was
contrary to the intention of Mr. Girard, though he
had not specified it in his will. You see, he did not
th~nk about the mins, but it was this very thing he
was providing against when he commanded "moral
but not religious training." I trust truth seekers
will notice the fine discrimin.ation and profound
regard for the intention of Mr. Girard's will, that
these sisters are ostensibly on begging errands among
the hired help, who are all Catholics.
·
·
At this point our informant grew very animated in
her expressions of fear concerning the possible outcome of these insidious maneuvers. "Step by step,"
said she," they are gaining control of the college. I
can look over and see point after point they hav
already accomplished, and they will stop nothing
short of. their purpose. Under our former matron's
regime the sisters were not admitted. Now they
come freely, and I can see by the conduct of the help
that they are being secretly influenced by Catholic
authority." Of course we expressed regret, inwardly
consoling. ourselvs with the hope that "when.rogues
fall out honest men will get their dues."
This lady was not entirely orthodox.· She had not
much use for "Paulianity," and in reply to my quotation concerning the propriety of learning in silence ·
from one's husband, exclaimed: "Yes; a young man
preached from that odious text a few mornings ago,
and I felt like getting up and leaving the church.
We're not obliged to believe that, anyhow-it isn't
inspired. What did Paul know about women? He
was an old bachelor." "So was Christ," retorted
Mr. Elliott, in his smooth, cool voice. In spite of
herself, a heretical smile broke like a ripple of runaway sunshine over the expressiv lips, but she gravely
"feared we were not very good." I fear she was
right.
·
.
,
A visit to the dormitories and the immensi3 diningroom, where the children sat on rows of uncomfortable little backless stools, that simply made one's
spine ache to look at, completed our survey of the
institution. We went away sadder and wiser, having
learned some curious things regarding" Mr. Girard's
intentions." We learned. that when Girard said
"moral" he meant" Protestant;" that whe,n he forbade
the entrance of priests and ministers he meant only
priest!', nuns, and uriion label preachers; that moral
instructors were scab preachers, so to speak; that the
Bible, "our Bible," was Girard's idea of a rule of
moral guidance; t)lat the Episcopalian service was
non·sectarian; that Moody and Sankey was non-sectarian, and was exchanged for the· service only on
account of that bothersome "they," with no antEcedent; that all this, in Stephen Girard's idea, was
morality and not religion. We learned that the control of the college is no longer a question between
Freethought and religious usurpation-it has passed
beyond that, and has become a bone of contention
between Protestant assumption and Catholic cunning. Between these two there can be no question
of the final result: Rome always triumphs. Across
the tomb and its sleeping dust, across the statue
with its wide eyeballs of stone, its helpless bands,
its powerless limbs, across the soft light and the
amber air, across the wide, green stretch of earth
bequeathed to the children of the poor, across the
broad walks and high ~p over the guarding wall, a
shadow is falling-a shadow stolen from over the sea;
creeping, creeping to the dead man's feet, slowly as
the tide creeps up and over the rocks. Girard's
bones lie covered by the pall of the Vatican. And
the statue hears the laughter of his thirteen hundred
children, while the shadow grows, and in the darkness the holy conclave weaves its foothold of mystery. The pope has ·set his foot upon a grave, and
when the vicar of Christ moves forward on a stairc11se of tombs, beware! He never steps back.
What are you Freethinkers doing? Where is your
spirit, your honor1 Will you see a dead man robbed
-nay, will you yourselvs be robbed and make no protest? Long ago, I am sure, the energetic secretary
of our National Union would hav brought this outrage to a crucial test, had he but received the nEcessary support. Wake up! Above the tomb of Girard
the church will plant her foot upon another-the
tomb of liberty. What are you going to do?
VoLTAIUINE DE Cr.LYnE.
From Ingersoll's "'l'almagian Catecllism."
Question. Do we know where the garden of Eden wae,
aad hav we ever found any place where a "river parted and
became into four heads?"
Answer. We are not certain where this garden was, and
the river that parted into four heads cannot at present be
found. Infidels hav had a great deal to say about these four
rivers, but they will wish they had even one, one of theso
days.
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est orbit position (perihelion) when the imatter as .it manifests itself under the managemenf of this
spheres are of intense heat, and as ~heat rises, it fol- camp-meeting ring, is simply another form of religlows that only by some vehement magnetic force the ion, with its Fe, fo, fi, fum, based upon the belief
species of gigantea, fauna, and flora could be evolved t~at mental wonde!s in living people prove a future
under such a. physical status. He showed that the life.
.
extinct species megatheria, mastodons, dynoteria,
The tests given by John Slater and Mr. Emerson
were now only formed as paleontological relics. at the meeting were all of that character which, while
They were now nowhere adduced, because the matter wonderful, only went to show the power of a superspheres surrounding our globe would not permit sensitiv brain to worm out from many in the audience
t~eir com.ing into existence. The f~rn, spruce, and the names of their dead, and to point out in some
pme species of plants and trees were m the States an cases the fact of pictures or photographs hidden away
adjunct covering the surface of our earth, the phys- in the pockets of strangers, and to tell some persons of
The speaker described. the primitiv notions enter- ical changes that rent the earth by volcanic eruptions the audience what they said and what they did before
tained by our Egyptian ancestors, and explained how and plications permitting the layers of trees and of they came to the meeting. All this is indeed· wonthe authors of Genesis and Bible writers conceived vast forests to be submerged by oceans, and in turn, derful, and yet I must say that these mental perthe firmament. The people on the Nile, being a when the waters had again been made to recede, Iormances, while they seem for the time being to
nomadic ·race, saw the planets move from east to· caused the plants and trees that were buried to crys~ convince many of a future state, come far short of
west, believing that the earth was a flat body, resting tallize into what is now an essential and costly modi- anything like absolute proof of life beyond the grave,
upon huge serpents, these upon a gigantic turtle, cum, known as anthracite and bituminous coal, and to my mind.
and the whole upon the "deep oceans or water." is designated by· geologists as the carboniferous .pe
And while I may hold arational belief in a future
The speaker next showed by a diagra!ll the Coper- riod. Thus the lecturer argued that (~s shown in a state, based upon the various manifestations of the
nican, Kepler, Newton, and Galileo solar systems; diagram) the solar system was traversing an orbit occult, or psychic force, I am unable· to reach such a ·
how the planets moved in concentric and closed which requires, periodically speaking, two and, one- conviction as knowledge affords.
ellipses around the sun. At this juncture the speaker half million years, and that it had times without
Some people do not seem to discriminate between
showed most conclusivly the falsely conceived no- number performed the same journeys; when it belief and knowledge.
tions, despite the great strides made in astronomy, reached the aphelion in its orbit, or lowest point,
Belief fills the mind with a hankering after more
physics, and dynamics, that no planet could revolve that our earth tended to a cooling or collapsing proof; while knowledge, which is verified truth, and
in a closed ellipsis if the sun was moving onward in process, a sort of inflation. This was termed by him capable of demonstration, satisfies and rests the mind.
her orbit; that the revolution assigned to our earth the glacial era, in which the late Professor Agassiz
When a person affirms to me a knowledge of the
would cause every object on her surface to fly off, if had demonstrated that all life would tend to destruc- other life, I simply pass, and feel that it is unfortuthe motion of her revolution around herself of three tion and death, until the s<;>lar system would again reach nate that my friend should hold such vital knowledge
and a half miles per second were true. The speaker on her ascending node the warm matter spheres, and and be utterly unable to i!llpart such knowledge to
introduced the most practical conceptio~ of the the germs in all species would be again enlivened by me.
heavenly planets and our solar system. The diagram that electro-magnetic force which is always present
All that deserves the name of knowledge or pure
exhibited the movement of the three heavenly bodies and developed in the invisible matter spheres sur- . truth can be imparted, and is absolute; while all
-the sun, the earth, and the moon. He pointed rounding our globe. These cycles he designated as belief, however rational, cannot be demonstrated, and
to the motion of the. sun as being in an undula- the great summer and great winter seasons, or rather belongs to the realm of theory, faith, and superstitory line from west to east, proving it by certain periods. Thus, as all living species were formed ac tion.
Yea, Brother Washburn, bring out you;r songs and
dark protuberances near his periphery, first on the cording to the contents of the various matter strata,
under side, then successivly every twenty-seven days so must man hav made his advent on this mundane tunes, divested as far as possible of all spouky words
near his upper edge. · He next exhibited the earth's sphere, not, as has been taught by Bible writers, and sentiments, and let us sing, and teach the chilzigzag motion, moving along with the sun, but in a from one pair, but, as Lamarck indicates, uniformly dren to sing, under the natural inspiration of "the
spiral movement, which would produce the same all over the globe and simultaneously with the capa- good, the true, and the beautiful," and thus grow up
effect for the seasons.
bilities of the matter spheres. That the species of free from the nightmare of religious superstition.
Don't take old church poetry and mutilate it to fit
For lack of time he could not explain in detail the human being could only hav evolved while our solar
physical effect that caused day and night, but said course was three-fifths speed in ·her course toward the case-as such a bobtail method seems too cheap
the motion of the earth could best be conceived by the aphelion. That in another million of years our and too cheeky; giv us some poetry true to nature,
the rising and the setting of the sun, if the zigzag earth would again assume an entire physical change and set to modern music.
To sing "Nearer, 0 truth, to thee !" to the oldmovement is correct. He took to task our modern by reason of the enlivening light and heat of the sun
observatory magnates, who were great in elucidating and the altered position in his upward node toward time tune of "Nearer, my God, to thee !'' is like a
with mathematical formulas, but gaye the world no tho perihelion. The speaker regretted that he could dead giv-away.
Aside from a few songs adapted to funerals, we
clear conception of how the planets and our solar not go into the more abstract details of the chemical
.system moved; that they weighed, measured, and and physical effects which might help his auditors to need glee music; and I find that our audiences are
allowed a kicking attraction demon to play his antics; understand the plan of the theory enunciated, and best pleased with glee and secular music, and ballads
·that they employed the differential and integral cal- hoped that on some future occasion he would eluci- which inspire sentiments akin to nature and truth,
culus (a sort of roundabout way to account for their date his subject, which he. then presented as an out- and in harmony with what we are trying to teach to
the people.
exact prophecies of eclipses and conjunctions), when line only.
Five years ago, Laura E. Hall, of Seattle, W. T., a
a simple periodical-arithmetic calculation could accomCalifornia Letter.
noble Liberal worker, arid daughter of that stanch
plish the same solution with an understanding of
this new system; that the motion of the moon (being
I rise to second the motion of our fellow-worker, Freethinker D. M. Crane, prepared in manuscript a
much more aerial or less dense than our earth) was L. K. Washburn, as set forth in his card to the Lib- book of songs and tunes for publication, which for
in like spiral form in a more digressionary orbit, as eral public in THE TRUTH SEEKER of June 23d, to some reason did not appear; and we are quite sure
shown by a diagram in which· his peculiar faces were bring out a book Of songs and tunes adapted to the our friend Mrs. Hall, who is full of music and song,
plainly to be seen, and which no modern astronomer use of Liberals at meetings, funerals, and social will be pleased to confer with Brother Washburn, and
contribute some of her selections to the forthcoming
·
had yet been able or willing, if he understood it, to gatherings.
illustrate. The speaker. also gave the prevalent or
This is a move in the right direction, as all Liberal Liberal song- book.
In conclusion, I will simply say that our fellowaccepted theory of the coming in existence of the thinkers must know that the use of these old words,
heavenly planets, as taught by the famous French which stand for myths, only serves to perpetuate the worker C. B. Reynolds has been here and favored
philosopher La Place, who teaches that primarily the superstitions which, by ~he logic of facts, we are us with a stirring lecture, which was well received by
the audience; and all seemed to regret that his stay
firmament contained a nebular mass, which, when it striving to dissipate.
became disintegrated, allowed the BJIIaller parts or
'I' he words God, Christ, Jesus, Holy Ghost, holy must be so short.
I like Brother Reynolds. He hits hard. On the
fragments to revolve around the larger suns; that spirit, holy angels, eternal spirit, are all signs and
millions of such solar . systems are now roaming symbols with which the gospel of fear has peopled platform he is· like a cyclone, and is a holy terror to
superstitious people. Socially, he is as gentle and
through the measureless :firmament, and that La- the unseen realm.
voisieur, a more recent French philosopher, corHoly spirit, divine spirit, are terms which are used kindly as a girl, and I bespeak for him in the North
to express our ignorance, and are the bedrock of good audiences n.nd a generous support, which he
roborated this fact.
The lecturer pointed out the fabulous notions belief in gnomes, fairies, sprites, witches, devils, and richly deserves.
To our friends in the field of Freethought we will
entertained by the dogmatic believers and the eccle- human spirits; and the constant use of this spooky
siastic, who would brook no abatement from the vocabulary tends to poison the minds of young say, We are now rested up, and will take the warpath
Genesis account of the creation, and showed how ut- people and to induct them into the devious paths of next week to open up a campaign in Seattle and
points on the Sound and in Oregon, to last three
terly fallacious the idea appears tliat a deity should false religion.
hav accomplished such a gigantic feat in seven days,
·And I could not help but think during my recent months, returning home in time to vote for the best
when in fact the laws of nature and the physical visit to the Oakland camp-meeting of Spiritualists, principles and best men ; and then to begin a cam,
principles and conditions would by far be a most How changed are these J?eople from twenty years paign against the world, the flesh, and the devil; in
comprehensiv .and practical means of bringing our ago ! Then they were warm and activ in the ad- Leadville, Col., on November 18th, for which we trust
firmament to a natural and progressiv existence and vocacy of all reforms which relate to us in this lifr>. that the Leadville friends will hav aU thinr:rs in appleDR J. L. YoRK.
to the human understanding; that the mathematical Now they are fast crystallizing into a dead level like pie order.
formulas were simply a blinding method; the ordi- churchism, and a Liberal speaker who has something
Professor Gunning.
nary mort!ll (possibly one out of a thousand) could to say about the struggles of mundane life is counted
The Liberal cause has suffered a great loss in the
understand them, and even Sir Isaac Newton was out as off-color and foreign to Spiritualism.
compelled to own that the :firmament was placed in - To me this great gathering so held down to this death of a man of high scientific attainments and
a sort of Sensorium .IJeum, so as to pacify his eccle- one idea of spirits in their songs, speeches, and rare courage in speaking his uttermost thoughts.
siastical British censors.
exerrises, and in fact the entire performance, so His articles in the Index and Open Court were brillThe German ecclesiasts were no less bitter on Von devoid of any high purpose to stimulate men and iant, crowded with interesting- facts, and plainly
Humboldt when he published his "Kosmos." The women to fight against the evils and right the wrongs meant to expose the falsity of such popular sayings,
scientific world was, however, beginning to realize in this life, and the constant, monotonous, and dreary as that the world was created for the benefit of the
that the theory of Edward Lowenthal was one platitudes of occultism and summer-land, gave me the human race. I remember his saying that it would be
worthy of credence. Even Profes~or Noak, one of sad feeling as if in a graveyard rather than among a great deal better for us if we could get rid of all
the animals, except about one species in five hundred,
Germany's savants, coincided with these projections, healthy, living people.
while in France, Italy, and Spain the new firmamental
Just enough of occultism to inspire a hope in a and a similar proportion of the plants. 'rhe great
theory was already largely accepted by scientists. life beyond serves a good purpose, while the1 dog- hope for our cause is in the progress of science; but
The most important part of the discourse was vouch- matic and mercantil aspect of Spiritism drags its so much of what might be gained thus is lost
safed in the following ideas : Since the motion and votaries down to a morbid eagerness for curious through the willingness of scientists to compromise
orbits of the planets were as shown, the lecture mental antics, and a total disrelish for the great facts with popular prejudice, that we ought to honor
dwelt at length upon the historical cycles of our of our life which underlie our well-being in this deeply the memory of a man who never wavered or
]'. M, H.
earth, Th~t while our solar system was in its high- world, and shows clearly that orthodox Spiritualism, hesitated in his loyalty to truth. ·

[The Chicago. Secular Union. is ind~bted to Julius Silversmith, M.A., editor of the Jew1slt O~XZdent, !tuthor of a valuable volume entitled, " The System and History of Nature "
· and one of the most proficient linguists in the West, for hls
recent illustrated lecture on "A Practical and Comprehensiv
Theory of our Universe," which, while quite interestin~ and
highly appreciated, rather astonished his hearers m its
demolition of what we hav heretofore comidered established
facts of science. That a gentleman of such depth and learning should lend this theory his' name and influence will be a
matter in which your scientific readers will doubtless be
deeply interested, so I forward a slignt synopsis of this discourse.-E. A. STEVENS )
.
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Advertise in the Truth Seeker.
In sending money for a renewal of an advertisment running in these columns for several months,
an advertiser writes :
"We hav bPen benefited by the advertisment, calls for
our goods coming from far east and west, Australia, etc."
Reading that, it occurs to us that hundreds of
Freethinking business men might likewise be benefited if they would advertise their business in THE
TRUTH SEEKER. Our terms are very reasonable, and
we ca.n find room for all who apply.

The School Question Again.
The removal of a teacher from his duties in a public school and the withdrawal of the text-book which
he used, both at the command of the Roman Catholic church, by the Boston school board, has helped on
the fight over the public schools wonderfully. The
·press is discussing the matter vigorously, and more
people hav had their eyes opened to the iniquitous
aims of Rome. But a more flagrant instance of
Roman domination has occurred in Kansas, at a little
place called St. Bridget, where the priest seems to
rule supreme. Not only does he control the education of the children, but he has removed the schoolhouse closer to his church, and completely trans·formed the school from a public to a parochial institution. The Catholic catechism is taught by him,
and the children are compelled to study it or go
home. Several Protestant children hav been expelled
because their parents objected to this study, and
several families hav moved from the neighborhood in.
order to obtain suitable educational facilities for the
youngsters. The rules adopted by this school are
thus summarized by Wm. P. Madden, a Catholic
resident of St. Bridget, but an opponent of the parochial school system:
" The rules of the parochial school were often read from
the altar by Rev. Timothy Luber. The reading was from a
book about the size of a United States history. Rev. Mr.
Luber said it was written and printed by the bishop. Of
course I do not remember it, but it was somewhat as follows:
that the books must be the Catholic books and no other; that
the catechi5m and Catholic prayers must be taught all.
Protestant and Catholic children alike must obey the rules,
except that when mass is said all the Catholic children must.
march into church and the Protestant children may not be
required to do so; that no man will be a member of the
school board except a practical Catholic, and they must keep
to the letter of the law, but not to the. spirit of the law, so as
to obtain the public funds."
And this de-struction of our public schools is going
en not only in a few places, but almost everywhere
in the country, from Boston to the far West. The
fight is here, and will be here until the issue is determined. The church is prepared to force it, and no
longer aims at concealment of her intentions. In
the July Forum, M. Leon Bouland, who re!!ently left
the Catholic for the Episcopal priesthood, says:
"The policy of the Roman hierarchy is, for the most part,
to work quietly until it shall be ready to assert its authority
and enforce its decrees. But, in discussing the public school
question, there is no pretense of modesty or toleration. In
tllis one !llatter1 at least, the issue is already clearly drawn.

The Roman church will no longer treat with the state upon
this subject. She will accept no terms but an unconditional
surrender. The orders hav gone forth froni the Vatican, and
the war upon our public schools J::tas begun."
Commenting upon this announcement by Mr.
Bouland, the Christian Union says:
"There will be no compromise; there is no evasion; open,
dete_rmined, and persistent antagonism to -our common school
system is henceforth the attitude and policy of the Catholic
hierarchy. He who hopes to escape this struggle or to outwit or out-maneuver this foe is already beaten; he does not
know the antagonist with whom he is fighting."
And the Observer, though a bigoted Presbyterian
journal, sees the issue clearly:
"We shall not ourselvs, at this time, attempt a discussion
of the question which has been raised by the Boston school
board touching the Roman Catholic doctrin of indul15ences.
We shall only add here that we thoroughly sympathize with
those who hav set up a standard of revolt agl).inst Romanist
domination in the schools of Boston. Like them, we can but
regard the action of the school board as a dangerous precedent, a movement full of peril to our free educational institutions and our religious freedom. We hav to remember
that the hostility of the Roman church to our public school
system has always been deep and intense, and that it has lost
no opportunity to assail it and destroy its influence. We hav
to remember also that very recently this hostility has taken
to itself a new and added bitterness; that Roman Catholic
journals, evidently acting under inspirations from Rome, hav
united in new and vigorous denunciation of the public schools,
and in appeals to their people to support parochial institu
tions. We must, therefore, regard the removal of au obnoxious teacher and text-book from the schools of Boston as
a thing not so important in itself, as it is in the·fact that it
marks the beginning of a train of evils and abuses of power
that must surely follow Roman domination in our government. The revolt against such domination cannot begin too
Roon, and there is no better place for it to begin than in
Faneuil Hall."
During the past year THE TRUTH SEEKER bas given
dozens of other instances of the subversion of public
schools, or of their discontinuance to make room for
parochial institutions. The war is upon us, and must
be fought out. Those who are indiffetilnt now will
wake up too late and find the Catholics hav won.
It needs earnest, intelligent, vigorous action to
thwart Rome, and equally strong endeavor to prevent
the Protestants from practically owning the public
sources of education. Protestants will be with us to
the point of opposing Rome, but the complete secularization of the schools-the only satisfactory and permanent settlement of the controversy-must.be accomplished by Liberals. Every Liberal in every
school-district in the country should take it upon
himself to do what he can to make his school secular.
A. few schools are already so ; but where they are
not, protests to the teachers, then to the school
boards, and finally action in the courts, are the
methods to be employed in most cases.
The coming few years will determin whether our
public schools are to be maintained, or whether the
Catholics and Protestants will divide our children and
our money.

A Miraculous .Well.
Over in Brooklyn, at the corner of Hicks and
Warren streets, is located a Roman Catholic church,
which recently bade fair to be as favorit a place of
pilgrimage for invalids as the Lourdes grotto in
France. It is not often that miracles are performed
in places where the ubiquitous reporter can investigate them, but the City of Churches had a shrine
where miracles were as common as potatoes in the
tenements of its worshipers. Between the 5th of last
June and the fatal day in July when an iconoclastic
plumber appeared.on the scene, scores of people hav
felt the power of God manifested through a holy
well.
The story is this: Two moons ago, in the churchyard at the corner of Hicks and W arran streets,
Brooklyn, N. Y., U. S. A.. (we are particular in identifying the spot in order that skeptics may not say that
these miracles occurred far from civilization, where
no one could investigate them), water began to deluge
the luxuriant grass growing in the sacred place. The
water appeared to come from a spring. · The matter
soon became noised about, and as the water daily increased in volume the parishioners believed that God
had sent their good pastor a "holy well." Scores of
people flocked to it daily, carrying with them tin
pails in which they carried away t}le miraculous
water. Many cures were effected by means· of the
water. Old ladies suffering from rheumatism and
neuralgia found great relief, and many sties were removed from sore eyes after bathing them with the
we.ter, The .kn.owledi'e of these cures came tQ one of

the parishioners, Mrs. Mulvane, whose husband had
squandered his earnings in drink for more than a
year, and had finally become a habitual drunkard.
She th!)ught that probalbly the water might cure
him, and obtaining a quart can of it induced her husband to drink it, telling him at the same time what
it was. After drinking the water from the holy well
Mulvane suddenly stopped his habits of intoxication
and went to work, bringing all of his wages every
Saturday night home to his w,ife r.nd family. No
greater proof of the holy nature of the water could
be established, and the people in the neighborhood
of the church broke down the iron railing in their
eagerness to get to the wonderful fluid. Father
Fransioli said.: "It is the will of almighty God, who
has sent me this well as a fountain of gold to pay off
the debt of the church." The sexton dag some
shovelfuls of earth from the place where the water
was, and building a mound around it, gave it the
appearance of a bubbli:tl.g stream. He was about to
hav a box built, in which those taking the holy water
could deposit cont.ributions, and predicted the church
debt of over $100 000 would be paid off in two
months. The crowds around the church increased
daily, and passage along the sidewalk on Hicks street
was impeded by the presence of women praying on
their knees before the well. Nor was the belief in its
virtues confined to women. Many a laboring man
passing the spot would reverently uncover his head,
and, after a muttered pious ejaculation, would go on
his way. The irreverent, who said the water came
from a broken pipe, were called disbelieviug beasts,
and wonder was expressed that God did not strike
them dead.
About a week ago an iconoclastic plumber appeared.
Accompanying. him was a laborer armed wtth pick and
spade, who began his inv.~stigations at once. A. score
or two of the parishioners, headed by the priest, at
once surrounded the S{lOt. As the laborer drove his
pick deep into the yielding ear-ebb, one old lady said:
"Sure it's sacrilege the man is <loin g." "You'll never
hav a day's luck," said ano!i'her. "Och, never mind
yare talk," said a third, "he'll only make the well
deeper, and an oratory will be built around it." But
the laborer dug away unmindful of the blasphemy he
was committing, and soon. his shovel grated against
an iron pipe, and a ten-inch break was uncovered.
"Here's your well," he said most irreverently. "Sure,
it's the source of the spring. he's struck," said a
woman whose belief could not be shaken. Just then
a gray-haired woman came to the spot carrying a can
beneath her shawl. "Go away, my good woman,"
said Father Fitzgerald in a sorrowful tone; "it is
not a well at all, but only a busted water pipe."
"Saving your presence, your reverence," said the
woman, "can that pe .so?" "It is so," said the priest.
"Well, well," said the old lady, without any apparent
attempt at a pun, "I can scarcely believe it." She
gave a long look at the hole, which was rapidly filling
with water, and left apparently disconsolate. "That's
too bad," said a matter-of-fact old man, who had been
watching the digging; "when Mulvane hears of this
he'll go on a terrible spree."
So goes another miracle, a source of power and
revenue to the church. The cures the water effected
were as genuin as the cures at Lourdes or Knock,
and it seems a pity that cold skepticism should hav
destroyed the wonderful and holy well. But such,
a1as! is the fate meted out to all miracles nowadays.
We do not believe that there is an educated man in
the country who would even admit that the dead
could come back to life, though twelve hundred
apostles asserted it. But for this iconoclastic plumber
to ruthlessly expose the source of the Brook)yn old
woman's holy well was cr!lel indeed. And the worst
of it is, it will hav a tendency to throw discredit u:~~on
accounts of other miraculous cures !

Obscenity Laws.
Mr. E. C. Walker says in his new paper, Fair

Play:
"THE TRUTH BEEKER avers that the obscenity )aws 'are
necessary and right when enacted by state legislatures and
enforced by the proper municipal officers.' Then regarding
the postal statutes it says:
"'The national law, however, is not only cumbersome and tyrannical in its administrat.ion, but under it hav sprung up soc eties of
private persons who hav taken upon themselvs the task of enforcing these statutes. This is not in accordance with Americ~n ideas.
Pro•ecu tions for obscenity should be taken out of the hronds of.these
meddlers and put into the charge of the local authorities.•

"Well, is it not possible, nay, more, pro'bable, that these
same ' societies of private persons' will manipulate the 'local
allthorities' just liS they now manipulate tb.e feqerQ.l otllchils?
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" Again Tmt TRUTH SEEKER :
"'Another difficulty attending the prosecution of the obscenity
laws is the dehoate judgment required in deciding what properly
comes under the statute.'
" May I inquire, Eugene, if you really believe that these
'local authorities,' these 'municipal officers,' in whom you
seem to hav such great faith, are endowed with judgments
so much more 'delicate' than those of United States judges
and jurymen that they can safely be intrusted with the censorship of American literature and art while the federal
judges and jurymen cannot?
" Once more I quote from the paper founded by D. M.
Bennett:
"'Again, certain people-narrow and starved in thought, dyspeptic, and fanat.ically pious-regard with professed horror objects to
which educated and traveled peoPle never giv a second thought.•
"Of course none of these 'narrow arid starved in thought,
dyspeptic, and fanatically pious' people get into municipal
offices, none of them are village squires or county justices of
the peace! We always make United States judges and
jurors out of such people, eh? The United States officials
are never traveled or educated- persons, these always managing to get into fat local positions. Without question the
heretical editors of Lucifer and Fair Play would hav ever
so much fairer a trial in a village like Oskaloosa, this county,
where the people elected a mayor and council composed
entirely of devout Christian women, than they would before
an educated United States judge. Of course a censorship is
not a censorship when exercised by a local Dogberry I Certainly not, tyranny is tyranny under certain conditions only.
If a United States judge (Benedict, for instance) sends you
to prison for selling a reformatory pamphlet, it is tyranny. If
a country squire sends you to the county jail for doing the
same thing. it is' necessary and right,' and you should be
thankful that you hav been enabled to contribute to the glory
of the 'local authorities.' Come, come, dear Eugene I Get
out of that illogical mire, and never, never again permit the
ignis fatuus of statute morality to lure you heels over head
into another morass of the kind."
This is very fine and satirical and all that, but
nevertheless we hav such a regard for facts that it
fails to convince us that we are wrong. In this city
some years ago there used to be dealers in real
obscene books. Their headquarters were in Nassau
and Center streets. One fellow was caught by the
local authorities and sent up for a year or two-just
about what he deserved. . Finally he, or another one
-it makes no difference which-was hauled into
Benedict's United States court, and got ten. years--a
punishment much too severe. Our opinion upon this
subject of obscenity and its punishment is formed
from knowledge of this and other facts, arid not upon
mere speculation.
The real difference between Mr. Walker and ourself is that he would repeal all obscenity laws, while
we would not. Living in a country comparativly
free from the pest of obscene publications, and
where the reading of children may be easily known,
Mr. Walker naturally gets the views he expresses. But
in all large cities scoundrels are found who will make
money by corrupting the most innocent portion of
humanity. Such fellows must be restrained and punished. Individuals cannot do this, and therefore
society, through its laws and by means of its regularly constituted police force, must take the matter
in hand. The United States government should be
restricted to those functions granted it by the Constitution.
Mr. Walker cannot escape these conclusions unless
he Rrgues for the right of scoundrels to publish their
vile literature unrestricted.

.

out what appears to be an intentional mistranslation in
·the verse above quoted. The Septuagint reads,'' Thy
mastoi are better than wine," and the Douay Bible
has the same; that is to say, it has the equivalent of
mastoi in English, which we forbear to print, in
dread of Anthony Comstock.
But there can be no offense in continuing to quote
what Smith's Bible Dictionary says about Solomon
and his literary work:
"The books that remain meet us, as has been said, as at
any rate representing "the three stages of his life. The Song
of Songs brings before us the brightness of his youth. Then
comes, in the book of Proverbs, the stage of practical, prudential thought. The poet has become a philosopher, the
mystic has passed into a moralist.''
That is to say, the smutty song writer has evoluted
into the prosy proverbial philosopher. It is as if
Swinburne should become a Tupper.
But we hav not done with the quotation from
Smith's Bible Dictionary, according to which Solomon, as a :moralist, proves such a failure-that he has
to be sent to hell at last:
"But the man passes through both stages without being
permanently the better for either. _They were to him but
·phases of his life which he had known and exhausted (Eccl.
i, 2). And therefore there came, as in the Confessions of the
Preacher, the great retribution. Here our survey must end.
We may not enter into the things within the veil, or answer,
either way, the doubting question, Is there any hope?"
That doubting question is softly put. In plain
words it me~ns, Is Solomon in hell 1
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seventeen churches a day building-$850 a day
cheating in taxes alone. Cheering for the Christians,
no doubt, to see this increase, but it might cheer the
tax-payers a little more to see the Christians increase
in honesty as well as in numbers.
But giving the Christians their increase, what of
it? Go to any non-Christian country whose population is growing, and the same increase of religious
edifices and believers will be observed. Mohammedanism is apreading in Africa, and in Asia and Turkey
new mosques are building, and additional muezzins
call the faithful to prayers. Do these facts prove
that there is no God but Allah, and Mohammed is
his prophet ! The natural increase of any religious
sect as numerous as the Christiabs will account for
greater figures than the Independent has given,
stretched by "estimates" t-hough they be. Any man
with eyes in his face can see that belief in Christianity is waning, and that outspoken skeptics are infin.itly more numerous than twenty or even ten years
ago. The Christian religion will not go by refusals
to build churches or to preach in them, but is going
by a gradual transformation of the belief of the people. The Christianity of to-day was the heresy of a
generation ago.
---------4~~---------

Editorial Notes.

THE Jamestown Journal reports that Olean, N.Y., is agi
tated over the matter of music or no music on Sundays
For several Sundays past the Forty-third separate company's
band has given concerts in the park in the afternoon, and
"Our Friends, the Enemy."
the excellent selections of sacred and other music hav been
The Independent has compiled a page of statistics listened to by hundreds of men, women, and children each
giving the numerical strength in churches, ministers, Sunday with pleasure. Four ministers hav issued a procla.
mation requesting the band to discontinue the concerts, as
and communicants of the various religious organiza- they " corrupt the morals of the citizens I"
tions in the United States. For the sake of ascerJunGE SLoVER, of Missouri, has decided that personal
taining the net gain it also givs _the corresponding
property belonging to colleges, charitable institutions, and
figures of last year. The figures for 1888 are:
churches is exempt from taxation as well as the buildings
Chs.
com.
A-fin.
and the grounds upon which they stand. The decision adds
Adventists ...................... .
1,563
100,441
835
Baptists .......................... . 45,434
30,998
3,971.685 another class of property to the exempt list in Missouri, and
Christian Union ................ .
1,500
120.000 when the list is extended a little farther the farmers and
500
Congregationalists.: .......... .
457.584 house-owners will be about the only people with whom the
4,404
4,090
Friends ........................... .
107.968 tax-collector will hav business. The whole business of
700
500
German Evangelical Ch ..... .
560
675
125 000 exempting any private property is monstrously unfair, and
Lutherans ........................ .
7,992
4.215
987.600 ought to be stopped. The Christian church can hav the
Mennonites ...... ., .............. .
385
93.000
605
Methodists ...................... . 48 258
28,313
4,699.529 honor of originating this robbery, as she will be last to make
Moravians ...................... .
94
108
10.966 restitution.
New ,Jerusalem ................ .
5.750
95
101
THE New York Voice, Prohibitionist journal, recently
Presbyterians .................. . 13,057
9.585
1,136 685
4,766
446,785 printed this paragraph: "'I hate God and love Gresham,'
Episcopalians ................... .
3.931
2,028
Reformed ....................... .
269,523 said Robert G. Ingersoll at Chicago last week, and he
1,349
Roman Catholics .............. .
6,829
7,200.000 was one of the most honored men, the most loudly
7,596
Unitarians ....................... .
375
20.000 cheered man, who appeared before that National Republican
488
Universalists ................... .
730
37,807 Convention. Imagin, if you can, a man uttering a sentiment
677
Total...................... 138,885
94,457
19,790,323 of that kind unrebuked in the presence of Lincoln, or Sumner, or Chase, or even profane Ben Wade. And now this
This indicates a gain since this time 1887 of 6,434 Republican party makes this blatant Infidel one of its chosen
churches, 4,505 preachers, 774,861 communicimts, leaders at its n:ost representativ convention. How are the
without counting the New J.tJrusalemites, Christadel- mighty fallen !" It is unnecessary to state that the utterance
phians, Plymouth Brethren, and a few other small attributed to Colonel Ingersoll never fell from his lips. The
sects of semi-lunatics. From these figures the Inde- reflections following it, therefore, are only a revelation of the
bigotry of the editor of the Voice.
pendent derives much encouragement.
IN a political campaign a few years ago in which Colonel
It occurs to us that there is another side to the
figures, allowing that they are approximately correct. Ingersoll took an activ part, the Democratic papers made a
great to-do about Infidelity in politics. Speaking of this from
The Roman Catholic increase naturally comes from Cooper Union platform one night, the colonel said: ''I hav
immigration and family increase. Without that the made the Democrats pious, pious, pious ! And now all the
net increase was only 574,861 communicants. This time they get between drinks they spend in quoting scriptis at the rate of 4.35 to every church, 6.6 to every ure." We were reminded of this lately in seeing in the
minister, and 1 to every 21 communicants, if the Wot•d and Liberty and other Anarchist papers quotations
TRUTH SEEKER editorials affirming the Jeffersonian
Independent has ciphered rightly. In other words, from
doctrins (also Thomas Paine's doctrins) of government.
it has taken a church, nearly a whole minister, and These journals now claim that these are their doctrins also,·
Is Solomon in Hell~
twenty-one church-members to haul four sinners and and the conclusion is more than implied that AnarclJyis only
Solomon, if we are to believe what the Bible says thirty-five hundredths of another sinner off the coals, Jeffersonianism. We feel exceedingly pleased at this eviof him, was not only the wisest but the most polyg- supposing the gain to be all from conversions. And dence of the good effects of our labors with the fiery
amous of mankind. He spoke three thousand prov- what did it cost' Close calculation i!i! impossible, as "Reds" of Radicalism. If we hav not made them pious
we hav made them· sensible; and now all the time they get·
erbs, wrote one thousand and five songs, and had church expenses vary from tens of thousands for the between writing tirades against all government we hope they
one thousand wives, three hundred of the latter being marble cathedral to hundreds for the backwoods will spend in reading Jefferson.
morganatic. In regard to the writings of Solomon, church barn, and the salaries of the preachers run
THE following is the passage in Swinton's " Outlines of
this is what Smith's Bible Dictionary says:
down from Archbishop Corrigan's annual fortune of History, which has caused its removal from the Boston
" Something may be learned from the books that bear his forty or fifty thousand dollars to the country parson's schools on the vote of a majority of the school committee, of
name, which, whether written by him or not, stand in the three hundred and a donation party. Average it up whom thirteen are Protestants and eleven liberal Catholics:
canon of the Old Testament as representing with profonnd, and ·the expense of a church may be called a thou- "When Leo X. <;arne to the papal chair he found the treas·inspired insight the successiv phases of his life; something sand dollars, and the preacher's salary another thou- ury of the church exhausted by the ambitious projects of his
,also from the fact that so little remains out of so much, out
_predecessors. He therefore had recourse to every means
-of t.he sonc:s, proverbs. treatises, of which t.he historian speaks sand--say two thousand dollars for less than five which ingenuity could devise for recruiting his exhausted
{1 Kings iv, 32, 33). JJJxcerpta only are given from the three saved sinners--over four hundred dollars apiece ! finances, and among these he adopted an extensiv sale of
thousand proverbs. Of the one thousand and fivl! son_gs we Miracle of cJN,apness! pleasing marvel of progress! indulgences, which in former ages h11d been a source of large
·know absolutely nothing. The poems of the son of David
Still further. Justice is supposed to be a cardinal profit to the church. The Dominican friars, having obtained
may hav been like those of Hafiz. The scribes who .com- doctrin of Christianity. Let's see! We hav
a monopoly of tbe sale in Germany, employed as their agent
138,885 Tetzel,
piled the canon of the Old Testament may hav acted wisely,
one of their order, who carried on the traffic in a
rightly, charitably to his fame, in excluding them."
churches, and some 3,057 Catholic chapels in this manner that was very offensiv, and especially so to the
But it seems that the ancient compilers did not ex- country--141,942 edifices untaxed save in California. Augustinian friars. The indulgences were in the early ages
clude "the Song of Songs which is Solomon's," be- How much- do these rob the people of? Say fifty of the church remissions of the penances imposed upon per.
ginning with, "Let him kiss me with the kisses of_ dollars apiece, though perhaps the estimate should sons whose sins had brought scandal on the community.
be higher, $7,097,100-pretty big sum to cheat the But in process of time they were represented as actual parhis mouth; for thy love is better than wine." We
dons of guilt, and the purchaser of an indulgence was said to
forbear to quote any further from this erotic song- people out of 'annually! And nothing said about the be delivered from all his sins.'' It is an exceedingly mild
book, out of deference to the Society for the Suppres- church institutions which not only escape taxation, description of the ridiculous and infamous indulgence trade
sion of Vice. But we ventq.re:nevertl:),el~~s:to point but draw huge eums fro~ sta.te treasuries ! And driven by the church just previous to the Refonu.&tiou.
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PoPLAR BLUFF, Mo., July 17, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I wish to notify friends in southeastern
Missouri, northern Arkansas, and southern Illinois, especially
Vienna, that I will lecture for them until September 1st for
actual 'expenses of trip there and back. Subsequent to .the
1st I purpose ta:king a trip through Arkansas and spending
the winter in Texas, lecturing for Universal Men tar Liberty
for Man, Woman, and Child. Address,
DR. s. s. HAYDEN,
P.O. Box 44, Poplar Bluff, Butler county, Mo.
SILVERTON, ORE.; July 1, E.M. 288.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been on the move lately, and was in
Silverton last Monday, just, too late to hear Putnam. But I
saw him, and learned that Clark Braden was following him
and bantering and bullying him to debate. But Samuel
would not do it, and the Christians think they hav won by
default.
I inclose two clippings of late Christian sermons, one by
Dr. Holman on" Skeptics," in Minneapolis; the other; "The
Mistakes of Bob,'' by Col. L. F. Copeland, iu Portland, Ore.
I notice that the Sabbath-schools hav had the resurrection
of Jesus for a lesson, in which they try to harmonize the
different accounts in the gospels, and pass lightly what they
cannot explain. I go to church sometimes, and hear skeptics
and Infidels preached to and about more and more. Straws
tell the direction of the currents. The hit bird flutters.
I do not like the emblem of the flag above the cross. Why
·not as well above the crescent, or any other superstition ?
Yours for Freethought,
GEoRGE F. ELLIOTT.
PAYSON, Amz., July 9, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I think all of the subscribers ought to send
in a note, that we might know where our friends are and if
they are outspoken. I am looked upon here like Bill Nye's
old Indian, "a heap bad man from away back," and yet
there are hundreds of Freethinkers here. But we are not
organized and are one hundred miles from the railroad. I
hav done no little missionary work. I make all the Liberals
I can. But I go about in a civil way.
I look upon the Bible as a fraud. In St. Mark xvi, 9, we
read: ''Now when Jesus was risen early the first day of the
week he appeared first to Mary l\Iagdalene, out of whom he
had cast seven devils." If Mary had seven devils in her nest
there's no wonder why the Jews killed Christ. From what
we learn of Mary, she was a frail creature to let the Holy
Ghost take her in. That Ghost must be around yet in the big
camp-meetings. I think Christ made a great mistake in telling the people he'd come back again on earth during the
generation then living. As a prophet he was a failure.
Maybe he didn't know the Jews would kill him so dead.
The church ought to enlighten us Liberals as to why Christ
came not back as he promised. Methinks he'd a good
excuse, and that excuse was and is just this-he was a human
being and could not come back after his death.
I hav helped ·our cause all I could. I shall do all I can.
I will cease, with love to all brothers of thr: great cause.
ALFRED HAUGHT.
ALLIANOE, 0., July 25, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I see in your last paper that H. L. Green
asks the question, Can an honest Fr€ethinker vote for either
Cleveland or Harrison? I, for one, must say that I think he
should not. My reasons are, because neither of the old party
platforms offers one of the Nine Demands of Liberalism.
I think the right way for the Liberals to make themselvs
felt in political matters is to come square out and indorse a
party that offers some inducement to them·; and, in my estimation, the Greenback party comes the nearest to the party
of any of them. And still there is a great chance for improvement in it. I shall support this party until we get
something that comes nearer to our aims. I think this
should be one of the main objects of our next Congress, to
make some kind of political move. By so doing we would
be more heard and felt. I am in favor of going back to the
old name of National Liberal League, and coming squarely
out on the political issue, and then we will accomplish something. As to the honesty of either Cleveland or Harrison as
far as Liberal principles are concerned, I hav but little faith.
I do not sec how any Liberal could support Cleveland after
the part he took in sending the ConstitutiOJ?. to the pope of
Rome. That, I say, should debar any man from ever holding any law-making position in this free America. And if
Harrison is one of those old blue Presbyterians, woe to the
Liberal that would vote for him. He would be worse on a
Freethinker than he would on a poor railroad man.
Hoping to see this subject discussed in all of our Liberal
journals, and that Liberals will take some action,
Yours for U. M. L.,
R. G. SMITH.
MAzoMANIE, Wis., July 5, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I hav received the sample copy of TnE
·TRu'rH SEEKER which you hav kindly sent me. ·I am so well
pleased with it that I hav decided to send you $1.50 as a
half. year's subscription. I think the illustrations or cartoons
are excellent. And the letters ·of your numerous correspondents are highly interesting. The whole make.up of
the paper could scarcely be much better.
If I write what I honestly think of orthodox religion, I
fear that my letter will not find a place in THE TuuTH SEEKER.
BLtt I can never k:iww that unless I put it to a test. From
at ltast twenty ye!lrs of investigations of my own experience, and of observat-ion of other people's experience, I am
forced to the conclusion that orthodox religion is the principal cause of all kinds of vice, crime, and insanity.
As I am a subscriber to the Ame1'ican Idea, published at
Liberal, Mo., where Professor Leahy founded the first Free.

thought University, it was a matter of deep regret to me
that there was such a radical unfavorable change in conducting that Freethought college. There can be little doubt
that the church is the real fountain-head of the unjust and
erne! persecution raised against Professor Leahy. Though
the church cannot swerve him from his course of being an
advocate and leader in the Freethought ranks of the noble
and independent-minded, there are others who are much
more under the church's force and influence whom it can
squeeze and force against him. But I hope that yet a reaction will set in in his favor, and that he will be reinstated in
his proper sphere at the head of the Freethought University.
JoHN LEITOH.
PRINOETON; MASS. 1 July 2J, Y.L. 16.
MR. EDITOR : J. Hacker's letter in your issue of the 14th inst.
moves me to say that The Pleasure Boat, which Mr. Hacker
published in Portland, Me., fifteen years or more, was one of
the most vigorously radical prints that hav poured hot-shot
into the ranks of New England bigotry. Wendell Phillips
used to say of the Abolitionists, "We are nothing unless
critical."· Mr. Hacker is not merely a critic, a negationist;
h J.affirms essential truths; has worked for absolute right for
seventy years. As a land reformer he. antedates Ingalls,
Rowe, Beeny, Day, Weeks, Hume-the glorious old guard of
that faith in New York. Free speech, free press, free mails,
physiological reform, temperance, woman's rights, negro
emancipation, every progrellsiv movement since 1830, has
had him in the front ranks of its activities.
Too many Freethinkers spend their force on church, Bible,
God, and other extin.::t ecclesiasticism, hardly worth the
powder. Twenty years ago Mr. Hacker wen.t from priestridden Maine to God-damned New Jersey, and his robust
work there has helped make it a decent state to liv in; but
for such preachers of liberty as Hacker, Reynolds might hav
been imprisoned or hanged rather than liberated by Ingersoll's
unrivaled eloquence. Unlike most Abolitionists-the oldline lunatics and Anarchists-Mr. Hacker, though eightyseven years old, is awake to and. activ in all living issues-a
pillar of fire to light earth's benighted millions in the upward
path to ameliorated conditions.
We are always glad to hear from him in the Word office,
and sorry we cannot print more of his quickeniJ;!g inspirations. Though it has never been my privilege to see him
face to face, I am personally under great obligations to him
for the vigorous service rendered by his inspired..pen in the
struggle for mental liberty vs. the villainous ·comstock law
which Bennett bravely defied and gave his life to abolish.
No matter what R. Gunther or any other California critic
may say, many Yankees rise to recognize in J. Hacker one
of the conspicuously notable men New England has produced.
Truly yours,
E. H. HEYWOOD.
DETROIT, MIOH., July 9, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: It would be very much more interesting and
profitable to all parties to the discussion of tariff and free
trade that has found room in THE TRUTH SEEKER columns if
each or either party would learn some facts that should be
the foundation of their arguments. Even Colonel Ingersoll
admits that he does not know whether protection or free
trade is best for the laborers; but thinks that the laborers of
one country ought to be taxed to prevent those of another
country from making too large profits out of them. It seems
very strange to me to read Mr. In.,gersoll's lectures in favor of
Liberty for Man, Woman, and Child, and then read his advocacy of slavery by taxation. I hav read with very great
interest the criticisms upon Mr. Perry's article of June lOth,
especially that by Mr. Sanford; and if Mr. Sanford will put
"Slavery pure and simple" for" tariff or tax" he will understand the true position of every person in this country. If
people by stubborn bigotry will forever hang on to the silly
superstition that this is a free country and that slavery can
exist in spots in a lai)d of liberty, then they should never
hope for any better condition, while those who love liberty
must learn what constitutes liberty. There can be no doubt
or denial that this country separated from England because
of taxation, and then its people were such fools in the art of
government that they immediately made the same laws and
put the same tax upon themselvs to raise the means to be
free with. They had not the manly confidence in themselvs
to even see that they were thus doing to themse]vs what they
had rebelled against the older government for doing. And
for over a hundred years the greatest and best men in this
country hav accepted the fraud and treachery which gave
them taxation and slavery for liberty, and even the greatest
and best still believe the most contemptible falsehood and
superstitiously believe this to be a free country. What hope
is there for the poor laborer if the most learned are unable
to see the way to freedom ? When some or' the free thinkers
can realize that they are not free, with all their thinking,
then they will perhaps think to better purpose-think that as
there is not the leagt need of taxation there must be some
other deeper reason for taxation all over the earth-that of a
truth, if the government did not tax the people, but should
create and issue a legal tender money to pay aU government
expenses, there would soon be no banks or bankeJ;t!, no debts,
no interest, no war, no vice or crime,.no more prisons, jails,
or workhouses, no need of the gallows nor-of electricity'to
murder murderers, no more poverty or suffering from want.
So long as people cling to the superstition of religion and
priestcraft, just so long they must be slaves to the church;
and just so long as they believe that they are free and liv
under a free government they must eontinue· to be slaves to
taxation. How ridiculous it sounds for Englishmen to sing,
"Britons never, never can be slaves!" with 2ey0,000 pros.
titutes in the one city of London and paupers and drunkards
so thick that government despairs of all control of them!
And how silly it sounds for Americans to sing "Sweet land of
liberty" while their friends and chi!Q.ren are Bt!\rving to death
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for want and committing all manner of crimes for the sake
of life and the lives of those they love! Let us hav the good
sense to learn the truth that liberty is yet to be gained and
appropriated.
J. H. WooD.
ARAGo, ORE., June 25, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Putnam has been with us again. He lectured
at Myrtle Point, Arago, Coquelle City, Langlois (Curry
county), Bandon, and Marshfield. The campaign was conducted under the auspices of the Coquelle River. Secular
Union, lind was withal a success.
It rained about all the time during his visit, and some of
his appointments were filled under trying circumstances.
The trip from Arago to Coquelle City, a distance of eight
miles, was made in a skiff, and it rained hard every inch of
the way. Putnam was jolly, and stood the trip well. His
stovepipe hat, however, had a forlorn and dejected countenance, and looked as though a few minutes in hell with careful attention would improve it. This trip suggested to me a
new mode of baptism. I will -giv you my thoughts on the
subject. I giv them in a humanitarian spirit, that good may
result from the same, therefore I shall not patent the process. Now, then, the object of baptism is to. wash out the
old sins (creed) to make room for the new, if I understand it
correctly, and it is done in some convenient pool or in tanks
in the c·hurches. Therefore, when half a dozen or more hav
been baptized in the same water, it must be impregnated
with considerable sin. Is it, then, not reasonable to suppose
that the last ones to use the water may be influenced more by
it than by the preacher, and therefore eventually backslide?
Is it to be wondered at that so many preachers are chockfull
of sin under such influences? To avoid this contaminating
influence, I would use the rain-water from above. I would
stand the converts barefoot(jd out in a good shower, wi' h the
creed written in some ink soluble in rain-water suspended
over their heads, and leave them out a sufficient length of
time to secure a good job. It may require a few experiments
first to determin the length of time necessary. Reason,
however, dictates that it would somewhat depend on the
shower and the quality of the ink used.
You will, no doubt, see the beauty of the new process.
There need be no officiating preacher even. Anyone could
do it .. It is gradual, not sudden. As the rain washes the
new creed in from above, the old one would hav to succumb
and gradually settle, until it settled in the ground. Gravity
would help it; therefore a sitting position is in no case to be
allowed. It might be bad on crops, but it would save the
preacher.
The night Putnam lectured at Langlois the surf filled up
the mouth of Flous creek with sand, causing the low lands
to overflow; therefore the next day on his way to Bandon he
passed through water three-quarters of a mile with his feet
on the dashboard and his bundle of dynamite in his lap.
They say the way of the transgressor is hard, but I say unto
you that the way of the Infidel in Coos county in June,
1888, was uncommonly soft.
The Coquelle River Secular Union met at Bandon on the
15th inst. in the afternoon, before the lecture. Mr. Putnam
was present at the meeting. He was tendered the chair, and
presided part of the time. He talked to the Union about the
necessity and wants of the national organization, and the
Union pledged $20 or more for next year's work.
Putnam is a zealous worker. To hav such come among
us givs new impulse to those weak in the cause and food for
thought to others. The preachers who attended the lectures
are agreeably disappointed. They did not hear what they
expected from an Infidel.
We will hav the Blasphemer with us in August, and look
forward to another good time. Yours for the cause,
J. HENRY ScHRoEDER.
100 S. 1sT ST., PoRTLAND, ORE., July 6, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Again I send you greeting a~ross the continent, three thousand miles or more. I am agreeably surprised to find THE TRUTH SEEKER in so many homes in this
far-away corner. It is doing a mighty work. Heston's
cartoons are hitting old orthodoxy most terrible blows, just
under the ear, and with those watch-dogs of freedom, Putnam, Reynolds, Jamieson, Remsburg, Washburn, Watts,
and a host of others surrounding the old hog of superstition,
it ought not to be long before we hav her '' corraled," and ia
the not far off "round up" "lassoed," slaughtered, and
buried so deep that she will never be heard of more. All
civilization is suffering from priest and pope cr~ft; too much
hell; too many devils-calling themselvs " called of Got! to
preach." We know nothing and can know nothing of this
ideal being. He, she, or it is but the result of fancy, created
by the imagination to answer the question, Who is the
creator of all we see? Early man in barbaric conditions
could not conceive the idea that our glorious old Sol painted
the rainbow upon the c1ouded sky, or that the rumbling
thunder was not the voice of an angry god, but simply the
report of the concussion made as the electric flash made its
rapid transit from a positiv to a ncgativ cloud. If man in
primif.iv ages could hav been scientific, and hav known that
all the phenomena that he witnessed in nature were bttt the
manifestation of force through matter, it would hav saved
the world from being cursed from pole to pole by an army of
gods or one big giant God. Oh, the billions of lives it has
cost and the t.rillions of money spent when men hav raved of
Gods! Thillk of all the past-a religious dream, the martyr~
slain, the nations despoiled, crushed, and wiped out in the
name of religion and for the glory of God. Think 0f the
millions of desolated homes of love and affection. Tlliuk of
the long years, centuries, ages, of bloodshed, of agrmy
supreme, all to establish "Thus saith the Lord.'' Id it
any wonder that Agnostics and Infidels are numbered by the
million? As the race becomes more educated, more able to
reason and philosophize, and understand the "procedure of
nature," and as it more and more reads the long black record
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of the church and the histories of .all religions, the greater
will grow its unbelief. It is a wonder indeed that any
educated man or woman can be a Christian and believe in
the he, she, or it God. All the miracles, so-called, above or
on earth-all that is attributed to God and the angels-when
understood is as simple as evaporation and rainfall. But,
says the Christian, who but the creator God made the law
that would cause the water to rise from the earth when the
sun kissed the earth with amorous warmth, and to become
condensed when it·struck a colder current of air above and
thus be returned to earth by the law of gravitation? We
answer: No God in that, or neceesity for one. These lawsif laws they can be called-always.were; time, space, matter,
always existed, so these qualities, conditions, and attributes
always havbeen. There never has been a time but when worlds
hav been formi~:~g, suns growing, moons phasing, lightning
glimmering, thunder reverberating, rainbows arching, dewdrops falling, constellations circling, and so ad infinitum. No
need for a God anywhere. Creation, or rather formation, always has been, always will be, taking.place. Throw away the
Bible and all other so-called holy books. Let the Gods and
devils go to whence they came-the back brain of the wild,
unlettered savage. Study nature and nature's methods. Let
tlw lamp of reason shine from the window of the mind.
Believe there is nothing in the universe superior to man.
Make no prayers and ask no favors, for they indicate slavery,
but face the music of the spheres like true men, ever seeking
to make humanity· happier, wiser, kinder, more loving and
terider, and the future will take care of itself. God needs no
advice or help from man, and man needs no redemption,
only to evolute himself out of his ignorance of nature's
methods of procedure. :M~an is not yet created. He is yet
tb.e rough diamond, and must polish himself, must work on,
work ever, to finish himself, to in fact become a man-with
the selfish passions and appetites all under control of his
intellect. Then will the perfect man be born, and this world
be the paradise, the garden of Eden. This world is good
enough, only let us eat of the tree of knowledge and liv ever
true to our highest aspirations.
D. C. SEYMOUR.
WAsHINGTON, D. C., July 9,1888.
MR. EDITOR: _A dissentient from Freethought doctrin, Mr.
J. H. Ohlhausen, of Neosho, Mo., who writes in plain,
forcible English, in a letter published in your issue of the
7th inst. says : " I do not take THE TRUTH SEEKER, neither
am I in sympathy with its doctrins and views. One of my
neighbor.s takes it, and he kindly givs me the privitege of
perusing its columns. To-day he sent me No. 22. of Vol.
XV, and calls my attention to the Joplin letter, which I read
with care. I fail to detect anything new or grand in the
writer's views, but simply a repetition of the Infidel's text
which they would hiss ipto the ears of all Christians, crying,
'Calvin, Servetus! Calvin, Servetus !' as though al!.Christians were Calvin in person and all parties who suffer wrong
were indeed Servetrises."
This quotation opens up a field for profitable discussion
which cannot be exhausted in a short letter. A few remarks, however, in the line of thought it suggests may not
be amiss. I am not of those who would introduce coarseness, vulgarity, or vituperation into religious or any other
kind of discussion. They tend neither to .convince nor to
convert. I remember the day when I was as orthodox as
the devils who believe and trem):Jle, and I was just as honest
th~n as now. I remember, also, how I was shocked when
that which I revered as sacred was assailed by taunts and
]eers. I do not refer to good-natured sarcasm, however cutting; nor to seemly wit, however pungent, when tipped and
tempered by logic. I liked the wholesome smart, the caustic
inflicted, even when it made me wince. I recall the struggle
through which I passed, and the slow degrees by which I
emerged from the chrysalis state, antl. I am not certain but I
wear a fragment of shell on my back at the present time.
But to the subject. Why do Infidels rMer so often to the
burning of Servetus and to kindred examples of Christian
cruelty? There are two reasons. 1. Because such inhuman
acts are the logical result of Christian doctrin, which is, or
professes to be, founde<! upon scriptural teaching and example. 2. Because of .the minor persecutions which to-day are
visited upon dissentients from the orthodox faith. I say
minor persecutions, for. severer penalties than blseless aspersions, business boycotting, and social ostracism, religionists,
in free and enlightened communities, are not able to inflict.
The spirit which once lighted the torch of persecutiOn still
burns, but too dimly to ignite the fagots of the zealous bigot
with which he once was wont to consume the hapless martyr
to truth and conscience.
The monster intolerance still growls, but Freethought has
muzzled the beast, and it can no longer bite. In justice, let
it be said that the most bigoted in this country and age
would scarcely think of inflicting torture and death as a
penalty for unbelief. Freethought, by its benign and ennobling influences, has permeated Christian sentiment and
imbued it with more than Christian charity. In the past,
men were logical and consistent, even if cruel and unrelenting. The heresiarch was worse than the thief or murderer,
and was punished with greater severity. Now men are
better than their faith. They hav a religion of the head and
a religion of the heart, and the two are in direct antagonism
with each other. The one breathes out threatenings and
slaughter; the other peace and good-will to all-even to
Infidels. We Freethinkers do not charge all Presbyterians
with being John Calvina, but we do say that John Calvin, by
burning Servetus, carried out his doctrine to their logical
consequences, and that he was far more consistent than
those who bear his name and profess his creed. We do protest against a religion the spirit and teachings of which,
when exemplified in practice, lead to results which appall
even its professors. True, its professors are not as bad as
they migbt I;Je 1 ~OJ:" ~s weJ:(;l tl:J.Ose _who left them the heritage

of faith to which they cling, but in Jesser degree they are
tainted by those effe~e dogmas which they profess in theory,
bnt ignore in practice.
Will it be said that: we liv no longer under the law, but
under the gospel, and that the barbarities of the Old Testament are repugnant to the spirit and teachings of the New
Testament? Alas! the New has indorsed and commended
·the Old. They both together constitute the "inspired volume "-the Protestant Christian's "infallible rule of faith
and practice." They must both stand or fall together.
w. B. LAoY.
SALT LAKE CITY, July 20, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of June 16th last
there appears a communication from Salt Lake City signed
W. Wellock, with an accompanying document which was
sent to Dr. J. L. York while lecturing in this city, asking the
discontinuance of some objectionable features of the doctor's
lectures as seen by some of the leading members of the
Union here. I had expected to see a reply from some of the
parties Mr. Wellock refers to, but they evidently do not think
it worthy of notice, and being a neutral party and somewhat
conversant with the matter referred to, I beg your indulgence
while attempting to correct some misstatements in the letter
of Mr. Wellock. There appears to be a kind of rivairy
between the friends of Mr. Putnam and the friends of Dr.
York here, judging from Mr. Wellock's letter, which is
entirely new to me and doubtless to many others here. That
Mr. Putnam is a little gushy is conceded, but this is his style,
and is, in my judgment, no serious objection to the man; but
it was through Mr. Putnam's efforts that Dr. York came
here to fill the engagement of three months last winter,
which shows.that Mr. Putnam was quite anxious to push the
work along.
When Dr. York came here the members of the ·secular
Union agreed to furnish the Opera House for the course
of lectures at $70 a month, the doctor agreeing to accept
as his compensation the contributions at the door, which
proved to be quite satisfactory to him. But the very parties
who were contributing for the rent of the Opera House were
also the most generous in contributing toward the support of
Dr. York, and I cannot see why Mr. Wellock should come
out with such a tirade of abuse against the parties he refers
to in his communication. I cannot see how anything but
disaster can follow such a course, and it will need a different
class of men altogether than Mr. Wellock to make anything
succeed. Dr. York is a very powerful speaker, and during
his course of lectures here the Opera House was crowded up
to the very last meeting. Some went because of their devo.
tion to the cause, many from curiosity, and some, like Mr.
Wellock, to hear "the dry bones of orthodoxy rattle." And
I am quite satisfied that all got a taste of what they went
for. There is a class of thinkers, however, who are long
since tired of abusing people because· of a difference of opinion, and they think there is sufficient in the platform of Secularism to interest any thoughtful person if properly pre:
sented. Christian people generally are just as honest as we
are, and to convince them that they are in error it is not
always necessary to knock them down. There was doubtless
a time in our own history when we also believed in the
absurdities of the church, and we were probably as honest
then.as we are to-day, and should be thankful that we now
see and know better. I do not agree with Mr. Wellock that
every " preacher or priest knows he is a fraud," and regard
such a statement as exceedingly wild. The document sent to
Dr. York as a gentle protest against the use of slang, mimicry, etc., speaks for itself; and if any of the readers of
THE TRUTH SEEKER will take the pains to read it over again,
they will find little in it to complain of. And had the doctor
taken it in a friendly. way it would hav been much better for
all parties.. To publish it in THE TRUTH SEEKER was not, I
think, a friendly act to Dr. York. Mr. Wellock's reference
to the officers of the Secular Union here does not, in my humble opinion, do him much credit. Speaking of the president,
W. S. Godbe, as a defunct seer and revelator, might suit some
people like Mr. Wellock, but the more thoughtful are inclined
to regard such insults as anything but gentlemanly. Mr.
Godbe is a gentleman of high standing in this communitygenerous to a fault, a! ways ready to do a kind act, and always
ready to defend the rights of others, however much they
may differ with hini. :Mr. Godbe, Mr. H. W. Laurence, and
a few others hav spent a fortune in the Liberal cause in this
territory, and hav ever been in the front ranks in all advance
measures. No wonder they treat with silent contempt such
rubbish as that given by Mr. Wellock. I believe the statement that the petition was presented to orthodox churchmen
to sign to be positivly untrue, as is also the statement that
those names without an asterisk which were affixed to the
petition to Dr. York belonged to any orthodox church. I
know every signer except two or three, and not one of them
belongs to any church, but they are Liberal-minded men in
every sense.
The statement that the Secular. Union gave up the Opera
House is intended by Mr. Wellock to convey the idea that
because Dr. York repudiated the protest the officers of
the Union gave up the hall, attempting to turn the doctor
out, etc. Now, the truth is that the party from whom the
Opera House was leased notified the Secular Union that
twelve nights completeJ the contract, and the latter, presuming that he was correct, regarded the course of lectures as
completed. They naturally returned the piano, which was
only rented, and also notified the lady soloist. Dr. York,
however, who had been doing quite well financially, wanted
another night, and argued that he wanted thirteen nights
instead of twelve, and he- and some friend made arrangements for one more night. This difference was merely the
result of a misunderstanding, and not the result of any quarrel. But a reading of Mr. Wellock's letter would impress a
stranger with the idea that there was a great disruption here

among the Liberals, while such is not the case. We think
Dr. York a very useful man in the Liberal ranks, and we
would like to see him s_uc'cced and prospfr, but cannot help
thinking that his usefulness would be greatly augmented by
giv-ing a little heed to the suggestions offered in the document referred to above. The signers of it hav nothing but
the kindliest feelings toward him, and thought it for his own
good and the good of the cause, or they woulrl not hav made
them at all. We hardly think the advocacy of the doctor's
cause by Mr·. Wellock has added anything to his importance,
and hardly think Dr. York would hav sanctioned its appearance in TEE TRUTH SEEKER had he known it beforehand.
SELMA..
BROOKLYN, July, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: When the old Christian faith had received
sufficient enlightenment through the more radical denominations of Universalism, Unitarianism, and Swedenborgianism,
to say notl:.ing of the outside Liberal movement, it seemed
fitting that a final or culminating effort should be made,
which would not only bring phenomenal facts to prove the
truth of the old faith, but establish the actual knowledge of
the new, or scientific one.
Facts, so-called "miracles," or spiritual phenomena hav
ushered in all religions, in order to gain the attention of
mankind and draw them away from the lusts of the flesh to
a study of the infinit. So it was with Christianity ; so it is
with Spiritualism to-day, except that we hav not as yet
reached a grade of miracle comparable as a whole with
those p.erformed by Jesus the Christ, or master medium.
Some of these recorded phenomena still seem impossible
in the light of reason, though the underlying principles of a
major part seem undeniably presented in these latter days.
Man first swallows whole his prescription for salvation at the
hands of the church, then under the fire of these outside
influences he begins to think, and thinking begins to doubtand doubting either leaves the old and beaten track for a
more liberal faith or else, if conservativ in his nature, hangs
on and demands more of his pastor.
Thus strong outside influences are brought to bear upon
the old sto-rm-beaten ship, which tend to round off her angles through reaction and attrition ; so that, while tlJC
"come.-outers" tend toward a general and special erratic
individuality of thought and life, the stanch adherents become more and more enlightened and Liberalized, as the
new thought comes to them carefully strained, or sifted,
through the mind of their presiding pastor. These become
neither "cranks" nor reformers, bnt they owe what they
are in their balance and more Liberal thought to those they
dub by such names.
AU these movements, except that founded upon the experiences of Emanuel Sweden borg and our own later one based
upon the universal facts offered through our mediums, depended upon the growth of reason for their development;
the others came through revelation-came through history
repeating itself in modern times-came because the time was
ripe and God was ready to grant man's prayer for light. How
can man understand rerclation except through its counterpart, or second coming, in modern times? Jesus said, "I
hav many things to tell you, but ye cannot bear them now;"
"Let not your heart be troubled. Ye believe in God: believe also in me ; for in my father's house are many mansions. I go to prepare a place for you .. And if I go to prepare a place for you, I will come again by and by, that where
I am, there ye may be also." At what time could man be
more ready for this knowledge than now, when the great
body of humanity is so generally enlightened, and the general situation so suggest.iv of transition and the need of divine rather than human wisdom so patent, in order to prop
erly adjust it?
Forty years of Spiritual work hav prepared the mind of·
man for still stronger truths than he has yet received aml for
the fulfilment of Bible prophecy.
·
Liberalism and Rationalism can pull to pieces and tear
down all that seems contrary to human reason at its present
plane, but it was left for another despised spiritual movement to complete· the last link in the religious chain, and
show what revdation, miracles, men of God, seers, prophets, oracles, etc., really were. It has come and spread as
quietly as a thief in the night. It has disintegrated ideas
and people. It has done harm; it has tlone good. But it
lias come to stay, and to grow stronger and stronger as it
waxes older and its people wax more united and harmonious.
·The " Christ spirit" is being taught again throughout the
length and breadth of the movement. Its practice is gaining, and the cause only lacks a recognized head-a divinely
appointed medium and mediator as well, to ultimately throw
each follower on his own responsibility for his own salvation
through personal growth and unfoldment.
It has been said, or given through a medium, that if Jesus
of Nazareth ever did come again "in clouds of great glory,"
it would be through a medium who would be raised up "in
the last days" and who would represent him as an " out- .
ward visible sign of an inward .spiritual grace," if I may use
the term.
In place of overthrowing the true church entirely, it
would seem as if Spiritualism was really a final proof of its
true beginning--a beginning free from forms and ceremonies, where communism, a pure life, and sacrifice of self rather than of animals, of the animal in man rather than out
of him, predominated.
That Bible prophecy is being fulfilled, and so the Bible substantiated, I h:::.v not the slightest doubt. It only remains for
time to prove the full meaning of so mighty a movement as
this, ushering in· as it does a new dispensation at the same
time that it closes an old one-ar1 age of reason, of science,
and of general revelation through mediums-an age in
which the highest type of the individual will be a truly ·balanced mind in a well-developed body.
. W. J. CusHING.
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your taste, you are then seeing, smelling,
and feeling all the dead that hav grown tired
of life and lain down to pleasant dreams.
There is but one God-your mother. Any
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
Bi'l!er, Mass., to whom all Communications for child that treats his mother rudely, that.
abuses his sister, is not a yonng Liberal.
th£8 Corner shoulil be sent.
Sooner than giv any woman any pang of pain,
suffer your right arm to be torn from your
"Between the dark and the daylight,
shoulder.
Liv rightly, and when yon eome
When the night; is beginning to lower,
to die, and are dead, you will liv forever in
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
the heart of man.
R. E. TouNSLEY.
That is knoWn as the Ohildren's Hour."

Listen, Boys.
Whatever yon are, be brave, boys!
The liar's a. coward and slave, boys;
Though clever at ruses,
And sh•rP at excuses,
He's a sneaking and pitiful knave, boys!
Whatever you are, be frank, boys!
'Tis better than money and rank, boys:
Still cleave to the right,
Be lovers of light,
Be open, above-board, and frank, boys!
Whatever you are, be kina, boys !
Be gentle in manner and mind, boys;
. The man gentle in mien,
Words, and temper, I ween,
Is a gentleman truly refined, boys !
But whatever you are, be true. boys!
Be visible through and through, boys;
Leave to others the shamming,
The "greening" and "cramming,"

In fun and in CRrnest. be true, boys!

'rhe Everglades.
The portion of Florida south of latitude 28°
is caHed the Everglades. This, excepting a
small portion near the eastern coast, is mostly
an extensiv swamp or marsh, interspersed
with many shallow lakes, which are connected by a network of narrow water channels. The land is covered with a luxuriant
growth of vegetation. During the rairiy season between June and October the musketoes
become so numerous that stock weary almost
to death fighting these poisonous insects.
Among the Everglades, and especially along
the western border, are several sandy islands
sufficiently elevated above high water to be
extensivly cultivated. During February, 1888,
I visited many of them, and saw several
schooners making their bi-weekly trips to
collect the products. Cabbages, beans, cu.
cumbers, and egg-plants were being pncked
for Northern markets. On one island I saw
a banana plantation of thirteen acres. Every
tree was maturing a bunch of this delicious
and wholesome fruit.
On the countless number of islands and
islets not capable of cultivation are many
species of trees and plants, pines, cypresses,
and mangroves predominating.
Mangroves grow to a medium size, and
from their branches air-roots grow downward, forming an impassable jungle.
Florida is called "the Land of Flowers."
This name seemed to be a misnomer until I
saw the Everglades, where the towering trees,
with their hoary crowns of Spanish mossthe cactus with its go'tden bloom, the cocoanut, and royal palms-send their feathered
leaves above the great variety of plants and
flowering shrubbery to be kissed by the genial
sun-every tree, plant, and flower hav individually and collectivly traits of surpassing
beauty-and where the move of every leaf,
the bud, fruit, or flower of every plant, is an
illustration of some beautiful law, or the proc- ·
ess of evolution in the kingdom of nature.
T. P. BmNEGAR.

Immortality.
Theology used to teach that the body was
the thing that was resurrected. But science
proved that to be an impossibility, so they
found a nothing in the body and called it a
soul. But if men hav souls, why bav not animals? Man is but an animal. Every scientist now believes that man is the top link in a
chain which has for its bottom the soft, jellylike animal called the mollusk. If this is
so, at what time did man come to bav this
something that no one can describe, called
spiritual nature? During the Stone age there
roamed the world a being half man, half
brute; his body covered with hair; unable
to speak; in the habit of eating his children,
or even his wife. This creature is the animal
now called man. Did be hav a soul? The
fact is that the idea of immortality is born of
love. When the human race had advanced
far enough to love anything, hope, born of
love, would whisper to them: "You need
not weep. She whom you hav lost is now
living in a place where pain and sorrow never
come." But stern fact does not giv us any
reason to hope. They who are dead are forever dead. The different elements that composed the body hav all gone to the atmosphere. WP.en ·!l. swe~t odor of .il.owers please~

Correspondence.
SALEM, NEB., July 17, 1888.
Miss SusAN WIXON: Every Secularist
should be proud of the victory won by the
brainy children in Chicago. Liberty to think
and act develops all powers, and makes
beautiful the individual who livs in accord.
ance with its principles. The glory of the
coming dawn· depends on the freedom of
youths from the chains that bind their minds
and bodies.
Let us strive to win all of the prizes, and
thereby hasten the glory of Secularism.
Children, let us not only think, but act, Eunice Corners Her Mamma Nicely Withact.
T. P. BRINEGAR.
out TronJ.iie •
Little Eunice, between three and four
DAVENPORT, July 12, 1888.
DEAR Miss WixoN: As it is raining to-day, years old, had to be punished one day, her
I thought I would write a letter to the Corner. mother pref&cing the operation with the reThe crops look nice this year. The railroad mark that she was sorry to do it, she only did
is coming this way right past our house it because she loved her so much, etc. At
onward to the Columbia river, and onward
to Puget sound. Our school closes this week, night, after the little girl was in bed, she
and I will hav to help my father haying. I called her mother to her, threw her arms
am pleased to read your artiCles in the Corner, around her neck, and said: " Mamma, we
as well as the letters from the children. love one another, don't we?" "Yes, dear."
Father has promised us your ''Apples of . " You don't like to punish me, do you ?"
Gold" before long. Wishing you success,
"No, I do not." "You would rather punish
Your Freethinker friend,
I remain,
your own self, wouldn't you, mamma?"
NELsoN SELDE (aged twelve).
"Yes." " Well, then, mamma, I wish you
DAVENPORT, IA., July 12, 1888.
would."
DEAR MISS WixoN: As I saw no letters in
~~--~~.------the last paper, I thought you were running
He Wanted One.
short. We sent to San Francisco for PutA small boy was following and nagging a
nam's, Macdonald's, and Ingersoll's photo.
graphs, and just received them. We all think big boy on Columbia street the other day
they are very nice.
when the big boy halted and said:
I think Si Slocum's pieces about the Badger . "Say, boy, if you faller me any farther I'll
boy are good. Please tell me where I can get' black yo\].r eye!"
"Apples of Gold," for I want to get it. I
"Will you?".
already bav "The Story Hour," and I think
if I get" Apples of Gold" I will be right.
"You bet!"
Yours truly,
HENRY SELDE.
"Real black?"
["Apples of Gold" can be procured from
"Awful black!"
THE Tnu~I.'H SEEKEll, Investigator, or of the
" Then I'll faller. If I get a black eye I
editor of the Children's Corner. Price, $1.25. won't hav to go to school for a week!"
-En. C. C.]
A. Dust Item.
CAMERON, Mo., July 15, 1888.
"Pa,"
asked
a speculativ youngster, "was
DEAR Miss WixoN: As I saw my last letter
in print, I thought I would write again. I I made of dust?"
like the Children's Corner; but I think it
"Certainly, my son; we all were."
would be nicer if you would hav a paper with
"Just common road dust like that ragged
the Children's Corner altogether. I would boy out there?"
subscribe for it. I correspond with one of
"Y-e-s," admitted the puzzled father, "just
THE TRUTH SEEKEH girls, ten years of age.
School is out, and harvest begins to be busy. the same. Why do you ask ?"
We hav bound wheat, rye, and part of the
" Oh, I thought maybe as I was such a nice
oats. We hav mowed part of the timothy. little boy I might be made of diamond dust."
We hav had such wet weather for a while;
but we had a dry spell too. Last night it
A. Figure of Speech;
rained. It has been very hot for about a
Fond Mother: "And so you saw a little
week. I spent a hot day on the Fourth of
July. I would like to hav one of your pict- black baby, Ethel? And what did it look
ures if you bav any to spare, and I will giv like?"
you one of mine when I get one. This is all
Ethel : "Oh, so funny, mamma! It was
for this time. Yours affectionately,
black outside; when it rolled up its eyes and
MARY LIVENGOOD.
showed its little teeth, then I saw it was
OAK MILLs, KAN., July 1, E.M. 288.
white inside. Guess a black baby is just like
DEAR Miss WixON: I expect you are begin- -a-cream chocolate."
ning to think I bother you, with so many letters · but if you will accept this one, I will
What He Does.
not 'bother you again for a w bile. I read in
Yes, my son, you are right. A "tariff rethe last number of THE TRUTH SEEKEll an
article from the New York World entitled, former" is a man that spends one-fourth of
"Colonel Ingersoll and His Family." It is his time in denying that he is a free trader
a true and interesting description of that and the other three-fourths howling for free
happy lwusehold. No one can read it without feelag that Colonel Ingersoll's life has trade.-Detroit Tribune.
been a pur.e and honest one-that be bas
made t.he world better for having Jived in it.
What It Is to Hav One Wife.
His devotion to his family, his kindness to
Johnny: ":M:amma, is it bigaQiy for a man
his many friends, his honest and able thoughts
in behalf of his party and his creed, and his to bav two or three wives at the same time?"
Mamma : " Yes, my dear."
good work for the welfare of all humanity,
make Robert G. Ingersoll one of the granaest
Johnny: "Then is it smallamy when he
types of a P'Ire manhood that America ev~r bas only got one ?"
produced. There cannot be enough good sa1d
for him. He is a good, square, honest,
A. Large Moon,
upright man; a tender, loving, and affection~_
Teacher: "Tommy, about how large
ate husband and father; " a frieud in need,
and a friend indeed." As an orator he bas should you say the moon was?"
never been surpassed for eloquence and keen
Tommy : " 'Rout the size of the punkin
logic. As a lawyer he is truthful, and to-day that pa took first prize on at last state fair."
is the equal of any lawyer in New York city.
This is my bumble estimate of that grand
"MAMMA, dear," said little Alice, "Charlie
statue of purity and nobility, Robert G.
and I hav been playing husband and wife."
Ingersoll.
I am glad to see the "J. Hacker Fund" "How did you go aboutit, dear?" "Well,
increasin~ in amount, but sorry to think that first, I laid the table, and then we sat down.
it increases so slowly,
I hav been reading some good books lately; Charley tast-ed a dish and threw his napkin
aiso tttke great pieagure in reading the valua- down, saying, 'This dinner is only fit for a
ble articles which adorn the pages of THE dog to eat.' Then I told him he was a fool,
TRUTH SEEKER and Investigatm· each week. and then he swore, and then I got up and
Aunt Elmina's article on "Kindness and . called him a brute, and he swore agafn, and I
Truth," in the last TRUTH SEEKER, was very left the room."
good.
The Republicau convention at Chicago on
"IT is queer," said Mrs. Spriggins, "that
June 19th was opened with a prayer by Rev.
Frank Gnnsalus. He " thanked the Lord for when you are looking for a thing you 11-lwa.ys
~he 4Itelli15ence·anq coura~e '\U}de:r whic;h t4~ fjlnd it in th~ la.st place yo4 loo&."

THE

Bi~lo

of Naturo,
OB 1 THE

Principles of Secularism.
A CONTRIBUTION to tlte RiiLl(}ION
of tlw FU1'URE.
BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
Author of "The Secret of tho East, or the Origin
of the Ohristia.n Religion and the Significance·
of its Rise and Decline," "Physical Education, or the Healt.h-Laws of Nat.
ure,·' "Household R~medies," "The
Poison Problem, or the Cause
and the Oure of Intemperance,''

eDO~•

etc.

Felix L. Oswald is a well-known and vigorous
writer on scientific and social aubjects.-[Cin.
Oom. Gazette.
Oloth, 12ril.o, 240pp., $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00,
New Edition. Revised and Enlarged.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
'l'!U! Trade Supplied at Special Di8oounts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.: with autollraph, 50 cts.

HEBREW MYTHOLOGY
OR,

THE RATIONALE OF' THE BIBLE.
Wherein it is shown that the Holy Scriptures treat
of Natural Phenomena only.
BY MILTON wOOLLEY' M. D.
Among the manY attempts made by ~mentists to
crush the Bible, this is unquestionably the most
vigorous.-[Cllicago Times.
Cloth, Ill us , heavy toned paper, Bvo, 613 pp., $2,50,
Adrl.•e•• THE TRUTH SEEKER.

FAITH

~REASON.

A. concise account of the flhristian Religion, and

of all the Prominent Religions
before and since Christianity.
With elaborate index.
By HALSEY R. STEVENS.
A popularized account of Oriental religions,
with many aptqnot•tions from the ~acred books
of the East. Nowhere else can so much knowledge of what is generallY )lnknown l!e obtained
in such compact form.-[Ltterary Rev·ew.
Extra cloth, l%mo, 441 pp., $1.50.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB.

COL

INGfRSOLL'~

TRIBUTES.

REDUCEO IN PRICE,
We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent Prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll'8 at greatly reduced Prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper, 1Bx22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for framing. The titles are:
The Vision of War.
The Grant Banquet Toast.
The Price of theRe h~retofore has been 50cts. We
offer them at. FT'F'l'EEN OENTB EACH : TBE
TWO FOR TWENTY-FIVE OTS. Mailf\tl Recure
from breakae:e. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER

ij,ATIONAL COMMUNISM.
The Present and tile Future
Republic· of ~orth America,
BY A. CAPITALIST.
A book advocating assomate life as a remedy for
povertr, vice and crime. It deals with the J?resent
conditiOns of society in this country, pointmg out
their il!lperfections, and showing how it is almost·
tmposstble that the people shonld be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
reme<l.y, the author thinks. is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North AmeriCa, as it will be when
society shall be or!<'anized on the principles of
Rational Communism. The book is vigorously
and interestingly written.

Paper, SOc; c!otll, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
.JUl9T OIVT,

Chrisian Absurdiies.
BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

SIN.G, BROTHERS, BING.

-

USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

In vour meetings; to make them hvely and interesting. THE LIBERAL HYMN·BooK contains songs
by th10 best Poets, adapt,ed to well-known tunes.
It is highly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
P'arton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
·and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Prioe 1
8li cents,
Address THE TBUTH BEliiUB Oo,
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tH l'r;zt.h Ket~li.er.

.L. K. Wasltburn's Works.

OA.LIFO~r-:u.,

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco, Cal.
lJr. J·. L. York, San Jose, Cal.

Sunday and the Mbbath. " A

COLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.

LiqUOR DRINKING

Oommended~ Defended, and Enjoined

by the Bible,

IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
.

ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 241 Washington Boulevard,

law

regulating lmmRn conduct on tile Sabbath is
a.n Impertlr-l·JJce." Pr1ce, 10 ct:u tt(,

OA.NADA..

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Welland, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.

1'888.

BY E. 0. WALKER.
This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible

The ~'alse 'l'eacbiug of tbe Christian Uhurch. ''The Thirty-nine
Articles of the Christian church are thirtynme poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

'fhe Foolishness of Prayer. "Think
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a cru8ade of one against the Colorado
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.

Followers of Jesus, Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Pnce, 5 cents.
Do You Love Jesus 1 Price, 5 cents.
Is Liberalism Moral1 Price, 5 cents.
SAKYA BUDDHA.
Temperance
and the Bible. 5 cents.
A Venified, Annotated Na.rrativ of his J.ife a.nd
The llrute God of the Old 'restament.
Tea.chitgs.
Price, 5 cents.
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of The Public Schools and the Catholic
Virtue."
Church. Price, 5 cents.

Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Ohicago.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00 ,
G. E. Wilson, 302 State street, and Brentano
[28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Bros., Chicago.
·INDIANA.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANSAS.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MAINB.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).
MAiilSAOHUSBTTS.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
.

MIOHIGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISl:lOURI.

Phillip Hoeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Oo., 701l Olive st., St. Louis.
NBW YORK.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
H. Adler, cor. Essex& Grand sts., New York.
oruo.
John Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, ilOil t;upenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
OREGON.

B. F. Hyland, Corvallia.
PBNNSYLVANIA.

Dr .J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phil a.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phil a.
W. F. Schade, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
TBNNBSBBB.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
TEXAS.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse •.

BY E. D. BOOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
~ohoola in .Oeylon, The "Banner of Light,"
'R!lhgio-PhilosophiCal Journal," and many Spiritualist papers aud lecturers hav spoken higbly of
the book.
Extra CloLh, 175 pp., $1.
Addre~s THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

WASHINGTON TERRITORY,

W. Wedeken, Montesano.
ENGLAND.

A. D. Willis, Wanganui.

Reminiscences of a Preacher.
A RADICAL ROMAN OE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,

A B?ok for Lovers-Past and P1·esent.
--o--

ROMANTIO LOVE
AND

PERSONAL BEAUTY.
THEIR

Development, O;;usa.l R"la.tions Historic and
National l'eculia.rit!es
BY HENRY T. FINCK.
12mo., cloth, !2. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Orcat Centennial Oration
ON THE

Declaration of Independence,
A.LSO THE

Immortal Document,
And the National Anthem entitled:
~'LAND

OF LIBERTY."

Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

HOW TO
Strengt~en the Memory,

THE NINE DEMANDS

Parturition Without Pain.

SIOLOCY

UITHE

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY~

.

By WINWOOD READE.

. You turn over his pages with a fascination sim-

A. Novel with an Affi•!avtt

Marriage and Parentage.

In Their Sanitary and Physiolog10al Relations,
and in Tbeir Bearing on the Producing
BY HARHY JlJLIAN.
of Children of Finer Health and
Greater Ability.
1() Full-page F,rench-A1•t I.llw;'.raBY M. L, HoLBROOK, M.D.
tions.
The Sctenttllo A rnm·iean Bays : "Books on thia
subject are usually written by cranks, but this is
radically different ; it IS soientiflc, sober, clean,
and worthy of conscientious considerlition by ev·
ery possible parent, and particularly by the
young." $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

power). which reminds us strikingly of Gil:Jbon.[New .l:iaven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptiau history, in the
first chapter, is a masterpiece of hiBtorical wnt·
iug. He has a style that reminds us of .Ma~aulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. · Extm cloth, 12mo, 543pp,, $1. 75.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Latayette Pl., New York.

ON TIIE vVORD GOD

Author of "Exeter Hall," "Heathen~ of the By Milton Woolley, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Heath," " Family Creeds," "BeauMythology," "The Career of Jesus ChriBt."
tiful Snow," etc., etc.
The story is used by the author to teach Freeihought, to remove BUperstition from the minds
of those who would not read a polemical essay,
·and to urge facts against the various churches,
believing which then· supporters will desert them.
The book is an argument as well ~<B a novel, but
the serious predicameu ts of the hero are skilfully
used to lure the reader along, and to induce him
to take the antidot.e to theological poisoning without knowmg it. Mr. McDonnell writes e:ffectivly
and convincmgly, and always braces his romances
with facts on oue 111de and figures on the other.
Those who hav read his prevwua worka need not
be advised to purchase this; they Will probably do
so at once.
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 75 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

WAR!

MIRACLE WORKER&.

Mrs. J. Hadfield, Market st., Sydney, N.S.W. Ilar to that experienced in reading Washington
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W. .Irving.-(lnter-Ocean.·
Eis history has a continuity, a rilsh, a carrying
NEW ZEALAND.

WAR!

MIRACLES

Watts &.Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
,.::It is really a remarkable book, in which univerLondon.
history is •· boiled down" with surpnsing
W. J.Ramsey, 28Stonecutter st.,London,E.C. ·sal
skill.-[Literary World.
A.UBTRA.LIA..

WAR!

Wettstein•s,World-Renowued,Warranted Waiohes
and Watchwor~
CoiN SILVER STEM-WINDERS. a ounce oases,
jewele, $12; 4 ounce, 11 jewels, $15; do, 15 Jew0ls
$18; do, adjusted, $22 ; do, extra fine, a perfect
watch, named "Otto Wettstein," $~5; 5 ounce
oases, $1.50; 6 ounce cases, $3.50 more.
BEST FILLED GoLD WATCHES, Open face, 7 jew~ls,, $16.50; 11 je~els, $18.50 i)5 jewels, $21.50; adJUSted, $25.50; with" Otto \yettsteui" movement,
$28.50. Iu hunting oases, from $5 to JS.50 more.
~adies best hunting filled cases, 7 jewels, $20 ; 11
Jewels, $22; 15 Jewels, $2S. Extra fine, diamond in
case, $8 more.
LADIES' SoLID GoLD WATOHES, 14 k, 7 jewels,
$30; 11 jewels, $32; 15 jewels, $38. All hunting,
stemwmding, elegantly engraved. Heavier cases,
Louis XIV. style, enameled, embossed, and set
with diamonds, $5 to $100 more.
GENTS' SOLID GOLD WATOHES, 14 k, light
weight, 7 jewels, $40; 11 jewels, $42; 15 jewels, $45 ;
adjusted, $49; with" Otto Wettstem" movement
$52. Heavter cases, $3 to $25 more. Fancy
watches, from $100 to $SOO. .All stnt prepaid, and
cash back if not satisfactory.
WATOHWORK. The best in the world. Clean•
ing, $1 ; main springs, $1 ; jewelB, $1. Can be sent
a thousand miles as well as one, ~;er reg. mail or·
express. Inclose $1 or $2, and I will return free.
All watches and work warranted to giv satisfao.
tion, or cash refunded.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, ill.

OB,
NATURAL AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS OF
in a more attractiv form than any in which they
NEVER FORGETTING.
hav previously appeared. At the·. head of an engraving on heavy plate paper, 24x19 inches, are
The New Haven Pal!alttum says : "The chapter
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON, on • How to Learn a New Language' is of remarkWASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our able mterest."
Republic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
The Boston Post says : "This book actually
JOHN ADAMS, aud between these two are· shows us how to keep our memories in good works
. ·AND
printed the Nine Demands of the Amenoan Secu- ing condition and repair them when out of order."
lar Union in conspicuous type. At the foot, are
Science (high authority) says: "We'hav tned the
LAFAYETTE, GillARD, and INGEHSOLL, methods of a'Ssociation ad viBed in this book on
making eight likenesses in all. lnBcrihed be· Beveral persons, and found them most excellent.''
By JOHN PEOK.
neatJ.J. each portrait is some radical sentiment
Price by mail $1.
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything space between the portraits and around them are
arabesques of vines and flowers in profusion, and
within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
the panel incloBing the Nine Demands is surBY M. L. HoLBROOK, JII.D.
mounted on each corner by Mr. Eckhard'B design
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 C\)nts.
Godey•s Lady's Book B~<YB: "We giv our cordial
of the ·flag above the cross. The whole makes an
approbat.ion
to this work. The informatiOn It
exceedingly handsome work for framing. The
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
artistic part is equal to the best, and the portraits cgntains is most important, aud, we are fully convmced,
reliable."
Price by mail, $1.
as true to nature as the· photographs from
PERSONAL· EXISTENU.E .A..I!'TER are
which they were transferred. The design will be
SEXUAL PHY
sent po~tpaid by mail for $1 by
DEATH UI.P.KOBABLE.
AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF JIIAN.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
By L. R. 8.MITH.
Carefully
revised edition, With 111 Jllustrattons.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
The moat perfect book for men and women ever
Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents.
published. 50,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. Illustrated catalog free.
l'ubliebsd and for sale by
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
LOVE VENTURES.

UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden. ·
Henry Booth, Stockton.

A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has published
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The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.
-[Ps. xiv, 1· .
Children and fools speak the truth.- [Old Saw.
Paper, I2mo, 10 cents.
Address 'I'HE 'I'UOTH SEEKER.

Tne Career of Jesui:i Ohrist,
an Exposition of the True Meaning of this Char·

aoter as described in the New Teotament . .lly lllilton Woolley, M.D., author of •· Hebrew Mythology,"
Paper, Svo, 25 cents.
Address THE TRU'I'H SEEKER.

THE

SHAKER EYE and EAR BALSAM
8ixty-five Years' ln'I!OII'iable 8utJCess.

FoR A.LL DISEASES OF EYES OR EARS. Immediate rehef from Granulatwus, Inflammations,
Dim Vision, Watery Gatherings, and Failing
Sight of Eyes. Deafness, Drumming, Ringing of
the Ears dispelled by a few apphcations. Catarrhal difficulties of Eyes or Ears inBt".ntly removed. Sent the world over. Box with instructions, by mail, 30 cents.
G. A. LOMAS,
Shakers P. 0 .. N. Y.
TERRE HAUTE, IND .. July 6,1888.
Ma. G. A. LoMA<, Dem· S•r: Please Rend me
three boxes of your En: BALSAM, as I fiurl it the
best in the world. My eye" were w bad I could
not see much, if any; but Hi nee I got a box oJ
your llALSAM some time ago, and UHed it, I can
now s<oe as guod aR any on~. aud my Eye• are not
rea, as all the tL?ne before. Ftud PoRtal Note !or
$ 00, as r·eannot do without it, and I want Bome
for other partie• her~. Yours,
JosEPH FLAIG, 403 Main St.
IY""

Religious Problems.
BY L. K. WASHBURN.

Ily T. E. LoNGSHORE··
An explanation of the meaning of the many
titles of the Galilean teacher. " Lord " should be
"Rabbi·" 'fl:le wot·ds "Jesus Christ "mean "Saving Wisdom."
Excellent for Missionary Work.
Paper, 12mo, So., SO cents per doz., $2 per 100.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

"Let the Christian be held to facts! and obliged
to tell the truth, and his lips wou d be dumb.
Tbere never was such a place as the Garden of
Eden; never such an iudi vidual as the devil.
There is no such place as hell. There never was a
Christ 1 and no atonement made, for there was no
necesatty of any being made. If thPre was no
such thing as fait.h, Christianity could not make
a convert on earLh. If mmisterB were obliged to
furniRh the proof of their statements, there would
be no preaching."
Price 10 cents; 75 cents per dozen.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

FOR HER D.AILY BREAD.

THE

OUR LORD and SAVIOR JESUS CHRIST.

A NINETEENTH CEN:TUHY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young Beautifnlly Illustrated Covers. Paper, 12mo, 226
girls and a younger brother who were left parentpp., 25 cents; Boards, 50 cents.
Jess, with little money, fair education, and much
A lively '!arrati.v of adventures in. a country of
courage, to make their way through the world by
going to Chicago. Tbe author is also the heroin. Arcadian B!mplicttY and general dehghtfulness..
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a work- [N. Y. Evemng Mail..
A storY of life on ISlands of coral, frmt-trees,
ing girl's life and experience in the city of Cbicago
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks, ~<nd cockatoos, where all the natlv men are
and dtsreputable hypocrite. It is just such a story Apollos and the women dreams of beauty.-(N. Y.
of human life as we should expect Colonel Inl!"er- TTir:·on the Islands of Koro-kama, an~ Launasoll to be interested in; aud whatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention gola-" Summer isles of Eden lYing m dim purple
spheres of sea "-surrounded by be(lkoning palmof the rest of the world Price 25 cents.
trees, foamy cascades, bread_-frmt, cocoanuts,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
pineapples, figs, bananas; b~thmg m the surf on
shinillll" sands, baskmg.on shores of eternal summer. attending moonlight banque·s, aud seemg
tbe peculiar d~<ure called ~a-.lu-lah-no more to
do thau.tbe president of ~<life msurancecompaUJ'
-seems very alluring to ~be CA.reworn, overworked
American of to.day.-CntJCal Revtew.
Address
THE 'TRUTH 8EEKER CO.
28 Lafayette Pi., New York.

UNIVERSE ANALYZED
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Analyzed,"" The Real Blasphemers,"" Spiritualism Sustained," etc., etc.
The latest and best work of an analytic thinker,
who is gifted with those rare powers that render
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas
that will be new to the world and productiv of
good in furnishing food for thought. We trmt it
will hav the immense di•tribution it so richly
merits.-[The American Idea.
Cloth, 12mo, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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great beyond. As freely as his strength
would permit he would talk with his wife,
F1·o14t t11e Kansas Cit!/, Jtlo., Times.
and asked frequently concerning political as
Judge Arnold Krekel, who has been in fail- well as civic affairs, commenting upon what
ing health for over a year past, died at 2:15 he heard and evincing an eager desire to
o'clock July 14th. On that day he experi- know what was going on in the great world
enced a severe chill, and failed rapidly there- that had passed beyond his reach. He
after. , His passing away was peaceful and seemed pleased with the appointment of
painless ; and at his bedside at the final mo- Judge Phillips as his successor, and so exment were his grief-stricken wife and daugh- pressed himself several times. Occasionally
ters.
in his moments of delirium he would forget
Judge Arnold Krekel was one of the oldest that he had resigned his position. He would
federal judges in the country, both in age and imagin himself once more in the court-room
in the length of time he had served upon the facing wrangling lawyers and impatient jurybench. He was born near Langenfeld on the men. Again juries were impaneled and disRhine in Prussia, seventy-three years ago, charged, cases tried and argued. Then with
and came to this country with his parents in a weary look he would turn his face toward
1832 and bad since resided in Missouri, where his wife and say: "Mamma, I am not strong
his father settled. Before emigrating be had enough; it wearies me. I shall hav to rereceived a village school education, to which •ign." When reminded that he had already
he added three years of instruction· in St. taken that step, he seemed surprised for a
Charles College. Among other studies, he moment, then with a glance of seeming relief
took up mathematics, and at an early age be- would say, "Ah, yes, so I hav."
came a surveyor. He was once a United
Although Judge Krekel suffered from
States deputy surveyor and was twice elected chronic inflammation of the bladder, the
county surveyor of St. Charles county. In , physicians attribute his demise to general de1842 he was elected a justice of the peace, bility resulting from his advanced age.
and soon after began the study of Jaw. He
The dead jurist fully realized that his end
was admitted to the bar in 1844, and shortly might be near, and he spoke of it several
thereafter was elected county attorney, an times to his still hopeful wife. He requested
office lie held a number of years. In 18_50 he her not to wear mourning, saying that death
established the St. Charles Democrat, and was as natural as birth, and that the emwas for a considerable time its editor. In blems of mourning were unnecessary and
1852, Mr. Krckel, stil! a young man, was useless. He was very averEe to much cereelected to the Missouri state legislature, and mony, and requested that the last rites be as
while a member of that body voted for the simple as possible. Although of Catholic anfirst railroad appropriation granted by this tecedents, Judge Krel~el was a pronounced
state. When the civil war broke out he en- Agnostic, and his children and immediate
listed in the home guards of St. Charlef! relativs hold Liberal religious vie\Vs.
coun.ty, out of which he organized a regiment for actual service. He was elected a
Death of George E. Hartley.
colonel, and served throughout the Rebellion.
F1·om a Tunte1·s Falls, Jfa~s., paper.
He was a member of the constitutional conOn Friday, Mrs. George E. Hartley received
vention of 1865, became its presidrnt, and
Feb. 11, 1865, signed the ordinance of eman- a telegram from Gainesville, Florida, announc.
cipation, by which the slaves of lllissouri ing the death of her husband there, from
were set free. It was while the constitutional typhoid fever. Mr. Hartley came to Turners
convention was in session that President Lin- Falls when the village started, and was a concoln appointed him one of the federal jud;;es. tractor here for many years. He first built
His was one of the last names sent t'o the Sen- the brick house at the Greenfield end of the
ate by the martyred president. The western suspension bridge, but, through a flaw in the
district of Missouri, to which he was as- title of the land, he refused to keep the place.
signed, bad then but one division, court be- He then began to buy building lots in what is
ing held at Jefferson City. In 1879 the dis- known as Hartleyville, on L street, arid erected
trict was divided, and he moved to this city, comfortable houses to rent, until finally he
which had been made one of the places of had ten or a dozen houses in that vicinity.
Led off with the smooth tongue of a Florida
holding court.
speculator, he invested in that perpetually
While at Jefferson City Judge Krekel took boomed state, and went down there to clear
a leading part in the organization of a colored up and work a large tract of land which he
school, and in 1866, together with Colon~! hoped to parcel out in lots t0 Eastern people,
Foster, organized the present Lincoln Insti- and reap a sizable fortune. His hard work in
tute. When Colonel Foster removed from that hot climate was too much for even his
Jefferson City the institute was left in charge strong constitution. Mr. Hartley was a bigof Judge Krekel and a few other well-wishers. hearted man, liable to be a little stubborn; and
The judge stood by it with time and means, he would go to the ends of the earth to help a
and for ten years lectured free 'of charge to friend or punish a foe, and it is a question
the normal classes of the institute on civil which he enjoyed most. He knew not the
government and political economy, delivering word fear, and his superior bravery won him
on an average one hundred ltctures a year.
ma,ny medals and other tokens from life-saving
The lawyers of Kansas City all speak in societies for his skill and ,endurance and
the highest terms of Judge Krekel's abiljty. pluck, in saving lives of shipwrecked sailors,
He has made a name, they say,. which will when he was a sailor on a merchantman,
exist as long as law. Some of his decisions often risking his own life as though it were a
hav taken rank as authority, and hav been bubble compared with the struggling souls on
accepted as final. Noteworthy among these the boundless sea; which characteristic of his
hav been his decisions in cases of bankruptcy. life brings to mine John Hay's thought:
Bankruptcy was his specialty, and it is said
He saw his duty a dea!'l-sure thing,
that the bankrupt Ia w as it exists to-day is
And went for it there and then,
more the result of Judge Krekel's work than
And Christ ain't a-lwing to be too hard
On a man that dies for men !
of any other judge in the country. In all
bankruptcy cases his decisions were accepted
Mr. Hartley leaves a wife-a superior busias a finality, and there was no thought of an, ness woman-who has had the management
appeal. The members of the bar here say of his extensiv property here for a year or
that his ,rulings were always marked by two.
strong common sense and a disregard of
A New llooJ{.
technicalities that would tend to interfere
with justice. In bearing a case he endeavFrom the Sunday Gazecteer, DenUon, Tex.
ored to discover, as nearly as possible, the
The Truth Seeker .Publishing Co., of New
equity of the proceedings and to make his York city, bas favored the Gaeettem· with a
rulings accordingly. He hated pettifogging, copy of a handsome volume just published by
and had no patience with the legal niceties them, entitled, ''The Universe Analyzed,"
which endeavor to make the law a medium by John R. Kelso, A.M. Colonel Kelso is
of injustice. In his court the client with the not unknown to literary fame. He is the
right on his side always came out ahead; At author of several volumes which hav had a
the time of his appointment to the district good circulation, and has earned a favorable
judgeship Judge Rrekel had amassed consid- reputation with those of the Ingersoll school
erable property, being worth about $100,000, of thought as an Anticllristian polemic. He
but tbis.had all vanished, and during his later is a fine reasoner, and expresses himself in
years he was entirely dependent upon his sal- language terse and forcible.
ary. He first married in 1843 Miss . Ida
It bas occurred to us in reading this last
Krugg, daughter Of Dr. Krugg, formerly of production of Uolonel Kelso's pen, that he
Bavaria. She died in 1870. In November, has attempted to "analyze" a subject a little
1880, he married Mrs. ).\iattie Parry, who too extensiv for his mental grasp, but possibly
survives him, together with five children by the fault is with the reader. The analysis is
his first marriage.
conducted in a series of lectures entitled as
Judge Krekel preserved hie interest in cur. follows : "The Essential Elements of the
rent events up to almost the very moment Universe," "The Systematic Animgement of
that the angel of death beckoned him to the the Universe," "The Formation and the Dis.

solution of Worlds and of Systems," "The
Origin, the Evolution, and the Destiny of
Man." The author, in previous volumes, has
demonstrated, so far as it is apparently possible to do so logically, that no such event as
" creation" ever occurred, !!nd as a consequence, that no such thing as a "creator,"
in the generally accepted definition of the
word, ever existed. In this last volume he
proceeds to demonstrate that of necessity the
universe "·is eternal in its existence aud selfsustaining in its powers." The author shows
with' equal clearness that the universe is
illimitable and indestructible, and it follows
as a necessary corollary that space and duration are also both eternal and illimitable.
The author indulges in several pages of
ingenious metaphysical reasoning to prove
that space and duration are one and the same,
but we are constrained ·to confess he has not
made this last proposition quite as clear as a
pikestaff to our mental vi.~ion, although we
are not disposed to wrangle over it. There is
abundant food for thought in the :first two
chapters, which will interest, if not instruct,
those who hav a taste for abstruse metaphysical ratiocinations. The :field is certainly
broad enough to satisfy the most ambitious.
The general reader will no doubt be better
pleased with the two following lectures, as
the author returns to the realm of reality, or,
at least probability. Here we hav the views
of scientists presented in readable shape, interspersed now and then, to be sure, with
ideas, suggestions, and speculations of the
author. But he is ne"ver dreary, and the
reader, though he may not agree with him,
can scarcely fail to be impressed with their
plausibility. Passing over that which may
be considered speculativ, there is much information to be derived from a careful perusal of these two lectures and the one following. . In the closing lecture, which consumes
twenty-five pages, the author elucidates a
theory of life-development, if in some respects
peculiar, at least plausible and original in the
method of presentation. He holds that all
life is a unity, recognizing not only the
"brotherhood of man," but also the brotherhood of all living organisms. And he illustrates this brotherhood of organisms as an
Arbor Hominis. The tree of life rises from
the primitiv ocean,· its· origin the cell. The
trunk separates into five. branchef\, and the
center shoot, first-in origin and consequently
oldest in development, has already culmh:tated
in man, being itself divided into five branches,
ahown in the five races. Space will not permit full explanation of this picture, which
so clearly illustrates the author's system.
This lecture is the most interesting of the
five. Our author arrives at the conclusion
that time is divided into cycles, that is, that
nature, after making the round of every possible combination, must necessarily repeat
itself. Thus it is of human beings, each individual has had exact counterpart in every
preceding series, and will bav in the series to
follow, although the length of a cycle is inconceivable. As he expresses it : "Every
preceding individual of this series has been
exactly like me in his mind, his constitution,
his character, his every lineament, his every
act, his every thought." This attempt to giv
to all nature a sort of individualized immortality is clever, but it is not new. Neither is
there much consolation to be derived from an
immortality which lacks the very requisit to
make a future existence desirable-that of
recollection~ Dr. Ivan Slavanski, a Russian
mathematician of some note, advanced a similar argument in a paper entitled, "Periodicity : A Mathematical and Physical Proof of
the Immortality of Man." Here is a quotation:
Th~re will then come a time when all possible
place-changes of the· atoms hav been exbapsted,
and nature mu;t return upon its tracks, as: when
a pendulum has swung to its utmost limit it muot
return again. When all changes become exhausted, the next position taken must be one
which before existed.

Decease of a Freethinking Judge.

, Referring to the earth, he continues:
The geological eras which hav made it what it is
will again work out their necessary results, and
man will appear again, each individual being precieely the individual he is now, for he will be born
of the same parents, be reared under the same
circumstances, liv as he now live. with those with
whom he live, and die as he will die a few years
from now.
There is but one weak point in this ingenious theory that occurs to us: If the atoms
of the universe are illimitable, the number of
possible combinations are illimitable also;
hence, instead of the universe resolving itself
into an infinity of recurring series or cycles,
the universe is itself but an eternal procedure.
The price of "The Universe Analyzed" is
1

$1.

Ingersoll's W'orks.
The Gods. Paper, 50 _eta; .. cloth, $1;

In five lectures oompriBlJ:tg, The . q.ods\ •'
" Humboldt " "Thomas Fame," "lndiVIdua •
ity," and "Heretics and Heresies."

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.

Contents: "The Gnosts" "Liberty .for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The D!Jolar.atlOn _of ~n~
de.:pendence," "About Farmm.g 1n Illmms,
"The Grant Banquet" "The Rev. Alex'!-nder
Olark " "The Past Rises before Me Like a
Drea~," and "A Tribute to Ebon C. Ingersoll."
Some Mistakes of Moses. P~per, 50cts;
oloth, $1.25.
.

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
· plain oloth, $1.25.

What Must We Do to Be Saved~ Paper, 25 oente.

The Christian Religion.

By R. G.

Ingerso[, Judge Jeremiali B. Blaok, and Prof.
George J!'. Fisl:ier. Paper, 50 cents; olath, $1.

Orthodoxy.

56 pages, 12mo.r paper,

10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post .P!!-id. J:'rinted in
large, clear type, and oontalllll!g as muoh as
oould be delivered in two. ordinary lectures.
This makes a grand J;IliSSlOnary document.
Liberals should scatter 1t generously.

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to

a. Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San FranciScan. 5 oepts; 50
oents per dozen~ 25 copies, .$1; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be Circulated.

Vindication of Thomas Paine from

the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
Large.aize octavo, paper, 10 cents.

,

Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the· publisher, pas had
all his lectures, exoept tne .latest on .Ortho·
doxy," bound in one beautiful.v9lume, m half
oalf, library style, and conta1mng .over 1i300
pal<es, which is sold a~ the ex.ceedingly ow
pnce of $5. Bent by mail postpaid.

Tributes.

There hav been so many

applications for Mr. In_gersoll's "The Vision
of 'Var," the "Grant Banquet Toast," that
they hav been printed on heavr toned paper,
18x22, illuminated border, and m large, cle!'r
type, suitable for framing, and the three will
be forwarded to any address, for 25 ots, or
either one for 15 ots.

Prose Poems and Selootions.

This

new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In fact one of th~ riohes~, brightest,
best ever issued. It con tams, besides the celebrated" Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famous "tributes "
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters, table-talks, and· day-~o-da:~; conversations of the author. The W!l~k lB d!~Slgned
for and will be accepted by admmn~ friends 1!-S
a rare personal souvenir. To help 1t serve th1s
purpose a fine steel portrait, with.autograJ?h
fao simiie, has been prepared espemallx for 1t.
Price, in silk oloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and si.le, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, ele·
gant library style, 4.50; in full Turkey: morocco, gilt, exquisitly fine, 7.50; in full tree
oalf, highest possible style and finish, $9.

Life.

A Prose Poem.

Printed in

eolors on board, beveled gilt edges.

50 cents.

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.
boudoir, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
THE

FIELO·INCERSOLL
'
DISCUSSION.
FAITH OR AGNOSTIOISJJU
-a-

Two Letters from Dr. Field, D.D .. editor of the

PresbYterian Evanaeli>'t, to Colonel Ingersoll, and
two Replies thereto. Dr. Field is one of. the exceedingly few Christians who havopposed Colonel
Ingersoll kindly and courteously; and t.be Great
Agnostic has used him according!;-. Dr. Field's ·
arguments, however, are broken, in pieces.
THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION.,

Price, 50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth:
Address THE TRUTH SEEKJ]R CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

ALEX lND~R VON HUMBOLDT.
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist
12xl5 inches, suitable for fr><ming, sent postpaia1
for 25 cents. A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER.
tf

AN OUTLINE OF THE

FRENCH REVOLUTION.
. ITS CAUSES AND HESULTS.

By W. S. BELL.
The French Revolution was the most um;nixed
blessing Europe ever saw.- Wendell PMutps.
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
Address THE 'l'RUTH BEEKER CO.

. ',I'HE STRUGG1..E
FOB

Re,igiou~and

Political Liberty.

In which, the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acquire greater political
liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very foundatiOn of the religion of every age ; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detail·
ing the account of sl~tvery in this country, calls
the attention of thinking men and women to the
position of womanl>inrl in America. ThroughoutJ
th'l work is replete with astounding facts ana
weighty ~trg'nmPnts which cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age.
,
By THEO, C. SPENCER.
Cloth, 12mo~, 138pp., price 75 cents.
. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafalette Place, New York.
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THE FORUM,

ARGUMENT

THE SAFEST CREED,

BY

Robert G. Ingersoll,

AND
TWELVE OTHER DISOOURSES OF REASON.

IN THE

BV 0. B. FROTHINGHAM.

A vigorous thinker as eloquent as Theodore Parker.-[New Bedford Standard.
Deep thou~ht, thorough conviction, and great
abilitY.-[Phlia. Press.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 238pp., $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT THE DEVIL,

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
YOR

AT

"B L A S PH E MY "
'
MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY.
Stenog1·aphically repO'I'ted, and revised by the autlLO'I'.

AND
OTHER BIOGRAPHIOAL SKETOHES AND EsSAYS.

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

BY CHARLES BR.mLAUGH.
With Portrait and Autobiography.
·charles Bradlaugh has "A Few Words'' to say
''About the Devil." Mr. Bradlaugb has a right to
his "few wo~ds," and the devil will, we presume,
"t no very distant day hav a few words to say to
Mr. Bradlaugh, and will doubtless get the best of
the argument.-[Ohicago Interior.
Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo1
260 pp., $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
are in it. It is one of his. greatest productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we see him as the splendid champion of human liberty arrd the rights of man. His love of freedom
and justice. hatred of tyranny and chains, sympathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his
courage and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expression, and he makes grand use of the
opportunity. Such a flood of light-of. eloquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriotism-is not often poured out in a court of justice.
The m,;ny calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleading newspaper references.
.
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an ·address to a jury: statesmen and politicians a clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
and women everywhere, a Magna Charta of their rights.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.

ROME~-

REASON

A Memoir of Christian and Extra-Christian Experience.
By NATHANIEL RA11ISAY WATERS.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
and Catholicism, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate personal experience with the two svs-·
tems. It deals the most trenchant blows which
Pp.re logic is capable of inflicting.-[Critical ReVIew.
Oloth, 12mo, $1. 75.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

·Essence of Hel~ion
By L. FEUERB!l.CH,
Translated from the German. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 eta.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immoral.-.Extract.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.

MATERIALISM:
ITS HISTORY AND ITS lNFLUENOE UPON
SoCIETY.
BY DB. LoUIS BUCHNER; ·Author of "Force and
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place.

Advancement~ Science
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.

THE NEW- GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

Secretary of the American BeculOII' Union . .
Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER OoMPANY.

TRY•SQUARE;
OB,

The Church of Practical ·Religion,

OR

DANCER
AHE~D.
__
The Reason Why a Good· Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

By A. J. GROVER.

ROBT. G. INGER§OLL'S

It is in many respects one of the most extraor·
dinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. T?'lbune.

OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY

TheAntiquity of Christianity.
By JOHN ALBERGER, Author. of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."
Paper, 12mo, 61pp., 25 ceats; cloth, 50 cents.

PHILADELPHIALIBERA.LLEA.GUE 257
meets every Sunday in Induiitrial Hall, Broad and
Wood Bts., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trulh
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere ·could not write.
The Sonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENlll
BuRR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this offiee.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest of all Anti-Bibll·
cal \Vorks.
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Si1 copies for
~1.00.

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote : "A few more such
flaming arguments . • . will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepr. ration."

Price, ,10 cents.

For either of these works or RnY of Paine's
writin2s.
Address THE 1'RUTH BEEKER.

GIRARD'S WILL

ROMAN ISM,

Paper, 12.no, 105 pp., 25c.; cloth, 503.

00.

.

Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:30P.M., corner Sangamon street and
Washin2ton boulevard. Lectures and debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

Girard College ·Theo}(}gy

Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
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we offer a new style of binder,
liiu<f>'l
made for the purpose, and
~ 8,"o'"- .
, with the heading of THE
;:
1
TRUTH I::!EEKER printed in
"'... ~ _..;,
- go.' d letters on the outside
- This binder allows the open
ing of the papers perfectly flat. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Sent by mail, postpaid, for •1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
tf ·
28 Lafayette PI., New York.

.
BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
AND
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job SaWYer, the pastor, having established
his·pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherAN. EXPOSE
wise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just suffi- Of the perversi()n of Stephen Girard's magnificent
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
churches and Young Men's
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Christian Associato his mind.
tion.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.
By RICH. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
Price $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER

Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.

Address THE TRUTH
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NEW EDITION.

The Secret of the East,
OB,

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

For sale at this office.

Charles Watts's Works.

in· the suit of the

Bankers' and Merchants' Tele·
graph Company

Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound
in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.21>. CoNTENTS
Section I. Definition of Freethou_ght and its
E~trlY Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to 1\Iohammedanism. Section III. Freethought 1\Iartyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

against the

Western Union Teleg·raph Co1npany
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH SEEKER has obtained a
s~1pply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

Secularism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.
BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
Secularism;
its Principles and its
SUBJECTS:

Centains testimonies of the earlY Christian Fa- ·
thers and others, and cases of striking similarity
Duties. Price, 75 cts.
to Christianity in many ancient religions.
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COM·
MON,SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one band- Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
some 12mo volume of near!Y 11goo pages, fully
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
illustrated. Cloth, 3.25-in English or German.
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
A. new cheap edition at only 1.5D.
Is the Bible Reliable 1 Th~< Christian Deity
SCIENCE IN STORY; O':J. Sammy Tubbs, the
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethought and
The Bole Factors and E:MJJt Ratios in Its Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the ·.noublesome MonkeY.
Modern Progress; Christianit~, its Nature and
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
Influence on Civilization : Phiwsophy of SecuAcquirement and AppO'I'tionment.
per set ; or five volumes in one for $2. ·
larism; Science and' Bible Antagonist.icf;
Christian Scheme of Redemj)tion. For all o
By J, K, INGALLS,
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEK250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
Price, Cloth,
$1.00. volume of "Science in Story."} 50 cents.
ER, 2B Lafayette Place, New York.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Re.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
cipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 page~.
2SJ,afayette Place, New York.
REDUCED TO $1.00.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES <Dime Pam·
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
THE STORY HOUR.
m their Relation to Disease," repre2en ting the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
A. Book for Children· and Youth.
opposing vaccination; "Health in the SunBy DR. FREDERIC R. MA.RVIN, Professor of and
beam1" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
Physiological Medicin and MerUcal Juris,
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
to sicK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
pruclence in the New York Free
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
Medical College for Women.
Over a hundred fine illustrations.
of Heredity," by Prof.. Brooks, 886 p_agesl cloth
bound, $2' "Heredity( by Loring__Mooay, 159: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Paper, 12mo, 6Spp,, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
~ages, clothh75 cents; ' The Law of Heredity," by,
His analysis of nerveus and mental Phenomena F. H. Mars , 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
is sharply scientific ; his pathological theories are Human Temperaments!" with illustrations, by Dr.
E. ~- Foote, 10 cents.;.' GeneratioJ;I before Regen-'
rat'onal, clear, and modern.-Jifeaccaz Review.
. t
t t'
·
d
His lan~uage js ~tro~g and w·ell chosen, his eratlon," by Dr. E . .I:S. Foote, Jr. 1 _10 cents; "Re· ·
style admirable m 1ts directness and brilliancy, ports of Oonventions and Parlor meetinl"s during! A double-page PIC ure con ras mg so1ence an
1882," 10 cents; "Third Annual Oonvent10n of the Gheology, showing how the one has labored for
his thought clear and logical.-Ltberal Ol!rlsttan.
lnstitute of Heredity,MILY 29, 1883." 10 cents.
human advancement, and how the other has
Addr~R8
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
always opposed it.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
: Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen 50 cents;
DO YOU W A.NT 1t pleasant, healthful, cheap THE TRUTH SEF.KER ANNUAL · twenjy-five copies for ~1; one hundred copies for
~
• $3. We wish that the friends of Freethought would
home in the South 1 Write Leftwich Bros. and
Price, 25 cents.
· nistribute thousands of. these telling Pictures.
Ourtis, Florence, Ala.
1Y5'

SOCiAL

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUALISM

A

SHORT LESSON IN HISTORY

VOLT AIDE'S ROMANCES.
CONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.- Zadi~;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Microm~as.The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
·-Memnom the Philowpher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversatio::!
With a Chinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo, 448 pages, laid paper. With 67
engravings. Pricej cloth, beveled boards, $1.50j paper covers, $1. Hn f calf or half morocco, maroled
edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
WORKS OF 0. B.

WHITFORD, Jf.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

tOe.

BIBLE FABRIC.A.TIONS REFlJTED 1
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

15c,

Origin of' the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 2M.

A Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36J?ages,
15c.
A.ddrese THE TRUTH SEEKER.
2F LafaYette Pl .. New York.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS,
Was Jesus an Impostor1 A debate between the
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. J\Ioss. 'l'he best conducted debate of modern
times. 180 pp., 25 cts. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
cts. Two Ilevelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. 5 cts. Bible liiRkers. 5 cts.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Each 5 eta. Moses
vs. Darwin. 5 cts. Socrates, Buddha, and Jesus.
5 eta. Christianity a Degrading Reljgion. 5 eta.
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural 1\Ian. 5 eta.
The Old Paith Rnd the New. 5 cts. Bruno and
Spinoza. 5 cts. The Bible God and His Favorits.
5 cts. 1\Iiracle-W m·kers. 5 cls. Health, Wealth,
and Happiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Soul.
5 cts. Natnre and the Gods. 5 cts. Design and
Natnral Selection. 5 eta. Man and the Lower
Animals. beta.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
E. C., Lon1on, Eng,

HISTORY
OF

TBE

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Of' Europe.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, ss.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB.
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I
THE
·ORDER OF CREATION.
A DISCUSSION BETWEEN

THE paper.dealers, bootblacks, icemen, and
druggists of Garden City, Kan., are being
suppressed by the Sunday despots.

GL.A.IJSTONJlJ, HUXLEY, MULLER,
LINTON, REVILLE.

On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology,
CONTENTS:
·
I. Dawn of Cre"ation and of Worship. By Hon.
, THE San Francisco grand jury reports that
W. E. G!"'dstone.
the elections there are controled by a few II. 'I'he Interpreters of Genesis and the Interpreters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
hundred members of the criminal element.
III. Postscript to Bolar Myths. By Prof. Max
Muller.
ILLJNOI'> farms are ravaged by chinch bugs.
RANDAT-L has been attacked by cancer· of the
stomach.
SPIRITUALISM at Chat.
tanooga is advancing
among the negroes.
CALIFORNIA'S popula.
tion bas reached l,li00,000, double that of 1880.
THE Mills tariff reduc.
tion bill bas passed the
House of Representative.
KANSAs Prohibitionists
hav nominated for governor the Rev. Mr. Botkin.

IV. Proem to Genesis : A Plea for a Fair Trial.
By Ron. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creation. A.n A.nswer to Mr. Gladstone: By Albert Reville, D.D.
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
VII. A Pwtest and a Plea. By Mra. E. Lynn Lin-

A GooD Christian should never go to law; ra!her
should he givup.hiscn>tt and his p~tut•, and every.
This !~~·new book and contains the latest discits· thing that he hath. Churchmen never go to law;
sion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the they are the most docil and· easy creatures in the
participants are a guarantee of its able character. world on matters of business.- Voltaire.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
" SuFFosE," said the doctor, "instead of going
into the Bonth to subdue or kill onr fe'low-men,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
we
had organized onr vast army for the purpose
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
of draining and reclaiming
the Dismal Swamp. That
would hav been a noble
work. Where now that
miserable tract is exhaling
poisonous vapors, it might
be to-day yielding fruits
and grains to feed the children starving in onr cities,"
"But," said Mr. Delano,
"while our army were reclaiming the Dismal
Swamp, the Southern army
would hav been marching
into our Northern towns
and laying them "waste !"
"No, I think," said Miss
Delano, "they would hav
been astounded into very
good humor, and would at
once hav set about adjusting our quarrel amicably."Marte Howland's Papa's Own
Gt1"l, Raatcal Novel.

A DOOTRIN more convenient for the purposes of ty.
rants and malefactors of
every description than the
non-resistance teaching of
Christ it would be dJffionlt
to invent. At the same time
it must be conceded that
there is in it some truth,
provided we discriminat.e
between fitting and unfitting occasioas for its appliCHARLEs JAoKSON, a
cation. It is n.ot the violent
wealthy furniture.dealer
man who assaults us, the
unscrupulous man who sfles
of Reading,Pa.,has been
us, or the persecutor who
crazed by religious readtramples 011 our freedom,
ing.
who should be met by a benevolent return. But there
REPUBLICANS continue
ars
offenses of so personal
to charge that their maGETTING REA.DY TO IMBIBE THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY.
a. nature, affecting our indi·
jorities in three or four
vidual interest so largely, ·
And the Lord came down in a cloud, and spake unto him, and took of the spirit that was upon him, and gave it unto
-and the public interest so
Southern states are supthe seventy elders: and it came to pas~, t!J,at, when the spirit rested upon them, they prophesied.-Num. xi, 25.
slightly, that the best way
pressed.
of dealing with them may
THE New York state
·often be not to resent them,
J
"MY friend,'' said a tariff maniac, "do you be- but to receive them with unruffled gentleness.
Liquor-Dealers' Association has arranged for
lieve in free whisky or free wool?" "Free whisky, Each person mns.t judge for himself what are the
a vigorous campaign.
of course; we must hav clothes." "How's that 1'' oases to which this possibility applies. But the
OF tlle 215 criminals in New York prisons
"With whisky cheaper we can drink the same gnid!llg rule in thus acting :innst be that we expect by thus returning good for evil to soften the
r life, fifteen are women.
SFEECH is silvern, silence is golden, giggling is amount and still hav a surplus for clothing."
heart of him who has done us wrong, and in the
WORK Too ARDUOUS.-French maid: "It's me~ language of Paul to "heap coals of fire on his
THERE is talk of the purchase by the United brazen, and laughter is often ironical.
silf,
mum,
what
wud
giv
yez
a
wake's
notice."
!:Hates of C:.;.ba, which is convulsed with
THERE ought to be a law passed in Connecticut
head." Should the effect be simply to relieve him
that railway restaurant keepers shall date their Mistress: "Why, Marie, you get good wages and from the penalty of our resentment without ingitations against corrupt Spanish ru1e.
apple-pies.
you hav only to assist me with my toilet." French ducing him to chaugA his course, we shall hav
"Yis, but it's the lacing, mum,that's bey ant done him a moral i~jury and society a m«terial
Sm CHARLES DILKE says that the United
WoMAN always was a siren. Even the five fool- maid:
me strinth."
injury, and the probl\bllity or improbability of
tates and Russia are the two most sincere ish virgins of scripture, whose lamps went out, did
YoUNG CHATEAUX: "I really don't care to be- such result should be measured in deciding upon
nd enthusiastic religious countries in the their best to beg 'ile!
come a lawyer. I should run very little uhance of the conduct to be purBued. Properly guarded,
world.
"CAN a young man marry comfortably on $500 a becoming eminent at the bar." .Old Chateaux and borne in mind as the occasional exception, by
year 1" asks a correspondent. Yes, he can; but he (acute
observer): "Never fear. If yon fall to no means as the rule, the return of injustice or
A GENERAL holiday has been proclaimed will be deuced uncomfortable afterward.
achieve eminence you might become chief justice ill-will by benevolence and kindly feeling may be
throughout Russia in honor of the nine hun- . MAGISTRATE (to small witness): "Te.ddy O'Tool- of the United States."
of the utmost V!ilUe, both in cultivating the best
dredth anniversary of the introduction of ihan, do you know where wicked people go to who
"You seem in great haste, young man," he said, emotions in those who practice it, and in calling
tell lies 1" Small witness: "Yis, sorr; they go to solemnly. "Do you know that Sunday should be forth the repent<mce of those toward whom it is
Christianity.
con fission."
obeerved as a day of rest 1'' "Yes, sir," responded practiced; but as a universal and absolute prinWEsTERN farms are slowly passing from
THE Sunday-school class was singing,'' I want to the young man, "and that's tho reason I·m in ciple it must be utterly rejeoted.-.A.mllerle!l.
ON finding in another advanced society that the
the possession of working holders into large be an angel." '·Why don't yon sing !onder, Bob· such a hurry. I want to get a seat on the grand
seats of highest culture are seats of disciplin in
accumulations in the hands of mortgage- by 1" asked the teacher. "I•m singing as loud as stand before they·re all sold.".
barbarism, where the test of manhood is the givI want to be an angel," explained Bobby.
taking capitalists.
MUST BE RESCUED GnAMMATICALLY.-He was ing and taking of wounds in fights arising from
Miss PnrMsON (in drug store) : "I want to get a rescuing her from the billowy waves, but it looked trivial causes or none at ail, and where, last year,
HroKs CARMIOHAEL, hanged at Knoxville, good sponge bath." Clerk (aghast): "I-er-I beg as if they might never see Boston again. " Hold
a single day witnessed twenty-one such encounters
Tenn., for killing a man in church during the pardon 1" Miss Primson : "I say I want a nice on tight, Penelope," he gasped, "hold on tight." in one unive1·sity, we ai·e reminded more of North
bath
sponge."
Clerk:
"Oh
l
Certainly."
"Don't say hold on tight," gurgled the girl, with American Indiana, among whom tortures constiservices, stated on the scaffold : "I am dying
"BRIDGET, has Johnnie come home from school her mouth full of Atlantic ocean; "say hold on tute the initiation of young men, than of civilized
as a soldier of Jesus."
yet 1" u Yis, snrr." "Hav you seen him 7" "No, tightly."
people taught for a thousand years to do good
YELLOW fever is epidemic in Tampa and sorr." "Then how do you know he's home?'•
YouTH: "I've got some poetry ·here I'd like to even to enemies. Or when we see, as lately in a
Manatee, Fla., and the government has as. "•Cause the oat's hidin' under the stove, sorr."
hav you look over." Editor: "Yes, sir. ·Hav you nation akin to the last, that an officer who desented to a request from the governor of
FATHER: "Well, Thomas, you bav graduated got your license with you?" Yonth: "My license?" clined to break at once the law of his country and
from college and are now ready for your life work. Editor : " Yes ; your poetic license." Youth : the Ia w of his religion by fighting a duel, was exFlorida to help suppress it.
What will be your field?" Bon (thoughtfully) : "N-n-no. I didn't know I had to hav one." Ed· pelled the army, we are obliged to admit that proILLINOIS railway men organizing for polit. "Well, to tell the truth, sir, it's a little hard to de- itor: "We never look over any poetry without fession of a creed which forbids revenge, by those
whose deeds emphatically assert revenge to be a
first seeing the poet's license. Good day."
ical action demand repeal of the Merritt con. cide between left and center."
duty (almost as emphatically as do the lowest
spiracy law and enforcement of the private
DEACoN : "I was terribly shocked, my dear, to
" 0 MY love ! my angel! To think that you races of men), presents humanity under an aspect
discover
on
my
way
home
fmm
church
a
match
will be my own little wife I May I speak to your not at all of the kind which we look for in "the
detectiv law against the Pinkertons.
·game of baseball being played on the vacant lot father to--day 1" "Better wait till to-morrow, dear- adorable Great Being," Not reverence, not adTnE New York Central Labor Union will near the park." Wife: "Was it that which made est George. Papa would not feel that he could miration, scarcely even respect, is caused by the
ask each assembly candidate this fall: ''Will yon so very late, deacon?"
part with me were you to ask him to-day, but my sight of a hundred million pagans masquerading
you vote to amend the conspiracy law so that
"ALL the men are not fools, anyhow," snapped milliner's bill is due to-morrow, and papa will as Christians.-Spencer.
THE drying up of·a single tear has more
Mrs. Curtly to her husband during a little domes- jump at the chance to see me safely dis-posed of."
it will not make boycotting a crime?"
tic discussion. "No, my dear," replied Mr. C.,
Of honest fame .than shedding seas of gore.
THE small son of a Baptist clergyman recen+Iy
-Byron.
E. P. RoE, the noted novelist who has with true manlY politeness. "No, there are ·a few had his first pair of boots. They were somewhat
hard to get on, and he tugged and stamped and
"I AM not come to bring peace but the sword,"
made a fortune for himself and his publishers bachelors left as samples."
" GRAcious me !"said old Mrs. Bently, who was twisted for some time before they were where ihey said the ingenuous found• r of a creed which could
by his novels lacking all literary merit and
reading an account of a public dinner. "What's should be. "MY goodness! mamma. Didn't they not· fail to produce an irrepressible conflict be·
filled with religion, died a few days ago.
the matter?" inquired old Mr. Bently. "What an go mi. hard?" be said. "I came near saying devil, tween the delusions of its doctrins and the inspiraREoENTLY a gang of the brutal Indiana awful amount o' toast these men do eat! I should but then I remembered papa has told us we must tions of nature and science-and, of course, also
not take the name of the Lord our God in vain." between the wouJd.be followers of its own preposWhite Cups, after whipping two girls whom think it would make 'em thirsty."
terous precepts-and neither the lust of conquest
A Tll'SY Indian, having strayed from his wig- nor the jealousy of rival nations has ever stained
LrrTLE
Chicago
boy:
"Kin
ye
help
a
poor,
harmthey accused of being unchaste, were met by
less, helpless boy 1" Kind ciiizen : "I reclwn so. wam, found himself lost on trying tQ return to it. this earth with the torrents of blood shed by the
some resolute men and two of them shot.
A.re you an orphan, sonny 1" Boy: "I•m wuss nor After looking about in strange lodges here and bigots of that creed after its triumph over the
IN New York city courts the admission of an orphan. Me fadder an' mudder is both diworced there, the Indmn exclaimed, in dismay, "Injun protests of Freethought. The fatuous attempt to
an' married agin', an' I don't know whose boy I lost !"but recovering himself, and unwilling to crush out dissent by substituting a roll of parch·
straw bail of worthless bondsmen, through am, an' am slowly fergittin' me own name."
acknowledge such short-sightedness, continued, ment for the book of Nature avenged itself by
political corruption, continually causes the
AFTEB THE MoRNING BERMON.-Johnny: "Ouch! drawing himself up," No, Ininn not lost-wigwam murderous wars about the interpretation of those
escape of criminals and the loss of estates to Yah-r-r-r-oh! YieP-P·P !-d·d-don' taketh' b-b-ack lost (striking his breast]; Iniun here."
same parchments. The dogmatists who had tried
widows and orphans.
DEAN BuRGON, of Chichester, was recer·tly to perpetuate their power by the murder of mod·
of tb• b-brush! G-g g.rh! I won' d-do it againow-wow.wow! !" Grandma:" Jobn William, your speakmg on the nature of man as distinguished est rationalists, were assailed by hordes of their
MuoH agitation is created by a series of father's mother is nigh on to eighty years old, but from the lower orders of creation. "Man," he own irratioiKLlists, raging about the ceremonial
articles in the Century, written by a special sbe worked a well-sweep all her festlv youth, and remarked, "is a progressiv being; the others are details of the wafer.rite and immersion rite. The
correspondent sent to investigate, describing the next time you feel like giving her a grass- stationary. Think, for example, of the ass. AI· bigots who had refused to heed the pleadings of
hopper in place of a clove during the solemn ways and everywhere it is the same creature; and Bruno and Campanella were forced to acknowl-.
the revolting cruelty of Russia to Siberian service of the Methodi8t Episcopal church, yon you never saw, and never will see, a more perfect edge the battle-ax logic of the Hnlisites.-Pror.
1
exiles and aU conspirers for liberty.
ass than you see at the present moment."
Feltx L. Oswal<t's Bible of Nature.
don't want to do it l" (Clip-swipe-swat!)

THE Disestablishment
vote in the British Pari amen t steadily increases.
THE Atlantic cable monopolies hav combined
and raised rates exorbitantly.
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SOME UNDESIRABLE IMMIGRANTS.-REFERENCES ARE NOT ALWAYS RECOMMENDATIONS.

iJlatts and· Uflippings.
HBRBERT SPENOER is working on his autobiography, but his poor health prevents his
making much progress.
AN eminent Boston electrician and a New
York doctor are declared to hav fears that
legal execution by electricity may not result
in the certain death of the criminal. For this
reason they advocate the immediate cremation of the electrokteined body, so that, in
case he has not been shocked to death, the
prisoner may at all events be reduced to
ashes and rendered incapable of further mis.chicf.
THE persecution of Protestants in the Baltic provinces of Russia continues. Several
Lutheran pastors having lately been acquitted
by the lower court of having insulted the
Orthodox church, it is now announced that a
new law will be promulgated, according to
which henceforth any Lutheran pastor accused o~ having attacked the dogmas of the
Russian church must answer before a tribunal
composed solely of members of the Greek
church.
THE Rev. Dr. Henson, of Chicago, preached
in St. Paul Sunday before last, on newspapers, taking as his text the speech of the
editor of the New York Sun before the Wisconsin journalists. Dr .. Henson said: "Dana
says that it is the business of a newspaper to
publish news. I deny it. There is a great
deal that happens that has no business in
print anywhere. It is not decent. It may be
news, but it is news that ought never to see
the light of day." Quoting this, the Sun
comments: "This is right. We hav always

observed Dr. Henson's rule. Reports of immoral acts alleged against clergymen hav
never been admitted into our columns except
they were brought before the courts." The
preachers will in time learn to let the newspapers alone.
FRANOE is surprised at the operation of its
new divorce law. The first year such a thing
as a divorce was recognized by the law there
were 1,800 granted, the second year 4,000,
and the third year 4,500. Sixty women demand divorce for every forty men, and in
more than half the ·cases that come before
the courts there are no children. There are
four divorces for every thousand marriages
in France now, and in Paris the rate is fortyseven for every thousand marriages.
"A STRANGE condition of double belief,"
says the Ind~pendent, "has been developed
under the pressure of a law forbidding the
orthodox subjects of the czar to ever change
their faith. A man, orthodox for his majesty's and the holy synod's sake and. Protestant
in his conscience, such a man could be raised
only in Russia, under the despotic lay and
clerical regime. And as the double belief at
length leads to no belief, it can be safely
stated that of all the governments of our time
only that ·of holy Russia is systematically
fostering Infidelity."
TnE Jesuit father, F. T. McCarthy, in a
late lecture on "Education," delivered at the
Church of our Lady of Perpetual Help in
Boston, said: "When the state steps in and
assumes the role of school-teacher, then there
is the invasion· of the individual right, the
invasion of the domestic rights, the invasion
of the rights of the church, and the invasion
of divine rights. There is no circumstance

under which the state is allowed to teach. It relations of husband and wife, and be bound
[the public school] is subversiv of the rights to themselvs, to the state, and to society aa
of the individual, subversiv of the rights of such; and if, after that, the marriage is
the family, subversiv of the rights of religion, denied, proof of actual cohabitation as hussubversiv of the·divine rights of God himself. band and wife, acknowledgment and recogniIt [the public school system of America] is a tion of each other to friends and acquaintances and the public as such and the general
national fraud."
reputation therefor, will enable the court to
WILLIAM RoBERTs, a farmer of Princeton,
presume that there was in the beginning an
Wis., his wife and four children, complain
actual and bona-fide marriage. The religious
that. their house has been bewitched for
press are abusing this decision, as they want
months by an old German woman named
marriage to be a "sacrament."
Albright living across the road.
Lately
SUDDENLY one morning, a few weeks ago,
Roberts took his gun and started to kill her,
we
were confronted in our morning papers
and had to be placed in custody to protect
her. On the 21st ult. the case came' before by the announcement that at the meeting
Justice McConnell, who had, the papers re- of the school board Swinton's text-book,
port, a book on occult sciences at his elbow, "Outlines of the World's History," was voted
and had been preparing himself by consulting to be withdrawn from the public schools bethe authorities on witchcraft. On the witness cause, according to the Roman Catholics, it
stand the family told how they had sum- perverted history. This announcement was
moned the parish priest and asked him to a bombshell to the many who had listened
dissolve the charm, and· he had confessed to and thought with only that vague interest
them that it seemed as if supernatural agen- that is provoked by imperfect knowledge of
cies were at work, and he would hav to con- a subject. The keen and watchful observers
sult the bishop in order to obtain the interpo- who had been for years uttering their protests
sition of the church in the afilicted family's on various occasions, were the only ones who
behalf. The case has been continued three were not surprised. This very kind of crisis
was what they had predicted. 'l'he toierant
weeks.
descendants ·of the Puritans who had worn
THE law of this state in regard to marriage, their governmental suit of clothes so loosely
as expounded by the court of appeals, is to al).d been so proud of the wearing, were
the followinjl; effect : "By the law of this aghast. 'fhey had trusted an unknown quanstate, a man and a woman who are compe- tity. They had given to others what they
tent to marry each other, without going be- claimed for themselvs, the largest liberty to
fore a minister or magistrate, with no pre- manage their own affairs, and had discovered
vious public notice given, with no form or that they themselvs were being managed and
ceremony, civil or religious, and with no betrayed by the people whom they had thus
record or written evidence of the act kept, trusted, by that unknown quantity of Jesuitand merely by words of present contract be- ism which had been quietly biding its time.tween them, may take upon themselvs the I ndependent.
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On the 8th day of May, 1618, Kepler discovered strated, that man is not a special creation. If anythe greatest of his three laws. These were the first thing can be established by observation, by reason,
great blows struck for the enfranohisment of the then the fact has been established that man is related
human mind. A few began to suspect that the to all life below him; that he has been slowly pro. The Divided Household of Faith.
ancient Hebrews were not astronomers. From that duced through countless years; that the story of
From tlte North A me!' lean .RetJtew.
moment tha church became the enemy of science. Eden is a childish myth; that the fall of man is an
Let determined things to destiny hold unbewailed their way. In every possible way the inspired ignorance was infinit absurdity.
There is a continual effort in the mind of man to defended-the lash, the sword, the chain, the fagot,
.
..
.
.
find the harmony that he knows must exist between and the dungeon were the arguments used by the
The church, however, has not been willing to acall known facts. It is hard for the scientist to im- infuriated church.
cept these truths, because they contradict the sacred
plicitly believe anything that he suspects to be inconTo such an extent was the church prejudiced word. Some of the most ingenious of the clergy
sistent with a known fact. He feels that every fact against the new philosophy, against the new facts, hav been endeavoring for years to show that there is
s a key to many mysteries-that every fact is a de- that priests refused to look through the telescope of no conflict-that the account in Genesis is in perfect
eotiv, not only, but a perpetual witness. He knows Galileo.
harmony with the theories of Charles Darwin-and
that a fact has a countless number of sides, and that
At last it became evident to the intelligent world these clergymen in some way manage to retain their
all these sides will match all other facts, and he also that the inspired writings, literally .translated, did creed, and to accept a philosophy that utterly de. suspects that to understand one fact perfectly-like not contain the truth-the Bible was in danger of stroys it.
the fact of the attraction of gravitation-would in- being driven from the heavens.
It is, however, still insisted that the Bible is involve a knowledge of the universe.
The church also had its geology. . The time when spired in its morality. Let us examin this question.
It requires not only candor, but courage, to accept the earth was created had been de:finitly fixed and
We must admit, if we know anything, if we feel
a fact. When a new fact is found it is generally was certainly known. This fact had not only be_en anything, if conscience is more than a word, if there
denied, resisted, and calumniated by the conservative stated by inspired writers, but their statement had is such a thing as right and such a thing as wro~g
until denial becomes absurd, and then they accept it been indorsed by priests, by bishops, cardinals, beneath the dome of heaven, we must admit that
with the statement that they always supposed it was popes, and ecumenical councils ; that was settled.
slavery is immoral.· If we are honest, we must also
true.
But a few men had learned the art of seeing. admit that the Old Testament upholds slavery. It
There were some eyes not always closed in prayer. will be cheerfully admitted that Jehovah was opposed
Most religions-no matter how honestly they orig- They looked at the things about them ; they observed to the enslavement of one Hebrew by another.
inated-hav been established by brute force. Kings channels that had been worn in solid rook by streams; Christians may quote the commandment, "Thou
and nobles hav used them as a means to enslave, to they saw the vast territories that had been deposited shalt not steal," as being opposed to human slavery,
degrade and rob. The priest,_ conscioualy and un- b.y rivers; their attention was called to the slow in- but after that commandment was given Jehovah himconsciously, has been the betrayer of his followers.
roads upon continents by seas-to the deposits by self told his chosen people that they might "buy
Near Chicago there is an ox that betrays his fel- volcanoes-to the sedimentary rooks~to the vast their bondmen and bondwomen of the heathen round
lows. Cattle-twenty or thirty at a time-are driven reefs that had been built by the coral, and to the about, and that they should be their bondmen and
to the place of slaughter. This ox leads the way- countless evidences of age, of the lapse of time-and their bondwomen forever." So all that Jehovah
the others follow. When the place is reached, this finally it was demonstrated that this earth has been meant by the commandment, "Thou shalt not steal,"
Bishop Dupanloup turns and goes back for other pursuing its course about the sun for millions ~nd was that one Hebrew should not steal from anolher
victims.
Hebrew, but that all Hebrews might steal from the
millions of .ages.
This is the worst side: There is a better.
The church disputed every step, denied every fact, people of any other race or creed.
Honest men, believing that they hav found the resorted to every device that cunning could suggest
It is perfectly apparent that the Ten Commandwhole truth-the real and only faith-filled with or ingenuity execute, but the conflict could not be ments were made only for the J ewe, not for the
enthusiasm, giv all for the purpose of propagating maintained. The Bible, so far as geology was con- world, because the author of these commandments
the " divine creed." They found colleges and univer- cerned, was in danger of being driven from the earth.' commanded the people to whom they were given to
sities, and in perfect, pious, ignorant sincerity proBeaten in the open . field, the church began to violate them nearly all as against the surrounding
vide that the creed, and nothing but the creed, must equivocate, to evade, and to giv new meanings to people.
be taught, and that if any professor teaches anything inspired words. Finally, falsehood having failed to
A few years ago it did not occur to the Christian
contrary to that, he must be instantly dismissed- harmonize the guesses of barbarians with the discov- world that slavery was wrong. It was upheld by the
that is to say, the children must be beaten with the eries of genius, the leading churchmen suggested church. Ministers bought and sold the very people
bones of the dead.
' that the Bible was not written to teach astronomy, for whom they declared that Christ had died. ClergyThese good religious souls erect guideboards with was not written to teach geology, and that it was not men of the English church owned stock in slave
a provision to the effect that the guideboards must a scientific book, but that it was written in the lan- ships, and the man who denounced slavery was reremain, whether the roads are changed or not, and guage of the people, and that as to unimportant garded as the enemy of morality, and thereupon was
with the further provision that the professors who things it contained the general beliefs of its time.
duly mobbed by the followers of Jesus Christ.
keep and repair the guideboards must always insist
The ground was then taken that, while it was not Churches were built with the results of labor stolen
that the roads hav not been changed.
inspired in its science, it was inspired in its morality, from colored Christians. Babes were sold from
There is still another side.
in its prophecy, in its account of the miraculous, in mothers, and a part of the money given to send misProfessOJ;s do not wish to lose their S'alaries. the scheme of salvation, and in all thatit had to say sionaries from America to heathen lands with the
They love their families and hav some regard for on the subject of religion.
tidings of great joy. Now every intelligent· man on
themselvs. There is a compromise between their
The moment it was suggested that the Bible was the earth, every decent man, holds in abhorrence the
bread and their brain. On pay~day they believe-at not inspired in everything within its lids the seeds institution of human slavery.
other times they hav their doubts. They settle with of suspicion were sown. The priest became less
So with the institution of polygamy. If anything
their own consciences by giving old words new arrogant. The church was forced to explain. The on the earth is immoral, that is. If there is anything .
meanings. They take refuge in allegory, hide behind pulpit had one language for the faithful and another calculated to destroy home, to do away with human
parables, and barricade themselvs with oriental im- for the the philosophical, i.e., it became dishonest love, to blot out the idea of family life, to cover the
agery. They giv to the most frightful passages a with both.
hearthstone with sel'pents, it is the institution of
spiritual meaning-and while they teach the old
The next question that arose was as to the origin polygamy. The Jehovah of the Old Testament was
creed to their followers, they speak a new philosophy of man.
a believer in that institution.
to their equals.
The Bible was being driven from the skies. The
Can we now say that the ~ible is inspired in its
There is still another side.
testimony of the stars was against the sacred volume. morality? Consider for a moment the .manner in
A vast number of clergymen and laymen are per- The church had also been forced to admit that the which, under the direction of Jehovah, wars were
fectly satisfied. They hav no doubts. They believe world was not created at the time mentioned in the waged. Remember the atrocities that were ·comas their fathers and mothers did. The " scheme of Bible-so that the very stones of the earth rose and mitted. Think of a war where everything was the
salvation" suits them because they are satisfied that united with the stars in giving testimony against the food of the swprd. .Think for a moment of a deity
they are embraced within its terms. They giv them- sacred volume.
capable of committing the crimes that are described
selva no trouble. They believe because they do not
As to the creation of the world, the church resorted and gloated over iB the Old Testament. The civilunderstand. They hav no doubts because they do to the artifice of saying that " days " in reality meant ized man has outgrown the sacred cruelties and
not think. They regard doubt as a thorn in the long periods of time ; so that no matter how old the absurdities.
pillow of orthodox slumber. Their souls are asleep, earth was, the time•oould be spanned by six periods
There is still another side to this question.
and they hate only those who disturb their dreams. -in other words, that the years could not be too
A few centuries ago nothing was more natural than
These people keep their creeds for future use. They numerous to be divided by six.
the unnatural. Miracles were as plentiful ·as actual
intend to hav them ready at the moment of disBut when it came to the creation of man, this eva- events. In those blessed days, that which -actually
solution. They sustain about the same relation to sion, or artifice, was impossible. The Bible give the occurred was not regarded of sufficient importance to
daily life that the small boats carried by steamers do date of the creation of man, because it give the age be recorded. A religion without miracles would hav
to ordinary navigation-they are for the moment of at which the first man died, and then it give the excited derision. A creed that did not fill the hori.
shipwreck. Creeds, like life-preservers, are to be generations from Adam to the flood, and from the zon, that did not account for everything, that could not
used in disaster.
flood to the birth of Christ, and in many instances answer every question, wou,ld hav been regarded as
·
the actual age of the principal ancestor is given. So worthless.
A few centuries ago the art of printing was in- that, according to this account-according to the
After the birth of Protestantism, it could not be
vented. A new world was discovered. There was a inspired figures-man has existed upon the earth admitted by the leaders of the Reformation that the
complete revolution in commerce. The arts were only about six thousand years. There is no room Catholic church still had the power of working mirborn again. The world was filled with adventure; left for any people beyond Adam.
acles. If the Catholic church was still in partnership
millions became self-reliant ; old ideas were abanIf the Bible is true, certainly Adam was the first with God, what excuse could hav been made for the
doned-old theories were put aside-and suddenly, man; consequently we know, if the sacred volume be Reformation~ The Protestants took the ground that
the old leaders of thought were found to be igno- true, just how long man has lived and labored and the age Of miracles had passed. This was to justify
rant, shallow, and dishonest. The literature of the suffered on this earth.
the new faith. But Protestants could not. say that
classic world was discovered and translated into
The church cannot and dare not giv up the account miracles had never been performed, because that
modern languages. The world was circurimavigated; of the creation of Adam from the dust of the earth, would take the foundation not only from the CathoCopernicus discovered the true relation sustained by and of Eve from the rib of the man. The church lics but from themselvs; consequently, they were
our earth to the solar system, and about the begin- cannot giv up the story of the garden of Eden-the compelled to admit that miracles were performed in
ning of the seventeenth centmy many other wonder- serpent, the fall, and the expulsion. These must be the apostolic days, but to insist that in their time
ful discoveries were made. In 1609, a Hollander defended because they are vital. Without these ab- man must rely upon the facts in nature. Protestfound that two lenses placed in a certain relation to surdities, the system known as Christianity cannot ants were compelled to carry on two kinds of war;
each other magnified objects seen through them. exist. Without the fall, the atonement is a non they had to contend with those who insisted that
This discovery was the foundation of astronomy. In sequitur. Facts bearing upon these questions were miracles had never been performed; and in that argua little while it came to the knowledge of Galileo ; discovered and discussed by the greatest and most ment they were forced to insist upon the necessity
the result was a telescope, with which man has read truthful of men. Lamarck, Humboldt, Haeokel, and for miracles, on the probability that they were perthe volume of the skies.
above all, Darwin, not only asserted, but demon- formed, and upon the truthfulness of the apostles.
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A moment afterward, they had to answer those who
contended that miracles were performed at that time;
then they brought forward against the Catholics the
same arguments that their first opponents had
brought against them.
·
This. has made every Protestant brain " a house
divided against itself." This planted in the Reforma-tion the "irrepressible conflict."
.
We hav at last ascertained that miracles can be
perfectly understood; that there is nothing mysterious about them; that they are simply transparent
falsehoods.
Let us see what the church, within a few years,
has been compelled substantially to abandon-that
is to say, what it is now almost ashamed to defend.
First, the astronomy. of the sacred scriptures ;
second, the geology; third, the account given of the
origin of man; fourth, the doctrin of original sin,
the fall of the human race; fifth, the mathematical
contradiction known as the trinity; sixth, the atonement-because it was only on the ground that man
is accountable for the sin of another, that he could
be justified by reason of the righteousness of another;
seventh, that the miraculous is either the misunderstood or the impossible; eighth, that the Bible is
not inspired in its morality, for the reason that
slavery is not moral, that polygamy is not good, that
wars of extermination are not merciful, and that
nothing can be more immoral than to punish the
innocent on account of the sins of the guilty; and,
ninth, the divinity of Christ.
All this must be ·given up by the really intelligent,
by those not afraid to think, by those who hav the
courage of their convictions and the candor to express their thoughts.
Once the pulpit was the leader-it spoke with
authority. By its side was the sword of the state,
w).th the hilt toward its hand. Now it is apologized
for-it carries a weight. It is now like a living man
to whom has been chained a corpse. It cannot defend the old, and it has not accepted the new. In
some strange way it imagi,ns that morality cannot
liv except in partnership with the sanctified follies
and falsehoods of the past.
.
The old creeds cannot be defended by argument.
·They are not within the circumference of reasonthey are not embraced in any of the facts within the
experience of man. AU the subterfuges hav been
exposed·; all the excuses hav been shown. to be
shallow, and at last the church must meet, and fairly
m·eet, the objections of our time.
. Solemnity is no longer an argument. Falsehood
is no longer sacred. People are not willing to admit
that mistakes are divine. Truth is more important
than belief-far better than creeds, vastly more useful than superstitions. The church must accept the
truths of the present, must admit the demonstrations
of science, or take its place in the mental museums
with the fossils and monstrosities of the past.

~andor to abandon. If the Bible is an inspired book,
1t ought to be true. Its defenders must admit that
Jehovah knew the facts not only about the earth, but
about the stars, and that the creator of the universe
knew all about geology and astronomy even four
thousand years ago.
The champions of Christianity must show that the
Bible tells the truth about the creation of man, the
garden of Eden, the temptation, the fall, and the
flood. They must take the ground that the sacred
book is historically correct; that the events related
really happened ; that the miracles were actually performed; that the laws promulgated from Sinai were.
and are wise and just; and that nothing is upheld,
commanded, or indorsed, or in any way approved or
sustained, that is not absolutely right. In other
words, if they insist that a being of infinit goodness
and intelligence is the author of the Bible, they must
be ready to show that it is absolutely perfect. They
must defend-its astronomy, geology, history, miracle,
and morality.
If the Bible is true, man is a special creation, and
if man is a special creation, millions of facts must
h!'v conspired, millions of ages ago, to deceive the
scientific world of to-day.
If the Bible is true, slavery is right, and the
world should go back to the barbarism of the lash
and chain. If the Bible is true, polygamy is the
highest form of virtue. If the Bible is true, nature
has a master, and the miraculous is independent of
and superior to cause and effect. If the Bible is
. true, most of the children of men are destined to
suffer eternal pain. If the Bible is true, the science
known as astronomy is a collection of mistakes, the
telescope is a false witness, and light is a luminous
liar. If the Bible is true, the science known as geology is false and every fossil is a petrified perjurer.
·The defenders of orthodox creeds should hav the
courage to candidly answer at least two questions :
First, Is the Bible inspired~ Second, Is the Bible
true! And when they answer these questions, they
should remember that if the Bible is true, it needs no
inspiration, and that if not true, inspiration can do it
no good.
·
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

Wesley and the Revolution.
An oppressed people hav asked nothing more than their
·
rights.

The above words appear in a letter, concerning the
American colonists, which Wesley is said to hav written to the earl of Dartmouth. This letter is being
circulated by Wesley's admirers to convince a credulous public that during the Revolution he was the
ardent friend of America. But nothing can be more
remote from the truth than this claim. Wesley was
not the friend but the enemy of America. If he did
write this letter, if at first he sympathized with the
Americans, like Benedict Arnold, he soon found it
convenient to desert their cause, and uphold the
despotic rule of the king. The letter to Dartmouth
is .dated June 14, 1775. A few months later, in "A
-Calm Address to Our American Colonies," we find
As a last resource, the orthodox tell the thought- Wesley giving expression to such" calm" sentiments
ful ·that they are not "spiritual"-that they are "of as the following:
the earth, earthy"-that they cannot perceive that
Brethren and countrymen, The grand question which is
which is spiritual. They insist that "God is a spirit, now debated (and with warmth enough on both sides) is this,
"Has the English Parliament power to tax the American
and must be worshiped in spirit.".
colonies? . • • Tile 8Upreme p0"1l!(fl' in England has a legal
But .let me ask, What is it to be spiritual ~ In ?'ight
of laying any tax upon them for any md benejidal to the
order to be really spiritual, must a man sacrifice this whole empire (Wesley's Miscellaneous Works, vol. iii, p. HIO).
world for the sake of another? Were the selfish
They hav a right to all which the king has given them, but
hermits, who deserted their wives and children for not to all which they hav given themselvs (Ibid, p. 132).
hav, therefore, exactly what your ancestors left you,
the miserable purpose of savin~tEeir own little notYou
a vote in making laws, nor in choosing legislators, but
souls, spiritual T Were those who put their fellow- the happiness of being protected by laws, and the duty of
men in dungeons, or burned them at the . stake on obeying them (Ibid).
·
account of a difference of opinion, all spiritual peoIn answer to the claim that the colonists " are enple' Did John Calvin giv evidence of his spirituality titled to life, liberty,· and property by· nature," he
by burning Servetus ' Were they spiritual people affirms that the king and Parliament hav " the power
who invented and used instruments of torture-who of disposing, without their consent, of both their
denied the liberty of thought and expression-who lives, libe1·ties, and properties" (Ibid). [The italics
waged wars for the propagation of the faith~ Were are Wesley's.]
they spiritual people who insisted that infinit love
all the vehement cry for liberty, what more liberty
·could punish his poor, ignorant children forever! Is canAfter
you hav? (Ibid, p. 134).
it necessary to believe in eternal torment to underShould any man talk or write of the Dutch government as
stand the meaning of the word spiritual ' Is it every cobbler does of the English, he would be laid in irons
necessary to hate those who disagree with you, and (Ibid).
Be warned in time. Stand and consider before it is too
to calumniate those whose argument you cannot late.
. • · . Let us put away our sins, the real ground of
answer, in order to be spiritual¥ Must you hold a all our calamities I Which never will or can be thoroughly
demonstrated fact in contempt; must you deny or removed, till we fear God and honor the king (Ibid, p. 135).
avoid what you know to be· true, in order to substat;J.A short time after the ·publication of his " Calm
tiate the fact that you are spiritual1
Address," in reply to a sermon preached by Dr.
What is it to be spiritual' Is the man spiritual Smith, of Philadelphia, in defense of the colonies, he
who searches for the truth-who livs in aecordance petulantly inquires:
with his highest ideal-who loves his wife and chil~
What liberty do you want, either civil or religious? You
dren-who discharges his obligations-who makes a had
the very same liberty we hav in England. I .say you
happy fireside for the ones he loves-who succors the lwd, but you hav thrown away the substance, and retain only
oppressed-who givs his honest opinions-who is the shadow (Ibid).
Your rights are no more violated than mine (Ibid, p. 136).
· guided by principle-who is merciful and just~
But "a people will resume," you say, "the power which
Is the man spiritual who loves the beautiful-who they
never surrendered, except-" No need of any excepis thrilled by music, and touched to tears in the pres- tion. 'fhey never imrrendered it at all; they could not surence of the sublime, the heroic, and the self-denying~ render it, for they never had it (Ibid).
Is the man spiritual who endeavors by thought and
In conclusion he says :
deed to ennoble the human race~
You" profess yourselvs to be contending for liberty," but
The defenders of the orthodox faith, by this time, it is a vain, empty profession, unless you mean by that
should kiiow that the foundations are insecure.
threadbare word, a liberty from obeying your rightful soverThey should hav the courage to defend, or the eign, and from keep~g the fundamental laws of your coun-
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try. And this undoubtedly it is, which the confederated
colonies are now contending for (Ibid).

He characterizes the Americans as "rebels." June
28, 1777, just two years and two weeks after the
date of the Dartmouth letter, in a controversial tract,
he writes as follows :
Do all these [dissenters] defend the Am;rican rebels?
Who affirms it? I hope not a quarter, not a tenth part of
them (Ibid, p. 486).

In the same tract, again referring to the Americans, he says :
As soon as I was convinced they sought independence, I
knew they were in the wrong (Ibid, p. 487).

In a letter to Joseph Benson, written in 1777,
Wesley records a scrap of history that ought to be
kept before the public so long as boastful Methodism,
with its arrogant and meddling priests, survives to
curse our country. He writes:
I hav just received two letters from New York. • . .
They inform me that all the Methodists there were firm for
the government, and· on that account persecuted by the
rebels (Ibid, pp. 410, 411).

Thus in the darkest hours of the Revolution, when
our patriotic fathers were suffering privations and
miseries unspeakable, when the cherished hopes of
freedom seemed fading forever from their sight, when
heroic champions of liberty from other lanas-the
Lafayettes, the Steuben a, and the Pulaakis-were giving their treasures and shedding their blood to sustain if possible the just cause, this }'fethodist pope
was gloating with satisfaction over the assurance
that the American dupes were all Tories! .
W riti.ng to a friend during the Revolution, he says :
I rnade an offer to the government of raising some men.
The secretary of war (by the king's order) wrote me word
"that it was not necessary, but if ever it should be necessary his majesty would let me know" (Ibid, p. 414).

In 1782, in an article entitled, " How Far is it the
Duty of a Christian Minister to Preach Politics~" he
bitterly denounces those who hav seen fit to censure
the king and his ministry for the manner in which
they hav prosecuted the war against the Americans.
He concludes that generally ministers should refrain
from preaching politics; "but when they are censured
without any color of reason, and when an odium is
cast on the king by that means, we ought to preach
politics in this sense also ; we ought publicly to confute those unjust censures" (Ibid, p. 137).
When the war had ended, alluding to George III.,
he affirms that " his whole conduct . . . has
been worthy of an Englishman, worthy of a Christilm, and worthy of a king" (Ibid, p. 104).
During the Revolutionary struggle George III.
did not hav a more fawning sycophant, nor the American patriots a more ungenerous foe, than John
Wesley, and every attempt to conceal or palliate the
fact will only serve to giv it wider publicity.
J. E. REMSBURG.

.An Erring Enthusiast.
Christian history is the history of civilization; Christianity
alone is the civilizer of the human animal. At best, the race
beyond its pale exhibits only here and there a specimen of
true manhood. It is only as enlightened from the manger of
Bethlehem and the cross of Calvary that the race ceases to
be savage.

Thus carelessly, but dogmatically, writes Bishop
Coxa, of New Yock; and the Chicago daily News,
commenting on the sentiment, pronounces it "monstrous."
And so it is; and absolutely destitute of truth.
One who can thus deliberately falsify history must
indeed hav his mental faculties obscured by prejudice.
Those elements that now make up our civilization
are, with scarcely a notable exception, gifts to us
from the pagan ante-Christian, ante-Christ ages of
the world. It was thought proper to say of Moses
that " he was learned in all the wisdom of the Egyp·
tians ;" and from Egypt after centuries were handed
down to the thrifty and enlightened republics of
commercial Pbcenicia, the splendidly civilized democracies of Greece, and to immol'tal Rome, those arts
and. sciences which, received by Egypt from earlier
and not less enlightened governments, enahled that
wonderful country, though scarcely more extensiv
than our territory of Dakota, to support in peace,
plenty, and happiness a population equal to that of
the United States in 1887, and to embellish and
enrich, at · the time of Amasias, twenty thousand
·
cities.
What is civilization ¥ A state of organized society
whose members hav the manners of those who liv in
cities-manners opposed to those of rustics and barbarians. But, in a more comprehensiv sense, and as
we understand it, civilization means the cultivation
of the arts and sciences, their adaptation to the needs
of man, and the rendering by man of all his duties to
his fellow-men, and also the concession to him of all
his rights. If civilization means more than this, our
lexicographers are grossly at fault. From pagan
Greece we hav received architecture, poetry, philosophy, sculpture, tragedy, comedy, geometry, physics,
history, and politics ; and, in the language of a
famous historian, " its monuments of art still form
the basis of taste for all civilized nations." The age
of Pericles was five hundred years before the "car·
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penter's son" walked the stormy waters of Chineroth.
Is the civilization of Rome of to-day, of Greece of
to-day, of Palestine of to-day (for Mohammedanism
is a phase of Christianity), a type of the civilization
of Christianity? Christianity found the world enjoying the highest state of civilization; but after a few
centuries of Christian enterprise there came upon
mankind the dense moral darkness of the medieval
ages. Our civilization is not the product of Christianity. The reverse is entirely true. Modern
Christianity is one of the peculiar products of the
present civilization of Europe and America.
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Dr. L~ospinasse, a cultured, practical Freethinker,
enlists as a life-member. He was born and reared in
the atmosphere of reason and imbibed incredulity
with his mother's milk. For .many years his father
was one of the shining apostles of Freethought in
Holland, and continued the good fight to the end
after coming to this country, being the only person
buried in Sioux county whose funeral was not afil.icted
by the presence of "skye pilots," as he termed them.
The doctor was doubtless preordained as a "lost
sheep," for he never read three lines of the holy
book until after he was eighteen years of age, his
father saying that it was a waste of time, which a
subsequent perusal confirmed as the proper diagnosis. Our friend thus states the case ex tacito:
"I was struck by your arguments in THE TRUTH
SEEKER. Certainly no church could exist without
free contributions pouring in from the faithful, and
no organization can possibly be a success without the
wherewith to pay expenses. Lack of enthusiasm
among Liberals is astonishingly great. I hav often
wondered why. Every Liberal could afford $100 or
$50 a year to advance the cause, and while wondering
I was constantly guilty myself. I hope this will procure absolution from the heinous sin of indifference."
Mrs. Lake's letters, besides breathing hope and
bringing substantial aid, are a :flat contradiction to
the oft-repeated assertion that woman cannot reason.
She is asking the preachers how, if God made man
in the "beginning," he will hav an endless life. "Can
anything be endless that has a beginning?" Her
heroic resolution to fight superstition is here given:
Shall I be carried to the skies on flowery beds of ease,
While others fight and falter not and always pay the fees?
By all above, around, below,
This is my earnest answer, "No!"
Is there no answer from a hundred others ?
Brother Willis, alF<o a life-member, fights superstition and bigotry with a boldness and bravery that
challenge our admiration. He also labors for the
elevation of mankind by destroying monopolies and
improving social conditions with a devotion and persistence which prove that he posl:!esses heart as well
as brain. He be!ieves th~t "religio~ is hu~anity's
curse, and sustamed by Ignorance It will hv until
intelligence becomes general. So our work is educational-a slow process." He also will be at Pittsburgh.
A Secular Union is planted at McMinnville, Ore.,
by President Putnam, on whose ori:flam is inscribed, "Organize, organize." The noble band at
that point, among whom are Mr. and Mrs. Olds and
Mr. J. E. Brooks, will not let the watchfires die out
at McMinnville for want of attendance. ·
James Gruber is a true soldier of the Secul:u
cause, a hard-working, enthusiastic member of the
Chicago society, and a whole-souled fellow in geneml.
" Jim" is one of .our deacons. His charming. wife is
also the accomplished alto of the Secular Union quartet, and volunteers her services.
John Courbet is one of the numerous TRUTH
SEEKER family of St. Paul who believes something
should be done in his own city. Brother Marlett's business-American express messenger-takes
him to that point every week, so I sent leaflets and
literature in abundance. Brother Marlett found Mr.
Courbet stocked with a vast amount of solid infor. mation and discovered that he was quite a reader and
thinker. St. Paul will, we hope, be brought to a
knowledge of the truth as it is in the American Secular Union this fall, through Brother Courbet and
others with whom we are negotiating.

:1t,

A. J. Kraft, the postmaster at Grantfork, Ill., is
doing his share to disperse the dark clouds of superstition and priestcraft, as he is scattering Liberal
literature thickly in his neighborhood. He also for
wards $2 more, saying that he feels that duty calls
and he must obey. There are a good many thousand
Liberals who are dead to the call of duty. We
tender our thanks again to A. J. Kraft.
Our Perrysville, Pa., friends, Mrs. James and Andrew Beveridge, are among the sturdy friends of
Freethought and humanity, and evidence their solicitude for the Secular cause in a practical way. They
express regret that they had not sent sooner, but say
"it is better late than never." Well, I should remark
it is. We do not wish .to prohibit that kind of a
beverage, whether late or not.
"Old Mr. Johnson" has been out in Washington
territory since May, and has just returned to Chicago.
Age has not dimmed his enthusiasm for Freethought,
and he feels as interested in the cause as when he
helped George Jacob Holyoake to stem the tide of
bigotry in England many years ago.
Mrs. Martin sends her contribution with regrets
about ''What Can a Woman Do~" Her efforts very
ably answer that question. If similar responses were
sufficiently numerous, it would be seen that women
are the very life and energy of all great movements.
Without them we cannot hope for success.
Mayor Roche having received some unfavorable
crtticism at my hands, I readily hasten to record his
the board of education
commendable appointment
of a leading Scandinavian citizen, a stanch Freethinkfl', a subscriber and eager reader of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and a member of the Chicago Secular Un"ion,
Ohas. J. Sundell. Born in Stockholm, Mr. Sundell
came to this city in 1857, and the next year received
the appointment of Swedish and Norwegian viceconsul at Chicago, a post he held until 1861. In
that year he was appointed by President Lincoln
United States consul at Stettin, Prussia, in which
position he served till 1867, when he returned to
Chicago, and has ever since been the agent of the
Allan Royal Mail Steamship Company. Mr. Sundell
is considered the intellectual head of his countrymen, being invariably called upon to address any of
their gatherings if it is of a progressiv character.
His selection reflects honor on the cause as well as on
the character and ability of the man. So far as possible the secretary will hav an able ally in Mr.
Sundell. Especially will he endeavor to make the
schools the secular institutions they should be, nor
will he be any cipl},er on the board when he becomes
familiar with the work.
When Brother Jamieson and Miss Helen H.
Gardener lectured in Quitman, Mo., it was learned
that the principal of the school, Geo. H. Dawes, was
a Liberal, and he was consequently made the text of
several sermons, and industriously lied about in the
pulpit for " Christ's sake" until his dismissal was
accomplished. Brother Dawes then moved his family
to Pittsville, Wis., hoping to procure the principalship of the school, as he possessed by far the highest
qualifications of any applicant, but orthodox hate
followed him, and he failed to secure it. He obtained
a country school to which he daily tramped through
mud, snow, and storms with the thermometer often
50Q below zero, for a paltry apology of a salary. Mr.
Dawes has again been defeated for the principalship,
as the board hav decided he "is not the proper person." Now, so far as known, his reputation is as
unsullied as his ability is unquestioned. But his
defeat is the modern mode of Christian persecution
for daring to possess an opinion-for asserting his
right to "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."
It is just what orthodoxy is doing all the time, and,
worst of all, doing it with . the aid and consent of
Liberals.· For I'll venture to say that ·if Mr. Dawes
received but a small per cent of what some Liberals
pay t? their powerful persecutors, he would be amply
sustwned.
Mr. Dawes's special desire is to wake up the largely
indifferent Liberals of Wisconsin and Minnesota, and,
so far as possible, bring them to a knowledge of the
purposeandworkof theAmericanSecular Union. No
one who has read his articles .in the Liberal press can
fail to question his fitness, for they demonstrate
that he is an earnest, philosophic, and scientific thinker
and lucid writer. He brings to the discussion of
these questions that force which good, pure language
and natural dignity impart, and there will bo no
antics in· his advocacy of a philosophy which ought
to appeal to advanced intellects. A long time ago, in
canvassing the subject, he gave me his idea in these
werds: ''Clownish actions may do in a church; but if
we expect Liberalism to expand, our representativ
men must possess manners that will pass in good
society." His recent contribution, "The Mission of
Liberalism," was an admirable consideration' of the
relativ utility of constructiv and destructiv forces
proving that destructiv arguments necessarily pre~
cede construotiv action.
.
Here is a capable man willing to work in the muchneglected fields of Wisconsin and Minnesota but if not
sustained, he will of course answer calls on 'any route.
Will you Liberals of wealth allow our young friend
to depart 1 There are enough in a few cities alone to
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sustain a dozen lecturers in those two states. If Liberals in Minnesota and Wisconsin will not keep one
man busy, it will not only show their indifference to
the world but will be to their lasting disgrace and injury. Nothing exasperates me so much as these contemptible, never-do-anything Liberals, when every
orthodox spire is a menace to our liberty and it is the
sacred duty of every one of us-vastly more sacred
than any Christian duty-to help our Union first to
Secularize the state, also to assist the press and lecturers and counteract Christian pernicious influence.
A real Liberal will do this to the. utmost of his ability
when it is properly brought to his attention. If riot,
he is one of two things-a fool or a fraud.
E. A. STEVENs, Sec. A. S. U.

State. Nature. and Art.
God ought to be a Protestant. I couldn't help
thinking so the day I visited the Philadelphia House
of Correction; and if anyone has the patience to
hear me out, I think he will agree with me before I
conclude· this narrativ.
There is a perfect anomaly at the gate of this institution-a civil policeman (though that is not the reason God ought to be a Protestant. Civility is ordinarily incompatible with a blue coat trimmed with
b-rass buttons). This gentleman-! am glad to giv
him the title-displayed no unnecessary pomp or
patronizing air, as he showed us the way toward the
queer- shaped brick buildi.ng with its radiating corridors, where eleven hundred of the "best citizens of
Philadelphia" are being "corrected."
Are you surprised~ Well, that is what the keeper
told us, when I inquired whether the inmates learned
trades or not. "No," said he, in a pious accent (the
old gentleman was very pious), "this isn't a ·penal
institution; this is a reformatory institution. Some
of the best citizens of Philadelphia come here."
For all I could see, the "best citizens" looked very
much like any other citizens. As Piety took us
around and showed us their various employments, I
discerned no very distinguishing characteristics of
goodness or of evil on the many faces which seemed
to look up with a slight sigh of relief at a break in
the monotony, as one sometimes looks at a cloek
when it strikes. The nature of people appears much
the same, whether in the prisons of the law, of the
church, or of toil, or of disease. It is a terrible
monotony, that is all. It is a pity that people should
build places like ~his to put other ·people in, and then
go look at them as if the human beings imprisoned
there were a menagerie of wild beasts. Yet no
worse than the prison-houses of thought, nor the
gaunt cells of want, nor the torture-bed of suffering.
A convict, a house of correction inmate, is only the
outward abscess of an inward sore rotting the vitals
of society; and a prison appears to me like a very
weak piece of salve put on by those quack doctors
called law-makers, with the silly expectation that it
will purge the blood of poison.
However, I started out to tell why God should be
a Protestant, and this is a long way from the mark.
Piety showed us through the clammy corridors of
cells, pointing out all the ingenious contrivances for
locking in these "best of citizens," whose only crime,
he told us, was drunkenness; permitting us to examin
the cells (which were as narrow as a hungry stomach), and make all the uncivil remarks we had a mind
to. I attended to that part of the program. I was
open in my unqualified disapproval of the "dark
cell" to which some of these "best citizens" are
treated when they refuse to work or are otherwise
unruly. That hideous, tantalizing, bound-in-blackness imposed by the state upon the helpless individual, seems to me a good deal worse crime than anything ascribed to these men and -women by the
pious keeper. Upon the simple washstand with which
each cell is furnished there lie three books-a hymnbook, a Bible, and a smaller edition of the New Testament. Verily religion penetrates the marrow of
the coldest stones! What a soft snap that institution
must be for religious book-agents and pious publishing houses!
Our attention was called to the shoemaker's department and the tailor's department and the laundry
department, in which_latter the wage-labor outside
is brought into competition with one-third ratescollars one cent, cuffs two cents, and other articles
in proportion. A diabolic system of robbery, nothing less. By means of this, the quarry, and various
other schemes, the "institution not only supports
itself, but yields quite a revenue to the city," Piety
complacently informed us.
Patience, my friends. I am coming to God's case
now. Take notice that all tradespeople committed
to the tender mercies of the house work at their
trades and get their board therefor. We are now
shown into the chapel. Attendance is compulsory !
In reply to our questions regarding the quality of
the religion, we are informed it is Methodist at present. ''Any Catholic inmates 1" '· Ob, yes; a large
number." '' Compelled to attend~" " Yes. But our
minister always tells them to obey the priest." "Do
you think it just to ask a Catholic to outrage his
conscience!" " Well, compulsory attendance is our
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rule ·" " You hav a p1"ano ~"
" Yes, one of the I·n·
mates plays." At this point the " committee of
entertainment" put in a wedge with a sharp point.
"Is the minister a salaried ·official?" "Yes, sir; oh,
yes, sir !" "Ah !" murmurs the unholy committee in
an undertone, "couldn't-you utilize one of the inmates?"
Now I hope you see why God should be a ·Protestant. To my mind it is the basest of all base
actions for a religionist to steal from God. .And
since the ~reachers-especially the Methodist preachers-contmually assert that without the spirit of God
they are powerless to work good, I say it is a sin and
a shame for them to take God's salary. And if I
were he I should be a very vigorous protestant.
Furthermore I, as a member of the American public,
object very strongly to paying the wrong individual,
and I move that Congress appoint a committee to
take charge of the funds raised for the promotion of
God's work. And if he does not call for them in
· sixty days from date of deposit then they will be returned to their donors. I am tired of paying high
rent that some one else may pay high taxes, that
some one else may build high steeples that some
one else may preach high-sounding jargon in and get
a high salary for, only to find out in the end that the
money was obtained under false pretenses. Will the
member from Grand Rapids please take notice ?
From the house of correction to the far-famed
·zoological gardens is a sudden jump, yet altogether a
refreshing one. TherE! is no piety here. There are no
Catholic monkeys, no Presbyterian kangaroos, no
Baptist otterE-no, no. I was about to say no Mormon eagles, but I am afraid I had better say elders.
I am afraid the eagles were not monogamic. However, they were not setting themselvs up as guides
for their fellow-eagles. Wondrously beautiful were
those gardens as they lay all embalmed in the sweet
J nne sunshine! Fairmount park is altogether lovely,
and thii! particular portion is more lovely than all the
. rest. There is such a wealth of beauty; such a 1lood
of sweetness. No stinted measure; no suggestion of
narrowed boundaries. From the hedges the roseleaves come showering down like a rain of kisses,
lying red on the earth's upturned. lips; the ground
vibrates with poetry; the air quivers with song.
. Our pre-Adamite ancestors-some of them looked
very wise, with their venerable beards; their hands
on their knees, man-fashion ; their philosophic craniums, no doubt as well filled with profound re1lections
on the inferiority of the female brain as those of some.
other philosophers who hav been airing their musty
ideas of late-our ancestors, as I was saying, hav a
delightful Eden. And it would be a beautiful restingplace on the "holy Sabbath;" a sweet escape from
the tormenting preacher; a glorious lesson to point
the inquirer up the long ascent of progress, but I
understand the Sunday law decrees otherwise. I do
not wonder at the use of the phrase, " Smart as a
Philadelphia lawyer." It must indeed require a very
large brain, and one deserving DickeBB's title, the
Artful Dodger, to retain and defend all the absurd,
unnatural, and abominable laws with which the
Quaker City is cursed. Not more cramped the aristocratic Chinese foot than Philadelphia nature by
this accursed iron shoe of bigot law. It requires a
vigorous local agitation, a continual "fuss," an energetic upheaval of independent thought, to make
manifest the odiousness of this tyranny; and I hope
our Philadelphia friends will go about rooting up
facts in the ins and outs of the city, and open the
fall campaign by a determined attack on this ecclesiastical insult. Let tbe voices from the alleys and
the cellars and the attics, from factory and furnace
and all the treadmills of toil, cry up against this outrage, which chains their liberty to rotting corpses on
the only day when the stern struggle for existence
relaxes its throttling grasp, and, pointing to the
closed places of amusement and instruction, says, with
grim satire, "Rest."
For a consideration of $200,000 the art gallery
was opened to the public on Sunday-a·remarkable
concession. There a,re some magnificent paintings
and sculptures there, and I was pleased to notice
that, notwithstanding the fact that modest Anthony
lectured in the city, Sunday, May 27th, the statues
had not donned clothes; and, judging from the
throng of people that. surged through this painted
city of the beautiful, the carved thoughts of the
masters and the spirituel canvas of the color-dreamers
·.had rather the larger audience. Thus the good, the
.beautiful, the true, though pleading they r~ach out
their pure white hands through the dark pneon bars
of hate ; though their voices are hushed by the gags
of force, and the tyranny of base souls has sought to
steep them in the bated rust of its own chains, still,
still they triumph. And wh_erever nature has spoken
humanity has listened; where love's dews hav fallen
the 1lowers hav bloomed ; wings unpinioned must
upward 1loat; back of the clouds the starshine
smiles.
And with the certainty that as the ideal of freedom
rises over the world, like dawn upon the mountaintops, the shackles of this fair Eastern city' will sink
1!9\1!!-ql.~s~ ~ntq ~4~ past's deep s~a, I bid ~ood-b1"1 to
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· d s, an d once more am b orne away happened that when these spectacles fell on the same days
my p I easan t fnen
which had been consecrated by the church to some religious.
into the purple of the evening and the hills.
festival, they proved to be a great hindrance to the devotion
VoLTAIRINE DE CLEYRE.
of Christians, though chiefly, it must be allowed, to those
whose Christianity was the least an affair of the life and of
the heart (lb., p. 300).
A Dangerous Parallel.
But, again, how could a theater or a circus in one
From the American Senttnel, Oalelana, aaz.
part
of the city hinder the devotion of the faithful in
Alongside of the statements of the Elgin Sundaylaw convention, given in a foregoing article, we another, and perhaps distant, part of the city, or
desire to place some facts of history which reveal a even in the country ? Thus :
Church teachers . . . were, in truth, often forced to
threatening danger that the American people do not
complain that. in such competitions the theater was vastly
dream of. By this we intend to show that it was in more frequented than the church (lb.).
this way precisely that the union of church and state
Oh, yes! That is the secret of the hindrance to
was formed in the fourth century, outof which grew
their
devotion. If there was a circus or a public
the papacy in its highest pretensions. There is no
need of much argument; all we hav to do is to quote show on Sunday, it would get a great many spectathe history, and the parallel can be so plainly seen tors, and "so break up a great many congregations;''
the church-members would go to the circus, and " let
that argument is unnecessary.
the hour of worship go by unheeded;" and so their
Neander says of the fourth century :
devotion was greatly disturbed and hindered. Don't
As is evident from the synodal laws of the fourth century, you see1 Just here, please read again the quotaworldly-minded bishops, instead of caring for the salvation
of their flocks, were often but too much inclined to travel tions from Dr. Everts's speech in the Elgin convenabout, and entangle themselvs in worldly concerns (Church tion, where he complains of the Sunday train and the
History, vol. ii, p. 16; Torrey's edition, Boston, 1857).
Sunday newspaper. Is not this thing a perfect rape·
So it is now with these Sunday-law preachers, in tition of that in the fourth century 1
But yet those ambitious prelates of the fourth
their working up of religio-political conventions and
their lobbying almost every legislature- in the land. century were not content with stopping all manner
But what was the purpose of these worldly-minded of work and closing public places on Sunday. They
bishops in entangling themselvs in worldly concerns? had secured the power of the state so far, and they
determined to carry it yet further, and use the
Neander tells:
power of the state to compel everybody to worship
This theocratical theory was already the prevailing one in according to the dictates of the church. And one of
the time of Constantine; and . . . bishops voluntarily the greatest fathers of the church was father to this
made themselvs dependent on him by their di~putes, ann by
their deurmination to make use of the 'JJOWer oj the state for tlie theory. That was the great church father and Cath·.
furtheranoo of their own aims (lb., p. 132).
olic saint Augustine-and, by the way, he is grandfather
to National Reform, too, as we shall prove one
What, then, were their aims ? Their first and
greatest aim was the. exaltation of themselvs, and ofthese days. Augustine taught that
It is indeed better that men should be brought to serve
necond only to that was the exaltation of Sunday.
These two things had been their principal aims, and God by instruction than by fear of punishment or by pain.
But because the former means are better, the latter must .not
especially of the bishops of Rome, for more than a therefore be neglected. . . . Many must often be brought
hundred years, when Constantine gave them a chance back to their Lord, like wicked servants, by the rod of temto make their aims effectual by the power of the poral suffering, before they attain to the highest grade of
state. The first assertion of the arrogant preten- religious development (Schaff, Church History, vol. ii,
sions of the bishop of Rome to power over the whole sec. 27).
And says Neander:
church was made in behalf of Sunday by Victor, who
It was by Augustine, then, that a theory was proposed
was bishop of Rome from A D. 193 to 202. ·
and founded, which . . . contained the germ of that
He wrote an imperious letter to the Asiatic prelates, com- whole system of spiritual despotism, of intolerance and permanding them to imitate the example of the western Chris- secution, which ended in the tribunals of the Inquisition
tians with respect to the time of celebrating Eaeter [that is, (Neander, ib., p. 217).
commanding them to celebrateit always on SundayJ. The
Of th t h 1 f
th
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cen ury un ay- aw moveAsiatics answered this lordly requisition . . . with great
spirit and resolution, that they would by no means depart, ment, from beginning to end, Neander, with direct
in this manner, from the customs handed down to them by reference to those Sunday laws, says:
their ancestors. Upon this the thunder of excommunication
In this way the church received help from the state for
began to roar. Victor, exasperated by this resolute answer the furtherance of her ends (lb., p. 301).
of the Asiatic bishops, broke communion with them, pronounced them unworthy of the name of his brethren, and
That is the indisputable truth of the matter. And
excluded them from all fellpwship with the church of Rome it is just as indisputably true that this Sunday-law
(Mosheim, Church History, 2d Century, part II, chap. v, movement in our day in this nation is only another
par. 11).
attempt of the church to seize upon the power of the
One of the earliest things in which these church state and use it to further her own aims. And just
manageJ:s secured from Constantine the use of the as surely as these political preachers of our day
power of the state, was the famous edict prohibiting secure the power and the recognition of the state in
certain kinds of work on "the venerable day of the their first step, they will carry it to the last step,
sun." That edict runs thus:
·
and the logical end to which it was carried in the
Let all the judges and townspeople and the occupation of fourth century, and afterward in the working of the
all trades rest on the venerable day of the sun; but let those theory of Augustine. The church of our day can no
who are situated in the country, freely and at full liberty more safely be trusted with political power th11n
attend to the business of agriculture; because it often hap- could that of the fourth century, or of any other
pens that no other day is so fit for sowing corn and planting
vines; lest, the critical moment being let slip, men should century. The only safety for the people, and the
lose the commodities granted by heaven.
only security for the state, is to make it perfectly
This edict was issued March 7, A.D. 321. It will be certain that the church shall never receive the help
seen by this edict that only judges and townspeople · of the state for the furthe~ance of her ~~n ends;
d mechanics were commanded to rest on Sunday and that she shall never .obtam any recogmt10n at all
~~ mechanics were allowed to work, the spirituai by t~e civil. power, ~eyond th_at granted to every
temple could not be built "without the noise of the other person °~ class 1D the natiOn.
hammer;" don't you see? But this did not satisfy
By these ev1d_ences from the fourth century! as
the olitical managers of the churches for any great well as by the evi?e~J.Ces from the churc~ conventiOns
1 fh 0 f tim
of our own day, 1t Is demonstrated agam that there
eng
e.
is no such thing as a civil Sunday, and that there is
By a law of the year 386, those older changes effected by no such thing as civil Sunday laws. The first Sunthe Emperor Constantine were more rigorously enforced,
th
at f
and, in general, civil transactions of every kind on· Sunday day law that ever was enacted was at
e reque o
were strictly forbidden. Whoever transgressed was to be the church; it was in behalf of the church; and it
considered, in fact, as guilty of sacrilege (Neander, ib., was expressly to help the church. The call for SunP· 300).
day laws now is by the church; and wherever they
But these laws only prohibited work on Sunday; are enacted, it is in behalf of the church, and to help
pleasure-seeking, games, etc., were not even yet pro- the church; and it is so throughout history. The
hibited. Consequently a church convention held at keeping of Sunday is not a civil duty, and cannot
Carthage in 401of right be made a civil duty. Sunday is wholly an
Resolved to petition the emperor that the public shows ecclesiastical institution, and the keeping of it can
might be transferred from the Christian Sunday and from only be enjoined or enforced by ecclesiastical power.
feast days to some other days of the week (lb.).
And whenever the civil power attempts to enjoin or
But what was the purpose of all these Sunday enforce it, the civil power in that is made subordinate
laws and petitions for Sunday laws ? From the first to the ecclesiastical, and becomes only an instrument
.
Sunday law enacted by Constantine to the last one of ecclesiastical oppres!Jion.
That is the use that was made of Sunday laws m
ena~ted by any other . emperor; from the first petition presented by the political bishops of the fourth the fourth century; it is the use that has been made
century to the last one circulated by the political of them in the United States within the last three
preachers of Illinois, the sole reason and purpose has years; and that is the use that will be made of the~
in days to come as surely as the churches secure this
always beenSo that the day might be devoted with less interruption to help of the state in the. furtherance of their own
the purposes of devotion ; and in order that the devotion of political and ambitious aims. Through Sunday laws
the faithful might be free from all disturbance (lb., pp. 297, the papacy was developed in the fourth century ;
301).
and through Sunday laws there will yet be developed
But what was it that disturbed the devotion of the a living image of the papacy in this country. Therefore we are, and everybody else ought to be, uncomfaithful on Sundays in the fourth century T
Owing to the prevailing passion at that time, especially in promisingly opposed to the enactment or enfor~~
~l}e l~;U"~e ~:~ti~sl tQ l'UII. a~~~f til~ y~rtq~s pul?lic.~s!J.g'\Vs~~H so me~~ qf an! manna~ of ~unda;y laws:
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g[ommtmications.
God and the Bible.
Gen. xix, 1 : "And there came two angels to
Sodom at even." Verse 5 : '' And they [the rabble]
called unto Lot, and said unto him, Where are the
men which came to thee this night 1 Bring them
out unto us that we may know them." Verse 8:
"Behold now, I hav two daughters which hav not
known man : let me, I pray you, bring them out unto
you, and do ye to them as is good in your eyes."
What an estimate that special favorit of God must
hav placed upon the virtue of his daughters ! There
are many men whom God never condescended to
speak to or instruct who would never make such a
proposition, and who would spill their hearts' blood
before they would see their daughters sacrificed.
This serves as a clew to the enlightenment and
moral standing of the people, when God was talking
with his special favorite snd sending his angels and
agents. The rank and file of men were given to sodomy, and God's favorite were little better, as will be
found by following the story of Lot. Such things
could happen only among a people so bestially ignorsnt and debased as to be elevated but little above
the level of the brute. The more ignorant a people
are, the nearer they are to God. As man mounts upward in the scale of civilization, he is prone to leave
the gods behind, and gets along far better without
than with them.
Verse 26: "But his wife looked back from behind
him and she became a ptllar of salt." No wonder
this Munchausenism has been preserved and come
down to us, for I am sure it was well salted.
Verses 30-38 are too indecent to be repeated. Let
the Liberal mark them in his private Bible and ask
the Christian if God ever so framed circumstances as
to make it necessary for his favored ones to commit
incest.
Here we hav the history of a family so precious in
the sight of God that he sent his special agent to
conduct them out of a city which he meant to destroy. But before the smoke had fairly lifted from
the smouldering mist of the city, this man of God
was up into the mountain in a cave drunk and sleeping with his own daughters. God did not kill Lot
or his daughters for their beastly conduct, but he did
kill the wife and mother for disobeying orders.
Hence we are led to infer that looking back when
commanded not to is a greater crime in the sight of
God than for a mau to get drunk and sleep with his
own daughters. To obey such a God and imitate
such a people is to barter away our civilizatiol!l for
the animalism of such a people.
Gen. xx, 6 : "For I also withheld thee from sinning against me." Yes, God withholds one from sinning and givs another over to believe a lie that he
may be damned. If such a God should be sent as a
missionary among the Kaffirs, it would be more congenial for him and better for civilization. But I
should pity the Kaffirs. Why did not God keep
David from killing Uriah. and from stealing his wife?
To follow the example of such heavenlycrawfish, one
must go constantly backward. Only this morning I
was told of a man who still believes in a flat earth.
"Is he not very pious?" I asked. "Oh, yes," replied my informant; "he believes it would send a
man to hell to split a little wood for a fire on Sunday." Now, that man is just as sure of heaven as
though he held the key to the main passage. Men
must be made fools of here in order to be made
happy hereafter. Grand scheme that.
·
Verse 12 : "And yet indeed she is my s~ster. She
is the daughter of my father, but not the daughter
of my mother, and she became my wife." Verse 2:
"And Abimilech king of Gerar sent and took Sarah."
Thus it would" appear that in these good old times
when men were on such intimate terms· with God·
they " took" women about as their fancy led, without regard to numbers, or the ties of relationship, or
the wishes of the women they" took;" and, further,
that on occasion these men of God could ·lie like
troopers, for when Abraham denied. that Sarah was
his wife, he lied. The end may hav justified the
means, but how should a man under the immediate
direction of God get pushed into such a corner?
If Liberals would be diligent in exposing the absurdities and crudities of the Bible, the public atomach would soon become so nauseated that instead of
trying to push it into the schools it would cease to
be introduced into good society.
We hav a Christian woman living in this vicinity
who lost a son in the army. He was an idle spendthrift. In order to obtain a pension she had to
swear that she was dependent on him for support.
Ev~rybody knew that she swore to a lie. She knew
it, too, but in extenuation she said, " When the oath
was administered I was careful not to kiss the Bible."
These Bible stories of incest and brutality, of rape
and robbery, of lies and deception, are well calculated to develop just such Christians, and the crop
has been abundant.
Gen. xxv, 1 : " Then again Abraham took a wife,
and her name was Keturah." Splendid lessons for

the young. Men whom God stoops to giv council
to, taking wife after wife, held up as patterns for the
young to follow. They are made to believe that
Brigham Young was a monster of iniquity, and at
the same time taught that a msn who was one of
God's most intimate henchmen could hav twenty
wives te his one and still be the wisest man in all the
earth. Christians will probably become consistent
when they outgrow their Christianity.
Verse 6 : "But unto the sons of the concubines
which Abraham had, Abraham gave gifts." Is not
this enough to shame a Turk 1 When God ":as
daily talking to Abraham, why did he-not tell him
that 80 many wives and concubines were shamefully
disgraceful 1
1 am unable to see that these talks of God with
these old Bible worthies were of any more benefit to
them or to the world than his talks with Mahound.
This leaves the Christian in a dilemma, one horn of
which he is compelled to take. These pretended
talks of God with men in the olden time were either
the greatest lies ever written or else that God did
not know that deception and fraud, plunder and concubinage, were crimes.
Verse 21: ."And Isaac entreated the Lord for his
wife because she was barren, and the Lord was entreated of him."
If Isaac had not entreated the Lord, of course Rebekah would hav remained barren. Oh, what an unchangeable God, to be blown about by every wind of
entreaty 1
The instances where God changed and repented
are numerous. And yet in the face of all this the
Christian opens his prayer with: "O thou great and
unchangeable God!"

into the schools, as a finishing touch to inoculate the
youth of the land with the slaver of a mad dog.
God never had anything to do with such disgust~
ing nonsense. He never wrote a book, and never
talked with- men. It is all a wicked lie, told by selfish
men to deceive and enslave an ignorant people.
Who with a well-balanced mind believes that God
sent sn angel to call the attention of Jacob to the
kind of male cattle which were brought into requisition to propagate their kind, and the manner ~f
doing it (Gen. xxxi, 11, 12)1 What benefit ha~ th1s
silly story of ring-streaked, speckled, and gr1zzled
cattle been to the_ world, anyway! Could not God
hav rummaged around the universe and found something of more importance to transmit to the children
of men !
Gen. xxxiv, 2: ~~And when Shechem, the son of
Hamor the Hivite, prince of the country, saw her, he
took her, and lay with her, and defiled her."
This again givs us a clew to the men and manners
of the Bible times. Women were entirely subject to
the brute force of half-civilized men. It appears that
men simply "took" women as their lust and inclination might lead them, without any regard to their
likes or desires.
Verse 12: "Ask me never so much dower and gift,
and I giv you according as ye shall say unto me, but
giv me the damsel to wife." Is sny other evidence
required to show that women were in the market;
bought and sold like cattle among these men of God?
Women are the "pillars of the church," and they will
respect themselvs all the more whi:m they stand from
under and let the rotten old fabric fall.
Verse 22.: "Only herein will the men consent unto
us . . . if every male among us be .circumcised as
they are-circumcised." In this the barbarous superThe Christian is zealous and always persistent,
stition of God's people is made apparent. What had
Like the mule he is stubborn, but never consistent.
this savage act of mutilation to do with morality or
In verses 22-26 will be found the story of the con- human progress 1 God might just as well require
caption and birth of Esau and Jacob. 1 want the every male child to hav an ear cropped.
reader to look over these verses and ask himself
Verse 26 : " And they slew Hamor and Shechem
if God had nothing of more importance than this with the edge of the sword."
indecent balderdash to deliver ~o the world, and also
If the whole of the thirty-fourth chapter is read, it
what great loss the world would hav sustained if it will appear that Shechem, the son of Hamor, dehad never been written.
bauchedDinah, the daughter of Jacob. Then Simeon
In verse 23 it is decreed that the elder shall serve and Levi, the sons of Jacob, slew Hamor and Shechem:
the younger. More heavenly justice. No man with and "spoiled ·the city," and took their sheep and
an inkling of justice would want one child to serve oxen, asses, and all their wealth, and their little ones,
another, much less a God who has declared that he and their wives they took captiv.
is "no respecter of persons."
. In the first place, it would seem like a big job for
Notwithstanding· the Bible is the word of God, it two men to take a city. In the second place, where
is one of the most unreasonable and contradictory was the justice? If an Englishmsn should come over
books which has ever been written. No doubt it is here and defile an American girl, would anyone say
all as clear as mud to the Christian, but 1 would that it would be an act of justice to plunder and derather be . born blind than see through Christian stroy the city of London! When the habits . and
spectacles.
practices of the people in Bible times are studied,
Gen. xxvi, 7 : "And the men of the place asked the idea of such a rude people being under the imhim of his wife, and he said, She is my sister." Here mediate control of God will appear most preposterIsaac, another man of God, is made to lie about his ous. It is most wonderful that Go<'f has always
wife as did Abraham. It does beat all how these shown such a partiality for ignorance snd brutality.
holy men do get cornered so as to be compelled to In witchcraft times it was believed that God sanelie. It would seem as though trusting in the Lord tioned the murder of those denominated witches.
was no great moral help, after all.
So in the days of the Inquisition, God sanclioned the
Gen. xxix, 25: "And it came to pass in the morn- torture and execution of heretics. God had just as
ing behold it was Leah, and he said to Laban, What much to do with the transactions of these semi-baris this thou hast done unto me? Did I not· serve barians as he had with the. hanging of witches and
thee for Rachel 1 Wherefore hast thou beguiled the burning of heretics.
·
me?" Here is a plain statement that a woman was
Gen. xxxv, 11: "I am God almighty." Would
bargained away without her consent-so much work not U. S. Grant hav lowered himself in the minds of
for so much woman. Then a homely, blear-eyed sis- American citizens if he had boasted of being "The
ter given, instead of the beautiful woman for whom great American general?" The devil is too modest
Jacob had so faithfully served.
to make such a boast as that. This is what I call
While God was superintendiug matters, why did Jehovahly bombast.
he allow such a scurvy trick to be played on one of
Verse 22: "Reuben went and Jay with Bilhah, his
his pets? In the facie of such lessons, ministers are father's concubine." A man of God with a concuboasting that " women are the main pillars in the bine! God on familiar terms with men: with scores
church." The sooner the time comes when women -of fancy women about them. The son of a godly
are no longer made the sport of the priesthood, tbe man lying with his father's concubine. Think of it,
better it will be for the world.
0 ye Ch1istisn women-ye pillars of the church! Is
Gen. xxx, 6: "And Rachel said, God hath judged it not better to be godless than to hold up such
and hath . also heard my voice, and hath given me a beastly practices before the young as worthy. of imison." It appears that Rachel had no children, and tation? For, if these practices were followed by the
complained to Jacob, who got indignant, so she men of God, are we not bound to imitate them?
gave Jacob her handmaid Bilhah, and she had a son, To follow the teachings of the Bible is to go back to
and God is made to sanction this dirty proceeding. these filthy practices.
Oh, the Bible is a great book! When it is fully introGen. xxxviii, 2: "And Judah saw there a da~ghter
duced into the schools, will not the youth of the land of a certain Canaanite; and he took her," etc. Yes, he
get a " send off," and will not every minister hav his "took her." All that one of these godly lechers had to
Bilhah?
do was to "take" a woman when his inclination led
I ask to hav the whole chapter read carefully, if him, without her consent or without as much regard
not prayerfully. Then I wsnt everyone to ponder for her feelings as would be manifested by a male
this question, Is God the author of such unholy brute. We hav only to study those people to underspawn, and for what purpose did he write such dis- stand what a retrograde movement it would be to
gusting gibberish ? Were these the best thoughts make the teachings of the Bible the rule of action in
which could occupy the mind of a great being who this country.
. .
presided over the destiny of the universe 1 _
Ver~e 9 savors too much of beastliness to be
What would be thought of a people to. day who quoted. But let the Liberal mark the passage,. and
should follow the example of these men of God? then in a proper spirit call the attention of Christians
If this low-down balderdash is the word of God, in- to- the savory morsel, and ask them if God is the
stead of sending missionaries to enlighten the heathen author of language and thoughts the expression of
they ought to be sent to the courts of heaven to civ- which would not be tolerated in· the lowest bar-room.
ilize the Christian's God. Think of a holy old rake Is not this a choice bit of literature for young girls
whom God is directing having a score of wives, and in school~ Yet Christians are constantly talking
these wives bantering with each other and trying to about godless schools because the Bible is excluded.
buy the services of a common husband with a lot of Where is Anthony~ I wonder if this kind of mental
mandrakes. And think of putting such holy slaver garbage is to his taste? Judge. Benedict has sent
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many to prison, but if anything more revolting has
ever been spread before a court it has not come to
my knowledge. There is no clear-minded man who
does not abhor such a sickening stench. And then
to think that every child who attends a Sunday-school
must be taught that such stuff is the word of God.
Oh, horrible ~·One would think that a great God who
spoke a family of worlds into existence might hav
thoughts of something more edifying to write about
than such disgusting obscenity.
. The whole of this chapter shoUld be carefully read
~nd noted. ~f God is the author of this chapter, he
IS t~e embodiment of filth, and not a God of purity.
Is It possible for anyone to show that any good has
ever come from the reading of this chapter? Can
such abominable trash result in any good to the
race? Was anybody ever made better by reading it?
The fac~ that people can be imposed upon with such
ou.tlan~Ish slush shows how far they are below anything like a perfect civilization. If Liberals would
be diligent in exposing these abhorrent and unclean
portions of scripture, and in showing up the incon. ~istency of teaching the young that such loathsome
obscenity is the word of God, I am inclined to think
th~t the clamor about godless schools would soon
c~ase. It is a duty which every Liberal owes to
himself and to the rising generation to do this.
Never ~an the young be trained to pure thoughts and
lofty aims while they regard the Bible, with all its
filth and absurdities, as the fountain of pureness and
the source of wisdom.
JOHN PEaK.

Neither is it desirable to do su~h a thing:: By
all mea~s let us ~av something fresh. The grain
from which the whisky of the future will be made is
not yet sown in the earth, and then it will hav to go
through all the processes of germination vegetation
fermen.tatio?, and distillation, and after 'that a long
probatiOn m cask and bottle, before it becomes
wholesome and fit for human consumption. It is
just the same wUh the spirit that animates our natural bodies. We cannot use and retain it at the
same timeLike the dew .on the mountain,
Like the foam on the river,
Like the bubble on the fountain,
'Tis gone, and forever I
And yet the human race, so far from becoming extinct, continues to increase and multiply and replenish the earth. Whole tribes and nations may indeed
pass away, but there is an endless " survival of the
fittest." To wish the survival of those who are not
fit, as Christian philanthropists affect to do is :flat
rebellion against the law of nature. And ~ven we
who think.ourselvs-perhaps not without reason-the
best and wisest of mankind will hav in time to giv
place to a new generation, hom under new conditions
and with new surroundings, who will uproot our old
landmarks and remove our old limitations. To supPO!le that a man was wiser or spoke with more authority beeause he lived and spoke eighteen hundred years
ago is one of the popular delusions that will hav to
be set aside and exploded before Freethoug4t can
make any headway with the masses. The theory of
eternal life for the individual man, which Jesus
taught and promised, needs no refutation, for it is
already refuted. If Jesus be still alive (and if his
biographers are to be trusted, he has again assumed
his natural body), why does he not coine forward and
show himself' Or if that be infra ilig and impossible, why does he not appear by proxy? If such an
individual ever existed-and that is doubtfUl-the
species is become extinct like the dodo. Thinkers
and theorists there may be who assume like the
Apostle Paul .that they "bear about in their bodies
the marks of the Lord Jesus "-not the manual and
pedal "stigmata" as understood by the ignorant
Catholics, but a similarity of life and experience culminating in a fanciful exaltation of spirit known as
the "kingdom of heaven." But what good does it
produce, beyond a temporary abstraction from the ills
of life ? Common sense, meanwhile, tills the soi1,
makes roads, constructs bridges, and opens up
hitherto undeveloped resources. The theoretical
Christian goes the way of his predecessors and sinks
into oblivion. Common sense alone makes the " life
everlasting " practicable, and the world worth living
in.
OuTIS.·

tum.
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~etting away from their old moorings,- but he was astonishmgly successful in profiting by the situation.
Mr. Palmer's deep interest in the undertaking was shown
i~ a letter written by ~~m on the day before his death, and in
VI~W ?.t that probabil!ty. "I ·want above all things," he
said, . to ~av the Nm~t~enth Century Club kept alive."
And hiS attitude as to rehgwn was indicated in another letter
asking that Colonel Ingersoll and Mr. Thaddeus B. Wakeman
should speak over the ashes of his cremated body· that he
should not be buried "from any Christian church,"' and that
no ''Christian hymns" should be sung. He met un:flinch!ngly the fate from w~ich no man can escape, and passed
mto the unknown, saymg, ''I suffer no fear in the presence of
what Christians generally look upon as the king of terrors."

. AGNOSTIC DEATHBEDS.
F1·om tlle Evening Sun of JulY 26th.

The death of Courtlandt Palmer is another of the refuta.
tions of the assertions that the deathbed of the unbeliever is
an agonizing one. Mr. Palmer seems to hav entered the
.dark valley with serenity and composure fully equal to the
many graphic pictures of the last hours of saints which are
to be found in religious literature. If it be true that the su
premest victory of life is the conquering of the fear of death
as a certain school of philosophers, not religious, ·hold, Mr.
Palmer has certainly compassed that victory. He faced the
great mystery as Ralph Waldo Emerson, as Dr. George M.
Beard, as Matt Carpenter, as John Randolph did, with entire confidence that whatever lay beyond was well, and with
the impression that if there was another existence to which
death was the threshold it was in accordance with that law
of progression and evolution to higher things which is the
recognized law on earth.
' No one who reads that wonderfully impressiv account of
Mr. Palmer's death which appears in the Bun of .this morning can doubt now that he was sincere in the views which he
held. He did not approach death experimentally, as did
Beard and Carpenter. His intellect was busy with higher
Naples, N. Y.
processes of thought than theirs. '' I want yon one and all,"
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
said he to his family just before he closed his eyes to receive
the anesthetic preliminary to the surgeon's knife; 11 I want
'rhe Gospel According to Common Sense.
you, one and all, to tell the whole world that you hav seen a
THE "LIFE EVERLASTING."
Freethinker die without the least fear of what the hereafter
may be." And these were almost his last words. Surely
The best evidence we hav of the durability of
this was a triumph for Palmer, though great may be the
human life consists in the fact that notwithstanding
shock of it to those who trust in the consolations of religion
the litany millions that die annually from natural
fo! their last moll!ents. Here was a; man, still young, blessed
causes, ana the suppl~mentary millions swept away
With every matenal source of happmess, who had never had
a proper desire ungratified, who rejoiced in a delightful
by war, famin, and pestilence, to say nothing of shiphome, who had resources for the keenest intellectual enjoywrecks and railway disasters, the population of the
ments-,.approaching death, not nonchalantly nor with flipglobe continues rapidly to increase ; so much so that
pant affectation of indifference, but like a philosopher about
were it ·not for the continual throwing out there
to put his philosophy to the supremest test. He seemed to
rejoice in the sense of victory, and to be anxious that the
would be barely standing-room for the inhabitants,
world should know of his experience.
much less adequate means of subsistence. Eighteen
Dr. Beard approached dissolution as a scientist. Like Mr.
·centuries ago a Christian writer ventured to predict
Palmer, he was an Agnostic who neither denied nor affirmed
that the whole world would not contain the books
the possibility of those things which to sacred men arc
deemed certainties. Dr. Beard, though an. alienist who
that might be written on one subject alone. This
made great reputation in the treatment of nervous and menwas perhaps an exaggeration, although the scribes
tal diseases of others, carried his own nerves on his cuticle.
hav been at it ever since as if in fulfilment of the
He was high-strung, capable of :periods of great mental exhilprophecy, but it has not been, that I am aware of,
aration, and a.man of supreme mtellectual courage. When
until the present year of grace, that a single book
it was perilous, even physically perilous, for anybody to
doubt the sanity of Guiteau, Beard, utterly careless of the
has been written on the subject from a commonthreatened loss of his practice and even of his life, gave to the
sense standpoint. A writer born and reared in an
wretch a most exhaustiv examination, both before and behind
atmosphere of Freethought coUld not fully enter into
the prison bars, and he staked his reputation on the assertion
the subject. It is only those who ·hav, like myself,
that the poor wretch was the victim of irresponsible delubeen cradled in superstition and ·hav shaken them- Mr. Palmer's Great Work and Heroic Death~ sion that would make Iiis hanging a judicial murder, and he
did not :flinch in asserting this then most obnoxious opinion.
selva free, that can do justice to it.
Prom the New York sun or JulV f!"lth.
Only a few months later Beard lay down upon his bed in
How is it that among the million dupes who hav
The late Mr. Courtlandt Palmer accomplished the surprisuptown hotel to die. Pneumonia had fastened upon his
departed this life in" sure and certain hope of aJ"oy- ing feat of making fashionable in New York a sort of discus- an
sion which before had been frowned upon as to the last delicate lungs, and he knew that his illness was mortal.
f ui resurrection," of saints who hav died in the odor degree pernicious, and especially unbefitting polite an:l con- Did he then bewail his fate-cut off in his prime, and when
of sanctity, and of martyrs who straight from the servativ society. He set people to thinking and talking over his life-plans were far-reaching, and aimed for the benefit of
stake hav entered into "the joy of their Lord," not moral and religious questions, which they had not dared to mankind? Instead, he dictated to his wife his experiences as a su:fl'erer. He. jotted down with feeble hand what
one has come back to testify to the truth of the consider, and made familtar to them views from which they Beard
intellectual made of Beard moribund, and when his
Christian religion er to prove its fallacy T The reason had turned in alarm as morally poisonous and soul-destroy- breath came fast and short and with the agony of pain from
.
b .
ing.
IS o VlOUS. As individuals they hav one and all
The Nineteenth Century Club was established as a Free- each inhalation he still made effort to preserve his expericeased to exist, aud all that remains of them must thinking debating society, and not many years ago it would ence with the hope that physicians might thereby learn
of this disease which would help them master it
be sought for in that grand dust-hole or manure hav been avoidecl and denounced as an institution for the something
when others were afflicted. Once when he returned from
heap, the grave. The orthodox notion that they are propagation of Infidelity and odious Radicalism. Yet under the realms of unconsciousness he made a feeble effort to tell
Mr. Palmer's lead the club received the stamp of fashionable
either twanging harps or praying for cooling lotions approval, and its discussions hav been carried on before its story, and the only agony he seemed to suffer during his
in another world is about as absurd as the story of crowded assemblages of ladies and gentlemen in full evening illness arose from his failure more fully and satisfactorily to
the fall, and of man's redemption. If, as they say, dress, and chiefly from the most conservativ and even Philis- preserve the record of his illness.
We hav read of suicides who with curious intent hav swalth
t lif ·
f
b t'
1 h · · •t tine circles of society.
e IS one O pro a IOn oil y, · ow IS I
Audiences so composed listened with polite attention to lowed poison or filled their lungs with noxious gas and hav
e presen
that good men do not grow better as they grow older, speakers whose very names had been loathsome to them, and set down in a diary their impressions until the words became
whereas the reverse is most frequently the case.?
whose notions and theories were utterly subversiv of what vague, the lines faint, and then the pencil dropped. And
Youthful saints and sincere believers-and there they held it sacrilege and infamy to doubt or deny. Beauti- such record possesses a ghastly fascination for those who
but f
h
"th di
· tl" th · ful women who had trembled at the mere thought that there read it, like the echo of one who shouts as he passes over the
are
· ew sue -ei er e young, or ou IV
e1r was such skepticisin in the world, for the firl;lt time heard it St.yx; but Beard thought he was serving humanity when he
faith and. become Freethinkers. The surest way to expressed and defended. Where they had been sure there gave his last moments to the record of his dying experience,
become convinced of the fallacy of the Christian was only one possible side they saw that other people found and he was right. Physicians hav read that record with
religion is, honestly and sincerely, to endeavor to act many sides and qualifications innumerable, and that what to profit, and perhaps hav been enabled to save lives thereby.
Matt Carpenter's dying hours were less unselfish, although
according to it. The best antidote to Christian them seemed indisputable was the subject of endless dispu.
strikingly and intensely dramatic. He watched the play of
superstition is an intimate knowledge of the Chris- tation, or was actually beyond the possibility of reasonable disease on himself as ·a naturalist watches experiments or a
proof.
tian Bible. Read it with your own eyes, and do not
Therefore those evenings at the Nineteenth Century Olub scientist a chemical action. He knew that his disease
use another man's spectacles. And above all, exercise introduced most of the audience into a new intellectual world (Bright's disease of the kidneys) had passed to its third or
your common sense.
and induced in them reflections altogether·novel. It is true incurable stage, and he gratified a curiosity, abnormal and
to his friends, by watching himself the tests which
Believer!! in ghosts and apparitions, including that Mr. Palmer fairly apportioned the disputants so that painful
each side should hav its due representation, the champions the physicians make to indicate the progress of the disease.
modern Spiritualists, hav an idea that the souls of of faith wrestling with the exponents of doubt; but his inno- He procured chemicals and made the tests himself, with the
those who hav departed this life still exist in an indi- vation, wonderfully successful considering the circumstances, interest but personal indifference of a young physician 11in a
vidual form, which is, however, invisible and intangible was in introducing the discussion at all, and in securing laboratory. Sometimes he would say to his partner, At
this rate there are two months left me," or again he would
except to those in a similar condition. In support of toleration for it.
·
. h
th · th
t t
A
tl
What his own views were never was doubtful. For many assert that nature and medicin had set back the disease a
th IS ypo esiB ey quo e he poe e PaUl, " There years past his associations, his sympathies, and his con vic. little. One morning after examining a test which plainly
is a natural body, and there is a spiritual body." tiona had been with the most advanced of what are called the indicated that dissolution was not far away, he spoke of it
What Paul really meant was evidently to the effect Freethinkers, so that at one time he thought of establishing calmly to his partner, discussed it as he would a piece of testhat there is an empty bottle, and there is a bottle of a temple for the preaching of their negations. He was an timony that he intended to introduce in a law case, and then
quietly made some notes of a speech he intended to deliver
whisky. But the utility of the empty bottle is one extreme Radical in religion and an extreme Socialist in poli- in
the StJnate. He entered the Senate chamber, his face
tics, and, brave and honest man as he was, he never sought
thing, and the power of the whisky another. When to hide his true colors. No Radical and no Agnostic who whiter than his hair, bantered and perplexed a fellow-Senator
the whisky is .absorbed by the owner thereof, it spoke at the Nineteenth Century Club could go further than on the subject of establishing a consular. court in China.
soon loses its individuality, and evaporates into he himself was willing to go, and yet by his fair spirit and With one hand in .his pocket and all his exquisit melody of
and charm of diction, he delivered a speech on this
thin air. It is easy enough to refill the bottle, because of his genuin enthusiasm for free discussion, he was voice
unusually dry subject that entranced the Senate, and then as
but impossible to do so with the "am·e whisky. We always able to bring intp the debates clergymen and laymen unconQernedly as though going to the restaurant for lunch,
"
to contend for the opposing views;
know not what science may achieve in some future
That was a remarkable thing to do, and in its way the club put on his heavy fur-lliied overcoat, stood at the door of the
day, but at present it has not learned the way to was really a great transforming power among the very part Senate a moment, looking around for what he knew was his
glance, and quitted the chamber forever. And while he
. condense the fumes of the alcohol after it has passed of the c:ommunity whom it is the most difi;l?ul.t tci ~urn to free last
h
h th h
·
t
k •t
th and serwus thought. He made even Phllistla thmk, broad- was making the speech, with his hand in his pocket, he held
t roug
e. uman orgamsm, o ma e I answ.er ~ ened its narrow view, and inspired it with some intellectual in it the vial which contained the test that told the story o!
.
purpose agaw, and to repeat the process ail znftm- . courage. Of course, the time was in his !1\vor, for people are his speedy death.
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:Mr. Bradlaugh's Oaths Bill and the Division
Upon It. ·
Mr. Bradlaugh has carried his Oaths bill through
committee of the House and through the " progress
stage," and it is now on its way to the third reading.
When this· will occur no one knows, one or two members having given notice that they will ask to. postpone the reading till next January. The bill as
amended in committee is as follows :
"Be it enacted by the queen's most excellent majesty, by
and with the advice and consent of the lords spiritual and
temporal and commons in this present Parliament assembled,
and by the authority of the same, as follows :
" 1. Every person upon objecting to be sworn, and stating,
tluJ ground of lJU()h objection, either that he has no religious
belief, or tltat tluJ taking of an oath i& contrary to his religious.
belief, shall be permitted to make his solemn affirmation in-

a8

stead of taking an oath in all places and for all purposes
where an oath is or shall be required by law, which affirmation shall be of the same force and effecr'-as if he had taken
the oath; and if any person making such affirmation shall
willfully, falsely, and corruptly affirm any matter or thing
Which, if deposed on oath, woulq hav amounted to willful
and corrupt perjury, he shall be liable to prosecution, indictment, sentence, and punishment in all respects as if he had
committed willful and corrupt perjury.
"2. Every such affirmation shall be as follows: 'I, A. B.,
do solemnly, sincerely, and truly declare and affirm,' and
then proceed with the words of the oatil prescribed by law,
omitting any words of imprecation or calling to witness.
'' 3. Where an oath has been duly administered and taken,
tl).e fact that the person to whom the same was administered
had, at the time of taking such oath, no religi_ous belief,
shall not for any purpose affect the validity of such oath.
'' 4. Every affirmation · in writing shall commence : ' I,
- - - , o f - - - , do solemnly and sincerely affirm,'
and theforminlieu of jurat shall be,' Affirmed a t - - - ,
this - - - of - - - , 18-. Before me.'
"5. If any person to whom an oath is administered desires
to swear with uplifted hand, in the form and manner in
which an oath is usually administered in Scotland, he shall
be permitted so to do, and the oath shall be administered to
him in such form and manner without further question.
"6. The acts mentioned in the schedule to this act are
hereby repealed to the extent in the third column of the
schedule mentioned.
"7. This act may be cited as the Oaths act, 1888.
"SCHEDULE.
"Seasion and Ohapter.
Title.
Extent of Repeal.
"82 and 83 Yiot. o. 68 The Evidenoe Further Amend- Seotion four.
ment Act, 1869.
"83 and 84 Viot. o. 4U
The Evidence Amendment. The entire 8.ot.
Aot, 1870."

The bill in its present form is not even satisfactory
to some of the Freethinkers of England. The
clause which we hav italicized is an amendment
moved by Mr. Bradlaugh himself, who " carried all
he desired and rejected all to which he was opposed,"
and is objectionable to such men as Morley, Labouchere, Trevelyan, and Foote, of the Freethinkers, who
claim that it authorizes ap. inquisition by courts into
a man's belief, and that Atheists will be prejudiced in
legal matters thereby. Mr. Morley said that the
clause was going practically to ask the man a question and to make him assert before the judge and
jury that he had no religious belief. That assertion
on his part in many cases might and probably would
da~age his evidence, lt h3d been e!Ud th~t the

· d f th
judge and jury knowing the state of mm o
e m~
who gave that anl:lwer should estimate the value of hiB
evidence and take it for what it was worth. That
was a course entirely inconsistent with religious liberty. They were prejudicing such a man in a court
of justice-a proceeding that was opposed to relig· was pu t ious liberty and religious equality; and · It
ting a man into a position which he ought not to be
placed in, because the whole principle of that bill to
which they had, assented was that a man's religious
views, because they chanced to conform to the opinions of the majority of the jury, ought not to giv
any extra value or weight to his evidence. He was
not now arguing whether that was sound, but he said
it was the principle of the bill. The absence of ordinary religious belief, the nonconformity to the religious beliefs of the majority of the community, ought
not to take away one jot or tittle from the value of
the evidence a man gave. The principle carried out
to its logical conclusion would be a justification for
the practice of any kind of intolerance. He considered that the amendment entirely deprived this bill
of all value. ·
Mr. Labouchere opposed Mr. Bradlaugh's clause,
and supported one by Mr. Hunter; of Aberdeen, who
used the words, "who shall declare that he entertains
conscientious objections to the taking of an oath."
Mr~ Labouchere's reasoning was as follows: For
many persons an oath had no binding effect whatever.
He himself would as soon perjure himself as tell an
untruth, and he should not speak the truth one atom
more because he was put on his oath. He did not
require any terrorisms as to what woUld happen in
the next world to make him tell the truth. It was
quite enough for him that it was wrong in itself not
to speak the truth, and that if he did not he would
be liable to seven years' penal servitude. He had no
particular objection to taking an oath, though heregarded it as a relic of a defeated superstition, and
absurd, since there could not be two . measures of
truth. The present oath was the successor to the
old forms of libation, of swearing on the head of a
.flamen, and of the oath of the freebooter who swore
by the three kings of Oologne. It was altogether absurd. An oath was either an invocation or an impre!]ation. If it was an invocation, it was a calling of
God to witness. But God was omnipresent whether
invoked or not. If it was an imprecation it was a
calling down of punishment if the truth was not told.
But punishment would follow whether it was imprecated or not. One could not contract oneself out of
it, as if this was a matter of employers' liability. The
lord advocate seemed to argue that he might tell as
many untruths as he liked-though, of course, ho
would not-but that if he did he would hav a good
answer on the day of judgment by asserting that he
did not swear to these untruths.
Mr. Trevelyan objected because the question was
whether a man was bound to make a declaration of
his religious opinions before he was allowed to discharge his duty as a citizen. He thought not, and
therefore should vote against Mr. Bradlaugh's amendment. Mr. G. W. Foote voices his opposition to the
amendment in the Freethinker. He says:
"Mr. Bradlaugh does not seem to hav managed the Oaths
bill with his usual skill. He has carried his amendment by
a small majority, after opposing Dr. Hunter's, which was, to
say the least of it, no niore objectionable than his own. But
this may not secure the third reading, for several who voted
for Mr. Bradlaugh's amendment in order to whittle down the
bill hav declared their intention to vote against the whole
measure at the final stage. And the worst of it is that Mr.
Bradlaugh carried his amendment, as a compromise to conciliate the superstitionists, in the face of·the stern opposition
of Radicals like Morley and Trevelyan, as well as Labouchere, and even Illingworth, who had backed the bill. It is
a pity that the hostility of such men was not discovered before; or, if discovered, that it was not properly reckoned
with. Mr. Bradlaugh takes a justifiable pride in associating
his name with an Oaths bill, and it is natural that he should
feel a parent's affection for his offspring; but we doubt the
wisdom of his forcing it through the House in a maimed
condition, and by the help of Tory votes, against the protest
of all whose sentiments are worthiest of respect. Were it a
case of' now or never,' he would be quite right in carrying
the bill in any shape that improved, in however slight a
degree, the existing state of things. But there was really no
such desperate hurry. Time is with the principle of the bill
and all the irresistibl!'l forces of progress are making for its
success. We are aware that Mr. Bradlaugh is a discreet as
well as a courageous fighter, and we hav not overburdened
him with gratuitous advice; but the bill is a public measure,
the moment is critical, and Freethinkers are entitled to
speak. It is rather unpleasant to find Mr. Bradlaugh censured by the Radical press and lauded by the Times; and,
on the whole, we c~noot help thinking that tuere :Qas peen 11

regrettable miscalculation of the state· of feeling in the House
of Commons with regard to the latest struggle for religious
equality. Some kind of compromise is· often necessary iri
practice ; only a fool thinks of carrying his own principles
everywhere and always; but a compromise which excites
the indignation of the best men on your own side is difficult
to justify. A statesman or leader must always reckon with
his own party :first."
·
To these objections Mr. Bradlaugh replies that the
present bill is the best that he can do, and that he
moved the amendment in accordance with an "undertaking to the House on the second reading." In·
supporting his own rather than Mr. Hunter's amendment he said that the courts had construed conscientious objections to mean religious objections,
and therefore that the bill as amended by Mr. Hunter
would not apply where a person had no religious
belief. It would defeat the object of the bill. to
adopt a form of words which would prevent the
measure applying to the cases of himself and of
others who sought to obtain relief in this matter. ·
There were five English statutes and one Irish in
, which the form of words to which he had referred
were used, and the only way of getting out of the
difficulty arising out of the honorable and learned
member's amendment would be to expressly repeal
all those acts. In these circumstances he thought it
would be better that the amendment he had placed
upon the paper should lie adopted, and he felt
reluctantly obliged to oppose Mr. Hunter's amendment. He would rather the .bill had remained as
originally introduced, but he was afraid the House
would not then pass it. If the bill becomes law, as
amended, its advantages are that "it permits persons
without religion to affirm t~eir allegiance either as
members of Parliament, justices of the peace, solicitors, barristers, etc.; and (2) it for the first time
enables persons whose religion makes them unwilling
to take an oath, and who are not Quakers, Moravians,
or Separatists, to make affirmation of allegiance under
like circumstances. (3) It enables persons without
religious belief to giv evidence in Scotland, where
hitherto they were absolutely incompete:at. (4) It
enables jurors without religious belief to affirm in all
parts of the United Kingdom; at present this is not
legal. (5) J;t enacts that if an oath be once taken it
shall not afterward be set aside on the ground that
it was originally invalid bect~use of the want of religious belief of the person swearing. (6) It repeals
six acts which at present giv the judges or magistrates or coroners the right to inquire into the sincerity of the religious objection urged by the person
desiring to affirm as a witness or juror. (7) It
repeals two acts which-by imposing on the judge,
magistrate, or coroner the duty of being satisfied
that an oath had no binding effect on the conscience
of a person without religion-often afforded excuse
or opportunity for insult to an unbelieving witness.
(8) I.t provides a simple form of affirmation for written declarations in lieu of affidavits."
To the opposition of the Freethinkers, as represented by Mr. Foote, Mr. Bradlaugh reminds them
that the amendments were printed in the National
.Reformer/ that they were submitted by bini to the
executiv of the National Secular Society; that the
executiv, on motion of Mr. Foote, unanimously ap~
proved of Mr. Bradlaugh's course; that the executiv
instructed. him to oppose Mr. Hunter's amendment;
that he explained his own amendment and invited
criticism, and no voice of dissent was heard. And
while not desiring to shelter himself behind the executiv, he is of the opinion that he has done the best
for the cause and for progress, and can only hope
that he may be fortunate enough to carry his bill
b
into law, when all Freethinkers will be a le to share
with him the advantages it will ·secure.
From this distance, the question seems to resolve
into the old conundrum of whether a half a loaf at
present is better than a whole loaf by and by. Of
this the practical workers and leaders of Freethought
in England are the best judges. There can be no
doubt that the amendment is a detriment to the bill,
for the mere mention of the fact in court that a witness or party in interest is an Atheist will prejudice
a Ohristian judge or jury against him. Judges and
lawyers will comment upon it, and cases might easily
be decided on that alone, and not upon their legal or
equitable merits. Christians who glibly take the
oath are not subject to such prejudice, and the right
and permanent settlement of the oath question will
b
·
·
•h d
never e aooomp1IB e untd an Atheist IB on an
equality with the Ohristian, and all men, 4theiet,
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Christian, Jew, Moravian, Quaker, or what not, can
perform all duties of citizenship without a suspicion
of an inquiry into their private religious or social
opinions.
But the bill is undoubtedly a step forward-there
• can be no two opinions upon that. Whether its passage now will not indefinitly postpone consideration
of a truly equitable bill, and, therefore, put back for
many years the desired solution which by not pressing the present bill might result within the next two
or three years, is, as we said, a question of practical
politics which perhapfj Mr. Bradlaugh is as well
qualified to answer as anyone. Mr. Foote's impatience wHh a compromise-" a bargain in which each
party defrauds the other and himself"-is however
'
'
natural. He is straight up and down for Freethought
first, last, and all the time. Mr. Bradlaugh has
many other irons in the fire, and is a reformer on various lines. But as he told ·Parliament, in the discussion on the amendment, he has no objections to having the fact that he has no religious belief brought
out. Holding the views he does,· he said, he never
shrunk from accepting the consequences. Mr. Foote
would undoubtedly say the same, and there can be
no dispute as to the devotion to Freethought of
either of our English friends. The dispute is simply
over a question of policy, wherein both may be right
and both may be wrong.
.
But Mr. Bradlaugh may do well to remember that
Freethinkers alone supported him in his long struggle for legislativ honors; that without their zealous,
unselfish aid not even his great ability would hav
opened to him the doors of Parliament. Their wishes
should be respected, and if this " bargain between a·
brazen falsehood and 11. timid truth" is going to defer for many years the complete legal habilitation of
truth, it should not be consummated. It is better a
thousand times to suffer and be strong, than to partially conquer and be forever weak.
·

Lambs of Christ in Virginia.
The Rev. F. M. Todd, of Manassas, Va., was arraigned before the presbytery of Washington, a year
ago, on the following charge :
" That on the 12th of May, 1887, he was seen by one
Robert Turner, a negro, in the woods, about two hundred
yards from the road, with a lap-robe spread and lying down
upon it, accompanied by a white woman, while his horse
was tied to a tree."

I did not believe, however, that there was any harm in him,
and on last Thursday, when he came out here again, and
asked the children to go to the river with him, I thought
nothing of it and allowed them to go. When they returned
I noticed there was something wrong with Rose, and questioned her about it. She refused to answer me and I thought
her indisposition was only natural. The condition of her
clothes, however, alarmed me, and the next day I spoke to
my husband about it, and suggested that I should take her
to a physician. He did not think, however, that there was
anything wrong with the girl, and so the matter was postponed until Tuesday, when the child's condition alarmed me
to such an extent that I took her to a doctor in Alexandria,
and had him examin her. The physician told me at once
that some one had evidently been tampering with her, and
asked if I knew who it was. I questioned the child closely
then, and she finally admitted that Father Quinn had out·
raged her. She said that on Thursday last, when they went
to the river together, Father Quinn had sent the younger
children away and then seized her. Frightened by his demeanor, she ran away from him, but he pursued her, and
catching her threw her to the ground. He placed !dis hand
on her mouth to prevent her making any outcries, and then
accomplished his purpose."

:

.

·)

. .

'

.

We are the more grateful for this exhibition of
Christian courtesy as it was entirely unexpected.
The Independent has often used THE TRUTH SEEREl\
as a text, but never before with such true Christian
charity of tone and manner. The buzzards salute
you, Messrs. Bowen and Ward.

Despoiling the Stranger.
Receiver Dyer, appointed under act of Congress to
administer the affairs of the Mormons, has obtained
possession of the following property :

Aggregate of certain sums ............................... $157,666.15
Church farm................................................. 150,000.00
Coal lands .................... ................................ 100,000.00
Sheep (30,000) ...................................... ; ....... , _ 60,000.00
Cattle, etc...................................................... 75.000.00
Gas stock...................................................... 75,000,00
50,000.00
Salt Lake tithing-yard ................................... ~.
Garda House................................................. 50,000.00
Theater stock................................................ 27,000.00
Telegraph stock............................................. 22,000.00
Historian's office............................................ 20,000.00
At this point in the mother's story the girl herself Dividends
on gas stock...................................
4,000.00
was called,, and a bashful, hesitating way confirmed Temple Square ............................................ ..

m

what her mother said. The reporter described the
girl as pretty, not very well developed for her age,
but strong, agil, and intelligent. She was too young
to realize the importance of the charge against the
priest, but was willing to aid in the prosecution; and
yet she had only the most kindly feeling toward him.
On the trial before the mayor, June 21st, Father
Quinn appeared to be less disturbed than was Father
O'Kane. The accused priest is a large man, about
thirty years of age, and has been pastor of St. Mary's
church three years. The testimony of the girl was
taken in writing while the other witnesses were removed from the room. She repeated the story as
previously told to the reporter. On cross-examination she was confused on some points, but the lawyers were unable to cause her to swerve from the
main features of her recital. The physician O'Brien,
who had examined the girl after the alleged assault,
was unable now to testify that he believed an assault
had been committed. He thought the girl was dis-:
eased, but whether the disease was due to natural
causes or not he was unable to determin. The
mother gave her testimony; and two colored boys
testified that they saw Father Quinn with the girl,
but saw nothing improper.
This closed the case for the prosecution, and the
counsel for the priest was about to call him to the
stand, when the prosecuting attorney kindly interposed, and, after a brief conference with the mayor,
announced that the commonwealth had failed to
make good the charge, whereupon the mayor declared the case dismissed.
This was received with applause, and Father Quinn
was heartily congratulated on the happy outcome of
a matter that at first threatened to be decidedly
serious. The explanation given of the affair by
friends of Father Quinn is that, "while he was asleep
under a tree, he was rudely disturbed by the children. Angered by their conduct, he ran after them,
and catching Rol!!e, he proceeded to chastise her.
The foregoing account of the case is taken almost
verbatim from the report in the Washington Post.
It is quite evident that the priest is guilty. The
pretense that he chastised the girl is too lame. The
statement of the reporter who interviewed her before
the trial is that, " while she is willing to aid in the
prosecution, she has nevertheless only the most
kindly feeling toward Father Quinn."
The result of the trial is what was to be expected.
The "unblemished reputation" of the priest ·must be
maintained at any cost. So Father Quinn remains
pastor of the church of the Holy Virgin in Alexandria, and Parson Todd continues to administer the
bread of life to his Presbyterian flock in Manassas.

The verdict rendered was equivalent to a disagreement, the majority voting to dismiss the case because
the evidence of 'the principal witness was not sufficiently supported. After making the discovery, the
negro hastened home. There he met a white man,
and both returned to the spot where the .scene occurred. They found tracks of a horse, a man, and a
woman. The negro said he saw the woman rtmning
away on all-fours, and that he recognized Mr. Todd.
Mr. Todd denied that he was there, and tried to
prove an alibi. But in this he was not very successful, because he had to admit that he was near the
spot at the time designated on his way home on
horseback. It was also proved that a woman passed
that way about that time in a wagon, and her face
was veiled. The name of the woman was given in
evidence, but was kindly suppressed by the reporters.
Nor did she appear to prove llJl alibi on her part.
The case was appealed by the accused to the synod,
and the result was an acquittal. The clergy always
stand by each other, if they can.
And now a Catholic priest of Virginia has had to
undergo a similar tribulation. The Rev. Father
Quinn, pastor of St. Mary's church in Alexandria,
was summoned before the mayor of that city on a
charge of outraging the eleven-year-old daughter of
William Pruitt. On the day before the trial a Post
reporter called at the parsonage. He was met by
Father O'Kane, who said: "Father Quinn has nothing
Coarsely ~rofane.
to say about this matter, but I hn no doubt he will
Mr.
Bowen's
Independent,
Congregational organ,
be able to prove his innocence at the trial to-morrow."
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER last week.
was
particularly
kind
to
With this unsatisfactory information, the reporter
In
writing
of
Courtlandt
Palmer's
death,
it says:
drove to the house of the Pruitt family, two miles
"Last
week
died
the
most
activ
apostle
of
unbelief
in this
from the city, where Mrs. Pruitt told the following
city,
Mr.
Courtlandt
Palmer.
He
was
a
man
of
education,
· story:
" Father Quinn has been coming about here for some tim~.
He claimed that the city was disagreeable, and that he desired to get into the country where he could breathe the
fresh air. On each of his visits he paid considerable attention to the children, and particularly to my daughter Rose.
He would giv the smaller children pennies and send them
away to buy candy, and w.ould keep Rose with him. Some
one told me he was a priest, and when I accused him of
pein~ ~ ?lergyman )l~ I~~oughed ~~~ 4~J!lieq jt emp~at~~ally.

and the most coarsely profane journal in the country, ha(to
say of the late Mr. Courtlandt Palmer." ·

culture, wealth, and leisure, and he devoted his life to the
task of showing that Christianity is inferior to scientific unbelief as a body of doctrin and as a guide of life. Less o:ffensiv and insulting toward Christianity than Mr. Ingersoll and
~he buzzards of the pictorial Infidel weekly, he yet gave them
his abundant support."

Again, in another editorial:
''It may be worth while to print what THE TRUTH SEEKER,
tlte or~a~ of the ~ost pronounced unl)eli~tvers ·i~ t:jlis cit!,

Grand total. .......................................... $790,666.15

Temple Square, upon which no value is placed,
covers ten acres in the heart of Salt Lake City, holding the Tabernacle, the City Assembly Ball, and the
great granit Temple, with foundations sixteen feet
thick and walls ninety feet high, which, though unfinished, has cost $2,500,000 to date.
We trust that when Receiver Dyer gets through
confiscating the church property of the Mormons he
will take hold of the church property of the Protestants and the Catholics. He has the same right to
confiscate the property of one sect as of the other.
But he won't do it.
And now that Congress has set the legislativ
example, let us hope that the state governments will
profit by it. Let all states confiscate all property in
excess of $50,000 of all sects. Let's take the church
farms and stock, steal the fruits of their garden,
gather in their stocks and bonds and cash, and sell
their real estate under the auctioneer's hammer.
Probably a hundred millions could be realized in
this way in this city and county alone, making the
paltry three or four millions garnered in Salt Lake .
City look small !
Why not? If it is right in Utah it is right in
New York. Precisely the same reasons exist for
such confiscation, and shall the Christians who boast
of their readiness to do and dare for principle shrink
from doing the right because it would touch their
own pockets?
------~~--------

A Veritable but Hitherto Unknown David.
We hav received the following postal card from
.Cincinnati :
" To THE EoiTOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: An answer
from you to the following queries will be esteemed as a
great favor: The Rev. Mr. Ganghorn gave a lecture on
'Christian Evidences,' in which he said that he had challenged all the Freethinkers of note, but owing to his great
abilities as a debater and the 'powerful' arguments he uses
they not only declined to meet him, but were 'all converted'
to Christianity. He said this was the reason Colonel Ingersoll left the lecture field, and that the editor of the leading
Freethought paper of New York was converted by him. Is
this reliable?. i
Yours truly,
CHARLES MEYER."

We much fear the Rev. Mr. Ganghorn has been
too closely reading the Bible, and become influenced
in his historical style by that ancient volume. Fable
and myth should not be too frequently employed in
the pulpit, lest it become wearisome, and, peradventure, rebound to the confusion of the breaker of the
bread of life.
·THE Toronto Secular Thought reports that week before
last, at Kingston, Ont., Mr. George Briggs was the defendant
in a case brought before Police Magistrate McKim. It was
decided upon the part of the prosecution that Mr. Briggs
be sworn ; accordingly the following colloquy ensued : Mr.
Shaw, prosecuting attorney: "Do you believe in the Bible?"
Defendant : "What Bible-that Bible?" Attorney : " Do
you believe in God?" Defendant : " What God-the God
mentioned in that Bible?" Attorney: "Yes." Defendant:
"No, sir." Attorney: "Do you believe in the scriptures and
revelations?" Defendant: "No." Attorney: "What do
you believe in?" Defendant : "I believe in doing what is
right and good." The magistrate refused to hear the evidence after such a declaration, and thereupon decided the
case against Mr. Briggs. This, comments Mr. Watts, is a
monstrous act of orthodox stupidity and injustice. The
defendant was willing to speak the truth, but this, in orthodox estimation, is not sufficient; a silly and meaningless form
muet be gone through, in direct opposition to Christ's injunctions to the contrary, It is quite time that the right of
affirmatio;l W!\S in force in Canada, ~s it ~s W. ;En~land,

5o a
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SoUTH 0TBELIO, N.Y., July 22, 1888.

, MB. EDITOR: THE TRuTH BEEKER is indispensable to our
.family, and has not lost a particle of its old interest since the
untimely death of its dear Editor and founder. I am greatly
interested in the pros and cons of Spiritualism. I am glad
you ·are disposed to giv both sides a hearing. Spiritualism I
regard as the grandest truth of this or any other age ; nevertheless, controversy and criticism are in order, and eminently
justifiable in regard to its vari~d ~anifest.ation~. T~e crucible of reason ·is always essential m dealmg With this grand
subject. I am glad the splendid articles of John Peck are to
be published in book form.
MARY PEOR:.
DEL NoRTE, CoL., July 23, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is $1.50 to keep_ paid up while I
try a little longer to raise a club. I hav to contend with
many difficulties, among which is a town on the decline in
which are a mossback college, the fossilized indifference of
the people, and the affiiction of poverty which is upon us all.
But being the last to giv up, I will succeed finally in introducing THE TRUTH BEEKER in this community.
_
What is the outlook for getting the cartoons in book form P
Hav any steps been taken to that end, or could it be done if
the necessary means could be provided P From their first
appearance I hoped to see it done, and still hope to see them
all saved up fo.r that purpose. An annual compilation of
them would be a grand thing for missionary work as well as
to hand down to posterity.
ETHAN ALLEN GATES.
CoNAWAY Co., ARK., June 10, 1888.
The
fact is, I sent for the paper for another man. I hav been a
Liberal for several years. I hav a small stock of Liberal
books, which I furnish the people to read. By the use .of
your paper and my books I made a warm church-member a
stanch Freethinker. The minister told him if he did not hav
his children baptized, they would go to hell; His answer
was, that if that was the case he already had three there, and
he wanted to go there too. He now says that preaching is a
pack of foolishness. He also informed me that he wants to
continue the paper and purchase some books. The Christians hate this, as he was their main singer in their big meetings. His name is A. W. Broadhurst.
I am very commonly called " Bob Ingersoll." I hav
freely spoken my opinions before all classes of people. This
has hurt me so badly that I can get credit by just merely
asking for it, where the most of my Christian friends hav to
giv a mortgage. I will say to my Liberal friends that they
may not fear to express their honest opinions, if they do it in
a quiet way. There are a great many Liberals in this country. A Presbyterian minister preached here a few Sundays
ago, and his text was Infidelity. Of course, he said there
was not a contradiction in the Bible. He said that an Infidel
was not allowed his oath. I offered him $50 to prove it, so
the next time he preached he said if he had hurt anybody's
feelings hewas sorry for it. I wish to show the common
argument of the Christians in this country'. 'l.'hey say that
all law is founded on the Bible. You cannot prove yourself
to be a man, or a horse, or a dog, without the Bible.
Y.
PRIOR.
MB. EDITOR: Your paper came according to time.

w.

JASPER, TENN., July 25, 1888.
EDITOR: In THE TRUTH BEEKER of .July 14th F. M,
Holland, in answer to Colonel Ingersoll on the tariff, says
that " the 30 cents per pound on all imported woolens,
whether fine or coarse, increases the price of the poor man's
cloth, which costs 75 cents a yard, and weighing 28 ounces,
pays a value duty of 26 1-4 cents, and also a special duty per
weight of 61 cents, so that his tax is 87 1-4 cents, or 116 per
cent." Now, this is all very nice on paper, but thesolid facts
are against the statements of Mr. Holland, as he could easily
hav seen if he had paid attention to market reports of wool
and woolen goods. In the first place, clean washed wool,
clear of burrs, is quoted iit this market at 28 cents per pound;
unwashed, 16 to 18 cents per pound. In New York, domestic
fleece, 20 to 36 cents; pulled, 18 to 38 cents; Texas, 13 to 21
cents; Now, if the tariff was taken off the farmer would,
in order to make Mr. Holland's theory correct, hav to pay
the consumer the difference between the home market and
the 30 cents tariff per pound, in order to get him to take it
off the farmer's hands. I can buy the very best grades of
Kentucky or Tennessee jeans at from 25 to 30 cents per yard,
and. other all-wool American goods in proportion. And
American goods of same grade of foreign makes are actually
cheaper than the tariff as reported by Mr. Holland. It is not
the tariff t~at is oppresSing the laboring man. It is our
national banking system and the bonded debt. Let Mr. Holland read "Labor and Capital," by Edward Kellogg, and he
will find out what the trouble is.
Mr. Holland seems to deplore the fact that American manu.
facturers do not sell more goods to foreigners, and intimates
that it is the tariff levied by the United States that is the
cause of our not doing so. We are not aware of any export
tariff on our home industries. And the fact of our manufacturing and selling goods cheaper than the tariff levied,
precludes the idea that the tariff interferes with our export
trade. There is some other reason besides the tariff that
keeps the Yankee from competing in foreign markets. The
same is true of iron and other American manufactured articles, except nickel and tin, which I do not use and do ·not
know anything about. It may not be true of those for aught
I know, seeing Mr. Holland has missed it so far on articles
which hav come directly under my supervision. I refer to
current prices paid to the retailers in this neck of the woods
by the consumer.
A:M:os L. GRIFFITH,

MR.

•

eading educator of the common mind to a true conception
of the "higher and holier faith" that is so slowly dawning
on the world, he has still a grand mission before him. He
has already done more than any other to rid the world of
religious superstition, that cruel blight that still prevails. To
popularize the movement of which he is the master mind
and· unquestioned leader, THE TRUTH SEEKER and other Lib- •
era! journals cannot do better than to popularize the man.
Let the world hear from him often what he is doing and
what he is saying. Let the grand sayings, beautiful sentiments, and surpassing periods of his published writings be
quoted often and often, until they become household words.
They will awaken interest; interest will lead to research
among his classical writings; and research there will lead to
conviction as truly as the needle turns to the pole. Let
Colonel Ingersoll be once understood and recognized as he
deserves, and he will become a tremendous power for the
advancement of the cause of Liberalism, if he is not such
already.
I cannot close this letter without mentioning our own local
Liberal journal, F'1·eetlwugltt. The advent of Messrs. Putnam
and Macdonald on this coast and the starting of this paper
was a delightful surprise to tile interested Freethinkers here,
and the welcome thus far has been at the rate of two hundred new subscribers per month. I sincerely hope that our
Liberal people will continue to rally until this undertaking is
made an assured success. It deserves it, and we need such
an exponent right here in our midst. There are many urgent
reasons for this which I cannot elaborate. Organization, fellowsh~p, the popularizing of our advanced ideas, everything
SOCially and fraternally, urges UB On tO earnest WOrk for the
success of our home advocate, F'reethougltt, It would be a
grand thing for the Pacific coast Freethinkers to make their
local exponent as much a power for good as is. THE TRUTH
BEEKER now. They can do it, and I believe tlley will. HopBINGHAMTON, N.Y., July 30, 1888.
ing you may liv long to guide THE T:RuTH BEEKER in the
MB. EDITOR: While we would not advocate the cloaking cause of justice, truth, and humanity, I remain,
of a In!sdemeanor, it would seem advisable to avoid, as detYour earnest Infidel friend and brother,
rimental to the best interests of Freethought, all contributions
S. RoDGERS.
which smack of personal eumity. Every friend of the cause
must regret any manifestation of a personal nature. IndiHALIFAX, N. S., July 16, 1888.
viduals differ largely on minor points, and it is their priviMR. EDITOR: We hav had another visit from Mr. Charles
lege; but we can ill afford to sacrifice the great principles Watts, editor of Secular Tltougltt. This is the third visit
of Freethought to petty individualism.
within a year, which shows that there are some Freethinkers
Most persons are inclined to look upon anything which among. the Bluenoses of Nova Scotia.
could be construed into a criticism of their methods as a
We tried to get the clergy to meet him on the· platform,
personal indignity, which they must properly resent or be but found them too wise for us to catch them that way.
compromised, as instanced in the case of Dr. York at Salt They contented theinBelvs by trying to prevent us getting a
Lake City. Absolute freedom of thought inconveniences no hall ; by threatening Mr. Watts with arrest for blasphemy, and
one. An unwise application of tile principle of absolute abusing him through their press. This kind of persecution
freedom of expression might. "0 consistency, thou art a only advertised us, and the result was we had full houses at
jewell" But the brain grows weary and the heart sad wait- each lecture.
ing, hoping, longing !or the establishment of thy dominion
The subjects were "Evolution and Special Creation" and
on the earth. Inconsistency is a natural product of the "Ingersoll and Gladstone-Which Is Right?" The lecturer
human soil-an obnoxious, uncultivated principle; -the natural paid a high "tribute to our champion, Colonel Ingersoll; also
enemy of Liberalism. But we do not despair. Nature has eulogized Mr. Gladstone as the greatest statesman of the
a mighty champion, and we know our efforts to eradicate day. Under the special creation, fall of man, and scheme of
errors are small tributaries emptying into the great sea of salvation headings he gave our orthodox friends some hard
evolution, the waSh of whose ceaseless tide upon the shores nuts to crack.
of time shall at last bear away upon its bosom all inconsistWe intend having Mr. Watts deliver another course of
ency.
MRs. J. B. PuFFER.
lectures here this winter, and will hav him visit some of the
towns in the western part of our province. We hav no
organized society here. The course we adopt is for two or
BoULDER CREEK, CoL., July 21, 1888.
MB. EDITOR: Having now been a subscriber to your paper three of us to join together to run it. We each collect what
for a year, it give me much pleasure to renew, and also to we can from our Liberal friends, and pay the deficiency out
send the name of a friend as a new subscriber. Inclosed of our own pockets. One of us takes charge of the business,
please find $5, to pay for us both for a year. I am glad to engages the lecturer, hires the hall, attends to the advertising,
be·on the roll as a member of THE TRUTH SEEKER family, silver collection at the door, etc. By this course we to some
extent overcome the objection that some hav of letting the
and intend to remain there until the final debt is paid.
While I hav been an fnfl.del all my life, it was only through public know they are in sympathy with Freethought. My
reading THE TRUTH SEEKER that I became interested in the own opinion is that, if our reputation is all right every other
literature of Infidelity and all the great principles you so ably way, the fact of our being known as Liberals or unbelievers
advocate. I can but wonder at my former indifference. I will not injure us, but, on- the contrary, many will respect
was from the very first " entertaining an angel unawares." I ·us the more for being candid and honest in the expression of
begin to realize its beauties now. May you continue in your our opinions. Let tl!e churches hav a monopoly of the cowennobling mission, until every Freethinker in the land is ards and hypocrite. Honest, outspoken Liberals hav noth.
awakened 'to the intellectual grandeur of the religion of ing to fear or be ashamed of.
I send greeting to our brother, F. M. Borden, now someFreethought. It has been truly said that "mental pleasures
neyer cloy," and what pleasure is there equal to a "feast of where in Colorado, knowing he will be pleased to hear that
reason?" Reason is our guide, our star, our hope. It will the stone he set rolling is still moving on, gathering strength
W. 8. HUTOHRBON.
forever lead us onward and upward. Cultivated as it should as it goes,
be, it will make every moment of every life a pleasure, and continually lead to new fields of happiness. No man or woman
COALTON, KY., July 20, 1888.
can be a Freethinker and .not a reasoner, and the more they
MR. EDITOR : If I was only able to giv the old orthodox
reason the more they are raised above the common level. ship one shot to help sink the old tattered and dangerous ·
No wonder the greatest and best intellectually in every age hull, I would freely do so. I would like to ask some of your
hav belonged to our ranks. Also the most intelligent in Christian readers-! hav no doubt but you hav some-Why
every cpmmunity.
Christ did not tell us of all the sins that men are liable to
There are many things about THE TRUTH BEEKER I particu- commit. There are many evils which the preachers tell us
larly admire. A grand feature is the food for thought which about now that Christ failed to tell us about when he ·was
the most of its writings contain. Also the freedom it give here; as, for instance, the use of tobacco, which the preachto every side of every question discussed in its columns. ers tell us now is wrong. Christ did not say anything about
This makes it a truly Liberal journal, and furnishes its readers it. He did not tell us that it was an ugly, injurious habit,
with a splendid school in which to train the mind to .the im- and a slow poison. Why did he not tell us P Because, I
partial consideration of every phase of every question. This suppose, he did not know there was such a weed in existence,
cannot fail to make broader minds and more intellectual men He did not say that the opium habit was an abomination to
and women of all those who faithfully peruse its columns.
the Lord, a grievous wrong, entailing injury to coming genAnother feature that I like is that you giv prominence to erations. He did not tell us that the use of. morphine was a
our leader, Colonel Ingersoll-what he says and what is said gr'ilat crime when used to gratify a passion. These are only
about him. I _admire him more than any other living person, a few of the many sins which he did not tell us about. ·
towering as he does above all others in the grand and fearIf he was a God all-wise, he ought to hav told humanless frankness of his honest utterances. He deserves to be ity how to arrange civil governments so that the greatest·
better understood and appreciated by his fellow-countrymen, good could be derived to the greatest number of persons
Happily, by his very force of character and surprising genius governed. But instead of that, he told us about a moral
he is compelling recognition even -from his enemies, and as code and tried to giv us rules to liv by the following of
he mingles more and more with his fellow-men he begins to Which WRB to insure UB an entrance intO a government-a
be appreciated. It is a solid satisfaction to perceive that, in kingdom at that-where we will be subjects forever to one
spite of his. advanced ideas, he is already being accepted at who wishes to be idolized and worshiped in the most foolish
his true worth by the good and true everywl).ere. As the way •. He left it to man to discover the power of steam and

RooK IsLAND, July 22, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : The editorial in the last TRUTH ·SEEKER ol1
"Sunday" has expressed in it, in my opinion, all the words
in the dictionary which could picture the Christian Sunday
and the far-away dreams and· hopes of waiting Liberals. As
I write, my little daughter, ten years old, asks, " Mamma,
what shall I do P Sunday is such a mean day! [She has been
to Sunday-school, the only resort(?).] I think I will write a
letter. How do you spell 'lonesome?'" is her first question. "Mamma" can fully sympathize with her. I am
forty-two years old, and hav read for the first time this
morning tae book of .Leviticus. It is tedious, disgusting
reading, and I am convinced that those who hav not been
brought up Christians, and those who hav, do not read it,
and hence the indifference ·and ignorance concerning this
holy book.
I hav spent the last year in the town of my birth, where I
was raised a Freethinker. When I was eight years old, it
was a daring thing for my father to take a Universalist
paper; he dared a few years afterward to investigate and
countenance the "philosophy of Spiritualism,'' and later to
take THE TRUTH SEEKER. This is and always has been a
so-called Christian town. It seems to me I hav always been
under a ban. We hav been that honest in all our dealings
with our neighbors that they are known to hold the opinion
that if we only belonged to some church we would be the
best of "Christians." Neither our money nor our intellectual
standing, gaged by "society," is sufficient to giv us much
social intercourse with our townspeople, and so this, the
little world that I am ·forced to liv in, is a terribly lonely
world, and Sunday, if anything, more miserable than all the
other days of the week. Freethinkers, what are you going
to do about it P
Very truly,
M. B. M.

w.
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c~ntrary might infer (Lev. xviii, 24, 25; xx, 23) that they With her reply to Mr. Priestley I do not wish to meddle, but

electricity, when one word from that al1-w~se could h~v let it
be known. It is said that he healed the swk, and raised the
dead, and lovingly restored sight to the blind, and through
sympathy shed tears at the grave of Lazarus. But now the
appeals Glf the hungry are wasted in mid-air, and the blind
must be fed by the charity of their fellows, and left to grope
their way in darknessJ And yet we are told that he is one
and the same ·God yesterday, to-day, and forever. We are
told that healing virtue went out of him when the woman
stealthily touched his garments. If he was so easily affected
by the association· with suffering humanity, how is it that
since he has arisen from the dead and is sitting at the right
hand of his father in glory on high he turns a deaf ear to
the cries of suffering humanity now ? If he was so willing
to convince a doubting Thomas, who had had every opportunity to inform himself, who had seen the wonderful miracles done-alleged to hav been done-why is it that he is
so unwilling to inform an honest doubting Thomas of to-day
. who has never seen anything of the miraculous done in orcler
to convince him? I used to hear the boys say, "It is a bad
rule that will not work both ways."
There was a death on our creek, about six or seven miles
from this place, the·other day. The friends of the deceas~d
sent for our sky-pilot to preach the funeral sermon. He sa1d
he would preach for $5; and got on his horse and went to
the house of the deceased, and was promptly met at the door
by one of the neighbors of the deceased, and asked if he had
come to preach the sermon for $5. He said that he did not
know that he would get the $5. Said the neighbor, "You
shall not pl'each it for any sum." This is report, and-Ihad
it from pretty good sources. So much for preaching funeral
sermons. If there is anything on earth that I hate to hear, it
is one of these discourses where the pilot tries every word to
· touch the tenderest ties in the human heart in order to creep
into favor and draw the friends into the church, and thereby
extort money from them. I hav seen it done time and time
again in my county. It is a very frequent thing _in t~s
country to hear ministers bring up deatllbed scenes m their
sermons in order to excite the weak and start what they call
a revival.
The Liberals of this county would like tp hav some good
lecturer visit us, but we lack organized effort. I greatly appreciate your good paper and the work of Watson Heston.
Yours for U. M.. L.,
SAMUEL P. HERRoN, P.M..

on tiie scientific part of her letter I desire to make a few remarks.
She says: "This nebula or gas.cloud, which evolutionists
assert is eternal, could u,ot burn if it were not a compound.
. . . And compounds are not eternal." Now, here are
two statements which I consider as false or misrepresentations. Although some may hav made such statements, I am
sure that the majority of the foremost scientists of to-day do
not believe or teach that this nebula or gas-cloud is eternal,
nor do they to my knowledge talk of its burning. A thing
may be hot to luminosity and not burn. Iron and many
other things can be made so by pressure or by motion. I
hav seen it done.
She seems to forget that "there is nothing without a
cause," and that '' action and reaction are equal and opposit,"
and hence that construction or combination and destruction
HALSTEAD, KAN., July 20, 1888.
or disintegration ar!l necessarily equal ; that nothing can be
M.B. EDITOR: The churches of America are devoted to
built till something is destroyed to build it of, whether it is a
raising $1,000,000 yearly for "foreign missions;" and right
molecule, a crystal, a plant, an animal, a man, a world, or
faithfully do its servants work for that end. In towns where
a solar system, and that while one is being destroyed the rethe people are chronically "p.ard up ;" where there is no
action must be building one somewhere else. As I hav read
spare money for books, scientific lectures, rational amusescience I understand that evolution does not necessarily
ments, and scarcely to buy food and clothing, the ministers
mean
a " change from the homogeneous "to the heterogewill·corral an audience, lock the doors, roll up their sleeves,
neous
"
always, but any change that is an advantage in the
and "raise" $400 or $500 in an hour. Families who must
competition for life. A horse with one toe is very much
go without butter to their bread in consequence throw in
better able to travel a mile in quick time ~han if he had three
their few dollars, without tlle faintest comprehension of the
or more toes. The horse is an animal which has been procondition or necessities of those foreign heathen,. or an inkduced by a life.on a plain where one solid hoof is best, while
ling of their own slavish, church-and-state-robbed condition.
the goat, ox, and reindeer liv and hav been ·kept with two
M.en who work for ninety cents a day, women who wash for
toes by living on mountainous or hilly country where two
a living,· even children with a penny a month, " pity the
toes are an advantage for safety in climbing. Again, someheathen"-as though they could be much worse off-to the
times under changed conditions an animal is advantaged by
extent of all they hav, and feel happy over it.
degeneration, or loss of size or limbs. (See Haeckel's " HisNot lorig since I heard a good woman, a mother in Israel, tory of Creation.")
pleading most eloquently for our suffering sisters in heathen
If all the known elements are eternal, she asks, " hav we
lands. I do not know what she did with the injunction or.
then some fifty-seTen eternal beings?" I think if she will
command of St. Paul, "Let your women keep silence in the
read the latest books on chemistry and philosophy she will
churches;"" Suffer not a woman to speak," etc. Anyhow,
find that it is not claimed that the so-called elements may
she did speak, even as one having authority. By a rare
not be· divisible down to even one or two really primary subchance (it is rarely indeed that a poor, unbelieving plebeian is
stances. Does she believe in the correlation of for.ces ? If
permitted to speak to a patrician believer), I was privileged
so she knows that forces are convertible the one into the
to speak with her on the subject that seemed so near to her
other. And also she ought to know, if she has read as much
heart-the heathen.
real science as she professes, that the ablest scientists not
Witli a boldness quite marvelous for one in my humble
only are unable to define the distinctions between species
position 1 I said: "The millions of dollars you send to the but they practically assert that, although matter and force in
heathen are stolen from the poor laborers of this country."
their extremes are as unlike as possible, there is a blending
She seemed quite shocked, but . bore the infliction much where it is impossible to state which you hav under experibetter than I expected. She looked at me more in sorrow
ment. · Also, that although chemical action and life in their
than in ariger, as if she almost pitied me. "Hav you no
extremes are diametrically opposed to each other, yet, like
sympathy," she said, "!.or the eighty millions of heathen the positiv and negativ poles of a magnet, there is a half-way
women who are kept in harems, never allowed to walk or . place where it is utterly impossible to define whether you
ride in freedom, but. are always under surveillance ?" I re- are looking at chemical action or at a rudimentary manifesplied: " I don't know much about them; but I. do fee~ sym- tation of life. So there seems to be a great gap between a
pathy for the millions of men, women, and children m our man and a moneron, but when we look at all the stages of
own land of boasted freedom and equal rights, whose lives development which lie between, the change from one form
never know the true joy and worth of living, who are to the next is almost imperceptible-at least it is not greater
strangers to warmth, comforts, and full stomachs, but are than the greatest differences we observe in different individpainfully familiar with hunger, cold, hard words, and hard uals of the human race.
work. We hav thousands of women in this Christian land
She says that "the law of inertia is a very important one,"
who never walk or ride, save to .and from their work, often etc. " Every body continues in a state of rest, or of uniform
carrying heavy bundles of cheap coarse fabrics, on which · motion in a straight line, unless acted on by some external
they work fourteen or fifteen hours a day, making cheap force." Exactly, but did she ever see matter that was not
garments for cheap pay that barely suffices to keep -the wo~f acted on by some external force ? When you throw a ball
from the door. Or in the mines, where mothers lay therr against the wall it comes to rest, inertia; but pr.esto, change I
wailing babes on the hard, cold ground, while the hands that reaction sets in, and the ball leaves the wall With the same
should and would gladly caress and care for the little one force with which it struck.
are heaving .the coal that helps to fill the coffers of some · She tells us that "every combination had a combiner,"
millionaire, whose generous donations to missionaries are and every" regulated powe~proclaims a regrrlator." Yea,
heralded far and wide. And men whose lives know no rest verily, and every destruction proclaims a destroyer, and
or relief from their wretched homes and scarcely more every bungle proclaims a bungler. She simply means that
wretched toil." She looked as if she regarded me as a rare everything has a cause. And, therefore, every cause had a
specimen of the genus homo, a~d mildly said: '' Oh, ~ell, previous cause, and there could h~v never been a first cau~e.
they must be foreigners. Amencans would never subrrut to To create is to make from nothing, and as from nothing
work like that. In this country, if any are poor and de- nothing can come, there never was a creator. Think of a
graded, it is their own fault."
first cause in total darkness, in a perfect vacuum, nothing to
I did not say all I thought, as I did not like to endanger see, feel, smell, taste, sit on or st~nd on or to take hold ?f,
the possibility of a second interview. I hav learned that or even to think about-think, I say, of such a nonentity
these brave " soldiers of the cross" do not return to the creating something out of nothing.
charge with alacrity unless they are treated very delicately,
Matter in some form must always hav existed, even if
80 I silently wondered why these same heathen foreigners there is a God, for a God who was not compose~ of some
are entitled to such tender sympathy and devotion that substance would be nothing. Force always exrsted; for
Christians deem it an honor to giv money and even lives to even if there is a creator, a creator without force could not
promote their present and eternal .welfare, w~ile they are move, think, speak, or do anything. And if ~atter and
many thousands of miles away. Is 1t such a cnme to seek a force always existed and their principles are suffiCient to aehome in our bounteous land that those who do so deserve to count for all known phenomena-and they are-where is the
be treated as criminals and slaves? Is the soul of the heathen need of manufacturing an absurdity and naming it good or
Chinee or the African Hottentot so much dearer to American God? But as long as nature destroys as fast as she builds,
Christians while in his nativ jungle than when he has found she is not good or bad either. Each p~rtic~ar phenomenon
his way to the happy land which. h~ im~gined must be in its effect upon our health and "happmess IS mther good or
heaven as it was the home of the miBBionanes who brought bad but not so with nature in general as one vast whole.
to him •.. the glad tidings of salvation ?" How bitter must
evidence that spontaneous generation is possible, I subbe his disappointment I But is it true that none but mit the following facts. Natural forces and substances,
foreigners suffer injustice, cruelty, and wrong? Let the namely air water oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, heat, etc.,
millions who toil early and late that a few may liv in luxury suppor; all ;he life ~e witness. The. additi~n.of one. of these
and idleness answer. Let little children who never know things is often sufficient to cha.nge mt_o a livmg thing. what
what childhood is answer. The answer must condemn our would remain forever dead Without It. Therefore, It deboasted civilization-our civil and religious institutions.
pends on natural substances and forces for its existen.ce.
PBOLETAIBE.
Subtract one of those and it _disappears, just as su?tractmg
one element of a chemical combination causes the disappearPBoVIDENOE 1 R. I., July 15, 288.
ance of the particular phenomena it was manifesting. ~d
M.B. EDITOR : I love to defend the truth from misrepresentiierefore it seems probable that that whic~ ~upp~rts life
d
the original cause of life, and both are still m existence.
tation as well as to scatter its .seeds on new groun . bl0 urf
was
..
dh
a
friend Mrs. H. A. Ritchey seems to hav read considera e o Of course, life on this earth had a begrnnmg an . ence
the writings of somebody who had a faculty of distorting cause, and will as surely hav an end when the reaction sets
science and then showing how absurd it is. Irrelevant and in strongly enough.
,
unfundamental phrases are selected as the only real and
Butl must close, recommending to careful perusal Haeckel B
.
d
of nature
"History of Creation," two vols., preface by Prof. T. ·H.
proper principles of evolution, and ISO1ateh 1aws h 1 th
C. L. HAsKELL.
are mentioned, as though there were no ot ers to e P em. Huxley.
were guilty of the most"filthy and abominable practices, practices against which it was necessary to warn the Israelites
lest they, too, be visited as were the people that dwelt in the
land before them. I think that if Mr. Ward will search the
scriptures carefully he will find that the sin which the M.idianites committed, and also caused the Israelites to -commit,
must hav been a very grievous one, as· it is mentioned in
quite a number of places throughout the Bible. See marginal references.
·
.
In conclusion, permit me to say that I am ·well acquamted
with that class of objections commonly brought to bear
agalnst the Bible, and it is useless to reproduce them for my
benefit, as they will hav no effect upE>n me whatever.
M.Bs. H. A. RIToBEY.

HEPPNER, ORE, July 22, 1888.
MB. EDITOR : Once more permit me to occupy a short
space in the columns of your paper.
.
Some time ago Mr. H. J. Ward, of Coalmg, Ala., asked
me some questions to which I did not then reply because
they were irrelevant to the subject under discussion. But
after having felt called upon to defend myself, or rather my
position, against Mr. Priestley's attack, it seems to me that
a brief reply to Mr. Ward's questions would not be out of
place.
He asks : " If she had never seen a copy of the New Testament would she ever infer from the Old that she would liv
agaip. ? Would she not think that all the rewards ·and punishments were to be here ?"
The doctrin of a future life is in the Old Testament as well
as in the New and it seems strange that anyone thoroughly
acquainted wfth the teachings of the Bible would deny it.
No satisfactory explanation, other than that t~e Old Testament writers believed in a life to come, can be grven for such
passages as these : " As for me, I will behold ~hy fac~ in
righteousness· I shall be satisfied when I awake m thy likeness" (Ps. xvll, 15). "And after my skin, let them destroy
this body, yet in my flesh shall I see God" (Job xix, 26).
"Thou shalt guide me with thy counsel, and afterward. receive me to glory" (Ps. lxxiii, 24). Gen. v, 24, certainly
implies the recognition of a future life, as does also 2 Kings
ii ·1 1 Kings xvii, 21-24; 2 Sam. xii, 23.
.
The fact that the Israelites made a practice of consulting
such as were possessed of " familiar spirits" is sufficient to
prove that they believed in the existence of ~he spir:its wi~h
which they wished to converse. Saul certainly believed m
the imperishability of the human soul when he visited the
witch of Endor in order to communicate with Samuel (1
Sam. xxviii). Moreover, the doctrin of covenants contains ih
itself the supposition of immortality, for why should the
eternal God of the universe make everlasting covenants with
creatures of a day?
'rhe true idea of future reward and punishment is clearly
revealed in Dan. xii, 2, 3.
. While I might cite numerous other passages bearing on
the idea of a future life as revealed in the Old Testament (as
for example, Isa. xxvi, 19; xxv, 8; Hos. xiii, 14; Ps. xvi,
10 11) it seems to me that the answer which Christ gave to
th~ do~bting Sadducees of olden times has lost none of its
force during the lapse of ages. He quoted a passage of
scripture which the Sadducees had heard read hundreds of
times, perhaps, "I am the God· of Abraham, of Isaac, and
of Jacob." . The next statement, " God is not the God of the
dead but of the living," must hav been as startling to them
as it was conclusiv, for it seems to hav silenced them effectually.
That the Old Scripture writers at times made use of language which, taken by itself, ~i~ht cause on.e to think otherwise on this subject, I am Willing to admit, but over and
1
h
against this must ever be arrayed not on y sue passages a~
1 hav already noticed, but many others as well, some of
which although containing nothing in them express1Y d eCl ared' about a future life, yet are utterly at variance with a
Materialistic s'tate of mind.
·
I hav read the chapter to which Mr. Ward would call my attention (Num xxxi) and would like to know what his authority is for the ;tatem~nt that the Midianites were an " indus~no~s a~~ peaceable and virtJJ.OJ!.~ p.~~io!l ?" We on the
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The method of his death was by burning.
Thus exhorted, Billy opened his mouth,
Think of it, a man to be burnt alive for his and Zende put a small bit of alum in it.
opinions' sake I How cruel! How dreadfuli- Billy drew up his face. A bit of aloes folWhen he learned what was to be his end, lowed. This was worse. Billy winced. The
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
Rifler, Mass., to fl!l!om all Oommunications fO'I' Servetus bent his head and wept, for life was last morsel of red pepper from a knife-point
sweet and dear to him, as it is to all. ,. He now made Billy howl.
this CO'I'ner should be sent.
"
soon recovered himself, however, and made
''What, not like beer?" said Zen de. ''Open
final preparations for his awful doom.
your mouth." A knife dipped in_oil of tur"Between the dark and the daylight,
He sent for Calvin to come and see him, pentine made Billy cry.
When the night is beltii:tning to lower,
and when he came he kindly and pleasantly
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
"Open your mouth; the beer is not half
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."
spoke of their antagonistic relations, and made yet."
humbly asked his forgivness for harsh terms
And Billy's tongue got the least dusting of
How the Bear's TaU Came to Be used in the heat of controversy. But Calvin lime and potash and saleratus. Billy now
only sneered, and left the brave man without cried loudly. Then came a grain of licorice,
Short.
one
kind word or look of pity.
hop pollen, and saltpeter.
A FABLE FROM l'HE GERMAN.
Servetus was asked to recant and say that
"Look, Billy I Here is some arsenic, and
Bruin and Reynard met one day,
his teachings were wrong. But no, he was some strychnin which is used to kill rats."
As oold a day as one could wish :
Bruin was faint; and, by the waY,
true to his honest convictions, and he would
" I shall die I Oh-Oh-Oh-do you want
Reynard had quite a string of fiah.
hold to them through all the tortures that to kill me, Father Zende ?"
"Friend," said the bear, "excuse my rudeness,
might be heaped unon him, and his last words
"Kill him, just by a little beer, all good
I am no beggar, it is true,
were a repetition of his firm belief.
and pure I He tells me he likes beer and it
Though nearly starved; but hav the goodness
So, in Geneva there, Oct. 27, 1553, he was is manly to drink it, and when I giv him
To tell me where such luck you drew."
chained
to a stake and fagots piled around some he cries I kill him. Here is water.
" I angled for it," Reynard said ;
him. The flame circled and curled around There is much water in beer."
"But how 1'" returned his famished brother;
"The ponds are frozen hard as lead."
the noble reformer, and thus, panting in
Billy drank the water eagerly. Zende went
"I know it," blandly sPoke the other.
agony and fiercest pain, he died.
on.
But above the fire and. smoke there arose,
"But listen, while I make it clear
"There is much alcohol in beer. Here,
Just how by patience you can get
lighting the sky with new brilliancy, a wreath open your mouth;" and he dropped four
The jolliest meal you've had this yearof golden and imperishable fame and glory. drops of raw spirit carefully on his tongue.
The best, indeed, you ever ate.
It encircled his name, clothed it with that Billy went dancing about the room and then
"Well, over yonder, in the ice,
undying
and fadeless beauty that great cour- ran for more water.
There's a fresh hole-'tis one I made;
age, invincible firmness, unswerving conGo, slip your tail in, in a trice,
"Come here; the beer is not done, Billy;"
And sit right down-don't be afraid.
stancy, and loyalty to truth always bestow, and seizing him, he put the cork of an amand made immortal this martyr to religious monia bottle to his lips, then a drop of honey,
" The fish will find I hey've extra bait,
And bite and bite-don't mind the pain;
into!erance-MIOHAEL 8ERVETUB.
a taste of sugar, a drop of molasses, a drop
The longer you endure to wait,
of gall. "There, Billy. Here is jalap, copThe greater in the end your gain.
Correspondence.
peras, sulphuric acid, and nux vomica. Open
"At length, all ready, quick jumll up,
your mouth."
KrnzuA, PA., July 26, 1888.
Pull out your caudal with a jerk,
MY DEAB Miss WIXON: We do not take
"Oh, no, no!" said Billy. ... Let me go.
And, trust me, royally You'll sup,
THE TRUTH SEEKER, but I heard you had a I hate beer. I'll never drink any more. I'll
And long remember this day's work."
fund started for a Freethought hero, and I
Now Bruin hastened to comply
want to lend a helping hand by adding my never go in that shop again. Oh, let me go I
With Reynard's kind and wise suggestion;
twenty cents for the benefit of Father Hacker. I can't eat those things. My mouth tastes
He bade his friend a brief good-bye,
I think the Liberal children quite slow in awful now. Oh, take them away, Father
Nor stopped to ask another question.
coming to the front in this good cause. Hurry Zen de I"
Meekly he sat, and keener grew
up and send in your dimes, or we will not
"Take theni away I Take away good
The frosty air while thus he waited;
get this debt paid off before snow flies again.
And fierce and strong the north wind blew,
beer
when-I hav paid for it! My boy, you
Maude must feel this lagging to be almost an
But hunger craved a tail full-freighted.
drank them fast to-day."
insult to her worthy scheme. Yours truly,
The pale moon shivered in the east,
"Oh, they make me sick," said Billy.
WALLIE STEARNs MURRAY.
Shivered the stars in Oharles's Wain;
'' A man drinks all these bad things mixed
He gathered up his bulk, poor beast !
PAYsoN, UTAH, July 18, 1888.
up in water. He gets red .in the face; he gets
And sprang up with all his might and main.
DEAR SusAN WixoN: Becoming· interested
in the Children's Corner and seeing so many big in the body; he gets shaky in his hands;
Alas! that day in bleak December!
letters
from other children, I ask leave to join he gets weak in his eyes ; he gets mean in his
My story's told-the hour grows late;
But nevermore his caudal member
the circle. In our town, which has two thou- manners."
Will luckle•s Bruin u11e for bait.
sand inhabitants, most of the people are MorBilly was satisfied on the beer question.mons or Presbyterians, with the exception of From the German.
a few Freethinkers.
Biographical.
Pa has taken THE TRUTH BEEKER about a
MIOHAEL BERV.ETUB.
Occupations of Great Men.
and we all enjoy looking at it and
He was born in Spain, near Saragossa, in year,
The Medical Age has been investigating
studying out the pictures, which I think are
1509. His real name in Spanish was Miguel very instructiv.
this subject, and says that the father of
Servedo. We can imagin that he was a
Payson has two churches-Latter Day Demosthenes was a blacksmith; of Euripides,
Saints
and
Presbyterian;
six
schools-five
thoughtful, studious boy, for he studied both
a dealer in vegetables; of Socrates, a medilaw and medicin, as well as the Christian district and one Presbyterian. I am afraid..! ocre sculptor; of Epicurus, a shepherd; of
will
tire
you.
I
will
hope
to
see
this
in
print.
doctrine, and wrote and published books
Virgil, an innkeeper; Columbus was the son
Your Freethinking friend,
when only twenty-one years old. He had
CoRA A. CLARK.
of a wool-carder; Shakspere, of a butcher;
discovered the correct theory of the circulaP.S.-In my next letter I will try and tell Luther, of a miner; Cromwell, of a brewer;
C. A. C.
tion of the blood before the celebrated Har- you about the people of Utah.
Sixtus V., of a swineherd; Linnreus, of a
vey and Hunter had announced their convicpoor
country minister ; Franklin, of a soapJ. Hacker Fund.
tions on the subject. But he is principally
boiler; Rousseau, of a watchmaker, and
Maude
M
..
Morrison
............................
$1.00
noted for his doubts in regard to the leadMurat of an innkeeper. The writer concludes
ing points of popular Christi1111ity. He did Ida E. Glenn..................................... .30
that the mothers of these men may hav been
not believe that God was a three-headed mon- Geo. J. Remsburg.............................. .50
Jno. J. I. Remsburg........................... .30 the source from which their genius was dester, or that little children were born sinners Chas. B. Remsburg............................ .20
rived, and, indeed, it is known that some of
any more than they were born saints-they Geo. J. Remsburg.............................. .10
them were women of more than ordinary
were simply little children. His arguments Mary Ashcraft.................................... .25 excellence.
were powerful and convincing, and because Henry Seide...................................... .20
they were so, and unanswerable, too, he was Nelson Seide..................................... .20
Manners Between Boys.
Eddie Seide....................................... .10
regarded as a dangerous heretic. Then the Anton J. Kraft.................................. .50
There is a good deal of rudeness between
Christian bigots, with John Calvin at their Nicholas J. Kraft............................... .50 boys in their intercourse and bearing with
h.ead, resolved that Servetus should not liv. Wallie Stearns Murray........................ .20 one another that is not really intended as
And they thought, in their foolish ignorance,
such, but it is not therefore any the less to be
that it would be serving their God to perse"Boy Billy" and the Beer.
disapproved. It is simply the overflow of
cute and destroy this man, for no other rea"Boy Billy" was the adopted son of Chris- excessiv high spirits. But the very best
son than that he differed from them in opin- tian Zende, an honest German, who was humor, unrestrained by the proper bounds
much shocked one day at seeing the boy in a and limitations, may become the most positiv
ions.
Servetus had printed a book called, " The lager-beer saloon tossing off a foaming glass incivility.
Restitution of Christianity," embodying Uni- of beer. He bade the boy go home, but said
We often apologize for the coarseness of
tarian sentiments, and this called forth the ire nothing till evening. After tea, Zende seated people by saying, "He means well." It is
of Calvin, and it was not long before he himself at the table, and placed before him a well if we can make such an apology for
caused the ~uthor of the work to be arrested variety of things. Billy looked on with cu- them, for if their rudeness is intentional they
by the Catholic authorities at Vienna. There riosity.
are not fit to be received into any worthy
was a trial which ended in the condemnation
"Come here, Billy," said Christian Zende. person's society. But they who mean well
of the good Servetus. However, he found a "Why were you in the beer-shop to-day? should also do well, and the ways of politemeans of escape, and fled to Geneva.
Why did you drink beer, my boy?"
ness are never so easily learned as in youth.
Calvin was still watching for him and again
"Oh-oh-because it's good," said Billy,
he was arrested-for Calvin looked upon Ser- boldly.
GoosEs are the biggest birds knone to the
vetus as a rival-thrust into prison, and denied
"No, Billy, it is not good to the mouth. I human eye, and the he one is a gander. The
the comforts of life. Nevertheless, he bore did never see so big f-aces as you did make. gander is the monark of the air, but the
np bravely under very severe trials. With- Billy, you think it will taste good by and by, rooster can lick him, cos the rooster he is
out being allowed the means to defend him- and it looks like a man to drink, and so· you brave like General Salmon, but the gander
self properly, weak, sick, exhausted by im- drink. Now, Billy, if it is good, hav it. I isn't fighty, more like preachers. The goose
prisonment anl;l cruel treatment, one morn- will not hinder you from what is good and is a sailer, but not a wicked one, like Jack
ing he was brought up before the court,- and manly, but drink it at home; take your drink Brily, wich chews tobacko, and swears, and
a council of sixty bigots, to kear his sentence. pure, Billy, and let me pay for it. Come, my evry thing, and it has got !ethers between its
It is just to say that there were among the boy. You like beer. Well, open your mouth. toes for to wolk the wotter like a thing of
sixty a number of fair-minded men who were I hav all the beer stuff, pure from the shop. life. Ducks they are sailers to,.but the swon
averse to the death sentence of Servetus. Come, open your mouth, and I will put it in." has got a long neck like a giraft, and wen it
The final discussion as to his fate lasted three
Billy drew near, but kept his mouth close has got a sore throte it is mighty sick. The
days, but his ene~ies were in the majority, shut. Said Zende: "Don't maj{e )ll!l ~~d little gooses is goslums and is green. My
f\nd vot\ld to J?Ut ~to d\latll.
Jlill,r. Open your :p!O\J.th 1"
aister 1 slj.!l see ~ gosh,1m ~nd sl).e ~s~ Uncle

I
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Ned wot made it green, and he said, Uncle
Ned did, that it was cos it wasn't ripe. Then
Billy, he spoke up, and said wen it was ripe,
it would be picked. And now I will tell you
a atory.-Jolmny'a Composition.
THE day had been overcast. Suddenly the
sun shone out, and a little patch of sunlight
brightened the corner of the carpet. At
once Tray got up, and, with a Wise look,
trotted to the bright place and laid himself in
it. "That's true philosophy," said George.
"Only one little patch of sunlight in the
place, and the sensible little dog walks out of
the shadow, and rolls himself round in the
brightness. Let not Tray's example be lost
upon us; but, wherever there shall be one
patch of sunlight, let us enjoy it."
SEVERAL years ago an effort was made to
collect all the chimney-sweepers in the city of
Dublin, for the purpose of education. With
others came a little fellow who was asked if
he knew his letters.
"Oh, yes, sir," was the reply.
" Do you read ?"
"Oh, yes, sir."
" And what book did you learn from ?"
"Oh, I never had a book in my life, sir."
"And who was your schoolmaster?"
" Oh, I never was at school." .
Here was a singular case-a boy could read
and spell without a book or master. But
what was the fact? Why, another little
sweep, a little older than himself, had taught
him to read by showing him the letters over
the shop-doors which they passed as they
went through the city. His teacher, then,
was another little sweep like himself, and his
book the signboards on the houses. What
may not be done by trying?
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Price, 6 eta; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMl'ANY,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

E·AR BALSAM

ON THE WORD GOD.

Religious Problems,
BY L. K. WASHBURN.
"Let the Christian be held to facts, and obliged
to tell the truth, and his lips would b13 dumb.
There never was such a place as the Garden of
Eden; never such an individual as the· devil.
There is no such place as hell. There never was a
Christ, and no atonement made, for there was no
necessity of any being made. If there was no
such thing as faith, Christianity could not make
a convert on earth. If ministers were obliged to
furnish the proof of their statements, there would
be no preaching."
Price 10 cents; 76 cents per dozen.
Address THE. TRUTH BEEKER CO.

PERSONAL BEAUTY.

BY HENRY T. FINCK.
12mo,, cloth, Sll, Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Marriage and Parentage.

In Their Sanitary and Physiological Relations,
anti in 'rheir Bearing on the Producing
BY HARRY JULIAN.
of Children of Finer Health and
MARTYRDOM OF MAN. .16 Full-page F'l'ench-.A:rt Lllust'l'aGreater Ability•
BY M. L. HoLB:&oox, M.D •
.A. COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
tions.
The Satenttflo Amertcan says : " Books on this
HISTORY.
subject are usually written by cranks, but this ie
radically
different; it is scientific, sober, clean,
By WINWOOD READE.
and worthy of consmentious consideration by ev·
ery
possible
parent, and particularly by the
It is reallY a remarkable book, in which univeryoung." $1.
sal history i8 "boiled down" with &urpnsing
skill.-[Literary World.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.,
You turn over his pages with a fascination sim28 Lafayette Place, New York.·
ilar to that experienced in reading Washington
Irving,-- [Inter-Ocean,
THE
Eis hinory has a continuity, a rd!h; a carrying
power, which reminds us strikingly of Gibbon.and
[New Haven Palladium.
·
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
Sixfly-fifle Ye111T'B' Inf!/1/T'iable Success.
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writP"'" FoR ALL DISEASES OF EYES OB EABB. 1!11ing, He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay,
mediate
l'eiief from Granulations, Inflammations,
-[Penn Monthly ·
Dim Vision, Watery Gatherings, and Failing
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, 543pp,, $1. 75.
Sight of Eyes. Deafness, Drumming, Ringing of
the Ears dispelled by a few applications. CaAddress
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
tarrhal difficulties of Eyes or Ears instantly re.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
moved. Bent the world over. Box with instructions, by mail, 30 cents.
G. A.. LOMAS,
Shakers P. 0 .• N. Y.
TERRE fuUTE, IND., July 8, 1686.
M:a. G. A.. LoHA.s, Dear Blr: Please send me
By Milton Woolley, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
three
boxes
of
your
EYE BALSAM, as I find it the
Mythology,"" The Career of Jesus Christ."
best in the world. My eyes were so bad I could
not see much, if any; but since I got a box of
The fool hath said in his heart, There ill no God.
your BALSAM some time ago, and used it, I c11.n
-[Ps. xiv, 1·
•
now 16e as good as any one, and my Eyes are not
Children and fools speak the truth.- [Old Saw.
red, as all the t!me before. Find Postal Note for
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
$.go, as I cannot do without it, and I want some
for other parties her<'~. Yours,
Address THE TUUTH SEEKER.
JoSEPH FLAIG, 408 Ma.in st:

Tne Career of Jesus Christ.

THEIR

WAR! WAR! WAR!

Wettstein's,World-Renowned, Warranted Watches
and Watchwork.
CoiN SILVER STEM-WINDERS. 3 ounce cases, 7
Sunday and the habbath. "A la~ jewels,
4 ounce, 11 jewels, $15; do, 15 jewels
regulating human conduct on the Sabbath 1s UB; do,$12;
adjusted, $22 ; do, extra tine, a perfec·t
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents. ·
watc\J, named "Otto Wettstein," $25; 5 ounce
cases, $1.50; 6 ounce cases, $3.50 more.
The
Ji'alse
Teaching
of
the
ChrisLI(lUOR DRINKING
FILLED GOLD WAT01IE8. Open face, 7 jew •
tian Church. " The Thirty-nine els,BEST
$16.50; 11 jewels,· $18.50; 15 jewels, $21.50; adArticles of the Christian church are thirty. justed, $25.50; with" Otto Wettstem ''movement,
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents, $28.50. In hun tin!' cases, from $5 to $8.50 more.
best huntwg filled cases, 7 jewels, $20; 11
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think Ladies
jewels, $22 ; 15 jewels, $28. Extra fine, diamond in
of a minister's praying God to kill 2rasshop. case, $8 more.
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to underLADIES' SoLID GoLD WATCHES. 14 k, 7 jewels,
take a crusade of one against the Colorado $30 ; 11 jewels, $32 ; 15 jewels, $38. All hunting,
E. 0. WALKER.
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.
stemwinding, elegantly engraved. Heavier oases
This is a companion book to Remsburg's " Bible
XIV. style, enameled, embossed, and set
Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. Louis
Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
with diamonds, $5 to $100 more.
GENTS' SoLID GoLD WATCHES. 14 k, light
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact l weight,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
7 jewels, $40; 11 jewels 1 $4ll ; 15 jewels, $45;
Price, 5 cents.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
adjusted, $49; with" Otto Wettstein" movement,
Do You Love J esns 1 Price, 5. cents. $52.
Heavier oases, $3 to $25 more. Fancy
watches, from $100 to $800. All sent prepaid, and
Is Liberali~m .M.orall Price, 5 cents. cash
back if not sa tisfa.ctory.
SAKYA BUDDHA.
WATcnwoRK. The best in the world. Clean.
'femperance
and
the
Bible.
5 cents. ing,
$1
; main SP.rings, $1 ; jewels, $1. Can be sent
A Versified, Annotated Na.rra.tiv of his Life and
thousand miles as well as one, per reg, mail or
The Hrute God of the Old 'restament. atXp!ess.
Teacliii: gs.
Inclose $1 or $2, and I will return free,
Price, 5 cents.
All watches and work warranted to giv satisfacWith Citations from Buddha's ''Path of 'l'he Public Schools and the Catholic tion, or cash refunded.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle. Ill.
.
Virtue."
Church. Price, 5 cents.
BY E. D. ROOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
A SPLENDID WORK.
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the .American
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Ceylon. The "Banner of Light,"
Secular Union, has published
"Religio-Philosophical Journal," and many Spiriton,
ualist p.~pers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
the book.
NATURAL AND SCIENTIFIO METHODS OF
in a more attractiv form than any in which they
Extra Cloth, 175 pp., $1.
NEVER FORGETTING.
hav previously appeared. A.t the head of an enAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER· CO.
graving .on heavy plate paper, 24x19 inches, are
The New Haven Palladium says : "The .chapter
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON, on ' How to Learn a New Language ' is of remarkWASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our able interest."
·
Republic. A.t the sides are FRANKLIN and
MIRACLES
The Boston Post says : "This book actually
JOHN .ADAMS, and between these two are shows us how to keep our memories in go.od works
AND
printed the Nine Demands of the .Amer10an Secu- ing condition and repair them when out of order,"
lar Union in conspicuous type. At the foot are
Sotence (high authority)sa:ys: "We hav tried the
WORKERS. LAFAYETTE,
GIRARD, and INGERSOLL, methods of association adv1sed in· this book on
waking eight likenesses in all. Inscribed be- several persons, and found them most excellent.•
By JOHN PECK.
neath each portrait is some radical sentiment
Price by mail $1.
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything space between the portraits and around them are
arabesques of vines and flowers in profusion, and
within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
the panel inclosing the Nine Demands is surBY M. L. HoLBROoK, M.D.
mounted on each corner by Mr. Eckha.rd's design
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
of the fiag above the cross. The whole makes an
Godev's Ladu's Boolc says: "We giv our cordial
exceedingly
handsome
work
for
framing.
The
approbation
to this work. The information it
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
artistic part is 6qnal to the best, and the portraits contains is most imjlortant, and, we are fully conare as true to nature as the l'..hotographs from vinced, reliable." Price by mail, $1,
PERSONAL EXISTENCE AFTER which they were transferred. The design will be
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOCY
DEATH IMPROBABLE.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
A.ND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MA.N.
By L. R. SMI1.'H.
Carefully revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
The most perfect book for men and women ever
Pamphlet, 32pp., 12mo, - Price, 10 cents.
published. 50,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. Illustrated catalog free.
Published and for sale by
.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
LOVE VENTURES.

The story is used by the amhor to teach Freethought, to remove superstition from the minds
of those who would not read a polemical essay,
and to urge facts against the various churches,
believing which their supporters will desert them.
The book is an argument as well as a novel, but
the serious predicaments of the hero are skilfully
used to lure the reader along, and to induce him
to take the antidote to theological poisoning with- An Exposition of the True Meaning of this Charout knowing it. Mr. McDonnell writes effectivly acter as described in the New Testament. By Miland convincingly, and always braces his romances ton Woolley, M.D., author of ''Hebrew Mytholwith facts on one side and figures on the other. ogy."
Paper, Svo, 25 OEl'!lts.
Those who hav read his l?revious workll need not
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
be advised to purchase th1s they will probably do
so at once.
OUR LORD and SA.VIOR JESUS CHRIST.
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 75 cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
By T. E. LONGSHOBE·
28 Lafayette PI., New York.
A.n explanation of the meaning of the many
titles of the Galilean teacher. " Lord" should be
-----·--··-·····--····--·-· --····
"Rabbi." The words" Jesus Christ" mean "Sav.A Book for L.OVers-Past and P1·esent.
ing Wisdom."
--o-Excellent for Missionary Work.
Paper,l~mo, 3o., 30 cents per doz., $2 per 100.
ROMANTIO LOVE
AND
- Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Development, c.usal B.eolations Historic a.nd
National Peculiarities.
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FOR' HER DAILY BREAD.

THE

A. NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

UNIVERSE ANALYZED

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
Fl'rr Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother. who were left parentless, with little money, fair education, and much
courage, to make their way through the world by
going to Chicago. The author is also the heroin.
The narrativ i~, in the main, a history of a working girl'slife and experience in the city of Chicago
among bluff business· men, kind hearted folks,
and dJ.sreputable hypocrite. It is just such a story
of human life as we should expect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
of the rest of the world Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

6UPTURES

GURED~~,

myltledical Compound and Imyro..-ed
Elastic Sup ot'ter Truss inJ.rtnn 30 to
90 dav• Refiable teferenr.es given. Bend
atamP for circular, and sav in tohat p_apel
IIOU raw mv advermement. Address C~pt.
f/, A. aow.,ll!li\lllillt,3tlttna ~

a..

Beautifully Illustrated Covers. Paper, 12mo, ll26
pp,, 25 cents ; Boards, 50 cents.
A. lively narrativ of adventures in a country of
Arcadian aimplicitY and general delightfulness.[N. Y. Evening Mail.
A. story of life on isl&nds of coral, fruit-trees,
arid cockatoos, where all the nativ men are
A.pollos and the .women dreams of beauty.-(N. y,
Times,
Life on the Islands of Koro-kama and Launagola-" Bummer isles of Eden lying in dim purple
spheres of sea "-surrounded by beckoning palmtrees, foamy cascades, bread-fruit, cocoanuts,
pineappleP, figs, bananas: bo.thing in the surf on
shiniDg sands, basking on shore& of eternals11m·
mer, attending moonlight banque,s, and seelDg
the peculiar dan~e called Ka-lu-lah-no more to
do than the president of a life insurance company
-seems very alluring to the careworn, overworked
.American of to-day.-Critical Review,
. Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
Author of "Deity .Analyzed," "The Bible Analyzed," "The Real Blasphemers," "Spiritualism Sustained," etc., etc.
The latest and best work of an analytic thinker,
who is gifted with those rare powers that render
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the
ordinary mind. The book contajns many ideas
that will be new ~o the world and productiv of
good in furnishing food for thought. We trnst it
will hav tho immense distribution it so richly
merits.-[The .American Idea.
Cloth, 12mo, $1,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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The Absolution of the Bandit.
Spaghetti Penaeroso da. Sforzando Bimini
Wa.s"bnrdened with a. lengthy list of crime and
pedigree.
"How charmingly roma.nti0 !" will Matilda. now
declare,
Though at his table manners, 0 Matilda, yon
wonld stare.
, A tender melancholy did his classic features shade,
Au.d twenty-seven inches was his bright etiletto
blade.
. h"
For yes, he was a. bandit chief and w1th 1s 1a.w1ess
band,
.
Bncoesafnlly he terrorized that far Italian land.
Though steeped in gore he yet posl!essed a. sense of
virtue strong,
That made him feel the life he led was very, very
wrong.
And crime, no matter what 1/0U say, he could not
well disguise
Was justly reprobated in the most indulgent eyes.
He U:ever slipped his dagger in, and turned it
ronnd and round,
But that a. feeling of regret within his heart he
found.
.
It SDOOked him most intensely when his VICtim
chanced to shriek.
His most atrocious murders made him ill for quite
a. week.
•Twas on a. sunny afternoon that Signor Bimini
Encountered on a. lonely road the bishop of the see.
It pleased him very much indeed, the holy man to
·
meet;
He'd lain for him a. dozen times Uf!OD that very
beat.
"Bta.;, holy father! I entreat a .simple boon," he
cried,
.
"My ethical relations hav of late been sadly Pled.
I'd like to ease my conscience up a. little, don't you
...
know,
And here's the ready cash. 0 rev•rend s1r, 1s 1t a
goT"

The bishop hemmed a.nd.lra.wed a bit, and then he
hawed and hemmed,
But ready-money customers· are not to be contemned.
So when the bandit mentioned terms he took them
·
in a flash,
A scudo fer an average sin, with twenty off for
cash.·
"Oh, sir" (for so respectfully the bandit chief began),
"You hav a. heavy contract, for I'm a. sinful man.
No crime in all the deca.log but that my hand has
stained."
"Good," quoth the bishop to himself, though looking deeply pained.
The bishop on the li~t of horrors kept a. tally strict,
So with them, gentle reader, I will not your ears
afllict.
The bishop smiled benignly as the lengthy schedule
grew,
Indeed, he condescended e•en to cut a joke or too.
A score of trifles commonplace made up the list of
crime,
And then tbe bishop figured up the bill in double
time.
It came to twenty scudi odd. "I've nothing but a
bill,"
The bandit said. "I'll change it," cried the bishop
with a will.
He pulled an ample wallet out and counted down
the· tin,
Spaghetti strove to steel his heart, but Satan en·
tered in.
"There's just one other little thing" (apologetic
cough), .
"And if you'll wait a moment I should like to get
it off."
"To-day I robbed a. bishop, in a gentlemanly way,
And anything that's proper, I am quite prepared
to pay."
" Enough !• the bishop. scandalized, with angry
voice exclaimed,
"You don't get off so lightly for the trifle that
you•ve named.
"Your sacrilegious act demands a penalty condign,
And five-and-twenty lire is the very lowest fine
I should aCicept to call it square." "Oh, don't you
hesitate,"
The bandit said, politely; "we will ca.ll it twentyeis:ht."
The bishop absolution gave and pocketed the pay,
"And now," remarked the bandit, in his light and
blithesome way,
"I'll trouble you to hurry up and turn your pockets out!
For you're t.ha.t very bishop we were talking all
about."
Spaghetti Penseroso da. Sforzando Bimini
Rode home upon the bishop's mule and caroled
merrilY.
The bishop travels little now, but still he could be
fetched
A hundred miles at any time to see a bandit
stretched.
The conscience fund, yon understand, was left untouched and whole,
And so Spaghetti feels assured about his preoions
soul.
"!'was cheap enough, I think you'll say, his dolce
fa?'

ntente,

•

For only twenty scndi odd and lire eight-and
twenty.
- W. G. van Tassel Sutphen tn Ttme.

Some Matters and Things.
From the Chicago daily Times of July 23d
inst. I cut the following :
. A PRAYER ANSWERED,

Moody's Ohnrch Struck by Lightning in Response to a. Bequest for Divine Manifestation.• • • The man of God said," Let us pray." He
said : "0 Lord 1 help us to a full understanding
of thy great goodness and mercy. Giv us tbis
day, this hour, some ma.nife&ta.tion of thy power
- " A blinding flash of light, accompanied by a

crashing sound on the roof above as if a. hundred
panes of glass were shattered, in terru}lted the
prayer. This noise was followed by a. tremendous
clap of thunder. The members of the vast congregation jumped wildly to their feet and cries of
"fire" came from the outside. The church had
been struck by lightning. Abeve the shrieks rose
the clear voice of the pastor, ca.lling : "Oome
back; do not disgrace the house of God. -There
is no danger; ihe Lord watches over ns."
The thoughtful man, without fear, supersti"
tion, or stupidity, can see in the above another evidence of the "foolishness of prayer."
It is barely possible that somewhere an event
has transpired after a prayer which might
appear to be an answer to an expressed wish
of some pious individual, but it always so
happens that the event is in the due course
of nature's events-for instance, rain,. sunshine, recovery from sickness, subsidence
of storms, etc., and not in contravention of
fixed laws. And yet there are thousands still
clinging to a silly form, wholly without visible power or utility, daily pleading for unreasonable things that they never ge~ by reason
of supplication. Belief in the efficacy of
prayer begets indolence. How. true, ·"God
helps those who help themselvs !" We use
the term God to signify that great and unknown power that keeps the horolog in
motion.
In the above case the response to the prayer
was simply that natlire was following her
course. Is it not plain enough that if there
was a special God, hearing and attending to
individual cases, such things would surely
never happen to his children? Read the
·above words of the man of God : " There is
no danger; the Lord watches over us." How
consoling to the weary Christian I While the
Lord is watching lightning strikes. Fire ensues, and women and children are killed in
the struggles of a panic ; the ship goes down
in the storm-yet sane men stand up and
preach, "The Lord watches over us!"
On Sunday, July 22d, a few Catholic
priests held a convocation in the Joliet penitentiary, to confirm forty-five convicts of
Catholic parentage and inclination, although
there is a regulation supernumerary called a
chaplain, whose paid duty it is to prepare
the convicts for sainthood. We quote _from
the Chicago Time8 words spoken by Bishop
Spalding:
Being deprived of liberty and association with
the world, even though for an extended period,
was not as serionli a. condition as many believeil.
Real liberty belonged to the mind far more than
to the body. Those he was addressing could strive
to make their minds free and could enjoy the better part of gennin liberty. They were removed
from many of the tempta.tions of the world, and,
in comparison with many in the world outside,
enjoyed superior opportunities for turning their
thoughts and aspirations to their spiritual inter·
ests.
How comforting to the criminal class l
Commit crime, get into prison, and be " removed from many temptations of the world,"
and enjoy " superiol' opportunities" to become spiritual-minded l Now, doesn't this.
look like a lovely way to become a Christian?
Read the bishop's words again. "In comparison with many in the world outside,
enjoyed superior opportunities," etc. Get
into the. penitentiary in order to hav a chance
to become better Christians l A premium on
crime 1 How long will the sensible world
continue to giv political and social place to.
dogmas so offensiv to reason?
JOHN BUSHEL.

That Badger Boy At Sunday-School.
THE LESSON OF DEBORAH AND SISERA,.

The teacher read chapter iv of Judges,
contaiNing the story of Deborah the prophetess and one Sisera, a. fighting man opposed to
the God of Moses, et al, that Badger boy toeing the scratch, as it were, at once for information.
"Was Deb. a tramp, mum, and had to tie
up under a tree ?"
"You James Badger, don't you dare to
speak so of Deborah, 1!. prophetess of the
Lord!"
,
"No'm. ;Must a· been ruff when it raned,
mum. Did she hav a numbriller ?"
" It's likely she had a tent, or a little house
under the tree, you stupid."
"Yes'm. Was she a poor, lone woman,
mum?"
" Didn't I read that she was the wife of
Lapidoth, you stupid boy?"
·
"Yes'm. What'd he do, mum? Lap-thebroth-what a name l"
"James Badger, I'll send you home?"
"No'm-please. Deb. had more sand into
her than the duffer 'twouldn't go to fite 'less
she went with him, didn't she, mum?"
" If you mean she had more courage, you
slangy little thing, then I say yes."

W. S, BELJ} S PAMPHLETS.

"Yes'm. Did she make the scads, profitin'
for the lsrils, mum ?"
"You needn't ask any such wicked ques- The Con:ftict between Christianity
tions, boy, for I won't answer you."
and Civilization.
"No'm. That husband of her'n warn't no PRIO]jl,
15 OENTB.
grate sugar, was he, mum, to let her go out
Your. treatment of the ".Oonfiict" is excellent.
fitin' with uther men. I'd a fit her myself, -Harry Hoover.
'fl'd been him, and locked her up in the

LIBERTY AND MORALITY •

barn."

PRIOE, 15 OENTB.
" You would, eh? Yes, no doubt of it.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
But you wasn't him-now shut up!"
diaconrse.-James Parton.
I am much pleased with your ·address, and will
" Y es'm. Did old Borax, the fiter she
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
went out with, lick the uther gang 'cos she
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 p_ages. It is a very
was with him? I s'pose he fit like thunder, able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
As: e.
to show off, didn't he, mum?"
"No matter what you suppose, you horrid
ANTI-PROHIBITION.
boy; but he did conquer because the prophetPRIOE, 20 OENTB.
ess of the Lord was with him!"
The number of heads under which _yon hav
"Yes'm. How do you know that y;ras the diVided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each pomt is dis- .
reason, mum?"
cnased, should be highlf commended. Therefore
I.
take ~rea.t pleasure m recommending" Anti"Because I do. Now you hush!"
Prohibition "to the consideration of every person
"Yes'm. Do you believe they killed every who is interested, not only in the cause of temperone of Sizzler's men-knocked out every ancetJ>ut in the principles of self-government.J. J .mcOabe.
bludy one of 'em, mum?"
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
"Yes, I dol Doesn't the Bible I!!!Y so?
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
and isn't that enough?"
"Yes'm. How luvly your obbun hare is
this mornin', mum! It's puttier hare'n Miss
---o--Higgles's is."
We ha.v on hand a large number of the following
" Oh-now-James-now-don't--"
of OOLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamphlets, which
"No'm. That was ruff on Sizzler, the way will be disposed of at cost, as follows:
the woman fooled him and got him into her
Inge-rsoll Oatechised:
tent, warn't it, mum?"
·
His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Pro"You mean Sisera, dear. No, James, it pOunded by the Editor of the "Ban Franciscan;"
singly, 8 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
served him just right, for he was ungodly!"
"Yes'm. She had oftie sand into her to do $2.00.
ORTHODOXY.
that job, didn't she, mum?"
A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12mo
"God gave her the courage, James."
pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.
" Do you call that currige, mum? Seems
Oivil Btghts Speech.
to me as it was a mean bloody murder, drivIncluding
the
address of Frederick Douglass, fiftyin' a nale into a man's head when he's asleep three-large octavo
pages, sinely, 10 cents; fifteen
in your house, and you ast him in!"
for $1 ; a..11.d $6 per hundred.
''Well, it wasn't, James, for the Lord sent
The Truth of Hlstor:r.
an angel to say that she should be blessed This is a comment by Oolonel Ingersoll npln
the religious lies that hav been told about himabove other women I"
and first made its appearance in these col"Yes'Iil. Wood you tell a man to come self,
umns. Price 3 cents; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per
in, and cover him all up in bed, and then hundred.
·
drive a nale into his head, and croak him
BIBLE IDOLATRY.
when he's asleep, mum ?"
A letter Oolonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
"Yes-no-that is, if the Lord-if-er- the London "Secular Review." Price 3 cents; 30
well, she did it, and the Lord was pleased, so cents per doz., or $2 per hundred.
INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.
we must not condemn, James."
Being the comments and opinions of Mr. Inger"No'm. And they had nales then, did soll
upon the fight in the Oa.tholic church between
they, mum ?-and hammers, t@o ?"
the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
the pope. Price 8 cents; 30 cents per doz., or $2
"It appears so, James."
"Yes'm. Wunder if 'twas a ten-p'n'y nale per hundred.
We suggest that these be purchased in quantishe driv into his head, mum?"
ties, and given away to Ohristians, and it is with
" I'm sure I don't know, James."
that not unreasonable expectation that the prices
"No'm. Golly! I s'pose she jest ·giv it hav been placed so low.
one crack and driv it way in, 'relse he'd '
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
a waked up, woodn't he, mum?" .
"Oh, I don't know, James. It's awful to
think of driving it in-don't talk any more
about it, dear. It makes me shudder!"
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist,
12x1~ inches, suitable for frami!!Kt sent _pQ!!Jp_aid
"Yes'm. So't duz me, mum. But we , for
9~ cents.
Address THE TRU'l'H BEEKER.
tf
mustn't shudder if the Lord liked it, must
we, mum?"
.AN OUTLINE OF· THE
"James, do, pray, stop, won't you?"
" Yes'm. What was that blessed woman's
name,.mum ?"
"Her name was Jael, dear."
"Yes'm. Jail, eh? •If I had her, I'd put
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.
her in jail for forty yeers, and dri~e forty
By W. 8. BELL.
nales into her head, mum l That's the way
The French Revolution was the most unmixed
I'd bless her, mum !"
blessing Europe ever saw.-Wenaell Phillips.
"Well, you havn't got her, and it doesn't
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
matter what you would do. Now stop !"
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
" Y es'm. Who seen the angel that blessed
her, mum?"
"James Badger, you stop this minute!"
"Yes'm. I guess it was a snide angel,
mum, playin' roots on folks, so she woodn't
be took up for murder!"
"James Badger, now you go home!"
A thorough and overwhel:ining reply to the New
"No'm, please. Duz God like them oftie
York Observer's slanderous attacks
tricks, mum-drivin' nales into"-upon the Author-Hero of the Amer"You awful Badger boy-now you go
ican Revolution. Oonta.ining
right straight home l The class is dismissed."
both the slal).ders and
And thus ended the Deborah seance.
their refutation.

Very Cheap Pamphlets.

AlEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.

FRENCH REVOLUTION.

Paino

.

SI ·SLOKUM.

THE

FIELD ·INGERSO.LL
DISCUSSION.
FAITH OR .AGNOSTICISM?
-0-

Two Letters from Dr. Field, D.D.. editor of the
Presbyterian Evanueltst, to Oolonel Ingersoll, and
two Replies thereto. Dr. Field is one of the exceedingly few Ohristia.ns who hav opposed Oolonel
Ingersoll kindly and courteously, and the Grea.t
Agnostic has used him accordingly. Dr. Field's
arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
THE ONLY AUTHORIZED.EDITION.

Price, 50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

Vin~icato~!
-o-

BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
-oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) havine
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
A Fab'l'icated Account of a Beene at the Dea,thbed of Thorn,as Paine.

. BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav·written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
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THE SAFEST CREED,

,BY

Robert G. Ingersoll,

AND

TWELVE 0THBR DIBOOURBEB OF REASON.
· Bv. 0. B. FROTHINGHAM.
A vigorous thinker as eloquent as Theodore Pa.rker.-[New Bedford Standard.
Deep thou~~:ht, thorough conviction, and great
a.bility.-[Phila.. Press.
Extra cloth, 1llmo, 23Spp,, $1,
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

A FEW WORDS

IN Tim

TRIAL OF C. B. REYN 0 LDS
FOR

"B LAS PH EM Y,"
AT

MORRISTOWN. NEW JERSEY.
Btenogra;phieally reported, and re'Dised by the author.

ABOUT TI-IE DEVIL,
AND

OTHER BIOGRAPHICAL SKETOHEB AND EsB.AYB.
BY CHARLES BBADLAUGH,
With Portrait and Autobiography.
Charles Bra.dla.ugh has" A Few Words" to say
"About the Devil." Mr. Bra.dla.ugh has a. right to
his "few words," and the devil will, we presume,
at no very distant dar. ha.v a. few words to say to
Mr. Bra.dla.ugh, and will dgubtless get the best of
the a.rgument.-[Chioa.go Interior.
Extra. cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp,, $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

ROME~

REASON

A Memoir of Christian. and Extra-Christian Experience.
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATEnB.
A very orltica.l analysis of both Protestantism
and Ca.tholioism, from the va.nta..~re-ground of an
intimate personal experience With the two sys.
tems. It deals the most trenchant blows which
P!lre logic is capable of infiicting,-[Critica.l ReVIew.
.
Oloth, 12mo, $1; 75.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Essence· of Religion

THE FORUM.

ARGUMENT

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth; 50 cents; paper, 25
cen~s, or $2 per dozen.
In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows hiB!frea.t forensic powers. All his heart ·and brain
are in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is :m his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we see him as the splendid oha.mp1on of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
u.nd justice, hatred of tyranny and chains, s~pa.thy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthra.lled, his
courage and candor, hav in this Argum,ent full scope of expression! and he makes grand use of the
opportunity. Bnoh a. flood of light-of eloquence; legal learning, ogio, pathos, poetry, and patriotism-is not often poured out in a. court of justice.
The many _calls for this Argument -in complete and accurate shape ha.v led to this publication,
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself.· All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleading newspa,)?er references.
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an address to a. jury; statesmen and politicians a. clear exposition of Constitutional rights a.n.d powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
and women everywhere, a. Magna. Charta. of their ril@ts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER .CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
8efJI'etary of the Am8rican 8erJUlar Union.
Price 10 cents •.
Address THE TRUTE BEEKEB CoMPANY.

TRY•SQUARE;
OB1

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.

BINDER for THE TRUTR SEEKER
.

For the benefit of our readers who preserve their papers
we offer a. new style of binderJ
fiN'~·
made for the purpose, ana
.; e"'• ·.·
i • with the heading of THE
TRUTH SEEKER printed in
!!!!!I!II:Ko! d letters on the on tside.
~
~
This binder allows the opening_ of the papers perfectly fiat. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more pa.pera
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
.
Sent by ma.!l.!..Postp_a.ich for 11.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER
tf
.
28 La.fa.yeUe Pi., New York.

. r .

T~• ,.f%1:

Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:80P.M., corner Ba.nga.mon street and
Wa.ahinaton boulevard. Lectures and debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

PHILA.DELPHULffiERA.L LEAGUE 257
meets every Sunday in lndnlitria.l Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7 :80 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
.A.ble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth.
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

BACON AND SHA.KSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Bha.kspere could not write.
The Bonnets written by ·Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BUBB. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest or all A.ntl·Bibll·
cal \Vorks.
BY THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Bingle Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

THE ORISIS.
Bv Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America. from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
flaming arguments • • • Will not leave numbers at a. loss to decide on the propriety of a. sep1 •
ration."

Price, 40 cents.

Fo-r either of these works or &m' _.Qf_Pa.ine•s
writm~~:s,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

'til!!!!!!!l!!!ll-·

GIRA·RD'S WILL

This is the history of an attempt to found a
AND
church without superstition, and its success •
. By L. FEUERR UJH.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, ha..ving established
his pulpit, uses it to'discuss a.ll the vital questions
Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp.; of human concern, religious, political, and otherAN EXPOSE
50 cts.
wise. The book is written in well-chosen lanperversion of Bte]lhen Girard's magnificent
The truth-teller is ill-ma.i:mered, therefore im- guage, and easily understood. There is just suffi- Of the
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
cient na.rra.tiv ·about it to interest the reader and
mora.l.-Extract.
churches and Young Men's
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Christian AssociaAddress THE TRUTH 8EEKEB Co.
to hii! mind.
tion.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.
BY RICH, B. WEBTBBOOK, D.D., LL.D.
Price $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB.

Girard College Theology.

MATERIALISM:

lTB HISTORY

lTB lNFLUENOE UPON
SoomTY.

AND

BY DR. Lours BucHNER, Author of "Force and
Matter," etc.
.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 LafaYette Place.

Advanoement ~ Soienoe
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.
Pox:trait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp,, 25c.; cloth, 50c.
It is in many respects one of the most extra.or•
dina.ry utterances of our time.-N. Y. PrWune.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

TheAntiquity of Chris'tianity.
By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "I'!ionks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."
Paper, 12mo, 61pp,, 25 cents ; olotli., 50 cents.

ROMAN ISM,
• OR.

DANCER AHEAD.

The Secret of the East,
on,

The Reason Why a Good Rom:an Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

By A. • .J'. GROVER.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address TliE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

ROBT .G.

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

For sale at this office.

INGER~OLL'S

OP.IGNING BP.IG.IGOH TO TH.IG JURY
in the suit of the

Charles Watts's Works.

Bankers' and Merchants' Tele· Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
graph Company
'fhe llistory of Freethought. Bound
against the
Westet'n Union Telegraph Company
Bo many ha.v asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH BEEKEB has obtained a.
supply and oa.n mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.2!>. CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freetho~ht and its
Ea.rly Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section ill. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethonght in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Bee.
tion V. Freethonght Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

Secularism; Destructiv and Oonstructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
Secularism;
its Principles and its
SUBJECTS:

Contains testimonies of the ea.r!y_Christiu.nFa.thers and others, and oases of striking similarity
to Christianity in many ancient religions.
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDIOAL COMMON SENSE. BY Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handBold at THE TRUTH' SEEKER Office.
some 12mo volume of nearlY 11900 pages, fully
illustrated. Oloth, 8,25-in English or German.
new cheap edition at only 1.5(1.
SOCIAL WEALTH, ABCillNCE
IN STORY; o~ Sammy Tubbs, the
TM BolA Factors and .IGa:act Ratios in Its Boy Doctor, and Bponsie, the Troublesome Monkey•.
By
Dr.
E.
B.
Foote.
Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
Acquirement and Apportionment.
per set; or. five volumes in one for $2,
By J. K. INGALLS.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pa.gesLillnstra.ted and cloth bound. (The fifth
Price, Cloth,
$1.00. volume or "Science in Story.") 50 cents •.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and .Ready ReAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER,
cipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
28J,afayette Place, New York.
BY Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
.
BA.NITARY-SCillNCE SERillB (Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria.
m their Relation to Disea.se,"representingthe germ
theory, advocating personal and J>nblio hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the BunBy DR. FREDERIO R. MARVIN Professor of beam/'
oonsiderin_g the blue-glass cure-of value
PhYsiological Medioin and Medical Juristo sicK and well. By mail, 10 ce~tts each.
prudence in the New York Free
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
Medical College for Women.
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 886 P::fce':J. cloth
Paper, 12mo, 6Spp,, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
~~~~'cl~th;;~~::~>;t'~lL~~~¥'trer~~t~:" ~:
His analysis of nerveus and mental phenomena. F. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
is sharply scientific; his pathological theories are Human Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents.;. ' Generation before Re~en
rational, clear, and modern.-Meatca! Revtew.
His la.nfP!a.ge is strong and well chosen, his era.tion" by Dr. E.n. Foote, Jr. 1 _10 cents; ' Be·
style a.dmra.ble in its directness and brilliancy, ports of Conventions and Parlor .ll'leetin!rB during
1882,'' 10 cents; "Third Annual Convention of the
his thought clear and logioa.l.-Lt!lera! Ohrtsttan.
tns~itnte of Heredity,Ma.y 29, 1888," 10 cents.
.. Address
TliE TRUTH BEEKER.
Address THE TRUTH BEE:KER CO.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITO 1\liSM

DO YOU WANT a. ~ea.sa.nt, healthful, cheap
home in the South 1 Write Leftwich Bros. and
Curtis, Florence, Ala..
1y!l4

NEW EDITION.

THE TRUTH SE...,KER
ANNUAL •
I!J
Price, ~ CP.nts.

Duties. Price, 75 ots.

Tracts.· The following tracts by Ohas.

Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable 1 The Christian Deity;
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethonght and
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on Oivillzu.tion L Philosophy of Secularism; Science and nible Ail t~Y~"onistic i
Christian Boheme of Rede]!l_ption. For all or
the above works address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 1!8 Lafayette Place, New York.

REDUCED TO tt.OO.

THE STORY HOUR.
A. Book ror Children and Youth.
BY MISS BUBAN H. WIXON.

Over a hundred fine illustrations.

THE SWAN ELASTIC HEEL!
WILL PREVENT ALL

SHOCK OR JAR.

VOLT AIHE'S HOIABCES.
CONTENTS:
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.- Za.dig;
or Fa.te.-The·Ba.ge and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Ba.bylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Na.ture.-Miorom~a.s.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and tbe White.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Sia.m.-The Study of Na.ture.-A Conversa.tic:!
With a. Chinese.-Pla.to's Drea.m.-A Plea.aure in
Having No Plea.sure.-An Adventure in India..
Hu.ndsome 12mo, 448 pages, laid paper. With 6'l
engravings. Pr~eJ_oloth, beveled boa.rds,$1.50jEBper covers, $1. .urui cu.lf or half morocco, ma.ro ed
edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
>

WORKS OF 0, B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, ll9 pages,

10o.

BffiLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

150,

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 2!>0.

A Masonic Vindication of Right..
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 86 pages,
1&o.
.A.ddresr THE TRUTH BEEKER.
211 La.fa.YeUe Pl., J!lew York.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.
Was Jesus an Impostor 1 A debate between the
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. 190 pp,, 25 cts. The Mirror of ·Freethought. 50 ots The Bible and Darwinism.
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
ots. Two Revelations. 5 ots. Bible Horrors ; or,
Real Blasphemy, 5 cts. Bible Makers. 5 ots.
Bible Saints-Nos. 11.2, and 8. Each 5 cts. Moses
vs. Darwin. 5 cts. ~:~ocra.tesJ Buddha., and Jesus.
5 ots. Christianity a Degraaing Reljgion. 5 cts.
Fictitious Gods. 5 ots. Na.tura.l llla.n. 5 cts.
The Old Faith and tbe New. 5 ots. Bruno and
Bpinoza.. 5 ots. The Bible God and His Fa.vorits.
5 ots. Miracle-Workers. 5 ots. Health, Wealth,
and Happiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Soul.
5 ots. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Desig_n and
Natural Selection. 5 ots. Man and the Lower
Animals. II cts.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
E. C., Lonion, Eng.

HISTORY
01'

TH:I

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

With it you oa.u WALK FoUR
Of Europe.
EASIER THAN ONE ON A
HEEL. For particulars BY JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D.
Revised Edition-2 vols-Prioe, S8.
ADDRESS
Addresa THE TRUTH BEEKER.
DR. SWAN, BEAVER DAM, WIS.
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lfews of the fleeh.

ORDER OF CREATION.
A DISUU!-lSION HETW1•:Jo:;'\'

GL.AD81'0AlfJ, !lt;xuc Y, MU&Ll!JR,
/,1 NTO.S. RBJ VI U.lfJ.
On the Conflwt l.Jetweeu G~ue•i• H.nd Geology.

PoRTUGUESE steamers are carrying many
Jesuit monks and nuns to proselyte the
Congo region.

co:s-•rENTS!

I. Dawn of Creatiou »nd ••f Worship. By Han.
W. E: Glad6tone.
A REOENT eruption of the volcano of Mount
II. The Interpreters of Genesis and the InterI wahassi, Japan, caused the loss of many
preters of Nature. BY Prof. T. H. Hux!_ey,
III. Postscript to Solar Jl{yths. By Prof. Max
houses and lives.
Muller.
SHERmAN died on the
5th.
BRIGANDAGE flourishes
in Cuba.

UJ~ms

of

->~;-=--

APART from the irrational
and immoral character of
many of its dogmas, Christianity has exercised a balefnl influence upon society
by its assumption of infallibility, by its exolnsivness,
and its insane pretension
that finality has been
reached, that it is placed on
such an immovable basis of
truth that all science and
all ph\Iosophy must take
their one from its ornde and
untenable creation story
and its revolting and immoral redemption myth. It
came npon the world when
the world was oomparativly
a baby, and set itself to the
task of not only seeing that
the baby should not be allowed to grow any bigger,
but that it should, if possible, be dwarfed and pinched
back to something me .. ner
and smaller. It pronounce<!
au appalling curse upon him
who should alter by one jot
or one tittle anything in the
jumbled incoherences of ita
scriptures. All knowledge
was crystallized, all wisdom
put into its eternalshap·,
eighteen hundred years
<~.go. No secular book was of
any nse. If it taught what
was not in the Bible, it
taught what was unnecessary : if it taught anything
opposed to the Bible, it was
blasphemons.-Saladtn.

CmoAGo's population
is 802,651.
GERMANY is industriously arresting Socialists.
CALIFORNIA is having
an anti-Chinese crusade.
MANY Chinamen come
through British Columbia.
VIOLENOE is ensuing
from extensiv Paris
strikes.
THE pope congratulates William III. 011 the
birth of a son.
RussiA is dunning the
Turkish sultan for the
war indemnity.
RussiA's new military
law will increase her
army by 400,000 men.
A ROOKET scattering
oil to calm dangerous
seas is being perfected.
A NUMBER of BenediCtines recently sailed to
establish their order in
Ecuador.
THE Catholic control
of Colombia secured by
the late agreement is
complete.

MOSES AND MRS. MOSES (DID MOSES HA.V A NEGRO WIFE?).
And Miriam and Aaron spake against Moses because of the Ethiopian woman whom he had married: for he had· married an Ethiopian woman.-Num. xii, 1.
'

IMMIGRATION for year ending June 30, 1888,
339,818; previous year, 483,116.

CITIZEN (to Chinaman) : "How are yon going to
vote, John 1" Chinaman: "Me votee agrtinst Hal- lison." Citizen: "Why, how is that? Don't yon
"THE fatigue of public worship" is dis- ' ================
know his record on the Chinese question?" Chinaman: "Yes. Too muchee Chinaman in countly
cussed by the English medical press.
A RuM go-Prohibition.
CooPERATION i E 1 d ·
.
d , THE diary of an old maid is the record of a miss. now."
n
ng an IS growmg, an Bpent life
SHE: "What beautiful texture is Mrs. X.'s stockits societies now hav 920,000 members.
1
·
, A T.IIING that is lightly passed over just now is ings; shouldn't think she would wear them in salt
w~ter."
He (dreamily): "Yes, how beautifully
THE 1st was the eighteenth anniversary of the fence surrounding a watermelon patch.
shaped they are, ah-er-thatis-er-the stockings,
the dogma of the Infallibility of the Pope.
i WHY should the spirit of mortal be proud 1 Be- of course, you know." Rnns behind a bath-house
1
THE institution of public free libraries is an cause it is beyond the reach of prohibitory laws.
and k'cks himself.
excellent practice being adopted by cities.
THE book-reviewer, unlike other literary men,
THEY were outside the garden wall. "Well,"
can do his best work when in ,. critical condition. ejaculated Eve, who, woman-like, gave her alleged
THE Oatltolic Standard defends that nation
SUNDAY-SCHooL teacher : "Why did the cock husband the greater .share of the blame, "I hope
of thieves, gamblers, and cut-throats, Mexico. crow at Peter's denial?" Pupil: "•cause it couldn't yon are satisfied now." "We ought to be, my
dear," returned Adam, trying to be hilarious under
SouTH CAROLINA phosphate-bed owners holler."
distressing circumstances; "we've got the earth."
hav combined, to extort advanced prices for
ToMMY: "Mamma, me and Mandie hav been
playing doctor. I just giv her some medioin in a
YouNG imp (to returning Father of Evil): "Well,
phosphates.
spoon, and she lies down and dies."
d•d, what sort of a time did you hav on earth today?"
F. of E.: "I'm ·only too glad to get home
CoMPAssiONATE housewife : "So you were in
A ooNTEMPTIBLR rivalry between two towns
in Stevens county, Kan., has plunged that the army, my poor man. What was your capacity again. Tell Jimmy to put more coal in No.
37 ,COG,OOO,OOO,OCO, OOO,OOO,OOO,OOO,OOO,OOO,OOQ, and make
there?" Tramp: "Double rations, mnm."
county into a state of bloodshed and confua roaring fire. I expect two New York politicians
CusToMER
(getting·his
hair
cnt):
"D'dn•t
you
sion.
to-night."
snip off a piece of the ear then?" "Yes, sah, a
THE New York Working Women's Society small piece, bnt not 'nongh to affect de hearin',
"No, Mr. Smith," she said gently but firmly," I
can never be your wife." Then he struggled to hiS
has passed resolutions deploring the death of sah."
"How'BE yon getting along?" remarked one feet and said, in broken tones : "Are all my hopes
Courtlandt Palmer, who w·as their warm and
moth to another. "Oh, I manage to keep in cloth- to be thus dashed to pieces 1 Am I never to be
helpful friend.
ing." And he disappeared within a fur-lined over- known as the husband of the beautiful Mrs.
Smith T" This was too much for the girl, and she
AT Downs, Kan., there was recently dis. coat.
Tms is the time of the year that a woman packs succumbed.
covered a remarkably well-preserved fossil,
"I WILL take,•· !aid the tramp to the bartender,
sixteen feet in length, either a mosasuru.s or her husband's coat, containing the book of tonr
tickets, in the bottom of the trunk that starts just ''a litHe free whisky to be nsed in the arts."
an ichthyosaurus.
ahead of them.
''What's that?" growled the drink-dispenser.
Pno:MPTEa (to boy): "Tell Mr. Ham that his cne "Ah," said the tramp, loftily, "you are probably
SEWING women and other working-women
complain that their wages are kept at starva- will be given very soon for the death scene. Is he a Democrat, and havn't the platform which we
ready?" Boy: "Yes, sir; he's jest got through Republicans adopted. We there demand free
tion point by religious charitable ilistitutions eatin' a watermelon,"
whisky for the arts, and I will take a little just
who cut under their prices.
BRoWN: ·• That's a handsome umbrella you've now to be used in painting my nose."
A KAN calling himself Father Hayes re- got there, Robinson," Robinson: "Yes." Brown:
"MY dear," said a lady, who was sitting on her
cently swindled a Quebec broker out of £450. "About what does it cost to carry an umbrella like front stoop, "do yon notice that poor man oomit· g
that?" Robinson: "Eternal vigilance."
np the street T·' "Yes," was the reply. "How I
The other Fathers who spiritually swindle
THE negro is a warm-blooded creature ; bnt he pity snch people!" she went on, gently. "Their
all their dupes are still at liberty.
life
must be hard indeed. Insufficient food and
can stand right np in a chilling rain and eat his
REVIVALIBT HoRNER has been ordered by way right through the biggest watermelon in the clothing, no money to buy even the simplest necessaries of-" Jnst then the wretched object of her
the authorities to leave Fallowfield, a town patch, without the slightest indication of a tremor. compassion vociferated: "Pay cash, clo' !"
CLERK: "I pelieve ve vill get some pad vedders."
near Ottawa. He had made twenty persons
"JAMEs," said the father of the family, sternly,
ill with nervous prostration, and several will Mose Schaumburg : "Yon believes ve viii get some "your school reports hav been anything but favorpad vedders. Vat yon means by ve? Since ven
end their days in lunatic asylums.
haf yon been a partner otJh mine dot you talkB of able this term. I suppoee yon failed in your ex·
amination as usual?" "No, sir," protested the boy.
THE restraining influences of Christianity ve?"
"I passed, but it was a tight squeeze." "Laura,"
"An, my friend," sighed a lngnbrioua stranger con tinned the father, turning to his oldest daughhaving proved somewhat unsuccessful in
keeping Rev. Mr. McEwen, of Evansville, at Asbury Park, "there are skeletons in all fami- ter, "I think I heard voices in the hall late last
lies. I hav mine, and I e>pose yon hav yours?"
Ind., from insulting ladies, the authorities "Yes, sir," was the reply; "she is down there on evening. I hav told yon repeatedly not to let
that young man stay later than eleven o'clock."
hav fallen back on the restraining influence the beach now."
"It was just eleven when he left, father." "That's
of a prison.
"I HAV been reading so long, Mr. Sampson," she so," testified James, coming to the relief of his
"You don't look like a prophet," said said, as he came np from the gate, "that my eyes sister. "I was at the top of the stairway and saw
are really very tired." "Lay aside your book, him go. He got away at eleven o'clock, bnt it was
Justice Power as Revivalist Mnason was Miss Clara," he replied, with tender sympathy, a tight squ"- "James 1" shrieked Laura.
arraigned before him the other morning for "and let your tired eyes rest on me."
having come up from Park Ridge, N.J., beMns. CHILSLEY: "I see statistics show that
cause he "heard a voice calling him to New seventy-five per cent of male criminals are unHUMBOLDT~
York," and caused disturbances.· "I am a married." Mr. Chilsley: "Which shows how many
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist,
men
prefer
the
penitentiary
to
matrimony."
And
prophet; God has sent me," was the teply.
l2x15 inches, suitable for framinKJ. sent .Post~aid
the ensuing silence was so deep that Mrs. Chilsley fofl~ cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
He was sent to prison.
- could hear herself reflect.
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IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial.
By Han. W. E. GladRtone.
. V. Dawn of Creation. An Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
VI. llr. Gl&dstone Hnd Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
. To obtain the remission of Ids sins a Christian
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mra.-E. Lynn Linshould feel a heartr sorrow for actions he pos9ihly
ton.
This is a new book and contains the latest discus- took great pleaiiure in committing. An act of consion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the tritio.asnffices to make one's peace with God, which
participants are a guarantee of its able character. is very oonvenien t· for Ch1·istians who, in spite of
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
their contrition, hav no intention
mending
their ways.- Vollatre.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
DoEs not the credit system in morals breed extravagance in sin 1-Inaer·
Boll.
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ALEXANDER VON

MELANCHTHON, mild as he
wae, was not behind Luther
in condemning Copernicus.
In his treatis; "Initia Doctrinm Physiore," he says :
"The eyes are witnesses that the heavens revolve in the space of twenty-four 'hours. But certain men, either from the love of novelty or to
make a display of ingenuitr, h ..v concluded that
the earth moves; and they maintain that neither
the eighth sphere nor the snn revolves .••• Now,
it is a want of honesty and decency to assert such
notions publicly, and the example is pernicious.
It is a part of a good mind to accept the truth as
revealed by God, and to acquiesce in it." 1\lelanchthon then cites passages from the Psalms and
from Ecclesiastrswhich he declares assert positivly and clearly that the earth stands fast, and that
the sun moves around it.-.And1'-tn D. Whtte.
FRoM these ghosts our fathersreceiv•d in forma.
tion. They were the schoolmasters of our ancestors. They were the lloi~b.tists and philosophers,
the geologists, legislators, aftronomers, physicians, metaphysicians, and historian8 of the past.
For ages these ghosts were supposed to be the only
source of real knowledge. They inspired men to
write books, and the books were considered sacred.
If facts were found to be inconsistent with these
books, so innch the worse for the .facts, and espe·
cially for their discoverers.-Inaersoll.
LEGISLATiv reform, the manful renunciation of
entangling alliances with the ghosts of the past,
is a sword that has more than once out a Gordian
knot. of fatal complications. The suppression of
monasteries saved four of our Spanish-American
sister republics from a brood of vampires that had
drained the life-blood of Spain for a series of centuries. In England the timely repeal of the cornlaws averted an explosion that might hav rent the
coherence of the entire British empire. The abolition of slavery with one blow destroyed a hydra
that had menaeed tbe safety of the American
Union by an endless series of political disputes.
By the abolition of serfdom Czar Alexander ele·
vated the Russian empire to the rank of aprogressiv
nation. The very possibility of national progress
depends, indeed, on the hope of legislativ reform,
for the rigor of unalterable laws prevents social
development as the clasp of an iron ring prevents
the growth of a tree.-Oswald's Btbl!J of Nature.
HEBE I may allude to persecution. This is entirely and exclnsivly human, and is the most
senseless and degrading of all feelings and actions.
The man mnst be utterly insane, or debased, who
can persecute his fellow for difference of opinion.
Why do not onr tyrants imprison and outlaw us
for the shape of our noses, the color of onr hair,
or the size of our heads? It would not surprise
me if they did. They hav done their worst in persecuting opinions; in this way they hav plunged
to the very depths of madness, and we need not be
surprised at any exhibitions they may yet make.
In this the animals might well laugh man to scorn,
and hold him in perpetual derision: for the perse~
cutor is the very lowest type of being th .. t crawls
the earth-the very slime of slime; the last refu~e
of the world.-J. svmes.
FoB my own part, I would as soon be descended from that heroic little monkey who
braved his dreaded enemy in order to save the life
of his keeper, or from that old baboon who descending from the mountains rarried away in
triumph his young comrade from a crowd of
astonished dogs, as from a savage who delights to
torture his enemies, offers ttp bloody saorificei!,
practices infanticide without remorse, treats his
wives like slaves, knows no decency, and is haunted
by the grossest superstitions.-Darwtn,
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THE story goes that a young curate once. by previous arrangement had secured pho-l AuTHORITIEs of Ocean county, N.J., hav
received from a lady an instantaneous photo- tographs of. the scene, one of which she sent' unearthed an old Sunday law with a very
graph which represented the two parties in to the innocent pastor, as described, with the severe penalty, and will stop the fishing on
IT is thought that in the next hundred the act of kissing. The curate, while calling statement that she had eleven more, which Barnegat bay.
A BERLIN correspondent of the Jou'f'11al des
years the population of the United States will upon the young lady, had in a moment of he might hav for the modest· sum of $100
Debats says that Bismarck is declining in
equal the present population of Europe and enthusiasm kissed her, and she, artful belle, each.
perhaps that of China.
health, and has repeatedly expressed a wish to
THE vicar at Barnaldsretire to private life.
wick, Yorkshire, discharged his sexton and
THE New York TimetJ,
attempted to run things
in issue of JuJy 115th, had
all by himself. When a
a column editorial headfuneral ,procession
ed, " The School Tumult
reached the gates a short
in Boston," in which it
time afterward, it found
said : " There has been a
them. locked, while the
strong feeling all over the
bells were ringing for a
country that the Roman
wedding.
The grave
communion is hostil to
was dug too shallow and
our institutions because
in a n,orth and south poits hierarchy favors the
sition, and in attempting
parochial school, which
to lower the coffin the
Is the complement of the
vicar and his boy let it
parish church in the Old
fall with a crash to the
World." It further said :
bottom. He offered to
" Boston is the first New
dig a new grave, but the
England city that the Rorelative concluded that
man Catholics hav capthe had done harm enough
ured, and the attempt to
already.
formulate a Roman policy for schools indicates
THE faculty of the Otwhat is before the public
tawa normal school think
school in other cities
that the fact that this
where it is possible for
year there were no honor
the Catholic to gain constudents and not one
trol."
qualified tor the gov ernor-general's medal, is
THE Rev. J. B. Simdue to rules permitting
mons, D.D., of this city,
young men of the school
in an address before the
to call upon young
Baptist Publication Sowomen of the school, and
ciety, said: "Beautiful
pass evenings with them.
as woman was when God
Until recently the rules
created her, we cannot
to prevent the commindeny that, in morals and
gling of the sexes were of
religion, she was a dethe strictest kind. They
plorable failure. From
were not even allowed to
the day she turned her
recognize each other on
back upon God and God's
the streets. If it appears
word (both of which
that the rela·xed ruJes are
things she did without
likely to resuJt in too
any influence from
much calling and too lit •
Adam), she became a
tie study, the old methhe a then, Heathenism
ods will again be emoriginated in her heart."
ployed.
From this it appear~ that
/
I
AMoNG the passengers
the world is indebted to
by the steamer Rotter woman more than gen.
dam, which arrived at
erally acknowledged, but
this port last week, was
it does not appear that
the Rev. J. V. Dundas,
woman is very greatly
of Rice county, Minn.,
indebted to the Christian
who declared that he had
church for good opinions
no dutiable articles in his
held.
baggage. Customs Officer Schaeffer, however,
THE story of how Genfound in his trunk a fine
eral Andrew Jackson got
white India crepe shawl,
the name of Old Hickory
embroidered in silk ; a
is again going its rounds,
large quantity of men's
and will be new to some
underwear, ladies' underreaders. D u r i n g the
wear, a silk umbrella, an
Creek war he had a bad
aneroid, parcels of prayercold, and his soldiers
books, towels, handkermade for him a shelter of
chiefs, perfumery, and in
hickory bark. The next
a false bottom five thoumorning a tipsy soldier,
sand cigars packed· in
not knowing who was
boxes snugly fitting to
under the bark, kicked
the trunk. The trunk
it over. As the general,
was seized. And now
·speechless with rage,
the Rev. Mr. Dundas
struggled out of the ruin,
THE MOVEMENT OF THE CLERGY.
will go home and preach
the soldier yelled, "Helsermons, telling his peolo, Old Hickory I Come
ple that their duty is to be honest, law-abiding to the committee on disciplin, which has are not reassuring, and a collapse of the en- out of your bark and take a drink!"
citizens. In the eye ofthe law Mr. Dundas is just reported in favor of ordaining women as terprise is prophesied, to take effect probably When the soldiers saw Jackson shaking the
bark from his uniform they gave three
a criminal, but that makes no difference deacons.
very soon.
with his piety.
cheers
for "Old Hickory," and the name
CosTA RIOA has ratified a contract with the
THE Catholic University at Washington has
stuck.
Mxss MARTHA A. MoCoNNELr. was elected Nicaragua Canal Company, which apparently already $700,000 in fund~, with $100,000
deacon~ in the McKeesport, Pa., Reformed removes the last obstacle to the progress of more subscribed, 656 acres of property paid
THERE hav been more Catholic churches,
Preshyterian church, but the presbytery re- this work. It remains only for the construe- for, the divinity building ($175,000) ready to schools, convents, hospitals, and colleges
fused to· ordainl?-er, as there was no precedent tion company to push along the excavations be paid for as the contracts call for payment, erected in Tennessee, Alabama, and Arkansas
for sucll ac.tion, and referred the matter to the 1 with zeal to hav the canal in operation before chapel and library provided for by a donor, during the past two years than during a decade
synod.. The synod turned the question over its Panama rival. The reports from Panama and eight divinity chairs epdowed.
prior to that time.
/
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ing from the author of their being, portions of which Indian. Every man who holds up the Bible as the
are so repulsiv that I dare not repeat them. And word of God virtually indorses these barbaric acts,
what I am afraid of is that some of my Liberal friends and would lc,ad us b!lck from the civilization and the
will think that I take delight in wading through this humanizing iufluences of the nineteenth century to
God and the Bible.
mire of superstition. But there is always more or the corrupt and degraded condition of society in old
EXODUS.
less unpleasant work for reformers to do. If all Bible times. We read with horror of wild Indians
Chap. xxi, 7: "If a man sell his daug-hter to be a could understand the degrading influence that a be- scalping helpless children; but the Christian believes
ma1d,t rvant," etP.. These texts of scripture act as lief in this nonseJlsical drivel has over the minds of that God was actually bel ping such scalpers as old·
mirror8 to reflect the state of society when God was the people, they would join with me in lifting the !\loses and Joshua. The one who cannot see how
paying particular attention to thing~ of earth.
such belief acts as an undercurrent to drag the peapublic mind liQove this moral taint.
A knowledge of the times is all that ifl rE>quired to
NUMBERS.
pie back t.o the crimes and superstitions of past ages
show that if God was cor:ducting the aff,tJrs of men
Chap. xii, 14: "And the Lord said unto Moses, If has had his sight perverted by wearing theological
he was a vH'Y bad God. The more ignorant a man her fat her had spit in her face, should she not be spPctacles.
·'· .
·
is the oftener he sees the hand of God.
-t!'hamed seven days 1" etc. D.Jes this not sound more
Verse 16: "But of the cities oCtliese people which
To bear some of the war sermons during the Re
ike the gibberish of an idiot than the word of a g-rt>at the Lord thy God giveth thee for an inheritance,
hellion one would think God was fi:.{hting the battleF God 1 If this passage were not found in the Btble. thou !>halt save alive nothing that breatheth."
instead of the ''boys in blue.'' God always blesse~ -vould anyone pay any regard to it! Ponder thi!l
Of all the acts of all the human monsters of which
thE> heaviest shower of well-directed bullets.
verse and think of the Cllri~tians' claim that the Btb'E- I ever read, nothing more atrocious has ever come to
In old Bible times the people were very suporsti :nrri• s with it the evtden~e of a supernatural produc. my knowledge. It is said that there are three pertious. Tbey courd see the footprints of God when R ion,· bemmse it is far above anything- man can pro· «ons in the g-odhead, but if God ever gave such a
latter-day scientist cou!d not find the mark of a tr.e
luce. The Bible is like a boil cr carbuncle-the onh cf')mmand, a fourth ought to be added-a South Sea
nail. The fact that a man would sell his own daugh- vfly to improve it is to redulle it. If the filth and I·land man eater.
ters and steal the daughters of others and rob moth- brutality were expunged. it would be less cumbrou!l
Chap. xxi, 11: "And seest thou a beautiful woman
ers of their bab~s, when all their customs go to sho" -tnd more acceptable. Even then it would fall far among'· the captivs, and hast a desire unto her, that
a state of society bordering on barbarism, makes thE- below .many other books which men hav written.
thou wouldst hav her for a wtf.,," etc.
idea of God having anything to do with such a peoplEChap. xv, 4: ''And the Lord said unto Moses, takt"
Would any but a sneaking savage hav a wife under
as foolish as to believe that he would direct the aff>1ir> all the heads of the people and hang- them up before !mob circumt-tances? A woman bemoaning the loss
of a gang of robbHs. God is having just as much he Lord against the sun, that the fierce anger of tle of parents, home, and country forced into the loathto do with the affairs of men to.day as he ever did. L >rd may be turned away from Israel."
Rome embrace of a savage. by the command ·of God!
and he will hav less and less to do as the people grow
In this verse there is something to be considered Well, my Christian friend, how many lessons do you
more intelligent.
Which is the more rational view, that God gave such want before you learn that your God is the embodiEx. xxxiii, 22, 23 : "I will put thee in a cleft of the a brutal comm!lnd or that Moses or some other blood- ment of brutality, or else that he never gave any such
rock, and I will cover thee with my hand while I pass thirsty wretch wanted to cut off a lot of human heads, commands?
by. Aod I will t<tke away my hand and thou sh!J.lt and tried to make the people believe that God coi:nVerse 14: "And it shall be if thou hav no delight
see my back parts." Wbat a conception of God! A manded the inhuman act 1 To a mind not entirely in her, thou shalt let her go whither she will," etc.
F,ji islander would be shamed by such an idea of bt clouded by superstition, the latter is the more
Everything is made to hinge on the desire or caGod. Did his hand just cover Moses, or was there rational view.
price of the man. The woman is supposed to hav no
some left 1 The length of a man'l:l hand is about ·oneAgain, is it more rational to believe that Moses or rights, no will, no choice. She is simply a thing in
ninth part of his bight. Allowing six feet to hav some other human monster was filled. with '·fierce the hands of a man to be accepted, abandoned,
been the bight of l\loses, then we hav 6x9=54 feet as anger" or that God was burning with ":fierce anger!'' neglected, turned off, bought, sold, used as a wifeor
the exact bight of God.
Could the "fierce anger of the Lord" be "turned concubine, raped, or rejected, as the whim may dieGod chose old Noah above all the men on the away 1' without his changing 1
tate.
earth to be· saved when he drowned the world, and
If it is true that God did command Moses to cut
This shows the conpition of society when God was
yet the first thiug he did after he struck dry land off the people's heads and "hang them up against giving his special atte-ntion to the affairs of men.
was to get drunk and show his "back parts." One the sun," he is the most cruel and ferocious God that
It is to be hoped that he will not attempt to superwould think from his exhibition to Moses that God ever sprung from the brain of a half-barbarous peo- vise our affairs for a long time to come, we get along
was on a spree too, for it.seems more like the act of a pie.
so much better without him. Yet we hav seventy
drunken man than that of a sober God.
Chap. xxxi, 17, 18: "Now, therefore, kill all the thousand salaried men in tnis country trying to imIt is utterly impossible to do justice in ridiculing males among the little ones, and kill every woman pose these barbaric ideas upon the minds of the
such ludicrous ideas of God. Suppose this silly who hath known man by lying with him. But all young, and trying to lead us .back to the good old
part of the Btble had never been written, would the the women-children that hav not known a man by times when the "rigidly righteous" could hav as
world hav suffered any loss? Has this J ehovahly non- ly1ng with him, keep alive fcrr yourselvs." There many fancy women around them as their depraved
sense had a tendency to lift men to a higher plane of are thousands of Christians who never read these appetites might crave, and when .a priest or other
civilization? Such a God is simply a creature of the verses. Their minds hav been studiously turned holy buccaneer could plunder his weaker neighbor,
in..agination, and has no more to do with the affairs away from them and many other similarly savage and all the people would shout, Amen.
of men than a stone god.
passages of scripture by their ecclesiastical trainers.
Gorgeous temples are erected in which the people
LEVITIOUS.
Now, I want to make a missionary of every Liberal, assemble to hav these ancient notions of virtue and
Chap. xii: I want every woman to read this chap- and this is the way I propose to do it-mark the pas- morality impressed upon their minds, and to be
ter. Does motherhood render a woman unclean, or sages as I hav directed, and as you find fitting occa- tauglit how much higher David and Solomon and
did some superstitious barbarian say so and then sions call the attention of Christians to them. Ask bloody old Joshua stood in the scale of humanity
claim that the fiat came from God? No matter from them to consider the unreasonableness of God giving than people of the present day, and how much
what source the fiat originated, every mother ought utterance to such indecent language and giving such above the literature and scientific productions of the
to hold in abhorrence the one from whom it came.
brutal commands. A few passages wi11make every nineteenth century these sacred passages are.
Then she is to be unclean twice as long if she bear Christian feel, if he hav a thimbleful of brains, as·
In whole cities nothing is to be "saved alive that
a "maid child" as she is if she bear a "male child." though he ought to take a pt:rgativ. Verse 35: breatheth." And the seventy thousand are engaged
And, worse than all, she is to make an "atonement "And thirty and two thousand in all, of women that to teach the young that this brutality is above the highbefore the Lord" for the sin of having a child. Can had not known man by lying with him/'
est conceptions of humanity and justice nt the presthe mumble over a lamb and a pigeon and a turtleThink of it! Thirty-two thousand young women ent time. Not content with enforcing these primitiv
dove result in any good to anybody! Does such to be kept alive for "yourselvs "-that is, handed notions of society two or three times a week, the
hogwash increase the happiness of God? If a over to the lustful embrace of the soldiery I Write seventy thousand insist that they shall be made a
mother can read this chapter and believe that it was this hideous command upon every gatepost along part of the exercises in school each day.
written by the finger of God, she is lost to self. the wayside, that every Christian may see it. In all
The whole of the twenty-second chapter is interrespect. This chapter simply shows the ignoraBce the books I ever read I never found anything more esting as showing the condition of society when God
and snperstition of the people among whom it origi- brutal and demoralizing. If we are justifiable in was giving immediate directions to the people.
nated. Would God command the race to "increase giving homage to a God :who gaye such a savage Neither the thoughts nor the language are proper to
and multiply" and then put a curse upon mother- command, then we should take off our hats and make be repeated in this article. Therefore, let it be read
hood? God had no more to do with this nonsensical the lowest bow when-we meet the lowest and most carefully for the purposes before mentioned.
bosh than he has with dancing an Irish reel.
brutal savage.
In this chapter it, is made to appear that if a man
I suppose 'every Liberal has read this portion of
After Probst had murdered a whole family he was accuse his wife wrongfully, he is to pay the wife's
the sacred volume.. But I want to extort a promi" asked why he killed the little children, and if it was father a hundred shekt>ls of silver. The wronged
from everyone to n ad again· the book of Leviticus possible that they had ever done anything to injure woman gets nothing. But if the woman is guilty,
carefully. I opened the BiLle, and by chance my uim. "Why, no;" he replied, "but when I got my she is to be stoned with stones that she die. The
eye fell upon tbe passage in regard to the atonement baud in I rather IikE>d it''
twenty-eighth and twenty-ninth verses of this chHp·
of a woman who had a child. I felt that it was an
Probably Moses, who was on such familiar terms ter require particular attention. They are to the
outrage upon the race. I went carefully tbrouah with the Lord, was about on a level with the man E-ffect that if a man commit a rape on a ''damsel"
Levtttcus again, and that circumstance gave rise to Probst. No doubt he enjoyed the killing o{" all the nnt betrothed, he shall pay her fatber fifty shE-ke.!s of
this article. D,Jes this portion of God's word show males among the little ones," and probably was de- silver, and she ·shall be his wife; he may not put ht:Jr
forth his glory¥ said I. If this is God's word, hi~ lighted when he saw "all the heads of the people away all his days.
'
throne, instead of being the ceuter of purene~s, is the i:J.aug up against the sun." But the horror of belitv · In the·1iame of all the decent gods, if there he any,
fountain of filth. wa~ it given to man for his good 1 mg tbat such a ghadt.ly sig-ht would turn away the I at-k what a woman of culture and refinement would
The man who would read the book of Lev,ticuR to •· fierce aiJger of the Lord" is enough to nauseate thiuk of being the wife of a wan "all his dl\ys" who
his daughter and tell her that it 'is the word of God. any but a Christian stomach. It is bad enough to had outrag~ed her, with no means of escape. The
would grow fat on the· scum of a sewer. If a ma~ be compelled to believe that human bemgs are sav- father of the woman who has bt:Jen debauched gets
shou,d send a book equally indecent through the ages. But to believe that God is a savage can hav no well patd, but the injured woman is lt-fc out of 8ight
mail, would Anthony let up because the man claimed other result than to producA Christian savages.
PDtirely. I expect Talmage will undertake to show
that it was wntten by God? Who does not feel de
DEUTERONOMY.
in some future se~mon that the idea of woman's rights
graded to think that such a scurvy production Cfln be
Chap. xx, 14: "But the worn en and the little ones, had itfl rise under the old Mosaic dtspemn.t.ion. And
palmtd off upon the people f Jr the word of God! A Bnd the cattle and all that is in the city, even all thtl then his sermon will be rehashed bv all the pious
dt.vil in good standing would giv us something more spoil thereof, shalt thou take unto thyself; and thou dugongs in the country·who pound B,blts for cold
wholesome. To teach the young that such nauseat- shalt eat the spoil of thine enemies which the Lord victuals, and all the atJxious sisters will shout, Amen.
ing oozc1. originated from a source of purity is to thY. God giveth thee!'
Thauks for the doubtmg spirit of the age, W@ hav
spatter wlth mud and then .expect cleanliness.
Could an untamed savage or even a devil do any some women who do not sell out for the faint vraise
Must the minds of the young, generation after worse? "Search the scriptures," and you will find of men in white choktlrS !
generation, be infected by the poison from this upas? some of the most diabolical acts recorded against
Chap. xxiii, 1: Here it is declared (please read 'the
Think of it, 0 ye L1b~rals
I am writing about a God that were ever written down in any book. It is verse) that if a man meet with a certain accident he
book which the young are taught
to regard as emanat- enough to bring a blush to the cheek of a Digger cannot enter into the congregation of the Lord. If
.,
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the best man who ever lived should meet with the
misfortune mentioned in the 8fove verse the day
before he died, the gates of heaven would forever be
closed against him, and hell will be his portion.
Naples, N. Y.
JoHN PECK.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

That Fabricated Letter of John Wesley.
By ignorance is pride increased;
They most assume _who know the least.
In the Sun of May 28th I undertook to prove that
a recently discovered letter, purporting to hav been
written June 14, 1775, by John Wesley, in defense of
the American cause, is -a fabrication. The editor of
the ( hristian Advocate champions the integrity of
the letter and says : " Mr. Burr is not well enough
acqc1ainted with Mr. Wesley's works to hav an intelligent opinion upon that subject." And again: "Mr.
Burr's 'I pronounce it a fabrication,' simply pronounces himself ignorant of the facts, and brings him
under the condemnation of that ancient proverb of
Solomon: 'He that answereth a matter before he
heareth it, it is folly and shame unto him.'"
· The argument of the Christian Advocate in favor
of the integrity of the letter is that between 1768 and
1775 Wesley changed his views on the question of
American taxation, and, therefore, the editor says:
When he wrote the article referred to, " A Calm Address
to Our American Colonists," which was an .abridgment of
Dr. Johnson's article, "Taxation No Tyranny," he was
taunted with having suddenly changed his opinions, and
with having at no remote period recommenaed a book entitled, ''An Argument in .Defense of the Exclusiv Right
Claimed by the Colonies to Tax Themselvs." ·Wesley defended himself on the ground that he had changed his opinions to a considerable extent under the influence of Dr.
Johnson's pamphlet. So that the letter which Mr. Burr-pronounces a fabrication was in harmony with Wesley's views
at the time of its date.
Not a word does the Christian Advocate venture
to quote from Wesley's "Calm Address" to .prove
that its views were in harmony with the letter purporting to hav been written by him in the same year,
1775. I will therefore reproduce so much of the
letter as the Christian Advocate quotes, and com
pare it with extracts from Wesley's" Calm Address."
But before doing this I call attention to the confused and blundering chronology of the Christian
Advocate:
Moreover, We~ley modified his opinions again after the Declaration of Independence, and wrote a letter to Lord North
and to the secretary of the colonies, Lord Dartmouth, to whom
the letter now in question [dated June 14, 1775] was addressed, remonstrating against the war and pleading for
America; and in that letter [of June 14, 1775] is the following passag.e published from Lord North's copy.
·
How is this? Did Wesley write two letters to
Lord Dartmouth, one in 1775 and another " after
the Declaration of Independence~" Or did be write
to Lord North "after the Declaration of Independence" a letter exactly like the one written to Lord
Dartmouth in 1775 (now first discovered), from
which the following is an extract, as published in the
Christian Advocate :
I cannot avoid thinking, if I think at all, that these; an
oppressed people, asked for nothing more than their legal
rights, and that in the most modest and inoffensiv manner
that the nature of the thing would allow. But. waiving this,
waiving all considerations of right and wrong, I ask, Is it
common sense to use force toward the Americans? My lord,
whatever has been affirmed, these men will not be frightened, and it seems they will not be conquered so easily as
was at first imagined. They will probably dispute every
inch of ground, and, if they die, die sword in hand. Indeed,
some of our valiant officers say, "Two thousand men will
clear America of these rebels." No, not twenty thousand,
be they rebels or not, nor perhaps treble that number. They
are as strong men as you, they are as valiant as you, if not
abundantly more valiant, for they are one and all enthusiasts
-enthusiasts for liberty. They are calm, deliberate enthusiasts, and we know how this principle breathes into softer
souls stern love of war, and thirst of vengeance, and contempt· of death. We know men, animated with this spirit,
will leap into a fire or rush into a cannon's mouth.
I now say that the sentiments of this letter are in
direct opposition to those of John Wesley as expressed in his " Calm Address to Our American
Colonies" in 1775. I first quote what he says in
regard to the separation of the colonie.:~ from Eng~nd:
·
But, my brethren, would this be any advantage to you?
Can you hope for a more desirable form of government,
either in England or America, than that which you now
enjoy? After all the vehement cry for liberty, what more
liberty can you hav? . . . What civil liberty can you
desire which you are not already possessed of? . . .
Would the being independent of .England make you more
free? Very far from it. It would hardly be possible for
you to steer clear between Anarchy and tyranny. But suppose, after numberless dangers and misfortunes, you were to
settle into one or more r·epublics, would a republican government giv you more liberty, either religious or civil? By no
means. No governments under heaven are so despotic as
the republican; no subj,cts are governed in so arbitrary a
manner as those of a commonwealth.
Again, compare the following passages with the
supposititious letter, which alleges that the "oppressed people" of the colonies hav "asked nothing
more than their legal rights :"
Vainly, therefore, do you complain of "unconstitutional
exactions, violated rights, and mutilated charters." Nothing
is exacted but according to the original constitution both of
England and her colonies. Your rights are no more violated
than mine, when we ar.e both taxed by the supreme power ;
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and your charters are no more mutilated than the charter of to seek it with singleness of purpose and unswerving
the city of London.
devotion.
Ten times over in different words ;vou " profess yourselvs
Truth is the Infinit. Its behests include the whole
to be contending for liberty." But It is a vain, empty profession, unless you mean by that threadbare word· a liberty duty, a.s it does the whole welfare of our race.
To be disloyal to the Infinit it is only necessary
from obeying your rightful sovereign and keeping_ the fundamental laws of your country. And this undoubtedly it is that the mind should cherish a rival purpose to that
which the confederated colonies are now doing.
of knowing. The Infinit will brook no divided
If anyt.hing more is needed to prove that the letter service.
of June 14, 1775, is a forgery, I will refer to other
If you seek the Divinity in all humility, in absolute
publications of John Wesley. For exPmple, ((A Calm candor, without one wish but to know and follow
Address to the Inhabitants of England," in 1777, without reservation the command, the awe inspiring
and "A Compassionate Address to the Inhabitants of Presence will welcome you to the ui:J.iversal board
Ireland," in 1778. In the first of these he appeals to where the beggar may feast beside the emperor.
dissenters who hsv "espoused the cause of those
But those who come to force the oracle, to rob the
who are in open rebellion against their lawful sov- temple for their own purposes; or clothed in their
ereign," and says:
own wisdom to demand a sign from heaven upon
If you do not plead expressly for them, you at least exten- their selfish claims ; those who bring their tomes and
uate their crime. Perhaps even scruple to call them rebels, their authorities, decrees of popes and resolutions of
and speak of them with tenderness rather than resentment.
synods, yes, or the keys of Peter, to unlock the
And in the "Compassionate Address to the Inhab- mysteries ; those who dare to personate and degrade
itants of Ireland" he givs them the following news to finiteness the Impersonal, setting up their sidefrom America :
show gawds in place of the Unfathomable, and bar
In December General Washington had seventeen or eight- entrance to the Universal Pl'esence with an icy bareen thousand men in his army. From that time thirty or rier called faith; all these will find truth a dread
forty and sometimes fifty of them died in a day by a pestilential fever, and in two months' time upward of fifteen hun·- Sinai, whose beetling crags will afford no doorway,
dred deserted to General Howe, so that many were inclined as is given to the humble and faithful learner, but
to believe he had not now much more than five thousand whose massiv boulders may at any moment reduce
effectiv men left.
their presumptuous forms to powder which the mockIn view of this hopeless condition of the rebels in ing winds of the Cosmos will carry away.
America, Wesley says to the people of Ireland:
Neither they nor their slaves can enter; for the
Comfort yourselvs, therefore, about General Washington's fane unbuilt by hands is not for slaves.
huge army that melted away like snow in harvest. The
The true worshiper must bear but one emblem·English forces meantime are in perfect health (about sixteen the emblem of inquiry, the badge of interrogation,
thousand), and hav plenty of all things.
the question-mark. And it must be worn in the
The fact is, John Wesley was as bitter a foe to the inmost bosom alone.
American cause as Dr. Johnson. Hence these two
He must also carry in his hand a white tablet,
Tories were the special objects of "Casca's" assaults utterly blank; and let him look we.U to it that no
in T!w Crisis, a weekly paper published in London scholastic dead hand, nor phantom of the past, nor
from Jan. 21, 1775, until after the Declaration of human despot, nor fetich shadow, has left upon. it a
Independence; and " Casca" was Thomas Paine. trace of invisible falsehood, to appear later upon it
His first notice of Wesley's "Calm Address" was in in semblance of the Divine word.
the paper of Nov. 4, 1775, from which I quote the
Whether you set up at the Eternal's door a vain
following couplet :
idol called " Salvation," at whose feet you pause
Hail, Wesley, hail! thy brass the prize secures;
terrified by its finger warning you not to proceed
Even Johnson's front's a bashful front to yours.
within; or whether you desert the temple-guide,
"Casca" calls Wesley an "ecclesiastical tool," and Reason, to follow the delusiv specter called Faith,
in answer to his question, "Am I or two millions of you are from that moment a wanderer in darkness,
Englishmen made slaves beoause we are taxed with- an infidel, that is, faithless, recreant, a traitor; unout our consent 1" says:
faithful and treasonable to the witness of immutable
Tell me, then, thou shepherd of the elect, thou inspired Truth.
teacher of that faithful remnant which shall be saved, thou
Yet there are many such infidels, professing a twogreat surviving limner of the tabernacle, if this is not slavery,
headed religion. Truth they indeed profess to serve,
what is the difference between slavery and freedom?
Had John Wesley been friendly to the American but only when some :finite idol, of the earth earthy,
cause the fact would not hav escaped the notice of givs them permission.
The sun of Truth the idol givs them leave to serve
Thomas Paine. Indeed, he did giv Wesley duo
credit for his detestation of slavery. On that ques- is but a painted screen in some dark cavern called a
tion Wesley and Paine were in perfect accord; but church.
The temple of Truth is ce-extensiv with the uniWesley's "Calm Address" was severely reviewed by
verse
; and yet few there be that find it.
''Casco.'' iu not less than four numeers of The Crisis
Why ? Because they lack the honest question in
of 1775-6. Let me quote one more passage:
Where is the man of reason and education (except the the breast, and the pure white tablet in the hand on
servil Wesley) who will expose himself to universal derision which the oracle can appear.
Everyone gets what he seeks. He who goes to
and contempt by denying this eternal truth: that governments
are instituted not for the sake of the governors, but of the the shrine with a lie in the heart and an insincere
governed? But Mr. Wesley in his " Calm Address" (page query on the lips gets what he seeks-delusion. He
10) is not ashamed to assert the contrary. He has the ignorance and the impudence to tell us that our all-" our lives, has his reward.
The worshiper of the True will often :find strange
our liberties, and our property-are, without our consent, at
the absolute disposal of king and Parliament." Neither and unfashionable songs rising within him ; and find
Mansfield nor Johnson ever ventured so far.
himself arrayed in colors not harmonizing with the
In view of such evidence as this, who now will servil crowd. But the songs will be the memnondare to maintain the authenticity of the alleged echoes from the arising Dawn; the music will be the
letter of John Wesley, pleading for the " oppressed voice of the Infinit translated into the speech that
people" of the American .colonies, and saying that quickens humanity; the colors sun-born tints that
they hav "asked for nothing more than their legal do not fade.
Later on he will be in the fashion, when the genrights, and that in the most ino:ffensiv manner~"
The editor of the Christian Advocate has charged erations discover-as they surely will-that Light is
me with ignorance in regard to Wesley's political not merely negativ; that it is also warmth and lifr.
Then they will hail as their noblest friend the
sentiments, and has quoted a proverb of Solomon as
applicable to my case, imputing to me shame and Spirit of Skepticism, the Spirit that inquires, tests,
folly. The wisdom of that much-married Old Testa- and imperiously demands a voucher from every creed;
ment saint is not to be doubted, and there is another the Spirit of Doubt, that challenges every plausible,
of his proverbs which I particularly appreciate, quibbling, sneaking, sanctified sample of mysterynamely, ''Answer not a fool according to his folly, mongering that in the name of some almighty
·emptiness seeks to enslave man ; the Spirit that conlest thou be like unto him."
W. H. BuRB.
demns to the limbo of impotence and contempt the
TJ1e Worship of' Truth.
orator or the writer who like a thief seeks to kill the
While a student, the writer noted a remark by one vigilant watch-dog Freethought, before he tries to
. of the college professors in the course of one of his lay his cursed hand on the gem Freedom.
Doubt is a mere negation, is it? What can you
lectures-he was a clergyman and pastor of that institution-which stands out in his memory, though giv us in the place of our religion, say they? What
it was thrown out in an incidental way, as possessing indeed 1 Everything. Release from darkness ; liberty
to grow and to move and to develop; from whence
a very serioulil character.
It was, that there are some things of more conse- will inevitably spring, by the great forces that are in
you, every positiv good, and all mastery over evil.
quence than truth.
There are hosts of worshipers of the True, but
He was speaking of religion.
Since that time, now thirty years ago, the writer they are scattered. There are few forums where they
has often asked himself the question : When a man can exchange knowledge, gain the encouragement of
says there is something more important to a building intercommunion; few laboratories whero they can
than its foundation, does he not mean that if he work together in the absolutely unhampered search
could only hav one of the two things he would let for the inestimable Treasure.
The press is everywhere subsidized by, or else in
the foundation go ?
To say that religion is more important than truth awe of, the enemies of the liberty of mind. When I
is to say that truth as a guide must be dropped when meet with such a paper as THE TRUTH SEEKER, whose
it leads us across the dead-line drawn by a dead Editor seems to care for what he professes to seek,
as a paramount consideration; which is open to all
past.
There is but one god-:-Truth; but one religion- views and on that one account, and not because of
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reminded me of Mr. Dickens's robber, who, being upon
the point of blowing his brains out, heard a cock
crow and concluded to forego his intention-because
be bad once heard a cock crow in his childhood.
This man was less theatrical than the others. He
told his story-which it seems he bad told before, for
it was recognized by the moderator-as though proving an account in court out of a ledger. There was an
affectation of precision about him. He bad withal
the air of one who is telling a. wonderful story and
does not expect to be believed except after the
severest cross-examination, which he is preparing
himself for.
The witnesses follow eaQb other in monotonous
procession.
All hav evidently told their stories beA Down-Town Revival.
fore. All are aided by the rest with the same ejacuAs I was walking up John street the other day lations and groans, uttered in various keys. But
after lunching at an old English chophouse on that there seems to be no special zest in the proceedings.
thoroughfare which I particularly affect, I was aware They are an old story to the brethren. And the sinof a church at my left -hand, into and out of which ners obstinately refuse to come in and be saved.
streams of people were passing. I remembered that
By and by an old gentleman with the hirsute makea revival was going forward in these parts, and as I up of a first old man in a third-class comedy comhad not for some years bad it in my power to observe pany bops up in one corner and begins. But a rough
under favorable circumstances one of these pbenom- Irish laborer bas got up no less quickly on the
ana, I determined to take advantage of the opportu- other side.
nity and entered.
"A moment, please, Brother --," exclaims the
The meeting was in full blast. I soon learned, moderator to the first old man. "We'll bear you
however, that this was not the main reviva.l meeting. after. This man arose first."
That was to be held later on in the room above. I
Whereupon the old gentleman sub!'ides. The
was witnessing only a sort· of prolog, or preliminary Irishman takes the floor, and is greeted all through
canter, as it were. None of the principal proselytes his remarks with "Hallelujahs" and "Glory to
were present, the meeting being led by a plain lay- Gods," not so much because of what be says as be-'
man, who nevertheless turned out to be a fairish cause be seems to be in. need of encouragement. He
exhorter, I thought.
has evidently spoken before. Of course be does not
The room, which was in the basement of the speak well. He is very hoarse and can hardly be
church, was fairly well filled as to its benches. Be- heard. He is requested to speak louder. He raisPs
bind stood a crowd of men, brought there evidently, his voice, and it then appears that he is of the opin-,
as I was, by curiosity, who loitered for a few momentH ion that those fastidious people who <lemur to revivals
in this eddy and then betook themselvs to the street because of the nervous excitement with which they
and to the affairs of life again. I joined myself to are attended are all wrong.
this kaleidoscopic throng.
"Excitement is sometimes a very good thing," says
A brother was praying-that is, he was, with shut the Irishman hoarsely, "and the excitement of religeyelids and outstretched arms, indulging himself in, ion is the swatest thing I iver tasted."
,
and treating his auditors to, that particular form of
He invites his bearers to come and- partake of it.
eloquence, half petition, half harang, which goe~< Generally, he refers to religious ex>~.ltatio:n as a
by the name of prayer. His manner was vehement, species of tap of which be is particularly fond. His
and grew more so as be drew to a close. He was remarks are received with much approval ey the
egged on from time to time by excited groans and brethren.
ejaculations from the other proselyters who occupied
But the Irishman soon runs dry of speech. He
the benches. Tne purpose apparently was to com- becomes more hoarse, as if his subject bad inspired
municate the exaggerated state of nervous feeling in him with a thirst. Directly he subsides into a seat
which the revivalists were or seemed to be reveling in a dark corner.
to their hearers, so as thereby to mellow them for the
"Now, Brother--," exclaims the moderator, and
harvest which is the object of the revival. This pur- the brethren turn expectan.tly to the comic old man,
pose was, however, but indifferently served. During who promptly rises and begins.
the half-hour I tarried among them, the crowd at the
He is a tPll, thin old gentleman, who bas evidently
door kept continually changing. Face succeeded · been there before. Indeed, be admits in the course
face. On each countenance there was the same look of his remarks that be bas been an exhorter for forty
of apathy slightly accentuated by curiosity. But I years. He is very blunt and straightforward in his
heard no offar on the part of anyone to accept the speech.
invitation that was constantly extended to come for.
"I once knew a man in England," be begins, "who,
ward and be saved.
when he was a boy, his parents thought they were
At length the kneeling revivalist concluded his going to raise to be a gentleman, but when be grew
address to the throne of grace. Then the regulator up be insisted on being a banker."
-if that is his proper title-called for remarks from
This unexpected sally, which is evidently not at all
those who were " witnesses," as be expressed it, ''of intended by the old gentleman, is greeted with a
the saving power of God's grace to sinners." These burst of laughter all over the room. The old gentlewitnesses announced themselvs to hav been saved by man, not at all disconcerted, goes on to point the
the direct interposition of God either from the world, moral which adorns the tale of the English baillrer.
the flesh, or the devil, which being translated into Then he drifts off into some remarks about the
the vernaeular, meant, so far as I might judge from duel between the French "primeer" and General
what I beard; the temptations to venality, concupis "Bollinger," which ·be says was fought because one
cence, and Infidelity respectivly. There seemed, called the other a liar. The old gentleman's purpose
however, to be a tacit understanding that the second is not at first evident.
class of witnesses should bear testimony in silence.
"I was down on the docks preacbin' the other
Very little, either, was beard from the first class. So day," he goes on, "when a rough man came up to me
far as was manifest from this particular batch of wit- and said: 'You are a damned old liar, and you may
nesses, the saving grace of providence appeared to go to bell.' "
hav exerted very little influence over either the
The old gentleman makes this statement in a very
greeds or the lusts of men. The a:ffiants were all, loud tone of voice, swinging his long arm the while
however, particularly strong on the subject of their and " tetering" perceptibly. I myself. am somewhat
rescue, by the express will of God, from the snares taken aback by the abruptness with which this coarse
and machinations of the devil, which machinations vulgarity of the docks is interjected into the calm
appeared in almost every instance to bav taken the religious exaltation of the prayer-meeting. But the
form of the lectures and writings of Col. Robert G. brethren are evidently famiJiar with the style of the
Ingersoll.
comic first old man, and be is greeted at this point
The first witness was an Englishman. He was a with several encouraging "Hallelujahs."
med-ium-sized, grayish, respectable-looking man, who
"Do you think I invited that carnal-minded, rough
talked with such a double-and-twisted English ac- man of sin to come off of the dock and fight a dooel
cent thl\t I was able to follow very little of his dis- with me, because he called me a liar, iike the Frenchcourse. He became intensely excited in the first man did 1 No, sir. -I just looked him right in the
twenty words. He sawed the air violently with his eye and I hollered at him just as I do now: 'You go
right arm and forefinger. . He " tetered " upon his to heaven !'"
heels and toes after the manner of a Congressman
The old man made the chandeliers ring with his
from the wild and woolly West. He was, however, voice. His arm swiftly sawed the air, once up, once
brief. This was a merit which be shared in common down, and be "tetered" amazingly.
with the other witnesses. All of them were remarkThis sally brought down the house. It was. deable rather for strong than for long windedness.
cidedly the best thing I beard. It was the climax of
The next man was an American of about forty, who the old gentleman's speech, too. For from this point
looked as if be might be a clerk in some wholesale be abruptly dropped the original style and took up
bouse. This man bad been saved by the direct in- the perfunctory exhortativ, if I may so describe it.
terposition of God from the sin of Infidelity, into But this fortunately soon glimmered into extinction,
which sin he bad been led, as it appeared, by Colonel and the Nestor of the docks relapsed into silence and
Ingersoll's fascinating discourses. He had been so his seat.
saved at a time when be was upon the point of comHe seemed to hav been the piece de resistance of
mitting suicide. Generally, this gentleman's story this repast, too, for the proceedings now rapidly drew
the side it takes in the discussion, is reviled and
denounced by a discussion-dreading church, I then
conclude that the little plant of literary freedom
should be most carefully fo tered and encouraged.
Like a unique specimen of some rare plant whose
leaves are for the healing d nations, this spark of.
~mouldering vestal fire must not be allowed to go
on!;; but taken in hand, literally, by everyone who
longs for human enfranchisment with a longing that
goes deeper than a passing whim.
So long as "this organ follows its divine mission
-divinely human-let every oppressed thinker sub-.
scribe to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
BEDROCK.
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to a close. Directly the moderator announced the
hour of adjournment, which be prefaced by an earnest little speech addressed pointedly to the throng
about the door and in the hallway. He spoke to us
collectivly as "You man," and be told us, with horrid significance in his tone if not in his words, that
we had better get on ~be safe side while yet there
was time.
He was a fat young man of forty, with a cleanshaven, smug face. He was very much in earnest,
and, for this reason, impressiv.
" Remember, you man," he exclaimed, " when you
go out of here what you ba-y beard and seen. Ponder and reflect upon it. These witnesses are telling
the truth. They cannot all be mistaken. And think
of this, 0 you man, when you retire to the privacy
of your homes-think in the dim watches- of the
night of this : If we are right, bow terribly wrong
you are!"
·
.
With this Parthian shot he dismissed us. I wandered up Broadway with the arrow rankling in my
bosom.
Here was a plain threat of hell-fire and
damnation burled at all those of us who declined or
were unable to go through the fit of psychologic seasickness which is otherwise termed getting religion.
Here was the threat, I say, and yet bell and damnation bad not been referred to once. Here, I thought
to myself, is matter for comfort. The proselyter is
getting more delicate in his method~'~. While be still
thinks bell and means hell, he hR.a the good taste not
to say bell even once.
The world progresses. I remembert as a lad in a
country college in Wisconsin, being moved, partly
with awe and partly with disgust, and partly, too,
with laughter, at the descriptions of hell they used to
giv us at the weekly prayer-meetings. There was
one little red-nosed professor with the bead of a
game-cock and the imagination of a Rider Haggard,
who used to giv us vivid descriptions both of heaven
and bell, which be, at least, enjoyed with evident
gusto. Heaven, I remember, he invariably located
in the northeast upper corner of the recitation-room
in which the meetings were held, while bell as invariably occupied the southwest lower corner of the same
room.
My recollection is that his description of heaven
was rather a tame affair. But he came out strong on
bell. My ! how that little red-nosed bantam of a
professor did revel in bell ! I forget just nqw what
be described the punishments to be, but I believe
there was invariably something with boiling oil in
them, a la Mikado. I used often to wonder in ILY
childish way how be could be so sure that be bad
~;soaped all chance of going there himself. But he
seemed to be sure of this, and his enjoyment was all
for the sake of others.
Yes, the world bas rolled forward a. bit in the last
twenty years. Though the saints still denounce
eternal damnation against their dearest foes, the sinners, they do it more in a whisper nowadays. There
is a great deal of absque hoc, too, in their fulminations. The man of wrath doesn't get hell-fire so
bluntly in the face from the pulpit as be used to a
few decades ago. Most divines nowadays hav a.
string attached to their sheols. The "if" grows
greater as the world grows older and wiser. "There's
much virtue in your if," quoth Touchstone.
I am reminded that there are some exceptions,
however. Two years ago I spent the winter in Chicago. I lived at the Grand Pacific Hotel. Sunday
evenings used to be very difficult to dispose of-I
bad few acquaintances, and the loneliest place on
earth, I sometimes think, is the lobby of a big city
hotel. On one of the most depressing Sunday evenings of the winter, I wandered out to seelr diversion
in the street. It was about half-past eight. I
strolled down Clark street and directly passed a.
church, where services were going forward. I was
lonely, and walked in. I wanted to be in the company of my fellow-men. I had some vague idea, too,
that I should hear something of the gospel of peace
and good will to men. Somehow, I wanted that
evening to hear something about that gospel.
Well, I went in and took a seat. The minister was
in the midst of his discourse. He was talking about
the power and greatness of the church. Soon after
I got there he begaB to speak of the attacks that had
been made upon the church from time to time since
the beginning. He told of the persecutions she bad
gone through aforetime when she was in her infancy,
and be followed her history down through the ages.
The moral of his story evidently was that an institution that bad survived all these shocks and perils
could not be successfully attacked.
By and by be got down to the present time, and
began discussing the philosophers of the day. He
was .very bitter against these-much more so, it
seemed to me, than be bad been against the emperors
Tiberius and Decius. He became very vehement.
He was a large man, with a coarse mouth and a voice
that somehow reminded me of lard. He struck me
as being more remarkable for virility than for intellectuality. Directly his subject got away with him.
" I tell you, beloved," be exclaimed, and his voice
was hoarse with passion, while at the same time he
emphasized his words with an occasional pound on
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heaven, as recorded in Kings, and the raising of the
Some of the Bible miracles are great conceptions Shunamite's son to life by Elisha.
such as the creation of the world at the command of
Now, the first of these miracles implies that God
Jahveh, and the production of organic beings. but suspended the law of gravitation and allowed Elijah
other~ are.. infinitly BJ?all, such as the sto;y of to make a rapid ascent to heaven'.
Jonah s wallmg.for three days and three nights in the
W~en it is remembered that the writer of the book
sto?lach of a b1g fish; others are stupid. Some are of Kmgs had no idea o_f the immortality of the soul,
serwus but horrible. Some would hav been useful if o~e can understand h1s ardent desire to convey to
true, while .many are unworthy of a clever prestidigi- ~IB read.ers that a good man like Elijah did not die
tator. ~t lB now generally admitted that there is a hke ordmary mortals. This may hav been the reason
perceptible evolution in the ideas of the Bible wl'iters that induced him to write an account of Elijah's
as to what a real miracle ought to be. And ulti- asc~~t. by means of a "fiery chariot," with" horses of
mately even miracles hav to be brought to the touch- fire, mto heaven. Heaven, to the writer appeared
stone of com~on sense and utility. But let us to be located just above the clouds.
'
glance for a whlle at the miracles of the Bible and
Nobody to-day would seriously argue that God
see what they are.
~uspended, or, rather, violated all the Jaws of nature
The writer of the third chapter of Genesis, for m ord~r to allow Elijah or any other man to take an
?xamp,le, t~o~gh~ ther? was nothing very remarkable f'X~urswn to heaven, not only bPcause we hav no
m a eu~tll a.mmal hke the serpent carrying on a tmdence that a human being could liv there if be
conversatwn w1th a lady, though the writer does not ~<afely arrived, but ~ecause the study of astronomy
say who gave the serpent an introduction to Eve or has placed any poss1ble heaven in the skies at such
whether he opened the conversation in the custom'arv a~ enormous d.istance from the earth that Elijah and
wa:y of "Good evening, madam. Fine day, is it not?;' his fiery charwt would probably not hav reached
or m what language or dialect he spoke. After the their destination yet.
HI'II.
"creati_on" the first mi~acle recorded is the deluge;
~~ is doubtful whether Elisha's alleged miracle of
Thc;>sebelieve~s in a Christian hell who gloat over and th1s, whether considered as local or universal
raismg the Shunamite's son was a real miracle after
any kmd of pumshment as long as it is inflicted upon walil a big affair.
' all. At all. events, he adopted perfectly natural
oth.ers than themselvs must hav derived vast gratifiNow,. the mir.acle of the flood has always appeared means to ~rmg about the desired effect. He did not
catiOn fr?m the account of the recent hanging of one to me m the hght of one of the most atrocious of call the chlld by name and say, "Arise! you that are
Morgan m Columbus, 0. It was an atrociouR refine- ~uman conceptions. But if it· were not a human dead-:-awake !" No. '.'He lay upon the child, and
ment of cruelty worthy of old Jonathan Edwards ld.ea, but an awful reality, wrought by an infinitly p~t h1s mont~ upon h1s mouth, and his ayes upon
hims':lf. To ~uch believers the reading of the account w1se and good deity, then it was all the more infa- b~s eyes, and h1s hands upon his hands; and stretched
·of th1s hangmg must h~v equaled in joyous effects n:ous-indeed, inexpressibly horrible alike in concep- b1mself upon the child, and the flesh of the child
the heave.nly ~ontemplatwn of the agonies of one's twn and execution.
waxed warm; then he returned, and walked in the
near relatwns m the flames of eternal torment. Ohio
The supposed reason for the deluge was to clear house t~ and fro, and went up, and the child sneezed
see~s to hav been ashamed of the revolting .~pectacle, the ea~th of all the wicked people upon it. The seven t1mes, and opened his eyes" (2 Kings iv
for 1t was enacted under cover of night. The poor
d1d ni?re than this. It destroyed helpless and 34, 35).
'
wretch had been convicted, right.fully or wrongfully m~ocent ch1ldren as well as inoffensiv and guiltless
A quack doc~or might hav gone through the same
of murder, and so the state of Ohio not to be out~ ammals. ·And when this was done the end for which performance w1th the same result, if the child were
done in bestiality, proceeded to donvict itself of the fl~od wa.s des~gned was not accomplished. Noah no~ re~lly dead, but only in a state of suspended
another murder. He was brought out and the noose a~d ~lB famlly, w1t.h the ~erms of inherent depravity ammatwn.
fastened to his neck. The platform was sprung, and Wit~m them, remamed ahve to transmit to their offBut if the child were actually dead, if the vital
he. fe~l about seven feet w1thout breaking his neck. sprmg the many bad as well as the few good quali- spark had gone out of the body, then it is difficult to
H1s vwlent struggles loosened his hands and clutch- ties of their nature.
understand how breathing into the dead child's
ing the rope above his head, he tried to'free himself
Is it not incredible that a good God wo~ld adopt mou~h would hav been anything more than a disfrc;>m its terrible grip. His gyrations and agonized such a method to remove evil-doers from the earth? gustmg farce.
cnes as he swung to and fro would hav been a choice If he were all-~owerful he could, had he chosen, hav
In both of t.hese cases the miracles were supposed
delight for old Jonathan Edwards. To add to the removed t~e e.Vll from the people without destroying ~o be accm;nphshed for a good end, and, unlike those
horror, he had torn the cap from his face and the them, a!ld 1f h1s g-Oodne~.s ha~ been equal to his power m the e.arher books, did not bring wholesale dest.rucdistortions of his countenance were terrible. Two -~hat 1s, had he been mfimtly good as well as in- tion in their train. The miracles recorded in the
so-called physicians, shame to say, seized his arms n~utly powerful-he would hav been impelled by book of Daniel and again in Jonah are of a pueril
and held them while he writhed in the tortures of h1s very nature to do it.
character, wrought for the sole purpose of showing
slow strangulation. Even the spectators, who were
Moreover, was he not to blame in the first instance that the God of Daniel and the God of Jonah was a
brutal enough to go voluntarily to witness- such a for allowing evil to enter into the world. Or at ali mighty being whose wonderful performances should
scene, without protest, were appalled. Some fainted; ?v?nts, having ~llowed it, ~.i~ht .he ~ot hav ~ipped inspire fear even if he could not command respect.
others were taken sick.
1t m the bud, w1thouL perrrnttmg 1t to mcr.ease in such
In the Pentateuch, then, we hav a record of mirWishing to do something to express my abhor- a fashion as to necessitate the destruction of all liv- acles of a wholly useless, and in many cases of a very
rence of this business, and desirous of aiding BO far ing beings, except one favored familyT
destructiv, character. But in the later books-we do
as in my power in abolishing hell from off the face of
But when we look at the idea of the flood as a n~t, of course, include the book of Job or othPr adthe earth, I wrote to Governor Foraker the man human conception, we see at once what absurd ideas m1ttedly more ancient productions than the Pentawho might hav prevented this atrocity, an'd a corre- this J;>iblical writer had of nature and of man.
te_uch-the character of the miracles undergoes a
spondence followed which I herewith submit to the
WICkedness was re~a~ded by. them as an entity shght change, until we find that in almost every case
criticism ~nd judgment of the TRUTH SEEKER family.
that could only be anmhllated w1th the destruction the object for which the miracles were supposed to hav
En. W. CHAMBERLAIN.
of the creature. It had no reference to the kind of bee~ wrought, though the method was dubious, was
NEw YoRK, Aug. 4, 1888.
organization, the instruction or to the environment deCidedly good. Turn now to the miracles of the
HoN. JoSEPH B. FoRAKER, Governor of the State of Ohio of the individual. Not at an: These things did not New Te~tamen~, ~~d without inquiring too critically
pew; Sir: Wo~ld i~ not ):>e w;ell,. even at this late day, t~ count. The human heart was black foul and cor- as to the1r cred1b1hty, let us see what was their value
mstitute some Intelligent mqmry mto the question whether
"Blinkey Morgan,:' in whose recent official murder you hav rupt, and men's thoughts were " evil co~tinuaUy ·" when tested by their utility. Take first the miracles
taken such a promment part, was or was not really guilty of and the only conceivable remedy, to the mind of the of Jesus. What were they? Let us see.
the crime with which he was charged and for which he wri.ter, was the ~iraculous cold-water process by
ARTHUR B. Moss.
suffered ?. .
Very respectfully yours,
·
wh1ch
human
bemgs
were
to
be
ruthlessly
sacri(To
BE
coNTINUED-)
En. W. CHAMBERLAIN.
ficed.
CoLUMBUs, Aug. 6, 1888 .
Resolutions of Ref}Jrct.
It does not appear to hav occurred to the writer
.E. ~- CHAMBERLA~, EsQ., 120 Broadway, New York
C1ty, &r : What are you charged with?
that God might hav effected his purpose just as well, . ~t a meeting of ~he Brookly?!fhilosophical AssoRespectfully, etc.,
J. B. FoRAKER.
nay, better, had he performed a good miracle instead matwn, the followmg resolut10ils concerning the
·
NEw YoRK, Aug. 11, 1888.
of a bad one, and converted the wicked people into death of the late Courtlandt i?almer were unaniHoN. J. B. FoRAKER, Governor of the State of Ohio 1 Dear good, wise, and just men and women.
· \
mously adopted :
8i1· :. Your courteous an? esteemed favor of August 6th is
WHEREAS, We _learn with deep and pr_ofound grief of the
No.
~ahveh
must
do
something
appalling
in
its
re?eived, and, althou&h It wanders wide of the question I
death of our fnend and sympathizer the late Courtlandt
raised, seems to reqmre a response, at least as considerate far-reach1~g .conseq~ences to demonstrate his power, Palmer, who·, with ~is presence and _eloquence, so often
and thoughtful as is the answer it makes to the suggestion else the b1bhcal scnbes were not satisfied.
graced 0ur platform m the past, and who, had his life been
contained in my letter of 4th inst.
The miracles said to hav been wrought by Moses spare:l., would hav opened our meetings the coming season
The tone of yo~r lett~r leads me to susp~ct that there is at
with the delivery of his latest lecture, '':,Human Mastership "
least one person m Ohio possessed of the fallacious notion and Aaron in Eg:ypt are o~ a different order. They a man :v~o, unlike the sons of aristocracy, born to wealth
were
performed
hke
the
tncks
of
the
conjurer,
and
for
that a charge of crime is tantamount to a fair conviction.
and pORitlon, was not content with an idle and frivolous life
W~en tha~ fallacy intrudes in capital cases a danger arises ~o more moral purpose than to demonstrate to the but sought the higher and broader field~ of usefulness in a~
which senously threatens the whole community If your mcredulous and hard-hearted Pharaoh the wonderful endeavor to benefit his race and make the.world better· who
letter is ~ ~air sample of the. m~thods of thought of those power of Jahveh. Such alleged miracles as the sun with the true instincts of a gentleman, ~sed his voi~e and
who administer and execute JUStice in Ohio, it seems to me
pen to level class and caste distinctions and pave the way for
!llore .tha';l ev_er proper that my suggestion of an intelligent and moon ~tan~ing still, pillars of fire and pillars of the future brotherhood of man; and who a foe to all shams
mvest1gat10n m the case of Morgan should be acted upon.
cloud movmg m front of the Israelites, the burning and ~uperstition, recognized cause and eff~ct to be indissoluThe official murder of MOlfgan neither proves nor tends in of Sodom an~ G:omorrah, may hav only been highly bly linked in the history of mankind as in the works of
the ~ost r~mote way to prove that. h~ was guilty. The
?ature, and while deploring the misery and superstitious
atromty of 1t does go far toward furmshmg fair grounds for colored descnptwns of phenomena which the writers Jgnorance of his time, knew that. such was the legitimate out.
believed
to
hav
taken
place,
and
are
not
therefore
the presumption that the same wanton, brutal lack of respect
come of preceding circumstances and so-with charity for
for human life which complacently looked upon the con- to be critically considered in the light of supernat~ all, !l-nd malice toward no~e-bravely combated the wrongs
~equences of conviction otherwise pervaded his trial. It ural events.
of his age and sought truth m the great ocean of the universe
mv~s_ted him with a dignity superior to that of the court
Samson's singJe-handed encounter with a thousand with the rudder of experience for his guide·
wh1c~ compassed his death, and gave credit to his final pro.
Re.~olved, That by the death of the late C~urtlandt Palmer
testatiOn of innocence. Force is not argument. Two wrongs Philis~ines we are now told by the learned revisers of America has lost one of her noblest sons; Freeth ought and
never yet made one right. There seems to hav been on the ~he Btble to regard as "poetry." Samson's invincible human advance1;nent a f~arless advocate ; and the army of
part of those who ch~rg.ed Morgan with murder a very strong Jawbone was merely a poetical one-and we are free progresR one of Jts recol!'mzed leaders ; and be it further
~ndu~ement for conviCting someboqy. Is it not possible 'that to confess that, considered in that light the story il!l
Resolved, Tha~ the Brooklyn Philosophical Association
I~ ~Is case the charge too largely contributed to the con.
hereby tenders his bereaved wife and family its sincere connot without its lessons.
'
VICtiOn?
·
in this their hour of sorrow.
But how this poetic interpretation will help us to dolence and sympathy
With no reproaches for the fresh murders that will probably
Signed:
W. V. WrNHAM, Secretary.
ensue from the example set by the killing of this man let me understand how Samson rent a lion "as he would
CHARLES F. GAUL, President.
ask, Is it not time that measures be taken to prev~nt the hav rent a kid," I still fail to see.
Brooklyn, Aug. 6, 1888.
recurrence of s~c~ scenes as that enacted in your ·state on
Pa.ssing by the books, of Samuel as containing
August 3d, and IS It not worth your while to inaugurate and
THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethought,
t t of a strikingly miraculous character• I come
nothmg
prosecute such measures ?
ne~ o sugh miracles ~B t4e l!oi3Cepf:lion of Elijah to Reform, and Sciep.tiftc Books will be mailed free,
·· Very respectfully yours,
En. W. 0HA:/4BERLA!N-

the cushion of the pulpit, '' it is a comfort to me to
know ~h_at t~e church of God. in this world will go
on ~gammg m s~rength and trmmphing to the end,
while these philosophers, these Freethinkers these
Agnostics, these Atheists, these Darwins H~xleys
Tyndalls, Paines, these Ernest Renans th~se Inger~
soils, will be all smoking in hell !"
'
I got up, mad all over, and walked out of the
church. But as I descended the steps the better
thought ca!De to me. The man, after all, is not to
bla~e, I sa1d to myself. It is the dreadful theology,
wh1eh has paralyzed his better nature as well as most
of his brain, that is alone hateful. He, in the
language of the man he_pretends to serve, knows not
what he does. Oh, for the time when the world
shall roll into clearer light, so that these men can see
and ~o'Y w~a_t it is they preach, what a ghastly
abommatwn 1t 1s they seek to propagate!
·
Azl:d t~en, as I ~alked up Clark street to my hotel,
a wh1mB1cal reflectiOn came to my mind.
· "Wha fa comfort it is, after all," I thought, " to
learn from such undoubted authority that smoking
FRANK H. HowE.
is allowed in hell !"

~ood
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form the criminal. Society has no right to take criminals-know too much to crowd those who labor
revenge; no right to torture a convict; no right to into the dens and dungeons that we call tenements,
F1·om the World.
do wrong because some individual has do_ne wr~mg. while the idle liv in palaces. The time will come
Col. Robert G. Ingersoll was greatly interested
I am opposed to all corporal punishment m pemten- when men will _know that real progress means the
securing for Chiara Cignarale a commutation of the tiaries. I am opposed to anything that degrades. a enfranchisment of the whole human race, and that
death sentence to imprisonment for life. In view of
criminal or leaves upon him an unnecessary etam, our interests are so united, so interwoven, that the
the fact that the great Agnostic has made a close
or puts upon" him any stain that he did not put upon few cannot be happy while the many suffer; so that
study of capital punishment, a reporter for t~e
the many cannot be happy while the few suffer ; so
World called upon him a day or two ago for an In- himself.
Most people defend capital punishment on the that none can be happy while one suffers. In other
terview touching modern reformatory measures and
ground
that the man ought to be killed beeau~e. he words it will be found that the human race is inter;.
the punishment of criminals. Speaking generally on
bas killed another. The only real ground for klllmg ested in each individual. When that time comes we
the subject Colonel Ingersoll said:
him. even if that be good, is not that he has killed, will stop producing criminals; we will stop producing failures; we will not leave the next generation to
I suppose that society-that is to say, a_ s~ate or ~ but 'that he may kill. What he has done simply givs
nation-has the right of self-defense. It lB Impossi- evidence of what he may do, and to prevent what he chance; we will not regard the gutter as a proper
ble to maintain society-that is to say, to protect the may do, instead of to revenge what he has done, nursery for posterity.
People imagin that if the thieves are sent to the
·
rights of individuals in life, in property, in reputa- should be the reason given.
penitentiary
that is the last of the thieves ; that if
Now,
there
is
another
view.
To
what
extent
does
tion, and in the various pursuits known as trades and
professions, withou~ in some way ~aki_ng car~ of those it harden the community for the government to take those who kill others are hanged society is on a safe
who violate these r1ghts. The prmmpal obJect of all life~ Don't people reason in this way: That man and enduring basis. But the trouble is here: A man
government should be to protect those in the right ought to be killed ; the government, under the same comes to your front door and you drive him away.
from those in the wrong. There are ~ vast number circumstances, would kill him, therefore I will kill You hav an idea that that man's case is settled. You
of people who need to be protected who are unable, him ? Does not the government feed the mob spirit are mistaken. He goes to the back door. He is
by reason of the defects in their minds and by the -the lynch spirit' Does not the mob follow the ex- again driven away. But the case is not settled. The
countless circumstances that enter into the question ample set by the government? The government next thing you know he enters at night. He is a
of making a living, to protect themselvs. Among certainly cannot say that it hangs a man for the pur- burglar. He is caught; he is convicted; he is sent
the barbarians there was, comparativly speaking, but pose of reforming him. Its feelings toward that to the penitentiary, and you imagin that 'the case is
little difference. A living was made by :fishing and man are only feelings of revenge and hatred. These settled. But it is not. You must remember that
hunting. These arts were simple and were easily are the same feelings that animate the lowest and you hav to keep all the agencies alive for the purpose
of taking care of these people. You hav to build
learned. The principal difference in barbarians con- basest mob.
Let me giv you an example. In the city of Bloom- and maintain your penitentiaries, your courts of jussisted in physical strength and courage. As a consequence, there were comparativly few failures. Most ington, in the state of Illinois, a man confined in the tice; you hav to pay your judges, your district
men were on an equality. Now that we are some- jail, in his efforts to escape shot and, I believe, killed attorneys, your juries, your witnesses, your detectivs,
what civilized, life has become wonderfully complex. the jailer. He was pursued, recaptured, brought your police-all these people must be paid. So that,
There are hundreds of arts, trades, and professions, back and hanged by a mob. The man who put the after all, it is a very expensiv way of settling this
and in every one of these there is- great competi- rope around his neck was then under indictment for question. You could hav done it far more cheaply
an assault to kill and was out on bail, and after the had you found this burglar when he was a child, had
tion.
Besides all this something is needed every moment. poor wretch was hanged another man climbed the tree you taken his father _and mother from the tenement
Civilized man has ~ess credit than the barbarian. and, in a kind of deri~ion, put a piece of cigar between house, or had you compelled the owners to keep the
There is something by which everything can b_e paid the lips of the dead man. The man who did this had tenement clean ; or if you had widened. the streets,
for, including the smallest services. Everybody also been indicted for a penitentiary offense and was if you bad planted a few trees, if you had had plenty
of baths. if you had had a school in the neighbordemands payment, and he who fails to pay is a fail- then out on bail.
I mention this simply to show the kind of people hood. If you had taken some interest in this family
ure. Owing to the competition ; owing to the complexity of modern life; owing to the thousand you find in mobs. Now, if the government had a -some interest in this child-instead of breaking
things that must be known in order to succeed in greater and nobler thought ; if the gov!!.rnment said: into houses, he might hav been a builder of houses.
There is, and it cannot be said too often, no reany direction, on either side of the great highway We will reform ; we will not destroy ; but if the man
forming
influence in punishment; no reforming power
that is called Progress are innumerable wrecks. .A.s is beyond reformation we will simply put him where
a rule, failure in some honest direction, or at least in he can_ do no more harm, then, in my judgment, in revenge. Only the best of men should be in
some useful employment, is the dawn of crime. Peo- the effect would be far better. My own opinion is, charge of penitentiaries; only the noblest minds and
ple who are prosperous, people who by ressonable that the effect of an execution is bad upon the com- the tenderest hearts should hav the care of criminals.
labor can make a reasonable living, who, having a munity-degrading and debasing. The effect is to Criminals should see from the first moment that they
little leisure, can lay in a little for the winter that cheapen human life; and, although a man is hanged enter a penitentiary that it is filled with the air of
because he has taken human life, the very fact that kindness, full of the light of hope. The object
comes to all, are honest.
.
As a rule, reasonable prosperity is virtuous. I his life is taken by the government tends to do away should be to convince every criminal that he has made
a mistake; that he has taken the wrong way; that
don't say great prosperity, because it is very hard for with the idea that human life is sacred.
Let me giv you an illustration. A man in the city the right way is the easy way, and that the path of
the average man to withstand extremes. When people fail under this law, or rather this fact, of the sur- of Washington went to Alexandria, Va., for the pur- crime never, did and never can lead to happiness;
vival of the fittest, they endeavor to do by some pose of seeing a man hanged who had murdered an that that idea is a mistake, and that the government
illegal way that which they failed to do in accordance old man and a woman for the purpose of getting their wishes to convince him that he has made a mistake;
with law. Persons driven from the highway take to money. On his return from that execution he came wishes to open his intellectual eyes; wishes to so
the fields and endeavor to reach their end or object through what is called the Smithsonian grounds. educate him, to so elevate him, that he will look back
in some shorter way, by some quicker path, regard- This was on the same day, late in the evening. There upon what he has done only with horror. This is
less of ita being right or wrong.
he met a pedlar, whom he proceeded to murder for reformation. Punishment is not. When the convict
I hav said this much to show that I regard crimi· his money. He was arrested in a few hours, in a is taken to Sing Sing or to Auburn, and when a
nals as unfortunates. Most people reglll"d those who little while was tried and convicted, and in a little striped suit of clothes is put upon him-that is to
violate the law with hatred. They do not take into while was hanged. And another _man, present at say, when he is made to feel the degradation of his
consideration the circumstances. They do not be- this second execution, went home on that same day, position-no step has been taken toward reformalieve that man is perpetually acted upon. They and, in passing by a butcher-shop near his house, tion. You hav simply filled his heart with- hatred.
throw out of consideration the effect of poverty, of went in, took from the shop a cleaver, went into his Then, when he has been abused for several years,
treated like a wild beast, and finally turned out again
necessity, and, above all, of opportunity. For these house and chopped his wife's head off.
reasons they regard criminals with feelings of reThis, I say, throws a little light upon the effect of in the community, he has no thought, in a majority
venge. They wish to see them punished. They want public executions. In the Cignarale case of course· of cases, except to "get even" with those- who hav
them imprisoned or hanged. They do not think the the sentence should hav been commuted. I think, persecuted him. He feels that it is a persecution.
Do you think that men are naturally criminals and naturlaw has been vindicated unless somebody has been however, that she ought not to be imprisoned for life.
outraged. I look at these things from an entirely From what I read of the testimony I think she should ally virtuous ?
I think that man does all that he does naturallydifferent point of view. I regard these people who hav been pardoned.
are in the clutches o~ the law not only as unfortuIt is hard, I suppose, for a man to fully under- that is to say, a certain man does a certain act under
nates, but, for the most part, as victims. You may stand and enter into the feelings of a wife who has certain circumstances, and he does this. naturally.
call them victims of nature, or of nations, or of gov- been trampled upon, abused, bruised, and blackened For instance, a man sees a $5 bill, and he knows that
ernments; it makes no difference, they are victims. by the man she loved-by the man who made to her he can take it without being seen. $5 is no tempts- ·
Under the same circumstances the very persons who the vows of eternal affection. The woman·, as a rule, tion to him. Under the circumstances it is not natpunish them would be punished. But whether the is so weak, so helpl~ss. Of course, it does not all ural that he should take it. The same man sees·
criminal is a victim or not, the honest man, the indus- happen in a moment. It comes on as the night comes. $5,000,000, and feels that he can get possession of it
trious man, has the right to defend the product of his She notices that he does not act quite as affection- without detection. If he takes it, then under the
labor. He who sows and plows should be allowed to ately as he formerly did. ·Day after day, month after circumstances that was natural to him. And yet I
reap, and he who endeavors to take from him his month, she feels that she is entering a twilight. But believe there are men above all price, and that no
harvest is what we call a criminal; and it is the busi- she hopes that she is mistaken, and that the light amount of temptation, or glory, or fame could misness of society to protect the honest from the dis- will come again. The gloom deepens, and at last she lead them. Still, whatever man does is or was nathonest.
is in midnight-a midnight without a star. And this ural to him.
Another view of the subject is this : I hav read
Without taking into account whether the man is man, whom she once worshiped, is now her enemyor is not reRponsible, still society has the right of self- one who delights to trample upon every sentiment that out of fifty criminals who had been executed it
defense. Whether that right of self-defense goes to she has-who delights in humiliating her, and who was found, I believe, in nearly all the cases that the
the extent of taking life depends, I imagin, upon the is guilty of a thousand nameless tyrannies. Under shape of the skull was abnormal. Whether this is
circumstances in which society :finds itself placed. A these circumstances, it is hardly right to hold that true or not, I don't know; but that some_ men hav
thousand men on a ship form a society. If a few woman accountable for what she· does. It has always a tendency toward what we call crime, I believe.
men should enter into a plot for the destruction of seemed to me strange that a woman so circumstanced Where this has been ascertained, then, it seems to
the ship, or for turning it over to pirates, or for -in such fear that she dare not even tell her trou- me, such men should be placed where they cannot
poisoning and plundering the most of the passengers ble-in such fear that she dare not even run away- multiply their kind. Women who hav a criminal
-if the passengers found this out certainly they dare not tell a father or a mother, for, fear that she tendency should be placed where they cannot increase
would hav the right of self-defense. They might not will be killed-! say that, in view of all this, it has their kind. For hardened criminals-that is to say,
hav the means to confine the conspirators with safety. always seemed strange to me that so few husbands for the people who make crime a business-it would
Under such circumstances it might be perfectly proper hav been poisoned.
probably be better to separate the sexes; to send the
for them to destroy their lives and to throw their
The probability is that society raises its own crim- men to one island, the women to another. Let them
worthless bodies into the sea. But-what societv has inals. It plows the land, sows the seed, and harvests be kept apart, to the end that people with criminal
the right to do depends upon the circumstances. Now, the crop. I believe that the shadow of the gibbet tendencies may fade from the earth. This is not
in my judgment, society has the right to do two will not always fall upon the earth. I believe the prompted by revenge. This would not be done for
things-to protect itself and to do what it can to re- time will come when we will know too much to raise the purpose of punishing these people, .but for the
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protection of society-for the peace and happiness of
the future.
My own belief is that the system in v@gue now in
regard to the treatment of criminals in many states
produces more crime than it prevents. Take, for insta~ce, the ~outhern states. There is hardly a chapterm the history of the world the reading of which
could produce greater indignation than the history
of t}le convict system in many of the Southern states.
These convicts are hired out for the purpose of build~ng railw:ays, or plowing fields, or digging coal, and
m some mstances the death-rate has been over twelve
per cent a, month. The evidence. shows that no respect was paid to the sexes-men and women were
chained together indiscriminately. The evidence
also shows that for the slightest offenses they were
shot down like beasts.
They were pursued by
hounds, and their flesh was torn from their bones.
So in some of the Northern prisons they hav what
they call the weighing machine-an infamous thing,
and he who uses it commits ·as great a crime as the
convict he punishes could hav committed. All these
things are degrading, debasing, and demoralizing.
There is no need of any such punishment in any
penitentiary. Let the punishment be of such kind
that the convict is responsible himself. For instance,
if the convict refuses to obey a reasonable rule he
can be put into a cell. He can be fed when he obeys
the rulP. If he goes hungry it is his own fault, It
depends upon himself to say when he shall eat. Or
be m<~y be placed in such a position that if he does
not work-if he does not pump-the water will rise
Rnd ilrown him. If the water does rise it is his
f,ililt. Nobody pourait in upon him. He takes his
choice.
These are suggested as desperate cases, but I can
imagin no case where what is called corporeal punishment should be inflteted, and the reason I am
against it is this: I am opposed to any punishment
that .mmnot be inflicted by a gentleman. I ·11m
opposed to any pumshment the infliction of which
tends to harden and debase the man who inflicts it
I am for no laws th..t.t ha~ to be carried out by human
curs.
Take, for instance, the whipping-post. N )thing
can be more degNding. The man who. apphea thfl
·lash is necessarily a cruel and vulgar man, and the
.oftPner he applifla it the more and more debased he
will become. The whole thing can be stated in the
one sentence: I am opposed to any punishment that
C'l.nnot be inflicted by a gentleman, and by "gentleman" I mean a self reapectin!l, honest, generous man.
What do yo11 think of the effic'lCy or the propriety of
punishing criminals by solitary confinement?
Solitary confinement is a species of torture. I am
opposed to all t.orture. I think the criminal should
not be punished.· He should be reformed, if he is
capable of rd Jrmation.. But, whatever is done, it
should not be done as a punishment. Society should
be too noble, too generous, to harbor a thought of
revenge. Society should not punish, it should pro
teet itself only. It should endeavor to reform the
individual. Now, solitary confinement does not, I
imagin, tend to the reformation of the individual.
Neither can the person in that position do good to
any human being. The prisoner will be altogether
hRppier·when ·his mind is en~aged, when his hands
are bliay, when he has something to do. This keeps
alive what we call cheerfulness. And let me say a
word on this point.
I don't believe the state ought to steal the labor of
a convict. Here is a man who has a family. He is
sent to the penitentiary. He works from morning till
night. , Now, in my judgment, he ought to be paid
for that labor over and above what it costa to keep
him. That money should be 13ent to his family.
That money should be subject, at least, to his_ direction. If he is a single man, when he comes out of
the penitentiary he should be given his earnings, and
all his earnings, f!O that he would not hav the feeling
"that he had been robbed. A statement should be
given to him to show what it had cost to keep him
and how much his labor had brought and the balance
remaining in his favor. With this little balance he
could go out into the world with BOlllj.bl!.i~ like independence. This little balance would be a foundation
for his honesty-a foundation for a resolution on his
part to be a man. But now each one goes out with
the feeling that he has not only been punished for the
crime which he committe!}, but that he has been
robbed of the results of his' labor while there.
The· idea is simply prepost~rous that the people
sent to the penitentiary should liv in idleness. They
should hav the benefit of their labor; and if you giv
them the benefit of their labor they will turn out as
good work as though they were out of the penitentiary. They will hav the same reason to do their
best. Consequently, poor articles, poorly constructed
things, would not come into competition with good
articles made by free people outside of the walla.
Now many mechanics are complaining because
work done in the penitentiaries is brought into competition with their work. But the only reason that
convict work is cheaper is because the poor wretch
who does it is robbed. The only reason that the
work is poor is because the man who does it has no
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interest in its being good. If he had the profit of
his own labor he would do the best that was in him,
and the consequence would be that the wares manufactured in the prisons would be as good as those
manufactured elsewhere. For instance, we will say
here are three or four men working together. They
are all free men. One commits a crime and he is
sent to the penitentiary. Is it possible that his companions would objec~ to his being paid. for honest
work in the penitentiary T
And let i:ne say right here, all labor is honest.
Whoever makes a useful thing, the labor is honest,
no matter whether the work is done in the penitentiary or in a palace ; in a hovel or the open field.
Wherever work is done for the good of others, it is
honest work. If the laboring men would stop and
_think they would know that they support everybody.
Labor pays all the taxes. Labor supports all the
penitentiaries. Labor pays the warden. Labor pays
everything, and if the convicts are allowed to liv in
idleness labor must pay their board. Every cent of
tax is borne by the back of labor. No matter whether
your tariff is put on champagne and diamonds, it has
to be paid by the men and women who work-those
who plow in the fields, who wash and iron, who
stand by the forge, who run the cars and work in the
mines, and by those who battle with the waves of
the sea. Labor pays every bill.
There is one little thing to which I wish to call the
attention of all who happen to read this interview, and
that is this: Undoubtedly you think of all criminals
with horror, and when you hear about them you are,
in all probability, filled with virtuous indignation.
But, first of all, I wa.nt you to think of what you hav
in fact done. Secondly, I want you to think of what
you hav wanted to do. Thirdly, I want you to reflect
whether you were prevented from doirig what you
wanted to do by fear or by lack of opportunity.
Then perhaps you will hav more charity.
What do you thinl7 of the new legislation in the state
changing the death penalty to death by electricity?
If death by el~ctricity is Jess painful than hanging.
then the Jaw, so far as that g-oes, is.· good. There is
not the slightest propriety in inflicting upon the person executed one sing-le unnecessary pang-, be~auafl
that partakes of the nature of revenge-that is to say,
of hatred-and, af! a consequence, the state ahowR
the same spirit. that the criminal was animated by
when he took thfl life of hiR neig-hbor. ,If the death
penalty is to bfl irflicted, let it be donA in the moat
humane way. For my part, I should ],ke to see the
criminal removed, if be must be removed, with thP
same care and with the same mercv that you would
pArform a aur!lical operation. Why l.nflict pain?
Who wants it inflicted~ What good can it, by ~ny
possibility, do? To inflict unnecessary pain hardens
him who inflwta it, hardens each among those who
witness it, and tends to demoralize the community.
Is it not the fact that punishments hav grown less and less
severe for many years past?
In the old times punishment was the only mefms
of reformation. If anybody did wrong. punish him.
If people still continued to commit the s~me offense,
increase the punishment; and that went on until in
what they call civilized countries they hanged people
provided they stole the value of one shilling. But
larceny kept right on. There was" no diminution.
So, for treason, barbarous punishments were inflicted.
Those guilty of that offense were torn asunder by
horses; their entrails were cut out of them while
they were yet living and thrown into their faces;
their bodies were quartered and their heads were set
on pikes about the gates of the city. Yet there was
a hundred times more treason then than now. Every
time a man was executed and mutilated and tortured
in this way the seeds of other treasons were sown.
So in the church there was the same idea. No
reformation but by punishment. Of course in this
world the punishment stopped when the poor wretch
was dead. It was found that that punishment did
not reform, so the church said: After death it will
go right on, geting worse and worse, forever and
forever. Finally it was found that this did not tend
to the reformation of mankind. Slowly the fires of
hell hav been dying out. The climate has been
changing from year to year. Men hav lost confidence
in the power of the thumbscrew, the fagot, and the
rack here, and they are losing confidence in the flames
of perdition hereafter. In other words, it is simply
a question of civilization.
When men become civilized in matt~ra of thought
they will know that every human being has the right
to think for himself, and the right to express his
honest thoughts. Then the world of thought will
be free. At that time they will be intelligent enough
to know that men hav different thoughts, that their
ways are not alike, because they hav lived under
different circuinstancea, and in that time they will
also know that men act as they are acted upon. And
it is my belief that the time will come when men will
no more think of punishing a man because he has
committ.ed the crime of larceny than they will think
of punishing a man because he has the consumption.
In the first case they will endeavor to reform him,
and in the second case they will endeavor to cure him.
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The intelligent people of the world, many of them,
are endeavoring to find out the great facta of nature
that control the dispositions of men. So other intelligent people are endeavoring to ascertain the facts
and conditions that govern what we call Health, and
what we call Disease, and the object of these people
is finally to produce a race without diaeaaeof flesh
and without disease of mind. These people look forward to the time when there need be neither hospitals nor penitentiaries.

c.
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B. Reynolds on His Western 'l'our.

SKAMOKAWA, WAsH. TERR., July 14th, 15th, 16th.Thia is a unique village, a fisherman's paradise. The
inhabitants, from little boys and girls of seven to
the old folks of seventy, all ara experts in the use of
rowboats.
Here Friend Thornburg, of the firm of Thornburg
& Brooks, "Willie," as every.one delights to call him,
the genial, earnest young Liberal, and mos.t enterprising merchant in the county, gave me a right
royal greeting.
This place is where a three-mile bayou empties
into the Columbia river, in the midst of the lumber
and fishing region.. It consists of a hotel, a few
stores, and a few dwelling-houses. In ita rear, up
the mountain, are excellent farming lands ai:J.d many
logging camps.
The lumber supply of Washington territory is
prodigious. Regular shipments to the eastern markets were begun. in 1885. Since the trade began the
shipments each year hav doubled those of the preceding season, until this year. NAxt in importance
to the lumber is the fishing industry. The Columbia
river pack of salmon for 1887 was 375,000 cases,
-ralued at nearly $2 000,000. This will he greatly
excfleded this year. There are now 3,000 boats
engaged in salmon-fishing out every night except
Saturday. Great vigilance is used to enforce the law
so that the fish shall not be exterminat.ed. No one is
permitted to capture salmon on Saturday nights,
eithflr by net or trap, nor before or aftflr the prescribed season, under severe penaltieR. The season
lasts one hundred nights, ending on July 31st. Then
in September and October they hav a short fall season
of R.bout thirty nights.
E11.ch boat will average a catch of six salmon per
night-over a million and a half taken in one hundrrd nights. The size of the meshes of the nets is
r('gulated by law, so aR to prevent catching- or in any
way doing injury to t.hfl young or Fmall fish. The
fiRiwrmPn receive $1 25 for each fish, regardless of
Rize. Tho!'e tokfln vary from twenty-five to sixty
poundR each. A'l the canneries hav to pay the same
price for fish. The amcmnt is decided on by the
tiQhermen'a union. A few years ago fourteen to sixteen cents per fish was all that could be obtained.
The canneries employ ChineRe lfll:,or, but, it is not
true that there is an;thing dirty or objPctionable in
the canning of the fish. I visited several canneries
and found· the work done in a very a;atemat.ic, neat,
and cleanly manner. Those who purchase Columbia
river salmon are sure of obtaining the very finest fish.
The fishermen are a hardy, jolly, generally reckless
class. They work very hard, but spend their earnings
freely. Many of them are outspoken LiberalR. The
most devoutly pious never fail to go fishing Sunday
night. But this is in accord with Peter, the patron
saint of fishermen.
Fishing for salmon is a good, paying business, but
a very bad one for young men to engage in. Ita uncertainty is ita charm. Some nights only one or two
fish; some nights fifty. To make $25 to $30 per
night renders them dissatisfied with any regular
work, however good the wagfls. They forget all the
hardships and bad nights ar1d remPmber only the big
hauls; so become discontented. It has all the charm
and excitement of gambling. At Skamokawa I had
the pleasure to meet a host of right noble, good
Liberals. They came in rowboats many miles. A few
came from the mountains, by the one only road.
I had the good fortune here to meet S. F. Albert
and wife. Friend Albert is the genial and very popular sheriff of Wahkiakum county, and his sprightly
little wife one of the most devoted and energetic
Liberals on the Pacific coast.
Here, too, I had the glad delight to meet Professor
Seymour and his amiable and accomplished wife,
daughter of Sister Saunders, of Portland. Professor
Seymour is a brainy, intellectual man; an able, experienced phrenologist and hygienic physician; of ready
wit, fluent of speech, and an effectiv worker for
universal mental liberty.
It would take too much space to name the brave,
genial, jolly host of friends I had the honor to shake
hands with at Skamokawa. The river is full of them.
I delivered four lectures at the improvised hall to
large and deeply interested audiences, and left with
regret, hopeful to be able to gratify the earnest wish
of many to return there in the fall of 1889, accompanied by Mrs. Reynolds. Under any circumst~nces,
should I ever revisit the coast, Skamokawa will be
one of the points I shall be most anxioas to make.
Young Brother Thornburg promises to erect a handsome hall by the time of my return, to be dfloicated
to universal mental liberty.
C. B. REYNOLDs,·
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inquisition are repealed by the bill. That all people
who object to taking an oath can say either, 11 I hav
no religious belief," or, "The taking of an oath is
contrary t~ my religious belief." And that people
not Quakers who entertain that sect's objections to
oath-t~king must surely come within the last-quoted
words, because the Quaker objects that the oath is
contrary to the scriptures, which say, " Swear not at
all." But Mr. Bradlaugh does not say how a man
who rejects both scriptures and oaths-taking, yet has
a religious belief, would get around the amendment.
The need of a bill of some sort Mr. Bradlaugh
urges as follows:

"i:t is all very well for Dr. Hunter to say that there is no
.Address all Oommunicaticns to 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER
(]OMP ANY. Make all Drafts, Checks. Post-office and Ex- urgency, but surely I may be permitted to plead the urgency
press Money Orders payable to CHARLES P. SOMERB Y. of my own case and its almost ruinous consequences to
myself. I may plead the case of a full score justices of the
SATURDAY, ·
AUGUST 18, 1888. peace whom I know personally, all of whom are liable to
serious penalties as the law now stands. I may plead the
Freethinkers absolutely outlawed in Scotland at the present
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moment. I plead the insults to Freethinking jurors of daily
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5 00 Hunter or anyone else to state in precise terms the principle
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But after· all that is said, there can be no doubt
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that
the bill with the amendment is not so good as
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no religious belief a sect who are allowed to affirm

That English Oath Bill.
Mr. Bradlaugh's amendment to his Oaths bill still
causes division and strife among the Liberals and
Radicals of England. The Northampton political
organization which supports Mr. Bradlaugh passed
at its latest monthly meeting a resolution to the
effect : " That in the opinion of this meeting the
value of the Oaths bill is taken away by the amendment recently introduced." This action of the Liberal ·and Radical Unions the junior member for
Northampton regarded as very important and de·
manding his most serious consideration. Mr. Bradlaugh says:
"On each occasion on which I stood for election I invariably
declined to stand as a mere delegate, but I repeatedly stated
that in the event of .JD.Y disagreeing with my constituents on
any serious question I would at once place my resignation in
their hands. On learning this resolution from the public
papers I at once, in accordance with such pledge to my constituents, wrote to the secretary !tBking him to submit my
letter to the executiv. In this I asked for the formal judgment of my constituents as to my action on the Oaths bill,
and stating that if that judgment should be unfavorable it
would be my duty to resign my seat."

In response to this the secretary of the Union
summoned the proper committee, and on the day the
committee met the Union also held a general meeting. The following resolution was passed :
"That this meeting desires to express, and hereby expresses
its entire confidence in Mr. Bradlaugh, and acknowledges
with thanks that he has worked sedulously and conscientiously in the interests of the community, and especially of
the working classes."

Mr. Bradlaugh, by another resolution, was invited
to attend a meeting of his constituents and explain
the matter further, an invitation which he promptly
accepted. It is probable, therefore, that the voters of
Northampton will support the amendment, as their
disagreement with its author is not of sufficient
moment to induce them to accept his resignation.
In the Pall Mall Gazette Dr. Hunter, M.P., urges
further objections· to the bill, two or three of which
only are of importance. He writes :
"The objection to his amendment is twofold. It makes the
performance of a public duty an occasion for a needless
inquiry into private opinions on religion. And although it
satis1l.es those who are able to say they hav no religious
belief, it prevents the large class of person~ who are not in
that position, and, at the same time, who object to oaths
from making an affirmation. The oath, as construed by th;
English courts of law, is inconsistent, not with their religious opinions, but with their common sense. There are many
persons who, without bei1;1g Quakers, entertain the objections
of that sect to oath-taking. The bill would not be a settlement of the question, but if passed with the acquiescence of
the Liberal party would be an obstacle for years to come to
a satisfactory and final settlement. The bill as introduced
by Mr. Bradlaugh was based upon sound Liberal principles.
The inconvenience, such as it is, of the present law, is not
of so urgent a character as to make any sacrifice of principle
necessary."

To these cavilings Mr. Bradlaugh replies that
there are no words in the bill, as amended which
authorize inquiries into a person's belief; but: on the
oontrary~ eight statutes which do authorize such

as a favor, as is a Quaker. Most Freethinkers will
object to taking a right thrown at them in this way.
Second, Dr. Hunter is right in saying that the bill is
not a final settlement of the question, and if its passage will defer a satisfactory settlement it should not
pass. Mr. B:radlaugh is in Parliament without it,
and it is not so important that Freethinkers should
sit on juries as it is that all men should possess equal
rights as citizens-not as favors but as-a natural and
inalienable right.
We are sorry to see Mr. Bradlaugh ·pursue any
course which shall dim the luster of his victories over
the foes of liberty. Success should not make him
conservativ, ·as it usually does smaller men. The
bargaining for the reading of the bill-what in this
country is called log-rolling-is politics, not statesmanship.

The Fellows That Solomon Meant.
The s~rene death of Courtlandt Palmer, following
upon his generous and unselfish life, has been a
. source of wonderment to the Christians, inasmuch as
they do not know just what to say about it. According to Christian tradition every Freethinker dies
with the clank of devils' chains in his ears and
visions of frightful hobgoblins filling a sulphurous
ai~ before hi~. As children they hav been frightened
With these p1ctures, as men they hav believed them
and as religious teachers they hav passed them do~
to the younger generations. And now to hav one of
the foremost Iilfidels of the land a man of such
public prominence that every pap~r in the country
chronicles his death and last words-to hav such a
man die in tranquility, not only without fear, but as
bravely as any hero ever died, is too much for their
weak brains to comprehend. The sermons preached
about the occurrence are wonderful, and the comments of the religious press astonishing.
The views of these preachers and editors may be
cataloged as follows :
1. As Mr. Palmer lived a good life, was generous,
able, and a prominent man in his community, he
must hav been a Chri~tian, though he did not intend
to be. Therefore, of course he died peacefully.
. 2. That he died as a Stoic, and there is a great
d11f?r~nce between ~toicis~ and Christianity, though
St01msm may sustain a philosopher in his last hours.
Therefore, Mr. Palmer's death is a warning.
3. That though Mr. Palmer was an Agnostic, he
had hope of a future life, as the Christians hope,
and consequently died resignedly trusting in the
future.
4. That as Mr. Palmer was an Agnostic, he could
hav no hope of a future life, and died bravely and
peacefully because he believed that death is an eternal sleep, with no future punishment .for his Infidelity in this world. The religious holders of this last
view usually add a quotation from Solomon.
Mr. Palmer's death has also been the occasion for
a revival of the old tales about Voltaire and Paine
with some animadveri!ions upon David Hume be~
cause he chose to crack a joke just previous to!his

final dissolution. It is useless to tryto enlighten
the preachers and editors who talk thus. They ·are
steeped in their own religious stupidity,and would
not admit themselvs to be wrong were it shown them
never so plainly. Besides, it is . their business to
warn the living from following in the footsteps of
men like Courtlandt Palmer. If the world should
say, Here is a philosophy antagonistic to Christianity
which makes men good, generous, humanitarian) loving, 'kind, and enables them to pass away with minds
in a normal condition, neither afr~~id nor· fanatical,
and the world should conclude that that philosophy
is good enough for it to liv and iJie by, then the
preachers' occupation would be gone, and they
could no longer liv on the fears of their folloWers.
To prevent this, they moralize and lie and deceive
and conceal and distort and squirm, and speak words,
words, words without meaning or sense, and then
pose as great teachers and logicians, and destroyers
of a heresy which if accepted would eternally damn
the world!
It· is of no sort of use to tell these fellows that
Voltaire did not die in fear; that Paine p~ssed away
serenely; that David Hume's example was, to say
the least, more cheering than Jesus Christ's; tht't
scores and· hundreds of great and good Infidels hav
died calmly and serenely, while scores and hundreds
and thousands of Christians hav died in fear of God
and the devil, shrieking in agony, and uncomforted
by their religion. They would still lie about the
dead and deceive the living, would still conceal and
distort and squirm, and deluge the public with their
sentences which hav no sense and words without
meaning, and still pose as world-saviors and great
teachers and logicians. Solom6n must hav had just
such fellows in his mind when he wrote what we
now find as the el"eventh verse of the twenty-sixth
chapter of Proverbs.

Two Views.
We find the following in a recent issue of the New
York World:
" There were several incidents of the funeral of Courtlandt Palmer which did not come under the observation of
the reporters present. Probably a more heterogeneous audience has been rarely seen together in this city, and especially in the luxurious .parlors of a wealthy man's house.
Leading Socialists and Freethinkers sat or stood side by sid~
with prominent society women and notable orthodox pulpit
lights. The Jewish church was represented by Rabbis Gottheil, of this city, and Moses, of Louisville, Ky.; literature,
by Moncure D. Conway, Edgar Fawcett, and George Montgomery; society, by Mrs. Charles Stebbins, Mrs. Putnam,
and other ladies; politics, by Commissioner Andrews and
Mayor Hewitt; the law, by Colonel Ingersoll, T. B. Wakeman, and William Travers Jerome; the church, by Heber
Newton and Dr. Rylance, and medicin by Dr. Abbe and Dr.
Swasey. All these representativs of different professions assembled to do honor to the man who set society thinking,
and w~o, as ~eber Newton eloquently said, 'in this city, not
over-g1ven to mtellectuality and ruled by Mammon, dreamed
a dream of intellectual progress and of the brotherhood of
man which he strove with all his might to realize.' The
holding of two services, that conducted by Colonel Ingersoll
and that by Mr. Newton, struck many of those present very
strangely, but the second service, which was attended by
only about fifty people, the Freethinking element leaving
alm~st precipitately when it was announced that a religious
serv1ce would be held, and of which little notice has been
made, was in some ways the more notable of the two. Contrary to report, Mr. Newton did not read the Episcopal
burial service, but simply one or. two psalms and prayers.
The hymn, 'Lead, Kindly Light,' was exquisitly sung by
Mr. Coxe, and then Mr. Newton delivered an address which
in l.oftiness of thought, beauty of imagery, and eloquence of
dehvery almost equaled Colonel Ingersoll's magnificent effort
and was fully worthy of as wide an audience. Mr. Newton
knew and esteemed Mr. Palmer, and spoke from his heart.
He paid a 1l.ne tribute to Ingersoll, and a finer to the dead
man. His remarks were cp.aracterized throughout by a freedom from cant and by a lofty thought which should at least
hav won for him the presence and attention of that part of
the assemblage which left so hurriedly after Colonel Ingersoll
had closed. The few who remained to the religious service
had been present also at that which preceded it, and the
question is being asked as to which portion of the assemblage showed the least bigotry and the most charity."

That is one side of the matter. The other side is
stated by Helen H. Gardener in Seoular Thought.
She says:
" I did not stay to hear the mockery of prayer and burial
cant which were read over the remains of this brave man
who scorned and nobly fought, with all his for<;e, the creeds
and dogmas of a cruel· faith. How any mau, whose heart
within his breast held but one particle of human tenderness
could stand or kneel by Courtlandt Palmer dead, and-with
a creed that damned for evermore that tender, gentle soulretain his reason and his creed, transcends my mind. If the
clergyman did not believe his creed, what mockery of all
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th!.lt was most dear to Courtlil.ndt Palmer would his mouth- obedience-(a) in the individual_ to the natural law; (b) in
ings bel For loyalty to what he thought the outspoken ut- society to the human law. Liberalism proper refuses this
terance of his real self was to him, whose passion for the obedience, and its own pleasure is its only law. Another
truth was first and holiest, what the heart's best blood is to form of Liberalism refuses obedience to eternal law in the
the brain of man. Hypocrisy he loathed. And yet here, state, but acknowledges it in the individual. Liberty of warkneeling beside his bier, is one who believes he is damned-_ ship should be restricted by the true religion, and Atheism is
an everlasting convict for his unbelief-or else this clergy- contrary to reason. Religion in the state confirms true
man is a mouthing hypocrit, who does the service at a mas- morality. Liberty of speech and writing should be restricted
ter's nod, which he himself discards and holds as naught, to the moral law. Liberty of teaching should also be
except as it ·may serve to lash into subservience the weak- restricted by the moral law, and therefore all teaching should
lings of the pack. A hypocrit at Courtlandt Palmer's grave, fall within the truth. Liberty of conscience should be
babbling of Gods and of a future life, is a greater insult to restricted to the true religion, and within these limits boldly
the memory of that truthful man than one who truly thinks defended. Liberalism bears evil fruits. God allows evil for
that he is lost, who sees no loophole for the good and great greater good. Rulers should keep this example before them.
by which his creed may yield, or stretch, or break, to cover But Liberalism allows no tolerance. Man should submit to
all mankind arid set at naught his very deity. There is God, which Liberalism does not allow. One form of Liberalism
no middle ground.
wishes to separate the church from the state, and allow the
"He is· a hypocrit and sells his soul for place, or to his church to work thus separated. Another form denies any
mind, his friend and brother is lost forever, to himself and power to the church further {han that of exhortation. Some
us, and but deserves the whip and lash, the scourge and wish the church to go with the times. All these opinions
thumbscrew of a world of pain, where angry Gods arid glee- are false and should be substituted by the true doctrin preful demons join in endless deviltry. There is no middle viously laid down. The church desires her sons, 11xcept
ground.
under certain conditions, to take part in public affairs where
" The Christian creeds are true and our loved one is possible. Saving ffllith and morals she approves every kind
_ damned, or they are false and hold their million dupes by of government.''
The jaunty manner in which the church has here
fraud and pretense, such as good men scorn and Courtlandt ·
Palmer loltthed. There is no middle ground.
disposed of Liberty, paving the way, step by step, to
·"This preacher, mouthing over Courtlandt Palmer dead, the final position of the church that heresy must be
is but an insult to the name of friend. Integrity of mind
must damn his friend. Integrity of hear_t but damns him- suppressed by law, and that the church followers
self. In either case he is not fit to stand erect by Courtlandt must take part in politics and act as the church
Palmer's grave, nor kneel thereat-except in shame and directs-all of this would be amusing were it not too
grief for his unworthiness to touch the shoes of him who serious to pass over lightly. ·
sleeps within. My heart is all too full to write as I would
The reasoning of the pope in this letter is the trawish. There are no words at present at my command to giv
the gorge of indignation force and scope. How dare a Chris- ditional sophism of the Jesuits. Every priest gradutian wag his tongue at such a time and place as this, and ated from a Catholic college can repeat the formula.
read a service which holds only threats above the lifeless False premises and assumptions are what it is comform of one he called his friend? Can impudence and posed of, and it.always leads to the same conclusion,
cruelty add one grain to this?"
which is, that the church has the right to rule the
The truth lies midway between the two. There world, and the people must obey her or suffer God's
was no disposition on the part of the Christian side displeasure.
to insult either the dead or the living. We understand
The church holds that liberty is liable to be
that previous to his death, Mr. Palmer consented abused because she also holds that God (i.e., the
that a "Liberal Christian" minister might attend the church) grants the liberty, and consequently it is
funeral. He did this to alleviate his wife's distress. abused when the conduct or thought of men is conMr. Newton recognized that really he had no business trary to the rule of the church. Such an idea of libthere, saying that, but for certain circumstances, his erty is held only by tyrants. To declare modern
attendance would be presumptuous. His published liberty an abuse is absurd, for the abuse of liberty
address contains nothing but praise for the dead, and consists in abusing the person, property, or reputation
the· worst breach of good faith was the singing of a of our fellows. Modern liberty, so far from doing
religious hymn. But if Mr. Palmer consented to that, is the very force which secures individual freeMr. Newton's presence, his friends should not flnd dom and at the same time secures protection for pertoo much fault. Remember the living wife, whom son, property, and reputation. The Catholic church
the departed husband loved too deeply to forbid all limits liberty to belief in the Catholic church and
rites which to her are a source of consolation to the obedience to her officials. That she calls "true libmind if not to the heart.
erty." Then follows the condemnation of Atheism
However, the World has spoken too highly of Mr. and heresy and the assumption of the right to supNewton. His words at the funeral show him to be press them. So, too, she demands the alliance of
of gentlem~ instincts, but as a minister Helen church and state to promote "true morality," because
Gardener mOiit! nearly describes him. Mr. Newton the church orders what "true morality" is, and, conis a member of a church whose creed he does not sequently, becomes the real state. Liberty of conuphold.
Intellectually he is nearer to Courtlandt science and liberty of worship is likewise restricted
Palmer than to his mother church. Moreover, he within the limits of " true ~religion." And as the
some time ago wrote a book in which he very vulgarly church defines the" true religion," she again rivets
abused his religious opponents-a proceeding which her chains upon the people. Then she restricts libLiberals will never forget. But as he was at the erty of speech and writing to the moral law, which
time smarting under his bishop's lash, applied for moral law is, of course, of her enacting, and here
heretical teaching, it may be possible to forgiv him once more is tlw church on top. Desiring her sons
if his future conduct shall warrant such exercise of to take part in government, she holds · t_hem to her
mercy. While we regret that any enlightened and will because she is the. authority for faith and morals,
civilized people should cling to the superstitions of and government is a part of morals. :rherefore the
the church we cannot forget that wives and families real meaning of this encyclical letter IS that everyhav their ;ights, with the consent of the dying, and body but obedient Catholics is denounced here and.
surely he would be il-Liberal indeed who would deny damned hereafter, and that nothing and nob?dy can
to a grief-stricken wife any consolation that did not be right except th~ holy Roman church With the
compromise the reputation of . the husband. The pope as her mouthpiece.
world knows what Courtlandt Palmer was, and ten
~~t the opinions of. an aged Italian gentl~man ~n
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"True Liberty."
The pope recently published an encyclical letter on Liberty. Its scope is narrowed to Catholic
ideas of that subject, and its publication at this time
is doubtless intended to influence Catholics in ltalian politics. A Roman Catholic journal givs the following summary of the letter:
"Liberty is liable to abuse. Modern liberties are abuses.
Natural liberty belongs to men as rational beings. It is
derived from the soul. It is, therefore, dependent upbn the
intellect. True liberty, therefore, follows the dictates of the
intcllect. ·Liberty needs to be helped by a law. This law is
w ·eternal law. The individual law applied to society
llile.comes hul;IlJlcll law, Liberty is, ther~:Jfore 1 r~§ltrq.iped by
....: .
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.
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hers and power of that very church right here in the
land of supposed freedom. With every prospect of
that church getting a large share of governmental
control in the near future, it is well to stop and think
what will happen in that event; If we judge by history, the answer is plain. And if we judge by this
latest published pronunciamento of the self-same
church whose history is so bloody and so damnable,
is not the answer equally plainT -No liberty but the
liberty to belong to the Catholic church ! Liberty
to think as the church thinks; liberty to speak and
write as the church dictates; liberty to worship at
the church's altars, and liberty to vote as the church
b h
directs! That is the liberty described Y t e pope
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as "true liberty," and the liberty which he proposes
to substitute for "modern liberty." The prospect
is indeed pleasing.

Editorial Notes.
THE Grcuphi(), printed in Denver, Col., thus talks to the
ministers and lay bigots who are trying to enforce Sunday
Jaw~ in that city: "Some cranks are complaining against the
Sunday sale of ice cream, soda water, and the mysterious
but delicious milk-shake. There are some people who would
make this wo~ld a place of torment in the mistaken notion
that they are working for the glory of God. But the dark
days of the cerulean laws hav p:one forever, and if a man
craves a milk-shake on Sunday he has a perfect right to tap
the first lemonade stand he sees. The more dispensers of the
thirst-slaking fluids there are, just at this time, the better it
is for humanity, and the less the liability of a fracture in the
Commandments."
HuGH HARRISON has been nominated by the Prohibitionists
of Minnesota as their candidate for governor. In accepting
the nGmination Mr. Harrison got off these remarks: "I call
upon the people of Minnesota, the Bible-reading, God-fearing people, where are they going to vote? Will they vote
for a president who honors Robert G. Ingersoll? [Cries of
"No, no."] Where is the Irish vote going? To a party that
respect Ingersoll? A party that reveres Pope Bob more
than it does Pope Leo XIII.? I will go into this fight to
win. Admit my qualifications for the place, but I want the
vote of every God-fearing, rum-hating Republican and
Democrat." Mr. Harrison appears to be something of a
religious enthusiast.
THIS is the way the Maurepas, La., Gatette greets two
recently elected members of the-legislature: "At the late
election two ignorant backwoods Bible-whanger8, the Bon.
N. W. Warren, of Bienville, and Hon. John Franklin, of
Vernon, varied the monotony of sky-piloting in their backwoods gospel-mills by becoming 'reform' candidates for the
legislature, and most unfortunately they were returned as
elected. These eminently pious seekers of the loaves and
fishes and longers after the fleshpots of Egypt, notwithstanding their professions of being followers of the 'meek
and lowly Jesus,' who commanded those who would come
unto him to sell all they had and giv to the poor, went for
the swag with all the ardor of veteran ' reformers.' These
two reverend gentlemen each opened the house of representativs with prayer once, for which, notwithstanding it
~being unconstitutional, they received $50 each. They also
received $60 each as mileage. From all such pious, reform
higislators, good Lord, deliver us I"
THE Catholic church boasts that she is the refuge and the
haven of poverty. That she dispenses heavenly treasures
without money and without price, and that through her gates
the way to paradise is perfectly free. But it seems by the
testimony of Nicolo d' Aloe, a poor Italian immigrant, before
the Congressional investigating committee, that this is not
so. When asked what church he attended it was hard to
make him understand, because he knew of but one church,
the RomiBh. He said he had tried to go to church here, but
he found that it required money to go to church in this country. In reply to Mr. Guenther's further questions, the witness said that he had endeavored to attend two churches
since he came here, and on each occasion he had been refused
admittance because he had no money; five cents had been
demanded for a seat at each church, and because he had not
got it he could not go in. The next witness was Guiseppe
Bedome. He, too, went to church in Italy, but when he
went here to the church in Mulberry street they wanted five
cents, and so he did not try again. These men were
undoubtedly as well off as though they had been admitted
to the churches, but in view of the Romish church's great
pretensions the incidents are interesting.
THE New York correspondent of the Galveston News
writes to his paper this story about two New York reformers,
both now deceased: "Courtlandt Palmer and Stephen Pearl
Andrews had an agreement that the one who died first was, if
possible, to communicate from the spirit land with the survivor.· A year was to be allowed for the phenomenon to
take place, and in case it, did not, the conclusion was to be
that the theory of Spiritualistic intercoursewas false. Andrews was a i::lpiritualist. Palmer was an unbelieving investigator. Andrews, who was commonly calied the Pantarch,
founded the Colloquium, a society of philosophers of diverse
views, to meet for discussions. That was the original of the
Nineteenth Century Club, of which Palmer was president
ana chief financial snstainer. The two men were anxious to
settle _the question, while at least one lived, whether the
spirits of the dead communicated with the living. So they
made the agreement described. Each memorized a sentence,
and this was, if feasible, to be sent by the one who died to
the one who yet lived through some medium hundreds of
miles away. Nobody else was to know the words. Andrews
died last autumn, and Palmer, although without faith, waited
for the promised message. It did not come. The Pantarch
was frequently represented as speaking through various mediums here and there, but he did not mention Palmer or the
compact. Not long before Courtlandt Palmer's death he
talked with several friends about the unkept promis by
Stephen Pearl Andrews, and declared that if the expiration
of the year did not bring the proof to the contrary he should
set down Spiritualism as a sure delusion. As he died before
the end of the year, and without, so far as is known, disclosing the test sentence to anybody, this attempt to ascertain
the truth as to Spiritualism comes to nothin~ satisfactory."
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contributions of our Liberal associates stolen by first one set
of sacred thiev~s and then again'.by another, and the very
last wish and decree of the donor ignored and his. wealth
applied to build up such institutions as he willed should nl)t
ALBION, MxoH., Aug. 3, 1888.
be fostered? Can we not see the intrigue being· used to legisMR. EDITOR: I hav been a subscriber and reader of THE
Jate against those who cannot accept the_ superstitious dieTRUTH SEEKER for a number of years and can hardly get
tates of ecclesiastical authority r Giv·· us a chance to vote,
along without it, and most heartily commend you for your
·that we inay show our adversen.ess to-ecclesiastical authority
Liberality and tolerance in allowing all parties to be heard in
and dogmatic rule. We must not allow the contaminations
its columns. But I fully agree with De Lespinasse, in the
of "priestcraft and papal interventions to destroy the purity of
oumbe'r of July 28th, that our Spiritualistic writers are the
our free school system, neither free speech nor free. press, for
most "tiresome friends that one can possibly be afllicted
in these lay our strength, and like Samson of old, .shorn of
with," and I would most earnestly appeal to th6 Burr family
our agency of power we are forever impotent to resist our
BRoWNl!"IELD, ME., July 31, 1888.
to "giv us a rest."
W. Bmwl!.LL.
MR. EDITOR: Our town of about twelve hundred inhabit- would-be destroyers. Let us down the monster before it is
MINNESOTA LAKE, MINN., July 27, 1888.
ants has now three sky-pilots or gospel bummers-one everlastingly too late. No weapons are needed but .free
A. D. SwAN.
MR. EDITOR: I am very much interested in your valuable Congregationalist, one Baptist, and one new-fledged Univer~ speech and free ballots.
paper and its cartoons. I hope to get more subscribers in salist. To see how the latter is petted, it is not so much of
CooPERsToWN, PA., Aug: 6, 1888.
this-this Lord's country, where, however, I cannot see any a wonder why men play the hypocrit and become sky-pilots.
M&. EDITOR: It amazes one to observe the tenacity w\th
good done by his power. His weather is bad ; it rains
Where are we drifting, that almost· all are so indifferent
twenty-eight days. I hoped that would kill the chinch-bugs, to the signs of the times? I hav read "Danger Ahead," and which many alleged champions of the Woman's Rights
but it did not, and they are destroying our crops. If pray- loaned it to a minister of this place, and he said it was a big cause cling to the Bible as the. " insp~red word of God,"
ers arc not answered-as Mr. Bell told our Methodist breth- scare,. so we see that Protestants and Catholics will unite to when it so indisputably teaches the subjection of woman. I
ren in a lecture that made them very angry-then we are tight a common foe. We ought to hav ten such books where am in favor of Prohibition. I do not se~ much that is objectionable in Woman Suffrage. llut how inconsistent it is in
losing time in telling God that he is a very powerful being DOW there is one, for before we Freethinkers know it we
man to say he is aProhibitionist, i.e., a Woman Suffragist,
and can do anything. We want more bells ringing the truth, be bound hand and foot by the church-made laws. I am the
as Mr. Bell did here, at Delavan and Minnesota Lake, to only Freethinker in this place that openly and publicly de- and at the same time to affirm that the oldest chestnu.t in the
show our faithful brethren how far they are behind i~ prog- clares his opinion on these subjects; and- you all well know universe, the Bible, is the inspired cr1terion of his conduct,
·
ress. We want a host of Liberal lecturers · to visit us that it takes some moral courage to face public opinion and his morality, his principles, etc.!
I quote a few pa!!sages for the edification of Christian
oftener; then we shall reach our hea'(Ten-on earth. Not- bigotry. I wish some one like A .. J. Grover, Ingersoll, or any
withstanding the faUilre of expected help from some Liber- other able writer would in every Freethought paper sound Prohibitionists who say a woman should be permitted to
als, I am not discouraged, and we shall try to hav more lect- the warning note, so that we need not lie aSleep while the enjoy all the privileges of her husband: ".Let the woman
ures. ·
E. S. GLIOK.
churches and their minions enact laws to persecute. all that learn in silence with all subjection." "But I suffer not a
will not subscribe to their 'narrow and bigoted creed. Sup-· woman to teach, nor to usurp authority over the nian;. but
MILToN, DAK., July 7, 1888.
pose
the Freethinkers were in the majority and should. pass to be in silence" (1 Tim. ii, 11, 13).
MR. EDITOR: I write you this to say that we hav had
Think of it, ladies I That inspired old bachelor said you
three lectures b.v Mr. Bell, of Chicago. I heard that he was l!LWS as detrimental to the welfare of so-called Christians. ought not to so much as " teach "-so much as tell your huswhat
would
be
the
result?
Would
they
not
call
it
persecuin Jamestown, Dak., and I could not bear the thought of his
bands ·it is unbecoming in them to get drunk and abuse their
going home without having him ring his bell for us. So we tion? What else could they call it? And the worst of the families. All God requires of you .'is to keep on "learning
sent for him, and I must say I liked the ring; it is clear, dis- whole is, we are so indifferent to the fate of others. But in silence with all subjection." blor hav you any right to
tinct, and every time the. clapper strikes the holy grunter when our turn comes, we shall wish we had been. awake to "usurp authority, over your husbands by going to the polls
quails. Only one minister came out to hear him, and after the fact that they are only waiting until they get a few more and volin g Prohibition ; for you migb.t t~ereby hinder them
Mr. Bell got through the audience called on him to reply, laws of the Comstock ldnd, then we shall, like Elmioa, from making brutes of thtmselvs and your. home an orthodox
but he could not be induced to go forward. No; this man, Walker, Bennett, Heywood, etc., feel the soothing effect of hell. And why? Read on : " Be.cau'se Adam· was first
who is receiving a salary, who is the paid guardian of the Christian mercy, which past history tells us is not to be de- formed, then Eve." Oh, the sublimity of such reasoning I
Christian religion, when it comes to real work j11mps the sired. Now, I hope all readers of THE TRUTH REEKER will Such uncontrovertible logic is only to be found in the " book
track and lets the train go to the devil. I hr.v heard ~ome of wake up, e&pecially at the coming election, !Wd look out and of books" the chestnut of chestnuts. It mrist hav cost God
his members say it looked very cowardly. Well, it is char- giv any a~d all churches as little support as possible, and if and Paui, jointly and severally, a mighty effort to get such
they can't go the· whole hog, of the two evils, as between the
acteristic of the whole tribe of preachers.
·
principles clinched by an argument like that.
,
I like Mr. Bell, and I would Ray to all brother Liberals, if Protestant and Catholic,·choose the least .. 11. W. SEAVEY.
Poor women I They shall not even smile.and look up joyyou want lectures in your towns giv M.r. Bell a call, and I
fully in their huRbands' faces if the tyrantS happen to cr\me
LEHIGH, lA., July 22, 1888.
know he will be appreciated by all good, sound Secularists.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed postal order to pay for home sober, but rather shall they hang their heads-".adorn
His lectures are giveu in a manner that impresses his audi- another year's subscription to the grand old TBUTH SEEKER thPmselvs in modest apparel with shamefacedness and soence with his sincerity.
S. E. HAIGHT.
We take great pleasure ·in looking at the pictures and read in!! briety," or" adorn themselvs with good works" (1 Tm1. ii).
1 hope no Christian lady will ever be put to the nPcessity
the diverse opinions expressed in its columns. · But we do
LINcoLN, NEB., July 29, 1888.
not say that all other!! who entertain a difference of opinion of either going nude or utterly disregarding the inspired
MR. EDITOR: After several weeks· of ineffectual bickering,
are, as· some claim, fools and liars. No; such men and man's teachings. Ah, yes,. dear ladies, these passages are
the Liberals of Lincoln hav at "last completed organization,
women, although Spiritualists, are honest in their opinion~ inspired, or they would not be a part. of .the inspirerl chestelecting the following officers: President, Geo. B. Scott;
M. H. VEoN.
imd are at liberty to giT their honest convictions as they see .nut I
secretary, John S. Johnson; treasurer, S. B. Timmons; extit, and learn in that light. The diversity of ideas makes u~
ecutiv committee, A. T. Gowe and A. W. Day, with officers
GRovELAND FARM, ORE., July 28, 1888.
express our thoughts very differently one from another, and
ex ojfiiJio. For the present we will work as an independent
MR..EDITOR: On July 15th we had the pleasnre of listening
it is not necessary, besides, it is utterly impossible, for all.
society, but will soon obtain ail American Secular Union
parties to arrive at the same conclusions, especially aboUI to two splendid lectures from our noble president, S~ P. Putcharter.
I;Datters not detl.nitly demonstrated. And for this reason I nam. His subjects were " The Bible" and "The American
There are quite a number of Liberals here-1 suppose at
think it would be wise for a majority of so-called FreP- Republic." The last-namecl was a grand lecture, and deleast two hundred-but public sentiment is so strong in favor
thinkers to allow others the same rights which they ask· for livered to .a full house, composed principally of Christians.
of Christianity that the most of them are afraid to become
themselvs. At any rate, everyone should be allowed· thP The reason of this new departure was, a mouoteb'\nk had
identified with the cause of freedom for fear that it will infree expression of ideas, without being stigmatized with such announced that he woulrl make a reply to S. P. Putnam.
jure them in business.
personalities as fool, liar, etc. This is rather too much of a Brother Putnam _presented his unanswerable arguments in
We hav secured Mr. S. P. Putnam for a lecture SeptemChristianized, bigoted spirit to be tol{;lrated amongst good, his usual t-ffectiv way, and was followed by this creature~
ber 9th. The managers of the leading Opera House-Crawbroad-minded Liberals, no matter if they are Atheists, Ma Braden-in hiR uRual style, which consists of coarse personford and McReynolds, who control most of the opera houses
terialists, Spiritualists, or Agnostics. And all which hav alities, sneers, denials, and rnffianly abuse of everyone that
west of the Missouri river-hav refused to rent us the house
elevated and cleared their skirts from the corrupted pools of .does not let BradPn think for him. He denounced Mr. Putfor that occasion, saying it would hurt the reputation of the
Christianity and hav classified themselvs with any of the nam as a coward and falsifier, and all Liberals as idiots;
house, and they ·could not afford to lose the good will of the
above-named branches of LiberaJs will scorn the idea of be- compared them to hogs, young robins, and a variety of other
church people. We hav secured a large hall that will seat
littling themselvs to stoop down to use such low, slangy pleasant things-but did not stoop so low as to compare any
two thousand people, and wtll giv the people a free lecture.
language, instead of using stubborn facts and arguments of us to that moral leper Clark Braden, for which· we giv
It is a little·uphill work now, but I think we will s_oon be
which will prove to the contrary. I trust the day will soon him thanks.
strong enough to do some good in this churph-cursed city.
I inclose an item in regard to the hanging of a most brutal
dawn U,POn the Freethinking community whe• they shall
In a population of forty-five thousand we hav seventy-five
respect one another's rights more. than they do, and then, murderer:
churches, and on Sunday there is no other place to go to, exbut not until then, shall they go forth in a body· to meet the
Landreth, the Polk county murderer, was hanged at Dallas last
cept one suburban -park where gospel services are held from
Friday. It will be remembered that L<!.ndreth murdered his stepfoe and gain the victory.
2 o'clock until 6, so the people are naturally church-goers
Mr. and Mrs. Burr's letters were very interesting to me, daughter a few months ago, nsmg.a buge knife to accomplish his
and a hard class for Liberals to deal with. But in the name
fiendish purtrose. Fourteen frightful gashes were cut in the girl's
although I am a Materialist. And I am always willing to body, any one of which would hav proved fatal. Although he deof Freethought and Reform we will do our best, and indulge
hear all sides, and hav due respect for all such people, and nied ·illicit intimacy with his stepdaughter from the time of his
the hope that,_some good may result from our labors.
arrest till his fatal drop from the gallows last Friday, the public is
would encourage the~ in their investigations.
Fraternally,
A. T. GowE.
willing to believe none of his statements, and from his brutal bearRoBERT FLEMING.
ing feels that the crime was committed to cover up the ·wretched
condition of the girl, which woti d soon hav become public in
CoLUMBUs, KAN., Aug. 1, 1888.
KENT, 0., Aug. 5, 1888.
motherhood. Hanging of brutes like Landreth is necessary to the
MR. EDITOR: Another of truth's, liberty's, humanity's deMR. EDITOR : Allow me to propound the following ques- publia safety. He went down to his death unmourned by one
·
fenders has fallen-alas, too soon I I never knew him per- tions to the honest Liberals and Freethinkers of our much- friend.
sonally, but I hav some of his grand and lofty poems he.sent loved country. Is it not time that we unite to resist .the
It was a terrible affair, but he was a true Christian and
me with a two-dollar bill four years ago, and his photo- papal moBster that -is fast entwining its pythonic coils faithful saint, and doubtless has his halo fitted by this time.
graph with that great, expanded brow; that temple of men- around us, to deprive us of our much-loved free schools? He told the minister who came to pray with him that his
tality, spirituality, and ideality, with too small and weak a Are we to sit idle until our llrms are pinioned before we peace was made with God. Then he kindly marked the
basis of vitality and physical hardihood. I had written him bestir ourselvs to grasp with the Jesuitical cunning and passage in his pocket Bible, "Come unto me, all ye weary
of my long devotion to unpopular truth and the costs I ha.d pythonic strangulations being used by the papal hierarchy to and heavy-laden, and I will giv you rest," and sent the Bible ·
paid in every sense in its defense, and he responded with despoil and contaminate what little virtue our country has in to his wife. I should think that Bible, hot from the hand of
sympathy and appreciation. I ever drank in with avidity his possession? It is not strange that the old parties will cater the murderer of her child, would be a great comfort to the
poems, essays, and public discourses, and appreciated him to the Roman church when she holds the balance of p6wer in grief-stricken mother. What a frierid we hav in Jesus, etc ..
for his humanity, his lofty manhood, his inspiring ideal .of our country, and none can be elected unless tliey control the
You will see by "News and Notes" in Ji'reetltought how
prospectiv p.ossible higher, purer, and better life on earth, Cathol:c vote. Is it not time the Liberal!! and Freethinkers the grand army of Liberalism is increa~ing in Oregon. What
the life of a dominant frontal, upper brain like that of his nominate a candidate who would take the public stump and a grand tight Brother Putnam is making here I Oregon will
own. Courtlandt Palmer was one of nature's few noblemen, enlighten the common people on the subject of rescue? soon be the· banner state in Liberalism. Then we can all
and as a truth seeker and mind-reader I can worship that When can we expect to grow if we.d.o not organize for t)lat say, as the old man djd in prayer-meeting, "Oregon is good
grand and humane organism, In his great poem depicting purpose? There are thousands of
who are enough for me.~' <PirlfJil'(think that story is "a chestnut,"
the three progressiv stages and upward transitions of hu- only waiting to vote right who
not let so will giv it here: A large number of the faithful were
manity his first line reads:
their views be known. for fear of
·
gathered together at a "love feast "....,I think they call it, I stood upon the uplands of the earth.
Are we to sit idle and see the fagots
our des true- and';.the minister called on all who wished to go to heaven
Yes, he was born there, was naturally there, live~ there, and i tion? Do we need greater warnings than to see the wills and with him to arise. All arose but one old Irian, who sat quietly

'g;ttltrs Jrot1( Jlritnds.

reaehed down after and lifted. humanity up to " the higher
law," to the high plateau of life where he lived, and to this
summit of manhood ·he would fain elevate humanity. He
. has now verified and will verify hi! own words:
And when the birth of us
Shall to the death of our bodies giv plaee,
Then all the worth of us,
· Freed from the earth of ua,
Deathless shallliv in the life of the race.
Pure, ideal, logical, methodical, exalted, expanded, comprehensiv, humane, and refined Courtlandt .Palmer, indelible
upon my mental tablet, farewell!
J. H. CooK.

will a
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near the pulpit. The D}inister looked ~orrowfully at him
and said, ~'Why, my old friend, don't you want to go to
heaven?" "No, sir, I don't; Oregon is good enough for
me."
Wishing you grand success in the future, I remain,
~ours for universal mental liberty, SARAH C. ToDD.
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Los ANGELEs, CAL., July 11), 1888.

Mn;. EDITOR =· Once again I· take up my pen in defense of
Freethought and free speech, that all may be free to think,
act, and speak as one thinks best, provided we do not injure
our neighbor. I hav been listening to a vile tirade of holy
lies against one of our ablest speakers, Colonel Ingersoll, a
man the-church advocates might pattern after with advantage in all things. The speaker is a Colonel Copeland. Who
he is we do not know, but that he is one of Los Angeles
county's floating population and makes his bread and butter
by hurling mud at his betters and defending poor God, the
garden of Eden, snake, deluge, and all. The speaker said
Ingersoll reminded him of. a certain bird. This bird was
gifted with unusual powers of flight, watching with eager
eye the beauties Of the world spread out beneath him, but all
the object he can discern is carrion, and that bird was a buz:
zard. What a comparison for a lowly follower of the lamb
to make of his fellow-man l Why? Because he· picks out
passages in .God's holy writ and tells the truth about the
Bible, and says it is unfit to be read among decent people. I
suppose he thinks he. has given Freethought its death-blow.
They seem to be having quite a powwow here, and the Lord
is very much pleased, no doubt.
IS it possible these people defend these absurd Bible stories through ignorance? If ·so, we pity them; but it is presumed to be. policy with the educated clergy and teachers,
for we know they know better, for if they really believed the
old legend we would not hear of so much crime among them.
But Freethought will continue to spread until it envelops
.the whole earth, in spite of bigotry. As I hav not been
long a resident of this beautiful city of The Angels near the
sea, I do not know how it stands as to Freethought, but will
try and find out in the n~ar future. But it seems to me this
lovely climate, with its summer heat made bearable by its
gentle zephyrs wafted from the sea' twelve miles away,
would unwarp and giv its population a disposition to love
one another, and not want any hell. Yet I fear .it will take a
good deal of fine climate and sledge-hammering lectures
·such as our talented lecturer Dr. York, of this state, can giv,
to crack the crust of prejudice and superstition with some,
as their narrow minds· cannot see God in the clouds or hear
him in the wind, ·but expect to see him on the .other side,
with hat, coat, boots, and all, sitting on a throne.
Yours trUly,
MRs. 0. A. BENJAMIN.
GRAHAMsviLLE, FLA., July 31, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I suppose so many will reply to Elmina's
questions, "Where is one grand painting produced by or
th:::ough a. single medium? Where are the invaluable prescriptions that great phy.sicia.ns should be able to now transInit to us?" that my reply, though I but draw the outlines of
proof stored within the brain, will lodge in the wastebasket.
Anderson, " the spirit artist," has produced many " grand"
drawings. I hav seen them in many homes, where they
were greatly appreciated for their grandeur and on account
of their close resemblance to spirit friends. At Lake Pleasant, a lady who liad but one arm took the rostrum. Her
cardboard was circulated for inspection. She had sixteen
thicknesses of cloth put over each eye; then a four-double
handkerchief tied over them. Then various dishes of paint
were placed .on a stand, with brushes and board. It was
about midday. She worked rapidly, occasionally making
some witty remark to ladies near her. She painted three
pictures at that seance. People professed to get grand tests
of spirit friends by her painting wreaths in which were buds
and ..fl.owers typiCal of spirit friends. I saw one at the home
·of Dr. Fairfield which was "grand," each bud and flower
representing spirit friends, which she described to him. As
regards clairvoyant doctors and "prescriptions," I hav some
of the latter; hav· been very sick, and sent a lock of hair
!niles away to a medium ; received her prescriptions; used
them, and, when M.D.'s had failed to help me, received
great benefit; ·used this method for months, not informing
my doctor at all how I was, and everything worked like a
charm. I hav tested many clairvoyants, and know that they
can tell all the symptoms of a patient without tiring a patient with questions. Clairvoyant doctors hav done all I
could expect outside of miracles, which, as a scientist, I
don't hope for.
I am wondering. how long THE TRUTH BEEKER will continue the Spiritual and spicy element it now maintains. I
long since remarked, "Even the cartoons are worth the
price of the paper," and now its value in my estimation is
doubled. Though an ardent Spiritualist, I admire argument.
I wish all Spiritualist papers success, for even though I tire
of the Christian tendency of most of them, the "Christian
Spiritualists" need them. I " sympathize with Materialists
and Agnostics "-especially Si Slokum and "the BadgerBoy."
I often wonder if the " refined" Spiritualists who hav so
much use for ".God,'·, "Jesus," and "Christ" ·consider how
much those. words are used in the slums. Those words
will do occasionally in argument, but I really am disgusted with the common use of them in Spiritualist papers.
THE TRUTH BEEKER at present is Spiritual enough for me,
and if it is "gross" it surely has less "rotten timber" tlian
some Spiritualist papers. I hav often thought that Materialists generally had too much fear of the "rotten timber" of
Christianity, but Mr. and Mrs. Burr's acknowledgment give
me new hope that Materialists would admit it if they got
solid tests. The trouble seems to be to get them to investigate fail'll.y and enthuse them with the rational idea th~>t
!Sf~r!-~ pi~!J~stations cannot b~ oJ;ltaip.ed except throu~h n~t·

I hav read up on the" harmony" o'f the two genealogies,
and hav found as pitiable a mess of quibbling as that relating to the days of creation. For instance, Smith goes
through the whole list of Luke and Matthew in parallel columns, till he comes to the last name in Luke's list, and then
he coolly puts Mary in place of Joseph, as it is in the text.
If Smith had any regard for Luke, would he lay him in the
MILWAUKEE, ORE., Aug. 1, 1888.
lie like that? No doubt Luke· might hav been lyirig, but 1n
MB: EDITOR: I am truly sorry that Mrs. Ritchey has got what sense are they to be called believers who so glibly
discouraged so soon. If she kncws of a Christian paper that assume that he was?
will giv me the chance· which THE TRUTH SEEKER givs her,
Mrs. Ritchey discusses the eternity of matter. She affirms
I will, at least, assume a position which I am willing to de- in the first place, that all known substances are composed of
fend without.equivocation.
several elements. But suppose we use the word "subMrs. Ritchey started out courageously. She was first stance" with a little broader meaning. Then an elementary
going to upset Darwinism and then proceed to the other de- substance will be one that is simple, indivisible, and, hence,
fenses of Infidelity, and she said she "would be. a double- indestructible; and a compound substance will be one that
dyed coward" if she held her peace. Now, after skipping is divisible into two or more of ·these indestructible suball the points she had raised, she proposes to hold her peace. stances.
She says Smith did not believe that the Bible teaches that
Mrs. Ritchey thinks the conclusion irresistible that every
the sky is solid, because he knew that· there were metaphors combination of matter had a combiner. The combinations
in other places conveying the opposit idea. Then she quotes effected in this world are all caused by sunlight; and as thefrom Smith a passage showing he did believe this, and justi- stars are seen I infer that the same causes are producing the
fying it on the grc;mnd that the Bible writers" describe things same effects throughout the. universe. But Mrs. Ritchey
as they appear rather than as they are," and that in this re- says there was a distinct time when the several elements
spect they agree with the ancient myth-makers of Greece, were brought together. That ·time is now, as much as ever,
Italy, and Germany-which is true. It is also true that ac- in the infinit past. If there ever was a time when the elecompanying these false statements about physical facts are mentary substances existed and no chemical action had taken
commands from God for the slaughter of helpless women place, the burden of proof rests upon those who affirm it.
and children captured in unprovoked and aggressiv warfare,
With regard to the distinction between varieties and spethe killing of people for a djjference of opinion, and for the
cies, if we say that all animals which interbreed freely when
perpetratiqn of every conceivable barbarism and murderous
crossed are varieties and all whose 0ffspring are more or less
crime. Mrs. Ritchey-if she knows-will indeed be a
infertil are species, we only reason in a circle without settling
" double-dyed coward " if she does not tell what was the
anything or making any addition to our knowledge. There
need of a special revelation· to eonvey these ·absurd nC>tio
are different degrees of fertility among crosses and hybrids.
of the physical world, and to urge the Hebrew nation to a
If the theory of evolution were true, animals or plants with
career of murder and barbarism in which other nations suca common ancestry would ultimately bec;ome so different,
ceeded aln:.ost as well without any revelation.
sexually, as to become incapable of crossing. If the theory
Mrs. Ritchey then quotes this from an.other· writer: "One
of the creation of distinct species were true, there should be
stage among these mysterious processes was· the. separa.tin_g
no degrees of fertility. I hav·perfect confidence in Darwin's
of the waters enveloping the earth into the waters above and
statement that, as a matter of fact, " the degree of fertility
the waters below." The watery· vapor is diffused equally
both among first crosses and hybrids graduates all the way
throughout the ·atmosphere, and when at any point it befrom· zero to perfect fertility." This corresponds with the
comes.condensed into drops it begins to fa.ll·toward the earth.
theory of evolution, but not with that of creation.
There is less than vapor enough in the air at any one· time to
In a work just out by Professor LeConte,· entitled, "Evomake six inches depth of water over the whole eaTth. So
there is no expanse " between the waters above and the lution in Its Relation to Religious Thought," occurs the passage: "Now, in fact, by diligent search such intermediate
waters below."
Mrs. Ritchey says that the literal meaning of the word links lietween well-recognized· species hav been found in
rakia is, " the expanse." Smith says ·that the idea of solid- some cases. . . . Certain forms hav long been known
ity is the fundamental idea implied in the word and all its from widely separated regions and universally regarded as
derivative. The ideas are exactly opposit. I know nqthing distinct species, as distinct as any. Then, by minute examiof Hebrew, and Mrs. Ritchey may be a better scholar than nations of intermediate regions, a complete series of intermeSmith. I once heard a Hebrew scholar say that a· certain diate forms hav been J:?icked up. This has occurred not only
passage in Job was a mistranslation-that Job's wife advised in one case but in many cases, and not in birds only but in
him to bless (Jod and die. The learned Dr. Scott says of the many other classes-examples increase with our increasing
Hebrew word .Azazel that this great and terrible name of knowledge. The only.answer .to such evidence is that these
deity has been variously rendered by learned and erudite are not true species. Now see the fallacy lurking here!
scholars. as God, the devil, and a he-goat.· It looks, to one They ilefine species as ultimate elements of taxonomy, as
entirely unfamiliar with that wonderful tongue, as if a Jan- distinct without any intermediate links, and then require us
guage the separ11.te words of which had such a wide range of to find such intermediate links; and, finally, when with
meaning was liable to more or less ambiguity, and not ex- infinit pains ·some such links are found, they say: ' Oh, I see!
we were mistaken; they are only varieties.'"
actly adapted to an infa!Uble revelation.
Mrs. Ritchey says she is aware " that the imperfection of
Mrs. Ritchey has hunted up several passages in the Bible
which she thinks hint .at rational ideas concerning the world the geological records is a great resource of evolnti ')nists." It
we liv in. I will not dispute that some sensible ideas are seems to be much too perfect to suit her, else why does she
scattered here and there through that old bpok, but why confine herself in quoting authorities to writings upward· of
anyone, who professes to think that the whole book is a rev- twenty years old? Mrs. Ritchey 'thinks a. horse's foot is
elation from God, should so laboriously pick them out and clumsy and that it is a disadvantage to him, in point of speed,
ask us to be surprised at them is a wonder. Is it a surpris· to hav been elevated upon his middle toenail. The bear is a
ing thing that a revelation from God should contain a little plantigrade. He walks down on his heel like the eohippus.
Now, if Mrs. Ritchey were mounted upon a bear and I upon
sense?
Newton, in the preface to his "Princ~pia," says that Py- a horse and we were to hav a race, I would, in time, distance
thagoras, who wrote about 500 B;o., taught the tru.;J.relations her as far as I hav in this argument.
Mrs. Ritchey observes that "the production of some five
and motions of the solar system. He taught that the sun
was in the center, and that all the planets, including the or six intermediate forms is not sufficient to prove the evoluearth, revolved around it·; that Mercury was nearest to the tion of the horse from the marsupial," etc. Five or six?
sun, Venus next, the earth next, then Mars, then Jupiter, Well, that is old! That count must hav been made "prethen Saturn. Dr. Draper tells us· that Pythagoras obtained viously before the late war." Over thirty distinct forms hav
his knowledge from India. Yet, after these correct ideas been described between equus and eohippus.
Again: "It seems strange that evolution should deprive
of the solar system had been taught, not vaguely but plainly
and in detail, for at least two thousand years, Galileo went an animal of any of its toes so long as it was supposed to be
to prison and Bruno to the stake for prnclaiming them, be- constantly using them." It seems strange that evolution
should deprive a polliwog of his tail, but it has to go.
(lause they were" contrary to the holy.scriptures."
I do not believe in spontaneous generation I do not
I asked Mrs. Ritchey if she believed that "in six days the
Lord mad~ the heaven and the earth, the sea and all that in believe that matter is dead and that there is an impassable
them ia." She says she does not, and that the Bible teaches gulf between the dead and living. Evolution covers the
no such doctrin, and she justifies this declaration on the whole ground that has been investigated, and, I believe,
·
ground that the word day is sometimes used indefinitly in covers all that exists.
I am not good at solving "knotty points." Mrs. Ritchey
the Bible. I was not quoting from one of those indefinit
places, but from a statute law upon which God himself, ac- wants to worry me about a little fool fixing which she says
cording to the Bible, has put a literal interpretation over and exists about half-way down or up the intestine. "It is
over again. Listen: ''Remember the. Sabbath day to keep about the size of a goose-quill, and three or four inches long."
it holy. Six days shalt thou labor and do all thy work; but She wants to know what it is for. She s(lems to hav found
the seventh day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy God. In it the first use for it-to puzzle me. On the subject of that
thou shalt not do any work .
. for in, six days the nameless little excrescence I am entirely Agnostic. But
Lord made the heavt;ln and the earth, the sea and all that in ·because I don't know anything about it that does not seem to
them is, and rested on the seventh day." God commanded be a sufficient reason for giving up evolution; which agrees
that people should be stoned to death for working on the with everything I do know. Dr. Johnson says that "he who
day on which he rested. And all Sabbath legislation and determine what he knows by what he does not know is not
Sunday laws ltre based on the literal and only possible honest to be admitted among reasonable beings."
For Mrs. Ritchey I .entertain the highest respept. I hav
interpretation of this passage. When Christians are trying
to work out the impossible problem of reconciling the Bible not presumed on her ignorance, but, in attempting to set her
with science, the word "day" becoll\eB very elastic; but right, hav felt that my task would hav been easier if she had
when they wish to legislate away other people's rights, or posted herself on the subject down to date. I contemplate
enact tyrannical laws, the word" day" becomes entirely def- the person who at this day essays to overthrow evolution
with a feeling akin to that of the Irishman when he saw the
init.
I.f the editor can find room, I will soon furnish some of the bull preparing to butt the locomotiv off the track. He
facts which justify the assertion t)lat maa has existed on this said, "I admire your pluck-but dom your judgment!"
D. PRIESTLEY.
r ~rth for at 1~!lBt lj.\lfi.lfr{ldS of thoqsands of ye&rs.
ural laws and forces. I am please.d to raise corn without
witnessing the sprouting process; i would be equally ss
willing a spirit should hav darkness· to produce a negativ
aura, necessary to draw to itself a tangible form. Mrs. Burr
seems to appreciate natural phenomena, instead of asking
for miracles.
Fraternally,
J. A. DoANE.
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" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

The Pretty M.aid of Picardy.
I stopped to rest a summer day,
The ann glow like a brazen seaThen sweet her welcome was to stay,
The pretty child of Picardy.
Sbe brought me flowers fresh and fair,
With piquant mien so sweet to seeInheritance of charming air,
The inborn grace of Picardy.
A bird-like fashion had her hands ;
Her face beamed with sinceritySweet pioneer of prairie lands,
This little maid of Picardy ..
Her bright bouquet of garden flowers,
Each named, and each instructing me,
Was not. though choicest of her bowers
Yet like the rolie of Picardy.
0 sunny land upon the Rhine !
Your banner bears the flenr-de-lis,
Yet sweeter far this flower of mineThe bonny maid of Picardy.
FrenchtotiYTl, N•b.
MARY BAIRD FINCH.

Infidel.
The word is derived from the Latin fides,
faith- fidelis, faithful; the preposition in
making it infidelis, unfaithful. In its general
meaning, Infidel refers to one who has no
faith that the Bible was written by inspiration of an unknown being away up in the
skies somewhere, sitting upon a great white
throne like a king, and generally designated
by the term God. He who rejects this idea,
and does not believe that Jesus and all the
fabulous stories concerning him hav any origin in truth, is regarded as an Infidel. The
true Infidel is one who spurns error, from
whatever source it may arise; will hav nothing to do with falsehood, wrong, crime, deceit, hypocrisy, or villainy of any description.
He loves the truth for its own sake; loves investigation, science, and ratifies all belief by
evidence. He proves all things, and while
putting aside the evil and the false, holds
fast to that which is good and true. He is
honest and honorable; the good man worthy
of confidence and respect; square and upright
in his dealings; doing right not because he
expects a reward or fears punishment, but
because it is the best thing to do always. To
be an Infidel, in the usual acceptation, is to be
really and truly good and great. Some of the
greatest, wisest, noblest, and truest men and
women of this and other countries were
Infidels. Many of the greatest benefactors of
the human race were not churchmen but Infidels. Nearly all reformers of this and other
times hav bee~ styled Infidels. The term is
rather to be coveted, since to liv up to all its
requirements, to its grandest meaning, in all
its manifold bearings, is to be wise, good,
great, and true.
S. H. W.

"Little Pltil."
THE HERO OF WINCHESTER.
Before me on the wall hangs a portrait of
General Sheridan. I gaze with admiration
upon the features of this brave and noble soldier and recall the many deeds of valor he
performed.
Philip Henry Sheridan was born of Irish
parents in Ohio, on March 6, 1831. He was
a poor boy, and at the age of twelve years he
began work in a country store, where he
made only fifty cents a week. He was very
fond of books and studied with deep interest
books of military history and biography.
Little did he think that his name would some
day crown the pages of military history.
He entered West Point Military Academy,
where he graduated in 1853, at the age of
twenty-two. His first military experience
was in Texas and Oregon, where he did good
service as an Indian-fighter. An interesting
and thrilling story is told of his early days.
One day while Sheridan was outside the fort
with two other men a band of Indians
swooped down upon them. The chief jumped
from his horse to seize his prisoners, when
Sheridan instantly sprang upon the animal's
back and galloped to Fort Duncan. Hastily
summoning his troops, he rushed back to
save his two friends. The enraged chief
sprang toward him, when a ball from Sheridan's rifle laid him dead upon the ground.
Thus Sheridan's quick thought and his superb
bravery had saved his own life and that of his
friends. In 1861 he was made captain, and
in the summer of that year he served as ,

president of a military, commission to adjust
claims in Misso.uri. In the winter of 1861 he
was made chief commissary of the .!rmy of
the Southwest, and participated in the battle
of Corinth on the staff of General Halleck.
In May, 1862, he was made colonel of a
Michigan regiment of cavalry. His first exploits were successful and the country began
to realize the worth of his gallant services,
and from this he rose rapidly. In July, 1862,
he was placed at the head of a brigade of
cavalry with the rank of brigadier-general.
He was a splendid cavalryman, and in August
he defeated Faulconer's cavalry in Mississippi.
In September he was in command of a division of the Army of the Ohio. He took part
in the battJ,,s of Perryville and Stone river,
and for his gallant 1lghting in the latter he
was made major-general of volunteers. He
also participated in the great battles of Chickamauga and Mission Ridge, and in April, 1864,
was made chief cavalryman of the Army of
the Potolllac.
.
During the Richmond campaign he made
several destructiv raids on General Lee's army,
and in the Shenandoah valley campaign he
won several victorie~. His great Winchester
ride has passed into history as one of the
greatest acts of the war, and has won for General Sheridan the name of " the hero of Winchester."
He did good service~ in the campaign
against Petersburg and Richmond, and his
military career is one of the most brilliant in
American history. After the war he commanded an army in Louisiana and Texas, and
enforced the " reconstruction " acts there,
for which he was removed by President
Johnson in 1867. He was made lieutenantgeneral of the United States army on March
4, 1869, and in 1888 he rose to the rank of
general.
GEo. J. REMBBUBG.
[General Sheridan died on the 5th inst. at
his summer residence, Nonquitt, on the shore
of Buzzard's bay, in Massachusetts. Thus
passed away a noble soldier, a brave hero, and
a true friend and lover of humanity. The
country he helped to preserve mourns his
loss.-En. C. C.]

The Savage and the Magician.

Professor McAllister, the prestidigitator
and ventriloquist, happened to be traveling
across lower Idaho some years ago on his
way from one town to another. It was in
the days of early stagecoaching, before railroads were quite so plentiful as at the present
time. The professor one afternoon, before
the show commenced, in wandering about
the streets of, I think it was Lewiston,
encountered on the outskirts of the town a
small band of Indians. Two or three com-.
panions were with him. While chatting together, looking about and observing things
generally, McAllister became quite familiar
with a mongrel dog owned by the redskins,
whom he proceeded to pet nonchalantly.
"Fine dog," said the professor.
'-'Ugh!" grunted the buck.
"How much you sell him for?" asked the
magician.
" Ugh! two dollar," replied the buck,
holding up a pair of dirty fingers to indicate
the amount.
"Him very 1ine dog," said McAllister,
stroking the cur down the back and taking
a gold piece from the end of his tail.
"Hi I hi!" exclaimed the redskin, looking
on in astonishment, his eyes ready to start
from his head in excitement.
" Him very fine dog indeed," quietly continued the professor, this time taking a whole
handful of coin from the cur's tail, and picking stray pieces from his mouth, nose, and
ears, which he transferred to his pockets.
Strange noises were heard proceeding from
the interior of the animal. He groaned and
laughed and howled and barked, at all of
which the poor deluded redskins stood in the
utmost awe and astonishment, and couldn't
for the life of them understand what had
come over the spirit of the animal. It was
hard to tell which was the most surprised, the
Indians or the dog. After filling his pockets
with gold and taking another fistful from the
cur's tail the professor left the red skins in
peace. He had not gone ten minutes before
the latter pounced upon the poor, doomed
animal and cut him wide open. Like the
goose that laid the golden egg, there was
Correspondence.
nothing inside, and it is but fair to presume
Ou: MILLs, KAN., Aug. 3, 1888.
that the only reward was a fine feast upon
DEAB Mrss WrxoN: I send to the Corner a ribs of roast dog, browned to a turn.
sketch of the life of "Little Phil." It is
rather long, but if you can find space for it I
A Sample Bit of Misery.
would be pleased. General Sheridan was, I
presume, a Catholic, but it is not his religion
A small boy who happened to bruise his
that l admire; it is the noble deeds he per- leg said to his mother: " 0 mamma ! how
formed in behalf of his country.
awfully it must hurt to be a colored man!"
Yours truly,
G. J. R.
"Hurt, my dear? Why, what do you mean?"
CoAL CREEK, TENN., Aug. 2, 1888.
"Why, don't'you know, I tumbled down this
DEAR Mrss WuoN: I now wili write to you morning and made that black spot on my
for the first time. I like THE TRUTH BEEKER. leg, and it's just as sore as it can be all the
My grandpa takes it. I like to read the Corner. I hav the "Story Hour" and "Lessons time."
for Little Folks," and I think them splendid.
Not Comforting Assurance.
Our school is out. My studies are geography,
grammar, arithmetic, spelling, and the Fifth
A little girl while on a visit to her grandReader. I am nine years old, and I hav two mother had been seriously ill, and, as she
sisters. I guess 1- am tiring you, so I will
grew better, was spoken of as convalescent.
close.
Yours truly,
CLARA. LEINABT.
Thinking it would be very smart to use a
long word, she wrote home: " Dear mamma,
HARMONY DISTBIOT, July 27, 1888.
DEAR Miss WrxoN .: This is my first letter I am happy to say that I am convulsiv."
to any paper. I will do the best I can. I am
ten years old. I hav three brothers and three
Quieting.
sisters. Papa has taken THE TRUTH BEEKER
about six: months and likes it very much. We
A little Burlington girl persisted in singing
liv two miles from the railroad track. Martha while her grandfather was taking his nap.
Deming wishes to know the real definition of She explained that she was " trying to sing
the word "Infidel." Hoping to see my letter
grandpa's nose to sleep."
in print, I will close for this time.
·
Your unknown friend, LuciNDA CLABK.
A LITTLE boy up-town who has just learned
FRENCHTowN, NEB., Aug. 1, 288.
to s&y his prayers, with considerable opposiDEAR Mrss WixoN: Here I come again to tion, was at breakfast the other morning and
offer on!) of my little effusions, but I hope the waiter was putting lumps of sugar into
you will not let me crowd away others who
bav better things for the Children's <Jorner. his co1Iee. When the fourth lump went in
I like to see young writers come to the front, the boy put his hsnd on the waiter's arm.
and am glad you encourage all such. Where "Amen," he said, briefly. "Why, Tommie,
is Darlina Bell? I am always interested in what do you mean by that?" inquired his
her stories. Let us hear from you, Darlina,
mother, greatly shocked. "That means I've
and your Southern home.
With best wishes for the Children's Corner got enough," replied the youngster, with his
mind on his devotional exercises.
and the woman at the helm, I am,
Respectfully,
MARY B. FrNos:.
MAMMA. was looking out of the hotel winA Natural Mistake.
dow, and observing a man who weighed at
Nature appears in a very similar garb to least three hundred pounds, called to baby,
the youngsters, no matter in what depart- who was only three years old, to " come and
ment she shines. Little three-year.old was see the poor thin man." The sympathetic
out in the fields the other day, and came run- little dear rushed to the window, looked out,
ning in with, "I saw a pansy and I was going then up at mamma, and remarked," :Uamma
to piclr. it, and it was a butterfly and it flied is speaking ironically." Somewhat astonaway."
ished, mamma asked, "Do you know what
-------4~~-----that means?" "Why, it means," with a
She Saw the Gold.
euperior look, "mamma is only giving baby
''Mamma, I know it's true about the golden . taffy."
streets in heaven."
"Why, how do you know, Maud?"
THE first infant prodigy.-" Papa, how old
"Because, when I was on deck with nurse was Methusaleh when he died ?" '' Nine
last night something made a noise and the hundred and ninety-nine "years,' tRollo."
sky split clear across, and then I saw the "And·~hat · was,;:.his,.,:business? ":I ".Boy
gold shining through."
preacher."

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subiects considered by Mr. RemsbUrfl' are:
The Church and Mol'a.lity; Criminal StatJstics,
~howj.nl{ the creeds of the prisoners in the penItentianes ;. the Church and Civiliza tioR ; the
Ohnrch ana Science; the Church and Learning;
the .Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement; the Tem))erance Reform; the
Church and the RePUblic.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned b:y- Scrimure ; Falsehood and
Deception; Cheating; Theft and Robbery;
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Oonqnest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolet:ance and Pers~cution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkmcl.ness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrificea; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polyg_amy; Intemperance ; Poverty
and Vagrancy; I_gnorance and Idiocy; Obscen.
ity.. p, '<!e, smgle copies, 25 cent~; 6 copies, $1.
SPeCial discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Breaking.

This is the best

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is discussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath.J. The Christian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
Sundax Arguments i Origin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Christian Fathers; The
Sabbath during the Middle A~es; The Puritan
Sabbath; Test~qny of Chnsti!tn Reformers,
Bcholarlh and DIVIDes; Abrogatwn of Sunday
Lawii. .t'rice, 25 cents; six copies, $1.00.

Thomas Paine.

The Apostle of Re-

ligions and Political Liberty. Tells the stor_y
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vin·
dioates hiij name from the aspersions cast upon ·
it. Choioe extracts from ' Common Sense,"
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason "are given; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persona of Enro))e and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition.\ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted )2aper,
n~atlY bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
oloth, 75 cents.

Image Breaker.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, WashiR!{tonan Unbelieverd· Jefferson an Unbeliever;.
l'ame and Wesley; hristian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; Per doz. 40 ots.

The Apostle of Liberty. An address

delivered in Paine Ha.ll.J before the N. E. Freethinkers• Convention, olanna.ry 29, 1884. Price,
10 oents,

Fathers of Our Republic, Paine, J ef-

ferson, Washington, Franklin. A lecture delivered before the Tenth Annual Congress of
the American Secular Union, in Chickering
Hall, New York, November 13, 1886. 15 cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKEB 00.
THE

FIELD ·INGERSOLL
DISCUSSION.
FAITH OR AGNOSTICISM?
-aTwo Letters from Dr. Field, D.D .. editor of the
Presbyterian Evangeli•t, to Colonel Ingersoll, and
two Replies thereto. Dr. F1eld is one of the exceedingly few Christians who hav opposed Colonel
Ingersoll kindly and. conrteons)y, and the Great
Agnostic has used h1m accordmgly. Dr. Fl8ld's
arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Price, 50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

·-------------

HEBREW MYTHOLOGY
OR,

1'HE RATIONALE OF THE BIBLE.
Wherein it is shown that the Holy Scriptures treat
of Natural Phenomena only.
BY MILTON
COLLEY' M.D.
Among the many attempts made by a01entists to
crush the Bible, this is unquestionably the most
vigorons.-f(lhicago Times.
Cloth, Ill us , heavy toned paper, 8vo, 613 pp., $2.50.
Addre9s THE TRUTH BEEKER,

w

New Edition. Revised and Enlarged.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Pri0e, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
T'M Trad6 Supplied at Special DistJown.t8.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravin~s of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Prwe. 40c.; with auto.lil'raph, 50 cts.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM.
The Present and tile Future
Republic of North America.
BY A CAPITALIST.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
povert;v, vice,, and crime. It deals with the ~resent
conditwns or society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossible that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks. is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North America, as it will be when
society shall be organized on the principles of
Rational Communism. The book is vigorously
and interestingly written.

Paper, ~Oc.; cloth, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
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Reminiscences of a Preacner.
A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,

BiDle Temperance:

L. K. Washburn's Work.s.

WAR! WAlt! WAR!

A SPLENDID WORK.

HOW TO

Wettstein's, World-Hello,med, Warranted Watches
and Watcnwork.
CoiN StLVER STEM·WlNDEns. 3 ounce cases, 'i
Sunday and the Sabbath. "A law jewels,
$12; 4 ounce, 11 jewels, $15; do, 15 jewels
regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is $18; do, adjusted, $22; do, extra tine, a. perfect
an impertinence," Price, 10 cents.
watch, named "Otto Wdtnteiu," ~25; 5 ounce
$1.50; 6 ounce caaeB, $3.50 more.
The False Teaching of the Chris· cases,
LI(llJOR DRINKING
FILLED GoLD WATOHES. Open face, 7 jew·
tian Church. "The Thirty-nine els,BEST
$16.50; 11 jewels, $18.50; 15 jewels, $21.50; adArticles of ~he Christian church are thirty- justed, $25.50; with" Otto Wettstem" movement,
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. $28.50. In hunting cases, from $5 to ~8.50 more.
best hunting filled cases, 7 jewels, $110; 11
by the Bible.
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think Ladies
jewels, $22 ; 15 jewels, $28. Extra fine, diamond in
of a minister's praying God to kill ll'rasshop- case, $8 more.
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to underLADIES' SoLID GoLD WATOHES. 14 k, 7 jewels,
BY E. C. WALKER.
take a crusade of one all'ainst the Colorado $30; 11 jewels, $32 ; 15 jewels, $38. AU hunting,
stemwinding, elegantly engraved. Heavier cases,
beetle !" Price, 10 cents.
l'his is a companion book to Remsburg•a "Bible
XIV. style, enameled, embossed, and set
Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. Louis
Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
with diamonds, $5 to $100 more.
GENTS'
SoLID GoLD WATOHES. a k, light
Spiritualism:
Is
It
a
Faith
or
a
Fact~
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
weight, 7 jewels, $40; 11 jewels1 $ii; 15 jewels, $45;
Price, 5 oents.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
adjusted, $49; with" Otto Wettstem" movement,
Do You Love Jesus 1 Price, 5 cents. $52, Heavier cases, $3 to $25 more, Fancy
watches, from $100 to $800. All sent prepaid, and
Is Liberalism Moral1 Price, 5 cents. cash
back if not satisfactory.
WATOHWORK. The best in the world, Olean.
Temperance
and
the
Bible.
5
cents.
ing,
$1;
main springs, $1; jewels,$1. Can be sent
A Versified, Annotated Na.rra.tiv of his Life and
thousand miles as well as onei' per reg. mail or
The Brute God of the Old Testament. a<xpxess.
'l'eachings.
Inclose $1 or $2, and will return free.
Prioe, 5 cents.
All watches and work warranted to giv satisfac·
With Citations ·from Buddha's "Path of The Public Schools and the Catholic tion,
or cash refunded.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
Virtue."
Church. Price, 5 cents.

Commended, Defended, a.nd Enjoined

SAKYA BUDDHA.

BY E. D. ROOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Ceylon. The "Banner of Light,"
"R!Jligio-Philosophical Journal," and man;v Spiritualist papers and lecturers hav spoken hurlily of
the book.
Extra Ololh, 175 pp., $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER· CO.

Mr. Charles Eokhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, bas published

THE NINE DEMANDS

A Book jM·

Laver.~-Past

--a--

and Present.

ROMANTIC LOVE

MIRACLES

MIRACLE WORKI!RS.

THEIR

Development, C1usa.l Relations Historic a.nd
National l'eculia.rities.
BY HENRY T. FINCK.
12mo., cloth, S2. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great Centennial Oration
ON THE

Declaration of Independence,
ALSO

~mmortaZ

THE

SEXUAL

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.

And the National Anthem entitled:
Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, ·25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

SIOLOCY

By WINWOOD READE.

LOVE VENTURES.

Marriage and Parentage.

It is really a remarkable book, in which universal history is "boiled down " with surprising
skill.-[Literary World.
You turn over his pages with a fascination similar to that experienced in reading Washington
Irving .-[Inter-Ocean. ·
Eis history has a. continuit_Y., a r<Hh, a carrying
power.!. which reminds us strikingly of Gibbon.[New Haven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writ·
ing, He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, 543pp,, $1.75.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO,,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

A. Novel .with an A.fHdavlt.

In Their Sanitary and Physiologwal Relations,
and in Thei~ Bearing on the Producing
of Children of Finer Health and
Greater Ability.
BY M. L. HoLBROoK, M.D.
The Satenttflo Amet·tcan says : "Books on this
subject are usually written by cranks, but this i1
radically different; it is scientific, sober, clean,
and worthy of comc1entious consideration by every possible P>nen t, and particularly by the
young." $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.,
_
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

BY HARRY JULIAN.

16 Full-page French-A1•t Illustra-

tions.

THE

SHAKER EYE and EAR BALSAM

ON THE WORD GOD.

Sixty-fi'IJe Years' Inf!ariable Success.
P"" FoR ALL DISEASES oF EYES oR EARs. Im-

By Milton Woolley, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Mythology,"" The Career of Jesus Christ."
The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.
-rPs. xiv, 1.
Children and fools speak the truth.-[Old Saw.
Paper, 12mo,10 cents.
Address THE TUUTH SEEKER.

mediate relief from Gnuulations, Inilammations,
Dim Vision, Watery Gatherings, and Failing
Sight of Eyes. DeafnesB, Drumming, Ringing of
.the Ears dispelled by a few applications. Catarrhal difficulties of Eyes or Ears instantly removed. Sent the world over. Box with instructions, by mail, 80 cents.
G. A. LOMAS,
Shakers P. 0., N. Y.
TERRE HAU'rE, IND., JulyS, 1888.
MR. G. A. LoMAs, Dear Si?': PleR.se send me
three boxes of your EYE BALSAM, as I find it the
best in the world. lib eves were so bad I could
not see much, if any; but since I got a box of
your l:!ALSAM some time ago, and used it, I can
now soe as good as any one, R.Ud my Eyes are not
rea, as all the ttme before. Find Poata.l Note for
$.90, as I cannot do without it, and I want some
for other parties herA. Yours,
JosEPH FrAm, 403 Main St.

An explanation of the meaning of the many
titles of the Galilean teacher. " Lord " should be
"Rabbi." The words" Jesus Christ " mean "Saving Wisdom."
Excellent for Missionary Work.
Paper,limo, So., 30 cents per doz., $ll per 100.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Religious Problems.

THE

Bi~le

BY L. K. WASHBURN.

of Nature,
OR,

"Let the Christian be held to facts, and obliged
to tell the truth, and his lips would be dumb.
There never was such a place as the Garden of
Eden; never such an individual as the devil.
There is no such place as hell. There never was a
Christ 1 and no atonement made, for there was no
necessitY of any being made. If there was no
such thing as faith, Christianity could not make
a convert on earth. If ministers were obliged to
furnish the proof of their statements, there would
be no preaching.''
Price 10 cents; 75 cents per dozen.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE

Principles of Secularism.
A CONTRIBUTION to tltd RELIGION
of the FUTURE.

THE

BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
Author of "The Secret of the Er.st, or the Orilfin
of the Christian Reli&'ion and the 8i&"ni1lcance
of its Rise and Decline," "Physical Education, or the Health-Laws of Nat
ure,·'."Household Remediea," "Tho
P01son Problem, or the Cause
and the Cure of Intemperance," e\c., etc.
Felix L. Oawald is a well-known and Ti&"orous
writer on scien tifio and social subjeoti.-[Cin.
Com. Gazette.
Cloth, 12mo, 240pp,, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEllR 00.

Document,

"LAND OF LIBERTY."

on,
NA'I'URAL AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
The New Haven Pallaaium says: "The chapter
on • How to Learn a New Language' is of remarkable interest."
The Boston Post says: "This book ·aetually
shows us how to keep our memories in good works
ing condition and repair them when out of order."
Sctence (high authority) says: "We havtried tlle
methods of association advised in this book on
several persons, and found them most excellent."
Price by mail $1 .•

Parturition Without Pain.

AND

PERSONAL BEAUTY.

Strengthen the Memory,

in a more attractiv form than any in which they
hav previously appeared. At the head of an en~raving on heavy p!ate paper, 24x19 inches, are
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
Rei>]lblio. At the aides are FRANKLIN and
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
printed the Nine Demands of the Amer10an Secular Union in conspicuous type. At the foot are
LAFAYETTE, GIRARD, and INGERSOLL,
makinll' eight likenesses in all. Inscribed beBy JOHN PEOK.
neath each portrait is some radical sentiment
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything space between the portraits and around them are
arabeeques of vines and flowers in profusion, and
within the realm of the possible is no. miracle."
the panel inclosing the Nine Demands is surBY M. L. HoLBRooK, lii.D.
mounted on each corner by Mr. Eckhard's design
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
Goaev•s Lad.v's Book says: "We giv our cordial
of the ftag above the cross. The whole makes an
approbation
to this work. The information 1t
exceedingly handsome work for framing. The
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
artistic part is equal to the best, and the portraits contains is most im_lJortant, and, we are fully convinced,
reliable."
Price by mail, $1.
are as true to nature as the photographs from
THE
which they were transferred. The design will be
PHY
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Carefully
revised
edition,
with 111 illustrations.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
The most perfect book for men and women ever
A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
publi11hed. 50,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. IllusHISTORY.
trated catalog free.

Author of "Exeter Hall," " Heathens of the OUR LORD and SAVIOR JESUS CHRIST.
Heath," "Family Creeds," "BeauBy T. E. LoNGSHORE·
tiful Snow," etc., etc.
The story is used by the author to teach Freethought, to remove ~uperstition from the minds
of those who wonld not read a polemical essay,
and to urge facts against the various churches,
believtng whtch their supporters will desert them.
The book is an argument as well as a novel, but
the serions predicaments of the hero· are skilfully
nsed to lure the reader along, and to induce him
to take the au tidote to theological poisoning without knowing it. Mr. M0Donnell writes eiffectivly
and convincingly, and always braces his romances
with facts on one side and figures on the other.
Those who hav read his previous works need not
be advised to purchase this they will probably do
so at once.
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 75 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette PI., New York.
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8UPTU RES CUR EDb,

mxJUedlcal Compound and ImproYed
Elastic Snt>porter Truss injrom30 to
90 001/8. Reliable 1·eferences g!ven. Send
ltamp for circular, and 841/ "' what paper
1/0U oaw mu advertt8ement Addre88 Oa_p~

1!', j., ~SmitllnJl8,l~ !l>n l!J!

UNIVERSE ANALYZED
Beautifully Illustrated Covers. Paper, 12mo, 2:16
pp.,li cents; Boards, 50 cents.
A lively narrativ of adventures in a country of
Arcadian simplicit;v. and ll'enera.l delightfulness.[N. Y. Evenin~ Mall.
A story of hfe on islands of coral, fruit-trees,
and cockatoos, where all the nativ men are
Apollos and the women dreams of beauty.-[N. Y.
Times.
Life on the Islands of Koro-kama and Launagola.-" Summer isles of Eden lying in dim purple
spheres of sea "-surrounded bY beckoning palmtrees, foamy cascades, bread-fruit, cocoanuts,
pineapples, figs, bananas ; bathing in the surf on
shinillll' sands, baskin~ on shore& of eternal sum.
mer, attendinll' moonhght banque's, and seeing
the peculiar dance called Ka-lu-lah-no more to
do than the president of a life insurance company
-seems very alluring to the careworn, overworked
American of t;o.day.-Critical Review.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
28La!ayet\e Pl .• New York.

BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Analyzed,"" The Real Blasphemers," "Spiritualism Sustained," etc., etc.
The latest and best work of an analytic thinker,
who is gifted with those rare powers that render
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the
ordinary mind. The book contains many idea•
that will be new to the world and productiT of
good in furnishing food for thought. We tru1t it
will hav tho immense distribution it so richly
merits.-[The American Idea.
Cloth, 12mo, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Credit these Discoveries to James IHolden. Even the curious group called the
Pleiades,· where, as recent photographic disLick, Infidel.
coveries hav shown, nebular masses and
From the New Yorle sun.

Highly interesting news comes from the
great Lick . telescope. A few weeks ago we
referred to the di~coveries that had been
made with it in the Orion nebula and Saturn's
ring system. Since then its powers hav been
tped upon many other celestial phenomena
with the most gratifying, not to say astonishing, results. It is plain that not only is this
the most powerful telescope in the world, but
that, planted on a mountain-top in the superb'y clear air of the California coast, it is
far and away the most wonderful instrument of vision that has ever been applied to
the assistance of the human eye. Professor
Holden's recent descriptions of its performances appear to fully warrant the expectation
that we are on the eve of some most important discoveries to be announced from Mount
Hamilton. Already the great lens has revealed undreamed-of things. So surprising
hav been its revelations; that the director exclaims in these words :
Our final conclusion is that we hav to use the
large telescope in a new wav. There is absolutely
nothing to ht> taken for granted, and there is no
ohiect in the whole heavens which we must not
observe as if viewed fGr the first time.
Again, in speaking of the powers of the
great telescope, which he is just learning to
use, Professor Holden says :
I am, as you know, familiar with the use of large
telescopes, having observed for many years with
the great refractor at Washington, hut I confe11s I
was not prepared for the truly magnificent action
of this, the greatest of all telescopes, under the
heat conclitions. I hav had such views of the
bright planets, Mara· and Jupiter, of nehulre, the
Milky Way, and some of the stars as no other astronomer ever before bad.
But let us take an example of these wonderful revelatiop.s. Every owner of an amateur's
telescope knows the celebrated ring nebula in
the constellation of Lyra. It is an exceedingly beautiful phenomenon• hanging there
against the black background of the sky like
a most delicate, yet perfectly formed ring, or
wreath of smoke. It is only when we reflect
on its real size that the mind passes from admiration to awe at the sight of this ring. If
our solar system were placed in its center, the
gigantic sweep of that luminous ellipse surrounding us would belt the heavens as with a
new and grander galaxy. The form of this
object, and the fact that it is nebulous in character, hav naturally led to many speculations
based upon its resemblance to the nebular
rings, out of which, according to La Place's
hypothesis, the planets of our system were
formed. Here was an actual phenomenon in
the heavens which showed at least that there
could be such things as nebular rings.
The best telescopes hav shown a few faint
stars near the ring and one within it, but
nothing that could be regarded as evidence of
any probable connection between the stars
and the ring. But at one glance the Lick
telescope has revealed a marvelous structure.
Here is Professor Holden's account of it.
This bright nebula has been looked at by every
amateur and professional astronomer, by every
large and small telescope in the world. Sir John
Herschel describes it aR a ring and figures a small
star following it. Lord Rosse, with his six-foot reflector, gave five smalls tars outside of it and none
inside. Mr. Lassell, with his four-foot reflector,
figures it with thirteen faint stars in an oval outside and one inside the ring. So I saw it with the
Wash in ~?ton refractor of twentY-six inches a per.
ture in 1875. Our first look at this nebula with the
thirty-six inch telescope Bhowed a great variety of
new detail, and a careful examination has disclosed to us not only the siugle star inside, but
likewise eleven others inside the inner oval or projected on the bright nebulosity between tbe outer
and the inner ovals. Not only this, but it is obvi·
ous that the plan on which this nebula is built is
that of a series of ellipses or ovals. There is first
the ring of faint stars outside the nebula; then
the outer and inner boundinll" ovals of the nebulosity; next a ring of faint stars around the edges
of the interior ring, and finally a number of etars
criticallY situattd on the various parts of the nebulosity aml outer oval. The object is entirelY a new
one in its appearance and in its suggestions as
seen here.
One cannot read this description without
recognizing the strong probability that there
is an intimate connection between the nebulous ovals and the rings of stars. Here, then,
"it seems, we behold a corner of the universe
where the great work of creation is now actually in progress.
Here in this cosmic
.workshop of Lyra are scattered raw materials
and finished solar bodies ; rows of suns ablaze
with pristin light; and masses of unformed
vapor, in whose bosom the carbon atoms ..nay
be floating which, in the ripeness of time,
shall assume forms of beauty and life. There
are other spots in the heavens where stars
and nebulous matter are mingled in a way
that suggests a close relationship, but none
BO remarkable as this discovered by Professor
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Christian Absurdities.

Ingersoll's W"orks.
The Gods

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 ct~; cloth, 1.25.

Oontents: "The GhoBt!!l" "Llberty_for Man,
Woman, and Ohild," "·.rhe D!lclar.atiOn _of Pt~
de_pendenoe," "About Farmm_g m lllinms,
"'fhe Grant Banquet~· "The Rev. Alexl!<nder
Olark" "The Past Hises before Me Like a.
Dreaih," and "A Tribute to Ebon 0. Ingeraoll."

Some Mistakes of .ltloses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.

What .ltlust We Do to B~ Saved 1 Paper, 25 cents.
The Christian Religion. By R. G.
Ingersoll Judge Jeremiali S. maok, and Prof.
George F. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Orthodoxy.
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In·gersoll Catechised:_ His Answers to

a. Number of Vital Questwns Propounded by
the editor of the San Fr_anoiBCan. •. 5 oep.ts; 50
cents per dozen; 25 oo_pleB, ~1; 100 oopleB, $8.
Millions of these should be ououla.ted.

Vindication of Thomas Paine from

the attacks of the New York Obllsrver, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.
·

Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.

Ingersoll's Lectures Complete.

liound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the publisher,p.a.s had
all his lectures, except tne )a test on .Orthodoxy," bound in one beautiful.v9lume, m half
oa.lf, library style, and oonta.mmg pver 11300
pages, which is sold a~ the exJleedingly ow
price of $5. Sent by mail postpa.Jd.

PRIOE, ·15 OENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse.-J ames Parton.
.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
able paper, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age.

ANTI PROHIBITION.

Life.

Very Cheap Pamphlets.
--o--

We hav on hand a large number of the following
of OOLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamphlets, which
will be dirwosed of at cost, as follows:

Inge1'soll Catechised:
His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by the Editor of the "San Franciscan;"
singly, B oents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
~~

Civil Bights Speech.
Including the address of Frederick Douglass, fifty.
three-large octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1; a4d $6 per hundred.

By W. B. BELL.
The French Revolution was the most unm'xed
blessing Europe ever saw.- Wenae!! Phillips.
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
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A ROliAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
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ORTHODOXY.
A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12mo
:pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.

ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.

The New York Observer <Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upofrthe memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everywhere in vindication.

50 cent&.

boudoir, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

FRENCH REVOLUTION.
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Printed in

Photogravhs of Colonel Ingersoll.

.AN 0 l!TLINE OF THE

BV Q.OBEI\T G. INGERSOLL

A Prose Poem.

eolora on board, beveled gilt edges.

PRIOE, 20 OENTS.
The number of heads under which you hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each pomt iB discussed, should be highly commended. Therefore
I take great pleasure in recommending" AntiProhibition" to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temperance, but in the principles of self-\(overnment.J. J.MoOabe.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

A. thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer:s slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the Amer·
ioan Revolution. Containing
both the slanderlil and
their refutation.

This

new book is a gem. It is a ~odel in eyery respect. In fact one of thE! noheshbrlghtest,
best ever issued. It oontams, bes1aes the celebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the fa.moui "tributes"
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
selected from the speeches, a.rgumen ts, ..lectures, letters, table-talks, and day-~o-da:y conversations of the author. The work lB deSlgned
for and will be accepted-by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
purpose a fine steel portrait, with autogra.ph
fao simile, haa been 11repared espeoia~ for 1t.
Price in silk cloth, beveled edges,
t back
and slde, $2.50; in half calf, mottled e ges, elegant library style, 4.50; in full Turkel': moroooo,_gilt, exquisitly fine, 7.50; _in full tree
oalf, highest possible style and fimsh, $9.

150ENTS.
PRICE,
Your treatment of the "Oontlict ''is excellent.
-Harry f[oover.

. LIBERTY AND MORALITY.

This is a comment by Oolonel Ingersoll "upl!ln
the religious lies that hav been told about himself, and first made its appearance in these ool·
umns. Price 3 cents; 80 cents per dozen; $2 per
hundred.

BIBLE IDOLATRY.
A letter Oolonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
the London· "Secular Review." Price 8 oents; 30
cents per doz., or $2 per hundred.

INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.
Being the comments and opinions of Mr. Inger•
aoll upon the fight in the Oatholic church between
the late pastor of St. Stephen!s and his employer,
the pope. Price 8 cents; 30 cents per doz.,or$2
per hundred.
We suggest that these be purchased in quantities, and given away to Christians, and it is with
that not unreasonable expEctation that the prices
hav been vlaced so low.
Ait~.rass THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
·28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

TilE STRUGGI,E
FOB.

ReTigiousand Politio::tl Libertv.
In which the author shows the repeated attemptS
of men of every age to acquire greater political

Aceount of a Beene at the Death. ,,Uberty; also vigc;n·!lusly attacks the very foundabed of Thomas Paine.
; : tion of the rehg1on of every age; dwelling at
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This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
{upon which the Observer relies to prove its prinoiA.n Exposition of the True Meaning of this Ohar· pal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
acter as described in the New Testament. By Mil- Fenwick conld hav written the alleged account.
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mythol78pp. Price 15 cents.
ogy."
Paper, Bvo, 25 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER OO.
A.ldress 'fffE T.RUTff SEEKER.
Addr ess

r .e C1r, er of Jesu) Christ.

Prose Poems and Seleetions.

'fhe Conflict between Christianity
and Civilization.

An editorial in last·Thursday's issue of the
Mail and Exp1·ess bitterly as•ails the memory
of the late Courtlandt Palmer on account of
his Freethinking views. The article bears the
earmarks of Deacon Elliot F. Shepard, and
the spirit which animates it would do credit
to those fine old fanatics Calvin and Knox,
who gloried in the temporal destruction and
spiritual damnation of those who refused to
accept their religious dogmas as truth.
Deacon Shepard's .canting tirade will not
affect the opinions of the thousands who
knew, esteeu"ied, and loved CourtlandtPalmer,
nor will it be likely to impair the growth a~d
usefulness of the Nineteenth Century Club,
which Mr. Palmer was instrumental in founding for the discussion of great social, moral,
and religious problems. Biblical objurga:
tions are not arguments, and no person skeptically inclined will be moved to accept the
Christian religion as true beyond all doubt
by editorials written in the peculiar vein
adopted by Deacon Shepard in this.instance.
On the contrary, fair-minded men will arrive
at the conclusion that Deacon Shepard should
· pay more attention to the command of the
great founder of Christianity, "Judge not,
lest ye be judged."
Courtlandt· Palmer was a philanthropist,
and the chief end and aim of his existence
was to alleviate the sorrows and sufferings of
his fellow-men. That he was sincere in his
beliefs and disbeliefs is beyond a doubt, and
nobody this side of the grave will ever know
whether· his conclusions were right or wrong.
In any case, ·we do not believe that the man
who did so much to lessen the burdens which
weigh so heavily upon unfortunate humanity
will be doomed to everlasting torment for
exercising his honest judgment according
to the best light afforded him.
In conclusion, we beg leave to call Deacon
Shepard's attention to the following paragraph, taken from the book he is so much
given to quoting on all occasions, appropriate
or otherwise :
Woe unto you. scribes and Pharisees, hypJcrits!.
for ye are like unto whited sePulchers, which in·
deed appear be"utiful outward, but are within
fall of dead men·s bones and of all uncleanness.
Even so ye outwardly appear righteous unto men,
but within ye are full of hypocrisy and iniquity.

There · hav been so many

applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "The Vision
of War," the "Grant Banquet Toast," that
they hi}.V been printed on heavY toned paper,
18x22, illuminated border, and in large, clear
type, suitable for framing, and the three will
be forwarded to any address, for 25 ots, or
either one for 15 ota.
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From tlte New Yor/c sunaoy Dt<patch, Auoust·5th.

56 pages, l~o, _pape!,
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large, clear t_YPe, and oontammg as much as
could be delivered in t~o. ordinaq lectures.
This makes a grand mlBBlonary document.
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LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK Tributes.

hands of a man who so promptly givs evidence that he will use it, not as many great
telescopes bav been 'Jsed, for mere technical,
humdrum observations, but for the ('Xploration of the universe in which our little globe
is but.a particle.

Paper, 50 cts ; cloth, $1.

In five le~tureB.t.. comprising, "The . (j-odst"
"Humboldt," "'.l:noma.s Paine,~' "lndiVldUa..l•
ity," and " HeretlOB and Heresies.

length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailing the account of slavery in this country, calls
the attention of thinking men and women to the
.position of womankind in America. ThroughoutJ
the work is replete with astounding facts ana
Weighty arguments which cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age.
.
By THEO. 0. SPENOER.
Oloth, 12mo., 1Sspp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafa)ette Pla.oe, New York.
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ARGUMENT

THE SAFEST CREED,

BY

AND
TWELVE OTHER Drsoou&SES oF REASON.

Robert G. Ingersoll,

Bll 0. B. FROTHINGHAM.

IN THE

A vig'lrons thinker as eloquent as Theodore Parker.-[New Bedfor<.L8tandard.
Deep th·•ught, thorough conviction, and great
ability.-[Pnila. Presd.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 238pp,, $1,
, THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

A FEW WORDS

TRIAL OF C. B. RE.YNOLDS
FOR

"BLASPHEMY,"
AT

MORRISTOWN,

NEW JERSEY.

ABOUT TIIE DEVIL,

Stenographically reported, and re'Dised by the author.

AND

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

OTHER BroGRA.PHIOA.L SKETOHES AND EssAYS.
BY 0HABLES BRADLAUGH.
With Portrait and A•ttobiography.
Charles Bradlaull"h has •• A Few Words'' to say
"About the Devil.'' Mr. Bradlaugh has a right to
his "few word••" and tb,e devil will, we pre.ume,
t.t. no very dist .. nt day hav a few words to say to
Mr. Bradlaugh, and will doubtless ge~ the best of
the argu·ment.-[Ohioago Interior.
Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp,, $1.25.
Address THE TRU'l'H BEEKER.

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
are in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we see him as the splendld champion of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
and justice. hatred of tyranny and chains, sympathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his
courage and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expressioni and he makes grand use of the
opportunity. Such a 1lood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, ogio, pathos, poetry, and patriot.
IBm-is not often poured out in a. court of justice.
The many calls for thie Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to thie publication,
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleading newspaper references.
Lawyers and advocates will1lnd this the model of an address to a. jury: statesmen and politicians a clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
and women everywhere. a Magna Charta of their r!J!'htB.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.

RO~IE ~REASON THE NEW GOD.

A Memoir of Christian. and Extra-Christian Expenenoe.
.
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATERS.
A very !ll"itioal analysis of both Protestantism
and Catholicism, from the vantage. ground of an
intimate personal experience with the two svstems. It deals the most trenchant blows which
P!lre logic is capable of in1lioting.-[Critioal ReVIew.
Cloth, 12mo, $1. 75.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

Essence of Heligion
3)' L. F£UERB \CH.
Translated from the German. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 eta.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immoral.-Extract,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co.

MATERIALISM:
ITs HrsTORY AND ITs lNFLUENOE UPON
SoomTY.
BY DB. Lours BUOHNEB, Author of "Force and
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German,
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER• 28 Lafayette Place.

A.dvanoement ~ Soienoe
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.
Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
·
Prayer.
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp,, 25o,; cloth, 50o.

It is. in many respects one of the most extraor·
dinary utterances of our time.-,N. Y. Tri/June.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

TheAntiquity of Christianity.
By JOHN ALBERGER, Anthor of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."
Paper, 12mo, 6lpp,, cloth, 50 cents.
Contains testimonies of the earlY Christian Fathe ·sand others, and oases of striking similarity
to Chri•tianity in many ancient relill"itins.
Bold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

800eAL.

WEALTH.

Th6 Sol6 fl'rutors and !:Cxrut Ratios in Its
Acquirement and Apportionment.
By J. K. INGALLS,
Price, Cloth,
$1 00.
AddrARR THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28Lafayette Place. NAw York.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITU \USM
By DR. FREDERIC R. 'MA RVTN, Professor of
PhY•iolol{i<'al Merlioin anrl Me,jioal Jurisprurl~nc.; in the New York Free·
Medical College for Women.
Paper, 12mo, 68pp,, cloth. 50 cents.
His analYsis of nervr.ms and mental phenomena
is sharPly Rcientifio; hi< patholnll"ioal thAOries are
rat onal. clear. and morlern ~fAd>cal R~,•~w.
His lang-uage is strong and well chosAn, his
stvl" admirable in its.directneR• otnd brilliancy,
his thottght clear and log-ioal.-Ltb~ral Chrtstta.n.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
DO YOU W \NT a pleasant., healthful, cheap
home in the South T Write Leftwich Bros. ~tnd
Curtis, Florence, Ala..
lyM

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Secretary of the American Secular Union.
BY

Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH 8EEKEB CoMPANY.

TRY•SQUARE;
OR,

The Church of Practical Religion.

BINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKER
For the benefit of our readers who preserve their papers
we offer a new style of binder,
. made for the purpose, and
, with the heading of THE
' TRUTH 8EEKEB printed in
I'II!!!!!!~!!!I!!J!!!!!!IJI{o'd letters on the outside.
l>l
This binder allows the opening of toe p .. pers perfectly flat. It also allows the
takmg out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Bent by mail, postp_aid, for •1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER
tf
28 Lafayette Pi., New York.

Chicago Secular Union meets every Bunda:y
evening at 7:80 P.M.> corner Bangamon street and
Washin~~:ton boulevard.
Lectures and· debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

PHILADELPHIA. LIBERAL LEAGUE 26 7
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-~rnth
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

BACON AND SHA.KSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not write.
The Bonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl·
of Essex and biB bride, A.D., 1590. BY WM. HENRY
BUBB. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

PAINE'S AG~ OF KtASON.
The Greatest of all Anti·Bibll·
cal \'f{orks.
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

THl!A CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, W a.shington wrote : "A few more such
1laming arguments • . . will not . leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a. separation."

Price, 40 cents.

For either of these works or any of Paine's
writinl!'s,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

GIRARD'S WILL

BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
A.ND
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherA.N EXPOSE
wise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood, There is just suffi- Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
churches and Young Men's
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Christian Associato his mind.
tion,'
For sale at this office. Price, $1. oo.
BY RICH. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
Price $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Girard Coll(lge Theology.

ROMAN ISM,
OR

DANCER AHE•D.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
·
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic;

By A. • .J. GROVER.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

NEW EDITION.

The Secret of the East,
OR 1

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
· Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

ROBT. G.

For sale at this office.

INGER~OLL'S

OPENING SPEEOH TO THE JURY
in the suit of the
Bankers' and Merchants' Tele·
graph Company
against the

Weste'l'n Union Telegraph Company
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
i!peeoh that THE TRUTH BEEKER has obtained a
supJ')ly and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

Charles Watts's Works.
Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethonght. Bound
in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.2b. CoNTENTs :
Section I. Definition of Freethou_g_ht and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section ill. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethonght in Con1liot during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

Se(•ularism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. PriGe, 10 eta.
BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
Secularism;
its Principles and its
SUB.JECTS:
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WHAT shall we say of the wisdom of those, including nearly all who occupy influential positions, who persist in thinking that preparation
for successful and complete living (which is the
pu,rpose of rational education) is best effected by
TilE Spanish supreme court has dismissed
learning to speak and write after the manner of
the appeal of two Protestants imprisoned for
two extinct peoples, and by gaining knowledge of
refusing to salute the host in the streets.
their chief men, thdr superstitions, their deeds of
war, etc.-who, in their
GREEOE will institute a
·-----.,---_.:.-------------'-----'---~r,\---:~:::::::::::::=~::-:~=:§~:==-71
leading school, devote two
national library.
hours per week to ·getting
some ·idPaS about the conON the 8th a bomb was
stitution of the wor·Id they
thrown by Paris strikers.
are born into, and thirtysix hours per week to conYELLOW fever
has
struing Latin and Greek,
broken out at Jacksonand making verses, of small
ville, Fla.
sense or none ; and who, in
the competitiv examinaALARM at Catholic entions they devise, giv to
mity to public schools
knowledge of words double
increases in Boston.
the number of marks which
they giv to knowledge of
TilE Italian governthings? That, it seems to
ment is making a brave
me, is not a very worshipful
degree of intelligence which
stand against the church.
fails to recognize the obA DRUNKEN saloonvious truth that there is an
Order of Na.ture, pervading
keeper at Rockaway, N.
alike the actions going on
Y., recently gouged out
within us and without us,
his wife's eyes.
to which, frem moment to
moment, our lives must
TilE bill which was to
conform uader penalty of
increase Russia's army
one or other evil; and that
400,000 will eventually
therefo're our first business
must be to study this Order
increase it 1,500,000.
of Nature. Nor is estimaTnE Rev. Mr. Bott, of
tion of this intelligence
1·aised on contemplating the
Tottcnville, N. Y., is in
outcome of this established
trouble for covering his
culture, as seen in Parliawife's face. with cuts and
ment; .where any proposal
bruises.
to judge a question by reference to general laws, or
ALREADY $13,000 has
" abstract principles" as
been subscribed to the
they are called, is poohKnights of Labor fund
poohed, with the tacit implication that in social
to educate workingmen
affairs there is no natural
on labor's rights.
law; and where, as we
lately B!l.W, three hundred
A MAN lately tried at
select spokesmen of the
A WET TIME.Leeds, England, for killnation cheered frantically
Then ·Moses heard the people weep through~ut their families, c~ery man in the door of his tent : and the anger oE
ing his wife for adultery
when it was decided that
the Lord was kindled greatly; Moses also was d!spleused.-Num. x1, 10.
they should continue to
was let off with one
vow before God that they
day's imprisonment.
would maintain certain ar·
/ right," said Fred, calmly, "You just let me hav rangements prescribed for them by their great,
FAITH cure is spreading, a!l.d great num/ that end of the seat; it's lots pleasanter than this. -great, great, etc., grandfathers.-Spenoer,
bers take oath to miraculous cures.
I'll take the pillow, too, and I guess I'll go to deep
ANTIQUITY is infallible, and cannot err. Its
for three or four hours. You waken me when we
AT Halifax recently~ Rev. J, R. Hutchinson
antiquity is the indubitable proof of the sounddeserted his wife and child to elope with a
TaE thermometer must register even though it come to the dinner station. Spread that shawl ness of an opinion, of a custom, or a ceremony.
over me, and-" "Oh, I don't care who knows
does not vote.
young girl.
that we're just married," she said. "Sit where It is highly important to repulse and discourage
all attempts at innovation. The clergy must never
A
MAN
with
rheumatism
ought
to
hav
hinges
put
you are, dear, and hold my hand."
THE New York Central Labor Union has on his gait,
relinquish whatever they hav hitherto practiced.
passed resolutions deeply deploring the death
-Yoltaire.
THE NEW FIRST READER,
WHEN the fair private secretary dies, of course
of Courtlandt Palmer.
Lesson 1.-" Let us go upon the street car and THE bodily health of a community was held so
she departs typewriter fields above.
CHRISTIAN and Jewish converts to Moham- AN Atlanta, Ga., belle weighs two hundred and take a long ride. Do you see with what swiftness utterly below the attention of a Christian magistheympve?"
trate that every large city became a hotbed of conmedanism the last year number 222-far more fifty pounds. Tbis is another case of solid South.
"I do. The motion almost takes my breath tagious diseases ; small-pox and scrofula became
than Mohammedan proselytes to Christianity.
away,"
THE Russian law prohibits joking about the
PIIRdemic disorders ; the pestilence of the Black
"You must hang on to your hat or you will lose
ConRUPI' speculators with the funds of the emperor. Tha t•s why no 0 ne in Russia ever refers it. Do you see the lady with pink strings on her Death ravaged Europe from end to end-nay, into
Alexander
as
an
old
czardine.
steawof trying to remove the cause of the evil, the
Middletown, N.Y., bank hav caused a sad
bonnet?"
wre~ched victims were advised to seek relief in
loss to hundreds of poor people who had "ExcusE me," said Poseyboy to hi~ best girl the
"Yes, I see her. She is very pale and nervous. prayer and self-torture, and a philosopher utterother
morning,
·"but
somehow
your
eyes
don't
Is she afraid that the car will run off the track?" ing a word of protest against such illusions would
small deposits.
look just right, I think they need dotting.'· And
"Not exactly, She is worried about the con- hav risked to hav his tongue torn out by the roots
THE suffering poor of England grow in he dotted them.
ductor."
and his body consigned to the !lames of the stake.
radical ideas, and recently hooted Prince A SIGN before a New York office reads: "Women
"Is he not a good man?"
-Prof. FeliX L. Oswa!a tn The Btble of Nature,
''He
is
a
noble
fellow,
with
a
wife
and
ten
chiltreated
for
ugliness."
If
somebody
would
treat
Albert Victor as he unveiled a statue of his
EARLY in the last century, Boyer presented inmen for ugliness there would be a wild r·ush for dren to support; but she is afraid of his eyesight.
grandmother the queen.
oculation as a preventativ of small-pox, in France;
Do you see that coin in her fingers?"
the bar without a moment's delay.
thoughtful physicians in England, led by Lady
"Yes. It is a silver quarter."
A BAPTIST preacher named Washburne
THE Prohibitionists of Genesee, N. Y., hav
"No, my son; it is a lead quarter-one she has Montagu and Maitland, followed his example,
was arrested at Lake Pleasant, Mass., on the adopted the watermelon as their campaign symbeen trying to get rid of for a month. Now he Theology took fright at onoe on both sides of the
11th, for extensiv swindling under various bol, The party is rather weak' in numbers in comes along and she hands 1t out and smiles and Channel. The French theologians of the Baraliases, and for endeavors to compete with Genesee, and the object of adopting such a sym- sweetly exclaims : 'Tickets, please !• "
bonne solemnly condemned the practice. Enlllish
bol, it is presumed, is to double them up.
theologians were most loudly represented by the
"And the conductor?"
Solomon in wives.
Rev. Edward Massy, who, in 1722, preached a ser•
"He smlles sweetly but sadly,"
"THE trouble with you women," he said, "is that
THE latest among the miraculous cures you ·giv so much thought to tritles." His conmon in which he declared that Job's distemper
"And-"
"And returns it with the remark that she ought was probably contluent small-pox, and that he had
reported from the shrine of Bte. Anne de soience-smitten wife, looking out of the window
been doubtless inoculated by the devil; that disBeaupre, Can., are those of an old lady ten minutes later, saw him still standing on the to hav worked it off on circus day,"
eases are sent by providence for the punishment
"And is she sorrowful'"
sidewalk, He was watching a bootblack e:xtract
totally blind, a man who has always used a cent from a crack.
"Oh, no! She is as mad as a wet hen, and she of sin, and that the proposed attempt tq prevent
crutches, and a confirmed epileptic.
them is "a diabolical operation." This sermon
''YAis," said Mr. Hoopenheimer, "vevos qvite a takes the number of the car and will try to hav the was entitled, "The Dangerous and Sinful Practice
CHIEF Secretary for Ireland Balfour will Iiddle faemi!y down at dot Hotel Bacharach at conductor bounced for incivility to passengers." of Inoculation," Not Jess absurd was the sermon
Lasson 2.-" It is night, but if you hav sharp
intermit the enforcement of his coercion Long Branch. Dere vos vun Iiddle cbob-lot of eyes you can see a man in the shadow of the trees of the Rev. Mr. Delafaye, entitled, "Inoculation
Ghristians ofer at dot taple near de kijjen, bot I
an Indefensible Practice." Thirty years later the
policy long enough to address the Manchester kess dey go avay puddy soon, Dey seen ve don't across the way."
"Yes, I see him. He seems to be spying on that struggle was still going on. But as late as 1763 we
Church ·congress on" The Needs of Human vant to be nnkaind by dem, botvekain'tassociade
hav the rector of Canterbury denouncing inoculahouse near by,"
mit •em, nohow."
Nature and Their Supply in Christianity."
"So he is. Some folks might jump to the con- tion from his pulpit in the primatial city, and
TilE latest annual reports of persons killed
A MAN strolled into a fashionable church just clusion that he was a burglar, but he is not. He many of his brethren following his example.
Among the most common weapons hurled by
by wild beasts and reptile in India is as fol- before the service began. The sexton followed is, on the contrary, one of our most estimable cit- churchmen
at the supporters of inouulation, durizens, and livs in that very house."
lows: by hyenas, 24; wild elephants, 57; him up, and tapping him on the shoulder, and
ing
all this long war, were charges o! sorcery and
" Why does he act so queerly?"
pointing to a small cur that had followed him into
bears, 118; leopards, 194 ; wolves, 222; the sacred edifice, said : "Dogs are not admitted." ·"They all do when out till this late hour, He is Atheism.-Anarew D. White in The Warfare Qf
Sctenoe.
tigers, 928; other animals, 1,169; snakes, ''That•s not my dog," replied the visitor. "But taking time to decide,"
"Must he decide something?"
hefollowsyou," "Well, so do you." The sexton
22,134.
WHOEVER endeavored to account for these
growled, and removed the dog with unnecessary "He must, He must decide whether to walk in things by natural causes, whoever attempted to
openly and boldly tell his wife that he was detained cure diseases by natural means, was denounced
ExPOSURE is made of the utterly groundless violence,
at the office on important business, or sneak in
lie, telegraphed from New York to the Can- STONE: "Hello, Upson, old man, you're looking and hope to find her asleep, and then vow next by the church as an Infidel. To explain anything
was a crime, It was to the interest of the priest
ton, 0., News-Derrw!YI'at, that a woman carried fine; you must hav struck luck since I last saw morning that it was only 10 o'clock,"
that all phenomena should be accounted for by .
into Rev. Thomas Harrison's revival on a You." Downes: "Yes, old boy; I've !truck the
"But wasn't he detained at the office?"
the will and power of gods and devils.-Inuersozz.
boss fake; no more poverty for me ; no more
"Oh, yes ! but it's an old chestnut with her, you
stretcher rose and walked, cured of a disease small salaries. I•ve written a book, and my fort·
know."
IT was in the reign of pagan emperors, and es- '
that had kept her bed-fast five years.
nne is made." Stone: "I'd like to know what
"Perhaps-she is asleep,"
pecially of Hadrian and Alexander Severns, that
IN a letter" in the name of our Lord Jesus you could writeabol;lt." Downes: "H1;1sh! don't
"Perhaps she isn't. That's her ~t the npper nearly all the most important measures were taken
giv it away ; great snap ; hav written on, 'How
and she is watching him. ·Poor man I redressing injustices, elevating oppressed classes,
Christ, to him be praise and glory, from to Liv Comfortably on Ten Dollars a Week.'" window,
How sad hi l lot I But snob is life in a 2reat and making the doctrin of the natural equalitY and
Johannes, anointed by God, king of Zion and Stone: "But yon never could." Downes, "NQr citY."
fraternity of mankind the basis of legal enactking of kings of Ethiopia to the most glori- anyone else-that's why they all buy the book to
ment. Receiving the heritage of those laws, the
ou! Queen Victoria, defender of the Christian find out." Stone: "H•m, yes-I see."
Christians, no doubt, added something, but acareful
examination will shew that it was surpriBfaith " said anointed king of Zion and Abys- THEY were on their bridal tour, and she said
ing!y
little.-Leckv.
· · 'argues on the relations with European gaily: "Now, Fred, we don't want everybody in
smia
"
.
I the car to know that we are newly married, and Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist, I LOOK upon the simple and childish virtues of
powers of the country Jesus Chnst gave 1hav them all staring at us. Let us act like real old 12x16 inches, suitable for framing, sent JlOS~aid
ve~acity and honesty as the root of all that is snbto him."
•
married people. It'll be such iolly fun." " All for 2~ cents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
tf
lime in character.-Emerson.
THll: corner-stone of the College of St.
Tholilas Aquinas was laid at Scranton, Pa.,
on the 12th.
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taken, however, but for a recent outbreak;
and, after a full discussion, the bill has now
passed the legislativ assembly. The bill, the
A MAN writes to the Sun that a Jew is not Independent says, provides for the fullest reeligible to the presidency, as" ours is a Chris- ligious liberty.
tian government, founded on Christian prinDR. CAMPBELL, who has been delivering
ciples." The Sun replies that the man is lectures on his different " theories " at Vermistaken.
saiiies, Ind., for several days, claims to hav
SENATOR BLAlR has given up all hope for located the garden of Eden in the United
the success of his Educational bill. His pe- States. He says that the city of St. Louis is
culiar legislativ genius will not long droop erected on the site of the garden, and that
under the weight of disaster, however. Blair the Mississippi is none other than the Euis too pious to permit the treasury surplus to phrates river. He calls on the Bible to prove
bite its thumb at him forever.
all his statements, and says that within two
PAsToi~ THUMMEL, an evangelical preacher months he wiii hav all the world agog on the
in Solingen, created a sensation by accusing subject.
the archbishop of Cologne and the canons of
THE Congregationalist· wails: "Now and
Aix-la-Chapell , of blasphemy and the breach then Christians are both pained and alarmed
of the third Commandment. The burgo- by rumors from the Hawaiian islands that
master immediately rose and declared the idolatry is resuming its sway among the
meeting at an end. It broke up after much nativs, and that Christianity is being rapidly
excitement, and the pastor will prosecute the crushed out. That the alarm in Hawaii is
burgomaster for brawling in church.
well founded is proved by the action of the
'In:n: fifth article of the constitution of American Board, a year ago, in sending out
Brazil reads as fo!Iows : " The Roman Catho- reinforcements to that field; and it is evident
lic sha!l continue to ·be the religion of the from statements in the last Honolulu Friend
state; all others shall, however, be tolerated, that stilt further measures may be necessary
with their special worship, in private houses to check the evil. Since 1880 there has been
designated for this purpose, without the a systematic effort to reinstate old heathen
exterior form of a temple." Great liberty practices, some of them unspeakably revolthas been allowed in interpreting this article, . ing in character, and the corrupt legislature
only steeples and be!Is being forbidden to of 1886 actually organized a board of heathen
very churchly structures ; and even one or sorcery, though under the innocent title of a
two inconspicuous towers hav been built. ·A board of health. The natural result is a sad
recent attempt to compel the removal of these moral deterioration." The Congregationalist
ornaments led to the introduction of a bill should hav given us a biii of particulars, so
last October to revoke the fifth article and we could know just what the heathen are
allow full liberty. No action would hav been doing, and determin whether or not it is
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necessary to go down and kill them in order mand state aid to help them cram Romanism
to make them moral Christians. .
down us. The real and ultimate object is to
THE memorial of San Francisco citizens control American education and subordinate
calling for the impeachment of two federal it to the papacy, and thus secure ecclesinsjudges of the Pacific coast was submitted to tical despotism."
THE Cleveland Leader says editorially:
Congress on Monday. The petitioners charge
that these judges hav virtually nullified 'the "According to Christian doctrin, Catholic as
Chinese Restriction act by taking its enforce- well as Protestant, it is a sin for a man to
ment QUt of the customs collector's hands and marry his brother's or sister's daughter.
usurping his power. Mercenary motivs are Under the laws of this and other states, and
a!Ieged, a relativ of one of the judges being of some of the nations of Europe, it is a high
directly interested in fees received in the crime punishable by long imprisonment. 1'he
numerous habeas corpus cases· brought in duke of Aosta fell in love with his niece and
behalf of the incoming Chinamen. The desired to marry her. He sent $20,000 to
the pope for a dispensation or indulgence to
memorial is a very savage arraignment.
CoL. JAoK Cm1NINGHAM, one of the leaders commit this crime against the laws of the
in politics in Charleston, S.C., has awakened church and of most civilized governments,
that city by his charges against the Democrats and the pope has just sent him the desired
and Catholics. He says that the Democratic permission in writing. The Catholics of Boaparty hires Irish citizens to do its dirty work, ton, who control the public schools of that
and adds that the pope claims the right to city, hav just thrown out Swinton's History
rule all mankind in all the various relations as a text-book because it says the popes sold
of life. "It is krown,'' he says, "that the inaulgences to commit sin. The facts related
free schools hav been antagonized and de- above show that the pope does sell indulnounced by the Romanist sectarians in our gences to commit sin, and there is no doubt
midst as 'schools of hell;' that the simple that those before him did likewise. In view
imparting of knowledge in the schools and of this latest proof of such sale, we fail to see
colleges of our country is a crime against the on what grounds the Catholics of Boston or
Roman papacy, although it would be a crime any other city can reasonably complain of the
against the God of the universe not to reason historical statement in Swinton's text-book.
and not to learn." He also charges that the The example of the duke of Aosta and the
·pope has, through his cardinai at Baltimore, Princess Letitia Bonaparte, his niece, goes to
issued the dictum of the Roman Catholic show that $20,000, in hard cash, will obtain
church· corporation against the system of papal sanction for an incestuous intercourse
American free education, and its mandate to that would send a poor man to the penitenits missions is that Roman Catholic bishops tiary and debar him forever from access to
shall be excommunicated unless they estab- decent society. There are a good many
!ish Romish parochial schools everywhere queer things in this world, and this is one of
they can, and they hav the hardihood to de- · the queerest."
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what might be called her. perpetual imprisonment ' where the result is misery, and not happiness, the
I hope the clergy who believe in the sacr~dnes~ of quicker they are divorced the better, not only for
marriage-in the indissolubility of the marr1~ge tie- themselvs, but for the community at large. These
will giv their opinions on this case. I behave that arguments are generally answered by some donkey
Woman's Right to Divorce.
marriage is the most important contract that human braying about fl'ee love, and by "free lo>e" he means
F1·om the World.
beings can make. I always believe that a man will a condition of society in which there is no love. The ,
Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll, the great Agnostic, keep his contract; that a woman, in the highest persons who make this cry are, in all probability, in.
has always been an ardent defender of the sanctity of sense, will keep hers. But suppose the man does capable of the sentiment, of the feeling, known as
love. They judge others by themselvs, and they imthe home and of the marriage relation. Apropos of not~ Is the woman still bound 1
the horrible account of a man's tea1·ing out the eyes
Is t.here no mutuality' What is a contract? It is agin that without law there would be no restraint.
What do they say of natural modesty~ Do they
of his wife at Far Rockaway last week, Colonel Inger- where o~e party promises to do something in consoll was asked what recourse a woman had under sideration· that the other party will do something. forget that people hav a choice 1 Do they not unsuch circumstances. Said he :
That. is to say, there is a consideration on both sides, derstand something of the human heart, and that true
moving from oue to the other. .A. contract without love has always been as pure as the morning star?
I read the account, and I don't remember of ever consideration is null and void; and a contract duly Do they believe that by forcing people to ~emain tohaving read anything more perfectly horrible and entered into, where the conaideration of one party is gether who despise each othu they are addmg to the
cruel. It is impossible for me to imagin such a mon- withheld, is voidable, and can be avoided by the purity of the marriage relation 1 Do they not know
ster, or to account for such an inhuman human being. party who bas kept, or who is willing to keep, the that all marriage is an outward act; testifying to that
How a man could deprive a human being of sight, ex- contract. .A. marriage without love is bad enough. which has happened in the heart~ Still, I always
cept where some religious question is involved, is be- But what can we say of a marriage where the parties believe that words are wasted on such people. It is
yond my comprehension. We know that for many bate each other? Is there any mora!it.y in this-any useless to talk to anybody about music who is unable
centuries frightful punishments were inflicted, and in- virtue~ Will any decent person say that a woman, to distinguish one tune from another. It is useless
flicted by the pious, by the theologians, by the spirit- true, good, and loving, should be compelled to liv to argue with a man who regards his wife as his
ual-minded, and by those who "loved their neighbors with a man she detests, compelled to be the mother property, and it is hardly worth while to suggest
as themselvs." We read the aocounts of how the of his children? Is there a woman in the world who anything to a gentleman who imagins that society is
lids of men's eyes were cut off and then the poor would not shrink from this herself? And is there a so constructed that it really requires, for the protecvictims tied where the sun would shine upon their woman so heartless and so immoral that she would tion of itself, that the lives of good and noble women
lidless orbs. Of others who were buried alive. Of force another to bear what she would shudderingly should be wrecked. I am a believer in the virtue of
others staked out on the sands of the sea to be avoid~ Let us bring these questions home. In women in the honesty of men. The average woman
drowned by the rising tide. Of others put in sacks other. words, let us hav some sense, some feeling, is virtu'ous; the average man is honest, and the hisfilled with snakes. Yet these things appeared far some heart, and just a little brain. Marriages are toi'y of the world shows it. If it were not so, society
away, and we flattered ourselvs that, to a great made by men and women. They are not made by would be impossible. I don't mean by this that most
degree, the world had outgrown these atrocities; and the state and they are not made by the gods. By men are perfect, but what I mean is this: That there
now, here, near the close of the nineteenth century, this time people should learn that usefulness to is far more good than evil in the average human
we find a man-a husband-cruel enough to put out human happiness is the foundation of virtue_:_the being, and that the natural tendency of most people
the eyes of the woman he swore to love, protect, and foundation of morality. Nothing is moral that does is toward the good and toward the right. Arid I
cherish. This man has probably been taught that not tend to the well-being of sentient things. Noth- most passionately deny that the good"'of society dethere is forgivness for every crime, and now imagins ing is virtuous the result of which is not a human mands that any good person should suffer. I do not
that when he repents there will be more joy in heaven good. The world has always been living for phan- regard government as a Juggernaut, the wheels of
over him than over ninety and nine good and loving toms, for ghost!', for monsters begotten by ignorance which must, of necessity, roll over and crush the
husbands who hav treated their wives in the best and fear. · The world should learn to liv for itself. virtuous, the self-denying, and the good. My docpossible manner, and who, instead of tearing out Man should, by this time, be convinced that all the trin is the exact opposit of what is known as Free
their eyes, hav filled ·their lives with content and reasons for doing right, and all the reasons for doing Love. I believe in the marriage of true minds and of
covered their faces with kisses.
wrong, are right here in this world-all within the true hearts. But I believe that thousands of people
You told me last week, in a general way, what society horizon of this life. .A.nd besides,_ we should hav are married who do not love each other. That is the
should do with the husband in such a case as that. I would
like to ask you, to-day, what you taink society ought to do imagination to put ourselvs in the place of another. misfortune of our century. Other things are taken
with the wife in such a case, or what ought the wife to be Leb a man suppose himself a helpless wife, beaten by into considerat.ion-·-position, wealth, title, and the
permitted to do for herself?
a brute who believes in the in dissolubility of mar- thousand things that hav nothing to do with real
affection. Where men and women truly love each
When we take into consideration the crime of the riage. W auld he. want a divorce~
man who blinded his wife, it is impossible not to
I suppose that very few people hav any adequate other, that love, in my judgment, ~asts as long as life.
think of the right of divorce. Many people insist idea of the sufferings ·of women and children; of the The greatest line that I know of m the poetry of the
that marriage is an indissoluble tie; that nothing can number of wives who tremble when they hear the world is in the 116th Sonnet of Shakspere:
Love is not love which alters when it alteration finds.
break it, and ·that nothing can release either party footsteps of a returning husband; of the number of
Why
do you make such a distinction between the rights of
from the bond. Now, take this case at Far Rock- children who bide when they hear the voice of a
away. One year ago the husband tore out one of his father. Very few people know the number of blows men and the rights of women?
The woman has, as her capital, her youth, her
wife's eyes. Had she then good cause for divorce~ that fall on the flesh of the helpless every day. Few
Is it possible that an infinitly wise and good God know th~ nights of t~rror passed by mothers ~:wldiJ?g beauty. We will say that she is married at twenty
would insist on the poor, helpless woman remaining young chlld;en at their.breasts. Compared w1th this, or twenty-five. In a few years she has lost her
with the wild beast, her husband? Can anyone the hardships of P?Verty, borne by those who love beauty. During these years the man, so far as caimagin that such a course would add to the joy of . e~ch other, are nothi~g. Men and women truly mar- pacity to make money is concerned-to do something
paradise, or even tend to keep one harp in tune~ Can ned bear the s~fferm~~ of J?Overty. They console -has grown better and better. That is to say, his
the good of society require the wo~an to remain~ each other; th~1r affec~wn 151vs to the heart of each chances hav improved; hers hav diminished. She
She did remain 1 and the result is that the other eye perpetual sunshme. But t4mk of the others ! I hav has dowered him with the spring of her life, and as
has been torn from its socket by the hands of the said a thousand times that the ho~e is the unit of her life advances her chances decrease. Consehusband. Is she entitled to a divorce now! And if good government. When we hav kmd fathers and quently, I would giv her the advantage, and I would
she is granted one, is virtue in danger, and shall we loving moth.ers, then ~e. ~ill. hav civilized nations, not compel her to remain with him against her will.
lose the high ideal of home life~ Can anything be and not until then. ~IVlh.zatwn commences at the It seems to me far worse to be a wife upon compulmore infamous than to endeavor to make a woman, hearthstone. When mtelhgence rocks the cradle- sion than to be a husband upon compulsion. Besides
under such circumstances, remain with such a man ? when the house is filled with philosophy and kind- this, I hav a feeling of infinit tenderness toward
It may be said that she should leave him-that they ness-you will see a world at peace. Justice will sit mothers. The woman who bears children, certainly
should liv separate and apart-that is to say, that in the co_urts, wisdum in the leg~slativ halls! .and she should not be compelled to liv with a man whom
this woman should be deprived of a home; that she ~ver all, hke the dome of heaven, wlll be the spmt of she despises. The suffering is enough when the
fat.bar .of the child is to her the one man of all this
should not be entitled to the love of man ; that she hberty !
world. Many people who hav a mechanical appashould remain for the rest of her days worse than a
What is your iuea with regard to divorce?
My idea is this: .A.s I said before, marriage is the ratus in their breasts that assists in the circulation
widow. That is to say, a wife hiding, keeping out
of the way, secreting herself from the hyena to whom most sacred contract_.:_the most important contract- of what they call blood, regard these views as sentishe was married. Nothin·g, in my judgment, can that human beings can make. .A.s a rule, the woman mental. But when we take sentiment out of the
exceed the heartlessness of a law or of a.creed that dowers the husband with her youth-with all she world nothing is left worth living for, and when you
would compel this woman to remain the wife of this has. From this contract the husband should never get sentiment out of the heart it is nothing m,ore nor
monster. .A.nd it is not only cruel, but it is immoral, be released, unless the wife has broken a condition; less than a pump, an old piece of rubber that has
low, vulgar.
that is to say, has failed to perform the contract of acquired the habit of contracting and dilating. But
The ground has been taken that woman would lose marriage. On the other hand, the woman should be I hav this consolation: The people who don't agree
her dignity if marriage were dissoluble. Is it neces- allowed a divorce for the asking. This should be with me are those who don't understand me.
sary to lose your freedom in order to retain your granted in public, precisely as the marriage should
character, in order to be womanly or manly? Must be in public. Every marriage should be known.
Some Comments on Hell.
a woman, in order to retain her womanhood, become There should be witnesses, to the end that the charAnd these shall go away into everlasting punishment, but
a slave, a sel'f, with a wild beast for a master, or wit,h acter of the contract entered into should be under- the righteous into life eternal (Matt. xxv, 46).
society for a master, or with a phantom for a master l stood; and as all marriage records should be kept, so
Hell is the abode of the damned! The road to
Has not the married woman the right of self. defense? the divorce should be open, public, and known. The hell is strewn with roses. All the pleasures of life,
Is it not the duty of society to protect her from her property should be divided by a court of equity, all the joys of this world, all the desires of the flesh,
husband~ If she owes no duty to her husband; if under certain regulations of law. If there are chil- are just so many snares of the devil to drag us down
it is impossible for her to feel toward him any thrill dren, they should be provided for through the prop- to perdition. This is according to Paul. What is
of affection, what is there of marriage left! What erty and the parents. People should understand hell7 It is a lake of fire and brimstone, a bottomless
part of the contract remains in force 1 She is not to that men and women are not virtuous by law. They pit (Rev. xx, 3). It is the place where unbelievers
liv with him, because she abhors him. ·She is not to should comprehend the fact that law does not create will be punished forever. The old serpent, which is
remain in the same house with him, for fear he may virtue-that law is not the foundation, the fountain, the devil and Satan, is the king of hell. We are
kill her. What, then, are their relations? Do they of love. They should understand that love is in the brought into this world without our own volitionsustain any relation except that of hunter and human heart, and that real love is virtuous. People our brains are not of our own making. No two of us
hunted-that is, of tyrant and victim 1 And is it who love each other will be true to each other. The are alike in mind or body. One will believe on a
desirable that this relation should be rendered sacred death of love is the commencement of vice. Besides class of evidtlnce another will wholly reject, and both
by a church? Is it desirable to bav families raised this, there is a public opinion that has great weight. be equally honest, and as far as God and the devil
under such circumstances? .A.re we really in need of When that public opinion is right, it does a vast are concerned no harm is done, unless the belief
the children born of such parents? If the woman is amount of good, and when wrong, a great amount of happens to be concerning the son of God; then all is
not in fault, does society insist that her life should harm. People marry, or should marry, because it different. If it is averse to Bible teachings, God
be wrecked! Can the virtue of others be preserved increases the happiness of each and all. But where frowns; the devil smiles. God passes the soul of
only by the destruction of her happiness, and by the marriage turns out to hav been a mistake, and that person over to the adversary of souls, and he
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makes ~ special effort to make it as uncomfortable as
infinit power and satanic malignity can contrive, and
the more pain, sorrow, and suffering he can inflict,
the happier he is; and this most infernal, stupendous
tragedy goes on and on. Systems change; almost
infinit periods of time elapse; suns fade; eons of
ages go by; other suns and systems spring into
existence and run their cycles of change-the human
soul remains through all, like the vitals of Prometheus, ever being devoured, but never diminishingever :writhing; everything lost except the acute
capamty to suffer. Not a ray, not a shadow of hope
-all gloom; all remorse; all woe-an endless pilgrimage of umest, of wretchedness; the heart desolate and sick-despair, utter hopelessness, wreck,
ruin, grief, misfortune, regrer, unavailing groans-all
that language can express, all that the mind can
conceive, of hellish suffering through the long-drawn
ages and never-ending time. Continued and continued suffering. This is hell ! How do you, miserable hypocrite, like the picture?
You are all bound to..go there-you who do not love
the Lord-who make a pretense, and groan out your
long, whining, sanctimonious prayers, deceiving yourselva, thinking your precious taffy will please the
Lord. Your lot, gaged by your own doctrin, will
be worse than that of the Infidel.
Who will go to hell? All Infidels, idolators, liars,
thieves, and murderers who do not repent before
death-all adulterers, except Abraham, Isaac, Jacob,
David, Solomon, together with a lovely lot of prophets, priests, and kings who stood in with the holy
God, on the ground :floor, as it were-all who are
. positivly wicked, and negativly all who do not crawl
into heaven. This includes all Brahmans; all followers of Confucius and Buddha; all the lin tamed
tribes of Africa ; all Mohammedans; all the Indians
of all the isles and continents; all the inhabitants of
Arctic climes where it is too cold for missionaries to
bask in " innocuous desuetude"-in fact, all and singular of the sons of men who hav never heard some
sky-pilot tell the glorious tidings that Jesus has
brought life and light to a fallen world. ·
There is no other name under heaven whereby
poor man can be saved. In fact, let us ask, Is man
lost ? (This reminds us of a lone Indian, wandering
in search of his tent. He was confused-turned
round. Some one asked him: "Ain't you lost?"
"No; wigwam lost. Me here!") Four-fifths or
more of all the men in the Christian world, a majority of the women, most of the boys and girls who
hav arrived at maturity and accountability-all these
will be inhabitants of hell. In the list will be nearly
all the men and women of brains-nearly all the
great philosophers, poets, philanthropists, geologists,
astronomers, and naturalists. Darwin is there_ Humboldt, Spencer, Volney, Goethe, Hume; Jefferson,
Franklin, Emerson, Longfellow, et al, will be writhing in agony, suffering the torment of the damned;
while Bonaparte, serene and calm, with all the infamous murderers of Europe who drenched the world
in gore to bear the cross-all the movers in the frenzied wars who bore the "sword of the Lord and
Gideon"-the rank and file of the armies of extermination and Canaanitish conquest-all the Inquisitors who racked their brains to invent instruments of
torture to rack the bodies of heretics-armies of
religious fanatics and ignorant bigots ; narrow
saints-all these will stand on the battlements of
heaven, watchi:!lg with "reverential calm" the writhings of the damned.
God does not .want intelligent men and women in
heaven, for "he has concealed the things from the
wise and prudent, and revealed them to babes "-and
he might hav said, and fools. I take this occasion to
thank him for not sending his fools to hell_ I do not
want their company. The devil reaps the harvest of
the world; he husbands the wealth of brains and
intelligence, leaving God the empty skulls_ Hell is
crowded with philosophers, heaven with stupidity;
hell with progress, heaven with faith; hell with humanity, heaven with sycophancy; hell with genius,
heaven with the silly; hell with the noble and brave,
heaven with cringing cowards. Hell is peopled with
Shaksperes, Byrons, and Shelleys; heaven with Calvina. Constantine, the pious murderer of wife and
son; Moses, who slew the poor Egyptian; Jacob,
the bigamist and adulterer; Samson, the liar and
adulterer, will bask in heaven. (Wonder if David
won't say to Uriah: "Here's your wife; Take her_
I'm done with he1·l" Uriah will love him, sure.)
Solomon, the hero of a thousand women, will be
there in heaven~s rays; while the Rev. Ingram Corbin, M.A., D.D. (Doctor of Sick Divinity), and author
of "Notes and [so-called] Reflections," editor of
"The Domestic Bible"-all these will revel and
laugh and gloat over the unfortunate in hell, themselva serene on that cloudless shore_ Bruno, Pope,
Byron, Shelley, Hood, Paine, Galileo-yes, hosts on
hosts who hav added untold wealth of knowledge to
the world-hav been rewarded for their poetry, patriotism, and philosophy by back seats in hell. Tyndall, Huxley, Eli Perkins, Halstead, Joe Madill, Mark
Twain, E. A. Stevens, Putnam, Ingersoll, John Peck,
John Bushel, glorious old Aunt Elmina,. young, bright,

Iand worthy Helen Gardener, Voltairine de Cleyre-

and, yes! Brothers Seaver, E. Macdonald, Somerby,
Si Slokum, Denslow, Palmer, with hosts of others,
many of them hoary with the age of usefulness-will
wake up in hell, and eternally lament that they could
not see the great love of God and believe that three
times one are one.
What shall we do with hell? We will slay its king
with the club of reason, of philosophy, of science, of
humanity, of truth and courage. We will extinguish
the fires with the tears of charity and hope and love_
There is no space in the universe for this monstrous
prison_ We want the space for stars and worlds and
suns. As we educate, hell recedes_ Already the
fires are burning low. The flames no longer overtop the temple of reason. Justice has declared that
hell is no longer wanted. The great benevolent heart
and brain of the closing century says hell must go !
The Universalist is drowning the fires with the tears
of universal brotherhood; the advanced theologian
is smothering the fires with the coming religious
love, and bringing a better religion of the future to
the front. For a while yet the priest will feed the
flames with oily sinners, but the people are rising in
arms against the blasphemy of a universal power
some call God. Hell must go!
New ·windsor, Ill.
REv. GEo_ ENDERTON.

Shame, Where Is Thy

Blush~

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER; Sir-· I ·am
a Hebrew, consequently could not be a Christian, but
neither am I an Infidel. Therefore, if anybody will
interpret my writing into Infidelity, he will be mistaken. The intention of my present writing is neither
to uphold nor to degrade any creed or dogma_ My
sole object is to endeavor to rescue truth from its
sworn enemy falsehood. The abstracted sermon
of Rev. Chas. B. Smyth in the Herald of August 6th
I will take as a text for my present sermon. Rev.
Mr. Smyth, on a midsummer Sunday, became
warmed up on account of the few remarks made by
Colonel Ingersoll over the body of the late Courtlandt Palmer. What I can't comprehend is how
Christianity, in its ripe old age of nineteen centuries,
with hundreds of millions of adherents, consisting of
many crowned heads, royalty, nobility, military, press,
infallible and fallible priestcraft, and a host of other
powers too numerous to mention, should display timidity whenever teased by baby-like Infidelity.
At the time when civilization was in its infancy,
Christianity drained many rivers of human blood to
extinguish the feeble spark of Infidelity. Ever since
civilization matured and became of age, substituting
the mighty pen for the sword, Christianity was never
idle in its endeavor to obliterate everything and
everybody that led to Antichristia,nity, but with the
most unsatisfactory results. Now it begins to realize that all its literature served as fuel to blazing Infidelity. The conversion of Christian ministers to
Freethought by far exceeds that of Infidels to Christianity. The spasmodic revivals, the overcoming of
their ministers by the presence of God, all evaporate
like soap-bubbles. The only thing permanent is the
enormous salary of the boy and men preachers_ The
press, which is more or less Christian, serves refreshing burlesques from the revival men.
Should my question remain unanswered, I will endeavor to find a solution myself. To present all the
reasons, I fear, will be too monotonous. I will, therefore, pick out one of the many reasons. In my estimation, Christianity is at fault for wasting all its
energies to cement the prophecies of both the Old
and the New Testaments. It never stopped to reflect
whether the prophecies of the New Testament were
ever fulfilled. Has anybody ever feasted his eyes
upon a New Testament Christian~ While numerous
instruments of torture are displayed in royal museums as relics of Christian barbarism, never was any
Christian, dead or alive, exhibited who turned his
left cheek after having been smitten on the right.
Every sect of Christianity boasts its faith to excel
that· of its opponent; but, strange, nevet: was a
Christian produced who removed a mountain, resurrected the dead, or healed the sick. All these things,
according to the gospel, could be produced by faith
the size of a mustard-seed grain. Hav those Christians who found Spiritualism in the New Testament
ever produced a paragraph set up and printed in
the spiritual world! To the contrary, we see para~
graphs, composed by the printers' devil on earth,
telling how some faith curists are accused of manslaughter. The same devil furnishes us with the
startling news that the kings and queens of Spiritualism, who made specialties of valuable oil paintings,
are now languishing behind prison bars and make
shrouds for the pauper dead.
In order to demonstrate my assertions by living
facts, look at Judaism, which, though tottering from
old age of thirty-two centuries, with a handful of followers, without kings, popes, or power of any kind,
persecuted_\ from the cradle to the grave, yet stood
.the test of fire, water, blood, and iron. And why 1
Because it wants to prove nothing and stands independent of its scriptures. Though many deny the
sacredness of its book, their belief, however, in a
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creativ power is unshaken_ The reason for this is
their belief in a God who, though enveloped in
mystery aoo surrounded by miracles, is yet unlimited. The Jew believes because God is ii!comprehensible and unlimited. Nay, no sooner does he
attempt to comprehe~d or limit his God to nature,
science, and evolution, than he ceases to be a believer_
The true believer adds nature, science, and evolution
to his God.
But why enter into a philosophical discussion
when plain, living facts are in abundance 1 Reverend
Smyth is smiting hard Christian blows upon both
cheeks of Infidelity. I am far from protecting it_ In
fact, a few blows will do it no harm. But why not
repeat the words of the New Testament, Matt. vii, 3:
"And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy
brother's eye, but considerest not the beam that is in
thine own eye~" Rev. Mr. Smyt,h upbraids. Infidelity; why not upbraid Christian ministers who,
in the name of Christianity, not only tell falsehoods
but write and print them 1 There is a missionary to
the Jews, who, though he live on faith, yet for a dessert swallows thousands of Uncle Sam's silver and
paper dollars; wh-ose depravity of character and false
motive in general, and ignorant state in particular,
I hav substantiated and repeatedly proved. But with
what result 1
An eminent Christian divine, a trustee of the conversion establishment, offered his services as bearer
of my letter to the president. After complying with
all the necessary requisitions, I received a letter from
that divine stating that he had forwarded my epistle
to the president, etc. Finally, when I informed him
that the president never received the letter in question,
t.he divine, after deluging me with abuse a la Christianity, for penetrating beyond the mask of hypocris~,
was forced to confess that he acted contrary to h1s
writing, and instead of sending it _to. the l?re~ident
delivered the letter to the arch-fals1fymg m1sswnary
against whom my charges were made.
Again an influential Ch1·istian editor invited me to
prove my charges_ After my granting his request, he
coincided with me privately, but ignored me publicly.
Another eminent reverend doctor and editor of Rev.
Mr. Smyth's denomination told me repeatedly that
while he believed the missionary to the Jews to be a
fraud, he excused himself from coming out publicly for
fear of hurting the cause. :What would Rev. Mr.
Smyth say if such a state of things were the ruling
power in the camp of Infideiity ? In his fiery sermon
he exclaims: "0 ruinous Infidelity! Aw.1y! Away!
Hide thy face in ig~ominy !" If, as says. the American adage "what 1s sauce for the goose 1s also sauce
for the ga~der," why not return the compliment and
exclaim : " 0 ruinous falsehood ! Away ! Away !
Hide thy face in ignominy~" An ig~orant tra:ml? is
receiving thousands of dolla_r~ knowmgl~ fal~1fymg
himself under every hypocntiCal mask Imagmable,
such as fringes, phylacteries, scrolls, in fact, a~ything
to make money in the name of-not Infidehty, but
Christianity.
My Christian friends, the truth, like a gem, retains its beauty and value .everywhere. The. truth,
told by king or peasant, m the palace or m the
hut is the same truth. It is falsehood that :fluctuates
in ;alue and changes its color, depending upon where
it is told and whom by_ The falsehood told by
the king in the palace shines brighter than that told
by the peasant in his hut. It is falsehood when told
that out of a Jewish population in Kishineff of
twenty-five thousand, fifty thou8and J ew_s embraced
Christianity; it required no _other a~1thonty than the
Christian a,t Worlc to tell 1t. It IS falsehood thl\t
required the columns of tbe IIerald for weeks to
daub with the title "ex-rabbi" 1\fissio!lary Slamowitz,
who threatened, through the Iferald, to convert the
Jews of New York quicker than he could say Jack
Robinson. Where is he now1 It was falsehood that
required the Sun to do the sam? thing for ~~-Rab~i
Rosevalley. Where is he now ! In an OhiO _pemtentiary, not for preaching the. gospel, bu~ ~or mterleaving· his New Testament w1th counter.eit greenbacks. And it is falsehood that launched the boss
ignoramus Freshman into a " son of a rabbi." And
where ish~! Laughing in his sleeve w~en his back
is turned against his dupes. And they m return do
likewise. But when facing each other th~y all resume serious, hypocritical faces, protecbng each
other against being exposed before poor, absurd
truth.
S •h 'll
I doubt very much whethe~ Rev. 1\ir_ my" w1 use
my assertions as text for h1s next sermon. Should
he do so it will certainly not be abstracted by the
IIerald ' That paper will utilize the space for " copyrighting" from head to foot some renowned Christian
pugilist.
.
I would hav cont,inued my arguments were 1t not
for the sheolic weather on earth. I will, therefore,
wind up with Freshman's gospel, and apply the following verse t.o Rev- Mr. Smyth: "Judge not, that ye
be not judged."
A BENJAMIN.
New York, Aug. 12, 1888 .
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the American continent affords. .A.s far as Youngstown we pass through a rich agricuitural district. The
rolling lands and lovely dells, woodEI, and copse, the
"verdure-clad" mountain ranges in the distance,
1
l pspeak volumes
of Mother Nature's loveliness. In
• we sk'tr t roun d th e b ase of 1ofty moun t ennsy lvama
ains where rugged rocks seem ready to crush the
innocent traveler; then w.: plunge across streams
until we move slowly over tb· bror1d 0 bio, suspended
about ODe· hundred feet in air on a slim-louking
bridge. Then more skirting of rivers; higher appear
the mountains, though now t.heir sides are dotted
with homes, and the merry laugh of children rolls
into the car as they pluck the ripe pears which hang
so temptingly near our window. Everybody here
has a home on the hillside. .A. br.ight little miSE; of
thirteen takes a part of my se;ot and me into her confidence, as she relates all about her homesickness in
the country and desire to l'eturn to Pittsburgh, and
catecbises my considerably. But here we are, and I
regretfully bade the pretty prattler good-bye.
Crossing the Monongahela, I report at once to
Staley's bookstore, the headquarters for all heretics.
He was not in, but, much to his surprise, I stopped
him on the street and received a hearty welcome from
tbe only Roman of us all. Next morning Harry Hoover's familiar face lights up as we enter. From what
I learned from our stalwart workers here, they are
making most elaborate preparations, and we soon
settled the necessary preliminaries of the coming
twelfth and most important Congress the Union has
ever held Thankful that no drumming up of discouraged members was required here, as our standard has floated at full mast ever since this loyal host
was formed within its limits and gallantly led by De
Jones, Roman Staley, Harry Hoover, and F. .A..
Pierce, the editor of that bright little paper Truth.
Brother Timby, Mr. and Mrs. Abel, Mr. and Mrs.
Barker, Brothers Schade, .A.ggas, Fischer, and Bambach are all sterling, good Secular soldiers, who stand
in the front rank, and each anxious for the success of
the coming Congress.
Before I forget it, let me mention to your readers
that excursion rates hav been granted by the Central Traffic Association to all parties attending the
Congress. That ir;, .for a continuous passage and
return each person must procure a certificate from
the ticket agent where he purchases his ticket, paying full fare to Pittsburgh, but when I sign their
certificate here they \Viii get a one-third fare for their
return trip. Of that I shall speak hereafter.
With myself, most people who hav not seen Pittsburgh since the natural gas has been introduced remember only a dingy, sooty town where, even on a
sunny day, the gas would be lit in the stores. .A.ll
that has been changed, and Pittsburgh is now one of
the cleanest cities on this continent, so far as soot is
concerned.
Roman Staley took me to the public park in Alleghany Tuesday night, to listen to the Great Western
Band, under the leadership of Professor Wise, where
we spent a most delightful evening. The selections,
which they executed in faultless style, were from the
most difficult operatic arias, and several musical
novelties were introduced, much to the delight of
about twenty thousand listeners. This entertainment was furniahed by one of the leading dry-goods
houses. The band is a credit to Pittsburgh, or any
other city.
·
Like Rome, Pittsburgh sits upon seven hi1ls. They
are mountains in bight, and rugged in appearance;
but like well-kept terraces, hundreds of paved streets
and avenues scale their slopes. Houses are preferred
on these summits, and the dizzier the altitude the
happier are the people. For this reason it has become a city of hill-climbers, and I guess that accounts
for the multitude of pretty girls, as the exercise necessary to the climbing of these hills naturally develops and rounds their forms, and givs a healthy
glow to their cheeks. .A.s the great iron-mills people
this city with thousands of Vulcans, it is strikingly
appropriate that they should bav their Venuses, for
Venus married Vulcan, vou'll remember. Some one
informed me that ice-creepers were necessary even in
summer for those who liv in the more precipitous
pathways. Rough-shod horses must be driven by
their fashionable drivers just as carefully up these
winding roadways as though a sheet of ice were
under them; meanwhile the horses are white with
sweat. .A. spool of thread dropped from· the lap of a
busy housewife sitting on the porch of her hillside
home will madly rush to the muddy gutters :five hundred feet below.
Your secretary, like a certain historical character,
was taken by Harry Hoover up a high mountain and
offered the whole job lot for a small consideration,
but with that moral fortitude for which Chicagoans
are famous, he, like Coosar, thrice refused-he could
not cart it off. Baggage limited to on~ hundred and
fifty pounds. We are on Mount Washington, which
rises from the water's edge on the south shore of the
Monongahela to an altitude of at least four hundred
feet. On a lovely plateau extending back from its
brow liv thousands of people. An inclined-plane

Cleveland and_ Pittsbm·gh.
After an all-night's ride we are landed in the
expansiv and beautiful city of Cleveland, celebrated
for ita broad tbo~ougbfares, its marvelous aqueduct~:~ its couple of cannon captured by Commodore
Perry, its "magnificent distances" and considerably
contracted theology, which, since its Secular Union
has fallen into "desuetude," has held undisputed
sway. My presence was for the purpose of breathing
the breath of life into this once acLiv band of Liberals.
My first call was on S. F. de Jones, for years president of the Pittsburgh society, and who, with Staley
and Hoover, formed the triumvirate of that splendid host. De Jones has not lost his old-time enthusiasm, but will be deterred from similar effort in the
future only by lack of opportunity.
Tom F. Lucas made a splendid record as secretary
of the Cleveland society, and arrangements were
made for my visiting the old members, the result
being that all seen expressed. a desire to revive the
work, and about September 15th the Union of Cleveland will rehoist the Secular flag, and it is expected
that they will be strongly represented at the coming
Congress. It was quite a disappointment not to
meet Mr. Lucas's amiable and earnest Liberal wife.
The intellectual needs of the Liberal movement in
the city of Cleveland are Judge Blanden and ExSheriff John M. Wilcox. The distinguished judge
recently thwarted the schemes of the Catholics to
secure free water for their institutions. He has
often lectured for the society and is willing to aid
them again. Mr. Wilcox is now managing editor of
the Press, whose circulation, for years ahead of all
other d.1ilies, has doubled under his control.
.A. very pleasant evening was passed with Mr. and
Mrs. Pearson, both persons of unusual culture and
natural refinement. Mrs. Pearson was formerly a
teacher, coming from a family already prominent in
literature. She has prepared several excellent papers
for the society herself.
Sunday evening I called at the residence of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Gillsen, a venerable couple of veterans who hav drawn their inspiration from the Investigator for over forty years, and who are seventy-six
and seventy-nine respectivly. Mr. Gillsen has more
enthusiasm than many ymmg Liberals now, although
he still labors every day. Englishmen seldom grow old.
President Copeland said that he was glad to hear the
organization was to be revived, and Brother Thomas
Lees also rejoiced on the same score. During the
canvass of the situation, I discovered quite a number
of additional Liberals who purpose joining the society when the reorganization is effected.
One day, while "kUling time" for an appointment,
I sauntered into the Public Library, looked up the
list of books, and can say, without fear of contradiction, that Cleveland bas the trashiest public library
of any city of importance in the world. It was so
marvelously apparent that I could not refrain from
asking the attendant for the names of the members,
when behold, among the list I recognized the name
of an old friend whom I knew was in no way Rffiicted
with religious rabies. I determined to call upon
him, and, after spending several hom·s in the search,
found him at his elegant suburban home. He had
not been long on the board, but had revolutionized the
German department, and the class of works he had
introduced made a commendable increase of patronage. He pledged me that if I would furnish him a
list of good standard works, Liberal literature, such
as were in other libraries, he would secure their
adoption. That will be done. For nine years the
Cleveland library board hav bad a secretary who considers it his bounden duty to look after Jesus's interests, apparently afraid be can't take care of· himself,
and he has thrust into this library forty-five per cent
of exclusivly religious literature. It is the duty of
individual Secularists as well as societies to see that
public institutions are not maintained merely for
Christ's sake. My friend will also join the Secular
Union, and can enlist the German Freethinkers in
our movement better than any other person, for
besides being president of the local Turner society, he
is also president of the whole district, including
Ohio, Pennsylvania, and part of Michigan. He will
be a valuable acquisition.
With assurances of activ work in the future, I was
ready to depart, but !l letter from Helen Gardener
notifying me that Elizabeth Cady Stanton was probably then in Cleveland, and as we were negotiating
with her to attend the next Congress to lecture I
determined to delay a couple of days. But 'as
the head of the woman's movement in America came
not, I bade our good friend De Jones good-bye, and
was soon whirling over the Pittsburgh and Lake

railway carries you up an almost perpendicuiat· mountain side. You are shot up in a minute, while to attempt to walk it would consume at least an hour-if
you ever reached the top. .A. freight elevator carries
teams, and the horses seem quite unmindful that they
are being shot up in air. It beats all the aerial navigation I h!J,V beard of. There are eight inclinedplane railways in the twin cities of Allegheny and
Pittsburgh. Up to this time no passenger car has
jumped the track, but the freight elevator had a
smash-up. .A.s may be imagined, the view obtained
from this lofty eminence is a grand one, presenting
a panoramic stretch of nearly thirty-five miles, including the entire twin cities, the graceful curves of
the Alleghany, Monongahela, and the Ohio-for at
the foot of this mountain is the source of the Ohio;
here i~;~ the meeting of the waters. It was Partington who, looking from this awe-inspiring altitude
down into the flaming chimneys and blazing furnaces
which in the night mark a :fiery procession miles in
length, said it "looked like hell with the lid off."
From Du Quesne Rights is commanded the best
bird's-eye view of the sister cities, taking in both the
closely built-up sections, the suburban wards, and
charming bits of sylvan scenery. Serpentine paths,
narrow and perilous, seem indeed to descend to the
lower regions.
Penn avenue, one of Pittsburgh's most prominent
thoroughfares, is nearly two hundred and fifty feet
higher at a certain point than it is just half a mile
distant. Only thin people, a Pittsburgher informs
me, liv on that portion of the avenue, for fat women
can't stand the climb, and the "Car-horses die too soon
pulling them up. Some of the streets are even
steeper than Penn avenue, and to drive up them givs
a person a going " up in a balloon" sort of a sensation.
Some of the poorer classes liv on hillsides so steep
that there are no regular streets or paths, and coming into the city on certain roads used to almost take
away my breath to see those wretched shanties poised
in mid-air from two to three hundred feet above the
tracks, and when the clouds are low they are completely hidden from sight. Their rents are practically
nothing, but the absence from municipal accommodations more than offsets the advantages. The children
learn to become a sort of human :fly, or else they
would certainly fall over these precipices.
The utilization of natural gas has been the greatest
boon that could possibly fall to the city of Pittsburgh,
and clear skies hav taken the place of dense clouds
of smoky darkness which certainly might, like that
of Egypt, be feU. From force of habit, the barbers
continue to wash your face over three times, which
was merely intended to take the fresh, grimy soot off
in the past.
In the matter of buildings Pittsburgh has a court
house which rivals in massiv Norman architectural
grandeur that of any city on this continent, and in
all other directions its progress and prosperity are remarkably of the metropolitan order. Those who
take advantage of the low rates to the Congress will
be well repaid for their visit by the unusual attractions Pittsburgh presents.
E . .A.. STEVENS, Sec. A.. S. U.

Courtlandt Palmer's Funeral.
From Secular Thoul)ht.

The indignant protest of Miss Helen Gardener in
the last issue of Secular Thought against the part
that Dr. R. Heber Newton took at the close of the
funeral of our friend Palmer, has been followed by
intimations that he in some way went back upon his
religion or his friend at the last moment, or that his
friend failed to comply with his oft-repeated and
published request to join in the last words over him.
It is proper that all these protests, insinuations,
and suspicions should be put at rest by the following
letters and by an explanation honorable to all concerned.
It had been for many years an understanding between Mr. Palmer and myself ihat the survivor
should speak at the funeral of the other, and with
Colonel Ingersoll, if his participation could be obtained.
On the HHh of March last I received the following
letter, and was told that one, containing the same
directions as to his funeral, was at the same time
sent to Colonel Ingersoll, which has been recently
published in Secular Thought :
No. 117 EAST 21sT ST., GRAMERCY PARK, N.Y.··}
March 16, 1888.
MY DEAR WAREMAN.-The sacrilege of the Christian service over the remains of the dead Freethinker, Henry Bergh,
which I attended this morning, has led me to speak again of
what I desire done when I shall start upon my rest.
I shall hav my remains cremated, and hav written to Mr.
Walter Damrosch about the music. The addresses are to be
from you and Colonel Ingersoll; you first, and Ingersoll
second. I would like neither of you to talk much more than
fifteen minutes.
Hav you any idea of what was done with that form of
funeral service which I worked out with considerable labor?
I think it was left in the hands of Mr. Hugh B. Brown. Do
you know of any good printed forms for the burial of Freethinkers? I should like to see them.
Yours sincerely,
CoURTLANDT PALMER.
P.S.-I hav shown the above to my wife.-0. P.
At the next interview with Mr. Palmer, after re-
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ceiving this letter, I called his attention to its postscript, and intimated that Mrs. Palmer's wishes in
such a matter must be regarded, and that I would
not like to speak without her consent. The next
reference to this matter was contained in the following letter, which was evidently dictated, but was
signed by his own hand. It was about the last thing
he did, and is of inexpressible value as evidence of
his friendship, and of his confidence in, and devotion
to, the new faith. It snows him happy, fearless, and
true in the face of death, and that be kindly deferred
to Mrs. Palmer's wishes, so as not to deprive her of
the consolation of her faith in the hour of her a:ffiiction.
BRANDoN, VT., July 22, 1888.
DEAR WAKEMAN : I should not wonder if, ere this reaches
yon, life's fitful fever over, I might be sleeping soundly the
sleep that kno;ws no waking, and that is so full of peace.
I am suffenng from an acute attack of peritonitis that
began less than a week ago, and has kept me in fever and
pain since then, relieved only by morphine.
I shall send some memoranda to-morrow about my funeral, in ca~e a proposed operation, which the doctors deem
necessary to my recovery, should not terminate as they hope.
My secretary has all my writings. ~
I think my little poems, called " T)le Future" and " The
New-Born Soul," had best be read at my funeral. From the
latter, however, reject the more abstruse verses in reading.
Mrs. Palmer is very anxious to find some liberal theologian
who will officiate with Ingersoll. In that case, probably,
you had best withdraw, because the most effectiv tribute I
can receive anyhow is a short encomium as a Freethinker,
and Ingersoll's eloquence will accomplish this better even
than your knowledge and friendship. Please consult Mrs.
Palmer, Mr. D. G. Thompson, and Colonel Ingersoll about
details of funeral.
You and I hav stood-side by side for many long years as
religious co-believers in this world. And, with no knowledge of a life beyond the grave, I do not hesitate to affirm, in
the expected presence of death, that the religion of humanity
is a faith to liv and die by.
I hav asked Mrs. Palmer, in the settlement of my estate,
to giv to you five hundred (500) dollars as a contribution
toward the publication of your works.
As ever, Your friend,
ConRTLANDT PALMER.
Before the receipt of this letter death had left only
· the following .response possible :

at Cassadaga-and I never saw him when he was
free from pain.
He suffered. But in spite of his sufferings he
toiled, and the world has been enriched by his labors.
In this brief, tortured life he dreamed splendid
dreams in behalf of humanity. Some of these
dreams he made realities; and but for disease and
death he would hav a<;~hieved still greater triumphs
for the cause so dear to his heart. I remember with
what enthusiasm he unfolded to me the plans of his
great Freethought temple, and then with what keen
sorrow he referred to his failing health and his consequent inability to p'roceed with his cherished enterprise. Could he bav been assured of twenty years of
health that magnificent project would hav been successfully carried out. But he feared that his years
were few, and he :realized that whether few or many
they would be weighted with the burden of illhealth, Pnd so it was reluctantly abandoned, But in
the parlors of his home sprang up and flourished the
Nineteenth Century Club, a society whoEe work can
hardly be overestimated.
On the platform Mr. Palmer was one of our ablest
advocates. . He did not speak often, but few !:!poke
better. His address at Watkins, in 1882, was a
masterpiece of eloc1uence. His scholarly effort at
Rochester, in the following year, was much admired.
Those who attended the Cleveland Congress in 1885
will recall, in addition to Colonel Ingersoll's last
great lecture, "Myth and Miracle," two noble vindications of Freethought delivered there-two of the
most sublimely eloquent discourses that tbis generation has listened to-" The Glory of Infidelity," by
Samuel P. Putnam, and "The Aristocracy of Freethought,'' by Courtlandt Palmer. Neither of these
discourses has, I believe, been published. Both
ought to be, and it is to suggest and urge the publication of Mr. Palmer's address that I hav taken up
my pen. It can, I think, be procured, and it should
be printed. In no other way can we more fittingly
do honor to the memory of our departed brother
than to read and cherish the brava and inspiring
words which in life he uttered in defense of our
No. 93 NASSAU sT., N.Y., July 24, 1888.
MY DEAR MRs. PALMER: In this terrible and sudden afll.ic- cause. Will THE TRUTH SEEKER endeavor to favor
tion, if I can be of any service in any way, let me know the Liberal public with Mr. Palmer's address~
.
where I can meet you or friends.
J. E. REMSBURG.
Mr. Palmer, in a letter to me on Sunday, the 22d, suggested that some liberal cler~yman should speak with Colonel Ingersoll at the funeral m my stead, as he originally inRobert Dale Owen on Miracles.
tended. Let this be done by all means, if possible. I feel
The late Robert Dale Owen was a Spiritualist. He
too much burdened with grief to say more now. With sincerest sympathy,
Yours,
T. B. WAKEMAN.
published a book entitled, "Footfalls on the BoundThe wishes of Mr. Palmer as to his funeral, and ary of Auother World," and he believed in the mateeven his cremation, were in fact fully complied with. rialization of Katie King. But Mr. 0 wen became a
The presence, at its close, of his wife's pastor, a lib- convert to Spiritualism rather late in life. In 1831,
eral theologian, was no exception. His consent to when he was twenty-seven years of age, he bad a
that presence, though evidently obtained during his discussion with Origen Bacheler on the "Authent.icity
last hours, was a double victory-a victory over him- of the Bible," and it is amusing now to read his
self in deferring to the wish of another; and a vic- argument against miracles. He said:
I heard a Scottish Highlander declare, with a voice and
tory for Freethought, in placing it in his own family
which left no doubt of his sincerity, that he posand home by its greatest advocate, and having it manner
sessed the faculty of second sight, and he related to me the
recognized there at the same time on an equal foot- instance in which he had exercised it. I disbelieved him.
ing, by the presence of the accredited representativ Why ? Second siglzt is a mimcle.
of the elder faith. Thus "the amenities of the soul"
The italics are Mr. Owen's. Then, after citing
and of the faiths were properly regarded. As to the from Cotton Mather about specters and demons, and
propriety of having Colonel Ingersoll to speak, if he particularly the case of a specter-ship tha,t was seen
could be obtained, neither of us ever had a doubt. by an asAembled multitude to enter the port of Salem
No one could hav uttered that true, noble, beautiiul, under full sail, and suddenly vanish while thev were
wonderful eulogy over our friend but he to compare singing, under the direction of the Rev. Zebidee
with whom, as has been said of Shakspere, sane am- Stebbins, the forty-sixth Psalm, Mr. Owen says:
bition does not even dare to aspire.
In the face of this mass of evidence, we do not believe
.
T. B. wAKEMAN.
Cotton Mather's stories. Why? For the simple reason :
thfy are mi1·aculous.

Courtlandt Palmer ·and "The Aristocracy of
Freethought."
Of the many devoted Liberal work~rs whom I hav
met since I entered the lecture field, more than two
hundred now repose in the grave. In this mortuary
list are recorded the names of some of the ablest and
most distinguished apostles of Freethought : The
tireless and fearless D. M. Bennett; that eloquent
Radical and martyr to science, William Denton ; that
lifelong reformer and subtle thinker, Stephen Pearl
Andrews; T. C. Leland, whose pen was a dagger,
but in whose breast throbbed the heart of a child;
that sturdy Western warrior, D. R Burt; that humble, but indefatigable itinerant, F. F. Follett, who
planted the banner of Liberalism and sowed the
seeds of Freetbought in every county of Illinois;
that grand old patriarch, Elizur Wright, ever to be
found in the front rank of freedom's soldiers; the
venerable editor of the Liberal, W. S. Bailey; the
frank and genial Dr. T. L. Brown; the great Freethinking jurist, Arnold Ktekel; and now our beloved
comrade Courtlandt Palmer.
The death of Courtlandt Palmer is a peculiarly sad
and lamentable event, The others named had, for
the most part, lived to a good, ripe age; but he is
stricken down in the noon of a useful life. Nature
was prodigal in many respects in bestowing her gifts
upon him. He possessed in a high degree everything calculated to make man happy, save health, and
this, during the last decade of his life at least, was
denied him. He suffered much. I was with him
six times during the last six years-in New York, in
Albany, in Rochester, in Cleveland, at Watkins, and

And in a note appended to the foregoing he adds:
I cannot consent to waste my own and our readers' time
by disproving witchcraft. If anyone still believes in the
stories of Cotton Mather and Jack the Giant-Killer, I leave
the assailing of his faith to others who hav more leisure and
·
patience than I hav.
Such was the summary manner in which that
question was disposed of by one who twenty-five
years later became a believer in phenomena far more
miraculous than the Scotchman's second sight, and
quite as incredible as the phantom-ship of Salem.
Mr. Owen's opponent, on the other hand, not content with upholding only ancient Bible miracles, adduced several modern ones ; for example, the vision of
the Rev. Wm. Tennent, of New Jersey, who died in
1777. Mr. Tennent, in a trance, saw "an innumerable host of happy beings surrounding the inexpressible glory in acts of adoration and pious worship,"
but " not any bodily shape or representation in the
glorious appearance." He heard also ''their songs
and hallelujahs of thanksgiving and praise, with unspeakable rapture." Not only did Mr. Tennent hav
this trance, but at another time, being under trial in
court for an offense, the nature of which is not stated,
he was honorably acquitted by strangers who were
directed to the place of trial by a dream.
Another remarkable fulfilment of a dream was adduced by Mr. Bacheler as a modern miracle. Also a
case where two young men at Port Royal, Jamaica,
having "argued that earthquakes and all other things
come by nature, and denied a supernatural power,"
were so astonished at an earthquake that they took
to their beds and "never spoke more, but died soon
after."
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It is not surpr1smg that Mr. Owen disdained to
notice these alleged proofs of modern miracles, having defined his position so positivly; but it is curious
to compare his views as expressed in 1831 with those
he entertained and published in the latter years of
his life.
Had Origen Bachelerlived as long as Robert Dale
Owen it is quite possible that his views would bav
undergone a change in the opposit direction, so that
we might hav seen the Infidel upholding modern
Spiritual manifestations, including Salem witchcraft;
all as miraculous, and the Christian denouncing all of
them as gross frauds or works of the devil.
w. H. BURR.
--------~~~--------

An Important Question.
Please decide ·it immediately. To all readers of
Liberal papers and dear friends: I am now in the
eighty-eighth year of my life, and feel that I am
drawing near to its close; am liable 1:0 drop away at
any moment, but hav not the means to accomplish
what I wish to before I die, therefore I appeal to
you.
In 1845, forty-three years ago, after lecturing more
or less for more than twenty years, I started a paper,
the Portland Pleasure Boat, in Maine-with $5 given
me by the first outspoken Infidel or Liberal I had
ever conversed with, at the close of one of my lectures in a city, and a small sum more, for which I
pledged my clothing-and published the paper about
seventeen years.
At th11t time the Boston Investigator was the only
Liberal paper published. I was influenced to start
the paper by witnessing ibe influence the clergy had
over their ignorant and credulous dupeEI, and from a
desire to dispel that influence and set them free.
Th8 Boat was not started to advocate Infidelity,
for I did not believe the people were prepared for it,
but its aim and object was to convince the reople
that they were not Christians, and thus break their
hold on their false and vain hopes and prepare them
to look for something better ; and this work it did
thoroughly accomplish on the minds of many thousands. All who carefully read the paper became
convinced that the churches of that day were no more
like Buch churches as the better part of the New
Testament doctrin would establish thaa they were
like the synagog of Satan. The clergy of that day
never attempted to dispute or ~isprove my facts, but
spent their time in calling me a blasphemer, in declaring that I ought to be hanged, and in laboring to
prevent people from reading what I wrote.
Every week while publishing the Boat, during
seventeen years, I laid aside a quantity of the unbound volumes, intending near the close of life to
giv them to the people of this generation that they
might see the difference in opinions between the
people now and twenty to more than forty years ago.
The time has now come when I want these papers
scattered over the land, for I know they might open
the eyes of thousands who are yet willing dupes and
slaves to priestcraft; but I am not able to spread
them free as I intended. I hav been confined to my
couch mdst of the time for several months. Mittie,
my faithful companion, who has borne with my deaf·
ness nearly half a century, is now confined to her bed;
I hav not the means to hire housekeeper or nurse;
if we should linger along till winter comes, we hav
not the means to procure fuel, food, or necessary
clothing, and I see no way to procure means except
by selling these unbound volumes of my old paper.
And there are two ways in which to do that. I will
send them to those who order them, postpaid, at
fifty cents a volume; the original price was. $1; If
Liberals will buy these papers to read and distribute
amon()' their friends, all will be well; the wolf will be
drive~ from the door for a while. If not, I must sell
them to the paper-makers, to be ground over, and
perhaps worked up ~nto Bi~l~s and trac~s, to ~id the
priests of all sects m deceivmg and m1sleadmg the
people another thousand years; an~ here, _friends, is
the question I ask you to solve, Will you buy these
papers to do good with, or must they be destroyed~
As I was the means of starting the " Children's
Corner" in several papers, I would like to hav one
volume go into the hands of every child of the
" Corner." Two children can send for one volume
each and hav different ones, so by paying fifty cents
each and changing papers each can read two volumes;
and a dozen can send for one each, all different, and
read a dozen volumes for fifty cents each child, if
they liv near each other.
For some years past the Boston Investigator, New
York TRUTH SEEKER, the Light-Bearer, and other
Liberal papers hav been kindly sent to me free, and
I hav a large quantity of th~m on hand n?w, and
specimen copies of them all will ~e sent out m every
package of mine, so that many will see papers they
bav not seen before.
Now, friends, if you act, be qui~k, for time is short.
Write names and post-offices plamly. I hav several
orders for my " Lecture and Rhymes" that I cannot
answer on account of errors.
.,
Will all Liberal papers copy this, and aid one who
has spent his life in battling superstition 1
Berlin, N. J.
JEREMIAH HA.oKEB.
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G!)d and the Bible.
DEUTERONOMY.

Chap. xxiii, 2: More heavenly justice. Generation
after generation sent to hell for what they cannot
help. Better that a God or Bible had never been
heard of than such infernal doctrin taught.
If every man who would enslave another could be
forced to wear the chains himself, there would not be
an advocate of slavery in all the earth. And if
Christians who are bedeviled to get the Bible into
the schools could be compelled to ·display some of
these precious chips from God's hewing-block before
the scholars in school every morning, their own children included, they would soon die of dry-rot.
Chap. xxiv, 1: "When a man hath taken a wife,
and she find no favor in his eyes, then let him write
her a bill of divorcement, and giv it in her hand, and
send her out of his house."
But suppose the husband find no favor in her
eyes? That was quite a different thing in old Bible
times when God ruled the people. No wonder
Christian ladies are so fond of carrying gilt-edged
Bibles, no1' why they are so taken with black-coated
gentlemen, nor why they are considered the main
pillars in the church. Talmage has given the reason:
"It is through the Bible and Christian teaching that
woman has been lifted to her present high position."
Chap. xxv, 11, 12: These two verses I call Christian ladies' tidbits. Unless my Christian lady
friends take the trouble to look up these choice
morsels dropped from the throne of God, these re.
marks, in a measure, will appear pointless. No penalty for "ripping up women alive," no penalty for
giving over young girls to lustful soldiers when they
fight on God's side. But when a woman attempts
to rescue her husband from the man who " smites
him," then she is to hav her hand cut off, and none
is to pity her. "The Bible is woman's friend-it
has brought her up to her high position in society."
Yes, and it bas made Talmage crazy, and caused him
to tell hundreds of lies, and play the harlequin, and
deceive the people.
One would think that if he should put some of
these select passages of scripture so edifying to
Christian ladies into his sanctimonious pipe and
smoke them, they might clear his vision, so that his
statements would not disgrace a certain long-eared
animal mentioned in holy writ, owned by one Balaam.
Chap. xxvii, verses 20, 21, 22, 23: Lot and his
family were so precious in the sight of God that he
sent a special agent to warn them when the city in
which they lived was to be destroyed. Yet Lot's
daughters got the father drunk and were guilty of
incestuous acts that would shame a Hottentot. But
in the passages above cited God pronounces curses
upon those guilty of incest. This shows that God is
unchangeable and no respecter of persons.
JOSHUA.

Chap. v, 2: "At that time the Lord said unto
Joshua: Make thee sharp knives and circumcise again
the children of Israel the second time." This sounds
just like some of God's talk. The only wonder is
that he didn't order their ears cropped and their
noses slit. God mnst hav been tickled when his
command was carried into execution. After the job
was completed, I wouldn't wonder if he and his old
Josh "took a smile." It is to .be hoped that the
second operation afforded God sufficient delight to
balance the torture to those who had the operation
performed on them. .A great deal of human suffering on account of a godly whim-but "of such is the
kingdom of heaven."
Chap. vi, 2: "And the Lord said unto Joshua,
seven priests shall bear before the ark seven trumpets of rams' horns." Verse 20: '"I:he people
shouted with a great shout, that the wall fell down
flat." Great Scott ! If they had been bulls' horns
instead of rams' horns, the whole city would hav
been gulped down by an earthquake.
Now, my Christian friends, if you don't believe
this story about the rams' horns you will be caught
on Old Nick's horns. Verse 25: "And Joshua
saved Rahab the harlot alive." And one prostitute.
was all that was saved of the city. Surely "God's
ways are past finding out."
JUDGES.

Chap. xi: It appears from this chapter that J ephthah was a bloodthirsty wretch. He wanted to fight
Ammon, and he promised God that if he would giv
him the victory, then after he returned from the fight
he would offer up to the Lord as a burnt-offering
whatever might come from his house.
His only daughter came out to meet him when he
returned, and he " did with her according to the vow
which he bad vowed." God could not possibly let
J ephthah off, and the poor girl was murdered. Why
did not God tell J ephthah better? He had not yet
lost his voice when this occurred. Who can doubt
that God was well pleased when this unnatural murder took place? What kind of a God can delight in
the shedding of innocent blood T Is it possible that
God would hav suffered if the daughter had not been

killed? It certainly could not hav served any good
purpose to kill her.
If God was pleased with this transaction, who
knows that Freeman will not get an extra string on
his harp and hav the largest diamonds in his crown
for killing his little girl! Who can calculate the
awful consequences of teaching such monstrous absurdities as the word of God! Better if a Bible and
a God had never been heard of among men. The
Bible is not the word of God, or God is a savage.
He let Abraham off when he was going to kill his
son, because he found out that Abraham was savage
enough to do it, but perhaps he had some doubts
about J ephthah. He might hav spit upon a stone, and
thrown it up and let it come down, ''wet or dry,"
and given the poor girl an even chance.
Chap. xiii, 9: "And God hearkened to the voice of
Manoah, and the angel of God came again unto the
woman as she sat in the fields, but her husband was
not with her." Just so. Here another conception
is mad.e to hinge on the visit of a heavenly messenger.
Verse 24: "And the woman bare a son, and called
his name Samson." "But Manoah, her husband,
was not with her." Of course he was not. If he
had been, the world would hav been short one great
fox-hunter. These angels were a little inclined to
visit women in the absence of their husbands. How
many women hav borne children on account of these
heavenly ambassadors the world will never know.
Now the angels are all beautiful women with wings;
then they were all young men, and everyone a
"masher." It is a little curious that women do not
bear children after the visits of angels in flowing
robes.
·
Chap. xv, 4: "And Samson went and caught three
hundred foxes, and took firebrands and turned tail to
tail and put a firebrand in the midst," etc. Great
God and Gulliver! did any half-drunken tar ever
spin a yarn that beats that! I wonder what he did
with the two hundred and ninety-nine foxes while he
was running down the last one ! What a torchlight
procession that must hav made!
Chap. xv, 15: "And he found a new jawbone of an
ass, and he put forth his hand and took it and slew a
thousand men therewith." J ehosaphat, what a whopper! (I mean the jawbone.) If he had got hold of
an entire skull of an ass, he would not hav left a man
living on the face of the earth.
Samson was a sharp-sighted slugger, and knew
the difference between a·" new jawbone of an ass"
and a jawbone of a new ass.
0 my Christian friends, I pity you ! Think of this
as the word of God. It is worse than old Zeke's
homeopathic pill, but you must down with it-" believe or be damned."
Verse 19: "And God clave a hollow place that
was in the jaw, and there came water thereout, and
when he had drunk his spirit came again," etc. That
jawbone would hav sold for a high price during the
drouth out West. But I will just hand over this
whole jawbone business to Heston. I think he can
kill more Christian fools with it than Samson· did
Philistines. He can cause a stream of holy water to
flow from it sufficient to sprinkle all the Christians
in the land.
Chap. xix, 22: ".And they spake to the master of
the house, saying, Bring forth the man that came
into thine house that we may know him."
In such ignorant times, when society bore every
mark of brutality, when the people would descend to
such acts of bestiality, is it any wonder that they
had heavenly messengers to visit them-that children
were begotten by these celestial visitors, and that
many were talking with God and under his immediate direction T
I can remember, fifty years ago, at every revival
and camp-meeting blow-out, men and women in telling
their experiences would tell about hearing the voice
of the Lord, and would repeat words which they
claimed God spoke to them. God has ceased to talk
with these fanatics, simply because the people hav
become too intelligent to hav such holy nonsense
crammed down their throats. If men and women
should tell such stuff now, intelligent men would
know they lie, and perhaps tell them so.
Down South, among the colored Christians, they
hav the same experience to-day. They see wonderful sights and hear voices in the air. At their meetings they get filled with the power and roll on the
ground, and steal chickens on their way home.
When the ignorance, superstition, and brutality of
the people in Bible times are considered, all the miraculous events can be accounted for.
Prophets prophesied until they could fool the peapie no longer. People held communication with God
as long as anyone would credit their statements.
Women were visited by celestial messengers, until
the entertainment of such visitors was regarded as
prostitution.
In a state of society when sodomy was practiced,
when holy men could hav scores of wives and concubines, when people could be made to believe that
walls of solid masonry could be blown down with
rams' horns, when men were so ignorant as to believe
that they could build a tower to reach to heaven,
when men were so brutal as to rape their own sisters,
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when men believed that magicians could turn all the
waters of a great country into blood, when men were
so barbarous that they "took " women wherever
they found them, without their consent; when armies
were so brutal as to plunder a country and utterly .
destroy all the people, without regard to age, sex, or
condition-there the most miraculous events may be
looked for.
Where the people are most ignorant, there superstition most abounds. God, being simply a creature
of the imagination, will be made to giv commands to
a warring savage to commit the most diabolical and
inhuman acts practiced among such a people.
The Bible is all easy if understood in this light. It
would be interesting to trace these Bible stories to
their supposed origin.
Take, for instance, the legend in regard to the
magicians turning the waters of Egypt into blood. If
one could get back to the time when it was first written it would be found to be an old story, the writer
knowing no more about the time of its occurrence
than we do. Perhaps the story of Daniel being cast
into the lions' den would be found to be an old tale,
handed down from gener~tion to generation, revamped and applied to a new subject. There was,
perhaps, a belief in a flood ancient to the writer.
Nobody even then could tell when it was said to hav
occurred. And so of the Jonah story and many other
stories of the Bible. It is like chasing a rainbow-it
recedes as you approach the place where it was first
seen. These legends no doubt were regarded with
such veneration by those who recorded them that in
their superstition they believed they were directed
by God, of whom they had about as rational ideas
as the wild tribes of American Indians.
Verse 29: "And when he was come into his own
house, he took a knife and divided her, together with
her bones, into twelve pieces, and sent her into all the
coasts of Israel." Here is a clew to the civilization
-or want of civilization-of the people in Bible times.
That God was superintending the affairs of such a
people is the most preposterous idea that could be
imagined.
Of all the abominations which hav ever been recorded, those of the Bible are the most sickening and
revolting. In many instances the language is the
most unchaste and vulgar that could well be used.
Sometimes the sentences are made redundant, it ·
would seem, in order to use obscene terms and vulgar
phrases. That God is the author of such sublime
nastiness is too ridiculous to be believed by those
who seek to keep on good terms with a clean mind.
Not only are the most vulgar terms used, but they
are used in the most bungling manner. Oh, what a
book for the schools ! How the world has ever been
benefited · by the narration of the rapes, murders,
wars, and robberies of those old barbaric times it is
not easy to see.
Chap. xxi, 21 : "And see and behold, if the daughters of Shiloh come out to dance in dances, then come
ye out of the vinyards, and catch you every man his
wife of the daughters of Shiloh, and go to the land of
Benjamin."
My Christian lady friends, how do you like this way
of selecting a wife! How would you like to hav a
half-savage man spring out upon _you like a tiger,
and drag you away from your friends to another
country1 All through the Bible women are treated
like beasts. In the choice of a wife a woman'lil feelings are not consulted or regarded any more than ·
those of a female brute. Penalties are imposed upon
them which are not imposed upon men. Women
were made the subjects of barter and trade. Frequently money was paid to the father for the daughter without consulting her. Men simply "took"
wives when and where they found them.
N a thing could be more abhorrent to a noble-minded
man than "taking" a wife and forcing her to liv with
him against her will and desire. In those days God
was on speaking terms with the people, clothed with
infinit wisdom and power-why did he not tell the
people better?
How an intelligent woman can regard the Bible
with feelings other than of contempt, I am unable to
see. The ~ible has been her seducer, betrayer, and
enslaver. How in her dignity she can do anything
but spit upon it is an unsolved mystery. But she is
its advocate and upholder. But there are many instances on record where the enslaved hav sacrificed
their lives for their enslavers.
RUTH.

Suppose this book should be expunged, would we
relapse into barbarism on that account? Would anyone be less interested in the welfare of the race?
Would men be ·less truthful or less 'honest? If it
were bound by itself in pamphlet form, would anybody want it? The pamphlets could not be sold for
a penny apiece. The story would not be as valuable
as that of Cock Robin. It is said that the Bible
carries the evidence of its divine origin upon the face
of it. But I'll bet you a prayer-book that Charles
Darwin would rather hav any decent man spit in his
face than to be charged with the authorship of such
a composition as the book of Ruth. The same is
true of a great part of the Bible.
If the task were assigned me to_improve it, I would
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begin just as I would with an old slaughter-house
which bad become a nuisance, by removing the filth.
There would be but a small book left. And even
this would be far below in literary merit many productions of the present day.
.
The story of Ruth can be told in a few words. She
loved her mother-in-law Naomi. She gleaned in the
harvest-fields of Boaz, and slept with him on a
threshing-floor,.and took her pay in some measures
of grain. And finally Boaz declared "unto the elders
and unto all the people, moreover, Ruth the Moabitess, the wife of Mahlon, hav I purchased to be my
wife."
JOHN PECK.
Naples, N. Y.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

C. B. Reynolds on His Western 'rour.

There are many good Liberals at Portland, but
there is much need of practical organization; now
there is altogether too much of" willingness." The
willing burden-bearers find too many quite willing to
shirk all labor or responsibility.
Individual efforts made in divers directions fail to
count or accomplish half what the same effort with
unity of forces- would effect.
With proper. advertising; there would hav been
twenty-five hundred instead of two hundred and fifty
people at the lecture at City park, Sunday afternoon
at 2:50.
I lectured Sunday evening at Turner's Hall, and
Monday evening at Snyder's Hall, in close proximity
to the Chinese theater. I am a great admirer of the
theater, but with Chinese theaters, as with Chinese
people, distance· lends enchantment. The horrible
discords, clanging of tom toms, .etc., are not needed
helps to a Liberal lecture.
Mrs. Davidson and daughter came fifteen miles to
attend the lectures; Mr. McEllsander and others
from Eagle Creek, twenty-two miles, to see and hear
the Jersey blasphemer.

STELLA, WASH. TERR., July 17th-19th.-Leaving
the dear friends at Skamokawa, who expressed kindest wishes for my success and insisted on a promis of
my return, I took steamboat for Stella. When about
half-way-at Cathlamet-the genial Sheriff Albert
and his bright, energetic little better half came on
board and accompanied me to Stella, remaining
TRICKS oF A MENDACIOUS FRAUD.
through the lectures. I the more appreciated their
While at Silverton I was shown a newspaper, the
presence on arriving at Stella~ which consists of two West Side, published at Independence, Polk county,
buildings, all told. Where would the hearers come Ore., .dated July 27, 1888, which contained a columnfrom! But when night came the ever-beautiful river and-a-half letter indorsing Clark Braden, to which
proved the highway, and boats filled with happy, were appended the names of three Christian gentlegleesome folks arrived; and for miles and miles men of Silverton as committee.
through the woods friends came down the mountain,
Any person who had ever read one of Braden's
and the new hall of Brother H. Lawson was filled with characteristic effusions of billingsgate, bombast, and
intelligent, interested hearers.
falsehood could not fail at once to detect its authorHenry,Lawson is an Infidel, with an Infidel family, ship as that' of Braden himself. I quote a couple of
all careful readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER. They hav sentences: "Christians know they hav selected the
neHher need nor desire for any sky glory, for their right man, and if Infidels ever debate with anyone in
home is as happy and perfect a heaven as mortal could Silverton it is Clark Braden, the man Infidels fear to
desire. Love and peace reign supreme; each and all meet." " Churches, papers, and conventions hav inevince a spirit of emulation as to who can do most to dorsed Mr. Braden hundreds of times, and over one
make all others happy. It reminded me of the dear hundred times as representativ in debate."
home ef the Booths, of Boonton, N. J., and of Wm.
Mr. R S. Allen, secretary of the Silverton Secular
Thorpe, the Infidel blacksmith, of Ballston Spa, N.Y. Union, speaking of the letter to one of the gentleFrank Howard,. a fisherman, zealous for the cause, men whose name was signed thereto as one of the
could not himself attend the lectures, for with July committee, was astounded to learn that the gentleman
ends the. salmon-fishing season; each night's catch never authorized the use of his name; never before
coqnted big. But he rowed over to deposit his $5 had seen the letter or known of its existence; had
toward lubricating the wheels of progress. He is an never signed, or sanctioned, or in any way authorized
Infidel who livs a life of good deeds, scorning empty Braden, or anyone else, to so use his name. And it
professions of creed.
appears that the same was true of the other signers.
The old, eccentric Infidel, F. C. Scharnharst, one of
Braden himself wrote the letter-a silly tissue of
the first settlers in this section, a pioneer and able falsehoods about Infidels, and fulsome adulation of
champion of Freethought, rejoiced in the glorious himself-and forged the names of the three Christian
progress of the good work.
gentlemen to it.
Having delivered the first Liberal lecture in the
We need no longer wonder how this disreputable
place, and dedicated Brother Lawson's beautiful and fraud obtained indorsement of a hundred churches,
cosy hall to the cause of Freethought, again came the papers, and conventions.
hard, sad word. But they would not say "FareThe object of Braden in perpetrating and publishwell," but "Good-bye," and in response to earnest ing this forgery is self-evident. He cared nothing
appeals I promised, should her health permit, bring- for Silverton folks, for he had already worked the
ing Mrs. Reynolds with me in the fall of 1889. Un- credulous Christians there for all they would stand.
der any circumstances, if I ever again visit this coast, But he could use copies of the paper containing the
Stella will be one of the places I shall with eager letter in places far away as an indorsement by the
delight long to arrive at.
Silverton Christians, and so deceive them into hiring
PoRTLAND, OnE., July 21st-23d.-Portland is a city him to deliver lectures against Infidelity, and chalof fifty thousand inhabit!Cnts, situated on the west lenge Liberal lecturers to discussion, whom he well
bank of the Willamette river, twelve miles from its knew would not condescend to meet him.
This bombastic fraud, finding Mr. Putnam would
confluence with the Columbia and one hundred and
fifteen miles by river from the Pacific ocean. Port- not under any circumstances recognize him, much
land is the metropolis of the Northwest. It needs less meet him in debate, like the low bully he is has
only a continuance of public spirit in erection of pub- for a number of weeks followed Mr. Putnam to every
lie buildings, setting out public parks, widening the place he lectured, seeking opportunity to insult and
streets, and a good dynamite blow-up or juvenil abuse him, and published in local papers under Chrisearthquake to remove the leprous Chinese town-the tian influence long tirades of calumny and abuse.
best business blocks· in the very center of the cityThat the true inwardness of the mercenary Bamto make Portland one of the most progressiv and bastes might be made manifest to the bhristians, and
handsome cities in the United States.
to save them from being deceived by his fraudulent
Washington and Oregon, with their regular and pretenses, after consultation with the committee of
abundant rainfall, their enormous agricultural terri- the Silverton Secular Union, I issued a manifesto
tory, immense forests of finest timber, wondrous stating that while self-respect forbade my meeting so
water routes-navigable for the largest ships-their foul a calumniator and unprincipled blackguard as
inexhaustible fisheries, unrivaled water power, vast Braden has proved himself to be, yet, if he could obmining interests-coal, iron, silver-and, above all, tain the indorsement of any number of orthodox
the grand onward march of intelligence of the people, ministers in good standing in their own denomination,
make this part of the world the most desirable place that they regard him as a good, moral man and a
of abode beneath the sun.
worthy representativ of Christianity, I will listen: and
The early settlers and their descendants who, for- reply to the mouthpiece of such ministers.
saking their old homes and notions, had the hardiBut, as I do not propose to be entrapped into in
hood to cross the plains. and mountains, heroically any way helping him in his mercenary and nefarious
fighting their way, with patient, persistent energy schemes to extort, money from credulous Christians,
overcoming every obstacle, form a nucleus around the conditions of the discussion shall be:
which rally all friends of progress, all lovers of uniThat the disputants shall each pay one clear half
versal mental liberty, who immigrate here.
of hall rent, advertising, and all and every expense
I found a good home with that noble, unostenta- of holding such discussion.
tious and genuin, hospitable, kindly-hearted veteran,
That each disputant shall publish over his own
Calvin H. Saunders. His wife is indeed his true signature a pledge to promptly pay over to the chairhelpmate and co-worker in every good work. All man of the committee of arrangements all and every
the children are practical, conscientious Liberals. cent of money or moneys paid, given, or devoted to
Charles, the enterprising young merchant, is the them or either of them, directly or indirectly, on
most ·outspoken of Infidels, the most obliging and account of said discussion.
kindly-hearted of men, winning the hearts of his cus
That the chairman of the committee of arrangetamers, and is truly a worthy son of a noble sire. menta shall giv and bestow all such sum or sums of
Here, too, I found Professor Seymour and wife, money so received to the destitute sick or needy poor
home, resting from their labors, yet ever vigilant to of Silverton, and publish a receipt of the recipient in
see and profit by any opportunity afforded to do all the local newspapers of Silverton.
in their power to advance the cause of Freethought. I That each disputant shall vublish 41 the local
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pap~rs of Silverton all and every money or gift
received by them or either of them on account of said
discussion, giving date, amount, and name of donor.
Thus the discussion wouid be held for truth's sake
the poor, sick, and needy be benefited, and neither
disputant receive, directly or indirectly, any financial
recompense, but each from his own private resources pay one clear, full half of all the expenses of
such discussion.
Braden makes no undue haste to accept these conditions.
Preserve this number of THE TRUTH SEEKER and let
the facts be known, so that honest people may no
longer be victimized and deceived by the mendacious
C. B. REYNOLDS.
fraud, Clark Braden.

Our London Letter.
The petty tyranny on the part of the godly members of the London school board in the case of 1\>Ir.
A. B. Moss, the well-known Freethinker is scarcely
surprising, as these individuals, having been accused
of misapplying the money of the ratepayers, would
be very glad to stave off an inquiry into their acts of
jobbery by an excessiv show of piety. Mr. Moss was
an activ member of the Freethought party, but as his
lecturing would not furnish him with a superfluity of
riches and he had a family depending upon him, he
can scarcely be blamed for considering them, and
temporarily sinking the expression of his opinions to
retain the post he holds under the school board. As
interference with a man's speculativ opinions can
scarcely come within the duties of the board, this
despicable act ought to hav some influence with the
more enlightened electors, and prevent them from
voting for any more parsons.
If Mr. Foote succeeds in his candidature, possibly
he will make it rather lively for his fellow-members
more particularly the clerical party. It would cer~
tainly be much more profitable for the ratepayers if
a few prominent Freethinkers had seats, and the jobbers would not be able to make such a good thing of
it for themselvs. The impending inquiry will doubtless show that the champions of the Lord are not
quite so disinterested as they pretend.
The editor of the Freethinker surely could not
hav supposed the Congregational .Review wo,nld
accept his advertisment of , Ingersoll's Reply to
Gladstone. If the proprietors were to allow such a
thing to appear, some of their subscribers might be
inclined to buy a copy; and, if they read it carefully
and possessed fair intelligence, would very possibly
hav their eyes opened a little too wide, which would
not be good for the Congregational .Review. I
think the proprietors showed they possess a decent
amount of worldly wisdom. It would not hav paid
them if they had received £1 a word for such an
advertisment.
Mrs. Besant has done a good work in her successful efforts on behalf of the watchmakers employed
by Bryant & May. The wretched pay they receive
for a long week's work is disgracEful, though when it
is considered that a considerable percentage of the
shareholders are clergymen, it can scarcely be expected that the wage-earners should be treated with
any degree of fairness. A dividend of over twenty
per cent will reconcile any parson to the most iniquitous practices. And if through their greed a girl
has to supplement her scanty earnings by prostitution, what do they careT
The Bishops' Congress wound up with a sermon
by the archbishop of York on "The Terrible Problem of the Poor." But I do not see it stated anywhere that he suggested the richer clergy's giving of
their means to assist the poor and needy. His suggestion that the rich should help the poor did not
apply to his own class, or, of course, he would hav
stated how much he was going to giv up by way of
setting a practical example. It is disgusting to hear
these hypocrite discoursing on the want of thrift
amongst the poor, thousands of whom would consider themselvs rich on an annual income equal to a
day's pay of an archbishop. If there is any truth in
the hereafter these men preach, how great will be
their own damnation when they appear to receive
J. D.
judgmen!:!
London, Aug. 3, 1888.

J{ey to Escape from Spiritualism.
Is it more p:t'rlbable tbat nature sbould go out of her course,
or that a man should tell a lie? We hav never seen. in our
time nature go out of her course; but we hav good reason
to bciieve that millions of lies bav been told in the same time.
It is therefore, at least millions to one that the reporter of a
mir~cle tells a lie.-Paine.
·
Is it more probable that eminent men should liv
centuries in another sphere without acquiring a single
new fact to communicate to us, or that a professional
conjurer should perform legerdemain T We hav
never seen in our time, multitudes of able men pass
ages unfr~itfully; but we know that millions of
tricks like those of mediums hav been performed by
avowed prestidigitators in the same time. It is,
therefore at least millions to one that Spiritualistic
phenome~a are prestidigitators' tricks.
BIOKERBTAFF.
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The Same Old Story.
Within the last week another instance of the
Roman Catholic church's determination to run our
public schools has come to our notice. This time it
is right here in our neighborhood, and the church
tool is the Catholic Protectory of Westchester, an
institution which robs the taxpayers of New York of
more money than any other institution in the county.
The facts are these : For the last six years Michael
E. I}evelin has been principal of the Union Free
School, No. 1, of Westchester. As he is a friend of
the Protectory people, and a good Catholic, the
church was satisfied. But Mr. Develin's partisanship,
or sectarianism, at length became distasteful to the
townspeople, even some Catholics condemning his
conduch, and on the 7th inst. the board of education
replaced him. The board is composed of seven Catholics and two Protestants, and three of the Catholics
voted against Mr. Develin and for the new principal,
who is a Protestant.
In the board of education itself, no question of
religion arose, but upon Mr. Develin being deposed
and the Protestant principal elected, Brother Leontine, director of the New York Catholic Protectory,
began, presumably at the instigation of the deposed
principal, to raise sectarian issues, and is now using
the influence which a director of the Protectory can
wield to secure at the coming school meeting, which
occurs on August 28, 1888, the election of trustees in
favor of reemploying the deposed principal at the
end of the expiration of the term of the present
newly-elected principal, which will be one year from
August 28, 1888. None of the brothers in the New
York Catholic Protectory is entitled to vote at the
school meetings, not even Brother Leontine himself,
and yet they hav at past school meetings attempted
to vote until they were challenged. Among the inhabitants of the district there is no feeling upon the
question of religion, as the vice-principal is a Catholic, and the entire board, save two, are Catholics.
No sectarian issues can arise to the detriment of the
Catholics, and the efforts of the Protectory director
are exerted solely because he desires to control the
school. He desires to punish the three Catholic
trustees who refused to support his. friend, and to
replace the two Protestant members with two Catholics who will do his bidding.
.,
In this case we see the whole scope of the Catholic
scheme, as well as the policy which the church has
pursued and intends to pursue. Note the presence
in the board of seven Catholics to two Protestants.
No one has had his attention called to this. Quietly
the church has put her men in position ; for six years
she has run the school, until the arrogant bigotry of
the chief tool awoke opposition, and still the church
would hav been secure, so strongly did she think herself intrenched, had she not made a mistake in three
of her men. The " still hunt" has been the method
of Rome, until now she finds herself s9 strong that
she can throw off her· disguise and fight in the open
field, With the quarter of a million dollars annually
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presented to the Protectory by the county of New
York, Brother Leontine can bother the Protestants a
good deal, and unless they take more interest in the
school question than heretofore, he will win, and
Westchester's schools will be modeled on the Romish
plan-a plan against which not a word need be written to show its dangerous incompetence. Everybody
knows that Catholic schools are the most miserable
of educational farces, and that the dominance of
Romish ecclesiastics is a most serious source of danger to free institutions.
·
Why don't the people wake up to their danger?

Christian Science.
Notwithstanding the legal troubles that many
Christian scientists hav lately been subjected totroubles in which policemen hav followed closely
upon the death of neglected patients-the humbug
is still flourishing, and has taken deep root in many
large cities. New York has- a pretentious "school''
on Forty-second street, whence is issued a monthly
-magazine advertising for dupes.
This science, according to this school,, " is the
science of spirit." And ''the science of spirit is the
essence of all religions. Spirit is causation, hence
back of all the arts and sciences. Christian science,
then, is the science of the sciences." Such is the
dogmatic definition given of the "philosophy" of the
cult, and argued for on scriptural and Christian
grounds. This science further aims in practical work
to monopolize the professions of medicin and preaching. "Healers" and ''teachers" are numerous, and
as "healing is the most easily accomplished, it is the
first step," and relied upon to prove the truth of the
science. Colleges for teaching the science are also
plentiful, and connected with each is a healing department' where patients are either treated in person
or "absently" for so much cash. These pre sen t or
absent treatments are always "in strict accord with
Divine Mind-Healing," ter~s given upon application,
and testimonials forwarded free of charge. One
establishment advertises to cure by the "apostolic
method," and to instruct in theology and practical
ministry and fit the pupil for general public speaking
and biblical exposition according to Christ;an science
-tuition fifty dollars, board reasonable. Some of
the testimonials are unique in their simple trust in
the capacity of the ordinary mortal to be humbugged.
One patient writes that "while saying over my leason, repeating, 'Nothing in all the world can harm
me,' I picked up a cloth, and while holding it in my
hand an immense centipede crawled over my arm
and tried to fasten itself in my flesh. I shook it off
and was unharmed." This is very miraculous, but
the next day brought the same patient another benefit from the science. The writer goes on: "While
driving, two horses ran away with me. I thought of
my principles; all of a sudden the horses stopped,
and one turned its head around and looked at me."
Another equally conclusiv case is this: "A child was
subject to convulsions for three years uptil she was
reduced to idiocy-seemed possessed of a demon.
Her bowels were entirely inactiv. In despair her
parents applied to Mrs. L. In one week the spasms
had ceased; in four weeks she was entirely restored
and began to talk. She can now walk." But perhaps the most astonishing testimonial is the following. It happened in Brooklyn, and Mrs. V. M.
Carhart is the healer : "A woman suffering· from
varicose vein and ulcus to such an extent that the
leg had to be supported on a chair beside the washtub (by which she earned her living). After conversation with the woman, she was given absent
treatment for three or four weeks before time was
found to go to her. The practitioner then found
her patient had moved two weeks before, carrying
her furniture herself, walking on the limb without
difficulty. And this is the work done by Mrs. Carhart while sitting evenings trimming bonnets." .
The scientists, however, hav their dissensions,
which sometimes lead to disastrous results. These
dissensions, says one teacher, "hav so dechemicalized
the sick that there is a great deal of poor work being
done." From which we may infer that when a patient fails to recover, it is because of dissensional
dechemicalization. These dissensions are surely to
be regretted.
The creed of the scientists may be gathered from
the following report of a meeting in Chicago:
"The president introduced the divinely precious creed of
the Christian scientists, with some appropriate remarks on:

'

the obligation to state our belief before its excellence is perfectly apparent. The association repeated in concert:
" 'I believe in thee as here present with me.
" 'I believe in thee as my life.
"'I believe in thee as my stren~th.
"'I believe in thee as my health.
" ' I believe in thee as my peace.
" 'I believe in thee as a healing presence.
"'I believe in thee as my savior and ~eliverer from all
evil.'"
There is nothing more ridiculous ·or mischievous
in this creed than in the orthodox church creeds, but
the harm this humbug does is in duping sick people
to neglect medical attendance, relying upon the superstitious nonsense of a healer for cure. Think of
a woman trimming bonnets and curing the varicose
v~oins of another woman miles away !
The extent to which this absurd faith has spread
is wonderful, and can be accounted for only by the
fact that centuries of belief in the supernatural hav
prepared the soil in which it grows. Alongside of
Christianity the silliest of metaphysical speculation
does not appear out of place. In fact, it may be said
to be really rational. The preachers of this new fad
of ·Christian science depend on the gullibility of the
average religionist, and their dependence seems not
misplaced. Men and women will pay more money to
be humbugged than to be enlightened-hence the
great support the church obtains, and the prevalence
of the Christian scientists.

The Faith of' Low-Down Slaves.
To illustrate the Bible promis that all things work
together for good to them that love the Lord, ·the
Richmond Reli,qious Herald tells this story:
"The Rev. George J. Hobday preached to his congregation in Berkeley from the text, ' All things work together for
good to them that love 'God,' and three days later his church
was destroyed by fire. The afflicted little flock gathered
around the pastor and asked : ' How is this, Brother Hobday? is this for our good ?' ' Yes,' replied the pastor, ' of
course it is for your good.' They went to work to collect
money to build another church, and placed it ($1,000).for
safe keeping in the Exchange Bank of Norfolk, and a few
days later that bank broke. The discouraged little flock
once more visited their pastor and said: 'How is this about
the bank going down with our money in it-is that for our
good?' 'Of course it is for your good, brethren,' said
Brother Hobday, 'there can be no doubt of that. But don't
stop to discuss that. Let's try again.' And they did try
again, and now the prettiest church in Berkeley-the prettiest in Virginia, some might say-is the house this heroic
little band of Baptists hav built. And now every one of
them sees that the struggle has not only given to them a far
better church, but that, better still, it has put a brighter,
sweeter, stronger faith into their hearts."
Reprinting this object-lesson in faith, another religious journal comments:
'·The Rev. Mr. Hobday did well to stick to the doctrin of.
his text and sermon, notwithstanding the facts for a time
puzzled his people. God always keeps his word, and in the
end so makes things work that they all work together for
good to them that love him. He knows just how to do it in
the best way, and never fails to do it in his own way. It is
worth something to the soul to hav suc4 a God to love and
serve."
A faith which induces comments like these is cartainly remarkable. As an expression of hopeless,
utter, and abject slavery to a monster of injustice we
never saw its equal. The cringing cur becomes beside that editor an animal of superb bravery. The
slave crouching under the uplifted lash, without daring even to run a rod, is a marvel of manly courage
compared with the worshipers of such a God. The
believers in fetichism, the idolators who smash their
idols when angry, are the highest type of independence alongside the man who says to the tyrant who
is destroying him, " It is worth something to the
soul to hav such a God to love and serve."

Religious Selfishness.
The Convent of the Sacred Heart at 137th street
was burnt Monday night, the 13th inst. The convent is a school for girls, and about one hundred and
fifty nuns found employment within its walls. No
lives were lost, but the buildings are ruined. The
loss is about $200,000, fully insured.
Three engin companies were employed in subduing the flames, and since the fire a police sergeant
and forty-four policemen hav been constantly employed watching and guarding the premises, which
consisted of ninety acres of ground and the magnificent Buildings now in ruins. The grounds were purchased about 1830 at a cost of some $40,000. The
value of the land now is about a million dollars. The
grounds t~xtend from 6th to lOth avenues, and from
130th to 137th street, The ninety acres are the door-
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Courtlandt Palmer's Life •
yard of the convent, and because the institution is more reduced, allowing us more time for leisu~e and
religious and educational it has escaped taxation. · · culture; by them militarism with its harsh and
.A.s a specimen of ignorant Christian claptrap, the
For years this convent has stood in the way of imbruting influences is being superseded. Now, if following concluding paragraph of an editorial in the
improvements in that part of the city, the sisters it were found that the source of all our knowledge, Savannah, Ga., weekly Ne't))s is printed:
l"efu!'!ing to allow streets to be cut through, and hold- the Bible, failed to contain proper and decent instruc·
"Courtlandt Palmer did nothing to help his fellow-man,
ing their large block intact. The city map provides tion on this head, skeptics might indeed show some but he did much to deprive him of the faith which not only
for streets, but the church has bee!l more powerful reasonable basis for their claims. The facts being affords him comfort and joy in this life, and helps him to
. than the municipal government. The convent fire quite the opposit, it is evident that they are willful bEar the ills which afflict him, but also promises him a future
which robs the grave of its terrors. Whatever the Ag;nostios
has revived the efforts of property owners to push walkers in darkness. Everyone. knows how full .the may say, and however much they may praise his honesty and
forward the opening of the streets which will cut Bible is of designs of labor-saving machinery. .A.ny promptness, Mr. Palmer's life was a failure.''
through the convent grounds. They claim that these not knowing that it is a complete body of knowledge
Mr. Palmer's life was full of good works. Ite
Improvements hav been delayed too long, and insist on applied mathematics, navigation, land surveying, helped everyone be could. Hundreds can testify to
upon their right to ready access to their lots, so as to geometry, mechanics, building, engineering, metal- ptrsonal kindnesses at his bands, and the community
enable them to build or refllize on the real value of the lurgy, bleaching, dyeing, manufactures, and domestic of New York was made better, more Liberal, by his
land. The reply of the church is, as given by a priest, economy would better go to school over-again. Ref- teaching. He was in almost every mov(jment for the
"'lt would be vandalism to disturb the convent."
erence by any reader to his pocket Bible will show betterment of the condition of the pom., and he edunere we hav it again. For years this immense beneficent designs of the mower, the reaper, the cated the rich. His life was eminently suucessful, if
f.ract of valuable land bas been held by the church, reaper and binder, the thresher, and the seed-drill. we call that success which succeeds in doing some"
paying no taxes ; the city has provided engins and Likewise of the steam-engin, the locomotiv, and the thing for the race, leaving your impress upon the
men to subdu~ the flames and save a portion of the electric telegraph. Though we hav no d.irect knowl- world, and stimulating others to do good. Christian
buildings, furnished policemen to protect the prop- edge on the subject, it is probably safe to say that success is in thinking you hav saved your own mis<orerty of the sisters, yet the church in her selfishness the Bible forms the essential part of Edison's labora- able little soul even at the expense of damniilg tVel'yfights the city, denies the rights of neighboring prop- tory, and is consulted on all occasions. Probably body else, and in that way Courtlandt Palmer's life
erty owners, and screams vandalism when they are without it we should never bav got the electric light was not a success. In a decent definition of the
:asked to build their new school where it will not and the telephone. The cotton-gin, the spinning- word, Mr. Palmer's lifo was a monumental triumph.
block the way to all improvements. If arrogant sel- machine, the printing-press, will all be found fully
iishness can be more strikingly illustrated, the public described and explained by diagrams in the book
Editorial Nott's.
God gave us.
would, no doubt, like to see it.
THE cable from Berlin says: "Under the new leader,
The Female .A.oademy of- the Sacred Heart, as this
So with all the arts and sciences in general. Just young Kaiser William, a touch of stern religious fanaticism
institution is legally known, is a private money.ma.k consider for a moment what is our present knowledge may be trained into the army, for the new set headed by the
kaiser is excessivly and very activly religious." This, the
ing school, and the sisters are no more entitled to of acoustics, thermology, meteorology, optics, mag- correspondent thinks, means war. Queer, isn't it, that the
the exemption given charitable institutions than any netism, hydraulics, and pneumatics-recollect bow, more religious a ruler is the more ready he is to see lllell
business college in the city. Because they are relig- when, and where that knowledge wr.s obtained, and mangled and slain?
·
ious, however, our truckling and superstitious legis- one will see it all to come from Christianity. To
MRs. A. M. FREEMAN will make dates for lectures between
lators bav allowed them to gather wealth by the contemplate for a moment where we should be in Chicago and Pittsburgh previous to the Secular Union Conhundreds of thousands of dollars, and the city is chemistry, pharmacy, medicin, pathology, and clinics gress, and also after that event anywhere in the state of Ohio
rewarded by a refusal to allow any improvements to without our revelation makes one feel as be does in a and Pennsyhania, and probably in other localities near by.
be made. The sisters care for nothing but their own nightmare when the ground disappears from under We hav often spoken of Mrs. Freeman's ability and eloquence on the- platform and her agreeable qualities in private
welfare, though begging tho public to help them in him. Christianity's fondness for logic bas always life. She is sure to do good wherever engaged, and it is
their misfortune.
been notable. We are struck speechless when we hoped that she may be kept busy this fall. Write her in
wish to describe its discoveries in biology and pro- care of the Union secretary, Mr. E. A. Stevens, 241 Wash·
The Women.
tistology. Think of all the useful principles of ington Boulevard, Chicago, IlL
It can never be sufficiently repeated that organizabotany and zoology contained in the XXXIX Articles
ELLIOTT F. SHEPARD, the pious journalist, still prints his
tion is the secret of success. Above everything else, and Calvin's five points. Geologists get up in the
scripture motto, abuses Colonel Ingersoll and other Infidels,
this is necessary, and must be forwarded. Our night and praise God when they think of the valuable appeals
for Sunday laws to stop the Fifth avenue stages,
enemies-the enemies of progress, civilization, of all additions religion has made to the knowledge of their shrieks for a "Christian government," and thinks every man
human happiness-are strengthening their already science. What would philology be without Chris- who is not a church-member or who does not agree with
formidable organizations every day. What their pur- tianity'? Without it, it is clear, we should be quite him in politics is on the broad road to destruction. His
poses are, we well know. In these purposes they are oblivious of any such things as linguistics and her- attack on the late Courtlandt Palmer was perhaps the most
specimen of hateful journalism ever seen except in
firm and determined ; they see their end clearly be- metics. Its value in the development of psychology indecent
a purely religious paper. Mr. Shepard's conduct recalls
fore them-know just what they want and are deter- is simply unspeakable. Anyone not testifying to the what old Commodore Vanderbilt said of him when he came
mined to hav it. When they grow a little more, they derivation of physiology and anatomy from the courting his duughter: "He's more kinds of a damn fool
will unite on their purposed action. It may be said scripture is one choosing the evil rather than the than any other fellow I ever struclt 1" Mr. Shepard has not
improved much since those ancient days.
to be a race whether they or the influences of civilizalight. Could there be astronomy without Christiantion and Secularism first reach the goal of adequate ity ? Would evolution be known without it!
THE correspondence between the late Courtlandt Palmer
power. It cannot be too much repeated that we
Examination of the fields of sociology, ethics, gov- and T. B. Wakeman which we reprint from Secular Tlwught,
must organize. What has been done is very little,
settle~ the question of responsibility for the presence of a
ernment, and art uniformly giva correE~ponding re- clergyman at the former's funeral. A true man and kind
and as nothing to what is needed.
sults~ Probably no one will deny that without tbe husband, Mr. Palmer waived his own feelings in the matter
.A. special need is of attention to growth of the
Bible we should be mere beasts of the field in to allow his wife to do that which seemed necessary to her.
social side of our organization. Great rewards await
morals, utterly devoid of principle and seeking evil Heber Newton, as the pastor of Mrs. Palmer's church, as a
efforts made on this line. Feminin aid will be found
continually. Christianity abolished slavery. .A. full personal friend of Mr. Palmer, and as a heretical. or Liberal
of the very highest value, and all pains should be
Christian, was the natural choice. It is not in our heart to
exposition of the wrongfulness of that institution judge
harshly of Mrs. P11lmer, a mo.st estimable and intel· taken to procure the women's attendance. Growth
will be found in the good book. Our esthetics would lectual woman, nor shall we criticise anyone for yielding to
will then be rapid. The goddess Truth is very beaunot be worth a cent without said volume. If there a wife's wish where equal liberty for his own philosophy is
tiful to us, but we are afraid that the young man not
is one thing in the world for which we should be allowed. Mr. Palmer's funeral was, as he wished it, a
long in the cause would be JDOre persuaded by the
thankful more than for another, it is the science of Freethinker's sepulture. It could not be otherwise with
presence of his private goddess of flash and blood.
government divinely revealed to us. .A. judicious Colonel Ingersoll as the panegyrist. Now that Mr. WakeWe attend our meetings to worship 'the divinity of
man has thought it. proper to giv the letters to the press,
assortment of Christian calumnies may be applied to there is no room for further misunderstanding. DenunciaLiberty, but it would surely be policy not to despise
any affirming non-scriptural origin of the axiom, tions of the Palmer family, either as " aristocrats" or orthothe help of the neophyte willing to come and wor"Governments deriYe their just powers from the dox and bigoted Christians, are quite out of place.
ship a material divinity on the back bench.
consent of the governed." Christianity is justly
THE Montpelier, Vt., .i!rgu' and Patriot bas some caustic
Laying aside jocoseness, it is a truth, how serious
celebrated for its impartial and beneficent investi- remarks upon the brethren in its section of the country: " A
the signs of the times show, that we must, above all
gations into occult phenomena and science. To numbl'r of the professedly would-be saints were taken in and
else, organize.
it we owe the true scientific method. Spiritual- done for over at Lyndonville by the skin games attached to
------~~.------Proper Gratitude Shown.
ists know what they owe it. · The same may be said the Wallace circus. The St. Johnsbury Caledonian said that
one worthy Christian lost nearly $100, but recovered it over
Christianity is the source of our civilization. It in regard to animal magnetism, mesmerism, somnam- at Morrisville the next day. It is a notable fact that every
haS' given us all we enjoy. It has given us all that bulism, and clairvoyance. The debt heredity owes time anything of this kind has happened in Vermont in conwe hav of morality and refinement. Likewise of the scripture it will probably never find words to express. nection with the gambling connected with that circus, those
arts and sciences. It has been the great factor in In regulations of marriage and kindred social matters who hav been implicated hav been members of some religious
organization, and another noteworthy matter connected with
the world's progress. It has made us all we are. It Christianity quite surpasses itself.
it
is that the men who bav squealed the loudest were these
.A.ll this is caused by its uncontrolable desire for
has also kept us from being all we aren't.
same professed Christians. They appear to be perfectly
facts.
Facts,
facts,
are
what
it·
calls
for;
facts
it
We know this because so told by a large body of
willing to engage in gambling, notwithstanding that it is a
men who are supported for the express purpose of wants and facts it must hav.
device of the devil, so long as they can win, but the moment
Limits of space preclude our doing this very glori- that the sinners who rurl the game get the better of them
studying such matters. Besides, &'good way will be
to consider in detail what our civilization consists ous, surpassing, and ineffable subject full justice. they squeal. We fear that the Christianity of a man who
will do as they hav done is certainly not more than skin-deep.
of, to analyze it, az.d observe the production of each We hope this will satisfy the darkened and perverted
A
worthy Christian, who has the fear of God before his eyes
minds of skeptics and cavilers. If it does not, they
factor by Christianity.
in his gaily works and conversation, will not be so easily
can
get
satisfied
pretty
quickly
when
the
National
The development of industrial arts is thought to
overcome by temptation and fall into the traps of Satan."
hav done much in producing civilization. By them Reform Association "places all Christian laws, insti- We opine, however, that "worthy Christians" are scarce,
we hav more, know more, enjoy more; by them our tutions, and usages on an undeniable legal basis in as the number of saints constantly getting into trouble is
increasing.
hours of labor hav been reduced and will be still the fund8Illeutallaw of the land."
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Jttftrs Jrofl( Jlritnds.
EvRRETT, Mo., July 23, 1888.
Mn. EDITOR: The more I read the old TRUTH S_EEKER the
better I like it. The pictures are worth more than the sub_
scription price, and the paper is simply immense. I hav
succeeded in procuring four new subscribers. I could hav
got more but hav been too busy with my work to get around
among the people. We hav a few very stanch Liberals in
this community. You may expeet to hear from me at least
once a year as long as TnE TRUTH: SEEKER is published and
I am able to read.
Yours for truth,
W. H. STEEN.
SILVERTON, CoL., July .30, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I bav just got two new names for ~our valuable paper for three months. !fy husband is operatmg in the
mines and running a force of eight or ten men; and they are
all Freethougbt men, save one or two. In fact, I think the
San Juan country is at least two-thirds Infidel. But some do
not know of your paper, and others hold positions that they
are afraid of losing if they let it be known. But I hope the
latter class arc few. For my part, I feel proud to own myself an Infidel. I hope there will be many more in the near
future.
Respectfully yours,
MRs. PERRY FISHER.
WINNIPEG, MAN., July 27, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : The other day I was reading the fine old
paper, which had been sent up from St .. Johns, and as I was
reading an irlea dropped into my mind which I think would
be worth repeating. Now, there are thousands of churches
in the United 8tates that are only used for a couple of hours
on Sundays. I do not see any reason why the Liberals
should not use them the balance of the time, and instead of
preaching, teach science in those churches. Then, instead
of having to travel all over the country to deliver lectures,
they could teach the young through the day and their
parents at night. As we pay the taxes for the churches, I
T~ RoLLINS.
do not see but that we hav the right.
CLEVELAND, 0., Aug. 7, 1888 ..
MR. EDITOll: I wish to call the attention of your readers
to the work of our Liberal friend and artist, F. E. Sturgis,
now of Danville, Ind. I havfrom his hands a life-size crayon
portrait of my deceased husband, which I am perfectly satisfied with. I hav shown it to anum ber of professional artists,
and all agree that the work is first-class. I am so well satisfied with the work and price, as well as with Mr. Sturgis's
thorough integrity of purpose, that I heartily recommend
him as entirely deserving of the confidence and patronage of
all Liberals. His unfortunate condition of health and devotion to Freethought principles should be an sllditional commendation to all lovers of our good cause.·
Fraternally yours,
ANNIE EDWARDS KmK.

to bav been dropped as things too vulgar for the delicate
sensibilities of the refined sheep and lambs within the " society" inclosure.
The preacher in those past days was looked upon as a
mysterious personage who, next to the Lord himself, was to
be approached with reverential awe; but the times bav
changed, and his reverence is now regarded by most people
as a common man, and by some as even a "little more so."
Some think that bigotry and intolerance are leaking away
from the church; while others are of opinion that this is but
outwardly apparent, and that the priest is only waiting until
an opportunity offers to make another spring upon unsuspecting humanity.
For my part, I do not think that the church will ever be
Liberalized or reformed out of existence, but I do expect that
she will go on adapting herself to public sentiment until
scarcely a vestige of the old leaven can be found in the lump.
That anecdote ·about the Irishman who saw a street wateringcart for the first time is suggestiv when applied to the
declining theology of our time. "Hould on t" he shouted
to the driver of the cart ; " hould on t all the wa ther is
laking out of your tub! Be my sow] t you won't bav a drop
of it be the time you get home!"
THos. HARDING.
AuDUBON, IA., Aug. 4, 112 I.u.s.
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER comes to hand regularly.
It is sure death to superstition, ghosts, spooks-all the hosts
of pious fraud imaginable.
I am well pleased with Gibbon's" History of Christianity."
It is well backed with facts.
We had a big revival meeting in our vicinity last winter,
which resulted in the erection of a joss-house. But, alas !
the members hav mostly backslid. And, as Christ said of
the persons who had the devils knocked out of them, they
are more the children of hades than before. The preacher
and most of the members are fighting Agnostics and moralists, but the church is like a wounded bird fluttering and the
wound hurts only itself.
I am well pleased with the TRUTH SEEKER circle of readers. I bav received kina letters from some of the brethren.
It is 108° of heat in the shade as I write. Now, if Joss
makes this weather, I do not think he knows much about the
human constitution. It may suit an idle preacher or an
Angel Gabriel, but it takes brains to deal with animal life this
weather,
D. A . .lHORRISON.

BALLSTON "SPA, N.Y., Aug. 5, E:M. 288.
MR. EDITOR : I was chosen to read the Declaration of Independence on the occasion of our Fourth of July celebration, and to make a short address, which I did. The Christians said it was a mistake, as no Infidel was a fit person to
address the people of this county, as the cloud of ignorance
was so dense over the mind of an Atheist that no light could
possibly emanate therefrom. A friend of mine told me this
a few days before the time. So I made up my mind that I
would let them down with a crash, and so I did. Several
Christians complimented me and said they would never say
again that an Atheist was a fool. A few did not like it, because I did not say that "God "-whatever that is-w~s the
source of all these blessings ; but I am glad to say that the
sunlight of reason has begun to dawn since I made those
few remarks. Let us hope the seed may take root.
WM. THORPE.
CLEVELAND, 0., Aug. 5, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Your paper is the best one I hav ever had
the pleasure of reading. Not only are its editorials exactly
to my mind, but its selected articles show that you know a
good thing when you see it. The article of W. D. Lesueur
was well worthy of quoting-equal to Ingersoll in conciseness and intelligibility of style. I do not agree with Putnam and others in their refusal to meet in debate-what's his
name? I gave, as I am in the habit o~ doing, one of my
TRUTH SEEKEHS to a Christian friend, and the only thing he
seemed to notice in it was the refusal to debate. You can
imagin what he said as to Infidel cowardice. Strange that
in your notices of the great Ingersoll-Gladstone controversy,
I never see anything to indicate that the slightest notice is
taken of it in England. Can you not giv us some English
notes on the subject?
GEollGE F. MoORE.
STURGIS, MroH., Aug. 11, 1888.
Mu. EDITOil: Those who can look back at the church of
forty or even thirty years ago can observe many and great
changes which hav taken place in its methods and style of
teaching. The old-fashioned enthusiasm, which was so com·
mon, even in city churches, producing such explosivs as
" Glory to God!" "Bless the Lord I" "Amen!" and so forth,
we rarely bear now except in log school-houses of the backwoods. The horrifying descriptions of hells and devils which
were so potent in bringing sinners to the fold we never hear
at all now; in their place we hay the insinuation that to
unite with the church is to enter" society." Thus an appeal
to pride has taken the place of the appeal to fear; whether
this is an improvement is a debatable question. It may be.
quite as enslaving, though not so brutalizing. It seems that
outsiders are refining "society."
Then look at the doctrins which were invariably and energetically impressed upon public attention; such as total
depravity, personality of the devil, damnation of the unconverted, and many other "divine" sentiments-they all seem

LoousT DALE, P.a.., Aug. 8, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I became a subscriber for THE TRUTH 8EEKER
about two years ago, and I think it is an excellent paper,
pictures and all. Locust Dale is a town of about eight hundred inhabitants, in the anthracite coal fields of this state.
There are three or four who take TBE TRUTB SEEKER in this
town, but it is read by ten times that number, who take an
interest in its contents. We hav organized a Secular society,
and hav applied to E. A. Stevens, secretary of the American
Secular Union, for a charter. We were greatly surprised to
hear of the sudden death of Mr. Palmer. At a meeting of
the society a committee was appointed to draft resolutions
expressing the feelings of the members for the loss of one of
liberty's truest friends. The following are the resolutions :
WHEREAS, The members of this society hav learned with
deep regret of the sudden death of Court!andt Palmer, expresident and vice-president of the American Secular Union;
and,
WHEREAs, We hav met to express our deep sorrow at the
decease of so distinguished a scholar, humanitarian, and
philanthropist; therefore be it
Resolved, That in the death of Courtlandt Palmer the
American Secular Union has lost one of its greatest supports
and friends, the nation an honor.ed and respected citizen, and
the world one of nature's own noblemen; and
Resolvtd, That these resolutions be entered on the journal
of this society, and published in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
CHARLES NEUMANN.
Committee RIOHARD BoELOKE.
{ JEREMIAH RuBRIGHT.
JEREMIAH RuBRIGHT.
CHIOAGO, ILL., Aug. 1, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed post-office order for one
more new subscriber.
The following will show how much the love of Jesus will
do to make good a :man who is naturally inclined to crookedness. In talking with a Christian a few months ago, I told
him that all there was in his religion that was distinctivly
Christian was a belief in certain strange things about the
birth, death, and resurrection of Jesus. To this he replied
that there was something greater than all those things, which
was the glorious feelings in the heart-the result of the presence of Jesus and God in the heart. He admitted that I was
a good, honest, kind man, but said I could not be saved that
way. I must be "born again" and get the "love of God"
in my heart. To-day be was telling me of a mistake that
was made in a bill of goods he bad bought. He said the
price of the article was $3.60, but it was entered by mistake
at twenty cents. He said: "I kept quiet, and they don't
know it to this day." But then, I suppose the love of God
in his heart will make up for such robbery.
He evidently does not think be did anything wrong, and
God, who is present in his heart, does not even nudge him to
tell him he is giving himself away to a wicked unbeliever,
nor yet that what be did was a sin.
Again. We bav some heavy storms in Illinois. One Sunday evening after cburch-wbicb I did not attend-a heavy
storm arose. All the per~ons in my bouse, including my
wife and some young ladies, bad been to church twice.
When the lightning began to flash beaut.ifully and the thunder to roll majestically-all of which I enjoyed hugelythey, one and all, found refuge in our bedroom. They-my
wife also-sat around on the edge of my bed in their nightdresses, and spoke in subdued whispers of the awfulness of

the storm. They were terrorized. They were afraid that
the God whom they bad been so faithfully serving would bav
so little of the real gentleman about him that he, in his anger,
would burt his own lovers. I told them I should think they
would be afraid to stay so near an Infidel when God was
mad, because if be sent the lightning to kill the blasphemer
he might in his blind ra.ge make a mistal•e and strike some
other person.
JoHN HunsoN.
HILLSBORO, ORE., July 4, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: James Campbell, V.D.JVL, a celebrated Oregon Infidel-smasher, has recently issued a small pamphlet
entitled, "Replies to a Skeptic." It is a fair sample of the
average Oregonian parson's dishonesty, ignorance, Bradenism, and Jo Cookism. This little parson is suffering with a
severe attack of the nightmare, and is Jabqring under the
hallucination that there is an Infidel who liaS been writing
letters to him which contain strong doses of Infidelity. He
claims that these letters (anonymous) were the cause of the
birth of the wonderful pamphlet. There are many people
who differ·-with the reverend and claim that it is a straw man
set ::;.p by the reverend for the purpose of having an excuse
to show his prowess as an Infidel-smasher and to gain the
name of author. After demolishing the argument of his
straw man, he barks at Ingersoll. He attempts to do what
such intellectual giants of theology as Gladstone, Black, Field,
and Fisher failed to do-overthrow Ingersoll's arguments.
The reverend does not follow in the footsteps of the others.
He does not attempt to tackle any of Ingersoll's strong
points, but finds some point of minor importance, and then,
with his little scattering bell-muzzled blunderbuss, he fires.
The following extracts from his pamphlet show the caliber
of the gun and the force of the charge that he smashes Infidels with. Theological popguns loaded with falsehood,
theological gas-bags filled with misrepresentation, will not
affect truth.
AsYlums for the imane, for the orphans, for the poor, the inebriate, and a thousand others, are the outgrowths of Christ.

Here the reverend advertises his ignorance of history, or else
knowingly falsifies for Christ's sake. If the reverend is not
ignorant of history, if he has read other than Holy Queer history, he would know that hundreds of years before Christianity was born there were in India and Egypt hundreds of
asylums and hospitals, not only for men, women, and children, but also for beasts. The ancients cured the insane by
music, flowers, and kindness. Long before the time of
Mos~s there were hospitals, schools, libraries. Does the
reverend know that when the Christians were imprisoning
people for claiming the world was round, the pagan Moors
of Spain were teaching geography with globes? The Mohammedans were in advance of Christians ·in hospitals. Chris.
tians simply patterned after the pagans in building hospitals,
the same as they hav borrowed from paganism nearly every
ceremony and dogma that is in the Christian religion. Can
the Rev. Mr. Campbell, V D M., deny this? Why does not
the reverend inform his followers that the doctrins and ceremonies of the atonement, trinity, sacrament, baptism, confession of sins, Holy Ghost, were borrowed from heathen
religions; that long before the time of the mythical Christ
there were divinely begotten and crucified saviors? The
story of Christ is borrowed from heathenism. Can the reverend deny this and tell the truth ? Christians even claim the
Golden Rule as the outgrowth of Christianity. Civilization
is not indebted to Christianity for advancement in morals.
The reverend should read Buckle, Lecky, and other writers
on civilization in Europe.
And it may be truthfully said that the teachings or skeptics .are
guiltY of none of those things [huilding asrlums, etc.l.

Here the reverend shows the cloven foot of malice, in the
face of the fact that in the adjoining state, California, are
Lick's Observatory and Home for Women. This reverend is
ignorant of that fact. I wonder if the reverend ever heard of
Girard College and other in'stitutions built by Infidels. Assuredly not, as the average Oregon priest rears upon his
hind-legs and brays: "What hav you Infidels done?" What
answer would these priests hav made some centuries ago, if
they had been living then, to the pagan who would hav
asked: "Where are the asy:Jums and hospitals you Christians
hav built?" 'fhese priests would giv them this answer:
"We hav not been in power; we are in the minority." The
church has trierl for many years to stifle Freethought, using
force and slander. Uan the reverend refute this?
The few good and noble things they hav done and are doing for
the alleviation ol suffering are in no way attributable to their
philosophy, hut they copy after Christianity.

The reverend here acknowledges Infidels hav done and are
doing good. How the reverend contradicts himself in the
preceding sentences! He says that Infidels are not guilty of
any of.the thousand good things. The reverend is ignorant
of the fact tpat the philosophy of the Infidel is to do right.
Can the reverend name any Infidel that teaches contrary?
Are morality, kindness, love, etc., the children of Christianity? Will the reverend stand up and say that before Christianity these qualities were unknown to man? Right here I
ask the reverend if it is not a fact that in the countries that
are the most Christian there can be found the most immorality and crime, and in the countries where Freethought is the
most powerful there are the most morality and least crime?
Compare Christian Spain with Atbelst France; pagan Japan
with Christian Spain, Italy, Abyssinia, and Ireland. Infidels
hav no book as a guide that teaches and commands the
infamous practices of polygamy, slavery, persecution for
opinion's sake, and other teachings that are not moral. Will
the reverend deny that one little verse in the Bible bas caused
the death of thousands of innocent women? .Will the reverend deny that Christ taught that the institution of marriage
was wrong? Is that morality? Were not tl~e Christian kings,
queens, popes, and leaders of the church the inost villainous
criminals th&t hav darkened the pages of history? Are not
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the preachers of to-day the most criminal of the professions?
Hav .not the Infidel presidents, generals, and statesmen of
America· done as much good for the people as the Christian?
Hav not the pioneers of reform been Infidels? Who were
the pioneers of the' antislavery movement? Infidels. Did
not every church in Puritan Boston close its doors against
William Lloyd Garrison? Was not the mob that mobbed
him in the streets led by preachers? Was it not an Infidel
hall, the Investigator Hall, that opened its door to Garrison?
What preacher can you poinf out that did as much for
American Independence as Thomas Paine ? Was not one of
the most bitter foes to American Independence the founder
of Methodism?
Can you name one Infidel lecturer that is in the prisons of
America, while the preachers are many who are gazing through
the bars, to say nothing of hundreds thafwould be there if
they h~d their just deserts ? Do you know that the clergy of
the Umted States hav during the last five years committed
over five thousand crimes? Do you know that, according
to the census, there is not an Atheist in the prisons of Atheist
France, as the clergy call it, while there are hundreds of believers in Christianity and God languishing in prison? I
would ask the reverend if the Christians are· more moral than
th~ Infidels, and request him to produce facts and figures, not
pnestly assertions. Hav not the Bible and Christian leaders
degraded woman ? .Does not Christian philosophy teach that
a person can from his cradle to the scaffold commit crime
and that if he believes in Christ he will be rewarded ? Can
you disprove this? Why do you not claim the art of printing, the. good morals of the Japanese, the temperance of the
Mohammedan, the science of astronomy, the morality, kind.
ness, and just laws of the tribes of wild people spoken of by
the author of "Sea and Land," who says they were without
any religion and idea of gods or devils, pure Infidels, and yet
far better than the adjoining tribes who were religious ?
Were these the outgrowth of Christ? Is it not an old chestnut, this idiotic whine and pious cant about Christian morals?
I would advise the reverend and his class to peruse the historians of Europe-Buckle, Lecky, and others. Professor·
Draper's works will throw light on the theological darkness of
preachers. Mosheim, a good religious authority, will enlighten them. If preachers would read more reliable history
and less of the Holy Queer, they would be better informed
and would evolute from their religion and unfairness, and be
led to tell the truth.
ChrisYour churches are becoming freed from bigotry.
tians are evoluting from their creed.
Infidelity has but one representativ in America, and he fears
and shuns an oral discussion.
·
Now, no minister in the world who was honest, and who
had a reputation for veracity, would publish such a self-evident
falsehood, or rather double falsehood. There are hundreds
of representativ Infidels in America. A few I will name:
Ingersoll, Putnam, Remsburg, Parton the historian, Reynolds, Watts, Jamieson, Underwood, etc., and others falling
into line-such men as Hugh Pentecost, Heber Newton, etc.
If the Rev. Mr. Campbell will read the Companion to the
New Testament, he will see that the committee who recently
revised the Bible are on the fence. The statement that Infidels were afraid of discussion comes with very bad grace
from one who to-day dares not meet any Infidel who is a
representativ Infidel. Reverend sir, can you deny this by
accepting an invitation to debate with any of our Infidel
speakers? Did you not back down from a challenge after
accepting? Can you name a single Infidel, who is a representativ Infidel, who refused to debate? Do not point to
the polecat Braden, a man who is guilty of publishing the
most contemptible lies about R. G. Ingersoll and family-lies
so infamous that Christian papers of his own denomination
denounced them as lies and Braden as a liar. Can you deny
this? Can you name a Christian publishing house that has
ever published any debates between Infidels and Christians?
What Christian newspaper has published the debates between
Ingersoll and Black, Fisher, Field, Gladstone; between Bennett and Mair, Humphrey, and other Christians; or between
Jamieson and Ditzler, Eccles, and other Christians; or between Underwood and Marples, Burgess, and other Christians,
and other discussions ? After Ingersoll's unhorsing of several
representativ Christians in America, and then Christianity's
picking out a champion in England, the Honorable Gladstone, to debate with him, then after Gladstone is unhorsed
and beaten in every point, does it not sound childish to say
that Infidels fear discussions? If you are itching for a debate,
I presume you can be accommodated. Whenever you feel
inclined to discussion, the Infidels of Hillsboro will find one
to accommodate you.
The fool hath said in his heart, There is no god.
That is good Christian argument to praTe the existe~ce of
a God, although it is neither courteous nor fair, but, reverend sir, do you not know that as a rule children and fools
tell the truth?
Clark Braden is one of the best-learned men in America.
If Braden is the most learned man in America, there are
very few outside of J. Campbell, V.D.M., that know it. He
is better known as a notorious liar, denounced as a liar by
his own church papers, denounced as a liar by B. F. Underwood before an audience in Salem, 0., and requested then
and there to take the platform and defend himself from the
charge. He failed to do so. The local papers printed the
particulars at the time. His forte is to dog some Liberal
speaker who will not notice him. Why_does he not dog the
lecturers Underwood and Jamieson? He has debated with
both, and was badly defeated. Like a whipped puppy, he
declines. Do you know that one of the leading Campbellite
papers defended Ingersoll, and characterized Braden's pamphlet ~s lies and a libel and :6radel!. as a liar? A sample of

his meanness was shown here when he by the aid of his
brethren tried to crowd Putnam out of the court house. At
the conclusion of Putnam's lecture, Braden brought out the
Christian snake, with its hisses. Are you not proud of your
Christian hisses? The Christian snake can hiss, but its bite
is weak. Did the Infidels hiss Braden, even wb.en he was
lying his best ? Which acted the most morally?

-

w. c. CLOW.

UPPER MATTOLE, CAL., July 31, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I see that one of your essayists has taken the
pains to write an answer to Robert Ingersoll, in which he
attempts to show how absurdly the colonel spoke, and which
party is in favor of the poor man and the people in general.
I am not a politician, neither do I pretend to be, but as ignorant as I am, I can easily show your free trade essayist a few
points in politics.
He tells us that the Republican party is opposed to the
surrender of any part of the protectiv system, even in order
~o reduce the surplus in the treasury, which surplus, he says,
IS $580,000,000. The best way of answering this is to show
the action of the Republicans in Congress.
Mr. John Sherman, in his celebrated speech delivered in
the United States Senate Jan. 4, 1888, said: "I am willing, as requested by the president, to join in a careful examinatiOn of the details of our tariff laws with a view to the
reduction of taxes to the extent stated by him, but not in a
manner recommended by him. . . . I prefer that policy
which looks to the interests of our own people rather than to
those cf foreign nations. I prefer the policy of reducing
prices by horne competition rather than by foreign competition; of.cheapening raw materials by increased production,
and the Improvement of our rivers and harbors, and the cornpetition of our railroads. In other words, I prefer the development, increase, and growth of the production. and employment of our own countrymen by. the aid·of our revenue
laws, without respect to the policy or theories or interests of
other nations."
Hon. Joseph N. Dolph, in his speech delivered in the
United States Senate March 12, 1888, said: "The reduction
of tlie revenues under the protectiv policy should be made in
such a manner as not to destroy our manufacturing industries, or to disturb unnecessarily the business interests of the
country. Instead of placing upon the free list articles which
come in direct competition with our great domestic industries, as is proposed by the Mills bill, if there are articles
now subject to duty which are not produced in the United
States, they should be placed on the free list."
H on. W rn. P. l!,ry said in his speech delivered in the
United States Senate Jan. 23, 1888: "But, Mr. President, there is a surplus. What shall be done with that? I
object to the surplus just as vehemently as does the president. We need nothing and ought to hav nothing more than
a working surplus. Democratic incapacity has afflicted us
with this evil, and. if we are not careful the same incapacity
in providing a remedy for the disease will by mistake administer poison to the patient. The disposition of this surplus does not seem to me a very serious problem. Some of
it ought to be wisely expended in the restoration of our
merchant marine ; in the building of a navy; in the erection
of necessary coast and harbor fortifications; in the education of the people." If I had room and time, I could cite
dozens of other cases equally as conclusiv as these I hav just
quoted, from such men as Hoar, Edmunds, Harrison, Cameron, Platt, Wilson, etc., that compose the Republican party.
The gentl~man has said in his article that the surplus was
$580,000,000. I am surprised to think that a free trader
could come as near as $520,00_0,000 to that surplus, which is
about $60,0JO,OOO; but I am not surprised to see that those
numbers are more instead of less.
Again, Mr. F. M. Holland attempts to make a free trade
point by giving a case where, under a protectiv tariff, the
people of the United States are forced to buy nickel from a
few mines in the United States for a trifle more than they
would under free trade. Why does not the Democratic
party, if she is in favor of the poor man and against a few
rich men, put sugar and molasses on the free list? The
Republicans are. No other articles are of more universal
use, and none more generally placed in the list of necessaries.
They are found in every home, the rich and the poor alike.
Louisiana is the only state that produces these articles to any
extent, and all of these two articles produced in the United
States is but a small fraction of what is consumed annually.
From those the government collected impost duties in the
fiscal year 1886-1887 to the amount of $58,004,358. Thus
the poor people hav to pay annually the greater part of $58_
000,000 under Democratic economy, while a few rich men
hav to pay a few thousand dollars for nickel.
The gentleman says "that the great question is not tariff
against free trade, but simply tariff vs. tariff." Almost any
intelligent American knows the difference between the two
parties on the tariff question. The Republican party is in
favor of protecting all great home industries against foreign
competition, while the Democratic party wants to put them
on the free list and only retain a tariff for revenue, whicli
simply means no protection at all. The conclusion that Mr.
Holland comes to is that the question is, Tariff vs. tariff. I
might say that it is, Free trade vs. free trade; but both statements would be dishonestly misleading and fallacious.
Mr. Holland writes that Washington, Hamilton, Jefferson,
and the full line of those old heroes were as the Democratic
party is to-day on the tariff issue. Let us go ahead and look
for the truth of this, whether our examination confirms our
preconceived ideas or not. The first Congress that assembled
under our national Constitution determined to secure the
needed revenue to run the government and pay their debts
by a duty on imports. They proceeded to declare that in the
imposition of such duties regard. should be bad not only. to
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revenue but to the development of American industries in
the following express terms : " Whereas it is necess~ry
for the support of government, for the discharge of debts of
the United States, and for the encouragement and protection
of manuf~ct~res, that duties be laid. on goods, wares, and
merchandise Imported ; therefore, be It enacted," etc.
George Washington, in an annual message, said: "Congress hav repeatedly and not without success directed their
attention to the encouragement of manufactures. The object is of too much consequence not to insure a continuance
of their efforts in every way which shall appear eligible."
John Adams, in a special message to Congress, said:
"The manufacture of arms within the United States still invites the attention of the national legislature. At a considerable expense to the public, this manufacture has been brought
to such a state of maturity as with continued encouragement
will super~ede the necessity of future importation from
foreign countries."
Thomas Jefferson in his annual message said: "To cultivat~ peace, and maintain co=erce and navigation in all
their lawful enterprises, to foster our fisheries as nurseries. to
navigation for the nurture of man, and to protect the manufactures adapted to our circumstances, these are the landmarks by which we are to guide ourselvs."
These quotations are sufficient, but I might multiply them
indefinitly, however. I will end with the words. cf General
Garfield. In his letter accepting the Republican nomination
for the presidency in 1880, he said : "In reference to our
customs laws a policy should be pursued which will bring
revenues to the treasury, and will enable the laborer and capital employed in our great industries to compete fairly in our
own markets with the labor and capital of foreign producers.
We legislate for the people of the United States and not for
the whole world, and it is our glory that the American
laborer is more intelligent and better paid than his foreign
competitor. Our country cannot be independent nnlees its
people with their abundant natural resources possess the
requisit skill at any time to clothe, arm, and equip themselvs
for war, and in time of peace to produce all the necessary
implements of labor. It was the manifest intention of the
founders of the government to provide for the common
defense-not by standing armies alone, but by raising among
the people a greater army of artisans, whose intelligence and
skill should powerfully contribute to the safety and glory of
the nation."
I do not know what Mr. Holland bas said in THE TRUTH
SEEKER before the 14th of July issue aboul tlJe prosperity of
the country under low tariffs; but I do know, and so should
everyone know who is famil:ar with the history of the
United States, the financial condition of the country from
1848 to 1860, when the country had free trade. Money was
scarce, people were unable to pay their debts-commercial distress and a bankrupted government in the end. This is the
brilliant record of free trade which the Democratic party
compliment themselvs in following.
If Mr. Holland will st.udy the financial records of our
country from the beginning, he will find thRt in 1860, the
elose of the last period of a low tariff. our exports were only
$336,576,057, and imports $356 616.119, leaving a balance of
trade against us of $20.040.062. In 1880 our exports had
risen to $835,638,658, and imports to $G67.!lli4,746, leaving
a balance of trade in our favor of $167.683,012, an amount
one-half as large as our entire export tmrle in 1860. Our
total commerce in 1860 ag;gregated only $687,000,000, while
·
in 1880 it reached $1,500,000,000.
It is an interPsting fact that during the period of a low
tariff, from 1848 to 1860 inclusiv, there was but one year in
which the balance of trade was in our favor, aucl the net balance against us in these thirteen years was $306,216,161,
drawn out of the country in gold to pay for foreign goods.
Yet during the last thirteen years under a protectiv tariff
only one year has the balance of trade been against us, while
the aggregate in our favor has reached the magnificent sum
of $1,612.659,755.
Mr. Holland is very decided about which party he will
join, because he is in favor of the workingman and no other
party and the Democratic party exactly meets his wishee.
I do not see how one's ideas can be so inconsistent-so
absurd and unjust. But before we approve what he says
let us examin one of the late acts of that party and we shall
be surprised that it is quite opposit to what he writes.
Senators Hoar, Blair, and Stewart, three Republican members of the United States Senate, hav interesterl thcmRelvs in
protecting governmeut laborers from the encroachments of
officials. The Blair bill provides that all laborers who hav
worked more than eight hours per day since the Hoar bill
passed shall be allowed pay for the extra time. And the
Stewart amendment provides that it shall be unlawful for any
agent or officer of the government to make a contract with
any laborer to work more than eight hours per day except
under certain conditions, or contract for any lower rate of
wages on account of such lessened hours of work. This
eight-hour labor bill passed the United States Senate, every
Democratic senator but four voting against it.
Now, I say that the Democratic party is against the poor
people, the laboring people-in fact, the Americ11n people.
Being in with the Cobden Club, they are against the American and for the English and foreign manufacturers, Euglish
and foreign capitalists-in fact, in favor of every country but
their own. They want o:u well-paid workmen to work for
foreign wages. \Vhere they now get $2 a day and are able
to make fortunes, to work for twenty cents a day and die
serfs. Instead of having millions of money coming into our
country annually, to hav n:illions of money going out.
I now ask Mr. Cleveland's legatus pro pr1etore to make a
more thorough investigation of the subject he has been writing on, and to be more satisfactory in his demonstrations.

w. T. s.

HADJ.EY.
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giTtildrtn's 9Jorner.
Edited by Mres SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
Ri'Dtrr, Mass., to ttJhom all Communications for
this Corntrr should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower.
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren 's Hour."

Death ot· Jerry.
[jerry was the name of a b~a utiful skylark. !lgreat pet of its owner, James Warburton,_propnetor of Orossbrook greenhouses. The bud W!JoS
muoh admired by a'! who had tbe pleasure of hstenlng to its wonderful and melodwns twtesJ
No more we list thy matin song,
0 minstrel bright and fair !
No mora shall thy clear notes resound
Upon the perfumed air.
~b.on gavest freely music sweet,
!n full, unetinted measure ;
Thy mission great and grand and goodTo giv to others pleasure.
Thy notes grew sweeter every day,
Nearing the shore of rest;
Daep, rich, and full, with cadence clear,
Thy last song was thy best.
But now a hush is on thy breast,
Mute is thy tender throat i
No more 'mid Oressbrook's buds and flowers
Will float thy thrilling note.
No more the rouu1s of daily toil
Thon•lt cheer with woodnotes soft,
Or bear the thought of wearied brain
On wings of B.ope aloft.
No more thou'lt greet with happy chirp
The tread of welcome feet.
The fllm of death is on thine eyes i
'l'hy heart has ceased to beat.
Whence came that glorious gift of song,
Poured forth on rising wing r
Whence the wealth of echoing trill
That made the welkin ring 1
Alas! we know not. .We but know
Thou•st lived thy life, like manFulfilled thy destiny, like him,
A part of nature's plan
I question all of time and space,
All that we learn and know,
If I'm forevermore to liv,
Why shouldst not thou, also ?
Thou canst not tell, nor need We seek
W1th speculativ thought,
The mysteries of life to breakTo solve the common lot.
But may we take to heart and heed
The le8Bon of the larkWith hoPe and trust, with love and truth,
The hours of life to mark.
To rise above all things that harm,
All clouds that dim the light;
With flood of song to greet the dawn,
After the stormy night.
Skyward to soar from fretful ills,
From wounds that hurt and bind;
Earthward to seek for good to do,
For help to human kind.
Thus, may we grow in tender grace,
By making others blest;
And our last songs, so sweet, so true,
Shall, like the lark's, be best.
Fall Rtver, Mass.
S. H. W.

High.Chair Philosophy.
From Babylwoa.

The pastor's little girl, three years old, had
been running up and down the ro<;>m for some
time, when she suddenly tumbled down.
Papa looked up from his book, expecting her
accustomed yell, when, to his surprise, .she
repeated in her indescribably droll manner
the Golden text of the previous Sabbath :
" God is the judge; he putteth down one and
setteth up another."
It is well known that pins grow yellow
with age, but little Georgie B-- has a new
name for them. The other day his mamma
sent him to her toilet cushion in great haste,
exclaiming : " Run, Georgie, and see if you
can find me a pin of any kind." Georgie returned pinless, and demurely reported :
''Mamma, I can't find a pin of any kind,
neither white, black, nor cream-colored."
Ruth, three years old, had patiently committed to memory the twenty-third Psalm.
One day, at the table, as was frequently the
case, she upset her cup of milk. Mamma's
reproval was arrested by her quaint application of scripture: "Mamma, that's my cup
that runneth over."-Mn. M. E. B., Lowell,

Mass.
"Tommy," said the teacher, "if you
should eat two-thirds of that apple and'giv
one-third to your little sister, how much
would be left for me?" '' I guess, ma'am,
you would hav to eat the core."
A bright little girl of three, seeing a cloud
envelop the moon, said : "Auntie, the moon
is going t~ sleep now ; see 'em pull the sheet
up over it."
A teacher was hearing a grammar class of
small beginners, of which Jim was a member.
She was trying to make them understand
about nouns. " Can y9ll tell met she s!lid t9

the iittle boy, "what 'Jim' is ?h He answered : ":Mamma says I'm a case. li
A little fellow, who had never seen cake
with coriander seed in it, went visiting with
his mother, and such cakes were handed
around. After a little it was discovered that
he was picking his cake to· pieces. '' Don't
you like it, sonny?" asked the lady. "Oh,
yes;m,' 1 he replied, "and I am going to eat
it, as soon as t pick all the fleas out."
Baby Fanny had been learning the catechism. So seeing a man pass who had but
one arm, she called out : "Mamma, didn't
God hav enough dirt t~ make that man another arm?"
A little boy laid his stick of candy on the
mantel while he buttoned his shoes. His
sister, seeing it, waltzed around the room,
reaching the candy as she passed and hastily
eating it. When her brother had finished
buttoning his shoes and reached for it, Io! it
was gone. "You hav my candy, miss; giv
it to me," he cried. "Brother," she answered, '' if you ever eat that candy, you will
hav to be the whale and Pll hav to be
Jonah."-Mrs. B. R.I., -Learington, No.
Our four.year-old thus settled the question of his whereabouts on a Sunday morning
not long since. One of his special lady
friends said to him ! " Homan, I did not see
you in church yesterday; were you there?"
"Oh, yes. I was there." "Where did you
sit?" "I sat with mamma.~> "Where did
mamma sit?" " Why, she sat with me, of
course." "Well, then, where did you both
sit?" "Why, we sat together, of course."
We enjoy watching his mental development, and ate often amazed by his readiness
to define some new word whit:ih he has added
to his rapidly increasing vocabulary. The
other day he used the word promis, and he
was asked to tell its meaning. He replied :
"To promis is to keep it in your mind, keep
it in your mind, keep it in your mind till you
do it." Webster givs no better definition, I
am sure.- W., Medina, N. Y.

Bootblacks Wllo Help One A.notller.

A reporter called to a little bootblack near
the city hall to giv him a shine yesterday.
•rhe little fellow came rather slowly for one
of that lively guild, and planted his box down
under the reporter's feet. Before he could
get his brushes out another larger boy ran up
and calmly pushing the little one aside, said :
"Here, you go sit down, Jimmy." Thereporter at once became indignant at what he
took to be a piece of outrageous bullying,
and sharply told the newcomer to clear out.
" Oh, dat's all right, boss I" was the reply.
" I'm only goin' to do it fur him-you see he's
been sick in the hospital for more'n a month,
and can't do much work yet, so us boys all
turn in and giv him a lift when we can,
savy ?" '<'Is that so, Jimmy?" asked the
reporter, turning to the smaller boy.
"Yes, sir," wearily replied the boy, and as
he looked up the pallid, pinched face could
be discerned even through the grime that
covered it. " He does it fur me, if you'll let
him."
"Certainly, go ahead," and as the bootblack
plied the brush, the reporter plied him with
questions. "You say all the boys help him
in this way?';
"Yes, sir. When they ain't got no job
themselvs, and Jimmy gets one, they turns
in and helps him, 'cause he ain't very strong
yet, ye see."
"What percentage do you charge him on
·a job?"
"Hey?" queried the youngster. "I don't
know what you mean ?"
'' I mean what part of the money do you
giv Jimmy, and how much do you keep out
of it?"
" You bet yer life I don't keep none; I
ain't no such sneak as that."
'' So you giv it all to hiin, do you ?"
"Yes, I do. All the boys giv up what
they gets on his job. I'd like to catch any
feller sneaking it on a sick boy, I would."
'fhe shine -being complete, the reporter
handed the urchin a quarter, saying : "I
He Pawned His Baby's Clothes.
guess you're a pretty good fellow; so you
"No, I won't drink with you to-day, boys,"
keep ten cents and giv the rest to Jimmy
said a well-dressed young man to several
there."
companions, as they settled down in an uptown cafe the other evening, when the deThe Diet of Strong Ml'n.
canter was passed. " The fact is, boys, I
The Roman soldiers, who built such wonhav quit drinking; in fact, I hav sworn off." derful roads, and carried a weight of armor
He was greeted with shouts of laughter by and luggage that would crush· the average
the jolly fellows around him; they put the farm hand, lived on coarse brown bread and
decanter under his nose and indulged in many sour wine. - They were temperate in diet and
jokes at his expense, but he refused to drink, regular and constant in exercise. The Spanand was rather serious about it.
ish peasant works every day and dances half
"What's the matter with you, old boy?" the night, yet eats only his black bread,
sang out one. "If you've quit drinking onion, and watermelon. The Smyrna porter
something's up. Tell us what it is."
eats only a little fruit and some olivs, yet he
"Well, boys, I will, though I know you'll walks off with his load of a hundred pounds.
laugh at me. But I'll tell you just the same. The coolie, fed on rice, is more activ, and
I hav been a hard drinker all my life; ever
can endure more, than the negro, fed on fat
since I was married, as all you fellows know.
meat. The heavy work of the world is not
I love whisky; it's as sweet to me as sugar,
done by men who eat the greatest quantity.
and God only knows how I'll quit it. For
Moderation in diet seems to be the prerequifive years not a day has passed over my head
sit of endurance.
that I didn't hav a cocktail before breakfast
and many drinks through the day. But I'm
Laughter.
done.
Chavasse,
an
eminent
surgeon, says: En"Yesterday I was over on the East Side.
Down in the Bowery a customer of mine courage your child to be merry and to laugh
keeps a pawnshop. I called on him, and aloud; a good, hearty laugh expands his
while I was there a young man of not more chest and makes his blood bound merrily
than twenty-five, wearing seedy-looking along. Commend me to a good laugh-not
clothes, and with the appearance of not hav- to a little snickering laugh, but to one that
ing seen a sober day for a month, came in will sound through the house; it will not
only do your child good, but will be a benefit
with a little parcel in his hand.
'' Tremblingly he unwrapped it, and handed to all who hear, and be an important means
the article to the pawnbroker. 'Giv me ten of driving the blues away from a dwelling.
cents.' And, boys, what do you suppose it Merriment is very catching, and spreads in a
was? A pair of baby shoes-little bits of remarkable manner, few being able to resist
things, with the bottoms only a trifle soiled, the contagion. A hearty laugh is delightful
harmony ; · indeed, it is the best of all music.
as if they had been worn once or twice.
'' ' Where did you get these?' asked the
pawnbroker.
" 'Got them at home,' replied the man, who
had an intelligent face, despite his sad condition. 'My wife bought them for my baby.
Giv me ten cents for them; I want a drink.'
'' ' You had better take these shoes back to
your wife. The baby will need them,' said
the pawnbroker.
"'No, she won't need them, because she's
dead. She's lying in the house now ; she
died last night.'
" As he said this the poor fellow broke
down, bowed his head on the counter, and
wept like a child. Boys, you can laugh if
you like, but I hav a' little baby of my own up
home, and I swear I'll never drink another
drop." As he got up and went out his companions ceased laughing, and in a moment
each was busily engaged in reading a newspaper. Even a Mail and Express reporter,
who chanced to be in e~~trsbot, felt 11, moist~r~
!!.bout his eyes.

Correspondence.
PAOIFIO, Mo., Aug. 8, 1888.
Miss 8usAN H. WixoN: Please pardon my
intrusion. I am a reader of THE TRUTH
SEEKER. I hav read the letter of R. E.
Tounsley to the children, Aug. 4, 1888. If
ever the truth comes uppermost and ever is
justice done, it will onl;r be when people will
cease to confuse, to misplace, here to deny,
there to defame it; I am confident that no
honest truth seeker knowingly will do either,
least of all yourself.
We are afflicted with many evils, but the
fact is, man is the greatest cause of all evil
himself. In fact, there is nothing in this
wide world, in this broad univer3e, from
which life in general, and man particularly,
suffers as much. He not only confuses his
fellow-being by subjecting his thoughts to his
own thoughts, his own ignorant assumptions
of life and laws, but endangers the ways to
libert;r, and the finding out of the truth itself,
of umty of action, and reform. Man throughout this world rules and designs. And yet
this power with which he does this is made
out to be, by some Liberal tb.iuk;!lrs 1 a non-

entity. It is made out that man is void of a
soul,
Such is the drift of Mr. Tounsley's letter.
And you, Miss Wixon, saw fit to lay it before
the children. To convey an idea to a child
that it has no soul, that there is no soul in
things even, is barbaric, inhuman; is against
oneself, against broad nature, does not tend
to moral self-conviction, givs no incentiv to
act and liv well. Man, as such, is the soul
of the universe at large, of eternal matter.
What is his thought, his consciousness, his
reason, his volition? Is it not his soul that
givs him mental sight, that makes him What
he is, a man ? Is man a man, .a conscientious
being, because of his physical constitution, or
because of his brain, his intellectual capacity?
Without that a child can hav no thought of
duty, nor honor for its parents nor anything.
Man to hav no soul l That idea has often
found its vent through the columns of THE
TRUTH SEEKER. Bennett had none, then;
Paine had none; all the great, the noble, that
ever lived had none; all whose thoughts are
yet activ and inspiring. Ingersoll has none,
and you, dear Miss Wixon, hav none, with
all your hopes, your love, and inspiration.
No, such doctrins are repulsiv and degrading, instead of elevating.
''
Yours truly,
AuG. H. KRUGER.
·LEADVILLE, CoL., July 28, 1888.
Miss SusAN H. WixoN: Inclosed you will
find $1 which some little friends of mine
wish placed against their names on the Father
Hacker Fund: Jennie Dumphy, aged seven
years, fifty cents; George Dumphy, aged
thirteen years, twenty.five cents; Emma
Dumphy, aged eleven years, twenty.five
cents. Their father reads THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and they became interested in the good old
man because he is sick; they want to know
how he is in health every week when the
paper comes. Georgie works for a dairyman
on a ranch; Emma helps her ma about the
housework. When there is school, then they
go to school. Jennie says to tell you that
she has two brothers and three sisters; that
she can write some, but not good enough to
write to you. I am,
Respectfully,
MRs. J. A. A:KEAs.

J. Hacker Fnnd.
Maude M. Morrison ............................ $1.00
Ida E. Glenn.................................... .30
George, ,John, and Chas. B. Remsburg. 1.10
Mary Ashcraft.................................... . 25
Henry, Eddie, and Nelson Seide.......... .50
Anton and Nicholas J. Kraft ............... 1.00
Wallie Stearns Murray........................ .20
Jennie, George, and Emma Dumphy.... 1.00
Total .......................................... $5.35
fThe abovt'l sum has been duly forwarded
to Mr. Hacker, and we are sure our aged
friend feels very grateful to our young Liberals for their kindness. If any child desires
to write him, his address is Berlin, N. J.En. C. C.]
CORRESPONDE~CE.

A young widow in the far West, owning

prop~

erty valued at over $10,000, 1n a thrivinl? little
town, a Liberal, belonging to a· Secular Uoion,
respectable, and accomplished, especially in music,
desires to correspond with a suitable gentleman.
He must be educateti, refined, and temperate.
Address
A· L.,
Care TRUTH SEEKER, 28Lafayette PI., N.Y.

FAITH

REASON.

A-concise account of the Christian Religion, and
of all \he Prominent Religions
before and siuce Ohris'
tianity.
With elaborate index.
By HALSEY R. STEVENS.
A popul!l.rized account of Oriental religions,
with many apt quotations from the sacred books
of the East. Nowhere else can so much knowledge of what is generally unknown l?e obtained
in such compact form.-[Literary Rev•ew.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 441 pp., $1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

W. S, BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
The Conftict between Christianity
and Civilization.
PRIOE,
15 CENTS.
Your treatment of the "Oonflict" is excellent.
-Harry Hoover.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRIOE, 15 OENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse.-James Parton.
1 am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it in Jlfan.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
able pap<>.r, and deserves wide dissemination,-The
.A~e.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.
PRIOE, 20 OENTS.
The number of heads under which you hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each pomt is discussed, •hould be highly commended. Therefore
I take g.-eat pleasure in recommending "AntiProhibit<:Jn "to the consideration of every person
who is in!erested, not only in the cause of temperance, bt; tin the principles of self-gQVernment.J. J, M~Uabe.
. THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl~~tce, New Yorl,!:,
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BiDle Temperance:

YAJilSA.OHUSBTTS.

BY E. D. ROOT.
I take Pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M:. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Ceylon. The "Bitnner of Light,"
"Beligio-Philosophical J oumal," and many Spiritualist papers and lecturers hav spoken higl.t!y of
tha book.
Extra Cloth, 175 pp., $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

L. K. Washburn's Works.

WAR!

WAR! WAR!

Wettetein's,World-Renowned,Warranted Watches
J. E. -clark, Los Angeles.
and Wa.tchwork.
CorN SILVER STEM-WINDERS. 3 ounce cases, 7
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco, Cal.
Sunday and the Mbbath. "A la~ jewels,
U2; 4 ounce, 11 jewels, $15; do, 15 jewels
regulating
.human
conduct
on
the
Sabbath
IB
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
$18; do, adjusted, $22 ; do, extra fine, a perfect
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.
OANADA.
watch, nemed "Otto Wettstein," i25; 5 ounce
f1.50 ; 6 ounce cases, $3.50 more.
.
The .l!'alse 'leaching of the Chris cases,
W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
LIQUOR Dl\lNKING
FILLED GOLD WATCHES. Open face, 7 J6W•
James Foster, W elland, Ont.
tian Church. "The Thirty-nine els,BEST
$16.50; 11 i<wels, $18.50; 15 jewels, $21.50: adR. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Articles of 1he Christian churc•h are thirty- justed, $25.50; with" Otto Wettstein" movement,
Oommended 1 Defended, and Enjoined
nine poor, brokan-down opinions." 10 cents. $28.50. In hunting cases, front $5 to $8.50 more.
OOLORADO.
best hunting filled cases, 7 jewels, $20; 11
by the Bible.
J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think Ladies
jewels, $22 ; 15 jewels, $28. Extra fine, diamond in
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshopIDAHO.
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to under- ca:r.~~O~~LID GOLD WATOHES. 14 k, 7 jewels,
A.. Erwin, Murray.
take a crusade of one against the Colorado $30; 11 jewels, $32; 15 jewels, $38. All hunting,
BY E. C. WALKER.
ILLINOIS.
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.
stemwinding, elegantly engraved. Heavier casee,
This is a companion book to Remsburg's " Bible
E. A. Stevens, 241 Washington Boulevard,
Louis XIV. style, enameled, embossed, and set
Followers
of
Jesus.
Price,
10
cents.
Morals."
48
pages;
price
10
cents.
with
diamonds, $5 to $100 more.
Chicago.
GENTS' SoLID GoLD WATCHES- 14 k, light
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a },act~ weight,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
G. E. Wilson, 302 State street, and Brentano
7 jewels, $40; 11 jewels 1 $42; 15 Jewels, $45;
Price, 5 cents.
28 LafaYette PlaM. New York
Bros., Chicago.
adjusted, $49; with" Otto Wettstein" movement,
Do
You
Love
Jesus
~
Price,
5
cents.
$52.
Heavier
cases, $3 to $25 more ..Fancy
INDIANA.
watches, from $100 to $300. All sent prepaid, and
J. R. ·Monroe, Indianapolis.
Is Liberalism .M.oral1 Price, 5 cents. cash
back
if
not
satisfactory.
SAKYA BUDDHA.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
WATCHWORK. The best m the world. CleanTemperance
and
the
Bible.
5
cents. ing,
$1;
main
springs,
$1; jewels,$1. Can be ~ent
KANSAS.
A Veraified, .Annotated Narrativ of his Life and
thousand miles as well as one, per reg. mall or
'l'he Hrute God of the Old 'l'estament. a~xnres8.
Chris. Brown, Burlington.
'
Teachings.
Inclose
$1
or
$2, and I will return free.
Price, 5 cents.
.
MA.INB.
All watches and work warranted to giv satisfac·
With
Citations
from
Buddha's
"Path
of
The
Public
Schools
and
the
Catholic
tion,
or
cash
refunded.
B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-oflice, Smyrna
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
Virtue."
Church. Price, 5 cents.
Mills).

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
IDOHIG.A.N.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.

S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Sach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NBW YORK.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st.~ Brooklyn.
H. Adler, cor. Essex& Grand sts., New York.
omo.
John Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 303 Super10r street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
.

ORBGON.

B. F. Hyland, CorvalliS!.
PBNNSYLV.A.NIA •.

Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
TENNESSEE.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
TBX.A.S.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Raybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
WASHINGTON TERRITORY.

W. Wedeken, Montesano.
ENGLAND.

Watts &Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.
W. J.Ramsey, 28Stonecutter st.,London,E.C.
AUSTRALIA.

Mrs. J. Hadfield, Market st., Sydney, N.S.W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
NEW ZEALAND.

A. D. Willis, Wanganui.

Reminiscences of aPreacher.
A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,

THE NINE DEMAN'DS

in a more attractiv form than any in which they
hav previously appeared. At the head of an engraving on heavy plate paper, 24x19 inche~1 are
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFER~:~ON,
WASHINGTON. and PAINE, the Fathers of our
Republic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
MIRACLES
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
A.ND
printed the Nine Demands of the Amen can Been·
Jar Union in conspicuous type. At. the foot, are
LAFAYETTE, GIRARD, and INGERSOLL,
MIRACLE WORKERS.
making eight likent'sses in all. Inscribed beBy JOHN PECK.
neath each portrait is some radical sentiment
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
between the portraits and around them are
''The miraculous is the impossible. Anything space
arabesques of vines and flowers in profusion, and
within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
the panel inclosing the Nin~ Demands is surmounted on each corner by Mr. Eckhard•s design
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
of the Jlag above the cross. The whole makes an
exceedingly
handsome work for framing. The
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
artistic part is equal to the best, and the portraits
are as true to nature as the photographs from
THE
which they were transferred. The design will be
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

.A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL

HISTORY.

By WINWOOD READE.
It is really a remarkable book, in which universal history is "boiled down" with surprising
skill.-[Litera!"y World.
You turn over his pages with a fascination similar to that experienced in reading Washington
Irving .-[Inter-Ocean.
Pis history has a continuity, a rash, a carrying
power, which reminds us strikingly of Gibbon.[New Haven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writing. He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth,12mo, 543pp,, $1. 75.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

LOVE VENTURES.

A Book jor L01Jers-Past and Present.
--o--

ROMANTIC LOVE

BY HARRY JULIAN.

16 Full-page French-Art Illustrations.

THEIR

Development, C&usal Relations Historic and
National Peculiarities.
BY HENRY T. FINCK.
12mo., cloth, $2. A,~dress THE TRUTH BEEKER.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Grea-. Centennial Oration
ON THE

Declaration of Independence,
A.LSOTHE

And the National Anthem entitled:
l'rice, 6 cts ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY,
28 LafaYette Pla.oe, New York.

A~D

Parturition Without Pain.
BY M. L. HoLBROoK, M.D.
Godey's Lally's Book says: "We giv our cordial
approbation to this work. The information it
contains is most im_portant, and, we are fully convinced, reliable." Price by mail, $1.

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOCY
AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN
Carefully revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
The most perfect book for men and women ever
published. 50,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. Illustrated catalog free.
In Their Sanitary and Physiologteal Bela. tiona,
and in Their Bearing on the Producing
- of Children of Finer Health and
Greater Ability.
BT M. L. HoLBROOK, li.D.
The Sclmltlllc American says : "Books on this
subject are usually written by cranks, but this is
radically different; it is scientific, sober, clean,
and worthy of conscientious consideration by every possible parent, and particularly by the
young." $1.
Address THE TnuTH SEEKER Co.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

ON- TI-IE WORD GOD.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

By Milton Woolley, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Mythology," "The Career of Jesus Christ."
The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.
-[Ps. xiv, 1·
Children and fools speak the truth.-[Old Saw.
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
A.ddress THE TRUTH BEEKER.

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,

An explana!!ion of the meaning of the many
titles of the Galilean teacher. " Lord "should be
"Rabbi." The words" Jesus Christ" mean" Saving Wisdom."
Excellent for Missionary Work.
Paper, 12mo, 3c., 30 cen.ts per doz., $2 per l(JO,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE

Bi~le

of Nature,
OR,

Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Pri0e, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

T7te Trade Supplied at Special DiBcounts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40o.; with autol!"raoh, 50 cts.

Religious Problems.
BY L. K. WASHBUR:N.
"Let the Christian be held to facts. and obliged
to tell the truth, and his lips would be dumb.
There never was such a. place as the Garden of
' Eden; never such an individual as the devil.
. There is no such place as hell. There never was a
Christ, and no atonement made, for there was no
neceMsity of any being made. If there was no
such thing as faith, Christianity could not make
a convert on earth. If ministers were obliged to
furni8h the proof of their statements, there would
be no preaching."
Price 10 cents; 75 cents per dozen.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THB

AlEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.

Principles of Secularism.

Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist,
2x15 inches, suitable for frami~.J. sent .!!QB.!P_aid
for 25 cents. Address THE TRU'J:H BEEKER.
tf

.A CONTRIBUTION to tlte RELIGION
of tlte FUTURE.

THE

BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
Author of ".T.Qe Becr11t pf the East, or the Origin
of the Ohnst1an Rel!g10n and the Significance
of its Rise and Decline," "Physical Education, or the Health-Laws of Nat.
ure,•' "Household Remedies " "The
Poison Problem, or the C~use
and the Cure of Intemperance," etc., etc.
Felix L. Oswald is a well-known and vigorous
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Like Voltaire's dagger, polished, steel-like, fierce,
Into the marrow of the church's bones.
En parenthe.~e, it'd run by Pierco and Jones,
Not DavY, but the other.
A Poetic Swing Aroun<l the Circle.
Ah, dear Truth I
Bright as the glance of starbeams, strong like
Now, all ye truth seekArs, attend my tale.
youth,
I am not writing "no sech word as fale"
(Which, TRUTH SEEKER observes, is commonsense, Flashing thY sPlendor through the heavy night,
Heraldic emblem of the coming light 1
BeYond the average poem's just preten~e),
How many, struggling for thy glorious prize,
But scribbling out a simple little story.
Hav breathed their lives out like a sacrifice !
For any fibd :von'll please giv God the glory,
How wi'lingly ha v laid at thy fair feet
For any merit please giv me the credit,
Their little all that it might be complete;
And render all due thanks when you hav read it.
And had no hope, no thonght of patty gain,
There is a place that's called the Smoky City;
No care that all the W'>rld mocked it aR vain.
It has that reputation, more's the pity
'Twas not in vain! NaY, while the rolling wol'ld
That nicknames cling when we hav long outgrown Sweeps down the cycles-whil~ the shadows curl'd
them;
And gray and shrunken, like a rim of smoke,
In cases !ike this people shouldn't own them ;
Volcanic whisper from the rock-lips broke,
For 'tis most undeserved-a clearer air,
Are torn and shredded by thy lightning-stroke !
A purer sky, you'll not find anywhere.
Long as the east shall womb her snns unborn
And when the "heathen "pilgrim's feet here roam And nil?ht's trailed splendors rush to meet the
A faithful chorus bids him welcome home.
morn,
So long their deeds willliv in heart and brain,
And so it was that when the glowing mist,
Pointing the higher way! No trut.b is vain.
Hiding the rose-blush, where the sunrise kissed
The tender east, uuveile<l the morning light
But here am I up in a peroration !
Laughing the dewdrops into jewels bright;
I'll clip my wings and get back to narration.
When the long journey o'er the purple hills
The long and short is this-these, in truth, rich
Bec~me a past, whose benison.distils
ones,
The peace ·of Liberty, that dwells on bights
Hav had so many tussles with the Christians,
Lifted toward star3-heeding no lower lights;
And worsted them so oft, that, though their bell
When all that I hav written heretofore became
Has lost all flavor save an oldish smell.
A part of yesterday's eternal claim,
They've aped so well their God-pray bav no
I met again those veterans of wars
doubt of 'emWhose peaceful battles left no hideous scars :
With little hells they've eooked the lies all out of
But yet upon eaeh forehead sealed the seal
'em.
Of purpose highly wrought, of eamest zeal,
And yet to hint that 'tis their sole attraction,
or long endeavor in the cause that burns
This creed of tl'Uthfulness. were bftse detraction.
Wtthin their hearts, and gloriously turns
They've all the romance of the blue-bent skies
E'en dim-eyed Age into a lustrous glow,
Lanced, like a Moorish veil, by starry eyes;
Like glancing north-light on the Arctic snow.
And all the music of swift~running waters,
And, a PI'OIJos,'onr secretary's call
Like laughter rinp!ing from Joy's bright-lipped
Bids all the faithful gather here next fall,
daughters;
When the soft haze of Indian Summer reigns
And all the majesty of S'llemn hills
About the hill-tops, like Love's tender chains.
Now, brethren-" sis tern" too-from far and near Whose rocky echo like a deep song thrills,
Kingly, sublime, yet all uncrowned of men,
He that hath ears to h~ar, let him bear:
Wearing the sun-gold for a diadem.
Dvn't fail to come! Mtss it and you'll be sorry.
My word-I•ve been there I There'd the stanch And all the gift~ that breathe poetic passion
Fall free from Nature's hand, as rain-drops plash
"Old Harry,"
on
The'' noble Roman," and our Mr. Grundy,
His wife too, God bless her-no outlaudish Sunday The fair green earth, which brightens into bloom
Even as hooe wbiob blossoms on a tomb
Or Pennsylvania Blue laws chains her nature;
Where tears hav fallen.
No church can bind that democratic creature.
Theu there'• the jowelar with his Rusaian name'Tis a pretty sight
'Twonld take too long for me to write the same,
To st<~.nd upon Mount Washington at night.
And look away over the glowing stage
And even if I did, 'twere sad to tell
Whether •twere harder to pronounce or s;~ell.
Whereon these thousands play their parts. Fierce
Rage,
However, thts is all a moonshine matterPride and Ambition, Anger, Hate, and Lust
A name's a name-no more; of course rose-attar
Are stalking there Want gnaws his meager ernst,
Would sm~ll as sweet if 'twere written s k Oh, now I've done it I Pardon-didn't "tlmnk !"} Red Murder lurks in hollow, caverned eyes,
Well, when you feel a tritld too important,
Grief, Sorrow, and Despair breathe unheard sighs.
As if you owned a few world~ more or less,
And Rtill the stage is !it ! Love drops her smiles,
Had solved all problema in and out of court, and
And Gaiety whirls down the brilliant aisles :
Joy treads with happy feet and laughs at tears,
Httd some knowledge to throw in, address
This modest. unpreteutious little Russian,
HoPe points her hand and bids good-bye to fears.
And g9t yourself into a good discussion.
What need hav they, these happy ones, to know
Just lay your theories out coolly, slowly
The pain that rends the suffering hearts below 1
(Be careful not to put in any" holy,"
Why should they see the gaunt and shadowy
things
For by the gods you'll find you've holes enough in
Before you finish wtth your mentalscufflin') ;
Cowering and cursing in the darkened wings?
Elaborate, with ali due ostentation,
Trip" down the front "-your act, 0 JoY, is brief,
On every detail giv full explanation,
And all too soon you'll play the part of Grief!
And when you've finished to your satisfaction,
And all too soon you'll feel the dagger-dart
Giv him his cue. 0 Lord! A double, back-action, Driven by woe into your very heart!
Two-edged, three-ply play of forked lightning
The wave is light, but down beneath the wave
Lies the dark ocean-bed, a giant grave !
Were .sl0w beside his cut£ I To put in writing
Life's wine waves laugh, but down beneath the
The naive and gentle way he asks a question
·laugh
That sets you bPinning, like a last year's nest on
Lies the dark misery no throat can quaff!
Fall winds bar ue, is more than I can hit off;
And well for him who dwells upon the bights
It must be heard-it can't ba read or writ off.
But, 1\Iarc-us, mark me, though I cannot catch Untouched by joy or grief. The red stage lights
Show to his clearer gaze the coming time
you,
You're growing up some children that'll fetch you. When the "drop" bell will peal a deadly chime
To
ring the curtain down upon an awful crime.
Yet do you know the last day of the season
But here again my wings are growing out;
(I lectured on replacing God with reason)
It is remarkable bow fast they sprout!
'fhis modern Socrates liked the discou~ae
I've serious thoughts of making'app!ication
So well he moved a vote of thanks; of course,
To God, or Beelzebub, for a situation,
The Utlion second~d and said Amen,
To bunt up comets, or waylay the preachers.
'' Old Harry" handed me the vote, and tbenAnd scare •em on dark nights. The holy teachers
I h .. te to own it, I'm not sentimentalMight think about •bat song the faithful sing:
But som0how that did touch me-it unbent all
" Take me beneath the shadow of thy wing;"
My small dignity, and a big wink dropped!
And then, again, they might, which is more
Do Yon snppose theY thanked becau>e I stopped, I
likely,
Maybe 'twas so-the day was awful hot;
'Twas weather most unrighteous, freshly brought Run like a sinner, hollering, "God almighty!"
By some Calvinian crank from Old Nick's kitchen, I hope my nonsense doesn't" make you tired ;"
With brotling smells, such as God's word is rich in. This poem's what John Byers calls inspired,
Yet that conclusion mlkes my vain heart grieve; Though not to spoil it by anticipation
it
I'll tell that further on in the narration.
Isn't flattering, and I shan't believe it.
You see, Friend BYers, a long time ago,
I've very little faith in myth or fable;
Pulled himself out of superstition's slough,
But I believe thoHe Peol;le wear the label
And feeling, as God did, 1hat "it was good,"
Of elear, deep can riot· in their honest eyes;
Wanted to help his neighbors all he could.
They can't be.roasted iuto telling lies.
And EO, last Jnne-timr, be secured a ball,
TheY won't be sca,recl-more than one preacher's Engaged your scribe, made the thing free to all,
tried it..
And one bright evening in the perfumed'weather
Each owns his mind; no other can decide it.
A crowd of solemn Christians got together.
And so, by putting this and that together,
<Of course, there was a sprinkling of the heathen,
I don't believe it w "~ the sweaty weather :
Doubtful of' soul-waiting .for God to breathe one.}
I don't believe that vote misrepresented.
Well, the good people put on nice, long fa()es,
Think what you ltke, but I believe they meant it. Like they were going to twang off David's praises,
For I believe the long-contested battle
Puckered their foreheads, ~canned me with their
With God's hot-shot, and hell's infernal rattle
eyes,
Dinned in their eara by Pre8byterian preachers,
Folded their arms, and looked, oh, ver:v wise I
HaEi mH.de them honest toward their fellow-creat- I thought: "Dear Christians, if looks don't diS·
ure~,
guise us,
Hating the frau'!, the shal1ow, base pretension,
You're fairly stupid and most awfully righteous."
Of those who offer praYerful intervention
And do you know, I t»ll<ed for one straight hour
To save the soul from Christ's paternal yearning
Before they.felt their livers turning sour?
To show his love by an eternal burnmg;
For fact, they would hav swallowed the whole
Whose pa,nacea for desire is" Pray for it,"
dose,
Then pa,ss the hat that you may meekly pay for it Had I not shocked them just about the close,
The prayer, I mean}; who tell of gold-paved And never known but what 'twas good, sound
streets,
preaching,
And fea,ther-legged angels, piteous bleats
Until their stomachs gave a mighty retching,
Of Aunus Del's, till John's" towers of j"sper"
I spoke about that lie, "In God we trust,"
Turn into hitch-posts in a big sheep-pasture·Hoping the time was coming, as it must,
Hating the·e things, I say, the Pittsburgh Union When money'll be on such a solid basis
Ha,s, by sheer opposition, earned a boon, one
No trust's required in God. Ob my, the faces!
Can but envy them-a disposition
The livers all at once began to frolic,
To uphold truth. It is an acquisition
And out they went as if they'd all the colic I
All Liberals are proucl·of ! It will pierce
Of course, the Liberals were all amused,

1/Joetru.

Myself among them. May I be excused, .
Dear Christians-I don't like the game of trust;
But clearly in your case.jt's "trust or bust."
This lecture was delivered in .the country
Six iniles from Greensburg; •tis a pretty plao(l,
But when the Ghost-killer is on the bunt, he
Can't do better than to run a chase
Around these hills and kill a few old ghosts,
Such as the churches hoard here, by the hosts.
I met mY pleasant friend old Mr. Null
(Though void's no name for what's inside his skull)
A •. d had a chatty time on various topics,
Including crops and gods, frigids and tropics;
On politics we struck a different noteHe votes for Ingersoll, and I-don't vote.
A good, tried thinker, though ; been through the
fires
Of fierce church hatred; so bas Mr. Byers.
About that theory of inspiration,
The best I ever heard. "Moses's creation,
And Josh and Jim and Peter, all inspired!"
"Yes," says our friend, •· and here's the thought
·
he's sired.
One day while talking with a Christian neighbor,
Trying to get his thinking powers to labor,
Which, by the way, was rather a newish field,
The Christian said : "Our law has been revealed
By inspired writers."
"Well, what's to inspire?"
~· Ob, to be filled up with God's holy fire."
"Not so, my friend; •tis to draw in one's breath,
A tbing we'll all do, till we're choked by Death.
An inspired man, then. is a man that's living;
Ari expired man is dead. The thing is plain,
Of course you're right-don't bav the least mis·
giving,
No dea<l man wrote it.'' Comment would be vain.
I passed some pleasant days at Frankfort Springs,
Days when the sunlight spread his golden wings
And rested softly on the rose-wreathed earth,
Kissing the buds until the bloom came forth.
And when the night queen•s silver shining bark
Sailed slowly up the 1ong blue bays of dark,
Gliding serenely o'er the heavenly lake,
The star-foam rushing in her whitening wake;
When every blade of grass a shining tear
Dropped, like sad lashes, on the dead Day's bier ;
When the warm breezes nestled in each tree,
As children nestle 'gainst their mother's knM, 1
As sleepy children, weary with their play,
Close their sweet eyes, while Slumber steals away
Their tired senses, so the breezes creep
Into the silence of a dewy sleep;
Only the lit leaves' gentlA flutterings seem
The quivering smile of childhood!s happy dream ;
When all the soothing sounds th'\t fold and press
And fill the saul full of He's blessedness,
Stole o'er the landscape like a tide of peace,
Hushing all harshness with a gen tie "Cease,"
The better life, the higher bopings, came
Like speaking things, and gently called my name,
And bade me look forever toward the best,
So a wide love might ever be my guest :
Might steal from hatred all its keenest sting,
And take from life its every bitter thing.
For who can know each joyless circumstance,
Each-fair deceit, that served but to enhance
The struggles for the Right, misunderstood,
Misnamed, misplaced, the bad accounted good 1
And who can know the years of lonely strife,
Or by a single act, dare judge a life?
Hatred is garish-'neatb its yellow ray
Acts gleam like points; the rest is torn away.
But Love's white radiance throws a mystic veil
That puts all action from our judgment's pale.
Long, long I shall remember those clear springs
Under the rock shades, wkere the water sings.
Nor less recall the gentle poet guide
Who showed the wonders of that country-side.
A man whom n~tture gifted with a pen
Which might hav stirred all that is best in men;
But yet, so simple, modest are his words,
They fall unconscious as the song of birds;
And like the bird whose sweetest music rings
Where solitude its freest echo flings,
The soul which breathes these thoughts where
genius thrills,
Livs all unnoticed, 'mong th!llle green-crowned
hills:
·
Lovin!! the Jowly, toiling with the poor,
Asking the right to lift and help-no more.
And then, ob, then, that blessed Christian lady
Who used to tell me.wben my meals were ready!
Look at this picture of religionl folly I
A visage sallow, lean, and melancholy,
The most lugubrious eyes, a prayerful pose,
Mouth like a trap, a hatchet for a nose,
As pleasant to converse with as a dummy,
The tout ensemble like an Egyptian mummy !
Heavens! what a lot of God she did hav in her I
I know she must; no ordinary sinner
Could hav withstood my long attempts to win her.
But when one day the milk was sour at dinner,
I gave it up-I knew it was no use;
Defeat is odious, but I couldn't choose.
It is so strange that, to be good, these people
Hav to make faces long as a Christian steeple,
And hate themselvs and everybody else,
Turning their homes to ably patterned hells.
One Sunday, 'twas the twenty-fourth of June,
The broad Ohio's waters were in tune,
As down their bosom swept a picnic boat;
The Sabbath breaking wicked were afloat I
Our pious friends will please note this dednotic:in :
Christians on board-that saved us from destruc·
tion.
The skurrying ripples laughed and danced and
sung,
The naiads' ~rms about our craft were flung,
The peoPle got the fever in their feet
And danced and laughed too. Down the watery
street
We swept swift past the famed McKeesport rooks;
Presto ! they had us shut within the locks.

Then finds his Cleopatra in a cloud. ·
Ah, many another oonq11eror finds it sweet
To yield his triumph for love's dear defeat !
We talked, played cards, and ate, and ate, and ate.
And ate again; and got home very late.
Moral : Successful picnics ground in this short
sum-up,
A lot of viands, and a hungry stomach. ·
The Tuesday after, having packed my grip,
(And got the train-time right), prepared to "skip:"
Said .Au revoir until the coming fall,
When, once again, I hope to meet you ali.
Be sure and come, now-you will be delighted;
Besides, refusal's rude when one's invited.
Hotels are good-the bedsteads hav nice springsNot too many of the "get there's" "without wings."
To set a stylish, neat, and tempting table .
There's no one better than our Pittsburgh Abel i
Always obliging, ready to meet your wishes
With widest choice-foreign and nativ dishes,
With pretty titles that are most delicious.
And then, if opposition's what you crave,
There's lots of that--churches enough to save,
If that would do it, the whole P'>Pnlation
The earth bas witnessed since her first formation.
You'll find Christ's braves with all their bright
war-paint on,
Plotting to slay a thing that doesn't exist,
Praying you'll put God's armor of restraint on,
And swe~tring you're possessed if you resist :
Fools, frauds, fanatics cutting up their capers,
And any saints• amount of lying papers.
I met some Liberals at Ashtabula,
Had a discussion on the Greek in school, a
Series of nice naps, and altogether
A pleasant time, in spite of rainy weather.
At Oleveland, on the Fourth, 11:e celebrated
By visiting the graves-to get elated.
So quiet is it in that solemn city,
Where the pale headstones gleam like white-armed
.
Pity,
Seems the great silence of the sacred dead
An altar dear; where Hope and Sorrow wed.
From that tall monument, whose sad gray stone
l\Iarks where a nation's friend finds his last home,
We look upon the peaceful streets below,
Where, soft as flakes, Time's footfalls come and go,
Lea.ving no touch upon the reflex face,
Whose lineaments our memories still must trace
As we hav known them, when the light showered
round,
Ere we consigned them to the underground.
The grasses sleep; and gently o'er their sleep
The breezes pause and sigh, •· 0 Grave, thou'rt
deep I"
Far off the waters roll; in their dim blue
The eye sees, ti!l1t sees no more ; they strew
On the near shore, vague fragments, torn and
tossed,
Like half-remembered deeds in distance lost;
And then they go out on the endless surge
That rolls and breaks on the horizon's verge :
Little we know the near, and less can tell
What things are floating on the far-off swell :
Little we know of Life; still less can say
Whether Death laps the sl).ores of Night or Day.
Out upon Erie's waves-the gliding Dark
Puts out her lamps; the east shoots up a spark
That kindles to a flame-the dawn is lit I
Anon dark clouds roll sullen over it.
The Storm is on the water-its great feet
Pass with wide trampling, like an army's beat;
The white caps ris•, the foam is whirled like snow.
Sudden athwart the gray, a brillia.nt glow
Streams like a meteor, dazzles, disappears,
Gleams out again; the sunlight's fiery spears
Hav pierced the Storm-heart I A wide-gushing
flood
Pours as he dies, and tints the sky with blood.
The red light pales into an amber hue,
Morn opes her eyes, and lifts their glorious blue !
And with the trust that still through ev•ry cloud
May !ilhine the radiance no gloom can shroud,
That each of us may still behold "the true,
The good, the beautiful," I bid adieu.

V.

DE

0.

Obituary.

Sarah, wife of G. J. Trullinger, died at her
home, Union Mills, Ore., July 27, 1888, aged
fifty-five years-a true and loving wife, a
good mother, a genuin Liberal, who lived up
to the ennobling. principles THE TRUTH SEEKER
inculcates.
She worshiped at the shrine of Truth, her
god was Nature, her church was all human.
ity, her creed Justice, and her constant endeavor to make a heaven of her home for her
dear loved ones.
She rejoiced in the glorious freedom and
ennobling truths of Liberalism, scorning empty
professions of faith ; bigotry and fanaticism
grieved her gentle nature. She was an Infidel, and had the courage to avow it.
The very large attendance at her funeral
proved the high esteem in which she was held
by the community. Hers was the first funeral
in the county without a minister and without
a prayer-the oration by a Liberal lecturer.
Thus the wishes of the deceased and· of her
loved and loving husband were gratified.
Her death and burial, even as had her life,
tended to awake honest hearts to earnest
thought, and inspired desire to Iiv more useful, kindlier, happier lives.
Back to the bosom of her Mother Earth we
Ah, what rare music's in a waterfall!
consigned this noble wife and mother. Ever
Down, down it shivers like a silver wall,
Above, the foam curls like a snowy smoke,
more to sweetly sleep-rest I perfect, peaceBelow, the chtmes ring like a. clear bell's stroke;
ful, eternal rest. Let the birds sing above
Down, down we float between the shimmering
her, the flowers bloom over her, the sighing
banks,
Where· Nature's Antony ma.rsbals his shining wind sing her requiem.
ranks,
Assaults the shadows, puts them all to rout,

In the bright golden season of fruits and flowers,
With changing season and changeless sun,
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With voiceless stars and t.unefnl birds,
With whispering zephyrs and gentle dews,
We leave this loved wife and motherSweetly sleeping, sweetly sleeping, never
To wake again to pain and sorrow.
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Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
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dinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. Tribune.
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In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his ~reat forensic powers. All his heart and brain
By THOMAS PAINE,
are in it. It is one of his. greatest productions. It is m his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
we see him as the splendid champwn of human liberty and ti:le rights of man. His love of freedom
and justice, hatred of tyranny and chains, sympathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.
courage and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expression1 and he makes grand use of the
opportunity. Such a flood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriot18m-is not often poured out in a court of justice:
THE CRISIS.
The many calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
By Thomas Paine.
meager and misleading newspaper references.
· Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an address to a jury; statesmen and politiSpeaking of this work in connection with the
cians a clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
proposed independence of America from Great
and women everywhere, a Magna Charta of their rights.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
iia.ming arguments • • • will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepafor
ration."
Price, 40 cents.
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The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

It is in many respects on~- of the most extraor·

Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:80P.M.• corner Sangamon street and
Washington boulevard. Lectures and debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

THE TRUTH S"F.WKFR ANNUAL.
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Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.

VOLT AIBE'S ROMANCES.
OONTENTS:
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.- Zadig;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Natnre.-Microm!l_gas.The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Study of Natnre.-A Conversa.tio::::
With a Chinese.-Plato•s Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasnre.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo, 448 pages, laid paper. With 67
engravings. Pricei cloth, beveled boards, $1.5ob·paper covers, $1. Hn. f calf or half morocco, mar led
edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
WORKS OF 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

10c.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

150.

Origin of' the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 2~c.

A Masonic Vindication of Right.,
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 86 pages,
15c.
Addrese THE TRUTH SEEKER.
. 2e LafaYeUe Pl .. New York.

Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable1 The Christian Deity;
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethonght and
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Was Jesus an Impostor! A debate between the
Influence on Civilization; Philosophy of Secu- Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
larism; Science and Bible Antagonistic; B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
Christian Scheme of Rede]!l_lltion. For all of times. 180 pp., 25 cts. The Mirror of Freethe above works address THE TRUTH SEEK- thought. 50 eta. The Bible and Darwinism.
ER, 26 Lafayette Place, New York.
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
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vs. Darwin. 5 cts. Socratesl Buddha, and ·Jesus.
5 cts. Christianity a Degraaing Religion. 5 cts.
THE STORY HOUR. Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural Man. 5 cts.
The Old Faith and the New.. 5 cts. Bruno and
Spinoza. ~ cts. The Bible God and His Favorits.
A Book for Children and Youth.
5 cts. 1\Iiracle-Workers. ~ cts. Health, Wealth,
and Happiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Soul.
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Design and
Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower
Over a hundred fine illustrations.
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CHRISTlANI"rY has always opposed every forward
movement of the human race. Across the high.
way of 'progress it has ahvayi! been building
breastworks of Bibles, tracts, commentaries,
prayer-books, creeds, dogmas, and platforms, and
at every advance the Christians hav gathered together behind these heaps of rubbish and shot the
poisoned arrows of malice at the soldiers of free-

CuBAN annexation is talked of.
STRIKES and confusion increase in France.
RAILWAYS throughout Aeia Minor are projected.
IRELAND's Peter's pence hav fallen off since
Leo's anti-Nationalist action.

dom.-Inaersoll.

BRAZILIAN planters ask compensation for
slaves, but they will not get it.

. Bn.uNo, Campanella, Kepler, Vanini, Galilei, Copernicus, Descartes, and Spinoza h&d to force
their way through a snapping and howling pack
of monkish fanatics who beset the path of every
reformer, and overcame the heroism of all but the
stoutest champions of light and freedom. From
the tenth to the end of the sixteenth century not
less than three million "heretics," t. e., scholars
and free irqnirers, had to expiate their love of
truth in the flames of the stake.-Prof. Peltx L.

IN Scotland Catholics hav increased from
Irish immigration, and hav established sixty
new churches.

ON the 14th the steamship Geiser, from
New York, was sunk by collision and 105
lives were lost.

Oswald. in The Bible

CoNGRESS has appropriated $2.'i0,000 to
investigate the application of irrigation to
our arid regions.
A CA.THOLIO newspaper announces the conversion to Catholicism of a princess nearly
related to Victoria.
CATHOLIOISM continues its powerful aid to
German Conservativs in suppressing Radicals
and labor reformers.
THE National Greenback party is by no
means dead, and will hold a convention at
Uincinnati September 12th.
AT San Antonio, Tex., Bishop Neraz recently laid the corner-stone of a $10,000
church for colored Catholics.
PARIS scientists are investigating mesmerism and ciairvoyance with commendable application and excellent method.
THE patent office pronounces De Bausset's
air-ship impracticable, and Congress will not
make the expected appropriation.
THE Irish-American Military Convention,
bdd at Albany, N.Y., after electing its national officers adjourned on the 16th.

Haeckel.

SEVERAL witnesses who testified before the
investigating committee as to immigrant labor
hav been discharged by their employers.
REv. GEORGE ELLIS, a rector of Suffolk,
Eng., is commencing a seven-year term of
convict labor for forgery and other crimes.
PARSON BoTT, expelled from Tottenville,
N. Y., before leaving hunted up an editor
who had exposed him and dared him to pugilistic combat.
TENANT SoMERs, of Coolroe, Ireland, fortified his place against evictors with earthworks and trenches, and resisted 200 police
for some time.

A COMPANION TO THAT FISH STORY.
And there we saw the giants, the sons of Anak, which come of the giants, and we
were in our own sight as grasshoppers, and so we were in their sight.-Num. xiii, 33.

fdds aqd

~nds.

CHRISTIANS are taking sides on the utility
of praying for rain. "But the only way,"
remarks the New York Tribune, "to reform
the Christians whose scientific studies hav
led them to distrust the utility of prayers for
rain or fair weather would be to keep them
from all knowledge o_f science.''

IT is a cold day when the bald-headed spectator
gets left. If there is no ballet at the theater there
is surf bathing at the beach.
CITIZEN (to stranger) : "What are your politics,
my friend?" Stranger : "I hav no politics this
year ; I'm leader of a brass band."
THE small boy may not hav a general knowledge of Shakspere; but if he has a mother he can
giv yon a definition of •· the slippered pantaloon."
A woMAN in Georgia, while smoking a pipe, was
struck by lightning and killed. Lightning shows
very poor judgment, considering the number of
boys that may be seen smoking oigarets.
HE (gazing at the recent eclipse of the moon) :
"Ah, dear, isn't it wonderful, wonderful?" She
(sad and disappointed) : "Yes, George; but it
isn't nearly so dark as I thought it would be."
BRoWN (an editor) : "They say half the reading
done by the public is of fiction. How. dreadful!"
Jones (a novelist) : "Frightful ! I did not suppose the newspapers were perused so extensivly."
MINISTER's wife (whom illness has kept home
from church): ''Yon look tired, my dear." Minister : " Yes ; I preached a very short sermon today, and such an unusual exertion has rather exhausted me."
SoME one is advocating gardens on the roof.
This will be convenient, at least. When your
wife wants a mess of potatoes for dinner, all she
will hav to do is to go to the garret and pick them
off the ceiling.
FIRST New Yorker (on Broadway): "What's
your hurry, Brown?" Second New Yorker (breath.
lessly) : "Hanged if I know I What's yours ?"
First New Yorker : "Hanged if I know ! Let's go
and take something."
ALL the pope'l jubilee wine is to be distributed
among the Italian hospitals, and the orders for
extra cots, fire-escape bedrooms, roof facilities,
etc., for these institutions are coming in with the
precipitancy which might be expected.
"Now, Tommy, don't yon feel sorry for all the
naughty things you've done to-day?" "Not now,
teacher." "Yon don't?" "I shall be snrry,
though, at bedtime, teacher." "Tommy I" "Well,
yon wouldn't hav me spoil the day bein• ilorry,
would yon 1 At night I can be sorry for all my
sins at once, and save time."

A NATIONAL party called the American
party has been organized, and has nominated
for president James Langdon Curtis, of New
York. It wi<hes to limit the voting of foreigners, tax church property, and advance
our free schools. Catholic papers are alarmed
"that· the old Know nothing viper should rear
his cursed crest again.''

"MY friends," shouted 1t frenzied temperance
orator, "Boston sent last year to Africa one
million g•llons of rum-accursed rum-while the
missionaries on that dark ancl benighted continent can almost be counted on one's fingers I"
"How many-hie-gallons o' rum?" hicconghed a
listener. "One million gallons, sir." "Gra-graoions I An' only few missionaries?" "Yea,
friend I" "Gra-gracious ! Missionaries in-hie
. -big luck !"

RABBI JosEPH has been brought here to
maintain orthodoxy among the young Jews,
who are being made liberal by common
schools and association with other races.
ITALY threatens withdrawal of subsidies
from Catholic missions in Asia and Africa
unless they permit government regulation,
and inspection of their curriculum and books.
C. H. CoY, a leader in church work at Belvidere, N. J., having beaten his wife and
assaulted her with knives for two years, has
disappeared, abandoning her and two children.
SooToH and English reiigionists are set by
the ears by an address of Dr. Gairdner, president of the British Medical Association, expressing advanced scientific anti-supernatural
views.
CHRISTIAN dignitaries warn those going to
study in German universities against skepticism and the corrupting customs there, as
"the Sabbath is regarded as a day of recreation and pleasure." How corrupt I
THE E'Dangelical Meaaen,qer urges religious
dominance of politics, and says: "The people of God ought to control this country.
Then Christianity may' mold a mighty state's
decrees, and shake the whisper of the throne.'"

or Nature.

THE affections of the higher animals are not
less tender and warm than those of man. The
fidelity and devotion of the dog, the maternal love
of the lioness, the conjugal love and connubial
fidelity of doves and love-birds are proverbial, and
might serve as examples to many men. If these
virtues are to he called "instincts," then they deserve the same. name in mankind. Lastly, with
regard to thought, the oomparativ consideration
of which doubtless presents the most difficulties,
this much may with certainty be inferred-espe-'
cially from an examination of the oomparativpsychology of cultivated domestic animals-that the
processes of thinking here follow the same laws as
in onrselvs. Experiences everywhere form the
foundation of conceptio•·s, and lead to the recognition of the connection between cause and effect.
. . . Many Christian missionaries, who, after
long years of fruitless endeavor to ciVilize these
lowest races, hav abandoned the attempt, express
the same harsh judgment, and maintain that it
would be easier to train the most intelligent domestic animals to a moral and civilized life, than
these unreasoning, brute-like men. :E'or instance,
the able Austrian missionary Morlang, who tried
for many years without the slightest success to
ci vil1ze the ape-like negro tribes on thn upper
Nile, expressly says "that any mission to such
savages is absolutely useless. They.stand far below unreasoning animals; the latter at least shoW
signs of affection toward those who are kind toward them, whereas these brutal native are utterly incapable of any feeling of gratitnde."-

HIGGINS (meeting his friend Wiggins in restau·rant) : "By J ave, Tom I I should think you'd be
afraid to eat that dish. It's fatal !" Wiggins:
"What's the matter 1 It's only spare-rib and apple sauce." Higgins: "Well, isn't that just what
knocked out Adam?"
PRETTY cousin : "And what are yon going to do,
Bob, when yon grow up to be a man?" Bob : "Oh,
I mean to be a park policeman, and yon shall be
my nurse." Cousin: "But policemen don't hav
nurses, Bob." Bob: "Oh, don't they, though?"
That shows you'Ve never been in the park."
REGINALD : "Elsie, I love yon. 1-" Elsie
(interrupting) : "Really, Mr. Regin-" Reginald (interrupting) : "Before yon finish, come out
and hav some wine-jelly, ice-cream, cocoanuts,
lemonade, fried oysters, and a sherbet." Elsie
(fondly): •· Reginald, I alwavs loved yon."
SuNDAY·SOHooL teacher :. "Johnny, yon did
sulendidly to-day." "Yes, ma'am." "I wish all
the little boys in the class would study their lessons as yon do. Are yon struggling to win the
prize?" "Naw. Dad said he'd gimme a ticket to
the circus if I got off my lesson without a break."
COUNTRYMAN (to dealer) : "I see ye advertise
outside 'everythin' supplied fer weddin•s.'" "Oh,
yes, sir." Countryman: "Ye go the hull business ?" Dealer·: "Yea,· sir." Conn tryman (earnestly): "I say, mister, how mnoh would ye tax me
fer a good, healthy gal what kin m1lk, an• ain't
afraid of work."
THE Rev. T. Dewitt Talmage, the great pulpit
athlete of Brooklyn, always did expect too mneh.
While preaching to the Thirteenth Regiment the
other Sunday at the Peekskill encampment, he
cried : " Come up, Robespierre, Talle:l'rand, Henry
the Fifth! c~me up from the depths of hell, and
with yon,. ashen lips shout a warning against evil
doings I" Now, according to the theology expounded by Dr. Talmage himself, the three gentlemen he appealed to could not. come up, even if
they cB.red to see the Thirteenth drill' and, if
they did, the very circumstance that their lips
are ashen would prevent their shouting. Was Dr.
Talmage making a bluff 1
I MEET him on the corner
Every day in sunny weathAr.
How hr has changed! Why, yes; the man
Is different altogether.
"My family?" •Tis very queer,
I never thought he knew them.
" He wonder! if there's any
Little kindness he can do them?"
" How is my business?" Why, yes ;
He's really philanthropic.
He chats on this and that with me,
But lets me eboose the topic.
Perhaps he's had a change of heart,
Or is. the fellow crazy 1
For commonly he is atstratt
(Another name for lazy).
At last he asks for my "support,"
And "Am I for protection 1"
Oh, yes I I'm sure of one warm friendTill after next election.

MAN is possessed by superstition, and scarcely
one in a generation 1!as been found, till modern
times, totally destitute of it. We hav, I believe,
no proof that the animals are superstitions. excePt those that regard man with so much misplaced reverence. Sir John Lubbock throws out
the suspicion that po"ssibly some ants may be superstitions since they keep in their nests, and
tend, with the utmost solicitude, certain insect
that seem to be absolutely useless to them. This
seems very much like the folly of men, who carefully keep and pamper gods, p~iests, kings, and
other nnisances.-J. Symes.
His majesty in a sixth audience, consulting his
notes, proposed many doubts, queries, and objections upon every article. He asked: What methods were ns'ed to cultivate the minds and bodies of
our young nobilitnand in what kind of business
they commonly BP.ent the first and teachable part
of their lives? What course was taken to supply
that assembly when any noble family became extinct 1 What qualifications were necessary in
those who were to be created new lords: whether
the humor of the prince, a sum of money to a
court lady or a prime minister, or a design of
strengthening a party opposit to the public interest, ever happened to be m9tivs in those advancements? What share of knowledge those lords had
in the laws of their country, and how they came
by it, so as to enable them to decide the properties
of their fellow-subjects in the last resort T
Whether they were always so free from avarice,
partialities, oro want that a bribe, or some other
sinister view, could hav no plaee among them 1
Whether those holy lords [bishop•] I spoke of were
always promoted to that rank upon account of
their kaowledge in religions matters, and the
sanctitY of their lives ; had never been compliers
with the times while they were oommom priests;
or slavish prostitute chaplains to some nobleman,
whose opinions they continued servilly to follow
after they were admitted into that assemblY?Swirt.

IN Swift's eyes, "ignorance, idleness, and vice
are the proper ingredients for qualifying a legislator; laws are best explained, interpreted, and
applio.d by those whose interest and abilities lie in
perverting, confounding, and eluding them." A
noble is a wretch, corrupted body and soul, "combining in himself all the diseases and vices transmitted by ten genera tiona of rakes and rascals."
A lawyer is a hired liar, wont by twenty years of
roguery k> pervert the truth if he is an advocate,
and sell it if he is a judge. A minister of state is
a go-between, who, having disposed of his wife, or
brawled for the public good, is master of all
offices ; and who, in order better to ro h the money
of the nation, buys members of the Honse of Commons with the same money. A prince is a practicer of all the vices, unable to employ or love an
honest man, persuaded that "the royal throne
could not be supported without corruption, because that confident, positiv, restiv temper, which
virtue infused in to a man, was a perpetual clog to
public business."-M. Taine.
STAY at home in your mind. Don't recite other
people's opinions. See how it lies there in you,
and if there is no counsel, offer none.-Emerson.
WHAT is defeat? Nothing but education, nothing but the first to something better.-Wend.ell
Phtlltps.

THE resolute alone can be truly good-natured;
those who c'">mmonly seem so are weak, and easily
aoured.-Rocllejoucaula.
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THE Infidel weekly of this city has its first- : with the names inscribed on it of "Paine, I

THE members of the Nineteenth Century

an ¥1fdiJIJIU!l!J• I page picture of last week showing the com- IIngersoll, Voltaire, Volney, Shelley, Hum- Club, says the Bun, hav already begun to real======:::-:========== manding maiden, Freethought, before whom ', boldt, Darwin, Draper, Huxley, Tyndall," . ize that the death of its founder will interfere
1

0.,

AROBITEOTB complain that church commit- the clergy flee away into the darkness; for etc. The order shows that Freethinking has · with the carrying out ofitsoriginal objects, and
tees are the most dishonest of all classes with she holds in one hand the blazing torch of; more honor than scientific thinking.-H.
that Courtlandt Palmer could do things that
whom they hav dealings.
J "Science," and in the other a" roll of honor," Bowen's Independent.
cannot be done by a board of trustees. It was
_
··
Mr.Palmer'spersonaland
'
D_trniNG the present
social qualities, aided
sess10n Congressmen hav
by his inherited fortune
already sent out eleven
that enabled him to for~
million speeches. The
__
--~
that remarkable club.
two great national com_ .- _
'f
~
He brought together
--=
under the roof of his
mittees are now sending
- -out thousands of docU:---,) - - _
= mansion in Gramercy
mente every day.
_
square, or, upon certain
=occasions, in more spaWALT WBITJ\lA.N is feel~
.c:_
~cious
quarters, groups of
ing much stronger. He
-=-:=people of the most varied
is able to sit up,· and
_
kind a-Agnostics and
1
works every day on what
=
~
believers, Jews and genhe calls his " booklet."
~ 3"
_
tiles, rich and poor, radL
"November Boughs" is
-_
__
cals and conservative.
the title, and .he hopes to
_
'' White spirits and black,
hav it ready for the pubbrown spirits and gray,"
lic in September. It will
mingled in peace at the
be made up of short
Nineteenth Century Club,
poems and prose articles.
and held high debate
upon questions about
A BunDBIST priest who
which they differed in
came to this country to
every possible way. Mr.
beg money to build a
Palmer knew them all,
Buddhis_t temple ha_s gone
was on friendly terms
back to Japan with empty
with all, and enjoyed the
pockets, having discov- .
respect of all. Upon one
ered that it is no time to
occasion, and it was not
talk religion in this connan unusual occasion, a
try du,ring a presidential
noted Socialist gave a
campaign.
discourse upon his theTHE statistics of suiories, and his chief ancides in France show for
tagonist was the wealthy
the past twelve months
president of a great cor7,572, one-fifth of these
poration. Both Lazarus
being in and around
and Dives had a ·fair
Paris. Poverty caused
show before an audience
only 483, and this figure
numbering about one
includes a morbid fear
hundred, twenty of
of impending misery
whom were possessors of
without actual privation;
fortunes that aggregated
over $300,000,000. After
1,975 cases may be traced
to mental aberration, and
the battle of the two
chief combatants there
1:,228 to physical sufferwas a free field, opened
ing. Among the moral
to all comers, and it was
causes, domestic trouble
well filled. On another
stands first and alcoholoccasion, and it was not
ism next. There are 200
an unusual occasion, Incases of disappointed
fidelity, orthodoxy, Julove, 27 from jealousy,
daism, and Liberalism
and dislike of military
confronted one another in
service give 25.
argument before an auTHE shah has caused a
dience that differe4_~ in
great stir in Persia by
belief as much as the
issuing an imperial edict
speakers did. These
telling his people that
were not exceptional in" they may engage with
cidents, but were among
perfect confidence in all
the ordinary experiences
industries and enterprises
of the Nineteenth Centwhich are the basis of
ury Club under the presicivilization
and
the
dency of M.r. Palmer.
sources of happiness and
There is no likelihood of
prosperity;" that they
another president being
" may without fear or
found who can bring toapprehension of any
gether such heterogenekind exercise all rights of
ous groups as he formed,
ownership over their
or get up such rare deproperty;" and that they
bates as characterized the
" may undertake any
management of the club's
enterprise requiring the
founder.
combination of capital or
the formation of comJuDGE BREGY, of Philpanies, such as the conadelphia, has refused
DAVID.
YOUR
GOLIATH.-BRING
ON
HERE IS OUR
struction
of
public
naturalization papers to
works, roads, etc."
an applicant who didn't
AoooRDING to the Roman Catholic returns know what the Constitution was, and was
TBit new German emperor is troubled by
MANY thousands attend the faith cure
camp-meeting held Sundays in New Jersey. the Socialists as his grandfather was, and for 1888, there are in England and Wales possessor of the information that a king,
One woman has been thrice taken to heaven strenuous efforts are being made to defeat 2,314 priests, as against 1,728 in 1875, serving name unknown, was the ruler of this countheir candidates in the elections for the Prus- 1,304 churches, chapels, and missionary sta- try. To this information the Bun adds
in visions.
sian Landtag. These Socialists are not of the tions. In Scotland there are 5 bishops and these caustic comments : "A sweet variety
BuTLER, Ga;, claims to hav a vein of natu- Anarchist type," but desire to g!lin their ends 334 priests, serving 327 chapels, churches, of citizen lunkheads like that would make!
ral glass. It is found at a depth of 317 feet through legislation by peaceful means. But and stations. The estimated Catholic popu- The fact is getting painfully protuberant
in round, hollow, and very rough pieces, the young kaiser is aware that if these ends lation in England and Wales is 1,354,000; in that a good many of the people sent over
which appear to hav come from the fusing of were gained there would be no kaiser in Ger- Scotland, 326,000; in Ireland, 8,961,000; total, here to grow up with the country don't
grow."
the sandy soil by intense heat.
5,641,000.
many.
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God and the Bible.
1

SAMUEL.

after God's own heart, this act must be worthy of
imitation. What say you, Anthony? No man left
with his natural reason would believe that a man_void
of humanity and decency could be the best man that
ever lived. That men do so believe simply shows the
power of the church and the priesthood to I>ervert
the minds of men.
Chap. xi, 2: "And from the roof be saw a woman
wat>hing herself. And the woman was very beautiful
to lcok upon.""' Verse 4: "And David sent messengers and took her, and she came in unto him and
he lay with her." v~rse 6: "And Joab sent Uriah
to Dilvid." Verse 14: "And Drivid wrote a. letter t.o
J oab, and sent it by the hand of Uriah." V t>rse 15:
''And he wrote in the letter, saying, Set ye Uriah in
the fore front of the hottest battle, and retire ye from
him, that he may be smitten and die." Verse 26:
"And when the wife of Uriah heard that he was dead
she mourned for her husband." Verse 27: "David
sent and fetched her to his house, and she became his
wife and bore him a son."
For hellish depravity and sneaking perfidy this
infamous act has no parallel in history, as far as I am
informed.
Christian, do .you believe that David was a man
after God's cwn heart~ If you do, then you believe
that a man can be guilty of the most heinous crimes
and still be on good terms with God. But you will
say that David rt>pented of this crime. But did he
not cling to Uriah's wife? Can a man be forgiven
and still retain the offense~
It will be found by consulting chapter xii, verses 4
and 5, that a man stole a lamb, and for this act
David said: "As the Lord liveth, the man who hath
done this thing shall surely die." Yes, this bloody
old criminal and hypocrit., who had killed a man and
taken his wife, was ready to kill another for stealing
a lamb. Such are the ideas of justice derived from
the Bible. And yet we are told that all our ideas of
right and justice are derived from the Bible. Priests
and ministers are mainly responsible for such teachings. But a license to preach includes a license to lie
and deceive.
Verse 13: "And Nathan said unto David, The
Lord also hath put away thy sins. --Thou shalt not
die."· Though David had wives and concubines too
numerous to mention-though he was one of the
bloodiest warriors that ever trod the earth-though
he robbed and plundered and murdered those taken
captiv-though he murdered a man and stole his
wife-yet we do not read that he was ever brought
befcre any tribunal to answer for his crimes. And
even the Lord ''put away his sins." If such a man
can escape, who should be afraid of hell T
If the thirteenth chapter be read, it will be found
that Amnon, the son of David, committed a rape on
his sister Tamar and then turned her out of doors.
Then Absalom, another son of David, killed Amnon.
And then, chapter xvi, 22, he lay with his "father's
concubines on the top of the house in sight of all
Israel." And then David took the concubines which
Absalom had debauched and shut them up "unto the
day of their death."
If God sanctioned these acts, would he not sanetion them to-day? If he did not sanction them,
should he not put a curse upon them instead of saying that David was a man after his own heart T The
story of David simply shows the moral and intellectual standmg of the people in the ancient time. The
masses believed that their leaders and rulers were
under the immediate direction of the gcds, and that
many of them were born of the gods. The common
herd were very ignorant, and were greatly imposed
upon by the rich and powerful. David was a great
man in his day, and notwithstanding his numerous
wives and concubines, and his marat:..ding life, he
wanted his people to thiLk that be was good-he
told them that he was good and they believAd him.
But God had no more to do with him than with
many another plundering tyrant.

Now, Uncle Sammy, it comes your turn to be laid
· on the gridiron. Let us punch up the fires, for you
are to be ''done brown."
Cna.p. i, 2: "And he had two wives." Very moderate for Bible times. If old Solomon had been
restricted to that number, he would hav cried out
like Cain, "My punishment is greater than I can
bear."
Verse 5. I cannot quote it. I want you to read
it. God bad so much of this "shutting up" and
"opening" business on hand that it is no wonder he
left much important business unattended to. It is a
great pity that he did not "shut up" on most of the
Bible writers.
Cna.p. xi, 21: "And the Lord visited Hannah so
that she bare three sons and two daughters." It
beats all how many women in B1ble times ''bare"
children in due time after the viHits of these heavenly
agents. It may seem a little insipid to refer so many
times to these peculiar visitors and the nature of
their missions, but I want the reader to 'Understand
how possible it is for a spiritual visitor to become
the father of fl.,sh and blood.
Chap. xviii, 25. Worse and worse. Was this savage balderdash spread before the people by the fiat
of a supreme ruler? Is not this interesting literature
for the nineteenth century~ Some thmgs we can let
pass by saying they are silly, but this is savage.
Read it, gentle Christian, and then say your prayers.
Verse 27. Not quoted, but to be read. Wasn't he
a scalper? These trophies would hav made David a
chief among a tribe of redskins. Such passages may
hav been written for the glory of God, but they
would disgrace any author of modern times.
Chap. xix, 24: "And he stripped off his clothes
also, and prophesied before Samue~ in like manner,
and lay down naked all that day and all night." I
wonder what Christians think about such a bare-buff
prophet as that T He must hav prophesied the naked
truth, and no mistake!
Chap. ·XXi, 5: ';Of a truth women hav been kept
from us about these three days." What a long fast
for old D<1vid! Too bad, too bad!
Verse 13 : "And he changed his behavior before
them, and feigned himself mad in their hands, and
scribbled on the doors of the gate, and let his spittlt,
fall down on his beard." Is such driveling nonsense
of any benefit to the people? DJ.vid no doubt drew
his inspiration from God, but I hav known men to
act in the same way who were inspired by John
Barleycorn.
Chap. xxv, 22. Isn't that a dainty morsel to drop
from the "great white throne1" Must I be eternally
tormented because I do not believe that such slang
was written by the finger of the almighty? I guess
there were no societies formed in David's time for
the suppression of slang phrases. A half dozen
times this indecent expression is used in the Bible.
It is without point or purpose, and only shows that
the mind of the writer, whoever he may hav been,
was of the lowest order. Can writings be inspired
when they are so loaded with vulgarism and animalism that they would be nowhere tolerated in decent
society?
Verse 42: And "Abigail hastened and arose, and
rode upon an ass, with five handmaids of hers that
went after her, and she went after the messengers of
David and became his wife."
·verse 43: ''David also-.took Abinoam of Jezreel,
and they were also both of them his wives."
Christians, don't you think that was pretty business for one of God's right:hand men ? Don't you
think. if you had more wives you would be more
acceptable to God? No doubt D.J.vid and Brigham
Young are on God's staff to-day, aRsigned special
1 KINGS.
duties, with full rations. If it be true that what is
In 1 Kings i, 1-5, will be found the last scene in
loose on earth shall be loose in heaven, both are the great drama of this holy sprig of the heavenly
surrounded with a retinue of fancy women, singing kingdom, and it shows the ruling passion strong in·
hallelujah to the great Jew and having a good time death. Like an old miser whose last gaze must rest
generally. It would seem that in the good old times, upon his gold, David, who had taken to himself
the nearer men were to God the more wives H.nd many wives and concubines, must die in sight of a
concubines they were allowed.
beautiful woman.
The vast number of women which he bad ·around
2 SAMUEL.
Chap. v, 13: "And Davtd took him more concu- him, including the beautiful Bathsheba, did not sathines and wives out of Jerusalem, and there were yet i~fy the old lecher, and so, when be was "old and
sons and daughters born to him."
stricken in years," even on his dying bed, he must
One would think that David must hav been con- needs hav a new woman. So they rummaged
siderably married by this time. If his conduct was "throughout all Israel" to find a "fair damsel" to
pleasing to God, should good Christians fight the cherish the king, but he "gat no heat."
Mormons T Has God changed?
Look upon this picture, ye pious hucksters and
Chap. vi, 20: "How glorious was the king of B1ble hangers! ye pious dames who t.each the young
Israel to-day, who uncovered himself in the eyes of that the Btble is the holy word of God, and say if
the handmaids of his servants, as one of the vain fel- you want your sons to pattErn after this scourge of
man and blister on humanity. W auld you keep
lows shamelessly uncovereth himself."
Solomon was the wisest of men in all the earth, polecats in your parlor, or lions' whelps for your
and David was the embodiment of goodness. As the children's pets~ If King David is in heaven, Brigthousand fancy women whom Solomon sported must ham Young is in heaven. If the history of David is
be ~a~~n as evid~nce of his wisdom, so this naked proper mental food for your daughters, send them
exhtb~tiOn of Da~Id before the women ~ust be taken I among the Mormon8, fer Mormonism iR purity itself
as evidence of his goodness. If David was a man ' compared with the sickening story of Dlivid.

What an intereElting group old Mose and Abe and
Sol and Dllvy and Josh would make in heaven! I
would ask no bett(:1r fortune than to get in with a
thousand fancy women-they would be at a premium
among the olq patriarchs.
Chap. xi, 1 : "But Sol om: on: loved many · s~range
women." The devil he did. Is Solomon in heaven~
'!'hen heaven is the reward for polygamy. Was Solomon the wisest man T Then ungovtrnable lust and
licentiousness must be taken as E,vidence of wisdom.
Chap. xv, 10; chap. xvi, 11; chap. xxi, 21, and 2
Kings ix, 8. I cannot quote these passages, but.
please turn to them and you will find language that
n.ust bav dripped right through the throne of God.
Was God compelled to use such low-down language!
Would not tbe language hav been as impressiv if
these low expressions had been left .out? Ask yourself if God ever used such phrases. It is only by
calling attention to such vulgar stuff that the people will ever rid themselvs of the Bible craze; otherwise I would pass it with Eilent contempt. It is my
object in calling attention to these passages to show
their hideous deformity, and to show how unreasonable it is to believe t.hat God ever used language so
utterly at variance with every idea of decency and
propriety,
·
Cbap. xi, 3: "And he had seven hundred wives
and three hundred concubines.'' Let Christians keep
up the fight with Mormon polygai;Uy; the blacker
they make the picture the better it will suit me. But
where is the consistency in ket>ping up this fight and
at the same time holding up Kmg Dllvid as the best
man, and King Solomon as the wisest man, in the
world?
2 KINGS.
Chap. iv, 14: "And Gei:!Bzi answered, V <1rily she
hath no child, and her husband is ,old.'' Verse 16:
"And he said, About this season, according to the
time of life, thou shalt embrace a son." Verse 17:
''And the woman conceived and bare a son, at that
BPason that Elisha had said unto her.''
It is not at all likely that Elisha had anything to
do with that "conception," and he was too holy a
man. It may be a good thing after all that men in
latter-times are kept in ignorance of the many " conceptions" which take place on account of vistts from
men in white chokers. How. many lessons does the
Christian want to understand the nature of these
conceptions which followed these prophesies and the
visits from heavenly mes~<engers.
2 CHRONICLES.
Chap. xi, 21 : "For he took eighteen wives and
threescore concubines, and begat twenty and eight
sons and threescore daughter!'!." ·
Such a man is all right in the Bible, but Christians
would giv him "l" in Utah.
Chap. xi, 21: "But Abijah waxed mighty and
married fmuteen wives, and begat twenty and two
sons and sixteen daughters."
God must hav paid considerable attention to
those men, for in those days he favored the men who
had the greatest number of wives and concubines.
In B1ble ·times the rank of a man could be determined by the number of eunuchs and prophets and ·
fancy women a man was able to keep around him.
Solomon kept the greatest number of women of any
men of whom we hav any account, and it must be on
that account that he was called the wisest m~n. It
certainly was not on account of his acquired knowledge.
It will be seen from the last text quoted that Abijah was considered "mighty" for no other rea son
only that he had many wives and begat many sons
and daughters. It is said that the hafr of a dog
cures the bite, and that one must fight the devil with
fire. And I think if Christians would go alliong the
Mormons armed with some of theBe passages of
scripture they could shame every Mormon out of
Utah.
JOB.

Chap. x, 18 and 19: "Wharefore, then, hast thou
brought me forth out of the womb? Oh, that I had
given up the ghost and no eye had seen me ! I
should hav been as though I bad not been."
Did Job know whereof he affirmed 1 The Christians are bound to take his word, and he says if he
had given up the ghost he would hav been as though
he never had been. If this is true, what becomes of
the Christians' New Jerusalem and golden street.s1
Why trade off the good things of earth for golden
harps and crowns? Why not make the very best
of t.his life if there is no soul to enjoy heaven T Why
build costly churches and pay an idle herd of ministers to save souls when there are none to save 1
"Chap. xl, 16, 17: My eyes! What would hav
bAcome of the human family if this silly stuff had
never been written 1 I could refer to numerous pas.
sages of scripture which never hav been and never
can be of any value to the race. They are simply
low, vulgar, and beastly. If printed on cardboard, I
know of no place low enough to allow them to be ·
susp!Jnded from the wall. And yet Christian ladies
carry this abominable filth to church every Soibbath,
and display it conspicuously, as if to say to others:
Pure let them be, and free from taint of vice;
I, for a few slight spots, am not so nice.

THE TH.UT.fl SEEKER
The Christian'd eye i~ · coustant'y tu~~ed t_oward
~eaven. He cares but httle about conditiOns m this
hfe. The _more. filth he wades through here, the
purer he will be m heaven. Selah.
'PSALMS.
Psalm cix, 12 : "Let there be none to extend mercy unto him, neither let there be any to favor his
fatherless children."
There is scarcely a savage who wculd not favor a
fatherleF.s child. If God is the author of such Ianguage he is not worthy of recognition by a Comanche
chief. Are such passages calculated to soften the
heart or wake up sympathy for suffering humanity~
Where would we all be if there were none to show
mercy~ Will the Christian ever learn that he has
been imposed upon-that God never gave such a
command-that some man with brutal instincts in
half-civilized society, gave the command, and then', to
giv force to his command, said that it came from
God~ Cin he not see that this view is more eas)
and rational than to rob God of his mercy 1
Naples, N. Y.
JoHN PEcK.
(TO BE CONCLUDED)
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' gentry. At present you hav bad modus operandi,
telling people that, no matter how corrupt they niay
be, by only kneeling before the altar, singing a few
hymns, and contributing a few coins regularly he or
she is cleansed of all past, present, and future iniquities. The revivalists are flourishing over sea und
land, with what result~ Murders in Asbury Parkthe hotbed of religious fervor-elopements, fighting,
drunkenness, and every conceivable crime at'e the
results everywhere. Two weeks ago an officer of the
Salvatfon Army forfeited his life on the gallows for
willfully murdering his sweetheart, a Salvationist
lass. The unprecedented crimes committed by clt-rg-ymen of the gd'spel in particular, and religious laymen in general, are something nppalling. Though it
w·ould be folly to charge all such un-Christ11m conduct as the outgrowth of the revivals and other
Christian fanaticism, yet I firmly believe they htiv an
indirect iLfluence, and no wonder. That same Fr;day,
-;vhen one thousand converts wtre jubileeing, six Hec_utions were chronicled by the press, but happily
they all died Christians on the gallows. But nobody
ever tronbled himself to inform us how the victims
died. Nay ! If the victim of his Catholic assa~sm
happened to be a Protestant he is denied consecrated
My Srcond Experience at the Uevivalist's.
ground by his religious opponent, the Catholic, and
LRst Friday, while crowds gathered opposit the uice versct.
Equitabl(!l Bnilding- to watch how nearly their time"The lesson derived from your present Christianity
pieces coincided with the sliding ball, the sample is that the murderer or assassin who, besides extinrooms in John street were equally crowded with men. guishing the light of his victim, also obscures the
saying, "Drink it up and hav another, as the hour Hght of the surrounding widow and orphans, having
for the business men's jubilee is near at hand." A perfunctorily professed Christianity on the gallows, is
clove tossed in the mouth, and a pretzel prema- furnished, in addition to a pair of wings, a harp, a
turely mastim1ted, the business.men marched out in hand-organ, or a brass trombone, according to the
Indian file and took a bee-line for the church. Fol· gallows candidate's nationality, and is playing and
lowing the crowd, I entered, and stationed myself j ubileeing in the celestial resorts, while his victim is
behind the stove and the last pew. Turning to my weeping and gnashing his teeth in an uncomfortable,
next standing neighbor, I inquired whether drunken- overheated abode, because his sudden departure from
ness and other crimes bav diminished on account of earth prevented him from choosing hie religion.
"But let me not dwell upon things at the gallows.
.this jubileeing business. This was overheard by an
elderly gentleman ~dtting right in front of me. H€! I will confine myself to matters within the church.
turned around and began to explain to me the beau- Should Gabriel blow his trumpet and bring down
ties of this revival. But as his explanation did not Christ to this very spot, I doubt whether he will1·ec
bear upon my question, I held on to my original ognize in any of the twenty-five hnndred converts a
inquiry. The gentleman, after scrutinizing me more smgle follower of his teachings. How many will he
closely, exclaimed : ' 1 I see you are a Jew. I would, fiud who after baing smitten on the right cheek, will
.therefore, recommend you to visit a gentleman by the turn the left also? How many who after having been
name of Freshman, who is especially -engaged to forced to part with their coat, o:II'ered the cloak also~
promote Christianity among the Jews. Not only How many who relieved themselvs of their earthly
will he make a good Christian out of you, but a good possessionE> in order to enter the heavenly kingdom
man as well."
with ease 1 He no doubt would ascertain how much
1
out of the tans of thousands spent on the revivals
' My dear sir, in order to convince you that I am
a Jew not only by birt.h but also by action, I will was devoted toward paying the rent of poor widow~
not mislead you. Here's . a two-column article in and orphans, so as to prevent their Christian landwhich I exposed, not only Rev. Mr. Freshman's infa- lords from turning them out in the streets. Should
mous mode of operatiou, but also the depravity of you reply, 1 Master, we are glorifying thy name, which
we incessantly chant,' his answer would be, pointing
his own character and that of his converts."
The gentleman, adjusting his spectacles when out your neglect of the study of his Testament, 1 Not
through reading the clipping, suddenly remembered everyone ·that sayeth unto me, Lord ! Lord ! shall
an important engagement and left. Seeing no special enter unto the kingdom of heaven.' Especially will
interest in store for me, I, too, made a move for the he complain to you about the Jew who, though you
streets, bat was stopped by a bald-headed, smooth- despise and persecute him for his non-conversion to
faced individual, in whom I recognized the elder with Christianity, is more faithfully following Christ's
whpm I had a pleasant conversation at the last jubi- teachings. He who is smitten by a Russian, drunken
mob, When celebrating Christmas and Easter, on the
lee in Jane street church.
"Allow me to welcome you to our twenty-five-hun- right cheek, before he bas time to turn over his left
, dred jubilee. Glory ! hallelujah! amen ! I hope is covered with brmses from head to foot. He is
·.that the extraordinary success in our revival has also made to part with both his garments, coat and
:awakened in your heart the truth, the only truth of cloak. Is it to be wondered why he does not bear
the cross when he is loaded with so many counterfeit
,our blessed savior. Hallelu--"
"But pardon my inter~uption. I fail to see how crosses, manufactured by every so-called Christian·
·the figures '2,500' worked out by the florist should sect, thus misleadtng him as to which is the genuin
,affect my heart. An additional floral mpher would oz:te 1 Unlike the Jews, who form missionary societies,
revivals, and camp-meetings to impal't to the Chrisincrease it to twenty-five thousand."
" You must be indeed a hardened sinner, impugn- tians fessons in sobriety, family sanctity, and forbearing our veracity. Do you suppo~e we would present ance, Christianity forces itself upon the oppressed
the figures to the public if we did not bav so many Jew, engaging ail sorts of trickery-the Russian
names in our register? If for nothing else, you knout, the German anti-Semitism.
My friend, the elder, in his confusion blurted out:
ought to be converted so as to increase your faith in
"I wish I had not prevented you from going. I am
both God and mnn."
"My friend," I replied, "I bav all the implicit too weak to refute your arguments. What do :you
confidence as regards the number of the converts, want me to do !"
''It is you who want everything from me," I rebut I doubt. whether their conversion accomplished
any good. In fact, I ba v reason to believe that it does plied. "You want me to emulate the Freshman
clique, to profess Christianity for so much with my
more harm than good."
"0uly those who force themselvs to be blind could mouth minus the heart. You want me to join the
fail to see the good achieved. While the converts Protestant church so as to add one more enemy to
canght. by the Jane street church consisted of a mis- Catholicism."
By this time we were interrupted by a uniformPd
cellaneous crowd, the net spread in these quarters is
especially adapted for the fishing of moneyed sin- official depositing a small envelope with printed di
ners. The ferocious bulls and bears of Wall street, rect.ions how to utilize it for free contributions.
after participating in a few love-feasts here, become "Yvu see," I resumed, "you want me to join your
forces so as to avail myself of the use of the entransformed into harmless lambs and loving doves."
1
' Here is just where I
differ with you. In my· velope."
"Hush!" he whispered in my ear; "the Boy
opinion, there is too much Christianity in Wall
street already. Look bow all those bank presidents, Preacher, Harrison, is leading a man to the altar,
cashiers, boodlers, et ctl, occupying prominent places where my preseuce is indispensable. Do leave me
as church dignitaries and Sunday-school superintend- . at present. Here is my card. Call upon me at any
ents, helped to the increase of confidence placed in time, but leave me now. Do."
A. BENJAMIN.
And I did.
them by their dupes, with the inevitible resultinstead of instilling religion into the Sunday-school
The Peer of Bala~m's Ass.
children, they are now promoting cleanliness by
As text-purveyor godly Shepard shines
Jaundrying the clothes of their fellow-convicts at
As Moses shone of yore, like burnished brass,
Stng Sing. Stnce you are determined to hav revivals,
And as an editor, on worldly lines,
they should be to help the decrease of Christianity
Could scarce be downed by Balaam's fluent ass!
.
Sl SLOKUM.
and the increasing of manliness among the Wall street

Wool or

Whisky~

This is the great question in politics. The Demo·
crats want to giv the factory cheap wool and the
people cheap cloth. Rather than allow this, the
n,.,publicans 8l'e willing to let whisky drop to onefifth of its present pl"ice, which would, as Mr. Blaine
has recently acknowledged, '' incrf>ase its consumption
enormously." Such promotion of drunkenness would
be a much wcr1e evil than can even be pred1cted as a
re!'ult of having cheap wool.
My own belief is that the Cleveland plan will giv
the laborer more dollars for his work, as well !IS more
goods for his dollar. The wages problem is so important that I mean to take it, up by its!'lf; but as
what I hav said about the burd·m imposed on poor
people by the tax on woolen goods has been misnnd ... rstood by at least one reader of Tm: TRUTH
SEEKER, I will try to state the facts as plainly as posstb!e. There are two taxes on woolen cloth, one
according to value, which both parties are wil1ing to
keep up, and the other according to weight, which
the Republicans would retain and the D{"mocrats
would abolish. This latter tax is the same on all
woolen cloth of tbe same weight, however much or
little it may east. The rate!', thirty-five cents a pound
on cloth and fortv on ready-made clothing, are fixed
by the law of 1883 as may be seen from the printed
copies to be fouDd in any large public library. If
this tax does not affect prices, it is of no benefit td
anyone, an.d no one can object to abolishing it. The
very fact t,hat so much opposition is made to the
Mills bill proves that the rrice of American woolens
is higher than it would be if import,ed cloth were not
taxed per weight. Why some grades are as cheap as
l\Ir. Gr1ffith says, is a question which I cannot answer
until I see samples and know the weight. There can
be no reasonable doubt ab,,ut the fact that prices are
increased by this tax, or that it w~igbs moat heavily
upon the buyers of the cheapest goods. Purchase
cloth at $2 a yard, and you are thus taxed thirty
cents on the dollar. Take cloth which is of the same
warmth, but double the price, and your tax is redn('ed
to fifteen cents on the dollar. The buyer of a $10
suit has to pay $2 more on account of this weight
tax than he otherwise would, and be is thus taxed
twenty cents on the dollar; whereaB, if he could
afford to buy a $50 suit of equal warmth, he would
be taxed only four cents on the d-1llar. Sllch a discrimination against the poor is pl9.inly an iniquity.
The platform which insists on prolonging this outrage, and is willing, rather than hav it C(oase, to
encourage drunkenness, is dangerously wicked.
A" for the manufacturer, this weight tax on cloth
merely repays him for what he loses by the tax on
wool. The Democrats propose to take off both these
ta:<es and thus enable the manufacturer to make just
as much profit as at present per yard. The only difference is that he con d afford to sell cloth much
cheaper, especially such as is bought by the poor.
That he will be able to export more cloth if he can
thus reduce the price without changing the quality is
so certain a result that I am surprised to find the
"tatement mi .. understood. What I hav said about
the wool tax, is simply that it hinders the exportation of our woolen goods, by making them too dear
for foreign markets. This is just as bad as an export
tax would be. As proof, we hav the fact that we now
export three times as many dollars' worth of leather
goods as we did when there was a duty on hides.
As soon as they were let in free boots and shoes
were made more cheaply, and thus it has become
possible to sell them in Canada and other markets
which hav been closed by the tariff. Precisely the
same thing will happen as soon as wool, too, is let in
free of duty. The Democrats would. hav wool treated
like hides. Would the Republicaus treat hides like
wool, and giv up exporting boots aucl shoes! Why
not follow the same rule in both cases?
And I must add a word in reply to the argument
that, as has been often urged in THE TnUTII SEEKER,
''The fact of our manufacturing and selling goods
cheaper than the tariff precludes the idea that the
tariff interferes with our export trade." Is that
really the fact with any article at the present day T
It certainly is not the case to any great extent.
Steel rails were sold below the duty a dozen years
ago, when the home market was glutted in con~e
quence of the over-production resulting from excesl:livly high duties. A few years earlier, we had so
many blast-furnaces, in conspquence of high protection, that pig iron was sold for less than the duty.
The result was that half the furnaces shut up and
the laborers bad to go on the tramp. Is that a state
of things to be proud of~ Dves anyone want to
bring it b11ck ?
Nothing of the sort has happened, so far as I know,
of late years ; and the reason is that the trusts keep
prices up by keeping production down. This, too, is
an evil; and the only way to get rid of it is to allow
more compet.ition from abroad. There i<>, however, one class of articleA with which -the market is
likely to be glutted. If the Republicans ever manage to carry out the plan they announced at Chicago,
of "1be entire repeal of internal taxes, rather than
the mrrender of any part of our protectiv systems
at the joint behest of the whisky ring and of the
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agents of· foreign matmfacturers." The w~isky ring
works with the internal taxes to make whisky dear.
The Republicans are going to work in the opp?sit
direction-that is, to make whisky cheap. Distt!lation is so cheap and simple a process that no rmg
can prevent a great reduction ~n ~hi~ky _and brandy
.as soon as the internal tax on dHltilleries IS taken ?ff.
If anyone wishes to see the marke~ glutt_ed wit_h
brandy and whisky, and the gutters hned with then·
consumers, he knows how to vote.
F. M. HoLLAND.

~Itt

Jlmtrican ~ecular IJnion.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President.

E. A. STEVENs, Secretary, - 241 Washington Boulevard, Chicago.
OHABLEs EoKHABD. Treae..
- 28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
E. B. FooTE, Jn., Chair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave •• New York.
Mns.· M. A. FREEMAN, Chair. Fin. Oom., 241 Washington Boulevard
Chicago.

Official Call for Twelfth Annual Congress of
the American Secular Union.
'I o the Local Secular Unions, Life, Charter, and

Annual Members, and all Liberal citizens
who s~tpport the Nine .Demands of Secularism,
Greeting:
You are hereby invited to attend the Twelfth
Annual Congress of the American Secular Union,
which will conver.e at Lafayette Hall, Wood street,
near 4th, Pittsburgh, Pa., Friday, October 5, 1888,
at 10 A.M , for a four days' session-5th, 6th, 7th, and
8~h inclusiv.
All Charter and Life Members, all Vice-Presidents,
all Chairmen of State or Executiv Committees, and
all duly accredited delegates from Local Secular
Unions are entitled to seats and votes in this Annual
Congress. Each Local Secular Union is entitled to
send its President and Secretary and three other
members as delegates. Annual Members who pay or
hav paid $1 in the national treasury are entitled to
seats, but not to votes, except by unanimous consent
of the Congress.
This Congress will specially consider practical
questions tending to further agitation for taxation of
church property; the abrogation of state aid to
sectarian institutions; abolition of state, national,
military, and prison chaplaincies; repeal of judicial
oaths, Sunday and other oppressiv and unjust ecclesiastical laws; nullification of attempts to subvert
our Constitution by a legal recognition of Theism in
the American Magna Charta, and such other measures as will not merely thwart intended theological
encroachments, but will absolutely expunge from our
laws, state and federal, such insidious acts as hav
already crept in to blot out mental freedom from our
republic.
It is to be hoped that the addresses delivered will
deal with the practical issues of the organization,
so that there will be such an awakening of the
people to these vital questions of the hour that a revival of the instinct of liberty and justice for all will
necessarily result ; that again from the Keystone
state-the birthplace of our association-the clarion
voice of freedom shall vibrate throughout the land.
Pittsburgh being situated almost in the center of
a district containing many of our most distinguished
workers, thinkers, and writers, besides the activ host
within its limits, there is little doubt but that this
Congress will be a glorious gathering of the forces
who stand for mental liberty, as expressed in the
desire for complete Secularization of the government.
S. P. PUTNAM, Pres.
E. A. STEVENS, Sec.
CHAs. EcKHARD, Tress.
E. B. FooTE, JR., Ch. Ex. Com.
MATI'IE A. FREEMAN, Ch. Fin. Com.

Instructions to Members, Dele~ates, and Visitors
to the Congress.
Through the courtesy of the Central Traffic Association, persons attending the twelf~h annual Congress, to be held at Pittsburgh, commencing October
5th, will be granted a reduction in their return railroad fare only, under the following circumstances
and conditions :
1. Each person must purchase (not more than
three days prior to the date of the meeting) a firstclass ticket (either unlimited or limited) to the place
of meeting, for which he will pay the regular fare,
and upon request the ticket agent will issue a certificate of such purchase, properly filled up and signed
by said ticket agent.
2. If through tickets cannot be procured at the
starting-point, parties wiil purchase to the most convenient point where such through tickets can be
obtained, and repurchase through to place of meeting, requesting a certificate from ticket agent at the
point where repurchase is made.
3. Tickets for the return journey will be sold by
the ticket agents at Pittsburgh, at one-third the
highest limited fare, only to those holding certificates,
signed by the ticket agent at point where through
ticket to the place of meeting was purchased, and

countersigned by myself, certifying that the holder
has been in attendance upon the Congress.
4. It is absolutely necessary that a certificate ~a
procured, as it indicates that full fare has be.en pa1d
for the going journey, and that the per~on 1s ther~
fore entitled to the excursion fare returnmg. It will
also determin the route via which the ticket for
return journey should be sold, and without _it _no
reduction will be made, as the rule of the AssoCiatiOn
is that " no refund of fare will be made, on any
account whatever, because of failure of the parties to
obtain certificates."
5. Tickets for return journey will be furnished
only on certificates procured not more _than thr~e
days before the meeting assembles, and will be av~Il
able for continuous passage only; no stop-over privileges being allowed on tickets sold at less than full
fares. Certificates will not be honored unless presented within three days after the date of adjournment of the Congress.
.
6. Ticket agents will be instrncted that excnrswn
fares will not be available for return journey unless
the holders of certificates are properly identified, as
above described, by the secretary, on the certificate,
which identification includes the statement that one
hundred or more persons, who hav purchased fullfare tickets for the going passage, and hold properly
receipted certificates, hav been in attendance at the
meeting.
.
The certificates are not transferable, and the Signature affixed at the starting-point, compared with
the signature to the receipt, will enable the ticket
ammt
to detect any attempted transfer.
0
N.B-Please read carefully the above instructions.
Be particular to hav the certificates properly filled
and certified by the railroad agent from whom ;ron
purchase your going ticket to _the place of meetmg,
as the reduction on return will apply only to the
point at which such through ticket was purchased.
E. A. STEVENS, Sec. A. S. U.

Secular vs. Rdigious Education.
[B. H. Marlett was the first president of the ~oung
People's Secular Mutual Improvement Society of Chicago,
and gave several excellent addresses. Thti fo!lowing str~ck
me as worthy of being read by TH_E TnuT!l ~EEKER_fam!ly.
Brother Marlett is activ not only m the JUniOr soCiety but
also among the older folks. He is an American Exp;ress
messenger, which accounts for the r~ference to the weight
of golden ingots. The address contarns much sound sense.
-E. A. S.]

The subject I hav chosen was snggest~d by a conversation with a friend a few days ago In regard to
the respectiv values of secular or religio~s edu~ation
for the young. He entertains some very Liberalid~as,
and a few that are decidedly illiberal. His wife, bemg
a Roman Catholic, de8ires to rear their children in
the faith of that church, and he asked me for my
honest opinion and advice whether it would be advisable to teach them the principles of Liberalism while
young, or allow them to be brought up .nnd~r the
teachings of the church and instruct them m Liberalism when they grow older. I outlined my views as
here written.
I told him that I once heard of a priest who said
that if he could control the education of a child until
he attained the age of ten years, he cared not who
had him afterward.
I told him to teach them to be honest; teach them
to be temperate; teach them to be truthful. Love
them if yon wish to be loved; do not deceive them.
Teach them facts in nature as demonstrated by
science. Do not fill their young minds with fear
because of an angry God or a hideous devil. Tell
them honestly these are myths born of ignorant
superstitions and simpering credulity. Place in
their . hands such pure books and papers as are
absolutely free from the corroding influence of
superstitious feari.l and dogmas. Teach them to
become honorable men and women. Teach them to
deal honestly with their fellow-men, and that such a
course is followed by rewards here in this life, rather
than in a life beyond the clouds.
When they see that beautiful bow stretched across
the heavens and ask from whence it came, tell them
the truth. Don't say that it was placed in the heavens as a promis that God would never drown the
world again. Tell them the natural causes that produce it-that it is the refraction and reflection of light
through drops of falling water, and had reared its
graceful arch from zenith to zenith for thousands,
yea, millions of years, before Noah was bo_rn, and
will ever exist as long as there be sunshme and
shower.
When he sees a vivid flash of lightning and
hears the mumble of distant thunder, and asks concerning it, do not lie about it and say that God is
angry with him because of some sin he has committed; tell him it is the rush of air into a vac~nm
made vacant by the discharge of electricity. When
he sees the gladdening and refreshing shower, and
asks if God sent it in answer to prayer, don't deceive
him and say Yes, but tell him that when conditions
are favorable, when the mists hav been gathered up
from the face of the oceans into vapors and clouds,
they are condensed and fall in copious showers on the
just and unjust alike, only to return in· the same

manner and fall again and again . forever an!l ever.
When he feels the earth tremble beneath him, and .
hears the mighty mutterings of an eart~<_Iuake, and
sees the toppling towers a~d _shatt~r~d ~It1es, do n~t
lie to him and say that 1t IS a v:Isitatwn of Gods
wrath upon his children, or that it IS the struggles of
countless devils in the earth's center, the future
home of the wicked. Do not teach him such stuff,
but tell him it is the gradual settling of the earth's
surface or ernst as it follows the receding and cooling fir~s in its 'center. Do not fill his young mind
with such insane nonsense as that holy angels guard
his bed or ideas of the New J ernsalem with streets of
glitteri~g gold walls of rubies and precious stones,
palaces of pearis and jasper, fountains of sparkling
waters, and the grandest of imaginable flowers exhaling eternal perfume.
Some weeks ago I saw in one of our theaters some
beautiful stereoscopic views, and amo;ng them was
one that represented two angels h_aving in_ their ~pi~it
arms the spirit of a child. I admit the ~ncture I~ mdeed beautiful and appeals to the emotwnal nature
of man, but is 'it true ~ What is the spirit? I answer If it is anything, it is nothing. I repeat and
insist if it is anything, it is nothing. It is without
body' shape, or form; it is indestructible, indivisi~le,
with~nt force or resistance ; it is absolutely nothmg,
and yet the Christian mythologists clothe this nothing with long, shining robes of spotless purity, ~nd
attach to this nothing great, graceful, sweepmg
wings, and place in its hands a golden harp and on
its head a crown.
Now, about this golden harp. I hav ha~dled vast
quantities of gold. Long before the ChiCago and
Northwestem extended its lines up the Elkhorn and
Niobrara valleys into Deadwood, the products of
three gold-mines were forwarded b:r stage across the
plains to St. Pierre and there dehvere~ to us .. A
brick of gold, about 12 inches long by 8 mches Wide
and thick, will weigh about 132 pounds. If the
heavenly harps are of the same size as those of earth,
it would require the united efforts of three strong
men to lift it, and yet yon tell the child that this
" nothing" picks it up and fli~s a?o~t. from flowe~ to
flower and fountain to fonntam, stngmg and playmg
heavenly strains.
,
I don't know but I suppose the strings of those
heavenly instr~ments are of the same material as
earthly strings, and, if so, it's a little rough on those
nocturnal, flower-climbing warriors. Now, I. _can't
play any kind of a musical instrument. There IS no
music in me and when rm called upon-but probably I will b~ down below indn~trionsly fanni~g myself-just suppose that I am with that angelic ~ost
and asked to join in the grand chorus by the musiCal
director. I would be as liable to knock out." Marching Through Georgia" or" We Won't Go Hom~ ~ill
Morning" as anything else, and. I am of .the opmwn
it would be anything but delectable music.
I mai~tain that a te~acions,· dogmatic beli~f in the
Bible theory of the creation and the birth of man and
the presumably sacred character of Christian relics
stultifies the mind and retards mental progres.s and
enlightenment. The cross has long b~en considered
a Christian emblem-an emblem to whiCh the eyes of
all Christendom look up in adoration and love. A
belief in this precludes the belief that the eros~ ~as
used for centuries and centuries before the Chnstian
era by many nations as.an obje~t of veneration an_d
worship, and by others upon which to execute t~eir
criminals. 332 B.a., Alexander ordered the executiOn
of two thousand citizens of Tyre to degrade this
religious emblem.
.
A belief that Eden was the birthplace of the
human family bars the door to mental inveBtigati?n.
There flourished a civilization in Central AmeriCa
that antedates that of the Old World, as, when we free
our minds from the myths of biblical lore, we may
learn from the inscriptions on the monuments and
temples of Copan, etc. We may yet learn that
America gave birth to the originators of the human
family, and that a continent lying between Africa ~nd
America, now submerged, afforded easy commnmca·
tion between the New and Old Worlds.
Don't burden his young mind with that vicious fear
of hell. Don't reward error with eternal life. I hav
but little faith in the honesty of him who is honest
through fear of punishment if h~ transgresses.
Teach him that good results necessanl~ follow g?od
deeds and that we should be honest, kmd, affectiOnate a~d charitable for the good fruits they bear in
thi~ life. Tell the child honestly that when the lamp
of his life faintly flickers in its s_ocket-:-when t~e
sands of his time are run-when his eyehds close In
death-he simply returns to the elements from
which he came.
------~~.-------

Fame Enduring and Fame Ephemeral.
As a certain aspiring youth who, with no ~ear of ete;rnal
punishment before his eyes, set fire to a certam pretenti~us
structure in Ephesus devoted to religious mu~mery, outhvs
in fame a certain pious fool who reared the edifice, so
The founders of the journals two, the old Express and MailThe two consolidated now, say wedded, ir •twere fitWill long outllv, in envied fame, the pious dinglefag 't "t!
Who owns the double-header now, and thinks he edl s 1
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'I'HE '.I'RUTH SEEKER, SEPTEMBEH 1,
C. B. Reynolds on His Western Tour.
CANBY, ORE., July 24th, 25th, 26th.-The bills were
out the lectures very thoroughly advertised, but I
con'feaa to having entertained fears of failure when
I found I was advertised to lecture afternoons and
evenings July 24th, 25th, 26th, a_t Lee's Grove.
Canby is a very small place ; no tune of the year
could hav been more unpropitious; it was the very
busiest season of the year for farmers-they were all
working early and late; had to make the very most
of every hour, and work so hard that, when the day's
work was done, exhausted strength damanded immediate sleep and much-needed rest. I was most
agreeably surprised at the good attendance every
-afternoon and crowds each evening. The afternoons
were very profitable seasons, for a large proportion
of those present were women and children, for the
first time interested in hearing on " the other aide."
Facta were impressed on the minds of the young
that can never be effaced. Just think what grand
results may be accomplished,_ even linder ~oat discouraging conditions, by a httle self-sacrifice and
energetic effort.
Brother Heman Lee's health is not good, but his
devotion to t.he cause of human progrt>BB is very
hearty. He fixed up his grove very nicely-no hall
was obtainable-arranged comfortable seats, and
built a speaker's stand which the ladies very tastefully decorated with evergreens and mottoes.
The Lee family are Spiritualists, but n?t the orthodox kind· on the contrary, they are bright, cultured, intelligent devotees of genuin ~iberaliam,
making sure of heaven here and now by hvea of love
and ministrations of benevolence, as the only sure
preparation for the highest and beat possible conditions in spirit land, their hoped-for. heaven of the
future.
Quite a number of Liberals _came from a diatan~e,
and the hospitable Lee manswn was crowded with
welcomed ~~rueata. Mrs. L. E. Wright and friends
came from Union Mills; Mr. B. F. Linn from Oregon
City. I had a short but most enjoyable visit at the
happy home of George K~ight, th~ po~tmaater of
Canby. He and his goo~ wife are umted I~ the good
work and their dear children make their home a
gleea~me paradise-a very Eden of peace, love, and
comfort.
I felt to cordially second the many wishes that
Mrs. Reynolds could hav been there, and kept the
meetings going for three more days. An able woman
lecturer, following up the work, could hav: won o~er
the entire comlliunity. I left the dear friends with
interchange of kindest wishes, and pr~miaed to return, if possible, with Mrs. Reynolds lD the fall of
1889.
• h G"
SILVERTON, ORE., July 28th, 29th.-Thia IS t e Ibraltar of Freethought in Oregon. The impetus
imparted to Liberalism here by the w~mderful. e?ergy
and enthusiasm of S. P. Putnam at his first VISit has
had grand results. Infidels are in the majority in
this pla~e, and love,_ peace, and u~ity prevail. The
Universal Mental Ltberty Hall, bmlt and owned by
the Liberals, is a splendid, large brick building-an
immense, very handsomely fitted up store below, a?d
a splendid hall, fitted with _stage, scenery, etc., with
a magnificent, smooth dancmg-:floor and abundance
of moat comfortable seats. It is the handsomest and
beat property in the town.
On Saturday Mr. Reuben Wright, of Union Mills.
came to seem~ at the home of Lewis Ames; where I
was reveling in cosy comfort, and informed me of the
death of Mrs. Sarah Trullinger, and delivered the
message of entreaty from the bereaved and sorrowing husband for me to go out there and. conduct the
funeral services on Sunday. The advertia_me_nt~ were
out for an ali-day meeting and baaket-pwmc lD ~he
grove at Silverton on Sunday; but on co~s?ltatwn
with friends, and learning that by fast driVIDg ~nd
vigorous push I could m~ke it, so tha~ I could dehver
a lecture at the grove lD the mornmg at 11:30, as
advertised and return in time for a lecture at the
hall at 8 ~.M., they gave up the day's J?icnic. If_ it
spoiled my opportunity to make acqu_ai~tance with
the kind friends of Silverton and vimmty, and deprived them of enjoyment of _th~ir anticipated gra?d
holiday it proved to the Christians that we practiCe
what w~ teach and at self-sacrifice are ever desirous
to minister to ~thera in their time of need or sorrow.
The occasion will be tenderly remembered by all
alike at Silverton and Union Mills.
So on Sunday, immediately after delivering a l_ecture at the grove, concl11~ed at 12:35, I stepped mto
a buggy, and with gemal young Brother Reuben
Wright for Jehu, we at once sped over the rough and
rugged mountains-eighteen miles-on ~n errand of
mercy.' The funeral had been postponed til~ 3:30PM.,
and at 3:35 we arrived. I at once delivered the
oration. It was not known who was to preside. The
high esteem in which Mrs. Trullinger and her ~us
band were held brought an immense gathermg.
Many Christians who never had liatened--:whq under
no other circumstances would hav been mduced to
iiaten-to a Liberal lecture, learned many truths. It
was the first funeral in that section ever conducted

by an Infidel lecturer-a burial without prayer,
priest, or parson.
After leading the procession to the grave, and conaigniug our sister to the sweet, eternal, peaceful
sleep, to know awakening to pain and sorrow nevermore-omitting the horrid barbarism of throwing
clods of earth upon the coffin when in the grave, to
jar upon the bruised and bleeding hearts of the
mourners-! bade the bereaved husband and friends
adieu and again entered the buggy, and Brother
Wright made such good time and drove so rapidly
that we had four minutes ahead on the arrival at his
mother's house. She had with loving hospitality
intent provided us a nice lunch and a ~ost r_efreahing and much-needed cup of coffee. W1th brief but
kind adieus, again on, on, on, and we arrived at Silverton at 8 PM., and I at once delivered a lecture to
an eager, expectant crowd, and all seemed greatly
pleased. I slept that night without need of rocking,
lulled to sweetest repose in the glad thought that I
had not lived that day in vain.
C. B. REYNOLDS.

A Movement to be Watched.
From

the

Nashville Ohrtstian Advocate.

.l.~eJ~.

shrewdness with which the Romaniats pursued these
aims:
Rome's plans hav been kept out of sight. Immigration
from Europe was suggested, nothing more. Had the idea
been made conspicuous that the work in haud was to bring
as many colonists as possible from Europe to the South, there
would hav been some dissent, for there were many members of
the convention who represented communiti~s that are totally
opposed to au influx of foreigners. Had it been boldly put
forth that special efforts would be made amon~ E_uropean
Roman Catholics, there would hav been manv ObJectwns, for
the South as a whole is overwhelmingly Protestant. But
corporatio~s are soull~ss. All these powers will naturally
join the organization. Evidently the hierarch_Y studied the
situation carefully, and enters upon its work with reasonable
hopes of success.
Having given our readers an insight into the true
inwardness of the movement, we desire to add some
observations.
We suppose the governors of Georgia, Virginia,
and South Carolina, and perhaps the eight other state
executive who appointed delegates to the convention,
were kept in the dark as to the real purpo~ea of the
meeting. They surely would not knowmgly ally
their official positions with a sectarian movement,
and it is preposterous to think they hav gone to
Canoaaa for political purposes.
The railway magnates hardly stopped to inquire
what the movement meant. They are ready to serve
without question anything, from a circu_a to a camJ?meeting, which offers passengers or freights to their
linea.
But the Romanista understood clearly why they
had come together, and we of the South who hav
hitherto escaped the worst evils of Romaniam had as
well view the case from the standpoint of their intentions, and govern ouraelva accordingly.
Much as we may desire to treat the church of
Rome with the same tolerance and fraternity as we
extend to other denominations, the facta of ita own
making do not allow us to do so with safety. It is a
political body as well as a religious organization, and
it is a political body which l?ersecutea f?r reli~on'a
sake. It votes solidly-whwh means Ita attitude
giva it power to compel parties to treat with it. It
is worse than folly to interpose in behalf of such a
body a plea of charity. Charity cannot tolerate uncharity, and toleration ceases to be a virtue when it
is invoked that intolerance may go unrebuked.
This movement is a part of a aeries of schemes
which hav been going on some time to secure the
balance of power in the United States. Archbishop
Lynch, of Toronto, not a great while ago ~eminded
Lord Randolph Churchill that the Romamsta held
the balance of power in Canada, and thereby controled elections. And he went on further to say.
that in due time presidential elections in this c?untry
would be determined in the same way. It IS not
difficult to see how necessary to such a plan is a
good round vote in "the solid South."
Let no man say our words are the utterances of a:n
alarmist. What Rome openly avows as a purpose IS
not to be pooh-poohed as a night~_are. As a _matt~r
of fact Romaniam is already a pohtwal factor lD this
country. Just the other day a d~apatch from. Washington said: " The House Commit~ee on India~
fairs yesterday considered the Indian AppropriatiOn
bill. Among other items adopted was oue to appropriate $15o;ooo to provide for the education, of on_e
hundred and fifty boys and girls at St. Johns Umversity at College Grove, Minn., and St. Benedict's
Academy at St. J oaeph, Minn. From one hundred
to one hundred and fifty boys and girls hav been
educated at these schools yearly, but the Indian
commissioner has been steadily decreasing the price
allowed for them, until it now reaches $108 a year."
These are both Roman Catholic schools. The allowance of $108 per capita for their Indian pupils is
an extravagant sum, but it has been l_arger lD the
past, and now it is proposed to raise ~t to $1,00~.
It would be interesting to know the· history of this
item in the Indian Appropriation bill, as it would
also be to know why the Romaniats ·receive from the
general government more money for Indian schools
than all the other denominations put together.
Romaniam has lived in the Old World so long at
public exl?enae i~ has acq?ired the hab~ta of a political parasite, whwh we might well despise except for
ita deadly bite.
.
But what remedy shall we adopt to m~et this
movement? Can we forbid these people buymg and
occupying lands? No; but we can unite our Pr?teatant forces so perfectly to defeat the ends they aim
at that we can make it undesirable for them to come
with such designs among us. This we can do, and
this we ought to do, both for their good and our
~~
h
We say for their good as w~ll as _our own, and t e
point is well taken. Romamam, If we may trust
Lord Macaulay, has blighted some of the fairest sectiona in Europe and pauperized the _peoJ?le. If we
permit them to control our country It will soon be
unfit even as a refuge for the unhappy peasants now
sought to be brought among us.

In our issue of March 31st, we gave an account of
a proposed Romiah movement to propagandize the
South. The particulars we gave were taken from an
interview of the Catholic priest at Rome, Ga., Rev.
J. M. Clifford, with a reporter of the Tribune, the
daily paper of that city.
.
In the account it was set forth that the Romamata
had a scheme on foot for planting several colonies in
the South; that the bishops east of the Mississippi
river had the matter in charge ; that the plan was to
be fully developed at a convention of these bishops
to be held at Hot Springs, N. C., just after Easter,
at which Cardinal Gibbons would be present to aid
in the matter · that it was proposed to form a company with a c;pital of $2,000,000 to be raised by issuing two hundred thousand shares of stock at $10 per
share· that wealthy Romanista and outsiders were to
aid the movement· that immigrants were to be sought
from the Northw~atern states in this country. and
from England, Ireland, Germany, and France, in the
Old World; that points in north Georgia, north
Alabama north Mississippi, Tennessee, and North
Carolina' were to be selected for these colonists, and
tracts of land secured to them in lots of ten to one
hundred acres, allowing them ten years in wh.ich to
pay for the property, etc.
The account was, in the main, confirmed by published utterances of Romish authorities in Nashville
soon afterward, and is now further confirmed by the
correspondent of the Chicago News, who was sent
to observe_ the proceedings of the meeting and ascertain further particulars of the movement. From the
correspondent's account it seems t~e conventi~n
finished ita labors April 25th, though his account did
not appear in the press dispatches until May 6th.
It appears an association was organize~ to . be
called by the taking title, the "Southern Immigratwn
Association." Of the composition of the body forming this association the corr.eapon~ent of the News
says it " was unique." Car~mal Gibbons, t~e arcbbi~hop of Baltimore; the bishops of Nashville and
Savannah and many other priests were present, representing' the Romiah hierarchy. Besides these, he
says, "the Southern states were rep~es~n.ted by
General Fitzhugh Lee, governor of VIr~mia, who
presided ; by Governor G?rdon, of Georgia ; by the
governor of South Carolma, and by delegates appointed by the executive of eigh~ other states. In
addition to these prelates and priests, there were at
least two hundred gentlemen from. all parts
the
South, representing their reapectiV commumhea;
also a very considerable number of the foremost
railroad officials of the trunk lines east of the Mississippi river."
.
. .
.
Concerning the movmg apint of the conventiOn he
affirms:
The speech of Cardinal Gibbons was a masterpiece of
policy. From the moment he took his seat until the c?nve~
tion adjourned all the proceedings were in harmony With his
thoughts. The resolutions adopterl provide for the organiza.
tion of the Southern Immigration Association, with headquarters in New York, and for the raising of a large fun_d by
$1,000 subscriptions from railroads! from pubhc a~d p:nva~e
corporations and from trade and mdustnal orgamzat10n m
all the South~rn states east of the Mississippi river.
Of the aims and motiva involved in the meeting
the News correspondent speaks as follows :
Why has Rome developed sl!-ch an interest i~ the South as
to hav Cardinal Gibbons, her bishops of Nashv11le, of Savannah and a halfscore of growing cities in the South, leave
thei~ labors to attend a convention that ordinarily would hav
ilrawn to it none but business men and railroad magnates?
The intention is clear. Rome has decided to propagandize
the South. The Squthern states are aroused to their need of
greater populations, of an increased diversity of industries.
The railroads desire to swell the volume of travel and freight
transportation. Rome, ever watchful, has noted these things
carefully and in them sees her opportunity. The future
wealth of the South is assurerl. Europe is overcrowded.
Tens of thousands of Rome's children could be influenced
by the church to leave their nativ lands and settle in the
South. They could be planted in colonies in all the states,
and thus form the nucleus for the spread of Cetholicism.
SEND for catalog of our publications.
In conclusion, the correspondent seta forth the on application.
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~ommunicalions.
New Testament .Mirarles and Evolution.
The alleged miracles of Jesus are fairly numerous,
but upon the as~umption that he was the very God,
their utilitarian or moral value is open to doubt.
The gospel writers not only beli,ved that Jesus w~s
capable of performing miracles, but th~t an;y of his
disciples who possessed the necessary faith might acquire the power by the help of deity.
Jesus may be applauded for curing a man of leprosy for healing the centurion's servant, or even "removing" the fever from Peter's mother-in-law, but if
Jesus were God it is d:fficult to understand why such
persons should be Bfihcted with these diseases at all,
especially if their conduct was meritorious, and if
such diseases were sent as a punishment, it is equally
hard to understand why Jesus should Bt<lect. the;;e
among so many for cure, and leave all other &:ffiH~ted
persons-to deal with the diF~eaReB by natural methods
or perish. Tnese wet:e undoubtedly useful miracles
if they occurred, but as no amount of Pvidence would
prove them to hav been performed by supernatural
means-no man being able to set a limit to natur~:~'s
capabilities-we are open either to believe that those
who recorded these events were mistaken or that theJ
were deceived, or that tb.ey were accomplished in a
purely natural way.
Jesus is said to hav turnPd devils out of two men
pos~:<essed. But what are devils1
Theologians do
not know. They prufess to know something about a
personal being whom tbey d,.~cribe with this name,
but devils in the plur<il fhey know nothing abou• ..
Some say that the devils referred to wE-re '' fi · s."
But fits are not entities-they are a phy~:~ical condi
tion resulting from a derangement of the nervous
system.
In the same chapter we are told of devils that were
tnnsferred from the stomach of a man to the bodieE<
of some poor pigs, whose constitutions were so disturbed by such extraordinary and unexpected internal
sensations that they, with one accord, made an end.
to their existent'e (the pigs, not the devils) by rushing furiously down a steep place into the sea. Nvw,
if It were a good thing to turn devils out of the
stomach of a man, how can it be rt>garded as ·a
moral act to giv them a temporary lodging in the
stomachs of a number of poor pigs? And if these
devils were "fits," is it possible to transfer the fits of
a man to pigs ?
It is said that Jesus "stilled the tempest." But
though this would be in itself a m!lritorious performance, there were very few lives at stake. And if it
was a good thing for Jesus to still the tempest, by rebuking the winds and the sea, to save a few di~ciples,
it is not unnatural to a~.k if it would not-, be still more
praiseworthy on his part to calm the fury of the
waves when some great vessel heavily laden with
human beings was a.bout to be engulfed.
Do we not all in our best moments feel with Miranda when she exclaimed:
If by your art, my deare~t father, you hav
Put the wild waters iu thi" roar, allay !hem;
The sky it seem~ would pour down ~linking pitch,
But that the sea n:ountin~ to !be welkin's cheek,
Dashes the fire out. 0, I hav Sl•ffr·rf'd
With those that I saw BlJfft•r! A brave vescel
Who bad nn d,)lJbt some noble cn·aturPR in her,
Da~bed all to piects. 0, 1he cry did knock
AgainRt my very b1·ar1! Poor ~ouls, tlley perished!Had 1 bt·en any gr•d of power J would
Hav BIH k the sea within tbe eanh, or e'er
It should the good ship so hav swallowed, and
'I' he freil!hting souls w ttbiu her.
Now, if Jesus, as a God, wished to demonstrate
his power over the winds and the waves, surely he
migb.t hav selected an opportunity when more lives
w£-re at !!take than a few favored apostles. When
the London 'went down, heavily laden with your.g
and hopeful emigrants, or when the Pcincess Alice
was cut in twain by a massiv iron vessel-on such
occasions as these a big miracle would hav been of
undoubted utility. But when miracles are most
needed, th«'m are they most conspicuous by their absence.
But Jesus is said to hav opened the eyes of the
blind. A useful miracle undoubtedly, if it were ever
performed.
With no more difficult surgical operation than
daubing some clay upon the sightH:ss ey6s, and calling upon the man to see, Je~Sus is alleged to hav
wrought this change.
Jesus did not giv the man new eyes, nor supply
any deficiency in the aqueous or vitreous humors.
No. He went through a singular performance
w1th some soft clay, and, calJing upon the man toreceive his sight, the triek was done.
The goE>pel narrativ, however, itself throws grave
doubt up_on the gtnuinnPRB of this miracle, for itgoes on to declare that, J l'BUB himself adj tired the
man on no account to divulge to any man the secret
of how his sight bad been rtstored.
Imagin a tmrgeon who, having performed a succes!lfu1 operation, should implore L1s patient to telf
no man, l(st his practice should increase beyond Lis
power to cope with it I If J cJSUS could restore the

Ivision of

one blind man, why not of a thousand 1
Or, indeed, why not of all? And if it was a moral
act to cure one, would it not be more moral to cure
all?
It will ever appear strange to the thoughtful that.,
in a world governed by a good, just, and almig-hty
being, there should be any blind persons at all. Why
should a God make organs that are useless~ Upon
the theological hypothesis, there can be no rational
answer to this question. But upon the evolution
theory-the theory that organs develop by u~e, and
d~'cay from dimse-the explanation is easy enough.
Two other miracles of Jesus may now be considered
bdore summing up. The first W11B the miracle of
fePding five thousand hungry persons on five l_oaves
and two fishes-a very us;- ful miracle of its kindand the alleged raising of Lazarus to life.
In the feeding of five thousand, we are told that they
sat down in hundreds and fifties, and that when
Jasus " had looked up to heaven, and blessfd and
brak<J the loaves, he gave them to his disciples to Eet
before them."
Now, whether the loaves expanded before leaving
the hands of Jesus or after, the writer of Mark does
not say. But if neither the loaves nor the .fishes
were increased in size. we must assUme either that
they were of enormous dimensions at the l:'tarL or
that the people could not hav received more than a
('rtJmb of bread apiecP, and a bit of fish of sueh infiuitesimal proportions as to require tho aid of the
most powerful microscope in order that they might
grat:p it.
, In my debate with the Scotch novelist Agnes
Rullo Wilkie(" Was Jesus an Impostod''), my gifted
antagonist suggested an explanation which Rbe imagined to be of a rationnl charncter. She &fficmed inher grandiloquent way that Jesus did not feed the
five thousand on five loaveA and two fishes. Certainly
not. He supplied them with something far bPtte·r
than that-for be "fed them with the imperishable
bread of wisdom and trut.lJ." But Mrs. Wilkie did
not !'lay whether the twelve baskets of fragments
which were taken up after the feast were of the same
unf'ubstant.ial character.
Feeding five thousand hungry people is, without a
doubt, a moral act. But feeding thousands of peo~
ple who probably bad food enough at home, who
could easily obtain it if they chose, is scarcely so useful as supplying those who, in the time of famin, are
entirely destitute of t.he means of existence.
The resurrection of Lazarus is regarded by Christians
as the very best example of the great love of Jesus
for -his friend and compassion for the bereaved sisters,
l\Iartha and Mary. Looked at with the clear eye of
reason, the alleged event bears a very different complexion. Jesus knew that Lazarus was going to die,
yet he went away and did not return until Lazarus
had been dead some day£~. Then, although he knew
he could raise him from the dead, he came down to
the grave-side and wept. Why these tears? Was
Jesus sincere, or was he but enacting a wretched
IR.rce! But Jesus called Lazarus from the grave.
With a "loud voice" presumably. The dead take no
bPed to soft voices. Jesus bade him ''Come forth."
Although Lazarus was ''bound hand and foot with
graveclothes," he managed to dextrously wriggle
out of the grave.
It may bav been gratifying to Martha and Mary
to hnv their brother restored to them. It may hav
Pxcit~'d wonder aud admiration in the crowd who are
aJ!egHl to hav witnessed the event; but it certainly
was rather hard on poor L9.za.rus, who harl suffered the. agony of pain that invariably precl-des the
passage to the "valley of the shadow of death," to
be called to life again only. to endure a little later on
a repetition of tbese sufferings. And the morality of
such a miracle, viewed in this light, is very questionabiA.
The rE-surrection of Lazarus seemed to hav no perceptible effect on the people-it converted none, and
Lazarus took no steps to demonstrate tbe genuinness
of the miracle by going among the people and proclaiming the wonder that had been performed upon
him.
'rhe alleged resurrection of Jesus is a miracle into
the utility of which we need not inquire, since if
Jesus were God he could oot die, and if he were a
man he could not raise himself from the dead.
\Ve hav seen that the miracles cf Jesus were
mairJy of a useful character, supposing they were
performed; for, with the exception of the cursing of
the fig-tree, a wholly useless and silly performance,
the rest of the wonders said to hav been wrought by
the N11zarene were performed for distinctly desirable
purposes-for ends the cnnsummation of which meant
the increase of human happiness.
But whether we are dealing with the miracles
recorded in the Old or in the New Testament., whether
with the wonders performed by Jahvth or by Jesus, or
by ]e~;s prominent "instrument!'," such [ts MoRes,
Joshua, or Samson, there is one fatal trror running
through them all. They all assume that the Jaws of
nature are variabkl; that they ·ma.y be changed,
varied, or broken at the mere fiat of deity-a purely
gratuitous assumption-to which human experience,
common sense, and, above all, the great doctrin of

evolution, are utterly opposed. The study of the
evolution doctrin demonstrates that all the phenomena of nature are natural; that effects follow causes
in a never-ending succession; that natural forces go
straight to their end, mowing down whoever or whatever happens to be in the way with perfect impartiality; and that, if miraCles had ever happened
or were ever likely to happen, man would_ be the
most miflerable of all beings --the sport and toy of
nature, or of any being that happened to be behind
natural forces-for, unless the laws of nature were
fixed and unalterable, he would be unable to calculate
for a single instant what was likely to happen about
him; he would be unable to pursue his- daily avocation, but, in abject fear, stand in idleness day by day
awaiting the fatal force that would deprive him of
existence.
ARTHUR B. Moss.
AngtllS.
Laurence St.erne has put it on record~in "Tristram Shandy," I think-that the recording angel
one day, while ma.king an entry in his journal, dropped
a tear upon a certain word and blotted it out forever.
Laurenee is a bit hazy as to whether it was the tPar
or the word which was obliterated by the angelic
weep, but, not to be too hypercritical,· we will ~up
pose it was the word. The kernel of Sterne's' little
iucident is the consoling intelligence that anirels, like
teething children and defendants in breach-d-promis
cases, can occasionally indulge in the luxury of a
thorough good cry. From biblical sources, too, we
learn 1hat angels .can peck a bit when occasion demands, for does not. the venerable lady-killer who
wrote the P~alms make a remark that., once on a time,
''man did eat angelH' food~" The ''angels' food"
would, I fear, hardly satisfy the epicurean of A D.
1888, for coriRnder sEed doesn't (lOme wirhin miles of
roast beef and plum pudding, pdte de foie gras, or
ham boiled in champagne. Still, it was "grub" of a
sort, and the-fact that it constitutes the ange;ic rnenu
ought to be a sufficient buricade to the caviling of
the " sco1l:'tlr." Thus far we hav learned that angels
cao weep and, if nPeds be, utilize their masticatorsif they hav any. Besides this, it is on record that
nn angel bas before now shut the mouths of a few
rdractory lions, and that his brother and sisterangels hav driven chariots and blown trUmpets,
while it is distinctly stated that one of their number
was, on one occasion, by no means averse to taking
the brag out of Jacob by a pretty little maneuver of
the early days of the prize- ring. Further, we hav it
on the authority of Campbell, in his "Pleasures of
Hope," that angels can bmsh if necessary, and that
they are also capable of paying visits at intervals few
and far between. Here, then, is a whole pile of angelie possibilities-they can eat, weep, muzzle lions,
tool chariots, cornetize, wrestle, blush, and pay ·afternoon calls-and yet., with all our knowledge of angelic characteristics, there isn't one of us would rec·
ognize a heavenly messenger if we met him in the
street to morrow, if he had taken' the precaution to
disc,-rd his wings and white surplice for an orthodox
black coat and stovepipe hat. Such is fame !
But do angels wear a $20 suit of surplice and a
pair of wings as their ordinary work-a-day apparel~
Or is it o ly when they step into cheap engravings
and carry a little boy through the roof, while the
same iittle boy, wrapped in "the dreamless draperies
of eternal peace," lies in his little cot below 1 Or do
_they really dress up for the occasion when they visit
a sleeping seamstress and finish her work for her as
she sluml:.ers! And how do they get their surplices
on over their wings~ And bow-- But there, if I go
on with conundrums of this sort you will think I
want to play at being a membrr of a Christy minstrel
troupe, instead of concentrating my attention on the
subject in hand. Still, angelic costume is really a
matter of a good deal of speculativ interest. Father
Henriques, the Jesuit, was of opinion that angels
were in the habit of cavorting around in the dress
peculiar to the female portion of the community. It
is only fair, however, to the good old Jesuit to suppose that, had he lived a century or two later, and
been present at an "at home," "reception," or
ball of our own day, he would pr~,bably hav qualitied his opinion on angels' dress. Tbe good father
further believed that tLe heavenly messengers wore
their hair curled, affected waistcoats, farthingales,
aud such-like human vanities, and that up in heaven
there were plenty of beautiful baths, where the angels swam about like celestial gold.fisb; and enliventd
the Beckwithian perform,,nce by singing "melodious
madrigals." To the intelligent readtrs of TnE TRUTH
SEEKER-one can hardly imagin an ~mintelligent.
reader of TnE TRUTH SEEKEU-Father H.,ntiquet;'s
idea of the dress and doings of the inhabitants of
bPaven must appear quaint, to say the least of it.
Yet, after all, i~:~ there anything more than a dlfi.,rence
of dt>gree between the quaint ideas of the author of
"The But·dness of the Saints in Heaven" and the
popular superstitions of A.D. 18881 Is the idea of a
farthingaltd fil'h singing a merry madrigal so ';ery
much wore ridiculous than that of a featLuul ]P.dy
blowing a horn~
The idea of wings forming a portion of ·an 11ngel's
traveling imJ?edimenta lias probably arisen from the
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early accepted notion that angels liv in "the sky"whatever that may mean-and that, as "the sky"
seems scarcely solid enough to lay a tram-line on, it
was probably imagined by our early ancestors, who
had no knowledge of ballooaing, that some propelling power was necessary for the conveyance of the
"guardian spiri~s" from _place to place. In early
days foJks were m the hab1t of limiting their ideas of
the unknowable to their acquaintance with the knowable. Birds, they reasoned, were the only animals
which could utilize the atmosphere for traveling purposes. To so utili~e it they required wings; er_qo,
angels must hav wmgs. And !lO the old myth has
come down through the ages. Famous painters hav
pandered to the superstition, and daubed their angels
after the conception of early man. Andrea Orcagna,
in his fresco at Piss, painted his angels as prettily
celored birds, whose heads were heads of beautiful
women; while he made his devils, as per the stereotyped idea, in the forms of beasts and snakes. Old
Suon artists clothed their "guardian spirits" in
shirts and undershirts, a far more sensible notion
than that usually adopted by would-be "great'' masters. In literature, as in art, the chano-es hav been
so constantly rung on the ideal angel tbat the popular
mind-though it would probably deny the soft impeachment if challenged in blark and white-actually
accepts ideality for reality, and tutors the jtivenil
intellect to believe in the feathered lady who hovers
over the cot. Milton's angels were an angry, f·.1rbiddmg crowd; Longfellow's were decent souls, if we
take the one mixed up with Rabbi Ben Lwi as a
sample. Yet both Milton and Longfellow hav· helped
not a little to fix in the popular· mind a myth as a
reality. In our churches ·to-day the same idea covers
all the available stained glass of the esta.biishment.
Good, sensible church-going people, of cours''• would
laugh at you if you suggested that the angAlic picturea were anything more than poetic representations.
But, all the same, there isn't a mother's son of them
would like to be shut up in a church for a night with
nothing to engage his attention but the feathered
folk on the stained-glass window.
Of course, as_ good Christians, you and I, dear
reader, expect to become angels some day or other,
though I am sorry to say that most of us don't
seem to care how long that day may be in c )ming.
All the same, however, there is no .earthly necessity
for our aspirations to be damped by the prospect of
wings and coriander seed. We can still be good
Christians, and still believe in, or, more correctly,
wish for, a happy hereafter, without tacking on to it
absurd costumes and occupations. It is not absolutely compulsory for us to believe either in a devil
with a tail or in an angel with rerial propellors.
When two-lt>gged man was a very little boy, he
believed that the spirit when it left the body departed
into some far-off isle of the blessed, and enjoyed to a
fuller extent all that made life worth living here.
Whether man's pleasures were coa1:se or otherwise,
he expected to enjoy them tenfold, and he created
his gods and his heaven to suit his own uneducated
taste. Man has grown up now-to a certairi extent
-yet he still holds to the material hereafter with a
perseverance worthy of a better cause. Let us, by
llll means, stick as long as we can to the hope of
meeting those we b~v "loved long since and lost
aw·hile." It is a hope which, whether reasonable or
not, will lead us on to higher and better and purer
life here; but now that we hav banished our witches
and men in the moon imd churchyard ghosts, the
time has surely arrived when bodiless cherubim and
golden-haired ladies may be relegated to the obliv'ion
of rejected myth.
Here endet.h my sermon on Angels-written entirely in the interests of Christianity. Ahem !
WHYTE TIGHE.·
-----------

plurality of worlds! Was it enough of electricity
when Morse proved it a means of communication?
Is it enough of light that it enables us to see each
other·~ or of water that we quench our thirst?
Because Martin Luther discovered that the pope
at Rome was not infallible, and denied his authority,
must_ we stop there. and deny the right to all others
to thmk on this subJect of Christianity T
We are told that we must not use our reason; that
we must believe by faith alone.
·
That is just what the pope at Rome said. But
Martin Luther gave light to the world through rea
son, which we call the Reformation, and our greatest
joy.
My Christian friend, hav you not a right to think
as much as Martin Luther T Can you not see that
the world moves by thought? Can you deny me the
right to question the justice of Christ's suffering on
the cross for my sins?
Your answer is: There is no justice in it, but it
had to be to fill the law of God.
Was it moral or reasonable?
No, you say, but we must accept it, because it is
the law of God.
.
The pope at Rome said the same thing to Martin
Luther.
The pope said to Luther: "I command you by the
power sent me direct from Jebm Christ through St.
Peter, his chosen apostle, in whose name I carry toe
keys to the kingdom of heaven, and whosoever I
shall bind on earth shall be bound in heaven, to stop
this talk about me and my business."
Did Martin Luther stop his ta.l.k! No. He had a
thought, and persisted in telling it to the world.
Shall we stop thinking, because Martin Luther
three hundred years ago had a good thougbt? Is
this the end and aim of the Christian religion!
Must the Christian religion mean now, in this nineteenth century, the same as it did in the fifteenth
century-the end of progress? · If so, why do we
glory in the work of Luther 1 Hav not we the right
to think as Luther did!
Hav we not as much right to question the ideas of
Luther as he had to question the pope at R<Jme 1
Why, in this enlightened age,. will our l!ense allow a
priest to stand before the people and say that faith iR
better than reason? Why should our sense allow a
man to stand before the public and proclaim that
Jesus ChriPt died that we ruight hav a future life 1
Even if the B1ble is the word of God, it is plain
that it never was intended to teach us of a future life.
The old Bible does not say anything of it, and
Jesus Christ seldom spoke of it.
The blood shed under the Jewish law was only to
satisfy an angry God. Abraham never had a promis
of a future life, even for the giving of his only begotten son to God.
Is it reasonable to think of a law that was not
known to the Jews as coming from God, while
Christ· always said : "To the Jew first and after that
to the gentiles."
Is it not plain that this future life is of modern
'birth, for the purpose of establishing the Christian
church 1
Is it not a fact that all that exists in any church
worth anything is embadied in morality~
Is it right to teach our children of the death and
resurrection of Jesus Christ, while we know the
thought to be immoral, uojust, and unreasonable~
If it was to fill a law of God, why did not he tell the
Jews of a future life !
Is it not plain to all Bible readers that this story
was got up as a scheme to establish the church!
My Christian friends, allow no man or priest to tell
you that faith is better than reason. Follow the
example of Luther. The church told him the same
thing. Will you persist in doing what you honor
him for not having done?
'flw Present Cloud.
This is an age of rapid progress. Thought and
The so called civilized world speak of "the Dark reason hav been partly let free and the c oud is
W. H. PENFIELD.
Ages," as though they thought that the present age slowly passing.
with them was as clear as the sun in a cloudless sky.
Some Uontrasts.
If we had all been without eyes from the beginning
I hav before me the lVar Cry, a Salvation
our sense of perfect joy woulJ hav been fully realized
upon the most dim and misty vision of Nature and Army paper which some one was kmd enough to
send mB, the sender no doubt thinking that I was
our surroundings.
What do we mean when we speak of the Dark much in need of salvation. While I am not d;sposed
to accept their offers of "salvation without money
Ages?
Do we not mean the time when the world was not and without price," yet, whoever the person is that
allowed to think, but was compelled by law to use sent rue the paper, he has my thanks, for it furnished
the br-ain of one man, the head of the Christian me something to think abnut.-furnished me something to contrast with the ind1ffdl'ence of Freethinkers.
church 1
.
The lVar Cr1J is. filled with reports of their meetWhy are we not to-day in the same darkness 1
All will say, because of that great hero .Martin ings from New York to the PaeifiJ ocean. I particuLuther. He broke the shackles that bound the larly noticed the " Wisconsin D1vision." Means can
world to the dogmas of the pope at Rome. All must be furnished these fanatical bigots to travel all over
admit that what we call the Reformation was the our state shouting their crazy religion in numerous
coming from darkness to light by the appeal of and important towns, beating drums and blowing
Martin Luther to the reason of mankind. But I ask: horns for Christ's sake. The towns that hav been
Are we yet out of the darkness! Luther only started blessed with a call from the Salvationists are Beloit,
Brodhead, Evansville, Monroe, Browntown, Chippewa
us to_ward the light.
Must we stop and say because Luther was a Falls, Eau Claire, and Ashland.
The first sentence.of the report from Ashland is:
great and brave man that there is nothing better?
Must we say that a man that lived three hundrrd "The S01lva!ion Army just suits A~hland." If this
years ago has done nil the thinking we need 1 Was it be true, then Ashland must bs allowed the privilege
f3.noujh pf ~st}.'OP9JP.Y when Br!J.P-9 .s~ig there wll~ .a of h~yin~ just as mqch S!!olvatiop aB it wants.
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Is it, really possible that ninety-nine of every
hundred people must be fed upon the marvelous-is
it possible that even in this age d learning and
science superstition is more congenial to the
mind of the average man than Rationalism T I can
not help contrasting the successful efforts of the
most irrational religionists with the unsuccessful
attempts of Liberal lecturers to secure engagements _
on the most generous terms. A Freethinker may
write a hundred letters for engagements to lecture,
and, business-like, inclose stamps for reply, and if he
gets answers to one-fifth of his letters he is quite
fortunate indeed.
Another publication lying on my writing table is
the 11 Methodist Year Book," 1888, in which I find
generous, magnificent sums given for the purpose of
spreading the religion of 11 believe or be damned ''
among the heathen and unbelievers in Methodism.
Their sums apportioned for missionary purposes,
foreign and domestic, foot up the grand total of
$1.201.819. And this great sum is raised and
RXpended by the M~>lhodist church alone in one ye!l.r_
I find, too, that $10,000 is appropriated for missionary purposes in the heathen state of Wisconsin.
What an unfavorable contrast these figures make
with the reports of the funds raised and disbursed
by the American Secular Union! Whyis it that a
religious organization can be so genuou~ly sustained
and a Liberal or~anization be allowed to perish for
lack of finances 1 Is it that there are principles in
Christianity that are more enduring and more to be
commended than in Liberalism! Or is it that Christians are more earnest and sincere than Liberals
Or is it that Christians as a class are generous and
free to giv and that Liberals are niggardly and mean'
No, it is none of these reasons.
Liberals as a class are generous and free....:._hold to
their principles as honestly as Christians do to theirs.
True, there are many half-hearted Liberals who care
nothing for the ignorance and bigotry of the world
There are also too many Liberals who are intimidated
by Mother Grundy. So there are Christians who
are careless and indifferent-who are thoroughly
selfish.
What then is the diffArence bAtween orthodox
success and the abort.iv efforts of Freethought? If
we study t.he history of any religion, or any Secular
movement, we will see how little its success depends
upon the nature of its doctrins, and how much success depf'nds upon e:ffect-iv organization. If Liberals
wish to succeed-if we wish to get a·respectful hearing-we must organize to accnmplish our purpose.
There are sufficient numbers of Liberals in almos
every town to hav an organiz'ltion and well-conducted meetings. Then we would be as respectable
as any of the churches. In this way we would command the respect of our opponeats, and the petty
perelf'Cntions of the church would cease.
Pittsville, Wis.
GEo. H. DAWES.

-A. Christian Giv-,\way.
In the Commercial of August 18'h appears an
extract from the Contemporary Revimo, from an
article called "The Future of Religion," in which
occurs the following remarkable passage:
An At.hl'ist, if he argnes consistenth', will not expose his
life to defenrl either his country or his fellow-man; for. if
all rea'llv dies with the body, why should be sacrifice that hy
which he enjnys all the rest? Abnegation such as this
would be abBolute folly, and the Hacrifice complete trickery.
The denial of the spiritnRlity of the soul uproots all reasonable motivs for bein~r just and hone~t. If I can enrich myself and eFC~pe t.he._JWn!ll code, why should I not do so·?
The bl~tze of gold soon makes men fllrget a slur on the moral
character. I serl no good. reason fnr abstaininll from any
indelicacy of conrluct..'from an abuse of another'B confidence,
or even from theft., if all this may go unpunished and be
profitable to myself. Apart from religion. what influence is
there to encourage good and withstand evil propensities ?

Can there be a more glaring illustration of the
de.adening moral effect of Christian teaching than
this 1
Note· tbe opacit.y of moral perception which prevents the writer from even seeing his own self-condemnation through his own words.
This is about the "freshest," the most naV givaway of the gosrel syotem that can be found anywhere.
Without som(:\ selfish motiv of direct personal
interest, he says, there is nothing in patriotism and
right t.o induce their practice.
.
If he were an Atheist, he would he, rob, seduce,
murder and betray his conntry because he would
hav no 'expectation of being paid for not doing so.
Why ! love of offspring, love of his master, will
cam~e evt>n a beast to risk and also sacrifice his life.
Here Freethinkers, is your opportunity. You are
forever'being twitted with being nt>gativ, ~ith pulling
down. Let it be shown that the true believers, who
believe in tha power of goodness over man for its
own sake. can do more to raise man than the rea
intid~>ls who are utterly devoid of confidence in the
noble's being in any way, in itself, preferable to the
base.
BEDUOCK.
SEND for cat~lo~ of our public~tiops,
on application,
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ness word, a word that shows just what the organization
means-no more, no less. We want a specific term, not a
generic. No one organization can include the whole of Liberalism. Specialization is the law of progress, and thus is the
law of Liberalism. It must hav many instrumentalities for
its growth, and the American Secular Union -is one of these
instruments. The attempt to' combine Liberalism into one
vast organization would be a. stupendous failure. This is
the curse of the church-that it- tries to do too many things,
to include the whole of life. The only way for the church
to save itself, in the vastness of modem civilization, is to
specialize its efforts, confine itself to a few things ..
" So with the American Secular Union. It must be a
special organization, not a general organization. It represents the concentration of Liberalism upon one point, and
the word Secular expresses the concentration and the meaning of the concentration, and therefore it becomes a grand
rallying cry like the cry,' On to Richmond I' That did not
mean everything to the cause of the American republic, but
it meant a mighty advance to the universal victory. A secular government is not all. Grander ideals are in the future,
but it reptesents a tremendous gain."

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
' The difference may also be stated in another way.
Single subscription in advance ............................ .. tS 00 Liberal means our religion, or professions as to relig0 00
One subscription two years, in advance................ ..
6 00 ious belief. Secular means our politics, or political
Two new subscribers .......................................... .
objects. And as the Union is formed for political
One subscription with one new subscriber, in onere6 00 work, Secular is obviouSly a better word to describe
mittance ...................................................... .
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
7 00 'the·organization. If we say we desire a Liberal govremittance .................................................. .
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
ernment, no one knows just what we want. Liberal
8 60
remittance .................................................. ..
may mean liberal in expenditures, liberal, or broad,
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 10 00 in policy, or liberal fn law-making. Secular governA.ny number over five at the same rate, invariably
ment, however, always means, and is so understood,
with one remittance.
-

Liberal or Secular.
We hav found in the InveBtigator during the past
few weeks an animated and ardent discussion as to
whether the word Liberal or Secular best described
the work of the American Secular Union. Mr. Seaver
and most of his correspondents seem to favor the
word Liberal because Secular " may refer to trade,
commerce, politics, shops, manufactures, or anything
else ; but Liberal relates to mental reform, to free
thought, free speech, opposition to bigotry, priestcraft, and every species of tyranny over the mind of
man."
The writers of these kinds of reasons seem to forget that Liberal is used in politics in England and
Canada, and means not at all what Freethinkers mean
when they call themselvs Liberal. In fact, the Lib:.
eral party of England is exceedingly il-Liberal toward Infidels. So when we say in this country that
such a party has adopted a Liberal policy, it does
not follow that it has adopted the policy of the Liberals. Again, the word is used. to denote a heretical
portion of the church people-pale phantoms eternally suspended between heaven and earth-" Liberal
Christians." On the other hand, the word Secular
always means, of this world and its affairs, and must
necessarily exclude the other world, and is consequently opposed to Christianity or any other-world
religion. Of course, it expresses no opinion as to
the truth or falsity of other-world religions, but
simply denotes that he who is a Secularist is attending to this world and separating its affairs from the
other. Under a secular ·government, no union of
church and state is possible.
Moreover, there is a broader ground in favor of
the word Secular in describing the Union formed to
enforce the Nine Demands. Mr. Putnam, president
of the Union, states them admirably in a communication which Brother Seaver prints in the InveBtigator.
He points out :
" The reason for the name is found in the Nine Demands
of Liberalism, wherein it is stated that the supreme purpose
of the Union is the establishment of a 'purely secular government' in the American republic. The word Secular in
this case is thoroughly plain in its meaning. It means a
total separation of church and state. There is no other word
that means this exactly.
"'Liberal' does not mean it. 'Infidel' does not mean it.
' Freethought' does not mean it-that is, exclusivly. These
terms are general terms, and include Secularism, though not
neceesarily; and if they include that, they also include many
other things, and therefore they are not defining words of
the intent and sole intent of the American Secular Union.
This Union is organized for a particular purpose-not a general purpose-as were the old antislavery societies. It proposes to do one thing, and only one thing, and when this one
thing is accomplished the function of the Secular Union is
over. It has no need of further existence as an organization.
" Liberalism, in its broad and deep meaning, is something
far more than this. It includes the whole of life and thought,
and its universal aims are as lasting as the human race. It
has a mightier function outside of the state than in it, in the
development and education of humanity in every realm of
mental, moral, and social activity. It is a general, all-comprehensiv word, and for that very reason is not the word we
want. We waut a particular word, a defining word, a busi-

a government without church entanglements or religious bias. The word Liberal, therefore, conceals our
political objects, while Secular defines them boldly.
But unless the Union is supported a little more
unitedly, enthusiastically, and Libe~ally in the future
than in the immediate past, it will not make much
difference as to the name. The organization will
lapse back into that state of helpless desuetude in
which it was found 'By the annual Congress at
Cassadaga.

An English Institution.
In England, _as is well known, there· still linger,
amid all the wealth of knowledge and intelligence of
thought that we hav secured for our age, certain
fragmentary remains of ancient superstitions that
used to flourish strangely and balefully among old
and sexni-civilized peoples. These remnants of superstition, it also appears, are not to be observed in
a great part of the population ; and in the portion
where they are found they present varying degrees
of harmfulness and intensity.
Indeed, the particular supernaturalism fallen to
the English is of a nature so antagonistic to human
welfare-so incomparably more ruinous and deadly
than any other on the wide earth-so opposed to
nature, iDimical to reason, incompatible with peace,
obstructiv to progress, and fatal to health and to life
itself-that obviously the attainments and advancement of that people could hav been made possible
only by an ignoring of all its essential principles and
a lixnitation of its duties by most to a mere mechanical routine of ceremonies and unmeaning forms.
This is the course that the masses, thanks to their
nearness to nature and a bit of leavening common
sense, hav followed.
A considerable portion of the professed adherents
of the irrationality seem almost totally uninfluenced
by it in their conduct of life. Its formulas repeated,
its genuflexions· made, its payments placed in the
right hands, they are seen proceeding to their vocations, their civil affairs, their investigations and works
of utility, substantially unimpeded and unpoisoned
by the fixed averments and noxious fantasies of their
creed
Another portion of the followers of the faith are
evidently more under its dominion. They devote
some money and eft'~rt to its advance, regulate their
acquaintance by it, and endeavor, with the usual unfortunate effects, to adjust to it some of the functions
of their daily life.
Still others present a more deplorable aspect of
the aberration. Its singular antinatural impulses
seem engrafted into their natures, by early training,
to a great depth, and they exhibit a lamentable
diminution of that openness to new thought and conviction so necessary to progress.
Yet, through all these classes, there is much of
healthful recognition of rational principle, much of
liberality of conduct, of amenability to reason, of
wholesome holding by nature and the known, of love
of progress and the right. With that strange but
fortunate faculty of mankind for honestly holding in

words and profession a formal belief and at the same
time unconsciously regulating their conduct upon
principles absolutely interdicted by thatbelief, all of
these classes, even the backward and bigoted class
last enumerated, hav, though with slow and painful
surmounting of traditional and supernatural obstacles, yet made a considerable and distinct advance in
civilization. The truth is, there is in nearly an· of
them a tacit recognition of the pernicious and impracticable nature of their creed. Though uncon- scions to its exhibitors, and though they would indignantly deny its existence, this recognition, this admission of the folly and evil of their faith, is evident
in their every act. Recognizing, then, as they do, in
their -tacit, practical way-by the kind of double
conscious~ess mentioned-the folly and Inischief of
their creed, the :people, it Inight reasonably be supposed, would instantly unite to suppress as insane
and perilous a class even more deeply sunk into
groveling superstition than any of their own number
-more incased and hardened against social change,
more bitter and mallgnant toward free inquiry and
popular rights, more determined in reactionary
measures and class rule and venomously hostil to
progress and science. At least, it might confidently be presumed that the people, if by their prin..ciples prevented from disarming by political disability such dangerous foes of the state, would concentrate upon them a storm of contempt, and brand
them as among the lowest and most reprobate of
mankind.
Well, there is in England just such a class. Let
us .see what it is, and then what the people do
with it.
Beyond the many who adhere to Christianity in
name but practice few of its precepts and enter willingly any liberal and rational reform ; beyond the
numbers who furnish attendance and money at
churches and are Inildly shocked at aught heretical;
beyond the more devoted supporters who bend with
energy to their work, but though blinded and misguided retain some .conscience and justice.....:.-beyond
all these, there is in England a class of Christians
irremovably rooted in fixed opinions received from
barbaric ages; utterly devoid of principle; uniformly
antagonizing every innovation; influencing and intriguing against every move for liberty either political
or religious; invariably bent upon thwarting education and enlightenment; unfailingly abetting governmental ·injustice and tyranny; conscienceless· and
sycophantic, insidious and deceiving, hypocritical and
tyrannical, corrupt and dangerous; oppressors of all
that is manly and free, maintainers of ignorance and
its pain, foes to every condition that can bring forth
intelligence and joy.
What do the people do with such a class 1
They constitute it a governing house of legislature
for the realm.. It is called the House of Bishops.
It may be said : But do the bishops really vote
and intrigue in the directions charged 1 Let us
review the history of the Established church and
House of Bishops and see.
Co~encing from the Reformation, the Anglican
church, through the whole of the struggles for constitutional liberty against kingly despotism, exerted
in every period and every conflict the whole of its
tremendous power for the maintenance of tyranny
and wrong. Every history of every reign tells this ;
it is a matter of common ascertainment and overwhelxning proof, and though the duplicity of the
church still diverts from it the attention of the uninformed masses, it is as household words to every
scholar in the world.
When Charles I. attempted to convert the monarchy into a despotism, the church gave him its constant and enthusiastic support.
When after the Restoration the current of opinion
set in against all liberal opinions, the church directed
the stream, allied herself in the closest union with a
court of unexampled corruption, and exhausted her
anathemas, not upon the tyranny and extortion surrounding her, but upon the patriotic principles of
·
Hampden and his friends.
Through the continual encroachments of the
Stuarts on the people's liberties, she maintained the
same course.
The University of Oxford solemnly condemned the
democratic writings of Buchanan and others, and
proclaimed it unlawful" on any pretense whatever to
take up arms against the king."
Dlll'ing the reign of William the whole energies of
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the church were directed to the subversion of the
constitutional liberty that was then firmly estab. lished.
Through the movement _against public rights under
Queen Anne, through the still stronger movement
· under George In, the same spirit shaped all her
acts.
·
.
Of all supporting the wars against America and
against the French Revolution, the Anglican clergy
were the most ardent. From first to last their conduct was the same, and every victory of liberty was
their defeat.
For the space of two huridred years there :flowed
from the Christian dignitaries a stream of volumes
inculcating support of whatever monarchy was in
power; and denouncing upon all reformers the :flames
of hell. Everywhere the priest called down the
wrath of his God on opponents to the king, and
everywhere wal!l ~he scripture cited as proof and warning. That no tyranny, however gross, that no violation of the c'onstitution, 'however :flagrant, can justify
resistance; that all those principles concerning the
rights of _peoples on which constitutional government
is based are false, and all those efforts of resistance
by which constitutional government is achieved are
deadly sins, was her emphatic and unchanging teaching. "Heaven," said the " Homily on Willful Rebellion," "is the place of good, obedient subjects, and
hell the prison and dungeon of rebels against God
and their prince." " We may not in any wise," said
the "Homily on Obedience," " withstand violently or
rebel against rulers, or make any insurrection, sedi·
tion, or tumults, either by force of arms or otherwise, against the anointed of the Lord." Jeremy
Taylor and Ussher vied in denouncing the man" who
can think it lawful .to fight against the supreme
power of his nation." Berkeley attempted ("Discourse on Passiv Obedience") to show that obedience to royalty was ordained by the law of nature.
During all these generations there were just two insiances of the church's taking an attitude of opposition
to royalty. Who needs to be told the cause of these
departures from her course 1 When her own dignity
and property were touched by James, she suddenly
forgot her teachings of submission ; when Mary
threatened persecution, she rose in convulsions of
rage, sowing sedition and advocating tyrannicide ("A
, Short Treatis of Politique Power," by the bishop of
Winchester, 1558).
Now let us examin the votes of the House of Bishops
in our own time. And let it be remembered that
though in its riow weakening condition this House has
no direct legislativ power save in so far as what its
. convocations agree upon .may be made the subject of
an act of Parliament, these convocations, as is tes·
tified by the Encyclopedia Britannica, hav by influence and as " spiritual advisers" in many instances
procured their determinations to become the law of
the land.
In 1810 they procured the defeat of the bill abolishing capital punishment for stealing from shops
property of the value of five shillings.
In 1807 they procured the defeat of the appointment of a Privy Council committee to forward the
education of the people.
In 1833 they procured the defeat of the bill rendering Jews eligible to sit in Pj\rliament.
In 1834 they procured the defeat of the bill admitting Dissenters to the Universities.
In 1839 they procured the defeat of the national
education bill.
In 1867 and 1869 they procured the defeat of the
bill abolishing ecclesiastical tests preventing Nonconformists from enjoying the rights and privileges
of the Universities.
In 1860, 1861, 1862, 1863, and 1865 they procured
the defeat of the Qualification for Offices Abolition
bill, which abrogated the declaration "not to exercise
power, authority, or influence, possessed in virtue of
any office, to interfere with or weaken the Protestant
church as it is by law established in England, or to
disturb said church, or the bishops and clergy of the
said church, in the possession of any rights or privileges to which the said church and the said bishops
and clergy are or may be by law entitled."
In 1876, and three times in 1877, they procured
the defeat of the bill permitting in churchyards
"Christian and orderly" funeral services other than
those of the Church of ]lngland.
In 1883 they twice procured. the defeat of the bill
allowing a man to marry his dect~os~d wife's llil:!t(!:r,

" The Church of England," says Macaulay, " continued to be for more than one hundred and fifty
years the servil handmaid of monarchy, the steady
enemy of public liberty. The divine right of kings
and the duty of passivly obeying all their commands
were her favorit tenets." "Anglicanism," says Lecky,
" was from the beginning at once the most servil and
the most efficient agent of tyranny. In all those
fiery trials which English liberty has passed since
the Reformation, she invariably cast her influence
into the scale of tyranny, supported and eulogized
ev_ery attempt to violate the constitution, and wrote·
the fearful sentence of eternal condemnation upon
the tombs of the martyrs of freedom." "Every inch
of ground," says Samuel Morley, "toward the re1igious liberty now enjoyed in these kingdoms, has
been won by hard fighting against prelates, clergy,
and against the powerful landed aristocracy, whose
pliant servants the former hav always been." "Hav
we found Bishops," asks Joseph Hume, "standing
between the government and the people to· prevent
the exercise of arbitrary power T No; they hav
been aiders and abettors of every tyranny and oppreesion which the people hav been compelled to
endure. When did they rise to oppose an act intended to abridge liberty T They hav always been
the political tools of a designing ministry, and ready
to sacrifice every principle in the support of arbitrary
power."
This, the Anglican church, headed and managed by
these bishops, is the institution to which the people of
Great Britain in their wisdom annually pay through
their government; according to the total estimates of
the Financial Reform Association, the sum of nine
million five hundred thousand pounds, or over fortyfive million dollars.
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The Louisville Oourier-Journal says that Mr.
Everett is in a bad way financially, with no money,
few personal friends, and unable to get a day's work
whereby he could earn even a few dollars. He is in
pressing need, and suffering because the meek and
lowly followers of Jesus hav so much love of God in
their hearts that there is no room for justice and
decency.
That the investigation will help Mr. Everett, we
hav· doubts. Powderly is too closely pressed
under the -thumb of Cardinal Gibbons to do
justice to an Infidel; but whether the boycott is
removed or not, the public agitation of the injustice
will tend to prevent other like instances.

The Thievery of Credit.

A good many thoughts are suggested by the following paragraph in a recent issue of the San Francisco Freethought:
'' Those were queer ceremonies that attended the transfer of
the Lick Observatory to the State University of California at
Berkeley last week. In the first place there was prayer, and
afterward Professor LeConte, in accepting the gift on behalf
of the board of· regents, dtfended the study of astronomy on
the ground tliat it is an investigation into the " modes of the
divine intelligence." His address, as reported, was as much
an exhortation to piety as to the study of science. In consideration of the fact that James Lick was a Freethinker,
and made this contribution to science because he believed
that science would be the death of superstition, it is to be
deeply regretted that the ceremonies could not hav been
secular, even if the orators of the occasion had not generosity
enough to pay to Freethought the tribute which was its due."
In a few years we shall probably be told that
James Lick left his magnificent bequest for the sole
purpose of aiding Christianity. Like Girard College,
the ghouls will steal the institution and use it to
propagate the very superstition that the founder
most heartily detested.
Mr. Everett and the Knights of Labor.
But it will be only one more instance of the
It seems that at last Arthur C. Everett will be able church's claiming the credit for a good work which
to get his case against the Knights of Labor of Indi- she strenuously opposed, and approved OQly when
ana taken up and investigated, though it will be she was forced to or found ,there was money in it
which she could steal and put to her own uses.
strange if justice shall be finally done him.
The readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER will remember
Editorial Notes.
the circumstances connected with the trouble, related
THB ghost of Thomas Paine is said to be wandering around
in detail in these columns months ago, but now being
for the first time noticed by the general press. Mr. New Rochelle, and occasionally visiting this city. The story
goes around New Rochelle that the ghost flits around the
Everett objected to the use of the Bible in the lodge Mount Paine milk farm every twenty-four hours. It is, howroom, on the ground that the order is secular and ever, a circumstance worthy of note that it has not visited
composed of both Infidels and Christians. The Bible any of Paine's admirers, but is seen only by the Christians.
was retained, the Christians being in the majority,
THBRE are some pious p jople whose zeal outruns their disand an appeal from Mr. Everett to Mr. Powderly
cretion. Of such appears to be Dr. Arnold, proprietor of a
produced no good effects.
music school in Chicago, who was fined $10 by a justice of
Mr. Everett was perhaps the most earnest an4 the peace, on a charge of assault and battery committed on a
~nthusiastic worker in the cause of labor in Wabash, young lady pupil for refusal to attend prayers in the parlor.
and he began the publication of a little journal in the Dr. Arnold's militant religious zeal will yet get him into
interests of the order. But he is also an indefatiga- trouble, though it is by no means certain that it will get him
into heaven.
ble Freethought advocate, and the official presence
THE Northern Weekly Leader, England, says of Mr. Bradof the Bible in the lodge room was excessivly distasteful to him. In his paper he each week protested, laugh's explanation to his Northampton constituents of his
and published besides heretical editorials and com- course on the Oaths bill: " The address was a masterpiece
and model of political sincerity. It was something more
munications. The Knights resented this, and tried than that, however-it was a conclusiv vindication of the
to force him to stop. As he would not stop under course which he has adopted in the House of Commons with
threats they tried bribery, offering to buy him a new regard to the Oaths bill. The fate of that measure depended,
press if he would join the Methodist church and as he explained to his audience, on his being able to secure
cease printing Freethought articles in connection a majority for it in face of a Government which was really
hostil, and of an Opposition which by itself was powerless.
with labor intelligence. His refusal to listen to these It says much for Mr. Bradlaugh's management that under
overtures wae followed by threats and persecution such circumstances he has saved the bill in principle and in
on the part of the Knights. He was stoned as he sat effect. On Wednesday Northampton Liberals showed that
upon the porch in front of his residence. He was they know when they are well off." While not wishing to
threatened with tar and feathers, and assured that detract .from Mr. Bradlaugh's reputation as a bold and skilc
fulleader, we cannot see how the true secular principle of
his type would be dumped into the streets. They government is preserved when a man has to say a word about
made it so hot for him that he moved to Mt. Vernon, religion, either negativly or afflrmativly, before performing a
Ind. They followed him there with the boycott, public duty. If the bill is accepted as the best that can be
writing to the prosecuting attorney there that they done at present, as a compromise l}nwilliogly entered into
were going not only to ruin his business, but to drive by the Infidels, then its passage is a question of opportunism
to be determined by the necessities of the oppressed.
him out of the state. He did go to Grand Rapids,
Mich., but failing to support himself returned to his
Lectures and Meetings.
old home at Wabash, where he livs in constant fear,
THE
Kent,
0.,
Secular Union will hold a mass meeting on the
not daring to v.enture upon the streets at night, and
Old Pioneer Grounds, Kent, on Saturday, Sunday, and Monunable to obtain employment, as all are afraid day, September 1st, 2d, and 3d, two sessions each day at 2
that the Knights will boycott them if they giv the o'clock and 7:30P.M. The evening meetings will be held in
Kent's Hall. Miss Voltairine de Cleyre is engaged to unveil
heretic work.
The matter will be taken by Mr. Everett to the convent life, and J. H. Burnham to compare constructiv Secstate assembly of Knights, soon to convene. Mr. ·ularism with other systems of morality. There will be both
vocal and instrumental music at each meeting. The admisPowderly, to whom Mr. Everett has written several sion is free. All people in that vicinity and other vicinities
times asking to hav the tr-ouble adjusted, has at last are cordially invited to attend.
got off his knees before Cardinal Gibbons long
GEORGE H. DAWES will lecture at Deuster, Wis., Septemenough to write : " If the case stands as reported by ber 9th; at New Lisbon, Wis., September lOth, and at Meryou, then a wrong has been done. I will cause an rilon, Wis., September 12th. All the Freethinkers in the
investigatiQJl tQ be :rt~ade. You will ht~ar from me vicinity should go and hear him, and t&ke their Christian
neighbore along.
l~wr on."

•
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l,ttltrs Jroff( Jlritnds.
GENESEO, ILL., Aug. 5, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I understand a good Liberal of Orion, Ill.,
bad the misfortune to lose one of his children, and that he
ball an orthodox minister to preach his funeral. I thought
perhaps he did not know where he could ge~ a Liberal"to
speak a few kind words in the dark hour of biB trouble and
tllat that was the reason he had to do as he did.
The lady who informed me seemed to think, even boasted,
that Liberals under such circumstances would come to the
preachers or the Bible for consolation. I regret to hear our
brother Liberal would or did hav anything to do in that way
with orthodox· ministers. Now, I hope you or some of the
'fiWTH SERKRH family will tell all Liberals where they can
procure a Liberal speaker, in case his or her services are
needed. Many good wishes for you and all the TRUTH
SEEKER family.
Inclosed find $5 to renew my subscription and for a new
subscriber.
L. G. BARNES.
AUBURN, N.Y., Aug. 16, 1888.
l\IR. EDITOR: If yonr ~ules will admit, please giv in
your paper the purport or substance of the following :
Rev. J. H. Harter, of Auburn, N. Y., who has for weeks
been confined to his bed from ~evere and painful illness, will,
on the 31st of August, 1888, celebrate the fortieth anniversary of his ordination as an evangelist, the sermon on that
occasion b<'ing preached in Herkimer, N. Y. (his nativ
town), by Rev. Dolpbus Skinner, then of Utica, N.Y., but
now in spirit life, the text being, ''Go preach the gospel to
every creature." As far as able Mr. Harter has done so, almost without money and without price. And now, in his
di>abled condition, he humbly asks his friends, "divine
fragments" and "divine helpers," to lift up, in his behalf,
lwiy, financial, substantial prayers, of deeds rather than
words, on the 3ht of August, 1888, and forward the result
to him or to Mrs. J. H. Harter, at Aubmn, N.Y., as soon as
conveni~nt after the prayers hav taken a materialized f~rm,
in the shape of provisions, greenbacks, silver, or gold,
J. H. HARTER.

me to let a single chance pass -by of correcting an error or
pointing a truth.
So, kindly yet earnestly, I giv my best and liv my best,
hoping truth will win and happiness be the outcome.
Let us gather up the sunbeams
Lying all around our path,
Let us keep the wheat and roses,
Casting out the thorns and chaff.
Let ns find out sweetest comfort
In the blessings of to-daY,
With a patient hand removing
All the briars from the way.

EunNA.
Aug. 20, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Could not some of your folks-or our folks-.
compile a list of Freethinkers, and what they hav done for
the world and society-Freethinkers who hav been prominent in the various reforms -educational, temperance, autialavery, hygienic, sanitary, social, political, etc.? ·I am under
the impression that the progress being made by humanity is
due primarily to Freethought, while Christians claim all
honors.
Bennett's great work," Champions of the Church," and its
companion, are out of the reach of many of us. The information we want might be given by some young pPrson in need
of practice who has access to biographical works, anti not
take much editorial time. It would be very handy to fire at
the goody-goody .people.
J. TREFFRY.
[Here is a chance for some industrious writer. Partial
lists bav oftl'n been given. and in the TRUTH SKEKER ANNUAL
and" The World's Sages" the most are found. ·but patient
industry in the l1braries might reveal information of great
value in controversy.-ED. T. 8.]
RooHEBTER, N.Y., Aug. 14, 1888.
:a-IR. EDITOR: In your issue of the 11th inst. there is a littlE'
story in the "Children's Corner" the philosophy ot which I
consider very bad. The story is of " Boy Billy and the
Beer."
It strikes me that it would hav been just as appropriate
for some one to hav taken Christian Zen de in hand and said:
"Ah, ha, Mr. Zende I so you like bread, do you? Well, you
shall hav tiread-all you want-but don't go to the bakeshop for it, where they cook and mix all the ingrediPnts
together, but stay at home and get your bread pure. See l I
hav all the stuff here from the store, and you shall bav
plenty of bread. Come, now; open your m<mth !"
Mr. Zen de's face opens; the artist puis in a teacupful of
flour, then a spoonful of yeast, a pinch of alum, a bit of
butter, a dab of molasses, and to make sure of having the
kind of bread that Mr. Zende will like, he puts in a half teacup of salt emptyings, a little ginger and wheat middlings,
and perhaps a little corn-meal; then, to make sure t9at the
bread shall be light, he puts in some saleratus and bakingpowder, and other ingredients too numerous to mention.
Now, to my mind, it is very plain that by this time Mr.
Zende will cry out, in the language of the story: "Take
them away! take them away l My mouth tastes awful now l
I can't eat those things; they make me sick.· I'll never eat
bread any more l" ·
Now, it is a fact that will be recognized by all, after a moment's thought, that there are many compounds, both palatable and profitable, the ingredients of which could not be
taken separately in a raw state with any great degree of
relish; and my experience and observation teach me that
lager beer and bread are some of them.
M. L. NIOHOLS.

SaLT LaKE CITY, UTAH, Aug. 12, 1888.
Mn. EDITOR: From present indications it woul<!_ seem that
Freethought in Utah is on the eve of a veritable boom.
Never before in the history of our territory hav the prospects
s~emed so flattering for the Liberal cause.
Tlle lecture season will be opened on the 26th of the present month by S. P. Putnam, who is a thorough organizer, a
deep thinker, and a polished speaker, who always commands
the respect of his auditors be they Radical or otllerwise.
H'~ lectures in other parts of the territory before going East.
Mr. C. B. Reynolds follows, commencing the last of September and will hold the boards for four weeks, giving four
lectures in this city. Of Mr. Reynolds we know but little;
he seems to be meeting with marked success on his present
lecture tour.
The executiv committee hav completed arrangements with
B. F. Underwood for a course of twelve lectures, commencing January 6th.
Mr. Cbas. Watts has signified his willingness to giv a like
number of lectures immediately after the conclusion of Mr.
Underwood's engagement, and the committee hav accepted
his proposition.
The scholarly attainments, gentlemanly deportment, andreCoALING, ALA., Aug. 18, 1888.
fined and polished manners of tliese lecturers will contrast
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH 8EEKER, August 11th, Mrs.
pleasantly with the buffoonery that has characterized our
lectures of late. We may look for splendid results in the Ritchey has replied to a letter I wrote some time ago. When
Mrs. Ritchey wrote her first letter, I supposed, from its
near future.
B.
reading, she wanted to know the tr;;.th ; but I find, from
subsequent letters, she is fixed in her opinion, and proposes
SNowvn.Lll:, VA., Aug. 20, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I am afraid Jennie Doan did not qnite catch to instruct and seems to sneer at Infidels. Mrs. Ritchey remy meaning concerning the great paintings produced by or fers me to Lev. xviii, 24, 25; xx, 23, to justify the slaying: of
through mediums. I did not mean that no medium had the Midianites. That is in keeping with the God of the Hepainted good pictures, but meant that none had yet painted brews. He never perceived the mistake in saving thirty-two
any that had made the impression upon the eye that those of thousand of the same women. It is not much worse than
Rubens, the great Flemish painter of some two hundred and his mistake in the garden, and also in saving a few of the
forty-ei~~;ht years ago, did, or those of the Dutch painter ·antediluvians for seed and one of them a drunkard. She also
Rembrandt, who died two hundred and nineteen years ago. refers me to Psalms, Job, and Kings. The same books teach
Now, if these dead painters, with all the accumulated aids of that this life is all. "If a tree is cut down there is hope for
life in the summerland, and the study and practice of over it; but man dieth and where is he?"
two hundred years more upon them, should giv us pictures
Mrs. Ritchey failed to answer where the pagan got his
through a medium, they ougqt to far excel anything ever hell and heaven. I hav been a student of ancient, modern,
done by mere mortal skill, and make a world-wide reputa- profane, and sacred history, and I hav never read of a worse
tion for themselvs-in fine, to be so superlativly excellent man than David. If he is a man after God's heart, I hope
as to create a furor in art circles beyond anything we can to never make his (God's) acquaintance. Mrs. Ritchey asks
possibly conceive of.
how I know the Midianites were industrious, peaceable, and
Clairvoyant doctors may diagnose diseases and cure them, virtuous. By the amount of spoil. Bishop Colenso estibut where are the millions of remarkable cures that should mates those killed at 116,000, ant! the saved at 32,000, making
startle the world, and find place in all medical works- 148,000. Now, average the spoil according to our census
cures excelling all that could be done by a doctor who has rates, and we hav 20 odd head of sheep, nearly 3 beeves, and
only had seventy or eighty years of study and practice here 2 asses to the family. The officers alone offered 16,750
on earth?
shekels in gold, and there were only about 130 officere; the
Several hundred years over there, spent in such superior privates made no offerin'gs of any moneys they had taken.
schools, should giv us remedial appliances such as would You will admit they were industrious for that age. The
confound, startle, and convince the most skeptical. It is not number of virgins justifies the assertion of virtue; and we hav
miracle that I aBk, but simply the reoults of hundreds of no account other than that they were peaceable. Will Mrs.
years of study and practice, as it would naturally crop out Ritchey tell of what account the Bible has been to mankind
in the work of the greatest doctors of the past, could they in any way-what it has given they did not ha v? Can she
still be students and practitioners, ancl giv us the results and find a better lawgiver than Solon in any Christian land?
experiences thus gathered.
Yet be lived 600 B o. , One day, at the court of Periander,
I tlo not wish to seem stubborn or bigoted, but I do want the question was asked, Which is the best popular governfacts and realities just as they are-just as they would be did ment? Seven wise men of the different countries of Greece
death end all, or not eud all.
gave their opinions. Can she point to a single government on
\Vhllf n :tlly i>', I desire to l;uow.- I feel a warm friendli- this globe where their laws excel the sentiments embraced in
ntss for all true btl it verB, and if I could reeuncile it with either of those seven opinions? Yet they were not inspired,
right would glatlly let tllem enjoy even wllat I believe to be but pagan. This was 600 B.O. Solon declared that his code
delubions anti dreams. B1tt, bomeb.ow1 it seems w;rong to of l~w!! wer~J not the pest, but tbe p~Jst Athens was capable
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of receiving, and history says his civil and criminal codes
were so ably formed that the Romans made them the basis
of their legislation, and from thence they hav been transferred into all the judicial systems of modern Europe. Yet
Christians will say, If it was not for· the Bible we had been
savage yet. 'Will Mrs. Ritchey cease being so downright and •
short-off in her replies? When B"he converts one Freethinker
I want to see it announced in THE TRUTH BEEKER.
H. J. WARD.
FONTHILL, CAN., Aug. 7, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I should hav liked to send you another subscriber, but this is a very God-fearing community-three
preachers_to guide them on the road to the kingdom, and
they don't forget to giv it to the Infidels. But that is the
way they make a living. I was passing one of the churches
a short time ago. I heard the preacher s.ay the Infidels had
changed their name, for a few years ago they said that
there was no God ; now they call themsel vs Agnostics
and say that they do not know. But he was trying to
make his hearers believe he knew all about it. They had a
Union revival every night for about three' months last winter. They converted upward of one hundred and thirty, and
the most of them gave their experience, but I don't think
they told it all. I found out the preachers don't believe what
they pn:ach, for we had two fires here last May that burnt
a great part of the village and I noticed they did not hav
much faith in prayer, for two of them were working away
but I did not see them pray, and I remarked it at the time.
I can't understand how men who hav been to college, and
hav had the chance to rearl, can stand up in the pulpit and
preach what they do. They must know it is all lies. I am
down on the preachers, and they know it. I was having an
argument with an ex-preacher, and I told him they were no
good, and I argued like this : " If a man was to come round
here with a book that you could not understand, saying there
would be a man round here in a month that would explain
the book for you for $2, would you buy the book?" He
said," No." "Well," I said, "you get people to buy a Bible,
and then want the people to pay you to explain it. If it is
in plain English, we can understand it for ourselvs, and
when it says Samson, I don't expect it means Barnum's elephant."
There is only one more subscriber for THE TRUTH SEEKER
in this village, but I hav hopes of living where there are a
number of Liberals. I see, from the '-'Letters from Friends,"
they are farther advanced in Liberal ideas on the Pacific
Coast than we are here. Perhaps the preachers are scarce
there, for fear they might hav to work. Success to THE
TRUTH SEEKER, Heston and the pictures, in which my wife
and family heartily join. I am bringing my children up to
Liberalism's principles. Kind regards to THK TRUTH SEEKER
staff and all Liberal friends. I remain,
Yours for this life,
RAYMOND COLE.
IPAVA, ILL., Aug. 6, 1888.
MR. EmTrR: I receive many papers and magazines, and
they are all good, but I really enjoy THE TRUTH BEEKER
more tha11. any one of them. It seems to awaken thought
and attemper the mind and fit it to receive things that are
just and reasonable. It does not hesitate to speak the truth
and rebuke the crimes of the pretended good. It teaches
that true wortli is the gem that should glitter OTJ the throne.
It fills up a vacancy that the majority of the papers leave. ·
• The people hav elevated themselvs to the platform of
inquiry. They are prone to investigate anything that is not
reasonable, and reject that which is not good. Some of our
citizens seem to think it is a crime to judge the history of
the people four thousand years ago. They would hav us
cultivate our voices so that when·we speak of Moses or tho
God of the Bible the tone of our voices would be as sweet
and soft as that of a prima donna.
I was at church on the 6th inst. In fact, I am a regular
church-goer, and also a Sunday.school scholar-not as a believer, but as an investigator.
I love to read histo'ry and make comparisons. And I find
by comparisons that the people are growing better all the
time. We don't hav to look around long in our country to
find men who are kinder than Abraham, Jacob, or Moses,
and cWOmen who are more honorable and more truthful, with
a greater pride in virtue, than Jacob's mother or his wives:
A gentleman who taught me in school when I was a little
boy spoke in Sunday-school on the 29th ult. He spoke
quite lengthily on the terrible punishment in the future for
those who do not believe·. Believe what? That the creator
of all things is the author of the Bible? I could not believe
such a thing under any circumstances. He also spoke quite
lengthily on the efficacy of prayer. He brought out the idea
that earnest prayer would be answered. I asked him after
Sunday.school if earnest prayer ever had been answered.
He replied that certainly it bad. I then asked why James
A. Garfield was not saved. He replied that God thought it
best for him to die. "Well," said I," earnest prayer went
up for him from every intelligent people on the globe."
"True," said he, "but the people did not know what they
were praying for." Now, if the people who prayed for Garfield did not know what they were praying for, bow can
anyone know when he is right? Again, does God hav to be
asked to do right? Is it necessary to ask an unchangeable
being to do right? Can man persuade a God to do what is
outside of the natural course of events?
Then ca~pe the sermon, which was devoted to the missionary cause, and·the noble men and women who go out to
preach the word of God and how God was with them, and
how very liberally we ought to giv. It seemed to me while
the minister was talking that the people were hoodwinked
more for Christ's sake than for any other one thing. The
people are asked to support the preachers while they can
preach, and then they are asked to contribute to th~
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sinking fund for broken-down ministers. They are asked to
support the missionaries while the latter are visiting the heathen, and then ti.ley are told they ought to giv liberally to
the support of the missionaries after they are too old to work
longer for the Lord. Then, we hav the Women's Christian
Temperance Unions and the Young Men's Christian Associations and the Roll of Honor all working for Jesus and the
missionaries.
Many of them are honest in their work and are good and
kind citizens. I find no fault with" the individuals tliat are
honest, but the creeds that impel them on-how long, oh,
how long must we .endure such teaching? How long will it
be? How long need we wait before the people will learn to
liv for humanity instead of living for Jesus? If we could
hav every church converted into a science hall and hav the
pulpits filled by scientific men instead of by preachers, the
congregations would be large. The people would be taught
how to liv in this world to enjoy health. There is no reason
why man's ~>llotted time or natural life should not be one
hundred instead of thirty.five years. Then men would become optimistic instead of pessimistic in their views. They
would cease stealing from one another to be able to giv to
Jesus. And then men would minister and giv to mankind instead of sacrificing so much time and mon~Jy for G ld. If we
hav a mission, that mission must net> dB be to our fellow.man.
I am a great admirer of Col. ll Jbert Ingersoll, or any man
or woman who believes as he does. I believe the world is
better, I believe the world is more charitable, I believe the
world has more wisdom, because Col. Robert Ingersoll is
living in it.
Yours truly,
C. S. RANDOLI'li.
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organization, or giv up all our liberties and let that infernal be repeated during the long ages of eternity. But all assumption goes for nothing in dealing with the immortality of the
machine known as the Catholic church reign supreme.
soul, which, I suppose, means the mind or memory. If such
• J. W. WATKINS.
had been the case we should hav been conscious of all events
BROOKLYN, N.Y., Aug. 25, 1888.
during the past eternity. -It is then evident that we hav only
MR. EonoR: The tariff question having been urged upon got to deal with the possibility of a series of lives unconour attention, courtesy requires that we should giv it all the nected by conscious memory. In reasoning thus, we must
attention that can reasonably be desired. With a view to bear in mind that the dissolution and amalgamation of the
qualifying myself to discharge the duty of an American atoms of worlds must take place, which tinit.y must regard as
citizen understandingly, I hav endeavored to acquire a a young eternity. This is the most difficult phase in the
knowlerlge of the cardinal principles of our national politics, problem, although the longest thinkable time would neither
or political economy, on which party lines were originally increase nor diminish the duration of the infinit. Still, it
drawn.
stands very much in the way of ·finite calculation.
I hav found that on the question of national organization
We can't conceive of eternity. To us it seems an imagin.
one side proposed federal union, that has made the states a ary point, round which revolve time's endless cycles, which
national unit; the other side proposed a confedera~ion of mark on endless lines the records of events, and unless we
independent states that would not giv them even the name of are perpetual witnesses of those events we cannot be immora nationality.
tal. Immortal means eternal. Eternity had no beginning.
On the currency question one side proposed a national We had a beginning, therefore we are not immortal. Viewed
system· of issue that would giv us a currency worth a hun- in this light a a after life does not mean immortality-it mean
dred cents on a dollar everywhere within the states; the a repetition of similar coaditioas, which I will endeavor to
other side proposed free or independent bank issue, and illustrate by arithmetical progression.
gave us a currency that was at a discount all the way from
For convenience we select the first ten cards in the pack
naught to one hundred per cent.
From ace t_o tea we mix them thoroughly as for dealing·
On the question of international commerce one side pro- Taking one from the top, we place it under the pack and
posed a protectiv tariff that would enable and encourage our turn one face up on the table. The third card is placed
people to do their own manufacturing and save the entire under, and one turned face up on the table, cuvering the one
cost of employing other nations to do it for us. A penny already turned up. Repeat the same until the cards are
saved is the equivalent of twopence earned. The other side exhausted. The pack will then be inversely on the table.
proposed free trade-to hav our manufacturing done by those Take up the cards carefully, guarding against mistake; and
who will do it for less than we are willing to do it for ourselvs. subject them to the same manipulations, and at a given time
GIDEON, KAN., Aug. 10, 288.
A.s a measure of economy that is worse than "saving at the they will turn up one, two, three, etc., in regular arithmetMR. EDI1'0R: Having a little time, I will put a few ideas of spigot and wasting .at the bung," for it will waste at both.
ical progression. This operation represents the law of invoa young farrrer on pap(!r. One who has to work sixtPen
The advocates of free trade admit that high tariff will ben- lution and evolution nd infinitum. Of coursf), it is impossible
hours in a· clay hasn't much time to speculate or theorize, but efit manufacturers, but say it will rui:J;~ agricultural interests. to giv an adequate idea of the in fin it workings of nature by
we farmers do think a little, and there are quite a number of Having a relativ who had been in the farming business more illustration. These evolutions are infinitly interwoven, and
Liberals sandwiched in among the farmers. Of course we than half a century and made money at it, I applied to him it would require infinit illustration and an infinit mind to
hav not the benefits derived from a large city with her for information on that point, and was informed that when comprehend them. vVe therefor!l assert nothing, but merely
libraries, etc., but, as a rule, take a large number of papers, we had high tariff he could obtain a ready market and good assume possibilities. Suppose, then, that the progres>ion
which in a very large measure is an excellent school. Some prices for his produce; but when the tariff was low he found were carried out to countless billions? We need specify no
of your writers seem to think that the tariff is all that needs it difficult to obtain a market for his produce at a price that commencement-we are always between two eternities,
fixing and if we only had it fixed-had free trade, or protec- would pay the cost of cultivation. He also suggested that which is strong proof that the mind, memorv, or soul of man
tion, as some claim-times would be good, and farmers anrl some of the neighboring farmers were so bewildered by free is not immortal, or else we should hav carried the memories
all h1borers would be happy. Now, w.., say the tariff is a de- trade sophistries that they doubted the evidence of their own of the p~st eternity up to t11e present time. But suppose it
lusion, a snare thrown out to catch the v.otes of gudgeons by experience and voted for free trade.
took millions of years to pass the atoms through all the difold party IPaders. The Democrats in their platform declare
Your free trade correspondents hav contributed a liberal ferent forms? Is it not possible that the identical atoms
for tariff reform ; the Republicans are for a ·reasonable re- supply of those sophistries, and obligingly refuted most of which once con8tituted the physical body would be reunited
duct ion of the tariff, and reform in tariff. Each party wants them with their admissions, to which I will simply add the in forms of physical life? But whither, oh, whither, has
to taka duty off some things and put a higher duty on others. suggestions that, if we really deplore the overproduction and fled the boasted immortal mind? But it might be argued that
Each old party gets down and crawls and cringes to the ruinous competition to which we are subject in spite of pro- the same identical body would produce the same identical
money power, and the Republic"ans, to go the Democrats a tection, I shall fail to see the consistency of desiring free trade mind. ouch an argument would prove futil in tbe presence
little better, who hav always been for free whisky, declare with countries where overproduction and ruinous competi- of the destructible. The mind is a creation. If the mind
for both free whisky and tobacco to get the saloon element. tion hav been so long chronic that their workin~r population produced the body, then the body would be destructible and
Now, as to Anarchy, we think there is n'l need of it in this are forced over tbe verge of starvation, and are flying to this tbe mind immortal. This, we know, is not so. Matter is
country, and if the overcrowded laborers of the cities will country for protection, of which the advocates of free trade originlees and eternal, th!erefore it is the body that is immorscatter out and get homes away out on the great and noble would fain deprive them even here. Protection being indis. tal-subject to change of condition. After all, it might be as
prairies of the great North west and New South, this ques- pen sable to preservation, if self-preservation is the first law well for even the Atheist to indulge in the illusiv but pleasing
tion of Anarchy will then be about settled, and without blood- of nature; I shall think it absurd to assert that "protection hope of a conscious future life connecting the memories of
shed on either side.
violates the laws of nature."
the present. Immortality is a beautiful picture painted by
Now a' word about a revival we had in this valley last
One of your free trade correspondents contributes facts love on bright realms of hope and joy, and it is almost a pity
winter, held by a sky-pilot named Testaman, who preaches and figures that prove free trade to be a more villainous out: to cast a blight on that fair paradise with the cold breath of
the old version of theN ~w Testament with all the variations rage upon the people than protectionists appear to hav sus- philosophy.
added. During one of his hottest revival meetings last winter pected. They prove that the people of free trade countries
I hav thus endeavored to giv my views of a future life in
one of our young Freethinkers, Mr. F. 0. ·Hellstrom, hap. pay about forty per cent more for imports than they get for such language as I hav at command. I hav never been much
pened to smile at some of this "New Testaman's" remarks their exports. It being obvious that a people who pay more enamored of the pedantic phraseology of the Middle Age
or antics, we don't know which, when the aforesaid Testa. for that they buy than they get for that they sell must inevit- philosophers, begotten of monarchical institutions, and so flipment, marching down the aisle and pointing his finger at the ably become bankrupt, it is no wonder that the working pantly indulged in by their imitators of the nineteenth centabove-named Freethinker, said: "Every neighborhood has a people of free trade countries are miserably poor. Hence, it ury. Why, the most insignificant ape who writes a one-page
. baboon. This neighborhood has one, and there he stands being a commercial necessity that a nation should obtain as article would hav puzzled Ralph Waldo Emerson to tell what
with a grin on his face." When meeting closed young much for their exp;;rts in the markets where sold as they pay be was driving at. Tennyson, the poet, is of that type;
Hellstrom walked up to Old Version of the "New Testa- for imports in the markets where purchased, I think it but being the pet of royalty, no one takes any notice of him
man," and shaking him by the hand said, "I am glad to obvious that the figures given by your free trade correspond- except the aristocracy and their flunkeys. We want a repubmeet a brother baboon without having to
to Africa," ent prove conclusivly that the people of free trade countries lican style of phraaeology, that every man. woman, and
when lo! this meek follower of ,Jesus lost his "reverential are annually swindled out of hundreds of millions of dollars child who can read wit! understand readily. It seems to me
calm" and became irate, and seized him by the collar with for the enrichment of importers. A desire to subject the as though it was an effort on the part of some writers to
·all the power of Jesus to help him, and was going to wipe up people of this country to a like outrageous swindle; for a like bewilder the public at the expense of dead philosophers. In
the floor with the poor Infidel, but the Infidel simply purpose and on a much larger scale, appears to be the only the present case, however, the total absence of books of
stretched forth his arm and grasped this mighty juggler for rational incentiv to, or solution of, the free trade mania that rtference rendered it a necessity to be extremely crude. Of
Jesus (the almighty dollar), and held him fast until the little is visible to an intelligent and fair-minded observer.
what value are old, musty books to a modern thinker-such
knot set upon his shoulders cooled off, while it is said Frank
Nevertheless, I shall freely admit that neither high tariff, as the Hebrew Bible, compiled from nicks on sticks, marks
was as cool as a cucumber, and smiled all the time.
low tariff, nor no tariff can possibly protect us from the rob- on preserved leaves of trees, and all such authentic records,
Now about Spiritualism, of which there has been heard so bery and slavery that ownership of wealth subjects us to. and then at the discretion of an ignorant savage compiler? If
much in THE TRU'rB SEEKER of late. It a! ways seems strange That appears the only discoverable cause why protection fails Jehovah was so poor a scliiJlar that he couldn't write his own
to me that spirits never show themselvs or make manifests- to protect; for the advocates of free trade admit that a high book, why not appear to all mankind as well as the Jews and
tions without some medium, who must hav curtains, cabinet, tariff should protect us from the overproduction and ruinous giv verbal instructions until he had finished his education?
etc., with lights turned down before the spooks will come competition of foreign manufacturer!:!, and nobody pretends Probably he bad no room for a school-house before he
Otlt, and then you must pay him a big fee whether you are that it will protect us from overproduction and ruinous com- created F pace, ~nd having lived nowhere from all eternity he
satisfied or not. There is so much similarity between Spirit- petition that ownership compels us to practice among our- thought he would play the truant through all time. He was
ualism and Christianity that I cannot help thinking and call- selvs. Nothing but the entire abolition of the cause can cure only a boy-God then; but surely he's a grown-up God by this
ing tnem twin sisters of superstition and ignorance. All that effect, political demagogs and economic quacks to the time.
the priests (mediums, et al) need is people who are gullible, contrary notwithstanding. It bting impolitic to propose and
You will no doubt be surprised at receiving a corre@pondand, we are sorry to say, a large majority of mankind are advocate abolition of the cause, the next best thing is to ence from this far-off land of the bonyup and kangaroo; but
easily gulled, and they can be as easily gulled and made to prove that complaining of and endeavoring to modify the although a storm of years hav swept across the plain of
believe in hells and devils, spooks and spirits, as it was for tffect is virtually condemmng and protesting against the memory, I hav not been altogether a stranger to your
Moses to gull the Israelites in ancient days. Now, I make cause.
J. A. TUTTLE.
great city; although I claim more familiarity with the city of
this offer through I'BE TRU1'H SEEKER. If any medium or
Boston. I attended Mr. Seaver's lectures in 1852 Freeperson in the United States who sees this will convince me
UPPER YARRA, Vromnu, Aus., June 24, 1888.
thonght lecturing was carried on in a rather mod .. st way in
(and I am open to conviction) that the dead liv after death, I
MR. EDI1'0R: The question of a future life at times en- those days-no mighty Ingersolls had swept through the
.
grooses the thoughts of almost everyone who thinks beyond orthodox camp like a pompero, placing lwrs de combat the
will make him or her a present of $25 in cash.
I think the cartoons are just the things to amuse and in. the grave. Vague theories may be advanced, but no philoso- whole host of superstition on the ruins of· their favorit hell.
struct, and would continue them right along. I think THE phy can substantiate the doctrin of immortality. In this Yet Mr. Seaver has lived to see the intellectual giant expose
TRUTH SEEKER get~ better and brighter as the years roll by. paper I propose to giv my view. as nearly in !I.Ccordance with the theological sham to the g'lze of an applauding world. I
Tnis valley bas 50me twenty outspoken Liberals; enough to the laws of nature as reasonable assumption will admit, and hav been a Freethinker since I can remember. In ob~dience
form a Secular Union if they were only organized; but it is in order to illustrate those views I will call in the aid of to the laws of nature, it seemPd a necessity of the mind. I
a pretty hard job to organize farmer~. and then the most of arithmetical progression. I suppose it is admitted by most. bav been a gold-digger fr r thirty. five years, which was a
us are hard up, c• "'t a1Iurd tu talie umuy Lib~ral papers or philosophers that organic matter is an amalgamation of atoms ' vagary r f the will. But 1 must continue for the remainder
buy books, !18 1axes, intcre8t, etc, LRke about all of uur sur. that bav passtd through animal and vegetable life ~illionH of· of \his life. Aml if there is any other life they bad better
plus, and more too, some years. Bm tllc Lime is drawing lime~ within the infinit grasp .of immutable law. There are l<lol\ out for the pavcrne!lt of the new Jerusalem.
near when all Liberals will hav to be brougllt together in an , no accidents in nature, and surely that wbich has been sllall
F. W. HAURI:j,

go
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fhildrtn' s Qiorntr.
Edited by M~ SusAN H. Wn:oJI!, Fall
Rifler, Mass., to ui!wm all OommunicaUons for
thls Corner shrYuld lis sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight.
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known &S the Ohildren•s Hour."

The Baby Anarchist.
Around the house all day he goes,
BY babY fancies led ;
He sometimes stands UPon his toes,
And sometimes on his head.
He takes the flower. pot and all,
And puts it in his lap;
He spills the syrup in the hallThis naughty little chap.
Your silk umbrella. spick and span,
He sticks in deep rat-holes;
And with his mother's rarest fan
Hamm(lrs your frailest bowls.
He ties the pendulum with a string
While singin~r baby songs;
He's always sure to put one thing
Where something else belongs.
He•ll take a match and light the cat,
He'll paint the poodle's head;
And pour frail crackArs in your hat
And leave them in your bed.
Adown the register he'll throw
The spools with nimble wrist;
He's oft~n wished in JerichoThe baby Anarchist.
But never war upon him wage,
Nor whiP him till he roarSuspend him in a roomy cage,
Five feet above the floor.
-Puck.

Children and Good Behavior.
We often hear excuses made for the bad
manners of children. "Oh, they will outgrow
all those naughty tricks!" "They will learn
better as they grow older!" are words often
heard in regard to little folks. The better
way is never to learn what must some day be
unlearned; never to grow into habits that
some time hav to be outgrown.
Good conduct is good behavior, and good
behavior means good character, and children
should be taught this as soon as they begin to
observe and notice.
To know what children really are, we bav
only to see them at home in their every-day
clothes and their every-day behavior.
If they are gentle, kind, considerate at
home, we need bav no fear of them abroad.
But mark that boy or girl who is rude and
unkind at home. He may put on his, or she
may put on her, company manners when
meeting strangers, but it is like the tinsel covering of a defectiv image. It is not genuin.
The boy who is in the habit of saying to his
moth~r or sisters, "Oh, hush up!" "I won't!"
"I will!" "Shut up your head!" is not a wellbehaved boy, no matter how nicely be may
appear when in some other home. Nor is a
girl possessed of good manners who snaps
and snarls at home, but who is polite and
agreeable when away from home.
If some children behaved as badly in a
neighbor's house as in their own home, they
would not be allowed to enter the doors.
What is good behavior? Some mothers always tell their children to "beha.ve," but
never explain the meaning of that word.
The best behavior is the being gentle and
considerate toward others, thoughtful and
kind to those in the home circle, and then
these qualities will be sure to appear abroad.
The best definition of politeness is this:
Politeness is to do and say
The kindest things in the kindest way.
A secular school situated in England does
not open with prayer or reading the scripture, but begins every day with an exhortation that should be repeated in every home,
school, and college in the world. The wprds
are as follows: "Be good, be honorable, be
true, and let your speech be pure."
This advice, if acted upon generally, would
insure correct deportment, and giv to the
world a superior order of human beings
among grown people as well as children.
S.H.W.

A Ten Days' Drive.
It lacked but three weeks of September and
the opening of school. So far they had contented themselvs with short drives, and gone
on excursions for a day at a time.
That afternoon they sat in solemn council
on the side piazza-a committee of ways and
means for a longer trip. There were the
children, Lizzie, Daisy, and Fred, and the
"lady of thfl house." Plan after plan had
been suggested and_ruled out. Lizzie, however, was silent, such a change that they all

Ifar.
idea, but it bad been prett~ ~uch a~l fun so
We were even glad It had ramed, be-

began to wonder, when finally she showed
·
of "coming to " and announced her
~;~~~
'
•
Her eyes turned toward the stable and their
eyes followed, and saw through the open
door the carriage, its cover bearing the dust
of days. With her head over the back fence
was the horse-a great fat horse not used
enough to giv her sufficient exercise.
Then Lizzie spoke: "I propose a plan
that will doubtless cause some of these city
friends to shake their heads. Attention l
Means: Essie and the carriage, a pocketbook a basket of lunch, and a few "duds."
Plan; A ten-day carriage trip, starting from
our city of Cleveland, state of Ohio, to-morrow morning at 7:30. Ladies and gentleman," gazing :fl.x~dly at Fred, "I pause for
further suggestions."
Well! This was rather startling. The
other plans had been a little vague, but here
was one so definitly laid out and withal so
practical; but " to-morrow morning at 7:30"
was the most startling part. But still, as
Lizzie said, that was the very point. "No
puttings-off; no grand preparations. Only a
regular gypsy trip."
Lizzie met the "gentleman of the house"
first in the evening, and had told him the
whole plan before he entered the gate, whereupon he said that they "might go for ten
days, but expected he'd see them in a few
over· ten hours." Lizzie instantly resolved
that her plan should not fall as fiat as that.
Next morning they were off. The geptlest
horse in Cleveland and a two-seated open carriage · two umbrellas and some rubber traps
close 'against one side; under the front seat a
basket of dry food for lunches; under the
other seat a bag of grain, and under Daisy's
feet a satchel containing as few clothes as
possible.
That is how they drove out of the yard and
left the " gentleman of the house" to keep
"bachelor's hall."
Their destination was first the home of the
brother of the "lady of the house." There
were five cousins there. Their place was
sixty miles east of Cleveland, on the lake.
They calculated to considerably surprise
these folks by driving there.
Just here I find I am having considerable
trouble in writing "they," when I really
mean ''we " for it was mamma and we tllree
children w~o started on tllis wild-goose trip
two summers ago.
We drove out Euclid avenue, which is a
continuous road to Buffalo, N. Y., passing
Lake View Cemetery, where General Garfield
lies, and where stands the great monument
to his memory.· Beyond there is a great
grape country, where were acres of vines,
with the fruit slowly ripening.
A few miles beyond we passed an old inn,
which we still laugh over. One Sunday papa
drove us out there, and we took dinner at the
inn, but the old Gennan landlord refused to
receive payment. A few questions showed
that papa had been mistaken for the Catholic
priest, which is the best joke we hav ever
had.on him.
We lunched alittle farther on, buying some
milk and apples at a fann-house. In the
afternoon we passed the Garfield home in
Mentor, with the stone memorial addition,
and proceeded toward Little Mountain, up
which we drove-only we all walked l But
that was always the way with all the hills.
We would jump out and walk, until finally
Essie would stop at the foot of every little
incline, and look back at us, expecting it. ·
Reaching the top, we had a fine view of
the surrounding fanning land and little towns.
Descending, we rode on toward Painesville,
inquiring for room to stay over night, which
we soon found-and how good tlle bed and
board were it takes a thirty-mile drive to find
out!
Next morning at 6 we were off. By 10 it
began to rain, but we pushed on, wanting to
reach the cousins that day. However, it came
down so thick and fast by noon that we were
glad to drive under shelter. Then we dried
ourselvs by a strange fire-a sort of gas jet in
a sheet-iron stove-the fuel being supplied by
a natural gas well!
In tlrree minutes after the fire was started
the stove was red-hot and we were steaming,
and were soon ready to start on, although the
rain wasn't yet over, and the roads were very
slippery, the soil being largely clay.
We had intended to surprise our folks, and
I am sure we did, driving in solemnly with
rain falling, mud splashing, and umbrellas in
the air.
We had a first-rate time during our three
days' stay-but how coufd eight cousins all
together hav any other kind of time ?
I guess tlley tllought it rather a wild

cause now we appreciated the fine weather.
Having been along the Lake road, east, so
far, we determined to strike south toward
Warren, Ravenna, Cuyahoga F~lls, and Akron. From Warren we went qmte out of our
way t<O visitN~lson Ledg~s. We had thou~ht
Little Mountam rather mce for an Ohio hill,
but this was "more like i~." There were
great rocks and caves, beautiful trees, moss,
ferns, and wild flowers. I am tempted to say
they are a very little like . our Rocky Mountains on a small scale, but It would be a very
small scale indeed. .
.
.
We still hav two pictures m mmd from. the
homeward trip. The first was beautiful.
Essie had cast a shoe on the country road,
bu~ luckily eno~gh we soon found a blacksmith. and then It was we saw the first ?f the
pictures. An old house, of. no ~articular
color, amidst trees, covered with climbers of
all sorts and set rather far back from ~he
road. Close to the front fence the shop, with
a smoldering fire, over whic~ bent the gray
and stoop-shouldered old smith. There was
a large door, and directly back of it. a sq_u~re
window containing no sash. An m~umng
old cow had her head th~ough the wmdow,
nestling comfortably agamst the ba~efooted
little granddaughter, who was pettmg her
softly, while for the background were green
and yellow fields, bowed-down trees, and
comfortable farm-houses.
The second picture was ~omical enou~~It would make a good drawmg for the ndicu.le of our "national game," as base-ball is
.
".m a
now called. T here were t wo '' nmes.
large field by the road, ·and eve~ man m each
set had a different costume, picked ou~, w_e
said to each other, from the ward~obe of his
entire family, with the express desire that no
two pieces should ~ the least mat?h. _one,
we said, had on his gra.ndmot~er s gaiter~,
his grandfather's long, kmt stockmgs, and his
little brother's knickerbockers. Nor were
any two players of the same size, and the
pitches were very wild. We named that picture " Home Talent," and I do not doubt but
there was plenty of fun there, and only hope
they enjoyed it as n:uch as we did.
.
The Cuyahoga nver, at Cleveland, IS as
ugly a stream as can be fo~nd-a very slow
and dirty 'river, but certamly very useful.
But the river there, just before losing itself in
the lake, sees only tall ships, great bri?ges,
immense lumber yards, and the filthy ml refineries, while it is still a youthful river at
Cuyahoga Falls, has great times among green
grass and trees and flowers and birds, playing hide-and-seek with itself among the rocks,
and dashing headlong over the stone ledges.
We admired Akron very much, but thought
it much too hilly for people who get out of
their buggy and walk at every hard place.
There are also great flouring-mills there, and
many fine residences.
From there we took the Cleveland road, and
reached the city just at dark.
Lucky it was dark, too, for a muddier,
dirtier, dustier set never were seen in that
most proper city.
We drove through the gate just ten days
from the time we had driven out, ;having accomplished over two hundred miles, and were
triumphant that our plan had not "fallen
fiat" but had come out of the oven ''light as
a h~neycomb."
LAURA PRIOE STEWART.

good wishes, and assure th~m that, if they
cherish the virtues of humamty, benevole_nce,
love and kindness, they will never lack for
friebds. May they all continue to write for
the Corner and become as intelligent and useful as thei~ teacher, for then the world will
be the better for their having lived in it.
Now if all the children who hav helped to
make ~p the fund you sent me will write m~.
and giv their names and post-offices, I will
send each. a volume of my old Pleasu1·e
Boat, published long before they were born.
Thanks to you all.
JEREMIAH HAO.KER.
Your friend,

Amusements for Children.
On stormy days the activ child resents his
confinement within doors, and is more than
usually troublesome. There is nothing which
will afford him su,:er amusement than the
making of scrap-bool•s. Provide the little
ones with a pair of blunt-pointed scissors,
and let them cut out and trim neatly the pictures from papers you do not care to preserve,
circulars of farm machi:pery, or anything they
fancy, and then, anned with a cup of boiled
starch and an old tooth-brush-if you hav
one-let them exercise their ingenuity in filling the book with their collections. Quite
small children find enchantment in this kind
of work. A large picture may be put in the
center of the page, and the space around it
filled with small ones or short pieces of prose
or poetry.
Very pretty ornaments for these juvenil
scrap-books may be cut out of the illustrated
books for chiidren which bav become badly
tattered with use, so that the pictures are
all that are worth preserving. When two
pages are full, the book should be left open
until dry before going on. This amusement
need not make much litter about the house,
and the little workers can easily learn to pick
up their scattering scraps after themselvs,
and wash their starch-cup and brush after
them, so that they will be ready for the next
day to spend indoors.

A Burial in Algiers.
One day I witnessed here the burial of a
child. The young boy was laid in the grave
wrapped in a yard or two of white cotton; a
small hole was dug at the bottom of the grave
and served as a coffin, being covered with
fiat slabs of stone to prevent the earth from
falling directly on the body. Twenty or
thirty men stood round in silence, the earth
was hastily replaced, and temporary stones
were placed at the head and feet; the cushions and pieces of embroidery in which the
body lay on the donkey which bore it to the
final resting- place were put back on the animal, and the procession moved silently away.
The women and girls always come afterward
to weep on the grave and place flowers, and
especially branches of myrtle. They often
spend the greater part of three days round a
new grave, sitting on matting and carpets.

An

Exp~>riment

in Animal .Magnetism.

A mysterious experiment in " animal magnetism," says La Nature, may be perfonned
by taking a piece of paper two or three inches
long and half an inch wide, and turning the
opposit corners up and down. Balance it
carefully on the point of a needle, which may
be supported by a cork, and we hav a little
windmill which, when tlle hand is brought
near it, will revolve with more or less rapidity. The motion, of course, is due to tlle
currents of air arising from the wann hand ;
and the varying rapidity of rotation with difCorrespondence.
ferent persons is not due to any occult" magnetic " influence, but simply to the degrees of
DENVER, CoL., Aug. 12, 1888.
DEAR Miss WIXON: Having been interested warmth in their hands. The movement is
myself in Nettie Olds's story of their Oregon more rapid if both hands are placed around
drive, I wrote a sketch of o'!r Ion~ ri~e the apparatus instead of one.
through Ohio, and now send It, hopmg It
may prove acceptable for our Corner.
With much love, LAURA PRIOE STEWART.
The "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of the
TILDEN, NEB., Aug. 11, 1888.
DEAR Miss WIXON : I thought I would
write you a few lines. I havn't written to
the Children's Corner for a long time. It has
been very bad weather lately-raining and
misting two or three days. We hav very bad
crops here. My father is not going to thrash
his wheat at all. His oats are very poor toothey were struck by rust. I was going to a
picnic, but it rained. We hav fourteen kittens and seven old cats. It is vacation now,
and school commences the first Monday in
September. Our teacher's name is Peter
McGinty.
Wishing success to the Corner, I remain,
Your true friend,
GEORGE QUINTION WHITNEY.
BERLIN, K J., Aug. 19, 1888.
Miss WIXoN: Your letter with the money
from the children of the Corner came safe
to hand. We thank you with all our hearts
for your kind, cheering words, and the interest you take in our welfare, and hope you
m~ ever find friends as kind.
We tb.allk. the chUdren for their gifts a~q

Industrial Slavery of To-Day.

Looking Backwar~.
Bf Edward Bellamy,
Author of "Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
Vital, inspiring, hopeful, convincing.-[Literary
w~~~- astonishing book, how it haunts one,
like a grown-up ''Alice in Wonderland l" The
mind follows entr~tnced.-[Boston Gazette.
It is a thought-breeding book, and all who are
free to receive new light will find in it satisfaction
and inspiration.-[New York Tnbune.
The aPpeal is always made to a man's reason,
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel
fishneRs.-[Boston Post.
A glowing prophecy and a gospel of peace,
where the pleasures of this world are free to all,
to cheer but not enslave.-[TJ:le Nation..
A suggestion of a really practwabl<; and feas1.
ble social state greatly in advance of the present.
The romant.ic narrativ is rich in its forecast of
aetna! possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
12mo, cloth, $1.50; paper, 50o.
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BiOla Tamparanca:
LiqUOR DRINKING

James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.

L. K. Wasltburn's Works.
~abbath. "A law
regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impertinence," Price, 10 cents.

Sunday and the

The False Teaching of the Chris·
tian Church. "The Thirty-nine

Articles of lhe Christian church are thirtyOommended, Defended, and Enjoined
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.
by the Bible.
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

OOLOBADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
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W£:ttatein's,World-Renowned,Warranted Watches
and Watchwork.
CoiN SILVER STEM-WINDERS. 3 ounce cases, 7
jewels, $12; 4 ounce, 11 jewels, $15: do. 15 iewele,
$18; do,. adjusted, $22; do, extra fine. a perfect
watch, named "Otto Wettstein,'' $25; 5 ounce
cases, $1.~0 ; 6 ounce cases, f3 5' more.
.
BEST FILLED GoLD WATOHES. Open fnce. 7 Jewels, $16.50; 11 jewels, $18.~0: 15 jewth. $.1.50; adjusted, f25.~0; with" Otto Wottstem" movement,
$28.50. ln hunting oases, from $5 to $8.50 more.
Ladies best hunting filled cases, 7 jewels, 120: 11
jewels, $22 ; Hi jewels, $28. Extra fine, diamond m

of a minister's praying God to kill grasshop- 0
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to under- Bf,~E~O~~LID GOLD WATCHES. 14 k, 7 jewels,
take a crusade of one against the Oolorado $80; 11 jewels, $32; 15 jewels, $38. All hunting,
BY E. C. WALKER.
ILLINOIS.
stemwind•ng, elegantly engraved. Heavier cases,
beetle !" Price, 10 cents.
This is a companion book to Remsburg's " Bible
XIV. style, enameled, embossed, and se'
E. A •. Stevens, 241 Washington Boulevard,
Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. Louis
Morals." 4.8 pages; price 10 cents.
with diamonds, $5 to $100 more.
Chicago •.
GENTS'
SoLID GOLD WATOHES. 14 k, light
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~ weight, 7 jewels,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
G. E. Wilson, 302 State street, and Brentano
$40; 11 jewel•, $42; 15 jewels, $45;
Price, 5 cents.
28 LafaYette Place, New York.
adjusted, $49; with" Ott.o Wettstem" movement,
Bros., Chicago.
Do You Love Jesus 1 Price, 5 cents. $52. Heavier cases, !3 to $25 more.. Fancy
INDIANA.
watches, from $100 to $300, All sent prepaid, and
J, R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
Liberalism M.oral1 Price, 5 cents. cash
back if not satisfactory.
SAKYA BUDDHA.
WATOHWORK. The best i.n the world. Olean·
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
Temperance
and
the
Bible.
5 cents. ing,
$1;
mainsprings, $1; jawels, $1. Can be .sent
KANSAS.
.
A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life and
thousand miles as weh as one, per reg. mail or
The .Brute God of the Old Testament. aexpress.
Chris. Brown, Burlington.
Inolotie $1 or $2, and I will return free.
TeachiDgs.
Price, 5 cents.
All watches and work warranted to giv satisfacMAINB.
refunded
B. C. Hussey, Oa.ldield (Post-offi.ce, Smyrna With Citations from Buddha's " }>ath of The Public Schools and the Catholic tion or cash OTTO
WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
Virtue."
IDAHO,
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Reminiscences of a Preacher.
A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,
Author of "Exeter Hall," " Heathens of the
Heath," "Family Creeds," "Beautiful Snow," etc., etc.
The story is used by the author to teach Freethought, to remove superstition from the minds
of those who would not read a polemical es8ay,
and to urge facts against the various churches,
believing which their supporters will desert them.
The book is an argument as well as a novell but
the serious predicaments of the hero are skilrully
used to lure the reader along, and to induce him
to take the antidote to theological poisoning without knowinl!' it. Mr. McDonnell writes effeotivly
and convincmgly, and always braces his romances
with facts on one side and figures on the other.
Those who hav read his previous works need not
be advised to purchase this they will probably do
so at once.
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 75 cents.
. THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
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NATURAL AND BOIENTIFIC METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
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The Boston Post says : "This book actuallY
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Bctence {high authority) says: "We hav tried the
methods of association advised in this book on
several persons, and found them most excellent."
, ..
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the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFER!:!ON,
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of the :f!.ag above the cross. The whole makes an
exceedingly handsome work for framing, The approbation to this work. The information it
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artistic part is equal to the best, and the portraits contains is most imj)ortan t, and, we are fully conare as true to nature as the Photographs from vinced, reliable." Price by mail, $1.
THE
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In Their Sanitary and Physiological Relations,
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and in Their Bearing on the Producing
BY HARRY JULIAN.
skill.-[Literary World.
of Children of Finer Health and
You turn over his pages with a fascination simGreater Ability.
ilar to that exPerienced in reading Washington 16 Full-page French-A:rt IllustraBY lll. L. HOLBROOK. M.D.
Irving.-[In tar-Ocean.
tions.
Eis history has a. continuity, a rash, a carrying
The Bctenttllo American says: "Books on this
power..!. which reminds us strikingly or Gibbon.subject are usually written by cranks, but this is
[New .1:1aven Palladium.
rad10ally different; it is scientific, sober, olean,
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
and worthy of consoien tiona consideration by evfirst chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writery possible parent, and particularly by the
ing, He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
young." $1.
-[Penn Monthly.
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Introduction by
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OUR LORD and SAVIOR JESUS CHRIST.
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BY E. D. ROOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
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the book.
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THE

UNIVERSE ANALYZED
Beautifully Illustrated Covers. Paper, 12mo, 226
pp,, 25 cents: Boards, 50 cents.
A lively narrativ of adventures in a country of
Arcadian simplicitY and general delightfulness.[N. Y. Evening Mail.
A storY' of life on islands of coral, frni t-trees,
and cockatoos, where all the nativ men are
Apollos and the women dreams of beanty,-[N. Y.
Times.
·
Life on the Islands of Koro-kama and Lannagola-" Summer isles of Eden lYing in dim purple
spheres of sea "-surrounded by beckoning palmtrees, foamy cascades, brea.d-fruit, cocoanuts,
pineapples, figs. bananas ; bAothing in the surf on
shiniDil sands, basking on sboreli of eternal summer, attending moonlight banque·s, and seeing
tbe peculiar danre called Ka-lu-lah-no more to
do than the president of a life insurance company
-seems very alluring to the careworn, overworked
American of to-day.-Critioal Review.
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BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Analyzed," "The Real Blasphemers," "Spiritualism Sustained," etc., etc.
The latest and best work of an analytic thinker,
who is gifted with those rare powers that render
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the
ordinary mind. Tbe book contains many idea11
that will be new to the world and productiv of
good in furnishing food for thought. We tru.t it
will hav tho immense distribution it so richly
merits.-[The American Idea.
Cloth, 12mo, $1.
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lfoetqj.
Faith rR. Reason.
Hard by a mean ohl but down on' the moor
0Ili-Abrabam bad toiled away his life.
He always loved the place, though •twas so poor
That to subsist there was a cons,ant strife
With famin and distress, and yet his wife
Had hked iL too, because they both were liure
Their farm contained a bidden mine of gold.
And he bad dug for it till they were old.
His race was almost rnn : about to die,
He called his son and said: '·Before I go,
I want to tell you gold is very nigh
To where we've just been diggio', that I know! k• ow it 'cause my daddy told me so!
You'll find ;t, Abe. in the' sweet by and by,•
If yon hav faith like your l{randsires of yore,
And their grandoires who dug here years before."
So little Abe took up the pick and shovel,
And dtolved in mire in which his grandsires dead
Long years before had loved to scratch and grovel.
It never entered once his foolish bead
'fbat "bat. hls poor, benign ted sir~> bad said
Might be a lie; Rudin his father's hovelThat aucient, crumbJmg. orthodox old shackHrl took up hi3 a bod~, and bent his back.
And years rolled by, and be was getting old,
But his sou Thomas didn't hke to work
In" diggin•s which panned out so little gold."
. As big an IDfidel as anY Turk
When 'mongst the Chnstians, Tom was wont to
shirk
His work entirely, ''Old man, you've been sold!"
He told his father. "Nay, my son, belibVe!
Hav faith and we will mighty things achieve!"
" How do you know your daddy didn't l:e,
When be said this old ranch contained much
gold?''
"Because, mv son-it matters little why!But be by his graudsires before t>·a.a. told.
My boy, you see the fact was knowli_of old;
And it is very wrong in you to pry
Around-to 'doubt' what by my' faith' is truth.
For that my father whipPed me in my Youth."
Unrighteously the lad •till shook his bead.
The torch of reason flashed a sudden beam
Across his brow, an•l pointedly he said,
"Tell me who told the first man?" "It would
seem
The first man learned it· one night in a dream."
Their old abode-that orthodox old shedFell down just then, and in the bitter cold
The old man died. His son doesn't dig for gold.
MOBAL:

Credulity is of'eatim•·s a curse.
A lie's a lie, and faith CA.n't make it true.
Faith that could save cou'd surely fill a. purse.
A blind man may h><v faith that black is blue;
Some may believe l.Jy fait.h that two and two
Make half a dozen. Many believe worse
By that same faith by which they liv and die,
Yet truth, in ~pite of faith, is not a lie.
Cooper;tomn, Pa., Aug. 22 1838.
M. H. VEoN.

J()l'!t'ph.
Joseph, the son of Jacob, the son of Isaac,
the son of Abraham, the first recorded chum
of Jahveh, if not born to greatness, or what
he would hav accounted such, was certainly
born to luck that led him to a tide that bore
him on to very considerable greatness and
fortune.
When Joe was put in a hole by his brothers,
he thought it "bard lines," no doubt; when
he was sold to the lsbmaelites, and at the
paltry price, too, of twenty pieces of silver,
the " pieces" equivalent to dollars perhaps,
harder yet were the "lineB ;" when sold to
the Egyptians, at an advance, of course-this
was some consolation-and cleaning lamps
and things in the Potiphar scullery, still
harder were the "lines;" and when he
was jugged on account of a "woman
scorned," he having brought about this state
of affairs by refusing to entertain a proposition which, assented to, would hav given him
a soft snap in the Potipbar household, with
no more Jamp-cleaniPg, knife-scouring, etc.,
the "hard lines" could scarcely be harder,
no doubt he thought. These jabs of fate,
however, were but eo many ''reaches" on
the tide that was to bear him on to fortuneto place, power, and persimmons, so to speak.
Which goes to show that no man wots of that
which is in store for him on the morrow, even
though to-day may furnish him with gumboils of ''exceeding much" fervency of cussedness, as it were.
It is said t!Jat it is better to be born lucky
than rich. I think so. He that is born with
a gold spoon in his mouth is quite apt to go
to the •· demnition bowwows," via the Wall
street maelstrom or gin cascade; while he
that is born lucky ascendeth to the "high
places," even unto the White House ascendlith he, and, if born very-lucky, he goeth not
forth at the end of the first term, but stayetb
through a second, even unto the end of eight
years stayeth he; therefore, I say unto ye, it
is better to be born lucky than rich, and I'll
lay ye shekels on it.
The sorriest jab of fate, as Joe no doubt
considered it, the durance-vile racket, of
which he put in two years, proved the immediate precursor of fortune's smtles. H. E. M.
· -this means His Egyptian Majesty-Pha-

raoh, a high liver, and fond of stealing awhile
away to feed upon the mutton-pie when cold,
before retiring to the royal couch, was, in
consequence of these untimely feeds, much
given to dreams of" exceeding much" pokiness of construction and more muchness of
opacity, or insolubility. One night, after
absorbing more mutton-pie than usual, he
had one of those pokey dreams of his, and a
double-header, so to sp.eak; and not all the
wise men of Egypt, and not all the sharps,
maintained at the court of H. E. M. for soothsaying purposes, could expound the hokeypokey dream or even get onto the trail
thereof, their failure throwing the king into a
state of mind bordering on despond, and
upon the ragged edge of a paroxysmal anger
that augured N. G. for the continued' welfare
of said sharps-even a king wants somethicg
for his money, you know, and soothsayers as
well as sausage-stuffers are expected to earn
their salaries.
While Joe was in jug, where he h"ad as soft
a thing as possible, a butler and baker of the
royal household, cooped in the cooler for
peccadilloes, dreamed dreams as queer as
quills on quacking qnahaugs quitting quadratures in quinquina, which dreams did Joe
unfold as heat and light unfold the joyous
cauliflower, it coming to pass as he the tales
unfolded, he charging nothing for exercising
his "second sight," in shekels. but charging
the butler to remember him when restored to
the good graces of the king, as he was three
days later. And the butler remembered him.
To be sure, it was not until two years later
that he remembered Joseph; but it must be
remembered that kings' butlers are busy men,
and that grape-juice and things must be
looked after though gratitude goes to the
wall.
But he remembered Joseph on the occasion
of the king's hokey.pokey dream, "ins~lu
ble to the understanding" of the seersuckers,
and told the king of his dream and the baker's,
and how Joe had foretold the things that
came to pass, on being told the dreams,
whereupon Pharaoh issued a writ of habeas
corpus, and bad Joe brought before him at
once, telling him how he bad dreamed of
"seven kine, fat-fleshed and well-favored,
that came out of a river and went to feeding
in a meadow;" that the river then gave up
seven rack-o'-bones of steers that the crows
would laugh to scorn, which immediately
gobbled up the "fat-fleshed kine,'' but still
retained their gauntness, and hollow-eyed and
hungry expression of countenance; also of a
refracted vision in the cereal line-fat and
lean ears of corn in lieu of kine-making his
dream a double-header, as it were.
Joe braced up to the occasion, and told H.
E. 1\L that that was an easy one, looking the
assembled soothsayers over with a supercilious eye, then in an off-hand way telling
the king that the seven fat cattle meant seven
years of plenty, when the earth would "bring
forth by handfuls "-somehow, this doesn't
seem to express unbridled and reckless
plenty ; cartfuls woul<l hav expressed it better-and the seven rack-o'-bones seven years
of famin, presuming, then, to advise Pharaoh
how to proceed, so as to hedge on' or discount the famin, being particular to impress
upon him the necessity of ·selecting a "discreet and wise," square up and up man to
look after things during the years of pltJnty, ·
that the years of famin mignt not catch them
with their boots off, so to speak.
Pleased that his double-headed dream bad
been solved, Pharaoh heeded not the gall of
Joe, but told him he appeared to be just the
''discreet and wise" man desired, and engaged him at once, at a liberal salary no
doubt, to look after things, appointing him
ruler in Egypt, second to none but him.
There was greatness gobbled at one fell
swoop. as it were, and no picayune greatness
neither! Besides, be gave Joe his seal ring
then and there; "arrayed him in vestures
of fine linen "-I presume the weather was
hot-put on his neck a gold chaineighteen carats, probably, and of much
pPnnyweight power-gave him a chariot with
sPcond place in the procession; gave him to
wife-didn't ask if he was married, or
wanted to be-the daughter of a priPst, and,
to cap the climax, "called Joseph's name
Z>tphnath-paaneah." How was that for high?
And the whole thing, wasn't it bully and
fairy-like? What a crop of honors in one
day, eh? Certainly enough for one man, and
that one the son of a sheep-raiser. late a scullion, and just ltabeas corpused out of the
cooler!
Proudly launched uprm the tide of men's
affairs, with place his own and power at will,
our Joe sailed on to fortune-in the vulgar
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sen~e, " sugar "-and, from all I can gather
concerning his operations during the years of
plenty and famin in Egypt, as set forth in the
Holy Queer, which is silent with regard to
his acquisitions, there is no doubt that he
" got there," not the slightest. Read the history of his doings-some mighty sharp practice you will find chronicled therein-and,
judging the man from these, and having in
view human nature as she are built, on the
average, if you think he failed to connect,
why, think so; it is your privilege.
I ba v a notion that Joe "waxed so exceeding great" in the direction of shekels, as represented by "talents of silver and talents of
gold," that Jahveh thought best to lay low
and keep dark with respect to this " greatness," lest he should be charged with aiding
a pal to lay up a store of this world's goods
at the expense of the poor devils who, their
scads all gone, were obliged to giv up their
cattle and lands for brearl to eat, in the end
becoming serfA I I don't know but it was all
right. Perhaps it was. E~~;ypt was his for
the plucking, in cahoots with Pharaoh, who
was not troubled with such weak trash as·
comptu;JCtions, probably. · What were the
Eg~ptians to Joseph, or Joseph to the Egyptilins, that he should consider them? Egypt,
by the grace of Pharaoh, moved by Jahveh,
was his oyster. That settled it. Further remarks are uncalled for.
Anyone who wastes sympathy on Joseph,
on account of his sufferings previous to his
sudden rise to place and power, is a sentimental spendthrift with no sense of the eternal fitness of things-if this fits the case.
Whether or not, it goes. There is no use saying a thing and then crawfishing, or trying to
explain it to obtuse intellects. Who woulrlu't
be put in a hole for half a day; hauled
out by one gnng of "speculators" and sold
to another-even for the paltry sum of $20; re.
sold at an advance-some slight satisfaction in
this; wash pots and kettles and clean ·lamps
for a sem~on ; do two " stretches" in the
cooler even, provided then, at one jump, he
could reach the second rung from the top of
the ladder of fame, fortune,. and felicity?
Who wouldn't was cut for the cobbler's
bench, where he can wax on, wax ever, but
never, as did Joseph, "wax great," with" exceeding much" lucre.
Concerning Mrs. Potiphar, the "woman
scorned" in the case, it goes without saying
-and the H. Q. does not say-that she was
awfully cut up by the great and sudden rise
of her whilom bonrlman, awfully cut up; but
as Joe was a good second in the affairs of the
kingdom, she was forced to assume a "reverential calm" not in accord with the tumultuous heavings of her surcharged bosom; in
other words, she had to grin and bear it.
Joseph ended his career at the age of one
hundred and ten years. He didn't "sleep
with his fathers;" in fact, he wasn't even
buried. "They embaimed him, and he was
put in a coffin in Egypt." Perhaps it was the
fashion there for people to keep their defuncts at home, coffined ; I don't know. Well,
having put Joe in a coffin in Egypt, we hav
no further use for him. Selah !
Sr SLOKUM.

A. Painful Story.
F1·om Puclc

A Christian 8Cientist, who derived a hand•ome income by insisting that the pains and
aches of other people did not exist, was once
attacked by a Jumping Toothache.
The unwelcome guest nestled down into a
large molar in the lower jaw of the doctor,
and proceeded to make itself at home by none
too gently titillating the inferior dental nerve.
Notwithstanding the fact that he had bren
telling.llis patients all the morning that their
sufferings were imaginary, he was compelled
to recognize this pain, and procee'ded to giv
himself a $2 treatment, thus:
"Pain is evil ; evil does not exist; ergo,
pain does not exist, and hence there can be no
pain in my teeth."
At this logical demonstration the Jumping
Toothache smiled a Amile of superior wisdom,
and p;ave the dental pulp a bang so powerful
that the Christian: scientist was unable torestrain a mournful howl; but be heroically
.proceeded.
" The pain I seem to feel in my tooth is
not real; it is merely an evil thought. I will
cease to think this thought, and the discomfort will c~ase."
On hearing this, the Jumping Toothache
rolled up its sleeves and went to work in earnest. It jumped with both feet upon the
quivering nerve ends, and stamped, kicked,
~queezed, and tuggPd at them the whole night
through, with so savage vigor that when the
blear-eyed dawn began to brighten· in the

east, the Christian scientist, who had spent
the night in walking up and down, and moan.
ing, and trying to convince himself of the un.
reality of his suffering, was in a thoroughly
knocked-out condition.
Suddenly, after an unusually atrocious
twinge, he hastily seized his hat and coat.
"Where are you going?" inquired his wife,
who was also a metaphysical healer.
"I'm going to hav this damned tooth
pulled out," said he shortly.
"Pain has no real existence," replied his
wife calmly ; "you !mow that--".
"You havn't got this toothache!" cried the
Christian scientist, as he slammed the front
door and made a bee-line for the nearest
dentist.

No Hatrc1l Like l{eligious Hatred.
George Alfred Tow'nsend, tbe noted correspondent for the Boston Globe and other
equally responsible papers, in illustrating
" Compensation for Too Much Hat.red" in
the Sunday U obe of August 12th, says :
The competitions of int.ell•·ctual hatred are always m~aner thA.n tbA coufl.tct of a1·ms . You Pee
three ~n"h kings as Charlef, Francis, and He<Jry
meeting in perfect cordiality on the field of the
cloth of gold; but when you come to t.IJe holy and
perfect m•n,Jike John CHlviJJ, you see him, having nabbed his adversary, s . vetus, se!Pcting the
green-wood stakes to bnrll him Bh)Wly, ann, after
the poor soul was nothing but ashes, the gaf!ant
Calvin, whose intellect could not be appeased hy
j•)ain and diBilolution, wrote to one of his friends
that" the rascal bellowed like a bull iu the fire."

Here is news, for we do not remember of
having heard before !.his adden<lnm, "The rascal bellowed like a bull in the fire," and we
feel very grateful to George Alfred Townsend for the information- for fact don btless it
is, else such a careful and popular writer
would not hav stated it-so we forward it to
THE TIWTH SEEKER. that its readers may enjoy another sweet compensation in the heroic
piety of the Bainted founder of the rich and
consoling doctrin of Calvinism.
Barre, Aug. 12, 1888. ELLA. E. GmsoN.
THE

FIELD-INGERSOLL
DISCUSSION.
FAITH OR AGNOSTICISM?
-0-

TIVO Letters from Dr. Field, D.D .. editor of the
Presbyterian EvanoP.ll.-t, to Colonel Ingtorsoll, and
t.wo Replies tbOI'IlLu. Dr. Field is one of the exceeniogly few Christ.iaus who bav opposed Colouel
InJ;:"er•oll kindly and courttoouoJy, and the Gre"t
Agnostic bas used him accordingly. Dr. Field's
arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Price, 50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth.
Address

THE TRUTH SFEKl!]R CO.,
28 Lafayette PJ., New York.

RA.TLONAL COMMUNISM.
The t•rcsent and the Future
Republic of Nm·th America
BY A CAPITALIST.
A book advocating associate" life as a remedy for
povert;v. vice, and crime. It deals with the ~;>resent
conditions of society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
Impossible that the people sLould be other than
poor a-nd vicious under our present system. 'fbe
remedy, the A.Uthor thinks. is in communA.l lifo,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North Amenca, as it will he when
so91ety sb all be organized on the principles of
Uational Communism. The book is vigorously
and int. 0 restiugly writ.t.en.

Paper, aoc.; cloth. 81.
Address THE '!'RUTH SEEKER CO.
28 La'ayettA Pl.. NPw York.

HEBREW MYTHOLOGY
OR,

THE RATTONALE OF' THE BTBLE.
Wherein it is shown t.bat the Holy Scriptures treat
of N~tural Phenomena only.

BY MILTON WooLLEY, M.D.
Among tbA many att.emptR made by iiCirutistR to
flrus>, the Bible, this is unquestionably the most
vigorous.-[Cilicago 'Times.
Cloth, Ill us , heavy toned paper, Bvo, 613 pp., $2.50.
AM•e•• THE TRUTH EIF..F..KEB.

TillE STRUGGLE
l'OR

Re'igioU''; and Politio9,1 Lih0rtv.
In which the author show• the repea tecl aHPmpts
qf men of eve~y age to acquire great.er political
hbert.y; also vur9r_omly at. tacks the vPry fonndatwn of the rehgwn of every age; dwAiling at
length npon the wrongs of Imlanrl, ltn<l, in detailing the account. of slavery in this countrv, calls
the attention of thinking men A.nd women· t.o the
position of womankinrt in America. Thronghont,
t.hE! woi"k is rep!Ate wit.h ast.onnding fact.s and
we1gh_ty A.rgum~nts wbtch cannot. fail to intorest.
the mmds of t.hi• ao:A,
By THEO. C. SPE"SCV.R.
Cloth, 12mo., 188pp,, PricA 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 LafMette Place, New York •
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THE FORUM.

ARGUMENT

THE SAFEST CREED,

BY

Robert G. Ingersoll,

AND

TWELVE OTHER DISOOU.RSES OF REASON.

IN THE

B'IJ 0. B. FROTHINGH..Hl.

A vigorous thinker ay eloquent as Theodore Parker.-[New .Bed!or<.i Standat·d.
Deep thnught. thorough conviction, and great
ability.-[Phila Press.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 238pp., $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

A FEW WORDS

ADOUT TI-IE DEVIL,

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
FOR

AT

"B LAS PH E MY "
'
MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY.
Stenographically reported, and re'Dised by the author.

A.ND
OTHER BroGRA.PHIOA.L SKETOHES A.ND EssA.YS.

Handsome 8vo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per aozen.

BY CHARLES BRADLAUGH.
With Portrait and Antobiography.
Charles Bradlaugh has "A Few Words'' to say
"Ab·mt the Devil.., Mr. Bradbmgh has a right to
his" few worcln," and the devil will, we preoume.
<>.t. no verY d1•t"nt day bow a few words to say to
Mr. B•·adlaugh, and will donbtless get the best of
the argument.-[Chie>tgo Interior.
Extra cloth, gold hack and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp., $t. 25.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
are in it. It is one of hiH greatest productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we see him as the splendid champion of human liberty and tile rigbt.s of man. His love of freedom
..nd justice. hatred of tyranny and chains, sympathy for the oppressed, misguided, and en thrall~d, biB
courage and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expression, and he makes grand use of the
opportunitY. Such a flood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and Patriottam-is not often poured out in a cnurt of justiCe.
The many_call• for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
aB revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleadmg newspaper references.
Law:vers and advocA.tes will find this the model of an address t() a jury: statesmen and politicians a clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
and women everywhere, a Magna ChA.rta of their qghts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER .CO •• 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.

RO~IE ~REASON THE NEW GOD.

A Memoir of Christian and Extra-Christian Experience.
By NATHANIEL RulSAY WATERS.
A very critical anftlysis of both ProtestantiBhl
and c .. tbolicism, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate per•onal experience with the two RVS
terns. It deals the most trenchant blows which
P:nre logic is capable of iLflicting.-[Critioal ReVIew.
·
Cloth, 12mo, n. 75.
Address ·rHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Ser;reta'lj/ of the .American Secular Union.
Price 10 oen~s.
Address THE TRUTH 8EEKEB COMPANY.

TRY•SQUARE;
OB,

Essence of Heligion
By L. FEUERB l.CH.
Translated from the German. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 eta.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immorai.-E:l:tract.
, Address .THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.

Advancement c; SciencE
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.
'Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25c.; cloth, 50o.
It is in many respects one of the most extraordinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. '1'1·tbune.
AddreRs THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.

OR

DANCER AHEIA.D.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

By A. J. GROVER.

ROBT. G. INGERllOLL'S

SOCIAL

WEAL.TH.

The Bole JI'~Utors and Exact Ratios in Its
.Acquirement and Apportionment.
By J. K. IN6ALLS.
Price, ClotJt,
•• 00.

BACON AND SHAK~PER.E.
Proof that Wm. Sh>tkspere could not write.
The Sonnets written by b'raucio Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 15~0. By WM. BENRl
BURB. Pric~. 25 cents. For sale at thie office.

t'HiN~ 1h AG~

OF

~~

A80N.

The Grcalc§l or Jlll ·Anli-Bib!l.
cal "'orin.
By THOMAS PAINE.
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

Tl-IE CH.ISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
!laming arguments . . . will not leave num.
bers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation."

Price, 40 cents.

For either of these works or any of Paine's
writines,
Address THE TRUTH AlmKEH.

GIRARD'S WILL

ROMAN ISM,

tianity.
Contains testimonies of the earlY Christian Fathe ·sand others, and cases or striking similarity
to Ouriotianity in rnil.nY ancient religions.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

PHILADELPHIA.LlBER.U,LEAHUE 257
meet.s every Sunday in Indmtrial Hall, Broad and.
Wood sts., at 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and •ocial questions.
Able speakers interest t.he audience. N.B.-'.:.'ru11:
Seeker publications alwaYs on hand at cheap rates.

Girard· ColJt'ge Theology.

Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.

Paper, 12mo, 61pp., cloth, 50 cents.

For the benefit of our readers who preserve their pap~rs
we offer a new style of binder,
made for the purpose, and
· with the heading of TBE
rRUTH c:IEEKEB printed in
....ro.'d letters on the outside.
rillS bmder allows the openlUg of tue pnperB perfectly fi>tt. It also a!Jows the
takmg out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Sent by mail. postp_Rid, for '1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
•
tf
28 LafayeHe Pl .• New York.

This is the· history of an attempt to found a
AND
<lhnroh without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
b.is pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religions. political, and otherAN EXPOSE
wise. The book is written in well-chosen lA.n~uage, and easily understood. There is just suffi- Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
bequest to Philadelphta by the Christian
cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
churches and Young Men's
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Christian Associato his mind.
tion.
For sale at this office. Price. $1.00.
BY RICH. B. WEBTBBOOK, D.D., LL.D.
Price $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

TheAntiquity of ChrisBy JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."

BINDER fol' THE 'I'.RUTR SEEKER

Ohicago Secular Union meets every SundA.Y
evening at 7:80P.M., corner Saugamon street and
Washin~~:ton bonlevat·d.
Lectures and debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

NEW EDITION.

The Secret of the East,
on,

The Origin of the Dhristian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

VOLT !IHrS HOMANGES.
OONTE:o!TS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.- Zadig;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-Tbe Pr1nce8s
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Mieromegas.Tbe World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
R.t Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversatic::>
With a Chinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo, 448 pages, laid paper. With 67
engravings. Pricei cloth, beveled boards. $t.5o· paper covers, $1. Hn f calf or half morocco, mar 6led
edges, $4. 00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

&ndress TJIE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Price, $1.00.

oPENING sPEEcH To THE JURY

For sale at this office.

Charles Watts's Works.

in the suit or the

Bankers' and Merchants' Tetegraph Company
against the
Weste'l"n Union Telegraph Company
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
<peach that THE TBUTH SEEKER has obtained a
mpJillY and oan mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each•

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCUl
SUBJECTS:

WORKS OF 0. B.

WHITFORD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 211 pages.

Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
The History of Fre~tbongbt. Bound

in cloth and" lettered. Price, 1.2!>. CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freethon_ght and its
E•u·ly Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to ~Iohammedanism. Section III. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethonght in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth. and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethonght Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.-

Serularism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.

S~cnlarism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price, 75 eta.
·
AddreAR THE TRUTH SEEKER,
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COM·
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand- Tracts. The following tracts by Cha.s.
28Lafayette Place. N11w YoTk.
some 12mo volume of nearlY 11900 pages, fully
Watts are published at· the low price of FIVE
illustrated. Cloth, 8.25-in EngJ.ish ot German.
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
A. new cheA.P edition at only 1.5D.
Is the Bible Reliable 7 ThE> Christian Deity;
SCIENCE IN STORY; or, Sammy Tubbs, the
Moral Value of the Bible: Freethought and
Boy_Doctor, andBponsie. the Troublesome Monkey.
Modern Progress: Christianity, its Nature and
By DR. FREDERIC 'R. 1\.IARVTN, Prof~Rsor of By
Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or~
Influence on Civilization h Philosophy of SecuPhYBiologh1a_l Medioin ftn<1 1\Ie•tical Jurisper set: or five volumes in one for $2.
larism; Science and Jjible Antl!Jl'onistic:
prurience in the New York Free
Christian Scheme of Redemption. For all of
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
Medical College for Women.
the above works acltlress THE TRUTH SEEKt50 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
ER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
volume of "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
Paper, 12mo, 6Spp., cloth, 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready ReHis analysis of nerveua and mental phenomena
A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
is shar(JlY sciPntific; hi~ pathological theories are cipes.
REDUCED TO it.oa.
BY
Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
rat onal, clear. and monern.-,lfP.!t•ca! Review.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pam·
His lanlj'Uage ill strong >tnd well chosen. his phlets).
BY
Dr.
E.
B.
Foote,
Jr.,
viz.:
"Bacteria
THE STORY HOUH..
style admirable in its directness and brilliR.ncy, Ill their Relation to Disease,"representingthe germ
his thought clear and logical.-IAberal Oh.rtstta.n.
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
A. Book for Children and Youth.
and opposing vaccination: "Health in the SunAddress THE TRUTH SEEKEU CO.
beam1" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
to SICK anrl well. BY mail, 10 ceJats eA.ch.
HEREDITY \Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
Over a hundred fine illustrations.
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks. 836 pafce':i· cloth
ITs HISTOitY AND hs INFLUENCE UPON
~~~~~'cl~thh';~~:t~~~~·~hbl
L~~r~~1J:r~~it~:"
\;';
SOOIETY.
.
F. H. Mars , 10 cents; "The AlphA.bet of thft
SW.~N
BY DB. LoUIS BUCHNER, Aut.hor of "Force and Human Temperaments," with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents; "Generatwn before Re~ren
M <tter," eto.
·
WILL PREVRNT ALL
et'A.\.ion," by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr.t)O cents; ''Re
Translated from the German.
ports of Conventions and Parlor Jueetinl!'s durinp
SHOCK
,.OR JAR.
1882,"
10
oents;
"Third
Annual
ConventiOn
of
tb•
Paper. 1llmo, 15 cents.
'nstitute of HereditY.M,..,. 211. lfl88,'' 10 cents.
With
it
you
can WALK FouR
Address '('HE TRUTH SEEKER• 28 LafaYette Place.
'"""""•
TliE TRUTH SEEKER.
EA•IER THAN ONE ON A
t;OLID
B.~<EL. For Pftrtwulars
DO YOU W lNT a pleasant, healthful, cheap
ADDRESS
horne in the South 1 Wnte Leftwich Bros. and THE '!'RUTH 811'-..'K"'R ANNUAL.
Price, 25 CP.nts.
Curtis, Florence, Ala.
1YM
DR. SWAN, BEAVER DAM, WIS.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRI1 UU ISM

MATERIALISM:

ELISTIC HEF'

THE

•

too.

BIBLE :t'AllRICATIONS REFUTEH,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

15C

Origin of the bhristian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 115 pages, 25o.

A Masonic Vindication of Righr.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages.
15c.
AddreBP
TH~ TRUTH REEKER.
2f LafaYette PI.. Now York

WORKS BY ARTHUR. R.

~10SS

Was Jesus an Impostor 7 A debftt~ betwPen tbe
Scotch uoveliHt, Agnes Hollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B l't.loss. The best conductPd debate of mc.det n
timeR. 180 pp., 25 ct-s. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 cts. Tho Bib!~ Rnd DArwimsm.
25 ctR. Biblical Errors and 8ecnlftl' 'J'rnthR. 25
eta. Two llevelationB. 5 ctH. B1ble Horrors: or,
ReRI BJ:... phemy. 5 etA. BllJIP 1\!akers. 5 ct.s.
Bible 8Rint.s-NM. 1, 2. RUri 3. Eaclo 5 etA. Moses
vs. Darwin. 5 etA. 8ocrfth·R, Bn,\dha, Rlld JPFllH.
5 cts. Chriat.ianity a Dr,.!l'RrlinJZ Reliuion. 5 eta.
Fictitious GoclA, 5 ct.. NatnrRl ]\Jan, 5 cts.
The Old :Faith and t.he New. 5 etA. Brnno and
tlpinoza. 5 ets. Th•· Bible Ood And His Fa,·orits.
5 eta. 1\Iiracle-WOJ·kel·R. 5 etA. H•·alth. w, alth,
and BappineRA. !i cts. The Brain ahfl the Soul.
5 d-s. Natm·e Rnd the GodR. 5 eta. Desiun And
Nat.nral Selection. 5 eta. Man and the Lower
Animals. 6 eta.
Address Watts and Co., 17 JohnRon's Court,
E. C•• Lon lnn, Eng

HISTORY
OF

THE

INTELLEC'fUAJ, DFVELOPMEN'I'
Of Europe.
Revised E<lition-~ vo]A:...Pri~r, •3
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D., LL.D ..
Address THI!: ThU l'H ~EE!iER .
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THE

Jlews of the fleek.

ORDER OF CREATION.
A DISCUSSION BETWEEN

GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER,
LINTON, REVILLE.

AN expedition of nearly 1,000 men has
started after Stanley, and will trace his route
step by step.

On the Oonflict between Genesis and Geology.
CONTENTS:
I. Dawn of Oreation and of Worship. By Hon.
W.
E.
Gladstone.
Tim New York banker Eugene Kelly offers II. The Interpreters of Genesis and the In tarto head a subscription to erect a statue to
praters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
III. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
Father Mathew in Central park.
Muller.
KING OTTo of Bavaria
is sinking in insanity.
YELLOW fever is increasing at Jacksonville,
Fla.
THE Gern;lan war party
seem triumphing in politics.

IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial!
11/t~m"' (l'lf 11f.l.~ught.
By Han. W. E. Gladstone.
'
f/1 · ~
H J!ffl"'
V. Dawn
of
Oreation.
An
Answer
to
Mr.
Glad-'
====================
stone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H. EccLESIASTES said that" all is vanity;"
Huxley.
Most. modern preachers-say the same, or show it
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn LinBy their examples of true OhristianitY.-Bvron.
ton.
. This is a new book and contains the latest discusTHE church in the days of Voltaire contended
sion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
participants are a guarantee of its able oha1·acter. that its servants were the only legitimate physicians. The priests oured in the name of the
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
ohuroh, and in the name of God-by exorcism,
relics, water, salt, and oil. St. Valentine cured
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
epilepsy, St. Gervaei us was good for rheumatism

llli!!lllllll~;~~iliii~~J~!~IIIIIIIiilillillllllilll B.~~&~fu~

canoer,Bt.Judas for coughs,
St. Ovidius for deafness,
St. Sebastian for poisonous
bites. St. Apollonia for
toothache, St. Olara for
rheum in the eye, Bt. Hubert for hydrophobia. Devils were driven out with
wax tapers, with incense,
\dth holy water, by pronounoi ng prayers. The
church, as late as the middle of the twelfth century,
prohibited good Oatholios
from having anything to do
with physioians.-Ingerso!l.

ANTI-HEBREW
agitation is increasing in
Europe.
GERMAN Catholics will
hold a national convention at Cincinnati on the
3d.
FRANOE seems threatening Italy with war for
her seizure of Massowah.
PRESBYTERIAN converts
for 1887, 98,992; benevolent contributions, $1,019,937.
CATHOLIO dignitaries
wish the progress of Mohammedanism in Africa
arrested by force.
THE Anglican bishops
urge in an encyclical
that divorce be only for
scriptural reasons.
'fHE C!itholic newsboys
of New Orleans hav their
own chapel and attend
mass daily at 5 A.M.

MOSES APPEALS TO THE LORD'S VANITY AND BEGS HIM NOT TO MAKE HIMSELF RIDICULOUS.
And Moses said unto the Lord, Then the Egyptians shall hear it, • . • And they will tell it to the inhabitants of
this land : for they hav heard that thou, Lord, art among this people; that thou, Lord, art seen face to face; and that
thy cloud standeth over them ; and that thou goest before them, by day-time in a pillar of cloud, and in a pillar of fire
by night.-Num. xiv, 13-16.

RKPORT is made of the
shooting of Captain Kinney, leader of the Missouri Bald Knobbers, an organization formed
to suppress outlaws which ended by becom- ;

fdds aqd 6nds.
I==================

ing a gang of outlaws itself.
A HERMIT who recently died at Plainfield,
THE first assisted Italian immigrant to this
N. J., left $250,000 to a Baptist church.
:country was a person named Christopher Columbus.
Tim coal monopolists of the East met on
PHILADELPHIA girl at the seashore : "Do you
the 24th ult. and advanced coal25 to 50 cents ever find bottles which tell of wrecks?" Nativ:
per ton.
''Yes, mum, often-empty bottles."
QuEEN VICTORIA has not been cruising around
BoULANGER a few days ago was reelected
for nothing. She has just been made presito the chamber of deputies, from which he Cowes
dent of the Royal Agricultural Society.
had just resigned.
IN the porcine society of Chicago plutocra.oy
ON the 23d ult. 300 Royalists attended a they do not speak of a couple's becoming "engaged."
They say they "plight their trough."
banquet at Paris to celebrate the fiftieth anCITIZEN (to office-boy in counting room) : "Your
niversary of the Comte de Paris.
durned paper had an outrageous attack on me this
K. OF L. District Assembly 49 of New morning, and-" Office-boy (briskly) : "Yessir.
York, once having 80,000 members, has been How many copies will you hav?"
almost totally ruined by quarrels among its
FIRsT New Yorker : "Parnell seems to understand the Irish very well." Second New Yorker:
leaders.
"Indeed he does. He couldn't know more about
THE Indiana White Caps, a gang of row- them if he had lived all 'his life in New York."
dies who go about whipping everyone whose
SARAToGA belle : "You would scarcely believe it,
morals don't suit them, are being forced to Mr. Oldboy, but the lady seated near the open
window has over two hundred dresses." Mr. Olddisband.
boy: "Is it possible 1 Why doesn't she put one of
CATHOLIC papers defend the miracles at the 'emon'l"
shrine of Ste. Anne de Beaupre, saying that
ANGRY subscriber (to editor) : "I'm mad all the
" one ounce of fact is worth a ton of argu- way through, an' I want my paper stopped."
Editor: "Yes, sir; do you want your bill made
ment and sneers."
out 1" Angry subscriber: "No; I ain't mad
REVIVALIST HARRISON says: "We must enongh for that.''
giv up all worldty amusements and be conserv"YEs, boys," said the retired naval officer, as he
ativ. I never knew a man that went to the returned his glass to the bar," the navy is improving. For instance, there is not so much drunkentheater that did not go to hell."
ness now as there was when I was in it." "No,
AT a Baptist association meeting at Monti- indeed !" shouted the boys.
cello, Ga., on the 23d ult., the Tyler and
"YoUNG man," he said sonorously, "are you
Malone families commenced shooting over an ever abroad in the early morning, when the great
orb of day rises in all his majestic and brilliant
old feud and several were killed.
glory T" "Well-er-yes, sir, sometimes," replied
THE blacks of Irwinsville, Ga., ascribe un- the young man, "but I generally try to get to bed
accountable sicknesses they hav had lately to earlier than that."
"MY beloved brethren," said a Dakota preacher
conjuration, and hav ordered from the town
from his pulpit, "on looking over the collection of
a negro whom they accuse of the mischief.
last Babbaih morning, you can imagin my pleased
THE masses are reveling in descriptions of surprise to discover therein a blue chip. Our dear
the visits of European emperors to one brother, Deacon Dewrite, kindly cashed it in. The
Lord loveth a cheerful giver."
another, with accounts of their clothes and
SHE (in great agitation) : "0 George t I hear
trappings and reviews of their hordes of mil- papa at the front gate, and he is very apt to be
itary butchers.
impulsiv when he comes home late." He (reassuringly) : "Oalm your fears, dear. I'm in the coal
DAN LYoNs, the murderous New York business, you know, and he has owed the firm
rowdy hanged a few days ago, spent his last money for coal for over nine months."
day in religious conversation and securing
CUSTOMER (to grocer's boy) : "Proprietor in?"
commutation of his crimes in heaven, and Boy: "Yessir; he is in the back room readin• de
news." Customer : "Is he a society man?" Boy :
died, his mother said, "a ·good Christian."
"No, sir; but he's got lots o• swell customers,
THE churches are busy in their usual works an' he wants to find out when they're coming back
to town. He•l\very anxious to see some of •em."
of high utility to mankind and are agitated
OUSTOMER (to Mr. lsaacstein): "That ooat ain't
in one place over close communion, in another
worth seven teen dollars, Dutchy. I•ll giv you six
over the proper material for images, and in for it." Mr. lsaacstein: "Vas you a Republican T"
another over probation for the heathen.
Customer: "Yea." Mr. lsaaciltein: "Und vote

for Benjamin und Levi?" Oustomer : "Yes." Mr.
lsaacstein: "My frent, you dake dot coat along
for twelluf tollar. Dct vas a party sacrifice."
SIMPKINS : "I was grieved, Maria, to see Tommy
looking over the morning papers to-day." Mrs.
B.: "Why, I can't see what harm it can do the boy
to keep informed on the questions of the day."
Simpkins : "Madam, don't you know that I am
running for office 1 I don't want my son to disown me."
OUR DISSENTIENT CHOIRS.
Minister: "Your daughter is very handsome,
Mr. Snapper." Snapper:" Yes, she is. I•m think·
ing of having her join the church choir." Minister: "That's good. Is she a fine vocalist?" Snap.
per : "She can't sing at all, but she's got a devil of
a temper."
·
IT was a New England deacon who said: "We
are thankful for one spark of grace, and are confident that it will be watered." But it was a minister who one day announced to his congregation :
"You will be sorry to hear that the little church
at Janesville is once more tossed upon the waves
a sheep without a shepherd."
Fa:E;D (to ehum) : "What luek, Charley? Congratulations in order T" Oharley (faintly): "Fred,
she told me that she loves another." Fred (sympathizingly): "That's tough, Oharley, after all
your devotion." Charley : "Tough 1 Why, Fred,
in the past three months her father's dog has
bitten me no less than seven times."'
A MAN with the blue badge of temperance in his
button-hole was addressing a Sunday-school in
Michigan, and put this question : "Now, can any
little boy or girl tell me why I do not drink, and
:whY I am not a drunkard 1" "I can," said a little
fellow. "Very well, my boy; now speak right up,
so all the children can hear; why is itT" "Because this is a Prohibition town !"
WoMAN: "Havyoubeen atramplongT" Tramp:
"Pretty much all my life, ma'am; it runs in the
family. My poor old father was a professional for
twenty-seven years, but the other day he struck
big luck.'' Woman: "Did he come into an immense fortune?" Tramp: "Well-~r-no; not
quite. Some influential fr1ends of his got him
into the poorhouse."
SEASIDE pastor: "Short bathing costumes demoralizing spectacles? Really, sir, you amaze me 1
I had not noticed anything of the kind." Strang~
caller : "Such things might be and you not see
them, you know. Surely you won't refuse to
preach against them. Deliver a sermon that will
make the walls resound-snob a sermon as you did
three years ago. You will do it, I hope?" "Certainly, certainly, sir; next Sunday." "Thank
you; many, many thanks. I will hav your sermons reported in all the city papers." "You 1
Are you an editor 1'~ "No, sir. I am the proprietor
of the Sea Foam Hotel, and if we don't do something to start ·an excitement I'll be bankrupt."
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PHYSICAL training was
, tolerated as a secular evil
indispensable for such pur, poses of the church militant
as the hunting of heretics
and the invasion of Mussulman empires; but its essential importamoe was vehemently diselaimed; the
superior merit of sacrificing
health to the interests of a
body·despising soul was
constantly commended, and
the founders of the monastic orders that superseded
the pagan schools of philosophy did not hesitate to enforce their dogmas by aggressi v measures; the
wretched convent slaves
had to submit to weekly
bleedings and strength-re
ducing penances ; their
novices were barbarously
scourged for the olandestin
. indulgence of a lingering
IJ ov e for
health-giving
sports-wrestling in the va.ca~t halls of .their c~oister
prJson, or ra01ng comes on
their way to their beggingrounds. The Olympic festivals were suppressed by orJar of a Ohristian emperor.

~

-Pro!. Felix L. Oswala's Btble of Nature.

EARTH, that nourished thee, sha.ll claim
Thy growth, to be resolved to earth again;
And, lost each human trace, surrendering up
Thine individual being, shalt thou go
To mix forever with the elements;
'J'o be a brother to the insensible rook,
And to the sluggish clod which the rude swain
Turns with his share and treads upon. The oak
Shall send his roots abroad and pierce thy mold.
Yet not to thy eternal resting-place
Shalt thou retire alone-nor oouldst thou wish
Couch more magnificent.-Bruant.
WHAT thing more instituted to the solace and
delight of man than marriage 1 And yet the misinterpreting of some scripture ·• • • hath
changed the blessings of matrimony into a familiar and coinhabiting mischief-at least into a
dro~ping and disoonsolate household captivity,
without refuge or redemption. • • • Now, if
any two be but once banded in the church and hav
tasted in any sort the nuptial bed, let them find
themselvs never so mistaken In their dispositions,
through any error, ooncealmen t, or misadventure,
that through their different tempers, thoughts,
and constitutions they oan neither be to one
another a remedy against loneliness nor liv in any
union or contentment all their days; yet they
shall, so they be found weaponed to the least possibility of sensual enjoyment, be made, spite of
antipathy, to fadge together. • • . What a
calamity is thie !-HUlon.
ON a vast social subject-that of divorce-Jesus
pronounced an opinion which givs us a little insight into his mode of regarding that most important of all topics, the relations of the sexes. The
Pharisees, it appears, came to bini and asked him
whether it was permissible for a man to put away
hfs wife, Moses havmg allowed it. Jesus explained
that this precept had been given for the hardness
of their hearts. His own view was, that man and
wife are one flesh, and that if either should leave
the other, except on account of unfaithfulness,
and marry again, that one would be guilty of
adultery. This severe doctrin he supported by
one of his short sayings: "What God hath joined
together let no man put asunder " (Mark x, 1-12;
Matt. xix, 1-12; and v, 31, 82). But surely this
judgment assumes the very point at issue. The
joining together in wedlock is ascribed to God;
the putting asunder to man. But granting the
sacredness of the marriage tie, it would still be
no less possible to invoke the divine sanction for
its dissolution than for its original formation.
And in many instances the maxim might be
exactly reversed. So unfortunate is the result of
many marriages, that it would be easy for a religious reformer to say of them, with perfect sincerity, "What man hath joined together let God put
asunder."-Lora .Amberzev.
0 THAT the wise from their bright minds would
kindle
Such lamps within the dome of this dim world,
That the pale name of priest might shrink and
dwindle
Into the hell from which it first was hurled,
A scoff of impious Pride from fiends impure;
Till human thoughts might kneel alone
Each before the judgment throne
Of its own aweless soul, or of the power unknown I
-Sllelle1/.
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THE

SPIDER

AND

A NEW glass recently invented in Sweden
is said to be capable, when made into a lens
for a microscope, of 1 ' enabling us to distinA GODLESS ·religion, consisting simply in guish the 204,700,000th part of an inch." It
doing good to men, is really no religion at is also saiu that there is great promis of this
all. He who calls it such uses the wrong glass producing wonderfully powerful telescope lenses and a new departure in astronword.- Independent.
omy.
PENNSYLVA.I!IIA. has some girls worth .having. In the haying season a. gentleman durREFUTING the assertion that meat diet
ing a. short drive counted nine young women causes cancer, Surgeon-Major Hendley reports
driving two-horse mowers, and seventeen from India tliat out of 102 operations for canmanaging horse-rakes.
cer performed at Jeypore sil~e 1880, fortyTHE Boston school controversy over Cath. one were on the persons of meat-eaters and
olic indulgences suggests to the (Jhri8tian sixty-one on those of strict vegetarian3, who
Register that there are certain Protestant had not known the taste of meat from their
indulgences that ought to be stopped, such births.
as permitting a man to stay at home and read
THERE is no more important question, says
the Sunday paper when he ought to be at Freethought, for Liberals to consider just now
church.
than that of organization. A large and strong
THE Woman's Journal says: "Women organization will lead outsiders to inquire our
owe much to Courtlandt Palmer, of New objects, and will furnish renewed opportuYork, who established the club known as the nities for setting them forth. Following this
1
Nineteenth Century,' the privileges of which the whole of the claims of Freethought must
were equally shared by men and women. be stated and reiterated. Organization for
This is one of the best prophecies of our action will alone make it possible for us to
time, even as the great i.D.crease of the popu- gain the attention of the whole country.
larity of clubs open only to men is a menace
AT the camp-meeting in Douglas, Mass.,
to the unity and happiness of home life."
the other day a man arose and said that he

IJotts and flippinns.

A MA.INE veteran applied at the state
agency in Augusta the other day for a pension, on the ground that he was a drunkard.
The agent thought it a good joke. "You
grant pensions for disability contracted in the
army?" asked the applicant. "Yes." "Well,
drunkenness is a disability, isn't it?" "Yes;
I guess so." "Well, drunkenness is my disability. I contracted it in the army, and I
want a pension."

was a recently escaped convict from the
Rhode Island state prison, that he had determined to lead a better life, and that as a beginning he should go back to the prison and
serve the remainder of his term. The prison
chaplain was present and heard him, and
knowing something of human nature, helped
the convict in his. good resolution by telephoning for officers and capturing him before
l!e weakened.

THE

FLY.

AooORDING to Brother Watterson's reliable
newspaper, Kentucky has six counties-Harlan, Knott, Perry, Letcher, Bell, and Lesliethat hav never had a church within their
borders during the sixty or seventy years of
their existence as counties.
THE managers and directors of a real
estate exchange in New York giv an emphatic indorsement to the employment of
women as clerks and assistants. Women,
under the direct supervision of Manager Benjamin Hardwick, do the clerical work in all
the departments. They are bright-faced and
earnest, and business seems to run smoothly
where they are concerned.
SPEAKING of the late Conrtlandt Palmer's
directions for the cremation of his remains, a
New York correspondent of the Rochester
Democrat says: "Cremation eventually must
become the custom in our large cities. At
present three thousand acres are absorbed by
cemeteries in the suburbs of this city; and
Greenwood, which has the greatest run of
interments, will eventually be indicted as a
nuisance. The noxious effiuvium is already
felt in South Brooklyn, and naturally must
increase."
AN authority on laughter says: "It has
'been observed that laughter is indicativ of a
particular kind of temper and character, according to the sound of the vowel tliat prevails in cachinnation. Persons that laugh in
a broad Latin A are open-hearted, honest
people, fond of noisy jocundity, but perhaps
of voluble mood. Excessiv, jerking laughter, however, is an evidence of vulgarity.
Those laughing in a dry A are respectable, but little expansiv, and a hard lot
of people. When the Latin .E prevails

there prevails also a phlegmatic, melancholy
temper. Timorous, unsteady people, also
those imbued with malignity, laugh in a kind
of swelling I. Laughter in 0 is the utterance of bold, imperativ, somewhat bantering
people. Beware of those that laugh in oo
(D). They are traitors, haters, scorners.
A RKOENT act of Vicar-General Prendergast, of 8an Francisco, shows how much
respect the Catholic church has for either tlie
laws of the state or the laws of nature. For
a sum of money to him in hand paid he
granted a dispensation whereby Joseph Bijani
was allowed to marry his niece. The groom
took the girl and a priest aboard a tug and
went outside the jurisdiction of the United
States. and had the ceremony performed on
the high seas. This was done under the
sanction of a church which declares that the
marriage of divorced persons is illicit l
THE Jewi8h Messenger give the trading politicians a rebuff so far as the Jewish vote is
concerned. which it declares to be a myth
when considered as an aggregate influence.
"There are," it says, "unhappily, many
synagog-goers who do not appreciate their
obligations as citizens, and vote blindly, as
do their neighbors who attend church, and
there are tricksters among the Jews, no less,
in proportion than among classes of Christians,
who trade on the credulity of party managers
and candidates; but it is time that the latter
fully understand the futility of reaching the
1
Jewish vote;' it cannot be cajoled, forced,
bought, or sold, because it has no existence
as such. There are Democratic Jews, Republican Jews, and many Mugwump Jews; but
we doubt if tliere are any Jews in the Pro.
hibition ranks."
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Secularism and the }{nights of Labor.
Colunel Inue,.soll in Seoulm· Tllought.

Colonel, what is your opinion of Secularism. Do you regard it as a religion?
I understand that the word Secularism embraces
everything that is of any real interest or value to the
human race. I take it for granted that everybody
will admit that well-being is the only good; that is
to say, that it is impossible to c~nceive of anything
of real value that does not tend either to preserve or
to increase the happiness of some sentient being.
Secularism, therefore, covers the entire territory.
It fills th~ circumference of human knowledge and of
human effort. It is, yon may say, the religion of this
world; but if there is another world, it is necessarily
the religion of that as well.
Man finds himself in this world naked and hungry. He needs food, raiment, shelter. He finds
himself filled with almost innumerable wants. To
gratify th,ese wants is the principal business of life. To
gratify them without interfering with other people is
the course pursued by all honest men.
Seculari&Jm teaches us to be good here and now.
I know of nothing better than goodness. Secularism
teaches us to be just here and now. It is impossible
to be juster than just. Man can be as just in this
world as in any other, and justice must be the same
in all worlds.
Secularism teaches a man to be generous, and
generosity is certainly as good here as it can be anywhere else. Secularism teaches a man to be charitable, and certainly charity is as beautiful in this
world and in this short life as it could be were man
immortal.
But orthodox people insist that there is something higher than Secularism; but, as a matter of
fact, the mind of man can conceive of nothing better,
nothing higher, nothing more spiritual, than goodness, justice, generosity, charity. Neither has the
mind of man been capable of finding a nobler incentiv to action than human love.
Secularism has to do with every possible relation.
It says to the young man and to the young woman:
"Don't marry unless you can take care of yourselvs
and your children."
It says to the parents : "Liv for your children;
put forth every" effort to the end that your children
may know more than you-that they may be better
and grander thlill you."
Secularism says: "You hav no right to bring
children into the world that you are not able to educate and feed and clothe."
Secularism says to those who hav diseases that
can be transmitted to children : "Do not marry; do
not become parents; do not perpetuate suffering, deformity, agony, imbecility, insanity, poverty, wretchedness."
Secularism tells all children to do the best they
can for their parents-to discharge every duty and
every obligation.
Secularism defines the relation that should exist
between husband and wife; between parent and child;
between the citizen and the nation. And not only
that, but between nations.
Secularism is a religion that is to be used everywhere and at all times-that is to be taught everywhere and practiced at all times. It is not a religion
that is so dangerous that it must be kept out of
the schools; it is not a religion so dangerous that it
must be _kept out of politics. It belongs in the
schools ; It belongs at the polls. It is the business
, _ of Secularism to teach every child ; to teach every
7
'
voter. It is its business to discuss all political
problems, and to decide all questions that affect the
rights or the happiness of a human being.
Orthodox religion is a firebrand; it must be kept
out of the schools; it must be kept out of politics.
All the churches unite in saying that orthodox religion
is not for every-day use. The Catholics object to any
Protestant religion being taught to children. Protestan~s object to any Catholic religion being taught
to children. But the Secularist wants his religion
taught to all; and his religion cau produce no feeling,
for the reason that it consists of facts-of truths.
And all of it is important; important for the child
important for the parent, important for the politicia~
-for the president-for all in power; important to
every legislator, to every professional man, to every
laborer and to every farmer-that is to say, to every
human being.
The great benefit of Secularism is that it appeals
to the reason of every man. It asks every man to
think for himself. It does not threaten punishment
if a man thinks, but it offers a reward for fear that
he will not think.
'
It does not say, "You will be damned in another
world if you think." But it says, "You will be
damned in this world if you do not think."
Secularism preserves t)le manhood and the womanhood of all. H says to each human being: " Stand
upon your own feet. Count one! Examin for yourself. Investigate, observe, think. Express your

1888.

opinion. Stand by your judgment, unless yo~ are fighting only the monsters of the mind. The phanconvinced you are wrong, and when you areconvmced toms whom we are endeavoring to destroy do not exyou can maintain and preserve your mlillhood or ist ; they are all imaginary. They liv in that undeyour womanhood only by admitting that you were veloped m· unexplored part of the mind that belongs
to barbarism.
wrong."
I hav sometimes thought that a certain portion of
It is Impossible that the whole world should agree
on one creed. It mav be impossible that any two the mind is cultivated, so that it rises above the surhuman beings can ag~ee exactly in religious belief. rounding faculties, and is like some peak that has
Secularism· teaches that each one must take care of lifted itself above the clouds, while all the valleys behimself; that the first duty of man is to himself, to low are dark or dim with mist and cloud. It is in this
the end that he may be not only use,ful to himself, valley region, amid these mists, beneath these clouds,
but to others. He who fails to take care of himself that these monsters and phantoms are born. And
becomes a burden. The first duty of man is not to there they will remain until the mind sheds lightbe a burden.
· until the b1·ain is developed.
One exceedingly important thing is to teach man ·
Every Secularist can giv a reason for his creed.
First of all, he believes in work-taking care of him- that his mind has limitations; that there are walls
self. He believes in the cultivation of the intellect, that he cannot scale-that he cannot pierce-that he
to the end that he may take advantage of the forces cannot dig under. When a man finds the limitations
of Nature-to the end that he may be clothed and of his own mind, he knows that other peopla's minds
hav limitations. Then, instead of believing what the
fed and sheltered.
He also beliGves in giving to every other human ·be- priest says, he asks the priest questions. In a few
ing every right that he clv.ims for himself. He does moments he :finds that the priest bas been drawing
not depend on prayer. He bas no confidence in ghosts on his imagination for what is beyond the wall. Conor phantoms. He knows nothing of another world. sequently be finds that the priest knows no more than
He knows just as little of a first cause, but what he, and it is impossible that he should know more
little he does 1mow he endeavors to use, and to use than he.
An ignorant man has not the slightest suspicion of
fvr the benefit of himself and others.
He knows that he sustains certain relations to what a superior man may do. Consequently he is
other Eentient beings, and he ende~vors to add to -liable to become the victim of the intelligent and
the aggregate of human joy. He is his own church, cunning. A man wholly unacquainted with chemishis own priest, his own clergyman, and his own pope. t.ry, after having been shown a few wonders, is ready
He decides for himself; in other words, he is a free to believe anything. But a chemist who knows something of the limitations of that science--who knows
man.
He also bas a Bible, and this Bible embraces all what chemists hav done and who knows the nature
the good and true things that hav been written, no of things-cannot be imposed upon. When no one
matter by whom or in what language or in what can be imposed upon, orthodox religion cannot exist.
time. He accepts everyt.hing that he believes to be It is an imposture, and there must be impostors a11:d
true, r,nd rejects all that he thinks is false. He th~re must be victims, or the religion cannot be a
knows that nothing is added to the probability of an success.
Secularism cannot be a success, universally, as long
event because there has been an account of it written
as there is an impostor or a victim. This is the difand printed.
AU that has been said that is true is part of his ference: The foundation of orthodox religion is imBible. Every splendid and noble thought, every posture. The foundation of Secularism is demongood word, every kind action-all these you will find stration. Just to the extent that a man knows, he
in his Bible. And, in addition to -these, all that is becomes a Secularist.
absolutely known-that has been demonstrated-beWhat do you think of the action of the Knights of Labor
longs to the Secuiarist. All the inventions, machines in Indiana in turning out one of their members because he
-ever;ything that has been of . assistance to the was an Atheist, and because he objected to the reading of the
Bible at lodge meetings, and hav you read the account?
human race-belongs to his religion.
I hav .. In my judgment, the Knights of Labor
The Secuiarist is in possession of everything that
man bas. He is deprived only of that which man hav made a great mistake. They want liberty for
thamselvs-tbey feel that, to a certain extent, they
never bad.
The orthodox world believes in ghosts and phan- hav been enslaved and robbed. If they want liberty,
toms, in dreams and prayers, in miracles and mon- they should be willing to giv liberty to others. Cerstrosities; that is to say, in modern theology. But tainly one of their members has the same right to his
these things do :not exist, or if they do exist, it is opinion with regard to the existence of a God that
the other members hav to theirs.
impossible for a human being to ascertain the fact.
Secularism bas no "castles in Spain." It bas no
I do not blame this man for doubting the existence
glorified fog. It depends upon realities, upon demon- of a supreme being, provided he understands the ·
strations; and its end and aim is to make this world history of liberty. When a man takes into considerbetter every day-to do away with poverty and ation the fact that for many thousands of years labor
crime, and to cover the world with happy and con- was unpaid, nearly all of it being done by slaves, and
that millions and hundreds of millions of human
tented homes.
Let me say, right here, that a few years ago the beings were bought and sold the same as cattle, and
Secular Hall at Leicester, Eng., was opened by a that during all that time the religions of the world
speech from George Jacob Holyoake entitled, "Secu- upheld the practice, and the priests of the countless
larism a Religion." I hav never read anything better unknown Gods insisted that the institution of slavery
on the subject of Secularism than this address. It is was divine-I do not wonder that he comes to the
so clear and so manly that I do not see how any conclusion that perhaps, after all, there is no supreme
human being can read it without becoming convinced being-at least none who pays any particular attention to the affairs of this world.
and almost enraptured.
Let me quote a few lines from this address :
If one will read the history of the slave trade, of
The mind of man would die if it were not for thought, and the cruelties practiced, of the lives sacrificed, of the
were thought suppressed God woul<l rule over a world of tortures inflicted, he will at once wonder why "a God
idiots.
of infinit goodness and wisdom" did not interfere just
Nature feeds thought, day and night, with a million hands.
To think is a duty, because it is a man's duty n::>t to be a a little; or, at least, why he did not deny that he was
in favor of the trade.
fool.
If man does not think himself, he is an intellectual pan per,
Here, in our own country, millions of men were
living upon the truth acquired by others, an at maldng no enslave~, and hundreds and thousands of ministers
contribuLion himself in return. He bas no ideas but such as stood lip in their pulpits, with their Bibles in front
he obtains by" outdoor relief," and he goes about the world
of them, and proceeded to show that slavery was
with a charity mind.
The more thinkers there arc in the world, the more truth about the only institution that they were absolutely
there is in the world.
certain was divine. And they proved it by reading
Progress can only walk in the footsteps of Conviction.
Coercion in thought is not progress; it reduces to ignomin- passages from this very Bible that the Knights of
Labor in Indiana are anxious to hav read in their
ious pulp the backbone of the mind.
By religion I mean the simple creed of deed and duty, by meetings.
which a man seeks his own welfare in his own way, with an
For their benefit, let me call their attention to a
honest and fair regard to the welfare and ways of others.
few
passages, and suggest that, hereafter, they read
Iu these thinking and practical days, men demand a religthose passages at every meeting, for the purpose of
ion of daily life which stands on a business footing.
I think nothing could be much better than the convincing all the Knights that the Lord is on the
following, which shows the exact relation that ortho- side of those who work for a living :
" Both thy bondmen and thy handmaids which
dox religion sustains to the actual wants of human
thou
shalt hav, shall be of the heathen round about
beings:
you ; of them shall ye buy bondmen and bondmaids.
The churches administer a system of foreign affairs.
"M
f th
h"ld
f th
Secularism dwells in a land of its own. It dwells in a land
oreover, 0
e c I ren o
estrangers that
of Certitude.
do sojourn among you, of them shall ye buy, and of
In the kingdom of thought there is no conquest over man, their families. which are with you, which they begat
but over foolishness only.
in your land ; and they shall be your possession.
I will not quote more, but hope all who read this
"And ye shall take them as an inheritance, for
will read the address of Mr. Holyoake, who has, in your children after yo_u to inherit them for a possesmy judgment, defined Secularism with the greatest sion. They shall be your bondrpen forever."
possible clearness.
Nothing seems more natural to me than that a
What, in your opinion, are the best possible means to man who believes that labor should be free, and that
spread this gospel or religion of Secularism?
he who works should be free, should come to the
This can only be done by the cultivation of the conclusion that the passages above quoted are not
mind-only through intelligence-because we are 1 entirely on his side.
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I don't see why people should be in favor of free
bodies who are not also in favor of free minds. If
the mind is to remain in imprisonment, it is hardly
worth while to free the body.
·
If a man has the right to labor, he certainly has
the right to use his mind, because without mind he
can do no. labor. As a rule, the more mind he has,
the more valuable hie labor is, and the freer his mind
is the more valuable it is.
~f th.e Kn~ghts of Labor expect to accompliiih anythmg m th1e world, they must do it by thinking.
They must hav reason on their side, and the only
way they can do anything by thinking is to allow
·
each other to think.
Let all the men who do not believe in the inspiration of the Bible leave the Knights of Lab.or and I
do not know how many would be left. But I am
perfectly certain that those left would accomplish very
little, simply for the lack of sense.
Intelligent clergymen hav abandoned the idea of
penal inspiration. The best ministers in the country
admit that the Bible is full of mistakes, and while
many of them are forced to say that slavery is upheld by the Old Testament, they also insist that
slavery was and is, and forever will be, wrong.
What hav the Knights of Labor to do with a
question of religion 1 What business is it of theirs
who believes or disbelieves in the religion of the day~
Nobody can defend the rights .of labor without
defending the right to think.
I hope that in time these Knights will become
intelligent enough to read in thefr meetings something of importance ; something that applies to this
century; something that will throw a little light
on questions under discussion at the present time.
The idea of men engaged ill a kind of revolution
reading from Leviticus, Deuteronomy, and Haggai,
for the purpose of determining the rights of workingmen in the nineteenth century I
No wonder such men hav.,een swallowed by the
whale of monopoly. And no wonder that, while they
are in the belly of this fish, they insist on casting out
a man with sense enough to understand the situa·
tion!
The Knights of Labor hav made a mistake, and
the sooner they reverse their action the better for all
concerned. Nothing should be taught in this world
that somebody does not know. . R. G. INGERSOLL.

Is 'l'here a God 1
By God, the intelligent reader will not understand
me to mean the God of Moses, the God of Paul, or
the God of Mohammed, but rather that supreme and
unknown power which controls the workings of
nature. Taken in this sense, I find the proofs of a
God's existence in the same sciences whereby the
Atheists are wont to disprove it. That this God
ever demonstrates his existence to us by special
marks of diyine favor or displeasure, I will not attempt
to assert. On the contrary, I think it far more reasonable to hold that he originally set the universe in
motion, in accordance with certain infallible laws, and
then left it to take care of itself. Do not understand
that I contend for the masculinity of God ; I only
take the same liberty of personification which I would
in applying the feminin pronoun to nature.
Suppose that some one in traveling come upon a
mysterious machine which sets itself in motion and
stope at pleasure, which supplies itself with the fuel
necessary for continued activity, and which communicates intelligent ideas to other similar machines,
will anyone believe that this wonderful machine has
sprung into existence by mere chance 7 " Oh !" says
the Atheist, "it is not chance which has produced
your machine, but the methodical operations of the
laws of nature for millions of years." Its first progenitor was a mere mass of undifferentiated protoplasm possessed of contractil, irritable, automatic,
receptiv, aeeimilativ, metabolic, secretory, respiratory,
and reproductiv powers. This through past agee has
evoluted into what we call man. This fine array of
big words takes my breath away, but, I say, what
caused these laws of nature to be laws 1 I think you
unconsciously ascribe to nature the same properties I
ascribe to God. Whence arose the protoplasm ?
Did it just spring into existence spontaneously after
the cooling of the earth? Why is it that at this day
scientists hav U>tterly failed to produce spontaneous
generation of even the simplest forme of \animal and
vegetable life~ I think you will hav to admit with
our Christian friends that tne day of miracles is past.
However, admitting all this to be correct, did these
wonderful laws hav no originatod It is impossible
to conceive of the existence of time, and perhaps of
matter, but no scientist would undertake to claim
that matter has always existed in its present state;
hence, is it not at least possible to suppose that
matter once obeyed other .laws~ If evolution be a
general truth, why cannot nature's laws evolute also~
Though her laws are invariable, they certainly do not
in millions of cases work beet for individuals. May
we not, therefore, suppose that they were once more
imperfect than now, and 4ihat in the course of agee
they may be gradually perfected? At any rate, it
reduces the position to an absurdity to assume that
such remarkable laws emanated from nothing. As
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to protoplasm, I say of a God who can make living best of them. A sincere truth seeker, entering the
protoplasm out of a peculiar combination of elements, fold of the church, may go from pillar to post until he
and by causing it to observe a code of infrangible laws has made the comple&e circuit of the churches without
through countless ages, develop it into a human finding that which he wants. It sometimes happens
being, is he not as great as the God who makes a that he settles down with some obscure and unpopuman of mud, leans him against the palings to dry, lar sect, whose members hav a crank similar to hie
and then breathes the breath of life into him? I own. But if he hav judgment and perseverance, he
think we assume entirely too much when we say soon finds the bed too short and the covering too
that evolution explains the mystery of creation. It narrow (Isa. xxviii, 20). Sooner or later the earmerely offers us a reasonable explanation of some nest inquirer after truth will find himself floating in
obscure points, without our getting any nearer the the boundless ocean of Freethought, or stranded on
first cause than we were before.
the terra firma of common sense. If he drink deep
Lst us now take a brief glance at astronomy. of the fountain of ancient wisdom, it is only to find
Every planet of our solar system has its distance that the ancients knew no more than himself, and
from the sun, its orbit, its period of revolution around were for the most part even farther fl'Om the percepthe sun, its length of day and rught, and these are tion of their own ignorance. A really wise man never
practically invariable. Some of these planets hav in yet set himself up as a teacher or founded a sect.
turn satellites which obey equally fixed laws. This Any fool can teach religion, and fools are the most
is wonderful, but when we consider that each fixed apt pupils. They receive it with the greatest facility,
star is a sun with hie system, and that the telescope and hold it with the greatest tenacity. But it is a
reveals to us that there is apparently no end to these popular mistake that rel.igion conduces to morality,
suns, we get entirely beyond our mental grasp. or makes men chaste and honest who are constitu"That's all true," says our Atheist, "but what of it~ tionally otherwise. In· fact, religion is offsred as a
These suns, planets and satellites simply obey the substitute for morality. Thieves and prostitutes,
law of gravitation." Very goed; but what causes prodigal sons and adulterous wives-of such are the
this law~ "Oh, it's an inherent property of matter kingdom of heaven. The "righteousness" required
to attract other matter." Well, I'm about as wise as is that of another; the punishment inflicted is sufI was before. When Newton " discovered" the at- fered vicariously ! These are the fundamental doctraction of gravitation he only gave a name to what trine.of the Christian church. DeceJ;lt, honest, and
was already known. What he really discovered was law-abiding people cannot participate in the promised
the law of gravitation, and, by bringing hie mathe- benefits, unless they pose as "miserable sinners" and
matical mind to bear upon the workings of this law, class themeelve with the "ungodly." What can be
he accomplished wonders. For this no one reveres more illogical and absurd than to offer a premium on
him more than I ; yet he never told us why matter vice and depravity, eitherreal or assumed, and leave
fl,ttracts matter. Being a Christian, he probably took honest virl;ue out in the cold? We usually find the
it for granted that the law had come into existence fl'audulent debtor, the pitiless creditor, and, of course,
by some creativ agency unknown and unknowable the lascivious prtacher among the members and supto him ; and in this I heartily concur with him. For porters of the Christian church. It would, perhaps,
the sake of argument; however, let us imagin that be unkind to deny to the frail sisterhood the consogravitation just "naturally" exists. Then, I ask, lation of religion, if they can find consolation therein,
how does it happen that the weights and distances but if they would lead a new life and see good days,
of the planets are so nicely adjusted'? I confess that let them beware of clerical coneolere. " Christian
I cannot understand what the Atheist means, but he love" is Eros in the disguise of a lamb, creeping into
dumfounds one with something about chaos, tel'l'ible houses and leading captiv silly women, laden with
heat, splitting up into masses, etc. Did it happen, divers lusts (2 Tim. iii, 6). The ancient Greeks
then, just by accident that these molten masses bore were more outspoken in their amours, but when they
such definit relatione to one another 1 Suppose you built a temple for Aphrodite, they did not dedicate
charge a gun eo heavily that it explodes on firing; it to J esue Christ. They did not debauch their
will the size of the fragments follow any other rule proselytes under pretense of making them fit for the
than that of least resistance ? Is it not much more kingdom of heaven. I hav already shown what the
sensible to suppose that an intelligent power super-. kingdom of heaven-a kingdom of air and emptiness
intended things about that time ~
-is worth in this world. The reward of the faithful
Let us now descend at one step from the bound- depends on a promissory note or post obit payable in
less to the infinitesimal; from astronomy to chem- the world to come ! It is an ingenious way the paristry. The laws governing chemical action are quite sons hav of getting rid of their debts, knowing that
as wonderful as those regulating the movements of their creditor will be unable to protest the bill when
the celestial bodies ; though, indeed, they are not it arrives at maturitv. What can be said in favor or
nearly so well understood, the explanations usually extenuation of a fra~d eo palpable and barefaced~
given being, for the most part, only well-framed
No mistake can be greater than to suppose that
theories. Yet we know enough to tell that it is a the Bible furnishes a rule of life and conduct. Taken
science of such wonderful exactitude as hardly to be separately, here and there are scraps of poetry, hisexcelled by mathematics itself. Why do chlorine and tory, and philosophy perhaps as good as any to be
sodium, for instance, invariably combine in the same found in the writers of antiquity, but as a whole it is
proportion, aud why is the compound thus formed so a mass of absurdity and contradictions. There is
widely different from either element~ We hav the not a crime in the calendar, recognized as such by
atomic theol'J, but if this be correct, we are but-little the common law of· a civilized nation, but may be
furt.her advanced toward the bottom facts than be- justified by an appeal to the supposed law of God.
fore. It is very easy to say that certain elements Bigamists, adulterers, thieves, and murderers may
hav certain atomic weights, and eo on, but it is quite adduce as an apology for their misdeeds the examples
another matter to make us understand how such an of men supposed to be special favorite of the alelement came to hav these prpperties, or how it could mighty. 1\formonism is as scriptural as Methodism,
hav existed at all without a creator.
and eq1,1ally moral. The Mormon takes too many
In like manner, what has been said concerning wives of hie own; the Methodist consoles himself
evolution, astronomy, and chemistry might be applied with the wives of other men. It is a nice point for
to every other science under the sun. The only casuists to decide, whether a bigamist or an adulterer
argument opposed to my views is that, according to is the greater scoundrel of the two.
According to popular belief, the government of the
my own idea, this wonderful God must himself hav
had a creator. This is a certainly a clincher, to which world is theocratic. The question arises, Who or
I can only say that such questions as this would what is the God~ The Bible reveals to us God the
upset any system of theology. I do not claim to hav father as a sanguinary despot; the Testament shows
advanced a single new idea. All I wish is to call the us God the son as an unpractical crank and a failure.
attention of Atheists to what they hav neglected, Neither of them fortunately has anything to do with
and that is, to giv an explanation of how matter came the government of the world at present, except by
self-nominated and self-appointed proxies. But the
to exist without a first cause.
MACBETH.
proxies
do not agree among themeelvs, which ind11ces
. Gospel .According
··~
The
to Common Sense.
a grave suspicion that they are all spurious. Moreover, they practice neither the sanguinary code of the
WHAT IS THE GOOD OF IT'?
As a quondam believer in the divine origin of the Old Testament nor the self-denying ethics of the New.
Christian religion, I can look back without prejudice The so-called " gospel" is in fact a purely human
on the records of a tolerably long life, and inquirp, invention, begotten by prieetcraft out of superstition.
not what I hav done for Christianity, but-which has How that which is fundamentally false and practically
a far more personal importance-What has Chris- vicious can be productiv of any good effects, I leave
OuTis.
tianity done for me 1 Many of the contemporaries of to abler logicians to decide.
my youth hug the flattering delusion that for the
last fifty years they hav been preaching "Christ,"
Tl!e Oaths Bill Rea1l Three Times.
and instrumental in bringing many souls into the
From uw Paillllall Gazette.
llir. Dradlaugll, after sllcpllerding his rather mixed flock
fold of the church. But if we inquire what effect
the "good work" has had upon the preachers them- into the lobby, was able to read out the triumphant numbers
of 147 to 60. ]l'inis coronat opus. Tile Oatlls bill has been
selva, we are met by the fact that one and all are either read
a third time. And all parties were ready to honor the
driveling imbecile or crafty worldlings, still ham- indomitable grit which has carried it to its goal.
mering over the A B C of their spiritual childhood,
or constructing false rules in the grammar of their
Mr. Washburn, of .Massachusetts.
language to make it mean that which it meaneth not.
FJ·om San Fm ncfsco F1·eetlto't(lllt.
That genuin Christianity, as taught by Jesus himself,
As next president of tile American Secular Union the
is utterly impracticable, is demonstrated in the life t:tnd choice seems to be centering on Mr. L. K. Washburn, of.
practice of all eo-called Christians, including. the very Massachusetts. The sele~tion is a natural and fitting one.
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SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President.
E. A. STEVENS, SecretarY, - 241 Washington Boulevard, Chicago.
CHARLES EOKHABDt Treas.,
- 28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
E. B. FooTE, Jn., Ohair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave., New York.
, :Mns. :M.A. FREEMAN, Ohair. Fin. Com., 241 Washington Boulevard,
Chicago.

Official Call for Twelfth Annual Congress of
the American Secular Union.
To the Local Secular Unions, Life, Charter, and
Annual Members, and all Liberal citizens
who support the Nine .Demands of Semtlarism,
Greeting:
You are hereby invited to attend the Twelfth
Annual Congress of the American Secular Union,
which will conver.e at Lafayette Hall, Wood street,
near 4th, Pittsburgh, Pa., Friday, October 5, 1888,
at 10 A.M., for a four days' session-5th, 6th, 7th, and
8th inclusiv.
All Charter and Life Members, all Vice-Presidents,
all Chairmen of State or Executiv Committees, and
all duly accredited delegates from Local Secular
Unions are entitled to seats and votes in this Annual
Congress. Each Local Secular Union is entitled to
send its President and Secretary and three other
members as delegates. Annual Members who pay or
hav paid $1 in the national treasury are entitled to
seats, but not to.<>rotes, except by unanimous consent
of the Congress.
This Congress will specially consider practical
questions tending to further agitation for taxation of
church property ; the abrogation of state aid to
sectarian institutions; abolition of state, na~ional,
military, and prison chaplaincies ; repeal of judicial
oaths, Sunday and other oppressiv and unjust ecclesiastical laws; nullification of attempts to subvert
our Constitution by a legal recognition of Theism in
the American Magna Charta, and such other measures as will not merely thwart intended theological
encroachments, but will absolutely expunge from our
laws, state and federal, such insidious acts as hav
already crept in to blot out mental freedom from our
republic.
It is to be hoped that the addresses delivered will
deal with the practical issues of the organization,
so that there will be such an awakening of the
people to these vital questions of the hour that a revival of the instinct of liberty and justice for all will
necessarily result ; that again from the Keystone
state-the birthplace of our association-the clarion
voice of freedom shalL vibrate throughout the land.
Pittsburgh being situated almost in the center of
a district containing many of our most distinguished
workers, thinkers, and writers, besides the activ host
within its limits, there is little doubt but that this
Congress will be a glorious gathering of the forces
who stand for mental liberty, as expressed in the
desire for complete Secularization of the government.
S. P. PUTNAM, Pres.
E. A. STEVENs, Sec.
Cms. EoKHARD, Treas.
E. B. FooTE, JR., Ch. Ex. Com.
MAT:riE A. FREEMAN, Ch. Fin. Com..

About the Pittsburgh Congress.
WHO WILL BE PRESENT.
First among those who will be present is he whose
voice and pen hav thrilled the Liberals of this
country from the rock-bound coast of· New England
to the Pacific's golden shores ; who inspires his
hearers and readers to activly espouse the Secular
cause; whose ceaseless energies bestowed on our
Union entitle him to rank as the "peerless" -our
poet pre-eminent and genial president, Samuel P.
Putnam, of Freethought.
If years of unpaid, incessant, unselfish devotion of
talents of the highest order to the upbuilding of
the Secular cause entitle anyone to our thanks, tha.t
person is the bright, brave little moral heroin who has
won enduring fame in literature as well as on the
rostrum, and of whom we of Chicago are justly proud,
Mrs. M. A. Freeman, chairman of the finance committee. She has specially prepared a lecture for
this Congress entitled, "Cross and Crown."
To Chas. Watts, editor of Secttlar Thought, all, I
think, will concede the palm as our most powerful
and effectiv lecturer and keen debater. For twentyfive years he has stood foremost as a champion of
Freethought in his own country, and is certainly
unrival_ed in this. His address will be, " Religion
and SCience--Their Relation to Civilization."
One of the best workers for the Liberal cause, who
performed marvelous service in Michigan in the early
history of our movement, was Brother J. H. Burnham.
As a profound student and thinker he has few equals
.an~ his lec~ures and e~says are among the most
logmal spemmens of Liberal literature. Brother
Burnham will instruct us in the matter of "organization."
I heard L. K. Washburn, of Boston, lecture but
once, 'but hav longed for a repetition of that experience, for it certainly was one of the most faultless,
forcible, and ornate pieces of rhetoric I hav listened

to from a Liberal rostrum. He possesses a charming
voice and has a masterly delivery. Washburn's
discourse is, "The Christian Menace to Our Republie;" and he will represent the Investigator. .
Voltairine de Cleyre, of Grand Rapids, MICh., at
our invitation made her first appearance at the .last
Chicago Congress as a Liberal lecturer, and has smce
been activly employed. Having been educated a~ a
convent school, from which she graduated with
honors, she possesses many accomplishments, an~ as
a peetic writer has earned distinction. Her subJect
will be "The Drama of the Nineteenth Century."
Prof: W. S. Bell, one of the pioneer lecturers, who
is preparing a text-book for Freethinkers, and is the
author of "The Conflict between Christianity and
Civilization," ''Liberty and Morality," "The Sunday
Question," and "Anti-Prohibition," will be present,
and deliver an address on "Common Sense vs.
Superstition."
.
Prof. D. G. Crow, for years principal of schools in
Illinois, New Mexico, and the Indian Territory, and a
scientist of note is also about to enter the Secular
lecture field. H~ is coming all the way from Fort
Supply, Indian Terr., at his own expense, to hear the
old pioneers, to meet those with whom he expects to
labor, and determin what course he will pursue. He
says neither pressing ·business nor greatest distance
will keep him away from the Congress. Such deter..
mined devotion deserves to succeed.
Last in the list of those who" certainly" are expected to be present, but by no means the least on
the rostrum, is our gallant co"worker from Texas, J.
D. Shaw, editor of the Independent Pulpit, whose
clarion tones are rousing into activity the hitherto
scattered elements of Freethought in the South, and
whose splendid services in that forbidding field are
worthy of all praise. Brother Shaw's lecture will be,
"Civilization and Its Causes."
EXPEOTED TO BE PRESENT.
The hero of Abolitionism, that intrepid figure so
prominent in the greatest epoch of American history,
whose name still stands like a statue of liberty, and
to whom love and reverence are due from all Freethinkers for her fight for freedom, Lucy Colman,
will if present favor US with at }east R brief address.
This will be a splendid opportunity to salute this
brave champion of Freethought.
Whatever of success the American Secular Union
has attained is due more largely than to any other circumstance to the unswerving encouragement and
support it has received from one individual, who has
placed a department at the disposal of the secretary,
no matter how crowded his columns, and thus-in
spite of opposition-has been the mainstay of the
organization; and to him we owe a big vote of
thanks. He will be "taken' notes ameng us, and i'
faith he'll prent 'em," so it behooves us to be on our
best behavior. I allude to the Editorial genius of
THE TRUTH SEEKER, "'Gene."
·
.
When the biographies of Freethought philosophers
are written, high among the Eliots and Comtes,
the Spencers and the Mills, will be the name of the
distinguished American representativ of Positivism,
Thaddeus Burr Wakeman, who for years was our
president, and to whom Courtlandt Palmer left a
legacy to assist in the publication of his works. As
we are to take some action as to whether we shall
endeavor to wrest Girard College from its shameful
perversion, Mr. Wakeman, who is familiar with that
subject, will be able to giv us the necessary information.
Helen H. Gardener, who has justly won renown as
the author of" Men, Women and Gods," who is so
widely and favorably known in the Freethought
lecture field, and whose presentation of the ablest
paper ("Sex in Brain") at the Woman's International
Congress created such a furore and set Washington
society agog, will be deterred from attendance onlyif at all-by severe physical disability. We hope
she will be present.
The intellectual head of the progressiv women of
America, if not of the world, Elizabeth Cady Stanton,
was to hav lectured, but we regret to learn she can
not endure a long journey. She will, however, send
a letter in which she will present a Woman Suffrage
view from a Freethought standpoint. Mrs. Stanton
and Helen Gardener are preparing a "Woman's
Bible."
Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel, of Kansas City, one of our
vice-presidents, who was distinguished as a professiOnal speaker .before her marriage with the lamented
judge, is expected to lecture.
Next to Colonel Ingersoll, John E. Remsburg
is better known to the Freethinkers of this country
than any other Liberal lecturer, and his pamphlets
are more widely circulated, A universal favorit is
.John E. If possible, he will speak on "Sabbath
Breaking."
In deference to the many Spiritualists who giv
their aid and support to the American Secular Union,
Mrs. Amelia Colby, a wonderfully powerful speaker
who is a great favorit with our Pittsburgh friends,
will be present.
H. L. Green, the veteran worker, is doing as valiant
serv.ice in the publication of his most excellent magazine for the Secular cause as when he was famously

1

energetic as chairman of the executiv board of the
Nati?nal Liberal League. He returns to the arms
of his old love, a) though she has changed he~ name.
. ~hen there. will be the Drs. Foote (semor and
JUmor), who, smce our lamented Courtla~dt Palmer
ha~ passed away, we look upon as our pill~rs. R:e~mrm~ res~, they_ refuse ~o lecture, but th~Ir mumf1~ent h?erahty entitles the1r counsel to profound consideratiOn.
.
.
. Our .,n~ble, open-hearted friend, .Leonard. Geiger,
will cert~mly be present, ac~ompamed by h1s ge~erous coadJutor and brother hfe-member, J. ~- Smith.
Dr. Lespinasse will come from Orange City, Iowa,
as. will a~so be . p~esent f~om Kokomo, Ind., our
worthy friend Wilhs, bo~h hfe-members.
.
Bro~her Good be, president. of_ the. Salt L~~e Seenlar Umo~, one o~ the most distmgmshed mtizens of
that territory, will endeavor to be presen~. .
.
Chas. Eckhard, treasurer of the assoCiatiOn, w~l,
we presu~e, be on hand to render an account of his
stewardship.
The Hon. A. B. Bradford, of Enon Valley, one of
the phil~sophical, yet radical, N estors of the Secular
cause, will be present.
J as .. E. Emerson,_ of B~aver Falls, w~o presented
the P1ttsburgh soc~ety w1th the ~plendid ~deal partrait of Thom!l's Pame, of th~ ~esign of whiCh he was
the au~hor, will attend, _but I_t 1s t~ be regretted that
an acCident has greatly I_mpaired h~s health..
.
Dr. E. A. Wood, who IS the president of the Plttsb~rgh M~dical Society, ~nd who has f~vore~ our
friends with several R~diCal lectures, will, WI~hout
doubt, _be present, as will hosts of other promment
Freethmkers, we hope.
THE ROLL OF HONOR..
Joseph Haigh, Chebanse, Ill. ..................................... $5.00
John Engstrom Aspen, Col.. ..................................... 5.00
Almond Owen, 'Milwaukee, Wis ................................. 5.00
John F. Plow, Chelsea, .M:ass ..................................... 5.00
W_m. Bandies Forney, Tex ........................................
Clinton, Ill.............................................................. .
Jeremiah Rubright, Locust Dale, Pa. (charter fee) ...•... 5.00
Thos. Knight, Ceresco, Mich ..................................... 5.00
John Mahara, Charles City, Ia ................................... 2.00
M. H. J. de Crane, Orange City, Ia ............................ 1.00
D. van de Merwede Quarles van Ufl'ord, Orange City, Ia. 1.00
Chas. Neumann Locust Dale, Pa ........•...............•.....• 1.03
John Hudson, Chicago, Ill ........................................ 1.00

g.gg

Joseph Haigh has acquired fame as a Freethoaght
poet especially for his ever-pertinent inquiry as to
"Why Doesn't God Kill the Devil~" His last effort,
" Creation According to the Bible," is highly descriptiv, ironical, and philosophic. The moral which
adorns the tale is that thePoor, God-forsaken human race,
Left to their own resources,
Hav turned their thoughts to worldly things,
And found out nature's forces.
They learned the laws of life and health,
A boon to everyone,
And earth is now a better world
Since Gods and ghosts are gone.

Brother Haigh subscribes $5 and is full of hope
for the Union's future, flatteringly terming us a
"success."
Though a life-member, John Engstrom stjll continues to contribute $5 annually towl!\rd the life of
the organization to which he proudly refers as "the
noble American Secular Union." Friend Engstrom
has not become so mentally enervated that he does
not see the absolute necessity for a devoted work
which can oniy be effectiv through a chain of organizations. Such Liberals as Engstrom giv us courage
to press on to ultimate triumph.
A sturdy veteran whose eighty-three winters-a
good many of them the Wisconsin product at thathav not chilled his enthusiasm, and who though
slightly infirm in body is thoroughly sound in mind,
forwards $5 and some valuable suggestions which we
hope may hav weight at the coming Congress. We
concur that "every Liberal who has a decent living
should ta]ce at least one Liberal paper." If every
Liberal did that, the American Secular Union would
be a powerful body indeed, and the papers could
afford to send out the lecturers at their own expense.
Brother Owen believes in the Nine Demands, and
knows how they should be sustained. Where are all
the rest of Milwaukee's Freethinkers?
Another old hero of Ceresco, Mich, who, though
nearly eighty-three, still seems filled with a wonderful fire and energy for Freethought, responds with
$5, rejoicing that the American Secular Union is
·showing an aggressiv front. Afraid, as he puts it,
"that old people are liable to drop off," he hastens
to insure his share of duty being duly performed,
closing with, "Yours with big hope, Thos. Knight."
May his life be as long and pleasant as he could possibly wish.
The products of Plow's art tile works are wellknown to connoisseurs, and Mr. J. F. Plow forwards
us $5 and hopes that the coming Congress may be
successful, and that more adherents to the Nino Demands will be the result; he sincerely subscribes himself a friend of universal ·mental liberty. Art and
evolution should go hand i1;1 hand, for Christian van-,
dali~m almost obliterated the former in the Middle
Ages.
From Forney, Texas, Wm. Bandies sends words of
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cheer and practical help. He considers the Christian
religion a very powerful enemy to human liberty, and
it givs him pleasure to contribute to an organized
effort to compass its defeat, and he proposes to keep
up the entertainment at stated intervals. His letters
hav the ring of the true Radical. We hope that many
other Liberals will find huge enjoyment in the same
way.·
Some modest Liberal sent us a $5 postal order
without a word from Clinton, Ill. It looks like some
of Brother J. A. Greenhill's generosity; at least, he is
our " suspect." Whoever it is, he has our thanks.
Jeremiah Rubright, of Locust Dale, Pa., secures
the necessary signatures and applies for a charter, so
that we may hope that this new society will doubtless be represented at Pittsburgh. Chas. Newman,
besides being one of their local society members,
sends us an annual membership fee.
John Mahara, of Charles City, Iowa, whom we
met at the last congress, has a real Liberal household, for we had the pleasure of meeting Mrs.
Mahara, her sturdy son and intellectual· daughter,
with whom we ·spent a couple of pleasant hours the
other evening. Brother Mahara forwards us $2 for
the cause.
M. H. J. de Crane, a cultured gentleman of Orange
City, takes an annual membership this year, and we
are pleased to welcome him to our ranks. It seems
as though Dr. Lespinasse had gone into the recruiting service, .as the next is also from Orange City.
It is not often the card of an applicant for mem. bership bears the crest of a noble house, but such is
the case with D. van Merwede Quarles van Ufford,
who also pledges $5 from now on each year to assist
in the advancement of the Nine Demands, which he
fully indorses. It is far better to belong to the intellectual "aristocracy of Freeth ought " than to depend on inheritance.
My friend, John Hudson, besides helping the local
society, takes an annual membership in the American
Secular Union. Hudson is one of our most enthusiastic Chicago workers, and possesses no mean
ability as a versifier and writer.
P. S.-There are a number of persons whose
pledges made at the last congress hav not been fulfilled. When this meets your eye do not lose a mo.ment in discharging your obligation. This is your
last chance to do your duty. I should receive it, if
possible, before September 20th. As the expenses
the last two months hav been unusually heavy, I hope
there will be many other responsee, and, at least,
that there will be no delinquents. To those who hav
pledged for next year's work I wish to return thanks,
and notify all such that money' will be acknowled~ed
upon receipt.
E. A. STEVENS, Sec. A. S. U.

The American Secular Union.
The lack of any definit plan has occasioned lack
of harmony, and is the reason of lack of success.
But it is vain to bemoan the past. We can only
console ourselvs with the experience gained, and
profi,t as best we may by the mistakes made. All are
liable to error in judgment, therefore let us giv full
credit to all for having done the very best they could
under the circumstances.
Mr. Putnam's declining re-election necessitates a
change of officers, but a change of o;fficers can ne~er
of itself effect the needed change m the practiCal
work of the organization. True, much depends on
the president, and very much more on the secretary,
but it is not enough that these officers possess ability, energy, and perseverance ; for all must concede
the possession of these qualities in the highest degree by our retiring president. The most able and
efficient officers will surely fail of success unless the
groo.t body of Liberals hav full confidence in their
plan of work, as well as in their character and ability. What is needed is a plain statement of aims
and objects, and an equally plain statement of plans
and methods by which it is proposed to obtain them.
It is very generally conceded· that we need a
national organization of Liberals devoted to the
secularization of our government, whose chief aim
shall be the securing of the Nine Demands, thus
insuring equal rights and privileges to all, regardless
of religious faith or the lack of it, and the total separation of church and state, and the repeal of any and
every law that infringes the rights of conscience or
favors any practice in the name of religion, or aught
else that interferes with private right ·or the public
welfare· and, secondly, to aid Liberals and their
childre~ to greater advancement in all that pertains
to truth, science and sociability.
The mooted questions are :
Should the national organization use its best
endeavors to perfect and carry out practical methods
by which to aid and establish local Liberal societies?
Should the national organization use its funds in
furnishing local societies leaflets suggesting a basis of
by-laws, duties of officers and committees, telling how
to make regular weekly meetings interesting to old
and young, how to conduct science school on Sunday
without a teacher, how to conduct extempore speaking class, how to provide amusements and increase
sociability, so that the local Liberal society shall in

all things be superior to church and Sunday-school !
Should the national organization aid and help sustain the infant society, or should the infant society at
birth contribute to the sustenance of the parent society?
Should the national organization prepare and issue
leaflets that not alone expose the fallacies and false
claims of Christianity, but especially educate the
masses to a knowledge of the justice of the Nine Demands, proving that it is to the best interest of all to
help secure them 1
Should the national organization use every possible endeavor to induce women not alone to become
members of local Liberal societies, but to become
officers, leaders, and enthusiastic co-workers for the
cause?
Should the national organization hav able men and
women-earnest, experienced local workers-for officers, and leave the lecturers free to devote their every
effort to the field where they are so much needed?
Should the national organization do all in its power,
unofficially, to insure the speedy organization of a
Liberal cooperativ insurance society, to be independent and separate from the national organization, so
that we can carry out our principles of justice, love,
and mercy, thus making provision for the widows and
orphans of Liberals?
It is not enough to hav good and noble purposes;
they must be practically, faithfully, persistently
worked for.
Only by agitation, by f:r:ee and full discussion, by
awakening thought and comparing ideas, can we hope
to attain the much needed practical organization.
There must be unity of purpose, harmonious working, prompted by the conviction that we are all striving
for definit aims and objects by practical methods
-methods that hav the hearty approval of the leading workers, after full discussion and deliberation,
and therefore indorsed and zealously carried out by
the great body of Liberals.
C. B. REYNOLDS.

Mr. Everett's Charge Against the Knights.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Inclosed please find pamphlet, " Concern of .All is to
Injure One," which I hav published to li>e presented
to the general assembly of the Knights of Labor at
Indianapolis in November. I would like the address
of every Freethinker that is a delegate from either a
district or local assembly, to whom I will send a copy.
Soon after I commenced the publication of this
pamphlet I was interviewed by a correspondent of
the New York Star, which report went the rounds of
the press, resulting in so changing the public feeling
here that I hav work, the first I hav been able to procure in over two years.
The inclosed clipping will furnish inspiration for a
suggestiv cartoon from Friend Heston. Furthermore, only two miles from this city, at the poorhouse of this county, an illegitimate child of this
same Elder Jordan is being supported by the county,
and the father engaged in pulling the wool over a
few rq.ore black sheep's eyes. Great is Christianity
of the W abashites ! .
ARTHUR C. EvERETT.
THE CLIPPING.
The colored people of this section will engage in some
novel religious exercises at Smith's grove, in LaGro, six
miles from Wabash, August 26th, when -Elder Jordan will
preach a sermon on "The Return of the Prodigal Calf." It
is proposed to giv the sermon a measure of dram~tic interest
by following it with a representation of the prodigal son and
the feast of the fatted calf. It will be a genuin roast calf,
and the hungry prodigal will be enacted by a wild-eyed
Wabash barber named Jordan, whose appetite, though constructed with a preference for roast coon, is warranted to do
justice to the roasted calf. After Brother Jordan has done
justice to the calf the remains will be served to everybody on
the ground. In the evening there will be a grand march
with Jrchestral accompaniment and climacteric effects to represen t the twelve tribes of Israel crossing the river Jordan
and the laying of the twelve memorial stones. The barbecue
is expected to draw a crowd.- Wabasl• Times.

Our London Letter.

portunity to try a further fall, though the result is
bound to be the same.
The members of the metropolitan board of works
are nothing if not pious, and hav endeavored just
lately to giv a little assistance to the church by prohibiting collections at public meetings in the public
parks. It appears to be a sinful act to collect money
in the open air, and a good one to do the same thing
in a covered building so long as it is one of God's
houses. Of course, it is wicked to take money at
lecture halls on Sunday, but although efforts hav
been made to prevent it being done, so far they hav
failed. It is interesting to note that notwithstanding
the inquiry now going on respecting the rascality of
certain of the members, the chairman of this sink of
iniquity laid the foundation-stone of a church in London last week, and made a most saintly speech at the
time.
It has often caused wonder to those who scoff at
godly things why there are so many bishops, particularly colonial ones, but it appears that they are of
use in attending conferences at Lambeth Palace, and
banquets at the Mansion House. No doubt they
make a very fine show in full canonicals, though their
lawn sleeves must be rather in the way during feeding operations, though handy when playing cards if
they are given to the practices of the Heathen Chinee
J. D.
immortalized by Bret Harte.

Lectures and Meetings.
W. S. BELT, will lecture in Ashland, Ky., September 28th,
29th, 30th; Cannelton, w. Va., October 3d; Kanawha Falls,
W.Va., October 4th.
C. B. REYNOLDS will lecture at Ellensburgh, Wash. Terr.,
September 7th, 8th, 9th; Walla Walla, lOth, 11th, 12th;
Ogden, Utah, 15th, 16th; Hooper, 21st; Salt Lake City,
23d; Morgan, 24th, 25th; Uintah, 26th ; Echo, 27th ; Coalville, 28th, 29th ; Salt Lake City, 30th.
JNO. GEO. HERTWIG, of w'ashington, D. c., desires to lecture during the coming winter, and solicits engagements for
this purpose. In religious matters he is an absolute Freethinker, and as to public questions generally, he is a
thorough Radical. He was born in Germany, where he received a collegiate and university education, and has lived
in the United States thirty years. He will lecture in English. His address is, P. 0. Box 706, Washington, D. C.
The Agnostic and the Editor.
"Who is the great editor, pa, who won't allow Mr. Ingersoll's name to be mentioned in his paper?"
''That great editor, my son, is Ger>rge Washington Childs,
A.M., P.O. B., and P.Q. (Poor Old Bigot and Pious Quack),
of the City of Brotherly Love, as ironically nanred."
"Is he a very good man, pa ?"
"He is truly good, my son, truly good; in short, he is the
personification, per se, of goodness on earth!"
"Then he is as good and holy as God, isn't he, pa ?"
"Quite as holy, my son, and of superior goodness, most
assuredly."
" How is he superior in goodness to God, pa ?"
"Because, my son, he would, in his great righteousness,
had he the power, wipe Colonel Ingersoll, the Prince of Agnostics, off the face of the earth in three shakes of a lamb's
tail, whereas God permits the .colonel to liv and move and
hav his being here, and even shake the pillars of his church!"
"Why, it seems to me, pa, that God is a better man than
George Washington Childs, A.S.8., P.D.Q., and N.G."
"You don't understand matters, my son. You don't appreciate that quality.of goodness which looks only to the
welfare of the church, via intolerance and persecution."
"Oh, I think I see, pa. To be intolerant and persecuting
is to be good-the more so, the more truly good; eh, pa ?"
"Yes, my son; from religion's standpoint that is the case,
the Christian religion particularly considered."
"Yes, pa. Would George Washington Childs, with the
long alphabetical tail-"
''My son, never stoop to levity·when discussing truly good
men or their merits."
"No, pa. Would this truly good editor, who live in the
City of Brotherly Love, and who won't mention Colonel Ingersoll in his holy paper-would he wipe the colonel off the
face of the earth, pa, if he could?"
"Most assuredly, my son. Given the power, and this
truly good and great editor of the City of Brotherly Love
would at once proceed to hump himself, when this sublunary sphere would be found to be too circumscribed for the
Great Editor and the Great Agnostic; and then, at one fell
swoop, as it were, would the G. A. be stamped out by the
G. E., the places that know him knowing him no more forever! Of such timbre is the truly good Christian, my soneven the truly good Christian editor-and of such timbre,
happily for Agnostics and Infidels, is the kingdom of
heaven!"
"Yes. pa. I am glad that George Washington Childs,
P.D.Q X.Y.Z. &c., has not the power to stamp out Uolonel
Ingersoll."
"Ah! that is because you are not truly Christian, my son,
and because you cannot truly say from your heart of hearts,
Down with Agnosticism and Infidelity, and up with the
beneficent Christian Church-more power to its mighty
arm 1 Retire, my son. You weary me with your benighted
understanding and conception of churchly affairs. Go."
8I SLOKUM.

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The
receilt articles in the North American Review on
Christianity hav been read with considerable interest
by many on this side the Atlantic, but possibly with
less satisfaction by the religionists than by their opponents. Mr. Gladstone should by this time hav fully
satisfied himself that his defense of this particular
creed has not helped it in any way, and it would be
wise on his part to refrain from entering the arena
again with such a formidable antagonist as the unconquerable American exponent of Freethought. All
the organs of the party hav had lengthy articles on the
controversy, while the orthodox ·papers hav kept
pretty quiet over the matter. They certainly hav not
much cause of congratulation on the result of the
Only One Question for the Church.
From the Fl·eeman·s Jvu1·nal.
combat, and can scarcely be very thankful to their
·
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The
tariff
is
a
burning question. But the real question
se If-appom e c ampwn or 18 rou e lll ge lng for us is, how shall we make good Catholics and good citithe fallacies of the Christian religion so thoroughly zens of our children? We must send them to Catholic
exposed. The only consolation he can hav is that he schoois and put some religion into politics by protesting in
is no worse off than others who hav entered the lists season and out of season that Catholics must hav their edu. th
h
1
If h
h · l'k cational rights. It is an outrage against the essential princim e same ope ess cause.
' owever, e lB 1 e 1 f A
.
. t't t'
Good Chrr'str'ans are the best
· t oo th'lCk- citizens.
peso mencan
ms 1 u rons.
th ~ general 1't y of h'lB fe11 ow- b eI'levers, h e lB
As Americans,
we cannot approve by our silence
skmned to understand how thoroughly he has been of godless education. We must not let silence seem to be
defeated on all points, and may yet take another op- 1 consent.
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readily obey if they could be made to believe that
they were carrying out the will of God.
4. That women were greatly imposed upon by socalled heavenly messengers. It is just as impossiGod an(l the Bible.
ble for a woman to hav a child by an angel or
SOLOMON'S SONG.
spirit or ghost as it would be for one of the lower
Let this composition be carefully studied. I think animals. Every child that was ever born was begotevery unbiased mind will agree with me that for las- ten by a progenitor-a "father of its kind."
5. That women had no rights which were respected
civiousness it has no equal.
by the men. That they were bought and sold and
ISAIAH.
Chap. xiii, 16 : " Their children shall be dashed to "taken," and treated little better than slaves.
6. That .the big stories in the Bible, like that of
pieces before their eyes, their houses shall be spoiled,
the flood and the children of Israel passing through
and their wives ravished."
If the object in educating the young be to uproot the Red sea and turning the waters of Egypt into
the last vestige of humanity-to dull the finer feel- blood, etc., were probably believed to be true when
ings and make brutality take the place of human written. But if it were possible to go back to the
sympathy-such lessons will hav the desired effect. time and converse with those who recorded them, we
Is it any wonder that a belief in the Bible has turned shoald find that even then they were traditionary.
men into monsters and made them fiorture and mur- The writers themselvs would be able to giv no
dates. All that could be learned would be that they
der each other T
Chap. xlii, 13, 14: "The Lord shall go forth as a happened in the "long ago." And if we could get
mighty man; he shall stir up jealousy like a man of back far enough we should come to the vanishing
war, he shall cry, yea, roar : I hav long time holden point, viz., where nobody knows anything about
my peace; I hav been still and refrained myself. them.
To .find out the exact time and place when and
Now will I cry like a travailing woman. I will dewhere they happened would be as difficult as to mark
stroy and devour at once."
Does such language become a God~ If a man out the exact " snow line" between a cold and a warm
should be guilty of such an outburst of passion, climate.
7. That God had no more to do with writing the
would he not lower himself in the estimation of all
good men 1 God never spoke such words nor Bible than he had with writing any other book. The
authorized anyone to write them. The people' were sacred-book business has. been too much overdone to
ver.y ignorant and bad .not yet outgrown many savage giv to any one book particular significance. There
traits, and they put mto the mouth of their God are too many peoples who hav God-written books,
words which expressed the brutal feelings by which each claiming that God gave his especial attention to
their particular book, but ignoring all the rest.
they were actuated.
The claim put up by Christians that man could
And so the Bible and all other sacred writings are
made up. We read the "Song of Solomon " and not write such a book is without foundation. In
reasonable it is to suppose that just such a saiacious fact, man has written many better books. In fact,
old cur should write just such a song. The Bible most books written in latter times are above it in
simply reflects the state of society when and where point of literary merit. The stories in Sindbad the
it originated, and sets forth the temper and disposi- Sailor and Gulliver's Travels and Baron Munchaution of a people whose example it would not be wis- sen are fully up to the Samson story and the Jonah
story, and the story about building a tower to reach
dom to follow.
Chap. xlvii, 2 : " Take millstones and· grind meal, to heaven, and that of blowing down walls of solid
uncover thy locks, make bare the leg, uncover the masonry with rams' horns, and told -in better style.
As for the morals of the Bible, I think Utah will
thigh."
Does anyone want to ponder a great while to find compare favorably with Palestine, and he is a bad
out that God n~ver wrote such trashy nonsense as man indeed whose morals are below those of King
that 1 . I ~sk the reader ~o c~nsider the claim put up David.
8. That Christianity has always retarded human
~y Chn~tians that the Bible IS far above any production whiCh ever emanated from a human brain. No· progress in proportion to its power, and always will.
all the great writers, an~ent and modern, could neve~ There is no sincere Christian who helps on the world's
produce anything which would compare with the progress to any great extent. His mind is occupied
above. Shakspere and Dryden must throw up the with another world more than with this, and as far as
sponge. God alone can write about bare legs and his influence goes, he fashions the minds of others to
uncovered thighs. And as Anthony has such an aver- correspond with his own. If a priest or minister
sion to the nude in nature, he ought to arrest God has ever made an important discovery or brought out
for writing the above and for his exhibition to Moses. any useful invention, the fact has not come to my
knowledge. ·
JEREMIAH.
There are ninety thousand men in this country
Chap. v, 8: "They were as fed horses. Every man who are constantly interested in the affairs of another
neighed after his neighbor's wife." I commend this world, and consequently not much interested in the
passage to the consideration of the priesthood and affairs of this world. To hav all men engaged in like
the ministry. ~fter reading the crimes of preachers, manner would be to take us back to the Dark Ages.
perhaps they Will be able to make a spiritual appli- If the minds of the seventy thousand could be turned
cation of it.
to the affairs of this world, and the influence which
JOEL.
they now exert were used to induce others to study
Chap. xiii, 16 : "Their infants shall be dashed in and work for the world's good, what an impetus
piec~s, a~d their women with child ripped up."
would be given to human progress! But the world
Fust mdecent, and then barbaric. If there is a is made no better by studying the Bible and saying
type of innocence, it is a young child. Would a prayers.
It is sc~ence which has shed the richest blessings
merciful God dash a young child to pieces, or commit the double murder of ripping up a woman with on mankmd, and not Christianity. Sincere Chrischild ~ Is this the way God manifests his mercy and tians are not, and never hav been, the promoters of
loving kindness to the children of men!
science. Everyone who believes that a perfect God
Pause for a moment and consider this question. ·has written a perfect book will be trying to shape
Is it more reasonable to believe that God uttered . everything to his book, and it will be a sorry day
such language, or that some bloodthirsty monster for the world when science is made to square with
wanted to terrorize the people by making them be- the Bible. It is a strange fact that scientists an.d
lieve
Ch
·
N that God said so 1
. ris~mns
are always. found pulling in the opposit
. ow I hav gone hastily over the ground in this chrect10n. I am afraid that Liberals do not duly
artiCle, and could the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER consider the cost of Christianity to the world.
know the disadvantages under which I hav labored Science and Christianity hav never been co-workers.
I know they would be very charitable in their criti~ As the one goes up the other goes down-they never
cisms. But, to any clear-sighted mind, I think I hav can triumph together. This being the fact, the
established the following facts:
world's progress must depend upon which side of
1. That the state of society was such in Bible the battle succeeds. The trend of Christianity is
times that it would hardly be considered half-civil- back to primitiv times ; that of science, in the direcized at the present day. Perhaps the condition of tion of progress and better conditions. Oswald
society could not be better represented than by the says that "Christianity always marches behind."
Bedouins of Arabia.
True, but if it were not pricked on by the onward
2. That the holy men of those times were very bad sweep of civilization it would not march forward at all.
It · th a·
· f th · t' t d the apmen. Though they may hav been considered good
men in their day, they would not be considered such
. ~s e Iscove~IeS o . e smen IS s, an
phcatwn of such dwcoveries to the bettering of huno'!, as their s:rstem of polygamy and concubinage, man conditions, which hav produced the difference
their wars and mhuman acts, sufficiently show. They bf,tween the state of society at the present time and
were tyrannical, treacherous, and savage as well as that of society in the Dark Ages. These discoveries
superstitious.
'
h ev no t only carried the world forward, but they hav
3. That it is very unreasonable to believe that God supplied the motiv power to drag Christianity after
ever talked with those men any more than he talks ~hem; Christianity not only "marches behind," but
with men now. There is very convincing evidence that 1ts eyes are always turned to the rear.
the masses were very.ignorant, and that their leaders
If Christians think these statements unfair or unthese so-called holy men, could sway the people mor~ true, let them answer the following questions : Who
effectually by telling them that their commands came bumt Bruno, and for what was he burnt~ Who
from God. In other words, that, in giving their sav- persecuted Copernicus, and Galileo, and Priestley,
!lge and brutal orders, the people would the more and hundreds of others who could be mentioned !

~ommunications.
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has been the condition of society in every
country where Christianity bas held undisputed
sway T
Christians not unfrequently refer to this country,
and claim that it is a Christian country, and the
grandest on the face of the globe. But they should
be reminded that we are not indebted to Christianity
for what we enjoy, but to such men as Paine
and Jefferson, Adams and Franklin, who were anything but orthodox Christians. They even go so far
as to claim that ours is a Christian government, and
make thousands believe it. The fach that they are
constantly trying to get the Bible into the schools,
and God into the Constitution; shows that they are
trying to make the government what they now know
it is not. Let them succeed in their plans and then
will be realized what I hav so much tried to establish, viz., that the traction and tendency of Christianity are backward, and that every advance
movement is a test of Christian strength, for its
force is always exerted in the opposit direction.
Let their hope be realized and their boast will be
carried out. The Comstocko will multiply; the
Freethought papers will be "stamped out ;" Liberals will become so discreet as to remain silent, or
be compelled to share the fate of poor Bennett. Giv
the Christians a chance for a retrograde movement
and they will take to it as ducks do to water.
Can anyone expect a man loaded with dead weight
to win the race? Neither can the progressiv minds
of the age accomplish their full mission until they
are cut loose from the clog of Christianity.
'
Naples, N. Y.
JoHN PECK.

A P1·omis of' Proof.
Oh, we are querulous creatures ! Little less
Than all things can suffice to make us happy,
And little more t,han nothing is enough
To discontent us.-Cole?-id.ge.

In her article headed, " Kindliness and Truth,"
Mrs. Slenker commences by saying : " It seems almost impossible to make an article so impersonal
that some one will not feel as if trodden upon and
wish to tnrn and sting you."
As it is evide~t that this applies to me, I propose
showing Mrt!. &lenker that it is she, and not I, who
is trying to do the stinging.
In my article published in THE TRUTH SEEKER J nne
16th, I called the lady to order on account of her
exhibition of a spirit of unfairness, and claimed then,
and claim now, that it is the same spirit which
makes religionists so intolerant ; the same spirit
which pervades many so-called scientific societies ; a
spirit which assumes that its possessbr, and he alone,
has all the truth, and nothing but the truth, and
positivly refuses to investigate opposing claims.
Now, I hold that the word "impossible" should
be stricken from our language. I do not remember
ever having met a man, or woman either, who was
mentally qualified to determin the possibility or impossibility of anything. Any given occurrence may
be improbable, but still there is a possibility of its
having happened.
Omniscience alone can determin such a thing, and
it would not be very difficult to prove that omniscience and idiocy are synonymous terms.
"It requires not only candor, but courage, to accept a fact," says Ingersoll. " When a new fact is
found it is generally denied, resisted, and calumniated
by the conservativs, u~til denial becomes absurd,
and then they accept it with the statement that they
alw~ys supposed it was true."
·
The various Spiritual phenomena take place daily.
No two mediums seem to be developed alike ; no two
circles are held under the same conditions. Yet Mrs.
Slenker assures us that they are "impossib1e" and
"incredible." That Wallace, Varley, Crookes, and
other scientists may "hav been just as incompetent
from bias, heredity, and other influences," as " many
a lesser light."
Correct. But let us carry this a step further. If
one of her many correspondents were to ask Mrs.
Slenker the distance from the earth to the sun, she
would giv the exact number of miles according to
the latest scientific .declaration, without inquiring
into the " bias, heredity, or other influences " of her
authority. And why?
And does the "bias, heredity, and other influences"
theory only apply to Mr. Burr when treating of the
Spiritual phenomena? Why not to "Antichrist" in his
antiquarian researches? Is "Antichrist" more observ.
ant than W. H. Burr ?
But before I go any further, I wish to assure the
lady that I am not "angered even to a bitter enmity."
I simply take exception to her position, as it is incompatible with the principles of Liberalism, as I
understand them ; and I think that, being a pronounced Liberal myself, I hav a right to object to a
Liberal writer and teacher of youth walking hand in
hand with the Brooklyn Hippodromist.
None of us is perfect; we all hav our prejudices,
and if Urs. Slenker were to indulge in an occasional
introspection, it is not altogether impossible that she
might find herself equally incompetent to judge of
the Spiritual phenomena, owing to "bias," if not to
"hel·edity and other influences."
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Moreover, articles such as hers do .an incalculable possible" and "incredible" what are facts to. hun- and agree with him that the action of 1\lr. Evans is
amount of harm, engender bad feelings among Lib- dreds of thousands who are as intelligent as them- unaccountable.
But, by this mail, I forward an open letter to a
erals, and cannot possibly be productiv of good.
selva, and, claiming that as matter always existed,
Not many months ago, a writer in THE TRUTH mind must of necessity be its product, are content new medium, sending it via " George," and asking
SEEKER remarked: "All Spiritualists are Infidels; with this easy solution to a very knotty subjeci, and him not only to read, but to deliver it..
In this letter I hav made some suggestions which
but all Infidels are not Spiritualists." This is prac- determin, notwithstanding their acceptance of evolutically true. Those of us who are not Infidels are tion, that in man's case alone nature's laws hav may facilitate matters, at least I hope so, as I am
·
confident that the result can be obtained.
new-comers from the church, bringing some of their changed.
McAR'.rHUR.
old superstitions and trying to engraft them on our
It may be gratifying for them to think, when they
philosophy.
hav closed their eyes in the last, long sleep, that
Hurmh for Protection!
We are all Liberally inclined ; invite honest inves- everything is ended. But to me it is different. As
The proper way in which to l!ettle Alabama claims
tigation ; try not to be dogmatic, and are willing to Mr. Ingersoll remarked, "Immortality is born of
assist in his investigations any non-omniscient in- love;" and when I bav a philosophy supported by and Canadian difficulties: The capitalist who has a
quirer. We are -numerous, for, according to a state- facts to sustain me, I prefer rejoicing in the thought manufactory wants a protectiv import duty imposed
ment made at the last church congress, we number that the day will come when I can rejoin those who upon all articles similar to those which he manufactures, and for many long years we average American
over ten millions in the United States alone. If true hav passed on before me,
I do not propose answering any of lVIrs. Blenker's gawkies in the Benighted States under the star-stranthis would make us stronger than all the Chriatia~
sects combined.
questions. With due respect to the lady, she is not gled banner hav been giving it to him, while he has
been, and now is, importing his labor free of duty,
Now, why cannot there be more harmony among in the fight.
When a Liberal writer nails to her masthead the contracting for and buying it wherever be could and
us~ I say us, for practically we are all in the same
can secure it for the lowest possible price.
boat-aU Infidels. United we would be a power, ensign:
A man convinced against his will
The average laborer coming to the United States
but as we now stand we are little less than nonentiIs of the same opinion still,
will, during life, perform labor to the extent of about
ties.
I know many Spiritualists who would eagerly join she simply writes herself out of the contest. I will $3,000. Therefore, to do equity to labor, by placing
the American Secular Union, for they a1·e in perfect waste no time. in attempting to convince her against it upon an equal footing with capital, every laborer
coming from a foreign country to the United States
accord with its claims, and would willingly contribute her will.
But, with any who are willing to ignore the word should be compelled to pay an admittance duty of
to its success. But they are deterred-and why
"impossible," anO. place " bias, heredity, arid other $1,500, fifty per cent. This would protect our
should they not be~
_
Liberal lecturers, without investigation, cry down influences" on the shftlf alongside of Gladstone's laborers.
The consumers within the country that levies i:q;tport
their claims, 9nd Liberal writers, forgetting the very " holy and reverential calm," I am willing to argue
fundamentals of their own philosophy, pronounce the the claims of Spiritualism from a philosophical and duties are the ones who pay those duties, while all
.
export duties are paid by the consumers in foreign
phenomena "impossible," or that, from "bias, scientific standpoint.
Now,
in
regard
to
the
slate-writing
business.
countries.
heredity, and other influences," the investigator is inWhen I made the proposition to "George," I did
Before the war, Europe bought our cotton for ten
capable of forming u ccrrect opinion of what he sees
it honestly, and no reader of the article can with cents per pound. During the war she paid $1 a
and experiences.
This is a polite way of telling a man he is a fool, justice accuse me of unfairness. I stated my position pound for as much of it as she could get. Were we
by throwing the onus on his progenitors, and no one, plainly, an.d was and am still willing to back up my to blockade our Southern ports again now, Europe
would pay at least seventy-five cents per pound for
with the proper amount of self-respect, will cere to proposition.
I hav had numerous experiences with slate-writing as much of our cotton as abe could get.
associate with those who consider him their mental
mediums, an.d, though not always successful, yet hav
Now, why, in the name of common sense and cominferior.
So, if we could only manage to treat each other bad sufficient evidence through this source to satisfy mercial ability, don't we amend our United States
and each other's claims with consideration, there me. I consider it, if properly protected, as possibly Constitution and levy an export duty of about ten
would be a possibility of our becoming united. We the most convincing of the various forms of the cents per pound on our cotton? Had we done so
from the close of the war tiil now, we must hav been
would then be a power, and would make ourselvs phenomena.
I think it was in 1882 that the alate-writing me- benefited to the extent of at least $4,000,000,000.
felt, and the Secularization of the states might be
dium A. H. Phillips was in New York. ·I bad had a Europe could not hav competed with us in the sale
looked for in the immediate future.
From the comments made by various friends in very successful sitting with him in Boston, and felt of cotton goods in any country on earth, our cotton
THE TRUTH SEEKER, it is very evident that some of so thoroughly satisfied of his genuinness that I sent mills would hav been running on a grand scale, and
many of my friends to him on precisely the same all our poor people would hav been busy as bees and
them hardly grasp the scope of this discussion.
at good wages. And instead of working for foreignThere is no claim made that miracles are performed, terms that I proposed to "George."
I will relate one out of many. I had occasion to ers, foreigners would hav been working for us. And
or that there is anything supernatural about the
phenomena. They are as natural I!.S nature itself, call on a lawyer friend, and after our business had inetead of being such an oppressed people that many
are only too glad to return to poverty-stricken Italy,
and while there may be some who, from lack of edu- been transacted, we dropped into a cosy chat.
He seemed dull and dispirited, and when, in the we would hav been a very prosperous and happy
cation, are imbued with awe while witnessing them,
·~
yet, to the educated man-to the thinker-they ap- course of conversation, he blmted out that religion people.
In 1867 I chartered a small schooner at Vera Cruz,
peal as simply a higher manifestation of man's power had ceased having any charms, any consolation for
than is possessed by those of this sphere. They are him, I was much surprised, for I remembered him Mexico, took her up to Nautla, loaded her up with
simply the proof of the old saying: "Knowledge is as a very religious boy, and, as a man, had considered coffee, took that coffee to Galveston, Tex., and sold
power." They are proof to me, at least, of the truth him such a strong and sincere. religionist that I al- it to Messrs. Haus and Gengler of that city. I
ways avoided wounding his feelings with my In- paid-no, the consumers of that coffee paid five cents
of the theory of evolution.
per pound import duty on it to Mr. J. 0. Kishpaugh,
The superJ?.atural belongs only to the church. We fidelity.
But I now announced my convictions, relating collector of customs at Galveston. Some time thereSpiritualists hav no need for it, and I can candidly say
that I hav never witnessed anything in any seance I some of my experiences which su interested him that after our Congress took off that five cents per pound
hav ever attended that could not be accounted for he exclaimed, "If I could only feel as you do, I import duty on coffee, but the price of coffee did not
would be the happiest man in this city."
fall any in the Benighted States, because Brazil then
by purely natural causes.
I then made him my usual proposition. He ac- levied an export duty on coffee, and the average
But it is the habit of some men, when attempting
to combat an idea and being fully aware of their in- cepted it; went out and bought two slates, and in American gawky has been compelled to pay that
ability to cope with it unassisted, to quote from some his own office did just as I had requested " George " export duty into the treasury _of Brazil to sustain a
monRrchy in America.
illustrious author any passage which may seem to to do.
Wrapping them in paper, he went at once to see
Now the question is : How much money did
serve their purpose, regardless, possibly, of the context, or of other dogmatic ideas of the same writer, Phillips, agreeing in advance that, no matter what Brazil use to bribe our Congress to do such iniquity!
might be the result, he would bring them back to
New York, July 4, 1888.
GEORGE NEwTON.
which are at variance with their own.
Thus: In the August 25th issue of THE TRUTH me unopened.
In less than two hours he returned and assured
Reason and Sense.
SEEKER I find the following :
me that the slates had never left his possession, and
There are four geological ages, namely, the priKEY TO RBOAPR FROM SPIRI1'UALISM.
that the medium had only just touched them with marv, the secondary, the tertiary, and the quaterIs it more probable that nature should go out of her course, or
that a man should tell a lie 1 Ws hav never seen, in our t.ime, na>- one hand. We then carefully examined the screws nary. And there are four psycholog'ical ages, to wit,
ure go ont of her course; but we hav good rea' on to believe that
the fetich, the mythological, the 1'Iaterialistic, and
millions of lies hav been told in the same time. It is, therefore, at and other :fastenings and found them intact.
least millions to one thllt the reporter of a miracle tells a lie.1\'Iy friend then opened the slates and on one was the scientific. The true scientist will not ignore
Paine.
written the following message, as near as I can now phenomena that transcend the known laws of Nature.
Is it more probable that eminent men should liv centuries
in another sphere without acquiring a sin!l:le new fact to remember:
Fetichism cannot reason; superstition will not. Don't
My Dea'/' BPotlte1': You are shortly going to Chicago to trust your reason, says the deluded Christian. Don't
communicate to us, or that a professional conjurer should
perform legerdemain? We hav never seen, in our time, attend to-- business. It is very important; more so than
multitudes of able men pass ages unfruitfully; but we know you will at first imagin. But if, at critical times, you will trust your senses, says the dogmatic Materialist.
that millions of ~ricks like those of mediums hav been per- remain passiv, I can come near enough to impress you what Science will create a new earth and a new heaven
over the tertiary stratification of Materialism.
formed by avowed prestidigitators in the same time. It is, to do, as you most certainly are very mediumistic.
Your affectionate brother,
therefore, at least millions to one that Spiritualistic pheSCIENTIST.
nomena are prestidigitators' tricks.

BIOKERS'l'AFF.

My friend looked at the message in blank astonPrestidigitation.
ishment, reading it over and over again; expressions
Let me stand or sit near a conjurer at six performoi incredulity ever and anon escaping him.
ances of a given trick, on six successiv days, and if I
Finally we sat down to exarnin it critically, and he can't explain how it is done you may call me a fool.
admitted having lost a brother of that name many
BURR.
years before, but knew nothing of the journey to
Chicago, or of the law case.
·
One Journalist's ~ympatl1y for Another.
Within a week he informed me that he had had the
N. H. Heywood in Ute Word.
KEY '1'0 ESOAPR FROM MA.TERIAI,ISM.
I believe in one God and no more; and I hope for happi- case given him and was preparing to start for ChiSorry for Moses Harman's illness; hav wondered how ~esh

Now, these are lVIr. Paine's ideas, and I most
peartily agree with them; but the objection is to the
direction in which Biokerstaff sends his shaft.
I should like to call his attention to the first page
of " The Age of Reason," and thereon he will find
the following, which, in order to be fraternal, I will
call
ness beyond this life.

Now, how far does Bickerstaff agree with Paine?
Paine certainly was a religionist-a Unitarian-and
the very fact of his advocacy of the existence of a
God is proof of his belief in supernaturalism.
It seems strange to me that there is such an unconquerable opposition to Spiritualism among a certain
class of Materialists~ They fill the papers with denunciations of a philosophy which they call childish
and therefore never hav studied ; pronounce " im-

~~

.

Now, I reason t.hat there could hav been no deceit
in this case, for the simple reason that there wn.s no
possibility-nor was thel'e an object fm it. J\iy
friend paid the medium his fee, paid for the slates,
paid for his ride up~town, lost two hours of time,
and if he did it to play a joke, even supposing he
could bav removed the set screws undetected, it was
expensiv for him and perfectly harmless for me."'
I regret that " George " bas been unsuccessful,

and spirit hav borne up under the heavy load be carnes;
thanks to his very capable and devotell son Geo. S., to
Lillian and Mr. Walker (editors and publislwrs of Ji'ai1'
Plrt:IJ), Lucifer Rppears_, thot.tgh. its sto_ut-heartecl and .steadynerved chief has to wnte edttonals whtle propped up m bed;
how tlwy hav time, money, and physical strength to keep
two vigorous cranky unterrified reform papers afloat no
one on earth' in air, heaven, or hell, informs us; that Mr.
Harman may 'soon be on his feet again find liv to stand over
Comstock's grave is the wish of all Word.oerats. Luc(fe:r•s
case is to be tried in October, unless God kmdly removes th{'l
devilish district attorney at Topeka before then.
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W'th th t sweet and gentle soul convulsivly struggl~g be:eath time's mountainou~ growths of wrong
-Shelley. With that great luminous personality,
glancing like a demigod over every field of man's
labor and life, grave and sad with the error and
anguish there beheld-Goethe. With that splendid
champion of Spain's oppressed and wronged, the
silver-tongued consecrator of the memories of liberty's heroes and eloquent defender of Byron's fame
-Castelar. With that grand old hero, 'patient and
painstaking, laborious and irresistible, signal victor
over orthodoxy's hosts-Darwin. With that great
civilizer, and expositor of the age's accumulated truth,
simple yet profound, minute yet all-comprehensivSpencer. With those beneficent promoters of progress and disseminators of helpful knowledge whom
all coming generations shall rise and call blessedTyndall, Huxley, Youmans, Lecky, Draper, Buckle.
With that kindly and earnest worker for humanity's
good 80 lately gone from our side-Courtlandt
Palmer. With Robert Ingersoll. With these it is
the superb and illust"rious privilege of the Rationalist, no matter how humble his gifts or sphere, to
work as a loved and honored brother, and finally to
take his place, bathed in all the streaming glories
of the heavens sublime on the blazoned bights
where stand th~ band ever thanked and remembered
as lovers and benefactors of their kind bywomenand
children and men.

The Glory ot' the Freethinker.
·No one: who has once entered the Freethought
ranks need aspire to anything higher-there is nothing higher; none who enters the service of humanity
need wish a grander distinction-he could find none
grander though acclaimed by a thousand multitudes
and shining and splendid with all the insignia in the
gift of kings.
Let us throw a glance upon one aspect of the
Freethinker's glory. Let us survey the order of
which he becomes a member-the band into which
the Freethought worker steps as brother and peer.
The world's great patriots, heroes, and martyrs,
its philanthropists, scientists, and philosophers illustrious to the close of time, are the ones into whose
fellowship gloriously enters that individual, no matter who or where, whose tender heart has felt for the
struggles and suffetihgs of his race a pang of pity
and who with earnest and honest thought has then
wrought out one usefui truth to destroy the wrongs
and frauds that pierce mankind. Diderot and
Schiller, Hegel and Schopenhauer, Bentham and
Hobbes-these are the men whom he may consider
himself clasping by hand. Galileo and Servetus,
Comte and Descartes, Leibnitz and Spinoza-it is
such as these that welcome him to the ranks of the
benefactors of man. If a Freethinker be repulsed
and dispirited by unreason and spite, let him be
cheered and enheartened-around him float the dear
and inspiring memories of Owen and of Lewes, of
Amberley and Hume, of Volney and Rousseau, of
Garibaldi and Mill. If he feel weak and helpless
amid a blind and unreasoning rabble in city streets,
let him think : So lonely and mus~ng walked Copernicus; so was it with Kneeland ; thus unpopular and
unminded trod Phiilips and Garrison, Massey and
Godwin, W ollstonecraft and Sand. If he be a
country-dweller, let him say, thoughtful at the
handle of the plow : Around me are seen the houses
of the stupid and the obstructiv, the barbarous and
the brainless, but by me in the field walk the manes
of Bruno and of Bolingbroke, of Shaftesbury and
Clifford, of D'Holbach and Locke. By such a one
on the hill or in the grove let him see the kindly
visage of Parker, Kant's great brow, D' Alembert
with bowed head phcing to and fro, the gracious
aspect of George Eliot, that devoted spirit that
brooded over mankind's pains and woes with a
motherly compassion painful and unspeakable, and
the sad and thoughtful eye of Paine seeking some
altar on which to be offered up for mankind. If he
be one of those hoping the immortality of our dead
in other spheres, sublime must it be to reflect at each
stout blow for reason : At this there will be a smile
on Voltaire's face-for this deed is there now approval in the gaze of Fourier-now am I ennobled
by a benediction from Emerson's pure lips.
With that affectionate and sensitiv spirit, expatriated
by Christian calumniatiors and boorish bigots, who
closed in the uniform of liberty-seeking Greece a
life spent in seeking one worthy of his love-Byron.

Our State Church.
Still our money continues to be stolen from our
pockets to serve the purposes of superstition-pedlars;
still the hard-earned pennies of every American toiler
go to the aid and comfort of the known and necessary
foes of every American principle and maxim of free
government; still each Secularist may strike his
spade and swing his scythe with the cheering thought
that each b~ow and each stroke tumoles a coin into
the treasury of the joy-destroying creed he hates.
How much is being done to secure our freedom
from Christian taxes, and the refusal of our funds to
sectarian schools turning the young of the land into
our bitter enemies 'I The evils of this sectarian support are incalculable. Every youth as he grows and
receives his lessons in manly affairs from those around
him, asks : "And why don't the churches pay taxes
like the rest T" " Because of their value in teaching
morality, which renders them indispensable to the
state." Here is sown the seed of years of perverted
thinking. And what a pure and unsupported assumption-what a monstrous and obvious untruthis the statement that the church promotes in the
least degree-to the most infinitesimal amount-the
morals of the community ! Leaving out of question
the Freethinker's absolute knowledge that it is of all
enemies to morals the most powerful and insidious,
of all causes of ignorance and crime the most prolific;.
and decently asking for proof, before we giv up our
money to it, of some perceptible good effect on
conduct, what possible iota of proof can Christians
giv T Let Freethinkers argue this matter with their
neighbors, and ask them to clear away from before
their eyes the obscuring veil of early-taught tradition
and look about them to see with their own faculties,
with their own honest perceptions, among their own
friends, whether the Infidels average a bit lower in
goodness and justice than the Christians. Let the
Christians be told to pick up the first book of travels
they see and try to attend for a minute with unclouded
mind to the facts there stated, and now stated over
and over again, that of adjoining savage tribes the
ones found the most corrupt, debased, and bloodthirsty hav nearly always been the most religious
ones, and the gentle and honest those utterly without any knowledge of immortality or divinity and
with moral feelings totally devoid of any supernatural
sanction.
And while this state maintenance of religion exists
it is a continual source of danger. Amid the revolutiona of nations and the endlessly changing relations
of classes going on all about us, with industrial elementa concentrating upon radical changes in government, majorityism agitated, female suffrage probable,
and the referendum, or legislation upon every bill
directly by the people, proposed, no one can tell what
contingencies may at any moment appear, or wh~~<t
may be claimed and secured with our present civil
support of ecclesiastics as a precedent. Meanwhile
nine out of ten of us stand idly gaping, our amazement divided between the preachers pacifying the
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few among the masses who hav not forgotten all
American traditions with the statement that we hav
no union between church and state, and the preachers
who think the time has eome safely to avow the
union and base upon it ~s a precedent demand_s for a
complete theocracy; while our moneys are bemg as
duly divided between those prep~red to .~ecure by th~
rack and thumbscrew for a fanat1c Italian the posltion of supreme ruler o~ all peoples and governments,
and those who, eve~y ,t1me they get the powe~, burn
witches, ~ore he~etlCs to~gues a_nd cut .o!f the1r e~rs,
and _forb1d learnmg,_muslC, dancmg, smil1n~, b~thmg,
heahng-~hatever IS natural, whatever IS JOyful,
whatever IS good.
.
.
If these people are so determmed to hav all th1s
that, like the ~e~y devout ~oman ';"ho, out of pure
regard for rehgl~n, stole '!lllotson s sermons fro~ a
lady of he~ acquamtance-~f,_we say, these pe?ple are
so determmed_ to hav reh~1on that th~y will steal
money to get 1t, we at least earne~tly w1sh that they
would not steal ours. The fact 1s, by the force of
preponderating numbers and reverend customs we
hav become "!-together too awed, too intimidated and
diffident, until we almost seem ashamed to demand
the plainest ri?ht~, and blush to proclaim the ca~se
of truth. It IS t1me we advance our Demands w1th
a resolution that will not be denied and refuse to
take No for a~ answer. We are full-beard~d men,
and it is time we use a li~tle less ce~emo~y w1th the
intellectual infants mewlmg and puking m the arms
of the church. By every principle of American government, by every truth of political and religious
liberty, our rights are clear and plain. We want our
money, and we do not want " heaven nor hell nor
any other creature" to stand in front of us and keep
us from it.
A Sample With a Moral.
Another sample of the conver,ts made by the New
York Society for the Conversion of the Jews is given
in a recent number of the Jewish Messenger by Mr.
Benjamin, who is a thorn constant and sharp in the
side of Mr. Freshman, the son of a rabbi, but now a
Christian missionary.
Two years or so ago the newspapers of the city
printed columns. of sensational descriptions of the
conversion of a remarkably bright young Jew to the
Christian faith. For a few days it looked as though
the Jews of the city were in a fair way to all become
Christians, if one could believe the jubilant stories
of the interviewed Christians. Then the subject was
dropped, no more conversions were bulletined; and
the unregenerate Jews went to their synagogs as of
yore. The iconoclastic Mr. Benjamin, however, did
not let the matter escape his memory, but pursued it
even until the present day, and now he prints the
result of his research. The story is in four parts :
1. Mr. Rubin's conversion.
2. "
"
baptism.
3. "
"
disappearance.
4. "
"
real character.
1. The conversion: One evening while the crank
of the prayer-machine was being turned by Missionary Freshman at his establishment, the young
man rushed in, dropped upon his knees exhausted,
and repeated the oft-told story-how he was once a
sinner and scoffer, but passing by he was struck like
Saul of Tarsus. He insisted upon being converted
then and there. With difficulty he was persuaded to
postpone it until the next Sunday, so as to enabl~
the religious and secular press thoroughly to spread
these good tidings.
2. The baptism: The next Sunday the young candidate was solemnly led to the altar in a black suit to
which any convert, alleges Mr. Benjamin, is entitled.
The usual ceremony of baptism, together with the
usual collection, was gone through. The face of the
son of a rabbi was wreathed in smiles. The religious
and secular press spread the news.
3. The disappearance: Hardly had the baptismal
water dried on Mr. Rubin's head when h~ vanished,
and St. Mark's place knew him no more. Speculation
was rife as to his whereabouts. Some suggested
that he was too good for this wicked world, and that
he strolled off into the next world with his boots on.
Others concluded that he went to preach the gospel
to the wicked villagers of Brooklyn. But they were
all wrong.
4. :)\h. Rubin's Real Character : For the following
facts we are indebted exclusivly to Mr. Benjamin :
Mr. Rubin had been already converted by Rosen-
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thai, the London prototype of Freshman, this resulting
in a bitter contest over thirty shillings, which Mr.
Rubin claimed were still due him, and which Mr.
Rosenthal denied. In· order to get square with Mis~
sionary Rosenthal, young Rubin went to Stuttgart
and played there the sudden-seizure-with-Christianity dodge with fi:tJ.ancial success. Claiming to hav
relative in America, he was not only furnished with
the means of traveling, but with plenty of pocket
money as well. Reaching New York and seeing
Freshman's church, he was once more seized with a
spiritual impulse. Becoming convinced that the $10
cash, suit of clothes, and lots of promises from Mr.
Freshman were ail that he could realize, he laid hold
of the cash and outfit, discarded the promises, and
returned to London, where he became reconciled
with his original godfather, Rosenthal.
There is a moral to this somewhere for the Christians, and it seems to be about as follows : The Jews
who are worth converting are beyond the reach of
the missionaries. The Jews within ·the reach of the
missionaries are not worth converting. Mr. Rubin
is by no means a solitary example.

· The Most Laughable Thing on Earth.
It is a mistake to think, as we suppose some do,
that Christianity, .though it may be by argument
demonstrated.untrue, yet bears on its face somewhat
of sense and probability, and is at least more reasonable than pagan religions. The fact is, there is not
a religion on earth more monstrous and outrageous
than this one. It is not that it is merely somewhat inconsistent, and unproved and untrue, but it is the very
bight of gross and glaring preposterousness. It is
the most absurd and laughable thing on earth. Truly
pitiful and shameful it is that one should hav to multiply confuting books of argument on its every detai~ and that we should hav to spend any time on
the monstrous thing at all.
The hodge-podge of unconscionable lies and nonsense starts off with what Voltaire calls : God, who
became so angry with God that he killed a part of
God to pacify God. . Then we hav the Catholic church
getting its authority from the scripture, and yet that
.same scripture gets its authority solely from the
church. The scriptural books were decided to be
such and the false ones rejected by councils that
varied in their decisions and often accepted or condemned a book by a few majority votes. Of authority for all the countless money-making ceremonies
tacked onto Christ's simple dootrin by the Catholic
church, and the fewer maintained by the Protestant,
there is not a word in the Bible that can by any sane
man with his wits about him be twisted into meaning
anything of the kind. Jehovah is unchangeable, yet
represented frequently changing his mind; all-powerful, yet continually foiled; knowing the future,
yet trying experiments to see what will happen. We
are told that prayer in faith will procure positivly
anything, yet the very body of men who would be
expected to hav faith if any could, the clergy, were
never known in one solitary instance thus to procure
a salary, but in every case hav recourse for that to a
carnal world. In miracles the same mysterious exception is made; among all the miracles recorded as
performed by God there is just one kind that cannot
be found, and that is the creation of a pot of gold for
one of his preachers, but for this they are always
seen chasing about after the worldly man outside like
a dog after a hare. We are to be saved by faith, but
must hav good works ; and we are to be saved by our
good works, and yet must hav faith. Christ refused
the title "master" and enjoined humility, yet his
successors dwell in princely splendor and are called
"Your reverence," "Your illustrious eminence," etc.
But few there are that walk not in the broad and
easy path that leadeth to destruction, yet this disturbs nobody, each Christian simply assuming that
he is one of the mentioned few. And on the other
hand, though all profess to enter at death a state of
joy ineffable, nobody seems a bit eager about entering
said state; but on the very contrary every Christian
tries his best to remain in this troubled world just as
long as he possibly can, fights against leaving it
tooth and nail, and is finally dragged into heaven
scratching and clawing like a cat forced into a bath.
Christians tell us we should follow the biblical command to imitate God in everything, but the instant we
attempt to act in a single thing as God is recorded as
acting in the Old Testament they seize us and shut us
up in jail. They bav given up the insJ?irl'tion of
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most ot the early parts of the Bible, and begin to say,
like Dr. Ladd, D.D., that no one passage can be pronounced nepired, bni that somehow the ks:riration
is in the book notwithstanding this; that is, the parts
of a thing are severally not inspired, and yet the
whole is ; in short, it is and it isn't. The only scriptural doctrine practiced now are certain moderate
and compromised ones ; the worst precepts the law
will not let the Christians practice, and the good
ones they won't.
In fact, it is only beoause of the i.IIlposing numbers
that hold Christianity that we hav become habituated
to treating it with any soberness at all. If in the
midst of the rational peoples of the future there
should rise a person uttering the doctrine of a presentday Christian, inside of six hours he would be found
within the walls of a lunatic asylum, in a straitjacket, bled and blistered, and with a dozen cold·
water bandages tied about his head.

The forces utilized by us were present in those old
times-were all around the people just as now, and
might hav been used. But the Christian gentlemen
of those days were too busy-they had too much
else to do.
Instead of ascertaining the value of electricity as
a means of communication and motiv power, they
had to determin : "Whether the divine essence engendered the son, or was engendered by the father; why
the three persons together are not greater than one
alone; whether attributes determin persons, or substance, that is, nature; how properties can exist in
the nature of God, and not determin it ; if created
spirits are local or circumscribed; if God can know
more things than he is aware of."
The time that would hav sufficed to invent the
steam-engin, the apinning-machine, the telescope,
was devoted to reasoning on : "Whether God can
cause that, the place and body being retained, the body
shall hav no position-that is, existence in place."
Mr. Walker's Wearisome Efforts.
Surely it would be unjust to expect them to hav
Mr. E. C. Walker rises to say this about THE TnuTH discovered the compass, the time-piece, the orrery, the
SEEKER and the obscenity laws. It purports to be railroad, and at the same time hav decided : "Whether
an answer to some remarks of ours on one of Mr. the impossibility of being engendered is a constituent· property of the first person of the trinity.
Walker's previous efforts to misrepresent us :
"Tl!E TRUTH BEEKER says that unless I am in favor of such Whether identity, similitude, and equality are real
matter I must want some kind of law to prevent the dissem- relations in God. Whether it be right to distinguish
ination of really obscene literature. You are begging the matter trebly, as firstly first, secondly first, and
question, Eugene. Did i~ follow that you were an advocate thirdly first."
of the principles of revolutionary Socialism because you opSome might think our pious progenitors should
posed the hanging of the eight in Chicago? Because you
oppose the attempted extirpation of Catholics by means of hav contrived air-pumps, paper-manufacture, engravfines, imprisonment, and confiscation, can we therefore be ing, balloons, and stenography. But, bless you, how
justified in asserting that you wish to see that church extend could these good people hav done all this before havand strengthen? No more do I in opposing all so-called ob- ing determined : " Whether the body of Christ aroase
scenity statutes wish to disseminate anything that can in the
with its wounds. Whether this body moves with the
least weaken true reverence for the sex nature of men and
women, .but I firmly maintain that, as all the prohibitory motion of the host and the chalice in consecration.
laws in existence hav not diminished the sum total of intem- Whether at the first instant of conception Christ had
perance, so the Comstock and other obscenity statutes-na- the use of free judgment.. Whether the dove in
tional, state, and municipal-hav had no good effect, taking which the holy spirit appeared was a real animal,
into consideration all factors of the problem. The sincere
Whether in the state of innocence all children were
fanatics who are furnishing the moral and financial backing
to the knaves engaged in enforcing these statutes may think masculin."
Some are unreasonable enough to think the people
that they are accomplishing wonders, but it does seem that
observant and thinking men like the Editor of THE TRUTH ought to hav found out something about governBEEKER should not be deluded when the facts are so clearly ment-whether it is instituted for the benefit of the
against the claims of the statute moralists."
governed or for that of those who govern-and what
Now, the fact is, we never said any such thing, and kind is best. Oh, no; they had more important
Mr. Walker knows it. We said that " in all large matters to investigate first. For instance: "Whether
cities scoundrels are found who will make money by the ceremonies of the law are before the ·law.
corrupting the most innocent portion of humanity. Whether God could become a pumpkin or an insect.
Such fellows must be restrained and punished. In- Whether the irascible and concupiscible parts are
dividuals cannot do this, and therefore society, parts of the intellectual appetite. Whether there be
through its laws and by means of its regularly con- an essential difference between catagorematic and
stituted police force, must take the matter in hand. fincatagorematic."
The United States government should be restricted
Is there any more sense in what the churches disto those functions granted it by the Constitution." pute over now than there was in what they disputed
Then we added the conclusion which Mr. Walker over then?
distorts in his opening sentence: "Mr. Walker can.
Editorial Notes.
not escape these conclusions unless he argues for the
ANY of our subscribers having copies of THE TRUTH
right of scoundrels to publish their vile literature
SEEKER of September 1st that they do not wish to preserve
unrestricted."
confer a favor upon us by sending them to this office.
Arguing for the right of a man to do a thing and will
A blunder of the printer has left the supply short.
indorsing his act are two different things, and we
never accused Mr. Walker of indorsing the dissemiITALY's prime minister Crispi is exceedingly hostil to the
nation of obscene literature. But if Mr. Walker pope. He has through the state council recently declared
means to say that the state statutes against obscene that all business transactions between the pope and private
literature hav done no good in this city, he simply Italian individuals must be considered as matters settled
shows that he does not know what he is talking between private Italian people, and therefore must pay to
the register's office the usual fees. The papal business transabout.
actions hav hitherto been considered as made by a foreign
We hold now the same opinions about these stat- power, and, therefore, hav had to pay to the register's office
utes that we hav held since our attention was first less than others. Signor Crispi also proposes to take all
called to them, and we may add, also, that D. M. elementary schools under the care of the state. This is
Bennett, the founder of THE TRUTH SEEKER, held the bitterly resented at the Vatican, and the pope is about the
angriest old mortal there is in Europe.
same. We are opposed to the national government's
going outside its constitutional functions, and we are
CoNOERNING the Rev. J. V. Dundas, who was detected in
opposed to the enforcement of la'is by private socie- smuggling a week or so ago, the Advocate comments: " We
ties offi.cered by knaves and religious bigots, who use shall be glad to register his degradation and expulsion from
the statute in a tyrannical and blackmailing manner the ministry. He lied when he declared that he had no
dutiable articles, and lied to cover stealing. There is no
to wreak vengeance upon enemies and to fill their crime that a minister who would -do these things would not
own pockets.
commit if allurement and opportunity should concur. MinThe next time Mr. Walker gets up to misrepresent isters proven guilty of crimes of deliberation should receive
us we trust he will hav the honesty to quote our justice without mercy, and the time is rapidly coming when
honest ministers and Christians of every denomination
words. His labored efforts to confute something we all
must combine to expel, without hope of readmission to the
never said hav a tendency to make us weary.
ministry, such persons." Custom-house officers say that

Busy Christians.

Christian people are just as likely to attempt smuggling as
anybody else, which Mr. Buckley thinks is slander, though
he is compelled to admit that there are cases enough on
record to giv color to it, some of the cases involving ministers. But what a jubilee honesty will hav when every dis.
honest and unchaste clergyman is properly and promptly
punished!

It is a remarkable fact that nearly. all the appliances
of industry and industrial, social, and governmental
methods which now exalt civilized existence hav
originated in the last few generations. Thirteen centuries of ignorance, superstition, fierceness, war,
THB TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethought.
oppression, squalor, and misery--this frightful sight
Reform,
and Scientific Books will be mailed free.
meets our backwiU'd gal?ie.
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GRAND Fames, DAre. TERR., Aug. 9, 1888.
Mn. EoiTOR: Inclosed please find $5 to pay on subscription
for TrrE TRUTII SEEKEil and books, from an old heathen-as
, I am called because I do not believe in hell, hate, and the
river Styx, and pay the preachers for lying to us as Christ
did, to keep us in ignorance, but believe in friendship, love,
and truth, and that a man's word is his bond. I hav fought
the good fight and kept the faith from my youth, and now,
at seventy.cfive years, I_hav had a pretty rougb. time of it in a
Christian ·community, and alone at that. But I stood my
ground, as I will to the death. But I am sorry to say that
our great statesmen and politicians are selling our dearbought and beloved country to the pope for a mess of pottage. But they are. Long life to Heston and the TRUTH
SEEKEll family.
I am trying to get one or two new subscribers, but it is
hard work to take the scales off their eyes.
Respectfully yours, in friendship, love, and truth,
LEVI BaNCROFT.
MILL BRom;:, CoNN., Aug. 19, 1888.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed is $5 to renew my subscription for
two years.
I am glad to see, now and then of late, a little Spiritualism
_n your paper. I think it more than probable that no inconsiderable number of the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER arc
favorably inclined toward Spiritualism, as was its founder,
D. M. Bennett, of blessed memory. I think that if you can
contrive to mix in more of it from time to time, it will be of
advantage to the paper, by eventually increasing its circulation.
I was pleased with the letter of Mary Peck in THE TRUTH
SEEKEn of August 11th; she spoke my mi11d exactly. I
agree ..,·ith her in regarding Spiritualism as the grandest
truth of this or any other a.ge. I also rend with pleasure
the letter of J. A. Doane in last TnuTH SEEKER. I hav been
a subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER for many years-almost
from its commencement-and I hav been a Spiritualist from
away back. Spiritualism is in the ascendant, and has already
leavened, so to speak, the whole lump of what is called
Christendom, and I doubt not it is destined to do more than
that, Talmage to the contrary notwithstanding. I hope to
see more of it in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
H. W. PINNEY.
STEWARTSVILr,E, Mo., Aug. 11, 1888.
MR. EorTOR: Inclosed please find $3, which will set me
ahead one year more. No matter how poor a man may be,
it seems to me he should not neglect to pay you for the great
work you are doing for mankind. The Christians pay pretty
well for the work the preachers do for God. And if there is
a God, he needs no one to work for him. He ought to be
able to get along without the help of poor, insignificant man.
How much more reasonable it would be to giv the Gods and
ghosts a rest and turn our attention to mankind! "'\Ve cannot
help the Gods if they are there. But we can help poor, suffering humanity, which your TRUTH SEEKER is doing. Long
may she wave! As long as I liv you will be sure of at least
one subscriber. I would like to send you some more new
subscribers, but the God-and-ghost party here are so blinded
by the old, old story of Jesus and him crucified, that they
dare not think any other way than that pointed out by the
sky-pilots, which makes the poor dupes poorer and the
priests richer. I was a Christian for more than thirty years,
and spent much of my time howling after imaginary beings
above the clouds, and after a long time getting no returns I
began to doubt. Then I was told I was a bad man and
would surely go to hell. I used to feed the priests pretty
well and gave of my money pretty freely; and now nothing
makes me think so meanly of myself as to think they, the
priests, went off laughing in their sleeves, to think what a
S. N. BRADFORD.
poor fool they made of me.
NEw YoRK, Aug. 25, 1888.
Mn. EDITOR: Free trade or protection-which ? This is
the great question of the day which needs to be explained,
and which will be treated. in this presidential canvass according to the speaker's opinions for or agains.t. Honest
men and good citizens differ in this question more than in
any other; but to a rational being it is clear that both cannot
be right and good for a country. I hav read much for and
agajnst for years past. In TnE TRU'l'H SEEKER of June 23d
lust appear two articles, one, "Colonel Ingersoll's Economical
and Political Opinions," for protection, and another entitled,
"Principles of Freedom in Trade," from Robert C. Adams.
The last one, from Mr. Adams, is handled in a masterly way,
and will and can not be answered, and I should invite and
ask Mr. W, T. S. Hadley to read it.
Forty years ago I was a reader of the Tribune, edited by
the great protectionist Horace Greeley, and.I then followed
his teaching, but hav since. evoluted to the principles of free
trade. At that time I believed and considered that our
manufactures were weak and in their infancy, and needed
help; that it would be good for the country to help them up
and make us independent of foreign importation. I find and
believe now tllat our present manufacturers not only are
strong, but grow to rich millionaires, and combine into
trusts to tyrannize over us and put down all competition, so
as to be able to dictate the prices for the wares they buy, and
also make their own prices for tlle products they sell.
That the tariff is a good thing for the m~nufacturers no
one will deny, but these men try to demonstrate that it is
ttlso for the interest of labor, and this is a great delusion.
Higher wages are no measure of proof that our workingmen
are better off than Europeans; it depends on what a man
can buy with his money and how much. Do not these protectionists pay only so much a,nd so little wages to their men

as they can help? Do they not import these very much
decried pauper laborers from Europe against the laws?
These manufacturers care more for their horses than for
their men. Would it not be fairer for a government to proteet the poor laborer instead of the well-to-do by stopping
partly tl)e immense immigration? Put a tari;ff-that is, a
tax-on imported labor; then the wages of labor will surely
rise. But I am not for a general restriction in immigration.
Forty years ago there were no tramps, but millionaires
were also very few; now we hav these millionaires by the
thousand and tramps and paupers by the million. For this
state of society I blame the Republican party. This
party for a long time has been corrupt and rotten. Railroads were built entirely with subsidies, banks received
double interest for their money, and for manufacturers and
mine-owners they taxed all the people; but these Congressmen were stockholders and owners in all these affairs, and of
course they fixed and made the laws in Washington to do
the mo?t good for themselvs.
Manufactures would grow up in spite of free trade, and
hav then a healthier existence, and could compete in the
trade of the world with other nations.
We claim to be the most intelligent people, are three thousand miles distant from Europe, and yet contend that our
manufacturers need bounties or extra protection. Shame!
FREDK. KOEZLY.
WooDBURY, PA., July 23, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: There is a little town in Blair county, Pa.,
called Martinsburg, that, if it cannot take the largest pumpkin to the county fair, can surely take the prize with a few
samples of the genus homo whose craniums contain the "minimum of sense and the maximum of bigotry and egotism.
Some time last winter, Mr. D. R. Christian, of Woodbury,
Pa., a subscriber to TrrE TRUTH SEEKER and a friend of liberty and humanity, was asked by Mr. Robert Bookhamer, of
Martinsburg, for the loan of a book called." The Gods," by
Col. R. G. Ingersoll. The request was granted. The book
was taken home and read appreciatingly, as the young man
is fairly intelligent, though this is not inherited from his
father's side, as the sequel will show.
The father found the book in his son's possession-ye gods,
what a discovery !-then it was that the demon of Christianity began to show its teeth; then it was that the tender,
peaceful, forgiving, and generous teachings extracted by that
father from the "holy Bible" stood him ig_ good stead, and
he began to explain to his son how wicked it was to read the
sublime language of the greatest orator on earth, and I
imagin advised him, if read he must, to go and get the dear
old family Bible and read the thirty-eighth chapter of
Genesis, portions of Ezekiel and Deuteronomy, and other
portions of the "holy scriptures" that had similar elevating
and moralizing tendencies. He told his son that it was
wrong to read these wicked books, and then proceeded to
demonstrate to the young man that it was right to burn
another man's property, and forthwith consigned the book
to the flames. Mr. Christian called for his book, and was
informed by Mr. Bookhanier that he had burnt it. The
owner then brought suit before Recorder Doyle, of Altoona,
against this mossbank relic of barbarism for restitution, and
the old Christian champion of the fagot and torch had to pay
for the book and pay all the costs.
Shortly before the trial the ignoramus scissors-jerker of the
Martinsburg Herald gave his valuable opinion as to the result
of the suit in the following language: "The Herald is not
sufficiently learned in the mysteries and intricacies of the
law to venture a prediction as to the outcome of the pending
suit, but it is of the opinion that Mr. Bookhamer was justifiable in the course he pursued, and looks forward with confidence to such a decision by Recorder Doyle."
How far this follower of the lamb was off in his prediction
the result of the trial, as given above, will show, and ,it will
not take anyone very long to conclude that the devil's proverbial off-side ox would be a paragon of intelligence by the
side of this numskull of a would-be Christian editor.
A NEIGHBOR OF MR. D. R. CHRISTIAN.
Ri:ioHLITz, No.1 BEI REIOHENBERG, BoHMEN, July 31, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I am in the Giand mountains. One mountain, by the name of Jeschken, is thirty-six hundred feet above
the sea. I went up there. Oh, what a wonderful sight! I
felt as if I were in a balloon high over the earth. I could
see nearly fifty villages and a good many cities with the telescope. I could see Prague, sixty miles distant, and the Snow
mountains to the east, where snow can be seeninJuly. The
valley where I am living is five miles broad and eight miles
long, with mountains all around. Some narrow, deep valleys go far up in the mountains, where a good many springs
come together and form a stream. There is so much fall that
the factories are built almost one on the other. They are
mostly wool and some are cotton factories. These mills giv:
many thousands employment. The most of their employees
are females. There is the same slavery in these factories that
there is in America. Pay is somewhat lower, provisions
lower, meat higher, cotton the same, and wool lower. Government revenues are put on almost everything to keep a
standing army. The people never get over paying taxes until
the year is around, and then it commences again. Females
of the lower and middle classes all hav to work hard to help
pay rent or tax, and get provisions. A father cannot alone
supply the necessaries for his family. Females are almost
all slaves here, aud that is what the Bible made them.
(See Paul in 1 Cor. xiv, 34, 35; Paul to the Ephesians,
v, 22-33; Paul, 1 Tim. ii, 11-15. 'l'his I took out
of a German Bible.) But these females are satisfied with
their slavery. They are like the Mormons-they do not
know any better. Superstition is manifold here. In almost
every house and beer-house, even in brothels, there is in tlle
room over the door the sign: "With God." Every quarter
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of 9. mile is a holy statue or an iron cross, where the women
when they pass make the sign of the cross and the men raise
their hats. But not all; there are some Liberals also.
I know a man here who was burnt out. He saved a good
many things out of the fire, among them a large iron cross
with .Jesus on it. He calculated to move out of town, so he
had an auction sale. He sold . everything except the iron
cros5. Noboiy would bid on it. Afterward one man asked
him what he would do with the large iron cross. He said
he would sell it for old iron. This is a sign where the wind
blows from. They hav also Liberal societies here, and when
they meet a secret police is always amongst them. If they
say anything against the government. or religion, then they
break the society up.
People here hav a !Jiendly polish. If a person goes into a
beer saloon, they treat a man like a gentleman, and in
America, in ordinary saloons, like a knave.
If nothing happens, and I am well, I will leave here August 30th for Bremen. 'rhe steamer Eider, which I came
over in, sails for New York September 1st.
I am too much of an American Liberal te> stay here any
longer. When I come to New York, if possible I will make
TnE TRUTH SEEKER office a visit, and renew my subscription
for the grand TRUTH SEEKER.
JosEPH WENZEL.
LIME KILN, CAL., Aug. 22, 1888.
MR. EDiTOR: I would like to reply to R. G. Smith, in THE
TRUTH SEEKER, issue of August 4th, wherein he says, " I do
not see how any Liberal could support Cleveland after the
part he took in sending the Constitution to the pope of
Rome." Not so, Friend Smith; the gift was timely and the
selection most emphatically significant. Going forth as it
did from the guardian of our liberty, it was like the warning
cry of the goddess of Liberty to her arch-enemy: "Beware !
Beware! Your present course is a violation {)f our Constitution, a copy of which I send you for your enlightenment.
Study it carefully, that you may comprehend where your
present aggressiv policy must end. You shall not subvert
the liberties of this people. We recognize your treasonable
designs, and we warn you before forbearance ceases to be a
virtue."
No; as far as Mr. Uleveland's catering to .the powers at
Rome, I think he is very much misunderstood. He has the
courage and manhood to be courteous to an enemy, and the
selection of a copy of the federal Constitution is firmness
demonstrated as well as significant. It is like a shipper dictating the cost of transportation to a railroad company, when
t!Je agent, in a courteous and dignified manner, presents the
dissatisfied shipper a copy of their freight rates. Further
contravention becomes criminal. That the pope of Rome
has designs on this republic, no well-informed person can
doubt. The duke of Richmond, formerly governor-general of
Canada, in a letter says: "It [this republic] will be destroyed;
it ought not, and will not, be permitted to exist. So long as
it exists no prince will be safe on his throne, and they are
determined on its destruction by subversion rather than by
conquest. All the low population of Europe will be carried
into that country ; these men will become citizens, and invested with the right of suffrage, hence discord, anarchy,
and civil war will ensue."
T. J. CoNLEY.
ELBA, 0., Aug. 19, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: About two weeks ago Rev. E. V. Zollars,
president of Hiram College, delivered two lectures. at Lower
Salem, 0., in answer to the ones J. E. Remsburg delivered
there last May.
Mr. Remsburg's subjects were " Sabbath Breaking" and
"False Claims," and Rev. Zollar's subjects were " 'l'he Sabbath Question" and "Infidelity: The Most Gigantic Failure
of the Age."
Rev. Mr. Zollars was advertised a very learned, able man,
specially qualified to treat these subjects, and many expected
to hear a complete refutation of the arguments presented by
Remsburg.
It was conceded by all that Mr.· Remsburg used no language unbecoming a gentleman, and he did not stoop to
personal abuse and vilification, but presented his subjects in
a clear, logical, and eloquent manner. Some Chri!itians at
his lectures were somewhat surprised at this, for I presume
they had been taught to believe that an Infidel lecturer could
be nothing but a coarse, foul-mouthed, conceited ignoramus.
It made Liberals smile to hear the distinguished Rev. Mr.
Zollars describe them as such to an audience that knew better
by experience.
There was nothing remarkable about the first lecture of
the reverend gentleman, judging by its effect upon the audience, for the majority seemed to be dozing, and were apparently greatly relieved when he finished. He assumed his
premises and went through a long course of reasoning to
reach a conclusion which may hav been logical for anything
I know to the contrary, for I confess I could not always follow him.
There was nothing particularly objectionable to Liberals
in this lecture except his premises, which a Christian never
condescends to prove or establish. However, he did not attempt to claim the $100 Remsburg. offered to anyone who
would show him a passage of scripture in the New or the Old
Testament commanding or even authorizing the keeping of
Sunday as the Sabbath instead of the seventh day.
He promised his sleepy audience a more interesting lecture
the next evening, for which we were all thankful. Rev. Mr.
Zollars has the reputation of being an able minister of the
Christian Campbellite church, and was lately elected president of Hiram College.
With these credentials we supposed he would at least giv
us a scholarly, logical presentation of the subject, without
resort to abusiv langu~tge and small talk-the weapons of a
cheap Methodist circnit-ridl)r--but we were disappointed.
He not only denounced Infidelity, but stooped to ungentle.
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manly personalities and denounced the Infidels of the corn..
munity as ignorant, base, and uncharitable; and I pres::<me
Universalists were in this denunciation, as they are as much
Infidel to orthodoxy as Ingersoll himself.
He did not substantiate a single assertion, and his charges
in, general were so notoriously false that they excited only
laughter from the Liberal portion of his audience, as they
well knew he was damaging his own cause, and, although he
was loud in his challenges, that lecture at least needed no
answer. The most amusing part of the lecture was his attempt to prove F-ranklin and Jefferson Christians by reading
some of their letters·, which most decidedly proved them unbelievers. He probably thought the credulity of his audience unlimited.
Rev. Mr. Zollarssaid hecouldnametwentymen who would
be glad to come here at any time to debate the subject, but
that we would find that Infidel lecturers would not debate.
We intend to find out whether this is correct or not, and if
it is not, you will get an account of a debate here.
Respectfully,
W. J. DuTToN.
Purn CREEK, NEB., Aug. 22, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I am traveling most of iny time, and consequently I see much gospel bigotry and criminality. .An article in the Chicago News tells how a frolicsome preacher of
Plum Creek was discovered not only betting on horse-races,
but even getting into a fight on the Fourth of July in a
neighboring town. That's nothing; we had' a preacher that
was well known in this community as being very intimate
with his wife's servant girl. Another preacher, "evangelical," the Rev. Mr. Petit, was published as a liar in the
Dawson county Herald, a little over a year ago.
Another gospel-hanger, the Rev. Mr. Webster, published
an article against Freethinkers in the Dawson county Pioneer
of Aug. 13, 1887. The following is an extract : "Hypocrite and adulterers are not Christians. They are not in
Christ's kingdom. They are outside with 'Freethinkers.'
Who makes this class ? Where do they come from ? Not
Christ and the church, but of the devil, who is the chief
Freethinker." This same gospel-drummer, Webster, has a
so~ about sixteen or seventeen years old, who is kept in the
Kearney reformatory, a very bad boy, known personally to
me. Comment is unnecessary; a bad tree cannot bring
forth good fruit. The above gospel-nostrum vender is now,
I believe, at Chadron selling gospel for cash down in this
world, and promising returns in a country or world nobody
knows anytWng about. These preachers are like trampsanything but muscular work.
But our German-born fellow-citizens fare no better with
the preachers than do we nativ Meiican men. A few years
ago a preacher was caught using indelicacies toward a lady
not his wife. He was sent away. Soon after, the same
holy man was called before a church committee to
answer a charge of attempted rape at Waukon, Ia., but,
like a sensible little man, he avoided fooling with church
committees by going away.. May he always do the latter.
They-our German-Americans-soon got another gospelhanger named Brickert, from Omaha, whose congregation
were informed of the man's unholiness in Omaha. But the
reverend brother was equal to the occasion, and explained
that he· had been collecting money for the church, and, being unacquainted with the inhabitants, he happened to get
into houses of ill-fame, unbeknown till wicked people made
public talk. His explanation was accepted as satisfactory,
and praise sung "zumherrgott." But this holy man was a
stranger to the habit of minding his own business, and soon
. was called a damned liar by one of his own congregation
and by myself. I used to get tired listening to his fast-woman
and house-of-ill-fame stories. When the gospel-banging contract expired, he was shipped again and exchanged for the Rev.
Mr. Schadel, or Stradel-the latter ought to be the correct
name, the way the little shoemaker-looking preacher straddles
gospel humbuggery. This reverend straddler had a buggy
and a pair of grays. When my friend K. offered to insure
his team and stable, he refused to hav them insured, saying
he had faith in God-when, in less then a week after,
whack came a lightning flash and a thunderbolt and killed
one of the grays. Since, he has had to drive a one-horse rig,
as the congregation is becoming doubtful about the Lord's
being on the side of this holy man. When an honest old
farmer Freethinker was lying a corpse in his coffin, this
malicious, idiotic, and ill-cultured preacher stated most
idiotically and falsely that the corpse or soul of honest old
Jacob Kramer was at that moment suffering in hell for his
unbelief. Oh, shame! When will foolish people cease employing and paying mind-destroying one-horse preachers
to malign their fathers or friends at the grave?
Last week the editor of a Sunday-school paper, and a
weak-minded Sunday-school crank, Mr. Signor, a long time
superintendent of the Union Sabbath-school, had to be taken
to the asylum as an incurable lunatie. It is sad how the
Bible destroys mental vitality.
The wife of a hard-working and honest farmer, Mr. D.
Lange, after living two winters by a school-house that had
been turned into a gospel-shop for holding revival meetings,
and after attending prayer-meetings awhile, taking all kinds
of gospel nostrums, succumbed in reason, and had to be
taken to the lunatic asylum. And so they go, single, pairs,
and in groups, from different church routes to the lunatic
asylum.
Nebraska is at present unable to build insane asylums
fast enough for the requirements. Why the ~epublicans of
Nebraska arc so wicked, and allow their public schools to be
transformed into gospel-shops, and allow the lazy gospelhangers and Sunday-school cranks to steal taxpayers' coal,
when Nebraska is more highly tax-ridden than any other state
in the Union, is hard to explain by any other fact than that
~he Republican party does not possess any more honesty in

any shape or form. Right now, the slim-legged preachers,
with the assistance of the priest-ridden, ignorant women, are
trying to stop people from playing ball on Sunday. Let
him buy "One Hundred and Forty-Four Self-Contradictions
of the Bible," fifteen cents, "Bible Morals," twenty-five
cents, and "False Claims," and every Nebraska citizen will
come to my own conclusion, and that is that every judge
who compels a witness to swear by the Bible, or rules a witness out, is a liar and a perjurer. And that every person
who says he believes in the Bible tells a falsehood and a lie.
And that every person who swears on the Bible in a secret
society commits a lie and perjury. The above pamphlets
will prove, and more pamphlets will giv broader and additional proofs. Long liv THE TRUTH SEEKER and Watson
Heston.
A MuGwUMP.
EuREKA, CAL., Aug. 14, 1888.
To J. HAcKER : Dear Sir : Your note to me in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of July 14th I happened to see by mere accident, the
paper lying open on my desk with the note in sight. I was
busy haying then and had no time to read papers 'of any
kind. Now I am through haying and will cheerfully accommodate you.
·
You want me to prove the assertion I accidentally made in
THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 19th, that you were full of things
not worth knowing. I keep no file of TRUTH SEEKERs, and
must, therefore, quote from memory what you hav written,
and I hope you will correct me if I misquote. Your writings hav been in the John Swinton style, and the good both
of you hav done may be expressed by the cipher 0. You ha v
stated repeatedly that the government, rich corporations,
and capitalists rob the people of their substance, and that
land ought to be as free as the air we breathe. This looks
well to a man without reflection and experience, but will not
bear scrutiny. No instance, as far as I know, can be produced where the government of the United States has favored
the rich and oppressed the poor. Even in the case of the
protectiv tariff, which favors rich corporations and proves
a hardship to the poor, the intentions of those who imposed
it were undoubtedly good, but ill-advised. How thinking
men like Mr. Ingersoll can find arguments to support that robbery, is more than I can comprehend. Mr. Ingersoll appears
to admit that a protectiv tariff is a robbery, but he justifies
it on the ground that it will make better mechanics. Can anything be more absurd? Europe always produced and always
will produce as good mechanics as America. The bight to
which a mechanic may raise his mechanical ingenuity is in
no way depending upon wages, but on the amount of talent
and ingenuity the man originally possessed, and on the opportunities put withiJI. his reach to develop them. And although
it appears on first sight that the United States can offer better opportunities with a protectiv tariff than without it, on
taking everything into consideration the idea falls to the
ground. Instances hav occurred where the government has
defrauded the people-the Forty-second Congress being a case
in point-or where the government is tyrannizing over a part
of the people, as in the case of the Comstock laws; but those
frauds are directed against the rich and poor alike. Rich
corporations, if not interfered with by Ia w, direct their
energy more to devouring one another than to imposing upon
the public. When interfered with by law they combine, and
the result is, the public suffers, as in the case of the InterState Commerce commission. In regard to capitalists, they
are an absolute necessity to progress. We hav arrived at an
age where everything is tending to production on a wholesale
scale, which makes capital a necessity. Experience has
taught the public that anything, from a needle to a locomotiv,
can be produced or transported more cheaply on a large scale
than on a small one. Before the invention of cut nails a
nailsmith made but few nails a day; now thousands of nails
are turned out by the man in nail factories. Before railroads
came into use, farmers living away from big cities did not
produce huge crops, because they could not get them to
market. Now they can market everything they can produce, and in consequence, those who would liv in poverty
without railroads hav risen to affluence by their use. Yet
such is the innate cussedness of some people that they will
curse the railroads who raised .them out of poverty. Your
idea in regard to the free use of land is equally ridiculous.
I hav known people who held your ideas who lived almost
within a stone's throw of government land. If I asked them
why they did not take up government land, they would reply
that they could not make a living on it. And they told the
truth. A family cannot settle on government land and stay
there unless they hav means enough to subsist for a year or
two, as not only no crop awaits them when they come there,
but the ground is not even ready to put a crop in. Therefore men with your ideas content themselvs with howling
about free land, but they could not be induced to take the
land in its wild state. The fact is, people who clamor for
free land do not want the land at. all, and would not accept
it if offered to them in its natural state, except to speculate
with it. They want cultivated farms, so they can profit by
other people's labor-or, in other words, they want that for
which they hav not labored.
Yet you will say: "All this does not prove that I am full of
what is not worth knowing." I will proceed to make my
meaning clear. As far as your articles in THE TRUTH SEEKER
are concerned, they were all written with one intent-to show
to the public how they were prevented from earning money,
and how they were robbed after they had earned it. This is
really a negativ way of teaching people how to accumulate
property. Now, you will admit that a person may be posted
in mathematics, astronomy, or hygiene and yet be poor.
But before a person can teach others how to accumulate
property he must hav accumulated some himself. You lmv
not done that. You cannot teach others how to avoid being
robbeq when you cannot avoid it yourself. Therefore, like
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our pulpit-pounders, you are full of that which is not worth
knowing. You cannot say that you could not possibly hav
risen above poverty by leading a strictly honest life, since
you must admit that others strictly honest hav risen above it.
The truth is, you were not robbed, but you were incapable
of accumulating. That you hav lived a long life, hav written for papers, lectured, and published a paper yourself,
amounts to nothing in this case, since pulpit-pounder:; do .all
that and more and still die full of that which is not worth
knowing. Age often produces conceit and superciliousness.
It takes experience, combined with observation and reflec.
tion, to produce wisdom.
When will people ever get sense enough to know that our
laws, customs, habits-in fact, everything belonging to society-is a growth, influenced by circumstances like any other
growth, and that things are as they are because they cannot
be otherwise, everything being true to the cause that produced it, and that to improve society instead of howling
about things we think wrong and which to other people may
seem right we must try to elevate ourselvs, and then by
precept and example we must try to induce those with whom
we come in contact to come up to our level ?
You are anxious to find out through others who and what
I am. Since no one may respond, I will tell you myself. I
was born in Saxony. My father was poor, and all I inherited from him was a roving disposition. When a little
over thirteen years of age I left home, and, true to instinct, I
went a good way off. I hired out to a farmer for nine
months for thirty-three and a third cents per month, or a
trifle over one cent per day, and I had to work from 4 o'clock
in the morning till 8 o'clock in the evening. Next, I hired
out to another farmer for $7 a year, which netted me nearly
two cents per day-of course, board and lodging always
included. Not liking farmer's wages, I engaged myself to a
miller. I was to 3erve an apprenticeship of three years, during which time I was to receive twelve cents per week and
board. I worked fifteen months, and finding that I could
not get my wages, I packed my trunk one day and left at
night when everybody was asleep. I went to another mill
and hired out for twenty-four cents per week. But finding I
had to play the farm hand during the day and the apprentice
at night, I left again and went to the third master, on condition
that I should get my diploma-without which no tradesman
could do anything in Germany in those days-at the expiration of six months. I got my diploma, and at the age of
twenty years I was foreman in a grist-mill. Then I got dyspeptic, and the doctors told me that I had to quit work in
the grist-mill. And as people in those days could not shift
from one trade to another on account of the then existing
guilds, my outlook for the futur'e became dark. On studying the matter over, I concluded to go to America. I arrived
in New York in the spring of 1853. Here I found a paradise-plenty of work and gocd pay. I had now a chance to
gratify my roaming disposition. As I had no expensiv habits
and could turn my hand to almost anything and get good
wages, I would work till I got a few dollars ahead and then
go somewhere else, just to see what the world was made of.
In the spring of 1855 I found myself again on the other side
of the Atlantic. I brought up in France without a cent in
my pockets. Necessity compelled me to take work in a sugar
refinery at forty-five cents per day, working from 5 o'clock
in the morning till 7 o'clock in the evening. And as I had to
pay forty cents for board and lodging, I had five cents left
for a day's work. That was rough. But, instead of complaining, I soon found means to get back to America. I
worked my passage to New York. Back again on American
soil, my former friends helped me into a machine-shop, and
I was apprenticed to become a practical engineer. That was
in Cleveland, 0., in the Cuyahoga furnace. Here I worked
some time. Then a man who started a rake factory right
across the river tried to hire me as a foreman, I having held
a position in a rake factory next to the foreman. I agreed
to work for him on condition that he would make it right
with the managers of the machine-shop. He did so, and I
left the machine-shop on condition of being taken back again
any time I wanted to go back. In 1857 there was a general
crash in business and the rake factory went under. Being
offered a situation as engineer, I did not go back to the
machine-shop. Here I worked till I had money enough to
go to California, and in 1858 I lanued on what is now known
as the city of Eureka, at that time a wilderness. Here I
worked as engineer, and getting good pay I accumulated
money. Then I bought the island on which I now liv and
which .bears my name. The island contains two hundred
and seventy-two acres, lies opposit Eureka, and is five feet
below high-water mark. I hav dyked about one hundred
acres of it, which cost me thousands of dollars and the best
years of my life. I hav been a wage-worker about twentyfive years, and my wages hav ranged all the way from a
little over one cent to $5 per day. At present, as for many
years back, I liv on my island. I employ one man, who has
been with me over three years. I pay him $35 per month
and I find everything. He was penniless when I hired him,
while now he is worth over $1,000. And to show you what
a lucrativ business it is to be a landowner, I will giv you the
figures that I made on the place during that time. In
1885 I cleared $137; in 1886 I went $246 behind on account
of a tidal wave which ruined my dyke; in 1887 I cleared
$377, which leaves a clear profit to me of $268 for the three
years, and I work nearly all the time and hav thousands of
dollars invested. I admit this is not all the income I derive
from my island, but it is all I derive from that part of it
on which I hav spent my labor and my money.
Should this explanation be still unsatisfactory to you, you
will find no difficulty in obtaining information about me by
writing for it, as I am well known here-not known as a millionaire, although I hav more than my share of this world's
goous-but known as a man who has an opinion of his own
and is not afraid to express it.
RoBERT GuNTHER. .
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to market with a basket full of clams, and
said, sneeringly: "We wouldn't do it! We
hav money in the bank, we hav I"
"Your bank may break," answered back
Edited by Miss SuSAN H. WIXON, Fall
RlfJer, Ma88., to UJlwm all Communications for Polly. ''My money is safer in a clam bank I"
To make a long story short, Polly educated
this· Corner should bs sent.
herself, helped, as she said, by her twenty
friends, without whose aid she declared she
"Between the dark and the daylight,
could do nothing. She became eventually a
When the night is beginning to lower.
successful teacher herself, and .this year has
Oomes a pause in the da.y•s occupations
gone to Paris. She is very talented and
That is known as the Children's Hour."
bright, and has plenty of money that she has
earned her~elf. I asked her once to introduce
Baby's Pigs.
me to her cherished twenty friends that she
Ten little pigs that grow and thrive,
is always talking of. She immediately showed
Rosy and plump and clean ;
Two little pens, each holding five,
me the daintiest ten toes and loveliest fingers
And the owner is Baby •Gene.
and thumbs I hav ever -seen. They were all
They willgle about and root and dig,
And push again and again,
dressed in pink and white, as in the days
Till at last we find one dear little -pig
gone
with nails as fair and
, by, and bordered
.
Is out of the little red pen.
delicate as the .tmy sea-shells you hav
, seen,
Baby •Gene is a. little, old man,
maybe, and which are brought to this counBald and serious too.
tr,v from foreign ports.
.
He looks to the pigs whenever he can,
Now, you, my dears, hav twenty JUBt such
But he has a great deal to do.
· d
p 11
d
d
d d
And this little pig says he'll get some corn,
fnen. s as o dy ;b so d o not espon , o not
And the next one cries, " Oh, where 1"
be d Iscourage , ut o the verybestyoucan,
And the little one says, "In grandpa's barn !'' and ever try to achieve some great and moral
· d
.
And the great one knows it's there.
purpose, an d th ese t wen t y f nen . s WI11 ever
Four pearly grains he can plainly see ;
stand
by, .ready to help and befnend. you, to
Hav them he must and will ;
.
He strains and struggles-but, "Quee-quee- aid you m yo~r ascent up the hights of
qnee,"
knowledge and mdependence; up the ladder
He can't get over the sill I
of truth, honesty, and goodness.
So he's given it up, and off he goesWith Grandfather •Gene before-----~~----8-·H. W •
Snubbing and rubbing his little bare nose,
On the way to the pantry door.
Little Nellie is Dead.
You queer little pig, you're ever fO bold,
Shut the door. Pull down the curtains.
But it never, never will do !
The great, wide world would be cruel and cold Shut out the world. My eyes are moist. My
soul is sad. Little Nellie is dead. While at
To a little pink mite like you.
Mamma must bring her needle and yarn
play she fell and dislocated her neck. Death
And build up the fence again,
was almost instantaneous, and as nearly painFor the five little pigs would be quite forlorn
less as it is possible for death to be. It was
Outside of the little red pen.
so sudden that her countenance was wreathed
-Eudora s. Bumsteaa.
in smiles after she was dead.
Every Sunday morning she came up to see
Good Company.
A traveler, toiling on a. weary way,
" grandpa." In the afternoon I went down
Found in his path a. piece of fragrant clay.
to see little Nellie and spent the happiest
"This seems but common earth," says he, "but hour in the week.
how
She was a rosy, chubby, bewitching child,
Delightful ! It is full of sweetness now!
Whence is thy fragrance 1" From the clay there and the idol of my heart-the one bright
grows
spot i~ my life-but it has gone out forever.
A voice, "I ha.v been very near a. rose."
She was as bright as a star, as pure as the
-J. J. Platt, translatPa.trom the Perstan.
dewdrop, and as lovely as the dawn.
It is a source of great pleasure to me to
Polly's Twenty Friends.
realize that there are thousands of "-grandPolly was a queer little genius.
pas' • whose hearts are thrilled by the winYou would hav laughed to see her when some ways of bright little grandchildren,
she was eleven years old, arrayed in a who are as dear to them as little Nellie was
blue and white calico gown, her long hair to me. What a blessing to the world that
streaming down her back, and her little these little innocents hav such a strange
bare feet all scratched and tom by the briars faculty of finding the soft place in the human
growing in tangled confusion near the brook, heart!
as sober as a judge, thinking.
It was an old-fashioned funeral, held in a
Polly was the child of poverty. 'rhere are church, and the minister said " it was all for
a great many children of the same parent.
the best." But I cannot believe that "it is
"I cannot go to school," she said, drearily; all for the best " to bring a child into exist"I hav no shoes," and she rubbed her toes ence only to receive the love and caresses for
on the green grass. "If I try real hard," she a short time of those whose hearts are made
continued, "I might get a pair."
glad by its coming and then to be laid cold in
"I'll help you," and " So will I, and I, and death. I cannot believe that " it is all for
I, I, I, 1," screamed twenty little voices-lit- the best" to tear asunder the tenderest fibers
tle fairies or sprites from thought-land, who of the heart and burn a blister on the soul.
are always near at seasonable or unseasonable
Why should the tongue giv assent to such
times and places.
a sentiment when there is a house of mournPolly jumped up quickly, exclaiming: ! 'It's ing set up in the heart?
a bargain ! Come on !"
There was a profusion of flowers, but they
And away she went-berrying. She picked seemed like a mockery to me. The fairest
nimbly, assisted by her twenty friends, and flower was cold in death. The stem had
sold them-the berries-quart after quart, till been broken, and the pure white lily had
she had earned $4 in pennies, and then she withered.
bought shoes, stockings, and a pretty straw
The grave WR!Ilined with white and strewn
hat.
with vines and flowers, but it was beyond
Thus equipped, Polly went to school and the art of man to render it attractiv to me.
studied faithfully, like one finding new treas- Its jaws were open to take little Nellie for~
ures every day.
ever from my sight. And when I saw the
By and by, the shoes wore out, and-- little form, robed in white, lowered into the
" Now, what shall I do for more shoes?" was grave, the world never looked to me so blank
Polly's perplexed query. The berry season and dark and worthless before. And if a
was over and gone, and-- " What can I tear stole up from the soul's deep well, count
do ?" sobbed Polly.
it not a weakness. In the changing scenes of
" Go clamming!" shouted one of the life occasions arise when the world'a bravest
thought-land nymphs.
men shed tears.
"I will! I will!" said Polly.
There can be but one consolation drawn
" I'll go with you I" and " So say we all of from: the death of those we hold dear, and
us!" from the whole score of ever-attending that is, we hav loved them. As hatred and
friends. And armed with a basket and hoe, malice and revenge lower and debase us, so
our brave little Polly betook herself to the love lifts us up and makes us purer and betbeach, near which she lived, on the coast of ter.
·
Massachusetts.
Though Nellie is beyond the reach of harm,
She imagined the clams smiled, as, one by and enjoying an undisturbed repose, yet we
one, she pushed -them from their sandy beds, Iniss the smiles, the childish talk, the innowhere they were nicely tucked away, enjoy- cent prattle-we Iniss a thousand things
ing a nap perhaps, lulled by the charming which none can appreciate or understand but
sea-breezes and the soft lullaby of the out- those who hav been bereft of the dear ones
going tide.
they loved.
Her twenty little friends helped her to
In spit!) of reason, in spite of philosophy,
carry her basket of clams to market, and the there is an ach;ng void-and a sepulchral
market-men readily purchased all that she voice keeps saying, "Little Nellie is dead.''
could bring. Some silly boys and girls laughed
Sleep on, sweet babe-the roses fair
when they saw Polly's quaint figure trudging
Shall blossom on thy bed,
·
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And lovely birds that winfl the air
Shall warble o'er thy head.
But there is no reflection that can make
the grave yield up its trea~ure. There is no
consolation to be drawn from a mound of
earth. Little Nellie is dead.
JoHN PEOK.
Naples, N. Y.
[The editor of the Corner extends her
heartfelt sympathy to all the bereaved friends
of "little Nellie." The sweet little bud
snapped so soon from its parent, stem can
never know pain, disease, or blight of any
kind. She can never know suffering or sorrow. Her mission of love and happiness is
over, and she has become a blessed memory
-" her countenance wreathed in smiles"
forevermore.]
--~--~~-----A. Pleasant Letter from a Former Editor.
" ALL IN A LI F... -dME• ,
D EAR MIBB W IXON: It gi·vs me gre~ot pl eas · t of yo ur book ,
ure t o ack now1e dge th e receip
" All in a Lifetime." I hav given it a careful
d f kl t
th t 1
t
perusa1 an 1 ran y e11 you a am mos
bl
·
d
t
't
t
t
th
d
agrees y surpnse a I s grea s reng an
b
d 't
t'
· 'd
• 'th th
ea~ty; an I e~ I.re1Y COinGJ. es ':I
e
sentiments and opm10ns long entertamed by
If
t
k
d
fl
t
h'
h
.
myse . 1t IB a grea wor , an re ec s 1g
h onor · upon I't s au th or f or th e fa'thf
I u1,
finished, artistic, and masterly manner in
. h ed I't • Fo r pungent
w h'IC h sh e accomp1IB
• k'mg d roll ery, sta· r tl'mg surpri'sea~,
WI't , ro11IC
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dramatic situations, original and ingenious
treatment of characters, graphic delineation
of human nature lighted up by flashes of
truth so vivid as to carry instant conviction
to the Inind, we hav not seen its equal since
the advent of "Uncle Tom's Cabin."
The work shows its able author to possess
a knowledge of facts in real life in American
society, a keen eye for observation, and a
marvelous insight into human nature, wherewith she searches the human heart with an
acumen that brings plainly to view the
secrets of its deepest recesses, and unfolds
human character. with unsurpassed truthfulness. I shall take pleasure in commending
" All in a Lifetime" to friends and the trade.
Hoping that this beautiful summer weather
will improve your health, I remain,
Very truly yours,
JAsON WATERs.
W. Button, Mass., July 8, 1888.
What the Little Ones Are Saying.
Lit.tle Rose, aged four years, saw a btmch
of keys hanging from her Aunt Mary's belt.
Running up to her and taking up one, she
asked : " Aunt Mary, what's this the key to?"
Aunt Mary : " Oh, that's the key to my
trunk." Rose, taking up another : " And
what's this the key to ?" Aunt Mary : " This
is the key to my bureau drawer." Rose,
taking up a third : " And what's this the
key to ?" Aunt Mary : " Well, that is the
key to my portfolio." Rose, still persistent,· holding up a fourth: "Aunt Mary,
what.is this the key to?" Aunt Mary, somewhat annoyed, and wishing to quiet the little
questioner : " Oh, that's the key to my
heart!" Rose, looking up gravely into Aunt
l'lary's face : " Then you had better giv it to
me and let me open it."
Little Clarence, aged three, had been taught
to be very careful not to spill his milk while
drinking. One day when at dinner he suddenly cried out to his aunt, sitting beside
him : " Oa, Auntie Short, I'm spilling my
milk I" Auntie, looking down and seeing
him drinking very carefully: "No, Clarence,
you are not." Clarence : " Yes, I am. I'm
spilling it down my throat."-Mn. E. M. B.
B., Lowell, Mass.
Adelaide, aged four, sat on the floor playing with her doll, and asking her mother various questions about God and what he had
made. After several fruitless efforts to make
her doll stand, she was heard to exclaim :
"Well, while he was about it, he might as
well hav made this doll so she could stand
up."
On another occasion she wanted to know
who made the sky, and, on being told, asked
what God stood on while he was making it.
A little later she propounded the question :
"What does God hav to sit on now up in
heaven?"
Louise, aged three, was spending Washington's Birthday at her grandfather's. On coming in to lunch, after a searching look at the
table, she turned to her aunt with a disappointed expression on her face, and asked :
" Where ith the cake and candleth ?" On
being told there were none, she then asked
how soon the party would begin. On having
it finally explained to her that George Washington was dead, and that his birthday was
still kept because he was such a great man,
she exclainJ.ed in a tone of great disgust :
f' Weli1 if h~ ~~ fu.o ~e!J.g~d he ca.u't hav a

cake or a party, I don't thee what he wa nth
to hav a birthday for at all.then."-M. A. I.
New Brighton.
_:_----~~-----

Correspondence.

BERLIN, N.J., Au!{. 13, 1888.
Miss WIXON: I see in THE TRUTH BEEKER
that you hav started a collection for us "poor
old critters " among the children of the Corner. Will you be kind enough, if it is not too
much trouble, to giv me the names and postoffices of all who hav contributed to that fund,
as I wish to send them· all my '' Lecture and
Rhymes," and copies of my old Pleasure Boat,
which I started forty-three years ago and
published about seventeen years? I hav many
volumes of that old paper that I saved for a
coming generation. That generation has now
come, and I want them to hav the papers. I
wrote an article about them for THE TRUTH
BEEKER, offering to send them postpaid for
fifty cents a volume, together with a copy of
my eight-page lecture and eight pages of my
"Rhymes," but in the two numbers of
THE TRUTH BEEKER printed since I sent
it not a word has been said about the
Boat, and I feel drea.dfully disappointed and
fear I shall hav to sell them to the rag-men.
My Boat turned thousands of the people from
the churches, I know several cases where
,the whole church was broken up and the people turned to holding Liberal meetings and
reading Liberal books, and are now a more
humane, sensible, and progressiv people.
I hav lately read that one-third of the
churches in Maine are closed, and my paper
had as much or more to do with that than all
other causes, because it started the reform.
The Boat is just as interesting now as it was
thirty or forty years ago, and just as much
needed among churchmen, and would be just
as helpful to Liberals in their arguments as it
was then. If you can do anything to bring
these old papers before the people and let
them know they can hav a volume for fifty
cents, half the original price, you will do me
a great kindness.
Two-cent postage-stamps will do for odd
change. A· dozen can send fifty cents each
and get a dozen different volumes, and hav
the reading of them all.
J. HAOKER.
Yours,
VIsALIA, Au~. 13, 288.
DEAR Miss WixON: In the Children's Corner of THE TRUTH BEEKER, August 4th, is an
article, "Immortality," in which the writer
says : "But if men hav souls, why hav not
animals?" And the writer might hav added:
plants also ? For in tracing the analogy between animals and plants the most striking
characteristics are manifested. A close observer can draw but one conclusion-that the
life principle within man, beast, bird, or tree
is a unit varying in form only, not in principle. That plants think, or manifest what is
termed instinct in animals or reason in man,
is not generally supposed, and some courage
is required to boldly make the assertion.
And yet a close observer of the habits of
plants daily witnesses manifestations of intelligence in their search for food, for support
in climbing, and more particularly in the
selection of the sexes, showing plainly that
plants either think for themselvs, or some
one for them, which makes the analogy between them and many men almost perfect.
Plants hav,·to the full extent of their neces.sities, a power of observation in the selection
of their food, and where, to a considerable
extent, to obtain it-for instance, bury the
carcass of an animal in the garden say twenty
feet from a grape-vine, and the underground
part of the vine will at once change its direction, and make a direct march for this new
storehouse of food, and upon reaching it
will put out an incredible number of roots
for the consumption of the food. If anyone
wishes to witness the persistency of the vine
in its efforts to obtain food, let them dig a
trench two feet deep between the vine and the
carcass. When the vine reaches the trench
it, as it were, takes in the situation at a glance,
and takes a downward course until it reaches
the bottom of the trench, then tunnels under,
comes up to near the surface on the other
side, and finishes its journey. The movements of the squash-vine when pressed by
thirst are truly wonderful. During a severe
drouth place a basin of water at night say
two feet from the vine, and in the morning it
will be found bathing in the basin. Does not
this indicate a knowledge in the vine analogous to reason in man or instinct in animals ?
There must be some agency employed to
bring the vine to the basin-either the plant's
own volition, or its direct guidance by the
unerring laws of nature, analogous to cause
and effect.
T. J. CoNLEY.
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lfotfrg.
Immortality.
Dedicated with all due respect to Christian
preachers, ·because in one hue of this poem
will be found more truth and sound philosophy
than will be heard from the pulpit in a hundred
' years.
'Tis said that whm hope dies the man must die.
Then I am nigh to death. I look all round
The horizon of life and see no ray.
No ! not one ray of light, of hope, amid
The dull, black void, the dense obscurity
Of Abis my world, my cold and cheerless world.
There is one good in life ; to many •tis
The first, last, only good-the terminus !
What is that end? A great leap in the dark,
I grant you. What of that? •Tis but to share
The fate of million8, billions, trillions,
Who bav gone before.
Man, wild, in nature
Savage, primitiv, believes and doubts not
In immortality. The more his mind
Becomes enlightened-as Science sheds
Her gilding rays upon his wandering waYThe more be tends and drifts toward cold belief
In sad Materialism.
Mind
Never yet was found apart from clay;
Until we know it can exist alone,
8eparate from matter, how in the name
Of common sense can we declare it doth?
Eternal matter ! grand immortal clay !
1\fay change eternally but never wasteThe mass of matter ever just the same!
In all the universe man knows but two
Identities-these mind and matter called.
As matter changes form and still remains,
So mind may change the dwelling, still exist.
Be there one mighty being, he must bow
To nature's law; because the law compels.
A god immortal cannot kill himself,
Hence law is higher, mightier than a god.
No greater insult, greater blasphemy,
Can human lips output than to declare
The "word of GOd" a book en written by
The hand divine !
The scriptures tell us, clearly, Jesus Christ
Was illegitimate, and by these words:
"He was a man like unto us "-and hence
He was the son of man, by no means God.
The Christian is
The silliest being e'er the sun shone on.
In any age ne'er lived in all this world,
Howe'er grotesque his superstition was,
The poor idolator so much a fool
As to bow down before a natural son
Of anY woman, to adore as God.
The so-called" revelation" is, must be,
A glaring insult to the modern mind;
A ghastly, hideous fiction; worthy, fit
For days of darkness, ignomnce, and fear!
The devotee can never draw the line
Between imagination, revelationThe terms are interchangeable with Faith.
Poor Christian with a gruesome look, and tone
Most awful, solemn, yell~ in fran tic fear :
" Art thou prepared to die ?" Poor coward man,
Hast thou one grain of sense? Then con this well:
Life, not death, prepares for death; that is,
A good, pure life smooths down the path of death.
As good, eccentric Dow the younger
With wit and wisdom graphic puts the pointThe sinner livs the devil's servant till
The hour supreme, then in m·ttculo
llfo1·tts says that he repents, or, as Dow
In his quaint words depicts it : "He burns the
Candle of his life to serve the devil,
And blows the snuff in the face of the Lord."
The man who trieH to do the right commits
No sin; the man who shuns that which he knows
Is wrong commits no sin. Judgment's errors
Cannot be a wrong; though awful sequence
May full oft result from Error's judging.
If there be a life beyond the grave,
A good life here ie better than a bad;
If there be no life beyond the grave,
J. L. C.
A good life here is better than a bad.
Washinaton, D. C., August, Year of Independ·
ence 113.
-------~~-~~-----

.A Dream.-A Future State.
Wednesday morning, March 14, 1888, just
after broad daylight, while lightly dozing in
bed, came to me a peculiar conviction of another state of existence after death, in a dream.
In the dream I was thinking-seemingly while
on the street in the city, with people in sight
and hearing-about a future state, and as to the
reality or unreality of such a state, reasoning
upon the matter, when there came like a flash
-that is, quickly-to my mind, with a thrill
of gladness, a conviction of its reality and a
realization of its condition, which was that of
great happiness and joyfulness, in company
with others, as in a sort of heaven or spirit
land. Upon the realization of this conviction and experience, I shouted "Glory !
glory! glory!" accompanying the cry with
an equally joyful clapping of my hands,
like a "new convert," as if I had just "got
religion." (My parents were Methodists. I
was reared in the atmosphere of "protracted
meetings.") Immediately upon coming to
this conviction my mind reverted to what I
had thought and written upon this same subject of future existence about twenty-five
years before, which was that, inasmuch as we
hav a natural desire for a future or continued
life after death, we will hav it, and I then
put it somewhat in this wise:
All unvitiated natural desires
Are possible of access,
To which the aspirant aspireson the ground that otherwise nature itself, as

embodied in ourselvs, would be a cheat.
Accompanying this thought was this other
thought-! mean on the occasion of the dream
-that, considering all the sublime wonders
and possibilities of nature, as revealed to us
through the telescope, microscope, solar spectJ;um, astronomical photography, and the
still greater wonders, if possible, of the psychical world, there is nothing impossible for
nature to accomplish that it is desirable she
should accomplish; and that being, on the
whole or in the "long run," beneficent, she
will and does accomplish in some way, in
some time, the desirable in this general and
large sense.
So much as to the dream. Now, a few
words as to the possible or probable immediately exciting causes of it may be interesting. I had read the Sunday before the
autobiographical sketch of Miss Owen, and
the address of Rev. Mr. Williams, lately delivered before the Nineteenth Century Club,
on "Sectarianism." Both interested me very
considerably; and especially Miss Owen's
experience in her skepticism, Spiritualism,
and what she called her conversion to Christianity. I thought, and still think, her account of her " conversion" very remarkable,
considering her, as I am bound to do by the
way she impresses me, a very honest and
sincere as well as intelligent person. I was
interested particularly in that portion of Mr.
Williams's paper representing his views on
the two forces or influences in religion, viz.,
of individual or isolated experience and associativ or combination experience as in an
organized church or assemblage. Then, I
had just read the evening before a p::>rtion of
an article in the Fortnightly (for February)
by Frances Power Cobbe, entitled, "The Education of the Emotions," which treats of the
contagion of the emotions, showing that but
a small portion of our emotions were at first
hand, or from independent stimula, and that
the larger share came from the contagion
of sympathy with the emotion of others.
And upon the theory that our dreams are
likely to come from what has occupied our
thoughts most while awake, this dream of
mine may hav been incited in part by the
reading of these essays.
As to the argument that the desire for a
future life is evidence of it, I will add that
such a desire may first be a cause of it, on
the principle that "the wish may be father to
the thought," and that the wish and the
thou,g;ht together may be the father of the
deed or the fact, that is, may create or bring
about the reality of the condition or state
desired. And are we not creators? Do we
not every day make conditions and circumstances for ourselvs and neighbors, or fellows? We are all indeed no less-except in
degree-make1's of circumstances than was
Napoleon, or than we are-again except in
degree-c1'eatu1·es of circumstances.
We are all creatures of circumstances,
Yet to them go to school,
Learning and helping,
All other things to rule.
Am I convinced of the reality of this futme existence ? No ; not altogether. Not
yet. Hav I searched for further evidence?
Yes. I hav looked into mesmerism or hypnotism, and hav practiced it in its various
degrees of clairvoyance, etc. Also into
Spiritism, for as many years. And hav not
neglected Rosicrucianism, nor esoteric Buddhism, nor Indian Theosophy. What is my
belief? I am a scientist. That is, I believe
there is such a thing as truth. That it is
possible for man to discover it. That it is
worthy of, or demands, our highest confidence or faith concerning the here or hereafter, if there be a hereafter, or if there will
be a hereafter when we shall hav made one,
or helped to do so. And that the way to
find it, and to demonstrate it, and to be sure
we hav found it, is by the use of the scientific method.
These additional thoughts I am writing ten
days after I had the dream. On the day following the morning of the dream I undertook to narrate the dream simply-to hav and
to preserve a record of it and to relate it, for
I then felt and thought it to be of importance.
It added to my cheerfulness and happiness at
the time. It does not now seem to me of
so much importance, but still of importance.
It is a well-attested fact in psychology that
persons hav worked out difficult problems in
their sleep which they hav been anxious to
solve, but had failed to solve while awake.
It just occurs to me to add that "a future
state" does not necessarily mean "immortality." Immortality is an impossibility and
absurdity-that is, if we grant a commencement; for,
A line that has one end must hav two,
Is a thing as plain as it is true.

There must be an end, some time or other, to
what begun some time or other. The question here is, when this end? Does it come at
the period of what we call death or the ending of the body, or does there continue till
some other period an individual consciousness of being ? As to the time of the final
end, may it not be that,
When we hav lived
Till all selfishness is dead,
'l'hen we'll blend in
With the,great fountain-head?
The Buddhists seem to hold to this view in
their doctrin of Nirvana. The theory of
evolution would seem to demand this sort of
return. Evolution implies involution or dissolution. And this alone answers to the
rhythmic law of Spencer. This sort of return
to whence it came seems as natural and logical a necessity in the case of the " mental "
or " spiritual" being as in the case of -the
physical.
Nor does any of this conflict with the doctrin of monism. Body and mind may be
but different aspects of the same thing, the
two colors of the two sides of the same
shield.
W. M. BoucHER.
28 Wa'Dm·ly place, New York.

HEBREW MYTHOLOGY
OR,

THE RATIONALE OF' THE BIBLE.
Wherein it is shown that the Holy Scriptures treat
of Natural Phenomena only.
BY MILTON WOOLLEY, M.D.
Among the many attempts made by scientists to
crush the Bible, this is unquestionably the most
vigorous.-[Ohicago Times.
Oloth, Ill us., heavy toned paper, 8vo, 613 pp., $2.50.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

'I'HE STRUGGLE
I!" OR

Religious and Political Libertv.
In which the author shows the repeated attempts ·
of men of every age to acquire greater political
liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very foundation of the 1·eligion of every a_ge; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailing the account of slavery in this country, calls
the attention of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind in America. Throughout,
the work is replete with astounding facts and
·weighty arguments which cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age,
By THEO. 0. SPENCER.
Oloth, 12mo., 138pp., price 7!5 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafa~ette Place, New York.

The "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of the RATIONAL COMMUNISM.
Tile Present anti the Future
lndustlial Slavery of To-Day.
Republic or North America.

Looking Backwar~.

BY A CAPITALIST.

A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
poverty, vice, and crime. It deals with the ~resent
conditions of society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossible that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life,
Br Edward Bellamy,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic
of North Am,erica, as it wil! b~ when
Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc. society shall
be orgamzed on the pnnc1ples of
Vital, inspiring, hopeful, convincing.-[I,iterary Rational Communism: The book is vigorously
and interestingly written.
World.
This astonishing book, how it haunts one,
Paper, ~Oc.; cloth~ $1.
like a grown-up "Alice in Wonderland I" The
mind follo'l\s entranced.-[Boston Gazette.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
It .is a thought-breeding book, and all who are
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
free to receive new light will find in it satisfaction
and inspiration.-[New York Tribune. ·
The appeal is always made to a man's reason,
and to hisJloblest sentiments : never to his sel
fishness.-[Boston Post.
A glowing prophecy and a gospel of peace,
where the pleasures of this world are free to all,
to cheer but not enslave.-[The Nation.
A suggestion of a really practicable and feasi·
ble social state greatly in advance of the present.
The romantic narrativ is rich in its forecast of
A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
York Observer's slanderous attacks
12mo, cloth, $1.50; paper, 50o.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
upon the Author-Hero of the American Revolution. Containing
THE
both the slanders and
their refutation.

Paine VinUicate~ !

FIELD ·INGERSOLL
DISCUSSION.
FAITH OR AGNOSTICISM?

-o-

BV .ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-o-

The New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
-(}-recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Two Letters from Dr. Field, D.D., editor of the Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everyPresbyterian Evanueltst, to Colonel Ingersoll, and where in vindication.
two Replies thereto. Dr. Field is one of the exTOGETHER WITH
ceedingly few Christians who havopposed Colunel
Ingersoll kindly and courteously, and the Grea,t
Agnostic has used him accordingly. Dr. Field's .A ROMAN CATHOLIC C.AN.ARD.
arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
THE ONLY .AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Price, 50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth.
Address , THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

W. S. BELI.'S PAMPHLETS.
The Con:O.ict between Christianity
and Civilization.
PRIOE,
150ENTB.
Your treatment of the ...Conflict" is excellent.
-Harry Hoover.
·

LIBERTY .AND MORALITY.
PRIOE, 15 GENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse.-James Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it inMan.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
able pap•'.l·, and deserves widedissemination.-The
Age.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.
PRICE, 20 GENTS.
The number of heads under which you hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each pomt is discussed, should be highl:y commended. Therefore
I take ~reat pleasure m recommending" AntiProhibltion "to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temperance, but in the principles of self-guvernment.J. J.MoOabe.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

A Fabricaud Account of a Scene at the
bed of Thomas Paine.

Deatl~,

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Very Cheap Pamphlets•
---o---

We hav on hand a large number of the following
of COLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamphlets, which
will be disposed of at cost, as follows:

Ingersoll Oatechised:
His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Pro•
pounded by the Editor of the "Ban Franciscan;"
singly, 8 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
$2.00.

OBTHODOXY.

A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12mo
pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.

Civil Bights Speech.
Including the address of Frederick Douglass, fifty.
three-large octavo pagaa, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1; atld $6 per hundred.

The Truth o:f Histor:w.
This is a comment by Colonel Ingersoll upmn
the religious lies that hav been told about himself, and first made its appearance in these columns. Price 3 cents; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per
hundred.

BIBLR IDOLATRY,

REASON.

A letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
the London "Secular Review." Price 3 cents; 30
cents per doz., or $2 per hundred.

A concise account of the Ohristian Religion, and
of all the Prominent Religions
before and since Ohris·
tianity.
With elaborate index.
By HALSEY R. STEVENs.
A popularized account of Oriental religions,
with many apt_quotations from the sacred books
of the East. Nowhere else can so much knowledge of what is generallY unknown be obtained
in such compact form.-[Literary Review.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 441 pp., $1.50.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Being the comments and opinions of Mr. Ingersoll upon the fight in the Catholic church between
the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
the pope. Price 8 cents; 30 cents per doz., or $2
per hundred.
We suggest that these be purchased in quantities, and given away to Christians, and it is with
that not unreasonable expectation that the prices
hav been placed so low.
Ad<iress THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

FAITH
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ON McGLYNN.
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1888.
THE FORUM.

ARGUMENT

THE SAFEST CREED,

BY

Robert G. Ingersoll,

AND

'fWELVE OTHER DIBOOURBEB OF RE.A.BON.

INTIIE

BV 0. B. FROTHlNGHAM.

A vigorous thinker as eloquent as Theodore Parker.-[New Bedford Standard.
Deep thought, thorough conviction, and great
ability.-(Phila. Press.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 238pp., $1,
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT TI-IE DEVIL
. '
AND

OTHER BIOGRA.PHIO.A.L SKETOHES

AND

ESB.A.YS.

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
FOR

,AT

"B L A S PH E. MY ' "
MORRISTOWN,

575

NEW JERSEY.

Stenographically repO'I'ted, and revised by the author.

Handsome 8vo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

Chicago Secular Union meets every SundaY
evening at 7:80P.M., corner Sangamon street and
Washington boulevard. Lectures and debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

PHILADELPHIA. LIBERAL LEAGUE 257
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.l\1. for lectures and
free discnssiona on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write.
The Sonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BURR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

PAINE'S AGE Of REASON.
The Greatest of all Anti·Bibll·
cal lVorks.

BY CHARLES BRADLAUGH.
In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
By THOMAS PAINE,
are in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is in hia chosen field of intellectual combat, and
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Wibh Portraib and Autobiography.
we see him as the splendid champion of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
hatred of tyranny and chains, sympathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his Price, Single Oopies, 25 .cents. Six copies for
Charles Bradlaugh has" A Few Words" to say and justice,
$1.00.
and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expression, and he makes grand use of the
"About the Devil." Mr. Bradlaugh has a right to courage
oppm:tunity.
Such a flood of light-of eic?qu~nce, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriothis "few words," and the dev1l will, we presume, ism-ts not often
poured out m a court of JUSttce.
"t no very distant dar. hav a few words to say to
THE CRISIS.
The many _calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
Mr. Bradlaugh, and wtll doubtless get the best of as revised
by ll:lr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
the argumeut.-[Chicago Interior.
By Thomas Paine.
meager and misleading newspaper references.
Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo,
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an address to a jury: statesmen and politiSpeaking of this work in connection with the
260 pp., $1.25.
cians a clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
and women everywhere, a Magna Charta of their rights.
proposed independence of America from Great
Address THE TRU1'H SEEKER.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
ftaming arguments . • . will not leave numbers at' a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepafor
ration."
For the benefit of our readPrice, 40 cents.
A Memoir of Christian. and Extra-ChristianExpeers who preserve their papers
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
rlence.
For
either
of these works or any of Paine's
we offer a new style of binder,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
made for the purpose, and writings,
By NATHANIEL RA.MSAY W ATEBB.
BeC'I'etary of the American Beeular Union.
, · with the heading of THE
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
TRUTH
l::lEEKEB
printed
iu
Price 10 cents.
and Ca.tholicism, from the vantage-ground of an
1
li .....<{0. d letters ou the outside.
intimate personal experience with the two svsThis binder allows the openAddress THE TmJTli BEEKER Coli1PAl'IY.
tems. It deals the most trenchant blows which
ing of the papers perfectly fiat. It also allows the
pure logic is capable of infiicting.-[Critical Retaking out and replacing of one or more papers
view.
from any part of the file without disturbing the
Cloth, 12mo, $1. 75.
other parts.
Sent by mail, postpaid, for •1.
Address ·rHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
tf
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

ROME~

REASON

THE NEW GOD.

BINDER

THE TRUTH. SEEKER

TRY•SQUARE;

Essence of Heligion
By L. FEUERBA.CH.
Translated from the German. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 cts.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immoral.-Bxtract.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.

Advancement~ Soienoe
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.
Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25c.; cloth, 50c.
It is in many respects one of the most extraor·
dinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. Trtlnme.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

TheAntiquity of Christianity.
By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."
Paper, 12mo, 61pp,, cloth, 50 cents.
Contains testimonies of the earlY Christian Fathe :s 11:nq ot~er~, and cases 9f strikil!g similarity
to Chnst1amty 1n many anment religiOns.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

SOCIAL

WEALTH,

OR,

The Church of Practical lteligion.
BY REPORTER.

GIRARD'S WILL

This is the history of an attempt to found a
AND
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religions, political, and other·
AN EXPOSE
wise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easilY understood. There is iust suffi- Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
churches and Young Men's
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Christian Associato his mind.
tion.
For sale at this office. Price, $1. 00.
By RroH. B. WESTBRooK, D.D., LL.D.
Price $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Girard College Theology.

ROMAN ISM,
OR

NEW EDITION.

The Secret of the East,
OR,

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic •.

By A • .J. GROVER.~
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

!.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Price, $1.00.

For sale at this office.

ROBT. G. INGEIUOLL'S
OPENING BPEEOH TO THE JURY
in the suit of the
Bankers' and Nicrcllants' Telc·
grapli. Company
against the
Western Union Telegraph Company
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH BEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

The Bole FaotO'I'B and Ewet Ratios in Its
Acquirement and Appo'rtionment.
By J. K. INGALLS.
BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
Price, «Jlotll,
$1.00.
SUBJECTS:
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand·
28Lafayette Plaoe, New York.
some 12mo volume of nearlY 1 000 pages, fully

Charles Watts's Works.
Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound

in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.25. CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freethough t and its
E~rly Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section III. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section v·. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

Se(mlarism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price, 75 cts.

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.

. Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
illustrated. Cloth, 3.25- ·in Eng1ish or German.
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Princiules;
A. new cheap edit.ion at only 1.5P.
Is the Bible Reliable 1 The Christian Deity:
SCIENCE IN STORY; or, Sammy Tubbs, the
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethought a.nd
Modern Progress: ChriAtianity, its Nature and
By DR. FREDERIC R. MARVIN, Professor of Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
Dr.
E.
B.
Foote.
Five
volumes,
at$1
each,
or
$5
By
Influence
on Civilization ; Philosophy of SecuPhysiological Medicin and 1\Iedical Jurisper set; or five volumes in one for $2.
larism; Science and Bible Ant'!_gonistic;
prudence in the New York Free
Christian
Scheme of Redemption. For all of
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
Medical College for Women.
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEK250 pages, illustrated and cloth bonnd. (The fifth
ER,
28
Lafayette
Place, New York.
volume of "Science in StorY.") 50 cents.
Paper, 12mo, 68pp., cloth, 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK
of
Health
Hints
and
Ready
Re.
His analysis of nervous and mental phenomena cipes. A valuable ref'el'ence pamphlet of 128 pages.
is sharply scientific; his pathological theories are By
REDUCED TO $1.00.
Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
rat 1onal, clear, and modern.-..lfeatcal Revtew.
SANITARY-SOIENCE SERIES (Dime Pam.
His lan~uage is strong and well chosen, his phlets).
By
Dr.
E.
B.
Foote,
Jr.,
viz.:
"Bacteria
THE STORY HOUR
style admuable in its directness and brilliancy, m their Relation t,o Disease,"representingthe germ
his thought clear and logical.-Ltbm·al Chl'tstian.
theory, advocating personal rrnd public hygiene
A Book for Children and Youth.
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the SunAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
beam1" considering the blne-glalis cure-of value
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
to sicn: and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDI'rY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
Over
a hundred fine illustrations.
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 p_ages, cloth
bound, $2 i "Heredity( by Loring_ Moody, 159
I·rs HISTOHY AND ITs INFLUENCE UPON
!!.ages, olotn\ 75 cents; ' The Law of Heredity," by
SOCIETY.
F. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
RY DR. Lours BucHNER, Author of " Force and Human Temperaments," with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents; "Generation befo1·e ReECenMatter," etc.
eration," by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr. 1 _10 cents; ''Re.
A double-page picture contrasting science and
Translated from the German.
ports of Conventions and Parlor lUeetings during
1882,"
10 cents; "Third Annual Convention of the cheology, showing how the one has labored for
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
Institute of Heredity,MaY 29, 1883," 10 cents.
human advancement, and how the other has
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 LafaYette Place.
A.ddrAAM
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen. 50 cents
1
DO YOU W A.NT a pleasant, healthful, cheap
ANNUAL. twen_!y-fiv;e copies for ~1; one hundred copies for
home in the South? Write Leftwich Bros. and THE i RUTH !SFl<'KER
18. We WlShthatthefnends ofFreethonghtwonld
Price, 25 cHnts.
Curtis, Florence, Ala.
1Y54
1distribute thousands of. these telling Pictures.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITU 1\USM

MATERIALISM:

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY

VOLT AIBE' 8 ROMANCES.
OONTENTB:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.- Zadig;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Micromltll:as.The Wol'id as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Study of Natnre.-A Con versa tic::
With a Chinese.-Plato•s Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo, 448 pages, laid paper. With 67
engravings. Pricel cloth, buveled boards, $1.50'bpaper covers, $1. Hn f calf or half morocco. mar led
edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
WORKS OF 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

10c.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTEDf
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper,

1~mo,

47 pages,

150,

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

A. Masonic Vindication of

Righ~

A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 36 pages,
1110.
Addres~
THJl: TRUTH SEEKER.
2f LafaYette Pl., New York.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS,
Was Jems an Impostor? A debate between the
Scotch novelist, AgJJCH Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. 1\Ioss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. 180 pp., 25 cts. The 1\Iirror of Freethought,, 50 etA. Tho Bible and Darwinism.
25 cts. Biblical Enors and Secular Truths. 25
cts. Two Revelatious. 5 ds. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. 5 cts. Bible l\fai<ers. 5 cts.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, all(! 3. Each 5 cts. 11-Ioses
vs. Darwin. 5 cts. Socrates, lluddha, and Jesus.
5 cts. ChriHtinnitY a Degrading Relitdon. 5 cts.
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural llian. 5 cts.
The Old Faith and tho New. 5 cts. Bruno and
Spinoza. 5 cts. The Bible God and His Favorits.
5 cts. 1\Iirrrcle-Workers. 5 eta. Health, Wealth,
and Happiness. 5 eta. The Brain and the Soul.
5 cts. Nature a!ld the Gods. 5 cts. Design and
Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower
Animals. o cts.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
E.O., Lon.,un, Eng.

HISTORY
O"F

THE

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Of Europe.
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, $8,
BY JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D .. LL.D.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.·
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RAOE riots in Alabama are reported.
JAPAN .will build
$50,000,000.

war

vessels

costing

affirms in a late sermon

:a~:r:c~~~:n ~~:::g~:~s :fr;h:h;~p~:c;~~ ;

may abolish governments and absolve subjects from their allegiance.

fdds aqd 6nds.

IT is always bad for the truth when a. liar
THE nine British missionary societies in speaks it.
FmsT NeWPorter: "There's another English
Africa expend annually $1,000,000.
duke uoming here soon." Second NeWPorter:
PITTSBUBGH, Pa., Knights of Labor wish ·• You don't say I What's his scandal?"
membership restricted to Americans.
TRAMP : "You wouldn't think, madam, that not
so very long ago I was at ·the top." Woman:
CORNELIUS VANDERBILT will OCCUpy the "Well, I dunno-1 s'pose they put you in one of the
palace of the duke of Sutherland in London. upper tiers."
A FARMEB writes to an agricultural paper asking,
LoOAL labor parties throughout the country "How to make fence-posts last 111 and the editor
continually go to pieces from jealousy and wisely restrains an impulse to tell him to make the
fence-rails first.
wrangling.
MAGISTRATE (to plaintiff with lump on his head) :
THE Anglican bishops remind temperance
"If your wife threw a sad-iron at you, why didn't
reformers to be careful not to advise the sub- you dodge 1" Plaintiff: "I did, your honor, and
stitution of unfermented for fermented liquor that's how I came to get hit,"
in the sacrament.
THE paradox in political strife,
We think, has nothing to match it;
THE ecclesiastical synod of Servia refused
The hotter the war goes on, we· see
King Milan a divorce because threatened by
The deeper is buried the hatchet.
the czar with stoppage of their salary, over
THE girl who has fine teeth may not ha.v a.
which he has indirect power.
keener sense of humor than other women, but
AN Irish band refused to play the British you can depend on her to show all the appreciation
she has of a joke or a. funny story.
National Anthem at the Irish Exhibition in
HE kissed her 'neath the moon's pale rays,
London, saying that its members would not
He kissed her on the lips and "forrid,"
dare return to Ireland if they oid.
She bent on him her melting gaze,
And softly murmured, "Ain't you horrid 1"
A CHRISTIAN writer condemns the late praCtice of argumentativ defense of Christianity THE truth of the theory C'lntained in Darwin's
as weakening the cause, advising: " Affirm, chief work does not burst upon one so suddenly
while reading the book as while visiting almost
do not prove; command, do not explain."
any high-priced, so-called aristocratic resort.
PREAOHER HARRISON reports from his Sing
MoSHANE : "Oi doan't know phwa.t this counSing camp.meeting "1,000 souls blessed," thry is comin' to, indade Oi doa.n•t ! Thim furriners
is runnin' t'ings all their own way."
classified as follows : n Converted, 500; sanctified, 150; reclaimed, 125; glorified, 100; Morgenstern : " Dot vas yust so. Ein na.tif Amerigan don'd haf no chance, ain'd it1"
redeemed, .50; seeking light, 75."
MRs. MURPHY : "And how is your husband toIN regard to the fisheries affair, Cleveland day 1" Mrs. McGinty: "Shure, it's bad he is.
proposes a course of severe retaliation, but He's wastin' away wid the consumption. If he
kapes on getting thinner and thinner he'll make a
Congress is divided on the matter. Possibil- devil of a. poor corpse, I'm thinking."
ities of a war with Engl&nd giv the masses
STREET-oAR conductor (to countryman} : "If you
loving national hatreds something to talk saw
him picking the gentleman's pocket, why
about.
didn't you interfere, instead of letting him get
DR. HAY, an English chemist, proposes as away 111 Countryman : "I saw that sign up there,
a substitute for cremation the reduction of 'Beware of Pickpockets,• an' b'gosh I was afraid
to!"
the body to fertilizer, or, by another method,
MASTER : "No, Pat ; there's no use your asking
to illuminating gas, ammonia, tar, animal me for more money. You're your own worst
charcoal, sulphate of ammonia, aniline colors, enemy, and will drink yourself to death." Patrick
Monahan: "Thrue for ye, sir. Oi•m me own
and carbolic acid.
wor'rst inimy, but the dhrink puts me on good
AN international Spiritualist congress is to ter-rms wid mesilf."
assemble in Barcelona, Spain, this month.
"Do you solemnly swear," said the clerk to a.
Viscount Corressolanot will preside. M. witness in court, "that the evidence you shall giv
Flammarion, the French astronomer, Will- in the case shall be the truth, the whole truth, and
11
iams Crookes, F. R. S., the distinguished nothing but the truth 1 The witness hesttated
and
then
said
:
"I've
been
circulation editor of
chemist, and. other prominent scientists will the New York Worza for several
years, but I'll do
attend.
my best."

" I ooNFESs that I am not indifferent to you,"
she said, with an assumption of shyness," but I am
afraid that my papa will think I am not yet of a
proper age to marry." "Nonsense," he argued,
passionately, "I've known women sixty and seventy years old to marry."
"AND do you doubt my love 1" he asked, passionately. "No, George," she answered, with admirable tact; " but when you say that the day you
call me·· yours will usher in an era. of lifelong devo·
tion and tender solicitude you-pardon me, dearyou put it on a. trifie too thick. You seem to forget, George, that I a.m a. widow."
A MINISTER once told Wendell Phillips that if his
business i~life was to save negroes he ought to go
South, where they were, and do.it. "That's worth
thinking of," replied Phillips; "and what is your
business in life 1" "To save men from hell," replied the minister. "Then go there and attend to
your bu~iness,• said Mr. Phillips.
MR. lsAAosTEIN: "I sells you dot coat, my frent,
for sayventeen tollar ; you dake hum along I" Customer: "I thought, Isaa.cstein, that you didn't do
business on Saturday. Isn•t this your Sunday?"
Mr. Iaa.a.cstein (in a. low, reverent tone of voice}:
"MY frent, to sell a coat like dot for sayventeen
tollar vas not peesness-dot vas charity."
''THEY are making a. door with five keyholes,"
said Mrs. Augur. "What is the use of so ma.nY1"
asked Mr. Augur. "It will be much easier to unlock. You can find it much more easily when you
come home late," responded the kind lady. "Rubbish!" responded Mr. Augur. "Idiocy ! When I
come home late one keyhole is a. bout as much as I
care to find."
"BRETHREN," said the Arizona minister, pausing a. moment in his discourse, "to save you the
trouble of climbing up on your seats to look out
of that window every minute or two, I will state
that I hav a. written assurance from the captain
of the Bear Gulch regulators that the hanging of
the horse-thief who was caught yesterday will not
take place until 2:30 o'clock, and it is now only
half-past 11. There is nobody in the adjoining grove yet. If there is any more fidgeting I
shall take up a. collection. I now proceed to the
consideration of the third clause of my text."
Now trouble brioux among the Sioux,
Because the whites their rights a.bioux,
The sky is red with battle hioux,
Big Iniun, squaw a.Bd young pa.ppioux
Are on the warpath bY the slioux;
They're filling up with fiery bioux,
They swear their lands they will not lioUJ:,
The thought of it givs them the blioux,
To yield an inch they will refioux ;
They'll kick against the white man'S vioux,
And vow they'll raise the worst of etioux ;
"War to the knife" is what they chioux,
And they'll shake eome one out his shioux
Before the later autumn dioux,
If they don't from their lands va.mioux.
So it is certain as the Jioux
That whites would better mind their quioux
According to the latest nioux.
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A PERFEOTLY civilized man
can never be Perfectly
happy while there is one unhappy being in this
universe,-I'fliJerso!l.
THE most dangerous class in any society are·
those who make and execute the la.ws.-Charzes
O'Conor.
SoiENOE has never sought to ally herself to civil
power. She presents herself unstained by cruelties and crimes.-PrQ(essor Dra:per.
GooD manners iii the art of making those people
easy with whom we converse.-SWtft.
·
THE works of man, bury them under what
guano-mountains and obscene owl-droppings you
will, do not perish, cannot perish. What of Heroism, what of Eternal Light WIU! in a. Man and his
Life, is with very great exactness added to the
Eternities; remains forever a. new divine portion
of the Bum of Things.-Car!Vle.
0 MAY Ijoin the choir invisible,
or those immortal dead who liv again
In minds made better by their presence: liv
In pulses stirred to generosity,
In deeds of daring rectitude, in scorn
For miserable aims that end with self,
In thoughts sublime that pierce the night like
stars,
And with their mild persistence urge man's search
-Georoe Eltot.
'l'o vaster issues.
BuT heard are the VoicesHeard are the Sages,
The Worlds and the Ages:
" Ohoo11e well, your cboice is
Brief and yet endless!
" Here eyes do regard you,
In Eternity's stillness;
Here is all fullness,
Ye brave, to reward you;
Work, and despair not!"· -Goethe
LIVES of great men all remind us
We can make our lives sublime,
And, departing, leave behind us
Footprints on the sands of time.
-: Lonofellow.

AND when the birth of us,
Shall to the death of our bodies giv place,
Then all the worth of us,
Freed from the earth of us,
Deathless shall liv in the life of tbe race.
-Courtlanat Palmer.
ON THIS DAY I COMPLETE MY TBIBTY·BIXTB YEAB.
If thou regret•st thy youih, tohl!ltvr
The land of honorable death
Is here: -:UP to the field, and giv
Away thy breath.
Seek out-less often sought than foundA soldier's grave, for thee the best;
Then look around, and choose thy ground,
Ard take thy rest.
-Bvron.
TAKING into consideration everything connected
with these verses, "On This Day I Complete My
Thirty-sixth Yea.r"-the last tender aspirations of
a. loving spirit which they breathe, the self-devotion to a. noble cause which they so nobly express,
and that consciousness of a. near grave glimmering sadly through the whole-there is perhaps no
production within the range of mere human composition, round which the circumstances and feelings under which it was written cast so touching
a.n interest.-Moore.
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Jjlolts and U/lippinns.
THE holding of the Spiritualist congress in
Barcelona calls attention to the fact that
Spiritualism is very popular in Spain, especially in the army.
THE Boston Herald points out the fact that
Professor Lowell, in reviving his political
essays, as he has in his latest published volume, subjects himself to scrutiny as a prophet.
It seems that he declared in writing, in the
year 1860, on the eve of the Rebellion, that
there was no occasion to apprehend serious
efforts toward dissension on the part of the
South. The professor, howeyer, owns up
like a little man, and does not suppress his
verbal miscue, so to speak.
A LARGE number of orthodox clergymen
hav accepted the invitation of Duke Erastus
Wiman to go down to St.aten Island and
witness the " Fall of Rome." They are
encouraged by the fact that the spectacle will
make clear the sufferings of the early martyrs
of the church. When they find that the show
provides seventy-five lithe-limbed ballet-girls
for every martyr they will doubtless be
shocked. They may regret that Rome does
not fall oftener and harder.
PROF. C. M. MEAD, writing to the Advance
from Interlaken, says the accession of Willi am II. is a good thing for evangelical religion in Germany. He charges that Empress
Victoria is a Freethinker and would hav exerted her influence with Frederick to organize a Rationalistic court. The new emperor
is a religious man of orthodox views and his
wife is a" most earnestly religious woman.'

OF RECORDS.-THE

Yet the whole world knows that the Rationalist Frederick and his Freethinking wife
would hav made Germany peaceful and civilized, while William and his pious spouse are
aching for war that their Christian subjects
may kill some other tyrant's Christian subjects.
A TELEGRAM of a few days ago from Fall
River, Mass., announced that at a Jewish
wedding held there on Sunday last there was
the characteristic revelry and happiness.
Some stupid and officious policeman, cpnsidering the event a violation of the Sunday
laws, arrested the entire party and locked
them up for the night, the bride and bridegroom being in difftirent cells. Citizens in
general protested against the gross outrage,
but could not avert it. · Such an invasion of
sacred rights could not happen in California,
and Massachusetts is to be pitied for her
Puritan views and the prudish officers who
enforce them.-Ban Franci,co Jewish Times.
A PARTS philanthropist induced a number
of generous merchants, manufacturers, and
tradespeople to take into their employment
such unemployed men as he should send with
letters of recommendation. Then he advertised for men out of work, got together a
great throng, talked to them of the dignity of
labor, the blessings of economy, the dangers
of intemperance, and then directed them to
call for letters of recommendation that would
put them in the way of getting work at the
minimum rate of eighty cents a day. Immediately more than half of his throng of 727
unemployed men disappeared, and that was
the last he saw of them. Of the remainder
some took letters and never presented them;
some worked half a day and then wanted the ·

PREACHER VS.

THE

wages of that time, ·and at the end of three
days only eighteen men were at their posts,
and these .were all genuin artisans and laborers.
IT is claimed to be proved beyond all doubt
that waters which circulate or stand in leaden
pipes or vessels, not only take up particles of
lead through mechanical action due to friction, but attack the metal, the result of this
being generally lead carbonate, According
to the most eminent authorities in this line,
minute quantities of lead thus introduced
into and accumulating in the system must
rank among the causes of anemia and defectiv nutrition in large towns.
MR. SHEPARD, of the pious Mail and Ea:press, in a speech before the Chautauqua
assembly, said: "To attempt to abolish poverty is an attempt to discredit our Lord Jesus
Christ's declaration and prophecy, 'The
poor ye hav with you always,' and either one
of these attempts is as sensible, and not more
so, as to attempt to abolish appetite." The
World of this remarks: "Mr. Shepard is a son.
in-law of the late Wm. H. Vanderbilt. His
poverty was miraculously abolished several
years ago in the face of Christ's declaration
and prophecy, and it is but natural that he
should regard the effort of his fellow-beings
to benefit themselvs as more or less sacrilegious."
THE Brazilian papers, says the Bun, giv
accqunts of the working of the
new law for the total abolition of negro slavery in Dom Pedro's empire. It is nearly
seventeen years since the adoption of the
project for the gradual emancipation of the
Brazilian slaves, whose number was then
satisfa~tory

PATRIOT.
given as nearly 1,500,000, but the operation
of that project was not according to the
desire of the emperor, who, when he visited
this country in 1876, was favorably impressed
with the results of negro liberation in our
Southern states. Three years ago he brought
about the adoption of a measure to hasten
the progress of emancipation; but when he
realized that even this would continue the
existence of slavery beyond his own lifetime,
he became impatient to secure a law which
would put an end to the system during his
reign. While he was absent in Europe, from
which he has but recently returned, the
desired measure was adopted by the Brazilian
Parliament, and, with the gathering of this
year's coffee crop, all the slaves of Brazil are
entitled to freedom. The slaveholders receive
no compensation for the loss of their chattels,
yet readily accept the new order of things for
which their emperor has so long striven. We
learn from the Brazilian papers that the
negroes are jubilant over their emancipation,
and they participated in the grand ovation
which was given to the emperor upon his
arrival in Rio de Janeiro. There has been no
disturbance of the public peace in any of the
provinces of the empire. The great mass of
the negro workers on the plantations hav
given evidence that they will continue at the
labor to which they hav always been accustomed, and. those who hav been household
servants will do the same thing. In short,
the reports from all quarters are favorable.
Dom Pedro is to be congratulated upon the
accomplishment of the great and noble object
to which he has devoted his best efforts
during the whole of his reign, and upon the
way in which the freedmen hav justified his
action.
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anywhere near having free raw materials. Hides hav !stat~ that the average annual increa~e of. deposits
been imported free of duty since 1873, and the result dunng the twenty-seven :years of lo_w tanff, before
is the best possible for all parties, even the fa;mers. 1861, was much. more r~pid_ than durmg the.twentyWould it not be well to take another step m the seven years of high tanff smce 1860. The amount
Wages and Tariffs.
same direction, and giv to the boot and shoe me~, as of savings per inhabitant increased 159 per cent from
Is Mr. Blaine right in predicting that, "if we hav well as to all the other manufacturers, cheaper 1ron 1850 to 1860, but only one-fifth as much (31 per
free trade, the factories will be run at half the wages and lumber? The less the factory pays for raw cent) from 1870 to 1880, wb_ile· the rate since 1~80
that are now paid!" Is he doing the greatest pos- materials, the cheaper it· can make good3; the has been only one-tenth as high as under low tanffs.
sible service to American laborers in calling upon cheaper the goods, the larger will be the sale3; and
These fa~ts I present nt length, because Mr. W. T.
them to vote against "the Democratic presumption the greater the production the higher will be the S. Hadley, m THE TRUTH SEEKER for August 25th,
that offers to !JUt them on the basis-the low-level wages. No one can doubt the advantage of free says that the Democrats "want our well-paid workbasis-of European wages~" Are the Republicans raw materials when we consider that the manufact- men to work for foreign wages," and "where they
really working in the interest of workingmen?
urers and wo;kingmen in foreign countries all insist now get $2 a day and are able to make fortunes, to
If I thought so, I would vote that ticket. But I on having them, whatever may otherwise be the. work for twenty ~ents a day a~d die serfs." W~s
cannot overlook the fact that the same me:a who say tariff. Many of our own manufacturers and opera- that the case here m 1860 ~ Is It the _case now m
on the platform to the laborer that they are his best tivs take the same ground; for here is a point where Australia, where they actually hav the eight-hour law
friends, are sending round a confidential circular, is- the interests of employed and employee coincide. which Mr. Hadley desires? Is the skilled laborer a
sued by the Republican League of the United States There are however some manufacturers who do· not serf in New South Wales or even in England, where
from their headquarters, 32 West 28th street, New try to inc;ease tbei; products, because they are mem- wages rose nearly 10 per cent between 1~72 and 1883,
York, and calling for contributions from the manu- hers of trusts which keep prices up by keeping pro- while they fell more than 5 pe_r cent m Massa~hu
facturers, on the ground that these latter are getting du~tion down. These trusts lower wages, and at seLts? Is that th~ best possi~le. state of thmgs
"practically the sole benefit, or at least the most di- the same time raise prices against the wage-earner. for our laborers which leaves a million of men out of
rectly important benefits, of the tariff." Do the men Nothing would be more for his interest than to break work, according to Mr. Powderly? How about the
who send round that circular really think that the up every trust. ThE! only way is to let in competition strikes and the tramps? . How about the figures pretariff is keeping up wages T They are working in from abroad: The lumber trust is enabled, by the sented by the labor bureau of Massachusetts, showthe interest of the manufacturers, and that means duLy on lumber, to run up its price against every ing that, on ~he average, ten. laborers in ev~ry b~n
trying to keep wages down.
farmer and manufacturer. This increases the cost of dred were without work durmg the year endmg wxth
They talk about European wages, but they do not production in all industries, and so makes it harder ~pril, 1885 ~ How many of the ,Iflen who read these
Or suppose that,
mention the fact that those countries where the la- to dispose of the products. Put lumber on the free hnes are "able to make fortunes 1
borer is worst off, namely Germany, Italy, Spain, and list, as is proposed by the Democrats, and the trust instead of answering. these qu~stions, _Mr. Hadley
Russia, hav high protectiv tariffs. The wages in woJld bav to giv way under the competition with will tell us what he thmks of this assertwn by aReEurope are highest where the tariff is lowest, namely, Canada. The American farmer and manufacturer publican senator, Mr. Sharon, quoted from the Nein Great Britain. They are not so high even there as would be able to produce grain and goods ab lower vada. Ohronicle by Heath's " Labor and Finance Rave, here. How can they be amid a .dense populat.ion, prices without l_oss. . The demand for American lat~o~,'' p~ge 259, an1 Willey's "~?ither are We
with no cheap land, and under a social system which products would mcrease both at home and abroad, Dnftmg 1 page 62: ' Th.e moneyed mte~ests of the
keeps the poor man down~ America will always be and would be met by employing more laborers at country, for self-preservatwn, must sustam the Rea good country for the workingman, whatever may higher wages. The trusts may benefit the employer, publi<:an party. Th~ railroads, the banks, the man~
be the tariff. And why talk of European wages~ but it is at the expense of the laborer, as well as of factones, the heavy Importers, and all classes of busiWhynot say Australian? There is New South Wales, the whole community. The only way to abolish ness in which millions are invested will maintain the
with as low a tariff and as cheap goods as England, trusts is to reduce the tariff.
supremacy of the Republican party." That is the
and yet with higher wages than ours. The rate is
I say ''reduce," not abolish. I am no free trader, way that party talked while it held the administranominally the same-$2 a day for common laborers but I am a free-raw-material-ist; and that is precisely tion. What right has ~t to ask t~e workingman to
and $2 50 to $3 for mechanics-but their day is only the position of Mr.. Cleveland and the Democratic restore the supremacy It has forfexted !
eight hours. Why don't the Blaine men tell this to party. The reductions they propos~ not only in the
Mr. Hadley ~ivs no proof for his assertion that
the workingman, if they really are his friends?
Mills bill, but in the more recent ones just intra- "the Democratic party wants to put our great home
And why, again, do they all forget to mention some duced by Mr. Breckinridge, are -urecisely such as are industries on the free list and only retain a tariff for
other important facts. For instance, men are paid best adapted to break down th..e trusts, to cheapen revenu~, which simply means no protection at all."
much higher than women for doing the same work raw materials, to diminish the expense of manufactur- There IB no better statement of what the Democrats
here, as is especially the case in our schools. Then ing, and thus in every way to increase the amount of want than the Mills bill, which is a plan for a proagain, wages are much higher on the Pacific than on .production and rate of wages.
tectiv tariff. R£a l it for yourselvs ! I say once more
the Atlantic coast, and in New England than in the
Now here would this be more certain than in the that the real question is tariff vs. tariff. Mr. Hadley
South. The tariff bas nothing to do with either· of woolen mills, which would gain as much from free had better prove his charge that this statement is
these differences, nor, again, with the fact that some wool as the shoe shops gain from free hides. The "dishonestly misleading,"· or else withdraw it,. to
of the highest wages paid in this country are earned cost of milking cloth is now increased about 40 cents avoid being suspected of having painted his own
by carpenters, masons, and house-servants, who get a pound by the tax on wool; when this is taken off, portrait.
Having no copy of the article of July 14th, I can
no special protection against foreigners. Take all as it will be if Cleveland is elected, the factory will
these facts, with those about Australia and Germany, make just as much profit out of woolens· at $1.50 a only say that my estimate of the money now in our
and we see that it is not true that wages are high or yard as now out of the same goods at $2.
treasury at $530,000,000 errs on. the safe side, as
low just as the tariff is.
There will be no more danger of being undersold business men say it is $733,000,000. What part of
The real state of the case is simply this: Wages by foreigners than at present, for the protectiv duty, the annual revenue is strictly to be called "surplus"
are always high in countries where the amount of· which is now 35 or 40 per cent, will be 40 per cent is another question. The secretary of the treasury
production is great in proportion to the number of on all grades. A secondary duty, which is now im- put it at $113.000,000. One of the latest estimates I
producers, and low where that amount is small. posed per weight in order to repay the manufacturer hav' seen is $133,000,000. Mr. Hadley says.$60,000,Call one class of countries rich and the other poor; for what be loses by the tax on wool, will cease tu be 000, and even that is large enough to demand a reand we see that wages are high in Australia as well needed for his protection. He will hav just as much duction of the tariff. When I said that the Republican
as in America, because both countries are rich, protection as before, and the people will hav cheaper party is unwilling to "surrender any part of our prothough they differ in their tariffs. So India, Russia, cloth. As our woolens sink in price there. will be a tectiv system," I merely quoted the Chicago platform,
and China are all poor countries and hav low wages, greater. demand for them, not only at home but which is a much better authority than last winter's
although two of them are protected highly. We all abroad. How much we hav to gain in foreign mar- speeches. As regards sugar and molasses, it is to be
know that the laborer is better off in a rich and kets may be judged by such facts as that in 1880 remembered that the Democrats did offer to reduce
prosperous community than in one where there is England exported four hundred and fifty times as those duties in the Mills bill, which was and is opno business or wealth. AU patriots agree in wishing many dollars' worth of woolen goods as we did, and posed by the Republicans, and also that Mr. Breckto bav our . country produce much and prosper how much is still to gain at home is shown by the inridge has just introduced a special bill, which would
greatly. That will be best for the laborer and every- fact that our import of them is worth 12 per cent of make just these reductions and no others, and wh:icb
one else. The only question about the tariff is, all the woolens we use.
will break down the sugar trust, if the Republicans
What rate of duties will be most favorable to the
How much our cotton and other industries would will consent to its passage. The fact that Washingproductivness and prosperity of the United States? gain in productivness, and bow wages would thus ton and Hamilton were satisfied with duties only
And what bav I to say about free trade~ Only rise as raw materials become cheaper, I leave it for one-sixth as high, on the average, as those now in
this: These words hav but two honest meanings, the reader to judge. So much is said by the cham- force shows that there is nothing very" absurd and
either abolishing the tariff altogether, or else reduc- pions of trusts and monopolles about the mischief unjust" in favoring a reduction of duties which
ing it, like the English, to a purely revenue basis. which was done before the war by reduction, that I would leave them five times as high as the standard
Any other meaning given to the words is either a mus.t call attention to the facts. The first important adopted by the "old heroes." I say further that the
blunder or a fraud. Take them as they ought to be reduction was a gradual one, which went on from last panic we bad took place under a high tarift'-es·take~-bonest.ly, and there is no more danger of the ea. 1833 to 1842. Harriet Martineau, Lyell tha great sentially that now in force:_and that we could afford
tabhs~ment of.free tr.ade by the Democratic party, than scientist, and other travelers who visited us at this perfectly well to use part of the gold, which began
there ts of thetr settmg. up the messianic kingdom.
time speak of the entire absence of want or pauper- to pour in from California before 1850, in making
T~e only real questiOns .between the two great ism, and call America the laborer's paradise. They such purchases abroad as raised the value of exports
partieS are, Whether the tanff is to be so reduced as saw no beggars, even in New York city, in 1841~ and ·above imports. What can we do better with our
to make the average rate of duties forty-two instead Lowell looked as if it were full of "ladies and gentle gold than to spend it for whatever we need? But I
of forty seven _per c~nt, and ~o put wool, salt, and a men playing at factory for their own Rmusemont." bav said enough to show that the tariff and wages
few other necessanes of hfe on the free list. That is the time when the factory girls publiahed problem is not to be solved by taking it for granted
Whe~her these changes are likely to lessen the pro- their own magazine,. the Lowell Offering.
The that the Democrats are trying to turn all our medu~tivness of our ind~s~ries, or to pu.t down wages, tariff was raised in 1842, but lowered again in 1846; chanica into serfs.
F. M. HoLLAND.
or m any other way to lDJUre the labonng classes, is a and this reduction was found so beneficial that the
question not to be answered by wild_ tirades against rates were lowered in 1857, with the approval of the
Biograpltical.
free trade, but by careful study of the actual facts. leaders of both parties, to about one-half of their
From the Ohica(Jo Times ot September 4th.
Now, the boot and shoe business is one of our present average. The result was that between 1850
Rev. James S. Greene, nearly eighty years of age and formost flourishing industries. It supplies the home and 1860 the number of operative increased 10 per mer rector of St. Matthew's Reformed Episcopal church on
mark?t con:pletely; and our exports of leather goods cent faster than the population, and the annual value Larrabee street, was evicted from the Grand Pacific Hotel
bav naen smce.1872 frOJ?l $3,700,000 to nearly $11,- of factory products more than twice as fast, while the last night, where he occupied elegant quarters with an innobride, on the charge of bigamy preferred against him by
000,000. Durmg "that time we nearly doubled our average amount of wages paid in factories increased acent
legal wife who left him a short time ago in fear of her life.
import of foreign hides, and domestic hides con- 20 per cent. H should also be remembered that we
For over half a century a minister of the gospel, if the best
tinned to be u.sed up as fast as they were supplied. were enabled by tariff reduction to export nearly four evidence is true, he has between family prayers, during
No state of ~hi_ngs could be better for the earners of times as many dollars' worth of manufactured goods which he fell over with intoxication, been not only addicted
the inevitable minor vices, but has been a forger, a state-·
wages; and tt IB largely due to the fact that this is in 1860 as in 1847. The savings banks commie- to
prison convict, three times divorced from wives, who hav died
almost the only one of our industries which comes sioners of Massachusetts, in their report for 1887, of insanity and broken hearts, and has married six women.
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Shame, Where Is Thy Blush 1
While sympathizing. with everybody and everything that tends toward truth seeking, with· those
choosing attacks on the Bible as their means I
consider love's labor lost. I look upon them as upon
the small boy who, after having succeeded in chipping
off the corner of a huge cake of ice, rejoices~ over his
success and thinks that because that piece was
sufficient to cool off ~is small body, the cake is utterly
ruined. But we know differently, for the value of the
cake is unimpaired. The identical case is with the
Bible-attackers. ·Some would-be iconoclasts, after succeeding in chipping off a corner of it, rejoice in the
thought, because it satisfied their minds, that the
remainder is ruined; but we know better.
To .fight for the truth against its assailant, falsehood, I would suggest that theology, like physic,
should be thrown to the dogs, As a substitute take
up hard facts, uncomplicated and comprehensible to
all. As champion in tbe innovation, I will lead in the
van. The followers of the Nazarite are exulting in
having found the foundation of trutb, love, justice,
humility and forbearance, in fact, everything that is
good and noble, in the person of Jesus Christ. But
in the annals of history we are confronted with many
black pages relating to the modes of infusing these
noble qualities into the world. They are certainly
too revolting for specification. How much love does
the Catholic bestow upon the Protestant, the. Protestant upon the Catholic, and both upon the Jew~
Thousands of ministers are explaining every Sunday
to multitudes of adults and children the loveliness of
Christianity by displaying a diagram of sheol where
the unbelievers in Christianity are constantly bathing
in a sea of brimstone. If occasionally the bathers
are taken out to dry, then they are hung up on hooks
by the bathing-master, Satan.· This is love with a
vengeance.
As to Christian truth and justice, I will disprove
their existence, by living facts, minus theology.
Christianity has taken upon itself the sacred duty of
spreading the gospel far and wide. It singled out
the Jew as a specialty, according to the gospel: "To
the Jew .first, and also to the Greek." A stock company, under the .firm name of missionary societies, is
established all over the world, with a capital stock of
unlimited millions. While the principal is enjoyed by
the missionaries here on earth, the dividends are paid
out in heaven upon the presentation of coupons by the
enterprising stockholders. In New York, the metropolis of Uncle Sam's dominion, with an enormous,
growing population of the unconverted Jew, many
attempts at establishing a ·Christian clearing-house
where the Jew should be stamped and canceled were
incorporated, but met with failure. The head managers, the missionaries, though never having decamped with their boodle to Canada, too often were
carried off to penitentiaries. But it came to pass in
those days that a ruler after their own heart was secured. His name was Freshman. He not only was
baptized in the spirit, but also branded himself son
of a rabbi. Though his parents' history would be
quite interesting, they being dead I will take up the
thread of the loving prodigal son. This son of a
rabbi was taken upon the wings of many prominent divines, but their strength failed them. It is
true that the .first two weeks, the Herald announced,
yielded sixteen Jewish bodies, with as many Christian souls in them. But it turned out to be a regular Herald delusion, as neither the souls nor the
bodies could be produced. This falsifying statement,
though emanating from the son of a rabbi himself,
did not stop the flow of Christian shekels into his
coffers. He, in return, resolved not to touch a single
cent of the thousands pouring down upon him, for
he did not know how to utilize the money, since he
and his good lady resolved to liv upon faith, the
whole faith, and nothing but the faith. For this we
hav his own words, in his sixth annual report, page
13, line 8. This of course accounts for not keeping
an account of either receipts or disbursements.
With all his faith and the faith placed upon him
by his hypocritical aides de carnp, he would hav
remained in obscurity and died the death of the
faithful. But in an evil hour I became a truth seeker,
arguing that since the entire missionary scheme is
intended f.or the salvation of the .Jew I, as one of
them, though perhaps a bad Jew-but was there
ever a Jew bad enough not to be a .fit subject for
embracing Christianity !-acting upon the impulse of
tho moment, led myself like a sheep to the slaughter
and introduced myself to the lord high executioner
Freshman. With tears in my eyes I unbosomed
myself to the high priest Freshman-that a bad Jew
wished to be converted into a good Christian. With
his once Jewish instinct he took in the situation at a
glance, and no doubt was directed from heaven, with
which he is commercially connected, as related in his
fifth annual reporb, page 8, line 14, where he draws
upon it as follows: "Lord, be pleased to send me $50."
He emphatically refused to convert me into either an
ex- or son of a rabbi, which, as a rule, the convert is
entitled to. This barefaced falsehood so enraged me
that I sounded the alarm to his divine supporters,
taking it for granted that they were not aware of his

huge ignorance and black, depraved, false character.
Instead of hailing the great tidings of truth with
gladness, they began to put me off in such a manner
as only Christian ministers know. After years of
postponement, I made it so hot for them in THE
TRUTH SEEKER that it brought out the Rev. Dr.
Charles F. Deems, one of the advisory board of that
money-making scheme, who took me in his confidence
and imparted to me a fatherly advice that I ran the
risk of being lost in the meshes of newspaper notoriety. . I should in the future adopt a more rational,
modus operandi, i.e., to hav the stated facts directed
to the president of the board of trustees. He, as one
of them, would see to it that it should reach its destination and hav the desired effect. With tearful
eyes and bended knees I thanked him from the bottom of my heart, for I felt sure to be on the right road
of truth avenging itself upon falsehood. In twentyfour hours the desi.i-ed facts were in the possession of
Dr. Deems, who favored me with a prompt acknowledgment. After patience refused to be a virtue, I
began to shower upon him epistles for his negligence.
This brought out an explanatory letter from Dr.
Deems, that after sending my let.ter to the wrong
chairman, he succeeded in .finding out the right one,
to whom he ·forwarded my facts, and that it was
under consideration. Weeks of patient waiting
brought no results. Finally, I presented myself
before the ~ugust body of the president, H. B.
Turner, Esq., a prominent lawyer of No. 20 Nassau
street. After showing him the letter of Dr. Deems,
I inquired what action had been taken. " My dear
sir," he replied, "it is all Hebrew to me. I never
either saw or heard anything about the ietter in
question. With difficulty I succeeded in seeing Dr.
Deems. When I broached the subject to him, appris·
ing him of the President Turner episode, Dr. Deems
became white with rage, and made use of epithets
that you need not look for in ·a Sunday-school .textbook.
"But, doctor," I calmly replied, "no amount of
rage on your part will make me return the compliment. I simply expect to receive a civil answer to
my civil question. What has become of my letter f'
"I gave it to Mr. Freshman."
"Thank you, doctor. Good-bye, doctor." And I
left.
Ye theologians! Why waste your tangled talents
when tangible facts are in abundance ~
The next step was to the reverend doctors, editors
of the Christian weeklies. But as my experience
with them was rather lengthy, I will leave it to be
continued in my next.
A. BENJAMIN.
New Yo1·k, Sept. 2, 1888.
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sary to produce some new miracles-they had long
been suppressed-in order to revive the drooping
faith of those who looked in vain for a fulfilment of
ancient prophecies and a realization of the grand
promis'Els made to Abraham, "the father of the faithful." The miracles imputed to Jesus Christ were
certainly of a better class than those wrought by
Moses. Jesus did not cause the earth to open and
swallow up those who opposed him. He was sin'gularly mild and forbearing under the greatest provocation. Yet it-must be acknowledged that his miracles were one and all failures if judged by results.
He did not rise again from the dead, or where is he!
He did not endow with eternal life those who believed
in him, or where are they! Common sense refuses
the explanation that they are translated ·to and living
in another sphere. Jesus promised a corporeal resurrection, and lei ! nearly twenty centuries hav elapsed
and the bones of the saints still remain as the amulets of the faithful. It is extremely difficult to shake
off an ilhision, however absurd, or to get rid of. a
superstition, however unreasonable. A thousand
generations hav passed away and twenty centuries
hav elapsed, and still Christendom is looking forward
to a general resurrection that has not taken place
according to prophecy and certainly never will. And
lest superstition should after all die a natural death
or be exploded by science, a new feature of importance has arisen-or rather, an old one has been
revived, to wit, Spiritualism. It was invented by the
heathen poets centuries before Jesus founded thereon
his hypothetical heaven and hell. Medieval laws pro·
scribed what medieval priestcraft claimed as its own
peculiar province-the exercise of thaumaturgical
powers by the laity. And that is the reason "Spiritualism," according to the modern acceptation of the
term, has been so long in abeyance. Now pretenders to the art may in. this country be reckoned by
thousands. And, if we may credit apparently bonafide reports; they produce miraculous effects and
appearances equal to anything described either in the
Old or in the New Testament. All this is calculated
to put bona-fide·" truth seekers" off their guard.
Once admit the possibility of the supernatural, and
the existence among us of unseen beings and intelligences who make themselvs visible through the
mediums of a select circle, closed doors, and lowered
lights, and where are we to stop? We know from
daily observation and experience that the highe.st
order of human intelligence is invariably developed
from a well-organized brain, and that brain is a
material one. So close is the relationship between
mind and matter that the disease of one invariably
affects the other. When the brain ceases to act, the
intelligence ceases to exist, nor can it be brought
back again to the defunct body. That the spirits of
our deceased friends, endued with supernatural
intelligence, are still hovering around us-that they
still take an interest in mundane affairs, and are able
to advise in circumstances which to disembodied
spirits hav neither interest nor meaning-that they
occasionally not only make themselvs visible to sight
(at a safe distance from the spectator) but obtrude a
hand which is tangible as well as visible, proves that
professional mediums are able to obtain a wonderful
influence over the imaginations of their dupes and
converts, but really proves nothing besides. All the
phenomena of modern Spiritualism, including tablerapping, were described by Iamblichus in his treatis,
"De Mysteriis," etc., more than two thousand years
ago. No advance in the art has been made since
that time, but, if anything, it has actually gone back.
It no longer occupies the attention of philosophers
and men of sense. The only ones who practice or
avail themselvs of it in the present day are designing
knaves on the one hand and fools on the other. I
grant that there are honest Spiritualists as there are
honest Christians, who see what they believe and
believe what they see. But if we take stock of the
utility either of Spiritualism or of Christianity, we
must seek for results in the lunatic asylums, and not
am9ng the ranks of those who are most useful and
valuable to their fellow-men.
OuTIS.

THE BIBLE AND SPIDITUALISM.
The fable of the rich man and Lazarus presents
the dootrin of a future state-which, by the way,
is of heathen and not of Hebrew origin-in an aspect
than which nothing can be more absurd or illogical.
If it be a crime to be rich, then are most of us criminals ~t heart, whatever our actual condition. If to
wear purple and .fine linen and fare sumptuously
every day be sinful, then a dry man who wears broadcloth and a boiled shirt, and whose meals are plentiful and well-cooked, as with the average American
dinner-every such man is in danger of hell .fire.
On the other hand, if it be meritorious to follow the
profession of a beggar-if in addition to this the
postulant be covered with sores and swarming with
vermin and so insures an additional claim to a heritage of bliss-it would be a grand mistake to consign such a one to the hospital or the poorhouse, a'3
it would be our .first impulse to do. Better employ
him as a mediator with the powers that are supposed
to be and whose special favorit he is. If he once
leaves the world he will never be allowed to come
back. "Father Abraham" has said: "If they believe
not Moses and the prophets, neither will they believe
though one came to them from the dead."
Believe what~ There is the rub: For many centuries both Jew and gentile hav believed in Moses
and the prophets, and Moses inaugurated that belief
in the .first place by a series of cunning juggling
What Is Religion~
tricks performed before Pharaoh and his court for
Religion is a compound consistin~ of f~)fmS, ce_remonies,
the mystification of the Egyptian jugglers, who were rites, dogmas, and beliefs that ~re mconsrstent.wrth reason
great adepts at the same sort of thing. We hav or sense, and derogatory to infimt power and wtsd~m .. Reis a human Invention made to govern, to obtam nches,
bu t a,u ex par-te st at emen t ' suppose d t o h av b ee n ligion
honor, and power; aud, a~ !hcse acquisitions are obtail;~ed
written by Moses himself, and of course he made his from the fount of iguorancc, 1t has ever been the study, arm,
own case good. Aaron turns his rod into a snake, and object of the priesthood to keep the people in _th~s low,
and then the magicians of Pharaoh turned their rods degraded and servil ~;tate. Hence· the mterdwhon of
into snakes. And then Aaron's rod, in his character thought, the sentenc~ng of philo~op~y as vain. a_nd of reas~n
· ·
as carnal and grovclmg. 1\Iorality IS not rchgwn; there IS
of a s~ake, swallowed up t h e ro d·.s of th e mag10rans, nothing in common between them. The doctrin of total deand strll Pharaoh refused to beheve that there was pravity destroys all the moral priueiples and paralyzes every
any special superiority in Aaron's snake, or, in short, 1 pure and good faculty of the so~1l. Truth, justi~e, honesty,
to swallow either one of them. It is needless to go Jove virtue-all the moral attnbutes of our bemg-do by
1-. 1 1' t
b"101og1oa
· 1
· this rtteans become evil devices antl decoys to lead down to
through the· w-'i:o
e IS of e1eod t roexper1.
Re1rgron
. ·
·
M
d
·
·
·
th
per d"Jt!On.
repu d"1ates the power and wisdom of the
.
h
men t s b y wh IC
oses succee e m oonvmcmg e creator . it represents the deity as defi.cient in power and
Israelites that he was sent to be their deliverer, but ability~nature is wrong, all wr~ng; man, the consummaby which he failed to convince Pharaoh. Yet on the tion of his skill, has proved a failure, and IH~s to be made
juggling tricks of a charlatan and impostor is over again. Sum up the causes of all the evils that pderme· th 1
d ate society of all the wars that hav desolated tbe worJ and
founded the whole sys t em of HebraiC eo ogy, an heaped untold miseries on the human race, sacrificing the
the monarchical and supposed theocratic government philosophers and the learned, slaug~tering unnumb_ered millaccepted by the Jews down to the present day. At ions, drenching .t~e earth a~d dyemg the seas Wlth blood,
the time of the Christian schism it was foun<l:_ neces- and you hav rehgwn.-Rollln Bradley.
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SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President.
E A· STEVENS Secretary, - 241 Washicghn Boulevard, Chicago.
c~~ES EoKH~D, Treab.,
- 28 Lafayt>tte Pl., New York.
'E. B. FooTE, Jx .• Ohair. Ex. Oom., 120Lexingto~ Ave., New York.
MRs. M.A. FREEMAN, Ohair. Fin. Oom., 241 Washmgton Boulevard
Chicago.

Official Call for Twelfth Annual Congress of
the American Secular Union.
To the Local Secular Unions, Life,, Chm·te:,. and
Annual Members, and all L%beral c~tt~ens
who support the Nine .Demands of Seculansm,
Greeting~·

You are hereby invited to _attend the Twe~fth
Annual Congress of the Amencan Secular Umon,
which will conve:t:e at Lafayette Hall, Wood street,
near 4th Pittsburgh, Pa., Friday, October 5, 1888,
at 10 A.-rl., for a four days' session-5th, 6th, 7th, and
8th inclusiv.
All Charter and Llfe Members, all Vice-Presidents,
all Chairmen of State or Ex:ecutiv Committees, and
all duly accr.edited delegates from ~oca! Secular
Unions are entitled to seats and votes m th1s Annual
Congress. Each Local Secular Union is entitled to
send its President and Secretary and three other
members as delegates. Annual Members wh~ pay or
hav paid $1 in the national treasury are ent1tled to
seats, but not to votes, except by unanimous consent
of the Congress.
This Congress will special~y ~onsider pr~ctical
questions tending to further a~tatwn for taxat~on of
church property ; the abrogatiOn of state a~d to
sectarian institutions; abolition of state, natwnal,
military and prison chaplaincies ; repeal of judicial
oaths, S~nday and other oppressiv and unjust ecclesiastical laws · nullification of attempts to subvert
our Constituti~n by a legal recognition of Theism in
the American Magna Charta, a~d such ot,her m~as
ures as will not merely thwart mtended theologiCal
encroachments, but will absolutely expunge from our
laws, state and federal, such insidious acts as hav
already crept in to blot out mental freedom from our
republic.
It is to be hoped that the addresses delivered will
deal with the practical issues of the or_ganization,
so that there will be such an awakenmg of the
. people to these vital qu~stions of t~e ~our that a·r_evival of the instinct of hberty and JUstiCe for all wlll
necessarily result ; that again fr?n: the Keyst?ne
state-the birthplace of our assomatwn-the clarwn
voice of freedom shall vibrate throughout the land.
Pittsburgh being situated almost in t_he_ cen~er of
a district containing many of our most d1stmgmsh:ed
workers, thinkers, and writers, besides the activ ho~t
within its limits there is little doubt but that th1s
Congress will b~ a glorious gathering of the forces
who stand for mental liberty, as expressed in the
desire for complete Secularization of the government.
S. P. PuTNAM, Pres.
E. A. STEVENs, Sec.
CHAs. EoKHARD, Tress.
E. B. FooTE, JR., Ch. Ex. Com.
MAT-riE A. FREEMAN, Ch. Fin. eom.

The Amelican Secular Union.
This constitutes the :first of a series of three
tables, representing, as far as I am aware, the only
list of church property ever arranged in Chicago. It
is reliable, and, if anything1 underestimates this
property, some of which is not now used for " divine "
service but for producing dividends in the shape of
rents for schemers who, under the guise of saving
our souls, " skin " our pockets by this process of
plundering and false-swearing. The state neglects,
or refuses to hav the church properLy valued, so that
the Ameri~an Secular Union has been to no little expense to produce a fair valuation which sha_ll approximate about one-third of the real valuatiOn. ,The
gentleman who made these estimates for us has been
deputy state auditor and assessor in Indiana, and we
were most fortunate in :finding so efficient a person
to prepare the tables. Several official friends hav
been of great assistance, and by their counsel we are
enabled to present statistics that cannot be controverted. To better bring the matter clearly before
your readers, let me say that this $2,248,000 on the
North Side should be multiplied by three and we
would :find $6,754,000 as the result. An annual tax
of 10 mills must amount to $60,754.
UNTAXED CHURCH PROPERTY IN NORTH
DIVISION OF CHICAGO, ILL.
S'>tb-Lot

Lot Bk

SHEFFIELD's ADDITION:
He-Subdivision W 1-2.
1 1
Pres. Ger. church.
7 to 10
"$
"
Scott's Re-Sub. W 1-4.
1
Parochial school.
1 and
2 "
Heath's Sub. E 1-2.
19 1
Ger. Bap. church.
8 to 11
" "
Co. Clerk's Div. of} 9, 10, 11,
and pt.
W 1-2.
121 2

Value

7,000
3,000
5,000

Bub-Lot

Lot Bk

Value

1
12 2$ 6,000
Church.
7,000
Parochial school.
pt. 17, 18 " "
Re-Sub. of W 1-2.
20 to
24 "
25,000
Church orphan asylum.
29 to 35 " "
Civ. Court Part W 1-2.
25 "
Pres. Sem. E. 5 acres and
3 110,000
N 12.
4
Re-Sub. of S 1-2.
6 •.
5,000
Church.·
1 to 4
4,000
Church.
19 and 20 " "
• Re-Sub. E 1-2.
11
80,000
Church.
3 "
Catholic Bishop Sub.
412
25 to 36
25,000
Catholic Bishop of Chic.
A 36
"
613
Re-Sub. of
15,000
Parochial school.
41 to 48 " "
CANAL TRUSTEEs' SuB. :
Pt. S. 1-2, 33, 40, 14.
7,000
Church.
1 7
20.000
Central Baptist church.
34 to
38 8
25,000
6 9
G. M. Atwood.
4, 5, and
15,000
Grant PI. M. E. church.
13 to
17 "
Sisters of Charity Sub.
25
60,000
Sisters of Charity.
A
Re-Sub. W 1-2.
26
80,000
53
Lutheran Orphan Asylum.
32 to
Reisch Sub.
128
30,000
L. Park Cong. church.
23 and 24 " '
10 000
Church hospital.
20 to
24 29
6_000
Church (Sub. of 20 to 25)
3
40
Redemption fathers of
Chicago.
1054 25,000
1 to
17 ..
40 000
Sisters of Charity.
14 to
25 ,,
60,000
St. Michael's church.
22 to
NoRTH ADDITION TO Cmo::
11
Edson's Sub. of
,,
5
New Jerusalem.
5 and 6
,000
BRoNsoN's ADDITION TO
CHICAGO:
Co. Clerk's Division.
33 to
40
La Salle Baptist church. 20 and 21 ·'
40-000
Rs-Sub. of
137
30,0GO
Alexian Hospital.
63 to 82 "
40,000
Dominican Sisters.
129 to 132 "
40,000
Catholic Bishop of Chic. 133 & 134 "
151
Re-Sub of
Catholic church.
27 to 34 "
70,000
Catholic church.
55 and 56 "
30,000
STATE BANK OF ILL. SuB. :
N.-E. 1-4, N.-W. 1-4,
4, 39, 14.
N.-E Gong. church.
6 and
7 8 20,000
BUTTERFIELD ADDITION TO
CHICAGO:
Church.
46
5,000
81
Assessors' division.
7,000
Parochial school.
3 aud 4
7,00 ..
Parochial school, S.-E. 1-4.
83
5,000
Parochial school.
5 to 8
3,000
Parochial school.
10
85
Church.
·
5,000
109
10,000
St. Paul E. L. Soc., S. 1-2.
143
EELS TON's ADDITIONS TO
CHICAGO:
Unity church.
1 and
289
5,000
BUSHNELL ADDITION TO
CHICAGO:
Assessors' division.
5
50 _000
Grace M. E. church.
1 "
1 to
4 4 50,000
Moody church.
Re-Sub. of
8 and
9
N.-E. chllrch, 1 in
1, 2, and 4 A "
70,000
,, 60,000
Church, 2 in
" " "
Episcopal church.
18to20a.nd 2119
80,000
JoHNsoN, RoBERTs AND
STORS' ADDITION TO
CHICAGO:
Magdalen asylum.
1 to
60,000
8 5
Co. Clerk's division.
6
St. Benedictine Order.
25 000
1 "
Franciscan Sisters.
30,000
2 "
Assessors' division.
Part.
9
5 to 8, and
Parochial school. { ·
40 000
16 and
17 "
Sisiers of Charity school.
18 to
30,000
2411
Scandinav'n church, S. 1-2. 1 and
213
5.000
Swedish church.
7 and
8 21
15,000
Swedish church.
2, 3, and
422
5,000
Church.
125
35,000
Parochial school.
1 to
5 35
25,000
DELIVAN's ADDITION TO
CmoAGo:
Catholic school.
1 to
5 8 20,000
Swedish church.
11 to
14 "
10,000
Rogers' Sub., N.-E. 1-4,
S.-W. 1-4, 4, 39, 14.
N. S church.
Part.
6 1
10,000
Church.
Part.• 6 "
6,000
Home of Good Shepherd.
10 60 000
Church:
11, 12, and 1313
20 000
Parochial school.
20 to
2614 15,000
Church.
Pt. 6 and 719
1",000
BUTLER:WRIGHT AND WEBSTER's ADDITION TO
CmoAGO:

I

Sub-Lot

Lot

B/CI

Value

Church of the Assump·
7, 8, and. 9 4
tion.
15,000
Ev. Lutheran church.
24 25, and '26131 15,0 00
Grace Ev.
1, 2, and
317
15,0 00
St. Paul German Ev.
23 to
26 " 15,0 00
WALCOTT's ADDITION TO
CHICAGO:
St. Paul United Lutheran. 4, 5, and
613
25,0 00
1, 2, and
Chicago Historic Sc.
323
15,0 00
Pt. 14,.15,
Chicago Historic Sc. {
,, 20,0 00
and
16
St. Vincent's Church Asylum.
1 to
530
20,0 00
KINziE's ADDITION TO CHI·
CAGO:
St. James's church, N.-E.
14.
80 0 00
,,
5 401
St. James's church.
60,0 00
Roman Catholic cathedral.
51 160.0 00
Fourth Pres. church.
1 and
252
80,0 00
I

---

E. A.

$2,248, 000
STEVENs, Sec. A. S. U.

C. B. Reynolds on His Western Tour.
BROWNSVILLE, OnE., July 30th, 31st, Aug. 1st.
Very few Liberals are in this place. Friends Rockwell, French, and McCormick constitute the trinity of
Freethought. The Liberals, although few in number,
being outspoken and generous-hearted, are a power
for good. The three lectures were well attended
and aroused considerable interest ; many were for
the :first time induced to read and think for themselvs;
some of the most bigoted discovered there was such
a thing as "the other side." They hav greater respect now for the "ignorant Infidels" since learning
that all the facts of history and science are on our
side.
Here I met John Diamond, of Coburg, who came
to attend the lectures and to escort me to Coburga veteran agEd seventy-three, a '49 pioneer, a diamond
of the purest, brightest kind. In this long tourit is over a year now since I left home-I hav met
many noble old Liberals, sturdy, consistent, fearless
friends of human progree~s, who, in the long past as
in the present, hav ever fearlessly proclaimed their
convictions, bearing the burden and heat of the
battle when it cost something more than the loss of
recognition by Mrs. Grundy.
To me it is always a source of encouragement,
pride, and joy to hear the dear old veterans testify of
the peace and comfort Liberalism affords them,
making happy their lives and enabling them to look
forward to death with "reverential calm," with no
more of fear or dread than they hav of their next
night's restful sleep. Of all the many such I hav
wet, none excel John Diamond in living out the
principles of Liberalism. Possessing a heart of
tenderest love and gentle sympathy, to promote
others' happiness is a thing of very joy. If he knows
or sees any creature in need-and he has a quick eye
to see-with unobtrusiv kindness he affords the
needed aid, and the kind service is rendered, the
benefit conferred, as though he alone were the favored
one. Of course he is an enthusiastic admirer and
worker for THE TRUTH SEEKER, Investi,qator, and Ironclad Age.
CoBURG. ORE., Aug. 3d, 4th, 5th.-This is the home
of John Diamond. He has owned very large ranches
here, but as age crept on he has sold out so as to be
free of care and hav more time to enjoy the delight
of making others happy. The town hall where the
three lectures were delivered is quite a little distance
from the village. Coburg is a very small place I
was surprised at the good attendance and the eager
demand for Liberal literature. The hall is a handsome, commodious building erected especially for
the general public, and, strange to say, the conditions
are kept, and the hall is free to all.
HARRISBURGH, ORE., Aug. 7th, 8th, 9th.-Goldsmith's
deserted village, the most sad case of "has been " I
ever visited. It once had a large trade. It is very
favorably situated, has good navigable-river frontage,
and it is a rich country all around it. A few years
ago the peopl'e wanted a railroad, subscribed liberally
and got it, and at once the business of the place fell
away. It ceased to be a great supply center. To-day
there are three "times as many vacant stores and warehouses as there are occupied ones.
·
Oregon has a very sleepy climate, and Harris burgh
is entitled to the medal as the drowsiest place on
earth. The butcher leaves a bell on his meat-block
and goes over to chat and snooze in a chair on the
sunny side of the street with the drug-store man.
If a customer comes, the bell can be rung to arouse
him. The barber, :finding lack of customers, goes
:fishing for exercise.
The Wright brothers are right good Liberals, but
in the wrong place, for they are young men of energy
and enterprise. Strange how they can persevere
amidst so much of moldering decay.
The banker and his accomplished wife and the
postmaster ·are genuin Liberals. Of course there
was but small attendance at the lectures, yet those
who did attend evinced great interest. Not one of
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·the audience slept or even nodded, so there is yet
hope, if sufficient Liberal element could be imported,
that the place might yet be redeemed. Brother John
Long was to bav attended to matters pertaining to
the lectures, and th_ings fell short because of Long's
sh'ortcoming.
CoRVALLis, ORE., Aug. 11th, 12th.-Here I was
greeted by that reliable, whole-souled working Liberal, B. F. Hyland. This is quite a good-sized town,
quite a business center. The sleepy climate of Oregon seems to lull people into inactivity, for nature
with lavish hand supplies every want-grain, fruit,
· fish, coal, lumber, in luxurious abundance, and a
genial climate. Winter's icy pinch is all unknown,
so that there is little need for the laborious activity
of less favored sections to supply all the necessaries
of life. Brother Hyland is a born hustler, and even
Oregon, while it may subdue, can never take from him
his spirit of energetic push. He and his handsome
son are the workers, the standard-bearers, in Corvallis. The lectures were delivered at the city ball;
and as Ben Hyland bas the happy faculty of imparting his own enthusiasm to others, thanks to his selfsacrificing efforts the lectures were a success. Several on Monday morning acknowledged to me the
benefit received. There are few more generous, able,
and efficient workers for Liberalism than B. F.
Hyland and son. I go for the next fifteen days to
· Coos county.
· I am reluctantly compelled to cancel many engagemeats (see appointments below). I hav now been
absent from my loved ones over a year. At best, I
cannot reach home until last of April. I throw myself on the mercy of the disappointed ones, and hope
to compensate them by returning with Mrs. Reynolds
in the fai.l of 1889.
- My appointments are: Wash. Terr.: Pasco, September 2d, 3d; N. Yakima, 4th, 5th, 6th; Ellens·
burg, 7th, 8tb, 9th; Walla Walla, lOth, 11th, 12th.
Utah: Logan, September 15th; Ogden, 16th; Deweyville, 17th, 18th; Plain City, 19th; Hooper, 20th;
Kaysville. 21st ; Salt Lake City, 23d ; Uintah, 24th;
Morgan, 25th, 26th; Echo, 27th; Coalville, 28th, 29th;
Salt Lake City, 30; Wanship, October 1st; Peoa, 2d,
3d; Kamas, 4th, 5th; Park City, 6th; Salt Lake
City, 7th; Grantsville, 8th; Stockton, 9~h, lOth;
Murray, 11th, 12th; Sugar House, 13th; Salt Lake
City, 14th; Lehi, 15th; Provo, 16th, 17th; Springville, 18th, 19th; Payson, 20th, 21st ; Go8hen, 22d;
Salt Lake City, 23d.
C. B. REYNOLDS.

well," I said, "I shall lecture at the court bouse tomorrow night." And I did so, to a full house. How
many they had at the protracted meeting I never
learned, but the night before a friend was there and
told me there were himself and another man and three
or four women and the two preachers trying bard to
keep it warm.
When I s.ee the course most are pursuing, I don't
wonder Infidelity is growing fast. I told the people
in my lecture that such things made Infidels. I am
a firm believer in temperance, but when I see the
Prohibition party fast going over to the sworn
enemy of liberty, the National Reform party, I am
led to say, " Where are we drifting !" I believe in
religion-a religion that makes men better citizensbut do not believe in forcing it upon any. I want
my children to read the Bible, but I do not want my
neighbor's children compelled to hear it against his
wishes. The place to advance religion is the home
and the church, and when any party undertakes to
legislate oB religion they are simply going backward,
not forward. There is much in your principles that
I cannot indorse, but here is my hand in opposing
the party working for the union of church and state.

Key to Escape from Spiritualism.

We are told that prayer in faith will procure positivly anything, yet the very body of men who would be expec~ed to
hav faith if any could, the clergy, were never known m one
solitary instance thus to procure a salary, but in every case
hav recourse for that to a carnal world. In miracles the
same mysterious exception is made ; among all the miracles
recorded as performed by God there is just one kind that
cannot be found, and that is the creation of a pot of gold for
one of his preachers, but for this they are always seen
chasing about after the worldly man outside like a dog after
a hare. . . . It is the most absurd and laughable thing
on earth.- Truth Beeker Editorial, Beptembe1· 8th.
We are told that spirits can pass through all
substances and bodies, thus being enabled to enter
brokers' and financiers' offices and bear all that is said,
yet the very body of men who would be expected to
·profit by this if any could, the mediums, were never
known in one solitary instance thus to obtain information enabling them to invest in the right quarters,
and thereby to make money, but in every case hav
recourse for that to a carnal world. In discovery of
unowned hidden wealth the same mysterious exception is made ; among all the feats recorded as performed by spirits there is just one kind that cannot
be found, and that is the indication of a pot of gold
or a lode of ore for one of their mediums, but for
this the mediums are always seen chasing about after
.A Minister's Complaint.
the worldly man outside like a dog after a hare.
[The following is from an activ preacher in one of the . . . It is the most absurd and laughable thing
Western· states. His name and denomination we are re- On earth.
BICKERSTAFF.
quested to withhold.-E!). T. S.]
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I do not
The Andersonville " Providential Spring."
suppose you often get letters from ministers; howTo
THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: You
ever, I shall write a few lines either for tb13 paper or
for the waste- basket. I am not orthodox enough to will please find inclosed some clippings from the
swallow down "By the decree of God," "For the National Tribune, Washington, D. C. I wish you
manifestation of his glory," etc., or, in other words, would print them in THE TRUTH SEEKER. For years
that a God of love creates beings on purpose to I hav read of this "miraculous spring," but this,
torment them through the ceaseless ages of eternity. like the " holy well" of Brooklyn, proves to be a
Because I do not swallow down that trash some of busted miracle.
It is wonderful the amount of bosh that bas been
my more orthodox friends, especially ministers,
written
about this Providential Spring. If God
frequently call me pet names and say I am an Infidel.
One good preacher tackled me one day and I finally wished to perform a miracle, why did be not miracusaid to him, "If you honestly believe in this doctrin lously break down the stockade ! Why did he not
of a never-dying soul and eternal torment, why don't giv them their liberty! If that was a "providential
you be honest and preach iU" "Oh, my brother," said spring," then God was on the side of the Southern
he " the Bible says the- time will come that they will Confederacy, because, while he was in the miracle
not endure sound doctrin-tbe people will not endure business, why did be not giv liberty as well as
it." I told him I would preach what I believed, let water, or, for the matter of that, both! The bethem hear or refrain. When I think of the way lievers in miracles can take their choice between two
people hav been imposed upon, swallowing down things: If God wanted these prisoners to bav water,
whatever comes from the pulpit, asking no questions, and performed a miracle in order that they might
I am reminded of how we boys used to serve the hav it, then it is just as logical to say he did not
birds when we found their nests of young; they want them to bav their liberty, because an" almighty
would think it the mother bird and would at once power" can perform a big miracle just as easily as a
throw bdck their necks, open their mouths from ear small one. The fact of the matter is, none of these
to ear, and, whatever was put in, gulp it down and so-callEJd miracles will "hold water"-they cannot
open for more. One boy whose elder brother was a stand the scrutinizing test of reason.
There is a sky-pilot near here who has been" cured
soldier secured some soldier buttons and the birdies
by
prayer of a cancer and a rupture." If God would
gulped them down and soon the poor birdies were no
perform one more miracle and cure him of lying, he
more.
When C. B. Reynolds came to Colorado, some of would hav my thanks.
What wonderfnl liars they are
my friends of Liberal ideas wanted me to go and
These miracle-performers by prayer!
bear him. I accordingly took up my meetings two
If they continue their lies
nights and listened candidly. Of course I did. not
When they get in the skies,
Munchausen will wish he warn't there.
indorse all he had to say, and consequently I demded
to deliver a lecture on the inspiration of the Bible.
Staples, Minn.
D. C. JENKINS.
I went to l\1r. Reynolds and told him my intentions
THE OLIPPINGS.
EDGAR SPRINGs, Mo.
-that I did not wish any controversy, but that as I
EDITOR NATIONAL TRIBUNE: In your issue of July 12th I
bad invited my frie:nds to hear, I felt it my duty to
find a communication from Comrade Lowden concerning the
defend the Bible. He said he would if he was in my Providential
Spring at Andersonville. I also notice others on
place and in his lecture that night urged all to come the same subject, all agreeing in substance with Comrade
and hear me. I called on the Methodist Episcopal Lowden's statement. I was in Andersonville from early in
and Baptist ministers, who, by the way, had started the spring of 1864 till September, when I was sent to Charles~
a protracted meeting, in order to draw attendance ton, S. C. My recollection of dates is very dim, and I am
uncertain ·about the time I left, but I was amonp: the first to
off, the night before Mr. Reynolds was billed to go only two or three parties leaving before mine. My first
commence his lectures. I told them my purpose to kn~wledge of this spring was gained from the papers of a
defend the Bible and invited them to take up their religious weekly just after the close of the war. It was promeeting to let all come and bear, when lo: No, sir; nounced a modern miracle, a special interposition of divine
providence, etc. Of course I did not believe it. I hav
they believed in treating such things with silent since
become convinced, however, of the actual existence of
contempt, and it was very injuriou~ to a protracted such a spring, and am now aQll} to tl;l.rovy- a little light o~ tl~e
JPeeting tq b~ea~ ip1 ~ven for one nt~bt1 etp. " Very IIOW'CC of it.
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For some time before I left I remember there was a small
seep between the dead-line and the stockade of pure spring
water. Some enterprising Yankee fixed a spout so as to convey this water within the limits of safety, and a person possessing sufficient patience could secure a tin cup full of pure
water occasionally, but I never had enough of that virtue to
get a taste, and always slaked my thirst at the branch. The
spring always presented a similar appearance to the surgeon's
tent at sick call, when we were having three hours' drill per
day. I presume this was about the place where the Providential Spring broke out. Three years ago, while traveling
through the state of Arkansas, I stopped for the night with
an ex-rebel. After getting myself> outside of a liberal amount
of rusty bacon, soda biscuits, and black coffee, we lit our
pipes, and took a seat on the porch to allow ~he provender.to
digest, and to gather strength for the commg combat with
the insect kingdom.
The conversation turned on the late unpleasantness, and
we exchanged yarns. My host told me that ~e assisted in
building the stockaie at Andersonville. H~ said that on the
north side of the swamp was a very fine spnng that afforded
a right smart quantity of gocd water, and that the stocka.de
was built right through it, and that it troubled them considerably to get the logs solidly set there, but it was done, and
the spring completely choked up, so that no sign of it could
be seen. He wondered at the time why the spring was not
inclosed, but calculated the officers knew what they were
doing, and they probably did. I hav no doubt but this was
the Providential Spring, which, after being choked up, m~de
for itself an underground outlet to the creek, through which
the water escaped, till it became flushed by the heavy rain
spoken of, when it broke out in a new place.
JosEPH Hau, Co. A, 22d Mich.
BAN JosE, CAI..
EDITOR NATIONAL TRIBUNE : During a hard thunder-storm
the spring broke out from an old well that the prisoners had
dug for water on the north side of, and perhaps thirty yards
from, the slough and about the same distance from the west
stockade. So heavy was the rainfall during this storm that
a portion of the stockade on the upper side was washed
away. We all shouted at the sight as the Israelites did ~~en
encompassing Jericho. God caused to burst forth a hvmg
spring of pure water to moisten the parched tongues of the
dying and to refresh the yet living of the starving hosts of
the hated Yankee prisoners. No! If my memory is correct, he would far rather hav constructed troughs to run the
water from than to us. This is my remembrance.
BENJ. WILLIAMs, Co. B, 5th Iowa Cav.
DAYTON, 0.
EDIToR NATIONAL 'fRIBUNE: I was in Andersonville, Ga.,
in the 92d Detachment, 3d Mess, and remember about the
spring breaking out after a very heavy rain, Aug. 9, 1864;
but it is only within a few years that I hav learned that there
was any special dispensation of providence in this, and it
was generally understood that the Southern Confederacy was
so far removed from all humanity and God, that there was
no chance for any miracles; besides, the conveniences for
getting water were so inadequate ~o th!l vast n_um~er of
prisoners, that if there was any providential meanmg It was
only for a few. Let us stop this bosh.
.
JoHN A. MILLER, Co. E, 1st Oh1o.

Lectures and Meetings.
MR. F. M. HoLLAND has ,changed his address from N.
Truro to Concord, Mass. He will probably not write another
tariff al'ticle.

JNo. GEo. HERTWIG, of Washington, D. C., desires to lecture during the coming winter, and solicits engagements for
this purpose. In religious matters he is an absolute Freethinker, and as to public questions generally, he is a
thorough Radical. He was born in Germany, where hereceived a collegiate a,nd university education, and has lived
in the United States thirty years. He will lecture in English. His address is, P. 0. Box 706, Washington, D. C.
THE Chicago Secular Union's program for the rest of September is as follows: Sunday, the 16th, at 7:45P.M., Horace C.
Bennett, on "Practical Politics;" Sunday, the 23d, S. P,
Putnam, at 2:30 P.M., on "Fair Play;" at 7:45 P.M., on
"Priest, King, and People." Sunday, the 30th, F. M. Williams on "Prohibition." The Union meets at the Forum,
corn~r of Washington Boulevard and Sangamon street.
Free discussion follows the lectures, and good vocal and
instrumental music is enjoyed. The seats are free and
everybody is invited.
FROM the Ellsworth, Me.,· Ame1ican: "Capt. Robert
Adams, who with his wife and son are spending their second
summer in Bluebill, delivered a very interesting lecture on
'Freethought,' in the town hall, Monday evening. The
captain is a fluent speaker, trusting almost entirely to his
memory, which never once failed ·him. He showed himself
thoroughly conversant with the writings of all the great
Freethinkers, quoting largely from Voltaire, Diderot, Ernest
Renan, Huxley, Darwin, and others. He not only has read,
but traveled, and so could describe as an eye-witness the
evolutions and changes of religion in India, China, and
Japan."
An Opportunity for "Christian Scientists."
Letter to the New Yorl,; Bun.

To THE EDITOR OF THE SuN-Si1·: I notice in a recent Sunday edition of t~e Bun_a full-page article on Christian science
healing. Now Is the time for a test.
The Christian scientists claim to heal without attenrlance
or the presence of the patient. Jacksonville is panic-stricken
and the fever is in full blast. If our Christian scientists
believe in Christian science, they should help the sufferers,
and if they are not willing to go to the scene and " face the
mu~ic," they might treat the Jacksonville sufferers as absent
patients.
·
·
If their science is Christian and can do what it c1aims, It
belies its name in refraining from rendering aid in this great
need.
Yours respectfully,
E. W. BRYANT.
7 E. Thirteenth st., Sept. lOth.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethought

~efor~, &J!d SQie~titlc Books will be mailed free 1

·

'
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~ommunications.
"History Repeats Itself."-Evolution.
Sarcasm, wit, satire, and others of that family are
the light infantry of wisdom, depl?yed as skirmi~h~rs
in front of the massed corps of sCience and statistics
' which form the great armies of progress, and are at
all times in the van. What is the needle-gun or the
chassepot of the mo~ern arsenal, what even ~he
Gatling pet of the pollee department, co.mpared With
the projectile of _the intellect! !!'her~ IB mor~ real
progressiv force 1n a battery of 'Yell-directed r~1ll~ry,
in dissipating an intrenched evil, than there IB 1n a
well-fought campaign. What lead.ers of armies,
ancient or modern, can equal Voltaire, or yet rank
with Paine ! Without such souls as rousing agencies,
the Bas tile never would hav lost its prestig(:\; the
Revolution of '76 might still be waiting for the Declaration of Independence. Having such names, there
is nothing left to be done but a short tumult of barbaric work-leveling walls and butchering a few defenders of the wrong.
Wars conducted by forces of the intellect would
hav besides the advantages of leaving no rankling
scars of body, no mutilations of limb, no pensions, no
revenue collections to drain the public purse, and,
more important than all these, there would be no
foolish hero-pride evoked, no diablerie of national
traditions !}ppealed to, and all other absurdities that
go to make up what goes for " military glory," while
the barbed mental arrow, sinking deep below the
cuticle, would make wounds apparent to the least observant, and from which would trickle the issues of
life.
Religious wars hav but added to the rancors of
society, and given greater vitality to both sides.
Prejudices were deepened, faith strengthened by
trials, while reason, beclouded by a cultivated sense
of duty, became uncertain;
Religion, in these days, though on one side greatly
clipped of its numbers, can still array a following devotional and ambitious as erewhile ranged beneath
the cross in the palmiest days of popery. Without
ari. actual arraying of ''front against front," however,
which is most unlikely to take place at thjs stage of
progress, there would be little chance for additions
to be made to the martyrology of Christendom, or
yet occasion for the exhibition of such degrees of
vittue in individuals as to swell the list of the saints.
No Inquisition would be sought to rival the regime
of Torquemada. The descendants of the Puritans
would find their ears intact at the end of each week,
showing in their pews conspicuously as ever. A
Peter the Hermit might spring up like a Jack-in-thebox, but, as an apostle, he would find himself a failure, and be dubbed a crank. The Crusades can
never be repeated.
It is a mistake to say, "History repeats itself."
The phrase, as l\ sounding euphuism, rings well in
the ears, but in itself it is the merest negation, and
to attempt to establish it as an aphorism by turning
pages, would be found to be about as thankless and
unsatisfactory a task as explanations of St. John's
beast with the seven heads and the seven horns.
It might be admissible to say that governments
show more or less of the kaleidoscope in their action
-'-oscillating between the extremes of despotism and
the most yielding paternalism; sometimes, indeed,
in. the exercise of their functions leaning to the protectorate rather than to the absolute, but at all times
exhibiting the bossism of authority, so falling short
of the object of their "institution among men."
There must be no investiture of the individual with
an authority that places him beyond the reach of the
referendum. He must be denied all right of appointment of officials, and be satisfied in the matter of
compensation for services with the rate of wages paid
to other workers, or he can "turn his attention to
coals."
Cresarism comes of unrestricted functions in the
administration of national affairs. Cresar must be
made to feel the bit of authority as well as the ruled
are made to feel it; indeed, giving him to understand
that his office is a something that will in time entirely
be dispensed with, for to that complexion things must
come at last; the race, through evolution, at all
times gravitating toward self-government-Anarchy
-an Anarchy of wisdom, however.
.
.
I copy a line or two from Guizot's History of
France : " So soon as the Franks were gone, the king
of the Lombards continued occupying the places in the
exarchate, and molesting the neighborhood of Rome.
The pope, in despair, and doubtful of his auxiliaries'
return, conceived the idea of sending to the king, the
chiefs, and the people of the Franks a letter written,
he said, by Peter, apostle of Jesus Christ, son of the
living God, to announce to them that if they came in
haste he would aid them as if they were alive according to the flesh amongst them;· that they would
conquer all their enemies, and make themselvs sure
of eternal life. The plan was perfectly successful.
The Franks once more crossed the Alps with enthusiasm, once more succeeded in beating the Lombards,
and once more shut up in Pavia King Astolphus, who

was eager to purchase peace at any price." That
knocks the spots quite out of all modern boodleism,
me thinks.
It was a bit of papal boodleism altogether ahead
of anything of the sort in our day; indeed, so very
much so that the historian· dubs it "perfectly successful." Pope Stephen worked that card, and no
doubt wears a triple crown of glory now, in honor of
his enemies, while he hobnobs with the prince of
peace. I can imagin the old fisherman, however,
casting an occasional squint of contempt at Stephen
for so using his name, and without his consent, seeking to change the character of his earth-vocation to
that of blustering warfare. And yet Peter was not
without the qualities needed in the make-up of. the
warrior, as witness his swordmanship in the courtroom, when he "smote the high priest's servant and
cut off his right ear"-a piece of contempt of court
to which "his honor" paid no attention, as far as
heard from, but which would in our day hav drawn
a round sum as a fine from Uncle Pete, or a ride in
~he Black Maria with six months in quad.
Queer times were those of Stephen, in respect to
both state and altar; and immensely indebted to
evolution we ought all to feel for turning up as
trumps the hearts of our times, over the clubs of
754.
·Evolution is a big thing. Commencing with our
world at its first gush of flaming existence, it has
done its level best in the way of development; cooling here and hardening there; converting steam into
seas and molten masses into continents, calling
wonders into light in ocean and on land; tumbling
mountains over forests for future coal; calling
monads into crawling and skimming life in air and
water; and using. the sun as a " pardner" in the business, resting neither night or day in its tireless industry, until from monsters it came to monkeys; from
monkeys on to man. Then what!
Imagin, if you can, a modern Charlemagne ordering the cutting off in one day of forty-five hundred
human heads, because the owners of the heads
couldn't go Christianity any longer-in modern
phrase, for refusing to "come to Jesus." We hav
only to swell the hundreds of the Salvation Army
into as many thousands to hav as large a force as the
son of Pepin had when he ordered the butchery
spoken of. And if, in addition, the members of the
Young Men's Christian Association were united as
allies, the modern host would far outstrip the followers of the Christian king. Then, placing the
whole under a first-class crank as leader, to cry
"Havoc ! " how many do you think could be got to
take a hand in, particularly if the boys were as sure
of their hard-tack on the one side as the other?
History couldn't be so repeated, I guess.
Then, what bishop of our own day would be willing to rival a bishop of France as a liar, by asserting
that one of the saints of holy mother church was
"transported to the realms of eternity, and there,
amongst other things which the Lord did show unto
him, he saw Prince Charles delivered over to the torments of the damned T" And for what was the
prince so treated? Be~ause he had, when alive, conferred ecclesiastical honors on some of his army ·officers. And this liar is now a saint in the holy Romish
calendar.
find pages taken from the history of the bygone about equal to the "full, true, and particular
account of the last moments of the murderer ·just
hanged," sold in sheets by the street pedlar. History is at best a series of distorted accounts of events,
twisted by the author to suit the prejudices of his
party. There is one feature, however, which is at all
times the same: the priest playing into the hands of
the king, and vice versa. Like the pals of the gambling profession, their study is to fleece all others.
And in this respect only can it be said ~' History repeats itself."
'
Is the colossal stronghold of the Vatican bound to
revert to its standard of a century ago~ No, it is not
possible. History is already closing on it. It
may be that the last chapter, like the Alexandrine
line, may "drag its slow length along." But as for
·
having it said of it, ·

we

The snake is scotched, not killed ;
'Twill close and be itself again,

let not its friends "lay the flattering unction to their
souls." The Irish question will dismember it, Secu!arism failing. It is monstrous in its proportions, it
IB true. · But even
Giants die, despite their Fee, fo, fum.

the pantheons. As, in the fable of Eden, the garden
of the holy one was protected from invasion by flaming swords in angel hands, she has used the sword of
the warrior to smite and subdue opposers. Fraud
and force hav been the instruments of her propa:ganda.
And now, holy mother church disposed of, I expose
myself as Cheap Jack, offering, without money and
without price, from the back-board of my cart, the
last and the best of patent articles yet offered to
an affiicted public-an article destined to take the
rag off all bushes as a panacea for d9ubt-an article
not "recommended by an aged clergyman, himself
for many years a sufferer;'' but an article extolled by
the most astute and brilliant souls of our centuryevolution.
·
Take it to your bosoms, my friends. Place it in
the bosoms of your families. Put it in the bosoms
of your neighbors. Let it be unto you as were the
lares and penates of the ancients. .Hail it as the
Deliverer, the Redeemer, the Rescuer. Last on the
Index Expurgatorius of the Vatican it stands anathematized-an advertisment in itself par excellence;"
the subject of proscription in encyclical letter; of
ban in pastoral remonstrance ; of papal bull, it is
bully.· Here you are now. Who will refuse acceptance of so great a gift! I cry aloud to you-from
among the aellers and the buyers of adulterated
goods, offering you the last, the purest gift of time.
I lift up my voice, yea, shout unto you as unto men
who, having ears, are prepared to hear:
Ho, ye grace-deserted loons of faith-adoring
fathers ! Moderns who hav lost all trust in Gods,
popes, and creeds, why stan!I you here without faith
and without hope in the world~ Behold Evolution,
seeking to fill the God-space within you, offering the
tranquillity erewhile promised, but not received, from
ghostly marvels, miracles and heavenly prodigiesshadows gone by the board never to return. Cast
aside their vestiges, my friends-all sophistries of
prophets, popes, and priests; all trivialities of scriptures; all ordinances, symbols, sacraments, pulpit
vestments, altar tomfooleries, fetiches of every hue
and dye; and, clutching at evolution, walk henceforth in unshackled manhood, larding lean life with
truth.
I do not seek, my friends, to deal in perEonalitiesdragging unfortunates from the crowd as terrible
examples of sufferings borne. I must, however, for
the nonce, appear to so offend. There, as I poir:.t, I
·see a face dark of brow and with malignant eye-a
chap who might hav worn the frock of monk in days
gone by, but now only a Presbyterian. Come, my
much abused friend-abused by heredity and afterward by cruel teachers corrupting all sources of
kindly sentiments by scourging, wrathful treatment.
He speaks. Listen to him : " Is thy hearer a dog,
that he should be satisfied with evolution, a nostrum
from the pit 1 Bah !"
74.
LeRoy, N. Y., July, 1888.

Some Thoughts on Evolution.
A boy bought a fiddle having but one string, being
told it was a new invention and a new idea, that it
was adjustable and would pull out, with no limit to
the number of tunes it would play. When its defects were shown to him, his reply was : " It is a new
thing in the way of a fiddle, and I can play more
tunes on that one than you can on your old ories that
hav half a dozen."
.
In his simplicity that boy t:fwught he actually had
something new, and every time he drew his bow
across that one string believed that he was playing
a new tune never played before.
An original, an entirely new thought, one that can
be demonstrated, and never was before, is as rare as
to find a gem growing inside a potato.
In noting the number of tunes with the variations
that some of our friends play with the words, evolu
tion, survival of the fittest, etc., I am reminded of
the boy and his fiddle with, as he thought, its wonderful capacity for music.
They appea1· to think that with those words, as
they interpret and use them, can be solved. all the
mysteries of the past~all that pertains to the earth,
vegetable, animal, man, space, and the universe, the
magic of the words, or phrase, is so easy to be understood, let them tell it ; unfortunately, all are not
equally gifted, particularly those Agnostics who hav
not evolved far enough, or fast enough, to suit those
progressiv fellows like Milleson, who know what they
know, and no mistake.
A Dutchman and an Irishman had an altercation;
the wife of the former fearing il1 might end in something more than words, said, " Come away, you fool,
before he hits you mit a stone, and knocks you sensible."
Some of us will consider it a favor if yoa will just
condescend, be a little more explicit, tell how you
know, then, if we fail to sense it rightly, try to persuade us mit a stone.

The mother of abominations is doomed, and it is
high time. Through the long period since she became mistress, she has dominated all interests to sub·
serve her enslaving purposes, carrying the hauteur of
a de~pot, with the affected humility of a beggar.
Holdmg aloft a bleeding savior, calling him the
prince of peace, she has drenched the centuries with
blood. Holding aloft the banner of the cross,
she has sent forth her slaves, with gyves and
with manacles, to drag men to dungeons and to
Evolution : The act of unfolding; a series of things un.
death. Taking the horrible God of the Jews as her rolled, or unfolded.- Webster.
exemplar, she has slaughtered in wrath to prove her
Simple enough, not difficult to be understood in
God "the very God "-the simon-pure Jehovah of its true sense and application, and in that way is
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most generally accepted. But whatever part of the
theory has no other base than guesEt, and falsely
maintains that science has demonstrated, has no
more value than the guess of an unlearned plowman.
A summary of the popular idea would read about
like this: Away back somewhere, or nowhere the
earth's surface was covered by water. Wher~ the
water or the. earth evolved from is not in the lesson
presumably overlooked as unimportant. Then,-whe~
time began a some.thing from the bottom, middle, or
surface of the mighty waters called protoplasm ·
which, being' interpreted, mean~ the first or the be:
ginning, appeared, having but little substance and
no regular outline or form; without nerves or sensi~
bility ; neither organs nor sex; the affirmation is
that from that protoplasm has evolved, or unfolded,
all that has life with an outline of form in the vegetable and animal world.
· Nor does it limit the assumption to this world,
but takes in and embraces the universe, with its
countless systems and suns, and space that holds
them, and maintains that all evolved out from universal chaos or nothing.
·
To learn .how !lature is making vast luminaries throughout
the. otherwise hideous darkness and s_pace-until we all are
familiar with the endless growth and decay of worlds, suns,
etc., surely as pollen grains develop into seeds, crystals
unite into oorolites, which collectivly form asteroids, capable
of developin_g; into satellites, and then into planets, etc.Milleson in Tlte Truth Seeker, July 7, 1888.

Any botanist will say that from the seeds the stalk
is produced, from that the flower, and, there being
sex in flowers, the pollen is the germinating principle,
and by its operation, impregnation, the species is
continued, and is not or ever was in any other way.
There is in flowers not only sex, but almost all and
everything, except the "brain "-Miss Helen Gardener is right about that. From the smallest animalcule to the gigantic mastodon, all physiologists and
anatomists are in accord with me as to the truth of
what I affirm, that all life that is or has been is propagated and continued by that same universal rule
and law of sex, and but for such intermingling there
would be no life.
And now, what is life? Will our friends who
think they know what they know tell, and when it
began? Is it any wonder that the magnitude of the
question overwhelmed Mr. Darwin and impelled
him to exclaim that "it may hav been breathed by
the creator into a few forms or into one," and that
"it is a question for the distant future, if ever solved
by man."
It is a bold assumption to say that all the organs,
with their functions-that is, the necessity or want of
them-lungs to breathe, heart to pulsate, blood to
course through arteries and veins, organs to propagate and sex, simply and slowly unfolded, appearing
from time to time as the necessities of the case demanded. Did the brain, the mind, the socket, and the
eye unfold at one or different periods of time ~ If
at intervals, which first?
It is only by the operation of the mind through
the brain, with the function of the eye, that we reCognize ·objects.
With the exception of the unborn fetus, can life be
sustained or continued without lungs? Besides, is
there a single vital organ that can be dispensed with
and life continued?
"Crystals unite into rerolites," etc. If that is not
an assumption, it admits of proof. Where, and from
what, did the crystals evolve ? Again, how is it
known that, collectivly, they form satellites and worlds,
and how do they manage to get the right place in
space, then circle around some convenient friendly
sun for a time and die, and what becomes of the remains and skeleton 1 To withhold knowledge of that
kind is not generous-they are questions of too much
importance to make guess-work of. And Agnostics,
being -somewhat dull of comprehension, would respectfully beg of those friends who, with so much
assurance, know all about it, to tell.
And suns being made-evolving, unfolding, actually
in process of growth and decay, dying, why not say
being annihilated ?
This must be considered as the most daring presumption possible. And does science verify, demonstrate, that such affirmations are facts?
Usually it has been supposed that science dealt
only with tangible things, not abstract theories.
The once somewhat popular theory that from the
· distant nebulous light suns were being manufactured, suns in embryo, is no longer tenable.
Astronomers are not supposed to make mistakes
in figuring distance, etc. They tell us 'that light
moves with a velocity of 186,000 miles per second,
and there are stars so distant that their light could
not reach us in less than 10,000 years; and to traverse
the Milky Way, of which our solar system is a part,
it requires 1,500 years, and many times that, or
5,000,000, to reach us from the most distant nebula.
The time it would require for the matter of worlds
and suns, meeting as they would with much more
resistance tha:q light, to pass through space, can
not be estimated by figures ; neither could the mind
grasp it. It will be granted that the mind of the
most distinguished Agnostic could not~ Mr. Darwin
and others ·his equals in research and knowledge;
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would yield. I suggest that some of our knowing Besides, eagles never make war on their own kind,
or kill one· another, which has been the principal part
friends take hold of it as a part of the next lesson.
Law is unchanging with plants, and all of the ani- of your business and recreation; you claim to hav
mal world. Clover blossoms will never be grown or evolved from the ape--it would be a cowardly falseevolved from the seeds of thistles. Neither from the hood to accuse him of doing anything of the kind
cone, or seed, of the pine, or acorn of the oak can Hav you in the transformation gone up or down~" ·
The lion made about the same answers, but said
fruit-bearing trees be evolved.
When, by the art and skill of the floriculturist, an in relation to the social condition and standing of
ever-blooming rose or a lily of the valley has been his race in comparison with some others, that it was
unfolded from the burdock burr, then it will do to far superior. No. promiscuous intercourse, and no
complex marriages.
say that nature's laws hav changed.
The elephant was positiv that his trunk and tail
In all that pertains to the nature of trees, plante,
and animals, by which life is derived and continued, unfolded at the same time, and the whole menagerie
is this law of nature,.that like produces like, and only shouted in chorus the same of themselvs: "All right,
for this germinating prinCiple, and sex, there·would no change would help them." Even the monkey
declared that the devil could dispense with his tail
·
be no life.
It will not do to say that the honey-bee unfolded and be less inconvenienced than himself. I gave up
from the ant, though much like in anatomical struct- in despair, and was more than half convinced of the
J. VAN DENBURGH. ·
ure and form. The ant likes honey, but has neither truth of their assertionl'.
the external nor internal arrangement for getting it;
Abolition of the Death Penalty. ·
and is a fighting fellow besides, but will never hav a
sting in his tail.
To THE Em>rOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, near Sir :
Survival of the fittest ! Who is competent to tell Murders, suicides, and hangings hav become so comhow much survivas that ought not to hav existed: mon that nobody seems concerned to ask whether
war, want, with nations and peoples; with individuals, so many are necessary, and still less whether any are
hate, revenge, malice!
necessary. But I think somebody should call a halt
A splendid race of animals-bisons-hav almost be- to the horrible. business, or at any rate a stay of such
come extinct, under our own eyes, and not because proceedings till an inquiry be made whether the best
the older and stronger killed the younger and weaker is now doing that is possible for humanity down here
ones. And with them will pass away another race- in the very evening twilight of the nineteenth Chrisa race of mE?n that hav ·some noble qualities, traits, tian century.
and characteristics.
Our Declaration of Independence proclaims the inWhen this generation is gone there will hardly be violability of human life. If human life be inviolate,
a solitary survivor of either. Coeval with both, still why do governments take it by sweeping wholesales
surviving, are those cowardly, cruel, worthless wolves, in war, and constantly in lesser numbers in peace, as
existing simply because there hav been others to de- penalty for crime? Or how dare individuals murder
and mangle one another in duels, or, by ordinary asstroy.
As to the man, that gallant and chivalrous soldier, sassination, to avenge real or fancied wrongs T Or
General Sheridan, is credited with the saying that the how can so many, old and young, men and women,
only good Indian is a dead one. One is pagan, the lay violent hands on themselvs in frightful suicides!
Why, Mr. Editor, nothing in the world is cheaper toother Christian.
And it may be said of the distinguished soldier day than human life-that sacred inviolate thing
and Christian, in accordance with his ideas of right which neither God nor man should invade for any
and duty to the state church and humanity, that he cause!
Our Declaration of Independence pronounces hudid his part well in the endeavor to exterminate and
make all Indians good. For two centuries the dusky man life inviolate, and also dec.lares all "just governpagan has struggled with the pale-faced Christian ments derive their power from the consent of the
for his home and a burial-place. His fight has been governed." And yet we take away the inviolable lives
for life and permission to exist; the other's, for glory of women, without condescending so much as to ask
and his country. Distinguished soldiers who profess their consent, by giving them vote or voice in enand call themselvf!! Christians hav, by stealth and acting the laws. Thus is the government doubly
darkness, surrounded their homes, and while men, damned by its own primest Declaration !
But I hav here a petition to the law-making power
women, and children tried to escape by the light of
their burning homes, dealt them an indiscriminate of the states, to which I would respectfully ask to
call the attention of the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and merciless slaughter.
It will remain for other times and other men to in the hope of awakening attention to the whole
imrartially decide which of the two peoples were th.e question of capital punishment :
fittest to survive. It may be the man from New
PETITION FOR THE ABOLITION OF 'rHE DEATH PENALTY.
Zealand that John Stuart Mill fancied might some
To the Senate and House of Representativs: The undertime stand on a broken arch of London bridge and signed earnestly desire you, the legislators of the state, imsurvey the ruins. Occasionally I meet a venerable mediately to revoke the penalty of death as now due to ?~ime,
toad in my walks. He has a voice and can sing. I particularly as relates to woman, who, though a Citizen,
property-holder, and tax-payer, cannot vote to enact that nor
fancied once I heard a murmur not the song. Vent- other laws, being denied the right of suffrage.
uring the inquiry, I said : "Is that you, my friend,
But if the penalty must be executed on man, who ml\kes
the laws, then your petitioners ask that the execution, being
and are you unhappy?"
Replied he: "You hav guessed the situation exactly. the most fearful and solemn act ever done by man, shall be
wholly a religious service, and committed to the cler,gy;
You see that skylark and hear him sing, see him made
provided always that no human being shall ever be sent mto
mount higher and sing louder-and you know, by the the unknown realities of eternity until, in the judgment of a
process of evolution that is unfolding, this fellow has clergyman of his choice, or of his nearest friends, he is prebeen provided with wings, plumage, tail feathers, and pared to meet them, and shall hav witnessed that preparation
receiving the ordinances of baptism and the sacramental
all. And you must grant his song is more varied by
supper, thus becoming a member of the visible church; and
and beautiful than mine, and doubtless will say he that then the dreadful act of hanging shall always be peris happy. Once he was down in the mud as I am, formed by an Jrdained clergyman, a doctor of divinity, or
and could only sing his toad son¥.. Please tell me bishop, when practicable, with appropriate religious services,
why all toads were not made happy by being unfolded and on the first day of the week, commonly called the Sabinto skylarks." The toad then suggested that I bath.
Now consider the mighty prerogative claimed by
make of the lark the inquiry.
The lark answered: "In accordance and in the priesthood of Christianity. First: They claim
harmony with the so-called science or philosophy of to know more than anybody else, or everybody else,
evolution, all skylarks were once toads. You will about the vast unknown that lies beyond the veil of
hardly question the truth of the statement, I think, present sight. And, more, they claim to hav special
simply because it has not been demonstrated. It commission from the most high God to teach the
easily can be. It is not necessary, because all who whole human race, born and to be born, the doctrine
and duties designed to fit that race for a new existare not dullards or Agnostics will grant it.
"Happiness or content is not for birds or mor- ence in that dark beyond. And thirdly, they often
tals. Many birds can sing just as finely as we can quote with a shuddering solemnity the words ~s part
and hav much nicer plumage-can sing from the of their commission : "Whatsoever ye shall bmd on
earth shall be bound in heaven." And multitudes of
tree-top, without mounting_
"Is that all' You see that savage eagle up on them even go much further than that, and pronounce
the erag ? He is watching if I sing too long or soar sentences dooming their fellow-mortals to eternal fire.
Now who in the name of all common sense, reatoo high. He will pounce on me and tear me to
pieces. No, I am not entirely happy. I fancy his son, ju~tice, ~ighteousness, should perform the dreadful act of hanging if not those whose very offico
life is preferable to mine.
"Please interview him. He is oalled the king of treats of life and death, especially of death, and
birds. But for him our songs would fill the air with what may lie beyond, in a way and with meanings
melody." I addressed the eagle: "Now, 0 king unknown to any and all other callings or works
of birds ! what will you answer to these accusations, among men? By common consent governments
and from what did you evolve?"
· send the clergy, not the school-master, to the con"Your questions are at least presumptuous, if not demned in their cells in the last dreary hours. Why, .
foolish. Eagles were always eagles, the same as now; then, should they not perform the terrible deed of
always had wings, beaks, and talons; and our bus- death on the victims so soon as, in the judgment of
iness has been about the same always. What could the constituted authorities, they are prepared! Tell
the king of birds u:n.fold from or change to? That me, 0 Editor! who should solemnize the awful scene,
is presumptuous nonsense.. And but for me your not by their presence only, but by their own ordained
little -birds would destroy your grain-fields, and and sanctified hands, if not they T
Ooncord, N. H.
PARKER PILLBBURl.
the melody of their songs would annoy you.
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"8th. Are you willing to unite with others who hold these
principles, and henceforth devote yourself to the perpetua.
In the North American Review for the current tion of civil and religious liberty and. the great American
month Cardinal Manning has a twenty-eight-page Union?"

Cardinal Hanning to the Rescue.

Editor. article on the Gladstone-Ingersoll controversy, in
Business Manager. which he contends that the church is its own witness
c. P. SOMEBBY,
-meaning by the church the Roman Catholic organPUBLISliED BY
ization in which he holds office. It is a rehash of the
'1 HE TR UrrH SEEKER OO.MPANY. affirmativ propositions which Rome relies upon to
support her claims.
28 LAFAYETI'E PLACE, NEW YORK.
The cardinal in one way or another many times
the phrase, " Sift and test the evidence that
repeats
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.
Christianity is a divine revelation as strictly as if it
Address all Oommunieations to THE TRUTH BEEKER were in a court of law ;" and he talks about the
OOMP ANY. Make all Drafts, Cheeks. Post.oj!lu and Ex.. ''twofold processes" of intellectuality and faith. An
press Money Orders payable to CHARLES P. BOMERB Y. ignorant person, bewildered by a multiplicity of
words, and setting down as an extraordinarily smart
SEPTEMBER 15, 1888. man any person who can use words of which the
SATURDAY,
commonalty of mankind do not know the meaning;
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
unused, too, to going behind the glittering but often
Bingle subscription in advance .••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••• fS 00 meaningless rhetoric of the advocate for the idea
5 00
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5 00 which he has concealed-such person might conclude
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One subscription with one new subscriber, in onerefrom reading the article that Cardinal Manning. had
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mittance ..••••.•.•.•..•.••.•••••..•......•.•..•...•.•.••.••••••
offered some valid argument in support of his favorit
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7 00 theology. But he hasn't, for the very simple but allremittance .•..•• :.................... .. .................. .
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
8 60 powerful reason that he starts from an unproved
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assumption. He asserts that the church liad a
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 10 00 "divine" founder, which founder is ''God," through
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
Jesus Christ, and upon these unproved and unprovwith one remittance.
able hypotheses he builds his house of cards. It
needs no argument to show that such a house cannot
A Good Hove.
We understand that the secretary of the American stand the assaults of logic.
Again, he takes for granted that the world will adSecular Union designs for one item of ne~t year's
work, if he shall be furnished with the necessary mit the church to be its own witness, because the
funds, to begin legal proceedings against the trustees church itself has declared that it is, ''by its marvelof Girard College, in Philadelphia, because of their ous propagation, its eminent sanctity, its inexhaust~
shameful betrayal of their trust and willful and ible fruitfulness in all good things, its catholic unity
and invincible stability, a vast and perpetual motiv
wicked violation of the conditions of Girard's will.
of
credibility, and an irrefragable witness of its own
This is a wise determination, and one that we hope
will not be departed from. Stephen Girard left divine legation." Even if this were all true it is only
money and property for a specific purpose under spe- an assertion of an interested organization as to itself,
cific conditions. The United States Supreme Court which could not possibly be allowed as evidence, even
has decided that his conditions were legally binding, in a court prejudiced in its favor, unless corroborated
as of course they were morally right. The Christians by outside testimony. And so far from being true,
hav stepped in and under the pretense of fulfilling it is all false; and besides, would prove· too much,
the purpose hav virtually stolen Girard's millions to as any other religion claiming the same would be enuse as a missionary fund for the conversion of or- titled to claim divine creation and conduct. If
phans. The facts are well known; abundance of ev- ''marvelous propagation" proves divine assistance,
idence is at hand, and it only remains to take the surely Mohammedanism had the aid of God. Oatholio unity is a high-sounding phrase, but why did
·
proper steps in the courts.
The American Secular Union is the proper organi- Protestantism lead half the Catholics out of the
zation to undertake the case, and it should be done church! Why are th.are two bodies of Catholics!
at once. As Judge Westbrook, in his book,'' Gi- Why did Roman Catholics separate from their older
rard's Will and Girard College Theology," says, " the Greek Catholic brethren! The sanctity of the Cathbest interests of morality require the strictest adher- olic church, and its fruitfulness in good things, may
ence to a trust," and when that trust is for the ben- well not be dwelt upon by its defenders, else the unefit of Liberalism the American Secular Union should believer will catalog again the infamous and almost
see to it that the Christians are not unpunished for infi.nit wickedness and evil of that same church.
Argument based on such fallacious premise!! can
their knavery. Stephen Girard ordered in his will
that the orphans who should derive advantage from convince no thinking person, though the changes on
his bequest should not be religiously instructed, but them were rung through twice twenty-eight pages
should be left unpr~>judiced to adopt, when they de- of the Review. No doubt, when he gets ready, Coloparted from the college, " such religious tenets as nel Ingersoll will· expose Cardinal Manning's weaktheir matured reason may enable them to prefer." nesses in detail.
And especially did Girard- forbid sectarian teaching.
A Change of Diseases.
But, as is well known, the orphans are taught religAn
anti-Catholic
society has been formed in Minion, and sectarian religion at that-Protestant sectaneapolis.
It
is
only
six months old, but its organrianism as the groundwork, and Episcopalianism as
izers
claim
a
membership
of over eight thousand.
the divisional superstructure. The college curricuThe order has a division in nearly every ward of the
lum is as full of piety as that of a theological semcity. It is composed of Protestants who hate their
inary.
fellow-Christians, and is about like the old KnowWe should like to see the Secular Union take hold
nothing organization. The following is the " creed "
of more practical issues like this. In fact, we think
of the order:
the Union can do better propa~:randist work in this
"Nationality no bar to membership.
way than in any other. If the Union will furnish the
" (Confidential).
news, the daily press will spread the arguments of
"In view of the intolerant, persistent, aggressiv efforts of
the Union. A few cases in the courts, a few speeches Romanists, their evident determination to control the gov.
in the legislatures, a few vigorous fights against the ernment of the United States and to destroy our civil andretyranny of the church, a few school-board trustees ligious liberty, I desire to submit to you the following questions:
made to answer for their conversion of public into
" 1st. Are you a Protestant from principle or from chance?
parochial schools, will do more for the cause of jus"2d. Are you in favor of preserving constitutional liberty,
tice than all the speeches that can be spoken and and maintaining the government of the United States?
" 3d. Do you regard Romanism as the enemy of civil and
tracts that can be written in a twelvemonth. The
daily press will be our orator and our writer. Facts religious liberty ?
"4th. Is it not in your opinion unwise and unsafe to apteD, and more men are interested in a fight than in a point
to civil, political, military offices in this country men
lamentation· over wrongs inflicted. If thine enemy who own allegiance to the pope of Rome, and who hav sworn
smite thee on one cheek, hit him in both eyes.
to obey him?
"5th. Are you in favor of maintaining the principles of
If the officers of the Union will for one year spend
every dollar they can get over the secretary's salary our general unsectarian, free school organization ?
"6th. Are you opposed to all attempts to use the public
in legally compelling the Christians to be honest and
funde for any sectarian purposes whatever?
just, the Union will be stronger and hav more to
"7th. Are you willing to b!3 governed by these principles
work with than it ever had lbefore.
in your future politic~! actions?

E. M.

MAcDONALD,

The main trouble with this organization is that it
would substitute for the rule of one church the rule
of another about equally bad. The Bible is as malodorous in our public schools when read by Protestant
teache~s, as the catechism of the Catholics taught by
the sisters. While the Catholics woul!l destroy religious liberty if they had the power, so would the
Protestants. The religious persecutions in this
country hav been by Protestants, and their Reform
Association is one of the most activ agencies at work
to-day in revamping our Constitution in favor of their
own sectarianism. The Protestants are scarcely less
inimical to freedom than the B.omanists.
In the mind of a Protestant, '' unsectarian" means
Protestant Christianity. We don't want that sort of
religion any more than we want Roman Catholic
religion. Ostensibly, the Minneapolis organization
is all right, but in reality, it is as bad as the Romish
organization. And in it we think we see the " fine
Italian" hand of the National Reform Association,
otherwise known as the God-in-the-Constitution
party. It never yet benefited the patient to replace
small-pox with yeilow fever.

The Church in the Arena.
A writer in the Christian at Work winds up a long
catalog of efforts at Sunday closing in various towBs
in the East with these general reflections:
" These facts certainly show favorable openings for the
friends of the Lord's day. The laws against labor on the
Sabbath can be more easily enforced when a majority in each
trade and occupation demand it. Those who resist will hav
the sentiment of their own guild against them. Now is the
time for the church to enter the arena, and develop this
under-current of Sabbath observance. Indeed, on almost
every side economic and ethical questions are arising and
looking about for wise leadership, and we :t.av at hand Christian principles, by the application of which these struggles
can result in the attainment of righteous ends."

This pietist has got the cart before the horse.
Once upon a time the Christians ran this country.
They had Sunday laws, and they enforced them.
The man who dared kiss his wife on Sunday was
punished, and the wretch who followed the Lord's
example and took a walk in the cool of the evening
paid the penalty by standing in the stocks. The
church was in the arena in full panoply of power, and
the "under-current of S~~obbath observance" was exceedingly well developed. Ethical questions were all
settled, and very economically for the clergy, who
benefited by the various pounds of tobacco and cash
squeezed from the wicked.
Since then tl!..e world has advanced considerably,
and the attempt of the church to "enter the arena"
is not the beginning of a crusade for righteousness,
but an effort to move the country back something
like two hundred years. That it will succeed more
than temporarily and locally, in some ignorant districts, does not seem probable. There are too many
folks in the country who can reason, for the Christian church to ever do again what she did in colonial
days. Our Sunday laws are becoming virtually, and
except spasmodically, dead letters. The effort to
breathe the breath of life into them is like blowing
into the nozzle of a blacksmith's bellows-the wind
comes back into the blower's f!loce with increased
force.

The Lord and Colonel Ingersoll.
The yellow fever plague now decimating Jacksonville, Florida, is one of those horrible penalties which
sometimes follow a compliance with nature's malevolent laws instead of her beneficent rules. The distress in the stricken city is terrible, and the suffering
of the people appeals to every sympathetic and generous heart in the country.
The righteously pious regard the plague as a punishment for sin, the Lord having become angry at
his children. No good Christian doubts that the
Lord could stay the disease were he so inclined, but
the fact remains that he does not, and every. day adds
to the long list of the dead. Other folks take a very
different view of the matter, and are endeavoring by
human effort to cleanse the city of Jacksonville to
prevent the further spread of the poison germs.
With this object in view, wicked Wall street of this
city has contributed thousands of dollars, and merchants generally are going down deep into their
pockets in response to humanitarian sentiments.
Other cities are helping the noble work along, and
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with the means thus raised it is prosable that Jacksonville's horrible scourge will ·be overcome.
Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll, always first in good
works, besides giving his cash donation, offers to go
upon the platform and lecture for the benefit of the
yellow fever victims. This means, in this city,
another one or two thousand dollars.
We cannot help constrasting the conduct of
Colonel Ingersoll with that of the Lord. The latter
personage will do nothing, though· amply able ; while
the former not only contributes his cash, but his services to get cash from others who will not contribute
unless some service is rendered them in return.
We think the Lord might, if not willing to forego his
revenge upon the wicked, contribute at least.a few
of his cattle upon a thousand hills for the benefit of
those who hav not offended him, but yet suffer
through the punishment of the wicked

The Jews.
The Christian Advocate says:
"Rabbi Joseph is a noted Jewish dignitary brought over
from Russia to be the head of the orthodox Hebrews in this
city. His arrival has been hailed with the greatest enthusiasm. The address which he made sets the standard of piety
high. He rules with an iron hand, but consistently. A congregation had bought a Christian church and were about to
dedicate it. Rabbi Joseph, on arriving, perceived the crosses
still upon it, and would not allow the services to proceed.
He was right. When the Jew truly reveres him who died
on the cross, he is a Christian. Till then the cross is out
of place on the synagog. Rabbi Joseph has not arrived
a day too soon, for many of the seed of Abraham hereabouts
are Infidels."

We fear, however, that the presence of Rabbi Joseph will do little to counteract the Infidelity prevailing among the Jews. Orthodox Judaism is not
very powerful in this city, very few of the younger
generation understanding even the language in which
Rabbi Joseph exhorts them. The Reform or heretical wing of Judaism are the supporters of the Jewish
institutions, and, as one Jew said to us recently, all
the orthodox party do is to furnish paupers for the
united charities, orphans for the asylums, old people
for the Home for the Aged, and incurables for the
Montefiore Home. We doubt if Rabbi .Joseph will
get many of the Reformers back into the fold, and as
for the Infidel Jews, they smile scornfully when
asked tq again believe in the ancient rubbish of the
Mosaic times, though many of them attend the synagog regularly. The Jews of New York, especially
those of German nationality, are a level-headed and
rationalistic race. The orthodox Jews are Russians
and Poles, and will not hav intelligence enough for
several generations yet to become Infidels. But a
Jew once Liberalized seldom or never goes back to
either Jewish or Christian superstition.
It is queer, though,. that the Methodists would
rather see a Jew superstitiously orthodox in his J uda·
ism than an Infidel. Is it one slavedriver sympathizing with another T

Longevity and Exegesis.
With a late sermon of Dr. Talmage's on "Longev.
ity" we take it to be our duty to express a decided
dissent; and against it we shall direct all the forces
of confut-ation in our humble power. Dr. Talmage's
words are as follows :
" It is said in Isaiah : ' The child shall die a hundred
years old.' Now, if according to scripture, the child is to be
a hundred years old, may not the men and women reach to
three hundred and five hundred? Religion has only just
touched our world. Giv it full power for a few centuries,
aud who CllJl tell what will be the strength of man, and the
beauty of woman, and the longevity of all? Adam lived
nine hundred and thirty years. Methuselah lived nine hundred and sixty-nine years. My design is to show that practical religion is the friend of long life."

Here is the statement distinctly made, that certain
perE\ons attained a vast age, and that the cause of
that longevity was Christianity. Authority is given,
citation made, and the statement sta~;ted on its
rounds for the misleading of Freethinkers.· But we
shall take the liberty to deny Mr. Talmage's assertion
in toto. It is not that we underestimate the strength
of his position, or place too high a value upon our
own powers ; no, we are fully sensible of the serious
nature of the task; but we are immovably convinced
that the attributing of the mentioned longevity to
religion is fallacious, for we hav the best testimony
to the existence of equal longevity dissociated from
religion; and authority for authority we will meet
his statement and from works of the same known
~!~stworthi:Q.esr;~ estal,?lisl:J. th~s position~
f;lwjft's

works, Gulliver's Travels, Part III.-A Voyage to you are not the only scholar in the world and that
Laputa, Balnibarbi, 'Luggnagg, Glubdubdrib, and there is erudition besides your. own.
Japan; Edinburgh ed., 1869, p. 184:
"One day, in much good company, I was asked by a person of quality whether I had seen any of their struldbrugs, or
immortals. I said I had not; and desired he would explain
to me what he meant by such an appellation applied to a
mortal creature. He told me that sometimes, though very
rarely, a child happened to be born in a family with a red
circular spot in the forehead, directly over the left eyebrow,
which was an infallible mark that it should never die. He
said these biiths were so rare, that he did not believe that
there could be above eleven hundred struldbrugs, of _both
sexes, in the whole kingdom. I cried out, as in a rapture,
'Happy nation, where every child has a chance for being
immortal!"'

Comment is unnecessary. It is distinctly stated
that numbers of Luggnaggians, totally without
Christianity, possess not merely longevity but immortality.
But we need not go so far for the needed proofs.
What says the well-known Mother Goose T
"Rhymes," page 264 :
" Three wise men of Gotham
Went to sea in a tub.
If the tub had been stronger .
My story had been longer."

Page 292:
" There was an old woman lived under a hill,
If she's not gone, she livs there still."

Now, here, doctor, you will see a meaning so near
·the surface as not to be overlooked. The truth is,
you display distinguished merit in getting the meanings out of scriptural passages later on in your sermon, and we are not averse from showing you that
you may hav your equals in this, at the same time
that we att~nd to longevity. We find mention of
two parties, of great age, and then allusion to a prolonged and indefinit continuance of those parties
supposing immunity from, in the one case, bodily
accident, and in the other,.removal of place. If it
be asked why the men of Gotham are accounted
aged, the explanation is made by simply referring to
the adjectiv "wise." It is proverbial that wisdom
is attained only with age; and why, we ask, if it be
not intended to convey this signification, is there
made this remarkable use of the word ? There are a
hundred other words any one of which would equally
hav served any other intention; why not three simple
men of Gotham, or three fat men of Gotham, or
three bad men of Gotham~ The selection of this
one quality peculiar to an advanced period of life we
can consider only as part of a deep design, and that
design the indication of their great age. If the tub
had been stronger, this story "had been longer.''
"Longer?" We think the meaning here evident. If
for a mere few years, why is it not so stated? Why
this indefinitness, if it be not to darkly shadow forth
the extended life-term surmised 1 In law omission of
facts that would naturally hav oeen mentioned justifies presumption of design. If these men had had
any ordinary natural limit affixed to their lives,
clearly it would hav been mentioned; and we shall so
assume. The testimony of the second extract is
even more direct. Cz:itics may forever carp about
what they call forced interpretations, but they at least
can charge nothing here. If the old woman is not
gone, she lives there-how long ! An ordinary
period T No; note the language used. She livs
there still. That is, to this day. Further z:emarks
would be supererogatory. Under the mention of a
tub and a hill are no doubt symbolized great and
beneficent truths; but confidently leaving these to
the penetration of future laborers, we close the argument.
Then here, reverend sir, is testimony that we conceive irresistible; clothed, it is true, in the allegorical
language of which you and your fellows find your
own book so full, but sufficiently clear to strike at
the first glance anyone who has had the least experience in the ways of exegesis. To say nothing of the
direct evidence of Gulliver, we hav two indubitable
traditions, handed. down through Saxon folk-lore
from peoples that had never heard of Christianity;
the traditions ha_v been providentially preserved for
us to this day with a care that reason forbids us to
declare unintentional, and they clearly attest a Ion"
gevity vast and practically illimitable.
No, no, Dr. Talmage; you hav sent forth an unhistorical statement, and but for the watchfulness of
some might by now hav deceived and converted Freethinkers more numerous than Vallambrosa's leaves;
but le_arn that the greatest abilities must meet with
failure whe~ enlisteq 41 t)le ~au!;le of untr'!lth"="""th~t

Editorial Notes.
THE following remarks. which are accurate in fact and expression, are from the Sequachee Herald, published at Jasper,
Tenn.: "THE TRUTH SEEKER, published at 28 Lafayette
place, New York city, subscription price $3 per annum, is
one of the ablest Freethought papers published in the United
States. Its corps of correspondents are the brainiest set of
men of any that write for literary papers."
THE danger of intimacy between ministers and the sisters
of their congregations are vividly illustrated in the adventures
of Mrs. Hayden and the Rev. Mr. Holden, of Hazleton, Pa.
Mrs. Hayden had invited her pastor to accompany her in a
pleasure ride through the country. Their route lay across a
railroad track, and as Mrs. Hayden was driying along at a
very moderate speed-so the account states-and deeply
interested in the conversation of her companion, the phaeton
was lifted several feet into the air by an engin, bringing up
against a neighboring telegraph pole. Mrs. Hayden was
found to be injured internally, while the minister had his
shoulder and leg both broken. The horse was killed, and
the phaeton smashed. THE TRUTH SEEKER has often warned
the clergy and the sisters of the danger they run in seeking
lone companionship, and we trust others will now giv heed
to what we hav said.

-------

THE subjoihed letter has been received in due course of
mail:
"SAN RAFAEL 0AL

"Truth Seeker and Co I see my suboription is up Sept 4 is up
please discontiue it lttle to much Anathist floting arronud fur me
in it
Yours
T M Josselyn"
If any of our readers will, from reading this letter, tell us

Mr. Josselyn's reason for discontinuing, we shall be grateful
indeed. At present opinion in this office differs as to whether
it is because he finds Atheist or Anarchist articles in the paper.
The beautiful young lady who records the reception of cash
hugs the idea that Mr. Josselyn finds the paper Atheistic;
our devil, a product of Pennsylvania, thinks Mr. Josselyn
has found in our columns a communication with Anarchistic
sentiments concealed therein. The balance of the working force are about equally divided in their guesses.
While we regret to lose Mr. Josselyn as a subscriber, the
poignancy of parting is softened by the hope that he will
use the annual price of the paper to purchase a spellingbook and grammar.
MR. SoHUOK, priest of St. M11ory's church at Millhausen,
Ind., has been to Rome, and returns with gloomy reports of
the church's prospects in Italy. "I cann0t express my sorrow at the lamentable condition in which I found the affairs
of the church in Italy, and especially in Rome," said the
priest to a Pittsburgh reporter. "The only property now
owned by the church is the Vatican, where the pope livs.
His former summer palace is now being used as a residence
for King Humbert. The Italian government and peopie are
continually subjecting the pope and priests to every insult
they can on the streets. Priests are spit on and insulted by
the people. I escaped this myself, but know it to be a common occurrence. As matters now stand I hav positiv infor"
mation that the pope will not remain in Rome more than two
years more, and from the way matters now stand I expect
he will hav to leave there within the next six months. He
will go to Spain, where he has been invited to come, and is
sure of a cordial reception. The headquarters of the Cath.
olic church will then be located in Madrid. Even now preparations are being made for the departure that is liable to
take place at any moment. The great hatred of the Italian
people toward the church arises from the fact that so many
of the former are Infidels, and hav no respect for God or
man." Perhaps it is now in order to pity the sorrows of the
poor old pope, but we cannot help thinking that the Indiana
priest exaggerates in his statements. It is true that the educated Italians are largely Infidel, but the ignorant peasants
are nearly all Catholics. The pretended removal of the pope
is a political scare.
THE London Freethinkers, aroused by the official gagging of
Mr. A. B. Moss, a TRUTH SEEKER correspondent, are moving
energetically in the school-board elections, and intend to
place as many Freethinkers in office as possible. A recent
meeting is thus reported by Mr. G. W. Foote's Radical
Leader: Mr. G. W. Foote presidtd, and was supported by
Mr. Bradlaugh, M.P., Mrs. Besant, Mrs. Bonner, Mrs. Sowden, Messrs. R. 0. Smith, J .. H. Ellis, G. Standring, Hubert
Bland, and A. B. Moss. The chairman stated that it was
the intention of the London Secular Federation to maintain
the Radical program of compulsory, free, and secular education. They were willing to work with Liberals and Radicals, but not to compromise their principles. They were
securing candidates, who would be run in various divisions,
and they meant to change the complexion of the London
school board. Mrs. Besant and Mr. Bradlaugh made stirring
and eloquent speeches. Mr. Bradlaugh said the real truth
was, the Freethinkers had to fight the Catholic church and
the principles of Cardinal Manning, and believed that in
every division the Freethinkers might carry a candidate by
the cumulativ vote. Many subscriptions were received for
the expenses of the coming fight. The following resplutions
were adopted : "(1) -That this mass meeting of London Secularists resolve to fight for the secular ticket at the approaching school elections. (2) That while willing, and
indeed anxious, to work in our various divisions with Radical Associations that are prepared to stand by the old
Radical program of" free and secular," we shall feel at libc
erty, wherever the secular part of the program is sacrificed or neglected; to run our own candidates a.nd giv them
our fullest support."
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proceedings against the Mormons on account of their religious belief, but on account of their criminal acts. And I
shall be glad to realize it as a fact that by the simple operation of law that great nest of crime can be broken up. I
hope the government has at last, after tampering with the
crime so many years, taken effectiv steps to suppress it.
Inclosed please find $1, for which send me the " FieldIngersoll Discussion," cloth-bound, and oblige,
Yours truly,
J. M. HoPKINS.

GRAND RAPIDS, MIOH., Aug. 27, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I am surprised that every person in this
world does not seek a truth and liv it, as this should be the
foundation for everything in this world, and he that buildeth
on this shall never fail. The Bible declares they that worship
' God must worship him in spirit and in truth. It also says we
must prove all things, and hold fast that which is good. This
VAN BUREN, ARK., July 12, 288.
is the position of the real truth seeker. How any Christian
MB. EDITOR : Inclosed find small order, which please forcan possibly hold a truth seeker otherwise than one of the ward as directed.
_
best of men, I am wholly unable to conceive.
In your issue of August 4th I notice that George Elliot
Yours for all truth.
CHARLES SAOH.
says : " I do not like your emblem of the flag above the
cross. Why not above the crescent, or any other superstiSANTA ANA, CAL., Aug. 30, 1888.
tion?" I do like the emblem. The crescent has no power in
MR. EDITOR : I write a word of advice to Frank H. Howe,
the United States. The cross has. If the devotees of the
and trust it will be of great service to him. In his article,
crescent were trying to place the crescent above the flag, and
"A Down-town Revival," he speaks of the loneliness of big
make the doctrine for which it stands paramount,. then I
city hotel lobbies on Sunday evenings. Now, he will never
be troubled that way if he will spend his Sunday evenings would say, keep the flag above the crescent. If we retain
our liberties we must keep the flag above the cross. Long
in writing such articles as the above. It is the most interest-ingly written article I hav read in a long time. The spirit may she wave above all ecclesiastical interference-the
and style are very agreeable and his moral is well pointed. guardian of the rights of the people against the encroachments of all tyrants, religious or socjal.
Please giv us your experience oftener, Mr. Howe.
If Clark Braden will come this way we will try and furYours,
D. EDSON SMITH.
nish him amusement for a few evenings. There are a few
Freethinkers here who are always ready for any preacher
MoNTE VISTA, CoL., Aug. 24, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : The article in your issue of the 18th inst. that may come along. None of- our local preachers is willentitled, "Society and Its Criminals," from that wonderful ing to meet any one of us in joint discussion, and if Clark
brain of Colonel Ingersoll, "is worth many times the price of Braden, or any other Christian, is thirsting for Infidel blood
a year's subscription. If I were to say fully what I think in let him come around and we will accommodate him. It used
regard to that great a•d good man, I suppose some crank to be that an Infidel who would undertake to talk religion
would put me under the sod. No witch or God, devil, ghost, here would hav two or three Christians "on him" in a minpriest, or preacher ever bothers me, because of the power ute; exactly the reverse of that is the way things stand now.
Yours for truth and justice,
HENRY ADDIS.
of the colonel's brain on paper. I keep my library stocked
with those gems from his magic brain. I once knocked at
NATIONAL HoME, Wis., Aug. 23, 288.
the door of Courtlandt Palmer, and he opened unto me.
MR. EDITOR: Here is a sample from the Banner of Light
Respect to his memory.
JoHN TRUEBLOOD.
anent what they call Antichristian: "We stillliv in an Antichristian age, more or less, as the late death by hanging of
PARSONS, KAN., Aug. 30, 1888.
MB. EDITOR: Being interested in your paper and having culprit Maxwell at St. Louis will demonstrate. There he
been a subscriber for a few years, I thought I would write hung fully fifteen or twenty minutes before life became exand tell you some things that I hav been doing in this priest- tinct," etc. "Antichristian," is it? 0 shades of our mighty
dead martyrs to science and philosophy I look down with
ridden town.
I do all the good I can with the grand old TRUTH SEEKER; scorn and contempt on this new-fangled curse called Chi-istian Spiritualism. Consistency ~s the jewel that stubbornly
I lend it to anyone whom I think will read it.
I hav made a few conversions, I am quite sure, and I might refuses to materialize for the benefit of Brother Colby's
hav gained some new subscribers were it not such hard readers. Is it possible that on this continent, and in this
nineteenth century, there exists one who would so defame
times among the working classes.
I am now an old man sixty-eight years old, and hav never the Spiritual philosophy as to connect it with this multiplicseen a time so necessary for every Liberal to try and do ity of blood-stained creeds of Christendom ? Antichristian
forsooth l Who hanged Maxwell? Who murdered the five
what he can for the cause.
The churches being organized and very badly scared, so.called Anarchists in open defiance of law in Chicago ?
knowing they cannot argue with a Liberal, will use all Who instituted the holy Inquisition, and kept it in force ?
the stratagem and lies they are master of to put down our Who caused millions to perish in the Crusades, and nearly
depopulated Europe ? Were all these Infidels or Antichriscause.
Yours truly,
M. WELLINGTON.
tians?
QuAKERTOWN, PA., Sept. 2, 1888.
Shame, shame, Brother Colby I It would not take much
MR. EDITOR : I am always anxious to receiv.e THE TRUTH of a clairvoyant to read thy future occupation for some time
SEEKER, and when it does not arrive on time I always fear to come. In old, forsaken habitations on earth thou wilt
make the night dolesome holding seances with bats and owls
something has happened.
- I like the illustrations, and they should be continued, but a hundred thousand years hence.
NELSON HUNT.
on looking at the illustration on the front page of the issue
JERSEY CITY, Sept. 3, 1888.
of September 1st, I could not help thinking that the idea of
MR. EDITOR : I send the obituary: Died, Aug. 29, 1888, ·at
the loving and kind Robert G. Ingersoll scalping his opponents, showing the scalps on a pole and the heads from Jersey City, Pamelia Dewey, aged seventy years. These
which they had been removed, was too barbaric. The bal- few words announce to the world that one of the most pracance forms a noble picture: Ingersoll with his sword of tical and consistent Liberal women has passed away.
To me they bring a painful realization of the fact that my
truth, breaking the swords of Presbyterianism and old Orthodoxy, of Field and Gladstone ; besides, the parsons' mother has gone. After an illness of nearly one year's duraslings might be loaded with lies. With these alterations, tion, suffering constantly, and with the knowledge that she
and got up in good size for framing, I think it would could not recover, mother died one of the grandest deaths
make a fine picture to decorate the homes of Freethinkers, known to my experience.
Born in 1818, in the midst of a Methodist hot-bed, comwith the one of Ingersoll and Gladstone on horseback as a
pelled by custom and fanaticism "to unite with the church,
companion.
D. C. WISMER.
still she had inherited from her father skepticism sufficient to
deny the doctrin of eternal punishment. This was her salSYLVANIA, 0., Aug. 26, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: In youdssue of August 11th, page 505, is an vation, and through it she was enabled to throw off every
article headed, "Despoiling the Stranger," containing views yoke that superstition had fastened upon her, and in its stead
on the Mormon question which do not correspond with mine. to develop a grand, independent life filled with good deeds.
In that article, and in other previous ones in THE TRUTH Her children had the first claim upon her, and hampered by
SEEKER, it seems to be presented that the Mormons are being poverty, opposition of every kind, she succeeded in implantpersecuted a"nd their property confiscated on account of their ing in all of their minds the necessity of living right and
peculiar religious views or opinions, or, in other words, be- never at the expense of others. She never tried to control
cause they differed with other Christians. Now, I think their religious views-left them free to act as best they
this is a lamentable mistake. They are being treated as could. She felt that the influence of church and creed
criminals, and such they are. They are, and hav been since could neTer,-never outweigh her love, and it never did.
they settled in Utah, engaged in advocating and practicing
She openly identified herself with the Liberal world about
that great crime against civilized society-polygamy ; a ten years ago. Since that time, and particularly since the
crime punished by imprisonment in every state of the Union; persecution of D. M. Bennett, THE TRUTH SEEKER has been
a crime no less a crime because Jehovah was represented in her companion. Ingersoll's writings she adored. She was
the Old Testament as a believer in it.
conversant with them from the time Robert shook hands
I agree with Colonel Ingersoll's views found on page 498 with Moses until he left Gladstone in a deep, reverential calm.
of that issue : " If anything on earth is immoral, that is. She believed that death was one long sleep. To her children
If there is anything calculated to destroy home, to do away she said : " If there is a God I am not afraid to meet him. I
with human love, to blot out the idea of family life, to cover hav done the best I could. If there .is a heaven I hav done
the hearthstone with serpents, it is the institution of polyg- nothing that can debar me from it."
During her long sickness she became quite attached to her
amy."
Now, it being conceded that the practice of polygamy is a physician. He would often spend an hour with her converscrime, is it not the duty of the government to break it up ing upon the prevailing topics, religion and politics. About
nine hours before her death he was sitting beside her. The
even if it become necessary to resort to confiscation?
What does the law require to be done with the property family stood close around the bedside. All were crying, all
and tools used in smuggling, counterfeiting, burglary, etc.? thought the end was near. She suddenly opened her eyes
Mormonism looks to me as a gigantic criminal, an organ- and said: "Doctor, who do you think will be elected presiized conspiracy against l_aw and decency and a defiant rebel dent ?" The doctor managed to say: '' Cleveland, I think.
against our government, ·and is entitled to no protection any Is that all right?" She nodded and closed her eyes. Only a
more than any other combination of outlaws.
few words were spoken after this. She passed away in a
l do not underetaJJ.d that the government has instituted sweet sleep at 1 A.M. No pain or suffering, not even the

trembling of the eyelids or lips. The last breath was drawn
and all was over.
Mother made her arrangements for the funeral ·and post.
mortem examination; She attended with me the funeral of
Mr. Leland. To her it was an ideal funeral, and she wished
that Mr. Wakeman might say a few words for her. But
before her death she thought that father and some of the
family might feel better if a minister officiated. Accordingly
she requested me to se(}ure the Universalist minister of this
place. I did so, and, to his credit be it said, he preached a
grand Freetho-qght sermon, never mentioning the word God,
and freely acknowledging that in the presence of death we
did not know what the future would be, but when we considered the life of the departed we did know what the past
had been. In fact, it was a manly, consistent sermon, and
one iny mother would hav indorsed. All of her wishes were
carried out except this-she wanted me to write to THE
TRUTH SEEKER. I hav done so. Good-bye, my loving, Liberal mother. May your grand principles govern me through
life.
CHARLES M. DEWEY.
SNOWVILLE, VA., July 31, 1888.
MB. EDITOR : Friend Wilson in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
July 28th says: "Once enfranchise women and the preachers
would decide all elections." I doubt it very much, for really
women are superior in intelligence to men; and they are
now " the power behind the throne " and if they had the will
the coming election would go precisely as they would determin. And if they decided on making J o Cook or Talmage
or Clark Braden president they could do it.
As to wars and fighting, if the mother who bore and raised
her sons has no right to say when they shall go to war, who
has a right? So long as we are social beings and liv under·
coinmon laws, each sex must yield certain rights and wishes
in deference to the rights and wishes of the other.
I may hav a right to sing, shout, thrum the piano, or ring
a bell in my own house, but if there is a sick neighbor living
in an adjoining house I hav no right to disturb him by making unnecessary noises, and even if said neighbor be simply
nervous and annoyed by it, I should in all kindness refrain
from making superfluous din.
Every argument against the right, or even expediency, of
woman's vote has been met and refuted, but still they come,
like ghosts at a seance-and about as substantial too.
Right is right, and no scare will long suppress it.
The ballot is sure to be in our hands, and if it fills every
office with a preacher, and the preacher be not the best man
for the office, he will hav to step down and out till the best
is there, and p~obably that best will be a woman.
Among- the sons of men how few are known
Who dare be just to merit not their own !-Ohurchill.-

ELMINA DRAKE SLENKKR.
DETROIT, Sept. 3, 1888.
MB. EDITo:a : I wish to say a few things upon the subject
of your editorial in the last week's TRUTH BEEKER. I hav
for the last three or four years endeavored to enlist the Liberals, and especially the writers and readers of Tru: TRUTH
BEEKER, in a new-and the only true-method of obtaining
the objects for which we are all working and hoping ; and
the last sentences of your remarks upon the names Liberal
and Secular do most surely coincide with my earnest convictions for years past. Will the readers of our Great Paper
please take heed and think ? It is now twelve or fourteen
years since I entered the labor organization called the Sovereigns of Industry, and all through the life of that order I
earnestly pleaded with the leaders to drop all other points
they were seeking for and work for the removal of all debts,
as the sole cause of all other evils. I assured them that the
order could last but a short time unless they aimed at some
permanent good. Time proved the truth of my words.
Then came the Knights of Labor, and my brother laborers
kept at me until I joined them. I told them, the same as I
had said before, that nothing but failure could come of their
having twenty-two demands, which ·were only aimeq against
evils which were the natural results of the governme_nt that
they upheld, and it has proved just according to my words.
They made me their treasurer on the night that I joined, and
after five years the assembly has gone out and left their
treasurer alone. And I hav said the same to the Liberals and
truth seekers. . The Nine Demands are absolutely useless.
There is no point, no power, in them. They simply are opposed to the-claimed-rights of other people. They cannot
giv us any permanent good. We must do something. We
must hav a live issue which will enlist the great body of the
people. We must advocate Liberty-liberty to act, to be
free from debt. We must teach the people the truth that we
are yet in slavery. It is only hypocrisy to hoodwink ourselvs
with the cry of the past century, that this is the land of the
free. We must look down deep into the history of this past
hundre.d years in which we hav been building prisons, jails,
workhouses, and asylums ; creating gallows and ornamenting them with the bodies of our fathers, brothers,- and
friends, while supporting an army of soldiers and another of
police and spy detective. I was quite surprised in reading
the interv~ews of the New York W01·ld with Colonel Ingersoll that the great lawyer entirely forgot or ignored the
causes of crime. In his remark upon the inhuman crime of
the man who dug out his wife's eyes, he does not even
allude to the fact that the wife had $4,000 in bank ; that he
undoubtedly married her in the selfish hope of getting that
money ; that her refusal to giv him the money was the inCiting cause of his brutal crime. And the same is the true
cause of every evil on earth socially and politically. No one
can· name any sort of evil or crime that our daily papers
are flooded with to-day that would ever happen were the
enormous loads of debt removed from the land and every
cause for the payment of debt or interest removed forever off
the minds of the people. A year ago, in this city, a man
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murdered another for the value of a ftve-eent gla11s of beer.
A few weeks ago a man murdered his brot.her's wife becaus\)
she demanded that he should pay his board. A few days ago
another man shot and killed his own brother for the value of
a three.cent glass of beer. Writers hav written for age11 of
the power and influence of the almighty dollar and yet hav
never learned the wisdom of compelling their government to
make them free and keep them free from this almighty evil
and curse. I hav not the least hesitation in saying that the
Constitution of the United States was the work of traitors ;
that the Tory enemies who were unable to beat the colonies
in war so managed and manipulated in the convention that
every shadow of those rights which were in the Deciaration
of Independence affirmed the inalienable p:roperty of every
person born was entirely obliterated. If ever liberty is to be
enjoyed by any people on earth, they must deprive their gov.
ernment of all right or power ever to lay a tax of even one
cent upon the people, for taxation is slavery, and there never
was and never can be any other way to enslave a people than
by taJ>ation.
I want to see the Secular Union take this, the one only true
stand for liberty and humanity. We demand that our government shall cease all taxation and that the Constitution
shall be so amended as absolutely' to prohibit the laying of
any tax, and we demand that the government shall create a
full legal tender money receivable for all dues and with it
pay all expenses of the government.
Let us take the lead in the way to our first and only emancipation from slavery. We cannot be too early. We hav no
time to lose or waste. The Catholic church 'is wasting no
time or opportunity in getting in its work for our enslavement to her rule. Not only are they buil~ing parochial
schools for every church, but they are organizing and drilling one or more military companies of soldiers in every
.church society. We do not see that every man, almost, in
each and every company will be able to command and drill
a hundred more men when the Catholic church shall need
and so order them. The only way to beat the Catholic
church in this country and all others is to make this country
free. Make one country free and all other countries must
follow. Demand that this government shall cease all taxation and create a ·real money to pay all its own expenses,
recognizing no other money, and the storm that will be raised
all over the world by money-lenders will show you that you
are for the first time seeking for true -liberty. If the bankers
of Europe could pay $300,000 to get the two " excepts" put
upon the greenbacks, they will be willing to make it millions
to prevent our gaining our liberty. All other questions are
quite insignificant compared with this. Giv us liberty or
death.
Yours for liberty,
J. H. WooD.

mortals, may and will retard, but cannot prevent, the ultimate fulfilment of the grand purposes now being wrought
out by 'he colperation of spirits and mortals. The ·circle is
broadening and the current :l1owing stronger day by day.
Amid all the persecution and cries of fraud, new medial
agents are being developed, while the persecuted ones are
receiving greater powers, and new converts are being made
as never before. The present and past opposition, so blindly
and foolishly, not to say unscrupulously, carried on, must
and will spend its fury and gradually wear away, and when
men C!\11 and will look at and investigate without prejudice
or preconceived opinion, they will find that they hav been
warring against their own best friend, and also against the
best interest of humanity.
Let no one who loves truth for its own sake pass, or treat
as an idle tale, the statements above made, and especially
those referring to the emancipation of the .slaves of the
Americas and the serfs of Russia. The truths that I hav
stated with regard thereto are, as before stated, susceptible
of abundant proof, and anyone wishing that proof can, on
application to any well-informed Spiritualist, be supplied
therewith, or referred to parties who will so supply him.
For humanity's sake, all true Spiritualists deplore the
blind war so furiously being waged against our best mediums,
and especially do they deplore the worse than foolish opposition of those calling themselvs Spiritualists; all of these
are their own worst enemies, and will so understand in
time. But no opposition can prevent the ultimate triumph
of the cause now so little understood and so bitterly persecuted. Nor does the loud cry of "Fraud exposed" in the
slightest degree weaken our co;n:ll.dence in the honesty of the
manifestations occurring in the presence of our materializing
mediums, against whom so much is published and said.
Liberalists hav few or no friends outside the ranks of
Spiritualism, and it does seem strange that so much opposition and denunciation should be heaped on us from Liberal
source11. What harm, my good "Liberal" friends, can come
to you if you should learn for a fact that life for all is continuous and unending? Would that be such a calamity that
you must needs tight the proof thereof? We do not abuse
you for not knowing, although we would, for your own sake
and for humanity's sake, that you might know. Then why
abuse us when we tell you we do know ?
'
Let us contend against the common enemy and be friends.
Meet us one-third of the way and we will gladly travel the
other 'wo-third11 to meet you.
0. B. LIBBER.
Mrr.wAUKEE, WIS.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been very much interested in the articles that hav appeared in TBB TRUTH SEEKER of late on the
subject of protection and free trade. While I do not consider it the all-important question to be settled at the present
time for the laboring classes, as other questions of still
greater importance should be discussed, nevertheless, the
two parties, Republican and Democratic, are making this
their principal issue in the coming campaign, and one of
their main objects in doing so is to draw the attention of the
people from the more vital questions of the hour, and blind
them with their arguments upon this subject.
But as this subject is before the people, and will not down
during the campaign, I hope and expect it will do good in
the way of education so that the people will become better
posted in our system of government. But how a wage.
worker can see that protection protects him is what puzzles
me. It protects the man that employs him, if he is engaged
in any of the industries, and puts money in his pocket.
But as long as he can go into the market and buy labor
wherever he chooses in any country and import it free from
duty, it seems to me that he enjoys the privilege of free trade
in what is the most expensiv article he has to buy-that is,
labor. But the laborer cannot buy even the necessaries of
life-not even the articles he helps to manufacture-unless
he pays a high tariff upon them. In that case, I do not see
that the laborer is protected at all.
Protection is class legislation in the interest of certain persons engaged in certain kinds of business, and not in the
interest of the whole people, as all class legislation is an
injury to the whole people.
You might as well say, make a man a millionaire and he
will be able to do a great deal of good with his money by
employing so much more labor. But don't you see that it
takes the hard earnings of thousands of laborers to make
one millionaire to begin with, and then he must hav all the
benefits of protection, so that he can afford to employ labor,
and the laborer must bless him because he give him a chance
to earn a mere subsistence to barely liv?
I was well pleased with the article by the man from Canada. I hav forgotten his name. But in the same paper I
saw what was reported as said by Colonel Ingersoll to a reporter on the subject of protection.
He said we must hav protection for the interest of labor,
or words to that effect, and I was sorry to see that he had
not any clearer conception of that question, after reading his
controversies with Field and Gladstone, and to see how
grandly and magnificently his arguments and logic entirely
demolished his opponents.
And then he comes down to the cry of the politician :
"Protection for labor!" The politicians, every campaign,
are so wonderfully interested in the laboring .classes I
I do hope the the laborers themselvs will study this question for themselvs, and not be led by political demagogs any
longer, but think for themselvs earnestly and strongly, and
act with manly courage in casting their vote for their own
intereat.
A. B. SEVERANOE.

SAN DIBGo, C.aL., Aug. 12, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of July 28th is an editorial
headlined, "Christianity and Slavery," in which you furnish
abundant proof of the fact that Christianity has always opposed every progressiv step until its final success was
assured, and then with brazen effrontery stepped in and
claimed all the credit.
·
"Christianity," says Gladstone," abolished slavery. And
Leo XIII. repeats the claim," etc. So, too, did Christianity
claim, and try by every artifice to prove, that the great and
good Lincoln was a Christian; but did it succeed? Not
much. But what I wish to call the reader's attention to is,
who and what actuating principle governed the proclamations, ukases, etc., which gave liberty to the slaves of .the
United States, the serfs of Russia, and, lately, to the slaves
of Brazil. No doubt my statements will meet with denial
and bitter denunciaj;ion by the majority, and, perhaps, by a
majority of your readers, and no doubt those who claim
the credit for Christianity would sooner hav slavery still
dominant in all these countries than to admit the truth and
giv the proper meed of praise to the cause that is entitled
thereto ; nevertheless, the facts that I shall state are susceptible of abundant proof, and history, in time, will so record.
Abraham Lincoln was a Spiritualist, and issued his immortal
emancip!J.tion proclamation by the direct advice and solicitation, given through a medium, of some of the founders of
this government, which medium, I believe, still dwells in
the mortal form. In fact, the latter part of his administration was largely conducted by the· advice of these invisibles,
so communicated.
Alexander of Russia emancipated twenty million serfs,
and at the imminent peril of both crown and life, by and
with the advice and earnest solicitation of his father in
spirit-life, the late Ollar Nicholas.
Dom _Pedro, en:.peror of Brazil, is and for many years
has been an intelligent and earnest Spiritualist, and although
I am not advised as to his efforts and agency in the late
emancipation in his empire, yet it is only a logical deduction
from his well-known enlightened and Liberal policy, and
the-to all intelligent Spiritualists-well·known teachings of
all progressiv spirits, that he has been the activ agent, under spirit advice, of this last great move on the chess-board
of human progress.
Spiritualism has for its be .JOn star the liberation of every
human being from all that enslaves either mind or body.
All spirit phenomena are produced, not as an end, but as the
means to an end, and that end the enlightenment and purification of the whole human family, until each and every
individual shall be a law unto him or herself-until courts,
jails, prisons, priests, preachers, and churches shall no longer
cumber and disgrace the earth and the dwellers thereon.
Without ·the phenomena the angel-world could not make
their presence _known, nor enlist the coijperation of mortals
in their beneficent and benevolent work of uplifting human·
ity, cooperation of the two being indispensable to the accomVINELAND, N.J., Aug. 28, 1888.
plishment of the grand work so essential and so sure of
MR. EDITOR: "Passiv resistance." Very well, but it must
·
ultimate attainment.
be of an order that has vital signi:ll.cance and results. ProOp~Q!!~t~on~ ll<!'W 110 rife, or indif{erePCe 1 on the part of gressiv sentiment must take certain action or it is a dead let-
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ter. Even if written and circulated, practical change must
a~company to effect aught against activ aggression. Mere
demand may aid tyranny by revealing the weakness of victims who knowingly but listlessly suffer wrong. Passiv
resistance is the true method, and should be ever watchful,
instilling, and moving-not delaying till great advantage is
gained. Delay is recklessness that admits minor slaveries,
till atrocities invite revolutions. Applied to present wants of
this country, to inflictions on laboring majorities, and on
seekers for constitutional an(l natal liberties, passiv resistance means just inculcations accompanied by deeds corresponding with the whole people's needs. It means the
doing of what has been neglected-the educating of the .
masses in what their real needs are ; what they now do
that sustains tyrannies, and what human rights and sound
characters require to be done. -In other words, in what
speculating and sectarian interests hav entailed upon them
and must be discarded and what true customs should be
adopted instead. Not only the views of sordid compacts,
but usages sustaining the system, must be shown to be false,
and the wholesome aspiration to abandon them and institute
the health-reviving and truth-supporting habits must be practical features of the education. National prosperity under
insidious manipulations fostered vain opinions of reputation,
which laid a basis for cowardice that could not face ridicule
and scandal, which had become the inquisitor's rack, and
courage to enact convictions failed. Traits characterizing
free men and women of a hundred years ago withered to the
status of invalids and slaves, or took the warped opposit of
knaves of all grades, tyrants in all lines. Under auspices like
these the reformation of oppressors must needs come through
the uplifting of the oppressed and abated service. This
necessitates much judicious labor, but it is the humane work
the whole world calls for. It will be done for·all nations when
done for our own, and naught else can save from darkest
doom. Past neglect of privileges, indifference .to evident
treachery, to declining principle and enfeebled freedom, hav
evidently precipitated this overwork that work in due season
would hav obviated. It will now avert, if aught can, a sanguin struggle and a series of agonizing ages. It will direct
toilers to prosperous -pursuits and giv women understanding
of themselvs. Are those having wealth who know these
wants prepared to wisely choose between lending portions to
the most needed purposes and having it robbed by the craft
of greedy despots? Are teachers for these wide lazar-fields
of delusion prepared for the call to dot them with lyceums
that will thrill with real life and hope the thoughtless dupes
of superstition and vanity? Liberal thinkers must be aware
that while the usages of false systems are conserved their
aims are answered, the vassalage of the many secured, and
liberty but a sound without leve~age.
Foolhardy daring on one hand is complemented by helplessness on the other that cannot change a beaten course
without direction by firm instructors. There is much in
common society, in manners, fancies, fashions, and appetites,
that are almost as stupefying and injurious as the strongest
stimulants. These well explained, with encouragement for
sustainment in right, in view of the dangers ever lurking in
falseness, now seen in general disasters, and people will
enlist with earnest heed. When good work makes inroads
on yielding ground, and government becomes less crazed and
corrupt, public funds will be furnished, but events· do not
admit of waiting-we are too near being captured by monstrous combinations. Small beginnings in counteracting
evils may grow to triumphant powers. A revolution of arms
would but destroy men and means, leaving survivors as
ignorant and more helpless, with all the educating and selfgoverning ability to acquire afterward. Since in any state
of national peace or strife, the empowering by knowledge
with the rich of the poor, the folly-dazed and craft-betrayed
population, is the momentous consideration of a just and
stable nation, there is more than double inducement in saving for good uses, noble achievements, and world-wide progress in scientific truth this peerlessly beautiful and productiv
country and its as peerless people. To do otherwise is yielding a continent to unscrupulous ravages, a hemisphere to
inushering pestilence. History furnishes abundant examples
of the cruel nature of bigotry and hypocrisy, also of corrupting tendencies of great wealth in sordid hands, through ambition, vanity, and excessiv luxury ever engendering opposit
extremes of penury, misery, and ultimate general calamity.
These warning blights hav long been visible in modem ages,
still men of large capacities tread the despots' mills for shares
of gain, unsound position, and unworthy fame, compelling
labor to accept the offered task and wage, and sanctioning
old conspiracies against women's freedom in all things, save
the freedom to accept some open services. And women,
though grown to artists and thinkers, are so stifled by wily
appeals for popular reputation and morbid desires for artificial prettiness, that they acquiesce in sinister measnres and
savage demands, even to pledging their persons for life to
legal masters' dictates; to deforming, trammeling, and diseasing their bodies by unnatural fashions, urged by mercantil avarice and sensuous cravings. This derangement of the
functions of motherhood conserves oppression by heredity,
by culture, and example, yet an age in which science has influence, and sanitary laws hav advocacy, has no reasonable
apology for subjecting further generations to barbarous customs and their slavish results. Integral education for both
sexes, old and young, in my judgment, and not mine alone,
must balance the scales of normal life ere human equity has
a basis. While there are many free minds, many sterling
lovers of justice, and large surplus treasures in the land, such
culture should and might be put in permanent operation.
Scholars, physicians, thinkers, authors, editors, teachers,
and well-wishers, can you reason on these conditions when
false life and fatal schemes are merging into chaos, and still
work oppression's machinery, still sleep over its abyss?
M. E. TILLOTSON.
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w1th the ventricle next it, but between cells
of the same kind is no connection. The
muscles of the heart are involuntary-that is,
they are not governed by the will. Its moveEdited by Miss SusAN H. WrxoN, Fall
ments consist of contractions and expansions,
Ri'IJe-r, Mass., to whom all Communications for
the expansions being the time the heart rests
this Oorne-r should be sent.
-one-third of a second at a time, which in'
twenty-four hours amounts to nine hours of
" Between the dark and the daylight,
repose. This organ retains life longer than
When the night is beginning to lower,
any other part of the body. In cold-blooded
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
animals its wonderful power is more remarkThat is known a.s the Ohildren's Hour."
able, the blood of a turtle having been known
to circulate for several days after the head
A. Child's Hymn.
had been cut off.
SIX HUNDRED YE)-RS OLD,
And now· let us follow the blood in its
Guard, mY child, thY tongue,
journey through the body.
That it speak no wrong!
The impure blood returns by the veins to
Let no evil word pass o'er it;
Set the watch of truth before it;
the right auricle, which it enters as that
That it speak no wrong.
cavity expands. It contracts again almost
Guard, my child, thy tongue.
instantly and sends the blood to the right
Guard, my child, thine eyes ;
ventricle. As this contracts the blood rushes
Pr:ving is not wi"e;
on to the lungs, where it 'is purified by coming
Let them look on what is right;
in contact with the oxygen we hav breathed,
From all evil turn their sight;
Prying is not wise.
and then it is hurried to the left auricle and
Guard, my child, thine eyes.
again to the left ventricle, and, pure and
Guard, my child, thine ear;
bright, once more it goes forth to nourish the
Wicked words will sear;
different tissues of the body and in less than
Let no evil word come in
half a minute has returned to the lungs.
That maY can~e the son! to sin,
And now, to think of it, what a grand and
Wicked words will sear ;
Guard, my child, thine ear.
wonderful study is Physiology, the study of
our material selva.
·
Ear, and e:ve, and tongue,
Guard while thou art young;
Ralph Waldo Emerson must hav realized
For, alas ! these busy three
the, whole truth when he said, "The human
Oan unruly members be!
body is the magazine of all inventions-the
Guard, while thou art young,
Ear, and eye, and tongue.
patent office where are all the models from
which every hint was taken."
Birds and Boys.
LAURA PRIOE STEWART;

flltildrtn' s 9Iorntr.

Down in the meadow the little brown thrushes
Build them a neat in the barberry bushes ;
And when it is finished all cosy and neat,
Three speckled eggs make their pleasure complete.
" Twit-ter-ee twitter !" the:v chirp to each other,
"Building a nest is DO end of bother;
But ob, when our dear little birdies we see,
How happy we'll be I How happy we'll be!"
Up at the cottage where children are growi!lg•
The young mother patiently· sit~ at her seWing.
It's something to work for small hobbledehoys
That will tear their trousers and make such a
noise;
"And one must admit," says the dear little
mother,
"That bringing up boys is no end of a bother;
But ob, when they kiss me, and climb on my knee,
It's sweetnes~ for me! It.'s B'Teetness for mel"

On Circulation.
As seen by aid of the microscope, human
blood is composed of two parts-the
"plasma," which is a white fluid containing
the nutritiv material, and the "corpuscles,"
which are somewhat the shape of little pearl
buttons, but are so wonderfully small that it
would take fourteen thousand one on top of
the other to stand an inch high. These corpuscles giv the blood its red color. They differ in different animals, which fact has often
proved very important in trials for murder.
The canals through which the blood passes
are called, as a whole, blood-vessels; they
are however, divided into two classes-" arteries," which carry the pure blood, which is
of a bright-red color-and "veins," which
contain the impure blood, which is dull blue
or purple, after the good part has all been
given up and it has absorbed all the waste
matter in its journey through the body.
When a wound is made so that it causes
blood to flow, it is noticed that in a short
time it begins to "coagulate-" that is, to
become half solid. This is a most important
property, and it solidifies much more rapidly
in the lower animals, and in birds almost
immediately on exposure to the air, which is
one of th'Jse most wise provisions of nature.
The arteries are, of course, better protected
than the veins; but in case of a serious
injury to any blood-vessel, it is important to
know how the flow of blood may be
checked. As the arterial blood flows from
the heart, the pressure should be made above
the womid-that is, between it and the heart.
In case of a vein, apply the pressure below
the wound. The arterial blood does not flow
evenly, but flows with every heart-beat,
while the venous blood is sluggish and
steady.
While we Jiv, the blood is in constant
motion, flowing, with the heart as a center,
over the entire body, excepting such parts as
the hair and nails.
From this circular movement it is called
the circulation of the blood, the true theory
having been given to the world in 1619, by
William Harvey, the great English surgeon.
The heart, which is the "forcing engin,"
is but little larger than a man's fist; it is in
the chest, slightly to the left of the breastbone. It is hollow and contains four cellstwo" auricles" at the base and two "ventricles " &t the point. Each &uricle connects

George Washington's Youth.
George Washington was born in W estmoreland county, Va., on the Potomac river, Feb.
22, 1732. His father was a planter, and he
died when George was about ten years old.
George's mother, a woman of ability and
intelligence, taught him his first lessons. He
went to several common schools, but was
never sent to college. George was very bashful and hesitating in his speech, but his language was clear and manly. His favorit
amusements were military and athletic sports,
and he also delighted in horsemanship. He
was a lad of superior physical strength and
fine build, and was hard to beat in athletic
exercises. He was a lad of good moral character, truthful, honorable, and intelligent,
and his youthful examples are worthy of imitation by all young folks of this and future
generations.
G. JAO• B R&MSBURG.
Correspondence~

DENVER, CoL.
DEAR Mrss WIXON: You see I am much
interested in the Rtudy of physiology, this
being 'the third article I hav written in that
line.
.
I hope there are no mistakes. But if there
are, I shall be glad to hav them corrected by
you or the readers of the Corner.
Your friend,
LA.U~A PBIOE STEWART.
CoAL CREEK, T.ENN., Sept. 1, 1888.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I now will write to
you, af~er so long a time. We hav two boarders. I am going to start to school. We hav
moved up to a place. They are talking about
naming it Carbondale, Tenn. I like the
name. Our town is buililing up fast. They
argue very much about Infidelity. I like to
liv here. We liv between two stores, where
everything is handy to us. I was glad to see
my letter in the paper. I would like to see
this one too. There are three stores in this
town. So I will close.
Yours truly,
CLARA LEINART.
GRANTFORK, ILL., Aug. 31, 1888.
DEAR Mrss WIXON: I would like to call
the attention of the readers of the Children's
Corner to the Jetter of Father Hacker in THE
T&uTn BEEKER of Aug. 25, 1888, on page 533.
I think any boy or girl. that can afford it
ought to send for a volume or two and try to
get others to take a volume or more. Even
those that hav contributed to the J. Hacker
Fund ought to respond to his call again, for
it would not be throwing money away. 8o
Jet all of us help the general again (for he
was a general in battling against superstition
and the church). I hav sent for two volumes.
Hoping I hav not taken too much BJ?ace
away from the Children's Corner, I remam,
Yourlnfidelfriend, NwnoLABJ. KRAFT.
DEOATUR CITY, lA., Aug. 22, 1888.
DEAR M1ss WIXON : I havn't writt('n to the
Children's Corner for some time, so I thought
I would write a Jetter, if you hav room for it.
We had a holiness camp-meeting here, and
they got only two converts, and one of them
was an old woman that had fits, and the
other one was an old maid and didn't hav
very much sense. 'fhe preacher said he was
a pTophet, and said if the people didn't come
and be l:!aved that something terrible would
happen to them. But nothing ever came
of it, only a wind storm, that blew all
of the tents down, and the preacher and
crew got wet. I w&s very lllUQl!. in~erell!ted

in your piece about the polliwigs, and. I
want to know if you wouldn't tell me how
wiggletails get in rain water. I hav my playhouse in our tent, and I nav lots of fun in it.
Yours truly,
MAUD PARRISH.
Truth Stranger than Fiction.
'fwenty.flve years ago a boy went for a pi!J.t
of milk. He hid the can beneath a stone,
directed his course to the nearest wharf,
shipp~d as a cabin-boy, and. went to sea.
Years went by and he was given up for dead.
But he wasn't dead; he was amassing vast
wealth-a common thing, by the way, with
sailors. The other day he returned, found
the can where he hid it, procured a pint of
milk, and going to his boyhood's home
entered and said:
" Father and ..mother, here's yc.ur milk."
He was given a w"rm welcome, but he
noticed that there was a change in his parents' appearance; they had not the old, familiar look. He <juestioned them and explanations followed, through which, though
they were still his parents, the change in their
appearance was accounted for. Shortly after
his departure from home his father died and
his mother married again, then his mother
died and his new father married again. Thus
on his return he found the old home as he
left it, the only difference being that he had
a new father and mother. Verily, truth is
stranger than fiction.-Oourier;

What the Little .Ones are Saying.
Little Philip fell down stairs one day and
injured his face so seriously that for a long
time he could not speak. When he did open
his lips, however, it was to no complaint of
pain. Looking up at his mother, he whispered, trying to smile:
"I'm pretty glad 'twasn't my little sister!"
Too Muon SwEETNEss.-How easily bitterness may be produced by too much sweetness
was illustrated the other day by a car incident. One little girl about five years old
leaned over the back of the seat in front and
whispered in the ear of a small boy, "I Jove
you." Having no reply, she again said: "I
love you."
"Yes," said the boy, ''but don't say that
agajn."
"I will," was the determined answer of
the girl.
"You won't I" replied the boy with equal
determination, and thereupon began a fast
and furious quarrel which lasted until the
girl was borne away by her nurse, her voice
sounding shrilly down the car aisle, " I Jove
you, I love you, I Jove you," over and over
again.~ Boston Journa~.
A HANDSOME PRoFIT.-Aunt Emily:·" Why
do you think you will be a doctor, Bobby,
when you grow up?" "Because I swallowed
a ten-cent piece the other day, and the doctor
charged pa $2 for curing me. That's a good
business."
A child of seven or eight said that when
the Bible speaks of " children's children" it
must mean dolls.
Minister: " And do you like to go to
church with your papa and mamma, Bobby?"
Bobby (inclined to be non-committal): '' Well,
I guess I like it as well as pa does."

Very Cheap Pamphlets.
---o---

We hav on hand a large number of the following
of OOLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamph'ets, which
will be disposed of at cost, as fol ows:

Ingersoll Catechised:
His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by the Editor of the "San Francisca.n ;"
singly, 8 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
$2.00.

ORTHODOXY.

A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12mo
pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1 ; and $6 per hundred.

CiviZ Rights l'ipeech.
Including the address of Frederick Douglass, fifty.
three-large octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1 ; aad $6 per hundred,

The Truth of HRstor,-.
This is a comment by Oo!onel Ingersoll upom
the religious lies that hav been told about himself, and first made its appearance in these columns. Price 3 cents; 80 cents per dozen; $2 per
hundred.
. 1

BIBLE IDOLATRY.
A letter Oolonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
the London "Secular Review." Price 8 cents; 80
cents per doz., or $2 per hundred.

INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.
Being the comments and opinions of Mr. Ingersoll upon the fight in the Oatbolic cbmch between
the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
the pope,' Price 3 cents ; 30 cents per doz., or $2
per hundred.
We suggest that these be purchased in quantities, and given away to Ohristians, and It is with
that not unreasonable expectation that the prices
hav been phtced so low.
ad<l.ress THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
~ La.f ayette Pl., New York. ·

J. E. Remsburg's

Work~.

False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a.
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsburll' are:
The Ohurch and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showinl{ the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiaries i the Church and Oivilization ; the
Ohurch ana Science; the Ohurch and Learning;
the Ohurch and Liberty h. the Ohurch and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement; the Temperance Reform ; the ,
\Jhuroh and the Republic.
.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

Vices Sanctioned b:y BcriQture ; Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheatmg: Theft and Robbery·
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Oonquest and Extermination ; Despotism ; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkindness to Children; Oruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Oanniba.lism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polyg_amy; Intemperance; Poverty
and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. t' •ce, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Special discount on larger quantities.

Sabbath-Bt·eaking.

This is the !Jest

and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
and handsome print. The question is aiscussed
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath; The Ohristian
Scriptures and the Sabbath; Examination of
Sundaj' Arguments i Origin of Christian Sabbath: Testimony of the Christian Fathers: The
Sabbath durin~J the Middle AfieS: The Puritan
Sabbath; Testunony of Ohnstian Reformers,
Scholar~ and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
Law•. rrice, 25 cents; six copies, S1.00.

rhomas Paine.

The Apostle of Re-

ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traitil of his charaoter and genius, and vin·
dica tea his name from the aspersiOns cast upon
it. Obo!lle extracts from ' Oommon Sense,"
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason "are given; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persona of Europe and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second edition\ 160 pages, printed on tine tinted paper,
n~at!y bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
oloth, 71i cents.

(mage Breaker.

Six Lectures: De-

cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, WashUnbeliever; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
Pame and Wesley; Ohristian Sabbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 eta.

in~tonan

THE

FIELD ·INGERSOLL

The Apostle of Liberty. An address

DISCUSSION.
FAITH OR AGNOSTICISM?

Fathers of Our Republic, Paine, Jef-

delivered in Paine Hal!, before the N. E. Freethinkers' Oonvention, .JanuarY 29, 1884. Price,
10 cents.
ferson Wastnngton, Fra.nklin. A lecture delivered before the Tenth Annual Oongress of
the Americ~tn Seculat' Union, m Ohickering
Hall, New York, November 13, 1886. 15 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKEB 00.

-oTwo Letters from Dr. Field, D. D .. editor of the
Presbyterian Evangelt>t, to Oolonel InfJersol!, and
two Replies thereto. Dr. Field is one of the exceedingly few Obristians who havopposed Oo!unel
Ingersoll kindly and courteoURly, and the Great
Agnostic has used him accordingb·. Dr,·Field's
arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Price, 50 cents in paper ; $1.00 in Cloth.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEK.i]R CO,,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

W. S BEL.t/8 PAMPHLETS.
The Conflict between Christianity
and Civilization.
PRIOE
15 CENTS.
Your tr('atmen t of the "Oonfiict" is excellent.
-Harr:v Jloover.

THE SWAN EllSTIC HEEl.!

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.

PRIOE, 15 OENTB.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse.-J
ames
Parton.
SHOCK OR JAR.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice
it
in
Mar
••
-T.
B. Wakeman.
.
With it you can WALK FoUR
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It IB a very
EAHIER THAN ONE ON A
HEEL. For particulars able pa1v 1', and deserves wide dissemination.-The
AI{ e.

WILL PREVENT ALL

ADDRESS
DR. SWAN,_ BEAVER DAM, WjS.
W-"NTED.

A genial Infidel of ability and education, twenty.
six years old, who has been confined indoors by
shop-work and study, wants to get a place to work
at herding on horseback or S me outdoor life.
Oompensation not ao much an object as to iain an
extra fund of phy•ical power preparatory to
enterinl!' the lect.nre field in a year or so. Will not
Bom:e Liberal offer me a chance? Address Ex9J!:BJSTI4N1 TJ~UTil_SEEKEB.o:ffice,
0

ANTI-PROHIBITION.

PRICE, 20 OENTB.
The number of heads nuder which you hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, a.nd
the concise manner in which each point is discussed, 8hould bf\ highly commended. TherAfore
I take f!<eat. pleasure in recoromPnding "AntiProbibit;on "to the consideration of evPry PPrSOn
who is intere•ted, not only in the cause of temperance, hilt in the principles of self-'!'overnment.-

J.J,~oU~tl;l!l.
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OOLORADO.

by the Bible.

J, G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.

4· Erwin, Murray.

IDAHO,

BY E. C. WALKER.

ILLINOIS.

E. A. Stevens, 241 Washington Boulevard, . This is a oomPanion book to Remsburg's "Bible

£ . K. Wasltbnrn's lVorks.
~abbath. "A law
regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

Sunday and the

The False Teaching of the Christian Church. -- " The Thirty-nine
Articles of the Christian church are thirtymne poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

of a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trymg to induce the Deity to undertake a. crusade of one against the Oolorado
beetle!" Price, 10 cents.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
~piritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Price, 5 cents.
Do Yon Love Jesus 1 Price, 5 cents.
Is Liberalism .Moral! Price, 5 cents.
SAKYA BUDDHA.
Temperance
and. the Bible. 5 cents.
A Versified.,.Annotated. Na.rrativ of his Life.and.
The Brnte God of the Old Testament.
Teachings.
Pl'ice, 5 cents.
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of The Public Schools and the Catholic
Virtue."
Church. :{>rice, 5 cents.

Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Chicago.
·
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G. E. Wilson, 302 State street, and Brentano
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Bros., Chicago.
INDIANA.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
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.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MAINB.

B. C; Hussey, 'Oakfield (Post-ofilce, Smyrna
Mills).
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Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
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S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
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MISSOURI.
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John Jacques, ·Akron.
N. Hexter, i!031::lupenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.

A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Oha.rles Eckha.rd, treasurer of the American
Secnla.r Union, has Published

B. F. Hyland, Corvallilil.
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Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.·
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Reminiscences of a Preacner~
A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,

of "

Author
Exeter Hall,, " Heathens of the
Heath," " Family Creeds," "Beau-·
tiful Snow," etc., etc.
The story is nsed by the author to teach Freethought, to remove superstition from the minds
of those who would not read a. polemical essay,
and to urge fa.cts against the various churches,
believing whlch their supporters will desert them.
The book is an argument as well as a novel, but
the serious predicaments of the hero are skilfully
nsed to lure the reader along, and to induce him
to take the antidote to theological pmsomng without knowmg it. Mr. McDonnell writes e:ffectivly
and convinomglY, and always·bra.ces his romances
with facts on one stde and figures on the other.
ThoAe who hav read his prev10us works need not
be advised to purchase this they Will probably do
so a.t once.
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth. 75 cents.
.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., .
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
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ROMANTIC LOVE
THEIR

Development, Causal Relations. Historic and.
National Peculiarities

New Edition. Revised and EnlarA:ed.

ON TI-IE WORD GOD.

MEN, WOMEN &; GODS.

By Milton Woolley, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Mythology," "The Career of Jesus Ohrist."
The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.
-[Ps. xiv, 1·
Children and fools speak the truth.- [Old Saw.
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Pri0e, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
X'lu! TraiU Supplied at Special Diswunta.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Mis2 Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.; with a.uto~~:raoh, 50 eta.

OUR LORD and SAVIOR JESUS CHRIST.
By T. E. LoNGsHoRE•
An explanation of the meaning of the manY
titles of the Galilean teacher. " Lord "should be
"Rabbi·" The words" Jesus Ohrist "mean '' Saving Wisdom."
Excellent for Missionary Work.
Paper, limo, ac., 80 cents per doz., $2 per 100.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Religious Problems.
BY L. K. WASHBURN.
"Let the Christian be held to fa,·ts. and obliged
to tell the truth, and his lips would be dumb.
There never was such a. place as the Garden of
Eden; never such an individn ..J as the devil.
There is no such place as hell. There never was a
Christ, and no atonement m~tde, for there was no
necessitY of any being made. If there was no
such thing as faith, Cbristianity could not make
a convert on earth. If ministers were obliged to
furniPh the proof of their statements, there would
be no preaching."
Price· to cents ; 75 cents per dozen.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

THE

Bi~le

of Nature,
OR, THB

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOlDT.

Principles of Secularism.

Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist,
2xl5 inches, suitable for framing.J. sent postiJ.aid
for 2~ cents. Address THE TRU'J:H SEEKER .
tf

.A CONTRIBUTION to the RELIGION

of tlte FUTURE.

BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
BY HENRY T. FINCK.
An thor of "The Secret of the East, or t.ae Oriain
of the Ohristia.n Religion and th~ Significance
limo., cloth, ~2. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER..
of its Rise and Decline," "Physical Education, or the Health-Laws of Nat·
ure.-• ''Household Remedies," "The
Poison Problem, or the Oa.use
G~
and the Oure of Intemperance," e·•o., etc.
Great Centennial Oration
Felix L. On•ald is a. well-known and vigorous
ON THE
writer on scientific and social subjects.-[Oin.
Oom. Gazette.
Cloth, l:lmo, 1H()pp,, $1,
ALBOTHE
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

INGERSOLL'S

Dlaclaration of Independence,
Immortal Document,

Price, 6 eta; 5 copies, 25 eta; 25 copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Ool!IPANY,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

Strengthen the Memory,

THE NINE DEMANDS

AND

PERSONAL BEAUTY.

"LAND OF LIBERTY."

HOW TO

ORo
in a. inore a.ttraotiv form than any in which they NA'I'URA.L AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
ha.v previously appeared. At the head of an engraving. on heavy plate paper, 24xl9 inches, are
The
New
Haven
says: "The chapter
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON, on • How to Learn PalZatZWm
a New Language' is of remark.
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our able interest."
.
Republic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
MIRACLES
The Boston Post says : "This book a.ctnally
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are shows
us
how
to
keep
onr
memories
in good workAND
printed the Nine Demands of the AmeriCan Seen·
condition and repair them when out of order.''
la.r Union in consuicnous type. At the foot a.re ing
Sctence
(high
authority)
says:
"We
hav trJed the
LAFAYETTE, GIRARD. and INGERSOLL, methods of association adviaed in this
MIRACLE WORKERS.
book on
making eight likenesses in all. Inscribed be- several pei·sons, and found them most excellent.••
By 'JOHN PECK.
neath each portrait is some radical sentiment
Price by ma!l il.
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
space between the portraits and a.ronnd them are
" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything arabesques
of vines and flowers in profusion, and
within the rea.lm of the possible is no miracle."
the ua.ne! inclosing the Nme Demands is snrBY M. L. HoLBRoox; M.D.
mounted on each corner by Mr. Eckhard's design
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
of the ftag above the cross. The whole makes an
Goi!.erJ's Lal!.!i'S Boolc says : " We giv our cordial
eXcfle~g!y
,handsome
work
for
framing.
The
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
to this work. The information ii
artistic part IS toqnal to the best, and the portraits approbation
is most important, and, we are fully conare a.s trne to nature as the uhotogra.phs from contains
vinced,
reliable."
Price by mail, $1.
THE
which they were transferred. The design will be
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
SEXUAL PHY SIOLOCY
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN
Carefully revised edition, with 111 illustratiOns .
28 Lafayette Place, NElw York.
.A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
The most perfect book for men and women ever
published. 50,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. lllusHISTORY.
tra ted oa.ta.log free.
LOVE VENTURES •
By WINWOOD READE.
A Novel with an Affidavit.
It is reallY a remarkable book, in which univerIn Their Sanitary and PhysiologtOal Relations,
sal hietory is "boiled down" with surprising
and in Their Bearing on the Producing
BY HARRY JULIAN.
skill.-[Litera.ry World.
of Ohildren of Finer Health and
You tm·n over his pages with a. fascination simGreater Ability.
ilar to that exPerienced in reading Washington 16 Full-page French-A1•t Ill1tsi.ra-lrvinll.-[lnter-Ocean.
BY M. L. HoLBRooK, M.D.
tions.
Pis 'history has"' continuity, a. rllsh, a. carrying
The Sctenttflc .A mertcan says : " Books on this
power.., whioh Teminds us strikingly of Gibbon.subject are usually written by cranks, but this is
[New Haven Palladium•
rad1oally
different; it 1s scientific, sober, clean,
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
and worthy of conscientious consideration by evfirst chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writ·
ery possible parent,- and particularly by tbe
in g. He has a. style that reminds ns of Macaulay,
young." $1.
-(Penn Monthly,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co.,
Eighth edition. Extra. cloth, 12mo, MSpp., $1. 75.
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 LafaYette Pl., New York.

A Book jor Lovers-Past and Present.

And the National Anthem entitled:

WAR!

Marriage and Parentage.

UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. J oat, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.

ROBERT

WAR!

Parturition Without Pain.

OREGON.

AUSTRALIA.

BY E. D. ROOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M, Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Oeylon. The •• Banner of Light,''
"Religio·Philosophical Journa.l," a.ndma.ny Spiritnalist papers and lecturers hav SJloken highly of
the book.
· Extra O!oth, 175 pp., $1.
Address THE TRUTH. SEEKER 00.

WAR!

Wettstein's, World-Renowned;Warranted Watches
and Watchwork.
OoiN SILVER STEM-WINDERS. 3 ounce cases,
jewels, $12; 4 ounce,l1 i~wels, $15: do. 15 jewel~,
$18; do, adjusted, $22; do, extra fine, a perfect
watch, named "Octo Wettsrein,'· $25; 5 ounae
oases, $1;~0 ; 6 ounce cases, l3 5'1 more.
BEST FILLED GoLD WATCHES. Upen face. 7 jewels, $16.50; 11 jewels, $18.~0: 15 jewel~. $'1.50; adjusted, f25 50; with •• Otto Wettstem" movement,
$28.50, ln hunting cases, from $5 to $8.50 more.
Ladies best hunting filled cases, 7 jewels, l20; 11
jewels, $22 ; 15 jewels, $28. Extra. fine, diamoud in
oase, $8 more.
LADIES' SOLID GOLD WATOHES. 14 k, 7 jewels 1
$30 ; 11 jewels, $32; Hi jewels, $38. A.ll Luntmg,
stemwind•ng, elegantly engraved. Heavier cases,
Louis XIV. style, enameled, embossed, and set
with diamonds, $5 to $100 more.
GENTS' SOLID GOLD WATOHEB. 14 k, light
weight, 7 ie.wels, $40 ; 11 jewel<, $42 ; 15 jewels, $45;
adjusted, $49; wit.h" Ott.o Wettstein" movement,
$52. Heav1er cases, l3 to $25 more. Faucy
watches, from $100 to $300, All sent prepaid, and
cash back if not sat.iafactory.
WATOHWdBIL Tlle best in the world. Olean.
ing, $1; mamopringe, $1; jewels, $1. Can be sent
a thousand miles as well a.s one, per reg. mail or
express. Inclooe $1 or $~, and I w11l return free.
All watches a.ud work warranted to giv satisfaction or cash refunded.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, lll.

RUPTURES CUR EDb,

m.r.Medical Compound and lmproYed
Elastic Snl>J!Orter Truss inJrom 30 to

90 da11•• ~eilable 1 ererenr.es given, !lend
etamp for circular, afld •au in tD'nac pa:ptJf
you "''" mv aduernsement. Addreoa Ci.:D.
.A. Oolllllp,lldil'filll,:tlrm!e !Ia, ~

.w•

THE
Bea.ntifnlly l!lnstra.ted Oovers. Paper, 12mo, 226
pp., 25 ce:ots; Boards, 50 cents.
A lively na.rrativ of adventures in a. country of
Arcadian simplicitY and genera.! delightfnlness.[N. Y. Evemn~~: Mail.
A storl" of !Jfe on islands of oora.l, fruit-trees,
and cockatoos, where ali the na.tiv men are
Apollo& and the women dreams of beauty.-[N. y,
Times.
Life on the Islands of Koro-kama and Launa.gola-" Summer isles of Eden lYing in dim purple
spheres of sea. "-surrounded by beckoning palmtrees, foamy cascades, bread-fruit. cocoanuts,
pineapples, figs, bananas; bBthing in the surf on
shinillll' sands, basking on shores of eternal summer, attending moonlight banque·s, and seemg
the peculiar da.nre called Ka-lu-lah-no more to
do than the president of a life insurance company
-seems verl" alluring to the careworn, overworked
American of to-da.y,-Oritical Review.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
18 Lafa.YeUe Pl., NewYor.ll:.

UNIVERSE ANALYZED
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Analyzed,"" Ths Real Blasphemers," "Spiritualism Sustained," etc., etc.
The latest and best work of an a.na.Jytic thinker,
who is gifted with those rare powers that render
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas
that will be new to the world and productiv of
good in fnrnishing food for thought. We trmt it
will hav tho immense distribution it so richl,..
merits.-[The American Idea..
O!oth, 12mo, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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lfoetru.
Courtlandt Palmer.
Prom Preethouuht.

When shall we know the life within our lifeThe heart that makes us hope and dream and toil,
Though sorrow crushes and death giva no sign
Above the marble stillness of its faoe 1
Why is it that we cannot be shut in
To narrow walls, however poor we be,
But st"Jll must pierce beyond the seas of light
And summer skies, and claim them for our own 1
Will it be ever solved what life may be,
Though one might oirole the eternal round
And pass the gates of death a thous~nd times
To higher, brighter, and diviner spheres 1
Would one then pass all sorrow and all pain 1
Would not the shadows be as deep ail'now,
And grief as terrible, and love as sad 1
Snob thoughts crowd o'er me when the sudden
pall
Of thy heart's silence doth make blind the sight.
Life is more great than ever in thy death;
The rushing tide growll still-a mirror vast,
Wherein the majesty of time appears
Like crystal sky within a crystal sea,
When not a breath is on the boundless deep.
A moment I must pause, and let the past
Make sweet the present with unquestioned joy.
More than a name thou art, dear friend;
A beautiful and noble spirit thou,
Bright, delicate, like Shelley's glorious soul,
And shining with the ardor of his mind.
Like him thou wast to me an impulse, mild,
Beneficent, with youth's sublime romance,
And manhood's power, and thought•s far-reaohinll'
flame.
In mine awn struggle did I find thee brave;
l\Iidst varying fortune ever still the same,
Thy word a snmmoas a.nd thy hand a help.
Knight of the people, in the people's cause
Is thy true claim to honor and renown.
With thee no bounds were set; no narrow creed
Of wealth or fashion marred thy soldier's graee.
The toiler was thy comrade ; earnest hand
And earnest brain were royal in thy choice ;
The chivalry of labor '\'I'&B thy pride,
The reign of freedom thy most loyal wish.
0 blessed friend, and art thou dead to these 1
Thou canst not be, but living unto all
The beautiful, the noble, the sublime.
I greet thee still in hope's immartal realm.
Thou art not fallen in the flush of life,
Like flower out off and never more to bloom
And mak~ the summer's air a sweet delight.
Thou art an inspiration now, a. star
In the bright firmament of time's elect.
From mortal to immortal thou hast passed
In the clear purpose of thy noble life.
Thou hast become a. part of that great world
Wherein all love is centered and all hopeThe world sublime above life's restless sea,
Where genius triumphs, and the glorious throng
Of human virtues make the heaven we seek.
Liv on, brave spirit, in our hearts• deep throb;
Liv in our hope, our virtue, and our toil;
Liv in our dreams of happier life for man;
Liv in our consecration to the truth.
Thy stream runs to the ocean vast and bright,
And makes the ocean a more glorious world
Of symphonies magnificent. Life's frailties drop
From thy exultant and heroic course.
Thou hast burst forth to death's white, radiant
crown;
In tears we see thy perfect grace of life,
That could.not be except through sorrow's gaze.
Our task is nobler for thy golden sheaf ; ·
Our harvest gladder for thy presence still.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

Courtlandt Palmer.
"Let one son" be a pean of tr!umph."
0 tender, brave, and faithful soul,

Above whose bark the waters rollThe Silent SeaYours is the good man's gentle fame,
In grateful hearts to write a. name
Immortally.
0 hero in the soul's deep war,
Of superstition conqueror,
Your fear was slain;
No more the ca.rk and care of life,
No more confusion, no more strife,
And no more pain.

Weep not the tear, withhold the sigh,
As brave as this how sweet to die,
So wisely calm;
It cometh swiftly to us allTo close the act the curtains fallAnd death is balm.
Quenched is the corse•s funeral flame,
'All quenchless burns the living name
We read and bless;
Enshrined within the people's heart,
His fadeless, deathless, better part
We still pos'l!ess.
We leave him where his field was won,
In dreanlless sleep of duty done
(Wreathe asphodel);
He is relieved, and he may sleep,
But ours is still a. watch to keepComrade, farewell !
J. WM. LLOYD, tn Ltbertv.

Walk, --You, Walk!
Up the dusty way from "Frisco" town,
To where the mines their treasure hide,
The road is long, and many miles
The golden store and town .divide.
Along this road one summer day
There toiled a. tired man ;
Begrimed with dust, the weary way
He cussed as some folks can.
Our traveler hailed a. passing team
That slowlY dragged its load along

SEEKE~.

His hail roused up the teamster old
And cheeked his jolly song.
"Say, stranger I"
"Wal'' whoa. I"
"Kin I walk
Behind yer load
A spell on this road 111
"Wal', no, ye can't walk;
But get up on this seat,
An' we'll jest talk.
Git up, hyar I"
"That ain't wot I want;
I ain't thet kind;
Fer •t is on behind,·
Bight in yer dust,
That's like a smudge,
I want to trudge;
Fur I desarve it."
"Well, pard, I ain't no hog;
I don't own this road 'afore nor 'hind,
So jest get right in the dirt an' walk,
Ef that's the way yer 'ollned I ·
"Yeh hup! gelang !"the driver said;
The creaking wagon moved amain ;
While, close behind, the straneer toilec1,
And clouds of dust rose up again.
The teamster heard the stranger talk,
As if two trudged behind hill Tan:
Yet. lookir g 'round, could only spy
A single, lonely man.
Yet heard the tea.m11ter words like these
Ceme out the dust, a.s from & cloud;
For the weary footman spoke hi1 mind,
His thoughts he uttered loud.
And this the burden of his talk :
"Walk, now,- you, walk!
No use to talk.
Don't like it, eh 1
Not the way
Ye went at 'Frisco''
Wa.lk,- you, wa.lk !
" Went up in the mines
And made yer stake ;
•Nough to take
Ye back to ther state
Whar ye wuz born.
Whar, now, is yer corn 1
Walk, you, walk I
" Dust in yer eyes,
Dust in yer nose,
Dust down yer throat
An' thick on yer close ;
Can't hardly talk.
I know it; but you Jeat
Walk,- you, walk !
"Wot did ye dew with yer tin 1
Oh, blew every ounce of it in !
Got drunk, got sober ; got drunk ag'in.
Wal', walk,- you, walk!
"Wot did ye dew? Wal', I swar,
When ye wuz down tha.r,
Tell me wot ye didn't dew 1
Yer gold dust flew;
You thought it fine
Fer ter keep op'nin' wine.
Now, walk,- you, walk!
" Everyone wuz yer friend,
When ye had dust fer ter lend
An• coin fer ter spend;
Didn't think of the end;
Tried to 'buck a queer game •Nary a red, now, toyer name.
Wal', walk, -you, walk I
" Had a cool forty thousand or so.
Now, wot yer got ter show
Fer all thet 1
Not a cussed red oent.
You let her wentNuthin' too good
Fer yer youthful blood.
Now, walk,- you, walk I
" Chokes ye, this dust 1
Wa.l•, that ain't the wustWhen ye !lit thar
Whar the diggin's are,
No pick, no shovel, no pa.n I
Wal', yer a. healthy manJest walk,-· you, walk!
"Wish ye could stop to drinkWhat-water1 Wal' I jest think
How at 'Frisco '-wal', water thar
With YE\ wa.'n't a.nywharIt wuz wine-' Extra Dry.'
Oh, you flew high !
Now, walk,- you, walk !
"Ye say ye've 'sunthin' larned.'
Wal•, I"ll be darned I
Hearn ye say thet afore ;
Yet ye tried-jest wunct more."
' Wal', that's ao : but this 16 the last I
I'm done ! Ji2's up l All's past!'
Ye hear me talk 1
Walk,- you, walk i
" ' I've swore off.• Guess yer late.
" No more on my plate.
Ef I ag'in git my PlleWal', I should smile !Let me a.g•in salt her down ;
I'll go 'roun' that' Frhoo 1 town
If I walk;
Yes,- me, walk !11
HORAL.
The fools don't all go to "Frisco" town;
Nor do they all from the mines come down.
About all of us hav, in our day,
In some sor~ of shape, some kind of way,
Painted the town with the "old stutr ;"
Dipped in stocks, or made some blutr :
Got caught in wedlock by a. shrew;
Mixed wines, old and new ;
Been the si2hts, been out all night,
Rolled home in the morning light,
With crumpled tie and torn olawha.mmer;
Wa.ked up next day with a "Katzenjammer"Then walked, - ! how tOe walked I
Now, don't try to yank ever11 bun:
Don't try to ha.v au the fun ;
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Don't think you know it all;
Don't know that stocks will fall;
Don•t try to bluff on an ace;
Don't know the horse in the race;
Don't get BOOOJied by a pretty faoe;
Lest, when you awa.ke,
You may talk,
And the burdtn be :
" Walk,- you, walk!"

HEBREW MYTHOLOGY,
OR,

THE RATIONALE OF THE BIBLE.

Wherein it is shown that the Holy Scriptures treat
of Natural Phenomena. only.
BY MILTON WOOLLEY I M.D.
-Biolc tn Pwok.
Among the many attempts made by scientiilts to
crush the Bible, this is unquestionably the most
A Late Obituary.
vi2orous.-~Chioago Times.
Dum.-May 2, 1888, Barnabas Smith, of pa- Oloth, Illus., heavY toned paper, 8vo, 613 pp., $2.50.
ralysis, at the home of his daughter, Mrs.
Aildress THE TRUTH BEEKER.
J. N. Amsden, near Lupton, Weld county,
Col., aged seventy-six yeara.
THE STRUGGLE
The subject of this sketch was born at
J'OB
Earnestown, Lower Canada, in 1812, and was
tM eldest son of ReT. Joseph H. Smith, a
In which the authorshows the repeated attempts
minister of .the Methodist denomination, and
of men of every age to acquire greater political
whose ancestry is traced back to the settle- libertyr" also vig()rously attacks the very foundation o the religion of every age; dwelling at
ment of Windsor, Conn., in 1630. Mr. Smith length
upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailwas a man of more than ordinary ability and ing the account of slavery in this oountry 1 calla
attention of thinking men and women to the
of marked characteristics, being rema~;kably the
position of wo_mankind in America. Throughout1
well read and much of a philosopher, as the the work is replete with a.stoundin.g fa.ots ana
weighty arguments which oapnot fall to interest
character and extent of his library, before he the minds of this age.
scattered it during his later years, attested,
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
Cloth, l!lmo., 188pp., price 75 cents.
and he was very outspoken in the promulAddress
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
gation of his·opiniona.
'
28 Laf&lette Pla.oe, New York.
In 1820 Mr. Smith's father moved to the
region of Detroit, Mich., and in 1833 Barnabas was married to Miss Anna Cornwall, at
Maspeth, Ont., and in 184.0 they moved to The Pre1ent and the Future
Republic or North America
Boone county, Ill., where he lived for many
BY A. CAPITALIST•
years.
_
.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
When slavery was the ab5orbing subject povert;v,
vioe; and crime. It deals with the ~resent
before the American people Mr. Smith was in oondittons or society in this country, pointmg out
their
imperfections,
and showing how it is almost
the prime of. manhood, and he devoted much impossible that the people
should be other than
time and talent to the cause of the enslaved poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life,
black man. His voice was heard from the a.nd he has drawn a. vivid picture of the future
Be:~_~ublic of North America., as it will be when
platform, and his pen did manly service, by so01ety
shall be organized on the .Principles of
means of the press of the country, against Rational Communism. The book lB vigorously
and
interestingly
written.
the institution of slavery.
Paper, :iOc.; cloth, $1.
He was among the most prominent of the
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
few Abolitionists of that part of the state, and
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
the writer of this imperfect sketch, as a mere
boy, ofteu-listened to him as he championed
the cause of the oppressed race, and as a hero
who worked and talked for liberty, and for
this workhas ever revered him.
In 1857 Mr. Smith moved to Minnesota,
and in 1860 to Cuba, Mo. This was a hot
A. thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
place for him at this time, and the rebel ele~
York ObsertJer'B slanderous attacks
ment repeatedly notified him to leave, but he
upon the Author-Hero of the Amerwas not the leaving kind of man.
ican Revolution. Containi.n2
Once they came for him while he was away
both the sla.ndera and
from home, but one of his boys received them
their refutation.
so well that one of their number was left
-odead.
BY ROBERT G. I:NGERSOLL.
While in Missouri Mr. Smith was, for two
-oyears, collector of internal revenue for the
The New York Observer (Presbyterian)
second district of the state.
recently reissued its assault upon the memory
In 187! Mr. Smith came to Colorado, and Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everymoved here in 1873 at the head of a mining where in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH
company he had organized. This scheme
was not a success, and this same year our A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
friend was stricken with paralysis ; but his
A J!'alwkaua AccO'Unt of a Beene at t"M Deathiron constitution withstood the disease for
bed of Thomas Paine.
nearly :fifteen years.
BY
W. H. BURR.
In religious belief Mr. Smith was an outThis pamphlet shows that the aooount of Paine's
spoken lnftdel of the Spiritualistic stamp. At
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
the age of fifteen years he joined the Method- (upon which the OIJserver relies to prove its princiist church, and when, ten years later, his pal charges) is a. for2ery, it being impossible that
father left them and joined another denomina- Fenwick could ha.V written the alleged a.ooount.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
tion, young Barnabas undertook to convince
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
him of his error. He was himself convinced,
and, like an honest man, joined the other
The "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of the
sect. Soon after the advent of Spiritualism
Industrial Slavery of To-Day.
he investigated the phenomena, and soon became a convert to the same, in which belief
he remained steadfast to the end.
When D. M. Bennett became the object of
persecution, Mr. Shaw was hill firm friend,
and he invested all the little means at his
command in Mr. Bennett's publications and
By Edward Bellamy,
traveled about and sold them, and obtained
Author of "Dr. Heidenhofl''s Process," etc.
many subscribers to THB TRUTH SEEKER.
Vital, inspiring, hopeful, oonvincing.-[Litera.ry
This he did after disease had nearly deprived World.
him of speech.
This astonishing book, how it haunts one,
like a Jlrown-up '"Alice in Wonderland I" The
It waa his regret for some years past that mind
follows entranced.-[Bolton GazeUe.
It is a thoullht.breeding bookJ and all who a.ra
he could do no more for Liberalism. A
free to receive new lillht will fin a in it liatisfaolion
source of much enjoyment to him was to hav and inspiration.-[New York Tribune.
The apJ?eal is always made to a man's reason,
THE TRUTH BEEKER read to him. His mind a.nd
to hlB noblest sentiments: never to his sel·
seemed to remain elear, even when disease fishne&s.-[Boston Post. ·
prophecy and a. ltoiiPBl of peace,
A
was far advanced. Our friend was a scrupu- whereglowing
the pleasure& of this world are free to all,
lously honest and fair-dealing man, and of an to cheer but Iiot ensla.ve.-[The Nation.
A BU!fgestion of a really practicable and fea.lli·
exceedingly generous and hospitable nature. ble so01al state greatl;v in advance of the present.
The
romantic narrat1v is rich in its forecast of
All in all, he was one who contributed toward actual
possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
making the world better than he found it.
l~mo, cloth, $1.50; paper, 50o.
His companion for so many years still liTs,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
at the age of seventy-eight years, beloved by
AN OUTLINE OF THE
all for her many virtues as well as intelligence. She also was a firm Liberal.
M. H. Co:r:riN.
Longmont, OoZ., Aug., 1888.
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Religious and Politioal Libertv.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM.

Paino Vin~icatofi!

-

Looking Backwar~.

FRENCH REVOLUTION.

The Career of Jesus Christ.

By W. B. BELL.

An Exposition of the True Meaning of this Oha.r·
The French Revolution was the most unmixed
acter as de1oribed in ihe New Te•tament. By Mil- blessing Europe ever s!lw .- Wend.ell Pht!l1:Ps.
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew }lytho!ogy."
Pa.per, lll'o, II eents.
Paper, 12mo, ~~~ cents.
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AND
TWELVE OTHER DrsOOlJRSES
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BY

Bobert G. Ingersoll,

REASON.

IN THE

1111 0. B. FROTHINGHAM.

A vig_(!rous thinker as eloquent as Theodore Parker.-{New Bedford Standard.
Deep thon(:l:ht, thorough conviction, and great
ability.-[Phila. Press.
Extra cloth, 1Smo, 238pp., $1.
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AND

TRIAL OF
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B. REYN 0 LDS
Ii'OR

"BLASPHEMY,"
AT

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT TI-IE DEVIL

TilE FORUM.

ARGUMENT

MORRISTOWN,

NEW JERSEY.

Stenographically reported, and rooised by the o;uthor.

'

OTHER BIOGRAPHICAL SKETOHES AND ESSAYS.

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

Chicago Secular Union ·meets every Bunda:!'
evening at 7:30P.M., corner Bangamon street and
Washine:ton boulevard. Lectures and debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

PHILADELPHIA.LffiERAL LEAGUE 257
meets every Bunqay in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the a.udience. N.B.-~ruth
Beeker publications always on handatoheap rates.

BACON AND 8HAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not write.
The Bonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. BY WM. HENR'I
BURR. Price. 25 cents. For sale at this office.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest o£ all Antl•Bibll·
cal \Vorks.

BY CHAIILES BBADLAUGH.
By THOMAS PAINE,
In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic· powers. All his heart and brain
are in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
"The
Author-Hero
of the Revolution."
With Portrait and Autobiography.
we see him as the splendid champion of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
justice, hatred of tyranny and chains, sympathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his Priee, Bingle Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
Charles Bradlaugh has " A Few Words" to say and
$1.00.
and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expression, and he makes grand use of the
"About the Devil." Mr. Bradlaugh has a right to courage
his "few wo-rds," and the devil will, we presume, opportunity. Such a flood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriot&t no verY distant dar. hav a few words to say to ism-is not often poured out in a court of justice.
THE ORISIS.
The many calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
Mr. Bradlaugh, and Will doubtless get the best of
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
the argument.-[Chicago Interior.
Bv Thomas Paine.
meager and misleading newspaJler references.
Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo,
Lawyers and advocates willllnd this the model of an address to a jury; statesmen and politiSpeaking of this work in connection with the
260 pp., $1.~5.
cians a ole'ar exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
proposed independence of America from Great
and women everywhere, a Magna Charta of their rights.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
flaming arguments . • • will not leave num.
bera at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepa.BINDER for THE TRUTR SEEKER ration."
Price, -<10 cents.
For the benefit of our readA Memoir of Christian. and Extra.-ChristianExper'
era who preserve their paperi
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
nence.
For either of these works or a!!}' _gf Paine's
T"• ,..,....r::
we offer a new style of binder, writin~ts,
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11!1r<ov fj
made for the purpose, and
SerJI'eta:ry of the .American Secular Union.
• with the heading_ of THE
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A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
TBUTH SEEKER pnnted in
1,,
Price 10 cents.
and Catholicism, from the vantage.ground of an
a.;~!!il!l!!!!!~
go!d letters on the outside.
intimate personal experience with the two sYSI!
This binder allows the {)panAddress THB TRUTH BEEXEB CoMPANY.
tems. It deals the most trenchant blows which
ing
of
the
papers
perfectly
fiat. It also allows the
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ROME~ REASON THE NEW GOD.

TRY•S'QUARE;

Essence of Religion

OB 1

The Church of Practical Religion.

GIRARD'S WILL

BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
AND
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer. the pastor, having established
By L. FElJERBU:JH.
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
Tr~~onslated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp.; of human concern, religious, political, and otherAN EXPOSE
50 cts.
wise. The book is written in well-chosen lanOf the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
guage,
and
easily
understood.
There
is
just
suffiThe truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore imbequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
moral.-Bxtract.
churches and Young Men's
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Christian AssociaAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER Co,
to his mind.
tion.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.
By RICH. B. WESTBRooK, D.D., LL.D.
Price $1.
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Girard College Theology.

Advancement~ Soienoe
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.

ROMAN ISM,
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Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.

DANCER AHEAD.

Paper,12mo, 105 pp., 25c.: cloth, 50c.
It is in many respects one of the most extraordinary utterances of our time . ..::.N. Y. Trtbune.

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.
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TheAntiquity of Christianity.

By A • .Y. GROVER.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY
in the suit of the
Paper, 12mo, 6lpp,, cloth, 50 cents.
Bankers' and Merchants' Tele·
graph Company
Contains testimonies of the early Christian Fa-

SOCIAL WEALTH,
The Sole Factors and Ea:act Ratios in Its
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By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, Cloth,
$1.00.

The Secret of the East,
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The Orl"gm· of the Chri•sti"an Reli"gi"on
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

For sale at this office.
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By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."

thers and others, and cases of striking similarity
to Christianity in many ancient religions.
Bold at THE TRUTH BEEKER Office.

NEW EDITION.

against the

Western Union Telegraph Company
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH BEEKEB has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those Who desire
them, for ten cents each •

Charles Watts's Works.
Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound

in cloth and lettered. Price,1.25. CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freethougbt and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section IL What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section ill. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

Secularism; Destructiv and Oonstructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
Secularism; its Principles · and its
SUBJECTS:
I

Duties. Price, 75 cts.
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDIOAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand- Tracts. The following tracts by Ohas.
some 12mo volume of nearlY 11900 pages, fnlly
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
illustrated. Oloth, 8.25-in English
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CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
A. new cheap edition at only 1.5Q.
Is the Bible Reliable 1 The Christian Deity;
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethought and
SCIENCE IN STORY; or Sammy Tubbs, the
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
By DR. FREDERIO R. MARVIN, Professor of Bo~Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
Influence on Civilization L Philosophy of SecuBy Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
Physiological Medicin and Medical Jurislarism; Science and Jjible Ant!l.gonistic ·
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
prudence in the New York Free
Christian Scheme of Redem_lltion. For all of
Medical College for Women.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
the above works address THE TRUTH BEEK250 pages~ illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
ER, 28 LafaYette Place, New York.
Paper, 12mo, 68pp., cloth, 50 cents.
volume or" Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready ReHis analysis of nerveus and mental phenomena
is sharr>lY scientific; his pathological theories are cipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
REDUCED TO $1.00.
By
Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
rat'onal, clear, and modern.-Metttcal Revtew.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pam•
His lan~uage is strong and well chosen, his
style admirable in its directness and brilliancy, phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria THE STORY HOUR.
m their Relation to Disease,hrepresenting the germ
his thought clear and logical. -Ltberal Chrtsttan.
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and opposing vaccination ; "Health in the BunAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
beam1" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
to sics: and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
Over a hundred fine illustrations.
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 886 p_a_ges1 cloth
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bound, $2'h "Heredity!" by LoriDg_Mooay, 159
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E. B. Foote, 10 cents..t ' Generation before Resrenerationr" by Dr. E. Jj, Foote, Jr.t)O cents; ''Re·
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Translated from the German.
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Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
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human advancement, and how the other has
of Heredity,Ma.y 29, 1888," 10 cents.
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THE ~RUTH SEEKER. always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen. 50 cents
DO YOU W A.NT a pleasant, healthful, cheap·
tweJ!!y-five copies for $1; one hundred copies for
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Price, 25 CP.nts.
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distribute thousands of. these telling Pictures.
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IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea. for a. Fair Trial
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V Dawn of Creation. An Answer to Mr. Glad. stone. By Albert Reville, D.D .
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
. A DISCUSSION BETWEEN
VIRTum owns a more eternal foe
Huxley.
SHERMAN's son will be ordained a priest of GLAD8TONE, HUXLEY, MULLER,
Than force or fraud: old. Oustom,legal Crime,
LINTON, REVILLE.
VII. AProtestandaPlea. ByMra.E.LynnLinthe Society of Jesus.
And bloody Faith, the foulest birth of time.
On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
This r~~·new book and contains the latest discus-8/tellel/.
coNTENTs :
· sion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
CARDINAL MANNING'S jubilee will be celeI. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Hon. partioipants are a guarantee of its able oharaoter.
IT
is
on
opinion
only
that
government
is
brated by a present to him of £60,000.
W. E. Glarlstone.
!
founded; and this maxim extends to the most
Price, paper, 50 cents; cioth, 75 cents.
II. The Interpreters of Genesis and the Inter- I
despotio and most mi).itary governments, as well
COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF GENERAL l:!cOFIRLD
preters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley. j
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
III. Postscript to Bolar Myths. By Prof. Max
as to the most free and most popular.-Hume.
and his wife are enthusiastic Catholics.
28 Lafayette Plaoe, New York,
Muller.
AN idle reason lessens the
TEXAS has race riots.
weight of the good one you
gave before.-Swlft.
LESTER W ALLAOK is
SLAVERY, its perpetuation
dead.
and crimes, are an eternal
blot upon the Christian
A CANAL across Italy is
churoh of Amerioa.-D. M
proposed.
Bennett.
RussiAN territory is
I CANNOT get rid of the
idea. that the Christian
being developed.
creed will yet be tra.oed to a.
MoRMONS are establishBuddhistio source. -Sohopenhauer.
ing their church in MexMEN who are singularly
ico.
shrewd and hard to imposo
A STORM at Cuba sunk
upon in their own line of
things,.ar e often the most
vessels and inundated
weak and oredulous in
cities.
everything else.-Herron.
PHILADELPHIA officials
Is it the arm of God whioh
are detected in malfeahas oarried the sword into
your cities, and fire into
sance.
your fields,· whioh has
WALES anti-tithe agitaslaughtered the people,
burnt the harvests, rooted
tors burnt a
rector's
up trees, and ravaged the
house.
pastures, or is it the 'hand
of man t Does sanotity
CoNGRESS will spend
consist in destruotion 1$4,000,000 on coast deVolnev.
fenses.
THE pre se rva tio n of
health ·is at least not less
ENGLISH papers are disimportant than the presercussing, 11 Is Marriage a
va;tion of Hebrew myt.holFailure?"
ogy; and oommunities who
force their ohildren to saoIN Henry county, Ala.,
rifice a large portion of
whites trilled sevl'n blacks
their time to the study
on the 7th.
of Asiatio miracle-legends
might well permit them to
MoRE moderlHe Prodevote an occasional hour
~----·-.-·
hibitionists expect only
or two to the study of mod500,000 votes.
ernphysiology.-Pro.r. Feli:c
L. Oswald; ltf.D., tn Tlte Btble
THE LORD LOVETH A BEAUTIFUL .!!'RINGE.
FRANCE presented a
or Nature.
railway train to
the
Speak unto the children of Israel, and bid them that they make them fringes in the borders of their garments, throughTHE Christian divines deout their generations, and that they put upon the fringe of the borders a riband of blue.-Num. xv, 37-38.
Chinese emperor.
olared geology "not a
subjeot of Ia wful inquirY,"
Tux wealthy clergydenounoing it as a" dark art," as 11 dangerous
But cou!ltless worlds of older birth,
men are returning from their European vacaand disreputable," as" a forbidden province," as
Adown to time's conolusiv tick,
tion.
"infernal artillery," and a~ an "awful evasion of
When nature givs its dying kiok,
the testimony of revelation."-TI!e War/are of
Lxo XIII. is writing a history of Rome in
Unto Jehovah's great white throne,
Science, by Professor A. D. Wll.ite, prestaent of Corthe Middle Ages.
To be restored to flesh and bone.
THE man who supplied the Inquisition with manell
Untverstty.
There, if no sad mistake9 are made,
A FRENCH fishing fleet sunk off Iceland, chinery was the original rack-renter.
ATTEMPTs hav been repeatedly made to reoonoile
Each shell receives its former shade.
the revealed with the discovered faots, but they
with a loss of 137 lives.
"WHAT were the last words of Brigham Young?"
God's ledger's opened, and the reoord
hav proved to be unsatisfactory. The Mosaio time
asked the teacher. 11 He never had any," replied
Of every soul, however oheckered
ToTAL cases of yellow fever at Jackson the smart bad boy; 11 he was a married man."
is
too short, the order of oreation inoorreot, the
Has been its oourse, is ascertained,
divine interventions too anthropomorphio.-.Proville so far, 604; deaths, 73.
As severally all !tre arraigned
THERE was an old maid of Ft. Wayne,
fessor Draper, LL.D. (Un!versttu of 1vew Yorle).
Before the final judgment seat,
MR. PIERREPONT, ex-minister to England,
Who industry had on the brayne ;
Which sweeps the docket's pag~ complete.
HoME drill and bore
So she learned to crochet,
predicts Canada's annexation.
The solid ea.rth, and from the strata there
And kept busy all dhet,
No lawyer is allowed about,
Extrast
a
register,
by which we learn
SENATOR STANFORD, of California, is having
In knitting a great counterpayne.
For "saving grace" is all played out;
That he who made it, and revealed its date
built for himself a tomb costing $250,000.
Their faith in Christ the judge does gage,
To Moses, was mistaken in its age !-Cowpe1•.
Ye spinster who singeth ye psalm
And if they born were since his age,
In alto and black cashmere pcalm,
ALL orthodox ministers now know that fossil
TuE Anglican church is discussing the
And disbelieve he was their savior,
Doth extract from it pbalm,
animals-that is, representations of animals in
doctrin of the real presence and other useful
He won't be, even for good behavior,
And a somber-hued pchalm,
stone, were placed in the rocks on purpose to misAnd with the bad goats theY must go
matters.
Whioh keepeth at distance all phalm.
lead men like Darwin and Humboldt, Huxley and
Who Christ's name ne'er before did know,
Tyndall. It is also now known that God, for the
RussiAN factory inspection givs the hours
For ignoranoe of law helps noue,
Tho' wicked, no doubt, to say damn,
purpose of misleading tlae so-oalled men of soienoe,
And they are all lost, every one.
in 74 per cent of the factories as from 5 A.M.
When stuck with a rancid old hamn,
had hairy elephants preserved in ice, mad~ stomOr, when paying for lamb,
tO 9 P.M.
achs for them, and allowed twigs of trees to be
None chance hav now to be enticed
To be bilked with·old ramb,
found in these stomachs, wh&n, as a matter of
To ramble with the sheep of Christ,
GERMAN Catholic bishops combat the
I'd ouss if •twere only by Bamn !
fact, no such elephants ever lived or ever died.
And many scores to one are sent
clauses on offenses by the clergy in Italy's
These men who are endeavoring to overturn the
To suffer endless punishment.
"I'M very glad to hav been of any comfort to
new penal code.
In
fine,
a
mighty
mass
of
souls
scriptures
with the ]Aver of science will find that
your poor husband, my good woman. But what
they havbeen deceived. Through all eternity they
God's faithfulsher;ff soon controls,
send for me instead of your own minpARSONS lament that notwithstanding their made you
will regret their philo~ophy. They will wish, in
Who takes them to his stew-pan vast,
ister?" 11 Well, sir, it's typhus my poor husband's
denunciations of theater-going it is increasing got, and we dinna think it just reet for our ain
the next world, that they had thrown away geolWithin which they are quiokly cast
among their flocks.
ogy and physiology and all other" ologies" except
To be well cooked, but full done, never,
minister to run the risk!"
theology. The time is ooming when Jehovah will
For they must fry in hell forever.
THE evangelical cry of "$1,000,000 for
11
AND now with "reverential calm,"
mock at their fears and laugh at their oalamBrothers
and
sisters-some
in
heaven
Vacation
past,
each
reverent
sham,
missions'' is advanced this year to " A millity. "-Inoersoll.
And
some
below-are
places
given
;
His
old
dead
horse
astride,
ion souls for Christ."
WHAT are theologians good for 1 A fool after
Parents can hear their children groaning
Doth in the holy places stana,
repeating every piece of scholastic nonsense for
While they celestial songs are crooning;
The bridle firmly in his hand,
HENRY GEORGE will debate protection with
two years, receives his oap and bells with cereChildren can see their parents burning
Nor knows his horse has died.
a worthy opponent, preferring Colonel Ingermony, and struts and deoides on every subjeot;
While they the heavenly tunes are learning;
-John
Huason.
and it is this sohool of Bedlam which leads to
soll, but the latter is too busy.
Wives can behold their husbands frying
11
honors and riches; what oan be said to it 1
MABY: Don't you dislike to hav a man talk
While they the golden harps are trying;
A LoNDON sensation is that of the successiv shop when he comes to see you 1" Jennie: 11 InThomas and Bonaventure hav their altars, and
Husbands can hear their wives'ories rmging
murder and horrible mutilation of four deed I do ! Who's been talking shop to you t"
they who'hav invented the plow, the saw, and the
While they the lambkin's praise are singing;
plane are not even remembered !- Vollatre .
.Mary:
"
Oh,
my
young
man.
He's
a
street-car
women, seemingly by a maniac.
And angels look from bowers of bliss
conductor, you know, and nearly every time he
VoLTAIRE was the intelleotual autoorat of his
With joy mi the fire-swept abyss.
LoRD W OLBRLRY deplores the growth in come8 to see me he gets off his 8hop talk." Jennie:
time. From his throne at the foot of the Alps he
England of a tendency toward peace and "What does he say P Mary: "B1t oloser, please."
What nonsense, for sane men to preaoh',
pointed the finger of scorn at every hyooorit in
Make weak men howl and women soreeoh,
democracy, and wants despotism and wars.
Europe. He left the quiver of ridicule without an
. SUPERINTENDENT (of bobtail horse-car line) :
Or on the floor roll in a fit,
arrow. He was the pioneer of his oentury. He
WILLIAM II. will visit Rome to get Italy "The driver of No. 75 ran over an old lady to-day,
And wallow in tobaoco spitwas the assassin of superstition. Through the
and
broke
her
arm."
President:
"Well,
people
An exhibition of human folly
and the pope to help him add another halfshadows of faith and fable, through the darkness
ought to be more o~reful." Superintendent: "And
More ridioulous than melancholy,
of myth and miracle, through the midnight of
million men to his army, and Leo is prepar- the amount of money in the box indicates that he
Which has been witnessed many a time
Christianity, through the blackness of bigotry,
ing a magnificent reception.
is careless about fares." President: "Wha-at 1
In this poor saint-infested clime.
past oathedral and dungeon, past raok and stake,
Discharge him at once !"
Methinks that God and son, when they
CLEVRI,AND'B letter of accep~ance disclaims
past altar and throne, he carried, with brave and
The
fools
innumerable
survey
chivalric
hands, the torch of reason.-Inoersoll.
THE CHRISTIAN'S LAST TRUMP.
radical tariff change and professes care for
Whose cases they hav oalled to try,
T<>_prove there is a hell to him
So died the Chevalier de Ia Barre. He was nineestablished industries, and proposes restric..
Will soon adjourn the court stne ate,
Who doe• to doubt it dare,
teen years of age. Then, 0 Voltaire! thou didst
Th~ samt with sati•factwn grim
tion or prohibition of immigration.
Concluding that it does not pa3"
utter a ory of horror, and it will be thine eternal
Does alway8 seud him there.
To try such idiots, anyway.
glory ! Then didst thou enter upon the appalling
THE pope wishes Germany and Austria to
Oh, oh, the awful judgment day
trial of the past; thou didst plead, against tyrants
As for this hell your Bible teaches,
induce or compel Italy to restore his temporal
When Gabriel shall a solo playand monsters, the cause of the human race, and
And every reverend ninny preaohes,
power, urging that in return he can more
His strength upon his horn expend
thou didst gain it. Great man, blessed be thou
It seems high time that men disclaimed
Till
eyes
bulge
out
and
oheeks
distend
effectually suppress democracy in Italy.
forever !-Hugo.
The thing, or of it were ashamed.
(For need his lungs will llreat iuflation,
Yet oft we hear the holy "orook,"
THE world is upheld by the veraoity of good
AT Allasac, France, the bayonets of soldiers
'l'o send a bla•t through all orea.tion),
With naught of wisdom but his look,
men; they make the earth wholesome. Ltfe is
To call the dust and mummies dried
blocking the way of 500 strikers and 50
ln.grum, or solemn long-drawn voioe,
sweet and tolerable only in our belief in such so·
Of all the people who hav died
women to their place of meeting were rushed
As though he a morceau had choice,
oiety; and aotual!Y, or ideally, we manage to liv
Since man's innumerable army
Thus speak of satan's principalitywith superiors. We call our children and our
upon by the women, many of whom were
Began its maroh on terraftrma.
" Hell-is-a-ter-rible reality!"
lands by their names; their works and effigies are
wounded
And sinoe men walked. not only earth,
N. B.
in our houses.-Emerson.
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OF the population of Greeley county, Neb.,
ninety per cent is Catholic. This county contains the Catholic colony organized by Bishops O'Connor and Spaulding.
A WRITER in the Open Court says : "It is
the chronic state of every man in this country, that he wants to hav a law passed. What
sort of individualism is that?"
MITOHELL hopes to be the episcopal city of
the Dakota diocese, and Protestants and
Catholics alike are working to make the place
the future residence of Bishop Marty.
AT Kenosha, Wis., on the night of the 12th,
boys played " tick-tack" on the Rev. E. C.
Taylor's house. The reverend waited for
them with a pistol and shot at them, hitting
one.
IN 1886 Salt Lake City was visited for the
first time by a Catholic priest, but none permanently resided till the following year.
Now the place has a bishop and six resident
priests.
THE only woman lawyer in Philadelphia is
Mrs. Carrie B. Kilgore. She has an enviable
reputation at the bar, and there is not a judge
in the city who does not respect her for her
legal ability.
A C!NOINNATI lawyer, who has extensiv
dealings with business men, says that those
of Chicago are the best pay and those of
Boston the poorest. The general idea that
Chicago business men were tricky is erroneous, he says, as also. the idea that Boston
business men were religious •.

HINT.

FoR the first time in her royal history, during her recent visit to Glasgow, while she was
responding to the address of welcome, some
one in the back of the hall shouted to Queen
Victoria, " Speak up I"
JuDGE FosTER, of the United States district court for Kansas, hangs murderers
on Tuesday instead of Friday, and in passing sentence leaves off the usual pious slush
about God having mercy on their souls.
THE telephone was allowed to be used on
Sunday for the first time in London a few
weeks ago. The managers of the company,
it is said, had grave doubts about the result
of such an innovation, but the large use that
was made of the privilege satisfied them.
THE Galveston News says of Elliott F.
Shepard : " The colonel is a deacon in the
church, and so pious that he never allows a
copy of his paper to be printed without a
text from the Bible at the head of the editoIial column, and :yet he originates and publishes falsehoods in the most brazen manner."
THE Oh1·ihtian Register finds comfort in the
thought " that if matters should come to an
issue and a free fight, the Methodists alone in
this country outnumber the Catholics ; and
we can offset the Methodist vote against the
Catholic vote, and leave all other religious
denominations as a superfluous majority."
THE local Law and Order League of Warren, 0., which has been trying to enforce
some of the old Blue laws of the state, notified
cigar, soda-water, and news deal':lrs to keep
their places closed last Sunday, and threatened to prosecute any violation. About half
of the tradesmen complied, while others sold
openly and in a more bold manner than usual.

Whether the order was only a bluff remains
to. be seen, but as yet no informations hav
beenmade. ·
JuDGE NEY, of Iowa, has decided that
under the Prohibition law of that state it is
positivly illegal for a man to manufacture
cider for his own family to drink. Life in
Iowa, says the World, must hav been very
easy before the cranks set everybody to doing
penance. It will be against the Prohibitory
law, the first thing Iowans know, for them
to hold converse with spirits at a seance.
JOHN TUTTLE, a religious crank, boarded a
steamer at Wilson Point, Conn., a few days
ago, proselyting for the Salvation Army, and
got into an argument with the crew. He
was ordered to leave the boat, and Edward
Bellevive was leading him away when Tuttle
struck him with a heavy cane, nearly severing his ear from his head. Bellevive picked
up a shovel and struck Tuttle on the head,
inflicting injuries from the effects of which
the intruder died.
ST. PAUL, Minn., dispatch of the 16th:
More than a hundred women and children
ran out of the Westminster Presbyterian
church this morning yelling at the top of their
voices, " Murder I help I police ! " 'l'here
was a great commotion inside, and in five
minutes more than a thousand people had
gathered about the sacred edifice. A free
fight was going on in the church, in which
everybody seemed to be taking a hand.
Organist Joseph Sayles was pulled backward
from his stool by Elder Jefferson, and fists
and feet were used with effect by the angry
parishioners. Finally the police rushed in
and quelled the disturbance. The fight was
the culmination of a quarrel betwe.en factions

in the parish over the immorality of Pastor
W. H. Roberts.
GERMAN journalism has just entered on its
third century. In 1688 Christian Thomasius,
who thought that the exclusiv use of Latin
was an impediment to learning, and who
wanted to see Germany free from the influence of scholastic pedantry, established at
Leipsic a monthly periodical in the German
language, in which he showed great skill in
dealing with the questions which interested
him. Thomasius's monthly lived two years,
and was the first journal or periodical printed
in the German language.
A DISEASE has been discovered among
church-members which has been called
"Morbus Sabbaticus," or Sunday sickness.
The Preabyte1ian describes it thus: "It attacks church-members with violence on the
Sabbath from 12 to 12 o'clock, and it takes
the rest of the day to recuperate, for in no
case does it continue until Monday morning.
The patient begins to convalesce after the
meridian, and about 3 o'clock a stroll is
taken, or if his finances will permit, a drive
in the park. It is very fatal in large cities.
In the country it attacks the horses, and during these same hours they are too sick or stiff
for duty, and the pious family that owns them
is obliged to stay from church. Like malarial diseases, it observes the law of periodicity, and runs through the scales of sevens.
This disease never interferes with either sleep
or appetite, but is so regular in its return that
many take pills on Sunday and repair themselva for Monday, as some Christian manufacturers stop their mills piously on Saturday
night, but devote Sunday to cleaning their
boilers."
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thirst jn his terrible sufferings and agony. Among endar of saints ; and this is the man whose word we
bands of robbers and banditti we find more gratitude are to take of these supernatural and wonderful
and honor for their leaders than in thi"s case. At the events. Is it any wonder, then, that Jesus was sustime of the crucifixion we read that there was dark- picious of him! And these suspicions are what made
Resurrection and Ascension.
ness and the temple was rent in twain, and graves Jesus prophesy that Peter would deny him, and
Of all the many untruthful, contradictory, and ab- wer~ opened and the bodies of saints came out and happening to think of cock-crowing, he mentioned
surd stories in the Bible, this story of the resurrec- were seen walking in the city. (I always thought that as the time, even if there are different times in
tion and ascension, as told by Matthew, Mark, Luke, that the souls of saints were all in heaven, and. I sup- the night that cocks crow. According to orthodoxy
and John, is th~ most preposterous, unreliable, con- pose in this case they were, as only the bodies came this Saint Peter must be suffering in the place set
tradictory and unnatural. Who are Matthew, Mark, out of the graves. Consequently the bodies must apart for the wicked, for after declaring be would
Luke, and John~ All we know about them is the hav been seen walking in the city without souls.) never deny Jesus, he swore great oaths at divers
assertion that they were fishermen. Does the occu- Now, it is possible that there might hav ~een a times, saying, "I know not this man of whom ye
pation of fishing giv men engaged in it such a cha~- storm just at the time of this execution lastmg for 1:1peak." How do the two following passages of
acter for truth and veracity that we are to take their two or three hours, making it darker than usual for ins.pired writings " agree together :"
Matt. xxvii, 5.
· Acts i, 18.
words when they tell us of the most unnatural, the that length of time, and a flash of lightning may h~v
And l1e [Judas] cast down
Now th1s man [Judas] purmost improbable, and the most wonderful events that rent the temple in twain, but it was real cruel m
pieces of silver in the chased a field with the reward
ever happened, without a doubt, or without an if or these writers to tell us that bodies came out of their the
temple, and went and de- of his iniquity, and falli~g
an and T
graves and were walking around the city, and not parted and hanged himself.
headlong, burst asunder m
the midst, . and his bowels
The pulpit for ages has preached and ta~ght the tell us who saw them, where they went, or what begushed out.
false doctrin that these apostles were somethmg more came of them, thereby keeping us all in terrible susPeter told tba story in Acts. ·Could I humbly ask
than mortal-superior beings-that it would be al- pense. Perhaps instead of there being but one Wanmost sacrilegioas to doubt or question one word of dering Jew there may be many, and these are all the clergy which one of theset!Plaints uttered such a
glaring falsehood~ If such a question was protheir alleged writings, be they ever so contradictory or W anaering J ewe and are walking unto this day.
improbable. These false teachings hav been empbaThe chief priests were afraid the disciples would pounded to me, I would say: Peter, thou art the
sized from the pulpit for nearly ejghteen hundred take the body out of the E!epulcher, and no doubt_ it man, though I hav my suspicions of both. Only two
years, until to many they hav become almost a second was done, for notwithstanding that story of the watch of the apostles-Mark and Luke-say anything
nature. Now, if we could only divest our minds of taking money for circulating such a report, Matthew about Jesus going up. The other two deserve credit,
this priestly influence .and look at these four men as says it was generally believed among the Jews of at least in this instance, for lacking such elastic conthey really were, namely, low, illiterate fishermen, that day; and that is the reasonable and natural sciences. Luke says this upward flight of Jesus
and, as far as we know, without· character or stand- explanation of the story. It would seem from this took place at Bethany. He does not say a word about
ing, and belonging at that day to a nation of people fear of the high priests that these disciples would anyone being present but the apostle~, and for such
steeped in ignorance and superstition, we could commit the crime of body-snatching, that they were a wonderful occurrence, givs a very meager account
then determin in our own minds the truth or falsi£y no more above suspicion of wrong-doing than their indeed. Perhaps his conscience smote him when
he wrote this fiction, for he told it in the least numof their alleged writings, unbiasE:d and unprejudiced. pulpit-followers of to-day are.
To show the savage, ignorant, and barbarous condi · I quote from Mark xiv, 59, upon the trial of Jesus: ber of words possible, as also did Mark. In those
tion of the Jewish nation at the time of Jesus, I "But neither so did their witnesses agree together." anonymous writings called the Acts some writer
quote from an ancient historian, Tacitus. He f-ays: As we proceed to review the testimony of these four says-and from the character the book givs Peter, he
"In point of ignorance, superstition, and exclusiv writers in their relation of these supernatural wondet·s, is a man whose conscience would not trouble him
bigotry, they bad no equal in the Roman world. As let us keep this passage of scripture in mind. Now much in writing any kind of a story-this upward
tendency of a. human body took place at a lonely
a nation, they could llcarcely be said to bav a common Jet us see bow these four witnesses agree together.
language. By some, no doubt, in the neighborhood
First. As to the time the sepulcher was found place in the country. called Olivet, w~ere two ~en
of the capital, Hebrew was spoken ; by others, far· empty : Matthew says it was at the dawn of day. stood by in long, white apparel. This last wnter,
ther removed from it, Syriac, Arabic, and a language Mark says it was at the rising of t.be sun. John says like Luke, uivs no particulars of the modus operandi
made up of a conformation of all these languages. it. was yElt dark.
.or manner· in which this ascension was made. We
The means of communication seemed to be almost
Second. As to what was seen at the sepulcher: read that EH]ab took his aerial flight in a chariot
entirely on foot, and not one in a thousand could Matthew says there was a great e.artbquake and an propelled by fire and wind-power. There is a similar
read or write; and, indeed, it would be a great angel descended from hewen and rolled away the and much mora important occurrence, and we are left
chance whether a verbal narration of an event that stone and sat upon it. l\'Iark says the atone was entirely in the dark as to particulars. Now, if it had
bad happened in one district could be understood in rolled away, and Luke says the people that went to only been known at the time who the men mentioned
another, or even the same."
the sepulcher found the stone •rolled away. John by the last writer, that stood by in long, white apThis fact alone should be sufficient to convince also says the stone was rolled away. Neither of the parel, were, there might hav been considerable inforanyone that the four gospels were not written by Jew last three writers says a word about earthquakes, or mation obtained from them in regard to this up·
fishermen. If we knew they were, and knew the an angel descending, rolling away the stone and· heaval.
characters of these men for truth were good, such sitting upon it. Common every-day occurrences in
Strange that men and women that were familiar
testimony as they furnish in regard to these miracles that day, I suppose, and not worth mentioning.
with the features of Jesus, and only about three
would not be taken in a court of justice to-day where
Third. As to what was seen inside the sepulcher: days having elapsed since they parted from him,
the small sum of $5 was involved. First, because it Mlltthew says nothing about what was seen inside. should not recognize him after the resurrection.
is hearsay evidence; second, because on most of the Mark says there was a young man sitting on the Mrs., orMiss, Magdalene thought he was the gardener,
important points they do not corroborate or agree right·hand side clothed in a long white garment. and no doubt she thought correctly. When his
with one another; third, because none of them say Luke says two men were there, standing up in long, disciples saw him, some doubted. A man should
they saw either the smallest or the greatest of the white, shining garments. John says there were two hav been selected with features more closely resemevents narrated, but on the contrary say thay were angels, one sitting at the head and one at the foot of bling the man the Jews crucified than the gardener
told these things by others, and they did not believe where Jesus lay.
in order to make a complete success of this part of
Fourth. As to who was at the sepulcher : Matthew the farce. Mark says Jesus was received up into
them themselvs. If such miraculous stories were
related to-day by eye-witnesses, and by men that we says there . were two wom~n, Mary Magdalene, and heaven and sat at the right hand of God. As we
knew to be credible, very few; if any, would believe the other Mary. Mark says there were three, Mary bav no account of Mark having a telescope, would it
them, and amor:g the disbelievers would be many of Magdalene, Mary the mother of James, and Salome. be considered impertinent to ask the preachers how
the intelligent people that believe these fabulous Luke says there were an indefioit number of women, he could see this man sitting at the right hand of
stories of centuries past. And further, it would be namely, Mary Magdalene, Mary the mother of James, God~ Perhaps heaven was nearer eatth then than
well to bear in mind that the Old Testament was -and other women. John says there were one woman it is now, or the men of that· day had more powerful
· written first, and the fact that we are told in the New and two men, Mary Magdalene, Peter, and the other vision-! think the latter, for the apostles certl!oinly
Testament that such and such things were done, or disciple.
saw some wonderful things.
had to be done, in order to fulfill prophecies in the
Now, who told Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John
Luke says Jesus ascended the same day he arose.
Old, shows that the writers did or could make these of the resurrection and ascension of this man Jesus! John says he did not go up until the eighth day, and .
records of events in the New Testament fit into Mary Magdalene and Peter were the sources from in Acts he was seen on earth forty days after the
which they obtained these wonderful and eontradic- crucifixion. Luke xxiii, 43: Jesus said unto the
prophecies in the Old.
.
Profane history informs us that there were many tory stories.
dying thief, "This day thou shalt be with me in
dissolute and bad men at the head of the church
Who was this woman, Mary Magdalene' Mark paradise." In this passage these writers not only
when the New Testament was written-supposed to says she is the woman that Jesus cast seven devils contradict themselvs, but make Jesus utter a falsebe about the third or fourth century~and also that out of a few days before his death. A woman with hood ; for according to Luke he was not with the
the people, under the influence of the Catholic church, seven devils in her &ust bav been a terror in the dying thief in heaven until three days after Jesus
were becoming grossly ignorant and superstitious, land, and it is possible that he might bav left one said he would be. J obn says it was eight days
and therefore required a Bible and religion suited to remaining. If so, I suppose he was the one that ·is afterward. And the Acts makes it forty days from
their ignorant and superstitious ideas.
said to be the father of lies. Is it any wonder, then, the day Jesus was crucified until he was with the
To show how obscure this man Jesus was it is only that the apostles did not believe her, and her words dying thief in paradise.
necessary to mention the fact that, when the officers seemed to them alii idle tales (Mark xvi, 11, and Luke
Jesus says that in the resurrection they are as angels
came to arrest him, he bad to be pointed out to them xxiv, 11) ~ Peter, the other prominent witness in in heaven. If resurrected men are as angels, and
by Judas giving them a sign (Matt. xxvi). On the relating these. marvelous stories, according to the angels are spirits, that was not Jesus that appeared
first sign of danger every one of his disciples forsook record in the New Testament was a hypocrit, a per- to the disciples after the resurrection as described by
him and fled (Matt. xx:vi). A rretty lot of disciples jurer, and an utterer of profane oaths. Jesus was Luke. This man that was representing Jesus to the
truly! Now, here was a case of the blackest ingrati- always suspicious of Peter, for he called him Satan, disciples says: "Behold my hands and feet ; that is
tude on the part of these disciples, and cowardly, too, and told him to get behind him, for be savored I myself ; handle me and see. For a spirit hath
for there seemed to be no danger that these followers more of man than of God (a1ark viii, 28); and not flesh and bones as you seE) I hav." That Jesus
of Jesus were in that they need desert him and flee again in Luke xxii, 31: "And the Lord said: Simon, then, or the gardener, was not the resurrected Jesus,
for their lives. This man Jesus had been their leader behold, Satan hath desired to hav you, that he may but a mortal man, for the fact that he ate baked fish
for three and a half years; bad done much for them; sift you as wheat." I always thought that bit of and honey proves it, for no spirits like angels in
bad preserved them from shipwreck, and dono many sarcasm, "Sift you as wheat,'' uttered by Jesus, was heaven could eat such a mess. · I hav asked the
other miraculous things for their benefit. They bad applicable to Pater in this case. This is the man pulpits so many questions that I feel like giving them
called him master, and professed great friendship that the church exalts to the highest position and a rest. But I am dying to know whether a resurand love for him, and yet scarcely bad the officers invests with the keys of heaven. This man, whom rected man iii a. spirit or a man of ·flesh and blood
appeared to arrest their beloved master when every- Jesus said the devil desired to hav that he might that eats baked fish and honey and Mlls for meat.
one, like a cur dog, fled, leaving him to his fate-leav- sift him as wheat; this man, with hypocritical proThere must hav been thirteen disciples after Judas
ing Jesus to fight bil'l own battles, and to perish ig- testatjons declaring, "that should all be offended, hanged bimself,_then afterward stumi:Jled and fell with
nominiously on the cross between two thieves-and yet will not I," and, with greater vehemence still, such fearful results, for Luke says that two disciples
not one of these men that he bad done so much for " said he would die before he would deny Jesus " went to a. village called Emmaus and Jesus appeared.
was present to giv him a cup of water to relieve his -this is the man that stands at the bead ,of the cal- unto them there and they arose up at the same hour
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and returned to Jerusalem and found the eleven
gathered together there. One passage in the New
Testament says Jesus was the first to arise. What
about Lazarus, whom Jesus himself stood up~ It
certainly is easier and more convenient for a man to
arise that is laid loose in a sepulcher than those that
are put in a box and the lid screwed down. In this
case of resurrection some one must hav been assigned
the duty oi furnishing the resurrected party with
clothes....,.-as the grave-clothes were found in the sepulcher-for it would be necessary for even a resurrected man that sojourned upon the earth forty days
to hav some wearing apparel. Instead of arising on
the third day he arose some time during the second
night. For further particulars we will hav to inquire
of the men that had part of the play assigned to
them. The body was put in the sepulcher Saturday
night about 6 o'clock. Then the following Monday
morning-according to Matthew, at dawn of day;
Mark, at the rising of the sun; and John, when it was
yet dark-the sepulcher was found empty.
These four apostles in their writings hav reference
to but one visit to the sepulcher. That has never
been questioned. Then all four relate the time the
visit was made, who went there, and what was seen
there at this one and the same time only.
Chicago.
JoHN IRwiN.

We .Are as We Think.
I hav come to the conclusion that all the miseries
of mankind, aside from those few caused by nature,
are the resulb of opinion. If we all had knowledge
of the truth, our conduct would be in accordance.
The masses hav ever been enslaved or outwitted because of wrong views carefully instilled into them by
interested persons. In savage society a few superior
men combine and terrorize (that accounts for the
many cruel practices of savages who are not unkind
by nature). In semi-civilized society these few dam-·
inate by force and cunning; in enlightened, by cunning mostly. As to the masses, half of whom are
women and the remainder children and feeble men,
they bav nothing to say under any fol'm of government ever devised.
Wrong opinions are instilled, and customs based
on such views, or institutions, grow up and become
stronger than the people. It then becomes a mighty
task to reform, and, indeed, those who try to instil
the right ideas are looked on as wretches, and persecuted horribly. All human sympathy is withdrawn;
they are mocked and malt.reated even on the scaffold,
where the vilest murderers and human tigers hav
kind and tender consideration; they are reviled; they
are stabbed; gall is given them to drink, and their
last dying words are choked by the rope. '!'here is
no demon raging from the burning gates of hell so
relentless as the'tyrant when questioned of his rights.
Let us not be mistaken and· deceived. Ladies and
gentlemen would to-day, as they did a few years ago
at Valadolid, Spain, travel hundreds of miles to see
offenders against authority burnt to death, and
Charles Dickens wrote the literal truth when he said
that here in the United Stales it 'was infinitly safer
to slowly roast a man to death in the public streets
than it would be to teach him his letters. Questioned authority is a heartless devil, and always has
hordes of servants to obey its dictates and curry its
favor. But nowhere could tyranny hav such a hold
over mankind were it not for error of opinion in the
masses. Never was a monarch more absolute than
the French king when he could declare: "The state!
I am the state." Nobody see111ed to doubt it. Opinion changed slowly and quietly, but almost unanimously. Then, at the first attempt of the monarch
in name to assert power-alas, poor king ! He found
none poor enough to do him reverence.
Opinion made such monstrous revolution, the very
hirelings of the throne fraternizing with the sansculottes. To be No breeches-Tog-rag-was far
more honorable than to be my lord duke and infinitly
safer. The epaulet was exchanged for a patchall fashion-merely a matter of opinion.
Wealth itself is merely a creation of opinion. N othing could make a people who hav i10 wants whatever
any richer than they are. There is no wealth except
commodities-creations of the labor of man, or of his
care aud risk; Money is only the representativ of
those forms of wealth, and except as a convenience
of very little importance. Compared with many
commodities it is of no importance to mankind. The
opinion that money is anything of intrinsic value is
one of these errors of mankind that, like many others,has led to fatal evil. So long as it prevails man will
be more or less a slave. Had all men the correct
idea of money some very great changes would come
over the face of human aff11irs, unless some other
species of idolatry should take the place of the present. Even some of the greatest writers on the subject, who hav perfectly "orthodox views," admit that
money bears to the ideal transaction of an exchange
the same relation that the exchange itself bears-the
latter being a physical act, but incomplete because
it requires something to perfect it. A'l admit that
money is merely an instrument to facilitate the exchange of commodities. Had every transaction from

the beginning of the world been equal, money had
never been thought of. It is an invention made to
square uneven trades, and all the business of life is
merely the exchange of commodities when you reduce
it to the last analysis. Labor may exchange for
labor, but the basis is commodities in the ultimate.
It is as though some transaction was had-some trade
of things-all perfected, but lacking something
whereby to move the things. Money does ideally
what the power to move does physically. Money is
then merely an instrumentality rised for convenience
in squaring exchanges. How comes it then that this
thing, this mere tool, this 4lvention of man, has become ascendent lord T Simply because we hav
been taught that money is a thing of intrinsic value.
A sends's cargo worth $100,000 to B, at Liverpool.
B, having credit at A's place, sends a draft, which draft
A turns over to C, who has sent him a cargo; C in
turn delivers the draft to D, whom he owes. And
this is all money can ever do-square trades or ex~
changes. In the great trades Qf the world money is
hardly ever seen. Small change is used in the petty
transactions. I buy some tobacco and sugar, etc.,
and pay the merchant $1. But I got the ·dollar for
some commodity or my labor.
I believe that the best study for the people is this
money and trade question. Commerce is uothing
but exchange of commodity. The United States io
constantly exchanging farm products for manufactures of various kinds. Each farmer sells his surplus
for cash, but the result is that the aggregate surplus
of all finds its way to England or France, and other
lands. So with the cargoes brought here from other
countries. If by reason of any law our surplus is
discouraged from leaving here, its price must fall till it
is so very low that empty ships can afford to come here
to buy. But such a case will rarely occur. This
may be dull reading for some people, but if we do
not get to understand 1:mch questions we shall become
little better than poor slaves of designing classes.
To come back to the point where I began, we must
get correct opinions. All the constitutions and statutes and institutions in the world cannot prevent an
ignorant people, or, what is worse, a wrongly opinioned people, from becoming little better than slaves.
How shall we know we are right when we· see so
many people divided in opinion? Use your common
sense, guided by the grand doctrin: Liberty, equality,
fraternity. Anyt-hing that givs a few men advantages
over all; any law favoring a few at the expense of
all; any law that requires thousands of spies to
enforce it, and givs a few the opportunity to annoy
and prosecute others on trifling charges; any law
that increases what courts call mala prohibita-all
such are unworthy of a free people, and contrary to
liberty, equality, fraternity. Miseducation is worse
than no education. Books, newspapers, and schoolhouses will not save us if the great masses are constantly taught to be narrow and il-Liberal, and to
hate those who think differently from them. HoLT.

Fairness and Generosity;
The generous heart
Should scorn a pleasure which givs others pain.

-Thomson.
It is natural for us all to wish to defend ourselvs
when misrepresented, and as McArthur commences
his "Promis of Proof" by misrepresenting or misunderstanding me, I "rise to explain." First I wish
to say that, born of a race of preachers and schoolteachers, and having been myself a Yankee schoolmarm for fourteen years, off and on, I hav become, by
inheritance and environment, rather dogmatic and
dictatorial in speech, despite all my efforts to the
contrary.
While feeling kind and tolerant, I speak more
positivly than I should do.
But I qualified the word "impossible" by the prefix "almost," ·and therefore the strictures of our
friend upon it are out of place, so far as my use of it
is concerned, while he himself uses its equivalent
when he says, "There was no possibility" of deceit.
This very impossibility is just what so many were
certain of when witnessing the phenomena at Liberal,
Mo., which Dr. Bouton has confessed were all deceit,
proving it by explaining how they were done.
And again, in quoting the rhymes "Convinced
against his will," as having my indorsement, McArthur
neglects to say that in the first sentence after repeating them, I controverted the old couplet and made it
null and void, by saying that so long .as he was of the
"same opinion" he was not converted at all!
I cannot possibly believe that a coat or vest can be
dematerialized into atoms so as to be removed from
a medium, and then come together again fiber to
fiber, even to a knot in the thread it is made up with !
You may cut a globule of mercury all to pieces and
the fragments will unite again, into apparently the
same identical ball, but the particles never will take
their same old places, as do those in the coats and
vests!
If the " distance from here to the sun " were disputed, denied, and debated over as are the main
points of Spiritualism, '·bias, heredity, and other influences" would no doubt come therein as factors of

belief or unbelil:lf. "'Antichrist' in his antiquarian
researches" tells us nothing so improbable as that
the dead still liv, and write between screwed together
slates, and appear to us in their real forms tlS living
flesh and blood palpable to our senses. No one loves
" harmony" better than I do, and few would do
more to promote it; but would it be right in me to
keep back my honest opinion, and especially when
letters pour in upon me on all sides asking for it!
Why can we not gi v our arguments pro and con in
perfect good humor!
I hav no feeling of hardness towards any Spiritists,
but claim them all as Liberals. I hav taken from
one to five Spiritual papers for twenty-five or more
years, and read and circuldted them all-does this
look as though I meant war or peace, disunion or
union?
I think McArthur's experience with George will
be similar to Mr. Lacy's w1th me. At first Lacy was
sure he could point me to a plenty of genuin slatewriting mediums, but when he commenced looking in
earnest among such as he knew, they narrowed down
to one, and he was so habituated to drunkenness he
would not recommend him, but proposed that himself and others interested should help pay my way
to New York and vicinity, where I could see all
phases of the " ism " and report thereon.
I got slate-writing then, but not on my slates, and
not on the two the medium insisted I should take,
for I marked the frames of those, and when I
received the two with the messages on the marks
were minus.
If there is genuin independent slate-writing, I
hope George will be able to testify to it.
Of course I grant that all that is, is "natural," but
the dispute is whether it is fact or fraud, and I trust
that patient inveatigation will decide that question in
the near future. I congratulate McArthur on his
will~ngness to help along this investigation by keeping George " in the fight," even if he puts Elmina
out of it!
.
"To speak his thought is every free man's right,"
male or female, but please feel that I speak it in kindness, love, and an earnest desire for truth.
ELMINA D. SLENKER.
Snotoville, Va., Sept. 8, 1888.

What

\~e

Need.

Labor's Reply to the Letters of Acceptance of the
Democro-Republico-RE:bel Party: We need, throughout our Union, millions of· laboring immigrants; but
we need, also, a well-regulated currency, a fixed, honest measure of values, such as was suggested in the
last of "Letters from Friends," in THE TRUTI:J SEEKER
of June 18, 1887, else the laborers that are already
here must starve to death, under f!he star-strangled
banner of the Benighted States.
The " trusts," "syndicates," "associations," and
" courts" ( conspjrators and shysters !), by and
through robbery and bribery, under .the misnomer of
"interest on bonds" and "retainers," now wear the
stars, and hav about strangled honest labor, which
bears the stripes. .
A custom house for duties o~ imports is, like a
Christian church or a Mohammedan moEque, a
premium on crime and a relic of barbarism. He
who, through temptation, smuggles most-commits
the most crime-makes the most money. The tJarbarous Africans exacted import duty, to t.be extent of a few bandana handkerchiefs, of Dr. Livingstone, to permit him to bring his goods into their territory. They did not learn that from civilization :
G. N.
civilization learned it from them.

The Democratic Plan.
This is stated nowhere so fully as in the Mills bill,
which the party has indorsed formally. The New
York Evening Post has just printed all the provisions, and shown what changes would be made in the
existing rates of duty. Among the most characteristic of these alterations are the following:
In the first place, a number of articles, which are
now taxed, would be admitted free of duty, for instance, timber, lumber, salt, flax, garden seeds, grain
bags, tin plates, soap, needles, dates, figs, Bibles,
rags, books in foreign languages, and wool.
In the second place, most of the protectiv duties
on manufactures would be slightly reduced. Some
typical cases are paris green, 25 per cent to 12 50;
paints, 25 to 20; plain china, 55 to 40; pig iron,
56 60 to 50 50; steel rails, 84 to 55; nails, 43 to 37;
screws, 40 to 30; manufactured metals, 45 to 40;
wooden ware, 35· to 30 ; sugar, 82 to 67; corn starch,
·95 to 48, and oilcloth, 40 to 25. The duty on cotton thread is now from 42 to 53 per cent, and on
cotton cloth, 48 to 75; but it would be 35 or 40.
The duties on woolen goods now range from 45 to
~0; hut these last figures include the weight tax,
which simply repays the manufacturer for what he
loRes by the tax on wool. His protection has been
30, 35, or 40 per cent, and would now be either 40
cr 45.
Which of these changes would do any harm, except to the trusts T
F. M: HoLLAND.
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SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President.
E. A• STEVENS, Secretary, - 241 Washington Boulevard, Ohicago.
. OHARLEB EoKHABD, Treas.,
• 28 Lafayette PI., New York.
E. B. FooTE, JR., Ohair. Ex. Oom., 120 Lexington Ave., New York.
' MRs. M. A. FREEMAN, Ohair. Fin. Oom., 241 Washington Boulevard,
Ohicago.

Official Call for Twelfth Annual Congress of
the American Secular Union.
To the Local Secular Unions, Life, Charter, and
Annual .Members, and aU Liberal citizens
who support the Nine .Demands of Secularism,
Greeting:
You are hereby invited to attend the Twelfth
Annual Congress of the American Secular Union,
which will conve:r:e at Lafayette Hall, Wood street,
near 4th, Pittsburgh, Pa., Friday, October 5, 1888,
at 10 A.M., for a four days' session-5th, 6th, 7th, and
8th inclusiv.
All Charter and Life Members, all Vice-Presidents,
all Chairmen of State or Executiv Committees, and
all duly accredited delegates from Local Secular
Unions are entitled to seats and votes in this Annual
Congress. Each Local Secular Union is entitled to
send its President and Secretary and three other
members as delegates. Annual Members who pay or
hav paid $1 in the national treasury are entitled to
seats, but not to votes, except by unanimous consent
of the Congress.
This Congress will specially consider practical
questions tending to further agitation for taxation of
church property ; the abrogation of state aid to
sectarian institutions; abolition of state, national,
military, and prison chaplaincies ; repeal of judicial
oaths, Sunday and other oppressiv and unjust ecclesiastical laws; nullification of attempts to subvert
our Constitution by a legal recognition of Theism in
the American Magna Charta, and such other measures as will not merely thwart intended theological
encroachments, but will absolutely expunge from our
laws; state and federal, such insidious acts as hav
already crept in to blot out mental freedom from our
republic.
It is to be hoped that the addresses delivered will
deal with the practical issues of the organization,
so that there will be such an awakening of the
people to these vital questions of the hour that a revival of the instinct of liberty and justice for all will
necessarily result ; that again from the Keystone
state-the birthplace of our association-the clarion
voice of freedom shall vibrate throughout the land.
Pittsburgh being situated almost iD the center of
a district containing many of our mos't distinguished
workers, thinkers, and writers, besides the activ host
within its limits, there is little doubt but that this
Congress will be a glorious gathering of the forces
who stand for mental liberty, as expressed in the
desire for complete Secularization of the government.
S. P. PuTNAM, Pres.
E. A. STEVENs, Sec.
OHAs. EOKHARD, Tress.
E. B. FooTE, JR., Ch. Ex. Com.
MAT:riE A. FREEMAN, Ch. Fin. Com.

1

humbug. If the minister had ever taught that, he
could not hav been an Infidel. All Infidels accept
the Bible for what it is worth as literature. They
object to the claim of its inspiration, as they denied
its genuinness, its authenticity, and its infallibility.
The speaker dwelt for some time on the position
now generally held lily Liberal scholars as to the
doubtful authorship and time of origin of the divine
book.
" In regard to a God, the position of the exist_ence
or non-existence of such a being transcends the limits
of human reason. Even Sir Wm. Hamilton, the
Christian scientist, declared it impossible that anyone could, from science, prove the existence of God.
Through faith alone could the supreme being be accepted. He quarreled with no one over his faith.
" The Darwinian theory had proved false the claim
of infinit love in nature. Thousands and thousands
of forms were brought into life, and but few of them
survived. If we had the sunshine and the flowers,
we also had the viper and the lion. The study of
nature taught that every motion in the universe was
a continued struggle for life. Mr. Putnam paid eloquent eulogies to the great Deists, dwelling for some
time on Thomas Paine."
·
At the conclusion of Mr. Putnam's brilliant address, an informal meeting of Colorado Liberals was
held, during which arrangements for future work
were perfected and contributions received.
A ludicrous incident of the evening was the exhortation of a member of the Salvation Army to the
crowd to turn from Satan's path to the L.ord's.
The Liberals of Denver are doing splendidly.
E. A. STEVENs, Sec. A. S. U.

SUb-Lot

Se:nd Sw:~ieh B•~: C{
Baptist churcb.

Untaxed Church Property in South Division DAVIs's Sun N. 1-2, E.l-2
S.-W. 1·4, 28, 39, 14:
·
of Chicago, Ill.
I

SUb·LOt,

'Lot Bk

Value

0RIGJNAL TowN :
A~sessors' division.
Pt. 1 to 8 21
Garrett Bible Institute
(leased out).
!7, 8, and 9 " " $100,000
Garrett Bible Institute. 13, 4, & pt. 7 31 100,000
Assessors' division.
4 and
5 34
Relief Aid Society.
11 - " "
65,000
M. E. church (leased· out).
4 57
50,000
SuB. oF · FRAcTIONAL SEc.
15, 39, 14:
Re-Sub of
7 and 10 8
.
ex. & " " .100,000
S we d en b orgtan
ch urch. { alley
4 and 5
St. Mary's Oath. church.
4 20
60,000
Olivet Baptist church.
Pt. 1 and 2 22
60,000
SuB. OF ScHOOL SEc. 16,
39, 14:
St. Peter's church.
1, 6, 7, 12& 13 10 100,000
Jewish synagog.
•.
Part.
5 111
75,000
N. W. University (leased
out).
15 to 32116 500,000
Y.M.C.A.
3 and
4118 150,000
African M. E. church.
11132 50,000
CANAL TRUSTEES' SuB.
FRACT. S.-E. 1-2; 21,
39, 14:
Catholic church.
Pt. 2, 3 to 7 12 120,000
AssEssoRs' DIV. OF N.-W.
1-4, 22, 39, 14:
Bible Institute
Hotel Rates for Those Attending the Congress. Garrett
(leased out).
12 to 25 3
50,QOO
Central Hotel, Smithfield street, near Third avenue,
8
9
50,000
Garrett
Sub.
{
7
$2.00. St. Charles Hotel, corner Wood and Third
&
avenue, $2.00; two in a room, $1.50. Boyer Hotel, HERRINGToN's SuB OF Surn:
corner Du Quesne avenue and Seventh street, $2.00; St. Luke's Hospital.
14 to 20 15
55,000
double in room, $1.50. Hamilton, Penn avenue, Presbyterian church.
Pt. 5, 6, & 7 16
60,000
near Sixth street, $1.25; double in room, $1.00. Methodist church.
Pt. 5, 6,& 7 16
65,000
Keystone Hotel, 36 and 38 Fourth avenue, $1.00. R. R. chapel.
14, 15, and 16 17
20,000
The Durr Hotel has elegant rooms at seventy-five SPRING's SUB. oF SAME:
and fifty cents per night. Those who desire to eat Grace church.
14 15 and 16
50,000
I
I
. 25
at Friend Abel's Marble Hall Dining Room, 101 St. Luke's Hospital.
20 000
Fifth avenue, will find excellent meals served at Jewish church.
29 and 30
40 000
twenty-five cents, twenty-one meal tickets, $4.00.
31
St. Luke's Hospital.
15,000
E. A. S.
AssEssoRs' Div. OF SAME:
4 15
70,000
Second Presby. church.
Part.
"Freethought at the Tabor.
3 16 70,000
Mission church.
"A GREAT CROWD LISTEN TO A PROMINENT AGNOSTIC LECT·
26
Gurley's Sub. of
URER."
Jewisn synagog.
1 and
75,000
2 "
The above are the display lines which the Denver CLARK's Ann. IN S.-w.- 1-4,
Republican givs over its report of President Put.
22, 39, 14:
nam's lecture in that city. The celebrated Opera
Clark's Sub. Pt. W. 1-2.
2
House, built by Senator Tabor, was completely St. Paul's Univer. church. 1, 2, and 3 "
71",000
crowded, the report informs us. Lawyer C. W. SMITHS Ann. lN S.-W. 1-4,
McCord introduced the lecturer in a brief speech,
22, 39, 14:
extolling the intelligence of an age of steamships, Second Presby. church.
1 2 30,000
telegraphs, telephones, steam-cars, and newspapers, Presbyterian church.
Pt.. 15 and 18 4
50,000
and the toleration that greeted a disciple of Free- CANAL TRUSTEES' SuB. W.
thou~ht with so vast an audience.
1-2, 27, 39, 14:
"From first to last," remarks the Republican
Assessors' division.
22
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25,000 franchise to women, want to call on Mrs. Mary Smith,
20,000 and then forever after hold their tongues.
To speak of Cleveland Secularism without m()ntioning Mr. and Mrs. Gillsen, that venerable old
20,000 couple over whose grand white heads the snows of
20,000 seventy years hav fallen, yet in whose hearts burns
15,000 the young fire of a bright hope-a hope that livens
and warms and throws up a clear, pure flame, as
$4,526,000 sometimes you hav seen shooting from a red, warm
core of coals a playing flame that leaps about over
E. A. STEVENs, Sec. A. S. U.
the rifted and fallen ashes of whiteness-to speak of
Cleveland Secularism without mentioning them, I
Kent and Cleveland.
say, would be like the play of Hamlet with Hamlet
In the beautiful blush of the first autumn days our left out. They are as anxious as the youngest to see
friends in Kent gave a course of lectures for the en- the work go on, and will render all practical assistlightenment of the believers of Kent and all the ance in their power to keep it moving.
country " which compasseth it round about." That
Anyone who visits this most beautiful city can see
nobie exponent of the philosophy of Freethought, ex- at once the appropriateness of Liberal ideas in a
Rev. J.·_H. Burnham, with your scribe, were the place like this. Everything is broad and wide and
speakers of the occasion; and, what with the favoring free. The streets are straight and level, with a geninfluence of golden weather, attentiv audiences, a erous disregard of economy in space, which would
splendidly organized working force, due mainly to paralyze an Easterner who is accustomed to econoth'e untiring exertions of the energetic secretary, mize even in air. No need of that here. The great
Marius Heighton, the venerable president, Mr. Joseph fresh breeze comes blowing up from the blue lake,
Heighton, and such earnest workers as L. G. Reed, and a grand rush of freedom seems to sink into the
A. D. Swan, and others, the lectures were a pro- lungs when one inhales that invigorating breath.
nounced success. Nor must I forget to speak of the The houses do not wear the cooped-up look of the
kindness of the Hon. Marvin Kent, a model for all larger cities, and wide, velvety lawns make a sheenrich Infidels, to whose kindness we were indebted for ing border to the beautiful drives and walks which
the free use of hall and grove. I wish that in every invite one to try his horsemanship or pedestrian
place the Liberal cause might find such help.
endurance. It is a beautiful child of the lake, set
. The effects of that great platform educator, Chas. smiling here by the broad, fair ·waves; and as it is
Watts's, teachings, are to be found in the Liberal liberal in air, and earth, and sea, it should be Liberal
mind of Kent. Mr. Watts has often treated the in thought.
Secular Union with his wonderfully powerful logic,
I can cannot close without extending my thanks
and on repeated occasions put the belligerent Father to Messrs. Lucas and Copeland for that kindness on
Leeming to rout. Whether he considered discre- my behalf, and perhaps, too, to that anomaly of a
tion the better part of valor after his drubbing of reporter who gave the most correct, impartial, and
last March and so concluded not to attack us upon gentlemanly report in the Cleveland Plain IJealer
this occasion I am unable to determin, but certain it I hav ever received at the hands of the daily press.
is that the exponent of Roman Catholicism "failed
With gratitude for the past and hope for the
to materialize."
future,
V. DE CLEYRE.
The Campaign Fund of-the American Secular Union
received a $'5.20 contribution, the donators being L.
Sketch of Professor Proctor's Life.
G. Reed, B. F. Conaway, Joseph York, Joseph
From the Worla.
Heighton, and several others whose names were not
Richard Anthony Proctor was born in the quiet
given. The city of Kent itself is a pretty little place little city of Chelsea, England, March 23, 1837, when
of between four and five thousand inhabitants. The his father, who was very well-to-do, had retired from
country all around is a wonderful rolling of low, business. In early boyhood he was very sickly and
green hills, with bright roads winding in aBd out like unable to attend his school. In his eleventh year he
yellow ribbons, with bending trees in this rich fall became restless at home and was entered in the
time all laden with blooming, downy fruit, and shin- academy in Wilton-on-Thames, where he remained
ing fields all mellow with the hazy light. Pippin for three years, and soon became the head boy in the
Lake Farm, the residence of the pleasant-voiced, inst.itution. His father died in 1850, and the family
smiling-eyed secretary, who can manage to do more property got tied up in a chancery suit. So Richard
effectiv work in a day than some can do in ten, is a took a clerkship in a London bank.
lovely home of quietness and content ; and the dwellAfter hours he devoted himself assiduously to
ing of that stanch old Abolitionist, Joseph Heighton, mathematics, for which he had developed an early
. is fairly a garden of sunshine. It was not without fondness. When the chancery suit was settled he
regret that I bade them all adieu, but yet with a entered King's College, London, and subsequently
lively hope that some time in the future I may once entered St. John's College, Cambridge, where he was
more hav the pleasure of meeting them all in this graduated in 1860 as twenty-third Wrangler. Imworld. The Kent Secular Union is certainly a noble mediately after his graduation he married. For the
monument to Freethought, and all I can wish is that next three years he devoted himself to study, and in
they m·ay continue as they hav begun, and " be not 1863 his first article on astronomy, entitled "Double
weary in well-doing."
Stars," appeared in the OornhillJJfagazine. It drew
Betaking myself to Cleveland, I was met at the considerable attention to him, but as he was so young
depot by that earnest worker so well known to Lib- he found it hard work to get his ideas accepted.
erals, especially about Pittsburgh, Mr. S. F. De Jones. Nothing daunted, however, he followed it up, and in
Mr. De Jones is one of the quiet kind, armed with a 1865 published a monograph on Saturn, and· early in
faultless appearance and no less faultless sarcasm, the following year his " Gnomonic Star Atlas " and
which he administers in concentrated doses whenever his "Handbook of the Stars" appeared. These works
the orthodox savages sir •heir barbarous doctrine too were not of a popular nature, and he did not rea.p
"freshly." That evening I had the additional pleas- much of a substantial harvest for his labors. His
ure of renewing my acquaintance with Mr. G. R. ability, however, was acknowledged, and he was
Griffith, also an ex-Pittsburgher. These two black- appointed Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society.
eyed individuals are anxious to see the work once
About this time a bank in London in which he was
more well on foot in Cleveland, and, judging from interested failed, and he lost the whole of his fortthe developments of the past few days, their wishes une. He was a man of strong will-power, and set
are likely to be realized.
to work at once to make a fortune of his own. In
After consulting with T. F. Lubas, the soci_al little 1869 he made some suggestions to the Astronomer
secretary of the old society, and further with Thos. Royal, Sir George Airy, as to the best. methods of
Lees, the man whose energy has built up the Spirit- observing the approaching transit of Venus. At a
ualistic society of Cleveland, with reference to obtain- meeting of the principal astronomers held at Greening a hall, a lecture was arranged for ; and on Sunday wich in 1873 his views were unanimously adopted.
evening, Sept. 9, the cases of Justice and Jehovah To assist him in his work he analyzed the results
were reviewed before a fair-sized audience-indeed, collected by the Herschels, Struve, and others, and
considering the short notice, one might say an excel- carried out original researches, including the conlent audience. After the lecture, a number of the struction of a chart of three hundred and twentywicked remained to decide upon the appointment of four thous,and stars, and was led to a new theory of
a place of business meeting; Mr. L. B. Silver kindly the structure of the stellar universe. He maintained
offered the use of his elegant office on Euclid avenue on theoretical grounds in 1869 the since established
for that purpose, and on Sunday, Sept. 16th, the mem- theory of the solar corona, and also that of the inner
bers of the Cleveland Secular Union, together with complex solar atmosphere afterward discovered by
quite a number of new-comers-among whom are Mr. Professor Young.
See, formerly secretary of an English society and a
He was appointed honorary secretary of the Royal
very able and enthusiastic gen.tleman, two Canadian Astronomical society and editor of its proceedings
friends who hav recently settled in Cleveland, Mr. F. in February, 1872, but resigned both of these offices
S. Merrill, who has enthusiasm enough for half a in November, 1873, that he might hav more time for
dozen and energy to economize it too, Mr. De Jones his researches.
and Mr. Griffith-will meet for the elect'on of officers
He was a most prolific and entertaining writer.
and the discussion of the best methods of work.
In 1868 h11 published, "Half Hours with the TeleI am pleased to be able to say that the most scope," and a year later, "Half Hours with the
radical person in Cleveland is a woman, and those Stars." In 1870 he published a work entitled "Other
John Geo. Hertwigs who are afraid of the subversion Worlds Than Ours," which had an extraordinary sucof mental liberty as a result of· the extension of the cesl!l !l!n~ attl'act(l~ the ~ene;fal atteQtion of the scienSixth Presby. church.
30 and 31" "
Church.
2 aud
3 7
ELLis's EAST ADD. S.-E.
34, 39, 14:
Church.
5 to
9 27
St. John's E. church.
34
" Orphan Asylum. 91, 92, and 93
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tific world. Since that time he has been a most
fertil and popular writer on all astronomical subjects.
Among the well-known works which he has published
are: "Light Science for Leisure Hours" and "Elementary Astronomy," in 1871; "Border Lands of
Science," in 1873; "Transits of Venus," "The Expanse of the Heavens," " The Moon," and the
"Border Lands of Science," in 1874.
He first visited this country in 1873 and delivered
lectures on" Birth and Death of the World," "Life
in Other Worlds," "Religion and Astronomy," and
"Other Suns Than Ours." He made a trip to Australasia in 1879, visiting all the principal cities, and in
1881 he started a weekly journal called Knowledge,·
but it was altered to a monthly form in 1885.
His great ambition when he came to this country
was to found a monster observatory at Corona, Orange
Lake; Fla. He had been offered the assistance of a
great many wealthy people, but when everything was
ready the plan fell through, and Mr. Proctor said
that some of his associates broke faith with him.
This was a severe blow to him, as he had based the
hopes of some new discoveries on the observatory at
Corona. He settled down in St. Joseph, Mo., a few
years ago, having previously married a lady of that
city, who still survives him. While there he wrote a
great many articles, but left the state because the
climate was too dry for him, and it seemed to make
his· flesh crack. He went to England and, returning
some three years ago, took up his abode in Florida.
He was charmed with the climate, and proposed to
make that state his home.
·
Of late years he has devoted himself largely to
writing for newspapers, and was a regular contributor to the World. His last article, " The Canals of
Mars," appeared three weeks ago. Among some of
the subjects on which he has written short articles
are, "Weighing the Earth," "Moon Eclipse," "Solar
Heat," " The Sun and His Satellites," " Comets and
Meteors," and "The Genesis of Life." About a year
ago he wrote a scientific treatis on the game of whist,
and it was published in pamphlet form. He advanced
the theory that certain combinations were invincible
and got into several controversies on the subject with
celebrated whist-players, and notably with the Troy
Whist Club, which took issue with the professor,
and the views on both sides were published far and
wide. His treatment of wel1-known subjects in a
purely scientific way was very popular, and he wrote
on dice and poker.
Only recently he got into a controversy with John
M. Ward on the subject of baseball. The latter
claimed that it was purely an American game, while
Professor Proctor held that it was simply an adaptation of the old English game of rounders, played by
every English lad. The wordy fight was bitter, and
before they finished both of the contestants admitted
that they found evidence to prove that the game first
started among the ancient Greeks.
Personally Professor Proctor was a most pleasant
man. Very few equaled him in conversational powers,
and he had a rapid and sharp way of talking that
charmed hia listeners. One of the most striking
things about him in the drawing-room and on the
lecture platform was his aptness of illustration.
When asked a question he gave the answer so quickly
and in such an accurate manner as to create the
impression that he had given great study to that
particular answer. In figures he was a phenomenon.
His old training when he studied mathematics after
working in the bank never deserted him, and the
mental calculations which he made with comparativ
ease were wonderful.
The last letter that Professor Proctor wrote to the
World in reference to one of his articles was almost
prophetic in one of its sentences, where he said that
he intended to make his home in England, but this
was " a world of changing plans and purposes." The
letter was as follows :
CoRONA LonGE, ORANGE LAKE, FLA., Sept. 7, 1888.
To THE EDITOR OF THE WoRLD: I am sailing, or proposing
to sail, from New York Saturday, the 15th, for England,
where I hav arranged to giv lectures at the St. James Halltwo courses in October, 1888, and February, 1889-and
other lectures throughout the country. I think it somewhat
doubtful whether 1 shall leave England after that-but this
is a world of changing plans and purposes. Believe me, very
truly yours,
RIOHARD A. PRooron.

Lectnres and Meetings.
W. F. JAMIESON will begin his fall and winter lecture
campaign by giving courses of lectures in Alamosa and
Monte Vista, Col., some time in October. Address at Monte
Vista, Col.
MR. CHARLES WATTS will lecture for Friendship Liberal
League, of Philadelphia, in Industrial Hall, Broad and Wood
streets, Sunday, Oct. 14, 1888. Subject at 2:30 P.M.,
"Bible Morality: What is Taught as God'! Word;" 7:30
P.M.: "Evolution and Special Creation." The public are
cordially invited to these free lectures.
JNo. Gxo. HERTWIG, of Washington, D. C., desires to lecture during the coming winter, and solicits engagements for
this purpose. In religious matters he is an absolute Freethinker, and as to public questions generally, he is a
thorough Radical. He wa~ bo~n in Ge~many, wher~ he
received a collegiate and umvers1ty educa~wn, and h~s hved
in the United States thirty years. He Will lecture m English, J;ljs a,dqr(!SS is 1 P. 0. Box 706, Washington, D. Q~ ·
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flommunications.
Reason and Justice.
Where there is the most so-called divine law there
is the least justice, as shown by the pages of the his, tory of the race.
In the family of the Bible God Hagar was made an
abandoned outcast. Eve's posterity were characterized as sons of God and daughters of men. Solomon
required one thousand women for his seraglio.
When God sent out his salvation armies for conquest, the order was to kill all, and take or destroy
all property. In the case of the Midianite slaughter,
when the army returned and reported success in kill~ng all except some women and children, they were
rebuked and ordered to "kill every male among the
little ones, and every woman that hath known man
by lying with him; but all the women-children that
hav not known a man by lying with him, keep
alive for yourselvs." This barbarity continued not
only during the direct rule of the supreme autocrat
but after, when he called to his aid the mythical
Moses. Still after that failure, a boy called Jesus
was taken in hand by a syndicate of God-makers to
be made the antidote of past failures and blunders.
This boy, a son of· a grass-widow virgin,_ was told by
his mother that about nine months before his birth
she was visited by a tramp who said he was an angel,
and told her that she would hav a boy, and that he
would become, essentially, the future god.
Jesus, or his God-makers, while holding allegiance
to the boss God, refused to accept or ignore the
burning to death of the people of Sod om with fire and
brimstone from heaven, the indiscriminate destruction of all life by drowning the world, and other
tragical horrors so abhorrent to humanity. They concluded to abandon the old failures, and invented an
everlasting hell of fire and brimstone on the life
insurance plan. Churches must be organized under
the guidance of a preacher or priest. He receives
premiums, and issues policies. The policies, to the
superstitious man or woman, are as essential as
a stamp is to a letter. Without the stamp of the
church they are thrown in the waste-basket of bell.
I hav read the Bible carefully for the past six or
seven years to see if I might be wrong in considering
it the most stupendous calamity that ever befell the
race of man.
I find there are two ways in which the Bible is
read. One is through prepared theological goggles
that, by nflAx law, throw back upon the mind the
word, God, God, God, until everything is thus colored. The other way is through the naked mind's
eye of reason. Hence the conflict.
The Btble and Bible God was a plan, a scheme. It
was not started until about twenty-five hundred
years after the so-called genesis-say in the days of
the mythical Moses, and of Joshua, and of David,
Solomon, etc.
Mythical Moses was sent back these twenty.five
hundred years to make a genesis, and report what
the god they proposed to make had been doing during this time.
His report is the Pentateuch, or first five books of
the Bible, the most sanguinary, brutal history ever
published, though closely imitated in the early reign
of Christianity.
Henry Ward Beecher, and some· other so-called
eminent divines, could not die in peace with themselva until they declared the Pentateuch an allegory
and postulation. What of it, so long as the word
God iR in the first chapter thirty-one times, and the
whole thing a disgusting picture of fantastic idiocy?
Not an act of charitable kindness, but insidious acts
of cruelty and inhumanity imitated and justified
through subsequent ages, the master over slave, the
husband over wife, or "sons of God over the daughters of men."
Such has been the rule since these God and Bible
makers, in the shadow of prehistoric times, undertook to destroy polytheism, the gods of the people,
and merge their attributes in one grand, boss God
Their object was rule and dominion over the masses
by the use of this boss God.
Our country, under a Secular though tolerant Constitution gained, organized, and carried on for nearly
a century by men nearly all outside the church and
mostly admitted or pronounced Freethinkers or Infidels, has not as yet suffered much in comparison.
with what it may suffer, judging by the now threatening outlook. How do we stand?
Rome has a secular pope stationed here, whose
mission appea~s to be to organize disorder and general perturbatwn. ~ecret societies, or associations,
are said to be nests in which nearly all crime is
hatched. Such is their method whether secular,
religious, or political.
Catholics giv birth to their children in the church
and embalm them in ignorance and superstition that
make them mummies for life.
Of the less than about 19,000 000 of all sects and
denominations in our cnuntry, Catholics claim about
7,000.000, leavi~g say 12,000 000 of souls, as they call
them, to nearly one hundred other different creeds,
societies, organizations, or churches, and their Gods.

The millions and millions of dollars expended for
the support of the useless clergy and their stipendiaries, would, if properly applied, giv a good secular
education to every child in our country. The .Secularist, or Infidel, would not destroy the temples of
so-called worship, but preserve them for schoolP,
academies, and institutions of learning, and let them
stand, as now, free from taxation. .
Dr. Darling, when forced to notice this . growing
complaint, brought it into his pulpit in Albany, and
argued the necessity of the embellishment of the
churches with costly beauty, and spires on steeples
pointing toward heaven; because-" because it
pleased God."
About this time, Protestantism made a contract
with a theological syndicate to reconstruct the hell
made by Jesus. When they finished the job, their
reported revision showed they had not meddled with
hell except to freeze it over with a patented ice
e.alled sheol, to make a skating-park large enough to
accommodate all creeds and sects· in their growing
festivities. About this time, the Protestants here in
Albany joined in a grand Sunday-school festival, and
hired two professional magicians in New York to
come and ainuse the children.
Thus the two nominal antagonisms are moving
passivly on side by side, the Catholic looking for
power, the Protestant for aggrandizement. Both
being cannibals, and eating the same flesh, they dare
not quarrel, as between themselvs, but unite in robbing the state and taxpayers for their support and
ag,:!'randizement.
How much lo:Eger in our land will this last! All
founded on Bible postulations thousands of years
old, postulations that never hav, nor never can, be
proved; inventions of God-makers like Moses and
David and Solomon, monsters who would not be tolerated in any respectable community in our country,
not even in their modern Utah.
·
As a rule, our Prote!'ltant clergymen do not know
what they are talking about, or, if they do, theydo
not believe what they say.
Which way are we drifting ?
Albany, 1888.
M. McGowAN.

Mr. Benjamin Continues His Assault.
My experience with the press was, to say the least,
unique and extremely amusing. The editors of the
secular press pleaded that their columns were too
profane to enter into a religious discussion. When I
expostulated that my sole obje6lt was to demonstrate
the sacrilege practiced by the irreligious fraud
Freshman, they gravely replied : "It is a religious
question, all the same. Our columns are for the sole
purpose of catering sensations, scandals, murders,
etc. If you could giv us 'tips' on sporting matters,
such as walking matches, dog and man fights, we
would copyright you from head to foot. At present,
however, we would advise you to appeal to the religious press." Thence I wended my way. At first,
the religious editors informed me that the subject is
too profane for their sacred 'columns, each claiming
that his contemporar.v's columns are better adapted
for such a subject. Thus .I traveled for a few. years
among the religious sanct~tm sanctorums. Finally I
returned whence I started-the Independent. There
I met its chief, Dr. W. H. Ward, a most scholarly
gentleman. At first he tried to bluff me off by claiming Freshman to be honorable. But he soon caved
in by telling me that he would consider it a calamity
were I to cheat my God and myself by emulating
Freshman and becoming a convert like himself.
Encouraged by Dr. Ward's confession, I moved to
t,be Christian lntelligencer, whose chief is Dr. Ferris.
His venerable appearance gave promis to lend his ear
for truth and justice. He, like his predecessor,
dragged me for fourteen months, feeding me upon
promises which were never fulfilled. Finally he, too,
confessed that Freshman was an A 1 fraud.
Fortified by this, I dragged my weary limbs to the
Christian Union. Its editor, Hamilton W. Mabie,
though not a doctor, is yet very intelligent, sporting
a pair of genuin English mutton-chop whiskers. He
received me very cordially until I let the cat out of
the bag and began to talk Freshman to him. Then
he became suddenly busy and remembered that it
was press day, which in truth it was, Wednesday,
when the paper had just come out of the press.
To present my other experience and a detailed account of the correspondence passing between me and
the Christian editor w·ntry, THE TRUTH SEEKER would
resemble Webster's Unabridged. Suffice it to say
that the editors, after exhausting all their trickery,
became convinced that I am thoroughly familiar with
all their newest designs of tricks. More than once I
gave them to understand that there is more honesty
among burglars than among the religious editors'
fraternity.
In the mean time, Rev. Dr. Howard Crosby, chairman of the so-called advisory board of the Freshman swindle, felt the pressure of my writing so
burdensome that he humiliated himself by coming
oilt in Freshman's "organ" imploring the Jews not
to molest or run away with poor, helpless Christianity.
This the Jewish press grabbed as hungry mongrels
would a shin of beef. In plain English, they went

for the meek and humble Dr. Crosby. Dr. Ward,
of tho Independent, came to Dr. Crosby's rescue and
flung a column's worth of editorial, challenging me
to put up or shut up. I chose the former .. I put
up columns of proof in the Jewish 11-Jess,enger, exposing the rascality of Freshman and his converts
so plainly that a blind man could see it. As a matter
of course, I paid a visit to Dr. Ward, who felt like
the small boy when caught at the jar of preserves.
Since there was nothing for me to blush for, I boldly
remarked, "Doctor, how do we stand now~ Will
you !at me say something in the Independent?"
"No, thank you. I would prefer it should come
editorially from a respectable Jewish weekly." Accordingly, the Jewish lJiessenger, one of the most
reputable and oldest of Jewish weeklies, came out
the next week with a few columns of editorials. The
Independent still held on to the Golden RulA of silence, but dumped out a column of petrified stuff
furnished by the champion fraud, Freshman, into
the columns of the Independent. That shameless
ignoramus, instead of disproving my statements, confirmed them, admitting that Oppenheimer, Feinstein,
and others, after being baptized into Christianity in
the name of faith and holy greenback, could not now
be found in its ranks.
No sooner did I see how the Independent permitted pollution of its columns with such inconsistency, than I paid another visit to Dr. Ward, inquiring
whether I would be permitted to reply to the silly
and laughable assertiol]B made by fraud Freshman.
This time he consented, providing I could make it
short enough. I wrote' an article-a model of
brevity.
•
"Will this suit., doctor?"
"Admirably," Dr. Ward replied. But in vain did
I scan the Independent for my brief reply. It was
nowhere to be found. Once more I climbed two
flights, which brought me to the sanctwn sanctontm.
"Why, doctor," I remarked, "bas somebody stolen
my t.hunder ?"
"No, but it was crowded out."
"Will it appear next week?"
"Yes." Next week did come, minus my article.
Another tramp up the stairs.
"Why, doctor," I hinted, " my article seems to be
rather lazy in coming out."
"It has been misplaced, and now it is lost."
I appeal to thee, 0 Christianity !-not the Christianity of Freshman or that of the culprih when at
the gallows, not eve;n the Christianity professed by
Madam Diss Debar, but the true and pure Christianity of Peter Cooper, President Garfield, and
Frederick II.-to look down upon the Christianity
counterfeited by Freshman and passed through the
clearing-houses of the Christian pulpit and press as
genuin. I appeal to every truth seeker to see the
falsification stamped ur on Christianity by paid
ignorant agents indorsed by learned ministers and
editors who force the truth to the rear by the unlimited power which Christianity monopolizes. Here
is a pretty state of things. Tens of thou8ands of
dollars is appropriated for the saving of Jewish
souls. A board of trustees of eminent divines, in
whose hands the business- is intrusted, engaged a
manager whose salary consists of faith only. This
faith paid for 1\lr. and Mrs. Freshman's first-class
passage to Europe. The same faith pays for their
luxurious living in New York. In fact, the expensiv
bric-a-brac that adorns their dwelling, and the bight
of fashion followed by the faith-consumer, Mrs.
Freshman, would keep many a poor family whose
faith in substantial necessities of life and rent by far
excel the faith manifested by Freshman and wife.
Yet this faith-champion lost faith in me when he
smelt the rat that my seeking Christianity was not to
obtain his faithful $10, but that I was willing to pay
a thousand dollars toward his movement providing
he could substantiate that he is not a black, falsifying,
hypocritical, ignorant tramp. This, of course, he
could not do, hence my clamoring for truth and
justice.
His backers, the clergy, whose duty it should be
to court investigation-especially when "my yoke is
easy and my bur den is light," as all I desire is to pay
dearly for one hour's private conversation-not only
permit Christianity to be cdticised but adopt means
of defense which are decidedly unchristian and unmanly. One permits himself to make false statements over his own signature; another lowers his
dignity and winds up the so-called sixth annual
report: ''But the gospel will always bring a sword
before it brings peace to the human heart."
My dear Dr. Crosby, let the dead past bury
its dead. Leave the sword out altogether. Let it
serve as a monument upon the graves of the grand
inquisitors. Let us substitute the pen of civilization,
which is mightier than the sword of the medieval
period. Christianity ought to be convinced by this
time that the Jew is proof against the dull sword,
but is sensitiv to the keen edge of the pen. Consequently I keenly feel when you write, "Earnest
Israelites hav come forward and confessed Jesus as
their savior." I :Pope you are not alluding to the
Feinsteins, Oppenheims, D. G. Rubina, etc.
All that_ I know and am ready to prove is, that
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Freshman's establishment, of which you are the
honorary chairman, is a school for scandal, and, like
the grog-dens on a Sunday, whose rear entrance is
open but whose front doors are guarded by a
policeman's club, has its rear entrance too, which
is open to all who are willing to confess Jesus as
their messiah for $10 and a suit of clothes; while
the front door is guarded by eminent divines against
honest inquirers. like myself.
I am a branded Saul of Tarsus, but am prevented
from becoming a modern St. Paul simply because I
am willing to pay for my Christianity, provided it is
the pure, genuin article, but not the Christianity
manufactured by the famous ignoramus son of a
rabbi, Freshman.
Shame, where is thy blush~
A. BENJAMIN.
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Gotham's Saintly Editor.
saints, St. Anne and St. Philomena. 'I'o them he
prayed. He promised that, if they would restore him
"Pa, there is one good, pious newspaper editor in New
to health, he would hav their portraits painted and York, isn't there?"
" Oh, yes, my sou; one truly good and properly pious
hung in the Church vf St. Anne. He recovered and
editor-piety personified!"
fulfilled his promis. His cousin, a much older man
" What is the name of this piece of personified piety, pa ?"
than himself, was curate of St. Anne's, and was a
"The name of this truly good and properly pious editor,
sensible man though-he was a priest, as will be seen who really outpiouses the pious Childs of the City of Brotherly Love, is Shepard, my son-Elliott F. Shepard."
by what follows:
"Ye~, pa. Does he write pious pieces for his newspaper?"
As soon as we were left alone the old curate said: " Is it
"Well, he does not greatly expand himself in pious compossible, my dear young cousin, that you will make such a position for daily consumption-more is the loss to his subfool of yourself to-morrow? [This refers to his formally plac- scribers-but he does better, my son, in daily printing a
ing the portrait in the church.] That so-called miraculous scriptural text at the head of his editorial page!"
cure is nothing but 'naturm suprema vi~,· as the learned of
"Every day, pa ?"
all ages hav called it. Your so-called vision was a dream of
"Every day, my son, Sundays excepted. Not for all the
your sickly brain, as it generally occurs at the moment of the world would this truly pious saint and editor issue a paper
supreme crisis of the fever. It is what is called the' turn- on Sunday."
ing-point' of the disease, when a desperate effort of nature
"Not if he was offered the whole world, pa ?"
kills or cures the patient. As 1'or the vision of that beauti'' It will never be offered, my son, and my proposition
ful girl, whom you call St. Philomene, who has done you so must stand as presented."
Tal'iff Fallacy.
much good, she is not the first girl, surely, who has come to
"Yes, pa. Is the text the first thing on the page?"
A great deal is said about England in the political you in your dreams and done you good!" . . • When
"Yes, my son. It is the Alpha, and, I may say, the
he had laughed at me to his beart's content, he said : " My Omega, with everything betwixt and between. You see, the
contest this fall. It is urged that she was a protec- cear cousin, you are the first one to whom I speak in this
of his paper earnestly peruse the text the first thing,
tion nation until she had built up her manufactures way. I do it because, first: I consider you a man of intelli- readers
skip through the rest of the mattu, then peruse the text
and was ready to beat the world, and that then she gence, and hope you will understand me. Secondly, because again, most earnestly, deciding that it is tb.e most newsy
proclaimed free trade. Let us see about this. Surely you are my cousin. Were you one of those idiotic priests, article presented. So you see that text is all my fancy
black-heads, who form the clergy of to-day-or, were painted it-the Alpha, the Omega, and all. betwixt and
the speeches and proceedings of her statesmen in real
you a stranger to me-l would let you go your way. and
parliament during the time of her protectiv tariff will believe in those ridiculous, degradin11; superstitions of our between, so to speak ; in short, altogether lovely and
divine!"
enable us to judge. Knight's History of England is poor, ignorant, and blind people. But I know you from
" Has he got a pious name for the paper,· pa ?"
a good authority. Brougham's speeches on "manu- your infancy, and I hav known/our father, who was one of
"No, he has not, my son; and this worries the good
facturing distress" in England during her tariff era my clearest friends. The bloo which flows in your veins Shepard greatly, I hav no doubt. You see, the paper-two
passes thousands of times every day through my heart. You
will be a good. authority. I quote from his speeches are very young and I am very old. It is a duty of honor and papers in one-was not a bantling of his, but a publication
of age, and to change the name would be to commit financial
referring to the periods of distress from 1816 up: conscience in me to reveal to you a thing which I hav harikari, you know; and our pious ones never do that if
thought
better
to
keep
till
now
a
secret
between
God
and
"Everyone is aware that there exists in this country
they can help themselvs !"
''Does he want to make money, pa ?"
a great aud universal distress-a distress wholly myself. I hav been here more than thirty years. And
thougli our country is constantly filled with the noise of the
"Does a duck want to swim, my son? Yes, be-Shepard,
without parallel in any period of its history. We great and small miracles wrought in my church, every day
the duck-follows his great prototype, David, in this rehav known former times of great national sufferings, I am ready to swear before God, and prove to any man of not
spect. David, 'a man after God's own heart,' engaged in all
but no man can find an example of anything like the common sense, that not a single miracle has been wrought in sorts of enterprising trusts, and waxed great with 'exceedpresent." He then examins the different trades to my church since I. hav come here. Every one of the facts ing much' wealth."
to the Canadian _people as miraculous cures are sheer
"Has this good editor waxed rich, pa ?"
show their condition. In clothing he shows that given
hnpositions, deceptions, the work either of fools or of
yes, but by a slant as it were. It w~~os not the waxone-third of the cloth-dre.ssers are wholly idle, while skillful impostors and hypocrits, whether priests or lay. ing"Well,
of the worker but the waxing of the wooer, my son, that
of the remainder, who hav any work, only two men men. Believe me, my dear cousin, I hav studied carefully led him on to fortune-he married one of Commodore Vanout of each nin<l hav full employment. In the iron the history of all those crutches. Ninety-nine out of every derbilt's daughters:"
''Yes, pa. Didn't the commodore say something funny
trade, he. takes Birmingham as an illustration. "Out hundred hav been left by poor, lazy beggars, who, at first,
thought with good reason that, by walking from door to door
of eighty-four thousand iron-workers, over twenty- with one or two crutches, they would create more sympathy about him, one day?"
"It was reported that, one day in facetious mood, he deseven thousand were compelled to accept pauper re- and bring more into their purses. For how many will indig- clared the pious Shepard to be 'more kinds of a damn fool
nantly
turn
out
of
doors
a
lezy,
strong,
and
healthy
beggar,
lief. Of the remainder only two-thirds hav half work
than any other fellow he ever struck!' But then the comwho will feel great compassion for and givlargely to a man who modore was nothing if not brusque at times, and luridly exand the others none."
w.ork,
and
forced
to
drag
himself
painis
crippled,
unable
to
·Bad as this is, yet it is "far worse in the cotton fully on crutches! Those crutches are, then, passports from travagant of speech, my son."
this good 8hepard print Colonel Ingersoll'R name
manufactures.
In L'lncashire over half a million .door to door. They are the very keys to open both hearts in "Would
his paper, pa? George Washington Childs, P.X.Q.Y.Z.,
souls derive their support from weaving.
Their and purses. But the day comes when the be!l'gar has bought wouldn't."
wages hav fallen from thirteen shillings and three a pretty good farm with his stolen alms, or when he is really
"Oh, yes, my son; of a surety he would. The good
tired, disgusted with his crutches, and wants to get rid of Shepard will admit the colonel's name to his colJlmns whenpence, $3.31 cents, per week, to three shillings and them!
How can he do that without compromising himself? ever a chance offers to say anything derogatory to that good
three pence, eighty-one cents, per week. This to
"By a miracle! Then he will sometimes travel again hun- name."
support human life for seven days. When I paused dreds of miles from door to door, begging as usual, but this
"But is that good and fair, pa ?"
over this scene of misery, unequaled in the history time he asks the prayers of the whole family, saying: ' I am
" My son you pain me by your lack of understanding.
going
to
the
good
St
Anne
du
Nord,
to
ask
her
to
cure
my
Don't you know, can't yo:.1 see that falsehood, detraction,
of the civilized world, I felt impelled to ask how it
leg [or legs]. I hope she will cure me, as she has cured so vilification slander, et lwc _genu.~ omne, are eminently Chriswas possible to sustain existence in such circum- many others. I hav great confidence in her powers.' Each
tian, and that to oe eminently Christian is to be eminently
stances."
one give twice, nay, ten times as much as before to the poor good and fair?"
At another point, when it was proposed to still cripple, making him promis that, if he is cured, he will
"Yes, pa. This pious editor wouldn't knock out poverty
further raise the duties, he remarks that, " generally come back and show himself, that they may bless the good if he could ; would he, pa ?"
St.
Anne
with
him.
When
he
arrives
here
he
give
me
some"Most assuredly not, my son. For his own sake he would
speaking, our duties are now so near amounting to times $1, sometimes $5, to say mass for him. I take the
retain it, that he might shine by contrast, and for Christ's
prohibition" that no hope can be in that direction.
money, for I would be a fool to refuse it when I know that sake, bacause Christ said the poor would be with us ever,
I think that ought to be enough to prove that his purse has been so well filled. During the celebration of and, consequently, it would be most sacrilegious to abolish
England had not built up her manufacturing indus- the mass, when he receives the communion, I hear generally poverty J It would be flying in the face .of, and kicking
a great noise, cries of joy. A miracle! A miracle J The against, the 'prince of peace,' who brought a sword! Oh,
tries to such a mighty bight under protection. Why, crutches
are thrown on the floor, and the cripple walkR as
heis ·a saint, my son-I refer to Shepard, not Christher exports had never exceeded £50,000,000 sterling well as you or I. The last act of that religious comedy is the but
and a sweet-scented son of sanctification!"
and were mostly £37,000,000 in the average until after most lucrativ one, for he fulfills his promis of stopping at
'•Yes, pa. What does this saintly editor print texts for?"
" What does this sanctified son print texts for? 0 my
she accepted free trade. She reduced her tariff in every house where he had ever been seen with his crutches. He
five different installments, and her trade expanded narrates how he was miraculously cured-how his feet and son Absalom! 0 Absalom, my son, my son, you make me
legs became suddenly all right, Tears of joy and admiration tired ! Get thee apart from me and commune with thyself
after each reduction, until now it amounts to $3,500,- flow from every eye. The last cent of that family is gener- closely.
If you don't tumble to the 'why' within a week or
000,000 per year-this, too, without any addition ally given to the impostor, who soon grows rich at the so go and buy the newest puzzle out and wrestle with it
to her territory or population, but, on the contrary, expense of his dupes. This is the plain but true story of Y~u may possibly solve that. Go, I would be alone."
Sr SLOKUM.
while she was giving to other nations millions of her ninety-nine of every hundred of the cures wrought in my
The hundredth is upon people as honest, but, parpeople and billions of dollars to· build up factories in church.
don me the expression, as blind and superstitious, as you are.
No Disguise In This.
opposition to her. She has .built up in Germany, They are really cured, for they were really sick. But their
From the F1·eema-.•s Journal <catholic).
Austria, Switzerland, Canada, Australia, and the cures are the natural effects of the great power of the will.
In England, which has an Established Uhur?h, separate
United States, enormous factories. And yet they say It is the result of a happy combination of natural causes
work together on the frame and kill the pain, expel schools are practicable. But here, where there IS no Estabshe is jPalous of us. Thus has her trade grown which
the disease and restore to health, just as I was cured of a lished Church, a school system without Christ is forced on
since 184 7. In 1854 we were leading her in almost most horrible toothach~ some years ago. In the paroxysm I men of all beliefs. What Great Britain has granted, the
every respect and our shipping was about twice as went to the dentist and requested him to extract the affected United States does not dare to grant. It must come. Cathmuch. Since then we hav added all the South and tooth. Hardly had his knife and other surgical instruments olics are improving and strengthening their school system !n
every conceivable way. In New ~ork no stel? forward In
the great prairie West to free labor. We have doub- come before my eyes than the pain ceased. I quickly took secular
education made by the public schools Will be lost on
my hat and left, bidding a hearty good-bye to the dentist,
led our population by natural increase and drafts who laughed at me every time we met to his heart's content. the directors of Catholic schools. One has only to glance at
from other lands, and yet our shipping has become
"One of the weakest points of our religion is in the ridic- the report of the Fort Wayne school board and the Detroit
insignificant and our trade is not half as much as ulous, I venture to say diabolical, miracles performed and school board to see what great advances the parochial schools
England's. The trade per capita of all progressiv believed every day among us, with the so-called relics and hav roa.de in the West. This school question, on its political
side is in one sense, a local question. Its satisfactory setbones of the saints.
nations far surpasses our own.
"Don't you know that, for the most part, these relics tlen{ent would be easier in New York auf! Brooklyn than in
England's trade was a mere trifle, a mere flea-bite, are nothing but chickens' or sheep's bones? And what Philadelphia or, perhaps, Boston. It is not really a question
before she became a strictly revenue-tariff state. Our would you say were I to tell you of what I know of the for the politicians, but a question for the courts: Can a large
trade is little a)lead of that of Russia, Turkey, Mexico, daily miraculous impostures of the scapulars, holy water, body of the people of New York and Brooklyn be forced to
chaplets, and medals of every kind? Were I a pope, I would bear a double tax because the authorities insist that they
and other protected states.
CLARKE IRVINE.
throw all these mummeries, which come from paganism, to must accept a non-Christian education or go without any?
the bottom of the sea, and would present to the eyes of sin- This burden is forced on them now. How long, as the proners nothing but Christ and him crucified as the object of testing population increases, a!Jd as public opin!on becomes
· Infernal De~eption of !tome.
their faith, invocation, and hope for this life and the next, more enlightened, ~an it remam ? . If the Baptists, MethodIn THE TRUTH SEEKER of August 18th you say: just as the apostles Paul, Peter, and James do in their epis- ists and Presbyterians prefer Chnstless schools to the loss
of 'money made necessary by the founding of schools of
" The latest among the miraculous cures reported ties." (From pages 328, 329, 330, and 33L)
Chrlstian morality, their demands for a share of the sch?ol
from the shrine of St. Anne de Beaupre, Can., are
Mr. Chiniquy has now published the foregoing to fund
on conscientious grounds might well be looked on with
those of an old lady totally blind, a man who has the world. It may be asked: "If the Rev. Mr. ·suspicion. In our political system, ~~mhers c~unt. The
always used crutches, and a confirmed epileptic."
Ranvoize saw thus the corruption of Rome, why did majority is supposed to. set~le all poli_tical. questiOns.. But
Hav you read Charles Chiniquy's "Fifty Years in he not leave that church~" Well, let us thank the the opinion of a large mmonty has weight rn proportion to
numbers. As Catholics we are bound to hav what we
the Church of Rome?" If not, you may here read what gt.ntleman for the favor of revealing so much, or its
want for two reasons: we are right, and we are numerous.
he says of the "miracles" wrought at the" Church of rather, thank Mr. Chiniquy for publishing it. His More~ver, we hav always been consistent on this publicthe Good St. Anne duN or d." Before making the quo- "Fifty Years in the Church of Rome" is the most school question. Catholics ask·for wha_t t~ey_save the stat~.
tation, I should ~;lay that Mr. Chiniquy, as priest, had captivating work I hav ever read. The most delicate It is an enormous sum. With the multiplication of Catholic
charge of the marine hospital of Quebec, Can., at and corrupt subjects are written on in such pure Ian- schools, it becomes greater every year. If the Protestant
Episcopalians build schools, let them hav what they save the
that time, 1837, and was brought down with a ship- guage as to be inoffensiv to the most sensitiv ears. state. When the Congregationalists _or the Hebrews can
typhoid fever and came near dying, but a vision ap- The book should be read by every lover of liberty show schools like ours, they may consistently make the qe7
paared t0 him, as he then aupposed. It Wl).s the two, in the United States.
JoHN DAVE¥mand tl:!a.t Wf) a.r!-J roaking,
·
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Professor Proctor Dead.
No necrological event has been more unexpected
than the death, in this city, on the 12th inst., of
Prof. Richard A. Proctor, the eminent astronomer.
For weeks Jackso:qville, Fla., has been ravaged by
yellow fever, but it was not known that the germs of
the disease had reached other places, and probably
last of all to suspect the nearness of his death was
Professor Proctor himself.
Professor Proctor had been spending several weeks
with his family at Oa-k Lawn, Marion county, Fla.,
where he has an observatory, and arrived in the city
Monday the lOth to make preparations for his departure for Europe next Saturday. He had secured
passage on the steamship Umbria, of the Cunard line.
He went direct to the Westminster Hotel, at Irving
place and Sixteenth street. On his arrival he complained of fatigue and general indisposition, and went
directly to his room and summoned a physician. His
symptoms were peculiar and mysterious, and he was
kept in his room in practical isolation, no one but the
attending physician being admitted. Tuesday morning the profeesor grew worse, and his symptoms were
so much like those of yellow fever that his physician
advised the board of health of the suspicious circumstances of the case, which he diagnosed as that disease. Dr. Edson and his most expert assistants
visited the eminent patient in his room, and they
coincided promptly with the diagnosis already made,
which pointed so unmistakably to the Florida epidemic.
Tuesday, an attempt was made to remove him to
the hospital on North Brother island, but the storm
prevented the passage of the carriage farther than
the foot of East Sixteenth street, where he was cared
for in the Wilard Parker Hospital. The physicians
n• longer doubted the character of the disease.
They decided it to be yellow fever, with a strong probab!Jity of a fatal termination before daylight W ednesday morning. A telegram was sent to the family of,
Professor Proctor at Oak Lawn, Fla., advising them
of the condition of the patient, and of his expected
death within a few hours. When the professor was
taken ill he told his physician that Marion Qounty,
Fla., had had no case of yellow fever, as it was some
distance from any of the infected centers. It was
learned also that he was a sufferer from Bright's
disease and weak action of the heart, and these complaints, the doctors say, made his recovery a grave
question of doubt from the outset of his illness.
Death occurred about seven o'clock Wednesday night.
We giv elsewhere a brief sketch of Professor
Proctor's career, with the work he has accomplished.
He has been an exceedingly industrious worker in
his chosen field, and his labor has been of great importance to astronomy. As an author he made
astronomy a popular study by his complete and easily
understood books. He possessed the faculty of making difficult subjects plain to the ordinary comprehension, and it was this faculty as much as his great
attainments that gave him fame.

Professor Proctor was one of a quartet of brilliant
Englishmen to whom the present generation are
incalculably indebted for the facts and generalizations
which hav shown our present religious system to be
so ill founded and illogical. Darwin, the gentlest
and most patient investigator in all fields of nature;
Huxley, the biologist; Tyndall, the chemist and
philosopher; Proctor, the astronomer-to these four
the world owes an enormous debt of gratitude.
Previous to locating here, Professor Proctor made
two lecturing tours in this country-the first in
1873-4 and the other in 1875-6. Those who heard
him will recollect his easy and graceful style on the
platform, and his instruct~v and entertaining subjectmatter. He was one of the very few men who could
put sufficient interest in a column of figures to hold
the average audience for an hour and a half. It was
during one of these tours that Professor Proctor
lectured upon "Religion and Astronomy," a lecture
which at once drew down upon him the anathema
of the pietists, and he was vehemently denounced as
an Infidel, an epithet he never cared to disown. A
few of his most pointed sentences were the following:
"Between astronomy and dogmatic religion there has
been a long-standing feud. Astronomy, first of all
the sciences, introduced doubts respecting the truth
of portions of the Bible record. These doubts were
not met by reasoning or expostulation, but by a
resort to force and cruelty. Galileo was tortured for
opposing the doctrin of a central earth. Giordano
Bruno, venturing further to assert that other worlds
besides. our earth exist, was for that and similar hereBut soon after
sies burnt at the stake.
securing the first success, ecience raised new and
more troublesome issues. Again astronomy was the
offending science.
. This attack, as it was
considered, on the Bible narrativ, though fiercely
opposed by the few among tbe- theologians who
understood its significance, caused by no means so
widespread an excitement as the first attempt to
introduce ·the system of Copernicus. It was not
till geology began to present the evidence of the
earth's crust, indicating a history far older than the
Bible account, that theologians began to be notably
disquieted. I need not remind. you of the fierce
contest which thereupon ensued."
Of late years Professor Proctor has not offended
the Christians save by his statements of facts, which,
if true, proved that Christian theology could not be.
He left the generalizations and applications for
others to make. It is, perhaps, a matter of regret
that he could not hav been put in charge of the
magnificent Lick observatory, so that the bequest of
the millionaire Freethinker should not be belittled
by such religious ceremonies as attended its transfer
to the state university. Professor Holden may be
Professor Proctor's equal in astronomical knowledge,
but certainly not in courage.
The English.speiiking world is a good deal wiser
because of Professor Proctor's existence here, and
his death will be sincerely and deeply lamented.

The Real Danger.
In the JJaily Saratogian lately, a Mr. John Alexander, on behalf of the "NaMonal Reform Association," made these remarkable statements :
" The fact that no man or association in the country advocates a union of church and state, !ltld the fact that a deepseated opposition to such a union in any form or degree, is a
deeply settled American conviction unequivocally maintained
and expressed in the constitution and teachings of the National Reform Association, shows that a reunion of church
and state is impossible in this country.
"The National Reform Association was organized about
twenty-five years ago. Its object, as stated by the Christian
Statesman, its weekly organ, published in Philadelphia, and
other publications and oral teachings from pulpit and platform, is to aid in cultivating public sentiment in behaif of the
improvement, maintenance, and perpetuity of the religious
laws, institutions, and usages of our nation.
" The so-called Liberal League, with the Index, a periodical published in Boston, as their organ, is an association of
Infidels or Freethinkers who are aiming at the abolition of
these Christian laws, institutions, and usages which our organization is laboring to uphold. They demand the repeal
of all laws against blasphemy-against the so-called oppressiv
laws which require the preservation of the Christian Sab.
bath, the maintenance of chaplains in Congress, the army
and navy, and in the state legislatures, and the Bible in the
-public schools. The Liberal!! hav their auxiliary organiza.
tiona throughout the country. Their work and that of the
National Reform Association are directly antagonistic. 'fhey
seek to repeal ; we seek to build up and preserve. And as
an important means for securing our ends we are laboring to
secure an amendment to the Constitution of the United States
that will furnish an undeniable legal basis for all our Chris-

tian laws, institutions, and usages in the fundamental law of
the land.
" Our association has, in its work, become greatly broadened in late years. As occasion offers, all moral reforms for
the good of our race and nation receive attention and discussion. It may, however, be said that the central idea of the
National Reform movement is 'the kingship of Christ' and
'the supreme authority of his law in the church and state.'
"From this fundamental central principle and the logical
deductions that flow from it, we derive the authority and incentive for our work."

Without commenting upon the back-date knowledge of Mr. Alexander regarding the Liberal League,
we should like to know how he reconciles his first
statements with his last. If the National Reform
Association is not seeking to bring about a closer
union of church and state, the English language
needs revision. With the " kingship of Christ "
legally acknowledged, and the "supreme authority
of his law" as the basis of legislation, the church and
state, it seems to us, would be pretty thoroughly
united, with the church as the head.
It is fortunate for the people of the country that
the Reform Association is aa yet as impotent as it is
designing. The coming religious war is not with it,
but with the Roman Catholic church, which is attaining dangerous power in various stat~s. The New
England and the Middle states· are perilously near
being priest-ridden, and in Senator Blair's own state
the Protestants are being bulldozed into building
parochial schools while the militant senator is lobbying in the interests of his church. Mr. Alexander
and his Reform Association are infinitly less dangerous than the pope and his association.

The Harm Done Now.
Sometimes a person is heard to say that though
he knows Christianity to be false, and is aware that
it persecuted and did vast evil of old, he sees no
great need of consuming energy in combating it now.
Such a one's penetration into social matters has not
been very deep.
Saying nothing of the harm that has already been
done by that belief-calling no attention to a picturing of the state of knowledge and happiness we
should by now hav reached had the healthful naturalism of the pagan empires been allowed to keep its
course unbroken by the thirteen centuries worse than
wasted on the Galilean's earth-blighting fantasiesignoring, for the moment, all this, let us consider
merely the harm done by Christianity at the present
moment.
Man's happiness is constituted by the gratification
of his desires, and the gratification of those desires
is secared by the means of knowledge, and is great
or less just in proportioa as his knowledge is great
or less. If a portion of what is accepted by him as
knowledge is not such, but misinformation, by so
much is his power of obtaining happiness decreased.
In the devotion, then, of incalculable time and effort
to the untruths of Christianity, is sufficient motiv to
urge every person with pity for his fellow-creatures'
pain to earnest and sustained efforts for the abolition of that religion.
However, let us see if there is not about Christianity something distinguishing it from other bodies
of untruth, that may explain the peculiar bitterness
with which thinkers regard it.
Suppose that among various mistaken systems of
thought there be one that makes the strange claim of
finality-of having reached the point beyond which
there can and shall be no further advance. Suppose
one that interpenetrates and ignorantly treats upon
all other branches of knowledge and assumes a superior authority over all, and then interdicts all inquiry
beyond the lines it has drawn.
Suppose a mistaken system that besides teaching
its untruth singles out for destruction. every principle
that could possibly lead to its investigation and a
progress beyond it-every principle, indeed, conduciv to human welfare, either physical or mental.
Consider for a moment a system that unwearyingly
strives to eradicate every condition essential to its
own removal; that endeavors to subvert man's whole
nature, extinguish every normal instinct, and leave a
ruined race weltering in fantasy, miracle-worship,
helplessness, and faith. The use of the wrong drug
for a disease for centuries, the practice of an imperfect system of mining, do not eradicate the conditions
necessary to the discovery and use of new drugs and
new mining apparatus. Is there a grave difference
to be discerned here '
Suppose a system tha !provides men with a coun-
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terfeit of virtue-a formalism adherence to which
gradually comes to determin one's standing, to the
supplanting of the criterion of real morality and
worth.
But this is not all. We hav yet to consider what
may be the safety of society while there exists a creed
the necessary logical outcome of which is the duty to
deprive of life, even as a humane act, every person
rejecting that creed, the only escape from an eternal
bell.
And, finally, let the reader conceive such a system
as we bav described, flourishing and powerful, controling a majority and wielding the civil power,
working unremittingly for a return to its blackest
periods of bloody massacre and slothful misery.
These are the differences between'Christianity and
all ordinary bodies of untruth.
A little time
devoted to these considerations will giv some glimpse
of why thinkers so ·bitterly bate Christianity, the
most dangerous and successful system ever devised
to ruin mankind.

'l'wo Dispatches.
We call the attention of the public to the following. The first is to the Herald:
"BosToN, Sept. 8, 1888.-The excitement which prevails
in this community over the ' Cathoiic que.stion' received a
new impetus to-day, when last night's action of the Waltham school committee was made public. A parochial school
has just been built in that city in a parish which has a population of seven thousand, and on Monday it was opened for
business.
"The public schools began their sessions on the same day.
It was then found that some eight hundred boys and girls
had been withdrawn from the public schools to fill the desks
in the rival institution. Rev. Dr_ Fulton, whose crusade is
just now carried on in this vicinity, addressed a meeting .in
the Ba·ptist church last evening, using very strong language
on the subject, and advised the Protestants to wake up to
the danger which, he said, was menacing our public school
system.
"The Waltham school committee held a long and important meeting last evening, at which the whole subject of the
opening of the parochial school and its effect on the public
schools was discussed. The result of their deliberations was.
a decision to close the Exchange street and East schools, and
a vote to dismiss two teachers, viz., Miss Cecil McBride and
Miss Mary Mullen. The Exchange street school had only
three scholars left, and the East school about seventy. A
change in the rules governing the admission of pupils to the
High school was determined on, and it is very possible that
a further cutting down in the force of teachers will be made
at an early date."
The second is to the Sun :
"MALDEN, Sept. lOth.-Father Flatly of St. Mary's church
yesterday announced at all the masses that he had received
instructions from the archbishop that at a meeting of the
church-dignitaries held at Baitimore instructions were issued
that all Catholic parents having children must send them to
the parochial schools under pain of sin. A number of pupils
who formerly attended the public schools began to-day to
attend the parochial school."
It is unnecessary to say anything concerning these
dispatches. The facts are ample danger-marks.

Swallowed by the Clturch.
It is said that Rome bas "recognized" the Knights
of Labor, and that the order can now go on without
fear of the church. This means that the church hlis
obtained what she wanted from the Knights, and has
been allowed to revise their constitution.
When the order was working in secret it aroused
the animosity of the clergy, and many Catholics
refused to join it. At the general assembly of 1881,
. held in Detroit, Mr. Powderly, who was then grand
master, eaid:
"At the beginning of the year many locals were anxiously awaiting the result of the deliberations of the general
assembly on the question of making the name of the order
public. Many locals were already working under protest,
the alternativ of leaving the order or the church in which
many of them were born· and raised staring them in the face.
Night after night hav I sat thinking and deliberating this
~atter over; for,' gifted with what intelligence we may be,
as unwilling to yield to its influence as we may be, yet we
must admit that w,3 want the men of all religions, and to
get them we must make concessions to the church, for its
influence is too vast to be idly passed over."
At that session the name of the order was made
public, but still the Catholic clergy refused to ad.mit
members of the order. Two years ago Cardmal
Taschereau, of Canada, issued a mandament against
the Knights. The general master workman laid the
matter before Cardinal Gibbons, instructing him in
the secret work of the order, and that prelate under.took to hav a proper presentation of the case made
iP ~be pope. _A stay of prp.ceedin~~ w.as ~apt~4 ~Jl

Canada, and the decree will now place the Knights
in full accord with the church, and the result will be
that the church will control the order.
Workingmen who bav joined the Knights with the
hope through organization to better their condition
will soon find that the Catholic church is not a poor
man's friend.
She is bent upon conserving the
Christian system of society, which assumes that God
made some men to rule and bav an easy time, and
some to be ruled and to do the work.

dice his case or himself in court. What is wanted
is, that nothing whatever need be said about religion.
This alone will secure equality.
We notice that the Freethinkers of England are
withdrawing their objections and accepting the bill
as read. Mr. Bradlaugb is a powerful and persuasiv
leader.

Editorial Notes.
CoNoERNING the Rev. Mr. Green, a brief biographical
sketch of whom we printed last week, a Chicago correspondent sends the following verse :

The Oaths Bill.

'' Now languishes the reverend Green

In durance vile, for being mean
Mr. Bradlaugh further explains his Oaths bill in
To women six or seven.'
the Reforme; of September 2d. He says :
He is a patriarch, you knowHe's growing very old; and so
" The Editor of the New York TRUTH SEEKER disapproves
He soon will go to heaven."
the Oaths bill as it has gone to the House of Lords, and
It has a merit unattained by most poetry, inasmuch as it
adopting the view of Dr. W. A. Hunter, it says the bill
is stern truth.
"'practically makes the people of .ao l'eligious belief a seot who are
THE London Radical Leader publishes this pleasant para.
allowed to affirm as a favor, as is a Quaker. Most Freethinkers
will object to taking a right thrown at them in this way.•
graph about a Hindoo gentleman who used THE TRUTH
'~But by the law of Great Britain, as it has existed for many BEEKER composing-room as a base of supplies while taking.
years, Quakers affirm as of right. There is no favor in the observation in this country: "We see from the journal Hope
matter; they can insist on affirming. If the Oaths bill be- of Calcutta that the editor, Babu Amrita La! Roy, is issuing
comes law, Freethinkers who object to an oath, who are two new works. The one is entitled' Three Years Among
·without religious belief, will be able to affirm as of right. the Americans,' and the other, 'Englan:l and India.' We
know Mr. Roy to be a cultivated gentleman, fully competent,
Then the Editor of THE TRUTH BEEKER says
"'that the bill is not a final settlement of the question, and if its from his residence·in this country and in America, to write
passage will defer a satisfactory settlement it should not pass. with instruction upon the topics he has undertaken." Every.
Mr. Bradlangh is in Parliament without it, and it is not so impor- one in this office who knew him has a warm corner in his
tant that Freethinkers should sit on juries as it is that all men
heart for the little dusky-faced philosopher and scholar,
should posses• equal rights as citizens-not as favors but as a natwhose modesty kept him in positions below his merit, but
ural and inalienable right.'
"No bUI is a final settlement of any question; but every whose courage and worth made him known in spite of himstatute which diminishes penalty or disabilities for opinion self.
helps to hasten more complete liberty. If the Oaths bill is
IN the National Rtf..>rmer of August 26th Mr. Bradlaugh
passed by the Lords, persons withou~ religious belief in wrote:
"Many folks write me as though now Parliament stood adjourned
Scotland will be competent a.s witnesses. None of them are
at present so competent. If my Oaths bill did nothing be- I could be easily taking holiday and rest. I wish this were possible,
but in truth I hav to work very hard to reduce my debts and liv. I
yond this, it would. be an enormous advantage gained to the shall,
I hope. ·hav four and a half da,s' fishing in Loch Long from
Freethought party and, I think, to the general public. No midday on Monday, September ad, to the morning of Saturday, the
Oaths bill could giv all men equal rights as citizens, and if 8th, but this short holiday is more than counterbalanced by the
the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER only means equal rights in heavy lecturing work of the recess. This week, for example,
seven meetings, next week eight.. Many write me to giv
cases where oaths are not exacted, the Oaths bill does place address
lectures in aid of branches, clubs, and associations, and I do help
persons with and without relij!;ion in equal position. The very often, but surely it is not necessary for me to constantly repea
words 'natural and inalienable right;• when used in relation that my onlY means are those I earn from day to dar by ton11ue
to affirmation or oath, seem to me misplaced. The common and pon. My great trouble now is lest I should be unable to earn
to meet my many heavy obligations, in which case I should
law duty and right of every subject of the British realm enough
be most relnctantlyohliged to relinquish roy parliamentary career.
was to swear his allegiance. The common law right to
In the very next issue of the Reformer he acknowledges
swear as witness was subject to many restrictions. The the receipt of several hundred pounds, subscribed to clear
common law has been modified in some respects and ex- off his debt of about £1,500 remaining due from his six
tended in others by statute. My bill, if it becomes an act, years' parliamentary struggle, and records the formation of
is an ameliorating and extending measure. The Editor of a committee to raise the balance. This shows the regard in
THE TRUTH SEEKER adds :
which the Atheist champion is held not only by the Secular.
"'Mr. Bradlaugh does not say how a man who rejeots both scriptures and oaths-taking, yet has a religious belief, would get around
the amendment.'

ists, but by the Liberal public. The address of the treasurer
of the committee is, George Anderson, 35a Great George
"All he has to do in such a case is to say that the taking of street, Westminster. The Pall Mall (}autte, Star, and
an oath is contrary to his religious belief if it be BO ; and if other journals are activly aiding in the collection of the fund.
the taking of an oath is not contrary to his religious belief,
POLITICS and religion run hot down in South Carolina, and
it is no part of my duty to legislate for him. The Editor of the ministers occasionally take a band in. In the Farmer's
THE TRUTH SEEKER winds up his condemnation by saying : Frie11d, published at Timmonsville, we find the following
" ' The bargaining for the reading of the bill-what in this coun- ministerial protest against the eiection to Congress of a
try is called log-rolling-is politics, not statesmanship.'
Freethinker. The writer is the Rev. S. M. Richardson:
"I am unaware of any bargain save that openly made in the "The continued renomination of Hon. G. W. Dargan for
House of Comm0ns on the 14th of March, and which was Congress is a thing which demands a protest. It ia well
then approved and supported by the whole of those' in the known that Mr. Dargan some years since became a convert
House who hav since objected. I hav strictly adhered to to Agnosticism, and in consequence abandoned the church of
what I then promised, and if that be 'log-rolling,' then I his early choice. That Mr. Dargan is not an aggressiv
can only say log-rolling is more bon arable than I imagined." opponent of Christianity as is Colonel Ingersoll, the archWe trust that the bill will work just as l\'[r. Brad- apostle of Agnosticism in this country, will be readily acceded.
Still, his position, well understood by those who hav a right
laugh anticipates, and certainly it is a generous con- to know, is that of a rejecter of revelation. The writer
cession to wring from the Christians. But it is, maintains that the selecting of Mr. Dargan to represent this
after all, only a concession. The Christians in Par- congressional district is a grave mistake. 1. It is an injusliament who hav voted for the bill will claim great tice to the Christian sentiment of these counties. This
people are emphatically a people of simple trust in the reality
credit for their " toleration" in allowing Atheists to
of a God, a life to come, retribution for sin and a reward for
giv evidence in S.cotland and sit on English juries. righteousness. Surely some one could be found in six counAnd the acceptance of this toleration carries with it ties competent to fill this office who would not misrepresent
the admission that the right exists in the state to the dearest convictions of the heart of a noble people. 2. It
deny such favor. The position is this: The Christians is .a wrong to Mr. Dargan himself. The temptations of
political life are too well known to need mention. The
of one sect are in power. At first no one belonging
allurements of political life in Washington are well-nigh
to another sect is allowed any rights. Gradually the irresistible. Few, and only such as are supported by strong
other sects obtain legal rights-not given them be- religious convictions, can withstand them. The wine-cup
cause the members possess them naturally, but because and the gaming-house spread their enticements upon every
it saves trouble to the ruling sect. The Quakers, side. A man of loose views on those points of belief which
for instance, obtained the right to affirm not because underlie all moral principle will almost inevitably run down
in the corrupting atmosphere of the capitol. History, the
the Episcopalians held that the members of that • only prophet' of Agnosticism, will bear me out in this
sect naturally possessed all the rights of other citi- assertion. 3. It is an insult to God and a dangerous experizens, but because the Episcopalians were pleased to ment." Not being familiar with South Carolina politics, we
grant it. Lastly, come the Freethinkers, and a bill know not what effect this protest will hav, but we imagin
is to be passed giving them the right to affirm if that if Mr. Dargan gets the regular Democratic nomination,
he will be elected, and take his chances in wrestling with the
they will tell the judge that they are Freethinkers. wickedness of Washington.
The point that we object to is that any man should
The Higher Morality.
be obliged to open his lips at all about his religious
From the London Commonweal.

belief or lack of belief. When this bill becomes a
law Freethinkers, so far as oaths and jury duty go,
·11 b
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rights is not recognizing their natural rights.
Our criticism of the bill was, and is, that a man
.
. .
. .
must declare b1mself to hav no rehg10us behef m
order to obtain its advantages, and this will preju-

Hardly has the pope responded to the cry of the Ir!-sh
landlord with a plea for the high morality of rent-paymg
by compulsion, when he is to be asked for what in a lower
rank of life would be called a legislation of iacest. As it is
the brother of a king and the daughter of a prince, 1!-nd t)le
union is to produce an heir to a throne, it would be 1mpohte
to use such a word, and the whole thing is again in accordance with the higher morality reserved (by divine grace) for
the great ones of earth.
I
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l,tfttrs Jrolt( Jlritnds:
CHILLIOOTHE, Mo., E.M. 288.
MR. EDITOR: We are in hopes, upon my renewal, to hav
the pleasure to send in a few subscribers to your noble
and instructiv journal, and thereby gladden the hearts of the
'Truth Seeker Company, including the devil-printer's devil,
L. CHUTE.
of course, as you hav no use for any other.
BABYWN, N.Y., Sept. 9, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Yes, there is no more important ques.
tion for Liberals than organization. When your Courtlandt
Palmers, rolling in wealth, are desirous of such proceeding,
they will certainly hand over to the Secular Union funds
enough to make a start, and build up a monument of what
might adorn our professions. For my part in similar proceedings, between 1850 and 1855 I was associated in what
we termed the Independent Order of Liberals of the City of
New York. We had a fund of several hundred dollars. We
had associated with us a Mr. Palmer, G. Vale, Dr. Hull, and
many others. The operations of the Paine farm movement
were the means of breaking us up, and throwing cold water
pn our movement. If there are any survivors, I would like
P. H. FosTER.
to hear from them.
EsTELLINE, DAK., Aug. 22, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Mrs. Ritchey wishes to know the use of that
"peculiar projection about the size of a goose-quill half-way
down the intestine, and which is found only in the human
system." I presume she refers to the ... vermiform appendix." Now, in the fi:st place, it is an error to say it is found
only in the human system. That portion of the large intestin from the closed end to the valve leading from the small
intestin is called the mecum. In the human system the erecum has been shortened by the shriveling up of the closed
end, and this shriveled or atrophied portion is what Mrs.
Ritchey wis]}es to understand. It is inexplicable except from
the evolutionary standpoint. The very fact of its atrophying
proves that it has ceased to perform any useful function in
the physical organism. The only purpose which it serves
now is to teach man the lesson of his humble origin. As the
assumption of the upright position is known to hav produced
other structural changes in the human system, it is probable
that it also had something to do with this. The present is
merely a transitional stage. .As we shall never get down on
all-fours again, the "vermiform appendix" will cpntinue to
atrophy until it wholly disappears. That this is the correct
explanation of the matter is proved by careful researches in
comparativ anatomy and physiology and the development of
the human embryo.
Yours truly,
C. L. ABBOTT.
EAu CLAIRE, Wis., Sept. 7, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: The views of Colonel Ingersoll on divorce,
like everything else he advances, contain some food for reflection. Colonel Ingersoll would put it in the power of the
woman to be divorced on demand, while he would grant no
divorce to the man except for a breach of the contract. This
is in many respects an improvement on the present rule,
which does not grant a divorce to either party except for a
breach of the contract. But what is a breach of the contract? Colonel Ingersoll, being an eminent lawyer, must be
aware that it is a capital breach of the contract for the woman
to refuse satisfaction to her husband's lusts, and his own
reason for the discrimination, that her youth is her capital,
does not suggest the idea that he feels very strongly on this
fundamental point. The woman oppressed in this way
would, under his program, hav only two remedies: to demand a divorce herself, or be divorced for breaking the contract. In either case, it is not very clear how her youth, or
an equivalent therefor, is to be recovered. But perhaps
Colonel lngerwll thinks that unnecessary, if she chooses to
break the contract in that way. Is not the reason he give
for granting the woman a divorce at will a reason rather for
such arrangements about property that her youth will no
longer be her capital? And would not absolute freedom in
the relations of the sexes be more likely than anything else
to bring about such arrangements? But if Colonel Ingersoll
should advocate that, the long-eared animals which he mentions, and also some animals with shorter ears, would be apt
to call it free love. And if the animals with long ears should
call it free love, I fear Colonel Ingersoll would .forthwith
hunt his hole. Aside from the fallacious reason given, I see
no cause for discriminating against us "unprotected gentlemen." Helen Wilmans, a lady who would hav been reckoned among the first humorists in America if she would hav
let reform and mental healing,alone, lately published a very
just and very long tirade against the brutalities of husbands.
Having exhausted this part of the subject, she suddenly
changed it with this fitting sentence : "The brutes are not
all males." That is dreadfully true. The brutes are not all
males. Swine, snakes, and polecats are of both sexes, and a
female of either of these interesting species, once covered
with the ::egis of matrimony, can make a man so miserable
without technically breaking the contract that, if divorce
were.denied him, it would probably end in his taking either
his own life or hers. In short, Colonel Ingersoll's plan is as
practical as the proposal of Joseph Cook to grant a divorce
after a jury consisting of Lucretia, Panthea, Cresar's wife,
and Queen Elizabeth, has,signified approbation.
I, as an Anarchist, believe liberty the true panacea for sexual as for other evils-the cure for incontinence, excess, infant mortality, "contraception," abortion, infanticide, prostitution, obscenity, matrimonial murder, and over-population. Evidently I am one of those who do not understand
Colonel Ingersoll. To me it appears, very much to my
gratification, that his view of marriage, instead of being the
opposit to what is known as free love, resembles free love
considerably, and is getting more like it the more he reads
and thinks.
0. L. JAMEs.

LEXINGTON, KY., Aug. 27, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: We hav Mr. 0. Barnes lecturing in our
vicinity. He proves, it is said, that Christ was illegitimate.
No one is surprised and only a few are indignant at this assertion. So does one doctrin after another fade before the light
of truth. The Swedenborgians hav lectured here, but made
no impression. Like Averroes and others, they make spirit
the cause of sensation: "God positiv; his creation negativ."
Such overwhelming force, however, would destroy as fast as
it could create. " Our God is a consuming fire."
Genius may sometimes be ~apable of synthetic judgment,
but to assert that thought is created first and the brain afterward is an affirmation too disgusting to proceed from any
but an ignora-nt and cowardly source.
A life of pleasure consumes the meanest atoms, but benevolence and knowle~ge require nobler materials, and feed the
brain with grand discrimination.
Matter is semi-intelligent, and craves that which it need·s
for industrious action, while the revels of indolence weaken
the organization. The progressiv spirit soon becomes aware
of this. If it takes so long for an individual to know itself
fully, how could a stranger, a God-fragment, irradiate the
darkness of matter? Intelligence is predicated of exertion,
involving means to an end. The finest sentiments belong to
abnormal states of the brain, when secret chambers are
opened, filled by unconscious cerebration. ·Unusual influences appeal to subtle magnetic forces, and we become a
wonder to ourselvs. I hav means of explaining this further,·
and Spiritualists may, perhaps, assist me in such elucida·
tions.
But, with regard to civilization, we hav abused the
clergy sufficiently. Now, let us turn our attention to
the editors.
On them we depend principally to guide
Think of the
us out of the labyrinths of . ignorance.
multitude of them, molding our opinions as they please!
How do we find them? Head up, like men, speaking
the truth? About a dozen in the United States, perhaps, hav souls and can do this. But the majority, a vast
crowd of thinking beings, supposed to hav brains, are crawling, hat in hand, after the meanest of the cl~rgy. Flattering, fawning, licking up their spittle, praising their sermons,
from which proceeds not a glimmer of original thought, repeating their idiotic ravings about a ghost who acts upon the
human mind, to make fools of us, and candidates for the
lunatic asylum. What style of civilizationjs this, and how
will it read in history ? When prominent men are timeserving, imbecil, pusillanimous, insincere, cr!\wling, effeminate; prevaricators, defamers, underminers, mental lepers,
breeders of mor&.l pestilence ? To succeed in business, they
must belong to a church.
The Prohibitionists hav left the Republicans, who only
wanted to make little servants of them. And. now, if the
women could vote for them, they would be delirious with
joy. Let the women, then, seek political equality-at least,
to bring matters to a crisis. When they come to know their
strength, they will no longer be humble servants of the
clergy.
The mighty streams of moral and scientific advancement
did not take their rise in religion. When the pressure of
God's footsteps, the burning of his sacred heart, were facts
in the Holy Land, the names of towns, the conversation of
friends, were too indelicate to be mentioned at the present
time. A decent prophet, now and then, tried to reform the
people, even in ancient times, but such were thrown into,
pits or sawn asunder. A force of mind almost superhuman
was requisit to break up the darkness, corruption, and stupidity of the MiddleAges-the boldness of Philip the Fair,
who humbled the lordly will of Boniface, or that of Frederick II., who rebuked the base tyranny of the pope of Rome.
The order of the friars were ashamed 0f the deep ignorance
of the masses under priestly rule. A schism in the order of
St. Francis d'Assisi was a successful effort in the direction
of Protestantism. The University of Oxford "resisted
papal exactions." For going too far, Wickliffe was banished
from this seat of learning. The masses were trampled under
the feet of church dignitaries. There was no chance for
education or morals. Thumb-screws and other instruments
of torture were found on Spanish vessels after the destruction of the Armada. Was the church the mother of truth,
holiness, and civilization?
ALHAZA.
JASPER, TENN., Sept. 5, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH BEEKER of the 1st inst. Mr.
F. M. Holland has undertaken to answer Mr. Griffith on
"Wool and Whisky." Whether his answer is intended for
me I am unable to say, as one TRUTH SEEKER failed to reach
·me, and it· may hav contained a letter written by myself.
. Mr. Bolland says that Mr. Blaine says that "the repeal of
the internal revenue laws will make whisky cheaper," and
increase its consumption. From the tenor of Mr. Holland's
article we take it that he is opposed to taking the tax off
whisky and tobacco, and would instead reduce the tariff. .Mr.
Holland appears to be a friend of labor, and wishes the tariff
reduced in order to benefit labor. Our object for repealing
the tax on whisky, tobacco, etc., and retaining the tariff, is
also for the benefit of labor. Labor pays all taxes, both
national, state, _and municipal, and that mode of taxation
which will be the lightest on labor is exactly the kind of tax.
ation we are in favor of. Labor not only pays all taxes, but
it pays all debts of every description, national, state municipal, and individual. Labor not only pays all taxe~ and all
debts, but labor actually produces all wealth, and supports
the world. Labor doing all these things, that system of laws
and legislation which will make it the easiest for him to bear
the burden of the world, is the system of laws that I am in
fa_vor of, if it can. be come at and put in force. Being a
fnend to the labormg man, who pays my taxes and furnishes
me grub, and also being grateful to him for his kindness
I will giv my reasons for wielling the repeal of the internai

revenue laws. The United States doeg not need the money
derived from the taxes levied under them. Many, if not all
of the states are in debt, and do need the taxes that are now
paid the government by tobacco and liquors. 'fhe repeal of
the law would do away with an army of internal revenue
officers that are now acting as spies and informers, and exercising a species of espionage and inquisitorial powers over
our citizens that is humiliating to our pride, as well as engendering strife and law-breaking in many portions of ·our
country. For the past twenty years internal revenue officers
hav acted as judges, jury, witnesses, and executioners, all
through the mountains of Tennessee, Kentucky, Georgia,
Alabama, North Carolina, Virginia, etc., and hav destroyed
millions of dollars' worth of property in these states, without
the semblance of a trial, much less a conviction of any of the
parties upon which they vented their power, under this infamous law. We hav been present and seen distilleries demolished and thousands of dollars' worth of property destroyed without even the owner having been summoned before any· court of the country to answer whether he was
amenable to the laws for ·any violations of their commands
or edicts ; the officer committing the destruction not even
having a warrant or summon for the owner at the time of
the destruction of the property. Talk about Anarchy I Is
it any wonder that the poor devil who live in the mountains,
away from any market for his surplus of corn, or apples, or
other fruits, should hate a government, or its laws, that deprives him of the privilege of putting it in the only shape in
which it can be transported over his rough-and-tumble
roads to market ? It was the loyalty of these very same
hardy mountaineers that made it profitable for the United
States to maintain its independence at a time it needed a.ssistance. Had it not been for the hundreds of thousands of
these same poor men joining the forces of the late United
States army, the tide of battle would not hav progressed so
smoothly, or it might hav had a different termination altogether. These same hardy sons of toil feel that the state
needs all the taxes they are able to pay, without the government forcing them to abandon their farms because they hav
no market for crops. I am a Prohibitionist in principle, but
at present the people are not ready to receive Prohibition. In
reference to the tax on wool I will say that in the history of our
tariff laws since the first tariff act went into effect, the price
of the articles on which the tariff was levied went down, and
the higher the tariff the cheaper the article. And when the
tariff was removed or lowered, the price went up. There is
only one exception that I now remember in which the rule did
not work, and that was quinine. It got cheaper as soon
as the tariff was taken off, while coffee went up. So they
will offset each other. Why this has been so, I confess I am
unable to tell, but it is a fact all the same. It is cheaper to
collect the money to run our government at our ports of
entry and in our custom houses, when it only requires a few
officers to collect the tariff, than it is to collect the taxes on
property of the citizen. If the tariff is removed it will require an army of internal revenue officers to collect the taxes,
where only a few will be necessary under a tariff law. This
makes it lighter for the laborer, who has it to pay anyway,
no matter how it is levied, or on what. Foreigners pay no
internal taxes to run our state or municipal governments,
and it would not be treating our home folks right to allow
the foreigner to bring in his goods, wares, and merchandise
and sell them in competition with our home merchants without requiring him to at least pay his modicum of taxes for
the protection given the foreigner and his goods. To sum
up. The government does. not need the in.ternal tax; tile
elates do need it. ,The law works a hardship to the citizen,
and is more expensiv to collect than a tariff. Repeal the law .
and the officers will not be here to pay, in fact, will not exist.
The foreigner, not being responsible or liable to taxation
under our state laws, ought not to be allowed to sell in competition with home folks without contributing toward paying
the expense of the government for the protection and privilege of selling. As the poor laborer pays the taxes anyway,
a tariff is the easiest and lightest on him because the cheapest. It is not the tariff that is grinding the poor. It is our
interest laws that are acting as a wedge that is lifting the rich
up, making him richer, and pressing the poor man down,
making him poorer. Interest pauperized the labor of the
Old World, and it is pauperizing the labor of the United
States. Read "Labor and Capital," written by Edward
Kellogg, and study it, and you will find where the trouble is
between the rich and the poor. You will find out the exact
cause of financial panics coming over the country every few
years. It is a book well worth reading by all, and especially·
by the laboring man. If we can find out what is the matter,
we can then, perhaps, find a remedy. AMos L. GRIFFITH.
CoLUMBUS, KAN., Sept. 2, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Many years ago I read our veteran hero's
Plea8ure Boat, that dealt such strong and effectiv blows to
priestcraft and the inhuman absurdities and practices of
popular Christianity. Twenty-one years ago I met Father
Hacker at a convention of all sorts of reformers at Ancol'fi
N.J. Among the many speeches I reported was one mad~
by our venerable friend in behalf of poor, suffering, downtrodden humanity. It was impressiv and effectiv. I hav
been in sympathy with him and hav been his coadjutor for
fifty years. Seven years ago, when I was sick, a friend sent
me $2, and I sent Brother Hacker one of them. Now, reader
if you hav a head to think and a heart to feel, I want you t~
realize that " it is more blessed to giv than to receive," by
sending an aged and worthy pioneer, to whom we are all so
much indebted, money in proportion to your ability, and let
his last days be made happy by substantial gifts which, with
the spirit that they will indicate, will cheer and inspire him,
and cause him to feel that Freethought and Liberalism are not
mere abstractions. That noble humanitarian, j'r:Irs. l::llenker,
has pleaded for our brother several ye~rs, and he bas received
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but little. Let him now receive much. I hav to liv on five
cents a day, bnt I will send him a letter and a mite. Perhaps
my plea is not necessary after Father Hacker's own appeal.
I hope not. 0 ye Liberals and Infidels I do you realize how
much you owe our aged veteran?
J. H. CooK.
WHY NOT PRINT BOTH BIDES?
MoNTE VISTA, CoL., Sept. 1, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Several weeks ago (July 31st; this is September 1st) you wrote me, saying: "'I don't propose to advertise Braden any more," and you returned my article, ".Is it
Liberal?" in which I discussed the il-Liberal position of the
editor of Seoular Tltought in reference to Braden. Nearly
every issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER, since my side of the
debate question was refused a hearing, has contained
Braden's name, so I hav concluded that you reversed your
decision about not advertising the elder, and that you are
now willing to publish both sides. Indeed, I do not see how
a Freethought paper can consistently refuse to do so. We
profess to hold firmly to our principle, old as our system of
thought, "Hear both sides, then decide."
In your last number Brother Reynolds has an article
couched in language far from polite, denouncing Braden.
For nearly three months I hav been iD. correspondence
with Silverton, Ore., Liberals, having been invited by them to
meet Braden in debate. It now appears from Brother Rey.
nolds's letter, printed in THE TBUTH SEEKER of August 25th,
that in July he consulted with the Silverton Secular commit.
tee, and offers to lay aside his " self-respect" and debate
with Braden at last, and do it for nothing, besides paying
from his " own private resources" one-half the expense of
hall, advertising, etc., and devoting the proceeds to th-e sick
and needy of Silverton, Braden to do likewise.
·
If Braden is as bad as Reynolds charges-" mercenary,"
extorts money, etc.-Mr. Reynolds knew he would be safe
from debate. Why should a man be expected to debate for
nothing any more than lecture for nothing? In his California travels Reynolds complained bitterly of Los Angeles
Liberals and of Liberals of other places, on account of their
unwillingness to pay him, and accuses them of having ''no
respect for their word," and of having "lost all sense of common honesty." The burden of our brother's song was inadequate pay.
If Braden accepts, tJ:!e Oregonians-from all I hav heard of
them-will not stand idly by and see both men disburse private funds for the benefit of those who are in good heal~h
and deriving benefit from the free speech of both disputants.
ln. spite of Reynolds's few stray legal phrases, "paid, given,
or devoted to them or either of them, directly or indirectly,"
both would be well paid, as they ought to be. For my opinion is, that Reynolds would make a good debate, and Braden
would keep it interesting.
I wish our brother could hav had this change of heart earlier in the season. It would hav saved the.Pacific coast Liberals and myself much correspondence. I was willing to
debate with Braden on the coast, because I was invited, and
none of the lecturers there were willing to " associate" with
him, while I could. meet him without a sacrifice of self. respect, which they cannot do.
I would hav been glad if Brothers Reynolds and Putnam
had encountered Braden, instead of retreating. It would
hav looked better for our side, for we hav ever challenged
the entire Christian world to meet us in debate through their
chosen representativ indorsed by some Christian denomination. The Christians of the coast are so uncharitable that
they make no allowance for a lecturer's self-respect, and
openly charge that our men are afraid and run away. It
only seems so. But Christians will not discriminate.
Virginia E: Vance, in THE TRUTH SEEKER, Nov. 26, 1887,
thought it would be difficult to "find an opponent for this
delectable gladiator," Braden. Yet at that very time, as publicly ani\ounced, Mr. Hull, a natural-born debater, to whom
even enemies listen with undisguised pleasure, and myself,
were ready to meet him. Since then, as I showed in the letter you returned to me, B. F. Underwood, a host in himself,
published his willingness to debate with the "gladiator." It
is agreed, on all sides, that a more self-respecting Freethinker
and scholarly gentleman does not liv. There surely is something the matter with the assumption of nearly all the Libera! papers and some Liberal lecturers that no self-respecting
lecturer would "condescend" to encounter Clark Braden.
Even cartoons failed of their aim in this instance.
At the eleventh hour, as "one born out of due season,"
Brother Reynolds shies his castor into the ring, and he
announces himself ready, at last, to tackle the animal that
has been chasing Brother Putnam, olfactories or no olfactories. I sincerely hope that he can go into the debate retaining his self-respect and good humor both. For, if he does
not, he will be giving the Christian an advantage at the very
start. No debate is of so much valuE) when interlarded with
such per~onal epithets as he employs in his last article"mendacious fraud," ''disreputable fraud," "bombastic
bully," "foul calumniator and unprincipled blackguard,"
etc. How such expressions can help the cause of him who
uses them is hard to discern-! tnean a good cause, full of
humanitarianism and· Liberalism. Their use by Christians
may not hurt Christianity, but it appears to me that when
employed by a reformer they injure manhood, true dignity,
and genuin self-respect. For the use of such expressions we
hav often censured Braden and other preachers, conscious
all the while that "'tis their nature to." But when it comes
to Freethought lecturers we do bok for better things.
Brother Reynolds loads his offer to debate with so many
conditions that even the "credulous Christians," of whom he
writes, may, in their blindness, say it is only a "ruse" on the
part of our lfcturer to avoid debate. While he may retain
his self-respect, he will not win their respect. They may
even go so far as to hnrl "Cuttle-fish!" at him, J would hate
to h3v thf)m t:].o thp.t, }Jut it is just like t~e~:

Frequently Christian clergymen hav said, if we lecturers
really love truth and our fellow-man, why not lecture and
debate for nothing? It is noticeable that after giving that
unselfish advice, the preachers continue to pass the hat for
Christ's sake.
Brother Reynolds requires Braden to be indorsed by " any
number of orthodox ministers in good standing in their own
denomination, that they regard him as a good, moral man,
and a worthy representativ of Christianity." That is a new
rule for debate, and a very weak one.
1. Suppose Braden should require Reynolds to obtain the
indorsement of "any number" of lecturers in good standing
among Freethinkers? Those lecturers who hav too much
self-respect to debate with Braden, knowing the use to which
their indorsement would be put, certainly would hav too
much self-respect to let it go on such an errand.
2. Underwood, Hull, 'and myself hav lost our standing for
self-respect. Our indorsement would be rejected.
3. Orthodox clergymen, who can regard the Bible as a
good, moral book, will hav no difficulty in indorsing Clark
Braden as a "good, moral man." As a debater Brother
Reynolds ought to hav seen this.
Mr. Reynolds, in order to prevent Mr. Braden's "mercenary and nefarious schemes to extort money from credulous
Christians," he says, will require Braden and his opponent to
pay hall rent, advertising, "and all and every expense of
holding such discussion."
It is a favorit pastime with Christians to represent Colonel
Ingersoll's dollar admission to his lecture as a •' mercenary
and nefarious scheme to extort money" from the people.
The proposition to devote all moneys received on account
of the discussion to the "poor, sick, and needy of Silverton" has, to say the least, a benevolent cast of countenance.
"Thus the discussion would be held for truth's sake," he
says, and the "poor, sick, and needy be benefited."
lnfidellectlirers get such counsel often from the church-to
prove their love of truth and humanity by lecturing for nothing and "find themselvs." This would satisfy the Christian's conscience that it is not for gold they speak.
Notwithstanding the Silverton committee requested me to
hold myself in readiness to debate with Braden, and I refused
calls to lecture East on account of the prospectiv debate
West, I will release the gentleman, and Brother Reynolds
will conduct the debate at a cheaper rate than I possibly can;
hurt Braden worse than I could find it in my heart to do;
vindicate Free thought; prove that it was not Braden the
coast lecturer feared, but that credulous Christians would
hav money extorted from them I This ought to hav come
out earlier in the campaign. Deeply as Brother Reynolds
loves Silverton's sick, it cannot be that he would turn a deaf
ear to the cry of the sick of other cities. Let them be
visited, by all means, for" truth's sake." It will strain the
brother's purse-strings to "pay," as he says, "from his own
private resources half of all the expenses of such discusSIOn." But, like blind Samson, he is willing to bury himself
if he can also smother his enemy. The scheme is a good one,
if it can be made to work and nobody sees through it.
w. F. JAMIESON .
VALLEJO, CAL., Aug. 31, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Some time ago a Methodist minister of this
community propounded twelve questions which he proposed
to answer publicly after his own orthodox fashion, for the
edification of the people generally, irrespectiv of creed:
I presumed to attempt to answer the said questions. I
published the series in a daily morning paper. The audacity
of this action of mine well-nigh cost me my social, and I
might add, my political existence.
I hav been horribly abused. But I bear it. Some time I
shall take the liberty of telling you of the persecutions that
I hav undergone at the hands cf the priestly jackals of
Rome.
I send you two of the answers to two of the questions in
the series referred to.
The church or the playhouse: which shall survive 1
"The passions act as winds to propel our vessel, our reason is the pilot that steers her; without the winds she would
not move, without the pilot she would be lost." The passions are the great main-springs of existence. They are like
unto a throbbing, never-ceasing engin that turns a multitude
of wheels. Their action is ceaseless. Their mighty results
are as hard to gage and are as boundless as the workings of
the brain in the wondrous realms of thought. They are the
great lever of humanity. They are the motiv power of the
world through all the stages of progress. Through them
man is governed; through them he rules. Through them
the mighty fabric of civilization was woven; through them
kingdoms, empires, and republics arose and fell; through
them man was raised to his high estate; through them he
live and thinks and knows; and through them he is supreme.
I hav presumed with my dearth of knowledge to fathom
the restless depths of the soul of man; I hav tried to gage
the boundless limits of his possibilities; I hav tried to
measure the cycles of time, and picture the grandeur of his
limitless future. I hav seen, through the vista of unborn
ages, the majestic splendor that shall clothe the coming man,
and I hav cried in rapture-Man is God I
We are moved by the passions and guided by reason.
The portrayal of the passions in mimic life is the lesson. of
morality. In a well-written, well-constructed play we hav
presented to us, in a vivid and entertaining manner, the
every-day workings of life, the continuous and varied play
of the passions. We see the innocent suffer and the wicked
triumph for a while ; and then we see avenging justice
change th J course of events and draw a pretty moral.
We see in Othello the terrible effects of fierce, unbridled
love that dotes one moment, then kills the next. We behold
, love and jealousy fiercely contending for the mastery of the
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troubled heart of the Moor. We see jealousy triumphtriumph over the confiding, fearful love and purest con:
stancy of the faithful Desdemona. We see the crafty, villainous !ago working out his terrible revenge.. We see with
mingled pleasure and pain and horror the workings of these
sublime and awful passions. With chastening a we we regard the terrible Moor when he tells in remorseful agony of
One that loved not wisely but too well;
Of one not eaSily jealous, but, being wrought,
Perplexed in tbe extreme ; of one whose hand,
Like the base Jndean, threw a pearl away,
Richer than all his tribe ; of one whose subdued eyes
Albeit unused to the melting mood
Drop tears as fast as the Arabian trees
Their medicinal gum.
Who will dare assert that we do not here learn a moral
lesson richer in truth, grander in intellectual scope, and
nobler, in its great moral results, than we can ever receive
from churches and parables and prophets and Bibles full of
goblin tales to frighten little children when they ~>rc bad ?
lf every church were a playhouse we would see an increase of intelligence amongst the masses, and no more, if
not less, crime than we hav with a church upon every corner.
They cry out, " Abolish the theater, and the saloon and crime
will decrease." But let us lay the ax at the root. Let us
abolish the church and the Bible. Let us make the masses
intelligent, and then we shall make them good. To make
them intelligent we must abolish superstitions that are degrading' and that teach men that it is not orthodox to "drink
deep of the Pierian spring," and that it is a crime to doubt.
Let us teach that a " doubt is the bud of an idea; if you giv
it the sunlight of thought it will blossom " and bear rich fruit
to its maker ; it will enrich and adorn him, and bring forth
from the endless caverns of the mind eternal and ever resplendent jewels of thought that will liv in the limitless
years of the future when time shall be for him no more.
Christianity or Infidelity to control public sentiment-which 1
The dread history of the past stands as an awful witness
against the manifold crimes of the church and the debasing
influence it has ever exerted upon civilization. The archives
of outraged justice are replete with the data of bloody deeds
that never received retribution because, forsooth, they
were committed in the name of that good and merciful God
whose name is the synonym of love and mercy, and whose
time is so taken up in "feeding the little sparrows" that he
cannot find space to care for the poor starving, wretched,
suffering images of his godly self.
Christianity control public sentiment I
Let us see what claim she has.,
Away back in the ages, ere Christianity was born, there
flourished a civilization wrought by the omniscient brain of
man, whose brilliant fabric has been the guiding star of fol-·
lowing ages to wisdom and enlightenment. All the rudiments of law, of art, of science, of letters, of logic, we
learned away back on the banks of the Nile, where rose the
wondrous kingdoms of the Ptolemies; where lurks the red
Tiber in its placid bed as it did when arose and fell the
glorious empire of Romulus; where the blue lEgean
shakes its foamy crests against the rock-bound coasts of
Hellas, "where burning Sappho loved anu sung," and
Homer touched his magic lyre and sung to unborn ages his
immortal epic. There we heard, for the first time, the
enunciation of the rights of man. There grew the eternal
principles that hav reared upon the shores of North America
the throne of liberty and the seat of reason. .All that we
know, and all that we hav, we owe to that wondrous civilization that began to decay and fall about the time that a certain man rode into Jerusalem on an ass and told the jeering
Jews that he was the son of the eternal God.
Then began the dawn of another era.
Eighteen hundred years ago man broke his mytholngical
idols, destroyed Olympian Jove, and built another roost for
another God, who managed to retain many of the tricks of
his deposed predecessor. Then arose the church of Rome
upon the ruins of old Jupiter's temple. Then began that
awful reign of blood and tyranny that lasted for centuries.
The arts and sciences were lost to all but scoundrel monks,
who sold for dross the mercies of their God. Et1rope was
deluged with blood, and the sword and the fagot intrenched
and made firm the despotism of the church. She was supreme. This was the age of crime, ignorance, and intoler- ·
ance. This was the golden age of the church.
But through the dim vista of years arose the immaculate
form of murdered Reason, phenix-like, from the chaos of
blood and smoke and crumbling empires. And the church
quailed before the resplendent face. Slowly she came until
burst the glorious dawn of liberty, when kings and gods and
idols were swept aside, and the united lovers of liberty upon
two continents arose and establi~hcd her upon her everlasting throne.
And so the world was enlightened long before Christianity
was known. When she came she retarded progress in every
age of her existence. She has made the rivers of time run
crimson with the blood of her victims. She has sent down
through the years of her rule the suffocating smoke of the
burning bodies of noble men and women who dared to
think. She is a curse that Time and white-robed Reason will
surely dispel. No God, no church, no collection of skypilots has given us our government. It is the grand bulwark
of liberty and equality builded in the age of reason and
light, and shall exist in grandeur and power when the
church shall lie wrecked upon the shores of time, her idols
shattered and her superstitions a uead mythology ; when her
memory shall be to men but a horrid dream of a dethroned
and dismal specter shrouded in all the gloomy horror of her
own fabled hell.
Christianity control public sentiment!
On what grounds?
We owe her nothing.
W. J. ToBIN.
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1/hUted by Miss SusAN H. Wn:oN, Fall
Ri'Der, .MasB., to VJhom all OQ'TTI,municationa for
t.\18 Corner ahouZd be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Ootnes a pause in the day's occnpationll
That is known as the Ohildren•s Hour."

Partner Wanted.
There's a junior partner wanted
By Will Succeed and Oo.,
Who do a rushi'll!' business
•Way up on Fortune Row.
I've seen their advertisment" No capital required ;"
But boys with pluck and oouraEe
Are just the kind desired.
They want a boy who has no fear
or steady, plodding work,
Who does not wait for luck or fate,
Who scorns a task to shirk.
Who slowly, surely digs his way
Through problems hard a score,
And still has grit and courage left
To try as many more.
Who can view a two-foot coluinn
Of figures undismayed,
And thronl!'h a tough analysis
Or conjugation wade.
Who takes each school-time lesson
And makes it all his own,
Thus laying up his future
Ongood'foundation-stone.
Who does not wait for help to come
From fairy, witch, or elf,
But laying hold on " fortune's wheel,"
Turns it around himself.
And if it grinds and will noi move,
With all his care and toil,
He rnbs each shaft and gearing well
With "perseverance oil."
Who knows that luck is but a myth,
And fate is but a name,
That plod and push and patience
At last will win the game.
And I • <ill like this are just the kind
For Will Succeed and Oo.,
Who are _wanting junior partners
•Way up on Fortqne Row.

Wise Sayings Wtll Said.
Regimen is better than physic.- Voltaire.
He that dies pays all debts.-Shakspere.
Spices smell best when bmised.-Bogatzky.
Bad temper is its own scomge.-Oharles

Buxton.
Where necessity ends cmiosity begins.-

Johnson.
Keep cool and you command everybody.-

St. Just.
Temperate anger well becomes the wise.-

Philemon.
Agreeable advice is seldom llseful advice.-

Massillon.
It is dollble pleasme to deceive the deceiver .-Fontaine.
The best armor is to keep Ollt of gqnshot.-

Lwd Baeon.
Heaven ne'er helps the man who will not
act. -Sophocles.
How strangely easy difficult things are 1-

0harles Buxton.
The thirst of desire is never filled nor fully
satisfied.-(licero.
Time and adversity are two powerflll destroyers.-A. de Musset.
The first step in· debt is like the first step in
falsehood.-Samuel Smiles.
The greatest difficulties are where we are
not looking for them.- Goethe.
Our deeds determin llS as milch as we determin Ollr deeds.- George Eliot.
Yollth is in danger llntil it learns to look
upon debts as furies.-B1tl10tr Lytton.
What we call our despair is often only the
painful eagerness of unfed hope.-Gewge

Eliot.

A Persian Fable.
A rat, says a Persian 1Esop, seeing a cat
approaching, and finding no avenue of
escape, went boldly up to her and said:
"Madam, I hav just swallowed a large dose
of bane, and in accordance with the instmctions upon the label hav come out of my hole
to die. Will you k:ndly direct me to a spot
where my corpse will prove peculiarly
offensiv ?" " Since you are so ill;" replied
the cat, "I will myself traJ;JBport you to a
spot which I think will suit." So saying she
stmck her teeth through the nape of his
neek and trotted away with him. This was
more than he had bargained for, and he
squeaked shrilly with the pain. "Ah," said
the cat, "a rat who knows he has but a few
minutes to liv never makes a fuss about a
little agony. I don't think, my fine fellow,
you hav taken poison enough to hurt either
you or me." So she made a meal of him. If

this fable does not teach that rats get no devouring it, and it is With great apparent
profit by lying, I should be pleased to know pride that the exhibit is made, except when
what in .the name of common sense or uncom- it has stolen and killed a chicken, when it
seems as though it would leave the affair inmon sense it does teach.
volved in mystery.
The Old Hand-Loom.
Cats are thievish by nature, deceitful and
Nobody can tell where or when it origi- sly. They are not to be trusted alone in
nated. We know only that it was used among the pantry, nor in a room with a canary
the Chibcha Indians of New Granada long bird for· companionship. But they are usubefore the discovery of this country by the ally neat and cleanly in their habits, always
Europeans, and simultaneously in China and washing the face after meals. The superstinorthern Europe. And yet, whether seen in tion that they draw away the breath of young
China, Sweden, Scotland, South America, or children has no foundation, though formerly
in nor~h Georgia and western North Caro- such a thing was generally believed. Unlike
lina, it is identically the same as respects the dog, who is attached to persons, cats are
design and mechanical appliances. Here is attached to places, and will liv in a deserted
the same system of beams and treadles, the house after the family has gone. They like
same gearing and stretchers, the same swing- to wander about the streets nights, and the
ing lever or baton, the same sley and shuttles. voice of a cat has a very piercing and unThe finest silk velvets of Souchow or of Can- earthly sound, especially when a number of
ton, like the coarse blankets of the Incas, or cats are talking or scolding all together upon
the "Iinsey-woolsey" of our ancestors, were a neighboring woodshed in the middle of the
all woven on an instrument of identical design night. Bootjacks, chairs, billets of wood,
and form. The Chinese scholar will tell you and other articles hav been thrown at their
the machine originated with one Foh-he heads by people who were unable to sleep on
about six thousand years ago. The Indian !!ccount of their hideous screams and shrieks.
The Egyptians held cats in great venerawill tell you it was mercifully revealed to his
ancestors long before the white man was tion, representations of them being found
created, or at any rate long before he knew upon tablets and monuments, and their
anything about him. And the Briton will tell skeletons hav been discovered in Egyptian
you it was in common use among his half- tombs. In olden times supposed witches
savage ancestors long before the Norman were thought to be able to change into cats,
conquest.-Soutlwrn Cultivator.
and black cats were called " witch cats" and
"devil cats," and were shunned as uncanny
Seven of the First Things.
creatures.
The young of cats, their little kittens, are
The firj'lt use of a locomotiv in this country
very· cunning, soft, downy, and playful, but
was in 1829.
The first table cutlery of American manu- as they grow older many of their cute and
facture was made at Greenfield, Mass., in willning ways seem to depart.
Cats dislike water as a rule, and do not like
1834.
The first cotton mill in the United States getting wet, although I once owned a cat
went into operation in 1787, at Beverly, Mass. named Tip who would put his paw under the
The first dwelling-house in Kentucky was faucet to catch drops of water to wash his
They are .not, generally speaking,
erected in 1774, on or near the site of Har- face.
quick to learn, but, by patience and perseverrodsburg.
The first iron forge in America was estab- ance with them, they can be taught tci sit up,
lished in Raynham, a tgwn of the Plymouth to walk on the hind legs, to jump, and some
other tricks. 'Fhey are fond of perfume,
colony.
The first Quakers in New England arrived notably that of valerian and catnip, rolling
in 1665, in Massachusetts, and were banished over and upon these herbs and sniffing them
with great delight.
from the colony.
By some unaccountable instinc~ they are
The first newspaper published in America,
outside of Boston, was issued in Philadelphia, able to find their way for long distances
through intricate windings for miles to their
and called the American Weekly Mercury.
old homes, even when they hav been carried
off in a bag so that they could not see which
way they went. They hav great endurance,
and it is a common saying that a cat has nine
lives-perhaps because it is nine days before
Cats.
their eyes are opened after they are born.
The cat is a useful, domestic animal, a
In the tenth century, it is said, the
mammal, carnivorous in its nature. Its head is prince of Wales, called Howel the Good,
large and round, and it has big round eyes, the made laws regulating the prices of animals of
pupils of which contract and dilate to a re- various kinds. A kitten with eyes unopened
markable degree. By daylight the pupil of was worth one penny; after it had caught a
the eye is contracted, so that it appears sim- mouse its price went up to twopence; while
ply like a perpendicular line; but at night it a good mouser was valued at fourpence. If
dilates, assuming a circular form, shining anybody stole or killed the cat that took care
like a jewel, thus admitting more light and of the prince's granary, he was to forfeit a
enabling the cat to see by night.
milch ewe, its fleece and lamb, or as much
The tongue of the cat is very rough, being wheat as when poured on a cat suspended by
well supplied with hard papillre. It has five its tail, with its head touching the fioor,
toes on its fore feet, and four on its hind feet, would form a heap high enough to cover the
each toe armed with a long, sharp, rounded cat to the tip of its tail.
S. H. W.
claw, which can make a painful wound, as
QuEBTIONB.-What can you say of the cat?
you can testify who hav been scratched by a
What is the meaning of mammal and carnivcat. Sometimes, owing to some freak of nat- orous
1 Describe its eye, its tong-ue, its toes.
ure, the cat has one, two, or more additional What is it called when it has additional claws 1
Where did oats oril!'inate? Name some of the
claws, and then it is known as a mitten varieties of cats. Where is found the supposed
pawed, or double-clawed, cat. The teeth connecting link between the ferret and cat? Tell
what you can about tbe wildcat. Wh11t is the natof the cat are long and sharp, and the ural food of cats? What of their nature 1 Oan
t.hey be trusted 1 What of their nttachments 1
jaws are strong and powerful. Domestic What
about the cry of the cat? What did the
cats are supposed to hav originated from Egyptians think of the cat? What about. witchcraft
and
ClltS? What of little kittens? Do cats
Egypt, and there are fifty varieties, of nearly like water?
Oan they be taught? What special
all colors, and some very handsome varieties. perfumes are they fond of? What speoial instinct do they possess? Relate the story of
The Maltese cat is bluish-gray in color and is Howe! the Good?
very intelligent. The Angora cat has long
hair, soft and silky. The Manx cat is born
without a tail, and is noted for its oddity. It
is found in Cornwall and the Isle of Man.
The Spanish or, as some call it, the tortoiseWILL PREVENT ALL
shell cat, from tlite resemblance of its mixed
SHOCK OR JAR.
color to that of a tortoise, is noted for its
With it you oau WALK FouR
beauty.
EASIER THAN ONE ON A
HEEL. For particulars
In the island of Java there live a
ADDRESS
queer animal, by some supposed to be the
DR. SWAN, BEAVER DAM, w•s.
connecting link between the cat and the
ferret, having the appearance and qualities
of both these animals.
Wild, or wood cats, who liv in the woods,
are very large, measuring thirty-three inches
OR
in length, the tail being eleven inches long.
RELIGION REFUTED,
They are wild and ferocious in the savage
Is a new book by W. D. Hibbat·d, an unterrified
state.
blasphemer, who stirs up theology and superst-iwJt.h a" sharp stick." It is finely bound in
Cats do not prowl around to hunt food, tion
cloth; 242 pages; four styles of bindmg, gRrnet
but lie in wait for it. Mice, rats, and birds and brown, pebble embossed, and light and dllrk
l!'reen, smooth; gilt· lettered back. A nice book
they consider as rightly belonging to them, for
a Freethmker's libral'Y or center table. In
and they generally bring that which they hav ordering state st:vle desired. Mailed to any alidress for $1. Send orders (or address for table of
caught home, to show it to the family before contep.ts) toW. D. HIBBARD, Nauvoo, Ill.
2t
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THE SWAN ELASTIC HEEl!

Rays of Reason,

THE

FIELD ·INGERSOLL
DISCUSSION.
FAITH OR AGNOSTICISM?
-0-

Two Letters from Dr. Field, D.D .• editor of the
Presbyterian Evanuelt.<t, to Colonel Ingersoll, and
two Replies thereto. Dr. Field is one of the exceedingly few Christians who hav opposed Oolvnel
Ingersoll kindly and courteously, and the Gre11.t
Agnostic has used him accordingly. Dr. Field's
arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION,

Price, 50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEK.ffiR CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

N. S, BEL~l.'S PAMPHLETS.
The Conflict between Christianity
and Civilization.
PRICE,
15 OENTB.
Your treatment of the "Oon:flict" is excellent.
-Harry floover.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
· Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse.--J ames Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it in bfan.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a very
able pa~w. r, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
A2e.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.

PRICE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under whioh_you hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each pomt is discussed, should be highlf commended. Therefore
T take fl:i'eat pleasure m recommending "AntiProhibttwn "to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the cause of t-emperance, but in the principles of self-government.J.J.McUabe.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

AN OUTLINE OF THE

French Revolution
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.

By W. S. BELL.
The French Rev(llntion was the most unm'xed
blessing Europe ever saw.- Wendell Pllilltps.
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER co:

The "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of the
Industrial Slavery of To-Day.

Looking BackwarU.
Br Edward Bf'llamy,
Author of "Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
Vital, inspiring, hopeful, convincing.-[Literary
World.
This astonishing bo<Jk, how it haunts one,
like a grown-up ''Alice in Wonderland 1" The
mind follo\\s entranced.-[B:Bton Gazette.
It is a thought-breeding- book, and all who are
free to receive new light w11l find in it satisfaction
and inspiration.-fNew York Tribune.
The appeal is a ways made to a man's reason,
and to hiH noblest. sentiments : never to his selfishness.-[Boston Post.
A glowing prophecy and a gospal of peace,
where the pleasures of thi~ world are free to all,
to cheer but not enslave.-[l'he Nation.
A suggestion of a really practicabiG and feasi.
ble social state greatly in advance of the present.
The romantic narrativ is rich in its forecast of
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
12mo, cloth, $1.50; paper, 50c.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

THE STRUGGLE
II'OB

Religious and Political Libertv.
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acquire greater I>Olitical
liberty; also vigorously attacks the very foundation of the religion of every age; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailing the account of slavery in this country1 calls
the attention of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind in America. Throughout1
the work is replete with astounding facts ana
weighty arguments which cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age,
·
By THEO. 0. SPENCER.
Cloth, 12mo., 138pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafa3ette Place, New York.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM.
Tile Present and the Future
Republic of North America.
BY A CAPITALIST.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
poverty, vice, and crime. It deals with the {>resent
conditions of society in this country, pointmg out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossible thRt the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks. is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vind picture of the future
Republic of North America, as it will be when
society shall be organized on the principles of
Rational Communism. The book 1s vigorously
and interestingly written.

Paper, ~Oc.; cloth, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
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Bi~la Temperance:

WAR!

L. K. Wasllbnrn's Works.

WAR! WAR!

Wettstein's, Worlli-Renown~d, Wa.rra.nted Wa.tcbes
and Watchwork.
J . .E. Clark, Los Angeles.
CoiN SILVER STEM-WINDERS. 3 ounce cases,
Sunday
and
the
Sabbath.
"A
la~
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco, Cal.
regulating human conduct on the Sabbath 1s iewele, $12; 4 ounce, 11 i•wels, $15: do. 15 jewelP.,
$18; do, adjusted, $22; <Jo, extra. fine, a. perfect
D.-. J. L. York, San Jose, Ual.
an impertinence." Pnce, 10 oents.
watch, named "Otto Wett•<ein," $25; 5 oun3"
OANADA.
The
False
Teaching
of
the
Chriscases, $1.~0; 6 ounce cases, t3 5 J more.
W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
LI(lUOK DRINKING
FILLED GoLD WATCHES. Open face. 7 jewtian Church. " The Thirty-nine els,BEST
James Foster, Wetland, Ont.$16.60 ; 11 jew eta, $18.t0: 15 jewelE, $'L50; adArticles
of
lhe
Christian
church
are
thirtyjusted,
t25
50; with'' Otto Wettstem" movement,
H. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. $28.50. ln bunting cases, from $5 to $8.50 more.
OOLORADO.
La.dtes
best
filled cases, 7 jewels, t20: 11
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think jewels, $22 ; 15hunting
J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
jewels, $28. Extra. fine, diamond m
of a. minister's praYing God to k_ill grasshopIDAHO.
pers, or trying to induce the Del ty to under- ca.:r.~:E~o~~LID GoLD WATCHES. 14 k, 7 Jewels,
A. Erwin, Murray.
take a crusade of one against the Colorado S30; 11 jewels, $82; 15 jewels, $38. All hunting,
BY
E.
C.
WALKER.
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.
.
ILLINOIS.
stemwinding, elegantly engraved. Heavier cases,
Thill is a. companion book to Remsburg's " Bible Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. Louis XIV. style, enameled, embossed, and se\
E. A. Stevens, 241 Washington Boulevard, Morals."
48 pages; price 10 cents.
with
diamonds, $5 to $100 more.
Chicago.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1 GENTS'
SoLID GOLD WATOHEB· 1<l k, light
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
G. E. Wilson, 302 State street, and Brentano
weight, 7 jewels, $40 ; 11 jewel• 144ll; 15 jewels, $45;
Price, 5 cents.
28
Lafayette
Place,
New
York.
adjusted,
$49;
Otto Wettstem" movement,
Bros., Chicago.
Do You Love Jesus 1 Price, 5 cents. $52, Hea.v1er with"
cases, !3 to $25 more •. Fancy
INDIANA.
watches,
from
$100
to
$300. All sent prepaid, and
Is Liberalism Moral1 Price, 5 cents. cash back if not satisfactory.
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
SAKYA
BUDDHA.
WATOHWOBK.
The
best in the world. CleanT. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
$1; ma.msprings, $1 ; jewels, $1. Can be _sent
KANSAS.
A Versifiect, Annota.tect Na.rra.tiv of his Life a.nd The Brute God of the Old Testament. ing,
a. thousand miles as well as one, per reg. ma1l or
Chris. Brown, Burlington.
express. Inclo•e $1 or $2, and I mil return free.
'I'ea.chiDgs.
Price, r; cents.
All watches a.ud work warranted to giv sa.tlsfa.oMAINB.
The
Pub
tic
Schools
and
the
Catholic
With
Citations
from
Buddha's
"Path
of
tion or cash refunded.
B. C. Hussey, Oakfteld (Post-o1fice, Smyrna
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle. lll.
Church. Price, 5 cents.
Virtue."
OALIII'ORh"'U.•

Commended, Defended. and Enjoined
by the Bible.

Mills).

H.A.SSAOHUSBTTS.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MIOHIGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NBW YORK.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Ohas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
H. Adler, cor. Essex&Grand sts., New York.
OHIO.

John Jacques, Akron.
N. ilcxter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Su.Perior st., Cleveland.
OREGON.

B. F. Hyland, Corvallia.
PBNNBYLVANIA.

Dr.J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
TENNBBSEB.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
TEXAS.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
W ABHINGTON TERRITORY.

W. Wedeken, Montesano.
BNGLAND.

Watts &Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.
W. J. Ramsey, 28Stonecutter st.,London,E.C.
AUSTRALIA.

Mrs. J. Hadfield, Market st., Sydney, N.S.W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
NEW ZEALAND.

A. D. Willis, Wanganui.

Reminiscances of a Preacher.
A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,

BY E. D. ROOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been ,introduced into Buddhist
schools in Ceylon. The "Banner of Light,"
"Religio-Philosophica.l Journal," and many Spiritualist papers and lecturers ha.v spoken highly of
the book.
Extra. Oloth, 175 pp,, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKE;R CO.

A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eekha.rd, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has Pnblished

THE.NINE DEMANDS

in a. more a.ttra.ctiv form than any in which they
ha.v previously appeared. At the head of an engraving .on heavy plate paper, 24X19 inches, are
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
Republic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
MIRACLES
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
printed the Nine Demands of the American SecuAlllD
lar Union in consnicuous type. At the foot. "'re
LAFAYETTE,
GIRARD, and INGERSOLL,
MIRACLE WORKERS.
ma.kmg eight likenesses in all. Inscribed beneath each portrait is some radical sentiment
By JOHN PECK.
quoted from the author ~ictured over it. In the
space between the portraits and around them are
" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything arabesques of vines and flowers in profusion, and
within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
the. na.nel inclosing the Nine Demands is surmounted on each corner by Mr. Eckhard's design
of the flag above the cross. The whole makes a.n
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
exceedingly handsome work for framing. The
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
artistic part is equal to the best, and the portraits
are a.s true to nature as the photographs from
which they were transferred. The design will be
THE
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
18 Lafayette Place, Nt~w York.

A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.

It is really a. remarkable book, in which univer-

sal history is "boiled down" with surprising
skill.-[Litera.ry World.
You turn over his pages with a. fascination similar to that exPerienced in reading Wa.shington
Irving.-[In ter-Ocea.n.
Pis ~history has a continuity, a. rnsh, a. carr.ring
power, which reminds us strikingly of Gibbol!.[New Haven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a. masterpiece of historical writin~r. He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra. cloth, 12mo, 543pp,, $1. 75.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

LOVE VENTURES.
A. Novel with an A.IDdavlt.
BY HARRY JULIAN.

16 Full-page French-Art Illustrations.

..i Book jor L()'l)ers-Past and Present.

--a--

ROMANTIC LOVE
THEIR

Davelopment, c..usal Relations. Historic a.nct
National Peculiarities.
BY HENRY T. FINOK.
12mo., cloth, Ill. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great Centennial Oration
ON THE

Declaration of lndepen~ence,
ALSO THE
~m,mortal

"LAND OF LIBERTY."
Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKEB COMPANY,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

Parturition Without Pain.
BY M. L. HoLnnoox, M.D.
Godev's Ladv's BooiG sara: "We giv our cordial
approbation to this work. The mforma.t10n it
contains is most important., and, we are fully con·
vineed, reliable." Price by mail, $1.

SEXUAL PHY SIOLOCY
AND HYGIENE, or, THE IIIYBTERIEB OF MAN
<Ja.refully revised edition, with 111 tllustra.twns.
The most perfect book for men and women ever
published. 50,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. 1111111tra.ted catalog free.

Marriage and Parentage.
In Their Sanitary and Ph.rsiolog10a.l Relations,
and in Their, Bearing on the Producing
of Children of Finer Health and
Greater Ability.
BY M. L. HoLBROoK, M.D.
Tbe Sctenttflo A mertcan says : " Dooks on this
subject are usually written by cranks, but this is
radiCally different ; it is scientific, sober, clean,
and worthy of consCientious considera.ticm by ev.
ery possible parent, and particularly by the
yonng." $1.
Add!"ess THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

MEN, WOHEN & GODS.

By Milton Woolle:v, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Mythology,"" The Career of Jesus Christ."
The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.
-[Ps. xiv, 1.
Chudren and fools speak the truth.-[Old Ba.w.
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Pri0e, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
~

Religious Problems.
BY L. K. WASHBURN.
"Let the Christian be held to facts. and obliged
to tell the truth, and his lips would be dumb.
There never was such a place a.s the Garden of
Eden ; never such a.n indi vidu~tl a.s the devil.
There is no such place a.s bell. There never was a.
Ohrist, and no atonement m~tde, for there WR.S no
necessity of any being m~tde. If there was no
such thing a.s faith, Christianity could not make
"' convert on earth. If ministers were obliged to
furni~h the proof of their statements, there wonld
be no preaching."
Price 10 cents; 76 cents per dozen.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE

Bi~le

of Nature,
OR,

THE

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.

Principles of Secularism.

Steel engravi!'gs of this eele,brated natnra.li~t.
2x15 inches, smtable for framll;!g.J.sent ~Q!I.D2_a.Jd
for 25 cents. Address THE TRU'.L"H SEEKER.
tf

A CONTRIBUTION to the RELI(}ION
of the FUTURE.
.BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
Author of "The Secret of the East, or the Orilrin
of the Ohristia.n Religion and lh~ Significance
of its Rise and Decline," "Physical Education, or the Health-Laws of Nat·
nre,·'. "Household Remedies," "The
P01son Problem, or the Ca.nse
and the Cure of Intemperance," e~c.. etc.
Felix L. 011wa.Jd is a. well-known and vigorous
writer on scientific and social subJects.-[Cin.
Oom. Gazette.
Cloth, 19mo, 940pp., $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

6UPTURES CUREDb,

lD}'llledical Compound and J;mpro..-ed
Elastic Snl>porter Tru88 mJ:om30 w
90 day•. Reliable Je!erences gtY~n. l!ond
etamp for circular, and aav in w'wt p_1t.pet
you. •awmv advertuement. Addre&a CJaJi,
_,f!o A~!lai~l>,"-l!!J..~~!'~I!s, 1(;1'!.

Trade Supplied at Special Diswu;Jlt3.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engra.vin_gs of Mis11 Gardener are for sale
at thiB office. Pnee. 40e.; with a.utona.Ph, 50 etll.

An explanation of the meaning of the many
titles of the Galilean teacher. " Lord " should be
"Rabbi." The words" Jesus Christ" mean "Saving Wisdom."
Excellent for Missionary Work.
Pa.per,1llmo, So., 30 cents per doz., $2 per 100;
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Document,

And the National Anthem entitled:

on,
NATURAL AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
Tbe New Haven Pal!actium says : "The chapter
on • How to Learn a. New Language ' is of remarkable interest."
The Boston Post says : "This book actually
shows us how to keep onr memories in good work·
ing condition and repair them when out of order."
Sctence (high authority) sa..rs: "We ha.v tned the
methods of association advised in this book on
several persons, and found them most excellent."
Price by mall $1.

ON TI-IE WORD GOD.

AND

PERSONAL BEAUTY.

Strengthen the Memory,

New Edition. Revised and Enlara-ed.

Author of "Exeter Hall," " Heathens of the OUR LORD and SA.VIOR JESUS CHRIST.
Heath," "Family Creeds," "BeauBy T. E. LoNGSHORE·
tiful Snow," etc., etc.
The story is used by the author to teach Freethought, to remove superstition from the minds
of those who would not read a polemical essay,
and to urge facts against the various churches,
believing whtch their supporters will desert them.
The book is an argument as well a.s a. novel, but
the serious predicaments of the hero are skilfully
used to lure the reader along, and to induce him
to take the antidote to theological poisoning without knowing it. Mr. McDonnell writes effectivly
and convincingly, and always braces his romances
with facts on one side and figures on the other.
Tho~e who ha.v read his previous works need not
be advised to purchase this they w1ll probably do
so a.t once.
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 75 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

HOW TO

THE

Beautifully Illustrated Oovers. Paper, 12mo, 226
pp., 25 cents; Boards, 150 cents.
A lively I!a.rr~ti;v of adventures i~ a country of
AroR.dian SlmPhCltY and general delightfulness.[N. Y. Evenin~ Mail.
A story of l1fe on islands of cora.J, fruit-trees,
and cockatoos, where all the na.t1v men are
Apollos and the women dreams of bea.nty.-[N. Y.
Times.
d L a.nna.Life on the Islands of Koro-ka.ma. a.n
gola.-" Summer isles of Eden lying in dim pnrple
spheres of sea "-surrounded by beqkoning palmtrees, foamy cascades, brea.d.-frmt, cocoanuts,
pineapples, fig-s, bananas; h"thmg m the surf on
shininll sands, basking on sboreli of eternals~m
mer, attending moonlight ha.nque's, and seemg
the pecnlia.r da.n~e called Ka-lu-la.h-no ~ore to
do than the president of a life insnra.nce comPR.nY
-seems very alluring to ~h.e CR.rew~rn, overworked
American of to-da.y.-Cnttoa.l ReVIew.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
18 La.fayetle Pl., Newlor.k.

UNIVERSE ANALYZED
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Analyzed," "The .Rea.I Bhli!Phemers," "Spiritualism Sustained," etc., etc.
The latest and best work of an analytic thinker,
who is gifted with those rare powers that render
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas
that will be new to the world and prodnctiv of
good in furnishing food for thought. We tru•t it
will ha.v tho imm.ense distribution it so richtv
merits.-[The American Idea..
Oloth, 12mo, $1.
A.ddres1 THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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sioner, "which hav been so frequent in this
Book Notices.
Charles Watts has just written and pub- country since 1877 really establish the period
lished a crushing Reply to Father Lambert's as one of strikes and lockouts."
" Tactics of Infidels." Its price is 20 cents.
A few who disbelieve in the anthropomorH. L. Green, Buffalo, N. Y., publishes phic Jehovah yet feel a spirit of devotion
Colonel Ingersoll's memorable oration on toward the Force, the Unknowable, which
Conkling in handsome pamphlet form; price some skeptics continue to predicate behind all
phenomena. Edward Reynolds Roe, M.D,
4 cents, ten for 25 cents.
in "God Reigns," advocates the veneration
"The Servant Question" is No. 5 of the of some such being, and even wishes the em•
Human Nature Library, published by Fowler ployment of the term God. His book is writ& Wells. It contains plainly written, sensible ten in a style of eminent clearness, is very
suggestions. 10 cents.
interesting, and will be welcome to all of
similar thought. Copious quotations are
"Evolution and the Light of Reason," by
made from Darwin, Haeckel, Huxley, TynH. P ..Marsh, Palmyra, N. Y., sets forth in
dall, and other scientists. Boston : Laird &
simple words some of those practical precepts
Lee.
for wise and beneficent conduct of life that
are developed from sc.ientific truths. Price
We hav received" Sacred Chronology," a
not stated-perhaps 10 cents.
Christian defense of biblical records, Pacific:
Press Publishing Co., Oakland, Cal.; "Ani
''The Abiding Sabbath and the Lord's
Essay on Immortality," Spiritualist, by Mary;
Day," by Alonzo T. Jones, is an excellent
and James Vincent, Tabor, Iowa; an absurdi
presentation of the evidence showing Sunday
work called "The Inspiration of the Bible,"
not to be the day commanded for Sabbath
No. 1 of the Anti-Infidel Library, Scriptural
observance. Published by the Pacific Press
Tract Repository, 47 Cornhill, Boston, Mass.;
Publishing Co., Oaklaud, Cal.; 20 cents.
"The Higher Education a Public Duty," ad"Christianity and Progress," a R~ply to vocating collegiate education for all, by J.
W. E. Gladstone, is an excellent pamphlet in Edward Simmons, LL.D.; a book requesting
which the able English Freethinker G. W. "International Copyright in Works of Art,"
Foote completely dissects the premier's late by Thomas Humphry Ward; "The Human
orthodox arguments, taking each statement Soul," by W. Parker, M.D., Nashville, Tenn.,
detail by detail and abundantly refuting it. a work strangely citing as authorities Huxley and Job, Tyndall and Nehemiah; DicPrice, 10 cents.
tionary of Volapi.ik, L. Schick, Chicago, 50
"I, Buddha, posses!! a law, which, if you cents; " The Great Pyramid," holding that
are able perfectly to accomplish, then all " the Great Pyramid was built by men inyour sorrows must terminate, and you pos- spired by God," written by Chas. Latimer
sess unalloyed happiness. What is this law? and published by C. H. Jones: Chicago; an
It is called the practice of great love." This immoral book called " The 8ong of Songs,"
quotation heads a paper called the Bijou of translated from the Hebrew by Rev. W. C:
Aoia, a paper started at Kioto, Japan. It Deland, Leonardsville, N. Y.; and a faith
points out that Christianity is declining in cure work, "A Modern Pentecost : An AcEurope and America, and advocates the sub- count of the Marvelous Ministry and Medistitution of Buddhism.
umship of the Rev. John Crapsey."
"Social Pnrit.y," a Lecture to Men only, by
Rev. H. I. Bryant, Blue Spring•, Mo., price
25 cents, is a book about "God.given insti.
tutions," "God.given ethics," " Christ's commands," etc. If the author has found a good
end and wishes to lead others toward it, we
advise him to abandon the guesses and dog.
mas of barbarians and try to learn something
about, and proceed in accordance with, the
teachings of sociology and science.
"The Life of Jehoshua," an Occult Study
and a Key to the Bible, by Franz Hartmann,
M.D., is published by the Occult Publishing
Co , Boston. It is another of the numerou~
attempts to attach new meanings to the fragmentary words of ancient mythical or dimly
. known characters. The work endeavors to
show that Christ intended by his teachings to
inculcate merely an obedience to the "divine
light" or spirit of love and truth within one.

'' Mildred Eagleton and other Good and
Bad Ballads," by A. N. Nichols, published at
Chicago by Dodder, Nichols & Fagg, at 25
cerits, contains wicked but amusing and witty
poetry and prose, of which we present as
samples:
·
RELIGIOUS EVOLUTION.
The church, in this progressiv age,
Is changed in names, if not in nature;
Its shrewd, time-serving managers
Hav softened down its nomenclature.
No more they preach eternal "hell,"
To shock the ears of youths and ladies;
Bu~ sometimes, in an undertone,
Politely speak of hades.
Sinners of old were" damned," by God,
Who poured his wrath in stintless measure;
But now the worst that can befall
Is to h cur" divine displeasure."
If this goes on, in course of time,
When things shall reach their final level,
They'll make the "pit" a pious place,
And canonize the devil.
MIRACLES MADE EASY.
To turn water into wine-dilute Your claret.
To raise the dead-join a resurrectionist party
of medical students.
To make the deaf hear-make a disparaging re·
mark about him in his presence.
To make the lame walk-take him to the theater
and get some fool in the gallery to yell "fire !"
To make the blind see-let him fall on the ice
with full force on the back of his head. He will
immediately see stars.

Herbert Spencer is working again, though
with difficulty, for he says it took him from
the middle of March to the first of June to
write the article on "The Ethics of Kant,"
which be contributes to the August Populm• Science Montltly. Mr. Spencer combats
Kant's idea that only right things done in obe.
dience to duty hav moral worth, while the
same things done from love of the right in
and for itself are morally valueless. This, we
Tb'bse interested in metaphysics will find
feel compelled to remark, seems to us a profitless study of words and definitions, instead it profitable to read "Hylo-Idealism, or AutoCentricism: A Unification of Natural and
of a useful study of things.
Transcendental Philosophies," published by
An excellent new magazine is the Histortcal Watts & Co., London. The book aims at a
American. Its purpose is, as its name indi- reconciliation of Materialism and idealism or
cates, to deal with the persons and affairs transcendentalism, on the lines of thought
prominent in America's history. The first laid down by Robert Lewins, M.D., a noted
number, that for July, contains among other liberal Materialist. Perhaps a more useful
articles: "Tho mag Paine," with portrait, by book is "The Future of Morality," by M. S.
our friend Wm. Henry Burr; "Thomas Paine Gilliland, published by the same firm. The
and the American Revolution," by George writer shows that morality is not dependent
Lippard, and essays on Lincoln, Civil-Service upon religion. We extract:
Reform, and Scientific and Pseudo Legisla" One may not believe in religion, but one must
tion. 'fhe August number contains an arti- support it for the sake of morality," is the exprescle on Darwinism, by Prof. Lester Ward, and sion of a prevalent state of mind. . . • Let us
our consciousness a little on this point. If
"Thomas Paine-Was He Junius?" by W. examin
there were no code of morals backed by supernatH. Burr. Per year, $3; l.VI. H. M-eagher, 90 ural authority, and telling us "Thou shalt not
Euclid ave., Cleveland, 0.
steal,•·" Thou shalt not kill,"" Thou shalt not com.
mit adultery," would it be a matter of perfect inWe hav received the third annual report of difference to us whether our property were stolen,
the national commissioner of labor, 1887. our lives in hourly danger, husbands and wives
unfaithful, society generally impure 1
This volume is devoted to Strikes and Lock- habitually
Obviously not. But, if not, what need of a superouts. This is a useful book for students of natural revelation to inform us on these points?
the labor question, and can probably be ob- It is surely inconceivable that, if religion were
tained of the government printing office. Its universally destroyed to-morrow (wholly impossible as an occurrence, but intelligible as a supposi1,200 pages contain tables of strikes by years, tion),
the order of things should be so changed
states, industries, and causes; of lockouts ~hat a liability to be murdered would be thought
classified as preceding; decisions of courts desirable, a thief eagerly welcomed in every comconcerning strikes, combinations, conspira- munity, a cheating tradesman patronized and an
cies, boycotts, etc.; general analysis. "The honest one slighted, kindness and faithfulness in
the married relations regarded with contempt,
industrial disturbances," says the commie- licentiousness and cruelty admired. If rightness

or wrongness in conduct, then, is to be decided
by an estimation of results, and if the resuits are
clearly discernible bv unaided human reason,
what possible grounds can we hav for fearing that,
if deprived of the guidance of a supernatural
authority, we shall be without adequate means of
knowing good from evil?
Freethinkers wishing arguments and testimony to combat the gross and baseless mendacity that Christianity elevated woman
should procure Vol. II, just published, of
Saladin's " Woman : Her Glory, Her Sharn,_e,
and Her God." The writer has ransacked
ancient history and modern records, and
compiled evidence of countless cases bearing
on the subject of his book. The work is racy
in anecdote, bitter in denunciation of Christian
hypocrisy and wrong-doing, and merciless in
~xposing the depravity of phases of Christian
civilization and in stripping the veil from
Christian professions. Saladin's indip;nation
reaches a white heat when he considers the
abuse the women are subjected to by brutal
husbands, good Christians all, and he also
uses scorching language in writing of the
pestilential institutions known as monasteries
and nunneries of the Romish church. We
may present a few of the confirmatory citations he has collected so exhaustivly and
overwhelmingly, with one or two of his own
numerous charges against Christianity generally:
Beyond a few hackneyed texts that are repeated
as cabalistic charms rather than as aphorisms
with any rational and specific meaning, the ordinary Presbyterian or Episcopalian Cbrist.ian
knows next to nothing of Christianity. He is
utterly ignorant of itlf career through history,
and he is not possessed of the power of generalization necessary to recognize its aggregate effect
upon the tone and the polity of modern !He.
The one thing the ordinary Christian is ignorant of is Christianity. . . • ·What has the
ordinary Christian to do with thought and
study? They require more self-abnegation and
toil ihan he ca.res to command. Besides, in
his fullne3s of the holy spirit he can dispense with thought and study. He can ca•ry on
a big debate with the saber and conduct a domestic di~cussion with a poker; why should he trouble
to be thoughtful and studious' . . • Woman is
now the last and only pillar of Christianity on the
globe. • . • He who takes to gospel-mongering
as a business lies instinctivly. . . . "No society
which preserves any tincture of Christian institutions is ever likely to restore to women the- pereon a! liberty conferred on them by the· middle
Roman law," writes Maine. ·. . • "We are continually told," remarks John Stuart Mill, "that
civilization and Christianity hav restored to
woman her just ri~>hts. Meanwhile the wife is the
actual bond-servant of her liusband; no less so,
as far as legal obligation goes, than slaves commonly so called." . • • "Women," says Gage,
"were taught by the church and state alike that
the feudal lord or seigneur had a right to them,
not only against themselvs, but as against any
claim of husband or father. The law known as
Marchetta, or Marqueue, comprlled newly-married
women to a most dishonorable servitude. They
were regarded as the rightful prey of the feudal
lord from one to three days after their marriage,
and from this custom the eldest son of the serf
was held as the son of the lord, • as perchance it
was he who be gat him~"' . • • And it is God's
strongest evidence of his mercy to the human
race that the faith of the Nazarene carpenter has
ceased to succeed. Where "Christ and 'im crucerfied" goes bayonet goes, brandy goes, syphilis
goes, and all the black items in the calendar of
crime. We hav the testimony of contemporary
chroniclers that, in the church's infancy, Christ
and crime were nearly synonyms. And now, in
the dotage and decrepitude of the same church,
Christianity and criminality go hand in hand.
That the European and Christian quarters of such
cities as Calcutta, Canton, and Constantinople
are far more immoral than the nativ quarters of
these cities is a mere truism. As far as India is
concerned, according to figures recently published
under Christian auspices, thus stand the statistics
of crime:
Among Europeans in India ...... 1 in 274
Among natlv Christians .......... 1 in 699
Among Bindoos................... 1 in il 361
Among Buddhists ................. 1 in 3 784
Christians hav such a convenient subterfuge of
casting all their sins on Jesus that they seem to
commit sins at euch a tremendous rate as if it
were their intention to try how many sins Jesus
can bear without breaking his back. . . • Well
may Buckle remark : "The increase of the power
of the clergy is incompatible with the interests of
civilization. If, therefore, any religion adopt as
its creed the necessity of auch an increase, it
becomes the bounden outy of every friend of
humanity to do his utmost to destroy the creed,
or, failing that, to overturn the religion."
The price of "Woman," Vol. II, is $1.25.
ELMINA ON AN ANTI· SPIRITUALIST BOOK.
"Two Years Among the Spirits, in the
Godless Town of Liberal." This is the title
of a pamphlet publ:shed at 25 cents by Dr.
J. B. Bouton, Liberal, Mo., giving the history of his experiment at playing the medium. While I cannot approve of the deception practiced by the doctor and his confederates, yet in accordance with the theory
of making the most and the best of what is,
I believe in utilizing to the utmost the information and record of experience thus given
to the world. The result of Dr.-Bouton's work
has been precisely the same as was that of
Mr. Truesdell's, though in a less degree, as

his experience was only for two years, .while
Truesdell's went on for fifteen or twenty
years. But the great importance of Dr. Bouton's scheme rests in the fact that.it occurred
in the only Infidel town in the world, and
among supposably the most radical of unbeliever·s, antl yet it proved a perfect
success, even taking in and blinding G. H.
Walser, the founder of the town, himself,
and I must confess that so firmly was my
faith established in the honesty and practical integrity of the Liberals at Liberal, that
I was staggered at the published accounts
and private letters I received from them, and
though still believing that death ended all,
I thought it possible that there might be real
phenomena there worth going to see. But
the slate-writing I had no belief in. 'l'he
two slatefuls sent me, purporting to come
from my dear old friend D. M. Bennett, had
not a single line in them that one such as
Bennett would naturally hav written me. I
cannot begin to giv you an idea of the book,
more tban that it is such an expoEe as probably nine out of ten of all the public mediums might make if they only would honestly
do so. But few people hav courage, even if
they hav the desire, to own up to a systematic effort at deceiving their fellow-creatures,
even though the deception were done for
their own good. The role of the detectiv is
never a pleasant one, or an exactly honorable one, though the end may justify the
means. Even when a medium does confess
it was all deception, the believers in the ism
will insist they were real mediums, but i.p a
few cases simulated phenomena for purposes
of greed and gain. There is a record in this
book o! '' five good men and true " who
swore before a notary that it was " utterly
impossible" that the slate. writing could occur
through visible and tangible hJ.man agency,
yet the fire upon the premises exposed the
means by which it was done. And right here
let me say that I believe that if Keeler would
honestly confess the bed. rock facts we should
learn just how the " impossible " in the experience of the Burrs could be removed, and
most, if not all, of the phenomena in the case
be simply and naturally explained. I hope
hundreds of thousands of these books of Bouton's will be sold, read, and pondered upon.
I think that my own special friends will be
interested in. reading the letters from me that
are a part of >he history also, and those of my
opponents, who were so "sure." We may
see from it all how easily people may be mistaken, and how supremely easy it is to deceive and dupe even wise and intelligent
thinkers. I hav some of the very warmest
and best of friends among the believers in
Spiritualism, and many of them far more
wise, learned, and intelligent than· I ever
claimed to be, but I cannot take their dictum
or judgment when it antagonizes the whole
body of my present philosophy, experien11e,
and information. I believe that the book of
Dr. Bouton, like the " Bottom Facts of Spiritualism," will be a means of unveiling the
naked truth to thousands of anxious inqtlirers
all over the land. Yours for real facts,
though they shake the foundations of every
beloved and cherished theory of a lifetime.
ELMINA DnAKE BLENKER.
OuR UNOLE AND AUNT. By Amarala Martin.
New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons. Cloth,
223 pp., $1.00. Can be ordered, like every
other book mentioned in these columns, of
the Truth Seeker Company.
Many wish occasionally to relax brains
strained over polemical essays, in some work
of fiction, and to such we commend this
work. It is written in a thoroughgoing Liberal and reform spirit, is pleasing and highly
interesting in character and incident, and will
be an excellent instrument, lent to a Christian
friend, of smuggling truth into the brains of
those averse from studying heavier works.
While woman suffrage is championed, the
objects of the Woman's Christian Temperance
Union and allied organizations are unremittingly combated with vigor and success.

SING, BROTHERS, SING.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

In your meetings, to make them lively and interesting. THE LIBERAL HYMN-BooK contains songs
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes
It is highly recommendPd by Messrs. Wakeman;
Part<!n· Wright, Green, Under'!l'ood,Mrs. Blenker,
and,.mdeed, by all who hav f'Xamin~d it. Price,
25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.

The Career of Jesus Christ.
An Exposition of the True Meaning of this Character as described in the New Test~tment. By Milton Woolley, M.D., author of ''Hebrew Mythology."
Paper, Svo, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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THE SAFEST CREED,

BY

Robert G. Ingersoll,

AND
TWELVE OTHER DrsOOURSES OF REASON.

IN THE

By 0. B. FROTHlN(}HAM.

A vigorous thinker as eloquent as Theodore Parker.-[New Bedford Standard.
.
Deep thought, thorough conviction, and great
ability.-[Phila. Press.
·
Extra cloth, 12mo, 238pp, 1 $1,
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

•

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT Tl-IE DEVIL,
AND

OTHER BWGRAPHIOAL SKRTOHES AND ESSAYS.
BY CHARLES BRADLAUGH.
With Portrait and Autobiography.
Charles Bradlangh has" A Few Words" to say
"About the Devil." 1\'l:r. Bradlaugh has a right to
his "few word• 1" and the devtl will, we pre•ume,
a.t no very distant day hav a few words to say to
Mr. Bradlaugh, and will doubtless get the best of
the argument.-[Chicago Interior.
Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp,, $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

ROME~

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
l'OR

AT

Esssncs of Rsli~on
By L. F.EUERB:UJH.

"B LAS PH EM
Y"
.
'

MORRI·STOWN,

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

Advancement r; Science
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.

PHILADELPHIA. LIBERAL LEAIWE 25 7
meets every Sunday in lndnitrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-~ruth
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not write.
The Sonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Ear1
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BUBB. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office,

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest of all Antl·Bibll·
cal \Vorks.

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
By THOMAS PAINE,
are in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is in his chosen field of ·intellectual combat, and
"The
Author-Hero
of the Revolution."
we see him as the splendid champion of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
and justice, hatred of tyranny and chains, sympathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his Price, Bingle Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.
courage and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expression, and he makes grand use o! the
opportunity. Such a flood of ligh~f eloquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriotIsm-is not often poured out in a court of justice.
THE ORISIS.
The many calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led t.o this publication,
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
By Thomas Paine.
meager and misleading newspaper references.
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an address to a jury; statesmen and politiSpeaking of this work in connection with the
cians a clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
and women everywhere, a Magna Charta of their r!JI"hts.
proposed independence of America from Great
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
flaming arguments . . . will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on th~ propriety of a separation."
Price, .:10 cents.
For the benefit of our readers who preserve their papers
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
,.• ·
For
either
of these works or any of Paine•
T"• fl""" :
we offer a new style of binder,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
t\A)<DY 1'
. made for the purpose, and writin~~:s.
Secretary of the .American Secular Union.
1 Bll'••"{
• with the heading of THE
TRUTH 8EEKl!lB printed in
Price 10 cents.
l.i ....·
g_o.1d letters on the outside.
This binder allows the openAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY.
ing of the papers perfectly flat. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Bent by mail, post.~aid, for •1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
tf
28 Lafayette PI., New York

NEW GOD.

BINDER for THE TRUTR SEEKER

TRY•SQUARE;
oB,

The Church of Practical Religion.

GIRARD'S WILL

BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
AND
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religions, political, and otherAN EXPOSE
wise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just snffi· Of the perversion of Stephen Girard'smagnificent
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
churches and Young Men's
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Christian Associato his mind.
tion.
For s&le at this office. Price. $1.00.
By RIOH. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
Price $1.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER.

ROMAN ISM,
OR

Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.

DANCER AHEAD.

Paper,12mo, 105 pp., 25c.; cloth, 50a.

The Reason Why a Good Roman .Catholic

It is in many respects one of the most extraordinary utterances ~four time.-N. Y, TI'Wune.
. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

TheAntiquity of Christianity.
By JOHN ALBERGER, Anthor of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."
·
Paper, 12mo, 61pp,, cloth, 50 cents.
Contains testimonies of the early Christian Fathe ~sand others, and cases of striking similarity
to Chri•tianity in many ancient religions.
Bold at THE TRUTH BEEKER Office.

WEALTH,

Sol~

Factors and Exact BatioB in ItB
.Acquirement and .Apportionment.

By J. K, INGALLS.
Price, ()loth,

Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:80P.M., corner Bangamon street and
Washin~rton boulevard.
Lectures and debates •.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

Girard College Theology.

Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo1 75pp,;
50 cts.
· The truth-teller is ill-mannered, theref01'e immoral.-Extract.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co,

Tha

NEW JERSEY.

Stenographically reported, and riJ'Dilied by the author .

REASON THE

A Memoir of Christian and Extra-Christian Experience.
BY NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATERS.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
and Ca.tholicism, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate personal experience with the two svstems. It deals the most trenchant blows which
pure logic is capable of inflicting.-(Critical Review.
Oloth, 12mo, $1. 75.
Address 'rHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

SOCtAL

THE FORUM.

ARGUMENT

NEW EDITION,

The Secret of the East,
OB,

Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

By A • .J. GROVElt.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Deeline•
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

For sale at this office.

ROBT. G. INGER_,OLL'S
OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY

Charles Watts's Works.

in the suit of the

Bankers' and Merchants' Tele· Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
;raph ()ompany
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound
against the

Western Union Telegraph Company
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
apeech that THE TRUTH BEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each .

in cloth and lettered. Price,1.2b. CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freethon_gbt and its
Ea.rly Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section III. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Free thought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Sec·
tion V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

Secularism; Destructiv and Construc-

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
Secularism; its Principles and 1ts
SUBJECTS:
tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

$1.00,

Duties. Price, 75 cts.
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDIOAL COM·
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand- Tracts. The following tracts by Chaa.
some 12mo volume of nearlY 1 1 ~ pages, fully
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
illustrated. Oloth, 8.25-in English or German.
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
A. new cheap edition at onlY 1.5!1.
Is the Bible Reliable 1 'rhe Christian Deity;
SCIENCE IN STORY; or, Sammy Tubbs, the
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethongl.tt and
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
By DR. FREDERIC R. MA.RVIN, Professor of Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
Dr.
E.
B.
Foote.
Five
volumes,
at
$1
each,
or
$5
By
Influence
on Civilization ;._Philosophy of SecuPhysiological Medicin and Medical Jurisper set; or five volumes in one for $2.
larism; Science and .Hible Ant~~.gonistic ·
prudence in the New York Free
Christian
Scheme of Redemption. For all of
Medical College for Women.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEK·
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
ER, 26 Lafayette Place, New York.
Paper, 12mo, 68pp. 1 cloth, 50 cents.
volume of" Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready ReHis analysis of nervous and mental phenomena
A
valuable
reference
pamphlet
of
128
pages.
cipes.
is sharply scientific; his pathological theories are
REDU()ED TO $1.00,
By Dr. Foote. 25 centa.
rat'onal, clear, and modern.-Jfeawa! Review.
BANITARY-BOIENCE SERIES (Dime PamHis lanl!"uage is strong and well chosAn, his
THE STORY HOUR
style admtrabte in its directness and brilliancy, phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
tn their Bela tion to Disease, "representing the germ
his thought clear and logical.-Ltberal Ch!·tsttan.
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
A. Book for Children and Youth.
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the 8unAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
beam1" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
to s1cK and well. By mail, 10 ce:nts each.
HEREDITY <Rooks and Pamphlets). "TheLaw
Over a hundred fine illustrations.
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 386 pMesJ cloth
ITs HISTORY AND ITs INFLURNOE UPON
~~~~s~'cl~1hh·;~~~t!it~t·~~lL~~r~~1Ier~cYu~:" \;;
SOOIETY.
F. H. Mars , 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
By -DB. LoUIS BuonNEB, Author of "Force and Human Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 centsj_' Generation before RellenMatter," etc.
eration," by Dr. E • .H. Foote, Jr.~)O cents; ''Be
A double-J>a.ge picture contrastin~r science and
Transl~ted from the German,
ports of Conventions and Parlor Meetings during
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
!882," 10 cents; "Third Annual Conventwn of thP &heology, showing how the one has labored for
(nstitute of Heredity,MA.v 2H·, 1RR8." 10 oents.
human advancement, and how the other has
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place.
AdrlrAo•
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 80 •cen ts; one dozen 50 cents
DO YOU WA.NT a I!l_easant, healthful, cheap THE TRUTH U"Vli'KFR ANNUAL twenJy-flve copies for $1; one hundred copies for
home in the South 1 Write Leftwich Bros. and
o..-, ·
• ss. We wish tha.t the friends of P'reethought would
Curtis, Florence, Ala.
1Y54
Price, 20 CP.nts.
1irtribnte thousands of. these telling :Picture&.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28J,afayette Place, New York.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAliSM

MATERIALISM:

ASHORT LESSON IN HlSTOHY

VOLT AIDE'S HOMANGES.
CONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.- Zadig;
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowus. The
Huron·; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Micromru:as.The World as it Goes.-The Black and tbe White.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Biam.-The Btu<!f of Nature.-A ConversP.tic"!!
With a Chinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having N:o Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo, 448 pages, laid paper. With 67
engravings. Price1 _cloth, beveled boards,$1.50b·paper covers, $1. Hall calf or half morocco. mar Jed
edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
WORKS OF' 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

10c.

BffiLE FABRICA.TlONS REFUTED,
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

150.

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

A Masonic Vindication of Right-.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper,12mo, 86 pages,
111C.
Addresr
THE 'rRUTH BEEKER.
2F Lafayette Pl., NAw York

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS
Was Jesus an Impostor 1 A debate between tbe
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. Moss. The best conducted ilebate of modern
times. 180 pp., 25 cts. Tbe Mirror of Freethought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Seeular Truths. 25
cts. Two Revelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. 5 cts. B1blA ]\fakers. 5 cts.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 8. Each 5 cts. Moses
vs. Darwin. 5 cts. Socrates, Buddha, and Jesus.
5 cts. Christianity a Degrading Religion. 5 cts.
Fictit-ious Gods. 5 cts. Natural Man. 5 cts.
The Old l<'aith and the New. 5 cts. Bruno and
Spinoza. 5 cts. The Bible God and His Favorits,
5 eta. Miracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealth.
and Happiness. 5 cts. The Brain and tbe Soul.
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Design and
Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower
Animals. r. cts.
Address Watts and Co •• 17 Johnson's Court,
E.C., Lonlon. Eng.
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INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Of Europe.
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, IS.
BY JOH~ WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D .• LL.D.
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ORDER OF CREATION.
A DISCUSSION BETWEEN
WoMEN exhorted sinners in the New York
parks last Sunday.

GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, .MULLER,
LINTON, REVILLE.

On the Confiict between Genesis and Geology,
CONTENTS:
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship, By Hon.
W. E. Gladstone.
II. The Interpreters of Genesis and the InterFRKNcu gunboats are ordered to the Afripreters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley,
III.
Postscript to Bolar Myths. By Prof. Max
can coast to suppress slave-trading.
Muller.
THERE is brigandage in
Sicily.
THx discussion of m!lrriage in the papers
and magazines continues.

LmRARIKB are multiplying.

to Genesis: A Plea. for a Fair Trial
I IV. Proem
BY Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
.

All to those other moralists who are aalled preachers,·none of them hav ever
dared to preach against
war. They declaim against
the sensual appetites after
taking ~heir coffee. They
anathematize love. They
labor to prove mysteries of
which they hav not the
least idea. But they are
careful not to decry war,
which unites in its manifestoes everything which
the vilest perfidy can suggest, which exhibits ttie
basest knavery in the fitting out our armies, and
which in its plundEir, violation, theft, homicide, destruction, and devastation,
affords everythin~r that is
slo.ocking in the most abandoned robberies. On the
contra1·y, these good priests
bless and consecrate the
standards of murder; and
their brethren, for the sake
of money, chant Jewish
songs when the earth has
been covered with blood.Voztatre,

_..=._::;;----

AMKRICA.NB are planning railroads into Mexico.
PATIENTS die of hydrophobia while nnder Pasteur.
MA.BBACUUBKTTB is
alarmed at Catholic activity.
ANDREW
income
is
a year.
NEGROES
against the
color line.

CARNRGIK'B
$1,500,000
protest
Methodist

Tux International Geo..
logical Congress assembled at London on the
17th.
FRANCK Will hav this
month a grand pilgrimage to Lourdes ; next
month, to Rome.
G K R M A N theological
students hav increased
threefold in twelve years,
now numbering 4,657.
ONE of Leo Xlll.'s
works, " The Practice of
Humility," has just been
translated into English.

1

SNAKES!
And the Lord sent fiery serpents among the people, and they bit the people; and much people of
Num. xxi, 6.

STRIKERS and soldiers
had a serious conflict at Pierre Brifilerre,
France.
THE pope invites the Armenian church to
join the church of Rome.
"Now, Waldo," said a Boston lady, "the minYELLOW fever cases number over a thou- ister is to dine with us to-day, and I want you to
be
a good little boy," "Yes, mamma." "And if
sand; deaths, over one hundred.
the subject of prize-fighting is introduced at the
MRs. CLEVELAND is collecting money to table, you must be sure and say slogger, not slugger.n
finish the American church in Berlin.
WIFE (to country editor): "Aren't you feeling
AN international Socialist congress will be well to-night, John?" Country editor:" Not very,
called at Paris during the 1889 Exhibition.
mY dear. An indignant subscriber eame into the
CowDREY and Wakefield, United Labor office this afternoon and mopped up the floor with
me." Wife (anxiously): "Heavens, John, I hope
party candidates; are stumping New York.
he didn't stop his paper, too!"
AN English company has secured a monopFIRST speculator: "I see by the paper that
dueling is being revived in France." Bec'Jnd
oly of salt, and will raise its price fourfold.
speculator : "I go to France on the first boat."
MAJOR BARTTKLOT, leader of the Stanley "Not to fight a duel?" "No; going over on busirelief expedition, is murdered. Anxiety for ness." "Business?" "Yes, I'm going to take over
a cargo of blank cartridges."
Stanley and Enifu Bey is felt.
BHE: "Were you at Saratoga last season, Mr.
Tux pope intimates to the Belgian govern- Van CouverT" Mr. Van Couver (a nine-dollar-ament his willingness to be honOI:ary president week clerk): "Aw-no; I spent last summer-erof the International Slave Conference.
a broad." She: "Why, so did I, Mr. Van Conver,
and the musketoes were something terrible, parAT Buffalo, N. Y., on the 16th, a seven- ticularly about Bergen Point."
·
ound prize.fight was held between two
"AND so that is the 'Adams Honse?'" he said
women, for $250 and the gate-money.
inquiringly to his companion, as they stopped on
PA.BTOR GREEN, of Chicago, will never get the opposit side of the way, and watched the
crowd of elegantly dressed ladies at the marble
as many wives as Solomon. The law has portals. "Why, I don't see any name on it."
clutched him now that he has got only two.
"No," said his informant, "I only judge by the
eaveB.''
THE doctrine and ritual of the Lord's Sup"PAPA, what do they hav that crowbar strapped
per is a question of great importance absorb- up there lor?" said the small boy in the railway
ng the attention of multitudes of pious car. •• rhat, my boy," replied pater jamtZlas, sinking hQt and frantic into his seat with a sprained
English.
wrist and half his thumb-nail gone after a threeNEGROES at an Alabama camp-meeting at- minute wrestle with the oar window; "that, I
empted to force their way into a white man's suppose, is for the brakeman to open these blanked
house, .and in a consequent conflict seven windows with."
were killed.
"I..ur in terror," sighed poor Mrs. Goodmother,
"every time I hear the bell ring. I know I'll hear
CHicAGO Methodist ministers hav arrayed somathing dreadful about Jack. I'm sure he's
themselvs against foreigners, and against the been into some awful mischief." "What makes
mayor because he does not enforce Sunday you think so?" asked her husband. "Oh, he
came directly home from· school this afternoon,
laws stringently.
sat down and studied his lesson for to-morrow for
HA.RRIBON'B letter of acceptance condemns nearly two hours, and has been as good as an
the Mills bill as a step toward free trade, and angeJ ever since. Dear, dear, what has tha.t boy
been up to, I would like to know."
says that the surplus ahould be used to liquiJACK HoPKINS had been in the workhouse as a
date the bonded debt.
vagrant, in jail for stealing, kicked out of all the
Tux miracle-working town of Knock, Ire- free-lunch rooms, and finally smuggled himself
land, was visited on a recent date by 20,000 mto a gambling-room to beg for a quarter to get
to eat, but all refused him. H!! stood
pilgrims from all lands.. The miracles on something
for a time looking very sad and forlorn, when a
this occasion were two-restoration of eight gambler slapoed him on the shoulder and said:
to a blind girl and a cure of lameness.
"What lay will you try next, Jack?" "I'm going
to join the church." "When?" "To-morrow
THE fifteenth congress of the Women's night at the prayer-meeting." "All right, some
Christian Temperance Union opened at New of ns will be up and see how you do it." Next
York on the 19th, with 400 delegates from all night found Jack well forward at the prayer-meetthe states and territories in the Union, repre- ing, at the south end of the room, and a gambler
in the northeast corner, with another in the southsenting 10,000 local auxiliaries and 200,000 east corner, so disguised that Jack did not know
members.
them, When opportunity came J"aok rose, look-

9J~ms ofl gfhonnht.
-.::·===================

V. Dawn of Creation. A.n Answer to Mr. Gladstone.
By Albert
D. Prof. T. H.
, VI. Mr.
Gladstone
and Reville,
Genesis.D. By
WAB is the statesman's game, the priest's delight,
Huxley.
VII. A Protest and a Plea. BY Mrs. E. Lynn Lin- ~'he lawyer's jest, the hired assassin's trade.
ton.
-SheUeu.
This is a new book and contains the latest discussion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the PRIESTS, pale with vigils, in Christ's name hav
participants are a guarantee of its able character.
blest
The unsheathed sword, and laid the speal' in rest.
Price, paper, 50 oen ts ; cloth, 75 oen ts.
-Whtttter,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York,
EACH of two oonfiioting nations consecrates its
fiags; and whichever conquers sings a Te Deum.Spencer.

ing extremely sorrowful, and began : "My Christian friends, I hav experienced a change of heart,
and-" "Louder!" shouted the gambler in the
northeast corner. Jack knew him and was very
angry, but he began again, in a louder tone:
"My Christian friends, I hav experienced a
chang~ of heart, and-"
"Louder !" yelled the
other gambler. BY this time Jack was mad all
through, and he fairly shrieked : "My Christian
friends, I hav experienced a change of heart !"
With a demoniacal expression on his face he
stared at the second gambler for a moment, and
then added: "Did you hear that, you damned
CUBS?''

ON THE BEACH.
HE:
Bel'e, I've sought you all the morning,
I return to town to-day;
Pardon if I gave no warning,
There is something I must Bay.
BHE:
Bought so long ! you must be weary l
Are you ill? You look quite pale ;
When you go life waz be dreary !
Well, I'm ready _for your tale.
HE:
I oan keep it back no longerBelle, I need you in my life;
Will is Strong, but love far strongerDear one, will you be my wife 1
BHE:
Be your wife? Your words seem braver
Than they seemed in days of yore ;
But your love would surely waver,
Now as then-please say no more.
HE:
Ah, you jest 1 Though once I faltered,
Failed your heart to comprehenq,
Never once my feelings altered,
Not alone did I offend.
SHE:
Was I fickle in those hours?
Ah, perhaps •twas better so;
•Mid the score that owned your powers,
My poor heart was quite de trop I
HE:
Bo it ends, then 1 I hav spoken
Words that liv until I d1e;
And you smile while hearts are broken l
Belle, God bless you, dear 1 Good-bye l
SHE:
Good-bye 1 I could always tease yon !
Take my hand before you go,
And, if it would really please you,
Keel" it', Jack, for weal or woe.
-Witeaton B. Despard tn Life,

.JUST OUT.

Christian Absurdities.
BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER <JO.

VoLTAIRE died immortal.
·He departed laden with
years, laden with works,
laden with the most illustrious and the most fearful
of responsibilities, the responsibility of the human
oon~cienoe informed and
rectified. He went cursed
and blessed, cursed by the
Israel died.past, blessed by the future;
and these, gentlemen, are
the two suPerb foJmB of
glory. On his deathbed he
had, on the one hand, the acclaim of contemporaries and of posterity; on the other, that triumph
of hooting and of hate whJJh the implacable Pa.st
bestows upon those who hav combated it.-Hugo.
No man can read Hugo's oration on Voltaire
without feeling the vast absurdity of human beings' dling anything but to pity, love, and help
one another.-James Parton.
A SKEPTIC is not one who doubts, but one Who
exa.mins.-Sainte-Beuve.
SiliiPLIOITY, when set on its guard, is often a
match for cnnning,-Fteld!ng,
WHAT a state of soeiety is this in which ".rree
thtnker" is a term of abuse !"-Winwood .Reade,
SociETY is barbarous until every industrious
man can get his living without dishonest customs.
-Emerson,
IF the people are silent under oppression, it is
lethargy-the forerunner of death to public liberty,-Jefferson.
THE latter Dart. of a wise man's life is taken up
in-curing the follies, prejudices, and false opinions he had contracted in the former.-Swtft,
THE experience of the Mtddle Ages has, indeed,
been bought at a price which the world cannot
afford to pay a second time.-Prof, Felt;r; L. Oswaza,
M.D., tn The BtbZe of Nature.
THoBE who take honors in nature's university,
who learn the laws which govern men and things
and obey them, are the really great. and successful
men in this world. The great mass of mankind
are the " poll," who pick up just enough to get
through without much discredit. Those who
won't learn at all are plucked; and then you can•t
eome up again. Nature's pluck means extermination.-Huxzeu.
CAIN.
And this is
Life !-toil ! and wherefore should I toil?-becanse
My father could not keep his place in Eden.
What had I done in this?- I was unborn :
I sought not to be born; nor love the state
To which that birth has brought me. Why did he
Yield to the serpent and the woman 1 or,
Yielding, why suffer 1 What was there in this?
The tree was planted, and why not for him 1
If not, whY place him neal' it, where it grew,
The fairest in the centeF? They hav but
One answer to all questions, "'Twas ht6 will,
And he is good." How know I that 1 Because
He is all-powerful, must ali-good, too, follow 1
-Bllron's Catn,
[IT may be amusing to read the lord chancellor'S
decision on an application by Byron's publisher,
Feb. 9, 1822, fo1· an injunction against publishers
who were Pirating "Cain :" "This court, like the
other courts of justice in this country, acknowledges Christianity as part of the law of the land.
. •• Nuw, this publication, if it is one· intended
to vilify and bring into discredit that portion of
scri\1ture hiiltory to which it relates, is a publiuation with reference to which . • • the party
could not recover any damages in respect of a
piracy of it. • • • This court only administers
justice for the protection of the civil rights of
those who possess th'em." The injunction was refused aooordingly.-CoZlaborator.l
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A JOlJRNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND REFORM.
Entered at the Post-Olllce. at
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~~ANTI£[))
To TRADE ALL OUR RIGHT, TITLE,
IJ\!TEREST W. INHERITANCE IN THE
HEAVENLY KINGDOM, TOGE.THER
WITH OUR /YIANSION IN THE SKIES,
WITH THE WINGS, HARPS, HALOS,
CROWNS, ROBES 'If. OTHER FIXTURES,
~OR A TAX TITLE TO A VERY SMALL
HOUSE 'ill LOT IN THIS VAIN WORlD 1
SPE"CIAL INDUCEMENTS OF"F"EREO TO
THE CLERGY '

-·----
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A

LUMPIN' BARGAIN (Burns).

passed. (;Eis fugitiv articles, conversations,
and. letters hav familiarized outsiders with
the deepest thoughts of experts. A very
potent force and a stimulating factor is exAN old gypsy named Rafael has asked the
tinguished."
emperor of Austria to invest him with the
CHILI has seized Easter Island, in the eastdignity of king of the gypsies, because he can
prove his direct descent from King Pharaoh. ern part of the Pacific, distant about 2,300
IN case of HR.rrison's election, says the miles from the coast of South America. It
World, his $10,000 subscription ought to en- is inhabited by Polynesian~. This is the isltitle Elliott F. Shepard to a consulship. The and upon which are to be found gigantic
stone statues fairly well chiseled into likeSunday Islands would be just the place for
nesses of the human form. Who the sculphim.
tors were who cut these stones has never
A WOMA.N has been elected superintendent been learned. Chili wants to make a penal
of schools at St. Johnsbury, Vt. Her name colony of the island and put her prisoners to
is Miss Belle P. Small, and she is R. graduate work in the quarries.
of the New Hampshire normal school of AmTEE Prohibitionists of Leavenworth, Kan.,
herst.
are crusading against the saloon-keepers and
JunGE DAVENPORT, of Kansas City, refused fining them from $100 to $200 each, and putto fine three girls brought into his court on ting them in jail for thirty or sixty days.
charge of wearing male apparel, holding the Sheriff Churchill, however, seems to sympalaw to be unconstitutional, and remarking thize with his prisoners, far he is accused of
that he presumed there were twenty.five making " trusties" of them and giving them
thousand women in the United States wearing the freedom of the city during the day and
male clothing.
once going off on a fishing excursion with
GEORGE FRA.Nors TRA.IN ·says that the only some of them to Missouri, and a suit has
way to stay the ravap;es of the yellow fever been brought to oust him from office.
in Florida is to re-establish pub ic confidence.
THE Christian .Advocate says : " It is obc
The Galveston News thinks that though this vious that the Romanists mean an aggressiv
is a new treatment, it may possibly be better war upon the public schools. The supporters
than tiring a cannon at invisible germs, which
of the public.school system need to exercise
resulted in actual harm by breaking windows
the best judgment, avoid extravagance, and
and annoying the sick.
take only positions which they can maintain,
TEE late Prof. Richard A. Proctor will be and which can be defended upon the princi~
.greatly mourned in England. Of him Ed- pies of our government; ani then make a
mund Yates ,says that he was perhaps more defense so vigorous as to show that the
widely known than any other scientific man American people will not close their public
Qf the day. "As a lecturer he was unsur- schools and remand education to the sects,

l!foits and fllippinns.

nor pay one dollar of taxation to support
sectarian schools." But the .Ad'Docate desires
that Protestantism should be taught in all
public schools.
THERE is an inclination at present, says the
World, to omit the word " obey" in the mar-

riage service. Under the new order of things
a woman promises " to love, honor, and cherish" her husband, but does not contract to
submit to his commands. There is good reason for the change. A man who takes to
himself a wife acquires a helpmeet, not a·
slave. But, for all that, in a well-regulated
household the man should be chairman ex
o:J!icW when matters of importance are under
consideration. When a wife seizes the scepter
peace is apt to fly out at the window.
WHEN Mrs. Mary E. H. G. Dow was made
president of the Dover (N. H.) Horse Railroad Co., in January, 1888, the stock of the
concern was worth only $5 or $7 a share, and
the road was heavily in debt. The directors
hav just declared a twenty per cent dividend,
and shares are now worth more than $100
apiece. The dividend is paid from the earnings of the road, and there is a surplus in the
treasury. All this has been accomplished by
the energy and executiv ability of Mrs. Dow.
When she was elected president many people
thought that a mistake had been made.
They were greatly at fault.
FREDERIOK W. CLOUGH, an engineer of the
Comstock mines, has returned from a trip
among the Sierras, in Tulare county, Cal.,
and reports finding a tree of the sequoia
species which he thinks is bigger than the
biggest big tree of Mariposa or of Calaveras.
He and his companions had no measure ex-

cept a rifle which they knew was four feet
long. They measured the tree as high above
the ground as they could reach, and it was
forty-four lengths of the gun in circumference. This monster stands in a small basin
near the Kaweah river, and is surrounded on
all sides by walls of rugged and steep rocks.
OvER 200 deaths hav occurred at Jacksonville since the yellow fever appeared there.
Last week 118 new cases were reported in
one day. The fever seems to be spreading,
and a state of panic exists in many parts of
the South. Jackson, Miss., reports severs
cases of fever which hav the characteristics
of Yellow Jack, and Memphis and Vicksburg
hav established vigorous quarantines. Decatur, Ala., claims to hav some ca!es of gimuin yellow fever. Six weeks, at least, will
elapse before the South can hope for sufficient
frost to destroy the fever germs, and the outlook is anything but pleasant for that section.
THE directors of various public libraries in
England hav declared that 11 Robert Elsmere"
is a pernicious novel and should not be permitted to poison the public mind. Th~re is
something ludicrous about this. In those
same libraries can be found Ouida's works,
"As In a Looking-Glass," translations of
Zola's novels, and other books equally objectionable on high moral grounds. But none
of these works suggest revolt against any of
England's cherished institutions. They put
forward, for instance, no doubt regarding the
vigor and grandeur of the Established church
of England. They are evil, in their way, but
they do not shock British conservatism. But
" Elsmere," an elevating book morally, attacks certain theories dear to England, and
so it is boycotted I
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confo~d their tongues" stor; won't stand hearted person and Chrislian should be thankful
that. not one of these barbarous, savage, and inhuthe test.
_
We hav, then, the fact of the existence of two man threats and prophecies ever was fulfilled, for
wonderful cities. In the building of one of them King Cyrus, the heathen that these self-made
Babylon.
there w~e engaged two million men ; and ~s an prophets said their God bad selected to do these
It is said in the Bible that to stop the tower of additional example of their wealth may be mentiOned horrible deeds, was a good, humane, and merciful
Babel from reaching heaven Go.d co11founded the the temple of Belue, containing a statue of gold forty ruler, therefore he was the wrong man to select to
language of the workmen. Now, there is scarcely a feet high, and total treasures amounting in value do such bloody deeds.
From the writings of Diodorus, Arias, and other
sane person on earth to-day,_ nor do I_ suppose there to the enormous sum of £21,000,000 sterling. These
was in that day, not koowmg. that If heaven was statements are generally conceded to be true, and ancient authors can be gathered the facts that Cyrus,
more than one thousand five hundred feet above the we see it simply impossible for this immense num- after besieging the city for some time without sucearth no human hands could rear a ·tower to it. ber of people and these enormouR treasures to cess, gave all necessary orders and exhorted nis offiSurel~ the God of the Bible knew that. And, besides, be the increase and accumulations of the descendants cers to follow him by representing to them that he
it is a conceded fact that this tower was erected of o~e man of the four that survived the flood one marched under the order of the gods (not God). He
for an astronomical observatory, • and was used for hundred and fifteen years previous. Is ·it any won- caused the receptacles or ditches on both sides of the
that purpose as long as it stood, which was about der; then, that Rollin should say : "I must own I city to be opened, thereby draining the river Euphraone thousand three hundred years. Says the Chris- am somewhat puzzled with a difficulty that may be tes.. Then by the river bed the troops entered the
tian's adopted God: "Go to, let us." Now, it seems raised against the extraordinary things related of city. Instead of Isaiah's God drying up the river, as
that the words, " Go to," are of the same nature as Ninus and Semiramis, as they do not seem to agree Isaiah said he would, Cyrus simply opened up the
"catch on," "tumble to the racket," and the like, and with the time so near the deluge. I mean such vast sluices, and the water ran out. To help Cyrus captare, therefore, not as dignified and majestic as we armies, such numerous cavalry, so m!lny ohariots ure Babylon Isaiah said his Lord would make Belwould expect to hear from an infinit and supreme armad with scythes, and such immense .treasures of shazzar and his officers drunk. In these words : "I
being. " Go to, let us." Now, I most respectfully gold and silver, all of which seem to be of a later will make them drunken, saith the Lord." Does any
ask who is "us'" "Confound their tongues." I quote day." Such an increase could not be even if we could Christian believe that their God ever made men
from Rollin's history of the Assyrians. Rollin Wa.!! extend the time back to Ad11m without a universal drunk, or threatened to do so, especially in a case
a religious enthusiast, and whenever he could insert deluge i·:tervening. The time from the creation to lika this, so that they could be captured and their
in his writings a word favorable to religion and the this period is some less than the time from tb~ city destroyed T If the church claims that the prophBible he would do so. And whenever profane his- Christian era up to the present. Now, if there was ecy of making Belshazzar ·and his ·fellow-revelers
tory conflicted with the Bible he would invari- but one man and woman in the world eighteen hun- drunk was fulfilled, I shall not dispute the claim.
Cyrus having got possession of Babylon almost
ably discard the writings of ancient historians and dred and eighty-eight years ago, no one nation could
substitute those of the Bible instead. But occaaion- to-day· raise such vast armies, such immense treas- peaceably, only two or three -thousand being killed,
ally in his writings, aud quotations from ancient ures, and no nation could put two million men to tbe garrison was pardoned, and all the inhabitants
authors, who wrote long before we hav any evidence work to build a city. It could hardly hav been done yielded. Not a woman ravished or ripped up, not a.
of the existence of the BiblE!, he was honest enough even if we include the populous nations that existed child dashed to pieces, not a stone of a house thrown
to write some things that did conflict with th~ Bible. before Christianity began. Then, the only way out down; on the contrary, for the size of the city, fewer
For this the church placed his writings under a sort of this puzzle is to admit that Adam and Eve were lives lost, less destruction of pr_operty, than at any
of a religious ban, and tried to make it appear they not the first people that existed, but that the world other conquest on record, considering the resistance
were not authentic. The church has done the same was thickly populated before the so-called creation, that was made. Isaiah· again said : " The Lord bas
thing with almost every author that ever wrote a and that the flood only covered a very small portion raised up the spirit of the king of the Medea whose
word conflicting with the Bible, no matter how of Asia instead of the entire earth.
device is against Babylon to destroy it, because it is
truthful his works might be.
How much better it is to assign to extraordinary the vengeance of the Lord. And Babylon, the glory
Rollin says, then: "That it is generally conceded occurrences, or stories, a natural meaning or expla- of the Cbaldees, shall be as when God overthrew
that Semiramis, the widow -of King Ninus, who was nation, than an unnatural one~ In reference, then, to Sodom and Gomorrah." The Lord, of hosts then
a son of Nimrod, and consequently a great-grandson the story of the flood. The author-whoever he swore to all this, as though we would not take the
of Noah, founded Babylon about the year 2204 B.c." was-was narratin'g the history af one man and one word of the Lord of hosts unless he would swear to
The Bible says Nimrod built Babylon, and the author woman, whom he called Adam and Eve, who, he says, it. The Lord said to his anointed king, Cyrus (Cyrus
I am quoting from says Nimrod and Belue were the came into existence in a miraculous way. The Bible was a heathen and a worshiper all his life of the
same, and were afterward worshiped as a god.
itself is evidence that the author of thil five books of gods of the pagan religion; for all that, according to
From what can be gathered from ancient .writers Moses intended to serve up in these .books a dish of this old Bible prophet, he was God's anointed),
on this subject, this great city was partly built by horrors, miracles, mysteries, and exaggerations. whom he had selected to destroy Babylon: "I will
Ninus, who died before it was finished, and his widow This he succeeded in doing. He con.jures up in go before thee and make crooked things straight. I
Semiramis completed it in the year 2204 B.c, making his brain a supernatural and miraculous being, and, will break in pieces the g-ates of brass aud cut asunit one hundred and fifteen years after the deluge, of course, such a being must do supernatural and der the bars of iron." Now, this was all to be done
according to the chronology of the Bible, and accord- miraculous things. Hence this being, according to at the time Cyrus took Babylon, as already stated
ing to the Chronologica Index fifty years before the this unknown author, made Adam ou:t of dirt some- (see Isaiah). There was not a brass gate broken, no
flood. Now, the reader will bear in mind that where in the Eastern countries-he does not say bar of iron cut as'under, not a house demolished,
according to the writings of Diodorus, Herodotus, where-and also did many other strange and won- nor was the city destroyed to satisfy the vengeance
.
and other ancient historians, this great city of. derful things. Then the author says nothing about ~~L~
wonderful temples, palaces, bridges, aqueducts, the immense number of people and nations that must . If the Lord said anything to his anointed king,
hanging gardens, and other great structures, was hav existed at that time in other parts of the earth, Cyrus, this heathen king never said anything to the
built by the descendants of one man-Ham-of the but givs us a brief history and fabulous account of Lord; for he never in his entire lifo worshiped him,
four that survived the flood one hundred and fifteen these two and their descendants. In the interval of acknowledged him, or even knew of his existence, if
years previous. Rollin says-and for the truth of time between the creation-as he calls it-and the we are to believe ancient history. Even that progit he refers us, giving book and pal?e, to the flood, the descendants of these two people had in- nosticator of evil, Isaiah, says in chap. xlv, 4, 5, in
ncient authors he quotes from-" that Ninus, after creased to probably a million or more, and settled in speaking of Cyrus: "The Lord . surnamed tnee,
aving received powerful mccor from his neighbors, some of the great valleys of that country, probably though thou hast not known me. I girded thee,·
he Arabians, took the field, and in the space of contiguous to some large river; then, as the book-in though thou hast not known me.''
JoHN IRWIN.
seventeen years conquered a vast extent of country its exaggerated way-says, "The windows of heaven
O,hicago, Ill:, April, 1888.
from the Egyptians. Upon his return he built Nin- were opened, and the rain descended," causing this
'~
.
(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)
eveh, a city of 'sixty miles in circumference, with river to overflow its banks and arise to a greater
walls one hundred feet high. After he had finished bight than was ever known before, thereby causA Reminiscence.
this prodigious work, he resumed his expedition ing a great flood in that part of the country and
From Zion's Watc'tlowm·.
against the Bactrians. His army consisted of one drowning many of the inhabitants of these valleys.
'A large number of copies of the Bible were recently
million seven hundred thousand foot, two hundred Among the saved was. one old fellow called Noah, burnt in Barcelona, Spain, by order of the government-of
thousand horRe, and one thousand six hundred char- who was the owner of a large boat in which he and course at thll instigation of tile c'mrch at Rome. The followtranslated from the Cat.\olic Banne1•, the organ of papacy
iots armed with scythes."
his family, and all the animals he could get in it, em- ing,
there, shows that they approved and appreciated the action.
This, of course, was a very small portion of the barked, landing safely on Mount Ararat. He, im- It
said:
descendants of one of the sons of Noah in one hun- :mediately upon landing, planted a vineyard, and as
"Thank God, we at ·last hav turned toward the times
dred and fifteen years. Soon after this Ninus died, soon as it bore grapes, made wine and got gloriously when those who propngated heretical doctrins were punleaving his widow, Semiramis, queen. She proposed inebriated in commemoration of this event. If there ished with exemplary punishment. The ree>tablisbment of the
to herself to surpass all her predecessors in magnifi- is any truth at all in the story, is not this version more holy tribunal of the Inquisition must soon take place. Its
will be more glorious and fruitful iu results than in the
cence, and to that end she determined to complete reasonable and more natural than the wild and unnat- reign
past. Our Catholic heart overfiowa with faith and enthuBabylon. She bad two million men in her employ, ural story of the Bible-especially that part of it that siasm; and the immense joy we experience as we begin to
al!d when done the waUs that surrounded it_ were says that all th.e different animals, fowls, reptile, and reap the fruit of our present campaign exceeds all imaginathree hundred and fifty feet high and eighty-seven insects went in two by two, male and female, after tion. What a day of pleasure will that be for us when we
writhing in the flames of Inquisition!"
feet thick, with one hundred brass gates. A branch their kind! Now, there were at that day upon the seeToanticlericals
encourage another crusade, the same paper says:
of the river Euphrates ran through it, and it was face of the earth beasts, fowls, and creeping things
"We believe it right to publish the names of those holy
spanned by magnificent bridges. Then there were of different species, that inhabited different portions men under whose bands so many sinners suffered, tha.t good
the sculpture, palaces, hanging gardens, and other of the globe, that would hav to swim or fly at least Catholics may venerate their memory.
wonders, that almost everyone is familiar with.
" By Torquemada :
three thousand miles to get into the ark to keep from
Another of the great works of Babylon was the drowning, many of which could swim but a short "Men and women burnt alive .............. ,.............. 10.220
Burnt in effigy......................... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.840
temple erected to the worship of Beles, or Baoul distance, others could fly no further, while ~any
Condemned to other puniMhments....................... 97.371
-strange that the third or fourth generation from others could neither fly nor swim, and no doubt would
" By Diego Deza :Noah should be worshiping strange gods. The most prefer to remain in their nativ jungles, even, if they "Men and women burnt alive.............................. 2 591?
Burnt in effigy.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
829
wonderful thing- about this temple was a :finished perished, to taking the risk of making such a long
Condtinned to other punishments....................... B2,952
to~er higher than the pyramids, upon the top of voyage by water to get into the ark. But let us
"By Cardinal Jiminez de Cisneros :
whi~h wa~ an astronomical observatory. Students of stop here, and retrace our steps back to Babylon.
11 Men and women burnt alive ........... :..................
8.564
ancrent history, as well as authors that hav written
In the prophecies of Jeremiah, Isaiah, and other
Burnt in effigy............................................. 2 232
Condemned
to
other
punishments.......................
48,059
'?pon this subject, almost universally agree that this Bible fortune-tellers, there were dire calamities to be"By Adrian de Florencia:
lB the tower that the God of the Hebrews is said to fall Babylon, not one of which was ever fulfilled as
and women burnt alive.............................. 1 690
hav stopped the work upon by the confusion of prophesied. Isaiah xiii, 15-18, we read : " Everyone "Men
Burnt in effigy............................................
r,oo
to~gues. Instead of the work being stopped, it was that is found shall be thrust through, and everyone
Condemn~d to other punishments....................... 21 s~;
fimshed, and the tower stood for over thirteen hun- that is joined to them shall fall by the sword. Chil- "Total number of men and women bnrnt alive nnder
the ministry of 45 hnly inquisitor generals........ 85 5'4
dred years. It was finally destroyed by Xerxes after dren shall be dashed to pieces, wives ravished,
Total number burnt in effigy............................. 18 6'17
he conquered Babylon, about 500 B.c., so that the young men dashed to pieces, and women ripped up."
Total number condemned to other punishments ....... 2'J3 533
" Go to, let us go down [it seems he must hav been For the sake of mercy and humanity, every good" Total. ............................................ 847,70~. ''
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Man in Relation to the Lower Animals.
Prot. Ed.wtn Emerson in Popula,. Science J:fonthly,

On the published bills and circ11lars of the Fidelity
Trust Co., Philadelphia, is a representation of a
strong-box guarded by a watchful dog. The faithful
protection ·of the dog is a strikin~ emblem of the
mission of the Fidelity Trust Co. Fidelity to a trust
is certainly a moral quality of a high order. This is
such a well-known characteristic of the family of dogs
as to hav become proverbial. It is a matter of common observation that members of the better class of
dogs, such as Newfoundlands an_d St. Bernards, show
also other moral qualities. They hav a high sense
of honor, cannot be bribed, will not steal, etc., and
are true to the death as to matters committed to their
trust. To deny to such animals the possession of
moral qualities seems to be absurd. But moral qualities and reasoning faculties are not confined, in the
animal world, to dogs alone ; far from it. Many
tribes of animals hav t.he habit, when necessity seems
to require, of posting sentinels to guard f:rom surprise. This practice is in use by the chamois, the
deer, the wolf, the goat, thewild horse, the elephant,
the beaver, the monkey; the raven, the crow, and
many other birds. To consider in advance as to the
necessity of placing sentinels, and then to resort to
that form of strategic device, is a decided proof of
the possession of no small perceptiv and reasoning
power; and the fact that the sentinels faithfully fulfill the onerous~ duties of their trust is a striking
proof of advanced moral qualities.
Any theory in regard to man's place in nature
which denies some degree of reason and moral perception to the lower animals is so wide of the facts
that it must be a mistaken theory. It places man
too high, and assigns to the various tribes of lower
animals too low a position iJ;J. the moral and intellectual scale to agree with observation. A wide and unnecessary chasm is thus placed between man and the
inferior_ animals, when, in fact, the lower tribes of
men and the higher tribes of animals, such &S elephants, foxes, dogs, and monkeys, are not so greatly
apart in the line of intelligence and moral perception.
Savages recognize this affinity. Thus we are assured
that certain tribes of negroes regard monkeys as
their near relative, who hav been deprived of the
power of speech on account of their mischievousness
and badness.
·
The wonderful manifestations of instinct are so remarkable that the old theory ascribed it to God himself having directly implanted it, "from without and
from above;" but that theory has been set aside by
modern investigation, and it is now very generally
recognized that instinct is the hereditary result of
long experience. This being the case, all the manifold exhibitions of reflec~ion and reason, and careful,
self-denying affection, shown by the various tribes of
animals, mlist be ascribed to the workings of their
intellectual and moral faculties through long periods
1
of time.
Dr. Mark Hopkins, in his" Scriptural Idea of Man,"
teaches that man alon~ among the animals upon t.he
earth, is dignified by the possession of what constitutes him "lil. person." Personality, according to Dr.
Hopkins, arises from consciousness, reason, and a
moral nature. Consciousness is defined (p. 48) as
"the knowledge of his own existence by a being who
knows himself to be.
Thus arises a knowledge of rights. and obligations.
Thus man
is formed to rule over the lower creation.
From all that is below him man is most widely sep. arated" (p. 106). "Of dominion over itself, over
nature, or over its fellows, no brute can know anything; nor can it know anything of an intelligent mediation between nature and God. Being destitute of
rational and moral elements, the brute cannot hav
the first dawning of either of these ideas" (p. 103).
In reply to these statements we observe-that
brutes do rule over themselvs, oftentimes exhibiting
remarkable self-control. Nothing is more common
than for the parent animal to abstain from food until
the young ones are provided for. Brutes do rule
over each other-scarcely any of the gregarious animals fail to show this power ; it is true of monkeys,
staD-s, elephants, bulls, and birds in their migrations.
Th~ shepherd's dog rules over the flock committed to
his care almost as well as his master. As for dominion over nature, the brutes exercise just as much of
it as is necessary for their well-being and preservation. A bird that builds its nest in a sheltered place
exercises control over nature, in its degree, quite
analogous to the work of a human architect. " The
foxes hav hole!!, and the birds of the air hav nests."
How does the fox get its hole, or the bird its nest 1
They make them for their purposes, and this is certainly control over nature to that extent. How does
the fox support his family if he has no control over
nature! Do hens and chickens run into his hole and
ask to be eaten~ Dr. Hopkins does not seem ever to
hav heard of the way in which a tribe of monkeys
prepare to rob a corn-field. Let us describe it.
When they get ready to start on their expedition, an
old monkey, the leader of the tribe, with a staff in his
hand, so as to stand upright more easily, marches
ahead on two lege, thus being more e~evated than the
others, so as to see signs of danger more readily.

The rest follow him on all-fours. The leader advances slowly and cautiously, carefully reconnoitering
in all . directions, till the party arrives at the cornfield. He then assigns the sentinels to their respectiv
posts. All being now in readiness, the yest of the
tribe ravage and eat to their hearts' content. When
they retire, each one carries two or three ears of
corn along, and from this provision the sentinels are
regaled on arrival at their lair. Here we see ability
to rule and a willingness to submit to rule; a
thoughtful preparation of means to the end in view,
and a recognition of the rights of the sentinels to be
suitably rewarded at the close of the expedition.
Wherein does all this differ from a similar foray of a
tribe of savage men ? The only difference is in
degree ; otherwise, it is much the same. Dr. Hopkins's proposition that animals are not possessed of
c~nsciousness is mere assertion. He offers no proof
whatever. A dog appeara to be perfectly conscious
of his existence. All his actions are in entire accordance with that view of his activity. Giv him a bone,
and he seems to be conscious of his rights, too, and
is ready to defend _them. Observe a dog of one or
two years of age and a child of four or five years
playing together; they understand each other perfectly well, and seem to get equal pleasure out of the
sport. Their consciousness of existence is about the
same. When the dog gets older, and accompanies
his master to hunt, he understands his duties, and
performs them about as well as the man performs
his share. The dog _hunts as truly as the man;
takes a lively interest in· all the proceedings; is
joyous over success, and cast down in case of failure.
To deny consciousness to such a being is absurd.
It is quite true that the dog has not studied the Cartesian system of philosophy, and cannot say to himeelf, cogito, ergo swn / but neither can the boy who
plays with him, nor, probably, the man who hunts
with him. A power of analysis and metaphysical
introspection is ·not possessed by young persons;
nor, generally, by uncultivated men. They liv in the
present. They are satisfied with a consciousness of
existence, without prying curiously . into its constituents. The po_wer to dwell on the varying
phases of the inner life, to analyze them, and to base
the outlines _of a system of intellectual and moral
philosophy upon them, is the result of a high degree
of culture and a habit of observing the operations
and power of the mind.
It thus seems that what Dr. Hopkins demands as
prerequisite of personality, viz., consciousness, reason,
and a moral sense, are all to be found,· in some degree, entering into the constitution of the lower animals. If man is a person, with the accompanying
rights growing out of his personality, so is an elephant a person, in his degree, and has his rights accordingly; so is a dog, or a fox, etc., each in his
degree. In this manner the immense chasm which
Dr. Hopkins has invented as existing between man
and the lower animals disappears, and the whole
realm of animated nature is restored to unity, as the
product of the divine mind. This view, as Dr. Hopkins acknowledges (p. 100), is entirely in accordance
with the opinions of the great majority of naturalists now living.
A few words, in conclusion, as to Dr. Hopkins's
idea of man being formed for dominion over the
whole lower world of sentient being. While we admit that his higher powers giv him a certain amount
of control over some of the lower and humbler creatures, it is to be borne in mind that innumerable millions of animals lived and roamed over the earth,
through many geologic ages, before man appeared on
the scene. Were they waiting all this time for their
ruler? Man is a very recent animal, and does not
go back, probably, further than the Tertiary period
at the utmost. But, even since man appeared, his
rule over the lower creation has been extremely limited. He bas not exercised control over one in a
million. of the other orders of animals. Beyond a
few animals he has been able to domesticate, his rule
and kingship hav been practically null. Dr. Hopkins·feels this difficulty as to his theory when he says
(p. 105), "In this sphere his dominion is evidently
most limited and imperfect compared with what it
would hav been if he had not lost d0minion over
himself." If this is correct, it may be said in reply,
that, since man has lost hie dominion, it is needless
to build. up a theory upon the basis of his still retaining it.

Our London Letter.
The concessions made in the Oaths bill do not
appear to hav given general satisfaction, and it is an
open question. whether it would hav been better to
let the Bill be defeated on its merits as odginally
constructed, or to accept it in its mutilated form as
an installment of a complete act of justice. It will
be considered by the conservativ party as a final
measure, and consequently prevent for some long
time the matter being raised again, while on the other
hand, had the bill been thrown out, it would hav
been brought forward year by year until it was passed
in its entirety, and with a radical government in
power, there would scarcely be .9. difficulty in getting
it through. As it originally stood it was a stumbling-
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block and.· a rock of offense to the orthodox party,
who firmly believe in the virtue of an oath, probably
because they are enjoined to "swear not at all," and
it appears to many Freethinkers an act of weakness
to study their prejudices, as they are so little inclined
to giv way in the slightest respect to any wish expressed by their opponents.
Mr. Ross's action against the authors of the "Life
of Bradlaugh," a scurrilous work that has missed its
mark, has not resulted in any profit to himself, as he
has lost his case and will hav to pay the costs of the
proceedings. It is a pity he ever mixed himself up
with such a crew. So able a writer should find himself well enough employed in attacking the Christian
party, and compiling and editing his educational
works, and not fall foul of one who is working in the
same cause, tho~gh perhaps not exactly on the same
lines as himself.
The godly-minded who regularly attend some
particular "house of prayer," would be ·slightly
astonished if they occasionally broke their rule and
listened to a few of the peripatetic preachers in various parts of the metropolis. Any Sunday one may.
find at certain open· spaces four or five different
exponents of "gospel truths" stationed only a few
yards from each other, and holding forth with much
gusto upon the4' own particular interpretation of the
" sacred scriptures." One of them will be denouncing
all unbelievers, and consigning them to a place
" where the worm dieth · not, and the fire is not
quenched," and his next neighbor will clearly show
that there is no such thing as eternal torment, as all
who disbelieve in Christ hav no hereafter. A little
further on, another will prove that those out&ide the
pale will go to a modified kind of hell for purposes
of disciplin, and will eventually drift into the realms
of bliss, only they must not expect reserved seats.
As all these different tenets are found to be in the
"word," it is scarcely surprising that the humble
doubter should be somewhat bewildered, and conclude
to continue doubting and take his chances, as he can
not very well believe in all the sects, and it is not to
be expected that those who hav only one day in
seven to themselvs can find time to discover which of
them is correct.
J.D.
Christianity in India.
F1·om tlw Calcutta Na!lortal Guard tan.
FOR THE BENEFIT OF HIS WIDOW.

Hitherto the Christian missionary in India has been chiefly,
if not solely, indebted to the periodical advent of famin for
what success his proselytising mission has achieved in this
land :Of the so-called "heathen." But the times are now
sadly out of joint, and a case has recently occurred in the
vicinity of Calcutta in which an old father, married, for the
second time, to a necessarily young wife, embraced Christianity, not to attain his spiritual salvation, but to attain
that very mundane consolation which is begbtten of the
assurance that his young widow will not be molested after
his death-which in the nature of things cannot be too far off
in his case-by her stepson. This son, the father ap9,rehends,
will neglect his stepmother when she becomes a widow, and
will also deprive her of her property. So, to prevent the
possibility of a consummation which he so devoutly dreads,
the astute father has stolen a march upon his unsu~pecting
son by turning a Christian and indirectly cut him off with a
shilling, while thus securing for his prospectiv widow every
penny he may leave her. Such is the popular version of the
secret cause of the conversion of Bnbu Rnssick Lall Sircar to
Christianity at the age of sixty. The Babu is well known
as the manufacturer of a series of keys to university textbooks, and has the reputation of being fairly well read in
English literature.
ALL TO LEA.VE AND FOLLOW THEE.
From tile same pav•r.

The Rev. Mr. Phillips, of Moorshedabad, has, we presume,
come out to India to glorify his Lord Je•us. But the way he
does it can only serve to bring Christianity into disrepute and
contempt. He is very proud of his success in having
baptized a Hindoo woman named Brojeswari who has cheerfully left her husband and home for the sake of the Lord.
He triumphantly seeks to demonstrate the potency of Christianity by referring to the fact that although the woman was
kPpt in confinement, although her relativs left no stone
unturned to prevent her from deserting her home, still such
is the power of the Lord, such is the magical influence of
his attraction, that no power on earth could stand between
Brojeswari and her new-found Lord. We need not pause
here to inquire into the antecedents of this woman, but the
fact that sbe deserted her husband and decamped from h_er
home is sufficient to indicate her character. The Rev. Mr.
Phillips may be congratulated ·on this feminin acquisition to
his fold, but we hold that mari to be a greater sinner than the
most sinful of "heathens," who allures a woman from her
peaceful home and brings desolation upon her family and
then takes glory on himself for his share in the _business.
As for Brojeswari, time alone will show whether Ill deserting her husband she obeyed the call of her heavenly Lord
or that of a terrestrial substitute, and meanwhile we congratulate the Hindoo community of Moorshedabad on having got rid of her.
·
Sonnet to :Shepard.
0 Shepard of the blooming, _star-eyed text,

Deep delver in the most bizarre of books
For that which cheers and oft inebriates;
0 mortal who, if not a god then next,
A demio-od-so help me all the spooksOf holiness that never abdicates I
0 mortal banging on the edge of time,
With no particular desire to climb;
0 man of full belief in Jonah's whale,
Of nicl,el-plated, jeweled righteousness,
Who takes the devil by the horns and tail,
And rattles him with strident printing-press!
0 man of thews of gold and cheeks of brass,
Thou art almost the peer of Balaam's ass!
Sr SLOKUM.
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81•1>-Lot

Lot Fk

Volue

Ger. Baptist church.
25 to 29 5
PICKETT's Ann. 6, 39, 14:
St. Paul's church.
13 and 14 2
SAMuEL P. PUTNAM, President.
LEE's Ann. 6. 39, 14:
E. A' STEVENS, Secretary, - 241 Washington Boulevard. Ohioago.
13 and 14 3
OHABLEB EoKHABD, Treaa.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York. Wicker Park church.
E. B. FooTB, JB•• Ohair. Ex. Oom., 120 Lexington Ave., New York. WATSON, TowER & DAvis's
MBs. M.A. FBEEMAN,Ohair; Fin. Oom., 241 Washington Boulevard,
SuB. N.-W. 1 4, 6, 39, .
Ohioago.
14:
Sisters of Charity.
11 to 48 2
Official Call for Twelfth Annnnl Congress of Catholic bishop of Chic. . 30 to 39 4
the American Secular Union.
JoHNSON's SuB. S.-E. 1 4,
6, 39, 14:
To the Local Secular Unions, Life, Charter, ancl
Annual .11/embers, and all Liberal citizens Baptist Theolog. Union. { 1 a~d5 • 35 9 }
who support the Nine .Demands of &cularism,
·
7 and
8 14
Church.
Greeting:
St. John's Luth. church.
7 and
8 20
You are hereby invited to attend the Twelfth BRAINARD & EvAN's Ann.:
Annual Congress of the American Secular Union, Polish church and school. Hl and
19
which will conver,e at Lafayette Hall, Wood strPet,
10 and 11 5
"
"
"
near 4th, Pittsburgh, Pa., Friday, October 5. 1888, OGDEN's
Ann. To CHICAGO:
at 10 A.M, for a foUl' days' session-5th, 6th, 7th, and Berthana church.
14 and 15 12
8th inclusiv. .
Church.
14 and 15 13
All Charter and Life Members, all Vice-Presidents, Norwegian church.
2 14
1 and
all Chairmen of State or Ex:ecutiv Committees, and St. Stephen's convent.
5 20
4 and
all duly accredited delegates from ·Local Secular First Norwegian church.
10 and 11'
Unions are entitled to seats and votes in this Annual Catholic bishop of Chic.
13 to 16 "
Congress. Each Local Secular Union is entitled to Sevea Baptist church.
6 25
3 to
send its President and Secretary and three other Norwegian Baptist ch.
8 28
members ae delegates. Annual Members who pay or Swedish church.
2 41
1 and
hav paid $1 in the national treasury are entitled to Norwegian church.
10 to 13 •.
seats, but not to votes, except by unanimous consent L11th. Beth. Norw. chUI'ch. 54 and 55 42
of the Congress.
Jewish synagog.
35 and 36 43
This Congress will specially consider practical CIRCUIT CT. pARTITION,
questions tending to further agitation for taxation of
N. E. 1 4, 8, 39, 14 :
church property; the abrogation of state aid to
Colgate's Re-Sub.
14
6 to
sectarian institutions; abolition of state, national,
Eastman's Re-Sub.
8
7 and
military; and prison chaplaincies; repeal of judicial Baptist Theolog. Union.
'·
5
oaths, Sunday and other oppressiv and unjust eccle- Baptist Theolog. Union
siastical laws; nullification of attempts to subvert
(except illiprov~roents ). 1 to 19 "
our Constitution by a legal recognition of Theism in AssEssoRs' Div. N.-W. 1-4,
the American Magna Charta, and such othu meas8, 39,14:
ures as will not merely thwart intended theological
Taylor's Re-Sub of
1
encroachments, but will absolutely expunge from our Parochial school.
10 to 17 4 ''
laws, state and federal, such insidious acts as hav Church.
already crept in to blot out mental freedom from our First Lutheran church. 26 27 &28 5 "
48 49 & 50 " "
republic.
Parochial school.
2UI ft.
6 "
It is to be hoped that the addresses delivered will
Re-Sub. of
2
deal with the practical issues of the organization, Advent church.
19
"
so that there will be such an awakening of the
Yale and others' Sub of
"
people to these vital questions of the hour that a re- Meth. N.- W. University.
31 .
,,"
vival of the instinct of liberty and justice for all will Church.
114 to 116
necessarily result; that again from the Keystone BICKERDIKE's Ann.:
state--the birthplace of our association-the clarion Ger. Lutheran church.
24 to 30 2
voice of freedom shall vibrate throughout the land.
Danish Lutheran church.
2 5
1 to
Ptttsburgh being situated almost in the center of First Baptist Ger. chr;rch.
a district containing many of our most distinguished
3~ ~}
"
"
"
workers, thinkers, and writers, besides the activ host Baptist
church.
30 12
withm its limits, there is little doubt but· that this Theological Seminary.
33!o 36 20
Congress will be a glorious ga~hering of the forces CARPFNTER's Ann. TO CHIC.:
who stand for mental liberty, as expressed in the Free Methodist church.
11 22
desire for complete Seculariz<J.tion of the government. Episcopal cathedral.
13, 14, and 15 38
S. P. PuTNAM, Pres.
Rt. Rev. W. E. McLaren,
E. A. STEVENS, Sec.
10 ,,
E. 12.
CHAS. EcKHARD, Tress.
First Con~. church.
346
1,
2,
and
E. B. FooTE. JR., Ch. Ex. Com.
MAGIE & HIGH's Ann.:
. MATl'IE A. FREEMAN, C.b. Fin. Com.
E•tzabtth Sr. church.
17 to 24 2
UNION PARK AnD.:
Untaxed Church Pr~'pflrty in West Division Cburch.
Part
3 4
of Chicago, Ill.
Church S<'. of Jerusalem.
5 4
4 and
Sub-Lot
Lot Blc
Ada St. church.
Value
26 and 27 5
YIN:KHA:M:'s ADn. TO HoLCANAL TRUSTEEs' SuB. 7,
STEiN:
39, 14:
Fullerton Ava. Ger. M. E.
Ger. Baptist church.
26, 27, and 28 1
ehurch.
7, 8, and 9 5
$3,000 Apostolic Mission.
28 2
SHERMAN's Ann. TO HoL
N'cholson's Sub. W. 1 2.
3,,
STEIN:
Church.
PU3&15
Ger. Lutheran church.
1 and
2 6
5,000
Re-Sub. of
Part
17
AssEssona' Dtv. iN S.-W.
And Vacated Alley in
"
14, 31, 40, 14:
Catholic bishop of Chi·
Horton's Sub. of.
5
Part
cago, N. 1 2.
52 to 56 & A "
:M:eth. N.- W. University.
8 and 9
10,000 St. John's church.
9 39
SBEFFIELi>'s ADn. 'ro CHIC. :
Baptist church.
52 "
Fitch's Re-Su b. of.
26
Church.
5, 6, & Pt. 10 41
Annunciation Cat b. ch.
Assl'seors' div. E. 1-2.
45
1 to 11-62, 63, 98, 9,
Chic. Theolog. Seminary.
6
2 •· }
100.
25 000
Re Sub. of W. 1·2.
45
Church.
60 and 61 33
5 000 Theological Seminary.
10 nnd 11 "
Grace R. E. church.
58. 59, and 60 35
10 000 Parochial school.
Pt. 20 to 24 47
Ger. Bapt.ist church.
82 and 83 87
5,000 Church.
10, 11, Bnn 12 52
E:t.sToN's AnD. 'ro CHIC.:
Presbyterian church.
Pt.3R39&40 53
Sc.. Sta~islaus' Kasthas ch.
1 to
13 25
25 000
b"
h
f
Ch'
f
11
to 5 and
.
C
th
I
a
0
lC
lS
op
0
1C.
Polish church and school.
42 to 46 26
10,000
1 18 to 20 56
CANAL TRUSTEEs' SuB. IN
M. E. cburch.
66, 67, and 68 57
w. 1 2, 5, 39, 14:
Carpenter's Sub.
1 and
2 64
M. E. church.
23 and 24 5
5 000 Union Park Con g. church. 1 to 4
" ''
Parochial school.
88 to 94
23
10 000 Chi<". Thl'olog. Seminary. 5 to 10 '' ''
Church.
1 to 5
28
10,000 ScHooL SEcriON Ann.:
CHATFIELD's Ann. IN W.
Cburcb.
1114
1 2, 5, 39, 14:
Parochial school.
1115
16
Parochial school.
42 to 4717
Re-Sub. of. {
& 17
Catholic church.
5, 6, and 8 23
Holy Family church.
46 to 50 1 ..
10,000 Church.
1435
McREYNOLDs's SuB. Part
CANAL TRUSTEEs' SuB. 17,
E. 1 2, N.-E. 1-4, 6,
39, 14:
39, 14!
Ref. Protestant church. 1, 2, & Pt. 3 5

l•

3}

J

}

8•11>-Lot

Lot

Q~,,

Vol?lB

25,000
22 to 28 22
10,000 Ger. Lutheran church.
St. Joseph's Home.
17 25} 25,000
9 and 10 26
20,000
"
"
Church of Holy Family.
62 27
28 }
20,000
1 to
"
""
"
120,000
Church of Holy Famil;y
(vacated alley).
"
Poor Handmaids of J esm
23 and 2430
20,000
Christ.
35.000
25,000
65 and 66 ''
35,000 St. Stephen's E. church.
DuNCAN's Ann.:
6 2
15,000
Christian church.
15,000
9 and 10 3
Church, W. 70 ft.
10,000 Church.
1613
15 000
20,000
118
3 000 Seventh Presby. church.
5 000 CANAL TRUSTEES' SuB. W.
1 2 and W. 1 2"N.-E.
17,39,14:
25,000 Christian Mission church. · 49 to 52 1
60,000
15 000
12 to 15 6
Washington Home.
20,000
. 10,000 Third Unit.arian church .
45 to 47 "
40,000
10,000 Jefferson Park church.
Assessors' division.
Part.·
113
15.000
35,000
1
" ''
30.000 Second Baptist church.
Horner's Sub. of
17 to 3719
15,000
15,000 Epiphany church. .
1, 2, and 3 " " }
60,000
15 000
"
"
3 vacant
5,000
lots on Laflin st.
_25,000
85 to 92 49
8.000 Parochial school.
5,000 VERNON PARK Ann.:
Porter's Sub. of
2
6 000
30,000
1 "
10,000 Little Sisters of the Poor.
Oliver's Sub. of
3
50,000
22 to 32 "
Catholic bishop of Chic.
Martin's Sub. of
12
Jesuit College.
1 to
34 "}·
80,000
"
"
(vacated
street and alley).
"
30,000
SMITH's SuB. oF N.-E. 1-4
N.-E. 1 4, 18, 39, 14 :
1
Re-Sub. of
Part.
8 ,,
40,000
5 to
St. John's Epis. church.
12
6 000
Walker's Re-Sub. of {
&13
15,000
3 •.
25,000
1 to
15,000 First United Pres. church.
40,000
40 and 41 "
10,000 Ger. Ao. of Chic.
AsHLAN;o's Ann. 18, 39, 14:
60,000
22 to 31 4
8,000 Catholic bishop of Chic.
Part.
8
Reynolds's Re· Sub.
30,000
10,000 Emanuel M. E. church.
6, 7, and 8 "
11
McKay's Sub. of
10,000
Presbyterian Hospital.
40,000
17 to 27 "
10 000 AsHLAND's SECOND Ann.:
2 to
16 9
5,000
Assessors' division.
25,000
Chic. Theolog. Seminary.
4
' "
10,000 Baptist church..
10 and 1115
25,000
6 000 RocKWELL's Ann. IN 18
39, 14:
12,000
Travers's Sub of
1 to 13 1010
25,000
8,000 First Christ. ch. of Chic. 10 to 12 '~ h
50,0UO
Freeman's Sub. of
14 to 17 ,,
Leavitt St. Cong. church. 271.o 30 ,, "
25,000
lO,OOO SuTToN's Ann. 18, 39, 14:
Henderson's Re-Sub.
40,000
27 to 32 2
'·
Church.
1 and 2
15,000
55,000 ConWISSA's Srm. W. 1-2,
S.-E. 18, 39, 14:
20.000 M. E. church.
45, 46, and 47 9
15,000
25,000
Wait's Sub. of
Part.
10
20,000 Catholic bishop of Chic.
10,000
1 "
FLAWNEY's RE SuB. oF. J.
&P.Ann. 18, 39,14:
30,000 Ogden Ave. Ev. church.
2 2
25.000
1 and
50,000 Camden Park church.
26 to 29 3
25,000
TIERNAN·s Ann. 18, 39, 14:
10,000
1
Horner's Sub. of {
to 6
Ger. Luthm·an church.
27 to 30 ..
20,000
MoRRIS AND OTHERs' SuB.
W. 1-2, S.-W.1-2, 18,
100000
20 000
39,14:
20.000
Foster's
Sub. of {
~ 4
20,000
Re-Sub. of
5 to 10 1 "
15,000
First
Cong.
Society.
2,
3, and 4 " ''
5_000
Episcopal bishop of Chic. 9 and 10 " "
20,000
20.000 SECTION 19, 39, 14:
5 000 Reunion Presby. church.
6 000
69 and 7016
15.000 Lutberan Emanuel Cong. 80 and 81 "
6,000
25 to 29 33
10,000
Re·Sub of
And Vseated Alley S of
40,000
same.
1 to 4 and
15,000
40,000
Oath. bishop and ch. {
30 to 34 "
1 and2
47
60.000 St. Paul's church.
15,000
43 and 50 "
10 000
30,000 Church.
10,000
Union Tabernacle church. 10 and 11 49
20,000 Ger. Evan~elical church.
43 to 50 54
15,000
20 000 WALKER's DocK Ann.:
20 000 Methodist church.
10000
25 and 26 3
80 000 1'11. E. church.
15,000
15,000 MooRE'sSuB E.1-2,N.-W.
1-4, 30, 39, 14:
Catholic b1shop of Chic.
41 and 42 1,,
15.000
15,000 St. Paul's Ger. Oath. ch.
49 to 54
30,000
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7:30 P.M.-Public Seslfion.
the fumes and gases from the too fr~e use of such powerful
L. K. Washburn: "The Christian Menace to Our Rep11b- di~infectants as bi-chloride of mercury, sulphate of iron, and
lie."
sulphur smoke, etc., that caused his sickness, and not the
Dr. Juliet H. Severance.
Part.
microbe.
15,000
To ~ubstantiate this view he states that at the time the
Letters from Elizabeth Cady Stanton and others.
220ft.
65 000
SATURDAY's PROGRAM.
suppo~ed yellow fever broke out in Tampa he was engaged
200ft.
80,000
10 .A.M.-Business Besaw·n.
in teaching school. and was constnntly expo~ed to the fever,
60ft.
on account of which some of the above-mentioned disinfect.
35,000 Topics for discussion :
Mission school. { .
ants were u~ed every night in his room under a pretext of
18 to 21
1. What are the best agencies to further the taxation of protecting" him from the fever. On the night that the fever was
Ger. Ev. church and par·
chnrch property?
contracted he states that sulphur was burnt and other disinsonage.
5, 6, and 711
10,000
2. How shall we prevent sectarian institutions from receiv~ fectants used in abundancE', and that he was not sick 11t any
Barron's Sub.
14
ing- public funds?
·
time previous to the nse of said disinfPctant; but on the fol3. What action shall be taken by the Union in referPnce to lowing morning, after having inhaled all night sulphur smoke,
St Ignatius College.
12 and 13 ..
30,000
recovering Giraril CollPge from the control of those who daily he was declared sick of yellow fever.
SAMSON AND HREEN's Ann.
violate its founder's will?
·
Sworn to and subscribed this 15th day of SeptPmber. 1888.
N.-W. 1 4, 20, 39, 14:
4. Shall the Union publish a memorial pamphlet on Court[SeaL]
A. H. JoPLIN.
Ger. Reformed church.
57, 58, and 59 5
15 000 Iandt Palmer?
A. R JoNES, Notary Public State of Florida at Large.
5.000
Church.
60 "
2:30 P.M.-Public Session.
STATE OF FLORIDA, DTTVAL OOUNTY.
E. A. Stevens: "Rom ish Rubbish."
15 000
St. Ignatius CollegE'.
6 and
7 6
Before me, August Bue~ing, a notary public in and for
Prof. W. S. Bell: "Common Sense 08. Superstition."
20,000
Church.
87 to
90 7
7:30 P.M.-Ex-Rev. J. H. Burnham, "Organization." said county. per~onally appParPd R , who being ilulv Rworn
JoHNsoN AND LEE's SuB.
RRVS: I waA living at Jacksonville, at the Grand Union
Mattie A. Freeman, "Cross and Crown."
S-W. 14, 20, 39,14:
Hotel, in Julv last, and at the time when Mr. McC. was deLetters, telegrams, etc.
clared sick of yellow fever. He had just arrived from
1
Claflin's Sub.
BUNDA Y'S PROGRAM.
Tampa. He was taken at once to the pest-houRe with his
10,000
Order of St. Francis.
19 and 20 "
10 A.M.-Report of Committee on Nominations.
whole family. His family never took sick at all, showing
Election
of
officers.
31, 32, 38,
} 15,000
that the dise11se McC. sufferPd of was not a contagious disBeneQictine Order. {
Report
of
Committee
on
Resolutions.
39,40, 41 & 42 " .
ease. The announcement of the yellow fever being in the
Discussion : What action shall the American Secular Union house fri!l'btenPd me and the rest of the boarders of the
25,000
Catholic bishop of Chic.
25 to
30 "
take to activly enlist lecturers toorv.anize ani! work specially bouse. The whole house then was fnmi!l'ated, um'ler a pre.
Stewart's Sub.
7
for the up-build~ng of the organization? What shall br ex- text to stamp the yellow fever out of fXistence, and linder a
15,000 pected of them, and what shall the American Secular Union . pretext to protect us from taking sick and to preserve our
Zion Luth. Cong. church. 1,2, and 3 "
10.000 do for them?
Methodist church.
55 and 5612
health and lives froin ruthless destruction. No one of us
2:30 P M.-Voltairine de Cleyre, "The Drama of the Nine- was sick previous to the scare and the use of poisonous dis20,000 teenth
71 to 80 "
Church.
CPntury _,
.
infect ant. I and others soon took sick; some recovered,
AssEssoRs' DIY. OF N. 1-2,
Lucy N. Colman.
· and some hnv died.
S.-E: 1 4, 20, 39, 14:
J. D. Shaw," Civilization and Its Causes."
Sworn to and subscribed this 15th day of September, 1888.
7:30 P.M -Charles Watts, "Religion and Science:· Their
25 000
Church.
10, 11, and 12 2
[St:al.]
R.
Civilization."·
·
Relation
to
10,000
Church.
Pt. 15 and 16 ''
·
AuGuST BuESING, Notary Public.
S.
P.
Putnam,
"The
Reign
of
the
People."
WALCH AND McMuLLEN's
MONDAY'B PROGRAM•
IS YELLOW FE'VKR A PRETEXT?
. SuB. S.-E. 1~4, 20, 39,
10 .A.M.-BusineSB Session.
All persons who hnv been inhumanly subjected and ex14:
Report of Finance and Auditing Committee.
posed to poisonous fumes of fumigation, and since hav suf20,000
40 4
Ev. Lutheran church.
35 to
Final report of Committee on Resolutions.
fered n disease from the l'ffect of inhaling that poisonous
15,000
St. Ignatius College. 37 to 4615
What publications should be circulated.
air. and then hav been declared sick of vellow fever, or hav
suffered other cruel treatment, are kindly requested. to comCANAL TRusTEEs' SuB. N.GENERAL OONFKRRNOE.
plain of it to August Buesine: free of charge. Contributions
W. 1~4, 21, 39, 14:
2:30 P.M.-Public Session.
to aid this inv!'stigat.ion ani! the cure of the prevailing ilia10
000
Parochial school.
5 and
6 56
Thaddeus B. Wakeman.
. pase. will be thankfully received. Call on, or address, AuGUST
Evening.-Grand ball and perhaps a banquet.·
6 000
5 61
Polish church.
2 and
BuESING., Jacksonville, FJa.
8 000
4 and 5
7 64
Church.
JAcKsoNviLLE. FLA., Aug. 15. 1888.
8,000 Knocking the Bottom out of the Yellow Fever
Parochial school.
868
7 and
To THE EoiT0R OF THE TIMRB-Ul'ION.: Allow me to ask,
CANAL TRUSTEEs' SuB. W.
Scare.
What seems to constitute at Jacksonville a yellow fever pa1 2 and Pt. S.-E. 21,
tient?
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRu;rH SEEKER, Si?·: I pre39,14:
.
I regret to say, but I consider it n duty of mine to sav it,
3839
15,000 sume it is pr<?per for me at this time to write you a that when a person in the months of August and Srptember
Zion church.
35 to
few lines regarding the yellow fever, or the prevailing is found vomitin.~r in con~l'l}tlence of a foul stomach that
WINSTOW, JACOBSON AND
disease at Jacksonville. My health never was better originatPS from excessiv drinking of intoxicating beverages,
TILLMAN's SuB. 1,·39,
or gets bilious Jrom an excessiv eating or of excessiv heat,
than
it is at present. I am not seared and I do not FCare
13:
and fright constitutes in Jacksonville the yellow fever
10.000 use any preventiv of the fever. If I die I want to as soon as one patient of this kind is found within the city.
Second Norw. M. E. ch. 30, 31, and 32 4
10,000 die of the genuin yellow fever and not of its reme· YPIIow fever is, I presume, either ignorantly or foolishly
First Ger. Pres. church.
24 6
dies. My family and my many clerks all enjoy good officially declarPd epidemic.
LEE AND OTHERs' SuB. S.Row is the invisible yellow fever germ created?
bealth
and happiness. Was I the head ruler of the
W. 1-4, 12, 39, 13:
You may not believe it. but let me tell you, it is created
city the citizens should enjoy the same good health the moment the officer mnl1es the declaration public ·that the
•
{
lto15and
l
Chic. TheoI • S emmary.
20 to 23 2 I
that I and my family do. I trust in purity, in an yellow fever now is epid1•mic; it is the declaration that creates the invisible yellow fever gP-rm from this moment on2, 3. 4, 6,
~ 50,000 unadulterated atmosphere, pure as our god that
every person gets crazy, frightened to death. This panic,
a
Freethinker
loves
to
worship.
Our
church-going
"
10. 12, 15,
& 1
this fright, the imngin11tion of yellow fever on the brains and
"
{ 16,17, 22& 3113
people seek protection, not of a wise god, no, but of minds of the persons, is the real invisible yellow fever germ
a tar-and-sulphur fire and of other fumes emanating that all now hav in their systems; this scare, this fright,
GAucHER's Sun. S:-E. 1-4.
from poisons destructiv to pure air and human life. causes sickness and death. There is no poison in existence
"12. 39, 13:
stronger to produce diseases, and that can kill human
15,000 None of their remedies are good to ease the fever beings faster, than fright. I pronounce such declaration
Chic. Theolog. Seminary. 25, 26, and 27
scare
or
cheer
up
the
people
and
make
them
laugh,
WAKEMAN AND OTHERs' SuB.
that frightens persons to death wicked. Concussion, the
nor do they cool the hot fever of a suffering patient. burnine: of houses, tar. sulphur, and other crazv suggestions
S.-E. 1 4, 12, 39, 13:
All the remedies these God-forsaken people use as that I hav rPad, must be considered wicked and foolish.
Boon's Add. S.-E. 1-4.
1
Well, what is the remedy ?
15,000 preventive of yellow fever look to me precisely
Western Ave. Baptist cb. 41, 42, and 43 · ''
PRRVENTION.-REMl!DY AND CURE OF YELLOW FEVER.
like
a
man's
throwing
heaps
of
dry
wood
onto
a
Turner's Sub.
·
4
The following is respectfully suggested :
15,000 fire, hoping to extinguish the fire by that process.
Western Theol. Seminary.
13 ''
"Be it enacterl by the legislRture of the state of Florida:
It is the scare and the remedies, not the yellow
RocKWELL's Ann. IN 13, 39,
"Any person who shall hereafter drclare a person or per.
fever,
o.ur
citizens
suffer.
of.
It
is
the
fever
srare,
and
sons as having the yellow fever, shall, on conviction, be
13:
23 5
15,000 the use of the poisonous disinfectants for fumigat punished by imprisonment in the sta,te penitentiary, not exWest Side ch. of Christ.
ing the house, the clothes, the patient, and his co:n- rePrlinu: nor less than ten years, or by a fine not more than
&
P'
Part. {
Bryant's Sub.
panions, that increases the spread of the disfa e $10,000."
1 2
t:\nch a law will stamp the yellow fever forever out..
It
is the remedy, not the disease, that is contagious.
40,000
Immaculate Heart.
'Jacksonville, Ji'la.
A. BuESING.
1 to
I say it is exceedingly unwise and wicked of pt rions
Couch's Sub.
30,000 to expose timid, scared, and sickly persons to fumf s
High Old Times A1trnd in Cbicngo.
Immaculate Heart.
1 to
emanating from the most powerful poisons destructiv
Frmn tile Amtn-i an .JfauazinR.
LAWTHER's SuB N.- W. 14,
Just at this time, I met an old army friend, whose work of
to pure 11ir and human life, under a pretext of pro·
13, 39, 13:
a detectiv bad led him to di~guise himself and frequent the
10,000 tecting from a contagious disease and preserving their haunts of the Anarchists in qnest of a criminal supposed to
Church.
27 and 2814
health and life. Is there anything more inhuman be in hiding among I hem. He told_ me of the plans the_v
MILLARD AND D.EcKEB's Sun.
I
than this 1 It is an insult to the intelligence of the were hatching for n bloody and ternble avengement of the1r
26, 39, 13:
people
of the United States to allow persons to Chicago comrades, and for overturning societ.J:, and seizing
land
5,000
21
6
Church.
remain in office who imagin that tar-and-sulphur and dividing among them~elvs ami the workmgmen whom
they expect to j >in them, all the money in bank vaults, the
$3,504,000 fires, concussion, and the free use of powerful poi- sub-treasury, and the portable valuables in stores anri private
sonous disinfectants and quarantine, could protect" us houses throughout the cily. I laughed. at his pretty fable,
or even cure us from ills caused from excessiv scare, and advisPil him to dramatize it, promising him at least a
American Secular Union.
fright, work, idleness, cold, heat, worry, drinking, run of a hundred nights lU all the principal cities. ~nt t~e
The following will be the order of business, and. eating, or inhaling adulterated atmosphere full of captain was not to be Jau«hed down; he was terribly m
nod finally, his. ea7:nestnes.s impr~ssed !De t? th.e
as nearly as possible, the program of the Twelfth poison, to obviate the e:ffdct of the cause T Even earnest,
point of consenting to diRglllse myself and mve~trgatc m h1s
Annual Congress :
if I admit, if it make their case on the other company, to be vouched for b.f him ~san English convert to
FRIDAY'S PROGRAk_
side any bet.ter, the existence of an invisible germ Anarchistic principles. .My fnend's mfluence brought me at
floating up in the atmosphere, even then it is an once into contact with the leaders; and, under the pretext
10 .A.M.-Business Session.
of a burning desire to be of assistance in the grand coup d'etat,
insult to the intelligence of the people of this whole the captain's story was q•lickly confirmed.
Congress called to o;der by president.
country to teach that a ph-ked guard, armed to the
Appointment of Committee on Credentials.
lotermission.-Introductions, etc., until Committee are teeth, and quarantine officers stationed at the city
Notice!
ready to report.
lines, under a pretext of preventing the invisible
L K. Washburn is prc>pared to lecture in New England
Report of Committee on Credentials.
germs and atmosphere from leaving the city line, can and New Yurk. For subjects and terms address him at
Reports of officers.
protect.
Appointment of Committees on
llt:vere, Mass.
"Resolutions and Rules,"
Jacksonville, Fla.
' AuGUST BuEsiNG.
"Nominations,"
TBE Kent SecularS 1ciety will hold two mass-meetings in
STA.TE OF FLORIDA, DuvAL cou:.;TY.
"Finance, and Auditing."
Before me, a notary public in and for the state of Florida Kent, 0 , Monday and Tuesday evenings, Oct. 1, 2, 1888.
Committee on Rules report.-Adjournment.
at large, personally appeared A. H. Joplin, who being A cordial inv:tat.ion is extended to nil, that the truths of Sec2:30 P.M.-Public Session.
duly sworn, says that on or about Dec. 12. 1887. he was ularism may be better known. By order of the Kent SecuAddress.-Hon. A. B. Bradford.
stricken down with what is now popularly tt>rmed yellow lar Union executiv committee. Charles Watts will be the.
Lecture -John G. Hertwig, "Religious Freedom..''
fever, which prevailed in the city of Tam pH, FJa , at that
Address.-Prof. D. Q. Crow,
·
time. He (the said A. H. J .) is of the opinion that it was chief speaker.
SUb-Lot
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The Rev. Willis~ Walton, of New York, wanted
an escape for the seducer, the murderer, ~d ~h.e
criminal from a just punishment; an eternal mqmsi- 10 tickets for himself and 20 at a reduced price for
tion to the investigator and honest doubter; a mon- his Young People's Literary Association. . He, too,
ster that severs prospectiv ties of family and friend- regarded such an exhibition as " an incentiv to the
Thoughts on Agnosticism.
ship in the next world, and a bottomless gulf that study of early Christian history," and calculated to
Proph~tic eyes that hav been gazing with hope_s so swallows up the grand souls who hav parted the impress upon the mind the fact that:
long deferred cannot fail to see faint but g!onous gloomy clouds of superstition, who hav vanquished
Others fought to win the prize,
And sailed through bloody seas.
gleams of a dawning age of progress and enl~ghten the monsters of an infinit vengeance, and who hav
ment; an age in which the dogmas and diC.ta of made possible all the benefits of our modern civilizaThe names of all these 313 ministers are given to
established beliefs are closely scanned and weighed tion and enlightenment.
the public in the New York Sun of Sunday, Septembefore accepted, in whi~h cr~dul~ty ceases to be reMen of this character liv to-day-men whose ber 9Lh. And the Sun, you know, is a religious
garded as a virtue and mvestigatwn takes the place brains are too large and whose hearts are too full of paper. So, at least, its learned editor has repeatedly
of blind faith; an age in which the practice of hu~ the " milk of human kindness" to believe that an asserted; but if the question were now left to the
manitarianism drives out the dogmas of a heartless iofinit father could institute and maintain an eternal 313 ministers their verdict would doubtless be unanand theoretical theology.
·inquisition that would _make the h~ir oi horror stan~, imous and emphatic that the Sttn is not a religious
The best elements of Infidelity are not endeavor- for finite creatures of his own creation-men who will
.
"
,
ing to tear down obsolete idols and place new ones not believe that the largest part of all creatures paper.
The principal featur~ of the performance of Nero
on their pedestals, but to build up a~d en~oble made in God's own image are to be allowed to walk is the evolution of four hundred bare-armed and
the human mind; to teach men not to mvestigate blindly into traps and snares set for them, the only short-skirted sylphs who dance in a grand ?allet.. _In
the intellectual and ethical world on crutches, but exit from which is helL·
this exhibition the 313 clergymen and their famihes
to rely on their god-given reas<;m and the intuitions
The church says that if we were to disperse these hav learned as much of" the truths of Christianity"
which our Mother Nature has given us.
threatening clouds from the horizon of human joy- and of "early Christian history" as in anything el_se
Observant minds of the nobler cast look on D;Ian, remove all the fears of hell and of a difficult path they saw or heard. The fact is that the whole h~s
the consummation of nature's grandest work, and to heaven-there would be no restraints for the bad tory of Nero-that is_ to say, all we know about him
where there would hav been under rational culture or incentive to the good, the fears of natural and except what little the Jewish historian Josep~us tells
souls of god-like attrieutes, see souls dwarfed and civic laws not being a sufficient restra~nt. Can they us, with possibly a few fragm~nts of uncerta~n pagan
deformed by religion; souls which if metempsycho- be justifie-d in keeping this horrible menace in the history-is a fabrication, wntten by Poggw Bracsized would seek the garb of the serpent, whose colors mind's eye of ignorance and credulity solely for the ciolini, a papal secretary, in the fifteenth c~ntury.
charm to look at while its kiss is death; or of the hor- supposed good it may produce as a restraint?
There never existed such a royal monster m any
rible jackal, who feeds on the human flesh of death,
Do you think childhood will hav more mercy in its civilized country as the Nero described by Poggio
and with a malicious snarl fearfully flees at the ap· little heart for its dumb playfellow if it is taught in the pretended " Annals of Tacitus."
.
proach of dawn to some catacomb which it has already these myths of an implacable vengeance ! Do you
Early Christian history is almost a blank outside
desecrated and rifled; souls that would hide them- think you produce better results in making man a of the four gospels and the book of Acts, which ~re
selva in the shaggy coat of the lion, "king of beasts," moral creature through fear than throu!lh the medium themselvs substantial fictions. There was no Chnst
and exponent of physical bravado; souls that would of principles' Of what value is the obedience of crucified under Pontius Pilate in the reign of Tibeclothe themselvs in the varying colors of the chameleon quaking hypocritical cowardice? Is homage from rius. The first three gospels describe the cruci-nature's sycophant and hypocrit; souls that would the pale reluctant lips of cringing fear more sweet fixion as occurring on a Passover Friday. There
masquerade as the. vampire that ste_als on i_ts vi~tim than the honest involuntary admiration of a healthy could bav been but one Passover Friday between
in the night, soothmg by the f11nnmg of Its wmgs independence~
the years 28 and 35 inclusiv, and that was· the_ year
while it sucks up the life-blood.
Do not add to the burdens of the bereaved mother 30. But again, the Jews never allowed a tnal or
The church seems to hav retrograded till there is "by preaching a creed that s~ould only be shrie~ed execution on the holy Passover day a~y more than
no ethical distinction between its adherents and those in a mad-house." Do not giv her the consolatiOn we Americans allow the same on the Fourth of July.
indifferent. It is . true that it has its professed that she will so appreciate the justice of Divine Ven- But still further, the Jews never allowed the Passcreeds and codes of morals, but these, in every-day geance "that she will join him in-the damnation of over to be celebrated on Friday.
life are disregarded as being unpractical and un- her own son." Do not thus brutalize the soul of
So then the three hearsay witnesses are selfbu~iness-like. The church has, in fact, lowered itself childhood.. Tear from every soul the chains of fear. convicted liars. They were probably ignorant priests
to the level of the ordinary society organization for
Let every soul fly out into the pure air of an honest who knew little or nothing of Judaism, and bad no
mutual aid and social development. The virtues are morality. Let every man feel as if he were a king scruples about telling lies for the promotion of
eulogized and evils deno~nced in church, but evil ~n with unbounded dominions; as if every faculty and Christianity.
broadcloth in the busthng marts of commerce IB passion were a subject and not a master; as if he
The- fourth gospel correctly puts the cr~cifixion. on
greeted as deferentiall~ a~ one of the. ca~onical were a distinct individuality and not a fac-simile of the oay before the Passover, but falsely m the time
saints. Honest poverty IB Ignored. Chanty IS con- any other; as if it were better to rescue misery from of Pontius Pilate. The author of that gospel presidered encouragement to idleness. Social inter- the slough than point the finger of scorn at him; as tends to be the disciple John, but he is evidently a
course is desired only from those of a superior or if the rule of love were better than the club of fear;- gentile priest and a hater of the J.ews. He reports a
equal social and financial standing, without regard as if it were better to be with the one we love in hell,
prayer of the pretended son of God in which he
whether the man be a villain or an honest man.
than in heaven without her; as if -.it were better to absurdly calls himself Jesus Christ. He r~ports _an
The influence of the church is felt in all circles, not love and protect the home, than leave all and follow
insolent speech addressed to the Jews, m whiCh
for the amelioration of the condition of man, but for one who never said a word to ennoble the domestic Jesus, a fellow-Jew, says to them: "Ye are from
means political, social, and commerc~al. Men who ties, but on the contrary taught their abandonment; as beneath; I am from above. . . . Ye are of your
are in business adhere to the church, or keep up a if it were better to believe that we would be punished
father the devil. . . . Before • Abraham was I
sttict neutrality, on motive of policy. Women em- according to our deeds, than that we held an unlimited
brace the church for its undoubted social advantages. letter of credit for all our misdeeds; as if it were am." No wonder they believed him insane and
The church stands in relation to its members as a better to believe that the greatest sum of human joy drove him away with stones.
There are a few scraps concerning the martyred
policeman -to the citizen. Superficial obedience to is made up by the purity of our life, than that the
Jesus in the Jewish Talmud. He is there described
the rules of the church are strictly enforced, but then regis of hypocrisy would shield us from the eye of a
as a sorcerer who was stoned and hanged on the day
the arm of authority reaches no farther. The church divine justice; as if it were better to send one r_ay
before the Passover, abo~t the year 75 B.O. This
can insist on the observance of the Sabbath by an of happiness into some poor outcast soul, than build
attendance to church formalities and a cessation of a cathedral ; as if one little deed of kindness were was the Jesus of Paul, who, after preaching him in
business, but they cannot drive out the selfishness of worth more than a thousand ostentatious prayers Arabia returned and attempted to do the same in
Dama;cus; but the military commander of that city,
worldliness.
declaimed withm the grandest specimens of church under the rule of King Aretas of Arabia Petrea,
It may prohibit one from indulging in the orgies architecture.
·
sought to arrest Paul, and he escaped by being let
of the gambling-hell, but not from driving out all the
For modes of faith let graceless zealots fight,
down from the wall through a window in a basket.
joy and sunshine of his neighbor's hom~. The
His can't be wrong whose life is in the right ;
This was a little prior to the year 62 :B.c., for from ·
In faith and hope the world will disap:ree,
church is, in fact, a refuge to those whose hves and
and
after that date Damascus was governed by the
But
all
mankind
concur
in
charity.-Pope.
actions would not bear the scrutiny of an unprejuRomans, and no petty king of Arabia ever again
Lincoln, Neb.
E. K. PACKARD.
diced world; since from a feeling of fraternity, and,
ruled that city.
ANTIOBRIST.
perhaps, mutual feeling of dependence, suspicion is
The Clergy and the Ballet.
not confirmed. It holds a sort of surveillance over
Santa Claus and God.
public institu.tions a~d o~ces. An. as-pirant. must
A practical joke has been played on the clergymen
certainly acqmesce to Its dwta, or mamtam a discreet of New York and Brooklyn by a theatrical manager.
As the child believes in Santa Claus, so man beneutrality, to attain to any degree of public patron- The spectacular drama of "Nero," at Staten Island, lieves in the Bible God. I remember when I was a
age.
.
was the trap into which they were led by a circular little boy I was deluded into the belief, and for a
How many great minds there hav been who, hav- sent to all the clergy of the two great cities arid time was fearful of ghosts and hobgoblins. My good
ing the courage to differ with its mythical and heart- vicinity, reading as follows:
old mother told me that I was· a very inquisitiv boy;
less creeds, hav blasted lives otherwise of success
The closing scenes in the life of Nero hav always had a that I desired to _know many things that were not
and honor-although, perhaps, to gather laurels for special interest for the Christian world. The final triumph proper for little boys to know. Consequently, they
themselvs in posthumous ages! Yet brave souls of the cross is a sermon in itself, rising, as it does, amid the had to tell me Santa Claus came down the chimney,
unawed · hav defied the most cruel fanaticism that strains from the " Stabat Mater" above the ruins'- of the that there was an Uncle Sam at Washington, that
city whose terrible destruction is so vividly set forth.
ever existed, and advocated man's individuality, great
If you will do me the favor to accept an invitation to visit little lambs were found in the grass, and that the
and liberty to think and to investigate the laws of nat- this spectacle and notify me on the within postal card, I will doctor found little babes in the woods on his way to
ure and of morals. We owe a boundless gratitude gladly send tickets for yourself an.d fam!ly. Transports. see the mother. All those things I believed until I
to these intrepid men. Men who, without the mer- tion over the Staten Island ferry will be mcluded.
outgrew them. I hav often thought it would hav
On the back of the inclosed card the clergyman been better to tell me I was too small to know
cenary fears of hell or hopes of heaven, hav heroically
died for principles. Men who with the horror of the was requested to write the number of tickets he such things, that I could not understand,.and just as
Inquisition staring them in the face hav declared the wanted, and sign his name. In less than a week 313 soon as I could they would tell me all about it. This
cosmogony of the scriptures to be only the crude ministers responded from the two cities and vicinity, would hav been honest and truthful.
and erroneous conception of man, instead of the asking for 1791 tickets in the aggregate. A very
Now, my TRUTH SEEKER friends, the God of the
inspiration of the Unknown. Men who hav braved few were modest enough to ask for only 2 tickets, Bible is the Santa Claus of the grown man. Just as
all the monsters of the church, denounced the mira- but one wanted 34, ~nother 30, and so on down, the soon as you grow large enough intell~~tually you
cles as contrary to nature, and asserted they were average being nearly five and a half to each preacher. will laugh at yourself for having been so stupid as
The Rev. George H. Mayer, of Brooklyn, having not to hav seen the book as it is sooner. I am fully
only an effect of legerdemain or a natural exaggeration resulting from t.he repetition of facts from one a large family, asked for 10 tickets, and he promised satisfied the fish story is a very large one. I am fully
to another and a tendency to impute a supernatural to "invite others to pay their way in," believing "it convinced, from the miraculous birth, the goodness of
agency to any phenomenon they could not under- is our duty to send our Christian people to receive the heart, the greatness of the strength, .the skilful
stand. Men who bav declared the plan of "atone- two hours' impressiv illustrativ instruction upon the use of the ass's jawbone by -samson, that the writer
of his life told a whopper.
·
ment" to be a license to the hypocrit and scoundrel; truths of Christianity."

~ommunicafions.
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Baron Munchausen and Eli Perkins are but very lightened, and teach their boys to represent their
Whereat my solicitors marched off to rejoin their
little liars in comparison.
principles, even though they be denied their fran- own ranks.
Now, for the love of humanity, the pride I hav in chise, their true principles will be represented by the
Je!'mS himself then came riding rapidly toward me,
the elevation of men and women, I will never teach sons. Mothers, teach your boys to read that old and I thought that he intended to cut me out of the
:BUCh things as being the word of God. I would book_ _as history, teach them truth and honor, and contest as one having no right to a part in the play
euggest to any man or woman who reads that book in a few generations aU the inspiration will be shut -no business in the battle. He was immediately at
called the. Bible, the barbarous history of the Jews, out. Why, if the good people would spend Sun- my side, and, shaking bands with me most heartily,
to read it just as they would any other history, and day hunting up those in distress and administering he said, ''You are doing well, Mr. Guild; remarkably
get away from such dogmas and superstitions as are to their wants, instead of meeting and paying well. I bav watched you all the while, and saw that
taught from that book. How can any good man tribute to an ignorant, imaginary being, the day you bad grit, and needed no orders. When the vicor woman read an:d follow-yea, teach t.heir chil- of rest would be well spent, and many people made tory is ours, I shall want you to sit with me on the
dren to follow-the lives of men who, if living to-day, happy.
right band of my throne in my kingdom."
would not be recognized as decent, surely not as
Not long since there was a good, old, sanctimoni"I am not striving for any place whatever in your
leaders, teachers, and models of,honor and goodness~ ous, or rather, harmonious (when everything went to kingdom, nor in any other, your lordship," answered
I am greatly surprised that King David has so many suit her), woman, who was our guest while the I, "but just lighting on the liquorites because I can't
warm friends Rod stanch supporters among the good Woman's Christian Temperance Union meeting was tolerate their cut"sed trade in a civilized country. I
peo-ple, for I hav never read the life of any man that in session. As I said, she was a good, harmonious hav, for a long time, declared against you and your
was so wicked and lustful. The late Jesse James woman. During a conversation one evening, she church, and I ask and expect nothing at your hand;
was very meek and gentle in his killing compared said," If my husband was dying I would not giv him I go my own gait."
with the king after God's o·wn heart.
a teaspoonful_ of liquor, if it would· eave his life."
"Never mind the church," said he; "that is none
In my travels West and North I hav been asso- Well, I could not help laughing at an intelligent lady of mine-at best not much of it, and as for me, why,
ciated with nearly all classes and a sample of who would talk that way. I s:aid, "My dear woman, you would hav thought better of me had you been
nearly all nations. I hav sat around the camp-fire of do you like whisky better than you do your husband!" better informed, instead of imbibing so many orthodox
the Sioux Indians a number of times; I hav seen " No," said she, " why do you ask !" " Well," said errors when you were younger. I excuse your ignothem in their war-paint; I hav seen them dance their I, " I was thinking you did, as you would save the rance of my real character, as your over-pious early
war-dance, .yet I cannot call to mind anythi11g so whisky and let him die."
training was alone to blame for that. And though
.
monstrous, so cruel, and outrageous as David's treatNow, while I am temperate in its true meaning, you honestly claim nothing from me, I shall simply
ment of Uriah. And yet we hav good men, educated and hav been all my life, I would giv a barrel of reward you the more, as my rule of grace is-giv
men, who ·believe that the selfish lives of such men whisky if it would save a life. I· do not believe we honor to whom honor is due. Who is against my
hav elevated the people to their present standing- hav a right to allow anyone to die when we can save enemies is for me. I will see you when the fight is
men who are, I believe, honest in their statements him. I do not believe it is right to take human finished. Go on!"
when they say the Bible has made us and lifted us to life except in self-defense.
Saying which Jesus waved me adieu and galloped
A word of admonition to the women before I close. away to speak to the chief of the army of Christian
our exalted station. How foolish and weak for men
and women to allow themselvs to grow up squeezed Read the book by Helen H. Gardener, "Men, Prohibitionists. Therewith terminated my night
and cramped like a pickle grown in a flat bottle ! Women, and Gods," and .you will wonder how you v1s10n. Though but a dream, it is not without sigKnowing that men are so easily deluded makes me could be so stupid as not to hav seen the absurdities nificance. It is the interpretation of my sentiment
in reference to the prohibition of the liquor traffic,
more anxious to hav everybody educated. Our free without having them pointed out to you.
which traffic has my unlimited enmity as an unmitischools hav been· instrumental in starting men, and
0 woman, thou wert made to temper man;
gated evil to humanity, and which, unabolished1 leaves
Freethought has developed the mind and placed
We had been but brutes without you;
Angela were painted fair to look like you.
every other effort for man's well-being boggled and
them far up on the hill of science-so high that they
ThPre is in you all we be1ieve of heaven;
blocked. To license it is to own it; to countenance
know they cannot see the whole world from a mountAmazing righteousness, purity, and truth;
it is to court it; to aid it is to wed it, and to profit
ain-top. Some hav been foolish enough to carry that
Eternal joy and everlasting love.
it is to share its pollution. Honest men do not
old book up with them, and claim that the book took
c. G. RANDOLPH. by
want its help, but its hate. Freethougbt and a free
. them up.
country cannot afford the friendship of the constant
As the result of a gradual growth Shakspere and
Prohibition Delirium Tremens.
curse. The sort of excise to put on it is to excise it
Shelley arEnil.lowfd a place on the center-table beside
JoHN PRESCOTT GUILD.
the Bible to-day. The time is coming when ShakI had a dream the other night. I dreamed that I out of existence forever.
spere, Shelley, Voltaire, Paine, Ingersoll, and many was leading a little platoon of men in an engagement
.
writers like Helen Gardener, will be considered far with the outposts of rum and beer.
The Greatest Writer of the Revalution.
Soon the friends of the saloon concentrated from A. R. Sp(I:D'ord, Cono1·esstonal Ltbra1·tan, tn the Btstortcal Ame1·lcan.
above the Bible by all students. The New Testament deserves a shelf above the old Bible, as the all quarters, and I wondered why there was such a
meed of honor as the most powerful pamphleteer of
teachings of Christ, according to the apostles, were multitudinous force gathered against so small an theThe
Revolution must unhesitatingly be awarded to Thomas
some better than those before Christ. Really Christ's opposition as mine.
Paine. His plain, perspicuous style, homely illustrations,
Then I heard a whir and a whizz, a clatter and a force of reasoning, and nervous strength of utterance, rising
teachings pointed toward Infidelity. The writer of
this article has said a thousand times, paraphrasing crash, a hum and a howl, with mingled commands sometimes to eloquence, gave to his best writings, which
were those on American Independence, great popular acColonel Ingersoll, "I wish I was the poorest and cries, as another and mightier army of men ceptance.
His "Common Sense," which ante-dated the
_specimen of humanity living," i.e., I would hav every-· arrived, escorted by a phantom host from above, led DPclaration about six months, was printed and reprinted in
body above me physically, morally, financially, and on by Jesus Christ, mounted on a red horse, capar- 1776 a dozen times, in eight different places of publication.
His " Crisis," a series of pamphlets appearing occasionally
mentally, i.e., I would be j u:st as I am now and every- isoned in martial array.
1776 to 1783, reanimated the sometimes flagging zeal of
There next advanced to the aid of the liquor from
body else . elevated above me. I would then hav
the army, and his pungent wit and freshness of treatment
something to build to, something to cling to. A legions a company of men in plain clothes, who bore kept public attention fastened to Paine's masterly produCgreat many men and women ~B:V a desire to g.et .on a banner of purple, on which was printed the inscrip- tions. While they were far from being the first emphatic
top, no matter what the cond1t10nB of the ma1or1ty tion, ''Independent Philosophers." At their head utterances for separation, they were the most .direct, systeand effectiv. Paine's merit as a patriotic and influenare, just SO they can OCCupy a Conspicuous place. the world's orator, Colonel Ingersoll, waved his matic,
tial
writer
cannot be impeached by detraction as to his
Each is anxious to }?e the favored one; to be a sword and shouted : " There is the enemy-the habits, or his opinions. Governor Morris Faid that he had
chief, a teacher, a ruler; or an office-holder, a -repre- swarm of superstition ! In the name of reason, strike written "Common Sense," "a quality which Paine wholly
lacked;" but the force and spirit of his writings in timely
sentativ of the people, whether they hav the ability or for freedom !''
The devil then loomed out of the dust and smoke, advocacy of a determined resistance to oppression were
not. It is the same with the Christian element, they
praised by Washington, Lee, Adams, Rush, and others, as
want to be the leaders, the deacons; they are desir- flourished his tail, held up his cloven foot, shook his among the foremost influences which contributed to the
ous of gaining admittance to the golden city, no mat- horns, and said, with a leer and a grin: " Them's grand result.
'um I There are the philosophers for me. Of such
ter what the cost is.
As one ambitious girl said to me not long since: is the empire of hell. Come on, my boys !"
RevivnJist Darnrs's Latest Opinion.
I began, in my dream, to think that the '' battle of
Frum tile Douolasvtlle, Kv., Democrat.
"I will be satisfied if I can get there, even though
all my friends and relative are left out." How can the great day" was in progress, and thought it
You hav heard of the North 2l.merican Review'! Four of
anyone be so selfish? But those who worship and amazing strange that an avowed Athaist like me the champions of the Christian world bav been successfully
routed in that magazine. Black, the able lawyer, Field, the
expect to meet, in fact, desire to meet, a selfish God, should find himself reinforced by such pious bat- editor,
Fisher, the professor, all took a hand at defending
will be very selfish themselvs. With me it is differ- talions, while the talkativ friends of Freethought the monster, and Ingersoll whipped them every one-shamed
ent. I could be happy, I believe, with my relative were ranged for an onset upon me.
and disgraced them before two continents. The old defender
Just then there came over to me Mr. Burnham of the false God took the great premier, Gladstone, to comand friends in and myself out, but w~th them out and
him, and be proved the weakest card of them all. Inmyself in I could never be happy. In fact, I could and Mr. Wakeman, of the Secular Union phalanx, bat
gersoll is secure, because he and all civilization know that
not be happy as long as there was one soul in the and asked me: ''Why are you here helping the his position is invulnerable. '!'his is the most humiliating,
Lord? We want you back on our side where you melancholy truth that this century of wonders bas to face.
fire.
Now, just think of an individual who could be belong. Don't you see, we hav the great Ingersoll But it must be met. If God is not good, then I, to be honest
happy in a nice feather bed in mid-winter, with his with us? We are out to-day to a inan-all but you. with myself, must abandon the field. With humbleness of
huCJ.ility I say to you that God is good-that he ia not a God
wife and child out in a snow-storm. According to Come, now is our time or never! We must strike of
cross-pmposes. This is my new departure. I am devotthe Christian teaching there are but two places in the superstition dead to-day or go under !"
ing the remnant of my life to the new idea my goo~ God
" Sorry to be in your way, gentlemen, but so I givs me. If you are an Infidel, the theology of eVIl has
next world-heaven and hell-so if we don't" find our
friends in heaven they are evidently in the other must," said I, " so long as you choose to go back on made you so. I hav found a pl~ce to stand. ~t may not be
enough for my feet, but I w1Il hang on to It by my eye.
place. Now, just imagin a· man or woman that coul_d nobriety and ally yourselvs with alcohol ; for super- big
brows. ·I cannot defend the God that attlicted people; that
sit in a beautifl:ll conservatory of flowers and mus1c stition has no folly like the folly of drunkenness, was a murderer· that gave us Ten Commandments to keep,
singing and playing on a golden harp, while their and the chur<>lh never wielded 8 tyrany that could all of which he ~battered to pieces. I cannot defend a bad
compare with the saloon. I am not to be whipped God. I'd rather be an Atheist. I hav the light, and that
child was scorching in hades.
Do you think it possible to find a civilized man or in, and refuse to surrender my individual judgment light is Jesus of Love and nothing else.
woman that could endure it~ It ought to be impos- and personal ·support, even to so great a genius
sible to find a-man or woman that is ignorant and and philosopher, when I think him wrong, as Robert Pray for the Editors of San Francisco "Freethought."
From the MflOOU1"ne Liberator.
superstitious enough to believe such a horrid doctrin. Ingersoll, who looks beside himself giving cheer to
A tourist of world-wide experience puts forth the theory
If I believed such a thing, I would voluntarily go to those whom he once so roundly denounced as the
that the climate of Californie. fosters mendacity, irreverence,
an insane asylum and insist on being shut up. I am world's worst curse."
and meretricious morals. He holds that the habit of sin in
"Oh !. never mind that now," said they; "we can that state is not so much a matter of diseased conscience as
glad some of the educated women are coming to the
front. Such women as Mrs. Cady Stanton, and many deal with that issue later; down with Christianity of atmospheric pressureand sinister infiueuces of weather.
They hav practically no winter there, and so " miss the best
•
others, are doing a great work. Women hav been first."
" No, sir," said I, '' not for Joseph. I am down on means of keeping alive a realization. of the pre~e~ce ?f a
instrumental in inculcating this Santa Claus story
higher and an ever-ruling power, which penple h~mg m a
into the tender mind of the children. Now .it is drink first, last, and all the time, in spite of hell; sterner climate can so easily comprehend " The skies are so
only just that.she aid in teaching light to extinguish and if Christianity, Jesus, and the Holy Ghost, plus soft and the temperature so pleasant that men ar~ led to
Moses, and all his mistakes, hav come thus late to think lightly of serious things, to forget how to cultivate t4e ·
the darkness of her former teaching.
virtues.
·
When mothers become educated and truly en- down the 1luid devil, I say, Amen !" ·

•
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Marriage and the Church.
The conundrum set a-going by Mona Caird in the
Westmi~ster Review, "Is Marriage a Failure 1" has
stirred England and the United States wonderfully.
Everybody seems to be answering it one way or the
other, ·according as his or her experience has been
pleasant or otherwise. In England the latest phase
of the controversy is an attack upon the Established
church. One disputant, a woman thirty years mar·
ried, says:
''The Anglican service lowers the wife, and sets the husband on a pedestal not at all suitable to him, filling him with
notions of marital supremacy which are the cause of half
the unhappiness of married life."
Another writer, who lays most of the blame for
unhappy marriages upon female physical defects,
says:·
"I am well aware of the storm of indignation that will be
raised in many a fair-I had almost said bosom-mind by
remarks like these ; and I am quite prepared to hear the
indignant exclamation, 'Are we not all as God made us?'
To which I reply: 'No, my dear young lady, very few of you
are as God made you, or would hav you to be. Doubtless
you will call this rank blasphemy; but it is the simple truth,
for by neglecting your physical development you hav slighted
God's laws. The church, I am sorry to say, is responsible
or a good deal of the ignorance that prevails. It descants
so much about man's soul that it almost forgets he has a
body.'"
There can be no doubt that the church deserves
this censure and more. From Eden to the present
time the church has made woman the dependent
creature-the slave, the servant, the toy. Through
her transgression Adam sinned, and she has borne
the punishment. Every Christian man regards his
wife as the cause of his sinful nature. She is to
blame that he is not an angel. ·The writer of Genesis
pitched the tune; Christ took it up; Paul increased
its discordant volume; and the church fathers stereotyped it. The Jews used woman as a slave. Paul
considered her an unclean thing. The church fathers
expressed their views in various ways, but all are of
the same tenor. According to St. Bernard, "woman
is the organ of the devil." According to St. Anthony,
she ''is the fountain of the arm of the devil; her
voice is the hissing of the serpent." St. Bonaventure
said that "woman is a scorpion, ever ready to sting.
She is the lance of the demon." St. Cyprian thought
her to be " the instrument which the devil uses to
gain possession of our souls." St. Jerom.e called her
"the gate of the devil, the road of iniquity, the sting
of the scorpion." And St. John Damascene gave this
estimate of his mother : "Woman is a daughter of
falsehood,· a sentinel of hell, the enemy of peace;
through her Adam lost paradise." St. John Chrysostom agreed with Damascene, holding that "through
woman the devil has triumphed, through her paradise
has been lost; of all wild beasts the most dangerous
is woman!' St. Gregory the Great declared that
" woman has the poison of an asp, the malice of a
. dragon." That is the ancient opinion. '!'he opinion
of the modern churchman, represented by a doctor
of divinity befpre !\ Baptist association, is : " Beauti-

ful as ·woman was when God created her, we cannot
deny that in morals and religion she was a failure.
From the day she turned her back upon God and
God's word (both of which things she did without
any in:fluence from Adam), she became a heathen.
Heathenism originated in her heart."
Holding these opinions of their wives, how can
ChristianE! ever hav happy marriages '1 The man is
domineering, tyrannical, brutal, and careless of the
feelings of his inferior partner. The woman becomes
fawning, cringing, crafty. The children possess all
these qualities, and 80 the race is perpetuated in
brutality, feiU', and cunning. The wonder is not
that there are 80 many unhappy marriages, but that
all unions of Chrietians are not unhappy. The
Christian religion is respo:rasible. Make the woman
an equal, an individual instead of an echo; civilize
the .men and get the superstition of Christianity out
of them, and marital partnerships will be a source of
happiness instead of pain to one or both. And,
when the world is civilized, if people make mistakes,
th~y will not be chained together for life to fight it
out, but will be allowed to rectify the error .without
a stain upon either father or mother or child.
And the church is as truly responsible for the low
physical development of the human race as she is for
the degrading estimation of woman which brings so
great a train of evils. Antinaturalism is the cornerstone of Christian theology. Every saint in heaven
got there by cursing the natural human instincts
and subduing them by mortification of the :flesh.
Simeon Stylites on his tower is a good illustration of
what religion pure and undefiled has made its de:voteeli. This will be seen more and more clearly as men
learn to study and re:flect. The crimes of the church
against human nature are complete and all-inclusiv.
Professor Oswald, in his "Bible of Nature," has
pointed them out as few can do._ " Mirth," he says,
"is the sunshine of the human mind, the loveliest
impulse of life's truest children; yet the apostle of
Antinaturalism promised his heaven to the gloomy
world-despi11er. 'Blessed are they that mourn.' 'If
any man will come after me, let him deny himself
and take up his cross daily.' 'Be afilicted, and
mourn and weep ; let your laughter be turned to
mourning and your joy to heaviness.' 'Woe unto
you that laugh.' ' If any man come to me and hate
not his father and mother, his wife and children, his
brothers and sisters, yea, and his own life also, he
cannot be my disciple.'
" The love of health is as natural as the dread of
pain and decrepitude. The religion of Antinaturalism revoked the health laws of the Mosaic code, and
denounced the care even for the preservation of life
itself. ' Take no thought for your life, what ye shall
eat or what ye shall drink, nor yet for your body,
what ye shall put on.' ' Bodily exeroise profiteth but
little.' 'There is nothing from without a man that,
entering him, can defile him.'
"The love of knowledge awakens with the dawn
of reason; a normal child is naturally inquisitiv; the
wonders of the visible creation invite the study of
every intelligent observer. The, enemies of nature
suppressed the manifestations of that instinct, and
hoped to enter their paradise by the crawling trail of
blind faith. 4 Blessed are they that do not see and
yet believe.' ' He that believeth and is baptized
shall be saved, but he that believeth not shall be
damned.' 'He that believeth not is condemned already.'
" The love of freedom, the most universal of the
protectiv instincts, was suppressed by the constant
inculcation of passiv resignation to the yoke of ' the
powers that be,' of abject submission to oppression
and. injustice. 'Resist not evil.' 'Of him that taketh
away thy goods ask them not again.' ' Whoever
shall compel thee to go a mile, go with him twain.'
'Submit yourselvs to the powers that be.'
"The love of industry, the basis of social welfare,
that manifests itself even in social insects, was denounced as unworthy of a true believer : 'Take no
thought, saying, What shall we eat? what shall we
drink? or wherewithal shall we be clothed? For
after all these things do the gentiles seek.' 'Take
no thought for the morrow, for the morrow shall take
thought for the things of itself.' 'Ask and it shall
be given you,' i.e., stop working and rely; on miracles
and prayer.
" The hope for the peace of the grave, the last solace of the wretched and weary, was undermined by
the dogmas cf eternal hell, and the preordained dam•

nation of all eart~-loving. children of natur~: . ' ~~
that hateth not his own hfe cannot be my diBCI~1e.
'The children of the kingdom shall. be cast out I?to
utter darkness, there shall be weepmg and gnashmg
of teeth.' 'The~ ~hall be cast i~to a furnac~-~f fire,
there shall be wallmg and gnashmg o~ teeth. . They
shall be tormented with fire and. brimstone m the
presence o~ t~e holy angels, and lD ~he presence of
the Lamb. And the smoke of their torment ascendeth forever and ever, and they hav no rest day
nor n~g~t.' "
.
· ..
.
This IB the foundatiOn of ~he pr?vaihng A:ntmaturalism for :Which the Enghsh artist upbra1ds the
church, and It has g~n~ on and on. through all the.
centuries. The condlti.ons for gettmg to. he~ven are
grief,_ and disease, and 1gnorance, and subJectiOn, and
torturing fears. Let the body go; _look out for ~he
soul. Mortify the. :flesh and attai~ et?rnal bhss.
The Lord loves a s10k _man, _because It give. the patient a chance to glonfy Him. The body IB of no
importance if the ~ind is properly subdued. Such
has been the teachmg of the church forever and ~ye,
a~d it _is no wonder that at last people are saymg
With Ahce Carey,
"I am sick of hearing the same old song,
' Save your soul I Save your soul!'"
What we want is salvation for the .body-good
health, strong limbs, sound lungs, and a chance to
laugh, not cry. Then men and women may marry,
and instead of the marriage being a failure it will be
a jolly success.
--------~._

_______

'' Divine Healing."
The Rev. Mr. Simpson, leader of the "Divine
Healers" of this city, has risen to explain, through
the Sun, his faith and work. Mr. Simpson was
forinerly a Presbyterian pastor in New York, and he
believes himself to hav been miraculously cured seven'
years ago, " after twenty years of physical prostration and much suffering," so that he is now enjoying
" strength and vigor never known before.'' With this
increased health and force he has been engaged since
his cure in preaching to those who .do not attend or-·
dinary churches, and to carry on the work more independently he " withdrew honorably and in good
standing from the presbytery of New York.'' After
he had been preaching for several years in halls and
theaters his followers founded a church of their own
on " an unsectarian basis, yet thoroughly evangelical
in its doctrine and spirit." It calls itself the Gospel
Tabernacle church, and is now putting up an edifice
for its occupancy at Eighth avenue and Forty-fourth
street. At the beginning of his work Mr. Simpson
did not proclaim the system of Divine Healing, but
soon its propagation became a chief part of his
preaching, the fame of his own miraculous cure having spread within his congregation and outside of it,
until at last a hoine for the healing, known as the
Barachak Home, was established in two houses at
the corner of Sixty-first street and Park avenue.
One of Mr. Simpson's patients in this home committed suicide, and others hav left it for various insane
asylums. Mr. Simpson forgets to state these last
facts, but they are important as bearing upon the
" science.''
Mr. Simpson's method of treating disease is
founded upon the epistle of the apostle James:
,·, Is any sick among you, let him call. for the leaders of
the church. Let them pray and anoint him with oil in the
name of the Lord, and the prayer of faith shall save the
sick, and the Lord shall raise him up. If he hav committed
sins they shall be forgiven him."
Mr. Simpson says, with truth, that the church
in the early days took these verses literally, and if true
then, he urges, why not now? The words can be interpreted in no other way than as meaning just what
they say, and the Lord is the same now as when the
apostles traveled about the East. Martin Luther is
quoted by Mr. Simpson as having trusted it, and also
John Wesley and George Whitefield, the great Methodista. He finds a survival of the apostolic method
in the extreme unction of the Roman Catholic church,
though, in his opinion, that church perverts and
abuses the means as authorized by St. James, they
being " not for death, but for life.''
The Sun, in considering the faith of Mr. Simpson
and his increasing number of followers, finds it to be
" only a feature of the Christian system as he receives
it. It is a holy ordinance, as much binding on the
faithful as the sacraments, and obedience to it must
be no less unquestioning than obedience to the other
commands of Christ and his apostles.''
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And then the Sun says : " It is a very serious matter, the spread of this belief, or delusion, and it is
one of the most astounding of modern developments.
Ol course, such practical results as it achieves are
mere illustrations of the power of mind over matter,
of the i.magination over the actual and material, but
it is ~ow pushed to an extreme of perilous fanaticism.
On the one side science is fighting against superna!r
uralis~ as a figment of superstition, and on the other
there is a growing tendency to set aside the teachings of science in favor of supernaturalism pushed to
its furthest extreme."
This is a remarkable utterance for a religious journal, as the Sun professes to be. First divine healing is found to be a part of the gospel teaching !'nd
of Christianity-as much so as any sacrament or
teaching of the church-and then it is found to be
delusion, supernaturalism, a figment of superstition!
If this be so-and we are fully convinced that it iswhat becomes of the balance of the religious system
of which it is a part! Are the other holy ordinances,
the sacraments, the teachings of the apostles, all delusions, supernaturalism, figments of superstition?
Verily, they hav that appearance.

France.
Bernard O'Reilly, the pope's biographer and
general Catholic advocate, writes to the Sun of this
city detailing a number of miraculous cures performed
atLourdes last month. Ol course the only miraculous thing connected with the affair is that people
should believe and be so easily humbugged. One
paragraph, however, in Mr. O'Reilly's communication
is worth quoting, as expressing the feeling of Rome
over France. He says : " We are advancing fast
toward the last decade of this Materialistic, unbelieving, and Agnostic nineteenth century. In the once
most Christian land of France, Atheistic doctrine and
Antichristian sects are fast leveling all that remains
of, the social edifice reared by so many generations of
believers. Miracles, miracles public, patent, of overwhelming evidence, are more needed to-day than in
Egypt in the day&~ of Moses, than in Judea in the
days of Christ, than in Rome when Nero's brutal
ferocity wielded for destruction the force of an
empire."
If France can be saved from Infidelity only by
" miracles public, patent, of overwhelming evidence,"
we fear that France will go to the devil. But it is
not a little remarkable, viewed from a Christian standpoint, that the nearer France gets to his satanic
majesty, the more prosperous she is, the more
comfortable her people are, and the more influence
she wields in the world. When France was all
Catholic, under priest and noble, it required an ocean
of blood with Revolution so violent as to be a landmark in history for the people to obtain sufficient of
the products of their labor to support life. No highway robber was ever more skilful than the French
. priests in skinning their victims. Going to the devil,
France is better off than when she was going to God.

a

M.r. Davis's Martyrdom.
The Christian press is making a great to-do over
the fact that the Rev. Mr. Davis had to serve his
term of imprisonment for preaching on Boston Common without permission of the municipal authority.
A sample of its ranting is the following by Thomas
H. Pearne, a doctor of divinity:
"About a year ago Mr. Davis was tried, convicted, sen.
tenced, and imprisoned in Hampden county, Mass., for
preaching the gospel upon Boston Common. All these many
months since he has languished in a felon's cell for no crime
except as a corrupt municipal board may hav declared it a
crime by a statute to offer Jesus in the public streets and
places of Boston to sinners who need him. A brass band
may toot and drum any day in the week on Boston Common
or in Boston streets, and it is not hindered; a quack medicin
dealer may auction his wares in the streets and squares of
Boston, by day or by night, without let or hindrance; the
giant crime of the nineteenth century, the vending of poisonous intoxicants, may go forward in cultured, Christian
Boston on every street eighteen hours, out of every twentyfour, abetted by a tax or a license, and n.o one demurs, except as mothers who see their sons ruined in body, soul, and
estate, may in secret cry to heaven, 'How long, 0 Lord, how
long?'
·
"But· here comes a man with the spirit of the divine savior, who, like Jesse Lee a hundred years ago, preaches on
Boston Common Jesus the savior of men-a gospel that has
done so much of blessing for Boston and the whole country
-and, forsooth, he is arrested and punished by a year's imprisonment ! A century and a half ago Whitefield and the
Wesleys shook England by street-preaching in all .the larger
cities, receiving for it insults and mob violence. To-day

English liberty and civilization are purer and better and
higher than they could otherwise hav been ; and yet in this
free republic, in Boston, which boasts a Faneuil Hall, cradle
of liberty, Mr. Davis, for preaching Jesus, languishes a year
as a felon within prison walls I"
The facts in this case are very different from this
statement of them. There is a m-qnicipal ordinance
in force in Boston that the Common shall not be
used by anyone for gatherings without a permit
from the city council. It is a good" ordinance, for
without it every crank in the city would hold meetings there, destroying the improvements, and making
the place a nuisance to the neighboring business men
and residents. The ordinance is for the protection
of society against individuals whose egotism makes
them think they are the most important people in
the world, with rights peculiarly their own and superior to the rights of others.
Mr. Davis is one of these fellows. He imagined
that because he is a Christian and preaches Christianity, his rights are superior to the rights of the
community as expressed in the ordinance. He refused to ask for a permit on the ground that no
community could stop him from preaching Jesus.
He was warned that he was breaking the law; was
admonished three times by the court, but he still
persisted in declaring that a m-an who preached
Jesus had the right to do so wherever he pleased.
Finally he was told that if he again preached on the
Common he would be· imprisoned. And he was,
though if he had promised to obey the law he could
hav gotten free any time. He was dealt with very
gently and forbearingly, -but his egotistic religion
determined him to override the rights of every citizen of Boston to please himself and his savior.
The attempt to make him a martyr to the antireligious spirit of the day is a ridiculous failure, and
only self-conceited religious bigots can so view his
imprisonment.

Then and Now.
In sixteen hundred and eighty-eight-just two
hundred years ago-the good Christians of Boston
found that one of their townswomen had cast a spell
over a neighbor's children. Cotton Mather, an
eminent, a learned, a pious Christian, tells us that
these children " would bark like dogs, and then again
they would purr, like cats. Yes," said he, "they
would fly like geese and be carried with incredible
swiftness, having but just their toes now and then
upon the ground, sometimes not once in twenty feet,
and their arms waved like the wings of a bird."
The old woman who had bewitched these children
was killed.
The following is from a daily paper of September
18, 1888: "SAN FRANCisco, CAL.-Ranchers who came
to Los Angeles from the Indian camp in the eastern
end of St. Bernardino county tell this story : For the
past two months a strange disease has attacked
members of the Mojave tribe. Its spread at last
became so alarming that the Indians slaughtered
dogs and burros to appease the anger of the Great
Father. This proving of no avail, a council was
held. The medicin men sat around a huge pot
which was filled with herbs and water which simmered down to a teacupful of liquid. Then a male
pigeon and his mate were taken from a basket and
the liquid poured down their throats. The male
bird, when released, flew away. The female bird
fluttered a few yards and fell dying on the ground.
The medicin men declared that there was a witch in
the tribe, because the female bird had died, while
the male bird had flown away. Then with
fierce yells and imprecations the frenzied red men
drove their women to the place where the council
had been held and where the white pigeon still lay
BJ!lOng the herbs and grasses. The medicin men
watched the face of each as she passed the bird.
Finally a young squaw, the daughter of Craso, a subchief, stepped out of the ranks and was about to pick
up the bi:rd, when the medicin men, with loud. yells,
seized her and pinioned her arms. She pleaded
piteously for her life, but her own relative dragged
her to the council-place. They took off her clothes,
tied her to a stake, and built a slow fire under her.
For two hours abe lingered in agony, and while her
death-screams filled the air the braves danced about
the fire and the medicin men muttered incantations."
The Mojave Indians seem to be about the same
kind of folks as our honored Puritan and Christian
ancestors. The explanation of the ancient bewitchment is that Cotton Mather lied. The explanation
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of the plague now aftl.icting the savages is that the
Indians hav typhoid fever.
Christianity is still the same great and consoling
religion that it ever has been, but only Mojave
Indians now believe in witches.

.A Question for the Churches.
The Rev. S. C. Swallow, D.D., of Harrisburg, Pa.,
says: "There are, perhaps, in the aggregate, millions
of our people, representing all political parties, all
churches, Protestant and Catholic, and all enlightent~d
nationalities, who hav not ar.d will not bow the knee
to the Baal of Sabbath desecration. They hav never
bought or sold, traveled by public conveyance, even
to camp-meeting, on Sabbath, nor in any other way,
by word or deed, consciously encouraged the lawlessness that to-day threatens the very existence of our
Christian civilization. If appealed to, will they not
eagerly enter into a sacred compact to stand together,
to organize, agitate, and educate till at least the outward conformity of the masses to respect for the
sanctity of the day shall bear some fitting relation to
the inward reverence of those who love it as the day
of their father and their Lord ?"
That is to say, Mr. Swallow would by law and
physical force compel three-fourths of our population,
whether Christian or not, to do as one-fourth thinks
they ought to do. Now, if one-fourth possess this
right, why is it not possessed by one-eighth, onehundredth, or one-millionth of the people? Why not
by every individual !
If a small minority of Mohammedans should settle
here, and attempt to force the rest of the people to
observe Friday-refusing them permission to buy,
sell, travel, even to religious meetings, on that day,
or to do anything by word or deed which should
desecrate that day which the Mohammedans "inwardly reverence"- the great majority of the folks
here would call the Mohammedans insolent, tyrannical, arrogant ; and would resist such an attempt
with rifle and sword il necessary.
But is there any diffe.rence in the principle, which
sect or religion plays the tyrant and governs the
rest of the world? We respectfully invite the attention of Mr. Swallow, and his aiders and abettors, to
this question.
------~~.-------

Editorial Notes.
SuBBORJBERS having copies of THE TRUTH BEEKER of
Aup;ust 25th, September 1st and 8th, which they do not wish
to file, will confer a favor upon us by mailing them to this
office. The interesting communications which appeared in
those issues hav led to an unusual demand for extra copies.
GEORGE CHAINEY climbed our editorial stairs last week,
bringing his soul with him. He has got as far as New York
on his way to heaven. Mr. Chainey's philosophy last week
was that the universe is held top;ether by a spiritual essence,
no two particles of matter touching, which essence or spirit
of affinity is the real thi!l$• the matter being but the tool or
means. These are not .ll'lr. Chainey's exact words, but we
giv him full credit for the idea. The matter surrounding
the egoic essence composing George Chainey was looking
well and hearty, and we were glad to notice that the immense
amount of knowledp;e about unknowable thinp;s which he possesses has not impaired his genial smile. Since he adopted the
new philosophy-the like of which man never saw beforeMr. Chainey has wandered to California. thence to Australia,
back to San Francisco, and now here. The Freethinkers of
Australia, he says, liv on a low mental plane ; and his erstwhile Agnostic friends here are hardened in philosophy, and
deaf to all angel calls. But to him the other world is the
only one worth thinking of. The Gnostic Magazin~, of which
Mr. Chainey is editor, is to be translated from San Francisco
to this city. All who wculd lil>e a sample copy of the same
are inviter! to send name and address to the Gnostic Publishing Co., 22 University place, New York city.
IT is painful to explode the Sunday-school stories of our
youth, bnt the iconoclastic hand of Truth is one by one tearinp; them from the wall of memory. The Hartford, Farragut's ship, is laid up at San Francisco, and was recently
visited by a party of old naval officers and scribes. One of
the latter writes of the fight before Mobile : ''One oft he party
well remembered the awful crash, the great bow of the misguided Lackawanna as it came tearing into the flagship's
waist, the shock to the crew standing to their guns and never
flinching, the ripping and tearin~ of the Lackawanna's cutwater and her head-booms and r1gging; but better than all
was remembered the little figure of the white-capped admiral, as, with hand high in air, he showered objurgations
upon the head of poor old Captain Marchand. Sundayschools and Christian associations hav recorded in history
that, before going into the great Mobile fight, Farragut retired to his cabin and prayed. Perhaps he did, but before
that day's work was over the angel that records such things
must hav had a hard time striking a trial balance, for very
many utterances that came from the old admiral's lips that
day the newspapers hav no type to express. But the brass
rail over which he leaned and swore is yet there. Another
intere8ting thing in connection with the historic ship is the
brass plate which adorns the break of the poop, and which
was, of course, put in after the close of the admiral's career.
It reads simply: 'Damn the torpedoes! Go ahead!'" William Tell never said of his hidden arrow: "I kept it, tyrant,
for thee, had I slain my boy," George Washington never
owned a hatchet, and Farragut did not pray, but did swear,
when he won the most brilliant naval victory of the late
war 1 Our Sunday-school books will hav to be revised.
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fetters Jrotl( Jlriends.
BURLINGTON, K!N., Aug. 26, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed notice of our dearly beloved.
Yours truly,
C. K. LEVERING.
THE l'OTICE.

Aug. 17th.- E. H. Fleming, 1t minister of the
go•rel, eloped yesterday with one of his conll'regation, Mrs. Fryreat.
The wayward preacher leaves a. wife and six children and his
mother in destitute circumstances. The woman is young and artful. and had Plenty of experience in this line, having eloped twice
before.
IruTCHINSON. KAN.,

hav too many meddlesome busybodies, who take it upon
themselvs to be other people's keepers, instead of minding
their own business.
In my views. I hold polygamy a hundred thousand times
more preferable, and honorable, too, without the so-called
social evil existing among it, than a monogamy in name only,
and :with the social evil in full blast. Any reader must be
astonished at the numbers, especially among the rich men,
who liv with more than one woman, to the contrary of laws,
morals, and customs.
To make such laws, which will not be kept or obeyed, will
only produce and increase hypocrisy.
Wise men said that the country with the fewest laws will
be best governed.
I myself prefer and believe in monogamy, but that is no
reason why I should interfere with others who practice polygamy or polyandry. Would it not be much better if ministers
and priests kept harems of their own, at their own cost, if
they would then let alone other men's wives and daughters?
I can think of cases which will giv good ground to enter
polygamy or polyandry, and be morally excusable. We
might with just as good right make laws to force maidens and
bachelors into marriage or yoke together.
I ask now, why not allow the greatest personal liberty as
long as no one gets hurt, and stop these meddlesome busybodies?
FRED. KoEZLY.

CLEVELAND, 0., Sept. 8, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: In a recent conversation with a devoted
Christian lady, very activ in the Woman's Christian Temperance Union, I took occasion to refer her to Keeler's "Short
History of the Bible." She refused to read any such book,
stating that she did not wish to read any such stuff ; that she
beliPves the Bible as it is; that she believes every word that
is in the Bible to be inspired ; that she believes that the
whale swallowed Jonah, that she would even believe that
Jonah swallowed the whale if the Bible said so-showing
herself willing, for the sake of :Qer belief or faith, to swallow
the Bible, Jonah, and the whale. She is the boss Christian,
when it comes to believing all that is in the Bible. She explains the-what Infidels call tbe barl parts of the Bible,
BuFFALO, N. Y., Sept. 15, 1888.
by ~aying we do not read !.bern in the right spirit-meaning,
MR. EDITOR: " A man should believe only what he can
course, we should giv up all reason, and just swallow them
prove. He may hav every hope, but he should believe only
W. B. PAGE.
down.
Yours truly,
what he can prove" (last words of Courtlandt Palmer).
CATHLAMET, W. T., Sept. 8, 1888.
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of September 8th, under the headMR. EDITOR: There hav been so many excellent things in ing," Is There a God?" "Macbeth" asserts his belief in a God
our paper that I must send a word to show our appreciation because science, as yet, is unable to explain the origin and
of them.
mystery of all natural phenomena, and intimates that the
Brothers Putnam and Reynolds hav visited our little Atheist is wrong in his disbelief, because he is unable to excounty, and rous!'d some of the lukewarm Liberals and plain the cause and continuance of the operations of nature.
made some converts to our grand army of brave soldiers, not
If science was able to explain the source of all of nature's
of the cross, but of humanity. How we would like to be operations, her mission would be done, she could make no
with you all at the Congress I But it is impossible this year. further progress, and the deep interest now taken in her
The last illustration of " Our Goliath" is worth the SJ.b- promotion would cease; but with the multitudinous problems
scription of the entire year.
that are, and will be, brought forward, it is highly probable
Courtlandt Palmer's death caused sorrow in our ranks that science will never be able to fully explain all that is
here. We cannot easily spare such earnest workers.
asked of her. It should be remembered that she has a hard
We are thinking of having a Liberal hall erected in Ska- road to travel, and every explanr.tion she makes must be
mokawa by this time next year.
proved before it is ultimately accepted.
Good-speed (ne'er a God) to you in your work of enlightBecause science has not yet discovered the source. or purening the mind of priest-ridden humanity.
pose of all of nature's operations; it does not signify that a
LEDA I. ALBERT.
God exists; it rather indicates undiscovered causes. It is
well known thl!.t but ~ few centuries ago the thunder and
SANTA ANA, CAL., Aug. 3, 1888.
lightning, the rainbow, and the eclipses were regarded as
MR. EDITOR: It givs me great pleasure to read anything
manifestations of divine power. We now know, however,
that stands up for Freethought and liberty. What has
that they are but a demonstration of the immutable laws of
caused more trouble and bloodshed than Christianity? It
nature, and from this we may reasonably infer that all of the
has separate] thousands of families. I know what I am
phenomena that" Macbeth" now attributes to a God, may, on
talking about. I had my wife taken from me because I
some future day, be rationally explained.
would not be lrcl around by the nose by the church that she
ALEX. D. BLAIR.
belonged to. When she left me she had $3,000; when she
died, three years after, she had only $400. I am confident
KANAwHA FALLs, W.VA., Sept. 5,1888.
that the church got the most of it. And then after they had
MR. EDITOR: The. Christian churches no doubt VIew with
caused all her trouble and mine, they sent for me to bury considerable wonder and apprehension the growth of skepher, and there was not one of the church.memberswho went ticism in this country.
to her funeral. I never want to marry another woman that
A few years ago there were but a small number of probelieves in, or belongs to, any {)burch. There are inany nounced Freethinkers, and not much Freethought literature
people in this state who are Freethinkers, .but they are afraid was circulated. Now there is quite a large number of proto say anything about it. It would hav been better for me fessional ·Freethought lecturers, and some fifteen or twenty
if I had kept my thoughts to myself, but I never could be a. periodicals devoted to Freethought. Several of them hav
hypocrit.
G. W. FusEN.
quite a large circulation ; Freethought literature is abundant,
which indicates that there must be a considerable demand
NEw YoRK, Sept. 16, 1888.
for it. The spirit of unbelief and incredulity is evidently on
MR. EmTOR: Mr. J. M. Hopkins criticises in your last
the increase. Nearly every community has at least a few
TRUTH BEEKER an editorial from August 16th unfavorably.
Freethinkers in it. There are, no doubt, many who are
He writes, '' 'Despoiling tbe Stranger' contains views on the
not avowed unbelievers who are so in fact. They do not
Mormon question which do not correspond with mine."
find it politic in orthodox communities to,express themselvs
But I agree to every word said therein, and will go further
freely on this subject, knowing that persecution for opinstill. Any observer muEt know that the church is the greation's sake has not altogether ceased, even if the methods hav
est pl'r~ecutor of the Mormons. The more zealous a churchchanged. The church is still powerful, and not every Freemember the worse will he hate the Mormons-to the contrary
thinker likes to array its influence against himself; still,
of the Bible, as polygamy is nowhere forbidden therein, for
these silent Agnostics do not join the church or take any
all the good old patriarchs hav been of that faith a great deal.
particular interest in religious matters. The church does not
Now, consider the fact that the Mormons went by themregard them as Infidels or Freethinkers at all, but only as
selva into a wilderness, and changed it into a garden. There
unconverted sinners, who really do believe the fundamentals
were no other people there then that were or could be taxed
of Christianity yet who cannot make up their minds to
for their (the Mormons') benefit, as i~ the case here with us,
break away from the world and accept " the easy terms of
where we are the more taxed for all the churches because
salvation offered in the gospel." There are, perhaps, some
they are left untaxed. Out of malice and spite, and against
Freethinkers in the church, and many others who perhaps
the spirit and letter of the United Stat~s Constitution, a
would be if they would venture to read Freethought works,
majority of loving, pious, good Christian members of. Conor attend Liberal lectures, where they would hear the other
gress enacted such an unjust law of despoiling the Mormons
side of the question. We would advise all who desire tore.
and robbing them of their own earnings. Why, then, not conmain firm in the orthodox faith, however, not to do this.
fiscate right here at least one-half of all the church property?
J. C. WATKINs;
The most, or at the very least one-half, of it has been accumulated and amassed in a most unjust and unrighteous way,
through legacy-hunting, through beg-ging for ground and
money, and through not paying any taxes for their property
so justly due to a community. The church property has increased so enormously that the time will surely come to pass
that the states will be compelled to confiscate at least onehalf part of it, for the good reason above cited, as it so happened all over Europe.
Mr. Hopkins writes: " Now, it being conceded that the
practice of polygamy is a crime." I deny without hesitation
this premis. Our Christian lawmakers hav stupidly denoted
too many acts as crimes, of which our boasted civilization
ought to be ashamed. Any act of violence to body, life,
property, or honor may rightfully be called a crime, but any
deed done which harms no one cannot be a crime, or any
agreement 'not fraudulent between two or more persons of
age, made with and by their own free will, cannot be a crime.
I so contend, to the contrary of present public opinion. We

WASHINGTON, D. C., Sept. 10, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I send you a clipping from the Washington
Post. It reads like reality, and if it be a genu in find it more
than hints at an antiquity of man on the earth which almost
bewilders imagination. First we behold in the record of the
rocks the Azoic, or crystalline and metallic age; next the
Silurian with its salt beds, conglomerates, shale, limestone,
and sandstone, and its fossils, showing what appear to be
the beginnings of animal and vegetable life; and next in
order the Devonian age, where the remarkable fossil referred
to in the subjoined article was found. Next we hav the
Carboniferous age with its creeping worms with multitudinous legs, its lizards and flying insects. Next the Reptilian
age, when flourished the fern trees and the palm, with birds
and scaly monsters of the waters. Next the Mammalian
age, subdivided into the Tertiary and Post-tertiary periods,
in the latter of which, as heretofore supposed, man first appeared upon the scene~ This is but a partial and, perhaps,

1888.

very imperfect outline of the successiv orders of animal and
vegetable creation, yet I trust it will be suggestiv of the great
scientific value of the alleged di~covery, if it be genuin. If
it prove so, I hope it may call forth from your very able
scientific correspondents such disquisitions as i_ts importance
demands. But suppose it all a sham I Well, we'll smile and
pass along!
B. W. L.
CARLISLE, PA., Sept. 6th.-Our usuallY quiet city is considerably
excited over the discovery of a wonderful fossil, which was found
yes+erday by Francis W. Gibson, a resident of Spring township,
near this city, The fossil is of the Devonian period, and composed
entirely of shells and sand. The shells· are well defined, and many
of them are visible to the naked eye. It contains an impression of
"humttn face. The ~pecimen was phtced in charge of Dr. W. F.
Horn, who made a plaster cast of the face and forwarded the same
to t.he AcademY of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, and a. number
of leading scientists were notified of the find. The cast shows a
face indisputably human, with prominent forehead. The bones of
the Eose are well marked, and ·the division between them is also
well defined. The upper j>tw contains six teeth, the centrals, lat.,.rals, and eye teeth, one of which is worn off by usage. The lower
jaw is missing, and the farsel has the appearance of having been
broken at that point. Mil.nY of our leading scientists hav examined this specimen, and hav pronounced it of great antiquity.

CoNOORD, N. C., Sept. 16, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I send you Winston Republican, containing
the account of the falling from the upper round of the ladder
of the church of one of the chosen of God's people. Mr.
Connelly had been in office sixteen years-an office paying
him about $1,500 to $2,000 per annum. He was a Methodist, and professed to believe in a gilt-edged Bible; sung
psalms and hymns and prayed, and stole guardians' and
orphans' money. He has fled the county and state. Suppose he had been an Infidel? That is not supposable, for no
Infidel can-hold office in North Carolina. None but churchmembers can gain ·the confidence of the people. How long
will this hypocrisy misnamed religion continue? A few
years since, the people of this county elected a man to a
$1,500 office who had forged two n2mes to a note. He was
a church-member in good standing, and no fuss was made
about it.
There is now in office here, and has been for ten years,
a defaulter for $500. He is an officer in the Lutheran church.
No sin, as he pays liberally to the church and attends divine
service.
J. W. MEHAFFEY.
MARION, CoNN., Sept. 8, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : The replies to the following que::stions, as
furnished by the writer, are, in his opinion, such as would,
or should, be given by at least four-fifths, if not by all, of the
believers iii the Christian religion. All Protestants who may
feel grieved by this assertion can console themsel vs with
the thought that they consider the Roman Catholics very
ignorant Christians.
Question. What is the only true religion? Answer. Christianity.
Q. Which church is the sole correct one? A. By a Catholic-the Catholic church. By a Protestant-the Protestant
church.
Q. Who founded the only true church? A. By a Catholic
-Christ and St. Peter. By a Protestant-Christ and Martin
Luther.
Q. What kind of a man was Martin Luther? A. By a
Catholic-he was once a priest in the Roman Catholic church,
but, being desirous of entering the matrimonial state, he sold
himself to the devil; hence he was excommunicated. By a
Protestant-Martin Luther was a very righteous man. He
was a priest in the Roman Catholic church in the sixteenth
century, but becoming disgusted with the wickedness of his
superior officers, and the stupid ignorance shown by a
large majority of the members of the church, he protested
against the same.
Q. Which was the only true church prior to the protestation of Martin Luther? A. By a Catholic-the Catholic
church. By a Protestant - - ·
Q. Hav you read Gibbon's "History of the Decline and
Fall of the Roman Empire?" A. No.
Q. Hav you ever read" Common Sense," "The Crisis,"
"Rights of Man," and the "Age of Reason," by Thomas
Paine?" A. No.
Q. Did you ever hear of such publications? A. No; except the "Age of Reason."
Q. Hav you ever heard of Paine? A. Yes.
Q. Ever heard anything good about him? A. No.
Q. Who told you of Paine and the "Age of Reason?" A.
My Christian friends and the minister.
Q. You say you hav never read the" Age of Reason"what do you think of it? A. It is a bad book.
Q. What you hav heard of Paine, then, has 'been to the
effect that he was a very wicked man? A. Yes.
Q. Your Christian friends and ministers B'l.id nothing
about Paine being the author of works other than the "Age
of Reason?" A. No.
Q. Did they tell you he was a mover of the Declaration
of Independence, a secretary of foreign affairs under the
first American Congress, and a. member of the National Convention of France? A. No.
Q. You hav been informed Paine was an Infidel? A. Yes.
Q. What is an Infidel? A. Invariably a very·malicious
individual.
Q. Hav you ever perused the writings of any Infidel?
A. No.
Q. You say Christianity is the only true religion? A. It
certainly is.
Q. Do yon know that there are other well-established religio~s in this world at the present time? A. Yes.
Q. Hav you any knowled~e concerning the doctrinal beliefs of any of these other religions? A. Not much, if any.
Q. Jesus Chri~t was not an impostor? A. You insult me
with such a question.
Q. Were all the originators of all the religions, excepting
Christianity, impostors? A. Of course they were.'
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world," etc. The answer as far as I am concerned is easy. tify on this point. Even the miserable ca.yote laughs in scorn
I simply deny that a "special revelation" of "absurd at his enemy on horseback.
Being at present immured in the wilds of eastern Oregon,
notions" was ever made. Those "absurd notions" never
existed eave in the brains of those who oppose the Bible, and the years of my life having been few, I don't happen to
know how Mr. Priestley knows in what particular manner
and of some ignorant but well-meaning believers.
My worthy opponent may succeed in making some people the eohippus may hav walked; but taking for granted that
believe that there is no such thing as an expanse between his statements are true, what reason is there why the change
the clouds above and the earth and sea below, but I, for one, which is supposed to hav occurred ought not to ha.v taken
beg to be excused from being placed with that class of per- place by a gradual diminishing of all the toes at once, instead
sons. Only a few evenings ago I stood gazing at the fleecy of a sudden dropping off of one or more toes in the peculiar
clouds, so perfectly balanced in mid-air, as if upheld by some manner which has been described? In any view of the case,
strong invisible power, against which they seemed powerless each time a toe is lost there is a break .iu the chain of evolution which natural selection fails to account for, to say nothto resist. And standing thus, I thought of " the wonderful
ing of the other points of difference between the several
works of him who is perfect in wisdom."
forms of 'hippus. It might reasonably be asked, Do not the
Mr. Priestley says: "Smith says that the idea of solidity is facts concerning the different forms of 'hippus, as they are
the fundamental idea implied in the word rak.ia and all its presented by those who favor the development hypothesis,
derivative." W. L. B., the author of the article first quoted prove the necessity of inventing some other way of accountfrom by Mr. Priestley, says: "The sense of solidity is com- ing for them? Or must not evolutionists, in order to escape
bined with the ideas of expansion and tenuity in the term the charge of inconsistency, again fall back ou the imperfecrakia.'' T. J. C., the author of another article on the same tion of the geological record? In order to show the reasubject, says: "The etymological argument in the preced- sonableness of such questions, let us hear what Mr. Darwin
ing article only proves that the sense of simple expansion, as has to say. He says: "We should not be able to recognize ·
in all such cases, originated in an act observable by the a species as the parent of another and modified species if
senses." The idea of solidity may be said to be the funda- we were to exa.min the two ever so closely, unless we posmental idea of the word expa.me, as may be seen by examin~ sessed most of the intermediate links; and owing to the
ing the etymology of the word as Webster givs it. It looks imperfection of the geological record we bav no just right to
very much as if, in this respect at least, the scripture trans- expect to find so many links." "Although geological relators knew what they were doing.
search has undoubtedly revealed the former existence of
Regarding the a~aul, it might be well to say that it occurs many links, bringing numerous forms of life much closer
only in one chapter in the Bible (Lev. xvi), and is rendered together, it does not yield the infinitly many' fine gradations
"scapegoat" in the authorized· version. Among eminent between past and present species required on the theory"
scholars, however, this rendering does not obtain, as the way ("Origin of Species").
in which the word is used shows tha~ it denotes not the goat
Mr. Priestley objects to a statement which I made regarditself, but its destination. It is derived from a root meaning ing the evolution of the horse from the marsupial. The
"to remove," and may, perhaps, be more properly regarded state of my knowledge "previously before the late war"
not as a proper noun, but as an abstract term signifying was in an exceedingly limited condition, as at that time my
"di:smissal" or "removal." The goat thus disposed of typi- earthly pilgrimage had not begun. But if Mr. Priestley will
fying the removal of sin and guilt, "to be remembered no kindly modify that statement by using the word eohippus
more forever."
instead of marsupial, and four or five in place of five or six,
Mr. Priestley wonders why anyone who professes to believe it will serve my purpose equally as well. The question stiil
that the whole of "that old book" is the work of inspired remains to be answered-In what way could natural selecmen should "·so laboriously " pick out certain passages and tion hav anything to do with the change which is supposed
"ask us to be surprised at them." I was not aware that any- to ha v taken place, from the differen tiatecl foot of the eohipone had asked him to be surprised, but I judge from this that pus to the simple club-like foot of the horse?
he was. It is a surprising fact that the majority of those who
In my first reply to Mr. Priestley I remarked: "It seems
oppose the Bible are in reality unacquainted with its teach- strange that evoiution should deprive an animal of any of its
toes as long as it was supposed to be constantly using them."
ings.
I do not believe that the heavens and earth and all therein To which Mr. Priestley replies: "It seems strange
were made in six solar days, because, in the first place, I that evolution should deprive a polliwig of his tail,
find (Gen. i, 14-19) that the light of the sun did not shine but it has to go." What kind of an answer is this for
upon the earth until the fourth day. If the light of the sun anyone to make who offers to assume a position which
had nothing to do with determining the length of the three he will "defend without equivocation?" What similarity is
preceding days, it is not reasonable to suppose that it did there between the metamorphosis of the polliwig and the
with the four which followed. But that part of scripture to point in question? In the first place, the change from the
which Mr. Priestley has called attention is the commandment foot of the eohippus into that of the horse has, according to
given by the mouth of Moses: "Six days shalt tilou labor the evolution theory, been accomplished only during the
and do all thy work; but the seventh shall be to thee a Sab- lapse of ages, while the change through which the polli wig
bath [a. restJ. . • . For in six days the Lord made heaven passes while losing its tail takes place within a few days. In
and earth, . . . and rested the seventh day." Well, that the second place, while one is a process of degeneration, the
seventh day has already lasted some six thousand years, and other is that of progression. The little animal above menno one can tell how much longer it may last. It is quite tioned passes the first four days of its life having neither
probable that the six preceding days were each as long. If eyes, ears, tail, nor reBpiratory organs. It. breathes through
the objector insists that God's day and man's day are the its sldn, then the different organs are developed, including
same simply because they are so intimately connPcted, then, gills and a long, limber tail. But these, too, bav their day
Lord, I care not for riches-neither silver or gold! would make sure of heaven, I would enter the fold,
according to this style of reasoning, God's work and man's and are succeeded by an entirely different set of organs. Up
what do you mean? Is not your song symbolical? A. work, and God's weariness-speaking from a human stand_ to this time this little animal uses its tail for the purpose of
point-;and man's weariness, are the same, or on the same locomotion, and this organ only steps out when other means
Q. Why do you refuse to associate with those who are grade, for the same reason. Such a. view as this destroys the of locomotion step in, rendering it a useless appendage, i.e.,
traveling the "broad road to destruction," and treat them analogy of the scriptures, by which the less is always made it is carried away piecemeal by the absorbents, when the
with brotherly affection ? How dare you socially ostracize a memorial of the greater, the temporary a type of the eter- tadpole becomes a frog. Now, if natural selection had anyan Infidel in the face of that noble utterance : "For if ye nal. It makes the human-Sabbatk a memorial of something thing to do with this, it is certainly an exceedingly caprilove them which love you, what thanks hav ye? for sinners no higher than itself, instead of being the ever-recurring type cious way of doing business, to spend so many long years in
of a standing anti type. Such a pointing to something higher developing so useful an animal as a horse, and only a few
also love those that love them?" A. - - .
Q. Who said : ''Love your enemies; bless them that curse is also represented in the Jewish Sabbath year, and in the days in producing so worthless a thing as a frog. But .the
you; do good to them that hate you ; and pray for them jubilee period at the end of every forty-nine years, or of wonder of it all is, if the evolution theory be true, that, after
passing through so many wonderful cha11ges in so few days,
which despitefully use you, and persecute you?" A. - - - . seven times seven years.
On the harmony of the two genealogies of the gospels Mr. this little animal should always stop at exactly the same
Q. Hav you no pity for an unbeliever who is morally
Priestley has made some statements which, I am willing to place, and, when it dies, is no farther ad va.nced in the line of
honest, etc.? A. No.
Q. Why? A. Because if such a person dies persisting .in suppose, were made unintentionally. For instance, that in development than its parents and grandparents were before
Infidelity, God then has no pity for him.
regard to Luke. If he will look again he will find that Smith it. To me this is the most wonderful part of the whole
Q. So, then, you ·know, no matter how good, kind, gener- and Luke are in perfect accord. This is neither the time nor business.
That little "fool fixing," as Mr. Priestley calls it, has puzous, virtuous, and merciful a man is, if he does not believe the place to ·enter into the discussion of a subject like this.
Christ was God he will eventually go to hell? A. - - .
Suffice it to say that I hav failed to find that ''pitiable mess zled many an anatomist, and I can sympathize with tim in
Kind reader, I put this last question to a Sunday-school of quibbling" which Mr. Priestley seems to hav found. I this respect, for on this particular subject I, too, am an
superintendent, in a Sunday-school about four years ago, .and regard the article on the " Genealogy of Jesus Christ" in Agnostic. We are constantly being brought face to face
with the fact that we are creatures of limitation. "There
he answered me with such precisiv reason that I hav never 8mith's Bible Dictionary as a most excellent treatis.
dared to attend his school since, fearful lest I might be inWith regard to the sterility of hybrids, it is only neces- are more th:ngs in heaven and earth than are dreamed of in
fluenced to renounce Deism. He argued thus: "No one in sary for me to say that it is vain to attempt to explain this our science and philosophy."
Mr. Priestley has compared the person who attempts to
this enlightened nineteenth century has any business to great fact into conformity with the development hypothbelieve except in Christ." The force of such clacqtuJ tends esis; for, according to this theory, all species are only vari- overthrow evolution to a certain obtuse bovine which once
eties having a common ancestry, and such a thing as sterility essayed to derail a locoruotiv. It is really too bad the silly
to overawe me.
EowiN N. BEEOHER.
of hybrids ought not to occur, as it actually doea, between little thing didn't know any better, but, judging from the
sp~cies apparently so closely allied. TB.is, taken in connec- amount of puffing and steam which has been emitted, it
HEPPNER, ORE., Sept. 8, 1888.
tion with the fact that never, within the range of man's lool•s RS if the poor little animal had succeeded almost beyond
MR. EDITOR: I admire the skill Mr. Priestley has shown in observation, has a variety been produced so essentially dif- its expectations. However, I am not seeking to overturn evoconducting his argument. As a tactician he deserves praise. ferent from other varieties of that order of animals whence lution, but, on the contrary, to establish it. I believe in an
Mr. Priestley, I greatly fear, does me too much honor thereby, it sprang as to produce steril offspring by cross breeding, evolution which is the unfolding of an intelligent plan. The
placing a higher value on my articles than I was aware they ought to, and, in fact, does, form an important obstacle in best naturalists hav regarded this as a sufficient explanation
of the gradation of plants and animals, and hav prosecuted
possessed. It has never been my desire to take prominent the way of the transmutation theory.
issue with THE TRuTH SEEKER, and this, I think, was indiAgain: ''If Mrs. Ritchey were mounted upon a bear and their researches accordingly; but the fact that there is a
cated in my first letter. Being naturally of a retiring dispo- I on-a horse," etc., " I would in time distance her as far as I gradation iu nature is not a sufficient foundation for that
sition, it seemed to me that it required a great deal of moral hav in this argument." In my estimation, it is always better eternal development theory which, as one has sairl, "in
courage for me to assume even the position which I did. I to let some one else do the praising, consequently I will opposition to the axiom, de nihilo nihil, or, what is equivdid not care to continue this controversy for reasons of my merely pause to remark that Mr. Priestley may possibly b11v alent to it, that more cannot come out of lesB, wonld bring
own, and if I do not choose to gain notoriety in this partic- mounted the wrong beast. As for any advantage which the the highest life out of the lowest forms of matter,.and make
foot of the horse may giv him over other animals, in point God himoclf-supposing it to acknowledge something under
la.r manner, my wishes certainly ought to be respected.
Mr. Priestley wants me to tell" what was the need of a spe- either of speed or enduranca, anyone who has ever chased that name-the end, instead of the beginning of nature."
MRS. H. A. RITCHEY.
@!!-1 rev~bLt~o~ J;o convey these absurd notions of the physical an antelope or elk, or followed the hQunds, can readily tes-

Q. I do not insult you by the last interrogation? A. No.
Q. If I asked a follower of Mohammed whether or no Mohammed was an impostor, would I thereby insult him?
A.--.
Q. You ha.v never investigated any religion except your
own? A. No.
Q. Do you regard the hat you wear made by the best
maker of hats in the woi:Id? A. I do not know whether it
is or not.
Q. Having never sought to become acquainted with other
religions, how can you positivly know Christianity is the
only right one? A. Because it is.
Q. What religious denomination do you favor with your
mcm bership? A. - - .
Q Do you know the creed of your church, or, ll~t us say,
hav you at any time studied it and thoroughly grasped its
meaning? A. No.
Q. Hav you any knowledge regarding the creeds of any
other denomination, or rather, hav you investigated the
same, and was your investigation made before you joined
1he - - . church? A. No.
Q. Why are you a member of the - - church? A. Because the gid I wished to marry was; or because my father
or mother was. Various other similar reasons could be
given.
Q. Will you purchase some Infidel books of the Truth
Seeker Company and carefully read them ? A. NO!
Q. If I will loan you a few will you peruse them? A. No.
Q. If I make you a present of the "Age of Reason" will
you not look it through? A. No; I guess I hadn't better.
Q. Why? A. I am on the safe side, and I do not wish to
be annoyed by doubt.
Q. Do you think the Bible is the word of God ? A. Do I
think? I know it so to be.
Q. Do you ever read it? A. Yes; occasionally.
Q. When you read the Bible do you giv it the largest possible construction? Do you endeavor to ascertain the m<aning of what you read? A. I usually select passages easily
understood.
Q. When reading the book of books are you ever threatened with submersion in the ocean of doubt? A. No. I
believe all I do :not understand.
Q. Why do you accept as true all you cannot comprehend?
. A. I am afraid of hell-fire, everlasting torment, etc.
Q. Which is the Bible a revelation to, our reascm or our
fait.h? A. To our faith.
Q. If the Bible did not threaten a disbeliever with hell-fire,
etc., which would it then be a revelation to? A. Our reason.
Q. If unbelievers in the" sacred volume" (scaring volume)
were not to be punished with hell-fire, or something else
equally unreasonable or revolting, would you then regard it
as the word of God? A. No.
Q. Would you yourself delight in seeing the vilest criminal
the earth ever supported tortured in hell-fire? A. ·No. Yes-.
Q. Why no? A. I ani too tender-hearted.
Q. Who made you so? A. God.
Q. Why yes? A. Because David said, "Rejoice in the
Lord, 0 ye righteous, for praise is comely for the upright.
. Praise the Lord with harp.
. For the word of
the Lord is right; and all his works are done in truth.
Delight thyself also in the Lord."
Q. When attending church and joined in singing,
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Edited by MISs SusAN H. Wn:oN, Fall
Rifler, Mass., to tbhom all Vommunicatlons for
this Corner should b6 sBnt.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the daY's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."

The Little Bird-Sellers.
The mocking-birds came from the South
One time, as I rememberA silver piPe was in each mouth
From MaY till late September.
And two little children so pretty and lair,
With the truth in their eYes and gold in their hair,
Brought home a full nest of the twittering things,
With scarcely a speckled quill yet in their wings.
Their poor grandame was lying ill,
For many comforts sighing,
When they espied a Yellow-bill
Swift o'er their heads a-flying.
And they took down the oriole's nest from the tree
With little birds golden as golden could be;
And while theY yet smiled their tears overflowed
For the birds-and the grandmother down )Jy the
road.
'l'hey sold the mocking-birds in town
And orioles i!o yellow,
But all the bright gold could not drown
The lone cries in the willow.
And their mother decided this strangest of tests,
That "a friend should be more than the birds in
the nests,"
And soothed them s.s onlY a true mother could,
While her own heart went out to the birds in the
wood.
MARY BAIRD FrNOH.
p;,,·enC'.~Ioum,

Ne./J., Sept. 12.

~88.

A. Bit of t,be Uocky Mountains.
A very small bit, too, when we think of
\hat wonderful mountain system .extending
from the most northern part of our continent
to the Caribbean sea, of which the Andes
of South America are but a continuation;
but, to us, the eighty-mile trip was all very
wonderful and beautiful, for we had never
before seen a "real, live mountain."
Before we had fairly left Denver behind us,
"the smelters" ca111e to view. They consist
of four or five large buildings, employing severa! hundred men in the work of smelting
the mineral from the rock in which it is hidden. The furnaces are never allowed to cool,
lest so much metal should be wasted, and
many hundred tons of rock are melted each
day.
Then for ten miles we passed through· a
beautiful farming country-some fields yellow
with ripening grain, others green with alfalfa.
This alfalfa is the South American clover,
which thrives here. The leaves are a deep,
rich green, and the blossoms a beautiful purple, and nearly as fragrant as our own pink
clover blossoms.
As rain is scarce here; irrigation is the
means by which the crops are watered.
How the water is brought down from the
mountains we shall soon see, but here it
flows calmly along in the main ditch, and is
"tapped" for the small farm ditches, and at
the end of it all are the tiny furrows of water
running along between rows of com or among
alfalfa roots.
So much for the farms, or, since this is
Colorado, perhaps we had better say
"ranches."
w
t "k G ld
fi
. e soonds n e o en- fteen mih.•s hav
been passe -and now we are in the foothills, which get higher and higher as we
proceed, until they finally reach the dignity
·
of mountams,
an d w h"IC h ever way we may
turn they are there.
The grade is so steep that the eighty-mile
trip covers from five to six hours, with two
engins to do the work.
Growing tired of twisting and turning about
to get glimpses of the mountain-tops, we find

great piece of engineering skill, known as the
Loop.
We thought we had left Georgetown behind Ill', as we crossed a low bridge and
made a sharp turn; at any rate, it was out
of sight. However, after going several miles,
we found the town stretched out beneath us,
and saw we had come back to the same
place, while many feet beneath us lay the
low bridge and the creek. Then, looking
back, we realized what the Loop over which
we had passed was, and bow we had had to
wind around the mountain.
In many places, all along the road, the
turns were so sharp that the engin in front
seemed coming right toward us on the rear
car.
'Vhen we reached our destination, we were
ready for a good wash and a rest, and then
started for a walk down the track, and in a
few minutes reached the tunnel leading into
one of the mines, and stood watching some
lights away in it that were bobbing to and fro,
coming nearer and nearer, which we found
to be candles carried by a party of ladies
who had been into the mine.
We took the candles then, and the mineboy went before us back into the tunnel
again, walking along on the ties of the track
on which the little ore-car runs back and
forth.
The tunnel was seven feet wide and of the
same hight; water was dripping from the
walls; it was very cold, and pitch-dark, except
for our feeble lights.
All around us was solid stone with the
mineral streaks shining, and a white, moldy
substance hanging from the stone.
Straight into the mountain we went, with
never a turn for nearly a quarter of a mile,
and then the darkness, the damp and cold,
overcame us, and we turned and tramped
back; and, once out, found many beautiful
specimens of the silver and lead ore.
We saw a drove of "burros" laden with
ore sacks, coming down the mountain road.
They were great curiosities to us at first, with
their dwarfed bodies, tiny hoofs no more
than two inches across, and their immense
heads and ears. There was a little baby
burro, too, no larger than a lamb, but its
mouse-colored "wool" was several inches
long; the largest part of it was its "bray,"
like a hoarse tug-whistle, and it kept it up all
night.
Early next morning we started out for a
mountain climb, two of the girls, who were
acquainted with the paths, accompanying us.
Beautiful pines and spruces, delicate ferns
and dainty bluebells, and the little wild, red
raspberry bushes, five or six inches high, all
around us, and blue sky, with white clouds
and the bright sun, above us, while below
were the town and the creek, and across on
the other mountains, the mines.
In some places there were bare rocks that
we had to find a way aroun:l, climbing over
them being impossible, and again, we had
to take hold of bushes and almost pull our.
selva up. Most of the way was so steep that
a rest was necessary after every three or four
steps.

mals of North America with those of Europe."
At last, in his desire to say something, he
wrote: "The animals of North America are
not as large as those of Europe, but they get
there just the same."
"Ma," remonstrated Bobby," when I was
at grandma's she let me hav two pieces of
pie." "Well, she ought not to, Bobby,"
said his mother. "I think two pieces of pie
are too much for little boys. The older you
grow, Bobby, the more wisdom you will
gain." Bobby was silenced, but only. for a
moment. "Well, ma," he said, "grandma
is a good deal older than you are."

I shall attend the Congress in October at
Pittsburgh, where I hope to meet many of
THE TRUTH SEEKER family, of which I hav
been a member many years.
In common with all Liberals, I appreciate
your work in THE TIWTH SEEKER, and, although forty years old, seldom fail to scan the
Children's Corner. Yours for Freethought,G. BABSON, JR.
[Thanks for the#lovely photograph of an
exceedingly bright and intelligent baby Freethinker, the youngest in our picture gallery
of handsome, wide-awake boys and girls of
the Corner. We thank our friend for bis kind
appreciation of our efforts.-Eo. C. C.]

How tile Cat Was Good to a Bir•l.

FRENCHTOWN, NEB.
DEAR FRIEND : The incidents related in
the lines I inclose are strictly true. And the
children, now grown up, feel sorry to this
day for taking the little birds from their
mother.
The $10 which the birds brought, and the
delicacies purchased for the grandmother,
could not quite stifle the voice of conscience
in those who had been for several years little
"bird defenders." With best wishes for
yourself and the Corner, I am ever,
Your sincere friend,
MARY B. FINCH.

F-rom Ow· Dumb An;mals.

I can tell you a strange story of a cat.
" Is it true?" Yes, it is true. A friend
of mine had a pet cat and a tame bird. The
name of the cat was Fun, and Fun was so
fond of the bird that it would play with it for
an hour at a time.
The bird would hop out of its cage and fly
down to the cat; and the cat would put out
its paw and giv the bird a soft pat on its
bead, as much as to say, "How do you do?
I am glad to see you!"
And then the bird would sit and sing to the
cat, and the cat would say, "Mew, mew,
mew," as if it would like to say, "Thank
you." And then the bird would fly a short
way off, and the cat would run to try and
catch it ; and then the bird would hop off
once more, and the cat would run anu jump,
and do all that it could to get up to the side
of the bird, and then the two would hav a
game of play.
One day, when these two were at high
romps, all at once the cat made a great spring,
took the bird and ran with it out of the room.
Did it harm the bird? You shall hear. It
was all done in so short a time that my friend
could not ·stop the cat. As quickly as she
could she got up from her chair and went
to see what tile cat had done with the bird.
But just then, what should she spy but a
strange cat that lay hid like a thief at one end
of the room? So my friend drove the strange
cat from the room and then went to the door
and called, "Fun, Fun, Fun! come here,
Fun!"
And then in came the bird, hop, bop, bop;
hop, hop, hop; and our good cat Fun came
close by its side. And when Fun saw that
the strange cat was gone, it put· its soft paw
on the bird and gave it a pat, as much as to
say, " There, now you are safe, quite safe!
That strange cat is gone ; now we may play
and romp again."
And the bird sang a little song that seemed
to say, as plain as words : "~fy good cat, my
brave Fun, how I thank you!"

time, at the cold springs that were so numerous.
On reaching comparativly level ground
again, we tried to rest our feet by wading in
th
k b t
·
e cree ' u even ID August the water
seemed ice-cold.
We enjoyed the ·ride home that afternoon
very much, accomplishing the distance, on
account of the down-grade, in half the time
it had taken to go up, and returned home well

seats on the platform, with feet on the steps
and hands clasping the iron framework pleased with our " bit of the Rocky mountLAURA PmoE STEWART.
tightly. This is by far the best way to see ains."
the wonderful scenery and breathe the mountWhat tile Little Ones Are Saying,
ain air, and it seems to be appreciated by the
M
people filling the steps.
other: "Tommy, why don't you say
High mountains are on every side, and the your prayers like your sister Alice?" "I
creek, which we are to follow all the way, would, mother, if I knew a short prayer like
foams beside us, as if angry at the rocks that Alice says." "Well, what is it that Alice
hinder it. Bare rock rises on both sides of says?" " Why, she jumps into bed and says
•
us, so that it seems a great wonder where the ' 0 Lord! I wish I had a new bonnet.'"
ledges of earth came from in which grow the
"Mamma," said little Mabel, who had just
pine-trees-some mere sprouts, some sixty come home from church, "what made that
feet high-at their feet delicate ferns and man in the corner say 'Amen' so often while
bluebells, scarlet poison berries and purple the preacher was talking?" "I know," said
choke cherries.
Willie, confidently. "Well, Willie," sa-Id hi's
Here the irrigating water, on its way to mother,"wbyisit?" "lt'sawayhehasof
the farms below, flows in wooden troughs calling time on the preacher."
along the mountain sides, and at other times
A boy in the Summer avenue school, in the
in large pipes.
Eighth ward, scratched his head for a long
B etween Georgetown an d Silver Plume is a I time before attempting to "compare the ani-

FIELD ·INGERSOLL
DISCUSSION.
FAITH OR AGNOSTIOIKJf?
-aTwo Letters from Dr. Field, D. D .. editor of the
Presbyterian Evanoeli ,t, to Colonel Ingersoll, and
two Replies thereto. Dr. Fteld is one of the exceedinglf few Christians who havopposed Colunel
Ingersol kindly and courteouslY, and the Great
Agnostic bas used him accordingly. Dr. Field's
arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Price, 50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth.
Address

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 LafaYette P!., New York.

AN 0 UTLINE OF THE

French Revolution
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.
By W. B. BELL.
The French Revolution was the most unm'xed
blessing Europe ever saw.-ll'emtell Phtlltps.
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

The "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of the
Industrial Slavery of' To-Day.

Looking Backwar~.

Correspondence.

B~ Edward Bellamy,
Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.

SEWARD, NEB., Sept. 9, 1888.
DEAR MIBB WIXON: Of S. P. Putnam who
has given us three excellent lectures i~ the
1as t wee k : I ~urc h ase d your " Story Hour."
In readmg ~t to ~y boys, I noticed the picture of your little mece, and your dedication
showing your sympathy with children and f
take the liberty to mail you a picture'of my
youngest boy to pnt in your gallery of boys
and girls, which I feel you must hav. Perhapsthefact thatlwasaMassachusettsboy
twenty-five years ago and that "Jonah's"
(George's) mother ~as a Massachusetts
"school-marm," may, with the common fell~wship of Freethought, excuse me for this
liberty.
I

THE

If a cat and a bird can so learn to a~ree,
How kind to all creatures should we learn to be !

SoDus, Mroa., Sept. 15, 1888.
D&AR Miss WIXON: I went to the United
Baptist church last Sunday night to Jist en to
a Methodist Episcopal preacher. He said a
good many funny things. I thought perhaps it would interest some of the Corner
friends- UncleJ oe especially-to hear some of
them, too. He said his father, mother wife
and child were all in heaven, and be th'anked
God for it. He didn't believe God would
damn babies and heathens, but he certainly believed in future rewards and punishments.
He had a foretaste of hell
when his conscience upbraided him and he
said that he had jumped up and ddwn and
said,
d "Who was Lord Jesus Christ tba't he
ha to serve him?" I suppose that happened
when he was a bad Infidel. Well the United
Baptist man got up when the Methodist Episcopal man sat down, and he said that man
said there was no hell, but God said there
was a hell, and he proposed to take God's
word for it. I suppose all he is sorry for is
that "Jonah didn't swallow the whale" so
he could believe that, too. I hav often beard
Uncle J. Fitzpatrick say that he would giv
any preacher $5 that would read his selection
from the Bible before an audience. He would
soon lose his money here. But there are a
g~o.d many around he:e that are not so superstltlous.
Your Liberal friend,
Z&r.LA FITZPATHIOK.

~aving tired ourselvs out pretty well, and
bemg not yet half-way up, we sat down on
logs and stones to eat our lunch, and soon
started down, being careful not to begin a
run, from which we would hardly hav
stopped ourselvs, and resting, from ti"me to

~fy

Vital, inspiring, hopeful, convincing.-[Li.( erary
World.
This astonishing boak, how it haunts one,
like a grown-up •· Alice in Woud~rland !" The
mind follo"'s entrFtnced.-[Bo•tou Gazette,
It is a thought. breeding book, and all who are
free to receive new 1\gbt w11l find in it satiNfaoUon
and inspiration.-[New York 'rrtbnne.
The apl?eal is always _made to a man's reason,
and to ht• noblest. senttments: never to his selfishneAs.-[Bo8ton Post.
A glowing prophecy and a gospol of peace,
where the pleasures of this world are free to all,
to cheer but not eDRlave.-[I'be Nation.
A. suggestion Of a really practiMble and feasi·
hie social state greatly in advance of the present.
The romantin narrntiv is rich in its forecast of
actual posstbilities.-[Bosiou 'rraveler.
12mo, cloth, $1.50; PAper, 50o.
4-ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE SWAN ELASTIC HEEL!
WILL PREVENT .ALL

SHOCK OR JAR.
YoU can WALl( FoUR
EA"IEII TIIAN O~E ON A
particular~
ADD !lESS

Wit.h it
'

Il.hEL. For

DR. SWAN, BEAVER DAM, WjS,

Rays Qf Reason,
OR
RELIGIO~

R li!FUTED,

Is a new book by W. D. Hibbard, an uuterrified
b.Jasphemer, who stirs up t.lleolo!!'V and superstition wtth a" sharp stick." It is finely bo\llld in
cloth; 242 pages; fonr stYles of bindinl?. I?Hrnet
and brown. pebbl~ embosoerl, and light and dotrk
llreen, Rmooth; gtlt-l<?ttered back. A nice bonk
for a. Freethinker's hhrary or oenter table. In
ordermg otat~ st,yle d~sired. 1\lailed to any alldress for $1. Send m-il erR (or ail dress for table of·
contents) toW. D. HIBBARD, Nauvoo, Ill.
2t

Ti.e

c~rcer

of

Jf'SU1

Obrjst.

An Expositiol! of t~e 'J'rn~ 1\Ienniog of this Character as desonberlm t-he Ne.w TeRtament. By Mil-·
ton Woolley, 1\!.D., ant hOI" of ''Hebrew l\1ythology,"
Pape.r, Svo, 25 cent~.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Agents for the 'rroth :Seeker.
OALlli'OBN'Ll.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles. ·
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco, Cal.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Ual.
·
OANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
OOLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.

Bi~le

Temperance:

LIQ.UOR DRINKING

BY E. C. WALKER.

ILLINOIS.

This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible
E. A. Stevens, 241 Washington Boulevard, .Morals."
48 pages; price 10 oen ts.
(J'hicago.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
G. E. Wilson, 302 State street, and Brentano
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Bros., Chicago.
INDIANA.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
KANSAS.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MAINB.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).
llASBAOHUSBTTS.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
MICHIGAN.

A.. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
B. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 138 8. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.

.

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NBW YORK.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
H. Adler, cor. Essex& Grand sts., New York.
OHIO.

John Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, i:!Oi:!Supenor street, Cleveland.
· VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
OREGON.

B. F. Hyland, Corvalliil.
PENNSYLVANIA.

Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
TENNESSBB.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
TBXAB.

L.· Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
UTAH.

·James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jolit, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
WASHINGTON TERRITORY.

W. Wedeken, Montesano.
ENGLAND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.
W. J, Ramsey, 28 Stonecutter st., London,E.C.
AUSTRALIA.

Mrs. J. Hadfield, Market st., Sydney, N.S. W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
NEW ZEALAND.

A. D. Willis, Wanganui.
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Reminiscences of a Preacher.
A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,

BY E. D. ROOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of ibis
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Ceylon. The "Banner of Light,"
"Religio-Philosophical Journal," and manr Spiritualist papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
the book.
Extra Cloth, 175 pp., $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

--a--

ROMANTIC LOVE
TilE Ill.

Development, Causal Rfla.tions. Historic and
National Peculia.rit!es.
BY HENUY T. FINCK.
12mo., cloth, !2. Add1·ess THE TRUTH BEEKER.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great Centennial Oration
ON THE

Declaration of Independence,
ALSO THE

Immortal Document,
And the National.Anthem entitled:

"LAND OF LIBERTY."
Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

of a. minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trymg to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade oi one a~:ainst the Colorado
beetle!" Price, 10 cents.

A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has published

THE NINE DEMANDS

WAR! WAR!

HOW TO

Strengthen the Memory,

Parturition Without Pain.

OF

By WINWOOD READE.

LOVE VENTURES.

It is really a remarkable book, in which universal history is "boilod down" with surprising
sk\ll.-[Literary World.
Yon turn over his pages with a fascination similar to that experienced in reading Washington
Irvin 1'!.-[lnter-Ooean.
E'is history has a. continuity, a rllsh, a carrying
power.~., which reminds us strikingly of Gibbon.[New Haven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writin~{. He ha.s a style that reminds us of .Macaulay,
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, M3pp., $1. 75.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

A Novel witl_l an AIDdavit.
BY HARRY JULIAN.

16 Full-page French-A1•t Illustra-

tions.

Marriage and. Parentage.
In Their Sanitary and Physiolog10al Relations,
and in Their Bearing on the Producing
of Children of Finer Health and
Greater Ability.
Br M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D.
The Sctentttlo .d me1·1can says : 11 Books on this
subject are usually written by cranks, but this is
radically different; it is scientific, sober, clean,
and worthy of conscientious considemtion by every possible parent, and particularly by the
young." $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.,
28 LafaYette Place, New York.

New Edition. Revised and Enlarged.

O.N TIIE WORD GOD.

MEN, WO.MEN k GODS •

By Milton Wooll«rr,lii.D., Author of "Hebrew
.Mythology,"" The Career of Jesus Christ."
The fool hath said in his heart, There ill no God.
-[Ps. xiv, 1·
Children and fools speak the trnth.-[Old Saw.
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
-Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

An explanation of the meaning of the many
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we shall proceed to study special regions and novel phenomenon, namely, the duplication ting their cbservations before the public
craters
in detail by photographing them also of the "canals" on Mars. "Canals" is a promptly. They usually d~fend thems~lvs
Infidel.
every night, under all conrlitions of illut;nina- very unfortunate word, for the markings, so- by quoting such cases as this, and by pomtFURTHER AND MORE WONDERFUL DISCOVERIES tion, and enlarged about five to seven times. called, may not be water at all, and, at any ing out the harm that is done science when
WITH THE LIOK TELESCOPE.
ThPse enlarged pictures will giv the craters rate, they are too broad to bear any analogy sensationalism creeps in, and wrong or hasty
From the New Yorlc Sun.
on a scale of about twenty. five to thirty-five· to canals on· the earth. However, Professor conclusions aN drawn and run their course of •
While the Lick telescope has failed so far idches to the moon's diameter; and they will Schiaparelli has repeatedly seen these error around the world. It appears that there
to solve the enigma of the so.called canals on bear a E<'cOnd enlargement in the camera of "canals," which were ordinarily single, du- is still something to be said in favor of an
Marll, or to cast any important light upon perhaps two or three times more so that plicated-paralleled-by similar markings. early communication by the scientific men
those phenomena beyond confirming the fact finally we expect to be able to hav photo- So that his map is crossed in every direction thcmselvs. B·1t as they realize the danger of
of their existence, it has made some astonish- graphs of certain regions of the moon on a by sets of parallel streaks-the canals in misinterprc:atiun of -their observ~tioos, th~y
will, or ~hould, be careful to giv them m
.
ing discoveries in the nebular regions of the ~cale of fifty or more inches to the diameter. question.
The opposition of Mars took place this sober words which cannot be exaggerated or
universe. But for Professor Holden's assur- This ought to present really important testiance to the contrary we might, in fact, be led mony in regard to the vexed questions of year on April 11th, and the months of March, misunderstood.
To return to the case in point, it seems
to think that the mi~hty lens on Mount changes on the moon's surface, and as . to April, and May were the fttvorable ones for a
Hamilton, like Lord Rosse's huge mirror at whether or no we hav to regard the surface study of its surface. The observatory was that our observations clearly show that Libya
Parsonstown, would prove less useful in of our satellite as simply dead; since life is officially completed on June 1st, but it was does still ·exist-just as it has in the past.
not until July 16th that regular observations And it is a reasonable inference that the obobservations requiring accurate definition nothing but change.
than in those which demand great lightIt is rather the fashion among many prac- of Mars could be undertaken. Since that scurations . observed by .M.. Perrotin were
gathering capacity. We recently described tical astronomers to slight observations of the time more than forty careful drawings hav something in the nature of veiling by clouds,
Professor Holden's discoveries in the cele- moon, as if nothing more was to be learned been made at the large telescope by Mr. rather than the terrific catastrophe of the
brated ring nebula in the constellation Lyra, by such work. But I think that all of us hav Schaeberle, Mr. Keeler, and myself. These submergence of a continent.
Onr observations upon the nebulre in the
where he found a marvelous structure of learned one lesson already in our. use of the drawings were made when the planet's diamconcentric ellipses, composed alternately of large telescope, and that ·is to look at every eter was less than nine seconds, when its last five weeks hav been most interesting and
stars and nebulous stuff-in short, a half- celestial object with a free and open mind, zenith distance was more than sixty degrees, important. The power of the gr~at tel~sc?pe
finished creation, where. it would seem, the just as if we were seeing it for the first time. and in the early evenings before the object is nowhere better shown than m reviewmg
great sun-smith is still forging the orbs of There is a kind of professional nonchalance glass had the tiii\e to cool down to the tem- objects which are familiar in other great atHl
light. Since then Professor Holden bas which will not do here, unless we are willing perature of the external air-that is, our small telescopes, and by the drawings and
kindly sent us photographs showing the to miss some golden opportunities. I hav work was done under conditions as unfavor- descriptions of Lassen, Herschel, and Lord
appearance of two other nebulre as viewed always admired the spirit of the section in aple as possible. Still, the drawings show a Rosse. The nebula in Lyra, known to all
with the giant telescope. One of these, be Maedler's "Kurzgefasste-Beschreibung des great amount of detail, are consistent among possessors of small and large telescopes, has
thinks, must be regarded as the first repre- Mondes " where he treats of the rather dan- themselvs, and all agree in showing single not only showed us new features and many
sentativ of a new class of nebulre, in which gerous question of the inhabitants of the moon. broad streaks of dusky marking which cover new and minute stars within it, but it has
the nebulous stuff is arranged "in the form He is not afraid to include such a subject in the regions where Professor Schiaparelli givs also afforded by the critical situations and arof a helix or screw, just as if the nebula had a strictly scientific work, and yet he treats it two parallel dark canals with a bright region rangements of these stars new proofs that the
been formed by one .brilliant particle revolv- in a dignified and scientific manner. As this between them. It would be a very simple force which formed this nebula was a central
ing around the central star and leaving a brill- work is probably unknown to many of your explanation of the difference in our 0bserva- force. If we please, we may assume that
iant train, while the central star itself was readers, I venture to translate the section in tions to say that the Lick telescope was lack- this force was gravitation ; if this step is too
rapidly moving through space.
question, which will be interesting from a ing in defining power. But our observations hazardous-and it certainly is not proved by
Not since William Herschel surprised the literary as well as from a scientific point of of hundreds of difficult double stars, of neb- any nebula-we can with certainty say that
world with his accounts of the wonders re- view:
ulre, and of the surface of Jupiter, quite this particular nebula, with its ovals of stars
·
vealed for the first time to human eyes by his
Only with reluctanre do I touch upon a second dispose of that alternativ. It appears to me and nebulous matter, was formed by the
telescope, bas any news been received from que.tiOn, that of the inhabitants of the moon. that so far as the question of the double action of central forces.
Other well-known nebulre bav afforded
the celestial spaces of such absorbing interest Not that I would deny the great import-ance of canals is concerned we must wait until the
the &ubject, or that •n answer good for all future
as these announcements from the director of time
would be impossible, but because the •ub- next opposition in 189.0 to obtain entirely satis- striking and interesting features which it is·
the Lie~!. observatory. The nebula in ques- ject, on account-of the carel•ss way in which it factory evidence from our own observations. difficult to describe without the aid of illustion is one of those contained in Herschel's h•s ustially been treated in the past, has fafien
We hav, however, obtained satisfactory trations. One in particular has seemed to be
discredit With those wbo earnestly reason in
catalogs, and is situated in the constellation ainto
truly scientific spirit. I hav discovered nothing evidence on another point of equal impor- of especial import. I refer to the planetary
of Draco, in the north polar quarter of the certain in this matter-as little as oth, rs before tance relating to the surface of Mars in spite nebula 37 H. IV. Draconis. Mr. Schaeberle
heavens. The photograph shows a central me._ I can "ntertain no hope of success in the of the late bPginning of our observations. I and myself hav observed this on many occafuture, and I cannot prevail unon mYself to conpoint, or star, surrounded by two superposed sider
many uncertain, and in all Probability need- refer to M. Perrotin's announcement of the sions, and it seems to be the first representnebulous spirals, the appearance of which lfss, speculations. That evernhing created was submergence of the "continent" Libya in ativ of a new class of objects-a class of
certainly justifies Professor Holden's sugges- made for wise and noble purPoses is a thought April last. Writing to the Paris Academy of nebulre where the nebulous matter appears to
which necessarily forces itself upon our conscious·
be, and very probably, in fact, is, arranged in
tion that they may be the train of luminous ness.
Again, as living matter fulfills higher and Sciences, M. Perrotin, the director of the
matter left by a brilliant orb in its spiral path nobler purposes than that which is without life, great obst!rvatory at Nice, speaks first of the the form of a helix or screw, just as if the
around a moving center. The reader can ob- •o eve•ywhere, when life is a possibility; we are canals on Mars (some of which he was able nebulre bad been formed by one brilliant parto assume its presence. In what has gone
ticle revolving around the central star and
tain a clear conception of this by considering really
before, everything that has been said about the to see doubled), and then goes on to say that
the case of the earth and the sun. The earth moon
proves, it is true, that neither we, nor any of the modifications on the surface of Mars leaving a brilliant train, while the central star
makes a complete journey around the sun living creature on our earth, could liv on the the most important is " the disappearance of itself was rapidly moving through space.
globe, but it by no means does away witil
once in a year. But the sun meanwhile is .not lunar
Sir William Herschel was the· first to enuthe po.•sibilitY of all and every form of life upon a continent which extended on both sides of
standing still, but is moving forward on an the
Lord
moon, so that living fo1·ms are to be expected. the equator in longitude 270° (the continent merate and to classify the nebulre.
apparently straight course toward the conBut much that is indispensable to us is inacces- Libya of M. Schiaparelli's map). This con- Rosse's giant reflector resolved many of Herstellation Hercules at a rate which, though sible to them, and, on the other hand, many tinent is of a triangular form, and is bounded schel's nebulre intO stars, while many others
things for which we hav no name may be indisundetermined, is certainly not less than two or pensable
to the inhabitants of the moon. Then· on the south and west by a sea and on the remained unresolved. The spectroscope apthree hundred million miles in a year. If the organs of Ai9ht must be adapted for stronger north and east by canals. Although plainly pears to hav shown that many of these last
earth in its journeying left a luminous wake light, and theY must be able to endure greater visible two years ago, it exists no longer. are truly g-aseous. Lord Rosse added a: new
of light and darkness without injury.
in space, its path would appear in the form of contrasts
Just as litt-le can their notions correspond to ours. The neighboring sea (if sea it is) has totally class of highly interesting nebulre, namely,
a va~t spiral, resembling that actually seen in In comparison with us it appears that they must submerged it. To the reddish-white color of those whose parts were disposed in spirals on
the nebula in Draco. So far from this being be disproportionately lighter. How their days the continents has succeeded the black or the fiat ground of the ..sky. It appears to us
mghts are arranged, how the firmament apa unique object, Professor Holden says that and
that in this planetary nebula of Herschel's
pears to them, has alread:v been stated in detail. rather deep blue hue of the seas of Mars."
several other nebulre examined show evi- All this, however, is insufficient to giv us more
I do not know the exact date of these we hav the first example of still another new
dences of a similar form, and he expects to than an imaginary picture of their form, bight, observations, but I presume them to hav been class, in which the parts, at least, appear to
of living, etc., audit will remain just aslmdiscover further examples, perhaps still more mode
made in April and early May of this year, be disposed in the form of a helix. SeYeral
pos~ible to •ee as to reach them; even the idea of
perfect, of the same class of phenomena.
correspordiug with them, although suggestions since they were printed by the Paris Acad- other nebulre already examined show eviIt is difficult to suggest a satisfactory ex- in that direction might not be wholly illusory, emy on May 14th. They hav been made the dences of the same form, and it is more than
seem to be just as far from realization.
planation of such a etructure in a nebula. In would
Works that would be similar to our own al"e prob- basis of far.reaching speculations. For in- likely that other perfect examples of the
the well-known '' spiral nebula" we bav ably not to be thought of, so that it will always stance, we read in the French journal L'As- class can be found.
long had examples of nebulous forms made remain a doubtful matter correctly to understand t1·onomie for July, 1888, that "important
There are many large telescopes in America
that which, in this reopect, our telescopes might
up of fiat concentric rings or ovals, but these po•sibly
occurrer;ces from the climatological, meteor- which will easily show this structure, and we
show.
seemed naturally to suggest a likeness to the
Viewed in this light our hopes as to better ological-and, perhaps, 'human '-point of hope they may be turned on this object. I
imagined condition of our solar system when knowledge of the Selenites in the future are ex- view, are just now taking place on the sur- add the remark that the focus for the central
it was in the earlier stages of its formation tremely scanty, and tend little to satisfy the im- face of this neighboring world "-and much star, which is yellowish, and for the nebula,
patient imagination of many an inhabitant of the
from a nebulous mass that had been shaped earth.
However, the object of our investigation more of the same kind. l!'rom the scientific which is blue, are not quite the same, and
by rotation and condensation into a central of the heavens is by no means to be looked for in journals this news has gone into the news- that the helical forms are best seen when the
aggregation surrounded by rings. But the this direction. With reference to the moon in paper press and into current information. A focus for the star is changed slig-htly. for
particular, there are quARtions to be answered
helix-shaped nebula in Draco is something which
are of a totally different and, in fact, hundred visitors to the Lick Observatory hav Clark telescopes about 1-2,000 to 1-1,000 of
very different. There, if the nebulous spirals of a much more import.ant nature. How was the inquired if these changes on Mars were ob- the focal length.
really imitate the form of the thread of a moon created in the beginning? What finishing served here, and hav been deeply disappointed
Our observations of Jupiter hav been much
process did It undergo? Was the rotary motion
screw, the matter of which they are composed alway•
as it is now, or not? Bow did these mo- when they hav learned that our observations interrupted by the necessity of observing
must hav been lr;ft behind the moving body tions harmomze with ~he position and magnitude do not agree with those just quoted.
Mars, and of photographing the moon at the
from which it was cast off, and the difficulty of the axis?. Iu what ways can the moon's influIn fact, out of the forty drawings which we most favorable hours for viewing this planet.
be shown, and what laws govern these influis to understand exactly bow that could hav ence
Tuese are only a few point• about which hav been able to secure since July 16th no Still, we hav seen enough to know that much
occurred unless some medium is supp1sed to ences?
we may in all probability expect information in less than eight represent the continent Libya yet remains to be done here.
exist in the space through which the system the future, and will, if properly handl~d, furnish in its accustomed place, just a~ it was porMr. Burnham has also utilized the hours
us more_ and better knowledge of the moon and
is moving.
.
Its relatiOn to the earth than could be obtained trayed by M. Schiaparelli in 1877-8, not to when the telescope was not in use for other
It is evident that these discoveries will from
a living Selenite, if we were able to lay hands speak of many later drawings by others. In purposes by discovering new binary stars.
pretty certainly lead to new and important on him.
fact, drawings by Mr. D. Smart, of London, He has already a list of some twenty or more
views not only of the contents of space, but
We IW"e extremely fortunate in having in on May 7th, and by M. Flammarion, of Paris, such, all with distances not over one second
of the laws that prevail throughout its un- our corps of astronomers two who are pho- on June 2d, hav recently been published, and of arc. Perhaps the most interesting of these
bounded domains, and govern the birth and tographers of distinction-Mr. Burnham and help to fill up the history of Libya, from the is Gamma Cussiopea, a star of the second
growth and destiny of its countless and mar- Mr. Barnard. Together they constitute a date of M. Perrotin's announcement to the magnitude, with a most minute companion
velously varied creations.
most efficient working force, and hav already date of our first obsilrvations. Both o! tilese close within the rays not two seconds off. It
obt11ined results of real value. Among the drawings show Libya in its accustomed state is in a favorable situation at present, and will
THE MISSikG "CONTINENT," LIBYA.
interesting thinl!s which hav been done in -well out of the watbr of the neighboring be a fine test for the largest telescopes.
Cm·re.<pondPnce of the New Yo1·1c Trtnune.
this direction is Mr. Barnard's. discovery that sea. If it really had been "submerged" in
With the twelve-inch telescope Mr. Barnard
MT. HAMILToN, Aug-. 21.-Thc Lick Ob- the twelve-inch Clark equatorial which was April, and bad really emerged by .May 7th, bas discovered some twenty or more new
servatory has been officially "completed" designed only for visual work is in fact also a this would hav been indeed a singular fact. nebulre, mostly very faint, and has made
for something like eleven weeks, but the first most efficient photographic telescope. Mr. But it seems to me that these astounding several series of observations on the comets
six of these were hardly available for regular Barnard has succeede-d in maldng capital revelations of even " human" import hav of Faye, Encke, Brooks, Sawerthal, and
observations. There were many changes to pictures of the moon, of the Pleiades, of the their basis in a confusion of terms. Who Olbers. Mr. Barnard's observations of the
make in the preliminary arrangements in cluster in Perseus, of double stars, of Jupiter, knows that the continent Libya is a con- Olbers comet are especially important, as
order to turn the observatory from a mere etc., by its use, and we find the star images tinent at all? Who knows that the neighbor- they are m·ore than a month later than any
collection of buildings and instruments into a to be excellent over at least one degree. We ing parts are really " seas " and canals? We others of which we hav heard, and thus will
busy laboratory of work. We are even yet hav not tried more up to now. To utilize know that Mars has aqueous vapor in its serve to determin the orbit of this famous
far from the last and highest state of effi- fully this instrument, a more powerful driv. atmosphere; but who has yet decided which comet with a high degree of precision. One
ciency, but, at least, our work is going on ing clock is needed, and one of our problems part of its variegated surface furnishes this of the chief serviCes of the Lick Observatory
with full activity, and we see the way out of of to-day is how to get such an addition. by evaporation?
to the science will be in utilizing its splendid
every difficulty yet remaining. The testing We find it a misfortune to hav the observaSuppose that the region viewed by M. equipment and its beautifully clear skies in
of the great photographic lens of thirty-three tory reputed to be "completed," and would Perrotin had been simply under clouds for a observations of faint and difficult objects
inches aperture is now in progress, and dur- prefer it to be regarded as yet incomplete certain period. Might they not hav pro- which are lost elsewhere. I bav not spoken
ing the present lunation we hav secured some until we hav tested its capabilities in every duced the change in color which he undoubt- of several other series of observations which
exquisit pictures of the moon, several having direction. Legal terms often stand in the. edly observed? However we may account hav been made within the few weeks of our
been taken every night (for all the nights are way of rapid progress.
for the appearances before the beginning of ·astronomical activity, because of their more
clear in this astronomer's paradise).
Perhaps the most generally interestin~ May, it seems clear from our own observa- technical nature; but I hav, I trust, given an
These pictures are to form the first chapter, work of the large telescope has been done on tions that this "continent" has remained in account of our work sufficiently in detail to
as it were, of a work on the moon, which the planet Mars: It will be in the memory its normal state from July 16th until now, show that the Lick Observatory will fulfill the
seems to be admirably well worth doing in a of all that Professor Schiaparelli, of Milan, ani the drawings of Flammarion and Smart design of its generous founder, and will in
systematic manner. As soon as we hav com- bas devoted much time to a minute study of seem to show that it was so in early May and fact be, as he prescribed that it should be,
pleted the arrangements for enlarging the the surface features of this planet, and that in early June.
"useful in promoting science."
photographic pictures in the telescope itself, lately he has reported a very interesting and
Scientific men are often blamed for not putEowARD S. HoLDEN.

Credit Them AH to James Lick,
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BY

Robert G. Ingersoll,

AND
TWELVE OTHER DISOOURB&S OF REASON.

B1J 0. B. FROTHIXGHA!tf.
A vignrons thinker as eloquent as Theodore Parker.~[New Bedford Btanda1·d.
Deep thrmght, thorough conviction, and great
ability,-[Phila. Press.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 238pp,, $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

ABOUT TI-IE DEVIL,
AND

OTHER BIOGRAPHICAL SK&TOHES AND EssAYS.

BY CHAllLES BBADLAUGH,
With Portrait and Autobiography.
Charles Bradlangh has" A Few Words" to say
"About the Devil." Mr. Bradlaugh has a right to
his "few words," and the devtl will, we preoume,
"t no very dist.tnt day hav a few words to say to
Mr. Bradlaugh, and will doubtless get the best of
the argument.-[Chicago Interior,
Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp,, $1. 25.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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REASON

A Memoir of Christian and Extra-Christian Experience.
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATERS.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
and C~ttholicism, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate per•onal experience with the two svstems. It deals the most t•·enchant blows which
pure logic is capable of inflicting.-[Critical Beview.
Oloth, 12 mo, $1. 75.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Essence of Heligion
By L. FEUERB.l.CH.
Translated f1·om the German. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 cts.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immoral.-Extl·act.
Address THE TnUTH BEEKER Co.

Advancement~ Science
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.
Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.
Paper,t2cn:>, 105 pp,, 25c.; cloth, 50c.
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It is in many respects one of the most extraordinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. Trtlrune.
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MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY.
Btenograpltically reptRted, and re'Dised by the author.

Handsome Bvo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.
In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
are in it. It is one ot' his greatest productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we see him as the splendid champion of human libertY and the rights of man. His love of freedom
and justice, hatred of tyranny and chains, sympathy for the oppreBBed, misguided, and enthralled, his
courage and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expression, and he makes grand use of the
opportunity. Such a flood of light-of eloquence, legal learning,Iogic, pathos, poetry, and patriottam-is not often poured out in a court of justice.
~he many_calls for this Argument in complete !!nd_accnrate shape hav led to this publication,
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll h1mself. All other pnbilcatwns are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleadmg newspaper references.
.
Lawyers and a9vocates will fln!l this ~he model of an addres_s to a jury; statesmen and politimans a clear expos1t1on of Conshtutwnal nghts and powers; and mtelligent, patriotic, and free men
and women everywhere, a Magna Charta of their rights.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
13ecreta't'y of the .America·n Secular Union.
Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY.
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The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.

Paper, 12mo, 6tpp., cloth, 50 cents.
Contains testimonies of the early Christian Fathe ·s and others, and cases of striking similarity
to Chriotianity in many ancient religions.
Bold at THE TRUTH BEEKER Office.

SOCIAL

WEALTH,

The 13oltJ FatJtors and .ExatJt Ratios in Its
.Acquirement and .ApplYrtionmen.t.

By J. K. INGALLS,
Price, Cloth,

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITU AUSM
By DR. FBEDERIO R. 1\IARVIN, Professor of
Physiological Medicin and Me<iical Jurisprurience in the New York Free
Medical College for Women.
Paper, 12mo, 68pp., cloth, 50 c£nts.
His analysis of nerve us and mental phenomena
is sharply scientific; his pathologic~tl theories are
rat'onal, clear, and modern.-Aleawal Revtew.
His lanlj'Ustge is strong and wall chosen, his
style admuable in its directnesB stnd brilliancy,
his thought clear and logioal.-Ltberal Oltrtsttan.
Address THE 1.'RUTH BEEKER CO.

MATERIALISM:
UPON

BY DR. LoUis BUOHNER, Author of "Force and
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place,
DO YOU W !.NT a pleasant, healthful, cheap
home in the South T Write Leftwich Bros. and
Ourtis, Florence, Ala.
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PHILADELPHIA LIBERAL LEAGUE 257
meets every Sunday in Indu&trial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B •..:..'.!'ruth
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rates.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
.Proof that Wm. Shakspere oould not write.
The Bonnets written by l!'rancis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENR1
BURR. Price. 25 cents. For sale at this office.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest of all Anti·Bibll·
cal \Vorks.
BY THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Bingle Copies, 25 cents. Si1 copies for
$1.00.
.

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
Bpeaking of this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote : "A few more such
!laming arguments . • • will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation."

Price, 40 cents.

E:or either of these works or RnY of Paine's
wntm2"s,
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NEW EDITION.
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The Secret of the East,

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic .

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.

Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
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BY FELIX L. OSWALD.

VOLT AIHE' 8 HUMANGES.
CONTENTS:
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.- Zadig
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-Tbe Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-1\Iicroruegas.The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Pbilosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Biam.-The Study of Natnre.-A ConverB<>tic:!
With a Chinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure in
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engravings. Price, cloth, bPveled boards, $1.50'bpaper covers, $1. Hnlf calf or half morocco. mar led
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Price, $1.00.
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Western Union Telegraph Co-mpany
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Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freeth ought. Bound

in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.21>. CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freethonght and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section III. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freetbought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

Se(·Uiarism; Destructiv and Construc-

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
Secularism; its Principles and its
SUBJECTS:
tiv. 22 palles in cover. Price, 10 eta.

$1.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
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ITs HISTORY AND ITs INFLUENCE
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For the benefit of our readers who preserve their papers
we offer a new style of binder,
made for the purpose, and
with the heading of THE
!'RUTH i:lEEKER printed in
~~!!!~~~!51J'o.'d letters on the outside.
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ri.JIB bmder allows the openIng of the papers ptrfectiy tlat. It also allows the
takmg out aud replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Bent by mail, postp_aid, for •t.
Address 1'HE TRUTH BEEKER,
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28 Lafayette PI., New York.

Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:30P.M., corner Bangamon street and
Washin~~:ton boulevard.
Lectures and debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

Girard College Theology.

By A. J. GROVER.

By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."

BINDER for THE TRUTR SEEKER

This 'is the history of an attempt to found a
AND
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, thQ pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religions, p~litical, and otherAN EXPOSE
wise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just suffi- Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
churches and Youug Men's
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Christ.ian Associato his mind.
tion.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.
By RIOH. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
Price $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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ARGUMENT

Duties. Price, 75 eta.

PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COM·
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foot.e. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearly l 1ooo pages, fully Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
illustrated. Cloth, 8.25-in English or German.
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
·A new cheap edltion at only 1.5(1.
Is the Bible Reliable 7 The Christian Deity;
SCIENCE IN STORY; o~ Sammy Tubbs, the
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethought and
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
Influence on Civilization ;.__Philosophy of Secuper set; or five volumes in one for $2. ·
larism; Science and J:Sible Ant~oniBtic ·
Christian Scheme of Redem_ption. .l<'or all of
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOB THE YOUNG.
the above works address THE TRUTH BEEK~50 pages 1 illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
ER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
volume or "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
REDUCED TO $1.00.
•
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pamphlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
THE STORY HOUR.
m their Relation to Disease," representing the germ
theory, advocating personal and _public hygiene
A Book for Children and Youth.
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Sunbeam!" considering the blue-glass cnre--{)f value
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
to BlCK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDITY lBooks and Pamphlets). "The Law
Over a hundred fine illustrations.
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 p_a_gesa cloth
bound, $2 ·h "Heredity!" by Loring_ Moo y, 159
p_ages,olot h75cents;' TheLawof Heredity,"by
F. H. Mars , 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
HumanTemperaments 1" with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents).' GeneratiOn before Rer!enerationJ'' by Dr. E. J:S. Foote, Jr. 1 )0 cents; ''Re·
A double-page piotnre contrasting science and
ports or Conventions and Parlor meetings during
!882," 10 cents; "Third Annual Convention of the 'heology, showing how the one has labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
lnstitnte of Heredity,Mav 211, 1883." 10 cents.
AddrAoo
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen. 110 cents
twenJy-flve copies for $1; one hundred copies for
THE TRUTH SF.li'KFR ANNUAL. $8.
We wish that the friends of Free thought would
Price, 25 CP.nts.
~istribnte thousands o~ these telling Pictures.
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Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

A Masonic Vindication of
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A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper,12mo, 36 pages,
15c.
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THE TRUTH BEEKER.
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WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS
Was Jeans an Impostor? A debate between tLo
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. Moss. The best conductPd debate of modern
times. teo pp., 25 ct.s. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 eta. Bihhcal Errors and Seeular Truths. 25
eta. Two TievelationB. 5 ct.s. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Bla~pbemy. 5 eta. Bible :liiakers. 5 eta.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Each 5 eta. l\Io8es
vs. DRrwin. 5 cts. Socrates, Buddha, Rnd Jesus.
5 cts. Chrisf.istnity a Degradi!Ig Religion. 5 cts.
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural 1\Ian. 5 cts.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 cts. Bruno and
Spinoza. 5 eta. The Bible God and His Favorite,
5 ots. 1\Iiracle-Workers. 5 eta. Healtb, Wealth.
aud Happiness. 5 eta. Tbe Brain and the Soul.
5 eta. Nature and the Gods. 5 eta. Design and
Natural Selection. 5 eta. Man and the Lower
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Address Watts and Co .• 17 Johnson's Court,
E. C., Lon Ion, Eng.
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Revised Edition-2 vols-Price, $8,
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THE

ORDER OF CREATION.
A DISOUSSION BETWEEN

KING HuMBERT recently unveiled monu.
mente to Garibaldi and the martyrs to the
cause of Italian liberty.

GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLJCR,
LINTON, REVILLE.
On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
I. Dawn of Creati~~Ni:S~~ :Worship. By Hon.

JoHN MoCoRMIOK, an English Socialist II. T~· ~.;.t?i~~::~r~e~f Genesis and the Interspeaker, was tried and reprimanded for saypraters of Nature. :BY Prof. T. H. Huxley.
ing the queen would better be doing washing. III. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
Muller.
FLOODShundreds.
in
Spain
drowned

SEP'rEMBER 29, 1888.

f~ms

IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V Dawn of Creation. A.u Answer to Mr. Glad. stone By Albert Reville, D.D.
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
RELIGION creates artificilll virtues and sets them"
L'
Huxley.
L
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. ynn m- off against actual vices.-Winwooa Reaae.
This r~~·new book and contains the latest discus- TnE perversion of our moral standards by the
sion on the mistakes of Moses. .The names of the dogmas of an antinatural creed is still glaringly
participants are a guarantee of rts able character.
evident in the prevailing notions of natural ,jusPrice, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
tiee and the preeedence of social duties. The
modern
Crresus who deems it incumbent on his
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
duties as a citizen and a Christian to contribute
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
an ample subvention to the
supoort of an orthodox
_____ "
seminary, has no hesitation
in swelling his already
bloated income by reducing
the wages of a hund"red
starving factory children
and taking every sordid
advantage in coining gain
from the loss of helpless
tenants and del'endants. •
•" • The bank cashier
who would never be pardoned for kicking the hind-"
parts of a mendicant missionary is readily absolved
from the sin of such secular indiscretions as embezzling the savings of a few
hundred widows and orphans.-P!"Of. Felix L. Os-

of flhouyht.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~

GEllMAN troops are
going through sham battles.
BOULANGER is as influential and dangerous as
ever.
LEo XIII. is reviving
and extending the use of
the rosary.
THE pope is indefatigable in German and
Austrian intrigue.
GUEENBA OKERS decided
not to nominate a ticket
but to issue a manifesto.

walcl, Jll.D., tn The Bible or
Natu1·e.

JusT in proportion that
the human race has ad-"
vanced, the church has lost
power. There is no exception to this rule.-Ingersoll.
WEEN a true genius appears in this world, you
may know him by this sign,
t.hat all the dunces are in
confederacy against him.-

THE third and final
great papal jubilee ceremony takes place on the
30th.
ONE line in which the
pious unintermittingly
exert themselvs is in
keeping closed on Sunday all expositions, centennial shows, etc.

Sw1ft.

EACH nation made its god
and devils not only speak
its language, but put in
their mouths the same mistakes in history, geography, astronomy, and in all
matters of fact, generally
made by the people.-In17er- "

THE Irish people hav
been made so peaceful
and civilized by Christianity that they continue
daily religious riots to
evidence it to the world.

soll.

A CLEVER theft was praiseworthy among the SparPROFESSOR JAMIESON,
tans; and it is equally so
Aud Moses made a serpent of brass, and put it upon a pole: and it came to pass, that if a serpent had bitten any
with the Stanley relief
amongst Ohri~tians, proman, when he beheld the serpent of brass, he lived.-Num. xx:i, 9.
vided it be on a sufficiently
expedition, is dead, and
large scale.-Spencer.
Surgeon Bonny, the only
SucCESS hae no tendency to inform the underwhite man left, will probably hav to giv up
ing against him, although he is a Methodist and
we a Baptist, and would hav supported him, but standing. It rolls over us like a summer billow,
the search.
' when W'3 asked him to put his announcement in leaves us where it finds us, and lets in no new ideas
BunnmsM has gained a foothold in Boston.
our paper he hemmed and hawed, and that, too, to the mind. But failure, thrusting us rudely
.
. ' after we had offered him the half rate which we from our position, compels us to take a s1;1rvey of
TRE European powers are dividing up
DARBY:" But, my dear, there ar~ no mrcrobesm usually extend to the elergy. Then we to'd him the past, to glance sharply into the future, to acAfrica in large slices.
~obacco." Joa.n:"Um-showstherrsense!" lSub- thatif he would givus$3wewould print his an- quaint ourselvs with a new condition of thing~,
I nonncement. What did he do? He wrote out a and thus furnishes new facts to thll reason, and
BRITISH lords are very happy killing grouse Ject dropped.)
''MARCHING through Georgia" will soon be' lot of notices and stuck thl'm up on trees. Could new materials for refiecUon.-s. P. Herron."
on the land from which they drove the heard in the land, and"the mercenary band will an American citizen brook snob an insult? We
I EAV often concluded that the honest part of
people.
execute it with the same vim and enthusiasm for think not. Is a citizen of this great common- mankind
would be much too hard for the knavish,
wealth called upon to bear such contempt? We if they <lould bring themselvs to incur the guilt,
T:eE Catholic Institute of the Brothers of Harrison that it does for Oleveland.
do
not
think
he
is;
so,
with
the
pen
of
just
retriMas. MuDDLE : " What are you thinking about,
or thought it worth their while to take the trouble.
the Christian Schools has in all countries
Mr. Muddle? As if the Israelites knew anything bution, we 'pricked this bull-calf till "he roared -Fteld:tng.
307,387 pupils.
again.'
We
threw
ourselva
into
the
campaign;
about poker!" Mr. Muddle: "Well, my dear, I
EvEN your brethren do not claim that men are
we, in the language of Logan, ehief of the MinCATHOLIOB are trying to render unpopular may be wrong; but I thought our minister said, goes, glutted our vengeance. We saw the reverend to be eternally punished for having been mistaken
'They lusted after the jackpots of Egypt.'"
and •to hav discontinued a London play, ungentleman defeated and then we quietly sought as to the truths of geology, astronomy, or· matheBAD little boy (t"o good little boy): "Hey, Johnny, our humble abode. Now this man must run us matics. A man" may deny the rotundity and rotaeasy at the people's beholding a scene of Indoes yer wan' ter take a hand in de ball game?" into one of his Prayers. He must hold us up be- tion of the earth, laugh at the attraction of gravquisition torture that it contains.
Good little boy : "No, I thank you; my mamma fore a congregation and persuade his hearers to itation, scout the nebular hypothebis, and hold
doesn't allow me to play with bad boys." Bad little
IN Union" county, Ark., sixteen negroes boy: " What's de matter 7 Does yer ma t'ink look upon us with contempt, Pray on; weak ves- the multiplication table in abhorrence, and yet
sel, covered with the rust of iniquity-pray on, for join at last the angelic choir. I insist upon the
were killed, many wounded, and a Union you'll make de bad boys wuss 7"
the prayers of the wicked are of no avail, but if same freedom of thought in all departments of
Labor party printing office wrecked by armed
"Yxs, father,'' he said to old Mr. Hayseed, "I've ever you come near us, you gobbler-head"~d hyp. human knowledge.-IngerBoll to Dr. Field:.
men in an attempt to coerce negroes in poli- graduated, and my education is complete. I ocrit, we'll gi v Jon a kicking that will appeal to
EvERY noble work is at first" impossible."-Cars'pose I know about everything. Now I must every ungodly joint in your body."
tics.
lUle,
choose a field where my abilities can be used to
THE SUNDAY LIQUOR LAW.
AlWHBIBHOP CORRIGAN's jubilee was at- the best advantage, I want a large field where
THEBE is, in fact, almost as much to be ~aid on
From an Ortgtnal Sftak.,perean Manuscript.
moral grounds for the divorce of unhappy couples
tended by Banker Eugene Kelly, Senator I will hav plenty of room." "Son," replied the old
MANTUA., with a Sunday hquor la<v. lA street.) as for the ma.rrialle o! happy ones. Nor does
Ecclesine, Frederick Coudert, Commissioner man, "there is the ten-acre cornfield, and you kin (Enter Romeo, attired in th" uno~tentatious manJesus by any means face the real difficulties of the
Brennan, Congressman Mahoney, and Judges hav it all to yourself."
ner of a dude")
question by allowing divorce where either of the
REv. CHARLES PoUNDTEXT (who has been writing
RoMEO (pausing before a gilded den of vice after parties has 'been guilty of adultery, This, no
McGuire and Daly.
his sermon, looking up suddenly): "M~ria, will the manner of a thirsty travelerr:
doubt, is the extreme case, and if divorce is not to
RoME and the Knights of Labor are at you take the children out of the room for a few An' if a man did need a beverage now,
be lliven here, it can be given nowhere. But why
minutes?"
Mrs.
Poundt•xt
(in
surprisE)
:
"CerWhose
sale
is
present
death
in
Mantua,
agreement, the matter having been settled by
is adultery to be the sole ground of separation 1
tainly, my dear. But-are they annoying you 7" Here lives a car tiff wretch would sell it him,
Why is an institution which may bring eo mnch
decree of the holy office; but members of the Rev. Pound text: "Not at all; hut I hav just I know him wellhappiness to mankind to be converted into one
order can receive absolution only on promis "dipped the mucilage bmsh in the ink-well, and I A portly German with a crimson face,
of the most fertil sources of human misery 1
of obedience to future decisions of the holy would like to be at liberty to make a few remarks." Rotund of belly and of malsiv hip,
Why, when both parties to the contract desire sepWho with each thirdty guest could smile and aration, is an external authority, whether that of
see.
SHE (blushing): "What did pa say last night,
smile
opinion
or of law, to enforce union 7 None of
BISHOP DAVID PATTERSON, founder of a George, when you went to gain his consent to woo And keep his balance still.
these questions appear to hav presented themand win me 7" He (somewhat embarrassed) : Full well do I remember in the past
straggling twelve-year-old eect called Chil- "Well-er-to tell the truth, Oiara, in some way Long evenings! hav spent within well-full,
selva to the mind of Jesus. Supposing even that
his decision were right, he assigns no reasons for
dren of Zion, got his disciples so convinced we got to discussing politics, and I forgot all about And now my tongue quite hangeth out a yard.
it, but simply lays down the law in a trenchant
of his supernatural powers that they affirmed the other matter. Ah, darling, are you sure that This man shall a1d me. What, ho! within.
manner, without g:i'ving us the least clue to the
(Enter saloonkeeper.)
that he could not die, and then astonished you will always love me as you do nowt" She
process by which he arrived at so strange a conSALOONKEEPER : Who's raising snob a racket t
(coldly) : "I beg of you, Mr. Samson, let us talk
them by dying on the 13th.
clusion. Nor is it in the least likely that the many
about the tariff question."
RoMEO: Hold! thel'"e are forty ducats; let me perplexities
encompassing this, and all other
"lilY young friend," said old Mr. Snrplus to'
hav
REv. FRANCIS JANBBRNB, promoted to the
questions affecting the morals of sex, had ever
troubled him. His mind was not suffiuiently subtle
Catholic archdiocese of New Orleans, was at- young Mr. Grddiboy, "do you not think that you A dram of pizen; such soon-speeding gear
were rash to ask my daughter to marry you when As will disperse itielf through all the veins,
to enter into them.-Lord: Amberley,
tended by a procession of Catholic societies you are not able to support her 7" "Well," said the That the life-weary drinker may feel happy.
to the cathedral, where was held the solemn young man craftily," perhaps I was. I admit my
THE soberest and best-governed men are least
SALooNKEEPER: Such mortal drugs I hav; but
practiced in these affairs; and who knows not that
Mantua's law
ceremony of placing him on a throne, with a fault, and throw myself on your generosity, sir.''
the bashful muteness of a virgin may oftentimes
speech, among others, by Senator-elect "That's right," declared the old gentleman. "You Is death to any he that utters them o' Sunday.
shall not lose by it, I assure you. There, sir, is a
RoMEo: Dost thou perceive aught in my eagle hide all the unloveliness and natural sloth which
White.
is really unfit for conversation 1 Nor is there that
eye
nickel to pay your car-fare home. No thanks, if
freedom of access granted or presumed as may
That looks like verdant color 7
WILLIAM II. says in a speech: "For elevat- you please. Good-day, Mr. Gtddiboy."
suffice to a perfect discerning until too late. And,
SALOONKEEPER:
1\fethinks you hav,
ing the people, for strengthening their moral
EDITORIAL in tRe Hickory Fork Senttnel: "It" has As t!hylock says, "a damn ask cheek.,
lastly, is it not strange that many who hav spent
and religious nature, I need the support of come to our ears that the Rev. John Horn, during
RoMEo i I do admit the multitudinous flies
their youth chastely are in some things not so
the noblest in their ranks-namely, my no- a prayer before his congregation at Elk Creek Hold not conventions on my person.
quick-sighted, w4ile they haste too eagerly to
last Sunday, made some very uncompli- SALOONKEEPER : Then what's the matter with the light the nuptial torch t Nor is it, therefore, for
bility. Aided by this order, I hope to raise church
mentary and unualled-f•Jr remarks in regard to
side door 1
a modest error that a man should forfeit so great
my people's sense of religion and Christian the editor of this paper. He prayed that our
RoMEo : Oh, it's all right! lExlt hastily around a happiness and no charitable means to relieve
morals." Then he goes inside and works with paper mighj; wither as it falls from the press, and
corner.)
-Tom Hall tn L<re.
him, since they who hav lived most loosely, by
the capitalists to keep women and children that the hand that writes its editorials might be
reason of their bold accustomings, prove most
paralyzed. Now, here is the reason why Mr. Horn
laboring fourteen hours daily, and with the uttered such a prayer: Last year he came out as a J1HE TRUTH ~~~'"'KFR ANNUAL. successful in their matches, because th&ir wild
affections, unsettling at will, hav been so many
war classes to ravage neighboring lands.
candidate for justice of the peace. We had nothPrice, 2li ct~nts.
divorce~ to teach them experience.-Mtlton.
A FAITH CURE.
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THE "BURDEN

Jlotts and lllippinys.
THE American lM>aelite thinks that hell is a
"purely Aryan institution," and that therefore there are no Jews there.
W ALI.A WALLA, Walla Walla county,
Washington territory, has a Volapi'!k club.
And there is now in Volaptik.
A DISOUSSION of the Malthusian theory in
England elicited the statement that clergymen, as a rule, hav the largest families.
A LoNDON preacher placardc)li ·the city
with notices that he would preach in Spurgeon's Tabernacle on the subject: ";-;-:-?-! -." There was a large congregation,
to whom he announced the text : "Stand
thou still awhile," and then said that his
subject was, "The Pauses of Life."
AN observant Bible student says : " I ·hav
never known, in all my observations, of a
Jew who was a carpenter, and whether the
fact that the Bible tells us that Jesus was a
carpenter has put any odium upon that occupation in the eyes of the Hebrews has been a
question that I hav never heard answered."
THE pope has at last drawn on the Papal
Guaranty Fund, established by the Italian
government in 1871. By this fund the pope
was to receive an annual grant of $600,000.
Pius IX., in resentment at his deprivation of
temporal power, would not touch it, but Leo
XIII. has been driven, it would seem, by
financial exigency to draw on it.
"BBETI,lBEN," said a Tennessee preacher,
"don't put Pontius Pil~tedown as a bad man.
He wasn't a bad man ; he was only a weak

OF THE

one. He himself would much rather hav
released our savior, but he couldn't resist the
pressure of the scribes and Pharisees and the
how lings of the rabble. He didn't hav any
backbone. He wasn't bad, but he was a
poor creature-in fact, there was nothing to
him. Brethren, if Gen. Andrew Jackson had
been in Pontius Pilate's place that trial would
hav had a different ending."
A WRITER in a Chinese paper asserts as
a physiological fact that the Chinese lack the
full complement of nerves that are possessed
by Western peeples, or that their nerves are
less sensitiv than those of other races, and
explains in this way the wonderful endurance
of the Chinese, their impassivness, and their
ability to get along without bodily exercise.
DB. MABY W ALKEB is a plucky woman.
She wants to go to Florida to tend yellow
fever patients. She has applied to the health
officer of Washington for the necessary authority. She quotes her record as a surgeon in
the regular army during the war, and asks
for money to enable her to make such purch~;~.ses as will render her outfit for the work
of Jacksonville elfectiv.
RAJHIB BEY, a Turkish official, was recently
arrested in Constantinople for accepting
bribes. He has now been released and is engaged in investigating the charges against
Osman Bey, first chamberlain of the sultan's
palace, who is accused of stealing civil-service
funds. The explanation is given that Rajhib
Bey robbed none but unbelievers, while OSman stole from the faithful.
IMPORTANT news from Washburn, Wis.:
"The Congregational church, by a unanimous vote, hav asked the present incumbent,

CROSS."

the Rev. Mr. E. Cory, to remain as their
pastor another year. Mr. Cory has made
himself very popular among all classes of
people during his brief stay here. He is
catcher for the Washburn Baseball Club, and
can play ball as well as preach. His presence on the ball-ground has had a great restraining influence among the boys. Scarcely
an oath or profane word is ever heard. He
takes great interest in all athletic sports."
THE process of sheep-shearing by machinery
is now performed in Australia by an ingenious kind of device, the results, as represented,
being very satisfactory. The apparatus in
question is a very simple one, being made on
the same principle as the cutter of a mower
or reaper, and the knives are worked by
means of rods within the handles, these in
their turn being moved by a core within a
long, flexible .tube, which is kept in a rotary
shaft, and wheels driven by a stationary engin. The comb is in the form of a segment
of a circle, about three inches in diameter,
with eleven conical-shaped teeth. Each machine is worked by a shearer, and, as the
comb is forced along the skin of the animal,
the fleece is cut. The machine can be run'
either with a steam or gas engin, or by ordinary horse-power, and does not easily get out
of order.
THE fact that colored persons in Orlando,
Fla., attended the Central Avenue Methodist
church called forth protest from some of the
white members of the congregation, and
these drew from the pastor, the Rev. P. J.
Reeves, the following letter, which was published in a Sunday newspaper there: "I now
w~sh to inform the people of Orlap.do that I
hav not been sent here into your town for

the purpose of harmonizing the two classes
of colored and white into church fellowship,
not by any means, and neither do I intend to
attempt any such thing. As I only hav the
very best interest for the people, I shall not
allow them to keep back any who may desire
to worship with us, or bring their friends to
our meetings. Therefore, from this date no
colored person will be allowed to attend the
Methodist Episcopal church services of which
I am the pastor."
THE contemplated Channel bridge, as outlined by French and English engineers, is expected to cost some $200,000,000, the shortest
distance being some 22 miles, that is, on the
score of shallowness. The depth of the Channel is declared to be much less than is commonly supposed, and there are two shallows
-those between Cran-aux.Aufs and Folkestone-where the depth is only 20 feet, and
these, it is expected, will insure a material
difference in laying the foundations and huge
piles which will be required for such a gigantic structure. From the French coast to these
shallows the depth is about l60 feet, and from
the other shallow to Folk€stone about 100
feet. The plan is to hav a bridge with two
slight bends, the first deviating a little to
reach one shallow, and the other falling back
to reach Folkestone. The piles required
would be blocks of concrete and masonry 160
feet long by 100 broad, these to be placed at
intervals of about 550 yards, these measurements to be possibly augmented in order to
insure to the bridge a strength capable of bearing some 25,000 tons weight. The causeway
of the bridge will be about 160 feet above the
sea level, or of sufficient hight to enable vessels of any class to pass freely beneath it.

'
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f1ommnnications.
How to Convert Atheists.

,

The word Atheist means simply a person without
an idea of God, and the word Atheism describes but
one negativ quality of a very copious and extensiv
positiv philosophy of which the word itself givs no
hint. Tbis system is more properly called universology, natural cosmogony, or monism. Of course
there may be individuals called Atheists· who are
very ignorant and not well versed in philosophy and
scienee, but such are extremely scarce, if they exist
at all. It will be generally found that when anyone
openly avows Atheism he thinks he has all the
true science in the world to back him up. And he
will appt>al to the fundamental axioms of the greatest
and most progressiv scientific and philosophical
schools in support of his position.
The task, then, for the Christian is simply to find
out and refute those particular axioms, and show
that the science and philosophy which teaches them
is thus far false.
It is generally admitted that the starting-point of
all knowledge is the knowledge of one's own exi!1tence. As £'he reality of one's own self is self-evident,
so it is also self-evident that anything capable of
producing an effect upon a reality, one's self, must be
as real as the self or reality affected. Atheists observe
countless changes produced by such causes as light,
heat, sound, odor, electricity,.,. gravitation, work, and
so forth; and that all thvse things affect themselvs,
therefore they conclude that they are as real as them·
selvs. Hence they infer that by long-continued observation of these realities man can discover the true
causes of all phenomena in proportion as the obser-·
vations hav been accurately made, recorded, and systematized. Thus, the eye everywhere re~ts on existing substance of some kind or other. There is no
record of its having been otherwise. Countless experiments of the severest kind hav .failed to reduce a single one of these substances to nothing. Therefore
they conclude that, in the absence of a single exception and in the face of universal observation, substanCie is absolutely indestructible. That it is
utterly impossible for something to become nothing;
and if this be true, its converBe follows as a selfevident necessity-that is, that something could not
come from nothing. Hence " from nothing nothing
comes" is one of their most, if not the most, fundamental axiom of Atheism so called. They contend
that no person who really believes .this to be a true
axiom can consistently believe in the creation of a
world by a God with nothing as a raw material.
That if infinit nothing were multiplied and condensed
to all eternity, it would still be nothing and weigh
nothing. That if there was ever a time when nothing existed but a God, he being of necessity
in total darkness, having yet to make light, with
nothing to stand on, nothing to look at, nothing to
take hold of, nothing to speak to or to move, and
himself wholly immaterial, without "body, parts, or
passions," existing eternally in a perfect vacuum,
anything he could make would be quite immaterial
also. They claim that such is the logical result of
the theological belief and that it is the very climnx
of absurdity. They think it is far more reasonable
to believe that substance has always existed in some
form or other. They claim that all forms are subject
to change-or, in other words, that nothing has ever
been made till something had been destroyed or dissolved to make it of, and that this process of dissolution and formation has had, like a circle, no beginning or end. That it has existed through the countless ages of the past and will continue in like manner
to all eternity. And that this eternal repetition is a
necessity from the fact of the axioms to be mentioned
a paragraph or so later on. Hence they claim that
if a God did exist he could not, from the very nature
of things, be a creating God, but only a director,
former, or modeler of what already existed equally
with himself. No refutation of Athei m will be successful or complete till this principle of "From nothng nothing comes" is proved to be false.
The secoqd great principle is arrived at something
on this wise: Man has ever observed that adequate
causes always precede effects, and that these effects
become, in their turn, causes of following effects, and
so on without limit. And as not a single exception
has ever been recorded, therefore they conclude that
there can be nothing without a cause-that is, that
everything has had a cause. Therefore, if all causes
are caused by previous causes of which they were the
temporary f-ffects, it follows that there never could
hav been a first cause, any more than a cause can fail
to produce an effect. To suppose a first cause is to
break the axiom, for it is to suppose that something
can comeJrom nothing.
_This axiom, they claim, makes it impossible that
there ever '!as a God who could be the primitiv
cause of motwn, forms, or substance. If it is claimed
that he had a limitless string of causes preceding
him which were sufficient to cause him to E>Xist then
it must be admitted that he cannot be the first ~ause.
And also if he was caused, he, as a God, had a beginning, alfd therefore is not eternal or infinit.

.The next great principle to -be mentioned is the
self-evident outcome of the preceding, and is that
"Action and reaction, all 'things. considered, are. equal
and opposit." This they may consider proved, not
only by all natural phenomena; but by thousands of
careful experiments. The alternate growth. ana decay of vegetl!otion, the rise and fall of empires, the
facts of history seeming to repeat themselvs, the
evaporation and condensation. of water, and almost
numberless other things, are considered as illustrations of this principle. It is by this theory of all
things progressing in cycles, so to speak, that they
account for the formation of our earth and all other
astral spheres; and they also believe that when the
reaction sets in they will all in their order disappear
from their present places, and_ their substances be
more or less mingled with each other, till the next
reaction shall form other spheres in their places of a
more or less similar character, but never exactly the
same.
The cause for the manife!'lt adaptation and what
harmony there is to be seen in nature they ascribe to
similar principles; which it is unnecessary to fully
explain in this paper. But an illustration or two will
perhaps serve to giv the reader a faint idea. Thus,
when- any number of free molecules or particles of
substance- are attracted to each other, their forms
and polar magnetisms necessitat'e their union in some
uniform configuration. If the particles are each
spherical and are very numerous, a sphere cannot
help being formed, as is the case with a drop of
water; but, if there are but eight molecules, a cube
is necessarily formed; if four, a square; if three, a
triangle. And as all forms are composed wholly of
these two elements, the curve and the angle, it seems
plain to them how all naturally existing forms came
to be as they are, without there being any intelligence either in the particles themselvs or outside of
them.
.
·
It thus appears to them that the systematic, uniform, angled, and even-sided appearance which minerals and some vegetables manifest is as necessary_ as
that three and two should make five and not four or
six. The reader is recommenaed to read Haeckel's
-"History of Creation," four volumes, for further
exemplification of their ideas.
The doctrin of the "conservation of energy," which
Dieans that all energy is indestructible, is but another
aspect or wording of the preceding principle. It
declares the same of force that the first great axiom
does of substance.
The third great principle held by most Atheists is
that "all intelligence comes from forms," i.e., organisms. That everything is adapted to a certain use,
first, according t.o its form; second, according to its
size; third, according to the quality of its substance,
and fourth, according to the force that is made to
actuate it. In brief, that organisms mani~est intelligence according to their form, perfection, size,
quahty, and actuating force. And that no substance
of any size or quality actuated by ever so much force
can manifest intelligence unless it is in a certain
form. That if anything exists without form, it must
of necessity be wholly inert and utterly void of any
intelligence whatever. As . the infinit means thtl
limitless, so it follows that the infinit is really the
only thing conceivable that has no form, bounds or
limits. All are accustomed to think of the boundless
expanse of the universe, or of space. So they infer
that if there is an infinit God and the infinir, is formless; and the formless is non-intelligent, that it follows
conclusivly that an infinit God must of necessity be
totally lacking in intelligence, because' lackmg in
form.
It is claimed that intelligence is purely an attribute
of the finite and hence if an intelligent God exists he
must be finite, for it. would be impossible for him to
hav either will, wisdom, memory, justice, mercy, or
goodness, without organs of some form capable of
producing these qualities. Hence it will be seen that
before the Atheist can be convinced that there is
a good, just, and wise God, it must be demonstrated
to him either that intelligence depends in no way
whatever upon forms; or else that God is simply a
great giant but still only finite.
And now to sum up the position of most Atheists
in a few lines; it is this: First, from nothing nothing
comes, therefore, as something exists, something
must hav always existed. A creation from nothing
and a creator are both utter impossibilities. Second,
there is nothing without a cause, and therefore there
never could hav been a first cause.. Third, action
and reaction are equal and opposit, and all forces are
indestructible, therefore there can be no personal
governor or director of the universe. Fourth, no
form, no intelligence; therefore, if a God should eJ,ist
and be infinit, he mus_t be formless, conditionless, and
limitless, hence would be utterly dest.itute of intelligence, wisdom, justice, goodness, badness, or any
other attribute of forms.
·
·
When these four principles of science hav been
completely and publicly overthrown, Atheism, as now
existing, will be so completely unarmed that if positiv
proof of a God can be sbown all will cheerfully accept it. And until then all minor arguments are
utterly futil.

A few more things should be added which Atheists
generally· believe, but which if proved false might
not affect their position regarding a God.
First, that old forces are correlativ-t}lat is, that
they can be changed from one kind into another.
For histance, peat uiay be converted into work, work
into electricity, electricity into magnetism or light,
and light may be converted back into heat, electricity, magnetism, work, etc. The same being true of
all kinds of force. Hence it is claimed that as
thought and will are but sublimated kinds of force,
they are subject to the same principle. As one of
the products of life, namely heat, can in its turn be
made to contribute to the support of life, so it follows
that as mind can cause motion, the motion of
organs of certain form and quality can reproduce
mind. It is in perfect harmony with the old axiom,
"Action and reaction are equal."
- In short, if the correlation of forces be true, and if
mind and life are forces, other forces can, under
proper circumstances; produce life and mind as readily as life and mind can produce the other forces,
To illustrate: A man can consume sugar (carbon),
take in water, and breathe air, and the resultant
force, when acting through his physical form, may
turn the crank of an electric dynamo which converts
his work into electricity, which may appear as heat
in one place, as power in another, as light in another,
and as sound in another. Parallel : A steam engin
and boiler may consume sugar or coal (both carbon),
take in water and air, and the resultant force, acting
through the form called an engin, can turn the dynama, and produce the same identical results. And
if either form or machine be sufficiently impaired, or
the supply of either the air, water, or carbon be shut
off, they both alike come to a stop.
Therefore, they seem to think that when U1;e organism, i.e., the machine, that converts crude substances and forces into the finer ones of thought and
will is destroyed or broken, the thoughts and mind
that came from it must cease to be evolved, and
only exist in history. This is one reason BOIIle hav
for thinking that death ends all conscious, personal
existence. The second is that, "Whatever has.had a
beginning must hav an end." Therefore, if life,
thought, feeling, love, hope, joy, and sorrow had beginnings, they feel sure that their end is equally certain. Third, that, "All forms are perishable." And
as change of form is change of character, personality,
and identity, and as man and the earth he livs upon
are forms, they think that it follows that he and it
must also vanish away. The particles of each helping to form other worlds, and other men or animals, it
may be, some time. Construction and destruction in
the universe, as a whole, must be equal.
And now, 1n conclusion, a brief statement of a few
of their moral or ethical rules and maxims will not be
amiss. "The world is my country, and to do good
my religion." "The time to be happy is now, the
place to be happy is here, and the way to be happy
is to make othars so." Tne Atheists' try-square
enables them always to detect right from wrong. It
is understood in the fullest extent of the meaning of
its words and includes mind, body, property, prospects,
or position, present and future. It is this: "Whatever injures yourself or another is wrong; ,all else is
right." "Without liberty there is no virtue." "Eter. nal vigilance is the price of hberty.'t "All men and
women are born free and equal and hav an inalienable
rillht to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."
"Reason is the lamp of the mind.'' "Hear, read, and
investigate all sides before deciding." "Error alone
fears investigation; truth courts it." "Freethought,
investigation, and discussion will giv liB truth.'' _
They believe in the trinity of father, mother, and
child, and in the pricelessness of love, purity, and
truth.. They believe that their word, their liberties,
their honor, their homes, and the rights of others are
sacred. They believe in the school-house, in temperance in all things, in lprder, in the freedom of speech
and press, and in universal mental liberty for man,
woman, and child.
.
They believe in doing right because it is right and
not from fear of punishment or from expectation of
reward.
They think the best preparation for the next world,
if there should be one, is to do one's duty in this.
That &s one man cannot believe all religions at once,
he is safest who is truest_ to his own convictions,
while he seeks for truth and then livs nearest to his
highest conceptions of ~uty, They worship truth.
They bow to demonstrated facts. They pray for the
naked truth, but they believe work is the prayer
most likely to be answered. They praise a noble,
generous, magnanimous deed. They love all mankind as brethren~ They hate error, superstition,
fraud, hypocrisy, cruelty, tyranny, and oppression.
They hav no reBpect for ancient lies or reverence for
old mistakes. Tbey o, pose Christianity because they
hav reasons for thinking it fundamentally false; wrong
in theory, an!! partially demoralizing in practice; and
because they think it is a foe to the progress and
higher morality of which the world is in such sad
need.
_
.
"Be thyself," "Know thyself," "Think thyself."
Whatever may be done to. their philosophy, how
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can one fail to admire their ethics T The hope that
this exposition of Atheism may promote the cause of
truth, virtue, and human happiness is the ~ole desire
and motiv of the author, who has tried both sides
and is now happy to subscribe himself as an ex-Christian.
PRO:Ji'. C. L. HAsKELL.
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of St. Freshman, and the inconsistency of his guard- as manager to superintend that hospital. The surian angels, the clergy. The business cards of Fresh- prise and satisfaction can better be conceived than
man and company were for years printed on both expressed. Peter Helm, a nativ of Pennsylvania,
sides. While advertising his holy wares on one side also volunteered his services. Their offers were
in English, the specialty of his trade was announced accepted, and the same afternoon (Sunday) they
on the other side in Hebrew. As a son of a rabbi, entered upon execution of their dangerous and
Hebrew scholar, he paraded a verse from the Psalms. praiseworthy office. Did they go with holy water
Through
a typographical error the sense of that and a cross and open with prayer? No. Did they
The Jew to the Cht istians.
verse ~as converted into that Christ was to sit upon p~es~nt ~very patient with a Bible, as they do the puTo further demonstrate the·utter inadvisability of hadesmstead of footstool. These cards were plied pilsmGirardCollege! MatthewCarey,Esq.,thusexwasting theology to prove the inconsistency of Chris- up mountain-high in his religious depot of faith, and tols him: "The perseverance of the managers of that
tianity, es}Jecially that which is precticed by the arch- were freely circulated for years. Finally I submitted hospital has been equally meritorious with their
falsifying Freshman and company, l will, as usual, them to Drs. Crosby, Deems, Ward, Ferris, and a original and magnanimous beneficence. During the
avail II;J.yself of facts only. There are more than one few others. · My revelation was, of course, quietly whole calamity to this time they hav attended \minhundred million individuals whose Christianity hinges transmitted to the apostle Freshman, who in return terruptedly for six, seven, or eight hours daily,
upon the f~ith of the pope's infallibility, and all are quietly destroyed the objectionable· cards, substitut- renouncing almost every care of private affairs.
honest in their belief, yet nobody ever stopped to ing soft paper circulars for the bard pasteboards. Stephen Girard, who was €1tationed in the interior of
examin whether this infallibility was ever realized. I But, alas! this innovation, too, bore .the stamp of the hospital, has had to encourage the sick, to hand
will not disturb the musty pages of history, but will Freshman's huge ignorance. This time the Hebrew, them necessaries and medicins, wipe the sweat off
()Onfine myself to the present day. One of the pope's on account of a wrong vowel sign, presents Christ in their brows, and to perform many disgusting offices
most eminent subordinates committed a certain crime the feminin gender. This error was even detected by of kindness for them which nothing could render
againt his holiness, the infallible. The highest pun- Dr. Ward of the Independent, who is a profound tolerable but the exalted motivs that impelled him to
ishment for such iniquity is excommunication. After Hebrew scholar. . But, in order to shield his fraudu- this heroic conduct" (Girard's Life, by Simpson,
repeatedly warning the erring divine, the fatal act of lent protege, Freshman, he is silen,t on this point also. page 62).
excommunication was pronounced.
. As to Freshman's backers, Drs. Crosby, Deems,
Girard's Bank never refused specie for its notes.
I wish from the bottom of my heart that Dr. Buckley, and the rest· of the trustees, they don't care In 1814, when the government credit was exhausted
McGlynn should die of a very ripe old age, but, a snap what Freshman makes of Christ and Chris- and the treasury bankrupt, Gir.ard subscribed to a
for argument's sake, suppose that when the ex- tianity, as long as he is fed upon faith, and produces loan of $5,000,~00. W~en he died he bequeathed to
communication was read to him, he had been as many converts as the eighth plague-the locusts the Pennsylvama Hospital $30,000; Deaf and Dumb
struck down by lightning, apoplexy, or even slipped in ancient Egypt about which the Bible tells us, "and Institution, $20,000; last, but not least, Girard Coldown on a banana-peel and fractured his skull-would they shall cover the face of the earth "-for accord- lege, where thirteen hundred orphan boys are fed
we ever hav heard the end of such a miraculous con- ing to the gospel of St. Freshman, from Dan to and clothed, which trust is now shamefully violated
caption~ I believe not. This would certainly hav Bathsheba, and from Maine to 'Frisco, the roads are by the trustees by allowing religious services and
added thousands of converts to Catholicism. But, swarming with faithful converts. In fact, so much erecting a chapel, which is contrary tc his will. So
thank God! Dr. McGlynn, besides not being stricken so that Mr. Freshmatt is perplexed how to provide much for a man who was a student of Voltaire and
down, is alive and kicking. With what result 1 The faith enough for the multitude of converts to liv ori. Rousseau. Simpson, his biographer, says (page 215):
Catholics are as silent as the grave. Not a augIn the current nuinber of Freshman's tract, a let- "Perhaps this is the only instance on record in which
gestion is made, not a whisper is heard, to question ter from Dr. Crosby is republished, as follows: "The no clergyman walked to the grave of a man as rich as
the pope's infallibility and suggesting a screw matter, then, is reduced to this: That the Hebrew~ Stephen Girard, not only without impairing his populoose somewhere. The only satisfaction left for Christian church which we support, is an institution larity, but adding to his celebrity and fame." I say
. us is that hundreds of millions protest against of despicable, disgraceful, mercenary,, ~onvert-mon- th~t there i.s an i~stitution th~t the Secularists can
the pope's infallibility, but supplant it with faith. gering. This I deny. I assert that It Is an honest, pomt to with pnde, and wh10h no clergyman can
Their faith then becomes infallible. Hence, they honorable church, and that there is nothing in it enter and maintain his self-respect. Had he died in
pla<le faith in the faith devoured by Freshman and. mercenary." Dr. Crosby, who formed this epistle, the Roman Catholic faith and left his estate to the
his $10 faithless converts. Nay, accor~ing t~ the certainly never thought of the .Feinsteins,, Oppen- pope, he, ?-n ~11 ~robability, would hav been sainted,
gospel of the New York Herald, a faith cur1st, a heimers, Brumers, Sterns, Salzmans, Rubms, etc. and the mstitutwn would hav borne the name of
policeman of Newark, testified how the holy faith All. of them I believe, stand as living witnesses of St. Stephen's Orphan Asylum, and its cross would
not only cures humanity, but also killed multitudes the "despic~ble, disgraceful, mercenary convert-man- hav been higher than any church in America. His
of bedbugs, swarms of roaches, and herds of rats. gering."
deeds were his life, and his actions speak for him. I
The SJJ,n a few Sundays ago devoted an entire page
But why wander•away from the subject, when I hope this will answer the question as to whether the
to the infallibility of faith, and its capability of curing repeatedly offered, and am still willing to pay, a thou· teachings of Secularism are beneficial.
sand dollars to":ard the miss~onary ~und. Jor the
Sept. 16, 1888.
J. B. ELLIOTT.
people, from a ~usketo bite to hydro. pho?ia. .
I, who am Wicked enough to lose faith m what privilege of provmg the rascahty, falsificatiOn, and
Mr, and Mrs. Freshman liv on, am made the target grolijl ignorance of even Freshman himself! Since
A Spirit's Tribute to Paine.
for revenge, by Freshman's being selected as the the clergy are shy to accept my offer, it is conclusiv
Whilst
Spiritualists
sometimes say savage things
mouthpiece of Christianity to proclaim the good evidence that they are fully aware of the truth of my
tidings that Jews of the Montefiore type are damned statements but rely upon the scepter of herculean of Materialism, there are those among them who can
for ever and ever, while those Christians prematurely power they sway, and the utter helplessness of my- appreciate the Liberalizing work of Materialists, as
witness the attached extract in praise of Thomas
dying upon the scaffold in the faith of Freshman are self.
as happy in heaven as they were miserable upon
The Christian editors, God bless them, repeatedly Paine, given in a Fourth of July. oration by J. J.
earth. This sort of faith is especially attested to by admitted the fraudulence and ignorance of Fresh- Morse, London, or by his purported "spirit control,"
the following LL.D.'s and D.D.'s : Crosby, Deems, man, hence his professing Christianity must be for printed in the Banner of Light, July 7th. The enBuckley, Ormiston, Taylor, Vincent, Sabine, McChes- mercenary motivs only-barring faith. Will Dr. tire address is admirable, whether coming from
a ghostly source or originating with the sensible
ney, Virgin, McArthur, Kidd, Wales, Warner, Col- Crosby make a note of this in Freshman's organ 1
gate, and Van Norden, comprising- the board of.
Another matter I would like to call Dr. Crosby's orator.
Then follow the thunder of cannon, the .clash of arms, the
trustees of the faithful son of a rabbi Freshman, and attention to is, how one hundred and four times ancompany. The above eminent divines are so enrapt- nually, · every Saturday and Sunday, the Herald conflict of opposing forces, and the Continental troops grow
weary and dispirited. Some are afraid that ammunition, the
ured with Freshman's faith that they humbly submit announces the following good tidings: "Rev. Jaeq Commissariat,
and money will fall short, that for Jack of
to the unpleasant truth heaped by me upon their Freshman will preach; Israelites especially invited: numbers and lack of material the conflict will hav to dwindle
sacred heads. As for Freshman himself; nobody b~t I challenge Dr. Crosby to prove that the Rev. into an ignominious conclusion. At this time one of the
a saint would undergo the lashing of my pen. More Mr. Freshman preached half of the time in ·his stanchest lovers of liberty that stood upon the scene of continental strife makes his voice heard and presence felt. For
than once I concluded that he was a genuin saint, church. The fact of the matter is that he hires an some
years a mighty agitation had been inaugurated by this
but for, his unsaintly performances in his rabbinical old gentleman, the Rev.. Mr. McLane, of Brvoklyn, man, whose voice that had vigorously assailed the old syshabiliments upon the Christian pulpits, where,.after for a couple of dollars, to preach in his church, while tems of ecclesiasticism and politics was yet sounding on the
each performance, the hat is passed around and emp- Freshman himself is passing around the hat else- air. This man's bright mind and earnest soul were cast with
weight and force into the destiny of the Continental
tied into his pockets, which are filled up with faith to where in his religious costume. How does this cor- full
struggle, with heart and soul, mind and brain, tongue and
the brim. Since such mode of proceeding is far from respond with Dr. Crosby's proclamation, "I assert pen, so that when the Continental forces were growing
being saintly, I am convinced that he is the typical that it is an honest, hon<?rable church~"
weary, "'fhe Rights.of Man" rung out upon the breeze.
black-souled and black-hearted specimen of humanIn the misnamed sixth annual report, Dr. Crosby Those writings were printed, distributed broadcast,. and read
ity, devoid of every feeling of sensitivness, who, when again asserts," The services are well attended.'' The at the. head of every company of the Continental f'Jrces.
There was the pivola! point; "The Rights of Man" stirred
thrown out of the .front door, will e~ter throug~ t~e good doctor could certainly not hav attended the every
soldier's breast, gave new life and fresh courage to the
rear, as long as his greed for notoriety and gam IB services himself, for I hav put down the attendance army, and from that sprang such determination to do or die
satisfied. 'l'o use a biblical phrase, slightly changed, during twelve times, and they averaged a fraction that it conquered in tile end, and gave you the liberty you
"He eateth and wipath his mouth and sayeth, I hav over twenty-one, including the man and wife faith- now fully enjoy. This man has been denounced; bigots hav
reviled him, ignorant fanatics hav obscured the labor he did
done no wickedness" (Prov. xxx, 20).
eaters.
and the service that he gave you, b:.t the enlightened present
These are thy gods, 0 Christianity !
The Jew, as a rule, is supposed not to be very lib- and a still more enlightened posterity will tell yon who he
He is protected tly the Christian clergy and edit- eral in flinging away $1,000. If I am willing to do was and it will be found that yon will hav to giv him his
due 'and proper place in the framing of that Declaration of
ors. He is permitted, like the Balaamic quadruped, so, I must know whereof I ~peak.
whose principles you celebrate to-day. When,
to open hi~ mou~h so as to wea:r;t away ~he. Jew f~o.m
Will ye, Chris~ian ministe~s and editors, who hav Independence
hereafter that name stands revealed, all will know the soul
the barbarity ana fierceness of his J uda1c hon to JOlD everything to gam and nothmg to lose, come up to who did ;o much to revive the courage, stir the pulses, exthe lamb-like and dove-like Christianity which erased rescue Christianity from its assailants!
pose the errors and the evil that were oppressing your forefathers who helped them forward in their hour of trial, and
the word ·persecution from its dictionary, especially
Shame! where is thy blush T
A. BENJAMIN.
then th'e world will write in letters of ~old in the heart of
the one in vogue in Russia and Roumania.
Columbia herself the name of Thomas Paine.
Yet Christianity is agitated and tries to solve the
No wonder religious· people feared him in the country
History Our Witness.
problem why the Jew is persecutedo ever since the
across the sea. If his doctrins were true, he bad undermined
History repeats itself, and upon this rock.we Sec- a state that sanctioned the theory of the divine right as assotragedy upon Calvary, jumping to the conclusion
that it is a retribution for not joining Freshman's ularists and Infidels are proud to stand. This week's ciated with kings; torn the maslt away from a hereditary
ruler, uprooted the fiction of an aristocracy that, like leeches,
faith. This reminds me how once a man, holding on TRUTH SEEKER brings the glad tidings that Col. Robt. sucked
the blood from the common laborers of the land.
to a mule's tail, was crying out that the creature would G. Ingersoll will go upon the platform and le<.lture, No wonders they denounced him, for his voice was as the
and
devote
the
proceeds
to
the
yellow
fever
fund~
kick him to death. When a bystander suggested,
voice of a god, kindling life and action in the hearts of men,
"Let go the tail and you are safe.'' Here, too, Chris- Good! One hundred and five years to-day on Sun- that, in the name of liberty, they might drive the evils that
tianity is shamefully persecuting the Jew searching day (save the mark!) Stephen Girard, a wealthy oppressed them from the world !
J OBN P. GUILD.
for the reason. Why, my dear Christian, let the Jew merchant, a nativ of France, and one of the members
the
committee
sympathizing
with
the
wretch~d
of
alone, and there will be no more mystery.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethought,
As I am confining myself to facts only, I will en- situation and condition of the sufferers of Bush Hlll
Reform,
and Scientific Books will be mailed free.
Hospital,
voluntarily
and
unexpectedly
offered
himself
deavor to add a few more concerning the depravity
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Official Call for Twelfth Annual Congress of
the American Secular Union.
1'o the Local Secular Unions, Life, Charter, ancl
Annual Members, and all Liberal citizens
w!w support the Nine .IJemands of Secularism.,
Greeting:
0

You are hereby invited to attend the Twelfth
Annual Congress of the American Secular Union,
which will0 conve:r.e at Lafayette Hall, Wood street,
near 4th, Pittsburgh, Pa., Friday, October 5, 1888,
at 10 A.M., for a four days' session-5th, 6th, 7th, and
8~h inclusiv.
All Charter and Life Members, all Vice-Presidents,
all Chairmen of State or Executiv Committees, and
all duly accredited delegates from Local Secular
Unions are entitled to seats and votes in this Annual
Congress. Each Local Secular Unio11. is entitled to
lltmd its President and Secretary and three other
wembers as delegates. Annual Members who pay or
hav paid $1 in the national treasury are entitled to
seats, but not to votes, except by unanimous consent
of the Congress.
This Congress will specially consider practical
questions tending to further agitation for taxation of
church property ; the abrogation of state aid to
sectarian institutions; abolition of state, national,
military, and prison chaplaincies; repeal of judicial
oaths, Sunday and other oppressiv and unjust eccle·
siastical laws; nullification of attempts to subvert.
our Constitution by a legal recogn~tion of Theism in
the American Magna Charta, and such other meas·
ures as will not merely thwart intended theological
encroachments, but will absolutely expunge from our
laws, state and federal, such insidious acts as hav
already crept in to blot out mental freedom from our
republic.
It is to be hoped that the addresses delivered will
deal with the practical issues of the organization,
so that there will be such an awakening of the
people to these vital questions of the hour that a revival of the instinct of liberty and justice for all will
necessarily result ; that again from the Keystone
state-the birthplace of our association-the clarion
voice of freedom shall vibrate throughout the land.·
Pittsburgh being situated almost in the center of
a district containing many of our most distinguished
workers, thinkers, and writers, besides the activ host
within its limits, there is little doubt but that this
Congress will be a glorious gathering of the forces
who stand for mental liberty, as expressed in the
desire for complete Secularization of the government.
S. P. PuTNAM, Pres.
E. A. STEVENs, Sec.
CHAs. EcxHARD, Tress.
E. B. FooTE, JR., Ch. Ex. Com.
MATJ~IE A. FREEMAN, Ch. Fin. Com. 4t

President Putnam at the Forum.
The Chicago Secular Union has had another feast
of Freethought, for our poet president has just
given us two inspiring lectures not soon to be forgotten in the history of the Forum, where good lectures
are always looked for. Samuel P. Putnam's Sunday
afternoon and evening addresses surpassed all his
previous efforts here, and won frequent and heartiest
plaudits from his host of admirers. "The Bible and
Modern Thought" is a severely logical argument
which shows the wild impossibilities which orthodoxy
atraches to " holy writ," and the wreck of reason and
experience necessary to accept the definitions and
limitations of the so-called religions. Our Secular
soldier assails this citadel of dogmatism-the Bibleas though at the head of a courageous, indomitable,
and irresistible storming party, and quickly levels
the enemies' ramparts to the earth, playing havoc
generally with their munitions and supplies and
floating the standard of reason aloft. By special
request he gave in the evening " The Glory of Infidelity," and took us to traverse bights sublime with
heroic thoughts and deeds of those who, in the
troublous past, then trod this ignorant, ungrateful
world. "The Glory of Infidelity" makes us proud
to bear that term of reproach; it makes life eminently elastic and proves tliat the heretics increase
the world's wealth of knowledge; it givs us clearer,
wider, deeper stretch of mental vision, and thus confronts us as Secularists with the importance of our
present duty, besides picturing the substantial realization of a Secular paradise, where peace, wisdom,
and justice may find a resting-place, and bigotry,
hatred, and superstition be forever banished. It was
a refreshing draught of mental ozone.
E A. STEVENS.
0

.Proportionate Robbery.
The following tables ~how the value of the property in the various towns named, and also the amount
of property which the church holds untaxed:
CITY OF ALPENA, MICH.
$1.721,870
Ass~esed value of real estate,
1,564 550
"
"
personal property,
150,000
Approx. value of church property,
.
10,000
''
"
benevolent.institut'ns,
100,000
·"
"
private libraries,
CITY OF BATTLE CREEK, MICH.
$2,544,342
Assessed value of real estate,
790,585
"
"
personal property,
123,000
Approx. value of church property,
.
102,000
"
"
denominational schools,
CITY OF COLDWATER, MICH.
$343,417
Assessed value of real estate,
171,708
"
"
personal property,
50,000
Approx. value of church property,
20,000
,, 0 "
public libraries,
CITY OF CHARLOTTE, MICH.
$965,770
Assessed value of real estate,
489,230
"
"
personal property,
55 000
Approx. value of church property,
25,000
"
"
private libraties,
CITY OF CADILLAC, MICH.
$383,285
Assessed value of real estate,
250,832
"
" 0 personal propertoy,
33,0~0
Approx. \Talue of churc~ property,
CITY OF DETROI'l', MICH.
Estimate of amount and valuation of church property and buildings as appears from the assessors'
rolls in January, 1887.
Tot~tl.
Buildings.
Land.
733.600
545,500 188.100
ward,
First
558,150
350000 208,150
Second
"
525,650
355,000 170.650
Taird
"
111,640
41,640
70,000
Fourth
"
199.310
71,310
128,000
F1fth
"
110,500
83,000
27,500
Sixth
"
61.300
40,000
21,300
SeVtnth
"
23,080
11,000
12,080
Eighth
"
28,190
10.000
18,190
Ninth
"
122,000
172
460
50,460
Tenth
"
40,280
10,000
30,280
Eleventh
"
9,840
6,000
3,840
Twelfth
"
68,800
84,000
15,200
Thirteenth "
9,890
7,000
2.890
Fourteenth "
50,900
41,800
9,100
Fifteenth "
33,910
58,910
25,000
Sixteenth "
$1,801,560 $976,140 $2,777,700
Total,
1-2 in 1886, first, second, and fourth wards, 250,000

•

$3,027,700
CITY OF DOWAGIAC, MICH.
Assessed v-alue of real estate and personal property,
.
Approximate value of church property,
CITY OF FLINT, MICH.
Assessed value of real estate,
.
"
"
personl\1 property,
Approximate value of church property,
CITY OF GREENVILLE, MICH.
Assessed value of real estate,
"
"
personal property,
Approximate value of church property,
"
"
benevolent institutions,
CITY OF HILLSDALE, MICH.
Assessed·value of real estate,
" ·
"
personal property,
Approximate value of church property,
"
"
college property,
"
"
private libraries,
CITY OF HOLLAND, MICH.
Assessed value of real estate,
.
"
"
personal property,
Approximate value of church property,
"
"
city libraries,
CITY OF ISHPEMING, MICH.
Assessed value of real estate,
.
"
"
personal property,
Approx. value of church property,
"
"
charitable institutions,
"
"
private libraries,
CITY OF KALAMAZOO, MICH.
Assessed value of real estate,
"
"
personal property,
Approx. value of church property,
.
"
"
charitable institut'ns,
"
"
benevolent
''
"
"
scientific
.
.
"
"
ladies' private library,
CITY OF LUDINGTON, MICH.
Assessed value of real estate,
"
"
personal property,
Approx. value of church property,
.
"
"
benevolent institut'n11,
CITY OF MANISTER, MICH.
Assessed value of real estate,
"
. 0"
personal property;
Approx. value of church property,
.
"
"
benevolent institut'ns,

$1,000,000
30,000
$3,165,575
1,397,210
175,000
0$722,009
299,200
37,000
1,000
$1,900,000
400,000
40,000
125,000
60,000
$597,260
286,300
35,000
1,000
$5,285,070
423,700
50,000
5,000
20,000
$4,532,860
1,636,250
205,000
10,000
4,000
210,000
15,000
$803,605
567,948
20 000
5,500
$1,798,430
664,535
85,700
51,000

CITY OF MARSHALL, MICH.
value of real estate,
"
"
personal property,
Approx. value of church property,
CITY OF MARQUETTE, MICH.
Assessed value of real estate,
"
"
personal property,
Approx. value of church property,
"
"
charitable institut'ns,
CITY OF NILES1 MIOH.
Assessed value of real estate,
"
"
personal property,
Approx. value of church property,
"
"
private libraries,
CITY OF NEGAUNEE, MICH.
Assessed value of real estate,
"
"
personal property,
Approx. value of church property,
"
"
school institutions,
"
"
private libraries,
CITY OF OWOSSO, MICH.
Assessed value ofreal estate,
"
"
personal property,
Approx. value of church property,
"
"
private libraries,
CITY OF SA'fHNAW, MICH.
Assessed value of real estate,
"
"
personal property,
Approx. value of church property,
.
"
"
benevolent institut'ns,
"
"
private libraries,

A~sessed

$1,118,490
452.835
70,000
$1,977,920
275,800
10,000
2,000
$1,398,290
452,670
75,000
010,000
$2,236.500
513 400
64,500
12,000
10,000
0
$861,335
223,625
31,000
2,500
$3,755,100
1,156,400
200,000
70,000
050,000

C. B. Reynolds on His Western Tonr.
Coos CoUNTY, OaE., Aug. 15th-28th.-It i8 a long
railroad ride from Corvallis to Roseburgh, where I
arrived at 2:30 in the morning, and at once sought
a much-needed bed, with only two hours and a half
of repose. I rose at 5 A.M. to take stage to Dora.
The so-called stage proved to be a wretched. old
buckboard, loaded with trunks, grips, boxes, and
bundles, with the unfortunate passengers squeezed
in between. They charged me $8.50 for jeopardizing my life, smothering me with dust, jolting my internal and bruising and cramping my external organization, from the effects of which I am not
yet fully recovered. The road is execrabla, and so
narrow that when teams meet one has to back down
sometimes over a quarter of a mile, then the passengers hav to assist in lifting the stage up the bank,
and the other vehicle passes, rubbing the wheels of
the stage on one side, the other tilting over a precipice at an angle of 95°. But they are used to it.
It is only occasionally-not oftener than three or
four times a month-that horses and people are
pitched down the precipice and mangled or killed.
The scenery is romantic and grandly beautiful, but
nineteen-twentieths of the time you cannot see
through the thick clouds of dust, even if you could
g~:>t the dust out of your eyes so as to see at all.
I
reached the home of that stalwart Liberal, James
Laird, at 3:40P.M., only to learn that he was absent, and
that I had yet twenty-seven miles more to travel ere
I reached Myrtle Point, where I was advertised to
lecture at 8 P.M.
Despite every effort, the road was so bad, and
over such steep mountains, that I did not reach Myrtle
Point till 9:30 P.M. Friends had come in from a
great distance, but had gone home discouraged, not
knowing if I should come at all or not. Yet the Liberals of Myrtle Point gave me a right cordial greeting, and the next night I had a most enjoyable time
delivering a lecture o.a "What Liberalism Teaches"
to a large and very enthusiastic audience. The
friends all expressed regrets that I cpuld not stay
another night.
Myrtle Point is full of jolly, genial, whole-souled,
intelligent Liberals, who will never permit the car of
progress to halt for lack of earnest, self-sacrificing
efforts on their part.
CoQUILLE CITY, Aug. 16th, 17th.-This is the one
dark spot on beauteous Coos county. Here is where
all the little, narrow-minded, penurious folks of the
county congregate. They are under the spiritual
control·of an .uncultured gospel-shouter, whom, despite his followers' great reverence for his spiritual
attainments, they yet fail to pay enough to keep him
from beggary.
Good, loyal, tried and trusty Henry Nichols did all
he could, l?ut the Liberals are so few, and even a
majority of the few are so weakly, so Qverawed by
Mrs. Grundy, they dare not aloud claim any proprietorship of their own souls.
At the first lecture there were only twenty persons
present, and even at the second not over sixty. Yet I
am glad I made an effort in the place, for the lectures
stirred the stagnant putrescence into which even the
good were sinking, and aroused a spirit of inquiry
and discussion, so that livmy debates were held in
store and mill, forcing Christians to hunt the evidences of their faith, and may yet result in a he'althier state of things, although it must be admitted the
average Coquille citizen is so small-souled, dwarfed in
intellect, and penurious that it will be slow, hard
work to evolute him to anything Eke Liberalism.
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.ARAGO, Aug. 18th, 19th.-This is· the home of J.
Henry Schroeder. His name is the synonym for all
that is manly, generous, public-spirited, and Liberal.
Although he is an outspoken Infidel, there is no place
or position of honor or trust in their gift which the
cit.izens of Coos county would not gladly bestow on
him. Here is additional evidence that Infidelity lived
out helps, instead of injuring, popularity and good
standing in an intelligent community.
The lectures were held at the pavilion on the
county fair-grounds. (The spacious and admirably
fitted up fair-grounds, with a splendid full-mile race
track, are mainly due to the enterprise and liberality
of J. Henry Schroeder and the Infidel friends.)
There was quite a good attendance at the lecture on
. Saturday night. On Sunday we had a grand picnic,
and lectures morning and afternoon. Large delegations came from Myrtle Point and adjacent places.
The Schroeder brass band attended· in full force, and
performed some choice selections with admirable
taste and skill. Dinner was held in the grove, a
sumptuous repast-every delicacy,' fish, :flesh, and
fowl, and the luscious fruits for which this part of
Oregon is unrivaled on the earth. There were over
one hundred and fifty persons present. I sold large
quantities of Liberal books and pamphlets, and obtained a number of new subscribers to THE TRUTH
SEEKER. All heartily enjoyed the occasion, and besought me to return next year, and bring Mrs. Reynolds with me.
DEAR CREEK, Aug. 20th.-Judge F. S. Lowe is
the standard- bearer in this vicinity, and one of whom
the Liberals may well feel proud. He is of the first
'settlers on the river, and has a very large and lovely
ranch. His two sons are well worthy of so noble a
sire, earnest Liberals, bright, intelligent workers for
universal mental liberty.
The lecture was delivered at the school-house up
Bear Creek. After rowing across the river from the
house of Judge Lowe, we marched a mile and a half
through the woods, along the creek's banks, to the
school-house. Yet here, so seeming far from anywhere or anybody, there was quite a goodly rally of
intelligent people who appreciated the truth made
plain, and expressed determination to read and investigate, and do what they could to help others by circulating Liberal literature. In the morning I took
the steamer to Bandon, of which more anon.
BANDON, ORE., Aug. 21st, 22d.-This is a thriving
little town on the ocean shore. Its people are quite
Liberally inclined. The newspaper folks take the lead
in every good word and work. I found a curiositya perfect wonder-in the printin~-office here. A
crude home-made printing-press, built thirty years
ago by J. H. Bandon, with only a saw, maul, and ax
for tools. It is made entirely of wood, except a marble slab used as a bedplate. The bedplate is 24x18
and runs in woodan grooves. The power of the press
is consl.ructed on the plan of a notary's seal. It does
really excellent work. Such a press would not cost
over' $25, and would be invaluable in any small printing or newspaper office.
Thanks to the energetic efforts of J. Henry
Schroeder who imparted his own spirit of enthusiasm to ah the Liberals in the vicinity, I had a good
attendance, and aroused considerable interest by the
delivery of two lectures.
MARSHFIELD, ORE., Aug. 23d, 24th, 25th.-This is
the banner city of the banner county for Liberalism
in Oregon. There are a few parsons and a number
of Chinese who are not Liberal, but they are scarcely
worth mentioning. Of course there are some intelligent birthright Christians, but they don't work at it
much. Their piety is of the mildest kind and their
real inclinations are toward Liberalism.
This is the home of the ever-genial Garfield, a
whole-souled, generous-hearted Infidel and enterprising merchant, doing a very extensiv hardware business. Here, too, I enjoyed a visit with dear old
Fred Mark, a Dane, a thoroughly naturalized American one of nature's noblemen, a born mechanic, who
has' earned a handsome competency by his skill,
industry, and enterprise. De~pite his openly avowed
Infidelity, he does the furmture busmess of the
whole county, and, like Friend Garfield, is by all
lOved and respected.
I really greatly enjoyed lecturing in this place.
My audiences seemed so fully in sympathy with me;
even the Christians present were of the manly, honest kind, and acknowledged I had proved things from
the Bible that were entirely new to them, and that
necessitated their careful revision and investigation
as t.o the evidences.of their religious belief.
NoRTH Coos RIVER, ORE., Sunday, Aug. 26th.-Sunday was a busy, happy day. Up at 6 A.M., on board
the little steamer Bertha at 7 A.M. sharp, and steamed
away along the north fork of Coos river. There
were only a few passengers, and I felt a little doubtful of the success of our .proposed picnic, but every
few miles we made landings and took on passengers
at the ranches along the river till our little craft was
overloaded. On reaching my destination I was
delighted at the beauty of the place, and agreeably
surprised to find two hundred and fifty people there,
and a happier, jollier crowd never assembled. I at

once urged the duty of subscription to Liberal periodicals and delivered a lecture. After supplying the
eager demand for Liberal publications, we adjourned
to dinner.
•
Coos county is greatly favored by nature; she
glories in superabundance of all desirable gifts, fish,
fruit, grain, grass, cattle, lumber, and coal, and the
people seem to partake of the same generous nature
and liberal spirit. Oh, what a sumptuous, bounteous
feast the ladies spread in that grove! No wonder
the men are stalwart, jolly, and content; the women
sprightly, bright, and happy: After dinner I gave
the second lecture; it was listened to with deep interest and attention. At 4 P.M. I reembarked on the
steamer and enjoyed a delightful sail back to Marshfield, only marred by having to bid good-bye to the
kind friends along the route. I arrived at Marshfield at 7 P.M., and at 8 delivered a lecture in the hall,
subject, "Salvation: Christian or Secular, Which!"
EMPIRE CITY, Aug. 27th, 28th.-This is a sawdust
town on the coast, mainly depending on its mammoth
saw-mill. S. H. Hazard, the able and distinguished
lawyer, is the leading Liberal, and he knows just how
to marshal the forces. The lectures were delivered
at the court house. The first evening the attendance
of ladies was small, but the second night there was a
full delegation.
On the journey to Portland I had the pleasure to
hav Ex-Governor Thayer (now judge of the supreme
court of Oregon) and his good wife for compagnons
de voyage. They are a most kindly, unas~:>uming,
lovable couple, both stanch Liberals, and interested
in" all that' pertains to human progresss.
Thanks to good J. Henry Schroeder, who so selfsacri:iicingly and intelligently arranged for me; I
had a most 'successful campaign in Coos county.
Poor Jamieson is grieved a column and a half, in
the letter department of THE TRUTH SEEKER, over my
proposition to debate with Braden, if he, Braden,
would, from his own resources, pay half the expenses,
and I the other half ; and each pledge to giv all
money received on account of such discussion to the
sick and destitute.
Jamieson's "debating with Braden" has had its
contaminating influence. The odor of the skunk
has permeated him. In his. long, silly tirade he
evinces the same reckless disregard to truth-bombastic self-laudation-and the same mean, mercenary
spirit of his dear friend and teacher, Clark Braden.
Jamieson's lachrymal whining is all on account of
his Joss of his job to debate at Silverton. Like
Braden-his prototype-he givs himself away.
"Notwithstanding the Silverton committee requested me to hold myself in. readiness to debate
.with Braden, and I refused calls to lecture East on
account of the prospectiv debate West, I will release
the gentleman, and Brother Reynolds will conduct
the debate at a cheaper rate than I possibly can."
I never "retreated from Braden ;• never, to my
knowledge, hav been within a hundred miles of him,
so could not possibly run from him. I never ran
from Braden, or any other creature, but one-that
was a rattlesnake on Lookout mountain. It takes a
Jamieson to run after Braden-to laud and defend
him for the sake of the money to be obtained by debate with him.
The wisdom of the advice of THE TRUTH SEEKER to
avoid the skunk is fully demonstrated. Jamieson's
contact with Braden has so demoralized and corrupted him that he cannot conceive the possibility of
anyone being honest in offering to make any real
sacrifice for the cause of truth, since neither he nor
Braden would advocate or defend any cause only for
the money they obtain by so doing.
What next ? Jamieson and Braden in partnut.hip
-arranging series of debates, and traveling together
-for what money there is in it. Alas ! poor J arnieson
to become· the mere tool of such a thing as Clark
Braden-too bad, too bad! But it is the natural
effect of bad associates.
C. B. REYNOLDS.
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I saw a shed I took to be a horse-stable, and being
of an ever-hopeful disposition, I was about to see
what chance there would be for a Liberal missionary
to get lodgings. I began to sympathize with .him
" who had not where to lay his head," when I heard
buggy wheels rattling along the road Soon an old
gentleman drove up and asked the lonely wretch
standing there if he answered to the name of Dawes,
being answered in the affirmativ. I received a hearty
hand-shake; and was made to feel at home. We ·
drove to Mr. Kruschke's house, two miles from the
railroad, and there being a social dance at another
one of the Kruschke's, we were also taken there, and
spent part of the night in visiting. Word was given
out that there would be a Freethought lecture at
the hall over Mr. Kruschke's cranberry house the
next evening.
Where an audience was to come from was a query
with me. But Mr. Kruschke dro>e around to the
neighbors, far and near, inviting them to the lecture.
Then, to my surprise, an audience of nearly one
hundred greeted me. After the lecture the young
folks enjoyed themselvs again, for two or three hours,
with a social dance. No hesitation in enjoying oneself in that neighborhood on account of the Lord's
day-no church within ten miles accounts for it.
Preachers are about as conspicuous for their absence
there, as they are at present in Jacksonville, Fla.
From Deuster I carn:e on to Minnesota Lake, but
no arrangements had been made for a lecture; we
tried what could be done in so short a time, but a
ball in town spoilt affairs for us. Arrived at Delavan
and met Mr. Horton and Mr. and Mrs. Geddes. I
had be(m advertised to speak there, but nearly everyone was away to the state fair, so thought it best to
postpone the lecture until after my engagement at
Fairmont. I crowded myself onto the friends at
Fairmont a day ahead of time, but I was made welcome with Mr. and Mrs. Merritt and Mr. and Mrs.
Bonney, who are enthusiastic Liberals. There is also
Mr. House, the harness-maker, and Mr. Kendall and
his aged mother-in-law, Mrs. Moore.
The meetings at Fairmont were a grand success.
The lecture Monday night was, "What Objections
to Christianity T" and Tuesday night, " Has Christianity Beilefited Women?" The hall was well filled
each night by intelligent and attentiv listeners. The
ladies placed on the table each night two beautiful
bouquets, and helped to make the meetings successful.
At the close of the lecture, Tuesday night, we
organized a Secular Union of ten members, and
there will be others with them soon. And we hav
every hope of the success of the Union at Fairmont,
as the ladies are engaged, and when they are for us
there is something encouraging-the orthodox ask if
God iii for them, who can be against them, but if it
were not for the support of the women, their Gods,
devils, saviors, and churches would hav been laid down
in brine long ago.
The charter-members of the Union at Fairmont
are: J. House, president; Mrs. John Merritt, secretary; Mrs. H. Bonney, treasurer; John W. Merritt,
H. H. Bonney, H. I. Townsend, A. B. Payne, G.
Kendall, Mrs. E. Moore, Delbert Dale. Long will I
remember the pleasant visit and kind friends at
Fairmont, Minn.
I can assure any lecturer who may be called to
Fairmont that he will be received by as good and
sensible and hospitable a class of Liberals as there is
in the world.
From Fairmont I returned to Delavan, but things
worked a little out of joint again at Delavan. Political conventions and fairs had taken most of the
people friendly toward Liberal ideas out of town.
But a very small and very attentiv audience of gentlemen gathered about half-past 8, and I gave a talk
of thirty or forty minutes.
At Delavan I was entertained at the home of Mr.
Giddes, who is ever ready to put forth some effort in
behalf of liberty of thought and speech. From
Delavan I go to Waterville, Minn. Liberals in Iowa
Lecturing in the Lake States.
and Missouri ·wishing lectures, and who would like to
Saturday, September 8th, I bid my wife and babies favor me, can address me at Waterville, Minn.
an affectionate farewell-even the little black dog had
GEo. H. DAWES.
to shake his master's hand good-bye-and started on
my first lecturing tonr of any extent.
With not a few misgivings and fears as to the reLectures and Meetings.
suits of the future did I take tihis step. It is no
MRs. M. A. FREEMAN's lecturing engagements are as fol.
easy thing for a young man, without fame or fortune, lows: Pittsburgh, October 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th; Farmdale,
to break away from home, when he knows that his 11th, ~~tl!-; Andover, 13th, 14th; Painesville, 16th, 1~th;
absence causes many a heart-ache and lonely sigh Canal'~ultoii, 18th, 19th; Akron, 21st, afternoon and evenmg.
from those who are dearer to him than his own life., ,,.,:.:, .. '.·."' ·
Nevertheless, having determined, several years agot .;)~\vh)q :to lllness, Mr. G. H. Hertwig notifies us that he
to devote the best years of my life to the service of Ji~dt- attend the Pittsburgh Congress of the American
SecUlar Union. He will fill his other lecturing engagements
humanity, I felt that the time had arrived to com- when he recovers, which he thinks, and we trust rightly,
mence work.
will be very soon.
I reached Deuster, Wis., the place of my first appointment, late Saturday night; there is no town
THE Manhattan Liberal Club begins its fall and winter
there, nothing but a platform where the train stops meetings on the 5th instant. The first lecture is by Henry
for passenger!!. There was no light to be seen-no Nichols, who will consider" A Protectiv Tariff."· October
sound even reached me but the rumbling of car 12th S. P. Putnam will speak on" The Reign of the People."
wheels, as the train was vanishing in the distance. Dr. Foote, Jr., the genial president of the club, hopes the hall
What could be the matter_:_had Mr. Kruschke failed will be crowded on October 5th, though he will be in Pittsto receive my card announcing the date of my visit! burgh. The place of meeting is the old one, German Masonic
. As I stood there revolving in my mind what to do, Temple, 220 East 15th street.

'
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~ommnnications.
Babylon.-Concluded.
All the ancient religions of centurills and ages
before the Ohristian era had their prophets, seers,
and oracles, so the God of the Jews must hav his
also; and every one of them, Jew or pagan, was a
self-made prophet.
Of what use are prophets and prophecies at any
time, or in any age!
Oan anyone giv a good reason why God's prophets
are not on earth to-day as well as three thousand
years ago?
What is the reason that miracles and violations
of the laws of nature do not occur now as well as
in centuries past T
And wh:v did God appear on earth and talk familiarly and flippantly to men at the time these Bible
prophets say he did, ancl at no ot.her time?
The first thing that King Oyrus did after getting
possession of Babylon was to thank the gods-not
God-for the success they had given him. Then in
honor of the taking of the city-by the orders of
King Oyrus-a great religious pageant and feast
was held, of the last of which I quote from Rollin
the following description: "When they came to
the :field consec},'ated to the gods, they offered the
sacrifices, :first to the sun and then to Jupiter. To
the honor of the :first they burnt bulls, and to the
honor of the second horses."
When the church talks , about the barbarity of
heathen sacrifices, and the idolatry of the pagan
religion, it should bear in mind that King Oyrus was
God's anointed, and his beastly and inhuman sacrifices, and idolatrous ceremonies, the accounts of
which are in the five books of Moses, where they were
ordered by the Ohristian's God and participated in by
Aaron and the high priests, far exceed others. King
Solomon, one of this God's favorite, sacrificed to his
and the Ohristian's God at one time twenty-two
thousand oxen and one hundred and twenty thousand
sheep. King Oyrus lived about thirty years after
the capture of Babylon, which event took place about
500 B.C. His last words were: "My sons, fear the
gods [not God], who never die; who see all things,
and whose power is omnipotent. Fear them and let
that fear prevent you from ever doing anything contrary to justice and right."
Oompare the last words of this heathen king with
the la~>t words of that God-exalted and Ohristian
saint, King David, as recorded in 1 Kings ii. Does
any unbiased man believe for a moment that King
Oyrus ever spoke the words that the last verse of
2 Ohronicles says he did, namely : " All the kingdoms of the earth hath the Lord God of heaven
given me, and he hath charged me to build him a
house in Jerusalem~" This is untrue, for Ovrus never
owned all the kingdoms of the earth. The latter
part of this verse condemns itself, for no devout
worshiper of paganism, as King Oyrus proved himself to be, would ever forsake the gods of his religion
by turning infidel and acknowlede-ing other god~.
any more than a devout worshiper of the Hebrew God
ta-day would in any way acknowledge or. build a
temple for heathen gods.
The character of this heathen, this idolator, whom
the scriptures say was God's anointed, and the man
that Isro.el's God cho~e to do those horrible deedFI
prophesied by Isaiah, was good. We hav no account
of him doing or allowing his soldiers to do such
atrocious deeds as this man Isaiah-who claimed to
be God's prophet-:Bilid he would do. Therefore he
put into the .mouth of his God the name of the wrong
man for such diabolical purposes. This deity of
the Jews, about the time he chose Oyrus to do his
work, was almo~t destitute of followers. For over
four thousand years, amongst the many populous and
enlightened ·nations that surrounded this Jewish
nation not one worshiped or recognized this being in any way, and, as far as ancient history informs us, did not know of his existence ; and in t.his
respect profane histo.ry is sustained "by tbe Bible.
This book savs further that at about the time King
Oyrus took Babylon, or some years before, the Jews,
.with the exception of a few Jew priests, had deserted
their God and turned pagans. Strange that these
people, continually seeing the wonderful things done,
and miracles performed right before their eyes, should
hav no fear or veneration for the being that did
them, but were continually rebelling against him. It
was about this time that occurred that wonderful
miracle, as related in 2 Kings, of the angel of the
Lord that went out and smote in the camp of the
Assyrians one hundred and fourscore and :five thousand. When they-it must mean those he smoterose early in the morning they were all dead corpses.
Also that miracle of knocking down the walls
of Jericho by blowing ram's horns, and many
others equally absurd and surprising. All these
seemed to hav no effect on the ~;hosen people of this
Bible God. This being, then, had but the one nation
of followers for about four thousand years, and a
great part of the time but few of them. And even at
this day there is not one nation •of people that show

by their deeds and aotions that they believe in this
God of the H~>brews and the Ohristian religion.
The Rev. H. W. Beecher declared there was not a
Obristian nation on the face of the earth. He was
right. I suppose this country comes as near to being one as·any other, and yet, as nearly as I can estimate, there is not to exceed fifteen per cent of the
population of America that dies Protestant Ohristian,
and of the world's population not two. Then to
call this a Obristian nation, where eighty-five per cent
of the people die outside of Protestant churches,
would be a clear case of the tail wagging the dog.
But, from this digression, let us return and finish
Babylon. Amongst all the nations that existed before the Obristian era, the Jewish nation stood lowest
in the scale of civilization, and their God was theirs_
alone. Every reader of ancient history knows that
Rollin wrote the truth when he said, "Through the
multitude of profane history which heathen antiquity
furnishes, and in every part thereof, there reigns an
entire oblivion, not to say worse, of the almighty.
The Jews were the only people who, in that age, acknowledged God." And, again, he says in speaking
of some of the best and wisest men of ancient Rome
and Athens: "I hav observed that certain examples
exhibit a noble and grand scene in history. But only
one country, and that of very small extent, knew the
true God. In Judah is God known. His name is
great in Israel. Elsewhere all mouths are mute in
respect to him. Men adored everything but God,
and other religions had deluged the whole earth."
Isaiah, in his fearful prophecies against Babylon,
said the city should be overthrown and no traces of
it left, and wild beasts of the desert shall roam there.
Now, this was all to happen ~oon, for he eaid, "And
her time was near at hand ; and her day~ shall not
be prolonged." To show the utter falsity of these
prophecies, it is only necessary to state that Babylon,
after it was conquered by Oyrus, remained a great
city until Alexander the Great captured it four hundred years afterward, and it was then a great and
magnificent city. And among other gifts presented to Alexander when he captured Babylon, was
a set of astronomical observations taken by the
inhabitants for a space of nineteen hundred and
three years, which, _consequently,-w.ant as far backward as the ag-e of Ninus.
Babylon never was destroyed by fire or the sword,
as these impostors said it would be. On account of
the Persian kings removing their places of residence
to other cities, it went into gradual decay, and about
100 B.C. the last of its inhabitants removed to
<t rival city, the abode of
the Persian kings.
Some years after this, a portion of Babylon was used
as a public park and· zoological garden. Fanatical
theology, like drowning men catching at straws, because wild beasts were kept in cages in this park
tried to construe it. into the fulfilment of the prophecy," That wild beasts shall lie there." Nations and
cities, like human beings, are born, grow, liv, and die.
This great city of Babylon lived much longer than
the average life of cities. It stood as one of the
wonders of the world for over two thousand years,
notwithstanding hundreds of cities all around it
were destroyed by wars, desolation, and the ravages
·
of time.
Babylon, therefore, remained a monument to refute false prophecies, and to defeat the vengeance
of the wrathful God of these (at that time) marauding, ba.rbarous, and savage tribes of Jews. At the
time the Bible says Nebuchadnezzar was eating grass
with cattle (why did not the writer of this book
write a probable lie instead of an improbable and
ridiculous one!) profane histol'y says he was
engaged in a thirteen years' siege of Tyre. Isaiah
<~aid his God swore be would destroy this city also.
Now, I for one ngree to take the word of any God
that selects Isaiah or any other of these Bible propheta to maka evil prognostications for him, as well
without sweadng as swearing, for I do not think
swearing is a divine attribute. I hav not, nor bav
other people, much respect for prophets that flourish
to-day, and I cannot see why we should respect men
t.hat assumed to be oracles, seers, prophets, or sorcerera three thousand years ago. And I can see no
difference between those that do business for pagan
gods and those who do buBiness for Israel's God.
. Damascus was another city of which Isaiah prophesied destruction, in these words: "The burden of
Damascus. Behold Damascus is taken away from
being a city, and it shall be a ruinous heap."
Damascus can be traced back for forty centuries, and
was a city in the days of Abraham. It never was
destroyed, and is one of the oldest cities in the world,
and a flourishing city to-day. So much for lying
prophets and prophecies. The prophecies of Daniel
and Revelation are wild, dreamy, and visionary,
written by cunning and demented Jews in vague,
symbolic, and ambiguous language. And as in all
other prophecies in the Bible, there is no specified
time mentioned when these terrible predictions of evil
are to be fulfilled. They can be construed to mean
everything and anything, but they really mean nothing. Like the darky's trap, they are sot to catch the
coon a-going and a-coming. Prophets and prophecies are bad, and of no benefit whatever. On.:the

contrary, they hav an evil teJ:!dency, and hav done
much harm in all ages. The predictions are almost
invariably of disaster, pestilence, famin, destruction
of cities, the end of the world, and similar evils. The
foretelling of these horrible calamities unsettles the
minds of weak-minded people, and, like all religious
excitement, has a tendency to produce insanity and
JoHN IRwiN.
suicide.
Ohicago, April, 1888..
--------~~-------

Higgledy-Piggledy.

Of the multifarious higgledy-piggledy that adorns
the pages of the Holy Queer, and appropriately so,
perhaps, the sample to be met with in the latter partion .of the fourth chapter of Exodus, takes, if not the
entire cake, a very liberal slice thereof. It appears
that Jahveh and Moses had had a confab regarding
Pharaoh and his peraonsl or primogenial belongings,
J['hveh threatening to do thus and so, if Pharaoh did
not do so and thus, as it were. This confab I speak
of winds up wHh the twenty-second and twenty-third
verses, as follows,. Jahveh speaking to Moses:
22 : "And thou shalt say unto Pharaoh, Thus saith
the Lord, Israel is my son, even my first born." 23:
"And I say unto thee, Let my son go, that he may
serve me; and if thou refuse to let him go, behold, I
will slay thy son, even thy first born." This ends the
discussion, the twenty-fourth verse opening out as
follows: "And it came to pass by the way in the
inn, that the Lord met him and sought to kill him."
Now, the question is, Who did J ahveh meet by the
way in the inn, and seek to kill~ Was it Moses,
some time after the confab had terminated, or was it
the primogenial chip of the old block, Pharaoh~
This verse, sprung as it is upon one without hint or·
warning, startles and shocks, and quite considerably
flabbergasts the reader, unless he be of the Talmage
type, which bolts everything at a gulp, without a
thought. To the members of this type, who are
nevar startled or i:acited to think, the course over the
cross· cut sea of higgledy-piggledy and incongruity in
this and other chapters is plain sailing, and they
never hav to start a sheet or brace a yard.
The ordinary reader, somewhat startled by the
alleged murderous intent of Jahveh, takes it that the
latter met and sought to kill Moses, and lets it go at
that, feeling that it is no funeral of his; but the
reader who is shocked by said intent, as set forth,
asks himself, Who did Jahveh meet and seek to kill?
and concludes that it was the "chip" as above mentioned; then he goes back and reads over again to
find that he couldn't safely bet on said chip, winding
up by refusing to bet on either party; and this is
the position in which I find myself. I would like to
bet, but want to bet safely, and can't, for· the life of
me, decide whether to bet on Nlosa or the "other
feller." Talmage and, no doubt, the good Shepard
man of the Mail and Express could each giv me the
tip, but unfortunately I should hav no confidence in
the winning power of either tip.
~
That Jahveh met some one "by the way in the inn
[take notice that no previous mention is made of the
inn J and sought to kill him,'' is a cocksure thing, it
b~<ing thus recorded in,Ex. iv, 24
Now, who was that
somebody? If Moses, why did J ahveh seek to kill
him ? If the primogenial scion of the house of
Pharaoh, why didn't he kill him~- Was the intended
victim too Jllany for him-too cute, too fly, as it
were? We read of no one else in the Holy Queer
who ever got away when Jahveb "sought to kill
him," and the devil of it is, we don't know who this
lucky fellow was.
It is taken for granted, of course, tbat Jahveh
didn't accomplish his object, but why? Did he repent him of his murderous intention~ Hardly, else
had the fact been chronicled with other, and by no
means few, repentances of his. It follows, then, that
the party, whether Moses or the " other fellow," was
too fly for him, which is a sockdologer ! The party
who' was too cute for Jahveh, when the latter was on
the warpath, was some tar on a stick, and don't you
forget it. Satisfied that Jahveh did not repent him
of his death-dealing intention, also that he did not
carry it out, as would hav been recorded in either
case, I am completely flabbergasted to think that
the intended victim escaped the would-be killer ! It
knocks me.galley-west to think that such a thing
could be to overcome one like a summer cloud, or a
wet blanket, say.
There must be some mistake about this circumstance or the report thereof, it seems to me. lf
Jahveh really met anyone "by the way in the inn,
and sought to kill him," that fellow's goose was as
good as cooked, if Jahveh was wh~t he cracked himself up to be, for when he was on the kill, it was woe
to those he sought to get awQy with; they were
doomed and as good as done for ! That he didn't
carry out the bloody program, goes without saying,
as otherwise it would hav been recorded that he was
in at the death, sure pop. , Of course it is barely
possible that he repented and let up on the mysteri·
ous party, but I take no stock in such a hypothesis,
as he was not at all. bashful about admitting repentance. Now, he either met a person "by the way in
the inn, and sought to kill him," or he didn't. If
there was such a meeting, with such intent, then WS.J:!
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Jahveh euchred and not the party he cracked himself- God in accordance with the dictates of his own conup to. be, and as. he sho~ed himself. to be on many science. True, some well· meaning but gravely misoccaswns ~hen m pursmt of gore; 1f there was. no taken people insist that this does not preclude the
such meetmg,. the!:! he allowed. a senseless, lymg enforcement of some sort of worship. Such provisreport concermng h1mself to get mto the colu~ns of ion would nullify the right of entire liberty in that
the _Holy Q11eer, the same to muddle all creatiOn for respect. It was meant by the fathers, who knew in
all t1me, save those of the Talmage type. But this this what they were doing, that all moral questions
is not likely. The repor_t, such as it is, is there, .and were to be left open to a settlement between the man
t~e occurrence, such as 1t was_, t~ok place, of ~ourse, and his maker. They limited the intervention of the
s1mply for the reason that 1t 1s recorded m the government to ov.ert acts of violence against the peace
H. Q.
.
and well-being of the community. A man may be
~hat_Jahveh was e':lc~ered, somehow, in. that trans- arrested, tried, and punished for blasphemy, not beactwn, 1s rather _surpr1s1~g and not a little gratifying, cause his mind and morals are in a shockingly bad
but what ~xer01ses me 1s, Who was the party that condition, but for that he disturbs the peace of the
es~aped h1m-Moses or the first born of Pharaoh 1 neighborhood by his violent and and unseemly lanW1th all my lamps, search as I may; with all my guage.
Of course under this state of facts there is no
augers, bore as I may, I cannot determin which was
t~e he that Jahveh met in the tav~rn al!d sought to place give'n for moral legislation, for no man has a
k1ll. Can any of my readm3 make 1t plam to me that right to look after the moral condition of another
it was Mo~es? ~an a~y make it plain to me that it man; for if he had, self-government would cease at
was the pr1mogemal sCI_on of the. house of Pharaoh~ once to exist. It is true we recognize the authority
Who says Moses, I will bet h1m 'twas the "other of the church, with its moral suasion and the power
feller," who says the latter, I will bet him 'twas Moses, given it in public opinion-that public opinion which
when, i_f they b~t, they will hav to p~o~e up,_ I in the crucified ou! savior, and is ready now to crucify anymean t1me holdmg the stakes. If th1s 1s sat1sfactory, one who falls or refuses to worship him. But the
come one, come all_, the mor_e the me~rier!
.
moment th~ church calls in the aid of the governNow for more h1ggledy-p1ggledy; m fact., h1ggledy- ment, and. drops its reliance on moral suasion and the
piggledy on higgledy-'piggledy's head accumulates in consequent public. opinion, it crosses the line so
Exodus, chapter iv. Immediately following the verse clearly laid down by our blessed redeemer when he
l'Jlating to the meeting in the tavern, comes one (the said, "Render unto Cresar the things that are Cresar's
25th) leading off thusly: "Then Zipporah [no previ- and unto God the things that are God's."
'
And yet in spite of all this we meet at every turn,
ous mention of '' Zipp9ra~,:' in the chapter] took a
sharp stone and cut-- well, she performed a almost, a self-constituted reformer, more or less
surgical operation peculiar to Hebraic medical-juris- earnest, who makes himeelf extremely unpleasant by
prudence, yelling after the operation, that some one a vociferous demand on one to correct his moral con-no name mentioned-was a" bloody husband" to dition by the standard such animated nuisance sets
her, when, in fact, she was the bloody wife, as it looks up and believes in. Sometimes this unpleasant per
to me. Immediately the 26th verse gets in its work, son appears in the shape of a temperance. advocate.
opening out in this wise: ''So he let him go" -the He will brook no denial. He would hav dealers in
rest of the verse is but a repeat of the woman's liquor hanged, drawn, and quartered. He wants
words. Here's higgledy-piggledy for you in all its stringent laws and a quick execution of them. Now
richness, in the two verses immediately following .all thoue-htful minds recognize the evils of intemper~
that relating to the tavern episode-higgledy-piggledy ance, and the temperance organizations hav wrought
of a three-ply, triple X pattern!
out great good to the community through their
"So. he let him_ go." Now, ~hat's as clear as river efforts. It will be found, however, that this good
mud permeated w1th sludge ac1d; but no clearer, and bas come from moral suasion and public opinion. So
all may not get onto it-I don't, for one. Who let. far as legislation is concerned, Henry Reed, an able
him go? Who let who go? Who was "he" and journalist, disposed of it in a few terse sentences
who was "him'" What did he let him go for~ Who when he called attention to the fact that the law
was it that let him go, anyhow? I tell you this would against selling liquor could be of no avail so long as
flabbergast a Bismarck, but would it a Talmage T ·the law of God recognized the right to drink liquor.
Nner! Why, that mo)3t remarkable saw-mill-swal- The abuse of the natural appetite found in overt acts
lower could, blindfolded, and with· his hands tied of violence against society can be taken cognizance
behind, tell ~s who was which and which was who pf and restr'ained or punished, but to assail by law a
without turni~g a hair, and I'll bet on it. Alas, we class for selling what the citizens hav a right to use
are not all Talmages! This is not our fault, but our cannot be made successful.
Of this sort of unpleasant person is the Commumisfortune, and for one I exclaim, in accents wild,
Bully for the misfortune!
nist, who seeks to reconstruct the social world by law.
The higgledy-piggledy continues, the 27th verse Yet more offensiv is the Anarchist, who goes to the
bouncing us to a distance and an interview in which other extreme. And of this sort, and the moat intolJ ahveh and Aaron appear, but which is of no conse- arable of all, is Anthony Comstock.
Now, there is nothing in the moral law, nor in the
quence, as Toots would say, only going to show that
higgledy-pig'gledy appeared to. be Jahveh's strong Constitution as amended, that prohibits a man from
holt the day he got up the fourth chapter of Exodus! asserting in a mild, gentlemanly way that he is more
I read the latter portion of said chapter to a Bible- chaste than his neighbors. There may be an opinion
bawling acquaintanc~ and asked him who the "Lord among the listeners that the boaster is lying, or that
met by the way in the inn, and sought to kill?"
he is restrained by some natural or other defectiv
· "Moses," said he at once, without a gasp.
condition from the abuse he claims to be free of.
"Are you sure?" said I.
But we all recognize the virtue of chastity, and we
"Let me read that myself," said he.
would that· all men, especially other men, were chaste;
"Oh, that was Pharaoh's first-born," said he, after therefore we are patient with the modern Joseph so
long as he remains gentlemanly in his claims. But
his own reading.
.
"Cocbure of that, are you?" said I.
when such a remarkable man gets vociferous and
"Well, it was one or the other," said he, with all crowds, as it were, his chastity down our throats,
the wiseacre look of Sir Oracle, I feeling that I stood when he goes further and seeks and obtains the aid
by the fount of "exceeding much wisdom," being of law, the indignation is deep, wide-spread, and juscorrespondingly elate!
·
S1 SLOKUM.
tifiable.
To say that the modern St. Anthony is extremely
A Christian Jumps on Comstock.
offensiv in this way to the peop1e of the United
Don Platt tn Beiford!s Magazine.
States, and especially of New York, is to express but
Our peculiar form of government, that is construed feebly the feeling his existence creates. He appeals
to mean the largest liberty to those who can seize it, to that class of our fellow-citizens who recognize but
generally the self-willed and selfish; and a ,corre- one crime in all the calendar, and devote themselvs to
sponding limit, to the timid and helpless, has largely its punishment. Cruelty, intemperance, treachery,
developed a peat that is restrained and in a measure fraud, theft, murder-in a word, the entire lis~. exists
abated under more despotic governments. In this in their eyes as of small concern beside the one
we refer to the self-constituted reformers who go offense of incontinence. These are mostly elderly
about looking after the morals of other people.
gentlemen, and St. Anthony has succeeded in organThe principle underlying the European despotisms izing them into a body which may be en titled, •· An
is that it is easier for one class to govern another Association for the Immediate Control and Future
than it is to govern itself. This is practical politicR, Suppression of the Sexual Passions." St. Anthony's
and has been demonstrated to be sound and safe stock-in-trade consists of some awful instruments
and hideously obscene books that he carries about
through mf!.ny thousands of years.
We are not advocating this European and Eastern with him, and exhibits to the curious ga~e of the
system. We are only stating a fact, for we are truly bald-headed patriarchs, who are filled with horror,
patriotic and believe in self-government as consti- and incontinently resolve things.
It is a singular law of our being that when the
tuted by the fathers. But with this condition before
us it can be seen that we hav no place for the self- passions are burnt out through excess, a sense of disconstituted reformers whose business in Hfe is to gust sets in that makes its victim a misery to himself
look after and govern other people than themselvs. and all with whom he comes in contact. It is the
It is strange, therefore, that we should be beset more shirt of Nemesis that is given f!S a punishment for
such ex.cess, and the sufferer finds himself possessed
than any other people with this pest.
Of course, as this is a self government, the care of of a strange fascination that holds him to a ilOnRiderthe people's morals is eliminated from our political ation continually of what givs him nothing but horstructure. It is one of the foundations of our con- ror and disgust. And recognizing this fact, we ought
stitutional law that every man is left to worship to feel a pity for St. Anthony Rild his aged followers

-as much so as we do for the miserable wretches in
Eastern lands who are purposely reduced to this condition for the better protection of seraglios.
This would be our feeling-one of mingled disgust
and pity-w~re it not for the mischief and irritation
they cause by their control of the law-making power.
Any wrong may be perpetrated upon us if done in
the name of God and morality. It is like the cry of
liberty in France, since broadened into "equality,
fraternity, liberty," under which poor Madam Roland,
when about to lose her fair and capable head, said all
crimes were done. St. Anthony's first achievement
was _getting a law through Congress making the
post-office department a great moral machine. The
integnty of that necessary arm of the governiLent
was violatedin an attempt to prevent the transmission of immoral letters. Not only this, but the pernicious ·author of the measure was given an· office
that covered the cost of transportation, and. the right
to open letters at will where he suspect"ed the contents were objectionable.
No other civilized people on earth would permit
such an outrage. When the head of the Euglish
post-office department, in the troublesome times of
Garibaldi, had reason to believe' the mails were being
used to further assassination, and tampered with the
letters intrusted to his care, ~:such an indignant cry
went up that he was forced to resign. Under the
despotism of Louis Napoleon, when the 9mperor's
life was in peril at all hours, the revolutionary committee at London could use the French mails with
an impunity that was limited to the watchfulness of
an army of detectivs, who seized the circulars and
letters after delivery. Neither the czar of Russia
nor the iron duke of Germany dare attempt what
this man Comstock has accomplished in the United
States.
The latest phase of this chaste war is an attack on
the nude in art. It is laid down as the law that, in
art or in -nature, for a human being to appear ,or to
be made appear as God created him or her, especially
her, is to commit a Qrime. We owe· all our virtue to
the tailor and the dressmaker, for, according to this,
our modesty depends on our clothes, and when we ·
retire at night, or take a bath, Wti hang our modesty
on hooks or chairs. A gentleman's pure wife or innocent daughter who dresses for an entertainment
with exposed bust and bare arms is to that extent
immodest, or, as the "Society for the I. C. and F. S.
of the Sexual Passions"·would assert, to that extent
without chastity.
This is not only the talk of moral eunuchs, but the
vulgarity of brutal ignorance. Of course there are
men filled with evil thoughts at the sight of an innocent girl's bare shoulders; but that is the crime
of the man, not of the girl ; and such a brute would
hav the same feelings before the shrine of a saint.
True, there is, we are pained to write-for we
would all men were chaste-such a thing as lascivious
works of art. But such evil finds more expression
in pose and look of countenance than in drapery, or
in the absence of it. Indeed, the clothing so much
harped upon often serves such evil far more than
nakedness. As a learned judge said, in a puzzled
way, n·ot long since, when a number of pictures were
~<eized by the society for the I. C. and F. S. of t.he
Sexual Passions, in his eyes the most objectionable
painting was one .with the figures clad in accordance
with the law. Indeed, it is common for the front
row of bald-heads at a theater-old gentlemen graduating into the S. for the I. C. and F. S.-to look
weariedly at the nude bodies of the ballet, and
awaken into intense interest when a wicked little
singer leers at them from her lovely face as she lifts
her skirts and exhibits a shapely. foot and· a round
ankle.
The worst feature of all this chaste fad is to be
found in the insult it offers our women. They are
treated as if they were an inferior class that had to
be protected by eunuchs as the slaves of the East
are. God help us if the virtue of our mothers and
daughters depend on legal enactment and the assinin activity of Comstock!
They were saints
through generations before this Comstock was born,
and saints the blessed women-the mothers of the
people-will continue long after the animated nuisance is dead and forgotten.
It is, also, an insult to the church, whose holy
office it is to care for the morals of the people. We
discern no loss of power in this direction, nor are we
likely to, for RUCh would force ~he confession that the
mission of our savior was a fatlure. The law under
which this Comstock and his associates are doing
their mischief shoulcJ be entitled "An Act to Amend
an Act entitled the Act of God," and it is the duty
of the church to say that no such legislation is called
for.
It is a shame and a disgrace to our people that this
gang of ignorant and vulgar cranks should be permitted to enter the house of a respectable merchant
and drag him and his wares into a criminal court, on
the prurient beastliness of their low tastes. If such
laws -are to pollute our statute-books, rea-ularly
appointed officials should be commissioned to execute
their provisions, and not allow and e~courage these
peats in their cra~y r!Uda on civili~ed humanity.
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Badness.
We find the following in the Ohristian Advocate,
Methodist organ, of September 27th. The Advocate
is edited by the Rev. James M. Buckley, D.D., at
college called " Jim," and noted for his facility in
constructil!g sen£ences which bore little relation to
the events or sentiments which they purported to
·describe. Inasmuch as the words quoted are those
used by the Editor of this journal, we fancy Mr.
Buckley means THE TRUTH SEEKER :
"The most blasphemous, malignant, and vulgar In:O.del
paper ever published in this country, and probably as bad as
any ever conceived by the human- mind, speaking of a note
published !n the Olvristian .Ad-vooo_te on Rabbi Jacob Joseph,
in which.it was stated that he had come none too soon, for
many of the Hebrews hereabouts were Infidels, says: 'It is
queer to see that the Methodists would rather hav a man a
superstitious Jew than an Infidel, or words to that effect,•
and then asks : ' Is it one slavedriver sympathizing with
another?' No, it is rather two ships in somewhat different
kinds of legitimate business uniting against a pirate."

While it grieves us to see our beloved contemporary in such a state of mental perturbation, we are
grateful for the authoritativ information that religion
is a business, though the legitimacy of that way of
making money is at least open to criticism. But we
hav always held that the preachers were in the business for revenue only, and they naturally regard as
pirates all who seek to take their customers away
from them.
We admit the " blasphemy" of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, deny the malignancy, and challenge Mr.
Buckley to :find in our columns any vulgarity whatever, or even anything one-thousandth part as vulgar
as the "word of God," commonly called the Bible.
There are ·chapters upon chapters in that work which
we would not reprint in these columns for any consideration. In fact, we do .not believe Mr. Buckley
would print them in the Advocate. The charge of vulgarity is the unsubstantiated and untruthful assertion of an enemy of mental freedom and human justice.
Why is THE TRUTH SEEKER bad ? How is it bad T
We and our correspondents are simply showing that
Christianity is as false as any other supernaturalism ;
that it is not true in fact; that it is absurd and
illogical in theory; that the Old Testament, "from the
first mistake in Genesis to the last curse in Malachi,"
is only the ignorant record of a barbaric people ~ and
that the New Testament is a conglomeration of all
the spiritual myths and legends that hav bothered
the race from the cave man to the third century of
our present era-in fact, to the last Revision. We
simply ask as a matter of justice that the word of an
honest Agnostic shall be put on an equality with
that of a dishonest Christian; that the honest Agnostic shall not be taxed to support the dishonest Chris.
tian's religion ; that the Agnostic shall not be compelled by law to observe a day which to him has no
significance above other days; that he shall not be
compelled when he goes to a public assemblage to
hear an invocation to the Mumbo Jumbo of some
ignorant and ~perstitious instructor in the art of
guessing; that he shall not hav his pockets picked to

pay for religious teaching in our schools, nor to supportfat priests and lean ministers in soft positions in
public institutions; and that he shall not legally be
held to fast and pray and giv thanks when he is hungry and without cause for thankfulness. We only
ask that every citizen of this country shall hav equal
rights, civil and political, without regard to his religion or lack of religion. That is all. And these
things are denounced by the Christians as " as bad as
any ever conceived by the human mind." This
denunciation shows the mental and moral obliquity
of brains distorted by religion. Because we speak
our honest thought, we are condemned as vile I
Because we tell the truth about Christianity, we are
blasphemous ! Because we show up the ignorance,
hypocrisy, and cruelty of the church, we are malignant and vulgar! A few decades ago we would· hav
been loaded with. chains, tortured on the rack,
strangled on a Puritan gallows, or burnt at the
stake. Denunciation now takes the place of murder.
But, really, is it as bad to say that Christianity is
but one among many false systems of religi~n as it
was for David to kill Uriah to obtain his wife! Is it
as bad to say that the Old Testament is full of mistakes as it was to kill all the male children and save
the girls to satisfy an army's lust T Is it really as
bad to say that Jesus Christ is an unhistorical character as to threaten everyone who doubts it with
eternal torture T Is it as bad to ·remonstrate against
the appointment of religious fasts, which are but
occasions of gluttony-of thanksgivings which are for
many but weeping mockeries-as it was for the Lord
God to depopulate a country, smiting all the country
of the hills, and of the south, and of the vale, and of
the springs, and all their kings, leaving none remain~
ing that breathed, " as the Lord God had commanded?" Is it as bad to ask for the taxation of
church property as it was to hang Quakers for holding their own opinions T Is it as- bad to ask to be
permitted to enjoy Sunday as one pleases as to burn
a physician because he disagreed with a doctor of
divinity T THE TRUTH SEEKER has done the asking
for these things ; the Lord and his followers and worshipers hav done the deeds. Who is the guilty party?
And to whom should the word bad be applied T
The church hates a Freethinker, because he is one
less victim for the priests-one poCket buttoned too
tight for their nimble fingers. And when that Freethinker sets about making other Freethinkers, her
hatred is multiplied by the numbers of his converts.
The church used to kill all Atheists. A step in
toleration was taken when, as Jonathan Edwards said,
an Atheist might be " tolerated " if he kept quiet.
To-day, when the Atheists won't keep quiet, they are
regarded as bad, bad, bad. "No rogue e'er felt the
halter draw, with good opinion of the law." We
commend that little couplet to the serious attention
of our Christian ~ntemporary.

The Fight of the Women.
In December the municipality of Boston-a city
in which the Calvinistic Congregationalists used to
hang Quakers-will hold an election for s'Jhool committeemen. The law in Massachusetts provides that
in such elections a female vote counts just as many
as a male vote, provided the female who casts it has
been assessed by the tax assessors, paid her fifty
cents poll tax, and registered. Reports come from
Boston that the women are now :flocking to the assessor's office in such numbers as to overwhelm the
working force of the institution. About eighteen
thousand are now on the assessor's roll.
The cause of this new phenomenon is the school
question. Early this summer a school history, because of a paragraph about the sale of indulgences,
was tabooed by the school committee, and a high
school teacher who had commented on the subject in
a manner which wounded the feelings of his Catholic
pupils was transferred to another post of duty. The
Catholics hav also established a great many parochial
schools, and the whole educational question has gone
to the legislature in ~e shape of a proposed law that
no one can teach in any school who has not first been
licensed · by a state board, and that all schools shall
be under the supervision of the state. The Catholics
hav succeeded in putting their men upon the public
school committees, and at present are. in a position to
direct the course of education.
The Protestants, through the efforts of Justin D.
Fulton, a Baptist preacher who hates Romanism, hav
aroused public interest in the matter, meet~gs are
held almost nightly, and the watchword is, No more

Catholics in the school boards; no more Catholic
teachers in the schools. The desire of the Catholics
to wreck the public schools is fully known, and the
Protestant ministers hav started a campaign which
is resulting in tliis unprecedented r~ying of the
women to vote.
In the mean time· the priests hav not been idle.
The Protestants got the best of the start, but last
week it was ~stimated that nine Catholic women·for
one Protestant visited the assessor's office. Many of
them, however, could not stand the test of the naturalization laws, but all nativ-born Irish women are
capable voters, and there are a great many of them
ia Boston subject to the orders of the priests. The
higher authorities in the Catholic·church· pretend to
be indifferent in the matter; but it is evident from the
number of Celtic and Italian faces in the crowds
which last week thronged the assessor's office that
the church is saying on.e thing and doing 'another.
The outcome of this fight will be of great interest
to the country. It will show whether the ministers or
the priests hav got their wome~ best in hand. It will
also show whether the Bostonese are indifferent or
alive to the encroachments of the Roman church upon
the public schools. Protestant- religious teaching in
any school is bad enough, but to substitute practically
parochial schools for the present public institutions
would be the most dangerous innovation that.Boston
could suffer.
Students of the woman suffrage problem can also
learn a lesson from this contest. It is conclusivly
evident that the ministers and priests control the
female vote of their parishes, and the probabilities
are that when fully enfranchised the women, so far
as their votes will do it, will hand the country over
to the blackcoated gentry. And while this is no
reason for robbing them of a nl!!otural right possessed
equally with th_e men, it is a very good reason for
Freethinkers to make strenuous endeavors to educate
them out of their devotion to the pastor and into a
devotion to reason and justice.

Our Canadian Co-workers.
The convention of the Canadian Secular l!Jnion,
held at Toronto September 15th and 16th, appears
from the reports to hav been a large and earnest
gathering, composed of men determined to sustain
and spread their principles even at · considerable
sacrifice.
The work in Canada seems to center around Mr.
Watts's Secular Thought and the Toronto society
before which Mr. Watts lectures almost constantly.
But outside of Toronto there are several societies,
and ·although Secularism is not as popular ip Canada
as its merits deserve, Mr. Watts thinks the prospects
are encouraging. The Secularists, he 11aid, hav g~ed
the public ear, partially secured the attention of the
press, and made the church feel their exi~tence; In.
Halifax and St. John, N. B.; in Sumnierside, P. E~ I.;
and in Hamilton, Ont., Secularism is· :floUrishing.
The Toronto society is in fair condition-the main
difficulty being :financial-and possesses m,any selfsacrificing and hard-working meinbers. Mr. Watts
said that one of the drawbacks to Secularism's
progress is from " having in our ranks men who are
with us, but not for us. They are," said Mr. Watts
" the paupers of Freethought, constantly taking from
us without giving us anything in return: Be it
remembered, such persons are not Secularists at all,
their conduct is the very opposit to what our principles inculcate. They are 'hangers on ' in the Freethought camp, mere speculativ adventurers, like
Micawber, always waiting for something to turn up
to their own advantage. Secularism is frequently
bliUlled for the misdeeds of these parasites. Our
duty in future must be as much as possible to guard
our movement against their evil associations."
The convention passed a resolution of respect to
the memory of Courtlandt Palmer, and another of
greeting to the Pittsburgh Congress of the American
Secular Union. Mr. Watts was also requested to
suggest to the American organization the propriety
of amending the Ninth Demand of Liberalism, "so
that an opposing critic could not make it appear that
we are ~ favor of abrogating every detail of what is
called Christian morality." Mr. Duval, of Toronto,
who brought the subject up, was satisfied that it is
the system as a whole that should be abrogated, and
that this was the real meaning of this particular
demand, but he thought it placed Secularists on the
defensiv by being compelled to explain. A verbal
change was desirable. A committee was appointed.
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to consider ways and means to -sustain Mr. Watts's
paper, which reported in favor of raising one thousand
dollars annually, for three years from January 1,
1889, to be devoted exclusivly to the aid of the paper.
The report was adopted, and the larger portion of
the first yeal"s subsidy raised upon the spot. The
officers chosen for 1888-9 were as follows : President,.
William Algie, Alton; secretary, J. A. Risser, Toronto; treasurer, A. Earsman, Toronto ; central executiv ?ommittee, ·T. Littlehales, Hamilton; W. G.
Hay, L1stowel; A. Roe, Wingham ; J. G. Jopling, F.
Armstrong, and R. Stevens, Toronto. Speeches, and
good ones, were made by Charles Watts, William
Algie, Thomas Littlehales, Mr. Duval, and others.
The convention recommended that the Toronto
society sustain the " Open Air Propaganda," and also
arrange for lectures by local talent for the benefit of
a literature fund. Letters from a great number of
Freethinkers hi the United States and Canada were
read, and altogether the convention was harmonious,
enthusiastic, and well attended and lectured to. Mr.
Watts givs the results as follows:·
"·The elements of practical work were there, and men
were present to giv them their proper force. The invitation
to earnest workers to rally round the cause at this important
juncture of its career in Canada was well responded to.
Willing toilets in the Secular ranks; young and old, lnen and
women, came from far and near to aid in the deliberations
as to the best course to be adopted to advance the interests
of Secularism throughout the Dominion. There could be no
doubt that one desire actuated .the many delegates and
friends present, and that was, to immediately take activ steps
to extend and consolidate the usefulness of the Secular
organization in Canada. Never before, 80 far as we know,
was there such an unmistakable determination shown by the
members of a Toronto Secular convention as that manifested
in Science Hall last week, to avail themselvs of the advan-·
tages already gained against the machinations of priestly
power. Not only was this proved by the voices of those in
attendance, but the· assurance came in the many letters from
'all parts,' which were printed in this journal last week. It
is such encouragement as this that givs us bright· hopes· for
the future, and imports new life into the conflict in which we
are now engaged with the theological errors of the day."
Surely these are encouraging words, and in the
words of the convention's resolution to the Pittsburgh
Congress, we "express our hearty sympathy with
· the useflil work being done ·by our brothers and
sisters, the members of" the Canadian Secular Union,
which is one in its objects with the American Union.
If we could without trenching upon politics, we would
say with the poet,
A union of hearts, a union of hands,
A union that none can sever;
A union of lakes, a union of lands,
The Secular Union forever !

esa
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But the Buddhist disciples in this country are just
as sanguin. o~e of them writes to the Japanese
journal:
" If we had among us some persons who could intelligently expound the doctrine of Buddhism as they really are,
and who were authorized to admit candidates into the
church, I hav no doubt that many people would openly
embrace the faith, and receive the doctrine of the great
teacher."
Another says:
.
"Christianity is on its decline, even in this country, much
more than in Europe, and it would be a good thing if some
Buddhist missionaries would come here and preach. They
would be received by the Theosophists with open arms."
So it .seems that each sect is sure that the religion of the other is going to decay in its own country,
and that it has but to step in to reap a rich harvest. But Buddhism has as yet made no appreciable
progress over here, and we doubt if Christianity has
in Japan. Touching this point the organ of the
Buddhist says:
"Some missionaries from France, England, the United
States, and Russia are endeavoring to Christianize this coun-·
try, but for the present their followers are few and the influence of their religion is very weak upon society. Meanwhile our young Buddhistic men, particularly those of the
Shin Shiu sect, exhibit a strong spirit to propagate the truths
of Buddhism over the face of the world, and they are making preparations in learning English and other languages."
county mnl!lt, therefore, pay the Industrial School
We are inclined to believe the Buddhist organ, for
the $19,585 asked for.
we
know tbat the rosy reports of returned Christian
The supreme court has now reversed this decision,
missionaries
are made to encourage the giving to the
on the following poi,nts argued before it by the
missionary
fund,
to the end that their own supply of
coUllty attorney: 1. The act under which the combread and butter may be plentiful. An interested
mitments were made was in itself unconstitutional.
witness is not often a strictly truthful one.
2. He maintained that the grant of money to the
The Japanese are the most progressiv of the oriHouse of the Good Shepherd under an · assumed
name was. an illegal contriv.ance to evade the con- ental religious people, as the inhabitants of the
stitution. The act which is said to hav been drafted United States are certainly of the western religions.
Neither Buddhism nor Christianity is suited to progby Judge Prendergast was in. the nature of special ress. Both of them are ancient creeds, effete philoslegislation, and ought to be declared void. The
irregularity of the commitments he held was can- ophies, impossible of historic certification. · It is
surable, but they were but incidents of the case. probably true, therefore, that Buddhism is being
By threatening to place all the church authorities, gradually abandoned in Japan, as it is assuredly true
the archbishop, and the heads of the religious orders that_ orthodox Christianity is waning in this country.
on the stand, he got the attorneys for the school to But we cannot believe that either religion will replace
admit in their stipulations the sectarian character of the other-certainly Buddhism will never be more
the House of the Good Shepherd and the St. J o- than a transient " fad" in this part of the world.
seph's Orphan Asylum, and that the money obtained Christianity here is being replaced with common
for the Industrial School was turned into the com- sense and science. After it has gone through the
various stages from orthodoxy to free religion, if it
mon fund of those institutions.
blossoms
out as a religion at all, it wili be into one
The decision of the court will probably affect all
on
humanitarian principles, and not in the
founded
the industrial schools of.Cook county. There is one
at Feehanville, to which Catholic boys are committed, dreams and metaphysical jargon of a religion as aband another at Evanston, to which Protestant girls surd as the one abandoned.
Neither the Buddhists nor the Christians should
are sent. Mr. Bliss, the county attorney, has conbuild
too lofty missionary castles in the air. To borducted this case, says the Chicago Tribune, "in a
A Righteous Decision.
row
a
simile from our national game, Human Nature
manner entirely free from sectarian prejudices or
The supreme co~rt of,Dlinois has made a good be- prejudices of any kind. He presented the questions and Science are yet to hav their innings when Superginning in checking the extravagant appropriation of involved free from all spirit of controversy, and purely stition has been struck out.
public money to pay the bills of sectarian institutions as a question of law." The victory, therefore, is not
Editorial Notes.
engaged in manufaeturing Roman Catholics out of of Protestants over Catholics, but of Secular over secTHE following dispatch is dated Pittsburgh, October 1st :
the raw material furnished by improvident parents. tarian government. It is a decision in accordance " The state superintendent of public instruction, Mr. Higbee,
to-day decided against Father Sheedy in the parochial school
In THE TRUTH SEB:KEB of February 25th last, Mr. with the third of the Nine Demands of Liberalism.
matter. Father Sheedy's church and parochial school are
E. A. Stevens furnished a report of the trial of the
There are two parties to whom the tax-payers of located in the eighteenth ward of this city. A majority of
case of the Chicago Industrial School for Girls against Cook county should be particularly grateful. It is the citizens are Catholics and they elected a Catholic school
Cook county, the school suing for various sums for to Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll that Illinois largely board which leased to Father Sheedy four unoccupied rooms
of the public school building for parochial school purposes,
the care and maintenance of girls committed by the owes her secular constitution, and the prohibitions and both schools hav been conducted in the same building
county court to the institution, and the county refus- upon which the decision of the supreme court rests. since the first Monday in September. There was no jar, because the public school principal and his assistants are Cathing payment. The county's defense was that the The Chicago Secular Union, under the leadership of olics. Father Sheedy had nuns for aesistante. The
industrial school system was unconstitutional; that E. A. Stevens, has been behind this case all the way Protestants were much incensed at the action of the school
and in mass-meeting passed a resolution instrncting a
the Chicago Industrial School for Girls was an insti- through, and hopes to wipe out other frauds of a board,
committee to call upon Superintendent Higbee, who in reply
tution existing on paper for the benefit of two sec- similar nature. Now for Girard College!
writes a letter condemning the use of a public school building for a parochial school as illegal." Now let Mr. Higbee
tarian institutions-the House of the Good Shepherd
bounce the Romanists, and let the school committees make
Buddhism and Christianity.
and S.t. Joseph's Orphan Asylum; that the county
no more dickers with the church. The prosperity of a paAn interesting comparison of the missionary efforts rochial school means the deterioration and ultimate extinction
had no right to pay money to institutions controled
of the public school. Both cannot flourish, and it never was
by any chureh, and that a number of commitments . of the Japanese Buddhists to convert this country, the design of the Romish authorities that they should.
and
of
the
American
Presbyterians
to
evangelize
by the county court were not legally made. For the
WE learn from the Investigator that the "Writings of
church its attorney submitted the act incorporating Japan, is made by the Sun. The Presbyterian and Horace Seaver" hav been compiled and put in book form by
the school, the approval of the governor, the record- Congregational churches, according to the official his friend L. K. Washburn. The selected writings comprife
best editorials written during the past forty-five years,
book kept at the House of the Good Shepherd, du- organ of the missions of the Presbyterians, are en- the
and touch a great variety of subjects-religion, politics,
plicate warrants for the committal of the girls, and deavoring to unite their work in Japan, in order to science Spiritualism, and Materialism. The book makes
make greater progress. The Buddhists, however, over t~o hundred pages, and is illuminated by a fine likewarrants for supplies.
ness of the venerable editor of the Inveatigator. It will be
When the evidenca was submitted, the following are going iDto the work of consolidation with even ready for delivery October 15th, price $1.50. No Liberal can
facts were shoWn.: That the Industrial School had no greater zeal, proposing to unite all of the nine sects forget the service to mental freedom of Horace Seaver, and
this, a memorial volume as it were, should be in the library
real existence; that it was organized in the parlor of of Buddhism in the effort to spread that religion of every Infidel, if not for what it contains then for what its
the House of the Good Shepherd·; that girls com- throughout the United States. Both religions are author has done. But its contents will win it a place.
kind, manly, straightforward Mr. Seaver has
mitted to the Industrial School were to be turned extremely hopeful of ultimate success. A missionary Courteous,
written himself into the Inveatigator, and his work is like
over to the House of the Good Shepherd and St. writing from Japan says :
him. His love of truth, his courage, his ability, make his
" There seems of late to be a new development of interest readers his friends, his friends his lovers. In the nature of
Joseph's Home; that in fact the Industrial School
things he can be with us but a few more years. Let us giv
was in these two institutions, and nowhere else; that even among this interested and inquiring people. In what him his reward of praise, of fame, of substance, now, and
forms these unsettled elements will crystallize next no ome make the last decade of his life the happiest of .the many he
they were Roman Catholic charities, and derived a can tell; but during this plastic state we must impress the
has lived and labored. Mr. Seaver's older friends will, we
revenue from laundry work performed by abandoned mold of Christ as ll.rmly as may be, so that when the new know,
appreciate his book; let the younger generation also
women who temporarily lodged there; that no por- form of civilization is lleen it will be not simply modern, but rise up and thank him for helping to make the substantial
freedom which they enjoy.
~j~p ~~ the buildings of the Bouse of the Good Christian.".
Shepherd or St. Joseph's Home was set apart for the
Industrial School; that, the Industrial School having
no location, its supposititious inmates were mixe\t
with the inmates of the two institutions, and that
the managers of the House of. the Good Shepherd
were also the m~gers of the -Industrial School.
The state claimed that the Industrial School was a
swindle, and the county attorney attacked the whole
system of "industrial" schools with a large and
heavy cudgeL "They existed," he said, "only by
special legislation, -and that is unconstitutional."
Judge Tuthill, before whom the case was tried last
February, held that the commitments made by the
county court were legal; that the article of the state
constitution which says that no public.funds shall be
used .for sectarian purposes baa not been violated;
that the Industrial Sch«;)ol was duly incorporated,
officers elected, ~d reports made from time to time,
and the fact that the members of a particular church
predominated in its management made no difference.
There was notb4lg of sectarianism in the character
of the work for which -the school was organized, and
the fact that it had, by contract, turned over its
pupils to the House of the Good Shepherd and St.
Joseph's Home was a good thing rather than otherwise, as the children were well cared for. The
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l,ttftrs Jrotq Jlritnds.
JoPI.IN, Mo., Sept. 16, 1888.
MR- EDITOR: In THE TRUTH BEEKER of September 1st,
page 550, over the signature of Arthur B. Moss, in the
second column, is the statement: "The resurrection of
Lazarus seemed to bav no perceptible effect on the people."
John xi, 45,· says: "Seeing the things he did, many believed
on him." If Mr. Moss is a truth seeker, let him reverse his
statement in another iesue, for it_is the very opposit of truth.
Ew. T. J. JAoKsoN.
BosToN, MAss., Sept. 1, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: The contrast between Paine and Wesley in
this week's paper shows first-rate for Thomas Paine. I, being a college graduate, object to being called an Infidel, as I
know that means "unfaithful" literally. I prefer to be
called a Secularist as a positiv designation of a believer in all
there is useful in this world, or any other that we know of.
But to be designated as " Infidel to " or "unbeliever in" the
Christian, or Mohammedan, or any other religion, is too negativ to please me.
.
HENRY N. SToNE.
DEUSTER, Wrs., Sept. 10, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: .Please let your readers know that George H·
Dawes, of Pittsville, Wis., is on a lecture tour. He selected
this wild settlement to start on. He gave lUI his fine lecture last night, " What Objection to Ohristianity ?" which
was well received and very attentivly listened to by about a
hundred persons in H. 0. Kruschke's Hall, 32x45 in dimensions.
Mr. Dawes is a fine and fluent speaker, but his voice was
hardly strong enough to penetrate in this board structure;
still, the best points were all heard, and of these there were
many. This was the first time that a lecture was listened to
in this part of Juneau county, Wis., but it will not be the
last one_ Mr. Dawes was well pleased with the result, and is
willing to come again. After the lecture we engaged in a
social hop for about three hours.
J. W. KRUSOHKE.
CHAMPLIN, MINN., Sept. 10, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : It is quite a matter of interest as well as
encouraging to progressiv Infidels to notice within the last
twelve months an increase of Atheistical productions on the
God question in THE TRUTH SEEKER, from the pens of able
and creditable writers. I will name, for the want of space,
but three, Washburn, Longshore, and Peck. I hope they
will continue their discourses until this basic question is
settled in the negativ, for as long as there is a vestige of
belief in a God of any form, so long will orthodox Sundayschools be run and God-houses be erected.
The facility for the propagation of Freethought has never
been so cheap and near at hand as now. ·Then let us take
courage and act. We can hav a~ very short notice from
publishing-houses, book-stores, and from all Infidel paper
offices, anything we need in support of the Freethought
cause ; and, more than this, there is scarcely a town or community but has a sufficiency of Infidels and Atheists to form
a league, and plenty of home talent to govern it and make it
attractiv. And, as the long evenings are coming on, it will
be a pleasant change for us Infidels to step into the lodge for
an hour and talk on the subject or listen to others. I am so
much interested in the cause that I feel sometimes like
throwing off my coat and going to work in starting one; but
I am taken back when I think of the attempt I made once in
that business. When it was brought almost to working
order, the day set for organization came, one and myself
met, and the other members stayed at home. There is no
move we can make that will forward the Secular cause so
rapidly as to unite. Let us forni clubs for strength and selfdefense. The church is a regular body-snatcher, and when
an Infidel dies the first thing she does is to make arrangements to hav the body run through the meeting-house, and
then she boasts.
One thing more, and that is a little criticism on the way
the 11 Letters from Friends" department is edited. Two
pages are exclusivly devoted to letters from subscribers.
These, I naturally suppose, should be to the point and short.
Now, there is not more than one in ten but will sustain me
in ~aying that it is unjust for writers to take up from one to
two and sometimes three columns, to the detriment of many
others. Surely, letters of three or four hundred words should
be sufficient to explain our ideas on almost any question.
J. KINSER.
KENT, o.; Sepl. 8, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Sunday evening, September 2d, the Kent
Secular Union concluded a series of five mass. meetings held
in the interest of Secularism, and addressed by ex-Rev. J. H.
Burnham and Miss V. d • Cleyre, of Michigan.· Fortunately
the weather was all that could be desired. A harmonious
executiv committee, after having made every preparation,
allowed a want of government-Anarchy-to creep in, which
compelled Miss V. de Cleyre to deliver ihe same address,
"Convent Life Unveiled," twice, and prevented her friends
from hearing her on her favorit themes. But while we· were
thus denied, we heard her dramatic recital of "Nameless,"
which won for her many encomiums, and must hav made
her hearers realize society's unjust discrimination against the
fallen of her sex, while it condones the conduct of the worse
than fallen seducer. As tile finale the choir played "Home,
Sweet Home," with thrilling effect.
Brother Burnham's address, "Does the Genesis of Evolution Explain the History of Man?" d\)serves especial mention
for its deep thought and clear elucidation of a deeper subject. It is not too much to say that from our rostrum its
equal has not been heard.
Now, brother Secularists, wherever you find priests trading

upon the religious emotions of their dupes, advertise a Secular meeting, admission free, and invite Brother Burnham to
come and deliver his lecture on the "Philosophy of the Reli!!'ious Emotions." The resulting light will open their
eyes to see the delu;;ion, and the world will contain fewer
fanatics like Freeman, and more stalwart freemen_
Remember, you must invite him, for he is too modest to
invite himself. He is a man you cannot help liking-a true
Secularist in faith and practice.
As we were about to inaugurate the experiment of a series
of grove mass-meetings, our local press advised our executiv
committee to look well to the moral status of our future
speakers, lest they should by their example demoralize our
citizens. It is needless to say, as far as Miss v~ de Cleyre
and Brother Burnham were concerned, the advice was uncalled for. We hope to meet both again in Kent_
Thanks to the judicious conduct 'of the speakers, to the
generosity of its .promoters, and to the tireless efforts of the
workers, this series of meetings was a success numerically,
socially, educationally, and financially, the subscriptions
and collections having exceeded any previous efforts in the
history of the Secular Society of Kent, 0.
·
\ MA.RIUS HEIGHToN, Secretary_
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PETOSKEY, MroH., Sept. 16, E.M:. 288.
MR. EDITOR : As this section of tl;le country had got to he
noted for its pure and healthful atmosphere, and hundreds
and thousands of people, old and young, male and female,
and from the far South, East, and West, were making this
their resort, and had been for a number of years, in order io
escape that tormenting trouble about the throat, lungs, and
head which I hav suffer,lld with, I conduded to giv it a trial,
and came up here the latter part of August. I can truly say
that it has given me much relief, and by another year, I now
think, I will make this my home for at least three or four
months-say from the middle of July until the white frosts
come. If any of our peopie want to know ~ore about this
place as a refuge from the asthma, phthisis, hay fever, bronchitis, catarrh, etc., I will be glad to tell them what I can by
printed letter.
But this was not what I had on my mind to write about
when I began to write, but I wished to say something about
THE TRTITR BEEKER and the National Liberal League, now
the American Secular Union.
At the time that l'tlr. D. M. Bennett came to New York
with .THE TRUTH SEEKER I was taking the Bosfon InvestigatM·. As THE TRUTH SEEKER was a new paper, I concludecl to try it for one year, and by this time I found that
the Christian church was dead-set against TllE TRUTH SEEKER,
and so concluded to continue on with it another year, as I
had learned this much about the church, that when it turned
its face against anybody, or body of people, there was something about these people that was worth our attention, so I
gave my attention to THE TRUTH SEEKER and its grand old
hero, proprietor, and editor.
This autumn nine years ago D. M- Bennett was in the
national penitentiary at Albany, sent there through the influence of this Christian church for no crime whatever, but
purely through spite, and to get him out of their way and
break down THE TRUTH BEEKER. But, as far as breaking
down THE TRUTH SEEKER was concerned, it was an entire
failure, and worked right the other way.
I went down to Cincinnati to attend the third annual Congress, and a noble, good one it was. The next annual Congress was held in Chicago, at which time there was a little
difference of opinion in reference to our duties on the subject
of what is commonly known as the Comstock laws; but at
the next annual Congress in the same city this matter was
pretty well smoothed over, and there left for the present:
The next annual Congress was held at St. Louis, Mo.; but,
as there were some side issues brought into the convention,
it did not accomplish much.
The next annual Congress was held at Milwaukee. I was
not there; but when I read its doings in THE TRU1~H BEEKER
I was almost ready to giv up the Congress as dead, killed by
overloading it with side issues.
The next annual Congress was held at Cassadaga. At this
convention these side issues that had been loaded onto the
Liberal League were all removed, and the Nine Demands
were considered all-sufficient for a baae'to work from, and a
proposition was made to change the name from the National
Liberal League to that of the American Secular Union, which
proposition was adopted at the following Congress. I gave
my approval inost heartily to this change, and added that we
ought to be able to publish a paper that would fully represent us before the public, and to hav it called the Ammicitn
Seculwr Union. We hav one good, substantial paper in Boston, one in New York city, and one in San Francisco, and
now here is the place for a central organ to hold Secularism
up to the whole nation, Canada included-I mean Chicago as
this central point-and although now nearing my seventy.
seventh year, I am still ready to help on this noble work,
and hope to see something done at our coming Congress that
will tell in tile right direction. But all side issues must be
left out of tile convention, and we must hav it a purely Secular one, based on the Nine Demands.
SAMUEL D. MooRE.
Sept. 20, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of September 8th appeared an
article by "Macbeth," entitled: "Is There a God?" The
article was addressed to Atheists, with a view of convincing
them, if possible, of the existence of a God, or some supreme,
unknown power which controls the workings of nature.
The first great difficulty I had to contend with was, that he
had utterly neglected to define what he meant by the word
"God." To me the word itself is a word witll<;mt meaning.
The first and essential point to be established in the discussion of any subject is a strict definitio~ of the lines or prin.

ciples of the subject under consideration. This "Macbeth"
has neglected to do, which, therefore, renders the task of
answering more difficult.
Arguing from a " sentimentalist" standpoint, " Macbetll"
" assumes" that there must be a God_ Perhaps he feels the
necessity of one. I do not. How can he hav an intuitiv
feeling which I cannot experience? If there is an innate
idea respecting God, why should I not hav it as well as he?
If there is ~omething ·in nature· which "Macbeth" cannot
understand, 'what right has he to fix limits to that ! 1 which he
admits he cannot understand.'' and ascribe what are as yet
secrets in nature to something out of nature? It is no answer
to invent a name and call it God.
"Macbeth" can understand that part of nature which
keeps our planetary or solar systems in their course, which
keeps them in their orbits moving round that mighty luminary" the sun." He can understand all this, but he cannot
understand how the universe came there without a creator.
If " Macbeth" contends that the universe could not be in
existence without having been made or caused, but that the
maker could so exist without having been caused, he is
simply answering one seeming impossibility by proposing
another. He asks: "How could matter exiSt without a first
cause ? One question may be legitimately answered by
another. So I ask, where, then, or what, is the first cause?
The question is unanswerable-indeed, it is unthinkable; it
is impossible to conceive a beginning, a first cause. We cannot imagin an v.ncaused cause, neitller can a cause cause
itself, for then it would cease to be a cause and would·
become an effect. The whole of nature is one continuous
'line of evolution, which line the human understanding can
only conceive as cause and effect, each effect being a cause
to all that follow, and each cause being the effect of all that
preceded_ To imagin an origin you must break the line
somewhere and annihilate existence. This is impossible.
It is nott sufficient to invent a first cause and call it God,
because I require to know how he could hav had an existence without being caused_ Neither is it any answer to say
that he always was, because the same can be said of matter.
Matter has always existed and always will exist_ It can
neither be destroyed nor created, neither increased nor
diminished; therefore in that sense we do not require a
creator. If matter is eternal then God is only number two.
Matter is subject to certain laws, which may rightly be considered as laws of matter. Gravitation js law or quality of
matter, not a property, as 11 Macbeth" says. A property is
a substance. Gravitation is not a substance, but a quality,
which every particle of matter in the universe possesses in
greater or less degree, according to the size and weight of
the. body. The specific gravity of a given body may be
determined by the third law of Kepler. Again, the laws of
nature never change. Nature, under exactly the same circumstances, will produce exactly the same results. If the
laws of nature were subject to evolution, they must of a
necessity change. But all science is built upon the unchangeableness of the laws of nature; tllerefore, if nature's laws
could change, we could hav no science.
" Macbeth" also says that it is an ab:mrdity to assume
that such remarkable laws emanate from nothing.
·
The absurdity is of 11 Macbeth's" own proposition. No
Atheist ever yet said that they did emanate from nothing_
The Atheist does not know of a time when nothing existed.
He says existence always was and always will be. I myself
cannot think of nature's commencement, discontinuity, or
creation. I am unable to think backward to the possibility
of existence not having been, and I cannot think forward, to
.tile possibility of existence ceasing to be.
· It appears to me" Macbeth" argues as in a circle, commencing in a certain place and when he has done finding himself
in the same position that he started from, and not being able
to extricate himself from the dilemma in which he is placed,
he .calls that dilemma God, as the easiest way in getting out
of the difficulty.
"Is there a God?" The question is-undecidable. It is as
difficult for "Macbeth" to prove as it is for me to disprove_
No truly scientific thinker would be so dogmatic as to
declare emphatically, "There is no God-" The question is
undecidable, and to the scientist is a matter of no very great
importance.
·
"Is there a God?" is a question which many might ask
with good reasons to justify the inquiry. The poor unfortunate girl, now an outcast, who is shunned by her Christian
sisters, having fallen low in the toils of vice, being without
hope, sinks lower in misery and disease, accelerated by want
and privation, and in painful expectancy of an approaching
death, cries out with faint and piteous accents: " Is there a
God?" The patriot struggling for freedom fails in his effort,
is torn from his home, his wife, his children, and all that he
holds dear in this life. He is cast into prison and lies languishing in a cold, damp dungeon, his life slowly ebbing
away, while the tyrant still rules in luxury; he.will strike his
breast, and raising his hand!:! on high will cry out with painful voice,'" Is there a God?" Let " Macbeth" look around
him. Let him see the misery, the wretchedness, and the
crimes that are endured by thousands of his fellow-creatures,
and ask himself the question, 11 Is there a God " or some
supreme, intelligent power superintending things?
A short time ago we read an account of a collision in midocean between two vessels, in which hundreds of lives were
lost. Was that supreme, intelligent power superintending
things about that time ? ' 1 Macbeth'' must also be a ware of
that dreadful scourge which has afflicted Florida, and by
which, through no fault of their own, thousands of victims are
sent to premature graves. Can he complacenotly say that this
supreme, intelligent power, which he calls God, is superintending things there ? Perhaps in all these evils to which
I hav aUuded "Macbeth" can see the manifestations of God
but this is entirely beyond my comprehension_ I see n~
uecessity fof one. There is no need to go outside Ul\tur(l
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before we thoroughly understand nature· herself. Does
''Macbeth" affirm that he knows all that nature can do and
how she does it? If not, then why does " Macbeth" demand
from me a belief in the supernatural until he can account for
the natural? .Does he know all that matter can do? How
could the first material forms hav appeared on our ·globe
except by material influences? Is it logical, is it natural, to
ascribe materjal effects to immaterial causes? It is an absurdity known only in theology. Science ignores it, reason shuns
it, _and common sense despises it. -~~Jiest, and not the
philosopher, suggested the delusion. And as the light of
secular knowledge dawns upon the world, it will pass away
as a fiction of man's mental babyhood.
·
'fhen, in conclusion, I would ask "Macbeth," If there is a
God, why does he permit misery? Why does he permit
crime and tyranny to exist in the world? Why does he permit poor men to be oppressed and enslaved, when by an
intervention on his part these evils may be averted?
JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH.
ENoN YALLEY, PA., Sept. 15, 1888.
MR. EorToR : When I became a Secularist I quit drinking
whisky and going to church simultaneously. Dread of the
devil and fear of the Lord did not make-me temperate, for I
was formerly a very intemperate Christian who didn't doubt
for a minute but that I was booked for hell. A perusal of
some Secular works brought me to my senses. I hav ceased
to spend the " Lord's day " in dissipating or in idleneBB, and
hav learned to control myself without the aid of prayers,
gods, or ghosts ; and now I spend my Sundays reading my
Bible in connection with THE TRUTH SEEKER, visiting my
friends, and having a pleasant time generally. The other
evening as I was going past a church I heard a lamb of God
who occupied a seat in the choir bleat out in a superbly orthodox voice, "Shout the glad tidings.'' He was accompanied by an orthodox organist, assisted by an orthodox
choir, and no doubt the music deeply affected tjJ.e orthodox
ear of God. I thought to myself, :Such music may be good
enough for God, but it does not come near up to my standard. Perhaps heavenly music should receive a spiritual interpretation. If Mozart is in heaven, I mused, I wonder if
he can listen to heavenly music and maintain a holy and
reverential, Gladstonian calm. But, I reflected, Mozart is
not in heaven after all; Mozart got drunk occasionally, and
wrote oper-as, besides. People who write operas must be
worse than those who go to hear them; therefore, Beethoven,
Wagner, and all the rest of the great masters must be in helL
I am a musician myself, and it consoled me, somewhat, to
think that all those poor devils who are lost can dance to
good music.
Surely most Christians who shout so much about the
"glad tidings of great joy," do not know what these ·glad
tidings are. Most Freethinkers hav investigated the matter,
but for the benefit of my Christian friends I will for a few
moments cast aside my self-respect, imagin I am a Presbyterian, and sum up their glad tidings for just what they are
worth.
Adam sinned, and we, in all reason and justice, ought to
be eternally damned for his guilt. But God " out of his
mere good pleasure from all eternity " elected some to everlasting life. We are not to inquire why it did not suit his
" mere good pleasure" to elect us all; that is too sublime a
"mystery" for us to contemplate. It is all for the best.
(Of whom?) If God, out of his "mere good pleasure,"
elected the minority to everlasting life, it is logical ·to conclude that on the other hand the instigator of everything out
of his mere good pleasure elected the majority to everlasting
death. Though we are aware that cC'untless,billions of our
fellow-creatures will suffer. eternal agony, we expect to be
happy when we are in heaven with God gloating over their
sufferings; and even though we feel badly for them when
·we are in this world, in heaven we will not care, and will be
"perfectly happy" notwithstanding their misery. We
know that we are an· totally depraved, and that we, the
elect, merit damnation if we were to get our deserts, as richly
as the rest of humanity. Why we were " elec.ted " in preference to all others is, perhaps, another mystery, unless it is
because we are credulous suckers who are willing to be agents
for God, and no questions asked. God ·hates inquisitiv people, .and we, the elect, never doubt his "goodness, j nstice,
mercy," etc. We know God has a right to damn us if he
wants to, becaus-e he made us. The "glad tidings" are that
we shall not get our just deserts, and the great joy will consist in gloating with the merciful God over the agonies of his·
"damned mistakes."
Who can possibly conceive of a more contemptible creed
than this ? How can a man who has any respect for his
family, his friends, or himself adopt such a doctrin-a doctrio which indirectly says that a just and merciful God created enemies merely for the satisfaction it will afford him to
damn them? Why does not God love his enemies, as he rec.
ommends men to do? And by the way, Christians who
love their enemies must love the devil, at least, next to Godupon whom all sensible Christians should look as their worst
enemy. I do not wonder that men who love their enemies
adore the Lord God so heartily.
We are told that if we !ead .another astray, induce another
to do wrong, we must answer to God for the other's sin, i.e.,
our sin. On the same principle, why does not God hold himself responsible for our sins, i.e., Adam's sin, i e., the devil's
sin, i e., God's sin; for he made the devil, and was thereby
the author of eviL Or if, as they" say, the devil was the
author of all evil and was entirely to blame, why in the name
of justice did he not crucify the devil instead of Christ, and
thereby get " square," satisfy his wrath, and out of his depraved "mere good pleasure" save us all? Imagin if you
can a "merciful, loving" father who was so revengeful that
he m.W!t )lav ploo.d, even thci~gh it were
. the
... . blood
.:.
. -· of
- his own
~

~

son-the blood of the innocent-to satisfy his infernal
"wrath.''
·
Show me a Christian who can honestly say he would not
be happier were these "glad tidings " a myth, and, even
though he may be sa.tisfied as to his own salvation, if he tells
the truth, he is as big a brute, as much of a savage, as his
God; for any civilized man, any -decent barbarian, would
rather be annihilated himself than that countless millions,
that a single soul, should suffer infinit torture forevermore.
Would not all good Christians be happier knowing that death
ends all, than they are shouting such " glad tidings " as this :
We, the elect, think most of us will be saved, though the
chances for some of us are slim. We cannot hope for the
salvation of all of our dearest friends. Our fathers, mothers,
brothers, sisters, wives, children, a few of these we may pray
into heaven if the Ghost happens to roost on them, but the
Bible says we cannot expect to meet them all in heaven.
If I believed this doctrin and were entirely satisfied as to
my own salvation, it would still be awful tidings of despair
to me. I repeat, I am not surprised that Christians who
love their enemies love their God. It would be easier for me
to love the devil than such a God. If the Presbyterian God
is the true God, I'm content to go with the crowd-the more
the merrier. I'm fond of music, and I like opera better than
doxology. I'd rather watch devils dance a can-can to a fandango by Mozart, than join old bigots praising a tyrant.
M. H. VEoN.
BREATHEDSVILLE, MD., SepL 25, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: W. T. S Hadley, whom I suppose to be a
Liberal, is very orthodox on tariff, as he quotes Washington,
John Adams, Thomas Jefferson, etc., but skips the father of
protection, and says that the expreBBion at present, tariff vs.
tariff, is misleading. As to the la~tt, it would perhaps be
better to say a tariff of forty-seven per cent against a tariff of
about forty-two per cent, much higher than we ever had so
long during a time of peace. It is not with a view to help
Mr. Holland, as I think he is able to take care of himself, but
to giv perhaps neariy the same result in a different solution,
that may be plainer to some, that I write these few lines.
Now, what use his quotations serve in the preFent dis.
cussion to get us to the truth of what is best for the laboring
man in the United States, when manufacturing has been· so
improved since then that the old state of things has passed
away, is hard for me to see.
Let me quote a little from my political bible, the "Life of
H. Clay," on protection, from the second volume, part of
page 169, viz.: "The theory.of protection supposes, too, that
after a certain time the protected arts will hav acquired such
strength and perfection as will enable them subsequently to
stand up against foreign competition.· If, as I hav no doubt,
this should prove to be correct, it will, on the arrival of 1842,
encourage all parts of the Union to consent to the continuance of longer protection to the few articles which may
need it." This he said on Feb. 25, 1833, fifty-five years ago,
when England had a high protectiv tariff, which we had to
pay on all our exports to her; but in 1846 she repealed her
tariff laws, leaving a tariff on only some twenty different
articles, thus starting as a comparat.ivly free trade country.
Now, although H. Clay was in the United States Senate
and made his memorable speeches on the compromise resolutions in 1850, he never reiterated his protection sentiments
after 1846, or. his historian failed to-report them in his Life;
but, if he had, he would not hav had the light on this sub.
ject that we hav to-day.
To-day we behold England, having outstripped all her
protectiv neighbors in substantial progress, the greatest
manufacturing and commercial nation on earth, with the
condition of her laborers or common class much improved
after a practice of comparativ free trade during forty-two
years, thus giving the lie to all protectiv theories of the past.
Is England's· success under comparativ free trade a sure
guide to our ruin if we dare to lower our tariff only a little?
Is it wisdom in the broad daylight of to-day to parade the
same twaddle as of fifty years ago about our infant industries and their owners, when they hav made nearly all the
money that was made during the last twenty years and hav
become millionaires, and the heads of combinations and
trusts, which are determined to extort even what little is left
to the agriculturists and common laborers (who hav become
poorer and poorer all this time), even that little that the high
tariff was not able to clean up? What would old, honest
Henry Clay think if he could to-day see his infants and
wards so pampered into monopolies, trusts, etc., by the
Republican party's high tariff that our nation has become
their helpless ward, and the majority of laborers their
slaves?
As to the times before 1860, let me answer, we knew nothing about strikes among laborers or trades unions, as far ag
any inconvenience from them to_ the public was concerned.
This ought to be answer enough so far as laborers and hard
times are concerned. The "Rebellion caused the high tariff,
and the high tariff caused the strikes and discontent among
our laborers, as everyone living dur1ng this time ought to
know. To tax the poor man to make the times for him good
is on a par with these lottery agents who advertise to giv a
man a prize in a certain locality in order to induce others to
buy, tickets, but in order to get this favor he must first send
$5, and that is the end of the transaction. I answered the
agent to consider I had bought the ticket on credit, and then
when it drew the prize, which he was sure it would, to
deduct double the amount of the ticket, and remit the balance. That ended the matter ; because he knew I knew he
was a liar, and he could not fool me.
Let us look a little how the Republican party treated the
poor man since the war. Along with our high tariff there
was an income tax, a stamp tax, etc., borne almost exclusivly by those well able to bear them, yet the Republican
party repealed these taxes so long ago, without any com-
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punctions of conscience, that young voters scarcely knew
they ever existed, but when it comes to cheapening the
clothing,·etc., of the poor laboring man and his family five
per cent there is a terrible howl of impending ruin from one
end of the country t_o the other. It did not hurt the country
to lower the taxes which bore only on the rich, but it hurts
terribly to do the least bit of the same kind of work for the
poor man. Shame on such duplicity 1
As to the wages of laborers in different countries, let it be
known by all laborers that England pays better wages .than
any of its· surrounding high protectionist neighbors, and that
it has a population of 290 inhabitants to the square mile,
while the United States has but 14; therefore, knowing that
wages are less in proportio~ as population increases, in our
own country, as in the East and West, all things considered,
England pays the best wages to.day.
As to the Cobden Club, I know nothing, but I would like
to know its price to ruin us as it has ruined England to-day,
as I understand the poor man is not taxed there by his loving
friends as here, and his wages in proportion to popu 'ation are
better than in any other country on earth. My own view of
honest taxation to support governments is this:· All taxes
ought to "be collected from those able to pay them, at a certain per cent, after exempting $1,000 from taxation and
execution for every family. Thus, on less than $20.000, a
certain rate per cent; after $20.000 and less than $40.000, an
increased rate; after $40,000 and leBB than $60,000, the rate
increased again; and so on, making the richest and ablest
pay much the highest rate, as it comes from their super.
abundance. All tariffs and license taxes are unjust to the
poor, because, according to their consumption, they pay
even more than the millionaire, who, as a rich man, can
always buy cheaper than the poor man. Therefore, I say,
when we bec0me as honest to the poor as we now pretend to
be to get his vote, we will arrange taxation on some such
basis to relieve the poor man entirely, and that will be the end
of strikes, Anarchy, etc. But so lon_g- as we ask him to throw
money into the tariff-pot, with a view or make-believe that he
will get it backin some unknown way to him, it seems to me
we ought to doubt our own words at least a little. Of course,
the tariff tax is so insidious that it is hard to say how much
anyone pays, but he pays it all the same, nevertheless.
As a farmer, I looked up the matter on transportation. I
saw last January that, when steel rails sold in England for
$20 per ton, the same sold here for $33, or sixty-five per
cent more. But let us say sixty per cent in round numbers.
Then five.fifthq the English price, plus three-fifths, our tariff,
makes eight-fifths, or the English price as five is to eight. I
ship every year about two thousand bushels grain to the seashore, and at our tariffed price it costs me eight cents per
bushel, instead of five cents, a 'difference of $60 in transportation to the seashore; but that is not its destination, for it
competes with or derives its price from the English market,
so we must consider what it will cost to take it there-more
than it ought to under fair competition-therefore, as we hav
only one sailing-vessel n.nd one steamship, it is safe to say I
lose at least another $60 till it gets there. I also sell beef
and pork, and buy fertilizers and coal, and travel some, like
most people, so that my extra tariff tax in transportation
would be a nice income in a year, even for so small a farmer
as myself.
Brit this is not all, for we must allow the extra cost of
farm machinery, stone goods, etc , which makes another bill,
one year with another, to equal the other, and all this without a cent's worth of benefit in return to me. This every
grain farmer has to pay and does pay, yet many seem never
to learn any better than, the more money they pay in this
way, the more they make, and keep adding mortgage,·
from year to year, to square up.
They are certain that their religion and their politics are
all they claim for them, without any examination whatever,
and their noses are counted every year a1l right, and their
votes prove afterward there was no mistake. Their prejudices would not allow them to read a Liberal book, or a paper
of the opposit political party ; they would rather burn them,
so conservativ are they. And yet, with all this, in many
ways they are g1od, honest, respectable people, and the best
of neighbors; but as wise when they can form their first
idea or opinion on any subject, as they ever get, no matter
how old they might become, becauRe they imagin it would
be an unpardonable disgrace if they ever found they had
once been on the wrong side of any subject during their
lives.
Now, while things do not suit me politically, as yon can
see,· yet, when I go to vote, I shall be sure to think of those
Methodist preachers who sent their memorial to Governor
Oglesby in favor of hanging those Chicago Anarchists, who
were proved about· as guilty as myself or any other innocent
person, also of Governor Oglesby and his party, and be sure
not to cast my vote for a side-show candic'.ate, but to hav
my vote tell in opposition to theirs, and hope that every poor
laboring man will do likewise.
I place those martyrs for the cauRe of the poor man side
by side with John Brown of Abolition fame. They were
only the fore-runners showing up capitalists, monopolies,
and trusts, the drones in our national hive who won't labor,
and through their dishonest methods reduce all common laborers to a worse condition than our former negro-slavery.
How many in this land of plenty hav been starved and how
many frozen to death through the heartless acts of these extorting monopolies ? Are such indirect deaths not murder
in the nineteenth century ?
It makes me shudder when I think that when injustice has
been suffered to continue too long in the past, it has been invariably wiped out in blood, and that we are every day
nearing the. terrible day of retribution. Above all things,
let us be merciful and honest toward all mankind.
Yours respectfully,
JNo. M. GROH.
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·A Worthy Deed.'

An old and feeble man, in the winter of his
existence, with silver hair and furrowed
brow, trembling frame and ill, on Tuesday,
Tlldited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
.Sept. 11, 1888, stood leaning his aged form
Ri'ller, Mass., to tJJMm all Oommunlcations f(JII'
against the walls in the Union depot atKan.
t.'tis OO'I"'M'I' shO'Uld be sent.
sas City, Mo., a friendless, homeless wanderer. No seat was empty for him in which
" Between the dark and the daylight.
to rest his aching bones, and nobody.cared.
When the night is beginning to lower,
All but one. of the surging throng about him
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
passed on-here, there, and everywhere"'-and
·That is known &S the Ohildren•s Hour."
heeded not this aged pilgrim. This. one exception was a young, and, withal, beautiful
Lines Written on the Death of young
woman. She saw his searching eyes
Allen Butler Gleason.
a~ they hopelessly gazed about the room for
We hav p~t the little dresses,
the face of some old acquaintance of years
Shoes, ~<nd stockings all awaygone by, and, beholding the old man's dreary
Empty are the cot and cradle,
situ~tion at one glance, asked him, "Are you
Baby left at dawn of day.
Left us when our hearts were breaking,
lookmg for somebody ?" The reply was :
Heeding not our tears and cries,
"No;" and then she said: "You look ill;
But gently breathed his life away,
won't
you eat a bit?" He was too ill to eat
Gently closed his dark brown eyes, ·
but, more to gratify the wish of his bene~
And floated off to fairer skies.
factor than to appease hunger, he partook of
Oh, how short the time has seemed
a cup of coffee at the depot lunch-counter.
Since he came to bless our home !
His life was like a summer dream,
She paid for it with a piece of silver and
Bat now a cold and gleaming stone
bade the old man keep the change. She
Will tell where lie our buried hopes,
plied him with questions. " Where are you
Underneath the BUDDY skies.
going? Hav you come far?" He had a
While gentle dews are falling down,
Our thoughts will wander to the spot
ticket for Leavenworth purchased with the
Where he lies, etill unforgot.
last of a meager purse of money. "Hav
Though brief, his life was full of joy,
you friends there?" He had no friends
Sparkling like a crystal stream.
there. He was homeless indeed. -This
Sweetly lisping, "Mamma!'' "Papa!"
young woman therefore gave him her adHe held our hearts with love supreme.
dress, and bade him be sure to write and let
His memory we shall ever cherish,
As onward flies each fleeting hour;
her know if. he should not fare well in his
Our tender love can never perish,
destination and she would aid him· she had
But lingers round that little bower,
enough to spare and would be onl; too glad
Blooming with many a lovely flower.
ALICE M. SANDEliS.
to tender him what help she could. And
with an encouraging smile she vanished in
the crowd to escape his thanks.
A Little Woman.
The foregoing is· an incident of virtue that
Sbe stood at the bar of justice,
is not fiction, and I giv it to the Corner for
A creature wan and wild,
In form too small for a woman,
the special benefit of the young men &nd
In features too old for a child;
women "of the period." It matters not
Fur a look so worn and pathetic
Whether this young woman was Jew, ChrisWas stamped on her pale young face,
I' seemed long years of suffering
tian, or pagan, her deed was noble, and I
Must hav left that silent trace.
wish to pay a tribute to her virtue.- Such
Yonr name," said the judge, aa·he eyed her,
deeds as these bear the stamp of sincerity on
With kindly look, yet keen,
their face and do not seem to hav for their
Ia - ? " "Mary :Ma.gnire, if you plea.se, sir."
aim the printing of a given name before so
•· Aud your a.ge 1" "I a.m turned fifteen."
many dollars; and they are to a better purWell, Ma.ry," and then from a. pa.per
Ele slowly a.nd gra.vely readpose than the building of costly church ediYlln are cha.rged here-I a.m sorry to sa.yfices with sky-reaching towers. Such deeds
With stealing three loa.ves of brea.d."
as these-and I sincerely believe that there
" Yllnlook not like a.u offender,
are many more of them than ever gain pubAnd I hope that you ca.n show
licity-urge me to scorn the doctrin of the
The charge to be fa.lse. Now, tell me,
A.re you guilty of this or no?"
total depravity of .man, and inspire me with
A passionate burst of weeping
an ardent belief in a glorious future of better
Was at first her sole reply,
mim and women.
But she dried her tears in a moment,
The old man has fallen into the hands of
And looked in the judge's eye.
kind and generons people, and if the young
I will tell you just how it was, sir;
lady from Kansas City should read this, she
My father and mother a.re dead,
And my little brothers and sisters
may be glad to hav the assurance that the
Were hungry and asked me for bread.
old ·man is doing well under embarrassing
At first I earned it for them,
HEllMAN TnmJENS.
circumstances.
By working hard all day,
Leamenworth, Kan., Sept. 20, 1888.
But somehow the times were hard, sir,
And the work all fell away.
" I could get no more employment;
Benj. Franklin's l'onthfnl Struggle.
The weather was bitter cold;
Benjamin Franklin was born in Boston
The young ones cried and shiveredMass., Jan. 17, 1706. His father was·a soa;
Little Johnnie's but four years oldSo what was I to do, sir?
maker and tallow chandler.. At the age of
I am guilty, but do not condemn.
ten young Benjamin began work in. his
I took-oh, was it stealing?father's shop, but being unpleased with the
The bread to giv to them !"
routi.ne of this trade, he desired to go to sea.
Every man in the court-room,
Feanng the lad would carry out his desire
Gray-beard and thoughtless youth,
his father placed him in care of his brothe;
Knew, as he looked upon her,
That the prisoner spake the truth.
James, who was a printer, and it was from
Out from their pockets came kerchiefs,
him that Benjamin learned the printer's trade.
Out from their eyes sprung tears, ·
While at this business he commenced writing
And out from old, faded wallets,
for the paper which his brother published
Treasures hoarded for years.
and his productions were always bright and
The judge's face was a study,
interesting, although he had no education.
The strangest you ever saw,
As he cle!tred his throat and murmured
He was fond of books, but as his parents
Something about the law.
were very poor, they were unable to furnish
For one so learned in such matters,
him with them. Young Benjamin resolved
So wise in dealing with men,
He seemed, on a simple question,
to save what little money he could earn, so as
l:!orely puzzled just then.
to purchase a few books. By hard work
But no one blamed him or wondered,
and by abstaining from meat, he finally man~
When at last these words were heard :
aged to buy a few books, which he studied
"The sentence of this young prisoner
diligently day arid night. And this is the
Is for the present deferred!»
way he got a start. His brother was very
And no one blamed him, or wondered,
When he went to her and smiled,
severe with him, so he ran away from Boston
And tenderly led from the court-room,
without informing any of the family. He
Himself, the" guilty" child.
stopped in New York awhile, but finally
landed in Philadelphia, where he obtained
What the Little Ones are Saying.
employment in a printing-office. His ambiJosie and Lawrence on their return from tion was to engage in the business alone. He
Sunday-school were questioned as to their went to England to purchase printing malessons. Josie said her teacher told the chil- terial, but being disappointed in his view, he
dren that Jesus swept l Lawrence declared was compelled to remain in England over a
that his teacher had a good word for the _year. But he wal!l industrious and ambitious,
dressmakers. " What was it?" inquired his and he went. to work making a good living
mamma. " Well, the lesson was all about and many friends: He returned to Philadel.
the Beatitudes, and the teacher read,' Blessed phia in 1826, and in 1829, aided by friends,
are the dressmakers, for they shall inherit the he started the printing business orice more ..
earth '" Lawrence had evidently got the Benj. Franklin's early life ·was one of harddressmakers and peacemakers somewhat ships, yet he was very ambitious. He had a
mixed.
strong desire to make something of himself,

and by brave endeavor he did it. His youth.
ful struggle should be an inspiration to all
young folks, for " a strong desire, backed by
brave endeavor, ever leads to grand-achievement."
GEo. J. REMSBUliG.

A. Good Dog Story.
Among the early arrivals this season at.
Block Island was a large black dog named
Rover, the property of Bishop Brothers, of
New London. He came on the steamer Block
Island, and liked the trip so well that the
next d~y he ran away and came on his own
responsibility. Temptation increased with
indulgence, and since then he has not missed
a trip. When the boat touched the wharf
here he would jump off, being always the
first to land, and would made a rapid tour of
the immediate vicinity and exchange New
London for Block Island news with all the
df\g gossips he met, when he would hurry
back to the boat, usually getting on board
about the time the last of the passengers had
landed.
On a recent trip, however, he did not get
back until the steamer was fully two hundred
feet away. He seemed to comprehend the
Rituation and did not waste any strength in
barking, but stood on the very edge of the
wharf, gazing wistfully at the retreating
vessel until she disappeared around Clay
Head. He then climbed the bank, and after
looking at the hotels before him, went straight
to the Ocean View, where the porter explained his presence. The daughter and
daughter-in-law of the proprietor took pity
on him, and for twenty-four hours he fared
like a prince, sleeping in the private office.
'fhe next morn1ng, when the steamer Danielson
blew her whistle, he hurried down, but saw
it was not his boat, and did not try to go on
board. Later, when the Mount Hope came,
he was on her decks before the gang-plank
was out.
A hasty inspection, however,
showed him his mistake, and he went ashore.
When th~ Block Island came, a half lwur
later, his delight could not be restrained, and
he was not satisfied until he had 1\een every
officer and man belonging to the steamer.PrO'Ilidenoe Jw:fflal.

Correspondence.

ner about twelve letters from about as many
of my orthodox friends here' · I would feel
as if I was some relation to them all. If
some enthusiastic Infidel lecturer would come
here and lecture for a week or so then I
think I would begin to see letters f;om this
Christian town.
There is a vast amount of difference betw(l~l,l)iving in a town and living in a city.
~c~wn everything is · monotonous and
lonelf, and con.sequently the majority of the
people rush to church merely for a change,
or, in plainer language, to hav some place to
go, while in a large city you hav so many
other entertainments, etc., that you don't
think or wish to attend church, except those
who desire and hunger for those doleful
meetings or really something doleful. But
no ! the doleful ·meetings I never attend.
In the first place, they are too doleful and
hypocritic. In the second place, my views
on the same subject do not agree with theirs,
and in the third placeo, because I am an Infidel and read THE T11UTH BEEKEll, which they
so many times bav regarded as a " lie paper "
Young folks like myself desire something
livelier than such doleful meetings, where
one cannot hav the pleasure of even smiling,
unless it be at the parson.
The other day one of my friends came in
to see me, and I was reading THE Tl!UTH
BEEKEll, when she took it out of my hands
and inquired what paper it was. Then she
read the headings and expressed her opinion
that it was a "lie paper." She then asked
me, '' What would the world come to if it
were not for the churches?" Then I asked
her to please tell me what benefit they ever
did our country. She left my question unanswered by informing ..ne that she must go
home.
WP-ll, I wish to thank all the writers of the
Oorner for their good and entertaining letters,
especially Nettie A. O!:Is and Laura Price
Stewart for their instructiv compositions. I
wish they would write to me and also oftener
to the Corner. I wish thev would all write
about some travel, describing everything
·they witnessed, no matter how brief. It
would interest and benefit us ali, old as well
as young. Whenever my mind is worried, I
go to THE TRUTH 8EEKE11 and read the letters
from various pens, until my mind is refreshed
and invigorated; then I feel well. I will
bring my letter to a close for fear it will be
too long to find a place in the Corner.
Hoping you will long continue your ~ood
work, I remain,
Your true Infidel friend
ANNIE H. STooKINGEll.
[If all girls possessed as bright, inquiring
minds as Annie Stockinger, the world would
be the better, and church edifices would soon
be changed into something more useful and
elevating.-Eo. C. C.]'

. DoRA,- Coos Co., ORE., Sept. 13, 1888.
DEAR Miss WixON: I hav never before
written any in the Children's Corner. I am a
little boy ten years old. I hav a pony, and I
ride him three miles every day after the cows.
I liv' in Brewster valley. There is n0 school
here, but I study my books at home. My
father takes THE T11UTH BEEKll:R, and I think
the pictures very funny.
Fearing to tire your patience, I will close.
Hopinl!: to see my letter in the paper, I remain,
A. thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
Yours truly,
JosEPH LANE LAIRD.
"York ObsenJer's slanderous attacks
8HE11IDAN, MIOH., Sept. 20, 1888.
upon the Author-Hero of the Amer·
DEAR Miss WIXON: I send you a poem for
ican Revolution. Containing
publication written on the death of a very
both the slanders and
bright and beautiful baby ten months old.
their refutation.
His parents are earnest, zealous, independent
-oadvocates of Freethought, and the funeral
services were purely Agnostic. I hope you
BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
can find a place for the poem.
-oMRS. A. M. BANDERS.
The New York Observer {Presbyterian)
[The dear little baby boy has escaped many recently reissued its assault upon the memory ·
trials and sorrows. We trust his parents Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated every.
may find true consolation in the thought 'that where in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH
nothing can harm him evermore. The little
bud has entered into the perfect peace that A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
passeth understanding, and the parents are ..:i Fabricated Account of a Scene at the Deathbetter and nobler for the love that was born
bed of Thomas Paine.
with him. All the readers of the Corner, we
BY
W. H. BURR.
are sure, sympathize with them in their loss.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
-Eo. C. C.]
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
{upon which the Observer relies to prove its princiLEAVENWORTH, KAN., Sept. 20, 1888.
pal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Miss WixON: I was made acquainted with Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
the facts related in the inclosed letter to the
78pp. · Price 15 cents.
Corner by the old man mentioned, and thinkAildreoo
THF. TRUTH REEKER 00.
ing the story might be a source of pleasure to
the children of the Corner, decided to forward
AN OUTLINE OF THE
it to you. The story is beautiful to me for
the reason that it is clad in the garb of truth,
and has lost nothing by passing through the
hands of fiction-mongers.
Also, permit me to compliment you on the
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.
able management of the Corner; but I hope
you will forgiv me if I suggest that the Corner
By W. 8. BELL.
has lost much by the continued absence of. The French Revolution was the most unmlxed
the puzzles.
Respectfully,
blessing Europe ever saw.-Wenae!! Pltt!ltps.
HERMAN TiEOJENS.
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
[We thank our friend for the beautiful inAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
cident illustrating the power of human kindness and sympathy. In regard to the puzI
zles, we are quite ready to open the Puzzle
REDUCED IN PRICE.
Box whenever our wide-awake puzzlers are . We hav made arrangements whereby we can
ready to furnish it with the wealth of their Off!lr these magniflcent_prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
activ brains.-Ed. C. C.]
pnnted on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for framing. The titles are:
VEliBAILLES, !No., Sept. 23, 1888.
DEAR Miss WixON: I again take the libThe Vision of War.
erty of writing to you and the other dear
The Grant Banquet Toast.
friends of the Corner, after seeing you were
The price of these heretofore has been 50cts. We
kind enough to publish my first letter. I
them at FIFTEEN OENTS EAOH ; THE
would be very happy indeed if I could open offer
TWO FOB TWENTY-FIVE OTS. Mailed secure
the dear TRUTH SEEKER and find in the Cor- from breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Paino ·Vindicate~ !

French Revolution

COL INGERSOLL'g TRIBUTES.
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.\.:;:ents f'or the 'l'rllth Seeker.
OALill'OBNU.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco, Cal.
Dr. J. L. York, Ban Jose, Cal.
OANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 1701-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
OOLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.

B1~lo Tomporanco:
Ll(llJOR DRINKING

ILLINOIS.

BY E. C. WALKER.

This is a. companion book to Remsburg's "Bible
E. A. Stevens, 241 Washington Boulevard, Mora.l.s."
48 pa.g;es; price 10 cents.
.
Chicago.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
G. E. Wilson, 302 State street, and Brentano
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Bros., Chicago.
.

INDIANA.

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk..
KANSA..B.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
JU.INB.

B. C. Hussey, Oaldl.eld (Post-ofllce, Smyrna
Mills).
HASBAOHUSBTTS.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
HIOHIGAN.

A.. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.

B. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Sach, 138 S. Division Bt., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
HIS SO URI.

Phillip Itoeder, 322 Olive st., Bt. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., Bt. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NBW YORK.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
H. Adler, cor.Essex&Grandsts.,NewYork.
OHIO.

John Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
OBBGON.

B. F. Hyland, Corvallia.
PENNSYLVANIA.

Dr.J.H. Ithodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
TENNBSSEB.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
TBXAS.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. lteybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
WASHINGTON TBBBrrORY.

W. Wedeken, Montesano.
ENGLAND.

Watts &Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.
W. J.Itamsey, 28Stonecutter st.,London,E.C.
AUSTRALIA,

Mrs. J, Hadfield, Market st., Sydney, N.S. W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
NEW ZEALAND.

A. D. Willis, Wanganui.

Reminiscences of aPreacher.
A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,

L. K. Washburn's Works.
Sunday and the Sabbath. " A law
regulating; human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of' .the Chris
ltian Church. "The Thirty-nint;

Articles of the Ohristian church are thirtyOommelided, Defended. and Enjoined
nine poor, broken-down opmions." 10 cents.
'l'he }'oolishness of Prayer. "Think
by the Bible,

IDAHO.·

A.. Erwin, Murray.

of a minister's praying; God to ltill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one against the Colorado
beetle !" Price, 10 cents.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
Price, 5 cents.
Do You Love·Jesus t Price, 5 cents.
Is Liberalism .Moral t Price, 5 cents.
SAKYA BUDDHA.
Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
AVersified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life and 'I'he .Hrute God of the Old 'l'estament.
Teachings.
Price, 5 cents.
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.
Virtue."
BY E. D. BOOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into BUddhist
schools in Oeylon. The "Banner of Light,"
"Religio·Philosophioal Journal," and many Spiritualist papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
the book.·
Extra. Cloth, 175 pp., $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE NINE DEMANDS

LOVE VENTURES.

By WINWOOD READE.
It is really a remarkable book, in which ll.niversal history is "boiled down" with surprising
skill.-(Literary World.
You turn over his pages with a fascination similar to that experienced in reading Washington
Irving.-[Inter-Ocean.
:Cis history has a continuity, a rolsh, a carrying
powerJ. which reminds us strikingly of Gibbon.[New Haven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writing, He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
-(Penn.Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, 548pp,, $1.75.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl .. New York.

A Novel with an Amdavu.

Dsvelopment, Causal Relations Historic and
National Peculiarities.
BY HENRY T. FINCK.
limo., cloth, d. Address Tim TRUTH SEEKER.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great Centennial Oration
ON THB

Declaration of Independence,
ALSOTHB
~mmortaZ

Document,

And the National Anthem entitled:

" LAND OF LIBERTY."
Price, 6 cts ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY,
28 Lafayette Pla.oe, New York.

the Memory,

on,
NATURAL AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
The New Haven Pazzaatum says : "The chaptei
on 'How to Learn a New Language' is of remark·
able interest."
The Boston Post says : "This book actually
shows us how to keep our memories in good working condition and repair them when out of order,"
Bctence (high authority) sa:ys: "We hav tried the
methods of association a.d.VlBed in this book on
·several persons, and found them most excellent."
Price by mail $1.
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Marriage and Parentage.

In Their Sanitary and Physiolo~noal Relations,
and in Their Bearing on the Producing
BY HARRY JULIAN.
of Children of Finer Health and
Greater Ability,
Full-page French-Art ~llustra
BY M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D.
tions.
The Bctentttlo Amertcan says: "Books on this
subject are usually written by cranks, but this is
radically different ; it is scientific, sober; clean,
and worthy of conscientious consideration by every possible parent, and particularly by the
young;," $1.
Address THE TBUTH SEEKER Co.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

New Edition, Revised and Enlari:ed.

ON THE WORD GOD.

MEN, WOMEN &; GODS.

By Milton Woolley, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Mythology,"" The Career of Jesus Christ."
The fool hath said in his heart, There ill no God.
-[Ps. xiv, 1·
Children and fools speak the truth.-(Old Saw.
Paper, 11lmo, 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
~

Tr/JIU Supplied at Special Discounts.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-eng;ravin)lB of Misa Gardener are for sale
at this ofll.oe. Price, 400.; with autograph, 50 eta.

Religious Problems.
BY L. K. WASHBURN.
"Let the Christian be held to facts, and obliged
to tell the truth, and his lips would be dumb.
There never was such a place as the Garden of
Eden ; never such an individual as the devil.
There is no such place as hell. There never was a
Christ, and no atonement made, for there was no
necessity of any being made. If there was no
such thing; as faith, Christianity could not make
a convert on earth. If ministers were obliged to
furnish the proof of their statements, there would
be no preaching;."
Price 10 cents; 75 cents per dozen.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

OR 1 THB

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.

Principles of Secularism.

Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist,
2x1G inches, suitable for frami~ sent .J2QB_!p_aid
for 1!15 cents. Address THE TRU'l'B SEEKER.
tf

AND

THEIR

Str~ngthen

MARTYRDOM OF

Bi~lo of Natnro,

PERSONAL BEAUTY.

HOW TO

Without Pain.

THE

--a--

WAR! WAR!

in a more attraotiv form than any in which they
hav I?reviously appeared. At the head of an engranng on heavy p),ate paper, 24x19 inohe~ 1 are
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERr:sON,
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
Republic. At the aides are FRANKLIN and
MIRACLES
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
AND
printed the Nine Demands of the Amenoan Secular Union in conspicuous type, At the foot aro
LAFAYETTE, GIBABD. and INGERSOLL,
MIRACLE WORKERS.
making eight likenesses in all. Inscribed beneath each portrait is some radical sentiment
By JOHN PECK.
quoted from the author ~ictured over it. In the
space between the portraits and around them are
" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything arabesques of vines and flowers in profusion, and
Par~urition
within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
the uanel inclosing; the Nine Demands is surBY M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D.
mounted on each corner by Mr. Eokhard's design
Price·, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
of the Jlag above the cross. The whole makes an
Godeti'B Laav•s Boolc says: "We giv our cordial
exceedingly
handsome
work
for
framing;,
The
approbation to this work. The Information H
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
artistic part is ~;qual to the beat, and the portraits contains
is most im_llortant, and, we are fully conare as true to nature as the !!_hotog;raphs from vinced, reliable."
Price by mail, $1.
which they were transferred. The design will be
THE
sent postpaid by mail for $1 bY
SEXUAl. PHYSIOI..OCY
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
MAN.
AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN
Oarefnlly revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
ll8 Lafayette Place, N~>w York.
The
m(J•t perfect book for men and women ever
A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
published. 50,000 sold. Price $21 by mail. IllusHISTORY.
trated catalog; free.

An explanation of the meaning of the many
of the Galilean teacher. " Lord "should be
The story is used by the author to teach Free- titles
"Rabbi."
The words" Jesus. Christ" mean "Savthought, to remove superstition from the minds ing; Wisdom."
of those who would not read a polemical essay,
Excellent
for Missionary Work.
and to urge facta against the various churches,
believing which their supporters will desert them.
Paper, 1~mo, So., 30 cents per doz., $2 per 100.
The book is an argument as well as a novel but
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
the serious predicaments of the hero are sltilfully
used to lure the reader along, and to induce him
to take the antidote to theological poisoning without knowing it. Mr. McDonnell writes effeotivly
and convincingly, and always braces his romances
with facts on one side and figures on the other.
Those who hav read his previous works need not
be advised to purchase this they will probably do
so at once.
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 76 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette PI., New York.

ROMANTIC LOVE

WAR!

Wettotein's,World-Renown6d,Warranted Watches
and Watchwork.
COIN SILVER STEM-WINDERS. 3 ounce cases, 7
jewels, 512; 4ounce,l1 jewels,$15: do. 15 iewels,
$18; do, adjusted, $22; do, extra tine, a pnfect
watch, named "Otto. Wettstein," $25; 5 <>noce
cases, $1.W; 6 ounce oases, f3 5' more.
BES'r J!'ILLED GOLD WATOHES. Open face, 7 jew·
els, $16.50; 11 jewels, $18.EO: 15 jewelE, $n.50; adjusted, $25.50; with" Otto Wettstem" movement,
$118.110. ln huntinn oases, from $5 to ~8.50 more.
Lad1es best hunting; filled oases, 7 jewels, $20; 11
jewels, $22 ; 15 jewels, $28. Extra fine, diamond in
case, $8 more.
·
LADIES' SoLID. GoLD WATCHES. 14 k, 'I jewels,
$80 ; 11 jewels, $32; 15 jewels, $38. All hunting,
stemwinding;, elegantly engraved. Heavier cases,
Louis XIV. style, enameled, embossed, and set
with diamonds, $5 to $100 more.
GENTS' SoLID GOLD WATOHES. 14 k, light
weight, 1 jewels, $40; 11 jewels, $42; 15 jewels, $45;
adjusted, $49 ; with " Otto We~tstein" movement,
$52. Heavier cases, $3 to $25 more. Fancy
watches, from $100 to $800, All sent prepaid, and
cash back if not satisfactory.
WATOHWORK. The best in the world, Olean.
ing, $1; mainspringr, $1; jewels, $1. Can be sent
a thousand miles as well as one, per reg. mail or
express. Inclme $1 or $2 1 and I will return free.
All watches and work warranted to giv satisfaction or cash refunded.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.

A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eokhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has published

Author of "Exeter Hall,"" Heathens of the OUR LORD and SAVIOR JESUS CHRIST.
Heath," "Family Creeds," "BeauBy T. E. LoNGSHORE•
tiful Snow," etc., etc.

.A Book jor L()'l)ers-Pa8t and Present.

63'1

18~8.

A CONTRIBUTION to ~ RELIGION
of the FUTURE.

THE

BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
Author of ".Tl!e Seor11t !Jf the East, or the Ori.ain
of the Chnstian ReligiOn and th~ Significance
ofits.Rise a:od Decline," "Physical Education, or the Health-Lawll of Nat·
nr~··. "Household Remedies," "The
.I:"Oison Problem, or the Cause
and the Onre of Intemperance," etc., etc.
Ji'elix L. 011:wa.Ig is a well-known and vigorou1
Wl'lter on smentifio and social subjeots.-(Oin.
Oom. Gazette.
Oloth, :wmo, 9f.Opp,, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

RUPTURES

CURED~,

mz_Medieal Compound and lmproTed
Elastic Sop orter Truss inJ.rom3 1o
90 dava. Refiable ~eterences glyen, \:nd
1tamp for circular, and aau in Ulhaf papet
lfOU WUimV adv61'1taement. Address O~p.\
W• .t..~ll!I1UIT!J!~J•'....ea&, V

UNIVERSE ANALYZED
Beautifully Illustrated Covers. Paper, limo, 1m&
pp,, Sil cents; Boards, 110 cents.
A. lively narrativ of adventures in a country of
Arcadian simplicity and general delig;htfulness.(N. Y. Eveninljr Mail.
A story of hfe on islands of coral, frnit-trees,
and cockatoos, where all the nativ men are
Apollos and the women dreams of beauty.-(N. Y.
Times.
·
Life on the Islands of Koro-kama and Launagola-" Summer isles of Eden lying; in dim purple
spheres of sea. "-surrounded by bel!koning palmtrees, foamy cascades, bread-fruit, cocoanuts,
pineapples, ftgt11 bananas ; bathing in the surf on
shinbur sands, oasking on sbore1 of eternal summer, attending moonlight banquets. and seeing
the peculiar danr.e called Ka-lu-lah-no more to
do than the president of a life insurance company
-seems very alluring; to ~h:e oarewl!rn, overworked
American of to-day.-CntiCal Review.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
1$ Lafayetie Pl., NewYor.k.

BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Analyzed,"" The Real Blasphemers," "Spiritualism Sustained," etc,, etc.
The la.test and best work of an analytic thinker,
who is gifted with those rare powers that render
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas
that will be new to the world and productiv of
good in furnishinl( food for thought. We trust it
will hav tho immense distribution it so riohlv
merits.-[The American Idea.
Cloth, 12mo, $1.
Addres~

THE TRUTH SEEKER

~
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Glory be to the father, etc.
As
it was in the days of the prophets and
Whosoever desires to be hopelessly confused, it is necessary only that he should apostles, is now, and, to all appearance, ever
study and try to understand the orthodox will be, world without end.
creed, which creed, unless we profess to believe, all orthodox believers believe that we Books that The Truth Seeli,er Sells.
ELMINA1S BOOKS.
shall perish everlastingly.
... Little Lessons " is one of the most useful
And the orthodox creed is this : that we
worship after some orthodox form, as ap- works for children ever published.-Susm H.
proved by some orthodox body of worshipers. WixoN.
Neither "confounding" the formality, or
I hav just finished reading "The Infidel
questioning the utility of such form of wor- School-teacher," and "John's Way." I
ship.
think they are just splendid.-M. C. HEBER·
For there is one parson who wears a miter, LING, Warrensburg, Mo.
and another parson who wears a surplice,
I received "Studyillg the Bible" all right,
and a great number of persons who wear and hav read· it through-pronounced it exneither the one nor the other.
cellent.-Yours, in favor of U. M. L., WM.
But the understanding of the parson who L. WILsoN, M.D., Baker's Corner, Ind.
wears the miter, and the other parson who
I like "John's Way" very much. I think
wears the surplice, and the great number of his way was a very good one. I read so
persons who wear neither the one nor the much of the rc.mance and I was not at a,ll disother, is as one. Their ignorance is equa.J, appointed in it.-DARLINA BELL, Elberton,
and their bigotry deplorable.
Ga.·
Such as the bishop is, such is the parson,
Every body should read "John's Way "and
and such also is the congregation.
" The Darwins" The many good things said
The bishop is created, the parson is created,
of thes~ books are really and truly so. Every
and the congregation is created-somehow.
child and young person sho-uld read '' Little
The bishop incomprehensible, the parson
Lessons on Science." I shall try and get all
incomprehensible, and the congregation tin.
the orders for them I can.-JENNIE S. AKERs,
comprehending.
Leadville, Col.
Yet their form is eternal, their pretense
'' Little Lessons for Little Folks" is science
eternal, and their ignorance is eternal.
And yet they are not exactly eternal, but put in plain, simple language for children.
It is full of interesting information, and no
subject to modifications and synods.
And ·also the three estates are not repre- grown persons can read it without getting
sented in the synods; but the bishop (who is new ideas. It is a valuable little volume,
created) creates a creed, and the creed is in- neatly gotten up, and should serve a!j a juvenil text-book in schools. Price, 40 cents.
comprehensible.
And the synod is, as it were, almighty, Address the author, Mrs. E. D. Blenker,
and the bishop almighty, and the parson al- Snowville, Pulaski county, Va.-Thought of
the Times:
mighty.
There is no better or more instructiv book
And yet the congregation is not almigh.ty,
that you can put into the hands of your chilbut only the parson.
So, likewise, the synod is fallible, the dren thaJT Mrs. Blenker's "Little Lessons."
Every page contains valuable information
bishop is fallible, and the pastor is fallible.
And not only is one of them fallible, but all that will remain with the children as long as
they liv. Her other books are good and inare fallible.
So also the bishop is a fool, the pastor is a structiv. "John's Way,"" The Handsomest
fool, and each member of the congregation is Woman," "The Darwins," are all excellent
a fool. And not only is one of them a fool, reading. For sale at this office.- Record of
the Times.
but all of them are fools.
For like as we are compelled by Christian
I never can tell which is sweetest, the chilconformity to acknowledge every parson to dren or flowers. My little granddaughter is
be of himself a representativ of God amongst here now, and I am trnly happy. She can
men.
tell me so many of the stories in '' Little LesSo, likewise, are we forbidden by Christian sons." She shed tears when her mother read
humility to say that there be any representa- her the story of your own little girl. One
tivs of God outside the pale of conformity.
of .the chief things about the book is that it
The bishop is appointed by the crown- is interesting to people all the way from five
neither born a bishop, nor fitted for a bishop, years old to fifty. We were also much pleased
but created a bishop.
with" John's Way."-MARY BAIRD FINOH,
The parson is ordained by th,e bishop- Frenchtown, Nebrf!ska.
neither born a parson, nor fitted for a parson,
I read "The Darwins and found it supebut ordained by the bishop.
rior to what I expected after reading "The
The synod is composed of bishops and par- Infidel School-teacher" and "John's Way,"
sons, who settle among themselvs what men though I was so pleased with the latter.
ought to believe, and how, in ecclesiastical We had a friend visiting us, who, after
matters, they ought to act.
reading '' John's Way," told me it looked as
So there is not one synod, but many synods; though the Bible was not trne. I told him I
not one orthodox conclusion, but many ortho- had great doubt about it before. I read this
dox conclusions ; not one form of belief, but book, and I am glad that I am not the only
many forms of belief.
one. The number is getting larger every
And in these diversities of opinion, not one day The reason that there are not many
opinion is wiser or preferable to others-not readers of Liberal papers in this part of Minone is more reasonable or logical than another. nesota is because the county is too poor.But all creeds which hav been founded on HENRIONNET, Minnesota.
or compiled from the doctrin of Christianity,
We think you all know about Aunt Elmina
are alike unmeaning and unintelligible.
So that in all things as aforesaid men are by this time ; that is, you know she loves
supposed to worship that which they do not. children, and is always ready with pen and
see, and to believe in that which they do not voice to teach them the truths.o.f life, and
add to their knowledge some fact that will
understand.
make life better, and so bless the world
help
He, therefore, that would be saved (according to this creed) must not think anything in which we liv. Aunt Elmina has written a
book entitled : " Little Lessons for Little
about the matter. '
Folks,''
and the good lady has sent us a copy,
Furthermore, it is necessary to everlasting
salvation to believe in the historical account and we are so very much pleased with it that
of the incarnation of Jesus Christ, although we shall make several extracts for this department from time to time. 'rhis little work
it is contrary to the usual course of nature.
For the orthodox faith is, that we profess of a hundred pag"s is Ileatly bound in board
and believe in the incredible and to follow the covers, and some twenty subjects are treated
unapproachable, although we do neither the in the author's pleasant style, so attractiv to
the hearts of the young. Aunt Elmina talks
one nor the other.
Perfect fools and perfect hypocrits, of· a of Stars, Monkeys, Fishes, Fresh Air, Books,
darkened understanding and unreasoning Clover, Water, Stones, Leaves, Nerves, Animals, etc., and so much rich knowledge is
mind subsisting.
Equal to the brutes as touching our igno- presented in an attractiv form that the book
rance, and inferior to the brutes as touching should be in every household. Our little
ones cannot learn too much about Life and
o~r superstition.
For as pretense and arrogance make one her Children, and this handy volume is just
parson, so superstition and ignorance make what they want.-The Children's Half Hour.

What M.ust We Do to Be Saved 1

A Case of Conscience.
"Once for all, it cannot be done; lest more innovations should follow."
An orthodox priest of an orthodox school was the
Reverend Maximns Swallow,
Pluralist he, in inverted degree, small cure but
abundance of pay;
Rector of Peter, canon of Paul, and also vicar of
Bray.
"It cannot be done, nor will I consent from primitiv custom to vary,
·
And as for my reason, this must snffice-'No!umus
lex A rwl•re mittart ;'
For a breach condoned of immutable law, yon in
vain for a precedent search."
(By England's immutahle law, of course he meant
the Jaw of the chu•ch.)
"I grant that in other respects your client has led
an exemplary life,
But she willfully broke that law to become her deceased sister's husband's wife.
By which reprehensible act she forfeits all hope of
eternal salvation,
Except through a course prescribed by the church
of penance and mortification :
Which course I hav urged, that her soul might be
purged, when speaking a kind word in season.
But she laughed in my face, and said, in her case
'for repentance there was not a reason,•
And rather than part from her partner in sin, the
ban of the church she defied,
And, whilst she had breath, in contumacy lived,
and thus excommunicate died.
It cannot be done. ~:ly conscience forbids, in so
grave a case of defection,
To promis a 'sure and certain hope of a joYful
resurrection,•
To perform the rite of our holy church o'er one
unlawfully mated,
Or mingle the dust, defiled by lust, with dust that
is consecrated;
It would alter the case had she died in a place
where her history was unknown ;
And deeply it pains me the rite to refuse, but by
me it cannot be done."
The family lawyer gravely bowed-the obstacle
plainly saw(And none than he more versed could be in the
subtleties of the law),
And gravely smiled the man of Jaw (he had gained
his point no doubt),
As from a blue-laid envelope he drew the document
out.
"To set the matter. quite at rest, I hav brought
my client's will,
To which a year before her death she added a
codicil,
Bequeathing (with certain conditions that in due
rotation follow)
A hundred pounds, from duty free, to the Reverend Maximns Swallow,
Provided that he, in peace and love, shall lay my
bones to rest,
And leave the judgment of my case to those who
know me D! st,
Acknowledging, to end the strife, and heal an
open sore,
That I was a true and lawful wife to him that's
gone before.
But, if so be he should refuse that justice to render me,
The hundred pounds hereby devised, from legacy
duty free,
I beque~tth to mine executor (he may charge it in
his bill),
Provided he succeeds in finding somebody else
that will.''
The parson muttered between his teeth (an nnclerical oath he swore),
"God bless me! what the - ! you should hav
told me of that before,
Or otherwise how was I to know, ·and claim my
due,
That your late lamented client died of the church
a daughter true?"
"Excuse me, sir," the lawyer said," I thought you
must hav known,
For thrice, in most emphatic terms, yon said' it
can't be done.'"
The parson drew the lawyer aside, and low was
his reply,
As with his finger he pressed his nose and closed
his dexter eye.
"'Tis true, my friend, that in mine haste I said it
can't be done;
But, then, yon see-an emergency-there are more
ws.ys than one.
•Tis true that, by my sacred duty, I am strictly
bound
To bury none who die in sin in consecrated
ground;
But then-we may contrive a grave twelVe feet below the filttThe holy ground extends to ten-and so get unaer
that.
And then the service 'i well, the undertaker must
provide'
A pauper's funeral for the nonce, and lay them
side by s1de ;
I thus perform a double cure, nor violate mine
oath,
And read the service over one, and benefit them
both."
To meet the case, you must confess, a most ingenious way,
But whether or not it was carried out, my informant did not say.
Ourrs.

CITIZEN: "I see, Uncle Rastus, that you
wear a Cleveland button on one side and a
Harrison button on the other." Uncle Rastus: "Yes, sah, dem is my politicks up ter
date. I'm kinder on de fence, Mister 1:3mif,
an' which button comes off fust, sah, depen's
on de pa'ty what has de greates' 'mount oqob patrioti;;m. Wow, wow, wow 1"-Bun.

v.

one orthodox Christian.
A Christian, not by assimilation of virtues,
but by confusion and -misapprehension of
terms.
Such is the orthodox creed, which unless a
man professes to believe he is reckoned an
Infidel.

AMERIOAN FREETHOUGHT.
We hav received from the Truth Seeker
Co., 28 Lafayette place, New York, a packet
of their publications, including both bound
books and pamphlets. All are excellently
printed, and the books are tastefully and sub-

stantially bound in uniform style. Perhaps
the most important is '' The Secret of the
East," by Felix L. Oswald. Mr. Oswald
holds that Christianity really arose in India,
and that it is but the Western counterpart of
oriental Buddhism. To the anti-natural tendency of the Christian religion was due the
long night of the Middle Ages. Mr. Oswald
asks: "Did the apostle of Galilee ever speak
one word in favor of indu~try, rational education, the love and study of nature, physical
and intellectual culture? Not one. Has his
mission promoted our progress in the paths
of science and freedom? Not one step. His
doctrin in all its tendencies is wholly unearthly, and, therefore, wholly unavaila"ble
for secular purposes." "The Secret of the
East'' is full of such vigorous writing. Every
page has some telling fact or argument.
'rhere are a few marks of hasty writing.
Thus,· one might think from an expression on
page 25 ihat the Socinians were a sect of early
Christians. But these are blemishes easily
removed. The book, as a whole, is well
worth the attention of any one grappling with
the problem of Christianity.
" The Secret of the East" is dedicated to
the memory of Bruno. "The Bible of Nature," by the same author, is dedicated to the
memory ot Spinoza. The first exhibits the
destrnctiv, the second the constructiv side of
American Freethought. It is a concise, systematic exposition of the applications of Materialistic Secularism to physical, mental,
and moral well-being. The first is classed
under the heads of health, strength, chastity,
temperance, and skill, the second under
knowledge, inr1ependence, prudence, perseverance, and Freeth ought, the third under the
heads of justice, truth, humanity, friendship.
In each case Mr. Oswald givs first the lessons
of instinct, then the rewards of conformity,
perversion, the penalties of neglect, and
finally the method of reform. It is a book of
sterling sense, and its teachings are calculated to beneficially displace the nonsense
which still forms so large a part of early
training.
"Try-Square, or the Church of Practical
Religion," by Reporter, is an interesting account of how "Uncle Job Sawyer" sets up
the Church of Practical Religion in Pinville.
Sometimes in the form of narrativ and sometimes as reported speech or dialog, it deals
with many phases of American political and
social life. A Communist solution is more
than hinted at. Uncle Job's favorit phrase is,
"Demor:etise money and depropertise property."
A curious American mixture of
shrewdness and Utopianism pervades the
book, which may be taken as one of the many
signs that attention in America, as elsewhere,
is being largely diverted from lunar politics
to questions of well-being in this world.
"Materialism : Its History and Influence
upon Society," by Dr. Louis Bi.i.chner, 15
cents. A spirited lecture by the eminent
German Atheist. Will gratify all readers of
"Force and Matter." Dr. Bi.ichner writes
with an expert's authority.
"Miracles and Miracle-Workers," by John
Peck. 10 cents. This author is one of the
liveliest of the Freethought writers in America. The pamphlet is logical and racy, and
plays havoc with the supernatural basis of
Christianity
''Christian Absurdities," by John Peck.
20 cents. A rattling essay. Sterling thought
served up with genial wit. The dogmas and
pretensions of Christianity are mercilessly
criticised.
"Religious Problems," by L. K. Washburn. 10 centP.. Mr. Washburn's style is a
good deal influenced by Colonel Ingersoll.
Still, he is not a mere copyist. He is, indeed,
one of the best pen-soldiers in the American
Freethought army. He is vigorous and epigrammatic, and this essay should do much
good among readers with heads as well as
eyes.~Tho Freethinker, London, Eng.

HEBREW MYTHOLOGY,
OR 1

THE RATIONALE OF' THE BIBLE.
Wherein it is shown that the Holy Scriptures treat
of Natm·al Phenomena only.

BY MILTON WooLLEY, M.D.
Among the many attempts made by sCientists to
crush the .Bible, this is unquestionably the most
vigorous.-[Uhicago Times.
Oloth, Illns.,heavy toned paper, Svo, 613 pp., $2.50.
Addres~ THE '.rBTJTH SEEKER.

The Career or Jesud Uhr1st.

·An Exposit !On of tlle 'I'rue l.VIeaning of this Char·
at•ter AS dedcribed in Lhe New Testament. By Milton Woolley, lll.D., author of "Hebrew Mythology."
Paper, Svo, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE TRUTH SEEKER. OCTOBER

ABOUT TI-IE DEVIL,
AND

OTHER BIOGRAPHIOAL SKETOHES AND EssAYs.
BY CHARLES BRADLAUGH.
With Portrait and A'ltobiography.
Charles Bradlaugh has" A Few Words" to say
"About the Devil.'' Mr. Bradlaugh has a right to
his "few words," and the devil will, we pre•ume,
~t no. very distant dar. hav a few words to say to
Mr. Bradlaugh, and will doubtless gei the best of
the argument.-[Chicago Interior.
Extra ()loth, gold baok and· side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp,, $1.25.
Address THE TRU'l'H BEEKER.

PHILADELPHIA.LIBERALLEAGUE 257

IN THE

T.RIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
ll'OB ·

"B L A S P H E M Y ' ''

MORRISTOWN,

NEW JERSEY.

Stenographically ?"eprnted, and re'IJised by the authrn.
Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

qiNDER

The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immoral:-E:l:tract.
·
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co.

Advancement to; Soienoe
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.
Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.

VOLT AIR£' 8 ROMANCES.

TRY•SQUARE;

WILL

Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherAN EXPOSE
wise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There·is just suffi- Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
churches and Young Men's
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Ohristian Associato his mind.
•e
tion.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.
By Rron. B. WEsTBRooK, D.D., LL.D.

Girard Collfge Theology.

Price $1.

ROMAN

IS~,

OB

DANCER AHE"D.

Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25o.; cloth, 50o.

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic

It is in many respects one of the most extraordinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. Trtl!une.

Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

TheAntiquity of Christianity.

By A • .J". GROVER.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO

SOCIAL

WEALTH,

Th6 8ol6 Factors and Exact Ratios in Its
Acqui?·ement and Apprntionment.

By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, Clotlt,

against the

Western Union Telegraph Company
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH BEEKER has obtained a
supply and oan mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents eaoh.

NEW

ED~TION.

The Secret of the East,

PH1LOSOPHY OF SPIRITU,tlSM
By DR. FREDERIC B. :MA.RVIN, Professor of
Physiological Medicin and llledical Juris·
prudence in the New York Free
Medical College for Women.
. Paper, J-2mo, 68pp., cloth, 50 c~ nts.
His analysis of nervaus and mental phenomena
is sharply scientific; his pathological theories are
rat'onal, clear, and modern.-Meawal Review.
His· lan~uage is strong and well chosen, his
style adm1rable in Its directness and brilliancy,
his thought clear and logioal.-Ltberal Chrtsttan.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

MATERIALISM:
'ITS HISTORY AND ITs INFLUENOE UPON
SOOIRTY.
BY DB. Lours BuoaNER, Author of " Faroe and
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER• 28 Lafayette PlacP.
DO YOU WA.NT a ~easant, hea.lthful, cheap
home in the South 1 Write Leftwi'oh Bros. a.p.d
Curtis, Florence, Ala.
lyll'l

PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand·
some 12mo volume of nearlY 11!JOO pages, fully
illustrated. Cloth, 8.25-in English or German.
A. new cheap edition at only 1.5(l.
SCIENCE IN STORY; o~ Sammy Tubbs, the
Bo~Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages!, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume or" Science in Story.") 50 cents .
HAND-BOOK of Health Hint!! and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES (Dime Pam·
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
n their Relation to Disease,"representingthe germ
theory, advocating personal and _public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the BunbeamJ" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to sicK and well. By mail, 10 ce»ts eaoh.
HEREDITY \Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 886 p:t{cesd cloth

~~~~~'ol~th 1·;~~~~itY.t'~iL~~~~1Ier~8it~:" ~;

Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

100.

And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

150.

Origin of the Christian ·Bible.

OB,

Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 2~o.

Tbe Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.

A Masonic Vindication of Right..

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
For sale at this office.

Charles Watts's Works.
--

Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'rhe History of Freetbon....,...ht. Bound
in cloth and lettered. Price,1.2b. CoNTENTs
Section I. Definition of Freethou_ght and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section ill. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteent.h Centuries. Beotion V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

,_
Se('Ularism; Destructiv and Construe·
tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
BOOKS ON MElHCAL AND SOCIAL
$1 00.
Secularism; its Principles and its
SUBJECTS:

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28Lafayette Place. New York. ·

WORKS OF 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

BIBLE FABRICATIONS REFUTEDs

Price, $1.00.

OPENING SPEECH TO THE JUBY
in the suit of the
Paper, 12mo, 61pp., cloth, 50 cents.
Bankers' and Merehants' Tele·
graph Company
Oonta.ins testimonies of the ea.rly Christia.n Fa-

Handsome 12mo, 448 pages, laid paper. With 67
engravings. Price1 cloth, beveled boards, $1.50b'!leper covers, $1. Hn!f calf or half morocco, mar led
edges, $4. 00.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

ROBT. G. INGER§OLL'S

By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of" Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."

thers and others, and cases of striking similarity
to Christianity in many ancient religions.
Bold at THE TRUTH BEEKER Office.

PAINE'8 AGI: OF Ki;ASON.
The Greatest of all Anti·Biblt·
cal \Vorks.

THE TRUTH. SE.EKER

AND

·Translated from the Germll.n. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 cts.

Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not writt.
The Bonnets written by .l!'rancis Bacon to the Ear I
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BUBB. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
BY THOMAS PAINE,
are in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
"The Author-He.ro of the Revoluti"on."
we see him as the splendid champion qf human liberty and tile rights of man. His love of freedom •
and justice, hatred of tyranny and·chams, sympathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his Price, Bingle Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
courage and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expression, and lie makes grand use of the
$1.00.
opportunity. Such a fiood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriotIsm-is not often IJoured out in a court of iusttce.
THE CRISIS.
The many calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
By
Thomas Paine.
meager and misleading newspaper references.
Lawyers and advocates will find this the m9del of an address to a jury; statesmen and politiSpeaking
of
this work in connection with the
cians a clear exposition of Constitutional rights. an' powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
and women everywhere, a Magna Charta of their nght.s.
.
.
.
proposed independence of America from Great
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
flaming arguments . . • will not leave numbers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepa.for
ra.tion.n
For the benefit of our readPrice, 40 cents.
ers who preserve their papers
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
For either of these works or any of Paine's
we offer a new style of binder,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEH.
. made for the purpose, and writmgs,
8ecreta'I'1J of the American BeculO!J' Union.
· with the heading of THE
l'BUTH l:!EEKll:R printed in
Price 10 oen ts.
l ~-~
. go.' d letters on the outside.
·rhis binder allows the openAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY.
ing of the papers perfectly tlat. It also allows the
CONTENTS:
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.- Zadig
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
·
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
Bent by mail, poRtp.!lid, for •1.
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Microm~as.
Address THE TRUrH BEEKER,
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
tf
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Biam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversatio:::
With a Chinese.-Plato•s Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Advanture in India.

Essence of Hel~ion :;.:~:1~~~~~.;~~: GIRARD'S
By L. FEUERBU:JH.

meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7:80 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-~rutt
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap ratfs.

BACON AND ISHAKISP.KRE.

.

ROME~ REA.SON THE NE~ GOD.

A Memoir of Christian and Extra-Christian Experience. ·
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY W ATEBS.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
and Catholi~ism, from the vantage. ground of an
intimate personal experience with the two svstems. It deals the most trenchant blows which
pure logic is capable of inflicting.-[Critical Review.
Cloth, 12mo, $1. 75.
Address 'rHE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

THE FORUM.

Robert G. Ingersoll,

AT

639
Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:80P.M.; corner Bangamon street and
Washinl{ton boulevard. Lectures and debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

BY

AND
TWELVE OTHER DISOOURSES OF REASON.

A FEW WORDS

1888.

ARGU·M ENT

THE SAFEST CREED,
B!J 0. B. FROTHlNGH.AM.
A vig_').rous thinker as eloquent as TheodoreParker.-[New Bedford Standard.
Deep thou~h~, thorough conviction, and great
ability.-[Phila. Press.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 238pp., $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

a.

A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 86 pages,
11io.
AddresP
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2e Lafayette Pl., New York.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.
Was Jesus an Impostor 1 A debate between the
Scotch novelist, Agnes Hollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. 180 pp., 25 cts. The Mirror of FI·eethought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
cts. Two Revelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors: or,
Real Bl!tsphemy. 5 cts. Bible Makers. 5 cts.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 8. Each 5 cts. Moses
vs, Darwin. 5 cts. Socrates~ Buddha, and Jesus.
5 cts. Christianity a Degraaing Religion. 5 cts.
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural Man. 5 cts.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 cts. Bruno and
Spinoza. 5 cts. The Bible God and His Favorits,
5 ots. Miracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealth.
and Happiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Soul.
5 ct.s. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Design and
~~t~~~-B~~~~on. 5 cts. Man and the Lower
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
E
__
.c_._'L_o_n_J_o_n_,E_ng_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Duties. Price, 75 cts.

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles·
· Is the Bible Reliable ? The Christian Deity;
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethought and
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on Civilization ; Philosophy of Been
larism: Science and Bible Antl!gonistic i
Christian Scheme of RedemJ?tion. For all 01
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEK
ER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

REDUCED TO $1.00.

THE STORY HOUR.

H I S T 0 R Y
oF THE

INTELLECTUAL DE"VELOP""UENT
'
ill.
Of Europe.

Revised Edition-2 vols-Prioe, S8.
By JOH~ WILLIAM DRAPER. M D LL.D.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER

.JUST OUT.

Christian Absurdities.

A. Book for Children and Youth.

BY JOHN PECK.

BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.

Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.

Over a hundred fine illustrations.

1 SHORT LESSON IN HISTORY

F. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Human Temperaments," with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents;. "Generation before Re<ten
eration," by Dr. E • .IS. Foote, Jr.~)O cents; ''Re
A double-page picture contrasting science and
ports of Conventions and Parlor meetin!l's during
1882," 10 cents; "Third Annual ConventiOn of thf Gheology, showing how the one has labored for
unman advancement, and how the other ha
(nstitute of Heredity.Mav 29, 1888.''10 cents. '
r.<1tt.~>••
TliE TRUTH REEKER.
alwa.ys opposed it.
Price. six copies, 80 cents; one dozen 50 oents
twen.Jy-fl.ve copies for $1; one hundred copies for
THE TRUTH S~ 16'K}'R ANNUAL. $8.
We wish that the friends of Freethought would
Price, 25 CP.nts.
'istribute thousands of. these telling Pictures.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

THE'SWAN

El~STIC

HEELI

WILL PREVENT ALL

SHOCK OR JAR.
With it you can WALK FouR
EAOIEB THAN ONE ON A
HEEL. Fur particulars
ADDRESS

DR. SWAN, BEAVER DAM, WIS.
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IV. Proem to Genesis : A Plea for a Fair Trial/
ByHon.W.E.Gladstone.
,
V. Dawn of Oreation. An Answer to Mr. Glad- '
stone. By Albert Beville, D.D.
A DrsoussroN BETWEEN
I VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
HUXLEY MULLER '
Huxley.
. I
•
•
•
•
THE conferring of the pallium on Bishop 1 GLADSTONE
LINTON REVILLJJJ
' VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Lm- ONE s1tuatwn only of the married state IS ex.
'
.
•
/
. ~on.
.
.
eluded from pleasure, and that is a state of indifIreland of Minnesota took place at St. Paul
On the Oonihot between Genes1s and Geology. • ThiS 1s a ne'! book and oonta.ms the latest discus- ferenoe. but ·as many of my readers 1 hoPe, know
on the 27th ult.
OONTENTB : .
' s1on on the m1sta.kes of Moses. The names of the
'
.
.
. '.
.
I. Dawn of Oreation and of Worship. BY Hon. participants are a guarantee of its able character, what an exqmsit delight. there IS m oonveymg
W. E. Gladstone.
pleasure to a beloved obJect, so some few, I am
FBANOE took possession of the Marquesa ·
II. The Interpreters of Genesis· and the InterPrice, p~per, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
afraid, may hav experienced the satisfaction of
group of South Sea islands, after bloody
preter.s of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Hnx!.e_y.
Add ss THE TRUTH BEEKER
tormenting one we hate It is 1 apprehend, to
III.
Postsonpt
to
Bolar
Myths.
By
Prof.
Max
re
•
·
.
•
•
fighting with the nativs.
Muller
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
come at this latter pleasure, that we see both sexes
•
often
giv
up that ease in
TrrE first snow of the
marriage which they might
season fell on the 29th
otherwise possess, though
ult.
their mate was never so disagreeable to them : hence
IT is reported that a
the wife often 'lluts on fits
grocers' trust is being
of love and jealousy; nay,
even denies herself any
formed.
pleasure, to disturb and
YELLOW fever cases to
prevent those of her husband ; and he again, in re·
date, nearly 3,000; deaths,
turn, puts frequent renearly 300.
straints on himself, and
stays at home in company
!BELAND'S poor haV
which he dialikes, in order
disheartening outlook for
to eonfine his wife to what
the winter.
she equally detests : hence,
too, must flow those tears
JAPAN is having disaswhich a widow sometimes
trous volcanic eruptions
so plentifully sheds over
and earthquakes.
the ashes of a husband with
whom ~he led a life of conTHE Christian nations
stant disquiet and turbuof Italy and Abyssinia
lency, and whom now she
can never hope to torment
continue their war.
any more.-Ptezatno.
WORKINGMEN demand
IF there is any man I de·
change in the conspiracy
test, it is the man who
laws that will allow boy.
thinks he is the head of a
family-the man who thinks
cottiug.
he is" boss." • • • I hate
ENGLAND and Wales
above all things a. cross
man. What right has he to
hav 593,427 Sundaymurder the sunshine of a
school teachers and
day 1 What right has he to
5,200. 776 scholars.
assassinate the hY of life 1
When :ron go home you
WILLIAM II. is renewought to go like. a ray of
ing persecution of the
light-so that it will, even
Jews, and disgusting adin the night, burst out of
the doors and wir.dows and
vanced peoples by other
illuminate the darkness.brutal acts.
Inoersoll.
"C>o THE latest collection of
THE doctrin of salvation
by grace had substituted
Peter's Pence in the Dubfavor and eaprice for the
lin diocese. was $8,000,
BALAAM. HAS A DISTINGUISHED VISITOR.
rights of natural justice,
falling off only $500 from
And he said unto them, Lodge here this night, and I will bring you word again, as the Lord shall speak tmto me: And the
and for a. series of centuries
the previous average.
the consequences of its
princes of Moab abode with Balaam. And God came unto Balaam, and said, What men are these with thee P-Num. xxii, 8, 9.
teachings were seen in
FRENCH scientists conthe treatment of 'nearly
tinue their investigation of mesmerism apd
every
benefactor
of
mankind.
The prince who
,lool! He J'ined diggin' an' soratohin' fo' to pull
other occult psychical phenomena.
nisself down dat hole. BY um by, while he wnz devoted the fruits of his conquests to the feeding
a-diggin• an' soratchin' an' makin' de di't fiy like a of countless convent drones, let scholars etarve
NEW YORK Italians commemorated by a
bull in fly-time, an• gittin' nea.her an' neaher dat and loaded the discoverer of a. New World with
parade the occupation of Rome by Victor Em- IF Oanada is afraid of retaliation, she should groun• hog, so's he could tech him wid a. stick, de chains. His successors who lavished the treasmanuel.
join the United States and get in out of the reign. ole debbie let go ob him, an• he felt de religion ures of their vast empire on pimp& and clerical
oomin'. An' he scratch ha.'der an' ha'der, an• by mountebanks, let Oervantes perish in penury.
CATHOLICS continue indignant at their "per- IT is doubtful if Edison's new talking machines um by it come an• swell him chock full ob de right The sovereign protector of a thousand stall-fed
will
ever
supersede
the
old
reliable
sewing
sosecution" by the fearless liberal Italian prime
spirit. He wnz jest a.-touohin• de groun' hog wid prelates refused to relieve the last distress of John
cieties.
de till end ob his longest fingah, an• he j'ined Kepler. The moralists who thought it a grievance
minister, Crispi.
J.A.oK (who has just come into a fortune) : "Now shoutin': 'Glory I glory I Praise de Lo•d, I got that the church should be denied the right of
THE bishop of London gets $50,000 a year, that I hav all this money, Dick, I don•t know what her!'
tithing the Ianda of southern Spain, had no pity
"What you t'ink Unele Dan did 1 What you for the sufferings of the men whose labor had
two. palaces to liv in, a valuable patronage, to do first." D'ck : "Why don't you marry?"
Jack : "Never I The fortune has done a.way with t•ink he done 1 Does you t•ink he stop soratohin' made those lands blossom like the gardena of
and other perquisite.
all necessity of marrying."
an· diggin' 'cause he got his religion 1 No, brud- paradise, and who were exiled by thousands for
LAST Sunday was observed throughout the
MAGISTRATE : " Madam, your husband charges dahs an• sistahs, Uncle Dan Bloodgood sez he kep' the crime of preferring the unitary god of the
Koran to the trinitary Gods of the New TestaCatholic world as a day of prayer for relief of you with assault.'' Madam: "Ye11, your honor; I right on till he got de groun' hog, too.
'"Da.t•s it I Dat•s it I Keep right on till you gits ment.-Prof. Pezcx L. Omaza, M.D., tn T/18 Btbze or
asked him if he would ever cease to love me, a.od
souls from purgatory.
he was so slow in answering me that I hit him de groun• hog I You da.t•s got religion, keep right Nature. ·
FoB his religion, it was fit
LEo is vexed with Bismarck because that with a. mop. I'm only a. woman, your honor on till you gits honest.
"Rise fo' de blessin'I"-Tobe Hoaoe, tn Puclc.
·To match his learning and his wit.
statesman does not force Italy to restore the [tears], and a. woman's life without love is a mere
'Twas Presbyterian true blue ;
blight."
A BTB.A.NGEB with a sad, tired look and a manner
papal temporal power.
For he was of that stubborn crew
MIBB 0LAR.A.: "It distresses me greatly to cause indicating that he wished to escape general obOf errant saints, whom all men grant
PoLITICIANS utilize every trouble with for- you pain, Mr. Worchestershire, but I love another." servation, came wearily into a. little Western town
To be the true church militant;
eign nations to gain applause from the masses Mr. Worchestershire: "Ah, me !" Miss Olara: "I the other day. He stopped at the town well to
Such as do build their faith upon
hav always supposed that you were interested in slake his thirst and bathe hie flushed face. and
filled with race hatreds.
The holy text of pike and gun,
Ethel Simpson, Mr. Worohestershire; she is a. brow, and w!ilile he drank a denizen of the town
Decide all controversies by
LoNDON stay and corset makers report that noble girl." Mr. Worchestershire: "Ah, yes, Miss drew ~ear to quaff of the cooling water. He, too,
Infallible artillery ;
had a. careworn face and an air of general discourthe size of the female waist has decreased two Clara; but I had the same luck with her that I agement.
And prove their dootrin orthodox
"Stranger here, ain't you?" he asked
hav
just
had
with
you."
By apostolic blows and knocks ;
inches in twenty-five years.
of the wayfarer. "Yep, stranger now, but I used
"HAs the campaign opened in your neighbor- to liv round here." "No, did you 1 Lately?"
Oall fire, and sword, and desolation,
PunLIOATION of the diary of Frederick III. hood yet?" asked a citizen yesterday of a farmer
A godly, thorough reformation,
"No; it's nigh onto ten years since I left." "And
givs fresh evidence that in him Germany lost from one of the Western townships. "Oh, yes," you ain't been back since 1" "No. There's been a
Which always muet be carried on,
was the reply. "Much enthusiasm?" "Heaps of good many changes since then, and I don't reckon
And still be doing, never done;
a liberal ruler of inestimable worth.
it. It has got so that no Democrat can borrow a there's manY left I uster know." "Mebbe not.
As if religion were intended
THE feeling in favor of adopting a universal drawing of tea. from a. RePublican, and no Repub- Who'd you know?" "Well, Iemme see-there was
For nothing else but to be mendedA sect whose chief devotion lies
hour is growing among savants, the Russians lican could get a. bar of soap from a. Democrat if a. woman named Watts I uster know-Bally Wa.tts."
he
was
dying
for
it.
Oh,
yes,
the
campaign
has
In
odd, perverse antipathies;
"Did you know Bally Watts 1" asked the denizen
being the chief remaining obstacles.
opened."
In
falling out with that or this,
of the town. "Knowed her well. 1-1-did you
LoNDON reports two more of the mysterious
And finding somewhat still amiss;
" MosEs I" he shouted, as :he came rushing into ever hear of Ball.y 1" "Yes, 1-,. "Do you know
More peevish, cross, splenetic,
murders and mutilations of abandoned women, the store just as a. stranger passed out, " did you Bally Watts?" "Yes, 1-1-" The wayfarer
Than dog distract or monkey sick:
seemingly by a monomaniac, making a total sell him sometings?" "No." "You let him go looked carefully around, lowered his voice and
That with more care keep holiday
said cautiously: "Bee here, mister; I've a favor
oudt
und
doa.n'
make
a.
sale
I"
"We
doan•
haf
of six.
The wrong, than others the right way;
der goods he wants." "Vhat vhas dot?" "He to ask. It ain't much. Would you mind not menOompound for sins they are inclined to,
HIGH-BOUNDING clerical titles hav been vhants a bathing-suit." "Vha.t I Und you doan• tionin' to Sally Watts that a stranger was round
By damning those th11y hav no mind to ;
growing so that Dr. Huntington proposes to sell him one of dose $6 oilskin &'!\its for $81 Moses 1 astin• fer her 1 She'd know it was me, and I'd
Still so perverse and opposit,
Moses I But it vhas plain ash day dot you can't ruther ha.v a hyener on my trail than Bally Watts.
·an Episcopal convention to set a fixed limit run some Blothing peesness. You had bettPr hire She's an idee I'm dead, an• I want her to cling to
As if they worshiped God for spite ;
to them.
The self-same thing they wtll abhor
out mit some junk shop."
that idee. If you know Bally Watts, mister, mebbe
One way, and long another fpr. -Butzer.
you know how nigh she comes to bein' kin to
THE ecclesiastical powers of Russia, Italy, EXTBAOT FROM .A. SERMON OF THE BEV. BIM GOOSE· the devil. If she ain't a Zan tippy, I never see one.
INFIDELS are the intellectual discoverers. They.
1
BEBBY, POBBUM BOTTOM, WEST VA.
Turkey, Greece, Roumania, etc., are indusLookee here, stranger; you've got a. sympathetic sail the unknown aeas, and in the realiUs of
"In conoludin•, I want you bruddahs an' sistahs· kind of a. face, an• I b'leeve you'd knew how to feel thought they touch the shores of other woi-lds.
triously intriguing with the rulers of those
dat has got religion to git honest, too. 'Taint no fer a. .feller that's went through what I've went An Infidel is the finder of a new fact-one who in·
nations.
use cahyin' yo' Bible in one han' while yo• stealin' through with, an• I feel as if I'd like to oonftde in the mental sky has seen another star.-Inoersozz.
IN England investigation of the comparativ roastin' eahs lrum yo' neighbor's co'n patch wid de you. Stranger, luster be married to Sally Watts!''
A TBUE man belongs to no other time or place,
oder one.
The recipient of this confidence gave a little gasp,
literacy of the sexes as shown in penmanis the center of thing&. Ordinarily, every"I mind mighty well when ole ULcle Dan Blood- and wrung the hand of the poor wayfarer, saying but
ship awards women three per cent superiority good, sittin' dah, gib in his expe•ienoe 'bout gittin• with deep fervor : "Pity me, man; I'm married to body in society reminds us of somewhat else, or of
some
other person. Oharacter, reality, reminds
on that head.
religion. He had a. ha'd time afo• he got de undah her now I"
you of nothing else; it takes place of the whole
holt on o!e Ba.ta.n an' got him down. Uncle Dan
oreation.-l!'mer&on.
WILLlAld SonY, a New Yorker who has telled how, when de wra.stlin' match wid de debbie
BING, BROTHERS, BING.
THEBE is no man more pusillanimous than I,
divided his life between burglary and exhort- wuz goin' on, he went up back ob de olea.hin' on
usE THE
when I make a military plan. I magnify all the
ing at revival meetings, has been imprisoned Pigeon mountain fo' to out hoop poles. An• while
da.ngers,a.ndallthepossiblemisohanoes. Iamin
he wuz hatchettin' away, cuttin• hoop poles, he
for ill treatment of his wife.
an agitation utterly painful. • • • When my
seed a. groun' hog. He dropped his hatchet, an•
In
your
meetings,
to
make
them
lively
and
interCrrmF-RABBI JosEPH, imported by ortho- took ahter him; an• he run him in his hole. Does eating. THE LmEB.A.L HYMN-Boox contains songs resolution is taken, all is forgot, except whatever
dox Jews to combat Rationalizing tendencies, you t'ink Uncle Dan stan' da.h wa.itin' fo• da.t hole by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes. can make it succeed.-Napoleon Bonaparte.
to tu•n inside out, an' fotch de groun' hog 'long It is hi&!!l:r recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
THE domestic industry of a. people ~annot be
says we must abandon knowledge and con- wid it? No sioh t'ing I He didn't do nuffin' ob Parton,
Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price, · hurt by the greatest prosperity of their neighscience as guidance, and be directed by God. da.t so•t I Uncle Dan Bloodgood not sioh an ole :115
cents.
Address Tm: TBUTJl BuuB Oo.
bors.-Hume.
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THE

Jjlolts and 9Jlippings.
THE property of the Y. M. C. A. in this
country has increased in value from $3,000,000 in 1884 to $7,000,000 in 1887.
WHAT Englishmen say is the most powerful arc light in the world is in a light-house
on the Isle of Wight. It is of 60,000 candlepower, increased by concentrating lenses to
6,000,000 candle-power.
Hrs majesty, the shah of Persia, in forwarding his !'elicitations to the holy father
on the occasion of his sacerdotal jubilee,
sent to his eminence Cardinal Simeoni, prefect of the propaganda, the grand cordon of
the Order of the Lion of the Sun.
HERMANN, the magician, says he has been
around the world three times looking for a
ghost. He doesn't believe in any supernatural manifestation of any kind. He says the
best kind of sleight-of-hand tricks or mindreading exhibitions are accomplished by the
aid of accomplices.-Ex.
MME. DB V ALBA YRB has become notorious
in France because she· yearly presents a petition to the chamber of deputies that women
be allowed to wear any costume they like.
This year she received a reply, saying "that
the law did not prevent women from wearing
men's attire, but that the police did."
THE modern faith healer does not hav any
·trouble to explain difficulties. At a meetihg
a day or two ago a brother claimed to hav
been entirely healed of paralysis. Said a person, "Are you entirely well now?" "Yes,"
was the reply, " all but a little lameness in
my side." Whereupon a sister cried, '' Praise

..
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IS CHRISTIANITY?

the Lord, broth'er. God left that spot there sian creed and turns his attention to passages
so that it would remind you of what he has in that service which shock young minds. and
disconcert older ones the better."
done for you I Glory to God, I say I"
IT was Voltaire who, in his "Reign of
THE martial example set by the young
emperor of Germany has caused unusual Louis XlV.," began the now universaily folactivity in all the war offices in Europe: lowed historical method of subordinating the
More orders are issued, more inspections held, accounts of kings and queens, battles and
and more investigations undertaken than sieges, to the history of the people, their
ever before. All through Europe great bodies progress in the arts and sciences, literature,
of troops are incessantly drilled. The conti- aud social manners. Green's " Histories
nent appears to be a fortified camp. The of the English People" and Buckle's " Histroops are kept in motion from morning to tory of Civilization" are nothing but amplifications of this idea.
night.
THE following message has been received
THE expenditure for war in all the Euro- by Bishop Crowther of the Niger mission
pean states exceeds that for education. In from the Mohammedan emir of Nupe, west
Eo gland the proportion is. about 6 to 1; Africa : " It is not a long matter; it is about
in Prussia, 4 to 1; in Russia, 80 to 1; in barasa [rum]. Barasa, barasa, barasa I It
Denmark, 2 to 1. In Switzerland alone has ruined our country; it has ruined our
is almost as much spent for education as for people very much ; it has made our people
war. The state of Pennsylvania expends mad. I beg you, Malam Kipo, don't forget
$50 for education to $1 for militia mainte- this writing, because we all beg that he should
nance. This is about the average of the whole beg the great priests that they should beg the
country, and so long as it is so, the Americans English queen to prevent bringing barasa into
at least stand some chance of remaining a this land)'
free people.
THE Jersey City faith curists are certainly
THE London Telegraph, which started the interesting folks. One of them is a policemarriage discussion, concludes : "It is clear man, who says that he found he had leased a
to our mind that the law of divorce must be house swarming with croton bugs, cockenlarged to permit dissolution of marriage roaches, and other nuisances. He at once
for desertion, for lunacy, for confirmed ine- prayed for them to go elsewhere. Having
briety, for conviction of di~graceful crimes, plenty of faith, he was rewarded by seeing
as likewise fur established incompatibility of them scamper out like an army overwhelmed
temper and temperament, such as a just and by its foe. Another member of the church
prudent judge would admit to be adequate. was plagued by musketoes, and, summoning
That the marriage service as it sta11ds calls up faith ~nough, prayed that they might go.
also for alteration has been abundantly dem- Away they all went, and now they pester his
onstrated by these letters, and the sooner his neighbors while his family sit out of doors in
grace the primate finishes with the Athana.- peace.

CrvrLIZA.TION is a thing of which many varying definitions hav been given. In a Forum
article, " What Shall the Public Schools
Teach?" Prof. Lester Ward givs the seemingly very good definition that civilization
consists in " the utilization of the materials
and forces of nature;" that so far as the improvement of man's estate is concerned we
know only in order to do, that knowledge unapplied is steril, and is only fruitful when it
makes two blades of grass grow where only
one grew before.
THE motiv force of the world, as officially
summarized by the bureau of statistics, Berlin, presents some remarkable facts, together
with the interesting general stateme11t that
four-fifths of the engins now working in the
world hav been constructed during the last
twenty-five years. In round numbers,
France has 50,000 stationary or portable
soilers, 7,000 locomotivs, and 1,900 boats'
boilers; Germany has 59,000 boilers, 10,000
Iocomotivs, and 1, 700 ships' boilers; Austria,
12.000 boilers and 2,800 locomotivs. The
force equivalent to the working steam-engins
represents in th~ United States 7,500 000
horse-power-4,500,000 in Germany, 3,000,000
in France, and 1,500,000 in Austria. In these
enumerations the motiv power of the locomotivs is not included, ·whose number in all
the world amounts to 105,000, representfug a
total of 3,000,000 horse-power, which amount,
added . to the other powers, givs a total of
46,000,000 horse.power. As a steam horsepower is equal to three actual horses' power,
and a living horse is equal to seven men, the
steam-engins of the world may be said to
represent, therefore, approximately, the work
of 1,000,000,000 men.
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Rome, or Reason1-A Iteplyto Cardinal Manning.
From t11e NOI"lh Antertcan Review.

Superstition " has ears more deaf than adders to the voice
of any true decision."
·
PART I.

Cardinal Manning baa stated the claims of the
Roman Catholic church with great clearness, and
apparently without reser_ve. The ~ge, P?sition, an_d
learning of this man giv a certam weight to his
words, apart from their worth. He represents the
oldest of the Christian churches. The questions
involved are among ths most important that can
engage the human mind. No one having the slightest
regard for that superb thing known as intellectual
honesty, will avoid the issues tendered, or seek in any
way to gain a victory over truth.

.

.

.

.

.
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The proposition is thet "The church itself, by its
marvelous propagation, its eminent sanctity, its inexhaustible fruitfulness in all good things, its catholic
unity and inviucibl•J stability, is a vast and perpetual
motiv of credibility, and an irrefragable witness of
·its own divine legation."
The reasons given as supporting this proposition
are:
That the Catholic church interpenetrates all the
nations of the civilized world; that it is extranational
and independent in R supernational unity; that it is
the same in every place; that it speaks all languages
in the civilized world; that it is obedient to one
head; that as many as seven hundred bishops hav
knelt before the pope; that pilgrims from all nations
hav brought gifts to Rom!', and that all these things
set forth in the mm;t self-evident way the unity and
universality of the R')man church.
It is also asserted tha~ "men see the head of the
church year by year .speaking to the nations of the
world, treating with empires, republics, and governments;" that "there is no othu man on earth that
can so bear himself," and that "neither from Canterbury nor from Constantioople can such a voice go
forth to which rulers and people listen."
'It is also claimed that the Catholic church has
enlightened and purified the world; that it has given
us the peace. and purity of domestic life; that it has
destroyed idolatry and ·demonology; that it gave us
a body of law from a higher source than man; that
it has produced the civilization of Christendom;
that the· popes were the greatest of statesmen and
ulers; that celibacy is better than marriage, and
hat the revolutions and reformations of the last three
hundred years hav been destructiv and calamitous.
We will examin these assertions as well as some
others.
No one will dispute that the Catholic church is the
best witness of its own existence. The same is true
of everything that exists-of every church, great
and small, of every man, and of every insect.
But it is contended that the marvelous growth or
propagation of the church is evidence of its divine
origin. Can it be said that success is supernatural'!
All success in this world is relativ: Majorities are
not necessarily right. If anything is known-if anything can be known-we are sure that very large
bodies of men hav frequently been wrong. We
believe in what is called the progress of mankind.
Progress, for the most part, consists in finding new
truths and getting rid of old errors-that is to say,
getting nearer and nearer in harmony with the facts
of nature, seeing with greater clearness the conditions
of well-being.
We know, if we know anything, that wisdom has
often been trampled beneath the feet of the multitude. We know that the torch of science has been
blown out by the breath of the hydra-headed. We
know that the whole intellectual heaven has been
darkened again and again. The truth or falsity of
a proposition cannot be determined by ascertaining
the number of those who assert, or of those who
deny.
If the marvelous propagation of the Catholic
cbmch proves its divine origin, what shall we say of
the marvelous propagation of Mohammedanism?
N othiug can be clearer than that Christianity arose
out of the ruins of the Roman empire-that is to say,
the ruins of paganism. And it is equally clear that
Mohammedanism arose out of the wreck and ruin of
Catholicism.
It may be interesting in this connection to say that
the Mohammedan now proves the divine m~ssion of
his apostle by appealing to the marvelous propagation of the faith. If the argument is good in the
mouth of a CathoJic, is it not good in the mouth of a
Moslem? Let us see if it is not better.
. According to Cardinal Manning, the Catholic church
triumphed only over the institutions of men-triumphed only over religions that ·had been established
by men-by wicked and ignorant men. But Mohammed triumphed not only ov.er the religions of men,
but over the religion of God. This ignorant driver
of ~amels, this poor, unknown, unlettered boy, unassisted by God, unenlightened by supernatural

means drove the armies of the true cross before him
as tho' winter's storm drives withered leaves. At his
name, priests, bishops, and cardinals fled with white
faces-popes trembled, and the armies of God, fighting for the true faitl', WHe conquered on a thousand
fields.
If the success of a church proves its divinity, and
after that another church arises and defeats the first,
what does that prove T
Let us put this question in a milder form. Suppose the second church livs and flourishes in spite of
the first, what does that prove T
As a matter of fact, however, no church rises with
everything against it. Something is favorable to i_t,
or it could not Exist. If it succeeds and grows, it IS
absolutely certein that the conditions are favorabl~.
If it spreads rapidly, it simply shows that the conditions are exceedinglyfavorable, and that the forces
in olJposition are weak and easily overcome.
. Here, in my own country, within a few years, has
arisen a new religioP.. Its foundations were laid in
an intelligent community, hnving had the advantages
of what is known as modern civilization. Yet this
new faith-founded on the grossest absurdities, as
gross as we find in the scriptures-in spite of all opposition began to grow, and kept growing. It w:as
subjected to persecution, and the persecution Illcreased its strength. It was driven from state to state
by the believers in universal love, until it left what
was called civilization, crossed the wide plains, and
took up its abode on the shores of the Great Salt
Lake. It continued to grow. Its founder, as he declared, had frequent conversations with God, andreceived directions from that source. Hundreds of
miracles were performed-multitudes upon the desert
were miraculously fed-the sick were cured-the
dead were raised, and the Mormon church continued
to grow until now, less than a half a century after the
death of its founder, there are several hundred thousand believers in the new faith.
Do you think that men enough could join this
church to prove the truth of its creed f
Questions of fact or philosophy cannot be settled
simply by numbers. There was a time when the
Copern~can system of astronomy had but few supporters-the multitude being on the other side.
There was a time when the rotation of the earth was
not believed by the majority.
Let us press this idea further. There was a time
when Christianity was not in the majority anywhere.
Let us suppose that the first Christian missionary
had met a prelate of the pagan faith, and suppose
this prelate had used against the Christian missionary the cardinal's argument-how could the missionary hav answered if the cardinal's argument is good!
But, after all, is the success of the Catholic church
a marvel! If this church is of divine origin, if it has
been under the especial care, protection, and guidance of an infinit being, is not its failure far more
wonderful than its success! For eighteen centuries
it has persecuted and preached, and the salvation of
the world is still remote. This is the result, and it
may be asked whether it is worth while to try to convert the world to Catholicism.
, Are Catholics better than Prot_estants? , Are they
nearer honest, neater just, more charitable? Are
Catholic nations better thaQ Protestant_! Do the
Catholic nations move in the van of progress?
Within their jurisdiction are life, liberty, and property safer than anywhere else 1 Is Spain the first
nation of the world 1
Let me ask another question : Are Catholics or
Protestants better than Freethinkers? Has the
Catholic church produced
greater man than Humboldt? Has the Protestant produced a greater than
Darwin? Was not Emerson, so far as purity of life
is concerned, the equal of any true believer? Was
Pius IX., or any other vicar of Christ, superior to
Abraham Lincoln ?
But it is claimed that the Catholic church is universal, and that its universality demonstrates its
divine origin.
According to the Bible, the apostles were ordered
to go into all the world and preach the gospel-yet
not one of them, nor one of their converts at any
time, nor one of the vicars of God for fifteen hundred
years afterward, knew of the existence of the western
hemisphere. During all that time can it be said that
the Catholic church was universal! At the close of
the fifteenth century there was one-half of the world in
which the Catholic faith had never been preached,
and in the other half not one person in ten had ever
heard of it, and of those who had heard of it, not one
in ten believed it: Certainly the Catholic church was
not then universal.
Is it universal now T What impression has Catholicism made upon the many millions of China, of
Japan, of India, of Africa? Can it truthfully be
said that the Catholic church is now universal~
When any church becomes universal, it will be the
only church. There cannot be two universal churches,
neither can there be one universal church and any
other.
The cardinal next tries to prove that the Catholic
church is divine, "by its eminent sanctity and its
inexhaustible fruitfulness in all good things."

a

And here let m~ admit that there are many millions
of good Catholics-that is, of good men and women
who are Catholics. It is unnecessary to charge
universal dishonesty or hypocrisy, for the reason that
this would be only a kind of personality.. Many
thousands of heroes hav died in defense of the faith,
and millions of Catholics hav killed and been killed.
for the sake of their religion.
And here it may be well enough to say that martyrdom does not even tend to prove the truth of a
religion. The man who dies in flames, standing by
what he believes to be true, establishes, not the truth
of what he believes, but his sincerity.
Without calling in question the intentions of the
Catholic church, we can ascertain whether it has been
"inexhaustibly fruitful in all good things," and
whether it has been "eminent for ita sanctity."
In the first place, nothing can be better than goodness. Nothing is more sacred, or can be more sacred,
than the well-being of man. All things that tend to
increase or preserve the happiness of the human race
are go"od-that is to say, they are sacred. All-things
that tend to the destruction of man's well-being, that
tend to his unhappiness, are bad, no matter by whom
they are taught or done.
It is perfectly certain that the Catholic church has
taught, and still teaches, that intellectual liberty is
dangerous-that it should not be allowed. It was
driven to take this position because it had taken
another. It taught, and still teaches, that a certain
belief is necessary to salvation. It has always known
that investigation and inquiry led, or might lead, to
doubt; that doubt leads, or may lead, to heresy, and
that heresy l~;ads to hell. In other words, the
Catholic church has something more important than
this world, more important than the well-being of
man here. It regards this life as an opportunity for
joining that church, for accepting that creed, and for
the saving of your soul.
·
If the Catholic church is right in its premises, it is
right in its conclusion. If it is necessary to believe
the Catholic creed in order to obtain eternal joy, then,
of course, nothing else in this world is, -eomparativly·
speaking, of the slightest importance. Consequently,
the Catholic church has been, and still is, the enemy
of intellectual freedom, of investigation, of inquiryin other words, the enemy of progress in secular
things:
The result of this was an e~ort to compel all men
to accept the belief necessary to salvation. This
effort naturally divided itself into persuasion and
persecution.
·
When one speaks of the "inexhaustible fruitfulness
in all good things" of the Catholic church, we re:
member the horrors and atrocities of the Inquisition
-the rewards offered by the Roman church for the
capture and murder of honest men. We remember
the Dominican order, the members of which; upheld
by t.he vicar of Christ, pursued the heretics like
sleuth-hounds through many centuries.
The church, " inexhaustible in fruitfulness in ~II
good things," not only imprisoned and branded and
burnt the living, but violated the dead. It robbed
graves, to the end that it might convict corpses of
heresy-to the end that. it might take from widows
their portions and from orphans their patrimony.
We remember the millions in the darkness of dungeons-the millions who perished by the swordthe vast multimde destroyed in flames-those who
were flayed alive-those who were blinded-those·
whose tongues were cut out-those into whose
ears was poured molten lead-those whose eyes were
deprived of their lids-those who were tortured and
tormented in every way by which pain could be inflicted and human nature overcome.
And we remember, too, the exultant cry of the
church over the bodies of her victims : " Their bodies were burnt here, but their souls are now tortured
in hell."
We remember that the church, by treachery, bribery, perjury, and the commission of every possible
crime, got possession and control of Christendom,
and we know the use that was made of this powerthat it was used to brutalize, degrade, stupefy, and
"sanctify" the children of men. We know also that
the vicars of Christ were persecutors for opinion's
sake-that they sought to destroy the liberty of
thought through fear-that they endeavored to make
every brain a bastile in which the mind should be a
convict-that they endeavored to make every tongue
a prisoner, watched by a familiar of the Inquisition
-and that they threatened punishment here, imprisonment here, burnings here, and, in the name of
their God, eternal imprisonment and eternal burnings hereafter.
We know, too, that .the Ca. holic church was, during all the years of its power, the enemy of every
science. It preferred magic to medicin, relics to
remedies, priests to physicians. It thought more of
astrologers than of astronomers. It hated geologists-it persecuted the chemist, and imprisoned the
naturalist, and opposed every discovery calculated to
improve the condition of mankind.
It is impossible to forget the persecutions of the
Cathari, the Albigenses, the Waldenses, the Hussites,
the Huguenots, and of every sect that had the cour-
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age to think just a little for itself. Think of a wo- the ignorant and the prostrate. The church, in its excommunicated as a conspirator for the murder of Pope
man-the mother of a family-taken from her chil- " inexhaustible fruitfulness in all good things," al- John, was himself elected pope in 891. Boniface VI. was
his successor. He had been deposed from the diaconate and
dren and burnt, on account of her view as to the lowed its children to perish through ignorance, and from
the priesthood for his immoral and lewd life. Stephen
three natures of Jesus Christ. Think of the Cath- used the diseases it had produced as an instrumen- VII. was the next pope, and he had the dead body of Forolic church-an institution with a divine founder, tality to further enslave its votaries and its victims. mosus taken from the grave, clothed in papal habiliments,
propped up in a chair, and tried before a council. The corpse
presided over by the agent of God-punishing a
was found guilty, three fingers were cut off and the body
woman for giving a cup of cold water to a fellowIt is stated that the Catholic church is immutable, cast into the Tiber. Afterward Stephr,n VII., this vicar of
being who had been anathematized. Think of this and that its immutability establishes its claim to Christ, was thrown into prison and strangled.
church: "fruitful in all good things," launching its divine origin. Was it immutable when its unity, inFrom 896 to 900, five popes were consecrated. Leo V., in
curse at an honest man-not only cursing him from ternal and external, was broken ! Was it precisely less .than two months after he became pope, was cast into
prison by Christopher, one of his chaplains. This Christopher
the crown of his head to the soles of his feet with a the same after its unity was broken that it was be- usurped
his place, and in a little while was expelled from
fiendish particularity, but having at the same time fore T Was it precisely the same after its unity was Rome by Sergius III., who became pope in 905. This pope
the impudence to call on God, and the Holy Ghost, divinely restored that it was while broken' Was it lived in criminal intercourse with the celebrated Theodora,
and Jesus Christ, and the Virgin Mary, to join in the universal while it was without unity' Which of the who with her daughters Marozia and Theodora, both prostitutes, exercised an extraordinary control over him. The
curse; and to curse him not only here, but forever fr.agments was universal-which was immutable?
love of Theodora was also shared by John X. She gave him
hereafter-calling upon all the saints and upon all
The fact that the Catholic church is obedient to the archbishopric of Ravenna, and made him pope in 915.
the redeemed to join in a hallelujah of curses, so that the pope, establishes, not the supernatural origin of The daughter of Theodora overthrew this pope. She surearth' and heaven should reverberate with countless the church, but the mental slavery of its members. prised him in the Lateran Palace. His brother, Peter, was
curses launched at a human being simply for having It establishes the fact that it is a successful organi- killed; the pope was thrown into prison, where he was afterward murdered. Afterward, this Marozia, daughter of
expressed an honest thought.
zation ; that it is cunningly devised ; that it destroys Theodora, made her own son pope, John XI. Many affirmed
This church, so "fruitful in all good things," in- the mental independence, and that whoever abso that Pope Sergius was his father, but his mother inclined to
vented crimes that it might punish. This church lut~ly submits to Hs authority loses the jewel of his attribute him to her husband Alberic, whose brother Guido
she afterward married. Another of her sons, Alberic, jealtried men for a " suspicion of heresy" -imprisoned soul.ous of his brother John, the pope, cast him and their mother
them for the vice of being suspected-stripped them
The fact that Catholics are, to a great extent, into prison. Alberic's son was then elected pope as John
of all they had on earth and allowed them to rot in obedient to the pope, establishes nothing except the XII.
John was nineteen years old when he became the vicar of
dungeons, because they were guilty of the crime of thoroughness of the organization.
Christ. His reign was characterized by the most shocking
having been suspected. This was a part of the canon
Does the fact that millions of the faithful visit immoralities, so that the emperor Otho I. was compelled by
law.
·
Mecca establish the truth of the Koran! Is it a the German clergy to interfere. He was tried. It appeared
It is too late to talk about the " invincible stabil- scene for congratulation when the bishops of thirty ·that John had received bribes for the consecration of bishops;
he ·had ordained one who was only ten years old ; that
ity" of the Catholic church.
·
nations kneel before a man! Is it not humiliating to that
he
was
charged with incest, and with so many adulteries that
It was not invincible in the seventh, or in the know that man is willing to kneel at the feet of man~ the Lateran
Palace had become a brothel. He put out the
eighth, or in the ninth century. It was not invin- Could a noble man demand, or joyfully receive, the eyes of one ecclesiastic; he maimed another-both dying in
consequence of their injuries. He was given to drunkenness
·
cible in Germany in Luther's day. It was not invin- humiliation of his fellows!
cible in the Low Countries. It was not invincible in . As a rule, arrogance and humility go together. and to gambling. He was deposed at last, and Leo VII.
in his stead. Subsequently he got the upper hand.
Scotland, or in England. It was not invincible in He who in power compels his fellow-men to kneel elected
He seized his antagonists ; he cut off the hand of one, the
France. It is not invincible in Italy. It is not su- will himself kneel when weak. The tyrant is a nose, the finger, and the tongue of others. His life was eventpreme in any intellectual center of thv world. It cringer in power; a cringer is a tyrant out of power. ually brought to an end by the vengeance of a man whose
does not triumph in Paris, or Berlin; it is not domi- Great men stand face to face. They meet on equal wife he had seduced.
nant in London, in England; neither is it triumph- terms. The cardinal who kneels in the presence of
And yet I admit that the most infamous popes, the
ant in the United States. It has not within its fold the pope wants the bishop to kneel in his presence; most heartless and fiendish bishops, friars, and priests,
the philosophers, the statesmen, and the thinkers, and the bishop who kneels demands that the priest were models of mercy, charity, and justice when comwho are the leaders of the human race.
shall kneel to him; and the priest who kneels de- pared with the orthodox God-with the God they
It is claimed that Catholicism-" interpenetrates all mands that they .in lower orders shall kneel ; and all, worshiped. These popes, these bishops, these priests,
the nations of the civilized .world," and that "in from pope to the lowest-that is to say, from pope to could persecute only for a few years-they could
some it holds the whole nation in its unity."
exorcist, from pope to the one in charge of the honea burn only for a few moments-but their God threat. I suppose the Catholic church is more powerful in of saints-all demand that the people, the laymen, ened to imprison and burn forever; and their God is
as much worse than they were, as hell is worse than
Spain than in any other nation. The history of this na- those upon whom they liv, shall kneel to them.
tion demonstrates the result of Catholic supremacy,
The man of free and noble spirit will. not kneel. the Inquisition.
the result of an acknowledgment by a people that a Courage has no knees. Fear kneels, or falls upon its
John XIII. was strangled in prison. Boniface VII. imprisoned Benedict VII., and starved him to death. John
certain religion is too sacred to be examined.
ashen face.
was secretly put to death in the dungeons of the castle
Without attempting in an article of this character
The. cardinal insists that the pope is the vicar of xrv.
of St. Angelo. 'fhe corpse of Boniface was dragged by the
to point out the many causes that contributed to the Christ, and that all popes hav been. What is a vicar populace
through the streets.
adoption of Catholicism: by the Spanish people, it is of Jesus Christ? He is a substitute in office. He
It must be remembered that the popes were
enough to say. that Spain, of all nations, has been stands in the place, or occupies the position in rela- assassinated by Catholics-murdered by the faithful
and is the most thoroughly Catholic, and the most tion to the church, in relation to the world, that -that one vicar of Christ strangled another vicar of
thoroughly interpenetrated and dominated by the Jesus Christ would occupy were he the pope at Christ, and that these men were "the greatest rulers
spirit of the church of Rome.
Rome. In other words, he takes Christ's place; so and the greatest statesmen of the earth."
Spain used the sword of the church. In the name that, according to the doctrin of the Catholic church,
John XVI. was seized, his eyes put out, his nose cut
of religion it endeavored to conquer the Infidel Jesus Christ himself is present in the person of the off,Pope
his tongue torn from his mouth, and he was sent through
·
world. It drove fi•om its territory the Moors, not pope.
the streets mounted on an ass, with his face to the tail.
because they were bad, not because they were idle
We all know that a good man may employ a bad Benedict IX., a boy less than twelve years of age, was raitfed
and dishonest, but because they were !Efidels. It agent. A good king might leave his realm and put -to the apostolic throne. One of his successors, Victor III.,
declared that the life of Benedict was so shameful, so foul,
expelled the Jews, not· because they were ignorant in his place a tyrant and wretch. The good man, so
execrable, that he shuddered to describe it. He ruled
or vicious, but because they were unbelievers. It and the good king, cannot certainly know what man- like a captain of banditti. The people, unable to bear longer
drove out the Moriscoes, and deliberately made out- ner of man the agent is-what kind of person the his adulteries, his homicides, and his abominations, rose
casts of the intelligent, the industrious, the honest, vicar is-consequently the bad may be chosen. But against him, and in despair of maintaining his position, he
put up the papacy to auction, and it was bought by a presbyand the useful, because they were not Catholics. It if the king appointed a bad vicar, .knowing him to be ter
named John, who became Gregory VI., in the year of
leaped like a wild beast upon the Low Countries, for bad, knowing that he would oppress the people, grace 1045. Well may we ask, Were these the vicegerents
the destruction of Protestantism. It covered the knowing that he would imprison and burn the noble of God upon earth-these, who ·had truly reached that goal
seas with its fleets, to destroy the intellectual liberty and generous, what excuse can be imagined for such beyond which the last effort of human wickedness cannot
pass?
of man. And not only so-it established the Inqui- a king?
It may be sufficient to say that there is no crime
Now, if the church is of divine origin, and if each
. sition within its borders. It imprisoned the honest,
it burnt the noble, and succeeded after many years pope is the vicar of Jesus Christ, he must hav been that man can commit that has not been committed
of devotion to the true faith, in destroying the in- chosen by Jesus Christ; and when he was chosen, by the vicars of Christ. They hav inflicted every
dustry, the intelligence, the usefulness, the genius, Christ must hav known exactly what his vicar would possible torture, violated every natural right. Greater
the nobility, and the wealth of a nation. It became do.. Can we believe that an infinitly wise and good monsters the human race has not produced.
Among the "some two hundred and fifty-eight
a wreck, & jest of the conquered, and excited the being would choose immoral, dishonest, ignorant,
vi~ars of Christ there were probably some good men.
malicious, heartless, fiendish, and inhuman vicars 1
pity of its former victims.
·
In this period of degradation, the Catholic church
The cardinal admits that " the history of Christian- This would hav happened even if the intention had
ity is the history of the church, and that the history been to get all bad men, for the reason that man
held " the whole nation in its unity."
At last Spain began to deviate from the path of of the church is the history of the pontiffs," and he reaches perfection neither in good nor in evil; but if
the church. It made a treaty with an Infidel power. then declares that "the greatest statesmen and rulers they were selected by Christ himself, if they were
In 1782 it became humbled enough, and wise enough, that the world has ever seen are the popes of Rome." selected by a church with a divine origin and under
Let me call attention to a few passages in Draper's divine guidance, then there is no way to account for
to be friends with Turkey. It made treaties with
Tripoli and Algiers and the Barbary states. It had "History of the Intellectual Development of Eu- the selection of a bad one. If one hypocrit was duly
elected .pope-one murderer, one strangler, one
become too poor to ransom the prisoners taken by rope."
these powers. It began to appreciate the fact that
Constantine was one of the vicars of Christ. Afterward, starver-this demonstrates that all the popes were
it could neither conquer nor convert the world by Stephen V. was chosen. The eyes of Constantine were then selected by men, and by men only, and that the claim
put out by Stephen, acting in Christ'sjlace. The tongue of of divine guidance is born of zeal and uttered without
the sword.
J?ishop Theodorus· was amputate by the man who had knowledge.
Spain has progressed in the arts and sciences, in the
been substituted for God. This bishop was left in a dungeon
But who were the vicars of Christ? How litany
all that tends to enrich and ennoble a nation, in the to perish of thirst. Pope Leo III. was seized in the street
precise proportion that she has lost faith in the and forced into a church, where the nephews of Pope hav there been 1 Cardinal Manning himself does not
Catholic church. This may be said of every other Adrian attempted to put out his eyes and cut off his tongue. know. He is not sure. He says: " Starting from
His successor, Stephen V., was driven ignominiously from St. Peter to Leo XIII., there hav been some two
nation in Christendom.
Torquemada is dead ; Rome.
His successor, Paschal I., was accused of blinding
Ca9telar is alive. The dungeons of .the Inquisition and murdering two ecclesiastica in the Lateran Palace. John hundred and fifty-eight pontiffs claiming to be recogare ·empty, and a little light has penetrated the VIII., unable to resist the Mohammedans, was compelled to nized by the whole Catholic unity as successors of
St. Peter and vicars of Jesus Christ." Why did he
clouds and mists-not much, but a little, Spain is not pay them tribute.
At this time, the bishop of Naples was in secret alliance use the word " some'" Why " claiming '" Does he
yet clotheq and in her right mind. A few years ago
the Mohammedans, and they divided with this Catholic not positivly know! Is it possible that the present
the cholera visited Madrid and other cities. Physi- with
bishop the plunder they collected from other Catholics. This
cians were mobbed. Processions of saints carried bishop was excommunicated by the pope; afterward he gave vicar of Christ is not certain as to the number of his
the host through the streets for the purpose of stay- him absolution because he betrayed the chief l\fohammedans, predecessors ? Is he infallible in faith and fallible
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
tng the plague. The streets were not cleaned; the and assassinated others. There was an ecclesiastical conspir- in fact ?
to murder the pope, and some of the treasures of the
sewers were ftlled. Filth and faith, old partners, acy
church were seized, and the gate of 8t. Pancrazia was
reigned supreme. The church, "eminent for its opened with false keys .to ·adm1t the Saracens. Formosus,
SEND . for. catalog of our publications. Sent free
sanctity," stood in the light and cast its shadow on who had been engaged m these transactions, who had been , on application.
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The Secular Union Congress.
It was one day last week along toward evening
that Lucy Colman sauntered into THE TRUTH SEEKER
office and told the Editorial Reporter that if he
wished to hav safe escort to the Twelfth Annual
Congress of the American Secular Union, to be held
at Pittsburgh, Pa., October 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th,
he would do well to pack his paper and pencils
quickly, as she always wanted to be in good time for
the trains. When the Editorial Reporter jumped
out of a lofty berth on a Pel.lnsylvania palace sleeping·
car, just clearing by great athletic .effort the race
characteristic of a child of Abraham which protruded from the lower berth into the aisle, he
found Mrs. Colman talking to lUra. Barney, the
gPntle woman's rights advocate who is traveling
from city to city to urge the appointment by the
various municipalities of female policemen. Standing in the aisle, brushing the lint from a comfortable traveling shawl, was a determined-looking
lady, whom the porter pointed out as Belva Lockwood, remarking aside that he supposed she had
to make a living somehow. This triflingly irrelevant.
remark was interpreted by the Reporter to mean that
the compassionate child of Africa was somewhat
sorry for the only woman who has been admitted to
the Bar of the United States Suprenie Oourt, and is
now stumping the country in behalf of female suffrage. Mrs. Colman, who is acquainted with about
all the Reformers in the country, lt:ft the female police
advocate and presented the Reporter to the seventh
or eighth (there are eleven) candidate for the presi
dency. Mrs. Lockwood avowed her firm conviction
that she would reside in Washington for the next
four years. She owned a house there, she explained,
and that was her place of abode. She also thought
that Mr. G. Cleveland would be a neighbor of hers
for the same period. Sue is speaking at county
fairs, and did not contradict the remark that she was
certaii:Uy a great attraction. She finds the men ready
to listen• and be convinced, but the women are incredulous as to the benefits to be derived from voting.
But the campaign is a good means of waking up the
country on the question, and she is working for the
Cause. The women, she thought, are outgrowing
the church, and will not very much longer be bound
by superatition. 1\lrs. Lockwood is a strong, bright,
quick woman, who might make an uncomfortable
mother-in-law, but who certainly is an admirably
energetic advocate of the rights of her sex. She spoke
of the adverse decision of the judges of Washington territory in the woman's rights case, and said
she would, if asked, gratuitously argue the appeal
before the Supreme Court at Washington.
If you ask a Pittsburgher what the industries are
that hav given Pittsburgh and Allegheny City (the
two are really one) their population of three hundred
thousand people without souls, he will answer, NATURAL GAS and the steel, iron, and glass works. If
you asked a Pittsburgh Liberal what the most important work of Liberalism was at that date, he would
say, Elect Harry Hoover secretary of the American
Secular Union. Pittsburgh is proud of her natural
gas, and the LibArals of the place hav a great admiration for Mr. Hoover. The two prides kept the
delflgates warm, the one glowing in the grates
aroun·d fire-brick, the other in the groups which
gathered to discuss the affairs of Liberalism. These
discussions were not always good-natured, for between thePittsburgherand theoutside delegate there
speedily grew up a coldness which the natural gas
and heated discussions could but partially dispel.
The delegates from the portions of the country lying
beyond Pittsburgh boul.ldaries were, with one or two
notable exceptions, in favor of retaining the services
of Mr. E. A. Stevens, who had, they alleged, been
remarkably activ, self-sacrificing, and efficient.. The
Pittsburghers, reinforced by Brother Bell and Miss
Voltairine de C!eyre, thought that Chicago was trying to run the universe, beiped along by New York,
and abetted by San Francisco, and that t:Pe time bad
come for Pittsburgh to take charge. Others bad
d1fferent reasons, but these are too contemptible to
catalog. Mr. Stale:y's bookstore was t.be headquarters of Mr. Hoover and his friends, and Mr. Stevens's
rooms the gathering-place for the outside clans, who
made occasional aggressiv raids on the territory of
Harrr Witho~t nfl.ecting upon any particular person, tt was as evtdent as the New Court House which
Pittsburgh is building-, and in her admiration for
which she is almost lost, that a good deal of backbiting and lying had been done. This was a source ·of
great grief to the older workers in the cause, but the
• fact was there. Up to 2 PM. Friday, the day the
Congress opened, this was the state of affairs.
Lafayette Hall is a modorate-sized place, which,

with its two galleries, will accommodate a thousan~
persons. The Pittsburgh Union had decorated 1t
profusely with flags and state banners and festoons
of colors. The stage was covered with plants, and
t:Pe walls with the names of the dead and living exponents of Freethought. Three pieces of music-a
piano, violin, and cornet-had been engaged, and
when they played the fit·st selection there were nineteen persons in the hall. When President Putnam
called the meeting to order there were something
like forty. During the session a dozen or twenty
visiting Freethinkers arrived. President Putnam
made the opening address of welcom_e. Mr. Putnam's
year of hard work has not n:ade him thin, but it bas
made him a more graceful orator, though on this
occasion be read what he had to say to the assembled
delegates. He said :
We hav come together as comrades. We are few against
the many. Our cause is not popular. To educate the world
in freedom, in equal rip;hts, is our supreme purpose. For
this we labor, for this we sacrdlce, for this we hope. In thP
manifold life of civilization no one organization c~n meet all
the needs of the hour. To endeavor to do so is wPaknes~
and not strength. Our work as an organization is special.
not general. We hav a particular ta~k. and to that we must
concentrate the efforts of the organization. The task is both
great and necessary. Unless we and those wbo come after
us succeed, the American republic will be destroyed. We
stand bv the Declaration of Independence.
The Demands of Liberalism represent an immense work.
There must be immense agitation, a vast struggle, and stren.
uous effort for the enthronement of these Demands. in the
state, and until that is done there is no true hberty, no true
republic.
Mr. Putnam then touched upon the question of
church taxation, the public schools, and tile Sunday
laws. Continuing he said:
The importance of our work is thus manifest. Other work
is to be done, other reforms are to be carried. Labor must wiu
its rights; WO!Ilan must hav her equality; monopolies mu~t
be overthrown; the reign of the people must be establi~hed,
but the absolutely neces~ary step to all these is the total
separation of church and state. To dPstroy class legislation
we must first of all obliterate this church legislation. Tn
overthrow monopolies we must attack the ecclesiastical
monopoly. To make the administration of all the laws of
this land non-Christian is the next step to universal rights.
The ~phere ~f the l~cturer ;nust bi' broad~r than 'that of
the organization. He must deal with life and the philosophy
of life. He must deal with political ~ecularism mainly
through philosophical secularhm. Tl:!e Freethought movement includes all there is in civilization. It can publish
books on all subjects; it can concern itself with all suhj~cts.
The lecturer must do this, but in doing this !!'PDeral worK he
should, wherpver possible, emphasize the Nine Demands,
and the particular work of the American l:;ecular Union.
The Secular Union is not a machine for authority. It can
not be run on the old e11clesiastical methods. Red tape is of
very little value in the Liberal movement. The power of the
Union is the power of attraction, of go1d service, of fellowship. Every L'beral is forever free, and at heart a rebel to
every kind of domination. He believes in fair play. There
are no leaders except by natural choice. We are comrades
and we are equals, all of us. There should be no factions,
no axes to grind, no pettv partisan policy. We cannot afforcl
to be divided. If tl:!e Union does not stand for honor, for
generosity, for good will, for courte~y. then it should be
buried out of sight. If we among ourselvs are suspicious.
quarrels.ome, jPalous, partial, then let us adjourn without
date. The org~nization is worse than worthle~s. But I can
not believe that such is the case. 1 cannot believe but that
in every respect this Congress will represent the nobleness of
our work, and thus create a grander impulse and enthusiasm
than ever. There are no spoils. of office. There is notlling
to scramble for. Truth, justice, fellowship, honor-these
are all we hav, these are all we can giv.
At the conclusion of his address President-Putnam
announced the committee on credentials as follows:
E. A. Stevens, F. A. Pierce, Wm. Redfield. While
the committee were receiving credentialR, Mrs. Freeman read her report as head of the Fmance Committee. She said:
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: My report as ChRirman of the Finance Uommittee must be somewhat meager, as I was not
elected to the office until about six months after the last Congres~, and that election bPcame necessary on account of the
resignation of Ed11:ar C. B... all, of Uincinnati, who had been
dulv elected Chairman of the Finance Committee. However
in~fficient my work, the responses from LiheraiR hav been
appreciativ and generous. Mr. Putnam, President of the
Union, has unceasingly advocated during the, past year from
one end of the country to the other the necessity of organi·zation -and act.ion with the same untiring energ-y that he
evinced as Secretary. Mr. Stevens, the present SPCretary,
Mr. Putnam's able ~uccessor, has worked early and late with
energy and enthu~iasm to enhance the work of Liberalism.
Mr. Putnam, and the Chairman of your Finane<' Committee,
sent to the Liberals of the different states a circular letteran appeal for aid. In this reference was made to Girard
College-action which the secretary has had in contemplation
since THE TRUTH SEEKER article publisher\ last February.
The generous, enthusiastic response in reply to these letters
shows that only live questions are needed to awaken the
people-that the spirit. that animated the fathers of therepublic is not dead. From the various localities throughout
the country there was an expression of confidence in the
Union, and an approval of its officers and their work. The
cost of mailing the circulars to Liberals was $18 90. Ftfty
thousand leaflets were also sent out; two thousand Constitutions; one thousand copies of Bacon's "ParadoxPs ·"
nearly one thousand "Museums in the Park: 'Vhy Th~y
Should be Open on Sunday." This pamphlet was issued by
Brother Putnam, as WllS also a plea for impartial taxation
four hundred copies of which were sent out, as well as si~
hundred copies of" God in the State," which were furni~hed
by Messrs. Putnam and Macdonald at cost to the Union.
Much more missionary work would hav been done in the
way of the distribution of Liberal literature had the Union
been possPssed of sufficient funds for the purpose.
Several of the local societies· throughout the state~, more
especially in the West, hav sent aid to the Union for the next

year. The society of Chicago has done nobly. With the
seCrPtary in Chicago, and the "Forum" the lv·adquarters of
the Union, the local society has evinced a mon~ lively interest
in the national organization nnd its work. During the last
year it has paid its pledge of $100. adding to that amount an
additional hundred paid into tlJe Campaign Fund. It bhould
also be remembered that the expenses of tbe lttst Congress
were largely borne by the Liberals of Chicago. The F,mim
-the Secular Union Ht~ll-has been lt·ast•d and r~fitted at
several hundred dollars' expense to the Liberals. TlJe poss ·ssion of this building, on one of the most fashionable
boulevards in the' city, bas given the society a standing it
had heretofore, with all its work, failed to secure. Tbe
n~tional organization is making itself felt as a power. Already, in the supreme court of Illinois, a decision has been
given which, if followed up, furnishes a precedent for wresting thousands of doll~rs from Pcclesiastical power. and this
work was instigated by members of the Chicago U oion.
It is work, tht·n, that is needed-united, energetic action.
It is not alone Girard College that is to be rescued from the
hands of the enemy; it is not alone to right this deal! Freethinker, whose generous tru•t bas been so cruelly betraved,
that the American Secular Uuion has an existence. From
that resplendent past, made glorious by the ~trng-gle of
victorious heroes, comes the watcb.word of alarm, "Eternal
Vtgilance is tbe price of Liberty."
'l'he American S"'cular Union is demanding that that old
will left by the fathers of this nation be enforced-that on no
corner-stone of this great Hepublic shall be written the word
·'Religion."
1\lr. Stevens then reported the following persons as
entttled to votes in the Congress:
OFF!OERS.
President.-8. P. Putnam.
Secretary.-E. A. Stevens.
Ubairman Ftnance Committee.-Mrs. M.A. Freeman.
Chairman Executiv Committee.-E. B. Foote, Jr., MD.
VICe-Presidents.-Cbarlt>R Watts, H~rry Hoover, Homan
Staley, William Redfield, W. S Bell.
ChartPr members.-Lucy N. Colman, Harry Hoover,
Simeon Nixon.
L·fe membPrs.-Leonard Geig-er, Mrs. Geiger, W.L. Willis,
G. F. A. de LP•pinttsse, R G. Smith.
Delegates.-D!l.vid H. Smith, Mrs. S. S. Rockhill, John
Bonner, Alliance, 0.
R H. Hallston, Mrs. M. H. Lyndall, William Seville,
Uolumbus, 0.
G orge L. Robinson, M. A. Freeman, H. B. Marlett, Chicago. Ill.
William Redfield, Emery Frost, Alexander Risk, Fayette
connty, 0.
Mary Smith, Clevelani!. 0.
Marins Heighton, A. D. Swan. KPnt, 0.
E. B. Foote. Jr., M.D., Mr. Manahan, E. M. Macdonald,
MrA. Uynt.hia Leonard. N.-w York city.
F. A. Pierce. A Cutshell, G. W. C~nfield, Simeon Nixon,
A. Untbbert, Pennsylvania state Leagne.
A. Barker, H.. Staley, Geo. Dorey, G. C. Schade, Tllomas
Grundy, Pittsburgh l:;ecular Union.
C. B. Brooks, Linesville, Pa.
The report ;vas accepted as far as it went, but as
many more delegates were expected, the Committee
was directed to continue in set>sion.
The following Committee on Rules and R<lsolutions
was appointAd: Dr. E. B. Foote. Jr., Judge R. B.
West brook, Lucy N. Colman, J. H. Burnham, E. A.
Stevens.
Mrs. Severance wanted to know if annual members
could vote. The Constitution was read, and it was
decided that they could not.
The following Committee on Nominations was then
~ubmitted to the Congress: E. M. M11cdonald, Wm.
Redfield, Leonard Geiger, Geo. Robert~on, Itoman
Staley. Mr. .A.uthony .Ba1 ker opposed the Committee, but it was appointed by a vote of thirteen to
seven.
An Auditing Committee, composed of Mrs. M. A.
Freeman, F. A. P1erce, and R. G. Smith, was then
appointtd.
~arry Hoover rea~ Treasur~'r Eckhard's report,
wbtch showed a recetpt of $1 272 15 ; expenditures,
$1,225 73; ca•h on hand, $46 42. Report referred
to Auditing Committee. The IJames of the donors
to the Uniol!l bav already appeared in these columns,
but for the satisfaction of all parties, the Editorial
Reporter will use hi~ iLfluence wit.h the Editor to
print the report in full in the next TRUTH SEEKER.
President Putnam rose to a question of pnvi1Pge.
Charges had been made against his action as Secretary by 1\lr. Eckhard, and he wanted them prvved
or withdrawn. If anyone had anything to say about
him be wanted it sai<l to his face. This matter was
also referred to the Auditing Committee.
Secretary Stevens then reaJ his report:
ANNUAL REPORT OF SECRETARY OF AMERICAN SECULAR
UNION.
To tlte Ojjicers, Members, and Delegates of tlte Twelftlt Annual
Gongre8S.

LADII!S AND GENTLEliiEN: In re~ponse to demands from
co-workers, and in gratitude for the manifPstation of confidence which an unsought and unanimoots election conferred
I rather rf'luctantly accepted the position of l:;ecretary on~
year ago, fearing that my friends had placed too high an
estimate on my capabilities, and bad perhaps mistaken zpa]
for capacity. Although such cultiva·erl and brilliant writers as
ProfeHsor Rawson, the witty and genial Leland, and the
poet-laureate of LiberaliRm, S. P. Putnam, had previouRly
~eld this post, neverthe!PSR! I determined that, ~o far as lay
1n my power, the orgamzation should hav nothing to rep;ret
hy_th~ selection, and I _hav labored aR faithfully for the upbmldHJg of the AmPrtcan Secular Union as the meager
financial assistance afforded and the many obstacles in my
path would allow.
As you are nware, I was not wholly new to the work, for
my hope and effort for years haq been to help make t.hi9 a
national representativ organization which shall evt•ntually
become, throughout the lPngth and breadth of the lanrl. an
intellectual, social, and politic~! power. Alas! unlooktd-for
complications bav largely tended to thwart tbP. realization of
my desire, and I regret that those stumbling-blocks were not
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from without but within; but in spite of opposition we hav j the court it went, and we were enabled, by the aid of· otlie~ borhood l The11 that is your fault l What are you doing?
pro!l"res~ed.
·
friends, to furnish sufficient points to show that a mammoth You can make Freethinkers without shouting your opinions
After rPporting the proceedings of the Chicago Congress fraud only needed an archbishop to make it eminently re- from the house-tops.
·
.
Let us approach the work of this Congress with the deterfor rhe Liberal pre~s. forwardinll' CPrtificates of mt>mbersbip, spentable.
drafting the Cong-ratulatory orrlered by t!:te Eleventh An null.]
The incarceration of little Ellen Thomas in the House of mination and gravity which the situation demands, for the
Congr JSS to C. Palmer, I outliner!, in brief, a phm of cam- the G•>od Sbepberd and her rescue by friends of our Union, business before u~ is not only fraught with greatest import
paign. laying particular stress on the issuing and distribntiou proves the good work which organized Secularists can ac- to the American s.,cular Union, but to the welfare and futof Jpslflets anrl literature, in an artinle entitled, "A Word to complish.
'
ure of the mce. Let us so act that Pittsburgh may be proud
Liberals F.verywhere." supplementing that by another on . · Not wishing to point too much to personal work, but de- that it has held this Congress.
"Unity, Harmony, Action."
sirous of showing what an activ band of St>cularists can do,
·
E. A. STEVENs, Sec. A. S. U.
Shortly after this an old fPud was reopened, relating to I will refer you to the response of Secretary Marins Heighton
Dr. Foote moved that the Secretary's report be
past matters, having no pnssible bearin!l', except injurinusly, to mv question, What has the Kent Society done in its exist- adopted. Mr. A. B. Bradford wanted it discussed,
on ~he or!!anizlltion at the present time, and it seemed as ence ?-which, of course, is only a part:
off lrt W"nS 1remg
°
... d
I tb e ]"f
t
and move. d that it be laid on the tab,le, saying that
tb ough e·vory
'
oua e t 0 st range
1 e ou
It has organized a Secnll!.l" libral"v of one bundred volumes.
of the American Secular Union to gratify perAonal animosity,
I& has introduced TnE ·rBuTEI SEEKFB into m"re than one hnn- perhaps all is not gold that glitters. Mr. Stevens
from which it has doubtless An:ffPred ever since.
dred f~~.mi!ie•. and maintained a. •tanding subscriPtion of some replied, and the report was adopted.
f
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seventy names.
.
h t
F ee1mg
t a manv o our reet Ollll'
ecturers were isTt ...... organizod and maintainPd aeven lecture courses a.t '!.cos'
Friday evening VIce-President Watts presided. D.
afft'eterl and ind•fferPnt toward the Union, I endeavored to of $3 6 04. all of wb10h, save Dr Y·•rk's, yielded a. small profit after G C
d D J l" t S
inaugurate a plan which would enlist their activ support, so oaylnK txpenses. All ha.v been free, and the surplus put into the
· row, of the Indian Territory, an
r. U 1e
evthis organiz'l.tion should be what the American Secular Union h~•;,a~~intains a. circulating tract librar:v to the number of f~ur erance made speeches, followed by a few words from
was intended-a souree of help and revenue to workers for hundred.
·
·
Lucy N. Colman. Mr. Crow is a new comer on the
Secularization of state. That plan and others, which received
lr. has conduoted,. three daYil' debate, and by it spiked the guns lecture platform, and, suffering from the embarrass· d
f b B d f D'
"II b
b · d nf •·he bomb>t•tic Oa.•holics.
th e In
orsement 0 t e oar o
tremors, wr
e su mrue
It ha• re~rula.r fortnightlY meetings; has challenged the local ment of that circumstance, did not do justice to himto the proper committee, who will accept, amend, or reject eiAr~ry to me .. t it in debate.
~
·
d
them.
It t.akes higher mo~al •tanil than th• cbnTches.
self. He has a good presence and voice, is witty an
Some featum of this year's work bas been the distribution Ch~trter
It is nel!'ot.Iat.ing for a. lot noon which to build a ball, and it has a learned, and when he learns how to build a lecture
and vet it is VoUngt>r than Q,eve\i.nd'S admini•tra.tion.
of thouRandR of leaflets, constitutions, pamphlets, bearing on
It oa.n keep btl!"otR out of the scbool boa.rit, ~tnd is feaTPd and re
with a spinal column running through it, will be an
tax exemption, the injustice of Sunrlay closing of the mu- •oeot d bv tne p·>Jit.ician•. 'l'h~tt is a ulorimH record surelv, a•td if extremAly interesting speaker. Dr .. Severance's subJ" ect
sen mo. etc., to D!'Arly every person who marie a contribution every chartered society bail done half a.• much, politicians would
to the Camp•dgn Fund, and often distributPd among earnPst not need to crawl after Pries&s and. preachers.
was, "Dangers to American Liberty." The doctor is
work .. rs who bad not sPnt a donation, but who we fell
The correspondence baq been quite voluminous, and the always brilliant, forcible, and charming, and almost
wonld n~e them to the best advantage.
~ecretary ha~ been rPque~ted to perform some very peculiar converted the audience to her rather pessimistic
The Union has twentv electrotypes of leaflets Nos. 1 and missions by Liberals in distant points. Then the pamphlets views. Mrs. Colman, however, who has been in the
2. The amount or Jeafl·ts and literature printPd or dis- 11nrl leaflets were to be wrapped, directed, and forwarded,
d
tribntpd (some of which was left from former adminiotra. besides writing an average of three articles a week for the thick of the Reform warfare for a generation an a
tion•) was about fifty-five thousand copies; and while I press. Yon can rt>st assured that the secr~;:taryship of the half, reassured us by affirming that things were betC'onsider this a limited showing, it is a commennPment, and A.merican Secular Union is not a sinPCure.
ter now than forty-five years ago, and would probably
it bas bC;'en fairly scattPred along PreRident. Putnam's return
The Chicago society takes a great deal of time and atten- be better still in a few years more. Mrs. Colman is
route, as fttr as it wnuld .,. 0 , and by his ener.,.Y. nearly every tion, but aq I consider that an activ branch of the American
d
O
t
f
h
,.,
· wor k d one f or tb at IS· a1ways m"therJD
· · d"Irect1y a won er.
ver seven y years o age, s e preserves
town in Oregon, Washington
ts_rritory, and"' Urah be ba~ secu 1ar u nron,
visitrd bas hPPn brought into act tv sympathy with the Amer- or dirPctly for the welfare of the American Secular Union. ; much of her youthful strength and all of her midican t:lecular Union, anrl severll.l hav taken out charters.
President Putnam has labored early and late, devoted !I life mental vigor. She is the center of atbraotion at
Some organizations which hav been slumb..-ring for yearR large portion of his paper to its interest, rolled up a splendirl the hotel, and around her in the parlors is always a
plerlgest off group o f eager I"IS t eners. Th e repor t frs f o II ow h er
h av been reviverl, notably I"n Cleveland, Alliance, St. Lour·s. list of newly cbarter .. d orll'aniz>ttions, · secured
h
centers of intelligence and population whPre the chances for large sums o f money, b een b ur d ene d wit a 1arge amoun o
their permanence is greater. OorrP~pondence with a view to corr,spondence, on which he has Rpent his time, labor, and A.nd the Congress givs heed to her words. She is an
org-anization is being bad with Detroit and Minneapoli~. postage, and has worked as indefatigably and assiduously Elizur Wright of the other SPX. and the delegates
Charters hav bePn issuPd to Fre~no, Anaheim, San Jo~e fnr the American Secular Union this year as though in refernd to her as the Mother of Liberalism. ChairCaL; Rravton. McMinnville, Ore.; Qtiincy, Ill.; St.. Louis, recPipt of a sa ar:v, but has been repaid by Rlanders.
man Watts also made a brief address at the close of
Mo.; West Union, 0 ; Fll.irmount, Minn., and L''Cust Dale, Pa.
On the matter of a Liberal lecture bureau I hav done noth. Mrs. Colman's remarks.
A larger Jist of life members-who always bav formed the ing but gather information, which satisfies me that unless
sinew, intellt>ct, and vertebrre of our Secular cause-hav the le<'turers would consent to remain in certain territory a
Saturday morning the Committee on Rules and
been adrled this vear. Their names are: Leonard Geiger, specified time, and not enter into the country assigned to· Resolutions reported the following:
of Hudson. N Y.,· Dr. W. L. Willis. of Kokomo Ind.; J. others, from which they mi!l'ht rotate every year or so, the
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IPcture bureou would be of little consequence, as the forYour ommittee on u1es eg 1eave o repo
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A. Smith, Hudson,. N. Y ·, J~ts A. Greenhill, Clinton, Ill ·, mer advantages
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·
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in reference to reduced railroad rates no concur m e ours or assem mg Ill usmess and pu bl"c
I
Ru!l"o Schmirlt, Chicago. Ill.; N. C. Dahl, CbiC'.agn, Ill; A longer obtain under the interstate commerce law.
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sessiOns as pnnte In 1e program.
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K. 01ds, McMinnville. Ore;.i. E. Chope, Detroit, :Mich.; Owen
sions shall adjourn at 1 P.M., if not sooner. That when sevThom~ts Davies, Brighton, ual; Pbotius l!"isk, Boston, Mass ;
SUGGKSTIONs.
era] topics are set down for ciscussion the time shall be so
J11s. Tuttle. Atlantic, Ill ; Dr. G. F. de Lespinas~e, Orsmge
Now for a few suggestrons upon which to base legislation divided as to include each subject, so that all business ehall
Citv, Ia; N. F Gri•wolrl, Meriden. Conn.; Mrs. M. J. Olrls, at this Congress for the future:
receiTe attention. Five minutes should be allowed each
McMinnville. Ore ; Maj. W. H. Forward. surgeon of tbP
1. Some definit plan and understanding must be mad!' speaker in the d_iscussion, and previo~s to th~ expiration of•
United States army at F1rt Snelling, Minn.; Hon. M. M. with every lecturer· who wishes to be consid 'red as one of the time the cbarr shall announce that m ten mmutes the final
Secor, mayor of R>tcine, Wis. Many of these life members and a worker with the American Secular Union. To the vote must be taken.
b~tv airt .. d financinlly in adrlition to their membership fee. propPr committee I respectfully recommend the adoption or
Your committee also recommend that all resolutions be
The roll of annual members iR also unusually large lind shows modification of the agreement previouslv mention!' d.
referred to the proper committee without debate.
an incrPaAPci interest in the Nine DPmand.s, despite the dis2. The organization, having elected officers to represent it,
tracting infltwnces of a presidential campaign year.
must consider that any person attacking tbe officers without
The rules were adopted. The Committee also
. Offietal friends in Detroit and Chicago hav been q•1ietly. prl'ferring definit charges of official misconduct is th(lreby reported the following, after re!Ilarks by Mr. Anthony
doing valuable service for Secnlariz-ttion. In the forml'r attackin~ tbe organization, and such person must be summa. Barker Dr. Severance, Pzofessor Crow, Charles.
city resolutions were introduced in the common cotincil to rily dealt with. That the Board of Directors select a sub Watts,' Mrs. Colman, Simeon Nixon, Mr. Silver,
tax church property, as well as otbN ext>mptions. Tile por- committee on grievances, to whom all charges mu•t be
J A S
tion rt>lativ to churches was, of course, defeated, but several referred. That the report of this committee, .when it re- A. Cuthbert, Dr. Foote, Jr., and · · pence :
Resolved, That the best means to further the agitation for
religious and educational institutions, which heretofore ceives the sanction of a m!l.jority of the Board of Directors.
escaped taxation, will hav to pay their share of the publiq ~hall be implicitly obeyed until the meeting of the nPxt the tax~ttion of church property is to secure the correct figburdt>n. Among them is the Hibernian Hall. owned by an annual Congress, when, by consent, the matter. may be finally ures in every community as a solid basis for agitation, so
Irish CMholic order. which bas always ·had. a thriving saloon (lealt with. When every president, from Inll'ersoll down, has that the public m<ty know the extent of this outrage, and we
in it. Laf)1yette Hall, a popular dance-house, run under a been malill'ned by some malcontent, it is high time that the earnPstly urge upon all Secularists, individually and collectpretended '· benevolt>nt association," also will be under tbe A.merican Secular Union asserts its dignity; if not, that sort ivly to see that, througll their persnnal infltience on offiDPcrssity of paying taxes, as well as several private schools. of thing will soon make it so that no person will ever accept cia!~ in their neighborhood, this information is obtained and
But the moRt ercouraging fpature is that the immense strnct- the office.
forwarded to the Secretary.
ure which the Young Men's Cbristian A•sociation bav ju•t
3. It is to be hoped that tbe meager receipts of the treasury
After Anthony Barker, E. ·A. Stevens, Simeon
finish I'd will hav to pay taxes, with one of the most. flourish- this year do not mark. the measure of the liberality of its
ing barber-shops, run by this institution, which is always members imd friends, and I hope that if we show some activ, Nixon, and Mr. Silver had spoken to the subjoined
after the nimble 1wnny.
agll'res~iv work. Liberals will gl&.cily re•pond.
resolution, it also was passed:
My former co-worltPr and friend-brother to Detroit'R · 4 I am in favor of action being taken by this Congres~
Resol'IJed, That as a means to prevent the paying of money
hi!l'hest-sAlaried pastoT-H.m. Judson Grenl'll, a leadinll' jour- whereby a committee of legal gpnt]emen, upon which I would to educational institutions of a sectarian character, we utilnalist of Detroit, has been doinll' ~plendid work. for Secular- ~ull'gest Dr. Westbrook be placed, should be appointed, for ize the public press in protest against it, and the courts in
ization in the legi~lature uf Michigan, alld the American the purpose of ascertaining whether we could possibly make such states where it is done in defiance of the laws.
S..-cular Union, as well as its Secretary, are undpr greatobliga a legal fight on the mana!l'ement of Girard College with any
tions to him for furnishin~ complete official rt>turns of chance of winning, and that a sum be set asidP by this ConOn· the Girard College question the Congress
untaxed chnrch propertv for nnt onlY the city of Detroit, bnt ~~:ress to procure such a report. Since the edition of THE adopted this resolution, aftAr hearing brief speeches
the following cities of Michigan: Alpena, Rattle Crel'k, Cold- TRUTH SRKKER last February appeared I hav calculated on bv Messrs. Bradford, Bell, Foote, Cuthbert, Stevens,
water, Charlotte, Oarlillac, Dowa!!.iac. Flint. Greenville. this.
F
Hm~·dale, Holland, I•bpemin,Q". Kalamazno, Ludington, M~tn5. It has been suggested by some that it would be a good N 1xon, and Mesdames Colman and reeman:
is tee, Mar~hall, lthrquette, Ntles, Negaune!', Owosso, and plan for each local organization to rPqnire its members to
Resolved That we req•Iest our fellow-member Judge WestSaginaw. all of whiclt hav appeared in THR TRUTH Sn:KKRR pay $1 annually into the national treasury, as a monthly or brook. to ~ake to the Board of Directors of the American
Of the $13 000 O'lO of exempt property of the City of Detroit, qtiartcrly per capita tax is seldom satisfactorily collected un- Secular Union a brief report on the status of affairs as to
some $4 000 000 was church property, accordinll' to thp tess the organization is of a bent>volent. character. The Sec- Girard College, anll to sug~est, if possible, a practical m~t~od
a~~essments of Hl87. The total asses~ments were $142 000,- retary of the American Secular Union ought to be saved the that might be made use of to. r~forr:n t~e abuse of C_brrsu.an
000, so it follows that the assessed property bad to pay about llumiliation of playing the role of a bowlin~ menrticant in domination and to restore this mstltuuon toconfornuty wrth
eleven per CPnt more to make good this deficit.
some wav, and tile Finance Committee it is hoped will be the express~d purposes and wishes of the founder, Stephen
Through friends in the Cnok county board, tbe SPcretary 11ble to meet the emergency. I would ; 'g!l'est that Pach or Girard.
has been instrumental in hring'n<r into the courts of Chicag" ganiz'ltion should be requirer! to pledge some _sum annually
In relatl"on to the proposed memorial to the late
a monstrous swindle which the C,.tbolics hav been perpetrat- to be paid to the Cll.mpaign Fun~l. If, in every community,
ing on our citfzens. Tllis suhj ·ct cannot be gone into in the Secularists would stand up to be counted, we should soon Courtlandt Palmer, the following was adopted:
detail, as it might. at this j•mCLure be the means of dpfeatin!! become a social and political power. If possible, let them
Resol'IJed That the Board of Directors are herPbyinstructed
frtends who can still be ustful in ventilatinll' similarrMcalities. come togetht>r and each present a plan to c:atber statistics. to endeav~r to sec·ue for publication by the Union the late
The principal points of one case I will very bridiy summarize: and adopt the most feasible. There is a]go a great deal of Court Iandt Palmer's ''Aristocrat''" of Freethought,". Inge_rFor years the maintenance of "d~pendent children" haR work that we could accomplish as Secularists, to defeat the soli's Oration, and such other tr\~, , c3 as hav been ~1ven m
been a bugbear of the conn tv board, until an arrangement was schemes of bigots, that can be done by the united, intelligent memory of onr lamented PresideuL, to form a memorial pamentered into so that all vagrant children not under proper work. of half a dozen Liberals without any public meeting
care, or who committed some misdemeanor, should be Ben- or lectures. Everyone can, if willing, do something. If they phlTeth.e Comm "ttee on Credentials reported a few ad1
tenced to Feehanville or the Evanston Industrial school. coulrl. not engage a hall, they could meet in a parlor. If
The former was erected by Archbishop Feehan. anrl presided they cannot procure a lecturer, read, to those who do not ditional TJ' .J.JUS. The Auditiug Committee, to. whom
over by the Christian Brothers, for the non-sectarian, instruc- subscribe. some of the articles or pamphlets of the American was r€r,>~·red the charges made by Charles Eokhard
tion of bnys, and the latter was a Protestant institution for Secular U uion If you cannot meet each week, meet bi- r.:- ,; __ st President Putnam, reported this, which was
girls. A ~pe ial act was omnibused through our legislature monthly or monthly, only let the meetings be held regularly. . . ;opted unanimously and enthusiastically:
making the county liable f,>r the children committed there, If you hav not the money, let work or thought be suppliP•~
whicll was a plain violat.ion of our constitution. But as the instead. Money is not the only thing needed in our cauge,
The auditing committee, appointed bv this Congress to
two gr .. at Cllri~tian wings, Catholic and Protes~ant, were but it is an important one. Canvass yotu nei!l'hhorhood for examin Samuel P. Putnam's report .. 1885 and 1886, of the
apparently satisfied, t.here were few to protest. and It mattered fn nds; induce those who cannot nffnrd to giv $\00 to giv finances of the American Secular U n10n, are un_able t~ find,
little if they dtd. Never sath<fierl, the Catbolicfl hit upon a $25. anrl those who cannot ~pare $25 should uontribult' 8!5 after close ex'lmination of said rPport as published m ~he
happy expedient to get the girls, or a portion of til em, ul~o, 11s proudly as though it were live times that amount. A hove 1 N "'v York T~UTR S&RKKR of D~cember 4, 1_886, anything
and, as they control our courts, hav thus far sncceederl all, do not giv grudgingly, b11t from the rlePp conviction wrong oc irregular about it .. We find t~at said repor.t wEs
admirably. Reeently some friends were elected to the county that comes of an honest purpoge to do your duty. If you adopted by the Board of Dr~e~tors and s_tgned by Dame~ ·
blJard wllen tile '' bnodle" element wM landed out, anrl these cannot org11nize, try to pay in $1, and collect a like sum Ryan, Cnairman of 'he Auditing 00~£?Ittee. ~ 9 Mr. utmu.tters privatt>lv hrnu~bt bd•>re them. It just happened from your Freethought nei<!hbors in order to assist those nam has been acC•1sed of misapf?ropriatmg certarn f~nds b~
thll.t a bill f,r $19.500 was pending their action, and these who can organize. for every Secular Union, though distant, longing to the Union at the time, or about the time,· his
friends agreed to liJ;tlt its payment if we could fu·rnish the stands as a help to each indivirlnal Secularist in the entire report w~s made, it aeems to us that that was the :proper
(Continued on pag~ 648.)
facts tllq.t cou~Q. IJ.9~ be controverte<l ill. open coqrt, S<.> intq, P,ation. You say there arl) no freetlllnkers in ;rour J:leigh0
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I am getting interested in this question (Spiritual phenomis over thy bead shall be brass, and the earth that is ena),
and would like to bring it to the test.. When I was at
under thee shall be iron. The Lord shall make the - ' s house I met an old lady just leavmg and in tears.
rain of thy land powder and dust; from heaven shall She had had' a seance and had received a message, so she
it come down upon thee until thou be destroyed. believed, from a dea; daughter. I could not help feeling
The Ten Commandments.
if mediumship were a humbug, a man who would work
.And thy carcass shall be meat unto all fowls of the that
on-the emotions in that way deserved the execration of everyTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKEB, Sir: I! the air and unto the beasts of the earth, and no man body.
Ten Commandments read in Christian churches every sh~ll fray them away. Thou shalt· betroth a wife,
So, my dear Mrs. Slenker, never mini this Dr.
Sunday are in any degree obligatory because the and another shall marry her. Thy sons and thy
Bouton
nor the note-shaver either. Their experiLord spoke them unto Moses, are not the following daughters shall be given unto another people, and
ences,
tbe
result of trickery, can hav no weight with
ten commandments equally obligatory, for precisely thine eyes shall look and fail with longing for them
holiest
people-with
people looking, for an .honest
the same reason 1
all the day long, for they shall go into captivity.
solution
for
honest
doubts.
1. "I am the Lord thy God" (Ex. xx, 2), " a eon- Thou shalt serve thine enemies which the Lord shall
Come out openly on your own platform, and if I
suming fire, even a jealous God" (Deut. iv, 24). "I send against thee in hunger, and in thirst, and in
cannot,
another and more competent Spiritualist will
change not" (MaL iii, 6). "I makt:~ peace and I ere- nakedness, and in want of all things; and he shall
McARTHUR.
ate evil" (Isa. xlv, 7), "visiting the iniquity of the put a yoke of iron upon thy neck, until be bav de- meet you.
fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth stroyed thee. And .the Lord shall bri~g a :llation
C. B. Reynolds on His Western Tour.
generation" (Ex. xx, 5). "I kill and I make alive; against thee from far, and he shall bes1ege m thy
PAsco,
WAsH. TERR., Sept. 2, 3.-This is a railroad
I wound and I heal: neither is there any can deliver gates, throughout all thy land which the Lord th_y
out of my hand. · · · If I whet my glittering God bath given thee. And thou shalt eat the frmt junction in the midst of a sandy, sagebrush desertsword and mine hand takes hold on judgment, I will of thine own body, the :flesh of thy sons and of thy the most dreary, forlorn place to a new-coll';1er co~
render vengeance to mine enemies and will reward daughters which the Lord thy God bath given thee, ceivable. Yet with plenty of water vegetation wlll
them that hate me. I wm· make mine arrows drunk in the siege and in the straitness, wherewith thine doubtless become luxuriant. I was made welcome
with blood and my sword shall devour :flesh " (Deut. euemies shall distress thee, so that the man that is by J. W. O'Keefe, the auditor of the county, who is
:xxxii, 39). " Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with tender among you and very delicate, his eye shall be full of hope and enthusiasm as to the great merits
all thine heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy evil toward his brother, and toward the wife of his and possible future of the to~n. He _is a genial,
might" (Deut. vi, 5).
bosom and toward the remnant of his children, kindly-hearted, manly man. . ~1s home 1s th~ a~ode
2. " The first of the first-fruits of thy land thou which 'be shall leave ; so that he shall not giv to any of love, with the only real tnmty, husband, W1fe, and
shalt bring into the house of the Lord thy God" of them of the :flesh of his childnm, whom be shall eat. child. Even in this wretched sand desert, with the
(Ex. xxiii, 18). " He that sacrificeth unto any god The tender and delicate woman among you, which thermometer declaring it 110° in the shade, and the
save unto the Lord only, he shall be utterly de- would not venture to set the sole of her foot upon only relief a. sandstorm, which comes up suddenly
stroyed " (Ex. xxii, 20).
the ground for delicateness and tenderness, her eye and ruthlessly smothers everything with fine sand,
. 3. "No . devoted thing, that a man shall devote shall be evil toward the husband of her bosom, and love makes all roseate.
It was too dreadfully sultry to attempt an afternoon
unto the Lord, of all that he ~ath, both. of man and toward her daughter, and toward her son, and tobeast, and of the field of ~1s p~ssess10n, shall be ward her young children ; for she shall eat them lecture. The people would not venture out. In the
redeemed; every devoted th!ng 1s most holy unto. secretly, for want of all things. In the morning evening we repaired to the school-house,_ standing in.
the Lord. None devoted wh10h shall be. devoted of thou shalt say, Would God it were even! and at solitary dignity alone about _half a. m_lle from the
men s,~all be re~~emed, but shall surely be put to even thou shalt say, Would God it were morning! depot. It is a large, commod1ous buildmg, and was
death (Lev. xxvu, 28, 29).
for the fear of thine heart wherewith thou shalt fear, filled with eager listeners. The intolerable heat ne4. "If thy brother, the son of thy mother, or thy and for the sight of thine eyes which thou shalt see. cessitated opening doors and windo~s, and all the
son, or thy daughter, or the wife of thy bosom, or thy If thou wilt not observe to do all the words of the big bugs of the prairie came to interview the lectfriend, which is as thine own soul, entice the~ secretly, law that are written in this book that thou mayest urer. They crawled down my neck, :flew into my
saying, Let us go and serve other gods, which thou fear this glorious and fearful name, The Lord Thy ears burrowed into my hair; they came in swarms,
attr~cted by the lamp on the desk. When mak~ng
hast not known, thou, nor thy fathers; thou shalt not God" (Deut. xxviii).
P. W. T.
an impressiv gesture, the grace and poetry of motion
consent unto him nor hearken unto him; neither shall
is somewhat marred by sudden dives between neck
thine eye pity him, neither shalt thou spare him,
McArthur to Mrs. Sfenker.
and shirt-collar after a big, black, hard-shelled bug
neither shalt thou conceal him; but thou shalt surely
It is said that " an open confession is good for the with long prickly legs who is trying to dig a hole_in
kill him; thine hand shall be first upon him to put
him to death, and afterward the hand of all the peo- soul," and as Mrs. Slenker admits that from "inherit- one's diaphragm. It does not conduce to seremty
ple. .And thou shalt stone him with stones that he ance and environmiBnt" she may hav become "rather while exposing the fallacies of theology to hav to
dogmatic and dictatorial in speech," peace once more make frantic endeavors to disentangle the legs of bugs
j:e" (Deut. xiii, 6, 10).
·
twisted in one's hair or foil their mad attempts t_o
· 5. "A man, also, or woman, that hath a familiar reigns supreme.
She acquiesces in all I claimed. I am the most enter one's ears. But I did not mind aJittle thing
spirit, or that is a wizard, shall surely be put to
death. They shall stone them with .stones ; their peaceful fellow in the world, when I hav my own like that ·for I had a very large and intelligent audience who were deeply interested in my subject and
blood shall be upon them" (Lev. xx, 27).
way.
I plead guilty to having used the term "no possi- oblivious of my sufferings. At the second lecture
6. "And he that blasphemeth the name of the
Lord, he shall surely be put to death, and all the con- bility" instead of " no probability." There is no ex- the intense heat had somewhat abated, but the. bugs
gregation. shall certainly stone him, as well the cuse for my blunder. The article was written in put in their anpearance just the same; despite the
stranger as he that is born in the land; when he pencil, on a Sunday immediately after a long and ex- great slaughter of the night before, there seemed no
blasphemeth the name of the Lord, shall be put to hausting ride from NewYork,and I did not hav time decrease of their numbers.
There are some really good and intelligent Liberals
to review it.
death" (Lev. xxiv, 16).
So, if it be _pleasant news for the lady, she is re- in Pasco who keep good Brother O'Keefe in counte7. "Both thy bondmen, and thy bondmaids, which
nance, a~d I hav no fears but that their efforts will
thou shalt bav, shall be of the heathen that are round admitted as a contestant.
But to be serious. There is nothing in Mrs. insure Liberalism's keeping pace with the future
about you; of them shall ye buy bondmen and bondmaids. Moreover of the children of the strangers Slenker's letter, nor in fact in any article I bav seen rapid growth of the town.
that do sojourn among you, of them shall ye buy and since this controversy began, that requires consideraNoRTH YAKIMA, W~sH. TERR., Sept. 4, 5, 6.-This
is a railroad-made town, situated between Cascade
of their families that are with you, . . . and tion.
There are doubts. But everyone is entitled to mountains and Columbia river. Three years ago
they shall be your possession. And ye shall take
them as an inheritance for your children after you, to doubt that which seems improbable.
this was a dreary sagebrush prairie without a but or
But it should be remembered that, all else being a dwelling of any kind; to-day it is a thriving little
. inherit them for a possession ; they shall be your
equal, the evidence of one who has seen has more city. It has been fostered by the Northern Pacific
bondmen forever" (Lev. xxv, 44, 46).
8. "And if a man bav a stubborn and rebellious weight than the evidences of a thousand who hav not Railroad. The old town of Yakima, three miles and
son, which will not obey the voice of his father, or seen.
a half south, was flourishing grandly, the adjacent
The question is still open for discussion, not to land owned by actual settlers. This left no chance
the voice of his mother, and that, when they hav
chastened him, will not hearken unto them; then combat doubts, not to confirm preexisting beliefs or for the railroad officials to make a stake, so they laid
shall his father and his mother lay hold on him, and disbeliefs, but to determin from a scientific and phil- out a new town, in which they offered free lots to the
bring him out unto the elders of his city, and unto osophic standpoint the truth or falsity of the Spirit- business men of Yakima, equal in value and desirathe gates of his place; and all the men of that city ual phenomena.
bility of location to those .in the old town, if they
And now that Mrs. Slenker has set ;herself right would remove buildings. The result was a stamshall stone him with stones that he die" (Deut. xxi,
on the question between us, I regret seeing her take pede. The larger stores were cut in two, and then,
18, 19, 21).
9. "Ye shall keep the Sabbath; for it is holy unto another misstep,· one, if possible, far less excusable with the smaller ones, were mounted on rollers and
you; every one that defileth it shall surely be put to than the other. I refer to the matter of Dr. J. B. drawn across the prairie by teams of twenty mules.
death: for whosoever doeth any work therein that Bouton-Dr. Bouton, the self-confessed trickster.
The Bartholet House, quite a large hotel, was moved
Mrs. Slenker, in her review of his book, THE TRUTH without interruption of businerss. Meals were cooked,
soul shall be cut off from among his people. Six
days may work be done; but in the Sabbath is the SEEKER, page 606, says:
and all the boarders ate and slept in the building,
Sabbath of rest, holy to the Lord ; whosoever doeth
While I cannot approve of the deception practiced by the during its transit. The bank building, with its
any work in the Sabbath day, he shall surely be put doctor and his confederates, yet in accordance with the heavy stone vault and huge iron . safes, made the
to death" (Ex. xxxi, 14, 15).
·
theory of making the most and the best of what is, I believe journey with the bank open 11nd all its business tran-.
10. "The Lord thy God hath commanded thee to in utilizing to the utmost the information and record of ex- sacted as usual during banking hours. Within three
•
do these statutes and judgments; thou shalt there- perience thus given to the world.
months the desolate sand prairie became a thriving
fore keep and do them with all thine heart and with
Pshaw ! Mrs. Slenker, how can you utilize the town with · over one hundred house!', besides its
all thy soul" (Deut. xxvi, 16). "But it shall come to information of a liar! What value to you or anyone handsome railroad depot, stores, church, etc. Only
pass, if thou wilt not hearken unto the voice of the is the experience of a trickster 1 What is the differ- in the great West do conditions exist that render
Lord thy God, to observe to do all his command- ence between a self-confessed smircher of character, such things possible. Those who.remained in the
ments / that all these curses shall come upon thee the godly Lambert, and the self-confessed trickster, old town saw it rapidly melt away, and to-day but
and overtake thee. Cursed shalt thou be in the city, the ungodly Bouton ?
very little of old Yakima remains. They are now
and cursed shalt thou be in the field. Cursed shall
You hav admitted that a small part of the phe- suing the railroad for a promised depot, and are sanbe thy basket and thy store. Cursed shall be the nomena are real, are genuin, and yet you commend guin that should they win they can yet revive the
fruit of thy body and the fruit of thy land. Cursed a trickster, if not for his method itself, at least by an drooping fortunes of the old town.
shalt thou be when thou comest in, and cursed shalt open declaration of an intention to utilize his admisNorth Yakima is dreadfully pious, but there are
·
thou be when thou goest out. The Lord shalt make sions.
enough of intelligent, enterprising Liberals to leaven
the pestilence cleave unto thee until be hav con·
Is this fair-? Is it honest! Is it just to yourself the lump. A good impetus was given by the delivsumed thee. The Lord shall smite thee with a con- and your correspondents?
ery of the three lectures.. Though the attendance
sumption, and with a fever, imd with an inflammation,
I am in receipt of a letter from San Francisco. It was not large, the Opera House being only half to
and with an extreme burning, and with the sword, is from a pronounced Materialist, but one who is at two-thirds filled, the lectures started a. spirit of invesand with blasting, and with mildew; and they shall least as honest as he expects his source of information tigation, and desire to read Liberal literature, that
pursue thee until thou perish. And thy heaven that to be. In it he says :
cannot fail of good results. I obtained a number of

~ommnnications.
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rew subsc~~~ersf fLo~ THE TRUTH SEEKER, and sold a
arge quan 1 Y 0
Iberal pamphlets.
C. B. REYNOLDS
----------Lecturing in the Lake States.
When at Fairmont, Minn., I received word that
the Liberals of Janesville and vicinity had concluded
to postpone the lectures, owing to lack of financial
help from lukewarm friends. But having a call from
the_fr~end~ of Waterville, I stopped on my route at
Sm1th s Th'hlls, when those stanch Liberals and friends
of intellectual liberty, Mr. and Mrs. Crow and Mr
~ertons, immediately arran.ged for a ~ectu;e Sunday
mght. Mr. Adams and family, Mr. Twmg and family,
came from Elysian, and Mr. Richards and others
fro n Janesville, favored us with their presence, and
upon .the whole we had a fair audience, considering
the SIZe of the place, and that the good deacon of
the church called the faithful to prayers that night.
At the close of the lecture, the friends of Elysian
arranged for a lecture at that place wednesday
after the close of our engagement at Waterville'
~onday and Tuesday nights. The friends of Water~
VIlle thoug~t enough of my first lecture to engage
me fo~ a senes of lectures, so I lectured again Tuesday m~ht; went to Elysian Wednesday; back to
'Yatervdle Thursday ~d Friday nights. At Waterville I find many stanch and true friends. There is
0 range Durand and wife, who ilan tell what Christian liberty in Arkansas means; the Messrs. Brossards, ~hose hospitality I am now enjoying; then
there Is Mr. Cowles and wife, Mr. and Mrs. DeForest,
Mr. Reynolds, and many others wl::ose names I can
not recall. It is needless to say that as I was the
first Liberal lecturer in the place, an intense excitement has been aroused. Christian ire was aroused ·
prayer-meetings were held hoping to draw tha peo~
ple away from the wicked Infidel lectures, but somehow there~eemed to be such a charm about the r~ligion
of humamty that a good audience of intelligent respectable, attentiv people listened to me for four
nights. The Christians suggested egging the blasphemer out of town, and the talk savored so strongly
of orthodox vengeance that, to save me trouble and
danger, my friends, the last two nights, escorted me
to and from the hall.
· I hav received every courtesy from the Liberals of
Minnesota, and muc~ .flattering encouragement, and
they hav shown a willingness to assist all in their
power financially. Upon the whole my trip into
Minnesota has been a pleasant and sdccessful one.
It is with much regret that I leave this beautiful
state with its charming lakes scattered promiscuously
over the country. But I hav completed my work at
present in Minnesota, so start Wednesday October
3d, for Hannibal, Mo., where I am engaged' to speak
Friday, October 5th. I am also engaged to speak at
Bethany, Mo., and Leon, Iowa. I should like to
hav the Liberals of Missouri, Iowa and Kansas
wishing lectures, address me at Betha~y, Mo.
'
GEo. H. DAwEs.
Waterville, Minn., Sept. 29, 1888.
·

Mt·. Underwood On Protection.
Mr.~-

F. Underwood, who is well known, not only
as a Liberal lecturer, but as recent editor of the
Open Court and the Index, has just published a
pamphlet entitled, " Sophisms of Protection and the
Importance of Tariff Reduction."
'
Our high duties are often said to protect labor;
but Mr. Underwood shows that only one laborer in
thirteen is employed in protected industries and that
for every dollar which is earned by these fav~red few
their employers make $3 of extra profit out of th~
tariff. In other words, our tariff ·does not protect
labor, but capital, and this fact was plainly acknowledged when the system was introduced. Mr. Underwood refutes the plea that tariff reduction would
bring down wages by bringing up such facts as that
labor is paid four times as much in Oregon as in
South Carolina, under the same tariff· that waaes
?ontin11e much ~igher in "free trade E~gland" than
In . protected Germany; and that the condition of
the British laborer has improvad greatly since the
adoption of a tariff for revenue only. So far as dan. ger of competition by employers of pauper labor in
Europe is concerned, we should rem~mber that Mr.
Sargent, who makes fifty tons a day of hardware at
New Haven, says he could send out four times as
much, and sell it anywhere, if he could get free raw
material, for more money is really paid in Europe
than here for the same quantity and quality of work.
The argument 'that the tariff has brought down
prices for us is shown to be a sophism, by the fact
that a similar decline has taken place in Great Britain.
Those who would hav our government buy bonds,
rather than reduce duties, are reminded that the
premium is now exorbitant. The importance of diversifying our industries is acknowledged; but it is
argued, from the fact that this has been done succ~ssfull;y: in the West, in spite of having no prote~
twn agamst the East, whiCh had many great establishments and much lower wages, that our whole
country would be just as well able to dispense with
protection against Europe.
This conclusion is

justified by the increase of our e~port of
manufactured goods to the Sandwich Islands under
ten years of reciprocity, from $450,000 to $3,000,000.
It may also be mentioned that Mr. Blaine acknowl<dges ~ his"TwentyYears in Congress,"the general
prospenty of our country under the low tariff of
1846.
•
1\lr. Underwood· is particularly successful in
showing that, from 1789 to 1816 our tariff was
framed withaviewtorevenue rather'than protection;
so that Webster was able, in 1824, to ascribe the
pr,Jgress of our manufactures, which had been far
more rapid than that of any other nation, to our adherence to the peculiarly American system of low
bt·iffs.
The pamphlet concludes with an appeal "from the
standpoint of the highest ethics" for "freedom of
labor, Untaxed for the enrichment of the employers,"
and "free exchange of all the products of labor, unshackl~d by. a tariff levied to keep up prices." The
style IS plam and earnest, and, at the same time
thoroughl;y dignified and scholarly. The argument~
are pecubarly worthy of attention, in view of the
warnin~, given by Mr. David A. Wells, in the New
Yo~k Weekly ('~st for September 13th, that if the
poh<Jy of restnctmg our manufacturers Qy the duties
on raw materials to the home market, be not speedily
abandoned, our power of production will soon inc~ease so far beyond our power of domestic consumptwn, as to cause suspension of industrial activity and
reduction of wages.
The undersigned will take great pleasure in mail.in~ ·copies of Mr. Underwood's "Address,'' the
" Mills Bill," and similar literature, to any address.
P. 0. Box 61, Concord, Mass. F. M. HoLLAND.

Ifurther

It Is Rotten Authority.
· A correspondent in the· Kansas City Times one
day last week inquires: "What effect bav the research
and discovery of the nineteenth century had upon
the Bible as an authority?''
To which the Times editor replies : " As an
authority on right living its code of morals is unimpaired."
From the very vagueness of the reply it will be
seen that this pious editor does not propose to tell
~he ~ruth, even ~t the expense of not answering the
mquuer at all. But he inadvertently makes an
Rdmission, which is that the Bible, as an autbarity on
~strono~y, for instance, has played out. Now, here
IS my pomt: If the Bible has been found to be incorrect as an auth?rit;y: on astronomy and everything
else, except morahty, Is there not reason for Christians to fear that it may prove incorrect on the allimportant subject of morality also T
If a history whose infallibility has been infilisted
upon for eighteen hundred years has been proved to·
be false in a single instance, it has somehow lost its
infallibility, and how, then, do we know that we are
not following a phantom in our morality T
These few queries I leave for Christians to answer
for, as to myself, I hav always contended · that h~
who follows the Bible in his morality is very apt in
the near future to precede the sheriff into the county
jail.
To giv Freethinkers an idea of the impenetrableness of this pious editor's faith, let me state that to
the inquiry as to where Cain obtained his· wife, he
affirmed to the effect that "her origin had not yet
been definitly ascertained."
HERMAN TIEDJENS.
Leavenworth, Kan.
The National Establishment of the Christian
Religion.
l!'rom the A mertcan Senttne!.

That amendment to the national Constitution that
has been offered by Senator Blair, and which is now
pending in Congress, is a singular sort of a document,
though hardly any more so than was to be expected
in the promotion of the scheme which underlies it,
i.e., the establishment of a national religion. The
proposed amendment is just about as flatly self-contradictory as any proposition could be. Section 1
reads as follows :
No state shall ever make or maintain any law respecting
an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof.
The first sentence of Section 2 reads as follows:
Each state in this union shall establish and maintain a system of free public schools adequate to the education of all the
children living therein, between the ages of six and.sixteen
years, inclusiv, in the common branches of knowledge, and
in virtue, morality, and the principles of the Christian religion.
That is to say, No state shall ever make or maintain a law respecting an establishment of religion;
but every state in this Union shall make and maintain laws establishing the principles of the Christian
religion. And to make assurance doubly sure, Section 3 declares that. ·
The United States shall guaranty to every state, and to the
people ?f every· state and of the United States, the support
and mamtenance of such a system of free public schools as
is herein provided.
And that is to say that the United States government pledges itself that every state shall establish
and maintain the principles of the Ohristian religion.
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This proposed amendment, therefm:-e, at one stroke
establishes Christianity as the national religion be~
cause it declares that every state shall maintain' the
principles of the Christian religion in the public
schools, and the nation is pledged to see that this is
done. Therefore there must be a national decision
of some ~i~d decl~ri~g just what are the principles of,
the Chnsttan rehgwn. Then when that decision
shall hav been made, every etate will hav to receive
from t~e nation just those principles of religion which
tb'e nat1~:m- shall ~~v declared .to be the ~rinciples of
the Chnst1an rehgwn, and whwh the natiOn will hav
pledged itself shall be taught in the public schools of
every state. In · other words, the people of the
United States will then hav to receive their religion
from the government of the United States. Therefore, if Senator Blair's proposed amendment to the
national Constitution does not provide for the establishm~n~ and maintenance of a national religion, then
no rehgwn was ever established or maintained in this
world.
But how shall this national decision be made as to
what are the principles of the Christian religion 1 It
would seem that the second sentence of Seetion 2
makes provision for this. It declares that no " instruction or training shall be given in the doctrins
tenets, balief, ceremonials, or observances peculiar t~
an! sect, d~n~mination, organization, or society,
bemg, or clatmmg to be, religious in its character·
nor ~hall such peculiar doctrine, tenets, belief, cere~
mon1als, or observances, be tauaht or inculcated in
the free public schools."
o
As therefore no religious tenets, doctrine or beliefs
can be taught in the schools, except sdch as are
?om~ on to all ?en~minations of the Christian religion,
It will follow mev1tably that there shall be officially
called a national council of the churches to decide
what are the principles common to all, and to establish a national creed, which shall be enforced and
~nculcated by national power in all the public schools
m the United States. And that will be but the
establishment Of a national religion. And that is
exactly what • Senator Blair's constitutional amendment assures, so surely as it or anything similar to it
sha~l ever be adopted. And that is what theN a tiona!
Rbformers intend shall be.
It wa~ in this way precisely that th~ thing was
wm ked m the fourth century. Constantine made
Christianity the recognized religion of the Roman
empire. Then it became at once necessary that there
should be an imperial decision as to what form of
Christianity should be the imperial religion. To effect
this an imperial council was necessary to formulate
that phase of Christianity which was common to all.
The Council of Nice was convened by imperial command, and an imperial creed was established, which
was inforced by imperial power. That establishment
of. an imperial religion ended only in the imperious
despotism of the papacy.
As surely as the complete establishment of the pa·
pacy followed and grew out of that imperial recognition of Christianity in the fourth ctlntury, just so
surely will the complete establishment of a religious
despotism after the living likeness of the papacy,
follow and grow out of this national recognition of
Christianity provided for ,in the constitutional amendment proposed by Senator Blair, and which is now
pending in Congress.
A. T. J.
Professor Proctor.
B. F. Underwood tn the z,vesltoator.

The daily papers which contain columns about the late
Prof. Richard A. Proctor are generally silent as to his religious belief. They say that he abandoned " Catholicism," but
fail to state the entire truth. ProjessOJ• Proctor was a Radical
Jlreetltinker, an Agnostic. I was acquainted with him personally. I had conversations with him, one fully two hours
in length, and corresponded with him from the spring of
1887 until a short time before his death. He had no belief in
a personal deity, and none in personal immortality. He
regarded the whole system of Christianity in its theological
aspects as a system of superstition. He regard.;d Herbert
Spencer a~ the greatest philosophic thinker of any age.
Some time I will giv to the public valued letters from !lim
now in my possession.
The deatb of Professor Proctor is a calamity which will be
felt over a very wide area. He was not only agreat astronomer, but a popularizer of science in general. What he saw
·in the heavens above and in the earth beneath him, he presented in language adapted to the common understanding.
He was personally one of the most companionable men I
ever met-strong and sensible, yet amiable, genial, witty,
always the perfect gentleman.
From the Independent.

Professor Proctor was one of that very numerous class of
men brought up in the Roman Catholic faith, whom the
erroneous demands of that church upon the faith of its members bav driven into Infidelity. France and Italy hav more
Infidels than Germany, England, or America, for no other
reason than that in those countries modem scholarship has
had to meet the claims of th~ predominant Catholic church.
It is hard to make Mr. Underwood's facts agree
with the Independent's conclusions. Professor
Proctor had no more respect for Protestantism than
for C!ltholicism. In his eyes, both systems were
false.
HETERODox: Such are all who do not think like the
orthodox, or who hav not strength and might sufficient to make themselvs orthodox.- Voltaire.
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(Continued from page 645.)
time for his accuser or accusers to bring said charges of misappropriation, and not at this late day. In the ab~ence of
any specific or formulated charjleB, and as his accuser or
accusers hav not met him face to face to prove their charges,
as he challenged them to do. it seems to us that it woul_d be
· ·
h" c
t
t p
d nt
an act of JliBtJCe for t IB ongress o exonera e res1 e
,Putnam and dPClare such charges unworthy of belief.
Pitt8lYurgh, Oct. 6, 1888.
{F A. PnmcB.
Auditing Committee. MATI'IE A. FREEMAN.
R. G. 8MITH.
The Saturday afternoon session began by the
reading of letters. Charles Bradlaugh wrote :

conslclered too unclean to take part in the religious feasts and
8
~~it~~~ing up all these Jewish records with the .New Testament under the title, holy scripturPB, Christianity mdorses the
,
p
• tl
Jewish iclea of womanhood. In fact, in au1s epls es Of! marriage and the cluties of wives, the position of woman m the
new-dispensation is still one of subjection.
As all these scriptural lessons teaching the slavery of
woman are echoecl and reechoed in every pulpit in our land,
11 b d
and as ecclesiastical law and 'church di8Ciplin are a
ase
on the idea of woman's divinely ordained subjPCtion to man,
how can she, believing such fallacies, hav su!ficient selfrespect to demand an equal share in all the blessmgs and opport unities of life?
The church having made woman a bondslave through the
stron11:est feelings of her nature, 1 hope no m~mbers of the
Am"rican Secular Union propose to keep her m her present
condition lest if enfranchised she should place barriers in
the way of man's religious freedom.
Do not lose sight, gentlemen, of the fact that the infiuence of the vast majority of women is in this direction now.
d
d fi "d
d h
· d"
f
It guards every era le an
resi e •. an t ~ pr~J~ ICes o
early education cling to u~ through hfe: ~t 18 this mfiuenc~
that limits the numbers m your assoCiatiOn, the readers or
your journals, and the audiences in your conventions. Do
you hope to change all this by holding wo.man in her_ present
position, concentratin"' all her enthus1asm, outside the
family, on the church~ the blind victim of a morbid consciPnce and confused speculations of the unknown and the
unknowable? Surely not. If you would realize a. higher
form of religion, you must first broaden the honzon of
woman's thought, and giv her an activ interest in all the
practiCal affairs of life. Open to her all advantages for
thorough eilucation, and inspire her with. some s~lf.-~esp~ct
bv recognizing woman as an equal factor m the C1vihzation
of the nineteenth century.
You cannot, for your own personal love of power, hold
woman as a lawful subject, and then require her, in the
emergencies of life, to assume the responsibilities of a sovereign.
It is pusillanimous, to the last degree, after .all the ol?pression woman has endured through the centunes, for Liberal
thinkers in the free religious association.s of this day to deny
her one liberty, lest she should use it to their disadvantage.
Religious freedom, for the handful of men who ask it, is not
of a tithe of the importance that political freedom is for half
the people of the nation.
•
As to the Secular character of our government, that can
only be fully established and prPserved through the educa.
tion and elevation of woman. Hence the policy of those interested in the triumph of more Liberal religious ideas lies in
the direction of the political emancipation of woman.
The more time and thought she givs to all the great questiona involved in the science of gover.q_ment, and to the imperativ duties of this life, the I eBB she will giv to the church
and speculations about the future.
Sincerely yours,
ELIZ4BETH CADY STANTON.
A great many othH letters were .also read-from
W. F. Jamieson, Mr. Olds, Locust Dale Secular
Union, L. K. Washburn, B. F. Underwood, and many
others.
.
These were all congratulatory and cheering, but
the sad news also came by letter that J. D Shaw's
1 h
father lay at the point of death, and consequent y t e
place of his distinguished and splendid eon was at
his bedside, and not with the Congress in ·Pitts·
burgh.
After the readin.,. of the letters, Mr. MarlPtt spo_ ke
,..
of the work of the Young People's Union of Chicago,
of which he is president. Following him was W. S.
Bell, who addressed the Congress on "Common
Sense vs. Superstition." Mr. Bell is the same solid

20 Cmcus RoAD, ST. JoHN's WooD, LoNDoN, N. W., }
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SPpt. 11, 888. ·
E. A. STEVBNB. E~Q., AmPrican SPcular Union, Tlear Sir:
It is unfortunately, quite impossible for me to attend your
Tweifth Annual Congress at Pittsburgh. I shall be glad,
bowever, if you will giv my most earnest aRsurance to the
FrePtbinkers there aRsernbled of my heartiest wishes for the
suCCPSS of their work. I desire to hA permitted to tender to
the friends of the late Courtlandt Palmer my expression of
deep regret and condolence.
It is plPasant to me to be able to think that in the present
session of ParliAment I hav done something to promote
No. 6 in the,, Demands,, of your platform. I hav bPeD
for the last three or four years intending to again visit
America, but my work grows each year. In default of· ~eeing you face to face I send you my very warmf'st greeting
acro@B the ocen.n both in my own name and on behalf of the
National Secular Society of which I am the prPsiclent.
Yows very sincerely,
C. BRADLA.UGH.
James Parton wrote:
NEwBITRYPORT, MAss., Sept. 16, 1888.
MY DEAR SECRETARY: I trust :you will hav a full. harmonious, and business-like meetivg at Pittsburgh in OctobPr.
As the present presidPntial l'ampaign calls our attention to
the subj~ct of taxation, I hav thought much of late upon the
infinit wrong of taxing a good workingman's home to its full
value and Jetting a ten-million-dollar cathedral go tax. free.
That workingman's horne is the most Bacred and holy thing
in the univerBe. It is also the most important elPment in thP
strength and stability of the nation. What is the cathedral?
It is the toy of a handful of rich men, contributing nothing
to the power of the nation, and nothing to the moral elevation of thA people. It can be demonstrated that the cathedrals of Europe, from St. Peter's to York Minster, are a
cause of moral injury and mental torpor.
1 hope the CongTess will discuss carefully the proj~ct of
suing the Girard CollPge trustees for breach of trust. Where
is the money to come from? Are you prepared to spPnd
half a million dollars upon lawyers and court expenBPB? You
will find nParly the whole of Pennsylvania behind those
trustees, and Pennsylvania is a large-sized antagonist. It is
well to count the cost.
Health and happineBB to all the members.
Very truly yours,
JAMES PARToN.
Horace Seaver wrote for himself and Mr. Mendum:
PAI"'E MJrMORIAL, BosToN, Oct. 3. 1888.
FRIEND STEvENs : It would he a great satisfaction to my
friend Mendum anti myself if we wPre able to attend the
Secular Congress which meets next Friclay, but I am sorry
to say that fePble health and the infirmities of age must prevent. We hopP, however, there may be a larg-e attendance,
and as you will hav some of our best speakers to assist in
presenting important subjects, you will no doubt hav intereating meetings, in which we would be vPrv giRd to take
part if our circumstances were more favorable. Old soldiers
though we are of upward of half a centurv's warfare in the
Secular or Liberal ranks, yet we hav neve::: for a moment lost
our interest in the great and good cause of Freedom and
Humanity, nor failed to defend and promote it as well as we
know how; and our only regret is that we may not be able to
work for it much longer, but while we do liv we are sure speaker as of old, though he has remained most of the
that we shall not "fly the track." Please read this brief past few years in Chicago, and his lecture, internote to the friends present, all of whom we would be glad to spersed with witty anecdotes, was received with a
take by the hand; but as we may never hav this satisfaction, good deal of approbation. After the Congress, Mr.
we send them our best wishes for their health, happiness,
hr
h Oh" b
t
prosperity, and long lives. May they always be united, bar- Bell started on a lecture tour t oug . 10 ack o
monious, and vigilant, and never surrender.
Chicago.
Fraternally,
H. SEAVBR AND J.P. MJi:NDUM.
Saturday evening the first lecture was by J. H.
Elizabeth Cady Stanton wrote:
Burnham on "Organization." Some of the many
To THB OFF!OBRB oF THll: AMBRTCAN SECULAR UNioN IN sensible things that Mr. Burnham said are:
CoNvENTION AssEMBLED, Gentlemen: I regret that it is not in
Organization-whatever that is-is the source of all remy power to accept an invitation to ~peak before your asso- suits, whether psychical, physical, social, ethical, or commerciation. But the distance between Omaha, where I am for cial. What the Christian church has done is evidence of
the winter, and Pittsburgh, is too great for such an under- the effectivness of organization. Uncler the potency of its
taking.
well-organized forces, it has stood with drawn sword, thumbThere are no convocations, however, in which I feel screws, racks, and fagots, and has fright~ned hopeful and
greater interest than in tho~e striving to free the human mind promising civilization back into the night of despair. By
from theological superstitions, more especially as through organization its bony fingers hav throttled the hopes of millthese woman finds her most grievous bondage.
ions, who would hav given the world civilization such as we
A gentleman recently asked me the qnPBtion at a suffrage now hav a thousand years ago, had it not been for the
meeting, "What I thought the grPatest harrier in the wav of pffectiv organization of ecclesiastical, autocratic despotism.
woman's elevation ancl enfranchisment ?" I replied: ''The It put out every civilizing ray of light which glimmered in
perversion of the religious element in her nature." We the portentous gloom of ignorance, religion, and superknow that the religious emotions-reverence for the authority stition. These checks applied to human genius and progress
of the unknown and the u:nknowahle-are strongei: in the by ecclesiastical organization hav turnecl the hand on the dialhuman soul than love of countrv-than natural affection for plate of time back many centuries. The pont.iJI at Rome,
family and kindred-than even iife itself. And as conscience with his well-organized millions, has bid defiance to the
is a matter of latitude ancl education, these religious emo-.. world a thousand times, and can do it to-clay with impunity.
tiona are eqna1ly available for unwise as wise purposes.
There are no nations whom it can be said are civilized who
The history of the race is one long rec'lrd of individual are not in fear of this one man's power, backed as he is by the
sacrifice at the supposed pleasure of some invisible powers. most effectiv organization in the world. There is no man
And as all forms of religion in all ages and countries hav living having the same amount of infinence in politics, even
taught the depravity ancl subordination of woman, it is not in this country, as the pontifical desperado who commands
remarkable that in the nineteenth cPntnrv, under the Jewish two hundred millions of Roman Catholics. It is counter-·
and Christian religion, she should beiieve herself to be organization alone of the· freemen of modem civilization that
What the holy bookS and the priPStbood teach. namely, an CODtaiDB a promiB that the bloody band of ecclesiastiCal clesaftertbought in the CrPation, the author of sin, who, in collu- potism shall be paralyzed, that freedom of thought shall no
sion with the devil, effected the fall of man, and hence cursed longer be throttled. The advocates of human liberty and
of God. Marriage was made for her a condition of slavery, equal rights may to.day be counted by millions-many milland maternity a period of torment anrl peril. "In sorrow ions of the best and bravest of the entire race-and yet these
shalt thou bring forth thy children. Thy desire shall be to millions are subjPct to indignities and insult, such as make
thy husband, and he shall rule nver thee.i•
the blood of civilization boil, from the intellectual paupers
"Thus saith the Lord" has ever bPen a talisman by which )VbO rule over the sacred hosts of imbecility. We may well
tyrants hav held the masses in subjection, and woman in ask, Why these indignities and insults? Why is it that
her unbounded faith has ever been the surest victim. The the friends of the race-the benefactors of all ages-those
Jew in his ritual on each returning Sabhath day thanks the who hav given us our civilization in spite of the dungeons
Lord that he was not born a woman, while the woman says: and the snapping crack of the fagots-why are those so per.
"I thank thee. 0 Lord, that I am what I am according to sistently insulted by the baptized and consecrated-bloodvthy holy will!"
wafer host? The answer is known to friend and foe. We
We cannot estimate the insidious inflnence of these worcls lack in pffectiv organization.
on the character of Jewish womanhood. The Pentateuch
The organized hosts of superstition, i~~;norance, and religabounds with similar sentiments; a contempt is continually ion are well-drH!ed .battalions, and organization of the freeexpressed for everything female in animal life, woman being men of this republic is the only way to hold at bay or check1

mate their despotic forces. Secular and political organization
alone can ~tlCCessfully meet these foes of the world's. ci':iliza:
tion. In 1878 a convPntion was called to mePt at Cmcmnat1
by Robert G. Ingersoll~ It met, and was composed of delegates, men and women, in point of a_bility not p~ralleled by
any convention ever held in the htstory of thJB country.
When this convention adjourned, the unclerAtancling was
that another convention would be called in 1880. However,
greatly t.o be regretted, it was not called, and 1 fear that, this
mistake allowed the opportunity of twenty-~ve years, if D?t
more, to slip through our fingers. We cannot be too ~oon m
correcting this blunder. I see no way to carry on th1B fig~t
for universal mental liberty succeBBfully except through this
method-Secular and political organization. Had this convention been called and such action takPD, we to .. day would
not need to ask for recognition-we would be in a position to
command it and the votes of three millions of American
citizens. I think that such action is the pressing ne~d of the
hour, and that it is the imperativ duty of the AmPrtcan _SeCular Union to inaugurate this movement as soon as possible.
With these weapons we can fight this enemy of the world's
civilization.
We hav the material out of which to create an army of
freemPn that will do the needed work. Our workers are
divided into three classes: First, agitators-those that work
up out of the mines of awakening public feeling_ the
thought, the crude material upon which ~II depends. The
second cla8B are the organizers. They, with skilled hands,
take up this immense wealth, the result of the labor of the
first class, and put the parts together in their proper shape,
so that the third class, administrators, come along and take
the material thus well organized and run the organization in
the interest indicated.
.
Let our organization be made pffectiv in the way that we
hav suggested. Let the Liberal public understand that we
hav conie to stay, that we mean business, and that we are
the persistent foes of this deApotic PCCleRiastical power for
all time. The Liberal public will lend us its aiel in financial
support and in advancing our cause at the polls as soon as
we hav redeemed the mistakes which we hav made. Organize every state as soon and as fast as possible, and then when
we meet in convention with a thousand delegates we shall
not need to ask for recognition; our position will command it.
Mr. Burnham was followed by Mrs. Freeman on
"Cross and Crown." Mrs. Freeman has a musical
ring to her voice-is a kind of an L. K. Washburn in
soprano-and she takes her audiences up many
flights of poetic and pathetic stairways-stairways
trimmed and decorated and fretted and beautiful,
but landing at last in a solid superstructure of common sense and fact. She' is one of the most graceful
of our female orators in the presentation of subjects.
BUNDA~
,
Sunday morning, when the delegates assembled,
they did not know but that nightfall might see all
the speakers in Pittsburgh's jail. The Press of the
previous evening contained this:
.
The utterances of speakers at the Secularists' Congress
hav become so freighted with language that is in gross violation of the laws of the land and abhorrently blasphemous in
the ears of the masses, that it has become a question whether
the authorities should interfere to compel the representative
of the National Union here to confine themselvs tp what is
even commonly considered decency of speech, or bring their
proceedings to. a summary close. The matter was brought
to the attention of the Law and Order Society yesterday
afternoon in the following manner, the note being addressed
to Captain Wishart:
SATURDAY, NooN.
CAPTAIN: Mr. Dean telephones me that a blasphemous met:tivg
is r• ported as being in prouress in L'lfllyette Hall. w,_ll yon proceed to investigate, a.nd 1f the law is viol .. ttd act accord1ngi:V 1

J.H.W.
The Captain Wishart to whom this belligerent note
was sent is the head of the Law and Order Society,
an organization of Protestants who hav united to
make Sun~ay in Pitt!~ burgh the most miserable of all
days in the week. Nothing can be legally sold-not
even grocery, candy, or cigar stores can be kept
open. Everybody must lay in on Saturday night
the solid and liquid refreshment for the following
day. The improvident man who neglects to provide
his spiritual food from the saloon on Saturday must
take it on Sunday from the churches, or not at all. ·
One of the delegates who likes a good cigar, and
came originally from a country where Sunday is not
much of a day, and has lived ever since near New
York, was the most disgusted persof:! in_ the city.
The Editorial Reporter met him on Sunday morning
walking up and down in front of. the hotel, and
swearing earnestly. He had had hts breakfast put
not his cigar. He approached the Editorial Reporter
and unbosomed himself. His language will not do to
print. All at once a thought hit him, and he went
plunging upstairs to his room, and ·punched the button of the electric bell till it went out of sight.
When the bellboy made his appearance he shouted :
"Bring me a cigar!" It came at once. And t~us
did ingenuity on the part of the guest and hypocnsy
on the part of the hotelkeeper triumph over Pittsburgh puritanism. When Mr. Putnam was asking the
audience for a Campaign Fund, that man's name went
down for $50, and he wants it all applied to repealing
Sunday laws.
This state of affairs is due to the Law and Order
Society of Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania has a splendid
blasphemy law whereby any person " who shall willfully premeditatedly, and despitefully blaspheme or
speak loosely and profanely of Almighty God, Chri~t
Jesus, the Holy Spirit, or the scriptures of truth,"
may be made to pay one hundred dollars, and be confined thFee months in jail. Profane swearing in
Pennsylvania costs anybody over sixte~n ~ea~s of age
sixty-seven cents per swear. The tar1ff lB mtended
to be prohibitory, but it is not, and if the constable could hav heard the delegates who wanted cigars
on Sunday morning he might hav captured et~osh

.
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enoug-h to pay the bills of the state for several years.
The Sanday laws are voluminous, rigorous, and allinclusiv. The penalties range from ten shillings to
three hundred dollars a"Qd the stocks. The phraseology of the law indicates its colonial origin, when the
ministers ran things generally. But the Pittsburgh
clergy ate not much behind their ancestors, and are
enforcing these laws with a rigidity that would hav
made Cotton Mather rejoice, though Wm. Penn would
hav protested with all the force of his gentle Quaker
nature. In fact, the Pittsburgh reverends drive the
knife clear up to the hilt into the ungodly who want
to waste money on Sunday, and theirsuccess in enforcing the Sunday law probably induced the Christian crank "J. H. W." to appeal to Captain Witihart
to suppress the blasphemers.
But Captain W.
failed to materialize at Lafayette Hall, and the delegates slept in peace at their various hotels instead of
wrestling with the vermin of a police station-house.
This Sunday terrorization will probably not last
longer than a year or two. When the legislature
next assembles at Harrisburg a vigorous attempt will
be made to modify the law. It ought to be repealed,
but probably the Christians will prevent things going
as far as that. But this year, on Sundays, the denizens of Pennsylvania cities are slaves of the Protestant church.
The first business before the Union, Sunday morning, was the final report of the Committee on CredentiR.ls, as the program contemplated the election
of officers. The Committee reported the additional
names of G. Babson, of Seward, Nf'b., N. Eggleston,
of Aurora, 0 , J. 0. Bentley, of Philadelphia, and
two or three others whose names were not heard by
the Reporter. Altogether, fifty-two persons were reported as entitled to vote. The decision regarding
annual member~had simplified matters, and a motion
from the Pittsburghers to admit proxies was voted
down. Both sides had proxies, but neither knew
just how many the other side bad, though it is probable that the Pittsburghers had the most, as their
c~mpaign had been quietly going on for several
month!!, and they had resorted to the usual political
methods. No delegates were pledged to Mr. Stevens
for secretary, but quite a number were for Mr.
Hoover. Delegates on arriving at Pittsburgh were
presented with cards like this:

~
:
.

. . . . . . . .~~~~~~:;~·~~8~ti~··~~~~~:·~··""'"""l
HARRY HooVER,
Pittsburgh.

:
.

..................................................................................

Mr. Hoover~s ballots had been prepared at a printing office, and the most of the delegates had received
at their homes letters asking them to vote for Mr.
Hoover. Mr. St~<vens's advocate was a silent onehis Record, and the unwritten law that a. tried officer
should not be displaced without good cause. His
friends also bestirred themselvs, and on Friday and
Saturday the war was a merry one. It is to be regretted that it was not a better-natured one.
Incidentally the presidency of the Union was
dragged into the controversy. Mr. Putnam had
positivly declined to be rtelected,. though he could
hav won the prize with ease, and with the exception
of the friends of Mr. Hoover, scarMly a delegate
knew who he really desired for the office. Mr. Hoover's friends had decided to run J. E. Remsburg,
hoping, as the other side alleged, that his popularity
would pull Mr. Hoover through. At any rate, they
offered to throw him over, and vote for Mr. Stevens
for President if the others would vote for Mr. Hoover. The proposition was declined.
The nominating committee made a majority_ report
lls follows :
For Pre.<ident :

JUDGE R. B. WES rBROOR;, of Philadelphia.
Vice-Pre;idents :

CoL R~bert G. Ingersoll, of New York.
Samuel P. Putnam, of San Francisco.
T. B. Wakeman, of New York.
James Parton.
Pbotius Fish.
CllarleR Watts.
Horace Seaver.
A B. Brarlford.
Mattie Krekel.
Juliet H. Severance.
E. B. Foote.
. Leonard Geiger.
Lucy N. Colman..
N.D. Goodell.
James Wardwell.
J. A. Smith.
Dr. S. 8. McLeod.
Wm. Reclfield.
Daniel Aerl.
M. M. Secor.
H'lman l:italey.
W. L. Willis.
H. L. Boyes.
I. J. Truss.
J. H. Burnham.
Maj. W. W. Forward.
H. P. Mason.
Dr. G. F. A. de Lespinasse. Joseph Sedgebeer.
Secretary.-E A. STEVENS, Chicago.
Treasnrer.-On·o \VETTSTRIN, Hochelle, Ill.
Chairman Execut\v Committee.-E. B. FooTE, JR., New
York. ·
Chairman Finance Committee.-MRs. M. A. FREEMAN,
Chicago.
'
.
E:hcutiv Committee.-Mas~acbusetfs, Geo. N. Bill, 236
State street, lloston; New York, H. L. Green, Buffalo;
Ohio, R. G. Smith. Alliance; Pl'nnsylvania. Wm. Wbittick,
Dushore; Wi~consin, Mrs. Severance; Indiana, John A.
Geeting, Wa~bington; Illinois, H. B. Marlett, Chicago;
Iowa, F. J GrePn, .Nevinsville; Missouri. G H Becl,, R•~k
port; Kan~as, T. H. Terry, Bavaria; N~bra~ka, G )3ab.
son, Seward; Coloraclo, E. T. Weber, Denver; Utah,
Jas. A. Williams, Park City; Montana. E M. Dunkle,·Butte
City; Iclaho, J. A. Dttvi~. lloi~e City ; On·gon, C. Heal, p,,rtland; California, W. F. Freeman, Stockton; Vermont; John
p. Powers, Woodstock ; Arizona, 9arl Hyldahl, Fort

Thomas; TPxas, Daniel A. AerJ, Loraine; Minne~oia, H. C.
Draver, Stillwater, or J. H. Collins, Barum; Indian Terr.,
- - ; Dakota. N. S. Johnson; Wash. Terr., Sol Center,
Walla Walla; Ne~ Mexi?o, Prof. D. G. Crow; Kentncl,y,
W. H. Tyree, Lexmgton; rennessee. M. I. Green, Na~hville·
W. Virginia, Louis WolfeR, Sr., Martinsburgh · Virginia'
, Maryland. Aaron Davis, .FrPderick; Arkansas. Jas:
B. Bassett, Little Rock; Michigan, J. H. Burnham· Maine
- - ; New Hampshire, - - ; Connecticut, --'- ; Ala:
bama, E. I. Norton, Mobile; Georgia, L. J. Moulder, Sheltonville.
A minority report was read, substituting the names
of J. E. Remsburg and Harry Hoover for President
and Secretary reBpectivly. The Secretary was inst,ructed by the Congress to cast a ballot electing all
officers who were not opposed. A motion to postpone the election of President and Secretary was
loRt. The first ballot resulted as follows:
R. B. Westbrook .................................................... 22
J. E. RPmsburg ........................ ,............................. 2l
J. H. Burnham ......................................... : ............ .f)
S. P. Putnam .......................................................... 2
No election. The two lowest candidates were then
dropped and a second vote was taken. Result:
R B. Westbrook .................................................... 26
J. E. Remsburg ..................................................... 22
Judge Westbrook was declared elected, and on
motion of one of his op' ponents the election was made
unanimous. It was a peculiar vote for this cffice.
Under other circumstances either gentleman would
hav had every vote in the Congress, and the applause
h' h f 11
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est roo s unanimous election was as hearty and sincere as though no one had
voted any other way. There was really no one opposed to him except because of the disputed secretaryship, and no one opposed to Mr. Remsburg except
f or the same reason, and the further one that it was
deemed best by the nominating committee to put no
leCiturers or people connected with Libera! papers in
office, in order that the jealousy existing between
some of these might hav no meat to feed upon.
Judge West brook, who was at home unconscious
of t.he honor done him, was notified by telegraph.
Later in the affairs of the Congress his acceptance
was t 8 Iegrap h e d ' as f 0 ]I ows:
THE AlllERIO>~.N SKoULAR UNION: Regarding the American
Secular Union as an organization for the protection and promotion of the principle implied in its nnme, and not for the
advancement of any dogma of religious belief or disbelief, I
cordially accept its presidency unanimously tendered to me,
and plPdge myself to resist all encroachments of mcerdotalism, whether papal or puritan.
R. B. WEB'I BROOK.
The election of Judge Westbrook had practically
decided the secretaryship, and before the vote for
that office was taken Charles Watts gave Mr. Hoover
an opportunity to graceflJ.lly withdraw by a~king the
candidates whether in the event of their election they
would serve. The opportunity was not embraced,
and a ballot was ordered. Fol~o~ing some remark.s
froiD: the J?latfor.m by the prestdmg officer an acn
momous dtscusswn sprung up, cut ~>hort, however,
by a demand from the delegates for the voting to
proceed. The first ballot resulted as follows:
E. A. Stevens ......................................................... 29
Barry Hoover ........................................................ 18
Mr. Stevens .was declared elected, and the people
set about the work of restoring harmony. Nothing
was said by the victors to hurt the feelings of the
other side, and the Pittsburghers magnanimously
forg-ave their opponents.
Dr. E. B. Foote, Chairman of the Committee on
Rules and Resolution?, submitted his report:
RESOLUTIONS OF THE AMI!R!OAN SEOULAR UNION, AT ANNUAL
ooNGUKss oF ooT. -5-8. 1888, AT PITTSBURGH, PA.
The American Secular Union, in Congress a~semhled, reaffirms its inflexible determination to practicalize that priceless boon, mPntal freedom, which the framers of our Constitution established as the radical principle of our republic,
and hereby declares itself the unalterable foe of all theological schemes to subvert our liberties, wLicb are now not only
insidiou~ly sapping away our freedom, but defiantly plundering the taxpayers.
The American Secular Union stands as the solitary repreRentativ of the plain, bold, simple declaration of Abraham
Lincoln, "A governmPnt of the people, by the rft>ople, and
for the people," as against a government ruled by a relentless God-in short, it stands as the representativ of the American Iclea.
WHEUEA@, We view with alarm the persistent reactionary
and revolutionary attitude of the various ecclesiastical bodies to gain greater control of the state and to sweep away
the very corner-stone of American independence by advocating the recognition of God in our form of government,
which would practically put an end to reiigious freedom;
and
WHEREAS, L<J.nds and monev are annually granted to sec.
tarian in~titutions; public c.ffices in many states are open
only to those who will, by oath, acknowledge the reigning
superstition; Sunday laws are being "religiously" enforced
in nearly every state; Bible-reading, prayer, and other religious exercises are carried on in the public EChools; Congress and legislatures are consecrated to plunder hv lJVoocritical prayers which cost the country at least $50,000 a
year; fast days and thanksgivings are ordained by governments, state and fecleral; Indians are parceled out to religions sects for instruction; prisoners in jails and children in
Houses of Hef.uge are clelivered to the various denominations
to be paid for from state funcls and guarded by state and
munic'p 11 l police; postal laws ar<~ enacted, at the sug~estion
of church coteries, limiting the ltberty of the people :1nd the
press and •·nforced by agents who are in no way responsible
to the p•1hlic at large: therefore,
Resolved, Thllt as Freethinkers we hav reason to feel ourselvs direct heirs of the heroic fathers who fought to overthrow the iniquities of a "God's anointed" ruler, and veritable heritors of those who founded a state without a church;
that as our Constitution aimed at complete secularization,
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the American Secular Union should be carefnl to preserve
and eager to extt>nd that principle, so that the foundations of
our national welfare mav he fully a~sured.
Rtsolved, That we C!!ll upon every man and woman who
believes in intellectual freedom to aid in breaking mental
chains; everyone who aspires to establish happiness here
should assist in overthrowing the power of bigotry and RUperstition in the ~tate, which the adoption of our Nine DemandR only ~an accomplish.
Resolved, That we pledge ourselvs during the cnming year
to encleav(,r to gather into harmonious relations the Liberals
of every sharle; to diRregard past differences, and determin
that one grand, inspiring pmpose shall animate us-the advancement of our second Declaration of InrlepPnrlence. nor
will we falter in carrying out the desire uf President Grant
to "keep the church and state forever separate" till our
effnrtR are crowned with complete snCCPSS.
Re.<alved, That it is the opinion of this Convention that
woman is the peer of man, and no inviclious distinctions
shall be made which deny to her the right to be man's
compPt.itor for any position to which he is eligible.
Resolved, That we recogniz<> in thP pro~ermion of Messrs.
Walker and Harman, of Valley Fttll~, Kan., uncler the
United States postal laws, on a "constrnctiv charge" of
mailing obscene literature, another instance of an attempt to
pervert the laws to the purposes of Christian persecution;
that we renew our protests against this mPthod of aRsault
upon the Liberal press; that we cannot believe that those
who hav been instrumt>ntal in instituting this and similar
persecutions hav any bone~t desire to suppress real ob<cenity,
but that their object is to cripple Freethougbt and clestroy its
press by misconstruction d a law wbicll they bav heretofore
more than once prostituted to their ~ervice.
Rewlved, That free speech, free press, and free mails must
be protected against such insidious attacks; that. we should
contest rvery incll of ground in this field and take up the
battle whenever and wherever the i~sue is forc1·d np,n us;
and that, tht>refore, we tender Me~srs. Walkpr and Harman
our sympathy and support, ancl urge all friends of freedom
to aid substantially in their defense against an outrageously
unj•1st and "constructiv" charge of mi~dempanor.
Resolved, That we accept the congratulations and hearty
sympathy expre~sed by the SeculnristR of Canada in convention a~sembled at Toronto, Sept. 16, 1888, conveyt>d to us by
Mr. Cbarlt>s Watts. That we highly Psteem the value of this
gentleman's services in the United States, ami assure· our
Canadian comracles that we n>j<)ice in their good work in
behalf of the cau~e of Seculari~m, for we are sure that the
achievements of either o,.ganiz~ttion are bound to extend over
the border and forward the purpo~es of both.
Resolved, That we tender England's Freethought champion,
Charles llradlaugb, our hearty congratulations on his final
triumph in the adoption of· the Otltbs bill by the British.
Parliament, and gratefullv acknowledge his words of clleer
to the American Secular Union.
Mri!. Colman spoke to the Harman and Walker
resolution, after which the report was adopted and
the committee continued. J\Ir. Hoover offered . a
resolution censuring a newspaper of Pittsburgh which
bad printed a most ridiculous editorial about the
Freethinkers. n was referred to Committee on
Resolutions •
Miss Voltaidne de Cleyre was expected to speak
Sunday afternoon, but a sore throat contracted by
exposure (it rained about all the time during the
Congress) prevented. The audience assembled early,
. and the session was marked by harmony. The factions had had their fight, the defeated were not suilen, the victors concealed, if they felt, any j•1bilant
spirit, and brotherly affection seemed to take the
place of the previous bitter determination of all to
hav their own way. The illness of Miss De Cleyre
was very deeply regretted, as an audience of four or
five hundred had assembled to hear her poetic and
witty sentiments. Mr Stevens, however, proved as
good a substitute as a man can be for a woman, and
his speech on "Romish Rubbish" was attentivly and
appreciativly listened to. The fight going on in
Pittsburgh over the public school question gave the .
exposer of Romanism a great advantage with the
audience. Romanism is not popular with the average
p· b
h
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ltts urg er JUS a presen '· t oug
e Cl Y 18 permeated and surrounded with RJmish churcheR,church
members, and church institutions. Mr. Stevens's
catalog of tbe relics of Rom11nism was received with
laughter, and the exposure of the idolatrous theology
of Rome was heartily en]' oved.
After the address, Dr. Foote as Chairman of tha
Committee on Resolutions offered this:
Resolved, That we indorse the work and methods of our
Secretary during the past year, Mr. E A. Stevens, and that
we· can only recomm<>nd him to continue bolclly and persistently in the same paths, while we urge the members of the
Union and its well-wi~hers everywhere to furnish the sinews
of war, that our coming year may record even more practical
work ancl success tllan the past year.
ReMlv·d, Tbat we call upon the Liberal public or Secnlarists of the u oited States to subscribe the sum of three thou~and dollars for the next year's work; one thousand for our
Secretary, and two tbr usand for running expemes, litl'rary
propaganda, and aggre·ssiv operation~, such as an effort to
restore Girard Collt'ge to tile standard indictl\ed by the will
of its founder.
The resolutions were adopted, and Mr. Putnam
came forward and asked the people to contribute fur
the next year's Campaign Fund. The appeal was responded to generously. Postal cards from all over
b
h
b f
th
the country, sent out Y t e secretary e ore
e
Congress, were read, and the total contributions
footed up over $1.700. Mr. Stevens wjJJ acknowledge thA !lame ntxt week in his "Roll of Honor."
Some $262 cash was paid in.
After this collection the audience called loudly for
Juliet Severance, who was forced to come forward
and make a speech. She said that reforms must go
through three stages-ridicule, discuss. ion, and adoption. Our cause in some places WR.~ lD the first and
(Continued on page 652.)
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l,ttltrs troll( Jlritnds.
FossiL, OnE., Sept. 18, 1888.
Mn. EDITOR: You will find inclosed $5 for two new subscribers that I hav got for the best paper I hav ever seen
printed-THE TRUTH BEEKER. I will do the best I can for
your paper. I hav very little time to run around to
hunt up subscribers, for I hav lots of work to do, but I read
my paper and pass it around, and find plenty that will read
it.
Yours for truth and liberty,
W. N. PUTNAM.
Tnasnono, MAss., Sept. 17, 1888.

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2, which has got to go because THE TRUTH BEEKER has got to come. There must
hav been something mighty good in those late back numbers
I hav miBBed, or they would not hav gone so soon out of
print. Print more hereafter.
Herewith is also another of my contributions for you,
"Guild's Dream." Hope you will not find it too dreary.
The dream was real, though it was really a dream. ·
J OH!il p. GUILD.
ONoNDAGA HILL, N.Y., Sept. 20, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is $1 for THE Tnurn SEEKER for
four months. I am a man who has felt an antipathy for
religion since earliest childhood. If a man has that feeling
he is sure to grow wiser as he livs, for he looks to no one to
lift him into a heaven, therefore he must work to lift himself,
and to do this he must become athletic in limb, body, and
brain. Therefore in the gymnasiums of muscular activity I
hav done so. Yours heart and brain in the war against
every superstition that fetters the mind of man,
CHARLES E. B1JYNTON, B.S., li-I.D.,
Medical Superintendent of Onondaga County-house and
Insane Asylum.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN., Sept. 24, 1888.
Mr. EDITOR: Is it not disgusting to hear the credulous
Christian trying to sustain the erroneous idea that Christianity is the only goodness, justice, moral virtue, science,
and all prosperity, and that we are indebted to Christianity
as the only safeguard to our welfare and happiness in this and
the next world? Is there no righteousness, justice, or moral
virtue without Christianity? I pity those under the delusion.
The Christians hav denied all discoveries, and the author has
invariably been burnt alive, and when they could not suppress an invention any longer, then they claimed it as of their
own invention if they could. But history speaks of their
deeds, and a long list of roasted victims. I also believe in
a trinity-God, the father, Voltaire; the Son, Paine, and the
Holy Ghost, Robert G. Ingersoll.
J. P. Mur.LER.
JoPLIN, Mo., Sept. 19, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I hav carefully read Col. J. R. Kelso's last
work, "The Universe Analyzed," sent me from your office,
and look upon it as the most fascinating, as well as the most
philosophical, of all his works.
His reasoning to di!'prove the necessity of a creator, as
well as to show the absurdity of that hypothesis, seems unanswerable. In his lecture on the " Formation and Dissolution of Worlds," without mentioning the nebular hypothesis
by name, he givs the clearest exposition of it that it has
ever been my good fortune toread by any author.
His lecture on the " Origin, Evolution, and Destiny of
Man," though equally interesting, is not, perhaps, equally
conclusiv, and if our highest ideal of a philosophical writer
is that he shall "hew to the line, let the chips fall where
they may," we may feel a regret that the colonel occasionally throws a chip at some particularly offensiv object.
Considering the size of the book, it contains a vast amount
: of fresh and vigorous thought ; it explores fields not marked
by the footprints of any predecessor, and its style renders it
in the highest degree entertaining.
R. S. KELSo, M.D.
LINOOLN, Nxn., Sept. 10, E.M. 288.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. S. P. Putnam delivered two very interesting lectures here yesterday. Despite the "heroic" efforts
of the Christians to prevent us having the lecture at all, and
the nefarious methods used by them to induce people not to
attend the lecture, we had an audience of two hundred in
the afternoon and two hundred and fifty in the evening ; and
I believe there was more intell€Ct in our audience than in all
the churches in the city combined. The afternoon theme
was, "The American Republic," and a masterly effort it
was. In the evening bespoke of" Universal Mental Liberty,"
and he handled the subject in such a manner that even the
most hidebound orthodox deacon could not help being
impressed with the beautiful gospel of Freethought. Mr. J.
E. Remsburg follows Mr. Putnam in a few weeks, and Mr.
Putnam speaks here again October 21st. We now hav about
sixty members, and the prospect is good for a regular" boom"
this fall and winter, as we hav several influential men interested in the cause, among them the acting mayor of the city.
In the sincere hope that every Liberal society in the
country has as bright an outlook as the Lincoln Secular
Union, I remain,
Fraterna'ly,
A. T. GowE.
VAN BuREN, ARK., Sept. 8, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Slowly, but surely, your valuable paper and
publications are gaining a wider publication in this region.
We hav just passed through our state election excitement,
Monday, the 3d, being election day. Eagle, the nominee of
the glorious old Democratic party, is a sky-pilot of the Bap.
tist stripe. In his canvass of the state he opposed every
measure that the people need, and hoped to fly into office on
the wings of votes whipped into line by the party lash. Dr.
Nonvod, an intelligent farmer and physician, who gained his
education by the light of a pine-knot, is fairly elected, but
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Every society should be m
in a respectable way to any and al~ their membe.rs and
frrends of Freethought when such occasiOn shall reqmre.
The principal attractions in our, churches and the cause of
good attendance are the beautiful flowers that decorate the
rostrum, the well-trained voices in the choir, the. nicely
dressed audience, and the harmonious peals from the pipe
organ that fill the souls of the listeners with such a teeling of
satisfaction that, for the time, at least, all ill feelings and
animosities of the inner being are forgotten. These, and not
the myths and falsities uttered in a senatorial voice by the
"administerer of the queer," are what fills our ,churches on
Sundays. Let our Freethinkers organize and hold meetings
as often as advisable, laying aside all little differences of
opinions, and discuss the more solid and beneficial ideas of
human progress in a friendly. way, cultivating charity for
those who differ from us in opinion, and work together for
the good of all concerned. Recite poems, read essays, and
unite in singing to the enjoyment of all. Hav a. committee
appointed to make out a program, giving to each one something to do in making the meetings enjoyable. Educate the
children to take part in the exercises by singing and instrumental music, that they may gain confidence, and when more
advanced take part in sustaining the higher principles of
reform. Educate them in ancient and modem history, that
OXFORD, NovA SooTIA, Sept. 17, 1888.
they may be prepared to ward off the blows of paganism
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find post-office order to renew and superstition, and the future generations will be able to
my subscription to your valuable paper ; I cannot do with- breathe the air of renovated nature in its purity.
out it.
A. D. SwAN.
I hav not seen any correspondence from Oxford lately, so
I will giv you a little information regarding the state of affairs
MARSHFmLD, OnE., Aug. 30, 1888.
here at present. During the past summer God has not been
MR. EDITOR: Mr. C. B. Reynolds has just been here and
very merciful toward his chosen here as regards weather, it given _us a series of lectures, and doubtless he will tell you
having been the worst season for gathering hay and grain how we all appeared to him. I hav often thought how wild
known for some years. In spite of this we hear the members and perhaps ignorant the people away in this West must
of our three churches and the Salvation Army' continually appear to persons just from the East. Mr. Reynolds is very
howling thanks for his mercy and loving-kindness.
dramatic, Mr. Putnam very poetic, and perhaps they can see
While strolling round the street the other evening I stood some beauties in our wild, weird coast that we fail to see ;
a few moments to listen to the Salvation Army outdoor meet- but the discrepancies in education and culture they can also
ing. One soldier stepped out and said '' he thanked God he see.
was saved. That although some people were insuring their
I cannot say which of these two gentlemen I like best, but
lives for $2,000 or $3,000, he had insured his soul and carried rather think Mr. Putnam best for pioneer work and Mr. Reythe policy with him." Another said, •'• Yes, and the com- nolds good for advanced Liberals. Mr. Reynolds told me
pany never fails." I could -not get near enough to get him to there wa,s harmony now in the Liberal ranks, and that they
show the policy or get the name of the company. But I do expect good work at the coming Congress at Pittsburgh. I
not suppose he could hav shown one or proved the existence was glad to hear this, for my husband refused to read almost
of the other. A member of one of the churches who was any paper that he found any fault-finding in-not that he
standing by said that same soldier was too religious to be believes that we can any of us be perfect yet awhile; but
honest.
nothing in the form of organization can work without
We had a visit a few weeks back from a Mr. Vaus, a_n harmony.
evangelist who did a large business here in the converting
My health has prevented me from reading much lately. I
line about two years ago. Although he held forth two or am hardly posted as regards the letters from friends in THE
three times per day for about a week, this visit was hot a TRUTH SEEKER, but I am firm in my Freethought, and do
great success, either spiritually or financially. Some of the what little l can do to help it succeed. Since we first subranting members of our churches and temperance societies scribed for THE TRUTH SEEKER and my little letter was pubare endeavoring to stop the sale of liquor here and hav a lished I received various Freethought publications, for which
Christian law in their favor, but, strange to sr.y, they prose- I wish here to thank the publishers. We could not subscribe
cute the party selling, get him sentenced to jail for a ·month for them all, much as we wished them to succeed. We take
or two, and on his appeal against the magistrate's decision six papers, one for every day except Sunday. We hav only
the same law lets him out in about a fortnight. Thus the one Freethought neighbor in our immediate settlement. All
saloonkeeper gets the best of it, comes back to sell again, of the publications that were sent to me I sent to some one
and the Christians howl about it, and occasionally get fighting else after reading them. It is six miles up the river from us to
over it among themselvs, fathers and sons, deacons, etc., all the nearest Freethinker, and about twelve to the settlement
for the glory of God.
farthest up. Brother Reynolds went up on Sunday and gave
There are about eight or ten Freethinkers here, and we two lectures and we had a jolly good time. I had heard
ha v the I n'Vestigator, THE TRUTH SEEKER, and Secular Thought Mr. Reynolds twice at Marshfield and up Coos river. I
regularly, and a great number of Freethought books, which enjoyedthe beaming faces of his congregation, many of them
we keep continually in circulation.
familiar to me. Some of them were listening to their first
I would like to see a communication from Brother F. W. Freethought lecture, and 1 know they enjoyed it just as I
Borden and hear how he is getting along, as he slipped away enjoyed mine over a year ago. Do not let the coming Confrom among us almost as mysteriously as Moses, and we gress use money to send lecturers where there are not good,
know not where to find him. Wishing you every success, substantial Freethinkers, for I verily believe the result'would
I remain,
Yours truly, .
E. H. SoHURMAN.
be a winding-up of some of our lecturers. I hear since Mr.
Reynolds left that they even talked of mobbing him at MarshKENT, 0., Sept. 9, 1888.
field; but there is no danger of mobs there. The strongest,
MR. EDITOR: I wish to ask if there are books of song best, and most influential men are Freethinkers, take the whole
with both music and words adapted to Secular use? We average of the county. Notwithstanding, Mr.· Reynolds
now -hav the one advertised in your columns, but we need a advised us at his first lecture at Marshfield to buy a copy of
book with new melodies well arranged, with harmony ; parts " Common Sense" and send to Ooquelle City to our friends
for four verses, with full chorus of animating strains, there. Now, Coquelle City is on a nice eminen_9e above the
whereby words appropriate can be sung by the entire soci- river and looks nice and healthy. I do not know what is the
ety, until tohe unity of thought and higher emotions of joy matter with its people. Some of my not poor but well-to-do
will enlarge the spirit of affection, until everyone will feel like relations liv there, and I like them. A little over a year ago
the one saying of old, "It is good for me to be here." No an Advent minister pitched his tent there and taught them to
new words to be applied to the stale old tunes of orthodoxy, look for the second coming of Christ with the new Jerusalem
but let " Old Hundred" and "Nearer, My God, to Thee" be promised Abraham's seed. And you see they are not ready
laid on the shelf as relics of heathenisms. Our Kent Secular yet for the Infidel's new heaven and God. They want the
Union meet bi-monthly to recuperate our faculties in a social golden streets and pearly gates. When they see they don't
way, transact a little business, read a few poems, each speak get them maybe they will be willing to try and make a
a little piece as he or she may desire. We are glad to heaven here.
MRs.·E, A. HILBoRN.
think that what is good for ourselvs is good for our wives,
and we now hav nearly as many members of the "gentler
WALTHAM, MA.Bs., Sept. 23, 288.
sex " as of the more stern, and aside from their presence
MR. EDITOR : The last time I wrote, my lines were penned
being a benefit socially, we find them of much real worth to in the City by the Sea, and at the time of writing I myself
our society. Many of them are educated readers and deep hardly thought that I should so soon again find myself in
thinkers, who ha·v risen above the dictates of the wily New England-but, with Proctor, "This is a world of changpriests, and can denounce superstition and advance the higher ing plans and purpose."
and more virtuous thoughts that will help to free their sex
As to such deaths as that of Professor Proctor, we stand
from the clutches of the deceiver and would-be destroyer of aghast and with trembling fear; we do not k11ow,
their liberties.
we cannot comprehend, the why and wherefore. Why, we
We hav violin duets, and our grand old pioneer in Free. cry; did he, one of the noblest, purest, and most useful
thought, the president, occasionally favors us with a song and human beings, hav to leave us in the prime of his life, able
violin accompaniment, which adds to the enjoyment of the and willing to do his best to make this world better ?-why
occasion. Yet we need a book of songs, that all may join had Proctor to leave us and to be taken away by this dreadin and make the environments ring with joy and happiness. ful disease, when there were countless millions of beings
We need sound and appropriate words set to minor chords whose lives could so much better hav been spared-yea,
of song for funeral occasions, so that we shall not hav to whose death would hav been of benefit to mankind?
borrow such as "Thou art Gone to the Grave," by
Some hope, and cherish the thought, that in another
which to sound the sympathetic chords of farewell to the world there will be a new life, and we all meet again ; while

the Democratic machine politicians, being in power, hav
duly counted him out and Eagle in, and the devout pietymonger will thank God that the state is saved from the rule
of the party that dared to oppose the G. 0,._ D. party.
One point which Dr. Nonvod (nominee of the Union Labor
party) brought against the G. 0. D. party was that the constitution of our state says th~t nothing shall be exempt from
taxation (except, of course, state property), and that the
G. 0. D. party hav been exempting railroad cuts, embankments, bridges, and tunnels (tw:o-thirds of the track ip. this
part of the state), and church property. Fine property to
exempt, to be sure, while the poor "cropper" is forced to
pay taxes on the cotton-seed he feeds his cow and the potatoes he eats. Down with such sham government I I hope the
coming Congress of the American Secular Union will draft a
plank embodying their demands, and try and effect its adop.
tion into the platform of the Union Labor party, the one
party that is battling for the common people and not for any
one class. I would that every person could be taught that
labor is the sole source of wealth, and that the laborer ought
to receive a just portion of the wealth produced by him.
We need no sky-pilots, railroad kings, landlords, or other
privileged classes. Down with all of them!
Yours for justice,
HENRY ADDIS.
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others cannot comprehend such an idea, and resign them.
selva to the thought that the true immortality is the useful
life that is remembered after it has left this sphere, and which
by actions and words has gained an influence for the better
over this multitude of human minds-a life that has not been
in vain. Such a life was ended when our beloved Proctor
breathed his last. He filled his mission, and all who knew
him and understood him mourned the loss of a man who
could least be spared.
Nature is gov:erned by laws which, unlike human laws,
know no exceptiOn. Obey or suffer the consequence, is the
iron rule. Nature. is not unjust; the trouble is that our
limited knowledge will not permit us to underatand the purpose and plans by which she is governed, these being mostly
in opposition to human expectation and human desire. They
therefore are often not to our satisfaction, and we mourn or
weep or curse what, if seen in the light of supreme reason,
would fully be justified. It had to be, it could not be different, and we must resign ourselvs to our fate. Ah I but it is
so hard to think it just and right-these terrible plagues that
with all their might are trying to ruin and to destroy what
hard-working human beings hav been endeavoring to build
up and to develop. The sweet, sunny South has earthquake
and floods, forest fires, and last, the worst, yellow fever.
Only those who hav lived in the South know what it means
to see ruined and wrecked what was patiently built up with
hard labor and self-denial-to see deserted and in ruin the
garden of America. Ah, it does hurt, and well may there be
cause for those who suffer to look up to heaven and with
tearful eyes ask, Why?
Liberal-minded reader, are you and I not better off for not
being in the chains of ignorance and superstition ? Are we
Freethinkers not happier beings because we see in all such
suffering and trial but the consequence of natural necessities,
instead of thinking that some supreme being, some trinity or
duality, is experimenting upon· the patience of human kind,
and endeavoring its best to destroy the faith of its subordinates, for the sake of having cause to deliver them into the
arms of his Satanic majesty, or to make a set of long-faced,
lying revivalists of them? Oh, is it not better to hav no
opinion of God at all than such a terrible idea-an idea that
in this beautiful universe t)lere could be such a monster as
an almighty and all-powerful being that for the sake of punishment or its own amusement or pastime could inflict upon
helpless and powerless human beings such suffering? I
would rather think of the whole universe as without a ruler
than believe in such a being. How human beings can be
able to comprehend the idea of a loving, merciful, and kind
father being the cause of their diseases and inflictions t can
not understand.
God knows best, and he knows why, our Christian friends
will tell us. If he does, then, as he is able in your opinion, my
Christian friend, to alter things, as he is almighty and can
change the laws that rule the universe, why does he not
change them to· the better ? At least, my Christian friend,
do not tell me that my moral obligation is to consider such a
· supreme being kind and merciful, for, believe me, on all the
earth there is not a human being that would cause such
suffering, or who, if he had caused such suffering unintentionally, would not do his best to rectify it. Should human
beings be better than your almighty God? Would a human
being hav taken the life of Mr. Proctor? Would a human
being hav caused the ruin and destruction of lives and homes
in Charleston, S. C.?
No, but human beings went into the houses of the sick;
from far away· physicians and nurses went to the plaguestricken city, and at the peril of their own lives attended to
the wants of the suffering, buried those who perished,
erected barracks -to shelter the homeless, and handed supplies to those who were in want of food. From all over the
Union kind-hearted human beings extended their helping
hands; and offered money and supplies. In New York city
a noble-hearted man p;ave $12,000 without making known
his name-simply for the sake of humanity. Ah, how much
better are these men and women, with limited power and
means doing the best they can, than your almighty God,
who could alter things if he only wanted to I
From. L. HoFFMAN.
BRooKLYN, N.Y., Sept. 25, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : One of your free trade correspondents invites
attention to" the somewhat remarkable prosperity with which
this country was favored or afflicted from 1848 to 1860 inclusiv, when more factories was started, and more railroads.
constructed, than in any like term of years since. I met a
man in those times who was educated in factory work, and
could earn satisfactory wages at it until the advent of free
trade prosperity ; he then found it expedient to accept other
employment at $15 per month and board, which was about
$15 per month more than he could then earn in the fa:ctories.
Hence, I infer that free trade did not giv profitable employment to factory operative.
I remember reading an official report that $150,000,000
annually was required to pay the interest on money that was
borrowed of foreign capitali!!tB to inaugurate and sustain the
free trade prosperity of this country in those times. It is
notorious that the majority of the New York and Erie railroad
stock was owned in Europe, and a German was sent over to
manage, or mismanage, the road at a salary of $30,000 per
year. Next, an Englishman was sent over to manage the
road, and go pleasure-yachting, at a salary of $25,000 per
year.
The tariff of 1861 enabled our manufacturing and railroad
companies to extricate themselvs from the difficulties into
which free trade had lured or forced them. It gave full and
remunerativ employment to the factories and railroads we
had in operation, and created a demand for additional manufacturing and transporting ·facilities that was promptly respo!lde4 to w~t}J.ol.J.t the aid of foreign capitalists. It also en-
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has been the first religious organization to organize a crusade
against the Constitution. They are trying to get religion
jnto that document at the present time. Should they succeed
-which they never will-where would they stop? Surely not
until they had put in force the spirit of the quotation I make
from you at the begiuning of this letter. Truly, when we
look about us, we find danger from more sources than one.
You hav ably set forth the evils of the church of Rome. I
agree with you so far as the existence of the evil is concerned. What caused the evil to be? H!lv you thought as
far ahead as that, Mr. Lansing? You cannot say that dishonest motivs were the parents of all the evil and wrong
embodied in the Catholic system of religion. On the contrary, you must acknowledge that the rules and laws of the
church were made and provided by the so-called best men of
the day with good intentions. You cannot deny that the best
men of the times-men imbued ·with religion-were the men
who conducted and took part in all the terrible persecutions
in behaU of the church from which you draw such truthful
lessons, and speak in terms of horror. These men were
honest, moral, and pious, and thought God looked down
with favor upon their work; they were acting under the inspiration of a religion that denied to men " the right to entertain or propagate opinions'.' not in keeping with that religion and the scriptures. Can we find it in our hearts to
condemn men who were the victims of such a mistake? In
our own country-on New England soil, you hav referred to
the fact-religious persecutions took place. 'fhe .Puritan
fathers, the best men of the period, spurred by a sense of religious duty, a duty to God and the scriptures, enacted laws
partaking of the spirit of crushing all opinions not of the approved style, and under those laws committed the most
heart-rending deeds-hanged women, and subjected them to
tortures more devilish than a savage would dream of. For
what? For belonging to some particular sect, perhaps, but
more likely because they were not and would not be orthodox. These are not the only outrages done by Protestant
religionists-history records many others-but the fact .remains that they one and all hav been done by men with far
from wrong or evil intentions.
Now we see that persecutions hav occurred under the
spirit of Catholicism and Protestantism alike, so it is clear
that the cause of these acts are not peculiar to either branch
of Christianity, but exist in both. So we must look to
something pervading the entire system as the cause.
Mr. Lansing, I ask you again-and think before answering
-What is that cause?
Trace all things to their origin. Now, I do not wish to say
harsh things about a matter which you guard with such jealous care-a thing about which I know you are sensitiv, as all
religionists are, by the nature of the complaint-but you say
hard things, so don't wince when I speak the truth to you
although it may sound cruel. I say to you that the foundation of your religion, and the creeds and dogmas erected
thereon, contain within themselvs the cause of all the church
W ORORSTRB, MAss., Sept. 15, 1888.
crimes ever committed. Your Bible and religious faith in a
MR. LANSING, Pastor, Dea;r Sir: I heard you say once gigantic error are responsible for all the rivers of blood that
that " there were some opinions you would deny men the right hav been coursing through the land for the last eighteen
to entertain and propagate," but as. that was early last winter hundred years. The groans of the tortured and dying milland as you hav shown recently that you hav been studying ions come echoing down the historic channels of time, testichurch history more accurately than before, I believe that you fying to the fact which I hav just stated. Through all these
ha v outgrown the narrowness of the above-quoted sentiment ; sorrow-laden centuries the fundamental doctrins. of your rebecause all the evils of the Catholic system which you de- ligion hav been taught. The stronger the teaching and the
nounce ha v grown from a similar idea or purpose on the part faith, the more horrible the deeds of the church.
of the church.
All these atrocities hav resulted from a divine religion, so
If you are a man of honest intentions, willing to acknowl- called. Is it not time for. us to abandon it and accept a
edge a mistaken idea, as I truly believe you are, you will human religion-one emlxacing all the good morals of the
take kindly the things I am about to say, and not feel as "divine religion," and rejecting the errors of eighteen hunthough you would like to put into force the Catholic system dred years ago, which were conceived in ignorance? I believe
of suppressing opinion.
in doing away entirely with the divine element of religion.
In the first place, allow me to say that I think with you This at first would be a great step for you-too great, perthat Catholic control of our local governments would be in haps. If so, I would recommend you to enlarge your divin- ·
the highest degree harmful. I think with Thomas Jefferson · ity a little, and giv him a little better reputation for human
that " the priest has been hostil to liberty in every age and kindness, still keeping the divine attribute; a little progress
is better than none. Now, the Bible is full of bloodthirsty
country." I think your lectures are in the main right.
Thomas Jefferson, a Liberal, sounded the alarm more than deeds and commands, and a man fully possessed of the idea
three generations ago, and Liberal writers and speakers hav that God's grandeur and greatness were shown in them is
ever since then kept the truth of the great statesman's utter- not really blameable for committing like deeds-executing
ance before all who hav read and listened beyond the limit divine commands. It therefore follows that the ideas are
prescribed by John Calvin. Therefore you are merely step- to blame. Blame is due somewhere;· you are obliged to adping into the ranks of Liberal soldiers, an.d opening fire in an mit that. Can you place it where it is most likely to beeffectiv way upon the enemy we hav been fighting so long. long? To the end that you may hav the truth at your comAlthough yoti would probably object to being classed among mand regarding this point, I most earnestly desire you to
and with men of such opinions, yet, as a matter of fact, you read the book Leviticus carefully, and I would -call your
cannot help it. Liberals are glad to see you and other clergy- special attention to chapter xxiv, verse 16, for therein you
men doing as you are-knowing that it will result in good find the spirit that animated Christianity all through her histo the peqple-hoping that the more you look into these mat- tory, and you know only too well tliat the spirit was comters the more Liberal you will grow, and that you will be plied with to the letter until the intelligence of the people
benefited by your investigations. You are pursuing the only got the upper hand of superstition, and religion was made
line of thought upon which men outgrow all so-called re- the subject, not the master, of brains.
I do not know what you will think about this matter, but
vealed religions.
Before our national government is in any danger from the as you are engaged in the work it will fall to your lot to sugCatholic or any other church, the Constitution must be gest some means of breaking down the power and evil of
changed. When President Cleveland sent a copy of the Con- Catholicism, and from your stand I hardly see what you are
stitution of the United States to the pope, he did it as a notice to advise. The only way it can ever be done is to begin at
in the least offensiv way that priestly or other religious hands the foundation and dig up the root of the evil. Dut, alas !
must not meddle with our government.
what a dilemma for you! When you take away the foundaOur national Constitution has stood between liberty and tion of Catholicism your own religion falls to the ground.
the church for more than a hundred years; it will always so Here, sir, is food for thought for you. It ought to lead you
stand. Popes and Evangelical Alliances can hammer away to the bright green pastures where Paine, Haeckel, Huxley,
at it until they tire-they and their hammers will wear out, Darwin, Miiller, Spencer, Ingersoll, and the hosts of Rationalbut that great instrument of free government will stand un- ists and scientists hav prepared the rich feasts of truth and
worn, and as grand as in the days of Paine, Jefferson, Wash- reason which we are now enjoying. Oh,· how beautiful this
ington, Adams, et al. So much for that. I shall not use pasture compared with the old barren place where superstiharsh words regarding your scheme of religion, for should I tion still cultivates the soil and starves the people-stunts
say things about it as harsh, and by no means less truthful, their brains on theology and belief! Men often go hunting
as you apply to the papacy, you would feel as indignant as for small game and bring in large game. Columbus did not
do Catholics at your words. Yet 1 cannot refrain from call- start out to bag a new world, yet he did so. You can, if you
MANLY A. BRIGII.Ul.
ing your attention. to tl,le fact that a branch of Protestantism will, see a point here.
a bled our government to sustain the burden of the most expensiv and protracted internal war that ever afflicted a nation, and
left our people more prosperous at the close than they were
at the begiuning of it. Such results are unparalleled in the
history of nations, and could not hav been effected except
by the agency of an ordinance that could hardly hav been
called "a more ill tariff" except by those who desired the
disruption of our nationality and the financial ruin of our
country.
Another free trade correspondent in your last issue, under
the caption of "Tariff Fallacy," givs quotations from
Brougham's parliamentary speeches that prove England to
hav been a protection nation, until her manufacturing industries were built up to such a hight that her ap;ricultural
resources could no longer support them, arid foreign commerce and free trade had become an absolute necessity.
American protectionists think it will be perfectly safe and
judicious for us to follow that example of England ; for when
our manufacturing industries are developed to such an extent
that our agricultural resources will no longer giv them adequate support, and " wages hav fallen to eighty-one cents
per week," I think we should be prepared to beat England
and all other nations in the market of the world. But that
will take lonp;er than frlle trade fanatics and lunatics are
willing to wait ; for they are evidently deluded by the subtle
sophistries of importers and speculators, or their emissaries,
who probably are well aware that when free trade has become universal, their universal harve;;t will begin; and they
will reap and garner the wealth of the world; and one-hundred-thousand-million-aires will become as numerous as onehundred-million-aires now are ; hence their anxiety to force
free trade upon us prematurely.
The advocates of free trade feign great hostility to millionaires and monopol~es. Are they really ignorant of the fact
that, except for war or commerce, millionaires and monopolies were impossible ? That war and commerce are synonymous in principle and effect? That the difference between
them is analogous to killing bees for their honey and robbing
them of it with the patent beehive contrivance? The
method last named may seem the most humane to superficial observers, but it robs them all the same, and leaves
them but a scanty subsistence, and frequently not that. It
then becomes a question whether it is not more. humane to
kill people outright than torture them to death with slow
starvation. Therefore, I can see no good reason why people
of average intelligence should permit themselvs to be deluded by the unmerited homage that commerce receives
from fawning sycophants, who probably would not so degrade themselvs except in the hope, or assurance, of being
well paid for such service. Therefore, though I hav nothing to offer in praise or commendation of either war or commerce, I will do them the justice to offer the apology for
them that ownership of .wealth has made them an economic
necessity.
J. A. TuTTLE.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER

(Continued from parte 649 )
in others in the ~econd "'tag-e. Iu 110 place that she
knew of was it in the third. There if', she said, no
stopping-place between despotic authority and absolute lil>erty. Authority wa8 fort he babyhf1od of the
racP, and pPrbaps neces~ary. Every sect in Christendom Bets stakes and boundaries, and if a man outgrows the limits by a head, df goes that head. She
did not want to destroy the churches, but would educate the pPople so t.hey would· not need a church.
She would defend the rights of the Catholics as
quirklv as she would the rights of the American SeculRr U oion. People, sbe "aid, must think as their
mental organizations compel them to, but no man
who would not pledge his life, his fortune. and his
sacred honor should enter upon the work of reform. No one should go into the work who cares
for his rE>putation. R~putaUon is what folks say of
you; char11cter is what you are. Command your
own rPFpect, po8sess character, and you will finallJ
command the re~pect of the world. There are some
folkfl, and some p11pers, she continued, "who if they
spoke well of me. I should at once examin my!le!f,
and Bee wherE-in I bad failed if' my duty." Dr. S,w
erance thought that it was d.fficult to get ahead of
the times->ery baril work, indeed, to keep up with
them. And more d1fficult Rtill is it to be rPally Liberal. She calls herself as Libend afl most folks, but
sometimes even she harbored il Liberal fpe]ings.
The only limit to liberty that ~be knows is the infringement of Borne one else's liberty. Her trinity is,
Liberty, equality, fmternity.
The doctor was uproariously applauded. She baR
turned labor agitator lately in her own homP, a'nd
her party wanted her to run for mayor of MilwaukeE>.
The party carried tbA county, and if 1\Irs. Sfiverance
had not. been too modest she might hav been mayoress.of Milwaukee to-day.
At the conclusion of Mrs. SPverance's speech, 1\Ir.
Anthony Barker invited the Pitt!lhurgh Liberals to
come to the meetings of the local Union. Dr. Foote
spoke ngainst the organizations which exercise tyranny over the people by means of narrow and special
legislation. He cited the :Medical Society of this
state, which went to Albany to procure special legislation in its own interest. These medioBl t>nd church
organiz~tions raise, he said, fifty thousand dollars
whue the heretics raise one thousand, but one dollar of our money goes much further than a dollar of
theirs. An instance of this was the fact that while
tbe Meilical Society going to Albany raised a thousand dollars, the heretical opposition raised three
hundred anddefeated it. He wanted to enc0urage
the people in the Secular Union who could giv only
a dollar by these fRets. Their one dollar would go
about as far as a Christian's one hundred.
Sund11y night the audience was a large one, completely filling the hall, and ovmfbwing into the gal
hry. The program was mcid1fied to giv the audience
the plfasure of bearing Mrs. Watts deliver the dialog
between Sir Peter and Lqdy Teaz'e as it occurs in
"The School for ScandJl." I\lrE'. Watts is a thorough Secularist, her father training her from infaney
in that philosophy, and she never was a Cbri!ltian for a
single minute. ApplauRe brought her bark upon the
stage, and "he gave "An .AdCiress to Men," which
pleased the women mightily and made the lords of
creation feel S"IDall. Mrs. Watts's beauty and £>locu.
tionary pOWHS attracted the audience wonderfully,
and they would bav kept her upon the stage had not
the chairman introduced Mr. Putnam, who was to
speak upon "The AmPrican H.<Jpublic."
The substance of Mr. Putnam's lecture has appeared in these column~, and a reprint is unnecessary.
He quoted from GRrfield, Grant, and Spencer, the
two former to the l'iiect that churches must be made
to pay their equal shares of the public burdenE', and
the latter as showing the indiff.;rence of the American people to eccle~iastical and political encroachments upon their libertieE'. JUt·. Putnam took up
each of the Nine Demands in turn, and urged the
reasons-lor their adoption by the people. l\lr. Put
nom was rewarded by great applause as be made
his point.R, and when be closed with "\Vhy Don't He
Lend a Hand~" the audience was ready to vote that
he was as good a Rpeaker as they wanted to listen to.
After the speech this resolution was Adopted:
Re8olvrd, That the war now being waged between two of
the l<>arling FeCtfl of Christianity, as ex<>mp\ifierl in the first
ward schools of this city, is a patPnt proof, not only of the
wisdom and jmtire. hut. of the abqolnte necesRit.y, of the
Fourth Demaud of S<·cnhtriRm, which reR<ls: '' We demand
that . . . the use nf the B;ble in the public schools.
whethE>r ostPn~ihly as a text-book or av0wetlly as a book of
relie:inns worship, ~ball he probibitf'd."
Resolvtd, That w<; dn not n•gard Protestant religion in our
schools a~ any improvement on Catholic religion in o•tr
echools, and 1h11t we do not pay our school tax to hav either
of them taught therein.
Mr. Watts then came forward and addressed the
Convention on "RAii~inn and Science: ThPir RCJlation to Civilization'' 1\Ir. Watts is 11. great favorit in
P1ttsburgb, and when he dtvergfd from his subject
long enough to whack thA writer of the scurrilous
article in the Pitt.~ burgh Press be obtained QTPat applause indeed. Before closing his lecture Mr. Watts
spoke against monopolies and poverty, urging the
Liberals to fight the former, and characterizing the
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latter as the curse of the century. 1\Tr. Watts closed
with the poem, "Grd of Nature, Giv Us Light," r.\Ild
the audience voted by their applause tliat the poetic
race between him and Mr. Putnam was a dead heat.
MONDAY
The first thing to occur Monday morning was the
discussion of a Prohibition resfllution, offered by Mr_
Silver, of Cleveland. The resolution stood no chance
of passing, in that audience of Freethinkers and individualist!', thouf!"h everyone was in favor of tAmper·
ance, and it ·was finally laid to rest upon the table.
After this had been disposed of, the suhj 1ined
were pas8ed :
Re.•olved. That the thanks of this Conp:ress nre hereby tendered to the mPmbers 0f Pittsburgh Secular Union for their
gPnProus cc op(•ration in the W(•rlt and success of this CongrPSS, and we congratulate thiq Union on its great service in
th(l past to the canse of LibHalism, and are snre that this
Cone:resR held under ils ampices will be a noble laud mark in
f'.ivilization, and· will make a new and powerful impulse for
Freethought, lqual rights, and impartial liberty.
Resolved, That we acknowlecige our appreciation of the
RpparPnt efforts of the rqiutable ancl. intelligent press of
Pitt~bnrgh to render fair reports of our proceedings, while
we Fqnally felicitate onrselvR upon hRving aroused the coarse
vituperation and ignorant abuse of the organ of the slums.

WmmEAS, It is with dPPp and unfeigned re!!;ret that thP
Anwrican RE>cular Union sccepts the unalterable dPcision of
its valiant Execntiv. Samtwl P. Putnam, to resie:n the presirlen<'Y and lay dnwn the arduous task of leader•hip in the
Secular host; but we rt"joice to know that he steps back into
the ranks a loyal private, still the most eager to press forware! and plant everywhere the standard of universal mental
libl'rty; tberPfore,
Resolved, That this Congress fully realizes that the higbPst
encomiums it can bestow will fail to ad(:qnately convey in
any true BPnse the profounil obligation which this ore:anization is under to our retiring President, who posses8es t)le
fervid genius of the poet, the skill and poli~h of a brilliant
writPr, the genial warmth of the orator, and the keen discrimination of the phil08opber. and who, above all, has beE>n
the American Secular Union's most heroic and enf'rgetic
worlu·r for the past four yf'ars, unre~ervedly devoting his
time and ~plenrlid talents f >r but meager compensationorgfinizing, speaking, and writing with unrlimini8bed enthusiaem for the acl.vancement of the Secular cause beyond that
of any predecessor-for all which we hereby tender Samuel
P. Putnam our sincere gratitude and devotion.
Re.wlved, That, this Congress recognizing the inestimable
services to the Amf'ricRn Secular Union so freely givE>n by
om sterling champions of the Freethone:ht prE>ss, Horace
Seav~r, J. P. Mendum, and Eugene M: Macdonalcl., we
herPhy, as a slight acknowledgment, place them on the roll
of Life Members.

Since last we met, Freethonght and SE>cnlarism hav suddenly lost one of their most brilliant and distinguishpd champion-s, ancl. a gloom has been cast over the Liberal cause.
011r late President, and long-time Trea~urer of the American
Secular Union, whose name stands as a S\"nonym for princely
Q"E>nerositv, for noble ideals, for intellectual e:r·and ... urComtlanrlt Palmer-has pa~sed to the silent majnrity, but
his disinterested. SP!f-sacrificing, and exalted life adds a halo
to the glory and sublimity of humanity.
Born to the inheritance of wealth, his environments were
cast amone: comervativs, but hr disE>nthralled himself from
Rll ostentatious and vukar pride, b!'coming the very embodiment of a true reformer. for he sought to remedy tlw
intellectual as well as the social condition of the race. HP
aimed to intE>rest our AmPrican "aristocracy'' in the Jives of
the Jowly laborerfl; to inspire them with loftier ambitions
than fashionable dissipations; to lift science and logic in the
place of dPbasing superstitions, ancl., abovE> all, to so seculariZP
the state that the light ancl. joy of ml"ntal freerlom would he
the rightful heritRge of every citizPn of this republic. TbP
death of this fervent FreethiPker is an irreparable loss to the
Am•·rican RPculRr U niou. In an age of sordid SPlfishness.
Cour1landt Palmer's example shines illustrious in labors for
the elevation of others, for his was the truly noble life.
Wiodom, wealth, ani! famo are e-lorion• things,
Anrl ~aeh maY "race a life to which it hriue-s
J s treaRllrPA to bP Rhflr.d-11ot e-arner.-d pelf.
Nn life iR nohiA wit.h.nnly """od for self!
Whosoever a noble hfe wonld hv
1\InRt. toil to atd and ll"ather Atill to g'v:
Succor t.be wpalrline:. Hmnoth the ra I?!ZP<i ways,
And wltb wioe bonn tv RwPeten all t.be davR
He hath with man-io laving down his staff,
A noble life shall be bi8 epitaph.

Resolvfd, That we tender to Mattie P. Krekel, a vice-president and co-laborer in the SeculRr cause. our sirr.ere condo.
lence in the loss of her noble husband. Judge KrekE>I; one
whose name and fame are indelibly associatecl. with the hi~lory
of the struggle for fn>edom; a brave soldier,· a righteous
judge, and a sterling Freethi11ker.
ResolvPd, That a Committee on Grievances be appointed
by the Directors to whom any Rncl. all questions of mi~con
duct or charges again~t any offirer of the Union shall be
preferred ; that if they de~m thPm of sufficient importance,
the charges shall be brought before the B•>ard and their ac.
tion thereon shall be maintainer! unt:I the succeeding Congrpss~ when the chargps shall be considered by a ~pecial
c.,mmittee of Life Members. That any persnn who shall
puhltcly or privately malw charges against the officers of
this Union, without givine: them an opnortunity to refute
them before the Board of Grievances. shall be denounced as
a slanderer of the American Secular Union.
JUr. Watts reportPd that he was instructed by the
C!lnadian Secular Union to call attention to tbe
Eighth Demand of Liberalism and suggest that it be
amPndfd as follows:
We demand that all laws looking to the enforcement of
''Christian" morality, as .;uclt, shall be abrogated. and that
a !laws •hall be cooformert to the n qrdrements of natural
morality, tqnal rights, and impartial liberty.
The amending words are in italic. The amendment was adopted.
A discu, sion of what literature is best for the
Union to circulate then ensued.
Practically, the
que11tion was left to the Board of Directors. Overtures to the lecturers were ~lso I)lade, whereby the
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lecturers were to agree to spPak for and of the U oi~n,
and, if deemed wise, to take up collections for its
bemfit-one-half of such cr>llections to be given to
the lecturers to enable thf'm to break new ground
and speak in places ot.herwise inaccessible. The Congress authorized the Secretary to carry out the plan
if the lecturers would agree.
The Auditing Committee then reported:
With the exception of a few slight errors in acl.rlition, your
Committee finil• the SE>metary's report adon•ed bv this Con.
!!TPss to be correct. From NovE>mher. 1887. to S·•ptf'mber
18RR. inclnsiv, the receipts werP $913 46, and expenditure~
$292 54 leaving a balance of $620.92.
·
The Trea•lH<'r's report has het·n received without vouchers,
and the Committee tberPfore ca,uot r"port. intelligently upon
it. The rPport is pl>IC"rl on file. The TrpaonrE>r's rE>port
dates from October 1, 18R7. to BE>pt,mher 30, 18~8. anrl the
Secretary's report frnm November. 1887. to i::iPptenrb~r. 1888.
The Treasurer's report inclndPR the first two weeks of October. which b<>long to the prPCPding year. The report shows
a balance of $46 42 in the treasury.
Pittoburgh, Out. 8, 1888.
F. A. Pnmol!.
MATTIE A F~tEEMA.N.
R G. SMITH.
[There is no room in this i~sue for the dAtail
statements of the Secretary and TrflasurAr. They
will be given in a !'Ubseqnent i~~'le.-ED. T. S.J
The Congress then thanked 1\lrs. Lucy N ..Colman
and A. B. Bradford for attending the l!leRsions,
notified the delegates who wished to see PittRburgh's
iron-mills to be on hand at 2 PM, and then adjourned,
satisfied with its work, entbu~iaRtic in the cau~e. and
hopeful for the future. After many years of bard
work and trouble, the delegates s~>emed t.o tbirik that
they had at last got down to hardpan and 1t business
ba~>is, with an able and ffficient board of officPrs.
The Esc~rt Committee consiRted of Mes~rs B:1rker,
Hoover, W1ttman, and Bar(!hfield. Between twenty
and thirty delegates availed them!lelvs of t.he chance
to see iron made, and on their r<>turn thanked their
conductors for their courtesy. The Reporter noticed,
however, an unusual gloom on the faces of many. and
heard subdued inquiries for the address of a mfni11ter
and the probable coRt of joining a church. A little
interviewing develuped the fact that they bad seen
huge caldrons of melted iron seething and bubbling
at a temperature of 4 000°.
·
The Congress elosed with a ball, which was a
highly successfl]l and numerously attendAd affair.
The lights and flags and music made a festival of
beauty, and in what the conductor !'aid was the grand
march calcium lights of various colors were thrown
upon the marchers, weirdly bightening the beauty of
the ladie!!l and displaying the manliness of the men.
Good-fellowship and sociability prevailed, and Mrs.
Colman, with her seventy-one years weighing her
down. marched ovPr the floor, in company with young
1\Ir. MRrlett of Cbicago, as gaily as the youngest
girl. Mr. Putnam, during the evening. succeeded in
stopping the music and the laughter long enough to
read a belated telegram from Colonel Ingersoll : .
N11:w YoRK. Oct. 8, 1888.
To SA.MUEL P. PuTNAM: Had it bE>en po~8ible I •hould hav
attenrlerl the Convention. hut wag prevented by an important
snit in Mas•achusettR, the trial of which commenced last
WE>dnesrlay and is not yet finished.
I congratulate the Convention on its success in the great
cause in which it is engae:erl, and it givs me gr,at pleasure
to say that through the 1·fforts of the rlPlegates and their c<1n.
stituents intPllectual ~ospitality is growing dav bv ciav; that
rhe churches are gettmg ashamed of their cruel creeds; tbat
the thoughtful pPople are coming to the conclusion th11t a
government should be ahsolutelv SPCnlar; th>tt. all lPgislation
~honld be for this worlrl instead of another; that all property
not devoted to the public uRe sboulcl hear its equal bnrclen ·
that all days belong alike to the human race, and that all tb~
world should be free not six bnt sevE>n days in every week- /
that the highest objPct of the rPpublic should be to protect
the rights of the inrlividual; and that it is the dntv of all to
hasten the noming d the d'ay when science, guided by kindness, shall fill the world with light and joy.
Be kind enough to present to the Convention my thanks
and r1·grets.
R." G. INGERSOLL.
Mr. Putnam t.hen presented, on behalf of her many
friends, one of Otto Wettstein's badges to Mrs. Colman, who would hav responded more lengthily had
not her feelings overcome her and obliged her to be
«upported to a chair. She could, she said, stand a
fight better than the many kindflesses she had received at this Congress. After this the elders gradually withdrew, leaving the young and strong to
conclude the session. It is understood that the
festivities went on for a long timP, and corroborativ
testimony- to this effect was discovered by the Reporter, Tuesday morning, in the failure of the young
clelegates to appear at the breakfast table, and the
fact that Roman St11lAy's bookstore was tightly locked
when the New Ymk delegation left the city, at 8
o'clock. ThoEle interested in the affairs of their
friends can draw their own conclusions.
The length of the RRport of t.he Congress of
American Secular Union held at. Pittsburgh, and
fact that- it did not close till l\londav night of
we~k, compel11 us t.o omit thA usual E<litorials,
also to i~>sue THE TRUTH SEEKER on". day late.
tbiuk. however, that our reeders will overlook
delay in view d the importancA of its occasion.
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S. P PuTNAM will spr>ak at Washington; Ind., October
17th, 18•h, 19th; at Westflelrl. 111., 20 h, 21~t; at Wahoo,
Neb., 23d, 24th, 25th, anq at Denver, Col., 28th,
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ducks that laid emeralds and hens rubies,
and where there were the funniest monkl·ys in
the world to be had for the aRking. I promEdited by Miss SusAN H. Wu:oN, Fall ised one of my little sisters to bring her a box
River, Malis., to whom all Communications fO'J' of gold dust and the ivory tusk of an elephant; for another I was to procure a bird of
t!tis CO'J'ner should be sent.
paradise, two humming birds, ·and a lizard
that wasn't poisonous.
To ·my brother
" Between the dark and the daYlight,
Tommy, who was two years younger than
· When the night is beginning to lower,
myPelf, I promised a real cauoe, and I rather
Oomes a pause m the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."
think I added that if it wa~ to be managed I
would present him with a live savage to go
with him in it.
fishing
Every Inch A Man,
I knew geography pretty well, though my
She sat on the porch in the sunshine
ideas of distant lands were a little confused
As I went down the stree',
when I came to think of t.heir products; but
A wom'l.u whose hair was •ilver,
it seemed to me that a fellow only needed to
But whose fac' was a blossom sweet,
M"'king me think of a garden,
go to sea to obtain what he wanted. The
When in spite of the frost and snow
world was very big, I thought, and when a
Of bleak N,,v,mber weather,
man sailed into it he was bound to meet with
L lte'fragrant ltlies blow.
everything
that was wonderful and worth
I beard a footstep behind me,
having. It never struck me that I might
And the sunud of a merry laugh;
And I knew the heart it came from
make a voyage to a place where there were no
Would be like a comforting staff
elephants, no gold dust, no canoes, no sav-.
In the time and the hour of trouble,
ages even; merely a civilized black man or
Hnpefnl and urave and strongtwo, such as you may .meet any day, bland,
One of t.he hearts to lean on,
When we th!I>k all things go wrong,
clean, and shining, in a London street. In
deerl, I !IO more realized the sort of country 1
I turned at the click of the gate·latch,
A11d met his manly lookmight first visit than I did the life I must
A f1tee like his giv• me pleasure,
lead in order to get to it. Thel.'e was a great
L1ke the page of a plea•ant bookdeal of fruit mixed up in my seafaring dream;
It told of a steadfast purpose,
the brass buttons and the badge stood first;
Of a brave and daring Will;
A face with a promi• 1n.it,
and then my vision was as plentifully stocked
That God grant the years fulfill!
as a big market with cocoanuts, bananas,
He went up the pathway, singing;
oranges, dates, custard apples, and other first.
I saw the woman 'i! eyes
class eating.
Grow bright with" wordless welcome,
I knew something about ships; I had lived
As sunshine warms tile skieo;
half of my little life in a seaport town, and
"Back a~am, sweetheart mother!"
He orted, and bent to kiss
could talk of bowsprits, quarter boats, deadThe lovlug face tint wa• lifted
eyes, and jibs without blundering; but of the
F.>r what some mothers mios.
hardships of a sailor's life, the food he eats,
That boy will do to depend on;
the work he bas to do, I was, of course, quite
I hold that thi• is trueignorant. It has often amused and interesterl
From lad. mlove with their mothers
0 1r bravest heroes grew;
me since to ask a boy, say of thirteen years and
The grandest heart• hav been loving. hearts
six months, who has told his papa and mamma
Stnoe time and earth began ;
that he is determined to go to sea, what his
Aud the buy who ki•seo his mother
notions of the calling are. As a rule I finrl
b eVHY in~h a mR.u !
them wonderfully like what mine were. It
is partly an idea of getting away from scbool,
In the :Swing.
partly the dream of becoming a man all a1
Here we go to the branches high l
once, partly a faricy of pirates, buried treasHere we come to the gra•ses low!
For the spiders and fluwer• and birds and I
ure, glittering uniforms, and fine curiosities
Love to swing when the breezes blow.
to be got so.nehow ani brought home, the
Swing, little bird, on the topmost bough;
whole colored with the light of the romance
l:lwmg, llttiH spider, with 1i.>Pe eo fine;
which shines very gloriously upon the minds
Swing, little fluwer, for the wwd blows now;
But none of you hav such a swing as mine.
of boys when they are little, but which
Dear little bird, come sit on my toes,
slowly fades as one gets older and older, till
I m j iSt ~s careful a• I can he;
life turns as gray round about one as a cold
And oil, I tell you, nobody knows
November day.-Ulark Rus.•ell.

Ufhildr tn' s

Wllat fun wed bav if you'd play with me I
Corne aud •wing with me, birdy dear,
Br ght httle flower, come swing in my hair;
Bnt you, little •IJi.der, creepy and qu~er
You·d better stay and swing o<llr there;
The sweet little bil·d, he sings and sings,
Bnt he doesn't even look in my face;
The bright httle blossom swings and swings,
But still it swings in th" selfsame place.
Let them stay where they hke it blst;
Let them do what they'd rather do;
Mv swing is oiJer than all the rest,
But maybe it's rather small fur two.
Here we go to the branches high !
HHe we come to the grasses low!
For the SPtders and flowers and birds and I
Love to swing when the bretzes blow.
Swing, little bird, on the topmost bough;
S•v,ng, littiA spider, with rope so fine;
Swlllg, little flower, fur the wind blows now;
But none of you has such a swing as mine.

Printing in

Chin~.

A correspondent of the No1·th China Dail.l!
News, of Shanghai, describes a printing establishment which he found in a villag·e in the
interior, about one hundred and fifty miles
from Shanghai:
The printing was being temporarily carried
on in the village temple, and movable type
only was used. In the large central hall of
the temple were placed about twenty ordinary
square tables, on which the cases of type
were spread out. At the time of the visit one
man was engaged in setting up type, another
was printing. The former stood before a
table, on which was what might be called the
Chinese "case." It was a solid block of ha~d
-Eudorrr. May Stone Bumsteaa.
wood, about twenty-two inches long b} fifteen
inches broad, and perhaps three.inches deep.
Why .tli•ys Uo to :Sea.
The inside was holl\)wed to a depth of about
I was but a very small lad when I first went a quarter of. an inch, this depression being
to sea-my age thirteen years and six months. still further hollowed out in grooves about
Why I went to sea I can hardly say. I had three-quarters of an inch deep. The Llock
certainly no clear views. Maybe the reading had twenty-nine of these grooves, each fillecJ
of story-books about the oce11n life raised a to the depth of a quarter of an inch with
kind of hankering in me; but I think it was the ordinary stiff clay. With his copy before
desire to shine in buttons, to wear a pair of him, armed with a small pair of iron pincers,
blue-cloth trousers flowing at the feet, a little tbe compositor began his work; character
jacket witb. pretty brass-bound sleeves, a after character was transferred from the case
colored shirt with a collar lying well open at and firmiy pressed into the clay. ·
the tb.roat and embellished with a black silk
When the " form " was complete a fiat
handk.ercb.ief tied in a proper sailor's knot, board was placed on the top and the cb.aracthe ends twinkling to every breeze like the ters pressed perfectly even and level with the
fly of a streamer pulling at a mast, a cap on surface of the wooden block, the edge of
the back of my head with a sparkling device which was cut to form the border generally
above the peak ot it representing a golden found round every Chinese page. The printer
wreath eucircling. a flag beautifully colored now received the form and carr'fully brushed
with blue and silver silk. I say it was a his ink over tb.e type. Taking a sheet of
yearning to walk attired in clothes of this paper, he pressed it down all over the form
kind that ended in my going to sea.
so that it might be brought in contact with
My notions of tb.e deep were entirely roman- every character. He then removed the sheet
tic. I thought of coral islands, green sa van- and examined each character, caref.ully adnas,· fore8tS of fruit trees, savages with bows justing those which were not quite straight
and arrows, great elephants with little black wit,h the pincers, and apparently never touchmen riding cross-legged on their heads, blue ing the type with his fingers. After sufficient
rivers winding toward the purple of distant copies had been struck off, the type was
mountains, with shining white cities upon distributed, each charRCter being returned to
their banks, where the roofs of the .b.ouses of its particular box. The writer was t<J!d that
the nubility were garnished with gold and the art of printing in this way had been
silver and precious 3tones, where there were I handed down in the same family since the·

Sung dynasty more. than six hundred years
ago. No ~trangers were ever taught, apprentices being always taken from the mme clan.

An Ex1wn·iv Lnxurr.
But the cost of running tlle White House is
a small affair compared with the cost of the
institution at the other. end of the avenue
known as the Congress of the United States,
writes a Washington correspondent. Whew!
that is where tb.e big items of expense make
their appearance. Listen to these two little
paragraphs as the clerk of the House ·readR
the bill : "For the compensati'ln of senators,
$380.000 ;" "For the compPnsation of members of the House, $1,695,000," or a total of
over $2.000.000 a year, just for salaries of
members of Congress. Tnen there are an unusual number of other expenses attending the
running of Congress. For instance, there if.
about $150,000 mileage of members of Congress.
Then there is the snug little item of $684.000 for the pay of officers and clerks and mes·engers and aids to the lawmakers. There
~re four hundred members of the House and
Senate, and to wait upon them and run errands and hold open the door as thl'y p'l.ss in
>tnd out and carry the cards of their callerB
qnd take care of the thousands of bills they
put in, they hav employed about four hnndrerl pPople, who are paid the snug little sum
of $6S4 000 for doing so. Every member haA
an average of about one employee,-and for the
service of the same there is p11 irl an averagP
of about $1,800 to each. To run Congress
anrl the Capitol costs, in salaries alone, about
$3.000,000 a year.
When you ga into details of this thing they
are positivly appalling. Think of an appropriation of $4 7 000 for the stationery for
members and officers of the HouRe alone dnring one session of Congress. Think of $52,.
000 for reporting the rlebates of Congress,
whether the ses~ions be long or short. Tllink
of over. $150,000 a year fur committee clerks,
who put in probaply one day'B time a week in
their legitimate duties as clerks to cornmitte~s
and the remainder of their time as clerks tot he
men who appointed them. Think of nearly $3.000,000 a year to pay for the collection of intern!ll revenue, and as much more for collecting the customs. It is, however, when yon
glance at the figures at the end of the hili
tbat you get the most impressiv view of the
size of the g<>vernment. F<Jr this bill alone,
the legislativ, judir.ial, and executiv expeno.Ps,
the total expenditures are over $20 000,000.
Then the bill for the" sundry" civil expenses
will be as much more, for· it has not fallen
helow $20,000 000 in this decade ; army and
navy, $40,000,000; rivers and harbors, $20,
::>00.000, and so on until the grand total of
appropriation bills, for running the daily ex.
penses of the government, including the postoffice department, amount to $250,000,000
fur the year.
------~~P-------

Hold It Over a Day.
Let me tell you how I write mean letters
and bitter editorials, my boy. Some time,
when a man has pitched into me and "cut
me up rough," and I want to pulverize him
and wear his gory scalp at my girdle ami
bang his hide on my fence, I write the letter
or editorial that is to do the business. I
write something that will drive sleep from
bis eyes and peace from his soul for six
weeks. Ob., I do hold him over a slow fire
and roast him. Gall and uquafortis drip
from my blistering pen. Then I don't m>lil
the letter and I don't print the editorial.
There's always plenty of time to crucify a
man. The vilest crimin~J is entitled to a
little reprieve. I put the m~.nuscript away in
adr!!wer.
Next day I look at it. The ink is cold; I
read it over and say: ''I don't know about
this. There's a good deal of bludgeon and
bowie-knife journalism in that. I'll hold it
over a day longer." The next clay I read it
again. I laugh and say, "Pshaw!" and I
can feel my cheeks getting a little hot. Tile
fact is, I am ashamed that I ever wrote it,
and hope that nohody has seen it, and I hav
half forgotten the article or letter that filler!
my soul with rage. I havn't been hurt, I
havn't hurt an} body, and the world goes
right along, making twenty-four hours a day,
as usual, and I am all the happier. Try it,
my boy. Put off your bitter remarks until
to-morrow. Then, when yon try to say them
deliberately, you'll find that you hav forgotten them, and ten years later, ah l how glad
you will be that you did! Be good-naturerl,
my boy. Be loving and gentle with the
worlrl, and you'll be amazed to see how
dearly and tenderly the worried, tried, vexed,
harassed old world loves you.- Burdette.

~cienct
That

{J[olumn.

Ugly-looldn~

Toad.

" 'fhat ugly-looking toad l" that's what
you said.
Now let us see about it-let us examin it.
Oh, see the warts all over its body, and the
warts 8ecrete a kind of fluid, and if his toad.
ship gets angry, this fluid will ooze out all
over his thick-skinned body I This is called
venom or poison, and it is secreted more
especifllly in those two little knobg just behind his head. If it should get in your eyes
they would smart awfully, so always be care.
ful when you are handling the toad. He has
a wide mouth, and a good tongue. His jaws
ure sharp-edged, but he has no teeth. Tile
brownish-black and white spots and the Rtripe
clown his back make him appear rather intert's;ing as he sits in that Fq•mtty fashion which
must be seen to he understood. "8qu>tt like
a toad," we read in Milton's" Paradise Lost."
Tiley are very quick-tempered creatmes.
Once when I was among the mountains at
Jefferson, N. H., I ,accidentally stepped on
one and he swelled all up j1tst like a b>tll, a
milky-white substance oozed all over him, he
opened his mouth and sp'l.t and hiss•-d, his
tongue darted out, and he looked at me with
his great shining eyes as if he would like to
swallow me the same as he does his skin
when be sheds it. I apologized to him for
the accident, and we parted good friends.
My dog Bonnie CtJ.ugl:tt a toad in his mouth
once, but he dropped it very q,tickly, as tb.e
little fellow threw his venom on poor Bonnie's
longue, which smarted a long time after.
Tbis veuom is the toad'8 method of protecting
himself from enemies.
There is a smaller toad, called the treetoad. It likes to get on the limb of a tree,
and there utters the most doldnl and dislres>ing sounds, and s<Jmelimes keeps it up
all night lung, to the annoyance of nervous
persons.
The toad can liv a long time without eating
and without much air, and his average life
is thirt.1 -five or forty years. We hav heard
stories of toads having been found imbedded
in tn·ea ami solid rocks, but this is probably
an error. They belong to the same class as
frogs, and come under the head of amphibia.
Professor Agassiz tliought toads were a step
b.ight·r than frogs, becau-le their habits make
them more at home on tb.e land, and the web
that is seen in tbe fingers of tb.e frog is not
seen in tile toa1's fingers, nor do frogs hav
cutaneous glands, as the toad has.
They are harmless and very u~eful, for
they eat all the slugs, beetles, potato bugs,
»nd hsects they can find, and thus protect
our fmit and vegetables from being de.
stroyed.
English gardeners prize them highly, and
even buy them by the doz<m to put in their
garrlens. Take one in the houRe and it will
catcb flies and any other ins• ct it can find.
Tbere are several varieties of toarls. In
California there is found the "horned toad,"
which has two horns on its head. It is
capahle of changing its color, and it some.
times appears very brilliant and sparkling
in its Changeable dress.
Superstitious people in ancient times
thougbt there was a jewel hidden in the head
of the toad. Anti in tile play of "As You
Like It" we read :
Sweet are the uses of adver"ity;
Which, like the to td, ugly and venomous,
Wears yet a preciuu~ iewel in hi~ l!ead. _

Toads seem dull anti sluggish, but really
they arc quite intelligent, and may be taught
to come wben called by a pet name, to eat
from tbe hand, and to know the one who
takes care of them. S 1 you see the toad is interesting after ail; it has several good qualities
and few bad ones. You will be kind to the
toad, I am sure, and not cruel toward it,
teasing it with sticks anti stones, as some
cbildt:en do.
S. H. W.
QuEsTio~s -D s"nbe the toad. What will the
toatl do when ""g!'Y? What becomes of its okiil
wben it Io •ill d? W11at can YOtl say of the treetoad? To wbat order do tnads belong? ~tate the
ddl'urence between toad; and frrgs, For what
are tllf'y useful? What did superstitions peou'e
furmerly beiieve about them? Can they be taught,
and what c,m they learn?

SING, BR01'IIERS, SING.
USE 'fB~

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In vonr mPetines, to make thAru lively nnd· intereRting. TIIE LlllERAL HYMN BooK coutams "ougs
by tbe beNr, p(,erl'l. ad~:t.pt,t-d t.o '--' t:H-kuown huaes.
Jt iR ll'ghl:v re.·omm• nded by 1\Ie••r•. Wakeman,
Parton Wnght., Green, Uui!Nwood. Mrs. Slenker,
and, indeed, by all who hRV exnmined 1t. PriCe,
25 cents.
Address THE TBOTR SEEK:Im Oo.
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_lfoetru.
The Narrowing Way.
We gaze adown the bright suburban street,
And note the narrowing of the trodden way,
Till to the eye the bordering hedgerows meet,
And check the vision's farther reach or play,
"What lies beyond?" will ask the wondering
·
child;
"Who livs and loves where we no farther see 1
Is it moorland waste, or forest wild,
Or flowers, and purling brooks, and lake, and
lea?"
Be sure, dear child, there's nothing in the wayThe lengthening hedgerowa only seem ~o blend ;
If you should start and journey all the day
Till night comes on, you could not reach thf\ end.
We a:aze adown life's path as age creeps on,
And note the narrowing of its forward course;
New friendships do not cling-the old are goneThe way but narrows to the narrow house.
·
What lies beyond 1 now asks the questioning sage;
Who livs and loves where we no farther see 1
Is it wild waste? .is there no added page 1
No flowers, no purling brooks, no lake, no lea 1
The sage may answer to the wondering child,
But who shall answer to the questioning sage 1
The meeting hedgerows are but sight beguiled,
But broadens e'er the narrowing path of age !
How can we know there opes a farther way 1
The narrowing road-lines seem in truth to
blendWhat •surance we may journey through a day
New waked to life, and never reach the end 1
The thought appalls ! 'Twere better otherwise ;
We grow aweary of the life that illWhat weary hearts, and nerves, and brains, and
eyes,
Must weary wait through dread eternities !
Each duty cataloged upon the scroll
Of highest ethics, should be bravely doneThen may the mystic map of life unroll,
And show us at the last, Nirvana. won !
Detroit, August, 1888.
B. B. MoORA.CKEN.

The Roman Catholic Church in
America.
A. aat7w!tc Lalf1"1!<In tn the rnaependent.

The witty editor of a New York paper observed lately that a certain Irish politician,
like many of his countrymen, inherited his
religion from his mother and preserved it
through his wife.
I fear there are many men who do their
duty to God vicariously and take a good deal
more on trust than they would in temporal
affairs. There is generally more apparent
piety among women than among men, and
when the torch of faith burns brightly in any
country it is sheltered and fed for the most
part by a faithful few of the female sex.
Is it that men care too little about religion
to trouble themselvs with its practice? Is it
that the world of business or the world of
science blunts their perceptions of spiritual
things? Or is it that they fondly imagin that
those who hav been joined together in temporal bonds of matrimony will not be sundered in the land of spirits?
Certainly St. Paul gave some hint of all
which the believing wife might be to the unbelieving husband, and men hav been given
to take his words for all they are worth.
Its numerical strength is the great point
made by Cathol~cs when they wish to impress
on their own minds or on the minds of others
the great power of the church in this country.
And so far, the numerical strength of the
Roman Catholics in America has told, and
has told beyond all doubt in politics. But
what is the real, rather we should say what
is the spiritual, value of this preponderating
influence? Is it to lessen crime? Is it to
lessen suffering? Has it elevated the moral
or intellectual condition of the masses in New
York? He would be a bold man who dared
to say in the face of facts that the Roman
Catholic church has been a powerful influence
for good in that city. And yet was there ever
a body so full of vaunt of its own virtue? It
is time that some one cried out and awakened
the powers of the church from their dreams
of self-complacent security. If the shepherd
sleeps what shall become of the hapless flock?
Building churches, building schools, establishing colleges, publishing panegyrics on
ecclesiastics which should make any selfrespecting man sink into the earth with
shame that he should be the subject of such
gross flattery, is this a sign of real, solid,
divine life?*
When will the p_astors of the church remember Italy and France and Germany, and
.earn to be wise in time? No amount of political influence or authority or obedience or
excommunications or threats will keep a nation Catholic if the true spirit of religion is
absent.
Look at New 3 ork; it should be pre• A verv amusing insta.Lce of this abject flattery
of ecclesiastics occurred lately. A poem was written by a priest in which a cardina. was glorified
in meter, and out of it, with the grossest adulation. Each verse had the refrain, ·• Loved cardinal, great cardinal;" but the poet suddenly burst
in to French and fitlished by declaring that the
holy father had given the cardinal the "coup ae
grace" when he elevated him to that dignity,

eminently a Catholic city. The mass of the
Catholic population is Irish, or of direct Irish
descent, and of the most faithful Catholic nation on earth. I know well that there J.t.re
thousands of Catholics in this city faithful to
their God and to their religion, but who will
dare to deny the miserable social and religious condition of the mass of the Catholic
population? It is true that there are good
and earnest priests· here ; it is true that the
confessionals in some churches are well attended, principally by wom~n ; but is this a
real test of the religious condition of the people?
Look at the exterior aspect, look at the
social aspect; it is true that New York is
crowded with costly churches, rich vestments, much singing, and much show, which
attract the multitude even as moths fly to the
flame.
But what solid foundation lies underneath ?
The churches are magnificent and costly and
heavily burdened with debt; but few are consecrated though they are built for many years.
Is this creditable to ecclesiastical management or to religion? The poor are heavily,
I might almost say cruelly, taxed to pay these
debts, or rather to pay the heavy mortgage
on these churches, and with little hope of
reprieve. ··
·
We hav before us a report made by the
Rev. Father Colton in regard to St. Stephen's
church, lately occupied by the Rev. Dr.
McGlynn. He announces a strawberry festival to last through a whole week for the benefit of the church. He urges the congregation to send him in contributions for an
immense bazar, and· makes the astounding
announcement that although the debt of the
church amounts to $140,000, he is about to
increase it by $60,000 more. It is said in the
report that much sympathy is felt for Father
Colton in being obliged to increase so much
the heavy debt, but that he will obey the
mandate of the council of Baltimore to the
very letter by building schools. The old
buildings now occupied by the primary
schools are to be destroyed and handsome
new structures are to be erected in their
place. The Oatlwlw RIJ'Uiew, Archbishop Cor-.
rigan's organ, sympathizes with Father Colton, but it does not sympathize with the people who are again taxed so heavily.
The amount of money obtained from the
Catholic poor will never be known in this
world and is very little suspected. A priest,
at his own will and pleasure, announces that
a certain sum of money will be required
weekly or monthly from each person; and
woe to the unhappy individual if the demand
is not met promptly, We know churches
where three different coilections are demanded
and obtained at each mass on Sunday from a
patient though often indignant people. .
As in the case of Dr. McGlynn's successor,
each new priest must do some new work to
get credit for his zeal. But all this is done at
the expense of the poor of his parish. The
priest gets all the honor and the poor get all
the burden.
The Freeman's Journal, which expended so
much red-hot shot on Dr. McGlynn for tae
debt which he left on his church, is lost in
admiration of Father Colton for his zeal in
increasing and probably doubling it. Father
Colton, he says,. is " quite cheerful" about it,
and he well may be, considering that not one
penny of the expense will come out of his
pocket, and that he will get all sorts of ecclesiastical and episcopal honor and glory for
using otherpeople's money.
The statement of the editor of the Freemanis Journal is amusing in more ways than
one, and we giv it here. He says :
St. Joseph is a rich and powerful friend, who
has often proved himself a. benefactor to others
even in darker hours than now, frequently causing magnificent churches, convents, and other
institutions to rise seemingl:yout of nothing, as in
the c~tse of the splendid building erected by the
late Rav. Father Dromgoole, in this city-known
as the Mission of the Immaculate Virgin, but
erected by the St. Joseph's Union through the
medium of twenty-five-'Cent subscriptions-at a
cost of over $300,000, not including the property on
Staten Island, which, with other expenditures,
would bring the total cost up to about half a million of dollars. . • . Would it not be well to try
some special devotion to St. Joseph with the above
intention, such, for instance, as keeping a light
burning co.astantly before his statue until the
debt is paid 1
Well, if burning candles to St. Joseph will
pay the debt, by all means let them be burnt.
But we fear the poor Irish servant-girls of the
parish will hav a good deal more to do with
the payment than St. Joseph, and that it will
remain for another pastor to increase.
There is an utter recklessness in the way in
which buildings are demolished which certainly could be very well made to serve the
purposes for which the new ones are intended,
and handsome new structures are erected
without the slightest regard to cost, because
they are at the expense of a long-suffering people, and though the vast mass of these hapless CatholiC!! are suffering untold misery, not
always from. their own fault, but too often
from the neglect of those who should be
their guides.
There is too often but little money to spare
for helping the honest poor, because splendid
schools and lofty spires and magnificent colleges are supposed to be the great needs of
the nineteenth century.; and the Irish bear
the burden of all. It was lately announced
in the New York World that St. Anthony's
church, which is situated in one of the poorest parts of New York and was especialiy set
apart for Italians, is chiefly supported by
Irish Catholics, though the congregation and
the pastor are all Italians. We may well ask
what is to become of the Roman Catholic
church in America if the Irish people are

alienated from it as the Catholic people of
Italy and France and Germany hav become?
What 1 the Italians will neither build nor
support their own church, and it is left to
the Irish to attend to their spiritual welfare I
And yet the court of Rome has hardly even
a word of sympathy for the sufferings of the
same exiled Irish.
Reports will be sent to Rome of the devotion and care of the archbishop of New York
for the Italians of his diocese ; but will even
one word be said of their real benefactors ?
Will they receive even a passin~t meed of
praise ? And in this connection, I may add,
will one word be said or known in Rome of
the thousands of Italians who honor Garibaldi's statue and who never enter a church?
Here is a people who of all others should be
Catholic and devoted to their church, and yet
who hav either abandoned it altogether or do
not care enough for it to giv a few cents for
its support. And it is well known, also, that
it is the Irish chiefly, if not exclusivly, who
build and support the French and German
churches.
Catholic papers, as we hav said elsewhere,
are absolutely under the control of the bishop
of the diocese in which they are published.
They are guilty of sycophancy to an extent
that is simply nauseating. In the Roman
Catholic church, as at present governed,
everything centers round the bishop ; and for
all practical purposes he is his o.wn pope
and the pope of the people. Hence the profound deference that is paid to him and which
he accepts as a religious duty from every in:.
dividual in his diocese. He is the local head
of the church, and a !!umber of small deities
who ha.v to be placated are more dangerous
to society than one great autocratic ruler. A
Protestant bishop would simply be ashamed
to accept the fulsome flatteries which are not
only acceptable but which must be offered to
secure the patronage of the Roman Catholic
bishop. No more deadly injury could hav
been done to the Roman Catholic church
than the maintaining of this practice : and it
will be kept up until some noble bishop rises
in his might and forbids and denounces it
forever.
One favorit way of laying on this flattery
well and wisely is to write an article on the
great increase of Catholicity in the diocese,
and attribute it all to the master mind and
financial ability of the bishop. No doubt
good bishop can do a great deal, but even a
bishop needs help both in the shape of mind
and money. In fact, the bishop needs a people to govern quite as much as people need
the bishop, and to praise one party to the exclusion of the other is unjust ; and injustice
advances no cause.
A moment's consideration will show how
very false these boastings are. The numerical strength of the Roman Catholic church
has certainly increased enormously of late;
years, but how and where? It has increased
in our large cities in consequence of Irish,
German, and Italian immigration. We will
let the Germans and Italians pass; the whole
world knows how very little Italians care for
their church. The Germans are undoubtedly
a religious people; if they do not giv liberally
to the church they know how to assert themselva and are doing so~
But the Irish Roman Catholic is the great
support of the Roman Oatholic church in
America, and let us see what is his social condition. A few millionaires, a host of politicians, and a vast population of shiftless,
thriftless, illccared-for people. Better, a
thousand times, that these people should be
back in the bogs of Connemara with their
pure fresh air and their pure fresh life than
in the crime-haunted liquor saloons of New
York and Boston. Millions of Irish Catholics hav fied to America, and when one thinks
of their miserable state in this country it is
hard to feel that the head of their church
whom they support so loyally has not one
word to say to stop this bleeding of the nation, this destroying of a people who hav
loved him, -one might dare to say not wisely
but too well.
They hav increased and multiplied in the
land of their adoption, but what has become
of the descendants of the first Irish emigrants?
Are they now the stay and support of the
Roman Catholic church? Far from it.
In all the Southern states in every town
you find names which are unquestionably
Irish, "The voice is the voice of Jacob," but
they do not represent the church to which by
their nationality you would suppose they
rightly belonged. Catholic people· hav increased and multiplied in America, but they
hav not multiplied as Catholics, and no one
knows that better than the ecclesiastics of the
Catholic church. It ie a grave question
whether they would not hav been more
devoted to their church, more faithful to
their religion, and more pious in their lives
had they been allowed to remain in Ireland. .
Of course the number of Catholics and of
Catholic institutions has increased immensely
in the Catholic church in the last few years;
but certainly thousands upon thousands of
Catholics hav lost their faith and either hav
no religion or ha v joined other religious
bodies, because of the gross neglect of those
who shonld hav been their shepherds and
who are now their taskmasters. What a
glorious change, what a revival, there might
be in the Catholic church if the poor were
made its first object l
Look at the hospitals in New York, look at
public institutions, at Blackwell's Island, at
the lunatic asylums, in all these places we
hav found for the most part Roman Catholics
sadly neglected by their priests, and let me

say here that I speak of what I know. Quite
ret;ently in _making a report of the rresbytenan Hospital! the n_umb~r of Cat~ohcs that
hav been received mto It was 1mme~se~y
ahead of the number of Protestants-th1s lB
infinitly to ~he c;:re~it of the Protestant founders of the mstitutiOn, but what of the souls
of the Catholics who suffer and die there ?
-·· -- - .- ·--
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and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Bnnbeam1" considering the blue-glasa cure-of value
BY MISS BUBAN H. WIXON.
to sicK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
Over
a hundred fine illustrations.
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 886 p_a_gesJ oloth
bound, $2'h "Heredity{ by Loring_Mooay, 1511
R_ages, clot t 75 cents; ' The Law of Heredity,, by
F. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the
Human TemperamentS{ with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents..t ' Generation before Rel"enerationJ'' by Dr. E • .H. Foote, Jr., 10 cents; ' Re- A double-page pioture contrasting soienoe and
ports or Conventions and Parlor Meetinl(s during Gheology, showing how the one has labored for
1882/' 10 cents; "Third Annual ConventiOn of the
human advancement, and how the other has
(ns~itute of Heredity,M:ay 29, 1888," 10 cents.
A.ddr!l 8 w
TliE TRUTH BEEKER.
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen. 50 cent
twenjy-:ftve oopies for $1; one hundred copies for
THE TRUTH SE...,KER
A.NNU.A..L • sa.
We wish that the friends of J!'reethought would
II?J
distribute thousands of these telling pio~urea.
Price, 25 CP.nts.
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HISTORY
OJ!'

TBJ:
DEVELOPMEN~l'

INTELLECTUAL

Of Europe.
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, $8.
BY JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D .• LL.D.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER

.JUST OUT.

Christian Absurdities.
BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
Addr.ess THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
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WILL

PREVENT ALL

SHOCK OR JAR.
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HEEL. For particulars
ADDRESS
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Jilews of

lh~ ff~~h.

CATROLJOs grieve at the "unseemly condition" to which the Italian government has
reduced the pope.
Two. mortgage-fbrgers escaped with $400,Strange to say, they were not Sundayschool superintendents.

000.

IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial
By Hou. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Oreat.ion. A.n Answer to Mr. Gladst,one. By Albert Reville, D. D.
A mscussroN BETWEEN
VI. l\lr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
GLADSTONE, HUX/,EY, MULLER,· VII. A~f.;l~ltandaPlea. ByMrs.E.LynnLin~
LINTON, REVILLE.
ton.
On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology,
This is a new bnok and contain~ the latest discuscoNTENTS :
sian on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship, By Hon. participants are a guarantee of its able character.
W. E. Gbvlstone.
,
II. The Interpreters of Genesis and the Inter- '
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
preters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley. i
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
III. PM~ll~~;t to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max :
28 Lafayette Place, .New York.
THE

ORDER DF CREATION;,

WB hav 10,000 Catholic schools.
CoNNl!OTJCUT is
third Catholic.

one-

G&Rlll.ANS ·are, having
confitcts with Zanzibar
nativs.
TuB American board
of missions has 2,607
laborers.
CuiOAGo street-car employees commenced a
strike on the 6th.
FouR Socialists were
sentenced to imprisonment at Hamburg.
LEo is preparing to receive William II. on the
19th with great pomp.
THERE is distress in
Dakota caused by the
failure of the wheat crop.
TuB trrasury departmeut reports its women
employees more honest
than its men.
YELLow fever cases to
date, over 3,000; deaths,
about 300. The disease
seems abating.

!'J~ms

of

Uf~onglit. ·

LET me put one case.and I well be through with
th•s branch of the subject. A hmba;lc;l and wife
Jove each other. The husband is a good fellow
and the wife a splendid wom<tn. They liv and
love each· other and all at once he is taken sick,
and they watch day after day and night after
night around his bedside until their nroperty is
wasted and finally sue !JaS to go to work, and she
works through eyes blinded with tears, and the
sentinel of l<'ve watchfS at
the bedside of her prince,
and at the least breath or
the least motion she is
awa.ke ; and she attends
him night after night and
day after day for years, and
finally he dies, and she has
him in her arms and covers
his wasted fa.~e with the
tears of agony and love.
He is a believer and she is
not. H~ dies, and she buries
him and pu~s flowers above
h1s gmve, and she goes
there in the twili~h t of
evening and she takes her
children, and tells her little
boys and ~iris through her
tears how brave and how
true aud how tender their
father was, and fi ually she
dies and goes to hell, because she was ~ot a behaver; and he ~oes to the
battleme ts of heaven and
looks over and sees tl•e womttn who loved him with'a.ll
the wealth of her love, and
whose tears made bis dead
face holy and ~acred, and
he looks· upon her in the
agonies of hell wit.hont having his happiness diminished in the least, Wtth all
due respect to everybody, I
say,damu any such doctrin
as that.-IrlfJersoll.

IN this age of eanUary
abuses our lives arE' mostly
half-told tales •. Our season
.....
ends before the trees of
BonAN, the saloonhope havtime to ripen their
keeler who gouged out
frni t; before th .. ir day·s
his wife's eyes, was senwork is done our toilers are
tenced to twenty-seven
BALAA:iYI EMBARKS IN TE.E PROPHESYING BUSINESS.
overt.ake.n by the shadows
years' imprisonment.
of approaching mght.
And Balaam rose up in the morning and sadrlled his ass, and went with the princes- of Moab.-Num. xxii, 21.
Sanitary t•eforms would unTu:s: hi~hly Christian
doubtedly lengthen our
country of AbyFsinia is
average term of life, and
reported "impoverished ani famin-stricken
~11d
cern humps its•lf to see that such attempts fail to an increase of longevHy alone would solve the
most vexing riddles of existence : the apparent
~
a u f · ~~
a.
1 ripen,
to a drgree almost incredible."
injustice of fate, the disproportion of merit and
Yon
buy
a
ticket
of
the
dragon
at
the
gate
or
GI!.NRRAL BAZAINB, exiled by France for
"I SEE, "d M B k"
"th t th
·n 1 the steamboat landing, ond then hand it back to compensation. the aimlessne•s, the illnoiv promalleged cowardice in surrendering during the •
• BRJ
r. ~r ms,
a · ere's ,ami - i him to be punched. If it is your first visit, and ises and baffled hopes of life. For millions of our
Franco-Prussian war, died in Spain a few ton more women than men m Garmany." 'Yes," you a•k a few questions for information you ate fellow-mPn an increaPe of health and lOngevity
~a!d 1\Irs •. Smarty; "theY do that to evade the !Jkely to be punched also. After paying 'for your would suffice to make life decidedly worth Jiving.days ago.
mthta~y reqmrements of the German govern- ticket, hanging up your picture in the rogues' gal Prof, Felix L, O.w:ala, JJI.D., tn The B!bla ot Nature.
lery, and fiting your pedigree and referen~es in
AT Reading, Pa., on the 7rh, sixty persons ment.
IF you sin against the Holy Ghost, you cannot
A GAS-LIT room,
the office, you are graciously pArmitted to enter
were injured, some fatally, by the falling' of
A faint perfume
and absorb as much of the "Idea" as you can "be forgiven, neither in this world nor the world
the fluor of a Catholic church during the
to come," I fear that most of us will never be
Of roses;
carry,
ceremonies attending the corner-stone laying.
A dirupled face
If you wish to indulge in a bo~t-ride, you must forgiven ; for who among us bas not grossly inIn tangled lace
depos1t your admission ticket at the boatery. If sulted the Ghost by attributing certain of his
WoNDER is expressed that the charlatan
Ret·oses.
you hav lett your ticket at the hotel, it is neces writin~s to a pnor scribbling worm of the dust,
faith curists are not puni~bed under the statA furtiv glance,
sary to leave your watch and all the money yon and v1ce vermt N"t only do we fnqnent!y fail to
utes restricting medical practice to licensed
hav about your clothes with the boat-renter, as a distinguish the Ghost's work from Smith's work
I beg a dance,
A<lore her;
guarantee that you will not attempt to esoape by in the authorized version, but there are a number
persons, but the law dues not reach those who
of books which some allege to be the Ghost'• and·
A finffy fan
ro" ing across the lake.
do not use medicins or instruments.
To sway beganA hole is then punched in your right ear for pur- some allege to be Smith's, which are excluded
TnB reigning powers in Germany are
r bore her.
poses of indentification in case yon are drowned, from the anthorizod version alto~et.ber. There
A tender sigh,
and you are turned adr•ft. When you return your are the books of Tobit ani Judith, Wisdom, Eco:ffer:ded at the liberal Eentiments contained
A curt good-byebail is returned, a hole is punched in your other clesiasticus, Baruch, the epistle of Jeremiah, the
in Frtderick's diary, sometimes declaring it
Feels slighted;
ear, and you are ready to grapple again with the Song of the Three Children, Su~annR, Bel and
apocryphal and sometimes deEiring prosecuthe Dragon, and the Maccabees. The Roman
A little kiss,
"Idea."
tion of the publishers for revealing state
A rlream of bliss,
The same ceremonies are necessary when yon Catholic church believes all these books to be
from the pen of the GboRt; hut the Protestant
want to bathe.
We're plighted.
secrets.
A pettish pont.
If yon happen to be unfortunate enorigh to be. church alle~~:es that thev are the worthless writA WRITER in the Scientific American says:
A lover's doubt,
come detaehed from that priceles~ tioket, you are ings of Smith. If the Ghost really wrote them, I
"Tbe last twenty years hav seen more adA· qttarrel;
assessed fort.y cents per day for every day since should like to heRr his oninion of the Protestant
The ring returned,
the Assembly opened, even though you hav just church. If he did not wr1te them, it would be invance in the science of electricity than all the
The
lttters
burnedarrived.
The idea of this is to teach lessons of terestin~ to hav his verdict upon the church of
six thousand historic years preceding. More
A moral.
carefnlnees, and prevent anyone from getting a Rome.-Saladzn,
is discovered in one day now than in a thoudo~e of the "Idea" without going through the
PnESS on, press on, ye Rulers, in the roused world's
sand years of the Middle Ages, so that, THE PIOUS CHAUTAUQUA SCHOOL OF PHILOSOPHY. lUi tiatory punching process.
forward traek;
Chautauqua
is
noted
for
its
topographical
plan
literally, 'a day is a thousand years.'"
Chautauqua is 1 4 JU feet above the level of .the
It moves too sure for ye to put the clock of Freeof
Palestine,
spread
along
the
lake
shore,
the
'ea; but the expense of living there is higher
dom back!
'
PRoFEsSoR SToRRS replies in the Bp~ctat01' than tllat.
water-line of which does dnt.y as the MediterraWe're gRthet·ing up from :near and far, with souls
nean
coast.
The
HolyLq,nd
is,
however,
in
a
state
to an American who challenges the statement
Chautauqua is situated on a section of the south
in fiery glow,
in his book on "Ireland and the Celtic shore of the lake of that name, and wears a fence of fatigue. Some of the mountains and little bills, And Right doth bare its arm of might to bring
originally stuff e.'! with sawdust, bav been made
around
it•elf.
It
is
the
only
wa'led
town
in
Amerthe ~poilers low.
Church," that kissing one's wife or child on
ica, It costs you forty cents to bt'eak in for a into depressions by the action of rain. The river
Sunday was regarded by. old Puritans in Con- single day's punishment-and all .you happen to Jordan has run dry, while Capernanm is over- Kings, Priests, ye't:e far too costly, and we weary
of your rule ;
flowed. The Waters of 1\Ierom consist of a bu.nch
necticut as sinful. Professor Stokes estab- hav with you to dfect an escape.
We crown no more "Divinity," where Nature writPeople who take their lives in their hands and of weeds, e,nd yon can no longer obtam anything
lishes the fact by citations from Archdeacon
eth
"Fool!"
..
submit to the whole seas n's torture, can commit to drink at Beersheba. The Dead Sea is full of Ye must not bar our glorious path as in the days
Hessey's lectures on Sunday.
watermelon
rinds
and
chips,
and
the
fence
around
slow suicide for a few cents per day less.
agone;
THE pope and the czar are haggling over
It is considend the correct thing for stud'ou 8 Bethlehem needs repairing. Joppa and Cwsarea We know that Go<l made M9n, not Prince~, Kings,
are
badly
dilapidated,
evidently
having
been
the terms of a proposed bargain by which individuals gnnnmg for a much needed rest to go
or Priests. Press on !
-JJlaBSPV.
tmmpled on by tbe small boys. The houses of
they are to render each other mutual services. to flbRntauqua and take a dose of the" Chautau- J eru.alem are lying on their sides, and the whit"WITH an Rrmed and resolved hand,
qua Idoa." Tuis "Idea" is served up as indicated
waeh snow on 1\fonnt Hermon's summit has been I'll strip the ragged follies of the time
The main point of disagreement is in regard in the followmg daily program:
washed into inartistic atreaks by the summer Naked as ·at their birth ••• and with a whip of
to the language to be used in Polish churches,
5 31 A-~r.-Waking bell.
showers.
steel,
the czar wishing Russian, to prepare the way
6:· 0 A.M.-Service in cottages.
1'he principal products of Chautauqua are flies, Print wounding lashes in their iron ribs.
for Polish annexation, and the pope fearing
7 ro A M.-B:·eakfast.
uncongenial
marria~es,
didespet·ate
flirtatiOns,
-Ben Jonson.
9 ou A.M.-Temperance address in the Amphitheploma~, and ten-per-cent slices off the groBB rethat the Russification of the liturgy will lead ater.
EnucA.TION
draws
out
and
discipline
a man; fills
ceipts of all business done on the grounds.
to conversion to the Russian Orthodox
tn:ao A 111.- Lecture, Amphitheater.
hiro with varied and rational ideas; prevents him
An
attempt
made
la•t
year
to
measure
the
air
church.
12:00 M.-Dmner.
consumed by each visitor, so as to charge a per- from sinking into monomania or being' xcited by
IN the Journal of United Lab01', Mr. Pow2 0 ·P.M.-Services in Hall of Philosophy,
transport; givs him determinate thoughts instead
centage thereon, fai!Pd for some reason.
8 0 l P.~r.-L~cture in thA A.mnhitbeater.
Tnere are always flies on the victims of Chau- of eccentric fancies, pliable opinions for fixed
derly demands publication of the Pacific
5 ro p 11! -Study of tho Holy Land.
tauqua; but a diligent search has failed to dis- convictions; replaces imnetuous images by calm
railroad commissioner's report, and says that
6 oo P nr -Supper.
cover
any on the management.-Wm. H. Stvtter tn reasoTJings, sudden resolves by the results of rehe heard it stated that "if the people of the
7 3' P.nr -Lecture in the Amphitheater.
flection; f,urnishes us with the wisdom and ideas
Puc/c.
1
9 30
of other"; givs us conscience and self-command.
A uy P..lii.-Vgbdts
United States
. kne1v what was contained in
uuoccn{>le tout
tme, w h.10h can b e d.iscovere d
-!f. Tatne.
that report lD the way of exposure of fraud by the aid of a microsc"P" of bi<rh m'll?nifyiug
Tlw Career of Jesus Christ.
R•POSE and cheerfn!ne~e are the badge of the
and treachery to the government, they would power, is dtvoted tu the sturl.v of Greek, Hebrew.
An Exposition of the True 1\Ieanin~r of this Charmarch on to Washington an·d hang to lamp- llletaphy•ics, Mytholon, and lu -Creamology.
acter as describe<! in the New ·reotament. l:ly l\'Iil- gentleman-repose in energy, The Greek battlepieces
are calm; the heroes, in whatever vi,.,lent
Everything at Chantat~qul< is done sysltmatic- ton Woolley, l\l.D., author of •• Hebrew Mytholposts every Congressman and Senator wbo ally. The place is run on the belief that every- ogy,"
actions engaged, retain a serene aspect; as we say
P•per, Svo, 25 cents.
bad any hand or part in the damnable work." body is trying to beat the concern, and the conof Niagara, that it falls without speed.-Emerson, ·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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THE CHURCH CARING FOR ORPHANS.

iJolts and llippinns.
RRv. SAM JoNEs is said to hav made at least
$100.000 since he gave up the law and became
an evangelist.
A PATENT for a church collection-box was
taken out by a Methodist deacon of Connecticut recently. It is so constructed that
the_ surface box instantaneou~ly .turns over,
depositing each coin into a lower box. This
prevents money being taken out of the box,
and it exposes those who pretend to make an
" offering " but do not, for the gesture is not
follovred by the jingle.
ON page 771 of " The Golden Manual" I
find that if the pope should declare war
against the government of the United States
an true Catholics would be compelled to take
the side of the pope against the government,
and St. Thomas is authority for the statement
that if the pope should curse the government
of the United :;tates every consistent orthodox
Roman Catholic would be absolved from his
oath of allegiance to· the government.-The
.A.merican Protestant.
WHBN Rome has spoken that is the end of
the matter.-.Augustine. Let him that desires
to grow in godliness giv himself up to a
learned confessor, and be obedient to him as
to Gud:-Philip de Neri. Let Uod arise: let
him repress, confound, annihilate this unbridled license of spPaking, writing, and publishing. -Pupe Leo X II. It will be a glorious
day for Catholics in this country when, under
the laws of justice and morality, our school
system shall be shivered to pieces.- The Oathlie Telegraph. The bearing of the Catholics

of the United States ftlls me with hope for the
future of the chnrch.-Pope Piu8 IX.
TuB Okristian Statesman, the organ of the
National Reform Association, thinks of the
ladies leading theW. C. T. U.: "The heartiness and intelligence, the faith and courage,
with which these Ohristian women embrace
and advocate the fundamental principles of
Ohristian government are most gratifying."
GERALD 1\IusBY, who is said to be on his
way to this country to lecture, stirred up considerable feeling here about fifteen years ago
by delivering a lecture that was regarded as
blasphemous, and whose title was a query as
to why his satanic majesty was not vanquished. Mr. Massey, who was a silk-mill
hand and straw-plaiter before he was a Freethought and labor reform poet, is now sixty
years old.
THE whole nation of France seems to be in
the hands of the drillmaster, and large bodies
of troops are constantly moved from point to
point on the frontier. The strategic advantages of railways are constantly improved.
All France is virtually mobilized and is ready
for action. Bulgaria is also under military
sway and ready for any emergency. Austria
is gradually bringing her forces up to a degree
of etlfciency never before equaled. All of
highly Ohristian Europe is ready for war.
MEDFORD, Mass., Oct. 7.-James Nich9ls,
four years of age, to-day came home, from the
session of Sunday-School swelling with the
information that Jesus had walked upon the
water. It made such an impression upon his
im11gination that he could not be content
until he had tried to do the same thing.
Secretly he went to the bathroom of the

family, filled the bathtub with water, and tbe pen in displeasure and wrote in the word
attempted the feat that was agitating his himself.
little mind. The result was that he was nearly . LATE description of the Chinese people :
drowned. Taken out of the water, his first "Tradition and custom are everything to
spluttering effort at articulation appeared in them. They are linked to the dead past by
the sentence: "I ain't no kind of a Jesus."
the unbreaka,_ble bond3 of precedent; they are
ONK of the first things that strikes the chained to a hi;;torical corp3e. 'l'heir blind
stranger in St. Petersburg, and still more in prejudice against p:>st-mortem examinations
Moscow, is the constant crossing that goes on still leaves them in ignorance of human anat·
in the streets; Whenev<:r a devout Russian omy; the functions of the heart, lungs, liver,
passes a church or a shrine or a holy altar he and other organs are sealed books to them;
lifts his hat and crosses himself in the fashion they make no digtinctiJn between veins and
of the Eastern church. In Moscow the num- arteries, or nerves and tendons. In medicin,
ber of shrines is so great and the sanctity of ignorance and superstition prevail, and the
some of them so overpowering that it must medical board at Ptlkin, in the exercise of its
be difficult for the devout orthodox to get profound wisdom, has sanctioned such remealong the street.- (JontemporariJ Review. dies as dried red-spotted lizuds, silk-worm
Among the nations classed as civilized, Rus- moths, tortoise and oyster shells, dragon's
sia stands as one 9f the most ignorant, pov- teeth, verdigris, bear's gall, shavings of rhierty-stricken, despotic, anti-republican, and noceros's horns, elephant's skin, etc. In as.
tronomy, their Cb.aldean heritage, they hav
miserable.
WK still hav divinely ordain_ed monarchs p_rogressed no further than popularly to bebesides the czar. William I. of Germany lieve that the earth is square and flat, and
said that his crown was " a symbol of abso- that eclipses are camed by some monster
lute authority from God, and not to be taken ~attacking the sun or moon. Their agricultaway by man." His private secretary relates ural methods are of the most primitiv sort.
that he once ventured to change the words, And so it goes through all their so-ealled arts
"Providence willed us," to " Providence per- and sciences. They hav not the inherent life
mitted us," in an imperial address being diC- and power to break their way out of the
tated to him, suggesting to the emperor that cocoon of early superstition. Although as a
"we cannot know what providence has nation they are forty centuries old, they are
willed." " Do you think, then," replied yet in the first stages of evolution. We Amer•
William, "that I could hav borne the heavy icans liv more in one year than they in forty;
burden of this war, or that such triumphs we hav made more progress in a hundred
would hav been possible, had I not been years than they in four thousand." The
firmly convinced that Providence had willed above is an exact uescription of our condition
it so, and chosen us for his instruments? during the thousand years of Christianity
Write exactly what I dictated to you." The before that antinaturalism began to be weak·
secretary still objecting, the emperor seized ened by Rationalism and free investigation~
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9Jommunica.tion!$.
More :Miracles and Evolution.
So far we hav seen that the allegeq miracles of
'Jesus were, in some instances, harmful in their result,
"ip; others doubtful, in others stupid, and in others useless-admitting, for the sake of argument, that they
were really accomplished. The account Of St. Peter's
so-called miraculous deliverance from prison by the
aid of an angel is susceptible of more than one in=ter'pretation, but if the eve:nt actually happened, it
. was undoubtedly a very fortunate occurrence for
Peter; but unless Peter or the angel wrote " The
Acts," we hav not their word for it, and _it may hav
been that Peter made his escape from pr1son, or was
released, without the aid of an angel, or indeed with-out any supernatural assistance.
' In the Acts of the Apostles, too, we read· that St.
Paul carried on what, in these days, would be called
a little "faith healing" business. He is said to hav
healed a man who was a crivple from his birth. All
he did was to say to the man in a loud voice, " Stand
upright on thy feet.'' And the man leaped and walked.
Perhaps he was not used to being shouted at. It
was a good miracle if it occurred, but it would hav
·seemed more ·satisfactory if he had operated on a
one-legged man and miraculously supplied him with
a fresh limb.
· A little further on St. Paul is alleged to hav re~
stored a young man named Eutychus to life. It appears that while Paul was delivering an eloquent
discourse, Eutychus became so interested that he fell
into a deep sleep-a not unnatural thing to do when
listening to a dreary s.ermon-a.nd "fell down from
the third loft arid was taken up dead." But Paul
went down and fell on him and said: "Trouble not
yourselvs, for his life is in him.'' Now, if the young
man were really dead it was surely a little perversion
of the truth for St. Paul to say that "his life was in
him ;" and if his "life was_ in him," then there wao;;
no miracle performed by St. Paul, and his falling
upon the young man was an additional punishment
to the inji:tted youth. · - And so ·we may leave the miracles of the New
Testament with this reflection, that there was not
much utility in them if they occurred, but that the
miracles of the New Testament were immensely supel;'ior to those recorded in the Old.
And to come to miracles in general. What hav
w:e to say with regard to them T
1. Tliat the performance of them would be a violation 'of all the laws of nature.
2. ·That they are never attested by trustworthy
evidence.
3. That they are opposed to the human experience in all ages of enligutenment.
4. That they are opposed to the great doctrin of
~volution.
And by laws of nature are not meant
some divine commands which are rigidly carried out
in the operations of natural forces, but merely the
observed order of phenomena.
Human experience give the·very best_warrant_ for
the 'belief that nature's laws- are uniform in their
mode of operation; that each and every event is preceded by some other event ·without which it could
not happen, and with which it is bound to happen,
or, in other words, that the. phenomena of nature
· consist of one long chain of causes and effects which
is practically endless.
: Now, it must be perfectly obvious toany rational
' creature that, if this be true, miracles cannot happen,
· for the happening of a miracle would be the disturb. ance of the whole order of, phenomena, and since all
.I events are the necessary consequence of ·previous
; events through all time, the performance of a mir-acle would involve the undoing of this endless series
-·of .phenolll:ena. Feuerbach well expresses it when
: he says : " Who suspends one law of nature suspends
: them all.''
'· The study of astronomy and natural philosophy
· affords us ample proof that the same laws which_
' govern the earth on which we liv, also govern the
-~ stars and other heavenly bodies. Professor Buchner
-'_says: "The laws of gravitation, i.e., the laws of mo';tion and attraction, are, in -all space reached by the
· telescope, invariably the same. The motions of all
. the most remote bodies take place according to the
··.same laws by which on O)lr earth a stone falls, or the
, pendulum vibrates, etc. All astronomical calcuhi. tiona regarding the motions of distant bodies, and
_-which are based upon these known laws,bav proved
perfectly correct. Astronomers hav pointed out the
, existence of stars which were only discovered after
: being sought for in the spots indicated; they predict
; _solar and lunaz: ?clipses, and calculate the reappear, ance of comets m centuries to come; The form of
:Jupiter was deduced from the laws of rotation· and
~-was verified by direct observation. We know' that
:.the planets hav their seasons, days, and nights, like
.: the earth, though they differ in length " (Force and
: Matter, pages 111, 112).
, - This learned writer then carries his illmtration
: into other departments of physical science. He says:
_._,, The laws of light through all space are the same

as on our earth. Everywhere has it the same yelo~- should .either deceive or be deceived, or~that the fa~t
'ity and composition, and ~ts refraction takes place in which he relates should really hav happened. I
a similar ma·nner. The light which the most remote weigh the one miracle against the other, and accordfixed stars-transmit to us through a space of billions ing to the superiority which I discover I pronounce
of miles, differs in nothing from the light of our sun; my decision, and always reject the greate:r miracle.
it acts according to the 2 ame laws, and has the same If the falsehood of the tvstimony would he more m!raculous· than the event which ·he relates, then and· f not'
composition.''
.
we possess not less sufficient grounds provmg till then can. he pretend to command my belie or
that the bodies in the universe possess two of the opinion.''
same properties as our earth, and the objects upon
Sometimes the discussion of this question o.f the
it, namely, impenetrability and divisibility. The laws happening of miracles is rendered exceedingl:r, ~on
of heat are like those of light-everywhere the same. fusing by the employment of the word •: m·racle m a
The heat emanating from the sun acts according to difftlrent sense altogether from that whtch we are now
the same principles as' that radiating from the ear~h. considering.
.
. .
But it is upon the relation of heat that the sohd,
In one sense, as Thomas 'Paiue points out, everyliquid, and aeriform stat~s of bodies depend; thes.e thing in nature is a miracle, that is to say, its very
states mrist therefore enst under the same condt- existence is wonderful and strange to man.
Walt Whitman says:
tiona. Again, electricity, magnetis~, etc., are so intimately connected with the evolut10n of heat that What shall I giv? And which are my miracles?
thev cannot be sep-arated; consequently, wherever Realism is mine-my miracles. Take freely,
J
:1..
h
t 1
Take without end. I offer them to you,
.
heat is, that is to say everywuere, t ere mus a 80 Wherever your feet can carry you. or your eyes reach.
be these forces. The same may be asserted of the Why 1 Who makes much of a miracle?
relation of- heat to the mode of chemical combination As to me I know nothing else but miracles.
and decomposition, which must everywhere take place To me every hour of the light and dark is a miracle;
·
·
Every inch of space is a miracle ;
in a similar manner.
Every square yard of the surface of the earth is spread with
Meteoric stones-visible messengers from another
the same;
·
world-afford a more direct proof.· In these remark- Every cubic foot of the interior swarms with the same;
able bodies, which are projected from other hetlvenly Every spear of grass-the frames, limbs, organs of men and
·
d' 1 th
th
h
women and all that concerns them- .
·
bodies or from t h e prtmor ta e er, ere as as All these to me are unmistakably perfect miracles.
yet no' element been discovered which is not already To me the sea is a continual miracleexisting upon the earth, nor 'is the form of those The fishes that swim, the rocks, the motion of the waves,
crystals different from those known to us.
the ships with men in themThe history of the origin and development of c;mr What stranger miracles are there?
e!IJ'th is analogous to that of the heavenly bodtes.
But it is quite clear that the poet is not using the
The spheroidtd forms of the planets prove that they, word miracle in the sense of a marvelous and super·
like the earth, were once in a· fluid state, and the natural event.
gradual development to present form that we fiod in
Raising dead people to life, feeding thousands on
the case of the earth must, in similar manner, hav five loaves and two fishes, walking on the surface of
taken place in all other planets.
the sea, opening the eyes of the blind, ascending into
In the foregoing passages Dr. Bii.chner has admir- heaven through the ·clouds, these and like events
ably demonstrated the universality of the laws which are occurrences which are not in harmony with natregulate all bodies in the universe.
ure's every-day performances, which_ contradict
It is perfectly clear that if the laws of nature were human· experience, and which, if we are expected to
not immutableman could not calculate with any cer- believe at all, would require the most conclueiv kind
tainty upon the happening of-any single event ; all of evidence to substantiate.
the forces acting haphazard, or having no inherent
If a man said that he saw another raised from the
qualities of attraction or repulsion, would cause ii'rep- dead to-day, who would believe him 1 No one. If
arable confusion.
he affirmed that he himself WaS BO raised, we should
It follows consequently from the universality of the probably get a strait-waistcoat for him. · But if he
laws of nature that the performance of a' miracle declared that somebody saw a miracle happen hunwould. mean the suspension of all these laws; and the dreds of years ago when there was no printing-press,
production of universal chaos.
when the masses were ignorant and credulous, w.hen
Secondly, no alleged miracle has been attested by every event that was not understood was regarded
sound or trustworthy evidence.
as miraculous, Christians would say, ''We believe it.''
The Old Testament miracles are not recorded by But if he went on to allege that the said miracle was
eye-witnesses, al}d even if they were, unless we knew performed by Mohammed, they would smile and say,
what sort of persons the writers were, whether they "Mohammed I Oh, he was an impostor !"
were wise or foolish, credulous or· careful in the exEach religionist denies the miracles of the other;
amination of evidence, we could not determin the ex- each affirms the other's to hav been "mere jugglery,"
act degree of credibility to be attached to their state- and the Rationalist denies them all.
ments.
With the truth of the doctrin of evolution firmly
That Moses was not the author of the Pentateuch impressed upon his mind, with a clear understanding
is now regarded by all who are caP.able of forming a of the oneness of nature in spite of her multifarious
just judgment on ttie matter as beyond all doubt. manifestations, the Rationalist is fortified against deIt is equally certain that two or more writers contrib- lusions of every•kind.
uted toward the production of the first five baoks of
He knows that in the realm of matter each event
the Bible, and from their writings we are entitled to forms a link in an endless chain of causes and effects,
say that they were unable to discriminate between and what is true of matter is ·true of mind. Each
the tricks of a conjurer and the appalling phenomena thought is indissolubly connected with every other
of the universe.
thought throughout all eternity. Nothing absolutely
Of the other writers we may say that they were begins in nature, and nothing ends; all is changeeither self-deceived or so credulous that they be- a ceaseless unfolding of events, an endless transf6rlieved everything they were told concerning alleged mation of the one eternal substance. In nature
extraordinary events that were said to hav happened everything is natural, and the word supernatural in
a.t the time at which they wrote.
the past has always been the term by which man has
Nor can it be said that the alleged miracles of the separated the known from the unknown, and with,
New Testament are properly attested. Such evidence the ever accumulating force of knowledge tl!-e unas is offered for them would be rejected by any mag- known will gradually giv way to the known, and the
istrate as altogether inadequate. The question then supernatural at last be expunged from the vocabulary
is, What evidence is required to establish the truth of man.
ARTHUR B. Moss.
C. B. Reynolds on His Western '.~;our.
of such extraordinary events T In the first place, we
require the evidence of eye-witnesses; in the second
place, we require the evidence of individuals who
ELLENSBURG, WASHINGTON TERR., Sept. 8, 9, 10.-:
were not likely to be deceived, and thirdly, we want This is the most ambitious and energetic town
the evidence of persons who were not interested in in the eastern part of Washington terntory. They
telling a falsehood to maintain some theory which are making vigorous efforts to entitle them to
they believed to be true.
hav the capital removed from pretty sleepy old OlymIn no case hav we got such witnesses. The alleged pia to this handsome city of progress, and if energy
writers of the gospels do not pretend that they wit- and push can win, Ellensburg is sure to become the
nessed the performance of the miracles, and if they capital. I counted over a dozen handsome brick and
did their testimony would not be considered as con- twenty frame buildings in course of construction.
clusiv, since they may be regarded as interested, nay,
The trinity of truth seekers here consists of John
highly prejudiced, in favor of the occurrence of the L. Dirks, a young enthusiat.t for Liberalism, bright,
miracles.
cultured, genial, a careful reader and earnest student;
David Hume years ago laid it down that we may George Parrish, an A1 self-sacrificing worker for
accept it as a general maxim "that no testimony is human progress, and William Rehuike, the reliable
sufficient to establish a miracle unless the testimony stand-by, and universally respected, outspoken Infibe of such a kind that its falsehood would be more del. The three lectures were delivered at the court
miraculous than the fact which it endeavors to estab- house, the attendance increasing at each lecture. The.
lish, and even in that case there is a mutual destruc- first night the Rev. Mr. Denton, a Oampbellite ministion of arguments, and the superior only givs us an ter, took exception to three points in my lecture:
assurance suitable to that degree of force which re1. That there was no text in the Bible .teaching
mains after deducting the inferior.
that Sunday should be kept as th~ Sabbath.
.
"When anyone tells me that he saw a dead man
2. That the God of the Bible over and over again·
restored to life I· immediately consider with myself declares there never had been, never was, nev~r,
whether it would be more probable that this person . should be a savior.
··
0
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3. •That ministers feared investigation and endeavored to keep people from reading Liberal publications
or attending Liberal lectures.
I at once offered him one-half the time the next
evening, either the first or second hour, to discuss
.
these questions, . and he accepted.
The announcement of the discussion filled the
court house. The reverend spent the first half hour
in silly, gross personalities, and then admitted there
was no text in the Bible teaching Sunday observance.
This was an awful shock to the. Christians, for they
came expecting an able defense of Sunday, especially
as many of them knew that only two weeks ago he
had served a blacksmith. in his neighborhood witl;L a
written notice that if he did any more work in his
blacksmith shop on Sunday, the holy Sabbath of God,
he, the Rev. Mr. Denton, would prosecute him with
the utmost rigor of the law.
.
He dodged the Bible God's denials of a savior, and
wound up with a Salvation Army exhortation ~o believe in J esu~;.
It Wii.B too good. He had said nothing that called
for any reply, but afforded me oppo:rtudty to lay
facts and fallacies of the gospel plan of salvation be. fore a large number of devout Christians whom I
could never hav reached under other circumstances.
On Sunday evening I had another immense audience
and delivered a lecture on "'!'he Bible : Whence it
Came and What It Really Teaches." Rev. Mr. Denton attended and took notes.
WALLA WALLA, W ABHINGTON TERR., Sept. 11, 121
13.-Sol Center, the most able and highly respected
business man of Walla Walla, had just recuperated
from a long attendance at the sick-bed of an unfortunate young fellow who had been most horribly burnt
at an incendiary fire at a hotel. In case of suffering
or affiiction there is no tenderer heart, no more
generous soul, nor one more ready self-sacrificingly to
help anyone in need, than Sol Center, the outspoken
Infidel.
.
The following editorial published in the_ Walia
Walla .Daily Journal, Friday, Sept. 21, 1888, is testimony from a reli~ious opponent, arid givs the best
idea of the lectures and how they were received :
REYNOLDS, THE EX-REVEREND.

C.. B. Reynolds, formerly a minister of the gospel, but now
an Infidel, and in many ways a second Robert Ingersoll, lect.ured for the last three nights at Small's Opera House to large
and indeed fashionable, intelligent audiences. We never had
the pleasure of listening to the able speaker .till last night,
and, judging from the manner in which he handled the subject, from an Infidel point of view, he is well schooled in
theology and in the use and abuse of the Bible and its contents .. He is undoubtedly a scholar, full of action, rich in
language, and forcible in his illustrations. To one raised
from childhood beneath the shadow of a church, whose early
impressions regarding God and our savior are deep and inflexible, the lecturer appears like a bold yet not a bad man.
Mr. Reynolds seems to be sincere, rational, and ·respectful
toward those who may differ with him. He has a very pleasing address and stands there like a poet, full of wisdom and
mental resources. We could listen to such a man night after
night and yet after all stay where we are and not budge an
inch from the glorious belief in which our fathers died. Mr.
. Reynolds's doctrin is full of wit and humor, acrimony, and
even good horse sense, but the hope which every human
seeks and naturally longs for is not there.
·

All three of the daily papers gave complimentary
notices.
There are a host of generous, cultured Liberals in
Walla Walla. On Friday afternoon we had a special
.meeting of Liberals at the Opera House, when I laid
before them the practical plan of organization-how
to conduct science schools without a teacher, etc.and the initiatory steps were taken in the organization of the Wall a Walia Liberal Society.
I go from here to Utah, and. will· giv a full, fair
account of Mormonism as I find it.
.
c. B. REYNOLDS.

Intoxicants.-License.-Absurdity.
The most perfect popular government is that in which an
injury offered to the meanest individual is considered an insult upon the whole constitution.-Solon.
A perfectly civilized man can never be perfectly happy
while there is one unhappy being in this universe.-Robert
G. Ingersoll.
To be nobly wrong is more manly than to be meanly right.

-Tlwmas Paine.

Contact with vicious persons has a tendency to
either deaden our sensibility of, or enliven our attachment to, virtue. To() many are slumbering with
their morality. They rest tranquil,. satisfied with
their own goodness. Contentment with one's self is
an exhibition of selfishness. The average moral man,
contented with existence in this world, and satisfied
with his supposed chance in the next, is apt to overlook the misery, ignorance, and degradation attending the lives of others. It must be admitted, if the
human race has been given a mission to perform-an
end to reach-that the requirements of the creator
will be fully met only when true happiness has been
attained, not by one individual, but by all. Universal happiness is heaven. There is no wiser way to
please God than to light the darkened paths of ignorance with the bright sunshine of intelligence,
alleviate the sorrows of the oppressed with charity,
and reclaim the degraded. Let all who are tenderhearted ·survey the wt>rld, listen to the groans and
witness the tears of Siberian exiles, see the thorn
of poverty in the side of London, hear of the crimes

.
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and immorality of Paris, think of the poor subjects liquor. Yes, they say so; but it is simply say.
of all the despotic governments, ascertain the coiidi- What do they do? They favor license with the
tion of the laboring class (even in America), reflect intention of lowering their taxes and becoming
that human (inhuman) slavery still exists as an insti- participants in the profits of the liquor trade. Nothtution. He who can, before this array of eviqence, ing is done in this world without expectation of reremain stolidly indifferent, must possess a " shriveled ward. The laborer voting for protection has the insoul." Many . may .think that to stand appalled at tention of preventing a reduction in his wages. The
the misery and crime extant iet.su:fficient; that is to pre.vention is his recompense. The free trade advosay, they are possessed of enough feeling to notice, cate insists upon a lessening of the cost of living.
but lack the courage to· combat. To oppose popular The lessening is his pay. Invariably the respectable
error is to become a martyr. The question arises, liquor-dealer seeks license. Respectability rewards
What can be done to improve the condition of the him. It is perfectly appal"ent that a believer in lirace? The task of making the whole world happy cense is simply an indorser of tbe willingly admitted
is gigantic. The accomplishment seems utterly im~ terrible results of liquor-drinking. In other words,
possible. But history, observation, and reason teach he . sanctions, givs consent to, the commission of
that the human family, in spite of tremendous diffi- crime, and with a mercenary motiv. Prohibition·
culties, has advan~ed-that perfection can be arrived will never wholly prevent the manufacture, sale, and
at in the remote future. Let reformation commence use of rum or equivalents, but it will be satisfactory
at home.
to all followers of co'nscience who believe, if wrong
Let us examin into the condition of society in the is wrong, it is wrong for government to smile on
United State$. It is a<tmitted by every decent per- wrong and say, For a certain sum of money you can
son, passionately asserted by a few Prohibitionists, wrong.
and reali~ed by every individ~al possessing the least
It is generally believed that in those states and
sense, that if . there is anything productiv of immo- places where Prohibition has been adopted just as
rality and· unhappiness .it is the liquor traffic. I do much liquor is sold as if the business was licensed.
not wish .to denounce a single respectable rumseller. The drunkards say just as much is used. Is this not
They-those who are respectable-admit they are equivalent to the rumsellers saying to the majority,
engaged in a mean business. They also declare the "We hav no regard for your feelings. Your views
foolishness of many of their customers. This shows are none of our business. We hav our dupes and
that even ·a grog-slinger is sometimes not ashamed of they must hav their toddy. For you who are
his opinion, a trait. to be commended. Why do not conscientiously against our nefarious occupation we
the licensed saloonkeepers desel:"ve more respect hav no respect whatever. We still continue to
than they r~ceive' Why not treat them decently! sell our mind-desolating liquid, and insist upon light. They are :granted the privilege of selling intoxicants ing the torch of debauchery in our now darkened den
by the government. Their business is legalized. A of infamy." What does the drunken sot say? "What
righteous government would not sanction other than care I what the majority think? I am not a slave
respectable business. What possible excuse can the. of government. It is claimed that I am controled
majority of Christian churches hav for ·excluding a by appetite, to which I reply, Yes, and say, Delightlawful rumseller? A person who obeys the laws of ful bondage. I hav no regard for anyone, no true
a just government ought not to be unfit for church feeling toward my family. All I ask of the rummembership. Is further argument needed to prove seller is drink. I don't care for him. I hav no
that communicants should not be in favor of licensing respect for myself, as you can easily see by my apthe liquo:r industry T All candid men will admit that p9arance. The sum total of all I regard sufficiently
every thinker has, or supposes he has; sufficient ·mportant for me to consider is my appetite. I
reasons f1:>r thinking as he does. Let us inquire for prefer to exhibit myself as usual in the school paths
the reason!! of those who are in fav()r of licensing the of your innocent children, that they may see intoxiabomilij\ble liquor business. We will first analyze cation is popular. Popularity is t·ight. I must
the case of the most assuredly certain clamorer for continue to mightily contribute toward supporting in
license-the rum-dealer. After subtracting those of luxury the rumseller and his happy family, and, as
this guild for whom we cherish notions of respect-a ordinarily, devote my mite for the subsistence of my
microscopic portion-we hav remaining those whom own wife and worse than orphan children. It is
we choose to spea~ of. These proprietors of grog- absolutely neces~ary for me to 'cover my hearthgeries envelop a vast deal of the propensity, avarice. stone with serpents' and endeavor to induce them.
Ignorance is also a great characteristic of theirs. It to occupy my brain."
may be claimed they are hypocritical to a certain · Why do the majority continue to allow their will
extent to their drunken customers, but it is impos- to be thwarted? Why are officers elected in Prohisible for them to deceive the sober world regarding bition states who prove pueril and impotent in dealtheir character. I insist that the prerequisits of ing with such miscreants? The fault undoubtedly
these rum sellers are avarice, ignorance, and hypocrisy. lies with those who are "slumbering with their rooIf any intelligent reader regards this as a mere as- rality."
sertion, let him become acquainted with one of the
The priests, ministers, commm;ticants, and promclass to which I allude. It is no wonder such deal- inent cttizens are the ones who should tackle this
ers favor license. The reason is obvious. What glaring evil, but, unfortunately, they are generally
other order of citizens believe in license? The engrossed in a more lucrativ employment. To all
drunkards, of course. I most cheerfully admit these who are uncompromisingly in favor of reasoq, I offer
gentlemen cannot consistently be stigmatized as the following quotation from Thomas Paine, the
largely as hav been their friends the gin-dealers. It thinker, patriot, and author-hero of the American
must be acknowledged ·that there are many really Revolution-a Deist : "That in which every man is
intelligent inebriates-mlllly who would never pollute interested, is every man's duty to support. And any
themselvs by selling the beverage they hanker after. burden which falls equally on all men, and from
Drunkards. are avaricious-they covet drink. which every man is to receive an equal benefit, is
Pecuniary avarice belongs to the rumseller, not his consistent with the most perfect ideas of liberty. .
victim. Drunkards are usually good hypocrits, for
There never was a scheme against which obthey seldom admit they are drunkards. I insist that jections might not be raised. But this alone is not
drunkards are generally hypocritical, occasionally in- ~ sufficient reason. for rejection. The onl.Y line to
telligent, and always covetous. What other class be- Judge truly upon, IB to draw. out and admtt all the
lieves in license T The moderate drinkers. Who are objections which can fairly be made, and place against
they ? . If the drunkards are not hypocrits, the term them all the contrary qualities, conveniences, and admoderate drinker is a false appellation. I rather vantages, tP,en by striking a balance you come at the
think it not advisable to proceed further on this deli- true character of any scheme, principle, or position."
cate ground. Let us run away from the moder_ate
~ k~ow of no better rules . to be gui?ed by than
drinkers; they are a peculiar set. Who can draw Pam? s. Make use of them lD. attemptmg to solve
the line! Perhaps the drunkards and moderate the ~1quor probl~~ .an~ you will become. at least a
drinkers had better be allowed to make the distinc- senttmental Prohtb1t10mst.. The man who ts ashamed
tion. Who else favors license ? The compromisers. to defend his principles, _what~ver they be, or. re!uses
Do they .drink' No ; at least they say they do not. to d~ so thr~ugh ~ere dtscret10n, hJl~ no prmmples,
They themselvs never sell intoxicants. No· at least and ts so dtsgustmgly saturated wtth the odor of
they say·they would not.
'
insignificance that he ca~ be appropriate!~ con~ign~d
Do they consider the liquor busines3 respectable T to t?e shade ~f a skunk a-cabbage.. Ind.1scret10n ~s
No; at lea~t they say _they do not. They do not oftttm~s an eVIdence of honesty~ W_tse dtshonesty.ts
want money made in this business? No; at least ever Circumspect. The world contams too many hvEnWIN N. BEEOHER.
they say they do not. Then why do they believe in ing pantographs.
licensing the most diabolie~il business in this world?
Marion, Oo_1_~n_·---~---Well, they say, to benefit the town they reside in.
To-Whom~
Do they not expect individual reward? Yes. How !
A man! a very demigod, compared
They hope to be relieved of an enormous burden.
With any of our eighty thousand preachers,
What? A small part of their taxes. Great heavens!
All posing as the people's godly teachers,
Of right and reason enemies declared I
these compromisers· are more stupidly ignorant;
Hail, great apostle of the growing light!
avaricious, _and l;typocritical .than either the rumModern St. George combating with the dragon
seller or his bar patr!)n. They (the compromisers)
Of Superstition I Smiter of the hal1j on
also occupy the strongholds of ignorance, avarice,
The hip I Dispeller of the priestly blight
That all too deeply overlays the world!
and hypocrisy, and they are the superior officers, the
Grand orator of beauty and of power,
rumsellers and drunkards being merely subordinates.
Of mental independence the right bower!
These despicabl~, compromising ignoramuses say ·
Liv thou till Superstition's flag is furled I
th~J do not sympathize with the rumsellers-say
Hail, champion, in reason's armor bright,
Thy
title be De!ender of the Right !
S lSLOKUlll.
th~ do not wish to make their living by selling
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5 00
RPubt·m lind S ·phle Newkirk, Paxton, Ill ............ ,
5 00
B L ~mith. F·•rks Ul'f>ek, Col............................
5 Oil
~. 8. Jnhoson. S1oux F~<lls, Oak........................ ,
5 00
Jacob G.,.ier, Cromwell, h .................................
5 00
l'llil A Derr, Cres·on, Ia....................................
5 011
H B R>ckwood, San Pa-qual, Cal.....................
5 00
P. Helmer1Ck, 8ttl.nton, Neb .............................. ,
3 00
·~ N. Htll, Bll~tnn, Mass....................................
8 00
:~. F. Hyl!i• rl. Corva1liP, Ore..............................
8 Ofl
[..s. Bidwell & Son, San o·...go, Cal.....................
8 00
loon F. Kr}d,.. r, Alliance. 0 ..............................
3 00
J •bn ISieiPr, Piv~burgh, Pn. (Ca~<h) ....................
3 011
Vm.and Jolin Harper, C•lfax, W. T....... ........
8 on
J. ~1ahl, t:!taot.oo, Neb .................................. , ... ·
3 01•
Nm n.. \DOid~, Wan~hip. u ah.......... ...............
2 .'ill
.rnf'Rt J Jnn""· Pi•tshura~:tJ. P~..................... .....
2 00
\, E. Agll.ell~<, Pmsbur.!h, Pa. (c·•~n).............. ....
2 00
I. 0 Thom!is Ulark ......................................·.....
2 011
·~. UodPrburgiJ, ~'!ilit•m. N· b ............ ,,,.,,.....
2 (Ill
..;. Carrwnt .. r. Charlevoix. M•ch ....................... ,
2 00
"and R. Parker, Anahetm, C!il ....... , .... ,,,, .. ,
2 O•·
l•>hn Mt·Glasbam. Uktah, Cal.............................
2 on
ll!i8. F Bhickb tro. Nicnoha. I T..rr........ ... .... .
2 (lo
• t\ev.. ranre, LoR An.r... Jes, Cal..........................
2 011
1. W. O'K•·efe. P.-c••. Wasil. Terr....................
2 011
IO··I B P,.rkt<r, Orang......................................
2 On
"'"D· Ill., 8•CUI!ir u .• ton .......................... ;.... ,
2 00
J.,s Hlllgb, Ctwbau.e. Til ........... , , .................
2 00
·•hn J-.• nes. Akron, 0 ... :......... ,,.,.,,,,, ... , ....
2 110
K-11i ... K ~m. OL!Itmwa, In , .... ........... ....... .......
2 00
V 0
Williams, TnoeiP, U•ah T•·rr ...... , .......... ,
2 on
'·•lm W. Wb1t.e, G ··•b•·n V «llev, Utah_.. ....... ,,,,..
2 ()()
:) L E ·ans. Goshen V11ley, Uta,,...................
2 O••
'e!Pr N.. lson. G •shen Vnllev, ULab ................ :...
·1 00
I. P Mnrsb. Palmyra, N.Y.
(ca•h) ......... ~ •
1 00
•li•• H.. rtha Haven, AlleP:hPny, Pa (ca~h)............
1 00
. F Kn1ght, P1•t.~b1>rgb. p,.,
(ca.Gh)..........
1 no
•I fred Augher, Pitt"burgb, Pa.
(ca8h) ...... ,,,,
1 00
Inn A Jacob•. Ptttsburl!'h, Pa.
(cash)............
1 f)()
. E. Price. Pit.tsburgh. P!i.
(cash)...........
1 00
\ F '"nd, Pmr;burgh. P~.
(cois'>J ...........
1 Oo
{ J.,ffnes, Pitt>burgh, Pa.
(cash)...........
5o
J., .. Ftnkeltbal, P'tt."burgh. Pa.
(ca~h) ...........
1 011
V"l •·r Hague, Ptttsburl! h Pa.
(<'ash) ........ ...
1 00
..V. E. BakPr. Plltl'burl!'h, Pa.
(cash)............
l 011
{ B!ikt'r, P••t,.hurgh, P<i.
(c!ish)............
1 On
.\ Fri...nd, P ttsbnre:h, Pa.
(ca~h) ...........
1 oe
;) G. Lnel. P~t~sburgh. Pa.
(ca!'h)............
1 (In
Incidental. Ptttsburgh. Pa.
(•~ash) ...... ....
1 2!\
)rllN Am brook, Boulder. Col.. ............. ;........... ,
1 00
'I R Hnw><rd, B •uldPr, Col ............... :.............
1 Olt
1.11ke Wm. Gallup. W•·stmioisrer, Cal..................
1 00
·teorv Wilhem. E •gle Ur.-f'k, Ore........................
1 no
v m Lintlsey, 0 tum wa, Itt................................
1 on
~, D Sllt'ldon. ld<ilr•m,Ja....................................
1 011
It •bl. J 0PVtne, Eagle CrePk. Ore ..................... ,
1 00
{enry M. El•ander, Faele Creek. Ore..................
1 00
·~bas. Or~~ont>, K"no~h. U·ah. ...............................
1 Ott
lnhn A. Geenng. Wtt.shiogton, ln<l.. ................. ,,
1 Oo
\. F l::lnutb, 811.11 D1Pgo, C>~.l......................... ......
1 Oil
o/11, W. Jesse, New Era, Ore ..............................,.
1 00
Tnis splendid" R.Jll of Honor" bespeaks the in.
l'rel't, devption, enthusiasm, and sacrifice which thf.L b•rals dour land are manifesting for the cause of
rutontal hberty. Mark Wf'll these name!!, for their
re•ponses to t.he words of wisdom and warning at
be Congress j11st cloRed deserve a deathless fame
·-\mong tho!le woo advocate and strugllle for humar-\'elfan•. ThF>y prove that Lherals are ready to ad.
vance and enforce the Nme Do~miUlds-the new D·cla
lltion of Independence-and freely giv of thdr
o~ubstl\)lce to achieve that result. To all these the
•el.'retary senifs his salut.lltions in the name and for
rhe cause of Uoiver~al l\Iental LibHty.

I

oo

$

40
75
11 00
10 50

Total, 88 36
Balance on hand.
5>:! 04:
E A. STI!VET'B, Sec. A. S. U.

Gems of' ISiyle.

All read~rs are familiar with choice !'!elections from
var1ous writer!l; so rnuoh so, indeed, it i11 to be
regretted that the familiarity witb many through
~cbool· bo ki has marle them hackneyed and common. '
B· f ..Jre tue sg-e of Q lf'en Ei·z ~beth there seems to
hav been no peculu:Lr t>ty le awoog writers; one general modci of expre~sion prevailed, aud the brightest
1deas we ·e so encumbered with aud Burrounded by
heavy, a .vkward expre:>sions as to be ob~<mrt~d. This
\s a !itt e Rtrange, for they had t>xamples of various
and evea brilhant styles in several familiar L'lotin
<lUt.hor8. They had o.nly to literally translat.t>, to
make, with little alteration, some glorious eumpleR.
Indeed, it would seem that· this was the fountain
trom w1.ence originally ftJwed the newer styles of
ouch writers as Temple, Rllingbroke, and others.
Thus, Tacitus givs an instance of a style adwired by
rnany, •)Dtl of sttrriog brev1ty, in th<" very introductiOJ!
•f his Htstor): •· The period now b,.,fort~ me is fertil
10 v10i "ltudes; pregnant witu sanguinary encounr.ers; e ubroiled with inte~;~tin rli'i\~emuons; and even
m the mtervals of pe~c ..., dt;f ;rrned wltu horrors:
four p inces out to · deat.b; tUr<"e civ1l war!l; with
foreign euemies more-som.,r.ime!l both at onct-o; prospl'lrity 10 the east; disa~tt-ors in the w ... st: Illyr1a convu'sed; both the G•ull! revoltmf{; Britam couquo-rt<d
~nd in a m"'m ... nt lost; . SarmattarHJ aud Suevians
·hling a;,{ainst u" at. once; D.•mans renowned for
lefeats gtven and sustained, aud even thw P11.rtbians
.vell-nigh ioduced to arm agamst us by the triCk of
• pret~nded hero." It is too long to q 10te, but
11any lines, with the shghtest change, w1ll giv us
Uacau'ay at his best. 0 .e more q•wtation: "The
<>ruple , the porticos, and the gr,.at oa;ls around the
Forum w... re filled with crowd!! of sorrow;nl! ~p ... ctat.ors. A deep and sullen silence prevai;ed. The very
•abble were bushed. Amazernent sat ia every face.
rne1r ey.,s watched every m01 ion; their ears caught
... very sounrl. It was not tuwult; not the stillness
of peac~; but silence of terrtble antiCipation and
tligh-WrdUg"ht rPSentment ,''
0 ;e of the earlieRt of E'1glishmen to write in a
polished style was Rolingbroke. Few are familiar
with h·s writings. Some nf his rem;orks are v,..ry
~trikin .! from t.he manner of expreRsiou alone. H re
·are a f~w ~<pecimen!l culled raudomlJ:
"A winuner ~>tands a"' much m nf'ed of us as we of
him; in prosperity he can no more subsist. wir.hout
da1ly praise ttlan we Without daily bread, and tbe
farther he extends his viewt! the more necessary are
we to his suvport. Lilt him speak at~ contempt.uously.
of us as he please~'~, fur tbat is tbe manner of thot!e
who employ us m'lst aud pay u" be8t; yet will it fare
with his ambition as with 11. lofty tree, whicll cannot
shoot its branches into the clouds unless its roots
work into the dirt, frorn which it ro!le, on which it
~tands, and by which it is nouriRhPd."
If that is not a fi.ae eurnple of B llingbroke, at his
best, I am no judgt~; and it is a sample of fi.ue composition.
" We hav made the quarrels of other people our
. own, and fi.ad ourselvs engag .. d as prinCipals in
some cases where we hav a vt-ry remote concern; in
others where we hav none at alL"
":\ly own unfitness to inform, to instruct, and to
rous.; our countrymen, some from 1ethar~y and some
from golden dreams. ·I may toll tbe al ·urn bell, but
those of greater strength and skill than I .must be
called to raise aod ring it out into the nation's ear."
"Some he took; some he neglected; and some he
managed ill.''
" l\hny things are disguised, many concealed, and
1888.
hardly any truly shown."
I think Macaulay got something of his st.yle from
$fi0 00 B llingbroke-an.i from a chapter ·• Ou the Stunv of
2fi 00 History!' L.-tter Vl-in that part ent.•tled, "A Vtew
2;'i 00
li f)(l of the Eoclesiastical Governm~<nt of E•1rope." The
l5 00 suggestion is there in wagulfic.-nt de~'crivtion. It
5 00 seems to me that by cornbming the best of this and
li 00 of Tacitu!l we get Macaula)'s st.ylfl, the wo~t brilliant
liOO and fascinatin!i, p!'rhttJ.lS, of all writers.
5 00
By the way, Ta(litutl, in two places. !lhows us the
2 00
1 00 trut< cause of R •me'!! t-ubmission to her Rrrn\es and
100 h~>r overthrow. In one place, in t.he first. bo.,k of his
1 on History, he says: "A ~ecrtot nf empire was tben disliO
3 fiO covered, nao;~ely. that, elsewhere than at R Jme an
2 40 emperor might be made." Wbere' In some one of
the armies. After R •me co1 quered -the world she
141 40 kept several great a•·miPs no•·r.h, I'OUth, east., and
west. In time they W"re cowpo~ed entin1l.v of men
$ 50 00, either born in the armte!l or recruit1-1d from surround! ing populations In time t.bel'e soldt~r-< were utter
2 50. strang,.rs to Rom!l and I•aly• itttachf·d o tlv to their
1
01) generals and organizat·oa.
Hence, the j "'lllousy of
8
·4: 7\ generals bidding for com~i!lsions from R 1me ended
60 in civil war and disruption which dtlspotism alone

¥..........................

AT 1HE 001-GRESS.
D• E 'R FootP, 8··., N ... w York city ................. .. $1fO•Or·
1110 l•f'
J 0 Br·nlh, P11iiHdelphia
.......................... ..
100 (l(l
Ctttf'!lgo S Clll>tr Union_. .................................... .
50 ()()
:Mc\1innvii1P. 0··.-, ~ ..f'nlar U1tieo ..................... ..
50 (Ill
Denvt>r. Col.. t:\Pcul~tr Uni~>n .............. ,_. ............ ..
5H 01!
ThoR M·•n .. gban. New Y·ork ci•y.-..................... ..
LPronard Getger. Hud-on N Y .......................... .
5H 00
oo·-oo. .
J A Smith, Hnd•nn, N Y (f'R"b per Mr Gelg..,r)
2-i Ot
G F A d .. LP•p "·""~<•· \1 D , Orange Ctt)' ........ .
2'1 0(1
E R F"ntP, M D . N.. w y. rk rtt.v .................... .
W. L \Villis, M I>. K- k"mo, lor! (f'ash) ........... .
2i 0•
E H S•nit h Alli>wc 0 (l'llsh) ....................... .
2ii 0•
2.') ()(!
G R .. hs•>n. S wHril, N•·h ................................. ..
2ii (Ill
A n ~""SO K~<nt, 0 .................................... :..
25 ()I·
N E_•~~:I .. Rton, Aurc•m, 0 (c>~.•h) .... """"""""""'
25 01;
N D Goodell. ~acrHmPnto, c.. J ....................... ..
2fi (II•
J 8 tJgph~Pr. PamP•vtlle. 0 (cash) .................... .
C•Pv.. land ~•-cnl~r Uninn ................................ ..
25 0(1
E B BrookR, vn .... vi)Jt' r, ague ........... :............ ..
25 oo
2ii (111
· :Mntiu• H ...it.rht~>n Kent, 0 ............................... .
2.'> 0(;
Wm. Whi11ick. D •-h•·r . P11. ............................. .
2,!) (II'
Ahrah11m 8ctu·ll. K·oi~ht~ FPrrv. Pa .................... .
U. q•JillP Uonn•v, I lrP.-, S· cul11r Uoion ................ .
20 00
Coo~ Cotml I . OrP . s.. cm l~r Unl<ln .................... ..
20 '(l
81lv~rtor•. Or•· ~~CUI!ir U··ion .......................... ..
2fl On
PtwtiuR F ·k. B •~too ...................................... ,
20 00
20 liP
Hud•on lill'P~. AIIP.!h!l••y cnu·otv, Pa """""""""
J .. hn D PowPr,., W•·odRtock. Vt ........................ .
lfi Oo
.................... ..
10 ()(I
K. HeiiPn-ct~ll, Pitt-b11rgb, Pa
.1\<lr,. L .1 D·tliPrPRt, All .. ght~nl (ca,.b) ............. ..
]tt 1111
:Mr,.· L zz Cut"hall, AIJt.gh>~.ny ......... : ................ .
10 00
Mr•. ~ t:! R ckhill Altt>~.ncP, 0 ......................... .
10 II
1\1 rp L;..• •ll!i· d GPigPr. Ailit~nce, 0., ..................... .
10 (1(1
:Mr•. Wn•. HeviiiP, Onlu;nhuR~ ....... .,,., ............ ,.. .
10 (10
10 (1(1
~"'"} tr n. ·o t' St·CIIIHr Union ............................. .
AlliiiOC~. 0. 8· cular U· ion ............................... .
10 Cl(l
1\lnlal!a, 01e., 8 ... cul!ir Union ............................ .
10 II)
Fa~t'IIP Cnuntv. Ia, ~-'• cuhtr Union .................... .
10 on
Mr" G•·" 1.. Robertson, Chica!!o ...................... ..
10 oo
8-mnt•l P Pu oam ......................................... ..
10 (If)
Pr,f. D G Crow, N•·"'' MPxi"" (C11~b) ................ .
10 00
Hon. A B Bratlfmd. E11n11 V ~I ley, Pli (ca~oh) ..... .
10 011
K~nt. 0. H... cular Union (Cil•t•) .......................... .
10 (i()
Ex R.. v J H. B•1rnham, t:ittginaw, l'rlich ............. .
10 Oo
Dr Jul·et H t!Pvera••CP .................................... ,
10 00
T R Burroughs. Cblltl)am N Y ....................... .
10 oo
W. H P.. ppt<r. P ... talun:a. C~i ...... :..................... .
]I) 00
R11nfnrt1 W~<rthing, Han Ow go, Cal .................... .
10 0"
O•t,. w .. tt~t ..in, R ch•·llt>, 111 ............................. .
10 on
W. F. Fr~eman. S·nckton, <:at ........................... .
10 00
U F G•tg~h~. ('lllistn!!'a. Cal ...... ;.............. ,...... ..
10 ()(I
0 "'' n Tbon•a~ D.,vlt>P. Brighton, Cal ................. ..
10 0(1
H.. rmlln H. B·•htla, Martin~<hurgh, W. V•1. .......... .
6 on
Mt!IR AhhiP Cnt~<hHII, Allt'!!'haoy ......................... ..
5 00
Dar•iPI D1vi1< Fd)ette c"nnty. lB ...................... ..
5 oo
AIPX. lt•·k F11vt·tte cnim•y. l!i. (r.asb) ............... .
5 00
Wm He>'lit·ltl. Fn\t'llt' conn!\ 1 ln .................... ..
5 ()()
Financial IStatemt·nt, ISt'pternber,
LIIC)' N. I :ulmttu. 8yrnf'u~e. N Y (ca~<h) ............ .
5 00
·
REO Kl PT8,
1
S~tmlll' Lnw, WaynP"b"rl!h. P~t ("a~ob) .............. .
5 00 Chicae:o 8· cnlar Union, •
.
H. H Null H• ... t'n~bnrn, Pa (ca•t•) .................... .
5 00 Wr~< M J Oltls. McMinnville, Ore.,
Ptll!ohurgh Truth. p..r F. A P1erce .................... .
5 ll() N F Gri~<wnld. MericlPn, Conn.
Wm 1\1.. Snn•h. Pi•t•b>~rgb. Pa .......................... .
5 00 Th,ma~ Gnrl•tard,. St John~<. 111:, •
J hn D •wneP. Slt•llht'nviiiP. 0 .......................... ,
5 00 ,J Fr11nriR Rngg}Ps. B•on~<on, Mich., •
M H Wo.,,fh••ry. E .. st R!ll'l{port., 0 ................. ..
5 (IO G·. nre" E Antlrews. Pleasant Prairie, Wis.,
5 (1(1 Prank Portugal, B~tllimore, Md
J H Huff Pittsburgh, PH ................................ .
· •
1
:Mr• M11n !'mirh, ClPVPisr d. 0 ................ , """"'
5 00 F A Dav, OaRtana.. h.,
•
•
J K Wclr11vr .... GrPr nPhUrl!h. Pa ....................... .
5 00 H H. ~cbwarrz. from A11.n Jme Secular Union
1
C K N•c d mn~<, F·•rr.sr. .. n, 111. ........................ .
li 00 E ~arnP~>tN, ~harlevoix. Micb 1 • ·
•
Q,., C ,, k Pi•t>hurgh ..................................... ..
5 0() D M. Wor!Py, L•,banon, 0,
•
} J t'u·shali. Ai'Pghanv. Pa ............................ .
5 00 C VonnPJ!Ht lnrlianllnflliR, I nrl.,
· E D iPfns. P•"•hur~~:h.' Pa ............................... .
5 oo Angnot H. KrngPr, P11cifi~. Mo ,
•
Mrs. CtuiR Mf'Gnurtl, Pi·t~hllrgh, Pa ................ ..
5 00 K 8 Glick. $1 pPr G H DawPs, B. agent,
MrR. A. E H. WooclR, Nc•w BrtJ!hlon, Pa ............ .
500 Vnhairine cle Clf'y.re at KPnt, 0.,
•
M H"t>'Rr.her, PittPhnrgh, (c,Rh) ...................... ..
5 00 Balance on hand at last report,
Gnv (' I vin, WarrPn. 0 (cH~<h) ............... ~ ...... ..
5
L J Ka ffm11 r, Pltlsbn•~~:tt. Pn (rash) .............. ..
5 00
Total,
W B M"ilt·, THrt'ntar·, P!i. (,.not.) .................... ..
0 00
l!XPII:'(fDJTnRIJ:R.
Jllc.. h 1'an~<ig. Harri-burgh. Pa (c11~h) .............. ..
5 00 To JamP~ Millt>Ron, valuing untaxed property
.l£1i Wri!!lPv, Pilt•hllrj[h, P!i .............................. .
5 00
in Cbicallo,.
.
•
•
•
A W 0 ·•·k, S'•annrm Pn ................................. .
I Two hnnclrpfl postal cards and
5 00
l\1r1< H W Cook; tlhannnn P- .......................... .
5 00 ; l'tfrR. F•Ppmqn's1
printing, •
•
F S \f, n gnm• rv. 81 eplwrd. 0 (cs~r·) .............. .
5 no ; bill No. 2.
{One bunilrPrl and fifty twoJ •ht• S B1 rP~. G•PPOkhurgh, Pli. (f'R~I!) ............. .
c...nt stamps,
5 00
A Horro"i'z llnd~<nn. N.Y., rer L Gei~t-r ....... .
5 •·O SPcretRry's postage for month,
•
J. Wolf, HUt.tson, N. Y., ptr L. Geiger............... .
5 00 Two tabs,
PLBDGII:S

'l'elPgram,
Peusbadrng certificates, F.•rward, Gris .vold,
and Olds.
'l'wo thnuo~antl prni!;rams for Cnn~~:re~R. Oae hundred and twllnty I.Jallgcs for Congn ss,
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could weld. In 30 h A.('rioola, Calga<~uq, a British
chief. 1iescribed tu a nugnty muiMtu':ie the R •man
soldter a~ he was thun and bad b«An for ov.-r a
centurv, in thfl•e celo-br Lt,Pd· line~: '· R ·bbers of the
world, ·aftHr tbAy hav devasrated all toe earth they
explore the !'et\.. If thetr enemv is rich, they are
avariciou:o; if poor, amb1tious. N dtther th"' risin~
nor the setting ·BUn hath sati8fi d them. Alone of
all this world they envy and begrudge wealth and
want alike. Where they maka a solitude they cl\11 it
peace, and name plund•r. murder, and rape, empirfl.
• . . All t.he incitements to victory are ourR; none
in"pire the R Hnan husbands; no p~rent~ are to be
upbraided by fl•g-ht.; to most all of them is no country, or at least a foreign"
Aye. the last wordto~ are the key to R )me's downfall, How long- could RUch a monstrous powf'r of
d'ling all, rewarding and punishing all, emanate from
R Jme, the town, aod its paltry peoplE>? I~ was a
brain whose arms and legs were ''of no country, or
elBA a fureign."
·
Even early in Eliz11beth's age, while such writAr"
as Bacon were sr.ruggling in· the heavy, pedanti...
style of the time, some of the dramatists were break
ing out int() nat,ural forms of grace and beautl.
inFtancPs of whieh are common in ShakRpere, ~>uch ~"
" What a riflce of work is man !" etc. Some of these
old fellows, trParhng the p!\th earliest, gat.herfld thtmost Rplendtd fl >WP.rs 1 f t-XpresRion, and Ruch a!'
se?m<>d neVP.r to grow again. Parbap.., liiB wa .. bing.
ton Irvin~ was honAst and manly to admit:'' We old
ones had all tbe arlnntagA. Aa.vthing we wrot.e had
the adv-1ntage." He meant, advantage as American
authors.
There is a rich quotation by Dtl Q 1incey from Dr.
Brown, which he arlmirfld as a !lpAcimen of the fir,.•st
writing in our langnRgA, It is from the ''Urn
B-.~rial." and is t.hu!<: •· N JW, since these dead bone"
hav already outlasted the l•ving on"s of Methuselah.
and in a yard nnder ground. and thin walls of clay
outworn all the strong and spacionR b11ildings abov.it, and •i•liAt,ly rest.e<l unriM the drums and tramp
lings of three co11q•.tests." The last words struck
him so forcibly.
HAre is a sample rarely quoted. It is from
Dd Q•lince.v himself, as whom no man ever han·
such a perfect command of WOTds, such a power of
putting the right word, witla its f'X!t.Ct shade of mf'an
ing and euphony, just where it is want...d. It jp
from the prefBM to his es~>ay on '' Politic11l Economy,"
as follow": •· L'lt UR judge by analogy from m~~othe
ma•ics. If it were po!<stbre that but thrf'e elementary
d•fic1itions in geometry should be liable to contro
versy, what would follow? Simply this, that thf
whole vast aerial synthe~is of th11t science, at present
·towering upward toward infinity, would exhibit an
edifice eternally, perb!lps, renewing itsfllf by part11,
but eternally tottering in some parts and .n other~<
moltieriug eternally into ruins. That l'ICience which
now holds converse with. the stars by m~>ans of itF
inevitabie and impArisbable truths would become a"
treach~<rons a~. Shaksp~re'~ 'stems of ~;~and;' or,like the
fantastic architPct.ure which the winds arE> evArl•stingh
pursning in thA Arabian desert, W011ld ~>xbibit pban
tom aruys of fl·et.ing columns and fiiCt.uating ed;fice~>
which und!'r tbe verv breath thllt created them would
be forev-r collapsin~ into dm'lt.. "
OnA or two of the fioPRt things in our language are
in "N 1cte" A'Dbro~iarre." ProfesRor Wilson in tha·
work pro<iuces imaqine•i conversation" between him·
self. Dn Q 1incey, Hog~r,' and other famous contem.
poraries. · For a samp 1A of FtrPngth and fersenf'~"
takA t'l<~ following bv Hogoj;p •· I turn to t.he mOU'ltains, Mr. N·1rth, and stern thlly stan' in a ~rloriou~
gloom; for tbe f.Un is strug~ling wt' a thunder
cloud, and, fRcinl(' him, a faint. bnt fast bri~rhteninf-7
rainbow." That I c-1 I· pure diamond; perfPction in
brevity. I think that description and what follow"
it for a page will be read forever. But this is alrPady
toJ long.
HoLT.

Mr. lltwjilmin Ot·ivinl! • h1-1

J,a~o~t

Nttil Into Mr.

}'t'N•hmnn'M f'ofHn.

1\Iore fRC>ts an<'! lflf<R thPologv, if you please. Two
boys one<~ Pnrieavnr• d t.o outwit, PRcb ot.hAr in boast.
in g. S .id on A, "M ,. fat,hPr put. up a French roof
upon onr conntry cnttagfl" "Btlt," rP.!Ipond.-(1 t.h~>
ot.ber }.lrOmptly, " my lt\t.bPr put up an immensP
mort~fl.,:!'" upnn nnr country bouse."
The I11dPpen•hmt. too. l>'v~r Rince my cru11adp
ag~inst fal!whood-alias Fn·shman's Christianit.ytriPs to counterhBlo.nce rriy writingEI by articlf's per
tainin~ to the l?'loriouEI rP•ult" of the J ... wil'b misRiori.
ary swindlP. Thns the I11drpendf?1t of SflptAmber
6t.h devoted two roolumus to "J ewiRh 1\Ii,.,.ion
St.atiRtiC'S ani! WOJ'k" Arter Vf"UChing for Dr. Dllll
man's rAliabilit.y, it prflRPnts the minutest etati~ticl!l
of t.be vast sum,. waRtPd, tbP number of miAsionariel'l,
station11, population, Pt al. But it wind!'! up with the
roost di·a~trouA result..., aR it leaves uq to gropA in
the dark as to the 1' 11CC'e•s achi<'ved-the numb~r
d convArt.s vi<>l.ied. U 1blt1Rhinglv thA article winds
up: "D ·. D ,n •nl\n think~ it imp,.,s11ihlA t.o giv
complflte stati•licq of the nonverts from JudaiPm to
Ctlristianity. fvr a number of ~ea~<;>J,J.s, mf:U~y of ~be
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Roci·ties do not publish statistics of their success" ever the Christian is rt-ady to die. The duped CnrisSoamfl, where is thy blush ?
t.iao who is famihar with Cnristianit)'l! teact1ing, that
, Wnile the well paid missionaries and agents finif in order to dte rich, one mul!t hv poor; 10 ord"r to
ample time to receive their boodle, they then suddenly d1e happy, one m'1sr Jiv in mist-ry, pllrts JtkA "fool
bec·1me buqy, prtoventing them from keepin~ an account. .vith his ~hek"'ls. Freshman, like r.he lox iu E•o!J'S
of how many bead of converts they rau~e annually.
fable, walks t,ff with tht' b·>Od e smiling. In o• dar to
As another counterb~lance to my epistles, an Rr lllake the eont~:~nts of the pocketo0ok d.)ub y l!afe he
tic e over a page in dimen11ions appea•ed in the Inde- tuv~<sts it in faith, which .he and .his good wife can
pt!ndent Of Sf'ptembAr 20·,h, dwelling UpOD the .. olace thems~:~lvs with whenever their stomach is
R>~.bbmowitz fizzle in Russta.
As an adherer to facts, empty or a new spring bonnet is needed
S.10h a mode ot falt!ilic!ition is guarded against b<tI will state that the article in que><tion has been.
quietly reposin~ iu the Indepifn~lent's pigeonhole tng reyealed by eminent dtvmes and edttnrs. Bllt
ever since last M"Y· But Dow it bas crept out in r.he cat was let out of the bag by a f'ertam Cc1ristt>t.n
its fnll ~lory to outAhine my bright and true fact~< minister who, I promising not to divulge hi~ Idenllty,
in THE TnuTH SEEKER.
To dwell in de•ail upot, ~a1d : "Wny, my dear sir, the . actions of tbe clt-rteal
that page in the Independent would, I fear, tir .. trustees, president, and editors are as clear a<t diJ·
()Ut the patience of your mte!liflADt resders. S11f lil{ht. Tbey who kuow your capabititv of pruviul{
lice it to say that, while the Christian at TVi1rk very assertion you make against F eshman, are
<lr•id that the q•testions propounded by you will
~orne time ago claimed that R.bhtoowitz bapt1zen
fifty thouRaod Jews in the city of Ktsbinl-'ff. out of" •e a ddihllllt task for. both Fre~hmlln and themse.vs
,J ~wil!h population of twenty-five thousand, the ln. to answer. Hence their supreme stlenc,.."
If such be tbe Cllt!e, I will say that I pledge mydependent is satil'fied wit.h one hundred and fift.)
converts. Thu11 the d1fference between the two ac ..elf to question only on such points· at~ nt'it.ber
Christian layman nor mini~ter is PXpecred to know.
counts is 49.850 only~
Bnt why carry the war into the land of the czar of [n fact, I will touch upon no point of tlleolngy whlltall the R11ssias, when, in our own blesAed country- . •oever. I will confine myself solely to Freshman,
.vhom I intend to catch in his own trap, and tn·n
lD its very metropolis-a board of trustees compris
.ing the most eminent divines, and presided over b~ prove his falsifying, black character, that be is ob.'l.n equally eminent ·lawyer, is represented by a man ·aining ·Christian money under false pretenee11.
,vho is creating corners in faith, a son of a rabbt, S1ould I fail to subl!tantiate mv assertions, I
playing havoc with the ,Jewish soul! He offers to pledge myself to make my apology as publiC ftij my
<>xt.ract old souls and insert new ones without pain ~ccusation, with a fair prospe•·t of h~comtn!! a mod0 .d souls are bou!lbt and sold, the highest cash ~rn St. Paul in place of an ancient Sllul of T"rsus.
But alas I Christianity, with boy pr~>achers and
price paid for cast·off souls, with the gratifying re·
i!Ults that 8 line of Jews with dilapidated Aouls if' men cheaters, with seventeen of its most emino-nt
.hvine!l, b~>sides eminent edit.orFI, are k,.pt at b11.v by
·~onstant,Jy streaming into Fre11hman's place of busi
oeAB- In fact, the rush is so great that policflmen, whom f By a Jew horn and rai-ed in barbuio Ru"sia,
with the~r clubs; hav to be called to kAep back the where his soul and bndy were fettered by the Hhack.,urging crowds.
This, no doubt", accounts for a les of persecution and bi~oted fanaticism, but, who
policeman being called in last Tbur8day night to •for the last decade and a half inhaled s·1me whift'i of
drive me away from his so called reading· room, about freedom of thou11ht, and alreadv sue ·eeded, f l'trt.een
which we read in his sixth annual report, palle 8 vears ago, in silencing the b )mbaAttc talk of Fresh'· Oa Tutsday and Thursday evenings this room is man's partner in trade, Ex Ribbt Mii>Rhnary E ullnu 1
~f,.mo·vitz RR my letter m the N w Y 1rk II.wa.t.l of
t.hrnwn open to all Jews who come."
N ,w, tzentlfl re~der, allow me to conduct you into F"b. 15, 18i4, will demonstrate. Toii, of· c•Jllrse, is
tbe sanctum san(;Cbrum in which the soul-renovator to() well lruown to the present backerti"of F··eshmau
Freshman swavs the scPpt.er of faith over t.he faith- & Co. Hence they tremble in their dtvine sb.oes, not
ful pockfltbooks of his dupes. The glittflring letter" daring to meet truth face to .face.
'J,'o recapitulate, I will say that FreRhm'\n & a).,
1\re Hebrew characters comprising the Loril's
upon
whom thousands of dollar·1 are spent auuually
Prayer, about which my certifi..,d. check for $500 WIIP
•tX vet.rs ago deposited with the New Y•Jrk /Ierald to promote Christiamty amnng the Jews, n •t ouly
r.o b'l distributfld for charity, if th'l.t hypocritical spir- waste that money but hei!J to promote falseho()d, cheatitual bP~gar. Freshman, would translate it into Klg- mg. and depravit.y of the worst ·form. !.:lain, the
i<~h. Life is too short to presflnt more facts of tbP hirelings of the Freshmlln type arfl an insult to the
·iark WllYB into which· Christian .divines, editorR, and intelligent Jew, h"sides addtng fuel and helping to
pocket books are led astray by that black, fals!fying feed the blazing fi ·eR of Iufide•ity.
Since such desptctt.b:e, dt,.graceful, m<~rclln'\ry, con•gnoramu-; Freshman.
Now the good old soul J. M. Bu<'k1ey, D.D, a de- vert mongering institutions are guird ... d by falt~ifymg
vout reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER, not daring to come "tatements writtfln and printed by biJtb. pu'ptt and
()Ut against myself, attaf·k-; the organ where my arti- press, it is conclusiv evidence that hoth clergy and
''les are so piercing. This mode of attack only an "ditors are protectin~ their own bread and hu tAr, as
"ditor of a Chri~tian WPAkly is cllpable of making the millions appropriated for miRsionary work, directly
But, my dear Rnv, D". Editor Burok!ey-you, a disoi or indirectlv. fiad their way into the pockets of min-·
ple of Christ, a teacbflr to thnuRand!'l of your read.,rs tStP.r and editor.
A<~ I intend to hk<~ lellve, for the prAsent, at le~st,
-in f"ct, ail the eyes of the Methodist dAnominat.ion
ue upon you-why so forget yourself 8<~ to flv of THE TRUTH REEKER I wish to extead mv stncer··nto such 8 P"Rsion for my innocent act of tellinll' "!1t thanks for the use of its C'llum•ts. "B l sr.ron~
r.he truth! L ke a valuable gem. no matter where it "nd of good nourage; be not a·r~td, neither b~ thou
,Jismllyed." You h11v the m 1st sacrP.d ffiHIStQD on
i'l lost, no onfl will hflsit8te to dive for its recovery
l'rut.h, no matter whtre it is told, loses none of hand-t.o 1'\t.amp 011t falsehood with your ... x•m•IU "her,
A BENJAMnr.
•ts value. The uaconvertetl Jewish sal('es hav an Tam TRUTH SEEKER.
1xiom: "AccPpt the truth. from whArPvAr it comeR."
To a Bruukl,rn " 10 o•• of Thund••r••,
[t is true the mere name of TnuTII SEEKER is enou~h
GrPat
Ppouter, •ho•Jif'r moRt horri•onou•!
to frighten away the Christian press. That my arti
WboRe lee:~ Bn<i tlrmR k1·ep wnnd ·rfullv hnsy,
des contain the truth Rnd nothing but the truth iR
Whose wild e:r•m'lce iR nnthing if nnr d·zz)',
qelf.evident, for had Freshman and his lleventefln
WhoRe mourh a bl .. ak vnirl is and (l!tVt'rnuus.
clergymen trustees, with an eminent lawyer as prel'li
An ape in ac•ion. parrot.fik,. in •p<"Pch,
With gRnglionic nerve• of Indi>l-rnbberdent, had ~ shadow of a doubt in my capability of
Bdi:ting, p •RRtblv. a <iPvil drubberproving my every asAertion, they would ere now hav
Q•tite fi• thoU art thP H •lv Q wer t•• pre01cb I
b.•en instrumental in sending me up to state prison
GrntP>q•te, uncnnth cnn•nrl!oniRt art tllou,
for libel for the balance of my nat.ural life.
· A vent11ble jum11ine: j <ck i•1 motion,
Mov•·d by h• pocriRV. or fetid l<Jtion
In order to exonera~e themselvs for pArmittin«
DistiliPd from Snp.. r~lition'• rePking sl,ugb I
Coristianity to bA pollutP.d and uphold their own
Some thuqly think of t.hPe 0 na·"P"'PO pa.~t·>r,
flllse self prid~>, Dr. Buckley pours out his wrath
And thou the Oll~>mpion Tlleolng~s•er I
upon the Rource whence my t.ruthful statement"
Sz SwKUM.
'lm&nate. But who wou'd believe that the sec
11lar press, whose whole businf'B8 is to manu
W. F JAMIES •N will snun commence his winter l<"cture
f"cture s•·andals of the highest and lowe11t degrefls- tour, a"d haR already rt•ceiv.. d let!Prs frnm Al~m •A", T,·>O£thow married clergymen elope with layme11.'s wive~ mont, Col; F'lirmont, Minn; R •ckport, H··d Odt, \to;
'lnd daughters, how laymen photograph thflir slePp Wilber. N1·b ; Shenandoah, Iowa. l'o Rave unnef'PRR~t.ry
iD&('-b~lhlty wives in the arm8 of everybody but their r.ravel Liberals in those RtBti'B mentionPd, and in K>lnsas,
own husbandt~-would now blush whAn tbMir attention should addrtss him promptly at. Monte Vt~ta, 0.•1., Rnd dates
is called to the Rehool for scandal at St. Freshman'!! T fnr lt•ct.ures will bP RB•igned as ROOD aR rome is mad!' up.
ThA editors of the seC'ular presR, radiant in blushe<- HP will reCPive Rllb• ... ript.ions for THE TRUTH BKKKll:lt, .!t'ew
like Vat~~sar girls, Advislld me to start a paper of my Tlwught, aud Ji're•th•m.r;ht
own. When I offered to back mv abilities against
thAir capital. they ch111ngfld the sul:j"ct.
CH ~RITY is the greare~t of all Chr•RtiarJ v\r 1 UPS, a nil consists
The trutb-hatPr, Freshman, in the mean time it~ in loving with our whole hear1s 11 G •d wit.h wh·uu we h01v
prA .. ohing the gnt~p"l, iriforminl(' his dupPB how but the very sligbtpst srquaintar ce, or biR priPRtR, with wb• m
d ffi u 1t it is for anv faithful Chril•tian with a fe.t we are very well a•·q Ill lUted indeAd. It mnl'P• VPr r• qwrAs
pochtbook to sqtl""Z~ himself through the gates of us to love our n~ighb •r a~ ourRehs that iR, provid,.d hP J,.v, s
heaven. A11 an iofal ible remed.v he pr.. srr•bes to bav G •d and hiR priests and is bei•>Vf•d by th,.m, ntiJ .. r,viRe it is
t.he oumbersome pockf'tbook deposited with him, for charity to murdpr him. B<It the m'>st gen11in B'ld f'ffic>~ckus
whiC'h sum he will ist~ue a lAtter of credit., bearing charity is that which ereaRes the paws of thP priests; such
enormous interest, to Dis exche~uer1 f?t. .f4ul1 wll~;~P-· c4arity covef~th ~ mql~i~ude ot ~ina.- V"ltaira~
'
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clung, it being, up to 1815, patriotically regarded as
not straining the national vanity to suppose that
even God favored it to the degree of being confused
-when addressed in French. " Eh, mon," quoth
The " Good Book."
granny, "oor lads a' prayed when they began tae
In reading. the " holy scriptures " we are every fecht, and that's the way they·threshed the French
now and then made to stumble on strokes of policy at Waterloo." "But, granny, the French prayed
of the great I Am toward his chosen people so in- just the same," said the grandson. "Ooh, maybet
effably mean, so shabby, so disgusting, in !act, ~hat a rejoined the dame, "but who can un'erstan' the1r
feeling of positiv refreshment follows the1r remtal- bletherin' yatter ?" .
•
.
thankfulness that other arguments hav been added to
Fifty years ago, veneration for an obJect found tts
fortify our repudiation of all claims that he · is the acme in the crawling adoration of the Bible as
"Lord God Almighty before whom every knee shall evidenced by all classes in Scotland.
bow and whom every tongue shall confess."
When dusting the few books seen on the mantel
Not to his dear Hebrews alone did he confine his shelf, the pleasant lilt of the lassie, as she put the
low, unseemly treatment. Waiving his Egyytian volumes back into their places, became hushed as
eruptions of divine anger, the Assyrians came m for she carefully took up the treasured "book o' books,"
a share of his degrading savagery, a savagery un- and, drawing the dusting-cloth with gingerly moveworthy an ugly boy, even. Because they knew not ment over boards and binding, replaced it with a
the manner of the gods of the land, he sent lions show of" reverential calm" that would hav charmed
among them, and" behold they slew them "-leaving the venerable master of Hawarden.
the reader in doubt who were the slayers, the Assyr~
Fifty years ago, th,e holy " Sa~bath cal~ " of a
· ians or the lions.
Scottish Sunday, in the gref!.t mty of Edmburgh,
A queer lot of missionaries to send among a nation might hav been said to be not only palpable to. the
as instructors. But not to educate them were they eye, but tangible to the touch, so apparent was tt to
sent, but to giv them to understand that "they the apprehension of all who had seen its streets from
must fear the Lord." We are told in the same holy Monday to Saturday; busy as beavers through the
pages that " the sin of ignorance God winks at." He week, dead on Sunday. On the long stretch, wa~led
was " not i' the view " to wink then, doubtless.
on either side by high, ungainly-looking anment
In the next chapter we find the Assyrian envoy, houses-in" Bonny Mary's" time the homes of titled
Rabshakeh, telling Hezekiah, the Jewish representativ, retainers of the royal court-a stretch reaching from
that "the people who sat upon the 'walla shall eat Holyroo~ palace to the be~tling cast~e-afortification
- - " well, something so utterly offensiv that I the rudimentary constructlOn_of wh10h antedates the
refuse to mention the words, giving my · readers history of Scotland-on this stretch now liv many
chapter and verse (2 Kings xviii, 27). ·
of the most destitute of .the city, who hav become so
In the chapter following we find the great Jehovah utterly subjugated by Presbyterianism that on Sunday
back at his old ferocities : "The angel of the Lord no noise is heard of drunkenness or. quarreling, the
smote in the camp of the Assyrians one hundred usual noises of the Scottish poor. The dread of John
four score and five thousand, and when they arose Knox, whose statue occupies a niche in a sali~nt
early in the morning, behold they were all dead corner in the least savory part of the street, havmg
corpses." Live corpses would be startling enough, apparently the same effect on them f.lB the dread of
but corpses arising early in the morning must hav the red man had on the infant of the early settler,
been stunning. Reading along, the same beastly the frightened mother hushing it with the whispered
blundering history is continued.
word, "Indians." Even the measnred tramp of the
"On horror's head horrors accumulate."
soldier seemed noiseless, as, Bible in•Ji'ftnd, sans pomp
And yet we find a mind in our day, a mind of such of banner or music, he marched to tile " sanctuary."
splendid proportions as to be fitted to rule a great
nation, holding in his keeping the best interests of
No sound was heard save the church-going bells,
millions ; a mind disposed to be merciful and just, all pealing in jangling dissonance, from th~ deepbut so besotted by his early teachings on the subject toned jar of the ancient Tron, to the silvery tmkle of
of the Bible-characteristic of his country, Scotland some modern new town steeple, inviting worshipers
-as to demand for its contemplation and discussio:m. to hear the gospel preached and the " gude beuk "
a " reverential calm." And this, while all over readcivilization the claims of the " sacred volume" are
How Moses bade eternal warfare wage
being disputed. The ex-premier must be content to
With Amalek's ungracious progeny;
find in and around Hawarden, in auld Scotland,. the
Or how the royal bard did groaning lie
land of the great apostle John Knox, the "reverenBeneath the stroke of heaven's avenging ire.
tial calm" he calls for. And there he will find it in
Four lines sufficiently biblical, all will admit.
all its groveling srontlinese. And y~t in many parts
The policeman, usually on the alert, sauntered along,
of the lowlands he will find the claim disputed, a fact with sanctimonious tread, humming God's praise in
of which he cannot be ignorant.
psalmody, while he hugged his baton.
About the time I speak of, cholera .came to pay the
I remember well the show of reverential calm
which~ glamour-like, shadowed all faces at the read- "auld toon" a visit. I say "auld toon," knowing
ing of the "holy book." The dark spell was known that the new town had but little share of attention
from the pest. An awful dread fell upon the churchalike in lordly castle and in humble shielingFrae Maiden Kirk tae John O'Groat's.
goers ; a dread the ministers resolved to profesOn muir, on hill, or dale, in lowly glen, soon as the sionally profit by. A number of them clubbed
lids were parted, down flopped the reverential calm, together and signed a circular to the· premier in
blotting out all cheerfulness from face and mien, muf- London, asking him to appoint a day of fasting and
fling the ears against all nasty passages, while the prayer to avert the scourge ; an appeal eliciting the
reader glazed them over by the aid of " holy tones." following reply : " Go home," said the great states" And let us worship God, he said with solemn man to the orthodox committee, "and purify the
air," the announcement bringing the pious gloom of dwellings of the poor, and complete your system of
the inquisitor over the face, giving to each the ex~ city sewerage. It will be quite useless to pray till
pression which usurped the countenance of Daniel these things be accomplished." Good for "Pam !"
O'Connell when he sat down to dine at the hotel table We ought to know that as filth and general neglect
where I saw him upward of fifty years ago; a of sanitary precaution_s are in the question of health
moment before, genial as sunlight, then black as in the community, so are pov:erty and ign9rance in
horror, the natural express~on veiled by the saintly the matter of its moral well being. Oust these
abjectness imposed by mother chul'ch in "grace before curses from society, and the devil, there being no
meat."
further use for him, dies.
But for the restless buoyancy, the pliant tendency,
We may with safety say that there is nothing
inherent in the human mind, a pliancy the result of among the knowable to stay the course of progress
perpetual counteractions springing up through life, in society. The dwellings of the poor are not left to
it might be regarded as impossible to relieve Chris- prayers to purify them. People know better than to
tianized society of the long poisoning process of trust to any agency outside of science to neutralize
Catholicism ; and when I say Catholicism, I embrace contagion in any form, epidemic and endemic alike
all the sects. For out of the early church organiza- ·refusing to be budged by prayer from pew or pulpit,
tion all the others sprung, each being the merest priest in full canonical or layman in clouted shoon.
modification of the parent, just as the parent herself The dwellings of the poor are less filthy than they
was a modification, along with certain additions, of were ; society demanding through organized combeliefs dating back beyond history. From the mittees of intelligent laymen, uninfluenced by priests,
nursery of the first trumpery organization all other to see to it that they shall be kept less filthy; the
sects hav had birth, each being indebted to the same intelligent among the rich uniting in the demand for
original diablerie for their altar nourishment. How self-preservation if nothing more. Systematic drainit came about that the people of the land of the age, too, is an acknowledged public necessity ; cities
great ex-premier consented to drop Druidism and vying with each other in the perfection of their
join " holy mother church," and then in after years .channels. How many ministers in Auld Reekie, old
to accept the invitation, " Come out of her, my smoky Edinburgh, could now be found to sign requests
people," is explainable only on the hypothesis that for days of fasting and prayer to avert anticipated
the Sawnies had so much of the " Wha's like us?" in ravages by causes so transparently beyond the reach
their make-up, so strong a tendency to individualism, of beseechments from altar or pews? Fasting and
that they preferred to hav a pope of their own, or, if prayer as antidotes in the treatment of disease retire
not a pope, at least a chance to hav an ecclesiastical as science advances-faith cure to bring up the laghead who could speak to them in the pure Doric of ging rear.
the hills-a vernacular to which they religiously
That Scotland is being purged of Bibleism is made

IJammttnications.

apparent in its land movement, and to a degree
not appreciable to the ordinary observer.
Among no class of people was the influence of the
minister so abjectly felt as among the crofters of .the
north highlands. Holding their lands so as to admit
of rack-renting, a practice as_ heartlessly followed as
ever it was in Ireland; the screws of the titled landowner were at all times mercilessly applied by the
factors the minister ·the while counseling non-resistance, f~rtifying his teachings by tid-bit. texts from
the "holy scriptures "in favor of the landlord, interlarding the same with deceptiv promises of compensation in after life-a cunning fraud, the bane of the
ignorant laborer's life, through all t_he ~nturi~s of
Christendom drugging the poor wtth · tts potsOn,
cursing the springs of life ·from birth to death. On
the land of the dukes of Argyle and Sutherland
servility was made to reach . dow~ ~o depths of
degradation scarce pa~alleled m rebglOn-and-statecursed Spain. And not until the luxurious robbers
found they could make more money by raising sheep
and renting shooting-boxes in the game season to
wealthy denizens of the city than they could b~ renting their glei,\B to men whose ancestors had culttvated _
their simple limits for centuries. beyond the occupation of the country by the Gauls ; men whose mo~ern
fathers had raised sons for the army, and had gtven
their best strokes ·in battle for their kings-and
e'ven for the establishment of the present dynasty,
although, in the last instanc~, ~gainst their will,
many preferring "royal Charlie, dtd the worst comesending thousands away from their homes and acres
by eviction, moneyless and hopeless, to compete
with lowland laborers.
. Not by dukes alone was the law of eviction let loose
upon the humble cultivators of the crofts. The
smaller lairds availed themselvs of the same legal
apparatus for dislodging the "serfs of the _soil"-·
what else was their status ? One of the latrds on
being remonstrated with for his brutali~y, replied:
"I keep my lands to make money by, JUSt ·as the
merchant keeps his shop open. I can ma~e more_
money by raising sheep than I can by keepmg men
upon my acres· therefore I order the men off."
"And where c;n the wretched dispossessed go'"
urged his interrogator. "They can go ~o hell," was
the rejoinder; So that we find the senttment of the
rich New Yorker "The public be damned," echoed
among the glens ~f Scotland, with an added emphasis
in both word and deed. It is the universal dictum
of mammon. Is it to be wondered at that the streets
of Paris echoed to the cry, "A bas l'aristocrat !" or
that in our day London is kept in a state of frenzied
dread from hour to hour by hungry Socialists clamoring complaints in Trafalgar square ! Like causes
produce like effects.
No doubt there are trifling zealots, mulish dogmatiste, who hug the delusion that ·~the Lord will settle all these difficulties in his own good time," a
phrase much in vogue among the men of the pulpit
and the pew during the Abolition movement immediately preceding the last war. "Voa: populi voa: dei"
was the well-established aphorism of the ancient.
T)le voice of the people is the voice of God, is still the
well-attested truism of humanity. It is the practical
language of wisdom. Man and God are the same at
all times.
There is no interference with national affairs mentioned in honest history at all corresponding to
the Bible accounts of worshiping· golden calves, and
the atrocious visitations of " divine wrath" fojlowing
the nonsensical orgies; no announcements of " kindling the anger of the Lord" to the degree. of
tumbling an entire people into banishment; nothing
in the program of the nations of commissioning
butchering angels to interfere with the census to the
deg;ree of lessening the number of voters tp the tune
of "one hundred fourscore and five thousand" good
men and true.
On what possible basis would nominees of parties
speculate on majorities if such interference were still
popular in divine circles~ What, too, would editors
of daily papers do, restricting as it would their
claims to political prescience ? What would become
of betting on elections and the thousand and one
other features of daily life? Pshaw ! the humbug
stories must ·dry up and shelve with Baron Munchausen and sich.
" The Lord helps them.as helps themselvs," as one
of my neighbors said the other day-a formula pretty
generally accepted, and in effect giving the " God of
Abcaham, of Isaac, and of Jacob" a respit for all
time.
A long good-night to Marmion.
The introduction of the Socialist element among
the peoples of civilization is an assurance that humanity is bound
To leap the rotten pales of prejudice,
And dare assert none lordlier than themselvs.
The crofters of the isles hav done so. And whatever of hindrance may follow in the wake of their
initiativ, they may be counted on forever after. They
cannot be blotted out of the great program of human
redemption. Once a Socialist, always a Socialist.
LeRoy, N.Y.
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· Bondholders, Churc~es, and Saloons.
. ~r'eatl;y and b~eak up entirely the ,, revere:pti,u ~alm ,; . other underrated, or the latter was as many guns as
, Yes, .the capitalistic element, the bondholders, in m whwh he "approached" said threshold. Beyond .the former, .whether the _caliber was "a. p.'' or lighter;
Europe as well as in Am~rica, and who wear the stars, ~e~e ~ention, som.ewhere in Kings, one gets no It looks to me from the reading in the H. Q.-" but
hav, by and through bribing, giving "retainers'' to n:~t1mat10n of the extstence of H. S. M., and to meet save his life"-.and Jabveh must hav known whether.
the shysters and tricksters, called lawyers and judges, htm face to fac~, so unexpectedly, in Job, not only he was writing himself down correctly or not that· 'J
s:windled the poor and lniddle-c~ass people, who bear startles and thrills, but, later, casts one into the had Satan willed to kill Job, Jahveh con dn:t ha;
the stripes, out of so many billions of " dollars" that slough of enerv~tion, w.hen, if be wishes to be hoisted helped himself! Still, I am willing to admit that it
now our flag. may very appropriately ·be called the out, he must "hoist in somethirig" without delay. . may be a fault of my understanding, to which this.
It was on the " holy seventh day," I take it, the one strange request is "insoluble."
Star Strangled Banner. Just consult Webster as to
day ' 1 sanctified," when all natuie, ·inanimate and
Satan, in this affair of Job's, stands head and
the definition of the word bribery.
Our United States national debt, just after the anima~e, including rams, grasshoppers, busy bees shoulders· above Jahveh, I think. He didn't put Job
slave-mongers' rebellion, amounted to about $3.000,- and billy-goats and things, lay wrapped in " rever- to the torment from pure cussedness, and for the ·
. 000,000. It is now reduced to less than half that ~D:tial calm" for~y-horse-power hushness to the square sake of seeing him writhe and hearing him groan and
amount, and is at a reduced rate of interest; and mch, that certam of the "sons of God," residi.ng in cuss, but to g!loin the end in vjew, indifferent,. of
Uz, "mime to present themselvs before the Lord, course, to the victim's sufferings, which indifference
still it is greater than it ever was before.
Now, to the average American gawky in· the Be- and Satan came also among them " !-the exclamation was 1;1ot to be wondered at, he never having posed as .
nighted States this may be a paradoL But when he point does not appear in the H. Q., but the incident- a bemg of "love and mercy;" besides, if not an.
is led to see that, by and through the contraction of the event-would justify an entire line of them. enemy, he was not a friend of Job, while the latter
the volume of our money, from about $55 down to "And Satan came also !'' Whew !-Great Jones ! but was an open and avowed enemy of his from way back.
.
T? take up J ahveh's side of the case, you find him, a
about $11 per capita, the wealth-measuring capacity isn't that a startler 1
.Satan among the " sons of God," and they con- !rte~d of Job, let him tell it, Job being his friend
of each "dollar" is equal to about three of the " dollars" of 1865 and 1866, and that now it requires tent, for all we know to the contrary. With riot a mdtsputably, a Stalwart of Stalwarts in the matter
more labor, converted into corn, wheat, horses, cattle, word descriptiv of his personality or peculiarities, up of faith-you find Jahveh allowing the "arch
sheep, chairs, buggies, pianos, or any other kind of to date of Job's "book," with only a mere mEmtion enemy" of God, and, as alleged, of man, which allegawealth, and then into cash, to pay the total annual to the effect that "Satan tempted David to number tion I deny, defying the alligator,- to go for Job in
interest on our national, state, county, or city debts, Israel," nothing very heinous, but showing him to a way that was painful to observe, especially in view
than it did during any past year, the scales begin to hav been a tempter, yet. not so diabolical as the one of the extremely friendly relations existing between
fall from his poor benighted eyes, and he begins to who " did tempt Abraham" to murder Ike, here he is the God of Paradise park and the man of Uz!
You may say there was no cussedness evinced by
see why it is that the capitalistic bondholder cares put before us in person, pert, palpable, and "potnothing about the number of " dollars " of wealth bellied," judging from his . response to Jahveh's J ahveh ~hen he allowed t~is thing to go on ; you
that he may possess ; but what he does care particu- brusque and impertinent query.. A very strange and may cla1m that he was not mdifferent to Job's sufferlarly about is the amount of wealth-labor in any trivial introduction· of so important a personage, I ings, but groaned in spirit on account of them.
form-that each of those " dollars" will measure think; one who, as alleged, is a most tremendous Cl~im ~ot allowed. I am on the bench and doing
from the possession of other persons into that of factor in the disposition of affairs mundane, as far as th1s thmg myself. I charge that he was indifferent,
himself. Now, are we poor, average American gaw- these relate to mortals, and who has been termed a or he never would .hav allowed the job, which he
kies in the Benjghted States, or am I harsh? Please rival of Jahveh in pursuit of· "souls," but who is no rea~ly P?t up himself, to. go on to completion, after
scratch yourself and wake up, and let us bear from rival, unless the sun is rival with a penny dip, or seemg 1t started ; and mdifference, in his case, was
you, fellow truth seeker. The tariff issue is all bosh, maiden fair with railway fare, being the soul-grabber brother to cussedness, and twin brother at that as I·
par eminence I
look at it. Why, the difference between the indifferto gull and mislead the gawky.
.
ence
of Jahveh and that of Satan represents a disBut
Satan
having.
been
sized
up
for
our
delectaI hav just read in .the New York Morning Journal
that Mr. Warner Miller, candidate of the Republica- tion, since the writing of " the book," l?y pulpit tance as wide as a gulf, if the gulf is very wide. As
rebel wing of the Democro-Republico-rebel party for painters of the preposterous, working in "distemper" there are times in the affairs of men, and Gods, when
the position of governor of New York, in an address with gall and iron, painting him than Erebus much a blunder is a crime, so there are times when indifferto the people of Brooklyn last night, Sept. 17, ;1.888, 'blacker, so, blacker far than he could be, if a reality; ence is cussedness, pure and simple; and that was
said:. "A New York politician once remarked that he :delineating him as one of horrid form, with horns one of the times, if ever there was one ! To come
would rather hav the saloons, the whisky-shops, be. and hoofs and barbed tail, and mien too terrible for down fine, I think it is drawing it mild, devilish mild
hind him than the churches. I think that man made :anything; having thus pictured, and given him a to call it indifference on the part of J ahveb, who, ~ '
a mistake. For my part, I would rather hav the history that's just too awful, why, we know all about cold blood, told Satan to go ahead and inflict Job to
churches." Now, why the churches1 True, the him, of course, thanka to these artists in black who the extent of his ability, short of the coup de grace I
s·aloons hav done and are now doing a woeful sight of produced a nocturne that once did· fright the world The "loving and merciful father" who permits a
harm, and they should be prohibited from doing so. from its propriety, but doesn't scare worth a cent to- loving and dutiful child to be affiicted as was Job, is
no company for me, but would suit the late Signor
But just think of Galileo in chains by the church for day.
Torquemada to a dot.
"And
Satan
came
also
!"
He
did,
eh
!
Well,
teaching truth and science versus superstition, humSatan skips, rather ashamed of himself, I think,
bug, falsehood ! Think of the horrors of the Spanish "the book" says so, and that's enough. But where
Inquisition, the most consistent part the church ever 'had he been all the long time "previously l;>efore " after failing to bring Job to the point o.f cursing
played! Think of the rivers of blood the churches :that day? He says he had been "going to and fro in God, as he was advised to do by Mrs. J., and does
hav spilled only to keep the people in darkness and in the earth, and walking up and down in it." This is not put in an appearance again, as far as I !!:now,
drudgery! The churches and saloons are about altogether too indefinit. It is too general and until the advent· of the famous God-begotten on.a,
alike. They each produce their peculiar form of spready. It is "by and large" to a' fault. It is too when he bobs up serenely with a princely offer to the
drunkenness, hallucination, lunacy, delirium tremens.· scattering, spreading everywhere but touching no- "0. B. S.," which is brusquely declined without
He who "has it bad" of either kind imagine that he where. No district attorney, unless a "simple Chris- thanks. After this second fiasco he is heard of no
is in great danger of being attacked by snakes, worms tian," would accept that answer, yet did Jahveh with- more. Whether he " slept with his fathers" or not,
that die not, devils, gods, ghosts, spooks, angels, out a word! He" knew his man," probably. Now, deponent sayeth not. The parsons, who call him the
"devil," generally, say he "still livs," b)J.t I hav
oeings of human form, with wings, with or without I hav a notion that H. S. M. had been wrapped up in heard,
and often from other sources quite as trusta
"reverential
calm"·
of
the
calmest
and
most
reverfeathers, countless monstrosities. Well did Rev. Mr.
worthy, that "the devil is dead." I think he must
ential
sort,
previous
to
that
time,
or
we
should
hav
Jansen, of Iowa, say that if a man will but get drunk
died from gangrene of jealousy, brought on by a
occasionally he can more readily believe in Christian- heard of him in connection with the- deluge, Sodom hav
perusal of the Old Testament, which convinced him,
ity! Reason is the brightest jewel studded in the and Gomorrah, that truly awful affair of the golden probably, that he was no match for J ahvey on the
human mind, and, as with a post set in the ground, calf, cast and .!haunted for god business while Mose cruelty lay. This discouraged him and made him tired,
if it be tilted in any particular direction, it can then was on the mountain engaged in god business of an- and to end the matter he gave up the ghost. It was
be more easily tilted in any other direction, and, other sort, and other affairs in which it would seem a sad cas.e of untimely end, for he must hav been a
finally, entirely dislodged. If the Republico-rebel that he ought to hav h~d a hand.
What brought him out of that "reverential calm," devil of promis, from what I hav heard of him. But
wing elect their candidate to the presidency next fall
-SI SLOKUM.
and
in form as palpable as that of pudding, peat, or sic t~·ansit gloria mundi I
by a very small and questionable majority, and the
porcupine?
Why,
he
had
just
heard
of
Job,
a
citizen
Democro-rebel wing count him' out, and, if necessary, of Uz and ranchman of renown, of whom Jahveh
"Gems from Christian Preachers."
fight him out, tit for tat, they shall hav my aid, spoke in the highest terms, though indulging in hyFrom tll.e Banner of Ltght.
and in that case the Republico-rebels need not hope
. k h
h d 1 d
Ministers and laymen of the orthodox ilk are roused every
th
t
I
b
I
t
per
O
e
o
some
ex
ent,
1D
'
W
en
e
ec
are
now
and
then
to
a
denial that a literal sulphurous burning
for an unconstitutional (ere post facto I) pardor. such as
there was "none like him in the earth," and lake is the kind of "hell'' meant by their creeds. But their
they extended to the Democro-rebels. A party that that
who, of course, must just hav rioted in "reverential denials are vain; the proofs to the contrary are too han:ly r
willfully and traitorously stings itself to death just calm," with all the fancy trimmings A1 righteousness We havbef<;>re us, while writing, for instance, a leaflet headed
to hav another war for bonds, should eternally die.
affords. Hearing how Job was reveling in a genuin as above, containing several fine specimens in evidence, from
·
h
which the following are extracted :
New York, Sept. 18, 1888.
G. N.
"r. c.," with tr~mmings, and not understanding ow UNDER APYRAMID oF CrNnEns.-The O!arksburg (Va.) Reatster, in
such a thing could be with man, and overcome him 18!5, published the following a• an extract from a sermon preached
bv Rev. Samuel Clawson, a Met.hodist minister, in allusion to a
Satan.
(s at an ) lik e a BU dd en Sh ower, h e b ro k e OUt 0f ·th e Universalist who was present: "Thank God the davis not far disIn "~:everential
calm"
I
sit,
as
hush
and
quiet
as
a
"r.
c.''
enveloping
him,
as
a
·chicken
out
of
the
shell,
tant
be chained down
to hell'•
~he
'I d
h'
d
1
h
devil,when
with you
his will
three-pronged
harpoon,
Will brazen
pierce floor,
your and
reek•ng
. -b 01 e egg, as unw tppe cream, mo asses w en or a pimple out of the skin, and struck out hot foot heart, and pile the red-hot cinders of black damnation upon yon
hard
it does not "work," hard cider when the farmer is for Uz to see about it, you know,· and of the ways as high as the pyramids of Eg:rot, and fry out the pride of your
·
t th d
heart to grAaRe the gudgeons of hell."
asleep, accoun s at o not "run," "dead issues," and means he employed to break up that beatific '' r.
A MusiCAL DEviL.-In Spurgeon's sermon on the Resurrection is
.
k
S SO
S dro
d
·
·
Phil
"
f
J
b'
B
k'
"
th
f
J
h
h
b
·
the
: "In
a fire exactly
like that
which we bav on earth,
rrow
wne 1n gm; as
a.- .c. o o s, " ar lS in e person o a ve emg thv fo1Jowing
body will lie,
asbestos
like, forever
nnconst~med; every nerve a
f rozen por , a
delphia, and other quietnesses far too numerous to "willin'," you hav all read, of course..
string on which the devil shall forever play his diabolical tune of
h
An d wh y ~ d wh erefore d o I · stt
. .
Hell's Unntterable'LamPnt."
men t ton ere.
m
Now, none can approve of Satan's proceedings in
Additional to the above, and of later date, is the following,
this environment of hushness of calmness, not to say Job's case, but all must condemn tltem, I think; yet reported in the New Orleans Picayune of July 18,_1888, as
calmness of hushness ¥ Simply because I am about how are they to look at Jahveh's hand in that game having been .enunciated by Rev. Dr. W. C. McCoy at the
to approach Satan, and Gladstone says all sacred of "brag"-that's what it was, no more, no less, on Seashore Camp-ground, Miss., the day previous. It pursubjects embraced in the Sacred of Sacred-ye Holy the part of Jahveh? It was a bet between the high ment.
ported to
be the
a description
of a lost soul receiving its punishSaid
reverend (?)gentle-man:
Queer-should b e approached when one is invested contending . parties. J ahveh bet Satan-no, Satan I can see a rebellious soul Rtanding in the presence of Jehovah,
with the aurora of "reverential calm" -truly <l rever- bet J ahveh that Job would bounce out of the "r. c.'' and taunting him, while before all the hosts of lleaven he dares
. 1" d
b
b t't t
kn
·
h God to do his worst.. I see the angels. at. God's cnmm~tnd, grapple
ent 1a 1 an no rummagem su B 1 u e, you ow.
under sufficient provocation, Jahveh betting e that defiant soul, bind him hand and foot and carry him to the nt-'
To the best of my knowledge and belief, one may· wouldn't, and giving Satan carte blanche to work the most
brnnd
of the
heavPn,
tbPre,
all the power
their great
strengt.h,
from
top ofand
some
vastwith
promontory,
burlofhim.out,
out
wade through th e blood, filth, and hoeus-pocus of racket on Job as he pleased, only he wished him to into utter darknPss. I see bim dashin" down the vast aby•s, •tt:•kthe Holy Queer until he comes to the "book of Job," "save his lt'fe."
jog from
projPctinl!'
crag to crR.g,
thatwrestl!ng,
seet~mg
Jake
of tire,
anrl bounding
from until
wave beto lands
wavP,npon
hound,
the eighteenth
the aggregation, without meeting
How was this "saving" clause, in form of a re- struggling, unable to hPlo himself forever and forever, groamng,
His Satanic MaJesty, but on the very threshold of quest, from an alleged "all-powerful" being to a creat- subject to th~ pow_e_r_of_G_nd_._....,_ _ _ __
the eighteenth "book" he runs plumb against the · ure of his, powerful, but not, presumably, "allTHE TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethought, '
~· adversary," and so abruptly as to startle him powerful!" Either the one was over!.'llted and the , Reform, and Scientific Books will be mailed free.
o
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expense, and some had heard from Mr. Hoover's
friends of the proposed fight, and stayed away beFOUNDED BY D. M. B·ENNETT.
cause of indisposition to participate in it. Until he
arrived in Pittsburgh the present secretary had no
Editor.
E. M. MAcDONALD,
idea that his position was to be ~ttacked. The subscripBusiness Manager.
0. P. SoHERBY,
tions for the "eaJ»paign fund" were, however, larger
PUBLISHED BY
this year than eTer before. In 1884, the first year
~HE TRU7ll SEEKER OOHPANY. funds were gatherPd at a Congress, the amount subscribed was $1251. In 1885, $1.138. In 1886,
28 LAFAYETTE PLA.OE, NEW YORK.
nothing. In 1887, $828. In 1888, $1 662.25. The
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. Congress was notable for the attendance of the older
workers in Liberalism, and .at each business session
.A.ddreM all (Jornmunt".r.ations to T"E TRUTH BEEKER gray heads were more numerous than youthful faces .
OOMP ANY. Make all nrajts, (Jhpclat. PoRt o.ffice an.d E:r- A great many names do not appear in the official
preu Money Orders payable to OILARLJJJB P.BOMERB Y. lists, because, strange as it is, their possessors hav
never qualified themselvs to vote. Even Mr. Burn. SATURDAY,
OCTOBER 20, 1888. ham, one of the oldest and best workers for the
·Union, had no Tote in the Congress. A little more
attention should be paid to the constitutional provis8UBSCRIPI'ION BATES.
ions
of the Union, for though "red tape" is distaste. Single subscrtption in advance ............................. . fS 00
One subscription two years, in advance ................. . 5 00 ful when used too freely, no organization can mainTwo new subscribers .......................................... . 5 00
tain its dignity without adhering to at least a few
One subscription with one new subscriber, in oneremittance...................................................... . 5 00 rules.
One subscription with two new subscrlberB, in one
There is no doubt that the Law and Order Society
remittance .. .... .. ..... .... ... ... .... .................... . 7 00
could hav arrested the speakers for blasphemy, but
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 8 liO unless Pennsylvania desires to rank with New Jersey
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 10 00 her authorities did well to refrain. The Congress
Any number over tive at the same rate, invariably
adjourned when its business was finished, and the
with one remittance.
malevolent frothings of the Press had the e:ffect only
of exciting ridicule.
The American Secular Union.
So much for the facts.
Following us from Pittsburgh comes this jumble
The Congress was a decided success. After the
of bad grammar and misstatements. It is from the little trouble had been settled, th.e prominent feelings
Pre88:
were good nature, enthusiasm, and a determination
"The Twelfth Annu!!.l Congress of the American Secular to make the Union a great power in the land. W~
Union ended their prnceedin~rs with a grand half at Lafayette
Hall last evening-. Dnrine; its progress a telegram was re- do not think anyone in Pittsburgh harbors any illceived from Col. R. G. Ingersoll congratulating the members will, and we feel sure none of those who felt obliged
on the success of their convention, and givin~ the Union to oppose Mr. Hoover hav any but the kindest feelcredit for a growing feeling of @hame in reg~trd to their fool- ings toward him or his friendS. n;:fferences will
ish creeds-that seven days in the week belong to the people, spring up in all bodies of people, but they should not
etc.
"The actual truth is that the session just closed was any. be dwelt upon a minute after settlement. The cause
thing else but a success. Many former activ members and is greater than any person, and must not be sacriprominent speakers were conspicuous by their absence. The ficed for any reason. There never was greater need
audiences were rather slim and the collections or ~ubscrip or better opportunity for the Union than at present.
tions for the coming year were small. Notwithstanding this The school question is pressing hard, the people are
blasphemous assembly was called to the attention of the Law waking up to the injustice of our present system of
and Order Society early last Saturday, no action was tsken
by them. It is admitted that the treasurer, Charles Dean, tax exemptions, and the Sunday Jaws are being
through PrePident Houston, notified Captain Wishart, but an oppressivly felt. These three issues are rousing
interview by a Pres.~ reporter with the latter this morning more thought at present than at any time in the
revealed the fact that he never saw it.
past, and the Union will find strong support for. the
"'What would you hav done, captain, if you had seen it three Demands which deal with them. There are
on Saturday?'
"'Well, I don't know; I doubt if the law could reach other questions of less national importance, perhaps,
their case. No, I do not know that the same statutes· which but of no less importance to justice, which must be
cover my Sunday arrests contain authority which would hav met. It is time that Girard College, the most magnifi
given me power to arrest these people whom you term blas- cent charity in the world, should be wrested from the
phemous.'
hands of sectarianism and restored to the conditions
"Thus the Seculars, with only the condemnation of one
imposed
by its founder. The selection of Judge
p9.per in the city (the PreBR). and without any attempted
in~erruption by our so-cl\lled Ll\w and Order Society, hav Westbrook as president insures the beginning of this
last enterprise. He is not a U)an merely of words,
folded their tents and silently stolen away."
The Press is, we fully believe, the only paper in but a strong, industrious worker; a man of dignity,
Pittsburgh which would deliberately tell lies about wealth, and position, a worthy successor to such men
the Congress. It has upon its editorial staff a priest as Ingersoll and Palmer. He is a member of the bar
who wrote the lengthy and ridiculous editorial which of New York and Philadelphia and also of the SuMr. Watts commented upon on Sunday night. The preme Court at W aehington. In the Girard College
Press only sent a reporter one or two sessions, and matter he has the opinions of eminent lawyers and
its Monilay issue contained reports of the proceed- judges (some of them churchmen) admitting that his
ings of Saturday. As a. newspaper the Pre.ss is legal points are unanswerable. With him at its
worthless, and as a relater of facts is as unreliable as head the Union ought to make a vali~t fight for jusit can well be. The other journals gave the Congress tice to Stephen Girard.
Of the other efficers there is little need to speak.
fair reports, and, with the possible exception of the
Gazette, their representative were young men of The people know them, know what they hav done,
ability and good manners. The Gazette reporter was and hav an opinion of what they can do. Certainly
roused to anger on Sunday night by Mr. Watts, and, with the limited amount of money at his command,
with many profane adjective, told the Editor of THE no one could do more than the secretary has done
TBUTB SEEKER, at whose table he sat, that he should during the past year. That his work is appreciated
write the Congress "down" in the most lurid lan- is shown by the increased amount of subscriptions,
guage that he could command. His editor, however, and probably this will be largely added to during the
must hav slaughtered the youth's report, for Mon- year.
It looks, taking it all in all, as though the Pittsday's Gazette contained only a brief but respectful
burgh
Press had stated the exact opposit of the
account of the proceedings. So much for the Pittstruth in its reflections upon the Congress.
burgh papers.
The audiences on Friday were not large because
A Few Facts for Christians.
the people were not especially asked to come in until
evening, when a good audience was present. The . There are a few facts which ought to be more
morning sessions were for business. Saturday and deeply impressed upon the mind of the Christian of
Sunday afternoons and evenings the audiences were to-day in regard to the superstitious and supernatural
as large as the Union has ever bad at its congre'3ses, being whom he makes his idol and object of worship.
except when Colonel Ingersoll was present. It is
1. That there is no historical evidence that Jesus
true that many prominent speakers were absent, but ever existed.
the reasons were satisfactory. Some of them had · 2. That there is no proof, or reason to believe,
ev.ga~elll.ent$ elsewhere1 soJll,e (,lould not atl"ord the that he had a aupe~t-qral origin.

3. That the accounts of his resurrection are COD•
tradictory and fsil to establish the fact.
4. That the miracles he is said to hav performed
are based on insufficient proof.
5. That his moral teachings are imperfect, only
good where borrowed from earlier teachers, and bad
where original.
1. All that the world knows about Jesus Christ
is found in the four gospels. These gospels are
anonymous, unreliable, and contradictory. Th~re is
no evidence that one of them was written for at least
one hundred and fifty years after the events they
pretend to record had transpired. Irenrous is the
first Christian writer who referred to them, in the
latter part of the second century. . Had they been
known before his time it is inconceivable that some
reference should not hav been made to them by the
leaders of the Christians. Only two writers-Matthew and John, lay claim to having been disciples of
Jesus, and Mark and Luke had to tell their stories
for hearsay. As Jacolliot says, "The life of the
great Christian philosopher, as transmitted to us by
the evangelists, his apostles, is but a tissue of apocryphal inventions." No Greek nor Roman nor
Jewish writer ever mentione!l Jesus. This is sufficient to induce the strong belief that Jesus had no
natural origin, but was set up by the early Christian
theologians to " strike the popular imagination and
solidly to establish the basis of their new religion.''
2. It is claimed that Jesus had a supernatural
origin. This claim is founded on a dream, which
Josbph, the husband of the woman who is said to
hav borne him, is said to hav had. The writer of the
gospel narrating this tells it as though he had been
present, yet the apostle Matthew did not write the
book, nor was it in existence till Christ had been
dead considerably over one hundred years. There is,
then, no reason at all for believing the story. On
the other hand, the probability that the tale is a
l~gend, older by centuries than Christianity, and borrowed for the purposes of the priests, is greatly
strengthened by the fact that the birth of saviors,
begotten by gods or virgins, are common legends in
many lands, and are supported by equally as solid
evidence as that regarding Jesus. Draper says that
the Egyptian disciples of Plato would hav looked
with anger on those who rejected the legend that
Perictione, the mother of that great philosopher, a
pure virgin, had suffered an immaculate conception
through the influence of Apollo, and that that God
had delared to Ariston, to whom she was betrothed,
the parentage of the child. ,Jesus himself did not
claim to be more than man. And just as at first the
books of the New Testament were not considered inspired, so was Jesus regarded simply as a human
teacher. The inspiration of the Bible was an afterthought, a growth in superstition, and the attributing
to Jesus of deityship is the work of theologians, betraying the marvelous misapprehension of nature for
which the early Christians are so notorious.
3. As the legends of the supernatural births of saviors
were common, so was the doctrin of the resurrection.
The writer of Acts says that Christ should suffer and
that he should be the first to rise from the dead. Yet
if we are to believe that Christ rai11ed the daughter
of J airus and Lazarus, or that Elisha revived and
stood on his feet in the grave, then Christ was not
the first to rise. All four gospel writers tell each
a different story, and Paul, the one who wrote earlier
than either, disagrees with them all. According to
Matthew Jesus met the two Marys just after leaving
the sepulcher, and told them to go and tell his disciples to meet him in Galilee. According to Mark,
Jesus did not meet the two women at all, but they
received their instructions from a. young man in a
long white garment who was sitting inside the sepulcher. According to Luke there was no appearance
of Jesus to Mary or any other women, but he first
appeared to two disciples who were on their way to
Emmaus. According to John Jesus first appeared
to Mary Magdalene. The gospel writers also disagree
by their silence as to his being seen in the evening,
and also as to his meeting the eleven at the Sea of
1'iberias. Had these important events transpired the
gospel narrators could not hav been ignorant of them..
Of the ascension only Mark and Luke heard,
while Matthew and John, who are affirmed to hav
been personally acquainted with Jesus, knew nothing
of it, or at least wrote nothing about it. Mark and
the Luke who wrote the gospel of Luke say Jesus
ascended to heaven the same day ot tl;l.e 91\lOifWQJ).
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mons is not new, and whatever is new is not good.jliberty is the essential condition of prop:ress, and hence the
For the truth of the last half of the proposition jt is removal of the barriers is the first work we hav to do. So
only necessary to refer to his original utterances. long as we depend upon the law to do for us and our cbilUniike the previous saviors, Jesus did not consider d~en what we sh~uld do for oureelvs and for them, so long
that his mission was to the h 1
ld
.
th t ~Jll the work be Ill done and the !aw be the grellte~t crim.
w O e wor -even a mal in the land. Let us be Freetbmkers all through instead
part of th~ world whiCh he knew-but to the Jews. of merely on tbe surface; let us trust liberty in morals and
He told h1s followers not to go after the gentiles, but hygiene as well as in religion and politics, and cease fritterrather ~o the lost sheep of the house of brael. The ing away our energies in the enactment and enforcement of
substance of this he repeated many times, and spe- laws whic~ are sure to pro?nce te~ times more evil in. the
~ially impressed upon his hearers. Th" d
t 1 k han~s ?f bJgots than they will good JD those of Freethinkers,
. .
1S oes no 00 admtttmg for argument's sake merely that even the latter
as th~ugh there were mttmate relations between his could be trusted with the power that such laws would giY
doctrms and the moral sympathies of mankind in dif- them, and that the)t would not make the dirtiest of mussel
ferent ages. Had there been he would hav tried to in the attempt to enforce them."
ge~ the gentiles into heaven as well as 'the Jews.
We nenr said that parents and guardians cannot
. ~· ~ow, if _no one knows who wrote the gospels; Th1s narrowness of spirit was original with him care for their children's moral hPalth. What we did
1f 1t 18 certa1D that their accredited authors never
among the saviors. ·Other original teachings were say was, and we say it oncelfor all, that parents cannot
heard of them; if we find in them contradictions so
that no one who is rich could obtain salvation, that suppress obscenity without some law to do it by.
plain that one or the other must be false, then it folpoverty is a blessing, that all property belonged to T.his law, of course, should be local, for with such
lows that when they relate miraculous occurrences
the Lord, i.e., to the Lord's ministers, acting on matters the general government can hav no conthey cannot be believed because of their owri reputawhich doctrin he overthrew the tables of the money- stitutional business. Without this law boys of fifteen
tions for veracity, but only as their stories are prob- changers, borrowed an ass with her foal, and drowned to twenty could easily procure the vilest literature
able and in accordance with known laws. As Thomas so~e two thousand hogs by filling them with devils. that type coQld print. . A father cannot keep his boy
Paine puts it, "l\Iankind hav conceived to themselvs Stdl further teachings, original with him, are those under his eye every minute, and there are always
certain laws, by which what they call nature is sup- in regard to what constitutes a true believer. Those scoundrels ready to make a dollar by the most disposed to act." And "if we are to suppuse a miracle w~o denied his messiahship he called fools, hypocrite, reputable methods. With the writings of social
to be something so entirely out of the course of what th1eves, serpents, vipers. His enemies who disputed radicals the law should hav nothing to do, unless
is called nature that she must go out of that course his reign he desired to see slain at his feet. Those the books are intentionally made lascivious with an
to accomplish it, and we see an account given of such who believed should be saved; those who did not eye to the profits accruing from their sale. As we
a miracle by the person who said he saw it, it raises should be damned. He boldly proclaimed that he hav said ma11y times, the Eaglish language is rich
a question in the mind very easily decided, which is, came not to bring peace, but war; to set men and enough in decent words to express all the ideas that
Is it more probable that nature should go out of her women at variance with their families, and the crown- writers are likely to hav, and the benefHs of virtue
course than that a man should tell a lie T We hav ing traits of a true disciple-without which, indeed, can be set forth in language that will not excite the
never seen, in our time, nature go out of her conrse, no man could be a disciple-were that he should hate very passions that the pamphleteer pretends to desire
but we hav good reason to believe that millions of his father, mother, wife, and children, and brethren to see subdued.
lies hav been told in the same time. It is, therefore, and !listers. These are a few of Christ's original
What we want now is for Mr. Walker to come
at least millions to one that the reporter of a miracli:. teachings, and no man can say that they are good, or down to the point and say whether he is in favor of
tells a lie." But if miracles could be proved, if it in accord with the moral sympathies of mankind.
allowing the vilest literature to be published unrecould be demonstrated that the course of nature can
It is facts such as these to which the Christian of strained by any statute, state or municipal.
be interrurted constantly, then we should be forced
the present day pays so little attention that it is necto conclude either that there is no order of natur9,
Parsonages Must Pay Taxf's •
essary to remind him of them occasionally, that we
. or that all marvelous .events are in accord with it, refer to. They constitute a portion of the hundreds of
Judge Vann, of Syracuse, has decided that buildand that thfre ie and can be rio supernatural; But
reasons why the Christian system of theology should ings used as parsonages, even though on the plot of
we know· that the law of nature is never upset. We
not be accepted by thinking people of the present ground surrounding a church, must be assessed and
know that the earth never stops in its revolution
taxed.
age.
around the sun. And we must therefore conclude
The matter came up in the case of the people on
We do not write them in a " blasphemous, maligthat if a miracle is in correspondence with nature's nant, or vulgar spirit," but to warn reasonable creat- the relation of Edmund G. Hutchinson and others as
order, it is no miracle;. if not in such correspondence,
~res away from the sloughs of idiocy in which the trustees of the First Congregational church of
that it could not happen. The real question to be
Phoonix, N.Y., against James Collison and others,
orthodox preachers are wallowing.
settled, then, is not that of the supernatural, but one
assessors of the same village. The writ was issued
which concerns the narrativ of the supernatural. We
Mr. Walker: His Enemies and His Ideas.
to review an assessment upou certain real property
can safely leave the miracles of Jesus to stand or fall
The trial of Messrs. Harman and Walker has again known as "the parsonage." The relators are the
with the credibility of the writers. The character of been postponed, this time to the spring term of trustees of the Congregational church which owns a
the people with whom he associated and of the times court. The reason for this, says Mr. Walker, is that parcel of land in the villaQ'e of Pbamix, 132 feet wide
in which he lived are important in considering this the officials concerned in the case are busily engaged on Bridge street and 150 feet deep on Jefferson
subject. . As il1ustrating the superstitious character in the work of building and repairing political street. At the time the assessment in question was
of the times and the credulity of the people, it is fences. We sincerely hope they will build a good made there stood upon the lot fronting on Bridge
only necessary to cite the importance attached to many miles of fences before they drag the defendants street a brick church used by the society exclusivly
dreams and visions. The people believed also in into court, though it be necessary to build them out for public worship, and also fronting upon the same
angels who came to sleeping men, in devils wb.o held into the Pacific to oc~upy their time. Even dipping street and separated from the church by a narrow
possession of the humari body, and in deaf and dumb the ocean dry with a thimble would be a better occu- space, a wooden building used by said association
spirits. Their credulous, uncritical character is pation than trying three men for doing nothing for a parsonage and occupied by the parson. The
shown in the story of Christ's work related by Mark criminal.
pastor receives an annual salary, the parsonage being
(chap. ix, 25), in which Jesus spoke to a deaf spirit
Thi~ may be, perhaps, a good place to acknowledge furnished for his use by the society. Upon the rear
which heard him. But where the people did not Mr. Walker's handsome apology for misrepresenting of the lot are sheds for horses and a barn. The
believe, Jesus failed to do "mighty works," showing the sentiment expressed in THE TRUTH SEEKER. We greater portion of the entire parcel of this land is
that miracles are only performed for the eyes of trust that hueafter he will observe strict accuracy in covered by the church. The parsonage was assessed
credulity. If he could hav really worked miracles, these matters. But Mr. Walker returns to the argu- upon the assessment roll of the village of Phrenix
the belief or unbelief of his audience would not affect ment in this way:
for this year at the sum of $1,600, against the protest
his power. The thaumaturgist of the present day
" I am by no means prepared to admit that parents and of the relators, who, feeling aggrieved by their action,
does not care how many skeptics there are around guardians cannot care for their children's moral h~alth as instituted this proceeding to review and correct the
well as provide for their physical needs aQ.d guide their men- alleged error.
him.
5. In Buckle's "History of Civilization" we read: tal unfoldment, once they are left free to act. I doubt very
The judge held that the statute limits the exempmuch if Mr. Macdonald would argue in favor of a law to
"That the system of morals propounded in the N e!W punish Catholic propagandists for putting the literature of tion to a building actually used for public worship,
Testament contains no maxim which had not been that church into the hands of the children of Protestants and and does not incluJe a building the income or use of
previously enunciated, and that some of the roost Freethinkers. I see no more reason for supporting the class which is devoted to the support of the minister. The
beautiful passages in the apostolic writings are quo- of statutes wl!ich he is defending than I do for advocating parsonage is not exempt from taxation, and the
tations from pagan authors, are well known to every the suppositions law I hav just mentioned. Neither Cathol- assessors simply did their duty in assessing it. The
icism nor sexual ignorance is to be eliminated by law. Rescholar.
. _ To assert that Christianity com- garding
the former, Mr. Macdonald would say that what he proper mode of assessing such property, he said, is
municated to man moral truths previously unknown, asks is that all the special privileges granted to the church be to deduct the value of the part actually occupied by
argues, on the part of the asserter, either gross igno- withdrawn. So I say that what Social Radicals demand is the corporation from the value of the whole estate,
rance, or else willful fraud." Of the first statement, that all the special priTileges ~~:ranted to ignorance and prud- and the society should be assessed upon the value of
Buckle says that so far from supplying, as some sup- ery be withdrawn, and intelligence and candor be left free to the rest thus sscertained.
the rising generations into the paths of health. So long
pose, an {)bjection against Christianity, it is a strong lead
as philanthropists are punished for trying to disseminate useTilE Rev. T. T. Munger, in the September Century, advorecommendation of it, as indicating the intimate re- ful information amongst the people so long will there seem to
cates the stucly "in our co!IPges and high schools of the
lation between the doctrine of Christ and the moral be need for the quack remedy_ of ·law. It is useless to say Bible as a clas&ic, and of the Christian religion as a fact, by
sympathies of mankind in differ~nt agee. This might that the evil lies iu the enactment of these laws by national scientific-methods and subject to courteouR criticism." Bebe true were Christianity a human religion, but it is instead of by local lawmakers. The intelligence of aldermen yond the fact that a great number of people btlit'De in the
not. All of its distinctiv features depend upon an is not greater than that of Congressmen, and they are cer- Christian religion, there are no facts connectecl with the systainly as much under the influence of religious and other tem of Christianity except human aod nPgativ facti.
acceptance of its supernatural character and origin. prtjll(\ices as are the latter.
Instead, therefore, of recommending to us Christ's
''We do not expect reformation to come in a day, or a
TaB TBUTH SKKKKR COMPANY's Catalog of Frecthought,
moral teaching, it but proves the first part of the month, or a year, or a centurz, but_ we believe concerning
Reform, and Scientific Books will be mailed free.
morals
as
M.r.
M.acdon~ld
does
regarding
religion,
vi~.,
that
sayin~ th~t what is goo-d in Christ's lectur«;le JW.d-$erDr. Luke, who is said to hav written the Acts, says
Jesus was seen for forty days. John says he was
seen for eight days. Matthew predicted that Jesus
should be three days in the heart of the earth and
Jesus ·himself prophesied his resurrection o~ the
third day. Yet the apostles, when he was arrested
forsook him and :fled, and did not watch for his res~
u.-rection when they knew he had been crucified.
'rhe contradictions of the gospel writers and the
conduct 0~ the apostles are unexplainable upon any
theory wh1ch asserts that the writers knew any facts
concerning events they pretend to record, or that the
apostles believed that Jesus was the Christ.
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1-,ttftrs Jrottt Jlritnds.
CLEVELAND, 0., Oct. 1, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Please tell J no. Prescott Guild that it is my
desire to shake hands with him at Pittsburgh on his Dream,
as published in your paper under date of September 29th.
Yours respectfully,
L. B. SILVER.
SoUTH LoWELL, ALA., Sept. 20, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I noticed a quotation from a sermon by the
Rev. James M. Gray, rector of the Reformed Episcopal
church, Boston, MaBB., taken from the B~ston Herald. Mr.
Gray said: " If he had to choose between the spiritual teachings of the church of Rome, and the teachings of the socalled 'Liberalism' of this day, he would prefer the former.
_ . . It would be a sad thing if the ship of state were
saved from the rock of papacy, only to be stranded at length
on the shoals of Infidelity." This shows which way the or.
thodox church will go when the trial comes. Mr. Gray
would rather hav Romanism prevail than Liberalism. With
him slavery is preferred to liberty. With him science seems
to be inferior to the church. We prefer knowledge to
faith, and if we ever wish to enjoy it, we must educate and
make laws to protect us in this our natural right, for the
church is against us.
J. K. DEARTH.
BALTIMORE, MD., Sept. 23, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: After a long illness, both father and mother,
aged respectivly eighty-three and ninety-two years, hav
passed out into the unknown ; and to the holy horror of our
Christian friends, they both died without the aid of the
clergy, but with the full assurance that, if there was a hereafter, they had done nothing for which they would be
ashamed to face an honest God. My very religious relative,
brother and sister, insisted upon their minister conducting
the funeral services. His remarks must hav been very consoling to them, for their mother and father had died out of
the church, so he could not promis they would meet again.
I do not include myself in the list, for, by reading your
most ungodly paper, and books of the same stamp, I, with
my little family, father, son, Ho-I was about to say Holy
Ghost, but there is not a phantom in the sky that is worth a
finger-snap in comparison-so I will say wife, expect to toast
our shins with the qld folks. Well, from what we hav read
in the "Holy Queer," the deVil is the best of the lot, and is
not given over to the bad habit of having wild spells and raising hell as the other fellow does; he appears to be docil, and
obeys orders to the letter. Such people can be better trusted
than one who gets mad with himself and, as it were, cuts off
his nose to spite his face.
F. A. EvERITT.
HANNIBAL, Mo., Oct. 1, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Jn view of the approaching annual Congress
of the American Secular Union, it is to be hoped that twelve
years of fruitless labor may hav opened the eyes of our
leaders to the following facts :
1. That it is folly to attempt to build up a political party
in opposition to the prevailing religious beliefs of the country.
2. That the fallacy of orthodox religion must be clearly
demonstrated and recognized by the masses before any great
political reform can be accomplished.
B. 'fhat, notwithstanding its absurdities, the masses still
accept the Bible because they believe it to be the source of
moralla w, hence the first step toward eradicating their false
religion is to show them by pre.cept and example that reason,
not theology, is the basis of morality, and hence no Liberal
society should retain members who persist in immoral conduct.
4. That superstition is the mother of creeds and should be
discountenanced no matter in what garb she presents herself,
and that all believerx in ghosts are her devotees.
5. That all Liberals who are so much afraid of being called
il-Liberal, or of losing their popularity with certain classes,
that they dare not take a stand against such monstrous evils
as free love and Anarchy, had better be dropped for the good
of the cause.
6. That the term "Liberal," as used in this country, includes all classes of Freethinkers, Spiritualistic and Materialistic, good and bad, and that they are no more "birds of a
feather" than Catholics and Protestants, or Campbellites and
Presbyterians, and hence cannot be " flocked together" in
one organization; but that the only Liberal organizations
from which good results may be expected are those in which
persons of like views associate themselvs together for the promotion of what they regard as the best method of overcoming immorality and superstition.
.
These organizations will differ from each other on some
points, but each will hav a vitality and aggressiv enthusiasm
of its own; and· each will in its own way aid in the great
work of liberating the masses from the thralldom of priestcraft, and the complete rescue of the state from the clutch or"
the church.
A. R. AYRES.
MoNTE VISTA, CoL., Sept. 2B, 1888.
J. VAN DBNBURGH, EsQ., Dear Sir: "A boy bought a
fiddle having but one string." Judging from the tenor of
your article, " Some Thoughts on Evolution," in THE TRUTH
BEEKER of the 15th inst., I presume you were that fortunate
boy, for I must admit that you hav played a "new tune
never played before." I suppose you feel that Webster is
the Alpha and Omega of all knowledge. Turn to the word
"fact." He says: "A thing supposed or asserted to be
done." You ask, " What is life?" Take a microscope and
look in a drop of water suspended on a straw. You ask,
'' when did it begin?" I will answer you-it did not begin;
it always existed; it livs through fire and frost and wind and
sea. It cannot be deatroyed; therefore it never had a be-

ginning. It needed no " creator" to "breathe it into a few
forms or into one .. " Let Herbert Spencer speak : " Every
kind of being is conceived as a product of modification
wrought .by insensible gradations on a pre-existing kind of
being ; and this holds as fully of the supposed commencement of organic life as of all subsequent development of organic life."
Now, in regard to the literary merit of your article there
is no question, but it seems to me that when you assumed to
dally with the "survival of the fittest," you got the. wrong
sow by the ear, for you seem to confound the word" fittest,"
which means, the best adapted for the occasion or purpose,
with the word "worthy." Now, as we generally use the
latter word, we mean that which entitles one to a reward, or
thing, or place. As we use the word "fittest,'; we generally
mean expedient, regardless of real worth, merit, justice, or
desert. Certain advantages constitute the fitness for the survival of a thing. It is not limited to animals alone, but ex.
tends. to an. things under the sun. Thus, as Darwin explains,
the thick, heavy fur enabled an animal to survive in .the
polar regions, while the ones having light fur could survive
only under a tropical sun, and according to a law of nature
those animals transmitted those advantages to their offspring, and these advantages grew stronger and more prominent, regardless of justice or desert. Thus, in the wolf, of
which you speak, Mr. Darwin clearly shows that the advantage is for such an animal that has "good claws, strong
teeth, supple limbs, and vigorous muscles:" ·He shows that
the color of the polar bear enables him to lie in wait for his
prey unobs~rved, because of no contrast between his own
color and that of the snow. We perceive that ·by the same
law the intelligence of man compares favorably with abilities peculiar to other animals, and this intelligence, and it
only, enables him to survive, and this advantage is superior
to all others. Hoping you will receive this in the same kindness in which it is offered, believe me your friend,
JOHN TRUEBLOOD.
CoALToN, KY., Oct. 4, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I will exclaim, as poor old Simeon did when
he saw the alleged-to-be son of God, "Mine eyes hav seen
thy salvation, Lord !"-or, in other words, I hav heard a
Liberal lecture in east Kentucky, and, too, in the churchridden town of Ashland. Mr. W. B. Bell, the fearless bearer
of the torch of reason, gave us three lectures. His subjects
were" Liberty and Morality," "Reasm1and Superstition,"
and "The Gods." I did not get to hear hitn on the first subject, but had the pleasure of hearing him on the second
subject at Ironton, 0., on September BOth, at Apollo Hall.
In this lecture the speaker used many good and forcible
illustrations. He showed us how superstition had bowed
men down under its heavy weight ; the heathen, of course,
suffered most from its galling curse, but civilized nations
had much to do to free themselvs of its chains, even now in
the light of the nineteenth century. He said thoughts similar
to this started him to investigate the "fallacies of the Christian
'religion. Every church thinks it is right; every Ohris.tian thinks his church is the only one out of the many that is
:absolutely right-others might be partially right, but mostly
wrong. He thought that the diversity of opinions growing
;out of this God-given book showed at least to him that some
.of the churches were mistaken, possibly all might be. In
his lecture on "The Gods," at Ashland, he used one illustration that set me to thinking-one, did I say? ah! many, but
.one in particular. He said he was once talking to a minister
who said something about God speaking to Moses. Mr. Bell
said he asked if he understood him to say that God spake to
Moses as man speaks to man. Minister : "Of course."
"Well, then, he, God, must hav a mouth, and if he has a
mouth, must hav teeth; if he has teeth, a tongue; if a
tongue, it must follow that he has Imi.gs and digestiv organs·
like man, and all that would imply growth, decay, and
death. Consequently, God must be dead."
The friends of the cause will hav to thank ~Iessrs. Richard
Carr, John Cobs, and Powers for the generosity and energy
which they possess at all times in the cause of Freethought.
Just how much good we hav accomplished it is hard to tell,
but we hope it will be like bread cast upon the waters, and be
seen many days hence. We think we will be able to get
Mr. Bell to visit us again some time this winter.
s. P. HERRON, P.M.
KALAMAzoo, MroH., Sept. 25, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I found in your paper the following passage:
The Freethought journals are peculiar in this : No matter how
devoted a Christian a man may be, if he offer an article in defense
of his own opinion or in direut opposition to those advocated by
the paper, it will be given a conspicuous place in its columns. It
must be confessed that the Infidel editors are the only men in the
country who hav the courage of their opinions, and prove it by
allowing complete freedom of thought and utteranoe (MaY 14, te87,
"Tales Told Oat of School," Rev. Dr. Jones's Report).

I will send you an article. I am a firm believer in the
Bible. I hav studied it for sixteen years, but not continuously. Less than one month ago I commenced to read
THE TRUTH BEEKER. I am bitterly opposed to the unity of
church and state. If any can answer the questions I submit
better than the Bible, I would be glad to hear from them :
Who created man? Gen. i, 27. Who was man like? Gen.
i, 26. What rank did he hold? Heb. ii, 6, 7. For what
purpose was man created? !sa. xliii, 7. Has this purpose
been carried out? Rom. iii, 2B. What is the result of sin?
Rom. vi, 2B. Is God willing that any should perish? 2 Pet.
iii, 9. Do the wicked desire to know God? Ps. x, 4. Does
God take pleasure in the death of the wicked? Ezek. xxxiii,
11. How great is God's love toward the world?. John iii,
16. How may the wicked find favor with God? !sa. lv, 7.
What must man do to be saved? Acts xvi, Bl. Does God
regard all men alike? ·Rom. ii, 11. To whom will the Lord

look? !sa. 1xvi, 2. Does God countenance wrong in anyone ? Col. iii, 25. Does God recognize a ·good deed in anyone ? Eph. vi, 8. Does ·he exercise his power over us in ·'
either case? Gen. iv, 7. Are God's ways equal? Ezek. ·
xviii, 25-27. What does our savior say about the road to
destruction? Matt. vii, lB. What about the road t<i life?
Matt. vii, 14. ·How are we to enter the strait gate? Luke ·
xiii, 24. If we are striving, what must we do? Mark viii, ·
B4; Luke ix, 2B. What must we hav if we would please ·
God? Heb. xi, 6. What else must we do if we would enter
into life? Matt. xix, 17. What is the first. and gr:eat c<im- ·
mandment? Mark xii, BO. If we do this cari we love the
world? 1 John ii, 15. What comfort has the Christian in
this life? Phil. iv, 7. Can the world understand this?,
1 John iii, 1. What promis has the Christian of the hereafter? 1 Cor. iii, 9. Who is invited to hav this reward?
Rev. xxii, 17. What character must we possess"if we would
hav the reward? Isa. i, 19. What promis has the sinner if
he will repent? !sa. i, 18. Whom will the Lord. spare?
Mal. ii, 16, 17. What is the conclusion of the whole matter?
Eccl. xii, lB, 14; Rev. xxii, 12-14.
CaAB. D. MoOoY. ·
STEUBENVILLE, 0., Oct. 9, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I notice a tendency ·among Freethinkers to
favor Cleveland's election over Harrison's, principally on the ·
ground of Harrison's religious views. I do not think the
personality of the candidates ought to count for much. But,
Who do they represent? ought to be the question. We all
know the Democratic party always· did toady to the Catholic
priesthood, and Cleveland has publicly shown his tendency
to do so, and as the Catholic church is the strongest enemy
we hav to fight as Secularists, it seems strange to -me that
Secularists should hav the least tendency to support Cleveland or his party, but rather should support the party that held
the Union together, the only party to vote for with any hope
of defeating the party of the Cat.holic hierarchy. I inclose
the article I had published in our local paper, and if you·
think it suitable for the columns of your paper, should be
pleased to hav you publish it at once, before the election ..
The political text-book I quote is Paine's "Rights of Man."
Yours truly,
J. DowNES.
MR. EDITOR : I wish to giv my views of the present situation of the two parties, if you will allow_ me space in the
Herald. When lookin~ over an old political text-book I
came across the followmg: " What are the present govern-.
menta of Europe ? Do not its own inhabitants say it is a
market where every man has his price, and where corruption·
is common traffic at the expense of a deluded people?"
Wh.. n we think of the foul corruption that fills our Senate
-with millionaires or their tools, and our House of Represent-·.
ativs with silver kings. and think of the bribery and deoep- .
tion that is brought into play at our elections down to the
lowest office, one is almost ready to believe that republicanism is a failure; when we se~ a party that got into power by
the great fraud of suppressmg the vote of the majority,
boldly asking to be kept in power as the friends of the people by bawling, "Tariff for Revenue only" (while they are
wasting and stealing millions), to take the people's attention.
from the outrageous crimes of the party against freedom
and their country, a party that favored war and rebellion to .
keep in slavery the working classes, posturing as the friends
of the workingman, the party that always pandered to the
whisky interest, accusing their opponents of being the
friends of free whisky, it is disgusting. And they know their
only object in refusing to touch the federal tax on whisky
and tobacco (especially whisky), was because it favored the
whisky trust and compelled the government to go to millionsof expense for spies and collectors to keep up the whisky
monopoly, whereas to take off the federal tax wonld leave
the states free to tax the liquid devil as much as they pleased,
even to crush the sale of it as a beverage altogether. Will
the people be deceived by the specious pleas of this party
that bas always pandered to the lowest instincts of the peo~
pie? I hope not. 'Ihe Republican leaders hav not acted
wisely.· Why did they not throw Cleveland's letter in his
teeth, and tell him we are in favor now, as we were in 1884,
of revising the tariff, but we want and will hav a full vote.
of the people and a fair count, settled at once and forever ;
then we will revise tbe tariff to the wants of the country as
expressed by a majority of the whole people? I am satisfied
to-day that nine-tenths of the Republicans are in favor of revising the tariff, but how small a matter that is to sapping
the very foundation of republican government by suppressing the voice of the majority I What use is there in having
any election if the voice of the majority is to be hushed by
corruption and bribery, and if that fails by the club and the
shotgun? If this thing is to go on, farewell, liberty-a few
more decades will witness the downfall of the most glorious
J.D.
republic the world ever saw.
DAvisoN STATION, MroH., Sept. 21, 288.
MR. EDITOR: The neighborhood that I reside in is run.by
Christian influence. There are people here that do not be"
lieve in the old dogmas, but through fear of not being looked·
up to, or in other words, not being respected or ~isited by
church people, they pretend to swallow the popular Christian dose, and their lips are sealed and their brains are put
in the Christian box. All Liberal literature is expelled from
the house or read on the sly, and with blanched faces they
follow their leader, Custom.
I hope that there is not one reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER
that does this. In order to advance enlightenment we must
speak our honest thoughts at all times and in all places when
it is proper. I hav a big time often, and it does me good to
see divine men-men that are inspired-men w·alking God's
way proclaiming his word-come to me with prepared questions, and then to see their under jaw drop. There is one
living in my neighborhood that thought he would convince
me of the truth of his doctrio, and he came unto me and
opened his mouth and spake, saying : " The.re are people
here on earth you do not wish to hav fellowship with. You
would not be seen in their company; would hav nothing to·
do with them in any way, shape, or manner in this world.
Now, you say that you do not know whether there is a
heaven or not, but that if there is God cannot afford to d&mn
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one soul to misery, and according to your belief they must
all be saved. Consequently you will hav to be in their company. ·What hav you to say now?" I answered and said
unto him: "I supposed that, you being an inspired preacher,
your questions also are inspired. The first question I will
ask you is, What is the soul ?" Rev.: " It is the spirit of
God in man.'' " Very well. That being the case, there i:s
nothing of a person after death that livs but the soul." Rev.:
"No, sir." "The soul, being the spirit of God, is a part of
God. God is good:_is perfect, kind, loving, impartial; consequently the soul the instant it leaves the body becomes
God, or a Rart, and then how is God going to punish a part
of himself?" Rev.: "Hold; you are going too far. Do you
not know that man is a free moral agent ; that he knows
right from wrong ; that he is accountable for his acts; that
he doing an unlawful deed here on earth should be punished?" "Yes, sir; to a certain extent. He ought to be
confined, not punished, for he is not to blame in all cases.
For do you know that men can become weak, their health
impaired, so that the .children that they produce are weak
physically and mentally? They grow up to be men and
women-that is, in form, but as to their heads, while the
organs are all there, some of them hav not growth. They
did not hav nourishment enough from that weak body for
all to develop. The result is, they hav no control over their
actions. Their desires and wishes generally are for money
and the first step is theft, the next murder. Now, sir, who
is to blame for this?" Rev.: "It is their parents." "Now,
sir, where is your free moral agency in all men? Who would
God be justified in punishing, these deformed unfortunates
or their parents ? He never wrote one word in his guide
about the laws of health .or rearing of children, saying only,
Be fruitful and multiply on the earth <>r in other words,
Beget all the children you can; whic11
the cause of two
thirds of our criminals. Do not ever aLain step into the pulpit·and preach a burning, endless hell and a heaven filled
with joy, for there are some of your congregation that will
look upon you as a natural deformity. There will be hate
and revenge as long as the doctrin you preach is preached,
for knowledge and the freedom of thought fOriD; the only
lever that is capable of raising the human family out of the
rut it is in.
· 8. V ANSOHAIOK.
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boot on the other foot and made the British trader pay for the unknowable and unknown. Notwithstanding, thousands
the use of our marke'ts, and as soon as the British manufact- hav proclaimed their love for him whom they hav never
urer could do so he bought up agents in ihis country to seen and with whom. they hav no acquaintance. Sin~
work for his interest, and has been doing so ever since, as ·his ways are not our ways, and since his ways are
he can find fools enough fc;>r a few dollars to plead his past finding out, what do they know of hlm ? Some
cause under the plea of cheap goods. What in the name of Christians claim a personal knowledge "of their God through
common sense do we want cheap goods for if some- the works of nature, yet nature exhibits many imperfections
body else is to derive all the benefit from their sale, while and deformities, in both the animal and vegetable kingdoms.
the American has nothing left to do ? 'fhe man who argues Can it be that a perfect God is the author of so much imperthat way does not know what a curse he is placing upon fection?
We see according to Ex. xx, 19, 20, that fear caused the
this country, and, I care not who he may be, he lacks experience of the workings of trade and wages who does it. If Israelites to worship, rather than voluntary love. They wor.
he would but look back to the causes which led to the sep- shiped the golden calf in the absence of Moses, but on his
aration of the Colonies he would find that from 1764 to 1784 return with threats and wrath he caused them to return to
we were sending from twenty to thirty millions of .money their old worship. Christians should observe that Aaron had
out of the country, and our exports in grain, etc., were but much less trouble to get the Israelites to worship the golden
six to nine millions, and that while the British had us by the calf than Moses had to make them worship hi:s God; neverthethroats we were obliged to pay from one hundred and fifty less, they were God's chosen people. If fear was the cause
to two hundred per cent on the cost of all manufactured im- of the Israelites' worship of Jehovah, and if fear i:s the cause
of the Christians' worship of to-day, I would like to ask how
ports.
When the shoe was placed upon the other foot our manu- much fear is necessary to cause one man to love another and
factures began to revive, and hav always been in a flourish- how much is necessary to cause man to love his God? How
ing condition whenever we hav liad a good tariff, and in- can fear and love mingle together? There is nothing in
variably the reverse under a low one, or from its immediate common between them, but the very opposit, since that
which we love we do not fear, and that which we fear we do
effects.
The second war of 1812 and 1814 was mainly because the not love. Longfellow has aptly written :
old mother was getting jealous of our growth and prosper•.
Love, like Dian's kiss, unasked, unsoughtity, and attempted tli!e second time to whip us, for the exLove givs itself, but is not bought.
press purpose of gaining our markets .for her expprts. She And it is useless to try to love or to force yourself to love one
failed again, and has been doing with gold and sophistical whom you do not love. The worship of idols has always
societies like the Cobden Club .what she has about concluded been through superstitious fear, and not through any sense
can be accomplished in no other way, and while she applauds of love or veneration. We can scarcely suppose that the
the wise statesmanship of our Democrats in public she hides heathens in their ignorant worship could see anything in a
her head under the ample folds of her cotton gown and pile of wood or brass to excite their admiration or love. Fear
laughs at us for the poor fools we are. In 1816 the Dem- must hav driven them to worship their wooden god. And
ocrats, taking their name from the Jacobin clubs of France, fear has driven the Christian to worship an unknown and
changed from Republican to Democrat, and repealed our unknowable and an imaginary God, an:l the Christian's worgood tariff to suit this free trade idea, and down went our ship is not one whit better than the heathen's, since it comes
manufactures and out of America went our money. Then, through images and imagination, and not through sight or
after the mischief was done, a revulsion was brought about personal acquaintance, or association with the object lovedand another good tariff enacted in 1824. Then the South, alleged to be loved-and worshiped. If the fear of Jehovah
with J. C. Calhoun at the head of the nullifiers, fought and the fear of hell hav driven anyone to get upon his knees
until the tariff of 1833 was made as a compromise or a war to worship his imaginary God, let him get all the consolation
NoRTH BENToN, 0., Sept. 20, 1888.
of secession, and from that time until 1842 we had the most he can out of it, since the desire to act differently still con.
MR. EDITOR : I see by a notice in THE TRUTH SEEKER that damnable times America ever saw. Cows selling at sheriff 's stitutes him a sinner. I draw the analogy from Matthew's
the Secular Union designs next year to commence proceed- sale at from $2 to $5 a head; butter worth six cents.a pound ; repot:t; of Christ's Sermon on the Mount: " If a man look
ings against the managers of Girard College for violating the eggs, lots of them, at five cents per dozen, such prices as upon a woman," etc. The desire is made equal to the act. If
intent and meaning of the will of Stephen Girard, the great- would shame any old chicken to lay eggs for now. And any man, then, has joined the church simply to escape the
est philanthropist of America. The will forbids all preachers these were what our present free tra_de and low price Dem- torture of hell; in fact, if .he has lived truthful, sober,
from entering on the grounds, and forbids theology's being ocrats call such glorious times for the farmers, and want to honest, and chaste, at the same time desiring to liv differ.
taught to the children. By some mysterious exercise of get again, but, my free trade tigers, you who are howling so ently, he will get no reward. Faith, too, which the Chriswill_.:.or the Christians will say, God's will-the control of lustily for the farmers, can you see it? I don't.
tian puts so much confidence in as an article of saving power,
the College has passed into the hands of theology and is fitted
One thing more is a striking fact. In 1840 the people be- when forced upon the mind, as it often is, contrary to reason,
to its interests, in express violation of the intent of the gan to petition Congress for an increase of the tariff, and upon the same ground should hav no reward. Nothing but
terms of the will. The court decided long ago the validity during the session of 1842 the petitions in the House, if at. the genuin, unsolicited faith and love will be worthy of reof the will. When the time comes round to need funds to tached so as to make one roll, it was said, were twenty miles ward. And this is consistent, since man in his selfishness
enforce the terms of the will, call on me and I will be among in length. Now, I want to ask any candid man, no matter would not force anyone to love him against his will.
· the faithful to cause theology to cease its robbery. The his- to what party he may belong, has he heard anything from
It seems very strange how indifferent this God of ours can
tory of the religion of the world that I am familiar with, and one quarter where Congress has been petitioned for a reduc- be to the wants and needs of his followers, since they hav
my observation for over fifty years of churches and individ- tion of the present tariff? Not a word; not a single peti. paid tribute, worshiped, and tried to love him. He will not
uals that belong to churches, hav convinced me that theology tion. We don't ask Congress to lower the duties, and we, as answer a prayer or giv a direct answer to a question asked.
has had a demoralizing effect rather than a moral effect. Americans, never hav asked it. The cry of tariff reform Surely man has for the last eighteen hundred years been askThe churches of North Benton, or some of the members that never was anything but a political dodge and a claptrap. ing amiss.
belong to them, froin the highest to the lowest, ha v been guilty The country never was as prosperous as now. Trades of
So much streBB has been put on the Ten Commandments
of all the crimes known to the laws of the land. I will state all classes are prospering, and, while we hav some evils, and the love we should hav for this God of the Bible that it
a few facts that came Under my observation. There was a such as sugar and other trusts, which should be legislated makes one want to show the Christian how inconsistent he
quite Liberal-minded old gentleman living here, by the name out of existence, and while we are decidedly too free at mak- is. The ministry are always trying to show man that he
of J. Ranals: He was afllicted with a cancer, and knew his ing citizens out of 8. lot of ignorant foreigners, who swarm should not be malicious or revengeful. But what about this
time .was short. One of the deacons took him to his own into us as the Huns did upon the Roman nation, it is not God, who says he will visit the iniquities of the fathers upon
house and wrote his will, inserting a clause in the will the way to right these wrongs by prostrating our trades and the children, even to the third and fourth generation of them
that gave $800 to the Presbyterian church, and took him having these same foreigners to suck out the life-blood of that hate him? Is not that something like a revengeful nathome. After Ranals got home he sent for Simeon Card, the American nation. The remedy proposed by the free ure, even stronger than the worst of men entertain? How
county justice of the peace, and told him the deacon made trader is much worse than the disease. We want and must does that sentence compare with this one: '' But I say unto
that will-he now wanted to make one to suit himself. He ·b.av protection to American manufactures, as a principle as you, Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good·
did so, and left out the clause of $800 for the Presbyterian well as a policy, and the man who can't see that every kind to them that hate you ?" Does it not seem by fair comparison
church. He· died a few days ago. The deacon failed to pro- of trade should be equally provided for is a poor protection- that he wants man to be something better than himself?
bate his will. Another case-a prominent member of the ist and a worse politician.
Again he said: "If ye love them which love you, what reward
As was their usual custom, as soon as the Democratic hav ye? Do not even the publicane the same?" He might
church got out of humor at a doctor by the name of Conrad
and shot him dead. While in jail waiting court he hanged party got the powllr, by talking then, just as they now do, hav added, Do not the Qods the same? And, "Be ye perhimself rather than face the music. Another prominent mem- about their tariff doctrin-yes, claiming to be better tariff fect, even as your father in heaven is perfect."
ber in good standing in church circles, subscribing $50 a year men than the Whigs-they repealed the 1842 tariff for lower
"Visit the iniquities of your enemies upon their children,
to the church, burnt his buildings to get the insurance and duties until, in 1857, we had a regular panic. And now, in even to the third and fourth generation of them that hate
served a term in the Ohio penitentiary. Another class of the face of all our past experiences, these Democrats are you.'' "War to the knife and the knife to the hilt!" How
church-members confederated together to set up a job of moving heaven and earth to repeal our tariff and ruin all our does this most hellish doctrin appear, dressed in its sable
conspiracy, employed hoodlums to execute the job, and per- prosperity, so as to hav the cry of the sheriff heard in every garments, before the court of an unbiased mind? If one
jured themselvs and committed subornation of perjury. I city, town, and hamlet of our prosperous land. Away with should tell me he had seen a child suffering for ten long years
might add to the above, but it is not necessary. 'l'he above such nonsensical sophistries. American labor must and shall from the day of its birth to the day of its death, ought I to
occurred under my own observation. With the history of be maintained.
J. R. PERRY.
suppose that it was because of some crime the father had
the church, and what I hav observed, in my judgment it is
committed, especially if my own knowledge proved to me
no wonder the churchmen conceive it necessary to dump
that the father was then enjoying and always did enjoy good
CoALToN, KY., Aug. 27, 1888.
their sins on Jesus once or twice a week. They claim it is
MR. EDITOR: My observations hav proved to me that man health ? I suppose my duty would lead me to suppose it was
right to do anything if calculated to further God's cause.
generally loves that which seems to him either good, beauti- the child's grandfather's crimes being paid in pain by the
Within find $2 to apply on THE TRUTH SEEKER. I can't do ful, or loving, and that he does not love anything that is not child; while it might be that its grandfather was in hell at
without it. The cartoons are the first looked at. Keep perceived, by the appropriate senses of his nature, to be such. the same time paying the same debt. It seems that this Bible
them up, by all means.
CHESTER BEDELL.
And I do not think that man can hav a genuin love unless it God sees the mote in man's eye, while the beam is found in
comes by personal acquaintance and association. The child his own. He tells man in the Ten Commandments: "Thou
WlLKESBARRE, PA., Oct. 8, 1888.
that never saw its father will not love .him at first sight more shalt not kill." But in Ex. iv, 24, we see he must hav had
MR. EDITOR: I hav not picked up one of my TRUTH readily than he will any other man. The child's love for its on his war-paint: " And it came to pass by the way in the
SEEKERS for the last two months that was not filled with one mother and the mother's love for her child is the strongest inn that the Lord met him and sought to kill him." If I had
or more articles against the doctrine of protection to Amer- love earthly mortals know anything about, love for Jehovah stood in Moses's shoes about that time I woul~ hav quoted:
ican manufactures, and in favor of the crackbrain nonsense notwithstanding. The mother who has had her child taken " Thou shalt not kill.'' But we find him in Exodus not only
of advising us as Americans to encourage British trade, in from her for years so that ehe cannot recognize it, would making the attempt, but killing the first-born of the Egyp.
order to break up the trusts and punish our " protected not more readily fall in love with it than with any other tians and wantonly slaying even the dumb beast. See Ex.
monopolies," as these wise statesmen call them, as if to do child. Therefore I claim that all man's love comes to him xii, 29, 30: He sees the mote in man's eye, but the beam i:s
so would improve the prospects of the laboring man. These through acquaintance, association, and personal knowledge in his own. If he set an example, should man follow it? I
persons are anxious to bring about the same state of affairs of the object loved. I do not think ~an can love, a ?e?'on think not, since the best impulses come from man, and fur.
in the near future that we hav always had under low tariff. I whom he has not seen. The~efore I thmk the love ?hnst1ans nish altogether better examples.
SAMUEL P. HERRON, P.M.
Whf?ll w~ starte(} thi:s government we put the tariff-question j claim they hav for Jehovah IS an unnatural love, smce he i:s
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Paine VindicateU !

MoNROVIA, CAL , Oct. 1, 1888.
DKAR Jlhss w•.xoN: Our litrle truth
seeker, a boy of f••ur years, is not ol~ enoue:h
Jldiud IJg MIBa BusAN B. WIXoN, Fall to write you and a8k you hard question, •. He
A LoY; Jy Wild Rose.
Bi'Dt!'l', Mass., to UJ/uJm all Oommunicationa (0'1' gets his information by personal interviews.
A wild rose! What a rich pink color, and A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
t.'ii& 00'1'1lt!'1' shuuld btJ sent.
with those willing to answer, and he stldom
what beauttful leaves it has, too I And how
York 01Jsi!1'1H'r'B slanderous attacks
finds a victim that he cannot puzzle.
upon the Author-Hero of the AmerWe hav jotted down in the memory a few commo~ it is! But, do you know, my dear,
" Between the dark and the dayligh$,
ican Revolution. Containing
questions he has aslred from time to time. that this sweet Jl,Jwer, J!:rowing in swamps,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Her~: are some of them.
T.b.ey may serve to meadows, and ahng the hedges, with five
both the alanden and
Oomes a pause tn the day's oooupations
pleaPe older children:
their refutation.
lovely silken petals, or ll'aves, fastened on the
Tha~ is known as the Ohildren•s Hour."
"Papa, if dogs are not folks, what makes
-ocalyx-whieh means the urn-~haptd outside
'em kiss little boys?"
covering of the fl,Jwer..:_is the real moth• r of
BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL,
"
Mamma,
how
can
snakes
walk
without
The Ca"!taway Chicks.
all the great, deep-Color('d, double, fragrant,
-o...,
legs?''
Thr~e little ohick•, at olose or da:v,
" Papa, why don't ladies get shaved?''
and many-hued roses in all the wide, wide
The
New
York
Observer
(Presbyterian) having
Left mother hen aud roam•d aw'iy;
"Mamma, can baby •piders catch !lie~?"
recently reissued Its assault upon the memory of
world?
Two Co!ily n~stled inside of a shoe,
" Papa, if I fall iu the water "'ill It make
It is-yes, just the mamma of all the roses Paine, this pamphlet should ba circulate<! everyW1tb one on the outside to soan the view.
me dead?"
·
where in vindication.
everywhere.
"Mamma,
what
makes
the
sun
go
down
in
Aij ~be tide oame in and carried the shoe
TOGETHER WTTB
It
gets
its
name
from
the
Latin
word
rosa,
the
mountains
when
it
gets
night?''
Over the WI\V~B hke a small OBnoe,
! ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
"Papa, do buttm fliPs make butter?"
The ohickPns, oh! the poor little things,
Hnri its family name is rubace<l!.
"M>tmma, how can flies look around withWished •hemselvs back under mother's wings.
Now Itt us talk about it a little. Peach, .4. Fabricated Account of a Scene at th8 Deathout any neck?''
But the waves were high, and all were drowned;
plum, cherry. almond, strawberry, and black.
btJd of Thomas Paine.
Yours very respectfully,
.
The three little chickens were nt>ver found;
berry blossom~, as well as some others, beW. A. CuBEs.
BY W. H. BURR.
8o may their fate be a le•son, I pray,
long to the same f~mily. How can you tell
This pamPhlet shows that the account of Paine's
To all other chickens who rn" away,
the flo':}ers of this family? Why, by observ- dYing moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
BAI.LSToN SPA, N. Y., Oct. 7, E.M. 2S8.
Ds•R Miss WIXoN: It is some time ~ince I ing the way they are made. All that you (upon which tht> 0/nlerver relies to prove its princiCharlie's Story.
wrote the Children's Corner, so I will write find fashion<·d after the pattern of the little pal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick ooulrl hav written the alleged account.
again, and tell you how we are getting along wild rose are of that family.
The family pledge hung on the wa.ll,
78pp. Price 15 cents.
in this part of the " Lflrd's vineyard." p.,
And on it you could 11ee
It
ha•
many
stamens-these
are
those
parts
Addresa
THE TRUTH HEEKER 00.
bought little ~ister and mysplf a most beautiThe namfB of man.ma,llla.ry J'ane,
ful piano for a Christmas present, and 1\"C hav of the fl,>wer where the pollen is preparPd.
And Chu-ie-that is mil.
And "h>tt is pollen, you a'k? But I like
lots of music and are jolly. I take music
We didn't dare to ask papa.
le~sons and like to play on the piano ver)
to hav you af'k qq('stions as we g0 along.
To write npon it too,
much. and so we hav now a nice little orches. Well, pollen is the tlnst that is used in formBo left a. space for h1m to ftll;
A NINETEENTH OENTURY NOVEL.
tra of two violins, llomet, and piauo, all of
ing new plants, and it is r<'ceived by thl'
'l'wa~ all we dared to do.
our own family.
Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL•.
Fdther ft'Ceived a letter from Brother pi~tils, and there is no albumen in its set-ds.
He saw the.Pledge as soon as he
I knew you would want to know what alCasey and wife, of Seneca, S.C., of whom, no
For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
Camg in the door t.bat r:'~:ht;
And when we saw him reading n,
rloubt, yvu bav heard through Tali: TRUTH bumen is. It is a sub,tance that resembles R"trl• and a yuunger broth~r who w~re left parentle•s, with httle money, fa1r edncatlon, and much
It put us in a fri~tht.
Sa:J!.KER. They hav had to part with their the white of an t-gg. There are nearly ~ourage,
to maka tbl'ir wa.v through th• wurld by
only cow to enable them to purchase foofl.
'!'Olng
to Chicago. The ant.bor is also the heroin.
He didn't s&y a word to us
two hunrlred ~peci.. s of the rose family, but The n11rrat.iv
i•, in the main. a history of 11 workI
wish
to
say
to
the
children
of
the
Corner
About the pl~dge at all,
ing girl's lif~ and .. xperience in the c1ty of Cbioago
that I hsv startt>d a dime fund to enable the best botanistR admit only about thirty in <tmong
blnff bnsinl'ss wen, kind hl'art.t'd folks,
Bntoft I sa~ him look at it
Brother Casey and wife to purcha~e another good standing. The lea>es, sll'ms, and calyx >tnd disreputable hypocrtts. It is just .uch 11 story
While hanginl{ on the wall.
cow. They _are very olrl people ll)lld belplt'ss, of some kinds are aromatic, like the sweet- of human life as w<> •hould ex\•ect Oolonel Ingerto be interPst~d in; and w J>Lf.ever be admires ·
And every nilt'ht when he came home,
and living in a Christian communit.y. They brier rose, wliich, if you brush it with your •oll
and appreciates is snre to he worth the attention
He sto ped and rea.d it throul!"b,
receive no sympathy from the cold-heartPd
of the re~t of the world Pri<'P l/6 CPDIR.
clothing
even,
as
you
pa~s.
emits
a
delight• We all kept still about thoPe words,
Christians. I hope the Children of the Cor.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
· Althou~rh we knew them true.
ner, as well as their. parents, will contribute ful fragrance. This kio(l is called eglantine,
the small amount of a dime. I will send the sometimes, or the poet'~ !lower.
Four w9eks had PBSse<J, and then one night
amount contrtbuted, along with the namPB of
There are many vaneties, many colors,
When pa came home to tea,
INGERSOLL'~
the donors, to Mr. Ca~ey, al•o to the Chil- among roses, and all are attractiv. By your
He took tbe pleodl!"e down from its nail,
REDUCED IN PRICE.
dren's
Corner,
Luc•'fer,
ironclad
Age.
Let
And then he turn~d to me:
us all try to help the old couple to purchase bright eyes, I am sure you can tell what the
We hav made &rrangemenb wherebY Wl' can
" Go get the pen and ink, my boy,
offer these mall'lllfinPnt_prose poems of Mr. Ingera cow, which will be a great help to them. rose is of, en cullt,d.
<oll•s at greatly Tednced Prices. The Tribute~ are
And let me fill that ppace.
The q•teen of fl.,wers I
Contributors will please SPud contributions to
ortnted on heavy toned paper,l8X2l! inches. illumiIt looks ao b ue,•• be slo1fiY said,
Miss Sadie E Thorpe, B!illston Spa, S!lraThat's it. But it has many enemieR that oa.ted horder, large clear type, suitable for tramA queer look on his face.
toga county, N. Y.
inK.
The titles are:
try to destroy its beauty and eat its pretty
Yours for humanitv anrl truth,
And then mamma s&t <town and cried
The Vision of War.
leaves. There is a slug tliat inj•ITes it, and
BADIK E. THORPE.
(gbe sa. iii it was for jos ),
The Grant Banquet ToaRt.
also a little bug that. eats only its pretty buds;
And Mary J u1e she oned some, too,
[We
trust
Sadie
will
gather
dimes enough then there are lit1le green lice, whose other
'!'he Priceofth""" hal'l>toforP bas h~>~>n 150ots. We
Idldn't-I'm a boy.
to buy not only a cow for our aged friends, name is aphides, ttiat cnep all over its leaves, off~r them ~t li'Tll''l'li:EJil OENTS EACH: THE
Bnt P&P!l saY8 h'l did not dnnk
1'\VO FOR TWENTY-FIVE (JTR MaiJpt'J RP<'nre
but enough food to keep her fat and hand- anrl stems and devour their j•1ices. Tobacco from breakage. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
S nee that first n' ght when we
some.-En.
C.
C.]
Ha.d bung that pledoce uoon the wall
smoke, or tobacco wat ... r, will put an end to
Where he our names could see.
them. Strong snap-suds, or white hellebore,
And· ever Rinoe th&t spaoe was filled,
Wllat thP Little Oni'S Are Say~ng.
eith(·r, will kill the other ins~cts. except the
Ma.mma just 11aid to-night,
The story of the Cape Cod youth who Ppent bugs, which must be picked • :ff cartfully.
Thnugh dark may be our little room,
a
week
in finding ten cents on the street in The leaves of the rose are used for medicin, False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.
Oue corner now Is light.
Pt:ic~,JO cents singly; (5 cents per dozen. AB a
Boston bas brought the ''Listener" another and rose water is manufactured from them.
-A. H. Hntc'fitnson.
MissiOnary Document 1t is unexcelled. Among
story of a-Cape Cod boy, who must hav b~en Oil, or otto, of roses is very expensiv, but one
the 11ubJeota oons1dere9 by Mr. l;teiDBhUrfl' are:
The Qhuroh and Morality: OrlDllllal Stllh&tics,
Children'l'l Questions.
a relativ of that one. He happenefl to be drop of it ket-p~ fragrant a long time.
~ho~nlil' the creeds of the Priwonera in the penWild ruses bloom from May to July and
Children ask a great many qnestions, some- visiting in Boston awhile ago, on the Fvurth
Jtenttanes i tl)e Ohurtlb anrl Oivilizatiom; 'the
Ohurcb ana Sc1ence; the Church and Learning;
imes wise and other times silly or puzzling. of July, and went out on the Common to see Allf!:USt., anr! sometimes latt'r. I remtmber
the Ohurch an•l Liberty h. the Church and the
once
fin•ling
one
in
bloom
one
11'indy,
stormy
Antislavery
Reform: t e Woman's Blghts
They are always to be answered, however, in the sights. He returned in an hour or two,
Movement; the Temperance Reform; the
one way or another. Never turn away a looking rather rueful. " What's the matter, day late in October by a country roadside. I
Ohuroh and the Republic.
child with a "Don't bother me I" a " Go Silas?" he was a~ ked. "Gosh all hemlock!" plucked it and brought it home. Its petals Bible Morals.
Twenty Orimes and
away I" or "DPn't ask so many questions I" he exclaimed, "this is the most extravagant were wet with the rain, b11t it seemed ss if
Vices Banut10ned by SoriQture; Fa!•ehood and
Deoept10n ; Cheating: Theft and Robbery •
'fhe child mu8t ask questions, must inquire, place I ever see." "What has happened?, smiling through tt'ars. Hl're are the lines its
Adultery and Pro•titutlon ; Murder : WarH of
and all its little qntrles should be kin<Jly, "Wal, you know that quarter of a dollar you beauty and sweetness inspired :
Conquest and Extermination : Despotism; Intolf!rance
ll.Dd Per•!'untion; lnjustwe tu Woman;
TO A WILD R BE IX OOTuBER,
lovingly, and tr•1ly answered. It haR come givmethismorning?'' '•Yes. Well?'' ''Spent
Uni>w<lness to Children: Cruelty to Animals;
0 dear little wild rose,
Human Bacn.tieew; OanUlha!lsm; .Witchcraft;
upon an untried world, whtre everything is it, by hokey, all but twenty-three cents, slapSlavery; Poly~tamy: Intemperance; Poverty
So fragil and Jil!hl;
new and strange. It needs information. It dash, for molasses cakes!"
{'nd Vagrancr: Ignorance anilldiocy; ObBCenIn th& cold nnd the otorm
Jty •. t' ,~e, omgle ooptes, 25 cents: 6 copies, $1.
is the great requisit to life, to happiness, to
Mamie had noticed that the ducks and
Sttll b:uomi .. g •o bright!
Speo1al discount on la.rger QUantities.
·
peace and j•1y. Explain, tell it all it desires chickens did not stay much together. Not
Sabbath-Ht·Aaking. This is the best
Tbou~h above and around
to know ; tell it with patience, with kind- knowing that the ducks prf'ferred the pond
and most thorough work ever written on the
Are rleatll and dec,.,.,
Sabbath from a r~tional point of view. Large
ness, whh absolute earnestness.
to the barnyard, she one day said: ''Auntie,
Sweet. o~rru ne tuon ureathest
and ha.ndsomtl pnnt. The QUeHtJon ie discu•sed
Tnrou<{b lif"'" little d><Y.
By and by it will C'lme to parent or guard- I think the chickens treat the duckies real
under the folloWJDJl haads: Ori@ ol ~hf Sa.bbl\tjo Idea: The Jewish Sabbath.,;, The OhriHtian
ian and wish to know how it came to be a bad. I b'lieve they just won't 'sociate with
So cheerily onward
licnptnres anct the Sabbath; .J!;Xamlllatwn of
living, breathing, thiuking child. Then is them because they've got big feet anrl such
Sunda_I Arguments; Origin of Chri~tian SabMa.v we al"o go,
bath: Testimony of the Ohriatian Fathers; The
Throllllh R'orm and thr"lngh sunshine,
the important hour. Be brave and true, and ugly noses. I wouldn't treat my friends that
S•bhtb •lurin~ the Middle A~es: The Pnntan
Aud rough wllld• that biow;
Sabbath ; Testunony of Ohnstian Reformers,
impart frankly all the knowledge it seeks. It way just because they don't look pretty."
Scholari!l. and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
E'Ar RMnt.inlt' with fragrance
has a right to all the physiol(lg•cal and hygiThe five-year-old B - child likes to tell
Law•. rrice, 2(') cents; sb copies. fl.OO.
L fe'• pag~" sc.beJ·,
enic information relativ to its own being. stories with a moral. "Now," said she to a
rhoma8
Paine. The Apostle of ReA• Hwee t "" the ro•e that
ligious and Political Liberty, Tells the story
The parent who withholds that information small boy, "I once knew a little fellow who
B-oomed iu OMober.
S. H. W.
of
the
Author-Hero's
lifP, delineates thP leadand kind guirlance, leaving the child to ac- told a lie to his mother when he ate what
iqg trait~ of bid ••haracter and geninH, and vindicates
w~ name from the asperswnB cast upon
quire these Ppeciul facts later on from some made him sick and said he didn't; so he died,
QUE<TI•l'"B -Wb"t ;s t.h" nam~ nf the mother o'
it. Ohowe extracts from ' Oommon Sense,•
doubtful or harmful source, is not doing his and I bought a cascade for him and put ror-· ij 1 Wtq.t.t, hi a. p':lta· 'l a c-alvx 1 a ~t.~otmfllll? pu} ..
"American Orists ""Rights of Man •· and "Age
len 1 pi.,.hl? W na.r, iH aih1t111en ? \Vhttt iH roije
of Reason ''are gi!vert; also, tribut~s to Palne•s
or her best by the offopring of which they are flowers on it. Now, if you tell naughty d··riv• <I from1 Wll•t· lH tt" f<tmll.l' ••ame1 What
character
from more than one hundred noted
the source.
stories, you'll die and go •o heaven, just as otbe tl ,werd be lou~ to 1ht.- fam1h·' H1;W many
person• of Enrope an<l America, many of them
iolPf-lOieH of t.bF- roHP? Ttdl wh1.t. yon know of 1he
expressly
for th1s work. Se••ond ediwritten
How much sorrow and pain in after life that bad boy did I"
HWt"Pt brter.
WllH.t I~"~ th..., roMe ,.fit:~ II ealh·d 'l T,..ll
tion\ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted IJaper,
lJOUt ltB erwrnt~s .. Hqw m-~.y thPT hP detstroypd?
Ji<,JatJY bound, and containing a handsome
might be averted by a little useful knowledge
At a summer resort the other day a bright HWh
.. t are the n•PS of r,,,.., ro8e1 .WhPu do Wl.d
steel ~ortrait of Pai,.e. Price, paper, 50 cents;
in cuildb.ood. Sickness and suffering, humil- little four-year-old child amused the company r08tl8 bloom 1 Cau Y• 11 rep Itt •·h" p IPW 1
cloth, 7(') cents.
iation and despair, are abroad in the land by his continual cute q•testions and answers.
Image Breaker. Six Lectures: Deeverywhere for want of scientific instruction One of his questions is worthy of repeating.
cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, WaahA SMHL boy of this town having been pariugtollan Unbeliever; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
relating to the temple of the human body. Look in~ out of the window into a rain-storm, t cularly unplea"ant all day, his mother sairl
P&ine and Wesley; Christian. SAbbath. Each
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 eta.
Let the children's inquiries be attended to; little Willie inquired: "Mamma, where does as he was going to bet! : " When you say
let their minds be trained to a proper under- all the rain cume from?'' "From the your pray< rs, G.,. •rgie, aHk G Jd to make yon The Apost If' of Liberty_ An address
delivered in Paine Ha.ll.J belore the N. E. Freeatanding of human exiMtence; let the ideal heavens."
"And do people drink all th~tt a b<Jttt'r boy. Y,lll hav been very naughty
thinkers' Convention, tlanuary 119, 188•. Price,
'"cents.
.
of noble life be made real by corrtct and water?" continued the little fellow. "Y.. s," to-duy." G.,orgie oh··yed, und just b~fore,
proper training under the broad beams of the was the reply. '' Well," rtjllinefl the sm>tll the usnal Amen Aairi: '' And, please God, · Fathers of Our Rf'Jlllblic, Paine, Jeffpr•ol•, WaRblngtou, Franklw. A !Aoture dPaun or truth and honesty, and they will grow wit, "I should think it would be very un- make me a·g·•nd boy," a .. fl then, llf,er a pll.use,
!JT.,red h•·forH the T .. nth 1\JJDUal Oou~rreNR of
to be men and Wol!len of which all may be healthy to drink, there are llO many de3d peo- added with gr .. at ~olemni•y: "Nevertheless,
the Americ•n Secular Unior, m Outokertng
Rall, New York, NovE>mber 18, 1P86 11; cents.
prou~.
H. W. 1 pie up theri."
not my will, 0 Lord, but thine be uone I"
~,pi TJ,\~ l\l!ll!i1K!GR QQ,
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Ag6atas for ~n" l'rllL.b ~66&6r.
OALII!'ORNU.•

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
J. C. Scott, 22 Tnird st., San Francisco, Cal.
Dr. J. L. York, 8an Jose, Ua1.
OANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
OOLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.

BtOle Temperance:
LIQUOR

DRlNKI~G

:;~o.

L. K. Wasllbnrn's lVorks.
Sunday and the "'-abbath. "A

la-w

regulatmg unman conduct on the Sabbath h
an iwpertir·l'uce." Pnce, 10cents.

The .False 'l't'aCiliu~ of tbe Chris
tian Vhurch.
" The Thirty-nint-

Arttcles of the Christian church are thirtyCommended, Defended. and Enjoined
nwe poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.
by the Bible.
The l'oolishnt'sS of Prayt>r. "Think

a

IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.

BY E. C. WALKER.

ILLINOII!I.

This is a companion book w tlemsburg•s "Biblt
E. A. Stevens, 241 Washington Boulevard,
Morals." 48 pagtJs; prwe 10 cents.
Uh1cagu. ·
G. E. Wilson, 302 State str~et, and Brentano
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 La.fayette Place. New York.
Bros., Chicago.

of
mini~t.,r's pranng God t.o kill ~rrassbop.
pars, or trymg to iudnce the Detty to nodet·
t .. ke a oru•ade of one against the Colorado
beetle I" Prtce, 10 ceuts.

Followers of Jt'tms. Price, 10 cents.
Is It a Faith or a l'act ~
Pt·w~, 5 cents.
Do You Lore Jesus 1 Price, 5 cents.
INDIANA.
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
Is
Libt'ralism llorall Price, 5 cents.
SAKYA BUDD,.A.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
l't'mperance
and the Bible. 5 cents.
KANI:IA8.
A Versified, Annotated. Na.rrat;v of his Life and
The Hrute God of the Old Testament.
Chris. Brown, Burlington.
Teachirgs.
Price, 5 cents.
AlAINB.
B. C. Hussey,. Oakfteld (Post-ofllce, Smyrru, With Citations from Buddha's "Path of L'he Public Schools and the Catholic
Virtue."
Mills).
Church. Price, 5 cents.
KAiiSAOHUBBTTS.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
AliOHIGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 131:H). Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co., 87 Woodw~~ord ave., Detroit.
~lt180UKI-

phillip Roeder, 822 Olive st., St_ Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis. ,
Lang & Co., 70it0live st., t!t. Louis.

BY E. D. ROOT.
I tak" p\eqqure in •P•o.king in praise of thi~
wo~k.-Prof. J. M. Peebles
The book has been introdnced into B11<lrlhist
schools in Ue:vlon. ThA ·• B m ner of Li ~ht..·'
"RPlildo Philo•ophical Journal." and many Spirit..
ualist papers and lecmr.,rs ha.v dpukeu higuly of
the book.
Extra. Clolh, 175 po .• $1.
Address THE TUUTH BEEKER CO.
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MIRACLES

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
H-Adler, cor. Essex&Grand sts., New York.

MIRACLE WORKERS.

OHIO.

By JOlf.V PECK.

John Jacques, Akron.
N- J:lexter, aua t!upenor street, Cleveland.
VanEpps & Co., 2o9 Superior st., Cleveland.
OBBGON.

B. F. Hyland, Corvalli11.

PBNNS YLV ANIA.

Dr.J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 8,706 Butler stree~, Pittsburgh.
TBNNBSSBB.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
TBXAS.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwick., Norae.
UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W- F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. J<?st, Ogden.
Henry Booth. Stockton.
WASHINGTON TBBBITORY.

W. Wedeken, .Montesano.
lNG LAND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.

.

W. J. Ramsey, 28 Stonecutter st.,London,E.C.
AUSTRALIA.

Mrs. J. Hadfield, Market st., Sydney, N.S. W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
NH:W ZBALAND.

A. D. Willis, Wanganui.
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Reminiscences of a Preacher.
A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,

AND

"The mir~toulous is the impo•sible. Anything
within the realm of the possibl" iS no miracle.''
Price, 10 cents. Pe~ dozen. 75 cAnl.s.
Addr<>RR THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
A

COMPENDffTilf Ofi' UNIVERSAL
HI8TORY.
By WINWOOD READE.

It is r<~a.llv a.reniarkable book, in which univer·
sal history is •· boiled down " with ourpns1ng
skili.-(Ltter..ry Worl'l.
Yon turn over hi• P><ae• with It ra~oination similar to th>Lt exnArien0ed in reading Washington
Irvin fl.- (lntPr-Ocean.
Pis hhtory h,.s • continnity. a r.:.•h, a carrying
power, whiuh ·amind~ u; strlkinollY of Gibbon.(New Haven Pa ladiurn.
The sketch of Mrly E~yptiaro history, in the
first chapter, IS >L m-;sterptece ol' hl•todcal wrttinl!'. He hos a. style that remlllds us of Mdo'•aulay.
-(Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, t2mo. 543pp., $1. 75.
Address
THE TRUTH 1:\EEKER CO.,
28 La'ayett.e Pl.. New York.

0~-

Spirttuali~m:

THE NINE DEMANDS
in a more attraotiv form than any in which ther
tJ.av previously appeared. At the bead of an enol"ravtnl!' on bPavy plate paper, 24x19 incbeR, Rr•
the cabinpt-•tzed lik<'DPRRO'H of JEFFERSON.
WASHINGTON. and PAINE, tbE> Fatht>rR of om
RPnoblic. At· the sides are FRANKLIN and
.JOHN ADAMS. and between these two ar•
prmt.ed the Nine Demands of the Amer10an Seen·
ar Unim> in cooRnit-uonR type. At trp foot ~tr•
LAFAYETTE, GIRARD. and INGERSOLL,
·uakiDI!' eight hk<"n•sses in all. Inscribed ben,.ath· each portrA-it. is some radio~tl sentiment
quowd from the an thor J?ictnred over it. In the
"pace bet. ween the portran.s and around them ar~
><rabP•qnes of vines and ftowers in profusion, ana
the panel inclosing the Nme D"mands is sur.
mountPd on eaob corner by Mr. E"kh~trd•s desi(l'n
of the ftRl! ahovEO tne cross. The whole make~< an
"xcePdingly handsome work for fr,.minl!'. The
<trtistic part is eqna.l to the best, and the portralM
"'r" as true to nat-nre as the nhotol!'raphs from
whicb they wAre transferred. The desip will be
•ent postpaid by mall for fl bv
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
118 Lafayette Place, New York.

A Book for Looers-Pa&t and Present.

--o--

RO~fANTlC
A. liD

LOVE

PERSONAL BEAUTY.
TBEIB

Development, Osusal R- lations Historic and
National Peculiarities
BY HENRY T. FINCK.
limo., cloth, d. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

BY HARRY JULIAN.

16 Full-page French-Art Illustrations.

"LAND OF LIBERTY."
Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 eta; 25 copies, $1.
Address THE Tli.UTB SEEIU!ll. COMPANY,
88 LafayeUe Place, New York.

oB,
NA'IURAL AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
The New Haven Pallattt.um says:-.. The chapter
on • How to Ltarn a N.,w LangU11ge ' iS of remark
~tl:>le mt.ere•t.."
The Bost.oo Po~t says : "This book actually
'bows ns bow t.o ke"p our memones Ill (I'Ood workin~ oonditi"n and tepalr t.Leru whPn ont nf order."
Scle<•CP (hu~<h aotborit.y) ""·YS: '"We b .. v tned the
methods of assnciaf.lon advised in this book on
•everal persons, and fouu<t them mo11t exoellen,."
Pnce by mall $1.

Parturition Witbr;ut Pain.
BY M. L. HoLBRooK, M.D.
/loot Rays: " We ll'IV our cordial
approbation to this work. The mformat.lOn 1t
contains is most important., and, we are fully convinced, reliable." Price l.ly mail. $1.
Goi1Pfl'~ Lat111'~

SEXUAl PH'Y SIOL OCY
AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIEI:I OF MAN
Oarttnlly r~vi•ed !'dltton, wttb 111 1Jinatratwns.
The most perfp~t. book fnr men aud woroen ever
pnbllsl:led. 150,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. Iliuatrated catalog free.

ON, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. OARDENER,
Introdn"tion by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Cloth,l.OO; Paper 1 50 cents.

X'hl Trt:rM Supplied at

Bp~l

.DMcoo,nta.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Pla.oe, New York.
Photo-engravings of ·Mia11 Gardener are for aala
at this otll.oe. Price, 40o.; with autograph, 50 cU.

Religious Problems.
BY L. K. WASHBURN.
"Let the Christian be held to fa· Is. and obli~ted
to tell the truth, and his lips would be dumb.
There never was such a place as tl.le Garden of
Eden; never snob RD ind1v1dn'<l as the devil.
'!'here Is no such plBce as hell. There nevPr was a
Christ, and no atonemeut m"de, for ~here was no
n•ceesity of anY being made. It thPra WRA no
snob thinl! as faith, ChriMtianity could not. make
a convert on earth Ir mini•ters were oblilled to
furniob the proof of their statement., there would
be no preacbinR."
Price 10 cents; 75 cents per dozen.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOlDT.

Principles of Secularism.

Steel entrra'riDit"S of this Of>\ebrated naturalist,
mcbes, suitable for frKIDITl11.J- sent _l)os.!l!_aid
for 26 oentB. AddreaH THE TRU~:H SEEKEB.

llx1~

u

A OONTRIBUTION to the RELIGION
of tlte J.'U1'URE.

THE

BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,

Immortal Document,
And the National Anthem entitled:

Strengthen the Memory,

THE

AddreBB THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

TBlli

HOW TO

New Edition, ReTised aad Enl&r&"ed.

of Nature,

ALSOTBE

ON

ru.

Marriage and Parentage.

THE

'Declaration of lndepenoence,

Great Cenlcnnlal Oration

watch, naroe,t "Outo Wtn .. •6iu,• $25; 6 ouuoe
cat4es, Sl.!-0 ; 6 oniJct-. ca~fl"'• f8 5; won::.
.
BEBT FILLED GoLD WATOilEt~ Open faf'e. 7 JeWels, fl6.~u, 11 JeW~'"' $lb.W: 15 jewelh $ 1 50; adin•tea, f95 50; witb ·• UHo Wottstem" wovem.,nt,
i28.M. lu lmnting oases, from !& to t8.50 more.
Lad,es b•·•t lmntmg ftiled cases, 7lewels,till 11
jeweld, fill ; 15 j"wels, $28. Extra tine, diamond 1n
~ase, $8 lllole.
LADIES' t:loLID GoLD WATOBEM. 14 k,7 jowel11 0
lSO; 11 j~wels. $32; HI kwtl~, l38- At! IJOiltllllh
•ttJID\liod>n(l', elo:ga.otly tJDgraVtd. Hea.Vier oao<ell,
Louis XIV. style, enan•et("d, twbu•oed, and eet
"'ith diamond~. $5 t,n $100 more.
GENTB' SoLIJJ 00LD WATOBES 14 k, light
Wtoight, 7 kwels, $40 ; 11 itwel•, $4ll_; 15 Je•els. $41;,
-.djn~t~d, $49; wnh "0• "' Wetl•t,em" ruovemo:nt,
M2. Heavier cR•E'S, tS to $25 more. _Fanc;r
Natoheil, from $100 to $WI!, All seD t prepatd, and
•:~tsb back tf not .ati•facwry.
WATOBWORK. Tte btost ill the world. OleRn•
me, $1; mam•prillll'•• $1, J.'wels. $1. Can be eent
a tl.tousand nuk• ,.. wd KS oue. per r~l!'. m•ul or
· xpress. Ioolo•e U or$~, aud 1 wt·l return free.
All watches aud work "ananted to giv sa.udaction or cash refullded
OrTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle,

In Their ·-Sanitary and Physiolofltcal RPlatlona,
and in Thatr Bearit~~1·on t.he Produom11
of Children ot Fmer Health aud
GreatH Atn.lhy.
BT M. L. HoLBROoK, 111 D.
The Sc1enttll0 .d nuortcnn SRYS : " Books on this
snbjf'ot arP n•nally written by cr,.nks, but this IS
radlcRlly dtffer.,nt; it IS •oi!'nt.11lc, oober, cltJan 1
and worthy of consmPntions consHierat10n by every pnsstble parent, and particularlY. by the
young," $1.
Address THE TBUTU SEEirii:B Co, 1
28 Lafay.,tte Place, ~Sew York.

An exp\ftnation of the meanm~ of the many
titles of the G-thleau t~•Mber. •• Lord" ohotthl be
"Rabbi:• Tne words "J esu• Christ " mean •• Saving Wisdom."
, Excellent for Missionary Work.
Paper, Umo, Sc., 80 cents per doz., $2 per 100,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Author of "ThtJ Sdcro:t of thu E~st, or ta~> Oriltin
of the l]hridtian Heligwn ><nll 'he l::ltllnift~ance
ofitd Hise ai:d Decline.'' '"Physi""' Education, or the HERl•h-LRwg of N><t·
ure, ' ''Hons~hold R"ru• <lie•," "The
Poison Problem, or the C~tnse
and the Cure of Intemperance," eoc., eto.
Felix L. Oii,.ald ia R well-known ~tnd vi~rorons
Writer on Hcient1fic and soda! snbJects.-[Cin.
Oom. Gazette.
Cloth, 1flmo1 940pp., $1.

ROBERT G. lNG ERSOLL'S

WAil!

LOVE VENTURES.

TIIE \VOHD GOD.

OB,

WAR!

A Novel with an Amdawlt.

By Milton Woollev, 1\I.D•• Author of "Hebrew
Mythology,·• "The C<treer of J~sus Chriot."
The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.
-(P•· xiv, 1·
Clllldren and fools speak, the truth.- [Old Sa.W•
Paper, 12 no, 10 cents.
Addre•• THE THUTH SEEKER.

BiDie

lfAU!

Wettstein'H, World- Renownt>d, Warranted Watches
and Watchwork.
CorN SILvER STEM· WI:'IDEKS. 3 ounce case•, 'I'
Jewels, $12; 4 ounce. 11 jnwels, U5: do. 15 itweiH,
ns; do, adjudte '• S:l2; •'o, ~xtra tillf', a PH1eot

A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the Amel'ican
Secular Union, has published

Author of" Exeter Hall,"" EJeathen!l of the OUR LORD and !U riOR JESUS CHRIST.
Heath," " Family Creeds," "Beautiful Snow," etc., etc.
The story is u•ed by the author to teach Freethought, to remove superstition from the minds
of tho•e who would not read a pnlemioal es8ay,
and to urlt"e r,_cts Rl!'&iost t-he various churches,
believing which thetr supporters will desert th~m.
The book is an ar~nment as well as a novel. but
the serions prtJdiCRmeuts of the hero are skilfully
nsed to lure' the reader along, and to induce him
to take the antidot.e to thAOlogical p'>isonlll!l without knowm~t it. Mr. McDonnell writ.es effeotivly
and convinoinglv 1 and alway• b~RCI'K his romances
with facts on one a•de and ft~ures on the ot,ber.
Tho•e who bav read h1s prevtous works ne<>d notbe advised to purchase this they will probably do
so at once.
Price, in paper. r;o cAnts: in cloth. 75 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 L .. fayette Pl., New York.
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RUPTURES GURE11b,

m)'lUedleal f'ompound and lmJ•roYed

Elastic Sntr)lorter Trulill¥ m}ron--.30 to

90 dav•. Reliable 1efereni'PS gl•~n. Sflnd

etamp for ctrcular, mtd sau in what p_apet
vou taW mu advertiUfnent Addreoo O~pj.
•fl.£.~llaUII'fll!e,Js.~~ ~

UNIVERSE ANALYZED
Bea.ntifnlly Illn~trated Covers. Paper, limo, 121
pp., !15 cents; Boards, 1!0 cents.
A lively narrativ of adventures In a country of
\r~R.diRD simphcit:v and general delight!nlness.(N. Y. Evemnll' Mail.
A ~tory of hfe on islands of cora!, fruit-trees,
•nd cockatoos, where all lhe nattv men are
.\pollos and the women dreams of heanty.-[N. Y.
Times.
·
!.if., on the Islands of Koro-kama and Lannagola.-" 8nmmer iRlM of Eden lving in dim purple
•pheres of s~a "-surrounded by beckoninl!' palmtree~, foam:v oucades 1 bread_-froit, cocoanut~,
pineapple>, ft~·R, ha.naoas: b•thllll!' lD the Snrf on
•htuil!l!sand•, b~t>kinr;r on shorP» of ettornalsummer. at.teniling moonlight h~tnQne s, and Beemg
tJ•e pt>cuhar dan"A c~tliPd K•-111-loh-no more to
do t-hRn tbe prPRident- of a lite in•urancecompan:v
-PE'ems very alluring to tbe oorPworn,overworked
Americ•n of to-day.-CritJcol RPY>Pw
Address
THE TlltrrH .-EFKER CO.

18Lafa;rei\e J.>L, NewYor.ll: •

BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M..,
An thor of "Deity Analyr:ed," "The Btble An&lyzed," "The Real Blasohemers," "Spiritualism Sastamed," etc., eto.
The latest and best work of an analytic thinker,
who is !lifted with those rare pow~r• that render
the anbtlest conceptions the eaoy property of the
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideal
that will be new to the world and prodndtT of
~rood In furniahinl' food for thnnl!'ht. We tru.t it
will hav the immense di•tribntion it ~o rich],~
merits.-[The American Idea.
Oloth, limo, $1.
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The M.an With the Badge-pin Gets
Married.
Prom san Pranctsco Freethauriht.
AT FIFTEEN.

The school is done, and the winter sped;
The schoolmarm and I, we drift apart,
And Romance I. lies cold and dead
On the fresh green grave of a broken heart.
Go plant the willow and cypress tree,
Hang up the handsled out of reach;
I will get the parson to me.asure me,
And take my size for a funeral speech.
AT EIGHTEEN,

Mustache and whiskers-are sprouting now,
I'm taller than then by half a head ;
But oh I for surcease of an aching brow,
And the glare of a city painted red.
For I'm out sometimes with the other boys,
And come in. like Solomon, ''filled with dew,"
i awake the morn with 8. merry noise
And the gentle murmur of my bazoo.
AT TWENTY-oNE.

I'm hardly the whaJe that I thought to be
In the first faint flush of my third decade;
.The elderly p1atrons say " boy" to me,
My eternal fortune has not been made.
But I think on marriage and family
(Measles and cradles and trundlebeds),
Hold other folks' youngsters upon my knee,
And damp little babies with tow-white heads.
AT TWENTY-BEVEN·

i sneer at the follies of long-gone years,

At the callow youth and the sweet sixteen,
At the heartstrings torn, and the bitter tears;
At the hand impressed and the blush unseen.
With the outstretched ear of a rareripe mind
I list to the lovers that laugh or sigh,
I've a cynical smile of a freezing kind
For the tend"er grace of the days gone by;
-G. E. Macc!onaza Several Years Ago.
EPILOG.

Alas for the youth and his high conceit,

And his strident yawp which he deemed so good,
The ground is uncertain beneath his feet;
And he howls ere yet he has left the wood.
Behold, he is born of the female sort,
, And shefilleth the day of his youth with pain;
His adolescence she cutteth short,
And gathers him under her wing again.
-The Same, To-aav.

Non M.utamur.
We are very slightly changed
From the semi-anes who ranged
Prehistoric India;
Whoso drew the longest bow
Ban his brother down, you know,
As we run men down to-day;
T)len the first of all his race
Met the mammoth face to face,
On the lake or in the cave ;
Stole the steadiest canoe,
Ate the quarry others slew,
Died, and took the finest grave.
When they scratched the reindeer bone,
Some one made the sketch his own,
Filched it from the artist; then,
Even in those early days,
Wol'l a simple vicproy's praise
Through the toil of other men.
Who shall doubt the secret hid
'Neath the Cheops pyramid
Was that the contractor did
Cheops out of several millions'
Or that Joseph's sudden rise
To comptroler of supplies
Was 8. fraud of monstrous size
On Pharaoh's swart ciVilians'
-st. James Gazette.

Sentiment.
Prom the Lonaon Secular Revte!D.

America never had any ballads, so we must
not expect her to hav the instinct to utilize
the following :
A few days ago, in Green Lawn Cemeterr, Ontario, the remains of a murderer, Charles Morgan,
who was executed in the penitentiary in tha.t
place, were about to be interred. Scarcely hgd
the undertAker removed the lid exposing the features of the dead criminaJ when Nell Lewery,
Morgan's late mistress, threw herself on the coffin,
sobbed hysterically, and cried: "My poor Charlie I They hav murdered ron ! Oh, how could
they do it7" She kissed the lips of the dead man
passionately, and stroked and smoothed his hair
and brow. and finally, with her lady companion,
knelt in prayer.
Only a mistress-and only a murderer I
Ah, my friends, the real essentihls of good
and evil in man and woman lie far down in
the soul's recesses ; and an intelligence that
could judge all· hearts would care little for
such terms as "wife" or "mistress," and
little for such as "philanthropist" or " murderer." The motive of man are too subtie to
be weighed in the rough scales of the· law or
measured by the standard of public opinion.
This "murderer" must hav had noble and
loveable traits, or no woman would·liav so
kissed his dead lips in passionate sorrow.
This " mistress " must hav possessed the loftiest and tenderest attributes of wife, or she
would not thus hav felt impelled to kneel by
the coffin of shame and kiss the brow of .infamy. Edith, the mistress, wept over ·the
body of Harold at Hastings ; but Harold
was a king. Magdalene, the mis~ess, wept

over Jesus at Calvary; but Jesus was a martyr. Nell Lewery wept over Charles Morgan
at Green Lawn, and Morgan was only an undistinguished murderer. We hav Edith of
England and Magdalene of Palestine; but
this woman. of America is the noblest heroin
of the three. And she is dismissed into oblivion with a newspaper paragraph of under
a dozen lines I

The Printers of the Wicked Bible in Court
of High Commission.
Prom the Bookworm.

On May 8, 1632, Richard Barker. and Martin Lucas, the printers, were summoned before the Court of High Commission for having
in the edition of the Bible printed by them in
the previous year made grievous errors and
used very bad P,aper. The bishop of London
(William Laud) ''shewed that this would
undoe the trade,_and was a most dishonorable
thing; that they of the Church of -Rome are
soe careftili, that not a word or letter is to be
found amisse in their Ladie's Psalter and
otjler superstitious bookes ; and that we
should not (sic) be so carefull in printeing the
sacred Scriptures, and that they in Holland,
at Amsterdam, had gott up an English presse,
and had printed the Bible in better paper,
and with a better letter, and can undersell us
18d in a bible." The unhappy printers tried
to excuse themselvs through tpeir advocates,
and offered submission and amendment, but
the court refused to listen. The case therefore came on again on June 14th, when the
printers moved the court to pass . by the
errors as being faults of the workmen ; but
the royal advocate required a legal defense
and the regular hearing of the cause, when
Laud "would hav the Church sett upright
in her reputacian, that we are as carefull in
printeing the Bible as they are of their Jesus'
psalter, and whereas the Printers say this is
stirred up by the malice of one man against
them ; the Bishop saith he stirred not
till the Bible was sould into his house,
bought by his footman; and he saith the
printeing is soe bad and the paper too, that,
if it be not mended shortlie, they wilbe put
downe by those of Amsterdam and their
trade spoyled, and the two grossest errors,
vizt., 'shalt commit adultery,' and 'great
asse ': for 'shalt not commit adultery,' and
' greatnesse.'
"THJI: AnoH BISHOP of Canterbury (Abbot)
saith, that the Printers that print for his
Matie hav a very profitable place, and therefore should be more carefull. I knew the
tyme when greater care was had about print~
ing, the Bibles especiallie, good compisetors
and the best correctors were gotten being
grave and learned men, and the paper and
letter rare and faire every way of the best ;
but now the paper is naught, the composers
boyes, and the correctors unlearned. There
is a former and he makes the benefit, and
careth for nothing about it. They heertofore
spent their whole time in printeing, but these
lobke to gaime, gaine, gaine, nothing els; if it
be good to b,ribe, to giv hundreds, thousands, what to do? not to benefitt the people,
but to make a game, then they are to be
commended: Well, let them look to it : and
let the cause proceed, saith the Arch~Bishop,
LONDON. There was a great deale to doo be~
tweene you of this Citty and those of Cambridge heertofore about· the priviledge of
printeing the Bible and Psalmes which they
of Cambridge claymed ; then the Bible was
exactlie printed, now you hav forced the
Cambridg printer to an agreement, nO'\Y noe
Bible is right printed." ·.(Rawlinson MS.,
printed Camden Society, N.B. 39.) This
caae was ultimately remitted to the Star
Ohamber, where the printers were fined £5'00
and the edition of one thousand erroneous
copies were ordered to be burnt.

Too Much Law.
Prom the Bun.

Ingersoll's W"orka.

moral censors of the community, and regulators oflts manner of life.
It is the old Puritan spirit revived, ·or
rather continued, for it has never died out. The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.
In five lecture~.~. compri~e. "The . ~dB\•
It is the same meddlesome disposition which
" Humboldt~ " ".l'homas P&lne," " IndiVIdual•
ity," a.nd ".1:1eretics and Heresies."
two hundred years ago led to the passage of
laws in Connecticut to punish people for not The Ghosts. Paper, 50cts; cloth,l.25.
Contents: " The ClhostJ!L' "Liberty for Man,
going to church, and for traveling on BunWoman, and.Child," "'.l'ne D!!cl&r)l>tion of ;In·
d«m,endence,"
"About Fanm~ lU IllinOls,•
day, and which, in Massachusetts, regulated
"The Grant Banquet • "The Bev. Alex~nder
the length of the sleeves of women's gowns,
Clark," "The Past Btses before Me Like a
Dream,"a.nd "A Tribute toEbon C. lngeraoll.•
and discountenanced da!!Cing. It is the
same ~pir~t which to.day induces the village Some Mistakes of Ioses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $l.ll5.
gossip to watch and criticise purchases from
the butcher's wagon, and to count. the fre- Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.116.
quency of visits and the number of letters
What Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Pareceived.
per, ll5 cents.
Yet New York is a great cosmopolitan town The Christian Relbdon.
By B. G.
of 1,500,000 people, four-fifths of whom are
Ingersoll Judge Jeremiali B. Black, and _Prof.
George F. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
of foreign birth or parentage, and therefore
in their heredity, associations, tastes, habits, Orthodoxy. 56 pages, 12mo, _paper,
10 cents. $1.00 per dOz. post .P~d. Prmted in
and views of life widely separated -from the
large, clear t;vpe, and contiUlllng as much .as
coqld
be deliv8l'ed in t'Y'o. ordinanr lectures.
intermeddlers and busybodies who undertake
Th11 makes a grand IDlBB1onary document.
to forcibly prescribe and regulate what they
Liberals should scatter it generotisl;r.
shall do and what they shall refrain from Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to
a Number of VitaJ Questions Propounded by
doing. They cannot understand why pleasthe' editor of the San Pranctsoan. I> cents; 110
ures and recreations which to them hav
cents per dozen; ll5 copies, $ljJ~ dcopies, $8.
Jllillions
of these should· be cl.i:uwa.te •
seemed a matter of course, and in which
their fathers and grandfathers indulged with- Vindication of Thomas Paine from
the attacks of the New York OliBBr1lllt', bY Bobout thought of harm, should be. interfered
art G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.
with and forbidden by law. It is all a mys- Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
tery to them.
~arge size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
But they find that the legislature every In~ersoll's Lectures Complete.
'Bound in one volume. To meet the demand
year passes new laws to restrain them, and
for :Mr. Ingersoll's worksJ the publisher has had
under which they are lugged off to the police
all his lectures, except tne latest on " Orthodoxy," bound in one beautiful. volume, in half
station as criminals, though they hav been
caJf, library style, and containing !JVer 11800
accustomed to regard themselvs as very reP&l'eB, which is sold at the exceedingly low
pnce of $5. Bent by mail postpaid.
spectable and law-abiding citizens who attend
There hav been so many
to their own affairs and meddle with. those Tributes.
app]!cations for Mr. IJ:Yrersoll'B "The Vision
of nobody else. They know the blue-coated
-of War," the "Grant Banquet Toast," that
they hav been printed on heavr toned paper,
policemen, but the public necessity and the
1Bx22, illuminated border, and m large, clear
public functions of the moral censors they
type, suitable for framing~ and the three will
be forwarded to any adaress, for 25 ots, or
cannot make out, while the boards of health
either one for 15 ot1. .
,
and the building bureau, with their inspectors Prose Poems and Selections.· This
and detective measuring and nosing around,
new book is a gem. I_ t is a ~odel in eyery respect. In factl one of the nchest~_ bnehtest,
they marvel at as incomprehensible features
best ever issuea. It cantains, besiaes the celof a stl:ange civilization.
ebrated·" Decoration Day Oration," nl!ver before published, and all the famoua "tnbutes "
heretofore printed in various shapeBt but never
brought together till now, many otner ~rems,
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectW. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
ures, letters, table-taJks, and da;y-to-da:y conversations of the author. The work iB deBlglled
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
The Con1lict between Christianity
a rare personal souvenir. To hel"Q it serve this
and Civilization.
PUfP\)Sf!.\ a fine steel portrait, with. autogra:{lh
fac BliDlle, has been prepared OI!JlOC~ for 1t.
PBICE,
• - • • • 15 OENTB.
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges,
t back
Your treatment of the "Conflict" is excellent.
and s1de,
$2.50; in half calf, mottled e ges, ele-Harry Hoover.
gant llbrary style, 4.110; m full Turkel!: mo
rocco,¢.lt, exqniBitly fine, 7.110j in full tree
calf, highest possible style and nnish, $9.
LIBERTY AND MORALITY~
Life. A Pro·se Poem. Printed. in
PBIOE, 15 CENTS.
eolors on board, beveled gilt edges. 110 cents
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse. -James Parton.
Photographs
of Colonel Ingersoll
I am much pleased with your address, and will
boudoir, fl.
notice it inMan.-T. B. Wakeman.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB.
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a very
able pap~ r, and deserves wide dissemination.-The

THE

A~e.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.

FIELD ·INGERSOLL'

PBIOE, 20 OENTB.
The number of heads under which you hav
DISCUSSION.
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each pomt is discussed, should be highl:f commended. Therefore
FAITH OR AGNOSTICISM?
I'take ~reat pleasure m recommending "Anti-oProhibition "to the consideration of every person
who is interested, not only in the cause of temperTwo Letters from Dr. Field, D.D .• editor of the
ance, but in the principles of self-government.- Presbyterian
lilvanoeztst, to Colonel Ingersoll, and
J. J. MoOabe. .
two Replies thereto. Dr. Field is one of the exTHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
ceedinglf few Christians who hav opposed Colonel
lngersol kindly and courteously, and the Great
Agnostic has used him accordingly. Dr. Field's
arguments,
however, are broken in pieces.
The "Uncle Tom's Cabin " of the

Industrial Slavery of To-Day.

Looking Backwar~.
· By Edward Bellamy,
Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
Vital, inspiring, hopeful, convinoing.-[Literary
World.
This astonishinlf book, how it haunts one,
like a grown-up •Alice in Wonderland!" The
mind follows entranced.-[Boston Gazette
· It is a thought-breeding book and aJl who are
free FO rl!ceiye new light will find in it satisfaction
and msp1rat10n.-fNew York Tribune.
The &PJ?eaJ is a ways made to a man's reason,
and to h1~ noblest sentiments : never to his selfishness.-[Boston Post.
A glowing prophecy and a gospel of peacie,
where the Pleasures of this world are free to all,
to cheer but not ensla.ve.-[The Nation
A BU!fgestion Of a really practicable and feaBi·
ble soo1al state greatl;v in advance of the present
The romanFit? .n~rrat1v is rich in its forecast of
actual POBB1b1lit1es.-[Boston Traveler.
12mo, cloth, $1. ~o; paper, 50!J,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Mayor Hewitt said what was very true
when he thus replied to Governor Cornell's
notion that more legislation on the electric
_light .wires is ·required :
So far from there being any deficiency of law on
the subject in this city, I think we are suffering at
present from too much of it.
·
We are suffering from too much law all
around. Cranky philosophers and whimsical A concise account of the Ohristian Religion, and
of all the Prominent Religions
philanthropists are all the time spying out
before and since Chriswhat seems to them objectionable practices
tianity.
With elaborate inde~.
on the part of their neighbore in the manageBy HALSEY R. STEVENS,
ment of their business, the pursuit of their
,A. popularized acc~unt of Oriental religions,
pleasures, the disciplining of their houseWlth ma.ny apt_quotatiOns from the sacred books
holds, and the general conduct of their life of
the East. .Nowhere else can so much knowland affaire. Accordingly, they rush to Al- ~dge of what 11 generally unknown be obtained
lll such compact form.-[Literary Review.
bany and induce the rural legislators to pass
Extra cloth, 12mo, 441 pp., $1.50,
laws which make the meddlers substantially
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

FAITH

REASON·

THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Price, 50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth.
Address THE TRUTH BElEKER CO,,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM
TJ1e Present and the Future
RepubJic of' NortJt A.merlca

BY A CAPITALIST.
A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
povert;v, viceJ and crime. It deals with the :{!resent
conditiOns or society in this cop.ntry, pointmg out
their ililperfections, and showmg how it is almost
impossitile that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
Republic of North America, as it will be when
society shall be organized on the _Principles of
Rational Communism. The book 11 vigorously
and interestingly written.

Paper, :iOc.; cloth, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York,

THE STRUGGLE
l!'OB

ReJigious and Politioa] Libertv
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acquire greater political
liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very founda
tion of the religion of evecy a_ge; dwelling a
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detail
ing the account of slavery in this country, calls
the attention .of thinking men and women to the
t>OBition of womankind in America. Throughout
thE! ~ork is replete with astoundin_g facts ana1
we1glity arguments which cannot fall to interest
the minds of this age.
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
Oloth, 12m.o., 188pp., price ·75 cents.

Address

:

THE .TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafa:sette Place, New York.
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Robert G. Ingersoll,

AND
TWELVE 0THEB DISOOUBSBS OF REASON.

B1J 0. B. FROTHINGHAM.
A vigorous thinker as eloquent as Theodore Par·
ker.-[New Bedforu Standard.
·Deep thought, thorough conviction, and great
ability~-[Phila. Press.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 238pp., $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT TI--IE DEVIL,
AND
0THEB BIOGBAPmoAL SKBTOHES AND EssAYS.

BY CHARLES BBADLAUGH.
With Portrait and Autobiography;
· Charles Bradlaugh has" A Few Words" to say
"About the Devil." Mr. Bradlaugh has a right to
his" few words," and the devil will, we presume,
&trno very distant day hav a few words .to say to
M • Bradlaugh, and will doubtless get the best of
the argument.-[Chicago Interior.
'< Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp., $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

ROME§ REASON
A Memoir of Christian and Extra-Christian Experience.
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATEBS.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
and Catholicism, frQm the vantage.gronnd of an
intimate personal experience with the· two· SYStems. It deals the most trenchant blows which
pure logic is capable of inflicting.-[Critical Review.
Oloth, 12mo, $1. 75.
Address THE TRUTll BEEKER CO;

Essence of Heligion
ll)' L. FEUERB.t.CH.
Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 cts.
. The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immoral.-N.l:tract.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Co.

Advancement r; Science
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.
Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25c.; cloth, 50c.
, It is in many respects one of the most extraordinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. Trtlfune.

•

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

The Antiquity of Christianity.

Il'ITHE

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
FOB

"B L A S PH E MY,"
AT

MORRISTOWN,

Handsome 8vo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

WEALTH,

The BoltJ [/'actors and /Gzact Ratios in Its
Acquirement and Apportionment.
By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, Clotb,
•
•
$1,00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

THE NEW GOD.

2o~

PH;ILADELPHU.LffiERALLEAGUE

meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7.:30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questionB.
Able speakers interest the ii.ndienoe. N.B.-Trnth
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rates

BACON AND 8B..A.K8PERE.
Proof that Wm. Shakspere could not write
The Sonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Eari
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WK. HENB'I
Bunn. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
Tbe Greatest of all A.nti•Blbll
cal \'Vorks.

BINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKER

VOLTAIRE' 8 ROMANCES

TRY•SQUARE;

GIRARD'S WILL

Girard Colle,ge- Theology.

ROMAN ISM,
OB

DANCER AHEAD.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

Bl' A.. J. GROVER.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

BffiLE FABRICATIONS
NEW EDITION.

The Secret of the East,

Weste1'n Union Telegraph Company
So many hav asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH SEEKER has obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.
,

The Origin.of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.

A. Masonic Vindication of Right.

BY

FELIX L.

OSWALD.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITO 'USM

MATERIALISM:

~~~~~·cl~th~·~~~::~Y.~·~t!>:L~~~¥~er~sit~: ~;

Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 2110.

A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 86 pages,
•
• • 111o.
A.ddresr THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2~ Lafayette Pl., New York;

For sale at this office.

Charles Watts's Works.
Saints and Sinners.. · 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound

in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.2b. CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freethon_ght and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section m. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethonght in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

Secularism; Destructiv and Constructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
Secularism; its Principles and its
SUBJECTS:

PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COJit.
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearlY 1,!100 pages, fully
illustrated. Oloth, 5.25-in EngJ.i.sh or German.
A new cheap edition at only 1.5(1.
BCmNCE IN STORY; o~ Sammy Tubbs, the
By DR. FREDERIO R. MARVIN, Professor of Bo~Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By
Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at$1 each, or $5
Physiological Medicin and Medical Juris·
per set; o.r five volumes in one for $2.
prudence in the New York Free
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
Medical College for Women.
250 pagesL illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume or "Science in Story. ''l 50 cents.
Paper, 12mo, 68P.P·• cloth, 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hint\! and Ready ReHis analysis of nerveus and mental phenomena
is sharply scientific; his pathological theories are cipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
B;v
Dr. Foote. 26 cents.
rat'onal, clear, and modern.-Meawa! Revtew.
BANITARY-BOmNCE BERmS (Dime PamHis lan~uage is strong and well chosen, his
phlets).
By
Dr.
E.
B.
Foote,
Jr.,
viz.: "Bacteria
style admirable in its directness· and brilliancy,
1n their Relation to Disease,"representing the germ
his thought clear and logioal.-Ltbera! Chrtsttan.
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the BnnAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
beam1" oonsiderinE the blue-glass oure-{)f value
to sicK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 PJM;e~ cloth

150,

Origin of the Christian Bible.

Price, $1.00.

against the

REFUTED~

And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,
•

on,

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL'S

28 Lafayette Place, New York.

ITS HISTORY AND ITS INFLUBNOE UPON
SOOIBTY.

Chicago Secular .Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:80P.M., corner Bangamon street and
Washinll.'ton boulevard. Lectures and debates
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll agafn shows his ~reat forensic powers. All his heart and brain
By THOMAS PAINE,
are in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is m his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
we see him as the splendid champiOn of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
and justice, hatred of tyranny and chains, syn:~.pathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
courage and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expressioni and he makes grand use of the
$1.00.
opportunity. Such a flood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, ogio, pathos, poetry, an\1 patriotIsm-is not often poured out in a court of justice.
The many_calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
THE ORISIS.
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleading newspaper references.
Bv
Thomas Paine.
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an address to a jury; statesmen and politiSpeaking of this work in connection with the
cians a clear exposition of Constitutional riEhts and powers; and intelligent, patrioti.o, and frell men
and women everywhere, a Magna Charta of their r!g!l.ts.
.
proposed independence of America from Great
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.
Britain, Washington wrote : "A few more such
fiaming arguments •
. . will not leave nnm
bers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation."
For the benefit of our readPrice, 40 cents.
r
ers who preserve their papers
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
For either of these works· or any of Paine'
T"•r<•'"r:;
we offer a new style of binder,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
.. ... ..,~~
made for the purpose, and writinll.'s,
8eqreta'I"JI of the American 8erJUlar Union.
1 'e';.• :
with the heading of THE
!
!'RUTH
SEEXl!lB
printed
tn
1
Price 10 cents.
LI1"1!J!!!!!!I!l!IJ'!I!!!!!II.{o!d letters on the outside.
Iii
rhis binder allows the openAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER QoJ![p.A.l'!Y.
ing of the p ..pers perfectly flat. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
CONTENTS:
from any part of the file without disturbing the
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.- Zadig;
other parts.
or
Fate.-The
Sage
and the Atheist.-The Princess
Sent by D~cailUJoBtll_ai!!J for •1.
of Babylon.-'l'he Man of Forty Orowns. The
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Huron;
or,
the
Pupil
of Nature.-Microm~as.
tf
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
on,
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Biam.-The Study of Nature.-A Oonversatio::.
The Church of Prac~ical Religion.
With a ·Ohinese.-Plato•s Dream.-A Pleasure in
BY REPORTER.
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
Handsome 12mo, 448 pages, laid paper. With 67
AND
church without superstition, and its success.
engravings. Price,_cloth, beveled boards, $1.50jEB
per covers, $1. Hrur calf or half morocco, maro ed
Uncle Job Sawyer, tbe pastor, having established
edges, $4.00.
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
of human concern, religious, political, and otherAN EXPOS~
wise. The book is written in well-chosen lanWORKS OF' 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D •
guage, and easily understood. There is just suffi.- Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
oient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
churches and Young Men's
Christianity a Reward for Crime
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Christian Allsociato his mind.
tion.
Authenticated by the Bible.
For sale at this office •. Price, $.1.00.
By RIOH. B· WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,
100.
Price $1.
Address THE TnuTH SEEKER.

OJ:>IGNING 81!/G/GOH TO THIG JURY
in the suit of the
Paper, 12mo, 61pp., cloth, 50 cents.
Bankers' and Merchants' Tele·
grapb Compan)'
Contains testimonies of the early Christiu.n Fa-

SOCIAL

NEW JERSEY.

Stenographically reported, and r6'Diaed by the OJUthor.

By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."

the rs and others, and cases of striking mmilarity
to Christianity in many ancient religions.
Bold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
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ARGUMENT

THE SAFEST CREED,
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WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS
Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate between the
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. 190 pp., 25 ots. The Mirror of Free
thought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
cts. Two Revelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors; or
Real Blasphemy. 5 cts. Bible Makers. 5 cts
Bible Saints-Nos. 1\..2, and 8. Each 5 cts. Mose
vs. Darwin. 5 cts. t~ocratesJ Buddha, and Jesus
5 cts. Christianity a Degraaing Reljgion. 5 cts
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural Man. 5 cts
The Old Faith and· the New. 5 cts. Bruno and
Spinoza. 5 ots. The Bible God and His Favorits
5 ots. Miracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealth
and H!tppiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Soul
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Desig_n and
Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower
Animals. ~ cts.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court
E.C., Lonlon, Eng.

Dn ties. Price, 75 ots.

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.

Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
OENTB EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable? The Ohristian Deityj
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethought ana
Modern Progress; Christia~jt_y, its Nature and
Influence on Civilization L Philosophy of Secularism; Science and .Hible Ant!!£onistic ·
Christian Scheme of Rede]ll_lltion. For all of
the above works address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

REDUCED TO $1.00.

THE STORY HOUR.

HISTORY
011'

THI!i

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Of Europe.

Revised Edition-2 vols-Prioe, sa.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER. M.D .. LL.D
Addresa THE TRUTH BEEKER.

.JUST OUT.

Christian Absurdities.

A. Book for Children and Youth.

BY JOHN PECK.

BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.

Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.

Over a hundred fine illustrations.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY

F. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of ..the
BY DB. LoUis BUOHNEB, Author of "Force and Human Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr.,
E. B. Foote, 10 cents· ' Generation before Be enMatter," etc.
eration/' by Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr. 1 _10 cents; '~Be·· A double-page picture contrasting science and
Translated from the German.
ports oi Convention~ and Parlor Jl'l.eetin!I'B during . Gheology showing how the one has labored for
1882 " 10 cents; "Third Annual Oonvention of the
'
.
h
t
h
,
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
ttistitute of Heredity,Ma.v 29, 1888." 10 cents.
human advancement, and ow he ot er has
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place.
litll,."""
TliE TRUTH Rli:lillCER. 1always opposed it.
· Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen.IIOoents
.-. 1twenjy-five copies for Jl; one hundred copies for
.· · :Do YOU W !NT a pleasant, healthful, cheap THE TRUTH SEli'KER A.NNUA ......
sa we wishthatthefnends ofFree~houghtwould
iiome in the South 7 Write Leftwich Broi, and
,
1lli.Stribute thousands of these tellinll' plomrea. .
Olirtis; Florence, Ala.
1'YM
Price, 25 CP.nts.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

BING, BROTHERS, BING.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In your meetings, to make them hvely and interestmg. THE L!BEBAI: HYMN·BOoK contains-songs
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It is highly recommended by Messrs. Wu.keman,
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price,
Ill oen~s.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Oo.
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IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial;
lll~m·tJ· 'd.'lf .· iif'-.
By Ron. W. E. Gladstone.
. .
rtf"!.'
~ lf.O!/ J£!tlh• 0
V• Dstone.
.. wn of Oreatwn.
A.n Answer
By A:bert Rt>ville,
D.D.to Mr. Glad- . =====:;:::===·===·==:::;::==·=::;::==:=:;
A msoussioN BETWEEN
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H. ·.BuDDHISM and its daughter creed Ohristianit:v
HUXI,EY, MULLER, VII. A ~~;f::tanda Plea.· BY Mrs. E. Lynn Lin-. can tlJoin•h only in a iliokiY soil. Ohristianity deTaB Austrian empress, an admirer of the GLADSTONE,
LINTON, RE Y ILLE.
'
ton
veloped 1tli firoit•getms'in the oaroass'or:the decayFreethinking poet Heine, had subscribed to- On the Oonfiict between Genesis and Geology. ·· This is a"new book and contains the latest discus- ing Roma.n empire, and stiii retains its firmest
ooNTENTS
:
.
sion
on
the
mistake•
of
Mnst>B.
The
name•
of
the
·
· ·f
ward a monument for him, but is now com- I. Dawn of Oreation and of Worship. By Hon. participants are a guarantee of its able character. hold upon the.
degenerate nations o southern
w E Gl tl t 6
Europe ; while the manlier races of the north repelled by her husband to withdraw her
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 'lll cents.
listed its propaganda to tbe last, and were the
subscription because of Heine'& "insult&" to II. The" I.;ter:r:~r~ ol Genesis a.nd the Inter-~
praters of Nature. P,.v Prof. T. H. Huxt~>y.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
fl.r.t to free themse)Vd from its deapotism-Jnst aa
empire and religion.
m. Postscript to Bolar myths. By Prof. Max
28 Lafa:rette Place New York
Buddhidm his been expelled from the homes of
Mnller.
'
•
the Aryan races and releFRANOB has Boulangist
·---gated to the moral pestriots.
honMes of tbe south Mona'ol
-~
-----empires, for in Japan ita
TaB national govern- .
infl11ence is oontlned to the
ment now costs $250,observance of a few tradi·~
000,000 a year.
tiona't oeremonle~. Disease,
crus bin~~: misfort.nne; men-·
CATRor.ros claim to
tal derangement, whateYer
hav 163 000.000 of that
di~q ua.l11ies a. ma.n for the'
heal tby business of life,
faith in Europe.
qua.lill.es him for the recepA OOBNEB in wheat in
tion o/ antinatu•ai dogmas~
Chicago is causing a rise
-Pro(. ' JI'PIIZ L. Ol!Ocald,
Jf.D., tn 'I'/1.6 Beoree of' iM·
in the price of bread.
EaHe.
·
TaB government conTaE inhabitants of con-.
tinues to· insist on the
quered nahons, the children of mi.fortune, men of
extirpation of polygamy
weak but sanguin imaginain Utah.
tion, would from preference
YELLOW fever cases to
·attach. tbemselvs to tbe sacerdotal religions; beeause
date, over 3,500 i deaths,
the interest of the ruling
about 325. The disease
priests dictated to tbein
is abating.
that very doctrin of Equality in slavery, of the renunFs:lllALB registration in
ciatl'lo of temporal evjo:rBoston, 25, 14!1; total
ments, of rewar ls in hPaven
reaerv~d for blin'd snbmjsTOte last year,· 51,741;
Bion, for snft'eringP,' for.
women voted last year,
mortJfijations iutlioted vol~
900.
nntarily, or endured with.:
out repining; that doctrin'
THE largest railway
.so a.ttraotiv, so consolatory
accident of the week
to oppressed humanity 1was at Mud Run, P"·•
. -co~t1orcet.
where over sixty 'lives
p IIEOEDENT is the plea for
were lost.
these tomfooleriea; bnHhe
age ha.R 11rrived whe., we
G&:BilAN conservative
are to estimate "precedents
arrested }'rofessor Gdfby their antiq'•tit:v. The
cken for " revealing state
older- the precedent the
greater Is the· presumption
aecrets" by publishing
BALA.A.M
IN
TROUE'LE.
that
itisabm•d. ridiculous,
the diary of the dead
or permoions. If our b~r
liberal emperor.
And the ass saw the angel of the Lorrl standing in the way, and his sword draw.n in his hand: and the ~~s t~uned
baronP, Ignorant, sn!lerstiaside out of the way, and went into the field; and B4laam smote the ass, to turn her mto the way.-Num. xx:n, 2.3.
tious, and priest-ridden anVVBENEVER a young
cestors made fools of themrowdy of. city ga,gs is
selva, is that anY reason·
to make a dead reduction of live cents, thns ena- why we sj10uld follow their example T There must
hanged, the populace read greedily and half' bling yon, my dear &ir, to come to the assistance· of be ...n end to stupid precedents at one time or anadmiringly • the details of the low brute's
I a d.serving, but desPairing fellow.being, wHh the other. They are not eternal, and we are just 1!.8
prison life, last days, etc.
=================== pleasant feeling that you are not only doing good, capable of d•stroYin~t them now as our successors
"WHY are you always so blue, Scribbler'" "Be- but doin&" it at fifty cents on tbe doil~tr."
can be.-G.ZIItrt Vale's Beacon.
·
TaB Chicago street-car strike was attended
WoRSE THAN THE IJ'QUISITioN.
with riots aod blood~hed. It has closed with cause," aaid the author, "I·m so teldom red."
IT seems to me that a "supernatural" relia'ion ·
OLD lady (to street &'&min): "Yon don't ch~w 'Visitor (to convict) : '"Do they treat yon kindlY -that is to sa;r, a religion t.,&t is claimed to hav
the obtaining by the strikers of most of their
tobacco, do ron, little boy!" Little boy: •· No-m, h•re, my friend!"
been divinely founded and to be authenticated by
demands.
Convict (cautiously) : "They do on the surface, miracle, is much easier to establieh among au igbut I kin eiv yer a oigaret."
THERR is a sad class of young roughs grow"THE Empty Tessel,"·is the name of a new sir; but there is an nnderlYiog current of torture norant p~ople than any other-and the more iging up io the large cities. Often when some hymn. I• mn•t hav been the state o! the contri- practiced compared with whiuh tbe old Spanish norant tbe people, the easier such a religion could
InQui•ition would rank as a Six\h ward picnic."
be established. The reason for this is plain, All
one give the newsboys an excursion they fight bution-box which suggested it.
Visitor: "Yon don't say so I They giv yon Ignorant tribes, all savage men, believe in the
Oun ancestors had clocks put on the outside of papers."
and riot Uke madmen.
miraculous, in tbe supernatural. Tbe coRoeption·
churches that they might not be late in getting to
Convict <•till more cautionslr) : "Sir. thia paper of uniformity, of what may be called the eternal
Tas commonly admitte:l charge that .the service. We put the clocks inside the churches
is Deacon Shepard's Mall ana EzJ.ress."
consisteLcy of nature, is an idea far above their
pre~ideotial candidates recently contributed lest we be late in Rettina- out.
comprehension. 'They are forced to think in ac... LIFE is short I'' the Preacher cried
money to secure their election causes inquiry
cordance with their minda, and as a consequence
PBoFEsson: "Gretchen. please take the cat out
.From the pulpit up· on bigh.
whether they did not violate Acts of 1883.
they account for all phenomena by the acts of
Jameson heard, and softly sighed:
of the room. I cannot bavit making such a noise
superior-I..beingd-that is to say, by the supernat"True ! ab, true I And so ami."
THE Sacred Congregation of Rites at Rome while I am at work. Where ia 1t !'' Gretohea :
ural. In other words, that religion having most
.. Lif~ is real!" the preacher said.
publishes to the world the important decree "Why, professor, :ron are sittin&" 011. it I"
in common with the savage, having most that waa
M
INIBTEB
:
"I
understood
that
you
do
not
bflJameson
nodded.
V
aiD
re11
rets
I
that images for the veneration of the faithful
satisfactory to his mind, or to his lack of mind,
lieve that a person is sntll •ienUy punish<>d on the
Bowed in patience he bis bead,
would stand the best chance of success.-Inuersilll.
may be made of a new sort of papier-mache. earth for h•s misdeeds!" Neighbor: '"Ob, yes, I
"So," he sighed, •• are all my debts."
NATI'>NS will know that they cannot become con"Life is earnest I" next he beard.
A SENSATION is caused by Dr. Mackenzie's do now; but I didn't until I heard yon preach!"
querors Without looing their freedom; that per"Do you see that man across the street! He'a
Cold eweat oozed through all his pores.
book presenting his side of the quamll in
petual confederations are the only means of m~~oin
an English lord." ''Why, he looks Jnat like an
"Yes9" he whispered, "that's the word,
which he and the German doctors are charg- average citizen." "Yes. n beats all how the
tainin g their independence ; that their object
So are all my creditors."
·
ing each other with having caused Frederick's tailore and barbers can improve a man's natural TaERE was'a.n old preacher once who told some should be security, and not- power. By dfgreea
death.
boys of the Bible Ieason he was to read in the commerCial prejudioell will die away: a false merappearance.••
interest will lose the tPrnble po.wer of im.
N1X1'
to
the
small
boy
on
the
front
seat
at
a
morning.
The boys, finding the place. gln•d to- cantil
THE greed and bloodthirstiness of the heads
bruing the earth w1th blood,and of ruining nations
baaeball
game,
the
most
remarkable
case
of
abgather
the
connectiug
Passages.
Tbe
next
mornof European nations is. such that even the
!orption we ever saw was that of a Oa.t wbicb ing he read on the bottom of the page : "When undt>r the idea of t>Driching them. As tbe peo(lle
peaceful and unaggressiv little republic of stepp..d on some tloating aawdust in a .mill·Pond Noah w•s one hnn<)red and forty he took. unto of d1ft'erent countries will at last be drawn into
Intimacy, by the principles of economics
Switzerland feels o!Jiiged to arm against their with the impression tha~ it was solid.
himself a wife, who wae [turning the leaf] one closer
and morality, as each, for its own advantage, will
rapacity.
Miss GoTHAM (to Mr. Wabash, recently returned hundred and forty onb1ts long, forty cubits wide, invite foreigners to an equal participation of the
McQuADE, a New York boodle alderman, from abroad): "I suppose you were at court while built of gopher wood, covered with Pitch inside benefits which it may hav derived either from
in London, Mr. Wabasb !'' Mr. Wabash (nnllasily): and out." He ll'as naturally puzzled at this. He
was released from the penitentiary on tech- "Well-er-yes, 1\l'ss Gotham; but only on e, and read again, verified it, and then said: "MY nature or its own industry, all the causes which
0
produce, envenom, and perpetuate national aninical grounds. Althoagh there is the f1,.1llest then I got oft' with a merely nominal fine."
,friends, tbis is tbe first time I ever met this in the most ties will one by one di•appcar, and will no
Bible, but I accept it as an evidence of the a.saer more furnish to warlike insanity either fnd or
evidence agp.inst the other aldermen, money
LoUISIANA poatmaster (who is assisted in his tion tbat we are fearfully and wonderfully made.'
pretex t.-Conaorcet.
and influence seem to prevent their trial.
dnths by his young bride): "Why, Mary, what THE librarian of a Kansas Sund&y-•chool wa•
IT is said by those who know Europe generail:v
Da. HIGBEE, the head of the department are all these Postal cards doing here! They called upon by the minister in charge of the fiock.
of public instruction for Pennsylvania, de- should hav 1/'0De in the last· mail." Youna- bride ... Brother Hanks," ~aid the preacher, •• I hav beard that there are more thefts committed and pun(who was a Massachusetts scboolmiatress): '"Ob, some little complaint in regard to some books yon it~htd annually in Enaland than in all the other
cided that the Pittsburgh public school di- I hav just put them aside until I Bhoiild hav timt> recently added to our librarY." u 1 am sorry to nations put together. If this be so, there must be
rectors violated the law in renting a public to correct the spellmg."
h•ar it, Brother Fisher, for I am sure that I bav a cause or causes for snob depravif.:!' in our comechool building to Catholic priests for a sec"TBE great objection I bav to the house," said exercised mY best judgment in all wy selecuons. mon people. M~y not one be the deficiency of
the new tenant, "is that I can always hear vague Of what etpecial book bas complaint bten n ade'' justice aud mora.litY in our national government,
tarian school.
murmurina' caused by the people talkina' next "or a volume called' Nana,• wr1tten by some fel· manifeoted m our oppressiv conduct to subjects,
Tas Anglican bishops at their conference de- door.•• "Well, ma'am," aaid the ·a11ent, "we can low named Z<.lla. '' •• J 11st hold on a minute," said and unJust wars on our neigbborn VIew the
cided that great care was necessary in dealing hav the walls made thicker for you.'' "Th ioker I" tbe librarial;l, "and let us examin, the objectiol;l- loog.peJ·sisted-m, unjust, monopolizing treatment
with "minds di,qllieted by scientific discov- she exclaimed; '" whY, then I couldn't hear a able work." He produced the buok. The minis- of Ireland, at length acknowledged I V1ew the
ter took it. The libraria.n waited nearly an boor, plnndenng government exercised by our merery," urging the clergy to be very cautious on thinK I"
chants in the Indies; the confiscating war made
Jm W11:BBTEB: "Wbat preacher's gwinter bap- hut the minister did not look up. •• Brother upon the Ameriuan colonies; and, to say nothing
dogmatiC points, nod rather to treat of ·the
dat
baby
T" BRm Jobn11ng: "Parson Whang- Fisher," the librarian called. The minister did of those upon France and Spain,viewtbe late war
tize
central thought of Christ as the source of
<loodle Baxter." •• How much does he Jrit!" "$2.' not respond. "Brother F .. her," called the libra- ur>on Holland, which was seen by impartial Enreligious life.
'' Yun <>Ugbter git Parson Bledsoe. He'll do bit rian·, leaning over and shaking the preaoher. rope in no otoer light than that of a war of rapine
•• Yes, wbat is it. brother T" •• Toe book, what do
ON the 12th Leo received VVilliam II. with for $1.'' '" Hub, what sorter baptism can yer git you think of it 7" ' Ob, ah, :res, the book. I'll and pillage; the hopes of an immense and easy
pomp, and they commenced bargaining for for $1 7" "If yer has eot yer doubts about hits tell you what we'll do, Brother Hanks. We'll put ·prey being its only apparent, and probably its true
eft'eroacy yon can bab de chile baptized twic"' for
reciprocal aid in keeping the people in op- ·de money what Yon· PaYI! Parson Whangdoodle some other book in the library and keep this one and real motiv and enoonraRemeot. Jnstioe is a.B
•trictly due between nl'i"hbor nations, as between
for ourselvs T''
pression and igooraoce. Tbe emperor an- Baxter."
ueigbbor citizens. A highwayman is as much a
.. ------.. ·nounced his desire to maintain a strongly "WBY do yon ask for ten cents'" demanded a cit
robber when he plunders in a gang, as. when
The
Career
of
Jesus
Christ.
single; and a nation tbat makes an nujust wa.r ill
conservati v policy in politics, aocbl q uestioos, lzen vf B tramp in City Hall park. '"MoHt of you
!n Exposition of tbe Tme Meaning of this Oharand religion, and the pope responded that fellows only atk for a penny." •• Yee, sir," politely acter aa d~soribt<lin tb~ New Te.tament. · tly ~hl only a great gang. After employing your people
responded the tramp, "and if tbeY are repulsed· wii WoolleY,M.D.; author of ·••Ht>bi'ew M~tho!- 10 robiJing the Dutch, is it strange that, being put
Germany would gain much if the Uatholic their case is hopeless. With me, I .can oft'er bar- 0gy."
out of that employ by peace, they atill continae
P•v~r. Svn, 2~ o~nt•.
church were &iven &reater advantages in it.
robbing, and rob one anothert-Bew. Jl'ranldin.
;aiUB-Illaullhter prices. In this ease I am willing
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THE CONTEST

Jlolts and g[lippinns.
THEBE are over forty thousand. children
receiving Catholic education in the parochial
schools, asylums, colleges, etc., of Brooklyn.
A HANDSOME offer has been made to Col.
Robert G. Ingersoll, says the World, by a
foreign manager to deliver forty lectures in
Europe next spring.
MAoo:N, Ga., Times: "Perhaps marriage is
a failure, but the wisest man of the old times
could never be made to see it in that light.
We hav reference to Solomon."
THE population of this country will soon
reach hundreds of millions, and, says an exchange, will present problems calling for the
exercise of the highest statesmanship and the
elevation of politics into a far-reaching science.
IT is said that when Genel'al GraO:t was in
Japan the Japanese premier, Prince Kung,
desiring to compliment the general by telling
him he was born to command, tried it in English with this result: 11 Sire, brave general,
you vas made to order." .
GENERAL BooTH, of the Salvation Army,
netted about $15,000 two years ago in England by a week of self-denial and prayer on
the part of his followers. Being somewhat
in need of ready cash, he has decided to try
the same dodge again this year.
THE Cl~urchman (P. E.) says: 11 The decadence of .W esleyanism in Great Britain, in
common with that of nearly all the other
sects, which has been chronicled for several
years, is continuing with a steady progress_ion. The leakage of the last year which the
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wesleyan conference has had under review is
said to amount to po fewer than forty thousand members, and this, allowing for the
annual increase in population, represents in
reality a far larger falling off." .
" PLEASE don't swear," is printed on a card
stuck up over the ticket-hole in the window
of one of the Sixth avenue elevated stations.
It reminds the passengers of the sign on an
organ in a Western church : 11 Please don't
shoot the organist ; he is doing the best he
can."
IT is reported that the "Rev·. C. A. Johnson," whoever he may be, announces that as
a result of much study he decides that 11 in
just thirty-two years fro~ now the electricity
stored in the earth will coni,_,n contact with
the heated matter inside and blow the whole
world up."
THE Boston school committee has substituted Anderson's New General History for
Swinton's History as ,a text-book in the
schools. 11 This," says the Catholic Union
and Times; 11 is a victory for the Catholics,
who opposed Swinton's History because of its
lying statements about the sale of indulgences."
CREMATION is illegal in France, and bodies
hav to be taken to Italy to be burnt. M.
Morin, dying recently in Paris, left instructions tliat his body should be sent to Milan to
be burnt. This was done, and. ihe cost of
the -incineration was but fifteen shillings.
The Italian custom house, however, levied
$70 import duty on the body when it came
into the country, and the same amount export duty when the ashes were taken back to
France.

A RETIRED jeweler of St. Louis has been
giving ·away the tricks of his trade. He is
reported as saying that there is as much
profit in the repairing department of watchmaking as there is in plumbing. For instance, a mainspring costs about eight cents,
and it takes half an hour to set it in a watch.
The average charge is $1.50.
ALEXANDER DoYLE has finished ·a sketch
model of the bronze statue to Horace Greeley,
which is to be erected by the printers of the
country, on the east side of City Hall park,
facing Printing House square. The sculptor
has depicted Mr. Greeley seated bareheaded
in an armchair, under which lies a pile of
hooks. The arm drops at full length by the
side of the chair, and in the hand is a newspaper. The statue will be heroic in size.
TnE excavations at Pompeii carried on for
the amusement and instruction of Emperor
William of Germany were the most remarkable archreological achievements since Mr.
Pickwick discovered the famous stone bearing the strangest hieroglyphics ever brought
to light. The kaiser's wonderful good fortune in obtaining ancient bronzes, vases, jars,
etc., wherever he looked for them shows one
of the strildiig advantages of a monarchical
form of government. In a democratic country even a visiting emperor would hav to take
his chances with the crowd if he wanted to
indulge in scientific explorations.
How Sam Jones converted an Infidel is thus
told by himself: Down here in a beautiful
town south of us an Infidel-and about as
good a one as you will find-came to me and
said: 11 Mr. Jones, I am an Infidel. I don't
believe the Bible; but you hav got something

that I hav not got, and I wish I had it. I
don't know what it is." I said : "I will prescribe for you and cure you if you take my
medicin." He said : 11 I will do it." I said:
11 To-night when I get
through preaching
come up to the altar and say, 1 God be merciful to me a sinner.'" He says: "But I--"
I say : "Shut your mouth; your trouble has
been your mouth, and if I could keep that
shut twenty-four hours I will get you on the
road to God." Sure enough, that night he
came and knelt at the altar, and after th!l service I said to him : 11 When you go home read
a chapter from the Bible and hav family
p_rayers." 11 But I--" says he. "Shut
your mouth," said I ; "your mouth has
gotten you nearly to hell, and if I can keep it
shut forty-eight hours I will cure you." He
got his Bible that night and prayed. The
next morning he came back. I told him
when the door of the. church opened for him
to go up and join. "I-I--" he began. I
said: "Shut your mouth, but do as I tell
you." That afternoon he walked up to the
font and joined the church. I put a padlock
on each comer of his mouth and one in the
middle, and kept his moll,th shut forty-eight
hours. He then said : " I believe in God and
the Bible, and here is my hand to lead a Christian life:" Many people think if their views
are not right they cannot be Christians. God
never said : " Giv me your head;" and if you
giv God your heart your head will come
straight as natural as life. An Infidel is an
Infidel becausf:l he will not take the medicin
that will cure Infidelity. We will add: The
story is probably a lie, but it will illustrate
the idea of the church. Shut your mouth,
shut your eyes, giv your brains an anesthetic
and you can get Christianity I
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but the ceaseless powers were at wQrkthen as to-day. isting in .a fossil state -exceed that number many
·Did we not know that all limestone is composed of times. These fossils are found· not only at great
vegetable and or.ganic remaiJls, we would conclude depths below the surface of the earth, but also in the
Alps and Pyrenees at the bight of six thousand to
that there was no· life in the A:.zpi~ .
Life's Day.
Animalcular beings, which hav left no trace of eight thou.sand feet ; and in the Andes and Hima·Death is said to be the great mystery, but life is their existenQe, may hav been the original protozoan layas at the bight of from sixteen thousand to
twenty thousand feet.
germ of. all life.
a gre.a.ter one.
Of the hundreds and thousands of species of ani·· Graphite, a vegetable product, has been found in
W~di:ilew that death is the dissolution and decay
of organized matter; but the vital printliple, the the Azoic rocks near Ticonderoga, N. Y., which is mals and plants existing in the fossils of the recent
esse of all living organisms, ever elude3 the scien- regarded as evidence of the oldest vegetation yet past-the tertiary-of •the Cenozoic-not one is
identical with any animal or plant now livirig.
·
tist's grasp. It is a something, if an entity at alJ, found.
Thus one vast routine of change has marked the
The
radiates
of
the
Paleozoic
comprise
the
lowest
which is beyond human ken. The manifestations of
life are as varied as the face of animated nature can form of life now known to hav existed in the earlier development and evolution of life on the globe.
This change has all the time been tending toward an
·
make them. Look where we will, its phenomena are ages.
- In some of the microscopic protozoans the stomach increase of brain-power-" cephalization," as Dana
evEir before us.
As to the origin of life we are ignorant. Although, was not a permanent cavity, being extemporized out expresses it. Mammalia seems to be the crowning
when traced backward, the fountain of life, like the of the mass of tissue only when food came in contact sheaf-the keystone-in the.grand arch in the vast
origin of historical events, ends in UBCertainty, yet with the body. The radiates consist of little else temples of animated nature.
The domination of species during the geological
the stream of time has left certain way-marks, or in· than a mouth and a stomach, the latter being arranged
scriptions, in the solid rocks, which shed a friendly radiately around the former. As in an orange or a epochs of the past may be referred to fishes in the
dower, the parts are arranged radiately about an axis Paleozoic, reptile in the Mesozoic, and mammals in
luster on the mysterious past.
Science has tunneled the mountains, plowed the or common center. Radiate animals are similar in Cenozoic and present. To s~mmarize : the lower
forms of the Paleozoic gave way to more advanced
tracklgss seas, elucidated abi!truse mathematical structure to plants which are also radiates.
Besides the radiates, there are other species of such organisms of the Mesozoic; and these in their turn
problems, penetrated stellar space, chained the lightning's dash, subdued the mechanical powers; but extreme simplicity as to be devoid of even a mouth hav been superseded by the complicated structures
when it attempts to analyze the living principle and a stomach, which may be considered as system- of the Cenozoic.
Fishes are capable of motio·n parallel with a horiSponges, microscopic protozoans,
which has accomplished it all, an utter_ failure is the less animals.
minute rhizopoda, and polycystines are of the same zontal position ; their powers of locomotion are proresult.
duced by a pair of anterior and a pair of posterior
The alembic of chemistry distills the purest es- class.
More wonderful still is the parasitical gregarinida iins; in some reptils and quadrupeds ·the fins hav
sences and drugs; heat, coke, lime, and other ingredients eliminate the metals of trade and commefce infesting the bodies of cockroaclres and earth-worms, grown into anterior and posterior limbs; and
from their nativ ores; the buzz of machinery-cog consisting of a single cell containing a central vesicle, man-the animal endowed with reason in addition to
to wheel; belt to pinion-weaves the purple and fine and where the only signs of life are contraction and instinct-has learned to balance himself in an erect
linen for the crowned heads of earth, but the nature expansion. However, the bathybius protomooba, posture by the use of his developed anterior and
.
of life-of man-the master spirit, is ·as deeply in- consisting of a mass of albuminous jelly possessing posterior fins-arms and lege.
As to how one species became extinct _and a new
volved in mystery as the bottom of the fathomless neither the characteristics of plants or animals, are
deep. And this applies no less to the worm squirm- considered the simplest living organic structures one was formed, we are ignowmt. Evolution, environment, or hybridization, offers the only solution to
ing at our feet than to the " lord of creation."
known.
·
Life grades itself into animal a.nd vegetable forms
Some of the most beautiful forms in nature are the problem.
We can only judge of the present by comparing
of development.
_ found in the crinoids and asteroids of the radiate
it with the past. Thus, among the pachyderms was
. An animal is a living being whose life is sustained family.
Crinoids and corals appear to hav been the con- the paleotherium, varying in size from that of a hog
by nutriment assimilated by a muscular cavity or
necting link between the animal and vegetable king- to that of a horse, and having the characteristics of
stomach.
There are processes in the vast realms of the uni- doms-the grading of one into the...other; or, in other the rhinoceros, taper, and horse. Also the anoplaverae which evince a display of order akin to intelli~ words, they were shades of development in animal therium, varying in dimensions from those of a hare
to those of a pony, and being an intermediate link begence, such as the adaptation of chemicals to unite life toward flower life.
in certain proportions, the spontaneous formation of
They had the semblance of flowers-in fact, were tween a horse and a rhinoceros, as well as between
regularly shaped crystals, and the ceaseless whirl of flower-animals, being typical of the flowers of the the hog, camel, and hippopotamus. - In all the orders
planets in their orbits, but in which we detect none vegetable kingdom ages before the flowers appeared. are found species possessing characteristjcs of other
of the attributes of a living, sentient being.
Numberless species may hav existed and perished species. Thus flying squirrels link animals and birds
Science has learned something of the how of life's while life existed only in the waters. Of mollusks, together ; bats are another instance connecting birds
commonest operations, but the why of a thought is cephalopods-snails-exhibited the tendency toward and quadrupeds.
All orders of existence are linked together by the
veiled in impenetrable mystery. From the squirm- land animals.
ing, radial earth-worm composed only of muscular
Trilobites were their contem"poraries, and the first life-germ-a phenomenon common to all. As in the
physical universe there is physical or mechanical
rings, to the ponderous elephant, we observe modifi- articulates.
cations of the wonderful.power, life.
The Devonia~ age next- held sway. Life in the force or law, so in animated nature there is life, force,
As to when or how life first appeared on earth we waters assumed ponderous forms ·and complicated or otganic law.
In the vegetable kingdom there exists likewise orare profoundly ignorant. The evidences with which structures. Land . insects, plants, . and vertebrates
we are acquainted tend to show that the lowest $ppeared. Land animals were doubtless evolved by ganic law, but its operations are more purely chemiforms of life were first evolvetl ; and from the in· some marine animals becoming amphibians-cephalo- cal in their nature.
Some animals, as the mastodon and the horse, do
herent power pervading these low and simple forms, pods, for instance.
higher and more complicated organisms grew or
The evolution of ferns, pines, and lepidodendra not appear to hav been restricted by geographical
from leafless seaweeds, marked an epoch of. great boundaries ; on the contrary, their fossil remains are
were produced.
Life may be defined to be the capacity to enjoy progress in the development_ of plant life, as did also found in nearly every• country of the globe. The
fossils of some species requiring the conditions of
pleasure and suffer pain; and these attributes pertain the introduction of land vertebrates.
to all forms of existence.
When, in floating adown the stream of time toward the torrid zone for a habitat are found in temperate
It has been asserted that only man reasons-that the present, we reach the Carboniferous, the advance regions, and even amid the arctics. This is an evithe lower orders of beings possess only sensation becomes grand, the floating islands, jungles, and dence of the, vast physical changes which the crust
and instinct. But the facts at our command do not forests containing about nine hundred species of of the earth has undergone.
These chane-es with their consequent oscillations
warrant the assution. The spider is a mechanical plants, some of which bore nut-like fruit. This plant
and periods of elevation and subsidence to which
reasoner; so is the beaver.
life was mostly flowerless-mostly tree-ferns.
It is difficult, if not impossible, to draw the line
There was an increase in land articulates, such as the surface of the earth has been s:ubjected, would
between those animals possessing only sensation and myriapods (or centipedes), insects, and scorpions. necessarily affect the conditions necessary to the exthose possessing instinct-or, to carry the parallel The progress in vertebrates was from water verte- istence of all life then prevalent. It is agreed on
farther, it is equally difficult to deterl:nin at wha~ brates to amphibious reptile. The first land snail all hands that the great mountain ranges of the
point or in what animal sensation ceases and instinct appeared in the Carbonife;rous. Trilobites were dis- globe were Ujplifted during the tertiary epoch of the
begins, or where instinct disappears ; and reason placed by other crustaceans, like our modern shrimps. Cenozoic. Thus, before the upheaval of the Rocky
assumes the sway.
.
These articulates were the precursors of the reptile mountains, the Gulf of Mexico covered a great part
Reason is the co-worker with intelligence. But which appeared soon afterward. They may hav been of the territory of the Southern states, penetrating
here we are at sea again, for we do no~ know where the connecting liJlk between Silurian and amphibian as far as the source of the Missouri.
All this, no doubt, took place during a period of·
in the scale of existence intelligence begins. Indeed, life.
we find something close akin to intelligence in
The first traces of reptilians are found in the Car- earthquake commotion. About this time, or laier,
plants.
boniferous horizon. The reptilian type advanced to occurred the glacial or drift period, which produced
In chemical action we will only refer to the forma- enaliosaurs, or swimming reptile, which are the high- other and additional changes in the earth's physical
tion of oxides-thus: There are four known oxides est species of animal yet found in the Carboniferous aspect.
· This drift period is regarded as the last great geoof antimony, the multiples or divisions of each of rocks.
which bear the same ratio to each other.
The Paleozoic closed before the appearance of logical change which has taken place on the surface
Crystallization is another operation in inanimate birds and mammiferous animals, and with few verte- of our planet. Some authorities are of the opinion
nature closely resembling intelligence. True, these brates except fishes, which were distinguished by that the erosion of the rock gorge in the Niagara
are said to be the results of ·the operatiqn of natural the unequally lobed tail. The first mammals were river commenced about the close of the drift epoch ·
la;w. When ipecac or lobelia is taken iQto the stom- marsupalia-,-pouched animals. These were ushered at the present site of Queenstown on Lake Ontario,
ach a violent reversal of the usual order takes place. ip. with the Mesozoic, which was also the zenith of from which place it has receded seven miles. AcThis is the operation of a natural law on living reptilian greatness. The wonderful pterodactyl cording to the best data obtainable, it is estimated
organism.
now made its advent. It was nature's first bird that the time required for this recession has not been
less than thirty-five thousand years. Taking the
The original condition of matter no doubt was effort.
chaotic. From chaos order was evolved by and
In the tertiary of the Cenozoic mammalia appeared Mosaic cosmogony into account, this erosion began
through the inherent properties of matter.
to dispute the mastery, as ·fishes and reptile had done within· twenty-tive thousand to thirty thousand years
.Millions of years-in fact, time out of mind-was before. Mammals of many types may hav been pro- before the appearance of man. ·
Suffice it to say that the record of the rocks
necessary for these changes to take place. These duced by cross-breeding of different species. ·The
changes of form in matter are no more completed to- fruit of such a union would, of courge, be a hybrid shows that there has been a continual progress in
day than they were a million of years ago.
at first, but eventually would become a distinct the condition of our planet; that its surface has
When the ceaseless swish of the waters had lashed species itself. Hybrids do not now propagate their gradually become fitted for the existence of the
the rock-bound shore for myriads of ages, the chemi- kind; however, they may hav done so in the past.
forms of vegetable and animal life which hav apcal properties of the saline liquid deposited the lowThe number of species of animals now in existence peared in each epoch.
est form of life it held in solution.
Plants advanced from seaweeds to ferns, clubis estimated at about a quarter of a million; and it
In the archean time the earth was a dreary waste, is aafe to 11ay that the number of extinct species ex- . mosses, and gigantic endogene, such as palms, corn,
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etc., to the true timber trees of the rec~nt and pres- with loved ones beyond the confines of pain -and tears. upon as a reformation. No ; it w~s a rushlng into a bottomless pit. It is the most flagrant, the most radical, the most
ent time.
But, unfortunately, there are sad defects in this .wicked
rtJvolution which the world has ever seen. It was a
Of animals, radiata and arti.culata existed for ages c~e~~ful ~iew-this lovely ahild of hope. No scien- revolution in the churchly, the religious, the moral, the poas the only life of the waters ; then vertebrata- ttst m hts laboratory, or chflmist with his crucible, litical, the social, the economic, the learned, the historical
fishes-sported in the liquid element ; after these has ever caged a soul separate and -apart from the worlds. The foundation of the so-called Evangelical church
came reptils-amphibians-which were connected body. Outside of a human brain there is no mental- has long since been undt:rstood by intelligent men. Accordto 1hese, Protestantism is nothing but a mere rejection of
with fishes by~an insensible gradation. From reptile ity, no volition, no love. There are many strange ing
all and everything that is supernatural ; it explains everythe advance was to birds and mammals, each of mental phenomena exhibited under the names of thing on the basis of the law of nature, of natural developwhich were at first represented ~y the lowest forms mesmerism, Spiritualism, and kindred themes but as ment; and not even the smallest nook is left open for the
of their c~ass; and each of which disputed for the to a satisfactory knowledge of a future life, there is God of revelation, Its foundations are. the purest godlessness and religious nihilism; and on such a foundation only
mastery ttll man, the highest representativ of all none.
hate aed empty words, only decay and destruction, in time
classes, appeared to assert his sway.
The great effort of the church and Spiritualists for and eternity, can be built.
According to the opinions of the most eminent ages has been to distinguish spirit from matter. The
Were these words the ravings of some obscure
scientists-anatomists as wtoll as geologists-all or- measure of success attending the· effort has been a
sheet,
they might pass unnoticed; but coming from
ganic beings were tending to the human form from mi~erable failure. The zeal and persistency with
the beginning. In the language of Agassiz : "Man whtch the assertion of the existence of a spirit-world the accredited organ of German Roman Catholicism,
,
is the end toward which all the animal creation has has been promulgated is worthy of a pure and noble they are certainly significant.
Every effcrt is made to instill self-confidence and
_tended from the first appearance of the first Paleo- feeling in the human mind.
zoic fishes."
The doctrin of a future state presupposes that aggressivness into the masses. The revived CatholiWe hav now imperfectly traced life from its incip- ~here ~s a reposit<?ry of 11ouls some~here, as of grain cism of the day is becoming more and more proient germ-cell to the crowning pinnacle of the dome. m a bm, from whtch the demand 1s supplied. But nounced in its Ultramontanistic tendencies. The
Our task, although a pleasant one, is only begun. when, or at what stage of development the fetus milder type, which prevailed in the earlier decades
We hav briefly hinted at the conditions of man's ori- , becomes a living soul-a separate, distinct' entity-no particularly in Wiitemberg, has been crowded to th~
wall, and the Roman feature of the church brought
gin; his purpose on earth and final destiny now loom power on earth can determin.
up in view. From the dawn we hav reached the
The problem of life still remains ·unsolved, the into greater prominence. No better testimony of
noon-day; now what of the evening and the night?
visions of dreamers to the contrary notwithstanding. the new Roman Catholicism of the day in Germany
To the lower animals we now bid a formal adieu; With all the aid of numerous so-called revelations could be given than the wonderful pilgrim-bands
to man, his environment and his immediate ancestors,o and all the vagaries of their expounders, the mystery that hav all summer long been crowding to the
we will pay our respects. While we discuss the of death has never been solved.
_ shrine of the four great sacred relics now exposed at
problem of human life, we will not essay to dogma_Whether death ends all, or is an open door to "a A.ix Ia Chapelle. These are : first, the garment worn
tize where we do not know.
land fairer than day," is utterly unknown, unknown I by the Virgin Mary when she gave birth to Christ;
secondly, the swaddling clothes worn by the savior
·
W. A. SIMPSON.
Stockton, Tenn.
While the writer does not propose to discuss the
im~ediately after his birth ; thirdly, the cloth upon
pros and cons of the Darwinian theory, yet it is silly
wh1ch
the headless body of John the Baptist lay;
to overlook or ignore the striking structural resemThe German Roman Catholics.
and, fourthly, the vesture worn by the savior when
blances between man and the man-like apes. The
Corresponaence of the Inaepenaent.
hanging on the cross. The officials of the church
writer does not consider it derogatory to man's dig·
The spirit and the demands of the Roman Cathonity to assert that he •J evoluted" from the lower ani- lic Congress recently held in Freiburg, in Baden, hav declared these relics '' geuuin" and worthy obmals; neither does such a hypothesis detract in the again emphasize the fact that the Catholics of Ger- jects of adoration. When a neighboring pastor,
lel\st from the sublime grandeur of the reign and many are determined to push to the utmost the Thiimmel, in a public address, declared that this
progress of natural law; rather does it enhance and moral victory they gained in the establishment of a adoration was a sacrilege ( Gotteslasterung), the tffiadd additional luster to the incomprehensibility of modus vivendi between Berlin and the Vatican as cials of Sollingen, where the address was delivered,
those operations and processes which so universally the official close of the Kidturkampf. Legally, the closed the meeting amid loud tumult and uproar.
Unfortunately the Protestants of Germany do not
command our admiration, if not our awe and rever- Catbolic church does not even yet stand as favored
present
a solid front over against the aggressions of
ence.
in Prussia as she did before the· beginning of the Rome. They are divided in regard to method and
. One or two pertinent inquiries we cannot omit. long contest. . Only in exceptional cases hav the
If, as the Darwinians declare, man descended from brethren of the various orders been permitted to re- manner, but a unit on the necessity of the work.
- the monkey, why is it that all the monkeys did not sume their work. But among these are not the Jes- The Evangelischer Bund, however, already numbers
'' evolute" into the human or manly form? And uits. The congress, without mentioning any particu- forty thousand members, a:nd, as is officially declared,
why is it that no manlike apes hav become men lar societies, demanded the return of all the orders fights Rome "with word and pen." The society is
within the historic period? If such a transition has and permission for them to labor without let or hin- especially strong in the country along the Rhine
where a Protestant minority is living among a Cathotaken place, why not again~
drance. Equally determined, also, were they in de· On the other hand, suppose, for instance, that man manding that the state giv up its monopoly in the lic majority.
be deprived of the power of speech-of word signs of control of the schools, and giv/ to the church in a
· To M.r. McArthur.
ideas-for one hundred years, and try to contemplate measure this supervision and direction.
I
am
glad
of
a promis of "peace." No one detests
if you can, the consequences.
'
But the chief business of the congress was to disand
all
manner
of wrangling a more than I do, and
war
Does not the power to convey his thoughts and cuss and formulate its demand for the restoration of
desires to his fellows constitute man's chief suprem- the temporal power of the pope. It labored hard yet I seem destined to provoke disturbances. Probably
acy over the grades of being below him?
and vigorously to create public sentiment in favor of ·because I cannot be " all things to all men," and hav
As to how language originated we can only con- this re-establishment. The special occasion for the pronounced opinions of my own and express them
jecture. Doubtless it at first comprised only a few vehemence of the measure was the recent publication somewhat bluntly, though not intentionally in un, guttural sounds. Our ancestors may not hav been of a new code of laws by the Italian government, in kindness.
I hardly think it right to call Bouton a "liar,"
gregarious. The cave-dwellers evidently were not which the agitations .that hav for several years past,
but he did deceive and act a falsehood, and so did
nomadic. Theil' wants were few, and were shared in and especially in connection with the recent papal all
his coadjutors. Still, I must say his book is usecommon with the beaslt of the jungle. On the wild jubilee, been carried out under the very eaves of the ful as a proof of the easiness with which people are
animals of the forest and plain they were, in part, Quirinal, are declared crimes against the state. The humbugged, even in a radical Liberal town; and as
dependent for subsistence, and from them they may Italian government, under the leadership of the this is only one more· among countless instances of
hav gathered the rudiments of speech. A common Minister-President Crispi, has been enacting laws the fraud and trickery of mediums, it is natural for
form of speech and a community of interests shaped that strongly remind one, in spirit and aim, of the me to suspect a majority, if not all of them,
the formation of tribes and governments. The orig- famous May laws of Prussia of 1873. In the new when their performances are outside of all known
inal farm of government was patriarchal, or parental, code, section 101 declares that "whoever commits an laws of nature. I grant many are honest and sinas well as tribal. Tribes were consolidated by con- act with the intention of thereby causing the state cere, but I think, with Hermann the magician, that
or any part of the state to come under a foreign there are no real ghosts, and also that there is no
quest-a nation, was the result.
.
The intercourse of nations has produced civiliza- power, or tries to destroy the unity of the state, will independent slate-writing. If Mr. Arthur, or some
tion, and civilization is pregnant with vast possibil- be punished, by imprisonment." Section 173 de- other " and more competent Sptritualist," can bring
clares that "Any public servant of religion who in proof of these two things, I will gladly stand on
ities.
Although we are to-day almost overshadowed by the performance of his official duties, publicly criti- "my own platform" and wait for them.
the blaze of civiliz'l.tion, yet we are by no means free cises or abuses the affairs or the laws of the state,
Life is a grand and glorious boon. I am by no
from the superstitions of the past. They cling to will be punished by an imprisonment of one year, means tired of it, and if I am to hav a few million
our civilization as does the shadow to the substance. and by the payment of a fine of one thousand years more of it, I shall be exceedingly glad to know
Before the era of science men's ideas were. very crude. francs." Section 176 says : "Any public servant of it, and, in the mean time, will " work for the good
Priests, whose bread and butter depended on their religion who, in the performance of his dnties, or in that is nighest."
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKEB.
influence over the masses, had been their sole pre- the abuse of his offi<Je, is guilty of any other offense
ceptors. The earth was supposed to be flat, and if will be punished .as prescribed for that offense, inThe Good E:tfect of 'l'he Tru1h Seek('r.
creased by further punishment from one-sixth to
flat of course it had four corners.
P1·or. D. a. seumour tn San Franct•co Pre•thouoht.
All the phenomena of nature were supposed to be one-third in measure."
While here [Montesano, Wash. Terr.] we met Mrs. G. D.
Of course these ~nd similar paragraphs aim at put- McLane, who, until two years ago, was a shouting Methodist,
the work of invisible beings or gods; of course, the
and strong. Her husband, being a Radical, bo::rowed
ting an effectual quietus on the whole restoration good
number of these gods was legion.
THE TRUTH SEEKER to read, but kept it hid away so as not
Men observed that all animated nature, while ex- movement. It is the government's answer to the to offend his wife. However, she fnund it and read it, all
hibiting the activ functions of life, was at the same wild enthusiasm and unrestrained aggressivness of unbeknown to him, and got converted to the religion of
time undergoing the transition of decay and death. the jubilee addresses. This, too, is the way in which humanity, and sent and subscribed for THE THUTH SERKER
Their children as well as animals would sicken and the Catholics themselvs look upon the matter, and out of her own earnings, saying to her spouse, "We will n'Jt
-borrow our paper nor put our lig;ht under a bushel." Mrs.
die, but was that the end' In their dreams they explains why the Freiburg congress put this mess- McLane is a whole four-horse tl'!am in our cause.
would see their loved ones again. Hope sprang up sure so prominently into the foreground.
that the dead would liv again. The priests clutched
The aggressiv spirit that appears in the action of
Why, Oh, WhJ t
From the Awr can.
at the idea. They began to teach that the physical the congress is typical of the position taken by
It is confidently
If parochial schools are as advantageous for a country as
man faded insensibly into an ethereal, spiritual man, Catholic leaders throughout.
and that this spiritual existence constituted a higher claimed that Catholic scholarship has successfully the R1man Catholic church claims, why hav they done so
undermined the claims of Protestantism, not only little for the province of Que.bec, where the priesthood and
form of life invisible to the physical senses.
d t · 11
tt
t d b M0·· hl r' " S
ignoranCe hav joined hands to degrade a people and debauch
This theory was probably only an improvement on oc rma y, as was a emp e
Y
e S
ym- politics? Race and religious prejudice hold that province in
bolik," nor only historically, as Janssen and his such dark bondage that the enlightened portion of its people
the doctrin of metempsychosis.
It required an indefinable realm somewhere for the school attempt, but also in the practical sphere of see no hope for the future except through annexation to the
sojourn of spirits after the death of the body, with the social problems and public life. The Germania, United States, which has no relish for such a solution of a
VPxatious problem. Judged by what it has done for the
conditions of happiness or misery commensurate with the leading Catholic periodical of Germany, givs the Fn·nch
of Canada, the never-ending struggle of the cnurch
of Rnme to get its hands on the school funds nf this republic
the belief or faith of the individual while inhabiting following summary of this new wisdom. It says :
That which the shameless monk of Wittemberg inaugu- must be regarded as a sinister plot against its education and
" the tenement of clay."
It is a beautiful thought that we are to clasp hands rated three hundred and fifty yeara a~o ia no longer looked . progress.
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R. B. Westbrook, LL.H.

•

It is a bright October morn which finds the secretary wending his way through the Quaker City to
greet the recently elected successor of Colonel Ingersoll Courtlandt Palmer, and S. P. Putnam. Arrived
at his elegant home, a cheery-looking doJDestic shows
me to the parlor, while Mrs. W eat brook makes me
feel at ease with the cordial welcome so characteristic
of the refined and intellectual women of America,
and when to this is added a remarkable degree of
beauty, grace, and fine bearing, you can form a alight
conception of the "first [Liberal] lady in the land."
I learned later that Mrs. Westbrook was a graduate
of the Women's Medical College, but limits her practice to the doctor, whose fine form, as he descends
the stairs, attests her skill in keeping her patient in
·
prime condition.
A hearty hand-shake-a real grip of friendship and
cordiality-betokening earnestness and sincerity, at
once places the new president high in my esteem,
and, as he leads me to the sitting-room, where we
engage in conversation, I am impressed with the following picture of the president of the American Secular Union : Tall, well-proportioned, of distingue
appearance, gray locka covering like a plume a maaaiv, well-posed head affording ample proof why Dr.
Weatb:rook left that "pent up" Presbyterian ministry; his blue-gray eyes keen, kindly, and penetrating, a cleau-ahaven face revealing a firm,
though pleasant, mouth and a chin denoting energy
and decision. In form and feature Dr. W eat brook
betokens mental vigor, physical energy, and great
nervous activity, and while his appearance is that of
the student and scholar, he also possesses the carriage of a l!loldier.
R. B. Westbrook, D.D., LL.D., was born in Pike
county, Pa., in 1820, and his family are noted as
pioneers of freedom, his ancestors having fled from
Holland in 1620 for the sake of religious liberty, and
settled on the manor lands of the patroon Van Rensselaer.
The father of our subject, Col. Jolm Westbrook,
took part in the War of 1812, was distinguished for
his commanding presence, perfect knowledge of military tactics, and daring horsemanship-the latter
being au accomplishment for which his worthy son is
also remarkable, as the privileged visitor to the
Philadelphia Riding Academy will freely admit. Colonel John was in 1833 elected to the Pennsylvania
legislature, when James Buchanan and Thaddeus
Stevena were also members of that body, and in
1840 was sent to Congress as Pike county's first
repreaentativ. Colonel Westbrook became an intimate friend and associate of President Martin Van
Buren, and through his influence with the administration secured the appointment of the first female
postmistress. As a further indication of the far-seeing
characteristics of the Westbrooks was the Pike county
Congressman's championship of an appropriation to
enable Professor Morae to vindicate his telegraphic system at a time when the moat prominent
politicians and statesmen of that day treated the
whole subject with ridicule and contempt. Through
his benevolent disposition, Colonel Westbrook found
it exceedingly hard to refuse appeals for pecuniary
aid when called upon by friends, and through this
means was cheated and deceived by those from whom
better things were expected. From this fact he died
a poor man, but left his children a rich legacy in
mental vigor, high-souled honor, and unquestioned
integrity.
R. B. Westbrook's early educational advantages
were limited to the common district school and the
old Delaware academy, and he was expected to make
himself generally useful about the farm, the barn,
and the wood-pile. He taught a common district
school and " boarded around " before he was seventeen, and soon after taught in the Delaware and Milford academies. lie turned his attention to theology
and was admitted to the New J eraey Conference of
the Methodist Episcopal church. In 1852, he withdrew from that denomination and joined the Presbyterian church, with the full consent and commendation of his former associates. While pastor of the
Presbyterian church of Burlington, N. J., in 1853,
Princeton College conferred on him the degree of
A.M. In 1854 R. B. Westbrook was appointed secretary of the American Sunday-school Union, a post
he held for seven years, and upon his resignation the
bo~rd of managers passed resolutions acknowledging that the work of that institution had "never in
ita whole history been administered with more marked
ability, or with more decided and signal success, than
during the period that Dr. Westbrook has been entrusted with ita executiv control," and they bore

unanimous testimony to the " ability, energy, and
large measure of success which has marked his labors
in the service of the society."
·
When Dr. Westbrook retired from that important
trust he decided that, whatever others might do, he
could not be a successful investigator and advocate
of truth while dependent upon those to whom he
might preach for daily bread, and refused several
calla to important churcheE!. He then entered the
law department of the New York City Uni"~eraity,
and received in due course the degree of ~LL.B.
Pressing ahead of his class he was before graduation
in 1863, admitted. (after a rigid examination of several hours under the judges of the supreme court)
to the New York bar, and in 1869 was admitted as
attorney and counselor in the Supreme Court of the
United States at Washington, D. C., although his
practice was chiefly in the supreme court of New
York.
·
Through the persuasion of friends he was induced
to invest in Pennsylvania coal-lands in the Clearfield
region, and afterward purchased five thousand acres
of coal-land in Cambria county, Pa. To develop
and improve t.beae lands it became necessary to
abandon his law practice, as the work was done under
his personal supervision. Here his Pike county boyhood experience came into play. The " nativs"
were astonished to find an ex-clergyman and lawyer
who knew how to drive oxen, mules, and horses, and
understood all about lumber and saw-mills. Six
years ago he sold th~ae Janda fully developed, an~
retired to his Philadelphia residence to more debgently pursue his studies in ecclesiastical history and
polemical theology. In 1864 Dr. Westbro?k was
suspended by his presbytery for "abandonmg the
ministry and engaging in a secular profession," since
which time he maintained a position of ecclesiastical
independence.
In 1870 Dr. Westbrook published a work on
"Marriage and Divorce;'' in 1882 another on "The
Bible: Whenoe &md What T" and, four years ago, a
third on "Man : Whence and Whither 1" His books,
published by Lippincott, hav been very favorably
noticed by the press generally and extenaivly circulated, and are able defenses of the essential principles
of morality while dissenting from prevalent theological dogmas. The Wagner Free Inatitate of Science
conferred on Dr. West brook the honorary degree of
LL.D., and the noble founder, before his death, insisted on his becoming its treasurer and trustee.
Dr. Westbrook is beat known to the Liberals of
America for his gallant fight, single-handed · and
alone, against the violation of the will of Stephen
Girard by the trustees of the institution bearing his
name, having given a aeries of lectures in the City
Institute of Philadelphia on that topic, paying all
the expenses, and, more recently, published a work
entitled, "Girard's Will and Girard College Theology," which is the clearest exposition of the whole
subject ever given.
That Dr. Westbrook steps out from a high social
position, which his wealth and talents assure him,
to attack this gigantic injustice, is a source of annoyance· and wonderment to his conaervativ associates,
but is the grandest indication that he, in common
with the West brook f&mily, possesses a love for liberty and firmly resists all tyranny. With Dr. Westbrook this whole :fight is purely a matter of conscience, he believing that the daily violation of the
will of the founder of Girard College is not adapted
to promote that for which this noble charity was
founded-" the purest principles of morality."
Possessing executiv experience, splendid ability,
intellectual and physical vigor, Dr. R. B. Westbrook
seems in every particular preeminently adapted to
meet the requirements of the Congress, and, as our
standard-bearer, make a splendid record this year
for Secularization of the state.
E. A. STEVENS

It Makes Men Hypocrits.
From the Worla.

In view of the wide divergence of opinion on the
question of Prohibition and the various shades of
judgment held by honest temperance men who do
not support the extreme notions of anti-liquor fanatica,
the matured opinion of such a man as Colonel Robert
G. Ingersoll is of great interest. He has viewed the
liquor question carefully from all standpoints, and to
a World reporter thus analyzed the perplexing
problem. Colonel Ingersoll ie a " temperance man"
in the just sense of .the phrase, but has no sympathy
with the blatant fanatica who are professional
Prohibitionists. He said :
" It has been decided by many courts in various
states that the traffic in liquor can be regulatedthat it is a police question. It baa been decided by
the courts in Iowa that ita manufacture and sale can
be prohibited, and not only so, ,but that a distillery
or a brewery may be ·declared a nuisance and may
legally be abated, and these decisions hav been upheld
by the Supreme Court of the United States. Consequently, it has been settled by the highest tribunal
that states hav the power either to regulate or to
prohibit the sale of intoxicating liquors, and not only
so, but that states hav the power to destroy breweries

and distilleries without making any compensation to
owners.
"So it has always been considered within the
power of the state to license the s~lling of. int?:x.icating liquors. ·In other words, th1a questiOn 1s one
that the states can decide for themseiya. It is not
and it should not be, in my judgment, a federal question. It is something with which the United States
has nothing to do.. It belongs to the states, and
where a majority of the people are in fav~r of P.rohibition, and pass laws to that. effect, there 1s no~hmg
in the Constitution of the Umted States that mterferea with such action. The remaining question,
then is not a question of power, but a question of
poli~y, and at the threshold of this question is another: Can prohibitory laws be enforced? There
are to-day in Kansas-a Prohibi.tion ~tat~mo~e
saloons, that is to say, more places m wh10h hquor 1a
sold than there are in Georgia, a state without Prohibition legislation. There are more in Nebraska,
according to the population--:-more . in Iowa, accor?ing to the population-than m many of the states m
which there is the old license system. You will find
that the United States has e-ranted more licenses to
wholesale and retail dealers in these Prohibition
states-according to the population-than in many
otheva in which Prohibition has not been adopted.
• " What do you think of the prohibitory movement on general principles?"

"The trouble is that when a few zealous men, intending to reform the world, endeavor to enforce unpopular laws, they are compelled to resort to detectiva-to a system Of espionage. For the purpose of
preventing the sale of liquors somebody has to watch.
Eyes and ears must become acquainted with keyholes. Every neighbor suspects every other. A
man with a bottle or a demijohn is followed. Those
who drink get behind doors, in cellars and garrets.
Hypocrisy becomes substantially universal. Oldfashioned sociability becomes impossible. Hundreds
of people become suddenly affiicted with a variety of
diseases, for the cure of which alcohol in some form
is supposed to be indispensable. Malaria becomes
general, and it is perfectly astonishing how l~;mg a
few pieces of bark will last, and how often the liquor
can be renewed without absorbing the medical qualities of the bark. The state becomes a paradise for
patent medicin-the medicin being poor whisky with
a scientific name. Physicians become popular in proportion that liquor of some kind figures in the prescription. Then in the towns clubs are formed, the
principal object being to establish a saloon, and in
many instances the drug-store becomes a favorit
resort, especially on Sundays.
"There is, however, another aide to this question.
It is this: Nothing in this world is more important
than personal liberty. Many p<wple are in favor of
blotting out the sun to prevent the growth of weeds.
This is the mistake of all prohibitory fanaticism."
"What is true temperance, Colonel Ingersoll ?"

" Men hav used stimulants for many thousand
years, and as much is used to-day in various forma
as in any other period of the world's history. They
are used with more prudencl now than ever before,
for the reason that the average man is more intelligent now than ever before. Intelligence has much
to do with temperance. The barbarian rushes to the
extreme, for the reason that but little, comparativly,
depends on his per,;onal conduct or personal habits.
Now, the struggle for life is so sharp, competition is
so severe, that few men can succeed who carry a useleas burden. The bminesa men of .our country are
compelled to lead temperate lives, otherwise their
credit is gone. Men of wealth, men of intelligence,
do not wish to employ intemperate physicians. They
are not willing to trust their health or their lives
with a physician who is under the influence of liquor.
The same is true with business men in regard to their
legal interests. They insist on having sober attorneys-they want the counsel of a sober man. So in
every department. On the railways it is absolutely
essential that the engineer, that the conductor, the
train despatcher, and every other employee, in whose
hands are the lives of men, should be temperate.
The consequence is that under the law of the survival
of the fittest the intemperate are slowly but surely
going to the wall-they are slowly but surely being
driven out of employments of trust and importance.
No man, if he knows it, will employ an intemperate
coachman, an intemperate butler. As we rise in the
scale of civilization we continually demand better and
better service. We are continually insisting upon
better habits, upon a higher standard of integrity, of
fidelity. These are the causes, in my judgment, that
are working together in the direction of true temperance."
"Do you believe the people can be made to do without a
stimulant?"

"The history of the world shows that all men who
hav advan!Jed one step beyond utter barbarism hav
used some kind of stimulant. Man baa sought for it
in every direction. Every savage loves it. Everything has been tried. Opium has been used by
many hundreds of millions. Hasheeah has filled
countless brains with chaotic dreams, and everywhere
that civilization baa gone the blood of the grape has
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been used. Nothing is ·easier now than to obtain
liquor. In one bushel of corn there .are at least five
gallons-four can be easily extracted. All starch, all
sugar, can be changed almost instantly into alcohol.
Every grain that grows has in it the intoxicating
principle, and, as a matter of fact, nearly all of the
corn, wheat, sugar, and starch that man eats is
changed into alcohol in his stomach. Whether man
can be· compelled to do without a stimulant is a
question"that I am unable to answer. Of one thing
we are certain : He has never yet been compelled to
do without a stimulant. The tendency, I think, of
modern times is toward a milder stimulant than distilled spirits. Whisky and brandies are too strongwine and beer occupy the middle ground. As I hav
often said, wine is a fireside, whisky a conflagration.
"It seems to me that it would be far better if the
Prohibitionists would turn their attention to distilled
spirits. If they were willing to compromise, the
probability is that they would hav public opinion on
their side. If they would say: 'You may hav all
the beer and all the wine and cider you wish, and
you can drink them when and where you desire, but
the sale of distilled spirits shall be prohibited,' it is
possible that this could be carried out in good faith
in many if not in most of the states-possibly in all.
We all know that the effect of wine, even when taken
in excess, is nothing near as disastrous as the effect
of distilled spirits. Why not take the middle
ground ? The wine-drinkers of the old country are
not .drunkards. They hav been drinking wine for
many generations. It is drank by men, women, and
children. It adds to the sociability of the family.
It does not separate the husband from the rest-it
keeps them all together, and in that view is rather a
benefit than an injury. Good wine can be raised
here as cheaply as in any other part of the world.
In nearly every part of our country the grape grows
and good· wine can be made. If our people had a
taste for wine they would lose the taste for stronger
drink, and they would be disgusted with the surroundings of the stronger drink. The same can be
said in favor of beer. As long as the Prohibitionists
make no distinction between wine and whisky, qetween beer and brandy, just so long they will be regarded by most people as fanatics.
"The Prohibitionists cannot expect to make this
question a federal one. .The United States has no
jurisdiction of this subject. Congress can pass no
laws affecting this question that could hav any force
except in such parts of our country as are not within
the jurisdiction of states. It is a question for the
states and not for the federal government. The
Prohibitionists are simply throwing away their votes.
Let us suppose that we had a Prohibition Congress
and a Prohibition president-what steps could be
taken to do away with drinking in the city of New
York ?-what steps could be taken in any state of
this Union ?-what could by any possibility be done?
"A few years ago the Prohibitionists demanded
above all things that the tax be taken from distilled
spirits, claiming at that time that such a tax made
the government a partner in vice. Now, when the
Republican party proposes under certain circumstances to remove that tax. the Prohibitionists denounce the movement as aile in favor of intemperance. We hav also been told that the tax on whisky
should be kept for the reason that it increases the
price, and that an increased price tends to make a
temperate people; that if the tax is taken off the
price will fall and the whole country start on the
downward road to destruction. Is it possible that
human nature stands on such slippery ground 1 Is
it possible that ou1· civilization to-day rests upon the
price of alcohol, and that, should the price be reduced, we would all go down together ~ For one, I.
cannot entertain such a humiliating and disgraceful
view of human nature. I believe that man is destined
to grow greater, grander, and nobler. I believe that
no matter what the cost of al~Johol may be, life will
grow too valuable to be thrown away. Men hold. life
according to its value. Men as a rule only throw
away their lives when they are not worth keeping.
When life becomes worth living it will be carefully
preserved and will be hoarded to the last grain of
sand that falls through the glass of time."
" What is the reason for so much intemperan()e ?" .

"When many people are failures, when they are
distanced in the race, when they fall behind, when
they giv up, when they lose ambition, when they
finally become convinced that they are worthless,
then they are in danger of becoming intemperate,
precisely as they are in danger of becoming dishonest. In other words, having failed in the race of
life on the highway, they endeavor to reach the goal
by going cross-lots, by crawling through the grass.
Disguise this matter as we may, all people are not
successes, all people hav not the brain or the muscle
or the moral stamina necessary to succeed. Some
fall in one way, some in another-some in the net of
strong drink, some in the web of circumstance, and
others in a thousand ways, and the world cannot
grow. better unless the unworthy fail. The law is
the survival of the fittest-that is to say, the destruc~ion of ~he unqt. There:is no scheme of morals1 nQ
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scheme of government, no scheme of charity, that
can reverse this law. If it could be reversed, then
the result would be the survival of the unfittest, the
speedy end of which would be extinction of the
human race."
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astrous to the well-being of man. I do not believe
in the slave virtues, in the monotony of tyranny, in
the respectability produced by force. I admire the
men who hav grown in the atmosphere of liberty,
who hav the pose of. independence, the virtues of
" Temperance men say it is wise in so far as possible to strength, of heroism, and in whose hearts is the magremove temptation from our fellow-men."
nanimity, the tenderness, and the courage born of
" Let us look at this in regard to other matters. victory."
How can we do away with larceny? We cannot
Oil On the 'l'roubled Waters~
remove property. We cannot destroy the money of
Oharrles Watts in Secular Tlw!tght.
the world to keep pe~ple from stealing some of it.
In other words, we cannot afford to make the world
There can be no reasonable doubt as to the success
valueless to prevent larceny. All strength by which of the convention of the American Secular Union
temptation is resisted must come from the inside. just concluded in Pittsburgh. So far as our experiVirtue does not depend upon the obstacles to be ence goes, it was one of the best ever held in the
ov.ercome-virtue depends upon what is inside of the States. There was a large attendance of delegates,
man. A man is not honest because the safe of the men and women, who came with the intention of dObank is perfectly secure. On the honest man the ing real work, and it is pleasing to record that their
condition of the safe has no effect. We will never intentions were fully realized. The official reports
succeed in raising great and splendid people by keep- of what had been done during the past year were
ing them out of temptation. Great people withstand exceedingly cheerful, while the resolves as to the futtemptation. Great people hav· what might be called ure measures were full of promis and bright hopes.
moral muscle, moral force. .They are poised within Hereafter we shall notice in these columns some of
themselvs. They understand their relations to the the conclusions arrived at and point out what appears
world. The best possible foundation for honesty is to us to be their advantage to the Secular cause. At
the intellectual perception that dishonesty can under present we desire to notify our readers that the charno circum&tances be a good investment-that larceny acter of the Congress clearly indicated the progress
is not only wicked, but foolish-not only criminal, of the Freethought movement. The Union now bids
but stupid-that crimes are committed only by fools. fair to resume its former prestige, and if the pro" On every hand there is what is called temptation. gram decided upon by the convention is faithfully
Every man has the opportunity, so called, of doing adhered to the organization will once more be a
wrong. Every man in this country has the oppor- powerful factor in Liberalizing thought on the
tunity of drinking too much, has the opportunity of American continent. Of its avowed enemies we hav
acquiring the opium habit, has the opportunity of ·no fear ; knowing what to expect, we prepare accordtaking morphine every day-in other words, has the ingly. In the work of its real friends we hav every
opportunity of destroying himself. How are they to confidence, and we trust the time is past when sham
be prevented? Most of thein are prevented-at friendship will be made the cover for reprehensible
least in a reasonable degree-and they are prevented depreciation of the efforts of the earnest toilers and
by their intelligence, by their surroundings, by their supporters of the Union.
education, by their objects and aims in life-by the
Some of the speaking was remarkably good. For
people they love, by the people who love them.
instance, the lecture of Dr. Juliet H. Severance on
"No one will deny the evils of intemperance, and "Dangers to American Liberty" was a masterpiece
it is hardly to be wondered at that people who regard of sound reasonjng and argumentativ presentation,
only one side-who think of the impoverished and and Mrs. Mattie A. Freeman dressed in choice and
wretched, of wives and children in want, of desolate brilliant language her valuable thoughts upon the
homes-become the advocates of absolute Prohibition. associations of " Cross and Crown." Our friend J.
At the same time, there is a philosophic side, and the H. Burnham gave practical information upon
question is whether more good cannot be done by ''Organization," and S. P, Putnam once more dilated
nioral influence, by example, by education, by the in a graphic manner upon the glories of "The Amerigradual civilization of our fellow-men, than in any can Republic." We were pleased to see that hard
other possible way. The greatest things are accom- work on the Pacific coast had not impaired our
plished by indirection. In this way the idea of force, poetical co-worker, either physically or mentally. We
of slavery, is avoided. The person influenced does hav never known Mr. Putnam to look more healthy
not feel that he has been trampled upon, does not than he does at present, while as a speaker he has
regard himself as a victim-he feels rather as a pupil, greatly improved in his unique style. Among the
as one who receives a benefit, whose mind has been topics for discussion by the various delegates, were
enlarged, whose life has been enriched-whereas the the following : 1. What are the best means to further
direct way of 'Thou shalt not' produces an antagonism the agitation for taxation of church property~ 2.
-in other words, produces the natural result of 'I How shall we prevent sectarian institutions from
riV
·
.
receiving public funds 1 The speeches were brief
"By removing one temptation you add strength to and to the point and indicated much thought and
others. By depriving a man of one stimulant, as a appropriate information upon the part of the different
rule, you drive him to another, and the other may be speakers. Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., of New York, is a
far worse than the one from which he has been most valuable acquisition where sound ability and
driven. We hav hundreds of laws making certain in tollectual discrimination are required. He evidences
things misdemeanors which are naturally right-as, in his mental work the essence of true greatness,
for instance, the laws against smuggling. Thousands which consists of modesty and adaptability. The
of people, honest in most directions, delight in out- two principal officers elected for the year were Judge
witting the government..,--derive absolute pleasure R. B. Westbrook, of Philadelphia, as president, and
from getting in a few clothes and shawls without the E. A. Stevens, as secretary.
payment of duty. Thousands of people buy things in
Too much praise cannot be given to the Pittsburgh
Europe for which they pay inore than they would for friends for their hard and noble work in making the
the same things in America, and then exercise their arrangements for the convention, and providing for
ingenuity in slipping them through the custom house. the expenses thereof, which amounted to nearly
"A law to hav real force must spring from the $500.
The large hall was beautifully deconature of things, and the justice of this law must be rated and everything done to make one and all
generally perceived, otherwise it will be evaded.
present comfortable. Harry Hoover and Roman
" The temperance people themselvs are playing into Staley were activ throughout and well merited the
the hands of the very party that would refuse to personal thanks given them by the various delegates
count their votes. . Allow the Democrats to remain for their u:r;ttiring energies. We trust that the results
in power, allow the Democrats to be controled by of the convention, upon the whole, will satisfy them
the South, and a large majority in this country might somewhat for their persistent labor, which to tilem,
be in favor of temperance legislation and yet the no doubt, was a "labor of love."
Personally we enjoyed the convention greatly. It
votes would remain uncounted. The party of reform
has a great interest ir: honest elections, and honest afforded us an opportunity of meeting friends from
elections must first be obtained as the foundation of east and west, north and south, and thus becoming
reform. The Prohibitionists can take their choice acquainted with those who take an activ interest in
between these parties.
·.
our movement. The genial Editor of THE TRUTH
"Mr. Fisk knows that he cannot be elected presi- SEEKER was, of course, on hand. E. M. Macdonald
dent-knows that it is impossible ·for him to carry is a gentleman whose society is always pleasant to
any state in the Union. He also knows that in us ; quiet and unassuming, but full of rich common
nearly every state in this Union-probably in all-a sense, and always ready to do what he deems right
majority of the people believe in stimulants. Why to promote the happiness and welfare of all. To
not work with this great and enlightened majority T know him thoroughly is to appreciate his many good
Why rush to your extreme for the purpose not only qualities, which are frequently hidden from the ordinary observer by his great diffidence, or perhaps it
of making yourself useless but hurtful?
"No man in the world is more opposed to intem- should be designated modesty. Mrs. Watts attended
perance than I am. No man in the world feels more the convention and gave a dramatic reading. During
keenly the evils and the agony produced by the our stay in Pittsburgh we were the guests of Mr.
crime of drunkenness. And yet I would not be will- and Mrs. Abel, whose kindness we shall long rememing to sacrifice loi.berty, ·individuality, and the glory ber. Their .one desire was to promote our comfort
and greatness of individual freedom to do away with and increase our pleasure, and they succeeded admirall the evils of intemperance. In other words, I be- ably. The Secularists of Pittsburgh ought to be
lieve that slavery, oppression, ~m.d suppression would proud of having among the~ such an excellent
orowd humanity into a thousand deformities, the family as Mr. and Mrs. Abel and their charming
·
result of whioh would.be a_tl;w~s(Wd tiptes ~or~ <lis daughter~ '\llldoubtedly are~
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J in his infinit wisdom, could ordain such perfection in
The church of Rome fell into many errors, became
matter, how much more is he able to care for and apostate from tlie faith of the true apostolic church,
preserve the mind which he made dominant over all! and in later days has invented doctrine too monstrous
Christ is made to say, "What does it profit a man for the human conscience, as witness the dogma of
Material Exactness and Spiritual Mistakes. though he gains the whole world, yet loses his soul?" the infallibility of the pope, a heresy that give to a
Before admitting the Mosaic cosmogony to be in- and the orthodox church has never been able to single man the power of God in church aff11.irs. The
fallible, let us consider some ·of the problems con- approximate to the real value of one, while the great errors· of the Roman church sprung up because the
nected therewith and see wherein they accord with hobby of their " distracted " efforts is the great Western community of Christians never had the
common sense, coupled with the idea of a supreme concern manifested by the soul's giver and creator. apostolic tradition in the true sense of the word.
intelligence which was and is the author and giver of The throne of the great Jehovah trembles lest some The center of true Christian conscience was with the
all material and spiritual blessings, and whose soul be lost. Destructible immortality t Rubbish t Eastern Catholic church.
Contrast the maker of the material world with the . Behold, the first ecumenical council was held in
attributes are justice, mercy, and love.
Orthodoxy teaches that Jehovah, in the beginning, maker of the spiritual world and the story of the Greece, at Nicea, and there was no pope of Rome.
created and ordained all that we behold or of which creation and subsequent fall of man is pnt to shame. Other .ecumenical councils hav been held in Greece,
we can conceive in perfect order, harmony, and exactPaine has said, "It is better not to believe in the without the presence of popes, but with the holy
ness · that its teoohings are conformr.ble to all that existence of a God than to believe of him unjustly;" ghost, who, we hold, live only in the true orthodox
is co:Uplete and perfect within the comprehension of a saying 80 trite and true that it appeals with great church of our savior and apostles, and who alone
man. And however false this may be outside the force to the candid, sober sense of this generation.
makes decisions on religious questions infallible.
pale of material phenomena, it certainly remains true
But whatever else may be thought worthy of the
Now our true Catholic orthodox church governs by
and inviolate when viewed within the realms of barbaric account of Jehovah, as contained in the four patriarchs east of Jerusalem-Antioch, Alexa.nharlliony and order by which all matter is governed Bible, it assuredly cannot be true that the intellig.en?e dria, Constantinople-and the holy synods of Russta,
and controled.
capable of producing such wonderful harmony wtthm Greece, Athens, Servia, Bulgaria, and Montenegro.
For instance, the action and influence which bodies the realms of matter, could hav created man immor- We hav many orthodox potentates, the emperor of
exercise upon one another in our planetary system- tal and at the same time created an influence to be Russia and kings and dukes. They are all sons of
an order so inexorably correct and exact that the exercised upon him that should be more potent for the orthodox church and obedient to her laws and
astronomer of to-day can foretell the second of time evil than its creator for good-infinit toils and snares customs.
at which an eclipse will occur a thousand or a million prepared for a wayward child.
Different countries and potentates belong to our
years hence; the geologist can giv the date and cirLet this thought pass into night-fit associate for church, with about one hundred million believers, but
cumstances environing the existence of prehistoric other kindred ideas which humanity has outgrown the unity and autarchy in orthodox churches .are per-·
animal life ; the botanist can determin the period of and discarded, and in its place substitute the etern~l feet, ~e~use the po~er to govern rests not wtth man,
by-gone fauna and flora, and the arcbrelogist can truth that man's first and highest duty is to hts ~ho ts smful, but wtth th~ .holy .ghost in the connthrust aside the veil of antiquity, uncertainty, and fellow-man; that our deeds of right and truth are' c!ls, who ther~ ma~es dem.swns, m m~tters of salvaignorance surrounding the primeval· life of rock and the blocks with which we buried our Babels of great- twn, that are mfalhble, as m th~ coun~tls of the aposearth and write the hidden history of the past. The ness and glory, and for the pinched and withered ties. The head of our chu~ch ts. Chn~t; we hav no
seasons come and go with a regularity that is majes- thoughts of deity we will hav the comforting thought pope, no emperor as lawgtver m fatth except the
tic, bringing or taking with them the life and death that we hav made the world better by having lived savior.
.
of vegetation. Our planetary system performs its in it. ·
C. S. GLAsoo.
In that unfortunate affatr, the ap~stasy of the
popish church from the orthodox fatth, the best
orbits while the ceaseless ages roll, never increasing
and most impartial judge is the history of the
or diminishing its volume of matter or adding to or
Greek Against Roman.
shortening the time of its revolutions.
church. That is the true basis for a rightful decis• F'rom t11e San Jl'ranct.•co Jl're.et11ouoht.
Last week we received an inquiry from a 8Ubscriber who ion of the question. If any church keep without
The dawn of time or of history witnessed a no
ilesired to know which was the older, the Roman or the corruption the apostolic fai~h and the constituti~n. of
more perfect system of cooperativ cause and effect Greek
Catholic church. We answered the question accordthan that· with which we are surrounded to-day, and ing to the best light we enjoyed and then referred it to the the seven ecumenical counmls, that church has diVIne
the conclusion is positiv that the ordainer of the bishop of the Greek church in this city, Brother Vladi~ir. ·right to excommunicate all sects and communities if
Tbe following is the reply. It is addressed" To His Honor ·they become apostates from the order of apostolic
material world made no mistakes,
The Mosaic cosmogony, without apology for or Mr. G. E. Macdonald," and says:
institutions.
intimation from whence it came, BP,rings a power into
C. PABUGUOKo, 20 Sepemb, 1888yr.
As long ago as the ninth century the papal comthe arena of time and space, which it evolves into an
DEAR Sm: In answer to your question concerning munity began to rapidly apostatize from the aposto!ic
architect of a universe and all contained therein. We the comparativ antiquity of the Greek and Roman ideal in governing church affairs. Church councils
hav no disposition herein to discuss the merits or churches, I will present the true historical facts as at length lost due power, an~ the p~p.e of Ro~e
demerits of this creativ progeny, except as they opposed to the theological theory of the Roman- became the despotic governor mall spmtual sffau:'s
relate to its sublimest conception-man.
popish priests. Behold:
of the Western Christian communities. Among the
Although not first in the order of creation, man is
1. The first ecumenieal council of the apostles (as good popes there were heretics, anathematized . by
undoubtedly the most central figure of it. It was you may see from the fifteenth chapter of the Acts of ecumenical councils, and sinners in faith and morahty.
upon him that this God lavished the richest treas- the Apostles) was not held in Rome, but in Jeru- The Western church, up to the time of the Reformaures of his wisdom and benevolenee; fashioned him salem.
tion, was the obedient servant of the popes, and comin his own likeness; endowed him with reason; gave
2. The first bishop, successor of Jesus Christ; was mitted errors with them both in faith and morality.
him dominion over all other creatures ; imbued him Jacob of Jerusalem. He was also president of the (1) By order of the pope and Emperor Charles the
with an immortal soul-then scrutinized the work of apostolic council, and his last words upon circumci- Great, in the orthodox creed, filioque (and from the
his genius and pronounced it perfect.
sion and the J ewiRh rites decided the question;. all son) was introduced against ecumenical law, and is
The subsE>quent story of man is too childish to be the apostles and St. _Peter obeyed him.
still recognized by the pope. (2) "Purgatory" was.
repeated. Suffice it to say that out of reason came
3. All of the apostles wrote their gospels and epis- invented by the popes. (3) Indulgences were also
rebellion, out of dominion, subordination, and out of tles in the Greek or Hebrew language. Even the invented. (4). The apostolic institution of the fast
perfection, imperfection.
epistle of St. Paul to the Romans was written in on Friday· was transferred to Saturday. (!l) All
Is such an order as this compatible with the same Greek.
clergymen were prohibited from marrying. (6) The
intelligence that designed and controls the material
4. Three centuries of early Christianity knew no pope became secular sovereign and murderer of the
world! Why should matter be made to assume Latin Bible, all scripture being written in Greek, guilty and innocent alike. (7) The pope approved
indestructibility, and man's soul-the only eternal except a little in Hebrew.
the profligacy of his friends the Jesuits. (8) Invented
thing about him-be destroyed ~ Would or should
5. The apostles, preaching in the Roman empire, the "immaculate conception." (9) The latest dogma
not ·the same immutable laws that preserve matter in spoke in. the Greek language. St. Peter, after depart- of papal infallibility, etc.
·
all its assimilations keep man's soul inviolate'? One ing from the church of Jerusalem, was bishop of the
Such teachings are unknown to the apostolic
of two things must be true; either man is destitute Greek town of Antioch. During seven years after- orthodox church. You may thus see clearly that the
of the soul-organism, or, if possessing it, it cannot be ward he preached and lived much in Egypt, with his. popes and their subservient communities are aposdestroyed. If God endowed him with it, he placed disciple Marcus [Mark !], and both founded theolog~ tates to the ancient Catholic faith.
within him an element of his eternal self, and could ical schools in Alexandria.
Historical facts must teach you that the Eastern
no more destroy it than he could annihilate his own
6. Only at the end of his life was St. Peter dragged orthodox church was the mother of the Western.
being.
to Rome to meet the death of a martyr.
The pope of Rome, proud, overbearing, and wealthy,
If man's immortality be God-given, it must not
7. Neither was St. Paul a bishop of Rome, but, showed to Eastern Christianity the daughter's intenonly be preserved because of its being the highest like St. Peter, near the end of his life he was brought tion to rebel against the law of the mother. In such
element of the creation, but also because it is to Rome for trial and painful death. Church history a case every mother has the right to banish the
correlativ with the existence of the eternal spirit from does not know precisely who, during the first cent- impenitent daughter from her house, but all mankind
whence it sprung. And though Constantine, with ury, founded a Christian Church in Rome. Peter agree that the daughter cannot excommunicate the
the sword of absolute power in one hand and his and Paul found there an organized church, because mother if the latter be in the right before God and
transcribed cross of eredulity in thE> other, might seek many Christians of Palestine fltd from persecuting man. The Romish organization has been excommuto compel mankind to say that his God had the same Jews to the capital of the world, and, preaching the nicated by the orthodox church because it was seen
right to destroy as to create, the inhumanity and in- gospel, founded a church. In that time of fervent that the antichristian spirit was ruling the papal
justice of such action has been combated and con· Christian zeal all Christians were missionaries.
hierarchy. And the true church was not mistaken,
damned by the grand and noble seekers after truth
8. All the twelve . apostles and the disciples of for after excommunication, in the tenth century, and
who hav kept alive the progress of the ages.
Christ founded churches in the East, and Paul, Peter, during many hundred years, the abuses of the popes
Why should inorganic matter be created with such Andrew, and Marcus in the West, but no one of them covered Europe and nearly all parts of the world
elaborate particularity and adaptation to eternal was the founder of a church in Rome. We hav St. with blood and dissension.
imperishability, and the highest element of or~anic Jacob of Jerusalem, St. Peter of Antioch and AlexanIn my missionary work in Japan, and traveling in
matter be doomed to everlasting torture! Does dria, St. John of Ephesus, Sts. Paul, Luke, Timothy, India and different parts, East and West, I myself
this creator care more for matter than mind, more Titu11, and many others, founders of our churches in experienced that domineering and persecuting spirit
for. unconscious dust than animated life? If so, in the East ; and recent orthodox bishops of GrE>ece, of the Roman-popish clergy. For one example: In
a;U candor, let me ask if it would not hav been infioitly Russia, Servia, Turkey, Bulgaria,.Montenegro, Ron- the Island of Ceylon, south of India, I called at a
better had the human race been left entirely outside mania, Egypt, parts of Asia, Japan, and America, are large Portug.uese Jesuit institution, and asked the
the creativ plan. Did you ever contemplate the true and uninterrupted successors of the apostolic privilege of seeing it. The chief of that institution
heartless atrocity of such an order T Can you find in founders of their respectiv churches; but no one in Colombo was very rude in his conversation with
the world of matter a single fact that does not knows from whom the first bishop ,of Rome received me, saying, "You are a rebel against the pope." He
contradict and put it to shame' No. In the consecration. Doubtful tradition says that Clement, berated me much and showed me nothing. I anmaterial world there is not the slightest defect. the second bishop of Rome, was consecrated by the swered him : " History says that the popish church
Cause and effect, force and matter, gravitation and hand of St. Peter. Nobody from the apostles, for a is daughter of the Eastern orthodox church, and a
attraction, motion and inertia, all combine to form a long time, lived at Rome ; and for this reason, the rightful mother cannot be a rebel against her daughharmonious whole, from which not a single factor mere tradition of the Romish church is unworthy the ter, if she banish her for disobedience; but all nations
cau be lost without destruction to all others. If God, name of historical truth.
agree that the unruly daughter is a rel>el agains~ ~er

g[ommnnications.
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mother, and may be punished if she will not make
herself poor in spirit, and penitent."
Eastern patriarchs, in a letter to the pope (1M4)
called him the first protestant against the authority
of divine law as held by the orthodox church and
predicted that popish errors, current at the time
must disappear like the widespread Arianism in th~
fourth century, and that the unchan~eable apostolic
truth of the orthodox church must fill all the world
with joyful unity of faith and morality. There must
be one true church of the Christians, and all col:nmunities at variaDce with her"in dogma and canon of
morality are excommunicated by her, and cannot be
called churches but sects, no matter how large they
are.
You will now understand how the Greek church is
mother of all other churches, and had divine right to
excommunicate disobedient Christians like the pope
and his clergy. I hav the honor to be,
Your obedient servant,
VLADIMIR,
Bishop of Alaska and the Aleutian Islands.

:;~7.
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" Raspberry leaves and suecory root taste just as stopped in front of the house, in reply to a signal
that had been set up.
good and are a great deal wholesomer."
"Tell Uncle Eben," shouted the driver as I got in,
" And sugar !"
"Comes out of my own wood-lot. So does all ou'i- " that the cashier of the Blaineville bank has gone off
fuel."
with all the money. Guess he's in Canada by this
·
I was still asking questions, when we stopped in time."
I heard a shrifk as we drove off. The driver and
front of a house which was sadly in need of paint
and had several windows boarded up. As I jumped passengers moralizad coolly about the folly of putting
out I heard a shrill voice say: " There, ma I That money into bank when it was needed to make the
stove-back father made last night has burnt through famUy comfortable. It was generally agreed that
already. I told you it would. He's got to buy cast· the farm had been very badly managed and was running down rapidly. None of us questioned the corings or do his own cooking.''
" Well, well, Jane !" said another woman. " Guess rectness of Uncle Eben's political principles, howwe can get through somehow with the crane and spit ever; and I am still trying to find out how it happens
that' they are so bad for him and his family, and yet
and brick oven, as grandma did.''
The voices ceased as I entered the parlor and saw so good for him and you arid me and all the. rest of
a rag carpet, a few chairs and tables kept from fall- us as a nation. It really is wonderful to see a system
ing to pieces by strips of unpainted lumber, and two which would ruin any family that tried it make all
pictures in the gaudiest possible colors and clumsiest our families prosperous: Of course the Republicans
possible frames. The pigments, as I afterward hav the right theory; but yet, when it is tried on a
found, had been -given ·to the girls by an aunt w~o scale small enough to ·let its mode of action be
came every summer for a fortnight's visit and brought clearly understood, it certainly does lead to queer
A REPUBLICAN BEFORE THE WAn.
the family their yearly supply of pins, needles, results.
Homespun Farm.
thread, tape, etc. In a corner stood the old clock;
I was talking politics last summer with the keeper and I was taking off the face, when I heard a voice
Our London Letter.
of a country store, when he pointed out a farmer which had not reached my ears before, say: "Oh,
Last week the new Surrey chapel"and schools were
who was coming down the hill with a load of produce, dear! nothing on the table but fried pork, and I can't formally Opened by that distiogUtRhed believer in the
and said: "There's a man who follows out your stay in the room with this thick dress on."
efficacy of .prayer and water, C. H. Spurgeon, and if
theory a great deal farther than you do. Just you
She was promptly hushed, and I was shown into the report of his speech on that occasion is correct,
get acquaint.ed with him and see how it works on the kitchen, where I met the family. The mother's and is a fair sample of his ordinary effusions, I can
Homespun Farm."
life had, apparently, been almost crushed out by the only consider that the members of his congregation
Then, as the farmer drove up, he .said: "You're pressure Of the father's principles j the BOD looked as are very sparsely furnished with brains. He expressed
pretty lnte to-day, Uncle Eben, a~d I don't see how if he had never dared to think for himself; but the his opinion that ranting was a most desirable thing,
I can afford to take any mo.re peas or squashes while two girls, whom I had already heard complaining, and a great deal more of it is required than is now
I've so much on hand, unless you want something were evidently in chronic rebellion. As we sat around current. He can certainly supply a fair amount of
out of the store."
the dining"table, they kept apelogizing for the salt the article himself. In the course of his remarks he
"You know my principles," said Uncle Eben, ~ pork, for the necessity of serving it in the frying-pan, stated that speaking some time ago to a gentleman
tall, gaunt man of about fifty: "Never buy abroad for the total lack of white flour, even to make pastry, who said, "Well, I am not a Christian ; I am what is
what you can make at home, I sa:v; and we're making for the wooden plates, and for the -clumsy knives and called an Agnostic," he replied, " That is Greek, is it
all we want just now. That stuff is fresh enough ttl forks. The elder girl, a snort, black-eyed damsel, not ?" and was told such was the case, whereupon he
keep till to-morrow, and it's fresh enoul?h to carry who looked as if she would never see thirty again, rejoined, " Well, that word in Latin· is 'ignoramus.'"
over to Blaineville, if you won't pay cash."
even dared to say, as the raspberry tea was poured No doubt this was considered a very smart thing to
After a little bargainiJag the storekeeper made an out into rusty tin cups, that she couldn't see why her say, and as he told his hearers that the word "Agnosoffer, which was accepted with evident reluctance. father would not trade off his maple sugar for store tic" did really mean that those who professed Agnos"Look here, U acle Eben," said he, as he counted o~t sugar; pounq to pound, and take the balance in such ticism did not know anything, no doubt they set him
the money, "yop havn't told me yet what made you tea and coffee as would be fit to drink. They cer· down as a marvel of learning. Probably there was
·
so late. Nobody sick, I hope!"
tainly were very undutiful; but their dresses were no one present who knew any different, and so the
"The old clock's stopped again and I ha:vn't the uncomfortably thick for such a room on such a day, silly lie will be retailed ll.s a very telling point against
time to take it to pieces this week."
and the poor girls seemed painfully conscious of the the more enlightened, who are willing to admit their
· "You ought to buy a new clock or a cheap watch." destitution in which they Jived. Their father pre~ ignorance of that of which they know nothing.
"'Gainst my principles, as you ought to know."
tended not to notice what they said, but hurried off
Another equally shining light named Hugh Price
"Well, here's a man that knows all about clocks with Josh as soon as he could, after telling me that Hughes, who has advertised himself pretty freely of
like yours, and I guess he'll fix it so it won't stop the stage from Blaineville would take me back. The late, is in great distress of mind over the educational
again in a hurry."
girls, who I now saw wore moccasins, followed me as question. He is mightily afraid of purely secular
"Can't afford to pay for work as I can do myself I went back to the clock; and the elder said :_ " I education, and pleads that as Atheists are not in the
somehow."
suppose you think we're too hard on father ; but you majority they hav no right to ask such a thin~. As
"There's no need to pay anything," said I. "I don't know how hard it is for us.' You see how we he belongs to a sect which is not in the majority,
don't do it al!l a business. I hav :nothing particular look, and how the house looks, and evel'ything in it. I wonder how he would like his principles applied to
on hand to-day, and I would like nothing better than We never see a new book, nor a magazine, nor even himself! On ihe other hand, he does not want the
to ride out with you and look at your clock. I shall a paper; for father says he can do his own thin kin~, Established church creeds taught, but only the Bible
take nothing for it but the ride and my dinner."
and he won't pay anyone to think for him. Mana to be read every day, though he states in his letter
As we rode up the hill together he complained of and I never go anywhere, pven to church ; for we that the only basis of morals in this country for the
the heat, and as he saw me look at his thick heavy havn't time to make cloaks or bonnets fit to be seen last thousand years has been Christianity. He must
woolen shirt and coat, he said : "Well, homespun is in. It's all we can do to keep ourselvs dressed for be a very poor student of English history, past or
pretty warm on a day like this. But all that wool staying at home, in that horrid homespun. Nobody present, not to see that such is the best argument
was cut off my own sheep and wove by my wife and ever comes to see us, for father has quarreled with all against extendipg the basis any farther. As he can
daughters. We make all the profits there is to be the neighbors. He tells the Democrats that they are muster a fair congregation and not a good salary,
made on our clothes, and that's a great deal better trying to make our people slaves to the British, and probably he looks no farther than that, and considers
than letting 011r employment be taken away from us those Republicans who 'hav turned Prohibitionists, that the morality that ministers to his wants is quite
by nigger-drivers down South and millionaires fu that they are traitors, and the Blaine and Harrison good enough. If a sound basis of morality in its
Rhode Island. 'A home market for home labor,' ReP.ublicans that they hav no business to preach true sense were established, things would not be
that's my principle. You see I've been a protection- what they won't practice. Of course, they tell him quite so flourishing for him.
,.,
It is the morality thus advocated that 'permits such
ist ever since I first read the New York Tribune that he's only making his principles ridiculous, and
forty years ago, and I alway!;! vote the straight Re- his family miserable. To be sure he's making money, a man as Balfour to send a troop of soldiers to evict
publican ticket. We all know that we ought to db but he might make just ~s much and let NB liv as Irish tenants from their miserable holdings and cast
our own manufacturing at home and not let any out- other people do. For instance, if he would let me them into the road, careless of the result, and at the
sider get the job. That's good doctrin for us as a buy what things I want to make up, Maria arid I same time giv a speech at the church congress on
nation, and it's just as good doctrin for us as a family, could keep all the family properly dressed, and take "The Needs of Human Nature and Their Supply in
too. Our clothing is all made in the house, as I said; in work enough to pay for all we bought. Mother Christianity,'' and encourages a Warren to slaughter
our food is all grown on the farm, except salt, and could make more money, sending eggs and butter to naked Africans, deliver lectures on the Holy Land,
that don't cost much. I mend and make the furni- Blaine ville, than weaving cloth. Josh had better db and preside at Christian policemen's prayer-meetings,
ture and woodenware and hardware winters, and my cobbling for the neighbors, and let all our boots and and then set on these same Christian policemen to
boy Josh he makes all our boots and shoes out of our shoes be bought with what he would earn. Father'~ attack defenseless citizens for holding public openown hides. You see I follow the true American sys- wages as a carpenter would more than supply all he air meetings, while he shows his incapacity or disintem: 'Diversify industry and liv independent.' Now makes for us, and then we could hav the things we clination in repressing crime or discovering criminals.
Theoretical Christ.ianity may be a fine theory, but
there's a pair of boots Josh made for me winter before want. The neighbors hav told him again and again
last. Just look at them ! Why, they wear like that he'd better giv up trying to raise his own wool practical Christianity, as it is seen in its daily work
iron!"
and wheat, and go into milk and butter, eggs and and influence, is, as it always has been, one of the
J. D.
"No doubt of that,'' said I. "Do you ever hav poultry. I've tried to make him see it, .but it's no greatest curses that ever befell humanity.
London, Oct. 2, 1888.
use. I've figured it all out to him again and again,
corns?"·
------~~.-------"Well, yes; I hav a few. You ain't a corn- but he always says he don't care for figures and
Sonnet to Satan.
statistics ; all he wants to know about is principles.
doctor!"
Hail, Satan, of the crumpled horns and tail~
I disclaimed the compliment and pondered over The worst of it is that the next election is going to
Not meaning that the tail is crumpled, nothe problem whether any profession would be more be carried according to his principles, so he says, and
The cloven foot they tell of in this vale,
lucrativ if such boots were to come into general use. then all the farmers will hav to put them into wactice.
And frightful mien that rattles Christians so!
Hail, king of sheol, where the "burning lake"
"Yes, sir,'' he resumed, "the only way to wealth is How the women are going to stand it, I don t know.
Throws up its waves of flaming brimstone dread,
for us to export just as much as we can and import Oh! I only wish I was a man! Wouldn't I go on
Where all "damned sotils," in awful pain and ache,
as little. We must keep the balance of trade in our the stump, and let people know how such principles
Are tossed about and toasted very red I
favor, say all our statesmen. Now I rur;. my farm on work? And I do really wish you'd put something
Ah, Satan, I don't think you're half so black
As pious parsons paint and try to prove;
just that plan-sell all I can get to market and buy about it in ·some New York paper. · It would never
Barring that job on Job, I fail to track
nothing I can raise or do without. That givs me a reach our neighbors, and they know all about us
To thee one act of cussedness, by Jove I
already. If every voter knew what lnischief father's
surplus of my own in the Blaineville bank.'' ·
While Jahveh's record, starting with the flood,
prineiples are doing, I am sure they would get voted
"Do you raise your own wheat?"
Is one wild course of savagery and blood I 81 SLoKUM.
"Generally ; though it looks this year as if we down so badly that he would hav to giv them up!'
T1IB TRUTH SKBKEB CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethought,
While she ran on I :finished repairing the clock,
might hav to get along on rye and lnlliaq/'
!'Dd had set it once more jp motjop wpep the stage Refonn 1 and ~ieJJ.ti1lc ~ooks will be ~ailed fre~~
"J!ow abou~ tea and coffee!''
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American subject. He is a man without a country.
In his previous application he was not asked to affirm,
.1md he was not aware that an affirmation was permitted. He has proof of his residence in the country to meet the legal requirements, he has complied
with all the conditions, and asks to be made a citizen.
Judge Wilson inquired of Stem, "Hav you conscientious scruples against swearing 1" Stem replied,
No. He was ready to comply with all the forms of
law. The judge refused to accept him, holding that
an Infidel cannot "swear." Mr. Stevens asked the
judge to point out the law-supporting such ruling,
and Judge Wilson said it was a practice of the courts.
No Infidel, therefore, need apply to Pennsylvania's
courts for citizenship, even though he be willing to
go through the senseless mummery of taking an
oath.
Knowledge of the other case. comes through the
High School Record, of Troy, N. Y., in this paragraph:

''We thought once that Troy was free from religiously
inclined idiots of the Boonton, N. J., stamp; but the fact
00 that Judge Fursman, of this city, according to the Evening
Standard of July 20th, would not naturalize a man because
00 he differed with him in his religious views, proves that we
iO were mistaken. And this is a free country I"
00

If there is a Secular Union in Troy, or any man of

00 intelligence who loves liberty and equal rights, this

case will be investigated. In this city, a year or so
ago, a man was refused his papers by the clerk of the
court because he was an Infidel, but the iiisfranchisment created such a stir that the papers had to be
issued. There is positivly no law in this state to
uphold the Christian authorities, and a little eft'ort
will force the Troy judge to eat his words.
Here we hav two instances of a church and state
union, and though both are without law to support
them; they are facts which should arouse the people
to a realizing sense of the insecuri~ of their rights.
When citizenship can be withheld merely because a
man is not in accord with the religious belief of a
judge, we certainly are under religious domination to
an extent unbearably alarming. Right in Carpenter's
Hall, where was signed the Declaration of Independence affirming that all men are created equal, now
sits a judge who tramples upon that instrument, and
declares that only Christians were meant. Possibly
Judge Wilson would hav naturalized Thomas Paine,
bU:t he certainly would hav excluded Thomas Jefferson from the rights of citizenship in the republic he
helped to found. The United States is a Christian
but not yet a civilized country.

A. Christian Country in Fact.
We are just now hearing a good deal of spreadeagle oratory from the campaign speakers of both
and all parties about this being a great and glorious
and free country-a country of equal rights, of unrestricted liberty, where one man is as good as another, and no better, and all are sovereigns. We are
told that our government is our servant, that our
officials and judges are our employees, put in place
to fulfill the will of the people, and bound, therefore,
by our constitutions and laws.
It is all a lie! The United States is under the
thumb of the Christian church.
About this time, just before the election of state
and national officers, a great many newly-qualified
men are preparing to exercise the privilege of an
"American sovereign," and to that eiid those of
European birth must take out naturalization papers.
In two instances that hav come to our knowledge,
though in one we hav not learned the details, these
papers hav been refused because the applicant is an
Atheist.
The first case is that of Moses Stel'l!, of Philadelphia. Two or three weeks ago, the Associated Press
Another Church Lie.
related that Mr. Stem had applied to the Court of
In the Presbyterian· of September 15th appears a
Common Pleas of Philadelphia for his final papers, communication from a fellow signing "Lake George,"
having taken out the first in due time, and in regular headed, "Mr. Ingersoll on Exhibition." It purports
shape. He was asked by the court to state his re- to be an account of Colonel Ingersoll declining to be
ligion, and he answered that he had none. There- introduced to a " distinguished clergyman," at a sumupon the judge said that he should refuse the papers, mer resort, and charges Colonel Ingersoll with using
as "there are Infidels enough in the country now/' 8 variety of bad language. The story is going the
These facts were brought to the attention of the rounds of the religious press, and no doubt many
secretary of the American Secular Union when he ignorant Christians will believe it.
came East 'after the Pittsburgh Congress, and on his
The story is, however, a church lie. The only·
return West Mr. Stevens stopped at Philadelphia to truthful thing in it is that Colonel Ingersoll did deinquire into the matter. The constitution of Penn- cline to permit Joe Cook (the "distinguished clergysylvania declares that "no human authority can, in man") to be presented to him. The rest of the yarn
any case whatever, control or interfere with the is a romance by the correspondent, inspired, perhaps,
rights of conscience," and with this declaration before by Cook himself. The correct version of the incident
him it was not seen how Philadelphia's judge could is that Cook had been trying to meet Colonel Ingerrafuse a man citizenship because of his lack of relig- soli, and succeeded at la~t in getting some one to
ious belief.
offer to introduce him. When the two approached
Moses Stern was found by Mr. Stevens Sunday Colonel Ingersoll, the latter said that he did not denight, the 14th, listening to Charles Watts. Mr. sire to know Mr. Cook. Thereupon Joseph bellowed
Stem is a Russian Jew by birth, and an Infidel by out that as Colonel Ing~rsoll had been so badly devirtue of intellect. Mr. Stevens presented the facts feated by Mr. Gladstone, he probably felt sore toward
in Stem's case to a Philadelphia lawyer, himself an the Christians. The colonel stopped long enough
Infidel, and was at once told that nothing could be to say that that was not the reason, but that he dedone. Not only, said this lawyer, is an Atheist dis- clined to know Mr. Cook because tha.t individual was
franchised in Pennsylvania, but no Atheist can legally a liar, and then walked away, leaving the "distinfollow the professions of law or medicin, or hold guished clergyman" very much embarrassed. One
official position. This was a statement of such an witness of the meeting reports that the colonel
outrageous nature that the Union's secretary could added, "and a coward." That is all there was to the
scarcely credit it, and he took Stern once more to the incident. Neither party uttered an oath, and no
Court of Common Pleas, and stated his case to the further conversation ensued. The "very flood of
udge. Here is a man, he said, who has his first blasphemy," the "oaths that frightened ladies to fly
papers. He has taken up government land in the out of the porch" the "demoniac rage," the "proWest, he is practically a citizen, but should he wish fanity that gushed forth as if perdition had broken
to go to any country whe~e passport~ .are require~, ·its flood gates," existed only in the mind.of the lying
of what country can he cla1m t~ be a c.1tizen T In ~IS religious correspondent.
first papers he has renounced h1s alleg~ance to Russ1a,
When the Christians dannot report a simple inciand now Pe1111sylvani~ will not let him become an dent like this without the grossest lying, what hope

is there for anyone to know what really has occarred
in the world when ther~ were none but Christians to
record it!

It Does Indeed Add to the Seriousness of the

Issue.
Again has THE TRUTH SEEKER made the Galveston
News pious, and the church ought to vote us a large
reward. This time we did it with the figures of the
Chicago tax exemption of church property, and the
News at once finds in the wickedness which would
tax these edifices a problem difficult of solution by
the Henry George folks.· "Are the single tax
reformers," it asks, "prepared to tax church property!"
and it continues:
" If they exempt church property in land values the exemption will be worth more and will be felt as a greater
burden, and will be a dreadful stimulus to the increase of
ecclesiastical landowning apart from the ·exact needs of
churches for sites, from which the state with exceptional
respect for natural right has thus far kept its taxing hands.
If the single-tax people do not exempt church property they
may expect to find an issue of some practical importance in
front of them, and Dr. McGlynn may be able to advise his
associates whether the stringent action of his church in his
case did not hav something to show of prevision on the part
of a sagacious pontiff and vigilant cardinals regarding the
raising of such an issue. People do not much consider the
amount of the untaxed church property, but a list recently compiled for the New York TRUTH SEEKER from the
records, giving lot and block, shows an aggregate value of
$3,504,000 in the west division of Chicagcf. It is, of course,
a list of improved as well as unimproved property. But it
is enough to indicate the magnitude of the practical question
which would come up under an exclusiv land value tax
system."

The single tax reformers can fight their own battles
in defense of their system of political economy, but
we can assure the News that they would tax the
churches. Both Henry George and Dr. McGlynn
ha~ so publicly stated, and the latter has further
written that he is in favor of all of the Nine Demands
of Liberalism. Indeed, the very core of the new
theory of taxation is to so tax land values that land
shall not be kept idl& or held for speculativ purpOSefi!.
Church land is the idlest of all ecclesiastical
property. It is used but one-seventh of the time,
and for no useful purpose then. Untaxed, it is held
for speculation, and there are many churches in the
country, and especially in this city, built by the money
obtained from the sale of land acquired when it could
be had for a song, but which has since advanced in
pric_e hundreds of dollars per foot. This shows that
under any system of taxation the exemption of church
property is a huge injustice. The growth of the
community has built these churches, which hav never
returned one dollar to pay the expense of protecting
them.
Whether taxes are levied on land values, or on the
value of improvements on land, church exemption is
unfair, unjust, and un-American. And the objection
of the News to the new scheme, that it would necessarily hav to tax churches, is in our opinion the
strongest point in its favor.

One More Instance.
Marlboro, Mass:, is having the experience with the
Roman Catholic church which all towns will hav
sooner or later where the Catholics are sufficiently
numerous. Marlboro is an old town, and, for two
hundred years, was typically American. A generation ago shoemaking was introduced, the shoe shop
brought an influx of cheap foreig~ labor, mostly
French and Irish. Catholic, and now two-thirds of
the population is under the control of the priests.
A few months ago Stillman Pratt was publishing
in his paper a French column, the editor of which
said things o:ft'ensiv to the French priest, and the
paper was anatpematized and boycotted from the
altar. Mr. Pratt bas lived for thirty years in the
town, and during this time he has " studiously refrained from antagonizing the Catholic church," and
has had "none but the kindest feelings toward his
brethren of the Catholic faith." Now his charity has
tuJ;Ded to gall, and his forbearance to a desire for
vengeance. Such is the force of touching a man's
pocket.
But there is a wider significance to this fight
between the Protestants and Catholics, precipitated
by the boycott on Mr. Pratt. Since the Baltimore
council the French priests hav built in Marlboro a
large parochial school, and hav compelled all the
French Catholics to withdraw their children from
the public schools. The Irish priests are to follow
suit. And for years the town . governme~t ~n<l the
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school board ·hav both been in the hands of the
church, to do with as she pleased. The Americans
hav been asleep, the merchants not daring to protest,
and the newspapers keeping quiet for fear of losing
patronage. But at last the fight is on, .and the timeserving obsequiousness of the people will shield them
no longer. Unless they are content to let the priests
control their papers as well as their town government and schools, they must stand up and vote and
work against. the church.
Perhaps a few hundred cases like this will awaken
the I>eople of this country to the danger of longer
contributing to the support of Romanism. Tax all
ecclesiastical property and schools, refuse to giv a
penny to any religious institution, and Rome will be
shorn- of two-thirds of her power. Continue the
present policy, and Rome may rule this country
within fifty years-aye, within the next generation.

~a:?'.

The speaker was a prohibitionist of the Christian
variety, and he made the usual arguments for his
cause. In the discussion which followed, a remark
was made which may well set the Infidel prohibitionists to thinking. Dr. Lambert bas been for years
one of the strongest advocates of legislation against
liquor in New York. In season and out of season
be bas denounced alcohol, thundered against its use
in beverages, and declaimed against the people who
sell it. Of course be agreed with the lecturer, and
was, in fact, selected to reply to the opponents of prohibition. Stating his political position, be said in
substance : " I shall vote the Prohibition ticket, and
I am not throwing away my vote, because I shall
count as one opposed to the liquor traffic, and that
satisfies me. But if I thought ehe Prohibition
party would win, I should vote against it. It is altogether too pious. Too much God and religion,
too much Sunday and Bible, in the party for me to
desire it to win."
We recommend these words to the consideration
of those Liberals who do not stop to reflect upon
the result of the success of the Prohibitionists standing on their present God-in-tbe-Constitution platform. The Woman's Christian Temperance Union
is the biggest religious political party in the country,
and though its members bav now no votes, their influence is vast, and the years are probably not many
before they will be at the polls voting for Jesus and
their favorit· minister.
Another thing these women bav tacked on to their
beneficent reform movement, and that is a committee
on "the suppression of impure literature." This is
the chaste expression for obscenity. One would
think that ladies who can stand the impurity of the
Bible might well leave the suppression of dirtier
works to Comstock, the self-appointed moral scavenger of the country. Just what the ladies mean by
impure literature we do not know autboritativly, but
one acquainted with their usual standards-leaving
out, for the present, the Bible-can easily guess that
any argument opposed to their work or to their religion
would be stamped upon with all the combined force
of their dainty feet, and execrated with all the _volume of their soft voices. We can admire the enthusiasm of these women and applaud whatever good
work they may do, but it occurs to us that if they
once get into power the lot of the heretical mortal
will be bard indeed, and the paths of the male half
of creation exceedingly narrow and stony.
The success of the Woman's Christian Temperance
Union party of Prohibition means the success of the
ministers and a theocratic government. What that
is we bav only to study the history of this country to
know too well.

Two Letters.
The Young Men's Christian Association of Buffalo
was recently to celebrate its thirty-sixth anniversary,
and its president wrote to both candidates for the
presidency askibg their views with regard to the
work of such associations. Mr. Cleveland gushingly
wrote:
"DeM Sir: I gladly comply withyour request, and tender
the expression of my appreciation of the beneficent mission
of the Young Men's Christian Association so rapidly multiplying throughout our land. We are a busy nation. The
impetuous rush and enterprise of our people to a casual observer would seem to yield no place to the consideration and
fostering of the influences which radiate from these institutions, but to those who know how well our daily life is
grounded upon Christian principles it is a matter of no surprise that Young Men's Christian Associations challenge our
attention and care. It seems to me that nothing is more essential to our continued welfare and prosperity as a people
~han the preservation of our faith in the usefulness of such
organizations. Yours very truly, GRoVER CLEVELAND.''
Mr. Harrison reluctantly said :
"My DeM Sir : Your letter of September 8th has been received, and I think I should adhere to my former determination. If there were any occasion for an expression upon the
subject it would be cheerfully and heartily given, but to
make an occasion does not seem to me to be appropriate.
The organization is too well known to need any such support or advertisment. Such a letter would appear to be
· rather in aid of myself than of the organization, and I hav
too much respect for it to seem to use it in that way.
"Very truly yours,
BENJAMIN HARRISON.''
The joke is that the first letter was written by a
gentleman who is practically an Infidel, and the sec·
ond by a gentleman who is practical and practicing Presbyterian. When Mr. Cleveland was governor of this . state-and presumably now-he used
to talk in private strongly against Christianity. Mr.
Harrison has always been an activ Christian worker.
--------~~------Politics compels people to do things which appear
It Was and It Wasn't.
strange when viewed through the spectacles of prinThere are usually two sides to a. dispute, a.nd the
ciple. Mr. Cleveland cate11 to the churches; Mr.
following is no £~xception :
Harrison doesn't want religion in his politics! Verily,
"FALL RIVER, Sept. 28, 1888.
verily, vote-getting is an abstruse science.
" To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I write to
you concerning an argument I hav had about the original
The "W. C. T. U." Convention.
states. I base my claim on an article I read. in TrrE TRuTH
The Woman's Christian Temperance lfnion held SEEKER entitled, 'The Meanness and Hypocrisy of Philadelphia.' After reading your article I stated that Rhode lsiits fifteenth a.nnua.l convention in this city last week. and was not one of the original states 1n the formation of
Frances Willard presided, a.nd a. good many other this government. The opposition claims that Rhode Island
notable females took part in the program.
was one of the original states, because it was allowed to
The part of the Union's work which givs it interest come in by adopting the Constitution. My claim is that
a.nd significance to Liberals is the fact that the women there were only eleven original states, and all others, whether
they were admitted by act of Congress, or by adopting the
want to vote simply to put down rum a.nd put up Constitution, were not original states. As Rhode Island did
Jesus Christ in the legislation of the country. No not take any act or part in the first election of a president,
one will ha.v a.ny objection to the first sentiment, but I don't think it could be an original state. We finally left
a. good many will strongly object to the latter. the discussion to some of the prominent lawyers of this
Frances Willard herself, the leader by strength of place, but they gave it up. We then left it to the New York
character, a.nd president by election, does not want Sun, and it evaded the question by saying that, of the
thirteen states, Rhode Island was one. We now appeal to
the ballot for a.ny other purpose, being too good a. you for your decision, which will be final. I hope you will
Christian to believe that woman ha.s the same rights answer as soon as possible, and oblige
·
a.s a. ma.n. The delegates a.t this convention repre"A CoNSTANT READER oF THE TRUTH SEEKER.''
sented about two hundred thousand members of the
Rhode Island was one of the original colonies, asUnion, which constitutes a force of no mean power. tablished in this order : Virginia, 1606 ; Plymouth,
The Union has a board of evangeHstic work, and the 1620; Massachusetts, 1628; New Hampshire, 1629;
chairwoman of that board started this convention Maryland, 1632; Connecticut, 1635; Rhode Island,
going by leading in prayer. Then" Nearer, My God, 1636; New York, 1662; North and South Carolina,
to Thee" was sung; another prayer offered, after 1663; New Jersey, 1664; Pennsylvania, 1681; Delawhich the singers rendered "All Hail the Power of ware, 1682. In 1692 the colony of Plymouth was
Jesus' Name," then reading from the Bible, and united to that of Massachusetts, and in 1732 the last
more prayers and singing of religious songs. Then of the original colonies, Georgia, was established.
the Prohibition party was indorsed.
After the Revolution Articles of Confederation
The same evening that these women held their were adopted (1781) and in 1787 Congress called
first public session, the Manhattan Liberal Club con- upon the states to send delegates to a convention at
vened as usual, and as it happened, the lecture of the Philadelphia for the purpose of revising these Arti{lvening waE! 9n ~rohibit~OJ1 of th~ li~uor traffic, cl~;~Q. Th~ QQnventio~ f;lql;l.r;nitted QIU' Qonf;ltitution,
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which is essentially different from the Articles, and
this Constitution was almost at once ratified by nine
states, which number insured its adoption. George
Washington was elected president in 1788, took the
oath of office in 1789, but Rhode Island bad no part
in his election, not coming into the new Union till
May 29, 1790. But as one of the original state governments to which the Constitution was submitted,
she is entitled to the place historians unanimously
accord her among the thirteen. She was very activ
in the Revolution, and in some parLiculars ahead of
Massachusetts in showing independence of Great
Britain. As we look at it, the "original" states were
those in existence prior to the adoption of the Constitution, and Rhode Island certainly meets this requirement. New York did not adopt this instrument
for several months, and Rhode Island's delay of a
few more months did not impair her standing in the
Union.

A. Thanksgiving Service.
The Youngstown, 0., ~ elegram reports the bold- ,
ing of a thanksgiving service at that place in one of
the churches by the survivors of a railroad collision
in which a great many were killed or wounded. The
meeting was opened with the Lord's Prayer and the
hymn, "Nearer, My God, to Thee."
The Rev. Mr. Anderson, who conducted the service, " showed that be realized bow close the call bad
been, and how miraculously the lives of the survivors
bad been saved." He " did not believe that the Lord
planned the wreck, but be permitted it. The Lord,
in his own omnipotent knowledge and his own beneficent reasons, permitted it, perhaps as a warning or
punishment to those whose selfishness bad caused it.
He drew from the horrors of the calamity the lesson
of the nearness of death to life, and urged the necessity of always being prepared to meet death, no matter in what form or at what time it might come. The
wreck bad brought the survivors nearer to God, bad
closened the eternal bond between the children and
the father."
We are now waiting for a report of the meeting at
which the wounded and the friends of the killed
thanked God for the occurrence.
Meaning Business.
The following letter explains itsillf:
''Oct. 20, 1888.
"To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I will be
one of not less than ten to contribute $100 each toward a
fund for testing the question as to whether the provisions
of the will of the late Stephen Girard are, or are not, being
carried out.
" It seems to me that there are not only ten, but many
times that number of persons in this country who could and
would contribute that amount toward arresting the further
perversion of those provisions, and the making of that institution, as it now is, a nursery for the church, against the
well-known and clearly expressed wishes of the benevolent
fQunder of that college.
AGNOSTrous."
Although the writer of the foregoing desires to
remain unknown to the public, we can personally
testify to his responsibility. There ought to be nine
other wealthy Freethinkers in this country who will
do as much as be, and a thousand dollars will start
the movement to convert the Christians of Pennsylvania to the gospel of honesty.
Lectures and Meetings.
W. F. JAMIESON's address is Monte Vista, Colorado. He
will lecture anywhere he is called.
PRoF. W. S. BELL, of Chicago, is now arranging for lectures in Kansas and Texas in .November, after the election is
over.
Mu. CHART.ES WATTS has arranged for a month's Sunday
lecture course each in Salt Lake City and Denver, during
January and February of 1889. Going and returning, and
on week-day nights during those months, he is at liberty to
fill engagements in other places, and is desirous of securing
them. People living between Denver and Toronto will do
well to secure him either on his outward or return journey.
Liberals in Utah and Colorado can engage him for week-day
evenings. Address him at 282 Sumach street, Toronto, Out.
MR. S. P. PuTNAM is on his way to his home in San Francisco, lecturing as he goes, and has appointments as follows:
Wahoo, Neb ......... Oct. 23-25 Davenport,. W. T.Nov.17-19
Denver, Col.. ....... "
28 Sprague, W. T ..... " 20.21
Ogden, Utah ......... " 30, 31 Pasco, W. T........ " 22, 23
M'nt'n Home, Ida.Nov.
2 Portland, Ore ....... " 25,26
Boise City, Ida ...... "
3, 4 Vancouver, W. T. " 27,28
Emmetts Ida....... "
5, 6 No. Yamhill, Ore ... " 29,30
Pendleto~, Ore ..... "
8. 9 Scappoose, Ore .... Dec.
2
Walla Walla, W. T. " 10,11 Snohomish, W. T. "
8-10
SpokaneF'ls, W. T. " 14--16 Silverton, Ore ....... " 15,16
Parties desiring his presence in their towns should address
him as above.
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Jtlltrs pro11( Jlritnds.
RRD OAK, Mo., Sept. 23, 288.
MB. EDITOR: We hav just had three lectures by J. E.
Remsburg..Mr. Remsburg is a fine speaker. He gave .better
18tisfaction among the Christians than Mr. Reynolds did last
winter. He was not quite so rough on them, but I tell you
he gave them some stinging facts in "False Claims" and
"Bible Morals." And also, in "Sabbath Breaking" he just
knocked Sunday clear out of socket.
We organized a League and elected Dr. Taylor, of Phelps,
Mo., for chairman. We also elected a secretary and treasurer but I do not remember their names just now. We hav
not ~ailed a meeting yet, but I think we can start in with
about fifteen or twenty members. We are going to hav Mr.
Remsburg or some other lecturers here this winter. We
will hav a meeting before long and organize solid for business.
S. P ..WooD.
CARIBou, ME., Aug. 16. 288.
MR. EDITOR: After an absence of some four months, I now
beg the privilege of returning to the TRUTH SERKRR family
to take my proper place in the old chimney corner, and also
resume my place around the TRUTH SERKRR table, which is
always well supplied with good, hearty, and substantial
intellectual food. If I had not borrowed it from time to
time ot my neighbor W. T. Ashby, I should hav been by this
time almost intellectually starved. But as I hav managed it,
I am not yet very l!ungry, nor shall I be before I get it, if you
mail it to me at once. Please date it back to August 4th, as
I want that copy containing Mr. Palmer's picture. I want
to read Mr. Peck's "God and the Bible," too. I can't let
such literature as that paes unnoticed. We are taking four
papers, but would rather bav THE TRUTH SER.KER than the
whole of them. That stands preeminent with me above any
other one paper. It is hard dragging to do without it.
With wishes for your prosperity,
H. H. GILMAN.
GRAND RAPIDs, MIOH., Sept. 29, 1888.
M:rt". EDITOR : I think we should not truet either the Democrat or Republican parties with the interests of this republic again, as they hav held the reins of this government long
enough, and hav both shown themselvs inimical to its true
interests. I say to the people, let us-nominate a man that is
true and will run this government according to the Constitution of the United States. Let us call a party of every shade
of opinion and try and nominate the very best we hav in this
country-one entirely unconnected with the government at
present would be best-any good man except R. G. Ingersoll. Call this new party the Constitutional party, as this
will be something we hav not heard for a long time, and
110mething that our much beloved country is dying for. If
you should know any one of the different party candidates
that will answer the purpose herein stated, please make it
known through your valuable and broad-circulati~g paper
Tm: TRUTH SEEKER.
A TRUE RRPUBLIOAN.
CREAMERY, MoNT., Oct. 3, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Some weeks ago, in a 11 Letter from Friends," I
c. ticed a verse of a hymu which ran something as follows :
What joy will fill the ransomed souls
When they in glory dwell,
To see the sinner as he rolls
In quenchless flames of bell I

The writer claimed the h:'J mn in question was written by
Dr. Watts. We were making hay at the time, an::l, having a
very devout Presbyterian working for me, I read the verse
to him. We hav had many discussiOD3 on religion, and he
always kept his temper, but here was the last feather. It
afforded us some fun. Although a very strait-laced old fellow, he immediately began betting away up into the thousands that I could not produce that hymn, or anything like
it, "for," said he," it is altogether foreign to their teaching."
It was a" parody, scandal, a lie," and all that. Now, I wish
to ask you to help me to produce this hymn, or any other
akin to it. I promised him that he bad not heard the last
of it.
Yours respectfully,
F. LATUS.
EAu CLAIRE, Wis., Oct. 6, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been reading in your paper the words
of Don Piatt about Anthony Comstock, and find them, as
Hamlet would say, "Slander, sir I" If I were to tell you
that I was once called a dude, I feel confident that. you
would intuitivly perceive this to be a slander. I was called
a dude because I believed jn "British free trade." Don
Piatt calls the sainted Anthony an Anarchist, for no apparent reason whatever. This is a worse slander on the sainted
AnthonY than the other was on me. Don Piatt, proceeding
to specify the crimes of the sainted Anthony, puts at the
head of them that he seeks the aid of law. Is it usual for
Anarchists to seek the aid of law? Now, this is not an incidental remark of Mr. Piatt's, but runs through the whole
of his complaint against St. Anthony and his disciples.
His "feeling for them would be one of mingled disgust and
pity, but for the mischief and irritation they cause through
the control of the law-making power." I never heard anyone say before that Anarchists hav, or could possibly hav,
the CQntrol of the law-making power. "St. Anthony's first
achieTement was getting a law through Congress." Who
ever heard of an Anarchist wishing any law to go through
Congress, unless it was a law to repeal a law? "The pernicious author of the measure was given an office." How
very like an Anarchist I " Neither the czar of Russia, nor
the Iron Duke of Germany, dare attempt what this man Comstock has accomplished in the United States." Then the two
most despotic rulers Mr. Piatt could think of are more like
.Anarchists than this man Comstock. In another place Mr.
Platt mentions t~e sl!irt of Nemesis. ~a~ willing to ~ttrilJ-

18~8.

for such favors as they see fit to giv without any compulsion
on their part. And to know how grudgingly they part with
any of the advantages of the protectiv system you need only
call in your experience, which tells you it becomes necessary
for the laborers to organize for their own protection against
the very class. that is protected in order to prevent themselvs
from becoming their serfs and slaves. The cry used t!) be,
Protect our manufacturer and build up home industry, which
at the present day would not catch a single labor vote, so the
cry is, Protect the laborer. Is it not clearly to be seen that
it is a bait thrown out to catch suckers? The capitalists
vote for their interest ; the common people vote according
to their prejudices or preconceived opinions. If the laborer
got the full benefit of protection, which is an average of
forty-seven per cent, it would be different. Generally speaking, it takes all their income to keep them. We fail to see
There's a. heart which beats for all below,
where protection is even a benefit, then, because if they pay
The weak and the wronged to defend ;
And ih strikes as soon for a trampled foe ·
a tax of the above sum on everything they buy, it is simply
As it does for a. sonl-bou:ad friend.
taking it out of cine pocket and putting it in the other, and
Never shall St. Anthony be called an Anarchist while I can therefore is nothing more than a delusion and a Bn\Jore.
plead his cause. Please giv my vindication of him room.
JonN W. ABBOTT.
c. L. JAMES.
HuDsoN, N.Y., Oct. 13, 1888.
CoALING, ALA., Sept. 25, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: The Pittsburgh press notices of 'the recent
MR. EDITOR: It may be some benefit to you to know how annual Congress of the American Secular Union hav brought
Freethought is doing here, and what I am doing to dissem- forth- a storm of 11 righteous indignation" from Liberals
minate it. I hav hunted up everyone that has a tendency everywhere.
that way, and given such reading as I hav. I hav received
The privilege of a newspaper to register public opinion or
a great many papers from Liberals, which I distribute over editorial prejudice is an inalienable right, but misrepresentathis county and the adjoining ones. I am pretty sure to tion of facts and falsifying of statements is an insult and an
send you a good list of subscribers this fall and winter.· I injury to the public. " Thou shalt not bear false witness
hav gone into this with all the vim I am capable of. There against thy neighbor," is evidently not included in 'the
are seven churches in a radius of four miles, and I liv in the ethics of the "Christian" morality which endeavored to find
country, too. It is unpopular to advocate Infidelity, yet I legal suppression for our " exercise of the right of free
am making some progress. There is one church within half speech" after misrepresenting our usage of it. We "exera mile of me. I think I hav about neutralized it. I keep a cise the right of free speech" in exorcising falsehood, and
reward of $100 for any Christian that will let a snake of my the principles of Liberalism do not license lies either ancient
choosing bite him without his being hurt by it. I will or modern. However, the Pittsburgh public and the Pittsgiv you a list of Infidels and those leaning that way. I burgh press are under the jurisdiction of an ultra-fanatical
think I ought to hav lots of cheap, terse tracts, like " Come "Law and,Order" Society who hav interfered with personal
to Jesus," and Bennett's "Prayer to the Devil." I love all privilege to such an extent that it il:! a dangerous misdeLiberals, and the Macdonalds and J. D. Shaw most, Heston meanor (on local authority) to drink milk on Sunday in that
alongside.
afilicted town, and whose objections to the "feast of reaI wish you would insert a notice in your paper to raise a son and flow of soul" so abundant at Lafayette Hall were at
lecture fund South. I tell you Infidelity is unheard of in least consistent. That the official Congress of the American
lots of places; so mu~h so that I exci_lll curiosity. ~ome say Secular Union should be arraigned as a question of Atheism
I am crazy; others, that I don't believe, only want to argue. vs. Theology is irrelevant. Whatever the beliefs or disbeIf I bad just a little help I could do much. ·I want you liefs of its members, it is a Secular organiz!l.tion, as its name
after a while to let me know if you hav received any addi- indicates, whose basis is a resistance to the wrongs and intions from my field of labor.
H. J. WABD.
justices corrupting our national laws, and a substitution of
Secular morality, justice, and equal rights to all humanity.
ELB >., 0., Oct. 13, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Southern Ohio does not seem to be a good "Christian" morality is the narrowest prejudice we hav to
field for Liberal lecturers, judging by the number of lectures educ!l.te. Our Secular Union, our Liberal movement, are
delivered here. The reason, probably, is the lack of enthu- protests against that bigoted label to a broad principle.
siasm among Secularists and people of Lil:ieral views, for I Morality is not to be limited by any religious codes of the
think there are many people in this part of the state who are past, by any religious laws of to-day, but is liable to "break
far from orthodox believers. I know there are comparativly out," like genius or small-pox, in most unaccountable
many in this county, but beyond this my acquaintance is places. Morality has broken out in the American Secular
limited. Be it remembered that there is one community Union, notwithstanding the "shot-gun quarantine" of early
among these rugged hills that believes in doing something as Christianity, and the Comstock quarantine of later times.
Inviolate Christian morality, especially its Pittsburgh repwell as thinking for themselvs.
The Rev. Mr. Zollars, president of Hiram College, who resentativs, should be warned that this is not a national case
lectured here last summer, and who told us Liberal lecturers of varioloid, but an early stage of the virulent type.
This type of morality became epidemic during the Revowould not and dare not debate with Christians, has learned
a lesson, if he did not know it before, and he will probably lutionary days of our country; it framed the Declaration of
be more cautious hereafter in what he tells an audience in Independence ; it again broke out in the cause of abolition
of slavery; it dictated the Fifteenth Amendment; it has prethis community.
Mr. Charles Watts gave us three lectures this week. We ceded all the great reforms of the world, and the germs are
had a high opinion of his abilities before he came, and he still activ in the great systp of human rea.soning.
MARY A. WoRBWIOK.
more than met our expectations. Christians told us they
would hav a man to meet Mr. Watts in debate and we urged
Los ANGELES, CAL., Oct. 1, 1888.
them to do so, but their man failed to appear.
MR. EDITOR: Of all the Liberal lecturers in the field, can
Those who pretend to. be debaters bad probably heard of
him before, and concluded that discretion is the better part not somb visit us occasiOJially? For the free enjoyment
of life, ~or the busineBB interests of the Freethinking
of valor.
Whenever you hear Christians clamoring for debate, talk of class, for the general welfare of this beautiful land of the living, and for the social happiness derived from the remarks
Watts to them, and they will begin to hedge at once.
Our lectures were a success, and all Liberal-minded people and teachings of the expounders of facts and truths, cannot
were well pleased with them. The ultra-orthodox here, as the twelfth Congress manage in some way to send a lecture
elsewhere, are not yet prepared· to accept Secularism, but among us ? And this is not the only section that is in need
of truth-speakers. There are many Liberal sheep here, but
agitation slowly brings the desired result. W. J. DuTToN.
without a shepherd. Southern California is a large field for
NEw CAMBRIA, Kr..N., Sept. 28, 288.
the work of a good organizer and lecturer, but the weeds hav
MR. EDITOR: Christians are ever ready to persecute new about taken it for the want of cultivation. The churches
ideas, and if there ever was a full. fledged Christian moss- control almost everything. It is here just about as Remsback, " Deck" Houston, of Concordia, who is a candidate burg says: "That vice is most prevalent in those countries
for state attorney of Cloud county, Kan., is one. While most loyal to the church." The city claims more than forty
canvassing for books there last winter, I called on Mrs. churches, and that many hundred saloons and dens of vice.
Houston and she referred me to him, so I called on him and Our widely, and I might say justly, advertised Los Angeles
introduced the same works I had introduced to her, which is going to the dogs. It is getting rotten, and we must hav
she· seemed very favorably impressed with. They were noth- some one to purify us-Washburn, Remsburg, Peck, Sb.aw,
· ing more nor less than Prof. 0. S. Fowler's " Science of or .any of the other shining lights of Freethought who can
Life, or Sexual Science," and Mrs. Annie Besant's "Law of produce facts and figures. Although business is brisk comPopulation." He said he did not know what he would hav pared with most other cities of three times our population,
done if. he had been there when I introduced such books as yet it is dull to what it has been. Everything here is organthey. After telling him how happy_Iwas that he was not ized except the Liberals. We must hav an organization. I
there, I told him my experience as an agent was, when I was only last night that a Democrat band led a campaign
found a man and his wife both at home, I generally took a club through the streets; a block behind came a Republican
chair and sat down between them and introduced the books, club following a band, both clubs shouting the name of their
and had never met with any serious difficulty. I also told respectiv candidates, and both bands filling the air with sweet
him that my experience as an agent was that I never met and lively music; when, to my surprise, five or six blocks
more than two or three old-fogies like him in a town the behind came the Salvation Army band with Sarah, Hagar,
size of Concordia-population about five thousand, and none Leah, and Rachel beating their tambourines, led by an old,
quite as bad. It would be dangerous in these Comstocki.an worn-out bass drum, and followed by a crowd of as tough ,
sleepy-looking, ignorant cranks as the slums of any thortimes to clothe such persons as he is with any such power.
My idea on the tariff is this. I am in favor of tariff for oughly Christianized city could produce, and all proclaiming
revenue only. My objPCtion to a protectiv tariff is this, it Christ as king. This is a republic yet, and it is to be hoped
protects the wrong parties, the manufacturers, instead of she will continue so, and we want a real, live, born Amerithe laborers, and makes then1 wholly dependent on the former j can citiz,en as our !eager, and not tb,e b.ones o~ an illegitimate
ute this mistake to the printer, otherwise St. Anthony might
hav a crow to pluck with Mr. Piatt. For Nemesis wa'! a
female, and to talk about her shirt would evidently be highly
improper. But that's a trifle. What stirs my British blood
is to hear St. Anthony slandered by being called an Anarchist. I must certainly defend him, and his particular friend,
Don Bombastes Cook, who went through the country proclaiming tpat he had a pen made out of the sidewalk where
some Chicago policemen got killed in a street fight in which
they were the aggressors, and wrote with it in nearly every
album he could find, "May God hav mercy on the souls of
the Anarchists; and may the courts not bav mercy on their
bodies." That such typical representativa of law and order
should be called Anarchists is intolerable to the Saxon love
of justice. As Eliza Cook says of the true-born Englishman:
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foreigner who died eighteen hundred years ago for a -king
Why, it was only last Sunday that the 11]-inisters offered· a
resolution in most, if not all, of the churches in the city,
after which it was handed to the city council, the contents
of it being to the effect th!l.t the office of chief of police be
declared vacant, simply because the chief used his brain
instead of allowing ministers to use it for him. The chief
was so harassed by these agents of Christ that he resigned
the office, to the regret of many good citizens, rather than be
dictated to by people who delight in making humanity miserable for the sake, they say, of a reward hereafter. Pasa. dena, a town of about ten thousand inhabitants only a few
miles distant, is even worse than Los An~eles. It is a beautiful place, the flower-garden of the West, but it is gone, I
am afraid beyond redemption-dead, dead, dead. Christ is
in possession ; business is at a standstill ; the streets are almost
deserted except on Sundays. The large Raymond Hotel and
many other tourist resorts of less notoriety located here hav,
so it is reported, refused to open up this season unless certain
laws which were enacted by these lambs of superstition are
repealed. We hav had any number. of murders and rape
eases lately, with insanity, suicides, etc., and no doubt will
continue to hav as long as these vultures of superstition flap
their wings over the eyes and blow their breath in the faces
of our inhabitants. We want a few good lectures right from
the shoulder. I think a speaker could do well in southern
California this winter. One or two nights will avail but
little. Mr. Reynolds complained of Los Angeles being a
hard town, and other lecturers will do the same thing unless
they come prepared to remain some time and efftet an organ_
ization. Rome was not built in a day. Will some of our
Liberal orators take notice of this and deliver this section
from the curse now overhanging it?
FRED 8. LuoE.
KANAWHA FALLS, W.VA., Oct. 4,1888.
MR. EDITOR : Prof. W. 8. Bell lectured at this place on the
evening -of the 2d inst.-subjeet, "Reason and Superstition "-and at Coal Valley, a mining town of some two thousand inhabitants, last night-subject, "Liberty and }'!orality." Lectures of this character are a new thing in this section. Few, if any, among those who heard Mr. Bell had
ever before heard a Liberal lecture. There were no suitable
buildings here except the school-house and the church. A
majority of the trustees of the school-house signified their
willingness to allow the use of it for our purpose, but the
board of education of the district, having heard that we
wanted the house, passed an order restricting the trustees
from granting such permission. The· trustees, however,
would probably hav let us hav the house anyway, but as the
church was larger and better adapted to our purpose, and as
a minister was to reply to Professor Bell, the person who had
nominal and quasi charge of it allowed its use for the occasion. Mr. Bell delivered his lecture, and the minister replied
as best he could. He was no,mateh for a man of Mr: Bell's
intellectual caliber, and did not succeed in refuting any of the
points made by the lecturer. When the reverend gentleman
got through Professor Bell briefly but effeetivly reviewed
the arguments advanced .by his opponent, and literally cut
the ground from under his feet. A spicy bit of cross-questioning was then indulged in between the lecturer and the
reverend gentleman, in which the latter was assisted by some
of the orthodox brethren and sisters, who seemed to realize
that their champion needed their help to extricate himself
from the net into which he had walked. The orthodox people lost their temper, and the Liberals held their peace, feeling confident that their man was able to take care of himself.
Professor Bell had a number of Liberal books which he
. offered to sell to any who might desire them, but he was
debarred the privilege of doing so by the person who had
charge of the house. The lecture at Coal Valley was a suecess. Mr. J. W. Montgomery, the owner of the Opera·
House, threw open the doors of the large and commodious
building, and the people came out in respectable numbers to
hear the lecture. Many of them took away with them not
only the impression made by the lecture but printed copies
of it and other Liberal literature. Professor Bell is not particularly eloquent in speech, but he uses some sledge-hjlmmer
logic. He avoids the use of technical terms, and generally
succeeds in making hhnself understood by all. He intersperses his lectures with some tid-bits of humor, which serve
not only to hold the interest of the audience, but also to
point a moral and impress an argument. If we were disposed to criticise, we would only suggest that in dealing
with orthodox people it is not best to be too abrupt with them
-to demolish their idols too ruthlessly. We as Liberals and
lecturers must show the people that we are their friends and
that their beliefs are the result of their training; that we
believe they are honest and sincere in them, but that they are
none the less in error on this account. Professor Bell left
on the west-bound train early this morning, so as to reach
Pittsburgh in time for the opening of the annual session of
the Secular Union.
J. C. WATKINS.
FREETHOUGHT IN AUBTRA.LIA..
A "'lSTRA.LIA, Sept. 15, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Many of your Liberal readers in the States
will be pleased to know that the great principles of Universal
Mental Liberty are meeting with ready acceptance in this
antipodean land. We hav inherited too much of the British
phlegm to progress as rapidly as yourselvs, and our public
advocates hav much to contend with from the bigoted obtuseness and uncharitable thiekheadedness of professing Christians. People in Australia are divided into two parties in
matters politic, and two or three hundred in matters religious. The political parties are the Imperialist and Republican
ones. The latter is in _a minority in all the colonies except
Queensland, where a government has been elected on purely
republican principles. In the southern colonies all the vari~l.J.B gover.qm~nts ~re Imperialist, anq hflv recently voted an
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annual tribute to Great Britain of £30,000 per annum apiece
for the purpose of helping to maintain the already vast British navy. Thus nearly all Australia has committed the act
to avoid which your Revolutionary heroes shed their blood.
It is in vain for us Radicals to point out that " taxation without representation is tyranny," as the vast bulk of the population are English by birth and their. national feeling is eoncentrated in Great Britain. However, the day Df our independenee is coming fast. Practically we are independent
now, as the British governors as a rule perform nothing but
social duties and. keep up snoboeraey. Although there is
now a white population of three million persons in Australia,
I regret to say that we hav but one Freethought organ. This,
however, is a real live journal, run by a real lively Freethinker, Mr. Symes, of Melbourne. It has been in existence
four years, and has a large circulation. There are four really
good republican journals, which are known as the Bulletin
(Sydney), the B{)()11Ufl'an,q (Brisbane), the Australian Radical,
and the Australian De'TTWCrat, all of which are good national
journals. Of course, at Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide, and
Brisbane there are flourishing Freeth ought societies, and several of the more important gold-fields hav Secular- Unions,
which are rapidly becoming powers in the land. Mr. Joseph
Symes and Mr. T. Walker-who is a member of the New
South Wales legislature-may be looked upon as the leaders
of the anti-theological party. Mr. Symes recently created
much excitement by the publication of a pamphlet called,
" Phallic Worship," wherein he proved not only that Christianity was a phallacg, but that it owed its origin to ancient
sex-worship. The paper created a great furO'J'e among the
bigots, who denounced it as blasphemous and obscene. Mr.
Symes was also prosecuted at Melbourne for lecturing in publie-on a wharf-but scored a moral victory over his opponents every time. I am sorry to say, however, that a personal difference exists between Messrs. Walker and Symes,
which is something of a source of weakness. Besides these
two eminent Freethought advocates, we hav several Bible·smashers of strong caliber. There are Messrs. Wallace
Nelson, W. W. Collins, I. Selby, and Charles Bright. I reeently had the privilege of hearing a three nights' debate
between Messrs. W. Nelson and Charles Watt, a promine_nt
gospel-slugger in the golden city of Gympie. There were
large and attentiv audiences each -night, and the evangelist
was totally defeated. The subjects were : for the first two
nights, "Christianity is True and Moral," and for the third
night, "Christianity-An Organized Hypocrisy." In the first
Mr. Watt took the affirmativ, but utterly failed to maintain
his position. On the third evening Mr. Nelson took the
affirmativ and proved his position from the actions of his
opponents. Mr. Nelson read aloud from Mark's gospel: " He
that believeth and is baptized shall be saved, and he that believeth not shall be damned." "An:i this shall be a sign to
follow them that believe, they. shall handle serpents and they
shall do them no hurt, and shall drink deadly things and
shall not suffer thereby." Then Mr. Nelson offered Mr. Watt
s bottle of arsenic, which he invited him to drink. Mr. Watt
had more common sense than Christianity and so refused,
thereby proving the contention of our advocate. When Mr.
Watt's time for reply arrived, he tested Mr. Nelson's sincerity
by a document worded like 8 bull of excommunication,
which he challenged him to sign. To Mr. Watt's great ehagrin, he complied at O!J.Ce. The debate was 8 very good one,
and it is to be printed in book form for circulation: Mr.
W. Collins is well known in Freethought circles for his brilliant oratory and sensible, well-written articles and pamphlets.
Mr. Selby is also a good, earnest worker. But I hav never
seen or heard Mr. Bright, 80 will pronounce no opinion.
Altogether the cause of mental liberty is progressing well,
and we may all look forward to the not far distant time when
all distinctions of creed, rank, and nationality shall be abolished and Australia become 8 republic mighty and great in
her freedom and an antipodean paradise of _Universal Mental
F . C. V OBPER.
L I'b ert y.

w.

HEPPNER, ORE., Sept. 27, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : It seems that after all the pains I hav taken
to make plain the state of my feelings toward unbelievers,
some hav misunderstood me. My friend, Mr. Ward, must
hav been in a bad humor when he wrote his last letter, or he
would not hav accused me of sneering at Infidels. It would
ill become me to sneer at those with whom I hav but lately
been identified. I hav none other than a feeling of friendli·
ness for all who are honestly and earnestly seeking after the
truth, but, alas, how often do we allow our prejudices to so
warp our intellects as to render us unfit for estimating facts l
One other matter I wish to mention, while an opportunity
is presented. My husband and I, having, to some extent,
played the part of the prodigal son, are not at present blessed
with much of this world's goods, and I cannot afford to hire
some one to do my work while I write for THE TRUTH
BEEKER. Consequently, I am not as prompt in my replies as
I otherwise might be.
If Mr. Ward will read my letter again, he will find that I
did not refer him to Lev. xviii, 24, 25i xx, 23, in order to
justify the slaying of the Midianites, but instead of that, told
him to search the scriptures. The following are some of the
places where this is mentioned : Josh. xxii1 17; Ps. cvi, 28,
29; Hos. ix, 10; Rev. il, 14. The Midianites may hav been
an industrious people1 but considering the pastoral age in
which they lived, the amount of live stock brought back by
the Israelites does not prove that they were. With respect
to the offerings of gold, although presented by the officers,
their oblation was out of that which every man had gotten
(Num. xxxi, 50, 53). Neither is it necessary to suppose
from the number of women-children mentioned in the text
that the Midianites were an o'er-virtuous people. They
would hav been indeed vile ancl degraded to the lowest degree if they had not protected the innoeency of childhood.

With regard to the statement that we hav no account other
than that they were peaceable, see_ Judges vi, 1-6. However, these are minor points. The question is, whether or
not the Israelites made war against the Midianites arbitrarily.
It should be remembered in connection with this that the
Israelites had suffered severely in the loss of a large part o
their congregation as the result of the plague, before they
took vengeance on the Midianites.
As for Noah being a drunkard, I deny the charge. It is·
true the Bible tells us that Noah got drunk once, but there is
no evidence either in or out of the Bible that he ever got
drunk again. If all the drunkards on the face of the earth
had only followed Noah's example and stopped at the first
debauch, what a paradise, eomparativly speaking, this world
might be I
Mr. Ward wants to know where the heathen got his ideas
of heaven and hell, but this is a question which I would
like to hav him answer. In view of the fact that the Israelites were not the only descendants of Noah, it would not be
very difficult to suppose that the heathen nations had preserved a few grains of truth while corrupting the religion of
their ancestors. Herbert Spencer says that" religion everywhere present, as a weft running through the warp of human
history, expresses some eternal fact" (First Principles).
Observation and induction show that finite man is endowed
with a functional power to lay hold on the infinit and a lite
to come. And is this the end? The existence of any funetiona! power implies the existence of a corresponding fact.
Thus the power of seeing implies the existence of light, that
of hearing the existence of sound. The diseursiv power of
the mind implies the existence of reason and of logical relationa of thought. The intuitiv faculty implies the existence
of truths that lie apart from the region and domain of sense.
And so the religious. instinct in man presumes and >implies
the existence of those truths to which it relates; and this ill
only another evidence of the truth of Bible doetrin-that it
rests not on fiction but on facts. To say that there hav been
savage tribes without the religious idea does not disprove this
statement. A light may be obscured. The power of reasoning may be lost. The power of seeing is inherent and so also
that of hearing, yet both may be entirely lost. There hav
been individuals who denied the existence of what we call
cause, or power of one object over another, but this does not
prove the non-existence of cause as a primitiv and intuitiv
truth.
Before leaving this subject I wish to point to an ib.eonsisteney that seems to hav been overlooked. Our religious
opponents assert that the Hebrews borrowed their religion
from the heathen, and while claiming that the Old Testament
does not contain the doetrin or' a future life, will declare that
the heathen had his ideas on this subject. Is it likely, if the
Hebrews did borrow their religion, that they would hav
overlooked so important a subject as this?
Those who hold that man is fully able to civilize himself
without the aid of inspiration would fain point to the civilization of Greece and Rome as proqfs. But if this theory be
true, then the wonder is that these should be the exceptions
instead of the rule. And. however much there may be to
admire in the art, science, and philosophy of the ancient
Greeks and Romans, there will not be much difference of
opinions among the more enlightened of to-day as to the propriety of worshiping one God instead of thirty thousand,
including the powers of nature.
The Greeks were especially angry with one of their philosophers because he taught that the sun is not a god. Then,
too, if the world has ever been wise enough to take care of
itself unaided, men in all ages hav not thought so, for eminent among the noted lawgivers of the world are those,
Solon included, who claimed to hav communication with
heaven. The philosopher Socrates was attended by a " divine voice," and was a firm believer in oracles. The latter
were consulted b_efore every important undertaking. But
the question arises, Whence came their civilization ? The
historian tells us that Greece lay open to the East, and that
she originally drew her inspiration from thence. It was customary for scholars in those days to travel in the East in
search of knowledge. It should be remembered this was
not the first republic known to the world. That grander
republic, the U. 8. of Israel, flourished hundreds of years
before the balmy days of Athens. The Jewish commonwealth was the first republic of which we hav any definit
knowledge. It was founded about 1450 B.O. It will be at
once admitted that the Mosaic laws were not perfect, with
respect to which see Heb. viii, 6, 7, but, such as they
were, they were far in advance of the spirit of the age to
which they were given. Taking everything into consideration, the Mosaic laws are worthy of the highest praise. No
such ideas of liberty, equality, and fraternity were com:
monly known among the wisest of the heathen nations as
were promulgated in this little republic of Palestine. The
so-called republics of Greece and Rome were, in the main,
mere aristocracies and tyrannies. Some features of the Mosaic legisiation hav never been surpassed. Even the laws
regarding slavery were far in advance of those in modern
times. The slave was protected against exeessiv and undue
punishment, the maidservant's honor wall protected by the
best means then known, and our modern slavetrader would
hav been severely dealt with.
4
It hae been asked of what account the Bible has been to
mankind, but he who reads in a candid and unbiased frame
of mind the history of the Jews and their influence on
earth's nations, needs no other answer. Their religion has
molde:i the faith of the most progressiv and civilized nations. Wherever the God of the Bible has been seen and
sought after, humanity has been gradually rising. In Abraham's seed hav the nations of the earth been blessed. From
their royal family descended him who is called Wonderful,
the ideal of a pure life, and the grandest character in all history.
MRs. H, A. RITOHEY.
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and hav never been out of Colorado. Hope
The first newspaper advertisment appeared everything where wood is required, but there
you will excuse poor writj.ng.
are several varieties. The pine is a handsome
in 1652.
BERTHA FISHER.
Until 1776 cotton-spinning was performed tree and has abundant green foliage all the
year round in the shape of long; slender nee.
by the hand spinning-wheel.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
AKRoN, 0., Oct. 15, 1888.
dles.
DEAR Miss WIXON: Brother Jaques has
Ri!DIJ'I', Mass., to whom all Communications for
kindly been lending me his TRUTH SEEKER,
California has several beautiful varieties of
How to Be Healthy and Wealthy.
his Oorn/J'I' should bs .ssnt.
as I am too poor to subscribe for it, but
wood of various colors and of different deDon't
worry.
although I hav a large family and small
grees of strength. The redwood is a beauti"Seek peace and pursue it."
"Between the dark and the daylight,
wages, I want to help Brother Hacker fifty
ful
variety.
When the night is beginning to lower,
cents. Please forward with my kind regards,
Be cheerful. "A light heart livs long."
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
Boxwood grows along the Mediterranean
and I must wish your dear self all the joy
"
Work
like
a
man,
but
don't
be.
worked
to
That is known as the Ohildren•s Hour."
this world affords for your kindness to the death." .
shores, and is highly esteemed for fine carvpoor.
REUBEN HAOKETT.
Never despair. " Lost hope is a fatal ing. Wood engravings are cut from blocks
[The money has been forwarded, and heremade of this kind of wood. So when you
Baby Janet.·
disease."
after any sums for '' Father Hacker" may be
see
the wood-cut engravings in newspapers
Spend less nervous energy each day than
•l'was in a crowded horse-car, a;nd I
sent direct by the donors to his address, J.
and books, you may know that this wood is
was tired-half sick and Bad;
you make.
Hacker, Berlin, N. J.-En. C. C.]
It really seemed there wasn't very much
Don't hurry. "Too swift arrives as tardy used in making them.
To make anybody glad.
There are many other kinds of wood, as
as too slow."
What the Little Ones Are Saying.
Just then, a little cooing note,
Sleep and rest abundantly. Sleep is Nat- maple, which is soft and pretty. There are
Softly sweet and very low,
two kinds of maple-white and yellow. It
Little Flo Sanborn, censured by her mother ure's benediction.
Seemed, in swift answer to my thought,
for some small mischief she had been engaged
A void passion and excitement. A mo- has spots, dots, and curves that are much adTo shyly say: "It tsn't so !"
mired. There is a kind called "bird's-eye
in, sat" thinking it over" for some time, and ment's anger may be fatal.
1 raised my eyes, and opposit
maple,"
because the little dots in it resemble
finally
said
in
a
complaining
tone:
"EveryA face from shadows freeAssociate with healthy people. Health is
a bird's eye. Then there are the elm, beech,
thing I do is laid to me."
A winsome, blue-eyed baby girl,
contagious as well as disease.
Sat gravely watching me.
A little boy inquired : '' Mamma, is God a
Don't overeat. Don't starve. " Let your chestnut, linden, cherry, ash, fir, which is
called deal, spruce, and many other kinds of
At once she smiled a gleeful smile,
man?" "No, my dear," was the reply. "Is moderation be known to all men."
And she hoked exceeding wise,
which you hav read, or are otherwise familiar
he a monkey?" "Certainly not." "Did you
Court
the
fresh
air
day
and
night.
"
Oh,
if
As she winked and blinked, and smiled again,
with.
ever
see
God?"
"
No."
"Did
papa
ever
you knew what was in the air I"
With lips and twinkling eyes.
It would be a good exercise for you to take
see him?"· "No." "Did anybody ever see
Think only healthful thoughts. "As a man
I quite forgot that I was tired,
a tree with which you are acquainted, .and
him?" "No." "Well, it is just as I thinketh in his heart so is he."
Or sick, or sad, or sorry ;
write up all that you know or may learn
thought-there isn't any God at all."
With that sweet faee right opposit
Ho'W could one ever worry ?
about it.
S. H. W.
"Johnny," said a fond mother, "hav you
I smiled myself. Who is this child?
said your prayers?" "Yes'm." "Hav you
This fairy I hav met?
QUEBTioNs.-W:hat is timbe~? What of its enprayed for papa?" '' Y es'm." · '' And mamdurmg properties 1 Where 18 oak found, and
I ~ked of one near by, who said:
ma?"
"Yes'm."
"And
brother
Willie?''
what
is it principally used for? Tell what Y.0t~
"Why, that is Baby Janet!"
know of mahogany. Who first made use of 1 '
"N o'm." " Aren't you going to pray for
What of black walnut? ros.e'!ood? ebony 1
Timber.
Dear Baby Janet! May the life,
Where is bamboo found? How 18 1t used? ~hat
brother Willie ?" " Y -yes'm-but, mamma,
To thee untrod and new,
There are several kinds of wood in use for of cedar 1 camphor ? What of these woods m rewhat's the use of wasting the Lord's time?"
With length of days and happy hours,
lation
to moths and other insects! Tell what you
building and ornamental purposes, known know of
Be full of joy to you.
sandalwood. What of PI~e W<?Od ?-box"Ma sent me for her ring," said a youngunder the general head of timber. Most of wood 1 What of the woods of Cahforma? Name
With sunny smiles to meet and greet
ster to a clerk i1;1 M. S. Smith & Co's jewelry
some
of
the varieties of wood in cop:;tmon WUB _e •
the wood in common use is tough, fibrous, With what
Life's travelers on their way;
kinds are yon most fal):llhar?
111
store. '' She left it here to get mended."
solid, and endures a long, long time. Hence you not write an essay on some kmds of timA mission this that breaks the mist
" What kind of a ring was it, sonny ?"
ber that you are acquainted with for the OhilOf many a cloudy day.
there are tables, chairs, and other articles of dren's Corner?
asked the clerk. " Why, it was a kind of a
May this be thine: to ehase away
fnrniti.ue still in being, as good as when first
-why,
you
know
them
things
folks
hav
on
The cares that life doth make;
the backs of their necks sometimes-car- made, while the fingers that fashioned them
Till from the dust of pain and grief
and the people who owned them hav long
Sweet flowers of hope awake.
car----'" " Oh, yes, a carbuncle. It's done."
ago crumbled into dust, and in many cases
---o--And may thea~ rainbow blossoms bright,
Father (whom Bobby has induced to take
We hav on hand a large number of the following
no on; knows the place Gf their graves. So
With dew of truth o•erwet,
him): "Now, Bobby, I don't quite undertimber is more enduring than man. Take of COLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamphlets, which
Entwine with love the onward way
stand this. If the man who throws the ball
will be disposed of at cost, as foPows:
Of blue-eyed Baby Janet.
S. H. W.
oak, for instance, growing slowly and to
fails to hit the club after three trials, does
Ingersoll Catechised:
great bight; it is used in the building of
that put the umpire out?" Bobby: "Pa,
great ships and other vessels, and, although His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Pro"To Sweeten It."
do you remember why you sent me to bed
po11nded by the Editor of the "Ban Franciscan;"
soaking in water, it is not harmed. It is singly, 3 cents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
The baby eats his bread and milk,
last
night
at
7
o'clock?"
Father:
"Why,
And laughs out loud in glee,
found nativ in our own country, and is used $2.00.
n-no." Bobby: "It was for asking foolish
For every o 1her time he dips
OBTHODOXY.
for many purposes. In olden times oak was
questions."
His spoon it is for me.
much more generally used than at present, A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12mo
"To eat it all yourself," he says,
A minister was questioning his Sundaybecause then it was plentiful, now it is grow. pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.
" It ian •t nice a bitschool about the story of Eutychus, the
You hav to giv somebody else
Civil Bights Speech.
ing scarce.
young man who, while listening to the preachA taste to sweeten it!"
Mahogany is a very handsome wood and Including the address of Frederick Do,gslass, fiftying of the apostle Paul, fell asleep, and, fallA little miser sits alone;
darker thau oak in color. It grows in the three-large octavo pages, singly, 10 cems; fifteen
ing down, was taken up dead. " What,"
His scowl is sad to see.
West Indies and in South America. Sir Wal- for $1; a.dd $6 per h11ndred.
Wants all the playthings, aharllB his own
said the preacher, " do we learn from this
The Truth of Hltnorr.
ter Raleigh is said to hav been the first to This is a comment by Oolonel Ingersoll upCDn
With nobody-not he!
solemn event?" Then the reply from a little
make use of mahogany, taking it to make the religious lies that hav been told about himSullen and sad the little lad
girl came pat and prompt: "Please, sir,
Will all day sighing sit;
repairs on his ships at Trinidad. An English self, and first made its appearance in these colministers should learn not to preach too long
He' a ,; better giv somebody else
sea captain took occasion to bring some of umns. Pries 3 cents; 30 cents per dozen ; $2 per
A taste-to sweeten it!"
sermons." That little girl's head was level.
hundred.
the rich-looking wood to England aa a gift to
- Wtae A waTce.
The story the other day about the pious
BIBLE IDOLATRY.
his
family.
His
brother
endeavored
to
use
it
little boy who tried to walk on the water in
A letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
in building a house, but the carpenters de- the London "Secular Review." Price 3 cents; 30
Home.
the bath-tub recalls another of an equally
nounced it as too hard to work. The old cents per doz., or $2 per hundred.
A man can build a mansion
pious little girl. She was eight years old,
captain then had a box made of it, and some
INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.
And furnish it throughout;
and lived in the country. She had started
light pieces of furniture. After this it was Being the comments and opinions of Mr. Inger.
A man can build a palace,
one
day
rather
late
for
school
with
another
With lofty walls and stout;
brought into more general use, and recently soil upon the fight in the Oatholic church betwee:t.
little girl about her own age. On their way
late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
A man can build a temple,
it has become quite fashionable, its rich, dark the
With high and spacious dome;
the pope. Price 8 cents; 30 cents per doz., or $2
they caught a glimpse of a clock dial through
color making it especially pleasing.
per
hundred.
But no man in the world can build
an open door; it lacked five minutes of 9
That precious thing called Home.
Black walnut is a dark and prettily veined
We suggest that these be purchased in quanti.
o'clock. " Oh, dear I" exclaimed the pious
extensivly used by the cabinet-maker ties, and given away to Christiana, and it is with
wood,
So ;tis a happy faculty
little girl, "it's five minutes to 9 o'clock, and
that not unreasonable expectation that the prices
in household furnishing.
Of women far and wide,
we'll be late to school." " I'm afraid we
hav been placed so low.
To turn a cot or palace
Rosewood is among the handsomest and
will." " Jennie,.. said the pious little girl, most costly wood. It has a soft, oosy color
Into something else beside,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette PI., New York.
Where brothers, sons, and husband tired,
impressivly, "·I'll tell you what we must do;
of
different
shades,
and
is
found
most
plentiWith willing footsteps come,
we'll kneel right down here and pray that we
fully in South America.
A place of rest, Where love abounds,
AN OUTLINE OF THE
won't be late!" "H'm !"said the other, "I
A. perfect kingdom-Home.
Perhaps ebony is as expensiv as any wood.
guess
we'd
better
skin
right
along
and
pray
-Janet Jones.
It is found in Madagascar and Ceylon, and in
as we go!" They "skun" and got there.
adjacent countries. Pretty boxes, canes, and
c;Jorrespondence.
ornaments are made from it, and it is much
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.
Interesting Facts.
admired for its fine fiber and the polish of
PRoVIDENOE, R.I., Oct. 12, 1888.
By W. 8. BELL.
There
are
2,750
languages.
DEAR Mres WrxoN: I am going to try and
which it is susceptible.
The French Revolution was the most unm•xed
America was discovered in 1492.
write a letter to the Corner, as I hav never
Away off in China we get a kind of reed- blessing
Europe ever saw.- Wenaell Phtlltps,
written before. I liv in the country and go
A square mile contains 640 acres.
like wood called bamboo. n is strong and
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
about a mile to school, and I study geogEnvelopes were first used in 1839.
durable, and is made into chairs, carriages,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
raphy arithmetic, reading, spelling, gramTelescopes were invented in 1590.
fences, baskets, wheelbarrows, and the like;
mar. '1 hav not lived here longer than three
-A barrel of rice weighs 600 pounds.
months. Papa bought a horse. and buggy,
it is also utilized for sails and rigging of vesA
barrel
of
flour
weighs
196
pounds.
and rides in to work every mormng. I would
sels, as it is a sort of cane in its growth.
like to find this letter printed in the Corner.
A barrel of pork weighs 200 pounds.
A NINETEENTH OENTURY NOVEL.
Cedar, camphor, sandal, and some other
Yours truly,
IDA MAY ALLAN.
A firkin of butter weighs 56 pounds.
woods,
are
very
fragrant,
retaining
their
fra.
P.S.-Papa gets THE TRUTH SEEKER every
Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
The first steel pen was made in 1830.
grance for an almost incredible time. In fact,
week, and likes it. ~ read the Corner.
For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
A span is ten and seven-eighths inches.
I am not sure they e\'er lose their odor. The girls and a younger brother who were left parentless, with little money, fair education, and much
A hand (horse measure) is four inches.
SrLVERToN, CoL., Oct. 9, 1888.
first two are used in making boxes and chests courage,
to make their way through the world by
DEAR Mrss WrxoN : I would like to say a
Watches were first constructed in 1476.
·to hold furs and woolens. No moths, or in- going to Obicago. The author is also the heroin.
few·wordrin THE TBUTH BEEKER in behalf
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a workA storm moves thirty-six miles per hour.
sects of any kind, can enter a chest of cedar ing girl's life and experience in the city of Ohicago
of Grandpa Hacker. I sent him fifty cents,
A hurricane moves eighty miles per hour.
or camphor and liv long. Sandalwood is among bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
for which he sent me one volume of his
and disreputable hypocrite. It is just such a story
The first iron steamship was built in 1830. fragrant only in the center, or heart of the of
Pleasure Boat, and some '' Lectures and
human life as we should expect Oolonel lnl!'erThe
first
lucifer
match
was
made
in
1829.
soll
be interested in; and whatever he admires
Rhymes," all of which. I am very much
tree; this is yellow in color, while the outer and toappreciates
sure to be worth the attention
pleased with. I don't thmk any of our FreeGold was discovered in California in 1848. layers are white, and hav no scent. It grows of the reat of the isworld
Price 25 cents.
thought friends can get more truth and good
Coaches were first made in England in 1569. in ·ceylon and on the coast of Coromandel.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
advice for,their money than to send for a volModern needles first came into use in 1545. Cedar and camphor hav medicinal qualities.
ume or two of the Pleasure Boat. My
Kerosene was first used for lighting pur- The first is found in our own and in northern
parents take the Boston Investigator and T!lE
The Career of Jesus Christ
TRUTH SEEKER, and I am very much In- poses in 1826.
countries, while camphor belongs to southern An Exposition of the True Meaning of this Oharacter as described in the New Testament. By Milterested in the Children's Corner, but hav
The first newspaper was published in Eng- latitudes.
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mytholnever written I;Jefor(l. ! v,m twelve years old land in 11)88.
ogy."
Paper, Svo, 25 cents.
Pine is very common, and used for !',ln;wet

~cilmtt

Qlolnmn.

Very Cheap Pamphlets.

French Revolution
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Agents for the Truth 8ee~er.
OA.Lill'ORNU..

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco, Cal.
Or. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal.
Estate of S. C. Blake, 503 Kearny st., San
Francisco.
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San Francisco.
OA.NA.DA..

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
Jam.es Foster, Welland, Ont. ·
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
OOLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
FLORIDA.

Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
IlH.liO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.

Post-office News Co., 103 Adams st., Chicago.
ll:. A. titevens, 241 Washington Boulevard,
Chicago.
G. E. Wilson, 302 State street, and Bi"entano
Bros., Chicago.
INDIANA..

Bible Temperance:
LiqUOR DRINKING

BY E. 0. WALKER.
This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible
Morals." 48 pages ; price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Place, New Ynrk.

M:IOIDGAN.

ChD. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Swas, Sach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
.Ban & Co •. 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co.; 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NBW YORK.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
H. Adler, cor. Essex& Grand sts., New York.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
M. B. Edinger, 1243 Third ave., New York.
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
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HEBREW MYTHOLOGY,
OR 1

THE RATIONALE OF THE BIBLE.

"A

la~

The False Teaching of the Chris·
t-ian Church. " The Thirty-nine

of a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a cmsade of one against the Oolorado
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.

A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Oharles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has published

By WINWOOD READE.

LOVE VENTURES.

It is reallY a remarkable book,. in which universal history is " boiled down " with surprising
skill.-[Literary World.
You turn over his pages with a fascination similar to that experienced in reading Washington
Irving.-[Inter-Ocean.
Eis history has,. continuity, a rnsh, a carrying
powerJ. which reminds us strikingly of Gibbon.[New Haven Palladium.
.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writ·
ing. He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eigh'th edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, 543pp., $1. 75.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

A. Novel with an A.IDdavlt.
BY HARRY JULIAN.

16 Full-page French-Art Illustrations.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS .

By Milton Woolley, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Mythology,"" The Oareer of Jesus Ohrist."
. The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.
-[Ps. xiv, 1·
Ohildren and fools speak the truth.-[Old Saw.
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

TM

By T. E. LoNGSHoRE.
An explanation of the meaning of the many
titles of the Galilean teacher. " Lord "should be
"Rabbi.'' The words" Jesus Ohrist "mean" Saving Wisdom."
Excellent for Missionary Work.
Paper, 12mo, Be., 80 cents per doz., $2 per 100.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

BY L. K. WASHBURN.
"Let the Ohristian be held to fads, and obliged
to tell the truth, and his lips would be dumb.
There never was such a place as the Garden !Jf
Eden ; never such an individual as the devil.
There is no such place as hell. There never was a
Ohrist1 and no atonement made, for there was no
necessity of any being made. If there was no
such thing as faith, Christianity conld no~ make
a convert on earth. If ministers were obliged to
furnish the proof of their statements, there would
be no preaching."
Price 10 cents; 75 cents per dozen.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

of ·Nature,
OR 1 THE

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOlDT.

Principles of Secularism.
of the FUTURliJ.

ALSO THE

Steel engravings of this oele)>rated naturali~t,
2x1b inches, suitable for frammg.J. sent j)os.m_aJd
for 2b cents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKEU.
tf

And the National Anthem entitled:
Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00MPANY 1
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

THE

BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
Author of "The Secret of the East, or the Origin
of the Ohristian Religion and t.h<J Significance
of its Rise and Decline," "Physical Education, or the Health-Laws of Nat.
ure,.• "Household Remedies," "The
Poison Problem, or the Oause
and the Oure of Intemper-

ance," e·ttc., etc.

Felix L. Oswald is a well-known and vigorous
writer on scientific and social subjeots.-[Oin.
Oom. Gazette.
Oloth, Hlmo, 240pp., $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

Immortal Document,

"LAND OF- LIBERTY."

Supplied at Special IJiscountB.

Religious Problems.

THE

.A CONTRIBUTION to tlw RELIGION

Declaration of Independence,

Tr~

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravin~s of Misa Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.; with autollraph, 50 ots.

OUR LORD and SA. VIOR JESUS CHRIST.

Bi~le

Marriage and Parentage.
In Their Sanitary and Physiological Relations,
and in Their'Bearing on the Producing
of Ohildren of Finer Health and
Greater Ability.
Br M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
The Sctenttflc American says: "Books on this
subject are usually written by cranks, but this is
radically different ; it is scientific, sober, clean,
and worthy of oonsoien tious consideration by every possible parent, and particularly by the
young." $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER Oo,l
28 Lafayette Place, J.'iew York.

New Edition. Revised and EnlarJ:ed.

ON. TI-IE WORD GOD.

BY MILTON WooLLEY, M.D.

ON THB

Strengthen the Memory,

Parturition Without Pain.

Among to~ many attempts made by scientists to
crush the Bible, this is unquestionably the most
vigorous.-EOhioago Times.
Oloth, Illus., heavy toned paper, Bvo, 618 pp., $2.50.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Great Centennial Oration

HOW TO

THE NINE DEMANDS

Wherein it is shown that the Holy Scriptures treat
of Natural Phenomena only.

ROBERT G.· INGERSOLL'S

WAR! WAR! WAR!
Wettstein's World-Renownc.u,Warranted Watches
and Watchwork.
OoiN SILVER STEM-WINDERS. 3 ounce C>!-Sea, 7
jewels, $12; 4 ounce, 11 jewels, $15: do, 15 Jewels,
$18; do, adjusted, $22; do, extra fine, a perfect
watch, named "Otto Wettstein," $25; 5 ounce
cases, $1.~0; 6 ounce cases, $3 5 J more.
.
BEST FILLED GoLD WATORES. Open face. 7 WW·
els, $16.50; 11 jewels, $18.~0: 15 jewelE, $H.50; adjusted, $25.50; with" Otto Wettstein "movement,
$28.50. ln hunting oases, from $5 ~o ~8.50 mor<>.
Ladies best hunting filled cases, 7 Jewels, $20: 11
jewels, $22 ; 15 jewels, $28. Extra fine, diamond lll
case, $8 more.
·
LADIES' SoLID GoLD .WATCHES. 14 k, 7 Je~e 1s,
i80; 11 jewels, $32; 15 Jewels, $38. All hunting,
stemwinding, elegantly engraved. Heavier cases,
Louis XIV. style, enameled, embossed, and se~
with diamonds, $5 to $100 more.
.
GENTS' SOLID GOLD WATOHES· 14 k, light
weight, 7 jewels, $40; 11 jewele, $42; 15 jewels, $45;
adjusted, $49; with" Otto Wettstein" movement,
$52. Heavier oases, $3 to $25 more •. Fancy
watches, from $100 to $800. All sent prepaid, and
cash back if not satisfactory.
WATORWORK. The best in the world. Clean·
ing, $1; mainsprings, $1; jewels, $1. Oan be .sent
a thousand miles as well as one, per reg. mall or
express. Inclooe $1 or $2, and I will return free.
All watches and work wananted to giv satisfaction or cash refunded.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.

OR,
NATURAL AND BOIENTIFIO METHODS OF
in a more attractiv form than any in which they
NEVER FORGETTING.
hav previously appeared. At the head, of an en·
graving on heavy plate paper, 24x19 Inches, are
The New Raven Paluuuum says : "The chapter
the cabinet-sized .likenesses of JEFFERSON, on 'How to Learn a New Language' is of remarkWASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our able interest."
MIRACLES
Republic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
The Boston Post says : "This book actually
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are shows us how to keep our memories in good workAND
printed the Nine Demands of the American Secu- ing condition a.nd repair them when out of order."
lar Union in conspicuous type. At the foot are
Sctence (high authority) says: "We hav tried the
MIRACLE WORKERS.
LAFAYETTE, GIRARD, and INGERSOLL, methods of association advised in this book on
making eight likenesses in all. Inscribed be- several persons, and found them most excellent."
By JOHN PECK.
neath each portrait is some radical sentiment
· Price by mail $1.
quoted from the author :pictured over it. In the
" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything space between the portraits and around them are
within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
arabesques of vines and flowers in profusion, and
the panel inclosing the Nine Demands is surBY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
mounted on each corner by Mr. Eokhard•s design
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
of the flag above the cross. The whole makes an
Godev's Laav•s Boole says: "We giv ou~ cordial
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
exceedingly handsome work for framing. The approbation to this work. The information it
artistic part is equal to the best, and the portraits contains is most im_llortant, and, we are fully conare as true to nature as the photographs from vinced, reliable." Price by mail, $1.
THE
which they were transferred. The design will be
sent postpaid by mail for $1 Jiy
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOCY
MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN
Carefully revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
28 Lafayette Place, N!lw York.
A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
The most perfect book for men and women ever
HISTORY.
published. 50,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. Illustrated catalog free.

Mrs. J. Hadfield, Market st., Sydney, N.B.W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. B. W.
NEW ZEALAND.

~abbath.

regulating human conduct on the Sabbath IS
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Price, 5 cents.
Do You Love Jesus 1 Price, 5 cents.
Is Liberalism Moral ~ Price, 5 cents.
SAKYA BUDDHA.
Temperance and the Bible. . 5 cents.
A Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life and
The Brute God of the Old Testament.
Teachings.
Price, 5 cents.
With Citations from Buddha's " Path of The Public Schools and the Catholic
Virtue."
Church. Price, 5 cents.

BY E. D. ROOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof• J. M. Peebles.
KANSAS.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
Chris. Brown, Burlington.
schools in Oeylon. The "Banner of Light,"
M:A.INB.
"Religio-Philosophical Journal," and many SpiritB. C. Hussey, Oakfteld (Post-office, Smyrna ualist papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
the book.
Mills).
Extra Oloth, 175 pp., $1.
M:A.BSA.OH'USBTTS.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.

A.. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.

Sunday and the

Articles of the Ohristian church are thirtyOommended, Defended. and Enjoined
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.
by the Eible,
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.

Joseph Marsh, Northampton.

L. K. Washburn's Works.

8UPTU RES CUR EDb,

myllledioal Compound nnd ~mproTed
Elastic Supporter Trus• mJ:om 30 to
90 days. Reliable 1 efet·cnr.es g!ven. Send
etamp for circular, and sav tn what pa!JeJ
vou oaw mv advertuement. Address O~p\,
"· .. Colll!lp,Bm!tl!Tillt,3~tra 01<, Q,

UNIVERSE ANALYZED
Beautifully Tilustrated Oovers. Paper, 12mo·, 226
pp., 25 cents; Boards, 110 cents.
A lively narrativ of adventures i~ a country of
Arcadian simplicity and general dehghtfulness.[N Y. Evenin¥ Mail.
· A story of hfe on islands of coral, fruit-trees,
and cockatoos, where all the nativ men are
Apollos and the women dreams of beauty.-[N. Y.
Times.
Life on the Islands of Koro-kama and Launagola-" Summer isles of Eden lying in di.!n purple
spheres of sea "-surrounded by be~kon!bg palmtrees, foamy cascades, bread;frmt, cocoanuts,
pineapples, figs, bananas; bathmg In the sorf on
shining sands, baskin~ on shore& of eternal summer attending moonlight banque•s, and seemg
the peculiar danre called Ka-lu-lah-no more to
do than the president of a life insurance company
-seems very alluring to ~~e carew~rn, overworked
American of to-day.-Ontical Rev1ew.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
·
18 La.fayeUe :Pl., NewYork.

BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Analyzed,"" The Real Blasphemers,"" Spir-.
itualism Sustained," etc., etc.
The latest and best work of an analytic thinker,
who is gifted with those rare powers that render
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas
that will be new to the world and productiv of
good in furnishing food for thought. We truet it
will hav tho immense distribution it so richl,.
merits.-[The American Idea.
Oloth, 12mo, $1.
Addresl THE TRUTH BEEKER..
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l!otlf!1.
When Jim Was Dead.
Jl'rom the Atlanta Constitution.

"HU sarved him right," the nabors sed,
An' •bused him for tbe life he'd led,
An' him a bing thar at rest
With not a rose upon his breast;
Ah I menny cruel words tbey sed
When Jtm was dead.
"Jes' killed hisself;" "Too mean ter liv."
They didn't hav one word ter giv
0! comfort as tbey hovered near
An' gazed on Jim a-lying there !
"Thar ain't no use to talk," they sed,
"He's better dead."
But suddenly the room grew still,
While the white sunsbi.De seemed to fill
The dark place witb a gleam of life,
An' o'er tbe dead abe bent-Jim's wife!
An' with her lips close, close to his,
As tbougb be knew an' felt the kis~,
Bhe sobbed-a touching sight ter see" Ah I Jim was always good ter me !"
I tell yon when that cum ter light,
It kinder set the dead man right;
An' round th" weepin' woman they
Throwed kindly arms o' love that day.
And mingled with her own they shed
The tenderest tears-when Jim was dead.
-F'. L. Blanton.

The Suppressor of Viee.
"Pa, what's the name of the society that
Anthony Comstock runs?"
" The Society for the Suppression of Vice,
my son."
"Is he the head suppressor, pa ?"
"Officially no, practically yes-he is the
great working Pooh Bah of the society, my
son."
"Does he suppress vice, pa ?"
" My son, does the bear suppress wild
honey, preventing it from overrunning the
country? Does the wild hog suppress the
acorn, preventing the earth from becoming
one vast oak forest? Does the truthful fisherman who catches in two hours seventy-nine
1
speckled beauties,' averaging nine pounds
apiece, suppress that variety of fish, preventing our ponds and brooks from becoming
11olid masses thereo·f? Does the iron-throated
goat suppreBB the tomato can, which otherwise would bury us under a mountain of
rusty tin? Does the fair maid suppress icecream, which, but for her, would glacierize
the civilized world? Do other varieties suppress a variety of others, or how ? Yes, my
liOn, of course Anthony Comstock suppresses
vice-mountains of it, oceans of it, that is,
he did, before the mountains were reduced
by him to molehills, and the oceans to mere
puddles of vice I"
" Huh I I gueBB there are some pretty high
molehills and deep puddles of vice now, pa."
"My son, I feel you are disinclined to
recognize Anthony Comstock as the one great
!!uppressor of vice Pllll' eminence I Remember,
my son, that vice is as old as the hills, as
multifarious as thought, and, until the advent
of A. C., ftlled the world as now virtue fillS
it-as the meat of the egg the shell. Then
bear in mind that the redoubtable suppressor
of vice is not as old as it, though as ugly as
11in, nothing near as multifarious, and does
not litalf-way begin to fill the earth, swell as
he may with self-importance. Think of these
things, my son, and truthfully and generously
acknowledge A. C. to be the Great Pooh Bah
Suppressor of Vice, unequaled, unparalleled,
and unmitigated I What can you expect in
a few short years? Giv the man a chance.
Giv him time-time enough-and he will be
in at the death of vice; will bury it, my son,
as deep as hell is from heaven I Because you
l!ee a few st.raggling specimens of vice cropping out here and there, which A. C. has not
had time to stamp out, don't, don't, my son,
affect to believe that he is not the amount of
tar on a stick he claims to be."
"No, pa; but there's lots of vice lying
around loose, I tell you. You don't know
how much, because you are so virtuous."
11
My son, you are pessimistic to a fault.
It seems to me impossible, after A. C.'s raids
on newspapers, photographic establishments,
pumpkin-seed gueBBing emporiums, etc., that
hydra-headed vice in large quantities and
seven-league boots can be lying around loose
in this virtuous metropolis-impossible I My
son; you look through pessimistic lens darkly."
" Perhaps I do, pa. But don't Anthony
Comstock put fellers up to vice and then
snake 'em in?"
"Ah, my son, he may do so; but that is
one of the beauties of the good work of
suppressing vice and crime. Even our finest
police in the world thus gloriously stoop to
conquer vice and crime I They beg saloonkeepers to sell them whisky after hours on
pretense of colic and then arrest the villains !

Ingersoll's W"orks..

tion to speak of her many excellent traits of
character, and we hav no hesitation in saying
that there are few women like her on this
vast continent. Her pen is a powerful one, Tke Gods. Paper, 5~ ~ts; .. cloth, $1;
In five lectures oompnsn:!-g, fhe . q<ldst
and it has always been employed on the side
" Humboldt " " Thomas Pa~ne,~' 1 JndiVldDIU•
ity," and "Heretics and Heresies.
of truth and virtue, and in the cause of justice and freedom. She claims rights for all The Ghosts. Paper, 50 ct~; cloth, 1.25.
Oontents: "The GhoBtfu" "Liberty. for Mf alnn,
regardless of color, race, birth, creed, or sex.
Woman, and Ohild," ""J:he D!lclar~tiolllin.0 • .~
de_l!endence," "About Farmm_g lll
nots,
The great doctrin of human brotherhood and
"The Grant Banquet" "The Rev. Alex~nder
sisterhood has in her one of its ablest ·expoOlark" "The Past Rises before Me Lik'h ~
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon 0. lngerao •
nents.
The work of Miss Gardener entitled, " Men, Some Mistakes of Hoses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.i!i. .
O...L
Women, and Gods," is a very able one, and
has had deservedly a large circulation. It· Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 5 u~s;
plain cloth, S1.2~.
should be in the hands of every .Freethinker
What M.ust We Do to Be Saved 1 Pawho desires to posseBB a storehouse of bibliper, 25 cents.
cal and historical research. We do not in- The Christian Reli~:don.
By R. G.
tend here to giv anythin~ like a review of the
Ingersoll Judge Jeremiali B. Black, ·and Prof.
George F. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents ; cleth, $1.
book, for that, to do it full justice, would occupy more space than we hav il.t our com- Orthodoxy. 56. pages, l~mo, _pape~,
10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post .Pf!-ld. PrlD teg In
mand. Moreover, we trust that most of our
lar e, olear j;ype, and contami:qg as muc as
coi:l.d be delivered in t'Yo. ordmarr lectures.
readers hav already procured a copy, and
This makes a grand ~BBionary document.
carefully studied its contents. It consists of
Liberals should scatter 1t generously.
three lectures, but each lecture is a small In ersoll Cateehised: His Answers to
~ Number of Vital Questions Propounded. bJi
volume in itself, and the whole together will
the editor of the Ban F'l"anotscan. 5 cents,
furnish a day's most excellent and valuable
Ql)1JJB per dozen ~ ll!i copies, ~1 ; 100 copies, $3.
.IIIW1ons of these should be 01roulated ..
reading. The book, as is common in. these
days, takes its title from the first discourse, Vindication of Thomas Paine from
the attacks of the New York Obllerver, by Rob·
and in this lecture are discussed, as few can
ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cent.s.
•
discuss them, some of the most momentous Address on the Civil Rtghts JliU.
questions of human life-questions on which
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
the welfare of the race depends. Miss Gar- Inu;ersoll's Leetures Complete.
_
llonnd in one volume. To meet .the demand
dener is alive to the interests and well-being
for Mr.lngersoll's works1 the pnblishe":p.as b.ad
of her own sex. They should-she holdsall his lectures, except tne .latest on .Orthodoxy," bound In one beantlful.vf?lume, lD half
be able to eat of the tree of knowledge withoalf, library style, and contaliDDg _over 11800
out fear of consequences, and she thinks the
pa,res, which is sold a~ the ex~eedingly lOW
pnce of sr;. Sent by mail postpaid.
world would be the better for their so doing.
There hav been so m.~Y
In our opinion, those who do not agree with Tributes.
a lications for Mr. Ingersoll's "The V1B1on
her upon this point hav much to learn, and
oFPwar, the "Grant BaQquet Toast," that
they ha'v been printed on neav;v toned paper,
probably a good deal to unlearn. Woman
18xllll illuminated border, and m large, cllwille!lr
.has been too long the slave· of man, and the
type,' suitable for framing, and the three
be forwarded to any address, for 25 cts, or
shackles by which she has been bound are
either one for 15 ots.
This
theological dogmas. Imaginativ in her nat- Prose Poems and ~election~.
ure, her imagination, which should hav been
new book is a gem. It lB a ~odelm e-yery re·
speot. In fact one of thf! r1chesh_brtghtest,
the means of her elevation, has been fed
best ever issued. It centams, '!Jestaes the celwith too idle, pueril tales of gods and demons;
ebrated "Decoration Day OratiOn," nf!ver be·
fore published, and all the famou11 "tnbutes "
and in consequence she has sunken into the
heretofore printed in various shapes, but never
brought together till now, many other gems,
darkneBB of superstition, when she should hav
from the speeches, arguments, lectHelen Gardener and Her "Men, 'Women, risen into the bright light of intellectual truth. "' selected
ures, letters table-talks, and day-~o-da~ con·
versa
tiona
of the author. The W!JJ.;k lB d!JBlgned
But, happily, this state of things is fast passanci Gods."
for and will be aooepted by admtnng fnends ~
Charles Watts tn Secular Thought.
ing away, thanks to such noble women as
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
America is noted for female publicists, who Miss Helen Gardener.
purpose a fine steel portrait, with.antofcra:{lh
fac simile, has been 11repared espec1all.X obr 1tk.
figure conspicuously both on the platform
The second discourse is on that worn-out
Price in silk cloth, beveled edges, gut ac
and 11lile, 12.50; in half calf, mottled edges, ele·
and in the press. A few years ago this state dogma of an almost. obsolete faith, "Vicarigant hbrary style, 4.50; m full '.l;'nr~ey tmoof things was almost entirely unknown, and ous Atonement," and most mercileBBly is it
rocoo, _gilt, exquis1tly fine, 7.50; 1n full ree
calf highest possible style and finish, $9.
any suggestion that it was probable for it to dealt with. Not only is the fallacy on which
Printed in
exist would hav been received with a good it is based clearly demonstrated, but the most Life.' A Prose Poem.
eolors on board, beveled gilt edges. 50 cents.
deal of incredulity, and not a little ridicule. pernicious consequences of the doctrin and
To-day, however, it is not only an accom- its allied dogmas are fully and graphically Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.
boudoir,Address
S1.
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plished fact, but one which is everywhere set forth. :Miss ·Gardener is evidently an un·u.L=
,
•
received as the most natural state of things compromising foe of orthodox theology, not
possible. Women now play a most important on speculativ grounds so much as on those of The "Unele Tom's Cabin" of the
part in the advocacy of every cause, social, a practical nature:- She sees the mischief it
Industrial Slavery of To-Day.
moral, political, and religious. This, no has done in the world; and love for her feldoubt, is a move in the right direction, and low-creatures stimulates her into energetic
an indication of that progress which marks action in an endeavor to overthrow this Jugthe history of the past, and points unmistak- gernaut of superstition.
ably to the future. True it is that woman,
The last lecture-which to our thinking is
under proper conditions, is the great agent of the best-is entitled, 11 Historical Facts and
civil•zation, transmitting light to her fellows Theological Fictions." In this is shown, in a
By Edward Bellamy,
with a warmth of tint which man is incapable thoroughly exhaustiv manner, the independ- Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's ProceBB," etc.
of displaying. With him genius may be ence of morality of all theological specUlaVital, inspiring, hopeful, convinoing.-[Literary
brilliant, like the sunbeam as it glitters when tions, the un~cientitic character of Christian World.
.
astonishinll book, how 1t haunts one,
This
reflected in the block of ice, but with her it faith, and the fallacy of the claim that prog- like a grown-up
'"Alice in Wonderland I" The
is the summer ray as seen playing upon the ress is the result of Christianity.
mind foilovts entranced.-[Boston Gazette.
It is a thought-breeding book.' J~.n!l all.who !lre
bed of roses in the dawn of a summer mornThis is really one of the books of the age. free to receive new light will fin a 1n ttBattsfaCtlOn
inspiration.-fNew York Tnbnne.
ing.
It is rich in thought and redundant in great and
The appeal is a ways made to a man's reason,
Foremost amongst the women of to-day and lasting truths. A veritable Minerva is its and
to his noblest. sentiments: never to his sel·
stands Helen Gardener. LeBB known, per- author, and, what is more to the purpose, her fishness.-[Boston Post.
A glowing prophecy and a gospal of peace,
haps, than some of her compeers, in conse- wisdom is always well balanced. She has a where the pleasures of thi11 world are f!ee to all,
but riot enslave.-[TI?e Nat10n.
.
quence largely of the field in which she has strong poetic temperament, but it is not· a toAcheer
suggestion of a really pract10able and feaBl•
chosen to labor, in depth of intellect, com- wild Pegasus, but a steed always kept under ble social state greatly in advance of the present.
romantin narrativ is rich in its forecast of
bined with an earnest love of her fellows and full control by reason. She has done good The
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
a genial, loving, happy disposition, she has work, young as she is in years, and we may,
12ono, cloth, $1. ~0; paPjlr, 50c •
. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
no superior. She is a Freethinker of the In- therefore, expect much more from her pen in
gersoll type, brilliant in wit, polished in dic- the future. Long may Miss Gardener liv,
tion, gentle in manners, kind in her dealings •and by the purity of her life and the brill- W. S. BELL'S P .A.MPHLETS.
with others, being ever ready to help the fancy of her intellect may she continue to
needy and oppressed. .Priestcraft has no shed a luster and a halo of ethical and mental The Conft.iet between Christianity
bitterer enemy, dogmatic theology no more glory upon the human race.
and Civilization.
vigorous opponent, and humanity no firmer
PRIOE,
- • • • - 15 OENTS.
Your treatment of the uaonfiict" is excellent.
friend than the author of 11 Men, Women,
THE
-Harry
Hoover.
and Gods." Her command of strong, terse
English is great, and she uses it often with
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
powerful effect in demolishing the fallacies
PRIOE, 15 OENTB.
of an opponent, and yet personally she has
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
DISCUSSION.
discourse ...:..Iames Parton.
.
not an unkind word to say of her severest
I am much pleased with your address, and w1ll
antagonist. She is by birth, training, and fdF.AITH OR .AGNOSTIOISM? notice it in Man.-T. B. Wak!lman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a very
education an accomplished lady, and by her
-oable papr r, and deserves wide dissemination--The
personal character a sterling woman. In her
Two Letters from Dr. Field, D. D., editor of the Age.
Evangelt•t• to Oolone1 Ingersoll, and
home she is· gentle, kind, and affectionate; Presbyterian
two Replies thereto. Dr. Field is one of the exANTI-PROHIBITION.
in the social circle cheerful, amiable, and ceedinglf few Ohristians who havopposed Oolonel
PRIOE, 20 CENTS.
lngerso1
kindly
and
courteously,
and
the
Greltt
open-hearted ; and· in public brilliant, cult- Agnostio has used him a.ooordingl.y. Dr. Field'S
The number of heads under which yon hav
divided ~he subject mattet: of the pamphlet., al?d
ured, and firm. • She has very positiv views arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
the conCise manner in which ea.oh pomt lB disregarding human rights-both for men and
cussed, Bhonld b!l highl:y commended. Thep>fot:e
THE ONLY ..ciUPHORIZED.EDIPION.
I take K··eat pleasure 1n recommPnding' Antlwomen-but her object is always an unselfish
Prohibttwn "to the consideration of every person
Price, 50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth. who is irtereated, not only in the cause of temperdesire to benefit others. Her sarcal!m is keen,
ance, bn tin the principles of self-~evernment.
but it is always polished and never vulgar.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKi!JR 00.,
J. J. MciJabe.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
We, who know her intimately, are in a posi-,
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

It is glorious, my son, glorious because in a
glorious cause, the end-the arrest of those
they seduced by false pretens~-justifying the
means! A. C. may, probably does, work on
this line, and if he does, so much the more is
he covered with glory I"
"I don't see it, pa."
11 Of course you don't see it, my son.
You,
can't see that, as all is fair in love and war,
so all is fair in the suppression of vice and
crime. Better that vice and crime should be
created-if by the suppressors thereof-than
not be discovered at all. Better that ninetynine innocent men should be sent to prison
than one guilty one should escape. Think of
how gratified is the majesty of the law when
a copper brings in a saloonkeeper whom he
has seduced into selling him whisky by a
downright lie-ah, how majestic is the la.w's
majesty then, my son!"
11 Yes, pa.
Does Anthony go for quisby
books?"
"Anything and everything quisby, my son,
and by ways that are quisby if no others are
open, as he should, of course."
"Why doesn't he go for the Holy Queer
then, pa? That's an awful quisby book, ain't
it?"
11 Why don't A. C. go for the Holy Queer?
You astonish me, my son I Through my
spinal column and epigastric region you send
a shock of three thousand volts and one thousand six hundred ohms, more or leBB I Don't
you know that the Holy Que~r, quisby as it
really is, is a holy tome? That, though born
on earth, it was ·conceived in heaven, and so
the Holy of Holies? Go for the Holy Queer !
Never say those words again, my son. Remember that to the holy all things from the
holy source, be they never ·so indecent, are
holy, and not to be 1 gone for.' Go for the
Holy Queer !-who, Anthony Comstock?
Great Scott! Oh!-ahl-ouchl Retire, my
son. You hav opened up a gushing well of
fourth-proof anguish of soul within my corporeal being, and alone must I endeavor to
tank it. Go!"
Sr SLOKUM.

Looking Backwar~.

FIELD ·INGERSOLL
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THE. SAFEST CREED,

BY

Robert G. Iugersoll,

AND
TWELVE 0Tmm DIBOOUBBEB OJ!' REASON.

Btl 0. B. FROTHINGHAM.
A vigorous thinker as eloquent as Theodore Parker.-[New Bedfora Standard.
Deep thou~ht, thorough conviction, and great
ability.-[Phila. Press.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 238pp., $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT TI-IE DEVIL,
AND

OTHER BIOGRAPHIOAL SKETOHEB AND EssAYS.

BY 0HARLES BBADLAUGH.
With Portrait.and Autobiography.
Oharles Bradlaugh has" A Few Words" to say
"About the Devil." Mr. Bradlaugh has a right to
his" few words," and the deVIl will, we preKume,
&t no very di11tant dar. hav a few words to say to
Mr. Bradlaugh, and wtll doubtless get the best of
the argument.-[Ohicago Interior.
Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp., $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

THE FORllM.

ARGUMENT

IN THE

TRIAL OF C. B. REYN 0 LDS
FOB

"BLASPHEMY,"
AT

MORRISTOWN,

NEW JERSEY.

Stenographically reported, and r8'1Jised by the author.
Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

Ohicago Secular Union meets every Bunda~
evening at 7:80 P.ll., corner Bangamon street and
Washington boulevard. Lectures and debatel.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

PHILADELPHU.LIBERAL LEAGUE 207
meets ever:v Bnnday in lndn11trial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., a.t 2:80 and 7 :80 p.M. for lectures and
free discllSsions on religions a.nd social questions.
Able speakers interest the a.ndience. N.B.-Truth
Beeker publications always on hand at cheap rates

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not write
The Bonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HBl!!B'f
BuRR. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest of all Antl·Blbll
cal \Vorks.

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his ~reat forensic powers. All his heart and brain
By THOMAS PAINE,
are in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is 1n his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
"The Anthor-Hero of the Revolution."
we see him as the splendid champion of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
a.nd justice, hatred of tyranny and chains, sympathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his Price, Bingle OOpies, 25 cents. Six copiea for
courage and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expressioni and he makes grand use of the
$1.00.
opportunity. Such a flood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, ogic, pathos, poetry, and patriottam-is not often poured ont in a conrt of justice.
·
· ,
The many _mills for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
THE ORISIS.
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleading newspaper. references.
By
Thomas Paine.
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an· address to a jury: statesmen and politiSpeaking of this work in connection with the
cians a clear exposition of Oonstitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
and women everywhere, a Magna Oharta of their rwts.
proposed independence of America from Great
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.
Britain, Washington wrote : "A few more ench
will not leave num
ftaming arguments •
bers at a loss to decide on the propriety of & sepaGOD.IB:tNDERforTHETRUTRSEEKER ration."
For the benefit of onr read·
Price, 40 cent!!.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
r' ·
era who preserve their papera
1""• r<ti<ZI
we oft'er a new style of bi nder 1
For either of these works or any of Paine•s
BIJM'eta'f"/j of the American BeeulOII' Union.
f1At<ov 1'
made for the purpose, ana writin~~:s,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
1~ B~~'"'"'t I
· with the heading. of T~E
TB.UTH
8EEKEB
prmted
tn
Price 10 cen ts •
1
L!!
~ ....
>:O.' d letters on the outside.
Address THE TRUTH. BEEKER OoMPANY.
This binder allows the opening of the papers perfectly ftat. It also allows the
takmg out and replacing of one or more papers
CONTBNTS:
from any part of the file without disturbing the
The White Bnll : A Satirical Romance.- Za.dig,
other parts.
.
or
Fate.-The
Sage
and the Atheist.-The Princess
Bent by mail, post12_ai!,h for •1.
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Orowns. The
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER1
Hnron;
or,
the
Pupil
of Nature.-Microm~as.
tf
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and tbe White.
OB,
!
-Memnom the Philoaopher.-Andres Des Touchel
The Church of Practical Religion.! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - at Biam.-The Study of Nature.-A Oonversa.tio2
With a. Ohinese.-Plato•s Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
AND
Handsome 12mo, 448 pages, laid paper. With i?
church without superstition, and its snccess.
.
engravings. Pr!9e1_cloth, beveled boards, $1.50b·pa
per covers, $1. l:Uioli calf or half morocco, mar led
Uncle Job SaWYer, the pastor, having established ·
edges, $4. 00.
his pulpit,.uses it to discuss all the vital questions
0
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
of hnman concern, religious, political, and otherAN EXPOS-I'.
wise. The book is written in well-chosen ian.r;
guage, and easily understood. There is just suffi- Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
WORKS OF '0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
bequest to Philadelphia by the Ohristian
cient narra.tiv about it to interest the reader and
churches and Young Men's ·
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Christianity
a Reward for Crime
Oh1istian Associato his mind.
tion.
Authenticated by the Bible.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.
By RICH. B. WESTBRooK, D. D., LL.D.
Paper, 12mo, 211 pages,
1oe.
Price $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

ROME~ REASON THE NEW
A Memoir of Ohristian and Extra.-Ohristian Experience.
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATERS.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
and Oatholicism, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate personal experience with the two svstems. It deals the most trenchant blows which
pure logic is capable of inflicting.-[Or~tica.l Review
Oloth,12mo, $1.75.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

Essanoa of Haligion
By L. FEIJERBA.CH.
Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 eta.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefO!"e immoral.-Bxtract. ·
Address THl!l TRUTH BEEKER Oo.

Ad vanoement ~ Soienoe
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.

VOLT AIBE' S BDMABCES.

TRY•SQUARE;

;GIRARD'S
WILL
I
·
G•Irard C }} ege TheoJogy.

ROMAN I s·M,
OR

Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.

DANCER AHE-'D.

Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25c.; cloth, 50c.
It is in many respects one of the most extraordinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. Trtoune.

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. 00.

The Antiquity of Christianity.
By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."
P~per,

12mo, 61pp., cloth, 50 cents.

Oon tains testimonies of the early Ohristian Fathe ~B and others, and cases of, striking similarity
to Ohri~tianity in many ancient religions.
Bold at THE TRUTH BEEKER Office.

SOCIAL

WEALTH,

The BolA Factors and Ezact Ratios in Its
Acquirement and Apportionment.
By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, CJiotlt,
•
•
$1.00.
Address.THE TRUTH SEEKER,
2SJ,afayette Place, New York.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAliSM
By DR. FREDERIO R. MA.RVIN, Professor of
Physiological Medicin &nd Medical Jurispruilence in the New York Free
Medical Oollege for Women.
Paper, 12mo, 68pp., cloth, 50 cents.
His analysis of nerveus and mental phenomena
is sharply scientific; his pathological theories are
rat'onal, clear, and modern.-Me!Z1oal Review.
His lanlfuage ill strong and well, chosen, his
style admtrable in its directness and brilliancy,
his thought clear and logical.-Ltbera! Chrtsttan.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

MATERIALISM:·
ITS HISTORY AND ITS INFLUENCE UPON
SOOIETY.

By A • .:J. GROVER.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEB:ER 00.

BffiLE FABRICATIONS
NEW EDITION.

The Secret of the East,

Origin of the Christian Bible.

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and· the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.

A :Masonic Vindication ,of Right.

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

in the suit of the

Bankers' and Merchants' Tete•
graph Company
against the

Western Union Telegraph Company
So many ha.v asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH BEl!lKEB ha,s obtained a.
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIA.L
SUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDIOAL OOM·
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand·
some 12mo volume of nearlY 11!JOO pages, fully
illustrated. Oloth, 8.25-in English or .German.
A new cheap edition at only 1.5ll.
BOIENOE IN STORY; o~ Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the ·.rroublesome.Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at$1 each, or $5
per set; ox five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 pages1 illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume or "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hin1!s and Ready Recipes. A valua.!Xe referenoe pamphlet of 128 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SOIENOE SERIES (Dime Pam•
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
m their Relation to Disease," representing the germ
theory, advoclllting personal and public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Bunbeam!" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to sicK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 836 p~e':J. cloth

Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 21l0.

A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 86 pages,
•
•
•
• 1Gc.
Addresr THE TRUTH SEEKER.
2e LafaYeUe Pl., New-Yorll:.

For sale at this office.

Charles Watts's Works.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS

Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate between the
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. teo pp., 25 cts. The Mirror of Free
Saints and Sinners. 10 cents..
thought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism
25 eta. Biblical Errors and Becnlar Truths. 25
'fhe History of Freeth ought. Bound eta.
Two Revelations. 5 eta. Bible Horrors; or
in cloth and lettered. Price,1.2b. OoNTENTB : Real Blasphemy. 5 eta. Btble Makers. li eta
Section I. Definition of Freethol!J{ht Jmd its B1ble Saints-Nos. I, 2, and 8. Each 5 cts. Mose
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it vs. Darwin. 5 eta. Bocrates1 Buddha., and Jeans
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section III. Free, 5 eta. Christianity a Degraaing Reljgion. 5 cts
thought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV. Fictitious Gods. 5 ctK. Natural Man. li ctad.
Freethought in Oonflict during the Sixteenth, The Old Faith and the New. 5 eta. Bruno an
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Oenturies. Sec- Spinoza. 5 eta. The Bible God and His Favorit11
tion V. Freethought Triumph in the Nine- 5 eta. Miracle-Workers. 5 eta. Health, Wealth
teenth Oentury.
and Happiness. 5 eta. The Brain and the Soul
eta. Nature and the Gods. 5 eta. Desi~tn and
Sefularism; Destructiv and Construc- 5Natural
Selection. 5 eta. Man and the Lower
Animals.
()eta.
tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
Address Watts and Oo., 17 Johnson's Oonrt,
Secularism; its Principles and its E.O., Lon ion, Eng.
Dnties. Price, 75 eta.
'"

Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.

Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
OENTB EAOH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable? The Ohristian Deity;
Moral Value of t4e Bible; Freethought and
Modern Progress; Ohristianjty, its Natnre and
Influence on Civilization · Philosophy of Secularism; Science and Bible Ant11,gonistic i
Ohristian Scheme of Rede]:ll.Ption. ·For all oi
the above works address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

REDUCED TO $1.00.

THE STORY HOUR.
A. Book for Children and Youth.
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
Over a hundred fine illustrations.

~;~i~·~~th~~~8~;!l:~·r;.~\~~~t~~!t:ii~I:·~ii ASHORT· 'ESSON

IH HISTORY

lJ
By DB. LoUIS BUCHNER, Author of " Force and Hnma.nTemperamentst" with illustrations, by Dr. !
E. B. Foote, 10 cents,;_' GeneratiOn before Re!l'en.
Matter," etc.
eration,"
by
Dr
..
E
.
.n.
Foote,
Jr.
_10
<;ents;
'
;ae.
A
double-page
picture contrasting science and
1
Translated from the German.
ports of Oonvent10n~ and Parlor meetm!l's durmg Gheology showing how the one has labored for
1882,"10cents; "Thud Annual Oonvent10nof the
'
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
Institute of Heredity,Mo.v
1883." 10 cents.
human advancement, and how the other has
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEBt 28 Lafayette Place.
A.rlrl'""""
THE TRTT'l'll' RF.RKF.R.
always opposed it.
Price. six copies, 80 cents; one dozen liO cents
DO YOU WANT a pleasant, healthful, cheap 'l'HE TRUTH ~F,tt KHt ANNUAL ~twen.Jy-five copies for fl; one hundred copies for
·'
• $8. we wish that the fnends of Freethonght would
home in the South? Write Leftwich BrofL and
Price, 25 OP.nts.
distribute thousands of. these telling Pictures.
Ourtis, Florence, Ala.
l'Yli4

2".

111o.

OB,

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL'S
OPENING BPEEOH TO THE JURY

REFUTED~

And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,
•

HISTORY
OJ' TB'J:

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Of Europe.
Revised Edition-2 vole-Price, Sll.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPEB. M.D .. LL.D
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER·

.JUiT OUT.

Chiistian Absurdities.
BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

BING, BROTHERS, BING.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

In vour meeting-s. to make them hvely and interesting. THE LIBERAL HYMN BooK conta.ins songs
by the best poetK. adapted to well-known tunes.
It is hi@ly recommendE-d by Messrs. Wa.keman,
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price,
15 cent.l.
Address To TKUTKS.BK~Cm Oo•.
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1oRDER OFHCREATION.
A DISCUSSioN BETWEEN

It is reported that a temple for the worship
of Buddha was recently secretly opened in
New York city.

GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER,
LINTON, REVILLE.

On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
CONTENTS:
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Hon.
LEo XIII. instructs all bishops throughout
W. E. Gladstone.
Interpreters of Genesis and the Interthe world to continue agitation for restora- II. The
preters of Nature. ;Jl_y Prof. T. H. Huxley.
III. Postscript to Bolar Myths. By Prof. Max
tion of his temporal power.
Muller.
·
THE yellow fever epidemi.:: has about ceased.
Gr,ADBTONE expresses
alarm· at the growth of
divorce in this country.
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IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creation. A.n Answer to Mr. Gladatone. BY Albert Reville, D.D.
VL Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. BY Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
VII. A Prot eat and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Linton.
This is a new book and contains the latest discussion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
participants are a guarantee of ita able character.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents ..
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
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(f~ms

of lfho:unht.

BY divine right the clergy owe nothing to the
state .. If th~y contribute to ita needs, it is through
pure condescension. They sojourn in the state.
solely to be protected, respected, remunerated;
they do the state honor enough by honoring it
with their presence, aiding it with their prayers,
enlightening it with their wisdom, and relieving
it of ita money-bags.- Vol!a11·e.
THE church has always
been willing to swap off
treasures in heaven for cash
down.-Inuersoll.

PIRATERIE 1 as the French
call it, or privateering, is
the universal bent of the
THE number of United
English nation, at home
States pensioners, in 1878
and abroad, wherever settled. No less than seven
223,998 and steadily dehundred ·privateers were, it
creasing, has increased
is said, commissioned in the
to 452,557.
last war l These were fitted
out by merchants, to prey
SoME think that, as
upon other merchants, who
hinted in Dr. Mackenzie's
had never done them any
book, Professor Von
injury. Ia there probably
any one of those privateerBergman was in a coning merchants of London,
spiracy to keep the libwho were so ready to rob
eral emperor Frederick
the merchants of Amsterdam, that would not as readout of the throne.
ily plunder another London
THERE is steady growth
merchant, of the next
street, if he could do it
of the great army of
with the same impunity T
wealthy aristocrats who
The avidity, the altentappeown blocks of New York
tens, is the same; it is the
and o~her cities, support
fear alone of the gallows
that makes the difference.
gorgeous city and seaside
How then can a nation,
establishments, and
which among the honeateat
maintain immense retiof ita people, has so many
nues of servants.
thieves by inclination, and
whose government encourFREDERIOK III. 's diary
aged and commissioned no
reveals that he was the
leas than seven hundred
ganga of robbers; how can
author of all the able
anoia a nation hav the face
statesmanship of which
to condemn the crime in
Bismarck stole the credit,
individuals, and hang up
and that he secretly
twenty of them in a morning l It naturally puts one
fought for years the desin mind of a Newgate anecpotic policy of that coundote. One of the prisoners
BALA.AM WAXETH HOT.
selor and William I.
complained, that in the.,
night somebody had taken
And when the ass saw the angel of the Lord, she thrust herself unto the wall, and crushed Balaam's foot against
THE reformed electiv
:his buckles out of. his shoes.
the wall: and he smote her again.-Num. xxii, 25.
system of voting by se"What the devil!" says another, "hav we then thteves
cret ballot handed to the
Any may! or Female chylde, found wayatynge amongst nBT It must not be anffe:red. Let us
voter by the official poll clerk:, known as the
Hya or her tyme wythe a toye-bee itte Rockynge search out the rogue, and pump him to death."Australian system, is proposed in some
Hoaa, doll, or monkye wythe Pinkke Tayl-ahall Be'(ljamtn Franklin.
paye toe ye Commonweal the ye summa of sixteen
states.
THE world is covered with forts to protect Chris(16s.) Yorke shyllinges.
from Christiana, and every sea is covered
THE United States Supreme Court decided TilE STORY OF THE PURTTANB.-THE BLUE LAWS.
The next' miscreant punished was a man who tiana
with iron monsters ready to blow Christian brains
the Iowa Prohibition law constitutional.
Although not mentioned on the ship's list, his- removed his overcoat on Bnnday, which Bee. III into eternal froth. Millions upon millions are
THE expenses of the national p;overnment, tory recognizes tho fact that there was one passen- forbade in these words :
annually expended in the effort to conatmot still
on the saintly Mayflower whose name was
Bee itt knowne that noe manna nor woman shall more deadly and terrible en gina of death. Indusnot long ago about $250,000,000. hav risen ger
Human Nature. Although the austere voyagers fix, adjuate, or arrange Hya or her clothes, after try is crippled, honest toil is robbed, and even
till this year they will be about $421,000,000. only wanted spiritual passengers, this very earthly they hav duly arrayed themaelvs Bundo.yP, inne Ye
Moruynge. When they gette frome bedde, they beggary is taxed to defray the expenses of ChrisRABBI JosEPH is trying to entice Jews grow- personage insisted upon sharing the tour; and maye donne such raymente as they require for ye tian warfare.-Inaersoll.
even the Puritans could not exclude the unwel- Lord's Day; butte any subsequent Prinkynge, reing toward Rationalism back to doctrine come traveler.
THE essence of the Christian religion is the cen
moval, or takynge.onne of kotea, wrappea, or muffyxinge of back hair or Bangea will be con- ter dogma of Buddhism-the doctrin of the worthabout slwdim, or demons, and such cabalistic
Upon arrival in the New World this Human Nat- flers,
sidered
as
worke,
and
a
fyne
attached
thereto.
ure, as is always the case, asserted itself; and Exception is mayd to galoshes or gums, whych lessness of terreHtrialliff'.-So1wpenhauer.
nonsense.
ALL joy is what I call pagan. Everything in the
under ita effects even the Puritan occasionally fell maya bee put onne or ahedde, at dyacretione.
ANY book of poems which has the word from grace.
world that tends to make men happy is moral.As
all
food
intended
for
Sunday
consumption
"tyrant" in it cannot pass the Russian fronInaersoll.
Where man transgresses there yon must hav
THoUGHT fond man
tier. The czar thinks it a direct hit at him. laws; consequently the elders, unable to find was cooked on Baturday,it was afterw&rd thought
that
to
be
consistent
Sunday
dressing
also
ought
Of these, and all the thousand nameless ills,
An English book was lately tabooed because any existing statutes in their new home, had to to be attended to the day before, in which case That
one
incessant
struggle
render life,
frame a code which would cover the offenses comit had the sentence, "God's free air."
each man would simply rise from bed on the SabOne scene of toil, of suffering, and of fate;
mitted from time to time among them.
Vice in his high career would stand appalled,
Eight civil service deacons, who stood reapect- bath morn, and hav no ocoaaion to expend labor
THE woman question is coming to the fore
on his person other than washing his face and
And heedless, rambling Impulse learn to think;
in the farthest East. The mikado of Japan ivly 98, 93, 94, 97, 91, 98, 99, and 99 in biliousness, combing hla hair or wig.
The conscious heart of Charity would warm,
were ordered " to devyae dyvera atryngent enacthas just instituted an order to be bestowed menta, wherebye the doings of cyrtaine loose
Many strange incidents attended the introducAnd her wide wish, Benevolence dilate;
only on women, and upon all such of them as people myghte bee broughte toe a ahorte atoppe;" tion of these laws, clearly showing that the time
The social tear would rise, the social sigh;
And into clear perfection, gradual bliss,
and the Solons, after due deliberation, produced a was ripe for just such a correctiv. Deacon In
shall in any way distinguish themselvs.
Refining still, the social passions work.
code which the world has since called Blue Laws. crease Mather, one of the moat rigorous of the
A woMAN who applied for a renewal of her On submitting these laws to their fellow.neigh- sect, but who was fearfully absent-minded, arose
-Thomson.
license to keep a public house in Stockton bora, even the framers showed that they considered one morning, and taking his knickerbockera
I HAD rather be poor, with a little sympathy ill
into
the
right
compartment,
whenplunged
a
leg
my
heart,
than
to
be
rich
as
all
the
mines
of earth
was opposed by the local vicar on the ground the statutes fearfully stringent-perhaps too much
horrors !-the meeting-house bell began to toll,
that his evening congregation would be les- so-for they recommended homeopathic doses at recalling to his forgetful mind the fact that it was and not hav that little flower of pity in my breast.
I do not see how a man can hav hundreds of millfirst; and even went so far as to acknowledge that
sened thereby, and that it. would hav "a det- before using them for human beings it might be Sunday. Thbre was a predicament indeed! One ions and pass every day people that hav not enough
limb was already enveloped, but the other was out to eat. I do not understand it.-Inaersoll.
rimental effect on the church offertories."
well to first experiment on animals.
This recommendation was acted on, and as in the world. What was he to doT He had been
THE neglect of cleanliness avenges itself in disMEDIEVAL superstitions linger in Austria.
under the infliction dogs went mad, cats had fits, among those who had contended that dressing on
The burgomaster of Zuraki, in Galicia, has and hens began to lay soft-shell eggs, it was Sunday was work and consequently among the eases which no prayer can avert; during the moat
filthfnl and prayerful period of the Middle Ages,
just instituted a prosecution before the crim- thought prudent olio revise the statutes, and issue a acta forbidden by the Blue Laws.
seven out of ten city dwellers were subject to
due
cogitation
he
extracted
himself
from
After
inal court of Solotwina against a man named new edition.
scrofula of that especially malignt.nt form that
The next question which arose was: Where were the dilemma in the only way left-he fainted attacks the lllanda and the arteries as well as the
Jean Kowalesink for having "by his mali~
the Jaws to be copyrighted T As there was not any away, upon seeing which the outside elder, forget- akin. Medical nostrums and clerical hOcus-poena
cious sorceries and incantations caused a hail- House of Representative at that time, and conse- ting everything for the moment but the one touch
of the ordinary sort were, indeed, so notoriously
storm to devastate the fields of Zuraki on quently no librarian of Congress, the Puritans of nature which makes us all brothers, rushed in unavailing against that virulent affection that
were in a quandary as to how the code could be and carried Increase to bed.
July 28th."
thousands of sufferers took long journeys to try
".Brother," said Increase, from beneath the the efficacy of a kina's touch, as reoorded in the
Finally Bojourner-Far·From-Glory
TRUSTS hav raised prices, in castor oil, protected.
suggested that a copy of the book be sent to the cover lid," we hav now both transgressed the !aw-l still current term of a soveretan remedy.-Pro$0.40 to $1.24; linseed oil, 38 cents to 56; village librarian, New Haven, accompanied by the by clothing myself, and you by carrying me to this fessor Oswala tn The Bible of Nature.
school slates, 17.5 per cent; steel rails, $27 to customary fee, and a request that he would spe- cot-but we will not inform one upon the other.
ONE scientist in control of Madrid could hav
$40 a ton ; steel and iron beams, $30 to cially copyright the capital letters, which were the We will keep mum on account of the legal penal- prevented the plague. In such cases, cleanliness
ties and atone in other ways for the sins this day
important
points
in
all
works
of
those
days.
$73.93; wrought iron pipe, 3 per cent, reduc- Ten months after, the book was returned with a committed. Go you to the meeting-house and let is far better than" godliness;" science is superior
ing wap;es 10 per cent ; oilcloths, 65 pef cent. letter to this effect :
me miss my customary observances, inasmuch as to superstition; drainage much better than divinI did not clothe myself when the days were aeou- ity; therapeutics more excellent than theology.
Other trusts are in iron ore,· sugar, plows, Too THE CoMITEY OF ATE,
Goodness is not enough-intelligence is necessary.
lar."
boa tone, Rod island.
threshers, iron nuts, nails, stoves, paper
BURZ: We don't kopyright no delirium TrimTo detail the Blue Law penalties for social sins Faith is not sufficient. creeds are helpless, and
bags, honey, and lard.
mens in this orflce, and don't yu fonrgit it, Them would make the blood ol the reader grow cold. prayers fruitleaa.-Inoersoll.
atatooa which YU call Bin lora ain't fit for humona,
IF God is the author of all, it is he who created
IT is rumored that Bismarck and William and gug Brown tole me if He ahud use em in a Suffice it to say, many a man's lips caused him to
the devil; if the devil is wicked, if he strives to
Konedykut.t kort, he'd be blowd ski-by with diana- grow round. shouldered at the stocks.
II. hav brought the three emperors of Ger- mite.
Yonrn Resnectful,
counteract the projects of the divinity, it is the
"Dovey, may I kiss yon T"
Jm NEDDY,
many, Austria, and Russia into an agreement
Signa of dissent, properly interpreted by young divinity who has allowed the overthrow of his
Ll/brarvone, N. H.
projects, or who has not had sufficient authority.
to giv each full liberty to extend its own
man.
Copyright being out of the question, the Pnri"Thanks, sweetness, but let me first see if the to prevent the devil from exercising his power.~
borders as it will, Germany to take Holland
D'Holbao11.
tana.decided to patent their laws, and as the fee
and its colonies, Austria to seize the western for this was large, Mr. Neddy gracefnlly waived his code will permit." (Examine Blue Laws.) "Of a
truth-no. What would Dovey do if Lovey were
WHY was not the serpent kept out of the garprovince of Turkey down to the border of objections, and consented to protect the book.
sent to the stocks T"
denT Wt!y did not the Lord God take him by the
The first delinquent to suffer under the new
"Dovey go too, and feed her little birdie on tail and snap his head offT Why did he not put
Greece, and Russia to hav Bulgaria, RonAdam and Eve on their guard about this serpent 1
mania, Constantinople, and all she wants in code, was a little girl, aged five, who was caught in doughnuts and hard cider."
the act of playing with a gaudy toy, and her parTo embrace one's sweetheart then was a capital They, of course, were not acquainted in the
Asia, England being left out in the cold"with- ents were fined 16s., under the provisions of Sec.
offense.
neighborhood, and knew nothing about the
out an ally.
VIII:
(N. B.-So it is now.)- Wallace Peele tn Ttme.
serpent's reputation.-Inam·soll.
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FEW EXAMPLES OF

of the capital of the kingdom, while God
predestined it to be the aee of the vicar of
Christ ; and it shall ever remain ~he capital
IT is said that the Sioux chiefs now in of the Catholic world." Mr. Pecci appears
Washington are great smokers of cigarets to be unhappy over something.
and that they invariably inhale the smoke.
THE Browning Society of Boston has begun
Thus in the not very remote future all vexa- its fall campaign with vigor. The World retious Indian questions may disappear for lack ports the suggestion that the Concord Philosof Indians.
ophers and the Hub Browningites form an
THE United States Supreme Court has de- offensiv and defensiv alliance to chase the
cided that the Prohibitory Liquor law of Whatness of the Whither into the strongIowa is constitutional. One of the chief holds of Philistinism this winter, and rout
point3 made by the defense was that in pro. the Nonsense of the Never from its present
hibiting the manufacture of spirituous and well-fortified position. The scheme has met
malt liquors for sale outside the state the law with much favor in Boston, and a grE\at cruviolated the federal Constitution by inter- sade against the opponents of Culture is
fering with interstate commerce. The Su- promised.
preme Court holds otherwise, however.
THE Wesleyan (Jhristian Advocate says:
THE Christian at Work prints a list of sen- " The New York Christian Advocate charges
sational topics announced by American Zion's Herald, under its new management,
preachers, and says they compare favorably with the violation of1 the rules of ' refined
with dime-novel titles. Here are a few of Christian journalism, and the latter replies,
the sermon titles: "Boycotting the Dead," charging the Ad'l!ocate with ' delighting to as"The Great Oil," "Straight From the Shoul- sume to be, par excellence, the censor of the
der," "Hell, and the People who are Going Methodist press, to play the oracle upon all
There,"" Taken by the Throat,"" Use Your questions, and with intolerant and hypersenEyes," "Off Goes the Roof,"" Up Comes ~he sitiv officialism toward the merest approach
to friendly criticism.' Brethren, you are
Man.''
wasting time and space that might more
THE pope received the Neapolitan pilgrims hopelessly be given to abusing the South in
last week and made an address to them. this presidential crisis."
After condemning the Italian government
MAGISTRATE (to Uncle Rastus) : "This poand stating that the hatred of all foes of the
Papal see was concentrated in Rome, the liceman, Uncle Rastus, says he caught you
pope said : "In this city they do not hesitate 11tealing chickens last night." Uncle Rastus:
to confirm by new insults, even on eolemn "Yes, sah, an' I tole de gemman when he
occasions, the usurpation and violence which 'rested me dat de minister was comin' ter dinare within the remembrance of the whole ner de nex' day, an' I hadn't a scrap ob meat
world, degrading Rome to the simple position in de house. Yo' see, sah, it was a matter of

JloltfJ and Q!lippinns.

DIVINE BENEFICENCE"
religyun wif me. It wouldn't do ter disappint one ob de Lawd's elect." Magistrate:
'' And what did the policeman say?" Uncle
Rastus: "He said 'Rats,' sah. Now, yer
honah, dat man hain't got 'nuff respec' fo' de
relijus side ob life ter be ev'n 'motely con
nected wif de majesty ob de law."
SARAH BERNHARDT has given the New York
Herald her views upon marriage, " the result
of wide observation and considerable experience," as the Herald puts it. She wrote:
" The possibility of divorce makes the association of man and woman formed by marriage
more agreeable, inasmuch as it equalizes 'their
rights. Forced slavery no longer existing,
the necessity for revolting against it is a thing
of the past. Mutual concessions can now be
made without causing a sense of humiliation
on either side, for these concessions hav now
become voluntary. The knowledge which
husband and wife now hav that each can regain his or her liberty, if married life is no
longer supportable, just givs an amorous turn
to reconciliations after domestic quarrels, and
allows a poetic veil to be thrown over monsieur's slippers and madam'spot.aU-feu." The
Herald calls these " words of wisdom.''
THE following circular is being distributed
throughout Shelby county, Ala., by the
author, who is a hard-shell Baptist preacher
and pastor of several churches: " Prepare,
all of ye, for the end is at hand. I hav read
it in the stars, and angels hav come to me in
my dreams and told me the glad tidings.
The world will come to an end on Monday,
November 5th, in the year of our Lord 1888.
Prepare, all of ye, for that great day. God
has hastened the day, because of the wicked
generation of men called politicians. They are

all falsifiers and blasphemers, and shall be
burnt in lakes of liquid fire, because they fear
not God and are given to works of iniquity.
Rivers of boiling water will buni the Prohibitionist, and a sea of fire and brimstone
will open and swallow all Democrats andRepublicans. Prep~re, all of ye, and remember
the day is at hand. 0BEDITH BATEs, the
Lord's prophet." The relative of Bates will
hav him confined in an insane asylum.
SAYS the Sunday Mercury: At the meeting of the board of apportionment on Friday, in the course of the consideration of the.
city budget, the item of $30,000 for the Metropolitan Museum of Art came up for action.
The amount asked for was larger than that
appropriated a year ago, and when the time
came to vote on it Mayor Hewitt interposed:
" I will vote for that if the museum is to be
opened on Sundays, and not without.'' The
mayor's views on this subject, which he pro1
poses to enforce with the authority of his
office, are those of the vast majority of our
citizens. They are right and essential to the
well-being of the community. The bigotry
that would compel people who work six days
a week to remain without the enjoyment of
facilities for instruction on the seventh day is
happily a thing of the past, except among a
few of puritanical views, who hav a perfect
right .to square their own c')nduct by their
narrow rule, but hav no right whatever to
impose their opinions as law upon their fellow-citizens. The trustees of the Metropolitan Museum of Art hav been too much influ.
enced by this ·spirit of intolerance. But if the
people are to pay for the maintenance of the
establishment, the people must hav their say
as to their opportunity to enjoy it.
·
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The Time Lock of Our Ancestors.
Prom Bezrord's Jfaoaztne.
"Don't be so hard on yourself, Nellie. I am sure
it .can be no great wrong you hav done. Girls like
you are too apt to be morbid. No doubt, we all do
it, whatever it is. I'm sure I shall not blame you
when you tell me. Perhaps I shall say you are quite
right-that is, if there is any right and wrong to it,
and provided I know which is which after I hear
the whole story-as most likely I will not. Right--"
And here the elder woman smiled a little satirica_lly, and looked out of the ~indow with a far-away
gaze, as if she were retravehng through vast spaces
of time and experience far beyond anything her
friend could comprehend.
The evening shadows had gathered, and cast, as
they will, a spell of gravity and exchange of confidances over the two.
Presently the older woman began speaking again :
"Do you know, Nell, I was always a little surprised that Lord Byron, of all people, should hav
put it t_hat way:
"I know the right, and I approve it too;
Condemn the wrong-and yet the wrong pursue.
" 'The right '-why, it is like a WO!llan to say that.
As if there were but one 'right,' and it were dressed
in purple and fine linen, and seated on a throne in
sight of the assembled multitude! 'The right,' indeed! Yes, it rounds like a woman-and a very
young woman at th~t, Nellie."
The girl looked with large, troubled, passionate
eyes at her friend, and then broke out into hot, indignant words.:_words that would hav offended many
a woman; but Florence Campbell only laughed, a
light, queer little peal; tipped her chair a trifle farther back, put her daintily slippered feet on the satin
. cushion of the low window-seat, and looked at her
friend, through the gathering darkness, from under
half-closed eyelids.
Presently-this woman was always deliberate in
her conversation; long silences were a part of her
power in interesting and keeping the full attention
of her listeners-presently she said :
"Of course you think so. Why shouldn't you'
So did !-once. And do you know, Nellie, that sort
of sentiment dies hard-very hard-in a woman. At
your age-" Florence Campbell always spoke as if
she were very.old, although to look at her one would
say that she was not twenty-eight.
These delicately formed Dresden,china women
often carry their age with suoh an easy grace-it sits
upon them so lightly-in spite of ill-health, mental
storms, and moral defeats, that while their more robust sisters grow haggard and worn, and hard of
feature and tone, under weights less terrible and
with feelings less intense, they keep their grace and
gentleness of tone in the teeth ofevery blast.
"At your age, dear, I would hav scorned a woman
who talked as I do now ; and more than that, I would
hav suspected her, as you do not suspect me, of being a very dangerous and not unlikely a very bad
person indeed-simply from choice. While youyou generous little soul-think that I am better than
I talk."
She laughed again, and shifted her position as if
she were not wholly comfortable under the troubled
gaze of the great eyes she knew were fastened upon
her.
"You think I am better than my opinions. I know
exactly what you tell yourself about .me when you
are having it out with ·yourself upstairs. Oh, I
know I You excuse me for saying this on the theory
that it was not deliberate-was an oversight. You
account for that by the belief that I am not wellmy nerves are shaken. You are perfectly certain
that I am all right, no matter what I do, or say, or
think." She took her little friend's soft hand as it
twisted nervously a ribbon in her. lap, and held the
back of it against her cheek, as she often did. "But
just suppose it were some one else-some other wo·
man, Nellie, you would suspect her (no doubt quite
unfairly) of all the crimes in the statute-books. Oh,
I know, I know, child! I did-at your age-and,
sad to relate, I had no Florence Campbell to soften
my judgments on even one of my sex."
She had grown serious as she talked, and her voice
almost trembled. The instant she recognized' this
herself, she laughed again, and said gayly:
"Ob, I was a very sev~re judge-once-! do assure you, though you may not think so now." She
d~opped her voice to a tone of mocking solemnity,
not uncommon with her, and added: "If you won't
tell on me, I'll make a little confession to you, dear;"
and she took both of the girl's hands firmly in her
own and waited until the promis was given.
" I wouldn't hav it get out for the world, but the
fact is, Nell, I sometimes strongly suspect that, at
your age, I was-a most unmitigated, self-righteous
little p_ri,g."
.
.
. . .
_ Nell.Ie s hands gave a disappomted httle Jerk; but
h?r friend held them firmly, laughed gayly at h.er
discomfitnre-for she recognized ·fully that the girl.
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was attuned to tragedy-buried .her face in them for
an instant, and then deliberately kissed in turn e&ch
pink little palm-not omitting her own. Then she
dropped those of her friend, and leaned back against
her cushions and sighed. ·
Nellie was puzzled and annoyed. She was on the
verge of tears.
·
.
"Florence, darling," she said presently, "if I did
not know you to be the best woman in the world, I
shouldn't know what to make of your dark hints,
and of-and of you. You are always a riddle to me
-a beautiful riddle, with a good answer, if only I
could guess it. You talk like a fiend, sometime~, and
you act like-an angel, always."
.
"Giv me up. You can't guess me. Fact IS, I
havn't got any answer," laughed Florence.
But the girl went steadily on without seeming to
hear her:'' Do you know, there are times when ~
wonder if-J.t would be possible to be insane and VIcious, mentally and verbally, as it were, and perfectly
sane and exaltedly good morally."
Florence Campbell threw herself back on her cushions and laughed gayly, albeit a trifle hysterically.
"Photograph taken by an experienced artist!'' Ehe
exclaimed. "You've hit me! Oh, you've hit me,
Nell." Then sitting suddenly bolt-upright, she
looked the girl searchingly in the face, and said
slowly: "Do you know, Nellie, that I am sometin..es
tempted to tell the truth ! About myself, I meanand to you. Never on any other subject, nor to
anybody else, of course," she added dryly, in come~y
tones, strangely contrasting with the almost trag1c
accents as she went on. "But I can't. 'The truth!'
Why, it is like the right; I'm sure I don't know what
it is; and it has be~n so long-oh, so cruelly longsince I told it, by word or action, that I hav lost
its very likeness from my mind. I hav told lies and
acted lies so long--" Her friend's eyes grew indignant and she began to protest, but Florence ran on:
"I hav evaded facts-not only to others, but to myself until-until I'd hav to swear out a search-warrant and hav it served on my mental belongings to
find out myself what I do think or feel or want on
any given subject."
.
It was characteristic of the woman to use this fltppant method of expression, even in her moat intense
moments.
"I change so, Nell; sometimes suddenly-all in a
flash."
There· was a long silence. Then she began again,
quite seriously :
"There is a theory, you know, that we inherit
traits and conditions from our remote ancestors as
well as from our immediate ones. I sometimes fancy
that they descend to some people with a Time Lock
attachment. A child is born "-she held out her
hands as if a baby lay on them-" he is like his
mother, we will say, gentle, sweet, kind, truthful, for
years-let us say seven. Suddenly the Time Lock
turns, and the traits of his father (modified; of
cours~ by the acquired habits of seven years) show
themselvs strongly-take possession, in fact. Another
seTen years, and the priggishness of a great. uncle,
the stinginess of an aunt, or the dullness, in books,
of a rural grandfather. Then, in keeping with the
next two turns of the Lock, he falls in love with
every new face he sees, marries early and indulges
himself recklessly in a large family. He is an examplary husband and father, as men go, an ideal business man, and a general favorit in SOQiety."
She was running on now as if her words had the
whip-hand· of her.
"Everybody remarks upon the favorable change
since his stupid, priggish college days.· All this time,
through every change, he has been honorable and
upright in his dealings with his fellows. Suddenly
the Time Lock of a Thievish Ancestor is turned on;
he finds temptation too strong for even that greatly
underestimated power-the force of ·habit. of a lifetime-and the trust funds in his keeping disappear
with him to Canada. Everybody is surprised,
shocked, pained-and he, no doubt, more so than anyone else. Emotional insanity is offered as a possible
explanation by the charitable; long-headed, Mlculating, intentional rascality, by the severe or self-righteous. And he~ Well, he is wholly unable to account
for it at all. He Tcnows that be had not lived all
these years as a conscious, self-controled thief. He
knows that the temptations of his past life had never
before taken that particular form. He Tcnows that
the impulse was sudden, blinding, overwhelming;
but he does not know why and how. It was like an
awful dream. He seemed to be powerless to over·
come it. The Time Lock had turned without his
knowledge; and in spite of himself. The unknown,
unheard-of Thievish Ancestor took possession, as it
were, through force of superior strength and ability
-and then it was his hour. The hereditary shadow
on the dial had come around to him. The greatuncle's hour was past. He, no doubt, was' turned
on' to some other dazed automaton-in Maine or
Texa,s-who had fallen heir to a drop too much of his
blood, and she, poor thing, if it happened to be a girl
this time, forthwith proceeded to fall in love with her
friend's husband-seeing he was the only man at
hand at the time; while the Thievish Ancestor left-

in shame and contrition-a small but light.fingerecl
boy in Georgia, to keep his engagement wit~ our
respectable, highly honored, and heretofore highly
honorable man of affairs ip Wall street. The Tim(
Lock of heredity had been set for this hour, and the
machinery of circumstances oiled the wheels and
silently moved the dial."
There w~s absolute silence when Florence Camp·
bell's voice ceased. The heavy curtains made the
shadows in the struggling moonlight deep and sol· .
emn. Two great eyes looked out into the darkness
and a shudder passed over her frame. She thought
her little friend had fallen a.sleep, she lay so still and
quiet on the rug at her feet. Florence sighed, and
thought how quickly youth forgot its troubles and
how lightly Care sat on her throne. Then suddenly
a· passionate sobbing brake the silence, and two arms,
covered with lace and jewels, flung themselva around
·
the older woman's knees.
"0 my God ! Florence; 0 my God! is. there no
way to stop the wheels! Must they go bl~ndly on T
Can we never know who or what we wlll be to•
morrow1 It is awful, Florence, awful; and-it-is
true I 0 God ! it is true!"
Florence Campbell had been very serious when
she stopped her little harang. There had been a .
quality in her voice which, while it was not wholly
new to her friend, would hav been unknown to many
who thought they knew her well: To them ~h~ was
a beautiful, fashionable, rather hght woman, With a
gay nature, who either did not know, or did not
care to investigate too closely, the career of her husband, to whom she was devotedly attached.
She had been quite serious, I say, when she
stopped her little philosophical speculation; ~ut s~e
was grently surprised at the storm she had ratsed m
the breast of her little friend.
Florence bent down quickly, and putting her arms
about the. girl tried to raise her up; but she only
sobbed the harder, and clung to :fier friend's knees as
a despuate, frightened creature might cling to its
only refuge.
"Why Nellie, little kitten," said the older woman,
using 'term of e~dearment com~n ~ith h?r in
talking .with the ~Irl-" why, Nelhe,_ httle kitten,
what in the world Is the matter~ Did I scare the
life out of you with my Time Locks and my gruesome ancestors'" and she tried to laugh a little; but
the sound of her voice was not altogether pleasant to
the ear. "I'll ring for a light. I had no business to
talk such stuff to you when you were blue and in the
dark too. I guess, Nell, that the Time Lock of my
remote ancestor, who was a fool, must hav been
turned on me shortly after sundown to-day, don't
you think T" And this time her laugh lacked the note
of bitterness it had held before.
She ran on, still caressing the weeping girl at her
feet:
"Yes, undoubtedly, my Remote Ancestor-the foo1
-has now moved in. Do you think you can stand
seven years of him, kitten, if you liv with me that
long? But you won't. You'll go and marry some
horrid man, and I shall be so jealous that my hair
will curl at sight of him."
But the girl would not laugh. She refused to be
cheered, nor would she hav a light. She raised herself until her head rested on her friend's bosom, and
clung to her, sobbing as if her heart would break.
Florence stroked her hair and sat silent for a while,
wondering just what had so shaken the child. She
knew full well that it was not what she had hinted of
the darkness and her gruesome story. Presently
Nellie drew her friend's face down, and whispered
between her sobs:
"Darling, I must bav had some dreadful ancestor,
a wicked-wicked woman. I - - "
Florence Campbell shrieked with laughter. She
felt relieved of-she did not know what. She had
blamed herself for even unconsciously touching the
secret spring of sorrow in the. girl's heart. It was a
strange sight, the two women clinging to each other,
the one sobbing, the other laughing, each trying in
vain to check the other.
At last Nellie said, still almost in a whisper: "But,
Florence, you do not know. You do not understand.
You are too good to know. It is you who will scorn
and hate me when I tell you. 0 Florence, Florence,
I can never dare to tell you !"
Her friend, still laughing, made little ejaculations
of satirical import as the girl grew more and more
.
hysterical.
"0 thou wicked wretch!" laughed she. "No
doubt you've killed· your man, as they say out West.
Oh, dear-oh, dear! Nell, this is really quite delicious! Did it step on a bug? Or was it a great
big spided And does it think it ought to be hanged
for the crime?" A peal of laughter from the one, a
shudder from the other, was the only reply to these
efforts to break the force of the girl's self-reproach.
Florence cli.nched her small fist in mock heroics, and
began again : ·
"Your crimes hav found you out! And minemine-has been the avenging hand ! Really, this is
too good, kitten. I shall tell, let me see-! shall tell

a

1

-Tom!"
The girl was on her feet in a flash.

..
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"Not· that! not that, Florence! Anything but said aloud, and how much they heard when I first
that! I will tell you myself first-,-he shall not !"
went in! Confounded habit, talking aloud to myself!
Florence grew suddenly silent and grave. The Got to stop it, old boy; must be done-get you into
girl slipped down at her knees again, and clasping trouble yet!"
her hand, went hollrsely on:
Then he turned off the gas, and was sleeping as
"0 Florence, darling, I did not mean to wrong peacefully as an infant before the two women below
you ! Truly, truly, I did not-and I do not believe stairs had parted for the night.
he did-not at-first. We-oh, it was--" She
When Tom left the room, Nellie began to sob again,
sank on the :floor, at the feet of her astonished friend, and Florence stroked her hair with her icy hands and
and with upstretched arms in the darkness whispered: waited for the girl to speak-or grow calm. And for
"Florence, Florence-0 my God ! I cannot tell herself-she hardly knew what she waited for in heryou ! I must go away ! I must go away I"
self; but she felt that she needed time.
The older woman did not touch the outstretched
After a long silence she said; quite gently: "Nellie,
hands and they sank to the :floor, and on them rested little gir), we will go upstairs now ; you will go to
a tear-stained, wretched face.
bed. If you ever feel like it, after you take time to
A moment later Tom Campbell entered the ro·om. think it over, and your nerves are quiet-if you ever
To eyes unaccustomed to the darkness nothing was feel like it, you may tell me just what trick your
visible. He did not see his wife, who arose as he troublesome ancestor has tried .to play you ; but I
entered, and stood with bated breath over the form want to say now, dear, don't feel that you must tell
of the girl on the :floor.
me, nor that I do not know perfectly well that my
"By Jove !" he muttered, "this room is as dark as little kitten is all right, ancestors or no ancestors,
Egypt, and then some-wonder where Florence is. and that we, together, can somehow find the combiThose damned servants ought to be shot ! Whole nation to that Time Lock that so distresses you, arid
house like a confounded coal-pit! Didn't expect me turn it off again. Meantime, little girl, no one shall
for hours yet, I suppose ! That's no reason for liv- harm you. You shall be let alone; you are all right!
ing like a lot of damned bats ! 'Fraid of musketoes, Be sure of that. I am. Now, good-night;" and she
I suppose. Where are those matches~ Florence I kissed the still sobbing girl on the forehead and
She's evidently gone out-or to bed. Wonder where hands, in spite of her protests and self-accusations.
her little '.kitten' is? Umm-wonder how much
Suddenly Nellie sank on her knees again, and
longer Florence means to keep her here? Don't see grasped Florence's dress as she had turned to go:
how the thing's going to go on much longer this
" 0 Florence ! 0 Florence ! are you human 1 · How
way, with a girl with a conscience like that. Per- can you? You are not like other women ! 0 my
fectly ab?ormal! Perfectly ridiculous! Umm-no God ! if I could only be like you; but you frighten
more tact than--"
me! You are so calm. How cold your hands are!
Nellie moaned aloud. Florence had held her oh--"
breath, hoping he would go. He had almost reached
"Are they ? I did not notice. Oh, well, no matter;
the door leading to the hall, after his vain search for it is an old trick of theirs, you know."
matches;
Florence Campbell's voice was very steady now.
"Hello! what was that?" said Campbell, turning Her words were slow and deliberate-they sounded
again into the room.
as if she was very tired ; and her step, as she climbed
His wife knew that escape was not now possible. the stairs, had lost its spring and lightness.
"Nothing, Tom," she said, in a voice that trembled a
The next morning Nellie's breakfast was carried to
little. " Go upstairs. · I will come up soon."
her room, with a message from Florence not to get
"Why, hello, Florence, that you 1 What are you up until she came to her at their usual hour for
sitting here in the dark for, all alone? Why didn't reading together.
you speak to me when I came in? What did you let
About noon, as the girl lay thinking for the
me--"
hundredth time that she must get up and face life
Nellie sat up, and in doing so overturned a chair. tigain~that she must somehow stop this blinding
~om's eyes had grown accustomed to the darkness. headache, and go away-that she must die~Florence
He saw the two women outlined before him, and he swept into the room, trailing her soft, long gown
saw that Nellie had been on the :floor, and that his behind her, and gently closed . the door. She had
wife stood over her.
put on a gay pink tea-gown, with masses of white
" What's the matter?" he demanded. "What's lace and smart little bows in unexpected places.
up?"
"Feel better, dear?" she asked, gayly. "Griggs
He came toward them. Nellis sprang to her feet, told me your hsad ached, and that you had not slept
with :flashing eyes and outstretched, imploring hands well. I confess I did not either-not very. Tom
to wave him back. She was about to rush into a and I tl~lked rather late; you know he sails for Livpainful explanation. Florence stepped toward her, erpool at noon. Sure enough, you didn't know.
put both arms about her, and drew her onto the . Well, no matter. The vessel is just about sailing
cushioned window-seat at their side. She knew she now. Yes, it is rather sudden. We talked so much
must cover the girl's agitation from her husband, and of it last night that it seems quite an old story to me
somehow gain time to think.
to-day, though. You know he was to go in two
" Sit down, dear," she said, softly. " Sit down weeks, anyway. It seemed best to go earlier, so I
here by me. You hav been asleep. He frightened helped him pack, and saw him to the steamer two
you coming in so suddenly. You hav been dream- hours ago. You know a man don't hav to take anying; you talked in your sleep-but it was all non- thing but a tooth-brush and a smoking-cap. We
sense-about an ancestor, whom you blamed very thought it would be best for his health to go at once.
bitterly."
Tom has not seemed quite himself of late." She did
The girl began to speak impulsivly, but Florence not look at her friend as she talked, and her white
checked her.
face was turned from the light. She talked so fast,
"Yes, I know. You told me. It was all the it seemed as if she had rehearsed and was repeating
greatest stuff. But the part that was true-I doubt a part with a desire to hav it over as soon as might
if she was to blame. I think, from all I know of-of be. " His Traveling Ancestor, the one who wants
• her, and of the gentleman you mentioned, the one change-change-change in all things, has had hold
she-seemed to care for-that-oh, no, kitten ! I of him of late. I'm sure you hav noticed how restam sure she was not to blame."
less he was."
.
Nellie was trembling violently, clinging to her
The girl sat up and listened with wide eyes and
friend in shame and remorse. Tom stood perfectly :flushed cheeks. She had known many unexpected
quiet in the deeper darkness, back from the window, and unexplained things to be done in the house of
with a smile on his cheerful face and a puzzled light this friend, who had given her a home and a warm
in his handsome eyes.
welcome a year before, when she had left school, an
" Go upstairs, Tom," said Florence again, this time orphan and homeless. But this sudden departure
in a steadier tone. "Nellie's head aches; you waked she had not heard even mentioned before. She
her up too suddenly. We don't want more light-do thought she understood it.
we, Nellie?. Not just now. We hav quite light
"0 Florence! Florence!" she cried, passionately.
enough for the present. I assure you we are better "It is my fault! I hav separated you ! I hav
off just now in the dark. You would think so your- brought sorrow to you! You, who are so good, so·
self if you could see us as we see ourselvs. We are goody" and I-oh, how can you be so kind to me?
quite battered and out at elbow, I assure you, and Hate me ! Hate me I Thrust me from your house,
and tell the world I tried to steal your husband !
not at all fit for fastidious masculin eyes."
She was pulling herself up well. "To-morrow we Tell that I am vile and wicked ! Tell-and now I
will spruce up our bangs, put on fresh gowns, and not hav sent him away from you, who love him-whom
know ourselvs for the wretches we are to-night. he loves ! Why do you not blame me? Why do
Until then, Sir Knight, no masculin eye shall rest never blame anyone ? Why--"
upon our dilapidation. Go!"
There was a pause; the girl sobbed bitterly, while
Tom Campbell had. seen his wife in this mood the older woman seemed afraid to trust her voice.
before. He went.
After a while in a tired, solemn voice, Nellie went
All the way upstairs he wondered what had hap- on:
•
.
" Do you think you can believe a word I say,
pened. "Never could make women out anyway," he
muttered; " least of all, Florence. Women are a Florence? Is there any use for me to tell you the
queer lot. More you liv with 'em, more you don't truth!"
Her friend nodded slowly, looking her steadily in
know what they'll do'next. Wonder what in thunder's
up. ' Kitten' never said a word; but I'm damned if the eyes. Her lips were tightly drawn together, and
I didn't hear her groan ! Guess the little goose feels her hands were cold and trembling.
" Then, Florence, I will tell you, truly-trulykind of-queer-with me and the old lady both
present. Wonder-whew !-wonder how much I truly, as I hope for--" She was going to say

"your forgivness," but it seemed too cruel to ask for
that just now. "I did not understand, not at first,
either him or myself. I thought he was like you"she felt ]'lorence shudder-" and loved me, as he
said, as you did. I was so glad and proud, untiluntil-0 Florence! how can I tell you that I let him
beg me to go away with him! After I understood
what he meant, my heart did leap, even in its utter
self-abasement and wretchedness. I let him beg me
twice, and kiss me, after I understood! It must.
hav been my fault; he said it was "-Florence took
her friend's hand in hers-" and he said that no one
else had ever ta~en his thoughts away from you." ·
The girl thought she saw the drawn lips before
her curl; but she must free her whole heart now,
and lay bare her very soul.
" He said that he had always been true to you,
Florence, even in thought, until I-0 Florence I I
must be worse than anyone on earth. I-he said--"
Florence Campbell sprang to her feet. "Yes, I
know, I know !" she exclaimed, bre&thlessly, "and
you believed him! Poor little fool! Women do.
Sometimes a second time, but not a third time, dear
-not a third time! Do not blame yourself any
more." She stopped, then hurried on as one will do
when danger threatens from within. "If it had not
been you, it would, it might-my God! it might hav
been worse ! Some poor girl--"
She stopped again as if choking. The two women
looked at each other ; the younger one gave a long,
shuddering moan, and buried her face in her hands.
Presently Florence said slowly : "All ancestors
were not thieves. Some were simply fickle, and
light, and faithless."
Nellie raised a face full of passionate suffering :
"Florence! Florence I how can you excuse either of
us' How can-_!•
Suddenly, with a great sob, Florence Campbell
threw herself into the girl's outstretched arms, and
with a wail of utter desolation cried: "Hush, Nellie,
hush! Never speak of it again, never! Only love
me, love me-love me I I need it so! And no one
-no one in all the world has ever loved me truly!"
It was the only time Nellie ever ·saw Florence
Campbell lose her self-control.
H. H. GARDENER.
Judge Duffy's Opinion of Churclt Societies.
From the Herald of Oatubm·15t11.

When Ot!icer Burlando, of the Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Children, applied to Justice Duffy yesterday
for the commitment of three young men, the" Little Judge"
flared up and exclaimed :
I'll do nothing of the kind until the father and mother ha.v been
arrested. A child can't take a. bite off au apple or crack a. peanut
in the street nowadays wit,, out being pounced upon by you men.
It's Fimply a. matter of busmess with you-high salaries for the
officers. We got along a . - sight better before such societies were
in existence, and I'm going to AlbanY this winter a.nd see if I can't
ha.v them all abolished. They are a nuisance and an abuse.

The Writers Whom Saladin Likes.
F'l·om the Lonaon Secular Revlew•

There are some excellent Freethought~writers in America.
We like the unaffected but effectiv style of E. M. Macdonald
of THE TRUTH SEEKER. J. E. Remsburg writes well, as also
Messrs. Washburn, Putnam, and many others, among whom
are conspicuous the writers who sign t.hemselvs respectivly
"McArthur" and "Antichrist," 1he very sort of men we
should like to contribute to our own columns if they could
spare the time. Then there is "Alastor" of Seculm· l'lwugltt,
anent whose identity we are in utter ignorance, but who is
undoubtedly gifted with the literary faculty. There are,
further, efficient writers on 111-eetltougltt, the Independent
Pulpit, the I?-onclad .Age, and several others of the Freethought journals of America.
------~~--------

Religious Emotion.

F'l·om tlte J,ond.on

Tattuw.

I read in a daily that " the religious emotions of the Nea.
politans are very much excited just now; the police content
theniselvs with preventing fights and disturbances."
The mob in the Naples street
Are in need of a. cooling lotion,
For theY fight, and quarrel, a.nd ohea.t,
Because of" religious emotion."
A man nearly kills his wife,
But of evil he has no notion:
He drags her along by her hair,
In his fervent "religious emotion.•
Why should tho Whitechapel crimes
Be the cause of so mnch commotion 1
Maybe murd• r goes with the times,
And 'tis only "religious emotion."

Swearing at 'l'heir Gods.
F'J·om tlle Popular

SalPnce Monthll/.

When very sick, an Ainu man (the women may not pray
at all) will call upon the fire. goddess, who is reckoned a great
purifier, thus: "Abe kamui, Yekoingara wa en-kore" (0
fire-goddess condescend to look upon me). Upon the approach of d~ath, the master will lie close to the fire on his
own side of the hearth, partly for the sa~e .of the warmth,
but probably in a measure for any possible benefit to be
gained from propi~qnity to the realm of .the fire-go~dess.
Then the village chief and elders, and the SICk man's friends,
all come to see him; the men to pray and " drink to the
gods," while the women .weep and wail in rl!'t~er a noisy
fashion since they are demed the comforts of religwn. There
are tim~s when the patience of the praying men becomes
exhausted if no favorable answer is given to thE:ir petitions.
Mr. Batch~lor tells of one death-scene which he witnessed
when two men were praying to the goddess of fire and
another toward the sun rising through the eastern window ;
while a fourth was looking toward the northeast cor~er of
the hut (which corresponds in a measure to the latnne of
Japanese houses) arid swearing most vehemently at aU the
gods, something after this fashion: "You fools,l why ~o~'t
you pay some attention to us? Can'~ you see th1~ man 1~ Ill
great danger? Here we've been praymg and praymg for h1m,
and yet he doesn't get well. What's the matter? Are you ·
deaf? Can't you hear us?"

Uflft ;Emtritan

~trnlar

I

Jlnion.

R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
E. A; STEVENs. Secretary, - 241 Washington Boulevard, Chicago.
OTTo WETTSTEIN, Treas,,
•
•
Rochelle, Ill.
E. B. FooTE, JR., Ohair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave., New York.
MRS. M. A. FREEMAN, Ohair. Fin. Com., 241 Washington Boulevard,
Chicago.

Corrections to "Roll of Honor."
Mrs. Leonard Geiger, Hudson, N.Y. (not Alliance) ... $10.00

Items omitted:
J. Ray, Hudson, N.Y. (per L. Geiger) ..... ,................ 2 00
E. J. Murry, "
"
...................... 1:. 1 00
A. Bu~h,
"
"
...... .. .... .......... 1 00
Two Friends, "
"
.. . . .. . .. . . . . ... ...... 3 00
Kent Secular Union (cash) ...................................... 10.00

Mr. Heighton also pledged $15 more in behalf of
the Kent Union. As reported it reads, $25 for Mr.
Heighton and $10 for Kent Union.
Following are pledges which hav reached me since
the Congress :
Wm. C. Smith, South Corinth, N. Y ......................... $20 00
Portland (Ore.) Secular Union .................................. 10.00
John Robinett, Nipomo, Cal..................................... 5.00
E. P. Bosworth. Marseilles, Ill.................................. 3.00
E. C. Stillwell, Greeley, Col..................................... 1.00
J. H. Collins, Barnum, 1\finn.................................... 1.00

Mr. Robinett says that if times improve this fall
we can rely on him for five times, or more, that
amount, and only regrets he cannot furnish funds
without stint.

The Secretary's Eastern Trip.
After the incidents and labors which the Pittsburgh
Congress necessarily entailed, it was something of a
sweet relief to find myself journeying toward the
City of Brotherly Love to pay my respects to the
president-elect of the American Secular Union and
perfect our plans for the future. The doctor was
not at home on my arrival, so I pressed forward to
New York anxious to meet ex-Treasurer Ecrkhard,
and very much regret his being so J;uddenly called
out of town-almost immediately after my arrivalwhich made ~y visit of comparatiyly little avail,
though full of pleasant memories.
Next morning I greeted THE TRUTH SEEKER people
and occupied the sanctum jointly with the jovtal
"'~ene" for several hours while unraveling my own
and other hieroglyphics relativ to the much-to-becorrected Roll of Honor. If there are any. more
errors, please credit them to the umpire.
Thursday evening our late president, Mr. Putnam,
Editor Macdonald, and the writer were charmingly
entertained by the lovely lares and penates and only
divinities of Colonel Ingersoll's household-his fascinating daughters-of whose grace, beauty, and
accomplishments so much has been written which
falls short of the reality that it would be obtrusiv on
my part to attempt it. But here comes the beaming
countenance of the intellectual luminary of the nineteenth century-the central sun around which all the
greatest of our day can only hope to become feeble
satellites; whose grouping of words with the force
of logic forms a new era in English literature, and
whose imitators will be legion fer centuries-he who
takes the harp of humanity and plays a symphony
which touches a tender chord throughout the civil·
ized world, and, to which, spell-bound, all eagerly lie-.ten; whose logic, like diamond-pointed drills, is
rending the "rock of ages," and before the thunderbolts of whom all orthodoxy trembles.
We are soon listening to tho colonel's sparkling
conversation on the candidates, the tariff, and Chicago, while bon mots explode as involuntarily as corks
fly up from champagne bottles. We had the pleasure
of meeting Captain and Mrs. Baker, Col. Tom Ochiltree, the brilliant Texan Congressman, and others.
. F~iday evening found us at th~ Mecca of Libe~al1sm m the East-the}bnha.t~an Liberal Club:-~hlCh
the reports of the ~an w1th the ?adge-I?m hav
made famous, and whiCh were poss1bly enJoyed by
those a thousand .~iles away with more relish than
some of the partlctpan~s. Hero we meet the Drs.
Foote, ever to the fore ~n ~he struggle for freedom;
T. B. Wakeman, our ~menbfic sage; Thomas Maneghan, a g~nerous fnen~ of F~eethought; E. W.
Chamberlam, the thorn. m the s1de of St. An~h~n~;
t~e redoubtabl~ Captam Clark, and my SoCiahstlC
fr1end Opp~nhe1mer: . Mr. Putnam was the lectur~r
of t~e evemng1 rece1vmg a .h~arty welco~e from h1s
old-t~me ~ssomates, a~~ g1vmg. them m return ~
rousmg ~lsc.our~e on The Re1gn of the People.
At the mv1tatwn of Dr. Foot~, Satu~d~y afternoon
found Mr. Pu~nam and the wnter whi~hng over the
New Haven ra1lway, through t4e charmm~ suburban
tow~s, to Larchmont Manor, the doctors summer
elyWsmm..
.
.
e ahght to. mspe~t another handsome res1dence
that the doctor lB .erectmg at~ cost of ma~y thousands,
and pass on to ~Is home, bmlt on .th~ h1ghest promontory overlo.okmg the s~und. .S~ttmg on his ample
veranda we VI~W t~e s~n s dechmng .rays reflectmg
o!l the waters g!1ttermg sheen, wh1le the goldentmged October foliage ~akes a strong contras~ with the
moss· covered rocks whiCh mark the convuls1v throbs

of our planet in the past. It is a scene of restful
beauty that we shall hope to remember for a life·time. Here art has assiRted nature, and the combination produces a picture such as only a Byron
or Shelley can fitly describe, or a Brown or DeHaas
feebly reproduce on canvas. Mrs. Hall, the doctor's
sister, was the agreeable hostess of the occasion, as
his mother was in too feeble health to appear.
During the night the "windows of the heavens
were opened," and we were rather expecting a repetition of the ark experience, but the storm-clouds
passed off, and, after an early breakfast, the coachman
pulled up a spanking team, one of which is named
Sam, after Mr. Putnam, whom the doctor vouched
for as a steady, reliable animal. He regretted having
had to part with his companion, named Bob, in honor
of Robt. G. Ingersoll. We were driven over the Larchmont paradise, past the yacht club's elegant house,
among whose members.are Jay Gould, Flagler, E K.
Collins, and other nabobs of commerce and finance.
A rapid drive through a charming country road
brought us to the doctor's son Hubert's residence,
where we were introduced to the latest edition of E.
B. Foote, a charming little golden-haired granddaughter. We step into a newly constructed mansion of the doctor's here, skirting New Rochelle park,
which is the model for his new house at Larchmont
also. After a drive through another beauty spot,
New Rochelle park, we make our pilgrimage to the
shrine of all Freethinker's devotions, the monument
erected to tne memory of that great apostle of freedom-the. lode-star of liberty-the immortal Thomas
Paine. With feelings akin to sadness we look on
this meager recognition of the author-hero of the
Revolution, and sadly contemplate that even this is
not a public testimonial, but placed here by a brave
little band of Freethinkers, prominent among whom
was Dr. Foote. N athing in this ungrateful, bigoted
community evidences their admiration for Thomas
Paine-not a street nor avenue is named after him.
But we rPjoice that while New Rochelle may not ap·
preciate Thomas Paine, the greatest and best people
of our time delight to do honor to his memory.
Picking up a relic from the inclosure, we are driven
from this sacred spot to the station, and soon bid
adieu to our stalwart Freethought host, Dr. Foote.
Mr. Putnam pushes forward to Newark, N. J.,
where he speaks in the afternoon, while I follow on a
later train which givs me only time enough to say a
few words on the practical work of the organization,
shake bands with Mr. Black, the president, renew my
acquaintance with Miss Booth, of Boonton, and under
the pilotage of my earnest friend and co-worker, Mr.
Holmes, reach the train en route for Philadelphia. .
Philadelphia friends hav grandly borne the brunt
of the battle for many long years, and the Friendship
League is enshrined in the hearts of earnest workers.
Directing my steps from the depot to their place of
meeting, I found Mr. Watts well under way with his
lecture, and an overflowing house, into which I was
piloted with some dd'ficulty by Secretary Longford.
In the audience I discovered Dr. and Mrs. Westbrook, with whom I hav already made your readers
The president of the Philadelphia
acquainted.
society seems a gentleman well qualified to maintain
so important a post, and I was welcomed by many of
the foremost workers, whose names I cannot now
E. A. STEVENs,
recollect.
Secretary American Secular Union.

A· Card from J. E. Remsburg.
Twelve days after the Secular Congress convened
I received a report of its proceedings. While congratulating the Union upon its choice for president, I
desire also to extend my sincere thanks to the twentytwo delegates who deemed me worthy of their suffrages. I appreciate the aompliment more highly
than if I had been an aspirant for the office and solicited th!jjr votes. Had I been called to the presidency,
I should reluctantly yet submissivly hav obeyed the
·mandate, and to the best of my ability performed its
duties. But I know Dr. Westbrook and I hav tried
to know myself, and with no simulated modesty I
frankly confess that the one selected is by nature and
education the better equipped for the position. Had
I attended the Congress, I should, not as a mere act
of courtesy to Dr. Westbrook but as a conscientious
performance of my duty, hav voted with those who
voted against me.
.
Some weeks previous to the time of holding the
Congress, I received this interrogatory: "Will you
~ccept the presidency of the American Secular Union
1f you are elected~" To this question I replied as
follows: "You ask me if I will accept the presidency
of the Union if elected. The same question was
asked me at the Cassadaga Congress when Colonel
Ingersoll was elected, and received a negativ answer.
I believed then and still believe that in my independent
way I can accomplish more fat the cause. There are
other Liberals who are better qualified for the position than I am. There are doubtless others who
aspire to it! an.d I do not desire to be in their way.
The orgamzatwn, however, must not be suffered to
die, and if no other person can be found to accept the
office, I will try to perform its duties if elected." I
did not desire the office, did not solicit a vote for it,

and, aside from the above, did nothing either directly
or indirectly to obtai:a it.
My work, for the most part, bas been outside and
independent of any organization. It is largely iconoclastic in its nature, while that of the Secular Union
is to a great extent political. Yet from the date of
its formation in Philadelphia in 1876 to the present
time this organization has had my heartiest sympathy.
It is the noblest and the worthiest political organization that this country has ever had. It merits the
support of all who favor the elimination of ecclesiastical authority from our national and state govemmen ts. It is a needed organization, and never was it
more needed than at the present time when cunning
Catholicism and arrogant Protestantism are each
redoubling their efforts to gain absolute control of
our republic.
It is true that, so far as state Secularization is con!!erned, comparativly little has been accomplished.
Not one of the Nine Demands has, save in a few isolated cases, been conceded. But let us remember
that the contest, so far as numbers and ways and
means are concerned, has, as yet, been an unequal
contest. On the· one side a handful of officials with
a paltry $1,000 at their command ; on the other,
eighty thousand priests with $800,000,000 worth of
untaxed wealth and an annual income of $100,000,000.
During the past year President Putnam and Secretary Stevena_ hav been the recipients of some unfriendly criticisms. These may hav been deserved.·
-Be this as it may, I a1p. entitled to credit for none
of them. From my lips, neither in public nor in
private, bas escaped a word of condemnation. I hav
felt that even if they were not doing just the best
that might be done, they were yet honestly and courageously doing the best they could. I, for one,
feel indebted to the retiring president, Samuel P.
Putnam, for his labors in behalf of Freethought, and
especially for his three years of toil in connection
with the American Secular Union. Our literature
has been enriched by his pen, and the cause of mental liberty has been promoted by his services in the
field. I believe that a more devoted, unselfish, selfsacrificing Secularist than E. A. Stevens does not
liv. For the Liberal cause he has unflinchingly endured privation and obloquy. In the person of his
competitor, Harry Hoover, Freethought has one of
its best and bravest champions. Had he been
elected he would hav filled with honor the position
to which he aspired, and the earnest efforts of his
friends to place him there prove that those who know
him best are most counizant of the fact. But Mr.
Stevens has been reelected. Sustain him as he deserves, and the affairs of the office will not suffer
in his bands.
In Dr. Westbrook, E. A. Stevens, Otto Wettstein,
Dr. Foote, and Mrs. Freeman, the Union has a splendid corps of officers. Let us stand by them. If
they make mistakes, let us exercise a little charity.
Let us realize the impossibility of securing other
than fallible men and women for these positions.
Let us. try to realize also that we, who sel've in the
ranks, are not infallible. Our officials may err, and
while we may pass an honest verdict upon their acts,
this verdict may not always be a just one. Let us
put away' all petty differences and jealousies. Let
us cease pointing out the specks of rust upon the
armor of our comrades, and present a united front
to the common enemy.
J. E. REMSBURG.

C. B. Reynolds on His Western Tour.
I took the 6 PM. train on Friday, September 14th,
from Walla Walla, with the assurance of the railroad
officials that I should reach Ogden, Utah, by 11 A.M. •
on Sunday, at very latest. I was advertised to lecture at Ogden, Sunday afternoon and evening. My
ticket was over the Union Pacific Railway from
Pendleton to Pocatello. The greater part of the
road is over a dreary sand desert. The dust is really
fearful. You are suffocated with the windows and
ventilators closed, choked with the dense smoke and
sand if they are opened ; even when all are closed
the dust and dirt sifts in so that everything is thickly
covered-clothes, eyes, hair, teeth, nostrils are filled,
while perspiration adorns your face with rivulets of
mud. For thirty-six hours no real effort was made
to clean the cars; the route is one of continuous
misery, tedious delays, dirt, and discomfort, while
the frequent collisions of freight trains giv emphatic
evidence of the utter lack of administ1·ativ ability on
the part of the management. Unless driven by direst necessity-no other route being possible-avoid
as you would yellow fever or leprosy this division of
the Union Pacific Railway.
I did not reach Ogden till 11:30 A.lll. on Monday.
After some inquiry I found the. home of the noble
old veteran John A. J ost, who gave me a hospitable
reception. Tile friends were very greatly disappointed at my non-arrival to lecture there on Sunday. I took the train at 4 P.l\1. for Deweyville, waa
dumped with a large trunk ap4 two heavy grips in
the midst of a sagebrush prairie, no station, not even
a shed or platform. I walked thrde-quarters of a
mile in the pouring rain to the ranch of the one only
Liberal in the township, only to find no arrangements
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made for lecture. Next morning I returned to
Ogden, some disgusted but not discouraged. After
a pleasant visit at good Brother Jost's I started for
Hooper, Utah, September 20ih. I was met at the
station by Edward F. Munn, a brave, devoted worker
for Liberalism. Hooper is only a railway flag sta.:
tion; there is no village, it is simply a farming neighborhood. Friend Munn's ranch is some six miles
away, on the shores of Great Salt Lake. Brother
Mllnn, having been a devout member of the church
for thirty years, initiatfild into all its mysteries and
miseries, has written some able and effectiv articles
on Mormonism. When he left the church and renounced its p~actices he did so at the risk of his life,
for at that t1me the church taught "blood atonement," and destroying angels were in vogue. Brother
Munt! has sufftJred much from overt as well as underc
.hand persecution, but with indomitable courage held
his own, and won some honest and intelligent ones
from the delusions of this horrid theocracy. Once
let Utah obtain statehood, and his only safety would
be in instant flight, regardless of loss of all he now
possesses.
The school-house was crowded with Mormons, who
listened most attentivly to the lecture on "What
Liberalism Teaches." The sample copies of THE
TRUTH SEEKER were eagerly taken. The tithing system keeps most of the Mormons very poor, yet I had
quite a sale of small pamphlets.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, Sept. 23.-This is a splendid city, with long, wide, magnificent streets, 132
feet wide. The streets are laid out at right angles.
The city is situated at the foot of a spur of the
Wasatch mountains, the northern limits extending on
to the "bench" or upland which unites with the
mountain. It is the county seat, and capital of the
tez:ritory-the Zion of the Saints. The city is divided
into twenty-one wards, each of which has its bishop,
elders, teachers, deacons, etc., and each ward has its
own regular Sunday-morning meetings. The teachers visit every family during the week, and make personal inquiries of each member (children are baptized
at eight years of age). All the females are especially
asked if they are in full 1:\Ubjection to the husband or
father, if they hav any cause of complaint against
their bishop or any officer of the church, if they hav
paid full tithes, etc. Anything of import-the least
indication of disaffection the teacher discovers-is at
once reported to the bishop. The bishop and his
two counselors form an inquisition before whom all
malcontents or refractory members are summoned
and disciplined.
Every Sunday afternoon all are expected to assemble at the Tabernacle, when the sacrament of the
Lord's supper is administered.
The Tabernacle is an immense building, 250 feet
from east to west and 150 feet wide, egg-shaped, its
roof shingled; itis an immense, but, from the exterior,
net at all an imposing structure. The roof is supported by forty-six columns of cut sandstone; the
spaces between form large doors, and over the doors
windows, these doors and windows constituting the
walls. From t.he pillars springs the roof in one unbroken arch, forming the largest self-sustaining roof
in the United States, with the exception of the
Grand Central depot at New York. The ceiling of
the roof is sixty-five feet above the floor. At one
end of this mammoth egg-shaped building is the
organ, the second largest in America. There is a
gallery all around save at the organ end.
Within the gallery, which is only opened on special
occasions, they can seat eight thousand persons. It
is a very cold, stormy Sunday afternoon if the congregation does not reach five thousand.
• I looked over the immense congregation. With the
exception of about six or seven hundred visitors who
came from curiosity, there were very few AmericanP.
The great mass were of the very lowest type of
Europeans-low caste English and Scandinavians.
The editor of the Deseret News, the church newspaper, dw the preaching on this occasion. It was a
regula1· Seventh Day ,!dventist sermon, only the
preacher used the term Revelations where the Adventists would hav used Testimonies. The burden of
his sermon was obedience to the church authorities,
faithful payment of tithes, denunciation of the government for sending saints to the pen-they always
speak of the penitentiary as the pen-for living their
religion, i.e., practicing polygamy, and that it was
far bette1· to be deprived of liberty, aye, to lose life
itself nvw, and thus be sure of eternal life, than to
deny the faith, save life now, only to lose it eternally.
The sermon seemed to be gaged as to length so as
to terminate as soon as the deacons bad finished
handing round the drink. I am told they pass
blessed water instead of wine. It would be quite an
item of expense to giv even a sip of wine to some
five thousand communicants.
'
The Temple is on the same block with the Tabernacle, and all is inclosed with a twelve-foot adobe
wall. The Temple is a most imposing structure, and
can be seen for miles before reaching the city, although it is not yet nearly completed. The dimensions of the foundations are 186x99. It is built of
white granit from Little Cottonwood canon. It was
commenced Feb. 14, 1853. Its estimated cost is $10,-

000,000. No work is being done on it at present.
Among the most prominent and important business enterprises is the Z. C. l\1. I., mystic letter!!
much in use, interpreted to mean, " Zion's Cooperativ Marcanti! Institution," known throughout the
territory as the "Coop." The institution is owned
by leading wealthy officers of the Mormon church,
and has branches in nearly every settlement in Uiah.
All the faithful saints are expected to do their trading with the Z. C. M. I.
The lecture was delivered at the Opera House, a
very handsome building, magnificently fitted up. I
doubt if there is a handsomer, better equipped theater of its size outside of New York city. It is
owned and under the management of gentiles. The
Salt Lake City Theater is much larger, but bears no
comparison for elegance and comfort with the Opera
House. Every real improvement has to be inaugurated and sustained by the gentiles. The audience
fairly filled the parquet and dress circle. The lecture
was well received.
C. B. REYNOLDS.

The "Twa" Preachers.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Last
week, at about the same time, I received two letters
from two preachers-that is, they were preachers.
One has become "champion" of Christianity; the
other is an ex-reverend. One of the letters is written,
the other printed in THE TRUTH SEEKER, Oct. 6, 1888,
page 629-sing !
The brace of preachers I am now considering
imagin that if they fill a page with accusations
against me somehow it answers what I hav said.
Both charge me with the "mercenary" spirit. Personally, I care little about epithets flung at me-got
used to them long ago. Both charge me with false.
hood, one saying I am guilty of "reckless disregard
of truth;" the other-who is not quite out of the
church-says I tell "a deliberate lie." Neither of
them made the least attempt to prove his charge
against this meek and lowly Infidel. One says he
has not been within a hundred miles of the other. I
thought by his letter of October 6th that he had
been much nearer. It is a striking proof of the consensus of the incompetent.
The ex-reverend says of me in his refined, exChristian way: "The odor of the skunk has permeated .him." Dr. Lyman Beecher, who viciously
hurled that brilliant sentence at all Infidels who were
teasing him to debate, can now look down from his
mansion of bliss with sweet satisfaction as he reflects
that his pet expression stilllivs. If" reformed" clergymen write and talk like those ministers who are
yet in the pulpit, "in the gall of bitterness and in
the bond of iniquity," the question is pertinent:
Are they reflecting honor on the Freethought
cause!
The ex- reveren~ boldly accuses me of "lachrymal
whining." I might own up to the whining, but
lachrymal-never! That is too much. I am willing
to meet an opponent half-way. Did our brother sit
before a mirror when he wrote his "reply~" It is a
notable fact that westward he took his way through
Kansas, cursing the climate as he went, landing on
the Pacific, yet not pacified, but grievously sore
under his imagined ill-treatment from some coast
Liberals. I do not hear our cheery Putnam complaining of small pay, while the ex-reverend has found
more fault about money and about people and about
climate than all other lecturers put, together. No
wonder a Liberal remarked to me this summer that
he did not like to read his articles because they gave
him the "blues;" but Putnam's fill him with joy.
No, I am not in partnership with Braden; nor is
he my" dear friend and teacher f' nor bav I "become
the mere tool of such a thing as Clark Braden." And
this is the gentleman that talks about "reckless disregard of truth!" "It takes a J am;eson to run after
Braden." Never ran after him in my life. I am
ready to meet him in debat.e, and any other preacher,
whenever and wherever Liberals wish to hav me. I
hav stood by our banner of free speech and free debate-this is my offense. And because I do this you
may call it "associating" with Braden, "traveling
together," etc. I never traveled a mile with him,
never offered to travel with him, and never expect to.
The next charge against me is on the money question. Both the "champion" and the ex-reverend declare that I am "mercenary." The same thing was
said of Paine, and is said of Ingersoll. I am in pretty
good company when not associating with the clergy.
Both of my ministerial monitors assert, without hesitation, that I lecture and debate for money. This is
true-the only truth I hav found in their allegations.
Now, show me the lecturer or preacher that does not.
There is a great deal of humbug and sickly nonsense
on this money question smuggled in from Christianity. I confess I hav never found a way to travel over
this country, giv lect,ures, and hold debates without
pay. As a general rule I hav received from Liberals
good pay for lectures and debates, and hope for a
continuance of these "divine blessings," so that I
may be able to cancel every debt I owe-Jesus won't
do it-and hav·a surplus in the treasury.
The little:wife and myself came West and took
government land so that in our old~age we could bav
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something for a rainy day. It is a mean, mercenary
thing to do! My expectation is that by lecturing
winters and farming summers we will free ourselvs
from debt and become more self-reliant and independent in the evening of life.
I receive cordial greeting from Liberals everywhere
I go-justice-loving Liberals who do not expect a man
to spend his life battling popular mind-enslaving
superstitions for a mere pittance to pay his fare to
the next station. The Liberals that I meet do insist
that the worker in any department of labor, mental
or physical, should be well paid; and many of them
pay more than their income warrants. But they
rejoice that they are free, and want to help make
others free. The very rich, with few exceptions, are
not openly avowed Freethinkus.
R~member that the "Baptist clergyman," referred
to in " Tales Told Out of School," in THE TRUTH
SEEKER of J una 4, 1887, "positivly" declared that
"Ingersoll does not really believe what he teaches,
and only lectures against the church and Christianity
to make money." That is the preacher of it. When
will people hav done denouncing their brethren for
money-making, when everybody knows that it is just
what they want to do themselvs T Does not the
ex-reverend lecture for money ? He says that
neither BradE:In nor myself "would advocate or
defend any cause only for the :rr.oney they obtain by
so doing." Nothing "reckless" about that? It
shows how little he knows about what I hav done.
He furnishes no proof, and none even is attempted.
Nearly all my life has been one continual sacrifice for this cause of Freethought; yet I hav not
complained as much of bad usage in the whole
twenty-nine years of public speaking as one expreacher does on a single trip. I entered the Liberal
lecture-field in 1859, when the meaning of self-sacrifice for a cause was fully understood; when a man
had to battle against superstition with one hand and
for a mere subsistence with the other, and no Ingersoll
stood ready to pay the sacrifice. I hav faced the
armed and howling mob, and by it been warned
that I would proceed in the exercise of free speech at
the peril of my life-but the free speech went on.
When I can't hav it life can go out! It is precisely
the same principles I am now maintaining. I do not
think I will shirk my duty now, even if I never hav a
call to address another Liber<ll society. I know it is
unpopular-in some quarters-to debate with a bad
Christian. Yet I believe I hav with me in this fight
the great body of Freethinkers if they would but
speak out. But if not one Liberal stands by me I
propose to contend for what I think is ~:ight.
The next ten years were much better for a Freethought advocate-that is, he was not obliged to accept more kicks than coppers.
The last ten hav been bright ones, although, with
the 6xception of Ingersoll, no lecturer has made a
fortune out of Freethought talk, and there is not
much danger that any of us will become Jay Goulds
ill the ten years to come; for it is a fact, and a humiliating one,. that Freethinkers, as a body, do not
work at it much. A few earnest, enthusiastic Liberals, here and there, still bear the burden of supporting lecturers and subscribing for our journals.
There are Liberals in nearly every t.own in the Unit ad
States. What are they doing! What sacrifice are
they making for our cause? Two or three earnest
men and women in every town where there are Liberals could, if they 'Yould, do as nobly as a few Freethinkers are doing, revolutionize their neighborhoods
by Liberal literature and lectures.
He says I "laud and defend him for the sake of
the money to be obtained by debating with him."
Not a particle of proof to sustain the assertion. I
never defPnded him, only in the same sense that I
defend a Roman Catholic-defend his right to free
speech. I could not be a Freethinker if I refused
to do so.
He says that I "cannot conceive the possibility of
anyone being honest in offering to make any real
sacrifice for the cause of truth."
I think I can. When the "offer" has attached to
it so many unreasonable conditions that there is no
likelihood the "offer" will ever grow into a "real"
sacrifice, there is no difficulty in reaching a conclusion.
W. F. JAMIESON.

Monte Vista, Col.

Lectures and Meetings.
GEoRGE J. REMSBURG, J. E 's sixteen-year-old chip, is making campaign speeches in Kansas.
CHARLES WATTS intends making a lecturing tour through
Kansas, Colorado, and Utah next January and February.
Friends on those routes requiring lectures at that time from
Mr. Watts should write him at once, as he is now filling up
his list of engagements. Address him direct-282 Sumach
street, Toronto, Ont., Canada.
VoLTAIRINE DE CLEYRE, having recovered from the illness
which prevented her speaking at the Pittsburgh Congress,
will lecture in Philadelphia for the Friendship Liberal
League at its hall at Broad and Wood streets on Sunday,
November 11th. Subject at 2:30P.M., "The Girard College
Steal." At 7:30P.M., "The Drama of the Ninett,Jenth Oe~tr
ury." Admission free,
·
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l[ommnnications.
Babel.
We read in Gen. x, 5, as follows: "By these
were the isles of the gentiles divided in their lands,
every one after his tongue, after their families, in
their nations," and we understand, as perforce we
must, that the people of the earth were at this time
of sundry and divers tongues or languages, don't we!
Well, I do, anyhow, yet the next chapter opens in the
first verse thus: "And the whole earth was of one
language and one speech," showing that the people
of divers tongues must bav struck a "Volapiik," even
at that early day, and ·settled down to one style of
speech, a very sensible thing to do, but which the
people of to,day don't seem to be sufferingly eager
to do, owing to a press of other matters, I suppose.
How happy we could be were the "whole earth of
one language," speaking "Volapiik" fluently as per
the following sample: '"'Spelobs das olabom studelis modik in Melop !" Happy ? well, I should
observe.
When we think that the devoutly-to-be-wished-for
state of affairs of which the above verse in Genesis
·treats might hav continued to date but for one of the
most brilliantly idealistic enterprises ever conceived
in the mind of man, barring Stewart's ridiculous
"hotel for women," we feel like "cussin"' that enterprise, at least I do, with cuss words of forty-horse
power depth and breadth, so to speak. Of course
you all know the enterprise to which I refer-the
tower of Babel affair. Only for that miserably ambitious attempt to reach the inaccessible and all
throughout the world to-day would be volapiiking in
concert and congeniality, the Turk being understood by the Choctaw when stigmatizing the latter
as a chump, the Malay masher by the Bluenose belle
when declaring his passion, and so on and so forth,
of course.
There is no time when I feel BO sore OYer this Babel
affair as when I get into a mixed company of Chinese, Irish, Italians, Polish Jews, Dutchmen, Arabs,
Spaniards, Frenchmen, Congoese, Turks, Yankees,
Canucks, Bostonese, etc., such as one can't help getting into at times in cosmopolitan Gotham, and then
I feel sore clean through, I tell you. It isn't so
much that the various jargons are dissonant and so
shocking to the auricular apparatus, as that I am
painfully aware of being a heavy loser of good things
said in tongues unknown to me-the bon mot in Chi·
nese, the joke in Arabic, the wise saw in Congoese,
the repartee _in Turkish, the deep cult in Bostonese,
etc.-and a loser without rebate, as no amount of
study of these languages could bring these things
back to me, though enabling me to catch on to the
future emanations from like sources.
When one thinks that at a certain period in the
previously prior, "the whole earth was of one language and of one speech," the rest of mankind
doubtless likewise exploiting their minds, and then
looks over the globe to :find a thousand and one living languages in activ service, with not a few defunct
specimens lingering in the lap, so to spvak, of linguistical lexicographers and literary lazzaroni, which
languages are all Greek to him, and Greek a sealed
book, he feels as though he would like to boot those
beetle-headed blokes of Babel who brought about
that remarkable confusion of tongues on the jump,
as it were; mqre especially when invited to a (ete
champetre in the back yard of a rue de Mulberry
maison, or a conversazione, or jlurr. de bouche, in an
avenue de Baxter salon, or otherwhere in the.slums
where divers tongues in confusion worse confounded
prevail-feels like jumping on those Babel bullheads
with both feet; at least I am one who feels just that
way inclined.
But now let us get onto that Tower. It would
seem, from the reading in Gen. xi, 1, 2, that the
" whole earth" was to be found in "a plain in the
land of Shinar," or that the people of the "whole
earth " had gathered together on said plain. Here
are the two verses; read and see how it looks to
you : 1. " And the whole earth was of one language,
~nd of one speech." 2. "And it came to pass, as they
JOUrneyed from the east, that they found a plain in
the land of Shinar; and they dwelt there." In default of mention " they" are to be taken as the ·people of the " whole earth ;" if not, who then were
"they," from the reading? If so, and it must hav
been so-it was the whole hog or nothing-then the
"whole earth" or people thereof settled down on the
plain of Shinar ! and all of " one language and one
speech," notwithstanding that, shortly .before, " the
isles of the gentiles were divided in their lands
every one after his tongue." But perhaps th~
"gentiles" weren't reckoned as part of the "whole
earth," eh ~ Well, we don't know and it doesn't
matter much at this late day, perhaps.
Well, the "whole earth," or "they," at all events
h.aving settled down on. Shinar's . vasty plain, wer~
s1m?ltaneou~ly an~ unammously se1zed with a raging
des1re to bwld a mty, and not only a city but a tower
whose top would reach unto Blissville ! And they

Churclt and State. ·
were also anxious to " make them a name lest they
be scattered abroad upon. the face of the whole
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: With
earth," which goes to show that there were o_ther that supreme feeling of security which comes from
.broad acres lying loose around and about Shmar, unthinking ignorance, the average freeborn Amerithus expanding the " whole earth" to more respect- can citizen will assure you, should it be suggested
able proportions, you see. Nothing but the propo- . that the union of church and state is not merely a
sition to build is given· in the Holy Queer, but that possibility, but even a planned-for probability, in this
"they" went at it hammer and tongs, so to speak, is country, that such a thing can never be. "No citizen
proved by the statement in the H. Q., that Jehovah of these great United States, sir, would stand it for
"came down "-presumably from Blissville, although a moment sir!"
he might hav been camping on a mountain, a favorit
In the ;ain hope of arousing him from his false
coign of vantage with him in later years-" to see security you point out the power, constantly increasthe city and the tower which the children of man ing, of the Roman Catholic church in New York city
builded."
and St. Louis, the intolerance which prevails in any
It would appear that Jahveh was not particularly ~n~ every s~ction of the coun~ry where som~ one repleased with what he saw, for he exclaimed-in whose hg10us s~ct 1s gre~tly pre.dommant, and the .m!amous
presence no one knows: "Behold, the people is one, persecuttons earned on, JD th? name of rehg10n, ~y
and they hav all one language · and this they begin such self-styled and self-appomted censors of pubhc
to do; and now nothing will' be restrained from morality as the society whose 'l.east of apostles' .is
them which they hav imagined to do." It is very Mr. Antony Comstock;-! ~av om~tted the h from his
evident from this speech that he believed t~e given. n.ame, as I .cons~der _1t ,n Immoral synonym:builders of the tower would land the top of it JD perce1v1ng how httle 1mpress10n you make upon h1m
Bliss ville or bust in the attempt; and that he did by generalities, you. bri~g. out from :rour mental
not believe they would bust is proved by his next secret-drawer a chmce mmdent : Mons1gnor Capel,
remark on the subject, and what is said to hav on his last visit to this country, . told a pr?minent
occurred thereafter. His next remark was as follows: citizen of St. Paul that the Cathohc church a1med at
"Go to let· us go down and there confound their dividing the Catholic vote in the United States, so as
languag~, that they may not understand one another's to make that church a power in politics. Then you
speech." This is a trifle mixed and off its base, as it show him h?w such a~ attempt was re~lly made durwere. "Let us go down" -who were" us!" A case ing the Bl~me campa1~n of 1884, an~ lB repeated by
of "We, Us, and Co.," evidently, but who went to the free-wh1sky plank 1n the Republican platform of
make the "us?" Gabriel, with J ahveh, perhaps, and 1888.
.
.
a few cherubim eh? "Go down." Jahveh must
You wlll find that your arguments will be altohav gone up a~d reported matters after his :first ge.ther ~ain! and that it. is. impossible to shake hi.s
remark concerning the tower, for, according to the bUnd fa1th 1n the ConstitutiOn and the great Amer1·
H. Q., he " came down to see" it. His return can people.
.
evidently was not reported. But that was a trivial
I must confess that ~ was, untll very lately, a
affair compared with what followed the going down share1· in the popular behef of our safety from any
of "us," reported as follows:
form of religious oppression. Litt.le ~y little, h~w" So the Lord scattered them abroad from thence ever, my eyes '!ere opened, and an mmdent of whJCh
upon the face of all the earth; and they left off to I was an eye-w~tness. the other day fully revealed to
build the city." Well, rather, I should suppose, me the danger lD whiCh we stand.
P.n Sunday, September 23d, I chanced to .be at
having been "scattered abroad upon the face of all
the earth." This wholesale scatteration proves con- "\Y~lt.e Bear Lake, a P?Pular sum~er resort lD. the
clusivly that Shinar plains, wit1i a little outlying and V1C1n1ty of St. Paul, ~JDn. · A. reg1ment of Un1ted
contiguous border land, could not with any degree of States troops, the Th1r~ Infantry, w.as encamped on
propriety claim to be the "whole earth," as a hurried a common m the outsktrts, and h~armg there ~as to
reading of the second verse of Genesis xi might lead be some c~remony perf~rmed In the evening:, I
one to suppose to be the case; it settles it, however, ~tr~lled out 1n that dtrectJOn... I found ~he ~old1~rs
that the "whole earth" or people, barring the "gen- lD lme,. and watched the premston of th~1r dr1ll w1th
tiles" of sundry tongues, alluded to in the preceding great mterest. S~ddenly the. officer 1n comm~nd
chapter, were gathered together on the plains of moved two compames,. one at e1ther end of ~he hne,
Shinar; and it is well enough to know this for future so that th?Y stood at r1ght angles to the mam body,
guidance in debates on man and his whereabouts in th?s for~mng a ho!low squar~, ~nd .then .I he~rd. a
the heretofore the "gentiles" of the period treated voiCe, With an unmistakable mln1ster1al sm:ffie 1n 1ts
of, and all others, perhaps, not to be counted as tones, say! "~et us pray !" After a p~operly orthowithin the pale of humanity, you know.
dox. supphcatJOn to the ,~upreme architect, the :fin~
Speaking of that Babel affair, there was a world of re.g1mental band played Nearer, My God, to Thee,
meaning in these words of Jahveh: "And now noth- w1t~ great yathos. Next the r~verend. gen~leman
ing will be restrained from them which they hav dehvered h1mself of a ~ermon, wh1ch, by 1t~ dnft and
imagined. to do." Did he really fear they would argument, betra:re~ h1m as a Presbytenan. :r'he
raise that ridiculous tower unto the confines of Bliss- cu~tomary benedJC.tJOn followed and the conve~tJCl?r
ville, then swarm over the parapets and take pos- r.et1red. The re~~ment was then formed agam 1n
session of the citadel 1 Sure pop, or why didn't he lme, and some m1hta~y mo.vement~ were ~xecuted.
laugh the builders to scorn and let them go ahead
~he whole proceedmg struck me as bem~ so very
until their ridiculous shaft toppled and fell kerchug cunous that 1 approached one of the s.oldters after
to earth~ You see Jahveh had never seen anything they had broken ranks, and addressed.h1m:
built. b! the ~and ~f maJ?- higher than a two-story
•: Migh~ ~ask the nam? of .your c?aplain ?" . .
house, 1f as h1gh, and, seemg that if the bricks held
' He a1n t our c~a~lam, s1r. He s som~ mJDJst~r
out-it probably never occurred to him that it would tramp. Our chaplam lB back at Fort Snelhng and lB
topple ~n reaching an altit?de of thirty or forty miles, a ~oman Catholic."
. .
or so-1t was only a questiOn of time when they "got
' Then I suppose the maJOrity of you were glad to
there,:• he d?cided to nip the enterprise in the bud, hav the chance t"o list?~ to a Protestant."
.
and n1pped 1t at one fell swoop as it were· and the
"What are you. a-g1v1ng me? The most of us IB
dn:ffers who designed and went 'to work on 'the tower Catholics, and don't believe in any such a fake as that •
ought to hav known that they would be knocked out fellow.".
.
before success crowned their efforts · and here is
"But why did you go to services, if you are Oathwhere their idiocy sticks out like a bill~sticker in the olics ~ It is a mortal sin for you to do so, is it not?"
circus season.
"Well, I like that. If we hadn't a-gone there,
.There is another view to be taken in the premises ~here would .hav b~en a general court-martial awaitWith the camera of conjecturE'. Perchance in those mg us for disobedience of orders. Youse~ we was
days the plain of Blissville hung low exceeding low on parade, and we durstn't leave. I'm thin"king the
in ether, say within a mile or so of T~arville, in which father will hav to absolve us. If he don't, we're in a
case the engineer-in chief of the universe did well to box."
adopt summary .and stringent measures .whereby to
"Why, my g:ood fellow, it is unconstitutiona~ ~or
hold the fort agamst the tower builders who if not in- your commandmg officer to make you attend d1vme
terfered with, would hav penetrated his dom~in as sure service of any kind unless you wish to do so."
as eggs are eggs and rats are rodents ! But this view
"That don't help us much. We've got to obey
of the possible condition of things does not detract orders :first and let the Constitution hav a show
~rom the c~u.mpiness of the chumps engaged in re~r- aft,~rward."
.
mg that ndiCulous tower, for it was several years
~nyhow, you can wnte to the p~pers and let the
subsequent to the big freshet that swept off wicked pu?llC know of th~ wrong done you.
' Oh, hell ! Write to the papers!· Why, what on
humans and brutes from the face of the earth and
said . chump~ ought to hav known who they 'were earth is the Si:~ty-s~,cond article of war for but to stop
buckmg agamst and that they would hav no sight of that sort of thmg?
success. As for this· view, I am inclined to accept it
With an air of disgust at my dense ignorance of
at yar one hundred, as Jahveh, being called almost military matters, the gallant defender of his country
daily to :rearville to look after things, would naturally turned away. Upon further inquiry, I found the
!ocat~ h1s h~adquarters handy by, you know. Sever- facts in the case to be: That the great majority of
mg h1s busmess connection with Tearville sonia two the aoldiers were Roman Catholics; that of the :fifteen
thousa~d years ago he removed his headquarters to officers present in camp at most three were Presbya locahty best known to himself, and, possibly, Tal- terians, :five were avowed Freethinkers, and the halmage. To those of but ordinary acumen he appea-r·s to ance were either indifferent to any sect in particular
hav gone where the woodbine twineth. · Selah!
or but nominal church-members; that the colonel
S1 SLOKUM.
was a steadfast Presbyterian, and had invited the
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THE GODS MUST GO.
in sucli cases. The counsel accompanied his .refusal
Science has given us a new God and more exalted ideas
of my request with the following statement :
The construction contended for by the counsel for the concerning him than in the past ; a God vastly grander,
and truer to the wants- of man's nature·.-Re1>. J. A.
United States would render attorneys liable under the stat- larger,
ute for consultations by mail with their associate counsel in Oha~e, Unitarian, Chelmsford, Mass.
the ordinary course of business whenever and wherever a
Science has never had anything to do with God,
prurient fancy could so construe the communication as to for the same reason that it has nothing to do with
excite libidinous thoughts. The fact is, I should be liable to
prosecution if I should comply with your request. Not that the end of ~ circle-namely, it not only has never
I admit the obscenity of the matter mailed in the Chase case found one, but never can, for as soon as the proposibut where is the standard? How am I to know in my ordi: tion is squarely presented, the terms of the quest.ion
nary correspondence whether I obey or break the law?
afford its own refutation. Science has done for the
The fiEnds whose religion and morals lead them Gods what daylight always does for the ghosts-it
to make this world as nearly like the ideal hell as pos; shows that they were not there. Science invents useful
sible, and who busy themselvs in procuring the enact- machinery, and never institutes holy horrors. Science
ment of severe· penal laws for the regulation of other has been damned by every God which fraud ever
people's conduct, always fall back on the the stock fashioned to intimidate ignorance, and in return
argument that the punishment of offenders sets an science dooms all the Gods to shame and everlasting
example which deters others from· the commission of· contempt. When theology has to be revised to
the offense. Assuming, for the sake of argument, accord with advanced reason, and when material inthat this fallacy is not a· fallacy but a truth, what vestigation is made to interpret spiritual revelation,
deterrent effect can it hav upon the general public to human judgment is acknowledged to belong on the
punish a man for some vague, indefinit something, highest bench, and religion may as well be kicked
'and then tell the people they shall not know what the under the footstool.
Those who are bound to boom a God of some
offense is~ This is too much like the methods of
Loyola to be suited to the genius of American insti- sort or other will doubtless do so, even if they hav to
tutions, and reduces the punishment in such cases to steal one, as Jacob's wife did, and when they hav got
an act of pure vindictivness. I maintain that if a £Rem they may do with them as Rachel did with the
human being is to be put in prison in this country I pilfered seraphim. Such disposal of deity for secuas a citizen, am entitled to know what for. Ffrst, a~ rity will hardly serve to magnify holy dignity. The
a security to liberty, and that no one may be impris- · straits to which close-pressed piety is put to retain
oned unjustly. And secondly, that I may be informed tlie wretched objects of its worship are both laughable
by this example what the law really is. Can it be and pitiful. But why cater to the habit of superstithat the law of this land prohibits a consultation tion by carving out other idols in the place of such
between counsel by mail upon any subject? I do as common sense has demolished! Tear the world's
not so understand itT And yet, if the conviction rag-babies in tatters as the evolution of reason outof Mr. Chase is to stand, and the law upholds his grows them, and do not idly and inconsistently mold
conviction, and his counsel is right in his reasons for . other dolls, no matter how esthetically fine they
to tell me what it is all about, then consul- · may be got up. It is time mankind was done
Can This Be All There Is of Ametican Liberty 1 refusing
tat.ions between counsel, when conduded by mail with its Punch and Judy shows and settled in satisfied
It is related of D. M. Bennett that when he was may become criminal.
' enjoyment of the realities of life.
EVOLUTION AND REVELATION.
first arrested at Watkins, his sense of humiliation at
Already under this new and disastrous legislation,
Neither evolution nor revelation explains the universe but
being the victim of such a bold outrage, was so k~en of ·the very existence and of the true nature and
explains revelation. Theology does not explain
tha_t he was heard to murmur repeatedly to himself, extent of which the country at large is yet wholly evolution
revelation. Theology confuses revelation. Evolution follows
as 1f dazed by some sudden shock which had rudely unaware, men of science, artists, and philanthropic reason. Theology baffies, evades, if it does not defy, reason.
destroyed his confidence in his fellow-men : " Can reformers publishing their works in utter good faith, Theology makes creation a fatal mistake, Christ an imperfect
this be all there is of American liberty 1" Looking are living, so far as they hav been cognizant of those reparation. And in saying this let me not be thought so foolas to bring a railing accusation against theology, that
about me to-day, and witnessing the, as. yet, un- laws, tinder a veritable reign of terror, and in so far ish
noblest of sciences, one of the strongest powers of the
checked 11ggressions of the fiends who joined in the as they are not informed they are daily incurring the world, whose savants hav been mighty men of valor, whose
persecution of good old D. M. Bennett, I often ask risk of a savag.a, terrific, and exceasiv punishment gravest mistakes hav been from too close pursuit of the reamyself mournfully the same question, " Can this be from the law, for no crime, in ignorance of their dan- son's rigid command.- Gail Hamilton.
all there is· of American liberty?"
The above is the worst bosh that Abigail Dodge,
ger, and trusting to the spirit of freedom which has
To the liberty-loving :American who has reverently hitherto characterized our country and distinguished or anyone else, ever wrote. What does she mean by
read in the history of his country of the fierce strug- it· from Russia, Turkey, and the despotisms of the revelation and theology being thus opposed in their
gles and bitter sufferings through which that liberty past. Again I aek with D. M. Bennett, " Can this be teaching? Either one of them presupposes the other.
How can the noblest, the grandest of sciences "baffie,
was achieved, nothing can be more oppressiv than to all there is of American liberty 1"
evade, if it does not defy reason~, Yes, and not only
be ~onfronted '!ith such a confession as the following,
En. W. CHAMBERLAIN.
must it defy but directly controvert reason if the
whtch appears m a letter from that earnest, devoted,
noble woman, Mrs. Celia B. Whitehead to the edMr. Guild's Explosiv Notions.
grossest mistakes of this mighty science hav been
itors of Lucifer, and published in that paper Sept.
A TYNGER FROM TYNGsBORO.
from too close pursuit of reason's rigid command,
7, 1888:
.
Tyngsboro, Mass., is the half-way side-track be- and if so then science is irrational, or the more irraStanding a little in awe of the 11 obscenists," I dare not ex- tween Lowell and Nashua. It is famous for its tiona! the better. Grave, indeed, he.v been the mispress all I feel on this question, but I do wish we might Daughrock farm, boasts two box shops -and a brush takes of those bigots whose valor consisted in tarturcome up ourselvs, and help others on, to a plane of thought factory, glories in three gospel-mills and sundry saw-· ing women and ripping infants from their mother's
that shall make possible a cordial friendship and affection
between a man and a woman that shall not develop into mills, had a high school some time according to bowels, according to the spirit of theology and the
generativ passion except at their mutual bidding and with ancient history, and this year sports six licensed letter of revelation. The weaker the power of such
the approval of their judgment. - ·
liquor saloons and a. wholesale hell-stew house. A God-fearing manslayers the better. The revelation
That a pure woman is "in awe of the obscenist," writer in the Boston Record wants to know how the of "Gail Hamiltoa" asserts that God made the unithat a thoughtful woman dares not express all she present taxes compare with those of the past, when verse thus and so. Evolution shows that story to
feels, that the people are to be deprived of the bene- drinking dens were not so numerous and were run be untrue. If it explains it at all it explains it to be
fit of her thought and knowledge because she is ter- under public censure instead of legal sanction.; also, a lie framed to cheat its believers. The worst charge
rorized by the bulldozi,ng of the Comstock gang, is what are the prospects of the high school, and what against Mr. Blaine is that he keeps for secretary a
humiliating indeed. That any citizen of t.his country kind of an elementary education may be expected woman capable of inditing such idiocy.
can be restrained or intimidated in the honest expres- from the saloons. I learn that the idea of the town
THE APOSTLES' OREED-SHORT METER.
sion of his opinion on any subject, unless, of course, board is that the licenses are to lessen the taxes, but
There once was a God,
such expression works direct and positiv injury to where is the general profit of having a conflagration
Who in heaven did dwell;
HeAnd
wasthen
murdered
earth, ·
some other citizen, is so oppressiv, unjust, and un- for the sake of the cinders ~
went toonhell.
warrantable that every patriot should struggle
Since the above writing I learn that one trinityEither the church. peopl~;~ believe their written
against it with all his power. If these aggressions factory has been shut up and one liquor-seller has
_
creeds or else they don't. If they do, they are under
are allowed we will sbon be in such a condition that vamoosed the ranch.
A DRAUGHT FROM DUNSTABLE.
the influence of the most abominable teachings that
the discussio~ of matters not tolerated by the
Col. Jonas H. French, of Boston, has had made at ever could be put in words; if they do not, then they
American Inquisition will be attended with as much
personal danger as the publication of an emperor's his Bay View quarries a fine monumental public hav no right to profess tllem-by doing so they
diary is in Germany. The threat which these condi- drinking-fountain, and presented it to tb,e town of damage whatever influence for good they may hav in
·
f t
b'
other directions in mixing any show of decency up
tions imply is one which every patriot should hasten D uns t abl e. Th"IS ptece
o ar ' com ming the useful with sacred dirt. Until the churches erase from their
to resent.
with the beautiful, is much appreciated, and though
But bad as Mrs. Whitehead's case is, thel'e is yet a worth but about $1,500, is a better benefit than documents the insanities which are no longer accepted
worse feature· of this business. Learning that the would be a bouncing brewery. Let those elsewhere as inspiration and repudiate the doings of madmen
case of U. S. vs. Chase, reported in 27 Federal Re- who can afford to, go and do likewise, and get their as primal ecclesiastical authority, it is the right and
of sensible and honest men to condemn
porter p. 807, had been appealed to the Supreme name up for doing something worthy of praise and business
them as enemies of reason and progress. The best
Court of the United States, and knowing, as a law- remembrance.
use that religious dogma can be put to is as a foil to
yer, that the case as reported was not only bad law
Pure. cold water, good as can bl},
rational philosophy.
JoHN PRESCOTT GuiLD.
and a wrong conviction, but also beneath contempt
Better far than rum or brandy;
If this truth excites your fury,
as an authority, I wrote to the counsel in the case,
Sonnet to Saul.
Let your horse be judge and jury.
asking him to send me a copy of the letter on which
The
not!loble
news
of
the
day
in
Dunstable
is
the
Hail,
Saul
the
First-the
last, the only SaulMr. Chase was convicted. I did this, not for the t · d
d d
·
ff f
b
Leader of Israel's long line of kings I
rawmg o o a partly uilt UniBetter· thou hadst remained, 0 youth so tall,
gratification of idle curiosity, but to satisfy myself if earmg own an
A jackass-keeper for thy dad, by jingsl
it co11ld be possible for a private letter to be written versalist church by a town committee. The quesThan listened to the saintly Samuel,
which could so excite the animosity of a judge who tion whether the town or the Universalist parish
Who set the king-bee buzzing in thy hat,
might assume to pry into it, as to make him disre- owns the land will hav to be decided by the supreme
Seduced thee from the ranch, where all was well,
gard all sense of judicial fairness, honesty, and jus- court.· hA speaker in town meeting said he did not
And king-anointed thee with mutton fat I
0 king ill-starred 1 on thee the Lord went back
tice, and violate the obligation of his office for the care 1f t ere was a church in every house, and he did
For that which high applaud good men and truesake of venting his spite against the writer. I can not care if there was not any about, for he had a
To mince-meat-Agag you declined to hack-:hardly express how surprised I was on receiving a creed of his own-Do as I would be done by-which
not permit him to vote away the people's land.
They crying loudly, "Bully, Saul, for you I"
reply refusing my request, not through any discour- did
f th
th C · ·
Like Conrad's, Saul, thy name is, in these times,
Linked with one virtue if a thousand crimes 1
ere was any o er hr1st1anity than that, away
tesy, nor through unwillingness to communicate the I
Reguieseat in plU!e!
Sr SLOKUM.
1acts, b~t bee~~ use of the infernal terrorism th!'~ e~ists with it.

minister to preach of his own motion, and without
consulting with anyone; that he had marched the
regiment on parade, and that it would hav been
impossible for anyone to leave it without asking his
pe;rmission, unless in open violation of an article of
war. Now, the thought which strikes me is: If one
zealot can do so tyrannical and unconstitutional an
act as to make two or three hundred men attend
divine service against their will, at a time when all
religious denominations are trying to gain popular
favor by loudly proclaiming the necessity of every
man's sele~ting his own creed, how would many hundred fanatiCs act should their particular sect be successful in obtaining political supremacy in this
country?
General Washington, as president, wrote the following ~eclara~ion: "The government of the United
States 1s not m any sense founded on the Christian
religion." This was doubtless tru~ · but unless I
a~ mu~h m~sta~en, the: structure b~ing ~rected on
th1~ f?un?atwn 1s essentially Christian, and the main
bmldmg 1s the ~oman Cath~lic church, which, being
a more · theologtcally consistent hierarchy than any
other, is the ll!.ore to be dreaded.
There is an article of war left from the old British
r~gulatio~s 1 still incorporated in our army regulatiOns, whtch recommends all "officers and soldiers
diligently to attend divine service." This recom.·
mendation is now little heeded, and is considered
obsole~e; ~:mt were ~he Catholic church or any other
der::omma~wn ~o gam the upper band, it might be
revtved ';Ith <1:1sastrous results to the religious freedom of tw Umted States army. It should be stricken
ouv; and j ll_sc now it would be an easy matter for
any Congressman to secure the passage of a bill to
that end.
So~IA.
>
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The School War in Boston.
duly and properly expend said sum, or so much thereof as
may be necessary, for the purposes herein indicate~, and
In spite of the approaching presidential election
shall from time to time, report to the president thell' acts
and doings and expenditures hereunder for transmission to the school question continues to be the top subject
in Boston now, and the voting for a school board
Congress."

Editor.
With this $40,000 the officers of the "home"
Business Manager. leased and .fitted 'up a building for temporary use,
and applied at once for another $40,000, which SenPUBLISHED BY
ator Edmunds tried to giv them, but failed through
THE T.R U~ H S.E.EK.E.R COMPANY. lack of time to push the bill through in the closing
hours of the second session of the same Congress.
28 LAFAYETTE PLA.OE, NEW YOR~.
Now they come back for $80,000, and a proviso that
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. it may be expended to support all women who desire
to sever their allegiance to the Mormon church.
The Association has purchased land upon which to
.Addreaa all (Jommunieations to THE TRUTH BEEKER
(JOMP.ANY. Make all Ihajts, Ohecks, Post.ojJlce and Ex. build, and has closed a contract for the main structpreaa Moneu Orders payable to OH.ARLE8 P. 80MERB Y. ure, the foundations of which are already in place.
But, as Senator Hale told the Senate, the money will
be nearly expended when the main building is erected,
NOVEMBER
3,
1888.
SATURDAY1
and the additional appropriation sought in the present bill will be needed under the estimates of the
SUBSCRIPTION BATES.
architect employed by the Association for the purpose
Single subscnption in advance ............................ .. $8 00 of adding another story to the main building, and
oto
One subscription two years, in advance ................ ..
0 00 two wings three stories high, all of which will be
Two new subscribers .......................................... .
One subscription with one new subscriber, in onereneeded by the Association to develop ·the industrial
I) 00
mittance ...................................................... .
part of its· work. The balance of the appropriation
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
'l 00 will be needed for the next year in fitting up the new
remittance .................................................. .
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
8 50 building, in the employment of a moderate force to
remittance ...................... ;............................ .
conduct the work of the Association, and for the exOne subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 10 00 penses of maintaining it. As soon as the enterprise
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
is fairly entered upon, and the scope of its work can
with one remittance.
be seen, the Association will make, through the board
of control, detailed reports of its work, and will be
A New Scheme of Church Thievery.
able to present definit estimates for future expendiThe Congress of the United States is, or was be- tures.
To bring the propositions of the association down
fora its adjournment, in a pretty business for a legislativ body supposed to be guided by the Constitu- to a point, they are: Forty thousand in hand; eighty
tion. It was nothing more nor less than a Christian thousand during this year, and future sums as per
missionary enterprise to hire the . dupes of one re- yearly estimates of the exeoutiv committee of the
ligion to change to anot]aer.
Association, and all this to support the women who
Mr. Eugene Hale, of Maine, has kindly franked us desire to change their religion. · It occurs to us that
his speech made in the Senate on ~October 2d relativ it is a pretty high premium to put on female Mormon
to "the work of the Industrial Christian Home As- apostasy.
There is, however, a principle involved in this prosociation of Utah territory." The Senate had under
consideration the conference report of the committees posed measure, and it does not require a magnifyin~
of both houses on the general deficiency bill, and the glass of very high power to see it. It is this : What
committees could not agree. Mr. Hale's text for his power, what authority, has Congress to vote money
speech was the Senate amendment to the Honse re- to feed and clothe a number of females who desire to
port, as follows :
swap churches? Can Congress build a home to sup" 112. Industrial Christian Home Association of Utah ter- port all the Catholic women who see the error of
ritory : To further aid the Industrial Christian Home Asso- their faith and want to become Infidels 1
ciation of Utah territory, under its articles of incorporation,
It is true that Senator Hale apologized for the
in the establishment and maintenance of an industrial and
educational institution in Salt Lake City for the benefit of language of the bill-" sever their allegiance to the
the dependent women and children of Utah and Idaho terri- Mormon church "-and offered to substitute other
tories who desire to S(J'()er their aUP.giance to the Mormon church, words, but so long as the meaning is there, it makes
$75,000; and for contingent expenses of the association, $5,- no difference as to the phraseology. Even retainfu~
000; in all, $80,000.
.
the words of the first bill, "to support the depend" 113. The money hereby appropriated shall be disbursed
ent
women who shall hav renounced polygamy," the
by the treasurer of said association, who shall giv such bonds
for the faithful performance of his duties as may be deemed measure is as grossly unconstitutional as any that
requisit by the secretary of the interior.. All accounts of ex- even Senator Blair has ever had the impudence to
penditures under this appropriation shall be audited by the offer. Congress, in the territories, may punish crime
Utah commission, which shall hereafter act as the board of and imprison the criminal, but where on earth does
control for said institution, and shall make an annual report
to Congress covering the work of said institution and its ex- it get the constitutional authority to provide food
and clothes and shelter for a certain class of citizens 1
penditures."
It seems that this scheme to evangelize the Mor- Still more preposterous is it for Congress to set up
mons at the public expense was started two years an institution admittance to which depends upon the
ago "by the philanthropic women of America who applicant's renunciation of certain religious tenets !
hav been largely represented by the organizations The bill should never hav had a moment's consideraknown as the National Woman's Christian Temper- tion in the Senate or in the House of Representative,
ance Union, of which Miss ],ranees Willard is presi- and it never would hav had had not a lot of fanatdent, and the National Women's Home Missionary ical politioans like Senator Blair, of New Hampshire.
Society, of which Mrs. R. B. Hayes is the president." and Edmunds, of Vermont, set the example of
The officers of the institution were to be " Christian catering to the church for the sake of votes to be
women," and its purpose was to " disintegrate the won and influence to be used in their behalf. It was
Mormon church." The originators were backed up this bad example that induced Congress to confiscate
by the " bishop of the M. E. church in Utah," the the property of the Mormon church on grounds by
Methodist editor of the Utah Christian Advocate, which, if parallel reasoning be allowed, every congreand other prominent Christians of the territory. The gation in this country could be fleeced of almost
forty-ninth Congress was asked for $100,000 to b~ild every dollar's worth of property it possesses. Congress has simply gone into a religious crusade against
the home and set it going.
At first the petitioners asked for the money to sup- one particular Christian sect at the behest of another,
port Mormon women and children " who renounce or several Christian sects. And the result is that it
polygamy." Mr. Hale took care of the bill, .and $40,- has got to support the victims, and in dciing so giv
employment and money. and a national backing. to
000 was given" To aid in the establishment of an industrial home in the the victorious sect. It's great business, indeed !
If Senators Hale, Blair, and Edmunds could be
territory of Utah, to provide employment and means of selfsupport for the dependent women who renounce polygamy permanently retired from any participation in legisand the children of such women of tender age in said terri- lativ affairs it would be money in the pockets of
tory, with a view to aid in the suppression of polygamy
every taxpayer in the country. And their retirement
therein ; said sum to be expended upon requisition of and
under the management of a board of control to consist would conduce not a little, also, to the preservation
of the governor and justices of the supreme court and of constitutional forms of government in the United
the district "ttomey of said territory i and said board shall States.
E. M. MACDONALD,
C. P. SoMEBBY,

next month will. be a warm contest. The Roman
Catholics, while of course opposed to woman suffrage,
will use the females of their faith for everything that
will count, and the male members of the flock will be
made to walk turkey-as· the New Englanders felicitously phrase parental or legal. coercion-if they do
not vote as the priest orders them. The Freernan' s
Journal (Roman Catholic) says:
" If women are to be a factor in our voting population, the
Freeman's Jowrnal should regret to see the experiment made
on an issue of this sort, and in such a spirit, but having to
face the jact that a species of bulldozing is to be tried on, we
cannot help feeling a certain amount of satisfaction that the
coercionists will not be allowed to hav things all their own
way. So, then, as things stand we are not one bit sorry that
the Catholic women of Boston are to take a hand in the coming election, and our prayer is that they may do it so effectually that a school board will be chosen whose patriotic fairness cannot be .questioned."

"Patriotic fairness " will strike the average reader
as a very ingenious way of rounding up that last sentence. The Boston Transcript leans toward the
Secular idea. It says ·
"Circulars hav been issued to t.ae Catholic portion of the
population appealing to them to be assessed if they wish to
' retain the Catholic power on the board.• Such an idea is
altogether foreign to the purposes for which the school board
exists. The American and common school idea is that sectarial1 notions and prejudices should be unknown in managing the schools. And the people are strong enough to enforce the idea, despite religious bigots on either side."

The Horne Journal. has very decided opinions on
this school controversy :
" A Catholic has no more business to be placed upon the ·
school board than the sworn foe to a prisoner has to be empaneled upon the jury which is to try him."

Some of the Protestant religious journals are, however, almost taking sides with the Catholics. The
Christian Weekly, lamenting the good old times
when the Westminster Catechism was taught in Boston schools, says that while "it would doubtless not
be wise to teach that catechism now," yet "these accepted truths" should be taught, i.e., "That God is;
that he speaks to us in his inspired word; that he
saves us by his son ; that to God all men are respon- ·
sible for the deeds done in the body." To this claim
the Christian Register, a Unitarian organ, retorts:
"We assure the Weekly that there are many Protestants
who are ready to protest against any such invasion of their
rights as citizens. The place to teach the Westminster
Catechism, or the theology derived from it, if it is to be
taught at all, is in orthodox Sunday-schools, not in schools
supported by the public money."

Thus the war .goes on, and the religious brethren
are having great sport making claims and denying
them, just as though the world belonged to them to
divide up as they pleased. But one of these days,
we hope, the oommon_-sense people will wake up and
pitch all the sects out of the school-house windows
and tell them to go to their churches to fight their
battles, and pay the funeral expenses of their · own
dead.

A. Poor Prospect for Protestantism.
A Lutheran minister writing in the Independent
reveals a state of affairs in German cities more satisfactory to Freethinkers than tQ Christians. The burden of the minister's plaint is that the large cities of
the German empire are almost entirely given over to
irreligion, and that unless great effort is made to
establish and support "city missions " the devil will
get about all of the Dutchmen. The German capital,
be says, has now over one and a quarter million inhabitants; yet the number of congregations is only
thirty-eight, and of the clergy one hundred and
three. In the outskirts of the city with a million of
souls there are only thirty-five ministers. In this
way a Berlin pastor is expected to care for from
twenty to thirty thousand souls. Comparativly Hamburg is no better provided for, and Konigsberg with
its one hundred and forty-five thousand Protestants,
Stettin, with one hundred and twenty-five thousand,
Magdeburg, with one hundred and eleven thousand,
Breslau, with one hundred and eighty thousand, average at least ten to fifteen thousand souls for each
pastor.
In this state of apathy toward Christianity the
clergyman finds not only a "negativ loss of spiritual
privileges," but a positiv gain in pronounced antiChristian tendencies, the most alarming of which is
the increase of Socialists, who in that land correspond
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in the eye of the church and government to the Nihilists of Russia. In the largest parish in Berlin, with
a population of about one hundred thousand, at the
last election the Social Democrat candidate received
thirty thousand votes. It is the opinion of the
church that each of these votes was cast by an
undisguised Infidel, and she therefore hates Socialism
as she does Infidelity. But that is not the worst
of it. Nearly all the representative sent by Berlin to the Prussian Landtag and to the German
Reichstag are either advanced Radicals or. outspoken
Socialists, which is the same thing, except that the
Socialists put the political ahead of the religious sentiment. The "de-Christianizing of the masses in the
cities," says the minister, "has resulted not in mere
religious indifferentism, but to great extent in activ
antagonism to the church and to the social order
founded on Christian principles. When, after the
repeal of the law compelling parents to hav their
children baptized, it was learned that in the )lext
twelve months ten hundred infants bad not been baptized, a leading Berlin paper exclaimed: 'Hurrah for
the first thousand heathens in Berlin."' Another loss
sustained by the church is that of the press. The
Berlin papers are controled by "reformed," that is,
Rationalistic, Jews, and to their influence, says our
minister, is due to a great extent the irreligious condition of the German metropolis. The government, too,
is reluctant to spend money in building churches,
though the present emperor is heartily in ,accord
with the pietists. In Leipzig, two years ago, the
first new church erected for nearly four centuries
was dedicated, and it is a rare thing to hear of the
building of a new church in a German city.
This condition of ungodliness naturally excites the
Christians, and they are now from private resources
trying to reestablish religion in the cities. In this
they hav the help of the new kaiser, the fighting
grandson of his grandfather, and his wife, who hav
both expressed themselvs as desirous of seeing the
people become Christians-possibly for the reason
that then they will the more readily obey the
"divinely appointed rulers" and be the more ready
to starve or put themselvs up as targets for the
greater glory of the emperor and his God. But the
govern~ent will hardly spend much money on
churches while needing it so badly for the army, and
private enterprise is not likely to evangelize Berlin
in a hurry. The Germans of the cities are mainly
Rationalists, while the agricultural peasantry and
unskilled labor class are chiefly Roman Catholics.
Between the upper and nether mill-stones of Reason
and Rome, the Protestantism of Germany is in bard
luck; even though it be th~ legal religion.

a

..

Mr. Pecci and 'l'his Young Man.
There is no man in the world whose speeches are
so easily read between the lines as are Mr. Pecci's,
of Rome, Italy. This gentleman is variously known
as "his holiness," the "sovereign pontiff," the
" pope," and so forth, and he exercises a good deal
of influence over several millions of people who
imagin that in some way he has a strong political
"pull" with the superintendent of one or two otherworld places. Mr. Pecci, in other words, is a spiritual ruler, and considerable of a temporal ruler as
well, though just now he has no army or navy to enforce his decrees.
Knowing who Mr. Pecci is and comprehending the
position he occupies, the following interview between
him and the representativ of a London newspaper is
XlOt without interest because of the plain statements
made between the lines. Mr. Pecci was found on a
throne, dressed in white, with pallid complexion cast
into high relief by hangings of dark crimson curtains.
There were three chairs on either side of him, and
when the correspondent had kissed his slipper, Mr.
Pecci deigned to ask the news-gatherer what he
wanted. Evidently thinking that he was in great
luck not to be kicked, which attention he would hav
received with equal obsequiousness, the correspondent spoke:
" I ventured to ask his holiness if the German emperor's
recent visit to the Vatican had proved satisfactory.
" 'I cannot say,' he replied, 'that we are either satisfied
or dissatisfied with the emperor's visit. That lile came to
Rome was not at our request, nor was his object in coming
favorable to us, but rather to those who are against us, to
those who for ten years past hav practically compelled me
to restrict myself to this palace, from which I cannot issue.
My dignity forbids me to do so.
" 'This young man,,having:acceded to 'the German throne,

has been making. a round of visits to European courts, and
finally to Rome, where his presence was calculated to
strengthen our adversaries and consolidate their position,
not to benefit us·. He came to see me.
" ' It was an act of courtesy, and I was glad to receive
him.
" ' I had much to say to him; but just as I was beginning
my discourse he interrupted me by cailing in his brother in
order to present him to. me. After that I had no further
opportunity of spes-king privately with him. . . . With
our episcopacy and clergy in Germany all is going smoothly
and satisfactorily; vacant offices hav been properly filled up
with the accord of church and state alike, and to the contentment of both. Of our religious orders which had been
exp·elled from Germany three hav been authorized to return
-the Franciscans, the Dominicans, and the Benedictines.
We are in negotiation about the withdrawal of prohibitions
affecting our educational orders, but there is great difficulty
in this. The German government desir0s to keep in its own
hands the exclusiv instruction of Catholic children. To this
I cannot consent.
" 'The teaching rights of the church must be recognized
and their exercise must be duly authorized by the state.
With less than this I may not be satisfied, and, as you know,
when the pope is dissatisfied Catholics are discontented.
" ' In the German empire there are fifteen million Catholics
whose wishes and feelings must be respected, it being to
the interest of their temporal rulers to keep them -contented.
When tjle civil authority is righteously exercised it is always
supported by the church. As head of the church I cannot
countenance injustice done to those who are committed to
my care and whom I am bound to protect and defend.'"

Notice, please, the We with which Mr. Pecci alludes to himself. That is the " plural of majesty,'•
and the plural of majesty was used by Jehovah himself when he said, Let Us make man. Since then
various people calling themselvs sovereigns hav used
this forni of expression. But the most prominent
poi~t brought out by this interview, however, is that
We are not pleased to be pleased with " this young
man," because he, or his government, will not let Us
run his schools while he pays the bills. And unless
this is done at once We shall sulk, and make Our
people sulk, and then there'll be the devil and all to
pay. Of course We always support the government
of,kings (We used to be in partnership with the fellows) when they do as We say, but no government is
righteously exercised unless We are the power behind the throne, or are the throne itself. Therefore;
and finally, We are not satisfied with "this young
man."
The irreverent American will want to know who We
are, but as that has been already explained, the question is not pertinent.

The Humbug of the Missions.
"The Great Missionary Failure," is the title of an
article in the last Fortnightly Review, by Canon
Taylor, who has before now disgusted his fellowclerics by explaining to the people who support missionary societies the folly of their giving. In this
article Canon Taylor reaches the conclusion that the
attempts of the churches to convert the world to
Christianity are positiv failures. The facts from
which Mr. Taylor argues are briefly summarized by
the Sun:
"Leaving out Thibet, Borneo, aiid other regions of which
the population is unknown, the most recent estimates make
the non-Christian population of Asia and Africa upward of
920,000,000, of which the natural increase by the excess of
births over deaths must be more than 11,000,000 annually.
Dr~ Maclear, who is the principal of a training college for
missionaries, and ' perhaps the greatest living authority on
the subject,' estimates the annual increase of nativ Christians
due to missionary efforts at 60,000. At that rate, then, it
would take the missionary societies 183 years to overtake
even this natural increase of the non-Christian population in
a single year. 'In spite of our advance, instead of overtaking the work, the work is overtaking us. It is like the tor.
toise racing with a railway train; the longer the race contioues the farther the tortoise is left behind.' Something like
$10,000,000 is spent annually on Protestant missions, and
there are about 6,000 American and European missionaries,
with about 30,000 nativ agents, and yet there are to-day up.
ward of 10,000,000 more heathen and Mohammedans than
there were a year ago.
" The greatest of the missionary societies is the Church
Missionary Society, with an expenditure of about $1,500,000
yearly, and yet the annual increase of nativ Christians due
to its labors is not more than 4.000 at the outside. Therefore it would take the society 2, 750 years to convert as many
Moslems and heathen as are gained by birth in a single year.
If the population remained stationary and all the converts
steadfast, it would take more than 330,000 years to convert
the world, or nearly a million years if the relapses are taken
into account.
"The annual increase of nativ Protestant Christians in India,
due to the labors of 35 societies, is reported to be 19,311,
and of Roman Catholics 21,272, or 40,583 in all. At this
rate it would take 64 years to come up to the increase of the
non-Uhristian population of India in a single year. In China
the situation is even more disheartening. The number of
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adults baptized by the Church Missionary Society last year
was only 167 out of a population of 382,000,000, with an
annual gain of at least 4,580,000 by the excess of births
over deaths. At this rate the society would hav to work
27,000 years to come up to the natural increase of one year,
and more than 1,680,000 years to convert China, even if the
population remained stationary. The expenditure, too, is
enormous ; in any other department of effort it would be
called wasteful. In China the cost of the 167 conversions
was about $75.000. In Ceylon last year 424 agents of this
society spent $55,000 in making 190 adult converts out of a
population of nearly 3,000,000; and yet the relapses were
more numerous than the conversions, for there was an actual
decrease of 143 in the number of nativ Christian adherents.
In northern India it cost $170,000 and the labors of 715
agents to make 173 converts. Many of the converts are paid,
35 of the 94 communicants in Hong Kong being pa:d nativ
agents, and 7 of the 10 in Egypt and Arabia. In the missions to Egypt, Persia, Palestine, and Arabia the society employs 119 agents, and has expended over $117,000 in the last
two years, with absolutely no ·conversions. All the efforts
of the Protestant missionaries against Mohammedanism hav
been utterly unavailing. Islam stands out firmly against
Christianity, and is far more successful than it is in propagandism."

But this is not all. The miserable showing in numbers is followed by an equally unsatisfactory exhibit
as to the quality of the converts. Unprejudiced testimony in all heathen countries is unanimous that
the men and women most easily brought under the
influence of the missionaries are those who make the
most undesirable members of any decent community.
And Canon Taylor corroborates this testimony most
unequivocally. He quotes the English vice-consul
in the Cameroons as reporting that after twenty
years of labor the missionaries in many important
districts can scarcely number twenty sincere converts ; and in other parts of Africa the religion of
the nominal Christians "is discredited by numbering among its adherents all the drunkards, liars,
rogues, and unclean livers in the colony. In the
oldest of our West African possessions all the unrepentant Magdalene of the chief city are professing
Christians, and the most notorious one in the place
boasts that she 'never missed going· to church on a
communion Sunday.'" After a quarrel in a nominally Christian village, three years ago, the victors
proceeded to cook and eat the bodies of the slain.
The vice-consul says that, with rare exceptions, the
nativ African pastors, teachers, and catechists whom
he has met are " more or l!'!BB bad men." A missionary reports the same.
Added to the moral rottenness of the converts,
another great drawback to the conversion of the
world to Christianity is found in the persistent and
inevitable rows among the various Christian sects.
Canon Taylor quotes Dr. Legge, for forty years a
missionary among the Mohammedans, to the effect
that·" we shall fail to make converts so long as Christianity presents itself infected with the bitter internal
animosities of Christian sects, and associated in the
minds of the native with the drunkenness, the profligacy, and the gigantic social evil conspicuous
among Christian nations.'' There are two hundred
and twenty-four societies which work for converts.
One missionary complains that one of his" inquirers"
has been " decoyed " and baptized by the missionary
of another society. Another records that an inquirer,
to whom be was paying five dollars a month, struck
for higher pay and ran off to a rival missionary. A
third discovered that a hopeful inquirer of his had
adopted inquiry as a paying business, and was going
the round of the missions.
These last criticisms of the Eastern missionary
methods reveal a striking resemblance to the Freshman mission to the Jews in this city, and it is not
unlikely that the latter is a fair model of missions
everywhere. At any rate, the results appear to be
the same abroad as at home. Few converts, and
those of undesirable persons ; fighting and scheming
and bribery practiced on all sides, and the deluded
but honest Christians footing the bills. A "million
for missions " raised in one church alone to be spent
on Western hypocrite and Eastern debauchees and
prostitutes-such is the spectacle presented to those
Christians who hav given more than they can afford,
even to l'Obbing their children of their peBnies, in
the vain hope of bringing the heathen to the loot of
the cross. Surely it is time to bring this imposition
to an end. And now that Canon Taylor, himself a
distinguished member of the English church, has
given us the facts, the supporters of the humbug
system, as well as those who profit pecuniarily by it,
should go a little slow in bleeding the unsuspecting
church-members.
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J.tfttrs Jroll( · Jlritnds.
CLEVELAND, 0., Oct. 15, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Below find s.ynopsis of lecture delivered at
our meeting yesterday afternoon in Memorial Hall, which
we hav leased for 3 o'clock Sunday afternoon meetings. In
addition I will say that Professor Bell is a very fine speaker,
and has his audience under perfect control, all being as interested and eager at the close as at the beginning. It was as
.good a lecture as the Cleveland Secular Union ha~ ever ?ad
the pleasure of listening to. We hope to secure hrs servrces
again.
F. S. MERRILL, Cor. Sec.

NOVEMBER 3, 1888.

opponents to point out errors of this kind, which they are
only too glad to do, in the hope of throwing discredit upon
the ·cause as a whole. And this in fact is the effect produced upon minds not accustomed to independent thought
on religious subjects-a class numbering the greater part of
mankind. They are taught to look at it in a way S?mething like this: Writers who make such erroneous statements must be either very· ignorant or very dishonest-in
either case unworthy of credit. It is well to see ourselvs as
others see us, for we profess to look at all sides. In this
way· only can we prove to be truly Liberal•
I hope the gentleman whose statement I ha v been criticising will not be offended at what I hav said, for I assure
him he stands acquitted of Qoth charges. A number of the
apostles were fishermen, but only one of the evangelists, and
it is COJ!fessed (Acts iv, 13) that Peter and John were ignorant and unlearned men (Greek, idiotes). Mistakes of this
nature are easily made, which is the very reason for exercising great care in controversial writings.
C. L. ABBOTT.

BosToN, MAss., Oct. 2, 288.
MR. EDITOR: Cool weather is fast approaching, and in
order that we may keep our mutual arrangements all a-going,
I yesterday sent you a postal order for another year's subscription to the gallant TRUTH SEEKER.
We are having an elegant row in this lively village between
EAST RANDOLPH, N.Y., Oct. 8, 1888.
the two sets of superstitious scalawags oalled Protestants
MR. EDITOR: It is autumn now, four months and four
and Catholics, and I rejoide heartily as I remember that
days since I wrote a letter to THE TRUTH SEEKER; and what
"when rogues· fall out honest men get their dues." I should
changes hav occurred from rosy June till'trosty and rainy
be pleased to see Brother Heston show up this holy religious
October I Yes, the sky weeps now; it is 9 P.M., and we sit
turmoil.
GEo N. HILL.
in our room, surrounded by good books and papers, and I
thirik as I scribble off this epistle of the thousands of noble
OMAHA, NEB., Oct. 3, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I never want to be behind in sending my truth seekers, men, women, and children, all over this and
subscription. I hav weighed nonsense and reason in the other lands-none fairer than our loved America-who hav
scales of good common sense; then be sure you hav me for tried to extract the sweets from life in various ways this Sabbath day, each person according to his mentality, nioral and
life to your honorable paper.
The Salvation Army is activ. The Mormons are working intellectual worth, and preferences, indulging in what he
here and they told me I was a fit subject for hell, when I tell believed was the best thing for him to do.
Thoughts are the seeds of character, and it's au old saying :
the~ they are peddling garbage. Would that I could write
something that would stir some big heart, and shake this un- 11 As a man thinketh so is he;" and I conclude, as a man
godly superstitious place.. $13,000 was taken up last Sunday does, so is he. In a few shor~ weeks the cold and cruel winter will visit the mansions of the rich and . the wretched
in the Congregationalists' new church.
W. L. GRAY.
hovels, called homes, of the starving poor of the metropolis.
LANARK, ABK., Oct. 8, 1888.
Men, women, and their pledges of love, dimpled children, will
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed will carry me into my fifteenth shiver and weep because coal and the necessaries of life are
year. I like the paper as well as ever. It seems to grow in dear and wages are low-largely owing to "combines,"
grace. I think it is the best educator I hav ever read, and I 11 trusts," that the mouthpiece of the Republican party,
can't think of stopping. I hav a few readers, and I am mak- James G. Blaine, of Maine, lias the audacity to say, 11 No
ing considerable impression. One man told me the other one has any right to interfere with." At this point I recall
day that he could not see now how he believed the way he the battle of Zutphen, where Sir Philip Sydney, after having
had. I told him that he was raised on the other side; that two horses slain under him, was shot in the thigh. He was
there were two sides to everything, and that to render a a mile from camp, and was obliged to l:lm.p in that condition
proper verdict we must hear the evidence on both sides ; that to his tent. On reaching the tent, exhausted with loss of
I had been in the same fix, and any man that was not willing blood, he feebly called for water. It was procured with some
to hear both sides in every case was not an honest jurist.
difficulty and brought to him. As he was about to put the
T.H.M.
flagon to his mouth his eye fell upon a poor, common soldier
lying wounded a few yards off upon the ground, whose pitCoALTON, KY., Oct. 12, 1888.
eous eyes were turned toward the refreshing draught. SydMR. EDITOR : At this place there is a large coal mine em- ney forgot his own agony, put the cup down untouched, and
ploying about :three hundred miners. The company is said : 11 Giv the water to him; his necessities are greater than
headed by Christians, and in order to show how these Chris- mine." Fourteen days after that Sir Philip Sydney died, in
tians love their fellow-Christian miners, I will tell you about the flower of his life, but leaving behind him a name that for
the iaw of the state which compels mining companies to inherent gentlemanliness, for manliness, for courage, for delventilate their mines. (We hav to make laws for Christians icacy, and for self-denial, will liv as long as the word "genas well as sinners, and they are as often broken by Christians tleman " preserves its significance. But has Blaine such symas sinners.) Well, not long ago some miners were talking pathy for the poor as Sydney had for the soldier? It appears
about the woeful condition of the air in the mine where they not. Next Sabbath the church bells will ring out on the starworked. I said, 11 Why don't you report this to the mine tled air and hundreds will wend their way to hear T. De
inspector?" 11 Why," said they, 11 we would be discharged Witt Talmage, D.D., decked in their costly clothes, their
immediately." Then I concluded if that was the case I very best. 11 Devout Christians," I believe they are called,
would, for the sake and safety of humanity, try to stir them but I choose to call very many of them devout thieves. Is
up by writing to the governor and hav him, if possible, lay that language too sirong? Well, if some who drive in their
the matter before the inspector. In my letter I referred the carriages through the streets of New York are not thieves;
governor to the Rev. John R. Collins, who was also a justice if capitalists and monopolists who dine and wine, who make
of the peace. He is also an employee in the mines. The men shiver and women weep-capitalists who wax fat and
mine inspectorwrote to Mr. Collins concerning the ventila- are slick and prosperous, while the cheeks of innocent childtion of the mine, and the Christian superintendent heard of hood and helpless babyhood pale and plaintiv voices cry for
it, and now threatens to discharge his brother Christian from bread, and proclaim how merciless the struggle is for existthe company's employ. Why? Simply because Mr. Collins ence-if these are 'not thieves, who are? Let there be no
was written to by the mine inspector and might be instru- more mocking of their woe. Ye men of wealth, won't you
mental in having the law executed-a law for· the protection please help the needy, poor, and heartbroken toilers of the
of humanity. Those same Christian tyrants profess great race? Visit the filthy haunts of poverty, of sickness and
love for t]le children at the Sabbath-schools ori Sundays, but crime. Open your pocket-books and speak words of comforget to love and care for them on the week-days while in fort and kindness into aching human hearts; then you will
the damp, noxious mine. The Rev. Mr. Collins should re- feel blessed-feel better and will make others do so too.
member the scriptures, and should never oppose the powers
Very truly,
R. R. JONES.
that be. He should also remember that Christianity is always consistent in its sayings and doings. It's a great civilBuRTON, MroH., Oct. 8, 1888.
izer and worker for good, as the above case shows.
MR. EDITOR: Allow me to present to the readers of THE
Yours for U. M. L.,
S. P. HERRON, P.M.
TRUTH SEEKER some of my experience with the marvelous
little oracle the planchet. In the presence of churchmen,
EsTELLINE, DAK., Oct. 13, 1888.
Materialists, Spiritualists, Atheists, old and young, under
MR. EDITOR : In a recent issue a writer asks, 11 Who are strictly test conditions, I hav seen this unconscious piece of
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John? AU we know about them furniture move rapidly across the table, climb its length up
is the assertion that they were fishermen." It is implied some person, move back, and answer questions by rising up
that the assertion that they were fishermen is to be found on one side and striking its legs three times on the .table for
in the New Testament, but it is not found there. On the yes and once for no. I hav seen it keep a company in deep
contrary, Matthew is said to hav been a publican or cus- and absorbing thought, sharp hits causing frequent roars of
tom house officer (Matt. ix, 9). Mark's occupation, previous laughter for an hour, with one or two persons holding the
to his discipleship, is not stated, but we learn that his mother ends of their fingers gently on it and using no physical means
lived in Jerusalem (Acts xii, 12), from whic~ it is inferred to move it. I affirm that conscious intelligent spirits work
that Mark did also, and that he was not a fisherman. Luke this little piece of wood as my spirit works my pen in this
was a physician (Col. iv, 14). This Luke is generally con- writing. There is a right and a wrong way iri the working
ceded to be the third evangelist. John was the only fish- and management of this instrument. A few plain rules must
erman among them (Matt. iv, 21).
be understood and observed. Sit regulrLrly once or twice a
I hav selected this instance as a basis for a few remarks. week. Those composing the seance should be honest truth
I am a thoroughgoing Liberal, as much so as any writerin seekers, no matter what their political or religious creed or
these columns. I believe the gospel stories to be largely if they hav no creed. There should be a retired, comfortfabulous, but I should dislike to see anyone join the Lib- able room, and no disturbance allowed after seance is opened
eral ranks through the influence of reckless statements. by music, instrumental or vocal, or both. Vocal is best.
Let us leave misrepresentation to our adversaries-they hav Music is harmonizing, elevating, and spiritualizing. Sing
need of it, while we hav not. A clear and lucid presenta- any lively, popular air, with suitable words, as, "Come,
tion of the exact truth will win for Liberalism the victory Angel Band," 11 Nearer, My God, to Thee," 11 Shining Shore,"
over ~uperstition and ignorance. It is an easy matter for our etc. Then form a circle around a table and let some one

audibly invoke some true, loving spirit friends to be present
and lend their aid in establishing happy reunions through
the planchet. Let this invocation be sincere, earnest, modest,
covering the object of the sitters. Let scoffing, ridicule, or
discourtesy be in abeyance. Cherish and maintain the same
feelings as if some mortal friends were to call. Let scoffers ·
and those who do not wish to meet their whilom friends stay
away. They are riot the ones to decide that their friends do
not exist as individuals with their affections intact. They
will learn that in the realm of causes when· disrobed of all
that is mortal, if they are too self-sufficient and unteachable
to learn that lesson here. Then sit still or sing some thirty
to forty minutes to magnetize planchet, table, room, etc., so
as to concentrate electro-magnetic forces on this little unconscious or!!cle. Their spirit forms are electro-magnetic, and
electricity and magnetism are the agents or forces they use
to move inert matter, as do our spirits operating muscles,
bones, and sinews. · After sitting that length of time, anyone holding planchet, inquire audibly if any spirit friend is
present, and ask that if so he will please indicate it by
tilting the instrument upon one side and rapping the feet
three times on the table. If there is no motion, wait awhile
and let another ask. And thus let each one of the circle
ask for his friend. Usually it will work freely before the
sitting closes. When a spirit has moved planchet and been
identified by question, confine all questions to him· or h.er
until through, then say; 11 Thank you for this interview ;
please meet us at next seance "-at designated timEl. Then
call for another. Sometimes some spirit is so intensely anxious to reach a friend there that others will giv way to that
one. Question freely. Put all questions so answers can be
given by Yes or No. , When planchet works well, allow
another and another of the circle to change with the one
operating it. They can thus find in whose hands it works
best. After a little use it will work with one alone at home
and be the household oracle. Never trifle with it. Truth
seekers and any who may read this, try it. No other teachers will go so deep or work half as cheap. We are :using
one in this way. We learn much. Here is proof of immortality. This is more than a Delphic oracle. Its price is sixty
cents, postpaid.
D. HIGBIE, M.D.
LExiNGTON, KY., Oct. 1, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: It amuses me to read the timid, shaky articles which appear from time to time in our magazines on the
awful subject of governmental interference. Men who kneel
to the monopolist are afraid of the very shadow of tyranny
when the general government attempts to do anything for
our good in an orderly way, with its method grounded upon
precedents known to those familiar with the history of liberty. Such skeptics deny the very existence of genius,
whose Byronic, fiery words, even when they counsel us to
do wrong, will rouse from his torpor some heavenly, timid
thinker and cause him to pour forth utterances which shake
the moral universe. If the government is in the wrong, then
it must be set right, for it is the only staff we hav to lean
upon. If our rulers are anarchists, disregarding precedents,
perhaps some 11 village Hampden" may bring them to reason. I supposed that men i,n office were the servants of the
ballot-box, and th~t our laws· and institutions proceeded from
a similar source. The post-office department needs no private interference, and if other matters of general interest
cannot be conducted in the same way, good citizens should
at once giv the subject their serious consideration. Nothing
can lead to despotism which is subservient to the wishes of
patriotic voters. They can even force the man of lJID.wieldly
fortune to bequeath a part of it to the poor. But, of course,
votes of free men pannot control the corporate body, or
powerful individual, who rules that vote. A powerful impulse from the people, however, can prevent the state from
being a catspaw in the hands of the capitalist. Already do
they despise the aristocracy, who assume influence without
license, who are: amenable to none, decimating the fortunes
of poor citizens, causing the masses to subsist upon the
crumbs which fall from their tables. A happy chance to
amass riches, or a crafty instinct to accumulate, impels some
men to liv by snatching morsels from the honest artisan or
laborer who has not time to watch for or prevent the theft.
How easily could a few changes in the machinery of government be made to hinder these greedy individuals from imi.tating the terrible ore of the Spanish poet, whose best powers
and talents were devoted to the task of devouring a dozen
families with their provisions at one meal! We ought to
hail with delight the advent of a Vulcan who can forge a
chain capable of holding a leviathan, whose intellectual acumen enables him to discover the principles of only one great
art-and this .is, to revel in the exercise of the instinct of the
lowest animals, who store away more provisions than they
and their children could consume if they lived to the age of
Methusaleh. With our dearest interests trembling in the balance, hav hot Americans the brains and power to avert the
impending calamity? Will they not make this one resolution
-no more to nominate for offices, although they may be the
main pillars of our churches, men who possess but one available talent, and that is, to enact the role of the wolf who
invited the hungry. crane to supper? And secondly, let them
recollect that 11 the Constitution has no other object than the
general happiness."
11
Are you bound to obey a law unless you help to make
it?" These golden words of Madison and Paine hav been
quoted anew with great effect by Mrs. Amarala Martin,
authoress of a book entitled, 11 Our Uncle and Aunt." Take
this work in your hand, and while you meet with the above
sentiment, so tersely expressed, your heart glowing with
patriotic feeling, your senses are bathed in the aroina of the
apple-blossom in the paradise which she creates around you.
I love to peruse 11 The Vicar of Wakefield," but I revel now
in something still more noble, which touches with magic
. hand the great topic of tl~e well-l:leing; of society. Sh~
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proves conclusivly that this cannot be promoted to any great
extent while the destructiv and degrading tyranny continues
which subjects and blights the female half of the human
race. She awakens your sympathies and better judgment as
she describes the misery of homes where women's best
wishes are disregarded. She unfolds the sad routine through
which you trace the loathsome degradation of heart, home,
and society at large. The influence is ignored, oftentimes, of
the kind angel who bears the heat and burden of the day with
a keen appreciation of wrongs which others faintly comprehend.
AI.HAZA.
WATERVILLE, MINN., Oct. 10, 1888.
MR. EDITOR:. The Liberals of Waterville and vicinity are
just as happy as there is any use to be since we had the little
giant, Geo. H. Dawes, with us for four lectures, a's follows :
first, " What Objections to Christianity ?" second, " Has
Christianity Benefited Woman ?" third, " The Mission of
Liberalism;". fourth, "Inspiration of the Bible." Liberals,
you need not fear to engage Mr. Dawes for a course of lectures, for he is truly a giant in shaking up old orthodoxy.
Fraternally yours,
ORANGE DuRAND.
Oct. 20, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: What man in this busy time can go through
history from page to page and show to the world better
teaching than THE TRUTH BEEKER unfurls? When you find
him, please bring him forward, and he shall hav my sympathy for showing we are not right. Yes, let us press forward
and see what we can gain, and never turn back to the dogmas and creeds and dead ages for food for the mind. And
in closing this I will say, THE TRUTH SEEKER is right-if it
• isn't, doggone it.
ALBERTS. WHITE.
CuLVER, Sept. 26, 288.
MR. EDITOR: There is no money here, only what is in the
hands of the money shark. We hav lost three crops the
three last years. The farmers are the worst slaves that I hav
ever seen, and I saw black slavery in the good old Christian
times gone by. Six farmers out of every ten break up.
There is no help for it orfor the farmers. Nine-tenths of the
real estate in central Kansas is under mortgage, cut-throat
mortgage at that. There is no pleasure in being a farmer.
We breast all the hard knocks, pay nearly'all the taxes, bless
all the candidates for president. I won't vote for a man of
them, or Congressman either, so good-bye, politics. The
world is my country; to love women and children, resp.ect
an honest man, despise a hypocrit, and hate a politician, is
my religion, if I hav any. I am an Atheist of sixty-two
years' standing. Who can tell who is an older Atheist than
I? Success to you and the Truth Seeker Company. There
is no success for us farmers. We work hard, eat light, go
nearly naked, are poor talkers, and still poorer writers.
Keep THE TRUTH SEEKER booming.
W. M. RoBINSON.
YoRK, PA., Oct. 13, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: McArthur· says, "The evidence of one who
has seen has more weight than the evidences of a thousand
who hav not seen." Can a spirit be seen? If so, it must
hav some kind of a form. What does it look like, and how
does it exist ?. McArthur further· says that the question is
still open for discussion, to determin from a scientific and
philosophic standpoint the truth or falsity of the Spiritual phenomena. What are these phenomena? As I understand them,
they are that the spirit livs after the body dies. Can this be
determined from a scientific standpoint? How is it possible
for a spirit to liv without a. material body? To me the idea
is absurd and unreasonable, just as much so as that something can be made out of nothing. If it is a mere matter of
seeing, what is the use of discussing the matter? Why can
not everybody go and see the spirit of this or that one, and
so settle the whole thing at once? .But what is the use of
asking these questions? They hav been asked hundreds of
times in THE TRUTH SEEKER before, and about all the consolation we get is to be told that we are unfair, unjust, narrow,
bigoted Materialists, and the questions propounded ,not
worthy of consideration.
Fraternally,
J. C. RoE.
MAzo MANIE, Oct. 18, 288.
MR. EDITOR : The presidential election is now near at
hand, and I intend voting for the Democratic nominee for
president, though, up to the present time, I hav voted the
Republican ticket. Now, my reasons for changing my vote
are simply these: The Republican convention rejected the
conservativ Liberal, Gresham, and nominated the zealous
churchman, Harrison. By so doing, the party plainly indicated that it is relying on the support of the orthodox church
to elect their nominee. This of itself ought to be sufficient
to cause every true Liberal to vote the Democratic ticket.
Of course, no true Liberal can think of voting the Prollibition ticket, for it would be voting direct for a God in the
Constitution, and the enactment of persecuting Sunday laws.
But I think that it is much better for us Liberals to unite
and try to elect Grover Uleveland, for I think that we could
hav more confidence in him to veto any bill passed by Congressmen simply in the church interests, or, in case Liberals
should succeed in Congress and pass a b1ll for the taxing of
church property, we could hav more confidence in.Cleveland
than we. could in Harrison that such a bill would be vetoed.
I think that there are sufficient indications that CJ.eveland is
no favorit of the orthodox churches, for, dtiring the campaign four years ago, he was commonly talked of by the opposition as being as much an Infidel as ex-Governor Seymour and Col. R. G. Ingersoll. I also know that the first
letters that were published in the Chicago T1·ibune accusing
him with that famous scandal came over the signature of
· orthodox clergymen, and it is well known that the Irish
(JatholiQ vote W&S divided for and against him, for the Irish

Catholic will not vote for an Infidel while under the influence
of his church. Though Cleveland is now a nominal churchmember, it seems really necessary in order to allay the prejudice of religious people at the present time.
JOHN LEITOH.
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MANTENO, ILL., Oct. 17, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : In your issue of October 13th is a critique
on 'Mr. Under.wood's article~on protection by F. M. Holland,
in which he says, "Those who would hav our government
buy bonds, rather than reduce duties, are reminded that the
premium is now exorbitant." Now, the question to be answered is, Why pay any premium at all, when they are payable at par, under the law, at the option of the government.
The Public Credit act of March, 1869, contains the following
conditions with reference to the payment of the bonds before
maturity, and is as follows : " But none of said interestbearing obligations, not already due, shall be redeemed or
paid before maturity unless at such time United States notes
shall be convertible into coin at the option of the holder, or
unless at such time bonds of the United States, bearing a
lower rate of interest than the bonds to be redeemed, can be
sold at par in coin." Now then, United States notes (greenbacks) are convertible into coin at the option of the holder.
Bonds bearing a lower tate of interest than the bonds to be
redeemed, can be sold at par in coin I Therefore, "interestbearing obligations" (the very bonds which the government
is buying up at a twenty-nine per cent premium), although
"not already due," may be redeemed as paid before maturity. It seems to me the English language cannot possibly
express anything in plainer terms than the above. Now,
Mr. Editor, I would like for you, or Mr. Underwood, or any
other nian, to rise and explain why the government is compelled to pay such a high premium to get possession of her
bonds. It cannot be that refunding the bonds would render
the law obsolete.
0. W. BARNARD.

birthright to land, has been the cause of all this trouble and
loss of time. Land robbery has driven millions of men from
agriculture, where they could hav gained a living, until all
other occupations are overstocked with hands underbidding
each other on labor to avoid starvation, and land robbery
alone has been the cause of all the trouble between capital
and labor, and the condition of lab<;>rers here is becoming
worse every year.
A few weeks ago,· when the peach harvest was about to
commence in Delaware, fo;eigners, mainly Italians, went
down there from Camden a.nd Philadelphia to get work.
Two hundred of them were clustered around one station,
and before they could get work some of them became so
hungry that they stole things frol:n the cars. A sheriff was
sent for to put the whole two hundred in prison, as tramps,
but he did not go because the prisons were all full an:l there
was no place for them. The paper stated that there were
not less than ten thousand of these tramps on the peninsula.
And this is the beautiful and delicious fruit produced by that
upas-tree land robbery that R. Gunther thinks should be
nurtured and protected by our despicable government, till it
spreads its baleful influence ·over all our land. These men
had been driven from their nativ countries by land robbery
to underbid our workers in wages and reduce them to the
same ·pauperism.
Since then, over in Monmouth county, this state, when the
cranberry harvest was about to commence, the nativs who
had usually harvested the fruit met at the agent's office as in
former years, expecting to hav work, but were told to wait.
After waiting an hour a train arrived with two hundred Italians who had been driven from their nativ land by Brother
Gunther's beautiful upas-tree land robbery, and who had
agreed to work cheaper than the nativs ever had. The native were then told that they could work too, if they would
work at the same starvation wages ; .but as they could not
liv on such cheap food as the Italians had been accustomed
to, they refused, and the agents had to hurry the Italians.
into carriages and send them off to the cranberry-bogs to prevent a riot, and I hav not heard from them since. Beautiful
upas-tree, Brother Gunther I
Between forty and fifty years ago I wrote and published in
my paper, the Pleasure Boat-old volumes of which I am
now selling postpaid at fifty cents-the first article I ever
saw on free land, and knew only one man then who agreed
with me on the subject, but now there are millions in this
country, and the same great truth is spreading through all
the countries of Europe. The time is not distant when land
robbery will demand and receive as much attention as colored slavery did before the war, for it is making a large portion of the white people even greater slaves than the colored
people were, and if this great sin is not soon abolished, it
will cause a more ferocious war than colored slavery did.
There are many shylocks J;Obbing the people, but the workers
are yet in the majority, and if they would unite and elect
honest rulers the war might be prevented. But it is not
likely they will until hunger drives them to use desperate
means, and if so, then woe to all land-grabbers. The whole
world will know in a few years that land robbery is a million
times worse than all other crimes, and the cause of at least
seven-tenths of all the poverty, crime, imr,norality, dissipation, and misery on earth, and no one but thieves will then
say that these things were not worth knowiiJg.
Yours,
J. HAOKER.

BERLIN, N. J., Oct. 15, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: R. Gunther, or' California, had an article in
THE TRUTH SEEKER, some time ago, in which he expressed
his sorrow that J. Hacker was so full of things not worth
knowing. I asked him through your columns to name the
things not worth knowing, referring him to articles of mine
in your paper. He has at length got off a reply of some
two columns, and the sum and substance of all he names in
my writings that he thinks not worth knowing is, that I find
fault-with our government, and that I advocate man's birthright to land enough to make a home and" raise his food on.
As ever'y tree is known by its fruit, so is every action of
individual men and governments known by its fruit or
its results. Seven hundred years ago bandits went from
England to Ireland and took possession of the land, and
from that time to this the Irish people hav been slaves to
them and their heirs, in consequence of which thousands of
them hav died of starvation, and thousands more would hav
starved if they had not come to America.
In the great Irish famin of 1847 thousands of tlle Irish
people died of starvation, and yet there was food enough
raised in Ireland that very year to make them all comfortable. Why, then, did they starve? Simply because the
earliest and best of all their crops had to go to England to
pay land robbers rent on the farms. There was little or
nothing left for the Irish but potatoes, and the rot taking
that crop; the people, thousands of them, could do no better
than lie down in their cabins and starve. That famin and
all those deaths were the beautiful fruits of land robbery,
which Mr. Gunther advocates, and thinks the facts not worth
knowing, while, according to his story, he holds two hundred acres of land more than he has any birthright to.
The working classes of all the nations of Europe are, in
consequence of land robbery, living on the brink of ·starvation, while the robbers are rolling in idleness and dissipation
on the fruits of the workers' labor, and the same terrible
curse is increasing every day in this country. I hav a list
of over twenty millions of acres that our own robber government has sold to foreigners, who hav agents here establishing the same system of robbery and oppression that pauperized Ireland, Italy, and other nations of the Old World.
Mr. Gunther has probably read of the numerous strikes
and lockouts of laborers in this country, and still advocates
the right of the government, which, by robbing men of their

LAKE CrTY, IowA, Oct. 15, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find pay for a few more numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER bearing date of October 6th.
The article in that paper by Prof. C. L. Haskell is worth a
year's subscription. I want the paper to circulate among
our Christian friends, that they may learn the Atheist's creed.
I think it may do them good.
I hav been somewhat surprised in reading a few articles
in your paper on the subject of tariff or free trade, and am
sorry to think that some of the articles bear the mark of extreme ignorance or dishonesty. But after reading the subject up closely on both sides for over forty yearS', I hav made
up my mind that there is only one man in a thousand that ·
knows much about it. But there is one thing every man
knows that has a thimbleful of brains or one-half that much
wit, and that is that the tariff placed on foreign goods is not
always, and in fact but seldom, to be paid by the home consumer. To illustrate, I once built a house with nails at ten
cents per pound in free times-our factories driven out of
existence and hands idle and times as bad as could well be.
But Congress, seeing our mistake, placed a tariff of five
cents per pound on foreign nails. Now for the result. If
free trade argument is correct nails would immediately hav
advanced to fifteen cents per pound. Did they? Not much.
American factories that had gone down in the first crash went
into operation again. Now for the result. With hands all
employed again, times reviving, and opposition and competition showing their natural results, nails came down until,
when I built a large house two years ago, I paid for a much
better nail, American made, three and one:half cents per
pound. Will any free trader tell me why they were not fifteen cents in the place of three and one-half, or hav they
been fibbing a little? It is best to look to such articles well.
When a man tells us in the winding-up of a free trade article,
"Now giv us free trade and we will burst up all monopoly
aDLl combinations," he simply takes you to be what he has
made himself-a very foolish man. Free trade and the man
in the moon are equal in breaking up trusts. A good, stringent law, and that alone; will break up trusts and combinations, and the sooner we hav such a law the better for the
country. But no Grover or free trade in mine, if you please,
but protection to the American laboring man forever.
J. L. TOMPKINS.

Oct. 20, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: On the question, which is first, brain or
thought? "Alhaza" writes: " Genius may sometimes be
capable of synthetic judgment, but to assert that thought is
created first and the brain afterward is an affirmation too
disgusting to proceed from any but an ignorant or cowardly
source."
These assertions or denunciations are too sweeping to be
overlooked. It is one of tM yet unsolved problems which
is first, mind or matter, brain or thought. Yet the affirmation either way ought not to be called the effect of ignorance
or of cowardice.
I am astonislled at the amount of vituperation and abuse
so often heaped upon so-called Liberals by one another.
Why is this ? Is it not possible for all sincere seekers
after truth to be kind and lenient to those ·in pursuit of
knowledge, even if they search for it and speak of it in other
ways and terms than they approve? This is an age in which
humanity is striving to go abreast in the broader road of
science and philosophy, turning from the narrow paths
marked out by ignorance and superstition, in which so many
still follow blind leaders of the blind. I do not care to discuss these abstract questions, while there are Sb many others
of still greater moment to the interests of human advancement and of more practicable knowledge.
LUNA HUTOHINBON.
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flllildren~s Qit~rner.
Edited by MISs SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
Rifler, Mass., to mhom all Oommunications for
this Oorner should be sent.
"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known a.s the Children's Hour."

While the Days Are Going By.
There are lonely hearts to cherish,
While the days are going by;
There are weat·y souls who perish,
While the days are going by ;
If a smile we ca.n renew,
As our journeY we pursue,
Oh. the g-ood we all may do,
While the dws are going by.
TbAre's no time for idle scorning,
While +.he daYs are going by;
Be nnr f~tce~ like the morning,
While the days are going by;
Oh. the· world is full of sighs,
Full of sad and wee.ping eyes,
Helo our fallen brother rise,
While the days are going by.
All t.he lovin£1 links that bind us,
While the days are going by,
One by one we leave behind us,
While the d~:va are going by;
But the Reeds of good we sow,
Both in shade and shine will grow,
Ani! will keep our he.rts aglow,
While the days are going by,
Bhnuld misfort.nne dark come o'er us,
While the daYs are going by;
Think what brightness is before us,
While the days are going by ;
In our home where all are blessed,
There's no sorrow to molest,
But we all may be at rest,
While the dfl.YB fl.re going by,

Did He Liv Alone?
His name was David Jones. People said
he lived all alone in the woods. afar from any
human habitation, in a rude little log cabin.
When Dora and Annie went berrying one day
with their couRins, .Arthur and Johnny Howard, they ~ailed away up the river and stopped
on the banks above Grassy Landing. Wandering in the wood, they suddenly came upon
the home of David Jones. They had sometimes seen him in town, on his occasional
visits to sell the skins of animals, eggs, and
herbs, and knew him at once.
" How awfully lonely you must be, living
here all alone!" exclaimed Dora.
"Not so, not so, my good girl," said Jones.
"I am not so lonely or alone as you think."
" Who told you so?" piped a voice from
the corner.
"Oh, here is a parrot, I declare!" screamed
Annie.
"Yes, my parrot is" i!OOd company. He
came all the way from Africa, and by this tie
I am connected with that foreign country,
somewhat, you see. I will make you a cup
of tea if you will drink it with me, and this
. tea here," said he, taking some from a tin
canister, " came all the way to me from China.
It tells me of pagodas and-pig-tails," he
added, laughing. "Here's a piece of the
rock of Gibraltar," he continued, "that a
sailor gave me who had sailed up the Mediterranean, and this curious shell," taking an
odd-looking and beautiful specimen from the
rough mantel, " came from the shores of
Japan."
They all gathered about the old man with
great interest.
He went on : " I paid a dollar for a dozen
eggs, and the hen who laid them came from
Hamburg. That tinkling bell you hear is
around rr:y cow's neck, and her father was
born in Scotland."
'' So all the foreign countries help to make
you comfortable," remarked John.
"Yes, and happy. I think of the colored
people away down in Louisiana who pick the
rice that I eat, who make my sugar and
molasses. I think of the planter who grows
cotton for my benefit, and the miner in Pennsylvania who digs coal for me out of the earth,
yes, and the oil that I burn in my lamp, too.
Why, my little men and little women, how
can I be lonely with so many people from so
many countries constantly furnishing me with
necessary articles? This flannel coat on my
back was once wool on a ·sheep's back.
Away down in Massachusetts they took it into
a mill and made it fit for me to wear. Now,
I do a little to keep up intercourse with the
outside world. For instancP., I send my eggs
every day to :iYirs. Pinkerton, who is sick and
can eat only a fresh egg daily. Every fall I
send the skins of the animals I kill down to
Boston and New York to make muffs and
collars to keep the· little girls warm in the cold
winter."

"What do you keep in yonder bags, if I
am not too bold?" inquired Arthur.
" Oh, no ; in this is the bark of the bay ;
in that, juniper, and in the green one is
sarsaparilla root. Wormwood is in that
yellow bag, and sage in the one next to it,
and it would tire you to hear about the
contents of all the other bags, but they are all
useful, and will be sent to the chemists and
druggists to make medicin to cure the sick
and the lame."
" There are seven big, puffy bags up on
that shelf," whispered Dora to Annie. "I
wonder what is in them."
David Jones heard her, and replied," 'fhose
are pine needles, as we call them. They go
to the city, also, and are there made up into
pillows and sold for a dollar apiece and upward. Sleeping on one is said to cure the
headache, catarrh, and other difficulties. Oh,
people don't know the healing there is in the
pine-trees ; if they did, they would come and
liv among them, as I do."
The boys and girls had forgotten all about
the tea, but David Jones had not, and he
served it in some very old-fashioned pewter
mugs that came originally from England.
They shared their lunch with him, and it was
near the close of the afternoon before they
took their departure. They picked berries
not far from his quaint log house, and he
showed them some Indian arrowheads that
he had found there, which must, he .thought,
hav been in that spot more than a hundred
years. "And these a-:-rowheads," he said,
" take me away back to the children of nature
who had not half the conveniences that I hav,
and yet were, no doubt, just as happy."
"Then you are nappy here," said Annie.
" Certainly ! How can I be otherwise?
People are as dependent upon me as I on
them. The earth givs me much, and I giv to
ethers. The fact is, we are all dependent
upon one another. From the floating jellyfish up to man we blend, interblend, and
depend, for health, comfort, happiness. WP.
all hang together, and not a thing that livs
and breath~s or moves but has its significant
part and {lurpose to play in this life of ours
on earth. Go home and look your house over
and see how much you find there from nearly
all parts of the world, and you will be surprised
to learn how closely you are connected with
foreign as well as nativ elements."
The boys and girls w:ei!.t away with several
new ideas, and one was that David Jones
was not lonely, and that he did not necessarily
liv alone because he occupied a log cabin
apart from the busy throng in the town.
S.H.W.
--------~~~---------

Boys, Keep Out of Dt>bt.
:r;>o not borrow money, boys, if you can
avoid it in any way in the world. It is a bad,
bad habit, and one that grows. No matter
how much you want a thing, do without it,
if you cannot get it without paying some
one's money, not your own, for it. Commence saving your nickels, and by and by
you will hav a little surplus fund with which
to buy knick-knacks and the many things
dear to a boy's heart. The best men. in the
world began an honorable career by acquiring
habits of economy and industry in early
youth-by earning what they had and by
keeping out of debt-or, if they formed a
debt, it was paid promptly at the promised
time. The best way is to be saving and prudent in youth, generous when you can affor.i
it, and this will enable you to reach maturity
with an easy conscience, owing no one anything but love and good will.
S. H. W.

-··

Grit and Pluck in Sickness.
Dr. M. Maurice, in the St. Louis Republic,
says: "I hav seen grit save many a life. I·
hav had a patient who coolly said to me, 'I
will not die.' I was compelled to assure ber
that she would. There was no hope for her.
'Doctor,' she answered, 'you are a fool. I
shall not die.' Grit it was that carried her
through. A few years later. she was sick
again, and, as I thought, unto death ; but
there came the same all-conquering reply:
'You are talking nonsense-! shall get well.'
And she did. This was repeated a third
time, till I actually began to believe she
would get well anyway and at all times. It
never occurred to me to think of her as liable
to die. Finally her mortal sickness came,
and I expected to help her up as usual. But
now she replied; 'Doctor, you can come or
go as you please. I am going to die. This
is my last illness.' 'Oh, no,' I said, 'we will
hav you out in a few days.' 'Nonsense,' she
answered, ' you are talking what you know
nothing about. I shaJ.1.never be well again.'
In two days she was dead. Her grit gave
out ; her pluck was good to the last. She

had pluck enough to face death; she had no
·
longer grit to endure disease. There IS no
question but that moral and mental grit go
with physical to sustain vitality. A stout
will wards off the blows of disease. In this
case the patient went straight ahead to die
without a flinch or whine. She had a vast
faith in the ' all right,' and allowed no one to
dabble in theology at her bedside. She
marched into the ' next life' as she often had
into the next year and had not a tremor; She
took her pluck with her. She treated a neighbar's prayers as she treated any medicin.
' You can come if you like,' she said, ' or
you can go. Your prayers can't stop nie and
they can't change me-anymore than t.he doctor's powders.' She was a woman of extra. ordinary intelligence and determination."

Training the Color Sense.
Jean Ingelow describes, in the odd dialect
of the north of England, the process of
teaching boys and girls to match colors. It
appears that about four per cent of the children were unable to distinguish colors, even
the most unlike.
There was a class. room in which was a
table covered with skeins of German wool,
bits of stained glass, and silks of all colors.
The master said, "Now, bairns, back end a'
last week I tell'd ye I'd gie ye an ould farrant
lesson to-day. You, Josey, ye see this?"
holding up a red rose.
Josey, a small child of six years, "Ay,
·master."
" What be it, bairn ?"
'' Why, a rose, master, for sure."
" Ay, but what kin' o' rose ?"
"A red un, sir."
" Well, now you go into the class-room and
fetch me out a skein o' wool the nighest like
this rose ever ye can."
Josey takes the rose, and fetches back the
skein of just the same hue. After this about
twenty of~he children were serit on the errand, and matched the color perfectly. At
last, a little white.faced fellow went into the
class-room, stayed some time, and finally
came out with two skeins in his hand.
Shouts of surprise and derision filled the
room.
"Surely, what be ya thinking on?"
" One on 'em's as green as grass, an' t'other
as gray as a rattan [rat]."
The little boy looks frightened.
"Thou's done as well as thou knew how,"
says the master, rather gently. "Don't thou
be scared; thou's nobbut tried once. Here,
take and match me' this." He givs him the
glossy leaf of a laurel.
The child goes out again, and, with a much
more cheerful and confident air, comes back
and puts into his hi1.nd a skein of the brightest scarlet. The other children, too mucl~
surprised to laugh, whisper together, "He
beant a fondy, neither." Fond here has the
old sense of foolish.

Correspondence.
ELK GROVE, Cu., Oct. 20.
- DEAR' Miss WIXON: I wish to make the
acquaintance of the young people who read
and write for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I like
THE TRUTH SEEKER. I am doing all I can for
Freethought. At every entertainment we
hav here I help fling our banner td the breeze.
The church people are already after me, but
I don't care-! will hav m:v say just the same.
Here is my speech at the Grangers' entertainment at this place.
" Grangers, Ladies and Gentlemen : As the
tariff is the great issue now, I suppose I
should devote considerable time to it. And
first, I want good health put on the free list.
Mr. Republican, don't you? I want it within
the reach of everyone. It is a commodity
that I want to see crowd out all opposition.
Yes, sir; I do. And I want rosy cheeks and
ruby lips put on the free list. And when we
all hav a good, round share of health and
plenty to spare, then I am for Harrison.
Then I want a tariff put on them that will
protect them forever. I would like to see
good health drive off every drug-store on
this planet. And I want happy homes put
on the free list too.
·
"Now don't begin to squirm, for I know
you want human joy and human hope put on
the free list, don't you? And when these become as plentiful as frogs used to be in Ee;ypt,
then you, ll'lr. Democrat, will want a William
Henry Benjamin Harrison tariff put on them,
won't you? And I want every good gift of
nature put on the free list. And so I want
brains put on the free list. For when I see
superstition demanding revenue of reason, i
say, 'Open the gates, ye gods, and let the
intellectual commerce of this world come in
free.'
" And I want religion put on the free list
too, for I don't like to see a revenue officer
stand between every man and his God. When
I think of the millions of money that hav
been squandered on the churches and things
connected with Christianity, I wish heave!l

had been put on the free list, too, or left
unmanufactured."
JAOOB T. FosTER.
P. B.-This is my fit·st letter to THE TRUTH
BEEKER. I am fourteen years old, and I am
in the second grade at school.
J. T. F.

A Sheffield lady asked one of the children
in her Sunday.school class, "What was the
sin of the Pharisees?" "Eating camels,
ma'am," was the reply. The little girl had
read that the Pharisees " strained at gnats
and swallowed camels."
A boy who had been in the habit of repeating a formulated prayer every evening surprised his parents the other evening by saying: "0 God, I wish you would make the
trees walk." When remonstrated with for
his singular request, he replied, "You say
God can do anything, and I want· to see the
trees walk, and I shan't pray for anything
else until they do."
"You attend Sunday-school, do you?" inquired the Rev. ll'lr. Smith of Nellie.
"Then you must know a great deal about
the Bible. Now tell me something nice that
is in the Bible here, can you ?" " Y eth, sir ;
Sis hath some dried leaves in it, a pieth of
Aunt Jane's wedding dress, a pieth of my
dreth when I was a baby, thorne hair, and
Sis's fellow's picture."-F'reetltinker.
THE

'
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FJEJ.D ·INGERSOLL
DISCUSSION.
FAITH OR .AGNOSTICISM?
-o-

Two Letters from Dr. Fieli!, D.D., ed.itor of tl;e
Presbyterian Evanoelift, to Colonel lng.rsoll, and
two Bepliea thereto. Dr. Field is one.of the ~x
ceedingly few Christians who havopposed Colonel
Ingersoll kindly and courteously, and the Great
Agnostic has used him accordingly. Dr. Field's
arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Price, 50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth.
Address

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

THE

UNIVERSE ANALYZED
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana~
lyzed," "The Real Blasphemers,"" Spir~
ltualism Sustained," etc., etc.
The latest and best work of an analytic thinker,
who is gifted with those rare powers that render
the subtiest conceptions the easy property of the
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas
that will be new to the world and product1v of
good in furnishing food for thought. We trnet it
will hav the immense distribution it so richLv
merits.-[The American Idea.
Oloth, 12mo, $1.
Addrest THE TRUTH BEEKER

Very Cheap Pamphlets.
---o----

We ha.v on hand a large number of the following
of COLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamph1ets, which
will be disposed of at cost, as fol ows:

In,gersull Oatechised:
His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Pro- •
pounded by the Editor of the "Ban Francisca.n ;"
singly, 8 cents; per dozen, 80 cents; per hundred,
$2.00.

ORTHODOXY.

A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12mo
pages, 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.

Civil- Bights Speech.
Including the address of Frederick Dnuglass, fiftythree-large octavo pages, singly, 10 cents; fifteen
for $1; a.4d $6 per hundred.

The Truth oi' Histor:r.
This is a comment by Colonel Ingersoll upmn
the religious lies that hav been told about himself, and first made its appearance in these columns. Pric6 3 cents; 80 cents per dozen ; $2 per
hundred.

BIBLE IDOLATRY.
A letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
the London "Secular Review." Price 3 cents; 80
cents per doz., or $2 per hundred.

INGERSOLL ON McGLYNN.
Being the comments and opinions of Mr. Inger·
sollupon the fight in the Catholic church betweeL
the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
the pope. Price 8 cents; 30 cents per doz., or $2
per hundred.
We suggest that these be purchased in quantities, and given away to Christians, and it is with
that not unreasonable expectation that the prices
hav been vlaced so low.
Ad!l.ress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lalayette Pl., New York.

The Career of Jesus Christ.
An Exposition of the True Mefl.ning of this Character as described in the New Testament. By Milton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew MYthology,"
Paper, Svo, 25 cents.
4Qdress T]l:jll TRUT]l BEElUU
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Bible Temperance:

OALil!'O"RNU.
J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco, Cal.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose. U!J.l
Estate of S. C. Blake, 503 Kearny st., San
LI(lUOR DRINKING
Francisco.
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San Fran
Otnnmended,
Defended, and Enjoined
cisco.
OANADA.
by the Bible.
W. B. Cooke, 1701-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
BY E. C. WALKER.
OOLORADO.
This is a companion book to Remsburg's " Bible
J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
FLORIDA.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
Jas. Douglas, 46 E .• Bay st., Jacksonville.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
IDAHO.
A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.
SAKYA BUDDHA.
Post-office News Co., 103 Adams st., Chicaq;o.
A
Versified,
Annota.ted Na.rra.tiv of his Life a.nd
E. A. l::!tevens, 241 Washington Boulevard,
Tea.chings.
Chicago.
G. E. Wilson, 302 State street, and Brentano With Citations from Buddha's '' Path of
·
Bros., Chicago.
Virtue."
INDIANA.
BY E. D. BOOT.
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis •.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, DUnkirk.
KANSAS.

Chris. Brown, Burlington.
MAINE.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).
MAEIBAOHUSBTTS.
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
Joseph Marsh, .Northampton.
.

MIOIDGAN.

.L. K. Washburn's lVorks.
Sunday and the

~abbath.

"A law

regulatinl{ human conduct. on the Sabbath is
an impertmence." Price, 10 cents.

The False Teaching of the Christian Church. "The Thirty-nine
Articles of the Christian church are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to· induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one against the Colorado
beetle !" Price, 10 cents.

Followers .of Jesus. _Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
Price, 5 cents.
Do You Love Jesus ~ Price,. 5 cents.
Is Liberalism .Moral1 Price, 5 cen.ts.
Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
The Brute God of the Old Testament.
Price, 5 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

A SPLENDID WORK.
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
schools in Ceylon. The "Banner of ·Light ''
Secular Union, has Published
"Beligi.o-Philosophical Journal," and many Spiriina.list papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
the book.
.
Extra Cloth, 175 pp,, $1.
in a more attractiv form than any in which they
hav previously appeared. At the head of an enAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
graving on heavy plate paper, 24x19· inches, are
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, tbe Fathers of our
Republic. At the sines are FRANKLIN and
AND
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
printed the Nine Demands of the Amertcan Seen·
Jar Union in consPicuous type. At the foot are
LAFAYETTE, GIRARD, and INGERSOLL,
making eight likenesses in all. Inscribed beBy JOHN PECK.
neath each portrait is some radical sentiment
quoted
from the author J;>ictured over it. In the
"The miraculous is the impossible. Anything space between
the portraits and around them are
within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
arabesques of vines and flowers in profusion, and
the panel inclosing the Nine D~mands is surPrice, 10 cents; Per dozen, 75 cents.
mounted on each corner by Mr. Eckhard's design
of the Jlag above the cross. The whole makes an
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
exceedingly handsome work for framing. The
artistic part is equal to the best, and the portraits
are as true to nature as ·the photographs from
'THE
which theY were transferred. The design will be
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, Naw York.
· .A OOMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL

THE NINE DEMANDS

MIRACLES

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
ChD. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Bwas. Bach, 138 8. Division St., Grand Rapids.
MIRACLE WORKERS.
.San & Co.. 87 Woodward ave., Detroit. ·
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
• MISSOURI.
Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett; 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NBW YORK.
Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
Chas F. Uaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
H. Adler. cor. Essex& Grand sts., New York. MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
·
HISTORY.
M. B. Eliager, 1243 ruird ave., New York.
L. J ouzl.l, Astor House, New .York. ·
By
WINWOOD
READE.
J. H. Russell, cor. Fulton and Nassau. st,
LOVE VENTURES.
New York.
It is reallY a remarkable book, in which univerA
Novel wlth an Affidavit.
sal
history
is
"boiled
down
"
with
surprising
J.Vanderr Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New York •.
World.
·
BY HARRY JULIAN.
New York News Cv., 20 Beekman st., New skill.-[Literary
Yon turn over his pages with a fascination simYork.
·
ilar to that experienced in reading Washington 16 Full-]Jage French-Art IllustraIrving.-[Inter-Ocean.
OHIO.
E'is history has a continuity, a rllsht a carrying
tions,
John Jacques, Akron.
power.!.. which reminds us strikingly or Gibbon.N. Hexter, 303 Superior street, Cleveland.
[New .1:1.a.ven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptiau history, in the
VanEpps & Co., 259 Superior st., Cleveland.
first chapter, is a. ma.sterpiece of historical writORBGON.
ing. He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
B. F. Hvland, Corvallis.
-[Penn Monthly.
C. H. Wilcox, Portland.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, 543pp., $1.75.
PBNNSYLVANIA.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Schade, 3,706Butlerstreet, Pittsburgh.
TENNESSEE.
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
By Milton Woolley, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
D.P. Henderson, Chattanooga.
Mythology,"" The Career of Jesus Christ."
TBXAS.
The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.
L. Andruss, Denison.
-[Pa. xiv, 1·
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse.
Children and fools speak the truth.-[Old Saw.
UTAH.
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
A.ddress THE TRUTH· SEEKER.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
OUR LORD and SA.VIOR JESUS CHRIST.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
By T. E. LoNGSHoRE.
WABHINGTON TERRITORY.
An explanation of the meaning of the many
Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
titles
of
the
Galilean
teacher. " Lord "should be
W. Wedeken, Montesano.
"Rabbi·" The words" Jesus Christ" mean" Sav.
ENGLAND.
ing Wisdom."
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
Excellent for Missionary Work.
London.
Paper, lim~, 8c., 80 cents per doz., $2 per 100.
W. J. Ramsey, 28 Stonecutter st.,London,E.C.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
AUSTRALIA.
Mrs. J. Hadfield, Market st., Sydney, N.S. W.
THE
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. 8. W.
NE.W ZEALAND.
A. D. Willis, Wanganui.

ON- TI-IE WORD GOD.

HEBREW MYTHOLOGY,
OR,
THE RATIONALE OF THE BIBLE.

Bi~le of Natura,
OR,

THE

Among '·'' many attempts made by i!Clentists t~
crusiJ. the Bible, this is unquestionably the most
vigorous.-[Chicago Times.
Cloth, Ill us , heavy toned paper, 8vo, 613 pp,, $2.50.
Address l'H.I!J TRUTH SEEKER.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great Centennial Oration
ON THE

Declaration of Independence,
ALSO THE

I.mmorlal Document,
And the National Anthem entitled:

"LAND OF LIBERTY."
Price, 6 cts ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
ddra•i t'!I~ l'aur'l '!mms:Es C•lM~.\ln',
28 La.fa:yette Place, New York.

HOVv TO

Strengthen the Memory,
on,
NATURAL AND SOIENTIFIC METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
The New Haven Palladium says : "Tbe chapter
on 'Row to Learn a New Language' is of remarkable interest."
The Boston Post says : "This book actually
shows us how to keep our memories in good working condition and repair them when out of order."
Scterwe (high authority) sa:ys: "We hav tned the
methods of association adVised in this book on
several persons, aud found them most excellent."
Price by mail U.

Parturition Without Pain.
BY M. L. HOLBROOK, N.D.
Godev's Lady's Boolc says: "We giv our cordial

approbat-ion to this work. The informatiOn 1t
contains is most important, and, we are fully con·
vinced, reliable." Price by mail, $1.

SEXUAL. PH'Y SIOLOCY
AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF 1\IAN
<Jarefully revised. edition, w1th 111 1llustratwns.
The most perfect book for men and women ever
published. 60,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. Illustrated catalog free.

Marriage and Parentage.
In Their Sanit,ary and PhysiologlCal Relations,
and in Their Bearing on the Producing
of Children of Finer Health and
Greater Ability,
BY N. L. RoLBnooK, N.D.
The Sctentitlc American says : "Books on this
subject are usually written by cranks, but this is
radically different; it IS scientific, sober, clean,
and worthy of consmentious consideration by every possible parent, a.nd particularly by the
young." $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York:

New Edition. Revised and Enlar&-ed.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Price, Cloth, 1. 00; Paper, 50 cents.

TluJ Trad6 Supplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.; with antol!'r&I>h, 50 cts.

Principles of Secularism.

Wherein it is shown that the Holy Scriptures treat
ofN.ttural Phenomena only.

BY MILTON WooLLEY, M.D.

A. CARD 1'0 M.Y FRIENDS.
I desire to establish myself as Your Jeweler. I
can do so if I can convliJCe :ron that it IH to ,-our
interest finanCially, not otherwise. I am aware
that it is no object for you to patronize me unless
I can do better by you-sell you as good or better
goods-than your home ieweler, at lower price~.
Oan I do it? Yes. Row? Permit me to explain:
My establishment is pheuomenal. No other store
m the world, in any mty ten times the size of
Rochelle, has the stauding, reputation, and does
the amount of bnsiiJe>s, lll my line, that mme
do~s.
No stock outside of few largest cities
embraces the quautily of ele~>:ant ];,me Gold
WatchPs, Diamonds. Jewelry, l:lllver, Optical and
Fancy Gonda as mine. I buy the be"t--Watches
from$~ to $300. Diamond Jewelry from $!0 to $1,000,
etc. Merch•nts who Qorupete with me uv onlY in
largest cit;es, but which of necessit,y, implies large
expenditures and large profits, If You patronize
them, this you must pay. If you buy a Watch or
Diamon'l of them, they will and must charge you
a profit of 20 toW per cent. If you will order of
me, l Will and can sell you the same quality of
goods at 5 to 10 per cent profit. Aud 1f you buy of
a small dealer in any other small town, he also
must charge yon 30 to 50 per cent. WIJY 1 Because
his sales, aggregatiug at most $!0,0JO per annum,
will not cover ~xpenses at 10 per cent. To liv and
come out ahead he is compelled to charge You an
average of 30 per cent.
But my sales now approximate $50,000 per year.
Therefore I can cut down profit·B-dlv!de them
with sau-and yet realize a larger surplus at the
end of the yea 1 thau my compet!' ora :
$50,00a merchandise snld at 10 per cent profit
equals $5,000 gain; $10.000 merchandise sold at 30
per ceut prt.fit tquals, 3,l00 ){am; showing a pre, fit
of $2,000 on the goods eoltl at 10 per cent over aud
above those sold at 30 P"r cout. On Broadway,
New York, or on l:ltate •·reet, Oh!Cago, Jewelers
pay from $15,000 to $20,COO rent. I pay $3.0 and
other ~xpemes in proportiOn. Therefore, .baving
been established 111 Rochelle thirt:r-one yeare,
having always paid "a hundred cents on the
dollar," being an mfallible judge of every article I
buy, and buying goods in large quantities. all
jobbers, importerP, and mauufacture1s are as•nx.
ions to sell me then· wares at But tom Pnce, as to
any one m ex•stence. And therefore, buying low
and selling more goods than any other dealer in
any city ten timeH the size of Rochelle, I ·can and
will send you any thing you ma.y need in my Ji·l!e
(prepaid per mail or express, aucl c·,sh back 1f not
satisfactory) at 10 to 3•1 per cent lower than any
other house. Onter from my catalog and giv me
a cl!ance to establish myself as Your Jeweler.
OTTO WE'l"l'i:!TEIN, Uochelle, Ill.

A CONTRIBUTION to the RELIGION
of the FUTURE.

Religious Problems.
BY L. K. WASHBURN.

"Let the Ohristian be beld to fad-s. and obliged
BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
to tell the truth, and his lips would be dumb.
There
never was anch a place as the Garden of
Author of "Tl!e SeCrl[>t of the East, or t:(t.e Origin
Eden; never such an imhvidu~tl as the devil.
of the Ohrist1an Rehgwn a.nd the Significance
There
is
no such place as hell. There never was a
of its Rise a.lld Decline," "Physical EduChrist, and no atonemeiJt m"de, f9r there was no
cation, or the Health-Laws of NatBeautifully
Dlnstrated
Covers.
Paper,
12mo,
226 necessitY of any bemg made. It there was no
ure,·• "Household Remedies," "The
pp,, 25 cents; Boards, ·110 cents.
such thing as faith, Ouristianity could not make
Poison Problem, or the Cause
A lively narrativ of adventures in a. country of a convert on eart-h. H mmisters were obliged to
and the Cure of IntemperArcadian simplicitY and general delightfulness.- fnrni•h the proof of their statements, there would
ance," eie., etc.
be no preaching."
[N. Y. Evenmg Mail.
Felix L. Oswald is a well-known a.nd vigorous
A story of life on islands of coral, fruit-trees,
Price 10 cents; 75 cents per dozen.
writer on scientific and social subjects.-[Oin. and cockatoos, where all the nativ men are
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
Oom. Gazette.
·
Apollos and the women dreams of beauty.-[N. Y.
Times.
Cloth, 1bo, 1140pp., $1.
Life on the Islands of Koro-kama and Lannagaia-" Bummer isles of Eden lying in diin purple
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
spheres of sea "-surrounded by beckoning palmtrees, foamy cascades, bread-fruit, cocoanuts,
Steel engravings of this celebntted natnra.li~t,
pineapples, figs, bananas; b~tthing in the surf on 2x15
inches, suitable for frammi?.J. sent postgaJd
shining sands, basking on shores of eternal ~urn for
2~ cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
mer, attending moonlight banqne a, and seeing
tf
the peculiar dance called KB-lu-lah-no more to
do than the president of a life insurance company
-seems very alluring to tbe careworn, overworked
American of to-daY.-Oritical Review.
DO YOU W !.NT a ple~sant,. he~~;lthful, cheap
home in the South 1 Wnte "Leftw1ch Bros. and
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
18 Lafayette Pl., MewYork,
Curtis, Florence, Ala..
1Y54
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The Advanced Woman.
She went round and asked subscriptions
For the heathen black Egyptians
And the Terra del Fuegians,
She did:
For the tribes round Athabasoa,
And the men of Madagascar,
And the poor souls of Alaska,
So she did:
She longed, sbe did, to buy
Jelly-cake and jam and pie
For the Anthropophagi.
So she did.
How she loved the eold Norwegian,
And the poor half-melted Feejeean,
And the dear Molucc~ islander,
She did:
She sent tins of red tomato
To the tribes beyond the equator,
But her husband ate potato,
So he did:
The ooor helpless, homeless thing
(My voice falters as I sing)
Tied his clothes up with a 8tring,
Yes, he did.
-'Saturdav Even!n!l Gazette.

What Colonel Shepard Saw.
Under a walnut-tree they sat;
He held her hand, she held his hat.
I held my breath and lay quite fiatThey kissed; I saw them do it !
He held that kissing was no crime,
She held her head up every time ;
I held my peace and wrote this rhyme.
They never knew I knew it.
-Mail ana Exvress.

COL. INGERSOLL'g TRIBUTES.
REDUCEO IN PRICE.
We 11av made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper, 18x22 inohes,illumina.ted border, large clear type, suitable for framinsr. The titles are:

The Vision of War.
The Grant Banquet Toast.
The price of these heretofore has been 50cts. We
offer them at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH; THE
TWO FOR TWENTY-FIVE OTB. Mailed secure
ftom breakage .. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Paino Vin~icato~!
A. thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the American R.evolution. Containing
both the slanders and
their refutation.
-o-

81{ ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
-oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated every•
Where in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

•

A ROM.AN CATHOLIC CANARD.
A Fabricated .Account of a Beene at t'M Deathbed of ThomatJ Paine.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(Upon which the Obs&rver relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Reminiscances of a Preac~er.
A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,
Author of "Exeter Hall," " Heathens of the
Heath,"" Family Creeds,"" Beautiful Snow," etc., etc.
The story is used by the author to teach Freebought, to remove superstition from the minds
of those who would not read a polemical essay,
and to urge racts against the various churches,
believing which their supporters will desert them.
The book is an argument as well as a novel 1 but
the serious predicaments of the hero are skilrully
Used to lure the reader along 1 and to induce him
to take the antidote to theologiCal poisoning without knowing it. Mr. McDonnell writes effectivly
and convinCingly, and always braces his romances
wTith facts on one side and figures on the other.
hose who hav read his J?revious works need not
be advised to purchase th1s they will probably do
so at once.
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 75 cents.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 LafaYette Pl., New York.

.A Book jor L01Jers-Past and Present.
--0--

ROMANTIC LOVE
AND

PERSONAL BEAUTY.
THEIR

Development, Ca.usal Relations, Historic and
Nationa.l.Peculiarities.
BY HENRY T. FINCK.
~imo., cloth, 12. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM.

Ingersoll's W'orks.

The Present and the Future
Republic of Nortlt America
BY A. CAPITALIST.

Tlle Gods

A book advocating assoCiate life as a remedy foi
poverty, vioe,andorime. It deals with the present
conditions of society in this country, pointing out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossible that the people should be other titan
poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks, is in communal life,
and he has drawn a viv1d picture of the future
Republic of North Am,enca, as it wi4 b!l when
society shall be orgamzed on the prmo1ples of
Rational Communism. The book is vigorously
and interestingly written.

Paper, :JOe.; cloth, $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
ll5 Lafayette Pl., New York.

Paper, 50 eta; cloth, $1.
In five· le~tures.t.. comprising, "The . qods\•
"Humboldt " "'J.:.nomas Paine,~' "Indindnal•
ity," and "Heret1os and.Heres1es."
.
The Ghosts. Paper, 50 ct~; cloth, 1.25.
Contents: "The Ghosts" "Liberty .for Man,
Woman, and Child," "The D!!olar!i-tlOn .of ~n,;
dep_endenoe," "About FarmlJ!g m Illinois,
"The Grant Banquet" "The Rev. Alex~nder
Olark" "The P!!..s~ fuses before Me Like a
Dreaii:t," &nd "A Tribute to Ebon C. lngenoll."
Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
cloth, $1.25.
Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain cloth, $1.25.

What .Must We Do to Be Saved t Paper, ll5 cents.

THE STRUGGLE

The Christian Reli~ion.

By R. G.
Ingersoll Judge Jeremiali B. Black, and Prof,
George F'. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; oleth, $1.

FoB

Religious and Political Liberty,. 'Orthodoxy.
56 pages, l~oP, _pa.pe!,
10 cents $1 00 per doz. post pa1d.
rmted m

In which thea.uthorshowstherepeatedattep:J,pts
of men of every age to acqmre greater politiCal
liberty; also vigorously attacks the very fqunda·
tion of the religion of everr;; ~e; dw!llling !lot
~~~gt~:~~~;l:;:t;P~Fa~~~:ri~ arhi's ':,~~h~~~e;:U;
the attention of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind in America. Throughout,
the work is replete with astounding facts and
weighty arguments which cannot fail to interest
the minds of this age.
·
By THEO. C. BPE!NOER.
Oloth1 1llmo., 188pp,, pnoe 75 cents.
Address

is:SZ:al:~~feHPPa~~Ye! ~~~k.

FAITH

~
<

large, oiear'type, and oontainil!g as much as
could be delivered in two ordinarr lectures.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously,
Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to
a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the san Pra11CtBcan. 5 cents; 50
cents per dozen: 25 copies, $1; 100 copies, $3.
Millions of these should be circulated.
Vindication of Thomas Paine from
the attacks of the New York Observer, by Robert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.

Address on the Civil Rights BilJ.
Large size oota.vo, paper, 10 cents.

In~ersoll's

BEASON "

A concise account of the Christian Religion, and
of all th.e Prominent Religions
before and since Christianity.
With elaborate index.
By HALSEY R. STEVENS.
- A popularized account of Oriental religions,
with many apt quotations from the sacred books
of the East. Nowhere else can so much knowledge of what is generall:l' unknown be obtained
in such compact form.-[Literary Review.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 441 pp,, $1.50,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

J. E. Remsburg's Works.
False Clai.ID.s.

Revised and Enlarged.
Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remobur!l' are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
showjnl{ the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentiaries; the Church and Oivilizatiom; the
Church and Science; the Church and Learning;
the ,Church and Liberty •hthe Church and the
Antislavery Refonn ; t e Woman's Rights
Movement t the Tem]leranoe Reform; the
Ohuroh ana the Republic.

Bible M.orals.

Twenty Orimes and
Vices B!illotioned b:y SoriQiure ; Falsehood and
·DeceptiOn; Cheatmg; Theft· and Robbery •
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
Unkiud.ness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polyg_amy; Intem12erance; Poverty
and Vagrano,r; I_gnorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. 1-'o JCe, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1
Special discount on larger quantities.
·
'
Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best
and most thorough work ever written on the
Sabbath from a rtttional point oj vi,ew. Large
and handsome pnnt. The questiOn 1s discussed
under the following heads: Oria:i!t of the Sabbatic Idea; The Jewish Babbat)U The Christian·
Sori12tures and the S!!,bpath; .l!ixamination of
Bund~ Arguments!· UI'lgin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of he Ohristian Fathers; The
Sabbath durin~ the Middle Aj!'es; The Puritan
Sabbath; Testrmony of Chnstian Refonners,
Boholarf!t and-Divines; Abrogation of Bnnday
Law/i, !:'rice, 211 cents; 11ix copies, $1.00.
Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Religious and Political Liberty, Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traits of his character and genius, and vindicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choille extracts from ' Common Bense,n
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason " are given ; also, tributes to Paine's
character from more than one hundred noted
persons of Euro]le and America, many of them
written expressly for this work. Second editioll:\ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted 12aper,
mlat.ly bound, and containing a handsome
steel portrait of Paine·. Price, paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.
Image Breaker. Six Lectures: Decline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Washin~;tonan Unbeliever; Jefferson an Unbeliever;
!'ame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
5 oen ts ; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz, 40 ots.
The Apostle of Liberty. An address
delivered in Paine Hall.J before the N. E. Freethinkers' Convention, o1annar:v 211, 11184, Price,
10 cents.
Fathers of Our Republic, Paine, J efferson, Washington, Franklin. A lecture delivered before the Tenth Annual Congress of
the American Secular Union, in Chickering
Hall, New York, November 13, 1886. 15 cents.
mE TBUTH BEEKEB. 00.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.
For Her Daily Bread is the story of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parentless,.with little money, fair education, and much
courage, to make their way through the world by
going to Chicago. The author is also the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the main. a history of a working girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
and disreputable hypocrits. It is just such a story
of human life as we should exroect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in ; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to be worth the-attention
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Lectures Complete.

llound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the pnblisher.}Iashad
all his lectures, except t.ne ,latest on .Orthodoxy," bound in one beautiful volume, 1n half
calf, library s~yle, and containing ..over 1i300
Paj!'es, which 1s sold a~ the e:x,ceedingly ow
pnoe of $5. Bent by mail postpaid.
Tributes. There ha.v been so many
applications for Mr. IJ!gersoll's "The Vision
of War," the "Grant Banquet Toast," that
they hav been printed on heav;v toned paper,
18x22, illuminated border, and m large, clear
type, suitable for framing, and the three will
be forwarded to any address, for 25 ots, or
either one for 15 ct1.
Prose Poems and Selections. This
new book is a gem. It is a Jl\Odel in eyery respect. In fact one of thlj r1ohesh brightest,
best ever1ssned, It oontams, bes1aes the celebrated" Decoration Day Oration," never before published, and all the famon11 "tributes"
heretofore printed in various shapest but never
brought together till now, many ot.ner gems,
selected· from the speeches, arguments, lectures, letters table-talks, and day-to-day conversations of the author. The W!)~k is d!!signed
for and will be accepted by admmng fnends as
a rare personal souvenir. To helJl it serve this
purpose a fine steel portrait, with autogra'{lh
fao s~e, has been prepared especiall;y for 1t.
Prioe1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and 111de,
$2.50; in half oalf1 mottled edges, elegant llbrary style, 4.50; m full Turke}" morocco, ~t, exquis1tly fine, 7.50J in full tree
calf, highest possible style and nnish, $9.
Life. A Prose Poem. Printed in
eolors on board, beveled gilt edges. 50 cent&.

I

J~REETHOUGHT

WORKS,

PUBLISHED AT THE TRUTH BEEKER Ol!'l!'IOE.

Resurrection of Jesus.

Showing the
cQntradictions and doubts in which the
subject is involved. By W. S. BELL. Revised edition. 25 cents.

Revelations of .Antichl'ist.

An exhaustiv work proving conclusivly that no
such person .as Jesus Christ eXisted in the
·reign of Tiberius, but that a Jesus, the
son of Mary, was stoned and hanged
about a century before, and that his disciples, Simon Kepha, alias Peter, and the
apostle Paul, both lived and died before
the Christian-era. 446,.pages and full index. Price, $2.

The Anonymous Hypothesis of Creation. A Brief Review of the socalled Mosaic Account. By JAMEs F.
FuRNISS. Cloth, 50 cents.

The Brain and the Bible.

By EnGAR
C. BEALL. With a Preface by RoBERT G.
INGERSOLL, who says of it· "This book,
written by a brave and honest man, is
filled with brave and honest thoughts.
The arguments it presents cannot be answered by all the theologians in the
world." Price reduced to $1.

The Creed of Christendom.

Its

foundation contrasted with its superstructure. By W. RATHBONE GREG. One
of the clearest and ablest works ever
written. $1.50.

The Essence of Religion.

From the
German of L. FEUERBACH. Author of th
Essence of Christianity, etc. In cloth,
reduced to 50 cents.

The Godly Women of tire Bible. A
History of all the women who figure in the
Bible. Sharp and telling iu style. Paper,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely

written Radical romance. By WM.. McDoNNELL, author of Exeter Hall, Family
Creeds, Day of Rest, etc. 500 pages.
Paper, 80 cents; cloth, $1.25.

The Holy Bible Abridged.

Containmg the choice passages and lovely morceaus particularly pleasing to CoMSTOCK.
169 pages. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50 cts.

The Jamieson-Ditzler Debate.

A

nine-days' debate on God, the Bible,
Christianity, and Lib&ralism. Between
W. F. JAMIEsoN and Rev. JAcoB DrrzLEB,
:O.D. FaDer, 50 cents; cloth. 75 oellt&.

The Question Settled.

A Care:M
Comparison of Biblical Modern Spiritualism. By MosEs HuLL. Cloth, $1.

The Roaring Lion on the Track.
M. BABcocK.

By

Price, 15 cents.

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll. The Philosophy of Spiritualism,
boudoir, $1.
·
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

and
the Philosophy and Treatment of Medicmania. By FREDERIC R. MARVIN, M.D.
Cloth, 50 cents.

The "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of the
A. Business Man's Social and ReligIndustrial Slavery of To-Day.
ious Views. Bold and trenchant

Looking Backwar~,
By Edward Bellamy,
Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
. Vital, inspiring, hopeful, convincing.-[Literary
World.
.
This astonishinR book, how it haunts one,
like a grown-up . • Alice in Wonderland!" The
mind follo"s entranced.-[Boston Gazette.
It is a thought-breeding book_, and all who are
free to receive new light will finn in it satisfaction
and inspiration.-[New York Tribune.
The ap~;>eal is always made .to a man's reason,
and to h1s noblest sentiments : never to his selfishness.-[Boston Post.
A glowing prophecy and a gospel of peace,
where the pleasures of this world are free to all,
to 'cheer but not enslave.-[The Nation.
A suggestion of a really practicable and feasi·
ble social state greatly in advance of the present.
The romantic narrativ is rich in its forecast of
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
12mo, cloth, $1.50; paper, 500.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

W. S. BELL'S P A.MPHLETS.
The Conflict between· Christianity
and Civilization.
PRIOE,
•
15 CENTS.
Your treatment of the "Oonfiiot" is excellent.
-Harry Hoover.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRIOE,- 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
disoourse.-J ames Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it in lfan.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a very
able paw r, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age,

ANTI-PROHIBITION.

PRIOE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under which you hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each pomt ~s discussed, ehould be highly commended, Therefore
I take gt·eat pleasure in recommending "AntiProhibltlOn "to the consideration of every person
who is in teres ted, not only in the cause of temperance, but in the principles of self-government.J. J.MoOabe.
TH E TRUTH SEEKER CO

blows· against theology and inhumanity.
P1:ice, $1.

Alamontada, the Galley-Slave.

Translated from the German of Zschokke by
IRA G. MosHER, LL.B. A deeply philo-.
sophical nat rativ, intensely interesting.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

Beyond the Veil.

Claimed to be dictated by the Spirit of Paschal Beverly
Randolph, aided by Emanuel Sweden;
·borg, through the mediumship of Mrs.
FRANCES H. McDoUGALL and Mrs. LUNA
HuTCHINSoN, with a steel engraving of
Randolph. Price, $1.50.

Reli~ious Ideas; Their Ultimate the Rehgion of Science. By HuDSON TUTTLE. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75
cents.

Career of

Ecce Diabolus; or, The Worship of
Yahveh or Jehovah Shown to be
the Worship of the Devil, with observations on the horrible and cru.el ordinance
of Devil Worship, to wit, Bk>ody Sacrifices and Burnt Offerings. By the Very
Rev. EVAN DAVIES (Myfyr Morgnnwg), D.
D., LL.D., Arch-Druid of Great Britain.
• Translated from the Welsh by MoruoN, B.
C. Price, 25 cents.

Eight Scientific Tracts.
Gottlieb: His Life. A

.20 cents.

Romance of
E:utb, Heaven, and Hell.
Beautifully
written. By S. P. Pt'TNAM.. 25 cents.

Hereafter. A Scientific,

Phenomenal,
and Biblical Demonstration of a Future
Life. , By D. W. HuLL: Paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75 cents.

A~e. Consequences Involved in Moaern Thought. A work
showing much study and great familiarity with other writers and thinkers. By
HENRY C. FEDDER. Price, $1.

Issues of the

Jesus Christ.

His life, miracles, teacb.,
ings, and imperfections. By W. S. BELt..
25 cents.

John's Way.
Radical story.

l6 oentil.

A

pleasing. domestic
By MBB, E. D. ~

THE ·TRUTH SEEKER, NOVEMBER 3, 1888.

ARGUMENT

THE SA FEST CREED,
Btl O. B. FROTHINGHAM.
A vigorous thinker as eloquent as Theodore Parker.-[New Bedford Standard.
. Deep thou~ht, thorough conviction, and great
ability.-[Phila. Press.
_
Extra cloth, 1~mo, 2118pp., $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT TI-IE DEVIL,
AND

'JTHEB BIOGRAPHIOAL SK.RTOHES AND ESSAYS.
BY CHARLES BBADLAUGH.
With Portrait and Autobiography.
Charles Bradlaugh ·has" A Few Words" to say
"About the Devil." Mr. Bradlaugh has a right to
his "few words," an!l the deVIl will, we presume,
at no very distant· dar. hav a few ·.vords to say to
Mr. Bradlaugh, and will doubtless get the best of
the argument.-[Chicago Interior.
Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp., $Ul5.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Bobert G. Ingersoll,
IN THE

TRIAL OF

B. ·REYN 0 LDS

C~

FOB

"BLASPHEMY,"
AT

MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY.
8tenographicall1J reported, and re'Dised by the autlwr.

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper,· 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

Esssncs of Rsl~ion
By L. FEUERB"-CH.
·Translated from the German. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 eta.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, theref<l!"e immoral.-Extract.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKEB Co.

Advanoament ~ Soienoe
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.

Paper, 12mo, 61pp., cloth, 50·cents.

SOCIAL

WEALTH,

The Bole Factor• and lG~MCt Ratios in Its
.Acquirement and .Apportionment.
By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, Cloth,
•
•
$1.00.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28Lafayette Place, New York.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUALISM
BY DR. FREDERIC R. MA.RVIN, Professor of
Physiological Medicin a.nd Medica.! Jurisprudence in the New York Free
Medical College for Women.
Paper, limo, 68pp., cloth, 50 cents.
His analysis of nerveus and mental phenomena
is sharply scientific; his pathological theories are
rational, clear, and modern.-Medtcal Rev~.
His lan~uage is strong and well chosen, his
style admirable in its directness a.nd brilliancy,
his thought clear and lo~rical.-Ltberal Ohrtsttan.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

MATERIALISM:
ITS HISTORY AND ITS INFLUENOE UPON
SOOIETY.
BY DB. LoUis BUQI!NEB, Author of "Force and
Matter," etc. ·
Translated from the German.
Paper, lllmo, 15 cents.
Address THE T:&UTH BEEKEB, 28 Lafayette Place.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest of all Antl·Blbll·
cal Works.

BINDER

THE TRUTH SEEKER

'

GIRARD'S WILL

Girard College Theology.

ROMAN Is-M,
OR

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

Contains testimonies of the early' Christian Fathe ~B and others, and cases of striking Bl.mila.rity
to Christianity in many ancient religions.
Bold at .THE TRUTH BEEKER Office.

BACON. AND SHAKSPERE•.
Proof that Wm. Bha.kspe.re could not write
The Bonnets written .by Francis Ba.con to the Ea.rl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. BY WM. HENBI'
BUBB. Price, 25 cents. For sa.le a.t this office.

TRY•SQUARE·

Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25c.; cloth, 50o.
It is in many respects one of the most extraordinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. Trtbune.

By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."

meets every Sunday in Induatrial Ha.ll, Broad a.nd
Wood sts., a.t 2 :30 a.nd 7 :80 P.M. for lectures a.n d
free discussions on religious a.nd social questions.
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'!'ruth
Beeker publications always on hand a.tchea.p rates.

VOLT AIBE' S ROMANCES

DANCER AHEAD.

The Antiquity of Christianity.

PHILADELPHIA.LffiERALLEA.GUE 267

-

Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Chicago Secular Union meets every Bunda.:v
evening a.t 7:80 P.K., corner Bangamon street and
Wa.shina:ton boulevard. Lectures a.nd debates.
Strangers from abroad a.re welcome.

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart a.nd brain
By THOMAS PAINE,
are in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, a.nd
we see him a.s the splendid champion of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
and justice, hatred of tyranny and chains, 8YJI1pathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his Price, Bingle Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
courage and candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expression, an"d he makes grand use of the
.
$1.00.
opportunity. Such •a flood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriotism-is not often poured out in a. court-of justice.
The ma.ny_calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
THE ORISIS.
as revised by Mr; Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager a.nd misleading newspaper references.
Bv
Thom.as Paine.
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an address to a jury: statesmen and politiSpeaking of this work in connection with the
cians a. clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, a.nd free men
a.nd women everywhere, a. Magna. Charta. of their riJ{!l.ts.
proposed independence of America. from Great
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 28 La.fa.yette Place, New York city.
Brita.in, Washington wrote: "A few more such
ll.a.ming arguments ·•
will not leave numbers a.t a. loss to decide on the propriety of a. sepa.for
ration."
For the benefit of our readPrice, 40 cents.
r'1·
era who preserve their papers
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
For -either of these works or a.ny of Pa.ine•s
T~• Ti..,oJ:':
we offer a new style of binder,
, tw<ov~,,
made for the purpose, and writin~s.
Adc:Iress THE TRUTH BEEKER.
8etll'eta1'1J of the .American BetJUlar Union.
1 e"'o• ·
with the heading of TJIE
' .
'. I
I
rBUTH SEE][EB printed in
Price 10 cents.
lli"l!!!!!!!!lll!!l!!!!! ~o'
d letters on the outside.
Address THE TRUTH BEEXEB COMPANY.
•
rhis binder allows the opening of the papers perfectly fiat. It a.lso allows the
taking out a.nd replaoing of one or more papers
OOl'ITBl'ITB:
from any pa.rt of the file without disturbing the
The White Bull : A Ba.tirica.l Romance.- Zadig;
other parts.
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
Bent by m&il'-.JlOBtt>_ai'b for 11.
of Ba.bylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. The
Address THE TRUT.tt BEEKER,
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Microm~a~.
tf
28
Lafayette
Pl.,
New
York.
The World a.s it Goes.-The Black and the White.
.
OB,
-Memnom the PhiloBopher.-Andres Des Touches
The Church of Practical Religion.
at Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversatio::.
Wit~ a Chinese.-Pla.to•s Dream.-A Pleasure in
BY REPORTER.
Ha.VIDg No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India..
This is the history of a.n attempt to fonnd a
Handsome 12mo, 448 pages, laid paper. With 8'1
AND
church without superstition, and its success.
engravings. Price1 _cloth, beveled boards, $1.50jEBper covers, $1. Hrut ca.lf or half morocco, ma.ro ed
Uncle Job Ba.WYer, the pastor, having established
edges, $4.00.
,
his pulpit, uses it to discuss a.ll the vita.! questions
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
of human concern, religious, political. a.nd other·
AN EXPOSE
wise. The book is written in well-chosen language, a.nd easily understood. There is just sufl.i- Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
WOBKS OF 0. B. WHITFORD, Jl.D.
bequest to Philadelphia. by the Christian
cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
churches
and
Young
Men's
hold his attention while the truth is be~g brought
Christianity a Reward for Crime.
Ohristian Associato his mind.
tion.
Authenticated by the Bible.
For sa.le a.t this office. Price, S1. oo.
By RI<lH. B. WESTBBOO][, D.D•• LL.D.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,
10c.
Price $1.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKEB.

ROME~ REASON THE NEW GOD.
A ·Memoir of Christian and Ei'tra-Christian Experience.
BY NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATEBS.
A very critical a~alysis of both. Protestantism
and Ca.tb.olicism, from the vantage-ground of an
intimate persona.! experience with the two systems. It deals the most tt-enchant blows which
pure logic is capable of infiicting.-[Critical Beview
Cloth, 12mo, $1. 75.
Address '.rHE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
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AND
TWELVE OTHER DISOOUBSES OF REASON.
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By A. J. GROVER.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address Tl'IE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

BffiLE FABRICATIONS

NEW EDITION.

The Secret of the East,
OB,

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Signiftcance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

in the suit of the

Bankers' and Merchants' Tele·
;;raph Company
against the

Western Union Telegraph Company
So many hav asked for popies of this famous
speech tha.t THE TRUTH BEEXEB ha.s obtained a.
supply a.nd ca.n ma.il them to those who desire
them, for ten cents ea.ch.

Charles Watts's Works.
Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound

in cloth a.nd lettered. Price, 1.2b. CoNTENTs :
Section I. Definition of Freethoqght and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section ill. Freethought Martyrs a.nd Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, a.nd Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century •

Secularism; Destructiv and Oonstructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
Secularism; its Principles ·and its
SUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMMON SENSE. By Dr, E. B. Foote•. In one hand·
some 12mo volume of nearlY 11900 pages, fully
illustrated. Cloth, 8.25--in English or German.
A. new cheap edition a.t only 1.5(1.
BCmNCE IN STORY; o~ Sammy Tnbbs, the
Bo:t_Doctor, a.nd Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
per set; 01' five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR TJ;Ill YOUNG.
250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume of "Science in Story.'') 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hin11B and Ready Be.
oipes. A valua.bie reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE BERmS (Dime Pam·
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria.
m their Relation to Disease,"repre~enting the germ
theory, advocating personal and _public hyg!ene
a.nd opposing va.ccination ; "Health in the Bunbea.m1" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to sicK and well. By mail, 10 cents ea.ch.
1lEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 386 p~esd cloth

~~~~'ol~th 1·;~~::~Y.t'T~lL~~~1~er~~it~:,~:

F. H. Ma.rsn, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the

150.

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25o.

A Masonic Vindication of Bight.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 86 pages,
• • 150.
Addrese THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2~ La.fa.Yette Pl•• New York.

For sale at this office.

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL'S
OP IGNING BPIGIGOH TO T HIG JURY

REFUTED~>

And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,
•

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.
Was Jesus a.n lmpostorT A debate between the
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. 190 pp., 25 eta. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 eta. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 eta. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. ll5
eta. Two Revelations. 5 eta. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. 5 eta. Bible .Makers. 5 eta.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1\..2, and 3. Each 5 eta. Moses
vs. Darwin. 5 cts. tlocratesJ Buddha., and Jesus.
5 eta. Christianity a Degraaing Religion. 5 cts.
Fictitious Gods. 5 eta. Natural Man. 5 eta.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 eta. Bruno a.nd
Spinoza. 5 cts. The Bible God and His Favorits,
5 cts. Miracle-Workers. 5 eta. Health, Wealth.
and H~ppiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Soul.
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Desil@ and
Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower
Animals. r. eta.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
E. C•• LonJon, Eng.

Duties. Price. 7!> eta.

Tracts. The following tracts by Ohas.

Watts are published at the low pricll. Qf FIVE
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable T The Christian Deity:
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethought a.nd
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
Influence on Civilization ;,...Philosophy of Secularism; Science and .nible Ant~~.gonistic ·
Christian Scheme of Rede]!J._ption. For all of
the above works address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

REDUCED TO $1.00.

THE STORY HOUR.
A. Book for Children and Youth.
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
Over a hundred fine illustrations.

ASHORT LESSON- IN HISTORY

Huma.nTempera.mentst" with illustrations, !:tY Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents.;. • Generation before Ref!'enera.tion," by Dr. E . .n. Foote, Jr. 1 _10 cents; • Be.
A double-Da.ge picture contrastin~r science a.nd
ports of Conventions a.nd Parlor .ll'l.eetinECB during
1882.'' 10 cents; "Third Annual ConventiOn of the cheology, showing how the one has labored for
human
advancement, a.nd how the other ha.s
Institnte of HereditY.Mav 29, 1888." 10 cents.
Ad.trMo
TliE TRUTH BEEKER.
always opposed it.
. Price, aix copies, 80 cents; one dozen. 110 cents
DO YOU W A.NT a. 12!_ea.sa.nt, healthful, cheHtp THE TRUTH SEli'KEB 4ANNUAL twenJy-five copies for J1; one hundred copies for
• sa. we wish tha.t the fnends of FreethoUjl"ht would
bome in the South T Write Leftwich Bros. a.nd ·
Qurtis, Florence, Ala..
1y5f
Prioe, 2li Cflnts.
~istribute thousands of these telline J>lcnures.
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INTELLECTu\_L DEVELOPMENT
Of Europe.

Revised Edition-2 vol.s-Price, sa.
BY JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER. M.D .. LL.D.
Addresa THE TRUTH BEEKER-

.JUST OUT.

Christian Absurdities.
BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

BING, BROTHERS, BING.
USE THB

LIBERAL HYMN~BOOK

In Your meetings, to make them lively a.nd inter
eating. THE LIBERAL HYMN·Boox contains songs
by the best poets, a.da.pted to well-known tunes
It is hifl!!ly recommended by l)lessrs. Wakeman,
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
a.nd, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Pri~
116 oents.
Address THE TBUTB B:uxu Co.
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IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a. Fair Trial
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creation. A.n Answer to Mr. Gladstone.
By Alliert
D. Prof. T. H.
A DIBOUssroN BETWEEN
VI. Mr. Gladstone
and Reville,
Genesis.D. By
·
GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER,
Huxley.
1 Tm: dogma of salvation by faith offers an addiLINTON REVILLE.
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn Lin- tiona! premium on mental prostitution. By pun. b t '
G.
G
I
. ~on.
.
.
ishing honest doubt as a crime and inculcating
ween enes1s and eology.
ThlBlB a new book and con tams the latest d1scus- th
· ·t· ·r bl' d b . .
t th
th ·t f
0 n the Conflict eCoNTENTS
:
. sion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
e mer! o . m su miBBion o e au orl Y o
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship, BY Hon. 'participants are a guarantee of its able character. reason-insulting doctrine, the defenders of those
W. E. Gladstone.
.
.,
doctrine struclt a deadly blow at the instinct of
II. The Interpreters of GeneBis and the laterPrice, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
free inquiry, and for a series of generations actu- praters
of
Nature.
:B.Y
Prof.
T.
H.
Hux.te_y.
Add
THE
TRUTH
BEEKER
· eradlCatmg
· ·
· • t f rom
liT. Postscript to Bolar Myths. BY Prof. Max
ress
,
a11 Y succeeded 1n
that mst.lnc
Muller.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
the mental const.itution of their victims.-ProTHE

ORDER OF CREATION.

YELLOW fever cases to date, about 4,100;
deaths, about 360.
A CATHOLIO paper says that Volapll.k, the
universal language, cannot succeed,
for "the decree of Babel will stand as long as
the world."
propo~ed

f'essor Felix L. Os.na!a, M.D.,
tn Tlte Btble of Nature.

GAMBLING is increasing
amo:qg the wealthy.
FAOTIONAL fights still
distract the Knights of
Labor.
'· CmoAGO will furnish
$100,000 for the Catholic
University.
THE boodlers' colony
in Canada contains about
150 refugees.
IF Canada is annexed,
our Catholic population
will be largely increased.
THE British-American
Association filed articles
of incorporation for New
York state.
THE Union Labor party
is making a violent fight
against the old parties in
parts of the West.
IN a recent one-hour
meeting Catholics subscribed $250,000 for a
diocesan seminary in
New York state.
THERE is forming in
France a League of the
Rose, for "the reestablishment of monarchy
and the defense of conservativ interests."

BALAAM'S BEAST STUMBLES.
SPAIN bas 221 monasAnd when the ass saw the angel of the Lord, she fell down under Balsam : and Balsam's anger was
teries, 200 having been
he smote the ass with a staff.-Num. xxii, 27.
built since 1876, with a
total of 4,220 monks; and.
too long without knowing me. You hav, I observe,
1,109 convents, with 25,000 nuns.
five children, and you do not wear tailor-made
WILLIAM II. is traveling, visiting kings,
gowns. Your next-door neighbor is the :Pastor of
who liv off others, and ecclesiastics, who
the parish. The article I refer to maY be applied
befool others, and reviewing soldiers, who I " T HE silent watches of the night" are well to any sewing-machine, a.nd it is called the 'Sun.
kill others.
enough, but the ohap who wishes to rise early day Mnffier.' My rates-" "Come in I" said the
lady, cordially.
COMMISSIONER OF LABOR WRIGHT will hav needs an alarm-clock.
.
I
MY fond heart, it doth ache
ready for Congress by January an exhaustiv • AN exchange says: "Nobody knows where the
With love, for thy sweet sache.
report of divorce in this country for the last flies go to." Perhalls not; but w.e know where
Say yes-say yes, and mache
twenty years.
people tell them to go to, though.
MY gray life rose tints tache.
OVERCoATS remain at practically the same prices
We'll sail love's glassy Iache,
IN England Mr. Chamberlain, the queer,· as last season; three per cfnt a month, and the
Where billows never breache,
half-hearted Radical, enlarges upon the neces- principal advanced by your uncle.
In ba.rk that ne'er shall quache.
HERE'S
something
for
people
to
ponder
upon,
J oy•ll follow in our wachesity of improving and developing religious
In
this
world
of
honbles
and
cares;
-Now,
ho I the wedding-cache!
education in Ireland.
The cheaper the dress a woman has on,
A SAFE BET.
The larger the bustle she wears.
A MAN named May started a new religious
The Prohibs would destroy all liquor,
order called the Brotherhood of . the Sun,
THE Rev. Moses Meecker (jumping up) : "Why
Put sudden stop to trade and diquor
resting upon "the fundamental truth that on earth do you interrupt me in this way, Maria?
In wine and spirits, muchly quiquor
Y_ou'!·e
enough
to
drive
one
crazy
!
Didn't
I
tell
underlies all religious systems."
·
In warming !nendships up, and thiquor
you I should be busy all the morning writing my
W1th joys than water-well, I should snlquor I
BISHOP VrnoENT, Methodist Episcopal, says sermon on Patience?"
With gentleman and rough rag-piquor
that the press has been subsidized by eccle"DoN't you like Wagner's wedding-march, Miss
They argue stout or hotly biquor,
Foam, fume, and ·flash, but somewhat fiiquor,
siastical money, neither of the political par- Pauline 7" he inquired, tenderly, "I don·t know
mucn about it, Mr. Culch," she replied; "but I -I reckon. Now, I'll bet my" tiquor ''
ties daring to expose it, as both are sold out. think his running away .with that other man's
Against a nail or bodkin priquor,
PAPERS continually discuss whether Amer- wife was perfectly shameful."
A ten-cent basket made of w1qnor,
A champagne glass, which is much sliquor,
OLD lady: "Little boy, do you go to Sunday.
ica could whip England. The silliness and
That they'll grow gray and sick, and siquor
horribleness of any two 11 civilized" nations school?" Little boy: "Yes'm. I go to the Baptist
Than dogs, ere they cut off our liquor I
fighting each other at all is never by any Sunday-school." Old lady: "You are the son of
-Dan D. Lvon.
Christian parents?" Little boy: "No, ma'am;
chance touched upon.
they are Baptists, just the same as I am."
IF you should chance to see
OuR national expenses are larger than those
A Parson-clever as clever can beTEACHER: "Who was the most upright man in
Who tickles his flock with jest and riddle,
of Germany, whose army almost dominates the Bible?" Smart boy: "I know who was the
And worships God with flute and fiddleEurope, and within $27,000,000 of those of straightest.·' Teacher: "Well, who wa.s the straightThe latest clerical fad i! he !
est?''» Smart boy: "Joseph." Teacher:" Why?"
England, with its monarchy, navy, standing Smart boy : "Because Pharaoh made a ruler of
And should you ohance to see
army, and colonial empire.
him."
The man whose fine philanthropy
Assumes that every man's a brother,
JosiAH W. LEEDs, of Philadelphia, said to
OLD gentleman : "What is the price of that parThat he's a saint and you're anotherbe the Comstock of that city, has written a rot?" Bird dealer:" I wouldn't sell that bird for
The devil a saint at all is he.
love or money." Old gentleman : "He must be
tract, "Essay on the Incompatibility of
very proficient in conversation to make him so
But further : should you see
Theater-going with Christia!jty," translations valuable." Bird dealer: "On the contrary, sir,
A priest grow plump on penuryof which are being distributed in Paris.
he's dumb."
Gad zooks !-don't take it for a miracle,
Or deem his diet is atmospherical"GENTLEMEN and fellow-citizens," exclaimed a.n
LoUISE DREXEL, of Philadelphia, whose
An a.n ti-poverty priest is he I
impassioned orator, "what if all the European
father left $16,000,000 to go to the Catholic
countries should put a. tax on our raw materials,
Or if t'OU chance to see
church if his daughters died childless, is what would be the consequence?" "All of our
The man that vows that you and he
engaged. It is a pity that the church cannot dudes would hav to stay at home," shouted a. voice
Hav equal title to all the earth
By Nature's warrant-the right of birth.:...
keep the profitable doctrin of celibacy as from the rear of the house.
Why, so hav the wolf and chimpal!zee I
DEALER (to clerk) : "I'm going t~ make those
popular now as of old, so that it could perIn short, where'er you see
suade the girls into a convent and pocket boys• diagonal suits fifteen dollars to-morrow."
Clerk:" Fifteen dollars! Why, we've been selling
The real, original patentee
their money.
them for ten dollars right along." Dealer: "1
. Of a New Crusade-look out for gammon I
AT Charleston eighteen Presbyterian ~lders know it; but Im going to giv away a baseball bat
His cr.eed is Self, his God is Mammon,
And all his preaching is tweedle-dee I
protested against the recent anti-evolution de- with each one free of charge."
-M. I. Anson.
MR. PoMPADOUR: "Would you like to go with
cision of the presbytery, which presbytery
since forbid the discussion of evolution. The ~e this evening to the ?hurch? They hav just
1ntroduced a new boy chmr, and the service is said
AN 0 UTLINE OF THE
protest says: 11 We deny the right of the to! be very interesting. Very high church, you
church to dogmatize to its officers and mem- know." Miss Heavycrape (in mourning for her
bers on scientific subjects, and we still more father) : "I hardly know what to say, Mr. Pompadeny the right of the presbytery to forbid the dour. You see, I hav been to no amusements
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.
since poor papa died."
discussion in public or in private of what is
By W. 8. BELL.
"No, madam," he said, •· I am not an ordinary
considered a mistaken utterance of the gen- pedlar, You hav only to hear the name of the
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
eral assembly."
article I am introducing to feel that you hav lived
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
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French Revolution

THE persecutor can never
be certain that he is not
persecuting truth rather
than error, but he may be
quite certain that he is suppressing theLspirit of truth.
And, indeed, it is no exag.
geration to say that the doc·
trins I ha v reviewed represent the mo~t skilful and at
the same time most suctlessfui conspiracy against tbat
spirit that. has ever existed
among mankind. Until the
seventeenth century, every
mental · disposition which
philosophy pronounces to
be essential to a legitimate
research was almost uniformly branded as a sin,
and a large proportion of
the most deadlY intellectual
vices were deliberately inculcated' as virtues. . . .
ln a word, there is scarcely
!~disposition that marks the
love of abstract truth and
scarcely a rule which reason teaches as essential for
its attainment that theologians did not for ages stig.
matize a.s offensiv to the
almighty.-LBCkl/.
PERADVENTURE, I am one
of those Jehovah included
when he declared, in the
interests of eternal· truth,
"I shall send them strong
delusions, that they may believe a lie." But, if the Lord
has, in his divine benevo·
lance, sent me "strong delusions" so that I may
"believe a lie," he will, of
kindled, and
course, be satisfied with his
own handiwork. I very
strongly· suspect that the
tracts that his gospel-grinders assure us are so holy and so ancient are
neither holy nor ancient. The traditions upon
which "holy writ" is based are ancient, and, at
various times and in divers manners, scraps of
traditional records ma.y hav been written on stone,
papyrus wood, or parchment; but the scriptures,
as we hav them, can establish no claim to antiquity. For mendacious century upon century,
fraud upon fraud, and forgery upon forgery, were
the order of the day, Every student of ecclesiastical history knows this, and the more searching
his investigations, the stronger becom~s his conviction that his bark of exploration is afloat on a
very sea of Literary Fraud.-Saladtn.
LILLIPUT and Blefuscu-which two mighty
powers hav, as I was gmng to tell you, been
engaged in a most obstinate war for s;x-and-thirty
moons past. It began upon the following occasion: It is allowed ori a.ll hands that the primitiv
way of breakmg eggs, before we eat them, was
upon the larger end; but his present majesty's
grandfather, while he was a. boy, going to eat an
egg, and breaking it according to the ancient
practice, happened to cut one of his fingers.
Whereupon the emperor his father published an
edjct, commanding all his subjdcts, upon great
penalties, to break the smaller end of their eggs.
The people so highly resented this law, that our
histories tell us there hav been six rebellions
raised on that account; wherein one emperor lost
his life, and another his crown. It is computed
that eleven thoueand persons hav at several times
suffered death rather than submit to bneak .their
eggs at the smaller end. Many hundred large
volumes hav been published upon this controversy; but the books of the Big-endians hav been
long forbidden, anu the whole party rendered
incapable by law of holding employments. During the course of these troubles, the emperors of
Blefuscu did frequently exrostulate by their ambassadors, accusing us of making a schism in
religion, by offending against a fun dam en tal dootrin of our great prophet Lustrog, in the fifty.
fourth chapter of the Blundecral (which is their
Alcoran). Thi3, however, is thought to be a mere
strain upon the text; for the words are these :
that all true believers break their eggs a.t the convenient end.-Swt{t's Gulltver's Travels.
THE absurd creatures, men, mistakenly called
"reasoning animals," will shed oueans of blood to
support varying conjectures as to the meaning of
words that chanced to be scribbled down by some
old barbarians, all the while not comprehending
in the least the meaning of the whole passage or
book, and· there usually being no discoverable
meaning in it a~ all. The more unintelligible or
trivial and unimportant is the matter, the more
blood is shed over it.-Anon.
ALL these fictions of giants, pigmies, flYing
islands, that Swift uses, are means for depl'lving
human nature of the veils w1th which habit and
imal!ination cover it, to display it in its truth aad
its ugliness.-M. Tatne.
LIFE is not so short but that there is always
time enough for courtesy,-Emm·son.
·
IF I proceed to treat of theology, I shall step out
of the bark of human reason, and enter into the
ship of the church. Neither will the stars of philosophy, which ha.v hitherto so nobly shone on us.
an:y longer giv us t.heir light.-Bacon.
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ROME.-JUPITER'S PAGANS AND JEHOVAH'S CHRISTIANS.

Jjlotts and 9Jlippings.

journals pay "fair" wages. The Cltriatian
Commonwealth, the R()(Jk, the (Jltriatian Herald,
and many others, beat down the wages, and
THE most accurate piece of political news denounce the sweating system-in others-as
printed before the election wae in the Rich- anti-Christian.-London Freetltinker.
mond Enquirer: "It cannot be denied that
HERE is an old controversy presented in a
Belva Lockwood and Anna Dickinson hav
new form : " Please say when the twentieth
contributed largely to the bustle of the camcentury commences, in order to decide a dispaign."
pute." The fi.rst century is completed at the
Tax Church Defense Institution, in its end of the first hundred years ; and then the
recent annual report, regrets that "the dis- second century commences. The nineteenth
establishment of the church in Wales is now century is completed at the end of the first
accepted as an article in the program of the nineteen hundred years; a:qd then the twenparty which acknowledges Mr. Gladstone's tieth century commences. We shall be living
leadership."
in the nineteenth century until the end of the
MR. SPURGEON, of London, is depressed in year 1900, when the twentieth century will
spirits. "Do not," he says, "look upon commen_ce.-Bun.
England as a Christian country. It was a _ SUPERSTITION of the grossest sort still has
great mistake to think that it· was. They its hold upon the Christians of Russia. In
were living in old heathen hmd again. He Scheberschin, an out.of-the-way town in Rus.
spoke to minister the other day, and asked sia, a leading Jewish inhabitant died and wa~
him if some of his people were Christians, and buried. A short time afterward his grave
he replied, 'No, they are just heathens.'"
was found open, and a little distance off lay
Tms charitable sentiment is from the Catl£- his skeleton, from which every scrap of flesh
olie Union and Times: " The· relations be- had been removed. The deed was traced to
tween Germany.and England are daily growing two men of evil repute, who finally confessed
more strained. May God continue the good that with the flesh cut from the corpse they
work. It would be our heart's delight to see· had hoped to make an ointment whicb, rubbed
the German eagles pick out the bloody eyes upon their bodies, would make them invisiof the British lion, and otherwise lacerate ble and enable them to commit crime with
that crouching old brute, until Ireland is impunity.
given her own again."
RAINY-DAY philosophy of. the Herald: " It
THE Parliamentary committee of the trades is universally regarded as unhealthy if not
union congress publishes a list of the relig- positivly dangerous to go to church in the rain.
i.,us and anti-religious journals who pay l'>tir A downright pour will not keep us from tht>
and unfair prices to their printing stld'f. opPra or the theater on Monday, but _even a
Nearly half the religious periodicals are drizzle on Sunday dooms the poor minister to
classed as " unfair" paymasters who refuse preach to empty pews. Whether the Sunday
to giv the trade prices. All the Freethought rain is exceptionally wet, or there is more

a

OuR London correspondent having said of
rheumatism flying around on that day, or religion, like sugar, dissolves when in contact the Oaths bill : " Had the bill been thrown
with moisture, we will not attempt to say; out, it would hav been brought forward year
we simply indicate the peculiarity and leave by year until it was passed in its entirety, and
to others the pleasure of solving the puzzle." with a Radical ~vernment in power there
would ~carcely be' a diffi~ulty in getting it
THli: Supreme Court of the United States through." Mr. Bradlaugh adds in correchas rendered a decision to the effect that the tion: "This writer conveniently forgets that
law passed by the legislature of Texas impos. a lesser bill was in the -year 1880 intro- ·
ing a tax on .::ommercial travelers is uncon- duced by Mr. Labouchere, and never even
stitutional. It would seem, says the World, reached a second reading. That Mr. Gladthat state legislatures ought to understand stone with an enormous majority was, when
the principle here involved after a whtle prime minister, defeated on the second readThis is at least the third dPcision of the kind ing of a bill which only went a small part of
that has been pronounced by the court. One the way, and that Sir John Simon's bill,
of these was on a case coming up from Michi-. which did not reach a. second reading, was
gan and another one from Tenntssee. The not nearly as enabling as the present bill. It
commercial traveler may roam and sell goods is too much to write as if the whole Liberal
at his own sweet will throughout the length party supported an affirmation bill."
and breadth of t~is land ,and not pay a cent
SAYS the Bull: "While the Canadian polifor the privilege.
ticians are warning the ltafJitants against the
DR. MoGL YNN' ·paid . his compliments to ~bought of annexation to the United States,
Bishop McQuaid, of Rochester, in his speech the dissatisfaction of the people of Manitoba
at the Cooper Union last Sunday night before with Canadian legislation is growing stronger
The railroad policy of Canada is
1he Anti,Poverty Society. .:The people of than ever.
Rochester, he sa.id, were afraid to hav him, especially obnoxious to them, but their reDr. McGlynn, there to speak, because a man monstrances against it hav been of no avail,
in that city did not approve of it. The same and they are beginning to look across the
man whom some of those people were in border for relkf. We learn from the Winniawe of had said recently that a member of peg dispatch in yesterday's Bun, that annexathe state legislature should never bav been tion to the United States is now proposed as
elected had he, " the man referred to," the only means of relief from the unfriendly
known that he was friendly to Dr. McGlynn. action of the Dominion government.- This is
The man who had the assurance to say the not surprising in view of the way in which
people could not elect a certain gentleman to the interests of Manitoba hav been disrerhe legislature without his consl'nt, the doctor garded by Canadian statesmen. It ill not tlie
l'aid, was Bishop McQ•1aid. "I am honored," first time that annexation has been advocated
Dr. McGlynn said," by the hostility of Bishop up there, and there is good ground for the
McQuaid and of his friends, who are princi- opinion that the sentiment in its favor il\ expally land-grabbers and corrupt politicians." tending."
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~tlttlttl.
Rome, or Reason 1.;_A. Reply to Cardinal Manning.
ll'rom tlle North .American Review.
PART

n.

If we liv thus tamely-

To be thus jaded by a piece of scarletFarewell nobility.
No one will deny that "the pope spe~s to m~ny
people in many nations; that he treats With empires
and. governments," and that "neither .from Canterbury nor from Constantinople such a voice goes
forth."
How does the pope speak~ What does he say !
He speaks against the liberty of man-against the
progress of the human race. He ~peaks to ~alumni
ate thinkers and to warn the faithful aga10st the
discoveries of science. He speaks for the destruction
of civilization.
.
Who listens ! Do astronomers, geologists, and
scientists put the hand to the ear fearing that an
accent may be lost! Does France listen! Does
Italy hear~ Is not the_ cbul'Ch weakest at its center~
Do those who hav raised Italy from the dead, and
placed her again among t~e great natio?s, p~y atte~
tion.! Does Great Brita10 care for this voice-this
moan, this groan-of the Middle Ages T Do the
weirds of Leo XIII. impress the intelligence of the
Great Republic! Can anything be more absurd than
for the vicar of Chri~:~t to attack a demonstration of
science with a passage of scripture or a quotation
from one of the "fathers!"
•
Compare .the popes with the kings and queens of
England. Infinit wisdom had but little to do with
the sPlection of these monarchs, and yet they were
far better than any equal. number of consecutiv
pope!!. This is faint praise, even for kings and
queens, but it shows that chance mcceeded in getting better rulers for England than " infinit wisdom"
did for the church of Rome. Compare the popes
with the presidents of the Republic elected by the
people. If Adams had murdered Washington, and
Jefferson had imprisoned Adams, and if · Madison
bad cut out Jefferson's tongue, and Monroe had
assassinated Madison, and John Quincy Adams had·
poisoned Monroe, arid General Jackson bad bung
Adams and his cabinet, we might say that presidents
bad been as virtuous as popes. But if this had, happened, the verdict of the world would be that the
people are not capable of selecting their presidents.
But this voice from Rome is growing feebler day
by day; so feeble that the cardinal admits that the
vicar of God, and the supernatural church, "are
being tormented by Falck laws, by Mancini laws,
and by Crispi laws." In other words, this representativ of God, this substitute of Christ, this church
of divine origin, this supernatural institution-pervaded by the Holy Ghost-are being " tormented"
by three politicians. Is it possible that this patriotic
trinity is more powerful than the other !
It is claimed that if the Catholic church "be only
a human system, built up by the intellect, will, and.
energy of men, the adversaries must prove it-that
the burden is upon them."
As a general thing, institutions are natural. If
this church is supernatural, it is the one exception.
The affirmativ is with those who claim that it is of
divine origin. So far as we know, all governments
and all creeds are the work of man. No one believes
that Rome was a supernatural production, and yet its
beginnings were as sma}l as those of the Catholic
church. Commencing in weakness, Rome grew, and
fought, and conquered, until it was believed that the
sky bent above a subjugated world. And yet all was
natural. For every effect there was an efficient
cause.
The Catholic asserts that all other religions have
been produced by man-that Brahmanism and Buddhism, the religion of Isis and Oairis, the marvelous
mythologies of Greece and Rome, were the work of
the human mind. From these religions Catholicism
bas borrowed. Long before Catholicism was born,
it was believed that women had borne children whose
fathers were gods. The trinity was promulgated in
Egypt centuries before the birth of Moses. Celibacy
was taught by the ancient Nazarenes and Essenes,
by the priests of Egypt and India, by mendicant
monks, and by the piously insane of many countries
long before the apostles lived. The Chinese tell us
that •' when there were but one man and one woman
upon the earth, the woman refused to sacrifice her
virginity even to people the globe; and the gods,
honoring her purity, granted that she should conceive beneath the gaze of her lover's eyes, and a
virgin mother became the parent of humanity."
The founders of many religions hav ~nsisted that
it was the duty of man to renounce the pleasures of
sense, and millions before our era took the vows of
chastity, poverty, and obedience, and most cheerfully
lived upon the labor of others.
The sacraments of baptism and confirmation are
far older than the church of Rome. · The eucharist
is pagan. Long before popes began to murder each
other, pagans ate cakes-the flesh of Ceres, and

drank wine-the blood of Bacchus. Holy water women, and then let him say that he regrets the
flowed in the Ganges and Nile, priests interceded for revolutions and reformations of three hundred years.
the people and anointed the dying.
. .
About three hundred years ago Clement VIII.,
It will not do to say that every successful rehg10n vicar of Christ, acting in God's place, substitute of
that has taught unnatural doctrine, unnatural prac- the infinit, persecuted Giordano Bruno even unto
tices, must of necessity bav been of divine origin. death. This great, this sublime man, was tried for
In most religions there bas been a strange mingling heresy. He had ventured to assert the rotary mo..
of the good and bad, of the merciful and cruel, of the tion of the earth ; he bad hazarded the conjecture
loving arid malicious. Buddhism taught the univer- that there were in the fields ~f infinit space worlds
sal brotherhood of· man, insisted on the development larger and more glorious than ours. For these low
of the mind, and this religion was propagated not by and groveling thoughts, for this contradiction of the
the sword, but by preaching; by persuasion, and by word and vicar of God, this man was imprisoned for
kindness-yet in many things it was contrary to the many years. But his noble spirit was not broken,
human will, contrary to the human passions, and con- ·and finally, in the year 1600, by .the orders of the
trary to good sense. Buddhism succeeded. Can we, infamous vicar, he was chained to the stake. Priests
for this reason, say that it is a supernatural religion! believing in the doctrin of universal forgivnessIs the unnatural the supernatural?
priests who when smitten upon one cheek turned the
It is insisted that, while other churches hav other-carried with a kind of ferocious joy fagots to
changed, the Catholic church alone has remained the the feet of this incomparable man. These disciples
same, and that this fact demonstrates its· divine of "Our Lord" were made joyous BB the flames, like
origin.
serpents, climbed around the body of Bruno. In a
Has the creed of Buddhism changed in three thou- few moments the brave thinker was dead, and the
sand years? Is intellectual stagnation a demonstra- priests who bad burnt him fell upon their knees and
.tion of divine origin! When anything refuses to asked the infinit God to continue the blessed work
grow, are we certain that the seed was planted by forever in hell.
God! If the Catholic church is the same to-day
There are two things that cannot exist in the same .
that it has been for many centuries, this proves that universe-an infinit God, and a martyr.
there has been no intellectual development. If men . Does the cardinal regret that kings and emperors
do not differ upon religious subjects, it is because ~e not now engaged in. the extermination of Protthey do not think.
estants! Does be regret that dungeons of the InDifferentiation is the law of growth, of progress. qLlisition are no longer crowded with the best and
Every church must gain or lose; it cannot remain the bravest! Does he long for the .fires of the autosame; it must decay or grow. The fact that the dti- je?
Catholic church has not grown-that it bas been petAnother claim is made, to the effect "that the
rifi€ d from the first-does not establish divine origin ; Catholic church has filled the world with the true
it simply establishes the fact that it reta!'ds the prog- knowledge of the one true God, and that it bas deress of man. Everything in nature changes-every stroyed all idols by light instead of by fire."
atom is in motion-every star moves. Nations, instiThe Catholic church described the true God as a
tutions, and individuals hav youth, manhood, old age, being who would inflict eternal pain on his weak and
death. This is and will be true of the Catholic erring children; described him as a fickle, quickchurch. It was once weak-it grew stronger-it tempered, unreasonable deity, whom honesty enreached its climax of power....:...it began to decay-it raged, and whom flattery governed ; one who loved
never can rise again. It is confronted by the dawn to see fear upon its knees, ignorance with closed eyes
of Science. In the presence of the nineteenth cent- and open mouth; one who delighted in useless selfury it cowers.
denial, who loved to bear the sighs and sobs of sufferThe cardinal asserts that " Christendom was ere- ing nuns, as they lay prostrate_ on dungeon floors ;
ated by the world-wide church as we see it before "one who was delighted when the husband deaflrted
our eyes at this day. Philosophers and statesmen his family and lived alone in some cave in the far
believe it to be the work of their own hands; they wilderness, tormented by dreams and drivbn to indid not make it, but they bav for three hundred sanity by prayer and penance, by fasting and faith.
According to the Catholic churph, the.. true · God
years been unmaking it by reformations and revolutiona."
enjoyed the agonies of heretics. He loved the smell
The meaning of this is that Christianity was far of their burning flesh ; he applauded with wide palms
better three hundred years ago than now ; that dur- when philosophers were flayed alive, and to him the
ing these three centuries Christendom bas been go- auto-dd-fi was a divine comedy. The shrieks of
ing toward barbarism. It means that the super- wives, the cries of babes when fathers were being
natural church of God has been a failure for three burnt, gave contrast, higbtened the effect, and filled
hundred years; that it has been unable to withstand his cup with joy. This true God did not know the
the attacks. of philosophers and statesmen, and that face of the earth he had made, and bad forgotten the
it has been helpless in the midst of "reformations orbits of the stars. " The stream of light which
and revolutions."
descended from the beginning" was propagated by
What was the condition of the world three hun- fagot to fagot, until Christendom. was filled with the
dred years ago, the period, according to the cardi- devouring fires of faith.
It may also be sai.d that the Catholic church filled
nal, in which the church reached the bight of its
in1luence, and since which it has been unable to the world with the true knowledge of the one true
withstand the rising tide of reformation and the devil. It filled the air with malicious phantoms,
crowded innt>cent sleep with leering fiends, and gave
whirlwind of revolution!
In that blessed time, Philip II. was king of Spain the world to the domination of witches and wizards,
-he with the cramped head and the monstrous jaw. spirits and spooks, goblins and ghosts; and butchHeretics were bunted like wild and poisonous beasts ; ered and burnt thousands for the commission of
the Inquisition was firmly established, and priests impossible crimes.
were busy with rack and fire. With a zeal born of
It is contended that: "In this true knowledge of
the hatred of man and the love of God, the church, the divine nature was revealed to man their own rewith every instrument. of torture, touched every. lation to a creator as sons to a father."
nerve in the human body.
This tender relation was revealed by the Catholics
In those happy days, the duke of Alva was devas- to the pagans, the Ariana, the Catbari, the Waldenses,
tating the homes of Holland ; heretics were buried the Albigenses the heretics, the Jews, the Moriscoes,
alive-their tongues were torn from their mouths, the Protestants-to the native of the West Indies,
their lids from their eyes ; the Armada was on the of Mexico, of Peru-to· philosophers, patriots, and
sea for the destruction of the heretics of England, thinkers. All these victims were taught to regard
and the Moriscoes-a million and a half of industri- the true God as the loving father, and this lesson was
ous peopl~were being driven by sword and flame taught with every instrument of torture-with brandfrom thei_r bom~s. The .Jews bad been expelled ings and burnings, with flayings and flames. The
from SpaiD. This Catbohc country had r;ucceeded world was filled with cruelty and credulity, ignoin driving intelligence and industry from its terri- ranee and intolerance, and the soil in which all these
tory;_ and this had _been done with a ~ruelty, wit~ a horrors grew was the true knowledge of the one true
feroCity, unequaled In the annals of crime. Noth10g Go~ 1 and the true knowledge of the one true devil.
'!as left but !~n?rance, bigotry, intolerance, credu- And yet, we are compelled to say, that the one, true
hty, the InqmsitiOn, the seven sacraments, and the devil described by the Catholic church was not as
seven deadly sins. And yet a cardinal of the nine- malevolent as the one true God.
Is it true that the Catholic church overthrew idolteenth century, living in the land of Shakspere, re~rets the change that bas. been _wrought b;y the atry? What is idolatry? What shall we say of the
I~tellectual e~orts, by the discoveries, by the mven- worship of popes-of the doctrin of the real prestiOna and herOism of three hundred years.
ence, of divine honors paid to saints, of sacred vestThree hundred yea~s ago, un~e.r _Charles IX. of menta, of holy water, of consecrated cups and plates,
France, son of CatberiDe ?e MediCI, 10. the year ?f of images and relics, of amulets and charms !
grace 1572-after nearly sixteen centunes of Oatbohc
The Catholic church filled the world with the
Chr!stianity-after h~ndreds of vicars of Christ had spirit of idolatry. It abandoned the idea of contisat ID St. Peter's chair-after the natural passions of nuity in nature it denied the integrity of cause and
man had been " softened" by the creed of Rome- effect. The go'vernment of the world was the comcame th_e massacre of St. B_artbolomew! the r~~ult of posit result of the cap~ice of God, the m~lice of Satan,
a conspiracy betwe~n the v~car of Chnst, Phihp II., the prayers of the faithful-softened, It may be, by
Charles IX , and his fiendish mother. Let the ear- the charity of chance. Yet the cardinal asserts withdina! read tb~ ac~ou.nt of_ this massacre on~e more, out the preface of a smile, that " demonology was
and after _read10g It,_ ImagiD that he sees the gashed overthrown by the church, with the assistance of
and mutilated bodies of thousands of men and 1orces that were above nature ;" and in the same
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breath givs birth to this enlightened statement: earning eternal glory for themselvs-they do not fast end. -There are railways enough in the United
" Beelzebub is not divided against himself." Is a for their fellow-men-their selfishness is equaled only States to make six tracks around the globe, and
belief in Beelzebub a belief in demonology 1 Has by their foolishness. Compare the monk in his'selfish every mile was built with borrowed money on which
the cardinal forgotten the council of Nice, held in cell, counting beads and saying prayers for the pur- interest was paid or promised. In no other way could
the year of grace 787, that declared the worship of pose of saving his barren soul, with a husband and the savings of many thousands hav been brought toimages to be lawful T Did that infallible council, un- father sitting by his fireside with wife and children. gether and a capital great enough formed to conder the guidance of the Holy Ghost, destroy idolatry T Compare the nun with the mother and her babe.
struct works of such vast and continental importance.
The c11rdinal takes the ground that marriage is a
Celibacy is the t~ssence of vulgarity. It tries to
It was provided in this same wonderful canon law
sacrament, and therefore indissoluble, and he also in- put a stain upon motherhood, upon marriage, upon that a heretic could not be a witness against a Cathosists that celibacy is far better than marriage,.:_holier love-that is to say, upon all that is holiest in the lic. The Catholic was at liberty to rob and wrong
than a sacrament,-that marriage is not the highest human heart. Take love from the world, and there his fellow-man, provided the fellow-man was not a
state, but that "the state of virginity unto death is is nothing left worth living for. The church has fellow-Catholic, and in a court establish~d by the
the highest condition of man and woman."
treated this great, this sublime, this unspeakably vicar of Christ, the man who had been robbed was
The highest ideal of a family is where all are equal holy passioll, as though it polluted the heart. It not allowed to open his mouth. A Catholic could
-where love has superseded authority-where each has placed. the love of God above the love of woman, enter the house of an unbeliever, of a Jew, of a hereseeks the good of all, and where none obey-where above the love of man. Human love is generous and tic, of a Moor, and before the eyes of the husband
no religion can sunder hearts, and with which no noble. The love of God is selfish, because man does and father murder his wife and children, and the
not love God for God's sake, but for his own.
church can interfere.
father could not pronounce in the hearing of a judge
The real marriage is based on mutual affectionYet the cardinal asserts" that the change wrought the name of the murderer. The world is wiser now,
the ceremony is but the outward evidence of the in- by Christianity in the social, political, and international and the canon law, given to us by infinit wisdom,
ward flame. To this contract there are but two relations of the world"-"that the root of this ethical has been repealed by the common sense of man.
parties. The church is an impudent intruder. change, private and public, is the Christian home."
In this divine code it was provided that"to convict
Marriage is made public to the end that the real con- A moment afterward, this prelate insists that celibacy a cardinal bishop, seventy-two witnesses were retract may be known, so that the world can see that is far better than marriage. If the world could be quired ; a cardinal presbyter, forty-four; a cardinal
the parties hav- been actuated by the highest and induced to liv in accordance with the "highest state," deacon, twenty-four; a sub-deacon, acolyth, exorcist,
holiest motivs that find expression in the acts of this generation would be the last. Why were men reader, ostiarius, seven; and in the purgation of a
human beings. The man and woman are not joined and women created T Why did not the Catholic God bishop, twelve witnesses were invariably required; of
·together by God, or by the church, or by the state. commence with the sinless and sexless? The cardinal a presbyter, seven; of a deacon, three. These laws,
The church and state may prescribe certain cere- ought to take the ground that to talk well is good, in my judgment, were made, not by God, but by the
monies, certain formalities-but all these are only but that to be dumb is the highest condition;- that clergy.
evidence of the existence of a sacred fact in the hearing is a pleasure, but that deafness is ecstasy;
So, too, in this cruel code it was provided that
hearts of the wedded. The indissolubility of and that to think, to reason, is very well, but that to those who gave aid, favor, or counsel, to excommumarriage is a dogma that has filled the lives of be a Catholic is far better.
nicated persons, should be anathema, and that those
.
.
.
.
.
.
•
millions with agony and tears. It has given a
who talked with, consulted, or sat at the same table
perpetual excuse for vice and immorality. Fear
If, as the cardinal says, the religion· of Christ is in with or gave anything in charity to the excommunihas borne children begotten by brutality. Count- absolute harmony with nature, how can it be super- cated should be anathema.
less women hav endured the insults, indignities, natural~ The cardinal also declares that "the religIs it possible that a being of infinit wisdom made
and cruelties of fiendish husbands, because they ion of Christ is in harmony with the reason and hospitality a crime! Did he say: "Whoso giveth a
thought that it was the will of God. _The contract moral nature in all nations and all ages to this day." cup of cold water to the excommunicated shall wear
of marriage is the most important that human 'beings What be_comes of the argument that Catholicism forever a garment of fire!" Were not the laws of
can make; but no contract can be so important as to must be of divine origin because "it has ascended the Romans much betted Besides all this, under
release one of the parties from the obligation of per- the stream of human license, contra icturn flurninis, . the canon law, the dead could be tried for heresy,
formance ; and no contract, whether made between by a power mightier than nature ?" If "it is in har- and their estates confiscated-that is to say, their
man and woman, or between them and God, after a mony with the reason and moral nature of all nations widows and orphans robbed. The most brutal part
failure of consideration caused by the willful act of and all ages to this day," it has gone with the stream, of the common law of England is that in relation to
the man or woman, can hold and bind the innocent and not against it. If "the religion of Christ is in the rights of women-all of which was taken from
and honest.
harmony with the reason and moral nature of all na- the Corpus Juris Canonici, "the law that came from
D.:> the believers in indissoluble marriage treat their tiona," then the men who hav rejected it are unnatu- a source higher than man."
wives better than others ! A little while ago, a ral, and these men hav gone against the stream;
woman said to a man who had raised his hand to How then can it be said that Christianity has been
The cardinal appeals to the author of "Ecce
strike her : "Do not touch me ; you hav no right to in changeless opposition to nature as man has marred Homo" for the purpose of showing that Christianity
beat me; I am not your wife."
itT To what extent has nian marred itT In spite is above nature, and the following passages, among
About a year ago a husband, whom God in his of the marring by man, we are told that the reason others, are quoted:
_
infinit wisdom had joined to a loving and patient and moral nature of all nations in all ages to this
"Who can describe that which unites men T Who
woman in the indissoluble sacrament of marriage, day is in harmony with the religion of Jesus Christ. has entered into the formation of speech, which is the
becoming enraged, seized the helpless wife and tore
Are we justified in saying that the Catholic church symbol of ·their union ! Who can describe exbaustout one of her eyes. She forgave him. A few weeks is of divine origin because the pagans failed to de- ivly the origin of civil society T He who can do
ago he deliberately repeated this frightful crime, stroy it by persecution T
these things can explain the origin of the Christian
church."
leaving his victim totally blind. Would it not hav
We will put the cardinal's statement in form:
1
been better if man, before the poor woman was
Paganism failed to destroy Catholicism by parseThese passages should not hav been quoted by the
cardinal. The author of these passages simply says
blinded, had put asunder whom God had j<lined to- cution, therefore Catholicism is of divine origin.
gather T Thousaqds of husbands, who insist that
Let us make an application of this logic:
that the origin of the Christian church is no harder
marriage is indissoluble, are the beaters of wives.
Paganism failed to destroy Catholicism by parse- to find and describe than that which unites menthan that which has entered into the formation of
The law of the church has created neither the cution; therefore, Catholicism is of divine origin.
purity nor the peace of domestic life. Back of all
Catholicism failed to destroy Protestantism by speech, the ·symbol of their unEon-no harder to dechurches is human affection. Back of all theologies persecution ; therefore, Protestantism is of divine scribe than the origin of civil society-because he
says that one who can describe these can describe the
is the -love of the human heart. Back of all your origin.
priests and creeds is the adoration of the one woman
Catholicism and Protestantism combined failed to other.
Certainly none of these things are above nature.
by the one man, and of the one man by the one destroy Infidelity; therefore, Infidelity is of divine
We do not need the assistance of the Holy Ghost in
woman. Back of your faith is the fireside-back of origin.
these matters. We know that men are united by
your folly is the family; and back of all your holy
Let us make another application:
mistakes and your sacred absurdities is the love of
Paganism did not succeed in destroying Catholi- common interests, common purposes, common dangers-by race, climate, ·and education. It is no more
husband and wife, of parent a~ child.
cism; therefore, Paganism was a false religion.
It is not true that neither the Greek nor the Roman
Catholicism did not succeed in destroying Protest- wonderful that people liv in families, tribes, communities, and nations, than that birds, ants, and bees liv
world had any conception of a home. The splendid antism; therefore, Catholicism is a false religion.
story of Ulysses and Penelope, the parting of Hector
Catholicism and Protestantism combined failed to in flocks and swarms.
If we know anything, we know that language is
and Andromache, demonstrate that a true conception destroy Infidelity; therefore, both Catholicism and
natural-that it is a physical science. But if we take
of home existed among the Greeks. Before the Protestantism are false religions.
establishment of Christianity, the Roman matron
The cardinal has another reason for believing the the ground occupied by the cardinal, then we insist
commanded the admiration of the then known world. Catholic church of divine origin. He declares that that everything that cannot be accounted for by man
She was free and noble. The church degraded the "canon law is a creation of wisdom and justice is supernatural. Let me ask, by what man T What
woman-made her the property of the husband, and to which no statutes at large or imperial pandects ·man must we take as the standard T Cosmas or
trampled her beneath its brutal feet. The" fathers" I can bear comparison;" "that the world-wide and sec- Humboldt, St. Irenreus or Darwin! If everything
denounced woman as a perpetual temptation, as the ulai legislation of the church was of a higher charac- that we cannot account for is above nature, then
cause of all evil. The church worshiped a God ~ho tar, and that as water cannot rise above its source, ignorance is the test of the supernatural. The man
had upheld polygamy, and had pronounced his curse the church could not, by mere human wisdom, h~v who is mentally honest, stops where his knowledge
on woman, and had declared that she should be the corrected arid perfected the imperial law, and there- stops. At that point he says that he does not know.
serf of the husband. This church followed the fore its source must hav been higher than the sources Such a man is a philosopher. Then the theologian steps forward, denounces the modesty of the
teachings of St. Paul. It taught the uncleanness of of the world."
marriage, and insisted that all children were conceived
When Europe was the most ignorant, the canon philosopher as blasphemy, and proceeds to tell what
in sin. This church pretended to hav been founded law was supreme. As a matter of fact, the good in is beyond the horizon of the human intellect.
Could a savage account for the telegraph, or the
by one who offered a reward in this world, and eternal the canon law was borrowed-the bad was, for the
joy in the next, to husbands who would forsake their most part, original. In my judgment, the legislation telephone, by natural causes T How would he acwives and children and follow him. Did this tend to of the republic of the United States is in many re- count for these wonders ! He would account for
the elevation of woman! Did this detestable doctrin spects superior to that of Rome, and yet we are them precisely as the cardinal accounts for the Cath"create the purity and paace of domestic life!" Is greatly indebted to the civil law. Our legislation is olic church.
Belonging to no rival church, I hav not the slightit true that a monk is purer than a good and noble superior in many particulars to that of England, and
father ?-that a nun is holier than a loving mother T yet we are greatly indebted to the common law; but est interest in the primacy of Leo XIII., and yet it is
Is there anything deeper and stronger than a it never occurred to me that our statutes at large are to be regretted that this primacy rests upon such a
narrow and insecure foundation.
mother's love T Is there anything purer, holier, than divinely inspired.
The cardinal says that "it will appear almost cera mother holding her dimpled babe against her
If the canon law is, in fact, the legislation of inbillowed breast '?
finit wisdom, then it should be a perfect code. Yet, tain that the original Greek of St. Irenreus, which is
The good man is useful, the best man is the most the canon law made it a crime next to robbery and unfortunately lost, contained either the Greek word,
useful. Those who :fill the nights with barren prayers theft to take interest for money. Without the right or some inflection of that Greek word, which signiand holy hunger, torture themselvs fm: their own to take interest the b•1siness of the world would, to fies primacy."
From this it appears that the primacy of the bishop
good and not for the benefit of others. They are a large extent, cease and the prosperity of mankind
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of Rome rests on some "inflection" of a Greek word
-and that this supposed infleution was in a letter
supposed to hav been written by St. Irenreus, which
has certainly been lost. Is it possible that the vast
fabric of papal power has this, and only this, for its
foundation! To this "inflection" has it come at
last 1
The cardinal's case depends upon the intelligence
and veracity of his witnesses. The fathers of the
church were utterly incapable of examining a question of fact. They were all believers in the miraculous. The same is true of the apostles. If St. John
was the author of the Apocalypse, he was undoubtedly insane. If Polycarp said the things attributed
to him by Catholic writers, he was certainly in the
condition of his master. What is the testimony of
St. John worth in the light of the following? "Ce·
rinthus, the heretic, was in a bath house. St. 1J ohn
and another Christian were I'bout to enter. St. John
criPd out: 'Let us run away, lest the house fall upon
us while the enemy of truth is in it."' Is it possiblf
that St. John thought that God would kill two emi
nent Christians for the purpose of getting even with
one heretic?
Let us see who Polycarp was. He seems to hav
been a prototype of the Catholic church, as will be
seen from the following statement eoncerning this
father: "When any heretical doctrin was spoken in
his presence he would stop his ears." After this,
there can be no question of his orthodoxy. It i~
claimed that Polycarp was a martyr-that a spear
, was run through his body, and that from the womrd
his soul, in the shape of a bird, flew away. The history of his death is just as true as the history of his
life.
Iren::eus, another witness, took the ground that
there was to be a millennium-a thousand years of
enjoyment in which celibacy would not be the highest form of virtue. If he is called as a witness for
the purpose of establishing the divine origin of the
church, and if one of his "inflections" is the basis
of papal supremacy, is the cardinal also willing to
take his testimony as to the .nature of the millennium'
All the fathers were infinitly credulous. Every
one of them believed, not only in the miracles said
to bav been ~vr?ught by Christ, by the apostles, and
by other ChnstJans, but every one of them believed
in the pagan miracles. All of these fathers were
familiar with wonders and impossibilities. Nothing
was so common with them as to work miracles, and
on many occasions they not only cured diseases, not
only reversed the order of nature, but succeeded fu
raising the dead.
It is very hard indeed to prove what the apostles
said, or what the fathers of the church wrote. There
were many centuriPs filled with forgeries-many generations in which the cunning bands of ecclesiastics
erased, obliterated, and interpolated the records of the
past-during which they invented books, invented
authors, and quoted from works that never existed.
The test1mony of the "fathers" is without the
slightest value. They believed everything-they
examined not.hing. They received as a waste-basket
receives. Whoever accepts their testimony will ex
claim with the cardinal: ''Happily, men are not
saved by logic.''
RoBERT G. INGERSOLL.
A Christian's Thoughts.
A lastol' m secular Th.Ouoh.t.

The St . ..tl:ndrew's Cross. a journal published in Chicago
and d~d·c.atetl to the spread of Christ's gospel among young
men, has m a recent numbPr an article on "Skeptical Insolence." It asks how the lying lips of Agnostics are to be put
to silence, and proceeds to vindicate its mission to propagate
Chris~'s go~ pel by hinting- in the following terms the best way
of domg unto people who possess skeotical_ ideas and desire
to utter them: ''You must not blame some of us if we sometimes think that a cool stone cell, in a comfortable jail with
a very abstemious diet, would be a well-earned rewa~d for
some of this l<PJd-mouthed anti-Christian writing and teaching. We are men, and such thoughts will come to us. I
know the cry of free sp· ech will immediately be made.
True, but you do not stretch that principle to cover the utterances of one who stands up and talks open treason and incites
the people to revolt. You would soon silence him and arrest
him. Ought not the same rule to apply to those men who
by attacklDg the Chri~tian religion, are sapping the founda:
tions _of a!l morality, ani jeading on the ignorant masses to
that mevltable out?ome of all Infidelity-the Commune."
The malevolent writer, ~o zealous for the spread of Christ's
gospel, is perhaps too ignorant to know that his argument
for suppressing free speech is the old stock argument-aged
as tyrunoy-made use of ineffectually for thousands of years
But it meant more in the mouth of a Torquemada than in that
of the unknown. Chicago scribbler, though both are equally
malevolent and n;ttolemnt; _but, the circumstances being dif.
ferent, the effect 1s not prec11l'ely the same. The threat in the
~outil of the first_ wou!d hav been immediately translated
mto murderou.s action; ID the mouth of the second it means
only the hiss of au impotent snake.
Uuriously enough, in turning over Draper's " Intellectual
Development of Europe" for proof of the ab0ve assertion
regarding the suppression uf free speech in the past, I came
, across the followwg: ''Throughout the East men in terror
destroyed their libraries for fear that srme u~fortunate sentence cnmaiued in any of the books should involve them and
their families in destructio-n. Tne universal opinion was
that it was right to compel men to believe what the majority
of society has now atcepted as the truth, and, if they refused, it was right to punbh them. No one in the dominating party was heard to raise his voice in behalf of intellectuallioerty/' t-t. And1'eto'H 01'088 should hav been published
in the days of Constantine, miscalled the Great.
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Mr. Green's Congratulations.
BUFFALO, N.Y., Oct. 14, E.M. 288.
FRIEND STEVENS: I hav just read the report of the Pittsburgh Congress and I am much pleased with it. They could
not hav done their work better. No more suitable man
could hav been selected for president than Judge Westbrook,
especially as it is propose_d to .look into the Uhristian fraud
on Girard College. The judge's late work on that subject
shows that he is most admirably prepared to lead the movement. The Union should make the unearthing of that stupendous iniquity one of its special works durine; the coming
vear. I know of nothing the Union could do that would
tend so much to unite the Liberals of America as would a
well-planned, and well-directed movement in that direction.
::luch a movement would command the sympathy of every
just person, whatever might be their individual opinions.
I am glad you were reiHected, for I am sure you hav done
all in your power, and all ~>nyone could hav done during the
last year, to advance the Secular movement. The treasurer
and chairman of the executiv committee and finance committee are good· selections. I shall do all I can through the
M,agazine to aid you: I wish you as secretary great success.
Command me, wherever you can see that I can in any
way be of value to you. Fraternally,
H. L. GREEN.

Per Augusta Ad Augusta.
For several years a cheerful-looking, matronly
English lady, accompanied by a handsome daughter
in her teens, whose features bore the indelible stamp
of r£ofi.nement and intellectuality, were faithful attendants of our meetings. It was some time ere I
learned that the young lady was training for a kindergarten teacher-that finally she had mastered Froe~
bel, obtained her graduation certificate, and rendered
the usual probationary gratuitou3 service for six
months; but when she fully expected to procure a
paid school she found she was deficient in the allImportant prerequisit-she had no church or ministerial indorsements, so that her expense, time, and studies were. of no avail. This is not only ;an outrage,
but a swmdle on the part of the Chicago Free Kindergarten Association.
As Miss Laura Lee is one of our most enthusiastic
Freethinkers, she will staLd by the Secular Union
school or no school, and at present is the proficient
secretary of the Young People's Society.
However, my particular reason for bringing ·this
sparkling but modest young lady into prominence at
this time is owing to the distinction she has just obtained, reflecting credit on her research as well as
honor on the Society. A short time ago the Chicago
Mail offered several cash prizes to those who would
answer the most of one hundred and twenty questio.ns, ranged in se~ies of twenty each, pertaining
chiefly to authors, history, grammar, and general literature, and of the most complicated cbaracttr. Miss
Lee undertook the task, determined to win for the
honor of the Secular cause, and our Young People's
Society in particular.
·
,As it may be a matter of interest to your readers
to know of what these questions were composed, I
bav selected at random a few of them :
What is meant by saying of a person that he was "oystershelled?''
. Who "!as the first person that openly, in any public meetmg held 1n Massachusetts, declared for a total independence
of the thirteen North American colonies?
Of what battle may it be said that it checked the Protestant reformation, and why?
.
Why are American ministers to foreign countries and foreil!n ministers to the United States not called _embassadors?
Quote three or four anachronisms of Shakspere.
By whom was the game of dominoes invented and why
was it so called?
'
Two of the greatest men died the same day · who were
they? Giv date of their death.
'
Who suggested " E pluribus unum" as the motto for the
great seal of the United States, and from what Latin author
·
did he 'borrow it ?
. Who was Aldiborontiphosocophornio, and who wrote about
h1m?
.a.ccording to parliamentary law is "a motion to lay on the
table " or ·'' a motion to take from the table " in order? If
not., why not?
Who said, "Cervantes smiled Spain's·chivalry away?"
What much-read. novel of a celebrated English novelist
conclud_es with the :words, " The worst use you can put a
man ~o 1s to hang h1m ?" Are the words original with the
novehst? If not, frof!l whom are they plagiarized ?
Why was Mme. Mamtenon called " La Belle lndienne ?"
Th?se questions may not appear very difficult of
solut10n, but the trouble is, the popular impression
as to the correct answers is so much at variance with
the facts that when you imagin you hav the answer
you are farther away than ever.
Out of the one hundred and twenty questions Miss
Laura Lee answered correctly one hundred and
twelve, securing the second prize, while Miss Lane
who took first prize, was credited only with one hun~
dnd and fourteen. In reality, Miss Lane did not
answer any of them, as hEir father, a literary man,
fou!ld t~e answers and credited them to his daughter,
'!hile M1ss Le~ had to attend to her duties, receiving
httle or no ass1stance. Under the circumstances she

ought to hav secured the first prize. However, as
the Mail debarred only its employees from competing,
anyone was eligible, young or old. Miss Lee appears
as the personification of the Latin motto at the head
of this a1·ticle (''Through trials to triumphJ'), and we
take this occasion to congratulate her on her excellent
record. This being the third (or fourth) public
prize won by young lady members of the Chicago
Secular Mutual Improvement Society since its organization last May, we hope that its example may be a
stimulus to our young Freethougbt friends everywhere to organize, and prove to the world that the
claim of Secularists to sterling mental capacity is not '
merely a sham.
E. A. STEVENS.

Our London Letter•.
Mr. Bradlaugh announces in his paper that he has
received a sum· of close upon £2,500 from public subscriptions, which will clear off the debts incurred
through his parliamentary struggle, and leave him.
about £1,000 to the good. It is really wonderful
how he has borne such a load for so long without
serious injury to himself, and it is more galling to a
man who would owe "no man anything." The relief
to his mind can be better felt than described. It is
still more surprising that one who not so long back
"was despised and rejected of men" should hav
found so many friends even among those who are
totally opposed to his anti-theological tenets. He
certainly deserves his good fortune, for be has
worked bard and thoroughly.
Mr. Foote's appeal to the readers of the Freethinker haR not turned out very satisfactorily. He
wished to hav their opinion whether the illustrations
bad a favorable or unfavorable effect on the circulation, and the replie,s hav not tended to settle the
qufistion. He says the majority of subscribers hav
uot said anything on the subject, but if "they had
done so, they could only hav expressed their own
ideas, without being able to say anything decisiv. A
report from the various newsvende:~;'S who sell the
paper would hav been more satisfactory, for it is
only those who deal in an article can speak as to its
circulation, and what may tend to increase or retard it.
The articles in recent numbers of the Andover
Review on the decay of religion in the back towns of
New England must be rather interesting reading,
more especially to the Freethougbt party. The
suggestions as to the course to be pursued to gain
the backsliders may be successful to a certain extent;
they appear to be well assorted, the majority savoring of things carnal. There would not .be a great
run on the printed sermons to be circulated, 'though
the violin and cornet, with Sunday-evening lectures,
gymnasium, reading-room, library, and general amusements, may prove a draw. What, however, these last
bav to do with the gospel as it is in Jesus-what they
hav in common-it is difficult for the unbeliever to
see. It only shows that the clerical party are by no ..
means particular what they do or permit to be done,
as long as they can be supported without having to
work. Jesus would hav rather a rough time of it if
he reappeared and went through the same perform- .
ances as on the previous occasion.
The Salvation Army must be rather proud of its
latest converts at Tunbridge Welhi, who perpetrate<J,
so diabolical a murder and were planning other atroc- '
ities when they were arrested. One of them has.
written a letter from jail, which expresses no regret
for the crime, but self-gratulation that all his sins
are forgiven and Jesus is constantly with him in his
cell. When he meets l:t'!s deserts, no doubt the angels
will rejoice over him, for of such is the kingdom of
heaven.
J. D.

'l'o Mrs.

~Ienker.

Do not let any question come between us other
than the one on which I am trying to concentrate.
your efforts, viz., the truth or falsity of the Spiritual
phenomena viewed from a philosophic and scientific
standpoint. Let t;.S keep this in view, and treat all
else as side issues. I should not hav mentioned Dr.
Bou~on's name had it not been for your eulogy of·'
him.
.
You hav my proposition, made fairly and squarely,
and I am prepared to carry out my part of the pro-,
gram. Are you prepared with yours?
Of course it will be necessary for us to hav som&
common ground on which to stand, and as you publicly admitted that you believed a very small portion
of the phenomena to be true, I ask that you giv a
detailed statement of that part of your experience,
supplemented with any remarks, favorable, unfavorable, or explanatory, that you may elect to make..
By so doing, both of us will be relieved of the neces~
sity of several preliminary letters, and we can enter
at once into the consideration of the subject.
You will now pardon my saying a word to J. 0.
Roe, of York, Pa.
Mr. Roe a~ks many questions, and answers them
for himself-satisfactorily, I hope. But in a letter
of a score of lines he propounds enough to engage.
one a year in answering.
·
The phenomena may appear to him as " absurd
and unreasonable," but this is simply the opinion of
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one man, and a man who never has investigated-pre-/speaker. They are well attended by a class of think- nor· was it within their province to exact a religious test. Insumably because he did not wish to make himself inf;! people, who listen to the discussion of all subjects deed, their intllrrogations of the relator's bdief in the existence of the deity wa~ an impertinence to which no chizen, in
appear absurd.
·
Now, it seems to me that such meetings might be the absence of any suspicion of his truthfulness, should be
I promis to attempt to answer all his, questions held in almost every town or city in the country, and subjected."
when the pr'!per time arrives, as, strange as it may giv Liberal:minded people a place to go where there
appear to htm, these "absurd and unreasonable" Is a chance for Freetbought, without the forms and
AN INGENIOUS BORrBli:'S VERSION.
From ti1R Np,ws.
pheno~ena are to be proved, if proved at all, to be ceremonies and conservatism of the churches. Some
The members of the board of inRpectors of the thirty-fourth
In str~ct. a~cor~ with the theories of the greatest might say that we hav many Liberal discussions
materialistiC philosophers of this century.
from some of our liberal churches, but even there election district of the twentieth assembly district laqt Saturday undertook to interpret the laws governing registration
I h_av said it before, and I repeat it now, that the you ha.v the forms and ceremonies tl).at belong with to Eugene M. Macdonald.
11
contmuance of life" can be safely established from the most orthodox church.
Macdonald wht'n asked to swear refused to do so on the
the Darwinian theory alone, and that any Materialist
It strikes· me that the Freethinkers are not half ground that he did not believe in God. The board at first
who is violently opposed to the term Spiritualist, awake to the fact that American liberty never was so JVere inclined to refuse to register him on the ground of his
·
unbelief.
?an e~tir?ly ignore · that name while pursuing his badly:menaced as at the present time. And as one of
A tb.ought, however, IJtruck the chairman of the bo>~rd,
mvesttgatiOns.
the signs of the times, I wish to call the reader's who had, once upon a time, seen a witness in court affirm
The mind of man is finite. We know nothing of attention to the report of TliE TRUTH SEEKER of the with uplifted hand. He told Miicdonald to affirm, which the
an infinit mind. We are all liable to make mistakeEJ, American Secular Union Convention that was held in latter proceeded to do, with his hands in his trousers pockets.
"Hold up your right hand," said the chairman.
to make false deductions, and not one of our philoso- the early part of this month in Pittsburgh, Pa.,
"Not much. I prefer to keep them in my pockets," anphies is absolutely correct.
wherein it stated that there was alsociety there that swered Macdonald.
In dealin{S' with certain subjects we must indulge c!!olled upon the proper official to cause the arrest of
"Then we can't register you," replied the chairman.
"All right, then, I'll make you," said the persistent voter
in speculatiOn to a degrfe, and cannot, as some of the members of the meeting for blasphemy.
he left the registry place.
the friends hav demanded, reduce a proposition to a
I was astonished that at this age, after tpis society as He
kept his word to.day, for he had the matter brought
ma.thematjcal accuracy. There is no such a thing as of Secular Unionists had met annually for so many before Judge Barrett in supreme court chambers, and the
mathematical accuracy. There is as wide divergence years, there was danger of their being arrested.
judge laughed at the action of the board and ordered them
between theoretical and practical mathematics, as it
But I tell you that is what is being tried all over to reconvene at once and allow Mr. Macdonald to register if
,
is possible to conceive. Let me illustrate.
thi.s country-to suppress Freethought, and there are he should feel inclined.
"A man· can commit perjury and be liable therefor jnst as
Take two athletes and allow that one can run ten different ways used to help bring about this condi- well
when he affirms with b.is hands in his pockets as with
times as fast as the other, and place the slower one tion of things. There is to-day a political party uplifted hand, and these judges were evidently ignorant of
a hundred yards in advance. Then, at the word, both whose principal object is to endanger the liberty of their duties," said the judge.
start.
the individual and suppress what they call Infidelity,
When the swifter has covered a hundred yards, and t~at is the Prohibition pa;ty.
FROM A RELIGIOUS POlliT OF VIEW.
the other has run ten yards; and when the swifter
It IS a church party run entirely by the church and
From the WashlnQton Post.
has covered that ten, the slower has advanced one- in the interest of Christianity, and I am surprised to • Judge Barrett of the supreme court of New York, has
tenth of a yard; and while the swifter is covering find many Liberals that. are to work with this party granted a mandamus to compel the inspectors of election to
that tenth of yard, the other has run one-hundredth thinking they are doing a good work toward ridding register the name of Eugene .l't'L Macdonald, of the twentieth
assembly district. When Macdonald prPsent.ed himself for
of a yard, and so on, till eternity ceases; for the this country of a great evil in suppressing the liquor registration he declined to swear on the Bible, but said he
slower w_ill always be in advance of the swifter, even traffic.
was willing to affirm. He refused, however. to .hold up his
though it be only " the infinitelilimalest portion of a
But they do not seem to pay any attention to the hand or to answer whether or not he believed in God.
The inspectors thereupon refused to register his name.
fraction."
.first plank in their platform of principles, and that is
judge held that the inspectors had no right to require
The ten-year-old boy of Mr. Roe, if he has one, to get God in the Constitution, to Christianize this theThe
relator to hold up his hand, and further held that it was
knows what would be the practical result of the race. country. It does not say so in so many words, but not within the province of the inspectors to exact a religious
So, in a discussion of the kind proposed, I presup- that is what it means, as they say. And when that test. And with the judge is the sentiment of every fairpose that we are ordinary sort of people, every-day is done, where are the rights of the Infidel? Read minded man.
There could scarcely be a more preposterous or bla~phe
sort of people, and we will discuss it in language what Colonel Ingersoll said in the la&t TRUTH SEEKER, mous
suggesticn tb.an that a lot of ward politicians should act
that all will understand.
.
of October· 27th, upon Prohibition, which confirms in the capacity of judges of a man's religious belief, to deWe are dealing. with the "here," not the "here- what I hav stated.
cide whether he was posHessed of sufficient Christian grace
after." If there be a spirit world, it is here. If
It seems to me that half the Liberals all over this to entitle him to a vote in a political election. It is bad
there be spirits, excarnated human beings, theri all country are asleep and do not realize the danger we enough for men in holy calling to prescribe the metes and
of a rationaL man's belief in that which is a sealed
of us are as truly spirits to-day as we will be one are in, notwithstanding the outrages that are being bounds
book to all creatures, but it is unpardonable, it is ridiculous,
thousand years hence.
.
perpetrated all over the country.
in men who are professional politicians in general and ward
There is no necessity for us to go up to the clouds~
Too many of them are attending churches and pay- bummers in particular. It is a burleFque of religion, a proWe hav enough around· and about us to keep us ing pew-rent, as I know of a good many that are fanation of the divine name and attributes, that such things '
possible, and Judge Barrett's decision, from a religious
busily employed, for I fully agree with Milton when doing so in this city, and leaving all the work of try- are
point of view, can only be considered as a reproof to those
he wrote :
ing to make this government a government of the whose zeal has degraded the purposes of their religion.
Not to know at large of things remote
people, instead of making it in the interest of a cartain class, to a few brave souls that are willing to
From use, obscure and subtle, but to know
But How Many People Knew It ~
That which before us lies in daily life,
devote their whole life to the good work, and thereby
Pl·om the Ne•o Yol'O: H•ralrf..
Is the prime wisdom.
make it easy for all to enjoy a free government.
Judge Barrett the other day decided that a man cannot be
--------_..:..;:..__McARTHUR.
I say, then, Arouse, Liberals, all over this country, made to swear if he choosPs to affirm. and that in the latter
and organize meetings in some form and do all you case he can neither be nqnired to lift up his hand nor be
Toe•Joint Spiritualism.
can to help Secularize this government. And giv us questioned as to his religious belief. "Iodeed," he says,
"every interrogation upon the subject of the relator's belief
Shortly after the first appearance of the Fox girls free thought, free speech, free press, free mails-in in -the existence of a deity was an impertinence to which no
fact,
freedom
to
think
and
act
in
our
best
judgment
. citizen, in the absence of any suspicion of his truthfulness,
as public mediums, forty years ago, the ex-Rev. C. C.
A. B. SEVERANCE.
should be subjected." This sensible decision was rendered
Burr undertook to account for the mysterious rap- what is best for all.
in a case in which the election inspectors had refused to reg195 Fourth st., Milwaukee, W?:s.
pings on the toe joint theory. He gave lectures, and
ister a voter because he would not raise his hand or submit
his brother Heman illustrated the theory by cracking
to an inquisition as to his reli~ious belief.
·The W,ay the Rrporters Got It.
his big. toe, just as Margaret Fox Kane did the other
The law is clearly as Judge Barrett has interpreted it, b•1t
this does not seem to be generally known. The custom of
Pl·om the Sun.
night, when she declared herself a reformed impostor.
holding the. Bible when being sworn or kissing it afterward,
There are thousands yet living who will attest that CITIZEN MAODONALD MAY AFFIHM WITH BOTH HANDS IN HIS and
the practice of holding up the hand when affirming, are
POCKETS IF HE WANTS TO.
the rappings produced in her presence in former
old and so universal that they are comm 1nly supposed to
M. Macdonald of the thirty-fourth election district so
years were not done with her toe-joint. And they of Eugene
required by law. But such is not the case.
the twentieth assembly district presented himself for reg- beThe
law allows every person to make either oath or affirknow that intelligent answers were given by those istration, but declined to swear on the Bible. He said he
rappings to questions propounded by them. Those was willing to affirm. He had his hand iii his pocket, and mation. In neither case is any formalit.v r<·quire<l other than
speaking the words. Touching the Bible, or uplifting the
answers Miss Fox knew nothing about until they the chairman of the board requested him to take it out and hands, is no more essential than closing the eyes
.
were spelled out by means of an alphabet held in the hold it up. This he refused to do. The chairman thereupon
Any person who prefers to affirm is free to do so Without
asked him if he believed in God, and Macdonald's reply was giving
any reasons for his preference. To qnest.ion him as to
hand of the inquirer;
that he was not justified in answering that question, and that his religious
belief is, as Judge Barrett says, impertinent.
In February, 1852, I saw one of the Fox girls at the the chairman had no business to ask it.
Thereupon the chairman of the board refused to register
Burnett House in Cincinnati. Her mother was in
the room with her. The girl stood on two inverted his name, and the other inspectors coincided with him.
Prosecutions for BJaqphemy in Sweden.
Macdonald asked Judge Barrett for a mandamus. Judge
tumblers placed on the center-table. She had her Barrett
From the Nattonal Ref01·m•1·.
said yesterday that the chairman had no business to
slioes on, and the raps came loud and distinct on the ask Macdonald to hold up his right hand.
A Freethinking Association has recently been eqt.ablished
table below her feet. The toe· joint theory was then
" The inspectors seem to think that a man in order to in Sweden eatitled, the Utilistiskll Sa.mfnnde!s (UtiHarian
exploded, and this insulating performance was in- affirm must hold up his hand," said the judge. "I know of Association). Its headquarters are at Stockholm. It has
no law that compels a man to take his hand out of his pocket several provincial branches. Its president is Victor E. Leontended to show that the sounds were not produced to
affirm. This board must reconvene to register the nam!) strand, and the vice-president. Alfred Linq11est, both of whom
by electricity.
·
are graduates of the Upsala University. The program of the
of this man."
Some time afterward, either in the same year or
The judge then prepared his opinion in writing as follows: society states :
the next, she was holding eeances in Washington. A " The inspectors had no right to require the relator to affirm The utilitarian sooi11ty te11cbes that this life is the only one about
which we know anything: tha;t the end Jtnd aim of ~Nil i• to diminfriend of mine went to one of them with a series of with the uplifted hand. Nor was it within their province to ish
pain and produce happiness for a• roRnY "" poAslble. It contests
exact a religious test. Indeed, every interrogation upon the decidedly
the whole ChristiJtn view of lifA: it d11ni11R every feith in
mental questions all prepared, but resolved to get subject of the relator's belief in the existence of a deity was anYthing sup•rnatural
and assails all kinds of theology as unreasononly such answers as he willed. He was succeGsful. an impertinence to which no citizen, in the absence of any able a.nd superstitious: it seek< to Rprearl knowled..re .and to fouud
moralitY on rational princoples. It agit.ates_ for nnltmited hbert,y
suspicion
of
his
truthfulness,
should
be
subjected.
A
manEvery answer was exactly what he willed it, and
of religion, nf speech, of oriot.ing, and it clatms that everY opinion
may be freely proclatmPd; it proteRtA against thA exi•tence n( any
everyone was false except the first. The girl did not damus must be granted."
state church: it claims for everyone thA rignt not to be compelled
know the questions, much less the answers. When
to educate his children in another cre"d than t.hP p~tronts wish. the
From the Herala.
rights to marry and inter witheut interference of priests, and to be
he got through she asked him if the answers were JUDGE BARRETT BAYS A MAN'S BELIEF IN GOD IS NO BUSlliESB OF delivered
from the duty of making oaths.
correct. He replied : "They are satif:•factory."
POLL OLERKB.
Captain Otto Thomson, the president of the E'!kilstum
That friend is now living in New York city, and I
A severe but merited rebuke was administered yesterday branch of the society, writes that Messrs. Lennstrand and
by Judge Barrett, of the supreme court, to overzealous elec- Linqnest hav been indicted for having openly declared that
BuRR.
believe he takes THE TRUTH SEEKER.
tion inspectors. It grew out of a refusal by the inspectors the dogmatical Christian faith is unreasonable. That on
in the thirtv-fourth election district of the twentieth assembly trial they hav been found guilty and sentencPd-Mr Leondistrict to register Eugene M. Macdonald, because he refused strand to three months' impri•onment, and Mr. Linqnest to
Liberalism in Milwaukee.
to raise !;tis right hand when asked to swear to the truth of one month's imprisonment. Appeal has bPen made ag'linst
I wi.sh to report once more the progress of Free- his statement qualif.•ing him to register.
these sentences to the Court of King's Bench, but it is
•
Another ground for refusing to register him was his polite feared the decision will be adverse. Captain Thomson adds:
~hought her~ in ·our city. We hav an association
"Their courage is unquenched. and old fellows like !I!.Vself,
called the Milwaukee Liberal Club that meets every intimation to the inspectors that they had no business to ask as
well as the young of both sext>s, flock to the banner of
him whether he believed in a God or not.
Sunday eve:qing; Our exercises are musio and a
"Inspectors," said Judge Barrett yesterday, in granting a Freethou~~;ht held aloft by these two noble young men, who
recitation, or ref.!.~ing! then a lecture, followed by mandamus directing •.he inspectors to register Mr. Macdonald, are determin~d nQt to ~!;late iu t~e strue;~Ie for freedom of
di~Q~;t~~i9~ <?f t~~ ~eQtY~t> j~.nd " :reply b1 th.e ~a~ "41\V nQ right tQ r~q,uire·" man to atnr~ w•~ uputW41Wld; ~ttef~U~.ce, ''

a
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tiona of capital against the helpless laborer, more by developing all its possibilities, not by thwarting
corruption, immorality, and crime, more miserable them. This is the only possible way for us to ~xpr~ss
unnecessary deaths produced by inhuman injustice, our gratitude; words are useless, prayers are lD vam.
than ever before, and, pity 'tis 'tis true, more churches The world is complete and so is man. What is }eft
The Blasphemy of Religion.
towering to the sky. If we would for one moment for us to do is to follow the dictates of love and JUSFrom the earliest dawn of reason in our childhood cease praying over the traditions of a dead past aild tice and this scene of desolation, of wrong and
days we hav heard with " bated breath and whisper- turn to the living present, we could not fail to see mis~ry, shall be turned into a veritable heaven, which
WM. ALLEN SMITH.
, ing humbleness the name of God." The awe in- what renegades we are. WSl hav actually thrown it was certainly meant to be.
spired in our infant hearts was only equaled by the back into the very teeth of our creator the priceless
Hell-Bullies.
fear of his displeasure ; he rode upon the storm, he gift of life imd this fair earth. We call it a corridor
Over the glowing portals of hell Dante points to
flashed the lightning from the sky, he opened the of heaven or a vestibule of hell, we call it a probabowels of the earth and swallowed up great cities, tionary lodgment ; we decry it with our mouths. and the awful legend: " Let all who enter here leave
his power was omnipotent, his will the law of the fight for its benefits with our hands and heads ; and hope behind."
·
How the despair of the newly condemned victim
universe and none who hav thus been early taught then we. turn and look away back upon some fetish
of his prerogative can ever cease to n_am_e his name and giv it thanks. The great cause of existence, call must be magnified, his terror intensified, as he reads
with a certain fear and reverence. Th1s 1s the crea- it what you may, creator, Jehovah, or God, is speak- the fiendish inscription! Knowing his doom, the
tor of all things, the builder of the trackless uni- ing now, and has been speaking from the first. His wretch might well exclaim with the pri~al murderer,
verse the boundless extent of which is beyond our instructions to man are coeval with his birth, and not " My punishment is greater than I can bear." He
comprehension. Pope has written almost all we filtered down through thousands of years nor through sees in the horrible announcement agonies before him
really know of this creator in his oft-quoted lines :
the medium of millions of liars. And what are these " like to Mount Ossa piled upon Pelion;" anticipates
instructions ! They can best be summarized by two torments succeeding tortures in endless succession;
Lo, the poor Indian, whose untutored mind
Sees God in clouds and -hears him in the wind.
elements which predominate creation-love and and with nothing left but the lifetime aphorism, " Go
And what more do we know, or what hav we seen, or justice. They are inherent in man, but he tramples in and bear it," he enters upon the soul-cremation
what has been proved to us that others hav seen or upon them, ignores their monitions, and turns. to his that knows no end. ·" Let all who enter here leave
ancient fetish and absolutely covers it al~ over with hope behind "-a verbal scourge, the inspiration of
heard, of thiEJ creator T
The Indian with his untutored mind not only saw abject and flattering ovations, and this he" calls barbaric religion-a played-out horror, however,
" whistled down the wind," and of which ere long· it
_
and heard God in the clouds and wind, but saw him religion, and the fetish he calls his God.
No man can conspire against his neighbor to injure will be saidin all that part of creation within the margin of his
And like the baseless fabric of a vision,
vision. And this, we hold, is the only way the crea- him in any way but that he feels that it is wrong.
Left not a wreck behind.
tor. has ever revealed himself to mortal man, or ever That is the created monitorial sense of justice which
Of mankind in the past, we hav been made to ask
will. His voice may be the rwribling thunder, his is speaking to him. No man can look upon a pastoral
whisper the gentle wind, but his love for all is re- scene of country life-the waving grass, the lowing if they had eaten of the insane· root that takes the
vealed in the fruitful earth, whose wonderful poren- herd, the warming sun, the fields of corn and grain- reason prisoner. A collUndrum that finds its solution
cies bring forth material to make a heaven of this and not feel the love of the creator who, like a kind now in the word " evolution," a word which ·in the
highest possible degree justifies the father for having
beautiful world. But we do not make a heaven of and loving father, so bountifully provides for us.
The eighteen hundred years of Christianity hav transmitted the diabolical enormities of the altar in
it but through ignorance, mainly, and selfishness
a~d superstition following close in its wake, we hav been devoted to the worship of an alien God, an old his teachings, and in bearing with such ·oppressions
dried-up mummy of ancient barbarism, when with us as the stake, the thumbscrews, and the dungeon for
managed to make of it a first-class hell.
Away back in the earliest recorded history of our all the· time, neglected and scorned, has been the true so many centuries.
" Let all who enter here leave hope behind."
race, was told a lie that has rolled down the centuries God of love and justice. And how we hav used his
I heard the sentiment at one time used by the
and, like a snow-ball, increased prodigiously in size, great gift, the earth ; we hav crowded ourselvs into
until now we hav men who actually believe that masses of struggling, pushing, brutal gangs, each president of a college while addressing a meeting of
Moses talked with the creator, and that the Bible seeking for the other's throat, while wasted lands and poor-masters who had convened purposely to listen
was inspired by the creator. Moses may hav talked opportunities lie right before us! We hav distorted to his couns13l in the matter of management of tramps.
with a so-called God; that same God may hav in- and misapplied our intellects and our energies to make Said he, "Let your treatment of them be as suggested
sp\red the whole of the Bible, but the great mistake life not a blessing but a curse, and we certainly hav by the lines of the poet ; searing into their· com prepeople make in this matter is, that they confuse the succeeded. We must turn about, not to the past, for hension by a severe regimen and_ comfortless surGod of the Bible with the creator of the universe. that is gone, not to the future, for that is to come, roundings that the way of the tramp is the way of
They are two separate entities, and hold :tJ,Ot the but to the present which is now; we must turn about the· transgressor, and is therefore hard." The merslightest relation to each other. The God of the and face the neglected creator, the true God of love· ciless duffer with his thousands a year and splendidly
Bible is revengeful, eternally remorseless in his ven- and justice, and acknowledge him to be our inspira- appointed apartments, together with the inoensegeance against puny mortals; the creator of the tion snd our guide. And with this conversion would breathing deference of a large community eager to
universe smiles in the sunlight of his love upon all, come a reverence for the works of the creator, and do him honor, had no more charity for his broken~
making ample provision for all, and if all do not get towering abo~e all created things, man takes his down, honestly needy fellow-men than helfs boss
their just share, it may be justly charged to the social allotted place, the first. Not one man,. but all men. "inscription," "Let all who enter here leave hope
condition of man which had its origin and continu- Who then among us would not see to it that all men behind." A Christian minister was the shambling,
ance under the auspices of the God of the Bible. I had their just proportion of love and justice? This hulking monster-a Baptist. And this is the venomwould not dare accuse the universal creator of the being so, we could hav no wars, no discontent, no ous language of his dismal profession. His was not
authorship of such a jumble of historical truths and poverty. The world would then show in an unmis- the spirit of the meek Beatitudes, but that of the
lies. He has done nothing in his visible creations to takable manner its gratitude to the maker of all God of Abrall.am and Jacob, the bully leader of the
Jews, the scourger of tha heathen, whose chief delight
warrant such an accusation. His handiwork is the things.
The so-called religion of to-day is a curse, from was blood and to play hell generally. Jehovah was
very acme of perfection, it moves on unalterably
through countless cycles of time, obstacles in its the fact that it assumes the power to forgiv sins-to our clerical president's exemplar in his dealings with
path are swept aside as gossamer threads before a insure eternal salvation in a world to come which we the unfortunate. Wrath, wr~th, wrath, is the stock
know nothing about. Now, these two prerogative- in trade of the churches. "For they shall know that
tornado.
·
This is his only revelation to us, and with it we are relics of ancient lies-act directly against the proper I am the Lord," the great architect who made the
gifted with reason and instinct, which are amply suf- performance of man's duty on this earth from a earth and sea and all that in them is in six days, and
ficient for us to translate his will in regard to our sense of love and justice toward all, for the simple on the seventh rested from his labors, bushed, fagged
relations with him and our fellow-man. Take the reason that the church shields individuals, and, it is out. The flimsy puftball lie of the altar ! And still
lesson of the flower that blooms and thrives under said, saves them, no matter how long they hav out- believed in by many because spread before· their
the rays of the sun and the falling dew. How beau- raged love and justice in their dealings with their starved intellects scourgingly dished up with· helltiful it is, how fragrant ! How quick its growth, as fellow-men. It is their bulwark, their prop which sauce, and the devil as chief waiter.
·There are ruffians of the intellect as well as of the
if in haste to emit its odorous thanks for the gift of uphol.ds and sustains them, and with a barbaric glee
at having conciliated the old fetish, they go on forg- muscle; educated sluggers who use their acquirelife!
But suppose this flower had been moved from the ing heavier chains for the poor and oppressed. The menta and social position to pound people's brains
gentle rays of the sun and covered over to prevent old fetish of the church of course has ·no heart-it is into recognition of their accepted dogmas, just as the
the dew from inspiriting its growth. Its life would but a bundle of dried bones, and being so, it emits others crack you over the sconce or gouge your eye
hav been a failure, its growth and development im- no spark of living love and justice for those who liv, out to prove they can "lick " you. The same instinct
peded, its death premature. And so it is with hu- but a great overdose of it for those long since dead. guides both classes. Confined. to no particular
manity to-day ; instead of coming out into the broad What we want is a religion for this world. If we division of society, they are to be met with in every
sunlight of natural truth-that truth which can be get a good one here, the next world will take care of deferred-to profession in our midst; mostly, however,
proved to be the trut~ and from the simplest analogy itself. Now, this is precisely what the churches do not are they to be found among college professors-felseeing our duty to our brother-man-we are want. They want a religion for the next world lows who unite a percentage of the clergyman to the
skulking around .and dodging the false issues raised while the devil harries us to death in this. And teacher. "I ought to know more than you do," is
by a rag-tag and bob-tail sort of crazy-quilt account right within the portals of the church we shall find the basis of their insolent presumption; and full of
of ancient Jews, so thoroughly absurd and blasphe- this devil, veiled like the great Mokanna, "o'er whose the spirit of the class-room, they hold the pistol of
mous that no man on this earth, gifted with ·reason- features hung a veil, a silken veil, which he had flung self-assertion to your head, demanding of you accepting faculties, could (if he were not early taught that in mercy there, to hide from mortal sight his dazzling ance of their dogmas, just as road-agents rob victims
it was from the creator) believe. that th.e author of brow till man could bear its light." The adherents of valuables on the highway.
the universe ever had any hand directly, or indirectly, of Mokanna followed him in deference and reverenIf I were asked how. long the nuisance will be
in putting such an Arabian Nights sort of entertain- tial fear, but' one im.pious follower tore oft' the veil, likely to continue, I should reply, just so long as the
ment-as the Bible certainly is-on the market, and when lo ! instead of the beautiful brow impressed daferential concessions made ·by the great majority
ramming it down the throats of sensible people. with divinity, was revealed an ugliness so horrible to their assumptions giv force to the delusion.
That it is, and has always been, a curse to humanity, that words fail to describe it.
Among the humbugs of a humbugging age they
can be proved in one word.
The tolling bells, the robed priest, the magnificent "bear the gre abune them a'," backed by the shalWhat better appreciation and gratitude does the cathedral, the solemn procession, all-all the devices low, popular acknowledgment that the school and the
giver of a good gift want from the receiver than that of superstitious ignorance-in these the maker dwells church are the only civilizing agencies of life, and
of his making the best possible use of the gift 1
not, but rat~er in the tear of pity· over some fallen that they-the bullies-are the OEly legitimate repHav we made the best possible use of the gift of ones, rather 1D the heart that prompts a deed of hid- resentativs of social and political advancement; the
life and of this earth ~ Let eighteen hundred years den kindness, rather in the unsought love to the avant couriers of progress ; the male .caryatides, in
of Christian civilization make answer.
friendless and the poor will be ever found the creator fact, of our civil and religious structure. They deport
To-day more men in arms awaiting the word from of the universe. No intoned litany or surpliced themselvs as if they were indeed the appointed
their master to slaughter their fellow-men than ever priest need herald good to him; 'tis done and all re- leaders of the world. A selfish, overweening vanity
before in the history of the- world. To-day more paid in the sweet consciousness of a noble deed per- is their distinguishing characteristic, together with
poverty throughout the world, more oppression of formed. We must hav a religion to the true God of an unmanly dependence on the generosity of the
the :powerful ~st tl!.e wea~ more ~oU<l co~bina- love and justice. We must thank him for this life more aftluent members of their sects-a dependence

~ommnnieations.
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in many cases carried beyond the verge of degradation.
The shameless exhibition of their ruffianism is
strange enough, but what shall we say of the impu- ·.
nity with which it is met?_ We are still in the leading-strings of the monk. Except in squabbles of
politics or trade, or questions fit· only for a mob to
be interested in, society is "stale, fiat, and unprofif;..
able,"· contentedly dragging the chain of a degrading
masterdom. True, the pope's legate can no longer
bring a king to his knees. But the masses giv but
slow assurance of breaking away "from traditionary
servility. Powderly is the choice of the Knights of
Labor, and popery would guide the councils of·. the
,
leaders of that powerful guild.
There is no such bar to progress as the pulpit ; all
reforms spring up outside its pale and :flourish in
spite of it. It·· has been, and is now, the central
barricade to all social and industrial revolutions. Of
all species of conservatism it is the most defiant and
aggravating; giving, as it does, a wisp of any faith
for the substantial realities, and seeking to enfol!cethe acceptance of its visions~ substitutes with ~eath
BD;d hell. I .would ~ac~ plam pl~nt~, along With; a
fair share of mstruct10n J.?1 the obligatiOns we .owe :to
one anoth.er, as a~thor1zed by the d~~uctions. of
modern ~menc~, agamst ~ll the superstitiOns w~~h
hav :flo~msh~d smce t~e pliocene period of the te~tu~ry
formatiOn, In ~nforcmg love to good and pity :to
man. Away .with your paltry f~bles!
Love :flounshes. only along w~th truth. Absolute
knowledge only IS .holy, for It comes fro.m tipe
verY. heart and ~rams of ~reatn~ss. ~he Idea.~ of
sacri~ce for the .sm of others IS an infantil conce:ptiOn
and IS fa~t playmg out. Let each of us coD;trib~te
to push It beyond the outer wall by mockenes and
·
.
jests, if noth!ng ala~.
. A truce with white. chokers and bands, geD:~fi:exIons, altar tomfoolenes, and holy water puerilities,
fonts, fasts, and sacramen~s-garotes of truth, all
of them. Fetters of. t~e mte~ec.t hav . they be~n ;
manacles, shackles! pm10ns, bmding mm~ to ~~ly
o~serva_nces, shuttmg out prog~ess. Their "!eight
still weighs heavy on ~he r~achm~ soul. Thirt~en
years from now, the millenniUm will be upon us, say
the nin:.;ties of the ancient faith__:_to be opened by
the tootmg of a monste~ trumpet, when the heavens
shall ope~ and do'!n will plump t~e whole co.~t of
heav?n with ~agnificent surroundmg~; a ..spmtual
pontificate to JUdge the world; sendmg ana tae
he~ven ~d. twae tae h~~l, a' for thy glory;" afte:;
whiCh will commence the loafing around the throne
by the" unco guid" t~at will know no ending. Ye_p!
Our bully of the mtellect, the college· president,
has not a word to say about the grinding inequalities
of classes which is the swaying problem of our age.
No, no; nothing of the sort. That W~lUld be distracting the mind from the great questiOn of salvation of souls. . The mouths of such fellows are
stopped by the text, '' The poor ye hav always with
you," a sentiment of the feudal priesthood that' is
still rolled as a sweet morsel under the tongue; of
pulpitarians, a sentiment, however, in our days soft;..
ened down by the ever-:tlowing forces of progress.
Error ha~een so much mixed up with truth, and
the centuries, as sifters, so open between the wires,
that the screening process has been slow, so that the
shortcomings of our college president cannot be s~id
to be wholly without extenuation. I detest these
and all such learned frauds as teachers, but accepting
the sentiment that" the mission of culture is to enali>le
us to endure each other," I cap to this quotatibn
from John Stuart Mill. He says something to this
effect: "The feeble-minded people in society, 'in
whatever class found, are conservativ. Conservatism,
however, is not always the result of adoptio& of
views from convictions ; the most intensely oonservativ being. the most forward in their exhibition of the
sentiment in order to gain and afterward retain the
position which to them involves the needed bread of
life-a species of fraud or rapacity, the result of the
uncertainty of our social conditions. Posing on a
liberal salary with a prospect of promotion, they look
over the vantage-ground of their position, and seeing
dispossession in a change of front, they say, as did the
reckless king, ' Here will I plant my standard.' And
so, heedless of conscience, · they hold their own
against all comers."
If wisdom were necessarily a concomitant of the
duty-loving sou~ there. would be fewer instances of
yielding to the governing ruffians who rule and ruin
society-the anarchic "soiled bench" and the lesser
rabble of millionaires, the fellows who, as corporators in large industries, sway the interests of thousands without a thought of the severities their
course compels. Poor society, succumbing to the
merely legal, goes whirling along, grinding common
souls between the nether and the upper millstones
of artificial destiny, each hopeful, some of heavenly
interposition, others looking to the mitigations arising from the slow processes of progress. Truly, the
mills of the gods grind slowly. Let us be thankful
they press the life out in their t~rrible work. The
centuries hav mostly repeated the fable of Sisyphus.
The organ of life, with old Time at the crank, has
. sro~d out the melancholy music of existenct!, wbil
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Bready, Mathews, and Sweetland are among the
farmers and tradesmen of Sabetha and vicinity. I
look for a successful visit among these true patriots,
and shall organize a ~ecular society if such ~e desired.
They seem to be takmg few papers, and this accounts
for their not being posted as to our aims and doings.
This must be attended to, and I shall take pleasure
in offering them the G. 0. P. (grand old paper; you
see).
· In company with friend Scott I visited the twoyear-old toWD. of Horton, a city of several thousand
inhabitants, with electric lights and a street railway.
Here I heard A. J. Grover and Moses Hull expound
the gospel of the Union Labor party. Grover is run·ning for Oongress, and if the party grows as fast in
Westward Ho!
the last ten days of the campaign as it did in the ten
To satisfy my Secular friends that I hav neither days previous, we may h~v a Freethinker in Oongress
died,. retreated, nor given up the colors, I will giv 8 before we h~d expected It.
brief sketch of my trip westward with incidental
Mr. Hull Is a power, and makes many converts to
accompaniments. ·
.
the Labor party, which is quite strong in Kansas.
On leaving the merry fair and Liberal society of Horton has Daniel Smith, Lucien Smyth (you wiJl
the dongress at Pittsbdrgh, 'I little thought I was n~tice these •Smythe are not brothers), A. 0. Baldturnirig to 8 blank page in the world's album on wm, and J?hn Radfo~~ for her standa!d-bearers..
going to Indianapolis, yet after 8 brief visit with 8 • Horton IS a promismg town, and ~f t~e blastmg
dear. sister, and 8 glimpse at the worst phase of m:flue:.;tce of overgr?wth does not kill It, we may
Indiana politics, I began to experience such 8 mixfi.. orga~:uze a good somety there.
ure of pleasure and disgust that I am yet unable ;to
Hiawatha, the county seat of Bro'W?l county, where
find a name for the sensation produced.
. I am presently located, has a popul~tion of 2,230 and
The people were mad, children were excited, and a church for every 200 pe~ple. .It I~ the most thordogs seemed to be catching the craze and adding oughly orthodox of any mty th.Is Bide of. Bo~nton,
voices to the noisy bombast of the campaign. Had N.J. I stopped he~e, n~t for Its congenial Liberal
I belonged to either party, I should bav felt unsafe atn:!bsph.ere, b~t for ~ts railroad advantages.
in the presence of the other. When they had asked
~ des~re fnends m southern Nebraska, western
my politics and I had given them 8 few Americim MisSO~I,. or northern Kans~s who ~ant l.ectures or
sentiments they would look blank for 8 moment and orgamzations effected to wnte me Immediately, as I
change the' subject.
. expect to start soo~. after the election .on a tc;'ur
A visit .to the country with an honored friend, t~rcugh these localities. My. ter~s are easy, whiCh
" Billy " Chamberlin, was 8 relief indeed from the will .be made known on ap~hcatio~. A_s I. hav not
muddy streets and the blustering noise of the city.
p~e':10usly been before the Liberals m this line, I am
After purchasing some books I bid adieu to all wdhng to take chances where Secular papers are
and· took the train to St. Louis. I had a stop over generally taken.
..
.
here of twelve hours, but., not knowing tqe address of
I shall ad?pt t~e pohcy of the converted In~an who
any of our Secular friends here, contented myself by went preae~m~, no pa;r, not m~ch preach, and. I
visiting the exposition and taking in the sights of hav no ObJeCtions to this rule bemg reversed. Giv
the city.
·'
me a trial, friends. You may be happily surprised at
· The display at the exposition was magnificent, and the success.
D. G. Onow.
as it was president's day, a vote was cast, and Oleveland was elected by several thousand majority.
Thanking God that the Yellow Fever Epidemic Didn't
The Anheuser-Busch lager-beer works alone make
Spread.
a city.
.
Prestaent Cleveland's Thanuotvlno Proclamation.
The convents, cathedrals and nunneries make a
Constant thanksgiving and gratitude are due from the
grand show, but to the Secdlarist present a sad sight. Awerican people to the almighty God for his goodneBB and
The Old Ladies' Home is a lov(lly and a useful mercy, which hav followed them since the day he made them
a nation and vouchsafed to them a free government. With
institution. .
.loving kindneBB he has constantly led us in the way of prosJefferson Barracks, a few miles down the Mia- perity and and greatneBB. He has not visited with swift punsissippi, is a place better to look at than to experience. ishment our shortcomings, but with gracious care he has
It has a beautiful situation, and in time of war would warned us of our dependence upon his forbearance, and has
taught us that obedience to his holy law is the price of a conbe a dangerous place to attack.
of his precious gifts.
The night tram of October 21st bears us on to St. tinuance
In acknowledgment of all that God has done for us as a
Joseph, Mo., and Morrill, Kan. The word is given nation, and to the end that on an appointed day the united
that a man is knocked off the track. The train halts prayers and praise of a grateful country may reach the throne
and the wakeful ones go with the trainmen back t~ of grace, I, Grover Cleveland, president of the United States,
do hereby designate and set apart Thursday, the 29th day of
the place of the accident. The man is picked up and November,
inst., as a day of thanksgiving and prayer to be
shaken well to arouse speech. "Hurt much?'' says kept and observed throughout the land.
the conductor. "No," yawns the man. "Bones
On that day let all our people suspend their ordinary work
broken T" "No," as he feels of himself to see if all and occupations, and in their accustomed place of worship,
with prayer and songs of praise, render thanks to God for·
are present. "Look where the blood has run on the all
his mercies, for the abundant harvests which hav reground," said I; as I thought I bad discovered a warded the toil of the husbandman during the year that has
frightful wound in his hip. "Not at all," said the passed, and for the rich rewards that hav followed the labrakeman, " that is his broken bottle and whisky bors of our people in their shops and their marts of trade and
spilt." Happy thought! I will now tally one for traffic. Let us giv thanks for peace and for social order and
within our borders, and for our advancement in
the God-and-morality party. "Been to a Democratic contentment
all that adds to national greatneBB.
rally, hav you?" "Na-a-w," said the tipsy bum, "I'm
And mindful of the afilictiv dispensation with which a pora Republican." The laugh was on me, and I solemnly tion of our land has been visited, let. us, while we humble
declare that henceforth I shall never try to tell a ourselvs before the power of God, acknowledge his mercy in
setting bounds to the deadly march of pestilence, and let our
man's politics by the bottle he carries.
hearts be chastened by sympathy with our fellow-countrymen
Landing at Morrill on the noon train, I stepped who hav suffered and who mourn.
into a restaurant for a lunch. To my amazement
And as we return thanks for all the blessings which we
there stood Jake Hoffman behind the counter, and by hav received from the hands of our heavenly father, let us
not forget that he has enjoined upon us charity, and on this
·some mysterious method claimed he -knew me on day
of thanksgiving let us generously remember the poor and
sight. Jake is the dispenser of eatables here. He needy, so that our tribute of pral:!!e and gratitude may be
also sells cider, soda-water, and another drink which, acceptable in ths sight of the Lord.
Done at the city of Washin~ton on the first day of Novemin Kansas, they giv the name o1 "hops." I didn't
test it, so I hav no right to make any inference, but ber, eighteen hundred and eighty-eight, and in the year of
of the United States the one hundred and thirthe bottles were of the same size and shap6l which we independence
teenth.
tap for lager beer out in New Mexico. If I had time
and space I could tell some funny stories on J aka,
From Macaulay's History of England.
but must hurry on.
the last three centuries, to stunt the growth of the
During
After spending a few days with my brother Tom human mind
has been the chief object of the Roman Cathand our good Liberal brother Jonathan Scott, I be- olic church. Throughout Christendom, whatever advance
has been made in knowledge, in freedom, in wealth, and in
gan to turn my attention to Secular work.
The campaign being hot here, I concluded to do a the arts of life, has been made in spite of her, and has everywhere been in inverse proportiot! to her power. The lovelilittle missionary-work and prepare the way.
est and most fertil provinces of Europe hav, under her rule,
Sabetha, the first town I· struck, proved to be wide been sunk in poverty, in political servitude, and in intelawake and ready to welcome the joyful news. Many lectual torpor, while Protestant countries, once proverbial
of her best citizens are in hearty sympathy with the for sterility and barbarism, hav been turned by skill and
industry into gardens, and can boast of a long list of heroes
Secular cause, yet they had heard very little of the and
statesmen, plilosophers and poets. Whoever, knowing
Secular Union or its work.
what Italy and 8cotland naturally are, and what, four hunAmong the Liberals here are Dr. 0. J. Lyon, a dred years ago. they actually were, shall now compare the
good physician and an old soldier, Dr. Gao. E. Irwin, country round Rome with the country round Edinburgh, will
an old-timer, and a good man to send for when you be able to form some judgment as to the tendency of papal
are about to die. N. S. Smith is a furniture dealer domination.
and police justice. Gao. Adams sells hardware. Ira
Oollins is a genial Gr&nd Army man, and carries the
THB TRUTH SBBKBR CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethought,
soar in proof of his service and loyalty. He is a Reform, and Scientific Books will be mailed free •.
the tired performer sweated at his stone-rolling work.
Poor Sisyphus! . Poor humanity ! We are the merest
fantocini of the fates; jerked by unseen strings, each
struts and frets his hour upon the stage and then is
h~ard. no more. Society is a crawl~ng mass of tuggmg mteres~s. None are free from ills. The smaller
sins are the parasites of the crimes; the peccadilloes
are the vermin that liv upon the sins, so traced by
the microscopic scrutiny of the "unco guid" through
all the by-ways of moral conduct, just as on the epidermis of the larger animals the :fleas and bugs are
found that find ·food and nourishment there, the
smaller following in geometrical ratio till genus and
species become lost in the inertia of matter. · ·
LfJ Roy, N. Y..
74:.
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An Editor in Search of a VotA.
Up in the 34th fllection district of the 20th assembly district of New York city-a neighborhood
locally known as tbe New Jerusalem-live an Editor
of a Journal of Freethonght and Reform. The
Editor. is a nativ of the United States, white, and
of ~ufficient age to participate in the duties of a good
citizen who looks personally after the charanter. and
principles of his Public Servants. During the current month it beca~e necf!ssary for "we the people"
to appoint a new set of servBnts. The contract with
the man who runs the White House, scares thfl
Canadians, and Bflnds British ministers about their
business, for $50.000 per year Rnd perquisite, expires
next March, and Governor Hill, of this state, had
signified his intention of leaving Albany unless a!lked
to stop by a plurality of the people for whom be had
been working for the pagt three years. Various
other state and municipal servants had given noticP,
and the domestic economy of the country was likely
to be disrupted unless the sovereign masters visited
a few ·intelligence offices and engaged Rnother set.
Through the kindness of the C~>ltic gentlemen who
act as butlers in the household of New York, variou!l
intelligence offices are provided where public servants can be engaged, and one of these happened to
be on the same block, around the corner, as the
residence of the Editor. With the intention of signifying, when the time came, his choice for his public
servants, the Editor casually wandered into this office
to hav his name recorded as an American sovereign,
ready at all times to do his duty and purify politics
by casting an intelligent and uncorrupted ballot.
The Editor encountered at the door a person of
Celtic extraction in blue uniform, about half asleep,
and sitting around a table four other persons, the
majority of whom looked as if their naturalization
hadn't "took." There was Mr. Doherty and Mr.
Dollinger and Mr. Nuss and Mr. Brenauer, and over
in. a corner a tailor sat cross-legged sewing on a
garment. He was showing his patriotism by letting
the government use his shop as a polling-place at
$7 per day. Inquiry in words of one syllable, as
suited to the capacity of the questioned, elicited the
fact that that was the place the Editor sought, and
he made known his intention of registering.
" Take the book," said the only one of the board
whose face showed evidences that he first saw the
light of day on this side of the Atlantic.
The book looked greasy, and besides that the
Editor recognized it ae a volume on which he had
spent some gallons of ink in criticism, and he said,
No; he didn't go much on books of that sort, and
againilt that one in particular he had special enmity.
But if the speaker would kindly repeat what the
legislature had designated as an Affirmation, he, the
Editor, would undoubtedly subscribe to its sentiments.
The gentleman looked blank. He had forgotten
tlle liqel). :ije ~un!.~d twiQe ~Q~Q4 ~ his Qh*\ir1

looked at each fellow-inspector and the policeman in
turn, and then his face became .illuminated. Toe
first thing to do had come to him. "Hold up your
hand," he said to the Editor. Now, holding up your
hand is not a hard task, and as the Editor's hand
was clean, save a few ink-stains on the northwest
finger, he had no objections on that score to hav the
outer extremity of his starboard arm examined. But
in the Affirmation in such cases made and provided
to be used by the legislature, there is no hint that an
American sovereign shall hold up his hand like
a school-boy who wants to go out. He therefore
declined, alleging that it was unnecessary, that it was
childish, and moreover partook of the nature of a
superstitious act. . He alleged further that he had
affirmed many an Affirm as juror, witness, and voter,
and had ceased for many years. to elevate that member of his physical system in so doing. " Well, take
off your hat, then." This command was almost
shouted. But the Editor moved not. When he
entered the place, he had looked around for the
presence of ladies, or to see if he were in the presence of any number of gentlemen, but finding neither
and only a tailor shop occupied by some males, he
had kept his hat on. It was a new one, he was
proud of it; and if he took it off it might get covered
with tobacco juice, or get lost. By putting paper
under the inside band, almost any of the persons present could hav worn it. Besides, thE! statute, sections
845 to 849, said nothing about hats, and the Editor
is a strictly law-abiding citizen. He therefore announced his determination to retain his hat upon his
head.
By this time the matter of signifying an intention
to help choose some public servants was getting interesting. The policeman woke up. So did the other
members of the intelligence-office board. One of
them,· a~ aged owl, thought he had discovered the
mare's ·nest. "Don't you belieye in a God!" he
hooted across the table at the Director of Intellect
of the Freethought journal. "It is none of your
business what I believe," said that person. " I did
not come here to be catechized as to my religious
belief. Be good enough to administer the Affirmation without any frills or scalloped edges, as the law
directs, and then aek your questions as to qualifications as an elector." The Owl glared, and his nose
worked up and down. "Don't you believe in a
God?" he hooted again. The Editor repeated his
former answer, adding that if they did not like to
take his statement they could look 'l;lp the statute for
themselvs. ''Then you can't register," said the Owl.
" We won't take you. No man who don't believe in
a Gad can't vote in this country." The Editor gathered from this that the 0 wl was getting ungram.
matically excited, and turned to another bifurcated
specimen having some resemblance to a man. "Won't
you please look up the law, and, after satisfying
yourself that I am right, t~e my registration!" No;
he wouldn't I "You can't vote !'' he repeated. "I
wish you all good-night," said the Editor. "I will
see you later."
The next morning the Editor turned his steps
toward police headquarters, where the Bureau of
Elections is domiciled, which aforesaid bureau is supposed to hav control of the district boards of alec·
tion. Over this bureau presides a gentleman who
owes his remunerativ situation to the esteem in which
he is held by the magnates of Tammany Hall. To
him the Editor stated his case. "Can't do anythipg.
They wouldn't take orders from me. You must go
to court." So spake the Tammany favorit. "Which
court?" asked the Editor. "The supreme court,"
growled the pet of the Sachems. This court is
located· in the court house built . by Tweed, and in
the building of which three dollars were stolen for
every one spent in labor and materials. Judge Barrett was on the bench, busy. The Editor approached
the clerk of the court. "I want to see the judge
about a registration matter," he said to that function.
ary. "You must get a lawyer and hav your papers
drawn up. What organization do you belong to!"
The Editor had never drank beer at the expense of
any candidate, and replied, None. "Well, who are
you going to vote for most 1" As that was a private
matter with the Editor, he demurred to the question
and asked why the information was sought. " Because the organizations hav got lawyers hired for
these cases, and it won't cost you anything if you go
to them," answered this practical politician. Two
1ears a~o tpe ll4ditof Ptlll r~fllsed..,to.vote fQr the

present mayor because that gentleman had refused
to let the committee of reception to D. M. Bennett
hav Cooper Union when the Founder of this journal
came back from Albany, but Mr. Hewitt has stood
out so strongly for Sunday opening of the museums
and other sensible reforms, that the Editor had concluded to reward his virtue by voting for him this
time. So he said to the court clerk's explanation
that he would try the County Democracy, whose
nominee for mayor Mr. Hewitt was.
"The County's place was in Center street, and down
there the Editor traveled thro~gh the mud, only to
find it a naturalization bureau, where full-fledged
American citizens were speedily made out of the raw
materiaLof pauper Europe, at no cost to the material
except a vote for the County's ticket. That was not
exactly the place the Editor wanted, but he thought
he might find out something and he dropped in.
"What's the matter with your pape_rs ?" was the
answer he obtained on asking for the address of the
County's lawyer. The situation was explained.
"Oh, you better go up to the district attorney's
office. Ask for Mr. Goff, and he'll get out a mandamus." Loaded with this point the~Editor started
for the office of Mr. Fellows, who "leads a simple
Christian life," as the may.or once certified, and knows
as much about politics as any man in New York.
Mr. Goff was in, but busy; would the Editor come
again. The Editor would and did. He was after a
mandamus, and that mandamus would be forthcoming, or the other sort would be invoked. When Mr.
Goff got back the ;Editor was there. " I can't do
anything in the case in my official capacity," said Mr.
Goff when the matte!' was explained to him ; "there
would 'be the devil to pay if! did." "But the fellows
down here in Center street said you could," asserted
the Editor.. "Oh, yes; I hav given some advice in
some cases where registration was refused and dictated the form of application for a mandamus, but
voting is a private right, and must be defended as
such by the individual. However, I'll lay your case
before the Executiv Committee of the County Democracy to-night; we are going to hire lawyers to
attend to these· matt.ers, and perhaps they'll attend
to yours. If· you don't hear from them on Monday,
you will do well to take your own steps."
The Editor was getting angry. It occurred to him
that when a set of public officials had wronged a
private citizen, ft was the duty of the district attorney to right that wrong. But Mr. Goff went into a
private room, and the Eiitor had not got his mandamus. Reluctantly he turned his steps homeward,
trusting that the self-interest of a political organization would obtain for him the justice which a public
prosecutor, paid to care for the public interest, could
or would not.
Monday morning arrived as it usually does after
Sunday night has gone, but no word from the lawyers arrived with it. Saturday had been the last day
of registration, and the papers said that whoever
had failed to hav his name on the lists on that day
could not exercise the rights of an American sovereign. But Mr. Goff had assured. the Editor that
the persons comprising the board of the 34th election district of the 20th assembly could be gathered
up any day before election; and the Editor derived
a somewhat angry consolation from this. He was
now on the warpath. He had been injured in his
most tenderest feelings, and reparation or blood must
ensue. Down in the mayor's office in the city hall,
right in the very bowels of justice, Counselor Sherman makes pothooks at the dictation of His Honor
and keeps the list of funds for the yellow fever sufferers of Jacksonville. Mr. Sherman is also famous
as the bosom friend of the Man With the Badge P1.n.
He was found opening the mayor's mail, and piling
greenbacks up on his desk in neat little heaps. The
Counselor is an Episcopalian principally because very
few other folks are; and he banks heavily on law.
Therefore he " feared that after the close of the
registration days, such a case is a wrong without a
remedy." The presence of a lady typewriter prevented the full expression of the Editor's idea on the
subject, and he withdrew to the corridor to think it
over. He summed the matter up as follows: 1.
'l'he board of registration had illegally refused to
allow him the opportunity to vote for 1\fr. Hewitt,
and thereby rebuke Mr. Corrigan, the Roman Catholic gentleman who runs Tammany Hall from the
distance between Fourteenth street and the cathedJi~,

2.
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would do nothing." 3. The supreme court must hav learned something about legal affirmation· and the
The fact is, the Jews are not being converted at aU.
the matter presented by a lawyer before it would rights of an American citizen in New York, and the The Jews of Russia certainly are not goin!l over to
listen. 4. The district attorney would not be that knowledge appeared to chafe his Christian spirit. the Greek ohuroh, whose adherents rob and murder
lawyer. 5. It was the opinion of a bright legal light The judge signed the mandamus writ, a clerk in them, and pillage their property unceasingly ; the
that the wrong was without a remedy. 6, and last. another room put op. the seal of the court, Mr. Phil- Jews of Austria are not kneeling at the foot of a cross
It was the opinion of the Editor himself, standing in lips paid the fee, and the aforesaid Nuss, et al, ·ac- whose bearers persecute them and aoouse them of
the cool corridor of the City Hall, that he would hav cepted service of the writ, and agreed to be on hand offering human ~aorifioes ; and the Jews of Germany
that mandamus and compel the board to reconvene and register the Editor at 9 A.M. the next morning, are not going over to a Protestantism whose chief
and take his plain and unornamented affirmation, or and the goddess of liberty· on the City Hall was safe. preacher is a fanatical "Jew-baiter." Even the
he would drive the goddess of justice from her lofty She is there yet, and the American eagle screams as London soaiety for the conversion of the Jews has to
- pinnacle on the building. He would get a lawyer, usual over .the city, when the stars and stripes-float admit that it pays its thousands of pounds annually
and go at it systemati.oally.
outward on the breeze of freedom. Friday at 9 A.M., for almost nothing, but few descendants of Abraham
Yes, Counselor Sharman knew a lawyer, a good the defendant board of election inspectors assembled yielding either to bribery or persuasion. But in
one, Mr. L. S. Phillips, 35 Broadway, fourth floor, just as the deponent Editor had assured them they this country, about which the statement ·is made,
room 77. Mr. Phillips was at home-what was would do, and allowed him to affirm in a chaste and art- there are absolutely ·and positivly no conversions
the Editor's casus belli ? The grievance was less manner, with no frills nor ruftled edging to hurt his made worth mentioning. New York, of course, has
set forth. Mr. Phillips called his stenographer, feelings. On last Tuesday he voted for Abram S the largest Jewish population of any city in the United
repeated the Editor's story in legal phraseology, Hewitt, with a hope that that gentleman would be States, and the Christifn churches maintain a society
and when it came out of the typewriter it was reelected and keep the directors of the Metropolitan for the conversion of the Jews, but the readers of THE
a formidable document with many whereases and Museum of Art from getting that extra $15,000 or TRUTH SEEKER know well enough what the society has
deposes, and much repetition, and closed with a compel them to open the doors of their building on not accomplished. Similar societies in other cities are
even less efficient.
neat peroration invoking the judge to order the Sunday.
"said Charles C. Nuss, Albert Brenauer, George T.
MoRAL.-There is a practical moral to all this, as
Mr. Morrill tells his stories for effect, to get.more
Dollinger, and John A. Doherty, to show cause why well as a principle involved, else had not the Editor money, and to maintain himself in a nice fat position.
a peremptory mandamus should not issue requiring given so much time and space to the matter. The We doubt if he oan produce ten Jews,_.who are
them forthwith to duly organize as a Board for the moral is this: If Freethinkers will learn their civil honest converts, for all his years of labor and
registration of voters in said election district and to rights, and, knowing them, dare maintain them, the thousands of dollars expended.
.
receive the application of deponent and requiring Christians who may be clothed with a little brief
PRRBIDRNT
CLEVELAND'S Thanksgiving proclamation is too
authority will :find out after a while that this is a
them to affirm him according to law."
pious for anything. It has, says the Herald, the flavor of the
Mr. Phillips is a young man who gets up before secular government. In all states, perhaps, the case proclamations which were read in the New England churches
noon usually, and early Wednesday morning Judge could :cot hav been won with such oomparativ ease, a hundred years ago. The· Herald's astonishment is natural,
Barrett, of the Supreme Oourt, had the papa~ under b~t in no state would it hav been won unless the but Mr. Cleveland in. drafting the document has gone on wellconsideration, which he promptly signed, ordering outraged citizen pushed the matter, and spent a little known lines. "Hav you joined the Prohibition party?"
asked a man of one of his acquaintances. "No," he replied,
the aforesaid Nuss and Doherty and Dollinger _and time and money to maintain his rights. If that per- "I never was a dnmkard." There is no one so bitter against
Brenauer to put on their good clothes asd appear son in Albany who ·was refused his naturalization liquor BB the reformed inebriate, no one so pious as the "conbefore him Thursday morning at 11 of the clock, and papers because he would not "swear" had bestirred verted Atheist," and none so virtuous as the reclaiJlled rake.
show a reason, if they had one, why the Editor himself, he would now be a citizen of the United It is on these lines that we account for the puritanical flavor
should not be allowed to hav his say in selecting States instead of a man without a country. The of President Cleveland's proclamati6n.
public servants on November 6th, instant. Copies thing for Freethinkers of this land to do is to wake up.
Tnx Rev. Mr. Lambert, Catholic priest11t Waterloo, N.Y.,
of the document were impartially distributed to the Petty denials of rights to Infidels are getting alto- has been hauled before an ecclesiastical court at Syracuse,
presided over by Bishop Ludden of the see of Syracuse.
defendants by a o~~opable young man from the office of gether too common.
'
The pro~ecutor is another priest, Mr. O'Hara, and the charge
the Journal of Freethought and Reform, and were
is preaching heretical doctrine. Mr. Lambert has not given .
Judge
Barrett's
Aftertho~~}It.
quietly received by all except Mr. Nuss, who inci·
very good satisf11ction in Waterloo, and differences between
In the decision in the case of " The 'People of the himself and his bishop hav occa~innally sprung up. We
dentally remarked that he would knock the deponent
State of New York ex rel Eugene Macdonald vs. learn from the Catholw Union and Times. whose editor, Mr.
Editor higher than a kite.
This was progress of a substantial sort, and the Charles Nuss, et al," Judge Barrett :filed the follow- Cronin, is a warm personal friend to Mr. Lambert, that the
latter will tBke his case to Rome and let the old man of the
seat of the goddess of justice in the City Hall w~s ing as the official decision :
Vatican settle it. Mr. Lambert's only claim to notoriety,
" SUPREME COURT-CHAMBERS.
getting more secure. The " wrong without a remaside from his priestly troubles, is having written very strong
" BARRETT. J.
edy" was becoming less remediless, and the truth of
denunciations of Infidelity, and then having refused to meet
"The People ex rel Macdonald v. Nuss et a&, inspectors of its chBmpions in debate.
the septuagenarian saw that every J aok has his Gill election, etc.-The inspectors had no right to require therewas becoming patent. Thursday morning found the lator to affirm with the uplifted hand, nor was it within their
WHEN Cynthia Leonard, woman's rights candidate for
case on the calendar, "The People of the State of province to exact a religious test. Indeed, their interroga- mayor of this city, read in the papers Friday morning that
New York, e:c rel. Eugene M. Macdonald, vs. Charles tion upon the subject of the relator's belief in the existence Judge Barrett had granted a mandamus to an Editor who
of a deity was an impertinence to which no citizen (in the
reveal his religious predilections at the command of
Nuss, et al. Writ for Peremptory Mandamus." The absence of any suspicion of his truthfulness) should be sub- awouldn't
board of election inspectors, she perceived a point whereon
defendants had got their boots blacked, hired a law- jected. The mandamus must be granted."
she trusted to impale the election bo11rd which had registered
yer, and when the judge called the case answered in
Does the hoi!orable judge mean to say that in c1se her, but which had subsequently assured her that they would
loud tones that the Opposition was ready. Mr. a man's veracity was doubted it would be allow- not allow her to vote. She had them haled before Judge
Phillips modestly, but with great clearness, stated able to question him in his religious belief? We hold Lawrence of the same court, to show cause why she would
not be permitted to vote. In her case, however, the reason
his case. " Anything to say on the other side ?" it to be an impertinence to inquire, under any cir- was apparent-she ·wears a gown instead of trousers with
asked Judge Barrett. The Opposition passed up an cumstances ia legal proceedings, into a man's relig- pockets wherein to conceal the hands, and it is trousers and
affidavit. The judge read it. "This won't do at all," ious op1n1ons. Would Judge Barrett, for instance, coats that vote in this country, not gowns. Judge Lawrence
he said; " it's no answer to the relator." The de- allow an attorney to question a witness as to what told Mrs. Leonard's lawyer that he was fighting windmills,
11nd said that no court could go back on the precedents
fendants had sworn that the Editor refused to affirm his belief is, in the face of this constitutional provis- established ; therefore the mandamus was denied. Mrs.
in tha regular way, by holding up his right hand. ion: "No person shall be rendered incompetent to Leonard should be a man.
" Holding up the hand," said the judge, elevating the be a witness on account of his opinions on matters of
Tnx Southern Presbyterian church is in a peck of trouble
digital extremity of his right arm, "is part of an religious belief ?" We do not believe he would.
over the Woodrow-evolution controversy. The points are
A man's veracity or unveracity should be settled briefly: The Rev. Mr. Woodrow held and taught that the
oath. The relator has the right to affirm without
doing that." The defendants looked crestfallen, but by his record, and by facts, not by his belief on speo- evolution of man through lower forms of life was not inconthey had another affidavit, to the effect that the re- ulativ subjects.
sistent with Christianity. He was clearly in the wrong, and
-------.~-----the presbytery removed him. He appealed to the synodlator had refused to take his hand out of his overthe synod sustained the presbytery. He went to the genA. Tall Story.
coat pocket at the command of the board. " This is
eral assembly-the assembly sustained the synod. This
At a Methodist ohuroh in this city a few days ago, stopped
no better," said Judge Barrett; "it's no answer; it's
the public teaching of Professor Woodrow, but did
ridiculous. There is no law compelling a man to James Morrill, agent of the Philadelphia Bible Society, not end the trouble. People talked about it, and preachers
take his hands out of his pockets if he don't want to. gave the audience what he said was a report of the talked and wrote about it, some on one side and some on the
He is entitled to affirm in the simplest way, and by missionary work being done among the Jews in this other. The presbytery of ChBrleston, in alarm at the spre11d
of heretical doctrin, tried to stop the talk by issuing an edict
so doing is amenable to the pains and penalties of country. This is one of his statements:
no one should write upon or criticise the action of the
that
perjury. This board will hav to convene and regis"Here in America, where Jew and gentile liv on equal church
authorities in suppressing Dr. Woodrow. Then the
tar this man according to law, and as required in a footing, the feeling between them is becoming rapidiy of a synod took the matter up and condemned the action of the
court of justice. You can't ask him whether he be- more kindred nature. Every effort should be made by the presbytery as not only unlawful but an abridgment of the
Christian church to bring these worthy people into its fold.
lieves in God. There is no such test in this ClOUD- In spite of the public press, which insists that the mission right of free speech. The presbytery was directed to recon~
try." To borrow an expression from the orient, the work in this direction is yielding naught, yet in one year we vene and correct its irregular proceedings. The presbytery
has not and probably will not obey, and the di@cussion goes
judge had jumped on the board with both feet. In- made fifty thousand converts, and three thousand of them gloriously
on just as though the say-so of the Presbyterians
stead of doing their duty, they had committed a became Christian ministers."
would make evolution either true or false.
1
crime, al).d obtained a j udioialleoture in place of ChrisThere is indeed a kindred feeling growing between
S. P. PuTNAM will lecture at the following places:
tian praise. The crowd in the court-room laughed the Jew and the gentile in this country, but it is not
softly when he decided that a man could affirm and at growing because the Jew is becoming a Christian, Emmetts,Itla ....... Nov. 5,6 Vancouver,W.T.,Nov.27,28
Pendleton, Ore ..... "
8. 9 N. Yamhill, Ore... " 29, 30
the same time keep his hands in his pockets, and ap- but because he is becoming a Rationalistic American Walla Walla, W. T. " 10.11 Scappoose, Ore.... Dec.
2
4-6
peared pleased at the decision. The EdiLor chuckled citizen. The statement that fifty thousand Jews l::lpokaneF'ls, W. T. " 14-16 Pt. T'nsend, W. T. "
Davenport, W. T. " 17-19 Snohomish, W. T. "
8-10
and looked toward the person who was to knock him were ever converted to Christianity in one year in the Sprague,
W. T..... " 20.21 Stella, W. T......... " 15,16
1
higher than a kite. That individual shrunk gradu- United States is a barefaced, brazen falsehood, and Pasco, W. T........ " 22.23 Silverton, Ore,,..,,. ' ~2, 23
l'ortl1Po!ld1 Ore, ... ,.. " ~,26
.~! to~ether1 ~4 ~oqted, thE,! 9t4~r wa-,. Itt~ h~cl . ~. Morrill knows it M weU.P!s.~ybody.
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BAN Josi, CAL., Oct. 20, .1888.
MB: EDITOR : I make bold to say that, in my opinion, the
cartoons of Mr. Heston in Tm: TBUT1I SBBKBR are veey interesting. They, for themselvs, are worth the subscription
price of your excellent paper.
H. M. COTTINGBB.

~E.EK.E.R,

NOVEMBER 10, 1888.

on this occasion? He must hav been 11 filled with new
wine," as they said-to use a more modern phrase, he was
"full."
Joel had distinctly said that it should be" afterward," that
is, after the Lord had done to l!lrael, his people, the great
things promised. And then think of the opacity of the brain
of the preachers for the past few generations, not to hav seen
that Peter made a most awful blunder. If any clergyman
thinks he can harmonize Peter's application with Joel's prediction I shall be most happy to read his ~~ottempt.
If such an attempt is made in THE T.&UTH BBBKBR the
thunder will then commence in earnest. This is only a little
distant premonition of a storm.
JoHN HunsoN.

BUFFALO, N. Y., Oct. 21, 1888.
!b. EDITOR : Reading to-day in Tmc TRuTH BBBKBR, Septe.nber 22d, of Mr. Cook sending his mite to Mr. Hacker, makes
me feel that if I am a Liberal I must go and do likewise. I
therefore send him $1. Now, I hope all Liberals will take a
hint and take care of that old couple the rest of their lives.
GLBNoBA, N. Y., Oct. 20, 1888.
No wonder Christians ask, What hav Infidels ever done?
MR. EDITOR : On the 16th inst. Nathaniel Townsend, of
There are a hundred Liberals, yes, a thousand, that can send this place, after months of painful illness, passed quietly
a hundred dollars as well as I can send $1.
away, leaving upon his countenanee an expression almost of
LuOINDA DAVIS.
pleasure. It was not permitted that meddlesome priest or
pious fanatic should disturb his last hours. His outspoken
MoNTBOBB, Mo., Oct. 20, 1888.
tendency toward Freethought had tnade sectarian neighbors
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find a postal note for $1 anxious to ascertain whether he might not "show some sign"
to apply on my account. I cannot do without TaB TRUTH of abandoning his opinions at the last moment. But they
SBBKBR. I can find plenty of persons that would like to take were not able even to surmise this. He suffered much, but
the paper, but times are so hard that I failed to get any sub- only expressed ·a desire to go and be at rest. His end was
scribers. I was expelled by the Masonic lodge last December calm and serene and painless. He was sixty-five years of
~use I failed to believe in the God of the Bible. Inclosed age. He leaves a widow and two daughters.
I send you the decision of the Grand Lodge. It is a clipping
What religion he had was of the natural order. He had
of the St. Louis Republic. The vote in the lodge stood 16 for no faith in any supernatural religion. It was never objected
expUlsion to 6 against, so you see they were not all bigots.
to him that he was not upright and neighborly; he had the
J. G. LoBAUGH.
respect and confidence of the community in which he lived;
it was only that he did not reverence the books and teachings
LExiNGTON, KY., Oct. 16, 1888.
of the theologians. He never hesitated to express his dis1\IB. EDITOR: I hav just finished the perusal of "Our belief in church doctrine and assumptions. If ilandor and
Uncle and Aunt," a delightful work on women's rights, by independence of mind are religious qualities, he possessed
Mrs. Amarala Martin, of Cairo, Dl. A more delicious com- them.
oo
bination of wit, patriotism, and womanly sympathy it ha!l
The funeral called out a large concourse of relative, friends,
never been my ·fortune to meet with. I entreat readers to and neighbors. A Universalist attended, reading from the
send for it, for a brighter or more useful gem never graced Bible, praying, and speaking. His object appeared to be to
a table. It is a compound of deep philosophy and ardent prove from the Bible that "all would be saved," rather than
benevolence, an entering wedge capable of revolutionizing to noti<;e the attitude of the deceased to religion. His
the 3ffairs of women: If they seek political equality, now doctrin, little known or favored among religionists here, he
is the accepted time and now is the day of salvation. ·
sought to defend in a way to show that he worshiped the
Yours respectfully,
ALHAZA.
'
Bible and supernaturalism as much as they. Although discarding the doctrin of vicarious sacrifice, he based his whole
faith, seemingly, on the advent, life, and death of Jesus; it
STOOKTON, UTAH, Oct. 11, 1888.
1\IB. EDITOR: We hav just had three lectures-one at not occurring to him that such hypothesis was equally illogical
Grantsville and two. at Stockton-from the inimitable C. B. and irrational.
But inappropriate as was the treatment to the occasion, it
Reynolds. We had large and attentiv audiences in both
places, and the lectures were well received. There is con- doubtless did something to divert the attention of such as see
siderable discussion going on in regard to them, and of in the death of an Infidel only an opportunity to invent
course all are not pleased, yet many who differ from us pro- imaginary tales of deathbed horrors, and, it may be, to beget
nounce the lectures good. We hav set the people to think- a doubt in their minds as to whether even their Bible sancing and hope to do some good. Some literature was sold, so tions the creeds of partiality, infernal cruelty, and revenge
J. K.INGALLS.
tlie thinking will not end with the lecture. Mr. Reynolds, which they profess.
for one who has seen so little of the Mormons, is remarkably
well posted on the Mormon question, and a lecture from him
FARMDALE, Oct. 15, 288.
on this "peculiar" people would no doubt be very amusing
MR. EDITOR: As I never see a letter from this place, I hav
and instructiv, and would be as successful as any lecture ·decided to write a fE;~w words in praise of Mrs. Mattie Free.
he give. The munitions of war for Grantsville were fur- man. She gave two lectures here on her return from the Pittsnished by that old Liberal warhorse Amos Fenstimacher, who burgh Congress, and I feel that the Secular Union here ought
presided at all the lectures. He took Mr. Reynolds, as it to acknowledge through your excellent paper her fine talent
were, under his protecting wing, and kept him there from for speaking, that other Unions may enjoy the privilege of
the time he left the train until he saw him safely back again, listening to so fine a speaker. Mrs. Freeman should be kept
and then sent him to the "Mecca" of the saints with a very busy in the lecture field, and if all knew her worth she
hearty goodspeed. Yes, Fenstimacher stuck to Mr. Rey- would find no rest. Though Christians may not agree with
nolds like a brother, but perhaps it was to save him from be- her, they must enjoy her graceful gestures and fine speaking
coming a "brother" and a much married 11 saint." But ability. Some of my Christian neighbors listened to her first
what am I writing about? 11 There are no more plural mar- lecture on" His Satanic Majesty" and went home declaring
riages in Utah;" of course not; " we obey the laws" if we she was a falsifier of history, etc., feeling, perhaps, that they
are a "peculiar" people. At Stockton, Brother Henry Booth would never go to he.ar another Freethought lecture. And
secured the school-house. He and his son William, nobly here, I think, is where we fail to do the amount of work we
assisted by John R. Davis, Charles Smith, and others, made desire. The Christians will not knowingly go to listen to a
the "tenderfoot" feel he bad fallen amongst friends. We lecture where their most sacred book, the Bible, is so rudely
are rather poor in this part of the vinyard, but we shall handled, and Christian people spoken of as dishonest and
make an effort to hear Underwood and Watts when they ignorant. Now, all Liberals know of some honorable, upcome out this way.
W. 0. WILLIAMS.
right, and intelligent Christians. " Not so on account of
religion, but in spite of it." And since the devil is not a
CHIOAGo, Oct. 21, 1888.
pleasant subject to speak on, nor either is the Bible, I think
1\IB. EDITOR : The religious sect known as Adventists are. .the time is at hand for our lecturers to lay aside the dealmost every one of them, well posted in the 11 scriptures.'; structiv part of Liberalism and take up the constructiv, thus
As a matter of fact, they are the most true to the scriptures showing just what Liberalism is and is teaching. We hav
of any sects we know of. They do not, however, look for the been battling that science may prevail and be as universal as
restoration of the Jews, or" Israel," to Palestine, as seems religion is now-or, in other words, that truth may take the
to be plainly taught in many of the books of the Bible.
place of church creeds and superstition. A lecture upon any
But I should like to hav any man or woman, Adventist or one of the sciences, intelligently delivered, would prove so
otherwise, attempt to reconcile .Peter's application of Joel, interesting that Christian and Liberal alike would be most
second chapter, from the eighteenth verse to the eighth verse delighted, and eager to hear more and read more of all natof the third chapter. At the eighteenth verse of the second ural phenomena, and thus the Christian be lured away from
chapter it says, " Then will the Lord be jealous for his land the supernatural and superstitious to the world of science,
and pity his people." Then it goes on to tell what the Lord humanity, and liberty.
will do for 11 Israel," and makes it very clear that the Jews
I wish to say here that Mrs. Freeman's lecture, " Cross
as a nation are meant, thus making it impossible for anyone and Crown," is grand, and all·that heard it spoke in highest
to "spiritualize" it. At the twenty-eighth verse it says: praise and hoped to hear her again. And I hope our Lib"And it shall come to pass afterward that I will pour out my erals everywhere will prove their loyalty to women by keepspirit upon allfiesh," etc., which Peter says was being ful- ing our lady lecturers very busy. Miss De Cleyre gave two
filled on.the day spoken of by Christians as "Pentecost." It lectures here some months ago, and our Secular Union listwill be observed that it was to be after Israel had been ened to her with delight and should hav acknowledged the
restored to their own land. But to make it certain that none same long ago. She shows rare ability for one so young in
otll.er than literal Israel was meant, the first verse of the third years ; she seems to hav stored away suilicient knowledge to
chapter says : " For behold in those days, and at that time crown the head of fifty years, and to interview her for an
when I shall bring again the captivity of Judah and Jerusa- hour is a pleasure not soon to be forgotten~
lem, I will gather all nations and bring them down into the
Now a word for our splendid poet and lecturer, Samuel
valley of Jehoshaphat, and will plead with them there for Putnam. He. lectured here ·One year ago this month and
my people and for my heritage Israel; whom they hav ~t found a warm place in all our hearts. How proud we should
tered among the nations and parted my land." (Read the be with such talent as his I I for one wish to thank him
whole chapter.)
for his unselfish devotion to our cause. I had my plans all
But what shall we say of the boasted inspiration of Pewr Jai~ t() ~p~oy the great pleasqre of "ttending the Congress

-

and listening to our many speakers, and looking upon all
!LDd perhaps taking each by the hand and wishing Godspeed,
which to me means goodspeed, to each and every one in this
noble work for humanity, but circumstances B).ade the realization of my fond hopes impossible, and I yielded to my
fate with the best grace I could, still hoping that I might yet
see you all. With most affectionate regards to TaB TRUTH
BBBKBR family, I am,
Yours for truth and humanity,
MB_s. Nou E. FBBBBLL.
BuRLINGTON, KAN., Oct. 13,1888.
MR. EDITOR : It is my sad duty to chronicle the death of
our old fnend, Chris Brown. Mr. Brown died at Eureka
Springs, Ark., September 22d, aged seventy-one years and
six months. He had gone to the springs in hopes of regaining his health. To within a few days of liis death he seemed
to be gettin~ better. His disease was muscular rheumatism.
He had been unable to walk or work for several years. He
was brought- home for burial. His funeral was Secular in
every sense of the word. Col. W. F. Potter delivered the
funeral oration •. Appended you will find a few lines taken
from the Independent.
C. K. LEVERING,
· President Burlington Secular Union.
IN MEMORIAM.
On Friday, Sept. 28, 1888, was committed to the earth the
worn-out body of our old friend Chris Brown. Living more
than the allotted time, threescore years and ten, he passed
to the unknown crowned ·with the halo of honor coming. from
a long· and well-spent life. In the common meaning of the
term Chris Brown was not a Christian, but in the real, true
sense of the word Christian, friend Brown was certainly one
of the truest and best. Giving, so long as l!trength lasted,
the better part of his time to the labor of a mechanic, he
found leisure to read much, was a close observer and deep
thinker. Guarded by his best tliought and reason in word
and deed, he was always fully up to the ri~tht according to
the light that was in him, proving himself, by the deep filial
affection shown by the. large family he has left, and by his
many acquaintances and friends, to hav been a devoted husband, loving father, true friend, and kind neighbor. These
are the attributes that truly belong to friend Brown. And
what titles can there be more honorable, more to be desired,
or what more entitles a human being to the name of Christian? Possessed of a strong individuality as a speaker and
writer, Chris Brown clothed his thoughts with forcible yet
simple language, so clearly expressed his ideas that they thoroughly impressed both hearer and reader with a higher plane
of thought, inciting all to better lives for having read or listened. Ignoring all pretenses, he was a plain, true man. So
passed the life of friend Chris Brown. In word, thought,
and deed, striving always for what he deemed to be the
right, and to do good to all within his influence. Though
the places that once knew him will know him no more, he
will not be forgotten ; living always in our memory as an
incentiv to better things; to be as he was, true man, strong
always for the right, and to carry out in our lives the dominant idea of friend Brown, help for the living, hope fo r the
dead, and for the unknown to which he has departed of a
surety there is no oblivion.
We can trust thq mighty shepherd,
Who loseth none he led :
That somewhere yet a plaoe awaits us,
To greet the faces of our dead.

BuXToN, ORB., Sept. 30, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I am reading your real "TRUTH BBBKER,"
which is kept by my neighbor often, and as I hav seen you
hav started to reform the American language in freeing it of
some unnecessary letters, I will send you a copy of a bill
brought before the legislature of Washington .territory by
Mr. Keane last spring, and printed .in a number of newspapers. The bill of Mr. Keane would go a good way in relieving children of unnecessary spelling so they could use
their brains for more useful learning, and would save a good
deal of time to printers, correspondents, and the public in
general. A similar reform was put in law in Germany about
ten years ago, and ~ismarck, the great statesman, was
amongst its strongest supporters. Hoping more newspapers
and magazines will follow .Tmc TmiTH BBBKBR's example, I
remain,
Yours truly,
MAx BURGHOLZBR.
PRONBTIO SPELLING.
The following is the substance of Mr. Keane's bill providing for the use of phonetic orthography in all public schools
supported who,ly or in part by money from the county or
territorial treasury :
1. Drop silent e when phonetically useless, as in live, vineyard, believe, bronze, single, engine, granite, rained, etc.
2. Drop a from ea having the sound of e, as in feather.
S. Drop e from ea having the sound of a, as in heart, etc.
4. Drop o from eo having the sound of e, as in leopard,·etc.
5. For o, having the sound of u in but, write u in above
(abuv), tongue (tung), etc.
6. Drop o from ou kaving the sound of u, as in journal,
nourish, rough (ruf), etc.
. ·
7. Drop silent u after g before a in nativ English words, as
guarantee, guard, guess, etc.
.
8. Drop final ue in analogue, catalogue, harangue, etc.
9. Double consonants may be simplified. Final b, d, g, n,
r, t, f, l, :!i, as 'in ebb, add, egg, inn, purr, butt, bailiff, buzz,
etc.; medial, before another consonant, as in battle,
written (writn), et~. ; initial unaccented prefixes and other
unaccented syllables, as in abbreviate, accused, affair,
traveller, etc.
10. Change d and ed to t, when so pronounced, as in
crossed (crost), etc., unless the d affects the preceding sound,
as in chafed, chanced, etc.
11. Change gh to f when it has th~t sound, as in cough,
laughter, etc.
12: Change 8 to z in distinctiv words, as in abuse, house,
etc.
13. Drop t, as in catch, pitch, etc.
14. Writej for ph, as in philosophy, sphere, etc.
Use the amended spelling in the following words:
Ache (ake), anchor (anker), l)eauty (beuty), could (coud),
whole (hole), parliament (parlament), receipt (receit), rhyme
(rime), scent (sent), scythe (sithe), women (wimen), yeoman
(yoman).
Drop silent lJ in bomb, crumb, doubt, plumb, succumb, etc.
Change c to 8 in cinder, fierce, once, scarce, whence, etc.
Drop the h of chin chamomile, choler, school 1 1!tomach, etc,
Drop the g in feign, sovereign, etc,
· ·
. Drop h in a~hast 1 etg
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Drop gh in haughty, though (tho), through (thru), etc.
Drop B in aisle, island, demesne, etc.
The foregoing rules shall not apply to proper names. A:ny
school official who refuses or neglects to instruct according
to this method shall beremoved. Theamendedorthography
shall apply to all printing, and it shall be the duty of the
proper officials to see that the new system has been reasonably complied with before 'authorizing payment for such
printing.
KIMlllswxo:rr, Mo., Oct. 26, 288.
MR. EDITOR: Our Christian friend Charles D. McCoy, of
Kalamazoo, Mich., in the October 26th issue of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, thinks that he has got us fellows by the wool, because he fancies the Bible answers his long list of questions
better than science can. First let us see what constitutes
superiority in an answer to a question. Is it agreeableness
marvelousness, mysteriousness, indefl.nitness, or is it plain:
ness, truthfulness, and reasonableness? Is any answer better
. than the naked truth? The question in regard to the Bible's
answers is: Are they true? _In many cases' we know they
are not, in some cases it is doubtful, and in some they are
passably correct, but they reveal nothing but what men who
hav never heard of the Bible hav known for thousands of
years. First you ask,.Who created man? Here you assume two
things neither of which you or the Bible can prove. One is,
that man was ever created ; and the other is that he had a
personal creator. It is just as important to know who ere~
ated small-pox or yellow fever, and as reasonable to suppose
they had personal creators as to suppose man had. Then, the
question is indefl.nit. What man? Which man? Primitiv
man, or yourself and myself ? I am an animal generated by
another animal, and he by another, and so on back, and I hav
no reason to suppose there was ever a beginning or a first
cause. That present man is a growth from lower forms, no
well-informed scientist can doubt. The principles of life are
easily discernible. in the deadest mineral. Atonis themselvs
hav a certain kind of life. Man is but an aggregation of
them brought to his present condition by the survival of the
strongest and the heredity and variation laws.
" Who was man like ?" When ? In the beginning ? If
man is now in the image of God, so are the monkey and
gorilla. Which man? The Hottentot, the Carib Indian, or
the Chinaman? If man was made like God, who was God
made in imitation of-? What does God look like? Are you
sure that he looks as man does now ? There is no sense or
use in the question, anyway.
· What rank did he hold? I reply that angels hav never
been proved to exist, and that man now holds the first rank
within twenty-five million miles of here, and he is the sole
creator and preserver of all the God there is. "For what
purpose was man created?" Isa. xliii, 7, must be a lie,
for the reason that if there is a real God who is intinit, his
glory is also perfect and infl.nit, and it is utterly impossible
to add to or increase or perfect what is already infinit and
perfect. My reply to the question, Why does Dian exist?
would .be, Because he cannot help it? A:nd he continues for
the pleasure and benefit of himself and his kind.
"Has this purpose been carried out?" you ask, and quote
Rom. iii, 23, which givs your God dead away. He knows
the end before the beginning. He made men for his own
glory, and they all sinnei and came short of it.
He is either too weak to bring out his designs or too ignorant to foresee results.
" What is the result of sin?" Not necessarily death, as
your text, Rom. vi, 23, says, but pain or unhappiness. We
would all die, even if we never sinned, for the reason that as
we had beginnings we must hav ends. "All forms are perishable," and whatever grows dies. "Is God willing that
any should perish ?" I reply that !f a God exists he cannot
help himself. Second, he is willing if he can help himself
' and has not done so. Third, he is willing, because he has,
according to the Bible, made the way to hell or death so broad
that none could miss it, and the way to bliss so narrow that
few can find it, and man so constituted that few wish to
find it.
" God .loves the world" just this much, " that he determined to damn the most of us." A:nd if he hadn't " taken
pleasure in the death of the wicked," instead of deluging
the earth with a flood he would hav performed a less miracle and turned. all the wicked people into righteous ones.
l'~e "sought the Lord" near and far, but would like to
know really just where he can be found. A God who is confined in one place, who has to be sought after, and who has
to be called on when he is near, is no God that we fellows feel
like worshiping.
" How may the wicked find favor with God ?" Chiefly by
becoming his slaves; having no will of their own; debasing
themselvs, and believing good is bad and bad good-that is,
if the Bible is true. " Does God• regard all men alike?"
Your text, Rom. il, 2, says Yes. I reply, then he is either
an unjust tyrant or an idiot. But I concur with the Bible in
this case, for I don't believe there is any God who has intelligence enough to tell one man from another. But you contradict scripture by scripture in yolil' very next quotation. You
ask, "To whom will the Lord look?" (Isa. lxvi, 2). If he is
no respecter of persons, he won't look any more to him of a
broken and contrite spirit than to me.
In answer to your next question I reply: No, he does not
countenance wrong in anyone but himself and except when
he commands it; then of CO)lrse it is right. He is a very
jealous God, you know, and does not want anyone to beat.
him at anything.
·
As I hav overhahled enough of your questions to show how
shallow they are and how foolish their biblical answers, I will
say farewell. I was once in your shoes, and for ten years
quoted the same texts. I hope you may be delivered from
the degrading delusion of Christianity; There is no true
happiiless in it. Please answer one question : Is God going

to damn creatures of his own make ~ho hav turned out just
as he knew they would, and after all has his redemption
scheme proved a failure? Think of a God dying to correct
his own mistakes and then finding out that he hasn't succeeded. Yours for the naked truth,
C. L. HASKELL.
UPPER MA.TTOLE, Oct. 16, 1888.

MR. EDITOR: Mr. J. M. Groh says that he does not see

they shall be treated with humanity, for instance, in the
state prisons and houses of correction.
I can now say that my distinguished opponent knows but
little about history and ·less about tariff. Richard Cobden
and his associates who were called the Cobden Club were
the founders of free trade. In 1846 they had a bill paqsed
through Parliament which allowed corn to be free. Richard
Cobden holds as prominent a place in the history of England
as Henry Clay does in the history of the United States. I
commend you, Mr. Groh, to the study of history.
·
W.T.S.H.

what use the quotations I used in my answer to Mr. Holland
are in the present discussion to get to the truth of what is
best for the laboring man, since manufacturing has improved
so much since then that the old state of things has passed
away. The first quotations I used were to show that Mr.
HEPPNER, OnE., Oct. 13, 1888.
MR. EoiTOB: In THB TRUTH SEEKER Of September 22d Mr.
Holland was wrong in saying that the Republican party was
unwilling to surrender any part of the protectiv system. C. L. Abbott undertakes to account for the appendi3! tJermi.
And the second was to show his mistake in saying that the fm-mis from the evolutionary standpoint. He first says that
founders of· the government were as the Democratic party is "it is an error to say it is found only in the human system,"
to-day on the tariff issue. A child could tell the use of and then goes on to show from his own description of it that
those quotations. Now, after denying the use of quotations such is really the case. He then begins his explanation by
from contemporaneous and past statements, he brings forth assuming as the basis of his conclusions that the vermiform
from his " political Bible" as an axiom something that was appendix was formed by the shriveling up or atrophying of
said over half of a century ago. Now, assuredly I do not the closed end of the crecum, which is supposed to havocunderstand him.
curred during the transmutation of the lower animal into
Mr. J. M. Groh writes: "To-day we behold England, the man, and says: "The very fact of its atrophying proves
having outstripped all. her protectiv' neighbors in substantial that it has ceased to perform any useful function in the physprogr~s, the greatest manufacturing and commercial nation ical organism." Now, if this be true, this very fact ought to
on earth, 'With the condition of her laborers or common furnish a clue as to what that use was in the lower animal
class much improved after a practice of compa-rativ ·free that has disappeared in the man, and, as far as I know, this
trade during forty-two years, thus giving the lie to all pro- has not been done.
The fact is, if the vermiform appen:lix had been form'}d in
tectiv theories of the past." Now, when a truthfUl man
makes an assertion we generally take it for what he thinks this way it would undoubtedly hav presented such all appearis so, and generally a man is able to prove what he says, so ance of gradual enlargement as it approached a. gradually
I woUld like to hav Mr. Groh prove that the poor class· are diminishing C!l!cum as would render it difficult to determin
better off to-day in England than they were forty years ago. just_where the latter ended and the former began, and anatNow the· people work for about twenty cents a day. Their omists would ecarcely hav deemed it necessary to giv two
food amounts to about this-bread made out of yellow meal different names to what was really one and the same thing.
and butter, fish OCcasionally, and in the best families meat But when we come to examin the facts in the ctlse, we find a
once a week. · In what condition were they before forty very different state of affairs. The crecum ia that part of the
years ago? . They can now hardly liv. Were they dead large intestin forming a" blind pouch" just below the point·
forty years ago, or were they like the Egyptian mummy where the large and small intestine unite. It is perforated
lying away-yes, lying away for free trade? I shall now giv ~t one end, th~, other terminating abruptly. At.ta.ehed to
a list of things called the necessaries of life fro·m the retail this well-rounded extremity is the ap~ndiz 'IJermifrJrmis, a
prices in England : Bread, per pound, 3 cents; beef steak, worm-shaped tube about .four inches long, the size of a goose20 to 24 cents; roast, 17 to 20 cents; common, 14f cents; quill, and of about the same uniformity in size and -shape,
chickens, each, 36 to 60 cents; mutton, per pound, 14! cents; the line of demarkation between the two being as well depork, 15t cents ; veal, 13 cents ; eggs, per dozen, 14! to 20 fined as is that between the large and small intestine.
cents; butter, per pound, 24 to 36 cents; cheese, 24 to 28
The gentleman further says that" the present i~ merely a
cents; coffee, 30 to 48 cents; tea, 96 to $1.25; sugar, 7 transitional stage," which transitional stage, we are told, has
to 10 cents; potatoes, per 100 pounds, 72 cents; cabbage, already lasted for "at least hundreds of thousands of years"
apiece, 2f to 5 cents; flour, per pound, 4t to 5t cents; kero. and for all present indications to the contrary, m'l.y last f~r
sene oil, per liter, 6 cents; milk, per lit~r, 5 cents.
as many thousand years to come, since no community of
Can anybody find that the necessaries of life where the human beings hav as yet been seen in process oF improvehighest average weekly wages are $5.76 are not fully up to ment toward winged angels. A:nd that" as we shall never
the net price of necessaries of life in America? Now, what get down on all-fours again [which in view of" retrogression"
is there in llfe and prosperity in England that should fasci- evolutionists are by no means safe in assuming] the verminate anyone in this country? How can one compare a form appendix will continue to atrophy until it wholly disap.
country that is not able to raise any of the necessaries of life pears." This last being in direct opposition to the fact that,
with one that is able to raise all of them ?
from the first time the surgeon's knife laid bare the mysteries
In the United States during the period of lovr tariff from of the human form until now, the vermiform appendix has
1848 to 1860 wages were as low in this country as in England stubbornly maintained its original size, shape, and position;
tO-day. A:ny person that lived during that period cannot as if it served, not to teach man "the lesson of his humble
deny this. What is the cause of the rille of wages in the origin," but instead, that the modern evolution theory is an
United States above free trade England and her free trade empty dream, unsupported by any fact in nature rightly seen.
period? That is the question. The reason exactly is pro. But Mr. Abbott is doubtless aware of the fact that this is not
tection that we shall not be brought into competition with the only part of the physical organism whose u.se is not well
foreign cheap labor.
determined.
·
_ I am acquainted with an Englishman who worked in the
In the same paper in which Mr. Abbott's letter is pubsilk-mills of England a number of years ago when silk was lished appears another of those lovely cartoons for which
put on the free list between England and France. He says Heston is so justly celebrated. It is easily understood. "The
that every silk-mill in Eo gland was closed and hundreds of Liberal Camp, represents THE TRUTH SB:B:KB:R, but who
men, women, and children were thrown out of employment. is that man at the gate? The Editor, probably, or an assil!tAithough he is an Englishman and looks to everything that is ant. What does he say? "Free to everybody, but no rubgood for his country, still he is in favor of protection in the bish admitted." Which, in plain English, doubt.less means,
United States. Now, this is not from a theorist, but from a "We draw the line at Christians." A:nd why? The answer
man of experience.
is: "Our sanitary regulations will not allow us to arimit any
The laborer in this country is better off than he has ever dead things or unhealthy baggage." Indeed! "Unhealthy
been before. With wages higher on the average, witll the baggage" is liable to breed disease, is it not? And so "we
price of living lower on the average, he is in this respect are actually afraid that if we admit your unhealthy baggage
immensely better off than anywhere else in the whole world. it will be the means of spreading disease among our constitThe wage-earners in this country own more property than all uents, thereby weakening our ranks." Many thanks for this
the other wage-earners in the world put together. The frank confession. One might hav supposed that the handwage-earners of Connecticut and Rhode Island own more some young man at the gate would hav said: "Walk right
property than all of the wage-earners of the whole of in, friends, your baggage can't harm us; we hav a sure cure
Europe, including Great Britain and all of her dominions. for all disease resulting therefrom." Or, " We will disinfect
The attempt to make the laboring man believe that he could your baggage so as to render it perfectly harmless." But
liv as well and as cheaply here under a system of free trade laying all jokes aside, I appeal to all good Liberals who read
as he does now under a system of protection is not worthy this paper, Is this a fair sample of the average Liberal
of even a free trader, in view of all the statistics, and the courtesy? What has become of the noble, whole-souled,
refutation which has been made.
liberal-minded gentleman who would not stoop to do anyMr. J. M. Groh tries to make it appear that protection is thing unbecoming to the dignity of a ·man? One might exthe cause of all the strikes, pauperism, and the labor organ- cuse the simple-minded school-boy, who, for some fancied
izations. Let us examin the official statistics of the year wrong, draws rude pictures with his slate an'l pencil, but
1880. The returns are as follows :
what ought we to think of him who, in the strength of his
Oount~ie~.
Population. 1 PauPers. Ratio to popnlation. intellectual manhood, resorts to the use of such weapJns as
Grea.t
34 622,930. 1 1,037 404.
1 to 3~.
· d u!ge in the like,
UnitedBr1ta1n.
States.
60,155,783. 1
88,665.
this? 1t may d o very we11 for c h il d ren tom
1 to 565 .
There is no evidence, however, that a protectiv tariff is re- but not for grown folks. And now others m·w do as they
sponsible for the presence of thes ~ unfortunate people in this please, bq.t I accept this as final. The Editor of THE TRUTH
country, while on the other hand the fact that there are 80 many SEEKER undoubtedly has a righ~ to say who sh~ll and who
more paupers in Great Britain than there are in the United ~hall not en.ter the columns of his paper, a~i sm?e he has
States according to the population indicates that the indus- • mdorsed th1s most. c?urtc:ous me.t~od of deahng ~1th unweltrialsystem of that country is responsible for the excess.
come guests b~ gtvmg 1t an a1nng through hts. paper, I
The Chicago Anarchists were murderers, and had a fair hereby ~le~ge him m! word and honor never agam to ask
trial. No man with any manhood can place those murderers for admtsswn, exceptmg as I may feel called upon to reply
with John Brown.
to some article pointed especially at me. A:nd this I claim as
Instead of protection being the cause of strikes it is the a right. But if it is against the rules of the institution to adfreedom of the press and speech which allows cr~nks and mit religionists, it seems to me that the more generous
. ·
.
.
'
method would hav been to emblazon the fact on the
agitators to stir the mmds of ignorant men and women to do first page of THE TRUTH SEEKER 80 that all who read might
things-for which in a lew cases they hav received justice. understand. Remember, "The generous heart shoUld scorn
I say, hang the agitators ~nd send those poor devils where . a pleasure that givs others pain."
M.Bs. H. A. RITOBBY.
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Keep Your Promises.

Be careful about making a promis, but
after it is made do not break it. The person
lldlt«J bg MISS Sus.ur H. WIXON, Fall who thinks nothing of his word is not to be
RI'H'I', MfJ88., to ,hom all (Jomm:unkatiom for trusted. To think lightly of .a promis foreshadows dishonesty, ruin, and disgrace;
''"' (Jorntlf' should bs BSnt.
Sometimes, of course, It is, from unforeseen
causes, absolutely impossible to keep one's
" Between the dark and the daylight,
word. In such case a broken promis may be
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
excusable. But, as a rule, this cannot hapThat is known as the Ohildren'll Hour."
pen where one is careful and conscientious.
When we hear of a person of whom it is
said
that "his word is as good as his borid,"
Nix's Mate.
we hav reason to believe that such an indiA LEGEND OP THE BLAOK BOOK IN BOSTON llABBOB.
vidual is honest and trustworthy. He has
" The tide runs strong, and the sea ~trows dark,
won his reputation by being always prompt
Hark ye. pilot! (Cling, clang, cling !)
and sure. And we feel he can be trusted,
The night wind freshAns and drives the bark;
,
(CJinR:I)
because he is not indifferent to his promises.
The sluggish fog horns fill the air,
He regards his sacred word of honor above
And fttfnl is the beacon's glare,
all
things. Faithfulness to all trusts, careful
And near ns lies an island bare,
consideration before making a prom is.· that
Hark ye, hark ye !"
(Cling-clang-cling !) .
involves a transaction of moment, and keeping
the promis to the letter. after it is made, in" Quiet. lad, 'tis the bell-bnoy tolls
As the heaVY sea beneath it rolls.
sures a good and honest character, in whose
Tlie lights are bright on the long sea-wall,
care may be placed the affairs of business,
I know the reef• where the breakers fall,
and the confidence of men and women.
And I knowwh~>re there are no rooks at all."
We liv in an age of fraud. Here and there
"But the isle is black without shoals or sands,
are found men and women who betray trusts
Hark ye, hark ye! (Cling, clang, cling!)
reposed in them. This is due largely to the
And black on the rook the beacon stands.
(Cling!)
light manner with which the promis is made
And the bell-buoY'S voice bas a warning tone,
and regarded. Let all try to keep promises
And flares the light on the pile of stone.
as sacredly as honor itself. Make few promWbat makes tae isle so black and lone?
ises, but when Once made keep them sacred.
ilark ye, hark ye I"
.
·
(Oiing-ola.ng-cling !)
S.H.W.
"That island, boy, was once f•esh and green,
The fairest isle in the harbor seen,
Forests.
'Tis the ghost of an isle that you yonder see,
Now the bell strikes one, now the bell strikes
Forests are of the greatest importance in
three,
And the night shades fall, and the wind blows the general economy of the globe, influencing
the humidity of the air and soil, lessening the
free.
extremes of heat and cold, affording shelter
"The hees are gone, the fields, the shore,
to.man and beast, and .enriching the soil on
And the heron comes to the reef no more,
No sea gull's wing to the rook dips down,
which they grow. Trees supply timber ann
No petrel white nor seamew brown,
fuel to man, and furnish him with a vast
Nor boat stops there from port or town."
variety of drugs, dyes, and articles of foocl.
" Do you know the rocks of the ren sea-wall?
Historical records giv us reason to believe
Hark ye, pilot(" (Cling, clang, sling I)
that the habitable earth was generally covered
"I know where therA are no rooks at all."
with forest growth before it became the abode
(Cling ll
of man, and also proof of this is found in the
"Then, pilot, we're safe, so tell to me
extensiv remains of ancient trees.
The tale of this isle on the haunted sea,
While the bell strikes one, and the bell strikes
The geological record mav also be referred
three,
to as evidencing by its coal-fields·the extensiv
Hark ye, hark ye ("
breadths once covered by the richest vegeta(Cling-clang-oling !)
tion.
"Listen, boy, the tide runs fast
The arboreous vegetation of the earth is
Where the green isle lay in the years long past.
There once a ltibbet the moon shone through,
remarkable for its great variety; many counAnd its iron frame the high winds blewtries are rich in pines, others in oaks; A us
There the crimes of the sea. received their due.
tralia in e;•1m-trees, India in teak-called the
"Old Nix was a captain, hard and bold,
king of Indian timber trees; it is prized for
And he reaPed the sea and gathered gold ;
ship.buildinJ::: beyond any other wood, and is
He gat.hered gold, but one windy night
especially valuable for works in contact with
They found him dead •neath the gunwale light,
And his mate stood near him, dumb and white.
iron-California in sequoia, a kind of fir-tree,
"And his mate they seized-a youn~t sailor heand Brazil in palms.
Arid charged him with murder upon the sea.
Trees, like other plants, require· different
And they brought him here where the island lay, degrees of heat, light, moisture, and elevation
Where the gibbet rose o'er the windY bay;
above the sea for their vigorous development,
'Twas m'bre than a hundred years to-day."
and hence various countries hav their char"0 pilot, pilot! how dark' it grows!
acteristic forests. The birches and pines of
:Bark yp, bark ye! (Cling, clang, cling!)
Across the bay the fo~t wind blowJi,
the north make way i1;1 the ten::perate ·zone
(Cling!)
for oaks and beeches, and in the trnpics for
The beacon tu"'Jis in the fog clouds drear,
palms and other heat-loving trees. The same
And my bead is dulled with nameless fear;
trees seem to require similar climates, but
They did not hang that sailor here 1
Hark ye, hark ye I"
the same climates do not always produce the
(Oiing-clang-oling !)
same plants. The mountains of South India
"Bere lay the ship, and the island there,
and Ceylon closely resemble the regions where
And the sun on the summer oaks shone fair,
the cinchona forests occur, but the genus is
And they took him there 'mid the chains to die,
wanting in Asia.
And he gazed on the greeu shore far and nigh,
Again, the teak is unknown in America,
Then turned his face to the open sky.
"And he said, 'Great heaven. receive my prayer; although parts of Brazil resemble its home in
The shores are green and the isle is fair ;
1\<Ialabar. It is also remarkable that some
To my guiltless life my witness b~;
forests consist solely of one particular tree,
Let the green isle die 'mid the sobbing sea,
such as the birch in Lapland, the pine in
An(l the sailors see it and pity me.
"• In her old thatched cottage my mother will spin, North America, the deodar, or "god-tree,"
as it is called by the Asiatics, in the Himalayas.
And dream of her boy on the coast of Lynn,
Or watoh from her door •neath the linden tree;
It is a kind. of cedar, and is employed for a
0 heaven, just he4ven, my witness be,
variety of useful purposes, especially in buildLet the island beneath sink into the sea.
ing. They are technically called " pure
'" • Let it waste, let it waate in the morning waves, forests," so as to distinguish them from mixed
With its withered oaks and its pirates• graves,
forests. The European forests, on the. conTill it lie on the waters bl•ok and bare,
trary, are generally composed of coniferous
The ghost of an isle 'mid the island fair,
Where bells shall tolland beacons glare !•
trees mingled with oak, elm, ash, beech,
"He died, and the island Shrank each year,
popl~r, willow, alder, birch, and lime, interThe green trees withered. the grass grew sere,
spersed with hornbeam and various others,
And the rook itself turned black and bare
being hazel, elder, buckthorn, viburnum,
And lurid beacons rose in air,
roses, etc.
And the bell-buoy rings forever there.
The American forests contain a still greater
"The bell-buoy rings in the moaninll' sea,
And it now strikes one, and it now atrikes three I" variety of species,·a fact strikingly illustrated
in Missouri.
-Journal or Eaucatton,
In little more than half an. hour, and less
"You can't add different things together," than a mile's walk, one can see in a patch of
said a teacher in one of the New York public nativ forest a few miles from St. Louis, on the
schools. " If you add a sheep and a cow to- Missouri, forty kinds of timber trees, including
gether, it does not make two sheep or two eleven of oak, two of maple, two of elm,
cows." A little boy, who was the son of a three of ash, two of walnut, six of hickory,
Harlem milkman, held up his hand and said : three of willow, and one each of plane, lime,
"That may do with sheep and cows, but if hornbeam, hop-hornbeam, laurus, poplar,
you add a quart of milk and a quart of water birch, mulberry, and horsechestnut, together
it makes two quarts of milk. I've seen it with about half that number of shrubs.
Take it all
trees ll.fe ~he qlOSt b(ilautiful
~one ~ore'Il !'_tl1o'q81Uld t~es,"

mall,

and interesting works of nature, and are well
All this time grandma remainerl in the
hou~e and performed her houAeholrl rlnties
worthy of our knowledge.
and laughed at those superstitious neighbor~
Ve1·bailles, Ind.
LEONORA STOOKINGER.
(for they were Catholic).
At la~t Rhe resolved to go out and try her
Nantucket Anecdotes.
luck in finding the ghost, or culprit, or what.
There was a time when people knew little ever it was. The next morning Rhe went out
of tea-making or tea-drinking. The first tea in her cabb11ge patch, and Eddie was near
her, when all at once a shower of wheat
brought to Nantucket has a little history of rained
down upon her. She called Eddie to
its own. A g&llant captain sailing from that her, and stooped and picked a grain of Wheat
port had tasted some of the beverage on one from a cabbage leaf. Then Rhe said, "See
of his voyages to Japan. He liked it so Eddie, isn't this a grain of wheat?" As b~
much that he bought a chest of it' to bring came near she caught him by the arm and
asked him if he did not throw it. He did not
home. On his arrival he ordered some of the deny
it and so she examined his pockets
tea made for a few friends who had gathereu w hen,lo I they were full of wheat. Of cours~
to bid him welcome home. His good wife he was punished for his mischievous act.
had never before seen any tea, and was at a The boy looks as if he could not count three
loss to know just how to prepare it. But she yet he is Rmart in many ways. My fatbe~
him that he deserved a medal for holding
thought she would make it good and strong, told
the superstitious in such suspense. If it had
so she put a quart-bowlful of the tea in gone on much longer, the people would hav
about eight gallons of water and set it boil- helieved that the place had been bewitched.
ing. Her sister thought this scant meas- Well, my friends, I hope we will not be so
ure and she threw in another quart-bowl- superstitious before we hav given the question
·
ful of tea. This was boiled down to four some thought.
I will now close bv: wishing success to you
quarts, and a queer mess indeed it was. When and the Corner.
Your Libera.! friend,
brought to the table nobody could drink it.
EMMA BTOOKINGER.
The captain declared that a teaspoonful of
[Many strange things· occur in some such
it was enough to kill the whole party. Then way as did the showers of wheat as re.
he prepared some himself, .and it was made lated above, and might often be traced to
after the manner of the orientals, as the cap- as simple a source. Mystery is only another
tain had seen them prepare it, and all declared name for ignorance. We should aim to care.
it was the most delicious drink they ever had fully investigate all seemingly mysterious
tasted.
happenings, and to be always free from superAlong with this is the story about some stitious fancies. Law governs all forces.chocolate, and this story is said not to belong ED. C. C.]
to Nantucket, though I don't know about
---------4~~--------that. A good minister was once presented· .l Queer Legend-The Story of the Contest
for the Crown.
with a cake of chocolate, and passing the
same to his wife told her to hav eoine for the
The story of the contest for the crown, in
Sunday dinner. It was a boiled dinner, and which the wren outwitted the eagle, is tradiwhen it was brought the minister looked tional is Germany, France, Ireland, and other
in vain for his chocolate. "My dear," said countries. It seems that the birds all met tohe, "where is the chocolate?" "I'm sure I gether one day, and settled among themselvs
don't know," she replied. "I put in the that whichever of them could fly the highest
whole cake in the pot along with the vegeta- was to be king of them all. As they were
bles and boiled it a whole hour, but when I starting, the wren, unknown to the eagle,
t1:>ok up the dinner I could find neither hide perched himself on his tail. Away flew the
nor hair of the chocolate. It must hav been birds, and the eagle soared far above the
bewitched!"
others, until, tired, he perched himself on a
Another story is of a deacon and his wife rock, and declared that he had gained the vicwho were invited out to tea once upon a tory. "Not so fast," cried the wren, getting
time. There was something on the table off the tail and springing above the eagle;
that seemed to meet the approbation of both "you hav lost your chance, and I am king of
the deacon and his wife. The wife passed the birds." The eagle, angry at the trick played
plate containing it repeatedly to her husband, upon him, gave the wren as he came down a
urging him to take more and more of it. smart stroke with his wing, from which time
"Eat, Byron "-his name was Byron-she the wren has never been able to fly higher
urged, "you'll never get such good corn than a hawthorn bush. The story is told
bread as this again, for I never did see the with a different conclusion in Germany.
beat of it, sure I" It chanced, however, with According to the German version, th'e tricky
their eating of the good corn bread that there wren was imprisoned in a mouse-hole, and
was not sponge cake enough to go round the owl was set to watch before it, whilst the
and the other guests had none. Deacon other birds were deliberating upon the ,punByron and his wife had mistaken the sponge ishment to be inflicted upon the offender.
cake for corn bread.
S. H. W.
The owl fell asleep and the prisoner escaped.
The owl was so al!hamed that he has never
ventured to show himself by daylight.
Correspondence.
Nov. 1, 1888.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I saw tht.t you desired
Railw~ty ~ignals.
an essay on "Timber" for the Children's
One pull of the bell-cord signifies " stop."
Corner of THE TRUTH BEEKER, so I send you
Two pulls mean" go ahead."
one similar to it on "Forests," if it is yet deThree pulls mean "back up."
sirable and not too long to hav published.
As ever, Your universal mental liberty
One whistle signifies "down brakes."
friend,
LEONORA 8TOOKINGER.
Two whistles signify " off brakes."
Three whistles mean "back up."
VERSAILLES, INn., Oct. 28, 1888.
Continued ·whistles indicate'' danger."
DEAR Miss Wix•)N: As I hav never written
Short rapid whistles, "a cattle alarm."
to the Children's Corner before, I thought I
A sweeping parting of the hands on a level
would write to you and my friends. I am
thirtPen years old, and go to school and study with the eyes means "go ahead."
arithmetic, history, grammar, geography and
A 'slowly sweeping meeting of the bands
physiology. I intend to graduate this year. over the head signifies "back slowly."
A few days ago one of my schoolmates asked
A downward motion of the hands, with
me why I never came to Sunday-school. I
told her I never took any interest in it, and extended arm, signifies "stop."
A beckoning motion with one hand indithat I would rather read some interesting
book. 'fhen she told me that I should not cates " back."
talk that way and that I was very wicked.
A red flag waved up the track indicates
If I am wicked, I am so much the wiser for
during the Sundays I read far more inte~est "danger."
A red flag by the roadside means '' danger
ing books than the Bible or the Sunday-school
papers. I hav read nearly all of Dickens's ahead."
novels: my favorit is "The Pickwick PaA red flag carried on a locomotiv signifies
pers," although they are all very interesting "an engin following."
I will tell my friends a true story that happened
A red flag raised at a station means" stop."
to my grandpa. He and grandma had adopted
A h!Dtern· swung at right angles across the
a,boy five years old, and had raised and educated him as their own. One day in the track means " stop."
summer, as grandpa and Eddie, the boy were
THE
feeding the horses in the barn, gr~ndpa
noticed that wheat was being thrown on his
head. Tben he asked Eddie where it came
from, and he said he did not know. Well,
the wheat-throwing went on for about a
DISCUSSION.
month. Grandpa was getting inquisitiv as to
FAITH
OR AGNOSTICISM?
who did the mischief; they related it to their
~oneighbors, and they came and joined the
search. Wherever they went wheat was
Two Le~ters from Dr. Field, D.D .. editor of the
Presb:vtepan
Evanoelt•t,
to Colonel IngPreoll and
being plentifully thrown about them. One
two Replles thereto; Dr. Field is one' of th~ exman told grandpa that something was going oeedinglf
few Christians-who havopposPd Colonel
t<? happen t? his f.amily. Of course grandpa lngersol kindly and courteouRiy, and the Grea.t
did not beheve this, but he desired to know Agoostio has used him accordingly. Dr. Field's
who or what was wasting his wheat. Soon arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
after, the neighbors went out with pistols and
THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION.
clubs, and said they would shoo~ dowu the
thin!? tl:l~t diq tl:le ~:nischief,
l'rice, oQ cents in pa:per i $1.00 in cloth.
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L. K. Washburn's lVorks.
Sunday and the :o-abbath. ".A law
regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impertint-nce." PriCe, 10 cents.

The .l!'alse Teaching of the Chris·
tian t;hnrch. "The Thirty-nine

Commended, Defended, and Enjoined
Articles of the Christian church are thirtynme poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.
by the Bible.
The Ji'oolishness of Prayer. "Think
BY E. C. WALKER.
This is a companion book to Remsburg's " Bible
Morals." 48 pages ; price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
28 Lafayette Place, Now York.

of a minister's praymg God to kill grasshoppers, or trymg to induce the Deity to undertake a cru•ade of one against the Colorado
beetle!" Price, 10 cents.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
Pnce, 5 cents.
Do Yon Love Jesus 1 Price, 5 cents.
Is Liberalism M.oralt Price, 5 cents.
SAKYA BUDDHA.
i Versified, Annotated Narrativ of his Life. and l'emperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
·rhe llrute God of the Old Testament.
TeachiDgs.
Price, 5 cents.
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of rhe Pub tic Schools and the Catholic
Virtue."
Church. Price, 5 cents.
BY E. D. BOOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Bnddbis1
•ohools in Oeylon. The "Banner of Light.''
'Religio-Philosophical Journal," and many Spirit·
1alist papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of
;be book.
Extra Cloth, 175 pp., $1.
Address THE TBUTH SEEKER CO.

MIRACLES
MIRACLE WORKERS.
By JOHN PEOK.
" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything
within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

THE

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
.A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL

HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.

It is really a remarkable book, in which universal history is "boiled down" with surprising
skill.-[Literary World.
You turn over his pages with a fascination similar to that experienced in reading Washington
Irving.-[Inter-Ocean.
E'j.s history has "'continuit_r., a rnsh, a carrying
power_,which reminds us strikingly of Gibbon.[New ttaven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writ·
in g. He has a style that reminds us of .Ma.oaulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, 543pp,, $1. 75.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

A SPI.,.ENDID WORK.
il:Ir. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has published

THE NINE DEMANDS
in a more attractiv form than any in which they
llav previously appeared. At the head of an en!l:raving on heavy plate paper, 24x19 incbe~ 1 are
the cabinet.-sized likenesses of JEFFER!:!ON,
WASHINGTON, and PAINE;tbe Fathers of our
Republic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
printed the Nine Demands of the Amenoan Secular Union in conRnieuons type. At the foot are
LAFAYETTE, GIRARD. and INGERSOLL,
wakmg eight likenPsses in· all. Inscribed ben~>ath each portrait is some radica.l sentiment
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
.space between the portraits and around them are
arabesques of vines anrl flowers in profusion, and
the panel inclosing the Nme DPmands is surmounted on each corner by Mr. Eckbard•s design
of the fl.ag above the cross. The whole makes an
exceedingly handsome work for framing. The
a.rtistic part is equal to the best, and the portraits
are as true to nature as the photographs from
which they were transferred. The design wiU be
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New .York.

LOVE VENTURES.
A Novel with an Amdavlt,
BY HARRY JULIAN.

16 Full-page French-Art Illustrations.

approbation to this work. The information 1t
contains is most im_portant, and, we are fully COD·
vinced, reliable." Price by mail, $1.
·

SEXUAL PHY SIOLOCY
AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN •·
Oareful!y revised edition, with 111 illustratiOns.
The most perfect book for men and women ever
published. 50,000 sold. Price $2 1 by mail. IllUBtrated catalog free.

Marriage and Parentage.
In Their Sanitary and Physiolo&!oal. Relations,
and in Their Bearing on the Producing
of Children of Finer Health and
Greater Ability.
BY M. L. HoLBBOOB:, M.D.
The Sctenttlto .American says: "Books on this
subject are usually written by cranks, but this il
rachcally different ; it is scientific, sober, clean,
and worthy of consmentious consideration by every possible parent, and particularly by the
young." $1.
Address THE TBUTli: SBBB:BB Oo,1
28 Lafayette Place, J.'jew York.

By T. E. LoNGSHORE.
An explanation of the meaning of the many
titles of the Galilean teacher. " Lord "should be
"Rabbi." The words" Jesus Christ" mean" Saving Wisdom."
Excellent for Missionary Work.
Paper,11mo, So., so cents per doz., $2 per 100.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

New Edition, Revised and Enlara'ed.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.

THE

BY HELEN H. GARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

Bi~Ie of Natura,
Principles of Secularism.

TluJ Trail6 Supplied at Special Diswu.nt..
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
l'hoto-engravin_gs of Misa Gardener are for aalt
at this office. Pnce, 40c.; with autograph, 50 ot&.' ·

Religious Problems.

Wherein it is shown that the Holy Scriptures treat
of N.ttural Phenomena only.

BY MILTON WooLLEY, M.D.
Among t·· many attempts made by ~cten'tists· t<
crus'> the. Bible, this is unquestionably the most
vigorous.-[Chioago Times.
Cloth, Illus , heavy toned paper, Svo, 613 pp,, $2.50,
Address l'llJ<l 'rRUTH SEEKER.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great Ccntcnntal Oration
ON
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Declaration of Independence,
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THB

A CONTRIBUTION to the RELIGION
of the FUTURE.
• BY

PR~F.

ance," e6c., etc.

FE)lix L. Osvald is a well-known and vigorous
writer on scientific and social subiects.-[Cin.
Oom. Gazette;
Oloth, lllmo, 240pp., $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Immortal Document,
And the National Anthem entitled:

"LAND OF LIBERTY."
Price; 6 cts ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
ddres~

Ta:11: Taura: 8Et!lKI!lR CoMPA.II'Y 1
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

BY L. K. WASHBURN.

FELIX L. OSWALD,

Author of "The Secret of the East, or tao Origin
of tbecChristian Reli&"ion and the Signifi11ance
ofita Rise aod Decline," "Physical Education, or the Health-Laws of Nat·
ure.-• "Household RAmedies " "The
Poison Problem, or the c;,use
and the Oare of Intemper-

RUPTURES· CUREDb,
m~Medlcal

Compound and lmproYed
Ela&tic Suvporter Truss in}rom 30 to

90 dav•. Reliable tererenr.os glv~n. Bend
1tamp for circular, at1d •aa~ in what papet
11ou oato m 11 ad•ertiBement. Address Qm

W, A.Oflllql,llaitlniUt,Jftt:nflj, ~1.1'.

on,
NATURAL AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.·
The New Haven Pallaatum says : "The chapter
on 'How to Learn a New Language' is of remarkable interest."
The Boston Post says : "This book actually
shows us how to keep our memories in good working condition and rep sir them when out of order."
Scterwe (b1gb authority) sa;rs : "We hav tned the
methods of association adVIsed in this book on
several persons, and found them most excellent."
Price by mall S1.
·

BY M. L. HoLBBOOB:, M.D. ·

OUR LORD and SA. VI OR JESUS CHRIST.

OR, THE

Strengthen the Memory,

Goaev•s Ladll's Booll: says : " We giv our cordial

By Milton Woollev, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Mythology,"" The Oareer of Jesus Christ."
·The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.
-[Ps. xiv, 1·
Ohlldren and fools speak the truth.- [Old Saw.
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

OR,

HOW TO

Parturition Without Pain.

ON. THE WORD GOD.

THE RATIONALE OF THE BIBLE.

A CARD 1'0 MY FRIENDS.
I desire to establish myself as Your Jeweler. I
can do so if I can convince JOU that it 1s to :>our
inttrtst financially, not otherwise. I am aware
t,hat i~ is no object for you to patronize me unless
I can do better by you-sell you as good· or better
~oodH-tban your home jeweler, at lower pricee.
Can I do it? Yes. How? Permit me to ~xplain:
My establishment is phenomenal. No other store
m the' world, in any mty ten times the size·of
Rochelle, has the otandmg, reputation,and·does
the amount of bnsine•s, lD my line, th&t mille
do•s. No stock outside of few laurest cities
t~mbraces the quantity of elegant Fme Gold
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Silver, Optical and
FancY Goods"" mine. I buy the bt•t-Watchel
from J~ to $300, D1amond Jewelry from $1() to $1,000,
e~c. Merch•nt• who compete with me uv only in
large•t cit.es, but which uf nece•sity, implies lat;ge
•xpenditurta and large prLfits. If you p&tron!Ze
tb~m, this you must pay, If you buy a Watch or
Oi&mon 1 of them. they will and must charge you
a pr<Jfi t of 20 to eo per cent. If yuu will order of
m~, I w1ll and can sell you the same quaU'\y of
goods at 5 tu 10 per cent profit. :And 1f you buy of
a small dealer lll any other sm~ll town, he alMo
must charge you30tu50percent. Wily T Beoauae
b1s sales, aggre11aL1ng at mo•t $!O,oao per annum1
will not cover exven•es at 10 per ctmt. To liv ana
c<Jme out ahead he is romp~lled to charge you an
&verage of 30 per cent.
Bu~ my ""le• now approximate $50,000 per year.
Th~refure I can cut down profi~d-<llVlde them
with JOn-and yet realize a larger surplus at the
end of t.be yea; than my oompett·ors:
$50,001 merchandi•A s<•ld~t 10 per cent profit
tqu,.lo $5,000 g-ain; $10 000 nll!rcb&t..dlse sold at 30
per cent prufit • quais ,a,~oo gam; showing a proth
of S2,000 un the goods •o•<l at 10 per cent over and
above those sold at 30 p•r cent. On Broadway,.
New York, or on State s ·reet, ·chicago, Jewelers
pay from $15,000 to $20,COO rent. 1 pay $3i0 and
other expen•~• m prop•>nlOn, Therefore,l:laving
been eatabllsbed 1n Rochelle thirty-one years,
b..ving aLways paid "a hundred cents on the
dollar," being ~n Infallible Judge of every article I
buy, and buying goods in l~<rge quantities. all
jobbers, importerP,and manufacturers are assnx·
1ous to sell we their wares at Bottom. PriCe, as to
any one m ex•stence And therefore, bu~ing low
and selling more goods than any other dealer in
any city ten times the size of Rochelle, I can and
will ~ead you any thillg you may need in my li:ae
(prepaid per mail or express, and cash back 1f not
satisfactory) at 10 to 3tl per cent lower than any
other house. Oruer from my oat.alog and giv me
a chance to estabhsh myself as Your Jeweler.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill..

Beautifully Illustrated Oovers. Paper, 12mo, 226
pp., 25 cents; Boards, 50 cents.
A lively narrativ of adventures in B. country of
A.rcadian simplicity and general delightfulness.[N . .Y. Evemng Mail.
A story of life on islands of coral, fruit-trees.
and cockatoos, where all the nativ men are
Apollos and the women dreams of beauty.-[N. .Y.
Times.
·
Life on the Islands of Koro-kama and Launagola-" Summer isles of Eden lying in dim purple
apheres of s~a "-surrounded by beckoning palmtrees, foamy cascades, bread-fruit, cocoanuts,
pineapple•, figs. bananas: b•thing ID the surf on
ahiniJJg aanrl•, basking on shoree of eternal sum·
mer. attPniling moonlight hanqul' s, and seem I!
the peculiar dan"e call~d Ka-lu-lah-no more to
do t.han •be president of a life insurance company
-•eems very alluring to tbe careworn, overworked
Arue1·ican of to-day.-Critical Review.
Atldress
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
18 LafaYeUe 1'1., NewYorll:.

"Let the Christian be held to fa··ts, and obliged
to tell the truth, and his lips would be dumb.
There never was such a place as the Garden of
Erlen; never such an individual as the devil.
l'bere is no such place as bell. There never was a
Christ, and no atonement made, for there was no
nPcessit.v of any being made. If t.here waa no
•ncb thing as faith, Christianity could not make
a convl'rt on earth, It ministers were obliged to
furniPh the proof of their statements, there would
be no preaching."
Price 10 cents; 75 cents per dozen.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT.
Steel engravings of this oelebrated na.tnraliat.,
2x15 inches, suitabll' for fr~tmin~ sent_l)ostp_aid,
for 26 cents.
Address THE TRuTH 8EKEER
tf
DO YOU WA.NT. a J1leasant, healthful, cheap
home in the South T Write Leftwich Bros. and
Ourtis, Florence, Ala.
1YM
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" The Fall."
GABDU MII:LODBAMA WITII SEIU'ENTDIB ATTAOIIli[J:NT.
Dramatis Per11onre.
ADAK, head gardener of Eden.
EVB, his wife, thonKh not conventionallY so.
8BBPUT, " more subtil than any beast of the
field." .
VoiOB ol!' TilE LoBD strolling around,
Tree of knowledKe bearing luscious pippins.
. SoBn.-Eden, garden of.
·
AOT I.
8oENE l •...:.Oenter of the garden. Tree of know!
edKe, with its tsmpting bat forbidden fruit.
Enter Eve. Takes up a position under the
apreadinK branches, and gazes longingly at
the Kolden pippins. Enter Serpent. with a
numbet thirteen smile of unalloyed guile on
his open countenance.
Eve. Oh, mercy I
Ben>.
Pardon, madam; hav no fear1.
I h&v at heart but thy best interests,
:Believe me, Madam Eve.
Thanks, awfally I
Eve.
Bo noiselessly and suddenly you came.
That I was startled sligbtly, that is all.
I fear thee not-indeed, why should I, pray 1
Bo beautiful a bein~t, one of grace
Bo full, could not inspire the tiny bird
With fear, I ween, nor guile in quantity
Oontain the slightest.
Berp.
Madam, .I should smile I
And all that thou hast said of me I say
Of thee, with double compound interest,
Moat captivating one. A daisy thou
From Daisyville, make no mistake. But I
Saw thee with admiration gazing on
The Kolden pippins, hanging temptinKlY
These spreading branches from.
Eve.
·
Oh, aren•t they nice
To look upon 1 I wonder if to eat
They are as nice 1
Berp.
As to the eye they lock,
Fair Eve, so to the tongue and palate do
They promis keep. The king of all the fruits,
Within this garden growing, has its throne
Upon thia royal tree. Before this kinKKing Pippin-other fruits and all must hide
Their heads diminished I Hold thy apron, Eve.Ah, pardon ; I forgot. I will ascend
·
And shake to earth some of tbis. golden fruit;
The fall not great, not great will be the bruise,
This grassy carpet, soft and thick. will scarce
Allow of damage to the fruit.
Eve.
Oh,myl
Don•t do it, dear. Of these we may not eat"1'11 his command. All else that Krows within
The K&rden walla to eat we hav carte Olanolie,
But these most lovely apples may not touchIt's too provokinK, I declare!
Berp.
It is,
Indeed, or would be and thou didst pay heed
To the command, so arbitrary and
Bo cruel ; frni t like this, so glorious,
Placed here to. ravish BiKht and tempt the tongue,
But all forbidden I Oruelty refined
Ia this, fair Eve. Why, pray, shouldst thou not
eat
Of this moat tantalizing fruit! Thou hast
Dealre for it. Whence comes this strong desire 1
Thrice cruel one is he to ravish sight,
To tempt the taste and fierce desire create
As well. Oome, fair one with the golden locks,
Of this fair fruit consume a portion, say
One golden sphere, nor let desire consume
Thy beauteous 11elf I
Dear me I I'd like to, but
Eve.
I dare not even take a bite of oneIt's just too awfally provoking, you I
But he has said that if we eat we dieTo die; that's not to hv; to KiV up sight
And feeling, breathing and all that. Oh, my !
That must be dreadful, you ! Dear me I what did
He place this tree here for, with all this fruit
Bo golden, and 80 tempting to the sight'
But which to eat-a single fruity globeAnd we shall die I
Berp.
Eat of the pippins, Eve,
Thy fill. Thou shalt not die, make no mistake,
But liv, and knowing be as are the gods ;
And he doth know it as do I myself,
Which is the reason, most assuredly,
Why he commanded thee and Adam not
To eat the f1 nit particularly choice
And temptinK I
Eve.
My I is that so, Serpent wise 1
And aha'n't I die if I an apple eat 1
Shall wisdom come instead of death 1 .Ah, why
Should I be wise 1 Am I now happy now 1
What does the poet saY 1 "If ignorance
11 blias, 'tis folly to be wise." Pray, why
Should I be wise 1 I aak.
·
Berp.
To be as gods,
Not common cJods, fair Eve.
And will I be
Eve.
As are the gods and not lose life so aweet 1
0 Serpent, it's" juat splendid here to liv
In this briliht garden-just too lov€1Y it
For anythinK I I do not want to die- •
It must be horrid I
Berp.
But die thou shalt not,
And eat ye of this tree, but liv and be
As wise as are the gods. Eat not and liv,
But as the beetle, bear, and butter11.y,
No wiser thou. I'm giving thee, fair Eve,
The sure, straight tip I
Eve.
Dear me I I wish I knew.
Now, honor bright and hope to die, if thou
Dost not apeak true 1
Berp.
Yes, honor brilrht and hope
To die, if I the gilt-edged truth am not
Pa"eying, beauteous Eve I
Eve.
I do believe
Thee, serpent wise, for why should thou desire
To do me harm 1 . I fail to see. I vum I
I'll eat a little tin,Y one-I can't
Bee any harm in eating one, can you,_
A little tiny one at that I
Berp.
No harm
A

The slightest, only good. Believe in me,
And liv to be as KOds. Be bold, fear not I
[The arch-tempter glides up the tree like a fiash,
and; hanging on a limb, bends it within reach of
Eve, who skittishly touches a small pippin, and,
finding it does not bite, plucks up courage and
plucks the forbidden fruit, when there Ia cast the
die that brings a world to Krief I Hesitating a
moment, she takes a tiny bite, when, realizing
that she stilllivs, she masticates and takes another
and larger bite. This she disposes of, with the
-rest of the apple, then plucks two big ones from
the tree, the serpent dropping to the Kronnd.J
Ben>. How to thy taste, these golden pippins,
Eve1
Dost find them good 1
Eve.
Delicious I Just toe too I
Perfectly splemdid I Just to think of such
.Fruit growing here. and all for nothinK-nay I
Or only for the birds to peck and spoilIt's just a shame, I do declare it is I
One of these pippins, as thou callest them,
1'll take to Adam dear. If a UKht of ill
i!honld happen, he and I in the same boat
,;hould be, I think, don't you 1
Berp.
·
Assuredly,
Fair Eve. But livest thou, who were to die
[f eating of the tree of knowledge 1
Eve.
Yea,
I am alive and well, that is a fact;
But I must say I do not feel, as yet,.
rhe presence of the transcendental cult
rhat sicteth on the Boston girl. Perchance
'Twill come in time.
It will, depend. Ere set
Berp.
Of sun thou•lt be a wiser (Bolus: and
A sadder) woman, sure as e~tgs is eKgB 1
ra-ta. Remember me to Adam, dear.
Havinflgot in his work, the serpent irracefully
glides into the bush and disappears, Eve quite as
gracefully making her way to the cottage where,
on the back porch, she left Adam asleep in a hammock.]
AOr n.
BoENB 1.-Back porch of cottaKe. Adam snoring
in hammock.
Enter Eve, with two big pippins.
Eve. 0 Adam, wake I I've just got something
niceBeats peaches all to pieces, dear, you bet 1
Wake up I wake up! Dear me, how sound you
!Shakes him up lively.)
sleep I
Here, now, take this and eat-it•s jast too nice
.For anything, you•llfind•
Adam.
What is it, dear1
Mine eyes are scarce wide ope enough to 11ee.
Eve. No need to see. Now just you take a bite
And own it's .nice. There, ain't that just toe too'
.For anythin~t. my dear1
Adam.
H's bully, EveIt is indeed e:xtravaKantly good !
Eve.
0 mercy, me I
Adam. Why, what's the matter, dear,
That thou shouldst scream like that 1
Eve.
Matter enough,
0 Adam I we are na-na-naked--oh !
What shall we do 1
Adam.
Alas I what hast thou done 1
Mine eyes are opened, toe. Thou•st struck the tree
Of knowledge, Eve, and we're nndone I
·
Oh, now.
Eve.
Don't cry before you're hurt. I ate, I liv;
Yon ate, you Iiv; so where comes in the harmUnless in knowing, we, a thing or two
We didn't know before 1 But I must go
At once, and make of fig-leaves aprons, dear,
For I should die of very shame were he
To come and catch us in this awful plight! know I should I
Adam.
. So much for knowledge, Eve.
Pray, what's th1s knowledge worth 1
Eve.
. Oh, now, don't preach
It'l something worth, I'm sure, to know when we'
Are not presentable. l'llKo right now
And make those aprons, dear, lest he should come
And catch us thus. I should be mortified
To death, I know I should !
.
0 Eve, too high
Adam.
You paid for knowledge, much toe hiKh. What
does
·
The poet say of ignorance and bliss 1
Eve. 9h, I don't know and I don't care, there
now!
Why preach when-- Mercy me I I hear The
Voice
In the front yard. Quick ! let ua hide ouraelvs
In yonder clump of bushes, where he can•t.
Observe us. Oh, I"m faint with shame. oo"me on!
<Exeunt, hiding in the bushes.) ·
AOT IlL
BoENE 1.-In the shrubbery.
[Ente~ "Voice of the Lord God walking in the
K&rde~ m the cool of-the day,n thus obviating the
necess1ty of a sun-umbrella.]
Voice. Ho, Adam I where art thou 1
[Eve no doubt felt ~treatly relieved at not being
called herself.]
I'm here, 0 Lord !
Adam.
Eve. Shut up, you fool! [in forceful whisper
hissed]
I'd die in blood-red shame were he to ocme
And find us here I
Ada~ (heartless). I heard thy voice,
And bemg naked was afraid, so hid
Myself.
Voice. Aba! oho I and who told thee
That thou wast naked, Adam 1
·
Adam.
She-•twas sheEve. You mean old thing, to tell on me like
that!
Voice. Hast eaten of the tree whereof I told
Thee not to eat 1
.
[Adam w_as in for making a clean breast of it,
and made 1t, the "mean old thing" that he was.]
Adam.
The woman whom thou gav•st
To be with me, she gave me of the tree
And I did eat of it.
'
Eve (hissed out). Yon hortid man 1
You're just too mean for anything, I vum !
[And she was right. The walking Voice should
t~en.aud there hav put a head on Adam-panched
him m the snoot. It was the meanest squeal the
world has ever known 11

Ingersoll's

~orka.

Voice (to Eve), And what is this that thou hast !
done 1
Eve. The serpent did beguile me, Lord, and I
Did eat; but •twas a little tiny one,
0 Lord-0 such a little tiny one 1
Tke Gods. Paper, 50 ets; cloth, $1.
[Enter Serpent, with a hang-dog look on his wealth
fpH~~~:~r~sTb~:~:e,•.':~dl~~~:
of mouth.]
ity," and "Heretic& and Heresies."
Voice (to Serpent). And now beca11se thou hast
done this,
The Ghosts. Paper, 50 ets ; cloth, 1.25.
It shall go hard with thee.
Oontents: "The Ghost!!l" "Liberty for Man,
Woman, and" Ohild,"
of In.
de]J6ndence
"About"·~·heDeclaration
Farmin.Jr in Illinoil,•
[.For what was deal•• out to tempter and tempted
in the wa:v of sentences see Gen. iii, and find
"The Grant Banqneh?"The Bev. Ale~nder
thatthe"juatjndge"ont-JeffriedJeffries,ofEng- . . Olark," "The Past .WSes before Me Like a
Dream," and "A Tribute toEbon O.lngeraoll"
lish and unpleasant memory. One thing to the~
credit of the v. of the L. G., perhaps-he made "Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50ets;
for Adam and Ma.dam, before evicting them from
cloth, $1.25.
..
Eden, and to cover their nakedness. long coats of Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50ets;
skins-not toe long, but just long enough, probaplain cloth, $1.25.
bly.J
·'''' ···""
What Must We Do to Be Saved! P~
~ per, 15 cents.
AOT IV.,
'.fhe Christian Relidon. By R. G.
BoENE 1.-Wildemess outside of Eden.
lngerso!h Judge Jeremiali B. Black, and Prof.
[Enter Adam and Eve as tramps, he growling like · George
1!". Fisher. Paper, 50 oents; cloth, Sl.
a dog with a sore head.l
Adam. And this-this all too tough experience-. Orthodoxy.. 56 pages, 12mo _paper,
: 10 cents. si.OO . per. doz. post paid. Prmted in
Because of thy most Jlilly longing for
large, clear type, and containinK as much as
An apple--oh l Because too curious
could be delivered in two ordinary lectures.
To know the taste of fruit forbidden thee.
This makes a grand missionary document.
Liberals should scatter it generously.
Because forbidden, thy pe"erseness bid"
Thee on, and hell before thee yawning wide I
fugersoll Catechised: His Answers to
I never would hav touched that tree, had I
a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
the editor of the San ll'ranotsoan. 5 cents; 150
Lived there ten million years.
cents
per dozen : 2G copies, $1 ; 100 copies, p.
Oh, no, of course
Eve.
Millions of these should be circulated.
You wouldn't. You'd be satisfied to liv
Vindication of' Thomas Paine from
A know-nothing through all eternity I
the attacks of the New York 0081lr1Hlr, by RobI touched the tree and ate of it-1 wish
ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents.
I•d eaten more, I do-and now that's all
A.ddress on the Civil Rights BUJ.
There is about it, you. One thing there isLarge size octavo, paper, 10 cents.
Ne'er had I squealed on you as you on me,
You mean old thing-too mean for anythinK.
Ine:ersoll's Lectures Complete.
I hate you-yes, just hate you, there I
liound in one volume. To meet the demand
for Mr. Ingersoll's works} the publisher has had
Adam.
OEve!
all his lectures, except tne latest on " OrthoBut •twas a mortal sin for you to eatbound in one beautiful volume, in half
doxy,"
Eve. There, do, pray, stop. I just don't see itcalf, library style, and containing over 1!800
now!
pa~es, which is sold at the ~xceedingly ow
pnce of $5. Bent by mail postpaid.
But •tain't the sin per se .that troubles you,
It is the bounce, old man I You had a nice
Tributes. There hav been so many
Soft thing the garden in, but now yon'Te KOt
applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "The Vision
of War," the "Grant Banquet Toast," that
To hump yourself and hustle for the grub,
they hav been printed on heav;v toned paper,
That's what the matter is with H!innah-you
18x2l, illuminated border, and 1n large, clear
Just bet I know I
type, suitable for framing, and the tbree will
Oh, talk not thus, my Eve.
Adam.
be forwarded to any address, for 25 ots, or
either one for 15 ct-1.
.
·
But oh, that garden beautiful! 'Tis hard
To lose that sweet domain of easeProse Poems and Selootions. This
Eve.
Oh, yes,
new book is a gem. It is a model in every respect. In fact, one of the richest,_ bril(htsst,
Of course it is; the loss of ease just sticks
best ever issued. It contains, besiaes the celBight-in your crop. But what of me 1 Will it
ebrated "Decoration Day Oration," never beNot be a& rocky quite for me as you 1
fore published, and all the famon1 "tributes"
But I don't care a snap! I wouldn't wish
heretofore printed in various shapes\ but never
brought together till now, many otner gems,
A garden to liv in alway; •twould pall ·
selected from the speeches, arguments, lectOn me. In all this great wide earth there must
ures, letters, table-talks, and day-to-da;r con·
:Be hnnki-dori places, sure, where we
versationsof the author. T·he work is des1gned
Oan squat, and not be limited to fruits
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as
a rare personal souvenir. To hell> it se"e this
That grow on this tree here and that tree therepnrpos~, a fine steel portrait, with autogra{lh
The idea-my !
facsimile,
has been prepared especi1for 1t.
0 Eve, do not refiect
Adam.
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges,
t back
On him, the giver of all goodand 1111ie,
$2.50; in half calf, mottled e ea, eleEve.
·
.
All good 1
gant library style1 4.50; in full Tnrke}" morocco, gilt, exquis1tly fine, 7.50; in full tree
Well, what's ·the matter· now with bad 1 Juat
calf, highest possible style and finish, $9.
think
Life. A Prose Poem. Printed in
Yon of the dose ..,.e got because we ate
eolors on board, bevele.d gilt edges~ 150 cenb.
AD apple-why, it'a just too horribly
Severe for anything I
Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.
We're pnnished, Eve,
Adam.
boudoir, fl.
Address THE TRUTH 8EElq!lB.
For disobedienceEve.
Well, I don't care,
The punishment was most unjust for such
A little slip as that. Would you a son
So punish for a disobedience
As trifiin~t 1 Not if I were round, you bet !
But I don't care a cent. I'm glad I'm out
Of that toe hifalutin K&rden patch.
I know I should havsickened of the spotA thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
Before long, toe-sweets pall upon the taste.
York Observer's slanderous attacks
Now, Ad, we'll find a jolly spot somewhere
upon the Anthor·Hero of the Amer·
In this wide earth around-it looks quite wideican Bevolutiou. Oontaining
And, found, we'lllqnat and settle down, and liv
In clover, eh 1
both the slanders and
Adam.
Damfino where to lock
their refutation.
For it, I'm sure.
-oOh, you're a cake I I'll find
Eve.
BY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL
The spot--oAdam. 0 Eve, that garden was the spot
The New York OOseroer (Presbyterian) having
Of all the spreading earthrecently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Eve.
0 fiddlesticks I
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated every.
Do let that garden slide and giv your tongue
where in vindication.
·
A rest. I'll find the hnnki spot, you bet,
With no embargo laid on this or that
TOGBTHBB WI'l.'B.
Or t•other tree, that we may find about.
A. ROHA.N CATHOLIC CA.NA.RD.
No pent-up Eden now confines our powers,
The wide, wide earth around about is ours I
A F'abritJat«l Acwunt of a 8()611,1J at tk6 Death[Exeunt in tlie direction ov11r against Jericho.]
bed of Thornn,s Pai'M.
8I8LOKUM,
BY W. H~ BURR.
'~is pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dnng m!lments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
W. S. BELL'S :PA.M:PHLETS. (upon
which the Observer relies to prove its princi.
pal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
The Conflict between Christianity Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.

Vin~icatod!

Paino

and Civilization.
PBIOE,
• •
• •
15 OENTB.
Your treatment of the ".Oon11.ict" is excellent.
-Harry Hoover.

LIBERTY A.ND MORA.LITY.

78pp.
Address

Price 15 cents.

THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

Reminiscences of a Preacher.
A RADICAL ROMANCE.

PBIOE, 15 OENTB.
o
By WILLIAM McDONNELL,
.Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
d1scourse •...:...Tames Parton.
Author of "Exeter Hall," " Heathens of the
I !'om .m)lch pleased with your address, and will
Heath," " Family Creeds," " Beaunot1ce 1t 1pMan.-T. B. Wakeman.
tiful Snow," etc., etc.
A beant1ful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a very
able P&J'' r, and deserves wide dissemination -The
Age.
•
The story is used by the author to teach Free·
thought, to remove superstition from the minds
of
those who would D~?t read a polemical es1 ay.
ANTI-PROHIBITION.
an4 t9 urge facts !1-gamst the various churches,
beheVlng '!hlch the1r supporters will desert thl'm
PBIOE, 10 OENTB.
bqok lB an .argument as well as a novel, but
.TJle number of heads under which you hav Thesenous
pred1caments of the hero are skilfully
dlVlded the subject matter of the pamphlet and the
used
to lure the reader along, and to induce him
the concise manner in which each pomt is' die- to take
th!l
an~idote to theological poisoning withcussed, Rhould be highl:y commended. Therefore out know:mg 1t. Mr. McDonnell writes effectivly
I tak!l f(i"eat, pleasure m recommending" Anti- and conVlncmgly, and always braces his romances
Proh~b~tlOn ' to the consideration of ever_y person
on one slde and figures on the other
who lB mterested, not only in the cause of temper· with facts
yvho hav read his J?revions works need not
ance1 }>n t in the principles of self-govemment.- Those
be
adVlsed
to
pur!Jhase th1s they will probably do
J.J.m.ctJabe.
so at once.
'fBE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 75 cents.
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BY

Bobert G. Ingersoll,

AND
TwELVE OTHER DrsooURSES OF REASON.

11!1 THB

BV 0. B. FBOTHINGH.AM.

A vigllrous thinker as eloquent as Theodore Pa.rker;.-(New Bedford Standard.
Deep thought, thorough conviction, a.nd great
a.bility.-(Phila.. Press.
Extra. cloth, limo, 238pp., $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER C~.

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
J'OB

"BLASPHEMY,"
AT

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT THE DEVIL,
AND

'JTHRR BroGRAPmOAL BKETOHES AND EssAYs.
BY CRA.BLEB BBADLAUGH.
With Portrait and Autobiography.
Charles Bradlaugh has" A Few Words" to say
"About the Devil." Mr. "Bra.dlaugh has a. right to
his "few words," and the devil will, we presume,
•t no veu distant dar. ha.v a. few words to say to
Mr. Bra.dla.ugh, and Will doubtless get the best of
the a.rgument.-[Chica.go Interior,
Extra. cloth, gold back a.nd side stamp; 12mo,
260 pp.• Sl.i5.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

ROME~

A, Memoir of Christian. a.nd Extra-Christian Expenenoe.
. By NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATERS.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
a.nd Qa.tholicism, from the vantage. ground .of a.n
intimate pe~na.l eX:periimce with. the two sn.
tems;·· It·dea.lil the most· trenchant blows which
pure ·logic is capable of infiioting.-(Critioa.l Be-·
view.
Oloth, 12mo, Sl. 75.
Address ·rHE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Essonco of Holigion
B)' L. FEUERBt\.CH.
Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 cts.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, ther(lfO!'e immora.l.-B:ctraot.
Address THE TBUTH BEEXEB Co.

MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY.
[JtenogrlU]Jhically reported, and riJfJised by the author.

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.
_

TRY•SQUARE;

GIRARD'S WILL

Girard College Theology.

Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.

DANCER AHE :t.D.

Paper, 12mo, 61pp., cloth, 50 cents.
Contains testimonies of the ea.rlyOhristia.nFa.the rs and others, and cases of striking similarity
to Christianity in many ancient religions.
Bold at THE TRUTH BEEKER Office.

SOCIAL

WEALT.H,

Acguir611Ulnt and Apportionment.

By J. K. INGALLS.
Price, CloUt,
•·
•

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

BJ' A..

By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."

~.

GROVER.

By DB. FBEDERIO R. MARVIN, Professor of
Physiological Medicin and Medical Jurisprudence in the New York Free
Medical College for Women.
Paper, 12mo, 6Spp., cloth, 50 cents.
His analysis of nerveus and mental phenomena.
is sharply scientific; his pathological theories a.re
ra.tlona.l, clear, and modern.-Medtca! BevfetD.
His la.u~uage is strong and well chosen, his
style a.dm1ra.ble in its directness and brilliancy,
his thought clear and lo~tioal.-Lt!>era! Chrtstfan.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

MATERIALISM:

The Secret of the East,
OB1

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

ROBT. G.

Charles Watts's Works.

OPENING BPHHUH TO THH JURY
in the suit of the

Bankers' and Merchants' Telecraph Compao)'

Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound

in cloth a.nd lettered. Price,l.l!t>. CoNTENTS :
Section I. De:O.nition of Freetho~ht and its
Ea.rly Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section m. Freethought Martyrs and ConfeBBors. Section IV.
Freethought in Confiict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, a.nd Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

against the
Western Union Telegraph Company
Bo many ha.v asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH BEEXEB ha,s obtained a.
supply and oa.n mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

Secularism; Destructiv and Oonstructiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.

Secularism; its Principles and its

SUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COM·

And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,
-

150.

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25o.

A. :Masonic Vindication of RighC.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Pa.'Per, 12mo, 86 pages, - - - - l&o.
.A.ddr981 THE TRUTH BEEKER.
21! Lafa.YeHe Pl., J!il'ew York.

For sale at this office.

INGER~OLL'S

$1.00, MON BENBE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nea.rjy 11!100 pages, fully

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITO AUSM

BffiLE ·F.A.BRIC.A.TIONS REFUTED,
NEW EDITION.

Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address T1'IE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Its BOOKS ON :MEDICAL AND SOCIAL

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28Lafayette Place, New York.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest of all A.nti·Bibll·
cal \Vorks.

VOLT !IRE' 8 ROIABCES.

OB

The Antiquity of Christianity.

BACON A.ND SJUKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Bha.kspere could not write,
The Bonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex a.nd his bride, A.D., 1590. By WK. HBNBY
BUBB. Price, 25 cents. For sale a.t this office.

.

BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

PHILADELPHULIBERA.LLE.A.GUE 261
meets every Bunda.y in Induatria.l Hall, Broad a.nd
Wood sts., a.t 2 :80 a.nd 7 :80 P.M. for lectures a.nd
free discussions on religious and social questions.
Able apea.kers interest the a.udienoe. N.B.-Truth
Beeker publications a.lwa.Ys on hand a.t cheap ra.ttl.

NEW GOD.

A.dvanoement';Soienoe RoMAN Is. M,
Paper,lllmo, 105 pp., 25c.; cloth, 500.
It Is in many. respects one of the most extra.ol'o
dina.ry utterances of our time.-N. Y. Trtlmne.

Chicago Secular Union meets every Bunda.y
evening a.t 7: ao P.x., corner Ba.nga.mon street a.nd
Wa.shinltton boulevard. Lectures a.nd de bates.
Strangers from a.broa.d a.re welcome.

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his irea.t forensic powers. All his heart a.nd brain
BY THOMAS PAINE,
a.re in it. It is one of his greatest _Productions. It is m his chosen field of intellectual combat, a.nd
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
we see him a.s the splendideha.mp1on of human liberty a.nd the rights of ma.n. His love of freedom
and justice,li.a.tred of tyranny and chains, sympathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthra.lled, his Price, Bingle Oopies, 25 cents. Bi:r. copies for
courage a.nd candor, hav in this Argument full scope of expression, a.nd he makes grand use of the
$1.00.
opportunity. Such a. :O.ood of light--of eloquence, legal lea.rning,logio, pathos, poetry, and patriotIBm-is not often poured out in a. court of Justice.
The many _calls for this Argument in complete a.nd accurate shape ha.v led to this publication,
THE CRISIS.
a.s revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications a.re the merest :O.otions-reprintli from
meager a.nd misleading newspJ!oper references.
Bv
Thom.as Paine.
Lawyers a.nd advocates will :O.nd this the model of a.n address to a. jury; statesmen a.nd politiSpeaking of this work in connection with the
cians a. clear exposition of Constitutional rights a.nd powers; a.nd intelligent, patriotic, a.nd free men
.
a.nd women everywhere, a. Magna. Charta. of their r!g!lts.
proposed independence of .A.merioa. from Great
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., iS Lafayette Place, New York city;
Britain, Washington wrote: ".A. few more such
fl.a.ming arguments •
will not leave num
bers a.t a. loss to decide on the propriety of a. sepaBINDERforTHETRUTRSEEKER ration."
For the benefit of our readPrice. 40 cents •
BY SAMUEL . P. PUTNAM,
ers who preserve their pa.pera
we o:ffer a. new style of binder,
J:o.r either of these works or &!!7 of Paine's
made .for the purpose, and wntmgs, · Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
with the heading of THE
l'BUTH B.EEX'EB printed in
Price 10 cents.
E!o! d letters on the outside.
l'his binder allows the openAddress THE TRUTH SEEHEB OoMPANY.
ing of the papers perfectly fiat. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
CONTENTS:
from a.ny part of the :O.le without disturbing the
The White Bull : A Ba.tirioa.l Romance.- Za.dig,
other parts.
or
Fa.te.-The
Ba.ge
a.nd the Atheist.-The PrinoeBI
Bent by mail, postl!_a.ic.!J for •1.
of Ba.bylon.-The Man of. Forty Crowns. The
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
Huron;
or,
the
Pupil
of Na.ture.-Microm!!ll_a.B.
tf
·
iS La.fa.yeite Pl., New York.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White
OB 1
-Memnom the Philoaopher.-Andres Des Touches
a.t Bia.m.-The Btud;y of Na.ture.-A Oonversa.tio
The Church of Practical Religion.
With a. Ohinese.-Plato's Drea.m.-A Pleasure iii
BY REPORTER.
Having No Plea.sure.-An Adventure in IIidia..
This is the history of a.n attempt to found a
Handsome 12mo, 448 pages, laid paper. With 0'1
AND
ohuroh without superstition, a.nd its success.
engravings. PrJ9e1_oloth, beveled boards, $1.50j pa
per covers, $1. J:1IUI calf or ha.lf morocco, ma.roled
Uncle Job Ba.wrer, the pastor, having established
edges, $4.00.
his pulpit, uses it to diBO'!lBB a.ll the vital questions
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
of human concern, religious, political, a.nd otherAN EXP,OSE
wise. The book iB written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just suffi- Of the perversion of Stephen Gira.rd'sma.gniftoent
WORKS OF 0. B. WHITFORD, Jl.D.
bequest to·Phila.delphia. by the Christian
cient na.rra.tiv about it to interest the reader and
churches and Young Men's
hold his attention while the trnth is being brought
Christianity a Reward for Crime
Christian Associato his mind.
tion.
Authenticated by the Bible.
Jl'or sale a.t this office. Price, Sl. 00.
By RICH. B. WEBTBBOOB:, D.D., LL.D.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,
100.
Price $1.
Address THE TBUTH BEEXEB.
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•

The Bole Factors and Bmct Ratios in

THE FORU)[.

ARGUMENT

·THE SAFEST CREED,

71.9

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS
Wa.s Jesus a.n Impostor' A debate between the
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, a.nd Arthur
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. 180 pp., 211 ots. The Mirror of Free
thought. 50 ots. The Bible a.nd Darwinism.
25 cts. Biblical Errors a.nd Secular Truths. 25
cts. Two Revelations. 5 ots. Bible Horrors; or,
Bea.l Blasphemy. 5 cts. Bible Makers. II ots.
Bible Ba.ints"'-Nos. 1~.,2, a.nd 8. Each 5 ots. Mosel
vs. Darwin. ~ cts. tlocra.tesJ Buddha., a.nd Jesus.
5 ots. Christianity a. Degra.aing Beljgion. 5 eta.
Fictitious Gods. 5 ots. Natural Ma.n. 5 eta.
The Old Faith a.nd the New. 5 cts. Bruno a.nd
Bpinoza.. 5 ots. The Bible God and His Fa.vorits,
5 ots. Miracle-Workers. 5 eta. Health, Wealth.
a.nd H~ppiness. 5 cts. The Brain a.nd the Soul.
5 cts. Nature a.nd the Gods. 5 eta. Desil@ a.nd
Natural Selection. 5 ots. Ma.n a.nd the Lower
Animals. ~ ots.
Address Watts a.nd Co•• 17 Johnson's Oourt,
E.C., Lon Jon, Eng.

Duties. Price, 75 ots.

Tracts. The following tracts by Ohas.

illustrated. Oloth, 8.25-in English or German.
A new cheap edition a.t onlY 1.&1.
SCIENCE IN STORY; o~ Ba.mmy Tubbs, the
Bo:l'_Doctor, a.nd Bponsie, the Troublesome Monkey;
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, a.t$1 each, or $5
per set; or ftve volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOB THE YOUN6.
250 pages~ illustrated a.nd cloth bound. (The :O.fth
volume ox "Science in Story.") ·50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints a.nd Beady Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of liB pages.
By Dr. Foote. 115 cents.
BANITABY-BOIENCE BEBIEB <Dime Pam•
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria.
m their Relation to Disea.se,"representing the germ
theory, advocating personal and _public hygi.ene
a.nd opPosing vaccination; "Health in the Bunbea.mJ" oonsiderin_g the plue-gla.ss cur~f value
to sicK a.nd well. By mail, 10 ce»ts each.
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 386 p:A'fce':f cloth

Watts a.re published a.t the low price of FIVE
OENTB EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
Is the Bible Reliable' The Christian Deity;
Moral Value .of the Bible; Freethought a.nd
Modern Progress; Christia.njt_r, its Na.turea.nd
IIifiuence on Civilization L Philosophy of Beollla.rism; Science and J:Sible An~onistic ·
Christian Boheme of .BedeJP,_ption. For all of
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEK·
EB, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

REDUCED TO $1.00.

THE STORY HOUR.
A. Book for Children and Youth.
BY MIBB BUBAN H. WIXON.
Over a hundred fine illustrations.

ri.~·~~~~~~~~:!l~:·r~~¥1t~~::~~i:·~~i ASHORT LESSOu II HISTORY

HISTORY
01' Til.

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Of Europe.
Revised Edition-2 l'olB-Price, p.
BY .JOBN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D .. LL.D
.A.ddresa THE TRUTH BEEKER

.JUiiT OUT.

Christian Absurdities.
BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

BING, BROTHERS, BING.

Huma.nTempera.meutst" with illustrations, by Dr.
J1
USJI THE
E. B. Foote, 10 oents.t ' Generation before BeFen.
ITs HISTORY AND ITs INFLUENOE UPON
era.tion" by Dr. E. J:S. Foote, Jr.t)O cents; ' Be· .A. double-page picture contrasting acience a.nd
800I11:TY.
ports of Conventions and Parlor m.eetintrs during Gheology, showing how the one ha.s labored for
In your meetings, to make them lively a.nd inter
1882," 10 cents; "Third Annual Oonvent10n of the
BY DB. LoUIS BUQ!!NEB, Author of "Force and lnstitute
of Heredity,Mav 29, 1BB8." 10 cents.
human advancement, a.nd how the other has estmg. THE LIBERAL HYKN-Boox contains songs
Matter," etc.
by the best poets, adapted to .well-known tune11.
Ar'Jr'I1'Aoo
TliE TRUTH SEEKER. a.lwa.ys opposed it.
Translated from the German.
It is hilll!l;y recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen 50 cents Parton.
Wnght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
Paper, limo, 1~ cents.
EKL'R
A.NNUA.L
twen.Jy-:O.ve
copies
for
~1;
one
hundred
copies
for
a.nd,
indeed, by a.ll who ha.v examined it. Price,
THE TRUTH SE " J!.
• p. we wishtha.tthefnendB ofFreethonghtwould
Address THE TBUTH, BEKB:EB• 28 Lafayette Place.
IIi oents.
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IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a Fa1r 1'rtd
BY Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
1
V. Dawn of Creation. An Answer to Mr. Gladstone. BY Albert Reville, D.D.
A DIBOUSSioN BETWEEN
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis.· By Prof. T. H.
Two interpretations may be a:iven of the mode
·
Htixl~y.
GLADSTONE,
HUXLEY,
MULLER,
A FnBNOH electrician claims that he will
VII. A Protest and a Plea. BY Mrs. E. Lynn Lin- of government of the world. It may be by incesLINTON,
REVILLE.
ton.
.
.
sant divine interventions, or by the operation of
soon be able to produce a thunder-storm
This is a new book and contains the latest discus·on the ·conflict between Genesis and Geology,
law. To the adoption of the former a
sion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the unvarying
wherever and whenever it is desired.
CONTENTS:
priesthood will alway~ inoline, since it must desire
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Hon. participants are a guarantee of its able character. to
be considered as standing between the prayer
W. E. Gladstone.
LIBERAL Brazilians are uneasy at th~ clerPrice, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
of the votary and the providential act. Its imII. The Interpreters of Genesis and the Interical leanings of Princess Isabel, who may soon
preters of Nature. PY Prof. T. H. Huxtey.
portance
is magnified by the power it claims of
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
m. Postscript to Solar lllnhB. By Prof. lllax
succeed Dom Pedro to the throne.
determining what that act shall be,-Draper.
l!S Lafayette Place, New York.
Muller.
T:!m clergy, who held this
NBw YoRK state has
language respecting their
1,053 Societies of Chrisopponents, exhausted the
tian Endeavor.
choicest epithets of Praise
..
on themselvs, and on their
THE W~~:shington Cath\ ..
own pursuits. When one of
olic University will be
them got into the pulptt, or
dedicated Oct. 6, 1889.
took a pen in his hand, he
seemed as if he could not
TuB czar recently had
find wor-ds strong enough
another narrow escape
to express his sense of the
surpassinll importance of
from death by dynamite.
that cla11s of which he wall
TuB fund for Mr. Bradhimself a member. They
laugh amounts to £2,485,
had their instruction direct
from heaven; they were, in
which will pay all his
fact, the ambassadors of
debts.
Christ; from him they received their aPpointment;
QmTB a schism is growand since no one else could
ing among Charleston, S.
reward them, so no one else
C., Presbyterians over
had a right to rule them.
evolution.
As they were messengers
Rent by the almighty, they
LoRD SAoKVILLB WBsT,
were rightly termed angela,
the British minister, was
and it was the duty of the
people to listen to their
dismissed by Cleveland
minister, as if he really
for advising a citizen
were an angel who had dehow to vote.
scended upon earth. Bee
Durham's" CommentaTie."
IN Italy,. whence we
-Buckle's .BtBtoru of Ctvtztreceive such a flood of
zatton.
immigration, 61 per cent
MINISTERS are
called
of those above fifteen can
angels, because they are
not read or write.
God's messengers, intrusted by him with a high '
PAR 1 s police were
and heavenly employment;
and it is a title that ahould
obliged to seize all porput ministers· in mind of
traits of the dangerous
their duty, to do God's will
Boulanger, the count of
on earth as the angels do it
Paris, and Prince Napoin heaven, in a BPiritual
and 'heavenly way, cheerleon.
fully, willingly, and read.· BALAAM HAS A CONTROVERSY WITH HIS BEAST.
CLERGYMEN are giving
ily; and it should put peoADd
the
Lord
opened
.
the
.mouth
of
the
ass;
and
she
said
unto
Balaam,
What
hav
I
done
unto
thee,
that
thou
hast
ple in mind of their duty,
to the newspapers their
smitten
me
these
three
times.-Num.
xxii,
28,
29,
30.
to take this word oft' minisvaluable opinions upon
ters' bands, as from angels.
how we shall pass our
Therefore are ministers
time in heaven.
WIFE : "I was so annoyed, my dear, to-day, to called angels, and angels, mmisters.-Durham's
find one of my pictures ilisp!ayed in a photog- Commentarte upon the Book of the Revezatton.
TuB national geological survey is busily
rapher's show-window." Husband: "WhY didn't
THE ministers of the Lord never giv cause for
preparing to recover 1,300,000 miles of
you go· upstairs and tell him to take it out?" scandal, and nothing would be more scandaloua
desert between the Rocky mountains and
THE main point to be watched by the leader of Wife : "I declare I didn't think of that-and, be- than tb say lj,hey scandalize us. Only unbelievers
a brass band is the toot ensemble.
central Kansas.
sides, the picture is a very good one !"
are scandalized by the conduct of scandalous
A :NEIGHBOR had so natural a picture of a hen
PmBsrs of the Argentine Republic are on a
BoBBY: "Ma, Olara ain't got any pluck, haB nriesta. When believers see a scandalous priest,
that it laid in his drawer for a week. ·.
she?'' Mamma: "I don't know, I'm sure. WhY they should pluck out their eyes, iii accordance
strike'because the government lowered the
THB author of the "Old Oaken Bucket " evi- do you ask ?" " Because I· heard her tell Mr. with the words of scripture.- Voltatre.
rates for ·masses, marriages, burials, and
dently did not believe in "letting well enough Brown last night that he'd better not do that
THAT there is a remarkable adaptation of living
other ecclesiastical services.
alone."
again, and he right up and done it. I'll betcher beings to their environment, is apparent to all,
Dn. MAnsHALL, an· eminent investigator,
if I told anybody to quit they'd quit."
and
has in all alil'es and among all peoples origiMRS. BRoWN: "Now,jnst look at those flannels.
givs these statistics of murder: In England, If anything will shrink more from washing I'd
A PROMINENT old St. Louis gentleman in his sere nated and-maintained the thtory of an intelligent,
to a population of 10,000.000, 237 murders; like to know what it is." Mr. Brown: "A boy and yellow days "jined the church." He wa• designing deity, Can this wonderful adaptation
asked by a committee of young ladies to take of living beings to their environment be otherBelgium, 240; France, 265; Scandinavia, will, my dear."
charge of a class in Babbath-s!lhool. "What am I wise explained 1 The dootrin of evolution-nat266; Germany, 279; Ireland, 294; Austria,
"HANDSOME 1 Yes, beyond expression.
to teach them?" he inquired. "Oh, you know. ural selection .,-the survival of the fittest, explains
Bich
1
Immensely
so,
I
hear.
310; Russia, 333; Italy, 504; Spain, 633;
T~a.ch the 'young idea how to shoot." "All right,'' all in a most satisfactory manner.-Prof. B. D.
Love him 1 Tnat is gross digression,
United States, 830.
said he, " I was a damned good shot in my young GarriSon.
Marry hiin 1 Of course, my dear."
days."
TuB clergy of Hoboken, N.J., on a recent
Dm it ever occur to religious people that a canYoUNG wife: "Before we were married, George,
"WILLIAM WEESBAOK, you are Charged with cer is as beautiful in its development as is the redSunday got the authorities to raid Jacobs's you never smoked in my presence." Young husand Cronheim's theaters, so that any wanting band: "I know it, my deiu, and you never wore having beaten your Wlfe." "The charge is cor· dest rose 1 That which they are pleased to call the
rect, your honor." "What are you smiling about, adaptation of means to ends, is as apparent in the
to go to shows would hav to patronize theirs. curl-papers in mine."
then 1" "I hav reason to smile. We've been mar. cancer as in the April rain.-Inuersoll.
This is outrageous.
HE (cautiously) : "What would you do, Fannie, ried five years, and in all the scraps we've had,
I HAv no doubt that scientific criticism will
if I were to 'kiss you 1" Fa.nnie: "Nothing, Harry. this is the first time I havn't come out second-best.
MR. GLI.DSTONB writes to the secretary of What would there be for me to do 1 You could
prove destructiv to the forms of supernaturalism
Hav a cigar, judge?''
the National Divorce Reform League in this attend to it, couldn't you 1"
which enter into the constitution of existing relig"BE me sow!," exclaimed Mrs. Finnegan,
country that he "holds by the law of the
"MY friend, do you search the scriptures,,. "iverything is blamed on the poor Oinsh nowa ions. On trial of any so-called miracle the verdict
whole western church, which teaches mar- "Yes; been searching 'em all morning." "And days." "Arrah, phwat's ailin' ye," responded her of science is "Not Proven." But true Agnostidid you find anything consoling 1" "You bet; I liege lord. "Phwat is the Yanks blamin' to now, cism will not forget that existence, motion, and
riage to be indissoluble."
law·abidingoperation in nature, are more stupenfound a lot of postage stamps I left there last Biddy aoushla ?" "Wud yez belave it, Pat1 They dous
miracles than any recounted by the mytholA BANQUBT was given at Paris· commemo- winter."
do be sayin' that an Oirishman gave the people in ogies.-Buxzev.
rating the presentation of the statue of LibHE (to marriage license clerk) : "Giv me a mar- the Bout• the yallow fa ver-a felly be the name av
I believe a leaf of grass is no less than the jourerty by France to America. The American riage license, air." Olerk: "Do you want single Mike Robe."
ney-work of the stars,
minister said: "All of the great truths upon or round trip'" He: "Bound trip, of course.''
AGENT (to woman who has bought a Bible on in- And the pismire ia equally perfect, and a grain of
And the clerk made out a license with d1vorce
stalments) : "I've called, ma'am, for the monthly
which modern social order is based were coupon attached.
sand, and the egg of the wren,
elaborated and spread throughout the world
MR. PEWBENT: " Your sermon • On Economy • payment." Woman: "All nght; I've got it tied And the tree·toad is a ciief·d-amvre for the high.
up in a rag for You. I'll fetch it." Agent: '·You
est,
by French genius."
this morning, doctor, was a v,ery sensible dis- are pleased Wtth the book, of COUrse, ma'am 1''
running blackberry would adorn the parIN the national election occurring laEt Tues- course." Dr. Churchmus: "Thank you; it seems Woman: •· Well, yes; I like the kivver, but. neither And the
lors of heaven,
.
.
to hav been appreciated, from the appearance of me nor the old man are muoh sot on the readin•
And the narroweHt hinge in my hand points to
day, Mr. Harrison, Republican, was elected · the contribution-basket."
·
·
matter."
scorn all machinery,
president. New York will cast her electoral
OLD JENKINS happened to meet his three young
LINES in a hymn·book : "I forgot to invite And the cow crunching with depressed head survote for him, but Governor Hill, Democrat, nieJes, and asked them to hav a little refreshpasaes any statue,
Janet to the ptC'fltc. Wasn't it tl!sr;rao•ruzt'
was reelected. Indiana and New Jersey ment. "Girls are just the same," said the old "Look at that fright of a bor net." "Do you h~ar And a mouse is miracle enough to· stag~~:er sextillwent Democratic, Connecticut, Republican. man. as he stood at the cashier's desk and picked that man asleep?" .-.It isn't a man. It'~ a little
-Walt Whttman.
ions of Infidels.
child." "Does that rip in my back breadth show 1'•
A Democratic governor was chosen in Illi- up $2.85 out of a $.00 bill; "very little change!"
NOTHING
can
exceed
the
credulity
of the early
A GENTLEMAN while in church, intending to "That's a lovely hat you've got." "Ought to be
nois. New York city selected H. J. Grant
unless tt may be their ignorance. They
scratch hid llead, in a mental absence reached Cost $11 68." Beside these, there were some I fathers,
for mayor, a very substantial victory for the over into tbe next pew and scratched the head of could no tread. They had been partly rubbed out. believed everything that was miraculous. They
bPiieved everything except the truth. Anything
Catholic church.
an old maid. It is said he di !Covered his mistake
that reallY happened was considered of no imTHE sad sea waves, with their ceaseless roar,
a
breach
of
promis
of
marwhen
she
sued
him
for
portance by them. They looked for wonders,
TuB three emperors, German, Russian, and riage.
Still beat the cli:ffd to-d~y,
miracles, and monstrous things, and-generally
But the seaside belle we behold no more,
Austrian, who are thought to be concerting
THE McNab treated the family to a fantasia
found
them.' They reveled in the misshapen and
Oh, wnere does she hide away 1
some scheme for pillage and murder of the upon the bagpipes, and when he had concluded he
She has gone from the sandd where the min. -the repulsiv. They did not think it wrong to
neighboring nations, are eminent Christians. looked round with honest pride and remarked :
swear falsely in a good cause. They interpolated,
strels nlay,
forged, and changed the records to suit themThey are energetic in forwarding religion "Eh, mon, but that's vara deefficult I" "Ia it'"
And the waves roll in and splash ;
selva, for the sake of Christ. They quoted from
In aNew York dry goods store to·day
among their people-the German emperor de- said the O'Flaherty. "Be jabers, Oi wish it had
been impossible."
persons who never wrote. 'l'hey misrepres~nted
You may hear her screaming " C«sh !"
clares that he •• will foster piety and the fear
thoae who had written, and their evidence is absoSuE had auburn hair, and he wanted to pay
of God;" the czar is substantially the pope something very cutting, so he observed," In some
lutely worthless. They were ignorant, credulous,
mendacious, fanatical, pious, unreasonable, bigof his church, and the Austrian ruler is as de. parts of the West I believe they light the streets
The Career of"Jesus Christ.
voted a Catholic. Those who can read be- with red-headed girls." "Humph I that never An Expoa1tion of the True Meaning of this Char· oted. hypocritical, and for the most part, insane.Inr;ersoll.
tween the lines may apply their cunning to would do in your town," answered tbe girl. "Wby acterai! des9l'ibed in the New T.e.tament. By Mi!not 1" asked the :voun~r fellow. "Why, you'd be ton Woolley, M.D., author of "H~brew MrtholWHATEVER the early Christians deemed conduciv
the discovery of why these men wish to keep hugging the lamp-posts all day, as well as half the ogy,"
Paper, Svo, 2~ cents.
·to the mterests of Christianity, they inserted in
their people religious.
ni£ht," was the crushing reply
Address T BE TRUTH SEEKER.
their books.-Scaltr;er.
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A

Jjlolts and f!Jlippings.
BELVA ANN LocKWooD sent a congratulatory telegram to President-elect Harrison.
Belva sustains her defeat with equanimity.
THE currency commission convened in
London has finally made its report. It advocates the cooperation of England with the
United States, Germany, and the Latin
Union to secure the restoration of bi-metalism.
A MINOR maxim of journalism: When, as
it too often happens, two fools solemnly agree
that upon a specified contingency one shall
wheel the other across the landscape in a
barrow, do not speak of the agreement as a
"novel election wager."
"I HAV fought the good fight," quotes the
devout Col. Elliott F. Shepard in yesterday's
Mail and Express. . Is that so, Pecksniff?
asks the World? Well, now, just calm your
politico-biblical enthusiasm and pack your
trunl!: for Jerusalem, Jericho, and the Holy
Land.
THE rumor that Mr. Gladstone would at
Birmingham announce his retirement from
the leadership of the Liberal party appears
to hav been without foundation. He stated
yesterday to a deputation that he considered
it his duty to remain in public life until the
Irish question is settled.
RoBE CoGHLAN, one of New York's best
known actresses, does not consider marriage
a failure. She says : " Consider well. How
~ave a thing is marriage l The communion,
blest by heaven, between two immortal souls;
:~.ot the fancy of an hour that can be laid
aside at will, but a holy sacrament to endure

P U Z Z L E D

for all time "and all eternity." Rose ought to
know. She's married.
WILLIAM E. RANSOM, a theological student
of this city, will canvass sewing-machines for
three weeks owing to over.cQnfidence in
Cleveland's luck. The World thinks that he
is sorry now that he did not heed the divine
inspiration which settled like a halo about
the head of St. Elliott F. Shepard.
CoL. HENRYS. 0LOOTT, the president-founder
of the Theosophical Society, who has been
in England for some months, has returned
to India, his tour in this country having been
abandoned for the present. Early in January
next he will visit Japan upon Theosophical
business, and will come to this country by
way of California. Theosophists are preparing to hav him visit the branches throughout
the United States and to giv lectures upon
Theosophy in the large cities. A fund is
being raised to guarantee Colonel O!cott's
expenses on this long tour in America. He
will return to India from here by way of
England.
MESSRS. SMITH, LYMAN, AND TAYLOR, three
members of the Mormon church, are in Canada to interview the Dominion government in
connection with the Mormon settlement at
Lee's Creek, Northwest Territory. Smith is a
son of the late prophet of the church. Smith,
on being interviewed, said: " Our colony
consists of one hundred and twenty-five souls.
We do not exclude other Christians from the
settlement. Our business is combined ranching and farming." ~· Do you propose to practice polygamy?" "We do not propose to
break the laws of the country. We are Christians. We believe in Jesus Christ, and believe
in him as strongly as any sect on the face of

P I L G R I M·.
A GooD many things hav been said against
King Dave Kalakaua of the Sandwich islands,
but we do not credit the story that he is writing a novel to be called, "The Mystery of
Mauna Loa; or, The Poi Eaters of Oahu."
David is, adds the Bun, more likely to
IN the House of Lords on the 6th inst., write editorial articles for some Prohibition
Lord Salisbury announced that Germany had paper.
invited England to cooperate with her in the
IN 1881f the Nevada legislature passed an
work of preventing more effectivly the exportation of slaves from and the importation act providing that " no person shall be alof arms to east Africa. England had lowed to vote at any election in this state
promised to aid in the work, as it was in aC- who is a member of or belongs to the Church
cordance with her traditional policy. The of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, comproposed measures would be effected by a monly called the Mormon church." The
naval and not a military force. France had same statute required the registry agent to
also agreed to render assistance, and would exact an oath from the voter to the effect that
send a man-of-war to cooperate with the Ger- he was not a Mormon. This legislation was
man and English vessels in a blockade assailed a!\, unconstitutional, and the supreme
against slave and arms bearing vessels. The court of Nevada has now declared it to be
vessels forming the blockade would hav the invalid. The state constitution prescribes
the qualifications of voters. All male citizens,
right to search vessels under any flag.
twenty-one years of age and upward, who
THis touching little story comes from China hav actually resided in the state six months
via the London Freethinker: "A Chinese and in the election district or county thirty
evangelist, being unable to find any traces of days preceding the election, are entitled to
his runaway donkey, after a long and ex- vote, except such as hav been convicted of
hausting search, 'prayed the Lord to make treason or felony, or hav borne arms against
the donkey bray, and immediately he brayed.' the United States, or held office under the
Thus encouraged, the evangelist borrowed a Confederate States, or are idiots or insane
latern and with four hired men continued the persom. The supreme court holds that the
search or pursuit till he was tired out. Then legislature cannot add to the disqualifications
he turned to him who is a very present help specified in the constitution. If a citizen
in trouble. As a last resource he knelt again possesses the qualifications declared in that
and fervently prayed that the great ruler of instrument, he cannot be deprived of the
the universe would make the donkey bray right to vote by virtue of any statute whatagain, and he (the donkey, not the Lord) was ever. The constitution of the state is paraultimately found in the yard of a fried-cake mount, and so long as it exists in its present
shop; whereupon our piou! evangelist gave form the members of the Mormon church
hearty thanks to God for his great goodness." cannot be disfranchised in Nevada.
the earth." "In what essential particular do
you differ with orthodox Christianity?" "The
great difference is that we believe in modern
as well as ancient revelation through the
medium of prophets, seers, and revelators."
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Each epoch treading on the heels of its predeces- the stronghold. of the ruling baron. Power holds
sor has given proof that the prophet of a higher court in the ·chamber of commerce, sending. its edicts
civilization has been truthfully inspired. The tramp forth by steam and electricity, slibordinating common
df to-day, with all his degradations; has no fear of interests.
'l'om, Dick, and Harry.
Tom, Dick, and Harry be damned.
the halter because he is out of money and is found
Yet, despite all that, and the lines of the Lake
.A.s Father, Son, and Holy Ghost represent the seeking employment. The•" authorities" will but
triune God of heaven, so do Tom, Dick, and Harry, meet him with confinement and hard fare, and, dis- poet t? boot.,
the popular social trinity, stand fo~ the constit~ents missing him, leave him to die bravely by the roadThe good old simple plan:
That they may take who hav the power,
that make up what in the state IB known as 'the side. Tramps in the time of " Good Queen Bess," in
And they may keep who canlower orders of society;" thus making the heavenly "merrie England," were hung in rows by virtue of
and the earthly to correspond to the zenith ~nd tile the edict which gave to Dogberry 11uthority to "com- I say, despite these things, the day of the marauder
nadir, the antipodes of each other;- and JUSt so prehend all vagrom men." Some advancement seen is coming to a close. Hav courage, Tom, Dick, and
through all the centuries bav they stood, embodying there, we must allow. Come, let us join voices with Harry. I repeat,
There's a good time coming, boys;
the idea underlying all systems of human govern- Mackay:
•
Wait a little longer.
There's a good time coming, boys.
ments; investing the governor, as the vicegerent of
In the universality of the protest against the inheaven, with the god-like prerogativ of dictator, and
Resuming : T.here is also some differimce, to our
placing Tom, Dick, and Harry in the relation of advantage, observable in the land question between equalities of the present we see a spirit that will not
subordination, deference, unquestioning submission. the Elizabethan age and the Victorian. . Then, the " down" at bidding of Gods or men-altar, legisla.A.nd such has been the condition of mankind till baronial stood supreme. Now the baron's claim is t.ure, court, or Thug. The directing agency of the
toward the close of the last century of our era; the bravely disputed. Henry Georue, in the role of a future neutralizes the spell of the foul demon of the
change, heralded by shouts of impatience by !.he moqern Peter the Hermit, called upon the masses to past ; an agency heard in the di8cussion of the land
Toms, Dicks, and Harrys of the passing years, but arouse and. redeem their own holy land. .A.nd the quesUon, seen in the flaunting banners of organized
labor, felt in the frenzied efforts of bossism to overto which little or no heed was given beyond cutting Toms, Dicks, and Harrys at once begun the work.
off a refractory head or two as a warr.ing uot to preTrue, the syndicates and the trust organizations of rule by law the boycott of the unions. The spirit of
sume to call in question the heaven-ordained scheme our day, here with us, hav measurably taken the place the "sections," too, says, "We bide our time.':
It m~y ·be that Tom, Dick, and Harl'y see with but
given for man's. government upon earth. The gov- of the baron of the past, and are most grievously
.ernors were not to blame. Taught to regard the felt, but even of them we can quote to Tom, Dick, feeble vision the presages we speak of; noting but
system of government of which they were the legiti- and Harry:
the shadows of the. comin'g ~vents, unmindful of the
mate heads as a system modeled after the plan given
majetftic presence of the vanguard; not even aware
- - In them nature's copy's not etern,
of the skirmishers who hav invaded the market-place.
by this triune God of heaven, they took for granted
Then be thou jocund.
that their chief duty was its protection, a duty made
T., D., and H. must also remember that they They .are there, however, notwithstanding the blindall·tbe more imperativ by their being the "Lord's too b,av organizations, giving them a sweeping ness of our humble trinity. T., D., and H. must
anointed."
majority of seventy to one, a majority which, when hav their eyes anointed with more than spit and clay,
What, rail against the Lord's anointed I
fully aroused, will wipe out our syndicate.s and tfust and well rubbed in, before they can be made to see
Words, it is true, quoted from Richard III., but he, companies at the word Go, law or no law. .A.nd yet and hail the coming legions of the future rushing
none the less, a legitimate governor. .A.nd don't you law is eternal, defying extinction, a paradox of the with nimble feet over th~ abatis and rifle-pits of ihe
forget it.
.
family of the fiction : " The king is dead. Long liv enemy, silencing their batteries.
.A. most natural conclusion was this hacking off of the king !" · The king cannot die; the title at once
Tom, Dick, and Harry hav FO long lived in the
heads on the part of the governors, particularly passing to the successor. In this sense law cannot illusion of millionairism and the altar, bowing before
when backed by the self-constituted authorities in all die, it will be but superseded. Tllero will be quite them with the adoration of the sun-worshiper, that
questions between the God-appointed and the gov- as much authoritativ law after the days of the syn- they hav become blinded to othet' objects. "Put
. ei-ned-the priests-a class eternally on the side of dicates and the trusts are numbered as there was money in thy purse," has been to them the Iago lesauthority, let who will suffer.
before, but it will be in favor of the many, not of son of life; and bending to it some hav raked· the
When Tom, Dick, and Harry complained, the the few. Tom, Dick, and Harry will be in the as- loose change of the dickerer into their keeping, as
priest comforted them by promises of compensation cendant.
the chiffonier hooks from filthy heaps the accidental
. in the enjoyments of heaven. "Servants, be obediThere is nothing between the range of extremes droppings of the household; godsends making them
ent to your masters, your rulers," said· they, "and that men, properly organized, are not capable of ac- accept the gospel of the trickster as their best means
great will be your reward "-checks on the Post complishing, so gracious has nature been in her be- of securing the plenty that assures them, through
Mortem Bank of Heaven, an institution now voted stowals of the constituents that make up humanity- the pireling priests, of the favor of heaven, telling
·
insolvent.
a fact in itself suggestiv of possible transition in the them that all differences in social life exist in obediWhen Tom, Dick, and Harry, maddened by hun- widest sense of survival of the fittest. The question ence to the will of God, assurances given in the same
ger, shouted, " Bread or blood !" the noble replied, of questions is, What makes the fittest 1 The reply breath with texts of scripture to the suffering many;
"Let them eat grass;" a recommendation to which to which comes in a quotation : "My son, among all such as: "Subdue the lust of gain, my brethr{ln ;
the popular trinity gave heed by compelling the in- thy gettings, get understanding." ·understanding is cultivate obedience to the "divine will, and greater
.sulter to show them how to do it ; filling the noble's the sign-post, pointing the way to advancement. will be your reward than loaded vaults of filthy lucre.
mouth with a wisp cut from the sod below his feet, For lack of understanding, Tom, Dick, and Harry Law and order demand obedience to authority," they
as he dangled from a lamp-post in the public square. are hungry and oppressed. The poor earth-trio hav add.
.A.nd here I would say that, while it would be a sight relied so much on the sky trinity for help that they
Poor Tom, Dick, and Harry do not seem -to know
greatly to be lamented to hav a man's body dangling are irresolute of purpose. Let ·them drop their that law and order, as a shibboleth of the unjust
from a lamp-post, it is a matter infinitly to be rejoiced pleading and gather self-reliance. There is a lion in ruler, is a something partaking so much of the charover that there are ropes and lamp-posts within the way, some say. Shoot it down, is the reply. acter of the kaleidoscope that, presto ! they change
reach, and that there are Toms, Dicks, and Harrys "Come to Jesus," is the caution; "his yoke is easy to suit the moment. .A.s witness over in "merrie
ready to .use them.
and his burden is light." .A.nd 80 the jargon of tra- England:" a certain British marquis, speaking in his
There can be no real, permanant advancement in diti~Il riots, wilting Tom, Dick, and Harry into im- place in the House of Lords in vindication of the
society until men hav sloughed the ancient beliefs, potence.
-·
legislation by which miles of commons were taken
and entered on the regime of the scientist; utterly
Yet is there a breaking away from the leading- up and incorporated into contiguous individual
exploding the faiths of the fathers-faiths of the strings of both the state and the altar. .
~states, so depriving the local poor of ·their use as
state as well as of the altar. .A.ll progress in society
Chunder Sen calls for amelioration to the condi- gardens and as. grazing ground for goats, donkeys,
must be in the ratio of emancipation from ancient tions of the dusky sons of Hindoostan, burdens im- and an occasional cow, said: "People were guilty of
trammels. The individual must stand stripped of all posed upon them by the traditions of a civilization sedition in questioning the legality of these innovafaith but faith in man.
having its roots so deep among the antiquities as to tions, the changes having been made by sacred acts
Believing with Combe in the supremacy of the defy the plummet of the explorer, cast he ever so of Parliament." .A. defense of baronial theft to which
moral sentiments in the government of society, there wisely. The Indian philanthropist refuses to accept Joseph Arch, a representativ of labor, himself a
are no limits to adv!l.ncement. Right recognizes only "the way and the truth" as offered by Christianity, workingman, but a member of Parliament, made
the superiority seen in the life of the individual who claiming for the sacred demigods of their hoary past reply, giving the true meaning of the phrase "law
seeks the greatest good to the greate~t number-a the authority of a wisdom greater than Jesus. On and order." Said Arch : " The marquis tells us we·
sentiment of the mouth only in the competitiv pres- the other hand, we hear of a modern apostle in Chi- lay ourselvs open to the charge of sedition in quesent., and regarded by the priest-ridden noodle as the cago, in self-estimation authoritativ as the oldest of tioning the robbery of the· commons and despoiling
antagonism of God's plan sent to guide and direct the teachers, calling for disciples to his standard of the poor of their God-given heritage. Let me tell him
humanity. Poor noodle! poor priest!
revolt against Christianity, calling himself a "hea- that when we laborers get the power, the land shall
There is but one plan: the force inherent in the then;'' both men excellent in morals, eloquent of return to us and by equally sacred acts of Parliaconstitution of things; natural development from tongue, and incisiv of intellect. Chunder demands ment."
natural causes; all being under the guidance and for the Pariah equality with the Brahman; the ChiHeads up, Tom, Dick, and Harry. Bide your
direction of resident power ; self-governing, immu- cagoan insists on the brotherhood of the race. Let time. It is coming. Evolution is your friend. Our
table ruling without shado\t of turning, relentless; the former pierce the armor of caste riveted by cent- social system is a common scourge. There can be
as heedless of the wolf "who howls his watch," as of uries transcending in number the Mosaic figures to no civilization till the balance-wheel of right is so
the priest who intones his rigmarole. Blizzards, the degree of trenching on the misty line of the nicely adjusted in our social and industrial system
eart.bquakes, tornadoes, floods, disturbances in the geologist, and he will do. a "big thing." .A.nd let that the withholding of what is needed for the best
social world, famine, wars, anarchic conditions, mak- the other melt in the crucible of argument the tra- health and the highest culture will stir the commuing no change. Deaf, inexorable, inflexible; in har- ditionary prejudices of our era-then what!
nity as would the commission of a great crime in our
mony with the planets, tireless as the circling sun.
Come up, Tom, Dick, and Harry, and comfort midst.
Time is always supreme, dominating and assertiv yourselvs with a nip from the old bottle of the pulTom, Dick, and Harry, I am with you even unto
in man's affairs, let who will be millionaire or pauper. pit:
the end.
74.
Allowing no permanent mastery, the hours keep wagThere is rest for the weary
LeRoy, N.Y.
ging. Their work may, to the superficial observer,
In the sweet by and by.
--------~~~----appear blundering. Seen from the Pisgah bight
Boston and Pittsburgh.
Unquestioning obedience brings harmony. Obedireached by the explorer of the promised land, how- ence to what! ".A.y, there's the rub." Error sits
Thou hypocrit, first cast out the beam out of thine own
ever, the hoped-for wine and the honey are always only in our neighbor's house, and-wise fellows that eye, and then thou shalt see clearly to cast out the mote otit
seen in the distance, to ·be drunken and to be eaten we are-not without a protest against the local nui- of thy brother's eye (Matt. vii, 5).
by the coming man; Tom, Dick, and Harry, in the sance.
We hav been reminded of this text of scripture by
mean time, waiting but to encounter the well-attested
What are the chances for Western intellectual ele- reading the fierce discussion or contest now raging
truths that there is nothing so certain as uncertain- vation, beyond the small arc of the cranial circle.that in Boston and Pittsburgh over the question of teachties, and that hope deferred maketh the heart sick. takes cognizance of amassing shekels ? True, the ing or excluding the topic of reli~ion from the public
Well, there i~ no help for it. The inevitable con- old faith no longer cramps the mind, but what are schools in those cities. The difficulty al'ises between
fronts us all. Trust in your manhood, T., D., and the promises for the intellect of the future T En- the two branches of the Christian church....,that is to
H., and keep ypur powder dry.
terprise rules the hour. The counting-room is now say, the Catholics and the Protestants. Both of

f!Iommunications.
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these claim the name of Christians. To an outsider
-one who does not believe in either .church nor yet
in Christianity as taught by both those branches of
the church, the difference is simply between tweedle~
dum and tweedle-dee.
To us it is rather amusing than otherwise to see
how those Christians love one another, and it induces
a feeling akiJ:!. to that expressed by the old woman as
she witnessed the fight between her husband and the
bear, when she remarked that "she didn't care much
which whipped." It is a singular circumstance that
the professed followers of Jesus the Christ, the same
that Christianity takes its name from, and upon
whom both the Catholic and the Protestant church
claims to be founded, should be found to differ as
widely as they do, while both believe in and use the
same Bible, with only slight variations in the translac
tiona, which, however, do not change the essential
facts.
Now, both claim that the Bible is the word of God,
and that a belief in and acceptance o"f what it
·teaches are absolute necessities, if one would be.
happy both now and forever-that is to say, if we
would escape hell and enjoy heaven in the next life.
Now, they both seem to teach what they deem to
be the sacred truths of that book, and the main difficulty seems to be in the time and methods.
The Catholics desire exolusiv schools in which they
will teach religion according to their understanding
of it, and likewise according to the traditions and
instructions of their church. They wish to use their
own translation of the Bible and employ only teachers of their own faith, which must always be of the
consecrated and sanctified order of the priesthood;
and they only shall read and expound the scriptures,
believing that it is dangerous for the. unconsecrated
to read or hav the Bible in their possession. And for
this the Catholics contend.
The Protestants allow all their subjects to read
their Bibles, but disallow any construction to be put
upon it except and only such ·as their church and
their creeds and their theological schools shall
prescribe.
They claim that their Bible is the true one, and a
much better translation than the Catholic Bible is.
And now against the authority of law both are contending for supremacy. The Protestants, however,
by tolerance, hav practiced reading the Bible in many
of the public schools, and prayers are said by the
teachers daily. And it is a practice in all state institutions, such as the normal schools, state universities,
all the· charitable and penal institutions that are
under the patronage of state governments, to hav the
Bible read and prayers repeated daily, and in some
schools that we know of songs or gospel hymns are
sung, and these are called devotional exercises. Now,
it is entirely pertinent to inquire by what right or
authority is the time taken in those schools for those
devotional exercises by the Protestants and disallowing the same privileges to the Catholics. Only let
the reading from the Catholic Bible be substituted
for the Protestant Bible, to say nothing about praying and song-singing, and immediately a tumultuous
howl of objection would go up from every Protestant
throat in the lanq.
It remains to be shown that the Catholics desire to
use more time in teaching their form of religion in
their schools than the Protestants are now, and hav
all along been, using in the public and state schools.
And still the fact remains that neither Protestants
nor Catholics hav any warrant by law to spend any
time, which is both the time and money of the state,
in teaching any religion ; not even a half hour in
each day, because such use of the time is in total
disregard and opposition to organic law, which says,
in Article I, Amendment of the Constitution of the
United States: "Congress shall make no law respecting the establishment of religion, or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof," etc.
Education is carefully provided for in all the
states, and laws are enacted by which no portion of
the public funds shall be used for sectarian or
religious purposes. Hence we say that reading the
Bible, prayers, and the singing of gospel·songs in the
public schools and state institutions is as much a
violation of law as it would be to allow the Catholics
to appropriate the school funds to the support of
their schools.
·
It should be remarked in this connection, however,
that the laity of the Catholic church are satisfied with
the law as it is, and with the present school system,
as the funds are now appropriated. But the whole
difficulty originates with the priesthood, the hierocracy of that church. They are a mob of hypocritical,
designing, selfish, unscrupulous tyrants. They seek
to lord it over the American people and American
institutions as they do over their deluded followers
in those countries wliere education is at a discount.
They foster ignorance and credulity in their people,
because these are their stock and staple by which
they liv and thrive.
They well know that as soon as their children
become educated, their intelligence will lead them
away from their church, and hence their efforts to
hold them in ignorance in order to supply their

church with fresh recruits, and thus perpetuate their
own power over a system that is as false as hell.
But bad as the hierarchy of the Catholic church.
are at the present time, they are stillfar behind tpeir
God and the license he givs them in his holy Bible to
commit wickedness in. altits worst forms.
A fair idea of ·the character of the Christian God
may be obtained by reading the twenty-eighth
chapter of the book of Deuteronomy, beginning at
the fifteenth verse.
Christians claim to hav both God and devil in their
system. But if their God has truly described himself in the Bible, it would seem quite unnecessary to
employ a devil. He would simply be a superfluity
and as umiecessary as the fifth wheel to a wagon.
The God represented in the Bible would be equal to
any emergency without the aid of any devil.
Hence, then, the devil is more ornamental than
useful, his functions being supplied by his superior.
J. c. N. ABBOTT.
-------4~.-------

The Morality of Man.
What are morals ?
Morals are all laws, written and unwritten, by the
observation of which the great human family may
lead a harmonious, well-regulated life.
The necessity of suppressing certain dispositions
in man, which become more and more dangerous as
human society grows, has made it necessary to establish certain fixed laws of morality.
These few words describe, in a brief manner, the
nature as well as the reason for morality of man, and
the task, hardly begun, would end here already if I
was only sure thlft I am fully understood, but there
are phenomena probably so seldom investigated by
many of my readers, that I consicl.er it my duty to
refer to some of them particularly, so as to make sure
of a mutual understanding.
·
To fully understand thE:' meaning of morality, we
must observe man in all the stages of his gradual
development; if we do otherwise-that is, study only
civilized beings-the great organized society of high
culture-we. will be misled, for the very simple
reason that the roots ~f high culture must · hav
been laid already in the lowest stages of existence
from which mankind developed to its present high
state.
To begin with the man in his primitiv condition,
we observe that he knows nothing of morals, and
that he does not form any la~ge society on account
of the preponderance of his brute inclinations.
Among semi-cultured races of man we notice the
beginning of morals; their life is more social, the
family ties are more firm, and some of the brute inclinations are suppressed.
The more a race advances in civilization the higher
it stands in morality; its social relations grow
steadier ; its politics become more developed, and it
commences to form a large and well-organized nation.
Morality, therefore, begins with the first constraint which man himself lays upon his brute inclinations, and with the moment in which he sees
that his own unruled· inclinations are a danger to the
formation and preservation of communities, and
larger societies composed of individuals of different
races of mankind.
Morality thus becomes the basis for all other laws,
traditional and social, and the social laws are only a
written compendium of morality for human society.
To think that morality is the product of the spiritual and ideal life of whole races would be a mistake,
because all the moral laws of the paet and present
are the results of the studies and the work of single
individuals. These men, by their superior mental
power to detect the weaknesses in their fellow-men
and their evil influence upon social life, and by their
drawing conclusions based upon their observations,
and their finding ways and means for the suppression of such evils, become the founders of human
society, of. culture, of order, of scientific progress,
and of the laws of morality.
We call them "philosophers," "Jt.ioneers of truth,"
but in reality they are, and always' hav be.en, "the
pioneers of civilization;" they hav elevated humanity from its animal existence to the high ·culture of
to· day.
Some thinkers of our times claim that there is a
more pleasant cause for morality than I do. They
say, for instance:.
"Morality is a feeling embodied in .man;" or,
"Every religion represents the ~um o~ different moral
laws."
I cannot deny that such a definition of morality is
somewhat justified by the individual life of all highly
cultivated races of to-day, but speaking of mankind
in general, such definitions are entirely wrong, for
the following reasons : •
1. The religions of all primitiv human beings are
in many instances wholly devoid of morals ; they are
the results of a great fear, and still greater inquisi"
tivness. ·
2. Primitiv human beings form only small and very
loose communities.
· ·
3. Only the religions of higher, cultivated races
are, more or less, interwoven with morality, _in accordance with the state of their culture.
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4. All religions are more or less based upon fear of
punishment by some god or gods, i. e., personifications of the mysterious powers of nature, after death.
The theoretical results of our search for truth are
very pleasant; but when we commence to compare
wit.h real facts, the reverse is the case.
To prove the correctness of my former assertion,
that the morality of man is, and always has been, the
result of the labors of a few wise men, I wish to call
attention to the history of man.
I refer to Moses, the leader, the prophet, the creator of the grand Ten Commandments. All deeds of
the great warriors, philosophers, inventors, and discoverers; of the emperors and politicians of ancient
and modern times together, had not the lasting and
powerful influence upon men which the one great
deed of Moses at the foot ·of the mount Sinai had.
Moses hae created, and through the great fear of his
people of the great Jehovah, forced his tribe to accept his creation as a law, and his law has become
the foundation for all laws and all the morality of all
the civilized nations-laws which are as good to-day
as they WPre thousauds of years ago!
Are not our own laws, and those of Rll highly civilized nations of to· day, based upon the Ten Commandments 1
Are the many variations in our laws anything else
but definitions of the laws:
Thou shalt not steal.
Thou shalt not kilL
Thou shalt not commit adultery.
Thou shalt not bear false witness.
Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's wife, house,
servant, etc. 1
The Greeks had laws, so did the Romans, but with
the advance of Christianity they were transformed
and adapted to the 1\losaic laws, and the latter spread
continually over the whole world, enforcing progress
of civilization wherever they came.
What was the reason that Moses gave those laws~
He gave his Ten Commands because he had discovered the roots of the evils which threatened to
destroy the organization and the family life of his
people, and which finally would hav destroyed the
existence of his entire nation. He also knew that
the commands alone would not destroy the evils, and
therefore gave them out as laws of God.
Thus it was that Moses, knowing the great power
of religious fear over men, placed the much-feared,
all-powerful, and revengeful Jehovah in his place as
the creator of the Commandments.
The Israelites of that time were but a semi-cultured
nation,. and remained so a long time after-in fact,
until Christ made his appearance.
Christ was, after Moses, the next greatest philosopher and moralist. He, as well as Mohammed, had
three features in common with Moses-they were
creators of laws, founders of new forms of religion,
and used the power of existing religious fear to giv
their creations stability. Neither, however, was as
great as Moses, and Christ as well as Mohammed
made the Mosaic law the basis of their improvements.
J e- us knew by personal experience that the stern
religion of the Jews op.ly increased the brute inclinations in man: '• Eye for eye, tooth for tooth." Such
a law could only prove a drawback to the development
of love and humanity. He saw that the revengefulness of the Jewish nation was the cause of their endless sufferings at the hands of other nations, therefore he gave different laws-his morals of humanity.
Let us be thankful to him.
By what means did Christ transform the results of
his philosophy into a constraint upon his people's
disastrous inclinations~ He followed the footsteps
of Moses, but having a headstrong people before •
him, he made his Jaws still more powerful, and in the
completiQn of his taFk he riBked his very life-and
lost it-and declared himself to be the son of the
great Jehovah.
Only five hundred years after Christ Mohammed
appeared as philosopher and moralist; but what
Mohammed could not gaiu through religious author- ..
ity like Christ he gained thr<!ugh the help of the
sword. He was rich aJ;Ld powerful and therefore
could afford to do so.
The history 0f mankind and ethnography shows
that all morality of man consists of a constraint of
his brute inclinations forced upon him by single individuals and with the help of religious fear. It further shows that morality is the result of philosophy,
and has caused the fast development of mankind to
higher stages of culture. Morality, therefore, is no
inherent power in man to decide about his own
actions, but a constraint forced upon him by others
for his own welfare.
KARL FLA.NGL.
New Yorlc, Oct., 1888.
PAsToRs are those who hav the charge of leading
the flock of the Lord to graze. They hav undertaken
such charge through pure charity, only reserving to
themselvs the right of fleecing the flock and of sending to the slaughterhouse those among them whose
fleece has not proved sufficiently abundant. Princes
are the dogs of these shepherds of souls,. and at their
bidding bite with a sharpened tooth all sheep who.
stray or will not let themselvs be shorn.- Voltaire.
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being the latest addition to our lecturers, it doe.s seem Spofford. And I am sure none of them will admit
as though the older ones might do much more In that that Paine "achieved a popular reputation out. of all
proportion to his real merit."
direction.
·
To say that Paine's "'Age of Reason' contains
J. F. Beck sends for a charter for West Union, 0.,
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
much crude argument"-that "its tone is coarse and
where they organized just prior to the Co~gress.
E. A. STEVENS, Secretary, - 24I Washington Boulevard, Chicago,
Our enthusiastic friend Robinett is gomg to do dull," and that "it is fast sinking into deserv~d obOTTO WETTSTEIN, Treas.,
• Rochelle, Ill.
E. B. FooTE, Joa., Ohair. Ex. Oom., 120 Lexington Ave., New York. five times as much if possible. He is a whole-souled livion," is what we might expect from a b!Poted
priest who never read the "Age of Reason.. Its
MBB. M.A. FBEEMAN, Ohair. Fin. Com.,241 Washington Boulevard, Liberal.
Chicago.
Through Brother Dawes· we receive Mr. Alexan- tone is neither coarse nor dull, 'its argument IB not
der's contribution, and the sender says: "He is a crude, and there is no work of the kind written in
Another Hundred Dollars.
sturdy veteran of. Freethought of seventyfou~. the last century that is half as much read now as
·
HuDsoN, N. Y., Oct. 29, 1888.
Age has neither dimmed his earnestness ~or enthusi- Paine's "Age of Reason."
Paine did not publish his "Common Sense" at the
DEAR TRUTH BEKKER: I like to be in good company. Put asm, and he is the possessor of a valuablethbrary. No
me down as one of the ten who propose to furnish munitions theolo'gian will cross swords with the old gentleman suggestion of Benjamin· Rush or anybody else.. I know
to open fire on Girard College.
that Dr. Rush, in a Jetter to Cheetham m 1809,
L. GEIGER.
but once."
•
Yours respectfully,
Wm. Reynolds is always ready to he!p the cause claimed for himself the fir.-t suggestion of the work
A Roll of Ten Dollar Subscriptions.
and inspire others to do the same. He ~s a stalwart. and even of the title, saying that Paine read the
BuRR OAK, MioR., Oct. 29, 1888.
Chas. Lownd forwards $2, and words of warmest sheets to him, and that when finished he advised him
MR. EDITOR: I see by your last paper that "Aguosticus" praise for the work done last year, for ~hich we to submit the· manuscript to Dr. Franklin, Samuei
proposes to be one of not less than ten to giv $100 toward
Adams and Judge Wilson. That Franklin saw it
testing the Girard will case. In your comments you say thank him most sincerely. Mr. Lownd IB full of and stt~uck out a passage, and that he believes Adams
the
cause
of
justice.
We
hope
to
see
enthusiasm
for
$1 000 will start the movement. I will be one of not less
also saw it. All this is untrue, as may be seen in
th~n one hundred that will giv $10 to keep it moving.
him BOO~.
.
·
Respectfully yours,
A. R. HINOHRR.
Brother Jaques is the earnest, intelligent worker Paine's "Crisis No. 3," where he states that he did
of Akron, and we hav great hopes that throug~ his not at this time know either of the Adamses, and that
The Roll of Honor.
labors a powerful Union will be built up. He writes: he surprised even Dr. Franklin with the first printe~
Samos Parsons, San Jm:e, Cal. ................................. 25 ro
You may well be proud of having such an able and talented copy." And again he writes .in 1802.: "~n ~y pubh- ·
Subscriber of THE TRUTH SxxKKR, Noank, Conn ........ 25 00 lady as Mrs. M. A. Freeman in your midst. "Cross aud cations I foJlow the rule I began with In ·Common
PhotiuR Fisk, Boston, Mass ..................................... 20 00 Crown " which she delivered here Sunday, is pew excellence. Sense'- that is, to consult nobody-not to let anyJ. H. Barker, Sweet Home. Ind............................... 5 00 I met ~ne of our friends this morning who declared she was body see what I write till it appears publicly."
.
William Wall•er, Dwight, Ill................................... 5 00 equal to the champwn, R. G. Ingersoll. I am only sorry s~e
Dr. Rush was vice-president of the Philadelphia
W. I. Haldeman, Pme Grove, Pa ............................ 5 00 did not hav a larger audience; but. sho_uld. we succeed In
Bible Socil:lty and was distinguished for his piety.
Ida b'{. Merritt, charter for Fairmont, Minn............... 5 00 organizing, she will be heard again m this city.
He was writing to Cheetham about what occurr.:d
J. F. Beck, West Union, 0., charter......................... 5 00
I am yours for freedom of thought,
JoHN J AQUKB.
John Robinett, N1poma, Cal.................................... 5 00
thirty-four years before, and his letter is full of
John
Nuessle
is
stirring
up
our
friends
at
HamJoseph E. Alexander, Marysville, Mo........................ 5 00
t:Jrrors, some of. which are corrected by Ch!ietham m
burgh
and
already
has
the
nucle~s
of
a
noble
band
William Reynolds, Wanship, Utah ....... ,................... 2 50
the publication. Cheetham himself was a notorious
Charles Lownd, Minneapolis, Minn.......................... 2 00 wbo stand for universal mental liberty.
Jo~n Jaques, Akron, 0........................................... 2 00
Our e~rnest kiend SpeLcer is alive to the issues of liar, and he may bav tampered with Dr. Rush's letter.
Wilham Kronbergh, Hamburgh, N.Y...................... 2 00 ·the hour; and why sbould be not be, for, though
And, by the way, Cheetham's judgment of the
F. Federspiel,
"
" ........ .............. 1 00 eighty-one, he reads every line of THE TRUTH SEEKER merits of Paine's literary work is much the same as
John Nuessle,
"
" ...................... 1 00
that of Professor Ficke. He says "it has no melit,"
F. Spencer, Evansville, Wis. ......... ........................ 1 OU each week?
Peter Seide, tlr., Davenport, W. T........................... 1 00
Scarcely anything givs us more ple.1sure than to is "defectiv in arrangement, inelegant in diction,
Peter Seide, Jr.,
"
'' ........................... 1 00 ~ee a thoroughly united Freethought family such as with no profundity of argument, no felicity of reMrs. M M. Seide,
"
" ...... ..................... 1 00 the Seldes. It is not Father, Son, and Holy Ghost mark, ·no extent of research, no classical allusion, nor
W. A. Tresse,
"
" .... .. ... .. .... ... ... .. .... 1 OU
P. N. Wies,
"
" ........................... 1 00 that they are interested in so much as mother, father, comprehension of thought."
But unfortunately, in reverting to the subject of
William Crane, Kanosh, Utah.................................. 1 00 and son. I should not w.onder-but Brothers Freas
literary style, Cheetham stultifies himself. .r~e
A. W. Noble, Marysville, Mo.................................. 1 00 and \Vies are sons-in-law in Liberalism.
Brother Crane is one of Wm. Reynolds's recruits, "Declaration of the Thatched House Tavern, m
When the history of Freethought is written, high
1791, was attributed to Horne Tooke. In Part 2
in the temple of its famous names that of Samoa and we hope to hear from him.
of Paine's "Rights of Man" .he says that Horne
A.
W.
Noble,
a
friend
of
Mr.
Dawes,
and
former~y
Parsons will be inscribed, for few men hav done more
for Freethought and progress, and none he.v more a fellow-teacher, is a well-educated and· splendid Tooke, having spoken much in commendation of the
liberally sustained the cause. We feel the more young man who bas given lectures on Liberalism and Declaration, and being jocularly accused of praising
under obligations to his generous support from the thinks of entering that precarious profession, the his own work, to free him from this embarassment,
and to save him the repeated trouble of mentioning
E. A. STEVENS, Sec. A. S. U;
fact that he has imagined us a fiery petroulase and a Liberal lecture field.
the author, as he has not failed to do, "I make no
sort of holy terror generally, but I assure ,4im that I
hesitation in saying that I drew up the publication
am quite mobil, amiable, and gentle, and glad I can
John Fiske on Thomas Paint~.
in
question."
agree with him heartily in the matter of Secularization
Critics, I saw, that other names deface,
Unwilling to rob " the great grammarian" of .the
of. the state. During the times which tried men in
And fix their own, with labor, in their place.
credit of the composition, Cheetham says this is
-Pope's Temple of Fame.
this vicinity I wrote my impressions and never replied
doubtless a falsehood and adds :
to any criticisms or attacks made upon me-never
An extract of about· five hundred words from an
replied to a purely personal attack, no matter how article by John Fiske in the Atlantic Monthly on
No one could mistake the uncouth and ungrammatical
vile. My friends would not believe it, and my ene- the merits and demerits of. Thomas Paine as a writer writings' of the one for the correct and elegant productions
mies-well, !.could always afford to let them howl. is before me. Were I to judge the merits of Pro- of the other.
Brother Parsons need not be afraid of my bel- fessor Fiske by this portion of his essay, I would be
One more critical remark of Cheetham,! venture
ligerence. I am never spoiling for a fight.
justified in characterizing him as a literary charlatan. to quote:
Well, I am glad to know that our pioneer of San Almost every sentence contains an error, some of
Wretched as Paine's "Common Sense" is in point of litJose desires "To help our cause all I can. I want which are inexcusable. The most in.portant of them erary merit, his "Rights of Man," a pandect of Anarchy, is
still inferior. Horne Tooke, it was said, corrected its grammy brother Freethinkers to all come up and take I will repeat in his own words. He says:
matical errors, but every page of the work refutes the asserlife-memberships and also try and giv a life memberFranklin had secured Paine employment as e:litor of the tion.
ship to every Freethought lady in the land." And Penn.ylf!ania
Magazine.
.
Cheetham was a British Tory. who, by abuse and
the venerable warrior closes with, "If we giv priestPaine had a crude, undisciplined mind, and was quite
craft and superstition a hard fight we will hav all we devoid of scholarship. He succeeded in making everybody falsehood, while editor of a New York paper, brought
read what he wrote, and achieved a popular reputation out upon himself many prosecutions. P"ine demanded
want to do."
Photius Fisk is another Freethought philanthro- of all proportion to his real merit. His " Age of Reason " a public apology from him for falsehood in October,
contains much crude argument. Its tone is coarse and dull,
pist who spends his declining days in doing good for and, with the improvement in popular education, is fast 1807, under penalty of a prosecution, and said, "You
cannot even state truth without running it into falsethe coming generations. Instead of needing urging sinking into complete and deserved oblivion.
Paine published his "Common Sense" on the suggestion hood."
to duty, he is always anticipating what is most necesIn order to prove the truth of Paine's statement
sary to be done. Through his noble philanthropy of Benjamin Rush, and with the approval of Franklin and
Adams.
and sterling devotion to justice the name of Photius Samuel
The pamphlet is full of scurrilous abuse of the English that he never consulted anybody about what he pub- ·
lished, I will advert to a popular fiction published
Fisk is so well known and highly honored that any people.
word here seems superfluous. Suffice it to say that
It resorts to such stupid arguments as the denial of the more than thirty-five years ago, and frequently republished since. George Lippard, the novelist,
this patriarch was not forgotten when the list of vice- English origin of the Americans.
Some of the above allegations, I concede, are based drew upon his imagination for a thrilling scene in a
presidents was made at the last Congress, and as a
slight recognition he was prominently placed among upon appare~,tly good author1ty, but they are all lonely room at night in Philadelphia, just after the
battle of Bunker Hill. George Washington, Benjanevertheless flfise.
them.
The Pennsylvania Magazine was started by min Franklin, Benjamin Rush, and John Adams are
From a Noank, Conn., subscriber to THE TRUTH
SEEKER a postal order for $25 was received. This Robed Aitkin, a bookseller. After issuing one num- solemnly debating the crisis. A visitor in homely
modest person is apparently no~ willing to allow the ber he applied to Paine for assistance in writing for garb is announced. He is introduced by Franklin
left hand t~ know the good the right is doing. The it. Paine accordingly contributed anonymous arti- as Thomas Paine. He is informed of the topic of
letter says~ "When you begin proceedings against cles to the second and several subsequent numbers. discussion. With flashing eye and earnest words he
the Girard College trustees I will chip in again." But in a letter to Dr. Franklin,.dated March 41 1775,. horrifies them with his political blasphemy. But as
he ~ays, "I hav not entered into terms with him;" he goes on and pictures the glorious futuro of IndeGood!
Brother Baker was at the Chicago Congress and and doubtless he.never did, for we know that Paine pendent America, the universal empire of the Westapologizingly forwards his pledge of $5 from Sweet never wrote for pay. Nor did he remain in Phila- ern continent, he makes converts of all four on the
Home. That it may be the sweetest home in Indiana delphia long after the date o~ that letter·; he went spot. They press the stranger in the brown coat by
is the desire of the writer.
-'
back to England secretly-probably to procure gun- the hand, and Washington, in a voice deepened by
We take this occasion to thank our devoted friend, powder, saltpeter, and arms-and did not return to emotion, begs him to "write these words in a book."
This story is as fictitious as that of the little
Wm. Walker, of Dwight, for his contribution paid America until near the close of the year 1775.
Paine was as well educated as Abraham Lincoln or hatchet. The news of the battle of Bunker Hill reached
over' while enjoying himself at our entertainment,
when Brother Putnam was among us. We canal- Horace Greeley, and was superior to either as a Thomas Paine in London, whereupon he at once
writer. Therefore to ·say that he had "a crude and wrote "A CrilliB ExtraordinilJy," which was published
ways count on Brother Walker.
W. I. Haldiman sent us $5 to the Congre~s as an undisciplined mind and was devoid of scholarship" August 9, 1775. It was signed "Caeca," and was
·
one of a series of similar papers contributed anony·
evidence of his earnestness, and after considerable is contemptible priggery.
He "succeeded in. making everybody read what he mously to "The Crisis " during the year 177 5 and
traveling around it came to hand all right.
Ida.M. Merritt, secretary of the Fairmont Secular wrote;" because he was the finest writer of that time. 1776 until after the Declaration of Independence.
Union, f.orwards a charter fee. This frontier fortress This is conceded by the most competent critics,
But to return to Professor Fiske; he says that
of Freethought is the work of Geo. H. Dawes, who among whom I will name Van Buren Denslow, "'Common Sense' is full of scurrilous abuse of the
promises to organize a dozen during this year. He Robert G. Ingersoll, Charles A. Dana, and A. R. English people."

g[qe Jlmerican Jecnlar Jlnion.
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0 shame, where is thy blush 1 ' Paine was preeminently the friend of the people, and the enemy of
their oppressors. Nor is there a sentence or a word
in "Common Sense" to support Professor Fiske's
assertion. Could he hav read the pamphlet enough
to know what it contains ! Or did he borrow the
assertion and repeat it on trust T ·
And when the professor adds that the writer "resorts to such stupid arguments as the denial of the
English origin of the Americans," he shamefully perverts the language of "CoJl!mon Sense." This is
what the writer says:
Europe, and not England, is the parent country of America. This new world bath been the asylum for the persecuted lovers of civil aud religious liberty from every part of
Europe. . . . Not one-third of the inhabitants even of
this province (Pennsylvania) are of English descent. Wherefore I reprobate the phrase of parent or mother country, applied to England. But admitting that we are all of English
descent, what does it· amount to? Nothing. Britain, being
now an open enemy, extinguishes every other name and
title, and to say that rPconciliation is our duty is truly farci.
cal. The first king of England, of the preaent line (William
the Conqueror), was a Frenchman, and half the peers of
England are descendants from the same country; wherefore,
by the same reasoning, England ought to be governed by
France.
I am aware that the rules of grammar are sometimes violated in Paine's works. And these were the
principal faults dwelt upon by his critics. But I hav
good reasons to believe that these trifling faults
were intentional, which reasons I forbear now to
t:d ate;
In regard to scholarship he made no pretension.
But I find in many of his secret essays, especially in
the letters of "Casca," Latin quotations with a free
translation. Paine was also familiar with the French
language, which he sometimes quoted. He wa9 also
a poet ·of no mean capacity, and while in Paris he
wrote and published a short poem entitled, "What
Is Love 1" which is unexceptionably fine. But he
was too practical to waste his time in verse-making,
and. devoted his life to the good of mankind. Nor
was he at all devoid of the education and learning
requisit for the wcrk he attempted to do.
WM. HENRY BURR.

of Brother Williams that same night, despite the lateness of the hour, and purchased a copy of Paine's
"Age of Reason." There will be some loss of tithes
next year as the result.
· September 26.-The Wednesday night lecture
was advertised at the school-house in Brother L. P.
Edholm's neighborhood, about six miles up. the valley. Brother Edholm has .had full experience of the
delights of celestial marriage (threefold), but by
reading Freethought publications he was delivered
from the subtle snare; obtained executiv clemency,
and has provided for his other two families, who are
now far away, and although this necessitated division
of his property and left him in comparativ poverty,
he now finds full compensation in the peace and hap ·
piness afforded by having one, and one only, wife,
a truly noble woman and real helpmate, and their
bright, happy little ones. I was surprised to find so
many people at the lecture, wondered where they all
came from, but in this country it is astonishing how
small a dwelling will accommodate a large number of
people.
The prospects for advancement of Liberalism are
bright and hopeful in Weber valley.
Eoao, UTAH, Sept. 27.-From Weber station I
was whirled so fast by the train that I only just
caught a glimpse of the Devil's Slide-immense serrated rocks-two ridges of granit reaching from the
river nearly to the summit of . a sloping grass-clad
mountain. The rocks are from fifty to two hundred
feet high; the two ridges run parallel about ten feet
apart. A few miles farther and we come to Lone
Tree, an old solitary, scraggy pine; suspended from
its lowest limb is a sign-board that tells westernbound travelers they hav passed over one thousand
miles of rails since leaving Omaha. Next our interest is centered on those queer red, yellow, and
gray conglomerations called Witches' Rocks, more
generally known as Plum Pudding Rocks. They stand
out in bold relief in all sorts of odd, queer shapes,
and fill us with wonder till we reach Echo City.
forty-one .miles from .Ogden, at an altitude of 5,500
feet.
Echo is the biggest little place I ever visited,
and it has more big-hearted, large-brained Liberal
C. B. Reynolds on His Western Tour.
folks to the quarter acre than any other place in
U INTAH, UTAH, Sept. 24.-This can scarcely be called Utah.
a village, but is a thoroughly Mormon agricultural · The "city" is situated on the eastern bank of
settlement. It was near this station that in 1862 the the Weber river, half a mile below the mouth of Echo
notorious Morrisite massacre was perpetrated.
canon. The little valley is not more than half a mile
The country between here and Ogden is very fertil in width. Excepting a few gardens, stock-raising is
where water is obtainable. Grain and vegetables of the only occupation of the people. The few houses
all kinds grow to perfection, and yield abundantly. afford dwellings for the railroad employees. The
Charles De La Baume, a TRUTH SEEKER subscriber, a only really beautiful residence and garden is that of
scholarly French gentleman, with a passionate love jolly Fred Hirst, the station agent. ~e ~s a paragon
for horticulture, has a very beautiful and most pro- Liberal, an educated gentleman, a sCientist .a~d deep
ductiv vegetable farm. With Brothers A. Bowman thinker with none of the pedantry of erudition, but
and Thomas H. Peck he can occasionally indulge in a jolly, 'whole- souled, big-hearted man, w:ith a .nobl~,
interchange of Liberal ideas, but it seems incon- bright, good woman for wife, and _two ~rig?t, mtelhgruous for a gentleman of birth and erudition to be gent, pretty little daughters, makmg his. hfe a percontent to abide with such uncongenial neighbors as petual delight and his home a .very paradise.
I had a large and intelligent audience at Echo
the average Mormon.
•
'I'he lecture was at the school-house. There was a school-house and long for the delight of complying
· the o rt'
.,
-repea td
E'
reques t to" come agam.
good attendance, and it created quite a furore. It is with
to be hoped that the free distribution of sample
CoAL VILLE, UTAH, Sept. 28, 29.-From Echo, a
copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and the sale of Liberal branch of the Union Pacific railroad runs up the
pamphlets, will result in the redemption of some of Weber river to Park City. Just before leaving the
main track and turning south, we pass the noted
the honest and intelligent.
MoRGAN. UTAH, Sept. 25, 26.-From the light and "Pulpit rock " on the top of which, it is said, Brigbeauty of Umtah the train rushes through a gap in ham Young preached his first sermon in Utah. This
the mountains, crossing. a bridge high above the is doubtless only tradition, but the Echo canon is a
seething whirl of waters, where massiv, frowning wondrous reality and has been the scene of untold
rocks rear their gigantic crests far up toward the horrors-massac;es of fleeing fugitive who dared
Witches' Caldron-on, on, on we climb; up, up, up rebel, to denounce the rapacity of the priesthood, and
through the wild, weird scenery of the Devil's Gate, attempted to return to the states; doomed wretches
plunge into the dark and gloomy gorge, then out cut off from the church (throats cut), cut off by the
into the beautiful valley, on, on, till we stop at Weber ministrations of the D11nites or Destroying Angels, to
Station (post-office, Mor~an). Waiting to greet me say nothing of hundred upon hundred who perished
I found good Brother D. Williams, a stanch Liberal, by cold and starvation, hav~n~ crosse~ the. plains,
who was for many years a most devout Mormon, but weak, weary, emaciated, provisions havmg given out
his eyes once opened, he escaped from the cruel -for weeks their only food a quarter of a pound of
despotism of the church, and now rejoices in mental flour stirred in water-delayed, impeded by the
freedom. He and his son do about all the business dreadful snow vast numbers dying almost in sight of
done here, their store and warehouse being the only Zion. Coalviile is a large Mormon village, with a
business places outside of the Z. C. M. I. store, the grand, stately temple, ~ncompleted, and of no real
post-office, a lager- beer saloon, and a blacksmith shop. use and extensiv coal mmes of very great use, affordI greatly enjoyed my visit at the happy home of ing' employment to the people. I delivered two lect
Brother Willtams, and learned while there much of urea at the school-house. Brother Smith bantered
the true inwardness of Mormonism from flhose who and poked fun at the grand mogul, the presiding
had passed the dire ordeal, as well as from some who bishop of the stake telling him he must attend the
lecture · that on the first night I off.,red to answer
remain inmeshed in its relentless toils.
I delivered a lecture at th~ school-house, which was all que;tions, but no one_respon~ed, and the bishop
packed with earnest listeners. In my first lecture I would lose all his flock If he did not go to their
always smooth down the fretful porcupine quills of rescue, etc. The bishop did not attend, but issued a
the opposition, show how we are all more or less decree for Mormons to keep away, and they did.
prejudiced-thtl result of lack of honest ~nve~tiga. Coalville is a hot.:bed of superstition, yet there are
tion-and so are apt to condemn that whiCh, If we brave, independent Liberals enough there to eventreally understood, we ne,~ds must commend. I im- ually work a reformation.
SALT LAKE CITY, Sept. 30.-Despite lack of adpress the fact that securing heaven here and now by
lives of love and ministrations of benevolence is the vertising and absence of lights in front of the Opera
very best and ~urest way to secure heaven in the fu_t- House there was considerably larger attendance than
ure if heaven m the future there be. Thus I wm the fir~t Sunday. I received many encomiums for
the' hearty good will of the majority present, avoid the delivery of the lecture, " The Bible: Whence It
stirring their prejudice, but induce the honest to be- Came, and ·what It Really Teaches,"
gin to read and investigate. A good Mormon
TO LIDERALB OF NEBRASKA. AND DAKOTA.
l>ishoJ?, wpQ ~tt~nded the lecture, came to the boqse , I propose to lecture in Nebraska dqrin~ NovE!mber

and December, and Dakota during January. Friends
in those states desiring my services will please write
me at once to Evanston, Wyo. Terr.. My terms are
$20 for t.hree lectures, friends paying hotel bill. One
lecture, $10. Letters addressed to me at Evanston,
Wyo. Terr., will be promptly forwarded.
Nov.. 3, 1888.
C. B. REYNOLDS.

A Toe-joint Postscript.
[Since I sent to THE TRUTH SEEKER the brief article on .
"'foe-joint Spiritualism," I hav rPCeived, via Mrs. Blenker,
an account of the. seance with the Fox girls in 1853 to which
I alluded, written out by my friend himself, with permission
to offer it for publication. I will only add that_ the "decea~ed"
person ioquired of by Mr. Parkhurst was hts brother John,
a bachelor, still living, and that the " spirits" rapped out the
number of his children.-BURR.]
In March, 1853, I made two visits to the Eeances of
the Fox girls in Washington, D. C. I quote resul~
from memoranda published at the time. At the first
visit I noticed ·that questions were answered with remarkable accuracy when the mind of the questioner
was concentrated upon the answer. I had hitherto
generally received in Spiritual circles distinct, certain, and correct answers. Suspecting that the answers were dictated by the will, I took care on the
first evening not to will any answers to my questlons.
I receind faint, uncertain, and incorrect answers,
Miss Fox thinking it was an infant that responded.
My judgment was: "I think therefore that there
were no communications from spirits that evening.
The disposition of these mediums is not careful, candid scrutiny, nor even a respectful treatment of the
opinions of others. Hence I sh~l~ be much more
surprised to find them acknowledgmg the true explanation, than I am at their having started the commonly received doctrin of spirits."
Mter writing the above I made my second visit.
This time I prepared a set of questions and answers
comprising a purely fictitious case. After a series of
unsatisfactory replies to four other parties I commenced my questions. The person asked for responded
at the third trial. My prearranged questions, interspersed with others, were then all answered without
hesitation in obedience to my will. The only exception out o'f about a dozen questions was this : It was
suggested that I should ask of what disease he died.
As the person was not dead and the question had
not occurred to me, I hesitated in selecting one.
When I asked with regard 'to the one I selected, the
answer was No. "Was that what it was supposed to
beT" said
"Yes," was the unhesitating reply. My
last question was: "Is it my own spirit which produces these- rappings?" "Yes." The question had
been asked in writing, and I leaned back in my chair,
indicating that I was through. "Is that correct T"
inquired Miss Fox. "I suppose so; I was not certain. Is the spirit confident that that is right T"
"Yes" rapped the spirit, unhesitatingly.
My solution at the time was th~s: " 'l'he q~~stioner
wills the answer and the medmm, perceiving the
volit.ion, produce~ or aids in producing the ~appings."
Now the same medium declares that It was all
fraud that she produced the rappings with her toes.
I do ~ot know but she did, but I do know that she
had enough power of mind-reading, if that was so, to
read all the answers I willed to my questions, while
she had not enough to read the questiOns themselvs.
Her present avowal does not meet the case, for it
does not explain the many tet~ts which she gave,
which convinced so many of the genuinness of the
manifestations. I did not trust her then. I do not
trust her denial now. Whatever her tests were
worth then, they are wor~h now. If there .were
spirits aiding her, I biolog1zed th~~ b! my w1ll, or
they were mischievou~ enough to JOlD I~ the ?eception without her knowledge. It was the mtelhgence
in the answers that was alone of value; if that came
from disembodied spirits, who cares whether she
produced the raps with her toes or how they were
produced! She now meets only the subordinate
issue.
HENRY M. PARKHURST.

I:

A. Step on the Road to Ruin.
From t11e H•brew Journal.

The influence of the act of Congress authorizing the escheating of the property of the Mormon church is seen in the decree of the Utah supreme court dissolving .~bat church_, and
substantially confiscating it~ property; Tbts d('Cree wtll, of
cour>e. come up before the United States Supreme Couct for
final adjudication. We think it will be a sorry clay for lho~e
who advocate religious freedom i~ tb~ Co_urt shall. deter~m
that the provision of our Constitution JS a null_Lty which
prohibits Congress from making a?J.: ~aw respectmg an ~s
tablisbment of religion, or probtbttmg the free ex_erctse
thereof. The Mormon belief. outside of polygamy, IS not
more repugnant to non believ':rs than sotne others ; and
while our citiz~ns hav looked wtt.h appr~val on t~e g~ve~
ment's endeavor to stamp out tbts prac.tJ?e, as bem&" ~II: VIolation of the morality and of the sptnt of the CIVIlized
world yet this new step not only infringes our great_ charter b~t is an insidious step countenancing those bJgoted
Pr~testants who seek to secure ".God ~n. the Co?stitution,"
meaning thereby their own peculiar rel~gious ~ehefa_n~ custom and the utter exclusion of their netgbbors. Ttlls mtolera~ce crops up in our common s?hool management o.ccasionally, and needs. stamping on vigorously by every fnend
of freedom of consCience.
TnB TBUTH SEEKER CoMPANY's Catalog of Freethought,
Reform, aJ;J.d S~;ienti!ic llook~ will pe m.aile~ fr~e~
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g[ommunications.
Mrs. Freeman Want~ Her Say.
Of course everyone has heard by this time all
about the Pittsburgh Congress. They hav h~ard, too,
all about the wonderful old city nestling among the
picturesque hills. The road that leads to it is not
the " strait and narrow path" of legendary lore,
but a sinuous, serpentine, ~inding way, impartiall.Y
turning .toward every point. o.f the compass. Th1s
interminable turning and tw1stmg· proved too ~uch
of an agitation for some of the delegates, especially
" our boys." and to the amusement of their more
hardy and perhaps more hardened, companions, they
. becarde wretchedly seasick.
·~· The woods were aglow with the many-tinted colors
of autumnal beauty-golden, russet, red, and brown.
The ragged rocks, towering upward, defiantly met
the shifting clouds, that for some unexplained reason
wept profusely over the city of Pittsburgh during the
week of the Congress. Nor would they be comforted
-the clouds, I mean. It was a week of cold comfort,
anyway. Whether this mourning was d~e. to its.o":n
Ji:mahs, or whether to the strangers ab1dmg w1thm
its gates, history has not affirmed. It is a fine old
town, there is no denying that, with the rush and
roar of a miniature Chicago. But here the resemblance
ends. Many of its streets are like alleys. The old
nursery rhyme involuntarily presents itself to the
mind:
I was forced to go to London to buy myself a wife,
The way was so long and the streets were so narrow,
That I was forced to bring her home on a wheelbarrow.

Pittsburgh is set down lit the foot of big mountains
of coal and iron, the houses here and there ambitiously creeping to their very tops, and peering from
the edges of abrupt precipices as though in wanton
play. One feels like shouting up to them a word of
caution. But the high-perched domicils seem as
much at home as deer on Alpine bights, and the
resident rushes up and down the hundred or so stony
steps cut into the walls of rocky cliffs with the
agility of a trained acrobat. The Pittsburgher is a
good climber, and, if experience is worth anything,
ought always to attain the hight of his ambition.
This u&ed to be a black, smoky town-soot everywhere. It never looked up into the blue sky; its
. face was always clouded. It wore a sullen expr~ssion.
Orthodoxy regarded it with dark suspicion. There
were strange fires gleaming among its hills. There
were deep, dark pits, and· the heavy air was laden
with sulphurous smells. Its citizell;B were ever on
the alert to catch a glimpse of a cloven foot. This
is the legend. And we may rest assured that the
time was when there was no place so dark and forbidding as Pittsburgh. The wondrous magician,
Science, lifted her mighty, potent wand and the
clouds disappeared, the sun shone brightly, the city
was aglow with light. She became at once a "thing
of beauty and a joy forever." She stands to-day aresplendent monument, an imperishable example to the
power of-gas ! -Gas rescued Pittsburgh-snatched
her, as it were, a brand from the burning-forever
silenced the dark accusation that through her winding ways lay the road to Plu~o's realm.
The American Secular Union, remembering this.
the triumph that had been achieved, inflated its lungs
to their fullest extent, and proceeded to accomplish
for the world at large-the universe included-what
had already been done for Pittsburgh. It turned on
the gas. There was a cry of pain. The light was
too strong. The preachers waked up. They didn't
like it. It disturbed their nap. The authorities
were notified. They began to turn over old, musty
"olumes, looking for some antidotal and antiquated
law of 1600 or so to silence the sacrilege. They
stood up in tl;leir pulpits and howled. They lifted
up their voices and wept. For four long, blessed
days their life was made a burden to them, and they
called upon their own mountains to fall down and
hide them from the horrible glare of modern light.
0 for the good old days of Pittsburgh smoke and
smudge-for the good old times when a man could be
:flogged for kissing his wife on Sunday ! They
solemnly informed the Congress that the time was
soon to be when no heathen, no Infidel, no person
who disbelieved the Bible, would be permitted to
vote; and thereupon Charles Watts, with a dexterity
for which he is noted, turned on such a :flood of gas
that every preacher ran into his cellar and barricaded
the door, and on all the streets in Pittsburgh no godly
man was seen. Like the ostrich, who hides by sticking his head into the sand, they closed their eyes to
the world's progress, and the world moved back! It
is a daJJgerous thing to blow out the gas. Many an
old granger has come to grief through the experiment.
Orthodox fossils should take warning. Died by
asphyxiation, returns the coroner. Terrible decision !
How much more horrible when the subject is asphyxiated and persists in living! Suspended mental
animation. It struck the world once and sent it
whirling backward a dozen centuries. Poor old
superannuated mummies, crawl away into the dark if
you will1 but keep your sacrilegious hands off the

throttles of the mighty forces that move the world. noble efforts to sustain the " Truth." ·Mr. BurnTo impress the city and its resources more thor- ham, of Michigan, remained in the city, having an
oughly on thlil minds of the delegates, an escort was engagement to giv a course of lectures before the
provided by the entertainment cqmmittee .and they local society.
were taken to see the great Carnegie Iron Works.
The Chicago company returned home. I wandered
The delegation boarded a street-car. The es~ort away into Ohio, stopping first at Farmdale. Here I
forgot to get on. Left to the tender mercies of the gave two lectures. It rained ·an the time. The
driver, they were taken a mile or so beyond the clouds couldn't get over crying about the Pittsburgh
appointed designation. After an hour's delay, ami~ Congress. Once in a '!Yhile the sky would brighten
much laughing and walking, the committee managed up a little, and then of _a sudden down would come
to gather together under its. wings the wandering the great drops again. Mr. Dewitt T. Root con·
delegates, or rather the delegates managed to gather ducted the " services" of the occasion as serenely as
themselvs together under the committee's wings.
though the weather were favorable and the house
A shrewd suggestion presented itself to the brilliant packed. Mr. Root also assisted Mr. Henry, and two
minds of the escorted, whether this visit to the great other gentlemen, in providing some excellent instJ;uiron foundry might not be intended as a significant' mental music. There were more ladies in the audiobject-lesson-a sort of a Dante's Inferno. This has ence than men. I mention this because it has been
already been hinted by the "mediumistic" Editor of so often said that the women do not come out-that
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and possibly had its influence in they would not attend the Freethought lectl'lres.
rendering him conspicuous on that occasion by his
Among the prominent Liberals in this place are
absence.
Dewitt T. Root, who is the worker, and his amiable
There were the seething, boiling caldrons, overflow-_ wife, with whom I passed a pleasant afternoon; Mrs.
ing in heavy, hot streams of glowing liquid lava; the J. Henry, at· whose home I stopped; Mr. and Mrs.
air was filled with brilliant showers of :fiery corusca- Emery Thompson, Mr; and Mrs. Sanford Ferrel, Mr.
tiona, the horrible din was that of a pandemonium, and Mrs. L. W. Roberts, 0. E. Henry, J. Burns, Mr.
and perched at the top of the great crucibles, seem- Griffin, Mr. Chaffee, Fay T. Root, L. G. Brockway,
ingly almost ready to topple in, were human figures, an old friend; Alfred Moria and wife, Jerry Brockwhich in the weird light it required only a little stretch way, and many others. It is a good Liberal comof imagination to convert into the fabled devils of munity. Mr. Putnam lectured here some time ago,
orthodox theology with the veritable pitchforks and I Jearn that they would hav had him again had
poking up the coals. It is no wonder that "Eugene" they not unfortunately already made arrangements
evaded the visit. The delegates nudged one another, for my visit. John Remsburg a couple of years ago
pointing significantly to the realistic representation. gave five, I think, of his logical, unanswerable dft:IThey regarded it critically, recalling the story of courses in this place. In Andover, only ten miles
Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego, remembering distant, I lectured twice-the first Freethought lectthat ·these escaped unharmed from a fiery furnace urea ever given in the town. Dewitt T. Root and
seventy times hotter than the hottest iron. This Mr. Henry came from Farmdale on Sunday evening
iron was hot, there was no question as to that; it to hear the lecture again," Cross and Crown." Here,
might safely be called extremely hot,-the hottest hot, also, more ladies were in attendance than men. I
and yet that ancient furnace was sbventy times hot- tried to effect a local organization. In this I failed,
ter. than this. The incredulity of the wicked, scoffing but the promis was given that a society should be
delegation was strengthened, and they came to the formed. I trust that the Liberals will remember
conclusion that if Shadrach, etc., could stand it, they this, and the necessity for organization. There is no
could. They didn't take much stock in the idea of strength in scattered forces.
frying a beefsteak eternally, anyway,
The worker here is E. D. Fenkel. His intelligent
- From the crucibles the liquid iron was poured into wife is also a Freethinker. I had met them two
molds; from these a ponderous pair of tongs swung years ago at Linesville, Pa. He has seven children,
them into space, and little " devil engins" rushed in all Liberals-two beautiful daughters, young ladies.
like sentient things of life, opened their strong iron Among other Liberals are E. W. Morley, a successjaws, clutched them closely, and dashed away madly ful business man; James Roberts and wife-Mr.
with their horrible, seething, glowing load. Then Roberts is a distinguished young lawyer-Warren
fu_rnace doors opened automatically, the heavy bars Strickland, Will Craig, Fred J. Bishop, James Morley,
glided in, came out on the other side red-hot steel, B. D. Morley, Henry Morley, F. L. Chapman, and
took their places on great rollers, were passed back Elbridge Thompson and wife.. This is also the home
and forth again and again, crawling away in the dis of our own bright young lawyer C. S. Darrow, of the
tance like gleaming, monstrous serpents endowed Chicago Secular Union. Here I found his name
with life. The great machines, performing their familiar as a household word. Dewitt G. Root
work so exactly as to seem endowed with intelligence, closed the Sunday evening lecture with some very
.
had taken the place, the g:uides told us, of fifty men. effectjv and pertinent remarks.
Fifty human beings crowded to the wall by one rnaPainesville, 0., is most thoroughly orthodox, as I
chine. These had no vote. They needed no repre- think Mr. Putnam will bear witness, he having lectsentation. Among them was no strike, only the ured here some time ago. Joseph Sedgebeer has
ceaseless stroke of lever or piston, the nev-er-ending stood here alone for nearly fifty years, the glorious
buzz of saw and ,wheel, the continuous turning of representativ of Freethought. He is a grand old
pulley and roller. As I noted their ponderous, dex- man, bright, well read, and thoroughly posted, ever
trous strength ; these wonderful muscles of steel.and ambitious to make· the most of himself and his life.
iron-these awful revolutionizers of th13 world's econ- English by birth, he is yet thoroughly American in
omy, I wondered where were the fifty men each, had his sympathies and ideas. . He has made several
displaced, their wives and little children. Were they fortuneS--never lost through his own speculations,
happy, well fed and clothed, or had they heen sent only in kindness to his friends. He is not wealthy,
in their unsuccessful competition with these iron he assured me, but has enough to liv and die by.
monsters, gaunt, homeless wretches, tramping through At the last Congress he was put in as one of the vicethe land! Ah, philosopher and patriot, when that presidents, and among the distinguished list there is
throbbing human world of workers is crushed down to be found no nobler name than Joseph Sedgebeer.
beneath the iron heel of inanimate nature, creating
At the close of my first lecture one woman, Myra
fift.y times the wealth of fifty men, and these are left F. Paine, an inspirational speaker, introduced herempty-handed, unable to provide themselvs with the self, offering congratulations. Mrs. Paine is a bright,
production of loom and mill, unable in their poverty attractiv woman, and if as good a talker when under
to purchase even the necessities of existence, do you influence as when out of it, is a success. A young
call this, 0 noble statesmen, progress!
man, a subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER, a Mr. BaldThe last glimpse the delegation caught of what win, also came forward. There are a number of Libhad been at its entrance to the works molten iron, erals in Painesville, but no organization, and without
were steel rails, perfect, finished, world-renowned. this nothing can be accomplished.
Over these, or rather over those that had passed
Akron, 0., is a progressiv town. It chooses light
through the same process of evolution, the delega- rather than darkness. and hence the streets are brilltion glided into Pittsburgh again. Many of the rep- iantly illuminated with electrical lamps. It is soon
resentativs had already gone:-Dr. Foote, Dr. Juliet to hav its street-cars run by electricity. John
H. Severance, Mr. and Mrs. Geiger, and others from Jacques" who is also an Englishman by birth, seventhe ball. . Mr. Macdonald, editor of THE TRUTH teen years in this country, is a brave, outspoken LibSEEKER, Charles Watts, editor of Secular Thought, eral. His family are Freethinkers; his wife and
Samuel P. Putnam, editor of Freethought,· together daughters intelligent, refined, and sensible. Mr. and
with Lucy N. Colman, whose presence had added Mrs. Jacques attended the mass-meeting at Kent in
so much brightness and interest to the Congress, September, and the latter was delighted with· Mr.
withdrew early. Mr. Crow, from New Mexico, re- Burnham's address, assuring me that he gave one _of
mained. He had come a long way, and intended to the best E.'reethought lectures she had ever heard.
see it through.
_
The hall here is owned by Mr. Moody, not of evanPittsburgh has many earnest workers and good gelical fame, but a Freethinker, and a really fine hall
Liberals. Mr. Barker made a favorable impression it is, too. I think Mrs. Moody is a Liberal also; anyby his enthusiasm; and Mr. Pierce, editor of Truth way, she is too sensible to be very orthodox. Joseph
-a bright little paper that should receive the cordial Burgess, from Johnson's Corners, was present at the
support of Liberals everywhere, especially of those lectures. It needs no assurance as to his intelligence
in Pennsylvania, and which is doing an undeniably when it is known that he bas taken the Boston Invesgood work-will be remembered as one of the best tigator forty-one years. He commenced taking it, he
and most generous workers for the cause of Secular- told me, just before Zach. Taylor's election. Among
ism. His wife is a brave iittle woman, intelligent other Liberals are Wm. Buchtel and wife, progressiv
and bri~ht, ap.cj sympathizes with her bu!:!ln~ud iu hia. peol?le, ~en~rously ~iding i:g. Fre{l~lJ.ou~h~ "'orJr1 nQt
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afraid to be ~dentified with the cause of Secularism.
Mr. Buchtel. Is the owner of t~e Buchtel House, the
fin.est bote~ m the plac~. He Is not, however, its propnetor, bemg the pres1dent of the Akron bank.
· ~euben Hackett, rr:homas D. Thomas, Lyman D.
Triplett, Wm. D. T~1plet.t, Peter Hoffman, Reuben
Ha~field, C. Waldsmith, Reub~n Leech, and Charles
'Yaite .al'e other noted Freethmkers of. this commumty.. On Sunday afternoon 'Ym. Cunningham and B.
F. Conway, from Kent, were m attendance. · Kent is
? 0 t .nearly 80 large a place as Akron, and yet by organIzatlOn has been ab~e t? accomplish much m?re work.
A v~~y pleasant mmden.t, the next mornmg after
my arrival home,,wao a flymg call from Mr. Putnam,
to whom I had hidden good-bye at Pittsburgh. Mr.
Putnam 'Yas well, full. ~f hope and enthusiasm-the
same gemal, happy spmt, now that he had been reiega.ted to the rank of private in the American Secular
Umon, as when he bore all its many honors On his
d~vot~d h.ead: He goes to the Golden Slope filled
With mspnat10n as ~o the success of "Freethought."
May all. the best Wishes of honest, earnest men and
~omen m o~r cause every'Yhere go with him. .There
IB no ~~om m the true Lihe;r~l's life for bickering,
backhitmg, and unholy amhihons. Ours, above all
others, should be a ca.use of loyalty, devotion, and
Work.
MATTIE A. FREEMAN.

Lecture Tour Completed.
AT HoME.-! started from Waterville, Minn.,
October 3d, reaching Hannibal, Mo., the following
day, when I immediately started on a hunt for Dr.
Ap·as and .F. H. R~u, superinlf·ndent and secretary
of the Somety of Agnostic Morulists. As· I anticipated, I found these gentlemen activ and earnest in
advancing the cause of Liberalism. We spent the
first evening visiting at Mr. Rau's. And, like most
German~, Mr. Rau and family are splendid singers,
and assisted by Dr. Ayres they made the meeting of
October 5th entertaining by their songs and instrumental music. The lecture at Hannibal was well
attended, considering the inclemency of the weather,
and that there were also two other gatherings in the
city of a political nature. Much to my regret, I did
not meet Mr. Trabue, treasurer of the society in
Hannibal, as he live six miles in the country Rnd had
not learned the date of the lecture.
The press of Hannibal spoke very f~vorably of our
meeting, and very complimentarily of myself.
The Courier, of Hannibal, says:. "Prof. G. H.
Dawes, the Liberalist, lectured last night at Emmet
Hall to a fair-sized audience. As a speaker he has
admitted ability, and his address last evening seemed
to interest and entertain all those in attendance. He
is a licensed lecturer, and travels from place to place,
talking upon the subject that is uppermost in his
mind. During the evening some very creditable
Yocal and instrumental music was rendered by Miss
Rau and others." In another column the Courier
says: "Notwithstanding the inclement weather and
the attractions at the Opera Hous13 and the
Tabernacle last night, Prof. G. H. Dawes was greeted
with a fair-sized audience and delivered an able and
interesting address on the subject, 'The Mission of
Liberalism,':and handled his subject in a masterly
manner." The editor, mistaking something I perhaps said in a private talk, referred to the society in
Hannibal as "AgEostic Socialists" instead of Moralists, and Dr. Ayres, in correcting his mistake, and
setting forth the objects of the orga!l.ization, concluded by saying: "I wish every honest person in
the city could hav heard Professor Dawes's lecture,
as I believe none could hav done so without being
benEfited.intellectually and morally."
From Hannibal I went to Maryville, and spent a
week visiting with relative and acquaintances, and
while _there Joseph E. Alexander gave me five dollars to help on the work of the Secular Union. Mr.
Alexander is seventy-four years old, and though with
him the work is nearly done, his "race is nearly run,"
yet he is earnest and hopeful for the future. He is
the only Liberal·of means and influence in the priestridden town of Maryville, that I know of, that has
the honesty and courage to declare his convictions.
Mr. A. W. Noble, of Maryville, also contributed one
dollar to the Union. Mr. Noble is a teacher of
'ability, and intends soon to enter the lecture field. I
hav bE)en acquainted with him for severaL years; we
hav attended the same teachers' normals, worked together in the same county, and also lectured together
at Elmo, Mo., two years ago. I hope soon to see
Mr. Noble activly engaged in Freethonght work, as
his heart isthere.
I made my appointment at Bethany, and had the
pleasure of meeting W. H. Allen, who is almost
alone in the work there. He is earnest and brave,
but he alone cannot make Freethought respectable or
successful. What little experience I liav had in the
field is that the best workers for Liberalism are the
farmers an·d mechanics, but when we depend upon
business men for support our meetings are not generally the success they should be. Too many of
them Bwill publicly support and applaud a system
which:in their hearts they privately despise.
From Bethany I went to Leon, Iowa, and was
~Mep. foHr 1p.ije~ i;n. tp!) QQQ;c.try to tb~ " fin~ Grov~

IFarm" d

J. W. Long's, popul~~:rly known in that
vicinity as "Freethinkers' Paradise." I was at once
made at home with Mr. and Mrs. Long, and in the
evening a pleasant reception was given me. A. party
of about twenty-five persons gathered there, mostly
young and middle-aged persons, and I gave my lecture, "Has Christianity Benefited Woman 1" After
the lecture the company enjoyed themselvs in a
social dance. The Liberals there are mostly of the
farming class, and, of course, are not afraid of Mother
Grundy or· their "business interests." I spent two
days very pleasantly at the home of these earnest
and true Liberals. And, what is to the credit of the
Liberals10f Leon, they hav a Secular Union organized, and are able to maintain it. Mr. Gammon, first
vice-president, presided at the meeting, and, after the
music and Mrs. Long's reading the minutes of the last
meeting, introducEd this humble missionary. to the
audience. An invitation was extended for me to
visit Leon another fall, an invitation which I shall
gladly accept, for it is a graat pleasure to meet with
such Liberals.
I was intending to visit Graham and Stewartsville,
Mo., and after election should hav gone to Rockport, Mo., and Shenandoah, Iowa, but my health not
being what it should be, and as about the only thing
engaging the attention of the people in that section
of the country is politics, I thought that, as numhers make respectability, if an audience could not be
had, owing to the excitement of the coming election,
more harm than good could be done; and I hav no
desire to urge on an engagement for the mere sake
of the money the Liberals are willing to contribute,
unless there can be a reasonable amount of good
done. - So, not wishing to remain idle three or four
weeks, I concluded to go home and make arrangemente for lecturing in November. I hope this will
be satisfactory to the friends where I had engagen.ents, hoping to meet them in the future.
. On my route home I was obliged to remain eighteen hours in Monmouth, Ill., and there found a few
genuin Liberals-Mr. and Mrs. Gamble, Mr. and
Mrs. Pattee, Mr. Sanford Smith and family. They
hav a Liberal hall, or Unity church, and hav had a
Free Religious speaker engaged for some time.
When no speaker is engaged some of the Liberals
read the published articles and lectures as they appear in the Freethought papers. Your humble missionary's last article that appeared in THE TRUTH
SEEKER, "The Mission of Liberalism," was read not
long ago by Mrs. Little. I was invited to make arrangements to lecture there, if fate ever took me that
way again. This letter is altogether too long, but
I cannot close it without saying more about Monmouth. It is one of the most priest-ridden towns in
America. Years ago the Scotch Covenanters and
Dissenters united and called themselvs the United
Presbyterian church. They hav been the controling
element there for thirty years, and hav a theological
college maintaining some thirty preachers under the
guise of being teachers in the school. This, of course,
is all right if the people want it, but then there is a
strategic movement of theirs that is worthy of their
Catholic mother. They so control affairs that the
members of the public school board are Presbyterians, so every teacher in the public school is of the
same religious persuasion, and three-quarters of an
hour is taken up ()Very morning in studying "God's
word." And .this powerful and influential church,
with their institution of learning, established for the
purpose of perpetuating their ignorance, vote down
every measure for establishing a free high school, so
that people, in order to giv their children an education, are compelled to patronize the theological school
or send their children away from home. A thriving
city of seven thousand people hav no public school
of any importance! In spite of so many incidents
of church tyranny that we find everywhere, we hear
avowed Liberais saying there is no need of doing
Freethought work, no need of an organization like
the Secular Union..
I wish to thank the Liberals that hav interested
themeelvs in my behalf, and who are working so
earnestly for Freethought generally. Upon the
whole, my tour has been a decided success. I should
like to make arrangements for lectures in Minnesota
and Wisconsin as soon as the election is over.
Pittsville, Wis.
GEo. H. DAWES.

Mrs. Besant and Her Reform Work.
Eliza Putnam Heaton tn Speotal Correspontlence of Gcllveston News.

. Drop a penny in the slot, pull-out the drawer, and
get a photograph of Mary Anderson. This is the
English version of the chewing-gum machine. It
swallows small coin and emits the face of our Mary
at railway stations, in dry-goods stores, and on street
corners. Sometimes it varies its performances by
turning out likenesses of Ellen Terry or Grace Hawthorne. It follows the way of the world, which talks
much nowadays about women.
London has talked about Annie Besant this summer with quite as much interest as it feels in any
daughter of John Bull. Where her persistent efforts
in behalf of various organizations of women might
P.9t th~meelve hav h~l<l the publl<J e1e1 th~ openly
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manifested hostility of her brother-in-law, Mr. Walter Besant, the novelist, who has even been credited
with efforts to establish a difference of pronunciation
between their names, accenting hie owr;. on the second
syllable and hers on the first, to obscure the family
connection, has not allowed tongues to cease wagging.
I noticed a picture of Mrs. Besant one rainy morning in a shop window. While I allowed the drippings
from my umbrella to fall into the eyes of a very small
and very determined match-girl as I stopped to look
_at it, a couple of workingmen paused behind me, and
seeing the face that had caught my attention, lifted
their hats before the photograph, a tribute of respect which I think I never saw paid to any other
woman or man.
Their action called my attention to the fact that I
was in front of the publication-office of the Link,
a labor paper edited by Mrs. Besant, and a moment
later,.acting on the information, I was climbing some
very dark and dingy stairs. Mrs. Besant's desk was
hemmed in by compositors' cases on four sides, and
while- the typos ·passed this way and that with gallays of matter, I studied an interesting face. It
might hav been a beautiful face, with its large eyes,
sweet mouth, and dark, wavy hair, if it had not been
a sad face, a face that had loss stamped on its every
line.
Watching the tall, slender figure in its softly falling gown of duJI gold, cut in quaint, esthetic fashion, my mind went back to the tales I had heard of
the girl who married a clergyman and .found herself
out of harmony with the church and out of her busband's favor; of the divorce suit, where nothing
could be established against a blameless life; of the
children taken from their mother, and of the busy
years writing, lecturing, disputing with Frances
fower Cobbe on Atheism, editing Socialistic papers
and pamphlets since. I had heard her called a dangerous woman, a mischievous element in society,
alien alike to state and creed. I had heard her children's g9verness call her with enthusiasm the loveliest lady in England. It se~med to me that if I
looked long at her face I was more likely to agree
with the last opinion than the first.
I had not had time to frame a decent excuqfl for
my intrusion, so I asked her for the addresses of peapie to whom I could apply for facts about the working-women of London.
She refused to be considered an authority on that
point, saying that she was far more intHe;.ted in a
general Socialistic propaganda than in any special
work undertaken for one sex or the other.
"We shall BB!3 strange things here this winter, and
one has to consider humanity, not women or. men.
Do you remember the Trafalgar Square and Hyde
Park meetings last spring'"
I answered that I understood times were improving, and that London looked forward to a quiet
season.
"Trade is better, to be sure, but the improvement
won't reach down to the great body of the working
people for a year to come. There will be more unemployed this winter than last, and more suffering.
They call us a mob when we gather in the parks, but
I hav been in and out through the densest crowds
that ever had Sunday for their m~:eting day, and
street roughs don't yield a woman the courtesy that
these mobs showed me. They were hungry and
houseless, and when the hop-picking and the harvesting is over London will be full of them again."
I. askad her about Bryant & May's match-girls,
whose oase she took before Parliament., and whom
she organized two months ago into the largest tradesunion of women in Great Britain.
She said that the case of the women who, for an
average wage of $1.50 a week, were working many
hours a day at a trade so unhealthy as to make them
liable to caries of the jaw, and who were fined so
constantly as hardly to bring out one week's wages
untouched in six, had really touched the public
heart, and that the opportunity for a general organization of women workers was never better.
I asked her if Socialism was on the increase in
England. She said that it was, and then she talked
to me of a world without God, refusing to rest in the
idea that earth's wrongs and agonies would be righted
hereafter, and snying that good, the final goal of ill,
could be reached only as man put aside the idea of a
deity who permitted the present wrong, and set himself strenuously to cure earth's pains by the best of
his own reason and skill, glad in the thought that he
was creating a new earth for a happier ra~e. Her
face lighted as she spoke, and she was eVIdentl;y a
woman in deadly earnest, unselfish, devoted, spendmg
herself for a cause.
Mrs. Besant is an indefatigable worker. I saw
her billed for three lectures in Manchester, to be delivered morning, afternoon, and evening, on the Sunday after my talk with her in London. Much of her
work is done jointly with Mr. Bradlaugh, the two
forming a publishing company which sends ou~ a
good deal of Radical Iiteratcre. T~e connect1~n
with Bradlaugh does her no good m conservativ
eyes, but East London asks no questions about. her
creed-it idolizes her for th~ clear voice sh~ has lifted
in its pehalf,
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IMPORTANT NOTICE.
There are on our books about a thousand subscribers whose time ran out some months since, and
who hav not paid for the papers they hav been reading since then. The political campaign just closed
has diverted men's minds from more important matters, and we are not surprised that some of our
friends hav forgotten that they owe ua a few dollars. Now, however, that'the country is safe we hope
these delinquents will promptly turn their attention
to saving Tm: TRUTH SEEKER; Bills hav been sent to
our debtors, and tll.e amounts thereof are urgently
needed here. We trust that we shall receive them
at once. We need money, we need it badly, !Uld
we want it now.

The Church's Victory.
The results of the national and state elections do
not, we imagin, affect the progress of Freethought or
retard or advance the time when our Nine Demands
shall be established law. President-elect Harrison is
a practicing Presbyterian, and will, of course, favor
evangelical Christianity. If President Cleveland had
been reelected he would hav done the same, and
added thereto many favors to Roman Catholicism.
So far as Freethought is concerned, there was no
choice between the candidates for the presidency.
But there is one result of the election in New York
city which must fill Freethinkers with foreboding.
That is the complete rehabilitation of Tammany
Hall, and its ad vance to power. Tammany HalJ, as
everybody knows, is composed of men who are Roman Catholic by education and training. It is a political organization which the Catholic church uses as
it pleases. No Tammany politician was ever known
to refuse his church any favor she could ask when he
had the power to grant it, and the church is not
bashful or modest in asking favors of the government. It was during Tammany's uncontroled reign,
when William Tweed was at its head, that the Roman church obtained the vast amount of real estate
which she now holds in this city, and procured the
passage of the laws by which she annually filches
nearly a million of dollars from the county treal!lury.
The lot for the cathedral was ~ivan the church for
one dollar, if we remember aright, and altogether the
church was some nine million dollars better oft at the
downfall of Tweed than when he entered politics
through her favor.
Richard Croker, the present head of Tammany
Hall, is a devout Catholic. Hugh J. Grant, the
newly elected mayor, is likewise a servant of the
church. So pious is he that it is said he has been
known to giv money for masses for the benefit of a
man's soul when he has refused to giv that man a
cent to keep him from starving. The sheriff and the
county clerk are Catholics. Tammany also has fifteen out of twenty-five aldermen, counting the pres-

ident of the board. The commissionerships which
Grant will fill are sure to be filled from Tammany's
ranks. The Board of Estimate and Apportionment
will hav a majority of Tammany men, and the strings
to New York's enormous purse will be untied whenever Tammany says so. The heads of nearly all of
the city departments will be Tammany men, and the
subordinates are sure to be Roman Catholics. The
teachers in many of our public schools, the principals,
and the superintendents, are already Roman Catholics, and before Tammany has been in power a year,
it is likely they will all be of that faith. The Board
of Tax Assessors, the Comptroller, a majority ef
the police justices and civil justices, the Recorder,
the Register of Deeds, the Commissioner of Jurors,
the Commissioner of Public Works, are, or will be,
all Roman Catholic Tammany politicians. The party
also controls the department of Charities and Correction, the Police force, the Fire department, the
Board of Street Openings, the Armory board, the
Congressional delegation, and the state senatorial
and assembly delegations. Even in Tweed's time
the church, through Tammany Hall, never possessed
such power as she will hav for two years from next
January. This is what the church worked for at
this election, and what she desired when Corrigan
ordered the priests to order their parishioners to
support the Tammanyticket,and let Coogan (though
a rampant Catholic) go to the wall The church
knew which was the winning side.
This is an alarming state of affairs, if the church
shall conclude to go i:n for all she can get out of her
success. It is true that the city owns but little land
now to giv her, but there are millions of dollars
raised every year by taxation, the police courts deal
with hundreds of pauper children, and the schoolteachers hav enormous influence· over the minds of
tens of thousands of coming citizens. Catholic
officials can help the church in scOres of ways, and
priests will control the city.
What will the church do? Where will it all end 1
And what are the non-Catholic citizens going to do
about it!

An Instance of Christian Persecution Reealled,
· In the Christian Advocate of the 8~h inst. is a
paragraph which recalls one of the meanest little
instances of religious persecution that hav occurred
in this decade. Dr. Buckley writes:
"In 1885 Govinda Row Battay, a Hindoo Theosophist,
came to this country to teach 'fheosophy. He was a Brahman, and will be remembered as the person who went to
Ocean Grove in 1886 to teach his religion, which he did in
defiance of the regulations of the Camp Meeting Association,
for which he was sent to Trenton jail for thirty days. He
lived in Brooklyn .and had a small school of followers. He
practiced the Brahman abstinence from meats, succumbed to
malaria, and his body was cremated at Fresh Pond, L. I., on
October 30th."

This is hardly a true statement, revealing nothing
of the miserable spirit of the religion which illegally
put Row Sattay in jail for the longest period allowed
by the only law which could be tortured to fit his
case. The fact is that Sattay was the victim of the
Methodists of Ocean Grove, and was imprisoned
solely because he told the truth about the non-success
of Christian missionaries in India.
Row Sattay went to Asbury Park, N.J., in June,
1886. He was searching for work to support himself
and his son. He was intelligent, spoke English
well, and speedily became popular. Public interest
in him led to his lecturing in hotel parlors to small
audiences, these lectures finally becoming dissertations and discussions upon the djfference between
Hindoo and Christian faiths. Dr. Stokes, president
of the Ocean Grove camp-meeting, unsuccessfully
sought to convert the Hindoo, and finding him too
firm in his own faith, resorted to force to drive him
from the .neighborhood. He had him arrested and
sentenced to thirty days, in the jail at Freehold-not
Trenton.
The daily papers chronicled the outrage, and THE
TRUTH SEEKER sent a lawyer down to Freehold at
once, determined to help the abused Hindoo if his
arrest was found to hav been compassed on religious
grounds, which was found to be the case. But Sattay
had been released through the efforts of the jai1 warden, C. A. Little, who found his commitment to be
illegal. The facts were: On August 18th, by Dr.
Stokes's orders, a police officer at Ocean Grove took
Sattay to Asbury Park, and warned him never to
enter Ocean Grove again. This warning Sattay did
not heed, going back to Ocean Grove on the next

day, but not attempting to speak or to in any way
interfere with the Methodist services. While quietly
reading a paper he was approached by a police officer,
who took him before the chief of police, who read a
warrant, filled out a commitment, and had Sattay
hustled to Freehold and lodged in jail. Sattay was
denied a hearing, the law under which he was arrested
did not fit his case, supposing Dr. Stokes to ha.v had
any case against him, the papers were withheld from
the county clerk's office, and altogether the imprisonment was a proceeding reminding. us of the days of
the Inquisition. The sentence imposed was the full
limit allowed by law, and fully evinced the malicious
spirit which appe14red throughout the persecution.
Mr. Little, the warden; happened to be a liberal
and kind-he·arted man, and he knew at once that a
gross injustice had been done the Hindoo. He
engaged E. A. Arrowsmith, an attorney of Freehold,·
to defend Sattay, and on Mr. Arrowsmith's application Judge Parker of the supreme court made an
order releasing Sattay on the ground of illegal proceeding. The lawyer employed by THE TRUTH SEEKER
made a full examination of the case, obtained copies
of the affidavits and the commitment, as well as evidence of the innocence of Sattay, and we are justified
in saying'that the Methodists of Ocean Grove showed
themselvs to be tyrants and bigots, ready and willing and anxious to imprison a man solely because he
differed from them in religious opinion.
Sattay was a nativ of Shelapore, where he received
a good English education. His wife and relative
dying, he came to this country nearly four years ago,
leaving his boy at Shelapore. He went first to New
Orleans, where he was employed in a sash factory.
The factory was destroyed by fire and he came North .
seeking work. His lecturing at Ocean Grove was
not of his own seeking,. but in response to a publi~
demand. His imprisonment, though happily of
short duration, was a disgrace to the Methodist
church.

Fighting for Christ's Sake.
And now the orthodox preachers of Minneapolis
are angry. Unitarian doctrine hav been preached at
the State University located there, and the faculty
seem to lean toward the tenets of that heretical sect.
The State University is supposed to be non-sectarian, but non-sectarian to orthodox nreachers
means in accord with some evangelical doct;in. Unitari~nism, therefore, should be barred.
The trouble all comes from the growth of heresy,
or liberal Christianity, among the students. It was
brought out, at the ministers' meeting which considered the matter, that the student members of
evangelical churches had often complained to their
pastors that they could not hold religious meetings
such as they, and evangelical churches of which they
are members, believed were Christian. · They could
only meet with those of a liberal faith and where
liberal thought predominated. It was even charged
that the faculty of the university urged the students
to attend these meetings. " Students who are metl).bers of evangelical churches, or sons and daughters
of members of evangelical churches," said one of the
ministers, "are compelled to worship Christ where
the divinity of Christ is denied, and where they are
being constantly told that the idea of an inspired
Bible is foolish." Another clergyman mentioned an
instance, when in one of the commencement orations
a student had made a reference to popery, President
Northrop cut it out for fear that Father McGolrick
would be offended. He argued that it was all right
not to offend Father McGolrick, but he thought
other denominations should be treated with as much
consideration.
But the greatest of all grievances was the engagement of the Unitarian minister to preach a sermon
there. Regarding this crowning outrage a Presbyterian minister voiced the sentiment of his colleagues in this way: " I don't believe the faculty
should allow Mr. Simmons to go over there and
blackguard orthodox beliefs and the Christ whom we
worship." Ol course it is not probable that Mr.
Simmons did anything of the sort, and the expression shows only the intolerant spirit of Presbyterianism. The Minneapolis Tribune says that the
discussion was very bitter, and that the ministers
determined to do something to protect their Christ
and their faith.
But ·there is no good reason why the clergy should
fight Qver this queetioD. '!'b~ Univ~r~it;y it:J ~ f.!t~te
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institution, for the teaching of useful knowledge, not
a religious seminary, and what business hav the sects
there at all? Let them all go away from the institution, and let the students get their religion on
Sunday from their favorit churches, or go without,
as they prefer. It would save a tremendous amount
of harsh and bitter language, of jealousy and ill
feeling, if there were _no religion in the world, and
Jesus Christ had never been spoken of in connection
with man.

For the Information of Our Australian Brethren.
Some one signing, "Downes," in the Melbourne

Liberator writes thus :
"According to THE TR"UTH SEEKER the Americ~n Secular
Union has nothing like the organization of the Australasian
Secular Association. It appears they hav- no settled office
or paid secretary. It is only held together by the readers of
THE TRUTH BEEKER. We havan established hall, a lecturer,
president, a paid secretary, an_ executiv council, and an enthusiastic society."
We should like to know just where Mr. Downes
found his information in TH -: TRUTH SEEKER. It is
certainly news to American Freethinkers, and for the
information of our Australian friends we will say
that the American Secular Union has a settled offic~:
at 241 Washington Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois, where
Mr. E. A. Stevens transacts the business of the organization, and draws annually one thousand dollars
(about £200) for so doing. The Union has, besides,
a very distinguished President, an honest Treasurer,
a very able Board of Directors, and hundreds of enthusiastic supporters. It is probable that the readers
of THE TRUTH SEEKER do a great deal toward holding
the Union together, because the aforesaid readers are
the wide-awake and earnest Liberals of the country.
But the paper bas no more to do with the Union
than any other Freethought journal in the country
c~ hav if it chooses.
The Liberator will oblige by giving this information to its constituents, especially to Mr. Downes.

The Masons of Missouri ..
The Grand Lodge of Masons of Missouri has
upheld the expulsion from a local lodge of a member
who denied "the divine authority of the Bible" and
disbelieved "in the existence of deity." We hav
been furnished with the decision affirming the action
of the lower lodge, and in it are many statements
that we know Masons elsewhere will deny. •
The evidence, including the appellant's statement
to the lodge at the trial, shows that the expelled
member does not believe any part of the scriptures
as a reve!ation from God; does not believe in the
God of the Bible, his belief being, to use his own
language, "I believe God is a supreme being, and
created all things and made .unchangeable laws to
govern the same," and he gets his ideas of God
"from the works of nature and what I can see
around me." When asked if he believed in the same
deity as-when he was made a Mason he answered," I
do not." To one of the brethren who was a witness
he stated that at the time he was made a Mason he
believed in God and the Bible as firmly as anybody,
but after getting older he found out better.
In reply the judge says:
11 One of the first acts of an initiate into Masonry is to
trust in God, not the God of nature alone, not a force in
nature, but the one true and living God. There could be no
such thing as trusting in an unchangeable law of nature. He
has advanced but little further when he is taught that the
religion of Masonry consists in an unfeigned belief in the one
· living and true God. In the very act of being permitted to
see the beauties of the lodge he is greeted with the words,
'God said, Let there be light,' etc. The go:i of nature does
not talk, a.nd never said, 1 Let there be light.' Again, one of
the great duties which, as a Mason, he is charged to inculcate, is to never mention the name of. God but with that reverential awe which is due from a creature to his creator; to
implore his aid in all laudable undertakings. He is taught
that before engaging in any important undertaking he should
invoke the aid and blessing of almighty God. At almost
every step in his journey through the ~arious degrees of
Masonry he hae met with similar_ teachings. Our teachings
with reference to the holy Bible are no less at variance with
the belief of the appellant. He was early taught that the
holy Bible is dedicated to God, because it is his inestimable
gift to man as a rule for his faith and practice. The Masonic
definition of a lodge shows the necessity of the holy Bible.
It is as follows :
"A. lodge is a certain number of M~J.sons, duly assembled, with
the holy Bibl~, square, and compasses, and a charter from a Grand
Lodge, authorizing them to meet and work.

"It is as indispensable to the existence of a lodge as the
square or the compasses, or even the charter. Our ritual
teaches that ' the furniture of a lodge consists of the holy
Bible, square, and compasses.' Mackey says:- 'It is a
)all~~~rk that" a Boo~ (_)f t~e Law" shall constitute an indis-

pensable part of the furniture of every lodge.' He then
defines what is meant by the' Book of the Law.' It is 'that
volume which by the religion of the country is believed to
contain the revealed will of the grand architect of the
universe.'
"But it is urged that many Masons do ·not believe that all
of the Bible is the revealed will of God; that, for example,
our Hebrew brethren do not believe the New Testament to
be a part of God's word. True, but those living in our jurisdiction are in a Christian country, where the Old and New
Testaments are recognized as the revealed will of God, the
Christian Bible, and the Hebrews firmly believe in the Old
Testament, and devoutly worship the God of our fathers as
therein revealed.
11
The utterances of the Grand Lodge upon this subject hav
been uniform. In 1877 the sentiments of Grand Master
Ryland, so beautifully t;JXpressed, concerning the holy Bible,
were heartily indorsed. In 1884 Grand Master Hall spoke
with emphasis and cle~mess upon the same subject. He
discussed a character very much akin to the one at bar, one
who felt 'called upon to cast ridicule upon God's word, the
holy Bible, and boldly avowed a disbelief in some or all of
its essential provisions. In discuseing the character of a
Mason's belief, Grand Master Hall says 'his belief in God is
to be taken as a declaration that it not only means more than
the bare fact that there is a supreme being, the conception of
whom is bounded by the physical senses, contracted to their
narrowest limits, but that that belief is in God as the great
preator and ruler who watches over all. It implies a belief
in God's law as laid down in the great light of Masonry.'
" These sentiments were indorsed by the Grand Lodge,
together with the statement of the Grand Master 'that any
lodge, allowing one who holds and avows such doctrine to
remain amonll' its members should be cut off with him and
all perish together.'
"Throughout the ages, thousands and millions of Masons
of different religious faiths hav been comforted and blessed
by the great li ht of Masonry. Those of the Hebrew faith,
by the manifestation of God to Moses in the burning bush,
and by the glory of the Lord as it filled the Lord's house at
the dedication of the temple as revealed in the Old Testament; those of the Christian faith by the manifestation of
God in the person of his son, and in sweet communion -with
his holy spirit as revealed in the New Testament. To assail
the faith of our brethren is the privilege of those who may
think we are wrong and who can offer us something better,
but the effort should not be permitted in the name of
Masonry."
The Missouri Grand Lodge possesses, perhaps, the
power to do as it pleases with the heretics who may
be found in its subordinate lodges, but when the
lodge speaks in the name of world-wide Masonry, it
can find no authority for such sentiments as are contained in the decision quoted. Freemasonry is not
religious, per se, and only when the members composing ·a lodge are bigots can the test of creed be
applied. The Knights Templar compose the only
degree in the order essentially Christian.
This
degree is a superimposed Christian pinnacle on the
real building of Masonry, and was added for the sole
benefit of the pious. The Grand Orient of France
is Atheistic, having abolished entirely- the oath ol
fealty to "God." _We think th~ Grand Lodge of
Louisiana has also removed this test. In the North
and East we know a great many Freethinkers who
are Masons and whose religious beliefs are never
called in question. The German, Dutch, Belgian,
and French magazines of the order-which, of
course, reflect the views of the lodges-hav been
openly charged with hostility to revealed religion. It
cannot be maintained, therefore, that a belief in the
Bible as a divine revelation is an essential requisit of
Masonry. If it could, then the majority of the European lodges would be -" cut off and all perish
together."
The decision of the Missouri Grand Lodge simply
marks the degree of civilization to which the Masons
of that state ha.v attained. In sp~aking for Masonry
in general the Lodge has run counter to facts, which
bigots of the Christian variety are extremely and
usually likely to do.
------~~------

Mr. Walker's Answer.
In reply to our question as to whether he is in
favor· of allowing the vilest literature to be published unrestrained by any statute, state or municipal, Mr. E. C. Walker abswers in Fair Play :
"?r[y position upon this subject should be well known to
Mr. Macdonald by this time. I hav never dodged the issue
but hav always declared that these laws, whether local,
state, or national, are not only invasions of natural right but
are positiv hindrances to the practical moral education of the
young. The argument which he quotes from me is squarely
in favor of this view of the matter and leaves no one in
doubt as to my real position. TH.a: TRUTH BEEKER's claim
that parents cannot, without the aid of a statute, keep vile
literature out of the hands ot their children, is equally valid
when made by the Christian, only he would include Freethought and radical physiological works among 1 vile' publications. From Ius point of view he is doubtless just as sin.
cere and just as earnest in defense of,ipurity as is Mr. Mac-

donald from his. And 1 am quite sure that careful and frank
home teaching will just as effectually guard the young
against the perils that lurk in 'obscene' literature as similar
thorough teachings will guard them against the fully as
great perils that lurk in Christian and imp~rialistic literature, with both sorts of which this country is flooded. It
needs the ' aid' of law no more in the one case than in the
other.''
We infer from the foregoing that Mr. Walker is in
favor of allowing such circulation, although, of course,
he is not in favor of such literature. As we can never
hope to come to agreement with this idea, our objections being founded on facts observed, we take leave
of the subject. Mr. Walker is honest in his contentions, but he is pushing the " rights" of the individual to an extreme not warranted by· experience
and likely to lead to logical and social disaster. But
he holds, we believe, that when a person's rights
are invaded by another that person is justified in
defending himself. If the selling of obscene books
to a man's immature child is not such an invasion
we fail to comprehend the meaning of the term.'
Shall a parent hav no redress against the scoundrel
save a warning to his child, or shall he be enabled
by peaceful law to punish him as he deserves! We
decidedly incline to the latter view.

For Selling a Loaf of Bread.
Last Sunday, in this city, seventeen-year-old Louis
Jacob was arrested for selling a loaf of bread over
the counter of his sister's bakery. The court held
him for tr~al.
The locality where the Sunday law was thus violated, as well as young Jacob's name, shows him to
be a Jew. Presumably, he had attended to his
religious duties the day previous, and, if he had, the
law would allow him to sell bread on the " day when
the Christians hold their prayer-meetings."
But what an outrageous thing it is that for selling
a loaf of bread to a hungry person on any day a boy
should be put in jail ! Christian civilization is sacred
tyranny.

Editorial Notes.
THE OMistian Advocate prints this as, we suppose, an item
for the encouragement of those who like to regulate their
neighbors' business: "Some 1,803 business men of Montreal
hav been interviewed concerning the closing of the post-office
from midnight Saturday to midnight Sunday. 1,377 signed
in favor of such closing, 115 against, and 311 would not sign
at all." If a census of a graveyard could be had on the same
question, especially a graveyard of priests, no doubt the
result would be equally favorable to the dead who wanted
to stay dead. The opinion of the majority of Montrealers is
no criterion for a progressiv city to heed.
THE Workmen's Advocate thinks that Judge Barrett's decision as to a man's right to affirm " is of no value as a
precedent, for there might be a 1 suspicion of the truthfulness' of the Atheist citizen who had not the push and determination of Mr. Macdonald." The Advocate is wrong. Judge
Barrett's decision establishes a man's right to affirm without
ceremony or question -as to his religious belief. And the
state constitution prohibits the rendering of a witness mcompetent because of his opinion on matters of religious belief.
So, if there were suspicion of the untruthfulness of a man,
his veracity would hav to be settled without reference to
what he thought on speculativ matters. However, a formal
decision on that point would be valuable, and perhaps the
opportunity to obtain it will occur.
THE London Freethinker, like THE TRUTH -SEEKER, is illustrated by pictures on its title-page. They consist of cartoons
on biblical subjects, treated as Mr. Heston treats them in the
pictures which appear on the last page of this paper. A few
weeks ago the editor asked for a vote from his readers on the
desirability of their continuance, and the result is th&.t he
knows rather less now about the popularity of the pictures
than before. Less than ten per cent of the readers hav written him, and these arc very much divided in opinion upon
even simple matters of fact, and the views of the ninety per
cent are totally unknown. Mr. Foote fails .to see, therefore,
how the vote can be regarded as adequate to determin his
judgment. The only positiv fact elicited is that 205 persons
find the illustrations an impediment to the circulation of the
paper among their friends. Some of these, however, admit
that most of their friends equally object to the letterpress.
Per eontra, 127 persons say the illustrations are no impediment, and some say they are a positiv advantage. Then
there is the fact that many, if not most, of the 231 who think
it would be advantageous to discontinue the illustrations, say
they like the sketches and would be sorry to miss them.
'fhose who find the illustrations useful are 157, those who do
not are 130. In answer to a third question, only 386 giv their
opinion. 155 urge Mr. Foote not to drop the illustrations,
and 231 advise him to the contrary. The only fact before
him, he says, is that 231 readers of the Freethinker, many of
whom like the sketches, think he would do better without
them. Mr. Foote therefore declines to change his program at
present. If the question of pictures or no pictures were put
to the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER we judge, from the
views heretofore expressed, that nine out of ten would vote
for the pictures.
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Jttltrs Jrotf{ jfritnds.
l!IDDLEVILLE, N.Y., Oct. 28, 288.
MR. EDITOR: I hav ma:ie as good use of the papers as I
could. I once, by request, gave THE TRUTH SEEKER to a
very stanch Catholic to read, and as I gave it to him I said,
"Now, James, read that very carefully, for it is an Infidel
paper." The instant I said this he threw it on the floor, and
wiped his hands off on his pants. It pleased me much to
think how easily he got rid of that sin.
I ihi.nk when you employed Watson Heston to get up those
cartoons you got the right man in the right place, for let a
man get a correct idea in his head and he has read a whole
D. B. DAvis.
chapter.
LEXINGTON, KY., Oct. 25, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: You will perhaps permit me to allude to
certain articles published in THE TRUTH SEEKER. Like Mr.
Bedell, I am thankful to hear that the Secular Union will
soon commence proceedings against the managers of Girard
College. Such imp;,rtant steps display the true spirit of the
age and will soon entirely change the tone of society.
Next I notice the magnificent letter of J. R. Perry. I hope
it will correct the impression that some entertain-that our
country is of course a stamping-ground and a market for all
sorts of people, whether we profit by it or not. During the
last four years nothing has been ably planned for the good of
the masses, but much to irritate and excite them. Another
four years of misrule will of course cause a state of things
resembling an old, worn, ·decayed country, filled with crying
abuses, standing armies, and the wretched expedients resorted to by cowardly and ignorant nations, who know not
or fear to put in practice the essentials of good government.
With regard to Professor Haskell's beautiful letter, although
the correlation of forces stands as a dead wall before me, I
am not able to believe that anything u.s shadowy as mind can
operate as a physical cause. Thought is action, not being;
a phenomenon, not an existence.
Christians hav lately invented another lie-:-that "Marcus
Aurelius desired to be a Christian;" which, I suppose, caused
him to persecute such believers in France.
ALHAZA.
GLEN MARY, TENN., Oct. 25, 1888.
MR. Em TOR: I hav just been over the yellow fever territory in Florida. The claim made by scientific men that
yellow fever is not contagious, is in my judgment wrong.
If not contagious, why did it ever become epidemic in Jacksonville? The whole country is sandy: Water will not
stand on the surface, hence, of course, could not become
stagnant. The country is, as a rule, exceptionally·healthy.
Now, if the fever is not contagious, why does it spread?
The truth is, the plague is contagious, and should be·, and as
a rule is, here treated accordingly. Many, however, hav
lost their lives by foolishly remaining at home, thinking the
disease not contagious.
There has been much suffering at Jacksonville, and there
must still, for a considerable time, be want and destitution
there among the poor, especially the color~d people. Many
of them are yet down, and those who are convalesc.ent are
weak and unable to work. In fact, there is no work for
even the able-bodied to perform.
Had the whole country not responded nobly to the appeal
for aid, the suffering would hav b~en beyond description.
The situation is still such that aid should be give!). these people for some time to come. Jacksonville is rigorously quarantined by sixty mounted and armed police. Those on the
inside cannot get out, and those on the outside cannot get in.
Mails to and from JackAonville are very uncertain, especially
those going out. We would suggest that re!l.ders of this send
contributions toR. W. Russell, of Live Oak, Fla., who will
see that the money sent is properly acknowledged and aclsAAO P. WILSON.
counted for.
KENT, 0., Oct. 28, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I cannot tell you how much I admire THE
TRUTH SEEKER-its frank and fearless manner ; the able and
eloquent letters and lectures of Robe"rt Ingersoll, his happy
and courteous style when he makes a charge on the orthodox
creeds or the time-serving sycophants that defend them; and
the noble band of speakers, writers, editors, and defenders
standing on the free platform of eternal truth, defending and
upholding great natures, divine revelations, beautifully contrasting with the soul-dwindling creeds of Christian paganism. I hope every Freethinker will read Mr. Ingersoll's Reply
to Cardinal Manning in THE TRUTH SEEKER of October 13th.
Read it to yo·Jr friends and neighbors; just go to their
homes in a friendly manner and ask for the privilege of reading this lecture to them. They will not deny you. It will
giv you courage and confidence, and make you and them
better men and women. And do so with other lectures. Do
not forget that most excellent reply to the editor of the
Clwistian Advocate by the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
That reply is worth the price of the paper. It is fearless, but
courteous, and, best of all, breathes the spirit of brotherly
love, and is therefore so much more effectual. Some of our
liberal Christians are even now beginning to admire much
that appears in TrrE TRUTH SEEKER; while others are repelled by some articles that indulge in ridicule of what seem
to them to be the most sacred things. Others are disgusted
with some things that some of the letters contain in favor of
free trade. I am not a free trader, but I think no less of THE
TRUTH SEEKER because these articles appear in it, or of the
writers. I suppose they all mean well. Every free paper
must publish much that is erroneous. This is the true glory
of a free press. When truth and error can meet on a free
platform, I hav no fear of the result, each one being responsible for what he or she may write, and not the paper.
Thomas fai.IJ.e says : " f?o potent is truth 1 th!J,t all it asks is

the liberty of appearing." The first act that' the first Co_n-[ numbering hairs and counting sparrows to stop to attend
gress of this country passed that was national was the tariff to me.
act passed 1789 and signed by George w~shington July 4th.
At my husband's funeral I had been led to compare the
In ~he preamble to this act are found these words: "Whereas, hell-fire sermon preached by a country Methodist with Ingerit is necessary for the support of government, for the dis- soli's orations over the dead, but still refused to read farther,
charge of .the debt of the United States, and for the encour- until some weeks since, conversing a few minutes with the
agement and protection of manufactures, that duties be laid . first Infidel I ever met personally, G. F. Moore, of Cleveland,
on imported goods, and therefore be it enacted--" In 1812 I was struck with the logic of the views he held. The
the tariff duties were nearly doubled, but in 1816 the tariff unanswerable arguments, and questions put with consumduties were repealed; in short, we had free trade or nearly mate skill, determined me to investigate. But I·see the subso. What followed? Financial ruin and depression in all ject won't stand much investigation, and though I hav not
branches of business. At this time our country was dotted got over half the ground, I conclude the whole thing is a
with factories and furnaces. Says Horace Greeley-: "Our gigantic fraud, and this old history is the most ridiculous,
manufa~tories went down like grass before the mower. Our ludicrous, absurd, self-contradictory, and therefore not inagriculture and the wages for labor speedily followed. Fi- spired book I ever read. It has made me miserable .all my
nancial prostration was general. In New England fully life, and now I will get along without it. I will conclude
one-fourth of the property passed, through the sheriff's with another quotation :
hands, until the n:erchants of New York in 1817 united in a All the world over, I wonder, in lands'! never hav trod,
memorial to Congress to save our commerce and our manu- Are the people eternally seeking for the signs and steps of a God.
Westward, across the ocean, and northward, beyond the snow,
factures from utter ruin by increasing the tariff duties." In Do they all stand gazing as ever,
1824 Congress gave us a new tariff, much higher than that of And what do t.he wisest know?
1789. At once great financial prosperity began. So great
MILDRED H.
was the improvement that in 1828 the duties were raised
still higher and business improved. Indeed, so great was the
CLEVELAND, 0.; Nov. 5, 1888.
improvement that Andrew Jackson, the Democratic presiMR. EDITOR: At the regular Sunday afternoon meeting
dent, said in his annual message in 1832, concerning results yesterday at Memorial Hall, the Cleveland Secular Union
of four years under the influence of a protectiv tariff of was favmled with a lecture by Rabbi Hahn of the Huron
1828 : " Our country presents on every side marks of pros- street synagog. His subject was" The Jesus of History."
perity and happiness, unequaled, perhaps, in any other por- The following is a brief synopsis of the lecture :
tion of the world." Soon after this the protectiv tariff was
The Christians say Jesus was a great man; that he was
repealed. What were the results? Manufactures suspended the only perfect man-in fact, that he was more than a man
operations. Then followed the most disastrous financial -that he was God. Yes, he was a great man, but there·hav
ruin ever known in this country. So little money was there been many great men. :Mohammed was a great man;
that good horses sold for $2 apiece at sheriff's sales and cows Buddha was a great man; so was Confucius, and so were
at $1. There was but little improvement until 1842, when many others.
Congress passed another high protectiv tariff, and immediJesus was a member of the Essenes, an ancient Jewish
ately business revived everywhere,. factories were numerous, order composed of people who lived the same way as certain
other industries filled the whole northern part of our coun- monks in Europe and America do now. They shunned the
try, so great and grand was the improvement. President world and did not marry. They devoted themselvs to the
Polk in his message of 1846 says : "Labor in all its branches services of suffering mankind: Their motivs, in one respect,
is receiving an ample reward, while education, science, and were noble; but at the same time they were superstitious
the ai-ts are rapidly enlarging the means of social happiness. and sentimental.
The progress of our country in her carejlr of greatness, not
Jesus was· an agitator, and he Jived in an age of great
only in its vast extension of her territorial limits and the commotion. The Jews were ruled by the Romans and felt
rapid increase of our population, but in resources and wealth, very uneasy under the Roman yolw. But they thought it
and in the happy condition of our pe.op!e, is without an was,better to be protected by the Romans than to be exposed
example in the history of nations."
.JosEPH HEIGHTON.
to the oriental kings. If you will read Josephus you will
see there were a great many visionaries then, or, as we would
call them in file slang of the present, "cranks." The JewCHIOAGO, Oct. 28, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: When S. P. Putnam was here, a short time ish country was full of such people. At this time Jesus
since, he made the remark during his Sunday afternoon lect- stepped forth as a teacher. He heard John the Baptist
ure that immortality was nowhere taught in the Old Testa- preaching of the kingdom of heaven, and he liked the idea.
ment. A Mr.. Morgan· took exception to the remark. He What do we know about the reforms of Jesus, and who esquoted Psalms xxiii, 6 : " Surely g_oodness and mercy shQ.ll tablished Christianity? Paul establisheil. it after him. Paul
follow me all the days of my life, and I shall dwell in the should be considered the real founder. If some do not behouse of the Lord forever." He said if dwelling in the house lieve this, let them read of the trouble he had with the
of the Lord forever did not mean immortality, then nothing brother of Jesus and the other disciples when he went among
could. I am fortunate enough to be the possessor of Young's the heathen. He would hav been excommunicated by the
Analytical Bible <)oncordance, and the word ''forever" used brother of Jesus and the other disciples, but they and their
in this passage is kol hayyamim (all the days). The passage followers were few in number, while he had the Greeks and
then should be, " Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me the heathen world backing him.
Let us now take Jesus as a messiah. The Jews had ideas
all the days of my life, and I shall dwell in the house of the
Lord 'all the days." " The house of the Lord" always meant of a messiah, as the prophets hundreds of years before Jesus
had spoken of a messiah; but they had no idea ·how their
the temple in Jerusalem.
, In Gen. xliv, 33, we hav the same word translated "for- words would be misinterpreted. They did not mean some
ever," and the passage reads: "For thy servant became one to redeem the soul, but simply a deliverer from political
surety for the lad unto my father, saying: If I bring him not oppression-Roman tyranny-a savior. In the same light
unto thee, then I shall bear the blame of my father forevt?'." Humboldt and Darwin were saviors, and so is anyone who
does anything to free mankind from superstition and vice.
It simply means, all the days of my life, nothing more.
Heston's last cartoon of the clergy shoveling brimstone That was the idea of the prophets. Jesus thought _he was a
messiah, but in this he w11.s a visionary.
suggested to my mind the following lines :
Why was Jesus crucified? It was because the Romans
More brimstone wanted-help us, Lord.
took him for a political agitator. The Romans were AtheIf thou dost not thy help afford
Hell-fire will be put out,
ists, and could not comprehend how the Jews could believe
For here's that blatant In!.~ersoll,
in an invisible God. They thought he was working up some
Macdonald, Putnam, Watts, et al1
political scheme, and used the phrase "kingdom of heaven"
Each with his water-spout.
merely as a pretext.
TheY're pouring water on the fire;
If everyone who has claimed to be a follower of Jesus had
To quench it is their great desire,
practiced his principles, mankind would hav seen a differIn which they will succeed.
ent state of affairs, and a great many pages of persecution,
0 Lord, do thou our prayer attend,
And plenty brimstone quickly send
fanaticism, and cruelty would hav remained unwritten.
Wherewith the fire we'll feed.
F. S. MERRILL, Sec.
JOHN HUDSON.
632 BROADWAY, NEw Yomr, N.Y., Nov. 5, 1888.
CLEVELAND, 0., Oct. 25, 1888.
MR. EDrroR: Since some Rationalists, ''Freethinkers," are
MR. EDITOR: I was brought up a Seventh Day Adventist, ever and anon expressing admiration at the qualities of that
and until about two years ago believed the whole Bible. character, or man, called Jesus Christ, pronouncin~ them and
When about fourteen years of age I was led to doubt the his teachings good, rational, and just, and in harmony with
truth of the Adventist doctrin, and especially the reality of the standard by which good, just, well-educated, and prudent
Mrs. Ellen G. White's ·visions, by her evident inability to people are guided in distinguishing right from wrong, good
decide what message to bring in regard to Adventists who from evil, and propriety from impropriety, I beg you all to
had been drafted to serve in the civil war. She having pre- bear with me a little, while I endeavor to lay be for' you a
viously had a vision in which God had instructed her to for- few of my many reasons for· pronouncing him one of the
bid any Adventist to vote, en).ist in the army to fight, or worst characters that hav ever, by and through cause and
engage in politics, after the draft she must command men to effect, been foisted upon a lot of poor, blind, groping, creduresist the laws or say God had changed his mind. I lost lous gawkies.
faith in her and began to study the Bible, with a view to
Christ, if he ever existed, which is very improbable and
understand it, if possible. I failed to understand, but con- almost utterly impossible, taught that those who cannot betinued to believe blindly, and for years struggled on in my lieve on him shall be damned (Mark xvi, 16). What infamy l
delusion. Finally I lost my home and property through the Can a person be blamed, justly, for not being able to believe
cruelty and dishonesty of prominent church-members; anything that he or she cannot believe? Might as well be
death claimed my husband and friends, and in sore damned for not being ei_ghteen feet high l
trouble I called upon God for help, but no answer came,
Christ taught, also, to take no thought for to-morrow.
"save the echo of my own wailing cry." Another struggle, This, if obeyed, would place us beneath the beasts and birds.
and after obtaining a house and home in this city, it was I hav often seen birds working away for three or four days
again torn from me by foreclosure of mortgage and I was building a nest-not to sleep in, for they roosted on a limb
undermined by false friends, prominent Christians. I having every night-but the little bird was thinking of the eggs .that
lived so far a pure life before God, I wondered why he did it was going to deposit in that nest. Bfrds don't think, eh?
~ot forbid th~se thin~s; ~ l!OW suppose tl:u1t 41;! was too 'Qqsy A,dmittf;ld i but would to gracious t~e M:ohammedanl :auqqq.
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istic, Jewish, or Christian gawky (I mean· the veritable, religion-struck gawky, not one of these hypocrits) would think
half as much. Matt. vi, 2'>, 34. Christ also taught us to
hate our. friends and relations, and to love our enemies.
This, again, if obeyed, would place us beneath the beasts of
the field, and it would, according to all standards with which
. nature has endowed man and beast, by which to know good
from evil, right from wrong, to establish justice and to do
equity, be infamously unjust. It was the way the Republica-rebel win!!; dealt with the Democro-rebel wing of the
Democro-Republico-rebel party and with its own people,
and by such villainy down fell the Republica-rebel wing.
Luke xiv, 27, 28.
Cbi'ist said : "He that is· not with me is against me (Matt.
xii, 30; Luke xi, 23), and he that believeth not on me is mine
enemy, and those mine enemies that would not that I should
reign over them, bring hither and slay them before me "
(Luke xix, 27). Most unjust, damnable tyrant.
Christ said: " I come to set a man at variance against his
father." Kick him out! Don't let him fool about my son!
And "the daughter against her mother." And " the daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law" (Matt. x, 35)~ Oh,
horrors! what a hot-house I I must stop. I don't like this
fiendishness, else I might go on for hours showing up this
bloody tyrant. I do wish you would refer me to just one
good doctrin that was taught by Jesus Christ and that was
not taught, long before the time he is said to hav lived, by
Confucius, Buddha, and others.
I would like the address of every Liberal watchmaker in
the United States, that I may communicate to him that
which will redound greatly to his pecuniary welfare.
Thine for truth,
GEoRGE NEW:TON.

7a1.

holes,'! though, alas for these toe-snapping Foxes, they are I will set a different type of humanity before you. Here is
in the wrong hole, it is too shallow to hide them from a a man all excitement; he drinks alcohol, chews tobacco,
frowning world. Poor deluded Foxes·, thou art caught at swears, does all manner of mean actions. You might just as
last! If this expensiv mode of proselyting among the Jews well feed an engin on tar and turpentine and expect it to
and Spiritualists continues to any great extent, the church work properly. Such a person's conscience cannot fail to
will soon sleep with its father and mother, old pagan idola- sting him through all eternity. Besides, he will prove a
try. Now, my sanctified old ladies, you may snap your toes curse to future generations. Such persons are to be pitied.
awhile for the edification of a dying a:ti.d rotten church; arid A wicked man once said to me : " I would like to be good,
every old hag will cry out with grim delight, ''Didn't· I tell but these infernal bumps on my head are ruining me." I
you so?" Yet think not, my godly impostors, that you hav said: "Friend, I am afraid your heart is wrong, too." "I
annihilated Spiritualism, for never is Spiritualism so irresist- know it," he said, "but how can I help it? I hav been in.
ible as it becomes when stubbornly resisted. It is ~o-day a hell all my life and cannot enjoy myself at all." "Poor felpower in the world that needs no prophet to predict that it lo.w ," I said, "your spirit is pure and will return to the
has come to stay. It has permeated every grade of society ·power that gave it." And when again questioned in regard
from the " hub of the universe " down to the draggled tail- to his spiritual feelings he answered : ''I am perfectly peace..
end of Christendom, so to speak. The woods, yea, the very· ful."
I deny man did anything wrong in the first hours of his
churches, are alive with it. NoV~&, to pretend that· Spiritual~
ism had its origin ·and growth from the toe-snapping in existence. 'fhat he was created to multiply dawned on his
Hydesville, Wayne county, N.Y., is the most soul-sickening darkened mind gradually. His amorous proposal so shocked
nonsense imaginable. If Spiritualism be true-and vast the modesty of the virgin that she fell into a furious rage.
majority say it is=it never had an origin, any more than life Thus, you see, anger had a purely natural birth. But
itself. Countless ages before Old Sol shot forth his red-hot the maiden relented, as we hav abundant proof, and in a few
spark which formed our globe, life existed, and so did spirit, months the first heir made its appearance. With it came
if it exists at alJ, and when conditions became favorable on sickness, sorrow, suffering, and death, which were unavoidthe earth Spiritualism made. its appearance. And its ulti- able. We hav countless evils to contend with in this world.
mate success depends not at all upon the Foxes, or the fraud- If we do the best we know we will be doing well. Our physulent tricksters who all belong to the Christian church ; but cal nature is all that· needs looking after. Our spiritual
MRs. B. BuRGEss.
upon what its votaries can prove its success depends. For nature· is beyond our control.
myself, I hav learned nothing anent a. future life. The most
astounding mystery to me is, that life ever got a foothold
VAN BuREN, ARK., Oct. 28, 288.
on the earth at all. One of the profoundest reasoners and
MR. EDITOR : " A perfectly civilized man can never be
greatest statesmen in this or any other age. was Thomas perfectly happy while there is one unhappy being in the uniPaine. He held that the power which gave him life here verse" (Robert G. Ingersoll).
Bonus, N. Y.; Oct. 21, 1888.
could as easily continue his life hereafter.
" To be nobly wrong is more manly than to be meanly
MR. EDITOR: You may count me as a life subscriber, and
Yours truly,
NELSON HUNT.
r_ight" (Thomas Paine).
I am still young. The two great questions now agitating the
P.S.-Inclosed find slip from Chicago Moming New8,
All true humanitarians, whether Christian or Secular,
country are protection and Prohibition. As others hav had which induced me to write.
N. H.
strive for the advancement of their fellow-men and for the
their say, I, too, would like to say a few words on the latter.
THE ROCHESTER B.APPINGS.
suppression and eradication of all things which hamper the
Six months ago the Spidtuali~ts of this and other countries cele- progress of men upward toward that perfect manhood where
The former is all chaff in as far as caring for the real working men and women of this country is concerned~ It is as. brated the fortieth anniversary of the founding: of their belief. each by doing his duty to his fellow-men shall lessen the sorThey dated its bpginning from the celebrated rapping• heard in
tonishing to me that so many Liberals can giv to this third Wayne county, N.Y., by the family of John D. Fox. These rap- rows and increase the happiness of the race to the fullest exparty-with only one idea-their support. It is made up pings were only beard in the presence of the two younger daugh. tent possible under the material conditions which environ
entirely of church people. It is put ~ trap to catch the votes ters of Mr. Fox, Catherine and Margaret, the former being but ten them. The Universalist, considering the idea of hell a reof sincere temperance people, so that they may get control years old. Afterward, in Rochester, the rappings made in the pres- tarding influence, seeks to overcome that idea. The Unitaence of the Fox sisters attracted wide attention. Soon there
of the national government. The delegates to the Pennsyl- sprung into existence a race of mediums who presided over in- rian, for the same reason, seeks to overcome the idea of the
vania state temperance convention two years ago numbered numerable varieties of rappings, table-tippings, materializations, inspiration of the Bible only. The Secularist seeks to overeighty-three ministers, and those to the New York d'onven- musical seances, and what not. The belief spread all over the come the idea of any supernatural inspiration at all. And
tion, ninety-five. This means, what? I leave all intelligent world, and is now embraced by millione.
Toe other night the Fox sisters, who are now elderly women, so the truth of Mr. lngerJoll's saying is demonstrated even
men and women to guess. Now, I am a temperance man, appeared in a public hall in New York and confessed that their -sometimes-by those who ,denounce it as ridiculous. The
still I like my glass of wine or brandy wh'en and where I supposed spirit rappings, which brought about such surprising attainment of happiness being natural and right, it logically
please, and I don't want any pious sneak around to arrest results, were made by snapping the ioints of their great toes. follows that all truly civilized persons should endeavor by
me for taking it. The way to settle this temperance ques- Then before the large au:lience Mra. Margaret Fox Kane showed all legitimate means to overcome all things which tend to
bow the rappings were produced.
tion is, take one-half the tax off liquor and put it on
So much for 1he· famous Rochester rappings. But those who prevent or retard the perfect happiness of all men.
church property. In the thirty-seventh Congress a law was think this ludicrous exposure has given a death-blow to SpiritualAll fair-minded persons admit that there is more unhappipassed placing a heavy tax upon liquor. That was what ism will find themselva mistaken. There hav been countless ex- ness in the United Statas caused by the liquor traffic than by
posures
before,
and
still
Spiritualism
flourishes.
Many
of
its
first started the adulteration. Then came on the temperance
adherents denounce as vulgar frauds certain mediums who by anything else. It logically follows that all " perfectly civilcrusade. The pulpit took up the cry, and the women got tricks hav imposed on their audiences. Doubtless the Fox sisters, ized" persons will endeavor by all legitimate means to overinto the muss, and every man that kept a hotel and bar was whose great toes rapped the belief into existence, will now be come the liquor traffic. Temperance lectures, moral suatortured by prayers and threats to close until every respect- r·laced in the same category. So far as the belief in Spiritualism sion, and the "blood of Christ" hav all been tried in vain.
is concerne~, there is strong 'proof in the ne.gativ of Bryant's
able man went out of the business, and that left the field open assertion
that
·
Prohibition of the open saloon has had a partial trial and has
to that class of pepple that are too lazy to work, and the con. Error, wounded, writhes with pain
proved far more successful than al;ly other method yet advoAnd dies among his worshipers.
sequence is that to-day the country is overrun with low
cated and tested. It is useless to talk to the drunkard whose
groggeries. As the older ones remember, before the war no
oct. 25, .1888. appetite is his master about quitting the habit while the sa.
such vile stuff was sold as at the present time. Remove the
MR.
EnrToR:
Do
not
think
I
condemn
churches.
On the loon stands as an omnipresent temptation to him to gratify
poverty from the world and you remove drunkenness. I hav
his master passion, the love of drink. It is an absurdity to
made this theme a careful study for years, and I am well contrary, I consider them a necessity. People must hav
think that a few moral lessons or temperance lectures at
somewhere
to
_go,
b"ut
that
they
hav
any
~aving
power
I
deny.
satisfied that Prohibition does not prohibit. Take the leaders
home or in school are sufficient to restrain the young from
of the movement-most of them are pious loafers, Baptist In my opinion they are nothing but theaters with very poor
the use and abuse of intoxicants as long as it is possible to
acting.
Man's
spirit
is
pure
and
holy
and
needs
no
salvation.
and Methodist, with Rev. on the .front end of their names.
get them freely, and while there are brilliantly lighted and
They will curse a young man out· of -the community !f he I hav studied the Bible carefully and pronounce it an invenbeautifully adorned saloons with perhaps a piano and string
drinks a glass of beer, and if he is indiscreet and gets "full" tion of man. God never had anything to do with it. It
they, the parsons, will induce his girl to transfer her affec- flatly contradicts itself in many places. Does anyone sup- band playing in them to attract them, where they will see
tions to some other party. But let him go to a church festival pose God is such a bungler as that? It has been proved " respectable" men drink, and where mild drinks will be
and they will feed him on ke-cream, oysters, and decayed beyond dispute that this earth has been in existence for mill- offered them free occasionally.
The greed of saloonists demands custom, and no stone is
strawberries with sour cream at twenty-five cents per dish as ions of years. Does not this show that all books to the con.
long as he has a quarter left. This is a fact, and no one that trary are nothing but romances? It matters little to us what left unturned to make customers.
True, some liquor is used where Prohibition is in force;
is acquainted with these festivals will deny it. These church people said or did hundreds of years ago; we hav just as
people care not for the drunkard or his family. The good, much as we can do to attend to the wants of this generation. but is this any reason why we should favor license? The
noble woman who is unfortunate enough to marry a man What we want to find out is how to liv and what to liv on. open saloon makes nearly all the drunkards. Is it any reathat proves to be intemperate; who struggles along in life to We were without guide or compass cast upon this planet. son that we should favor a drunkard-making institution that
those already such get liquor in violation of law? That idea
feed and clothe her children and that they may hav a good Is it any wonder that many go astray? Everything in natfollowed to its logical conclusion would put a premium on
with
the
greatest
wisdom
and
precision,
showure
is
formed
education, who makes a slave of herself, do the church peovice and stifle all efforts to advance in morality, and would
ple care for her trouble? No ; the parson will pray for her ing a master workman. There is no bungling in nature, only
bring about a reign of licensed crime and vice of every deand some of the good-hearted will feel sorry for her, but the on chance occasions, proving beyond dispute that chance did
scription. Can a truly civilized man set the gratification of
not
create
the
perfect
in
nature.
Now,
I
wish
to
call
yolir
good deacon never offers to withdraw the plate as she puts
an appetite or the gaining of wealth against the well-being of
upon its surfa<;e the silver that is needed for the little ones at attention to the fact that the laws of nature are fixed and
the race? If personal liberty demands the open saloon, it
unalterable.
The
wisest
plan
is
to
let
people
know
home. I never could feel like a man if I had ever been
also demands the opium joint. Thousands of men would
guilty of such mean and detestable business as taking the just where they stand. Once a wron_g act is committed it
not drink were it not for the open saloon, and vote and petipoor woman's money, and carrying the contents of a contri- can never be rubbed .out. Nature has set her trap and will
tion against it every opportunity. Can a true humanitarian
bution-box for a man that was too lazy to collect his own un- catch us if we err. The flesh is the devil blindly spoken of
vote to keep the struggling misfortunate continually in the
in
the
Bible;
hell,
the
remorse
of
an
evil
conscience.
Provi.
earned salary. For I hav yet to find the minister or to listen
vice-like grip of these infamous, crime-breeding institutions?
to due that ever earned what he obtained. Temperl.\nce is a deuce, knowi.Lg the meanness and perversity of man, sent a
All who are in favor of the advancement of the race should
pure
spirit
to
abide
with
him.
It
is
possessed
of
memory
and
good quality in character, but religious teachers are not the
be uncompromisingly opposed to the saloon. Alcohol being
men to recommend it. It sprang from the heart and brain conscience. On memory is recorded each- event as it transa poison, and all alcoholic drinks poisonous, they should be
of good men, and men that believed in no creed except the pires. Conscience chides feebly in this life on account of dissold as poisons. If it is just to compel the sale of arsenic
When
the
spirit
is
quickened,
conscience
will
then
ease.
creed of good morals.
or morphia under the skull and cross bones restrictions, then
If this is worthy of notice, you shall hav the protection .commence· her work, which will be the "worm that dieth
alcohol should be sold the same way only, for it has killed
not
and
the
fire
that
is
not
quenched."
part, and as I hear from none that labor on this question, I
Any man thinking to soar above his fellow-man on the thousands to their one. My advocacy of Prohibition is
will giv the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER the idea '-of a
purely from a humanitarian standpoint. Some may say that
me.chanic that has seen the protected workingman's wages wings of pride an:l ignorance will come out loser in the end.
Prohibition is the hobby on which the clergy hope to ride
A
man
might
just
as
well
get
in
a
wheelbarrow
and
try
to
J. E. CoY.
go from $3 per day down to less than $1.
wheel himself up-hill. People are getting too smart to be into power. To this I would answer, close the saloon and
thus kill the hobby, and so thwart them in that direction.
humbugged.
NATIONAL SoLDIERS' HoME, ·w1s., Oct. 28, A.B. 288.
MR. EDITOR: For eighteen hundred centuries Christians
All doctrins sink· into insignificance when compared with Not being infallible, it is possible that I may be wrong in
hav striven by faith and fraud to prove a future state of ex- goodness. Christ was a good man. TheJ:e was no meanness some of my conclusions, but, having no selfish motivs in
istence, and up to the present they hav succeeded only in about him. His saying "he was the son of God," was only view, I tnke comfort in the thought, "To be nobly wrong is
proving themselvs a most contemptible nuisance. They a mistake. He was trained to think so. That notion was better than to be meanly right." If the saloonist is right, he
hav at last, however, run in the two she Foxes;· now we instilled into his mind when a child. His way was safe and is meanly so, for it is only lust for the dollars that induces
~NRY ..t\.Dnrs.
~now ~s it b.~th been divlnel;r stated1.that " t!J.e fo~es bav sure. He lived so ~mre 1\o life he hl\od no sius to be forgiven. anyon(l to l;.eep saloon.
1
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The Best GJtts.

"In der spring, ven my wiTe makes some
off dot splendid pie-plant sauce, I aays to
Edited by klrss SusAN H. W:rxoN, Fall her, 'Dot vas God's best gift to man.' Ven
Ri'Der, Mas.1., to whom all Oommunications for strawberries vas come around I says to wive,
his Oorner should be sent.
'I vas mistaken; der strawberry und not der
pie-plant vast God's best gift.' Ven rasp" Between the dark and the daylight,
berries und currants vas get ripe, I vall say,
When the night is beginning to lower,
'Veil, maybe I vas mistaken about dot gift
Oomes a pause in the da.Y's oooupations
after all.' Ven der first apples vas come
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."
around my obinio11. vas get shakier dan effer,
und ven grapes vas get ripe I shust l!cratch
Advice to Children.
my head und says to my wive, ' Dem order
Liv to do g-ood, and shun an evil aot ;
gifts vas fine mit der way, but dis vas der von
Do not tell a lie, lies will not fit a faot;
dot God smiled mit.• I keep dot obinion
Be kind to all and strive to help the poor,
until Seckel pears vas get ripe, und den I
And jQy will then your hopes in life allure.
says, ' Dis vas der essence off good gifts.
Seek knowledge, for knowledge it is powerOombined with industry it helpii to build a tower ; All der goot qualities off der oders vas sliust
A tower of fame you raise by doing so,
combressed mit dis von, und dis vas shul!t so
And your memorY becomes an everlaiiting glow.
surely God's most vonderful gift as nefer
Let not idtenes~ 'brood around your hand,
vas.' Der fact off it vas dot nature vas not
Always keep in step with the progressiv band;
make some mistakes ven ahe vas provide a
Attempt the end and never stand to doubt,
Nothing's so hard bnt search will find it out.•
succession off fruits mit der year, und divide
GEo. J. REMSBURG.
der tlafors so dot each von vas better dan der
von pefore. Der fact off it vas dot goundry
•Herrick is tha author of the last two lines.
beeble haf a blesant change off health und
gontentment passing mit dem all der vlle."Old Saws in Rhyme.·
Uncw Jacob, in Rural New Yorkfr.
Actions speak louder than words ever do.
You can't eat your cake and hold on to it too.
How the Piom1 Rebuktd the Profane
When the cat is awaY, then the little mic~ play.
Parrot.
Where there is a will there is always a way,
Once upon a time, as they say in fairy sto..
One·s deep in the mud as the other in mire.
Don't jump from the frYing-pan into the fire.
ries, a wicked major in the United States
army crossed the Atlantic in a steamer. In
There's no use crYing o'er milk that is spilt.
No accuser is needed by oon.saienoe "of guilt.
the next room to his was a spinster of a certain age, as thoroughly good as the major
There must be some fire wherever there's smoke.
The pitchHr goea oft to the well till it's broke.
was wicked. Both of them were accompaBv rogues fa \ling out honest men get their due.
nied by parrots of large conversational
Whoever it fits, he must put on the shoe.
powers. The major was taking a parrot to
Ali work and no plaY will make Jack a dull boy.
England to present to a friend in the English
A thinll' of much beauty is ever a joy.
army. The spinster apparently had brought
A hBlf loaf is better than no bread at all.
along the bird as a traveling companion.
And pride alwaYs goeth before a sad fall.
Both birds were exceptionally clever linFast find and fast bind. Hav two strings to Your guists, but thr.ir talents had been molded in
bow.
opposit schools. The major's bird swore like
Oontentment is better than riohes, we know.
a trooper most of the time, while the spinTbe devil finds work for hands idle to do.
ster's was given to praying with forty pa~son
A miss is as good as a mile is to you.
power.
You speak of the devil, he's sure to appear.
And to make matters worse, the major
You can't make a silk purse from out a sow's ear.
spent a day in the forecastle with his bird
A man by his companY always is known.
Who li'l's in a glass house should never throw a teaching it to objurgate the old woman in the
stone.
next cabin. The con.sequence was that the
When the blind leads the blind both will fall into next evening the spinster was astonished to
the ditoh.
hear a voice stridently say : "Confound that
It's better born IuokY than being born rioh.
old woman next door!"
Little pitohers hav big ears. Burnt ohild dreads
But how can her disgust be pictured when
the fire.
Though speaking the truth no one oredits a liar. her own bird, devoutly quoting from the
Episcopal litany, replied: "Good Lord, we
Speech may be silver, but silence is gold.
beseech thee to hear us ?"
Tbe91 is never a fool likA thA fool who is old.

Lines for Little Children.
How beautiful indeed to see
Little ohildren all agree.
Quick their parents to obeY,
Which is in truth a lovely way;
Beady ever to do right,
Bright jewels in the people's sight l
When old Anough and ll'iven work
They from their duty never shirk;.
But do it well, nor stop to p1ay,
Though it maY take about all daY.
But when their task is fully done,
Ah, then's the time to hav some fun!
To hop and skip and "hide go !leek,"
But not to do one naughty trick,
As that of pilfering things or toYSRemember that, dear girls and boys •.
It is a sin to steal; you know,
Then at such bUAiness never go;
But bear the cross and wear the crown
Of a clear conscience. Not a frown
Of disrespeot will people giv
'l'o ohildren, dear, who truthful liv.
When others hav what you may like,
Oh, do not push, or snatoh, or strike I
But asking: "Will Yon ll'iV it, please T"
Thus it may come to you with ease.
If persons sick are in the house,
Then be as still as any mouse;
It makes them worse to bear g1·eat noise,
Remember that, good girls and boYS.
If to the sick you would be kind,
Then bring them flowers that you may find
Out in the garden or in the field,
Such as do pleasant odors Yield.
Be ever kind to dogs and cats,
And pet them when they catch the rats;
Thus make them haopy as you can,
I know you know that's a good Pil!.n.
When in the sohool your lessons mind,
Be there in season, neTer behind;
Strive to please Your teacher well,
And learn to read and write and spell.
Never plaY in time of school,
Lest you grow up like any fool;
SurelY that would be a sad affair,
Indeed it would, I do declare.
Now, if you wish muoh oomfort free,
Just learn these lines by E. D. B.Or Fli•ha D'Alembert BtakemanWould that not be a olever planT
And in the Ohildren's Oorner send me &letter,
ThBt is, if your parents think you'd better.
So good-bye, children, for this time,
Or till I write again in rhyme.
Three RIVers, Mtc!l.
E. D. BLAKEMAN,

Destruction Wrought by Insects in Amer·
lea.
The annual loss to productiv industries in
the United States cauaed by inaects is estimated at $150,000,000. Here is a fair battle
between man and another sort of earth-occu.
piers. They are smaller, but, if they CIUl
whip us, hav undoubtedly as good a right to
the world as we hav. As· civilization .advances, new insects make their appearance,
marching sometimes eastward, but generally
westward. There are few, if any, forms of
vegetation that hav no parasites that devour
either foliage or fruit. The loss to the cotton
crop is estimated at $15,000,000 a year, while
that to the apple crop is not much less, and
that to the potato crop at least one-half as
much. But the estimate is not a fair one
until into the loss is counted the time spent
in fighting to secure the proportion that is
saved.

What the Little Ones Are SaJing.
Little Cora heard an older person remark
that some one who was in trouble was "in a
pickle." Shortly afterward her little brother
attempted some difficult feat. "Oh, you
mustn't do that," she exclaimed, " or you
will be in a cucumber."
Little Ina, of Brooklyn, nearly five years
old, set out to visit school the other day as
gay as a lark, but returned after the session
with rather a careworn expression of countenance. When asked how she liked school,
she said: ''I did not like it." "Why not?"
"Oh I I had to work awful hard." "What
did you hav to do?" "I had to keep still
like everything."
No DEOBIT HERE.-A child. may often be
expected to put hill or her heedless little foot
in it, as the phrase goes. For instance, a
youngster one day begged an invitation to
dinner at the house of a little friend with
whom he had been playing. At the table
his hostess anxiously· inquired: "Charley,
can you cut your own meat?" "Humph!"
said the young;ster, who .was sawing away;
"caJI't I? I've cut up quite as tough meat
as this at home.''

~titnct · Q!olumn.

Ingersoll's 'Works.
The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1.

Mr. and Mrs. Owl.

In five lectures comprising, "The . qoda.•.
"Humboldt~" Thomas Paine,"" IndiVIdual
ity," and ".tleretios and Heresies."

What a queer bird ! Look at its hooked
beak, its long, sharp claws, or talons, and its The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25.
Oontents: "The Ghosts," "Liberb_for Man,
big, 11olemn, yellow eyes.
Woman, and Ohild," "The D!lclar~tlOn _of In·
de]1endenoe," "About Farmmg 1n Illmois,"
It is a nocturnal or night bird, and what
"The Grant Banque~.!" "The Re?. Alex~nder
does that mean ? That it flies and seeks its
Olark" "Th8.- Past Hises before Me L1ke a
Drea~,"
a.nd ''A Tribute to Ebon 0. lngeriiOll."
prey or food by night. Yes, and it is provided with that beak and those claws ()n pur- Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts;
oloth, $1.25.
·
pose to tear its food, which consists mostly
of rats, mice, and other destructiv little Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts;
plain oloth, $1.1111.
animals.
What
Must We Do to Be Saved 1 PaIt cannot see well in daylight, for all it has
per,ll5 oents.
such big eyes, and during the day it hides The Christian Relildon.
By R. G.
away in caves and old barns. Its eyes are
Ingersoll,. Judge Jeremiali B. Blaok, and Prof.
George
Jf.
Fisher.
Paper,
50
cents;
oleth, $1.
formed for night time, and when twilight
approaches Mr. and Mrs. Owl are alert and Orthodoxy. 56 pages, 12mo, paper,
10 oents. $1.00 per doz. post .PI!oid. Prfnted in
all ready for a stroll. 'fheir eyes are large,
large, olear type, and oontammg as much as
oould
be delivered in t'}'O .ordinarr lectures.
and are furnished with a sort of cover by
This makes a grand miSSIOnarY dooument.
which they are able to hear very slight sounds.
Liberals should soatter it generously,
Their feathers are soft, thick, and downy, so Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to
a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by
they can move about quietly. Some kinds of
the editor of the san Jl'ranctBOan. 5 oep.ts; 50
owls hav tufts of feathers on their heads.
oents per dozen: 211 oopies, $1; 100 ooples, $8.
Millions of these should be oiroulated.
which stand up straight and appear like
Vindication of .Thomas Paine from
horns.
the attaoks of the New York Obssr'Dilr, by RobThere .are one hundred and fifty species,
ert G. Ingersoll. Prioe, 15 cents.
and in our country we hav as many as forty Address on the Civil Rights Bill.
varieties-from the big-horned owl that eats
Large size ootavo, paper, 10 oents.
ducks, chickens, squirrels, and opossums to In~ersoll's Lectures Complete.
Bound in one volume. To meet _the demand
the little owls that feed on moths, buttertlies,
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher,p.as had
and beetles.
all his lectures, exoept tne Ia test on .Ortho·
doxy," bound in one beautiful,v9Iume,m half
They make the funniest sounds when they
calf, library style, and oontam1ng _over 1l800w
attempt to talk or sing or screech, owl fashP&j{es, whioh is sold a~ the ex!leedinglY l 0
pr1oe of $5. Bent by mail postpald.
ion. Did you ever hear the scream of an
There hav been so many
owl? It sounds very much like Who-who- Tribntes.
applioations for Mr. IImersoll's "The Vision
who I It sounds very doleful and lonely in
of War," the "Grant Banquet Toast," that
they· hav been printed on heaV}' toned paper,
the night.
18x22, illuminated border, and 1n large, clear
Ancient people in their ignorance and
type, suitable for framing, and the three will
be forwarded to any address, for 25 ots, or
superstition thought the owl was a bird of ill
either one for 15 eta.
omen, and they always associated it with stoProse Poems and Selections. This
ries of ghosts, spooks, specters, witches, and
new book is a gem. It is a model in every respeot. In faot one of thE! richesh brightest,
magicians. Nothing would cause them to
best ever issued. It oantams, besides the oelshudder with fear quicker than to see an owl
ebrated "Decoration Day Oration," nE!ver before published, and all the famous "tributes"
on their premises. It is alluded io in the
heretofore printed in variousijhapes, but never
Bible as an emblem of desolation. This is
brought together till now, manY other gems,
seleoted from the speeches, arguments, leotvery silly, for it is no more a bird of evil than
ures, letters table-talks, and day-~o-da~ oonthe blackbird, and perhaps not so much, for
versations of the author. The W!J~k 1s d!ls1g:ned
for and will be aooepted by adm1rmg friends as
it does not steal the farmer's corn, as the
a. rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this
purpose a fine steel portrait, with autogra~h
blackbird does.
fa.o
simile, has been prepared especiaJl;y for 1t.
The owl is really a friend to the farmer, for
Prioe 1 in silk oloth, beveled edges, gilt back
and lll•ie, 52.50; in half oalf1 mottled edges, eleit destroys the creatures that are often a
gant llbrary style, 4.50; 1n full Turkel': mosource of torment to him, eating his grain
r.ooco, gilt, exquisitly fine, 7.110; . in full tree
highest possible style and fl.msh, $9.
calf,
and gil_awing holes in sacks, baskets, and
Life. A Prose Poem. Printed in
horse-blankets.
eolors on board, beveled gilt edges. 50 oent&.
The Greeks and Romans thought such a
solemn-looking bird must be very wise, so Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll.
boudoir,Address
S1.
SEEKER•
they regarded it as the emblem of wisdom
THE TRUTH
and dedicated it to Minerva, who was their
goddess of wisdom.
,
.AN OUTLINE OF THE
But although the owls appear as if they
knew a great deal, it is in appearance only,
for they are no wiser than many other birds.
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.
It is a curious bird, and always rivets
attention, looking straight at one, and slowly
By W. 8. BELL.
winking as if in deep thought. Its plumage
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
is handsome and striking, each family being
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
di:t'ferent from every other.
S. H. W.

French Revolution

QUJ:!ITIOKS.-Desoribe the owl brieftr.. What is
the meantn&.of nooturnal? WhY can 1t not see in
ilaYh"hU How manY speoies of owls are there 7
How man)' in AmerioaT ·or what does their food
consid 1 What does their oall reRemble T How
did the anoients regard the owl T Is it a bird of
ill omen f What is the meaninll of omen T What
did the Greeks and Romans think of the owl T
Are the owl11 any wiser than other birds T
SuPPOSE the world doesn't please you,
Nor the way some people do;
Do you think the whole creation
Will be altered just for you ?
And isn't it, my boy or girl,
The wisest, bravest plan,
Whatsoever comes, or doesn't con::.e,
To do the best you can ?

COL. INGFRSOLL'i TRIBUTES,
REDUCEO IN PRICE.
We hav made arrangements ·whereby we can
offer these maa;mifl.oent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prioes. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper,.18x22 inches, illuminated border. large olear type, suitable for framing. The titles are:

The Vision of War.
The Grant Banquet Toast.
The 'Prioe of thARA h~retoforA has been 50cts. We
offer them Jtt, li'TF'l'lilEN OENTB EAOH : THE
TWO FOR TWENTY-FfVE OTR. MBiJArloAcnre
from breakage. Address THE TRUTH BEEKEP.
A Book jor LO'Ders-Past and Present.
--0--

The Twentieth Century

ROMANTIO LOVE
AND

PERSONAL BEAUTY.

THEIR
Oontains the Sunday addresses of Hn~rh 0. Penteoost, New York's famous All'nOstio and sooial Development, Causal R~lations. Historic and
eoonomist, beaides other interesting matter.
National Peculiarities.
llsued weekly. Annual subaoription S1. Sample
BY H NRY T. FINOK.
copies lent on· apJ>lioation. Address the pub2mo., oloth, .112. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Iisller,
FRED. 0. LEUBUSOHER,
88 Park Bow, New York Qity,

HEBREW MYTHOLOGY, R~~!!rc.:~~~~~~~~~~~;·s
THERATIONALo;·OF THE BIBLE.

Oacl ar ali on of Independence,

ALSO THE
Whereinitis shown that tbe Holy Scriptures treat
of Natural Phenomena onlY.
·
Lmmorlal Document,
BY MILTON WooLLEY, M.D.
And the National Anthem entitled:
Amen&: t.IJ• manY attempts made by aoientiats to
orn1h the Bible, this is unquestionably the most "LAND OF LIBERTY."
vi"orous.-[Ohioago Times.
Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
Oloth, IlliUI.,heavy toned paper, Bvo, 613 pp., $2.50.
A1dreas Ta:s Taura: Sns:sa OoM:PANY,
A4dreea ~HE ~RUTH SEEKEB.
~8 J,afayettl) Plaoe, New Yor~
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O..uJ:li'ORNIA.

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco, Cal.
Or. J. L. York, San Jose, OaJ.
Estate of S. C. Blake, 503 Kearny st., San
Francisco.
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San Fran
cisco.

BiOla Tmnparanca:

Sunday and the Sabbath. " A law

LiqUOR DRINKING

The False Teaching of the Chris·
tian Church. "The Thirty-nine

Oommended, Defended, and Enjoined·
by the Bible.

OANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 170 1-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, -Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Knowles, Cor. George and Granville st., Halifax, N. S.
OOLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
FLORIDA.

Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
IDAHO.

A.. Erwin, Murray.
lLLINOIB.

L. K. Washburn's Works.

BY E. C. WALKER.
This is a companion book to Remsburg•• "Bible
Morals." 48 pages ; price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

regulatinif human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

Articles of the Christian church are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

of a minillter's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one against the Colorado
beetle I" Price, 10 cent1.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
Price, 5 cents.
Do You Love Jesus 1 Price, 5 cents.
Is Liberalism Horalt Price, 5 cents.
SAKVA BUDDHA.
Temperance
and the Bible. 5 cents.
A Versified, Annotated Na.rra.tiv of his Life and
The .Brute God of the Old 'L'estament.
'l'ea.chb:~gs.
Price, II cents.
With Citations from Buddha's " Path of The Public Schools and the Catholic
Virtue."
Church. Price, 5 cents.

Post-office News Co., 103 Adams st., Chicago.
E. A. tStevens, 241 Washington Boulevard,
Ohicago.
G. E. Wilson, 302 State street, and Brentano
BY E. D. BOOT.
Bros•. Chlnago.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
J. W. Howe, 56 S. Halste~d st., Chicago.
A SPLENDID WORK.
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
INDIANA.
Tre book has been introduced into Buddhist Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
schco!s in Ceylon. The •• Banner of Light,"
Secular Union, has PUblished
"R1ligio-Philosophical Journal," and many SpiritT. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
LOUISIANA.

Al. J. Dwyer, 226 llaronne st., New Orleans.
MAlNR.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-ofi:lce, Smyrna
Mills).
MASBAOHUSRTTS.

Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
Joseph tliarsll. Northampton.
Johnson Bro's 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
MIOIDI:iAN.

.1. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.

S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Ohas. Bach, 138 8. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Cn.. 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
MISSOURI.·

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NEBRASKA.

Eaton & Smith, 1234 0 st., Lincoln.
NBW YCJRK.

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 3tS5 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
H. Adler. cor. Essex&Grand sts., NewYorlt.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
M. B. Edinger, 1243 Taird ave., New York.
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
J. H. Rassell, cor. Fulton and Nassau. st,
New York.
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New York.
New York News Oo., 20 Beekman st., New
York.
S. J. King, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
OHIO.

John Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 1!03 l::lapenor street, Cleveland.
Van Enos & Co .. 21i9 Superiol' st •. Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.
OREGON.

B. F. Hvland, Corvallii!.
C. H. Wilcox, Portland.
PS:NNBYLVANIA.

Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
W. F. Rchade. 3.706Butlerstreet~ Pittsburgh.
J. A. Kirk, Da Bois.
TENNESSEE.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
D. P. Henderson, Chattanooga.
TEXAS.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. ThA'l. Colwick. Norse.
H. S. Kratz, 306 Houston st., Fort. Worth.
UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
WASHINGTON TERRITORY.

Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
W. Wedeken, Montesano.
BNGLAND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.
W. J. Ramsey, 28 Stonecutter st. ,London,E.C.
AUSTRALIA.

Mrs. J. Hadfield, Market st., Sydney, N.S. W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydn~y, N. S. W.
NEW ZEALAND.

nali-.t papers and lecturers hav spoken hlllbly of
the book.
Extra Oloth, 175 pp,, $1.
in a more attractiv form than any in which they
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
, hav previously appeared. At the head. of an en.
graving on heavY pl_ate paper, 24x19 lnohes, Rre
the cabinet-sized llkenesses of JEFFERSON,
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fat.bers of our
MIRACLES
Re111tblic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
AND
JOHN ADAMS; and between these two are
printed the Nine.Demands of the Ame!'Jcan Been·
Jar Union in cons]lionons type. At tbe foot Me
MIRACLE WORKERS.
LAFAYETTE, GillARD, and INGERSOLL,
making eight liken~sses in all. Inscribed heBy JOHN PECK.
neath each portrait is some radica,J sentiment
from tha author J?iCtured over it. In .the
" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything quotpd
space
between the portraits and around them are
within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
arabesques of vines and flowers in profusion, and
the Panel inclosinll' the Nine Demands is snr·
·Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
mounted on eacl'i corner by Mr. Eckhard's design
of
the :fiag above the cross. The whole makes an
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
exceedinl!'lY handsome work for framing. The
artistic part is equal to the best, and the portraits
THE
&re as ~me to nature &B the ~hotographs from
which they were transferred. The desi~n will be
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
MARTYRDOM
MAN.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
.A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL
Ill La.fayette Place, NE>w York.

THE NINE DEMANDS

OF

~

HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.

It is reallY a rema.rkable book, in which llniversal history is "boiled down " with surprising
skill.-[Literary World.
You turn over his pagea with a fascination similar to that exverienced in reading Washinlrton
Irving .-[Inter-Ocean.
Fis history has a continnity. a rnsh, a carrying
power..!. which raminds us strikingly of Gibbon.[New Haven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writ·
ing, He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, M3I>P., $1.711.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Ll\fayette Pl., New York.

ON THE WORD GOD.
By Milton WoolleY, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Mythology,"" The Career of Jesus Chrillt."
The fool hath said in his heart, There i1 no God.
-[Ps. :riv, 1.
Children and fools speak the trnth.-[Old Saw.
Paper, limo, 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

OUR LORD and SAVIOR JESUS CHRIST.
BY T. E. LoNGSHoRE.
An explanation of the meaning of the manY
titles of the Galilea.n teacher. " Lord "should be
"Rabbi·" The words "Jesus Christ "mean "Saving Wisdom."
Excellent for Missionary Work.
Paper, limo, 8c., 80 cents per doz., U per 100.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE

Bi~lo of Natura,
OR,

THJ:

Principles of Secularism.

A. D. Willis, Wanganui.
THE

FIELD
·INGERSOLL
DISCUSSION.
FAITH OR _AGNOSTICISM?
-oTwo Letters from Dr. Field, D.D .• editor of the
Presbyterian Evanaewt, to Colonel Ingersoll, and
two Replies thereto. Dr. Field is one of the exceedingly few Christians who havopposed Colonel
Ingersoll kindly lllnd. courteouslY, and the q-reat
Agnostic has used h1m accordingly. Dr. Field's
a.rgnl;llents, however, are broken in pieces.
THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Price, 50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth.

--The Career of Jesus Uhrist.
An Expo><tion of the True Meaninll' of this Ghar·
acter as described in the New Te~tament. By Milton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew M3·thology,"
Paper, avo, 25 cents. .
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

.A CONTRIBUTION to the RELIGION
of the FUTURE.

LOVE VENTURES.
A Novel with an Amdavlt.
BY HARRY JULIAN.

16 Full-page

French-.Ar~

titm8.

Illustra-

A. CA.RD 10 MY FRIENDS.
I desire to establish myself as Your J'eweler. I
can do so if I can convwoe you that it IS to Your
interest financially, not otherwise. I am aware
that it is no object for you to patronize me unless
I can do better by you-sell you as good or better
goods-than your home ieweler, at lower prices.
Oan I do itT Yes. How? Permit me to explain:
My establishment is phenomenal. No other store
1n the world, in anY ct ty ten times the size of
Rochelle, has the standing, reputatwn,aod does
the amount of business, in my line, that mJDe
dofs. No stock outs1de of few largest cities
embraces the quauti:y of elegant Fme Gold
Watcnes, D1amonds. Jewelry, l:lilver, Optical and
Fancy Gonda as mine. I buy the be•t- Watches
from~~ to $30D. D1amond Jewelry from $10 to $1,000,
etc. Merchants who compete with me uv only in
largest cities, but which of nece•sity, implies large
expenditures and large profits. If :von patroniz(;
them, this you must pay.. If you buy a Watch or
Diamona of them, they will and must charge yon
a pr<!fit of 20 to eo per cent. If yon will order of
me, 1 w1ll and can sell rou the sa.me quality of
goods at 5 to 10 per cent profit. And If you buy of
a small deRJer in any other •mall town, he alao
must charge you 30 to 50 per cent. Why 1 Because
his safes, aggreganing at most $10,000 per annum,
will LOt cover •xpenses at 10 per cent. To liv and
come out ahead he is compelled to charge you an
average of 30 per cent.
But my sales' now approximate $50,00D per year.
Thuefore I can cut down profiLS-diV!de them
with J ou-and y~t n,ahze a large~ am-plus at the
end of the yea· ·than my competl'ors:
$50,00.1 mercbandJ•e sc•ld at 10 per cent profit
equal• $5,000 gain; $10,000 mercha11dise sold at 30
per ceut profit £quais ;3,000 ;;am; showing a profit
of $2,001 on the goods ~old at. 10 Per cent over a.nd
abuve thooe solei at 30 p r C< ut. On Broadway,
New York, or on l:ltate R reet, OblCago, Jewelers
pay frum $15,003 to $20,[00 rent. I pay $8c0 ud
other expeme• m proportiOn. Tberefort, taving
been e.tabllshed Ill Roci.Jf\lle thirn-one reare,
buv1ng always paid "a I.Juodred cents on the
dollar," being an mfallible judge of every article I
buy, and buYing goods in large quantities. all
jobbers, importerr, and manufacture! s are as "nx
ions to sell me their wares at Bottom Pnce, as to
any one in ex!stence. And therefore, IJUJ iug low
and selling more goods than any other dealer in
any city ten times the H'ze of Rochelle, I can aud
will ~end you any thing you may ueed in my line
(prepaid per mail or exPress, and cosh back 1f not
satisfactory) at 10 to 3J per cent lower than anY
other hun•e. Order from any Cltt·alol!' "nd giv ms
a chance to establish myself as Your Jeweler.
OTTO WETTI::ITEIN. ltiJchdle, lll.

HOW TO

Strengthen the M.en1ory,
on,
NA'IURAL AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
The New Haven Palladium says: "The chapter
on 'How to Learn a New Language' is of remarkable interest."
The Boston Post says : "This book actually
shows ns bow to keep our memories in good working conditioii and repair them when out of order."
SCience (h1gh authority) sa¥S: "We hav tr1ed the
methods of association advised in this book on
several persons, and found them most excellent."
Price by mall $1.

ParLuritiun Witbout Pain.
BY M. L._ H()LBROOK, M.D.
Goaev•s Ladli'B Boolc. says: "We giv our cordial
approbation to this work. The information it
contains is most im_portant, and, we are fully con·
vinced, reliable." ):'rice by mail, $1.

SEXUAL PHY SIOLOCY
AND HYGIENE, or, THE l\IYBTERIEI::I OF 1\IAN
Carefully revised edition, with 111 !llustratwns.
The most perfect book for men and women ever
published. 50,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. Illus·
trated catalog free.

Marriage and Parentage.
In Their Sanitary and PhysiolollJCal Re!&tions,
and in Their Bearing on the Producing
of Children of Finer Health and
Greater Ability.
BY M. L. HoLBRooK, M.D.
The SctenttiiO A mertcan says : " Books on this
subject are usually written by cranks, but this is
radiCally different; it IS scientific, sober, clean,
and worthy of consCientious consideration by every · possible parent, and particularly by the
young." $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co~l
28 Lafayette Place. ~ew York.

New Edition. Revised and Enlar~ed.

MEN, WO.MEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

:I'M Trad8 Supplied at Special Diswunta.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravin}l's of Mis1 Gardener are for sale
at this omce. Pnce, 40o.; with a.uto~rraph, 50 cta.

Religious Problems.
BY L. K. WASHBURN.

"Let the Christian be held to facts, and obliged
to tell the trnth, and his lips would be dumb.
BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
There never was such a place as the Garden of
Author of "The Secret of the East, or the Oriain
Eden; never such an individual as the devil.
of the Christian Religion and the Bill1li1loanoe
There is no such place as bell. There never WftS a
of ita Rise and Decline," "Physical EduChrist, ~tnd no atonement mode, for there was no
cation, or the Health-Lawl of Nat·
Beautifully Dlmtrated Covers. Paper, limo, J26 necessitY of any being made. If th~re was no
ur~·· "Household Remedies," "The
such
thing as faith, Cbr!stianity conld not make
pp,,• cents; Boards, &0 cents.
roison Problem, or the CaUie
a convert on earth. If ministers were obliged to
A lively narrativ of adventures in a country of furnish the proof of their statements, there would
and the Cure of IntemperArcadian simplicit;r and &'eneral delightfulness.- be no preaching."
ance," e\o., etc.
[N. Y. Evenintt Mail.
Price 10 cents; 75 cents per dozen.
Felix L. 0111'ald is a well-known and Ti&'orolll
A story of life on islan da of coral, frnit-trees,
writer on scientific and social 1ubjecta.-[Oin. and cockatoos, where all the nativ men are
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
Com. Gazette.
Apollos and the women dreams of beauty.-[N. Y.
Times.
·
Cloth, 1.2mo, lKOpp., $1.
Life on the Islands of Koro-kama and Launagola-" Summer isles of Eden l:ving in dim purple
Addres1 THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
spheres of sea "-surrounded bY beckoning palmtrees, foamy cascades, bread-frnit. cocoanuts,
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist.
pineapples, figs1 banana~~; bathing in the surf on 2x1G inches, suitable for framiDI!:,t.sen~stpaid,
lhinbur B&nds, oaskin~ on shore• of eternal sum- for~ cents. Address THE TBU'J:H I::IEEKER.
mer, attending moonlight banquets, and seein&'
tf
the peculiar dan~e called Ka-ln-lah-no more to
do than the president of a life insnrancecompany
-seems ver:r alluring 1o the careworn, overworked
DO YOU WANT a I!Ieasant, healthful, cheaP
American of to-day.-Critical Review.
home in the South 1 Write Leftwich Bros. and
Addreg
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
Curtis, Florence, Ala.
lY!if
• LafanUe PL, Jll'ewl'ork.
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the just cause, as I deem it, of the land of my life, church without the abolition of monarchy,
my liberty, and my love.
or in the dignity of man becoming a· popular
Before I close I will quote an extract from force until both church and crown are done
Lincoln's second inaugural address, March 3, ._ away with.-'l'ranslator, J. M. WHEELER.
'l'he Principles of Evolution-Slow 1865:
Obituary.
With malice toward none, with charity for all,
But Sure.
with firmness in the right, as God givs us to see
On Septembet: 30th died C. H. Saunders, of.
0 :Past infinitude-of ages, speak!
the right, let us strive on to finish the. work we are
Help man attain the hill'ht his sonl would seek I
in: To bind up the nation's wounds; to.care for 100 S. ist street, this city, aged seventy-one
0 vast infinitude of fntnre years,
him who shall hav borne the battle, and for his years. Father Saunders had been a subYonr tongueless silence fills his soul with fears !
widow arid for his orphan ; to dQ alt which may scriber for TrrR TRUTH SEEKER for many
The heavens confuse with million worlds to trace, achieve and cherish a just and lasting peace among
years, an.d had-.. ~!ln OJ;Je of the most activ
His reason staggers, lost in endless space;
ourselvs and all nations.·
So imall-so weak-how can he reach some bight
workers on this . co~;~st. He has sold many
Abraham .Lincoln's orations are gems of
With one mad bound beyond the realm of night?
hundred dollars' worth of Ingersoll's lectures,
Voiceless the stars! dumb, dumb the skies of blue! eloquence; logic, and beauty, and will forand his home was always the stopping-place
0 Natnre, Mother Earth, man turns to yon!
ever stand as a monument to his memory.
of S. P. Putnam, C. B. Reynolds, and your
His fevered cheek cools in yonr evening breeze,
GEORGE J. REMSBURG.
Whose restful song is lost 'mid dewy leaves,
humble servant when they were in this city.
Leaves through whose tiny veins whole rivers run,
In fact, his house: was more like a hotel than
And tons or substance lifted by the sun
A. Norwegian Poet and Radical on like anything else, for here all Liberals found
Form million cells, without one single sound,
Church and State.
their Mecca. Mr. Saunders had not an enemy
Draping vast forests, carpeting the ground,
Strong in its silence, conquering without strife,
Bjornstjerne Bjornson, the Victor Hugo of in the world. To know him was to love him,
Right on ward marching, nature, God, and life.
Norway, who as poet, dramatist, and no-yelist and his only religion was to do good. NoPerfecting all, no violence nor rest,
has done so .much to create a national litera- . body was .too low for him to help if he was
Haste is destruction, gentle waYs are best.
ture, has during the ·last five or six years needy. In fact, he has always been so unselLife came with little haste,·a Power abstruse,
Unnumbered cycles paved the earth for use,
taken an activ part in the politics of his corin- · fish that he has never laid up any of this
SlowlY advancine, filling out each plan,
try, much to the disgust of the Conservat'v world's store, but remained poor to the end.
From crystal, mollulik-mollusk up to man.
party. As the following extract from -his A purer, more honest, more truthful, betterThrough countless ages man has upward trod,
preface to a translation of one of. Colonel In- -principled man never lived. Colonel IngerThe bestial nature fighting with the god.
o slight his progress, angels doubtful scan
gersoll's articles in the North Amen·can Re- soll was his. god, THE TROTH BERKEl! his Bible,
Each new arrival, Is it beast or man 1
1!iew will show, he is not one of those ad- sud to do good his religion. And if immorStrange combination, twofold in its kind,
vanced men of letters who are afraid. to ex- tality should be the boon of all at last, Father
The beast.below unites with the divine.
. press their opinion on politics and religion. Saunders will surely wear the brightest lauIs virtue forced 1 Ca.n legislation free
Man from his inborn, low infirmity?
He declares :
rels for a life well spent in trying to make the
Man undeveloped, ignorant and crude,
A nation where Dissent prevails will not world better.
D. C. SEYMOUR.
True to one nature is and therefore good.
suffer any royal despotism or any attack upon
Portland, 01'e.
Promote the god, call out the higner life,
its political self-government; and a nation in·
Will evil dissiDate without mad strife?
Resist not evil, cultivate the good,
full possession of such political self-governLove is the mightiest power if understood.
ment will not suffer any state church; that is
What it is possible for man to be,
to say, any authority over the belief of their
Is as unfathomed as infinity.
children, Qr over the affairs of their own False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.
-Elf%2 A. lfartrn in Boston Globe.
Price, 10 cents_singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
co)D.munities. To work for indepepdence in
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. RemsbUrjl' are:
religious matters is to work for independence
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistics,
Lincoln's Oratory.
in political matters.
show;in!l' the creeds of the prisoners in the penAlthough simple in language, Abraham
itentiRries; the Church and Civilizatiom; the
But a nation will not arrive at real indeChurch and Science; the Church and Learning;
Lincoln has poured from his lips eloquence pendence so long as it maintains a state'
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Wom&n's Right.s
that has never been surpassed by any Amer- church and monarchy. The excellent, wellMovemenu the Temperance Reform; the
ican orator, be it a Webster or a Phillips. meaning king, the excellent, well-meaning
Church ana the Republic.
There are many people who do not recog- clergymen, can do little. The institution
Bible
Morals. Twenty Crimes and
nize in him an orator, but I will present a lit- blocks the way, because no longer life of our
Vices Sanctioned b:y ScriQ!ure; Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheatmg ; Theft and Robbery;
tle testimony and some extracts from his life. ·Look at the clergyman iri one single asAdultery and Prostitution; lilurder; Wars of
speeches that will prove him an orator of pect. The royally appointed preacher and
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism; Intolerance
and Persecution; Injustice to Woman;
more than ordinary ability. Abraham Lin- .teacher of morals is bound by oatb, and by
Unkiudness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrllices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft:
coln's language was always plain and simple, prospect of pro)D.otion, to definit formulas;
Slavery; Polyg_amY: Intemperance; Poverty
yet full of good eloquence and keen logic.
to believe, maintain, and defend these. Stiil
!1-nd V:agrancy: lgnora,nce and Idiocy; ObscenItY. i'• JCe, smgle cop1es, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1.
Ron. John D. Canton, a noted chief justice, further, any kind of clergyman, with any sort
Special discoumt on larger quantities.
says: "His mode of speaking was generally of ability, and any kind of disposition, must
Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best
of a plain and unimpassioned character, and "preach the word," that is to say, discourse
and most thorough work ever written on the
.Sabbath from a rational point of view. Large
yet he was the author of some of the most upon a certain text at a certain .time each
and handsome print. The question is discussed
beautiful and eloquent passages in our lan- Sunday, often twice, and officiate over every
under the following heads: Origin of the Sabba.tjc Idea; The Jewish Sabbath.;_ The Christian
guage," etc.
.
corp~e whose relations require it, and before
Bcnptures and the Sabbath; ..I!;Xamination of
What could be more beautiful than Lin- every bridal couple who so desire.
Bunda}' Arguments ; Origin of Christian Sa bbath; Testim_ony of the Christian F!!,.thers; 1'he
coln's " Gettysburg Address ?" Col. Thoma~ There are never so many lies told all over the
Sabbath durm~ the Middle Ajl'es; The Puritan
Sabbath; Test1mony of Ohristian Reformers,
Wentworth Higginson says : " President Lin- country as on Sundays-in the towns also on
Scholars, and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday
coln's ' Gettysburg Address' has always week-days between 12 and. 2, when bells toll
Laws. Price, 25 cents; eix copies, $1.00.
seeJTied to me the high-water mark of Amer- for funerals, or between 3 and 5, when peo- Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Reican oratory. It proves what so many hav ple are married-lies, lies, lies-! do not
ligioua and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leadnot discovered, that the highest eloquence is mean in dogmas and questions of belief ; I
ing traits of his character and genius, and vin·
dicates his name from the aspersions cast upon
think not of these-no, I mean lies that are
simple."
it. Choiue extracts from • Common Sense,"
Ex-Governor Rice of Massachusetts speaks being told by pious clergymen from disincli"American Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age
of Reason" are given.; also, tributes to Paine's ·
of it as " the grandest utterance of modern nation, from want of talent, or from ignocharacter from more than one hundred noted
eloquence." No one can read it without feel- rance of -those to whom he speaks and about
persons of Europe and America, many of them
expressly for this work. Second ediwritten
ing a glow in their hearts. It inspires them whom he is speaking-from lazy, fat custom;
tiOIJ,~ 160 pages, printed on .tine tinted paper,
with increased patriotism, and causes them from affected devotion, sorrow, or gladness;
nllatlY bound, and containing a handsome
steel oortrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents;
to honor and glorify the name of him who from admonitions without force, belief withcloth, 75 cents.
uttered it.
·
out power, feeling without warmth; from Image Breaker.
Six Lectures: DeHis great speech to the Bloomington con- preaching, twaddle, and gabble; from sleepy
cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Wash·
Unbeliever;
Jefferson
an Unbeliever;
iR[(tonan
vention, May 29, 1856, was another gem of droning, drivel, and snivel; from uplifted
]?ame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. Each
fine oratory. Ron. Wm. H. Herndon says : eyes and voice. It is this royal institution
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts.
" I hav heard or read all of Mr. Lincoln's which has the morals of the country in holy The Apostle of Liberty. An address
delivered in Paine Hall..> before the N. E. Freegreat speeches; and I ·giv it as my opinion keeping.
thinkers' Convention, .January 29, 1884,. Price,
that the Bloomington speech was the grand
Then look at the other institution, in one
to cents.
effort of his life." One of the delegates says: single aspect : when it wishes to show itself Fathers of Om· Republic, Paine, J efferson, Washington, Franklin. A lecture de" Never was an audience more completely in all its a we-inspiring majesty, paraded in a
livered before the Tenth Annual Congress of
electrified by human eloquence. Again and pageant, where a modest, brave king must
the American Secular Union, in Chickering
Hall, New York, November 13, 1886. 15 cents.
again, during the delivery, the audience take upon himself the most mighty and gra:
~E TRUTH SEEKEB 00.
sprang to their feet, and by long and con- cious we of the institution, in full style and
tinued cheers expressed how deeply the meqieval costume. Yes, just look at the
speaker had aroused them." His oration in institution, :with its escort of past traditions· W. S. BELL'S P .A.MPHLETS.
the hall of the house of representative at ana of all those who in the country hav to
Springfield was very eloquent and pathetic, add their authority to that of royalty! Look 'lhe Conflict between Christi~nity
and Civilization.
and his famous Cooper Institute speech is at these people; wha_t they will stoop to!
15 CENTS. '
said to be a fine piece of oratory. A gentle- Look at their· gaudy dresses, their feathers, PRICE, .
.Your treatment of the "Conflict" is excellent.
man who was there says : " I think I never their gewgaws, their gestures, their look -Harry
Hoover.
saw an audience more thoroughly carried when" his majesty!i speaks. Look at themaway by an orator." Mr. Lincoln's speech these people who in themselvs are truly s.enLIBERTY AND MORALITY.
closed with: "Let us hav faith that right sible and calculating ; who, as a rule, jeer a
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
makes might, and in that faith let us to the little at everything, hav respe"ct for lit~le else
discourse.-James Parton.
end do our duty as we understand it."
. Look at
save, perhaps, ·ceremonies.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
it in lfan.-T. B. Wakeman.
I will now quote a few extracts from some them thus arrayed for the glorification of his notice
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a-very
of Lincoln's speeches. The following is from majesty, snd ask yourself if they hav lost able paP' r, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
a speech delivered in December, 1863 :
their senses ! Is it. to strengthen · the ·feeling Age.
The probability that we may fail in the struggle of authority in the country that they thus
ANTI-PROHIBITION.
ought not to deter us from the BUPDort of a cause conduct and parade them.selvs? Then; its
PRICE, 20 CENTS.
which I deem to be just. It shall not deter me. If pretensions are extremely lik,e those of "the
The number of heads under which you hav
I ever feel the soul within me elevate and exDand
divided
the
subject
of the pamphlet, and
to dimensions not wholly unworthy of its almighty other institution, which has undertaken to the. concise manner matter
in which each point is disarchitect, it is when I con template the cause of my uphold morals. No wonder, then, that these . cussed, ~hould bA highly commended. Thet<efore
country, deserted by all the world beside, and I two institutions occasionally embrace each ltake ~··eat pleasure in recommending" Anti"to the consider.ation of every person
standing up boldly and alone, and hurlin~r defiance other in touching recognition, and mutual ap- ProhibitiOn
who is interested, not only in the cause of temperat her victorious oPpressors. Here, without conance,
bot
in
the principles of self-~overnrrvmt.temPlating consequences, before high heaven, and probation.
;r~
J._Mc0~1Je.
'fHE TRUTH SEEKER CO. ·
l do not believe in the abolition of the state
in the face of the world, I swear eternal fidelity to

lfoetrg.

J. E. Remsburg's Works.

Paino Vin~icateU!
A thorough and overwhelming reply to th~ New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the Amer·
ican Revolution. Containing
both the slander& and
their refutation.

-oBY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL
-oThe New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated everY·
where in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

A. ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
A Fabricated Account of a Beene at the Deathbed of Thomas PaintJ.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine's
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Reminiscences of a Preac~er.
A RADICAL ROMANCE,

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,
Author of" Exeter Hall," "Heathens of the
Heath,"" Family "Creeds,"" Beautiful Snow," etc., etc.
The story is used by the author to teach Freethought, to remove superstition from the minds
of those who would not read a polemical eseay.
and to urge facts against t.he various churches,
believing which their supporters will desert thfm 1
The book is an argument as well as a novel. but
the serious predicaments of the hero are skilfully
used to lure the reader along, and to induce him
to take the antidot.e to thPological poisoning without knowing it. Mr. McDonnell writes effectivly
and convincingly, and always braces his romances
with facts on one side and figures on the other.
ThoPe who hav read his previous works need not
he advised to purchase this they will probably do
so at once.
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 75 cents.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL
For Her Daily Bread is the st.ory or two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parentass, with little mone:v, fa1r education, and much
courage, to make their way through the world by
going to Chicago. The autnoris also the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a working girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
and disreputable hypocrite. It is just such a story
of human life as we should expect Colonel lnll'ersoll to be interested in; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE STRUGGLE
I!'OB

Religious and Political Liberty.
In which the authorshows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acquire greater political
liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very foundation of the religion of every age; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailing the account of slavery in this country, calls
the attention of thinking men and women to the
position of womankind in America. ThroughoutJ
the work is replete with astoundinf facts ana
weighty arguments which cannot fai to interest
the !llinds of this age.
By THEO. C. SPENCER.
Oloth, 12mo., 188pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafa~ ette Place, New York.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM.
The Present and the Future
Republic of North America
BY A CAPITALIST.
·A book advocating associate life as a remedy for
poverty, vice, and crime. It deals with the present
conditions of society in this country, pointing out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossilile that the people should be other· than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks. is in communal life,
and he has drawn a vivtd picture of the future
Republic of North AmerlC&., as it will be when
society shall be organized on the principles of
Rational Communism. The book is vigorously
and interestingly written.

Papcr,aOc.; cloth, $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

FAITH

REASON.

A concise account of the Ohristian Religion, and
of all the Prominent Religions
before and since Christianity.
With elaborate index.
By HALSEY R. STEVENS.
A popularized account of Oriental religions,
with many apt_quot•tions from the Racred books
of the E11.st. Nowhere Alae can so much knowledge of what is generally unknown· be obtained
in such compact form.-[Literary Rev'ew.
. Extra cloth, 12mo, 441 pp., $1.50.
Addres& THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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ARGUMENT

THE SAFEST CRKED,

BY

Robert G. Ingersoll,

AND
TWRLVE OTHER DrsOOURSil:S OF REASON.

IN THE
B'U 0. B. FROTHINGHAM.

·A vigorous thinker as eloquent as Theodore Parke~-[New Bedford Standard.
Deep thoufi(ht, thorough conviction, and great
abi!ity,-(Phila. Press.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 238pp,, $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
FOR

AT

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT TI--IE DEVIL,
AND

"B L A S PH E MY "
'
MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY.
Stenographically reported, and rll1Jised by the author.

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

'JTHER BroGRAPHIOAL ·SKETOHES AND EssAYS.
BY CHARLES BRADLAUGH,
With Portrait and Autobiography.
Charles Bradlaugh has "A Few Words" to say
"About the Devil." Mr. Bradlaugh has a right to
his "few words," and the devtl will, we presume,
r.t no very distant dar. hav a few words to say to
Mr. Bradlaugh, and Will doubtless get the best of
the argument.-[Chicago Interior.
Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp,, $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
are in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we see him as the splendid champion of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
and justice, hatred of tyranny and chains, symfathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his
courage and candor, hav in this Argument ful scope of expression, and he makes grand use of the
opportunity. Such a flood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriottam-is not often poured out in a court of justice.
·
The many calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleading newspaper references.
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an address to a jury; statesmen and politicians a clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, ana free men
and women everywhere, a Magna Charta of their rlg)lts.
.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.

ROME~

THE NEW GOD.

REASON

A Memoir of Christian and Extra-Christian Experience.
By NATHANIEL RAMSAY W ATEBS,
A very critica( analysis of both Protestantism
and Catholicism, from the vantage. ground of an
intimate personal experience with the two svs- •
terns. It deals the most trenchant blows which
pure logic is capable of infiicting.-(Critical Review.
Cloth, 12mo, $1. 75.
4.ddress ·rHE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

Secretary of the American 8ecul011' Union.
Price 10 cents,
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER CoMPANY,

TRY •SQU!1.RE;
OB 1

Esssnoa of Religion
By L. FEUERB t.CH.
Translated from the German. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 cts.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immoral.-E:I;tract.
Address TH~RUTH BEEKER Co.

-

The Church of Practical Religion.

OB

Portrait; Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.

DANCER AHEAD.

~he Antiquity ofC"Qris-

Paper, 12mo, 61pp., cloth, 50 cents.
Contains testimonies of the early Christian Fa-the ts and others, and cases of striking similarity
to Christianity in many ancient religions.
Bold at THE TRUTH BEEKER Office.

WEALTH,

_Ths Sols Factors and Exa~Jt Ratios in Its
.AcquirMTUJnt and .Apportionment.

By J. K. INGALLS.
. Price, Clotll,
•
•

$1

oo.

Address THE. TRUTH SEEKER,
28Lafayette Place, New York.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITU "USM
·BY DR. FREDERIC R. MARVIN, Professor of
Physiological Merlicin and 1\Ierlical Jurisprudence in the New York Free
Medical College for Women.
Paper, 12mo, 68pp., cloth, 50 cents.
His analysis of nervous and ment·al phenomena
is sharply scientific; his pathological theories are
rat'onal, clear, and modern.-Meatcal Revtew,
His language is strong and well chosen, his
style admirable in its directness and brilliancy,
his thought clear and logical.-Ltbera! Chrtsttan.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

MATERIALISM:
ITS HISTORY AND ITS INFLUENOR UPON
SOOIRTY.
BY DB. Lours BUOHNER, Author of "Force and
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKim, 28.Lafayette Place,

NEW EDITION.

The Secret of the East,
OB,

The Origin of the Christ~an Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

in the suit of the

Bankers' and Mercbants' Tele..
graph Company
against the

Western Union Telegrwph Company
So many hav asked for copies of this fa~ous
dpeech that THE TRUTH SEEKER ha.s obtained a
supply and can mail them to those Who desire
them·, for ten cents.each.

BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:

PHILADELPHIA. LIBERAL LEAGUE 257
meets every Sunday in Indulitrl:al Hall, Broad .and
Wood sts .• at 2 :30 and 7 :80 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-~ruth
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap ra trs.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not write
The Sonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENBY
BUBB. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest of all Anti·BIJ,Il
cal \Vorks.
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price; Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies fo
$1.00.

THE CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with the
Proposed independence of America from Grea
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
naming arguments
will not leave num
bers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepa
ration."

Price. 40 cents.

For either of these works or any of Paine'
writinJrs,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER

VOLTAIRE' 8 ROMANCES.
OONTENTS:
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.- Zadig,
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-'-The Princess
of Babylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Microm~Jgas.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at Siam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversatic::
With a Chinese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India,
Handsome 12mo, 448 pages, laid paper. With 67
engravings. Price1.cloth, beveled boards, $1.50b·paper covers, $1. Hall calf or half morocco, mar led
edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
WORKS OF 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

BJBLE FAllRICA'l'IO:SS

10c.

REFUTED~

And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,
•

15a.

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pageB, 25c.

A Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 86 pages,
•
- 111o.
Addrese
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2e Lafayette Pl •• New York.

For sale at this office.

INGER~OLL'S

OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY

By JOHN ALBERGER, Anthor of "Monks,
·Popes, and Their Intrigues."

SOCIAL

Price, cloth, 75 cents ; paper, 40 cents.
Address TJ'IE 'rRUTH BEEKER CO.

ROBT. G.

tianity.

------------~---------------

I

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

By A. J. GROVER.

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

GIRARD'S WILL
Girard College Theology.

BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.

It is in many respects one of the most extraordinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. Tribune.

For the benefit of our readers who preserve their papers
we offer a new style of binder,
made for the purpose, and
with the heading of THE
1
rBUTH 8.EEKEB printed in
~o.' d letters on the outside.
rhis binder allows the opening of the papers perfectly fiat. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
fr<I,P1 any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Sent by mailtiJostll_ai'h for •1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
tf
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
AND
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, political, and otherAN EXPOSE
wise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just suffi. Or"the perversion of Stephen Girard'smagnificent
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
c!ent narrativ about it to interest the reader and
churches and Young Men's
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Christian Associato his mind.
tion.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.
. By RroH. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
Price $1,
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER.

A.d vanoement ~ Soienoe ROMAN ISM,
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25c.; cloth, 50c.

BINDER for THE TRUTH SEEKER

Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evenill& at 7:80P.M., corner Sangamon street and
Washington boulevard. Lectures and debates.
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

Charles Watts's Works.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

Was Jesus an Impostor? A debate between the
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. 1~0 pp., 25 cts. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25 ·
Two nevelations. 5 cts. Bible Horrors; or,
·rhe History of Freeth ought. Bound cts.
in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.2b. CoNTENTS : Real Blasphemy. 5 cts. Btble Makers. 5 cts.
Bible
Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 8. Each 5 cts. Moses
Section I. Definition of Freethou__g_ht and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section ll. What it vs. Darwin. 5 eta. Socratesl Buddha, and Jesus.
5
cts.
Christianity a Degraaing Religion. 5 cts.
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section ill. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV. Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural Man. 5 cts.
The
Old
Faith and tLe New. 5 cts. Bruno and
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth; and Eighteenth Centuries. Sec· Spinoza. 5 cts. The Bible God and His Favorite,
5
cts.
Miracle-Workers.
5 cts. Health, Wealth.
tion V. •Freethought Triumph in the Nineand H~ppiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Soul.
teenth Century.
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Design and
Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower.
Secularism; Destructiv and Construe Animals.
5 cts.
tiv; 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
E.
C.,
LonJon,
Eng.
Secularism; its Principles and its
Duties. Price, 75 cts.

. PLAIN HOME' TALK AND MEDICAL COM·
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand- Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.
some 12mo volume of nearlY 11poo pages, fully
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
illustrated. Cloth, 8.25-in English or German,
CENTS EACH~ Defense of Secular Principles;
A. new cheap edition at only 1.5~.
Is the Bible Reliable? Tha Christian Deity;
SCIENCE IN STORY; or, Sammy Tubbs, the
Moral Value of the Bible; FreethougLt and
Boy Doctor, andSponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
Modern Progress ; Christianity, its Nature and
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5
Influence on Civilization ; Philosophy of Secuper set; or five volumes in one for $2.
larism; Science and Bible Ant!l.gonistic;
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
Christian Scheme of Redem_ption. For all of
~50 pagesL illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
the above works address THE TRUTH BEEKvolume or "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
ER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128pages.
REDUCED TO $1.00.
BY Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES <Dime Pamphlets), By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria
THE STORY HOUR.
in their Relation to Disease," representing the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
A. Book for Children and Youth.
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Bunbeam," considering the blue-glass cure-of value
BY MISS SUSAN H. WIXON.
to sick and well. BY mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDITY <Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
Over
a hundred fine illustrations.
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 886 p_a_gesl cloth
bound, $2"h "Heredity," by Loring_Mooay, 159
ll_ages, clot h75 cents; "The Law of Heredity," by
F. H. Mara , 10 cents; "The Alphabet of th&
HumanTemperaments," with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 centsJ_ "Generation before Rel!en·
eration," by· Dr. E . .ts. Foote, Jr.t)O cents; ''Re.
A double-page picture contrasting science and
ports of Conventions and Parlor meetin!!'s during ~heology, showing how the one has labored for
!882," 10 cents; "Third Annual Convent10n .of the
human advancement, and how the other has
Institute of Heredity,:afav 29, !~R3.'"1n Mnts.
liM•a••
TliE TRTTTH ~F.V."RER.
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 80 cents; one dozen &0 cents
twenJy-five
for $1; one hundred copies for
THE TRUTH SY."KJ>'R ANNUAL. S8. We wishcopies
that the friende of Freethought WOuld
·
Price, 25 CP.nts.
•istribute thousands of. these telling pictures.

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY

HISTORY
01!'

THII

IN.TELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
Of Europe.
Revised Edition-2 vols-Prioe, $8.
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER. M.D .. LL.D.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER

.JU§T OUT.

Christian Absurdities
BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

BING, BROTHERS, BING.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In Your meetings, to make them hvely and inter
eating. THE LIBERAL HYMN· BOOK contains song
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes
It is hi@ly recommended by Messrs. Wakenian
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it, Price
25 cents..
Address THE TBUTH BEEKEB Co.
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IV. Proem to Genesis : A Plea for a Fair Trial
By Bon. W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn of Creation. An Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Beville, D.D.
A DISCUSSION BETWEEN
VL Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER, VII. AHuxley.
Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn LitiTHEBE is nothing so important in the whole
THERE is great immigration of French I
LINTON, REVILLE.
. ~on.
.
.
world as that which it imports the priests to cause
Canadians into the Eastern states. We hav; On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology. . This is a ne'l! book and contains the latest discus-' to be· regarded as important. The Christian
sion on the nnstakes of Moses. The names of the •
•
t th h
·
800,000 population ot that descent. Two of 1
coNTENTS:
1 h as h a d f or some cen t nnes
participants are a guarantee of its able character.: word
pas
e !IPPitheir distinguishing features are eagerness to
I. D{\r~~~h?iJ:t~~~-and of Worship. By Bon.
ness of being constantly troubled -and thrown into
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
strife and turmoil about certain important words,
become naturalized and form political clubs, 1 II. The Interpreters of Genesis and the Inter,
praters of Nature. !3.7 Prof. T. H. Huxley.
important arguments, important epochs, imporAddress THE TRUTH BEEKER,
and attachment to parochial.schools.
i m. Postscript to Bolar .Myths.
By Prof. Max
tant
ceremonies, important bnlls, etc.- Voltatre.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Muller.
THE Western terrltoYou are to understand
that for above seventy
ries apply for admission
moons past there hav been
as states.
two struggling p artie s
in this empire, under
A MINE explosion a
the names of PramecTc---'
Pittsburgh, Kan., on the
san and SlameoTcsan, from
9th, killed 160 men.
the high and low heels
of · their shoes, by which
HENRY GEORGE has
they distinguish themselvs.'
gone to England to lectIt is alleged, indeed, that
ure on the lund-tax.
the high heels are most
agreeable to ·our ancient
CATHOLIOB of India
constitution; but, however
and Australia presented
this be, his majesty has de$1,000,000 to the pope.
termined to make use only
of low heels in the adminTHE Samoa islands ask
istration of the governus to rescue them from
ment, and all offices in the
German oppression.
gift of the crown, as yon
cannot but observe; and
IN a factory fire at
particularly, that his maj.
Rochester, N. Y., on
esty•s imperial heels are
lower at least by a 'arurr
the 9th, ten persons were
than any of his court (drurr
fatally burnt.
is a measure about the fourDrvum services were
teenth par.t of an inch).
The animosities between
held in every European
these two parties run so
capital giving thanks for
high, that they will neither
the escape of the czar.
eat nor drink nor talk with
each
other. We compute
WILLIAM II. appeals
the 2'1'amecksan, or high
for a bigger civil list,
heels, to exceed UB in numwhich means more spendber, but the power is wholly
on our side.-Swi{t's Guling money for himself
liver's Travels.
and family.
SwiFT by the Parties of
high or low heels represents
YELLOW fever cases,
the High or Low churches ;
nearly 5,000; deaths,
. . . speculativ differences
nearly 400. The disease
are shown to be ridiculous
is increasing in some secwhen the zeal with which
they are oppostd or defendtions, and the destitution
ed too much exceeds their
A WONDERFUL MATERIA.LTZ.\.TlON.
caused by the quarantine

J/Jews olf the fleelt.

is severe.

THH

ORDER OF CREATION.

Then the Lrml opened. the eves of B11laam, and he Eaw the aogel or the Lord standing in the way, and ·nis sword
drawn in his hand.-Num. xxii 31.

SwiTZERLAND recently
instituted a progressiv
income tax, which is watched with interest
ui(J llfl•dtt.
/ "I woULDN'T cry, little boy,'! saicl a kind olcl
!il?' "' "'
~~" -"~
, gentleman, consolingly; •• you may bo unhappy
all over the world.
===~=============== 1 for the moment, but it will soon pass away. Yon
THE confession of the Fox sisters that
wouldn't e:~pect me to cry, would you, every time
1
their Spiritual manifestations were frauduA RAILROAD is one of the things of which a little I'm "' little unhappy 1" "No, sir," ueponded the
1tearful little lad; "you'd prob'ly go an' get al
lent, is said by Spiritualists to hav beeh pro- doesn't go along way.
B N • u H 8 ll0 J" k
cured by the church.
1 d t 0 see Y~? 11•t th 8 J drink."
LI KB ·
"
.
• _In s, g a
Miss PENELOPE: Before I g1v yon an. answer,
A OLABB of sons of very wealthy men is in- ?,lub ?nee more. W.!fe gone away, eh 1 Jmks:
No, she got back.
Mars~al, I want yon_ to know _that I believe_ ~he
creasing in our colleges and by extravagance
WE are curious to know whether the members of married state to be_ Simply 11 remforced condition
and pride vitiating former principles of con- that Washington Bicycle Olnb for women are all for the better amelioratiOn of the wrongs 110,? sufduct and ideals of merit.
honorary or some activ.
fermgs of wom~n. Do you understand me 1 Mr.
·
Mallow : "I thmk I do; and, 1f You'll allow me,
IN the United States one man in every 200
HE: "Will you be a sister to me?'' She: "No; I'll hedge a little. Won't you be a silter to me?"
takes a college course ; in England, one in but I will be your wife, darling." He: "That is
Now Farmer Oatcake comes to town
every 500 ; in Scotland, one in every 600 ; in not what I want, dear."
With spoil of summer boarders,
Faoru:
the
way
in
which
everybody
is
jumping
on
Germany, one in every 213.
He's greeted by the bunco man's
him, Lord Backville is probably considered more
Bednctiv "Here's toward nsl"
ON the 9th there was another of the mys- of a door mat than a diplomat.
Back
to Podnnk he plods dead broke,
terious murders and mutilations at WhiteCITIZEN : "Wtiat are yon doing with that man 1"
Snarling at " thievin' city folk."
chapel, London, making nine in number. Policeman: "I've just arrested him." Citizen:
"But he's as deaf as a post." Policeman: "He'll
"Now that we are engaged, George," she said
They are probably the work of religion.
get his hearing before the magistrate."
shyly, "it is proper that we should hav no secrets
THE subjects of the king of Wurtemberg
TIIE Western blizzard will soon be abroad in from each other. I hay loved before, but it only
compelled him to dismiss two Spiritualists, the land, and it will presently be in order for the resulted in a breach of promis case." "And what
Americans by the names of Woodcock and small towns that poked fun at New York last did yon get 1" asked George, "$3,000." "Ah,
Hendry, who had gained control over him March to appeal to their big sister for assistance. dear, never mind the breach of oromis snit. MY
love is founded upon' rocks,• and will endure."
and whom he had made favorite of rank.
PooR old Boston is at the mercy of a big beef
"WHAT is your opinion of the ·question now octrust, but she doesn't mind it much. But once let
KING Orro of Bavaria is sinking deeper in the unprincipled speculators try to form a bean cupying so mnoh space in the papers, 'Is marriage
his religious mania. If he had lived two trust, and the row which began at Lexin~rton will a failure 1'" asked a gentleman of a new acquaintance. "Well, I am emphatically of the opinion
centuries ago, instead of being called crazy be fought all over again.
he would hav been proclaimed one of the
MAGISTRATE (to prisoner): "You are charged, that marriage is a great success. Indeed, if it
were not for marriage, my oBcupation, like Othelchurch's best sons, and utilized for extermi- sir, with beating Your wife." Prisoner: "Yes, lo's, would be gone." "Ah !·May I ask. your prosah,
an'
l'se
proud
of
it,
sah."
Magistrate
:
nation of heretics.
"Proud of it l" Prisoner : "Kase, sah, she weighs fession 1" "I am adivoroelawyer."
THE archbishop of Cologne, Germany, has twenty ponn's mo'n me."
BHE: "What a grand thing it must be to be a
issued a pastoral letter to the fai thtul definA LADY stood hanging on the strap of a street citizen of a free eonntry l How I wish I were a
ing their duty in the coming elections for car, when a workman in the far corner arose and man, so I could take up the paper and see it full of
appeals for my vote l Do yon not enjoy itT" He :
members of the Landtag. The letter says politely offered her a seat. "I thank yon," she " I 1 Why, no ; I never see any appeals for my
said,
in
a
very
sweet
tone,
"
but
I
dislike
to
dethey must vote for candidates who are ready prive the only gentleman in .the car of a seat."
vote." She: "You don't1" He: "No, indeed. I
am neither an Irishman nor a workingman. I am
to defend the rights of. the church. The
TEAOIIEB (to class in natural science) : "What onlY an American. It's depressing."
clergy are ordered to activly interfere in the
kind of light do we get from the sun 1" Scholar :
contests, using their utmost inll.uence to elect "Bolar light, sir." Teacher: "Very good. Now,
"KEEP away from that," said a restaurant
men who are resolved to giv to God what is rommy Briggs, tell us what kind of light we get keeper to an Irishman who was standing in front
from the moon 1" Tommy Briggs : "Sa tel-light. ·• of a newly arrived box of turtles holding·his fin&er
God's due. ·
in evident pain. "What are you doing there any•
BESSIE (just home from boarding-school) : "I'm how1" "I wor investiga.ting," "Investigating
THE news of the election given last week
delighted
to
see
you,
mamma."
(Kisses
her.)
whatT" "I wor trying to see which was the head
was a trifle inaccurate. Mr. Harrison carried
Mamma (regard;ng her suspiciously): "Bessie,
Indiana, but lost Connecticut. Illinois is yon didn't kiss with a burrowing motion when yon and which was the tail ov the baste over there in
the corner ov the box." "What do you want to
still solidly Republican. Mr. Harrison will went away from home. You've learned that from know that for 1" "I've a curiosity to kn_ow
somebody
with
along
mustache
l"
hav 233 electoral votes. The " solid South "
whether I've been bitten or stung,"
MiijTREBs (to new girl) : "What under the sun
was cracked by West Virginia being still in
Mn. J. PAnKEB: "There are Trimble·H&wkins
doubt. The Republicans will hav a ma;ority do you mean by sitting idly all day in the kitchen and his wife. They are a handsome couple, aren't
when I am paying you $4 a week 1'i New girl (rein Congress, and will probably admit Dakota cent importation) : "Sure, mum, the immigrant they1" Miss Cha.rity Ball: "Oh, yes, they are
in two states, Washington territory, and Mon- commissioners of Castle Garden told us if we con- quite distinlrUiBhed-looking; but do yon know
tlley say that at home they quarrel scandalonsly,
tana. Dakota and Washington territory are tracted to work we'd be sint back."
and, besides that, Mrs. 'l'rtmble-Hawkins abso·
Republican, Montana is Democratic. If the
SHE stood upon the platform scale,
lntely neglects every household duty, and her
Her lover by her side,
Republkans behave, they hav a long lease on
children are a perfect disgrace." Mr. J. Parker :
Her dimpled cheeks were ro!y red,
"Oh, yon know her then 1" Miss Charity Ball :
the country. But the world will go round
He murmured," Be my bride."
"Yos, indeed ; I am her best friend l"
just the same, and THE TRUTH BEEKER will
With downcast eye and faltering hand,
be published every week at $3 per year, large
· Love'll summons to obey,
discounts in clubs. Now is the. time to subTHE TRUTH SEli'KER A.NNUA.L.
She placed a nickel in the slot,
scribe.
Price, 25 CP.nts.
And eave herself a weilth.

illddtl

=

importance.-Hawk.eswurth.

METIIINKS it well behooves merchants to consider well of the justice of
a wa!', before they volnnt~ri,ly engage a gang of
ruffLus to attack their ~!!bw-merchants of a
nei~Lboring nation, to ~Iunder them of their
property, and perhaps ruin them and their familieF, H they yield it; or to wound, maim, and
mtuddr them, if they endeav~r _to defend it.
Yet theEe thmgs are done by Christian merchants,
whetho1· a war be just or nrijn@t ; and it can hardly
be just on both sides. They are done by English
and American merchants, who, nevertheless, complain of private theft, and hang by dozens the
thieves they hav taught by their own example.Beroamtn FranTclin.

WIIEN I simply dwell on that one word "war,"
there comes over me a wild horror, as if men
talked to me of sorcery, of the Inquisition, of anything remote, obsolete, abominable, monstrous,
contrary to nature. Soldiers are the scourges of
the world.-H. de Haupassant.
·
MoDERN civilization reataupon physical science;
take a way her gifts to our conn try, and our position among the leading nations of the world ilf
gone to-morrow; for it is physical science that
makes intelligence and moral energy stronger
than brute force.-Huxzev.
IF, now, we demand, What has science done for
the promotion of modern civilization ; what has it
done for the happiness, the well-being of society 1
we shall find our answer in the same manner that
we reached a just estimate of what Latin Christianity had done. Systems of philosophy and
forms of religion find a measure of their influence
on humanity in census returns. Latin Christianity, in a thousand years, could not double the
population of Europe; it did not add perceptibly
to the term of individual life. But, as Dr. Jarvis,
in his report to the Massachusetts board of health,
has stated, at the epoch of the Reformation "the
average longevity in Geneva was 21.21 years; between 1814 and 1833 it was 40.68; as large a number
of persons now liv to seventy years as lived to
forty, three hundred years ago.- Draper.
I BELIEVE in the gospel of intelligence. That is
the only lever capable of raising mankind. I believe in the gospel of intelligence ; in the gospel
of education. 'l'he school-house is my cathedral;
the universe is my B1ble. Intelligence must rule
triumphant. ,Humanity is the grand religion.
And no God can put a man into hell in another
world who has made a little heaven in this. God
cannot make miserable a man who has made
somebody else happy, God cannot hate anybody
who is capable of loving his neighbor. So I believe in this great gospel of generosity, Ah, but
they say it won't do. Yon must believe. I say no.
J\Iy gospel of health will prolong life ; my gospel
of intelligence, my gospel of loving, my gospel of
good-fellowship will cover the world with happy
homes. My doctrin will put carpets upon your
floors, pictures upon your walls. My doctrin will
put books upon your shelves, ideas in your mind.
MY doctrin will relieve the world of the abnormal
monsters born of the ignorance of superstition.
My doctrin will giv us health, wealth, and ha.ppiness. That is what I want. That is what I believe in. . • • I believe in the gospel of cheerfulness; the gospel of good nature; in the gospel
of good health. Let us pay some attention to our
bodies; take care of our bodies, and our souls will
take care of themEelvs.-Ingersoll. .

A JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND REFORM.
Entered at the Post-omce at New York, N.Y•• as Second.elaBs Matter.
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THANKSGIVING.

Jlot~s

and flippinns.

W~N Anthony Comstock lectured at
Princeton College recently, the students,
with polite .consideration for his sensitivness,
draped the statue of'' The Gladiator" with a
bifurcated garment of red flannel.

THE· following advertisment appeared in
an English religious paper: "Wanted, before
Advent, unmarried priest (earnest evangelical
High Churchman), for small country church,
the congregation of which is largely composed
of men. The six points. Choral services.
Open-air preaching. Cricket, football, and
workingmen's clubs. No mustached or lawntennis playing priest need apply."
THE Irish bishops hav received another
papal rescript. It orders them to activly
execute the former rescript, which, instructs
them to denounce the plan of campaign and
boycotting. It also orders them to direct the
priests to preach against agitation and to forbid them to take· part in the boycotting and
plan of campaign movements, which they
must oppose with all the means in their
power. The Irish bishops will probably hold
a conference before reading the pope's rescript to their flocks.
·
THE small army of men who own Keely
stock (!.re c,lelighted with the action of the
Philade\phia courts in committing the inventor for, contempt. They invested. in good
faith in a number of instances, and the procrasthi.ation and delay of Keely has been a
source of great. trial. He will POW haT to
explain something about his mysterious

power or go to jail. It is said by lawyers
that this is absolutely his last chance. The
knowing ones assert, however, that the
action will come to nothing, from the fact
that Keely has almost become a maniac on
the subject of keeping his secret, and it is
really believed that he would die before he
would reveal the secret of his power-always
presuming that he has a power.
THE new Italian penal code provides that
such an assertion as that the pope has a right
to Rome as his seat of government is punishable as a crime. In the Italian senate, last
week, the minister of justice, Signor Zanardelli, replying to hostil criticism of this article of the penal codl3, contended that
similar articles dealing with the clergy were
contained in the codes of almost all the European states. Greater liberty, he said, would
be assured to the clergy in the discharge of
their religious duties. The provisions for the
punishment of priests refusing their services
had been abolished. But continued conspiracy against the unity and integrity of the
country could not be tolerated. The clauses
on this subject must be retained. To modify
them as if with an intention to abandon them,
after the agitation which the clergy had pro.
rooted, would be inconsistent with the government's position, which was supported by
a large majority of each house of Parliament.
Premier Crispi, in a speech defending the
Public Safety bill, raised the ire of the Conservative by declaring that public almshouses
would, if necessary, be supported by funds
of religious associations whose revenues were
habitually devoted to non-religious celebrations. A majority of the m11mb&r1 approved
the premier's 1uggeation.

T!IB Christian Leader, a Universalist journal,
says: "When a· Protestant undertakes to
state the issue between Catholics and nonCatholics touching the school question, the
retort of the politicians-those who cater for
Catholic votes-is that the statement is the
dictate. of prejudice. But surely when the
very words of representativ Catholics are
cited, the prejudice-if such there is-cannot
be a Protestant one. The Freeman's Journal,
without the least circumlocution, puts the
Catholic demand in these terms : ' Catholics
ask that the state let them educate their own
children in their own way, with their own
share of the school tax, or else that the state
itself shall provide and maintain schools in
which the children of Catholic parents shall
be trained in the elementary secular branches
and in knowledge of their religion and their
moral and religious duties.' The policy which
the state is here asked to adopt is one that
would permit all the denominations, each in
its own way, to educate, at the state's expense,
its children in what the particular denomination deems moral and religious truth and conduct. It ought to be enough to barely state
what 'Catholics ask.' The state, we think,
will do nothing of the kind. We might say
that the thing asked for is un-American, is
unreasonable; it is more to the exact point to
say that it is supremely ridiculous;"
A.N Anarchist of this city was interviewed
by a Bun reporter last week in regard to the
prediction of Captain Bonlleld, of Chicago,
that there will be a widespread Anarchist
uprising on July 14th next, and that in Paris,
where their operations are to begin, the centenary of the fall of the Bastile is then to be
cel&brated. "It· i1 true," the New York

Anarchist said, " that there will be a big
time in Paris on July 14th next at the Bastile
celebration, and it is also true that they had a
big time there on the same date in last July,
and likewise on that date of every year since
the establishment of the French republic.
July 14th in France is like the Fourth of
July in the United States. It is the national
annual holiday, when all France, including
the French government and army, unites in
celebrating the most memorable event in
French history. The day is also celebrated
in this country, mainly by Frenchmen, and it
will be celebrated here next year, as Inspector
Bonfield, of Chicago, says. But there is no
need of being alarmed about the celebration
of next year, any more than there was about
that of last year, or of the year before. The
celebration is not Anarcpistic, but republican,
and signalizes the downfall of monarchy. As
the Americans in France and other countries
celebrate the Fourth of July, so the Frenchmen in America and other countries celebrate
July 14th; and the sympathizers with French
liberty who liv in France join hands with the
people there, just as the foreign l!ympathizers
with American liberty who liv here join bands
with the nativs on Independence day. That
is all the ground there is for the apprehensions of Inspector Bonfield, of Chicago, who
probably never was in France. There is not
the slightest danger in this country, any more
than there is in France, of the Anarchists
raising any rumpus on the coming French
centenary. Theyare a hundred times stronger
in France than they are here, but the French
government takes no heed of them. It is too
bad that Captain Bonfield should scare p11oplt
about th& 14.th of n&xt July."
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Qiommunications.
CJ1ristianity an Immornl Ueligion.

•

The Christian religion is upheld by its professors
as the purest fountain of morals, -and an eter'?al
spring of charity and bEnevolence. We are contmually being told what a vast influence for good the
New Testament has had upon the history of the human race. All the morality we po~sess, all the advantages of civilization .we enjoy, all that makes man
great and noble, all that makes life worth living, if',
we are told, the result of the teachings of Christianity. If such were the case, ill bdall me if I wrote
one line against it. But if, on the other hand, it is a
record of falEehood, a stumbling-block to science, a
bar to social progress, a deadly pool generating only
the miasma of bigotry, selfishness, and superstition,
thm it is the imperativ duty of all who see such to
be the case to proclaim it to the world, and to reiterate their denunciation with so much frequency and
emrgy that society must,, at length, take notice of
the outcry.
Is such the case~ Why, the very foundation of
Christianit.y wao, according to its own record, laid in
adultery, while its pinnacle was capped with murder.
Chri t is said to hav been born of a mysterious intercourse between his mother and the third person
of the trinity, and was eventually murdered by his
own countrJ men, acting under the influence of hi~
own father. Now, I assert that, from a religion
which begins with social treachery. nnd ends with
wantonly shedding the blood of the guiltlee1:1, no
VEry pure and exalted code of morals is to be ex
pected.
The moral character of Christ himself is by no
means the perfect one that even EOme writers a'dmit
it to be. For he sets an example of equivocation
where he tells his disciples: "That he speaks in
parables, that men may not understand Lim, and
therefore perish everlastingly." Upon what principle
except that of the most cruel injustice can such _a
eaying· be explained 1 Could anything be more outrageously absurd and so uttfrly subversiv of human
well-being T
Take also that astonishing exhortation to carelessness and improvidence to be found in the Sermon on
the Mount: 11 Take no thought for the morrow, for
the morrow shall take thought for the things of itself." I dare venture to say that through the whole
range of human literature you may seek in vain to
parallel this atrociously mischievous advice. Any
nation that would be so foolish and confiding as to
entrust its destinies to so pernicious a maxim, would,
in a comparativly short time, cease from among the
nations of the world, and were it to be universally
adopted, the chariot wheels of progress would be
reversed, civilization would disappear, and our whole
social -fabric would collapse, and would speedily become involved in irretrievable ruin. ChristianE', however, seek to evade the force of these precepts by
saying that what Christ really meant was, "Be not
over anxious for the morrow," but what authority
hav they for saying that what Christ meant was,
"Be not over anxious," for it is self-evident that
Christ really meant what he said, otherwise his reference to the fowls of the air and the lilies of the
field is unmeaning or grossly misleading 1 But what
would be the result if the-whole community were to
act upon such principles-if all were to do as their exemplars, " the fowls of the air, and the lilies of the
field, which toil not, neither do they spin, which
neither sow nor reap, nor gather into barns ~"
Imagin the agriculturist taking no thought for the
morrow, making no provisions for the coming harvest, and leaving the morrow to take thought for
the things of itself; fancy all men trusting to be fed
and clothed by their heavenly father like the sparrows and the lilies. What would be the consequences~ Why, in a few brief months our boasted
civilization would vanish like a dream, and we muy
be thankful that the common sense of mankind,
aided by their ever-pressing necessitie1:1, has ~o:ffect
ually prevented any attempt to carry these suicidal
precepts into general practice.
Another instance closely allied to one I bav just
considered is that " poverty is systematically commended, and wealth systematically condemned." Poverty and humility were to be the chief characteristics
of the followers of Jesus Christ. They were to arrive
at the former by attending rather to prayer and religious exercises, than to those industrial pursuits
which result in material prosperity, and at the latter
by a painful course of self-abnegation and suppresBi(n d those open expressions of feeling wh;,ch the
W(r:d are generally accustomed to regard as manly
and generous. Those who hav posEessions are commanded to sell them and giv the proceeda to the
poor; wealth is deno"Gnced f\B an all but insuperable
obstacle to the salvation of its possessor, for "it is
easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a
needle, than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of
heaven." In one instance in particular Christ teaches
plainly that poverty is an indispensable condition of
salvation, that no man, however blameless his life,

however lofty his virtue, can retain his riches and be meet us on an equal platform ; for it is chiefly by dissaved. When the rich young man came to Christ and cussion that the truth can be eli cite~. It is cowardice
asked : " What shall I do that I may inherit eternal and hypocrisy to shrink from speaking the truth. So
life!" what was Christ's answer? Was it, Believe on let us not shrink from performing our duty because
meT No· Christ's scheme of salvation was," Go thy fanaticism may brand us with the name of "Infidel,"
way sell ~hatsoever thou hast and giv to the poor." for it is a glory to be an Infidel to err~r and~~
Tbat to the young man was the one indispensable morality. I would, therefore, exhort all who w1sh
requisit for inheriting eternal life, and unless the well to the cause to commence the agitation against
conditions differ for different individuals, that must the church with renewed vigor and energy. Let us
be the condition for all. Poor, unfortunate sons of try to educate the people, instead of striving to keep
wealth, yours is but a dreary outloolr, you hav ha.d them in ignorance, for it is only on the soil of ignoyour "consolation " in this life, therefore there lB rance that superstition can flourish. I hav necessanone in the future for•you. But what w.-uld be the rily referred to a few points rather than brought foropinion of our Jay Goulds, our Vanderbilts, and all ward a multiplicity of ivstances.
But in conclusion, I affirm that the entire scheme
our rich merchants, of a new prophet who should tell
them that it was less difficult for a camel to pass of Christianity is immoral and exercises a depressing
through the eye of a m:edle than for one of them to influence upon public morality. It is immoral, beescape the horrors of eternal damnation T Why, cause it is inconsistent wilh justice and humanity.
they would smile at him as a vulgar demagog, or It is not above nature, but below it; it is not incomwould clamor for his committal as a seditious fire- prehensible, but plainly and superficially false; it is ·
brand, a sort d revolutionist gone mad ~n religious not merciful, but savage; not ethereal, but gros~.
topic!', and therefore dangerous to the bemg of well- Socially, Christianity has passed away; morally, 1t
dispoeed ptrsons. I might, if time and space would has never existed. Primit.iv Christianity perished in
permit, proceed to show ho'w the desire for wealth, the early ages of the present era. "It is finished,"
instead of being the root of all eYil, has ever been is recorded as being the last despairing cry of Jesus
the great, motiv power impelling t? fresh discover~es Christ, and he and his chaotic, distempered project
and inventions, to useful enterpnses and matenal for the regeneratior. of the poor of his country exHowever, powerful institutions
improvements of every kind. But I will not pursue pired together.
this topic further, only to insist on the obvious fact were raised upon the ruins of the religious and social
that., nationally and individually, wealth is a gre_at schemes of Christ. Powerful efforts are being made
blessing, while poverty is one of the gravest ev1ls by the clergy in these days to revive it; but men
under which mankind can suffer, and that the relig- cannot raise the dead, and the churches that will not
ion which teaches the contrJlry of this is a religion progress must perish, while those who are content
to sail slowly on in the rear of human intelligence
of the most wicked and mischievous description.
AnolhH pernicious doctrin, which was most em- will gradually assume a higher and better nature,
phatically taught by Christ,, and quite as emphatically until the preaching of religious doctrins will be lost
repudiated by his followers, is the doctrin of 11 non- in the propagation of good, sound moral, and philoJOHN R. CHARLESWORTH.
resistance to injury;" indeed, the term ''non-resist- sophical teachings.
~nce" falls short of expreesing the scope of lhe docA.n Old Story.
trin, for we are commanded not merely not to resist
violence and wrong, but actually to encourage it; we
The evidence of one who bas seen has more weight than
are not simply to submit to be robbed, but to reward the evidence of a thousand who hav not seen.
the robber (vide Matt. v, 39, 41; Luke vi, 30). Can
I do not know that this quotation should be atanyone be found mad enough to defend these absurd- tributed to McArthur as something original with him
ities; will anyone maintain that we-ought to submit either in its substance or in its expression. It is as
calmly and patiently to personal insults and indigni- old as the hills, and with its proper limitations and
ties at the hand cf every brutal ruffian, or that we qualifications may be accepted as an indisputable
should stand paseivly by while any scoundrel helped statement.
himself to our goods? Nay, more, if his modesty or
An old story which occasionally reappears in print
forbearance should lead him to be satisfied with ap- will serve to illustrate my meaning.
propriating only our money, that we should run after
An illiterate country justice of the peace, in a case
him with our watch, and press him to accept an urn- uf sheep-stealing, after a half dozen credible witnesses
brella or silk hat besides? I maintain that these max- had depGsed to having seen the defendant commit the
ims, if carried into practice, would soon make a race theft., asked the prisoner what he had to say in his
of miserable, shrinking slaves, fit for nothing but to own defense. "Sure, now, yer honor, an' here are
wear the yoke of tyranny, which their spiritual lead- but six men to say that they saw me stale the shape,
ers, the priests, would take care they should not long an' I can bring twinty as can sware they niver saw
me stale that same shape nor any other." "Begorra!
remain without.
Again, how can this saying be explained: "To him Pat," said his honor, "an' if ye can do that yer a free
that hath shall be given, and from him that bath not man." Accordingly twenty men were sworn and deshall be taken away." Or this: "If any man come to posed that they had never seen Pat steal a sheep, or
me and hate not his father, and mother, and wife, and anything else, whereupon his honor, finding the prechildren, and brethren, and sisters, yea and his own ponderance of numbers in Pat's favor, as twenty to
life also, he cannot be my disciple." These are extra- six, ordered his discharge. Notwithstanding its
ordinary precepts to be uttered by an amiable and chestnutty flavor, this story, ever since I can remora! man, a stranga principle of a religion of love. member, has furnished the "funny editor" ready
Morality rightly insists on an observance of the duties matter for bis column; where it often reappears. The
of relationship; but these maxims would cruelly and laugh is supposed to come in at the expense of the
abruptly sever them all, and would indeed disband court, but from the meagerness of the account we
society. Could anything be more hurtful, more per- cannot be sure that the situation and circumstances
nicious, more immoral, and more degrading to man- of these twenty negativ witnesses for the defendant
kind than such examples? I say decidedly not, there- does not en title their testimony to all the weight
fore we need higher and nobler examples and purer given it by his honor. If they were present at the
systems of morality than those set forth by the Chris- place where and at the time when the crime was
tian religion for the guidance of human conduct. It alleged to hav been committed, and altogether were
is known that such maxims are opposed alike both to in as favorable circumstances to become eye-witnesses
nature and common sense, and a religion which en- as the six prosecuting witnesses, I make bold to assert
joins them is simply an impracticable absurdity.
that it becomes, in the absence of any other reasonNow, I ask in all sincerity-and this is addressed able explanation of the discrepancy in the testimony,
chiefly for our Christian· frienda-what would they a simple question of veracity. But in every issue of
think of the propagator of a new religion who should this kind an impeachment of the veracity of the witBfly, "Think not that I came to send peace on earth, nesses should be a dernier res sort only to· be perI came not to send peace, but a stoord.'il" Every phi- mitted when every other available hypothesis has
lanthropist would answer that the sooner such a been exhausted. It is our great confidence in the
person left the world, and his malignant doctrin was integrity of all testimony that leads us in this story
forgotten in the obscurity of an unknown grave, the to account for the seeming discrepancy by gratuibelter it would be for humanity. Yet Christ said tously making the discovery that the twenty were
this; and more, he plainly and distinctly told his dis- not in circumstances to know whereof they testify,
ciples that his mission was "to set the son at variance either pro or con, and thereupon, in view of ou:r own
with the father, the daughter against her mother," shrewdness, we laugh at the stupidity of the magetc. (Matt. x, 34-37). And I assert that the sense of istrate. But was there a real contradiction in the
d1fference between right and wrong is greatly weak- evidence in this case T If so, in what condition were
eaed by maxims of this kind in the minds of those the witnesses to make correct observations of the
who believe in them. Therefore, their depressing in- facts! . I do not know. I do not care. · It is a matfluence on the morality of religious society io too ter of no importance. Let us transfer these quesgreat to be easily estimated..
tions to the controversy between Materialist!> and
If we desire to see the people socially and morally Spiritualists, Spiritists, or Spiritologists-using
regener11ted, and able to enjoy their rights as citizens, whichever name is most acceptable to the party
we, as Secularists, must bestir ourselvs, or else we designated thereby. Are these deponents in such
may soon anticipate an advent of the Dark Ages, if mental condition that their testimony is to be received
such a religion as this (which embodies such teach- without any criticism! In "Letters from FriendP,"
ings) is allowed to take a hold upon tb_e people. The in THE TRUTH SEEKER of November 3d, read whati
priests are too cunning to provoke religious disputes, D. Higbee, MD., has to advise as the proper condifor they know too well at whose coet such a contest tion of those who aspire to be witnesses of Spiritual
would be carried on. Therefore it behooves us "un- phenomena. Read it. It is too lengthy and worthmistakably" to speak out, until they are compelled to · less to repeat, except for the use to which I am now
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putting it-to show the utter unreliab!eness of those
who giv such testimony. It means that they must
hav alr~a~y ignored the drfforence b_etween seeing
and behevmg, and they are to "chensh and maintain a feeling as if some mortal friends were to call."
"Then sit still, or sing some forty minutes 'Nearer
My God, to Thee.'" They cannot do the ~apitaliza~
tion ia music, but they can get into a holy and "reverential calm," when at lengthIf to believe it you are able,
Planchet goes skipping o'er the table.
Now, if under this hoodooing some poor fellow's
brain is entirely upset, and he sees-actually seessnakes, and ghosts, and the devil knows what, why
his testimony, "the evidence of one who has seen, ha~
more weight than the evidence of a thousand who
hav not seen." Ridiculous! Absurd ! That is to
giv all the advantage to fools and knaves, or if this is
too harsh, to persons who are abnormal, whose faculties are aberrant. I do not wish to speak unkindly
of these poor creatures ! I acknowledge that many
of them, considered apart from their idiosyncrasies,
are people of great minds and kind hearts. Still,
when ·I come to the logic of facts, I find them ou
this. subject lllone, disqualified from giving g~od
testimony.
If "the evidence of one who has seen ie of m'ore
weight than the evidence of a thousand who hav not
seen," then not Spiritualism only, with A. J. Davis
and Swedenborg, but Christianity with all its pretended miracles, and Mohammedanism, and every
other fraud with supernatural pretensions, is to be
received on the positiv testimony" of eye~wHnesses.
This misapprehension of the true law of evidence is
the opening of the flood-gate of every conceivable
superstition. But let us consider in what does the
value of personal ·testimony consist. Upon what
does the positiv evidence given by any observer, in
any case, depend for its weight? All positiv testimony is the relation of individual ex.periencAs, and
depends for its value on the assumption that it would
hav been the experience of auy other person in the
same circumstances and condition.
The witness who wanders from the field of human
ex.porience is not reliable. He must see as we all
see;. he must hear as we all hear, and, in short., he
must be one of us-one of the genus homo. If he
avowedly relates sights not to be seen with human
eyes, and that none of a multitude but himself could
see; if he tells of sounds that cannot be heard by
the "natural man," then I say his testimony is not
worth one st.raw. The only legitimate use of such
testimony is on a writ of lunacy against the witness
to prove his own insanity.
Induction is the only key to unlock the universal
storehouse of facts. "Induction," says Mill, "is
the process by which we conclude that what is true
of certain individuals of a class, is true of the whole
class; or what is true at certain times will be true in
similar circumstances at all times" (Mill's Logic, i,
315). "Every observation, and every induction,
draws its value from itself, and from similar ones.
It is a~ways experience which judges of experience,
and induction of induction.'' This is Taine's construction of Mill's doctrin: "It appears, then, we
need experience to inform us in what degree and in
what cases, or sorts of cases, experience is to be relied on. Experience must be consulted in order to
learn from it under what circumstances arguments
will be valid'' (Mill's Logic, i, 351). Mill, it seems to
me, only elaborates into a grand system of logic
what Hume epitomizes into a single sentence, of
which the concluding clause asserts that a miracle is
not susceptible of proof. The uniformity of all
phenomena, and the unbroken chain of human experience, has effectually shut the door against even
the investigation of the preposterous pretensions of
ghost-mongers.
J. K. P. BAKER.
Irwin, Ia.
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Mrs. Slenker to McArthur.
Thee asks for a "detailed statement" of the phe·
nomena of Spiritualism which I hav experienced and
.believe in. I really can't mention a single thing I
hav ever witnessed or experienced that I believe was
done by or through spirits. I hav seen nearly all
phases of the phenomena, slate-writing, making lace,
spirih flowers, materialization of human forms and
clothes, raps, music, and answering sealed letters,
but I believe everything I ever saw or experienced
was done by the mediums and their confederates. I
know about half of it was, because I was told how it
was done and shown the whole process, and the rest
I could hav .done myself with a little practice. Of
some twenty or more prophecies given me not one
has been fulfilled, which is not even gcod guessing.
I granted that probably a portion of the phenomena was real, for I am loth to believe all are deceivers
or deceived. Too many tell unaccountable things to
allow me to doubt all the phenomena. But psychology and kindred sciences may in time explain the
why of the little that is now believed to be the work
of spirit power.
I am afraid it will be with thee as it is with the
Christian. Just as soon as we take the Bible away
they refuse to argue. If I hav, in thirty odd years,

found no experiences, I don't see how we can find
any" common ground on which to stand."
If I had but one fact I could call a "Spiritual experience," then I could put at least one foot on "common ground."
.
But if there is a bear in the closet and thee knows
it, perhaps thee can find some way of co~vincing me
of the fact, especially as I am willing and want to be
convinced.
The Darwinian theory proves life to be eternal, but
not identities. Force is eternal, but forms of force
are continually changing and interchanging. Prob·
ably Whitman is right when he says:
.
I perceive I hav not really understood anything,
Not a single object, and that no man ever can.
Snowville, Va.
ELMINA D. SLENKEB.

C. B. Reynolds on His Western Tour.
WANSHIP, SuMMIT Co., UTAH, Oct. 1.-This is another settlement of Mormon agriculturists on the
Weber river. Weber river rises in the mountains, about
seventy miles south of Echo, and empties into Salt
Lake juRt below Ogden. The valley above Echo is
very fertil and thickly settled. The settlers are ail
Mormons, or with very rare exceptions (apostates are
increasing quite rapidly), and all, except at Coalville,
engaged in farming or stock raising. Those at Coalville are principally miners, although all the lands in
the vicinity are under cultivation. Every acre of the
lower Weber, of any value, is owned and occupied by
those who are utilizing it to the best of their ability.
The village of Wanship is a very small, insignificant
place, but of late years well known on account of its
being the place of residence of W m. Reynolds, the
most earnest, unassuming, self-sacrificing, indefatigable worker for Liberalism in all Utah. Brother
Reynolds was born of Mormon parents; his antique
sire, a mo;,t devout, polygamous Mormon, resides
near him. Brother Reynolds is about the only Liberal man in the village. He dared to hav the courage
of his convictions, and withdrew from the church at
a time when to do so "tried men's souls" and
jeopardized their jugulars.
He has a comfortable cottage, a store and postoffice, and is a devotee to tree culture. Under all
circumstances, at all times, all he is or has is freely
devoted to th<~ cause of Liberalism.
While enjoying the hospitality of his home, and
the society of his noble wife and darling children, I
realized more than ever the imperativ need of a Liberal cooperativ insurance, so that, in case of the death
of the bread-winner, the loved ones of the worker in
the Liberal ranks should not be left dependent on
the tender mercies of church-members, who, whether
Mormon or orthodox., when adopting orphans from
charity, too often make them drudges without wages,
exact from them constant toil, and in return dole out
to them scant food, scantier raiment, but superabundance of prayers and pious exhortations.
The lecture was delivered at the school-house, and
there was goqd attendance-much interest was
evinced. One honest, lifelong Mormon lady was
greatly exercised, and wept nearly all the next day.
She cried, "How can I giv up the kingdom, and
dwelling forever with loved and lost ones? Yet bow
can I believe it after what he has proved from the
Bible itself T"
PEoA, UTAH, Oct. 2, 3.-I rode on the mail wagon
over to Peoa, quite a fair-sized Mormon village.
Brothers Coosey and Corlis made me welcome. Peoa
has been settled twenty-eight years, yet has no schoolhouse, while Oakley, the adjoining town, ruled by
gentiles, has a $650 school-house. Although Peoa
has no school-house it has a large dance-hall, at which
the lectures were delivered. Seats were improvised
out of boards laid across boxes, beer kegs, etc., the
only regular seats being those around the wall. It
has quite a good-sized stage, in the very center of
whicll was a small stove, the only one in the building.
The first night it was quite chilly. The married
ladies with their babies seated themselvs on the seats
against the wall to my right so as to hav the wall as
a back-rest to lean against. There was quite a fairsized audience. The second night the interest
aroused by the first lecture brought a very large
attendance. The night was quite cold, and so a fire
was started in the little stove on the stage. Twentythree women with babies in their arms, and some of
them with other little ones clinging to their skirts,
ascended the stage and took seats around three sides
of the stove, leaving the front facing the audience
open. As I stood at the table about to commence
my lecture I cast a glance behind and was appalled
at the situation. I was the only man on the stage,
while. ranged behind me were twenty-three women
with their babies and little ones. Could my friends
of the East hav gazed upon that scene, they could
only hav supposed I was a Mormon bishop with all
my little family, or that I was rehearsing for the role
of Turkish sultan with my entire harem on exhibition.
There were about thirty other ladies with baJ:>ies,
who could not find seats on the stage, who were
seated against the wall to the right. The unmarried
ladies and those without babies sat on the center
seats among the men. In Utah the baby is woman's
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best credentials. and Utah women are seldom found
without severa!'best credentials.
KAMAS, UTAH, Oct. 4, 5.-The :first lecture here
was not well attended, on account of so many having
gone to the fair and to the semi-annual conference
of the Mormons at Salt Lake City. But those who
did attend were so deeply interested, they did good
work as advertisers, and the second night about all
the inhabitants of the township, save those away
at Salt Lake, were present and listened with eager interest for nigh two hours to the evidence in regard to
"The Bible : Whence It Came, and What It Really
Teaches." I left the kind, good friends of Kamas
with regret, and long for our next meeting.
SALT LAKE CITY, Opera House, Oct. 7.-0n account of the Mormon conference, a Sunday evening
meeting at the great Tabernacle, illuminated for the
occasion, the attendance was smaller than on the
preceding Sunday. To H. P. Mason, the genial,
stanch, and true Liberal, and his estimable wife, I
am under obligations for kind courtesy and hospitality. They did all possible to make my visit
pleasant. Brother Mason and Dr. Chapman most
generously exerted themselvs to make my lectures
a success.
GIRARD COLLEGE.

In view of the proposed new departure of the
American Secular Union, to devote its energies to
obtaining money to prosecute the managers of the
Girard College for breach of trust, would it not be
well, before sending in contributions, to first learn
something of the feasibility of the scheme!
Its Quixotism will be at once apparent when the
exact words of the will are known. It is not wise to
commence litigation on the general impression in
regard to a document.· Doubtless Stephen Girard
was Infidelistic. Certainly he had no love for the
clergy. But in regard to the action of the trustees
in the management of the Girard College, legally
they are sustained and justified in their course by
the letter of the will. They are not bound by any
presumed intent of the testator; but solely by the
intent expressed by the words used by him in his
will. Here are the exact words:
I desire to keep the tender minds of tbe orphans who are
to derive advantage from this bequest free from the excitement which clashing doctrins and sectarian controversy are
so apt to produce. My desire is, that all the instructors and
teachers in the college shall take pains to instil into the minds
of the scholars the purest principles of morality, so that on
their entrance into activ life, they may, from inclination
and habit, evince benevoll'nce toward their fellow-creatures
and a Jove of truth, sobriety, and industry, adopting at the
same time such religious tenets as their matured reason may
enable them to prefer.
The expressed desire of the testator is to save the
orphans from the excitement which clashing doctrins and sectarian controversy are so apt to produce.
There is no expressed desire of the testator that
the orphans should be educated so as to induce them
to reject all religious tenets-i. e., dogmas and doctrins-but, on the contrary, on leaving the college,
they, according to the letter of the will, are expected
to adopt such religious dogmas and doctrins as they
may prefer.
The trustees do not permit any sectarian controversies or clashing doctrins to be taught in the
college, and it can hardly be claimed that the instructors and teachers of the college do not take
pains to instil into the minds of the scholars the
purest principles of morality-from a Bible standpoint. ·
Even if the American Secular Union was a real,
practical, influential organization, possessing the confidence of all Liberals, and had unlimited means, is
it reasonable to expect it could succeed' Would
any judge or jury of the Presbyterian, pious city of
Philadelphia decide against the morality of the
Bible?
The only hope of a redemption for the Girard
College is that the Liberals of the United States
may speedily effect a thoroul:{h practical organization,
and thus gain power and influence sufficient to secure
the fourth of the Nine Demands, "That the use of
the Bible in the public schools, whether ostensibly as
a text. book or avowedly as a book of religious worship, shall be prohibited."
When this is accomplished, we can insist on its
withdrawal from use in Girard College, under the
wording of the will, because the Bible instils into
the minds of its readers the vilest principles of immorality (Gen. x.ii, 13-15; x.vi, 3; 1 Pet. iii, 5, 6; Gen.
x.x:x:, 18; Dent. x.xv, 5; Gen. x.ix); cruelty and persecution (Num. x.xx:, 17, 18; Josh. xi, 6); intolerance
(Matt. x., 14, 15; John x.v, 6; 2 Thess. i, 7; 1 Cor. v,
5 · I sa. lx.iii. 3; Ps. lviii, 10; Gal. i, 8, 9; 2 John i,
10); lying (1 Kings x.x.ii, 19-23; 2 Thess. ii, 11; Matt.
viii 20; Mark ii, 15; John i, 39; Rom. iii, 7); intempe;anee (N um. x.xviii, 7; Deut. xiv, 26; Gen. ix, 21;
x.ix., 36; Prov. x.xxi, 6, 7); indolence and shiftlessness
(Matt. vi, 25, 30, 31; Luke vi, 27-30).
Liberals hav a great work to perform, that will tax.
to the uttermost all their energies and funds. We
hav the grandest aims and objects conceivable.
Better seek the most practical means to secure them,
not distract, discourage, or disgust by resorting to
claptrap or Quixotism.
C. B. REYNOLDS. .
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'l'o Redeem Girar(l College.
ANOTHER VENERABLE VETERAN SPEAKS.
PAINESVILLE, 0., Nov. 9, 1888.
DEAR BRoTHER STEVENS, Sec. A. S. U.: Your favor received and in reply will say I will be one of ten to pay $100
each for the purpose of carrying ou~ Steph~n Girard's will.
I am not able to write a long letter thJs mormog.
I hope Robert G. Ingersoll will take hold of the case.
Yours most truly,
JosEPH SEDGEBEER.
CRIOAGO, ILL., Nov. 15, 1888.
E A STEVENS 1Jea1· F1·iend: Hav been watching THE
TRu~B: SEEKER f~r re~ponses to the proposition of "Agnostic us" to make up a $1,000 fund to redeem .Girard College
from the thievinc; clutches of the redeemed. I shall be
pleased to be one of the ten to make up the fund referred to.
l::lincerely congratulating the Liberals of the country, as well
aR yourself, on your election to the office you ,hav so ably
filled, I am,
Very truly yours,
N. F. GmswoLD.
RoOHJ!STER, N.Y., Nov. 16, 1888.
l'rfR. EDITOR: Put me down for $10 in the Girard ammunition fund. Every man who has any love of liberty and
desires to hav his last will and testament honored should
help reclaim Girard College, and purge it from the thieving
orthodox.
N ery truly yours,
M. L. NroHOI.s.

A Regular ltomish Carnival.
For that is what the election in Cook county
proved to be-an election having far more significance to those interested in Secularization of the
state', than who should be the next
. national political
pap-dispenser.
The county commissioners-Republican and Democratic-known as the'· reform" board, which succeeded the "boodle" stealers, who assisted in
adding to the Canadian colony of official delinquents,
and sending the majority of their predecessors to
the Joliet penitentiary, had, as a board, done its
duty thoroughly .and well. At the head of the.~ost
important committee-that of finance-was 'Yllllam
Williams, tban whom there could be no pubhc servant with more stel'ling fidelity to a public trust,
whose word is as good as his bond, a veteran of the
war and who stands an unflinching soldier of the
Sec~lar cause. Unjust claims had little chance for
adoption while Williams was around, and it was
through his gallant opposition to the fraudulent claim
of the Catholics for nearly $20,000 that the American
Secular Union was, through its secretary, able to
score a splendid victory, the greatest it bas yet accomplished-a sweeping decision from the supreme
court sustaining our third Demand. Although the
supreme court merely affirmed the state constitution, that instrument bas, heretofore, been a mere
bagatel-for the lower courts were either under
control or completely at the service of the papal
power. As THE TRUTH SEEKER has already enlightened its readers as to the Chicago Industrial School
for Girls, and the means this corporation employed
to rob the county, iL is not necessary to reiterate
them.
So far as known the record of the " reform" board
was creditable. They had honestly done their duty,
but a majority bad dared to oppose the still &ore
potent power than state constitutions, and in consequence hav met their political punishment.
The Democrats were prevailed on to make up a
ticket, in which they indorsed such of the "reform" board as had impeded its reform in the particular matter above referred to, who, like faithful
followers (as Catholics always are), were willing to
violate the law and connive at robbing this community for the honor and glory of God and the church.
From the majority of the candidates nominated,
it could readily be seen that the issue was clearly
defined-Catholic control of the county board. Of the
ten to be voted for in the city, six were Romanists
and one doubtful; and out of the five voted by outlying towns, three were Catholics. A certain "Mike"
Hays was Mr. Williams's opponent.
Many of our friends did all in their power to
avert the threatened calamity, Mr. A. D. O'Neill
placing a carriage at the disposal of your Eecretary,
and himself driving me wherever we thought a paster
could be utilized for law, justice, and fair play. But
tbe priestly bulldozers-the representative of the
e ~clesiastical monarch-had sent forth their political
mandate. . All our efforts were vain, and the friends
of freedom were badly defeated. Now for Romish
raids on the county treasury, in spite of supreme
court decisions ! Last year the secretary could secure the cooperation of the county machinery to
defeat sectarian frauds, without putting the American
Secular Union to a dollar's worth of expense. Now
the tables will be turned, and it will require expensiv
litigation to compel the officials to enforce the law.
"A OATHOLIO MENACE TO OUR GOVERNMENT."
In this connection, let me commend your readers
to the forcible and brilliant lecture, by L. K. Wash-
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whe!;her there is a· God or not. The intelligence of
Christendom to-day does not believe in an inspired
religion any more than it believes in an inspired al't
or an inspired literature. If there be an infinit God
inspiration in some particular regard would be a
patch-it would be the puttying of a crack, the hiding of a. defect-in other wordEI, it would show that
the general plan was defectiv.
Do you consider any religion adequate?
A good man, living in England, drawing a certain
salary for reading certain prayers on s~ated occa~i~ns,
for making a few remarks on the subJect of rehgion,
putting on c~othes of a certain cut, wearing a gown
with certain frills and flounces starched in an orthodox manner, snd then looking about him at the suffering and agony of the world, would not feel satisfied
that he was doing anything of value to the human
race. In the first place, be would deplore his own
weakness, his own poverty, his inability to help his
fellow-men. He would long every moment for wealth,
that he might feed the hungry and clothe the naked
-for knowledge, for miraculous power, that he might
heal the sick and the lame, and that be might giv to
the deformed the beauty of proportion. He would
begin to wonder how a being of infinit goodness and
infinit nower could allow his children to die, to suffer,
to be ~deformed by necessity, by poverty, to be
tempted beyond resist-ance; how be could allow the
few to liv in luxury and the many in poverty and
w£\ni:, and the more he wondered the more useless
and ironical would seem to himself his sermons and
his prayers. Such a man is driven to the conclusion
that religion accomplishes but little; that it creates
r.s much want as it alleviates, and that it burdens the
wol'ld with parasites. Such a man would be forced
to thiuk of the millions wasted in superstition. In
other words, the inadequacy, the uselessness, of religion would be forced upon his mind. He would ask
himself the question: "Is it possible that this is a ·
divine institution 1 Is this aU that man can do with
the aesistance of God~ Is this the best~"
That is a perfectly reasonable question, is it not, Colonel
Ingersoll?
The moment a man reaches the point where he
asks himself this question he has ceased to be an
orthodox Christian. It will not do to say that in
some other world justice will be done. If God allows
i:ojustice to triumph here, why not there T
Robert Elsmere stands in the dawn of philosophy.
There is hardly light enough fo.r him to see clearly;
but there is so much light that the stars in the night
of superstition are obscured;
You do not deny that a religious belief is a great comfort?
Colonel Ingersoll's Oil inion of "Robert ElsThere is one thing that it is impossible for me to
mere."
comprehend. Why should anyone, when convinced
F'rom tile lf'07'ld.
t.bat Christianity is a superstition, hav or feel a sense
In view of the widespread interest in Mrs. Ward's of loss T Certainly a man acquainted with England,
new book, "Robert Elsmere," which is now holding with London, having at the same time something
the attention of the critics of the religious and sec- like a heart, must feel overwhelmed by the failure of
ular press, a World reporter called on Col. Robert what is known as Christianity. Hundreds of thouG. Ingersoll at his house and seeured his views of sands exist there without decent food, dwelling in
the book. Colonel Ingersoll has carefully -read tenements, clothed with rags, familiar with every
"Robert Elsmere," and he diecusses it with a char- form of vulgar vice, where the honest poor eat the
acteristic eloquence and boldness which points out cruet that the vicious throw away. When this man
clearly many ways in which the author might hav of intelligence, of heart, visits the courts; when he
made a more powerful work. Colonel Ingersoll re- finds human liberty a thing treated as of no value,
and when be hears the judge sentencing girls and
peated the reporter's question and said:
boys to the penitentiary-knowing that a stain is
"Why do people read a book like ' Robert Els- being put upon them that all the tears of all the
mere,' and why do they take any interest in it~" coming years can never wash away-knowing, too,
Simply because they are not satisfied with the relig- and feeling that this is done without the slightest
ion of our day. The civiiized world has outgrown regret, without the slightest sympathy, as a mere
the greater part of tbe Christian creed. CivilizEd matter of form, and that the judge puts this brand
people bav lost their belief in the reforming power of of infamy upon the forehead of the convict just as
punishment. They find that whips and imprison- cheerfully as a Mexican brands his cattle; and when
ment hav but little idluence for good. The truth this man of intelligence and heart knows that these
has dawned upon their minds that eternal punish- poor people are simply the victims of society, the
ment is infinit cruelty-that it can serve no good unfortunates who stumble and over whose body rolls
purpose, and that the eternity of hell makes heaven the Juggernaut-he knows that there is, or at least
impossible. That t.bere can be in this universe no appears to be, no power above or below working for
perfectly happy place while there is a perfectly miser- righteousness-that from the heavens is stretched no
able place-that no infinit being can be good who protecting band. And when a man of intelligence
knowingly and, as one may say, willfully created and heart in England visits the workhouse, the last
myriads of human beings, knowing that they would resting-place of honest labor; when he thinks that
be eternally miserable. In other words, the civilized the young man, without any great intelligence but
man is greater, tenderer, ncbler, nearer just than the with a good constitution, starts in the morning of his
old idea of God. The ideal of a few thousand years life for the workhouse, and that it is impossible for
ago is far below the real of to-day. No good man now the laboring man, one who simply bas his muscle, to
would do what Jehovah is said to hav done four thou- Bll.Ve anything; that health is not able to lay anything
sand years ago, and no civilized human being would by for the days of disease-when the man of intelnow do what, according to the Christian religion, ligence and heart sees all this, he is compelled to say
Christ threatens to do at the day of judgment.
that the civilization of to-day, the religion of to-day,
Has the Christian religion changed in theory of late years, the charity of to-day-no matter how much of good
Colonel Inp;ersoll?
there may be behind them or in them-are failures.
A few years ago the Deisls denied the inspimtion
A few yearlil ago people were satisfied when the
of the Bible on account of its cruelty. At the ep.me minister said: "All this will be made even in another
time they worshiped what they were pleased to call world; a crust-eater here will sit at the head of the
the God of nature. Now we are convinced that nat- banquet there, and the king here will beg for the
ure is as cruel as the Bible, so that, if the god of crumbs that fall from the table there." When this
nature did not write the Bible, this god at least has was said the poor man hoped and the king laughed.
caused earthquakes and pestilence and famin, and A few years ago the church said to the slave: "You
this god bas allowed miliions of his children to will be free in another world and your freedom will
destroy one another. So that now we ha.v arrived at be made gloriou13 by the perpetual spectacle of your
the question-not as to whether the Bible is inspired, master in hell." But the people-that is, many of
and not as to whether Jehovah is the real God, but , the people-are no longer deceived by what once

burn. with the above caption, published in pamp~let
form. by the Investigat01·. 'rnat masterly and magnificent protest alone, if largely circulated, would
open.the eyes ~four citizens and ~~wart the schemes
of this blightmg curse Cathohmsm. If any can
read this eloquent and logical plea without feeling a
tinge of shame and a determination to henceforth
wage relentless war upon RJmish domination, they
deserve our scorn and contempt, and if sufficiently
numerous that class will soon wear the chains of
superstiti~n their ignorance and indifference bav
allowed to be forged. Washburn's brave, burnh1g
words are the reveille of the advance guard of freedom..-tbe trumpet-blast on the daw~ of. the ba~tle
for liberty. Buy the pamphl~t, read It, mrcu~ate It.
The president of the Amencan Secular U mon bas
aiready opened the eampaign b:Y. a r~using lect~re
before the First Society of Spmtuahsts of Philadelphia on" Hav We a Virtu~l U_nion of Churc~ and
State in This. Country~" Hts discourse was h~ghly
appreciated, and largely attended by promment
merchants of that city; interest in our organiza-.
tion was aroused, and contributions were promised.
Dr. West brook is determined to make good his I'emark to the writer: "The Union shall not be sorry
for their selection of a president."
Hav bad an enjoyable visit from our trea~u.rer,
Brother Wettstein, who is one of the most bnlhant
debaters on the Materialistic side of the bouse I hav
listened to or read, but his affable disposition and
uniform courtesy place him high in the es~eem of ail
his opponents. However, the reason I wish to call
your attention to the treasurer is on. account of !he
treasury. Brother Wettstein has JUSt compleLed
another fire-proof and burglar-proof vault in his
estabJiflhment, which he considers adequate to safely
depo it all t-ho funds tbe Liberals ?f America o:1ght
to furnish t.be American Secular U mon. · As notnmg
is so disagreeable to me as pleading to those who
profess interest in our cause to support it, I hope
that those who can will readily furnisp funds to
prosecute the work laid out for the year, and the
funds can better be used now than hereafter. Now
let us see if the Liberals of this land realize the
situation and the surrounding dangers. If they do
there will be no lack of funds.
Di!!patches from Rome convey the information
that the Vatican is well pleased at Harrison's election "a~ whose hands the Catholic interests of
Am~rica are not expEcted to suffer." We would
like to know what interests Catholics are s-qpposed
to hav other than citizens of the United States.
E. A. STEVENS, Sec. A. S. U.
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were considered fine phrases. They hav suffered so
much that they no longer wish to see others suffer
and no longer think of the suffering of others aa a
source of joy to themselvs. T.he poor see that the
eternal starvation of kings and queens in another
world will be no compens!ltion for what they hav· suffered here. The old religions appear vulgar, and the
ideas of rewards and punishments are only such as
would satisfy a cannibal chief or one of his favorits.
Do you think the Christian religion has made the world
better?

For many centuries there has been preached and
taught in an almost infinit number of ways a supernatural religion. During all this time the world has
been in the care of the infinit, and yet every imaginable vice has flourished, every imaginable pang has
been suffered, and every injustice bas been done.
During all these years the priests hav enslaved the
minds and the kings the bodies of men. The priests
did what they did in the name of God, and the kings
appealed to the same source of authority. Man suffered
as long as he could. Revolution, reformation, was simply a reaction, a cry from the poor wretch that was
between the upper and the nether millstone. The
liberty of man has increased just in the proportion
that the authority of the gods has decreased. In
other words, the wants of man, instead of the wishes
of God, hav inaugurated what we call progress, and
there is this difference: Theology is based upon the
narrowest and intensest form of selfishness. Of
course, the theologian knows, the Christian knows,
that he can do nothing for God ; consequently all
that he does must be and is for himself, his object
being to win the approbation of this God, to the end
that he may become a favorit. On bhe other side,
men touched not only by their own misfortunes but
by the misfortunes of others are moved not simply
by selfishness bub by a splendid sympathy with their
fellow-men.
"Christianity certainly fosters charity," the reporter suggested.
.

Nothing is more cruel than orthodox theology,
nothing more heartless than a charitable institution.
For instance, in England, think for a moment of the
·manner in which charities are distributed, the way in
which the crust is flung at Lazarus.. If that parable
could be now retold, the dogs would bite him. The
same is true in this country; The institution has
nothing but contempt for the one it relieves. The
people in charge regard the pauper as one who has
wrecked himself. They feel very much as a man
would feel rescuing from the water some harebrained wretch who had endeavored to .swim the
rapids of Niagara-the moment they reach him they
begin to upbraid him for being such a fool. This
course makes charity a hypocrit, with every pauper
·
for its enemy.
Mrs. Ward compelled Robert Elsmere to perceive,
in some slight degree, the failure o.f Christianity to
do away with vice and suffering, with poverty and
crime. We know that the rich care but little for
the poor. No matter how religious the rich may be,
· the sufferings of their fellows hav but little effect
upon them. We are also beginning to see that what
is called charity will never redeem this world. The
poor man willing to work, eager to maintain his independence, knows that there is something higher
than charity-that is to say, justice. He finds that
many years· before he was born his country was divided out between certain successful robbers, flatterers, cringers, and crawlers, and that in consequence
of such division not only himself but a large majority of his fellow-men are tenants, renters, occupying
the surface of the ea!'th only at tbe pleasure of o~hers.
He finds, too, that these people who hav done nothing and who do nothing hav everything, and that
those who do everything hav but little. He finds
that idleness has the money and that the toilers are
compelled to bow to the idlers. He finds also that
the young men of genius are bribed by social distinctions-unconsciously it may be, but still bribed
in a thousand ways. He finds that the church is a
kind of waste-basket into which are thrown the
younger sons of titled idleness.
Do you consider that society in general has been made better by religious influences ?

Society is corrupted because the laurels, the titles,
are in the keeping and within the gift of the corruptere. Christianity is not au enemy of this system-it
is in harmony with it. Christianity reveals to us a
universe presided over by an infinit autocrat-a universe without republicanism, without· democracy--a
·universe where all power comes from one and the
same source, and where everyone using authority is
accountable, not to the people, but to thio supposed
source of authority. Kings reign by divine right.
Priests are ordained in a divinely appointed waythey do nut get their office from man. Man is their
servant, not their master.
In the story of Robert Elsmere all there is of Christianity is left after an excision of the miraculous.
Theism remains, and the idea of a protecting providence is left, together with a belief in the immeasurable superiority of Jesus Christ. That is to say, the
miracles are discarded for lack of evidence, and only

for lack of evidence; not on the ground that they are
impossible, not on the ground that they impeach and
deny the integrity of cause and effect, not on the
ground that they contradict the self·evident proposition that an effect must hav an efficient cause, but
like the Scotch verdict: "Not proven." It is an
effod to save and keep in repair the dungeons of the
Inquisition for the sake of the beauty of the vines
that hav overrun them. ltfany people imagin that
falsehoods may become respectable on account of age,
that a certain reverence goes with antiquity, and that
if a mistake is covered with the moss of sentiment, it
is altogether more credible than a , parvenu fact.
They endeavor to introduce the idea of aristocrac~
into the world of thought, believing, and honestly
believing, that a falsehood long believed is far superior
to a truth that is generally denied.
If Robert Elsmere's views were commonly adopted,· what
would be the effect?

· The new religion of Elsmere is, after all, only a
system of outdoor relief, an 6ffort to get successful
piracy to giv up a larger .per cent for the relief of its
victims. The abolition of the system is not dreamed
of. A civilized minority could not by any possibility
be happy while a majority of the world were miserable; a civilized majority could not be happy while a
minority were miserable. As a matter of fact, a
civilized world could not be happy while one man
was really miserable. At the foundation· of civiiization is justice-that is to say, the giving of an equal
opportunity to all. the children of men. Secondly,
there can be no civilization in the highest sense until
sympathy becomes universal. We mmst hav a new
definition for success. We must hav new ideals.
The man who succeeds in amassing wealth, who
gathers money for himself, is not a success. It is an
exceedingly low ambition to be rich, to excite the
envy of others, or for the sake of the vulgar power it
givs to triumph over others. Such men are failures.
So the man who wins fame, position, power, and wins
these for the sake of himself, and wields this power
not for the elevation of his fellow-men, but simply to
control, is a miserable failure. He may dispense
thousands or millions in charity, and his charity may
be prompted by the meanest part of his natureusing it simply as a bait to catch more fish, and to
prevent the rising tide of indignation that might overwhelm him. Men who steal millions and then giv a
small percentage to the Lord to gain the praise of
the clergy, and to bring the S11lvation of their souls
within the possibilities of imagination, are all failures.
Robert Elsmere gains our affection 1md our applause to the extent that he givs up what are known
as orthodox views, and his . wife Catharine retains
our respect in the proportion that she livs the doctrin
that Elsmere preaches. By doing what she believes
to be right, she gains our forgivness for her creed.
One is astonished that she can be as good as she is,
believing as she does. The utmost stretch of our
intellectual ch&rity is t,o allow the old wine t.o be put
in a new bottle, and yet she regrets the absence of
the old bottle-she really believes that the bottle is
the important thing-that the wine is but a secondary consideration. SiJ.e misses the label, and not
having perfect confidence in her own taste, she does
not feel quite sure that the wine is genuin.
What, on the whole, is your judgment of the book?

I think the book consHvativ. It is an effort to
save something-::-a few sbuds and patches and ravelings-from the wreck. Theism is difficult to maintain. Why shouid we expect an infinit being to do
better in another world than he has done and is doing
in this! If he allows the innocent to suffer here,
why not there? If he allows rascality to succeed in
this world, why not in the nc,xt, ~ To believe in God
and to deny his personality is an exceedingly vague
foundation for a consol11tion. If you insist on his
personality and power, then it is impossible to
account for what happens. Why should au infinit
God allow some of his children to enslave others 1
Why should he allow a child lJf his to burn another
child of his, under the impression that such a sacrifice
was pleasing to him?
Unitarianism lacks the motiv power. Orthodox
people who insist that nearly everybody is going to
hell, and that it is their duty to do what little they
can to save their souls, hav what you might call a
spur to action. We can imagin a philanthropic man
engaged in the business of throwing ropes to persons
about to go over the falls of Niagara, but we can
hardly think of his carryir:g on the business after
becoming convinced that there are no falls, or that
people go over them in perfect safety. In this coun·
try. the question has c&me up whether all the heathen
are bound to be damned unless they believe in the
gospel. Many admit that the heathen will be E!aved
if they are good people, and that they will not be
damned for not believing something that they never
heard. The really orthodox people-that is to say,
the missionaries-instantly see that this doctrin destroys their business. They take the ground that
there is but one way to be saved-you must believe
on the Lord Jesus Curist-and they are willing f.o
admit, and to cheerfnlly admit, that the heathen for
many generations hav gone in an unbroken column
down to eternal wrath.
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Educational.
Prom San Franctsco Freetlwuoht,

Last year I was a member of the board of inspectors of election in the twenty-somethingth election
district of the third assembly district of the city of
New York. The chairman of the board had a tailor
shop next door to the polling-place, and did not like
to neglect his business, so it fell upon myself, in the
cases of several scores of candidates for registration,
to administer the oath or affirmation. My remarks
on these occasions were substantially to this effect :
"You do solemnly affirm that you will fully and truly
answer all such questions as shall be put to you
touching your name, place of birth, place of residence,
and your right to register and vote under the laws of
this state." Some of the applicants observed that
this constituted" an affirmation, not an oath, and demanded the substitution of "swear" for "affirm,"
and kissed the book. The policeman in attendance,
who was a Roman Catholic, insisted that the board
should require the swearer to remove his hat during
the votiv ceremony, and that the affirmant should do
the same and iri addition elevate his right hand. I
declined to enforce these formalities, and the officer
went off to headquarters for instructions. As he did
not renew the subject upon his return, I infer that
the people at headquarters gave him no comfort, and
he contented himself with uncovering his own head
during the administration of the prescribed oath.
Some discussion occurred, in which, as a minority of
one, I maintained that tho oath had no business in
politics, it being a religious ceremony. The man
who swears, as I understand it, calls in the deity to
witness the veracity of his deposition, while the one
who affirms simply takes a legal obligat-ion to tell the
truth.
I am reminded of these things by a dispatch which
appeared in last Saturday's Oh?'onicle, whereby I
learn that my distinguished brother, the Editor of
THE TRUTH SEEKER, has had a victorious tussle with
a board of enlightened inspectors. It appears that
upon presenting himself for registration, the chairman of the board handed him the Bible and commenced the usual recitation of an oath. The
applicant ignored the sacred volume and stated, respec.rfully, that be preferred to affirm. Thereupon
the official demanded that he should raise his right
hand toward heaven, and thereupon, also, the Editor
again demurred. He was t,hen asked, "Do you believe in a God f" The dispatch says that to this
query the Editor replied that the inspector had no
right to ask such a question, but I suspect that his
answer was more emphatic than this general statement of the case would imply. The board with
unanimity declined to register the recusant journalist.
From the decision of the board the Editor appealed
to the supreme court, as represented by Judge Barratt, for a mandamus compelling the inspectors to
register him, and in opposition those gentlemen sent
in their nffidavits stating that he had refused to swear
or to affirm in the usual manner. · The judge was a
righteous one. He said that the chairman of the
board had no business to ask a man to uplift his
band; a citizen had been denied his legal rights, and
the board must reconvene and register the applicant.
In his written opinion Judge Barrett said: "Inspectors
hav no right to require a man to affirm with uplifted
hand, nor was it within their province to demand the
religious test. Indeed, their interrogations about
the relator's belief in the exifltence of the deity was
an impertinence to which no citizen, in the absence
of any suspicion of untruthfulness, should be subjected."
.
I consider this case one worthy to be recorded m
leaded type to the credit of our contemporary. The
relator, as Mr. Barrett designates the elder brother
of this writer, is a public educator. The inspectors
are not to blame for their course. They didn't know
any better. The secular affairs of the state, generally, are so permeated by theology that it is no
wonder they thought that F;Ome higher power than
the statutes should be invoked by the sign of an
uplifted hand. They knew that ev,ery public _cffic~r,
including themselvs, takes an oatn upon bemg mstalled. Even the president of the United States so
far recognizes the sacred character of the Bible as to
swear upon it on inauguration day. They regard an
affirmation as a mere conformance to the letter of the
law not its $!pirit and look with suspicion upon a
per~on who declin~B .to take an oat~. I learne~ this
from two years' serviCe on an electwn board. '!herefore, as previously stated, the E.ditor of THE 'rRuTH
SEEKER is a public educator. It 1s as senseless to ask
a man or woman to uplift the right hand as it would
be to insist thRt the right foot should be placed on
an equal elevation with the shoulder during the
recital of an affirmation.
G. E. M.
CoLONEL INGRRSOLT, is announced for a lecture in Toronto
within a few weeks. It is said that he will be heu.rd on the
platform often this winter.
--------~.--------

D. G. Cnow will answer calls to orgauize or lecture at
points between St. Lon is and Denver during the next three
months. 8tate particulars and address him for terms at
Sabetha, Kan. He will also take subscribers for the leading
Freethought papers; this includes the G. 0. P. of course.
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Freethought in Texas.
aorrespooaence of the St. Louts Globe· Democrat.

"The Athens of Texas," Waco is called, because
of a large and varied collection of e~ucational institution!!. A stranger, who was bemg shown the
· sights of the city by the Brazos, once said : " The
name is appropriate. Waco ·is indeed another
Athens, for she has a ' temple to the unknown
God.'"
There are unbelievers in every community. But
where else is there an organization of avowed Infidels with a charter, incorporated under the state
laws with a structure upon the pattern of a church,
and ~ith a leader who sustains a relationship to the
flock approaching that of a pastor! Certainly there
is nothing like this elsewhere in Texas, and it is
doubtful if just such a society and building can be
found in any other state.
In its charter, taken out in 1882, this is known as
the Religious and Benevolent Association. The ob·
jects are declared to be "ethical culture and the dissemination of Freethought." There are about two
hundred and fifty people identified with the society.
"The temple of the unknown God," as it is sometimes
called, or Liberal Hall, as it is more properly known,
is a large, well-built structure, centrally situated. It
was planned and built by this congregation of Infidels.
The exterior is plain, and at a glance passes for a
church. The interior is neatly and comfortably furnished. There is no altar rail, no baptismal font,
no pulpit. But there is a raised platform and a
reading desk. The auditorium will seat comfortably
three hundred people.
The man at the head of this society is James D.
Shaw, who was for some years a prominent divine in
the Methodist church. He still dresses in black, and
many people call him Dr. Shaw. "A man of intense
thought," is the involuntary comment oJa first sight.
His earnest, piercing black eyes are set deeply. The
brow is furrowed as if by much puzzling over hard
problems. The face is eminently intellectual; there
is nothing heavy or gross about his person or manner. Mr. Shaw has no hesitation in talking of the
peculiar organization over which he presides. He
has an easy, pleasant manner, and evidently takes
much the same earnest interest in his work that he
did when he was in regular standing as an orthodox
minister.
"We are simply non-creedal," he said in reply
to an inquiry for information about the society.
"Ethical culture is our aim. We are endeavoring
to establish a system of ethical culture based upon
the common sense of the race. We devote our
efforts to inculcating truth, honesty, benevolence,
and purity-purity without any regard to divine
authority or future rewards or punishments. We
leave our people free. We don't dictate to them in
a field we hav no means of surveying or determining. We don't require our people to say they believe or don't believe anything. Our congregation
is wholly independent. When a man speaks he is
expected to speak his own thoughts, no matter
whether we believe the same or not. We are not
connected with any other congregation in the world.
We hav no test of membership.''
To the suggestion that there must be some principles in commo~ to hold the congregation together,
Mr. Shaw replied that the only thing that could be
so construed was what the society calls " the Demands of Liberalism." These demands are nine in
number. They are in the nature of a platform rather
than a creed. They form the ground upon which
the Liberals stand together.
"We do not consider ourselvs a church," ~ontinued
Mr. Shaw when he had gone over the Demands ;
" we work under a charter, the terms of which require
us to hav a board of directors. When we hold a
business meeting we ask everybody to stay to it."
He was asked to define his own status and replied:
" Our directors hav the right, under our charter, to
license persons to lecture, and those persons are entitled to all the privileges and exemptions granted to
ministers under the law of the state."
".To perform the marriage ceremony!"
''Yes."
.
"And what kind of a ceremony is it ?"
" I use an extempor~neous form, something suitable to the occa~;~ion, in joining people in marriage.
I don't say anything about 'whom God hath joined
together.' I marry by authority of the state.''
The conversation turned upon the character of the
services held in Liberal Hall.
"You hav no ritual!" was suggested.
"No," said Mr. Shaw; "we usually open with singing. We sing anything that we think will please.
It may be' Suwanee River,' or' Jesus, Lover of My
Soul.' We sing with regard to the music rather than
to the words. I kept one choir together three years.''
The shadow of a smile flitted over the serious face
as Mr. Shaw added : "That is a rather unusual
length of time to hold a choir unbroken, you know.
Our choir was one of the best in the city.''
" Do you make any special effort toward training
the young?"
"No; we hav nothin~ that corresponds to the

Sunday-school. We leave education to the public
schools.''
Responding to an inquiry about the support and
the attendance, Mr. Shaw said: "We depend on voluntary subscriptions. Our attendance varies. Last
Sunday two-thirds of the chairs were occupied.
Sometimes the attendance is not so good. I find
that a series of lectures, say on evolution, which creates a growing interest, will hav the effect of soon
filling the hall. There is one thing the. ch~rcb bas
which we do not. Our people do not thmk 1t necessary to attend the meetings as a matter of duty.
We encourage people to come only when they feel
that they will enjoy the meeting. If we don't see
them there Sunday night we don't go round on Monday and ask why they stayed away. The churches
teach people that they must go whether they feel
like it or don't ; they must go to please God and
save their souls."
Going on to speak of the matter of attendance,
which has evidently been something of a problem
with the society, Mr. Shaw said: "We bav found,
from an experience of nearly 13ix years, that we do
not need meetings so often as the churches do, and I
don't know but we wUI soon conclude t~ hav one
good entertainment a month, instead of more frequent meetings. I think people will enjoy it more
than a meeting every week."
Speaking of what might be called his pastoral
work, Mr. Shaw said : "I am invited often to speak
at funerals. I never speculate as to the condition of
a man after he is dead. If he has been a good man,
I take his life for my theme and draw the lesson
from it. But I find it up-hill work to say much
when a man's life has been evil.''
From his work, Mr. Shaw was led to speak of himself. " I was a Methodist preacher for twelve years,"
he said. " I preached in this city. Texas is my
nativ state. I am in conflict with tbe denominational
faiths, but at the same time they misrepresent me
when they say I am trying to flaunt my Infidelity in
the faces of Christian people. I teach them with
consideration and I would be glad to be treated in
the same way. My treatment of these issues is
always sober and serious. I don't attribute anything
to divine providence. I don't consider that I am
blaspheming when I declare my unbelief in the various creeds. My present views are as sacred to me
as those I held when I believ.ed in Christ. I was an
honest preacher and I came to my present position
while trying to prove to myself what I bad been
taught to preach. I did not put the church to the
trouble of trying me, but withdrew. The church
honored me, paid me well, and appreciated my services. I hav made it· a rule never to speak harshly
of the church."
Mr. Shaw was asked how he classed himself among
unbelievers? Was he an Agnostic? He replied:
"I suppose I would be so termed, but I don't object
to the term At.heist. I am an Infidel and not
ashamed of it.''
Perhaps the most striking declaration that fell
from his lips was in regard to his work at the head
of this organization. He said: "I believe in working
for h,umanity, and I find \he same enthusiasm in my
work that I did when I was in the church. I feel as
much called to preach as I ever did, only the call
now is different in character. This call is my own
nature leading me to preach."
There is one point upon which Mr. Shaw is quite
sensitiv in discussing his former relation with the
church. He was, in spite of his youth, put forward
by admiring friends for the office of bishop. He
received quite a number of votes, but was not elected.
Some people hav said his disappointment prompted
Mr. Shaw to leave the church. Speaking of this
insinuation Mr. Shaw said with much earnestness:
"There is much truth to the story. I was a member
of the general conference-was present when bishops
were elected and received a small complimentary
vote. In point of ~inisterial seniority I was one of
the youngest, if not the youngest, of the clerical delegates in the conference, and therefore could not hav
expected such preferment over the heads of older
men. While I was then struggling with skepticism
and doubt on every hand, I had not lost all hope of
remaining sufficiently orthodox to continue in the
church and in the ministry too. I did not feel that
because a few personal friends wanted to elevate me
to the office of a bishop I should make known the
struggle I was maintaining in my mind; and now
after these years of reflection and retrospect I can
not see that I acted inconsistently. I had been
advanced rapidly from the beginning of my clerical
career, and at the time I wilfudrew from the church
resigned more important offices than any other member of my conference had ever been intrusted with.
The little vote I had received for the episcopal office
was larger than any that was ever given to a Texas
preacher. I need not conceal the fact that I left that
general conference with as many and as flattering
prospects of becoming a bishop as any man in it. It
is not egotism that prompts me to say that., in all
probabilities, if I bad remained in the church four
more years, I would hav been elected to that office.
I sacrificecl more to get out of the church than I ever

did to get into it, and more than my enemies would
were they to come out.''
Besides acting as lecturer for the Liberal congregation at Waco, Mr. Shaw publishes a monthly called
the Independent Pulpit. He points to a circulation
up iu the thousands as evidence that Infidelity is
growing. In the course of an hour's conversation
Mr. Shaw never once descended to the flippant scoffing in which unbelievers are prone to indulge. From
first to last he was intensely earnest. Mr. Shaw's
flock, if the expression may be used, embraces some
of the more intelligent people of Waco, but not all of
them are so considerate of the feelings of church people as he is. They delight in controversy. They
like nothing better than to lure a minister whose selfconceit exceeds his intellectual weight into a debate
with their talented leader and then enjoy the discomfiture of the church people.

Roman Catholic Theory of Spiritualism.
From the Oatlloltc Unton ana Times.

When we speak of the tricks aLd shams of Spiritualists we do not mean to imply that Spiritualism is .
all a delusion arising from ignorance and superstition,
or that there is no truth at the bottom of it. There
was never a trick or a fraud or a lie that did not rest
for its existence on some truth of which it was the
caricature, contortion, or pretended verisimilitude.
Without genuin coin there cannot be a counterfeit,
without light there can be no shadow.. Hence he is
a poor philosopher who, in view of the shams and
frauds of modern Spiritualism, cannot see behind and
back of them all something real.
Spiritualism, or Spiritism, as Dr. Brownson prefers
to call it, must be considered from two points of
view. It must. be· considered as a series of phenomena, or facts, and as a religion.
Taken as phenomena that cannot be accounted for
by the laws of nature, we must admit that there are
intelligences in another order of existence who can
communicate-hav communion with-intelligences in
this our order of existence. We must do this or
reject the credibility of human testimony, for if this
testimony is of no value in verifying those facts
known to man as preternatural or supernatural, it is
of no value for any of the facts of human life or
history. This universe is larger than we can see or
even imagin. While in it we are in the condition of
the unhatched chick. While yet in the shell its
knowledge is confined to its narrow limits, but when
the shell is broktn what a vast and heretofore nnimagined expanse is presented to its view! When the
shell of .this initiatory state of our endless existence is
shattered· by the cold hand of death a universe will
open out before our spiritual vision as much larger
than this, as this is larger than the egg-shell.
· Beings may be divided into three classes: the
purely material, the material and spiritual combined
as in man, and. the purely spiritual. All these are in
and of the same universe of God. They are in different departments, and the communication is limited,
but it still exists.
That these purely spiritual beings, good and bad,
can and do bav communication with baings in our
order of existence is an ineradicable belief of the
human race. Whenever we find a history of man,
whether in remote antiquity or in modern times, we
find this belief unchanged. It cannot be accounted
for in any way but by the supposition that it is the
result of an original revelation in some form.
The holy scriptures, both old and new, giv us
numberless illustrations of this. The first speech
was between the infinit spirit and the first man. God
spoke with Adam. An evil spirit tempted Eve, and
a spirit with a flaming sword drove the fallen pair
from the garden of Eden. And thus on down
through the Old Testament the events show an intermingling of the two worlds of intelligence. Moses
forbade consulting the dead, which proves that such
consultations were had, for the great lawgiver would
not hav forbidden a practice that had no existence.
Saul disregarded this injunction, consulted the witch
of Endor, who called up the ghost of Samuel to foretell the overthrow of Saul. In the New Testament
we find the birth of our redeemer announced by
angels. At his . transfiguration Moses and Elias
appeared with him, and at his death the dead came
back and walked the streets of Jerusalem. He expelled demons from those possessed and gave the
same power to his apostles. That good angels can
intervene in our behalf is evident from the doctrin of
the communion of s.aints; and that evil spirits can
torment and affi.ict man is shown by the prayers of
exorcisms used by the church.
To be convinced that this intercourse between the
two worlds exists to-day as in former times one need
but consult those able men who hav made this
department of knowledge a study-such men as
Goerres, in his "~1ystique Divine" and "Mystique
Diabolique ;" Bizuard, in his ''Rapport de 1' homme
avec le Demon;" Gmeiner, in his "Spirits of Darkness;" Brownson's Spirit Rapper, and Robert Dale
Owen's "Footprints of Another World." All these
supply indisputable testimony to facts, and demonstrate that communications with extra-mundane
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intelligences are of as frequent occurrence ·to-day as
in any former time.
Taking it for granted that Spiritualism as above
explained is a fact, what bearing has it on us, and
what. should be our conduct in relation to it?
. Robert Dale Owen held that the facts of Spiritualism supplemented the teachings of Christianity and
proved more clearly than Christianity does the future
life and the immortality of the soul. He went still
further and held that Spiritualism is a higher development of Christianity, and that it stands in the
same relation to the latter that the latter stood to
Judaism; in a word, that it is the only means now left
us to come to a knowledge of supernatural truth.
Here Mr. Owen takes Spiritualism out of the domain
of facts and introduces it into the domain of theory.
We agree with him as to the facts, but reject his
deductions as well as the theories or so-called religion he builds on them. And, first, Does Spiritualism prove the continued
existence of the soul after death? Does it prove the
immortality of the soul?
Both questions must be answered in the negativ.
To prove by the facts of Spiritualism alone the existence of the human soul after death, it is necessary to
identify that soul with the personality of some one
who has PXisted on earth and died. But the facts of
Spiritualism do not offer sufficient data for this
necessary identification. Therefore Spiritualism does
not and cannot prove the continued existence of a
human soul after death. Let us show this by an
illustration. Suppose at a seance a spirit. presents
itself as t !>at. of Napoleon Bonaparte, how can it be
proved that it is in reality the soul of Bonaparte?
How can you prove that it is not some living spirit
that never inhabited this world in human flesh? In
the nature of the case you hav nothing to build on
but the testimony of a spiritual intelligence whose
charactu you do not and cannot know. Hence its
identity with the soul of Bonaparte cannot be demonstrated, and without this identification it cannot be
· proved from the facts of Spiritualism that the soul of
the great commander continued to exist after his death.
This being the case, Spiritualism does not prove that
the soul survives one instant after death.
Does Spiritualism prove the immortality of the
. soul! It does not and cannot, and for the following
reasons: To prove the immortality of the soul it is
not enough to prove that a soul, say that of Bonaparte, has continued to exist up to the present time.
The mere fact that it has existed up to the present
moment does not prove that it will never cease to
exist. It may be said in reply that a spirit existing
in the other world can know its own immortality.
There are two answers to this. If it knows its own
immortality, it can know it only in the same way that
we already know it, namely, by revelation from God,
in which case we do not need the testimony of the
spirit. We hav that from God himself, who can
speak to us as easily as he can speak to the spirit of
the dead.
We hav said that a spirit, like ourselvs here on
earth, cannot know its own immortality except by
revelation. Let us see why. If it does not know it by
revelation, it must know it by experience. There is
no other way. But it cannot know it by experience,
because no finite being can experience an endless
experience. An eternal future life cannot be experienced, because to be experienced it ·must be
completed, and when completed it has ceased to be
eternal. Even in this life our experience extends
only to the present moment in which you are reading these words. It goes no farther. We cannot
experience to-morrow. That which we experience is
to-day, the now. The future is nothing to us as an
experience. Eternal life supposes a future ever
receding from us. And that it will ever continue to
recede from us we can only know from God, who
has revealed the fact to us and to intelligences in
the other world.
The other reason why the testimony of a spirit
does not prove immortality is that we do not know
· the character of the spirit, whether it be a truthful
or a lying spirit-a black or a white one. Experience proves that those spirits who go on exhibition
for an entrance fee or gate-money, are not the kind
on whose testimony we would like to rest our immortality.
It follows from what we hav said that Spiritualc
ism does not prove continued life after death; nor
does it prove immortality.
The church forbids her. children having anything
to do with Spiritualism and Spiritualists. There is
danger in it to morals as well as to sanity. We
hav no means of testing these spirits, whether they
are good or bad, and while this is the case it is the
part of wisdom to avoid all possibility of getting
under the influence of the devil.

Boman Catholic Practice of Spiritualism.
W. W. Jullson in the O!!'ve Branoh.

Thomas Laban, who livs near Loo Gatos, California,
recently jumped upon his wife while in bed and.
stamped the life out of her: Upon being examined
in court Laban talked of evil spirits having taken
possession of. his house. and worrying him for a long

time. He had taken. a Catholic priest to his house
to pray for his wife, and the priest had left a bottle
of holy water with which to exorcise the evil spint
if it returned. He said that people told him that
he had killed his wife, but he knew better-he had
killed something which he thought must hav been
the devil. The priest in giving his testimony said
that it was apparent that the wife was not in her
normal state, and appeared to be insane; she seemed
to think that she could not get along with Laban.
Speaking of Laban he said that .the man was very
religiously inclined ; he did not appear to be insane.
Thomas Laban is a perfect specimen of what the
Catholic church can mold certain persons into, and
what it openly advocates should be"the highest mental form of all its followers. As long as our government recognizes the institution of Christian priesthood, by making the same semi-official and
consequently entitled to a part of the public funds,
just so long must priestly precepts be honored by
the same government.
Our judiciary deal with evil, which they designate
crime, and to stamp out the same they resort to
various means ; among others, the taking of human
life. The clerical branch of our judiciary put in their
public time also eradicating evil, exorcising devils.
Now, when the Catholic priest placed holy water, an
emblem of authority, in the hands of Laban, he
deputized Laban to make war upon evil spirits, consequently the taking off of Mrs. L~han was only an
incident in the mamtenance of order through the
clerical part of our judiciary, and any attempt upon
the part of citizens or officers of the law to make out
a case of murder or insanity against Thomas Laban
would be contrary to all recognized principles of
compulsory good behavior and morality.
Hob-nailed, stoga boot-heels upon the feet of an
unauthorized agent of priesthood to enforce rational
disciplin among spirits who do not heed holy water
swayism, is no worse than eight feet of greased rope
in the bauds of a deputy sheriff, for the purpose of
terrorizing over mortals when other means fail to
satisfy the blind goddess. We are bound to take this
view of the case, or antagonize the majesty of national law by contending that Thomas Laban is
guilty of murdering his wife because he had no legal
right to use force, either secular or clerical, against
spirits or mortals ; further, that any priest assuming
to confer such aathority is guilty of a misdemeanor,
and when crime is the result of such act then said
priest becomes a party in crime, and the church organization back of said priest must be held responsible by the general government. Religious institutions will never regulate themselvs. They are a tyranny
in their way as much as the czar of all the Russias is
in his. It is a question of authority, and a question
of which is best, for the people at large to regulate
all the afi'l~irs of this nation, the same being their
own, or hav them regulated by this or that church
sovereignty.
A precedent is already established. The Mormon
church as an authority gave its followers certain
laws; some of the practices under these laws not being considered to confer the greatest good to the
greatest number, that church was attacked by the
government, laws were passed to regulate church
law, and proceedings were instituted against the
Mormon church. Now, if the Catholic or any other
church laws and teachings lead to practices detrimental to the general good of our people, it is the
duty of our government to regulate the same. The
worshiping of something or nothing, according to
the dictates of one's own consciencP, has nothing to
do with the foolish and pernicious teachings of religious bodies which cause loss of life, and induce
young girls to leave-the pathway of practical usefulness, !lome to enter for life a convent or nunnery,
others to join a Salvation brigade, pass their time
thumping a tambourine, singing songs, and marching
through the public streets.

The Chief Obstacle in the Way of Woman
·Suffrage.
Prom the Woman's Tribune. ~

At a recent reception in Chicago a gentleman asked
me," What is the chief obstacle in the way of Woman
Suffrage'" I replied, "The apathy of women themselva, due chiefly to the perversion of their religious
sentiments."
The same principle that has held woman in abject
slavery, in all ages, under all forms of religion,
degrades her to-day. "Thus saith the Lord," has
ever been a talisman by which tyrants hav held the
masses in subjection.
It needs but little observation in other countries,
if prejudice blinds us to the views in our own, to
convince any fair mind of the truth of my assertion.
It is a religious custom that dooms two living wives
to the grave of a dead chief in central Africa ; the
widow to the funeral pyre of her Hindoo husband.
It is through their religion that women are held in
the Turkish harem ; and consent to polygamous
relations in Utah. No-other power but the religious
sentiment could hold half the race in such degrading
bondage. It is the perversion of the religious sentiment th-at crowds the convents with beautiful girls,
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the very cream of French sociEty. I visited one
retreat where an order, dressed in pale blue and
white flowing robes, take turns to kneel aud pray at
the altar, where night and day their devotions never
cease .
The Jew in his ritual on each returning Sabbath
day thanks the Lord that he was not' born a woman,
while the woman is made to say, "I thank thee, 0
Lord, that I am what I am, according to thy holy
will." The women who crowd our Christian temples
are sedulously taught their inferiority in the scale of
being, and their subject;on to man. Paul's epistles
abound with lessons of her obedience to man as
sovereign, and the Oid Testament represents her as
a marplot in creation, an afterthought, the origin of
sin, in collusion with the devil, cursed of God in her
maternity, and marriage for her made a condition of
slavery. "In sorrow shalt thou bring ~orth thy
children; thy desire shall be to thy husband, and he
shall rule over thee."
The Pentateuch abounds with degrading expressions of everything female in the animal kingdom,
women beiEg considered too unclean to take part in
the religious feasts and sacrifices.
With such lessons taught in the Bible and echoed
and reechoed on each returning Sabbat.h day in every
pulpit in the land, how can woman escApe the feeling
that the injustice and oppression she suffers are of
divine ordination? She is educated to reverence the
priests and bishops, to believe in the plenary inspiration of the scriptures, and as both alike teach her
subjection and inferiority, it is not easy to teach her
terms of self-respect and equality.
Blind faith in accepted authorities, a reverence for
the unknown and unknowable when enforced in the
name of religion, are stronger passions in the human
soul than love of country, than natural affection for
family and kindred, than even life itself. Tne history
of the race is one huge record of individual sacrifice
at the supposed pleasure of some invisible power,
and under all forms of religion woman has been the
greatest sufferer, and has never been recognized as
an equal factor in any civilization.
Her seeming satisfaction in the most degrading
conditions could never hav been accomplished except
through her religion. Every time I hav made this
assertion Tray, Blanche, Sweetheart, and all of them
hav vied with one another in barking the loudest.
In looking over some old papers, I find letters
from all the good men most activ in the inauguration
of our movement, expressing surprise at the indifference of women. I giv one from Thomas Wentworth
Higginson. It is written in answer to an invitation
to attend a convention :
NEWPORT, R. I., May 2, 1886.
DEAR MRs. STANTON: I hav been delayed by excess of
writing on other matters, and by doubt what to say.
·
I never go to conventions now, and dislike public speaking. A letter I will t1·y to write.
·My conf!ictions as to the political rights of woman are unchanged. My faith is clogged by two things. First, - ' B
entire absorption in her own household, and admission that
the mother of young children must during her prime of life
be so absorbed; and, second, my deep impression, at the
South, of the impossibility of a race of contented slaves. I
had always taken the ground that the acquiescence of the
vast majority of women was like that of slaves, but observation has taught me that no such phenomenon is to be found
among slaves. The acquiescence of women-for it is not an
unwilling, coerced., dogged submission-is an argument hard
to answer, for a man. Certainly men can never secure
women's rights vicariously for them. Hence a sort of chill
of discouragement, for it is no more.
With increased respect for women like yourself who are
dissatisfied, I am,
Cordially yours, T. W. HIGGINSON.
I find similar expressions in letters from Garrison,
Phillips, Channing, and Sargent, but none of them
offer a reason for it. No one who objects to my
reason offers any other.
Now, .it is plain to me that woman lacks a proper
self-respect, and equally plain that the religious
theories in regard to her nature and status as a
human being are responsible for her condition of
subjection. Wherever the canon law has touched
the . civil law, it has made woman's condition more
degraded.
It is woman's position in the church, and the holy
books accepted as authority, ·that make political equality so diffi:cult.
. .
When mtelligent, educated women can art m a
Methodist conference, such as was held in New York
ciiy in May last, or in a Pan-Presbyterian council
such as was held in Philadelphia five years ago, and
listen with patience to the contemptuous opinions expressed in regard to their sex, we need no longer
wonder at the degraded· condition of the masses.
And these are the very women who beg continually
for the charities; they get up the fairs and donation
parties work slippers and make gowns for the
bishop~, and as a reward for their devotion they are
denied a seat in their councils.
ELIZABETH CADY STANTON.

Depraved Christians.
Prom

the

Inaepenaent.

To one who believes that the Bible is the word of God, and
that Jesus Christ is the only savior of sinners, nothing can
be more astonishing thRn the careless indifference with which
millions treat both. They pay no attention to what ought to
be their first concern. This is one of the mysteries of huma, V.
depravity.
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lMP,ORTANT NOTICE.
There are on our books about a thousand subscribers whose time ran out some months since, and
who hav not paid for the papers they hav been reading since then. The political campaign just closed
has diverted men's minds from more important matters, and we- are not surprised that some 'of our
friends hav forgotten that they owe ua a few dollars. Now, however, that the country is safe we hope
these delinquents will promptly turn their attention
to saving THE TRUTH SEEKER. Bills hav been sent to
our debtors, and the amounts thereof are urgently
needed here. We trust that we shall receive them
at once. We need money, we need it badly, and
we want it now.
A. Few 'l1hings to Be Thankful For.
The people of this country are ordered by the
president and the governors of the various states to
assemble themselvs together on Thursday, November
29th, and giv thanks. As a good· many of them are
unable to recollect just what they are thankful for
we jot down a few occurrences, permitted by th~
Lord since the last similar occasion, to help their
memories. Let us giv thanks:
For a bloody fight between Roman Catholics and
Orangemen at Killybean, Ireland. Ireland is particularly the home of the Lord.
That our government has had no trouble with
Russia to interfere with the latter's persecution of the
Jews, or to prevent their slaughter by hundreds.
The Jews, it will be recollected, forced a Roman
official to kill Christ.
For the conversion by the Salvation Army of Wm.
Shelby, who immediately killed his daughter.
For the January blizzard in Dakota which called a
thousand souls to God.
For the conversion and execution of about two
dozen murderers. Their souls are with the saints we
trust, for which extra thanks should be rendered by
their victims and those going the other way.
For the Roman Catholic Fenians who met in this
town and decided that Irish mothers must teach
their children that it is no murder to kill Engiish
officials in Ireland, and that it is no crime to apply
the torch to English towns. If this country were
only completely filled with such folks, one day of
thanksgiving would not be sufficient.
For the cold weather and deep snow last winter in
the Canadian Northwest, in consequence of which
several hundreds of Indians starved to death. These
Indians were not Christians, and no missionaries
shared their fate. Let us thank God.
That the floods along the Yellow river in China
drowned 100,000 persons and rendered about 2 000 _
000 destitute. These yellow-skinned folks were' Co~
fucians.
That Dr. Buckley was reelected editor of the
OhriBtian Advocate to abuse TBE~TBUTB SEEKER.

For the Eastern blizzard in which many hundreds
were frozen to death and many scores drowned at
sea.
For the fire in a theater at Oporto, Portugal,
burning up about 100 ungodly persons.
For the cyclone which destroyed the Baptist and
Methodist churches of Calhoun, Ga. The faith of
the brethren was thereby thoroughly tested.
For a mine explosion in Missouri which cost thirty
lives.
That Talmage is still alive.
For a flood in Germany which left 15,000 persons
without shelter.
That Mrs. Cleveland was made a life-member of
the executiv committee of the Presbyterian Home
Missions.
For the White Caps of Indiana.
That thousands of Russian peasants died of hunger. Being good Christians, they are now in heaven.
For the fire in a South African mine which burnt
several hundred miners.
For Elliott F. Shepard and his .Mail and EreJWess
in which to print scripture texts.
For the drunken but Catholic saloonkeeper who
gouged out his wife's eyes. Her eyes offended him
and he plucked them out, as it was written.
For the collision that sunk the Geiser and drowned
105 people. Otherwise they would hav gone to
Europe and had a good time.
For Tammany Hall and Archbishop Corrigan.
Thab the floods in Spain drowned as many hundreds as they did.
For the Irish religious riots constantly occurring.
That the new German emperor hates the Jews
and persecutes them.
For the yellow fever in Florida, killing 400 and
disabling thousands.
For " Old Hutch," who sent th~ price of bread
up about 20 per cent.
For the decree that sacred images may be made of
papier-mache. The low price of this article will enable everybody to hav an image.
. For the Anglican bishops who ordered their clergy
to;be very cautious on doctrinal points.
That we hav railroads to Canada for defaulting
Sunday-school superintendents to travel on.
For Mr. GJadstone.
For Cardinal Manning.
For Frances E. Willard.
For Anthony Comstock.
For the preachers.
And many other things, acts, and persons too numerous to mention, let us thank God. Let the poor
thank him for t~eir poverty ; the :i-ich for their
riches ; the sick for their sickness ; the healthy for
their health. Thank him for what you hav, and for
whatI you havn't ; for what you expect to getI but
won t, and for what you don't expect to get, but will.
Th~mk him for everything, whether it happens or
not, for it's all the same-he has just as much to do
with what doesn't happen as he has with anything
that does occur. Thank him for death and thank
him for life. If he takes away your wife or child or
husband or friend, thank him and praise him for his
goodness because "in some mysterious way" it's for
your good, and the dead can't complain of their treatment. Just imagm that you are the only thing in
the world and that God does everything with reference to your special welfare, and you will hav the
true Christian philosophy and be entitled to an eternal rew~rd. Never mind the insufferable egotism
and the mhuman selfishness of the doctrin-it's truly
Christian, and it's better of course to be Christian
than to be right.
Thanksgiving is the greatest thing out if you only
know why you are giving thanks.

Bishop Chatard's Lament.
A "triduum," a three days' celebration, in honor
of the founder of the " Brothers of the Christian Schools," was held in this city last week at
the Roman Catholic cathedral. The sermon on the
fi~st day was preached by Mr. Chatard, bishop of
Vmce~ne_s, Ind. Naturally his subject was schools,
an~ this IS the substance of his argument that parochial schools are entitled to a share of the public
money devoted to the purposes of education :
"We hav a right to t~at money of the state. It belongs to
us and we should hav It. The 'Solution of this matter is an
exceedingly difficult thing. We hav to wait till the sober
sense aud fair-minded spirit of our countrymen shall recognize our right in thili respect, and they will, let us hope,
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open their eyes to the faults· and defects of their cherished
theory of education in the public schools.
" These public schools certainly are excellent as far as
~hey go, but they giv an education entirely secular, neglectIng the moral and religious nature of the child. The result
is, a generation is growing up without God and a knowledge
of revelation.
"A gentleman of observation and calmness, a man of
sound ability and great ability, a priest, told me this. I will
not mention the city where it occurred. There came to see
him a business man, a clerk in an important establishment
and a man of education. The visitor saw the crucifix on th;
_table and asked, ' What is that P' The priest explained, and
answered one question after another. The priest showed
surprise at the young man's questions, and the evident fact
that he did not know the very first truths of revelation •.
" 'F~ther,' said the visitor, ' don't be hard on me. If you
go out mto the s~reet you can immediately gather together a
number of persons like me who know no more about Christianity than I do.'
':This is the enlightenment given to the people of the
Umted States-a material enlightenment in matters of the
world and an utter forgetfulness regarding God. These
things make us understand the importance of continuing the
struggle for Catholic education, no matter how hard it may
be. The sum expended yearly by us is enormous. I think
the number we educate is probably six hundred thousand
and at $15 a child a year that makes_ $9,000,000 a year w;
furnish which ought to come .from the state ·to us. Therefore I hope our people will realize the injustice the state is
doing us in leaving us without any help from the funds
which belong to us be~ause we will not accept the system·
which excludes religion from the schools.
" The thirteenth plenary council of Baltimore, whose proceedings went to Rome, says that the rector of a church who
neglects to establish a Catholic school in his parish when the
bishop judges it is fit there should be one there, is liable to
removal from his position. These are grave words, but they
are approved by the holy see, and so we are committed to
this matter of Catholic education, and we do not shrink from
it."

Bishop Chatard thought he clinched the argument
by quoting as approvers of sectarian schools the proceedings of the Anglican bishops who met this year
in Lambeth palace, London, and who were largely
reinforced by American bishops. He pointed out
~hat that conference wa~ in favor of teaching religion
m the schools, and that It sent out an encyclical letter
which emphasized the necessity of supplementing the
secular teaching by religious instruction. He also
referred to the pronouncement of the royal board of
education, who, by a vote of sixteen to four, declared
in favor of teaching religion in schools. " The resolution of this board," continued the 'bishop, " said :
' It is of the highest importance that all children
should receive religious and moral training. There
is nothing in the evidence to warrant the conclusion
that such religious and moral training can be improper, and provided otherwise than through the
·
medium of the elementary schools.' "
_The seber sense and fair-mindedness of the' people
will never, we believe, parcel the children of the
country out to sects to educate in superstition. The
constitutions of most states forbid such division by
prohibiting appropriations of money to sectarian institutions, and in those states without such constitutio~~;al guarantees Protestant sentiment is so strong
agaxnst Rome that the Protestant churches will rather
forego advantages to themselvs than yield them to
the church they are pleased, in Christian charity to
designate as the Mother of Harlots.
'
Nevert~ele~s, the country is in great danger from
the ~achmati~ns of Rome on thia school questio;n.
She ~s destro.yi~g our public schools as rapidly as she
obtams a maJOrity of voters in any town. East and
West she has closed dozens of public schools, and
compelled parents to use the parochial schools or
teach their children themselvs. This is her aim the
destruction of public, secular, or non-sect~rian
schools, and the building of schools for each sect to
be supported by the state. In that event, her po~er
and strength, her compact and obedient organization,
her hordes of monks and nuns, would giv her an
enormous advantage over the other sects and the
country in a generation or two would be ~ithin her
grasp, did not Freethought interfere.
And Freethought is the foree which Rome as well
as _the Anglican church and the reactionary'Presbyterians, forget. If each sect has its schools, the Infidels must hav theirs. Could any sect, or all of them
stand against these schools, in which no religion but
?nly scientific knowledge, would be talight! What
IS the USe Of a knowledge of "revelation " when.' that
revelation is only the crude guesses of 'barbarism at
solving universal questions? Does the bishop desire
to go back to medieval times when the Romish catechism was the alpha and omega of flhe educational
curriculum? Is the significance of the crucifix of
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any importance at all if the Bible is not a revelation
from God, and the Christian religion but the clumsy
work of ignorant and superstitious churchmen?
Why should we pay our money to enlighten children
abou~ God, when we know nothing about him ourselva? Is not a material enlightenment about the
matters of a material world all that we can positivly
teach the young' Who knows anything about an
immaterial world!
What should the American people care for the
legislativ decrees of the Baltimore plenary council,
or for the opinion of a lot of English bishops whose
bread and butter, and that of their successors, depend upon educating the coming generations to believe that bishops are officers of God? Self-interest
moyes the church, and her interest is not the interest
of the people any more than the interest of a king or
robber is tho interest of his subject or of the plundered. Kings 'and priests hav ever been in league to
keep the people down, and did the Americans throw
off the yoke of one only to lock more firmly around
their necks the chains of the other? Are the
churches to rule us, and separate us into squads, and
train our children, just as they please T Shall we let
them say to us, You become a·Catholic, you a Presbyterian, you a MethcJdist, you a Baptist, and so on?
Shall they gather the children together and divide
them into gangs according to the percentages of the
various sects, and say, We'll make Catholics of these,
Baptists of these, Congregationalists of these, Campbellites of these, and so on to the end of the chapter '
That is what this sectarian division of the school
fund means, and ·just what we should hav were the
arrogant claims of the churches allowed.
Let the bishop go on with his work-educate his
children as he pleases, but when his church destroys
a public school, the people whose children he is robbing of an education should hav something to say, be
backed up by government. The public schools must
be maintained if there is never a parochial school
built in this country, and the .Catholics weep their
eyes out over the ''godless" institutions which do
not instruct their pupils in the significance of a
crucifix.
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which was an acknowledgment of the sacrifices which tliey
made for the French army. The French translation was
made literally by metnbers of the Commission of Arts.
Denon had a fac-simile of the plate engraved, which was
bought by Lord Howard on the sale of his cabinet for 2,890
francs. There seems to be no historical doubt as to the
authenticity of this. The reasons of the sentence correspond exactly with those of the gospels.
That this plate is as much a forgery as the golden
plates discovered by Joseph Smith there can be no
doubt at all. Indeed, it is so transparent a trick that
it would not be worth exposing, were it not that so
many are deceived by it through ignorance.
1. Its date : Aquila, a fortified city of Naples, situated fifty-eight miles northeast of Rome, was built by
the Emperor Frederick II. from the ruins of the
ancient Amiternum, the birthplace of Sallust, some
vestiges of which are still traceable. So says Lippincott's Gazetteer. Frederick II. reigned thirty-five
years and died in the year 1250. Thirty years after
his death, it is now said, this brass plate was found
"in a search made for the discovery of Roman antiquities." But the date of discovery varies with each
reprint. One copy, as published, has the date of
discovery 1810, another 1820, another 1280, and
another 1200, which was fifteen years before Frederick II., the builder of the city, was crowned.
2. The mistakes of ·the document itself :
(a) March 25th, in the seventeenth year of Tiberius; was Sunday, A D. 31. Another copy has March
24th, which was Saturday, the Jewish Sabbath; and
still another has March 27th, which was Tuesday. If
Christ was crucified at all, it was on Friday, which
from time immemorial has been hangman's day. On
none of the dates given would there hav been an
execution.
.
(b) The date of the crucifixion, A.D. 31, is wrong
according to early Christian authorities. Clement of
Alexandria says Jesus was crucified A.D. 29, and Tertullian was so sure that Clement was right that he
added the very day-March 25th. This, however,
was not a passover day, and so both Clement and
Tertullian were wrong. Common computation fixes
the date A.D. 33, but it is not pretended that anyone
knows. But the date 31 will not harmonize at all
with the rest of the narrativ.
(c) The document alleges that the crucifixion oc'rhe Sentence of Christ.
curred
when both Annas and Caiaphas were high
In the New York Sun of the 8th inst. reappears
an old story about the death of Jesus Christ, in which priests. In this the forger had Luke for authority.
"legal evidence" is offered that it really occurred. But though Caiaphas held office from A.D. 18 to 36,
V ai:ious religious papers since hav copied it, many of Annas had been deposed in A.D. 14. This, however,
them edited by scholars who ought to hav detected is not the ·only time Luke misled his would-be supthe forgery at once. The same yarn appeared in a porters, for in another place he mentions a certain
Western paper ten years ago, and only last April our Lysanias as governor of Abilene in A.D. 29 (fifteen
correspondent "Antichrist " copied it from some of the reign of Tiberius), when that personage had
journal which had resurrected it, and gave some of been murdered more than fifty years previously. It
the reasons why it is clearly a forgery. This is the doesn't do to trust Luke.
(d) The document makes Pilate ruler of Lower
document:
Galilee, whereas Herod Antipas became tetrarch of
THE SENTENCE OF JESUS.
A Copy of the Original Decree as Issued by Pontius Pilate. Galilee when the Idumrean Herod's territory was
FTom the Lonaon Tablet.
divided up, and held it till A.D. 39, when he was
A correspondent of Notes and Qutl1ies extracts from the
deposed by the Romans and banished to Lyons.
Kolnische Zeitung what is called " a correct transcript of the
sentence of death pronounced against Jesus Christ." The Judrea was governed by the Romans, who had their
following is a copy of the most memorable judicial sentence seat at Cresarea, after Archelaus (the Idumrean
which has ever been pronounced in the annals of the world- Herod's son, who received Judea at his father's
namely, that of death against the savior, with the remarks death), was banished in A.D. 6, and Pilate w&s the
that the journal Le Droit has collected, the knowledge of fifth (according to some historians, the sixth) of their
which must be interesting in the highest degree to every
Christian. Until now we are not aware that it has ever been governors (A.D. 26-37). .Pilate was procurator, or
made public in the German papers. The sentence is word governor, of Judea and Samaria, and never ruled
for word as follows:
Galilee. In A.D. 37 or thereabouts the Samaritans
Sentence pronounced by Pontius Pilate, intendant of the prov- made him trouble, and he had to go to· Rome to
ince of Lower Ga.lilee, that Jesus of Nazareth shall suffer death by
the cross. In the seventeenth year of the rei~tn of the Emperor answer to the emperor. What became of him no
Tiberius and on the twenty-fifth of the month of March, in the one knows. Eusebius alleges that he committed
most holy city of Jerusalem, during the pontificate of Annas and
Oaiaphas, Pontius Pilate, intendant of the province of Lower suicide in A.D. 38. Eusebius, however, is no more
Galilee, sitting in judgment in the presidential seat of the prmtors, reliable as a ·historian than Luke.
sentences Jesus Christ of Nazareth to death on a cross between two
There are other internal evidences in the document
robbers, as the numerous and notorious testimonials of the people
prove: 1. Jesus is a misleader. 2. He has excited people to sedition. that it is a forgery, though the ones we hav pointed out
s. He is an enemy to the laws. 4. He calls himself the son of God.
6. He calls himself falsely the king of Israel. 6. He went into the are the weighter and all-sufficient reasons for rejectTemple followed by a multitude carrying palms in their hands. ing the monkish trick. A writer in the Evening
Orders : The first centurion, Quintus Cornelius, to bring him to
the place of execution, forbids all Persons, rich or poor, to prevent Post, T. D. Bacon, of New Haven, give twelve,
the execution of Jesus. The witnesses who hav signed ·the execu- some of which are included in the foregoing. The
tion against Jesus are: 1. Daniel Robani, Pharisee; 2. John Zoro·
babel; s. Raphael Robani; 4. Capet. Jesus to be taken out of others are: Pilate's title was not "intendant," but
Jorusalem through the gate of Tournea.
procurator; the Romans did not reckon time by
The sentence is engraved on a plate of brass in the Hebrew numbering the days of the month; a Roman official
language, and on its sides are the following words : " A sim- document would be unlikely to refer to Jerusalem as
ilar plate has been sent to each tribe." It was discovered in
the year 1280, in the city of Aquill (Aquilla?), in the king- "the most holy city;" neither would it be dated by
dom of Naples, by a search made for the discovery of the pontificate of the Jewish high priests; neither
Roman aptiquit.ies, and remained there until it was found would Jesus be named in it as the "Christ," this
by the commissaries of art in the French army of Italy. Up being not his name, but the Greek translation of. a
to the time of the campaign in southern Italy it. was pre- Jewish title, afterward applied to him ; it is unlikely
served in the sacristy of the Carthusians, near Naples, where
it was kept in a box of ebony. Since then the relic has been that the sentence would specify that he should be
kept in the chapel of Caserta. The Carthusians obtained it cruc?ied " between two robbers;" it would either hav
by their petitions that the plate might be kept by them, . specified the names of the two other criminals, or
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more probably hav left the matter of the arrangement of the different crosses to the discretion of the
exem1tioner ; that Jesus should call himself the son
of God was no crime before the Roman law; the
names of the witnesses do not agree with the method
of naming men at that time and place; in the New
Testament a man is named either as the son of such
and such a man, e.g., James, the son of Alphreus, or
as coming from such a. place, e. g., Judas Iscariot
(the man of Kerioth), or Saul of. Tarsus, or by some
characteristic, physical or otherwise, as James the
Less, John the Baptist, or Jesus the Christ; the
epithet "Pharisee" has no place in an official signature any more than the epithet Republican, or
Democrat, or Episcopalian, or Calvinist would hav at
the present time; it is stated that the inscription is
in Hebrew; this language was not current in Pales.
tine at the time of Christ, but was as "entirely super.
seded by Aramaic as Latin has bean by Italian in
Italy; the inscription states that a similar plate has
been sent to each tribe, but at that time the old tribal
divisions had been entirely lost, and whatever remnant
had been preserved of the ten tribes had been entirely
merged into the tribe of Judah, so that in the New
Testament they are all known as " Jews."
The rest of the stuff could easily be made up from
the gospels, and the names given invented. In fact,
in the apocryphal gospel of Nicodemus, the alleged
trial is expanded and embellished with much more
ingenuity than is shown by the author of this. And
the fact that the reasons correspo,nd so closely with
the indictment of Jesus by the mob, shows that this
indictment was copied from that. Even if the brass
plate could be traced back to 1280, who can tell that
a Carthusian monk did not make the engraving and
pretend that it was brought from Jerusalem by
Frederick ? Certain it is that the errors of the
document prove conclusivly that it is a forgery, made
by some ignorant churchman.
The atory of Christ's birth, life, and death has no
evidence corroborativ of the gospels, and as they are
anonymous, of unknown date, and internally contradictory, misleading, and erroneous, the value of their
evidence is exceedingly slight. It is as positiv as
that two and two make four that no woman ever
bore a son who had no father ; and it is equally
positiv that no one ever performed the miracles attributed to Jesus, and that the accounts of his life are
lies. Equally certain is it that no one knows when
he died, any more than it is known when he was
born. It is too late in the day to plant old brass
plates and dig them up as evidence. If this plate
exists at all, it is as clumsy a forgery as the Acta
Pilati which the Christians OJioe insisted were good
evidence. The interpolation in Josephus and the
reference to Jesus in the corrupted or forged Annals
of Tacitus are scientific compared with this bungling
attempt of some ambitious Carthusian monk.

Gaining Thanks.
How easy it is to misrepresent, to put it mildly,
is shown by the following from B. R. Tucker's
Liberty:
"After a skirmish with the election inspectors and a short
but decisiv struggle in the courts, Eugene Macdonald, Editor
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, has established a man's right to keep
his hand in his pocket. This will gain him the thanks of
loafers. If now he wishes to deserve the gratitude or' workers, let him expend a little of his surplus energy in establishing a man's right to keep his money in his pocket. I
fear, alas! that he looks upon this as a comparativly unimportant matter."
Mr. Tucker's driv0 at taxes is out of place. If
there had been no court supported by taxation, the
Anarchistic attempt of the election board to wrong a
voter would hav succeeded, as they were four to one.
Therefore, we say, hurrah for the taxes, and confound the Anarchists who don't want us to vote !
MR. L.A. LAMBERT, Catholic priest of Waterloo, and his
bishop both sailed for Rome a few days ago to hav their
quarrei out with the Vatican authorities as umpires. The
bishop says Lambert is heretical; Lambert says the bishop
doesn't know muck about Catholic theology anyway. But we
notice that the Catholic UniO'n and Times, Lambert's organ,
is very silent about the affair. Is Father Cronin also afraid
of a churching?
-------4~.------WHEN J.D. Shaw was lecturing in Goldthwaite, Tex., recently, effort was made to convert him. ~e was vfsited at
his hotel by a lawyer who endeavored to d1ssuade him from
so wicked a course as' that of opposing the Christian religion,
The lawyer labored under the temporary embarrassment of
being most gloriously drunk, but for which, says Mr. Shaw
he might hav done the Lord better·service than he did. As
it was the Liberal preacher still clings to his unbelief in
'
.
Christianity
and his faith in humamty.
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what are you thinking of, fighting with your pen for the
heads of two p~rties that completely ignore our cause and
attempting to slide into oblivion the very party that puts the
principal parts of our Nine Demands in their platform-total
BRATTLEBORO, VT., Nov. 12, 1888.
separation of church and state, the taxation of all religious
MR. EDITOR: Within find post-office money order to pay property, free non-sectarian schools? Liberals, what do you
:>r THB TRUTH BEEKER.
want? Is not James Langdon Curtis good enough for us?
Accept my sincere and hearty congratulations on the vic- I was formerly a RP.publican, but am now a straight Ameri.ory won by you at the polls. Good I It was honor enough
can, and all the Liberals here that I know are the same.
br orie day. Three cheers and a tiger.
A. L. FRISBIE.
FoRMERLY A REPUBLIOAN.

fetters Jrotl( Jlriends.

TAOOMA, WAsH. TERR., Oct. 23, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: As vinegar is to the teeth, as smoke is to the
aye, so is superstition to the mind of a true man or woman.
You are doing a splendid work, and it is the bounden duty
>f all Liberals to support you as far as they are able.
You will find inclosed $1, for which please send "Men,
!Vomen, and Gods," by Helen H. Gardener, to the young
.ady of my acquaintance named below, and oblige,
Yours In-Fidelity,
R. J. WILSON.
CENTRALIA, ILL., Nov. 11, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: After reading "The Editor Trying to Vote,"
and the comments o( the press thereon, I feel as if every
Freethinker should thank you for vindicating our rights. I
am glad you felt it your duty and right to follow up the case,
and bring the registration board to an understanding of their
duty. The axiom of, "Vigilance is the price of liberty," is
&s true now as ever. Your action in that matter has done
more good for the rights of 'man than all the sermons
F. D. REXFORD.
preached last Sunday in New York.
MINNESOTA LAKE, MINN., Oct. 28, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Will some kind reverend gentleman answ'er
.nil the following questions, either through these columns or
d.rectly to me :
1. Has everything that has a beginning, also an end?
2. Where is the s<:lul of the unborn child?
3. Who is to blame for the wicked (Prov. xvi, 4)?
4. Who directs the steps of the drunkard (Prov. xvi, 9)?
5. Why does God punish the just (Prov. xvii, 26)?
tt How large were those seven loaves of bread (St. Matt.
:v, 86-38)?
7. Did Adam work while in the garden uf Eden (Gen. ii,
Yours respectfully,
A. B. FRIRDMANN.
?
IRWIN, lA., Nov. 1, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I hav just finished reading " The Time-Lock
>f Our Ancestors," as copied in your paper from Belford's
Jfagazine. I am delighted I I am in an ecstacy ot admiration I My very pen trembles from the pleasure this cunning
.it tie story has given me. Miss Gardener should hav a patentright on that invention of the time-lock. I mean a copyright, don't I? Yes; and if she c~n get up any more such
'combinations," I would like to see them. Now that I
think of it, I see that this article is only one chapter cut from
the middle of a life story. Can't you see it? Bless me I I
':lav an indistinct glimpse of the scope of the whole story
':rom beginning to end. Can't you coax her secret from her?
iet her to write it all out from first to last, and publish it
!lither as a serial or as a book, or in book form. I cannot
lffer much pecuniary encouragement myself, but I would
take a copy of any story she might write. Has she published
any work of fiction yet? If so, send it to me instantly,
!orthwith, at once, quick, and I will remit on receipt.
J. K. P. BAKER.
Yours, etc.,
VERSAILLES, Mo., Nov. 4, 288.
MR. EDITOR: Will you admit me with a few lines to the
Friends corner, as I feel lonely and somewhat despondent in
the great political smoke and religious fog of the present,
especially in this part of the country. But if the old maxim
be true, " The darkest hour is just before day,!' I think the
iawn will soon approach.
A few years ago I emigrated to the fair plains of the
West, encamping the first few nights in low, boggy swamps
of brush and timber, which became less dense until finally
emerged into high, open prairie. So I view the people of
my surroundings-they are gra:lually moving out from old
ow-down slavery to superstition to something better, and I
:Oope we may liv to see many reach the grand plain of lib!rty.
There are thousands camping in an organization called the
great Agricultural Wheel in this state, which was, I tell
them, suggested and started by those men that were executed
at Chicago, called Anarchists. Because they were not doing
their work in the name of God, Christianity hanged the
men, and now the sky.pilots are reaping a rich harvest of
the dupes who are passing back under their control in the
churches.
J. B. BowERS.
SAN FRANOisoo, Oct. 30, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I hav read a great deal of this and that about
fue benefits to accrue to us from the election of either Cleve.Jand or Harrison. Now, if any Liberal can point out where
the Nine Demands are to derive any benefit from the election
of either party he can sell his eyes to Alvin Clark for a
fabulous price, as he is contemplating the production of a
:~nore powerful lens than the one now at the Lick observatory.
Both parties are using their most persuasiv arguments to
obtain the Catholic vote. I think that Cleveland has toadied
to a certain extent, but still he did not travel as far to do it
as James G. Blaine did when he went to Rome to be present
at the pope's jubilee. Now, it has been charged, and the
charge not denied, that Jim Blaine, should Harrison succeed
in this contest, would be secretary of state-which he would
be in name, but president in fact, as all can see by going back
to the Conkling affair. Now, as I hav not heard one word
to the credit of the party that espouses our cause-that is,
the American party-my surprise is stupendoue. Liberals,

CoALING, Au., Oct. 28, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I want to get the cooperation of the Liberals South for a series of lectures as soon as possible.
There are a great many Infidels that would gladly contribute
to such a course, but we are scattered. I am willing to help
if it will only come in any Southern state, whether it comes
near enough for me to attend or not. The questions need
agitating so as to set people thinking. There will tken soon
be a host of us. All honest, thinking people are willing to
investigate any theory that pertains to the general good. I
think the lectures ought to be in the principal towns, as that
would be more likely to reach the most intelligent of the
masses. It is probable that many Eastern, Northern, and
Western friends would help. The reason I make a special
request for the South, and especially Alabama, is that Freethought is unknown here. I am reading several leading
newspapers and hav never seen any reference to any of the
doings of Liberals. That treat it all with silent contempt.
I want all the Liberals South to speak out and let us come
to an understanding. Will some man that is capable of organizing take up this idea and see what can be done? If a
few in Chattanooga, Birmingham, Tuscaloosa, Meridian, and
New Orleans will act in concert, we can accomplish great
things.
Yours truly,
H. J. WARD.
GARRETTSVILLE, 0., Nov. 1, 1888.
TO WHOM IT MAY OONOERN,
A nightingale that all day long
Had cheered the village with his song,
Nor yet at eve his note suspended,
Nor yet when eventide was ended,
Began to feel, as well he might,
The keen demands of appetite;
When, looking eagerly around,
He spied far off upon the ground,
A something shining in the dark,
And knew the glow-worm by his spark;
So, stooping down from hawthorn top,
He thought to put him in his crop.
The worm, aware of his intent,
Haranged him thus, right eloquent :
"Did you admire my lamp," quoth he,
" As much as I your minstrelsy,
You would abhor to do me wrong
As much as I to spoil your song;
For •twas the self-same power divine,
Made you to sing and me to shine ;
That you with music, I with li~ht,
Might beautify and cheer the mght."
The songster heard his short oration,
And warbling out his approbation,
Released him, as my story tells,
And found a supper somewhere else.
Hence jarring sectaries may learn
Their real interest to discern ;
That brother should not war with brother,
And worry and devour each other ;
But sing and shine by sweet consent
Till life's poor transient night is spent;
Respecting in each other's case
The gifts of nature and of grace.
MR. EDITOR: The above is a lesson I learned when a schoolgirl, and I recommend its perusal to some of our Liberal
friends who are setting bad examples for Christians. I do
want to say we are highly pleased with your editorials, as
well as THE TRUTH BEEKER generally. MRs. A. W. LAKE.
CoviNGTON, IND., Nov. 2, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a subscriber of THE TE'1TH
BEEKER all the way from Paris, Ill., up to the present, and
this is the first that I felt it a duty to .bother you. I was just
recovering from the free advertising of the illills bill and Mr.
Underwood's pamphlet that you gave us in a late number
of THE TRUTH BEEKER, when that two-column article over
the name, "A Republican Before the War," struck us. That
is too much for me. As to the Mills bill, we hav it, with or
without the whisky clause, and as to the pamphlet, we do not
need it at' au. Mr. Higgins.is here teaching us Hoosiers how
to vote, hence we hav no need of the pamphlet. You will
remember D-Ir. Higgins, as he was the good Christian who
had charge of and sat on the food while the "Lincoln dogs"
starved to death in Confederate prisons. And now we feel
just a little sore that Mr. Underwood did not come to Indiana and join Higgins, as they would hav been well met. .
"A Republican Before the War I" Oh, I know him; he
livs near me, on my right and on my left. How I like him l
he was loyal to the center; he it was that sacrificed so, so
much. Other people's sons by the score, even to his wife's
relations, he told to go. He it was that symp'athized in a
heartfelt way with soldiers' widows and orphans, and said,
"I will .allow you ten per cent and take the bond." Our
country issued bonds to run two years at ten per cent per
annum, $500 each, to be used to induce men to volunteer so
that the dog-fennel Democrat would not be drafted.
By the way, he is a Methodist, and oh; how he prayed for
the success of the work we were engaged in-and we were
successful! Now, Mr. Editor, what proof more do you
want of the efficacy of prayer? Oh, but we do love "Mr.
Republican Before the War." 'Tis he who gets his breath
hard and groans aloud when he reads in the local paper that
some poor broken.down comrade has been allowed $2 per
month pension.
lifQ'f
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sending THE TRUTH BEEKER to my addre9s, as I get all the
political slop necessary from the political·papers. If I am
overpayed up to date, whatever the amount, you will please
accept it for the good you hav done.
Respectfully yours,
SoHUYLER LA ToURETTE,
A Republican of the bloody shirt species.
MARTINSBURG, W.VA., Oct. 25,1888.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose you herewith my check on the National Bank of Martinsburg, W.Va., for $14, which you
will please credit as follows: To Hermann Bohda, for Girard
College Fund, to establish it as directed by Stephen Girard
in his will, $1; to Hermann Bohda, for the American Secular Union, $5; to Louis Wolfes, Sr., for propaganda purposes, $2; to Louis Wolfes, Sr., for subscription to Tm:
TRUTH BEEKER, $2 50 ; and also to the following named on
account of propaganda purposes: Jacob Whitson, propaganda, $1; Thos. Dratz, subscription, $1; Michael Courtney, propaganda, fifty cents; John Pickens, propaganda,
fifty cents; Geo. W. Bowers, propaganda, fifty cents. •
Now, Mr. Editor, I am through with the little business as
above stated, and desire to say a few words to some of our
able and Liberal writers, such, for instance, as Manly A.
Brigham, of Worcester, Mass. In his letter of September
15th, he conveys the impression that they are trying to get
religion into the Constitution of the United States. Should
they succeed, where would they stop? I, for one, believe
that sooner or later they will succeed; and it is well to ask,
Where will they stop? The great mass of American people
are too indifferent, and don't seem to care a straw for such
questions. I meet a great many who say that it is all right
to put God in the Constitution, and others, even Liberals,
say there is no danger. I wish that every Liberal man an:l
woman would sound the alarm that there is danger for our
liberty in such movements as to put God in the Constitution,
and not be deluded with the idea that their liberties cannot
through carelessness and indifference be taken from them by
religious fanatics and bigots.
Lours W OLFES, SR.
MEMORIAM.
PRINOETON, Mo., Nov. 7, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: The subject of this sketch, Thomas W.Lemmax, was born in Pittsburgh; Pa., May 22, 1826. His parents,
James and Elizabeth Lemmax, were born in Ireland, immigrating to this ·country while young, and were married at
Pittsburgh.
To these were born ten children, of whom only three are
now living, the parents having died some time since.
.
Thomas W. Lemmax was married to Dorinda Osborne, of
Noble county, Ohio, March 8, 1848. To this union seven
children were given, four of whom, with the mother, still
survive.
In the y~ar 1851 the deceased went to California to try his
fortune in the great Eldorado of the West, being six months
at sea in going, and returned to his home in Ohio in the year
1853.
In 1868 he moved with his family to Mercer county,
Missouri, near Princeton, where he resided until his death,
caused by heart disease, which occurred Oct. 28, 1888. Deceased was once a member of the Methodist Episcopal church,
but for the last twenty-five years was very skeptical upon the
various ideas taught by the different religious denominations,
renouncing all allegiance with any, but still confessing faith
in God and heaven, and was perfectly resigned to death, and
expressed great joy when he found that his dissolution· was
at hand.
He having previously arranged all business matters, his
burial also, he requested me to write his obituary.
He expressed gratitude and thankfulness to family and
friends for all their kindnes9 in administering to his wants
during his illness, and rejoiced in the fact that death would
relieve him of all suffering.
At the request of the deceased no regular funeral services
were held, only singing and prayer.
His remains were interred at Goshen cemetery, the funeral
being very largely attended, he having many relative and
friends. All mingled their sympathy with the bereaved
family.
His bereaved daughter,
MARY LEMMAX,
IN

DJ NOT DISPARAGE EAOH OTHER.
CoLUMBus, KAN., Oct. 30, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: A short time ago I saw in THE TRUTH
BEEKER a long letter from Mr. Gunther, of California, saying, to begin with, that most of what Father Hacker wrote was
not true, and not " worth knowing," or words to that import. At the same time he thought a history of himself was
worth knowing, and told us how he began to work for very
small wages in England, and by economy and good management is now owner of more than his share of this world's
goods. Heretics, as well as orthodox, are not all free from
the disposition to undervalue the man who has devoted his
life to truth and humanity, and is, therefore, poor in material .
things. I get my '!!hare of disparaging titlEis and epithets
wherever I go, and often from pretended reformers und advoct~tes of Universal Mental Liberty. A few years ago the
founder of "the only Liberal [?] town in the United States"
called me many hard na:mes which, practically, applied far
more to himself than to me. In this way hav I been misr!!presented in this region for eighteen years past, while I hav
defended unpopular truth. My test of a man or woman who
makes pretensions of Freethought is, Is he or she dominated
by truth and humanity? If so, I can cooperate with them,
although their ways and means, methods and manner, may
differ from mine.
The truth is that nature's work is boundless and endless,
and she has an innumerable variety of human organisms to
do her work ; and, from a scientific view, the work of my
organism may be as important in the grand march and de
velopment qf evolution as yours, or yours, or yours, sir. "All ua.ture«s difference makes all nature's peace." Let
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every personality a_nd every individua_lity be sacredly re.
spe_cted and ~ppreCiated, and allowed Its free and natural
actiOn-:-functiOns, work, and manifestation, limited by the
same nght of all other indivi~uals. My individuality against
all other persons, or corporatiOns, or so-called gov~rnments,
that tend or seek to destroy, suppress, or absorb It. How
that _e;reat somebody, tha~ judge in PhUadelphia, disparaged
~nd I~nor?d the pe~so~ahty of th~ honest Russian by denymg him h1s naturalizatiOn papers, because he was an Infidel!
~ hav no words to express my moral indignation toward such
Infernal, and unmanly, unconstitutional acts. Both church
and stat~, as they play more and more into each other's
~ands, disparag~ more ~nd more individualities and opin1?ns that are _agamst their sc~eme~ and combined machinatiOna to depnve us of what little liberty we hav. Let every
man and woman who has any aspirations to liberty and selfhood, repel a_nd ?ppose in ev~:ry possible way this disparagem?fl.t of and mfnngement upon their personal rights. Down
with God-and-pope~and-king power, and up with the power
of truth and humamty.
To him (nature) no high, no low, no great, no small:
He fills, he bounds, connects, and equals all.
PRoF. J. H. CooK.
DEs MoiNEs, lA., Nov. 1, 1888.
MR. EDIToR : As it has been some time since I have written anything for THE TRUTH BEEKER, I feel impelled by the
events transpiring in this great country of ours to pen a few
lines to the readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER. The American
Secular Congress is first in my mind, and I will say that I am
highly gratified at the grand success of the Congress, and
hope that Liberalism will finally win, and that the Nine
De':"~nds will_ be embodied in the platforms of the leading
political parties of this nation. If the first amendment of
the Constitution of the United States was a fact in the government of the United States, then there would be no need,
or, at least, not so much need of the Nine Demands. The
supreme law of the land is just as it should be, but the
orthodox people, some of them, try to pervert the law for
the benefit of the clergy and churches.
Our Liberal friend Hoover, of Pittsburgh, in his minority
report of the Congress, seems to be a little bilious, but I
guess he has worked it off and remains a good Liberal. And
some of our lecturers are sparring at one another some but
I think they are all imbued with the religion of huma~ity.
When I come to think of it, I hav a kindly feeling toward
all Liberal people, however much they may differ with me in
modes of propagating and advocating Liberalism.
I see by the report that I am appointed to the executiv
committee or' Missouri, and in the report you hav got my
name G. R. Beck. My name is G. G. Beck. Please make
the correction, as it bores me to get communications
addressed G. R. instead of G. G. There is one more subject
I wish to call attention to, f>nd that is to lecturers and publishers of Freethought papers and magazines who send sample copies. First, I wish to thank all for favors of that kind,
and state that if I was rich enough I would subscribe for all
the Freethought literature I could hear of, but my financial
condition is such that I" caun't do it, you kriow." And to
the lecturers I will state in TBE TRUTH BEEKER, so they will
all know it, that there are so few of us that pay, that the
best we can do here is to furnish the hall for lectures, which
costs $5 a lecture, and I will make a home while here for all
at my house. Therefore all lecturers will govern themselvs
accordingly.
G. G. BEOK.

Mr. Armstrong, etc. This is a very Liberal settlement, and
Christianity is away below par. At Montesano I found
an organized club of Freethinkers, with A. J. Lamb as president, C. C. Tunicliffe and wife as wheel-horses, W. Wedekin, and many more. activ workers. I gave here seven
lectures, in Columbian Hall, with a full house every night.
Thus hav Reynolds and myself paved the way for other
lecturers to follow us. If this Western coast is well worked
the next ten years, the victory will be ours, for Christianity
has but little hold with the people. I lectured in churches
most of the time, and so will it yet be everywhere-the
churches will be turned into lecture halls and academies of
learning, and humanity will be taught, not. to look for heaven over there, but to build a heavenly home here and now.
On this coast everywhere our flag is mailed to the mast-head
and truth is the watchword, while superstition is on its last
legs.
PROF. D. C. SEYMOUR.

I Ireland cannot be denied.

W A.oo, TEx., Nov. 1 • 1888 ·
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of Nov. 3, 1888, I read a
paper by Mr. John Prescott Guild that seems to call for some
contradiction. Certainly " the Gods must go "-the anthropomorphic Gods must go. But it is none the less true that
"science has given us a new, a greater God." That new, or
rather that oldest of all the Gods, is that one that was, from
the most remote antiquity, understood and believed in by our
Aryan forefathers, as said Burnouf. Ii is the" great cosmic
unity," of which everything that is is only a part or a manifestation. He is not the "end of a circle," as are the other
"Gods"-he is the circle· itself. He is nature itself, he is
everything that is. Each · being, if it be " matter" or
" spirit," .man, beast, plant, or mineral, is to him exactly that
which an electric spark is to all the electricity. The great
trouble and misunderstanding in such discussions comes from
the sense or signification applied to the word" God." As a
distinct, or rather, anthropomorphic, individuality God is not,
but as the whole or infinit or universal being God cannot be
denied, and science has not only discovered him, but is. every
day extendiLg more and more our· knowledge of him and of
his or its" holy" trinity, as said Burnouf, after our Aryan
forefathers, i. e., substance, movement, and law, of which
Christianity anthropomorph~m has made the father, son, and
Holy Ghost. As said Renan, " The scientific progress of
humanity cannot destroy religion, but will develop and
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Taxation was the one thing which
took the crops from Ireland to England, where the moneylenders lived and controled the government. No, it was not
land robbery, but tax robbery-the same that has enslaved
·every pe~ple on earth; the same that between 1797 and 1837
dragged from the poor laborers of this country simply for
the expense of a free government the nice little sum of
$895,471,714 69, according to the report of the secretary of
the treasury.
Again, Brother Hacker says the working classes of .all the
nations of Europe are in consequence of land robbery brought
to living on the brink of starvation, while the robbers are
rolling in idleness and dissipation on the fruits of the workers' labor, and the same terrible curse is increasing in this
country every day. This is not true. I assert that only by
taxation can the people be robbed of their land or home, and
challenge any person to dispute it. Get these miserable cobwebs of the money-lender out of your brain, Brother Hacker:
They hav been there quite too long, and you hav no more
time to waste helping them to befog others. Let us work for
the liberty that our fathers fought for, and a government to
protect-it.
Again, Brother Hacker says: "I hav a list of over twenty
millions of acres that our own robber government has sold to
foreigners who hav agents here establishing the same system
of robbery and oppression that has pauperized Ireland, Italy,
and other nations of the Old World." All wrong, all wrong.
It is the policy of the money-lenders of the world'to enslave
every people on e~~orth. There is one, and only one, way to
do it-it is by controling every government and causing it to
become their tool; to refuse to issue any money; to license
as many banks as are asked for, and then tax the people, 80
as to compel them to borrow bankers' debts to pay taxes
with. This is slavery, the only slavery that ever existed
anywhere, and the only way possible to cause slavery, pov·
crime, an d misery to exist. It is the purpose
erty, war, VICe,
d
1
of theses ave-owners to estroy, lock up, put out of the way,
and deprive the people of everything on earth which in anyway
givs liberty or makes them independent of their owners. For
this purpose the greenbacks were destroyed. For this purpose the people hav always been told that the government
could not make money. For this purpose were banks
created, and to compel the people to borrow bankers' debts
d
as money taxes were Ievie upon any and all things, particularly the land and improvements. And no other purpose
can be found. And for this purpose hav five hundred millions in taxes been robbed from the people and locked up in
expensiv treasury vaults and in bankers' vaults-that by
more stringent want the people may be compelled to borrow
bankers' debts to pay taxes with.
Again, in speaking of the peach harvest in Delaware,
Brother Hacker says, "The paper stated there were not less
than ten thousand of those Italian tramps on the peninsula,"
and "thisjs the beautiful fruit produced by that upas-tree,
land robbery"-which is the same mistake again. It is not
land robbery, but taxation. It has for years been stated that

increase it.'' It is only superstition that must be destroyed,
The actually standing religi.ons and " Gods" are only " imperfect symbols," as said Renan. These symbols are the
result as well as the measure of the imperfect intellectual
development of humanity. The intellectual progress of man
must of course reject these symbols, but that very intellectual progre8s, instead of bringing to man the bare and ignorant negation of the truth so grossly represented by the old
symbols-that intellectual progress of humanity shall bring
man closer to the perception and admiration of truth itselfof" the great cosmic unity," and of its trinity, "substance,
movement, and law." Science and art shall be the rational
basisof the "religion of the: future," for religion is worship, there are in the aggregate over thirty billioll8 of debts resting
upon the laborers of this country, and about four hundred
·and worship is admiration, and the more science progresses billions upon the laborers of all civilized countries. This is
the more human admiration for the" great cosmic unity," as about four thousan d d ollars upon each person, or more, upon
well as for the universal" substance, movement, and law." which interest is expected. A man who has four or five
I know, Mr. Editor, the ignorant and vulgar cannot under- children has twenty. five or thirty thousand dollars of debt
stand this, but your intellectual readers will. I hav no doubt upon which he is mortgaged to pay interest-which is out of
PERIOLES.
of it.
the question. And there should be no question as to why
marriage is a failure, if for no other reason.
These plain facts are far better reasons why Italians and
DETROIT, Nov. 4, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I bav read carefully and with sympathetic Chinese, as well as tramps from all other countries, swarm
interest the letters of R. Gunther, to which our venerable to any country where the money-lenders' papers advise them
Oct. 30, 1888.
Brother Hacker replies in the last TRUTH BEEKER, and while they can do better than where they are. The press of this
MR. EDITOR : Since writing you last from this sunset land, I feel altogether on the side of Brother Hacker, I must say country are continually used to advertise good times in
where old Sol makes his bed in the old Pacific, I hav made that Mr. Gunther told much truth in saying that the labor of places all over the land, and most of the railroad travel cona two-months lecturing tour along the coast of western Brother Hacker had been a waste of time. But I do not sists of people who hav sacrificed some of their goods or run
Washington territory, giving fifty-three lectures-six in hesitate to giv Brother Hacker full credit for ready, honest in debt to go somewhere in search of doing better. Nearly
Astoria, Ore., five in llwaco, Wash. Terr., six in Oysterville, labor in the cause of his fellow-men, while Mr. Gunther does all foreign and domestic or interstate commerce is as much a
two in Bay Center, four in South Bend, four in Willipa, one not even claim that he ever has cared for anyone but self. robbery as Brother Hacker claims that land robbery is. The
in North Cove, seven in Montesano, four in Elma, three in Brother Hacker has boldly fought and labored for the good productions of land and labor are trundled and transported
Cosmopolis, five in Aberdeen, six in Hoquiam. In three of of others, regardless of self, and if he had known what to do back and forth from place to place to be exchanged-mostly
these places ex-Rev. C. B. Reynolds had been before me, better, he would hav done it. So I hope that he will accept a pretense-for the self-same kind or similar productions
and like a cyclone had cut the center all out of the churches. ·a few words of cotrection in the kindness in which they are brought back from some other place or country, to enhance
the cost and compel the cons11mer to pay an enhanced price,
The Christians look upon Reynolds as a "holy terror;" and given.
the truth is, he cuts a wide swath. I look upon Brother
Mr. Hacker, like Mr. Gunther, has always believed that and all people to be taxed with interest upon the values
Reynolds as a very brainy man, and of very fertil imagina- the Constitution of this government guarantees to every stolen Gr robbed from both ends of the line.
Again, Brother Hacker says: "The time is not far distant
tion, with wonderful talent as an actor, and as a born genius person the rights to life and liberty that were therein claimed
of a high order, who should never be allowed to rust out for as the birthright of every person born. He has believed that when land robbery will demand and receive as much attenwant of calls by our Freethinkers. Brother Reynolds can this government was different from those of other countries- tion as colored slavery did before the war." Not so. The
do a mighty work, and will, for he has many years of wear th!lt as they were called monarchies they were tyrannical and Prohibition party is the one that undoubtedly will take conin him yet. At Astoria I met Wm. Chonce and wife, noble, slavish; that this government, being called republican, is trol of the Republican party, just as the Whig and Free Soil
lifelong Liberals, of splendid hospitality. At llwaco, I met therefore free. Yet he believed that abuses and wrongs had party were married to the Abolition party, and if they are as
Isaac Wheeldon, J. Alexander, W. W. Ward and wife, Fred grown up here in spite of a free government, just as millions destructiv of human life and supposed .liberty as the RepubColbert, and many others that are an honor to the Liberal hav believed and accepted as true the fallacy that slavery lican party has been for twenty years past, Brother Hacker
cause. I had crowded houses and the best of attention. could and did exist in this country for nearly a century under will be glad that he has a good berth in that warm place that
At Oysterville I staid a week, speaking in the Methodist a free government and a Constitution that guaranteed the our orthodox friends hav assigned us to. Before that time
Episcopal church every evening to full houses. Oysterville rights that were claimed in the Declaration and for which comes Brother Hacker should look right down into the fact
is on a long peninsula between Shoal W.ater bay and the Pa- our ancestors fought and died. On the contrary, while that this is not a free country. That is all bosh. The
cific ocean. About all the occupation here is digging for there was evidently no intention in the minds of those who colored people were never slaves any more· than they are
clams and oyster farming, which is very remunerativ, and were the majority in the convention ·that framed the Con- still. They were in penal servitude for being black and
easy labor. Oysters are about $1.25 p:er bushel, shells and stitution to make this country free, there is no sort of resem- ignorant. The colored people South are to-day in precisely
all. They are shipped to Portland and Ban Francisco in blance between the Constitution and the Declaration of the same condition that they were before the war. The
gunny sacks, etc. The first friend I found here was a copy Independence. The government has never for one hour evening News, of this city, has for two weeks past had six or
of THE TRUTH BEEKER in the hotel where I stopped. Mr. hesitated to take from the people their live3 and liberties eight correspondents down in the South reporting the condiMathews, the landlord, is a true-blue Liberal, and never puts and destroy thejr happiness, nor has it ever acknowledged tion of the colored people, and they all report that the
colored people never offer to vote and are in every political
his light under a half-bushel. The next place was Bay or recognized the least shadow of any of those rights.
Center, where it was said the whole town were preachers;
Brother Hacker in last week's TRUTH SEEKER says of the respect just as they were before the war. One white man
but I held forth in the school-house, which was crowded great Irish famin of 1847, after describing the conditions, said to the reporter: " Do you see that colored man? He
full, and no exceptions were taken to my line of thought, al- that that famin and all those deaths were the beautiful fruit was once a United St.ates Senator, but now if I was to tell
though " God's servants" were all around. At South Bend 1 of that land robbery which Mr. Gunther advocates, and him to black: my boots he would do it without a word and
and Willapa I had the pleasure of meeting hosts of Liberals : thinks the facts not worth knowing. This is not true. The thank me if I gave him a nickel to pay for it." We must all
that sustained me well, among whom I remember C. H. 1 simple statement that if there were no taxation by the Eng- learn that we are truly slaves to taxation if we ever hope tQ
Yours for liberty,
J. H. WooD.
;!l'~st!'lr, J, W. Bayes, the Drissler brothers, A. L. Stratton, lish government there never could haT been any real want in be free.

•
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~hildrtn's ~orntr.
Jldited by MISs SusAN . H. WIXoN, Fall
Ri'Dt11', Ma88., to uihom all Oommunica«ons {qr
this Qqrn(ff' should 06 BtJnt.

"Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginnipg to lower,
Oomes a panse in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren•s Honr."

Found.
A TALE OF AN OLD TllANKSGIVING DAY.

•

Come, Teddy and May and Goldie,
And gather a.ronnd JtiY knee,
And I'll tell yon a little story
Just as •twas told to me
When I was a bright-eyed lassie,
In the time of long ago, ·
One night when the wind was moaning
And the ground was white with snow:
'Twas to be a grand Thanksgiving
For the harvest stored away
SafelY in barn and cellarA time to feast and praY.
· Alike in the cot and mansion
Wail a hurrying here and there,
And the scent of the browning turkey
Filled, like incense, all the air.
Dear little Puritan Rnthie
Looked on in a glad surprise,
With her small hands quaintly folded,
And her blue eyes grave and Wise;
And a host of eager questions
Flitting from brain to tongue,
To puzzle the busy workers
Their savory tasks amongI
Until her mother lost patience :
"Ruth, 'tis Thanksgiving day,''
She said, " and we all are busyDo thee go out and play.
" I will call thee when I want thee ;"
Then quietly little Ruth
Tripped out of the noisy kitohen,
Though she'd rather not, in truth,
But without the sun shone warmly,
And the air was crisp and clear,
It seemed to Ruth Tlaanksgiving
Was the gem of all the year.
The last of the trees' bright garments
Hung fluttering gold and brown,
As. the wee maid wandered idly
The forest pathways down;
A-humming in baby fashion
A snatch of some quaint old air;
And laughing to hear a oqnirrel
Chatter at her from his lair.
Still letting her careless footsteps
Just where they were minded stray,
She wandered on in the brightness
Of that glad Thanksgiving day.
The dinner at last was readyThe haste and bustle was o'er,
And the mother, flushed with toiling,
Swung open the cottage door- ·
Calling : "Come, child, now I want th.ee !
I want thee, Ruth I Does thee hear 11
And her face grew white that moment,
With a. sudden, dreadful fear.
Where was she, her little daughter?
The forest was deep and wide;
"Ruth ! Ruth !" but only the echo
Of her trembling voice replied.
She turned back into the cottage" The child-she is lost !'' she said;
And then, to arouse the neighbors,
Down the woodland trail she sped.
The dinner was left nntasted
And the search went bravely on,
Till the pale stars shone in heaven
And the daylight all had gone.
"Hav yon tidings of the lost one 7"
'Twas a heartsick mother's cry
T.o one and another searcher;
" None yet," was the low reply.
" But there soon must be-be trustful !"
And all through the darksome night
The torches flamed and flickered
Under the stars' pale light.
At last in the east a glimmer
Told of a day begun;
And the seattered band of hunters
Heard-was it the signal~~:un 7
Found, in a sheltered corner,
In a hollow snug and deep,
All rosy, unharmed, and peaceful,
The llhild lay fast asleep,
Found, but the joyous clamor
Of a sudden died in air,
For the golden head was nestling
On a great black, shaggy bear.
He growled at the waving torch-lights,
Rnth•s blue eyes opened wide;
" I'm glad ;y;on•ve come to find mel knew yon would !" she cried.
She glanced at the leveled musketsHalf a dozen all around;
And forth, with aery of terror,
She sp1·ang at a single bound.
... Don't shoot the dog," she pleaded,
Her wee hands clasping tight;
" He has kept me warm and safely
All through this cold, dark night."
" So be it!" cried ·her father,
As he clasped her in his arm;
" Not a single hair of his shaggy coat
Thron~~:h ns shall come to h11.rm I"
Then home went the glad procession,
Through the morning, growing fair,
To the cottage in the forest,
To the mother waiting there.

Now, Goldie and Ma:r and Tedd:r,
All gathered around my knee,
I hav told yon the little stor:r
Just as •twas told to me
When I was a bright-eyed lassieAnd the tale iB true as trothBy the little Puritan maiden,
My own great-grandma, Ruth.
-Youth's C'om1)an1en.

Vegetable Poetry.
Potatoes came from far Virginia;
Parsley was sent ns from Sardinia;
French beans low-growing on the earth,
'T'o distantlndia trace their birth.
But scarlet runners, gray and tall,
That climb upon your garden wall,
A cheerful sight to all around,
In South America were found.
The onion traveled here from Spain;
The leek from Switzerland we gain;
Garlic from Sicily obtain;
Spinach in Syria grows.
Two hundred years ago or more
Brazil the artichoke sent o'er,
~And southern Europe's seacoast shore
Beet.root on ns bestows.
When good Queen Bess was reigning here
Peas came from Holland and were dear,
The south of Europe lays its claim
To beans, but some from Egypt came.
The radishes, both thin and stout,
Nativs of Ohina are, no doubt.
But turnips,.carrots, and sea. kale,
With celery, so crisp and pale,
Are products of our own fair land.
And cabbages, a goodly tribe,
Which abler pens might well describe,
Are also ours, I understand.
-Enoll8h PaJl6r,

Thanksgiving Day.
Little Katy Moran sent,,a letter to the editor
of the Corner, inquiring the meaning of
Thanksgiving.
To begin, Thanksgiving is a certain kind
of religious festival that comes around in
this country once a year, on the last Thurs.
day in the month of November. Under otller
names it has been known and commemorated
many centuries in otller countries. The pa.
gans had their seasons of festivity, festiv
days wherein laughter and good cheer prevailed. These occasions were recognized
after the harvest time of the year, when the
fruits and grains had been gatllered, and the
people were comfortably lixed for the winter; and also in the early spring-time, when
the little rootlets began to stir in the ground
and the buds to swell on tree and shrub.
It was a sweet and beautiful tribute to
Motller Nature to observe these evidences of
her care and bounty, although she would
move on just the same whether she was
noticed or not.
Religious people engrafted their solemn
ideas upon the customs of the pagans, and
made their festiv days religious holidays.
Three hundred years ago, in Holland, the
authorities of Leyden appointed a " thanksgiving day" on account of the deliverance
of that city from a long siege. It was a
great day. The Puritans, who came to this
country, and settled first in Plymouth, Mass.,
came from Holland, having been driven from
England to that country. Of course they
plowed and planted, and worked hard to
make tile new ground productiv.
After the first harves t, remembering the
old Thanksgiving in Holland, and also recalling the mention of the feasts of the Hebrews
as related in the Bible, they, too, made a
Thanksgiving day. The young men went
out in the forests, and along the shores of
Massachusetts bay, hunting for wild fowl for
the dinners on that day. Governor Bradford
himself sent four men hunting for his special
dinner. They had samples of the vegetables
that had been grown, and a dessert of pumpkin and mince pies. No doubt they had as
royal a dinner on that day as was possible to
hav, and they rejoiced and had a good time
generally. This was in 1621. Their efforts
had been greatly blessed, and they thanked
the Lord for it, little thinking that had they
been idle they might hav starved to death for
all the Lord would care.
Two years afterward there came a dry
time along in July. Not a drop of rain fell
on the parched earth for many a day. The
crops were in danger of spoiling. Then the
governor appointed a "fast day." The people met together and prayed for rain. While
they were praying the rain began to fall, and
the ignorant Pilgrims thou~ht this a special
answer to their prayer. Bo, the next Thanksgiving day appointed by the ~overnor was
observed, by his direction, with prayer and
preaching. It grew into an annual custom.
The ~overnor of the New England eolonies,and
of the states, after the eolonies became state1,
issued a Thanks~iving proclamation annually,
copies of which would be read from the pul.
pit, recommendin~r the day as Olli of '' thankiJ..
iiVini, praise, and prayer."

The euetom has been kept ever eince, Dur.
ing the Revolutionary war Thanksgiving became a national holiday, but after peace was
declared there were no more national thanksgiving!! until Washington appointed one to
celebrate the adoption of the C0nstitution of
the United States. These days were appointed by Congress occasionally to celebrate
some notable event, as the close of the war
of 1814-15.
During the last war in this country President Lincoln appointed a national thanks.
giving day in 1863, and again in 1864. Every
year since then such appointments hav been
·made by the different presidents of the United
States, and the custom is now fully recognized as a national one.
'l'here is no religious meaning to the day.
There should be none. It is a holiday, a day
when work ceases, when boys and girls,
grown men and women, with their families
go home to the paternal mansion, and meet
once more around the dear old fireside made
precious by many sweet and tender recollec.
tions. If too far from the old home, the day
is celebrated in the new home. Turkeys
suffer on that day, for the turkey is recognized as the special object of a Thanksgiving
diruler. Rosy cheeks grow redder still, and
bright eyes sparkle, as the big, bouncing bird,
brown and handsome, is brought to the dinner table. Little chihiren are full of glee, and
happiness prevails. We all know what it is,
and, ah, some know too well what pathos
there is in the vacant chair, and sometimes
more than one, on Thanksgiving day. On
that day the unbidden tear will start, the lips
will tremble, and the heart ache with a great
pain throbbing through it, remembering otller
days when the smiling faces of dear ones bent
cloee and near-dear ones whom we miss and
mourn on this day and on every day.
Nothing that we can do can bring them
back again as they were. But in their names
we can bless some who hav no home, no dinner, or at best a scanty one, on this day of
days, and from the grateful hearts of such
may rise some rays that will bring light and
joy to stricken hearts and lonely homes.
Thanksgiving day is one of the best holi.
days. Divested of the religion that has
warped it, it is ·a sweet and gracious occasion, and in every home, where it is possible,
May health be borne on fa.v•ring gales,
And bl?nnty crown the board.
S.H.W.

Louisa May Alcott.
In the recent death of Louisa May Alcott
our country has lost one of its best-known
writers. The young folks will greatly miss
her, for her writings are known to almost
every child in America. Her " Little Women"
is one of the best works ever written for children, and it will stand as a monument to her
memory long after the monuments of marble
and bronze erected to her memory hav crumbled in the dust.
GEo. J. REMSBURG.

Man Overboard.

was never seen more by any living ma:t. It
occurred instantly and was over in a second.
It was seen, and the cry raised, "Man overboard." Sailors must act promptly at all
times. In less time than I can write about it
life-buoys were thrown over, the ship hove
to, and a boat was overboard manned by de.
termined men, resolute to rescue a shipmate
if possible. The effort was vain; the boat
returned, was hoisted again with difficulty,
and we proceeded on our course, one man
less.

A Cannibal's Honse in Nelv Gninea.
There are two large posts in front, eighty·
feet high, on which rests the large peaked
shade, around which there hangs a g~;aceful
fringe of young sago leaf. The front is about
thirty feet wide, and the whole length of the
house is one hundred and sixty feet, tapering
gradually down to the back, where it is small.
Our compartment is about twenty feet high
and ten feet broad. The front is a common
platform floored with the outer skin of the
sago palm, and kept beautifully clean. The
whole is divided into courts, witll divisions of
cocC>anut leaves, nine feet high, on which
hang various figures not at all good-looking.
From the top of the cocoanut leaves hang
graceful curtains of the young frond of the
sago palm. Standing on the platform in front
and looking down the whole length along the
passage or hall, with the various divisions
and their curtains, it has a wonderful effect.
In each of the courts are numerous skulls of
men, women, and children, crocodiles and
bears, also many breasts of the cassowary.
All are carved and many painted. The
human skulls are of those who hav been
killed and eaten. The daintiest dish here is
man, and it is considered that only fools refuse and despise it. In the last court there
are the same kinds of ornaments, and then a
screen with curiously formed things of wood
and nativ cloth hanging on it; also, sibis
(their only clothing), belts, small bags, and
otller things belonging to those murdered,
which hav been presented to the gods.

Correspondence.
BALLSTON SPA, N. Y., Nov. 11, E.M. 288.
DEAR Miss WixoN: The following is a list
of subscribers to the· Casey dime fund :
Miss B. H. Wixon. F!Joll River, Mass ............ u (0
John L.Moore, Qutncy,III .............. ~ ..... 1 oo
Mar:v E. Moore,
"
" .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2i
L. Garlick,
Ballston Spa, N.Y....... 50
Willi~.m Thorpe,
"
"
"
5"J
A. J. Freeman,
"
25
Mrs. Harriet Thorpe,
"
"
10
Wm J Thorpe,
"
"
"
10
John F. Thorpe,
"
1q
S'l.tie E Thorpe,
"
10
Hattie J. Thorpe,
"
10
J stmes R. Tuorpe,
"
"
10
l\i[al"y A. Thorpe,
"
"
'' . . . . . . . 10
F. Latus, Oreaniery, M. T.. ... .. .. . .. .... . . ... . 10
A. Latus,
"
" .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 10
K Latus,
"
·• .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 10
v. L,.tus,
::
:; ........ :. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10
B. Latus,
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 10
R. Latus,
"
" .................. m.. 10
A. :Rrflwer, Ithaca, N. Y.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . 10
J. R. Furlong, Arkansas Oity, Kan............ 10
Total, ...................... $5.00
I desire to thank those who hav contributed to the Cttsey dime fund for the purchase of another cow, but I am very sorry to
see so few of the readers of the noble old
TRUTH SEEKER hav responded to the call of
charity. Hoping they will come in a little
·faster this month, I am,
Yours, for humanity and truth,
·
MISS SA TIE THORPE.
[The editor of the Corner is sorry, too, that
the dimes do not flow in faster. Five dollars
cannot go far toward buying a good cow.
Let all try to help a little, and by Christmas
time we may hav the satisfaction of knowing
that the Caseys are rejoicing in good, sweet
milk and nice butter from their own cow.
The Caseys are worthy and industrious, but
now they are aged, and fortune has not been
kind to them, and hence in their old age
they find themselvs unblessed by this world's
goods to any extent. All should try to help
worthy Liberals.-ED. C. C.]

One day, wind fresh and abeam, the ship
staggering along under topgallant sails, the
cry was heard, " Man overboard." Those
only who hav been at sea know what this
means. It has been written up many times,
but no writing can express just what the cry
and the fact convey. You stand on deck and
watch the ship cutting and sheering through
the boisterous waves. You smoke your pipe
of peace and thank your lucky stars that yoa
are not on shore, exposed to dangers from
horse-cars, policemen, fire engins, and the
like, but safe on board a good ship with a
strong breeze and a clear sea. But look;, if
you please, beyond the lee bulwarks, and
picture, if you can,. the small chance a man
would hav if tossed into the churning mass
of fierce waves. They seem to leap up and
grasp out for a victim. '£hey would seize
you, if they could, .and toss and buffet you
about, twist every joint and limb until it
ached, and dash their mad foam across your
face until no more free air could fill the poor
gasping lungs, no more free action could be
A.ll in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
had from the tired linlbs, and the wave.fiends
12mo, aoOpp,, $1.50.
would dash over you and engulf you in their
Apples
of Gold. And Other Stories
mad triumph. Every sailor knows all this,
for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 383pp,, $1.25.
whenever he goes aloft, or pursues his calling
in any part of the ship, and so he is care- Stot·y Hour. An Ex:ceptionally Handsome and Interesting Book, Wit-ho.ut Snpersti.
ful and alert, and tries for eafety all the
tion, for Children and Youth. The Only Freetime, but when the running ship, towering
thinkers' Children'S Btory.Book ever issued.
on the crest of a lofty wave, dashes suddenly
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
onward and down, burying her head booms
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers ; 4 to, 224pp., boards, $1.
in the boiling sea, and teara them out again
with a terrible strain, as was the case on this These books are particularly suitable for
oeca&ion, no living thing can hold on, and so
HOLIDAY GIFTS.
our poor shipmate was dashed into the sea,
Address THE '.rRUTH BEEKER CO.,
was 1truek and pasi!ed ovsr lty tlte ship, and
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

Miss Wixon's Works.
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J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco, Cal.
Dr. J. L. York, Ban Jose, Cal.
Estate of S. C. Blake, 503 Kearny st., San
Francisco.
Richardson Br~s., 213 Grant ave., San Fran
cisco.
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CANADA.

.

W. B. Cooke, 1701-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, W elland, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont.
Knowles, Cor. George and Granville st., Halifax, N. S.
COLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
!!LORIDA.

Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.
IDAHO.
A. Erwin, Murray.
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Post-office News Co., 103 Adams st., Chicago.
E. A. l:ltevens, 241 Washington Boulevard,
Ohicago.
G. E. Wilson, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chicai!;O.
J. W. Howe, 56 S. Halstead st., Chicago.
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T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.

L. K. Wasltburn's lVorks.

Biblo Tomporanco:

Sunday and the Sabbath. " A law

LI(llTOR DRINKING

The False Teaching of the Chris·
tian Church. " The Thirty-nine

regula.tinl{ human conduct on the Sa.bba.th is
a.n impertmence." Price, 10 cents.

Articles of the Christian church a.re thirtyOommended, Defended, and Enjoined
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.
by the Bible,
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

BY E. C. WALKER.
This is a. companion book to Bemsburg'l "Bible
Morals."· 48 pages; price 10 cents.
·
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 LafaYette Place, New York.

of a. ininister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one against the Colorado
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
·.Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
Price, 5 cents.
Do You Love Jesus~ Price, 5 cents.
Is· Liberalism :M.orall Price, 5 cents.
&AKYA BUDDHA.
Temperance
and the Bible. 5 cents.
A Versified, Annotated N'arrativ of his Life and
. The Brute God of the Old Testament.
Teachings.
Price, 15 cents.
With Citations from Buddha's " Path of ·The Public Schools and the Catholic
Virtue."
Church. Price, 5 cents.
BY E. D. BOOT.

I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this

A SPLENDID WORK.
work.-Prof. J. M. Peetilell.
The book ha.s been introduced into Buddhist Mr. Charles Eokha.rd,treasurer of the American
schools in Ceylon. The "Banner of Light,"
Secular Union, has published
'' Beligio-Philosophical Journal," a.nd many Spirit·
ua.list papers a.nd lecturers ha.v spoken highly of
LOUISIANA.
AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans. the book.
Extra. Cloth, 175 pp,, $1.
in a. more a.ttractiv form than a.nY in which they
MAINE.
ha.v \)revionsly appeared. At the head of an enAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
gra.vtng on heavy pJ.a.te paper. 24x19 inches, are
Mills).
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
MAiilSACHUSBTTS.
WASHINGTON, a.nd PAINE, the Fl!!lli.Qrs of our
MIRACLES
Rell!lblio. At the sides a.re FRANKLIN and
Colby & Rich, ·9 Bosworth st., Boston.
JOHN
ADAMS, and between these two a.re
.urn
Joseph Marsh, Northampton.
printed the Nine Demands of the American Seen-.
Johnson Bro's 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
la.r
Union
in conspicuous type. At tbe foot are
MIRACLE WORKERS. LAFAYETTE,
GIRARD, a.nd . INGERSOLL,
MICHIGAN.
making
eight
likenesses in all. Inscribed beBy JOHN PECK.
A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
neath eacl:i portrait is some radical sentiment
8. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
quoted from the author :pictured over it. In the
." The miraculous is the impossible. Anything space between the portraJ.ts and around them are
Chas. Bach, 138 B. Division St., Grand Rapids. within
the realm of the possible is no miracle."
arabesques of vines a.nd flowers in profusion, a.nd
Swan & Co.. 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.
the Panel iDolosing the Nine Demands is surHerman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit.
mounted on each comer by Mr. Eckhard's design
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
the :dag above the cross. The whole makes a.n
of
MISSOURI.
·Address T~E TRUTH SEEKER CO.
exceedingly
handsome work for framing. The
Phillip: Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
artistic part i.8 equal to the best, and the portraits
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
a.s
true
to
nature as the "Q.hotogra.phs from
are
THE
which they were transferred. The design will be
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St: Louis.
sent
postpaid
by
mail for $1 bY
NEBRASKA.
MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
Eaton & Smith, 1234 0 st.; Lincoln.
Ill! Lafayette Place, N~>w York.
NEW YORK.
A OOMPENDIU:¥ OF UNIVERSAL
Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
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A. CARD TO MY F·RIENDS.

I desire to estal>lish myself as Your Jeweler. I
can do so if I can convince you that it 1s to Your
interest financ1ally, not otherwise. I am aware
tbat it is no object for you to patronize me unless
I can do better by you-sell you as good or better
goods-than your home jeweler, at lower price e.
Can I do it? Yes. How? Permit me to c,xplain:
My establishment is phenomenal. No other store
m the world, in any Clty ten times the size of
Rochelle, has the standing, repu ta.tion, a.nd does
tbe a.monnt of business, in my line, that mine
dofS. No stock outside of few la.rg_est cities
embraces the quantily of elegant .l!'me Gold
·watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Silver, Optical and
Fancy Goods as mine. I buy the beat-Watches
from Sf' to $300, Diamond Jewelry from $10 to $1,000,
etc. Merchants who compete with me llv only in
largest cities, but which of necessity, implies large
expenditures and large profits. If you patronize
them, this you mnst pa.y. If .yon buy a Watch or
Diamond of them, they will a.nd must charge yon
a. profit of 20 to 50 per cent. If yon will orqer of
me, I will and can sell you the same quahty of
goods a.t 5 to 10 per cent profit. And if you bny of
a small dealer in a.ny other small town,__he a.lio
must charge you 30 to 50 percent. Wby 1 neoanse
his sales, aggregating at most $10,000 per annum~.
will not cover exPenses at 10 per cent. To liv ana
come out ahead he is compelled to charge you a.n
average of 30 per cent.
But my sales now approximate $50,000 per year.
Therefore I can cut down profits-dlvide them
with you-and yet realize a. larger surplus at the
end of the yeat· than my competitors:
$50,000 me~chand1se sold at 10 per cent. profit
equals $5,000 gain; $10,000 merchandise sold at 30
per cent pl'Ofit tqua.ls ~3,000 ga.m; showing a profit
of $2,000 on the goods sold a.t 10 per cent over and
above those sold a.t 30 per cent. On Broadway,
New York, or on State s'reet, ChlCago, Jewelers
pay from $15,000 jo $20,000 rent. I pay $810 and
other expenses in \)roportlOD. Therefore, having
been established 1n Rochelle thirty-one years,
having a.lw~ys paid " a hundred cents on the
dolta.r," being an infallible Judge of every article I
buy, a.nd buying goods in large quantities. all
jobbers, importers, and manufacturers are as anx.
lOUS to sell me their wares a.t Bottom Pr1ce, as to
any one in existence. And therefore, buying low
and selling more goods than any other dealer in
any c\ty ten times the size of Rochelle, I can a:ad
will send you anr thing you ma.y need in my line
(prepaid per ma.i or express, and onsh back if not
satisfactory} at 10 to ao per cent lower than a.ny
other house. Order from any cA-talog_ and giv me
a chance to establish myself as Your Jeweler.
OTTO WETTSTEIN. Rochelle, lll.

HOW TO

Strengthen· the Memory,
OB,
NATURAL AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
The New Haven Palla!Uum says : "The chapter
on 'How to Learn a. New Language' is of remarkable interest."
The Boston Post says : "This book a.ctna.lly
shows us how to keep our memories in good working condition and repair them when out of order."
Sctence (high authority} safS: "We hav tried tbe
methods of association a.dVlsed in this book on
several persons, and found them most excellent."
Price by mail $1.

Parturition Without Pain.
BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D.
Goaev•s Laav•s Booi: says: "We giv onr cordial
approbation to this work. The information it
contains is most im_portant, and, we a.re fnlly convinced, reliable." Price by mail, $1.

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOCY

ON TI-IE WORD GOD.

AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN
Oa.refully revised edition, with 111 1llnstra.tions.
The most perfect book for men a.nd women ever
published. 50,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. IllnB·
tra.ted catalog free.

OUR LORD and SA.VIOR JESUS CHRIST.

In Their Sanitary: and Physiolo~noal Relations,
a.nd in Their Bearing on the Producing
of Children of Finer Health a.nd
Greater Ability.
BY M. L. HoLBBoox, M.D.
The SctentttiO .Amertoan says : " Books on this
subject are usually written by cranks, but this is
radically different ; It is scientific, sober, olean,
and worthy of oonso1entious consideration by every possible parent, and particularly by the
young." $1.
Address THE·TBUTH SEEXEB Oo!l
28 Lafayette Place, ~ew York.

By T. E. LONGSHORE.
An explanation of the meaning of the manY
titles of the Galilean teacher. " Lord " should be
"Rabbi." The words" Jesus Christ" mean" Saving Wisdom."
Excellent for Missionary Work.
Paper, limo, So., 80 cents per doz., $2 per 100.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE

Bi~lo of Naturo,
OR,

TliB

Principles of· Secularism.

A. D. Willis, Wanganui.

Marriage and Parentage.

New Edition, Revised and ED.J.arared.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. GARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.
~

Traite Supplied at Spedal Discuunts.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engra.vinJlS of Misi Gardener are for sale
· a.i this office. Pnce, 40o.; with antona.ph, 110 cu.

Religious Problems.

A OONTRIBUTION to the RELIGION
of the FUTURE.

BY L. K. WASHBURN.·
"Let the Christian be held· to fa.•·ts, a.nd obliged
to tell the truth, and his lips would be dnmb.
BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
A POCKET CYCLOPEDIA,
There never was snch a. place as the Garden of
Eden;
never such a.n individual as the devil.
An
thor
of
"The
Secret
of
the
East,
or
the
Origin
OONTAINING
There is no such place as hell. Tbere never was a.
of the Christian Religion a.nd the Signiftcanoe
Tables, Rules, Practical Hints, and Historical
Christ
and
no atonement made, for there was no
of its Rise &Ild Decline," "Physical Edu1
B'retohes, for Farmers, Mechanics, Machinists,
cation, or the Hea.lth-La.ws of Na.t.
Bea.ntifnlly Illustrated Covers. Paper, 12m.o, 226 necess1ty of a.ny being made. If there wa.s no
Merchants, Housekeepers, a.nd the PubJio·Genersuch
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as
faith, Christianity could not make
nr2z•' "Household Remedies,"" The
pp,, ill cents; Boards, 50 cents.
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of
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furnish the proof of their statements, there would
and the Cure of Intemperlhmerous Maps, lllustrations, and Diagrams
Aroadi.§n simplioitr. a.nd general delightfulness.- be no preaching."
ance," etc., etc.
[N. Y Evenin~ Mail.
Illu ,!,rating some of the more Important ComparPrice 10 cents; 76 cents per dozen.
A story of life on islands of coral, fruit-trees,
Felix L. Oawa.ld is a. well-known and 'rigoron1
a.tiv Statistics of the World.
writer on scientific and social snbleots.-[Oin. and cockatoos, where all the nativ men a.re
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
Mora Infol'ma.tiou for Less Money than has Oom. Gazette.
Apollos a.nd the women dreams of bea.uty.-[N. Y.
ever been offe,·ed.
Times.
11kno,
IMOpp.,
$1.
Oloth,
Life on the Iala.nds of Koro-kama. a.nd LannaONLY TWENTY-FIVE CENTS
gola.-" Summer isles of Eden lying in dim purple
F.:>r $50 worth of "Cold Facts" boi!l'd down in a.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB 00.
i!pheres of sea. "-surrounded by beckoning palmNutshell. · Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
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Jacksonville's Thanksgiving.
"Giv thanks unto God," yet no inftnit power
Gave aid unto us in our suppliant hour;
No help to our need like a benison came,
Till strong hands reached forth in humanity·s
Dame.
"Giv thanks unl;o God," yet no infinit pitY"
Gave heed to the prayers of our fever-scourged
city.
These lips of petition no praises can frame,
Save those rendered now to humanity's name.
" Giv thanks unto God," "omniscient ever,"
Yet life's noblest workers met death by the fever;
Yet this terrible blight shall history blame,
As we blame it now, in humanity's name.
"Giv thanks unto God" for our fruitless beseeching,
Por prayers reaching upward yet God never
· reaching,
While suns and while stars kept their courses the
same,
We waited, then asked in humanity's name.
The cry of our need like a bugle went thrilling,
And valunteers, volunteers, loyal and willing,
Strong-armored with courage, unshrinking they
came
•
To battle with death in humanity's name.
To the hands of our poor stretched northwa.rd
imploring
The gifts of the generous-hearted came pouringThe heart of the nation, with pity aflame,
Gave forth of its wealth in hnmanity•s name.
Nay l Heaven is deaf to all praises or pleading,
And nature's great destiny moves on unheediv g.
Brave hearts and true service from Jacksonville
claim
'Thanksgiving to-day in humanity's name.
Por death glorified by brave human endeavor, ·
For life's noble servic~ thanksgiving f >rever;
Ye martyrs and heroes of Jaeksonville's fame
Th~nksgiving to-day in humanity's name.
MARY A. WoBBWICK.

Dark Lines in that Volume Called
the Sun.
FirstWallaston beheld the sun's dark lines,
Frannhoffer mapped them, giving each a name ;
Kirchhoff explained their meanings to our minds,
And thus the three are handed down to fame.
Eight lines Frannhoffer found surpassing clear,
He gave them the eight alphabetic signs,
And some of them as double lines appear
And all are only few of many lines.
Lines A and B and C in red are seen,
D orange; E in yellow, F in green,
And F and G inclose the azure blue,
And H, the last, is in the violet hue.
The solar spectrum, crowded with dark lines,
Proves metals in their vapor forms appear
In sun's hot envelope, 'neath whose veil shines ·
The hotter mass rapt in this photosphere.
We know not if the deeper mass be gas,
For heated gases through cool strata throw
The dark-lined spectrum like a liquid mass,
Within a vapor that impedes its glow.

•

lllanY dark lines unto the iron belong,
They crowd the spectrum from its F to C;
Angstrom observed them half a thousand strongThere gathered round the F, the B, the E.
But plainest of the d \rk lines is the D i
It tells of sodium within the sun"l'i.s double viewed by high intensity,
And •twixt the two is se•n a finer one.
Lines of magnesium, aluminum,
Of iron, copper, zinc, and calcium,
Of nickel, manganese, litanium;
Of cobalt, hydrogen, and chromium
Are found as perfect in the solar light
As we behold them in comparing beam;
Ere from the solar limb the lines are bright,
As with an eclipsed background they may gleam.
Twas Young of Hanover and Langley saw
The reversed spectrum of the eclipsed sun,
To further prove the universal law
That all sidflreal elements are one.
Upon the sun with Vulcan craters pouring
Their heated hydrogenic flames on high,
We find the swiftness of these currents soaring
In that far-distant cromospheric sky.
A blast is ronring out, •tis coming nearer,
Our F is dipping deeper in the blue :
Behold the dark line waver l What is clearer
To prove the sympathy between the twot
Why does our F line vary from its station 1
Do wavercome swifter? yea, this must be true.
The coming torrents press in close relation,
The hydro.~renic green upon its blue.
As when a whistling train is rolling nearer,
Her note is pitching to a higher key,
With quicker beah that to the ear are clearer,
Thus moves the F line that the eye can see.
Her waves are shorter, swifter she is nearing
The flame of h:rdrogen like to the train;
Her notes to higher amplitudes are veering,
Her tune becomes a shriller, pitched refrain.
We move the slit that lets the light ray enter,
Our teleospectroscope obeys our will;
Her tube is pointing toward the sun disc's center,
Behold. behold; the hydrogen seems still.
Our.F line, steady now, shifts not its station,
Swings not from normal now to left or right;
The cloud has reached its highest elevatiOn,
And from its summit now casts steady light.
We.move the slit again, the F is veering
Deeper in green away from violet's end.
Now the great clouds are falling, skies are clearing,
As toward the nucleus the storms descend.

a month for twenty years on it over your
A Christian Opinion.
Prom the .Cltrtstian BeQtster.
enemy's name.
Do not seek to be revenged upon a fellowThe Bible of Nature; or, The Principles
of Secularism. A Contribution to the Religion worshiper by kicking his beaver in front of
of the Future. By Felix L. Oswald. New you all the way up the aisle, and to keep
We move our tube and gaze on cyclolileB whirling
York: The Truth Seeker· Co.-Under the fellow-members out of temptation do not
Their grand Bierric tongues of flame on high ;
At the sun's limb we see these whirlpools cnrlin.~r
heads of" Physical Maxims," "Mental Max- place your own silk hat in the· aisle where it
Their wreathing domes upon the solar sky.
ims," "Moral Maxims," and "Objectiv Max- may be kicked.
Avoid practiCal jokea. If your pew hap.
ims," Professor Oswald has much to say that
The dawning edge that fascinates our gazing
May light our F line till an azure green
is extremely sound and good. The arrange- pens to be near the gas-nut, do not turn off
Betrays an eclipsed towering gas flame blazing,
ment under each head is nearly uniform. We the gas, no matter how facetious you may be.
While the continuous ~pectrnm is unseen.
Worshipers in the gallery should taboo
hav, fii:st, "The Lessons of Instinct;" then,
Bnt look I the F line shows her pitch ascending,
" Rewards of Conformity" to these lessons ; dropping be!lds or marbles on the heads of
Nearer the violet clouds are drawing near;
then, "Perversion;" next, "Penalties of old gentlemen without hair.
High in the solar skies their courses tending,
In singing, do not blow on the head of the
Neglect;" last, "Redemption," under which
In currents wendin.~r through the cromosphere.
head we hav advice as to what should be person who sits in front of J;ou. It may
The line betrays them not in their descending,
done for the enforCement of the laws of expose him to pneumonia.
But as they backward turn from overhead,
It is not proper to put pool-checks, butThe mass retreating longer waves is sending,
nature. The spirit of the book is much at
And F is veering backward toward the red.
·
variance with the doctrin of. nature in John ' tons, or p:>ker-chips in the plate.
Do not leave your umbrella in the vestibule
Stuart Mill's· "Three Essays on Religion,"
E•en to the stars in their great orbits wending,
We find a variance in the lines they throw.,· and with some recent theories of Frances on rainy Sundays .. It is not well that any
Detect from this the courses of their tending,
. Power Cobbe and Dr. Hedge. But Professor person, however upright and pious he may
How swiftly toward us or away they go.
'Oswald does· not confine himself to infra- be, should be subjected to undue temptation.
Vast is the field of study oped before us,
Be composed if you hear a fire.engin going
human nature as the model of virtue. He finds
Vast as the broad infinity of space;
it also in the uncivilized and especially in the by the church door. Walk out quietly and
Wide as the circled concave arching o'er us,
More tban can e'en be dreamed of by our race.
unchristianized man. One is inclined to ask without excitement. Under no circumstances
The million lights we see through ether speaking him, seeing that once there was nothing but rush down the aisle yelling fire.
Tell of the countless orbs from which they shine; nature, and nature is so thoroughly sound and
VAN RxNSALLAER Dx PUYBTER Mo.
Their language index can be found by seeking,
good : Whence came the various badness of
An endless volume written in each sign.
IN THE SELECTION OF
. the world? Whence the Bible, if Emerson
These facts inspire us unto cultivation,
was grossly mistaken when he sang:
Till the ears catch a wider sweep of soundOut from the heart of nature rolled ·
Till the mind reaches higher contemplation,
.For Pastor, Parent, Teacher, Child or
The burdens of the Bible old?
. And the eyes view a broader space around.
Friend, both elegance and usefulness will be found
combined in a copy of Webster's Unabridged.
But Professor Oswald is nothing if not Anti-·
CHABLESlE. BollNToN, B.B~, M.D.
Ononaaaa H1li, N. Y.
christian. He never speaks of the Bible or
Jesus or Christianity without contempt. Jesus
is the" apostle of anti-naturalism," the "alcoChrist's Riches.
·hol-brewing Galilean," and so on. The faintBEE MATTHEW XVIIIt frl. ·
Ah, good Lord Christ, thou knowest we are poor.
est suggestion of Christianity has an effect
Why should our suffering so long endure
upon him like that of the traditional red rag
Besides many other valuable
contalllll
When thou canst make the fishes yield up coin 1
upon a bull, and he begins to ramp and roar
For did'st not thou St. Peter once c njc>in
of 118,000 Words, 3000 Engravings,
To render unto God things that are God's,
rhetorically in the most fearful manner. In
And so to Cresar, asking nary odds:
short; Professor Oswald is a Radical bigot of
Instructing him to hook a fish a• d find
locating and describing 25,000 Places,
the.most intense variety. One would hav to
Within his month a silver piece just coined 1
search far and wide for a Christian book
Here is a chance, dear, blessed Lord, for thou
of nearly 10,000 Noted Persons,
Thy ancient power to exercise just n()Wwritten in our time in a temper so bad and
A goodly chance, dear Jesus, where I stand,
violent1is his.
0
Here by the creek that skirts my piece of land,
found only 1n Webster,
Drawing out bullheads, minnows, and black bass.
Church Etiquet.
But no snch·miracle will come to pass.
3000 more Words and nearly 2000 more lllusProm the Eventno sun.
-ro poor folk never come such goodly gifts;
trations than any other American Dictionary.
Orily to Gods and Cmsars come such lifts;
, Sold by all Booksellers. Pamphlet free.
It is not proper to smoke Connecticut-made
It matters not how sore the need may beG.
A C. MERRIAM & CO., Pub'rs, Springfield, Ma...
cigars in th_!l vestibule of a church of any
At least I know such never came to me.
denomin~tion.
Bee what a month this bullhead has for pence,
No gentleman will interrupt a clergyman The " Uncle 'fom's Uabin" of the
Or that black bass now floundering by the fence I
Industrial Slavery of To-Day.
And yet rd search in vain for gold or dime
in the midst of hls discourse to ask for the
In either moutla for any length of time
text.
.
For aught that looks like cash-notary cent
While sleep is a perfectly proper exercise
Would from the trea•ury of heaven be lent
during sermon time, hard snoring is to be
. To help me in the pressure of each need,
By want inspired-warm clothes and grub for feed. avoided. It inakes the small boy laugh, and
What matters it to Jesus, then, my wantsthe mirth of children is obviously out of place
How. thin my coat is or how worn my pants,
during the service.
How low my wood-pile, or that this is fall,
Bl' Edward Bellamy,
A Christian gentleman will not assault the
The harbinger of winter, at whose call
·
Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
Zero will leap along in whirling hosts
choir-master until after the benediction.
Of searching snows and penetrating frosts?
Vital, inspiring, hopeful, convincing.-[Lilerary
The morning paper should be left at home, World.
All Christ now offers in his up-stairs place
This astonishin!, book, how it haunts one,
and never, under any circumstances, be taken
Is but a hashed-ul'l dish of mythiu grace;
like a grown-up • Alice in Wonderland l" The
to church to be read while the collection is mind follo!ls entranced.-[Boston GazeUe.
A panacea only seen when death
Steps in to stop the struggling pilgrim's breath.
It is a thought-breeding bookJ and all who are
being taken up.
free to receive new light w11l fin a in it satisfaction
When, •stead of placing him where saints abound,
Loud laughter at secret thoughts is not dec- and inspiration.-fNew York Tnbune.
Custom Will plant him six feet under ground,
The appeal is a ways made to a man's reason,
orous.
Where squirming lie, in never-ending swarms,
and to his noblest, sentiments: never to his sel·
It is not proper to trip up a vestryman who ti.shness.-[Boston Post.
Man's latest mates, earth's multiplying worms.
A glowing prophecy and a gospsl of peace,
No mausoleum, chancel, crypt, or grave,
is taking up the collection, however great where
the pleasures of this wbrld are free to all,
From earthly worms can man;s bacon save.
to cheer but not enslave.-[The Nation.
one's provocation.
Naught but cremation's dessicating blast,
A suggestion of a really practicable and feasi.
Do not glare at the stranger in your pew ble social state greatly in advance of the present.
When to the flames the b.feless form is cast.
who has made the mistake of reading from The romantio narrativ is rich in its forecast of
And so we grin. and bear as best we may
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler.
Life's weary burden, groping down the way,
your favorit hymn-book.
12mo, cloth, $1.50; paper, 500.
Certain of rest as we approach the end,
Conceal your contempt for the person who
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
When death steps in, as master and as friend.
puts il. meager dime in the collection-plate.
Le Boll, N. Y.
7-i.
Should the chur.ch be insufficiently heated,
put your handkerchief in your mouth. The
When You See.
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.
chattering teeth of a congregation is apt to
If you should chance to see
Preface
by R. G. INGERSOLL
razzle-dazzle the rector.
A parson, clever as clever can be,
For Her Daily Bread Is the st.ory of two young
Who tickles his flock with jest and riddle,
Do not dissent from your clergyman's
girls and a younger brother who were left parentAnd worships God with flute and fiddle,
views of things by snorting or indulging in a ass, with little money, fair education, and _much
The latest clerical fad is he.
courage, to make their way through the world by
stentorian "Bosh."
·
going to Chicago. The antnoris also the heroin.
And should yon chance to eee
If your change drops out of your overcoat The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a workThe man whose tine philanthropy
ing
girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
pocket, d,own through the register into the among
Assumes that every man's a brother,
bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
furnace, make an effort to keepyour mouth and disreputable hypocrits. It is just such a story
That he's a saint and you're another,
of
bum
an
life as we should expect Colonel IngerThe devil a saint at all is he.
closes. Your remarks would no doubt prove soll to be interested
in; and whatever he admires
But further; should ron see
interesting, but they might be sadly indec~ and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
of
the
rest
of
the
world
... Price 25 cents.
A priest grow plump on penury,
oro us.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
Gad zooks I don't take it for a miracle,
Do not draw funny pictures on the fly.
· Or deem his diet is atmosphericalleaves of your neighbor's prayer. book.
An anti poverty priest is he.
Never attend church in Boston without a
Or if yon chance to see
pair of spectacles.
The man that vows that Y.on and he
A RADICAL ROMANCE.
Hav equal title to ·an the eart:Ii
None of the McAllister four hundred insist
By
WILLIAM
McDONNELL,
By nature's warrant, the right of birth,
on standing during prayer time or on kneel- Author of "Exeter Hall," " Heathens of the
_Why, so hav the wolf and chimpanzee.
ing while singing hymns.
Heath," "Family Creeds,"" Beau.
In short, where'er yon see
Fall in with the rules of the church you
tiful Snow," etc., etc.
The real, ori2inal paten tee
attend, and if the minister does not see fit to
Of a new crusade, look out for gammon,
The story is used by the author to teach Free·
H1s creed is self, his God is mammon,
read the Commandments, do not demand a thought, to remove superstition from the minds
And all his preaching is tweedle-dee.
of those who would not read a polemical essay.
rebate on your pew-rent.
and to urge facts against the various churches,
-Quotea tn THE TRUTH BEhKEB,
Don't walk up the center aisle on your heel believing which their supporters will desert them
1
just because your shoes squeak. Let them The book is an argument as well as a novel, but
the serious predicaments of the hero are skilfully
The Retort Courteous.
squeak.
used to lure the reader along, and to induce him·
From the WorAmum's .4avocate.
to take the antidotA to tht>ological poisoning withLeave business behind you. Don't insist out
knowin!f it. Mr. McDonnell writes effectivly
When you're able to see
upon closing up a wheat deal with a business and convinctngly,-and alwavs braces his romances
That right and title to property
with
on one Bide and figures on the other.
acquaintance who has the pew behind you Tho~efacts
Comes from labor that creates,
who hav read hie previous workM need not
But not from profits and usury rates,
then and there. If a subscription card is left be advised to purohase this they will probably do
·
so at once.
Much less of a fool than yon are you'll be.
in your pew don't write a promis to pay $15
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 711 cents.
As when a whistling train from us departing,
By lengthenin.~r sound-waves drops the baser
strain;
Thus to the light recession is imparting
A less refrangenc!l, hke a deep refrain.

A CHOICE CIFT

A Dictionary
A Gazetteer of the World
A Biographical Dictionary
A Dictionary of Fiction .
All in One Book.

Looking Backwar~.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.

Reminiscences of aPreac~er.
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THE SAFEST CREED,

BY

Robert G. Ingersoll,

AND
TWBLVB 0THBB DIBOOUBSBS OF RBASON.
B1/ 0. B. FROTHINGHAM.
A. vigorous thinker &Iii eloquent a.s Theodore Pa.rkeR'-[New Bedford Standard.
DeeP thou~ht. thorough conviction, and great
ability .-[Phila.. Press.
Extra. cloth, l!lmo, 238pp., $1.
THE TBUTH BEEKER CO.

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT Tl-IE DEVIL,
AND

THE FORUM.

ARGUMENT

Ill'THB

TRIAL OF C. B. REY.NOLDS
II'OB

"B LAS PH EM Y,"
AT

MORRISTOWN,

NEW JERSEY.

Stenographically reported, and re'Dised by the author.
Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
·
cents, or $2 per dozen.

')THBB BIOGBAPHIOA.L SKETOHBS AND EssAYB.
BY CHARLES BBADLAUGH.
With Portrait a.nd'A.'ltobiogra.phy.
Charles Brs.dla.ugh has "A Few Words" to say
"Ab()ut the Devil." Mr. Bra.dls.ugh has a. right to
his "few words," and the devil will, we presume,
•t no very distant da.f. ha.v a. few words to say to
Mr. Brs.dla.ugh, and Will doubtless get the best of
the a.rgument.-[Chica.go Interior.
Extra. cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp., $1.!15.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB.

In this a.rgUDient Mr. Ingersoll a.ga.in shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
are in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we see him a.s the splendid champion of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
and justice. hatred of tyranny and chains, BYJllpa.thy for the oppressed, misguided. and enthralled, his
courage and candor, hav in this ArgUDient full scope of expression, and he makes grand use of the
opportunity. Such a. flood of light-of eloquence, !ega.! lea.rning,Jogic, pathos, poetry, and patriotIsm-is not often poured out in a. court of justice.
,
The manr_ca.lls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hs.v led to this publication,
a.s revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleading newspaper references.
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of a.n address to a. jury; statesmen and politicians a. clear exposition of Constitutiona.l rights a.nu powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
and women everywhere, a. Magna. Charts. of their rwts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.

ROME~

THE NEW GOD.

REASON

A Memoir of Christian and Extra-Christian Experience.
By NATHANmL RAMSAY WATEBS.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
and Catholicism, from the vs.nta.~e-ground of a.n
intimate pel'8ona.l expel'ieuce With the two svstems. It deail the most trenchant blows whioh
pure logic is oapa.ble of inflicting.-[Cri tical Re-

new.

~

Oloth, 12mo, St. 75.
Address ·rHE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEXEB CoMPANY.

TRY•SQUARE;
OB,

Essence of Heligion
-.:r L. FEUERB \.CH.

Translated from the German. Cloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 cts.
·
The truth-teller is ill-mannered. therefore immoral.-B'.l:tract.
Address THB TRUTH SBEKEB Co.

The Church of Practical Religion.

OR

Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.

DANCER AHE I!\ D.

The Antiquity of Christianity
By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."
Paper, 12mo, 61pp., cloth, 50 cents.
Con ta.ins testimonies of the early Christian Fathers and others, and cases of striking similarity
to Christianity in many ancient religions.
Bold a.t THE TRUTH BEEKER Office.

SOCIAL

WEALTH.

Tlu BolA Factura and JJJa:act Ratios in Its
Acquirement and Apportionment.
By J. K. INGALLS.

Price, Clotll,

•

•

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

Bl' A. • .I. GROYER.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

------------------~---------

NEW EDITION.

The Secret of the East,
OB1

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY

'I ISM

By DR. FREDERIC .R. MARVIN, Professor of
Physiologioa.l Medicin and Medical Jurisprudence in the New York Free
Medica.! College for Women.
Paper, 12mo, 68pp,, cloth, 50 cents.
His analysis of nervaus and mental phenomena.
is sharply scientific; his pathological theories are
ra.tlona.l, clear, and modern.-Me41cal Review.
His la.UjfUa.ge is strong and well chosen, his
style a.dmua.ble in its directness a.nd brilliancy,
his thought clear and lo~rica.l.-Ltberal Cll.rtsttan.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

MATERIALISM:
ITS HisTORY AND ITS INFLUBNOB UPON
SOOIBTY.
BY DB. LoUIS BUOIINEB• Author of "Force and
Matter," etc.
Translated from the German.
Paper, llilmo, 111 cents.
Address TH• TBUTH SBBXBB, 28 Lafayette Place.

FELIX L. OSWALD.

:Price, $1.00.
OPENING BPJJJJJJOH TO THJJJ JURY
in the .suit of the

Bankers' and Merchants' Telecraph Comp&nJ'
against the

Western Union Teleg'l"aph Company
So many ha.v asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH BEEXEB ha.s obtained a
supply and can mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

BOOKS ON MEDICAL A.N-D SOCIAL
SUBJECTS:
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COM-

illustrated. Oloth, 8.25-:-in English or German.
A new ohea.p edition a.t only 1.511.
SCIENCE IN STORY; otJ_ Sammy Tubbs, the
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the·~roublesome Monkey.
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, a.t Sl eaoh, or S5
per set; 01:' five volumes in one for $2.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
250 ps.gesL illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
volume or" Science in Story.") 50 cents.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready ReciPilB· A va.lua.ble reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
By Dr. Foote. 211 cents.
SANITARY-SCIENCE SERIES <Dime Pam·
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria.
m their Relation to Disea.se,"representin_gthe germ
theory, advocating persona.! and _public hygiene
and opposing vaccination; "Health in the Bunbea.m1" considerin.8' the blue-glass cure-of va.lue
to sicK and well. By mail, 10 cents each.
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law
of ·Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 836 p_a..Kes1 cloth
bound, $2' "Heredity!" by Loring__Mooay, 159
P.a.ges, clotb 1 75cents; ' The Law of Heredit;r," by
F. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The A.lphs.bet of th8
Huma.nTempera.mentst" with illustrations, by Dr.
E. B. Foote, 10 cents..t ' Generation before ReFenera.tion.'' by Dr. E. JS. Foote, Jr. 1 )0 cents; ' Re·
ports of Conventions and Parlor m.eetintrs during
!882," 10 oent.!!J "Third Annual Convention of the
lnstitute of .tt.ereditY,Mav 29,1888,''10 cents.
'""'""""
Tl'IE TRTTTH Rlillilll:lilR

1"HE Tll UTH SF.YKFR A.NNUA.L.
Ptice, S5 CAnts.

PHILA.DELPHU LffiERA..L LEAGUE 267
meets every Sunday in Industria.! Ha.ll, Broad a.ndl
Wood sts., a.t 2 :30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures a.ntil
·free discussions on religious &nd social questionl
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.'-'!'rntt
Beeker publications a.! waYS on hand a.t cheap ra.te1

BACON A.ND SHA.KSPERE.
Proof that Wm. Bha.kspere could not write.
The Bonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. IIENIIY
BUBB. Price, 25 cents. For sale a.t this office.

PAINE'S

A~E

OF REASON.

Tbe Greatest of all A.nti·Blbll
cal \Vorks.
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Bingle Copies, 25 cents. Six copies fQ.
$1.00.

THE CRISIS.
Bv Thom.as Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with tht
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Wa.shington wrote : "A few more suclt
flaming a.rgUDients •
will not leave num
bers at a. loss to decide on the Propriety of s. sepa.
ration."

Price,

..ao

cents.

~OJ:'

either of these works or any of Paine'
wntm~rs,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

JOLT AIHE' 8 ROMANCES.
OO'NTENTS:
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.- Za.dig,
or Fa.te.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Bs.bylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Ns.ture.-Microm~a.s.
The World a.s it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philoaopher.-Andres Des Touches
a.t Bia.m.-The Btud:y of Na.ture.-A. Oonversa.tio
With a. Chinese.-Pla.to's Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Plea.sure.-A.n Adventure in India..
Handsome 12mo, 448 pages, laid paper. With 6?
engravings. Price, cloth, beveled boards, S1.50jEB
per covers, Sl. Hn.lf calf or ha.lf morocco, ma.rD ed
edges, $4.00.
·
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
WORKS OF . O. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

----.

10o.

BffiLE FABRICATIONS REFUTEDl
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

150.

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 115 pages, 25o.

A. Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Paper, 12mo, 86 pages,
•
•
•
• llio.
A.ddresr THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2E La.fa.YeUe Pl., New York.

For sale at this office.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL'S

Was Jesus a.n Impostor' A debate between the
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. 190 pp., 25 cts. The' Mirror of Free
thought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism
Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 211
Two Revelations. II cts. Bible Horrors; or,
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound cts.
Real Blasphemy. II cts. Bible Makers. II cts
in cloth and lettered. Price,1.2b. CoNTENTS : Bible
Saints-Nos. 1~-.2, and 8. Each 5 cts. Mosel
Section I. Definition of Freethou_g_ht and its
Darwin. II cts. oocrs.tes1 Buddha., and Jesus
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it 5vs.cts.
Christianity a. Degraaing Reljgion. 11 cts
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section ID. Free- Fictitious
Gods. 5 cts. Natural Man. 5 cts.
thought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV. The Old Faith
the New. II cts. Bruno and
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth, Spinoza.. II cts. and
The Bible God and His Fa.vorita,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Bec- 5 cts. Miracle-Workers.
II cts. Health, Wealth.
tiol} V. Freethought Triumph in the Nine- and H~ppiness. 5 cts. The
Brain and the Soul.
teenth Century.
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. II cts. Desig_n and
Natural
Selection.
II
cts.
Man
and the Lower
Serularism; Destructiv and Oonstruc- Animals. II cts.
tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
Secularism; its Principles and its E.C., Lonlon, Eng.
Duties. Price, 75 cts.

Charles Watts's Works.

MON SENSE. BY Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand$1 oo. some
12mo volume of nearlY 11900 pages, fnlly Tracts.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28J.afayette Plaoe, New York.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITU

GIRARD'S WILL
Girard College Theology.

By PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.

,.A.ddress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

For the benefit of our read·
ers who preserve their papers
we offer a. new style of binder,
made for the purpose, and
with the heading of THE
TRUTH ~EXEB printed in
~11!~1!111!!!!!!
.ro.'d letters on the outside.
1\j
. rhis binder allows the openlUg of the papers perfectly fiat. It a.lso allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
.
Bent by mall, postp_a.id, for ~1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
tf
28 Ls.fa.yeUe Pl., New York.

BY REPORTER.
This is the history of a.n attempt to found a
AND
church· without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vita.! questions
of human concern. religious, pelitical, and otherAN EXPOSE
wise •. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just sufli- Of the perversion of St-ephen Girard's magnificent
bequest to Philadelphia. by the Christian
cient na.rra.tiv about it to interest the reader and
churches and Young Men's
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Christian Associato his mind.
tion.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.
By R1011. B. WEBTBBoox, D.D., LL.D.
Prwe $1.
Address THE TRUTH BKEKEB.

Ad vanoement ~ Soienoe ROMAN ISM,
Paper, 12m(), 105 pp,, 250.; cloth, 50c.
It is in many respects one of the most extraordinary utterances of our time.-N. Y •. Trt!June.

BINDER for THE TRUTR SEEKER

Chicago Secular Union meets every Bunda.
evening a.t 7:80 P.K., corner Ba.nga.mon street &Ill
Wa.shin~rton boulevard.
Lectures and deba.tea
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

The following tracts by Ohas.

Watts are published a.t the low price of FIVE
OENTB EACH: Defense of Secular Principles:
Is the Bible Reliable? The Christian Deity;
Mora.! Va.lue of the Bible; Freethought and
Modern Progress; Christis.njt_y, its Na.turea.nd
Influence on Civilization · Philosophy of Secularism; Science and Bible Anta._gonistic;
Christian Scheme of Rede]!l_ption. For all of
the above works address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

HISTORY
OJ' TIJ.

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMEN'J'
Of Europe.
Revised Edition-2 vola-Price, $8,
By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER. M.D .. LL.D
Addres11 THE TRUTH BEEKER

.JU.ST OUT.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM.

Tbe Present and the Future
Republic of Nortlt America.
BY A CAPITALIST.

A book advocating associate life a.s a. remedy for
poverty, vice, and crime. It deals with the {>resent
conditions of society in this country, pointing out
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
impossible that the people should be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy, the author thinks. is in communal life,
and he has drawn a. vivi9 pictu~e of. the future
Republic of North Am:enca, as 1t WI~ b!l when
society shall be or!lamzed on the ,PrlDCIPles of
Rational Communism. The book IS vigorously
and interestingly written.
Paper,~Oc.;

cloth, $1.

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

Christian Absurdities
BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

BING, BROTHERS, BING.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In Your meetings, to make them livelY and interesting. THB LIBERAL HYMN Boox contains songs
by the best poets. adapted to we11-known tunes.
It is hig!)ly recommPnded by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who ha.v examined ii. Price,
lil5 cen~s.
Address THE TRUTll B:uxu Oo.
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THE

Jlews of the 1Jftth.

ORDER OF CREATION.
A DISCUSSION BETWEEN

GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER,
LINTON, REVILLE.

RroH :New Yorkers hav bought a thirtythousand-acre tract in Canada for a game
preserve.

On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology.
CONTENTS:
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Hon.
THE Salvation Army War Ory is published
W. E. Gladstone.
.
..
II. The Interpreters of Genesis and the Inter' in sixteen languages, and twenty-four Cities'
praters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley.
m. Postscript
to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
throughout the world.
Mnller.
JoHN BRIGHT is critically ill.

I

LONDON
paupers.

has

IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial
By Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
.
V. Dawn of Creation. An Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. BY Prof. T. H.
Huxley.
VII. A Protest and a Plea. BY Mrs. E. Lynn Linton.
This is a new book and containR the latest discussion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
participants are a guarantee of its able character.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

100,000

ST. PAUL, Minn., has
erected nineteen Catholic
churches.
GEN. JoE VVHR&LER
has been converted to
Catholicism.

=---

THE $1,000,000 needed
for· the Catholic University has been pledged.

IT is proposed that the
presidential
term
be
made six years, reelection being forbidden.
Tm: anniversary of the
hanging of the Chicago
Anarchists was observed
in the principal cities of
the world.
MAYOR-ELROT GRANT,
of New York, has given
$1,000 toward the ereCtion of a Catholic seminary in that city.
Tm: Italian government is having a hard
time suppressing the
priests who are determined on its overthrow.

A DOCTRIN more convenient for the purposes of
tyrants and malefactors of •
every description than the
non-resistance teaching of
Christ it would be difficult
to invent.-.Ambe7·Zev.

THE Church of England
magnified in fulsome
phrase the kingly preroga=.THE Copley medal of
.tiv, which was constantly
employed to defend and
the Royal Society, the
THE ANGEL JAWETH BALAAM.
aggrandize her, and repromost coveted distinction
bated, much at her eaEe,
And the angel of the Lord said unto him, VVherefore bast thou smitten thine ass these three times? behold, I
that society can bestow,
the depravit.yof thoeewhom
went out to withstand thee, because thy way is perverse before me.-Num. xxii, 32.
has been awarded Prooppression, -from which she
was exempt, had goaded to
fessor Huxley.
rebellion. Her favor it
low
to
engage
in
such
business.
By
the
way,
what
theme
was
the
doctrin
of non-resistance. That
FAILURE of crops, mortgages, and commencare
yon
going
to
do?!'
Jack
:
"I
am
going
to
run
doctrin
she
taught
without
any qualification, and
ing blizzards are making Kansans miserable.
a drug store in a Prohibition town."
followed out to all its extreme consequences. Her
CATHOLIOISM i~growing in Scotland. By
WoMAN (to tramp): 11 Hav yon traveled far; you disciples were never weary of repeating that in no
magnificent gifts from the marquis of Bute
THANKSGIVING day, Freddy, is celebrated at the 1. look tired?" "All the way from the Catskill mount· conceivable case, not even if England were cursed
and others, new churches are rising in all end of November, because it is thought that those ains, !lla'am." Woman: "It must be pleasant up with a_king resembling Bnsirnl! or Phalaris,,who, ..
. who hav safely pulled through the wear and tear : there in warm weather." Tramp : "I found it in defiance of law, and without the pretense of
parts of that land.
of a political campaign may be in a truly grateful very pleasant, ma'am. Yon see, there are a great justice, should daily doom hundreds of innocent
ON the "Is Marriage a Failure?" question, mood.
I many women in the mountains during the sum- victims to torture and death, wo.nld all the estates
of the· realm be justified in withstanding ·his
it is reported from St. Louis that half the
Mns.-JAsoN: "Jehiel, was there ever any such mer, but except on Sundays men are scarce."
tyranny by physical force. Happily the principles
divorces in that city hav their source in pov- person as the fool· killer?" Mr. Jason: "What
WoMAN is the equal of man, but while cheerfully of human nature afford abundant security that
erty and its attendant evils.
idiotic questions you do ask ! How the dickens do recognizing this fact. we cannot help won'dering such theories will never be more than theories,I know? I never met him." Mrs. Jason: "Oh, why it is that, when a woman has shouted for half Macattlay's Htsto7'1J Qf Enalana.
SAMSMALLdeniesthatHarrisonwaselected, I know that."
an hour to her boy to come into the house and
MACAULAY is Liberal in the largest and boat
as some allege because reli'gi'ous but s ys
" I DoN'T saY marn·age I· a a fai"lure," aai'd Adam found herself powerless to make any
impression sense of the word. He demands that all citizens
'
•
a :
upon him, she usually winds up with, 11 If yon don't should
be equal before the law, that men of all
"We look for the time when a man will be candidly, as he sat down on a log just outside the come here this minute, young man, I'll send your
sects should be declared capable to fill all pubfic
elected because he is a Christian."
garden of Eden and looked hungrily
at the fruit father to you."
11
functions-that
Roman Catholics and Jews may,
on the other side of the· wan; but if I· had reT HERE is a continual movement westward mained single this wouldn't hav happened."
SoN· IN· LAW E!ILVEBSTINE:" Mister Schaumburg, as well as Lutherans, Anglieans, and Calvinists,
in I'arliament. He refutes Mr. Gladstone and
of nativ New Englanders, and of Irish into Mns. NAGGLEToN: "I see that sOme wret~h has I vants you to dake back your daughter Repecca.•' sit
Fatber·in·law Schaumburg: "I takes not dot the partisans of state religion with incomparable
their places in Massachusetts and French been writing a boqk called "How to Be Hapvy, Repecca
pack. Ven a man comes to my house, ardor and eloquence, abundance of proof, and
Canadians into their places in upper districts. Though Married.•" Mr. Naggleton :"I could hav picks on t himself a piece of goods, and dot goods force of argument; he clearly proves that the
told that in three words." Mrs. Naggleton:
vas received by him in goot order, I would pe a state is only a secular association, that its end is
Dn. LEWIS ascertained that of 2,000 fallen "What are they?" Mr. Naggleton: "Get a fool to dake pack dot goods. No, sir, yon shoost wholly temporal, that its single objeet is to protect
women of New York and Brooklyn, of those divorce."
the life, liberty, and property of the citizens; that
keep dot Repecca."
in intrusting to it the defense of spiritual interwho before entering their present life were
"li'IAY I call on yon occasionally, Miss De LanA ST. Lours dry goods house advertised for a ests, we overturn the order of things ; and that to
trying to liv by work, 230 got $ 3 a week., oey ?"' said Bjonea after the dance. "We seem "smart boy," and they got him. They put him
attribute to it a religious belief, is as though a
already as old friends. Hav I not seen yon
before?" "Yea," was the cutting reply, "yon saw behind the counter. The following conversation man, walking with his feet, should also confide to
336, $2, and 534, $1.
between him and his first customer : Cus- his feet the care ofseeing and hearing.-Patne.
NEW yORK politicians are so busy intrigu- me hanging on to t.he car-strap one day last week passed
tomer (picking up a pair of gloves) : "What are
while yon were sitting down."
"IGNORANCE is the curse of God," says Milton,
these?"
Smart boy:" Gloves." Customer: "Yes,
ing for office and spoils that they forget to
f
d
1
IT was a quiet Sunday afternoon, and she was yes; bnt what do yon ask" for them?" Smart boy : and undoubtedly God's book has, at this hour,
care or an en arge our common schools, and reading to him the Proverbs of Solomon. He was "We don't ask for them at all; customers do that." more to do with the promotion and retention of
many thousands of children seeking admit- rapidly getting an attack of temporary obliVion. Customer: "Yon don't understand me. How do ignorance than all other influences put together.
tance are excluded for lack of room.
"Aren't they wonderful, George?" she said. "Yes, they come?" Smart boy: "Why, they come in There is no savage in anY isle of the ocean who
indeed," he replied. "If he had only misspelled pairs, of course." Customer: "No, no! How believes more monstrously and on weaker evidence
IN Lower Austria the 15th was observed as his words, what a Josh Billings he would hav high do they come?" Smart boy : "Just above than does the ordinary rank-and-file Christian' ·
a close holiday, it being St. Leopold's Day. made!"
the wrist, I believe." Customer : "But what do of the English chnr<:h and chapel. Fables and
absurdities that, ~f vouched for at this day by the
St. Leopold is the patron saint of that region;
Mn. BLENKINSoAK (to the new pastor after serv- yon get for them?" Smart boy: "Me 1 I don't dearest, most judicious, and most veracious of his
he was a count who was canonized for the ice) : "My dear sir, now that yon are settled, I get nothing for them. Boss pockets all the friends, he would reject with derision he will not
building of many monasteries and convents. want yon to make our house your home. Run in money." Customer (losing patience): "What is only accept, but consider sacred, if they are said
any time, and don't bother to giv us any notice." the price of these gloves per pair?" Smart boy : to hav belonged to a period eighteen hundred
PARLIAMENT in 1886 established a fund of (The next evening, just as the pastor comes in) : "Oh, that's your lay, is it 1 Why didn't yon say years ago, to an out-of-the-way part of the globe
so afore 1 $1."
$25,000,000 to lend to Irish tenants to enable "I'll hav that- wing off that- turkey if I
he never saw, and are vouched for by he" knows
hav to chase it to-Newark !"
ONOE upon a time a Public Necessity decided to not whom.-Saladtn's Goa ar.l% H!s Book;
them to buy of landlords, and now will
ON the plea of a corruption, therefore, of which
RoSALIE: "Geoffrey, why are yon always calling present himself to his friends in New York. "I've
devote to that purpose another like sum.
been neglected a good deal of late," he said, •• but the individual has no~ been h.imself .·the can@e, of
flower?
Can't
yon
think
of
any
other
pet
me
your
Gladstone opposes this bill as it stands withname?" Geoffrey : "I can, my love; but since the I'm only a little fellow, and won't be much trouble which neither is· it given him to free himself of his'
out any amendments providing immediate recent rise in wheat flour has seemed the most to anybody." When he arrived in the city he was own power, he is to be condemned, he and the
help for those now in arrears.
appropriate." Rosalie (coldlY): "Indeed! I don·t greeted by a gorgeously appareled gentleman, who ent.ire progeny of a childish and ine:sperienced
understand you." Geoffrey: "I mean that yon said: "I am the Boss, and hav been Bl,lnt to look pair-not excepting even the innocent littJq ones
out for yon . .Come, let me introduce yon to Poli- who die unbaptized-to the everlasting torments
A SUIT brought by Roman Catholic tax- are getting dearer and dearer every day.''
tics, and everything will get on swimmingly." So of hell! It is astonishing how a conception
payers to prevent the reading of the King
everything
did for a while, and Public Necessity equally revolting to man's reason and sense of
Mn. WALDO : "Can yon explain to me, Miss
James version of the Bible in the public Breezy, what is meant by latssez-ratre, which we was astounded at the attention and the money justice, a conception which transforms God from
schools was decided at Janesville, Wis., on see so often in discussions on political economy?" showered on him; but, unluckily, one day the an object of adoration and affection into a bidthe 19th. Judge Bennett held that such Miss Breezy : "Oh, I'm so glad yon asked me that, Boss and Politics fell out. Then there was a eons and detestable being, could at any time,
reading was not sectarian instruction, the 1\'Ir. Waldo, for I asked my French professor, and dreadful time; and between scathing editorials, however barbarous, hav been found aoc~ptable, or
he explained it very clearly. It means something searching investigations, and intermir.able trials, how the casuistries by which people strove to
children of the petitioners not being obliged like this, if 1 rem~mber rightly-it'll the same as poor Public Necessity thought his last hour had modify its harshness could ever even hav been
to listen if they did not desire, and the Bible latssez-fatre, Monsteur Galtaahere-let her go, Man- come. But he managed to pull through all right, listened to with common patience.-st1·auss;
and, as he stepped into a cafe to cool his fevered
VoLUMES might be written upon the infinit
having been decided upon by the authorities seer Gallaghere."
blood with a lemonade, he observed his reflection absurdity of this [the doctrin of the fall and the
as one of the text-books for VVisconsin schools.
PnoHmiTIONIST: "Ah, Jack, 1 am glad to hear in
a mirror on the wall. " Bless my soul !" he
~tonement] most incredibl~, wic~ed, and foolThere was nothing, however, to prevent the that yon hav concluded to quit the saloon bnsi- exclaimed, .. I've rown . t 0 B" F J b 1,,
g
1D
a lg at o
1ah of all the fables con tamed m that reposichildren from reading a version of the Bible ness." Jack: "Yes, I hav quit it. It isn•t popular
tory
of the impossible, called the Bible. To me it
. h
. and I'm tired of it. Besides, I hav got a better
accep t e d b Y th e R oman Catho1IC c urch If thing." Prohibitionist: "That·s all right, Jack; THE TUUTH SE"EKEB ANNUAL is a. matter of amazement, that it ever was for &
1
• moment believed by any intelligent human beinJr.
they preferred.
that's all right. I knew you were too good a felPrice, 25 CP.nts.
-I11(/~rBOll,

fdds aqd
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THl!: Chriatia.il dogma of the reformatorY value
of misery has been refuted by the m 1st dreadful
arguments in the world's history. The unhappiest
nations are not only the most immoral, but the
moat selfish and the meanest., in every ugly sense
of the word. Virtues do no't flourish on a trampled soil. Genius, too, is a child of light. The
Grecian worship of joy favored the development
of every human science, while the monastic worship ·of sorrow produced
nothing but monsters and
chimeraa.-.PrQf.. PeZlx L.
Oswaza, M.D., tn Phvstcal
Eaucatton.
THE stoical scheme of
supplYing our wants by lopping off our desires, is like
cutting off onrfee·twhen we
want shoes.-SWift,
To the mind of a devout
Christian the world is the
most hateful thing in the
world.· He withdraws himself froin it, and shuns it,
a.nd concentrates all his
hopes and aspirations·. on
the wor!d to come, and endows with all his worldly
goods the priests.- Voltatre.
I LOVE joy-makers, and
not those solemn, mournful
wretches. Everything. that
buds and blossoms and
breathes the breath of joy
is moral. Nothing can be
more immoral than to
want your own life sour as
well as that of others.Inaersoll.
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A JOURNAL CJF FREETHOUGHT AND R_EFORM.
Entered at the Post-Omce at New York, N.Y., as Seeond.clasa Matter.

WHICH

J)Joits and llippings.
THERE will be a biblical flavor to the new
administration. Benjamin and Levi are winners and Daniel will giv way to Elijah as
presidential private secretary. That office
will hereafter be . considered a place of
prophet.
A MAINE genius has discovered that spruce
sawdust is an excellent substitute for sand· in
making common mortar for plastering houses.
He has used it in making a house in Greenville, and other masons in the state are experimenting with it.
IT is stated that the French bishops hav
received a communication from the Congregation of the Holy .Office strongly disapproving of cremation, aud ordering the clergy not
to abandon the customary Christian burial.
Among Bishop Dupanloup's papers an essay
on cremation was found, in which the bishop
endeavored to prove that without the interment of bodies for successiv generations the
earth would lose all fertility and power of
reproduction.
A DISPATCH from Zanzibar says that the
British consular authorities hav issued a
proclamation in regard to the slave trade, in
which they warn Briti.ah subjects of the penalties which they will incur in making illegal
contracts- The slave-owners hav united in a
monster petition against the enforcement of
the law against the slave traffic, which, thE:'y
assert, has been in practical abeyance for
many years. It is reported that the entire
plan of blockade has been changed, in order
to include the whole coast. It is probable

SHALL

that African slavery will soon be a thing of
the past.
GovERNOR SWINEFORD of Alaska reports to
the secretary of the interior that the territory
is getting along nicely, and has 49,850 inhabitants, of whom 6,500 are whites, 1,900 ereolea, and 2,950 Aleuts. He urges that Congress make it possible for present squatters to
acquire title to their land, and says if this be
done the territory will develop more quickly
and satisfactorily. He describes the mineral
resources of the territory, and says it has
fourteen public, eight Protestant, two Catholic, and seventeen Grreco-Roman schools.
The Alaska Commercial Company, he says,
treats the people as little more than serfs
where its rule is supreme.
THE news from Alabama and east Tennessee shows that Mormon proselytizing in that
section is going on vigorously. In the two
states, according to an elder, there are forty
flourishing mission stations which are producing converts at the rate of ten thousand a
year. A dispatch from Chattanooga says
that in that immediate vicinity over fifteen
hundred people hav become Mormons within
ten months, and that from two hundred to
five hundred are shipped West every sixty
days. The European importations continue,
and, take it altogether, it is doubtful if there
has been a more determined system of proselytization pursued since the days of Mohammed. The Mormons are also colonizing
Arizona, Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming,
and considering the fact that the whole vote
of this growing body throughout such a large
section of the country can be thrown as the
few rulers of the church direct, the World
is troubled and wants to know what is to be
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done about it. But why should anything be
done? What business has the government to
interfere with missionaries of any religion?
In the same region the Methodist church has
gobbled up ten millions of dollars' worth of
property, all held without paying a cent
taxes, but we hear no inquiry as to what
shall be done with that church. Let the
religion alone, but make its supporters pay
their own bills, and if they break the laws
punish them.
THE New Orleans States is jubilant over the
discomfiture of the Puritans of that city- It
says: "The district attorney and the board
of health hav struck the Sunday law on the
flank, and the result is a panic in the ranks of
that piece of old puritanical humbuggery
which may be turned into a rout all along
the line of the army of worthies who seek to
govern the consciences of other people. The
board of health has expressed the opinion
that fruit is almost a necessity to the people
of this community, and hence shculd be
placed within the reach of every citizen on all
occasions, Sunday included; whereupon the
district attorney repeals the Sunday law so
far as the fruit-dealers are concerned. The
States takes no exception to the decision of
the board of health nor to the action of Judge
Luzenberg. We like to see the Sunday law
knocked crazy upon any and all occasions;
we think everybody should break it who can.
It is a wretched puritanical importation."
THE "amateur societies for the regulation
of public morals," as the Sun calls Mr. Gerry's
and similar associations, were shrewd as well
as despotic law drafters when they had the
statute passed giving police justices power to
commit children to Catholic and Protestant

institutions. Even a habeas corpus is unable
to climb over the walls of these places when
resisted by the police justice's commitment.
Antonio Meastreago was sent to the Catholic
Protectory some weeks ago upon the commitment of Police Justice Patterson, having
been arrested by au agent of the Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Children upon a
charge of begging in the street. That is, he
collected pennies while his father played the
hand-organ. Frank Oliver, counsel for the
boy's father, asked Judge Lawrence last week
to discharge the boy because he had been
placed in the Protectory with the understanding that he was to be released as soon as his
father's trial was over. President Gerry, for
the society, contended that as the commitment of the police justice was regular the
writ of habeas corpus should be dismissed.
Judge Lawrence said he would havto dismiss
the writ, and he did so reluctantly, because
he had no power to do otherwise. He took
occasion to remark, however, that the present
state of the law with regard to the commitment of children was a great injustice to the
people. He thought the legislature should
be appealed to at once to hav this law moditied. As it ~s now, if a child is brought before a police magistrate and regularly committed, no matter what the nature of the evidence may be, neither the supreme court
nor the court of appeals has any power to review the commitment. He thought that such
un~'mited power in the hands of police magistrates was an unjust discrimination in favor
of these'societies. While it might be proper
to commit some children, yet he knew of
cases which had come before him when he
was confident the children should hav been.
released, but he was powerless to act.
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Let the iniquity of his fathers be remembered with
the Lo.rd, and let not the sin of the mother be
blotted out" (Ps. cix, 6-14).
These are t.he expressions of an inspired poet!
But what a difftirent sentiment is breathed by Shelley,
the Atheist poet, in all his writings ! How dlif~rent
these revengeful lines from the mercy speech of
Portia in the'' Merchant of Venice:"
·
The quality of mercy is not strained;
It droppeth, as the gentle rain from heaven
Upon the place beneath; it is twice blesBed:
It blesset.h him that givs, and him that takes:
'Pis mightiest in the mightiest; it becomes
The throned monarch better than his crown:
His scepter shows the force of temporal power,
The attribute to awe and majesty,
Wherein doth sit the dread and fear of kings;
Bnt mercy is above this BCeptered sway,
It is enthroned in the hearts of kings,
It is an attribute to God him@elf;
And earthly power doth tben show !ikest God's,
When mercy ~eason8 justice.
From the inspired Bible poet to the uninspired
playwright, what an evolution!
We lEarn truth by contrast, and we are enal:led to
judge how far man bas traveled along the line toward
civilization by reference to his thoughts-whether upressed in poesy or profie. A low idea of human nature, an intolerant spirit toward those from whom we
differ, dogmatism on things doubtful, are signs of
the small and uncultivated mind. Dryden says:
A tyrant's power in rigor is exprest.

Bible Poetry and Evolution.
As long as human beings hav been able to express
their deepest feelings in articulate and rhythmical Iangnage there hav been poets in the world. But poetr:y,
like all other fine arts is a development. At first 1t
is simplicity itself, but with the varie~ experience of
mankind it growtl and changes, unhl as a complex
and complete whole it captivates the bead and
enthralls the heart of humanity. The painter appeals
to our sense of beauty in color, the sculptor to our
idea of the beautiful in form; the musician to the
same sense in sound, while the poet uses all the arts
of the reason in appeal to our sense of the beautiful
in meaning and form in language.
Now the aim of all art is to giv pleasure, not
necess~rily to impart truth; and it is perfectly clear
to the most ordinary understanding that the poet
can do no more than express his own physical and
mental states, and thenfore such truths as may be
found in poems can only be the mirrored image of
natural phenomena as they appear to the mind of the
writer. Works of art, however, hav this advantage
over many things which afford us temporary pleasure-such as money, rank, health, sensual enjoyments, etc., for they remain behind to be enjoyed by
thousands who know nothing of their authors, but
who may understand and appreciate their gifts long
after they are dust.
It would be manifestly absurd for any man to And the imperious character of the Bible poet is
affirm that the Bible contains no poetry, beMuse shown in the cruelty and vindictivness of his appeals
every reader must know that poetic expressions are to deity to revenge himself by torturin~ his enemies.
scattered throughout the pages of this so-ca:iled
If the poetry of the Bible were really God-inspired,
sacred book. Every diligent student would go as we should expect not only to :find it perfect in style,
far as admitting that some excellent poetry may be in expression, soaring to the loftiest bights and soundfound in such books as Job, Psalms, Isaiah, Proverbs, ing the lowest depths of philosophy, giving us indeed
or even Jeremiah.
the noblest truths in the loveliest dress; it would
The contention of the evolutionist, however, is be incomparably superior to the poems of profane
this-that whatever poetry is found in the B1ble is writers. Such, however, we do not find to be the
perfectly human and often of a very faulty character, case. Of human nature. the Bible poets understood
both in f-Xpression and sentiment, even after it has very little, and that 'only in its worst aspects; of natbeen improved by successiv generations of revisers. ural phenomena they knew even lesa
For what man with a grain of sense can bl'llieve t.bat
Consequently they sang not the divine song of
the transiations which we now bav of the Old Testa- human liberty, nor did they extol the labors of the
ment represent exact.ly the ideas of the ancient reformer, the struggles of a people vainly striving to
writers?
be free. But they sang the song of war, of strife, of
Even the plays of Sbakspere hav undergone fre- passion, of hatred, of malice, ~nd of murder. They
quent revision to bring certain expressions contained sang of victories which their God had given them
in them more in unison with modern ideas.
over their enemies, and composed hymns of {>raise in
Shakspere made his characters speak prevailing honor of a God whom Shelley describes asopinions. It would hav been folly for him to hav
A vengeful, pitiless, and almighty fiend,
done otherwise, although it is quite certain that the
Whose mercy is the nickname for the rage
poet himself dissented from many of the views to
Of tameless tigers hungering for blood.
which his characters gave expression.
Take a few examples of the crude ideas of deity
The same, however, cannot be said of the Bible which permeate the poetical parts of the so-called
poets. All the sentiments, whether good or bad, sacred volume: "The burden of Egypt. Behold,
which they committed to writing must be regarded tha Lord rideth upon a swift. cloud and shall come
as their own. Nor must it be supposed for a mo- into Egypt; and the idols of Eflypt shall be moved
ment that they wrote under the same conditions as at his presence, and the heart of Egypt shall melt in
other writers. For were they not divinely inspired T the midst of it. And I will set the Egyptians
If they had their somber moods, were they not de- against the Egyptians, and they shall fight enry one
signed by deity for the express purpose of bringing against his brother and every one against his neighout the deeper feelings of the human soul yearning bar, city against city and kingdom against kingdom"
for improvement? And even in his strongest de- (Isa. xix, 1, 2).
.
nunciations of human weakness or perversity should
We hav here the idea set before us of a God who,
the inspired poet breathe the s:pirit of revenge 1 It being dissatisfied with the conduct of some Egypis well enough for David to exclaim: "Oh, giv thanks tians, resolves to "set every man a~ainst his brother
unto the Lord, for he is good, for his mercy endureth and every one against his neig-hbor" as the only
forever. . . . Who giveth food to all flesh, for his satisfactory settlement of the d.fficulty.
·
mercy endureth forever" (Ps. cxxxvi, 1, 25). But as
The unbeliever, of course; is to hav a very unhappy
the poet continues, we see that his idea of mercy is time of it. Observe: "Now, go, write it before
a very peculiar one: "0 clap your hands, all ye peo- them in a table and note it in a book, that it may be
ple; shout unto God with the voice of triumph. for the time to come forever and ever: That this is a
For the Lord most high is terrible ; he is a great rebellious people, lying children, children that will
king over all the earth; he shall subdue the people not hear the law of the Lord; which say to the
under us tmd the nationR under our feet" (Ps. xlvii). seers, see not, and to the prophets, prophesy not unto
Or we may take exception to his wisdom or his good us right things; speak unto us smooth things, prophtaste when he says: "The fool hath said in his esy deceits. Get you out of the way, turn out of the
heart, There is no God. Corrupt are they and hav path, cause the holy one of Israel to cease from
done abominable iniquity ; there is none that doeth before us. Wherefore, thus saith the holy one of
good" (Pi<. i, 3).
Israel: Because ye despise this word and trust in
We may question his modest.y when he proclaims: oppression and perverseness and stay therein, there" Lord, my heart is not haughty, nor mine eyes fore this iniquity shall be to you as a breach ready to
lofty; nt<ither do I exPrcise myself in great matters, fall, swelling out in a high wall, whose breaking
or in things too high for me. Surely I hav behaved cometh suddenly at an instant. And he shall break
and quieted myself as a child that is weaned of his it as the breaking of the potter's vessel that i11
mother; my soul is even as a weaned child. IJet broken in pieces; he shall not spare, so that there
Israel hope in the Lord from henceforth. and for- shall not be found in the bursting of it a shard to
ever" (Ps. cxxxi).
take fire from the hearth. or to take water withal out
But the poet shows a bigoted and cruel spirit of the pit" (Isa. xxx, 8--14).
when describing persons whom he calls Jahveh's
And the following is a poetic description of the
enemies. He says : " Set thou a wicked man over manner in which God revengeth himself against the
him, and Jet Sa. tan stand at the right hand. When enemies of the church : "Come near, ye nations, to
be shall be judged let him be condemned and let his hear; and hearken, ye people; let. the earth baar, and
prayer become sin. Let his days be few, and let all that is therein; the world, and all thing-s that
another take his office; Jet his children be fatherless come forth of it. For the indignation of the Lord is
and his wife a Widow. Let his children be continu- upon all nations, and his fury upon all their armies;
ally vagabonds and beg, Jet them seek their bread he bath utterly destroyed them, he hath delivered
also out of their desolate places. Let the extortioner them to the slaughter. Their slain also shall be rast
catch all that he hath, and Jet the strangers spoil out, and their stiLk shall come up out of their carhis labor. Let there be none to extend mercy unto casses. and the mountains shall be melttd with their
him, neither Jet there be any favor to his fatherless blood" (fsa. xxxiv, 1-3).
~
cbildren. Let his posterity be cut off and in the
"And the unicorns shall come down with them,
generation following let his name be blotted out. · and the bullocks with the bulls; and their land shall
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be soaked with blood, and their dust made fat with
fatness. For it is the day of the Lord's vengeance,
and the year of recompenses for the controversy of
Zion. And the streams thereof shall be tur~aed into
pitch, and the dust thereof into brimstone, and the
!In d -thereof shall bacome burning pitch. It shall
not be quenched night nor day; the smoke thereof
shall go up forever; from generation to generation it
shall lie waste; none shall pass through it for ever
and ever" (Isa. xxxiv, 7-10).
JAHVEH SUPERIOR TO A WOODEN GOD.

"Assemble yourselvs and come draw near together,
ye that are escaped of the nations; they h!lv no
knowledge that set up the wood of their graven
image, and pray unto a god that cannot save. Tell
Y"· and bring them near; yea, let them take counsel
together; who bath declared this from ancient time 1
wbo bath told it from that time? hav not I, the
Lord~ And there is no God else beside me-a jm~t
God and a ~avior-there is none beside me. Look
unto me and be saved, all the ends of the earth; fer
I am God and there is none else. I hav sworn by
myself: the word is gone out of my mouth and shsll
not return, that unto me every knee shall bow and
every tongue shall swear."
But, despite the vigor of this declaration, there are
some who hav not evolved beyond the wooden god:
ARTHUR B. Moss.

The Jesus Uhrist of the New Testament.
In this skeptical but inquisitiv and searching age,
the question of the veritability of such a personage
as the Jesus Christ having ever existed, is one that
is eliciting the careful inquiry and investigation of a
large number of minds, which are desirous of getting
at the bottom of a ~atter which has hitherto played
so prominent a part., as forming t.he basis of Christian belief. While there is no mention of such a
name outside of the New Testament-except a
twelve line notice of him in J osephu», which bears
the unmistakable impress of. being an interpolationthe believers in the existence of such a person put
forth in substantiation of their claim the specious
query : " Why may not a Jesus Christ hav existed,
as well as a Socrates, a Plato, or Pythagoras?" This
question is very fair on the surface, and well calculated to mislead and deceive. The difference is, in
the case of Jesus Christ, a God was wanted on the
theological market to :fill a certain niche, and the
priests of moribund paganism got together and
fabricated him to order; while the sages of Greece
came into the world according to the natural order
of things.
Sixty years ago the writer remembers it was
gravely stated that Christ probably came "in the
middle of time," i.e., midway between the Mosaic
assumption of the earth's creation and its final destruction. While claiming that he was " the only
name given under heaven among men whereby we can
be eaved," no attempt was made to bridge the hiatus
of four thousand and four years bdore he came, during
which the race-like Ntagara-had poured a continuous stream into_ hell for want of having heard
of such a name; when confronted with this
knotty problem it was complacently brushed away
with saying : " Oh, those that were saved were saved
by a belief in a ' savior to come;'" but the poor
Jews espPcially were left out in the cold, fJr they,
neither 1888 years ago nor since, hav never given
the least credit to Christ as being a savicr. It is
strange that a people who were so expectant of a
"coming messiah" should not hav been the first to
welcome and acknowledge him when-as claimedhe did come. But no, the pretended messiah, like
Noah's dove, found no place in Judea on which to
rest the sole of his foot.
Returning to this "coming in the middle of time"
claim of the messiah, all that can be made of it by
the utmost Procrustean contortion is, the market
didn't open up for just such a new God as Christ
was made to be until about two thousand years ago.
The scheme was incubating at Rome. Alexandria,
Constantinople, and Cresarea-but cbif-fly at Rome
-long bdore the fowl came forth, f:uJI. fledged, at
Nice in 325; and the new God, like Pandora, whom
" every god contributed something to perf<'ct.," was
the product of the jargon, "kicking and cuffing," of
some two thousand attendants-according to Socrates, a contemporaneous church hiE~torian-Arius and
Athanasius, both of Alexandria, being the chief moguls iu manipulating the council.
Whoever will read the New Testament with a view
to detecting the discrepancies with which it abounds,
does not need to go outside to any concurring evidence to become convinced that the central figure
and chief hero is not only a :fictit.ious but a factitious
creation, around which all the principal incidents are
made to revolve, and to substantiate which all its
Htravagant, bungling statements are made to conform.
But inasmuch as all the claims of Liberal writers
are termed "Infidel" by the sectarian world,
I wish to suggest a weapon which all Liberal writers
can use with fatal effect, and one which cannot be
gainsaid as emanating from an Infidel source. In
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Webster's Unabridged Dictionary, pa~e 59, is found
the word Antilegomena, which is defined as seven
books of the New Testament-their names being
given-" which were, for a time, denied to be canonical, but now generally received." The question is,
When, and by whom, were these seven books finally.
decided to be canonical1 And whether the opinions
of the nineteenth century people are not as compe·
tent to determin what is Bible and what is not, as
were the pu~?nacious bishops composing the council
of Nice in 325 ?
Papius, a church historian, informs us how the
"genuin" epistles of the New Testament were tested
from the spurious. Accqrding to him this (un)godly
conclave of bishops took a basket and filled it with
manuscripts and put it under a communion table, then
they formed a circle around it and prayed; whereupon
jumping--jack-like all the "inspired~· documents
bounced upon the table and the spurious ones
remained iEI the basket; but the joke of the thing is,
these " Antilegomena" ones, t.hat did not take wing
and fly up on the table in 325, hav since-by whose
permission or authority nobody knows-crept into
the Bible and figure as prominently as the rest of the
New Testament.
I am aware that Eusebius, the wily " trimmer "
and prince of falsifiers, who was present at the
council of Nice, makes no mention in his ecclesiastical
·history of the New Testament canon being made at
this council. Of course not; he wanted, by omitting
to state the fact, to imply that this was the work of
"the apostolical age," or some 280 years. previous.
This same Eusebius went into the council a thoroughbred Ari.anite; and finding the tide against him,
joined with the majority in voting the expulsion of
Arius from the council.
I hav not the least objection to the veritable existence of a Jesus Christ or any other man or woman;
but when I sm asked to believe that a man beco~es
his own father and his own son, with three diametrically opposit accounts of the events of his birth,
then nothing more said of him until he is twelve
years old, then another break until he is thirty, then
a marvelous history crowded into three short years,
an eclipse, au Partbquake, rending of temple veils,
and the dead coming bodily to life again, with no
account of their ever dying again, at his death; then
the hero himself rising from the dead and ascending
up to heaven from two different places, the combination taxes my deglutitory powers a little beyond
their capacity, and I beg to be excused from the
attempt.
V. C. TAYLOR.
.Des JJfoines, Iow(l.
~----~~~------

A Jeweler's

An~wer

to Paley.

Paley's argument, illustrating by a watch that the
apparent adaptation of means to ends, which we behold in nature, would suggest a designer, is still,
though answered ·a thousand times, the favorit argument of many, but who, as stated, are sadly deficient
in the bumps of comprehension and logical analysis.
Let us suppose for a moment that a personal God
(and no other God ca.n be a God) is a. fact. We hav
then the following aspect of real existence: suns,
systems, worlds, trees, flowers, birds, beasts, man,
etc., and God. All alike, the believer must admit,
are real objP.cts of existence. But now, ignorant of
' the causes which created all of theni, he reasons and
concludes that sunfl, systems, worlds, and man can
not possibly "come by chance," or evolve from inorganic matter, but need or necessitate a. creator, but
-and here is the paradox-complacently ignores the
fact that if a logical necessity exists for a creator to
create the lesser beings, as man and beast, then, of
course, this same logical necessity forces him to postulate another God to create the greater being, who
made man.
Supposing some one in a desert. should find a $2 50
Waterbury, a $10 Elgin, and a $20 Waltham watch;
then, after pondering in profound meditation, should
conclude tbat these cannot come by chance, oh, no!
but such evidence of design must necessitate a
designed You say, Certainly; how profound and
wise this man is ! But see, here is another watch.
infinitly more beautiful in design and finish. He
picks it up; it is a $1,000 masterpiece of the horologer's art-the climax of perfection. He ponders a
moment, thinks it kind of funny, puts it in his pocket
and goes his way rejoicing, proclaiming to everyone
be meets : " See this lovely watch ! It came by
chance-it never was designed or made-it has
existed forever !"
Now, my Christian- friend; what would y..ou think
of a man like this~ Of course you would pronounce
him imane, to say the least. Yet the condition of
your mind and his are identical. You hav found the
first watch and insist that the less forms of nature
necessitate a designer, ignoring entirely that, like a
boomerang, this logic recoils, and that it hits and
kills the God you hav created, who, of course, if your
reasoning is correct, necessitates a God also or a
creator to crE-ate him.
This being in my line, I hav another original method
to dispose of the watch argument. If a watch necessitates a designer and maker, a thousand million of
watches would necessitate at least millions of makers.

If this is so, how many Gods does the human race
necessitate ?
The problems of nature can never be solved by assuming a God until the school-boy's question, "Who
made God 1" is solved first. Until then the Materialist has the universe for the basis of his belief, the
Theist nothing I
·
OTTO WETTSTEIN.

Thanks t
We thank thee, Lord, from whom all blessings flowThou rulest the heaven and the earth below;
We thank thee as preserver of our health,
We thank thee as the giver of our wealth.
We thank thee, Lord.
Thy sun has shone upon our pretty land ;
Thy moon has pierced the darkness, like a friend
That comes in hour of need; thy stars, so mild,
Hav been a joy to woman, man, and child.
We thank thee, Lord.
Thy rains, abundant, hav destroyed the grain
That was the farmer's only hope and gain;
-Thy cyclones hav destroyed all that was left,
Until they are of everything bereft.
We thank thee, Lord.
Shipwrecks, railroad disasters, and so forth
Hav visited the West, the East, the North;
And in the South the yellow fever's rage
Has added to the death-roll many a page.
We thank thee, Lord.
The land that thou hast made-it bas denied
_ To suffering thousands food for which they tried;
Thy oceans, Lord, which were considered safe,
Hav proved to hundreds but a watery grave.
We thank thee, Lord.
The mother mourns alone a darling son;
The broken-hearted wife a husband gone;
The tearless husband, with a broken will,
Looks at the space a loving wife should fill.
We thank thee, Lord.
· We thank thee, Lord, from whom all blessings flowThine is the heaven and the earth belowWe thank thee, the preserver· of our health;
We thanlt thee as the giver of our wealth.
We thank thee, Lord.
SPANIER.
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and surely man never needed it more than did your~
self, John-our hero, uttering a few curses, in which
he was an adept, quitted the stage, or, in common
parlance, "got." And here ended the revelations of
St. John the divine. If it were not that I knew you
to be the best beloved of the "young 'un," John, I
would naturally think after readmg your book that
you were the sire of Old Nick himself, or at least his
brother.
CLESHENDER BRITON.

A Kansas Breeze.

The smoke of the campaign clearing away and
once more exposing an inviting field, I took my grip
and started to Hamlin, where I had the town billed
for a lecture.
Having prepared a campaign .of my own, I propose
this to be a grand opening. Accordingly, I secured
the school-house, free of charges, and gave a free
lecture, subject, "Secularism: Its Aims and Advantages."
Well, you should all hav been there. I tell you,
the outlook was inspiring-an audience of about
seventy people, and· not a pronounced Secularist
among. them! If the character of the lecture had
been fairly understood, I do not think half that number would hav been present. However, owing to the
school board believing in the motto, "Hear all sides,"
and having matters in this town about their own
way, and the fact that no one seemed to know the
import of the term Secularism, I was saved the mortification of speaking to empty seats.
We used the professor's room. He kindly favored
us by staying away, but left the keys accidentally at
his boarding-place. Failing_to find the janitor or a
willing boy, I performed the janitor's duty myself.
Waiting until t.he appointed hour, I gave the bellrope a pull and prepared for business. Finally, a
man and boycame who were kind enough to aid me
in procuring more fire and better light. I had a fine
talk with this man, who said he had come to.find out
what was covered up under that innocent-looking
word, "St~cularism." When the "brothers and sisThe· Dreams of St. John.
ters" had about all gathered, I confidentially asked
Of aU the narrativs in that jumble of cont.radic- him if the Cbristian minister was present. " He is,"
tions and impossibilities, the Bible, that of St. John said he. "I happen to be that man." Oh, horror !
stands preeminent as the most widely impossible of can you imagin my feelings wh13n you know how well
the whole.
I knew that these Campbellites are after the scalp of
How a man could conceive ·such an amount of all who dare publicly to diff,r from them~ Well, I
blood and fire, angels and devils, and yet maintain bounced on the rostrum. summoning all the courage I
his solid equilibrium, is more than I can master. In ~>ver bad from my childhood up, announced my subthese latter days he would run a good chance of ject, and invited anyone who dared-I mean desiredbeing nominated as a candidate for the nearest to take an opportunity to reply when I was through.
county asylum. But in "ye ancient tymes," when to
Keeping my eye upon this little g-iant-and now
stand upon a pillar a certain numbt:r of years, or to and then upon a dashing young lady on the back
be ailLcted with the scabies, profanely t~:rmed the seat-I expounded the gospfll of science and humanitch, and show a decided aversion to water, served ity until I actually felt sorry for that minister. After
only to show their sanctity, people had a wonderful continuing for an hour and a. half, I beg~n ~~ see
appetite for the marvelous, and such a little thing as 11igns of uneasines~. and after once more mvitmg a
revelations appeared hi.ghly credible. Even to the reply sat down. No reply came . It was to? late
Christian of to-day these dreams of St. John are as in the night. I dismissed the audience accordmg to
lucid as the godhead itself (or themselvs).
the most modern style. The brothers and sisters
The other day I turned to these Munchausen went. I can hav no idea as to bow they felt only by
tales, and read in the tenth chapter of an angel who the long breaths they drew as they took leave. I
stood with one foot upon the land and another on afterward found that I had been speaking to the minthe sea (beats the seven-league boots all to sticks). ister and his eutire fl·1ck. I credit them with a most
who with uplifted hand swore (and here comes the respectful and patient attention. I suppo.se I was
interesting part) that time was up. Well, that was answered in the usual style, the next day bemg Sunsimply awful, John!
day.
He had a little book in his hand, with which he
i: stopped at the Sweeney House, and besides findwas presented. He was told to eat it up. He ate it, ing it a good hotel, I found Mr. Samuel Sweeney a
being short of rations, no doubt, when it proved to l?~>nerous L\beral Secularist, as also was T. J.
be "honey in his mouth but bitterness in his belly." Matthews, a. grain-dealer, and G. S. Sandus~y, dealGreat Scott! did he expect it to taste like a St. ing in general merch~ndise. The t_rouble with these
Louis pie? Though, Lord knows, I would rather eat men is, they take no Ltberal papers, hence they cannot
that volume than some of those said pies. Having appreciate their own condition.
digested the parchment, he prophesied. No wonder
Messrs. Hinton, a farmer, and Warner, an old
- I hav seen men pt'ophesying on less.
coaster, and my friend Hoffman, who was" stuck'' on
After a time he saw a woman clothed with the sun the jury at court, are the driving men of the town
(now, John!), seven stars crowning her head, and with and community.
the moon under her feet (tf that does not beat ChiThe minister's na.r.r..e was 0. H. Derry, and I shall
cago's record for big feet, I wonder what does!), flee- always thank him for permitting ~~ to g? unpuning into the wilderness from the persecutions of a ished. I hav little hopes of reclatmmg th1s people
dragon. After fleeing to the wilderness, she in the from their idols.
D. ~· Cnow.
fourteenth verse came back and got a pair of eagle's
Hiawatha, Nov. 19, 1888.
wings and fled to the same place. John says the
woman got the eagle's wings to help her in her flight
The lllair ~unday Bill~
from the dragon, who seemingly was only a few laps
FI"Oln Fail" Plal/.
behind her. A.nyhow, the flight of that lady is somP.'fhat we Ahall hav ere long a national Sunday law seems
what confusing. She fled to her house of refuge, probable. The danger is imminent. Between th:~e a~d
million names hav already bren secured to petitiOns In
and when she got there she wasn't there at all. Ulti- four
favor of the Blftir Sunday bill. Do Liberals r€alize what
mately, in the fourteenth verse she made a break and this means? Do they understaml that t_h~s movement ~s
got there, where she abode " a time and times and backed by organization. money, and fanatiCism, and that It
will succeed ? Succeed? Y ~s, succeed, unless there ie such
half a time."
Well, simple, John. Simple as the trinity itself. an awakening among freedom-loving pe?ple as has never
To look at that arithmetical question with the eye of been known in this country. The enemy Is upon us.
an Infidel, it is rather vague; but approach it with
Cltecking Heresy in !'Iouth Africa.
all the, humbleness of a Christian, then the light
F1·orn t/rP Lonaon F1·eetldnkPr
breaks in upon it, and behold, it appears only as a
There are Chri•tian bigots out in sonth Africa. and Mr.
''period of time "-one of God's days.
E. B. Rose received from one a letter worded as follows:
BELGnAVIA, Rep!.. f2, 1888.
Well, after John bad waded through rivers of blood
If E. B. Ro•e, the a'ventnrM, doe;, n"t de,J:n m his •o-c?'lled
and brought all the plagues of Egypt upoa the earth, Fr-~ttwng-br.
lArtUI"eH after t.ht" no•.ice, hH m><v find bim,elf the
cPnter of a pitileBB mob: Aftor th•A let. h1m mnnnt. the platform
and ten times more, everything a diseased imagina- if
he dare• again.
BY OuDI':lt OF TilE BnoTHERH00D.
tion could conceive, the spil·it with which he was
The reply of Mr. Rose was th\l announcement, which his
soaked, as he says himself in the beginning, began to brother sends us, that he would rleliver one more le?ture,
die out, and with an eloquent appeal to the general subject ''Who Is the Devil?" We hav not learned If the
public "to come up and hav a drink "-of water- Brothe;hood or the pitiless mob put in an appearance.
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'l'o Redeem Girard College.
CASTROVILLE, TEx., Nov. 20, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TnuTH SxHRER of October 27th is a

letter dated October 20th, where there is one willing to commence a fund toward testing whether the will of the late
Stephen Girard is or is not be1ng carried out, by contributing
$100. I will contribute $100 for the same purpose. The
college is not manag"d as Girard directed in his will, and it
is time this imposition was stopped.
L. L. WHITE.

Illinois Sabbath Association.

not well advocate a law compelling a man to go to
church, but it does to close every avenue of recrea- ·
tion and enjoyment which he would rather prefer,
and thus indirectly attempts to compel his attendance.
Admitting that the Sunday papers were a success,
t.his "man of God" dramatically shouted: "So was
Nero a success. So was piracy on the high seas.
God pity t.he stockholder, editor, or advertiser of a
Sunday newspaper."
The Sunday press keeps an army of workmen from their
proper weekly rest. The plea that the work is ~one on Saturday is pueril. The Sunday newspaper thrusts Itself on t~e
. community in an offensiv way on the streets. It comes m
subtle, insidious, perilous ways into our homes. The saloon
or theater cannot come to our homes on Sunday, but the
newspaper flies on wings to our abodes. It furnishes a .hideons melange for a Sunday breakfast. Nonsense, crime,
lust sensationalism, as a preparation for the sanctuary 1
The~e is no device that Satan has yet hit upon comparable
to the Sunday newspaper for deadening men's souls. It
keeps people from cburch. Rusldn said years. ago !hat a
minister on the Sabbath had just thirty minutes m which to
raise the dead. The Sunday newspaper rolls another stone
to the door of the sepulcher. The Sunday newspaper by its
flying mail extra~ is turning our peaceful vil~age~ into a bedJam and introducmg the worst elements of city life.
What is to be done about it? We must get and keep a
conscience with the divine authority of the Sabbath law i~
terwoven into the warp and woof. The secular Sabbath IS
on a level with feast. days appointed by man. If we put it
on the basis of rest for the body and brain alone it is still
on a false foundation. We cannot divide Sunday up and giv
God a part. Tbe divine appointment is to l>~ep the ~hole
day sacred. We want an enlightened public conscience
which is made up of individual personal consciences. We
also want a ministerial conscience. We ought to band our
selva together in Chicago and refuse to adver~ise our ch!l~ch
services in the Sunday paper:!. The latter IS a recogmtlon
by ministers of the Sunday paper. Let us not hav the tamt
of questionable indulgence on our skirts. Let us refuse to
take the Sunday issue to our homes. Let us urge our <;JOnvictions on advertisers and legislators. We want our civil
Sabbath preserved by law, and to reach the consciences also
of the Christian merchants. 0 for a breath of the Puritan l
Had Herrick Johnson exclaimed, "0 for the
power of Puritan persecution !"he would merely hav
given utterance to his deep-seated desire. But it will
be a long distance in the future..when the fanatical
Dr. Johnson or the Illinois Sabbu.th Association will
be allowed to rule the destinies of Chicago, affect the
Sunday newspaper, or seriously impair tile social enjoyments of this community. When ministers make
their plea on behalf of Sabbath oi:)Eervance under the
pretense of serving the wage-workers, it would be
well for them to seek the indorsement of those
whose cause they champion. Dr. Johnson on this
point said: "I am certain that, with a Sabbath rest,
we can get more out of our laborers with six days
than seven." What blessed, unselfish philanthropy
Dr. Johnson exhibits ! He proposes "to get more
work out of the toiler for six days' pay than he does
at present by paying him for seven. That is a sort
of philanthropy which would exactly suit "Old
Scrooge," but it does not particularly appeal with
vigor and force to the laboring classes.
The organization of this Illinois Sabbath Association should band together the Liberals of this state
in stronger bonds of unity, prepared to battle
against these ministerial meddler£~, and enjoy to the
fullest extent the glorious Day of the Sun. Who will
attend and join a state Secular Union 1 Write me.
E. A. STEVENS.

I bav jnst re)urned from the pious precincts of
Farwell Hall, where is being held the first annual
meeting of the above association. I attended spe·cially to hear the address of Dr. Herrick Johnson,
president of the Northwestern University, whose
topic was announce cit as, "The Sunday Newspaper,"
and personally having shared in its production I
felt sort of particeps criminis in the indictment
abou.t l'!O be rendered, and ready to accept such a sentence as, on general principles, could be expected
'Jrom the hatchet-faced Herrick. The audience was
a curious conglomerate, and afforded the anthropologically inclined a most interesting study. The
good figures and bright faces were found only among
the younger men present, who as yet had not reached
the stage of intellectual expansion or distraction, but
with youthful 'Vigor were buoyed up with a new-born
enthusiasm.
A.s a prelude to the speech "devotional exercises''
were in order, and the "Amen" responses to the
prayers reminded me of the tin trumpets at the ratification meeting-more expressiv than well-timed.
It was quite an unexpected and unusual picnic which
the secretary of the American Secular Union encountered. But he enjoyed it all the same.
,A. reverend brother read an address setting forth
that the Sabbath was of divine origin and authority;
that if there were one ordinance more than another
which " the enemies of God" would rejoice over, it
wduld be the dissolution of the Christian Sabbath;
that this association wanted this day of rest enforced
for the well-being of the wage-workers.
Knowing some of those interested in every move
calculated to advance the interests of the wageworkers, I surveyed the audience to discover a few
familiar faces who natumlly gravitated toward any
mov.ement for the welfare of the wage-workers. Not
one was present. What was the reason of their indifference 1 Evidently t~ey were suspicious of their
new-found friends.
Dr. Johnson was introduced, and without much
preliminary began to define what a Sunday newspaper
was, saying, however, that when it wae first introduced its columns were well padded with moral
precepts, but it soon cast away the skin of the
sheep and came forth the full-fledged wolf that it was.
" The Sunday paper is not a religious paper or a reform paper. It is not the Sunday paper in partnerMcArthur to M.rs. Slenker.
ship with Sunday. If it is in partnership the newspaper gets all the profits and Sunday all the losses.
She'hath grown cold whose kindness won me to her.
It is merely the ordinary daily enlarged, but not saneWherefore is this?
tined-a mighty mosaic of information, much of it
It seems strange to me that we cannot come more
not objectionable, but all of the earth, earthy. Some closely together. My every advance is repulsed, and
of it is poisonous and corrupting-garnished to ex- I no sooner see, or think I see, an opportunity for
cite the palate-and, like the apostolic vision, full of the furtherance of my object, than cold water is
aU manner of creeping things-flBsh and fowl, espe- thrown on my efforts.
I selected you, my dear madam, for a variety of
cially fowl. It never was, however, let down from
heaven."
reasons. First of all, you seemed more than willing.
That the people want a Sunday paper is no argu- Then, you are a prominent Freethought writer, and
ment with this Presbyterian bigot, Johnson, for he hav a reputation as a philosopher and thinker. Moreattempted to prove that what the people wanted was over, you hav witnessed countless phases of the pher:ot good for them, and as he believed the ministry nomena and hav openly stated that you knew how
h~ a right to lead the people, the inference was that they were done, but, as you were on honor, could
they only knew what was for their benefit. Such not giv the processes to the public. But, above all,
innoc.ent abandon was truly refreshing. Dr. Johnson you are one of the most, if not the most, violent opthen remarked : "The,v say the Sunday newspaper ponents of the Spiritual philosophy.
ha'!! come to stay. I don't believe it. Not if God
I may be mistaken, but think I am not, when I
bas come to stay, for God and the Sunday newspaper state again that you admitted the genuinness of some
do not agree."
of your experiences, and if my memory serve me the
We were tempted to offer odds on the newspaper, same was published in THE TRUTH SEEKER two or
but forbore, while the speaker plunged into a laby- three weeks prior to the issue of June 16th last.
1tinth of statistics furnished him by Brother Shepard
Unfortunately, as far as the proof of this is conof the New York M£~il and Express on the number cerned, I do not file away my papers. Raving read,
of columns devoted to crime and sports in the various and possibly re-read them, I place them where they
S11nday pap~s. Then the p-emier pedagog of the will do good, for, unlike some of the "friends," I conNorthwestern UniverEity, in an unguarded moment, aider Heston's pictures one of my greatest levers in
let slip a few home truths, as follows: ''The Sunday the work of civilizing my orthodox acquaintances.
new~paper is here for the money that is in it. Men
But if anyone who is interested in this will kindly
are sfiriking at the bulwarks of our liberty because examin his file and send me the needed quotation, I
t}:lfl dollar lies beyond." Now, that is just exactly wiil feel obliged; otherwise I must, perforce, let the
wliat is the trouble with Mr. Johnson and men of matter rest.
his cloth. I~ hJ.s philippic against _the Sunday newsStill, you say: "I granted that probably a portion
paper he sa1d-and that was ev1dently the sorest of the phenomena were real for I am loth to believe
charge against his successful rival-" It keeps people all are deceivers and deceiv~d."
from church." And there are no dollars iu the church
Well, in lieu of something better, if this is to be a
unless people can ba got there. The church can . discussion, then oblige me with a " detailed state-

I

ment" of. that "portion," or a part of it, and let us
set to work. There is no use in fencing.
You say you are anxious to be convinced that the
phenomena are true, and I am prepared to do my
-level best in that direction. And I say I am anxious
to hav the phenomena proved false, and you are the
one, and the only one I hav ever met, who is in a
position to offer these proofs, for, to quote your
words: "I know about half of it was (do:ae by the
mediums and their confederates) because I was told
how it was done and shown the whole process, and
the rest I could hav done ~yself with a little prao·
tice."
I think you will find before we are through with
this discussion, that is if I can only succeed in having
it commence, that you haY done me an injustice when
you say, "I am afraid it will be with thee as it is ~ith
the Christian. Just as soon as we take the Bible
away they refuse to argue."
I ha'V neither Bible, God, nor devil to love, fear, or
flatter, simply an array of "facts" supported by a
philosophy.
Per contra, I openly charge Materialists with following the mode of procedure which you now condemn. When they attack Christianity it is with
"facts," and Christianity, cowering in the corner,
hurls back theories. But when Spiritualism is to be
attacked, our Materialistic friends ignore the ''facts,"
and deal only with theories.
" Don't let Heston picture the 'facts,' they wound
the sensibilities of my Christian friends/' writes one
subscriber. Giv them only our theories, sugarcoated pills, and they can take them, at first., in
homeopathic doses.
A "fact" is a fact, whether it has Christian or
pagan origin, and it never can be successfully combated by a theory.
. I hav stated before, and say again, that one fact is
worth countless thousands of theories, and, notwith
standing that silly article from our Irwin, Ia., friend,
I repeat that, all blse being equal, the evidence of
one who bas seen has more weight than the evidence
of a thousand who hav not seen.
,
Stories that are in the mouth of each and every
clown cause a laugh from the circus audience, but
before long they become chestnuts, particularly when
they are pointless.
I should like to call your attention to an article in
the issue of November 24th of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
entitled, "Roman Catholic Theory of Spiritualism."
It is evidently from the inspired Pat Cronin, crony
and admirer of vVaterioo Lambert. Cronin is an
extremist.. He believes that only in exceptional cases
does water run downhill. Your theory of the Spirituai philosophy and Pat's are the antipodes of each
other. What you claim to be "impossible" Pat
admit.s as "probable,'' but attributes to the power of
the devil, and I candidly think that Pat's method of
reasoning and deductions therefrom Rhould commend
themselvs to our Iowa friend, J. K. P. Baker, for
they certainly are as rational and far more conclusiv
than his.
People in an "abnormal" condition and whose
faculties are "aberrant," will, in that event, hav an
opportunity of consulting the Iowa sage, and I hav
no doubt that these "poor creatures" will feel than~
ful to Pat and his co-laborer from Iowa for their gratuitous advice. In regard to the Darwinian theory,
we can take that up in its proper order when we hav
reached it in the discussion.
To your remark, "But if there is a bear in the
closet, and thee knows it, perhaps thee can find
some way of convincing· me of the fact." I will simply say that possibly the non-convincing rests entirely
with yourself. But, if you will giv me an opportunity by coming out flatly and stopping hedging, I'll see
what can be done, and mayhap show you a bare fact
instead of a bear.
You see, my dear Mrs. Slenker, we Spiritualists
claim that our phenomena are facts. We ignore
miracles, and relegate superstition to the churches,
and that portion of the Materialistic community who
refuse to credit anything outside of the commonest
known physical laws, or who swallow whole any
theory provided it hav some SQientist's name appended to it. I group these two classes together,
for there is no. difference between a credulous Christian and a credulous Materialist.
The former foolishly believes that there is nothing
impossible to his God, and the latter, that there is
nothing outside or beyond his exceedingly small
brain capacity. If you do not believe this state·
ment, write to Pat Cronin and J. K. P. Baker.
Both deal in theories. Each ignores " facts."
Let me illustrate.
Not many years ago, I had the pleasure of an introduction to an astron?mer of great celebrity. He
is since dead ; hence will be nameless..
I was enchanted. His "factfl,'' as he c.alled them,
were astonishing, and he quoted literally from all the
best·known experts in his line, particularly Zoellnf'r
and Flammarion.
The wonderful discoveries in the heavens led us
into the subj!'ct of light, its usrs and abuses, and the
wonderful r:;t.rides made toward its perfect understanding. He enlarged on the "ft<ct" that its waves
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struck the retina four hundred millions of millions of
times every second in order to produce its lowest
ray, and nearly twice that number for its highest.
As be struck his open palm to emphasize each "fact,"
he looked to me as if he actually believed it.
Among his other accomplishments was a claim fo
a knowledge of painting, and as our intimacy increased, I felt that in return for so many "facts" he
had so kindly given me, I should giv him one also.
So, one day, I invited him to my room and, among
other things, showed him a small oil painting, and
asked his opinion of it. He admired it greatly,
spoke of the shades, stippling, etc., and pronounced
it almost a work of art, or, to use his own words,
"surely not the work of an amateur."
After his critical examination, I informed him that
it was produced in the light, through the organism
of a medium who, in her normal condition, could
hardly draw a straight line, and on a piece of pasteboard that bad been previously marked for identification by seven skeptics, and that the whole process
did not take more than three minutes.
" Oh ! it's one of those Spiritual pictures," he
exclaimed. " I hope you are not one of those imbecils, as I really took you for a clever, level-headed
fellow."
"Yes," I answered, "I am a Spiritual~st, and the
account I hav given you of this picture is correct.
Moreover, if you will kindly examin these others, you
will find them of the same class."
But my scientific friend declined.
I urged that the authorities, Zoellner and Flammarion, whom he had so often quoted, were pronounced
Spiritualists; but he assured me in return that,
though lucid on every other point-able to measure
four hundred millions of millions of miles a second
and demonstrate it, worthy of standing among the
most brilliant minds of' the world and of being
quoted as among the highest authorities in astronomical science-yet they were undoubtedly insane
on the subject of Spiritualism.
·
So, my dear Mrs. Slenker, there was the '' bear in
the closet." This gentleman could believe and pronounce a "fact" an improbable proposition, containing a number so inconceivably great as to .cause
the mind to wander while thinking of it, and yet
would reject as a "fact" what he could see with his
own eyes.
But neither you nor I are in this boat. We will
leave these matters to professors, Pats, and Iowa
philosophers. · We hav other business on hand. So
I hope you will now consent to giving me the items,
and I will consider them properly and respectfully.
McARTHUR.

Mr. Priestley to McArthur.
Will you please let me make a short comment
upon a specimen passage from McArthur 1 It is as
follows:
• ·
There is no such thing as mathematical accuracy. There
is as wide a divergence between theoretical and practical
mathematics as it is possible to conceive. Let me illustrate:
Take two athletes and allow that one can ruu ten times as
fast as the other, and place the slower one a hundred yards
in advance. Then. at the word, both start.
When the swifter has covered a hundred yards the other
has run ten yards, and when the swifter has covered that ten
the slower has advanced one-tenth of a y~rd, and while the
swifter is covering that tenth the slower has run one-hundredth of a yard, and so on till eternity ceases, etc.
McArthur may know very much about ghosts, but
if he thinks that very ancient and crude attempt at a
solution ·is theoretical mathematics be is away off.
Of course, a mathematical problem need not be
based upon histori!)al facts, but it would be well to
state it so that all the ·conditions would not be as
absurd as the alleged phenomena of Spiritualism,
especially when it is stated by one who wants to
abolish the word "impossible" from the English
language. It is impossible that there should be two
athletes and one of them run ten times as fast as the
other. It is impossible that two athletes should run
so short a race as the hundredth part of a yard.3 3-5ths inches. If they run at all, they would bav to
run at least one step, and, when that step was taken,
"the last would be first and the first last" by several
feet.
McArthur attempts his solution apparently on the
assumption that his athletes, instead of going right
along, ran their race on the instalment plan, as impecunious persons buy sewing-machines. He says :
" The ten-year-old boy of Mr. Roe, if he has one,
knows what would be the practical result of the
race." Yes, and he knows· it by theory. He does
not hav to try any experiments. Theoretically, the
fact that the swifter athlete would overtake the slower
is an axiom. The problem is to find-not by a cutand-try process, but by a direct solution-bow far
each athlete has run at the time the swifter overtakes
the slower.
Algebraic solution: Let A be the swifter and B the
slower; and let x represent the number of yards
which Bruns. Then x plus 100 will represent the
distance which A runs. But the distance which A
runs is ten times as far as the distance which B runs.
Hence B's distance, x, multiplied bylten, equal$ .A.'s,
which givs '\11:1 t)le equation,
•

10;:v = x plus 100. Subtracting x from each member we bav 9x = 100. Dividing each member by 9
we hav x = 111-9ths yards, the distance B has t.raveled
when overtaken by A, who, of course, runs 1111-9th
yards.
Arithmetical solution : When A has run 100
yards, B has run 10 yards. Hence A has gained
90 yards on B. If A gains 90 yards in running 100
he will gain 9·10tbs of a yard in running one. Hence
to gain 100 yards he must run as many yards as
9-10tbs is contained times in 100. Thus 100 x 10-9ths
= 1,000-9ths = 1111-9tb yards.
Now, will McArthur kindly point out the discrepancy between the theoretical and the practical in this
problem? I claim that mathematics is a source of
absolute certitude and that it will be impossible for
McArthur to point out a single discrepancy between
theoretical and practical mathematics.· Even taking
McArthur's own method of trying to solve this problem, it does not prove what he claims, but exactly
the reverse. Let us take a few terms. First A and
B are 100 yards apart, then 10 yards, then one yard,
then 3 3-5ths inches, then 36-100ths of an inch. Instead of there being between them " as wide a divergence as it is possible to conceive," there is a very
rapid convergence.
McArthur seems to think he knows what condition
this problem will be in when "eternity ceases," but
as I don't expect to be there, and as the question of
duration is not involved in the problem as he has
stated it, and as I cannot form the slightest idea.
what will come next after duration ends, I must giv it
up. In that remote period they may bav circular triangles, cylindrical spheres, and Spiritual phenomena,
and nothing will be impossible.
D. PRIESTLEY.

-------..
Genius on the Stage.

Milwaukee, Ore.

~-------

Colonel R. G. Ingersoll in the Worla.

better than Joseph Jefferson before I can admit that
he bas been excelled. My youth is on hill side. It
is bard to imagin that anyone can excel Forrest in
the last act of "King Lear." Certainly be would
hav to be almost a god to create in my heart greater
or deeper feeling in repeating the words:
Why should a dog, a horse, a rat, ha;v life,
And thou no breath at all?
It is hard to imagin that any human being can e:;cel Denman Thompson in "The Old Homestead."
He is the character he represents, and everything
about him is as natural as nature.
Miss Marlowe conquered my prejudices and excelled my ideal. Of all actresses she is the most perfectly natural, the most sincere, the most absolutely
honest, and every emotion is portrayed.
In the telephones first invented the tone or pitch
of the voice could be easily transmitted. This tone
or pitch depended on simple waves of the air; but
in order to transmit a voice so that it would be recognized as the voice of a certain person, the dia.-.
phragm had to transmit not only simple waves, but
complex ories, and those other waves gave the quality
and transmitted the voice of your friend, a voice
that you recognized, a voice that you knew. Ordinary actors giv the tone, the pitch, of the character,
but a genius conveys the composit result of all complexities; so that you feel that you bav seen, not a
representation, but a character-a real, Jilving, breathing, hoping, and suffering soul.
_
Great acting must bav the appearance of being
unconscious. It must come from withir, The gesture must be the outward expression of inward feeling. There is no mechanism, no matter how perfect,
that can take cthe place of graceful, unconscious
spontaneity. The schools for acting are only for
persons of talent, not of genius. Genius moves in
curves; talent is mathematical. Talent imitates ;
genius creates.
Imagin a Greek girl who unconsciously imitates all
the great statues and who bas the pose of Greek art
in its highest form-who has the grace of movement that these statues would hav were they living.
And imagin more-t,bat this girl bas within her the
spirit, the genius, that chiselEd those statues, and
then imagin that she has been idealized by love, and
you hav an idea of Mis' Marlowe as Parthenia.

There is a time in the life of a man when impressions
are made-impressions SO deep that they remain-a
time when he first bears what be feels to be real
music, and those tones haunt him as long as he livs.
He never bears music again so-great as that-so
perfect-and could be hear that same music again,
precisely as it was, he would feel that something was
lacking.
So there is a time when he sees a supreme piece of
acting. Some great actor makes an impression,
givs him a series of pictures, a gallery of statuary,
that be never forgets and that he always sees.
Think of the persons who were impressed by Miss
Neilson. Could she now come from the dead and
step again upon the stage as beautiful as ever,
her admirers and her worshipers would not be
satisfied. The trouble is, they · hav changed; the
noon of life has touched the twilight; the heart no
longer responds to those deft and delicate touches ;
out of life's rainbow the colors hav fallen.
Every new candidate for public favor has to overcome this memory, this ideal, and it takes years to
conquer a prejudice that partakes of the nature of
gratitude.
·
Thousands and tbout!ands feel indebted to Edwin
Forrest. They remember the splendid pleasure be
gave,-tbe exaltation of thol.'lght he produced. They
remember his magnificence, his grandeur, his amplitude, and to admit that he bas an equal would be a
kind of ingratitude.
In the world of art the dead are the great rivals,
and people are always comparing the present with all
the past. They select the successes of many centuries
and pit them against the one person standing before
them.
·
It is hard to overestimate the genius, the grace,
the beauty, and the intelligence that hav been lavished
upon the stage; yet in spite of prejudice, in spite of
memory, in spite of the old ideals, when naturalness,
grace, and intensity step upon the stage, even prejudice is conquered. There is something irresistible
about a graceful, honest, simple, passionate personality. It is delightful to see a person lost in a character-to see a beautiful woman the instrumen:Mlity
of a thought-to see her a living, breathing ideal.
We "are all apt to imagin that the age in which we
liv is commonplace-that it has no romance-that
everything is but a variation of the multiplication
table. We hav a kind of dream that the past was
full of love and wonder, full of adventure and poetry.
Without knowing it, we put all the past together,
we take from every age its romance, itfi tenderness,
its self-denial, its love. All that we hay gleaned we
think of at once, yet these incidents cover thousands
of years. We only gather a little in each field, a few
sheaves in a century, and we are surprised when we
see a person in these days of ledgers, mortgages, and
stocks as natural as the grass that grows, as graceful
as a bird in air, touched and• glorified with the
romance of all time, a being that you csnnot associate with business, with dollars, with trades, with the
ordinary wants and the selfishness of life, one who
seems to hav been created by a poet's wish, by an
artist's dream.
All these thoughts went through my mind while
looking on Miss Marlowe as Parthenia.

We all h!'v prejudice&. 0Ae;will hav to
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England's Distinction.
Saladin in Seculm' Review.

The Americans are always big or nothing. For every
Antichristian journal we hav in this country our transAtlantic couRins hav nine or ten. On the Lord's side they
hav the fearful Talmage; not on the Lord's side they hav
the tremendous Ingersoll. The greatest cataract in the
world is in America, the falls of Niagara being a river three
miles in width, suddenly contractinrr, and plunging over
rocks in two columns to a depth of 170 feet. The gr~atest
cave in the world is in Ameri,fo'!!L; it is called the Mammoth
Cave, and the explorer can make a voyage on a subterranean river in which the fiRh hav no eyes. The greatest river
in the world, the Mississippi, 4,100 miles in length. is also in
America, as is the greatest vallev, that of the Mississippi,
contain in!! 500,000 ~quare miles. So, too, is the largest lake,
Superior, 430 miles across, and 1,000 feet deep. America
owns the greatest natural bridge, that over Cedar Creek in
Virginia, stretching· across a chasm 80 feet wide and 250 feet
deep; the greatest mass of solid iron-namP-ly, the iron
mountain of Missouri, two miles round and 350 feet high;
the la.rgest aqueduct, the Crotnn »qnerlnct in New York,
40 miles in length, which cost £3,500,000 to construct; ths
greatest deposits of coal, tboHe of P~nnsylvania, from whi.ffi,
the markets receive millions of tons yearly, and which are
practically inexhaustible ; and the greatest liar-namely,
the man who said American soil was so fertil th11t a vine
planted in the center of a hundred-acre field sprearl. all
over the field so fast that it tripped up the man who planted
it before he could e~cape from the spot. But there hav been
bigger lies than that. The lie about the man inside the
whale is larger than the whale itself. If America caa tell
the biggest lies, England bas the proud distinction of eclipsing America at believing big lies once they are told. For
instance, taking the respectiv populations into account, the
whale story has more believers in England, Scotland, and
Ireland than it has in the Unite<'! States.
Tile Degeneracy of l'llotlern Democracy.
From tlle Investioatol',

Ministers and churches hav no doubt the right to appoint
religious festivals such as fast days and Thanksgiving, otherwise there would not be religious liberty. But what right
bas a president to appoint theE\€ festivals? He has no right,
for he is a political ruler, not a religions one. He is, or
should be, governed by the Constitution, which does not
recognize any religion wb!ltever, and, therefore, he h:a~ no
right., constitutionally, to appoint or recommend a rehgwus
festival.
But he knows all this as well as we can tell him,'for he
professes to be a statesman and to unrlerstand the C~mstitu
tion; and yet, religiously, he violates it when he m1xe~ up
religion with hiA politics. Why is this? Appllrently It Is
done in order to keep in favor with the clergy and the church.
And if this is the fact, we are more priest-ridden in this country than many people suppose. What is wanted is what we
hav not got as yet-a strictly constitutional party which
shall not allow the slightest semblance of a union of church
and state.
The wisest statesman and most illustrious of all the Democrats, Thomas Jefferson, rlirl not appoint religious festivals
when he was president, and Grover Cleveland, now in that
office, and professing to be of the same party, ough~ to bav
followed the good example, bnt modPrn Dem~cracy IS oot of
the kind that was taught by Jefferson anrl Pame.
A few years ago, if we are nnt mistaken, Governor Roberts,
of Texas, bad the cnurage and independence t~ refuse to appoint a religious festival, and previous to that t~me G,Jvernor
Wise of Virginia did the same. But almost Without exception, neither presidents nor governors b,av dared to follow
*lOt muob tll.E$' constit1+tional examples!
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f;ommun!cations.
Here It Is!
All branches of human knowledgA hav developed
from the discovery of single facts, of no great BiA"nificance within themselvs. but just important enough
to constitute nuclei around which other facts hav been
clustering. Me dern geometry has thus developed
from ihe inconsidHable value of a single straight
line and all of our mathematics, from the use of a
single hieroglyphic made to represent any single object-the t1 pe of unity. A small piece of ba1 k
freshly peel~d from a growing branch, and tie_d at
both ends, may hav suggested the dugout, the Jd~ai
vessel from which has grown our leviathan steam·
ships. Probably the whole stock of literature of
which we are boasting might be traced from link to
link, without a missing one, back to certain cuneiform characters first used to represent mere guttural
sounds. Agriculture certain~y began by inserting
the bulbs of alium molly in soft, sandy soils along
the banks of sylvan streams; and mere reed-huts,
long ages before the birth of log-cabins, foreshadowed the colossal ruins of South America, the
Babylons of antiquity, and the Londons of our day.
So also do we find the great trees and animals all
originating in the union of two or more invisible
atoms, while foolish peopfe can see no definition of
life behind its bewildering complexity in the higher
mammalia, nor learn to solve the problem of the universe through those embryonic crystallizations which
are constantly building inhabitabl& worlds, as the
countless swarms of activ masons are building inhabitable cities.
As it is very natural they should hav done, owing
to this same blindness, our ignorant and barbarous
ancestors looked upon themselvs as the objectiv focus of a special creation. A :flat world, with an upturned rim to restrain the surging waters, surrounded
by a wall of chaos, which then, as now, must hav
been a subterfuge behind which ignorance hid its
sham_!!, was conceived to be the proper and necessary
condition of things. It was quite rational, we must.
allow, from such a standpoint, for them to look upward for a supernal, and downward for an infernal,
region. Up and down, to their very limited vision, certainly appeared as real, instead of relativ,
points. All moving celestial objects were readily
supposed to be revolving around such 3D important
focus. The universal presence of good and evil, or
· rather that which affected themselvs favorably or unfavorably, suggested the necessity of different
sources for these apparent contradictions. The vault
of heaven, as it seemed to rest upon the horizon,.
could easily be mistaken by their childish simplicity,
for a real canopy, studded with twinkling gems for
their especial edification. Above ibis ideal arch was
located the empyrean source of all good, while the
bad was quite as rationally relegated to the nether
world. Such was the intelligence from which all of
our fetich worship has been derived. And such was
the astronomical wisdom of Moses, and also the God
whom he made to rule over Israel.
After dreaming away several thousand years in
this blissful ignorance of our true celestial relations,
it began to be surmised by certain heathen philosophers, contrary to all Christiauity, that our world
might better be round than :flat. It was this vile heresy,
as all truth has been considered by religionists, that
subsequently induced such men as Columbus, Drake,
and Magellan to attempt its circumnavigation. In a
few years, however, the desired information having
been obtained, many heretical thinkers-for talking
was dangerous-began to look upon the sun and moon
also as spherical bodies. And still all phenomenal
changes ware referred to celestial movements, while
our world, the supposed center of a created universe,
must remain perfectly stationary. But the beacon
of progress was gleaming in the near future, and it
.. was soon afterward learned that the human race had
been chained by their false teachers to the dead past,
where themselvs it was, instead of the world, that
remained stationary.
· After galling for ages under the yoke of de>gmatical hypocrisy and fraud, and only about two hundred
and fifty years ago, one Nicholas Copernicus, a daring empirical astronomer, ventured to scale the then
strongly fortified bulwarks of ignorance and blind
superstition, and kindled his baJefires even in the
hideous darkness of the enemy's camp. By carefully
observing the heavens for a whole year he discovered
that the sun had either gone three hundred and sixtyfive times around the world, or that the world had
gone one time around the sun. If the sun had been
going around our planet to bring about the recurring days and nights, the same fixed stars must reappear at perihelion every twenty-four hours. On the
contrary, the same fixed stars which a year before
appeared to be clustering about the sun having returned to their former places, he was forced to the
conclusion that both earth and sun must again be in
the same relativ position. Nothing but the completion of an orbit at the end of each year could bring
!lbo1,1t ttJ,is result. ~or could the S"\lli'S motion ~!louse
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his daily rising and setting without a velocity far too earth. Geology has most conclusivly ~;hown that our
great for rational credence. But by rolling on her planet is growing and has grown to the ~xtent of
own axis at a velocity of only one thousand miles an many superficial mites of stratified rocks, whwh could
hour, all parts of the earth's surface can be daily not hav been here during the ages in which the older
turned to and from the sun, and thus cause our days fossils existed as their expression of the animal kingand nights. Such was the profound reasoning which dom. The old silurian it~ found unoerlying-all of the
gave us the invaluable truths of the subt?equently es- later ages, in every continent and island on the glob_e,
tablished Copernican system of astronomy, even before so the small fractions of it washed from moun tam
the invention of instruments, aLd similar reasoning gorges, etc., could never hav furnished one ~undredth
must soon lead us to the very confines of the cos- part of the ten miles of newer and o_verlym~ strata.
mical problem.
This fact alone, when followed to Jts logical conOnly a few years later when Galileo, with his little elusion, proves all that is said in this paper. Of
telescope, had succeeded in locating every part of the course, it is absurd to doubt the growth of all other
actual orbit of our translating planet, it was found to planets and satellites, after the growth of earth has
hav an inclination of twenty-three and one-half de- been so thoroughly established. And her molten
grees from the ecliptic, or plane of the equatorial line interior which furnishes the lava of volcanoes and
of the sun. Thus is the vertical sun made to travel earthqu'akes, and the necessarily increasing tamnorth and south on the telluric surface forty-seven peratures for all of these stupendous explosions, is
degrees each year, and cause alternate winters and equally well known to hav been encroaching upon
summers in the two hemispheres. He also found the and melting away the older fossiliferous deposits to
orbit of earth to be an oval or ellip1ical figure with the extent of many miles next below the old silurian
two centers, in one of which the sun is incumbent, beds. Her internal heat and external smface are
while the other has evidently been evacuat~:d by a known to be advancing in the same ratio, and thus
~econdary luminary. Now, since it is well known maintaining a uniform thickness of shell, continually
among geometricians that an ellipse cannot be formed renewed for the bettering of inhabitable conditions.
without the aid of two centers, we are objectivly
And it is also objectivly known that these same
assured that earth was once a satellite revolving planets hav eighteen moons, or satellites, revolving
around an older sphere which merged into the sun about them without any similar diurnal revolutions
shortly after the young planet started on its present as we hav f~und peculiar to planets, which can be of
elliptical journey around what was. then two centers. no conceivable utility to themselvs or their primaries
But these important discoveries are now more unless they are to develop into planets. The inhabthan two centuries old and still the priests are bah itants of the planets around which they are revolving
bling about the works of an unknowable God. Hav- can only see one side of these J?Oons, and these one
ing learned so long ago that our world is wheeling ~ides are always the same. It IB true, however, that
through space around a self-luminous center at a our moon is being turned upon its own axis as often
velocity of seventy thousand miles an hour, and roll- as it goes around its p_rimury, _so th~t an o~server,
ing on her own axis like a grindfltone at the rate of watching it from any pomt outside of Its orbit, co~ld
one thousand miles an hour, why should we not learn behold its entire circumference every t~enty-nme
what caused or causes these celestial motions~ Let days. The same might be said of all other ~atellites.
us hav another Copernican stride in the right direc· But none of them hav proper axial revolutions like
tion and scale the last rampart of superstitious big- the planets. In reali_ty, t~ey are all re~olvin_g u!Jo.n
otry. Let the awe stricken multitude gaze upon the the axes of their prlmtmes, so as to Inherit their
transcendent grandeur of natural world-making. Of diurnal motions, and thus perpetuate days and :nights
course orthodoxy is saying we know too much already. and inhabitable conditions when the older and wornEvolution is robbing God of his glory in the crea- out spheres hav pasEed away. By and by, we will
tion of man. Science has encroached upon his pre- learn how easily the slow axial motion of our moon,
rogativs and his miraculous works almost more than and her orbital velocity of two thousand miles an
the old imbecil can withstand. Having learned that hour by the inevitable concentricity which must folthe world instead of the sun is wheeling through low ~arth dissolution, may be united in one useful
F1pace, these independent thinkers are already talking diurnal motion like the planets.
:fltppantly about the mistakes of Moses. What is to
However, before we can fully comprehend the imprevent the old fabric of superstition from being portance of these clear disti~c~ions between the
razed to the ground, when science can point to the planets and their moons, the or1gm of both must be
natural laws which caused the world to make such more thoroughly investigated. As all space is full
appalling revolutions' When our readers hav learned pf a highly rarefied and elastic ether, composed of
that these immense velocities are simple, normal devel- ~the same atomic matter which is permeating every
opments within the comprehension of all clear human part of the rocky crust of earth, and creeping into
minds, where is the evidence of fiat, where is the the hollows of geodes and. the cavities of" the older
boasted creation? Will they not be relegated to the rocks, where crystallipe growth is taking place,_ the
mausoleum of both Gods and devils!
intermundane regions may be regardt:d lD the hght
To comprehend these grand and consecutiv di!lcov- of a common soil, wherein the mineral kingdom is
aries set forth below, the reader must not forget that reaching its highest perfection, as does the vegetable
the footprints of fiat are not to be found in matter. kingdom in the ric~est terrestrial ~~~ms. By ~he
Nature alone is doing her own work and she can attraction of gravitatiOn, the same familiar law whwh
speak no organism into being. From single· cells or givs the property of weight to everything on our
crystals to the largest animals, trees, worlds, or suns, globe, those crystallizations aboundmg. wher.ever
the same laws of accretion and dissolution are ever there are no currents of water or air, cannot fall to
presPnt. As surely as that a horse bas been a colt or be drawn together. They first appear to us in the
a tree a sapling, so has every self-luminous sun in well-known form of aerolites, whwh are constantly
the universe been a planet or an aggregation of plan- darting into our aerial ocean as shooting stars.
ets, and every inhabitable planet a satellite, and every These are amorphous crystalline agglomerations of
satellite an asteroid, descending by the attraction of solid matter from the size of a man's fist to half a
gravitation toward its central sun, where it must hav mile in dia~eter, and objectivly known· a~ celestial
disappeared if not arrested by the interference of rocks overtaken by the stupendous velomty of our
planetary attraction.
globe as she is wheeling around the central sun. Of
Organized matter can only grow by the accretion course, we are equally well assured that every planet
of atoms, which may continue until a specific maxi- and satellite revolving about this or any other sun,
mum IB attained, when disintegration steps in to is also overtaking the same class of rocks, and conrP-duce the accumulations to their normal level. stantly growing larger by such additions.
Everything in nature grows, until each organic form
We next observe the larger aerolites, after they
rl'aches the maximum of its peculiar species, the hav grown by further cryst~lline agglo~erations, to
babes become men, the plantlets become trees, crys· the higher estate of asterOids, from _dJmmutJV teletals are aggregated into rocks known as .aerolites, scopic objects to nearly the magmtudes of our
the aerolites become asteroids, the asteroids become smaller moons. That these bodies are only still
satellites, the satellites become planets, and the plan- greater amorphous conglomerations of both crystals
ets develop into some self-luminous form whence and aerolites, none but the willfully blind can fail to
their substance must again be dispersed th~oughout see. And no one can fail to see that such bodies,
the ~ommon space, to maintain the order of repro- while falling in accordance with the law of attraction,
dnctwn and decay. By the well-known rationale of with rapidly increasing velocities, toward our great
reductio ail absurdum this thesis is unquestionably central sun from the confines of our system, or far
true, because the most familiar celestial machinery beycnd it, for thousands o~ years, might eas~ly be
cannot run from eternity to eternity in any other lassoed, or teddered, by the mtervening attractiOn ~f
way. Whoever takes issue with these statements is any of the revolving planets, and thus become their
at war _with the e~tablished law of temperatures, the dependent satellites. Becausb the enormous attracattrachon of gravitation, and the tangential force of tion of the sun is drawing everything toward it from
all revolving bo!'lies.
·
a hundred trillion miles in every direction, the 1-ocky
Fro~. a correet understanding of the foregoing crystalline growths are all falling as heavy bodies·
facts, It IB certam that _our globe, in some past time, with us fall to the ground. Their velocities, after
was the moon, or satdhte, of a great and inhabitable reachinA' our planets, may be from one to sixty thouplanet, belonging to a former eon of this system. sand miles an hour. They are concentering at the
Nor can it be said that this assertion, even though it sun from every direclion, and thus darting down
be true, rests upon a purely subjectiv foundation. through our system so thickly that the showers of
The e~idence su~porting i_t is f~r from being confined aerolites falling int? our atmosphere are th_e~e same
to logJCal deductJons. It \B obJectivly known that we bodies not yet havmg the necessary velomtJes, and
hav eight planets revolving around our sun, and all! therefore the tangential force, to resist the impingturpin~ o~ tbeir OWD !l~is in the same lll!lDDeJ' .-s inf5 planetary attractions, lt i". C?Pll t!l-~ Vf?~l }!1-r~etlt
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of these bodies
hav been growing while falling
from the greatest d1stances, that can thus be supposed to resist all planeta(y attractions, and perpe.tuate their .velo~itie~ as satellit~s. Thus also is
thu!! hypothes1s qmte mcontrovert1bly supported by
the abnormal figure of our own moon's orbit, which, in
fact, ridicules the idea of intelligent design, and-also
that of utility, by the very earmarks of having been
teddered to a rapidly translating planet while falling
toward the sun at the rate of two thousand miles an
hour-her present velocity around the earth. It is
truly marvelous to contemplate the sudden arrest of
·a sphere having a diameter of five hundred or more
miles,- while falling at the rate of thirty miles per
minute, but this single fact becomes insignificant in
comparison with the transcendent phenomena attending the birth of a future planet. Some of our
planets hav several young ones in their families, so
earth need not he discouraged because she had to
begin with one. The appearance of our first· moon
in t~e he~vens may hav somewhat startled the listless 1nhab1tants of earth, hut let us contemplate the
far grander achievements of the satellite itself. Be·
hold a· falling sphere wheeling suddenly about a
planet for protection, as it were, and instantly finding itself dashing headlong around the glowing canter of a system at the rate of seventy thousand miles
an hour! Otherwise it must long ago hav 'disappeared in the flames of our great luminary.
We now fin? Mo_ther Earth with her infant Diana in
her embrace, JUB~ as the grandmother, iong, long ago,
embraced onr mfant world.. Bec~use all consequences ev?lve out of rel~tiv ant10edents, na~ure
makes :r;'O m1stakes. E11rth 1s kno.wz: to be grow1~g,
.and so 1s her moon, consequently 1t 1s altogether 1mpossible for the ~tarnal future ages to roll by without ending the existence of our globe, and leaving
~er sat~ll~te revolving around the sun, with co~dit10~s s1m1lar to ours.
The number of satellites
which may thus become planets can scarcely be limited, because there is ample room for a hundred more
such spheres to revolve around our sun. The sizes
of all such orbits can only be limited by the correlation of magnitude, density, and velocity, so that
growth may increase, and increasing temperature
diminish them.
Now let us return to the history of our own
planet. Since it has been shown to be growing by
the accretion of crystalline matter gleaned from the
common domain, it is not necessar-y to reiterate that
which is settled among the faithful students of nature. By serially connecting these consequences of
terrestrial growth with their inseparable antecedents,
we are translated back to a time when earth herself
was a satellite, and when in conformity to the laws
governing such hodie~, she could hav had no true
axial or diurnal motion. If this nucleus of earth-for
all satellites must be regarded merely as planetary
nuclei, of no conceivable value in the cosmos, unless,
like children in our families, thtly are to succeed their
departing ancestors-was revolving around some now
extinct planet, which, in a glowing state, at some
very remote period of time, was buried in the sun, is
it not easy to see how the little terrestrial nucleus,
with its far greater density and tangential force,
could escape the threatened conflagration' In this
way alone could our planet hav derived its elliptical
orbit, with two centers, one of which is now blank
and the other occupied by the sun. Such is the only
possible scientific explanation of the well-known elliptical orbits of all planets. In the absence of any conceivable utility, all phenomenal irregularities must be
referred flo the law of necessity in the infinit differentiation of development.
But we must not forget that cur terrestrial nucleus,
while in its fetal, or satellitic, state, had no such
diurnal motion as now givs us days and nights. Before the conglomeration of it>~ two primaries, the old
extinct planet and the sun, it had already acquired
au orbit around the sun in company with its expiring
companion. It had also a much smaller orbit around
the said companion, as our moon now has about this
world, which was causing it to turn slowly on its
own axis. Both of these last.named motions were in
the same direction, and were.the consequences of the
same antecedent force-the attraction of gravitation
which caused it to fall toward the sun at the time it
became a satellite and derived this orbital motion.
Now, if the central object of its smaller orbit consolidatfld with the central objPct of its larger orbit,
certainly the larger orbit would be continued in some
elliptical form; without acceleration or retardation
around the two approaching centers. But the smaller
orbit must hav been adjusted to the changed conditions. Having lost. the focal point around which it
was revolving as a inoon, and already having a slow
axial motion in the same direction, and resulting
from the same force, it is easy to see how their
energies could eoalesce into one movement. As fast
as the excentric cycloid curve of the larger orbital
motion was forced by tangential resistance into a
concentric line about the great central source of
attraction, the two minor motions mm"t become
centered in the young planet itself. Thus do we
find that the greater velocity, and consl?quently
~re3l\lr force, of t4~ outer half, c;ry~r ~ha~ oft~~ iPtWf

Iaround
half, of the former satellite, as it was the~ revolving
its primary, and wheeling around the sun,
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·dispensable. It would lasRo some of the falling asteroids by its greater attraction, and thus bav its
was correlated with the slow axial revolutions of the share of the moonshine, and finally, in a self lumiz:ew·born planet, to giv it the alternate periods of nous condition, coalesce with tht c 6 ntral sun, and leave
hght and darkness required by cellular organisms.
its moon, or moons, revolving as planets with the
Since this is the most intricate and important point necessary diurnal motions for inhabitable conditiom.
in the development of worlds without the assistance In this plain, natural manner any newly d 6 veloping
of fiat, the reader is requested to test it by the fol- self luminous center, appearing in any part'of the inlowing illustrations, thus: Take a small ball, with a finit universe, where there may be room for another
convenient hole through it for the insertion of a reed system, certainly evolves first the barren planet!:',
one or two feet long. While the baH is secured at without days and nights, capable of protecting and
one end of the reed, hold the other end on a table rearing families of satellitefl, whose double motions
with one hand, while with the other hand the end on develop into those regular diurnal revolutions which
which the ball is secur.ed is being turned round and distinguish the inhabitable planets from all other
round on the table, to represent a satellite going celestial forms.
·
around its primary located relativly as your hand and
By carefully studying and applying all of these
the ball are on the table. By having a; mark on the now well known scientific facts, and also the final
ball, you can carefully observe the fact that each time effects of developing temperatures upon these growthe reed, with ball attached, goes once around, the ing organisms, anyone can become as familiar with
ball is also turned in the same direction one time the natural processes of world and sun making, as
round on its own axis. After this operation has been are the better class of farmers with the rational procsatisfactorily performed, let it be tried by -slipping eases of agriculture. Creation is a continuous procthe ball down on the reed closer and closer until it ess of developing new expressions, as life is a process
actually touches the band, and turning the reed forever renewing the cellular expressions on the myraround on the table at each stage to represent the iads of inhabitable planets, so that nothing but stolid
force which must continue to revolve the ball. And ignorance and willful bigotry can hav any further use
finally slip the ball to the end you were holding on for the supernatural. If the common people must
the table, and turn it with the reed as before, to longer endure the barbarous inflictions of false
prove objectivly how the orbit of any moon will preaching and false teaching, let it be known that
be?m:~e diu:nal whenever the a~is ?f sue~ secondary these wrongs are being done willfully, deBpite the
comc1des w1th what was the axial hne of 1ts departed truthful lessons of philosophy and natural Ecience
prim~ry, and thus incontr?vertibly demonstrate the· combined, while man is eyoluting away from his fabuun~rr!ng character .o~ certam naturallaw.s c~pable of lous fall, and t~erefore e·qually fabulous redemption.
bulldmg th~se satelht~s and planets, proJectmg the~ Let all true .fnends of human progress raise the hue
around their self-lummous suns at enormous veloct- and cry agamst the useless and wicked propagandties, and rolling them on their own axes, so as to ism of barbarous fables. Everything in nature is
make it possible for us to hav an existence. This is teaching the lessons of evolution and if man does
t~e only co~ceivable explanation of the diurn.al mo- n?t i~prove he can hav. no supern~tural personage to
twns pecuhar to all planets, and the suns wh10h can vtcarwusly shoulder his responsibilities.
be nothing more nor less than aggregations of planChicago, Ill., Nov. 1, 1888.
MILLESON.
etary remains, while the satellites and asteroids hav
developed no such rotary motions. If Mother Nature
A Service to the Cause of Justice.
were some giddy-headed thing depending upon v-icaFrom tile GalVeston News.
rious assistance, we might call in the hired help, but
Judge Barrett, of the supreme court of New York,
she is a model housewife and does all her own work,
so that we find the worlds themselvs eternally wheel- overruled the refusal of inspectors of election in the
Fourteenth district of New York to register the. name
lng around in obedience to her behests.
Any number of satellites having independent orbits of Eu!!ene M. 1\facdonald,' Editor of THE TRUTH
about the same expiring primary in this same man- SEEKER, because he refused to swear on the Bible or
ner, may be started on elliptical, but never circular, to hold up his band. The judge decided that the
orbits around the same central sun of any system in inspectors had no right to insist on any raligious
the universe, and regulate the siz11s of their respectiv test. It seems strange that officials will disregard
new orbits by their own several magnitudes, densities, the intention both of the Constitution and of the law
and velocities, without disturbing the relations of which provides for affirmations by persons who obeach other, or any revolving spheres in the same ject to taking an oath. Their action constitutes a
system. All of the solar systems are limited only by species of bulldozing which muat appear the more
the counter attractions of other systems, and, there- odious when it seems to be the result of a perverted
fore, cannot be circumscribed by boundary lines. sort of Christian faith. No man is converted by
Thus may their relativ magnitudes vary as do the treating him with unfairness or illiberality. There is
sizes of trees in our forests. The larger suns having no just inference that the man who refuses to swear
the stronger attractions must be drawing the aggre- is an untruthful man. Indeed, such a man might
gating crystalline masses from greater and greater be a more faithful Christian than those who overdistances, with greater and greater velocities, as these ride the law itself to persecute him. Th<>re is a
masses are approaching their respectiv centers, so Christian sect and there are individual Christians of
that the orbital motions of all satellites and planets, other sects who take no latitude in construing the
which are these same falling velocities circumvolving command of their master, which stauds written in
these or other centers, may never fail to hav the tan- these words: "But I say unto you, swear not at all."
gential force required for resisting such greater at- It is indeed well known that learned divines hav exertractions. In a non-resisting medium, any growing cised their casuistry upon this notable text, and
body of matter, by falling from the incalculable drawn the inference ·tbf!.t Christians might take an
bights of space toward any very great source of at· oath when the law required it. Even upon this view
traction, might derive the most stupendous velocity, of the case it would not be evident that they should
either direct or orbital, without the slightest super- take an oath when the law does not reqnire it. The
laws of this country which provide for affirmation are
natural assi~tance.
made
in the sober and reasonable spirit of this injuncIt must he obvious to the intelligent reader that
the smaller bodies of crystalline matter, known as tion, and those officials who seek to overr:de them
aerolites, in a syAtem like ours, must be simply !a- are doing more to advertise their bigotry than their
gions, and all moving westward in company with the understanding of either gospel, law, or right and
planets, while falling with very d1fferent velocities justice. Mr. Macdonald is not a profe•sor of Chris~
toward the sun. The larger bodies of this same tianity; quite the reverse, he is the Editor of an
class, known as asteroids, are here by thousands, also Ingersollian paper.. But he is a gentleman, a citizen,
wheeling around the sun, and more or less rapidly and a man of untarnished honor. The country would
descending toward the greater center of attraction. be better off if it possessed more such honorable citiIf not arrested by any of the revolving planets, all zens, and fewer officials so illiberal as to try to cheat
of these bodies inust 11ltimately, by diminishing spiral him out of his vote, contrary to the Constitution and
curves, descend into the sun which is furnishing the law, in the name of Christianity. Men as well as
their constituents. But it is qaite possible for any trees are known by their fruits. Their professed beone of the larger ast.eroids, after having fallen for liefs are often the result merely of education. They
ages from the most incalculable distance, and all the are liberal and fair or prejudicerl aud bigoted ac"time growing, to e@cape planetary attraction, and to cording to the quality of the1r minds. In resisting a
derive such a very high velocity, and such great tan- piece of official misfeasance, Mr. Macdonald rendered
gential force, as to resist the attraction of the sun a service to liberal institutions and the cause of
himself long before he had grown to his present justice everywhere.
--------~~-------magnitude. And any such sphere might easily
Cris11 Sqnattucks.
hav become a young plant in our system at some
At the unveiling of the monument to the memory of
very remote time, without the possibility of ever reCrispus Attucks, in Bnston, yesterday, the historical oration
volving upon its own axis. It could never hav days was delivered by John Fiske. I understantl that the late
and nights, because, like our moon, it must keep the Caleb Cushing ascertained t.bat the ff'fll name of tlw victim
same side toward its primary. Its inner hemisphere of the Boston ma~sacre, Ma ch 5. 1770, w•ls Crisp Squatmust hav one continuous day, with the sun on the tucks; and it is not diRrmt•·d that Crisp was a Natick Indtan.
he thy p;ods," 0 Yankee doodles!
BURR.
meridian, while its outer hemi!lphere remains in per- "These
Nov. 15, 1888.
petual darkness and gloom. Such a sphere would
------~~.------continue the process of growth by accret.ions, hke
Life llut a J,ami'·
the other planets, and pass through all of the planLfljf!~Pite. on llis Death Bed.
etary stages, except such cellular expressions as we
What would you hav? Life is like the flame of a lamp;
h~v QP earth, where re~ular da~s and nights are iq- wnen the oil~ oqt the light is extin!?uis~eQ., and all!& Ov\)r,
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injustices are not perpetrated. But the English with their religious beliefs, will not take cognizance of one
tithe is simply a tax upon the privilege of occupying more than ~nother, but will, with just and equal laws, treat
;
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of acres of good land in New Zealand belonging to mission- And if the "energy of the Christian church" can,
ary societies, which are lying idle as a speculation, and if without the aid of law, induce all the people to go to
SATURDAY,
DECEMBER 1, 1888. they were utilized I would guarantee that.in six months you church, why, let them go. When, however, the
would not find a bona fide unemployed workingman in the church calls in the aid of the state to enforce her
country. This is simply because the land is near civilization, ideas of a proper Sunday observance upon others,
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
and a man who produced anything, even if it were 'taties,'
Single subscnption in advance ............................. . $8 00 would find a sale for them, and could earn an honest living. she becomes the most intolerable tyrant on earth.
One subscription two years, in advance ................ .. 0 00
Two new subscribers .......................................... . 0 00 But no; that man, if he be poor and desirous of tilling the Then we hav the Inquisition and a theocracy, and freeground, must go miles away from civilization over as rough dom is a thing unknown.
One subscription with one new subscriber, in onere..
mittance...................................................... . 0 00 a country as man ever traveled-over swamps, mountains,
A united church and state has everywhere meant
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
say
he
wiii
hav
to
that
the chm:ch ruled. Ecclesiasti~s are the most
thick
bush,
rivers
without
bridges.
I
remittance ................................................. .. 7 00 drag his poor wife and children into the desert, whilst there
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
remittance .................................................. .. 8 iO are thousands of acres of unoccupied land near to the towns arrogant of men. They hav claimed the 'right to
lying idle."
·
regulate the whole life of man-his birth, his educaOne subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 10 00
Here is the unused, untaxed missionary land lying tion, his marriage, his thoughts, his words; his death,
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
idle near the towns, ~aiting for a rise in value, while even the clothes he should wear and the food he
with one remittance.
the
poor devil of a workingman is starving for the should eat. To maintain their claim they hav cursed
'
lack of the use of it. Tax this land and the societies and burnt and tortured and murderedright and left.
The Church's Speculation in New Zealand.
could not hold it. The missionary fund would giv In doing this they hav used the state as a tool.
At one of the Annual Congresses of the American out, and they must sell or lease it to those who would They must be deprived of power, their laws must be
.Secular Union (1886) Colonel Ingersoll spoke of the utilize it to increase the food supply of the country, repealed, and they must be made to pay their own
injustice of tax exemption of land belonging to the and :re,duce the smn total of the misery of New Zea- bills. Then if they can induce people to go to
church. " Do you know," he asked, "that if church : land. Filling empty stomachs is a thousand times church, they are welcome to do so.
property is allowed to go without ta,xation, it is only better employment than preaching- hell and damnaa question of time when they will own a large per tion. New Zealand will see the day when she will
The Wage-Workers in the Churches.
cent ·of the property of the world? · ·
The wish that the Christian missionaries, equipped with
·In answering a Methodist minister's questidn,
church builds an edifice in some small town, gets Bibles and barrels of rum, had· never landed on her
"Why do not the wage-workers of New York attend
several acres of land. In time a city rises around it. shores. The church never givs up a dollar, and she
church !" the Sun says :
The labor of others has added to the value of this will get the highest market price for the land she
" It is undoubtedly true that our German-American felholds, even if two-thirds of the Maoris starve to
property, until it is worth millions."
This picture is easily recognized. Scarcely a city death. She seems to think that when the devil low-citizens furnish the smallest complement of churchgoers in proportion to their numbers, and the reason for
has arisen in this country. without carrying with it offered Christ all the countries of the earth, Jesus this is the widespread prevalence among them of Agnostithe value of acres and acres of land held witheut tax- accepted the bribe, and has handed them down to cism, which is to be found more especially in the ranks of
ation for speculativ purposes by the various churches. his hypocritical followers, to possess and enjoy for- the wage-workers. In this respect the German-born citizens
Hundreds of magnificent church buildings hav been ever, together with the improvements and rise in of New York are merely in line .with their brethren in the
cities of Protestant Germany."
erected from the proceeds of the sale of such lands, values since that time.
Of the wage-earners of other nationalities the
and many a pastor's salary is paid from rents of
---------buildings erected on lands bought for a song, and
same authority thinks that a larger percentage are
Sensible Dr. Greer.
held, free of taxes, till the town built up around
The chamber of commerce of New York city found in their churches every Sunday than are found
them. The sacred speculation is going on now in has a habit of dining collectivly once a year, though in any other city of the so-called Christian worldthe newer portion of the country, and the holy land individually it is to be presumed that it dines far larger than in London, Paris, Berlin, or Vienna.
is doubling the dollars of the canny pietists, simply oftener, else the members could scarcely present
We think this is true, and pity 'tis 'tis true. The
because it is not taxed. From Dan to Beersheba the the rotund and prosperous appearance that they great trouble here in New York is the unreasoning
game is being played, and, as the earth fills up, the do. The annual habit has been kept up now for superstition of the laborers, which makes them .the
injustice is more keenly felt.
one hundred and twenty years, beginning at easy prey of priest and politician. The Germans,
In this city to-day a church· is realizing on one of
Fraunce's tavern at Broad and Pearl streets, and eat- among whom Agnosticism is widespread, are the only
these fortunate speculations. St. Luke's church, on
ing the one hundred and twentieth dinner at Del- independent class; and the only reasoning class of
Hudson street, was built in the early part of the cent- monico's last week.
laborers in the city. The Italians, the Irish, are
ury, when the site of the present city hall was a
From talking business at first the chamber has got mere tools of Rome. And this is the reason why the
cow-pasture, and Hudson street was a road in the
to discussing politics and religion, and the notable Catholic church gets such enormous sums of Jll.Oney
village of Greenwich, where land could almost be
thing about the last dinner was the sensible remarks, from the city treasury; it is but repayment by the
had for the taking. Since then New York has grown,
for a minister, on Sunday observance, of the Rev. politicians of their debt to the church for having
Greenwich is solid brick and stone, and land is worth
Dr. Greer, who spoke for "A Free Church and a given them votes. The triumph of Tammany Hall
a fortune a lot. The land around St. Luke's baR
at the polls on the 6th ult. will be followed by at
Free State." He said:
been covered with houses. Toward none of these
least two years of prosperity for Roman Catholicism.
" The observance of Sunday must be main~ained not
improvements, save by the building of one or two so much by legislativ enactment as by the energy of the
It is a great pity, that so many wage-workers are
dwelling-houses, has the church contributed. It has Christian church, producing a voluntary conformity thereto found in the toils of the church. We wish the inpaid no taxes. It has added absolutely nothing to upon the part of the people at large. Of course, it is com- terrogativ complaint of the Methodist minister had a
the common stock of wealth. But the worshipers petent for the state to pass certain laws for the observance of more substantial foundation.
at St. Luke's hav grown wealthy along with the Sunday, but not, it seems to me, on religious grounds, or for
religious reasons, but on the ground of the public welfare,
church, and moved away uptown, and the church for
The Knights of Labor.
the state in this country is not the organ of religion, and
must follow them. So the land acquired for almost one day to the state is just like any other d,ay. Some of our
T.V. Powderly's surrender of the Knights of Lanothing, and held without cost, though sorely needed fellow-citizens do not believe in Sunday as a religious day- bor to the Roman church has bankrupted the organifor business and homes, is to be sold for enough to they believe in Saturday. Others, again, do not believe in zation, as was discovered last week at their convention
build a large and fashionable edifice uptown. The either Saturday or Sunday; 'they do not believe in any relig- in Indianapolis. The membership has decreased
dead even are not respected by the speculating ious days. And the state in this country is just as much for three hundred thousand during the past ;vear, and
thP.m and for their protection as it is for us and for our ~ro.
Christians, for the graveyard around the church is tection; not only for those who are Christians, but for those the Pennsylvania miners; forty thousand strong,
being depopulated of its silent tenants, and the who are not Christians ; not only for the orthodox, but for threaten to go out of the order if more attention is
church will wax fat and fashionable and hire a side- the heterodox; for the Seventh Day Baptists and the Jews; not paid to their trouble.
whiskered rector on the proceeds of the sale or lease for Catholics and Protestants and Friends and Quakers and
T. B. Barry, who was expelled from the executiv
of the land. Thinking of this fortunate speculation Spiritualists ; for all who come here with all kinds of religious board because he opposed Powderly and his friends,
belief, and with no religious belief at all. And from all quarof one church, a writer in Henry George's paper ters of the globe they are coming-a little too numerously, I was at the convention, and he openly declared
reflects to some purpose. " We Americans," he says, venture to think, still they are coming, and will continue to that "politics and the church of Rome dictate
" are fond of boasting that we hav no state church. come crowding into our cities, settling upon our prairies, Powderly's policy, and the Protestant element of
We point to the fac~ that in England dissenters are cultivating our soil, taking part in our commercial, industrial, organized labor is in revolt." Barry has appealed
forced to pay tithes for the support of an ecclesias- and professional pursuits, and in many ways, as farmers, as from the board which expelled him to the convention
merchants, as mechanics, as politicians, as miners, as labortical organization for which they hav no use nor lik- ers,
as capitalists, are becoming absorbed and incorporated of delegates; but a leading delegate, when asked if
ing i and we boast ourselvs that in this country such into our social organism. And the state will not interfere the appe~~ol would be heard, answered in this chUl'chly
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style : "No; he is not a member of the Knights of
Labor, and therefore )las no right to appeal. His
petition would hav no more effect than a Protestant
preacher's appeal to the pope." Under the circumstances, the comparison was apt.
The treaty between Mr. Powderly and Cardinal
Gibbons by which the Roman church" tolerates" the
order is now known. Simeoni, speaking for the pope,
decrees that the " association of the Knights of Labor
can for the moment be tolerated," on the condition
that the " necessary modifications should be intro. duced in the rules of the society to make clear whatever might seem obscure or might be interpreted in
a bad sense." That is, that anything in the rules
which the church objects to shall be taken out.
Simeoni specifies some general statements in . the
preface to the rules governing the establishment of
local associations, and " some words savoring of
Socialism and Communism" must. be," corrected in
such a way that they shall only affirm the right
conferred by God on man of acquiring property,
using legitimate means and respecting the proportionate rights of all others." Simeoni also approves
of Cardinal Gibbons's determination to see that no
more heresy creeps into the order, and that it shall
in everything conform to the standard established by
the church for societies composed of Catholics. How
the Freeth ought and Protestant element in the order
will like this sale of themselvs to Rome remains to be
seen.
The Knights of Labor .organization is being ruined
in the interest of Roman Catholicism. The church
cannot bear a rival ~n the affections of her dupes,
therefore she has swallowed the order, and in her capacious stomach it is now undergoing the process of
digestion. The anaconda gets rid of its small enemies in the same waf.
----~--~~-------

Editorial Notes.

ONE of the funny things of politics was discovered in San
Francisco by George Macdonald during 'the recent hustling
for president. A political procession passed his office one
evening, wherein was displayed the customary banners with
the war-cries and party mottoes painted thereon. One conspicuous display was a big wagon having upon its transparent covering the words, "Protection for American Industries
forever l" This reminded Mr. Macdonald of another scene.
Last summer, while journeying to Lake Chabot, back of
Oakland,· he passed a fruit-canning establishment, in the
fields surrounding which were swarms of Chinamen gathering berries and fruit." The canning factory back of Oakland
and the wagon in the political parade bore the name of the
·same firm!
THE Catholics hav a rival in arrogance in the Hardshell
Baptist church of Alabama, but the Knights of Labor no
emulator in subservience in the Farmers' Alliance in the
same state. The story is, coming from Birmingham : " Several weeks ago sixteen churches and eighteen ministers were
suspended ~rom communication for allowing members to join
the Alliance. This increased the bitter feeling, and has materially weakened the church. The opposition of the Hardshells to the Alliance is based on their opposition to all secret
societies. Sunday a Hardshell preacher named Purifoy went
to Chambers county from Selma. He denounced the Farmers' Alliance from the pulpit in the most bitter terms. This
was contii:med for several days, when a committee from the
Alliance ordered Rev. Purifoy to leave the county at once.
The threats of violence which accompanied the order caused
him to leave in great haste." If the Knights of Labor possessed a small portion of the in:lependence of the Alabama
farmers, the Roman church would hav fewer slaves, and
Mr. Powderly a good opportunity to turn his talents to some
useful purpose.
c. C. O'DONNELL, a pious gentleman of San Francisco, ran
for mayor of that city on the 6th of last month, and was
beaten. On the Sunday following he made a speech, in
which this gem of oratory shines conspicuous : " It is my
prayer, so help me God, that whoever voted against me may
be paralyzed, and his soul go down to the infernal regions,
where be belongs." The manner of defeated candidates for
office forms a curious psychological phenomenon. Some cry,
!lome curse, and some call names. 'l'hey imagin that the
world revolved around their candidacy for some public situation and that with their own obliteration went the sun
and st'ars also. Warner Miller, for instance, who ran for
governor of this state, boasting that the churches were with
him, thinks, to judge by his speeches since the event, that
he and God were snowed under together. President Cleveland, it is pleasant to note, accepts his retirement gracefully,
and will thereby retain much more respect with the people
than if he sat up nights hunting through his Thesaurus for
alliterativ adjective and epithets to hurl at Mr. Harrison in
the splenetic columns of the opposition press. Mr. O'Donnell
hould get him a cake of ice upon which to sit and cool off.
CARDINAL GIBBoNs issued a sort of supplementary Thanksgiving proclamation a few days before the day appointed
scarcely less pious than that of the president. After mentjioning a few things of a bright nature he said: "It is true,
ndeed, that disasters by floods and storms in the West and
hat pestilence in the South hav darkened and afflicted many
l!.OJD.('~ · ~ut ev~n !Ji those Villitl:ltloJlll of sorrow we should

humbly bless our heavenly father, whose mysterious dispensations we cannot fathom, but should always adore. We
should kiss the hand that strikes as well as the hand that
caresses, for whether he smites or fondles he is always a .loving father. And these occasional calamities are but the
shadows that bring out in bolder relief the bright picture of
our national prosperity." That is precisely as we defined the
Christian creed in last week's TRUTH SEEKER. Thanks, blind,
ignorant, shallow, empty-headed thanks, for favors not received, and for injuries felt, to something not known and unknowable, to a phantom of the brain, to a figment of the im·
agination, to a shadow cast by Nothing in the dark-this is the
Christian creed. Of all the irrational documents in the world,
a Thanksgiving proclamation is the most idiotic.
PAsSENGERS on the Third avenue elevated railroads can
now do without their regular church-going. Some philanthropic pietist has framed and hung up in the cars some
scripture texts calculated, in his opinion, to make an impression upon the worldly-minded folks who get up and down
town on the railroad in the air. One of the texts is, " For
God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten son,
that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but hav
everlasting life." Another is, "For what shall it profit a
man, if he shall gain the whole world, and lose his own
soul?" The first, we surmise, is a statement intended to enlighten the general public on a matter about which they are
supposed to be ignorant. The second must be intended
solely for the benefit of the managers of the elevated railroad itself and of their advertising agents, who charge publishers $10 a week and the profits on the sales for placing a
newspaper or book on the stands in the stations. These fel-.
lows are the only people we know of who stand in even the
remotest danger of gaining the whole world. Their danger,
however, is imminent, and if they lose their own souls for it,
the general verdict will be, Served them right I
THE Troy High . School Record, from which we learned of
the refusal of Judge Fursman to naturalize a man because he
would not" swear," prints an explanation by the judge as
follows: "When the judge was administering the usual oath,
'You solemnly swear in the presence of the ever living God,'
he was interrupted by the applicant, saying, that he was not
satisfied there was 'any ever living God,' and thereupon the
judge refused to proceed until the appiicant consented to
take the necessary oath, which he thereafter did." The
Record, on this, apologizes. But, as Judge Barrett said on
a similar occasion, "This won't do; it is no answer at all."
The statute in this state is clear and plain as a lighthouse.
Section 846 says that a man may lay his hand upon or kiss
the Bible, or may "swear in the presence of the everlasting
God." While so swearing he may or may not hold up his
hand, at his option. All these are forms of oaths. Section
847 says: "A solemn declaration or affirmation, in the following form, must be administered to a person who declares
that he has conscientious scruples against taking an oath or
swearing in any form: You do solemnly, sincerely, and truly
declare and affirm." The Record has apologized too soon.
THE Cleveland, Ohio, Christians are rather sore just now
over a prracher who came out of the backwoods of Michigan
to exchange pulpits with a Cleveland pastor. The subject
of his sermon was Christianity in general, and in particular
the advent of Jesus upon earth. He said that he did not
think it was a good way for the Lord to start a new Christian
era by having an illegitimate child born to Mary to be the
teacher of the faith, and he condemned the state of things
that existed owing to Joseph and Mary not being married.
The Cleveland Sunrkiy W01·ld thinks that if the preacher had
said this in his backwoods pulpit, " the simple-hearted lumbermen would hav strung him up to the neat:est tree," and
intimates that such a fate would be appropriate. "A pretty
pass," the World exclaims, " when a man from the backwoods of Michigan, or from any other place on earth, can
enter a pulpit and tell the people that he, a miserable, sinning, mortal missionary, dares take upon himself the right to
criticise the ways of the supreme being I" We condole
with the Clevelanders. It was an uncouth way of reminding the members of a somewhat finicky social club that the
basis of their organization was an occurrence of dubious
morality.
IN the Great Book there is something about a vaulting ambition which o'erleaped itself and fell down upon the other
side, hurting itself badly. This, we take it, was a Shakspere
cipher reference to the Woman's Christian Temperance
Union of Macon, Ga. We quote from the Macon IJaiZy Telegraph of November 6th: "At the council meeting to-day
the committee on relief submitted a report upon the resolution of Councilman Wood ward ' that the appropriation of $100
per month heretofore made to the Woman's Christian Association be discontinued from this date and said sum be appropriated under the same conditions and limitations to the
Home for the Friendless.' The report was unanimously
adopted. The cause of the removal of the appropriation is
supposed to be the action of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union, which joined the Christian Home Society in a
body and attempted to control it. This naturally created
considerable stir, and the conservativ element, who opposed
the mixing of politics with charity work, resigned their
membership. Agitation sprung up, and the city council
felt bound to take action on the matter and remove their
appropriation to the Home. In the investigation of the
condition of affairs some very racy evidence wae submitted,
an:d it is said that the committee found that Rev. Sam
Small, the third party mogul of Georgia, had advised the
ladies of the Woman's ehristian Temperance Union to capture the Christian Home by joining in a body." 'fhis is retribution righteous and complete, though we fail to see wherein
the taxpayers of Macon are materially benefited. The
Woman's Christian Association is admittedly sectarian, while
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the Home for the Friendless is admittedly religious. The
council has punished the ambition .of the Rev. Sam Small
and his female dupes, but it has not helped the city much.
A Christian in particular, unless he be a Calvinist or a Catholic, is no worse than a Christian in general, if he practices
what he preaches.
THE following list of officers and· honorary members of
the Nineteenth Century Club were elected on the 14th instant
without opposition: president, Daniel Greenleaf Thompson;
vice-presidents, Mrs. Courtlandt Palmer, Parke Godwin,
Mrs. John Sherman, "Rabbi Gottheil, Mrs. Colden Murray,
Anson P. Stokes, Charles H. Stobbins, Dwight H. Olmstead,
Brander ·Matthews, Mrs. Dudley Field, Andrew Carnegie,
Marquise Lanza, R. J. Cross, H. J. Hayden, William Lloyd,
Moncure D. Conway, F. A.. P. Barnard, Miss Amy Townsend, Henry M. Day, Mrs. Vincenzo Botta, Edgar Fawcett,
Mrs. Henry.Draper, and Henry A. Oakley; secretary, William Travers Jerome. Honorary members: Mrs. Julia Ward
Howe, Prof. W. G. Sumner, James Parton, President Eliot
of Harvard College, Professor Fiske, Noah Porter, George
W. Cable, Dr. C. Waldstein, of Athens, Greece, Thomas
Wentworth Higginson, ex-President McCosh of Princeton
College, Edward Atkinson, and Edward S. Moore, of Salem,
Mass. The club held its first meeting for the season last
Wednesday evening, the subject of the discussion being the
club an\1 its Founder. The speakers were M.D. Conway,
T. B. Wakeman, Revs. C. H. Eaton and Wm. Lloyd, Mrs.
Clara Lansing, and Mrs. John Sherman.
THE Oh1·istian Inquirer givs this interesting bit of news:
"It is said that a clergyman of Delaware county is at his
wits' end to know what to do in the very singular case in
which he finds himself. The people of his neighborhood, he
says; are all converted and all church members and attendants,
so that there remains nobody who needs really to be preached
to. When it was suggested to him that the children might
be expected still to provide occasion for his labe>rs he
answered, with a slight tincture of sadness, that they were
so well brought up that they, too, without exception,
became church-members as soon as they were old enough.
If the dear brother, having so lovely an ecclesiastical patch,
is desirous to do some good, it is evident it might be safely
left while he labored elsewhere. If, from his surroundings,
he dreams that the millennium is close at hand, he might get
a thorough awakening by working as an evan!!;elist in the
lower wards of New York." It is well, perhaps, that the
Christian Inquirer "did not locate this paradise any more
definitly, else it might hav been l}.nder the necessity of substantiating the story-a necessity at all times painful in the
highest degree to religious gospel-spreaders. But, supposing
it true, will the Inquirer tell us if there is no jail in the town;
if there is no poorhouse, if there are no church-going hypo-·
crits, no pharisaical scandal-mongers, no folks who are just
a littlEj south of the line of strict" honesty in a horse-trade; no
grocers who file their weights and no butchers who weigh
their hands with the meat? Are there no dry-goods merchants with yardsticks just a little short of thirty-six inches,
and no deacons who put the best apples mi. top of the barrel?
Does no one in this Eden-like neighborhood try to get anything for just a little less than it is worth and sell it for just
a little over the market price? Does everybody hav all he
can eat, and warm clothes and a comfortable house? If not,
then the preacher has plenty of work at hand, but we fancy
that that work is not preaching a gl)spel of preposterous
theology, but rather in doing that which his hand findeth to
do to bring about the desired result.
NEw editions of "The Gods and Relip;ions of Ancient and
Modern Times," and" The World's Sages and Reformers,"
both by the founder of THE TRUTH SEEKER, hav just been
issued. • The first is in two volumes, written while Mr. Bennett was confined in the Albany penitentiary-placed there
by Comstock in his efforts to destroy the paper, and kept
there by the marital cowardice of the despicable R. B. Hayesand is the most voluminous work ever composed under like
circumstances. It is a veritable storehouse of information
concerning the gods men hav feared and worshiped, and the
religions they hav constructed around these mythical personages. The price of the two volumes is $5. " The World's
Sages " is composed of biographical sketches of the prominent men who hav championed reform in religion and politics, and is a necessity as a .worl!i of reference to all Freethill.kers. Price, $3.
------~~--------

Lectures and Meetings.
MR. JoHN R. CHABT.EBWORTH announces that he will lectture for Freeth ought societies during the winter months for
the expenses of his journeys. Mr. Charlesworth is a young
Englishman who has done some talking for branches of the
National Secular Society, and reports in the National Reformer speak well of him. His address is 242 East 77th
street, New York city.
· W. F. JAMIKBON writes: For a long time I hav wished to
be better able to do my duty to our aged brother, J. Hacker,
and his wife. I derived great benefit in reading his famous
Pleasure Boat nearly thirty years ago. He deserves better than he ever received at our hands. As he benefited me
through his publications, I propose to benefit him by a
"Benefit Lecture," to be given in every place I visit after
January 1st, at the close of my regular course in each place.
I do not feel able to more than divide equally the proceeds of that lecture, after paying hall and advertising expenses. My offer will hold good for three months. Either
one of three subjects may be chosen: 1. "John Milton, the
celebrated blind poet, clear seer, and free-speech Christian."
2. " Thomas Paine, the far-seeing friend of America, and
liberty-loving patriot." 3. "Roger Williams, the banished
Baptist."
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letters Jrott( Jlritnds.
BARRE, MAss., Nov. 10, 288.
MR. EmTOR : I wnnt to thank you for your grand work in
the matter of registration. It is the best thing to show the
'enemy where we stand and where they stand that has been
done in New York city for a century. It was a bold, practical, decisiv, successful blow. Every part was admirable.
Such things tell
ELLA E. GIBBON.
LuNENBURG, MAss., Nov. 16, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I need not tell you I am afflicted with the
w~ndering gout in ny hands. You will easily guess that, or
something worse, is the cause of t_hese crow-tracks addres~ed
to the inhabitants of 28 Lafayette place, New York, near by
the shambles where honest men are made over into political
villains.
·
I will acknowledge to the country my thanks for electing
the worst men they could find. You know it was rattlesnakes that saved a certain family. It is hastened monopolistic oppression that will save the people.
With many good wishes, I am, Truly yours,
·A. H. WooD.

born again a Jew and get converted to a Christian, then he
could make more money than now. I will answer all the
Jewish missionaries-Dr. Crosby or Freshman-any quesRussiAN JEw.
tions on religion in the Bible or Talmud.
LEoN, IA., Nov. 9, 288.
MR. EDITOR: Our bit of love for fair play consummated in
securing Geo. H. Dawes for a lecture the 18th of last month.
His subject was,'' Has Christianity Benefited Woman?" We
were well impressed with his effort. He is a student, and
well informed in history; and, like all our Freethought advocates, appeals to the reason. Wit and sarcasm hav their
place to keep the hearer from getting wearied. There is
nothiiJg repulsiv about him. He is clean and pleasant. We
hav invited him to call on his tour next fall, and hav dubbed
him the blond John E. Remsburg.
We received a copy of H. H. Gardener's" Men, Women,
and Gods" about a year ago. We read it, and thought we
were in good company, and hav been loaning ~t ever since
The last time we !paned it was to my wife's intimate friend,
a Christian lady, and we asked her what she thought of it,
and her reply was that she "thought Miss Gardener was a
smart woman."
We are not making any wild demcnstration, but are proud
to say that the Leon Secular Union is not a thing on paper, but
has a corps of officers that will compare favorably with the
national organization for ability. Mr. A. E. Hall accepted
the office. of president at the very first, and showed he was
not a moral coward; and he is away from home so much
that we hav lately elected Mr. A. Hamiltmi to lead us and
aid in organization. He is a man of refinement, and has
devoted his life to the sick, being a doctor and a man of
ability.
J. W. LoNG.

RED BANK, N.J., Nov. 14, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I find the following example in- the New
York 1'ribune. and the paper says C)untry readers are troubling their heads over it, but that neither of the answers given
is correct:
If a hen and a ha'f lay an eg!l and a half in a day and a half, how
many eggs Fill six hens lay in seven dayS?
Now, I cannot get any other !lnswer than twenty-eight
eggs, and conClude, as the paper says it is not the right
Ar,LIANOE, 0., Nov. 11, 1888.
answer, that there is some catch in the wording which I hav
MR. EDITOR: The friends of Geo. W. Thornburgh, presibeen unable to discover. Will you kindly help out of this dent of the Secular Union of Alliance, 0., were invited to
mire a poor truth seeker, who looks to you for light on all
meet himself and family at the residence of R. G. Smith on
brain-puzzling subjects?
CoNSTANT READER.
the evening of the 6th inst, the occasion being a farewell
party, as they are removing to Longmont, Col. The evening
EAu CLAIRE, Wis., Nov. 13, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Your correspondent McArthur has taken a proved to be very unpleasant with rain and mud. However,
bold enterprise in hand-nothing less than to refute mathe- about forty-five Liberals were present, who passed a most
matics. He oays (lhe puzzle is an old one) that if two com- enjoyable evening, during which a nice collation was served.
petitors, say a pig and a railroad train, run a race, the pig The friends had prepared a little surprise in the shape of a
having a hundred yards start, and making ten while the valuable gold chain and seal or charm. Also the ladies gave
train makes the hundred; thel1, when the train has made the Mrs. Thornburgh some choice toilet articles. She in receivten, the pig will hav made one more; when the train has ing them remarked that though pleased she would hav premade one, the pig will hav made a terfth of a yard ; and so ferred all their pictures. The presentation was made by J.
on ad infinitum,· therefore the train will never catch the pig. F. Kryder, one of our stanch young Liberals, in a neat little
Which, of course_ is false. Therefore there is a " divergence speech, which was feelingly responded to by Mr. Thornburgh
between theoretical and practical mathematics." The diver- for himself and wife. After this Mrs. Haines read the folgence is simply between wrong calculation and right. If lowing lines which were sent by the writer, who was unthe pig ran, say, a yard in a second, and the train ten yards, avoidably prevented from being present, as in a measure exthe time the train would require to catch the pig would be pressing our appreciation of Mr. Thornburgh's. work:
To-night we greet and clasp the hand
11.1111, etc. secopd:l, a circulating decimal, whose figures
Of one we claim as friend and brother,
may, indeed, be extended to infinity, but whose sum is alAnd for an hour in sweet and social converse
ways less than 11.2 seconds. The ten.year.old boy shculd
Meet as comrades true.
be able to work such a sum in arithmetic as that. The falYet on the morrow he shall speed away
To other friends and duties.
lacy consists in forgetting that the time which you "chop into
We meet to say good-bre to-night.
infinitly small pieces is not itself infinit but finite.
And while we gather here •tis meet
c. L. JAMES.
To cast a backward glance o'er memory's page.
What find we there reco• ded of our friend T
LEMooRE, CAL., Nov. 30, 1888.
Forever foremost in the vangna~d for the right,
MR. EDITOR: You will please find inclosed money order
He bears alon the standard of Free thought;
lfe will not bow to dead and nselees creed,
in renewal of subscription for THE TRUTH BEEKER for ensuNor w1ll he aid' to bind the chain of superstition;
ing year. Our family are much interested in the paper, and
He will be free to think and act
the positiv firmness with which Liberal ideas are pressed.
And aid-the cause he loves.
For this we giv to him this meed of praise,
I wish you and your able corps of contributors success in
For this our reverent recognition
defining Secular truth. Am well pleased that general satisAs friend and brother in a cause most true.
faction obtains relativ to the selection of able officials for the
And ~e would giv to him
coming year carrying forward the good work of the SecuThe full assurance of our grateful hearts,
lar Col1gres~- And may Mrs. Colman liv these ma'ny years,
That he has ever served the cause
0~ mentallibarty and of equal rights
with other efficient women worker~ that meet in your counSo nobly in our midHt.
cils, well worthy of place and confidence, and wearing many
Farewell.
laurels as humanitarians in the broadest sense of the term.
Yon hav our best and earnest wishes for your health and happL
Yours truly,
SARaH GREGG Fox.
ness, and we are snre that in yonr Western home the light of
P.S.-Find inclosed $1 for Father and Mother Hacker. I mental liberty will shine abroad to cheer and bless as it !Jas us.
hope that Liberals will not be delinquent in the matter of aid Good-bre.
Mr. Thornburgh has been prominently identified with the
to our aged couple, or any other in real need, for to whom
may they look for means of support in poverty? You one Liberal work here for many years as one of a quartet of
and all know that we stand responsible, al1d if each one singers, and also as president of the Independent church.
would contribute his mite· the arrow pointed toward us which is composed of the Liberal element of the place of all
would fall powerless, aud it could not be said that Infidels shades of belief a1:1d all degrees of opinion on all subjects.
·hav no interest in their class, but suffer them to die wit-h among which are the Liberal and conservativ Spiritualists,
hunger and cold. Mr. Editor, print thh as a reminder of the Materialists, and Agnostics, etc. His absence will be
deeply felt and regretted, but another locality will be benewhat we owe to humanity in general, and oblige S. G. F.
fited in a like ratio. And we hereby recommend our friend
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Nov. 10, 1888.
to the Liberals of Longmont "and vicinity as a gentleman of
MR. EoiTOR: I hav been reading in THE TRUTH BEEKER sterling qualities, and a valuable acquisition to their ranks.
of last week the story of the Rgt. Rev. James Morill that Also we shall miss with regret his wife and family, who hav
they hav converted fifty thousand Jews, and that three a warm place in our hearts, for Mrs. Thornburgh is as stanch
thousand of them are Chri.~tian ministers. I ani very sorry a Liberal as her husband, and we bespeak for her a· cordial
indeed that I must call a minister of the gospel a - - , but I welcome as well as the young people.
cannot help it, it is not my fault. I must believe that the
MRs. S. S. RooKHILL.
Rev. Mr. Morill had never read the history of the Jews, and
how much the Jews were persecuted in holy Spain, Portugal,
MILWAUKEE, Wrs., Nov. 10, 1888.
and in the blessed Bible country-England-and to-day in
MR. EDITOR: Meeting a friend whose leaning is mildly
Russia, and there was n3ver a time that there were converted orthodox, he said, "Your patron saint, Colonel Ingersoll, has
in one year ten thousand Jews. I am very glad that Trm been swearing again-swearing at Jo Cook." No, no I TRUTH SEEKEU got to know the falsehood of the Rev. Mr. stoop to that !-that would be a condescension! Anything
l'Iorill. He can make his church-members believe because more? "He is reported as saying, 'Damn such religion!'
they ask no questions. When a poor, ignorant Jew comes to or, 'such a doctrin I'" Let me read what he did say, and
tl!is country homeless, helpless, friendless, your good mis~ honestly answer if he was not right.
Only a savage-and that is doubtful-would charge the
sionary, A. Jacob Freshman, buys him with some money
and gets him converted. Not fnr the love of Christ, but only creator with what your doctrin, which you call religion,
for the love of the money, Mr. Freshman makes a business of does. It must degrade, dPmoralize, and brutalize any and all
the poor Jew. The Christian people are spending mill- but a man of wood with a heart of stone.
We hav no saints, but hav some martyrs. I once heard an
ions of dollars, and I do not believe to-day that there are
ten honest Jews that believe in Christ. I believe Mr. estimable lady, good and kind, as the world goes, say she
Morill believe~ in being bo:rJJ ag&in. I wish b~ !lh~ll l]e . '' \VOUld Ii~e to ~e~ Qolollel ~n15er!loU served the sll.me ~§

Servetus was by Calvin "-by your St. Calvin. She thought
and said it because under the influence and bondage of that
damnable doctrin. She ate of the body and drank of the
blood at the altar Presbyterian.
And, n:.y friend, this is a single illustration of many,
proving the demoralizing influence of that doctrin and that
kind of religion.
Years ago I was living in a centrally located city in the
state of New York-this apropos of the profanity of a distinguished citizen of that state. On the occasion of the
death of Horace Greeley, two resident cleq~;ymen, one y011ng,
the other past the meridian, both ranking high in the line
of their profession, improved the opportunity by delivering
memorial sermons. The first was somewhat noted as having
seceded in a very independent way from a leading and
influential Baptist church, and at that time with fitting propriety might hav been called a monk of the order Unitarian.
Both discourses were eloquent tributes in memory of the
distinguished editor and great journalist. But the younger
clergyman had accepted as a fact, what so many were say.
ing, and hardly anyone believed, thnt on occasions he was
very profane. He said that Greeley would swear-not, as
the less discreet had it, like the devil-but, like a pirate.
The other, and older, was then pastor of a Baptist church in
the same city. Meeting him soon after, I said : '' It is apparent from your discourse that you were personally and familiarly acquainted with Mr. Greeley." And calling his attention to the remarks of his younger associate in relation to
the alleged profanity, etc., requested that he tell what he
knew about it. His reply was substantially this: "I hav
known him long, and my intercourse with him has been of
such a nature ihat I can bear testimony from personal knowledge that few nobler, truer men hav benefit~d the world by
living, and that the time has yet to come when a true
estimate can be made of his worth and endeavors in behalf of
progress- and humanity. About the profanity, you know
when a lie is once started the newspapers make public property of it, and others are anxious to repeat it. All there is of
it is soon told. On some occasions when coming to the office
and disorder was manifest, in a mild way he would say,
'Boys, why the devil can't we hav system and order?' and,
'Damn it, you know these things annoy me I' Now, there is
no swearing in that; but there is no necessity of our saying
or using words of that kind." I tl!ink now, lSI then did,
that it was pretty good authority, and the definition correct.
The religious opinions of Mr. Greeley were almost identical
with those of Paine, Parker, May, Phillips, Garrison, and
Gerritt Smith.
In a city on the western border of the state of New York is
living a bishop, of the church Protestant Episcopal, who
said that if the reporters were not mistaken, the followers of
Paine were following a hyena, and those who worshiped at
his shrine were worshiping one. The occasion was the erection of a monument, or some demonstration of the kind, in
memory of Paine, not many years ago, in St. Louis.
'
There may be some romance in this: It is told that during
the Reign of Terror in Fr!!once, a ship was loaded with priests
and bishops, scuttled, and sunk, cargo and all, beneath the
waters of the English Channel. If true, it is possible greater
mistakes hav been made. They may not hav deserved that
fate, and again they may. We don't know what crimes and
outrages they were guilty of, or what vile tl!ings they l!l&Y
hav said. But this we know, if that bishop had been living
in France at that time, he would hav been tendered a ticket
and free ride in that excursion.
J. VAN DENBURGH.
ST. Loms, Mo., Oct. 29, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : With pleasure I occasionally read a copy of
'fHE TRUTH BEEKER procured from the newsdealer, but at
the same time often wonder why so much hypocritical superstition prevails in the midst of apparent intelligence and
where such truths are expounded as are contained in your
most valuable journaL But I well remember that I once
was also one of priestcraft's deluded dupes, believing that
hell was a literal lake of fire and the home of the damned.
But since reading Freethought and Liberal literature I am
perfectly cured of that disease, and am more convinced of
the fact that priestcraft has deluded all nations of the !)arth.
Freethought is now undermining its foundations, and will
bring about its final overthrow, which will most surely bring
about a new era and one of peace and joy to the inhabitants
of the earth.
I am perhaps over-zealous, like Paul after his reputed miraculous conversion. I am turned with all my might against
religious dogmas and delusions and priestcraft humbuggery,
which twenty years ago I believed and advocated, and am
now one of your nnJ_Dber, discarding not only religious humbuggery but political as well, and am_ a thorough seeker after
the whole truth. For twenty years I hav worked hard with
those miners who are digging out the rotten and abominable
foundat.ion of priestcraft delusion and political shysterdom,
and as I do not know of any better instrument to work with
than THE TRUTH BEEKER's extensiv circulation, I will state
to you what I am impressed to do, if agreeable. Now, in
St. Louis religious prejudice is very great, but at the same
time a Liberal sentiment is on the rise amongst many of the
citizens, and if at present several hundred or a thousand
copies of THE TRUTH BEEKER were distributed at a small
price, or even given away free if the Truth Seeker Company
car. afford it, an immense number of new subscribers might
be the result. Besides, it would be a powerful stimulus to
the rise of Freethought in St. L'1uis. I am, as I previously
stated, very anxious that there shall be such an advance of
Liberalism in St. Louis. I believe it will be the result that
the Truth Seeker Company will be the gainers by such distribution, regardless of such local agencies as your company
may now hav for the distribution of TRUTH SEEKERS. One
reason I hav for making this suggestion is, I am at present
workiu~ for Freetiw'll{f"M1 lmblis4eq
t!~JJ Frtmcti~o 1 ~!!4

m
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also for the .Alrvrm, of your city, but a more powerful lever
than these, such as THK TRUTH SK&KKR, is required in St.
Louis, and as I am devoting part of my time in spreading
the Freethought gospel I will also work for THK TRUTH
S&KKKR. If your company deems it advisable to make such
a step toward the further advancing of TBK 'fRUTB SKKKER
I will make the distribution of any number of copies and
make such terms as will be agreeable to the company.
Yours fraternally,
L. HARTKR.
OMAHA, NKB., Nov. 11, 288.
MR. EDITOR: Allow me to call- the attention of all truth
seekers to a book the perusal of which I hav lately enjoyed.
It is a work by Edgar C. Beall entitled, " The Brain and the
Bible," in which the author, with sound and incontrovertible
logic, shows the irreconcilability of science and religion, the
brain and the Bible, and proves satisractorily and conclusivly, to my mind at least,· that the subst11nce called brain is
'' the soul of man," and that the mind, '' sou:!," or " spirit"
is great or small just in proportion to the size and quality of
its organ. The book, I am sure, will prove interesting to all
Liberals whether Spiritualists, Agnostics, or Materialists. It
is nicely bound, beautifully printed, and the price is only
$1. That it is prefaced by Colonel Ingersoll ought not to be
the least inducement.
I feel convinced that phrenology-a science yet so little
recognized and understood-is the instrument that shall in
time uproot and do away with all superstition in regard to
the great and perplexing " soul" question. The theory of
"total depravity," as taught by the church, held up in the
light of reaefon and science appears unsound and unreasonable, for science and the history of the human race show that,
instead of declining, mankind, in spite of the degrading influences of religion, is steadily advancing and growmg,
intellectually as well as morally. It is the law of evolution.
The soul is a trinity,
Intellect, will, and emotion in one;
This man's affinity
Is to divinity,
This is the sainthood by manhood outdone.

A writer in the Phrenological J owrnal some time ago, under
the heading of "Evidences of a Spiritual Body" advances
some very peculiar statements as " proof of the existence in
man of a spiritual body," and quotes scripture in support of
his views. He says: "The human body is triune-body
(matter), life, and spirit." But what constitutes life outside
of body (matter) and spirit? Paul says: There is a natural
body and there is a spiritual body. From this we must
assume that the " spiritual body" is not natural. What is
a "spiritual body," and how can we conceive of a body unor super- natural? . Again, he says :
Matter cannot feel.
"
"
think.
"
" sin.
"
" act.

These assertions are ridiculous, and do not reflect much
credit upon their phrenological (?) promulgator, for what
else than matter has the sense of feeling? T.hat matter can
think has been conclusivly demonstrated by the science of
phrenology. That brain is matter and the organ of the mind,
and that thinking is done with the brain, is rmiversally conceded.
He further goes on to show that the lower animals hav not
a spiritual body, as they are only " acted upon by their life
and the laws of their being," and as they do not possess many
qualities bestowed upon man, " such as love of family, Jove
of the beautiful, pity, calculation, cause and effect, provision
against coming want, protection," etc. Now, science has
demonstrated, and we know from experience, that many animals hav these instincts as a consequence of corresponding
cerebral developments, even if some of them are but very
small and hardly noticeable; for instance, the St. Bernard
dog sets an example to many human beings in regard to benf volence and pity, and many birds lead a model domestic life
and provide for the coming day. One of his principal "evidences of a personal spirit" is, "the general belief by savage
and by civilized in such a spirit." This proves nothing but
ignorance of the laws of nature, as we know that the more
civilized and enlightened a people, the more broad aBd liberal are its views on this and all subjects ; and I believe that
as the heavy fog which covers the earth vanishes for the
sparkling rays of the morning sun, so will the dark clouds of
superstition and ignorance giv way to· the mighty influence
of science and common sense. I believe that in the far distant future there will be a time when people will no longer
hav faith in myths, ghosts, and gods; when they will look
back with terror even on this our enlightened nineteenth
century; when the human race will hav reached such a state
of intellectual development that, by the aid of science, they
will be able to show every myth, every mystery, and every
pheD;omenon to hav a natural source.
It :is asserted that there exist, even to this day, savage
tribes who hav not the faintest conception of any deity whatever-who, in common with the brutes, simply recognize the
existence of natural beings· or forces more powerful than
themselvs, and who know no higher God than their chief.
I hav no doubt, however, that we shall liv on forever-in
the language of Courtlandt Pabner:
And so when the birth of us
Shall to the death of our bodies giv place,
Then all the worth of us,
Freed from the earth of us,
Deathless shall!iv in the life of the race.

C. HANSON.
MILWAUKEK, ORR., Nov.~. 288.
MR. EDITOR : Mrs. Ritchey thinks I greatly overestimate
her articles. If controverting nearly all her statements and
t~!:wwine; thelll to 9e ~lun~~rs and mi~ta.Jt~t.> is doing h~f tOQ
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Mrs. Ritchey says this is no time or place to discuss the
genealogy of Jesus Christ. No. There is no time or place
for honl'.st discussimi on that subject. It stands simply thus:
Matthew says Jacob begat Joseph. Smith says Jacob was
the father of Mary. Luke says Josl'ph was the son of Heli.
Mrs. Ritchey may be right in reganling Smit-h's article as "a
most excellent treatis" from a theological standpoint, but
from the standpoint of honesty and truth it is a roundabout
way of telling a lie.
Mrs Ritchey says that "never within the range of man's
observation has a variety been produced so es9entially different from the order of animals from whence it sprang as to
produce steril offspring by cross-breeding." It seems,
according to Mrs. Ritchey's classification, orders are made
up of varieties without any intermediate families, genera, or
species. I suppose she means to say that no varieties hav
come to differ so m.uch from each other as to constitute what
she calls species. The English rabbit was placed on the
island of Porto Santo about four hundred years ago. It has
become so different in size, shape, color, and habits, that it
will not mate with the English rabbit. We might refer to
numerous instances like this, but owing to the fact that several phenomena occurred before the present generation was
born, we can understand this subject better by studying
archrnology and paleontology. Rl'ttimeyer says that the ancient
Enropean bison, the remains of which are associated with
those of ancient man, was identical with the American bison;
and that the modern auroch is descended from it, the remains
of intermediate varieties being numerous. Nothing is more
certain th11n that the men whose remains are associated in
Europe with those of the cave bear, the cave hyena, sabertoothed tiger, and numerous other extinct animals, preceded
very nearly all of the existing species of mammals. The
remains of the varieties which connect present species with
those of paleolithic man hav been found in great numbers.
It has been proved that domestic dogs are descended from
different species of wild animals.
It is not because the years of Mrs. Ritchey's life hav been
few, but because she has not even a rudimentary knowledge
of the subject she is trying to talk about, that she doesn't
"happen to know" how I ascertained in what particular
manner the eohippus walked. Any intelligent chi! i of ten
years can easily be made to understand the difference in
structure between the foot of a plantigrade and a digitigrade.
Does Mrs. Ritchey see how it can be known to a reasonable
certainty that the eohippus didn't walk on his ears? What
she "doesn't happen to know" would evidently fill a large
volume, but she will not make much progress in acquiring
knowledge till she ceases to make that the entire basis of her
discourse.
Mrs. Ritchey wants to know why the change from eohippus to equus " ought not to hav taken place by the gradual
diminishing of all the toes at once instead of a sudden dropping off of one or more toes in the particular manner which
has been described." That be~>ts any scientific proposition I
ever met. I simply stated the facts, and now she wants to
know why they were not different from what they werewhy something didn't happen entirely different from what
occurred. If old Mrs. Collar, who used to talk of " the
secret will of God," was alive, we could refer it to her, but
it is entirely out of my jurisdiction.
If I ever described " the sudden dropping off of one or
more toes" I am an idiot. Substantiate the charge and I will
at once retire to the asylum and trouble THK TRUTH SKKKER
readers no more forever.
Mrs. Ritchey has modifierl her statement and concedes
"four or five" instead of "five or six" kinds of " hippus"
between eohippus and the horse. I had just told her there
were more than thirty. Does she di8pute my word ? Professor Aughey in a lecture before the Nebraska legislature on
the geology of that state, in the winter of 1872-3, said :
"Nothing is more difficult than to tell the difference between
the horse and the ass by their teeth alone. I recollect, when
studying comparativ anatomy in Philadelphia, l procured
some teeth of a horse, a mule, and an ass, and mixed them
together. I found I could not tell them apart. I submitted
them to a celebrated comparativ anatomist, and, to my
delight, found he could not tell them apart either. But there
are more than twenty species of these ancestors of the horse
found within the limits of Nebraska, K>1nsas, and Wyoming,
so different that I can easily distinguish them by their teeth
alone." The varieties are Vl'ry numerous.....:so much so that
after examining Professor Marsh's collection in Yale College,
Professor Huxley considered the proof of the evolution of
the horse as complete as that which establishes the Copernican system. Tbe pliohippus differed slightly from the horse,
excepting that it bad little hooflets on the ends of the c; splintbones." History describes the celebrated horse of Alexander
the Great, Bucephalus, as having these rudimentary toes.
Several instances of this kind hav occurred iri modern times.
Prof. O;car Smidt tells us that a horse of that kind was for
a long time on exhibition in Germany. These cases of reversion to ancestral types are of common occurrence throughout
the animal kingdom: They are explicable only in the light
of evolution. The problem of the evo.Iution of the horse has
been worked out both ways.
Mrs. Ritchey does not like nature's way of getting up
frogs, by absorbing their tails, evolving their swim bladders
into lungs, aborting their gills, and adding another auricle
to the heart. Yet this is the way it is done, and it is worked
out by evolution, and the result is "such 11 useless thing as a
frog." I agree with Mrs. Ritchey that it does look about as
foolish as anything can; but I can't see that it looks any better when considered " as the unfolding of an intelligent
plan" and M the work of him" who is perfect in wisdom.'
And God has been making amphibians ever since the carboniferous period, and has not yet discovered any better way o
making "such~ l!Sel~se ~bing as a fro~-" D. f~~DWl',
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A. Good Memory.
A good memory is an excellent quality. He
who possesses it, with a quick mind, is sure
Edited by MIBs SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall of victory in the battle of .life, that is, if
Ri'ller, Mass., to ttJMm all Communications for morally strong.
his Corner should oe sent.
Some are born with defectiv memory. We
come into being with certain gifts from our
•• Between the dark and the daylight,
ancestors in our hands-or heads, rather. If
When the night is beginning to lower,
they did not present us with a large memory,
Comes a. pause in the day's occupations
there is so much loss charged to our account.
That is known a.s the Children's Hour."
In reality the loss should be charged to the
one back of us. With the gift of a· great
'l'he Time to Hate.
memory, school-days are never tiresome,
I ha.v a friend-! mean a. foebusiness is almost amusement, and success is
Whom cordially I ought to hate ;
But somehow I can never seem
very certain.
To lay the feud between us straight.
There are some who ar ~ born with wonderWhen apple boughs are full of bloom,
ful memories. Elihu Burritt, the " learned
And Nature loves her fellow-men
With all the witoher:v of spring,
blaclismith," was one of these gifted persons.
How can you hate a. fellow then 1
Were it not for his great powers of memory
And then when summer comes, with days
he would always hav remained a blacksmith
Full of a. long and languid charm,
instead of rising to the positions of editor,
When even water-lilies sleep
lecturer, professor, reformer, author, and
On waves without a tbonl!'ht of harm,
publisher, as well as a consul to Birmingham
When undernea.tla the shadiest tree
MY hammock hangs in idlest state,
in England. He was master of several lanI were an idiot to ~ret up
guages, in which he could speak and write
Out of that hammock just to hate.
fluently.
The harvests come. If mine is big,
Cardinal Mezzofanti, it is said, knew a hunI am too happy with my store ;
dred languages, and never forgot one word
If small, I'm too much occupied
that he ever learned.
With grubbing round to make it more.
-In dim reces&es of my mind
There are instances, however, where peoI h"v no idle hour to spend
ple hav possessed excellent memories but
In huntinll up the bitter foe
were deficient in powers of reflectiOn and
Who simply ought to be my friend.
ability to generate new ideas. In such cases,
In winter l Well. in winter-mrh !memory does not serve any great purpose.
Who would add hate to winds that freeze 1
All love and warmth that I can get
Partial idiots hav been known to remember
I want in such dull days a.a these.
and repeat everything they ever heard, but
No, no, dear foe: it is no use;
all the words were meaningless to them.
The struggling ye•r is at a.n end;
Unlettered negroes, as a rule, hav very good
I cannot hate you if I would,
And you must turn and be my friend.
memories, and, sometimes, the more ignorant
-Alfoo Wellington Ro!li718.
they are, the-greater is the memory. It may
that, being unable to read, they are led to
When the Frost is On the Pnnpkin. be
pay stricter attention to that which they hear,
When the frost is on the punpkin and the fodder's for they sometimes seem to hear with eyes as
in the sbook,
And you hear the kvouok and gobble ol the strut· well as ears, and thus matters are placed with
tin' turkey-cock,
greater exactness upon their minds. Dr.
And the olackin' of the guineys and the oluokin' Moffatt,
the African m1sswnary, once
of the hens,
And the rooster's hallylooyer as he tiptoes on the preached a very long sermon to a company
of negroes. After the sermon was finished,
fence!
Oh, it's then the times a. feller is a.-feelin' at his he observed a crowd gathered around a simbest,
ple-looking fellow, listening intently. DrawWith the rlsin' sun to greet him from a. night of
ing near, he discovered that the young negro
peaceful rest,
Aa he leaves the house, bareheaded, and goes out was just preaching his sermon again, repeat.
ing word for word the whole discourse,
to feed tbe stock,
When the frost is on the punpkin and the fodder's and even imitating his every look· and gestin the shock.
ure.
They's something kindo• hearty like about the
Memory is valuable always, and the more
atmosphere
When the heat of summer's over and the coolin• valuable when it leads to new thought and
exercise of the reflectiv faculties. We should
fall is hereOf course, we miss the flowers, and the bloasoms read, ponder, reflect, and remember.
on the trees,
S.H.W.
And the mumble of the hummin'-birds and bnzzin
of the bees,
But the air's so a.ppetizin', and the landscape
through the haze
Of the oris!'> and sunny morning of the early
autumn days
Is a. p'otnr' that no painter has the oolorin' to
mockWhen the frost is on the punpkin and the fodder's
in the shock.
The husky, rusty rustle of the tossels of the corn,
And the ra.spin' of the tangled leaves, as golden as
the morn;
The stubble in the furries-kindo' lonesome-like,
but still
A-prea.ohin' sermons to us of the barns they
~rrowed to fill ;
The straw-stack in the madder, and the reaper in
the shed;
The bosses in their stall below-the clover overheadOh, it sets my heart a.-olickin', like the tickin' of a.
clock,
When the frost is on the punpkin and the fodder's
in the shook l
-James W11i!comb Ri!lfl/.

Somebody.
Somebody oraw;ls into mamma's bed
Just at the break of day,
Snuggles up olosp and whispers loud,
"Somebody's come to stay."
Somebody rn8hes through the bonae,
Never once shuts a door;
Boa.tters her playthings all around,
Over the nursery floor.
Climbs on the fence and tears her clothesNever a bit cares sheSwiBgs on the gate and makes mud-piesWho can somebody be 1
Somebody looks with roguish eyes
Up through her tangled hair;
"Some body's me." she says," but then
Somebody doesn't care."
-EvPrv Ot11er saturaa11.

MisTHER O'RooNEY (entering hardware
store): " The boss sint me down afther a
pane av glass, tin by fourteen." Waggish
clerk : "Well, Pat, I don't think I can giv
you a ten by fourteen, but I can let you hav
a fourteen by ten, if you think you can make
that ·do." Pat (struck by a bright idea):
"Be hivvens! Jist gimme one ave thim, an'
Oi'll jist turn th' sideways av it upside down,
an' Oi don't belave the bosa himself ud ever
know th' difference."

Correspondence.

the corn-bread. Any added explanation our
friend may choose to make will be gladly
welcomed to the Corner. Please write with
ink, as the letters from Florida are so fumigated as to render pencil-marks almost
illegible.-En. C. C.

minutes the educated dog was serving as an
inanimate free lunch for an enormous lion,
while the ignorant dog escaped unhurt.
MoRAL: This fable teaches that classical
lore should be plentifully sprinkled with
practical knowl~dge.

For Reviving Persons Apparently Dead.

First Things.

At a meeting of the last congress of German
scientists this subject was discussed, and Dr.
H. Frank mentioned that there are but two
ways to stimulate the heart-electricity and
mechanical concussion of the heart. The
first is considered dangerous by him, as it
may easily destroy the last power of contraction remaining in the organ; but what is
termed "pectoral concussion" is decidedly
preferable. Dr. Frank's method is as follows:
He flexes the hands on the wrist to an obtuse
angle, places them both near each other in
the ileo-crecal region, and makes vigorous
strokes in the direction of the heart and of
the diaphragm. Theee strokes are repeated
from fifteen to twenty times, and are succeeded by a pause, during which he strikes
the chest over the heart repeatedly with the
palm of his hand. In favorable cases this
method is early successful, and sometimes. a
twitching of the lids or the angles of the
mouth appears with surprising rapidity as the
first sign of returning life. As soon as the
symptoms are noted, the simple manipulations
above described must be earnestly continued,
and persevered in for from a half hour to an
hour, for with their cessation the phenomena
indicating beginning return of life also cease.
Generally the face assumes a slight reddish
tint, and at the same time a faint pulsation
may be felt in the carotids. By this method
Dr. Frank has seen life return in fourteen
cases, amongst which were such as had hanged
themselvs, drowned, and asphyxiated by
carbonic oxide, and in one case by croup. In
three cases of asphyxia by coal gas, and in
one case of appar~nt death by chloroform,
the method .described alone succeeded.

The American flag was first used by Washington at Cambridge, Jan. 1, 1776.
The first fire insurance office opened in
America was at Boston, in 1724.
The first life insurance company established in America was at Philadelphia, 1812.
Sugar cane was first cultivated in the
United States near New Orleans, in 1751.
The military academy at West Point was
founded by Congress March 16, 1802.
The United States Naval Academy at
Annapolis was opened October 10, 1845.
The first American express was between
New York and Boston, 1821.
The first American library was established
at Harvard College in 1638.

Barometer and Thermometer.
The barometer or weather-gl11ss is an instrument for measuring the variations in the
weight of the air. On the approach of moist
and stormy weather the air is heavier than at
other times.
The thermometer, on the other hand, is an
instrument for showing variations in the
temperature of the air, that is, for telling us
the degrees of heat or cold.
Barometer strictly means weight-measurer;
while thermometer means heat-measurer. The
barometer is a column of mercury inclosed in
a glass tube, which is open at the bottom.
This column i:ises or falls as the air which
presses on it grows heavier or lighter. The
thermometer is a column of mercury inclosed
in a glass tube which is sealed up from the
air both at the top and bottom. The mercury
rises or falls as the varying heat or cold of
the air expands or contracts it.

Miss Wixon's Works.
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300pp., $1.50.

Apples of Gold. And Other Stories
for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 8S3pp., $1.115.

Story Hour. An Exceptionally Handwme and Interesting Book, Without Superstition, for Children and Youth. The Only Freethinkers' Children's Story-Book ever issued.
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 221pp., boards, $1.

These books are particularly suitable for

HOLIDAY GIFTS.
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THE TRUTH BEEKER lJO.,
28 Lafayette Pl •• New York.

The Twentieth Century
Contains the Sunday addresses of Hugh 0. Pente
cost, New York's famous Agnostic and sooia
eooriomist, besides other interesting matter.
leaned weekly. Annual subscription Sl. Sample
copies sent on application. Address the pub
Usher,
FRED. 0. LEUBUSOBER,
38 Park Row, New York City.

COL. INGERSOLL'B TRIBUTES
REDUCEO IN PRICE.
We ha.v made arrangements whereby we oa:n
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr Inger
so!l•s at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper,1Bxll2 inches,illumi
!lated bord!!r• large clear type, suitable for fra.m
1ng. The titles are:

The Vision of War.
The Grant Banquet Toast.
The prioeofthese heretofore has been 50ots We

offer them at FlF'l'EEN CENTS EAOB • THE
TusoALoosA, ALA., Nov. 16, 1888.
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: I would like to join
:'r~!ii~~'ll;!!J¥H~T~itu!fAi~i~~h8
the happy band of Liberals. I liv in the
country near Coaling, Ala., but I am going to
THE
school in Tuscaloo~a. I am fourteen years
old. Father takes THE TRUTH SEEKER and I
enjoy reading it. but hav missed it very much
since I left home. I enjoy reading Liberal
DISCUSSION.
Names of the Month~.
papers and books. If some of the Liberals
FAITH OR AGNOSTICISM?
The Roman names of the months, as settled
will write to me I will gladly answer them. · I
-oby Augustus, hav also been used in all Christian
will close my letter.
Two Le~ters from Dr. Field, D.D .• editor of the
Your true friend,
I remain,
countries excepting Holland, where the fol- Presbytepan
Evanuelt.•t, to Colonel Ingersoll, and
FLORENOE WARD.
lowing set of names prevails :
two ]:tephes theret!J. _Dr. F1eld is one of the ex-

HEATHSVILLE, ILL., Nov. 13, 1888.
DEAR Mrss WIXON: I will write a few lines
to the Children's Corner for the first time. I
am six years old. We do not take THE
TRUTH SEEKER.r My uncle takes it, and I
hear him read from it, and I like it very
much. I always like to hear the Children's
Corner read. I hav never been to school ·
we liv so far from the school-house. I a~
not large enough to go so far by myself, so
my mamma teaches me at home.
I never believed there was a God, for I
never bav seen him or heard of anybody that
ever did see him; and I do not see any reason that there is a God.
I would like to correspond with some of
the little girls of the Corner.
I was named Elmina after Elmina Blenker
the writer.
For fear I am making my letter too long for
the first one, I had better close. Hoping to
see this in print in the next paper, I am
Your Freethinker friend,
'
ELMINA ODESSA FULLER.

January ....•.. Lauwmaand .... Chilly month.
February ...... Sprokelmaand .. Vegetatioa month.
Mar.ch .......... J,entmaand ..... Spring month.
Apnl. .......... Grasroaand ..... Grass month.
May ............ B'owmaand ..... Flower month.
June ........... Zomermaand ... Summer month
Julv ............ H ,oymaand .... H<tY mont.b.
'
Au gus· ......... Oostmaand ..... Harvest month.
R•ptember ..... Herstmaand .... Autumn month.
October ........ Wynmaand ..... Wine month.
November ....•• Siagtmaand .... Slaughter month.
December ...... Wintermaand .. Winter month.

These characteristic names of the months
are the remains of the ancient Gaulish titles,
which were also used by our Anglo-Saxon
ancestors.

Thunder Defined.

'frV:g

FIELD ·INCERSOLL

ceedmglf f!lw Obnst1ans who havopposed Colonel
lngersol kmdly and courteously, and the Great
Agnostic has used him accordingly. Dr. Field•s
arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Price, 50 cents in paper; $1.00 in cloth.

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S
Great Centennial Oration
ON

THE

Declaration of Independence,

ALSO THE
Thunder is understood to be the result of
1mmortal Document,
the. sudden reentrance of the air into a vacAna the National Anthem entitled:
uum. This void is supposed to be generated
by the lightning in its passage through the "LAND OF LIBERTY."
air. The electricity givs a powerful repulsiv
Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
force to the particles of air along the path of
A:ldrasa TEIE Taura: SEEKER 00Ml'ANlr,
its discharge, thus making a momentary vac28 Lafayette Place. New York.
uum, into which the surrounding air rushes
Emma K.-It must be of the very highest immediately, with a violence proportioned to
order to receive compensation. Only the the intensity of the electricity.
best quality is paid for.-Eo. C. C.

Lewis Morris, Palatka, Fla.-The "darling
little girls" who read the "Nantucket Anecdotes" in the Children's Corner are bright
enough to understand that these occurrences
were in the old, old time, before women, or
men, either, were familiar with any except
the plainest cooking. One knowing nothing
whatever of the properties of chocolate, and
never having seen the article, might readily
tall into such a mistake. So of the tea and

'l'he Two Dogs.
Two dogs one day went lion-hunting, one
of them being a smart dog with a classical
education, and the other being very ignorant
and unsophisticated. Pretty soon they struck
the track of the lion, and the educated dog
started off in the direction of the royal beast,
while his ignorant companion, making an
absurd mistake, took the back track and
st~rted off in the opposit direction. In a few

HEBREW MYTHOLOGY,
OR,

THE RATIONALE OF THJJJ.BIBLE.
Wherein it is shown that the Holy Scriptures treat
of Natural Phenomena only.

BY MILToN WooLLEY, M.D.
Among '-'- many attempts made by Roientlsts to
crush the Bib)e, thiR ~B unquestionably the most
vigorous.-[Ohwago Times.
QJoth,lllns.,bea.vy toned paper, Bvo, &18 pp., $2,50,
~cldr~BB THE

'l');llJTR SEEKJI!:Q•
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Sunday and the

~abbath.

"A law

regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The l'alse Teaching of the Chris·
tian Church. " The Thirty-nine

Articles of the Christian church are thirtyOommanded, Defended, and Enjoined
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.
by the Bible.
The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

BY E. C. WALKER.
This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible
Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

of a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trying to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one against the Colorado
beetle!" Price, 10 cents.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Price, 5 cents.
Do You Love Jesus ~ Price, 5 cents.
Is Liberalism .Moral1 Price, 5 cents.
SAKYA BUDDHA.
Temperance
and the Bible. 5 cents.
A Versified, Annotated. Narra.tiv of his Life and
The .Brute God of the Old Testament.
Tea.chillgs.
Price, 5 cents.
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of The Public Schools and the Catholic
Virtue."
Church. Price, 5 cents.

BY E. D. ROOT.
I take pleasure in· speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
INDIANA.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
schools in Ceylon. The "Banner of Light,"
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
"R!Jligio-Philosophical Journal," and manr Spiritualist papers and lecturers hav spoken h1ghly of
LOUISIANA.
AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans. the·book, Extra Oloth, 175 pp., $1.
MA.INB.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna

Mills).

L. K. Washburn's Works.

A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has I>nbliBhed

THE NINE DEMANDS

in a more attra.ctiv fortn than any in which they
hav previously appeared. At the head of an engraving on heavy plate paper, 24x19 inches, are
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFERSON,
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
MIRACLES
Republic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
AND
printed the Nine Demands of the American BeenJar Union in conBPicuons type. At the foot are
WORKERS.
LAF.AYE~, ~IRARD, . and
INGERSOLL,
makmg e1ght likenesses m all. Inscribed beBy JOHN PECK.
neath eaoh portrait is some radical sentiment
quoted from the author :pictured over it. In the
" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything space between the portra1ts and around them are
within the realm of the possible is no miracle.''
arabesques of vil!eB and flo~ers in profusion, and
the panel mclolnng the Nme Demands is surmounted on each corner by Mr. Eokhard•s design
Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
of the flag above the cross. The whole makes an
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
exc,ee\lingly .handsome work for framing. The
art1stio part 18 equal to the best, and the portraits
are as true to nature as the I!_hotographs from
THE
which they were transferred. 'J:he deSilln will be
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, Nt~w York.
A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL

MIRACLE

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
HIS1'0RY.
By WINWOOD READE.

It is really a remarkable book, in which univer-

sal history is " boiled down" with surprising
skill.-[Literary World.
You turn over his pages with a fascination similar to that experienced in reading Washington
Irving.-[Inter-Ocean.
Pis history has o. continuity, a rli.Eh, a carrying
power.!.which reminds us strikingly of Gibbon.(New .Haven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
:first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writing. lie has a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, 543pp,, $1. 75.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

LOVE VENTURES.
A Novel with an Amdavlt.
BY HARRY JULIAN.

16 Full-page French-Art Illustrations.

OR,
NATURAL AND BCIENTIFIO METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
The New Haven PallacU,~m says : "The chapter
on 'How to Learn a New Language' is of remarkable interest,"
The Boston Post sa.ys : "This book actually
shows us how to keep our memories in good working condition and repair them when out of order.''
Science (high authority} says: "We hav tried the
methods of association advised in this book on
several persons, and found them most excellent."
Price by ma1l $1.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

Bi~le of Natura,

TM Trade Supplied at Special Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.; with autograph, 50 ota.

THE

Principles of Secularism.

Author of ".T~e Secr~t of the East, or t:p.e Origin
of the Chnstlan llehgwn and the Sigmficance
of its Rise ax::d Decline," "Physical Education, or the Health-L~tws of Nat
ure,.•."Household Remedies," "The
Pmson Problem, or the Cause
and the Cure of Intemperance," e&c., etc.
]'elix L. Os:wralq is a well-known and vigorous
wnter on sment1fio and social subjects.-[Cin.
Oom. Gazette.
Cloth, llkno, 24.0pp,, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

PHYSIOLOCY

New Edition. Revised and Enlar~:ed~

THE

A POCKET CYCLOPEDIA,

The Career of Jesus Christ.

Strengthen the Memory,

Marriage and Parentage.

By T. E. LONGSHORE·
An explanation of the meaning of the many
titles of the Galilean teacher. " Lord" should be
"Rabbi." The words" Jesus Christ" mean" Saving Wisdom."
Excellent for Missionary Work.
Paper, 1~mo, 8c., 80 cents per doz., $2 per 100.
Address THE 'TRUTH BEEKER.

of tlte FUTURE.

An Exposition of the True Meaning of this Character as described in the New Teijtament. By Mi~
ton Woolley, M.D., an thor of "Hebrew Ml·thology,
Paper, Svo, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

HOW TO

In Their Sanitary and Physiological Relations,
and in Their Bearing on the Producing
of Children of Finer Health and
Greater Ability.
BY M. L. HoLBRoox, M.D.
The Sctenttllo .A mertcan says : " Books on this
subject are usually written by cranks, but this is
radically different ; it is scientific, sober, clean,
and worthy of conscientious consideration by every possible parent, and particularly by the
young." $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co.,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.

OUR LORD and SAVIOR JESUS CHRIST.

BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,

the more Important ComparWorld.
More Information for Less Money than has
ever been offered.
ONLY TWENrY.FIVE OENTB
For $50 worth of "Cold F~tcts "hniled down in a
Nutshell.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

SUNDRIES:

Best Spectacles, $1 (Send line of finest print you
oa.n read 14 inche• from e~e•) Razor, n; best, $2.
Best Triple-n!a•ed Knives, $1.75 per 6. Forks, $1.75
per 6 Tea Booons, $1 70 per 6 ·rallle Spoons, $8 40
per 6. Solid Silver Spoons, $1.60 per onuce, marked.
Silver Thimbles, 8; o.ents. Bet Best Vtolin Strings,
50 cents; G111ta.r Strmgs, 75 cents. Elegant 8 Day
Alarm C'ock, $4 50, worth $6 La.rgest Alllums, in
plush and leather, $1, ~2, f8, $5, !7, $10. Send to me
and save money.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, Ill.
My Popular FaEETHOUGnT BADGES : t2, $2 75, $8,
ta 5~, t4, $4 5J, $6, t8, uo, $12.50, $15, $20, f25, $40, and
l65. All Bolld Gold.

SEXUA~

By Milton Woollev, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
Mythology,"" The Career of Jesus Christ."
The fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.
-[Ps. xiv, 1·
Children and fools speak the truth.- [Old Saw.
Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

POINTERS:

Illnstrat~nl{ some of
ativ S~atiBtlos of the

UnEqualed in quality and price. Everyone
carefUlly examined before shipment, sent prepaid
w1th guarantee.
BEST AJI[EBICAN BTEM-WINDEBB:
3 Ounce Silverine Oa.se : 7 jewels, $8; 11 jewel•, $9 50;
15 jewels, $12 50; do., adjusted, $16.50. In 3 ounce
coin silvAr case, $3 more; 4 ou•,ce, f4 more; 4 ounce
patent Dust-proof,$5 more. In open face, patent
dust-proof filled gold cases, $16; 11 jewels, $1.50
more; 15 jewels, t4 W more; do., adiusted $8 50
more. In hinged back casfll!, glass inside cap, $2
more; do., gold cap, $4 morfl': Extra. fine, arti•tic
chased, very rare, in hunting or open face, $39 to
$40. !Ill filled cases accompanied by manufacturer's
guarantee for 20 years.
THE CELEBIIATED "OTTO WETTSTEIN" WATCH :
All modern improvements-a perfect watch-in
Stlverme case, $19 50; in 3 ounce 81Iver <'ase, $22.50;
4 ounge, $23 50; 5 ounce, $25; 6 ounce, $<7 (no better
oold elsewhere for $40). lu open.fa.oe, •crew. filled,
Gold case. $27; do., hinllerl, gold cap, $31; do.i
hunting,$33; do.tLnms XIV st~le, f35. In Specia
artistic ca•es, $5 o $10 more. .1n 141!: Solid Gold
cases, i50 to $100 L•dieR' BAst F1:led, $18. •20 to
$26; 14k Solid Gold, $28.$30, i32, f34, $40, $50 to $150;
latter oases _set richlY wnh jewels.
DIAMONDS:
I am an expert in this line and guarantee my
g_oods below regular market price. Bings, Pins,
Ear drops, Studs, Pto., worth $85, for $25: $70 for
$50; $1CO for ~75; $200 for $lEO; $500 for $375. All
sent subject to approval, and ca•ll refn nded if not
stri!ltly as represented. Rings and Emblems of
all kinds a Specialty. C.llams and Jewelry of all
kinds. Sele0t from any catalog, order of me and
save money.

AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN
Oarefully revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
The most perfect book for men and women ever
published. 50,000 sold. Price $2, by inail. Illustrated catalog free.

IN THE SELECTION OF

A CHOICE CIFT

.A CONTRIBUTION to the RELIGION

Numerous Maps, lllustra.tions, and. Diagrams

W£TTSTEiN'S
WELl-GOlNG, WARI!.AN'l'ED WA'l'CRES.

BY M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D.
Gode!/'B Laav•s Boo:t says: "We giv our cordial
approbat.ion to this work. The information it
contains is most im__portant, and, we are fully convinced, reliable." !'rice by mail, $1.

A. D. Willis, Wanganui.

CONTAINING
Tables, Rules, Practical Hints, and Historical
Sketches, for Farmers, Mechanics, 1\Iachinists,
Merchants, Housekeepers, and the Public Generally, with

Watchful Watch-Buyers Will Want

Parturition Wlthout Pain.

ON. TI-IE WORD GOD.

OR,

765

For Pastor, Parent, Teacher, Child, or
Friend, both elegance and useful ness will be found
combined in a copy of Webster's Unabridged.

Beautifully Illustrated Covers. Paper, lSmo, 226
pp., 25 cents: Boards, 50 cents.
A lively narrativ of adventures in a country of
Arcadian simplicity and general delightfulness.[N. Y. Evening Mail.
A story of llfe on islands of coral, fruit-trees,
and cockatoos, where all the nativ men are
Apollos and the women dreams of beanty.-[N. Y.
Times.
Life on the Islands of Koro-kama and Lannagola-" Summer isles of Eden lying in dim purple
spheres of sea "-surrounded by beckoning palmtrees, foamliY cascades, bread-fruit, cocoanuts,
·pineapp)ef, gs, bananas; b•-thing in the surf on
shinivg sands, basking on shores of eternal summer. attending moonlight banque·s, and seeing
tbe peculiar dance called Ka-lu-lah-no more to
do t-han the president of a life insurancecompanv
-seems very alluring to the careworn, overworked
American of to-day.-Critioal Review.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
18 LafaY&iie 1'1., .NewYor.k.

Besides many other valuable features, it contains

A Dictionary
A Gazetteer of the World
locating and describing 25,000 Places,
A Biographical Dictionary
of nearly 10,000 Noted Persons,
A Dictionary of Fiction
found only m Webster,
All in One Book.
of 118,000 Words, 3000 Engravings,

more Words and nenrly 2000 more lllnetrations than any other American Dictionary.
~ Sold by all Booksellers. Pamphlet free.
G. lr. C. MERRIAM&< CO., Pub'rs, Springfield·, Maaa,

3000
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Pamphlet~. and Papers.
"Father, SoJl, and Holy Ghost," i~ th_e title
of an es~ay by T. E. Lon~rshore, of Philadelphia, which appeared in THE TRuTH BEEKER
lately, and has now been printed in pamphlet
form. It is intended by Mr. Longshore as a
document to be banded to Christians to start
their thinker into motion. It is, as the readers
of THE TRUTH SEEKER will remember, a brief
history of the trinity, expo~ing its pagan origin
and its impossible nature. Mr. Longf'bore
writes calmly and forcibly, and the pamphlet
admirably fulfills its purpose. Price, 5 cents.

Books,

"Catholic Men:cetoOur Government," is
one of L. K. Washbnrn's lectures printed in
neat pamphlet form by the ln'DeBtigator. Mr.
Washburn is one of those who clearly aee
where the success of the Catholic church
woulrl land this nation, and he sees also that
the church is making pro!!;ress tow;ard her
goal. This lecture should be put mto the
bands of all anti-Catholics in the country to
wake them up. Price, 5 cents.
"Religious Problems," is another of L. K.
Washburn's lectureR, printed in THE TRUTH
SEEKER and rrarle into pamphlet form, with
a cover. It is full of fpigrams, wit, and sound
philosophy, and will in this shape be highly
prized by Freethinkers. Price, 10 cents.
"A Roman Lawyer in Jerusalem." A
poetic story connected with a trial at that
place which has since become famous because
of the factitious importance of the criminal.
The present writing is an inquiry into the
motivs of one Judas, said to hav betrayed one
Christus, and a quasi defense of the traitor,
with incidental condemnation of some other
persons called apostles who followed ChristusA strange, m~d set, and fnll of fancies wildA little crazed.
Published by Colby & Rich, of Boston.

Price, 10 cents.
"Beliefs about the Soul," is the title of an
article by R. A. Oakes, in the December
Popnla1· Science Monthly. It is full of curious
traditions of civilized and savage peoples,
relating to immortality and to plurality of
souls.
The National Liberato?· is a new paper
started to defend the medical profession from
the orthodox school who would imprison a
physician for curing his patient by other
methods or medicin than those prescribed in
the old school creed. Among the editorial
staff appear the JJames of Dr. E. B. Foote, of
this city ; Prof. J. R. Buchanan, of Boston ;
Dr. Alexander Wilde, of Newark; Professor
Ross, of Toronto, aod other eminent men.
The National Liberat(}r is published in Boston
by the National Constitutional Liberty League,
Hotel Glendon, Columbus avenue. Eclectic
physicians everywhere should support this
paper stoutly. Price, $1 per annum.
The Christmas number of the New York
Jfi1·ro1' is nnnounced for early publication,

Saturday, DPcember 1st. The editor, Harrison Grey Fiske, has engaged a numerous
body of contributors, including celebrated
actors, playwrights, and dramatic critics.
The Jist of writers includes M. Constant
Coquelin, W. J. Florence, E. H. Sothern,
Kyrle Bellew, Clara Louise Kellogg, Rosina
Vokes, Mary Fiske, "Bab," Henry C. De
Mille, Sydney Rosenfeld, William Gillette,
William Winter, A. C. Wheeler (Nym
Crinkle), Joseph Howard, Jr., and the Hon.
A. J. Dittenhoefer. The number will be profusely illustrated, and it promises to be very
attractiv. Price, 25 cents.
F. Berger, of 853 Broadway, this city, has
printed a little pamphlet of "French Conversations, and Idiomatic Expressions and
Proverbs," to illustrate how badly the French
language is usually taught in this country,
and how well Mr. Berger can teach it.
Price, 25 cents.
"The Excellent Religion," is an essay "on
the relations existing between Agnosticism,
the Polar 'fheor.v of Being. and the Higher
Theism," by G. C. Griffith-Jones, who writes
for the London Semtlm• Review over the name
of" Lara." Mr. Jones attempts to answer
by the Excellent Religion the questions,
What am I? Whence do I come? and
Whither do I go? To the first he says,
'' Thou art, for thy~elf, all that is, all that
has been, and all that ever shall be." He
finds that we come "from the infinit abyss of
unconditioned absolute being," and go back
into these depths or ascend still higherwhich, he does not explain. Mr. Jones has a
god, purely and wholly Good. This god is
not responsible for evil. The Christian God
he re~ards as an infernal deity, and shows it
by this question: What would you think of
a man who sent a child into a powder magazine with a box of matches, and then damned
it to all eternity because it blew itself up?
The cost of this pamphlet is 25 cents.
"The Sabbath Imposture," bv Harry Hoover, is published by Putnam & Macdonald,
504 Kearney street,S>~n Francisco, Cal. It is
a consideration of Sunday Jaws from religious, moral, and legal points of view. Tlie
Bible, the Christian fat hers, and the founders
of this republic are b~ought to oppose the
seventh-day tyranny of the church, and after
perusal unprejudiced persons will conclude
that Sunday laws hav no business on the state
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sunset of Anarchy, and that the average Groh's book; protectionists can find in it
American, like the beleaguered darky, would abundant material for refutation. The price
do well to take to the woods. The book con- is 80 cents.
tains 190 pages (octavo), and is probably held
Messrs. Watts & Co., of London, hav printed
at 75 cents.
"Thoughts on Science, Theology, and
"Queer People with Paws and Claws," is a Ethics," by John Wilson, M.A., of Trinity
"When Age Grows Young," by Hyland book for children of from six to ten years. It College, Dublin. The object of the book, as
Kirk, is another romance intended to uphold is written by Palmer Cox and published by expressed in the preface, is to giv a correct
·a serious subject, which in this case is that Hubbard Brothers, Philadelphia. It is pro- sketch of the main lines of modern thought
physical immortality may some time be at- fusely illustrated with some of the best pictures in small compass, and in language simple
tained by the human race. We hav not read the of animal antics that the children ever saw. enoup;h to be easily understood. In other
book, and will therefore take Sunset Cox's Every page has a picture ; some pages two words, it is a condensation of more voluminous
word for it that it is interesting both in plot, or three. The text is in poetry, simple and writers, and cla~sification of their definitions
description, and colloquy. Published bv C. T. pleasing, and will, we imagin, make the of science, theolog-y, and ethics. and a stateThe pictures ment of what. belongs to. each. Part I is deDillingham, and sold at this office for 50 cents children laugh out loud
certainly will. Parents will earn their chil- voted to defining science. and-explaining its
in paper covers.
use and methods. Part II defines ethics, tells
dren's thanks by gettiJlg the book.
its object and scope, investigates the qrigin
"The Story of an African Farm," by
The German Freethought almanac for 1889 and nature of the moral code, and discusses
Ralph Iron (Olive Schriener),is a book of the
same sort as '' Robert Elsmere " and '' John is at hand. It contains over 120 pages (12mo), the means by which it is sanctioned or en,
Ward, Preacher," only more so. The writer and, besides the calendar, has some two dozen forced. As a text-book to clear thinking and
is the daughter of a deceased missi.onary, once prose and poetic articles by eminent, German logical reasoning, and a guide in forming
employed in South Africa as a governess. writers-Hugo Andriessen, Conrad Ries, Paul scientific conclusions, this book is invaluable.
The book is said to be largely her personal ex- Carns, Maximilian Grossman, Rudolph Buch- A close study of it will enable the student to
perience. It is, however, more radical than ner, Heinrich Stern, Otto Soubron, Schune- detect a fallacy in reasoning a rp.i,l!l off. Mr.
either of the two others mentioned, and not a , mann-Pott, Herman Rosenthal, Herman Wilson points out the difference between thewhit less powerfully written. No one can Boppe, and others. Readers of German will ory and fact, atl(l never allows the two to be
read it without perceiving that its author is find the almanac a full 25 cents' worth. Frei- confounded. Science and revelation, or what
is accepted as revelation, he shows rlo not
a woman of mature reawn, stronp: love, and denker Publishing Co., Milwaukee.
speak the same language, .because truth to
great literary ability. Few, perhaps, will
Another attempt to identify the lost tribes science means a statement giving a correct
commend her heroin, but people with human
sympathy will find it hard to condemn her. of Israel is made by the Rev. W. W. Bowyer, representation of facts; whereas to theology
The story is of a young girl among the Boers in "The Mysteries of Prophecy Unlo~ked," truth means a statement supposed to be in
of South Africa. As she grows up she grows to which he adds a treatis on" The Millennia! accordance with the reyelation " accepted "
away from the rude people around her, and Kingdom, or the Glorious Reign of Christ on and the creed "clung to." Mr. Wilson's excraves love and sympathy to match her ideals. Earth." As we don't care where the lost amination of the theological objections to the
This she partly finds in an uncouth youth tribes went to, and don't believe that Christ assumption of invariable order in phenomena,
who would be an artist if educated, but he ever will reign anywhere, the book is of little an assumption on which science itself is
does not satisfy the other side of her nature. ·value to us. Readers desiring it may send based, and which destroys the theological
Another man, cynical, worldly, stronger than 25 cents toW. W. Bowyer, 24 Kelley street, dogma of " free will," is a good sample of his
clear-headed reasoning. Very few nowadays
she, commands her, .and with him she runs Cleveland, 0.
will dispute that material facts are governed
away. Another lover pursues her and finds her
"The Science of Thought. By F. ·Max by invariable law, and that miraculous interafter a while, alone and dying. The world has
been a bitter failure to her, so misunderstood, Mi.illet:. With an Appendix which Contains ference with the orderly procession of pheyet so admired, so lonely among many who a Corre~pondence on ' Th:mght Without nomena never occurs; but that the facts of
would hav sacrificed themse1vs to help her; Words,' between F. Max Mi.iller and Francis the minrl, equally with the facts of matter,
whose despairing cry was for love and sym- Galton, the duke of Argyll, George J. Ro- are subject to invariable Jaw, is. and necespathy, for something great and pure to lift manes, and others." The main portion of sarily must be, objected to by the advocates
her to itself. The charm of the book is in this book is made up of three lectures-" The of supernaturalism. The arguments most
the tender and dramatic relation of the story. Simplicity of Language," ''The Identity of often advanced by the theologians to uphold
Miss Schriener seems to hav seen or experi- Language and Thought," and ''The Simplicity their dogmas are these: 1. lf mind were
enced all the emotions which move hypocrit- of Thought," delivered at the Royal Institu- under law, free will could not exist. 2. If
ical preachers, coarse Boer women, aspiring tion, London. The central idea of these lect- mind were under Jaw, moral responsibility
but uncultivated artist natures, commonplace ures is an attempt to show that language, could not exist. 3. If mind were under law,
people with no ambitions but cattle and po- reason, thought, are identical-no reason man would be degraded to the cha;acter of a
tatoes, strong, worldly, cultivated men, and without language, no Janguap;e without rea- mere machine. "In examining the first obgirls in whom Boston culture, German meta. son. "Because we reason," Professor Muller jection," says Mr. Wilson, "we shall hav
physics, ideR.Iity, and love contend for the says, "that is, because we reckon, because specially to remember the caution of science
mastery. Pathos, cynicism, common sense, we add and subtract, therefore we say that as to the use of words. We ha.v seen that the
metaphysics, beauty of description, are all we hav reason, and thus it happened that inaccurate use of language is a frequent cause
here~ and the novel must be classed among reason was raised into something which we of error. When one considers the immense
the powerful literary efforts of the day. hav or possess, into a faculty, or power, or amount of mental energy that has been exPublished by Roberts Brothers. Price, 75 something, whatever it may be, that deserves pended in discussing 'free will,' one cannot
to be written with a capital R. And yet we help thinking that a great deal of this labor
cents.
hav only to look into the workshop of lan- might hav been saved had the disputants
The "Agnostic Annual" for 1889, edited by guage in order to see that there is nothing made sure of the exact meaning of the words
Charles A. Watts, published by W. Stewart substantial correspor.ding to this substantiv, used~ The ccnfusion of thought upon this
Ross & Co., of London, is at hand. The list of and that neither the heart nor the brai>l, subject has, in a great degree, arisen from
contributors is of a very high order, and no neither the breath nor the spirit of man, dis- neglecting to ask the question, What is the
series of essays that we hav seen is better eloPes its original whereabouts. It may meaning of ihe words 'free ' and ' will?'
worth reading. Samuel Laing discusses Mr. sound violent and revolutil)nary to you when Had this been done, it would hav exposed
Gladstone and Colonel Ingersoll's recent pa- I say that there is no such thing as nason, the uselessness of the diRpute whether free
pers on Christianity, Mrs. E. Lynn Linton and yet no philosopher, not even Kant, has will exists or does not exist. Let us now exwrites of Women and Agnosticism, Charles ever in his definition of reason told us what it amin this preliminary qnestion. The word
Watts describes the Sublimity of Nature, is really inade of." The professor then throws ' free' is applicable only to an organism or
W. Stewart Ross contributes a poem on Im- down this challenge : "Try to reckon with- machine. A machine is free when its funcmortality, and other writers fill out the 48 out numbers, whether spoken, written, or tions can be exercised without impediment.
large pages. The "Annual" is now in its otherwise marked, and if you succeed in that, A clock is free when it can, by the unimpeded
sixth year of publication, and has been one I shall admit that it is possible to reason or movements of its different parts, tell the
of the very few annual publications of which reckon without words, and that there is in us hours. If its pendulum is tied, the clock is
enough were called for to pay expenses. such a thing, or such a power or faculty, as not free. A piano is free when nothing prereason, apart from words." The book is an vents it from giving forth the sounds of the
Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.
elaboration of this idea, in Professor Muller's vibrating strings; it is not free if its keys are
"A Strange Confiict," by John M. Batch- clear and patient style, and to Lis own satis- jammed or its strings covered with cloth. A
elor, is a book evidently written to draw fiftv- faction he proves by philolop;y and philos- man as an organism is free when he can exerrent pieces into the pockets of Messrs. Ogilvie ophy, philologists and philosophers, that he cise all his functions. The eye, as a separate
& Co., who are the publishers. It is of the is right. Locke's statement that "most men, machine, is free when it can see; it is not
Jules-Verne order, with Anarchist and Nihil- if not all, in their thinking and reasoning free when bandaged. The arm is free when
istic arguments and refutations thrown in to within themselvs, make use of words instead it can move; it is not free when it is tied.
fill up.
of ideas," he holds to be in his favor, and he Wherever the word ' free ' is used correctly
adds that philosophers generally "are ready there are two things suggested-viz , (1) an
"Buddhism and Christianity Compared," to admit that it is almoBt impossible to think organism or machine, and (2) the absence of
is by 0. Alexander A. Jayasekere, F T.S., without words, but where tbis almost begins any impediment to the exercise of its funcGalle, India. It is astrological and Theosoph- or where it ends, they never tell us. Leibnitz tions. Next, what is the meaning of the
ical, but useful in comparing the life of said: 'It troubles me greatly to find that I word ' will?' Will is a word used as the
Buddha with that of Jesus.
can never acknowledge, discover, or prove name of a certain state of consciousness, as
any truth except by using in my mind words are 'wish,' 'de;.ire,' 'anger.' \Vill is the.
When E. H. Heywood writes a pamphlet or other signs.' " Other philosophers are state of consciousness that is the immediate
he puts a whole essay on the title-page. It quoted pro and con, and the discussion is antecedent to an act, as wish is a state of
was one of these much be-titled books that one which will need much argument, and COD8Ciousness immediately antecedent to
got the Founder of THE TRUTH SEEKER into more understa:nding of facts. to settle. The will. All we know of will is as a state of
trouble. Therefore the last one he sent us b:lok is published by the Open Court Co., "consciousness.
we will call "Free Trade," and quote the Chicago, and sold at this office for 75 cents.
"Now we understand the meaning of the
balance of the page as an epitome of the
Word ' free ' and the meaning of the word
work. "Free Trade" shows (so Mr. HeyA very ambitious young author is Daniel 'will.' The :ll.rst, 'free,' denotes absence of
wood alleges) that medieval barbarism, cun- Webster Groh, who contributed to the recent impediment to organic action. The second,
ninp:Jy termed "protection to home industry, Educational Campaign a book which he called 'will,' is a state of consciou5ness. Bu,t what
tariff delusion, invades enterprise, defrauds "The Tariff in a Nutshell; Conts.ining the is the meaning of the expression, 'free will?'
labor, plunders trade, and postpones indus- Whole Qutstion of Protection, Tariff Reform, or bas it any meaning at all? Is it translattrial emancipation." Mr. Heywood is nothing and Free Trade." Mr. Groh is a free trader. able into tbough.t? Let us sec. If we say
if not vehement of statement, and he imagins The book is a general argument for tariff aboli- that·a piano, as an organization, is free, the
that in the 24 pages following this title he has tion, clearly stated, and plainly reasoned. meaning is plain and intelligible; we assert
proved his assertions. Those who desire to There are, however, a good many objections to that the piano is in such a condition that its
know whether he has or not can send 15 cents this policy which Mr. Groh's book leaves un- functions can be exercised without impediand get his pamphlet. We never tell secrets. touched. Both free traders and protectionists ment. But if we say that the melodiousness
overlook the fact that neither of their policies of the piano is free, applying the word 'free,'
" Principl!'ls of Moral and Political Econ- is more than a temporary makeshift to help not to the organization, but to a condition of
omy; or, The Rt>pnblic Besieged by a Grand the industries and people of a particular it, the expression is unmeaning and unthinkSitting Army of 2,222,000 Men," is the con- country, and that the real remedy for pl)verty able, or nonsense. The melodiomness exists
tribution of Mr. 0. D. Jom•s, of Washington, and Unfqnal distnbution of wealth muAt be or does not exist; but it is absurd to speak of
to the literature of the labor question. So- something far detper and more radical, if not it as free or not free. It would not be more
ciety, according to Mr. Jones, has two pros. revolutionary, than the levying of toll upon incorrect to say that it was square or oblong.
pects spread before it : '' It is on the confines imports or their admission free. Protected It is correct to say of a clock that it is free,
of the red sands and lurid sunset of the ashy and free trade countries are all filled with our meaning being that its wheels and other
desert of Anarchy; or, by a baptism of blood poverty and discontent, and suffering from parts are unimpeded in their motion. But it
and fire to enter through the gates of a civil industrial injustice, and this fact alone is would be ridiculous to sav that l o'clock-a
revolution to a nobler civilization." It strikes sufficient to show that our educational polit- mere condition of the clock-is free. We
us that the blood and fire of a civil revolution cal campaign was to a large extent a warring might as well say that 1 o'clock is polite.
are somewhat akin to the red sands and lurid with a windmill. Free traders will like Mr. Such a combination of words is mere sound,
or national statute-books. The work consists
of 24 pp., is neatly printed, and ~ells. for ~0
CPDtS. It is a good dOCJ_IJ?leDt to diStribute ~D
Sunday-ridden commumtJes, and nowhere IS
it more needed than in the home of its author.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, "DECEMBER 1, 1888.
not intelligible language. So, when we apply
the word • free,' nqt to the organization, but
to a state of it-the state of con~ciousness
cailed ' will '-and say that the will is free,
we are using the word 'free' incorrectly, and
really tal!Ling nonsense, The sentence, ' The
will is red,' would not be more unmeaning or
more unthinkable than the sentence, ' The
will-is free.' We can think of the state of
consciousness called ' will,' and we can think
of the color called 'red;' but we cannot form
the· mental picture of the two together-a
'red will.' Free will, then, we see, IS simply
an unthinkable expression, totally devoid of
any intelligible meaning."
· --~
We recommend this book to the careful
study of all Freethinkers. It will help them
a great deal in coming to impregnable conclusions from scientific premises, and in clearing away the mud of metapnysical and theological false reasoning. Price, $1.
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Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
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In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
By THOMAS PAINE,
are in it. It is one of his greatest prodnctionf!. I~ is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
we see bini as the splendid champiOn qf human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
justice. hatred of tyranny and chams, sympathY for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his Price. Bingle Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
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The many calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
THE CRISIS.
1!36 W. 16th st., N<~w York.
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleadmg newspaper references.
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Bv Thomas Paine. ·
Lawyers and advocates will fin!l this ~he model of an address to a jury: statesmen and politiSpeaking of this work in connection with t.te
cians a clear exposition of ConstitutiOnal rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
and women everywhere, a Magna Charta of their rights.
proposed independence of America from Great
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SOME Pittsburghers will present to Congress
a bill forbidding display of a Confederate flag
in parades or on any public occasions.
EvroTIONS are being made of settlers on a
tract of Des Moines river land, Iowa, which
has become the property of a land company.
UNION of the five Central. American republics
is contemplated.
THE late K. of L. general assembly declared
against unrestricted immigration.

THR

0RDER OF CREATION.

- =-

~~ms

of Rfhonnht.

IN ihe pre-Christian <Roman) religion, the grand
office of the priesthood was the discovery of
future events by oracles, omens, or an inspection ·
of the entrails of animals, and by the offering of
sacrifices to proPitiate the gods. In the later, the
Christian times, a higher power was claimed; the
clergy asserting that, by their intereessions, they
could regulate the conr11e of affairs, avert dangers,
work miracles, and even change the order of nature. Not without reason,
therefore, did they look
upon the !loctrin of government by unva.ryinll' law
with disfavor. It seemed to
depreciate their dignity, to
lessen their import.ance.Pror. Dr~Wer, in· Tile ponflwt Between Religion ana
Science.

Wmnxs on the aspects
of the election concur
that political corruption
is increasing.

--=--

--

THE election of a Communist, General Clusuret,
to the French chamber of
deputies, is thought ominous.
WHEN the great Catholic University is completed $2,000,000 will be
raised to endow its faculties.
YELLOW fever cases to
date, nearly 5,000;
deaths, over 400. There
are now about a dozen
new cases and one death
daily.

~

CA.LA.MITIEB: Sinister
events permitted by the
divine will to afflict humanity to the greater honor
and profit of the priests.
Nations, like individuals,
are never so devout as when
theY are frightened or very
miserable. In. order that
the clergy should hav a real
subject of satiafaction, calamities, especially those in
the form of contagion,
should happen a little more
frrquently than they do, for
then they might fall into
real good things, or at least
hav the pleasure of burying everybody.- Voltaire's
Pocket TheologiJ,

PRIESTS saw with grief
the appearance of men who,
cultivating the powers of
reason, ascending to first
principles, could not but
discover all the absurdity
of their dogmas, all the exIN Rhode Isiand the
travagance of their ceresuffrage, previously remonies, all the delusion and
fraud of their oracles and
stricted to property qualprodigies.-Condorcet.
ifications, has been exIF our own country should
tended to every male
be divided, if an empire
citizen.
should rise upon the ruins
THE ANGEL'S PARTING ADVICE TO BALA.AM.
of the republic, it would be
SoorETY is in as great
very easy to find that hunAnd the angel of the Lord said unto Balsam, Go with the men : but only the word that I shall speak unto thee, that
a stir over a visit of the
dreds and thousands of peothou shalt speak. So Balaam went with the princes of Balak.-Num. xxii, 85.
duke of Sutherland as
ple had foretold that very
though there had been
thing. If you will read the
no Independence and institution of democAN actor in Oliver Doud Byron's company had political speeches of the last twenty-two years,
the weakness of getting ·rattled easily in his lines, you will· find prophecies to fit any possible future
racy a hundred years ago.
yet he never lost himself so completelY as to stick state of affairs in our country. • . • The fall of
THE compulsory education laws are not
dead. He could always keep talking, even though everY nation under the sun has been predicted by
enforced in many parts of the country, and
MoNEY can slip through a pretty small hole he went wide of the actual text. On one occasion· hundreds and thousands of people. The prophecies of the Old Testament can be made to fit anymultitudes of children are growing up in sometimes. A. Brooklyn man lost a considerable he had the line, "0 merciful providence, how thing that may happen, or that may not happen.
wonderful are thy ways!'• He became excited
sum lately through a pew-rent.
"ignorance.
over something and exclaimed: "0 God, how They will apply to the death of a king, or to the
destruction of a people-to the loss of commerce,
HoBBS: ''What do yon think about it, my dear; peculiar you are !"
AN attempt is being made at Boston to
or the discovery of a continent. Each prophecy
do yon think marriage a failure?" 1\Irs. Hobbs :
"YoUNG man, do you use tobacco?"· The speaker is a jugg!erY of words, of figures, of symbols, so
compromise the school conflict by the creation "No, I don't; but I think men are."
was a hatchet-faced female, with her arms full of
of a joint committee containing members of
together, so used, so interpreted, that they
BHAKBPERE was slightly mixed in his "seven tracts, and the youth happened to be waiting at a. put
'·an mean anYthing, everything, or nothing.both parties.
ages." It is the "whining school-boY" whom the corner for a street-car. "No, mum, I don't," said I'IVJersoll.
THE spires of St. Patrick's cathedral, New maternal eye has detected in some flagrant act of the Young man with a questioning glance, as she
BY reading history with a little attention, we
disobedience that" shifts into the slippered panta- did not look like a person who would want to bar.
York city, just completed, cost $200,000, are loon."
row a little fire. "Do yon drink?" "No, mum." shall per,leive that Christianity, at first weak and
servil,
established itself among the savage and
888 feet high, and are exceeded in bight by
"Play cards 7" "No, mum." "I am delighted to
Tol'IIJI!Y : "Is that a lion or a lioness, papa?" meet
you, sir. In these degenerate days, yonng free nations of Europe by only intimating to their
only five Old W or1d spires.
Pater: "Which one, dear?" Tommy: "That one
men of your correct habits are scarce, very scarce. chiefs that its reliJdons principles favored despotTHE London police think they are on the with its face scratched and the hair off the top of If I send you an invitation to my next party, will ISm and rendered them absolute. Consequently,
its head?'' Pater (with a sigh): "That must be a you come?" "Yes, mum." "Thank you. I should we see barbarous princes suddenly converted;
~ track of the Whitechapel murderer. At his lion, my boy."
like You to meet my friends and family. Where that is, we see them adopt, without examination,
la~t murder he was seen by two persons,
a. system so favorable to their ambition, and use
"CA.N you tell me what the 'Golden Rule' is?" shall I send it?" "To Plugugly's saloon. I•m bar- every
art to induce their subjects to embrace it.·whose descriptions tally exactly.
asked the Sunday-school teaoher. "Ye3'm," tender there."
D'Holbach.
.
promptlY replied the jeweler's of!'opring. " It's
MoSES
IKLESTEIN
:
"Repecca,
I
vonder
Vhy
VrnamrA. Republicans charge fraud in the 2! grains make 1 pennyweight, 20 pennyweights 1
THE ethics of Christianity or Antinaturalism init vos dot some mans vas porn lucky vile udder clude the Buddhistio doctrin of self-abasement,
return of certain Democratic presidential ounce, 12 ounces 1 pound."
poor tevils like meinsellnf vas left to go py de as an indispensable condition of salvation. That
electors from that state. In West Virginia a
vorld trough mit out striking a pudding." Re- salvation meant extinction, the utter renunciation
THERE was a young lady of letters,
similar charge is made by Democrats regardbecca: "A.ch, Moses, vat vas yon komblaining of earthly hopes and desires, the mortification of
Who got far more fame than her betters ;
abondt now? Yon vas always kicking against all natural instincts, including the instinct of
For everyone read
ing the election of Republican Congressmen.
" The Quick and the Dead,"
your luck and alreadY dis Year you haf made quite freedom. Abjeot submission to inJustice, the subBy thi3 cyclonic .lady of letters.
a poodle." Moses: "Yah, das is so, and I know ordination of reason to dogma. the sinfulness of
A sxoo:rm papal rescript to Ireland orders
"I'M somewhat astonished, Carper," remarked dot it vas wrong for me to kick, but I leaf it mit rebellion against the" powers that be," were inculbishops and priests to preach against the rent
you, Repecca, now, vouldn•t it be a big poodle in
with a zeal that made the church an invaluand land agitation, forbid their·people to take Bigbee, as he looked around the room, "to find our pocket uf der people vould run me fur mayor ! cated
able ally of despotism.-PrQf'. Felix L. Oswald,
that so great a bookworm as you are should pospart in it, and oppose it with all the means in sess so small a library," "Ah, my boy," returned Tink uf der advertisment to our pisness. I vould M.D., in Tlte Bible of Nature.
their power. Leo must hav received much the other; '·it takes a great deal of reading to find run a cut uf meinselluf in der baber und say : NATioNs oppress their own people at home, to
' Moses Iklestein, de beoble's choioe, sells all kinds
out what isn't worth keeping."
. British gold or promised influence.
uf new und second-hand clodin' at popular prices. furnish means to murder @.nd destroy other naDoCTOR (passing a stonecutter's Yard) : "Good Come und shake hands mid dar beoble's choice, tions abroad! And this is glory I Englaud might
AT a Socialist public meeting in Victoria morning, Mr. Jones. Hard at work, I see. I sup. vedder yon vant some clod in' or not; it vill cost do more good, and carry the blessings of her
square, London, Mr. Graham, M.P., said pose you finish your gravestones as far as "In notings to look at him.' Bud dere vas no such knowledge and arts to charm more lands, than
any other nation whatever, if the Howards and
that until workers appropriate land, capital, memory of," and then wait for some one to die, luck in store for me. I vas porn on Friday."
Owens of her land had more influence at home ;
?" Stonecutter:" Why, yes-unless somebody•s
and machinery to run for their own benefit, eh
PASTOBA.L.
and if the principles so eloquently advocated by
sick and you're doctoring 'em; then I keep right
Chloe
tap
ned
at
Daphne's
door,
they will continue slaves, and the Trafalgar on."
JeremY Bentham, and by the immortal Paine, were
All
the
woodland
sweet
of
summer;
aoknowledged and felt in her council&. Her flag
square and Chicago scenes will be repeated.
IT was a quiet Sunday afternoon and she was
Roses lent her cheeks their store,
instead of bearing. as it now appears to bear, the
reading
to
him
the
ProTerbs
of
Solomon.
He
was
Dryads
decked
their
latest
comer.
words" military glory "o"9"er a dea.th•s-head, would
THE committee on revision of the French
rapidly getting an attack of temporary oblivion.
bear this healing motto to all nations : "The
"Stupid Btrepbon courted me,"
constitution favor abolition of senate and "Aren't they wonderful, George 7" she said. "Yes,
greatest happiness of the greatest number, for the
Caroled she, in clear voice, gayly;
presidency. They think the American repub- indeed," he replied. "If he had only misspelled
greatest length of time;" or this, "The world is
" Foolish as his flock is he,
lic old-fashioned and reactionary, and wish to his words, what a Josh Billings he would hav
our country, and to do good our religion."-Gi!Foolisher and fonder daily.
bert Vale's Beacon.
hav no check on democracy, no. limitations of made!"
"There he stood in shy surmise,
the action of an Assembly-they wish, in "THE movements of men are moat certainly
CHRISTIAN nations are the warlike ·nations of
Trembling like a wind-tossed feather;
this world. Christians hav invented the most
queer,"
short, another _Convention like that of a centDared not raiBe to mine his eyes,
destructiv weapons of war. Christianity gave us
Sighed Dolly, who'd only been married a year;
In this blithe and sun-glad weather.
ury ago, another Jacobin conquest.
the revolvertinvented the rifle, made the bomb" When lovers they always till one o'clock stay,
" Up I rose and boxed his ears
shell; and Christian nations here and there had
MA.NY workingmen's societies in Italy hav And when they are husbands till one stay a. way!"
(Birds were singing in the beeches),
above all other arts the art of war; and as Chris"Most trying," said Belle, "hut we hav no redress;
issued to the government a protest against It's the law that they call compensation, I guess."
Told him faint heart never nears
tians they hav no respect for the rights of barGoals
that
courage
surely
reaches.
the costly war measures, and against war in
barians or for the rights of any nation or tribe
'
h t th
'11 f
'd t
SKINNER WEETPIT (to art dealer): "An' how
that happens to d1ffer with them. Bee what it does
" 1 hen my handsome oaf at last
general, d eclanng t a
ey Wl re use al 0 much d'ye say this •ere· pictur's worth 7" Art
in our society; we are divided off into little sects
Took me in his arms arid kissed me ;
any unjust war. The protest will be sent dealer:" Eight hundred dollars, sir; and you can,
that used to discuss theie questions with fire and
Daphne, he shal! rue the past,
to workmen's associations throughout Italy, of course, sel~ct any style of frame that you may
When, through fear, he well-nigh missed me." sword, with chain and fagot, and that discuss,
and the workmen of France will be invited think appropriate." Weetpit: "Eight hundred
some of them, even to-day, with misrepresentation
-John Moran, tn Lite.
of dollars! Wh~, man alive, at that rate o' figgerin'
and slander. • • • It does seem as though the
t o a dh ere in the. name of the Brotherhood
.
any decent kmd o' frame would cost fifteen huntoJ VJ.<KJ<'R ANNUAL
most zealous Christia~ _must _a~ times. ent~r~ain
Labor. The M1lanese workmen will ask other/ dred I Come on, Marlar; I can't stand this fool- THE 'l,:rUrTH
L~
~E'
• some doubt as to the drvme orrgm of hrs rebg10n.
associations to cooperate.
in',"
Price, 25 CAnts.
' -rnaersou.
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WHEN

REASON

EuGENE FrELD, the well-known newspaper
man of Chicago, Ill., has become interested
in esoteric Buddhis.m. He has a temple to
ENGLAND's prime minister, Lord Salisbury, Buddha in his apartments, and, it is said,
pays his devotions to that oriental deity .
. has declared in favor of woman suffrage.
They say in Chicago that Field is likely to
THE London Jewish Standm·d says: "We take the place of Mme. Blavatsky in this
hav always held that Mohammedanism and country before very long.
Buddhism did as much for their followers as
any other religion could possibly do for them."
THE Boston Budget says: "Galton has
ONE of the iconoclasts of the day, says the pointed out some very curious facts concernSun, is a very worthy clergyman of the name ing the children of professional men. _ He
of Smith, who has collected alleged facts and found, from a study of the heredity of the
printed them in the Episcopal Record, show- members of some of the largest scientific
ing that Washington was never a communi- societies in London, that the legal profession
cant of the· Episcopal church, and that he presented the most eminent men and the
never prayed in the woods at Valley Forge. fewest idiots. The medical profession came
A. L. CoLE, of Wellsville, N. Y., has dis- next, and lastly clergymen, who produced
covered a "new agriculture" by which he the smallest number of eminent men and the
maintains that an acre of ground can be made· largest number of idiots and feeble-minded.
to yield an incredible number of times what The lawyers gave origin to six times as many
it does under the old system. His idea is to eminent men as the clergy. The clergy gave
convert the ground to a depth of fifteen or origin to six times as many idiots and feebletwenty feet into a sponge, with water flowing minded as the lawyers."

J)Joits and fllippinns.

or percolating through it constantly.
THE London Echo prints this : "Americans
undoubtedly take the presidential election
very seriously. The amount of personal
.enthusiasm they import into it is shown by
the following fact : A few days back a notice
was posted outside a church door not many
miles from New York, fraternally exhorting
the congregation not to wipe their foreheads
during service with bandannas-bandannas
being the colors of the Democratic party. The
reason assigned was, that the sight of a bandanna 'encouraged .Democrats to cheer for
Grover Cleveland, and proved a serious
interruption to divine service.'" .

THE Persian public decided the other day
that the railroad is an enemy of the human
race, because a man who jumped off a train
while in motion fell under the wheels and
was killed. They accordingly tore the cars
in pieces and would hav wiped out the train
employees if. the latter had not taken to their
heels. The Sun rebukes those who are disposed to laugh at the Persians by reminding
them that our own great-grandfathers declared
that it was utter nonsense to suppose that
steam-cars could carry passengers faster than
ten miles an hour without smashing everybody up, and, besides, all the horses would
be scared into :fits and permanently ruined.

RULES.

ENGLAND had in 1882 5,500 students in her
universities, out of a population of 23,000,000,
and Germany, with a population of 45,250,000, had 24,000 students. In that same year,
with a population of 60,000,000, the United
States had 66,437 students in colleges,
4,921 in theological seminaries, 3,079 in law
schools, and 15,151 in medical schools; total,
89,588.
MR. IsRAEL LAZARus, a petty shopkeeper
at SO Henry street in this city, received a
visit on Sunday last from Policeman Herrlich, of the Seventh precinct. The officer
told the shopkeeper that he wanted. to start a
fire at home, and had no matches with which
to light it, and by this statement, which
appears to hav been false in fact, the officer
induced Lazarus to sell him some matches.
Having effected the purchase, he arrested the
shopkeeper for selling merchandise on Sunday in violation of the penal code.
THB women suffragists of Boston hav been
criticising Mrs. Lucy Stone Blackwell severely
of late. She cannot vote on the school question as other women may, because she will
not use her husband's name, and her sister
suffragists call her stubborn. But Lucy
stands· by her principle, which is. that a
woman's name should be her own, married
or single, and that she should not be required
by law to take her husband's name if she
does not desire it. Miss Lucy Stone married
Mr. Henry Blac&:well many years ago, and
the couple hav a daughter who calls herself
Miss Alice Stone Blackwell. Her mother left
it for her to decide when she grew up, and
the young girl added her father's name to her
mother's.

A coRRESPONDENT of the Ohristian Intelligencer says : "Last Sunday a well-known
Kalamazoo divine, pastor of a wealthy
church, in the course of his sermon alluded
to 'Robert Elsmere ' as a dangerous book.
Yesterday a city dealer, who had advertised
the work in Saturday's Telegraph as on sale
by him, closed out his entire stock and had
orders for several more copies."
THE result of a meeting of four hundred
teachers at Eisleben, in Saxony, for the pur
pose of discussing the use of the Bible in
schools, may be summed up thus: Arguments against the use in school of the whole
Bible or the introduction of a special schoo
Bible: (a) The Bible contains more matter
than can be gone through at school ; (b) it
contains much that is not fit for children, because (1) they cannot understand it, (2) it is
without educational value for children, and
(3) it stands in the way of their moral and
religious development; (c) the holy scriptures
were not intended as a school-book; (d) the
use of the Bible as a school-book detracts
from the veneration in which it should be
held by children and by the people. Arguments against a special school Bible: (a) In
order to impart as much biblical knowledge
as possible, the unrestricted use of the Bible
is necessary; (b) a familiar knowledge of the
scriptures can only be ol?tained by their constant use; (c) to banish the Bible from the
school would diminish its value in the eyes o
the pupils; (d) extracts from the Bible would
be the work of man, whereas the Bible is
God's work; (e) the introduction of a special
school Bible would hav many practical difilclilties; (f) would lead to schism and foster
distrust of the school and the church.
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fiommnnications.
The Altar-The Arms.
It is part of the moral machinery of Christianity
to deceive, and for the same reason that the liar tries
to gloze over his trickeries. Founded on fables, it
bas needed perpetual propping; and instituted as it
was by amalgamation with before existing beliefs, it
bas labored through all the centuries with the crushing conviction of not only having so much of what is
untenable in its tenets, but burdened besides with
the ever-present presence of a power so independent·
of its faiths and assumptions as to find it necessary,
in order to keep itself intact, to be ready to concede
wbeu concession became unavoidable. This bas been
the history of the altar from the beginning, so giving
the lie to its God-inspired origin.
The established for the time being bas at all tiwes
stood like a bull on the highway, with bead couched
ready for battle, while Progress, confronting him,
shook the red flag before his bloodshot eyes.
What is truth 1 bas been the conundrum of the
years, a question the men of the altar bav assumed
to be the chosen expounders of, but succeeding only in
rendering the inquiry stillmore complicated; a question, at last, to be solved by cutting the Gordian
knot tied by the eciolist of the past; a sciolism, the
result of a Jack of the wisdom that comes through
the revelations of modern science-not the Bible.
The teachings of the altar and the practices of the
state hav still sought to be in harmony-the one
backing the other, from Constantine to the pr£Jsent
czar of Russia, inclusiv. Force bas been the center
on which both bav swung-a force sought to be justified by revealments made by prophets and •' holy
men" of old, men God-inspired, their prrtensions
sealed by the attestations of martyrdom. As if a man,
merely br:cause be bad been soused in a caldron of
boiling oil, or bad been throttled by a lion in the
amphitheater at t.be command of an emperor, could
be lliOre worthy as authority than one who bad lived
thoughtfully and walked worthily among men through
life, affecting only to know the good from the bad by
the effects of conduct on individuals in society; a
man willing to labor and to wait, but not without a
show of indignant manhood against fraud; a frieE.d
to all unions organized for protection against rapacity
of whatever sort-the rapacity of the layman as well
as the craft of the priesthood.
There is nothing that so much givs the lie to the
basic theory of Christianity as is found in its sanctioned national governments. All of them, whether
imperial, kingly, or republican, being posed on the
Bible standard of man's disobedience to God by
Adam's fall, giving a tendency to humanity to rebel
against good in whatever form it might present itself
a falsity which experience bas proved to be tb~
stumbling-block of all noble effort, and the chief obstacle to political and social advancement-the history
of the race proving the very opposit to bav been the
truth, showing society at all times inclining to betterment in defiance of altar denunciations, papal bulls
encyclical letters, and pastoral interferences.
'
Christianity in high places bas been a jackdaw
tricked out in the plumage of the turkey-cock when
with tail erect and expanded, be gobbles 'to tb~
lookers-on of the barnyard. Its history, in respect
to its status, bas been the antithesis of its putativ
founder. Clothed in fine linen, it bas fared sumptuously every day. Christ bad not where to lay his
bead-not even a 6 x 8 room in a tenement bouse.
Poor Jesus!
Fraudulent from its inception, the entire regime
the church bas been a series of high-banded usurpatwns of man's natural rights, still vindicating the
power of the ruler against the popular will. While
devou_tly _cla~ming . to worship the "prince of peace,"
the d1gmtanes of the altar, in full canonicals bav
bailed the emperor or king in martial unifor~s so
bo~oring the profession of arms over all other clao~es,
while they unctuously rolled out the biblical text
"Our God is a man of war" -whether. ·a ship of tb~
navy or a sojer is left to conjecture.
·
There is no feature in the construction of national
governments so essentially barbaric as the armybarbaric in design, barbaric in organization barbaric
in constituents. And yet the object, so tran'sparently
barbarous, is sought to be presented to the moral eye
~~e n_ation as not onl:y a preserver of the degree of
mv1hzatwn already attamed, but a barrier opposing
all influences favoring relapses into barbarism-as
palpable a fraud as was ever practiced upon the unquestioning masses. The tendency of humanity is
onward and upward, not retrogressiv, as the church
would_ bav us believe, and the army, conjointly with
the pnestbood, bas always been less conservativ than
retrograding. As an organization the army should
e the ant~thesis of the spirit of the church, which
bey claim is love-a claim only adding to its fraudulent character. Love! There can be no love but
between the sexes. A sharp discrimination must
guide the discussion of the word love, relaxing only
to embrace helpless infancy. Pause in this discrimination, and we sink to tender regard/ from tender
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regard to respect and admiration for individual character founded on good deeds, generous dealing, and
maintained integrity. Love is a force independent,
volcanic, sovereign, exclusiv. My neighbor's daughter says she loves new potatoes. Another neighbor
says: "God so loved the world that be gave his only
begotten son, that they who believed on him might bav
eternal life," an assertion which, in view of the facta
of life, and the original cause of the sacrifice, I am
inclined to sneer at. My neighbor, on the other
hand, sees in the announcement unlimited cause for
thankfulness. The love expressed by the maiden for
new potatoes is merely a rhetorical error; the other
is of the kind alluded to by Burns:
Ev'n ministers they hae been ken'd
In holy rapture,
A stunnin', rattlin' whid to vend,
And nail't wi' scriptur.
The ostensible design of the army is the defense
of the nation against all assailants; the duty of the
soldier to wallop the assailants-the chaplain justifying all murders by texts from holy writ: "And they
~;mote them from the rising of the sun to the going
down of the same." Hard work for the boy!', I
know.
By no means tbe exclusiv work of the army is the
defense of the nation, however; that most Christian
of all the nations of modern times sending her army
thousands of miles from home to wallop. What the
poor soldiers will do when government no longer
recognizes the right to intuferA with other nations
it is easy to imagin. After beating their swords into
pruning-books and recasting their big guns into
shapes more m harmony with civilization, they will
set to work on the hitherto exclusiv acres of his grace
the duke of Noodledum, and others of that ilk, raising grain and fruit to feed the hungry-work nearer
"the mark of the high calling which is in· Christ
Jesus our Lord, whom ye ignorantly worship," as
Paul told his bearers on Mars Hill, in n·ference- to
Roman gods. The army won't object to the change.
I know the rank and file. When there is no desperation in the circumBtances of individuals in society,
army life will bav no attraction for even tiie thriftless, particularly when the profits of the work they
will perform will be their own, as Socialism demands,
a system toward which all the nations are gravitating.
I claim to know the army; bav fingered the thing
all over from spur to nodding plume, and bav found
it to be an enlarged nuisance; a nursery for all vulgarities of aristocracy among officers, and an arena
for all indecencies of treatment among the men of
the ranks, the files punished with a severity out of
all proportion to the offense; besides having used
toward them vile epithets such as are bandied by the
lowest bullies of the stews, and not unfrequently accompanied by shameless indignities of kicks and
blows~! speak of the American army-treatment
such as the British soldier is never subjected to ;
nor would be bear. it, the traditions of the ranks demanding personal resentment in such cases. Punish
with authority, but bands o~ is the legend of the
British army.
The American soldier is better paid than his English brother in arms; is more generously fed ; but
that is all. In garrison life, the American is subjected to degrading restrictions, be is denied the
freedom of range enjoyed by the Englishman. The
American army is governed by the same spirit as
was" nigger" slavery in days gone by. The private
is not permitted to leave the barracks without a pass.
In a word, the Briton is not inade to compromise his
manhood by being visited by ignominious treatment.
"I gave my men bell on the Pacific," were the first
words I remember bearing from an old captain of infantry, on joining my regiment at the commencement of the late Rebellion. And that sentiment I
continued to find to be the ruling principle of army
usage ; annoy, harass, abuse the enlisted· man; be is
a slave.
The bare fact of regarding a body of armed men
as a needed feature in the organization of the government of a nation is, to the advanced thinker, an
aE<surnnce of weakness on the part of the organizers,
or showing the presence of a factor in the mass refusing to acknowledge the influence of ordinary jus·
tice; an anomaly in society cnly to be found among
citizens more sinned against than sinning ; a mad
spirit to be exorcised by the wisdom of justice, not
the folly of brutal force. Then, a standing army for
international mediation is the veriest bummery of
statesmanship and the standing scandal of our century.
The masses bav been like driven cattle, and, like
those of Crresus, bav left such filth-heaps behind
them that Socialism bas truly a herculean task before
it. Let it begin by giving the Pinkerton thug a less
infamous task than be now bas. Let t.be same treatment be meted to the army; also to the custom
bouse gang; convert the navy into a commercial
marine. Dismiss all ex-officio judges of .the courts·
all hangers-on of municipal headquarters, all heelers:
bummers, mayors, boodlers, et hoc genus omne.
Good treatment alone can neutralize their inborn
tendency to vicious work.
Had the race proved itself but half as solicitous

about the bodily comforts of the individual as it bas
about the salvation of one another's souls, the word
army would bav found no place in our dictionaries.
Man, as far as beard from, is a failure. The faunaleaving .the genus homo out-and the :flora only bav
proved bits. How long will it take Socialism to seduce mankind into social and industrial harmony?
The initiativ in the process of redemption from
the prevailing falsities bas been taken; shaking
errors through the sieves of public discussion ;
voice and type alike forcing thought through the
meshes of the sifting screens, and the best mhids
of the community superintend the winnowing.
Thus far in ·the work it bas been found that religion
furnishes the worst residuum of the years ; transfusing its impl'egnations everywhere, corrupting air and
lungs, blinding the sight and clogging the bearing;
combining the fetor of the grave with the miasma
of the plague; defiant, malevolent, yet coated over
with coleur de rose. T.Q.rough the thick ascending
smoke is seen the cross, with its deceptiv lettertrinity-!. H. S, while angel voices commingling
t>hant the t.ricky invitation, "Come to Jesus." At
t.be same time the organ, with voi humana, pours its
affluence of harmony on ears of wealthy worshipers
and their tools. There sits the millionaire of whom
the poet sings in his shabby but by the 0-at-ka:
The millionaire sat in his easy-chair
After liis dinner of roast and broiled ;
And he thought of the scanty, humble fare
In the tenement house of the men who toiled.
One of a syndicate rich was he ;
Owners of many a rood of mines;
A far-famed coal monopoly
With mile upon mile of railro&d lines.
" Ab, well-day!" he said with a sigh,
" Six dollars a week is a sorry wage;
No wonder is it that the fellows try
To better themselvs in our stirring age.
" Six dollars a week I I pay my cook
Almost double that sum each day ;
I saw his account in my stew!lrd's book
On his office desk as it open lay.
" I wish from my soul they were better paid ;
And I know that our set all wish so too ;
But then, we think: what our parson said,
' The poor ye shall always hav with you."'
And under the soporifi'C influence of the textual anodyne our modern Dives folds his soft bands over
his capacious front and is comforted.
The altar bas been to the moral world as the
shabby gambler, with his tbimlrte and "little joker,"
bas been on the fair grounds when gulling the
swarming greenhorns by his dextrous maneuvers,
while be promised to double all sums put down to
catch the "little joker" below the thimble. By
shuffling, artful moves be shows the pea, and apparently covering it with the thimble, be holding it the
while below his finger-nail, he repeats again and
again to the gaping crowd his promis of doubling
their money by finding it. At length, one of his
pals, to stimulate the lookers-oa, puts down a new
half dollar, and the manipulator, covering the ·coin
with another of equal value, raises the thimble, discovering- the "little joker," the pal pocketing both
pieces. "Who else wants to win a half?" cries the
gambler, adding," Sometimes the luck is one's, sometimes the other's. Come, here's anobber half, who'll'
cover it!" The next is a fool, and the joker isn't
there, and so the next, and so each is fleeced till
another pal succeeds. With the church the same
tricky management keeps the little joker from sight.
Let the victim try through all his life, he sees the
divine pea but in fancy, the gambling mania all the
while increasing; till at the last be finds his "soul"
the pawn for which be plays.
Sometimes a stupendous lie is told when a heavy
stake is risked : "By this sign ye shall conquer,"
said the pious thimble-rigger to Constantine, one of
the earlier churchman's pals-the little joker being
the cross.
Another pal was King Clovis. He covered the
churchman's Jay, and succeeded in picking up a pardon for all his sins; embracing scores of murders
and minor delinquencies without number; the pardon, signed by a "divine band," saying : " The pardon granted to royal offenses which might not be
revealed," a courtesy for which his royal majesty
loaded the church of Saint Eleutberous with precious gifts of booty won by his army-his army, remember.
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Why

Deny~
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How often do we see those who doubt and e-ven
deny everything that they cannot understand or that
cannot be demonstrated by actual proof ! Many of
our public speakers fall into this (to me an) error, all
well as those less informed.
Doubt is said to be the mother of investigation,
but are there not things even beyond investigation
that we are bound to admit as true, even though
they cannot be demonstrated or understood T What
do or can we know, beyond a doubt, except such all
one or more of our five senses givs us a knowledge ofT
Who could know of sound-waves, of the beautiful
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chords and agreeable harmony in classic music, of which it is possible to work it, it begins to say it can took me over to Stockton, where I had the pleasure
the soul-cheering words uttered by those we love or not be done, even papa cannot do it.
to meet that practical, earnest worker for Liberalism,
aro in sympathy with, were it not for the delicate
What are we but children-born in ignorance, W. 0. Williams. This is a mining camp. It bas
organs of hearing? Who would know of the b.aauti- rocked in the cradle of superstition, nursed at the experienced many ups and downs, but is now on the
ful spring-time when the sun and rain combine to breast of bigotry, and left to grope our way in the upward tide of fortune. The mines are making
sp;read the carpet of green under our feet-who darkness of undevelop~d nature-for certainly nature good returns, and the large increase of capital
could tell of the majestic mountain-peaks, of the itself is daily changing our conditions and placing invested givs promis of generous results.
The first lecture not being well advertised, the hall
golden glitter of the setting sun, or the more lovely before us new evidence for us to decipher T
and innocent smile that plays hide-and-seek upon the
Look back but a few centuries and see the igno- was only about half filled, but the second night, even
cheek of our little darling, only to be kissed away by .ranee that haunted men like a nightmare, when less with additional seats, accommodations were insuffimother's lips-had he not the wonderful sense of intelligence than that of to-day was writhing to be cient, many standing for two hours and patiently lissight? What could giv us a lasting impression fl'eed that the doors of investigation might bring tening to "The Bible: Whence It Came, and What It
of a loved one who steps ahead of us to try the it relief from the dungeons of superstition, but was Really Teaches." I sold a large quantity of books
reality or falsity of a future existence better than tlie forced back by ecclesiastical persecution and monarch- and pamphlets and obtained a number of new subremembrance of the last look of the material that ial power. No railroads, no telegraphs, telephones, scribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
bas been cherished in our affection~ Our optics giv or steamboats, as to· day, but instead, every advanced
MuRRAY, UTAH, Oct. 11, 12.-This is a Mormon
us impressions of admirable beauty that fills our idea was smothered by persecution from priest and village, seven miles from Salt Lake City. Andrew
souls with delight as nothing else can do. But I king, the originators pronounced heretics and Infidels Cahoon, now an earnest Liberal, was for seventeen
wish to ask how we could know or understand all and made to pay the penalty for thinking for them- years the Mormon bishop of this place. There is no
this if we were not endowed with the sense of seeing. selva. 'Even to-day those who dare express an more intelligent, honest, kindly-hearted man in the
- So with all of our senses : they giv us additional honest thought or an advanced idea are held in con- territory, nor one more thoroughly poBted in all the
knowledge of the vast reso~rces of nature that we tempt az:td ostracized from society. Thanks to the true inward and outward workings of Mormonism.
could not know of were it not for them. It is claimed patriots of investigation who hav outlived the sneers From long association he has tender regard for the
by some scientists that some members of the animal of the i~norant, for through thetn we hav gained Mormons personal!y, and de~ir~s to insure th~ir being
kingdom hav not been blessed with all of the five many an mtellect~al battle, and to-day we hav guns aw:a~ded full cre~1t f~r their mdustry, sobnety, and
senses given to man but bav instead certain other that cannot be sllenced ; and those who would rob spmt of self-sacrifice m behalf of what they regard
senses better adapted to their needs.
the world of the dearest tie that binds us to the as the only true Christian faith. He earnestly desires
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kingdom of God mnst be established, and therefore
GRANTSVILLE, UTAH, Oct. 8.-I took the early morn- the government of the United States must be decould d~monstrate It, and If D;0 t matenalm some one
of the ~J~eren~ forms of .density, then tb~re must be ing train on tlie little narrow-gage railroad from strayed. No man can be true and loyal_ to -the gov~omethmg besides. materiaL We can see Its presence Salt Lake City to Stockton, Utah.
ernment of the United States and at the same time
m po~er, but not lD form.
. ..
.
That ri~ht royal Liberal, A. C. Fenstermaker, met be a faithful member of the Mormon church-one is
Tb1s, then, ~ust prove the posstbihty of the ex1st- me when the train discharged its vast load of Mar- antagonistic and at war with the other, and always
ence of sometbmg that our sen~e of actual .knowled~e mons returning from the conference at Salt Lake must be. There ~an be no reconciliation or harmony
cannot demonstrate a~ a. ~ang1ble somethmg, and It City, and gave me a glorious, exhilarating drive between a kingdom of God and a republic of man.
The pretext of Mormons when applying for stateop.ens the door of J?OBBlhihty for !1' thousand and one across the valley to Grantsville, which is quite a large
tbmgs. that may exist and o~ whw~ ~e could under- Mormon village.
hood, that they hav abandoned polygamy, is, to those
stand If we were endowed With ad~:htior~al ~enses not
All Mormon cities, towns, and villages are located who bav studied the Book of Covenants and Doc?ow known to us. We know of ~mmalmstmct found on some stream near the base of the mountains, trins, or who are acquainted from every-day interm some quadrupeds, ~bat far surpasses .the greate~t where the waters can be turned into canals and course with the Mormon people, a most absurd
knowledge to be obt~med ~y man. A kitten or a .Pig ditches for irrigating purposes. It is vain to attempt falsehood. Would any sane person believe the Bapa few weeks of . a~e, If earned away ~rom home m a to raise anything in Utah without irrigation.
tists would renounce baptism, yet cling to their
~ack, on a dark n~ght, ov~r a road .with ma~y turns,
Each place has its meeting-house. In small denomination T Immersion is practiced by Mormons
~f turned .loose .will find 1ts home m less. tn~e t~an places the school-houses are used, and each place is as a sacred rite, enjoined on all Latter Day Saints by
It was m bemg taken aw:ay.. What IS mst.mct presided over by its bishop, who has his two counsel- direct revelation of God and the teaching of the holy
but a sense of natural unthmkmg knowl?dge given ors, besides elders and teachers. Every city, village, Bible. Polygamy is practiced by Mormons as a
by nat~re T - Why has not the same and aU Its bmefits and hamlet has its branch Z. C. M. I. store, where sacred rite, enjoined on all Latter Day Saints by direct
b~en ~1ven to man 1 Why hav .we not ~uch senses as all good Mormons trade and sell their products, and revelation of God and teaching of the holy Bible.
Will g1v us .a knowledge .of cr,eatwn! Simply beca~se thus help the bishop to sure knowledge if they pay They will abandon the one quite as readily as the
we are .fin~te and not mfimt. Many de~y the exist- their full tithing-one-tenth of their increase. Every other. While they believe and practice the one they
ence of deity because they cannot conceive of such. tenth egg chick lamb calf bushel of grain must be will never really abandon or renounce the other.
Why not deny the existence of attraction, when we carried to' the tithing-hous~.
'
Ex-Bishop Cahoon had long experience in polygBrother Fenstermaker's ranch is some ten miles amy-no one can attain to a position of honor,
can see the work done by one as well as the other!
A being in form or personality having the attribute distant, so he secured board for me at Grantsville in influence, or emolument in the Mormon church who
of individuality cannot be omnipresent in all places a prominent Mormon family. The maa had served does not enter into and indorse polygamy. He has
at the same time, but may be omniscient, omnipotent, his sentence in the pen, for, as they call it, "living eight brave, handsome sons born in polygamy, but
and all-wise. This, to us, with our understanding, out his religion," i.e., practicing polygamy, following to-day every one of them is an outspoken Infidel-all
may be true, but with either of the claims for deity the example of the blessed saints of the Bible. At men of more than ordinary intelligence and busi~ess
as set forth in the scriptures left out would prove present he abjures plurality of wives, preferring only capacity, and all doing well in life. I bad the deltght
the Bible false, at least in that particular. But if we one and liberty to none and confinement in the peni- of making my home with one of these sons, J: P.
lay aside the ancient mythological ideas and theories tentiary. Among his wives were two sisters, the Cahoon, one of the most successful, enterprismg,
of deity, and undertake to fathom the cause of crea- younger of which he now livs with. I learned honored business men in the territory, a model Libtion or our existence from a reasonable or scientific much of the true inwardness of the cross, the heavy· eral, in home and business alike living out the annastandpoint, we must take into consideration that we cross, Mormon women bav to bear for Christ and the bling principles of Liberalism.
as finite beings are trying to understand infinit things, kingdom's sake.
Andrew Cahoon, J. P. Cahoon, Harry Haines, the
and must turn every leaf in our cabinet of knowle~ge
Brother Fenstermaker is a live Western, Liberal, merchant prince, philanthropist, and prince of good
to see what there are of a possible nature, in order to jovial, independent man, and although an apostate a fellows, and Geo. A. Bingon, the po~ular real estate
giv us light on things of a probable nature, and which great favorit with the people. He is a great rustler, agent, are the trusted leaders here m the cause of
if we had additional senses or powers of perception and h!s zeal resulted in a large attendance at the Liberalism, and are ever in the lead in every good
we might easily understand. What would a man lecture which was delivered at the school-house. A work.
born blind, with no one to tell him, know of the very g~eat interest was aroused and many expressed
Lectures were held in the school-house, the spabeautiful "hit:and-miss" carpet of yellow and brown a desire for more lectures. Yet this is decidedly the cious and handsome grounds of which were donated
that nature's forest weaves in autumn, making warp most exclusiv Mormon settlement I hav found in Utah. to the town by that true friend of progres~ and eduand woof of the once green leaves that mantled the
Brother Fenstermaker paid tbe rent of the school- cation, ex-Bishop Andrew Cahoon. Wtth Harry
branches in summer, but which bav since changed house and all other expenses, and t.be next day took Haines for school director, there is no chance for any
color and been spread by nature over the feet of the me to his ranch. He has a cosy, picturesque home, Bible or religious instruction in that school, H~rry
lofty slumberers in their winter quarters?
surrounded with choice fruits and flowers. His Haines's one chief injunction to teachers bemg:
This we only know or gain a knowledge of through ranch runs up through a wide canon that is abun- "Teach the children what you know. Leave them
the agency of our senses. Our eyes see the stately dantly supplied with water, so his farm and stock to do the guessing in regard to th~ unknowable."
trees, our ears hear the rustliog of leaves under our are fruitful and thrifty. He bas been obliged to purIt was a labor. of love, a very JOY,. t~ declar~ the
feet, our cheeks _are fanned by the breezes of autumn, chase large tracts of mountain land to keep away the truths of Liberalism to such appremat1v and mteland experience tells us that winter is near. We pull great flocks of sheep~ The once rich grazing lands ligent audiences as greeted me at M~rr~y.
our garments closer around us and ask, From whence or cattle are almost entirely destroyed by the numerSuGAR HousE, UTAH, Oct: !3.-'I'~IB IB ?ne of t~e
come all these! No answer follows our call, and we ous immense flocks of sheep owned _by men who bav outer wards of Salt Lake C1ty. D1sapp~n;tment m
are left to reason-to conjecture-to conceive of the no claim to a foot of land. These wealthy sheep- obtaining the school-house, lack of advertismg, ~nd a
great cause that bas brought to light all the grand owners feed their sheep on· what they call the public social of the church at th~ schoo~-house resulted m a.n
achievements of nature. We at once find ourselvs in domain, and thus deprive the real settler, the farmer, audience of six persons m a pnvate house, where It
the dark, and as we begin to unravel the great ball of pasture for his stock, only as he buys the land was finally decided to h!W the lecture. Instead of
of mystery, we find knots and snarls that impede our and carefully fences it in. Where large flocks of berating tho.se ~resent because of the absent, I re~l
progress, and we begin to say, it is impossible, it sheep-often one to two thousand in a flock-graze ized my obhga.t10n to those who had c?me, and d1d
cannot be done, no one ever wound the ball and ~o for any length of time, they Jestroy even the roots my level bes~. I .am e_ncouraged to ~~heve my labor
one can unwind it. As a child is foiled in the seem- of the grass and leave a barren, sandy desolation.
was not entirely m vam. Another VISit under favoring impossibilities of a puzzle, seeing no way by
SToOKToN, UTAH, Oct. 9, 10.-Brother Fenstermaker able circumstances would insure a large attendance.
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SALT LAKE CITY, Opera House, Oct. 14.-Quite. a
good attendunee; parquet and dress circle fiiled with
a mos~ altentiv and appreciativ audience; subject,
"Trial of Satan," and it gained a unnnimous verdict
for the aecmed. Huetofore at tho lectures there bas
been music-superb singing by an able choir under
tile lfndersbip of the accomplished Dr. Chapman, of
itself an imwenee attraction-and the lectures well
and libemlly advertised. Without any aids or help
()!her tbau iohe simple announcement from the stage
of the subject of the next lecture, with no advertisment
or local notice in any of the newspapers, and consequently an adverse press, the attendance was remarkably good. True, there were more dimes than
dollars in the collections at the door, not; leaving a
very large surplus for the lecturer after the rent of
the Opera House was deducted, but the willing burden-bearers came to my rescue.
Taking all the conditions into consideration, the
.lectures were a success. I was well pleased with my
sojou!n in Salt Lake City.
Would it not be more satisfa.ctory if the able,
wealthy Liberals of the city, say twenty of them,
would subscribe $100 each and with this fund secure
a hall for the year and engage a succession of able
lecturers-engage the lecturers for three or four
months, with the understanding that they are to
work up interest and giv their whole time to this
object-and hav lectures every Sunday evening the
year round ~ A mighty work would thus be accomplished among the Mormons, and the cause would be
self-sustaining before the end of the first year.
0. B. REYNOLDS.

R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
E. A., STEVENS, Secrotary, - 241 Washington Boulevard, Chicago.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Treas.,
.Rochelle, Ill.
E. B. FooTE, JR., Chair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave., New York.
M:&s. M.A.. FREEMAN, Ohair. Fin. Com.,241 Washington Boulevard,
Chicago.

W.hy Don't !len Go to Church 1
Last Sunday the Chicago Tribune printed four or
five columns of interviews with the pastors of twentytwo leading Protestant churches of this city, also
recording the actual number of nfen, women, and
children present the Sunday previous at each of
God's (?) houses. Having figured up the totals, I
find that this great antiquated host who made such a
noise the week before as the Illinois Sabbath Association, invoking the aid of the law-the strong, vigorous, and rigorous law-to regulate Chicago society,
atop Sunday trains, Sunday newspapers, and turn
our Sunday into a day of iamentation, are not so
numerous nor so important a part of the community
as they would hav us believe. They are loud in
demanding the law to enforce "the Lord's day."
Now, if the Lord doesn't care to enforce it, why need
they care. for him' Surely the Lord ought to be
able to enforce whatever he wants on Sunday.
These clerics bav in the past clucked around with the
stride and importance of a well-fed gobbler prior .to
Thanksgiving. And, like the gobbler who begins to
feel that the time is not far distant when be too
must go, tail-feathers and all, they begin their cackle
of alarm.
As an expose of their pretensions the total attend·
ance was shown to be :
Men ........................................•.. ~................ 3,087
Women ....................................................... 4,109
Children ...................................................... 1,106
Each minister was interrogated as follows {
1. Do men go to church~ If not, what is the explanation of their non-attendance 1
2. Do ministers still believe in hell ?
3. Is orthodoxy dying out?
Below I giv a partial symposium of the brilliant
answers to the first conundrum:
Dr. Henson : " Men were never as good church attendants as women. ·women are more ready to accept things by intuition. They grasp truth quicker
than men; they walk in the light before men can
see it."
Dr. Lawrence: "Men feel the church is a-restraint
upon their personal liberty and prefer the Sunday
paper, which bas done much-mora than anythingto break Up church attendance."
Dr. Lorimer: "More men attend our services than
women. This is not the day to discuss this question.
I will not hav the sanctity of the day and my privacy
broke:a in upon in this way." The attendance at Dr.
Lorimer's cburcli- was 97 men, 213 women, and 19
children. This divine, let me remind your readers,
formerly acted on the stage-now be confines his
performances to the pulpit.
The Rev. Robt. Mcintyre seems frank and honest:
"I am not enough of a preacher to suit the men,"
but he bad just as many as Lorimer.
Dr. Mandeville: "Woman is by nature better
than man. She has more time for the consideration
of spiritual subjects."
Dr. Bristol : " Men are tired out from their secular
labors. Women are more keenly conscientious, more

devout, more sensible to moral and religious impressions."
Dr. Goodwin: "The carnal mind is enmity to
God ; men love an easy life."
Dr. Noble: "Hav no reason to suppose men are
less regular in attendance on ilivine FHvice than
women." Reporter counted 1H8 men, 341 wornHJ,
and 81 children.
·
Dr. Guneaulus: "There is no falling off of men.
The ushers estimate the regular attendance at 1,200
to 1,400-tbe latter oftener than the former. The
proportion is, men 600, women 700, children 100."
Dr. Lillie: "Women are not so troubled with
doubts and skepticism. The average pulpit teaching
commends itself to woman's judgment more fully
than man's." It seems almost time the church
should adapt itself to man.
Those answers are sufficient. To the second, and
all-important question, they replied:
Dr. Vibbert : " For reporters."
Dr. Barrows: "I believe in a biblical bell."
E. P. Goodwin: "Certainly, if the scriptures teach
anything they teaeb there is a bell. I believe in a
hell just as taught by the Bible."
Dr. Noble: "I tJOrtainly do. Christ taught there
was a place of eternal torment prepared for the incorrigibly wicked."
Dr. Henson: "I do, yes sir, I do sure. What it is
like I don't know. Don't want to know."
Dr. Lawr~:.nce: "I do, as a condition in after life
punitiv in charaeter."
The Rev. Mcintyre: "Most certainly I believe in
hell."
Mandeville: "Every man must believe in a hell.
An innate sense of justice compels every reasoning
being to recognize the fact that punishment will be
meted out for the sins of this life." "Justice" is a
new basis on which to consign mankind to hell.
Dr. Bristol : "I believe in a condition of loss, remorse, mental suffering, spiritual degradation, consequent on a life of sin. In the separation of the pure
from the impure, the virtuous from the vicious, the
wicked from the righteous. I pity the mental makeup of a person who does not belii!Ye it." What a
consolation hell is to the preachers !
Dr. Gunsauh:is: "Certainly."
Dr. Locke: "Emphatically believe in bell."
In regard to the second question the Chicago
clergy appear to form a separate, distinct, and concinnate family, for they all unanimously believe in
hell of some sort, and seem to consider it the most
precious and indispensable appendage for their spiritual exaltation and intellectual aspiration. It is a sweet
morceau that these professors of religion and selfconstituted regulators of society seem to roll with
extreme satisfaction under their tongues. We can
scarcely be cruel enough to deny them the experience
on which they laid s<1 much store, and only regret
they will not be apt to hav their anticipations realized.
•
To the third interrogatory they nearly all replied
with cheery persiflage that it was booming, although
some were willing to undergo a new interpretation of
what orthodoxy meant. Tnos. E. Green, who is just
leaving the city, admitted that " orthodoxy is on the
decline-sadly win the Protestant world."
Secularists hav a chance to count the cost of this
tremEndous display of ministerial moonshine, and
bow much these enormous edifices, entirely exempt
from public burdens, can be considered a public
benefit, when only three thousand are receiving the
dropping from the sanctuary.
While I scarcely approve the growing practice
among adopted citizens of adding their nationality as
a prefix to their citizenship, believing American citizens should be that and nothing more, however, as
long as the practice is prevalent among one nationality, others cannot be blamed for following suit. Too
much commendation cannot be given the BritishAmerican Association for their efforts to counteract
the pernicious influence-moral, political, and rel;gious-wbich has so long been banefully exerted by
the Irish element. At a recent meeting of the Illinois
state council the folfowing resolutions were adopted:
WHEREAS, A certain policeman in the discharge of his
duty in an English city was foully murdered by three members of the Fenian Brotherhood, who for said crime expiated
the full demands of justice; and,
WHEREAS, Certain Irishmen of Fenian and dynamite proclivities in this city hav engaged Central Music Hall for the
23d inst. to commemorate the atrocities of the murderers,
whom they call martyrs;
'
Resolved, That the British-American Association cannot
distinguish the difference between our brave policemen who
fell at the Haymarket and a brother policeman in the city of
Manchester cruelly murdered for performing his duty.
Resolved, That the Anarchists hav the same tangible rights
as Fenianism. .We deprecate such gatherings as being subversiv and dangerous to our enlightened civilization, and call
on American citizens to stamp out Fenianism, dynamiters,
and Anarchists in our midst.
To say that an eruption of Hibernian bile broke
loose is entirely superfluous, and a two·column
address was prepared in reply-a regular windy
rodomontade-but completely failing to answer the
brief resolutions.
·
But it remained for the ferocious dynamite feeder
at the public crib, Oil Inspector Finerty, to respond
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in the style so characteristic of and befiLting a true
Irish gentleman. Hear him howl:
The combination of cranks, fool8, bigots, and liars known
as the British-American Association of this city-an associ'ltion, by the way, which does not contain a single s~lf
rcSl)< cting British-American citizen-met and passed a senes
of -resolutions intended to insult the memory of the Mauc!Jester martyrs, and to revile the men who will commemorate
the twenty-first anniversary of their judicial murder at Battery D on Friday evening, November 23d. The real purpose of the fellows who compose the association is to stir up
race feeling in this city. They dare to liken the man who
bravely rescued their chiefs in the heart of Manch.ester .to the
Anarchists. It is true that Sergeant Brett was killed m the
melee which preceded the rescue of Colonel Kelly and Captain Deasy, but it happened by mere accident. He ref';lsed
to -unlock the door of the van, and the rescuers were obliged
to fire a shot through the keyhole to break the lock. The
shot was fired and Brett fell dead. His cowardly comrades
of the police force fled at the moment of the attack and left
the sergeant to his fate. The Manchester rescue was an act
of war. The habeas corpus act was suspended in Ireland, and
that country was occupied by an overwhelming British military force. The leaders of the people were being ar~ested.by
the hundred and many conflicts had taken place m whwh
several Irishmen were slain. 'fhe Irish in England deter~
mined to strike a counter blow, and they did it well. No
braver act was ever accomJ?lished by revolutionists than the
rescue of Kelly and Deasy m the heart of a hostil city. Any
other people than the hybrid human rubbish that composes
the British-American Association would hav respect for such
gallant foes. But there is not a noble instinct in the creatures. Their blood is gall, and their brains ~re mud. Th~y
are foul factionists-an English Tory garnson plante~ m
American soil. They will be as powerless against AmeriCan
interests and Irish-American patriotism as were their base
progenitors in the days of the Revolution.
Our Young People's Society hav an open meeting
once a month. Of the last the Inter·- Ooean says:
The Secular Mutual Improvement Society of the west
side gave a very creditable exhibition at the Forum, corner
of Sangamon street an~ Wa.shingt~n boule_vard, last evening.
The object of the soCiety IS for literary Improvement, and
judging by the ability displayed last evening the object is
well carried out. The young ladies were attractivly attired
for the occasion and their companions of the sterner sex
were equally wed dressed. The program con.sis ted of 11: pi~no
duet by Misses Mary Deninger and Bertha Piper, a reCitatiOn
by Samuel Lehnberg, a paper, "The Secular Review," by
Miss Laura Lee; a poem by Geor~e Borst, an essa:y by A. W ..
Wineman, a duet, piano and violin, by Messrs. Stillman and
Steadman· a recitation by Jessie Wineman, an easay by B.
H. Marlett, a poem by Henry Borst, and a vocal solo. by Miss
Annie Borst. After the program an hour was happil,Y spe,nt
in a social way with an occasional song, and the meetmg dispersed for home.
E. A. STEVENS.

Dr. Foote and the Modern Ishmael.
Prom B. R. Tucker's Libm·tlJ,

FRIEND TuoKER : Am sorry to see your LibP-rty of N ovember lOth (page 5) marred by unnecessary untruth and meanness.
.
V. Yarros credits Henry George with getting !fil500 a nJ~ht
from the Demccrats for stump speeches; not m so saymg
directly, but every reader will retain that impression; while
I hav been in position to see that he and his party were
snubbed rather than favored, by the Democrats, were
obliged 'to pay their own way, and were ruled out of the
Democratic procession.
The meanness appears in your slur about Eugene Macdonald's skirmish with election inspectors, in saying '' this
will gain him the thank~ of loafers.". Contrast this w.ith the
following sentence, which appears m the last five lines of
same column: "A man, from the very fact that he refuses
to bend under the yoke to which everybody submits, and
has the strength and courage to remain erect when others
bend theil' knee, renders a service to his fellow-citizens by
setting them an example of resistance. Even though such
resistance hav its source in class or religious prejudices, it is
none the less precious; the main thing, in fact, is not the end
which it has in view, but the example which it furnishes."
Both Henry George and Eugene Macdonald are as deserving of admiration for en~rgy, perseve_rance, and· ability, ~~;sis
Mr. Labadie, whose loftmess of mot1v you do not questiOn.
At least they both deserve not to be lied about o~ slur!~d in
a Liberal journal, for, as a constant reader of their wntmgs,
I hav yet to see reason to suspect any lack of honesty of
motiv or consistency in course in either of them. Liberty
cannot afford to be unjust to Liberals of other faiths.
Yours truly,
E; B. FooTE, JR.
New York, Nov. 19; 1888.
Mr. Yarros's article was written to show, not that
George was paid by the Democrats, but that his
course bad been such as to inspire a belief in the
mirids of many that be was so paid. The passage
which Dr. Foote complains of was an actual quotation from William Morris's Commonweal, showing
the impression made on that paper by George's
policy. Having seen him to be guilty of mean and
treacherous dishonesty, it was ready to see dishonesty in every act of his life wearing the least doubtful
look. For my part, I do not believe that George
was in the pay of the Democrats, principally because
I do not believe that Democratic folly has yet reached
the depth of stupidity necessary to determin upon
such an expenditure of funds. I believe, as Dr.
Foote says, that they did not welcome his cooperation. On the other hand, I am perfectly convinced
that George does not hesitate and has not hesitated
at things much worse than the acceptance of pay
from Democrats. I am sure that be baa been treacherous to men and false to his convictions, and that be
is afraid to face any statement of truth that clashes
with his pet ideas. I bav asserted this repeatedly
and in many ways, and I bav cited facts and given
reasons. I bav challenged Mr. George or any of his
friends to make an explanation consistent with his
honesty. This has all been done under Dr. Foote's
eyes. He has never attempted to refute my statements. But suddenly, because I charge Mr. George,
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not with accepting a bribe, but with conduct that
leads others to suspect that he is bribed, Dr. Foote
becomes highly indignant. I answfl' him that, when
he has successfully defended Henry George against
any direct and open charges, I will then apologize
publicly for the appearance in Liberty of even so
slight a trace of innuendo as some people may think
they hav found in Mr. Yarros's article.
Now as to Eugene Macdonald, that ether victim of
my meanness whom Dr. Foote, with generous chivalry, takes under his sheltering wing. It is true
that as a center of resistance he is to be prized. It
is true that even such resistance as his is a service to
his fellows. It is true that his readiness to kick 'at
trifles is far more t.o be valued than a spirit of tame
submission. But when the editor of Liberty is
addressing his readers, with whom he has spent several years in laying a foundation and coming to an
understanding, all this goes without saying. And it
does not in the least alter the fact that, when a man
professes to teach and lead rebels with much ado
against a wrong that damages him but little comparativly while he not only submits to bnt vigorously
champions those giant wrongs that inflict fearful
damage both on him and others, he makes himself a
.fit subject for ridicule and sarcasm. When these
weapons are directed against such a rough and-tumble combatant as Eugene Macdonald, any wincing, by
him or his friends, is a confession of weakness.
Of Macdonald himself, it is only fair to say that
ho does not wince, but attempts an answer. Here
His:
·

saw with far-seeing wisdom that if any sect was given special
power or exclu~iv privilege, it would, in lime ~eek to dominate ~nd seize the very reins of government. 'Religious liberty IS one of the corner-stones of the republic.
"An ignorant people cannot be free," was what Washington said, and if we accept the Catholic parochial schools
we must put our system under the direction uf the church
which is bound to undermine the republic.
'
The free schools are thus imperiled, because the Roman
Catholic clergy is opposed to them. They seek to break
down the system because it is a barrier to their ends.
I call upon all citizens. of all creeds, or no creeds at all
to stand up unitedly and firmly in defense of the publi~
schools of America.

The above extract is cut from the New York
Herald of Dec. 1, 1888, and shows a remarkable resemblance between the artist's picture and the
pastor's sermon. This can readily bs explained, I
think, from the fact tbat the artist drew his picture
to illustrate THE TRUTH SEEKER-an Infidel paper,
and the pastor preached his sormon to illustrate that
good old Infidel tut from Isaiah i, 17, "Come now,
PETER EoKLER.
and let us reason together."
New York, Dec. 1, 1888.

Lectures and Meetings.
BEFoRE the Friendship Liberal League, at the Philadelphia
Industrial Hall, Broad and Wood streets, on Sunday evening,
December 9th, at 7.30 P.M., Dr. Westbrook, president of the
American Secular Union, will deliver a special lecture. Subject: "Hav We a Practical Union of Church and State in
this Country?" The Liberal public are cordially invited to
hear this free lecture, as it will prove to be an eye-opener.

a concession to his idea of the demand which public opinion
upon him than a symptom of enjoyment. When men
are gathered together and a story which might be described
as unfit for publication is told, the general does not laugh,
but he does not leave the room.
Mrs. Harrison, on the other band, has a fund of spirits
which sometimes finds expression in practical jokes. For
instance. there is a Dr. Newcomer, a great friend of the Harrison family, who is a practitiO!;er of the old school and a
deadly enemy of all quacks and all who advertise in any way.
This doctor is the owner of a white dog which he regards as
the apple of his eye, and which, like Mary's little lamb, follows him about wherever he may go. The two are inseparable. One day Mrs. Harrison and a lady friend, not having
the peace and dignity of the doctor before their eyes, de. co¥ed this dog off into a secluded place. and there and then
pamted upon each of his sides in indelible aniline colore, the
legend, "Try Newcomer's Pills," and the dog trotted off to
his master with this most unprofessional and unethical recommendation where he who runs might read. Nor was his
decoration discovered by his owner until after it had been
displayed along the whole of the doctor's route. The doctor
had to hav his canine friend shaved to get rid of the request,
and there was a tension between the Newcomers and the
Harrisons for some time.
Mrs. Harrison is a most voracious re&der. She is a lady
of fine culture, elegant in her tastes, and fitted by both char- acter and education for the honor which has come to her.
She is very fond of Browning, of company, and of amateur
theatricals. They had in Indianapolis some time ago a coterie of friends who went in for mimic performances, and
1\-lrs. Harrison herself adapted the plays that were used and
wrote the charades that were acted. So111e of these latter
were very clever, and one that fXCited much attention was
published in St. Niclwlas some years since. She keeps
thoroughly abreast of the literature of the day, and the only
point where her husband's character aud her own touch is
in their deep and common religions convictions.
m~kes

THE following are C. B. Reynolds's appointments: Omaha,
Neb., December 1st, 2d; Seward, Neb., 5th, 6th, 7th; Aurora,
Neb., 8th, 9th; Dorchester, Neb., 10th,.llth, 12th; Yankton,
Dak., 13th, 14th, 15th; Sioux Falls, Dak., 16th, 17th; Madison, Dak., 18th. 19th, 20th; DeSmet, Dak., 21st, 22d, 23d;
Huron, Dak., 24th, 25th, 26th; Watertown, Dak., January
Something Jess than a severe logician can see that 3d, 4th, 5th; Milbank, Dak., 6th, 7th, 8th (dates subject to
if there had been no court supported by tantion, change on account of time and duration of an expected disthere likewise would hav been no election board so cussion at Milbank, Dak.); Big Stone City, Dak;, 9th to 15th.

Mr. Tucker's drive at taxes is cut of place. If there had
been no court supported by taxation, the Anarchistic attempt
of the election board to wrong a voter would hav succeeded,
as they were four to one. Therefore, we say, hurrah for the
taxes, and confound the Anarchists who don't want us to
vote!

supported, and that Mr. Macdonald, if he had been
wrongly treated by an election board acting for a
voluntary.associati9n, would doubtless hav been able
to appeal as successfully for justice to that voluntary
association's court. But in suggesting that he now
try to establish a man's right to keep his money in
his pocket, I did not "drive at taxes" simply. If he
will only join in the campaign against money
monopoly and thus do what he can to enable men to
keep that part of their wages in their pockets which
is now abstracted from them in the form of interest,
pro:fit, and house-rent, I will applaud him to Dr.
Foote's content and keep mum on the tax question
for some time.
Meanwhile shall we see, I ·wonder, a letter from
Dr. Foote in THE TRUTH SEEKER protesting against
the meanness and dishonesty of classing as Anarchists elec.tion inspectors who try for partisan reasons
to prevent one man from voting, on the ground that
Anarchists are opposed to voting (under a compulsory regime) as a matter of principle? Probably not,
inasmuch as he has heretofore veiled with his silence
many such meannesses from the same source. Is he
so tender of THE TRUTH SEEKER because it is strong
and well patronized and successful, nnd so regardless
of Liberty's feelings because it is weak and struggling
for a foothold! Or is it-because he feels that THE
TRUTH SEEKER, in the weakness of its error, needs a
helping hand, while Liberty. having the strength of
truth on its side, can fight its own battles? If the
latter is the explanation, I appreciate the compliment
that he pays me in leaving me to my own resources,
while devoting himself, true physician that he is, to
pourin~ balm into my victim's wounds.
T.

The Roman Catholics.
MR. EDITOR : Whatever difference of opm10n may
exist among your readers as to the propriety of the
illustrations .that weekly appear in THE TRUTH SEEKER,
I think there can be no dispute as to the great merit
of the patriotic illustration which appears in the last
number of your paper.
In showing the encroachments of Catholicism upon
the public schools Mr~ Heston is doing good work,
and in this instance has hit the nail squarely upon
the head. How charmingly his drawing illustrates
the brave words spoken yesterday in this city by the
Rev. Dr. Charles H. Eaton, in the Thanksgiving service at the church of the Divine Paternity:
There are at work now hidden forces which may break
forth with volcanic energy to destroy that civil and religious
.
..
liberty we now e~joy.
Roman .Catholic parochial schools are undermmmg our
republican theory of free government.
The Roman Catholic theory of government is in direct opposition to our republican ideas. They say that nationalIties must be subservient to the church. I do not deny that
the laity of that church is sincere in its attachment to our
form of government, but I do claim ~hat the priest~ood. is
·opposed to i.t. One of the popes said that the pestilential
ring of religious liberty is one of the most pestilential evils to
the advancement of his church, and that no man had a right
to choose his religion.
· I say there should be no religtou~ test for Ame~ican citi:l!enship and the history of the republic shows that It recogmzes
the rlght of every citizen to choose his. ow~ religion. ~?
phurch has a right to demand any peculiar rights or pnvileges in ecclesiastical matters as the Roman Catholic chur<;h
pt ,A.I:P.~ffc!l> l5 !lOW q.oin~. 'J'b-6 rounder!! of $e republic
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Converted.
Charles Watts in Secular Thought.

Prof. William Seymour, of Phi'adelphia, Pa., has announced his conversion to Christianity. For some time past
he has been lecturing in Toronto. His subject last week was,
"The Fallacies of Atheism." We attended this lecture and
were truly amazed at the exhibition of lack of knowledge
upon the subject announced. A proper title for the discourse
one heard on that occasion would hav been, "The Fallacies
and Assumptions of Theism as Propounded by ProfeBsor
Seymour." It was evident that the philosophy of Atheism
had formed no part of his intellectual research. The interesting portion of the lecture was that in which the professor
avowed himself a thorough believer in God, Christianity,
prayer, the divine inspiration of the Bible, and its perfect
harmony with science. Knowing Professor Seymour's former
associations with the Freethonght party in the States, this
avowal was to us somewhat startling. He attended Science
Hall last Sunday evening, and after the lecture publicly
stated that his " conversion" to ,these views had not been
sudden, inasmuch as a change in his opinions upon these
subjects had been going on for some years past. In fact, he
informed the audience that he never professed to be a Secularist. This acknowledgment, we presume, will rather surprise the Secular friends in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, for
whom he constantly lectured" as one of them." When he
first arrived in Toronto, in a P,ersonal conversation with us,
he never hinted anything about his "change," but gave us a
very different reason for his association with the orthodox
party here. A gentleman to be president of a Secular society,
as Professor Seymour was, and a public representativ of its
principles, and not to be a Secularist is, to say the least, very
peculiar. His is not the only instance on record of persons in
our ranks accepting official positions and "sailing under
false colors." Secular societies cannot be too particular as
to whom they select to OP.cupy prominent positions in their
associations. This is ano1her proof of the truth of our
former statement that in the Secular movement there are
persons with us who are not for u&. While Freethought proclaims the fullest freedom, it certainly enjoins that such freedom should be accomp&nied with truth, honor, candor, and
sinGerity. If it is not, true liberty is sacrificed at the shrine
of personal aggrandizement and hypocritical license.

Our Next Pt·esident.
From the Chicago DailY News.

The people who are figuring on what General Harrison
is going to do are all anxious to get some close details about
the caaracter and the inner life of the man. For these some
of the following facts will be interesting and valuable.
All his friends agree that his most prominent characteristic
is on the religious slde. He is a Presbyterian of the severest
school, and he ie intens3ly interested in questions of doctrin.
The only books that he reads for pleasure are those concerned
with the development of the Calvinistic system, and others
touching upon the Cromwellian period. He is said to fancy
that his own character is like General Harrison of the English
revolution, and he knows more about the life and time of
that Roundhead trooper than he does of his grandfather, the
president. But he reads few books and has little sympathy
with book culture. The only novel he has ever been heard
to praise is Lew Wallace's" Ben Hur." He reads the newspapers as part of his day's work, but for pleasure he takes
the PresbyteriaJb Herald. He prefers, however, neither to
read nor to talk about reading, but in the evenings he sits
around generally, and, like Walt Whitman, loafs and invites
his soul.
He does not play cards, checkers, chess. dominoes, or anything of the sort, and has a horror of gambling and gamblers.
Neither does he drink 1 and when in 1884 he gave a formal
state dinner to Blaine and other notables wine was conspicuous by its absence from his table. He has declared, however, that he_ will not depart from the usual state custom. and
that wine will be served to 1hose who wiRh it at the White
Hou~e. The general's Danville speech has been often qnoted
to ~how that he had leanings toward Prohibition. He is
absolutely destitute of a sense of humor, and, it is said, when
4J. ~ 90U1pany wh.er!l ~er~:y tales ~re told, his lllugh is rather

A. Good Word for a Tl'ntlt Seeker.
From the Ironczaa Aoe.

'Mr. C. P. Somerby, business manager of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, has been West a couple of months looking after the
interests of his paper and its publications. He made 1his
office a pleasant call November 27th. Mr. Somer by is a sincere man, a Liberal of broad views. lfnd a gentleman who is
willing to stand up at all times and be counted on the side
of justice, right, and ~qnare dealing.

A Religious Journal on Its
From

tl1e

Contemporaries~

Catlwlic Review.

Why should honest and sincere men, like the well-informed
editors of the Oh1·istian Advocate nnd the Independent, no
sooner begin to talk on Catholic matters than they lie like
sons of Beelzebub, pouring out. fnlsehoods so fast that no
refutation is possible? You can take up scarcely a number of the respectable journals here mentioned that does not
contain some brilliant or stale falsehoorl against the Catholic
church. And as for the inferior journals, the Churchman,
the Observer, those published throughout the states, the air
they breathe is chock-full of lying microbes, and their editors
are in a perpetual fever of fury against Catholicity. Is it
really necessary for the existence of thege papers that they
should so act, and must all tbeir attacks on the one true
church hav the strong flavor of falsehood? Would not it be
well at times to attack with the tmth? Even the devil occasionally appears as an angel of light. and !IS such scores his
best successes. ·
This is a Nation.
F1·om the Ironclatl Age.

It is highly offensiv to American pride and patriotism to
hav our country constantly referred to as " the States I" In
no sense is the American government" the states.'' The
United States (with a big IF!) is a government-a country,
composed of integral parts (as all countries are), but united
in one consolidated, continuous, and indissoluble whole.
We hav been at trouble and loss of life and wealth to impress this great fact upon men and nations. And after all
this to hav our country still flippantly referred to as " the
states" (meaning a slip-shod conglomeration of petty principalities, held together with a rope of sand), may not be
meant as an insult, but it is that same, nevertheless-au insult to our nationality, which is a unit, and to American
manhood, which recognizes no separating lines.

The Generous WPst.
From San F1·anctsco F"reetliought,

California makes a good showing·, comparativly, among
the contributors to the funds of the American Secala,. Union.
The Freethinkers of this state are upon the Roll of Honor
with over $150-asum exc2eded only by the contributions from
New York, Ohio, and Pennsylvania, either of which states
has more than thrice her population. Oregon is not far
behind, and with her $147 is fourth on the list. When we
consider that the population of Oregon is not much above
two hundred thousand, this makes a remarkably good showing. If every state should do as well a~ these two, the subscription would hav been nearly $20.000.
The West will continue to lead the way in good works,
and will wait patiently for the rest of the procession.
~lust
Fl·om Secular TltougM.

What Secularhts

Do.

The rapid progress of Secular views in Canada within the
last few years fills us with hope for the future. The churches
are "in arms," and more activ than ever in their efforts to
discover some means to counteract the " skeptical tendency
of the age." As Secularists we must continue our determination to war vigorously ag&inst orthodox pretensions; to
separate the truth in Christianity from the errors that hav become allied with it; to urge the necessity of adhering to
sound practical morality in daily life, and to vindicate the
·right of personal freedom and mental liberty.

Infidelity in Wales.
From the National

RPfo1·mr1·.

The Rev. J. Morgan Jones, Calvinistic l\fethndist, speaking at Cardiff, is reported by the lVeste1:n ltfail to hay said
that "science and Infidelity were Rpre&rhng, and he himself
had been compelled to expel from hiH own church more than
one or two young men in consequence of their h~ving become Infidels, and having learned to deny the existence. of
God and the truth of the Bible." · And this occurs in a dis~!-"i9t where freet4ou~ht lectllres are n~re in the e;tr~PW:
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The Infidel Observatory.
From tlle New Yvrlc Herald..

LIOK OBSERVATORY, UNIV.!!RSITY OF CALIFORNIA,}"
MoUNT HAMILTON, Nov. 21, 1888.
The end of the astronomical season at the Lick
Observatory is fast approaching. The winter fogs
are creeping closer and closer to the summit each
night, and occasionally they envelop it even now. In
a few weeks, perhaps in a few days, some storm will
surround the whole mountain range near us, and from
that time forward we can no longer count on the
almost uninterrupted succession of clear days and
nights which make Mount Hamilton a veritable paradise for the observing astronomer. 113 days out of
153 hav been wholly clear, 20 more hav been fair,
and another 20 hav been cloudy or partly cloudy.
It is a source of satisfaction to all here that the
observatory has earned a reputation already, both
from the general public, which is concerned only with
results, and from astronomers, who are concerned
about methods as well. We feel sure, with the
experience gained during this year, and especially
with the thousand and one improvements which are
now being made in the instruments and means of
· observation, that the next year promises even better
results ·than the five months just passed.
To most readers the great equatorial is the Lick
Observatory. • The other fine instruments on the
mountain are seldom considered, or if thought of at
all, are remembered much as one would recollect
some barometer or thermometer. In fact, each one
of the instruments is as" perfect in its way and for
its own especial work as the great equatorial is in its
especial field. I hav no doubt that many of our
visitors pass the humble-looking comet-seeker, which
one man can lift in his arms, and think that the whole
thirty-seven tons of the great telescope were used in
the discovery of the two comets which were first seen
here on September ,2d and on October 31st.
But the general idea is the correct one, notwithstanding. The whole iLstrument equipment of the
observatory was chosen so that each part is auxiliary
to the great telescope, just as the cutlasses and Gatling guns of an ironclad are auxiliary to the hundredton gun in her turret.
Each part has its appropriate work, but if it were
not for the great telescope Mr. Lick's observatory
would not be there now.
We hav made a thorough trial of this magnificent
instrument. There is no doubt that the Lick trustees hav carried out the provisions of Mr: Lick's
deed in this respect, and hav set on this mountain
"the most powerful telescope in the world." In
nearly every one of the various fields of observation
we hav repeated and striking instances of its superiority over other instruments, no matter how perfect
or how large they may be.
To the professional astronomer this superiority is
even more striking than to the casual observer. The
moon viewed in a small telescope and as a picture
merely, may, and indeed does, appear as well as in
the great equatorial, but for the examination of the
surface markings of the planets, for the examination
of the structure of the nebuloo, for the discovery of
new double stars, there is no comparison between
this instrument and any other that I hav used. Even
the splendid twenty· six-inch telescope at Washington
is far surpassed in every field in which we hav compared the two. The foregoing remarks apply, of
course, to the visual object glass made by Alvan
Clark & Sons, the only one whidh was contemplated
by Mr. Lick when he made the ·deed. The photographic objectiv (also made by the Clarks) has been
tested in making photographs of the moon, and it
has produced capital results.
The mounting of the telescope requires some
changes before it is fitted to photograph stars and
objects requiring long exposure. These changes
should hav been made while the makers of the telescope were on the ground waiting for instructions
and suggestions what to do. In justice to them, it
should be said that they did their work as well as it
could be done in the workshop, and after it was
erected at Mount Hamilton waited from November to
May for criticism and suggestion "as to its completion
in the observatory. As the telescope was not in the
hands of the astronomers till June there still remain
several material changes to be made. These hav
been taken in hand by the regents of the University,
and it is confidently hoped that by the opening of
the next observing season everything about the great.
telescope will be in perfect condition, and that it will
be quite ready to begin its work of astronomical photography, from which we may reasonably expect so
much.
All the other instruments of the observatory are
in activ operation and in complete order, and the
buildings are now fitted for their purposes. Much
work has been done in this direction during the summer, and the result is that the Lick Observatory
now stands as one of the most capitally fitted for its
uses that can be conceived.
Espec1al mention should be made of the excellence
.of the large dome which covers the great equatorial,
and which wall built at the Union Iron Works of
San J!1ranci!lco. Since the ventilation of thia do111e

has been improved by. a few days' work it has performed admirably, which is no small advantage.
The great telescope requires perfect conditions to do
its best work, and it appears that these hav been secured.
The preceding remarks upon the means of observation were needed as a preface to an account of
what has actually been done, and to show that the
work of the astronomers has not been simply to use
their various instruments, but also to fit them and
the complicated machines auxiliary to them for their
most perfect work.
:
To the casual summer visitor who takes one of
the most beautiful drives in the world over a capital
road, who spends a few hours looking at the many
things to be seen here, and who then goes away
pleased and interested, the life of the astronomers
at Mount Hamilton appears one of the most delightful in the world. And so it is. We are all comparativly young men, each absorbed in his profession,
and provided by Mr. Lick's unparalleled generosity
and by the liberal grant of the regents with every
appliance and facility for astronomical work. All
this, too, in one of the most romantic and beautiful
situations in the world, under a climate which is
most delightful.
"
It is certain that every one of the corps of observarl! fully appreciates this and that no corresponding opportunity elsewhere would tempt him
away. But there is another side to all this which
the casual visitor does not see, which I certainly am
not going to set forth at length, but which ought to
be mentioned in passing.
Let .anyone fancy for himself the necessary obstacles to living on the summit of a high mountain
in the winter snows. How is the food for the coiony
to be brought over a road which no longer exists ?
Where is the fuel to be had, unless indeed it is cut
on the reservation? Where are the children of
the colony to go to school! How are city servants to be induced to share the enthusiasm of the
observers T Just at present there is no water for
any domestic uses except such as has passed through
the hydraulic enginB. Astronome_rs can stand the
trifling· drawback of a fihn of machine oil over their
drinking water, but how about the rest of the community?
These are only a few of the practical questions that
hav to be considered and met by all of us here.
They do not weigh at all in any real sense, and yet I
think they ought to be just mentioned in passing to
giv a true idea of our existence and to show that life
at Mount Hamilton is really a different· thing from
life at the level of the sea, where snowstorms of ten
days long are unknown and where the necessities of
life are next door and can be fetched by a district
messenger boy.
No obs~rvationa of the sun hav been made with
the large telescope for fear of the effect of the sunlight in changing the transparency of the glass of
which the objectiv is composed. With the six-inch
telescope, however, a constant watch has been kept
on the solar disk by one of the students of the observatory for the detection of large or remarkable
spots. Elaborate preparations hav been made also
preliminary to th~ observation of the total solar
eclipse of January 1, 1889. A book of sugges~ions
to observers. of this eclipse has been written here
and will be distributed without cost to those who
·
apply for it.
V anus was frequently observed during the early
months of 1888 before the observatory was completed
and transferred to the university. Such observations
are most advantageously made in the daytime while
the planet has a high altitude and is free from the
fogs and mists near the horizon. Unfortunately the
daytime is precisely that part of the twenty-four
hours which is least fitted for delicate observations
at Mount Hamilton, and these visual observations
hav added nothing material to our former ignorance
-1 cannot say knowledge-regarding this planet.
The surface of the moon can be and has been well
studied with small instruments, but there is a most
important field open for the very largest in the examination of her special features. The pressure of other
work has interfered in this direction, and our chief
observations upon the moon hav been made l>y
means of the photographic lens. During the month
of August satisfactory and often splendid photographs
were obtained on the following dates : August 12th,
13th, 14th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th, 20th, 21st, 22d,
23d, 24th, 26th, 27th, 28th, and 30th.
It is safe to say that no phokgraphs of the moon
hav yet been taken to equal the best of this series,
and there is no observatory in the world where so
many satisfactory pictures could hav been secured in
a single lunation. This series will be repeated on
future occasions until a perfect negativ of every
phase of the moon is obtained, and then our chief
attention can be given to the production of enlarged
pictures of single craters.
·
It is in the memory of all that the scientific and
unscientific press has been full of accounts of discoveries on the planet Mars. Discoveries there hav
been d11ring the past decade, and important ones, but
l:Jetore I ~iv any accOQDt of these I wish to eonveif1 if

I can, some accurate notion of what it h'! we are
observing and what we may expect to see.
Under the most favorable circumstances the planet
Mars pr;sents a disk of about thirty seconds. This
is about the angle that a foot-rule would subtend if
it were.viewed at a distance of one and one-quarter
miles. Such are the conditions under which we hav
to view the planet. During our observations in 1888
the disk was never more than ten seconds.
Now, when the disk of the planet is examined, we see
on it various markings, which hav been called land and
water. The prevailing color of the disk is a brilliant
salmon-red, and features of this color hav been called
land. The various "continents," etc., are separated
by darker portions, and these hav been called seas
and straits. The edges of the planet are viewed
obliquely and show few markings. These are lost in
the prevailing lemon-yellow tint, which goes nearly
round the border. At the poles of the planet are
brilliant white caps, which are reasonably supposed
to be the snowy regions. They wax with increasing
cold ; they wane with the approach of the· Martial
summer.
If there are snow and ice on Mars, as the observation just cited seems to show, then there must be
water. The spectrum of Mars, too, proves that
watery vapor exists in its atmosphere, but no eertain
proof has ever been given as to which portion of the
visible disk really corresponds to land and which to
water. This is one of the important problems of the
future, and one we hope to examin, at least, during
the next few years.
Now, this planet, with its markings, turns on its
axis in twenty-four hours and thirty-seven minutes,
and presents us different facrJs at different times.
Astronomers hav patiently drawn the various aspects
at various times, and from the drawings made hav
constructed maps of the whole surface, just as maps
of the earth are constructed.
There are six different maps of the land and water
of the same planet by six different observers. They
are all on the same scale, and they ought to agree
exactly. So far are they from this that it is with
difficulty we can make out the similarity of a few
special features. General likeness there is none. Of
these charts that of Schiaparelli is the most exact
and also the most detailed.
The "canals" (so called) which hav been steadily
.seen by different observers from 1875 onward, were
discovered by him to be frequently doubled,· paralleled by other lines. These double " canals" hav
been, so far, seen by only one other observernam6IJ1 by M. Perrotin, director of the great observatory at Nice. M. Perrotin has also announced the
submergence of a" continent" on Mars in May of
this year.
·
The two hemispheres of Mars shown by Schiaparelli are full of detail, which has been verified by very
few observers, and the particular point which astronomers are now considering is whehller these "canals,"
which few hav seen at all, are doubled, and if so, what
is the meaning of it. The season for reaking such
observations was in April and May of this year.
Owing to the delays in completing the Lick Observatory no observations could be made here until the
:middle of July. From that time until the latter
part of August the planet was diligently followed,
over forty careful drawinglfhaving been made. These
drawings show at least twenty of the principal
"canals," but no one of them was seen doubled.
The submerged "continent" had reappeared also,
and was seen by us here essentially as it has always
appeared since 1877. It was most unfortunate that
the Lick telescope could not be used for this purpose
until so late a date ; but it bas shown its great power
in such work by following the fine details on" the surface two months later than other instruments, and it
has conclusivly proved that whatever may hav been
the condition of the "continent" previous to July it
was certainly in its normal condition from that time
onward.
It is impossible to discuss such questions as these
without taking more space than can be allowed here,
but enough has been said to show that the observatory has, even under the most unfavorable conditions,
made important contributions to the study of Mars,
and that at the next favorable opportunity we may
confidently expect from it more light on these questions.
Only two of the minor planets hav been examinednamely, Vesta, the brightest one of the group, and Iris.
The disks of these are clearly and definitly seen,
and are easily measurable under good conditions, and
the quality of their light serves to instantly distinguish them from the neighboring fixed stars. I need
not say that in ordinary telescopes no difference can
he perceived. Their very na~e-asteroids-indicates
this. The light of Vesta is yellow and mild, with
none of the rays which surround a star of the same
brilliancy. It resembles one ef the moons of Jupiter
as seen in a smaller telescope. Iris also has .the same
mild light; its disc is sm~ller than Vesta's, and its
yellowish color is not so marked and intense.
During the summer of 1888 Jupiter was very unfavorably situated for obaervation o:n !liQcoqD,t c;>f its
~tremelif low altitude.
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It was carefully followed, 'iio*evei',· ~nd :fflany series up to a type where the circumference was very two stars taken together to be about eleven times the
suggestions for future work were derived /rom the h'tig:ht lind the genter was devoid of any nebulosity- mass of· our own sun. Future observations will
change t.hese figures slightly, but this binary pair
examinations which it was possible to niake.
up ~tJ a ttue ting Mbula, in fact.
The phenomena attending the transits and eclipses
Thet:Jll tlttJ series stlgge8t that these different types now takes its place among the most interesting of
of the satellites were highly interesting in particular, may bav been formed by two different laws of force such objects.
And Qertainly deserve further study under more favor- which resemble each othet' in 'being strictly centralThe obser-vatory is not primarily designed as a
little 6diH1itio»:l!l• These satellites usually appear as that is, directed toward a fixed aenter of attraction. meteorological station. Its exceptional position,
bright, points in th#:! tel(l!!Cope, not stellar in character, A. single force like gravitation acting upon matter however, creates the duty to carry on a certain set of
but with it di~k wbich is iiot ~tlvvays steady and per- suitably disposed might suffice, however, in both meteorological observations. These are regularly
fectly defined. ii.ere; b'il the contrary; vve see them series.
made and transmitted to the chief flignal office. In
steadily as well-defined and h'ir~e disks. So far we
The argument derived from the arrangement of the same 1tay a regular set of observations of the
hav not been able to see any of the :iilatlting$ which the :nebulous matter is very much strengthened when· slight earthquakes which are common in California is
hav been reported to exist on these disks. Amore we take into tu~~onnt the situation of the faint stars kept up in cunnection with other observers in varifavorable opposition may allow us to go further in which lrequently Mcomplltly such nebulre. As Sir ous parts of the state. The observations will be of
this direction also. The eclipses of these satellites William Herschel pointed out and as has been amply value in connection with seismic investigations, but
1
llfUl be followed phase by phase like an eclipse of the confirmed by Lord ~oslle s a11d by our own observa- they are indispensable to us in keeping an accurate
moon.
tions, the critical positions of sudh utars on the edges account of the position and constants of. our astroAs the .aatellite enters the shadow of the planet of the oval rings of nebulosity, etc., put the theory nomical instruments, which are slightly disturbed
8ii:e, iteM first the edge, obsoured, then the satellite that the system of stars and nebulre are veritably with each shock.
irtilr illdniinlit&d; and finally the thin oreseent dis- connected in space, and that the forces compelling
The series of photographs of the moon secured in
the observed forms are truly central forces, beyond the month of August has already been mentioned.
appeiifing.
...
.
The unexampled opportunities lot obaetv~iion all doubt.
The other photographs taken hav been mostly experiln c1tissitying the nebulre the Herlilchele hardly mental, to determin what changes and additions t0
here may some day lead to a solution of the enigma
<Jl the different rates of revolution of the different could n~ ~tme beymid this point. A. great addi- our equipment must be made in order to make our
layers ol the glob'e. Gertainly much remains to be tional. step was ta:iren when Lord Rosse showed the photographic outfit thoroughly efficient. These exprevalence of spirallortfifl In :Watry :ttebulw, and it ap- perimental photographs were mostly of stars, though
done in this direction.
There is nothing so interesting in tfill itk0'1e splar petm! that at leMt one nebula olltiened here (87 H. the planets Jupiter and Neptune and a nebula were
11;y11tem as the planet Saturn, with his eight sate1Utes iv. t>raconis) ill :not only spiral (in one :P1f1ne), but a included in the series.
And his magnift.cent ring 1yetem. On every suitable true h~lii ~in space). If it is not in fact a helix (a paint
Nothing has yet been done in the direction of
~Cct&slofl dttting the past month be h ,1!1 been carefully which the eye a1ttne cannot settle) it certainly appears spectroscopy beyond preliminary experiments with
1
t,:ta~ined from § o clo~1t in t~e motn_ing~a beautiful to be such, and it seettt; \& lle an important addition the great ~Star spectroscope and preparations for ob.
.· serving the total solar eclipse of Jan. 1, 1889, by
.o,o"(:if ot ~fie dp- here-11ntd st1ntille, :Many new to previously known classes.
In :nearly all the nebulre which wl3 ha"f :hitht5tto ex- this means.
details al·d rl:/.rhe dt!t ~ti the surface of the pliinet
and on ~he rings, and the preMmt. oppoSition will giv amfn~d we ha-v found, as has been said, a multitude
A party of the United States Coast and Geodetic
us satisfactory evidence on various unsettlall pointEr: of new detaile of structure which separate it totttlly Survey has been engaged in determining the differAs these observations are still in progress it is bet£er from most ol the nebulw classed with it by the ence of longitude between Mount Hamilton and
not to giv any summary of results for the present. Herscltels. '.fhase specific differences do not, how- San Francisco, and in connection with this work our
lp. 8eneral, it may be said that the immense power of ever lead us td the eo:neltision that each nebula must meridian circle has redetermined the position of the
!He ieiesaope teslly does gil' great advantages over be placed a class of itl!e"lf, but rather that .a num- stars employed by the Coast Survey observers, and
miter inr:ittuilie:tit~· even with fi lrright object like ber of new sub-classes must b$ fotmed to 1nclude has made independent determinations of the clock
Saturn; Tlie dus~y iiitefio'r ti:iig; .lor eiample, and such nebulre as still keep strong (thotigh new) spe- correction on the nights of exchange of signals.
Uie complex shlidings oii the tings1 ate far better seen cific resemblances based on the new peculiarities of
As is well known, a railway time service is mainstrueture -wbieh hav been disclosed.
tained, which givs the hour to every railway ~tation
het~ thoo elsewhere.
For nearly every form which we hav seen, no mat- from San Francisco to Ogden and El Paso, lD the
The p'hlnet Neptune is the outermost ol the kno'\'Vn
planets, being thirty, tin::lelil more distant than the ter how blzarre some parallel case has been found. East, and to Portland in the North.
. earth, and taking 164 years to make its revolution In all these th~ idea of a central force is strongly
·'
round the sun. Its real diametei· i~ more than suggested, and W'e seem to be approaching new probIn the foregoing brief 'summary of the season's
30,000 miles, but its apparent angular diameter is lems in the world of nebu!W.
work I hav necessarily barely touched upon many
Are all these central forces the same? Are they important series of observ~tio~s. It will b~ evident,
not 1-600 of that of the moon. Nothing is known
of the time of rotation on its axis and but little of its all one force, and that gravitation, and are these I think that work so vaned lD so many Important
physical condition. It bas been carefully examined varied forms only different results of this universal fields p~oves that the observatory bas been f~lly achere on many nights for the detection of equatorial force? Or, on the other hand, are there several or tiv, especially when it is re~embered that th1s work
belts or bands and for markings on its surface, but many kinds of central forces acting in space'{ Is has necessarily been much mterrupted by the prestb6 :net result so far is that no such markings can be each one of the several sub classes of nebulre which ence of the workmen engaged in completing the obare indicated by our observations here an index, so servatory and by the necessity of laying out plans
tlettiiinly seen.
1t can Be pretty safely said, too, from our own ob- to say, of the action of a different central force?
for them and also for providing the necessary maIf this is so we know at least that the number of terials fdr thE! long siege of winter. Several imporaerfations, tliat thete lS DO unJtnOWli satellite to this
planet nesrer than the one iilready known. 'lhe search such central forces is not indefinitly large. There is tant departments of astronomy, as spectroscopy and
for a satellite more distant than this one shotild be m~de too marked a tendency of the nebulous forms to fall stellar photography, hav hardly been entered. upon.
by photography, and the equipment of the telescope into d:stant groups, each group indicating a common It has been our aim to do thoroughly all which we
in this respect is not yet complete, Trials hav been origin. The fact that we now seem to be face to face attempted and to follow out the spirit of the excelmade,•but they hav not led· to entirely eatisfactory with such problems as these appears to me to mark lent saying of the veteran ob~erver Arg~lander t~at
a distinct step forward in this province. It may be the attainable in astronomy IS often m1ssed by illresults.
Mr. Barnard, who is indefatigable in such work, that by and by we may expect to _clas~ify correctly directed efforts after the unattainable. The six obhas disco-feted two comets here, on September 2d and and according to real law such 1nfimtly complex servers here hav been fully engaged and hav already
October 31st, and has made a .long and valuable series forms as those of the Orion and the Omega nebula, produced valuable work and showri that more will be
of observations on the comets of Olbers, Sawerthal, of the Trifid and the Andromeda nebula, etc. The forthcoming. If we had twenty astronomers all
Brooks, and Faye. The comet of Olbers was observed power to correctly classify the simplest forms will could be profitably employed.
.
.
I remark with pleasure that the observatory IS
here about four months later than at tmy other giv a secure basis for the hope that even these marobservatory, and Faye's comet is still under observa- velous structures may finally fall under simple law. already attracting to itself a class of advanced students who would otherwise hav gone to Eastern or
tion, though, I believe, it is no longer observed else- At least, the first step has been taken.
A large number of new do.uble stars of the most European university observatories. We hav appli-where,
A. vi!ty singular conviction has been forc~d upon interesting class hav been _discov~red by ~r. Burn- cations from three such advanced students already,
and we may look forward to t~e creation of a ~ali
ns in our observations of the nebulre particularly. ham and the list of them wdl shortly be prmted.
B~sides these Mr. Burnham has measured the rela- fornia school of astronomy wh10h shall do credit to
ln e:tamining these objects with small telescopes of
six and eight inche~ al?erture, one_gradu~lly comes to tiv positions of many difficult doubles which are too the State University.
The observatory is specially hospitable to ~~udents
a sense of the sim1lanty of certalD spemes of them, close for measures to be made with instruments of
for example, of the whole class of planetary nebulre, less power than the great equatorial. This interest- of all the California colleges and has been VISited ~y
so called. Each one of these is very like its fellows. ing- department of astronomy is fully cared for here. the higher classes of several such. Even the chilPrompt publication of ~he results of cert~in kinds dren of the neighboring district school hav made a
As one employs larg~r and larger aperture.s, ~ay. of
of
astronomical observatwns doubles their value. visit here on one of the public evenings. At least
twelve to twenty-six mches, the sense of similarity
among the planetary nebulre is lost in the multit!lde Certain other kinds, on the other hand, must be four thousand visitors hav come here since the 1st of
of new particulars discovered in each new obJect workEd over and over again until something as per- June and about two thousand hav looked through
'
examined. I had supposed that in the use of the fect as possible is brought out from them. In the the great
telescope.
·
.
The attitude of the observatory on the subJect of
great telescope a similar process would go on, and first class we must include the preliminary orbits of
visitors has attracted no little attention abroad.
that the many new details which we see in each new new comets and of binary stars.
Such preliminary orbits hav their immediate use From the Atlantic Monthly for October I extr!lct
planetary nebulre would separat.e ~ach one mor~ and
more from its fellows and place It m a class by Itself_ and serve as first approximations to more elaborate the following, which shows the puzzled state of mlDd
This is not the case. It is certainly true that each investigations, which often require years to complete. of the reviewer. Speaking of the Handboo~ of the
The orbit of the comet discovered here by Mr. Lick Observatory he says : " The fact of this book
new object examined discloses multif~rious . new
details so varied, in many cases, as to qUite set It off Barnard on September 2d was at once computed by is the most interesting thing about it. . Here is a
away ·from many. or indeed most of those that Her- Mr. Schaeberle, and was printed in the same number great academic observator;y and a b~ok IS actually
schel classed with it. But it is also true that our of the journal which gave the. observations upo_n prepared with close attentwn to particulars, for the
increased power really seems _to be sufficient in a which it was based. The same IS true of the orbit use and 'encouragement of visitors. The candor o f
great number of instances to brmg out the law accord- of Mr. Barnard's second comet, discovered Oct. 31, the hospitality is remarkable. Instead of 'No ad mittance ' the motto seems to be ' Walk in.'" Exactly
ing to which these details were _developed, a~d to 1888.
The binary star 85, Pegasi, was discov?red by M~. so. And not only seems to be but i~.
enable us to reclassify the subJects by veritable
I think there is no doubt that this great observaresemblances, and to separate them off into new Burnham in 1878, and all the observatiOns of this
very difficult double star hav been made by him. A. tory with its double dut~ of ~dvancing pure _science
species according to the new _features developed.
~ir William Herschel and Sir John ~erBchel _show~d lat~ observation with the large telescope made possi~ and diffusing knowledge IS gomg to ,be, and IB now
tpat starting from a circular, faint, umfor~ly dlumm- ble the calculation of a first approximation to the in fact, a powerful factor in the progress o jour state
EDWARD S. lfOLDEN.
at~d nebula, every gradation up to a bright, round orbit of this star, which also was made by Mr. Schae- and country.
npbqlosity, with a strong central nucleu~, could. be berle. His results, though preliminary, are of much
rep~~s~p.ted from actua~ e]l:~m:ples ; or, .agam, startmg interest. He finds the period of revolution to be
SEND for catalof{ of QJ,lf p-ql;lli<Jfttions.
S~:Pt fre
from the same faint umform ouoular disk other nebu- twenty-two years only (less than the period of revoop ap~lioatiol!,
!u~~o~
o~
~"t\U"n
ro~4
the
sun)
and
~he~"
Qf
tbo
lm ooulq ~ o4oe~~ rellres\l~tmg everf: 15tev ~ th~
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that the appropriations be
The Janesville Decision.
diminished fifteen per cent.
The ground taken by the attorney for the Roman
In the discussion which arose over this proposition Catholic parents in the suit at Janesville, Wis., to
FOUNDED BY D. M. BENNETT.
some very instructiv remarks were made. One mem- prevent Bible-reading in the public schools was solid
ber of the committee affirmed "that the churches as a mountain. The plaintiff's case was based on the
E. M. MAcDONALD,
Editor. were being unduly pressed, and that there was admitted facts that the Bible was read in the Edgerc. P. SOMEBBY,
Business Manager. ground for the supposition, indulged by some, that ton schools; that the complai~ant's children, being
the great end of the churches was to raise money members of the Roman Catholic church, were taught
PUBLISHED BY
rather than to save souls." Another member con- and· believed that the King James version of the
~HE TRU~H SEEKER OOMPANY. fessed that " nothing can be used next year to Bible, which was the one read in Edgerton schools,
increase the collections that has not been used this was incomplete and unauthorized; it was taught by
28 LA.FA.YETI'E PLACE, NEW YORK.
year." In other words, the churches had been bled the church and believed by those interested that
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. for all they were worth. Secretary McCabe thought reading the Bible without guidance and interprethe society would better let some of their building tation from the church was likely to lead to irreligenterprises wait. Dr; Buckley remarked that last ious belief and faith. Arguing from this it was held
Address all Communications to THJJJ TRUTH SJJJJJJKJJJR year " the ~ommittee was intoxicated with a surplus, that to daily read the Protestant Bible in the presOOMP ANY. Malee all Drafts, Checks, Post-o,tfice and 1JJ'JJ]1ress Money Orders payable to UHARLJJJS P. SOMER BY. and under the excitement produced by such a remark- ence and bearing of the children in question necesable state of ~ffairs they rose in their appropriations sarily controverted their belief by word and example,
$200,000. Unquestionably the committee made a although against their will. " It was not claimed,"
SATURDAY,
DECEMBER 8, 1888.
great mistake in making a leap of twenty per cent said the attorney, "that the .Catholic Bible should
after the church had been strained, as all lnew. to bav be read in the schools, but that so long as the schools
SUBSCRIPI'ION RA.TES.
been the case. What bas been the result? We are supported by taxation all pupils should be treat.ed
Bingle subscnption in advance ............................. . •s oo appropriated and asked for $1,200,000; the church equally-no doctrine taught or practice followed
One subscription two years, in advance ................. . I) 00
Two new subscribers .......................................... . 0 00 gave us $200,000 less. Some said last year that the which infringed upon the belief of any subject, and
One subscription with one new subscriber, in onere..
normal growth of the giving of the church for mis- that it would be for the benefit of the public to
mittance ............................... ~ ..................... . 0 00 sions would be $100,000 a. year. This prediction has remove all such questions. Unless Protestants be
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... .
7 00 not come to pass. To say in an off-hand way that it entirely willing that the Catholic Bible be introduced
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
is 'a small thing' for the church to giv $1,000,000 for into the schools, they ought not to introduce their
remittance ................................................... . 8 GO
this cause is a delusion and a snare; and the common. own."
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance ................................................... . 10 00 calculation of fifty cents per member is misleading.
Judge Bennett decided against the plaintiff, holdAny number over ftve at the same rate, invariably
ing
that the reading of the King James version of
He
did
not
believe
that
the
church
could
giv
$1,200,- with one remittance.
000 this year. While there is great competition be- the Bible, without comment, was not sectarian intween presiding elders in the collections of their dis: struction, llnd that if the Catholics were aggrieved
The Mission Humbug.
tricts, the pastors are feeling and calling out under thereby their children could retire while the reading
Oanon Taylor has supplemented his paper on" The the burden laid upon them." Bishop Tboburn was was going on.
It is bard to properly characterize such a decision
Great Missionary Failure" in the Fortnightly Re- alarmed at the proposed fifteen per cent reduction.
view of October by one on "Missionary Finance," in "Never before," he said, "bad the SO.Q.iety undertaken as this without contempt of court. Roman Catholics
the November issue of the same magazine. Mr. Tay- such sweeping reductions as were now contemplated comprise one sect in Christendom, Protestants an1or selected two societies as pubjects of his inveE>tiga- At a crisis like the present no mission, of course, other. The different versions of the Bible which
tion, one of them the greatest of the Protestant mis- should undertake new work involving expenditure of they use are edited to support their different· creeds.
the society's funds, and all building enterprises And not only are these two sects at war over the
sionary organizations of the world.
Of the operations of this society the canon could should be suspended as far as possible; but to meaning of the Bible, but Protestants themselvs are
learn but little, as the accounts published are "re- reduce as largely as is proposed means in India the also widely divergent in their int~rpretations of the
markably illusiv" and unsatisfactory. For instance, dismissal of nativ preachers, the closing of schools, New Testament. Universalists and Unitarians do
a sum of $330,000 is excluded from the balance and abandonment of promising work." Other mem- not desire to hav the scriptures read "straight" to
sheet for various fictitious reasons, and there are other bers spoke to the same effect, but the deficit in the their children. And the sprinkling and immersion
omissions and discrepancies, leading Canon Taylor to collections bad frightened the committee, and the Baptists bav fought over the words commanding
say that "it is as much as_ if a railway company made aggregate appropriation.s for home and foreign work this rite ever since the two sects existed. But what
up its expenditures to one date, its financial position were reduced fifteen per cent.
about the Freethinkers whose children attend the
to another, and the accounts of the passengers carSecretary McCabe, during the discussion, said that Edgerton schools ? Is there any version of the Bible
ried and of the train miles run to a third." Vast the society bad, since Abraham Lincoln's proclama- that to them is not sectarian ! Let Judge Bennett
sums raised on the mission grounds do not appear at tion was issued, accumulated property in the South find such version, and report.
all on the books of the home society, for the reason, amountj.ng to $10,000,000. If ·this is the case, and
Probably, however, Judge Bennett would say, the
Canon Taylor thinks, that the money is used "in it probably is, an interesting question. for Soutb~rn Freethinkers' children could retire along with the
paying converts, those 'rice Christians,' or 'rupee taxpayers is, How long before the society will bav a Catholics and shiver in the entry till the Christian
Christians,' as they are called, whose existence so monopoly of the land of the South 1 No Methodist children bad read their daily dose of theology. But
seriously discredits the genuin results of the labors society ever pays taxes on its property, and all the this brings up another difficulty. The Catholics
of the missionarieE." The amount used in this way Southern states exempt religious institutions. Lin· must hav their religious book read, and the Freehe estimates at $340,000 at least. And of the amounts coln's proclamation of emancipation (presumably the thinkers might also desire to bav some religious
of which account of the reception is kept, no accounts one to which McCabe referred) was issued in 1862, work read-say, Felix Oswald's "Bible of Nature,"
of the disbursements appear, the secretary of the to go into effect ·January, 1863. Ten millions of wherein are set forth moral and physical truths calsociety telling Canon Taylor that "no account of the dollars' worth of property acquired by only one culated to make the child moral and healthy. The
actual expenditure on the missions has ever been church society in twenty-six years, is an alarming morning program of the school would be something
printed"
showing, and fully justifies the member's remark like this : The teacher would send the Catholic and
Of the million and a half of dollars collected by that people were thinking that the object of the Freethinking youngsters into the entry, and the
the church missionary society, over eleven per cent church is not so much to save souls as to make Protestant Bible would be read. Then the Catholics
went for collections and management alone. It cost money.
would be called in and the Protestants sent out to
over five hundred dollars to simply collect and disThe result of the society's foreign work so far is, cool their heels while the Douay version was read
burse the funds for ea_cb missionary employed. And on its own showing, but meager. The reports with comments. Then the Catholics would go out
the total expenditure of the society, divided among show:
again to join their Christian brothers and sisters and
its missionaries, averaged about five thousand dollars Foreign ministers..................................................
fight
over their different creeds, while the young
141
apiece. That is, this is what the home officers spent Nativ preachers....................................................
477 heretics obtained their instruction from the " Bible
to send money to the East to be wasted by the agents Members ............................................................. 23,073 of Nature." This course would giv the children
in the field, for Canon Taylor's first article showed Probationers....................................................... . 9, 733 lessons in marching and strengthen their little legs,
that when the money was finally got upon the Sunday-schools........... ......................................... 1,226 while the teacher would get an eclectic lesson in
Scholars............................................................... 56,595
ground it produced no tangible results.
religion. If any time remained, the children might
These are scattered over India, Africa, China, Ger- then be taught to write and cipher.
Just as Canon Taylor's article reached this side of
the water the Methodists were holding the annual many, Switzerland, and South America, and some of
The rank injustice and ignorance displayed by
meeting of the General Missionary Committee. The the missions hav been running for forty or fifty years. Judge Bennett in deciding that the King James verbooks of this committee show that the Methodists The population of these countries aggregates hundred sion is not sectarian, and the pueril plan by which be
are slacking a little in zeal, though goaded on by the of thousands of millions. It looks, from this, as gets over the difficulty, if it is, mark him as one of
officers. In 1887, under the stimulating cry of "A though it would be a good many years before the those judges whose decisions are influenced by his
Million for Missions," the society raised $1,044 795.91. Methodist Episcopal church conquers the world !
own desires.
This encouraged the society to ask for twelve hunThe missionary business, from top to bottom,
The Milwaukee Sentinel, in commenting upon the
dred thousand, and appropriations were made on home and foreign, is a stupendous fraud upon the question raised by this suit, concludes that the
that basis. ~ut only $1,000,1i81 24 came in, and the people who pay the bills. It affords the home officers problem of how to get religion in the schools without
society found itself about $160,000 worse off than it a fat living, a chance for unscrupulous missionaries offending any of the sects is a very bard one. It is,
was a year ago, for at the beginning of last year the to make money, and does the people to whom they indeed, and the more the Sentinel thinks of it the
society bad enough in its treasury to pay all outstand- are sent no good. There is no bell to be saved from, harder it will appear. We believe the problem to be
ng drafts, with a balance of $80,746.61, while this no heaven to go to, and all the egergy Nld. mo~ey utterly unsolvable, and the only thing remaining to
1~ the soeiety owed $78,3~0.13. +berefore the s:pept op relitJiop jl;l· 15imJ>lT w~stecl,
•·
<,lQ f. ~9 99~4~c~ t4~ '-'Q4Qo.l~;wJtlW\lt ~1 r~li3io~ ~~
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all, leaving· the supernatural part of a child's education to the various Sunday-schools which the parents
.patronize. Certainly, the Sentinel's statement that
"the Jew and the Agnostic hav no objection to the
Bible-reading, as long as it is not associated with
dogmatic instruction," is very wide of the truth.
The Jew does not wish his child taught that Jesus
Christ was the messiah, and that only by belief in
him can man attain to a comfortable place in_ another
world. · Neither does the Agnostic. In fact, the
:latter individual is emphatic in his opposition to
Bible-reading in schools for many reasons, chief of
which is that he claims that no one should attempt
to .teach that which he himself does not know. Religion is a theory, a speculation, a guess, and no
Agnostic will consider that it is wise to teach guesswork as fact. The Sentinel appears to be about as
ignorant of what the Jew and the Agnostic want as
-Judge Bennett is of. what constitutes sectarianism.
-

Affirming.
In sending in his subscription for another year
~· John Maley, of Boonton, N. J., inquires:
"Is the law in New Jersey on affirming the same as in New
York? and can you put your hands where you please while
affirming ?"

The constitution of New Jersey declares that DO
·religious test shall be required as a qualification for
any office or public trust, and that no person shall be
denied the enjoyment of any civil right merely on account of his religious principles. The laws relating
to oaths provide (sec. 26), " That every person who
shall be permitted or required to take an oath in any
case where by law an oath is allowed or required,.and
who shall allege that he or she is conscientiousl~
scrupulous of taking an oath, shall, instead of the
form of an oath, be permitted to make his or her
solemn ·affirmation or declaration, to wit: I, ---,:
do solemnly, sincerely,. and truly declare and affirm.'~
· "So help me God" shall be omitted.
This is the New Jersey affirmation, and in taking
it a witness need not raise his band, because t,mch
raising is part of an oath, and is the ceremony sub~
stituted for kissing the Bible. Our New England
ancestors did not kiss the Bible, but swore and
raised their right hands' to heaven. They obtained
the ceremony from England, and our courts ·hav:
taken .it from them and tacked it on to the affirms~
tion; when it bas no business anywhere, unless the
use of the Bible is omitted, and the witness is ·afraid
he cannot tell the truth unless he swears.
Non-religious affirmation is permitted in the following states and territories: Alabama, Arizona;
Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Dakota, Delaware,
District of Columbia, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Indian
Territory, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi,
Miss our~ Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Oregon, Rhode Island,
Texas, Vermont~ Virginia, W(lst Virginia, Wisconsin,
and Wyoming. In all of these a man can affirm with·
out raising his hand, if the judges adhere to the law.
California, Idaho, New Mexico, and Utah put" So
help you God" to the affirmation, but nothing is said
·about uplifting the hand. Connecticut, besides providing an unornamented affirmation, declares that no
person shall be disqualified because of disbelief in a
supreme being, and Minnesota goes farther and givs
a form of affirmation for " an Infidel," leaving out
even the word" solemnly.'' Georgia compels an oat}:l
or "affirmation according to the religious faith of the
witness." We should like to see an affirmation
framed on the "religious faith" of an Atheist ! Indiana must allow such affirmation because the law
declares that it may be administered in the manner
most binding upon the conscience of. the affirmer,
and want of belief in a supreme being or the Christian religion cannot render a witness incompetent,
though t4e want of such a belief may be sho'!n upon
the trial. Massachusetts has the same insult to unbelievers, the evidence of such person's unbelief
being received to affect his credibility as a witness.
. Oregon stands out conspicuous in this matter, her
' constitution declaring that DO witness or juror shall
be rendered incompetent because of his opinions on
religious matters, nor be questioned on the subject
to affect his testimony. Maryland compels a man to
believe in God when he desires to affirm as a witness
or act as a juror, and the manner of administering the
affirmation "ought to be" that which his denominatiQ9 ~$~f}e~e ~he JP.Ost e#'ectu~l. 4 Mar;yl~der1 ac-
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cording to his state constitution, cannot tell the truth
unless he belongs to some church. North Carolina
will not let a man hold office unless he believes in
"almighty God," and be must, when he swears, "lay
his band upon the holy evangelists of almighty God,
in token of his engagement to speak the truth as he
hopes to be saved in the way and method of ~alvation pointed out in that blessed volume," after which
he must "kiss de book." If he desires to swear in
another way he can "stand with his right hand lifted
up toward heaven, in token of his solemn appeal to
the supreme God." Pennsylvania allows Quakers to
affirm, but others must swear by kissing the Bible or
·uplifting the hand. In South Carolina the affirmation must be according to the witness's "religious
belief or profession." Tennessee debars Atheists
from office, and swears her citizenf} upon · the
evangelists. Affirmation in that state is really an
oath. _ Texas protects her unbelieving witnesses from
disqualification, but insists that office-holders shall
believe in a supreme being. Vermont, in addition to
providing a plain affirmation, will not allow inquisition into a witness's religious belief. Washington
territory takes its fprms of oath from the United
States statutes, which allow affirmation. Wyoming
allows the affirmation, unornamented, and her form
of swearing is the ancient form of uplifted hand, in.stead of laying the hand upon the book or kissing it,
and ends with the words, " So help you God."
It is plainly seen from these examples that there
are three forms of oaths in use: 1. Laying the
hand upon the Bible without kissing it; 2. Both
holding on to· the Bible and kissing it; 3. Raising
the right hand toward heaven (or at least toward the
ceillng). Affirmation is simple assent to a promis to
tell the truth, subject to the pains and penalties of
perjury. Freethinkers can require the affirmation to
be used in all the states that the law provides it, and
if ignorant or bigoted officials refuse it, can compel
it by recourse to a court of law. Where a man shall
carry his· hands is his own business, and is generally
determined by his early training. The allegation of
an election board that a Freethought Editor insisted
upon keeping his in his pockets, is an amusing false"
hood. The Editor did not contradict their affidavit,
because it was of no conseqaence except in the eyes
of Anarchist editors, and the judge had decided the
point before an answer could be made. The Freethought Editor did refuse to remove his hat because
it was demanded as a part of the affirmation ceremony and a mark of respect to an alleged supernatural being, while he regarded it as only a matter of
etiquet, which does not require a man to uncover
upon entering a tailor shop whether he enters for the
purpose of registering or to buy a suit of clothes.
Had it been a court the case would ·be different, as
there hats are removed from respect to the tribunal.
One · man esteemeth one way above another: another esteemeth every way alike. Let every man be
fully persuaded in his own mind. But I say unto
'1
you, Swear not at all.

Girard College.
Would it not be advisable for those people who
are afraid to begin proceedings against the Girard
College directors for fear of defeat to obtain Dr.
Westbrook's book and study up the subject! The
result would be that they might at least write intelligently on the matter.
The supreme court upheld Girard's anti-sectarian
will, but when did it ever uphold the sectarian conduct of the directors? The facts are that the present
teaching in the college fairly reeks with evangelical
sectarianism, and admitting for the moment that
Girard did not prohibit the teaching of the general
principles of Christianity, he clearly did prohibit the
teaching of such dogmas as the trinity, which is not
a general principle but a sectarian speculation. Even
the Bible itself is not accepted alike by all Christians,
and consequently any particular meaning which
the instructors in the college may giv to any chapter
is sectarian. Who bas ever seen any summary of the
doctrins of Christian belief in which all the sects
concurred? As against Roman Catholicism and nonevangelical Proteatantism, the conduct of Girard
College is to-day as sectarian as it is possible to be.
John Calvin himself could not bav preached narrower
sectarian sermons than do the peripatetic lay preachers
who occupy the pulpit of Girard College every Sunday.
;But t~e intent 9f Girard's will has lwe11 c~efull;r
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ignored and viciously frustrated by the management
of the college. Girard intended that all religious
dogmas should be kept out of his college. Webster,
in his attempt to break the will, argued further that
Girard intended to exclude all religious tenets. ·And
this is evidently the fact. Webster then argued that
the will could not stand, as Christianity was a part of
the common law, and such a bequest must therefore
be void. The court did not coincide with him, holding that Christianity was a part of the common law
only with qualifications, and that an educational bequest which omitted to provide religious instruction
could not be void on that account. Had Girard provided for the teaching of Judaism or Deism, or "other
forms of Infidelity," as the court called these theologies, the judges allow U3 to surmise that they might
hav felt called upon to interfere. The court evidently
was composed of thoroughgoing Christians.
Both the letter and the intent of Girard's will hav
been broken, and if these violations do not constitute
a case, what shall a court ask ¥ Dr. Westbrook bas
the assurance of many eminent jurists that the points
he raises are in their opinion invulnerable, and it
seems more reasonable to take the opinions of qualified men who hav investigated the subjects than of
those who hav not studied the matter and are not
fitted by legal training to decide such points though
they had, But even supposing the courts should uphold the managers, nothing but good can come to
Freetbought from making the attempt to secure justice. There will be IEiss danger of the California
Christians turning the Lick Observatory into a
missionary society to reconcile Genesis and Astronomy if they see there is some one looking after thefts
of that kind.

The Modern Ishmael.
" He digged a pit ; he digged it deepHe digged it for his brother :
But it so fell out that he fell in
The pit he digged for another."

Mr. B. R. Tucker seems to be in the predicament
of the first gentleman described by this touching bit
of poetry. Mr. Tucker digged a little pit for the
TRUTH SEEKER Editor, lining it with sarcasm and
abuse of our present social system, and now he's
down in the bottom making faces at the brother who
wouldn't fall in. His sarcasm bad no basis of fact,
which spoiled the effect, and his oircular reasoning
leaves him working aroand in the pit, with small
prospect of getting out.
When ·that election board stuck to law and their
official duties for which the taxpayers paid them,
they were all right, and committed no injustice. But
when they ignored law, and "voluntarily cooperated" in an Anarchistic manner, they at once began
to do injustice, just as mobs and lynching parties
usually do. Then the law stepped in and sat down
on them. But had we had no law the inspectors
could bav managed things to suit themselvs and
according to their ideas of right. By four of them
voluntarily cooperating against one citizen, the citizen would hav lost his right of participating in the
selection of our Public Servants. That would hav
been Anarchy. Judge Barrett, through the medium
of law, restored that citizen's right. That was civilization.
Before we can get along without law the breed of
humans in the world will need to be very greatly
improved, not only in New York but in Boston.

Editorial Notes.
MR. ALFRED M. SoALKs, governor of North Carolina, takes
the prize for pious Thanl•sgiving proclamation~. This is the
way he talked to the people of his state : " God is recognized
in the constitution of our state, and· should ever be honored
as the supreme ruler of the universe in the hearts of our people. To him we are indebted for our country and her institutions, for civil and religious liberty, for our holy religion
and its adaptation to man's wants and happiness, together
with numberless mercies and blessings which hav crowned
our daily lives." It occurs to us that once upon a time a
large proportion of the inhabitants of North Carolina did not
possess civil liberty. Were the colored North Carolinians
indebted to God for their state of slavery?

If Consistently Applied.
From the Galveston News.

The latest declaration against the Mormons is found in a
New York World editorial. It says that even if polygamy
were eliminated, they should not be admitted to Congressional representation, because of their submission to a hierarchical system. The principle enunciated will go a long
way if consistently applied-quite too far for a comfortable
life in this country where the Presbyterian m]lst try to get
1\lonp; wit4 the Catholic and Episcopalian,
·
·
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~unday la'\\'s of that city in hls fli?l!t ~uttlng style.. ~e outline~, tb.e .;«>~t~, t~ ~.e~,o~~.t~.e. jo~?.,wW;~,;v"llf; .s~~~~W~
~ir~~t:i ColJege rnd ljllany, «;~ther a~Bljlli)-P}tons ~f P?,W~~. OY, ~e
church... Considerable old-time enthusiasm was awali.epe( 1
The Union starts in this year's work with an improved
business management, and promises to surpass even its
aggressiv labors of the past. Chicago is a Liberal city.
Everywhere you go you will find men who hav grown away
from ·creeds-and splendid women, too, who hav long since
dropped the errors of the past. We are more than confident
in Chicago ; we are enthu11iastic.
At some later date I 1.1hnll be able to giY Yot!-r readers sothe
points of. i.ntetest with reference to the Young People's
Society,I which
is growing in favor and developing some
,
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Nov. 1~, E.M. 288.

:M:R. :i;]oiToR : :i: am working very hard to get a cow for the
old Mr. and Mrs. Casey. I hav already sent $5, and hav
$5 more on hand, for Mr. Casey said he could get a cow for
$25 if he paid $5 every month. I hope the Liberals will
continue their contributions till this cow is paid for. And
the names of the donors I will forward to Miss Wixon for
the Children's Corner.
BATIE THoRPE.

-:-cAIRO, ItL., Nov. 1~tl 1888.
MR. :Eotroit: Allow ihe \<l ihailk you for, yovr tlattering
L
f-e'View 0 ~ my hook, "Our Uncle and Ap.nt." Freethinkers splendili,~alent.
1. E. HbToHiNso-N, Secretary Chicago Sectilar tJniob.
tiah surely indorse what l say, and will, I hope, help me out
in my work by patronizing it. It has received many excel· _
;~~A.Ril:,
Nov.
i8SS.
lent notices from the press, and a few bitter and billous ones.
~IR. :llioiToR' As tHE TRtim BEKhR, as its name indicates,
I could not expect anything better when niy imtljects are so
is in search of truth, whethe~ religious, political, or otherunpopular. Well, I hppe lt iilay do goo~.;. ..
wise, I hope it will not hesitate to publish the following
Yours truly;
.AMARALA MARTIN.
tru~hs, of which some of its correspondents seem to be
ignorant:
FLINT, MIOH., Nov. 9, 1888.
1. Instead of the tariff on. cut iron. or steel nalls (building
MR. EDIToR: I consider THE TRUTH BEEKER by far the
best paper published in the United States. I am h.eart and nails} being ftve cents per pound, a!l 8tated by Mr. J. L.
soul in sympathy with its teachings. I should llke very Tompkins, it is only one nnd a quarter oents per pound.
2. 1'hat our forefathers fought because :England protected
much to continue right along with it while I liv, but cannot,
as I hav been an invalid for over six years, and it has cost theth with a tariff (in those days tlatled properly a tax) on
me ev.erything trying to get my health. l dislike very. much tea, printers' t!Olors, etc.' a.bd the result of thll.t fllvoltltion
..
to tell you to discontinue, but must for the present. Please was American 1ndepentletlb\:i;
3. That dttrlfig i$e low tariff decade from 1S51> to 1860 the
accept thanks for ft~.vots \reato'We'd.
M.. ..J. PuTNAM.
assessed hluatlon of tax~ble property in the. bnited ,Stat,es
TRuXToN, :N.Y., Nov. 1~. 2ss.
doubl~d, grow,ing from '$6,024,666,909 in 18o0 t<;> $12.os4,Mii ..EDITo~ : Within yoli will lind my aubs'Cri'Ption 'for the 56o,·oos in 1S60. Till 1810 it gr.ew tq only $14,178,986,732;
good old TRUTH Sllind!l:lt, which has 'colii.e to fue weekly for till1Ss'O it reached only $16,902,993,543.
mMy yeat8, we will say twel'V'e or thirte'e'n-but you know
4. That twenty years of Republican ru\e has not yet reme~t, M you ~an find out by looking at your book it you died the much lamented suppression of the negro vote in the
think well of ·doing so. l hope that you and all 'Connected South.
with the above-named paper are well, aild will be so for : 5. That imports are our pay for exports, and about as
many years to come~not forgetting Watson Heston and his much labor is required to produ~e the
the former.
carto0l1s. I thmk they arn good and grand. As ever,
A. truth lover,
D. WEBSTER Gno'!!.
A. Liberal,
·JoBN DuN.
FoRESTPORT, N.Y., Nov. 20, 1888.
Moon'r, TEl:., Nov. '6, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I expected to bring in one or twd other sub:t!IR. EDIToR: I think Tn~ ~nTH BEEKER is one amongst scribers, but they were not ready. I cannot afford to part
the best of papers publish'ed. There is more true knowh1dge company with the galaxy of friends . thaT come ttl enliven
in it for $3 th'!l.l'l anyone can get any other way. I see lots and instruct me ever,y week tbrotif{h tli~ ~a~es of your jour'fJf. pe'O~l'e are b!-"agging on Mr. Ingersoll's eloquence, which nat
.
loY course is true, but the old hero, D. M. Bennett, w&s as
Tltei'e are c~rh\.\h phases of extreme .Liberalism that were
learned in almost anything as Ingersoll. He was not the rather displeasing to me at the beginning, but now I find it
orator that Ingersoll is; but the pen. soWB the ~ed of truth interesting and somewhat amusing to know that among sOand righteousness, and has been the grearest f<re th'at ortho- called Freethinkers there are a good many individuals as
doxy has received for these many ylfmrs. -iolrn M:. SIMMONS.
fanatical and cranky as any to be found in the churches.
Giv them a hearing, but do not let them crowd you out of
Si'EU"ENVILLE, 0., Nov. 17, 1888.
your place.
MR. EDITOR : t see some one by the name of "Downes"
Now or never is the tithe for tht:>ee Spilitulllists to show
lhas w'ritten the M'elbourne Liberator that our Secular Union that they hi\V not been. thllsib~ llhother ~ack•o'-thll-lahtern.
i.s but a weak institution. I hope you will not suspect me of
.Th'e t~de is i!ettin.~.stron~l.& )n 'Our !a_vor l\.11 o1ter the ?ountry.
the vHe slander; as I am the only one of your subscribers of tiberllhsin, Setiulll.ri!!ih; lnd skeptiCism are advancmg rap'that name I know of, I thought you might. The Secular idly every tl\l.y. That was a powerful and well-directed blow
Union is not as large in numbers as I would like to ~e it, by you struck at the registering business; but if some poor,
·millions, but it is growing, and under the direction and obscure individual had attempted it he would hav failed igguidance of our splendid president, secretary, and able lect- nominiously. That was worth more to our cause than all
urers I hope to see its membership at feast doubled the pres- the obscenity trials we hav had or will hav for years to
ent year.
Yours truly,
JNo. DoWNES.
come.
J'EitB. (}BRIEN.

N.J.,

latter as

SEDALIA., Mo., Nov. 19, 1886.
)IR. Edrron : Inclosed find $1.50 postal note, for Which
!please '<iOntinue THII: TRUTH BEEKER to my 'Sddress for six
'mcm'dYs. As our friend W. J. Klein has taken his \:!.ej;larture
11'~ the unknown regions of the dead, t wili t\ontinue on his
subscription when it expires_, having been reading the paper
for the past year and having got attached to it too much to
do without it. We hav a good number of Liberals here in
our city, and we intend to get together soon and Eee if we
cannot get into an 'Organization of some sort, so as to work
ill uni.sOll foc the good of Freethought and Liberalism.
Yours fraternally,
WM. MATTHEWS.
CmoAGo, ILL., Nov. 2a, 1888.
·MR EDITOR : At the regular semi-annual meeting held
·November 4th, the following officers were elected by acclama.
tion : president, E. A. Stevens ; vice-presidents, Mattie A.
Freeman, Sherlie Woodman, James Gruber, Prof. Chas.
Orchard son, and Prof. James Milleson ; secretary, A. E.
Hutchinson ; financial secretary, Miss Mary Mand; treasurer,
Jehu Barr.
Mr. Stevens is so well known to the Liberals generally that
it is unnecessary to say why he was elected for the tenth
time president of the Union, by acclamation. Kesdames
Freeman and Woodman are ladies well known to readers of
Liberal literature, the former as the foremost lady lecturer,
and the latter having earned considerable distinction as a
contributor to the Radical Re'Diew and other publications.
Prof. Chas. Orchardson is well known as a philosophical
Jr.easoner and a keen satirical demolisher of ehams.
Prof. James Milleson has given us some excellent l'ectures
•On scientific subjects.
Mr. Gruber has long been an activ member. His amiable
··better half is our charming alto singer. Miss Mary Mand, a
··beautiful Danish blond, was the president's choice for financial secretary, as" she would be irresistible and the members
would pay promptly." Treasurer Jehu Barr knows more
about the scriptures than most orthodox preachers. He has
studied them, and consequently has evolved out of their
fetichism. He will be a safe guardian of our funds.
On the re-election of Mr. Stevens he gave ue a very spirited
address, which could not fail to arouse the most laggard.
He refeiTed to the treatment received by the Liberals ~t the
hands .of the .l~cal .press in Pittsbur_gh,, .lUl..d .spoke (If t~e

:i5,

they don't know. The adults of this country cannot be
taUght P"reethought1 their braitt is so marred by the orthodox
pre!!.&her.~ i:ly crii#imifig heii-tlre and btimstone into them. 1
hav t~ie£l sFvHal of them; Tiley Citliliot utidet!ltand Yree=
thought. lt wolilli rl:ln the& &raiy i& c.il!lr~e ~hllffi with
Freethought. The only chance for this Vi.CiHttY f'!,_, i~
the young Freeth ought, so that the brain may form aeeoraingly; and the only way to do this is to let that unruly member loose on Freethought and Infidelity in every crowd of
young people you get into, as I am doing, and it will " tell"
in the future.
·
The olergy of thelia baokwoods are afraid of an Infidel, and
will dodge llnd hide if they find out 1 am in the Crowd. 1
sometimes run ciii two tlr thfee llt once, but they doti't ~tand
long. They a~e afriUd Bl.liil.e cine '\till heat what, 1n:lide1ity !!I
and.,~l:H!~ t~~. tloas.
p.pt; . ~11\t~fii~,,iintl ~jtai~ ol!ere~ i~
debate ~n the subject vpth t}ie!!fi. out ~q~y. say ~o. l ~~y~·
"Why?" They say, "It wi11 giv notori~ty ,to ,jn~~elitr ~-q
injure t_he ?h,urc~;." } hav.olfere~ to ~e~t~re
~h~f w~"~
come orit and hear me,. They . sar, til.ey wont come o~ let
their children come. So J ou
It i8 hard to teach Free~
thought down here in east Tennessee.
.
Maybe some Freeth ought lecturer could come this way .and
make a run on them and get out a crowd. 'fhis is all the
chance.
T. H. BuLOHER.
:N. :B.-Don't publish this, unless yott want the Infidels to
know whitt a hard knot Christianity is down in this country,
and thereby disheo.rten them.
T. H. B.
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MR. Etli±oii ! :Mrs. ~it~iieY,l4 iaS~, ~eiteF,

is ~8, ~~~si!ilt rit~. ~

could wish. so we are friends again. She says the israei~
ites suffered from the plague because one man married a
Midianite woman. God got mad at this and killed twentyfour thousand Hebrews, yet he allowed them thirty-two
thousand of the same nation and never killed any for that.
That is consistency for a God. She denies Noah's being a
drunkard. if 1 ~lioiiid lim, drl~ iliari ~rld st?.ti ! wquld rtot ~~
a murderer, and so on of all the catalog of cririie-rilor~
logic.
,
. . •,; '· .... ·
The next is the question where the pagan got his. Rnowledge of heaven, hell, and a future life. She wants meito tel~
where he got it. It is not necessary for 1p.e to kn.ow.
knot
it was a myth the Sf'llie as tli.e t)hristiari1B 1 and ~ust ali lfdo' .
It cutl!ed them and caused them to persecute and murder
one another the same as the Christians.
Now bid the heralds S()Und the lond alarm,
And oaU the squadrons sheathed in brazen arms.
Now seize the oooMion, now the troops survey,
And lead to war when heaven directs the way.-Hom•r.

Mrs. Ritchey quotes Herbert Spencer, that" religion, present everywhere a8 a weft running through the warp of human
history, eltpresse!l some eternal fact." Yes, that is so, and
the history of one is the history. of all. But she infers from
this that as Ittatilias alwayli baa such a belief God impressed
it on him, !Uid thai it la j_jrdol of itii etl:!i'i!-a1, fadt. :Man in all
climes and ad nations has lleliefed in witchcraft; astroiogj;
and magic. Now, according to her reasoning witchcraft,
astrology, 1\nd magic are eternal truths.
Mrs. Ritchey points to an inconsistency-that if the Hebrews had got their Bible from the Greeks they would hav
incorporated their future life. . When the old niytli was written they did not know of the Greeks3 sci tlie new niyt~, tliat
of Christ, is ail tlist tliey ilorfdwed frdni tlie Gree~s lin~
Romans. Can Mrs. Ritchey see no likeness between Prometheus and Christ? Does Mrs. Ritchey think that Solon and
NEw YoRK, Nov. 20 1 1888.
Socrates had communication with heaven? Socrates was a
A.hll~ a skirmish with the election inspectors, and a short bnt deoisiv struggle in the courts, Eugene Macdonald, Editor of TH.II: better man than Christ, but he never cle,imed to be more than
TRUTH BEEKER, has established a man's right t.o keep his hand in man.
his pocket. Thiil will ~~:a.in him the thanks of loafers. If now he
:Now, what eball we s~y ot the next: "1t will be readily
wishes to deserve the gratitude of workers, let him expend a !Htle
1
of his surplus energy in eetablishing a ma.n'e right to keep his admitted that the :Mosait! 1aw!l wt!fe fidt perfect ? ' God talk·
ing
td
tiiett
and
te1Iing
tlieni
his
iawst
and
they_
:rtot perfect I
money in his pocket. I fear, alas I that he looks tijjon this as a
oomparati,-Iy Unimportant ltlatter.
Mrs. ititchey feferll me to He!J. viii, 7, 8. I refer lief to' tHii
:Mn. EntTOR: 'the above plltiigraph, which we clip from same chapter and tenth verse, d.ud tlie balance df tlie e'hapLibet'f!/, has a savoring of littleness abotit it unexpected to ter and ask her if God has filled his promis.
,; The United States of Israel is the first republic we hav'
us, emabating !l.s it tloes froin a itadicai refoi:mer, with ffet:idedly cllltured attainments. :Furthermore, it is not logicaL any accotitl.t of." Then we hav the republic of Utah I It
Mr. Tucker cannot be so obtuse as not to know that if su- was a theocracy, a government 11y tlie pritist, and worse~ if
perstition can be obliterated from the minds of the masses possible, than the government of the pope.
I fail to see how tbe modern slavetrader would be severeiy
the industrial question is settled at once. Mr. Macdonald,
with much trouble and expense to himself, has practically dealt with. "Thou shalt buy bondmen and bondwomen
destroyed one of the "Dianas of the Ephesians," for which from the heathen round about, and they shall serve you for- ·
every true reformer owes him gratitude. It is a landmark e:ver." "Servants, be obedient unto your masters."
I fail to see of what good the Bible has been to man. We
of progress. It will not gain him the " thanks of the
loafers," for there can be no greater loafers than the generality got all science from the pagan, with painting, sculpture,
of the election inspectors, the politicians who make the elec- poetry, comedy, tragedy, history, georr:.etry, rhetoric, and
toral laws, the priests who teach the obeyance of these laws, practical arts and inventions. The Bible has never revealed
or the lawyers who expound them, and it is they who insist any of these thiags. It has revealed only : Fear God and
upon the raising of the hand, the kissing of the book, and honor the king.
Mrs. Ritchey says : " Wherever the God of the Bible hilS
such tomfoolery generally. And it was these whose hatred
he long since gained. It should gain him the thanks of every been sought after and seen man has been gradually rising in
the scale of humanity." The time when the Bible was most
opponent of force. ·
GEO. M. DAVENPORT.
honored and sought after was called the Dark Ages. Then
Esoo, TENN., Nov. 16, 1888.
they tied women up and burnt them, and this and like prac~
MR. EDITOR: I can't get you a single subscriber in this tices never. abated until the pen of an InfiQ.el appeared on th&
benighted wilderness of orthodoxy. I hav repeatedly offered scene. The nation that honors the Bible most now is the:
to lend THE TRUTH BEEKER, but they refuse to take and read most tyrannical on the globe.
it. One of my nephews asked me to giv him a copy, as he
" In Abraham's seed hav the nations of the earth been,
was going West and wanted it to read on the way. I com- blessed." I should say, cursed. "I come not to send peace:
plied with his wishes. He was reading it one night before he but a sword;" and well the sword has ftlled its office, for it.
started, several persons being present, ss there was a pro- has shed more blood and caused more suffering than all other·
tracted meeting going on in the neighborhood, when his religions I ever read of. And then, he said, Only a few would.
father, quick as lightning, jumped across the fireplace, be saved and the many lost.
snatched THE TRUTH BEEKER, and instantly consigned it to
Will Mrs. Ritchey explain how the devotees of other re-.
the fl.am!ls, and exclaimed, "Nobody but a fool would hav ligions feel just as good as the Christian does with his?
~ny BUell p.!l,pers about them!" The son said he "would
There has been a nine days and nights' revival meeting in
hav another or die." This is a fair sample of the intelligence half a mile of me, and they only roped in six children, not one
of this country. They say they don't want to know anything of whom could read s column iii a newspaper intelligently;
!l1~e but ~esus 9~r~~~ and him <;r~tc~e{l;-o::::Wl!igll I am certain. ~W.~~ to DI:Y thinldng provea. t.lla.t rE!lig_ion. is._11o~a.~ .to th~J
I.-.:.'-·-
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THE TRUTH SEEKER, DECEMBER 8, 1888.
child's mind, and to the unthinking and the ignorant. We
hav lots of negroes down here. I hav talked to several hundred of them on religion, and I hav never found an Infidel
among them. God shows himself to them and talks with
them as of old. Some see him riding one horse a;d leading
another for them.
If Mrs. Ritchey was accused of some crime and was inno.
cent, after it was talked over the neighborhood I could take
a sentence here and a word there and convict her. That is
the way the Christian refers to his Bible.
If John knew Christ and saw a dove descend on him, why
did he send his disciples to ask if he was the Christ?
H.J. WARD.

up the embryotic presence of similarity of construction and
continuation, as Well as the existing animal propensities of
man, we must inevitably arrive at the conclusion that man is
the highest type of animal life. That evolution is still at
work in man can be seen by looking over the world and the
world's history and observing the great advancement that has
taken place in the general life of man.
As for evolution in a spiritual sense, well-read persons
know that the human mind is capable of being continually
educated-that a man knows more to-day than he did yesterday, and wjll know more to-morrow than he does to-day,
and that evolution of the mind or intellect is just as perceptible as evolution of the body.
The spirit or soul progr~;sses from one stage to another,
else a man would be as ignorant as a week-old babe. As the
body livs always in one form or another, we know no reason
why the mind or soul should not liv.
·
Suppose there is a God? He knew when he made the universe what was to inhabit"it and what was to be the final end
of it, and if he did not know from· the beginning the history
of the universe as it has been, is, and will be, we would like
to hav some kind theological friend rise and explain why he
didn't. He is not an all-wise, omnipotent, omnipresent,
omniscient God, and should not be called such. If God is
everywhere, we know of no one who has ever met the gentleman, as we regard the Bible as not being a reliable authority
on anything. We believe that whatever is, is, and was
intended to be such from the creation of life and matter from
crudity in the millions of ages past, and that it was to be so
or it would hav been different. We recognize evolution as
the true foundation of creation, and reproduction and con·
tinuation of a species, made so by itself, the unknown law.
If there is such a thing as a personal God, we are inclined
to believe that he has made a ponderous failure of himself,
else he would do some of his work over again. More Christians are becoming evolutbnists than evolutionists turning
Christians.
U. G. FIGLEY.

HILLSDALE; MoNT•; Nov. 10, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find amount due on paper, $3, with
an additional $2.25 for books. Please excuse delinquency in
not sooner adjusting indebtedness. Accept thanks for the
generous continuation of your valuable and ever-welcome
paper, the worthy ~nd fearless TRUTH SEEKER. Regretfully
I hav not, owing to absence, been able to see a copy for some
time past. However, aside from current news, its columns
are mainly taken up by articles of a logical and scientific
nature, which are as interesting and insti'l.ictiv after a little
age as when first printed.
From observation in general, I think that, considering
the impediments, a rapid evolution is being made toward
greater mental freedom and a nearer realization of truth
and reality; and for the happy and beneficial change the
world is indebted to you and such priMiples as are set
forth and defended throughout yout publications. I venture
to say all that is required of those professing Christianity and
believing in the so-called holy Compilation of Mistakes commonly known as the word divine, is an action and determination on their part to rationally and candidly examin, in order
that they may come forth properly regenerated, not by fire,
water, and credulity, but by common sense, reason, and
truth. It is lamentable to investigate the Bible and s&ill be
compelled to recognize the fact that its teachings, however
EsTELLINE, DAK., Nov. 15, 1888.
absurd and contrary to all rea.son and consistency, hav exerted
MR. EDITOR: I do not know that more need be said on the
such tremendous influence over thronging multitudes and appendi:D 'Dtrmiformis question, were it not for the intrinsic
still hold many in subjection. And all because of a false, interest attaching thereto in the Ininds of those who are
pernicious doctrin being disseminated among the ignorant really seeking the truth, of whom I am one, and hope Mrs.
and credulous by a horde of dishonest, selfish priests and Ritchey is another. A statement of the manner in which
other interested parties as a true and beneficial faith, that this peculiar structure is believed by evolutionists to hav
they, a small minority, might gain an ascendency over a vast been formed, I presented briefly in the issue of September
number of unthinking, superstitious people, thereby securing 22d, but without adducing special proofs, being content at
wealth and power in exchange for imposition and hypocrisy. that time with the remark that such a view was sustained by
We find at the present day, by a little attention to facts and scientific researches. What some of those proofs are, I purconditions, that the most ardent and numerous supporters of pose now to notice more at length, if the kind Editor will
the church are those least qualified to espouse and defe
permit.
cause bearing a logical stamp. Amid the somber glo
Evolutionists hol:l that the life history of a species is
midnight darkness the Christian faith thrives more
;,epitomized in the embryonic. development of each individual
riantly than in the bright gleams of intellectual s:unshin . • 'tnember of the species. The organism passes rapidly through
The Christian, as other religions, is based on a pedestal of the stages of life reached by its early ancestors, and thus
superstition, which is as surely being undermined and presents to the eye of modern science a beautiful panorama
destroyed as the intellectual grandeur and efficiency of mod- of its life history, the wonderful fact being brought to light
em times transcends and exceeds in pdvier and energy the that each organism passes th!ough an orderly succession of
mental stupor and decline of the Dark Ages. Then Chris- phases representing the forms of life oeneath it. Thus the
tianity predominated, ruled, and waved aloft the scepter of higher form presents the characteristics, first, of an aquatic
authority. Now science and philosophy hav taken upon animal, then of a reptil, a mammal, until it finally reaches
their majestic hands the cause of truth and virtue, and it the special form by which it is known in the adult state.
becomes fully evident that the otherwise degenerate and These undeniable facts must mean something, and evolution.
barbaric state of humanity is indebted to science for its brill- ists hold them to mean genetic descent through the several
iant success and mental brightness. Therefore all who are forms observed in the development of the embryo.
truly interested in elevating and improving the world in men.
From this general statement, upon which it is unnecessary
tal, moral, and social couditious, must undoubtedly stand on to enlarge here, we pass to an investigation of that particular
the side of science and liberty. Science, liberty, and prog- structure, the purpose of which has long been held a mysress-these three.form the grandest triumvirate, the holiest tery, and which forms the basis of the present controversy.
trinity, that ever was conceived. This godlike trinity, the
An eminent biologist affirms, in a number of the Scientific
morning light of all good and noble lives, commands, and Amerlcan supplement, published several years ago, that the
will ever receive, the support and approbation of all truly human crecum, in the early stages of its development, preloyal men and women.
FREETHINKER.
sents the same characteristics as the crecum of a horse;
namely, greater proportionate length, and the entire absence
of a worm-like appendix. The end of the blind pouch, he
DEFIANoil:, 0., Nov. 20, 1888.
further says, gradually becomes reduced in size, the process
MR. EDITOR: The evolution theory is one that cannot be continuing until nearly the entire length of what was once
readily grasped by the common mind. A person must be the crecnm is transformed into what is described in textwell versed in physiology and anatomy, the science of repro. books on human anatomy as the vermiform appendix. If
duction and continuation of species, the logic of positiv and the organ always existed in the adult homo as it is found at
negativ forces and cause and effect, in order to fully compre- the present day, what is the meaning of the atrophying process in the embryo ? Why was it not formed as an appendix
hend the broad scope embraced in the term evolution.
Qur knowledge of evolution has been gained mostly by at :>nee, instead of being produced by a modification of a
observation. We arrive at the conclusion that evolution is portion of the crecum ? If the explanation I hav given of
the invisible, unknown law that controls the universe, and is these facts is not satisfactory, what theory will Mrs. Ritchey
substitute to harmonize with, and at the same time account
manifold.
Evolution is physical and mental. Physical evolution for, the known facts? Or is she content to dismiss it with
teaches us that all animal life, as well as all vegetable life, the epithet, a " knotty question ?" Such is not the method
has sprung from one general head duriug the early age of the of science. It appears to the eye of the biologist as though
we inherit first the structures of our earliest ancestors, then
universe .. A close examination of embryos will seal as
truth that the embryos of all species are at one stage of exist- the structures of our ancestors in the ages successivly followence the same. Different conditions evolve new forms, just ing, the earlier being gradually transformed into the later. I
as a kaleidoscope presents new geometrical forms to view by cannot believe that nature is a deliberate liar, or that this
wonderful phenomenon is the work of the _evil cne, planned
the position in which it is placed.
Evolution teaches that aH life-matter sprung from one gen. to deceive the very elect. I believe that the true story of
eral head either by spontaneous generation or natural growth, living beings is often to be learned by the aid of development
alone. The investigation of vermiform appendices as they
and that condition caused the changes of form.
Every stage and phase of life evolved by a recognized law are reveals very little about vermiform appendices as they
of production and continuation from one form to another till were in the long ago. When the atrophying process is
a perfect form was attained. This is the " survival of the observed to occur during certain stages of embryonic defittest." That this is the case can be easily proved by refer- velopment," growing small by degrees and beautifully less,"
ring the doubting Thomases to the geology and zoology of until nothing but a worm-like, yet still tubular,· structure
the world. They will find uncouth, ungainly shapes which remaius, who can doubt that it is one of the ancient landcan now be seen in a perfect form in the bird, fish, or other marks of the human species ?
To my statement that the organ had ceased to perform a
kinds of the animal family. They threw off all the incongruous parts during the progress of devdopment until the useful function, else it had not atrophied, it is objected that
this fact, if fact it be, " ought to furnish a clue as to what
culminating point was reached.
That man ha~ developed from a lower form of animal life that use was in the lower animal that has disappeared in the
C~!Ulot be fully estal}lishe\1 be;rond dis:pute1 bqt b;r ful.lowin~ mtm-" l;Tpon the ~t ~~ ~iiAAJ.~ ~o;Bot know WAt View
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is taken by men of science, but, as Paul says, will " giv my
judgment," and venture a suggestion of my own. On the
use of the crecum in the lower animals, Chambers's Encyclopedia says: "In many of the mammalia, however, and
particularly in most of those which are herbivorous, it is
comparativly large, and is found to secrete an acid fluid
resembling the gastric juice. It therefore appears that whefe
the nature of the assimilatory process is such as to rettuiie
the detention of the food for a considerable time, this pro..
vision is made for it, in order that digestion· may be more
completely accomplished."
From this its function may be described as that of a secondary stomach. Now, we observe that, in the case of
animals going on all-fours, the crecum, together with the
adjoining portion of the large intestin, lies in a horizontal
position. Observe, further,· that when, on the evolution
hypothesis, man learned to walk erect, the position of this
organ became vertical instead of horizontal. In this position
a difficulty would be encmmtered which under the old economy was neither met nor provided for, namely, that of forcing
the intestinal contents out of the crecum upward. It seems
probable, therefore, that the crecum was shortened to meet
the emergency. At the same time the assimilating power of
the small intestin may hav been increased so as to obviate
in large measure, the necessity of a crecum.
Mrs. Ritchey thinks if the appendix had been formed as I
hav stated, "it would undoubtedly hav presented such an
appearance of gradual enlargement as it approached a gradually diminishing crecum, as would render it difficult to determin just where the latter ended and the former began."
Why would it undoubtedly hav done so? We hav seen that
it was formed in the embryo, as I hav stated, and upon this
fact I rely in expressing my belief that the transformation in
the species was brought about in a siinilar manner; and if
ti:J.e object in shortening the organ was to prevent the falling
down and prolonged retention of the freces, as I hav above
suggested, there would be the best of reasons why it should
not diminish gradually to the end, but rather should close
abruptly near the valve, as it actually does.
My antagonist lays great stress upon the suppC)sed fact
that the appendix is found only in man. I am aware that a
statement to that effect has been palmed off for scientific
truth, but later researches hav demonstrated its utter falsity.
Whoever first circulated the story, as well as those who con.tinue to giv it currency, should be confronted with the
following from the English naturalist, Prof. Andrew Wilson,
whose remarks, it will be observed, sustain my position on
other points involved in this discussion : "At the junction of
the small and large intestin of humanity there is found a
pocket-like portion, forining, in fact, the first part of the
large intestin, named the crecum. Attached to and opening
from this pocket is a small tubular appendage, which, at first
sight, suggests a nature of rudimentary and useless kind.
That the crecum itself is of rudimentary kind in man is
readily provable. In the hare or horse it assumes an immense
size, and it is very large likewise in that near neighbor of the
kangaroos, the koala. The explanation of the small crecum
of man and its tubular appendage appears to be readily
found, when we take into consideration the development of
this structure in lower life. ·Even in some lemurs, these
lower kith and kin of the monkeys, the crecum is large and
yet posseases the tubulatr addendum, a fact showing us that
probably the extreinity of the crecum first degenerates, and
that the crecum itself lastly becomes rudimentary as a whole.
Occasionally, in man, the tubular appendage of this part of
the intestin may present us with a tolerable development ;
nature in such a case reverting to the priinitiv condition.
But as it exists normally in man and the apes, we simply see
in this modified part of the digestiv apparatus an additional
proof of the work of variation as that process has operated
in the production of the highest forms of quadruped life."
This, as far as it goes, lends support to my theory that the
partial or complete assumption of the upright position has
been a factor in reducing the crecum to a rudimentary state.
I said nothing about how long the transitional period has
lasted, yet the "hundreds of thousands of years" which
Mrs. Ritchey pretends to quote, I should judge to be a not
unreasonable estimate. One difficulty with our creationist
friends is that they fail to take the facts in their true perspectiv. If we divide fifty million years into one thousand
epochs of fifty thousand years each, and imagin the amreba
gradually transformed, within the limits of the entire period,
into man, the change necessary to be effected during any
one· of the fifty.thousand.year epochs would be so slight as
to be scarcely perceptible. Yet Mrs. Ritchey objects that,
" from the first time the surgeon's knife laid bare the
mysteries of the human form until now, the vermiform
appendix has stubbornly maintained its original size, shape,
and position," etc. When did the surgeon's knife first lay
bare these mysteries? Not more than a few hundred years
ago at the farthest ; and not more than one hundred years
ago did it do so with anything like scientific precision. We
should not expect to detect a change in one hundred years,
scarcely in a thousand years. Here is a specimen of parallel
reasoning : Ever since the thermometer first registered the
degree of heat in and on the earth's surface, the general
temperature has stubbornly maintained its original intensity,
as if it served not to teach man the lesson of the earth's
former high temperature, but instead that the modem
nebular hypothesis is an empty dream, unsupported by any
fact in nature rightly seen. The logic is as good in one case
as in the other; it is worthless in both, the facts not being
taken in their true perspectiv.
In conclusion, I shall be grateful to anyone who will
adduce facts on good authority, either for or against the
theory I hav ventured to propose, as to what has led to the
wasting away of the crecum in man and the apes. I hav no
interest in presenting the theory further than that the cause
of Wllt4 q1ay ~ill by ~e discusstlffi df tt. 9· ~· AB~OT'f·
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ECdited. lr,; Miss SusAN H. WIXON, .F'all
RiviJ'I', .Mass., to whom all Communications for
this Corner slwuld be sent.
"Between the dark and the daYlight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

A Life Lesson.
There ! little girl; don't crY !
They hav broken your doll, I know;
And your tea-set blue. ·
And Your playhouse, too,
. Are things of the long-ago ;
But childish troubles will soon pass by.
There l Ifttle girl; don't cry!
There l little girl; don't cry!
TheY hav broken Your slate, I know;_
And t.he glad, wild ways
Of Your school-girl days
Are things of the long-ago :
But life and love will soon come by.
There I little girl; don't cry !
There! little lfirl; don't cry!
They hav broken your heart, I know;
And the rainbow gleam~
Of your yontbfnl dreams
Are tbinge of the long-ago;
But earth holils all for which You sigh.
There! little girl; don't cry!
-James Whitcomb Rilel/.

Biographical.

with his family, put on board a French frigate and carried to France, and placed in a
dungeon.
His wife and children he never saw again.
In vain he asked for a trial. His pleadings,
his questions, all nmained unnoticed, and he
was subjected to gross neglect.
The keeper of the place where he was confined went away, leaving Touissant without
food or fire for four days. On his return the
poor sufferer was dead and . the rats were
gnawing his feet. This occurred in 1803 and
his age was sixty years.
How he must hav suffered in that loath~
some dungeon I How his proud spirit must
hav chafed at his captivity-he, who had felt
the power of an emperor, who once rode
through the streets of Hayti in great state,
attended by eighteen hundred mounted men
in brilliant uniforms, a prisoner in a dark,
damp, living grave, left to starve and to die,
alone and forsaken I It was terrible. He had
a great mind and wonderful abilities, and was
too noble a personage to suffer the indignities
that were heaped upon him.
It is related that sea captains who sailed
from Somerset to Hayti saw Touissant after
he was proclaimed emperor of Hayti, as he
rode in his magnificent state carriage dressed
in princely robes, surrounded by his followers,
who seemed to emulate each other in doing
him homage. The captains could hardly believe the evidence of their own eyes, but
they were convinced that he was none other
than the little black boy who so independently
and fearlessly walked through the streets of
the village or" Somerset, defying all efforts to
keep him a slave.
Avery P. Slade, Esq., historian of Somerset, says Touissant was the first man who
ever left that· village to sway a scepter over a
conquered people.
S. H. W.

TOU!SSANT L'OUVERTURE.
In the early history of this country people
at the North as well as the South were owners
of slaves. It was thought nothing to kidnap
black people from their homes in Africa and
he islands of the sea and bring them to this
country for slaves.
In Somerset, Mass., there lived in colonial
· times a man of great wealth by the name of
Henry Bowers; It is said that he was con'l1houghts on Thanksgiving.
troling owner in one hundred sail of vessels,·
Having promised you to write something
yet before his death he became quite penni- for the Children's Corner, I suppose I shall
less, so changeable is the course of fortune. hav to do so. A year ago I wrote to the
Well, this man owned, or pretended to own- Corner and expressed my feeling regarding
for, as the immortal Paine· has said, "man the national farce-Thanksgiving day-and
can hav no property in man "-a young boy since then I hav not changed my opinion.
. who had been kidnapped from his nativ Why, does it not seem to anyone who
land and brought to Somerset. He was an knows something of the outside world-of
uncommon lad, of. great physical strength, the misery and starvation, crime and viceand a strong, but, at that time, an unculti- that there should rather be a day appointed
vated intellect. He could not bear the thought · of national sorrow than thanksgiving? The
of being a slave and continually strove against majority-the great, vast multitude of huthe bond11ge in which he was held. He be- mans-what hav they to be thankful fod
came a terror to all the people in the village, Shall they fall on their knees and thank Gods.
so much so that his " master" concluded to that coal is $7.50 a ton; flour, $8.50 to $10
ship him to Hayti or San Domingo, where he per barrel; sugar, 8 cents per pound; and
came from, after which the villagers breathed that so in proportion the bare necessities for
easier.
living cost nearly double their value ?
It is of this boy that I am going to tell you.
Oh, they ought to be thankful they are
While in Somerset he had learned to read, living I No, Mr. Preacher, of the Presbyand, after returning to Hayti, he became a terian sort ; rather no living than such an
coachman, and from this was promoted to be existence of daily war for a comfortless life !
an overseer of a sugar plantation. He was a Why should they be thankful ? Had they
pure negro and very black. In 1791 there been asked before they were born as to their
was an insurrection in Hayti, an uprising of choice never to exist or to liv a life of shame
the mulattoes demanding their rights as and starvation, there is no doubt that they
human beings. The man of whom I write, would hav preferred rather the eventlesll
·whose name then was Francois Dominique nirvana than the sort of a life led by the
·Touissant, joined the insurrection, after first gteat multitude of human beings. But this
securing the safety of the family in whose is a rich, a wealthy, prosperous country.
employ he was. He was soon made a briga- Yes, it is prosperous and enriching for the
·dier~general in the army, and captured Bran- few; but under the cover of su€lh prosperity
dincourt, the French leader, and his forces, there is hidden a ghost of misery and depravwithout shedding a drop of blood.
ity of which but few who never lifted the
In 1793 the island was invaded by the Brit- veil hav an idea.
ish and Port-au-Prince was taken by them.
Yes, this is a wealthy, industrious, proTouissant, with shrewd foresight, saw that gressing, prosperous country at the expense
the only hope for Hayti was in declaring in of the millions of starving and shivering bu.
favor of France, because its national legisla- man beings. Mr. President may hav cause to
ture had made the island a part of France be thankful-at least, before election-at his
and at the same time had proclaimed freedom Red Top, with $50,000 a year sure, $200,000
•for the slaves there. He had great powers of a year snug bank account, and prospects of a
nativ eloquence and convinced all that his reelection-yes, I don't doubt but he felt
way of thinking was right. Then he was thankful, for such is not the fortune of every
giVen by the French commander the name of human being-but how about the miners in
·vouverture, which "!l".eans in English the the Hocking 'valley, who work for ninety
=opening. At that time commenced a real cents a day? how about the negro in the
.strife, but Touissant was eq1~al to all emer- Southern saw-mill, who works for seventy-five
gencies, and with his men took twenty-eight cents to $1 a day, who hardly ever sees anySpanish batteries in four days and finally thing on his table but hog and hominy?
conquered the English forces. Then came Don't you think he, too, likes turkey? Oh,
trouble between the mulattoes and the pure it is not for him, is it? Yes, but then why
blacks. This, also, he settled, and in 1801 does not Mr. Cleveland appoint a thanksTouissant L'Ouverture became emperor of the giving day for the rich and wealthy?
island.
A constitution was prepared in
Does it not seem like ghoulish spite to tell
which he was .declared presidimt for life, and this to a poor woman, sewing garters for $1.25
a system of free trade was established.
per gross, taking about a week to make two
Bonaparte, proud and imperious, who at gross? Yes, indeed, she might be thankful,
that time was first consul of France, regarded having three or four children to support on
Touissant as but a slave who had revolted $2.50 per week! Or how about those poor
and led others to revolt, and resolved on women who sew overalls for sixty cents a
his punishment. War vessels and soldiers dozen, or wrappers for fifty cents per dozen?
came again to Hayti, but the island could not 0 you great and kind father !-yes, indeed,
be conquered while its brave president re- we ought to be thankful, at least, that you
mained thereon. So, one night ·he wa~ s~ij!:ed ,y;ave us bfait!s to unqerst&nd ·rour Qwn

actions, for otherwise, indeed, we might believe you better than you are, if you really
exist. Glorious day-Thanksgiving day!relic of the Middle Ages-well intended to
quiet down the rebelling minds of the crying
mass of l;mmanity.
Why, then, this farce ? If we all know it
is pure hypocrisy to hav such a day, why,
then, not abolish it? What is it the business
of the president whether I thank God for
what I received during the year or remain
silent in ingratitude ? I should not object if
the United States government would send
into the house of every citizen a turkey,
roasted and stuffed, including all the other
little dainties that fill the tables of the
wealthy and proud. I would not object, if the
times were such that the people had real
cause to be thankful, that the government
should order a day. of universal enjoyment
and thanksgiving-thanksgiving not to a
heavenly father, but to the prudent and economical government that had caused such a
state of things. Till then, away with what
every honest man and womim must call a
FRED. L. HoFFMAN.
national farce!
Waltham, Jfa8s.

Correspondence.
GmEON, KAN., Nov. 21, 1888.
DEAR Mrss WIXON: I thought I would
.write you a letter after so long a time. I am
a boy thirteen years of age and liv on a farm.
My grandfather has taken THE 'fnuTa SEEKER
for nine years. I go to school every winter,
but I am not going to school now, for my
grandfather is sick with the malarial fever.
I will close for this time, hoping to see
this in print.
Your friend, as ever, HENRY WATKINs.
CASTROVILLE, Txx., Nov. 20, 1888.
DEAR Mrss WIXON: As I do not see any
letters from this part of the world, I will pen
you a few lines. I am a constant readPr of
THE TR1JTH SEEKER. I am not a subscriber,
but a kind friend loans me his TRUTH SEEKER
and lnvestiuato1·, which I enjoy reading very
much. I hav a large family and do not hav
much time to read, but I always find time to
read all Liberal papers and books that I can
get. · There are not many Liberals in this
country-most are Catholics here-and we few
Liberals do not hav a host of callers. The
Christians here, I think, carry·tlieir religion
too far. In the last election,- NQ,fllruber '6th,
mv husband was supporting; a·,.~n for the
office of sheriff ; the man's' fa"mily are all
good Catholics, though he does not attend
·church himself. And these Christian idiots
could not find any fault bad enough to bring
against him only that he was supported by
my husband, and all they had against my
husband was that he was an Atheist. And
no Atheist, they said, ought to be allowed to
hold an office or work in an office. They
could not call him dishonest. He was not
religious. But for all that an Atheist now
has· full control of the sheriff's office here, and
they are eagerly watching to see how he will
treat the Christians. They will be treated
the same way that he has always treated
them the last eight years that he has worked
in the office of sheriff and collector.
I sent for and recdved a volume of Father
Hacker's papers, and Mr. White, a friend,
bound them, and now I hav a beautiful volume of the Pleasure Boat which the children
take great pleasure in reading. It is full of
useful reading. I think all Liberals ought to
s3nd for a volume. Nothing is nicer for a
present for children than Liberal books and
papers. I wish you all the joy this world
affords for your kindness and nobleness of
heart.
With best wishes for the Corner,
MRS. M. I. GALBREATH.
J. W., the generous friend who has sent us
two barrels of apples, finer fruit than any
that ever grew in paradise, and a barrel of
vegetables, will please accept our thanks for
his great kindness. The beautiful fruit and
vegetables show that they hav dev·eloped
under the care and culture of broad and
wholesome Freethought, and hence are without flaw or blemish. No one has more loyal
or truer friends than the editor of the Corner.
May they allliv long and prosper.-En. C. C.

A Dog's Suici<le.

Time passed on, and Bon became more
intelligent with every year that added to his
age. But at last old age came, his coat lost
the gloss of- which his master had been so
proud, his eyes became dim, his teeth to the
last one 'fell out or decayed away. In the
olden time Bon's ..~aster would hardly ~it
dow·n to dinner unless hia pet was curled up
on the rug in the dining-room. Now all this
was changed. Bon's uninviting appearance
caused him to get much less petting than
usual. One day, while the family were at
dinner, the old dog entered and approached
the master's chair, but instead of being
greeted with some word of endearment, he
was ordered out of the room.
That evening he could not tJe found. On
search being made, his body was discovered
in the water, near the house. He committed
suicide very systematically, so said those who
were looldng on at the time. Having reached
the landwasb, he waded outward tiH the
water reached above his back, and there he
remained till the rising tide came in, and inch
by inch crept upward, until the last vestige
of him had disappeared from the onlookers
on the shore.

llome Instruction.
A little five-year-old girl who lives in northwest Baltimore, the pride of a jolly papa and
a devoted mamma, was sent to a kindergarten
the other day. It was her first experience at
school, but her composure was remarkable
under the circumstances. The teacher asked
her what she had been taught at home, and
she replied :
"I tan tin g."
" What can you sing?" inquired the
teacher.
"Oh, lots l My mamma and papa make
me ting lots of hymns."
"Then let us hear one," said the teacher.
The five-year-old didn't hesitate a minute,
but began as follows:
If a body meet a body
Tramping through the snow,
There are no flies on Gallagher
Because he let ~hem go.
The teacher was dumfounded. On inquiry
she found that while the mamma tried hard
to teach her offspring such melodies as
"Beulah Land," the wicked papa's instruc
tion proved more effectiv.

Wbat the Little Ours Are Saying.
Tommy: "My·father is a church-member "
Johnny: "So's mine." Tommy: "But my
father says your papa ain't, 'cos he don't
never come to church, nor put nothin' in the
collection box." Johnny (bravely): ''Well,
my papa is an honorary member, and honorary members don't chip in."
A little girl was walkinh the other day
with her governess. They met a man with
a club-foot, at whom the child looked a little
wonderingly as he passed, and then laughed.
"You must not laugh at him," said the governess. " Why not?" · "God made that
man." " Humph !" said the child, " it must
hav been the first man he made!"
A little daughter of a family on Alfred
street was teasing her mother, who at last
said, hastily : "Do be patient, child. Be
patient." "I don't want to," retorted the
little girl; "that's what they put in the ambulance."

The

Twenti~th

Century

Contains th" Sunday addresses of Hugh 0. Pentecost, New York's famous Agnost-ic and social
economist, besides other interesting mat.ter.
Issu"ed weekly. AnnuaJ·subscription U. Sample
copies sent on application. Address the publisher,
FRED. C. LEUBUSOEER,
38 Park Row, New York City.

Miss Wixon's Works.
All in a Lifetimr-. A Liberal Romance.
12mo, 300pp,, $1.50.

Applf'S of Gold.

And Other Stories

for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 3S3pp,, $1.25.
A subscriber at Bank Head, Bay St. George,
Newfoundland, writes as follows : "A friend Story Hour. An Exceptionally HandEome and Interesting Boolr, Without Superstiof mine had a dog whose name was Bon.
tion, for Cbildren aud Youth. The Only Free·
Bon was a great pet with his master, who
thinkers' Children's Story-Book ever issued.
taught him tricks, among others teaching
66 full-page illmtrat.iona and ~5 smaUer; large
him to count. "Count eleven, Bon,"· his
type, heavy, toned paper, bmad margins, illustrated covers; 4to, 221pp., boards, $1.
master commanded, and Bon obediently
nodded his head eleven times. No matter These books are particularly suitable for
what number he was asked to count, he
IIOLIDA Y GIFTS.
never made a mistake. On one oecasion his
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
sagacity was the means of saving a life. A
28 LafaYette Pl., New York.
man had fallen through the ice, and as no
T H E R 0 Y A L S E 11 •
person could get near enough to render him
assistance, Bon's master sent him to the man
2 Cuff Buttons; 2 Collar Buttons, 1 front and 1
with a rope which he managed to tie around ¥oin~er, for keeping scarf in place. Send 25 cents
.
'
.
m co1n P+ stamps for sample to
his body; by th.Is mGa!!s h(} wp,s prought j
...
: ·.
.
w. H. BARTON,
safely to tl~e shore,
.
·
~36 W.l6th st., ])J"ew "fork,
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IDA.HO.

IHOUGH.Ts ON SCIENCE, THE
OLOG Y, A.~D ETHICS.
BY JoHN WILSoN, M.A.
The object of the book, as expressed in the preface. is to giv a correct sketch o! the mr.in lines of
modern. ttwught in small compass, and in ian·
guage s1mple enough to be ea>llY understood. In
other words, 1t is a condensation of more voluminous wnters, and clas•itication of their definitions
of science, theology, and ethics, and a statement
of what belongs to each. .A.s a text-book to clear
thinking and Jog-ical reasoning, and a guide in
forming 8cient1fic conclusions, this book is invaluable. The Lite1·ary Gutde ranks it as "one of
the foremost w· •rks of tile prt>sent century;" while
the Freetldnlcer, in "heartily recommending it"
as" Simple ~>nd lucid in style, correc.t in thought,
and ample in information,'' decl .. res that it "i•
just the thing to put in the hands of a plain man
who desires the best ideas on evolution in relation
to science and ethics in a moderate compass."
Price, $1; address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

fhe .Agnostic Annual: 1889.

A.. Erwin, Murray.
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Post-office News Co., 103 Adams st., Chicago.
E. A. l:ltevens, 241 Washington Boulevard,
CoNTENTs.-Mr. Gladstone and Colonel IngerChicago.
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Agnosticism, .Ill. LYnn Lmton; The Sublimity of
Nature, Oharles Watts; Immortality: A Poem,
W. Stewart Ross (Saladin); Science and its De·
tractors; John Wilson, M.A.; Agnostioism among
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POINTERS:·
A POCKET CYCLOPEDIA,

Sunday and the

~·abbatll.

"A

law

regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The }'alse Teaching of the Chris
tian Church. " The Thirty-nine
Articles of the Christian church are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think

of· a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or try1ng to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one against the Colorado
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism:.Is It a Faith or a Fact~
Price, 5 cents.
Do Yon Love Jesus 1 Price, 5 cents.
Is Liberalism .M.ot~al1 Price, 5 cents.
'l'emperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
The .Brute God of the Old Testament.
Priee, 5 cents.
.
1'he Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.
A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eckhard,-treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has publilfued

THE NINE DEMANDS

in a more attractiv form than any in which they
hav previously appeared. At the head of an engraving on -heavy·pJate paper, 24x19 inches, are
the cabinet-sized likenesses of. JEFFERSO~,
WASHINGTON, and PAINE, the Fathers of our
Republic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
JOHN ADAMS, and between these two are
printed the Nine Demands of the Amer10an Secular Union in conspicuous type. .A.t the foot. are
LAFAYETTE GIRARD, and INGERSOLL,
making eight likenesses in all. Inscribed beneath each portrait is some radical sentiment
Ll(lUO.R DRINIUNG
quoted from the author pictured over it. In the
spaee between the portraits and around them are
arabesques of vines and fiowera in profusion, and
the Panel ipclosing the Nine Demands is surmounted on each corner by Mr. Eckhard•s design
of the Jlag above the cross. The whole makes an
exceedingly handsome work for framing. The
artistic part is equal to the best, and the portraits
BY E. 0. WALKER.
are as true to nature as the photographs from
they were transferred. The design will be
This is a companion book to Remsburg's "Bible which
sent postpaid by mail for $1 by
Morals." 48 pages; price 10 cents.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Place, NE>w York.
28 LafaYette Place, New York.

BiDle Temperance:

Commended, Defended, and Enjoined
by the Bible.

SAKYA BUDDHA.
A Versified, Annotated Narrativ·ofhis Life and
'l'eachings.

LOVE VENTURES.
A Novel wltll an Amda"\'lt,
BY HARRY JULIAN.

With Citations from Buddha's "Path of
16 Full-page French-..t1.1't IllustraVirtue."

tions.

BY E. D. ROOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this Beautifully Illustr·ated Covers. Paper, 12mo, 226
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
·
pp., 25 cents; Boards, 50 cents.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
A lively narrativ of adventures in a country of
schools in Oeylon. The "Banner of Light,"
"Religio.Philosophical Journal," and many Spirit- Arcadian simplicit;v and general delightfulness.ualist papers and lecturers hav spoken highly of [N. Y. Evemng M.arl.
A story of life on islands of coral, fruit-trees,
the book.
.and cockatoos, where all the nativ men are
Extra Cloth, 175 pp., $1.
Apollos and the women dreams of beauty,-(N. Y.
Times.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
Life on the Islands of Koro-kama and Lanna,go Ia-" Summer isles of Eden lying in dim purple
spheres of sea "-surrounded by beckoning palmMIRACLES
trees, foamy cascades, bread-fruit, cocoan uta,
pineapples, figs, bananas; bathing in the surf on
AliiD
shiniu g sands, basking on shores of eternal summer, attending moonlight banquets, and seeing
the peculiar dan~e called Ka-ln-lah-no more to
do.than the president of a life insurance company
By JOHN PECK.
-seems very allm·ing to the careworn, overworked
American of to-day.-Critical Review.
" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
within the realm of the possible is no miracle.••
28 LafaYette PJ •• NewYork,

MIRACLE WORKERS.

Price, 10 cents. Per dozen; 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

TEXA.8.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwlck. Norse.
H. S. Kratz, 306 Houston !lt., Fort Worth.

1.4. K. Washburu~s lVorks.
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THE

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
.A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERS.A.L
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.
It is reallY a remarkable book, in which univer·
sal history is "boiled" down" with surprising
skill.-[Literary World.
You turn over his pages with a fascination similar to that experienced in reading Washington
Irvin g.-[In ter-Ocean.
Eis history has a continuity, a rash, a carrying
power, which reminds us strikingly of Gibbon ·
[New Haven Palladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writ·
in g. He has a style that reminds us of Macaulav.
-[Penn Monthly.
•
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, 543pp., $1. 75.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 LafaYette Pl., New York.

COL. INGERSOLL'S TRIBUTES.

THE

Bi~le of Nature,

We.:chful Watch-Buyers Will Want
W~TTSTElN'S

WE:r..I.-G0lNCt, WABBAN'l'ED WA'!OBES.
IT nequaled in qualitY and prica. Everyone
carefullY examined before shipment, sent prepaid
with guarantee.
BEST AMERICAN STEM-WINDERS:
3 Ounce Silverine Case: 7 iewels,$8; 11 jewehi, $9.50;
15 jewels, $12.50; do., adjusted, $16.50. In 3 ounce
coin silv~r case, $3 more; 4 ounce, t4 more; 4 ounce
patent Dust.• proof, $>more. In open face. patent
dust-proof filled gold cases, $16; 11 jewels, $1.50
more; 15 jewels, t4.50 more; do., adiusted f8 56
more. In hinged back cases, glass inside cap, $2
more; do., gold cap, $4 more. Extra. fine, arll<tlC
chased, very rare. in hunting or open face, $32 to
$40. A 11 filled cases accompanied by manufacturer'S
guarantee for 20 years.
THE CELEBRATED "OTTO WETTSTEIN " WATOII :
All modern improvements-a perfect watch-in
S1lverlne case, $19 50; in 3 ounce Silver case, $22.50;
4 ounGe, $23 50; 5 ounce, $25; 6 ounce, $"7 (no better
•old elsewhere for $40). In open-face, screw-filled,
Gold case. $27; do., binll"P<l, gold cap, $31; do.i
hunting. $33; do., Lnuis X£V style·, $35. In Specia
artistic cases, M to $10 more. In 14k Solid Gold
cas~a.l50 to $100
L~dies' Best Fllled, $18, >20 to
l26; 14k Solid Gold, $28,$30, !32, $34,$40,$50 to $150;
latter cases set richly wnh jewels.
DIAMONDS:
I am an expert in· this line and guarantee my
>roods below regular market Price.· Rings. Pins,
Ea1 drops, Studs, etc., worth $35. for $25; ~70 for
$50; $100 for $75; $200 for $lEO; $500 for $375. All
sent subject to approval, and casll refn uded if not
striat.ly as represented. Rings and Emblems of
all kinCis a Specialty. Chains and Jewelry of al!
kinds.. Beleet from any catalog, order of me and:
save money.
SUNDRIES:
Best Spectacles, $1 (send line of finest Print ron
can read 14 inchew from e>e•) Razor, n; best, ~2.
Best Triple·Dlated Knives. $1.75 per 6. Forks, $1 75
per 6 Tea Spoons. $1 70 per 6 Table Spoons, 13 40
Per 6. Solid Silver Spoons, $1,60 Per onu ce, marked.
S1lver Thimbles, 35 cents. Set Best Vwliu Strings,
50 cents; Guit~tr Strings, 75 ctmts. Elegant 8 Day
Alarm Clock, $4 50, worth $6 Largest A.! hums, in
plush and leather, $1, $2, $3, $5, ~.7, $10. Send to me
and save money.
OTTO WETTSTEIN. Rochelle, Ill.
1\fy Popular FBEETBOUGTIT BADGES : $2, $2 75, $3,
$3 50, l4, $4 50, $6, $8, $10, $12.50, $!5, $20,$25, $40, and
f6a. All Bohd Gold.

HOW TO

Strengthen the Memory,
on,
NATURAL .A.ND SCIENTIFIC METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
The New Haven Pallaatum says : "The chapter
on 'How to Learn a New Language' is of remarkable interest."
The Boston Post says : "This book actually
shows us how tc keep our memories in good working condition and repair them when out of order."
8otence (high authority) says: "We hav tried the
methods of association advised in this book on
several persona, and found them most excellent."
Price by mall $1.

Parturition Without Pain.
BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M.D . .
God.e:ll's Lallli'B Boolc says : " We giv our cordial

approbation to this work. The information it
contains is most imPortant, and, we are fully con.
vinced, reliable." Price by mail, $1.
·

SEXUAL. PHYSIOLOCY
AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN
Carefully revised edition, with 111 illustrations.
The most perfect book for men and women ever
published. 150,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. Illustrated catalog free.

Marriage and Parentage ..
Sanitary and Physiologrcal Relations,
In Their
and in Their Bearing on the Producing
of Children of Finer Health and
Greater Ability.
BY M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D.
The ScienttiiC American SaYS : " Books on this
subject are usually written by cranks, but this is
radically different; it is scientific, sober, clean,
and worthy of conscientious consideration by every possible parent, &nd particularly by the
young." $1.
. .
Address THE TRUTH BEE'KEB Co.,
.
28 Lafayette Place, New York;
IN THE SELECTION <?F

OR, THE

A CHOICE CIFT

Principles of Secularism.

For Pastor, Parent., Teacher, Child, or
Friend, both elegance and usefulness will be found
combined in a copy of Webster's Unabridged.

A CONTRIBUTION to the RELIGIO.N
of the FUTURE.
BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
Author of ".T\!e Sedr!)t ~f the East, or the Origin
of the Chr1st1an Rehgwn and t h~ Significance
of its Rise and Decline," "Physical Education, or the Health-Laws of Nat
ure,.• "Household Remedies," "The
Poison Problem, or the Cause
and the Cure of Intemper-

ance,"

e~&o.,,

etc.

~elix

L. Os:wal4 is a well-kpown and vigorous
tJo~~rG~eftC:~nttfic and soe1al subjects.-[Cin.

Cloth, lllmo, 240pp., $1.
REDUCED IN PRICE.
OONTAINING
We
hav
made
arrangements
whereby
we
cs:n
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
Tables, Rules, Practical Hints, and Historical
Sketches, for Fa,rmera, Mechanics. Machinists, offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. In>rerMerchants, Housekeepers, and the Public Gener- soll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavY toned paper, 18x22 inches,illnmi·
THE
ally, with
nated border, large clear type, suitable for framNumerous Maps, lllustrations, ana :Ciagra.ms ing. The titles are:
Illustrating some of the more Important ComparThe Vision of War•.
ativ Btati~tics of the World.
. DISCUSSION.
The Grant Banquet Toast.
Mora Information· for Less Money than has
ever been offered.
FAITH OR AGNOSTICISM?
The price of these heretofore bas been 50cts. We
offer them at FIFTEEN CENTS EACH : 'fHE
ONLY TWENrYFIVE CENTS
·-oTWO fj'ORT\VENTY-FIVE OTS. M~tile<lsE~cnre
For $50 worth of" Cold F'ots "hniled down in a from
Two Letters from Dr. Fif.'ld, D.D .. editor of the
breakage. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Nutshell.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
PresbYterian Evanyelln. to Colonel Ingersoll, and
two Replies thereto. Dr. Field is one of the exceedingly few Christians who havopposed Colonel
Ingersoll
kindly and co·urteoua!y, and the Great
The Career of Jesus Christ.
Agnostic bas used him accordingly. Dr. Field's
arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
Au Expo'lition of the True Meaning of this Character as describe<! in the New Teotament. By Mil·
ton Woolley, l\I.D., author of "Hebrew MrtholTHE ONL_Y AUTHORIZED EDITION.
QI!:Y•
Paper, 8vo,25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Price, 50 cents _in paper; $1.00 in cloth.

FIELD ·INGERSOLl

Besides many other valuable features, it contains

A Dictionary
A Gazetteer of the World
locating and describing 25,000 Places,
A Biographical Dictionary
of nearly 10,000 Noted Persons,
A Dictionary of Fiction
found only m Webster,
All in One Book.
of 118,000 Words, 3000 Engravings,

more Words and nearly 2000 more Illus·
trations than any other Ame~ican Dictionary.
\\ Sold by all Booksellers. Pamphlet free.
G. & C. MERRIAM & CO., Pnb'rs,Springfield, Maso.

3000

New Ed!tion, Revised and Enlar~red.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER,
Introduction by
·
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Pri0e, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

The Tra!UJ Supplied at Spedal Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
.
28 LafaYette Place, New York.
Photo-engravin_11s of Misli Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40o.; with autonaph, 50 eta.
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IJotfrg.
The Cannibal Maid and the LoveSick Missionary.
Jl'rom tlle Clltcago Hail.

A cannibal maiden loved too well
A missionary good,
And he loved her, but dare not tell
His love-for thus it stood :
A cannibal she and a clergyman he,
And their creeds were wide apart ;
And how could he take, for sentiment's sake,
A cannibal to his heart 1
Oh, •twas a problem vexing, very,
11'or the cannibal ma.id and the missionaryIndeed H was.
Bd the cannibal maiden's love grew bold,
11'or she was a simple thine ;
And thus her love to her love she told :
" Oh, marry me I Be my king !
For I love you, my sweet, well enough-Oh, to eat I
•Tis a terrible· thing, I know;
But I must be your bride, or encompass you
friedOh, I must, for I love you so!"
Ob, •twas a problem vexing, very,
To the nia.id, but more to the missionaryIndeed U was.

He looked in the depths of her dark-brown eyes,
With their wealth of love and trust,
And he cried, in the flush of a glad surprise :
" A.h, well, if I must, I must ! '
They were wed on that day; for •tis ever the way
That passion must conquer creed,
And a happier pair it's remarkably rare
To discover-it is indeed I
And so 'twas settled nicely, very,
11'or the cannibal maid and the missionaryIndeed it was.

Lurid Hymns.
From the Chrisl14n

Regi~ter.

The New York Independent, in a recent
issue, in a notice of Mrs. Deland's stri.king
book, "John Ward," fell into two or three
inaccuracies. It describes Mrs. Deland as a
Unitarian, and regards her as a child of New
England, when the fact is that this lady was_
born in Pennsylvania and grew up under the
influence of a Presbyterianism which is powerfully described in her book. But the Independtnt goes further, and ventures to assert
th11t the hymn,
MY thoughts pn awful subjects roll,
has not been sung in any church within the
recollection of anyone not over seventy years
of age, and that the author took it from some
"Unitarian anthology-of eocploded horrors."
Unitarianism has indeed done a good deal
to explode the horrors of which the Independent speaks; and we rejoice that, largely
through its influence, such horrors, metrical
or sermonic, are becoming rarer than ever.
We are especially glad that our contemporary
is willing that this monstrous bt>lief should
die out, even if it does not feel called upon·to
contribute to its extinction. Nevertheless, it
must be said in support of Mrs. Deland, that
she does not need to go back a hundred years
to :find hymns as lurid and horrible as that
which Alfat:etta is described as singing. This
very summer a lady attended an orthodox
church not many miles from Boston. The
sermon was on "Hell," and the text, "Where
their worm dieth not, and the fire is not
quenched." In the course of the service the
following hymn was sung:
BELL.

" Hell!'' 'Tis a word of dreadful sound ;
It chills the heart and shooks the ear ;
It spreads a sickly damp around,
And makes the guilty quake with fear.
11'ar from the utmost verge of day
Its fr;ehtfnl gloomy region lies;
11'ierce flames amid the darkness play,
And thick, sulphurous vapors rise.
The breath of God, his angry breath,
Still fans and still supplies the fire.
Here sinnt>rs taste the second death,
Long~nll to die, but can't expire.
Conscience, the never-dying worm,
With constant torture enaws the heart;
And wo~ 8.nd death in every form
Inflau\e· the wounds, increase the smart.
The wre~hes rave, o'frwhelmed with woe,
And bite their ever!alting chains ;
But with their rage their torments erow;
Resentment but auements their pains.
Bad wotl(!, \ndeed I What heart can bear
Hopeleiit!-tn all the11e pains to lie,
Baoked:With vexation, grief, despair,
And, e'l'er· dying, never die'
Lord, sli;~·a euilty soul from hell,
Who lieilks thy Jlard'ning, cleansing blood.
Oh, let mEiJn thy kinedom dwell,
To pr~my savior and my God.
At the dose of the service, the lady went
to the sexton and purchased a copy of the
hymn-book, which proved to be a "SelP.ction
of Seven Hundred Evangelical Hymns," by
John Dobell, the motto, "None but Christ."
The following verses are taken from the same
volume:

In va.in for mercy now they cry.
heard of the late Lord Jesus Christ,.and his W. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
In lakes of liquid fire they lie,
new dispensation.
There on the flaming billows tosaed,
The Conft.ict between Christianity
Forever, oh, forever lost I
Church Exemp1ions.
and Civilization.
But saints, undaunted and serene,
From the Toronto Labo1• RPJOI'nter.
Your eyes shall view the dreadful scene.
The Rev. Mr. Bates, pastor of the College PRICE,
- - - - - 15 CENTS.
Your savior !iva, the worlds expire,
street Baptist church, according to the Globe,
Your treatment of the "Conflict" is excellent.
And earths and skies dissolve in :fire.
-Ha.rr;v Hoover.
made a statement last Sunday of the position ·
__
The following, in which the judgment is of that important body on the question of the
LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
described, is as bad as anything that Watts ·exemption of churches from taxation. The
PRICE, 11> CENTS.
ever achieved :
reverend gentleman is reported as saying:
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
JUDGMENT.
disoourae.-J ames Parton.
" Baptists hold that church and state are, or
1 am much pleased with your address, and will
Lo, he comes arrayed in vengeance,
d t of one notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
. I · d
Riding down the heavenly road.
ht
t
b
t
oug
o e, en Ire Y ID epen en
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 pages. It is a very
Floods of fury roll before him,
another. The church can stand alone. We able pal" r, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Who can meet an angry God 1
would force religion on no one, believing that Age.
__
Tremble, sinners.
Who can st•nd before his rod 1
in this perfect freedom of action lies one of
ANTI-PROHIBITION.
its greatest attractions. We hold, moreover,
PRICE 20 CENTS.
Now, despisers,- look and wonder;
Hear the dreadful sound, "Depart,"
that this view accords with scripture. The· ; The. number of he,ads under· which you hav
Rattling like a peal of thunder
use of the Bible in schools we would make : ; di;Vi4;led ~he subject ~attet; of the pamphl~t, at. d
the conc1se manner lD which each pmnt IS dis.
Through each guilt-y rebel's heart.
purely voluntary, and, where so voluntanly cussed, should be highly commended. Therefore
Lost foretlfl"•
adopted
we
would
urge
the
use
of
the
book
I
t.akll jp·eat pleasure i~ recl!mmending "AntiHope and sinners here must part.
'
.
ProhibitlOn "to the consideration of every person
not
a
compendium
of
selectiOns
culled
who
is interested, not only in the cause of temperitself,
Still they hear the awful sentence,
from it. The very same underlies church ance, but in the principles of self-goverJtment.Hell resounds ·the dreadful roar.
•
J'. J.McOabe.
While their heart-strings tune with anll'llish,
exemption. If we deny the state's authority
'J'HE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
Trembling on the buming shore.
over the church, so must we also be careful
Justice seals it.
to accept no state favor for the church.
Down they sink to rise ro more.
Exemption is unquestionably one of these,
How they shrink, with horror viewing
because it increases the secular taxes and
BY L. K. WASHBURN.
Hell's deep caverns opening wide,
unjustly burdens many who hav or take no
Guilty thoughts, like ghosts pursuing,
-.. Let the Christian be held to fa ts, and obliged
Plunge them down the rolling tide.
interest in religious affairs. Thus it is that an to tell the truth, and his lips would be dumb.
never was such a place as the Garden of
Now consider,
increasing number, especially of the poorer There
Eden; never such an individual as the devil.
Ye who scorned the lamb that died.
classes, hav come to regard the churches as There is no such place as bell. There never was a
We should not hav thought it worth while their enemies and oppressors." We are Christ, and no atonement made, for there was no
necessit;v of any being made. If there was no
to reprint these heathenish hymns if the pleased to read such broad and genuinly lib- such thmg as faith, Christianity could not make
a
convert on earth. If ministers were obliged to
Independent had not so boldly declared that eral sentiments. The exemption of churches furni~h
the proof of their statements, there would
they were not in use. We hav felt, therefore, from taxation by law is almost the last linger- be no prea.Ching."
Price 10 cents; 75 cents per dozen.
obliged to inform·our contempoi:ary what is ing of the connection of church and state in
going on in the den_omination over which it this province at any rate, and the sooner this
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
assumes to preside. To be sure, our contem- link is broken the better for both. The union
porary may claim that no one really believes of church and state has ever been inimical to
these hymns who sings them. But this, in the best interests of both ; political freedom
our estimation, furnishes a strong reason why was impossible while it existed, and true
A RADICAL ROMANCE.
they should be left out of the hymn-books religion suffered greatly. from the ill-omened
By WILLIAM McDONNELL,
they _disfigure. In England, the London alliance.
:'Authar of "Exeter Hall," " Heathenp of the
Ohri&tian World has lately been obliged to
· ·· Heath," "Family Creeds," "BeauAside, ho~ever, altogether from the danger
point out the hymns of a similar character which must ever be to both civil liberty and
tiful Snow," etc., etc.
which inflame a new edition of the "Congre- religious truth while any connection between
The story is used by the author to teach Freegational Hymnal." We wish that the Inde- church and state exists, the exempting of thought,
to remove superstition from the minds
pendent might also speak out with something church property by law from taxation is of those who would not read a polemical eseay.
and to urge facts against the various churches,
of the old-time boldness of its J:ohnson- wholly unjust and inexcu~able. It .cannot be believing which their supporters will desert thf'm,
Beecher days against similar caricatures of defended on any principle of justice or good The book is an argument as well as a novel, but
the serious predicaments of the hero are skilfully
Christianity on this side of the water.
policy. It is simply compelling one man to . used•to lure the reader along, and to induce him
; to.ta.k~·the an~idote to theological P!!isoningw~th
help support anothel' man's religion, a propo- ·out,knowing 1t. Mr. McDonnell wnt·es effect1vly
Traducing God.
sition so manifestly unjust that the wonder is ·and convincingly, and always braces his romances
with facts on one side and figures on the other.
Jl'rom the Marlboro, Mass,, Times.
that the public conscience has not long ago Those who hav read his previous works need not
be advised to purchase this they will probably do
The arrogant, conceited, and egotistical revolted against it.
so at once.
little self-styled servant of God, who is most
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 75 cents.
fully impressed with the idea that the sanctity.
The
"Uncle
Tom's
Cabin"
of
the
of the Sabbath has been placed in his especial
Industrial Slavery of To-Day.
care and keeping, got off a diatribe on SunA NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.
day newspapers, a week ago last Sunday, in
Preface
by R. G. INGERSOLL
which he laid down this dictum:
B.v the purchase of the Sunday newspaper the
For Her Daily Bread Is the st.ory of two young
girls and a younger brother who were left parentbuyer becomes a party t() the co'ntroversy on the
ass, with little monev, fair education, and much
side against God. If any of us hav been on the
courage, to make their way through the world by
wrong sitle of t-his controversy, we cannot _get on
going to Chicago. The antlloris also the heroin.
the other side too quickly, But some will say, Why,
The narrativ is, in the main. a history of a workBy Edward Bellamy,
we
girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
members of the church buy Sunday newspapers.
bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
That does not make it right. Churoh-members Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc. among
and
disreputable hypocrits. It is just such a story
Vital, inspiring, hopeful, convinoing.-[Lilerary
may be on the wrong side of this controversy.
of human life as we should expect Colonel lnl!"erWorld.
Church-members may be a comfort unto sinners.
This astonishinll bo!lk, how it haunts one, soll to be interested In; and whatever he admires
Surely they are on the side a2ainst God when like a grown-up "Alice in Wonderland I" The and· appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
rest of the world Price 25 cents.
they patronize Sunday newspapers.
mind folio\\ a entranced.-[Boaton Gazette.
· 'of the
.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
It is a thought-breeding book, and all who are .
That is, no church-member who disagrees free to receive new light will find in it satisfaction
with him can possibly be right. Now, how and inspiration.-[New York Tribune.
:AN 0 UTLINE OF THE
The appeal is always made to a man's reason,
much more does this opinionated vaporer and to his noblest sentiments : never to his sel·
Post.
know about God than the rest of us? He flshness.-[Boston
A glowing prophecy and a gospal of peace,.
has never seen him, nor heard from him in where the pleasures of this world are free to all,
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.
but no.t enslave.-[The Nation,
any other way than the rest of us, and he is toAcheer
suggestion of a really practicable and feasi·
By W. S. BELL.
no better qualified to tell which side of any ble social state ereatly in advance of the prese»t. I•·
romantic narrativ is.rich in its forecast of:
Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
controversy God in on than we are. For all The
·
actual possibilities.-[ Boston Traveler.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
he knows they may hav Sunday newspapers
12mo, cloth, $1.50; paper, 50o.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
in heaven, and the God he claims is down on
Sunday newspapers may hav. been reading
some celestial Globe or Herald at the very
moment his alleged servant was claiming that
he disapproved of Sunday publications. You A. concise account of the Christian Religion, and
of all the Prominent Religions
see, it is always S!lbbath up there, according
before and since ChrisA thorough and overwhelming repl.Y to the New
tianity.
to some authorities, and if they hav newsWith elaborate index.
York Observer's slanderous attacks
papers at all they would hav to be of the
By HALSEY R. STEVENS.
upon the Author-Hero of the AmerSunday variety. And really it does seem. as
A popularized account of Oriental relill:fons,
ican Revolution. Containing
though they would be obliged to hav the with many apt quotations from the sacred books
both the slanden and
papers up there. How else can they ever of the East. Nowhere else can so much knowledge of what is generallY unknown be obtained
their refutation.
get through the long, long, weary day, with in such compact form.-[Literary Review.
-onothing to do but twa»g away on a·harp and
Extra cloth, 19mo, 441 pp., $1.50.
BV ROBERT G. INGERSOLL
sing the praises of God? Of course, they
Address TIJE TRUTH BEEKER-;
-owouldn't hav such papers as we hav-over in
The New York Observer (Presbyterian) having
hades they would get burnt up before it was
THE STRUGGLE
rejlently reissued its assault upon the memory of
•Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated every
possible to read them-but they might hav
J'OB
where in vindication.
some kind of a spiritual _sheet suited to their
1
TOGETHER WITH
spiri~ual condition.
which the author shows the repeated attempts A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD
But this man says he knows God is op- ofIn
men of every age to acquire 2reater political
posed to Sunday newspapers, because in the liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very founda- A Fabricated Account of a Scene at the Death
tion of the religion of ever_y a_ge; dwelling at
:fifteenth chapter of Numbers is the story of a length
bed of Thomas Paine.
upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailman who gathered sticks on the 8abbath day, ing the aoooun t of slavery in this ooun try, calls
BY
W. H. BURR.
the attention of thinking men and women to the
and the Lord commanded Moses to hav him position of womankind in America. ThroughotiJj." This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine•
the
work
is
replete
with
astoundinf
facts
ana
taken outside the camp and stoned to death.
weighty arguments which cannot fai to interest dying moments attributed to :Qishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its prinoi
Sounds queer to hear an evangelical minis- the minds of this age.
pal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible tha
By THEO. 0. SPENCER.
ter in this year of grace quoting the old
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
Cloth, 19mo., 1SSpp, price 75 oen ts.
Mosaic law as a rule of action for the present
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
time. Anybody might suppose he had never
28 Lafalette Place, New York.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
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ROMANTIC LOVE

BY

AND

PERSONAL BEAUTY.
TIIBIB
Development., Causal :&elations, Historic and
Na.t.ioua.l Peculiarities.
BY H NRY T. FINOK.
lmo., cloth, II. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER

'The Antiquity of Chris.tianity.

Robert G. Ingersoll,

PHILADELPHIA. LIBERAL LEAGUE 2o'i

IN Til&

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
Jl'OB

"B LA S PH E MY "
AT

MORRISTOWN,

'

NEW JERSEY.

Stenographically reported, and r6'Diaed by tae oothor.

By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks,
.

Popes, and Their Intrigues."
Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
Paper, 12mo, 61pp., cloth, 50 cents.
cents, or $2 per dozen.
Oontains testimonies of the early_Ohristian Fathe~ and others, and cases of striking simila.rity
In this a.rgument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
to Obristianity in many ancient religions.
• are in it. It is one of his greatest _Productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we
see
him as the splendid cha.mp10n of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
Bold a.t THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
and justice, hatred of tyranny and chains, sympathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his
courage and candor, hll!V in this Argument full scope of expression, and he makes grand use of the
..- - " - - - - - - - - - - - opportunity. Such a. Hood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriotism-is not often poured out in a court of justice.
The ma.nr_calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleading newspaper references.
.
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an address to a jury: statesmen and politiAND
cians a clear eXPosition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotill, and free men
and women ever:vwhere, a. Magna Oha.rta. of their r:!g!lts.
·
TWBLVB 0THBR DISOOUBSBS Oil' RBASON.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., liS Lafayette Place, New _York city.
l i,._
Brl 0. B. J.l'BOTHINGHAM.
A vigorous.thinker as eloquent as Theodore Parker.-[New BedfortfBtandard.
for
Deep thou~J:ht, thorough conviction, and great
For the benefit of our read·
abilitY.-[Phila Press.
ers who preserve their paperll
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Extra. cloth,•1llmo, ~pp., $1.
we offer a new style of bmder,
made for the purpose, and
'l'HE 'TRUTH SEEKER 00.
with the heading of THE
l'BuTH
S.EEKEB printed in
Price 10 cents.
go! d letters on the outside.
This
binder
allows the openAddreBB THB TRUTH BEEKD Oo:HPA!!Y.
inB of the papers perfectly fiat. It also allows the
taking· out and repla.oing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Sent by mail. postl!_a.i!k for «1.
AND
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
')TH&R BIOGRAPHIOA.L SKKTOHKB AND ESSAYs.
tf
28 Lafa.Ye\te Pl., New York.
OB,
BY 0HABLES BiiADLAUGH.
The Church of -Practical Religion.
With Portrait and Antobiography.
BY REPORTER.
Oharlea Bradla.ugh ha.a "A Few Words'' to sa.y
This is the history of an attempt to found a
"About the Devil."' Mr. Bradlaugh has a right to
AND
his "few words," and the devil will, we presume, church without superstition, and its success.
•t no very dist.nt da.¥. hav a. few words to say to Uncle Job SaWYer, the pastor, having established
Mr. Bradlaugh, a.nd will doubtless gei the best of his pulpit, .uses it to discuss all the vital questions
the argument•..,..[Ohioago Interior.
of human concern. religious, P0litica.l, and otherAN EXPOSE
Extra. cloth, gold ba.ok and side stamp, 12mo,
wise. The book is written in well-chosen ian·
260 pp., $1.16.
guage, and easily understood. There is just suffi- Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
bequest to Philadelphia. by the Ohristia.n
cient narranv a. bout it to interest the reader and
churches and Young Men's
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Ohriatia.n Associato his mind.
tion.
For sale at this office. Price, $1.00.
By RIOR. B, WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
Price $1.
Address THE TBUTH 8KEKEB.
A Memoir of Ohriatia~!~~e~xtra-OhristianExpe-
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THE SAFEST CREED,

THE NEW GOD.

BINDER

THE TRUTR SEEKER

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT THE DEVIL,

TRY•SQUARE;

GIRARD'S WILL

Girard College Theology.

ROME~

REASON

R Q M A N I S M,

By NATHANIEL RA:HSAY WATEBS.
OR
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
and Oatholioism, from the vantage-ground of an
DANCER AHEaD.
intimate personal experience with the two svstems. It deals the most tl'enohant blows which
pure logic is capable of in1licting.-[0ritical BeThe Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
view.
Oloth, 12mo, $1.711.
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
Address ·rHE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
this Republic.

BJ' A • .Y. GROVEJ,l.

Essonco of Holigion
B)' L. FElJERBt\.CH.
Translated from the Germa.n. Oloth, 12mo, 711pp.;
50 ots.
The·truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefQore immora.l.-B:ctract.
Address THB TBUTll SEEKER Oo.

Advancement 'a Soienoe
BY PROF. JOHN

TYNDALL.

Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.
Paper, 12mo, 105 pp., 25o.; cloth, 50o.
It is in many respects one of the most extrao.l'o
dinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. TribUne.

Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
&ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

NEW EDITION.

The Secret of the East,

in the suit of the

Bankers' &nd

"'erchant!il' Tele-

~;raph

CompanJ
against the

Westtn'7& Ut&ton Telegrr,ph Company

So many hav.a.sked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TBUT'R BEEKEB hs.s obtained a
aupply and oa.n mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

'BY FELIX .L. OSWALD.

·---------~-·

BY THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Single Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

THL CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection with tl:.e
Proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
ftaming arguments
will not leave nnm·
bers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a. separation."

Price, 40 cents.

For either of these works or any of Paine's
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.
writinKs,

VOLT !IRE'S ROMANCES
CONTENTS:
The White Bull : A Batirica.l Romance.- Zadig,
or Fa.te.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Ba.bylon.-The Man of Forty Crowns. The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Na.ture.-.MicromM:&B.
The World a.s it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Memnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
a.t.Bia.m.-~he Study of Na.ture.-A Conversation
W1th a Chmese.-Plato's Drea.m.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.
Handsome 12mo, 448 pages, laid paPer. With 67
engravings. Price1.cloth, beveled tioa.rds, $1.50j pa.
per covers, $1. H11.u calf or half morocco, marnled
edges, $4.00.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
WORKS OF O. B.

WHITPORD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime
Authenticated by the Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 2'i pages,

10o.

BIBLE F A.BRICA.'l'IONS REFUTED.)
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

1110

Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25<1.

A Protest Against Persecution.
Paver, 12mo, 36 pages,
•
- - • 1110.
.A.ddresp THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2F LafaYette Pl .. Nelt' York.

For sale at this office.

Charles Watts's Works.
Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethonght. Bound

in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.21>. CoNTENTS :
Section I. Definition of Freethoqght and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section III. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethought in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethought Triumph in the Nineteenth Century.

RATIONAL COMMUNISM.

AlEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT;

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest of all A.ntl·Blbll
cal \Vorks.

A. Masonic Vindication of Right.

Duties. Price, 75 cts.
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDIOAL OOM·
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearjy 11!JOO pages, fully Tl.-acts. The following tracts by Chas.
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
illustrated. Oloth, 8.25-i.n Eng!ish or German.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.
OENTB EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
A. new oheap editipn at only 1.511.
Is
the Bible Reliable? The Christian Deity;
SOIENOE IN STORY; or Sammy Tubbs, the
Moral
Value of the Bible; Freethought and
Bo;[_Doctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey,
Modem
Ohriatia.nity, its Nature and
SOCIAL WEALTH. BY Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 each, or $5 InfluenceProgress;
on Civilization L,Philosophy of Secuver set: o.r five volumes in one for $2.
larism;
Science
and .nible Antruronistic i
TAl BolA F(J(Jtora and Bxact Ratios in Its SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
Ohristia.n Boheme of Bede]!l_lltion. For all or
A~rMMnt and Apporlionm6nt.
250 pagest illustrated and oloth bound. (The fifth
the al,)ove works address THE TRUTH SEEK·
volume or "Science in StorY.''> 50 cents.
ER, 28 Lafayette Pla.oe, New York.
BJ J. K. INGALLS.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hin1Ja and Beady Recipes.
A
valuable
reference
pamphlet
of
l28pages.
Price, Cloth,
•
•
$1.00.
BY Dr. Foote. 1!5 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
SANITABY-BOIENCE SERIES (Dime Pam·
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria The Present and the Future
28Lafayette Plaoe, New York.
in their Relation to Disea.se,"repreaentin,l!.' the germ
Uleory, advocating personal and public hygiene
Republic of Nortb America
and opposing va.ocination; "Health in the Sunbeam1" considerinE the blue-glass cure-of value
BY A. CAPITALIST.
to sicK and well. By mail, 10 oe11ts ea.oh.
!'l'S HISTORY AND !TS lNJrLUBNOB UPON
HEREDITY (Books and Pamphlets). "The Law A book advocating associate life ali a remedy for
800IBTY.
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 p~e':} cloth poverty, vice, and crime. It deals with the {>resent
conditions of society in this country, pointmg out
BY Dn. Loms BumrNEB, Author of "Force and ~~:s~'cl~th\·~~~~~~Y.r'ri>fL~~~er~Sit~:"
their imperfections, and showing how it is almost
Matter," etc.
impossiole
that the people should be other than
F. H. Ma.rsn, 10 cents ; "The Alphabet of the
Translated from the. German.
Human Temperaments( with illustrations, by Dr. poor and vicious under our present system. The
remedy,
the
author thinks. is in communal life,
E. B. Foote, 10 cents.;. ' Generation before Be~en
..
Paper, 12mo, 111 cents.
eration" by Dr. E • .n. Foote, Jr.l)O cents; ' Be. §nd he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
A.ddtess TH:m TBUTH BEEKER• 28 LafaYette Place. ports of Conventions and Parlor meetinJB· during ReJ?ublic of North America. as it will be when
t882," 10 cents; "Third Annual Convention of the soc1ety shall be organized on the ,Principles of
Rational Oommunism. The book lB vigorously
Institute of Heredity,Mav 211, 1888," 10 cents.
'"""""•
TlJE TRUTH BEEKER. and interestinglywritten.
Papor,:iOc.; cloth, ti.
Steel en.rravinllB of this celebrated naturalist.
lxlll inches, suitable for frll.millH.t.Bent postpaid,
DO YOU WANT a pleasant, healthful, cheap
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.,
for 111 cents. Addresa THE TRU'.1'B SEEKER.
home in the South t Write Leftwich Bros. a.nd
u
Ourtis, l!'lorence, Ala.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
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Proof that Wm. Bha.kspere could not write
The Bonnets written by Francis Bacon to the Ea.ri
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENBY
BUBB. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office.

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Signitleance of its
Rise and Decline.

Secularism; Destructiv and ConstrucBOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCUL
tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
.
SUBJECTS:
Secularism; its Principles and its

M'ATERIALTSM:

.

BACON AND SHA.KSPERE.

Origin of the Christian Bible.

INGER~OLL'S

OPJINING BPBBCH TO THB JURY

meets everY Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2 :30 a.nd 7 :30 l'.:H. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions,
.A.ble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'.r'rnth
Beeker publications alwaYs on hand at cheap rates

OB,

Price, $1.00.

ROBT. G.

THE FORUM.
Ohicago Secular Union meets every SundaY
evening at 7:80 P.:H., corner Ba.ngamon street a.JZd
Washin~rton boulevard.
Lectures and debate&
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS
Was Jesus an Impostor1 A debate between the
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. Moss. The beat conducted debate of modern
times. 190 pp., 25 cts. The Mirror of Freethought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 cts. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
cts. Two Revelations. 5 ots. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. II cts. B1ble Makers. 5 ots.
Bible Saints-Nos. 11-.2, and 3. Each II cts. Moses
vs. Darwin. 5 cts. l:!oora.tesl Buddha., and Jesus.
5 cts. Christianity a Degraaing Reljgion. 5 cts.
Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural Man. II cts.
The Old Faith and the New. II cts. Bruno and
Spinoza.. II cts. The Bible God and His Fa.vorits,
II cts. Miracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealth.
and Ht!PPiness. ~ 5 cts. The Brain and the Soul.
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Desi~tn and
Natural Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower
Animals. r. cts.
Address Watts and Oo •• 17 Johnson's Oouri,
E.O .• Lonlon, Eng.
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TJJB

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMEN'J
Of' Europe.
Revised Edition-2 Tola-Price, $3.
BY JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D .. LL.D
A.ddres11 THE TRUTH BEEKER

.JlJiT OUT.

Chr1S
· t'Ian Ab surd"f
1 168
BY JOHN PECK.
Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.

SING, BROTHERS, SING.
USE THB

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK

In Your meetings, to make them lively and inter
eating. THE LIBEBAL Hnm·BooK contains songs
br the best poets, adapted to weH-known tunes.
I is hig!Jly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman, .
Parton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who ha.v examined it. Price,
Ill cents. ·
Address THB TBUTR S:u:.KBB Oo,
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IV. Proem to Uenesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial
By Ron. W. E. Gladstone .
V. Dawn of Creation. An Answer to Mr. Gladstone. By Albert Reville, D.D.
A DISCUSSION BETWEEN
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T. H.
Huxley,
GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER,
VII. A Protest and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn LinNoYEMBKR's immigration was 19,099.
LINTON, REVILLE.
. ton.
This is a new book and contains the latest discusOuR war department expenses for the last On the Confiict between Genesis and Geoiogy,
sion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the
CONTENTS:
fiscal year were $41,165,107.
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Hon. participants are a guarantee of its able character.
W. E. Gladstone.
CARDINAL GIBBONs is said to hav advised II. The Interpreters of Genesis and the InterPrice, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
preters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxley,
the pope not to condemn the George land tax,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
III. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
fearing alienation of its supporters.
Muller.
28 LafaYette Place, New York.
THE
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. ORDER OF CREATION.

THIS country has 2,500
women holding medical
diplomas.
IN New York city
1,079, 728 persons liv in
tenements.
THE railroads west of
Chicago contemplate
combining.

A DISTINGUISHED English sanitarian has said
·that he could build a city which would giv any
desired death·rate. Side by-side·with this I desire
to place anot.her proposition, viz., that a city
might be so built, and the municipality so administered, as to secure any desired degree of morality,
within certain limits. Disease is the equivalent of
weakness, and induces not only physical indifference but moral apathy. In England the ratio of ·
insane to sane crim1na.ls is
thirty.fonr times as great
as of the insane to the
whole population, and
criminal lunatics are in excess in the high proportion
of seventeen to one. Physiological unsoundness is
moral decay. Personal morality has, in fact, been defined as the highest degree
of mental heazth.-Frarwes
Emily While, M.D.

Tun: American display
at the Spanish Exhibition is wretched.

THB: six-days walking
match at New York city
gave a record of 623
miles.

oswala, M.D., tn Phii Bible
of Natu1·e.

IT is said that the pope
relies on the outbreak of
war to regain temporal
power.
B~rTISH contributions
to foreign missions for
1887 amounted to £1,228,759.

THE Italian senate has
refused the franchise for
local elections to j]]iterate
persons.
BALAAM

MEE'J,'ETH

BALAK.

And when Balak heard that Balaam was come, he went out to meet him unto a city of Moab, which is
of Arnon, which is in the utmost coast.-Num. xxii, 36.

THE White Caps hav
extended from southern an:i central Indiana
and Ohio into northwestern Ohio.
SoME G. A. R. Democrats are angry and
talk of forming a separate order.
ENGLAND is manufacturing a gun that will
project 4,000 pounds of shrapnel fifteen miles
every five minutes.

•

.

THE weaker the body, the
more it commands; the
stronger it is, the better it
obeys. -Rousseau.
THE priests of Secularism
will be teachers of hygiene,
laboring to secure the foundations of mental energy
by the preservation of phys.
ical vigor.-PrQf. Felix L,

H KNRY GEORGE is meeting great success in lecturing in England.

BRADLAUGH'S Oaths
bill was passed by the
House of Lords on the
27th ult.

of g[honnht.

OuR loss of life at sea, averaging from 1859
to 1868, 721, and from 1869 to 1878, 365, was
in 1886 220, and last year 202.
AT Savannah on tqe 29th nit. two officers
and another white man were killerl while attempting an arrest among rioting, drunken
negroes.
MRs. PARSONS has been in England advocating Anarchy, unsuccessfully; while Mrs.
Annie Besant has been unusually cJnspicuous
in denouncing it.
IN Paris last Sunday 100,000 men paraded
in commemoration of Representativ Baudin,
shot in resisting the military at the usurpation of Napoleon III.
GERMAN labor societies hav proposed to
similar French organizations a compact not
to fight in the wars which their governments
may make against each other.
ConNELIUB V ANDERBmll, Chauncey Depew,
and other rich men took part in the conference of clergymen that opened at New York
on the 3d to devise means for a grand evangeliz~ tion of that city.
A REFORMRD system of balloting aimed at
the extinction of corruption, modeled after
the Australian system, which was proposed
in New York and vetoed by Governor Hill,
will be remodeled and presented again.
ON the 1st Anarchist Hroneck of Chic>tgo
was awarded twelve years' imprisonment for
"felonious intent to destroy life." He was
caught with bombs with which he intended
to kill public officials and capitalistic partisans.
THE consulates and citizens of America,
England, and Germany on the island of Samoa hav fallen out with one another over the
claims of their respectiv nations and a revolution of the native. All hav armed, and
bloodshed may ensue.
RuMORS that the pope will remove to some
other country continue; but they are without
satisfactory warrant, and as the Roman Catholic canons define the bishop of Home as the
possessor of the pontifical succession it is
doubtful that Mr. Pecci would be the pope
anywhere else.

l·ever hear of anybody going out in a boat for fear
of getting drowned?" J obnny : "Yes•m."
Teacher (astonished): "Who?" Johnny: "Noer."
"TALKING about dogs of keen scent, I hav one
BouorOAULT teaches pupils how to walk at his that will compare favorably with any of them."
new ·dramatic school. Boucicanlt may be getting :"Remarkable dog, eh ?" "I should say so. The
old; but he still knows the needs of the theatrical other day h~ broke his chain, and although I bad
profession.
been away for hours he tracked me and fo.und' me
"CLARA," he said, desperately, in choking ac- merely by scent. What do you think of that?"
cents," one word!" "Certainly, Mr. Jones," she "I think you ought to take a bath."
replied, coldly; "one word, and only one; an'd I
CHARLIE was playing on the lawn ; hiq mother
choose,' No.'"
had to call him three times before he came relucMss HooKSTEH! : "It vos Abie·s birt'day, Aaron. tantly into the house. "I am glad we don't liv in
Vat ve gif him?" Mr. Hockatein: "Wash ohf a Utah!" he muttered as he entered the door. "And
vindow-pane, nut led him loogk ond nnt see der why, Charlie?" asked his papa, who overheard the
hoss-cars go py !"
remark. "Because there a fellow'd hav a dozen
PoWDERLY believes in "one-man power," and it mothers to be calling him all the time."
looks as if he might some day realize his wishes.
"WELL, tliis do beat all!" exclaimed Aunt HarAt the present rate of backward progre~s, he will riet, as they took their first ride on the elevated:
soon be the one man left in the K. of L.
"who'd 'a' thought o• rai!roadin'. in the air?"
OLD man :. "What do you like the best in all the "Sho !" replied Uncle Abner; "my newspaper
world, Bobby?" Bobby: "Mr. Primrose, the min- says that a big part o' the railroad .companies o'
ister, Cos vy, every time he calls to see mamma New York are run largely on water, and that's the
he give me a quarter and tells me to go and buy kind o• road I want to see afore we go home."
candy with it."
·
SuNDAY·SO!lOOL teacher : "What did the chilAPPLICANT (knocking loudly at the gates): dren say to the Prophet Elisha?" B6y: "They
"What, ho! within there!" Voice: "What's made fun of his wig." Teacher: "You mean that
wanted?" Applicant: "I want to see St. Peter." they mocked at his bald head. What did the
Voice : •• Well, you can't see him now : he's gone prophet do?" Boy: "He set fort.y.two bears on
to the ball game."
'em." Te~tcher : "That will do. Where did this
•• How do you feel now?" a~ked the general occur?" B1y: "On the Chicago board of trade,
manager of a tar-and.feather social, as he poked but there's more than forty-two bears there now."
"O!l, Mrs. Watts, yon should join our literary
a handful of feathers between his victirn'd teeth.
"I feel down in the mouth," the latter replied. society!" "Should!?" "Yes,indeed! Westudy
Whereupon six revolvers were instantly emptied and learn so much. Last meeting we took up·
Carlyle's quarrels with his wife." "It must hav
into the same cavity,
BANK teller: "Will you take it as p~esnmption, been interesting," "Very. Next meeting we shall
madam, if I offer you these few roses?" Miss investigate the private life of Goethe and his love
affairs." "How instrnctiv !" "Yes, and we hav
Caramella Goldust: "I don't know you, sir I" found
out everything about Poe's dissipation and
Bank teller : •· I am aware of that; but you are disreputable
conduct, and purpose soon to
the only woman in the history of this bank who thoroughly investigate the immoral actions of
ever indorsed a check on the right end."
Voltaire." "Indeed.!" "Oh, there's nothing like
"MoTHER, I wish yon would request Ralph a literary society to increase one's culture. You
Waldo to cease singing," "What is he singing, ought to join !"
l\'Linerva, that you dislike so much?" "He is sing"GINEVRA," faltered the young man," I despair
ing a low song, in which one Johnny-presumably
Jonathan-is requested to procure his fowling- of being able to express my feelings toward you
as I would like, and I am afraid you will not hav
piece, w1th a reiteration of the last clause."
the patience to listen to me. I-I always was kind
"NAOMI, there is one reason why everybody of slow and bunglesome, you know." "l:lhadshould admire you." "And what is that, George?" rach," said the maiden softly, but with a percep"You nse only pure English. So many young tible business-like ring in her voice," if you think
ladies hav that detestable habit of interlarding you cau express yourself in fifteen minutes I will
their sentences witll slang, Don't you abhor it?" listen to you. I exoect Mr. Spoonamore at 9
"Well, yea," she replied ; " it does make me rather o'clock sharp." And the youug man was just fiftired."
teen seconds by the watch in expreosing himself.
EDDIE, a small boy who live on the West Side, Poor, unfortunate Mr. Spoonamore got left 1
atteuded prayer se1·vice at an Episcopal church When he came he was entertained by Miss Ginevlast Sunday afternoon. When he returned home ra's good old mother.
his mother asked him to describe the service.
"Oh, the minister just came out in his night-gown OUR LORD and SAVIOR JESUS CHRIST.
and prayed around ItWhile in front of his bureau
By T. E. LoNGSHORE·
a,nd then went back to his room."
An explanation of .the meaning of the many
TEACHER: "Johnny, I should think YOU Would titles of the Galilean teacher. "Lord "should be
be ashamed of yourself to run away from school "Rabbi." The words" Jesus Christ" mean" Savfor the sake of fioating around in that old leaky, ing Wisdom."
Excellent for Missionary Work.
fiat-bottomed boat. Weren't yon afraid of getting
drowned?" Johnny: •• No•m; not so much as on
Paper, limo, 8c., 80 cents per doz., $2 per 100.
shore." Teacher: " What nonsense l Did you
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t/dds aqd .{§nds.

THE Scot~h clergy held
that no one, on Sunday,
•honld pay attention to his
health, or think of his body
>tt all. On that day horseexer<lise was sinful ; so was
walking in the fields, or in
the meadows, or in the
streets, or enjoying the fine
weather by sitting a~ the
door of your own house.
l'o go to sleep on Sunday,
before the duties of the day
were over, was also sinful,
and deserved church cen.
sure. Bathing, being pleasant as well as wholesome,
was a particularly grievous
offense; and no man could
be allowed to swim on Sun.
in the border
day. It was, in fact, doubt.
fnl whether swimming was
lawful for a Christian at
any time, even on weekdays, and it was certain that God had, on one
occasion, shown his disapproval by taking away
the :life of a boy while he was indulging in ·that
carnal practice. That it was a sin to cleimse one's
body, might, indeed, hav been taken for granted ;
seeing that the Scotcla clergy looked on all comforts as sinful in themselvs, merely because they
were comforts. The great object of life was, to
be in a eta te of constant afiliction. Whatever
pleased the senses, was to be suspected. A Christian must beware of enjoying his dinner; for
none but the ungodly relished their food. By a
parity of reasoning, it was wrong for a man to
wish to advance himself in life, or in any way tobetter his condition.-Buckle's Historll of Civilization.

THE population of England at .the Norman con.
quest ~s about two million. In five hundred
years it had scarcely doubled. What, then, does
this stationary condition of the population mean?
It means, food obtained with hardship, insufficient
clothing, personal uncleanness, cabins that could
not keep out the weather, the destructiv effects of
cold and heat. miasm, want ot sanitary provisions,
absence of physicians, uselessness of shrine-cure,
the deceptivnees of miracles, in which society was
putting its trust; or, to sum up a long catalog of
sorrows, wants, and sufferings, in one term-it
means a high death-rate.-ProJi, Drapm·, in Th.e
Conflict Between Religion ana Science,

I BELIEVE in the gospel of good living. You
cannot make any God happy by fasting. Let
us hav good food, and let us hav it well cooked;
it is a thousand times better to know how to
cook than it is to understand any theology 'in
the world. I believe in the gospel of good clothes.
I believe in the gospel of good houses; in the
gospel of water and aoap.-Inuersoll.
THE progress from deepest ignorance to highest
enlightenment is a progress from entire unconsciousness of law to the conviction that law is
universal and inevitable.-Spencer.
SoCIAL problems should be treated scientifically.
If we knew as much about sociology as we ·do
about geology there would be less discontent in
the world. If we knew as much about the social
system as we do about t_he solar system, the regularity in the working of the former would in some
degree approach that of the latter. If we were as
well versed in the science of rights as we are in
other sciences, comparativly speaking, this world
would be a paradise. If we knew as much about
the laws of social conduct as we do about the. laws
that govern the action of solar bodies there would
be no wrong except that resulting from personal
turpitude of individuals; whereas now the great.
est wrongs and sufferings arise, not from the desire of particular persons to do wrong, but from
a very imperfect conception of human righta.Natural Riyhts.

THE intelligent people of the world, many of
them, are endeavoring to find out tho great facts
of na+tue that control the dispositions of men
So other intelligent people are endeavoring to as:
certain the facts and conditions that govern what
we call Health, and what we call Disease, and the
object of these people is finally to produce a,race.
without disease of fieeh and without disease of
mind. These people look -forward to the .time
when there need be neither hospitals nor penitentiaries.-Inuersozz.
·
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THE following obscene state of nature d€scribed by the Peoria Transc1'ipt, is respectfully referred to Messrs. Colgate and ComTHERE is no stinting of the praise that stock':
naked bills lie wanton to the breeze,
Surveyor Beattie bestows upon the female The
The fields are nude, the groves unfrocked,
inspectors in his service. The collector of BRre are the shivering limbs of shameless treesthe port is in favor of the employment of a
What wonder is it that the corn is shocked?
larger number of women in several departTHERE is a German newspaper published
ments of the custom house. There is no at Jerusalem, and it says that the city is
difficulty in finding such as are competent for growing in size and population at a remarkthe required work.
able rate, which is surprising, because neither
THRRE are a good many of the working- its situation nor its trade is favorable to a
men's organizations of this city that havread- rapid increase. The Jews take the lead in
ing rooms or fibraries connected with them. buihl.ing, followed by the Russians and GerIn others there are dt bating or social societies. mans. The Greeks and Armenians are also
The advantages thus offered are in some cases busy building cafes, bazars, and shops.
well appreciated by the members. The GerTHE resolution denouncing Sunday newsman workingmen are especially devoted to papers and advising their congregations
the social features of their organizations.
neither to read nor advertise in them, which
A Ml!MORIAL to the late Gardner Earl, Jr., was adopted by the Congregational and Meththe well-known collar manufacturer of Troy, odist ministers of Chicago, has aroused the
N. Y., is being erected in Oakwood ceme- labor. organizations of that city. They say
tery, in that city, in the shape of the largest that such action is a criminal conspiracy
crematory in the world. It will contain two under the Cole act, which was framed esperetorts, one of which will be always ready for cially against boycotts, and they threaten to
use. The crematory will be most artistic in arrest and ,prosecute a number of reverend
design and will be decorated with granit gentlemen. The labor men are acting under
the belief that what is sauce for the goose is
flooringe, stained-glass windows, etc.
PoTTSTOWN, Pa., is stirred to its depths, sauce for the gander.
THE fanatical vengeance of some Polish
owing to the ravages which the -fascinating
but demoralizing game of poker has made Jews upon a Jewish peasant named Franz
among its most staid and influential men. Piatkowski, who had abandoned Judaism for
Poker chips hav mysteriously found their the Greek church, is reported by the Warsaw
way to the contribution-boxes of the Potts- Dvevnik as having been carried to a pitch of
town churches, and the bobtail flush and baT barism hardly ever recorded. The victim
the elusiv jack-pot tempt fathers and lms- was decoyed. into a wood, where he was
bands to neglect the domestic hearth for the attacked by his two brothers and his uncle.
heated precincts where the ante lures its vic- After being beaten he was thrown on his
tims and the royal flush ruins its opponents. back and a bottle of vitriol poured into his
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followed revealed the fact that a large number of very valuable articles in the museum
had been stolen. It is said that evidently
systematic thefts had been carried on for
some time, and some high Greek officials are
"No man of prudence would make jests on under suspicion.
sacred things," asserts the Ch1-ibtian Advocate.
A REAL humorist, says the Sun, has been
" It degrades religion in the minds of the ungodly. It destroys conviction in the minds found in Turkey. He is the new press 'cenof those who are not far from the kingdom of sor of Constantinople, and these are some of
God- It wounds the feelings of those who the orders which he has sent out. They will
love the cause and the word of God. It make the average American local editor feel
deadens the religious sensibilities of those the value of liberty: "Art. 3. Do not publish
who indulge in it." All of which we consider scientific or literary articles too long for compretty fair reasons for continuing the practice. pletion in a single issue. A void notice to be
If religion were out of the world, there would continued, which causeg uncomfortable tension of mind. Art. 4, Avoid back spaces
be more room for good works.
and suggestiv dots in the b~dy of an article.
"CLRRGYMl!N in New York are beginning They tend to raise suppositions and disturb
to lose their grip," said the corre~pondent of the tranquillity of the reader's mind, as was
a famous English newspaper to a Sun re- lately seen in the case of the Levant Herald.
porter. "I hav been cabling across the Art. 5. A void personalities. If anybody
water now for fourteen years, and I hav had comes and tells you that a governor or deputy
to watch the drift of public opinion very governor has been guilty of embezzlement,
closely. For a long while New York could maladministration, or any other blameworthy
be depended on to fly into a flurry at almost conduct, treat the charge as not proved and
any time when ministers began to talk. Last say nothing about it. Art. 6. You are forweek, however, half the clergymen in town bidden to publis}I petitions in which individuutter d the most fierce and bitter diatribes als or associations complain of acts of misagainst dancing, and yet not the slightest bit government and call the sultan's attention to
of public attention was attracted by it."
them. Art. 7. You are absolutely forbidden
8oMB time ago the British Museum bought to publish a word about attempts on the lives
of foreign sovereigns or acts of sedition in
a magnificent marble bust of the Emperor
foreign countries, for it is not good that such
Hadrian at a very reasonable price. Recently,
things should be made known to our loyal
when the authorities exhibited it with pride
and peaceable population. Art. 8. You must
to a party of distinguished foreigners, one of
not mention these re;ulations in the columns
them, a member of the, Greek diplomatic
of your journal, because they might provoke
service, said that he had r,een the same bust
criticisms or draw unpleasant observations
in the Ro3al Mm(uma· Athens. Benatltied
hi!! goverLment and the investigation that from ill-conditioned minds."

mouth and over his face and head. Then his
body was left for dead. He was fonnd alive
and able to make his deposition, but beyond
recovery.
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sun the most delim~te form of matter· within the ary luminaries, darkness seldom if ever can succeed
of our senses, the sun-glass immediately de- the expiring central luminaries.
· MILLE&ON.
velops a burning temperat~re at its focus some. two
Chicago, Ill., July 7, 1888:
inches behind the lens. L1ke the Drummond hght,
"'enJpeJ·atut·e
"•·ro\VIll-IJ"
_._
'
•
which so rapidly condenses two imponderable· gases
u
., ''lory."
u
Notwithstanding our daily experience amid th? ever~ as to -raise an etherealizing temperature, the far
A willingness to be humbugged bas been a distinvarying conditions about us, this familiar subJect of lighter solar rays make up in velocity what they lack guishing trait in humanity through all the centuries;
temperature bas not received its due share of atten- in gravity, arid cause a red heat where nothing is the besetting weakness, indeed, of mankind, making
tion.
visible to our eyes even when aided by a powerful us feel that, as far as "creation" is concerned, man is
To observe the mercury rising and falling in our microscope. All metals are known to. become very the "crowning glory of God's works."
thermometers almost continually, seems to satisfy the bot under condensation, if only by the slower process
Once I saw a crowning glory, dressed in the unigen-et~l demand for _knowledge on this pr.ofoulld sub- of malleation. Ice melts under very high pressure, form of a policeman, roughly dragging another crow.n'jllct. Witho_ut wishiog to know why the days and an.d ~here call be- _no dpubt th~t_steelwoul_d_ do the ing glory to prison for having drowned his ·ange!ic
nights are c111led either hot or cold, everybody says· same thing if the ra:tio of pr-essure, to degrees of beat nature- with the'' critter" to ~uoh .a degree-as to
so, and everybody is perf~ctly satiEfied. O:ur thermal required, could be applied. Any force which causes make himself a public nuisance. A couple of ruder
wisdom seems to end w1th these sensauons. But the atoms to rub against each other elevates their crowning gl_ories one could hardly desire to see.
knowledge does not so much consist in feeling any temperature in the exact ratio of fr~ction, whether it
The official glory struck the other glory a turik on
particular change in the surrounding conditions, a& be slow and heavy or rapid and light.
.
the head to steady him; at which the drunken glory
it does in learning something of the causes as well
Because condensation iEI promoted by the lower took offense and with m11.ny imprecations gave his
as o£ the effects. Because everybody knows when it temperatures, (lnd this same condensation, which brother glory to understand that two could play at
is hot or cold, can everybody tell us why these terms mu~t cause friction, the immediate cause of heat, that game, inviting conviction with a bite that made
are so used 1 If we belonged to that large fraction reverses the operation, the colder and hotter con- his captor yelp with pain, whereat thA onlooking
of the animal kingdom known as cold-blooded, these ditions throughout all space are limited. Thus, when crowning glories laughed uproariously, and so much
familiar expressions might not find a place in our any part of space has fallen by rarefaction to that .. 10 the resentful disgust d the official glory that· he
language. Because the blood-temperature of such degree of coldness which superinduces a correspond-_ plied his baton with redoubled vigor, rendering the
animals rises and falls with that of the medium in mg degree of condensation, frigidity -;ill hav reached drunken glory helplf)ss and wallowing in the gutter.
which they liv, the sensations known to us as heat tts limit-, and the activ agglomeJ ation of matter must
A ·truly disconsolate lot bas fallen to the enduranc~
and cold may not be experienced by them. We are mrn the scale the other way. So, when any part of of the large. i:nsjority of the crowning glories; only a
constituted differently. By a process known as slow space, which must long hav been a self-luminous few of them, indeed, having been met with the condicombustion, our lungs conmme oxygen, and evolve- center, of course, has risen by condensation to that tiona at all suitable to the majest.y and sublimity of
a very uniform amount of beat., or, more properlJ degree of hotness which superinduces a ·correspond- perching on the topmost round of so magnificent a
speaking, maintain a very uniform temperature of a mg degree of rartfaction, caloric will hav reached its ·' creat.ion" as o-qr great globe and all that it inherits
little less than one hundred degrees. Below thit- limit, and the activ, ethereal dispersion of matter wonld naturally demand.
·
Now, don't., I. beseech you, attemp-t accounting for
temperature Our Bentl. ent nervns
" mnst be 1'mpressed
·
must turn the-.scale the other way. Within these
with the idea of coldness, and above it with that oJ limits all -natm;e_. is c~nstantly building, warming, the degrading condit;on of the crowning glories by
heat. Then these merely conventional to-ms, called beating, dispersing, and. cooling her parts, whether pointing to Adam's fall. Confound the flimsy trifle!
into use by ou:r warm blood and sentient nerves be- sunl', worlds, or smaller bodies, as quietly and regu It won't go_ down. I can see the curse. But"
fore temperatures were measured in degrees, hav lost ;arly as are the trees in a forest reproduced_ precisely. not that one. A drearier argument -was never
their value in scientific discourse. But they never had as fast as decomposition does its work. While the offered to prove a gr~at fact. than this pious outcry
more than a relativ meaning, and were always useless attraction of gravita~ion in the coldt-r parts of space about the doings in Eden. In private the world
without taking into consideration the present tem- ts crJstallizing and agglomerating matter into inhab- laughs at the simple yarn, knowing it assuredly to be
perature of the spPaker or writer.
itable worlds, their crushing centers, constantly con not only a weak fabrication, but· an impertinence, an
, The word fire is another vague and very unsatis- densing undH the increasing pressure of radiating col- imolent, trifling fraud; all well enough for the
hctory term in universal use. It is infliscriminately umnshundredsorthousandsof miles_!!igh,areevolvmg mckling ages of our civiliz1tion, but infinitly ridicuapplied to all temperatures above a red heat, where that solar heat which is necessary-to surround them Ions for the puberty of progress. Pretense.:lto first- •
combustion generally takes place. To be informed with -both fluid and gaseous oceans, and warm into class respectability by money-loving traders-fellows
that there is a fire in thA furnace, is far from warning existence the races of plants and animals to be found who bend the supple hinges of the knee for thrifttis against the chances of a boiler explosion. There upon them.
alone hav kept the fable so long looking like a really
may be a fire, and there may be a hot fire, because
·
.
. · . - ..
acknowledged fact'; managing rogues with abundant
all fires are hot, and still we gain no reliable in for- - In order to fully ~p~ree1ate and realize the force of supplies of the good· things ( f life, displaying to less
mation by being told so. There is such a vast dif- these gnat tru~hs, It ~s ~>nly necessary to know the Ruccessful crowning glories the manifold blessings of
ference between the coruscations of a bunch of loose present condlt.wns Wlthm our own _solar system. Go.-l's approval by presenting themselvs as models of ·
cotton, or straw, when on fire, and the melting heat When na~ure 18 lef,t to tell ~er own slmple tal~, she virtuous acquiescence to the "divine plan."
of a compound blowpipe, that the same word can reveals :Wlthm earth 8 accessible 01:'ust the unmls~akIt is easy enough for staid selfishness to be ungiv no rational idea of both.
able eVId~nces of growth, amount_mg ~ 0 many mile_s questioning ·in such matters, but when it gets down
But the word temperature, along with a properly of sup~rlmposed strata aboundwg ln the ~osstl to gnawing, hell-upon-earth loss of caste, and the
graduated scale, d~fines material conditions from upresswn,s of ages and a~es not n?arly s? highly dreary bla('kness of a crust of baker's bread'-to be
which we are learning the most important scientific d~ve!oped. as ours. Nothmg ~ut mcreasmg beat homeless, shirtleE~P, with theabandonmentof bitterness
. truths. That all matter is at all times at some certain wlthm this planet could hav lLfiected, fra~tured, that precludes efforts-what then! Yielding to the
temperature, which is constantly changing, is too well shattered, and upheaved ev~ry part of thl~ vast mental strain of, How long, 0 Lord, how long T and
known to admit of a iloubt. While our daily experi- rocky _wall,. and left the evldences of co_n~muous the ever-recurring question, Why T myth givs way,
ence with these fluctuations is limited within a few volcamc a~twn throughout these tens of millions of and the plausible rigmarole of the altar, questioned,
hundred degrees, l'mpiricism has been bringing to years._ W_Ithout th~se. countless outbursts _of the becomes torn into shreds and whistled down the
our knowledge a muon broader field. Arctic nplora- accumulatmg heat withm, we c~uld not now. discover winds.
tiona hav encountered more than eighty degrees be- the encroachments of a red hea. ~ot many miles from
"I cannot·steal, and to beg I am ashamed," in the
low zero. The melting heat of iron is about twenty- our prese~t surface, and the. disappearance of the mouth of a man, is a disgrace to the civilization of
- four hundrei! degrees abov"l zero. From t.he fact older fvss!ls among the meltmg rocks, where the our century. It may not be creditable in the m{)uth
that the oxyhydrogen blowpipe etherealizes all temperature mus~ bav been one or ~w~ ~hous~nd of any man. But all men, be it remembered, cannot
known subs>.tances we are assured that its tempera- degrees lower dunng the ages of .their hvmg ex~st- be self-supporting in competitiv life; and for the
ture ranges very much higher.
_
ence up~n earth. We are thus seen to be hvmg reason, some minds, by their peculiar construction,
The empirical science has been able, by the rapid many miles- further f~om ~he c~nter of the glob_e are not so prolific of appliances for success as are
rarefaction of certain volatil substances, to lower than. were tho_se anci~nt I_nhabltants whos_e fo~sll others; a fact which implies with all the force of a
the temperature from normal conditions to more than remams are disappearmg m _the mol~en mterwr, "Thus saith the Lord" that the man with the larger
70° below zero. Sir Isaac Newton determined that abou_t as fast as the superficial deposits hav b~en mental scope and ready aptitudes is the supplement
evaporation, rarefaction, and etherealization, because keepmg up the ~rowth of the sphere, and preservmg of his less gifted brother, besides being an argument
they burry the atoms asunder lower the temperature the necessary thiCkness of the.mhabJtable shell.
no amount of reasoning can push aside in favor of
in the exact ratio of their a~tivity. He also deterOur moon is known to be the arena of very power- ccopera•jon in society.
.
mined that whatever forces the atoms more closely ful. volcanic action, became its surface expressions · The earth is man's and the fullness thereof, is the
together, compression, condensation, and consolida- pomt to many eart~qua~e upheavals. I~ has un- true text.; a corrected version worthy pf all accepttion, elevates the temperature in the ratio of gravity doubtedly a molten mtenor and a very thiCk, rocky ance, and which is fast sliding into recognition everyand velocity, until the atoms are made repulsiv to crust. Some of the lower orders of animals may where; even the Crofters, of the bigblands of Scoteach other, when the cooling act of rarEfaction super- inhabit its shallow lagoons, but its atmosphere can land; the erewhile crawling, cringing loyalists of the
venes and re~tores the equilibrium. Temperature is not. be deep enough to float rain-clouds over its arid most exacting legalized robbers of Britain, adopting
thus seen to be an activ and inseparable property plams. Its general temperature cannot be more than it as the basis of their demands. The universal
of alllliatter, which constitutes all we know of the one-fourth-that of our globe.
demand is, Why should I be denied the right to life's
Jupiter and Saturn, our two largest planets,' are flDjoyments, as well as the right to dig and to work T
infinit universe. The natural law known as the
attraction of gravitation, which should be familiar to about ten times as hot as earth. Their crusts are Go to, let us hav them. And in this demand and
_us in the cohesion of all solids, the static force of all red-hot, their oceans of water and air are com min- resolution we find the attitude of the age. Civilizaknown substances, the vibrations of the pendulum, gling in iridescent vapors, and their swarms cf busv tion is crouching, not in servil submission, but, like
and ~he descent of falling bodiel', being anothe: activ inhabitants hav been hushed for ages. -SurroundEd the lion, to leap fro·m the restricted jungle, and
and mseparable propeity of the same matter, It cer- by their young families, called their satellites, we so reach the light and freedom of unhampered plenty.
tainly should not overtax any clear mind to discover· behold these planetary remains moving slowly toward The day of rights bas dawned and men are banding
why the largest planets and the still larger suns are the common mausoleum of our system._
themselvs in holy alliance for self-protection against
the hott~st. . And. also why the. highly ~are~ed etheOur central luminary has only reached another the Past,, its devils and its gods, seeking to share the
real·medmm m wbiC~ our globe IS rev~lvmg 1s kno~n step in the normal process of planetary development. good things of life through just distribution, knowto be more than 200 below zero. Smce Watts d1s- His outer wall has melted away and his volcanic ing that man covets not bis neighbor's wealth when
covered that the force of steam, heated air, etc., action js constantly projecting vast streams of lava having an equal chance to accumulate with others.
instead of ~eing . equal in ever.y direction, is all and gas from ten to a hupdred th01~sand miles above When not denied the means of living, by working,
e_xe~ted vertically, It must be admitted t~at the (·qui- his general surface. He i!! now both di8persing and just as my neighbor livs and works over there, there
hbrmm n~cessary to natur_al harmony 1s preser~ed cC'llecting the matter of our s;yste_m, put will, in the is clearly no chance for meanness on my part. Oar
by the ~es1~tance ~f dev~lopmg heat_to the attractiOn eons of time, develop the fatal tempHature described methods of life are false. We liv in a wilderness of
of grav1tatwn, whiCh might otherwise conglomerate above, when. his incalculable material accumulations lies; stultifying each other by indirection, with the
will atomically become repulsiv to each other and superadded misery of the felt ignominy of wrongthe whole into one useless mass.
. Whatever conde~ses m~tter causes frict~on, which scatter throughout the space from whieh they are doing. Dishonesty is the master horror of life; and
1s known to be the 1mmed1ate cause of all mcreasmg now being gathered. Smce planets develop into yet it is the lash straw sought to be packed on the
temperature. By crossing the material rays of the suns and many systems hav one or more such second· willing camel of existence; breaking the back of
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society every hour. At t}le same time, why it should
be so is, above all others, the vexed question of the
citizen. Outside of our cmtventional methods, man
is as understood by the word" angelic." Save in the
wildest misery of' hungrr leaping through the veins,
man has passed the filled barn and the teeming
orchard of his lordly neighbor for ages; aye doing
his oppressor hm;nage when be met him in the way.
Mankind will ere long pass.tbe well-packed barn and
bursting fruit- bins of the workers, each lovingly saying, I lent my m,u~cle and my skill to garner these
edibles along with Tom, Dick, and Harry. This will
be done when lordly owners will be unknown througp
all the land and mankind will hav better claims to
being called the crowning glories of creation. _
When a man is aak~d t.o sit down to so rich a
banq•J.et as Christianity offerB; with its "Ho ye that
thirst, approa<>h the Ppring," "Come unto me all ye
that are hAavy laden,"·' Knock and it shall be opened
unto you," "If ye being fathers giv good gifts unto
your children, how much more will your heavenly
father," etc.; and above all, to the ceaseless treasun~s
of the Beatitudes, the adop.tion of which as rules of
action would shut humanity up in meai<ureless content, and then looks around at the sad facts of our
civiliz~tion, its wastes, its oceans of loathsome
wretchedness, it<~ deviJ's snu_ff of empty rottenness,
what is the conclusion 1 Why, this: Religion is an
open armful of hoax mat~rial, a lie, a cheat, a snare,
an idiot's dream. What wonder is it that we turn
to science with its well-attested truths; seeing in th+>
assurances of evolution, as opposed to revelation,
sore labor's bath, balm of hurt minds, great nature\;
second course, chief ncurh•her in life's feast~ When
we look at imperial palaces, cathedrals, and the like,
we say with withering impatiencA, DJwn with the
mockeries l We become icc>noclasts b;y the divine
right of knowledge, rebels by the t.est of knowing a
hawk from a hen, a diamond from a dab of paste.
If I were as~d to giv a reason why marble, in
honor of humanity, should shoo_t up to the skies. to
bights above the world's monumental'nameB, I should
say, Behold the gentleness of the millions of the
bygone, bowing patiently under burdens imposed by
taskmaster kings, and mind-obscuring priests; the
virtues which hav flourish»d on the barrenness of
· poverty; the hopefnl trust of betterment still shown
in lifelong trials; the devotion to principles that has
made Christa 9f whole armies, dying that others
might be saved.
Redeemers l The world teems with them. Here,
in our generation, millions of them rushed grandly
upon the crucifixions of the .battlefields; heroes
who, when dying, utter~>d no cry of upbraidi-ng at
the sacrifice; no Eloi, Eloi, lama sabacthani! And
. if temples were not rent in twain in the throes of
their last moments, and no darkness fell upon the
world, that which was more immortalizing followed
in the wake of -their death; a colossal evil crumbled
to pieces in attestation of their heroism, giving a
moral brightness to our period that made their
sacrifice more glorious than the martyology of Christendom.
The Christ can never die but as the fabled bird
dies-living anew in its ashes. L'ke to Bacchus of
the ancient Greeks, he is ever fair and ever young.
Woe to the race if but one Christ were all it had to
look to for redemption from the deep damnation of
ignorance and its· concomitants of sinful superstition.
I see Christa wherever I turn the eye to gaze ul¥'n
them; hear them wherever I t.urn the ear to listen.
Down the long line of the centuries their deathshouts peal like trumpet notes, urging the world to
daring for the right. Wherever man has sought resistance to wrong, thAre has the good Jesus of life
been glorified. The Eden of the race is in the better
future-the heaven of earth. And to that better
future the race will come. Not with the pomp of
-armies, the roll of drums, and the blare of battle
trumps, the neighing of war-steeds, and the" thunders that "great Jove's clamors counterfeit," but to
the sweet rhythm of heart- throbs cf peaceful men and
women led by the still increasing witcheries of wiJI74.
dom.

LeRoy, N. Y.

The Church 'l'llat I~ Wanted.
I lately listened to an uncommonly sensible sermon
preached by Rev. G. W. Bicknell, of the Hurd street
Universalist church, Lowell, Mass., the subject being,
"The Church That Is Wanted-A Creedless but not
a. Purposeless Church." The text, what the blind
man said to Jesus : "Lord, open thou mine eyes."
That, said the preacher, is a common cry today. In this time of science and education the soul
calls for enlightenment. When, above all things,
there ought to be the clearest and brightest spiritual
discernment, we find the most l'piritual darkness.
There are many ,who, amid the general gloom, get a
glimpse oocasionally of something better than usually
meets their view,- yet aft.,r a short lileason of hazy
sight all is clouded in. What is the reason of th1s
dito~mal condition 1 W:hy is the cry so often raised,
"Lord. open thou mine eyes?"
I offt3red, said he, ¥ my conviction, that the
reason of so much spiritual darkness now prevailing

Iis the influence of creed.
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Every church has a creed, miserate others, as we excuse ourselvs, on account of
a creed formulated by the dignitaries of the church outward influences which control us, shall a just God
in days when only the few were inform~d, and handed who knows it all do less! The Universalist faith
down to the people as authority-given as something has this one thing, at least, to commend it-a feature
that the masses must believe. The older these creeds distinguishing it from the others-it makes the most
are the more· binding they hav seemed. A creed is of the fatherhood of God; it commends all mankind
venerated for its antiquity. -They are credited as to sweet rest in his loving arms.
.
the living truth because they come from the dead
The Universalist's is about the shortest creed I
past-the very reason why they may be doubted. know of. But it is a creed all the same. There are
They say to the people in the language of law: those who say: "You must believe the three points
"Thus far shalt thou go and no farther," and beyond of our faith, or we do not want your fellowship."
them the people dare not go. _ I acknowledge that a Well, there are some men in the Universalist church
.man's assent to any proposition on any subject is in whose fellowsh~p I do not want. And in the Unitasome sense a creed. We all hav our creeds of some rian church, which has no formal creed, you may be
sort; we bav our religious, our political, our sci en- coolly told, " I do not want you if you believe anytific, our social, and our business creeds-points thing that is unreasonable ; if you do you don't
which we believe. And that is. well enough when know anything." That is just the trouble with us.
rightly used.
__
Very many of us do not know anything. I do not
What I object to is the idea that any man or set know much myself, but I won't let anybody dictate
of men is authority for an opinion. · Againat the to me. It is just so with the Spiritualists, who, with
assertion that any man has a right to say that he is all their emancipation from the old churches, hav
an authority for another I earnestly object and their own shibboleths and think fools all of those who
unqualifiedly protest. It is this arbitrary, dictate- do not see angels hovering round and hear the voices
rial, tyrannical method of teaching, so general in of departed friends still speaking to them.
most of the churches, slightly abated of late, that, in
And those who are so fond of styling themselvs
my opinion, has caused the, vast ·degree of church advanced thinkers-the ]\'[aterialists-pride themfailures we are obliged to note. I say, in my opin- selva upon their geologica~ astronomical, and bioion. I do not say you must think so because I say logical opinio11s, and speak contemptuously of those,
so. I do not knOW{ but it is my conviction, and I as ignoramuses, who do not coincide with them and
offer it to your judgment to determin for yourselvs reiterate the doctrine of Darwin regarding man's dethat the bondage of creed is responsible for the want scent and destiny.
The same self-conceitedness
of progress in the church. There has been a little applies to and inheres in them all, and not until we
modification in the minor matters of church customs. come to respect each other's differences as we were
There hav been Protestants and Nonconformists; but niade different, shall we hav a church or a class that
there are the same fundamental principles in the is really Liberal. Then we shall fulfil the law of
Calvinistic churches now that existed in the Catholic Christ, which is the principle of love. It wns that
church at its earliest dominion. Had they the power sentiment, and that only-unless we grant him the
which they want and are striving for they would per- unfolding of the doctrin of immortality-that he
secute with as much arbitrary tyranny as ever did the made it his mission to bring to earth.
Catholics.
About immortality I do not DOW care to sreak. I
Under Liberal influences from outside, Calvinistic preach a prese11t salvation. We want to be saved in
churches hav modified themselvs in the manner of the present. Any belief about the future will not
presenting their doctrine, but their dogmas remain, help us much. It can only help us by moral influand without important amendment. Their ministers ence, and that is as likely to be perverted as otherdo not dare preach the horrors of their creed, as they wise. A matter that can be put off to some future
used to delight to; they make more of the milder time is very liable not to be duly attended to immefeatures of their faith, but the intolerant spirit of the diately.. The farther away 'you put rewards and punsystem is reflected in their most merciful provisions. ishments the less interest you feel in your actions or
The same old claim always comes uppermost: "Thou their consequences. A religion that inspires us to
shalt believe because we say so." And the people lie do our duty in the present, that makes us think nobly
still, content to hav it so, because they hav not and act nobly, is what we need. A principle that is
learned that they ought to care to take the trouble to suitable to liv by is good enough to die by. The
think. For the most part, men do D )t reason up vital question is not, as it is often put, how we shall
from fundamental principles. They hold what they die, but •how we liv. I do not warn you, "Prepare
are told, satisfied to take their opinions at second- to meet thy God," but be sure to liv godly lives.
hand. They are Catholics or Calvinists, Methodists
The great creed is the creed of righteousnessor Unitarians, just as they are Democrats or Repub- what we shall do and bow we· shall do it; in what
licans, because their parents were. They believe as manner can we most largely develop the best that is
they were born. This is especially true of 'YOmen; in us ; how can we most ably assist each other in
and that is one reason why Catholic priests care trouble, 1<\nd build ourselvs up into what we are
more to get the girls than the boys into their schools. capable of becoming. It is not so much our duty to
No man has a right to tell another what he shall aspire to be angels, as it is to desire to he manly. It
believe. And yet it is upon this idea of the value of should not so strongly engage our ambition to go to
a compulsory creed that the church was founded. It heaven, as it ought to demand our energies to do
mattered little who you were .or what you were, if well on earth.
The above report bas the merit of serving all alike,
you only believed.. Belief was the all and in all, the
be all and end all of religion. And in this the Oath- and some of it our own Liberals will do well to take
olio was as good as the Protestant. The Catholics home. Unless he can do more good where he is, Mr.
had a few insignificant ceremonies which yoli were Bicknell ought to be on the Secular platform.
Tyngsboro, Mass.
JoHN P. GuiLD.
supposed to observe. They had their few points of
doctrin which you had to believe, or say you believed,
Divergent l'nrposes.
which would do just as well, and you need not know
Frat. Jo7•n Bascom, tn the Homtletic Reutew.
or do any more. The Protestants hav followed suit,
The Catholic purpose in training its youth does not run
differing only in slight particulars, and those as often parallel with our own as a free people. Its ~chools would
worse as better. The Baptists hav stood out in de- make a wide inroad in our ~chool system, and that, too, in a
pendently, they claim, but only in their mode of hap- class of our population which peculiarly needs to come under
tism are they much changed, making their style of t.he government of American ideas and American methods.
power of assimilation in an American community has
administering it the prerequisit to church-member- The
hitherto shown itself <marvelous. This power rests very
ship, if not to salvation.
much on our school system, and would rapidly disappear if
There is to be _another church founded. The this system were broken. The integrity of our entire life
church of the future. This soon. The creed will is necessary for the preservation of every part of it; and we
set no limits to the growing evils of a plausible conbe human character. A church not of dogma, but of could
cession to an alien religious temper. The one thing we are
righteousness. I know that too many pious men least fitted to do as a people is to patiently hold fast to the
sneer at morals as a means of salvation. They say, te;ms of a contract, to watch against the slow approaches of
"You can't work your way into heaven on your. mischief, and to reclaim the advantages once lost by hasty
morals." I do not know about that. I do not dog- liberality.
matize. But I do know this; I know that I know
Pittsburgh's Mistake.
just as much about it as they do. I won't hike them
FI'Drn t11e Con?reuat•onal•"•t.
Other cities besirles Boston are wrestling with the public
for authority. The great sentimtlnt of the New
Testament is this : Men ought to believe the truth schc.ol question. Pittsburgh, notably, is aroused over the
of a parochial school in a public school building,
and work aright. It was this sentiment that Jesus presence
with only a narrow hall to separate the puptls educated by
labored to teach and exemplify, and it is this senti- the state from those whom th~ Roman church cannot trust
ment that I attempt to illustrate. I am against the the state to instruct. As the Catholics preponderate in that
dark creeds because of what grows out of them. ward the result has been that each of the four rooms presided' over by nuns has fifty pupils. while the public school
Men get over them generally by leaving their unbe- staff,
con~isting of four teachers, has only about fifty pupils
lieving friends in the hando of a just God. Their left to instruct. It is fair to state that the nuns are not
charity is better than their faith. just as their hearts paid out of the public treasury, and th~t the Rom!!':' C~th
are freer than their heads. (Relating a pitiful burial nlics pay rent for the rooms. But despite these mitJgatmg
scene in which a pious sister lamented a wicked felltures, we believe that the Protest»nts are right in their
demand that the buildings erected aQd dt>signed for public
brother whom she mourned as in hell :) I cculd school purposes ~hall not be appropriated for any private
almost anathematize a creed that would fill a soul educatioual ventures be they Uatholic or Prote9tant. It
at the grave with anguish. I pity the drunbrd wcould be far better 'to hav the rooms in the public school
more than I blame him. He goes down in manhood, buildings lie vacant than that they should ever be• monopby one class or one s<ct. Tbey would be a powerful,
down in society, down to the grave, the victim of oliz,,d
though mute, testimony to the desire and design of the
circumstances. We are all us, largely, what we are state, that all its children should receive a free, equal, and
by virtue of · our surroundings. While we com- worthy education.
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"And Still TIH'Y Come.''

BEA>En DAM, Wis., Dec. 4, 1888.
BRoTHER STRVENS 1Jea1· Si1·: Your letters r~c~ived. The
one this morning a~ks for a donation. for helping to lift
Girard out of its superstitious rut. You may put me down
for $100, to be paid an:v time after February nPxt.
Yours truly,
DR. G. E. SWAN.

'l'he Uoll of' lion or.
Leonard Geiger, Hurlson. N. Y................................ $50 00
Samos P>~rsons, San JoEe. Cal. ........... · ..................... 25 00
G. F. A. De Lc>pinasse, M D., Orange City, Ia .......... 25 00
Wm. Whiltick, Dushore, Pa ................................... 25 00
MrR. L. Geiger, Hurl~on, N. Y ................................ · 10 00
T. K Burrows (per L. G), Chatham, N. Y............... · 10 00
John J>owne~. Steubenville, O.................................. 5 00
A. J. Kraft, Gmntfork, Ill....................................... 5 00
Mrs. Josephine Duante, New York city...................... 5 00
Reuben and Sophie Newkirk, Paxton, Ill................... 5 00
Francis and Hnth Brett~ll; Kochester, N.Y............... 5 00
John F. Kryder, Alliance, O.................................... 3 00
S. S. Hayden, Charleston, Mo.................................. 2 00
c. Severance, Los AngcJe8 • Cal................................. 2 oo
John w. Wbite, Goshen, Urah................................. 2 00
Daniel L Evans, ''
" ............................. :... 2 00
Peter Nelson, · "
" ................................. 1 00
W. F. Freeman, Stockton, Cal... ............................ :. 1 00
Chas. Haas (per w. F. F.), Stockton, Cal.................. .1 00
Chas. Sherry,
"
"
" ................. 100
Harvey Sqnires,
"
"
" .................. 1 00
W. S. Fowler,
"
"
" .................. 100
1 00
J. C. Gage,
""
"
T. J. Pope,
.,.
"" ..................
.................. 1 00
Jacob Grundike, "
"
" .................. 1 oo
T. M.orris Perot, Philadelphia, Pa ............................ 1 03
From Leonard Geiger promptly comes a check,for
$70-the second for a like amount he has banded us
within two months, saying n.othing d his additional
pledge of $100 to make up the $1,000 asked for the
Girard College case-proving conclusivly the stalwart enthusiasm those noble compatriots Geiger and
Smith feel for the cause in which they hav enlisted
for the war. Though orthodoxy may still hold sour
and solemn sway in Hudson, it has, through the
efforts of these two friends and their generous allies,
Burrows, Peck, Wolf, and Harrowitz, become the
most promising point in the whole Empire state, out-.
side that gallant force of the Manhattan Liberal Club.
Our battle there is no longer a forlorn hope, we are
pushing forward to final victory, and Smith and
Geiger are also determined that the American
Secular Union shall hav a chance to accomplish
something.
As the conquering hosts of imperial Rome received
their most disastrous check from the sturdy sons of
Germania, so in the present the pretentious cant of
Presbyterianism, which seeks to enslave by ecclesiastical law, and the insidious but not the Jess to be
dreaded encroac h of mo d ern Romanism, are meeting
their most spirited opposition from those of Teutonic
extraction, who are everywhere the leaven of Jibert.y.
It was a great pleasure again to meet Brother Geiger
and his amiable helpmeet, 1\Irs. Geiger, who redeems
her pledge of $10 at 'the Congress. Her thorough
sympathy with Secularism reflects credit on her
intellect as well as her heart. She adds hope, kindli·
ness, suns h ine, an d no b le aspiratwns
to the manly
heroism of her gallant partner.
To Brother Burrows we send our kindest greeting
and fervent thanks for his welcome contribution.
Another thoroughgoing Liberal added to our ranks.
Dr. Da Lespinasse's interest and generosity deserve
especial mention. He is fully alive to the necessity
of organization to counteract organization, and the
wisdom of furnishing means for Secular agitation.
He is an acute reasoner, a scholarly man, having deep
penetration into men and their motive; is a thorough
Rationalist, a student of social economics-and a n:ativ
of Holland, where, after a most terrible struggle,
they hav-triumphed over ecclesiasticism, and at last
hav five ?f our Nine Demands in their laws. Friend
De Lespmasse traveled some fourteen hundred miles
to attend the congress.
Notwithstanding his
open and avowed Radicalism, he is highly respected
in the community in which he livs, and hus acquired
a nice compete.nce.
. ~rotber Wbittick, of Dushore, w~ regret to learn,
lB liable to leave for Europe with his wife, where she
is ~o try to regai~ her drooping health. This noble
P~Ir are. both hf~-members? and those acquainted
With then· splendid enthusiasm for the cause will
deeJ?lY regr~t that we shall be denied the privilege
of his supenntenden.ce of the Secular interests in the
stat~ of Pennsylvama, where, on account of his selectwn, we hav had great hopes of the Keystone
state. A speedy·recovery and safe return is the sincere wish of the secretary.
A. J. Kraft is full of splendid impulse and has
given a glow of intensity and determination to our
labors in Madison county, sending out leaflets and
literature i.n his neighborhood, and elevating our
standard WJ.th sturdy bravery. He writes:

I

Dem• F'?-iend Ste'Dens: Sorry I could not attend congress, at 10 o'.clock A.llf., for t~e purpose of fo:ming an auxiliary
but my mind was with that noble band. . . . You hav association of the AmeriCan .Secular U.mon, to. help SfCUre
done all that *as possible. and more than ever was expected, throughout th~' con~try prachcal compliance with the above
so accept my congratulations. Read hunclad Age, but know Demands of L1berahsm.
you too well for it to jar my judgment d you. · · ·
A. SECULAR CRUSADE AGAINST GIRARD COLLEGE. Hope we shall make up enough to redeem Girard College
h
C
from the sky. pilots who are making it a sectarian institution.
Our friends will remember that at t. e recent ongress of the American Secular Union it was resolved
. . . Willing to stand levy any time you call on me.
Yours truly,
A. J. KRAFr.
to call upon the Liberals and Secqlarists of the U aited
Brother Downes is a clerical-looking gentleman States to subscribe sutlicient to defray the running
who attended the congress, having for years taken an expenses, literary propaganda, and also for an agactiv interest in the Freethougbt cause and the work gressiv crusade to restore Girard College to the
of the Secular Union. Being a" knight of the road" secular standard indicated by the will of ·its founder.
-not a highwayman, but a "drummer "-be must
All t.rue Secularists, all lovers of justice, feel that
hav splendid opportunities for interesting con- the time has arrived to act, and to act determinedly
tretemps with the preacher!', who certainly would and resolutely. An enterprise such as the restoramistake him for one of their cloth. When " on the tion of Girard College to the course of instruction
road" the writer used to enjoy them hugely.
contemplated by the noble-minded Freethinker. to
Mrs. Josephine Duane is one of the "old guard" whom it owes its existence is one which must comin the work for _reform-ever looking forward with mend itself at once to the approval of all who are in
confidence. For years her contributions hav been a sympathy with the Nine Demands.
benison to help bridge the ugly chasm of indifference
It is scarcely necessary, therefore, to emphasize
to the cause of mental liberty.
the importance of this matter, or to point out the
A noble pair are Francis and Ruth Brettell, who many reasons which imperativly urge the task upon
arc a unit against orthodoxy and loyal to the cause, the American Secular Union, the only ~uardian of
R h
fi ld f b . h t
.
. d b
.
1 d F
b b
fi f h
oc ester was .a e o rig es promis, ruiDe
Y mental liberty 1n the an .
or t e enf lh o t ose,
parasites on the movement. However, there is still however, who may not hav given the subject serious
hope for the Union, and ere long we hope to see a attention, I will merely refer to a few of them.
stirring band of interested, self-sacrificing workers.
In the first place, there can be no question of
Among those will be found the Brettells.
more vital importance than that of securing Secular
Of the same warm-hearted stamp are our Paxton education. Every effort to thwart this is roofriends, Reuben and Sophie Newkirk, whom we mentous, an obstacle to our movement, a menace
greeted with pleasure at the Chicago congress, that sbou1d be met. That an institution conceived
· k"
th ·
f
· t'
d
th
· h
· •t f
d
S
1 ·
mar IDg eir oneness o conviC Ion an sympa: y and founded m t e very spm o mo ern ecu arism
for the American Secular Union. They must enJOY has been divert~d from its original purpose and conlife indeed who know no fear and learn to look on verted into a medium for ecclesiastical propaganda is
the bright side· of things. The "consolations "of surely sufficient to arouse from their lethargy the
orthodoxy
are a nightmare to the sensitiv mind. Liberals of every shade, and a justification for decisiv
T .
heir letter closes :
action on our part.
,.
May it help spread the gospel of humanity. You hav done
Again, as Dr. Westbrook has tbly pointed out 10
a noble work the past' year, and hope you may be spared his work on "Girard's Will," the fact that sectarianmany, many years to help the good cause. Think the Union Ism has been able to so successfully evade the condihas a splendid corps of officers, and no doubt much good tiona imposed cannot fail to produce a discouraging
will be done. Yours for the truth,
R&uB&N AND SoPHIE N&WKIRK.
effect upon other public-spirited and generous·
hearted Freethinkers who might otherwise feel dis- •
Brother Kryder, of Alliance, is made of the sturdy posed to endow simi1ar mstltutions.
· ·
Wh at secun•ty,
mold-is thoroughly activ and earnest and will see what guarantee, is there that any testator's wishes
that· justice is done. Where there are no axes to shall be respected, when the positiv and unequivocal
grind all are satisfied.
expressions of Stephen Girard bav been thus wanBrother Hayden baa had a hard pull physically, tonly and grossly disregarded? ·
and on account of his health wishes to settle in
·
On the other hand, if S ecular1sm
can demonstra t e
southern California. He is an ex-minister, and a den- its ability to successfully combat sectarian subtlety
tist by profession, and desires to lo(,]ate among Lib- and ecclesiastical encroachments, it will inspire with
erals where be could make his living by his profession confidence any who should be inclined to follow in
and tender his services on the platform. He cer- Girard's f.:otsteps. Thus a twofold purpose might
tainly ought to hav plenty of calls for such an offer. be achieved. Girard College once rescued from the
From the "City of Angels" we receive a contribu- hands of the Philistine~:~, or rather the Pharisees,
tion, the contributor being the well-known, bright, similar institutions would certainly follow in the
crisp correspondent of THE TRUTH SEEKER, C. Sever- wake.
ance. We are half convinced there are "angels hovBut the strongest argument in favor of action
E'ring round."
upon this matter by the American Secular Union is·
Mrs. Parker, the effioient secretary of Anaheim, the immense impulse, the prestige, and numerical
forwards her good wishes for the future and 8 dona- accessions to the cause of mental liberty which can
tion. Mrs. Parker is a host in herself when Liberal not fail to follow. it.
work is to be done.
While the American Secular U aion is ta-day
Brothers White,. Evans, and Nelson are among our stronger than it bas been for some years, we regretsteadfast friends, and with such the American Secu- fully admit our insignificance camp_ ared with opulent
lar Union need not fear or falter. We send them orthodoxy; but if we challenge the trustees of Girard
(metaphorically) a hearty" shake."
College t.o "giv an accountof their stewardsbip,"and
Mr. Perot was enrolle·d by President Westbrook, evince a determination to fight-even to the United
and is much interested. He is likely to become a States court-for the vindication of the chivalrous
life-member.
spirit and noble generosity of Stephen G irard, we
The new executiv committee for the Golden state, shall demand such recognition as an organization as
W. F. Freeman, realizing that the first thing neces- will slrike dismay and terror to the desecrators of
sary was funds, in his usual practical way went at it. the dead. Doubtless there are thousands throughWe would whisper to others, "Do likewise." Our out the land whose thoughts and sentiments on this
Stockton friends, individually and collectivly, de- question are identical with ours, whom every Liberal
serve our sincere thanks.
should endeavor to reach, who will gladly flock to
IMPORTANT.
our standard and bring to us their encouragement
Would it not be. well for the Liberals of the North- and financial ccoperation. For, in ordu to comwest to meet in Chicago to devise plans for more mence this Secular crusade, we must hav moneyperfect organization for legislativ work? How many the sinews of war must be furnished.
would attend about the time of the Paine anniverModern crusades are conducted upon a strictly
sary t We could bav a splendid corps of speakers, cash basis. It is often said that the pen is mightier
and if one hundred will pledge to attend from outside than the sword-it may be, but in this age dollars
our neighborhood, we will sec,J.re reduced fares. are mightier than either. It takes only n. comparaHow many will come to the Freeft,hought feast? We tivly small amount to carry through a just cause,
; do not want such a meeting unless it is well attended. while an unjust one bas to pay in proportion to its
We might include some states not strictly North· dishonesty. In that is our only consolation, for we
western. Let us hear from friends in Missouri, must at1mit that money largely controls the intellectKansas, Iowa, I1linoie, Minnesota, Indiana, Michigan, ual forces of our time. 1\Ien speak for money, write
'a~ Wisconsin. Sit down and w.rite; if you desire for money, . and fi~ht for money. Tbert•fore the
t such a meeting while it is in your mind. No time American Secular Union has no alternativ-the choice
for delay.
'
of weapons is not accorded us-we must meet the
In this matter I am prompted by the activH.y of enemy on his own terms. JHay this appeal meet with
the clans in California. Under the leadership of a prompt, cheerful, overwhelming response. Let all
Freethmtght they appear to be determined to hav a contribute according to their ability. Those who can
glorious gathering in ihe GoldeJ;I state, where t.hey afford should giv $1,000, and scores can easily spare
bav sent out petitions containing the Nine Demands $100, but if they can't do either, let them send $25
and the following practical address:
or even $5. Don't j'ait to do something. We had
The undersigned citizens of California, realizing that the anticipated that $1,000 would s.tart the proceedings,
safety of republic!ln institutwns is imperiled, the .advance of but President Westbrook assures me that he must
civilization impeded, and the most sacred ri11:hts of man hav $2,000 as soon as possible. Our president h~s
infringed by the least ioterfbrence of the state in matters of spent two years of arduous study and labor on th1s
religion, and believing, with t.he founders of the republic, question, has written and lectured extensivly, and exthat" Eternal vigilance is the price of hberty," hereby invite pended over ~1':00 I·n casli e.nd is willing to do more,
the Freethinkers and Liberals of California tO' meet in con'l!lv
vention at Irving B~ll, San Francisco, Sunday, Jan.27, 1880,. so we should go into this crusade with a stern deter.\
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mination to Secu1ariz9 Girard College, and purge it
of its orthodox incubus.
R9calling the spirit-not the purpose-which actuated the Crusaders of old, their enthusiasm, their
sacrifices, their loyalty to the cause they espoused,
shall we be less inspired for a more exalted purpose~
Shall not .their devotion be ours 1 And even as all
their aspirations were centered on rescuing the holy
sepulcher, so shall those of the Liberals of the United
States be centered upon the restoration of the noblest.
charity known to man-Girard College-to pure
Secularism and pure morality.
From the generous-hearted, gallant John E. Remsberg comes a magnanimous proposition· to start the
crusade and pay aU his own expenses in the warfare.
Hark to the bugle blast:
OAK MrLLB, KAN., Dec. 3, 1888.
MY DEAR STEVENS: The American Secular Uniou announces its intention to attempt to re>cue Girard College from
ecclesiastical chmination. The under.taldng is a laudable
one and at the same time a most difficult one. A robber seldom surrenders his plunder until overpowered and compelled
to reltnquish it. The Christian city of Philadelphia, the custodian of Girard's bequest, backed by the Christian commonwealth of Pennsylvania, authorize·s and upholds this outrage,
and will, donbtless, do all in its power to perpetuate it. But
even if the Union does not succeed in wresting this institution from the clutches of priestcraft, it can show the world
that a great tht:ft has been committed, and it Can €XpOse the
thief. 1 wish to contribute something toward this work, and
in lieu of more substantial aid I desire through you to make
the following proposi;ion: I will deliver four lectures-one
in Chicago, one in St. Louis, one in New York, and one in
Philadelphia-if the Liberals of these cities will raise $100,
$25 for each lecture, this monP.y to be paiu into the treasury
of the Secular Union and used for the purpose named.
J. E. REMSBURG.
Yours very truly,
Brother John can count on Chicago, sure. Who's
next!
E. A. STEVENs, Sec. .A.. S. U.
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thence to Seneca, where the United Independents are
Mail addressed to me at Grantfork, Ill., will be
holding up the color~:.~.
promptly forwarded.
GEo. H. DAwEs.
:r.Iay peace and prosperity bless the labors of TnE
Dec. 4, 1888.
------~~.-------TRuTH SEEKER family, is the wish of him who sub·
S. llell in Texas.
scribes,
D. G. Cnow.
On the 16th of November I left Chicago for Texas.
The ride of about twelve hours between Chicago and
In the Field Again.
St. Louis was delightful, as the weather was charmGRANTFonx, ILL.-I left home November 22d, feel- ing, and the Chicago and Alton railroad is, I think,
ing glum, sour, and discouraged, as I had only two the smoothest of all the roads leading out of the
definit lecture engagements-Beaver Dam, Wis., and Garden City. I cannot say as much for the next
Pocahontas, 111.-and there was some reason for twelve hours' ride over the Iron Mountain road to
feeling blue when I realized that six hundred miles Texsrca.na. It is quite e. rough and uncomfortable
intervened between these places. On the route to road, and the conductors are not any too polite. Our
Beaver Dam I stopped at Mauston, Wis., and met train being late, I was compelled to remain over night
with " Uncle Billy" Holgate, an old veteran of Free- at Texarcana, a most forlorn-looking place. I think
thought. He is eighty-one years old, but m9st a I never ate worse-cooked meals than I did there.
jolly old fellow. He has been reading the InvesAfter a ride of about six hours, Sunday, .November
tigator more years than I am old, and bas read THE 18th, I reached Sherman, and was met at the station
TnuTn SEEKER for about ten years. ·
by Mr. Louis C. Gilmore, who conducted me forthwith
I reached Beaver Dam, where I made an effort to to the court-hoUEe, where an audience was awaiting me.
speak Saturday night and Sunday, November 24th
L. E. Gilmore, Dr. Rucker, and Mrs. Scott are the
and 25th. Beaver Dam is a very beautiful and very workers in the Liberal cause here.
wealthy city ior its size, and there are some very
From ShHman I went to Roanoke, to find when I
~arnest Liberals tnere-.A.ndrew Willard (who says got there that no arrangements bad b~en made for
his Infidelity has never injured his business), Dr. lectures. "Too much rain and mud." And so I had
Swan, B. Thorpe, and Mr. McMullen-but I left to postpone my Bell-ringing until a later date.
Beaver Dam if anything more discouraged than when
My next place was Norse, nearly a hundred miles
I reached there; in fact, I did not know whether I away-and worse still, it was nine miles away from
was going to be troubled with dyspepsia or Presby- the railroad. When I reached Clifton, ahead of
terianism.
time, I found our good friends, Mr. W. J. Ball and
I went from Beaver Dam to Mazo Mania, Wis., and wife, good Liberals, who made me welcome to the
found John Leitch and 0. B. Hazeltine about the good cheer of their happy home. Mr. Ball is a
only Liberals in that place. I was the guest of Mr. station-agent, a genuin Southerner, and his wife a
Hazeltine for a few days, and Mr. Leitch worked up a splendid. type of the Sonthern lady.
lecture for me on Friday night, November 30bh, and
I was entertained by them two days and two
did very well for me, far better than I expected.
nights-just two-thi~dl}. of the length of time the
Mazo Manie is dec~dedly orthodox-so much so whale entertained Joriali. However, we bav no reason
~
Gathering }~xperience.
that the "good people" thought they were doing to believe that the whale invited him to drop in on
HIAWATHA, K.AN., Dec. 5.-If the inspiration of Mr. God good service by destroying the bills I had his way back; or that Jonah bad any joyful re(wllecPutnam's prophecy was not froni experience, I should tacked up. But to counteract that kind of work, tions that made him hanker after anot.ber such entertbiJ;lk there must be something of the supernatural Mr. Leitch made us some paste, and we stuck the tainment. But I, on the contrary, was cordially
about it.
bills on the boards-and if some pious Christian has invited to make my abode with them the next time
The good people of the American Secular Union not destroyed them, they .are sticking there still.
I came to Texas. It is hardly necessary to say that
whom I met at Pittsburgh will not be surprised to
I reached Chicago Saturday morning, December I shall be glad to do so, although the chickens and
know that my work in the West is not only to con- ht, and an earlier hour than gocd breeding- would the orthodox will scorn the sight of me.
quer foes, but "friends" as well. The adage, "All allow found me standing at the door of 16 Union
Mr. T. Theo. Oolwick came from Norse to convey
is not gold that glitters," has a most fitting applica- Park place,tbe home of the secretary of the .A.meri- me there over rough roads. Thfl nine miles seemed
tion to a numerous class of pretenders who. are knOWJ;l can Secular Union. I think Mr. Stevens neglected long, everi though Mr. Colwick is good company.
as "Infidels."
much of his work to show me around the town, A.nd what was still more irksome was to ride three
There are a class of progressiv Liberals who may which, for some unaccountable reason, all Chicago miles after supper, in the dark, over rough roads, and
properly be termed Secularists, and whom the cbur<>h people are so proud of-as though I had never before the buggy every now and then threatening to tip
fears or respects too much to brand~with the old seen an overgrown village. Mr: Stevens just walked, over; and after the .lecture to take the same three
epithet of "Infidel."
walked, walked, ~ntil I thought, as good a walker as mlles again. " Oh, how I would like to be a Liberal
I tell you., friends, H does one's soul good to find I fancied myself to be, that my legs were about lecturer!'' I think I hear some one say. Well, you
a real, live Liberal after wandering t.mong the ruins walked into. nothingness. However, I bav the satis- can hav my place. Lecturing is like going to war,
of orthodoxy.
faction of having a good bill against him for sole- filled with patrio!i3m; there is lots of glory in it, but
Jonathan Soott, of 1\Iorrill, is one of these. We leather-the legs are young and green and will grow not many shekels. My audience was good at Norse.
find on his table all the fresh Secular documents, and again.
I bad about fifty personf!, mostly young n:.en, who
in his library a collection of choice books, old and
Sunday morning we went to hear Professor Swing nearly all were eating nuts wher:- I ent.ered the schoolnew showing the reader to be content to stop his preach. From Mr. Swing's great reputation, I house, but everyone was attentrv. dur,mg_the lecture. ·
rese~rches only when time and age shall close his expected to hear a very fine orator, but was very
From Clifton I had au all-lllght s r1de over the
time of lifo>. Mr. Scott is known and feared far and much disappointed. His discourse was scholarly, Santa Fe railroad to Columbus. The gentlemen who
• near for his uncompromising attacks upon the old but his utterance was not good-in fact, his delivery arr!'-nged for my lecture at this place are Mr. J~mes
faith.
is very dull and prosy.
.A.. Toliver and Mr. Ike Towell. I WllS entertamed
·Robinson is noted for its few and fearless citizens.
But something different from dull sermons and by the former gentleman and his good lady with
Mr. J as. T. Pomroy, the postmaste!', and a dealer stale prayers was given at the Forum Sunday night. attention. My three lectures were well attended, and
in hardware, is the life of the town. He is a Unita- With great pleasure and satisfaction did I listen to creat.ed considerable discussion among the townsrian by faith, hence a good Secularist. He, with Dr. that inimitable little woman, Mrs. M . .A.. Freeman, people.
Semaster, made the arrangements for my lecture at deiiver her supPrb lecture, "Cross and Crown."
I had a long ride from Columbus to Jacksonville.
that place.
.
The Forum was completely filled with eager listeners, Last night I gave my first lecture in Jacksonville,
"Secularism: Its Aims and Advantage~," was my and Mrs. Freeman recaived round after round of which was well rect<ived.
subject for the evening. The Opera Hall recently applause. Mrs. Freeman can draw a larger house in
From here I go to the following places in the
completed is a credit to the place. .A.t 8 o'clock there Cbicaao than any otlier leclurer except Ingersoll.
order named. I cannot giv dates:
were but few people present, but a few minutes
In introducing her Brother Stevens said, pointTexas: Bowie, Vern on, Roanoke, Gainsville, Shermore showed that the people generally were willing ing to a unique floral design representing "cross and man, Trenton. Then to Springfield, 1\fo. Kanto listen to both sides, and a comfortable number of crown :" "Mrs. Freeman has nobly devoted her sas: Leon, Windom, Lebo, Bond. Missouri: Rockladies and gentlemen greeted me. The best of order splendid talents to p::>pularize Freethought in Chi- port Graham. Iowa: Guthrie Centf'r and Bristow.
and good attention prevailed. I called for a reply. caao and has often lectured for ns when her health I sb~ll not return to Chicago before New Year's.
No one responded. Now, I cannot say if this was co~ld scarcely endure it, and in that way she bore the
.
w. s. BELL.
because there was nothing to answer or because my cross of our cause, but I am glad to say that the
discourse was unanswerable; but I really felt disap- cross has not been without its compensation, for her
Lectures and Uectings.
pointed that no reply or criticism was offered after talents bav made her a national reputation, and we
W. F. JAMTESON will deliver lectures during December and
my talk of one and a half hours. However, I am are now ready to crown MaUie .A.. Freeman queen of January in Nebraska-Lowell, Newark, and Newbolds nine
quite sa~isfie~ with resul.ts at Robinson.
the Freethought platform." And bad he said queen nights, commencing December 13th. Address at Lowell,
The mvahd but gemal hotel-keeper, Mr. J. S. of the American platform, be would not hav said Ntb.
Draper is a man of wide views, and has recently amiss.
PRESIDENT WEsTRRJOK is hard at work on the Girard will
The local Union of Chicago may well be considered
emerge'd from the mysticisms of. the gospel ~nto the
light of reason. All be lacks 1s t,o hav h1s name tbe vertebra of the American Secular Union. The perversion case, and will soon furnish the information asked
transferred from the Methodist Episcopal church Forum is making its influence felt, and there is no for in the resolution adopted by our recent congress. He
book to the list of subscribers of some Liberal paper reason why it should not, for the mental food one recently lectured in a Quaker mecting-hous~ iu Philadelthat be mav know the way of real salvation.
gets there is the best that can be procured. I no- phia on the principles of our Secular Union, before one of
Thomas Payne, not a relativ of the immortal hero ticed by the program that Oscar De Wolf, M.D., the oldest and largest literary societies in that city, and his
and author, but a brother-in-law to J. E. Remsburg, health commissioner of the city of Chicago, and a lecture was recei;ed with great favor. He has also lectured
this society on the Girard will perversion. He has
resides at this place; and, for some reason, he and man who has both a national and an international repu- before
promised to lecture on the church-and-state question before
his family appeared not among that intelligent tn.tion as an authority on eanitation, lectured for the Friendship Liberal League early in Deceniber.
audience.
Union the Sunday previous on the subject, "Woman
Henry Williams, Dr. Jas. Gafford, and M. C. Par- ag the Sanitary Guardian of the Home." Next SunThe An.imal who Etlifs the lllail antl E:qm~ss.
ley, the United Brethren minister, were introduced dav Brother Stevens lectures on "Romisb Rubbish."
·Prom tile Toledo Comm'1'< ial.
as the leading men of the town.
From Chicago 1 came to Grantfork, ,Ill., where I
There are external evidences going to show that Blli?tt F.
I found this preacher a very amiable gentleman ; am making my home with t_hat prince of jolly good Shepard, the gospel editor of the New York Mazl and
and the strangest incident is in the fact that be forgot fellows, Anton J. Kraft, until after my engagement J£xpress, is an ass.
to attend the lecture until it was too late.
.
at Pocabonta;; the 13th, 14th. and 15th of December.
FI'0117:tlle Ooin·ie1·-Jov1·no!.
Robinson is a good point, and I hs.v hopes of form- A.s soon as I get ~ested ~r. Kraft thinks w~ can go
When S9.tan begins to toast the small s01~l of Ec!itor Sheping a Union there before the winter closes.
1· to some of the ne1ghbormg towns and cruc1fy some ard ·it will begin to understand tl:at quotmg scnpture and
practicing scripture are not at all the_ same.
I go now to Sabetha, a stronghold of the faithful, of the Christians.

w.
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Qlommunications.
Sheba.
Just where the kingdom, or queendom, of Sheba
was located I am unable to tell, as the Holy Q;;eer
does not state, and no map that I know of shows the
"lay of the land." But that there was such a queendow somewhere to the sou'-sou'-west by iic'th,
or nor'-nor'-east by sou' of Jerusalem, or over against
the thumb hand border thereof, is proved by the fact
that Her Royal Nib.s, th~ quee~ of said q~eend~m,
once on a time paid Kmg So.omon a visit, whiCh
became in time, and so remains to-day, the most
famous of the visits of royalty, not excepting that in
which figured the famous "field of the cloth of gold."
Concerning the name, age, and personal appearance
of the queen of Sheba nothing is said in the H. Q.,
everything being left t? the imagination, and ~y. o.wn
able-bodied apprehenswn of unseen matenahties,
real or ideal, enables me to picture a roly-poly
queen of forty, an oliv-tinted, well-developed specimen of femininity, with a wealth of hair in luxuriant
tresses shaming the raven's wing in ravenness of hue;
great ox-like· orbs, than darkest night f~r darker they,
soU, dreamy, languid, lazy. orbs when in repose, ~ut
harboring within their depths fierce fires of passwn,
rivaling the play of lightnings, when roused the dander of Her Royal N1bs; nez retrousse, with nostrils
sensitiv as aspen leaves-perchance a gorgeous hoop
of gold suspended from the cartilage; mouth exquisit, with lips whose hue our very "Jacks" might envy,
two rows of brightest pearls within contrasting with
the ruby portals of that mouth, to kiss, .or to be
kissed, by which must hav been bliss of an all-wool
variety! A dimpled chin-but why continue only to
arouse a hopeless love! Suffice to say that, with her
beauty dark, her embonpoint, not lacking regal ch.ic,
albeit she was no chicken, her No.3 boots, her jewels
rich and rare, and pearl-trimmed robes of royal purple, she was a Daisy from Daisyville, and don't you
forget it!
.
It appears that H. R. N.-Her Royal Nibs-bad
heard much of Solomon's exceeding wisdom. Not
taking stock in hearsay, she packed her trunks and,
with a large- basket of the hardest kind of nuts to
crack, set out by fast camel express for Jerusalem,
resolved to see for herself if Sol was the man he was
cracked up to be. Of course she traveled in state,
on her own private camels, having a train of these
animals that was wonderful to behold, so great was
it, and so gorgeous were the trappings of the wonderfully enduring, but ungainly beasts; tben there
were the pack-mules bearing spices, gold, and precious gems to be presented to Sol-" greasing a fat
sow's back" was the custom then as it is now, it
would seem.
Well, after Sol bad shown H. R. N. the elephant,
so to speak, cracked all the nuts abe had brought to
vex him, without half trying, she owned up like a
little man that be was a bigger mortal than be had
been painted, twice over, and that she was completely flabbergasted by his fplendor and knowledge.
Then she gracefully performed the " greasing" act,
thereby paying for her board and the trouble she
had caused, by unloading bales upon bales of spices
on Sol, and such as he had never dreamed of for fragrance, barrels on barrels of gems, and one hundred
and twenty talents of gold! As it would take about
:fifteen hundred of our present-day silver dollars to
represent a talent of silver in those days, you can
put it down that one hundred and twenty talents of
gold was no slouch of a sum to lay on one who was
round-shouldered and heavily bunioned from excessiv wealth, and feel glad that you weren't Solomon.
H. R. N. gave Solomon a good deal of taffy on
account of his swell surroundings, not omitting to
mention his stables, containing "forty thousand
stalls of horses" (Kings i, 26)-according to Chron.
xi, 25, "four thousand "-as both accounts are correct, what are we going to do about it !-but I notice
a conspicuous absence of taffy in regard to Sul's
· muchly multifarious better half. Why was this thus,
I wonder' Not a word, not a whisper, not a lisp
concerning Sol's muchly agglomerated wife and subwife. .I wonder if Sol showed her up to his august
visitor! 'Tis strange, 'tis passing strange if H. R. N.
did not express a wish to see his majesty's wife! If
he didn't show her up voluntarily, H. R. N. most
assuredly asked to be presented, her curiosity compelling her to do so. Then why the utter absence of
taffy in this dirlilction! Alas! we shall never know.
What effect this ostentatious visit to the truly
·gorgeous court of Solomon the F.rst had on the
religious nature or ''cult" of Sheba's dazzling queen,
the H. Q. does not state; but the inference is that,
albeit the immediate effect was somewhat pronounced,
there being "no more spirit in her," after she had
seen Sol's glory, it was not for keeps, for the "conversion" of the queen of Sheba would hav so punctuated " sacred" history that the event would never
hav been omitted from the pages of the H. Q ,
you bet!
Exactly what the story of this extraordinary. visit
was told for, unless Jahveh chanced to be· in a

ro~antic mood at the time, I fail to see. It may
adorn the tBle of Solomon's glory, but it points no
moral that I can discover, unless it is in the matter
of present giving-giv t.hat ye may be given in re~urn .
The trouble is, this does not always work satisfactorily. I knew a woman who gave- her "lord and
master" a pair of beautifully embroidered suspenders,
he giving her in return a sealskin sack. She made a
palpable hit, you see. Another woman I know ~ave
her "dear hubby," a few days after the weddmg,
several hundred dollars she had saved, and be gave
her in return-what' The slip-he vamoosed. She
made a bad break, you see: Such is life !
I hope-we all do, I suppose-that H. ~· N. conducted herself in a becoming manner, while at the
court of Solomon. It doesn't seem to be just the
cheese for a lone queen to gallivant. about ~h~ .country and visit kings of such Mormomc prochvitles as
was Solomon, although in those days it may not h~v
been thought amiss. I hope she was careful and discreet, and always had a duenna with her, when in
Sol's private apartments, and that no breath of scandal ever wafted itself across 1he bright sheen of her
unsullied honor, or warped itself jnto the weft of her
existence-! do, 'pon honor, now !
"So she turned, and went away to her own l.and,
she and her servants." This is all that is vouchsafed
to us concerning H. R. N's departure from the court
of Solomon. This is meagerness boiled down. No
account of any big send·off, with imposing escort,
such as Sol's four or forty thousand stalls of horses
could hav affurded ; nothing but this beggarly meagerness as given. Let us hope that Jahveb omitted
mention of the send-off, rather than think that Solomon in all his glory permitted H. R. N. to leave his
dominions without a :fitting escort. For one, I can't
believe this. I am satisfied that Sol did the bandsome thing, and sent her off with flying colors, as it
were, Jahveh not thinking it worth mentioning,
thou::rh dwelling at length on lesser matters.
W~ bear no more of H. R. N. She goes out like a
candle remorseles~ly snuffed, as it were. ·Hoping she
arrived ·home safely, I close, having an engagement
to take in a horse-race. Selah !
_ S1 SLoKUM.

Elmina to .McArthur.
Experience, joined with common sense,
To mortals is a providence.
Wherefore am I accused of being "cold," simply
because I wish to stand on :firm ground and make no
assertions that I do not really believe?
If it be to "repulse" when I deny having certain
experiences, why, I must fain bear it; for I must be
true or nothing. I think McArthur is mistaken in
saying I bav openly stated I knew how the things
were done, but was bound in honor not to giv the
processe·s to the public, for I explained in the Concordia
Blade at the time how every trick I had the clue to
was performed.
Nor am 1 a "violent opponent of the Spiritual
philosophy." I always try to ke~p the mild, even
temper of a Quaker as one of my heirlooms from
that peace-loving sect, but I try to persistently and
patiently oppose all that I deem false, untrue, and
mi~chievous.

I do not think any friend will be able to furnish
the statement that I "admitted the genuinness of my
experiences," so far as their being spiritual was
concerned, or miraculous, either, and as to" fencing,"
I plead not guilty of doing so purposely.
If Materialists hav "small brain-capacity," I hope
our friend will make due allowance therefor, a.s none
of us can know any too much; be we brainy or not.
I am requested to relate the portion of the phenomena I believe was real.
My first sitting with a medium was at the private
house of a friend in Brooklyn, whose daughter was
mediumistic. We got a few sentences through tabletipping and the calling of the alphabet; but not a
single text.
I found that by a slight and imperceptible (to
others) pressure on the table I could tip it to any
letter I pleased. so you see that was unsatisfactory.
Sept. 20, 286, I had my :first seance with a
regularly accredited public medium, recommended to
me by one of the editors of a Spiritual paper, Mrs.
M. E. Williams, 232 West 46th street, New York, a
materializing medium. Mr. Masquerier, Mrs. Kimball, and myself bad a two hours' Eeance. About
a dozen were there. The room was dimly
lighted by one lamp, shrouded in red paper IJ.Dd
turned low down, so at :first we could see nothing
but shadows. The cabinet w s curtained with cloth.
We sat in chairs a few feet from it.
1\Irs. Williams m·ade a short appeal to the audience
to try and put themselvs in a receptiv condition, and
in harmonv with developments. Then the organist
played, "Nearer, My God, to Thee." The curtains
slowly parted, and a gho8tly form, all in white, appeared, waved its bauds, bowed, and blessed the audience. At intervals numPious other forms appeared,
sometimes two at once. They called up the audience
one by one, and gave them messages, most of the
forms beiag recognized, and cried and laughed over.
We were allowed to ask questions, and when Dr.

Newton was ·announced, I reoeivP.d permission to address him a query, lllld as he had doctored my dead
sistH, I thought I would inquire about. her: I :first
a~ ked if the spirit knew who I was, but this bemg a test
question, I was sharply informed that it was. ~very
wrong condition in which to approach the spmts, so
thenceforth I remained silent. Mr. Masquerier, be•
ing well known and noted, received many messages,
and was called up aud introduced to his d~ad wife,
who touched his head, eye8, and arm. He Is nearly
blind, so only saw a white. mist, and could catch nothing but indistinct muttermgs of the m~ssage. So be
said nothing and quietly returned to his seat. Many
others saw ~nd recognized dead friends, telling us
they plainly saw and discerned the features, and g-ot
messages none but the dead could hRv given. I shall
hereafter speak more of tbi~. I withhold my opinion
for the present, only narratio% things as the;r .appeared. Mr. MMquerier rece~ved a messag_e givmg
him great encouragement for. his good work m regard
to land reform and farmsteads. · Policy there, as he
had money.
·
Now it all seemed to me like a masquerade farce
and pl~y. Though I tried hard to :find something real
in it I could not do so. Yet Mrs. Kimball was
stro;gly impressed and .fp}t sure. there were re.al
spirits there. Thus do different mmds see from dJff,rent standpoints. I was unknown and got nothing.
Mrs. Kimball, being a tall, strong, and resolute-looking woman, was not allowed to even go to the cabinet at all while believers received plenty of messages,
and were' called up to ta:k with and kiss the spirits.
Sept. 22 -N ?thing speci~l .yesterda.;y ; found the
clairvoyant we mtended to VISit-had sick headache,
so we went to Caroline Flanders's, and we had a
pleasant and profitable call, for she told us much
of her personal experience with Spiritual mediums,
all of which proved no spirit c~mtroL She. told us of
apparitions which she saw while she was siCk-format
as real as living persons. ShA told of a woman she
knew who could read, in the darkest room, from the
bark of her head-read the finest print in· total darkness-and that the least glimmer of light almost
crazed her. Caroline is well educated; is a novelwriter and used to write for the Youth's Companion,
and got well paid. She came of !! line of· doctors,
and is herself a doctor; so she understands nervous
phenomena, in a measure. I can~ot deny, or entirely
doubt her testimony; yet, despite numerous cases
of thi~ kind, it is still a disputed point among scientists as to whether a person can see from the back of
the heRd or pit of the stoma.ch.
.
But I am \atisfied that If these thmgs are true,
they are a part and parcel of what is called Spiritual
phenomena, and that it is nerves and not spirits that
are the cause of them.
Dr. Hollick, in his" Nerves and ihe Nervous," givs
cases from his own practice, in which each one of the
senses plays tricks upon their possessor, so one is
never sure of his own perceptions. The sight is
most apt to decei'>e, and show ghosts and apparitions
where there is really nothing at all. Now, there are,
no douM, people who seo and bear and Jeel what
they think are spirits. But how are they to know .
but it is their nerves playing them false 1
One case Dr. Hollick mentions I wiil condense and
narrate, as it is so apt to our discussion : A lawyer
had a client who was accused of murder. The lawyer knew he was innocent, but the question was,
Could he clear him 1 He worked bard on the case
for two months, and at the last neither ate nor slept,
but lived on green tea. He won his case, but found
himself ruined in health, and, at last, as he was one
day sitting in his study reading a novel, he heard
some one speak, but, looking around, found himself
alone. The voice spoke again, and the words were
part of what a witness had spoken at the trial, then
came part of the judgf-'s charge, then part of his own
speech in his own voice. Every day he beard voices,
his own and others, always a part of the trial arid in
the voice of each person, as plain and distinct as at
the time, and occasionally when he talked with others
these voices overpowered the real on.e. But in time
the man was cured., and the voices came no more.
To merely tell this incident does not giv the slightest idea of the thrilling reality. The book is only
$1, and all who are curious to know real phenomena
will be well repaid by ordering it of the Truth
Seeker Company.
The doctor yet livs, and will vouch for the truth
of the narrativs.
There is no courage but in innocence;
No constancy, but in an honest cause.
Dec. 1, 288.
ELMINA D. SLENKER.

Slate Writing-A Postscript.
To THE EnrToR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : In THE
TRUTH ~EEKER of May 19th I said that I got four
mee;~:>ag.es \\ ritten on one of my slates, three of which
were in answer to questions prepared by me before
going to see Mr. K•lder, the mPdium. My mother,
my father, and my niece each addres<el me appropriately, just as if they were lhiog; they all signed
their full names, and the handwriting was apparently
theirs. I still hav the slates with the writing on
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them. But there was a. f?urth m~ssage which none
of us could.understand, 1t.was th1s:
·
Good morn mg. Tell Sarah. Wallace Mentor.
Mentor dne.s not appear to be a proper name, and
we were pu~zled to kn~w what it meant. My aunt
Sarah was Wtth me, hav1ng been allowed to come in
after the priva~e IHhnce began; but she did not pre·
pe.r.e any questwns nor did she expect any communi·
ca.tw~. Tile mystery remained unsolved for six
months, when, as we were showinrY the slates to two
lady fl'iends and explaining the c;mmunications one
of the ladies said, "But you havn't told us ~bont
this Mr. Newton?" Then, for the first time, my
aunt recognized the name N swton as that of her
mother before marriage. But her mother was an
only child, and it is now so long since my aunt left
England-over thirty-five years-that she is ·unable
to recall a Newton with the ChriAtian name Wallace.
The first Jetter of the name N awton is so much
like an M that no one ever thought of making anything but "Mentor" out of the word until about a
mont.h ago.
.
VroroniA A. Bunn.
Washington, D. 0., De>c. 4, 1888.
- - - - - - - ·---,--·Colonel In~m·soll DenounCPS Capitnlists WJlO
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Ipalao.~
without. justice, without charity, is as terrible' they would derive a certain pleasure from tbeirwork.
as the hovel w1tuout food.
·
It is splendid to do anything well. Oue can be just

What eff~ct has the. womstn suffrage movement had on
the bre~d-w1nners of this country?
I tbmk the women. who hav been engaged in the
struggle for equal nghts hav done some good for
women in the direction of obtaining equal wages for
equal work. There has also been for many years a
tendency among women in our country to become indepen<1ent-a. desire to make their own living-to
win their own bread. So many husbands are utterly
useless, or worst>, that many women hardly feel justified in d!lpending entirely on a husband for the
future. They feel somewhat safer to know how to
do something, and earn a little money themselvs. If
men were what they ought to be, few women would
be allowed to labor-that is to say, to toil. It
should be the ambition of every healthy and intelligent man to take care of, to support, to make happy,
some woman. As long as women bear the burdens
of the world, the human race ran never attain anything like a splendid civilization. There will bA no
great generation of men until there has been a great
generation of women. For my part, I am glad to
hear this q•leAtion discussed-glad to know th&>.t
Enslave the Working-Girls. thous.ands of women take some interest in the fortF1'om t1!e worla.
unes and in the mi~;fortunes of their sisters.
So much interest. has been awakened by the TViwld's
The question of wages for women is a thousand
exposur~s of the wretched misery, degradation, and times more important than sending missionaries to
sorry phght of the poor working-girls in their bnnds China or India. There is plenty for missionaries to
of slavery to capital and monopoly, that a World do here. And by missionaries I do not mean gentler~port_er called on Col. Robert G. Ingersoll to ask his men and ladies who distribute tracts or quote scriptjudgment of what remedy, if any there is, he could ure to people out of work. If we are to better the
sug~est. Colonel Ingersoll bas been an interested condition of men and women we must change their
reader of what bas been published about the poor surroundings. The tenement-house breeds a moral
white slaves, and no one has given the subject more pestilence. There can be in these houses no home,
careful thought. The reporter asked: .
., ·
no fireside, no family, for the reason that there \s no
.• What is your opinion of the work undertaken by the privacy, no wa.Us between them and t.he rest of the
World in behalf of the city slave girls?
world. There is no sacredness, no feeling "this is
I know of nothing better for a great journal to do. ours."
The average girl .is so helpless a~d the greed ·of the
It would be bard to overestimate the good that
employer is such that unless some newspaper or some might be done by tha millionaires of New York if
person of great influence comes to her assistance she they would turn their attention to sending thousands
is liable not simply to be imposed upon, but to be and thou~ands into the country or to building them
made a slave. Girls, as a rule, are so anxious to homes miles from the city, where they could bav
please, so willing to work, that they bear almost something like privacy, where the family relations
every hardship without complaint. Nothing is more could be kept with some sacredness. Think of the
terrible than to see the rich Jiving on the work of the "homes" iti which thousands and thousands of
poor. One can hardly imagin the utter heartlessness young girls are reared in this cit.y of New York.
of 8 man who stands between the wholesale manufact-. Think of what they see and what they hear, of what,
urer Qond the wretched women who make their Jiving they come in contact with. How is it possible for
-or, rather, retard their death-by the needle. How the virtuous to grow in the damp and darkened basea human. being can consent to liv on this profit, ments? Elan we expect that love and chastity and
stolen from poverty, is bevond my imagination. The all that is sweet and gentle will be produced in these
exposures made by the World will do good. These Purroundings, in cellars and garrets, in poverty and
men, when known, will be regarded as hyenas ·and dirt~ The surroundings must be changed.
jackals. They are like the wild beasts who follow . Are the fathers and brothers blamele~s, who allow young
herds of cattle for the purpose of devouring those glrls to make coats and cloaks and veRts in an atmosphere
who are injured or those who hav fallen by the poisoned by the ignorant and low-bred?
wayside from weakness.
The same causes now brutalizin"l' g\rls brutalize
What effect has unlimited immigration on the wages of their fathers and their brothers, and t.he same causes
women?
brutalize t.he ignorant and low-lived that poiBon the
If our country were overpopulated the effect of air in which these girls are made to work. It is hard
immigration would be to Je~Ren wages, for the reason to pick out one man and say that be is t.o blame, or
that the working people of Europe are used to lower one woman and say the fault is h~rs. We must go
wages and hav been in the habit of practicing an back of all this. In my opinion, society raises itA
economy unknown to us. But this country is not own failures, its own criminals, its own wretches of
overpopulated. There is l)lenty of room for several every sort and kind. Great pains are taken to raise
hundred millions more. Wages, however, are too low these crops. The seed~, it may be, were sown thouin the United States. The general tendency is to sands of years ago, but they were sown, ann the
leave the question of labor to what is called the law present is the VeP-essary child of all the past. If the
of supply and demand. My hope is that in time we future is to diffPr from the present, t.be seeds must
will be!}OmE! civilized enough to know that there is a now be sown .. It is not simply a question of charity,
higher law, or, rather, a higher meaning in the law of nor a question of good nature, nor a quflstion of
supply and demand than is now perceived. Year what we call justice-it is a question of intelligence.
after year what are called the nPcessaries of life In the first place, I snppose that it is the duty of
increase. Many things now regarded as necessaries every human being to support himself-first, that
were formerly looked upon as luxuries. So, as man he may not become a burden upon others, and secbecomes civilized, he increa~es what may be called ond, that be may help others. I think all peo.plP
the necessities of his life. When perfectly civiliz'ld should be taug-ht never, under any circum~tanceP, if
one of the necessities of his life will be that the lives by any poRsibility they can avoid it, to become a
of others shall be of some value to them. A good burden. Everyone should be taught the nobility
man is not happy as long- as he knows that other of labor, the heroism and splendor of honest effort.
good men·and women suffer for raiment and for food AR long as it i"' conPidered disgraceful to labor. or
and liav no roof but the sky-no home but the high aristocratic not to labor, the world will be fi\led
way. Consequently what is called the law of mpply with idleness and crime, and with every possible
and demarid will then hav a much larger meaniog.
moral deformity.
·
In nature every thin~ livs upon something else.
Hag the pnblic ~chonl system anythin.!!: to do with the army
Life feeds upon life. Something is lying in wait for of pupils who after six yearA of stnrtv willingly accept the
something else, and even the victim is weaving a injustice and hardship imposed by capital?
·
web or crouching for some other victim, and the· other
The great trouble with the public school is t.bat
victim. is in tne same business-watching for some- many things are taught that are of no immediate
thing else. The .same is true in the human world- use. I believe in manual training schools. I believe
people are living on each other; the cunning obtain in the kindergarten system. Every person ought to
the property of the simple; wealth picks the pockets be taught how ~o do something-ought to be taught
of poverty; success is a highwayman leaping from the use of the1r hands. They should endeavor to
the hedge. ';l'he rich combine, the poor are ULorgan- put in palpable form the ideas t,bat they gain. Such
ized, without the means to act in concert, and for an education givs them a confidence in themselvs, a
that reason become the prey of combinations and confidence in thn future-givs them a spirit and feeltrust!.'!; The great quest-ions are: Will man evor be ing of independence that they do not now hav.
sufficiently civilized to be honest? Will the time Men go through college studying for many years
ever come when it can truthfully be said that right and when graduated hav not the slightest conc<>ption
is might! The lives of millions of people are not of bow to make a living in any department of human
worth living because of their igi!orance and poverty, effort. Thousands of them are to-day·doing manu'll
and the lives of millions of others are not worth liv- labor, And doing it very poorly, wherea11, if they had
ing on acoount of their wealth and selfishness. The · been taught the use of tools, the use of their han.ds,

a.'! poetic working with irori and wood· as ·working
with words and colors. .
What ought to be done, or what is to be the end?
The fact that. the 1Vorld is turning the attention
of people in this direction is full of hope for the
future. The great thing is for the people to know
tbe facts. There are thousands and millions of
8 plendid and sympathetic people who would willingly
help, if they only knew; but they go through the .
world in such l;lo way that they know but little of it.
They go to their place of business on the elevated
cars ; they stay in their offices for a few hours; they
go home; they spend the evening there or at a club;
they come in cont-act with the well-to-do, with the
successful, with the satisfio;;d, and they know nothing
of the thousands and .millions on 6Very side. They
hav not the least idea bow the world livs, how it
works, how it suffars. They read, of course, now
and then, some paragraph in which the misfortune
of some wretch is set forth, but the wretch is a kind
of steel engraving, an unreal- shadow, a something
utterly unlike themselvs. The real facts should be
brought home, the sympathies of men awakened, and
awakened to such a degree t.hat they will go and see
h~w these people liv, see how they work, see how
t ey sufftlr.
Does exposure do any good?
I hope that th.!l 1Vorlcl will keep on. I hope that
it will expose every horror that it can, connected with
the robbery of poor and helpless girls, and I hope
that it will publish the names of all the robbers it
can find and the wretches who oppress the poor and
who liv upon the misfortunes of women. The crosses
of this world are mostly borne by wives, by mothers,
and by daue-hters. Their brows are pierced by
thorns. They shed the bitterest tears. They liv and
suffer and die for others. It is almost enough to
make one insane to think of what woman, ir:t the years
of savagery and civilization, has suffdred. Think of
the anxiety and agony of motherhood. 1\iaternity is
the most pathetic fact in the universe. Think how
helpless girls are. Think of the thorns in the paths
they walk-of the. trials, the temptations, the want,
the misfortunes, the dangers; and the anxieties that
fill their days and nights. ,Every true man will
sympathize with woman, and will do all in his power
to lighten her burdens and to increase the sunshine
of her life.
Is there any remedy?
I hav always wondered that the great corporations
hav mad.e no provisions for their old and worn-out
employees. It seems to me that the Pennsylvania
road, the New York Central, and many others-not
only these railway companies, but great manufacturing
corporations-ought to provide for their workmen.
Many of them are worn out, unable longer to work,
l!.nd they are thrown aside like old clothes. They
find their way to the poorhouses or they die in tensmenta by the roadside. This seems almost infinitly
heartless. 1\Ien of great wealth PnQaged in manufacturin!!. instead of giving $500,000 for a library or
$1.000,000 for a college, ought to put this money
aside, invest it in bonds of the g-overnment, and the
interest ought to be used in taking care of the old,
of the h8lpleR«, of those who meet with accidents in
their work. Under our laws, if an employee is caught
in a wheel or in a band and his arm or leg is torn off
he is left to the charity of the communit,y, whereas
the profits of the business ought to support him in
his old age. If employees had this feeling-~hat
they were not simply working for that day, not
simply working while they hav health and strength,
but laying aside a little sunshine fot· the winter of
age-if the:v only felt that they by their ]abo:- were
creating a fireside in front of which their age and
helplessness could sit, the feeling between employed
and employers would be a thousand times bett.er. On
the great railways very few people know the number
of the injured, of those who Jose their hands or feet,
of those who contract diseases riding on the tops of
freight trains in snow and sleet and storm; and yet,
wben these men become old and helpless through
accident, they ·are left to shift for tbemselvs. The
company is immortal, but the employees become
helpless. Now, it seems to we that a certain per
cent should be laid aside, so that every brakeman and
conductor could feel that he wa'! providiiJg for him·
self as well as for his fellow-workmen, so that when
thA 'a.,rk days came there would be a lit.tle light.
The men of wealth, the men who control these
great corporatio.ns-thes.e great mills-gi.v ~illi~ns
away in ostentahouR cbar1ty. They send m1sswnanes
to foreign lands. They endow schools and uuiversities and allow the men who earned the surplus to
die in want. I believe in no charity that is founded
on robbery. I hav no admiration for generous highwaymPn or extravagant pirates. At the fouodation
of charity should be j 11stice. Let these men whom
others b,av made wefl.lthy giv something to the workmen-something to those who created their fortunes.
This would be one step in the ri1~ht direction. Do
not let it be regarded as charity-let it be regarded
as j ustioe.
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yea~. Only a begging fer just a little liberty, just
enough to sell a little soda-water, and a cigar perhaps,
or to ride in the street-cars, or to read a paper, if
they will be good in everything else. They are willing to be taken to see grandfather's grave in the
afternoon if they can play a few minutes in the
morning.
Where are the manhood, the independence, the
integrity of purpose, of the Pitts burghers T Are they
forever going to crawl and cringe at the feet of religion ? If it is not right to sell soda-water and t:ide in
the street-cars on Sunday they ought not to do it;
if it .{s right, then it is right to sell or do anything
else, and the demand made of the legislature should
include all else; and put it, too, on some broader
basis than a nickel or a ten-cent piece. If they admit
the right of the Christians to govern them at all they
should bear the whole weight of the cross.
Everybody admires a man who stands up straight
and fights for his natural rights. Very few will hav
much sympathy with one who only wants the chance
to make a few pennies by selling soda-water on
Sunday.
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One subscription two years, in advance ................ ..
0 00
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One subscription with one new subscriber, in oneremittance ...................................................... .
5 00
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
Responsibility and Theology.
remittance .................................................. ..
7 00
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one
The Christian Advocate contributes to the world
remittance .................................................. ..
8 60
of logic this precious bit:
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance .................................................... 10 00
"Lord Byron is credited with the authorship of the asserAny number over five at the same rate, invariably
tion that ' man is not responsible for his belief.' Other skep• with one remittance.
tical minds hav indorsed this plausible half-truti;J. until it has
become a current phrase in Infidel circles. And many who,
For Nickel!' and Dimes, but Not far Principle. though not pronounced skeptics, are yet moved by the vanity
In the report of the last annual Congress of the which seeks silly gratification in saying things which startle
American Secular Union, held at Pittsburgh, Pa., their Christian acquaintsnces, are in the habit of repeating it.
One also often sees it quoted in the writings of' Freethinkers.•
reference was made in these columns to the puritan- It
may not be amiss, therefore, to press the inquiry, 'Are
ical observance of Sunday in that city, enforced men really responsible for their beliefs?'
through the efforts of a private society of churchmen
"Byron's assertion wears an aPpect of plausibility because
who arrogantly imagin that they hav the right to it is partly true. Man is not absolutely responsible for his
control the actions of the people one·seventh of the belief, because he is so constituted that his understanding can
time. Under a law dating back to 1794 the Law and not assent to any given fact or proposition which is not eupported by evidence that appears to be conclusiv. But when
Order Society has been enabled to make Pittsburgh such evidence is presented it cannot withhold its assent.
a veritable graveyard on Sundays. When the Union Hence, there is a sense in which belief is not voluntary,
met there, newspapers were the only articles allowed because the assent of the understanding is determined not by
to be sold. Since then, a dispatch says, newspapus the choice of the mind, but by the evidence on which a
also were interdicted. This. appears to hav awakened doctrin or fact reposes. And so far as belief is involuntary it
is true, as Byron affirms, that 'man is not responsible for his
the jQurnalists. There is nothing like touching a belief.'
·
Christian's own pocket to make him see that a wrong
"But when viewed in all its bearings, this proposition is
is being perpetrated. Touching other people's pock- obviously false, because the evidence of a doctrin cannot
ets
not do it. Now the papers are condemning command the assent of the understanding unless one chooses
the Law and Order Society, and the Post and Leaclcr to giv it nue consideration. Every man possesses the power
examin and to weigh the evidence of Christian doctrin.
are crying" blue laws!" "Scotch Puritanism!" "crude fo
This power is fully within his control. He can giv or reftise
bigotry," and the detective of the society are termed to giv attention to it. And his freedom to do this is the basis
an army of ruffians whose rule human endurat>ce can of hi3 responsibility for his belief. If he choose to steadno longer stand. The representative to the Pennsyl- fa8tly hold the evidence of Christian truth before his mind,
vania legislature from Allegheny county hav been his understanding will recognize its sufficiency to command
influenced, and it is announced that two-thirds of its assent. Since, as Pascal pertinently observes, 'There is
light enough for those whose sincere wish it is to see, and
them will work in opposition to the ac~ of 1794, "so darkness enough to confound those of an opposit disposition.'
far, at least, as concerns the more obnoxious features But, then, says Dr. Chalmers, in one of his suggestiv letters,
• It is a very possible thing that a doctrin may possess the
of that measure."
Later news comes that the druggists also are most abundant evidence, and yet not be believed just because
offended at the Law and Order Society. Having we choose to shut onr eyes against it; and our unbelief in
thi<~ case is owing not to the want of evidence, but to the evibeen walked on for a year by the churchmen they are dence not being attended to.' It is, therefore, apparent that
at last getting restless. They hav, each of them, lost because of his full liberty to giv or withhold his attention, a
the sale of a great many glasses of soda-water with man is responsible both for the belief and disbelief which
a wink therein, and there is a vacancy in their trou- results from his refusal to fix his earnest thoughts upon evisers pockets of cavernous dimensions. Therefore dence which, if comcientiously studied, would guide his
understanding into a belief of the truth. Byron is wrong.
sixty pill· compounders met on the 6th instant to take Man is responsible for his belief, and a Christian believer is
steps to repeal enough of the law to admit the legal justified in addressing the skeptic in the words of Milton :

will

sale of soda-water and winks, in the latter of which
there is indeed much money: Some druggists desired to hav tobacco included in the amended laws,
and others drew the line at beverages. A committee
was appointed to prepare a bill to be presented to
the legislature for the repeal or amendment of the
blue laws. The street railroad comrany and the
newspaper proprietors were invited to cooperate in
the work, as, it was urged, they are on the same level
with druggists under the blue laws. The secretary
was instructed to correspond with druggists throughout the state and enlist their sympathy and financial
aid.
Self-interest, it appears, was the only string touched.
The druggists want to sell beverages of which sodawater is the one alias ; the street railroad companits
want to gather nickels from the public; the newspapers_want to collect the pennies from the sale of
their papers and the dollars from their Sunday adver~
tisers. But not a word that shows the petitioners
hav an idea above a dollar; no indigt)ant protest
against religious tyranny, no strong assertion of mankind's rights, no repudiation of the right of ecclesiastics to manage their business fifty-two days in the·

"'Accuse not Nature. She hath done her part;
Do thou but thine !"'

That is to say, man is free either to examin Christianity or not to examin it; but if he does examin it
he must be convinced; ergo, he is responsible to God
(and therefore deserving of hell-fire) for not believing;
and if he does not examin it h& is likewise responsible, because he had the power to so examin and
become convinced, but willfully turned away from
heaven. This reasoning lands everybody in heaven
or hell, and must therefore be satisfactory to the
church.
But who ever heard of such stupid reasoning? In
the first place, a man is not free to examin or not to examin the Christian doctrin. His will to do or not to do
is determined by his environments, his education, his
geographical location, his general make·up, and the
traits of his ancestors. The Advocate'• first assertion is therefore false, and as upon it is alleged to be
based his responsibility for his belief, the falling to
the ground of the subsequent assertions is a matter
of course.
But supposing the in1luences upon a man's mind
are such that he undertakes to examin Christian

doctrin~ Are the evidences euch as at once compel
belief, as is the evidence of an aritbmttical proposition ? No, only "light enough for those whose
sincere wish it is to see." Buli what sort of reliance
can be placed on the evidence which converts only
those who wish to be converted T Can it be called
conclusiv 1 What kind of an opinion can we hold of
the judgment-its fairness, its honesty-of a man
who is convinced because he wants to be, and asserts
that it would be right for another man to do something to please him though wrong to do precisely the
same thing to please another T A juror who should
decide a case on such a pretext would be kicked out
of court. Yet that is the .Advocate's assertion: the
evidence will convince those who want to be convinced, therefore if others are not convinced the fault
is theirs, and thPy must be damned for not having a
mind so constituted as to desire a thing before seek·
ing evidence of its truth !
Again, suppose the evidence wil1 not convince even
a man desirous of being convinced 'I Suppose a
man's mind has been influenced to desire conversion.
Suppose ·that man is honest, and has strong reasoning power. The Christian doctrin asserts to him as
a fact a thing he knows never has taken place-as
that a dead man has been brought to life-and his
mind rejects it. Is he to blame for his non-conversion 1 Shall he be burnt eternally for refusing to ·
believe the incredible T Who is responsible-the one
who gave him the mind, or the doctrin that mind
rejects, or the mind itself? If the first, then all his
environments, his parents, even nature herself, must
be condemned. If the second, then the minds of
those who constructed the doctrin are to blame. If
the third, then surely the man is not to be responsible for the fault of. a mental organization given him
by beings and circumstances over which he had no
control.
If we could believ.e Pascal and Dr. Chalmere, then
we could all be Christians just as easily as not. But
we cannot believe them, for the simple reason that
the evidence is not there to back them up. 7.'hey
~oantecl it to be so, hence asserted it is so. But supposing they had wanted the moon to play football
with; would it hav been on the ground before them
by simply asserting that it was there T Yet H would
be no more foolish to claim this than to claim that a
man can believe just because he desires to. A man
may assert over and over again that he believes, but
he does not. He only believes he believes, and
deceives himself. U uless his reason is convinced he
cannot believe, no matter how earr:estly he desires
to. Therefore, if the. Christian evidence of doctrin
is not sufficient to convince everybody, as an arithmetical solution will, then only those who hav minds
so constructed that they can deceive themselvs, or ·
are deficient in power to cognize facts and draw accurate conclusions therdrom, can become converts.
Unfortunately, a great part of the world is of this
latter class, though they are no more responsible for
their belief, than the opposit class is for its unbelief
in the same thing.
It is this same Chalmers from whom the .Aclvocate
quotes as implying that Christian doctrin possesses
abundant evidence, who thought he bad answered
Hume's argument against miracles-" That it is more
probable that human testimony should be false than
that miraculous stories should be true, because all
our experience verifies the non-existence of miracles,
and at the same time the frequency of false testimony"-by saying, "True, we hav evidence of false
testimony, and not of miracles, but we hav no e.xperience of such testimony being false as the testimony
we hav for the gospel miracles. No instance can be
quoted of twelve men, whose writings prove them to
hav been both moral and intelligent, spending their
lives in testifying that they saw and heard what they
did not see and hear." The same charge lies against
Dr. Chalmers's implication that the Advocate quotes
as against this ingenious attempt to turn Hume's
argument, viz., there are no facts to back it up. The
twelve apostles did not write the gospels, nor did the
writers of the gospels see or hear a single thing or
word they record. In fact, we don't know who the
writers were, and are sure of nothing except that the
gospels were not written for scores of years after ·Jesus
is said to hav lived. So with this attempt to bolster
up illogic with the opinion of Dr. Chalmers-we may
turn him round against himself and say that it is a
very possible thing that a doctrin may poesei!S no_
evidence and yet be believed just because we choose.
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to shut our eyes against the evidence against its cause Sunday papers and God cannot both hav onlu for qnoti[!g from memory and thns unintentionally misprobability or possibility-that is, if we could believe the same day-one or the other must go. As there representing THE 'fRUTH SKEKRR. Why diLl its E:iitor not
quote this paragraph of mine an!l let his readers judge for
or disbelieve of our own will.
is not, and in all human probability will not be, any
Men are not really responsible for their beliefs, for causa for another sectional war, and 8B the Sunday themselva as to how" handsome" my apology was, and how
much ground it covered?'
the same reason that he who leads a horse to water
"Mr. Macdon:1ld has not deigned to notice this, although
newspapers either ignore or laugh at the rant of the
is not responsible because the animal sometimes
puritanical Christians against them, the conclusion he had the best of opportunities to do so in his recent reply
refuses to drink. A man says, ''I feel I can will and
is irresistible that the wealthy old commodore was to the other portions of the article of which it was a part.
"I trust th~t his action is not a fair sample of Secular fairact a~ I cb!)ose, and follow my own strongest desire." right.
ness.''
So be can, until some stronger desire overrides the
When we read Mr. Walker's explanation of his
first. A man's strongest desire may be to accept
Which Perhaps 1
tb~;~ Christian doctrin. He looks for the evidence.
During the past week the American Sabbath misrepresentation, it occurred to us that it was a
Some of it appears to him unreasonable. Then his Union has been in convention in Washington. Wil- hanqsome apology, and we said so. For so thinking
strongest desire may be to sift that evidence, in bur F. Crafts, of the Presbyterian church, is the we now apologize, plead guilty, and recant. Indeed,
doing which he finds it impossible to believe it. leader in the movement, aided by the Woman's we are willing to eay it was no apology at all, and
Therefore he cannot believe. Is be responsible?
Christian Temperance Union. The Sabbath Union could even wish that we were dead before we had
" Facts of mind," says Wilson, " are bound by the has a petition of six million signatures to present to provoked our mint and cumin friend to pile his Ossa
law of invariable order. The desire which may hav Congress asking for a national law forbidding all of stern righteousness upon our molehill of evil
been the antecedent of the will on a certain occasion Sunday work and traffic. The Union hopes by clos- doing. But whatever he shall fay in condemnation,
was itself the effect of other antecedents,· and those ing up all post-offices on Sundays to stop the running that will we second and unanimously pass. We ask,
antecedents being absent or modified, that desire of trains on that day, and, as far as Congress can with Hamlet :
"Show me what thou'lt do:
would be absent or mod,ified. In other words, that legislate, to stop all manner· of labor.
state .of consciousness called a desire is a link in a
Cardinal Gibbons has just written to Mr. Crafts Woul't weep? woul't fight? woul't fast? woul't tear thyself?
Wonl't drink up Esil? eat a. crocodile?
chain of invariable cause and t;ffect." Had not the indorsing the aims of t,he Union, and the general I'll do't."
man desired to accept the Christian doctrin, he authorities of the Presbyterian, Methodist, Baptist,
Anything to satisfy our esteemed friend. He can
would not bav desired to sift the evidence. Had he and Reformed churches hav passed resolutions favorcall his explanation a whale or a weasel or a bump~
not sifted the evidence, be would not hav rejected ing the movement. In this city about all the churches
backed camel, just as he chooses.
the doctrin. Had he not rejected the doctrin, he hav indorsed it. The Brotherhood of Locomotiv
We learn from the same editorial of Mr. Walker's
would not bav been a candidate for bell. This re- Engineers, the 'International Convention of the
from which we hav quotfd thie-what is it? that he
sult is evidently what the priests hav in mind when Knights of Labor, and the Central Labor Union hav
has had trouble with Mr. O'Flanagan, editor of the
they tell their people who think they believe, not to also approved the scheme. Elliott F. Shepard is the
K!lnsas Catholic, who refused to print Mr. Walker's
investigate or que-stion the mysterious ways of God: president of the Union_ The convention in Washingarticles when rPplying to them. Notwithstanding
that it will lead them into trouble and doubt. And ton is the first public meeting of the Union, and is
that t.he two troubles are not at all parQlel, we giv
it is a solid fact that many men bav been drawn into held to affect the Senate Committee on Education
Mr. Walker's gentlemanly dismissal of the two
open Infidelity simply because they tried to be and Labor, before whom the objects of the Union are
offending editors:
Christians and began " to examin and to weigh the to be shortly argued. Senators Blair, Edmunds, and
"Between Mr. O'Flanagan and Mr. Macdonald there does
evidence of Christian doctrin." Therefore, it cer- Hale are of course helping the churches along, and
not appear to be much room for choice, so far as fair ptay in
tainly is not true that if a man "chooses to steRd- the prospects of the Union seem good.
discussion is concerned. Their names and their treatment
fastly bold the evidence of ' Christian truth' before
If this scheme works all right, and Senator Blair of opponents alilte rai5e a SU8picion of a closer affiaity behis mind, his understanding will recognize its suffi- gets his seventy or eighty millions for his education tween thtm than their very dissimilar views upon religion
ciency to command its assent." Thinking of one bill, to be spent under the supervision of the Prot- would warrant one in assuming to exist."
thing, following a strongest desire, leads to thinking estant churches, then we shall bav the God-in-theMr. Walker E<hould be more careful. Mr. O'Flan.
of another, and so on in the chain .of cause and Constitution amendment up again, with the chances agan may be offended at this.
effect; and a wou1d-be Christian who seriously sets in favor of ita passing Congress, whatever the states
.to thinking is on dangerous ground. He will almost msy do with it. The Protestant churches are much
Some nooks to Giv Away.
surely lose what little faith be bas. The only way encouraged by their success in confiscatirg the MorThose of our readers who intend to l'erp the Pdgan holito be a good Christian, and to hold fast to the faith, mon church property, and it certainly is a goo€1 prec- day" of December 25th by the admirable custom nf making
not to think at all.
edent for future national interference in religious presents to their relativs and friehdil are respect fully urged
And theology does not require thought. It re- matterE'. Perhaps by and by we shall bav a state to considt·r that books form one of the best possible ldnds of
qJiirea only acceptance. As Bishop Magee summed church in every state, and a national church sup- remembrance, being brllh useful anrl ornamental. And they
are further urged to recollect that THE TnuTII S&RKRR has a
up the differences between science and theology, the ported by the United States govunment.
large stock of the best of books intcriorally, and exteriorally
first discovers facts, the other "accepts revelation
Perhaps, also, by and by, the people will get cnnstructrd with an eye single to beauty. Among them we
and clings to a creed." The chief characteristic of tired of church domination and pitch the whole lot may mention : _
The Gods and Religions of Ancient and Modern Times,
theology, says Wilson, is that it depends .upon de- of rascals overboard.
by
D. l\1. Bennett, giving a full account of all tile ~1eathen
duction alone. To verify by an appeal to facts is
and Christian gods, with a description of the religions attached
Resipiscence.
repulsiv. To lay an accepted revelation on tho disthereto. Two large volumes, in cloth, $3; in leather, with
secting table of criticism, to be cut up with a view
It seems hardly worth while to use the space red edges, $7; in morocco, gilt-euged and very handsome,
to ex~min its nature, is irreverent. Theology treats necessary for the following, but for Mr. Walker's $8.
. A complete volume of Colonel Ingersoll's principal works,
of things which lie outRide of the range of human complete satisfaction it must be done :
bound
in half calf, for $5. The Prose Poems of the
11
faculties, such as God, heaven, bell, and she is safe
Some months ago, in criticising the position of THE same author are a peculiarly appropriate gift to a Freeonly so long as she confines herself to these. 'Vhen TRGTH t:l&RKEn upon the 'ob~cenity' question, I unintention- thinker, and these are only $2 50.
she introduces human elements, she .becomes ame- ally misstated the Editor's views, not having by me the par.Paine'R Great Works are also bound in handsome style,
nable to science, and must answer the questions ticular number of the paper which contained the article I cloth, $3; leather, $4; and morocco with gilt edges for
was noticing so depending entirely upon my memory. This
science puts. Wheu theology attempts to prove a caused l\Ir. Macdonald to reply in a strain a trifle pungent, $4 50.
One of the best of presentation works is Mr. Bennett's
revelation, she must tell us what a revelation is. closing with these words:
Trip Around the World. It is useful as a hhtory, entertainWhen she says revelation comes by inspiration, she " 'The next time ll!r. Walker gets up to misrepr&sent us we trust ing as a novel,. and as destructiv to snperstitwn as Paine's
he will hav the h'lnesty to quote our words. His labored •ffor's to
must show us bow inspiration works, and bow she confut.e
somethiag we never said hav a tendency to make us writings. The four voluminous volumeg are bound in motells the difference between inspired and uninspired weary.'"
rocco, with gilt edges, and sent free for $10 50.
"I explained how this :>ccurred, saying:
Another good pagan-holiday work is the World's Sages,
thoughts. When she says God interfH"eS with· the
" 'It ~eem'!l that 1\lr. Macdonald has caught me napping, Thinkers, and Reformers, or biographies of tbe world's
people of this world, she must prove there is a God.
She may talk about God away from the world as but when he avers that I knowingly misquoted him he labors benefactors. In cloth, $3; in leather, $4; in morocco acd
under a mistake. At the time I wrote the" Flash" which gilt, $4 50.
much as she likal'l, and ecience simply says, I know he
quotes above I could not find THE TnuTrr SxxKXR containAs a work of fiction, we can unreservedly commend
nothing of such a being, but when she brings him lug his article, and so I had to depend upon my memory, Frederil;a Macdonald's Nathaniel Vaughan. It is a splendown here she must show him. And if it should which appears to hav led me into a serious error. I hav not didly written and vigorous presentment of the mischievous
appear, adds Wilson, slyly, that 8 teacher or writer since then been able to find that copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER, nature of modern Christianity. In cloth, with side stamp
was mistaken as to certain facts verifiable by human but hav no doubt that its Editor quotes himself correctly, in gilt, $1.25.
All of our readers know and admire Mr. F. M. Holland
Certainly no one will more readily than myself admeans, he must state the reasons for believing be above.
mit the vital difference between the position I assigned to (except, perhaps, when he is writing about the glories of free
must be correct concerning supfwlntman facts un- Mr. Macdonald and the one he actually took, but I assure trade), and will b3 glad to know that his Heign of the Stoics
verifiable by human means. Thought, applied to him that the misrepresentation was wholly unintentional.'
is again in print. This book is a thoroughly accurate, well" Now, had Mr. Macdonald acted as his own physician he classifieti, and valuable com pend of the Stoic teachings in
theology, only confuses the subject, and leads the
would hav let me state my • apology • in my own words, in philosophy, ethics, and religion, together with a fine sumthinker into difficulties_
THE TnuTH SxxxEn, but instead of quoting the above, he mary of their history as a system. No better book on the
--------~~------All Sorts of' a Fool.
wrote:
subject can be found. It ia elegantly printed and bound in
•
cloth
for $1 25.
of t h lS town who "• This may be, perhapP, a good place to acknowledge liir. WalkWe thl
. "nk th"t
.. the old gentleman
For the children we hav in pretty nnd sub>tantial bindings
· 1
k" d 0 f
er•shandsome apoloieyfor misrepresenting the sentiment expressed
said -that one of his sons-m-aw was more m s
a in TuE TauTu I:!EEKEn. We trust that hereafter he will observe Miss Wixon's Story Hour, which is an exceptionally handblank fool than any other fellow be ever saw, was atrict accuracy in these matters.•
some and interesting book, without superstition, for $1; and
exactly right.
"I exposed the unfairness of this in Fair Play of October Apples of Gnld, beautifully bound, for $1 25. Miss Wi:wu's
This reminds us that Elliott F. Shepard bas come 27th, as follows:
All in a Lifetime, also, is an appropriate work for this seaout in his Mail ancl E~press for a war with the
"'Does Mr. Macdonald consider that his second paragraph son of the year. Price, $1.50.
is "handsome" in any way? The word" misrepresenting,"
Liberals will appreciate these books nud thank the giver,
Sputb and for the suppression of Sunday newspapers. when used unqualifiedly, means, as commonly understood, and by reading them their Christian friends will bec0me
The war is to be based on the fact that some Rapub- intentiona~ misrepresentation, and Mr. Macdonald wen enlightened. Therefore, when selrcting Christmas and New
1
lioans were defeated in their climb for office last j knows that I make no apology forintentionallu misrepresent-! Year presents, remember to do good as well as confer
11
;t!). nth, and tl!.~ Dewspapera are to be suppressed be- ing the position of THE TRUTH SEEKER. I apologized " i pleasure, and send for one of these volu~Ues.
9
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BRISTOL, VT., Dec. 3, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SB:KKKR of December lEt,
" Constant Read,er" asks for aid in solving the hen-and egg
problem. I will submit the following as being the correct
answer, or n~ar enough for all practical purposes. The
number of eggs will be 27.1JIJ96.
S. F. HAsELTINE.
SANFORD, N.Y., Dec. 1, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : In reply to ''Constant Res.der" in THE
TRUTH SEEKER of December 1st: If a hen and a )l.alf lay an
egg and a half in a day and a half,. three hens will lay three
eggs in three days, so six hens will lay twice three or s~x
eggs in three days, which is two eggs each day for the six
hens, or fourteen eggs for the seven days.
VoLUNTEER.
BARRE, MASs., Dec. 1, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I will try, and help out'' Constant Reader" in
TnE TRUTH SEEKER of December 1st, on the New York
Tribune puzzle:
If a ben and a balf lay an egg and a ball in a day and a half, bow
many eggs will six bens lay in seven days 1
One hen would lay one egg in one day, and six hens would
lay six eggs in one day, and in seven days six hens would lay
seven times six eggs, equal to forty-two eggs. Is not that
correct, Mr. Tribune and Mr. TRUTH SEEKER?
ELLA. E. GIBSON.
WEBTMINBTKR, CAL., Nov. 21, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: You seldom hear from me, so now for a few
words. Tf.!E TRuTH SEKKKR is a very welcome visitor in our
house. The pictures are excellent, as well as the reading
matter, and I cannot well do without it. The Christian dislikes it; it comes in contact with his superstitious ideas and
leads to Infidelity, and that scares many. Those holding old
and popular ideas choose to keep and remain in their ignorance, ·and &y do not seem to like real facts that conflict
with their pious ideas, having to invent or misconstrue more
or less to reconcile ~uch things.
Now, I want my friends to know where I am, after leaving
Utah, so by inserting this letter you will oblige,
LUKE WM.. GALLUP.
CIROLKVILLE, W.VA., Nov. 14, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Through my efforts and the distribution of
copies of THE TRUTH 8KEKKR in this part of the country,
Freethought is becoming quite popular here. I believe that
liberty and responsibility should be the basis for all human
conduct. Hereafter I will exert greater efforts for the advancement of our cause.
From a humanitarian standpoint, we are under obligations
to nature for two of our best conditions in life-usefulness
and happiness; therefore, let us honor ourselvs by living in
accordance with them by doing good in the world and making people happy. The way to be useful in the world is to
do something useful for the world. The way to be happy
is to make others so. Nature is the author of my being and
the only god that I worship. I read authors, but study nature. I am, as ever,
An untiring truth seeker·,
DR. HARPKR JUDY.
LAN!>IIWBPRGH, N. Y.,Nov. 27,1888.
MR. EmTou: I did not imagin that the country contained
or allowed such valuable Liberal papers to be published as
THE TrmTH SEEKER and Boston Inve;tigator, both of which
journals came to my notice by accident. I think that if you
sent back numbers of your paper to trusted Liberals, it
would advance the cause by having them circulated among
some of our friends of superstition or Christianity. 'fhe
picture of the '' Puzzled Pilgrim" in your is~ue of November
17th is a good object-lesson for the thoughtful, and fpeaks as
loud as a sermon to those of refiectiv minds. I trust that you
·will meet with success in your work of freedom, and I think
the torch that is held in the hand of Liberty statue in New
York harbor ought to be replaced by a copy of THE TRUTH
SEEKKR, as Liberal literature is the only light that will expose
error to the world.
I inclose stamps for a copy of your issue of October 13th,
containing Ingersoll's Reply to :Manning. Please send cataCAPT. JoHN TWAMLEY.
log of books.
CmoAoo, Nov. 27, 1888.
Mn. EDITOR: What cowards some of us mortals be! Why
are we not courageous. in doing such ennobling work, i e.,
truth seeking? Why are so many hesitating in stating what
they consider truth ? It cannot be that they fear to express
their thoughts, for ours is a free country, and with great
battlefields, viz., mperstition, ignorance, and commtrcial
greed. I find in my surroundings men avowing Freethougbt
and yet submitting to the encroachment of pope and priest
for fear of losing patronage, social standing, and political
influence. Is it a wonder,· then, that men of less lights, intellects, ke~p quietly at home and wait till brave souls assume
the offensiv and thereby encourage the timid? I am fully
aware of the noble work that is done by the few who, like
all those really connected with propagating truth and humanity, giv their time and cash, in addition to the hardship
they undergo. .What great good could be accomplished
were all Liberals to make a united front, not fearing the
contemptible ostracism of society so assiduously applied by
the hypocrite, the worshipers of power and mammon!
I see by my sub•cription that another year baR passed, and
am happy to state that this time I can add three new subscribers to the list of truth seekers. Inclosed you will find.
check for- four subscriptions-which surely does not show
much, yet I shall try again, and grow out of my littleness
with a brighter mind and braver heart.
Yours, etc.,
JoaN S. PAULSEN.

0RKGoN, Mo., Nov. 29, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: "When the legitimate conclusion of a proposition is absurd there must be something wrong in the proposition." This is admitted to be true by every clear thinker.
In fdct, it is axiomatic.
The propo~ition is that individuals hav absolute property
in the land, subject to government taxation. Now, the
legitimate conclu~ion is that the owner may use his propert~
as he pleases so long as he does not jeopardize the property
of.his neighbors. A few persons may buy up whole islands
or countries and eject the inhabitants. They hav. the same
control over a million acres that they hav over one acre. A
few persons may buy up the whole of Ireland and eject all
the inhabitants. This is th_e legitimate conclusion of the
proposition, and it is absurd. For it follows that those who
are not landholders hi\V no right to any p'ace whereon they
may exist. Even the seas, lakes, and rivers are claimed in
the same way as the land.
Any doctrin that runs into such an absurdity must be
unsound.
HoLT.
WoROEBTllR, MAss., Nov. 24, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I hav just received a copy of Rev. J. D.
Fnlton's ''Break the Fetters," a protest against the Rom ish
church. I t.lso hav before me your issue of July 21st. Fulton desires to substitute the Fulton fetter for the Romish fetter. This is clear on every page. You would break the fetter, because fetters and freedom cannot exist in the same
country.
Romanism is a blast, a mildew, wherever its baleful breath
is suffered to exist. But politicians court its influence,
because it is the most venal class of our citizens. It is the
cheapest vote in the market on election day.
Popery exists by its secret organizations, and can only be
successfu!ly maintained by a eecret organization. I do not
advise the revival of Knownothingism,_ because many of our
foreign-born citizens bate popery more bitterly than nativ
Americans, for the rEason .that they hav seen and suffered
more from it.
As you are in constant communication with the anti-Catholic element of the country, why Cl\n't you organize for
secret systematic work against this Roman rottenness?
Organizers could be put into the field and organizations
effected which would 8pread the cause of freedom on the
wings of the wind, and in like manner purify our priestF. L. KING.
polluted atmosphere.
STEUBENVILLE, Nov_ 14, 1888.
Mn. EDITOR: I eee the papers, as usual aftel"an election,
are beginning to agitate the question of a six years' term for
the president. Seeing the great expense, the injury to business, and the demoralization of the people caused by every
campaign, "no wonder they try to think of some plan to mitigate the evil. But would not the remedy of long terms be
worse than tl e disease? The shorter the term the better
when we get a president like the president we liav now.
Into what a mess be would hav bad the country if he had
two years' more power it is hard to tell. My remedy for the
evil would be to do without a president other than the president of the Senate, who could perform all the duties of the
president with the h~Jp of a cabinet selected by the two
houses of Congress, wlw could be chosen from the members
of each house and would hav the advantage of being mem
ber8, and be there ready at all times to answer questions
from mem hers, like the members•of the English cabinet.
Another great advantage would be that the president would
always be in accord with the Senate, being chosen by the
majority of that body, which would make it impossible to
hav such bickerings as we had with Andrew Johnson and
the Senate, also with Tyler. ·The Senate might choose the
secretary of the treasury, the secretary of state, and one or
more other of the cabinet, and the House the rest. I believe
such a plan would be far better than lengthening the presidential term, and would do away with our expensiv and demoralizing presidential tlections. Of course it would hav to
be done by amending the Constitution, and if it was
thoroughly diwussed for a year or two by the papers, I ihink
the majority of the people would see its advantages;
J. DowNEs.
SAN ANTONro, TKx., Nov. 16, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: W. T. S. H. in his letter of October lOth
makes many misstatements of figures, as, with your permission, I propose to show in the following table. In the leftband column I will place his prices for the necessaries of
life in England, and in the other will giv prices as they are.
I know wherecf I ~peak, having been in the provision business in that country for many years:
lletail Prices.
R 9 tail Pri~ts.
Bread,
1~ •.... $
3 Bread,
lb ... $ .21-41o21-2
l:leef steak,
2' to r4 lle•f steak,
"
l6 [(> 20
•· roasts,
.. ..
l"ilo 2 •
" roa•t•,
" ..
12 to 14
" common " .. ..
14 I 2
" cc•mmoo, " ..
10 ron
Chicken H. Pacb, • • • •
36 " 60 Obickeu•, each,
36 to 60
Fg;:~, per doz.. . ... 14 1 2 to ~o E"g•, Per dozen, . .
o to 14
Cbeeoe,
lb. ·· ··
24 1'' 2~ Cheese,
lb. •.
9 to 16
Tea,
"
. 96 ro 1 25 Tea,
''
25 to 72
Sugar,
7 to 10 Sugar,
"
4 to 5
W. T. S. H. says that the people work for twenty cents a
day. Anyone might as well say that the people in America
work for twenty-five cents a day because in BO!lle of our industries women do not earn any more than that. He also
~ays that their bread is made out of "yellow meal and butter." Did ever anybody hear of bread made that way?_ If
so, will some one rise and explain the process? No, sir;
they make bread out of flour, and giv "yellow mtal" to
hogs. I do not wish to enter into a controversy about free
. trude, but I will say this, that the grandest statesmen England has produced during- her last forty years hav all been
in favor of free trade, and they hav got the people to support them too. The conditions that prevail in the two conntries, the United States and England, differ, the former haviDg greater opport~nit~es for JlWil to apply themeelvs to there-

sources of nature, while in England natural opportunities are
more monopolized, and it is just this that regulates wages.
He also says that the laborers in this country are better oif
than anywhere else in the world. How about Australia?
Are not wages as good there as they are here P
·
He also bas a dig at the Anarchists. I would like to ask
him if Anarchy is a " cause" or '' an effect." From the
tone of his remarks he looks at Anarchy quite superficially.
What do people strike for? He says it is owing to "free.
dom of the press and speech." I think a remar~ like. that
from a "Liberal" is quite out of place. It sounds more like a
snort from the papal see. He denounces agitators, and says, ·
"Har;g them." And for what? For teaching people what
are their rights and urging them to get them if they can ..
And for this he advocates hanging. Bah I such Liberalism
MAROUS GEORGE.
makes me tired.
CoALTON, KY., N"ov. 13, 1888 ..
MR. EDITOR: Now that the election is over, and everyofte
has time to coolly think of the_ bitter prejudices exhibited,
and the corruption of the money power, I think it a good
time to put my favorit theory for the prevention of vote
buying and selling before the intelligent readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and all other fair-minded persons.
As soon as our legislature convenes I am going to try to
send them a petition asking them to enact a law compelling
each county to build in each precinct a house suitable for the
population of each precinct, and, in addition to the house, a
hallway fifteen feet long from either side of the main building, and eight feet high and four feet wide, the walls of the
hall to be so tightly closed that no one can see through them,
and ·having a door at each end, one for entrance, the other
for exit. The intention of such a hallway is that no one
should be allowed to enter at the time a voter would be
voting under. a penalty of $500 unless it should be for the
purpose of challenging the right of the person offering his
vote. I think we should idso ask the enaetment of a section
prohibiting any person from entering the room where the
officers of the election are under a penalty of $500. The
judges and clerks should be under a penalty for telling who
any voter voted for. The sheriff of the election should stand
at the door of entrance to see that no one entered while the
voter was voting. He should be on the outside to see that
no one eavesdropped. There should also be a pena!ty of $500
for eavesdropping. The windows of the main building
should be so high from the ground that no one could see in
from the outside.
I think such a plan as this would giv us a free and peaceable solution of the corruption of elections. I would like
to hear the comments of others on the idea.
Yours for U. M. L.,
SAMUEL P. HERRONEAu CLAIRE, Wis., Nov. 17, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : Since you announce in your last issue that
you_ cannot hope to agree with E. C. Walker about the repeal ·
of all -laws against~· obscene literature," and therefore take
leave of the subject, it is with diffidence I seek to introduce
it to you again. I presume, however,- that you agree with
me and Walker in desiring the repeal of the CoD:J,stock law.
The arguments against the Comstock law are, to be/ sure,
almost innumerable. But I think that you are ignoring or
resisting the conclusiv one, to which, properly presented,
;here can be no reply. My argument is as follows: The talk
about obscene literature is all moonshine. There is no such
thing as obscene literature. I do not mean to deny that ·
there are books which contain gross language and reptilsiv
scenes. There are plenty of such books. One of them is
called the holy Bible. What I do utterly deny is that there
is any reasonable, practical test by which the holy Bible,
Rabelais, the. Decameron, Gulliver's Travels, manv parts
of Shakspere's plays, many of Byron's poems, and pretty
much all ancient books, can be put in one claes, and those
other books :who11e very names are proscribed on account of
their inde<;ency in another. Nothing is, or possibly can be,
more indecent than a great part of the classical works just
named. On what principle, then, are they to be tolerated
and the other suppressed? The only distinction I hav ever
heard proposed is that the classical works, notwithstanding
their frequent profligacy, ~rein the main n:eritorious; while
the others hav nothing but their nastiness to recommend
them. See, now, of how gross an inconsistency this argument convicts those who use it I They obtain a statute to
punish a man for selling a smutty book; but what they do
punish him for, according to their own story, is selling a
stupid book ! This is not mere " sarkasm," though if it
were, it would be withering; but, on the contrary, is an
eminently practical consideration. For punishing the sale of
stupid books is not the way to suppress, but to imm()rtalize
them. Since the revival of literature in Europe thousands of
immoral books hav been written. All are dead except those
which possessed real merits and some two or three others.
What preserved these two or three from the fate of their
equally silly and equally coarse compeers? I am persuaded
it was nothing else than this, that some would. be suppressor
of vice thought it worth his while to prosecute. The natural
punishment of publishing a stupid book is not to sell it.
The right way to suppress books adapted to" bring a blush
to the cheek of a young person," if that be all there ls to
them, is to let them alone.- True, the specielil is !~mortal;
but if we hav only new and ephemeral publications of this
sort, the evil is reduced to a minimum, and it becomes injudicious to disturb what is well enough. ''Experience" and
"facts observed" show actually "just this, that the only way
a book with no recommendation but indecency can be pushed
to a second edition is that somebody with more zeal than
judgment should notice, denounce, and, above all, prosecute
it, until general curiosity has been awakened to know what
it really is. The Society for the Suppression, etc., does not
suppress such books, but advertises them.
L. JA¥Es.

c.
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BAN FHANorsoo, CAL., Nov. 13, 1888. -~gloating over the miseries of his o~n c;eatures shows a more
MR. EDITOR: In reauing your paper I came acrosli an devilish disposition than could be imagined by any but a
article from C. B. Reynolds in the form of an attack upon mountebank whose trade is to howl and yell about hell torMr. Jamieson. Now, I would like to say a word in Mr. ments to scare weak-minded men and silly women, so that
Jamieson's favor. I think the . .charges made by Mr. Rey- he can get his bread and butter witho)lt laboring for it.
nolds are very severe and altogether unwarrantable. Mr.
J. H. WHITSON.
Jamieson has always been a fearless exponent of FreeNEw CAMRRIA, KAN., Nov. 16, 288.
thought at all times and in all places. I say the same of Mr.
MR. EDITOR: I voted the Union Labor ticket. I told Mr.
Reynolds. Now, I can see nothing in the article from Mr.
Jamieson previous to this attack to warrant it. In my opin- J. Weaver, of the above address, before the election, that if
ion, had Mr. Jamieson refused to debate with Clark Braden I were back in Illinois I would vote for Fifer for governor,
on the grounds that Mr. Reynolds refuses to (when he was because I believed the Christians there would try and defeat
recognized by the Christian element of that section), I should him on the ground that he was an Infidel, which turned out
hav attributed the refusal to cowardliness on his part, know- worse than I expected. What are our Republican Liberals
ing as we do in what light Infidels are held by Christians. going to do about it? I am not sure but the Republican vic.Arly preacher could make the same excuse before his con- tory was a religious victory after all. I was surprised that
gregation, and sustain hims3lf in it too, although every one of there was any other Liberal viewing it in the same light, but
us would attribute it to cowardice. Now, as regards being such is the fact. A Mr. Bnggs told Mrs. Abbott that was the
mercenary, I fail to see how he can provide for himself and way he looked at it.· It is generally known that the national
family unless he accepts recompense for his work. I think Republican committee snub Ingersoll, and Warner Miller
that Mr. Reynolds does the same. It seems to me that I hav wrote him that he wanted no Infidel to f!tump the state for
often heard groaning in that camp when receipts were not him, so the Republican party says virtually that no Infidel
quite up to the standard. I hav never to my knowledge need apply. Liberal Republican brethren, are you going to
heard Mr. Jamieson complaining about the weather or the tell them, "We will show you we hav some rights that you
receipts. I had the pleasure to meet Mr. Jamieson at the are bound to respect?" I am inclined to think it was all cut
hotel that we both happened to stop at in Anoka, Minn., and dried before Harrison was even nominated. In January
about three years ago. I had a pleasant little chat with him, Dr. Withrow, Presbyterian, of Chicago, said "he deplore :I
but my business being pressing, I did not hav the chance to the tendency of the press to make man greater and God
hear him lecture, but heard a great deal of him through that smaller. If the people thought the laws man-made, they
part of the country, and I think that with people that know would hav no respect for them, but if made to understand
that God stood behind them, that they were God's laws, they
bini. the article will hav little effect.
R. B. CHADWIOK.
would show more fear;" and "therefore he exhorted the
people " to " glorify and honor God by recognizing him more
HAMILToN, N.Y., Oct. 20, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I see in your columns that an effort is talked in our form of government and in the criminal. laws of the
of to restore from theft Girard's College at Philadelphia. land." This denomination is the Gad-in-the-Constitution
Now, I well remember the time Stephen Girard built and put agents, and who knows but it is a Presbyterian victory?
in usefulness this institution of learning, and hav a vague Harrison is a strong one, and you need not be a bit surpriRed,
idea of the use it was intended for. I also remember the with Harrison, :Blair, Edmunds, et al, with "No Infidel need
conditions Mr. Girard imposed upon this college when it was apply," that there will be some national laws passed in thi~
_opened, and those conditions were so plain and strong that direction. ''Is there any.hope from any other of the parties?"
it dia.not appear possible for the priests, clergy, or churches Yes, I. think there is. Republican legislatures pass the Comof any denomination ever to _get control of this institution. stock law; the Democrats voted solid against it. The
But from THR TRUTH BEEKER it seems this school has been Republican legislature of Ohio passed a law making .mediums
captured by the orthodox clergy notwithstanding Mr. Girard's pay a license of $300 to hold eeances in the state; a Democratic
conditions, and is now run in the interests of the orthodox legislature repealed it. The Democrats-with the help of the
faith.
·
Liberal Republicans, be it said to their honor-elected one of
How is this thing? Has this college fallen into the keeping the vice-presidents of the national Liberal League governor
and control of the Christian faith? If so, the readers of THE as a rebuke to the above Republican law, and it also will be
TRUTH ·BEKKER would like to know more about it than they noticed that his being an Infidel did not keep him from poll.
now do, and would be glad to know how this steal ·was ing his full party vote. Iwonder if there are not some of
made, atld to what extent., and, if it is a possible thing, hav the old Liberal warhorses of Abolitionism still within the
this valuable institution restored to the object for which it Republican ranks that will resent the insult; GPntlemen, I
for one· am willing to follow where you lead the way. and
was crea terl.
These ministers and churches are experienced hands in very kindly offer the use of our party for the purpose.
stealing colleges, schools, and public money, to build up Although it has no record upon the subject, I can say this
their order, arid they hav great success, and the time has much for it, that about all that did not desert it when it
come to look to this thing and put a stop to this kind of came to voting were Liberal.
JoHN W. ABBoTT.
thieving, and I am glad to see this affair of Girard College is
to be looked after. I would suggest Mr. Ingersoll be emWILKESBARRE, PA., Nov. 27, 1888.
ployed to examin the case of this college and report what he
MH. EDITOR: I hav lately received a pamphlet and circufinds the facts to he, and if he finds it not stolen beyond lar, with application for membership, to be signed and forrecovery, that he be employed to restore it to its legitimate warded to what is called "the Brotherhood of Agnostic
place.
.
Moralists," of Hannibal, Mo., to much of which I cannot obI will be one of the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER that will ject. Much of. the constitution is quite Liberal, and made
giv $1 to start the thing, and I presume there are thousands from a sound moral standpoint, but the society is misnamed.
of readers of the paper who will giv $1 apiece, and many will There is no use of trying to start an order or society purportgiv mnch more, if there is a reasonable chance of final suc- ing to be founded on reason, judgment, and experience, and
cess. I hope THE TRUTH BEKKER will present the facts of professing that reason shall be untrammeled, when in article
Girard College to its readers from time to time.
ii, section 4, "Object of. the Organization," that object is
I hear that it is boasted by .some of the le11ders of church- stated " to be to eradicate from the mind all belief in spirits,"
dow that Cornell University is to be an object of attack when etc. Then, again, in the "Definitions," etc.: "An Agnostic
the right time comes. They want that institution badly, for is one who holds that man's experience and observation are
they say it is the most Infidel school in America ; and they the basis of human knowledge, which is consequently limited
will steal it if they can..
CARLTON RroE.
to the things of this world and this life."
It is quite evident that this mu~hroom society has for its
B RUNEAU, I DA., Nov. 25 , 18Q_8 .
MR. EDIToR: 1 here giv a picture of eternal punishment as object mainly to sit down on modern Spiritualism and all
presented·by Elder Knapp in one of his revival sermons, as investigations of a future life, and is calculated to divide and
quoted by the Chicago Times, and if you wish, giv it an classify Liberals generally, or in other words, kick out all
insertion in your paper, with the comments below on it.
Spiritualists, by binding its members to not investigate that
The soul of the impenitent sinner is plunged by beneficent and subject. Of course, no one who has acquired any knowledge
omnipotent instice into the awful lake of htlll. Weighted with its and experi~nce on that subject by the use of his reason and
sins, it sinks down into the molten b1llows, and down and down for judgment could subscribe to its constitution and by-laws. In
centuries, .for thousands and t ..ns of thousands of years. Each other words, no one who has any belief in a future life can
instant of this deecent is .an awful, a.n unendurable agony, a. thou- belong to it, because its object is to root out all such bP.lief.
sand times worse than the pressing of the qmvering human tlesh
against blalling coals. Millions of years after the plumre the It should therefore be called '' the Brotherhood of the Moral,
damned soul rises from the molten depths and emerges on the sur- All ends in Mud, Society," or, "the Blank Material," or the
face of the seething billows. Ootst.ing his despairing eYes across to "Death ends All, Society," or any such name as would exwhere the father sits, he crieP, "God, is it not enough?" to which press the idea that a man's reason, experience, and judgment
the righteous father, as his cou·atenance flames with wrath, thunders in a tone which shakes the vaults of heaven and hell, "Down, shall be free, provided he confines them to matters of this
down to all eternitY!''
life, and discards all investigation about another. It is sup1. Elder Knapp must hav seen the account of a certain posed that no person needs to know anything about another
Miss Saint Francis and the angel Gabriel visiting his satanic life, ani if he should accidentally encounter phenomena which
majesty in his fiery abode, where he saw a. beautiful young would lead him that way, he is in duty "bound" by this
lady in a room of iron, sides, top, and bottom, all in the hot- bond, which is to tie him to what might be called a
test flames, she begging to be released, and old Satan telling mushroom upstart, to shut his eyes to the observations of his
·her, No, no, no 1 she muut remain there to endless eternity. senses, ·and .completely ignore the possibility of any such
This delectable little story· is Catholic in origin, yet found in thing.
a Protestant Sunday-school boo'k for the edification of infantfll.
This concern states that "man's experience and observaElder Knapp's ebullition seems to. be a paraphrase on it, for tion are limited to the things of this life only," and" consegrown-up infants.
quently he cannot hav any experience or observations of any
2. He is either a fanatical fool or a hypocritical scoundrel, other world but this." I deny this as emphatically as I
and should be sent to a lunatic asylum or to the penitentiary, would the assertion that man can acquire no knowledge outor treated to a coat of tar and feathers and drummed out of side of the limits of his ordinary senses. In fact, if man
the community where he used such language.
were limited to his five senses only, and could not know any3. He knowR no more about that of which he is gabbling thing but what he could see, hea:::, feel, smell, and taste, if it
than a Mexican donkey would.
were not for his thoughts and memories, he would be no bet4. It is a poor compliment to any community to say that ter than the brutes around him.
)I.e was allowed to use such language to a public audience.
There is evi~ent!y a higher sense than any of ~he mat~rial
p. His represen~tiou of God sitting on the verge of hell . senses, and wh1ch lS probably the resul~ant of thel.l' comb1ned
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operations upon this physical body. When they assert that
"consequently man's mind is limited to the things of this
life," I think and know, from my ex-perience and observations, that there conseqoently follows no Auch thing. The
fact that we hav phenomena around us, and that man can
reason upon them, and draw conclusions from facts ab:mt
them, is evidence that these brothers must be mistaken, and
blindly prejudiced against a subject they do not understand,
and will not investigate. I wonder how they can ask me to
sign their ''bond," and discard my reason and common sense
in the face of such facts as I shall relate. And bear it in
mind, that it is by experience and ob3ervation of facts that I
hav acquired this knowledge of a future world.
Last summer I attended the Spiritual meetings at Onset
Bay. Before I left my home I picked up two slate3 from the
shelves of my store, and, after cleaning them, folded them up
and placed them in my valise. One day I saw a picture
which was made through the mediumsl:iip of Mr. Rogers.
It was that of an Indian chief, produced as follows: A cardboard was cut by a committee, and placed between two
slates. The slates had just been cleaned by sponging off.
After the cardboard was shown to the audience of several
hundred or more persons, by the cm:i:J.mittee, it was placed
between the slates and secured by being fustened with large
gum bands, or screwed together, or both, if my memory
serves me. On the bottom of these slates they then placed a
box of oil paints, and secured it tightly against the bottom of
the under slates. The medium, Mr. R()gers, and his wife,
and some of the committee, took hold of the wooden frames
of the slates, and held them less than ten minutes, when the
slates were opened. Upon the cardboard was found a picture painted of an Indian chief, in oil colors, which it took a
day or more to get thoroughly dry. The picture could not
hav been painted by any artist in less than a day, as ordinarily done by artists, or perhaps it· might hav required a
longer time, as it was a very good painting.
This picture must hav been produced by an intelligent
force while operating through the material of \he slate, and
the various colors of paints must hav been bfsome means
conveyed through them also. The intelligence was not from
any of the committee, nor from the mediums, as neither
knew or had any idea what had been made until the slates
were separated. The fact of painting the picture was not
all, for the name of the picture was ~iven as" Black Hawk,"
the Indian chief, and it was recognized to be his from its likeness to Black Hawk's picture as it is framed in various parts
of the country, especially as it is painted and on exhibition
at the Smithsonian gallery at W>lshington. So that every
feature of this operation was characteristic of a human intelligence, while it was not produced by any human power
in the premises. It claimed to be the work of the spirits,
and in the absence of any fraud in the case, I contend it is a
reasonable belief to say it was.
A short time afterwaril, I obtained a sitting with Mr.
Rogers and his lady, and took my slates to hav something
put upon them by the spirits. The slates never left my sight
while I was having the sitting. The lady placed a bit of
slate-pencil upon one of them and I clasped them snugly together by a rubber band. We then held them between our
thumbs and fingers for a short time, when Mr. Rogers was
made to write on another slate, "Put on more pencil,"
whereupon I opened the slates and saw that nothing had
been done, not even a mark or attempt of any kind. Mrs.
Rogers then put on a much larger piece of pencil, and I
placed the bandage around them. We held them only an
inRtant when the vibrations were felt from th!l efforts made
in writing, and we also distinctly heard the scratching. On
opening the slates I found this :
DEAR FATHER: I am glad to come to Yon in this way, as it brings
me nearer to you. We are all here, and send much love to mother
and all who know us. From your loving son,
TALBOT H. PERRY.
This young man died nearly a year ago. He was buTied
on last Christmas day. It is very characteristic of my son,
just his style, and gave his full name as he used to w.rite it.
I had never known Mr. Rogers until that d<~.y, and only saw
them, he and his wife, once before, but did not recognize
him as the n:edium, and he did not know me, nor that I had
such a son who was dead. There could hav been no trick
about it, as Rogers could not hav had any clue to myself or
the antecedents and relations of my de:::.d soa. I hav every
reason to believe that the spirit of my son either wrote that
message or dictated it, as it could hav come only from his
mind. ·That, at least, is the most rea;onable and probable
solution. The idea that some material-headed thinkers hav,
when they intimate that intelligence is floating about in
chunks, or is floating like a cloud on R. rainy day, and may be
drawn down occasionally, is too absurd for belief, but one of
the regular hardhealis will adopt any theory, no matter how
ridiculous, if it will answer his purpose of denyingit to be
a spirit. To say that a spirit can do thus and so would be
too comprehensible. They are straining after something
more S(',ientific, or if not t.hat, then it must be fraud-anything will do. but spirit. And the result is that by their
"egotistic habits and self-conceit, the spirits who might enlighten them on the subject usually let such characters
severely alone. And they answer a very good purpose; it is
to act as a negativ battery of afSitators, while the truths of
Spiritualism are impressing themselvs upon all who are free
.enough and sensible enough to weigh evidence honestly and
accept it. Then they answer another purpose-! meBJl those
self-important investigators-they afford good subjeP-ts· for
the spirits to laugh at, as they put on style and pl!ly fantastic
tricks before high heaven.
·
I am sorry for that one bad plank in the platform of the
Agnostic Brotherhood. It looks like the sigv. of a crab, and
will be liable to leave them lagging behind in the march of
human wisdom and progress.
J. R. P&RRY.
P.S.-1 should be pleased to hav Elmina D. Blenker
account for those facts many other half-reasonable way.
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Edited by MISS SusAN H. WIXoN, Fall
Ri-Der, lt£aBS., to tohom all Oommunicaff<ms for
this Oorner should b~ sent.
" Between the dark and the daylight,
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a. pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Ohildren•s Hour."

Curing by Simples.
BY A LEARNED APOTHECARY.

Ir you e'er should catch a cold,
These simple rem~dieP, as I've been told,
Will make it quit its deathly bold:
Take water of a. scaldine" heat
And place in it your dainty feet,
Until theY peel;
Then eat and eatFor food's a great reliever.
" Feed a cold an<l st!trve a fever;"'
And if you feel incline"d to cough and sneeze,
Take of teas.
Ginger. ~lit>pPrY elm. sage,
Wormwood-that will make yon rage;
N'> matter. totke it or rasa overHoarhonnd, red pepper, clover,
Sassafras, mullein. catnip,
Or any others I ha.Tn't Hamed over.
Onions are good to cleanse the blood
From poisonous phlegm,
So eat a. dozen of them ;
Then take a good sweat,
Arid then take care
Not to breathe the fresh air,
And avoid a terrible back-set.
If at your lnnJls it stops,
Put on a poultice of bops;
If it goes to your throat,
Chew freely licorice root;
If to your bead,
Take snuff instead.
These are tbe simples, people say,
Sure to drive the cold away.

11he Absence of Little Wesley.
Bence little WPeleY went, the place seems all so
strange and atillW'y, I mis• his yell o• "Gran'Pap !"as I'd miss the
whipperwill!
And to think I uat ter scold him fer his everlastin'
nniee.
When I on•y rickollect him as the best o• little
boyH!
I wisht a hundred times a day •at he'd come tromp.
· in' in,
Anil all the noise he ever made was twic't as loud

ag•in!
It u•d seem like some soft music played on some
fine iustrnment.
•LongRide o• this loud lonesomeness, sence little
Wesley went!

Of conrRe U1e clock don't tick no louder than it
metodoYit now tbey'a times it 'pears like it •ud bn.'st itself
in two!
And let a. rooster, suddent like, crow som'ers cloS't
aronndAnd seem·e ef, mighty nigh it, it 'ud lift me off the
ground!
And same with all the cattle when they bawl
a ron nd the bars,
In the red o• airly mornin', er the dusk and dew
and starP,
When the neighbors' boys •at passes never stop,
bnt jest go on,
A-whistlin• kind o' to theirse•vs-sence little Wes·
ley's gone.
Anti then, o• nights when mother's sittin' up oncommon late,
A·bilin' pears er somepen, and I set and smoke
and wait,
·
Tel the moon out through the winder looks no
bigger'Il a dime.
And things keep gittil1' stiller-stiller.:,. stiller all
the time!'ve ketched myse•f a-wishin' like-as I olumb on
the cheer
To wind the clock, as I hav done fer mor'n fifty
year'A-wisbin' 'at the time hed come fer us to go to bed,
With our lRRt pravers, Rnd our last tear•, sence
little We•le~··e deRd l
-JarnP.s WhtlcorniJ Ri/P!J tn the Mav Century.

Self'-Cnlture.
Belt-culture iR self-refinement. If we pra<J..
· tice self-culture we can accomplish a great
many things. This ought not to be slighted,
as it admits of great. cultivation, and should
be cherished by all. We should cultivate
ourselvs to bu refined. Each small boy and
girl, and even much larger ones, Rhnuld make
this a ~pecial aim. There is not one of us too
old to learn, as the best books hav the most
beauty; the greatest truths are wronged if
not linked with beauty, and they win their
way most surely and deeply into the soul
when arrayed in their natural attire. No
person can receive the true culture of another
in whom tbe sensibility to the beautiful is not
cherished. It should not be excluded from
any condition of life. Of all luxuries this is
the cheapest and most at hand. It is most
important in those conditions where· coarse
labor tends to giv a grossness to the mind. A
young man had qualifi~d himself to pass
nautical examination as master by employ.
ing his spare hours in study, which ought to
suggest to young men gen~rally, and espe-

OwEoLA. IA., Nov. 23. 1888.
DEAR Miss WixoN: It has been a long time
Rince I hnv written to the Corner. I saw
Lenora Stockinger'A essay on "Forests." I
thoug-ht it very nice. I hav an e~say on
'' Self.Cultnre" that I thought I would send
to hav put in the paper if there is room for it.
ll Hoping to RP.e this in print, I remain,
:-=.::.Your Liberal friend, MAMIII: JoNRS.

cially the young men of the working class, the
possib:lity of acquiring a great amount of
useful knowledge by judicious employment
ol their leisure hours, and that without depriving themselvs of any healthful recreation.
It is a well-known fact that many of the
great men who hav distinguished themselvs
during the past century, particu!luly in con.
nection with important discoveries and inventions, hav been workingmen who hav risen
by their own efforts, who hav added to their
stock of useful knowledge, improved and
trained their minds, by employing their leisure hours in reading and studying, often
under unfltvorable and discouraging circumstances.
It is astonishing how much practical know!.
edge a person can acquire by judicial and
systematic disposal of his leisure hours, and
that without encroaching upon time to be devoted to healthful recreation. One hour an
evening spent in. reading or study on some
given practical work will suffice to lay up in
the storehouse of memory, in the course of a
year, a great variety of important and useful
facts that will be found useful in after life.
In order to prove this, young men hav simply
to make themselvs acquainted with the early
history of such men as Stevenson, Hackworth,
and others. The Jesson their lives hav taught
is, first, diligent culture of their leisure hours,
minutes, and seconds, devoted to a favorit
subject or study; second, having a definit
and practical aim ; third, adoption of a syl!tematic course of reading or study; fourth,
desire and determination to .succeed. Such
persons, being ~ustained in health of body ·
and mind, could not fail to succeed.
What was impossible or difficult in their
case then is more than possible in the case
of young men of the present day, if they
go to work with the same thoughtful, careful determination, and avail thcmselvs of
the superior advantages presented by the literary and educational institutions and sources
of knowledge which are found almost every.
where to a greater or less extent. The fact
is, there is no excuse for workingmen of any
class being always hewers of wood and draw.
ers of water, being simply machines in the
hands of employers. Making use of the intelligence they hav, availing themselvs of
the facilities at their disposal for acquiring
knowledge, and putting it into practical use,
they can improve their present position, for
intelligent employers appreci'ate intelligent
workmen, and they can fit tbemeelvs for
occupying positions of honor and usefulness
in society. The lesson taught by the lives of
men whose lives are connected with the discoveries and inventions of genius ought to
stimulate young men of the present to emu.
late their examples, to follow in their foot.
steps so far as they did right, and to be
animated by a laudable ambition to excel in
the sphere of duty and labor which they are
called upon to fill.
MAMIE JoNRS.

A Nantucket Tradition.
While the writer was visiting at Nantucket
last summer, she was made acquainted with
many quaint legends associated with that
island, old and gray. Among them was the
following trailition, related by the ]ndians
who lived on Nantucket at the time of its
settlement by white people, as long ago as
1650. The story is told to little children today precisely as handed down by the Indians.
Many, many moons ago little bnbies and
toddlers of two or three years of age used to
be stolen from their homes on Cape Cod, disappearing in an instant, and never seen again.
A monstrous bird, with wide, flapping wings
and huge talons, would come swooping down
on the south shore of Cape Cod, and, when
it could not find a lamb or a chicken, it
would snatch the first child in its way, and
off it would go with the little innocent in its
talons. They were Indian children mostly,
but none the less dear to their parents and
friends.
In this locality on the cape there lived a
big chieftain, "big enough to be called a giant,
whose name was Mansbope. He was very
angry at the loss of the children in such a
manner, and resolved to know what became
of them. So at the next visit of the monster
bird, which was perhaps an American eagle,
old Mans hope was on the alert, and, although
the prey, which was a sucking pig this
time, was in the powerful talons of the bird
before he could reach it, he followed the
flight of the creature. Wading into the sea,
and swimming till he crossed the sound, he
arrived upon the land now known as Nantucket. He walked until he came to a widespreading tree, beneath the branches of which
lay the bleached bones of the dear little chil-
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Bmov.vrr.u:, TENN., Nov. 30. 1888.
DEAR MrFs WIY.ON: I will now write to you;
hoping to Fee my lettrr in print. We hav
three boarilers now. Our town is building;
up fast. We hA.v a nice drpot up here. We
hav four stores in our little villag-e. I bav
three pet rats as white as snow. There is no
~chool here now.
We hav readings here
every Wedn~:~da:v night.
Your true friend,
CLARA LEINART.
In sending communications to the Chil~
dren's Corner, be careful and havthcm writt.~n plainly, and also let them he original. To
talw the thoughts of others and pass them
for your own is wrong and wicked. It is
taking that which does not belon!!: to you,
and anyone lmowingly doing that would be
called a literary thief.-Eo. C. C.
(~enPral !'}llnner atul the Rir<l~.
The venerable bnt vigorous Gen. F. E.
Spinner, formerly United States treasurer,
wrir.es from his camp at Pablo Beach, Fla.,
to his friends, the boys, to spare the birds.
"I well recollect," be sayR, "that I once shot
a robin. He flew Rome diAtance and fell in
the. tall grass. I went and picked him up
and found that I had inflicted a fatal wound
in his breast. The poor wounderl bird looked
up into my face so imploringly that it camed
me to shed tears, and now, to.day, at the nge
of eig-hty.five years, I am haunted by the
pitiful, imploring look of that poor, in~cent;
dying bird, and feelings of deep remorse
come· over me whenever I see a robin. I
would be willing to. make great sacrifices to
he made guiltless of the wanton murder of
that. pn0rinnocent birrl." The general makes
a FpPc1al plea fnr that swretest of all American songRters. the ill-named catbird. But as
for the English ~parrow, he says with righteous wrath, "Kill him wherever you find
him, in seawn and out of Feason. He has
never been known to do any good and is of
no use. Giv him no qnarter, but go for him
as you would for an.v other thief."

Correspond en Cf'.
BAI.T.STON, N.Y., DPC. 2, E.l\L 288.
DRAit M1ss WIXON: The following are the
names of the donors to the Casey rfime fur.d
to the amount of $5, which mm I remit to
Mr. Case:v to-day, making $10 remitted, and
I want $1{) more to the Casey fund, which
will pay for the cow :
Phntins Fisk, per L. K. Wasbburn ....... $1 00
L. K.· Washburn, Revere, Mass............ .2:)
Mabel F. WaBhbnrn. ".
"
.10
John C. Roe, Ymk, Pa ........................ 1 00
M~tmie WeiiR, Hochester, N.Y.............
.10
Mrs. Bis~el, Ballston Spa, N.Y............ :10
Mr. Bissel.
"
"
.1 0
Codcima Cook. Greenwnoil. Wis........... .10
W. J Lnfiin, Ballston, N.Y................ .10
S. B. Wright,
"
" ................ .10
S. Pad clock,
"
" ..... .... ....... .1 0
Chas. Massey,
"
" .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . ."!.0
J. Allen,
"
" ......... ....... .10
J. Weeden,
"
" ................ .10
Wm. Matthews. Sedalia, lifo................ . !0
J. L. Boocock, Ballston Spa, N.Y....... .10
A. J. Gibson, Graham, TPx................. .10
C. F. Wheeler, Ball& ton, N.Y............. .10
Carrie L. Johnson, South Bend, Ind..... .2:i
Ida M. LeCompte, 'fRU"I'II t:lEI!KEJt office 1 00
Total. ...................................... $5 00
Manv thanks to the donors. Yours for
truth and charity,
MISS t:lA.TlE T!lORPE.
[How small a sum is a dime! One hundred of them will make $10, just the sum
Batie wants, which, added to that already
received, will buy a cow for the Caseys.
When you read this, dear friends of the
Corner, do not wait, but· send along the
dimes. We shall all feel an interest. in the
Casey cow, whose name should be" Liberal,"
because she will be purcbaRerl by Liberu!B,
owned by Liberals, and, undoubtedly, will
giv a liberal supply of rich, sweet milk.-

ED. 0. C.]

What th!l l,ittle Oues A.t·e Snying.
Twins bad arrivrd at the bouse, and Johnnie, aged five, was much interested in them.
When lie was talwu to see them he looked
long and earnestly, and, turning to the nurse,
he remarked: "Say, nurse, which one of
them are they going-to. drown?'' He remembered what had been done when there were
too many kittens.
"I am afraid, Bobby," said his mother,
"that when your papa comes home all tired
out with his day's work, and learns what a
naughty boy you hav been, be will punish
you." "Perhaps, ma," replied Bobby, with
hope strong in his breast, " he will be too
tired to feel like punishing me."
Fll.tbcr: " Hello ! Where did you get all
those toys?" Son : "I bought 'em with the
money you gnve me." ·'But I gave you that
money to teach you how to save." "Yes, pa,
I kept it for three weeks until I learned all
about saving, and now I'm learning how to
shop."
Lady: ''And what does your father do?"
Little girl: "Oh, papa is a doctor." Lady:
"Icdeecl ! I suppose he practices a great
deal, does he not?" Little ·girl: "Oh, no.
He doesn't practice any more now, he knows
how."

Miss Wixon's Works.
Ali in a Ufetimf'. A Liberal Romance.
12c~w,

30Jpp,, fl. cO.

App!PS of Gohl.

And Other Stories

for ll>YB and Girls. 12mo, 3'3pp., $1.25.

Stot·y Hour. An

Exceptionally

Hand-

Eome and I{Jt.e.r,sting n lO]r, Without Supersfi.
t.ion. fvr Ot11ldren alld Your h 'l h~ Ou!y Freethmlrers' Cblldreu•s SID!"Y·llnnk ever lfBUed.
66 full pa~e •ilmtratious a11d 2:; smalJer: large
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, ii!UH·
trated covers; 41u, 22\pp., boards, $1.

These books are particularly suitable for

JIOJ.. IDl~ Y GIFTS.
Address

THE TRUTH SFEh:ER CO.,
28 LafaYette Pl .• New York.

The Twentieth Century
Contains th" Sunday addresses of Hugh 0 Pentecost, New York's famous Agnostic and social
economist, besides other interesting matter.
I~sued weekly. Annual sull8cr:ption U. Sample
copies sent on application. Addre•s the publisher,
FltED. C. LEUBUSCI:IEU,
38 Park Row, ~f!W };Qt~ Oity.
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Agents for the Truth Seeker.
OA.Lill'O"BNU,

•

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
J. C. Scott, 22 Third ·st., San Francisco, Cal.
Dr. J. L. York, San Jose, Cal
Estate of B. C. Blake, 503 Kearny st., San
Francisco.
Richa_rdson Bros., 213 Qrant ave., San Fran
ClSCO.
OANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 1701-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & On., Hamilton. Ont.
Kno~\eg, Oor. George aud Granville st., HalIfax, .N. 1:),
·
OOLORADO.

J, G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe st., Denver.
.

FLOI}JDA.

Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.

nrououTs oN scJENr:E,

THE-

ETHI~S.

OLOG Y, AND

BY JuH!I WILSON, M.A •
Th~ ol>j,ct of the book, as expressed in the preface, i>l to gtv R correct •ketch ut the ina,in line~ of
modern. thought in •m~ll compa8S, and in !an·
guage Simple enongl.t to ue ~a;Uy under~tood. In
otner words, It is"' condeLtsation of more voluminous. wnter•, aud clas,itica,tiou of thtir ddinitwns
of sctence, theology, a,nd ethics, and a st~ttement
of.what belouga to ea,ch. As a text-book to clea,r
thtuktug and logic~tl reawUlng, and a guide iu
formtug ~CJentttic ccmc.uoiovs, this book ld in·
valualJle. 'I'J1e Llr,e1'<11'U G<tidP. ranks it as" one of
.thd foremoRt. w 1118 uf tue prbHent ""nmt·y ;" whilb
tl.te Jo'r,.e!ldnkf1', tn "heartily recommending it,.
a• ">l!llple nud meld ill style, correct in thonl(ht,
'!nd amp:a iu lU(O! mation,u uecla.res tha.t it "it~
Jli•t t,be tuiru: to put In the hand• of a plain man
who de8tns the be•• ideas on evolution iurelRtion
to sc.iene<• and ethtcs in" modA•·ate compass."
Prwe, $1; »ddress THE '£RUrH MEEKER co.

IDAHO.

fhe Agnostic Annual:

A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.

Post-office News Co., 103 Adams st., Chicago.
E. A. tltevens, 241 Washington Boulevard,
CoNTENTS -1\Ir. Glailstone and Colonel IngerChicago.
soll, S<~.mnel Lotmg The Atrophy of .Hehgion, ·
G. E. Wilson, 302 State street, and Brentano Constance 0. W. Naden; .lEquo A.nimo: A Son·
net, Jusepb Ell1s; Ltfe: tll~ A.gno~tlC Definition.
Brol'!.. Chl~ago.
A. tmnmnu• \Lmotu·): N >W is the A0cepted
J. W. Howe, 56 S. Halstead st., Chicago.
Ttme: A. Puem, W. B. M->ral!gart; Women and
LYnn Llutuu; The Suhllmity ot
Nature, Una!'les Watts; Immortality: A Poem,
W. i:ltewltrt Hui<H (::Jaladiu): I:!Clence and its De·
tractore, John Wi..lsou, IYI A; Agno•tici•m among
the Moor.;, H L. Harawicke, M.D.; The Aloneness of Man, 0. M l\IcU.
Prwe, 25 cents.
•
Address TB.E THUr.H SEEKER CO.
A.~no8tic1om, }<;,

lNDlA..NA..

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
LOUISIANA.

AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans.
MAINE.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).
MA.!;!BAOHUS:B:TTS.

.

BiOla Tamparanca:

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach:, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids,
Swan & Oo.. 87 Woodward 11.ve .. Detroit.
Herman Reif, !l4 Gratiot ave., Detroit.

Gommended, Defended, and Enjoined
by the Bible.

MISBOUIU,

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., l:lt. Louis.
NII:BR.ASKA.

Eaton & Smith, 1234 0 st., Lincoln.
Nli:W YORK.

Brentano Bros., Utrlon Square, New York.
Burnton & Co., !l2 Fourth ave., New York.
SAKYA BUDDHA.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklvn.
ii. Adler. cnr. Essex&Grand ~ts., New York. A Versified., Annotated Na.rra.tiv of his Life and.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
•
'l'eachiDgs.
Morris Ash; 120 Broadway, New York.
With Citations from Buddha's "Path of
M. B. Klinger, 1243 Tnird ave., New York.
Virtue."
L. Jonas, Agtor House, New York.
J. H. Russell, cor. Fulton and .Nassau. st,
BY E. D. ROQT.
New York.
'
I take pleasure in sPeaking in praise of this
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New York. work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
New York News Uo., ·20 Beekman st., New
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
sch~ls. in _Oeylon,
The "B<tnner of Light,••
York.
"~hgiO-PhllosophiC&l Journal," a.ndmany SpiritS. J . .Ring, 17!l So. Pe11rl st., Albany.
ualist papers a.nd lecturers hav spoken highly of
OHIO.

John Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 303 l:lupenor street, Cleveland.
Van Eops & Co.. 25!l Superit~r st .. Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Viue st., Cincinnati.
OREGON,

B. F. Hvland, Corvallis.
C. H. Wilcox, Portland.

the book.

.

Extra Cloth, 175 t>p., $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

MIRACLES
AND

MIRACLE WORKERS.

PENNSYLVANIA..

Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
By JOHN PECK.
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
-~
W. F. RchadA. 3. 706 Butler street, Pittsburgh.
"The miraculous is the impossible. Anything
J. A. Kirk, Du Bvis.
within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
Tli:NN:B:SS:B::B:.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherty st., Nashville.
D. P. Henderson, Chattanooga.

Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

TllX.A.S.-

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwi~k. Norse.
H. S. Kratz, 306 Houston st., Fort Worth.
UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W~ F. Reybould, SaltLake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
WASHINGTON TERRITORY.

Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
W. Wedeken, Montesano.
li:NGLAND.

Watts & Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.
W.J. Ramsey, 28Stonecutter st.,London,E.C.
AUSTRALIA.

Mrs. J. Hadfield, Market st., Sydney, N.S. W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
NII:W ZEALAND.

A. D. Willis, Wanganui.

POINTERS:
A POCKET CYCLOPEDIA,
CONTAI~IS'G

T~bles, Rtiles, Pr~otic~l Ri.,t•, and ITistoricA.l
S~etches. for Farmer~. Mech~nic«. ni~ch; ni•t~,

~l:?~'i~~s, Housekeepers, and the Public Gener·

Numerous Ma.ps,

lllu~tra.tions,

and I:hgrams

lllustrat~n~ some of the more Important-Compar-

ativ StaU•tlCS of the World.
1\Iorq. Inf•>rrn~ttion for Less Money than has
ever been off~red.
0:-lLY TWENfY FIVFJ CENTS
For $50 worth of" Colli F10ts ·• hoil~d ilown in a
Nutshell.
Address THE TRUrH SEEKER.

The. Career

of Jesus

Sunday and the

~abbath.

"A law

regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The J!'alse Teaching of the Christian Church. " The Thirty-nine
ArtiCles of the Christian church are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

The J!'oolislmess of Prayer. "Think
of a minister's praymg God to kill grasshoppers, or trYing to .induce the Deity to undertake a cru•ade of one against the Colorado
beetle!" Pnce, 10 cents.

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1
P!'ice, 5 cents.
Do You Love Jesus 1 Price, 5 cents.
Is Liberalism .M.oral1 Price, 5 cents.
Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
The Brute God of the Old Testament.
Price, 5 cents.
The Public Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.
•
A SPLENDID WORK.
Mr. Charles Eckhard, treasurer of the American
Secular Union, has published

THE NINE DEMANDS

in a. mor!l attractiv form than a.ny in which the:r
na.v previOusly appeared. At the head of an engraving on hea.yy p~ate pa.per, 24xl9 inche~ 1 are
the cabinet-sized likenesses of JEFFER~ON,
WASHINGTON, a.nd PAINE, the Fa.tbers of our
Republic. At the sides are FRANKLIN and
JOHN ADAMS, a.nd between these two are
printed the Nine Demands of the American Secular Union in conspicuous type. At the foot art>
~AYETTE, GIRaRD,
and INGERSOLL,
ma.kmg eight likenesses in all. Inscribed beneath each portrait is some ra.dica.l sentiment
Ll(lUOR DRINIUNG
quoted from the author J?ictured over it. In the
apace between the portraits a.nd around them a.re
arabesques of vines and flowers in profusion, and
the nanel inclosing the Nine Demands is surmounted on each corner by Mr. Eckhard's design
of the ilag above the cross. The whole makes a.n
exceedingly handsome work for framing. The
artistic part is equal to the best, a.nd the portraits
BY E. 0. WALKER.
are as true to nature as the J?.hotographs from
which
they were transferred. The design will be
This is a companion book to Remsburg's " Bible sent postpaid
by ma.il for $1 by
Morals." 48 pages ; price 10 cents.
THE TRU!I.'H SEEKER CO.,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER oo.,·
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
28 Lafayette Place. New York.

MICHIGAN.

Colby & Rich, I) Bosworth st., Boston.
Joseph .M.•usn. Northampton.
Johnson Bro's 5 N. Main st., F<J.ll River •.

.L. K. Wasltburn's Works.

THE

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
A GOMPENDTUM OF' UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.
It is really a remarkRble book, in which universal history is "boiled down" with surpnsing
skill.-[Liteury World.
You turn over hi• pa.geq with a. fascination sirn·
ilat: to thRt exoerienueu in reading Washington
Irvml( .-[Inter-Ocean.
Fis history has,. continuity. a rileh, a carrring
power). whioh •Amiqds us strikingly of Gibbon.[New Haven Pa'ladmm.
'£he sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, iS a ma.sterptece of historical wrtt·
in g. He h~ts a style that reminds us of Ma~aulay,
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo. 543pp., $1.75.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 La laYette Pl., New York.

COL INGERSOLL'S TRIBUTES,
REDUCED IN PRICE.
We hav mR<'lll _ltrrangemen ts wherebY we call
offer these m,.gmficent. Prose poems of Mr. Ini<'H•
soil's at greatlY reduced Prices. The Tribute~ are
Printed on heavy toned pa.per, 18x22 inches,illumi·
nated border. large olea.r type, suitable for framing. The titles are:
..
-

The VIsion of War.
The Grant Banquet Toast.
1'he -prioeoHhllBP hPt·etofor£> has been ~Octs. We
offer th('m "'t. li'Tli''I'EEN OENTS EAOH; THE
'I'WO FOR TWENTY-FIVE OTR. Mail£>il ~Pcnr~
from breA.kasr~. address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Christ.

An Expo-iit!on of the Trne Meaning of this Ch11r~
a.cter liS describe<! in the New •re•tRment. By Mi!.ton Woolley, 1\t.D., anthor of "Hebrew Mythology,
Paper, 8vo, 25 cent•Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,

L.OVE VENTURES.
A Novel with an Afftdavlt.
BY HA.RRY JULIAN.

16 Full-page French-.A.rt Illustra·tions.
Beautifully Illustrated Covers. Paper, limo, !26
pp,, iii cent.s; Boards, 50 cents.
A lively narrativ of adventures in a country of
Arcadian simplicity a.nd general delightfulness.[N. Y. Evemng Mail.
·
A story of life on islands of coral, fruit-trees,
and cockatoos, where a.ll the nativ men a.re
A.pollos a.nd the women dreams of bea.uty.-[N. YTlmes.
Life on the Islands of Koro-kama and Launagola-" SnDliDer isles of Eden lying in dim purple
spheres of sea. "-surrounded by beckoning palmtrees, foamy cascades, bread-fruit, cocoanuts,
pineapples, figs, bananas ; bathing m the surf on
shining sands, basking on shore& of eternal summer, attending moonlight banque•s, and seeing
the peculiar dance called Ka-lu-lah-no more to
do than the president of a life insurance company
-seems very alluring to the careworn, overworked
American of to-day.-Critical Review.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
1!8 LafaYet$e Pl .• New York.

THE

BiOla of Natura,
OB, THE

Principles of Secularism.
A CONTRIBUTION to the RELIGION
of tits FUTURE.
BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
Author of "The Secret of the East, or the Origin
of the Christian Reli~rion a.nd the Significance
of ita. Uise a.:cd Decline." "Physical Edu, catiOn, or the HeRlth-Law& of Nat·
ure,-• "Household Remedies,n "The
Poison Problem, or the Cause
and the Oure of Intemperance," eoc., etc.
Felix L. 0i:"'al4 is a well-known and vigorou&
wConter on s.c1ent1fic and social subJects.-[Cin.
m. Gazet.e.
Cloth, 1amo, 940pp,, $1.
Address. THE TRUTH SEEKEB 00,

THE

FIELO·INCERSOLL
DISCUSSION.
FAITH OR AGNOSTICISM?
-oTwo Letters from Dr. Field, D.D •. Pditor of the
Presbyterian EtwnueiiPt, to Colonel Ingersoll, and
two RepliPB thereto. Dr. Field is one of the exceedingllrr few Christians who havoPposed Oolonel
Ingerool kindly and courteously, ~tnd the Grea.t
Agnostic has used him accordingly. Dr. Field'P
arguments, however, are broken in pieces.
THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Price, 50-cents in paper; $LOO·in cloth.

.

Wa.tchful Watch-Buyers Will Wa:.1.t

WS:TTSTEIN'S
WELt-GOlNG, 'WAUlAN'l'ED WATCHES.
Unequaled in quality and price. Everyone
carefully examined before shiPment, sent prepaid
w1th guarantee.
BEST AMERICAN STEM Wit< DEBS :
3 Ounce Si,verine C.t.se: .7 jewelH. $8; 11 j;welR, $.9.50;
15 jewels, $12 50; do., aojusted, $lti.50. Iu 3 ounce
coin silv"r c..ae, f3 wore; 4 our·ce, !4 more; 4 ounce
patent Dust-proof,$~ more. Iu open face. patent
dust-proof fill~d ll<>ld cases, $16; 11 jewelb 1 U 50
more; 1 s jewels,· t4 to more; dv., adiusteo tt! 50
more. In hinsred back cases, glass inside c~p. $~
more; do., gold cap, $4 more. Extr" fine, ar•i•tlc
chased, very rare. m nunting or open face, $33 to
MO. ~II filled cases accompanied by manufacturer'd
guarantee for 20 years.
THE CELEBRATED "oTTO WETTSTEIN" WA.TCII:
All modern improvements-a Perfect watch-in
Stlverme CRBP, $19 50; iu 3 ounce Stiver <>ase, $22 50;
4 ounae, $23 50; 5 onnce, f25; 6 ou uce, $,7 (no better
•old elsewntlrH for $40). lu oPen hoe, ~crew filled,
.Gold oasP. $27; do., hin<rerl, gotd Mp, $31; do.!
hunting,f33; do , Lrme XIV stvle, S35. In SP~cla.
artistic <'a•e•• $~ to $10 mor... ln 1-lii So 'ict Gold
cases, f50 to $100 L.r\ieR' BaRt Ft,J~d. $tt!. · 20 to
&~6; 141!.1:lolid Guld, $28. ~30. f32.13-1, $40, f5J to $150;
latter cases set richly Wllh jewel•.
DIAMONDS:
I am an expert in this line and guarantee my
~eoods below regular market n<ice. Ring•. Pins,
Eat drops, Stnclo, Ptc., worth $35. for $25 :· '70 for
$50; $1(0 for f75; $200 for $1to; $500 for $375. All
sent subject to approval, attd ca..u refn odt:u if not
Htriatly as r!lpresented. Rmgs and Emblems of
all kinds a Speoialty, Cllams and Jewelry of all
kmds. Seleet from any catalog, order of me and
save money.
BUSDBIEB:
Best Spectacles, $1 (send line of finest nrint :ron
can read 14 inche• from e:re•) Razor, H: best, f2.
Best Triple-pla.•ed Knives. fl. 75 per 6. Forks, $1 75
per 6. Tea Spoons. $1 'i'O per 6 Table Spoons, 13 40
Per 6. Sohd Silver Spoons, $1 6~ per ont,ce, marked.
Sdver Thimbles, 3; cents. I:! at llest Vwliu Strings,
50 cenh; GnitRr l:ltnngH, 75 cents. Elegant 8 Day
Ala.rm C1ock, $4 50, worth i6 L'!.rgest A.l bnmij, in
plush and leather, $1, l2, t3,$5, ~7, $10. Send to me
and save money.
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle. Til.
!Yfy Popular FREETHoUGnT B•DGEB: f2, $2 75, $3,
S3 50, t4, $4 50, i6, $8, flO, $12.50, $!5, f20, !25, $40, a.ud
$65. All Solid Gold.

HOW TO

Strengthen the Memory,
OB,
NATURAL AND SCffiNTIFIC METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
The New Haven Palladt11m says : "The chapter
on • How to Learn a. New Language • is of remarkable interest."
The Boston Post sa.ys: "This book actually
~hows us.hpw to'keep our memories in good workmg conditiOn and repair them when out of order."
8C1ence (high authority) 8a~8: "We ha.v tned the
methods of association advised in this book on
several persons, and found them most excellent."
Price by mall $1.

Parturition Without Pain.
BY M. L. HOLBBOOI, 1\I.D.
Gadi!II'B L!U%11'6 Boolc sara: "We giv our cordial

approbation to this work. The informatiOn 1~
contains is most im_portant, and, we are fully con•
vinced, reliable." Price by mail, $1.

SEXUA~

PHYSIOLOCY

A.ND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN
Uarefully revised edition, with 111 lllnstrattons.
The most perfect book for men a.nd women ever
published. 50,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. Illustrated catalog free.

Marriage and Parentage.
In Their .Sanit~ry and. Physiological RPlations,
a.nd iD Their Bea.nng on the Producing
of Children of Finer Health and
Greater Ability.
BY M. L. HOLBROO.B:, 1\I.D.
The Sctenttllo A. mertcan SRYS : " Books on this
subject are usually written by cranks, but this is
radiCally different; it is scientific, sober, clean,
and worthy of conscientious consideration by every possible parent, a.nd particularly by the
young." $1.
Address THE TRUTH SERKER Co:1
28 Lafayette Place, !.'lew York.

New E4ltlon, Revised and Enlar~red.

MEN, WO.MEN k GODS.
BY HELEN H. GARDENER,
Introduction by
BOBERT G. INGERSOLL.
P~ee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

TluJ Trad8 Supplied at Spec(al Discounts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
118 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Mis& Gardener are for sa.la
a.t this o11l.ce. Price. 4Qc.; with a.utogra.ph, 50 cts.

OUR LORD and SAVIOR JESUS CURIST.
BY T. E. LoNGSHORE.
An explanation of the mean in~ or' the many
tiUes of the Galilean tNwber. " Lord "should be
"Rabbi." The words" Jesus Christ" mean" Saving Wisdom."
Excellent for 1\Iissionary Work.
Paper, limo, 8c., 30 cents per doz., $2 per 100.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE STRUGGLE
:roB

Religious and Politioa 1Libertv.
In which theauthorsbowsthe repea!Pd attPmpts
of men of every age to acquire greRter politicAl
liberty; also vigorously attacks the vPrY foundation of the religion of every age; dwelling at
lengt.h upon the wrongs of Irelanrl, a nil, in detailing the account of slRvery in this conntrrr, calls
the attention of thinking men A.nd women' to the
position of womankind in America. ThrongboutJ
the work is replete wit·h aPtouncling fActs ano
wPighty argnmPnts which cannot fail to interest
the minds of thi• age.
By THEO. 0. SPENCER.
Oloth, 12mo., 138pp,, price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
· 28 La.fa.3 ette Place, New York •
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·18oefrg.
A 'l'wo-Dit Poem.
From San Franci<co Freeth ought.

mBn who bas evidently seen more prosperity
than be is PT'i"vingo D<•Wadays bas twiCe called
upon me at 5'4 Kearny street with p•oducts of.bis
pen, Which b~ lle~irrd to dispose of for a PriCe.
'l'he first time be came be brone::ht a storY of per·
sonal ~xperienoe entitled," Embraced by a Kmg."
Be wanted a dollar for it. I •hook my head. "'e
added a poem to it Rnd sain. "Now eiv me a tlolla.rfortbetwo." hNo." "Halfadollar'l''. "No."
"Two bits to buy a meal of victnqls wtth •: I
I handed him tb~tt sum, ~tnd took the mannscnpt.
Th~ poem was of t.be Sunday-<cbool varit ty, but
"Emhraced by a K10g" proved to be posse•sed of
considerable merit. The next time he came I
gave him back his poetry, and recommended him
to try •orne other paper. I didn't car" to pnrcbasfl
contrihn t.inns-had a defp drower fnll of good
ones-but, somehow, bef01 e be went away, he had
got. anot.her two-bit piece ont of me for a." me~tl of
victuals," and ·Jeft the followir,g verses. Th~.
reader must judge whether I got cheated or not.J
[~

SAINT PETER AND THE POPE.

The golden gate's aju, and there
No gold awaits the wicked prayer
Of those who soent time's sacred air
In gambJin.,. with the highest player
'l'hat they might win.
St. Peter handed np his key,
Lq,ng syne to stern old DastinyWtth this injunction. that there be
Nor pope nor other scarlet she,
Allowed within.
·
But wlliehow B~bbie B~rns and Jack,
Oae Barleycorn, with pint of sack,
Got old St. Pater on his back,
Then crowed as Pclter's cock, alack !
Did at his sin.
The pope he heard it far in Rome,
Wbtcti m~de his angry heart to foam;
Then tu ned him to the awful tome,
That" Index" 'neath St. Peter's dome,
And looked within.
He saw {some spirit vision came)
A saint and sif10er ganging hame
Tigither with a lovely dameThe lassie seemed a wee bit lameAs might hav been.
The Pope with his long, crroked stick,
And flashier eye than lightning qnick,
Asked the young gal what kind of trick
Had made her comrades so sin sick,
Then asked her in.
The Vatican, my dear, saYS he,
Is only the fit place for t.hee;
Let saint and Binner parted be,
Come enter and abide with meThe church's bride.
The limping damsel went with him,
To light his IJODsehold's holy dim,
With dnBkY face and smile as grim,
Looking the while so awful trim,
She did abide.
Some time had Passed-one daY says she,
You. are not good enough for me,
And worse than BJbbie on the spree;
I do not like your mystery,
No snob queer ObristJanity;
So to S& Peter back I II go,
And wash with kiss his holy toe ;
But yonrs-ob, no!

never dry up. For whoever has, in the performance of his duties, lived for his loved
ones or to the satisfaction of the best of his
time: has lived forever. This is true and
unrlisputed immortality.
In a home and community where everyone
strives to perform the duties of life from the
motiv of love_, all its members enjoy activity
and .rest. This sweet rest after ha1d work·
enables us to anticipate the long rest awaiting
us in the grand cycle of uninterrupted going
and coming. This thought calls to my memory a few old Saxon verses, illustrating the
temporary calm in the storms of life :
The winds ore hushed and the waters at rest;
They sle<'P like the passions in inbnoy's breast,
Till storms shall unchain them from out their
darlr cave,
A• d break the repose of the soul and the wave.
The repose of our silent friend will be
broken no more. We are now about to trans.
mit the broken form of our dear friend to her
final restinp-place, and in doing so you will
join me in this invocation:
Sister Mary Schulenburg, you hav been for
thirty.three years-too short a term for our
wishes-a trne•companion to your affiicted
husband, a true mother to your children and
grandchildren, and a good n'eighbor and
warm friend to all. We must part, but you
will liv in our memory till our lives, too, will
ebb away. Rest in peace! and in the grand
process of evolution, farewell !

The Preacher Knows No More Than the
Bartender.
F1•om Life..

The Rev. Dr. T. DeWitt Talmage, the
great pulpit athlete of Brooklyn, discoursed
on Sunday concernil!g the devil. In the
process of printing the moral that adorned
his tale, he had occasion to picture the scene
in heaven when the sons of God were assembled, as related in that section of the scriptures devoted to the misfortunes of a certain
patriarch, who would not ho1d his present
reputation if he had sat long under Dr. Talma~e's preaching. The reverend gentleman,
taking his text from the fi-st chapter of Job,
in which the intrusion of Satan among the
angels is mentioned, described the Lord and
the seraphim gathered in the business office
of paradise, the former receiving the reports
of the latter. One of the~e angels, according
to the great athlete, had " seen a meteor run
down a planet," and another "had been
present and witnessed the birth of a new
world;" and it :was while they were relating
these wonderful experiences to their startlerl
·. friends, still according to Dr. Talmage, that
"a filthy, unkempt, vagabond-looking fellow
strode unceremoniously into the august assembly, without taking the trouble to wipe
his feet," said fellow being Satan.
Why this vulgar and flippant twaddle
should "go" with D.r. Talmage's congrega.
tions we are unaware; but it is not creditable
either to their piety or intelligence that they
should crowd his church for amusement of
'l'ardy ltetribution.
this nature. If a person out of holy orders
A Christian sailor beat a J dW,
And while he pummeled him he cried,
ventured to picture God and his angels re"I'll pound your body black and blue,
cording accidents to the solar system, and the
'
For our dear Lord you crucified l"
·devil intruding among them with a top hat
But when the Jew recovered breath,
pulled down over his eyes, a bad cigar in his
S~id be:." My friend, do you not know,
mouth,
and the end of his tail in his coat
That Jesus Obrist was put to death
pocket, that person would be considered not
Some eighteen hundred years ago?"
only irreverent, but blasphemous; and yet
The Ohtialian dealt another blow,
such a ECene is no more sacrilegious than Dr.
.And an•wered with a wrathful shriek,
"I cnre not how long •twas ago,
Talmage's. And why should grown people
I only heard of it last week I"
go to hear the Brooklyn athlete's weak efforts
In this. fine mirror ia di~played
to picture a material heaven, when every inTlle Christian charity of ages,
telligent person among them knows that the
For such a picture is di~plared
man in the pulpit has no more an accurate
Too oft on hi•tory•~ bloody pages.
conception of paradise than the man who is
-Rev•.Minot J. S!wage in t11e Hebrew Stanaara.
mixing drinks in the next block?

Obituary.
May Schulenburg died at her home in
Detroit, Mich., on November 15th. H. C.
Bechtold. editor of the Micldqan .111·beite1••
zeitun,q, officiated at the funeral. He said:
Friends and neighbors: We hav come here
to bid farewell to a departed sister, a sister
in humanity. Alas I that it is a last farewell
to one who bas been dear to all who came
within the circle of her acquaintance and the
touches of her womanly heart,· to a friend
whose memory will.ever liv in our remembrance.
Ladies nnd gentlemen: You hav brought
along the beautiful children of Flora and
decked with choicest gifts the broken fo~m of
our 'sister, in ordt:r to hide the stern view of
the grim visitor, who is wont to knock at the
doors of all the children of man. Your
presence brings consolation to a desolated
home. You hav sh~:d tears and suppressed
tears-let them freelv flow and relieve the
heavy-laden heart. You could not suppress
yom sympathy.
Were nut the pale lips of our friend closed
in silence, she would thank you for your kindness. ~o let me do it in her place and in the
name of the family. Born in a foreign lanrl
our departed sister found a hearty welcom~
and a home in your midst, a home embellished
by the treasures of culture and warmed up
by affection. The true house. warming like
the inspiration of the soul, flows fro~ the
heart, whose fountain of light and life will

Pains .Vin~icats~!

THJ:

SHAKER EYE and EAR BALSAM
Sizty-flt1J6 Years' lntJariabltJ B'I.UXess.

OB,
PI"' FoB ALL DISEASES OF EYES OB EARS. lm·
mediate rell"f from Granulatton~, Inflammations,
THE
RATIONALE
OF THE BIBLE.
Dim Vision, Watery Gathermgs, and Failmg
81ght of EYes. Deafness, Drummmg, BinQ'ing_of Wherein it is shown 'that the Holy Scriptures treat
the Ears dtspelled by a few IIPPhcations. Uaof Natural Phenomena only.
tarrhal dillionltles of Eyes or Ears instantly removed. Sent the world over. Box with instruoBY MILTON WOOLLEY M.D.
B. A. NEALE1.
tionR, bv mail, 25 cents.
3m'O
Shakers P. 0 .• N. x.
Among t. • manY attempts made by scientists to
crush the Bible, this is unquestionably the mo~·
vi~orous.-[Chioago Times.
Oloth, Ill us., heavy toned paper, Svo, 618 pp,, $2.5Q.
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.
Address 'l'HE 'lRUTB SEEKER.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD.
Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL.

For Her Daily Bread 1s the story or two young
girls and a younger brother who were left pareDL·
ess, with little monev, fau education, and much
courage, to make their way through the world by
g:mng to Obicago. The autnor i• also the heroin.
The narrativ i~, in the main. a history of a wot;k·
ing girl's life and experience in the mty of Chicago
among bluff business men, kind hearted folks.
and dtsreputable hypocrits. It is just such a story
of human life as we should expect Colonel lnll'ersoll to be interested in ; and wbatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attentton
of the rest of the world Price ~5 oen ts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

French Revolution
. ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.

BY W. H. BURR.

ON THB

Declararion of lndepen~ence,
ALSOTHB

Immortal Document,

"LAND OF LIBERTY.'!
Price, 6 cts ; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $~.
Address Tam Ta.UTII BEEKER 00MPANY,
28 LafaYette Place. New York.

By W. 8. BELL.

The "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of the
Industrial ~lavery of To-Day.

Reminiscences of a Preacher.

Looking Backwar~.

A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,
Author of "Exeter Hall," " Heathens of the
Heath,"" Family Creeds,"" Beautiful Snow," etc., etc.
The story is used by the author to teach Freethought, to remove superstition from the minds
of those who would not read a polemical eseay.
and to urge fncts against the various churches,
·believing which thetr supporters will desert them,
The book is an argument as well 'as a novel, but
the sertolllil- predicaments of the hero are skilfully
nsed to lure the reader along, and to induce him
to take the antidote to th~ologioal poisoning without knowmg it. Mr. McDonnell writes eft'eotivly
and convincmgly, and always braces his romances
wtth facts on one side and figures on the other.
ThoPe who hav read his previous wDFkM need not
be a.dvised to purchase this they w11l probably do
so at once.
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 75 cents.

Religious Problems.
BY L. K. WASHBURN.
"Let the Christian be held to fa•·ts, and obliged
to tell the troth, and his lips would be dumb.
rhere never was such a place as the Garden of
!!:den; never such an individual as the devil.
rhere is no such place ail bell. There never was a
Christ 1 and no.atonement made, for there was no
neceesttY of any being made. If there was no
•nch thing as faith, Ollristianity could not make
a convert on earth. If ministers were obliged to
furni"h the proof of their statements, there would
be no preaching."
Price 10 cents; 75 cents per dozen.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

W. S. BELL'S PAM PH LETS.
The Conflict between Christianity
and Civilization.
PRIOE,
• • • •
• •
15 CENTS.
Your trPatment of the "Conflict" is excellent.
-Barry 1Ioover.
·

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRIOE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my thanks for your excellent and useful
discourse.-James Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it in Man.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 86 ·p_ages. It is a very
able pa~r.and deserveswidedissemination.-The
Age,

ANTI-PROHIBITION.

TOGETHER WTTB

This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine•s
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal charges) is a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cent!!.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Great Centennial Oration

Paper, 12mo, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO,

ON THE WORD· GOD.

A Fabricated A~ount of a BCtJntJ at the Deathbed of ThomatJ Paim.

ROBERT .G. INGERSOLL'S

And the National Anthem entitled:

AN OUTLINE OF THE

PRIOE, 20 OENTS.
The number of heads under which you hav
divided the subject mattl'r of the pamphlet, and
t.he concise. manner in which each pomt is discussed, 8hould be highl:y commended. Therefore
A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New [take !Feat pleasure m recommending" AntiProbibttiOn "to the consideration of every person
York Observer's slanderous attacks
who is intereAted, not only in the cause of temperance,
bt't in the principles of self-P."overnment.upon the Author-Hero of the AmerJ. J. MoUabe.
ican Revolution. Containing
'fHE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
both the slandera and
their refutation.
-oBy Milton Woollev, M.D., Author of "Hebrew
BY R-DBERT G. INGERSOLL
Mythology,"" The Oareer of Jesus Christ."
-aThe fool hath said in his heart, There is no God.
The New York Observer (Presbyterian) havin·g -[Ps. xiv, 1·
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Oj:ul.dren and fools speak the truth.-[Old Saw.
Paine, this ·pamphlet should be circulated every.
Paper, 1llmo, 10 cents.
where in vindication.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.

HEBREW MYTHOLOGY,

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUALISM

By Edward Bellamy,
Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
Vital, inspiring, hopeful, oonvincing.-[Literary
World.
This astonishinJ! bouk, how it. haunts one,
like a grown-up • Alice in Wond~rland I" The
mind follo\\s entranced.-[Boston Gazette.
It is a thought-breeding book, and all who are
free to receive new light w1ll fird in it Fatisfaotion
and inspiration.-[New York Tr~bune.
The appeal is always made to a man's reason,
and to his noblest. sentiments: never to his selfishne~s.-[Boston Post.
A glowing prophecy and a gospd of peace,
where the pleasures of this world are free to all,
to cheer but not enslave.-[The Nation.
A suggestion of a really practioablP and feasi.
hie social state greatly in advance of the present.
The romant.ic narrativ is rich in its forecast of
actual possibilities.-[Boaton Traveler.
12mo, cloth, $1.50; paper, 50o.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Yery Cheap Pamphlets.
---o-

We hav on hand a large number of the following
of OOLONEL INGERSOLL'S pamphlets, which
will be disposed of at cost, as for ows:

Ingersoll Catechised:
His Answers to a Number of Vital Questions Pro.
pounded by the Editor of the "San Franciscan;"
singly, 8 oents; per dozen, 30 cents; per hundred,
$2.00.

ORTHODOXY.

A lecture, fifty-four closely printed large 12mo
pages1 10 cents; fifteen, $1; and $6 per hundred.

Civil Bights Speech.
Including the address of Frederick Douglass, fifty.
three-large octavo pages, sin~tly, 10 cents; fiftee_p
for $1 ; a4d $6 per hundred.

The Troth or History.
This is a comment by Colonel Ingersoll upen
the religious lies that hav been told about biniself, and first made its appearance in these columns. Price 3 cents; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per
hundred.

BIBLE IDOLATRY.
A letter Colonel Ingersoll wrote to the editor of
the London "Secular Review." Price 3 cents; 80
cents per doz., or $2 per hundred.

INGERSOLL ON

lUeGL~N.N.

Being the comments and opinions of Mr. Inger.
soil upon the fight in the Oatholio church betweer.;
the late pastor of St. Stephen's and his employer,
the pope. Price 8 cents; 80 cents per doz., or S2
per hundred.
We suggest that these be :Purchased in quantities, and given away to Christians, and it is witli
that not unreasonable exptctation that the prices
haT been placed so low.
Ail~.ress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

THE

UNIVERSE ANALYZED
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Analyzed,"" The Real Blasphemers,"" Spiritualism Sastained," eto., etc.

The latest and beat work of an analytic thinke,r,
By DR. FREDERIO R. MARVIN, Professor of who
is gifted with those rare powers that-render
Physiological Medicin and 1\Iedical Juristhe subtlest conceptions the easy property of the
pru<l~noe 'in the NPw York Free
Medical College for Women.
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideaa
that will be new to the world and productiv of
Paper, 19mo, 68pp., cloth. 50 cfnts.
His analysis of nervaus and mental phenomena good in furnishinK foQd for thought. We truet it
is sharply sci.. ntifio; hi• pathological thl'ories are will hav tho immense distribution it so riohi.Jr
rat onal, clear, and modern.-MP-Ii•cal RRvtew,
merits.-[The American Idea.
His lan~uage is strong and well chosen, his
style adanrable in its directness and brilliancy,
Oloth, lllmo, $1.
his thought clear and lodca.I.-Lt/Jeral Chrtsttan.
AddreBI THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
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Book for L()'l)erB-PatJt and Present.

ARGUMENT

--o--

TilE FORUll.

ROMANTIC LOVE

BY

PERSONAL B~AUTY.
TJUI:B
Development, Causal Relations. Historic and
National Peculiarities.

Robert G. Ingersoll,

A.!ID

BY H NIH T. FINOK.
Jmo., cloth, Sll. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Antiquity of Christianity.
By JOHN ALBERGER, Anthor of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."
Paper, 12mo, 61pp., cloth, 50 cents.
Contains testimonies of the early Christian Fathers and others, and cases of strik.ing.sim.llarity
to Cllridtian!tY in m~ny ancient religions.
Sold at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office.

THE SAFEST CREED,
AND
TW:&tLVE OTHER DISCOURSES OF REASON.

Brl 0. B. FROTHI..VGHAM.
A vignrons thinker as eloquent as Theodore Par·
ker.-[New Bedfor<l Standard.
Deep thllU!~ht, thorough conviction, and great
abiiity.-[PiliJa. PreliH. ·
Extra cloth, limo, 238pp., $1.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

A FEW WORDS

··ABOUT THE DEVIL,
AND
'JTHER

BIOGRA.PHIOA.L SKBTOHEs AND EssAYS.

BY CHARLES BBADLA.UGH.
With Portrait and Autobiography.
Cbarles Bradlangh has "A Few Words" to. say
"About the Devil.'' Mr. Brad1a.ugh ha.s a. right to
his " few wordd," and tbe dev1l will, we preHnme.
at no very dist~nt day hav a. few words to sa.y to
Mr. Bradlangh, and will doubtless get the best of
\be argument.-[Ohicago Interior.
Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp., $1.115.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

RO~IE ~REASON
AMemoirofOhristia~:~ge~xtra.-Christia.nExpeBy NA.TllANIEL BAHBAY WATERS.
A very critical a.nalysis of both Protesta.ntism
and Oatllolicism. from the va.nta.ge.gronnd of an
intimalt! perwnal experience with the two svstems. It deale ~be most t.-encba.nt blows wbicb
pure logic is capable of inflicting.-[Critical Be·
view.
·
Oloth, 12mo, S1.75.
Address 'rHE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

Essanca of Haligion
By L. FEUERB.U:::H.

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
ll'OR

"B LA S PH E MY "
'
MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY.
Btsrwgrap~lly

Obica.go Secular Union meets every SundaY
evening at 7:80P.M., corner Bangamon street ard
Washml!ton boulevard. Lectures and debates
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

PHILA.DELPHIALIBER.A.LLEA6UE 26'2

IN THE

AT
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reported, and r6'Vised by the author.

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

meets every Sunday in Induatrial Ha.ll, Broad and
Wood sts., a.t 2 :80 and 7 :80 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions,
Able speakers interest the a.ndience. N.B.-Trnth
Seeker pnblica.tions always on hand atchea.p rates

BACON AND ISHAKSP.ERE.
Proof tha.t Wm. Shakspere could not write
The Sonnets written by .l!'rancis Bacon to the Ear
of Essex a.nd his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HE:t<BY
BUBB. Price. 25 cents. For sa.le at this office.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest of all Anti•Blblf
cal \Vorks.

In this argument 'Mr. Ingersoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and bra.in.
By THOMAS PAINE,
a.re in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual com bat, and
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
we see bim as the splendid champion of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
~nd justice, hatred of tyr(l.nny !1-nd chains, sympathy for the oppr~8ded, misguided, and enthralled, his
Price, Single Oop1es, 25 cents. Six coPies for
courage and candor, bav in thlB Argument full scope of ,expression, and he makes grand use of the
$1.00.
opportunity. Snoh a flood of light-of eloquence, legal learning,logic, pathos, poetry, and patriottam-is not often poured out in a court of justiCe.
The many caHs for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
TH~ CRISIS.
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications. are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleading newspaper references.
·
Bv
Thomas ·Paine.
Lawyers and advocates will ftnd tbis the model of an address to a jury; statesmen and politiSpeaking of this work in connection with tl:.e
cians a. clear exposition of·Cnnstitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, ana free men
<~.nd women everywhere, a Magna Charta of their r1g)lt•.
.
proposed independence of America. from Grea.t
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Place, New York city.
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
ilaming arguments •
will not leave num.
bers
at
a
loss
to
decide
on
the
propriety of a sepafor
ration."
For the benefit of our read·
Price, 40 cents.
.,rs who preserve their paper&
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
T"•l"~ ·
-veoffer a new style of b1nder1
Ji'o.r either of these works or any of Paine's
ftv<O'"~'
uade for the purpose, ana wntm.e:s,
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Becretart/ of the American Becular Union.
' 16.,..
··vtth the heading of THE
,
f
rBUTH c:!EEKEB printed ·in
Price 10 cents.
lli"I!J!!!!!!l!l!!!II~!!!:!IIIJ'o:d letters on the outside.·
Ill
rhls bmder allows the open·
Address THB TBtrrH SEEKER CoMl'A.NY.
·wll ui tut JJGIJtt·• IJtl fectb flat. It also allows the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - takmg out and replacing of one or more papers
CONTENTS:
from any part of the fi.le without disturbing the
The White Bull: A Satirical Romance.- Zadig,
other parts.
·
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
Sent by mail, postpJlid, for •1.
of Babylon.-The Man of F'orty CrCJwns. The
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Microm~as.
tf
28 Lafayette Pl.,New York.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and tbe White.
on,
-ME:Jmnom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
The Church of Practical Religion.
at l:llam.-The Study of Nature.-A Conversatio:::
With a Chinese.-Plato•s Dream.-A Pleasure in
BY •REPORTER.
Having No Pleasure. .:...An Adventure in India..
This is the historY of an attempt to found a
Handsome 12mo, 4.48 pages, laid paper. With 67
A.ND
ehnrch without superstition, and its success.
engravings. Price1_cloth, beveled boards,$1.50b· paper
covers, $1. Half calf or half morocco. ma.r led
Uncle Job Saw-yer, the pastor, having established
edges, $4.00.
b.is pulpit, uses it to discuss a.ll the vital qnestiom
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
of huma.n concern, religious, Pc:>litica.l, and otherAN EXPOSE
wise. The book is written in well-chosen Ian·
gna.ge, and easilY understood. There is just suffi· Of tbe perversion of Stephen Girard'smagniflcent
WORKS OF' 0. B. WHlTF'ORD, M.D.
bequest to Philadelphia by the Ohristian
Jient narra.tiv a.bont it to .interest the reader and
churches
and
Young
Men's
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Christianity a Reward for Crime
Christian AssociaLO his mind.
tion.
Authenticated by the Bible •
• For sa.le at this office. Prloe, $1.00.
By BIOH. B. WESTBBOOKt D.D., LL.D.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,
lOC.
Price $1.
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Girard College Theology.
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The Secret of the East,

AHE~D.

OB,

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
this Republic.

BJ' A. J. GROVER.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
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The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWA.LD.
Price, $1.00.

And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,
-

150.

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 25c.

A Masonic Vindication of Right.
A Protest Against Persecution.
Pa.per, 12mo, 86 pages,
- llkl.
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BffiLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED;

Charles Watts's Works.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS.

Was Jesus an Impostor T A debate between the
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. Moss. Tbe best conducted debate of modern
times. 180 pp., 25 cts. The Mirror of FreeBankers' and Mercbants' Tele· Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
thought. 50 cts. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 cts. Biblwal Errors and Secular Truths. 25
graph Company
·rhe History of Freeth ought. Bound cts. Two 11evelations. 5 ct-s. B1ble Horrors; or,
in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.2b. CONTENTS : Real BlR•Phemy. 5 cts. B1ble 1\Iakers. 5 cts.
agaiil.st the
Section I. Definition of Freethon_g_ht and its Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 3. Eaclt 5 cts. Moses
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it vs. Darwin. 5 cts. Socrates1 Buddha, and Jesus.
Western Union Telegraph Company
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section Ill. Free· 5 cts. Christianity a Degraoing Religion. 5 cts.
thought 1\lartyrs and Confessors • .Section IV. Fictitious Gods. 5 cts. Natural Man. 5 cts.
So ma.nY hav a.sked for copies of this famou~
Freethought in Oonflict during the Sixteenth, The Old Faith and the New. 5 cts. Bruno and
3peech that THE TBUTH 8BBKEB ha.s obtained a
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Sec· Spinoza. 5 cts. The Bible God and His Favorits,
mpply a.nd ca.n ma.il them to those who desire
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.
tion V. Freethonght Triumph in the Nine· 5 cts. 1\Iiracle-Workers. 5 cts. Health, Wealth.
and Happiness. 5 cts. The Brain and the Soul.
them, for ten cents each.
teenth Oentury.
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 cts. Design and
Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Na.tural Selection. 5 cts. Man and the Lower
Seenlarism;
Destructiv
and
ConstrucPrayer.
Animals. 5 cts.
tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 cts.
BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAl
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson'S Oourt,
Paper,12mo, 105 pp., 25c.; cloth, liOc.
SUBJECTS:
.
Secularism; its Principles and its E.C., Lon Jon, Eng.
Duties. Price. 75 cts.
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDIOAL COM
It· is in many respects one of the most extraorMON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand·
dinary uttera.nces of our tlme.-N. Y. Trii.JUne.
some 12mo volume of nearlY 11!JOO pa.ges, fulh Tracts. The following tracts by Chas.
HISTORY
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
illustrated. Oloth, 8.26-in English or German.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
Oil" THII:
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
A. new cheap edltiou at only 1.5\1.
Is the Bible Reliable? The Christian Deity: INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT
SOmNOE IN STORY; o;:,_ Sammy Tubbs, the
Moral
V~ue of the Bi'Qle; Freethought and
Bo:yDoctor, and Sponsie, the Troublesome MonkeY.
Of Europe.
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
SOCIAL WEALTH,
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes. at$1 each, O{ $5
Influence on Civilization t_Philosophy of Secu·
Revised Edition-2 vols-Price, ,8,
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
larism; Science and .l:lible Antagonistic;
The BolA Factor11 and Ezact Ratiotl in Its
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOB THE YOUNG.
Christian Scheme of Redem_ption. For all of By JOHN WILLIAM DRAPER. MD .. LL.D.
.A.oguirement and .Apportionment.
250 pagesl illustrated a.nd cloth bonn d. (The fift.b
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEK·
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volume or "Science in Story.") 50 cents.
EB,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
By J. K. INGALLS.
HAND-BOOK of Hea.lth Hints and Ready Be·
.JUl!iT OUT.
Price, Vloth,
•
•
$1.00. cipes. A valuable reference pa.mphlet of 128 pages.
BY Dr. Foote. 1!5 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
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SANITABY-BCmNOE BERmS <Dime Pam·
phlets). By Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria I'lle Present and tbe Future
28J,afayette Plaoe, New York.
ln their Bela.tion to Disease,"representing the germ
theory, a.dvocating personal a.nd public hygiene
Republic of North America
BY JOHN PECK.
and opposing v:t.ecination; "Health in the Bun·
beam1" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
BY A. CAPITALIST.
Price 20 cents;. six copies for $1.
to SICK and well. By ma.il, 10 cetats each.
ITs HISTORY AND ITs INFLUBNOE UPON
A book advocating assomate life as a remedy for
HEREDITY (Books and Pa.mphlets). "The Law
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.
povert;v. vice, and crime. It deals with the present
SooiETY.
of Heredity •" by Prof. Brooks, 386 p_a.gesd clot.b aondit10ns
of society in this country, pointmg out
bound,
$2"h
"Heredity!"
by
Loring_Moo
y,
15~
BY DB. LoUIS BUOHNEB, Author of "Force a.nd !!ages, clot t 75 cents; ' The Law of Heredity,'-' by ~heir imperfections, and showing bow it is almost
.
Matter," etc.
BING, BROTHERB, BING.
F. H. Marsn, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the 1mpossible that the people sLould be other than
poor and vicious under our present system. The
Transla.ted from the Germa.n.
Hnma.nTemperamentsz" with illustrations, by Dr. remedy,
USE THE
the author thinks. is in communal life,
Foote,
10
cents..i..'
GeneratiOn
before
ReFen
E.
B.
Paper, 12mo, 15 cents.
be has drawn a vivid picture of the future
eration," by Dr. E . .1:1. Foote, Jr. 1 _IO cents; ' Be a,nrl
Republic
of
Nortb
Amenc1u
as
it
will
be
when
ports
of
Conventions
and
Parlor
roeetin!l's
dnrin11
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wciety shall be orJlanized on the principles of In vonrmAetinga. to make them hvely and inter
t882," 10 cents; "Third Annual Oonvent10n of th• Rational
Onmmunism. The book is vigorousb eating. TaE LIBERAL HYMN BooK conta.ins song
tnstitnte of Heredity,Ma.v 211. 1883."10 Ol'ntR. ·
and
interestingly written.
&iM,...••
TliE TRUTH SEEKER.
by the bear. poets. adapted to well-known tunes.
It is highly recommendPd by Messrs. Wakema.n
Paper,:;oc.; cloth, $1.
Steel engravin~rs of this celebrated na.tnra.list.
Pa.rton.
Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker
DO
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a.
l!leasa.nt,
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cheap
Jx15 inches, snita.ble for fr..,mil!K• sent. po••no•d, home in the South T Write Leftwich Bros. a.nd
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a.nd, indeed, by a.ll who hav PXaminPd it. Price,
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28 La.fayette Pl., New York. llli cents.
Curtis, Florence, Ala.

Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 71ipp.;
•
50 cts.
The truth-teller is ill-ma.nnered, therefore im. mora.l.-K.I:tract.
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4lews of the ffeek.
MANY citizens of Canada say that Eogland
would not consent peaceably to annexation
of that province.
LAsT week produced an unusual number of
suicides. The main causes were inability to
get work, sickness, and drunkenness.
PowDERLY was reelected.
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IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial/
By Hon. W. E. Glad"tone.
V. Dawn of Creation. A.n Answer to ll!r. Gladstone.
By Albert
A DISCUSSION BETWEEN
VL Mr.
Gladstone
and Reville,
Genesis.D.D.
By Prof. T. H. i·
GLADSTONE
f. BJ
MULLER '
Huxley.
.
TBEUE ran be no llbsurdities in religion, which
LINTON RE'v ILLJC.
' , VII. A Protest and a Plea. BY Mrs. E. Lynn Lm- is the work of the Word, or the _Divi.ne Reason,
.
'
· .
. ~on.
.
.
which, as we all know, has nothing lD common
On the Oon1l1ct between Genesis and Geology. . ThiS 1s a new book and contame the latest d1scns'th h
It .
th
h
t f
coNTENTs:
; eion on the mistakes of Moses. The names of the WI,
nm~n r~ason.
Is on 1Y roug ·wan o
I. Dawn of Creation and of Worship. By Hon. participants are a guarantee of its able character. fa1th that Incredulous persons fancy they can perW. E. Gladstone.
..
i
ceive absurdities in Chrletianit.r, whence it results
II. The Iuterpreters of GenesiS and the InterPrice, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
that a want of faith i~ the hightof absurdity. The
preter.s of Nature. BY Pro!. T. H. Huxley. I
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
absurdities of the Christian belief disappear when
III. PM~~f~?t to Bolar Myths. By Prof. Max
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
its doctrins hav been ~oculcated from earliest
childhood, and adhered to
-~~
. ___ - - - without doubt or question.

ORDER OF CREATION..
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-Voltaire.
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JOHN BRIGHT can liv
but a few days.

--

BooLAJ\GI&T riots continue in France.
Brsl\!AROK has been
made a doctor of divinity.

- ..

--...,.._,

THERE is in childhood a
period measured by six, or
at most by ten years, whim
any well-inculcated dogma,
no matter how t xtravagan tly absurd, is sure to
retain its hold for life:Sollopenhauer.

FaoM the very beginning
the sect of the ap:>stle-training G•lilean has been a sect
of assiduoua educators.
They were not satisfied
BKLG!AN strikers are
with founding s~hools and
rioting and attempting to
opening their doors to all
comers,
bat went forth in
use dynamite.
quest of new converts, and
RroTs from religious
pursued· t!.teir aim with a
P~rsistenee of zeal and a
excitement are feared at
versatility of Pkill that
liorelia, Mexico.
oou!d not fail to accomplish
its purpose. As soon as a
WILLIAM U. makes the
suffi~ient Increase of power
life of his officers unenabled them tocontrol'tbe
happy with a bad teminstitutea of primary inper.
struction they turned their
chief attention to the dogRav. HowARD CnosnY
matical education of ' the
says that the low-cut
young. Though. the Propagation of an uoiu~tural
evening dress is an abomcreed is not favored l)y natination.
ural fertility, the naturally
barren doctrln of rennootaIN France one person
tion was thus successfully
in seven follows art
propA.gated by a system of
either as a professional
incessant grafting. Dy.the
or a dilettante.
skilful application of· that
process the most diPBimilar
ExPERIMENTS at Haplants were made subservient to its purpose. · The
waii prove that leprosy
"worship of sorrow". with
is to. some extent a conBALAK TAKETH BALAAM TO A HIGH PLACE.
its whining renunciation of
tagious disease.
And it came to pas~ on the morrow, that B!llak took Balaam, and brought him up into the high places of Baal, that
worldly enjoymentR, and its
thence
he
might
see
the
utmost
parts
of
the
people.-Num.
xxii,
41.
it::difference to health and
THR Knights of Labor
physical education;- was
are sprP.ading in Enggrafted on the manful natland, with the land question as their central
"Are you reading about the little boy who troubles uralism of the Hebrew lawgiver.-PrQI'. Fell:c L.
his brother 1" "No," promptly replied Young Oswala, JI.D.,1n 'l'lte Bible or Nutu1·e.
idea.
America, •·I·m reading about God, who knows
SEEK to make honest inquirers rather than cionAN English parson lately requested his conenough to mind his own business."
•
verts and disciples. Make truth and virtue so
gregation to pray for the discovery of the
"lllAMMA, is that the usher?" "Yes, dear."
lovely
tbat all will desire them, and thou wilt hav
SAID Constable Bragg to Farmer Scragg:
"D~es hA show people where to sit, mamma.T"
become a true educator.-JI7"d. Slenlcer. . .
Whitechapel murderer.
" I've come to seize your cow, sir;
"No, he shows People where not to sit."
WITHOUT candor, diocu•sion, in the highest
The writ says' personal property,'
ToTAL convictions under .the " cohabitaHE: "And you really love me, darling?" She:
sense, is impossible. All hav the ·same intere.st,
And what will :rou do now, sir?"
tion" ~E:'ction of the Edmunds anti. polygamy "Why do you doubt me, dear?" He: " Well, I saw
whether they know it or not, iii 'the establishment
Said Farmer Hcragg.to Constable Bragg:
of fact•. All hav the same to gain, the same to
:rou setting. the clock an hour forward when I
law in Utah, 525; in Idaho, 89.
~"I don't scare at a shadow;
came in."
lose. He loada the dweagainst himself who scores
Tile cow'd not personal property, sira point against tile right. Absolute honesty is to
OFFIOIAT. returns of popular vote: RepubMOLLY: "And I'm sure you liked Parae, dear,
l've.turned her into a meadow."
the intellectual perception what light is to the
lican, 5,436 027; Democratic, 5 534,4.53. Pro- didn't you, now?" Polly (just back): "It was
ll!n. HANKI!<SoN and ll!is~ Kalones (enthusias- eyes. Pnjtldice and passion cloud the mind. In
perfectly lorely, dear; in fact, as the French
hibition, 248,814; 1884, 150,369.
tically joining t be rest of the company in the re. ~ach disputant should be blended the advocate
themselvs say, toot sweet." ·
quest): "We shall be neligh ted to bear yon sing, and judl!'e.-Ino•,·soll
GaRMANY is jPalous because of our posses"How dll Squhrl!'i"s and his wife get along
THEOLOGY is but ignorance of natural causes resion of Pango.Pango harbor at Samoa, and DOW?" "VBI"Y happily indeed." "Are YOU sure Jlliss Garlioghou•e." JII<BS G<lrlingbouse (seatiog
heraelf at the piano): "What •hall I sing? Tum- ducEd to a s:rstem.-D'Ho!bach.
of our interests generally in the South seas.
of that? I bav been told that they don't liv to· ti·tum-tum. H•m. Tbre·e-e fisbe-e·rs went sa a·
To me it seems ea~y to account for these ideas
get her." "Yes, that was the idea I sought to con· ailing out <nto-a·o the west. OJ.t int.o the we·O· concerning gods and rtevlls. They are a perfectly
IT is going the round of the European vey_,,
e-st, as the BU·U·U·n went down," etc. 1\Ir. Hank· natural production. Man has created tb"m all,
press that Pope Leo is highly indignaut with
BliE : "I must show you my new clock before inson (fervently): "Now that I bav the opportu- and under the same circum<tances would create
the German emperor and speaks of him as a ron go." He (facetiously): "Some of my friends nity to speak to you at last, l\IISB K&jones-Laura- them a~rain. 1\Ittn, in his ignorance, supposed
tell me I am homely enough to stop a clock." yon will listen to me, will you not, while I tell :ron tllat all phenomena wer~ produced by some in tel·
bad son.
She : " Ob, that won't matter I It can be started of the deep and earntst love I hav so long felt for ligent. powers, and with direct reference to him.A st:coasSFUL ament in an air-ship was again.''
you," etc.
lnoer.•' l!.
made on the 8th at Coney Island, N. Y.,
Cnl\TEMP-r for bum!ln scienceg was ~ne of the
Jl!as. ALEXANDER TULLINER, of Frankfort, Ky.,
A SOliiEWBAT eccentric ParRon in southern Vir·
under the direction of a company seeking to claims to hav he en cured of paralysis by "faith, ginia was intending to pre~cb from the tt x·, "And first fea urea of Christianity. It had to avenge
pe1fect such machines.
electricity, and good bourbon whisky." The pro. the spirit. of the Holy Gbost descended like a itself upon philosophy; it feared that spirit of
portions in which the ingredients were taken is dove." It occurred to him that it would illn•trate investigation and d~ubt, that, Conti tence of
HAYTI is distracted with revolutionary con- not mentioned;
the text forcihly to hav a dove let dowD with a man in his own re<ts 10, the pest ahke or all reflicts. Some forces there hav captured an
string
from t)le ventilator above the pulpit just as ligious creeds. The light of the natural sciences
"SwACKHAliiMEB, why don't yon giv up that
was regarded w1th a SUFpicwus eye, as being a
American vessel, and Secretary 'Whitney de- abomiuable hao1t of ci;raret·smoking ?" "Jrobin. he uttered the word•. So an o'd negro servant daugerous enemy to the success of miracles, and
was brought to the church on Saturday and sent
son,
Ill
do
it
if
you
will
quit
writing
poetry
for
mands its release, with indemnity.
there is no religion that dtles not oblige 1ts secta.
t.be uewspapers." It w · s a severe struggle, but up into the garret to rehearse letting down the ries to swaltow •orne physica.l absurdities. The
ON the 8th 15 men were killed and 12 Jrobimon yielded, and the guardian angels of dove. Ir, worked to perfection, and on Bah bath trmmph of Christianity was tbu; the si~nal of the
morning the old dar key was again sent to the l!'arwounded at the Birmingham, Ata., jail by a I wo young men wept tears of joy.
philosor<;t before the opening hymn. Tbe preacher entire decline both of the sciences and of
·
sheriff's posse prot(·cting D:ck Hawes, aiiE:'ged
THE Christian nations are more than usually reached the word", "And the spirit of the Holy phy.- Condo,·cet.
TnE warfare of religion against FCience is to be
murderer of his wifll and child, from lynch. busy just now dividing among tbemaelvs the real Ghost tleseended hke a dove,'' but the dove didn't
•state of the benighted heathen. But tbey are descend. The tfxt was rePeated, and still n'> dove guarded a~raiust in Protestant countries not less
ing.
amply jnst1fied in so doing. In pnparing the appeared. A third time the parson repeated the than in Catholic; it ht·eaks out 1n America not
TnE achievements of the Lick telescope heathen for heaven the Christian nativs naturally words, and then glanced 11p at the veutilator to le•s than in Europe. I might ~xbibit many proofs
hav caused the introduction in Congress of a conclude that the heathen hav no further use for see what was wt·ong. Slowly the ventilator opened, nf this. Do conscientious R >man bishops in
their earthly possessions.
and in 1he ppac3 anp&ared a woolly bead. "Ra:v, France labor to keep all ad vance1 scientifi J inbill to trect a tele~cope surpasF>ing even that
struction under their own control-in their own
A SilllPLE Jitreet arab had been captured and massa I" ~aid the dar key; "l'sQ 'fraid de Holy universities and colleges? eo do very many not
one, its !em to be 60 inches in diameter while
brought mto Sundar·scbool. He was of frank Gose can't show up to-day. Ole cat'• bin up rar le~~ couscientious p,·utestant clergymen in our
that of the present one is 30.
and open spirit and bad all the courage of his an' chawed his whole damned head off."
own country insist that advanced education in
"What do you know about God T'
ig,:orance.
"W~ acknowledge the defeat or our candidl\te, science and literature shall be kept under control
THE military and similar clas~cs who run
asked the teacher. '"Bout God 1 Na.wtben." Btll PeterP, for 8beriff," says a 1\ltosouri paper. of their own sectarian universities and colleges,
Germany hav made an arrangemevt with •· But you know the savior died to save smners,
frankly ond manfully. "And it s.mply rem&ius wretchedly one-~ided in their development, and
their friends the money-lenders by which the don't you?" •· Naw. Never knowed be was sick." for ltB to troce out and profit by the causes of miserably inadtqttate in their equipment: did
latter arc to lend the go>ernment 60.000,000
BEDROCK ('ookitig over the paper): "Here's his defeat. Up to 1 o·clock everything looked a leading SPanish university, until a recent period,
marks for war and similar objects. The part som~tbing extraordinary, my dear. Husband and 8mootb and cl~ar for Dill here at the county seat. Ex~lutle prol'e~sors holding the Newtonian theory ;
of the people in this is to work and ply the wife liv together twenty.four :rears Wlthout a Then Hi Pugh, Dlll's opponent, cA.me around the so does a 'eading American college exclude pro.
cross word." Mrs. Bedrock: "There•s nothing polls with a wagon-load of B"n Dwis app:es, and fessors holding the Darw:nian theory: hav Cathinterest.
"trange in that." Bedrock: "Paper says it's the b?guo giving tbem a.wltY until the tide turned in olic colleges in Italy rejected excellent candidates
FlllENDSHIP LlBERAL LEAGUE of Philadel- onty instance of the kind on record. But, then, his favor. ·r hen Dill"s friends 1lew around and for prol'essorsbipg on aocouut of" unsafe" views
phia Jms met with a comiderable Joss in the it's ea.ily accounted for.'' ll!rs. Bedrock:" HowT" boul!'ht a barrel of cider, and Jet her flow free to r·egarding the immaculate conception; so are
everybody, and Dill took the lead again. But it Proteotaut colleges in America every day rfhctBedrock: ·• They are mutes."
burning of the hall in which the League met.
begun to look dark for Bill when Hi drove home ing exoolleot cand;dates on account of "unsafe"
The fire occurred early on December 2d.
Tnm other day a Brooklyn boy of six :rears, who and got a keg of peach brandy, and dished it out views regarding tile apostolic succession, or the
had been "pestering" one of his little brctbers, like it was common well water. Dill caught up incarnatwn, or baptism, or the perseverance of
Lt·ague property to the amount of about $150 was sentenced by his mother to sit fur an hour in again
with a. keg of apple hck and a jug of cherry the saints.-Pro(ds~ol' Wltite, Presiaent of Co1·nel!
was consumed, and the ~ecretary also lost a higll chair in one corner of the sitting-room as bounce. But about an bout• before the polls closed Univer.uv.
some $50 worth of boolts. The League, a punishment. During the hour a friend of the Hi Feared up fourteen dandy bulJ.pups and a lot
Fon the establishment of facts, the word of man
however will continue to meet as rooms in family came m. The culprit h~d a Dtble in his of J,l'Unkin·Pies and Dtll coui<ln't <..ffoet that with is now considered f .. r better tb~tn tile word of
'
'
bands, and pretended to be reading very mtently. anything the crowd careu for, so Hi got there.
another part of the building hav been en-, The friend of the family, having been informed of Dut • truth crushed to earth shall r:se a ~rain,• and God. In the world of science, Jabovah was su·peraeded by Cop~rnicus, Gallleo, and Kepler.gaged,
the "puniabment," went up to the lad and aaked: we'll get Bill there next time. You hear us I"
-Inuarsoll•
A BUTTRR trust is robbing the pecple of New
York city.

tldds aqd
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A JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND REFORM.
Entered at the Post-Omce at .New York, N. Y., as Second.cJass Matter.
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WRITING on the question whether Roman portion before the so. called Reformation than I FoR some time there has been a feeling in
Catholic countries are Jess progressiv than I they hav ever been since." And then it says: 1 South Carolina in favor of an educational qualProtestant, the Freeman's JournaZ (R. C.)· "The truth is, of course, that the Christian: ification for suffrage. A few rlays ago an edENGLISH trade. unionism is rapidly growing says : "The Hanseatic League of Free Ger- religion has but little to do with the produc- 1ucated colored man made a strong appeal in
Socialistic. On the continent to caii a man a man cities, from Cologne .to the borders of tiv capacity of any land, or the commercial the newspapers for such a qualification.
iI On the 8th a bill was introduced in the
'' workman" is equivalent to calling him a Russia, were vastly more flourishing in pro- instincts of any race."
house of representative,
Socialist.
providing for a change in
IT is thought that if
the constitution that a
Italy is involved in a war
citizen would hav to be
the removal-of the pope
able to read the constiwill be a practicRJ nrces.
tution of this stat!'! and
sity.
the United States and
write his own name beNoTWITHSTANDIJW the
fore he can cast his balprodigious open corrup.
lot. This bill will be
tion of the late elections,
passed, and the people
and all the talk of strinwill vote upon the amendgent enforcement of laws
ment at the next eleeagainst offenders, nothtion.
ing is being done.
ITALY is advanced in
ANYTHING more amusthe woman's rights moveing than the comments of
ment. Both houses of
a Turkish newspaper, the
her parliament hav just
Miron, upon the recent
missed passing woman
presidential election
suffrage· bills this year.
would be difficult to imGaribaldi, Mazzini, and
agin. It appears most
nearly all ltalJ 's greatest
extraordinary to the
men hav fa·:ored such
Turkish mind that such
measures.
things as elections are
tolerated by the AmerAs the time for the
ican authorities, or that,
publication of the Japif tolerated at all, they
anese constitution apare not so managed as
proaches, the political
always to render authoractivity among the peoity the more strongly inple increases. A manitrenched.
festation of this spirit is
to be seen in the recently
SHE was a tall, slender,
effected organization of
middle-aged lady, says
the " Society for Investi.
the Sta1·, and she climbed
gating the Principles of
up the stairs of the city
1

Jjlolts and Uflippinns.

s~Jf.Government."

AT the Baptist congress at Richmond, Va.,
Norman Fox, D.D., of
New York, objected to
the declaration thatrigh1 s
of conscience forbid religious 'llxercises in
Fchools. " If legislativ
bodies and political conventions can properly be
opened with prayer,"
said he, " rdigious exercises can properly be
held in state schools.
As a matter of fcientilic
teaching lectures can be
delivered on the history,
doctrins, and influence of
Christianity the same as
on Nco-platonism or the
feudal system, or any
other rloctrin or institution whicl! has been a
factor in history." But
as in treating any other
doctrin or institution
representation is given to
every side of rcholarly
judgment upon it, will
the pious be satisfied to
hav presented to the
scholars, alongside o f
their own views, those
of the great body of
thinkers and scientists
who, regard Christianity
as a humbug?
THE New York state
law providing for exeST.
cut ions by electricity
has a provision that
papers shall publish no details of executions.
The editors are indignant, and will report
the executions at risk of imprisonment.
They appeal to the constitutional declaration:
"No law shall be passed to restrain or
abridge the liberty of speech or of the press."
They point out dangerous abuses which
might occur if executions w:ere surrounded
by the privacy contemplated, and declare
their readiness to do their duty to the people
at the first opportunity.

--=----- --~-

PAUL

AS

A

----~

MEMBER

IN a lecture on "Voltaire and His Age" at
Columbia College, Professor Scribner first
showed the influence of Voltaire on his own
times; how by his genius and indefatigable
energy he managed· to abate the prevalent
vices and prejudices in a great measure. He
continued : " He secured tolerance for all
sects in France. His philosophical workR,
together with those of his great contemporaries, Montesquieu, Raynal, Diderot, and
Rousseau, had a great influence upon the

hall elevated railroad station with considerable
dignity. It was about 6
o'clock in the evening,
and there was a long line
before each of the ticketEeiler's windows. The
lady, however, pushed
ahead of everybody, purchased a ticket, and
walked toward the ticket
boxes. Just as she
reached the box the gateman turned his head ;
she made a motion as if
dropping the ticket in
the box, but, instead of
doing so, held it tightly
in her hand and boarded
the train. Then, after
seating herself comfortably, she opened a religious weekly and perused
its columns until the
Grand slreet station was
reached. Here a half
dozen messengers enterc d
the car and began makin'll; things lively. The
good lady, who had defrauded the company
out of five cents, rebuked
the boys several times
for their unseemly conduct, and, finding they
took no notice of her,
left the train in a huff at
the Fourteenth street
station. A little mr.ditation on this will discover
OF THE SCHOOL BOARD.
a complete presentation
of the conduct and charwelfare of America, by making the colonists acter of the meddling religious classes.
alive to their needs, and kindling in them a
thirst for freedom. When America had ac- · A NEW regulation for the censorship of
quired her own independence, a counter cnr- newspapers has just been announced to the
rent swayed the destinies of France itself. editors of Constantinople. Hereafter any
The companions of Lafayette, returning to newspaper that publishes a paragraph which
France, strengthened in the French minds the has not been first approved by the censor
lessons taught by such men as Franklin and will be closed up. For the daily papers a
Adams, and brought about the French Revo- censor visits the office. But for the weekly
lution, which consecrated and also strength- papers all matter must be sent to the bureau
ened the new order of things in this country." of the press two days before the paper appears,
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thou ou the fields of the Athenians and on the plains." the immortal goddesses shvuted fot· joy. 'rnis birth
As it is in Greece so it is also· in Rome.
took place under a palm in open air, while, according
''Behold over thy head this luminous space which to some, it occurred in a. cave at early dawn.'
all invoke under the name of Jupiter," says Ennius;
Joyous demonstrations on the part of earthly and
Sun-Go~s of Ancient and Mode1•n Religions.
while Cicero exclaims: " The refulgent heaven above heavenly beings, yea, even of Nature herself, seem
All truth is safe, and nothing else is· safe, and he who
.
to be in common· fer all the Sun-gods. When the
keeps back the truth, or withholds it from men fron: motive is what all men unanimously call Jove."
Ahura Mayda, the omniscient Lord,· is likewise .a birth of Ohrishna drew near "heavenly spirits and
C>f expediency, is either a coward, or a criminal, or both
god of the ll.eavens. The sun is his eye, and the nymphs danced and sang," and when a.t the midnight
(F. Max Mi.lller in Science of Religion).
F ..;r modern man, with his knowledge of the forces star-spangled solid stone sky is the garment in which hour the god was born the clouds emitted low,2 pleasof nature, with his astronomy, natural philosophy, be clothes himself, and therefore be is called the ing sounds, and poured down rain of flowers. But
and chemistry, it is impossible to feel, yes, even "most solid of gods." Says Herodotus : " The no two accounts bear a. closer resemblance to each
approach in any degree, that state of emotions which Persians offer up sacrifices to Zeus, going upon the other than those of Gautama Buddha and Christ
pervaded his primitiv ancestors, when they in their highest summit of ~he mountains, as they· call Zeus Jesus.
When the former was born-which is said to hav
childish, uncultured way tried to understand and the entire orb of the sky."
When the roaring thunder struck terror into the taken place in an i.nn, or in a cave-a. rain of flowers
exp~ain the forces of nature in their various aspects.·
Only through the a~;sistance of the imagination could minds of the Israelites, they imagined t.hey hea1·d fell on the earth, a. brilliant light shone, and the
primitiv man account for what he heard, saw, and the voice of the" God above gods" of Jehovah, by attending spirits sang, and Risbis and De\'as exfelt, and from I he analogy of his own actions he the breath of whom frost is given, who "laid the claimed: " This day Buddha. is born for the good of
interpreted the phenomena of nature. He knew only corner-stone" of the earth when the morning stars men, to dispel the darkness of their ignorance." And
the force c.f will, and consequently he endowed sang together, and all the sons of God shouted for the four heavenly kings continued, saying: "Now,
because Bodhisativa is born to giv joy and bring
rature ~ilh volition. He made her alive, peo- joy (Job)
While the Sky, as we hav seen, is designated as the peace to the world, therefore is there this brightness."
pled her with mighty agencies, whom he in course of
time personified, making them stronger and more "Heavenly Father," "Our Father who is in heaven," And then all the gods of the heavens and all the
Devas joined in the song with their wonderful voices
powerful than himself, and yet subject to joy and so is the earth called " Our Mother."
" The Sky appeared to men," says Plutarch, "to and said: "To-day Bodhisativa is· born on eart.h td
f'orrow, happiness and misery, angH and kindly
feelings. But no natural object was looked upon perform tho functions of a Father, as the Earth those giv joy and peace~o men and Devas, to shed light in
with more wonder, awe, and veneration than the Sun. d a Mother. The Sky was the Father, for it cast dark places, and to giv sight to the blind." •
In the narrativ of the Luke narrator is likewise
To these feelings the poet of the Veda. hymns givs seed into the bosom of ~artb, which, ii). receiving
expression: Will the Sun rise again! How can 1hem, became1 fruitful, and brought forth, and was mentioned a. brilliant light-" the glory of the Lord
shone round about them" (the shepberds)-and after
he climb the steep vault of heaven without falling the mother."
A.r;d from this union of Dayaus Pitar with Prithivi the angel had spoken to them a " multitude of the
back! he asks. And when the great illuminator
stretches out his golden arms to bless the wotld and .M:J.Ier, of Odin with Fregga, of Nut with Seb, of heavenly host" praised God and ·said: "Glory to
and on earth peace, good will
l'Pscue it from the terrible darkness, then he exclaimR: the heaven-father with the earth-mother, was born, God in the highest,
4
But divine honors are not sufficient
'·Arise, our life, our spirit has come back; the dalk- without carnal intercourse, the bright Sun. Still, not toward men.''
alone from the intercourse of the Sky with the Earth to create the necessary glory of the new-born child,
nfss is gone, the light approaches!" '
But when the light of the coming morning sun was the Sun born. " His. birth may be derived from earthly honors are to be added, and in spite of his
woke man from his slumber, and be, refreshed, rose ever so many different mothers. He may be the son '' divine" descent his pedigree is traced back to
or of the Dawn, or of the Sea or of the "royal" persons, not alone on his mother's side but
from his night's rest, as if infused with a new life he of the Sky
2
also on his father's. Chrishna and Horus ·are of
could not fail to observe that he was not the only ~ne Night."
Adifi, "the mother with powerful, terrible, with royal blood, and while Hercules's pedigree is traced
that bad been blessed with a. new spirit-nature bad
partaken in the blessing. Were not the busy insects royal sons," gave birth to the Sun, and "as the Sun through A.lkmene to Phoroneus, the first king of
more activ, and the movements of the animals stronger and all other solar deities rise from the east, we can Argos, Gautama Buddha. is, through his father
and more graceful! Did the song of the birds not very well understand how Aditi, the Dawn, came to Sodhodana, related to Maba Sammata, the first
monarch of the world, • and Joseph the father of
sound sweeter! Was the fragrance of the flowers be called the 'Mother of bright gods.'" •
Still, this instance is by no means the only one we Christ Jesus "was of the house and lineage of
not still mo_re delicio1:1s than on the evening previous?
6
And he designated the Sun as " Giver of Daily Life find. Dahana give birth to Indra., Devaki to David."
Chrishna,
Isis
to
Horus,
Neith
to
Ra,
Iohaste
to
In joining the honors of heraldry to those of
and Light." But is it not the same sun that parted
from us yesterday that shone in the early hours of <Edipus, Io to Hercules, Maya. to Gautama Buddha, heaven the priests had, no doubt, practical purposes
in view. The god's royal descent would make the
my childhood T a8ks the old man. If he shone then, Maia to Hermes, Mary to Christ Jesus.
be shone at the beginning of time, and the sun be- · Now, Aditi is the same as Dahana, as Devaki, as lower classes look up to him with still more reverence
com~s "the Creator," the maker of all things. "T'ruly Neitb, Iohaste, Io, Maya, Maia, and as Mary, but all and admiration, because in the Eastern countries with
admtrable for grandeur are the works of him who these are but personifications of the Dawn ; and the their des~otic form :of government, a royal p~rson,
bas separated the two worlds and fixed their vast ex- child born of them, whether named 4Chrishna, Buddha., and espeCially the kmg, was regarded as a.n impersonation of wisdom, while the upper classes would
fEDt, of him who bas set in motion tbe high sublime Indra, or Christ Jesus, is the Sun.
But not always is a. Sun-god the child of a "divine" not hav to humble their pride, which certainly would
firmament, who has spread out the heavens above
virgin. We are told that Perseus was the son of the hav been the case had the divine teacher been of
and the earth, beneath."
''Between this earth and the sublime heaven mortal virgin Danoo, Apollo of Latona, Christ Jesus mean origin.
of Mary. This statement seems to contradict the
But it was not enough that the heavenly powers
above, all things, 0 Varuna, are of thy creation."
But the sun is not alone the Creator · he is the one made above. But the contradiction li.es on the had shown their favor a.t. the child's birth; their good
Protector of everything that moves or st~nds of all surface only. There very often are, as in the case of gra~es were ~o follow him during life, and through
that f:Xists: He sees and knows everything. He Christ Jesus and Mary, genuin mortal beings invested their protectton enable him to fulfill his mission.
see~ ~be r1ght and wrong aniong men; he knows with the names and attribute& respectivly of the Sun Therefore, when Chrishna's life is sought by the tyrant
their mmost thoughts, and therefore he is implored and the Dawn, or Night, to such an extent as to all Kansa., who ordered all male children to be slain a.
to forget and forgiv all that is, and he has become ~ut en~irely efface the human, and thereby render it heavenly voice informs his parents of the threateni~g
tmposstble for us to tell where the mythical ends and dang~r and orders them to make a. hasty flight. 1
the ''Judge."
"The king Varuna. sees everything all that which the historical begins. Therefore, in the service of The hfe of Gautama. Buddha. was subject to a similar
is between the two worlds and beyond them · he true history, it is better, so long as we are not cer- danger through the intention of Bembasa.ra whose
tain, to allow ample room for the former. Then it is ministers advised him to kill the first-born maie child
reckons the. winking of the eye of all creatures." .;
" ~hat . which two ~en, seated side by side, are easier to add to the truth than to deduct from it that had seen the light in the tribe of Sakyas, since
plotting, Is heard by kmg V aruna, himself the third." appendages which through time ha.v received the he would be dangerous to the former's power.•
"He who should leap over the sky and beyond it . stamp of historical truth.
In the life of Christ Jesus we bav a similar occurAn interesting coincidence between the different rence. An angel appeared to Joseph, warned him of
would not escape the king Varuna. . . ."
'
" Free me from the bonds of my crime, do not ~others of the sun is that, although they hav given Herod's murderous design, and told him to flee with
sever the thread of prayer that I am weaving do not btrth to a. child, they remain " pure virgins " and are the mother and child into Egypt. But when Herod
tleliver me over to the dea.'.hs that, at thy dictate 0 wo~shiped a.s sue~ by thei.r de-yotees. Th~ titles by found out he had been mocked, he was "exceedingly
Asura, strike him that has committed a crime s~nd whiCh they were mvoked m prayers are in many in- wroth, and sent forth and slew all the children that
stances the same as those of Virgin Mary-" Our were in Bethlehem, and in all the coast thereof from
me not into the {!loamy regions far from the light."
'
"Let me pay the penalty of my faults but let me Lady," "Queen of Heaven," "Mother of God " "Im- two years old and under." •
'
not suffer, 0 king, for the crime of other;; there are maculate Virgin," etc.
. We ha.v here evidently to do with an Aryan myth.
Not always does the god of heaven himself over- We remember that Christ Jesus, Cbrishna, and GaufjQ many days tbRt bav not dawned yet, let them dawn
fer us also, 0 Varuna !" •
shadow the maiden; this function is sometimes given tama Buddha are but personifications of the Sun.
Such is the god of the Veda, the almighty the over to the " Holy Spirit." We know that the child ~ut to whom is the light of the sun dangerous if it
organizing, the omniscient and moral V aruna. ·'and bor~ of the a.n~ient Germans' virgin goddess Her- ~s not to the darkness, to th{'\ night ? When the Sun
hke him is Jupiter in Rome, Tina in Etruria, z;us In t.ha. was conceived by the latter, and the incarnation IS born the government of the Night begins to totter
of Gautama Buddha., as waY as that of Christ Jesus and for the sake of self-preservation the monarch'
Greece, Ahura Mayda in ancient Persia Ra in EO'ypt
0
'
II of the Babylonian!', Aeshur of the Assyrians Baai was brought a.bout in a. like manner. 6
whether called Kansa, Bemba.sara, or Herod, seeks t~
Having made the acquaintance of some of the destroy the child, the Chrishna., Buddha., or Christ
'
in Pbrenicia, Jehovah among the Jews, etc.
·We hav now seen hnw the Sun, like all other nat- principal sun-gods, seeing how and where they origi- Jesus, the sun. But in vain; fate has decided in
ural objects, becomes personified, but as yet the per. nat.ed, and found that they are but physical objects, favor of the latter.'"
Fon of the Sun god has not become distinct from whiCh, through man's natural desire of investigation
.N~thing is able to divert the young god from his
I hat of the Heaven-god.
In fact, they are one and and. his anthropomorphistic and anthropopathic tend- millston, although suffering intensely from hunger
the same person. The sun is the eye of Zeus as well enCies, hay bec_ome pers~mal beings, to ascertain and from holding his breath, as in the case of
as that of Odin.
how far this d~s~re to attribute human passions and Buddha., and when the royal Mara. (Prince of Evil)
~till, ea~Jy man did not stop here; from personifi- fo~m .to the de1bes has reached, and to determin the tempts him by offering the dominion over the world
cation he m ~u.rn reac~ed deification, and through the prm01p~l characters of and analogies between the his offer is spurned. " Get thee away from me " say~
·
process of. dHnntegrat10n ?e made every expression gods, w1ll be our next object.
Gautama Buddha." As with Buddha so with ZoroIn the hymn to the Dalia.n Apollo we are told aster '' and Christ Jesus and others.' When Christ
t bnt descr1bed natural obJects a description of individualized and a.nthropomorphous gods. The person how Latona, traveling from land to' land, at last
1
Co:: Aryan Mythology., 2 Vishnu Purana, transl. Wild the Heaven-god became distinct from that of the reacheu De.los, whe~e she gave birth to her glorious
The Fo-pen-hing trans!
Sun-god. The former was made a personification of son, on whiCh occa.swn the earth beneath smiled and son. Bunsen : Angel Mess1ah.
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Jesus had fasted in the forty days and forty nights,
"he was aftel.'Ward a-hungered;" then the devil came
and offered him "all the kingdoms of the world" if
he would worship him, but the young god was firm,
"and saith unto him, Get thee hence, Satan."' In
the temptation of Christ Jesus, Buddha, and other
sun-gods we hav the battle and subsequent victory of
the Sun over clouds of darkness and storm. Thus,
in· Eastern mythology, the Serpent or Devil is an
impersonation of darkness and death, evil and winter
(Oox: Aryan Myth.; Bunsen: Angel Messiah; Baring-Gould: Curious Myths, etc.).
After the god has shown his strength and power of
mind in this way, he enters upon his religious life as a
teacher and prophet, teaching, wherever he goes, the
,people to honor their "father in heaven," and love
theil' fellow-beings, to show humility, to be temperate,
not to resist evil, to be generous, etc., but the teachings, however moral, are in many instances carried to
such an extremity as to become unpractic11l and
thereby useless for man. Still, the god confines himself not to this ; out of compassion for mankind, and
to giv emphasis to his doctrine, he calls unto his
assistance supernatural powers, he performs miracles.
In some instances the god possessed the wonderful
gift already during infancy-at !last, if we can be·
lieve the sacred writings of followers. Both Chrishna
and Christ Jesus cured when boys one of their playmates who had been stung of a serpent, and while
the former creates new calves and .boys in place of
some that had been stolen, Christ caused some boys
that had been transformed into kids to resume theil.'
original shape. •
In early times miracles were of every-day occurrence; lepers are cured, 8 the blind are made to see, •
the lame they walk, • the storms are stilled, • promenading on the water, without getting the feet wet, is
shown, 7 yes, even the dead is brought to life. 8 The
necessarily short space that can be allowed to .an
essay of this kind forbids us to enter further in
upon this interesting theme. We could quote many
more examples, and procure still more authorities in
confirmation of the undeniable truth of the above,
but we think enough has been done to prove that
the lives of different Sun-gods are remarkably alike.
As formerly said, the intention of the Sun-gods
coming on earth, and their mission on this planet,
are to teach depraved mankind to liv better lives and
to save them from the " righteous wrath " of their
"heavenly father." To this end the Sun-god sacrifices himself. "Let all the sins that were committed
in this world fall on me, that the world may be delivered," says Gautama Buddha. •
This belief in redemption from sin through the
suffering and death of another being was very common in ancient time, and is evolved from the idea
that the god called for sacrifices that he might show
his good will and exempt man from calamity or punishment for some sin. The character of the offerings
were different : the fruits of the earth, :flowers, or
libations; later it was thought the deity called for
blood, then animals were sacrificed, and after a while,
believing different sins or crimes called for different
kinds of offerings, human beings entered the list,
first, slaves and children, later, persons of eminence,
and the doctrin of expiation of sin through the sacrifice of another human being guiltless of the crime
was founded. In Greece and Rome this belief took
in most cases the form of self-sacrifice, while
among other nations, whether ancient Scandinavians,
or the Jews, Hindoos, Phrenicians, or Egyptians, the
victim was another p~:~rson. When in Egypt " the
eldest born of the family of Athamas entered the
temple of the Laphystan Jupiter at Alas in Achaia,
he was sacrificed, crowned with garlands like an animal victim," '" while the priests offered the following
prayer : " If any evil is li\bout to befall either those·
who now sacrifice, or Egypt in general, may it be
averted on this head." "
But while the sacrifice of a mortal being was
deemed sufficient to expiate the sin of a few, it was
believed that to redeem all mankind a perfectly
pure and sinless being was wanted. But who could
fill this place? No human being surely. None but a
god, and the Sun-god was the person selected. It is
through the sufferings of his incarnation that mankind is saved.

and, like
him, Chrishna' and Mitbras,• Horus and powers. The god rises from the dead and ascends
Osiris, 8 1Esculapius • and Hermes, • Serapis • and bodily into heaven, while a beautiful but strong light
Apollo,' Hercules • and Prometheus,• Bacchus '" illuminates the surroundings. Under such circumand Christ Jesus," etc.
stances does the resurrection take place. The
It is difficult, if not impossible, to state in what "savior," the "Resurrected One," Chrishna ' or
way the different saviors died. In many instances is Buddha, • Osiris • or Horus, • Adonis • or Mithras,'
one account at variance with another. Now he is Christ Jesus' or Bacchus, • etc., has fulfilled his
killed by a boar, now fastened to a burning wheel, mission on earth and leavei:! for his celestial abode.
again in another place killed with an arrow, or he is
We hav now traced in great characters the evolucrucified.
tion of the Sun-god, the savior, idea. We hav seen
The Vishnu PU?·ana says Chrishna was shot in·. the that in the earliest stage, the Sun-god and the Heavenfoot with an arrow, and died in~ consequence of his god were one and the same person. That later in
wound, while, according to M. Guigniaut, he perished time they became two distinct beings, and how the
on a tree, to which he was fastened by an arrow,'~ former out of mercy came down on earth to save
and while dying he forgave his executionere.'" The mankind from sin and its subsequent punishment.
Phrygian savior, the "Only Begotten Son," 14 "suf- We hav followed these saviors from their birth and
fared a death made bitter with nails and stakes." ,. until their ascension to heaven, noting, as we went
Prometheus was nailed by hands and feet to the along, the main incidents of their career, and found
rocks of Mt. Caucasus, the hands being in an ex- that the life of one is very much like that of another.
tended position,'" while, according to another account, This striking resemblance can, in case of the aucient
he was but chained. Hercules is torn limb from religions, be accounted for by the similarity of the
limb, while Adonis's life is brought to an end by the -development of natural religion, the foundation of
wild boar. Ixion is fastened to a burning wheel and which, on the part of the Aryan nations, was brought
dies there, and Christ Jesus is crucified o'n Mt. Cal- along when they emigrated from their original home
vary. All these, and many more saviors' deaths that in India. To the question where the Christians recould be mentioned, giv us examples sufficient to ceived their savior idea, we can but say that all eviprove the above assertion, and to show that, in spite dance points to a Buddhistic origin! a~d in the few
of seeming contradictions, the death of one is analo- cases where the resemblance ceases, 1t IB due to tbe
gous to that of another.
intermingling of Greek and Roman, Phrenician,
The wild boar is none but the winter, and 17 the Egyptian, or Hebrew mythology.
GusTAVE NELSON.
spear, the arrow, or the nails, are the dark and terrihie-looking rain or snow clouds which hav combated
1
Anacalypsis. 2 lbid.
the light of the Sun ever since his birth, and which 3 Bunsen: Angel Messiah. Higgins:
Ibid. Murr~: Manual of Myth. 4 Anacalypsis. Dupuis :
now, when he has reached his south~rn limit, over- Origin
Rel. Belief. 5 Ibid. Dunlap : Mysteries. 6 Anacacome him. The cross or wheel, which is but a St. lypsis. Dupuis : Origin Rei. Belief. 7 The four gospels.
8
Andrew cross, on which the god dies, is an emblem Dupuis : Origin Rei. Belief. Bonwick : Egypt. Belief.
of his fructifying power.'" The myth of Prometheus Anacalypsis.
must be considered as an exception from the general
rule. Then, his name, which signifies providence, is
The Certainty of' the Unexpected.
but one of the numerous titles of the Sun, and his
"To be astonished at nothing which happens is
crucifixion or binding implies, like that of Hercules, the only means of retaining one's peace and happiSamson, Odyssius, ·the restriction· or diminishing of
ness." Horatius Flaccus, thou wert wise, not only in
the Sun power or warmth during the winter months. 10 thy own day and generation, but for all days and
"And many women were there beholding afar off, generations !
which followed Jesus from Galilee, ministering unto
Two thousand years, nearly, hav come and gone
him.'"
since thou didst pen thy famous Nil a:7.mtrari, of
The god, when dying, is not left alone; his mother, which the above is a poor and feeble paraphrase of
and the maidens he loved, remain with him that his the barbarous Briton, yet the latter's descendants
pains may be soothed, and his last minutes bright- acknowledge to-day, as does the whole civilized world,
ened through their love and sympathy. !ole is found that thou didst thus write truly, and didst thus write
by the side of Hercules, and a weeping woman em- for all time.
braces Gautama Buddha's feet, and moistem them
To bear constantly in mind the certainty of the
.with her tears. 21 Oceanus leaves Prometheus as unexpected; to look forw!ll'd, not fearfully, but
Peter Christ Jesus, while the faithful nymphs, the calmly and courageously, to the outcome of the hour
daughters of Oceanus, remain until the last; so did we liv in-an outcome which may be full of disaster,
Mary and Magdalene.
which, on the other hand, may be replete with hapThese faithful women are the Dawn (the mother of piness-is the true wisdom of mortals here below.
the Sun), "the fair and tender light which shed its
Our climate, our mad struggle for wealth and
soft hue over the eastern heaven as the Sun sinks social advancement, our fierce thirst for pleasure and
22
beneath the western waters;" they are the bright comfort, all tend to militate against the serenity
and :fleecy clouds that are visible at a beautiful sun- above recommended.
set or sunrise.
But the habit niay be cultivated. Once train a
The darkness grows more and more intense, and man to look confidently into the near future, braced
at last it covers the face of the earth. The Sun-god for the ,shock of the unexpected, using all possible
is dead. But his death is manifested by great revo- means to prevent annoyance, loss of property, of life,
lutions in nature. The sun is darkened, the earth of what he holds most dear, yet prepared for the
quakes, rocks are rent, ashes and fire fall from the stroke, if in spite of all such caution it shall come,
sky, spirits fill the air, and the graves giv up their and you hav a character like that of the old Greek
dead.""
athletes, whose forms and faces were sculptured on
But even after his natural death the Sun-god's the frieze of the Parthenon; forms developed in
mission is not ended-he descends into the infernal full manly perfection; faces calm, even in the deathregions, into hell or hades, there to redeem the spirits struggle with the centaur; faces free from anger and
of men of former ages. Osiris and Horus," Chrish- indignation on the one hand, from levity and boastna 2 • and Adonis, •• Zoroaster 27 and Hercules, 28 Jonah •• ful cheerfulness on the other; faces unmoved, conand Christ Jesus, •• etc., all descend and remain fident, forceful. It was the Hellenic love of sweetness
there for a period of three days_ and three nights.
and life, the Hellenic devotion to beauty and formal,
We see this myth of the descent into hell is like- physical perfection, that built up a nation of whom
wise universal, and, like the others relating to the the world still talks, and about whom the world still
Sun· gods, it is founded on natural phenomena. wonders, two thousand years after the race has disWhen the sun at winter so)_stice for three days and appeared from the face of the earth.
three nights remaim~ in the lowest regions, the anBut it was something morfl than this that made
cients taught the god had descended to hell, to the Greek of the Athens of Pericles what he was.
hades, in the belly of the fish or sea-monster-the
It was the old Hellenic certainty of the unexpected,
earth being frequently represented by them a~ a and his prepfloration to meet and battle with it.
great fish."'
The Hebrew gloom and lamentation were unknown
" Out of the belly of hell I cried, and thou heardst to him.
my voice," says Jonah. ••
Action with him was the first impulse, and after
When the three days and three nights hav passed, action triumph.
Pers{lcutions without end ;
the Sun-god leaves his tomb, the coverings of his
Revilings and many prisons;
One of the most wonderful among the new psyDeath and murder,
body are unrolled, and the grave is opened by divine chological developments in America is a renaissance
These hast thou suffered with love and patitmce,.
of the same sentiment.
1 Vishnu Purana, trans!. Wilson. 2 Higgins: Anacalypsis.
(To secure the happiness of mankind),
3 Bon wick: Egyptian Belief.
4 Taylor:. Diegesis.
5 BonForgiving thine· ex,~cutioners (Hymn to Buddha). 12
Our young people liv ·more in the open air, take
wick : Egyptian Belief. 6 Higgins: Anacalypsis. 7 Dupuis : more to athlet.ics, cultivate formal strength and
So suffered he, "the Anointed," "the Christ," Origin Rei. Belief. 8 Taylor : Diegesis. 9 Chamber's Encyc., beauty, to a faT greater extent than we of the forties
"the Savior of the World," '" and, moved b.y pity, art. Prometheus. 10 Bonwick : Egyptian Belief. u The and fifties. It is an encouraging sign. Bodily
Anacalypsis. 13 Vishnu Pu"gave his life like ·grass for the sake of others," " four gospels. 12 Of. Higgins:
rana, trans!. Wilson. 14 Kni_ght: Ancient Art and Myths. strength argues mental and moral vigor. All three
15
16 Murray: Manual of Myth.
Higgins: Anacalypsis.
are needed to face that

2 T. Maurice: Hist. Hindostan. ·Cox: Aryan
1 Matt. iv.
Mythology. . 3 Maurice : Hist .. Hindostan. Matt. viii.
4 Mark viii.
Tacitus: Hist .. Lib. iv; concerning Vespasian.
& Ibid.
John v. 6 Lillie : Buddhism. Matt. viii. 7 Lillie:
Buddhism. s Mark v. and others. Lundy: Monumental
Christianity. Horus. Bulfinch: Age of Fable. .LEsculapius.
Eusebius: Ecclesiastical Hist., Simon. 9 Max Muller: Hist.
Sanpcrit Literature. 1° Kenrick : Egypt. 11 Herodotus, by
H. Cary. 12 Lillie: Buddhism. 13 Bunsen: Angel Messiah.
14 Max Miiller : Science of Religion.
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Mflller: Science of Religion.
Higgins : Anacalypsis.
Cox : Aryan Mythology. 19 Goldzhier : Hebrew Mythology. 20 Matt. xxvii. 21 Bunsen: Angel Messiah. 22
Ibid. Cox: Aryan Mythology. 23 Luke xxiii; Matt. xxvii.
Rhys David: Buddhism. HigginR : Anacalypsis. .LEschylus,
by Potter. Gibbon: Rome. 24 Dupuis: Origin He!. Belief.
Bonwick: Egypt. Belief. 25 Ibid. 26 Dunlap: Mysteries.
27 Lundy : Monumental Christia'nity. 2 8 Dunlap : Mysteries.
29
Goldzhier : Hebrew Myth. 30 Acts ii. Apostle's Creed ..
31 Goldzhier: Hebrew Myth.
32 Jonah ii.
·
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Ominous hour that knocks at our door with tidings of mishap.

All three are requisit to face the fut1:1re and the
unexpected with brave hearts, and a calm, undaunted
RAY ENDICOTT.
front.
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The Sabbath Union's Bill.
At the instigation of the Am~rica~ Sabbath "£!nion,
Senator Blair of New Hampshire, mtroduced m the
Senate last May the following ~ill, which was r~ad
twice and referred to the Comnnttee on Education
and Labor:

A BILL
To secure to the people the enjoyment of the first day of the
week commonly known as the Lord's day, as a day of
rest, 'and to promote its observance as a day of religious worship.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representativs
of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That
no person, or corporation, or agent, servant, or employee of
any person or corporation shall perform or authorize to be
performed any secular work, labor, or business to the disturbance of others, works of necessity, and mercy, and humanity excepted; nor shall any person engage in any play,
game, or amusement, or recreation to the disturbance of
others on the first day of the week, commonly known as the
Lord's day, or during any part thereof, in any territory, district. vessel, or place subject to the exclusiv jurisdiction of
the United States; nor shall it be lawful for any person or
corporation to receive pay for labor or service performed or
rendered in violation of this section.
Sec. 2. That no mails or mail matter shall hereafter be
transported in time of peace over any land postal-route, nor
shall any mail matter be collected, assorted, handled, or d~
livered during any part of the first day of the week: Pro'l!ided, That whenever any letter shall relate to a work of
necessity or mercy, or shall concern the health, life, or
decease of any person, and the fact shall be plainly stated
upon the face of the envelope containing the same, the postmaster-general shall provide for the transportation of such
letter or letters in packages separate from other mail matter
and shall make regulations for the delivery thereof, the same
having been received at its place of destination before the
said first day of the week, during such limited portion of the
day as. shall best suit the public convenience and least interfere with the due observance of the day as one of wor11hip
and rest: And prO'I!ided further, That when therE) shall hav
been an interruption in the due and regular transmission of
the mails it shall be lawful to so far examin the same when
delivered as to ascertain if there be such matter therein for
lawful delivery on the first day of the week.
Sec. 3. That the prosecution of commerce between the
states and with the Indian tribes, the same not being work of
necessity, mercy, or humanity, by the transportation of persons or property by lnnd or water in such way as to interfere
with or disturb the people in the enjoyment of the first day
of the week, or any portion thereof, as a day of rest from
labor, the same not being labor of necessity, mercy, or humanity, or its observance as a day of religious worship, is
hereby prohibited, and any person or corporation, or the
agent, servant, or employee of any person or corporation
who shall willfully violate this section shall be punished by
a fine of not less than ten nor more than one thousand dollars, and no service performed in the prosecution of such
prohibited commerce shall be lawful, nor shall any compensation be recoverable or be paid for the same.
Sec. 4. That all military and naval drills, musters, and
parades, not in time of activ service or immediate preparl\tion therefor, of soldiers, sailors, marines, or cadets of the
United States on the first day of the week, except assemblies
for the due and orderly observance of religious worship, are
hereby prohibited, nor shall any unnecessary labor be performed or permitted in 'the military or naval service of the
United States on the Lord's day.
Sec. 5. That it shall be unlawful to pay or to receive payment or wages in any manner for serviCe rendered or for
labor performed or for the transportation of persons or of
property in violation of the provisions of this act, nor shall
any action lie for the recovery thereof, and when so paid,
whether in advance or otherwise, the same may be recovered
back by whoever shall first sue for the same.
Sec. 6. That labor or service performed and rendered on
the first day of the week in consequence of accident, disaster,
or unavoidable delays in making the regular connections
upon postal-routes and routes of travel and transportation,
the preservation of perishable and exposed property and the
regular and necessary transportation and delivery of articles
of food in condition for healthy use, and such transportation
for short distances from one Atate, district, or territory into
another state, district, or territory as by local laws shall be
declared to be necessary for the public good shall not be
deemed violations of this act, but the same shall be construed so far as possible to secure to the whole people rest
from toil during the first day of the week, their mental and
moral culture, and the religious observance of the Sabbath
·
day.

For the purpose of influencing the Senate the
Union held a convention in Washington last week
and also obtained a hearing before the committee,
at which a petition bearing six million signatures of
Sunday-school scholars and church-members-babes
and bigots-was presented. The church was represented by many representative, none of whom could
be more zealous than Senator Blair, chairman of the
committee: The Executiv Committee of the American Secular Union appointed John B. Wolff to oppose the bill, which he did with such ability as to
win praise even from his clerical opponents, and a
compliment from Blair himself.
The movement is one of the most formidable,
crafty, and far-reaching that bas ever occurred in the
history of ecclesiasticism. For the first time since
the Reformation hav the chief Protestant churches
and Catholics come together to make common cause
against a common enemy, which they both dread,
and i 1 which they read their inevitable doom, namely,
the age of science, reason, and liberty. The " rep-

resentativs" of the movement were divided into three
classes-the Catholics, who took the palm for numbars; the Protestants (Methodists, Presbyterians,
and Baptists), who came next, and the Seventh Day
people who are a feeble folk as compared with the
others: and deemed scarcely worth considering in the
main purpose, no matter how much hurt. The latter
were present, however, to protest against the whole
movement, and did some effectiv work. Mr. Wolff,
for the American Secular Union, had great difficulty
in securing a hearing. The committee, ruled by
Biair wanted to hear only one side, and Mr. Wolff
was ~onstantly interrupted by Blair with impertinent
and irrelevant questions, his evident policy being to
fritter away the time, and hear no SP.cular argument
at all. The purpose of the bill is to promote th~ re·
ligious observance of the S"bbath. The real obJect,
as shown in the title and revisions of the bill, is to
enforce the religious observance of the Sabbath by
law. The great effort of all the orthodox speakers
was to keep out of sight the religious aspect of the
mot"ement. Their arguments were mainly devoted
to the secular aspects of the subject-the right to
rest, the necessity of rest, tho benefit of rest to the
toilers, and their sympathies even extended to rumsellers and their bartenders. One of the speakers
thought that Sunday work was one of the great, if
not the greatest obstacle to the reform of that class
of sinners. But when driven to the wall they wore
forced to admit that the animus was purely religious;
their reason, tlmt it is God's day, was instituted and
ordained by God, and therefore nations and men
are bound and should be compelled to observe H. It
is a clear clijle of fraudulent pretenses; another
attempt to smuggle through Congress a law directly
attacking inalienable rights and the fundamental
principles of the civil compact, and thus to subordinate the state to the church.
The ministers squirmed when confronted with the
. fact of their associating with Catholics, who, while
professing republicanism here, practice despotism elsewhere; who, while uniting with the Woman's Christian Temperance Union here in the enforcement of
Sabbath laws, in other countries whe_re they hav the
power not only do not enforce the Sabbath, but
keep it as a day of recreation-perform their religious
duties and then attend bull-fights, theaters, etc.-and
to aggravate the pious miscegenation thousands of
them are engaged in the saloon business without
detriment to their religious status.
Another thing bothered them not a little. While
insisting upon a particular day for themselvs, they
necessarily deny the same privilege to their fellowChristians, or compel them to lose two-sevenths of
their time instead of one-seventh; and they had the
audacity to justify this inequality on the plea of the
majority and the common good of society from their
standpoint.
In regard to their petition, they admitted that in
soliciting signatures they avoided all whom they suspected or knew to be against the movement; and
they were totally silent as to the business men, who
constitute by far the largest class who would be
affected by the stoppage of the mails and merchandise.
Dr. Lewis, Seventh Day Baptist, opposed the
movement, but was willing to go along if his brethren wculd make an exception of his sect. He stood
broadly upon the inherent and constitutional right of
conscience as to all forms of religion and all religious
observances, but was still willing to compromise.
Prof. A. S. Jones, of Battle Creek, Michigan College, representing Seventh Day Adventists, went
even further than the Seventh Day Baptist, and
declared against the entire movement. He wanted
no exception in. their behalf-would not accept it
even with the exception. He declared that the Sabbath was purely a religious institution with which the
state could hav nothing to do. He said we pay taxes
to the state and worship to God. He came well prepared, with a masterly and unanswerable argument,
based upon the principles, the Bible, and the practical effect, but it was greatly mart'ed by the wanton
interference of the chairman, ostensibly to elucidate,
really to break the force of the blow. The answers
of Professor Jones were so clear as to be irritating to
the chairman. His review of the history of ecolesiastical innovation and usurpation from the days of
Constantine to the establishment of the Roman
church, with all that followed, was simply scathing.
He pointed out how the church obtained sanction
and aid from the state until it finally became the
state and exercised an unlimited despotism over the
consciences, lives, and property of men. He cited
the fact that the Romans prior to the advent of
Christianity· had a law punishing with death anyone
who established a new religion. That it was this discrimination that made Jesus and his followers insist
on a complete divorce of the secular from the religions. And therefore that no true Christian can ask
for the interposition orthe secular arm to enforce his
creed. He brought out the fact that they had Sunday laws in Arkansas and Tennessee, where the
Seventh Day Christians, after conscientiously keeping their Sabbath, hav been prosecuted, fined, imprisoned, their only means of livelihood confiscated, and
required to pay their own board while imprisoned,
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while in one case the man lost his child and wife as
sequences of his prosecution and persecution. These
facts went to show the utter impossibility of constructing any law upon the subject of religion which
would operate equitably or could be enforced justly.
Owing to the frequent interruptions of tho chairman
he was not permitted to follow out the line of argument clearly defined in his commencement.
The other Christian speakers followed the wellknown lines of argument for such measures, and
Senator Blair gave them plenty of room. Finally,
Mr. Wolff secured the floor, and though constantly
interrupted by Mr. Blair, gave the committee some
wholesome advice. He said, in substance: " The
greatest dangers to all forms of. government and the
stability of all associations are; 1. Ambiguity in the
constitutional compact. 2. Strained constructions of
the ambiguities. Doubtful interpretations and doubtful powers are always dangerous, because -they open
the door to all forms of usurpation.
"The powers of ~he United States government are
generic and purely secular. The Constitution confers powers upon Congress on four subjects of common morality-counterfeiting, piracy, felony upon
the high seas, and treason. The right to pass any
law respecting the establishment of any form of
religion is expressly prohibited, and for reasons not
commonly understood, even by the clergy. In the
colonies and inchoate states prior to the adoption of
the Constitution they had state religions, and persecuted to the death those who set up other forms.
To prevent any interference with this assumed right
the prohibition was made absolute.
"The present bill is an attempt to further estab·
lish a form of religion exclusiv and in contravention
of all other forms even of Christian religions, by
selecting and enforcing the religious observance of a
particular day dictated by the sects acting in concert,
and is a clear case of the exercise of powers not conferred by the Constitution. The plea of public good
has no value in the argument. A principle should
never be violated. If it is, the temporary good will
be overbalanced by the permanent evil.
"The rights of conscience are inherent, inalienable,
above and beyond all compacts and statutes. They
are not and cannot be subjects of legislation.
The right of free thought, speech, and action on
all subjects, limited only by the same rights in others,
is absolute in every intelligent entity. Any abridgment of that right, followed to its logical sequences,
will destroy society itself. The great and only legitimate object of government is the enforcement, not
the abridgment, of personal rights. Religion has to
.do with a man's conscience and his god, if he has
any. It is entirely beyond the jurisdiction of the
state. It does not belong to the state to fix and
enforce penal sanctions for the violation of laws and
obligations which it did not and cannot create, and
for which no authority is conferred."
Hero Mr. Blair interrupted to ask, "What of the
Mormons!"
"The Mormons," replied Mr. Wolff, "hav the same
right to their religion that these Christians hav.
Devil-worshipers hav the same right.
"Your attention may properly be called to a fact of
great significance in the higher moral education of
man: That which is right in itself is always right;
that which is wrong in itself is always wrong, and no
law or opinion or authority can change this status.
The time of performance has nothing to do with tho
moral or even religious quality of actions. ThAy are
governed wholly by capacity, animus, and effect. If,
then, you teach a man that an act, right per se, is
wrong if done on a particular day, you teach him a
falsehood, and lower the standard of morality in the
man-that is, you erect a false standard. The same
is true of the distinction between a statement in common conversation and an oath on the Bible. The
standard of veracity is lowered.
"Specifica1ly, the bill is open to serious objectiona: 1. There is a statute which provides that the
intention of the act shall be expressed in the title.
This bill violates that statute in that the real object
of the bill is not expressed in the title, but some other
thing. The title says, "To promote the observance
of the Sabbath as a day of religious worship." The
body of the bill provides the machinery for compelling its observance, by annexing penal sanctions for
its violation.
"2. It provides for the civil recognition of the Sab·
bath as the Lord's day, a prerogativ not vested in
Congress by the Constitution.
"3. It is ambiguous, does not clearly define and dis. tinguish secular from religious work. In this respect
it is like the obscene literature law. Being capable
of a do11ble or various interpretations, determined by
capacity, interest, prejudice, and bigotry, it is necessarily liable to great abuse. Statutes, as well as
organic compacts, especially in criminal laws with
pE>nal sanctions, involving life, liberty, and property,
should be so constructed that no lawyer or court
could twist a double meaning out of them."
The chair interposed: "But we hav the courts for
the purpose of construing the Constitution and
laws."
"True, we haT them for that purpose, but what
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good? The cour~s are just as much the subject of self-interests and fanaticism as lawyers,
clients, and other people. With the present looseness of construction and interpretation of the Constitution and statutes, they are not worth so much rotten paper as guarantees of personal rights. In
almost every important case before the Supreme
Oourt there is a minority opinion. It is, therefore,
not an absolute decision-only a majority decision.
That which is true of the higher courts is true of the
minor courts.
"Even Congress at every session is violating the
Constitution in exercising judicial functions which do
not belong to it, while courts are exercising legislativ
functions because of the vagueness of the Jaws.
"4:. The matter provided for in Sec. 2, in regard
to mails, etc., was settled more than a half century
ago forever, by one of the ablest discussions ever had
of a public question. This occurred before the present gigantic interests and complications were conceived of by the most prescient minds. This section
is also a slip-shod affair, as it provides for opening
the mails in certain cases for examination, and givs
discretion to a subordinate official as to contraband
mail matter.
" 5. Sec. 4 is also ambiguous, as it fails to define
what is and is not necessary work, again conferring
dism·etion-legislativ functions-upon the mili'tary.
" 6. Sec. 5 not only invades the sanctity of personal rights and denies the right to contract., perform
contracts, and receive compensation therefor, but it
offers a reward to rascality, by protecting rascals in
the non-payment and recovery of money due for service performed.
"7. Sec. 6 provides for exceptions which open the
door to great abuses, by again permi~ting subordinates
to construe the law. It also declares that . the purpose is to secure to the whole people the religious
observance of the Sabbath, as if the setting apart
of the day by law would secure its religious observance, or the failure to do so would prevent anyone
from keeping any day holy of choice. Notwithstanding the labored effort by all the speakers on the other
side to mislead by covering up the animus under the
plea of temporal rest and good, the bill itself and the
unsophisticated confessions of some of the less
· cautious speakers show beyond a doubt that the sole
purpose is to hitch the state to their ecclesiastical
Juggernaut, and thus crush out what they cannot
compass by moral suasion or logic. It is a clear
confession that the church is unable to fulfill its own
prophecy, and is in turn prophetic of its wane and
downfall. Hence this monstrous army and miscegenation of antagonistic forces to compass a common object.
"We hav here not only the major and minor sects
of Protestantism, but the common enemy of all of
them, the Oatholic church, in the person of Cardinal
Gibbons, whose letter lies before me in cardinal red,
the bloody insignia of Rome, joining hands, Pilate
and Herod like, to crucify the truth and right. Nor
is this all. These forces are divided among themselva. See how these Christians disagree. It is only
a few years since the Arminiana and Calvinists were
as much at swords' points as the Catholics and Protestants. Here is one set of Christians in a movement
which drives to the wall another set with the same
God, the same Bible, the same natural, civil, and religious rights. These people . mercilessly discriminated against hav given us an unanswerable argument against this whole movement.
" The Oatholics, who exceed in numbers all the
Protestants represented here, do not keep or enforce
the Sabbath in countries where they hav civil control.
In the morning they are very religious, attend church,
say prayers, confess their sins; in the afternoon they
attend bull-fights, theaters, saloons, gambling shops,
etc. Let it not be imagined that the Catholics are so
much worse than the Protestants; The Protestants
inherited from their natural parent constitutionally the
spirit of intolerance and persecution for opinion's sake.
From the burning of Servetus until this hour, as exhibited in this conspiracy against civil and religious
liberty, they hav been limited in their diabolical
aggressions only by opportunity and power. They
brought it with them to this country. We see it in
the murder of witches by good old Massachusetts;
the blue laws of Connecticut; the blasphemy laws of
Maryland, my Maryland, my Catholic Maryland,
still unrepealed, so that we are liable under a rigid
enforcement of these laws to hav our tongues bored
for blasphemy.
"You, sir, hav asked one of these gentlemen for a
definition of religion ; he gave you a generalized definition such as you may find in some of the lexicons,
but it was no definition satisfactory to the intelligent,
inquiring mind. Ask each one of them, and he will
be compelled to giv you a different answer. Now
go outside and ask the thousand and one sects which
bav drawn from the same .God, the same Bible, the
same inspiration, and no two answers will be alike.
Hence, the impossibility of legislating successfully
up011 the subject. They differ as to times, days,
creeds, and ceremonies. Th~y differ as to this life
and the life to come.
" Finally, I object to legislating upon a subject tha,t

the petitioners and Congress do not understand, a1:1
we hav seen demonstrated here to-day.
" The logic, if any there be, is reasonil,lg with the
major proposition omitted. Not a man has attempted
to ·lay his foundation in self-evident proposition,
demonstrated or proved fact. It is all assumption, a
mere matter of authority and majority.
"As for Congress, if I am any judge, it does not
understand and does not liv any form of religion, and
has already gone too far toward putting God into the
Constitution. There is no authority for chaplains,
and yet from the very organization of the government they hav been paid out of the funds of men
who protest in vain. It this is not taxation without
representation, then what is it ? We hav oaths in
all courts upon Bibles, Protestant and Catholic. We
bav Sunday laws in all the states. We hav God in
all state constitutions except South Carolina, I believe.
We hav untaxed hundreds of millions of church
property, thus augmenting the burdens of non-communicants. All this and more we hav, and it is time
to halt. Let Congress confine itself to its material
functions and matters of this life; let it take up and
solve :first of all the problem of equitable distribution
of surplus products; of the enforcement of personal
rights as against the abuses of the government itself;
the cause and prevention of crime, instead of dabbling in subjects entirely beyond its comprehension
and jurisdiction. It seems to me that this would be
wiser and better."

Jesuitical Plots.
Last week has been an eventful one in the history
of Chicago, for again the police hav been busily manufacturing dynamite plots, suppressing various meetings which were as far from being Anarchistic in
their character as the imagination can travel, doing
their best to reestablish a reign of terror, and
trampling on the rights of the people with perfect
impunity. They went so far as to ''proscribe" some
scientific Sunday-schools which are now being inaugurated by the German Turners in connection with
some of their societies. Anything radical or Liberal,
of course, must be Anarchy in the imagination of
the discriminating blue-coated Bismarck of Chicago.
Now we mtist look in the morning papers to ascertain whether any meeting of a Liberal or radical
tendency has permission of John Bonfield, the bullying representativ of Rome, to assemble. This is
part of a deep-laid plot of the Irish Catholic element
to excite timid and credulous citizens into fears of
assassination by Anarchists, so that none but Catholics may be considered loyal enough and brave
enough to save society from annihilation, and by this
course Rome will be able to retain a stronger hold
on the offices and promote the interest of the
"true" church which declares it will "overthrow all
heretical commol,lwealths and governments."
At last some of the papers hav got nauseated with
this cry of " wolf," and seeing it as merely a political
trick, denounce Bonfield as a blusterer, and accuse
this "savior o( society" as the cause of the Haymarket tragedy. This is a rather tardy vindication of
my letters, some of two years ago, but if Bonfield does
not manage to plant sufficient dynamite among his
enemies and hav them convicted on his cooked-up
evidence, for his retention of glory, honor, and power,
there is a bare possibility of his putting his neck in
the halter and having to stand before a less partial
and prejudiced jury than was selected with such
scrupulous care to hang several godle!!S men. The
Chicago ~~mes of December lOth, under the caption,
"Bonfield's Bosh," prints this editorial:
John Bonfield, in fact, though not i!JI name, chief of the
police, is to-day doing Chieago more harm than any so-called
Anarchist within its limits. In pursuance of a program so
plain that he who runs may read this Bonfield is professing
to fear each bush-not an officer, as the phrase runs, but an
outlaw skilled in the nse of dynamite and ready to resort to
its use. Does a member of the trades assembly canvass in
decent and orderly fashion the opinion of candidates for the
assembly touching the Merritt law, Bonfield pronounces him
a Red-an Anarchist. Does some citizen complain of police
brutality or inefficiency, there is nothing easier than to class
him as a Red. Are Socialists endeavoring to propa~ate doetrine regarding government of which the mass of citizenship
knows little and cares less, an undiscriminating police set
them down instantly as Anarchists. The right of the people
peaceably to assemble and petition is fundamental. The
police under the Bonfield doctrin has but to assert that an
assembly is for Anarchistic purposes and suppression may
follow. It is an easy way of ignoring the limitations upon
authority, of encroaching upon the liberty of the individual,
of creating a popular scare for ulterior motivs, for, unhappily, many thoughtless people incline to accept a policeman's
statement as a proved case.
·
·
It is high time this ridiculous nonsense should cease.
Continue it andpolice management will become more potent
for social mischief than all the Reds that can be gathered
into Greirs beer-hall from the dregs of the foreign-born population centering in Chicago. There was no trouble yester~
day. There will be none to-morrow. After the charter
election there will be no pretense of any. But while this
elaborate tomfoolery of Bonfield's is going forward, and
terror-stricken or sensation-mongering newspapers are spreading. it abroad as the struggle of law and order against the
dynamite demons of unrest, who are plotting day in and day
out for the destruction of Chicago, the city loses something
more than its good name. It is being avoided as if it were
plague-stricken by extra-timorcus people who prefer to h.av
commercial dealings with places where policemen are not
put on parade for the ostensible purpose of crushing Reds.
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Chicago people going quietly about their business are well
aware that Bonfield's Anarchists are like the Irishman's fleas
-when he puts his hand upon them they are not there. But
the city suffers none the less froni the superserviceable zeal
of a police ofl'i.cer who, since the affair in the Haymarket,
which he precipitated, has been fighting, like Falstaff, armies
of men in buckram and in Kendall green. Bonfield's Anarchistic scares hav slender foundation. The city is capable
of sitting·down hard on any Reds that may attempt revolution. It is equally able to take care of the bully with the
club. In self-protection it may become necessary to set
about the latter performance.

In the same issue the 1'imes gave the fo11owing
synopsis of my lecture last Sunday evening:
E. A. Stevens, president of the Chicago Secular Union,
made a savage onslaught upon the relics and: traditions and
policy of the Roman Catholic church in his lectnre at the
Forum last evening. He had a large audience which, judging from the frequent bursts of applause, was entirely iu sympathy with his most radkal views. His theme was " Roman
Rubbish," and he commenced with a reference to the
"crafty aggressivness of the Romish church in this country,
forecasting the struggle which freedom has before her unless
Americans arouse themselvs from their apparent indiff;:,rence." Romanism, he said. had grown out of all proportion
to other sects. Cardinal Gibbons was recognized as our
political dictator, for he wielded the loaded dice of destinyone million five hundred thousand of Roman Catholic voteswith unerring precision and tremendous effect. The priesthood were swelling with defiant pride and had opened a dan!Serous war upon our public schools, while their pestilential
mfl.uence pervaded society with as deadly vapors as the upas
tree. Manhood !lppeared to be oozing out of our national
life, for whoever sounded the tocsin against Rome's insidious
intrigues and moral and political turpitude was set il.own as
a foolish ·alarmist. The day of liberty's doom might not be
far distant.
After reviewing some of the bloody wars, massacres,
butcheries, and barbarou9 cruelties of past ages which were
perpetrated in the name of the "true church," the speaker
said that no Catholic of the present day condemned these
atrocities. It was still claimed that t.he pope could not err;
that the church was the" SR.me to-day and forever." Romanism was rapidly preparing the minds of American children to
swallow the rubbish about relics and shrines which had so
long held the people of Italy, Spain, and other countries in
the most debasing servitude. Rome was always against
reason and for revenue. In the Old World it had derived
enormous incomes from palpable and preposterous frauds,
and now desired to impose its European relic rubbish for the
enrichment of its American church. Our American schools
system was the main pillar of our republic. In them no s~c
tarianism should be taught whatever. Protestants wanted
Catholic intruders kept out of the schools, but wanted prayer
and Bible-reading to remain. From this Protestant blunder
the time was coming when CatholicR would hav turned the
tables, for if they increased in the future as they had in the
past the Catholics would hav a majority in the year 1900,
and, as Father Heckler said, take the country and k9ep it.
The lecturer named many of the relics that are exhibited
for money in Catholic countries and the stories that are told
about them. He said the divine museum displays which
had gulled and debased the credulous Catholics of Europe,
furnishing marvelous instances of itlolatry and lying, were
to be petterl and perpetnated in this country, and instead of
being prosecuted for obtaining money by false pretenses
their property must be exempt from a proper share in the
public burden of taxes. He quoted from many sources to·
prove that the aim of the Catholics was to secure control of
America, and ·that they were rapidly nearing the goal of
their ambition. In conclusion he said: "Believing in the
integrity and inflexible antagonism to church and state of the
American people we consign to them the cause of truth and
equity for ultimate triumph, for complete mental freedom is
the foundation on which all future progress rests, and Secularists should renew their efforts to rescue the state from religious bigotry and ruin; for no truly republican form of
government can consistently aid or recognize a tyrant of the
skies or pander to his deputies of earth.

You can readily imagin that there is no meeting in
Chicago which would please Bonfield half so well to
suppress as the Chicago Secular Union, but high
over our platform we stretch the American flag, under
it reclines the cross. Our mottoes are all from
Americans who are supposed to bav retained the
esteem of the people-Washington, Grant, and Garfield-so there is no possible chance to trump up a
charge of Anarchy on us; besides, the people who lecture and attend are often too high up in the social
scale for Bonfield's minions to tackle. We are not
allowed to distribut.e our advertising cards on the
streets-there is an ordinance against it-but all the
gospel meetings ap vertise in that way, and are never
interfered with. I hav been to see the captain of
our precinct, but can never get an interview.
Now the owner of the building from which we
lease the Forum has started a species of petty annoyances which are likely to either involve us in interminable lawsuits or compel us to vacate. The Liberals of the country ought to hav and own a hall iu
great centers like Chicago and New York. The Episcopal cathedral is on the boulevard just one block
below the Forum, which, in spite of its splendid
music and wealthy membership, and owing to the
numerous counteractions in Chicago, such as a score
of theaters innumerable Spiritual meetings, free
sacred conc~rts, and all sorts of attractions, does not
draw as well as the Forum, as we hav more people
who are a.nxious to hear the gospel of common sense,
so they hav doubtless "seen" Brother Berry, the
owner, who is also au Episcopalian, and the petty
annoyances calculated to freeze us out hav commenced. The orthodox would raise a mighty big
purse to purge this city of the Secular Union, while
we are actually warning these fools of ~hei~ own
folly-acting as a sort of John the Baphst m the
wilderness to wa~n them of the approach of the Oatholio serpent which will eventually crush out all their
and our liberty.
E. A. STEVENS.
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f!Iommunicafions.
Our London Letter.
A conference on evangelical preaching was held
in London last week by the nonconformist, and furx;.ished a good opportunity for mutual and self-glorification. Judging from the report of the spe~che~,
the conclusion reached was that nonconformity IS
the only genuin form of Christianity, and though the
other sects perhaps mean well, they are still groping
along in the darkness of ignorance, and while they
won't exactly be damned, they will hav to take a very
back seat in the temple of the New Jerusalem.
These luminaries of nonconformity may be very
pious, but they make so~e astounding . assertions,
proving they know very httle of any history, save
that written by members of their own party. The
chairman opened the ball with statements that hav
been repeatedly shown to be utterly opposed to
truth. He said " there has been no movement for
the good of man, in his social, secular, or physical
aspect, no movement, in the last fifteen hundred
years, which did not originate in the Christian church,
which has not been fostered and conserved by the
Christian church. Therefore, when we hav a great
work for the good of man you always find that the
work has sprung from the men of the day who
formed the church of the day; and it is the religion
of Christianity permeating all our institutions, habits,
thoughts, and legislation that bas been of any value
and good, and it has been to the al:Jsence of the
Christian spirit and love that we owe so much of
those gigantic evils which we are confronting to-day."
And again, "I very much doubt whether slavery
would hav been swept off the statute-book of this
land if it bad not been for the pulpit of that day."
It seems these very truthful remarks were greatly
applauded, which shows what very silly sheep these
shepherds lead. No wonder the speaker, when treating of the artisans, said "they are a very different
class of people from what those who went before
them were. They bav enjoyed the advantages of
education, they bav enjoyed to some extent that
power of reading to which I hav alluded; but the
pulpit is, to a certain extent, at a disadvantage in
. dealing with a congregation with that peculiarity."
No doubt the pulpit is at a disadvantage in dealing
with intelligent and well-read men, over whom it can
bav no power-this can only be held over the average
believer, who is just the reverse.
The great "I am," otherwise Dr. J osepb Parker,
built up. a straw man and labeled him Agnostic,
after wbwb be pr~c.ee?ed to treat him as Sams~n ~id
the thousand Phihstmes, and as he used a similar
weapon, be did fearful execution. Parker may be
very clever, but scarcely sincere, when be is willing
to accept the doctrin of evolution and throW' over
creation-though probably he is quite as honest as
his fellows, the sum and substance of the creed being; little to do and good pay for it.
Another brother seemed to take rather a pessimistic view of the stat~ of his branch of the church, as
be d~lefully complamed, " Tber~ most be a sort of
conspiracy on the part of Agnostics, on the one band,
and Catholics on the other, to treat us as if we bad
no locus standi at all, .and mi?ht be ig!lo~ed in all
controversy of the high~r kmd." This. Is rather
rough on the party, and his fellow-evangebcals must
hav felt rather nettled at the cat bein~ let out of the
bag; better be abused than to~ally .Ignored. A.Itogather, the repo~t of the .Procee~mgs Js very amusmg,
though not partwularly mstructiv.
Mrs. Besant scored well at the school board elections, heading the poll in the Tower Hamlets division
by nearly thr13e thousand above the next successful
candidate. She will do good work, but with her
other and numerous engagements, she will find her
hands full, and if not careful, will overtask her
strengtb.
.
.
The Oaths bill passed through the House of
Lords without amendment, but in its present state
can scarcely be considered a final measure, though it
appears to be looked upon as such by some of its
supporters. Probably when a real and not sham
Radical party is in power, it will be purged of its
imperfections.
Mr. Foote's political weekly bad rather a short
lease of life. It was a pity it came to so quick an end,
being smartly written, and containing much informstion. I suppose be finds himself quite sufficiently
occupied with his Freetbougbt papers and lectures.
J. D.

God and the Devil in the Court-Room.
Some two years ago, Sereno E. Todd, of Orange,
N.J., employed Joe K. Field, a professioD1ll attorney
and master in the court of chancery, to foreciose a
mortgage for him. By delaying to bring suit on the
bond within six months, the case became outlawed,
so that Mr. Todd lost his entire claim. His attorney
(Field) then sued him for the costs, about $145,
which Todd refused to pay. At the trial, Todd (a
layman-lawyer) managed the suit himself, and got
his lawyer into a ludicrous predicament. From the
notes of the reporter the following is copied :

Mr. Todd : If the court please, I would like to askthe witness some qualifying questions. As he appears
in the capacity of client, sole witness, prosecutor,
attorney solicitor, and counsel, I wish to ask him if
he belie~es in the sovereignty of the ever-living God?
Mr. Field : I do.
Mr. Todd : Do you believe in the divine authen·
ticity of the Bible!
'
Ans. I believe in the inspiration of the scriptures
according to the teaching of the Protestant Episcopal
church.
Mr. Todd: Do you believe that God takes cognizance of our deliberations as a court?
Ans. I do.
Mr. Todd : When you were sworn, you appealed
to God to help you tell the truth. Do you believe
that God is present to help a witness to tell the
truth 1
Ans. Yes, I do.
Mr. Field: Well, when a witness perjures himself
by testifying to falsehood, did God help him?
Mr. Field: No, he did not.
Mr. Todd: Then, who did help him to lie?
Mr. Field : The devil. ·
Mr. Todd: Then, it is your belief that Satan appears also at court?
Witness: Yes; certainly.
The court : I do not perceive the object of this?
Mr. Field: He wants to show whether or not I am
an Infidel.
The court: I think you had better proceed to
business.
Mr. Todd : Will the court allow me to ask one or
two more questions~ You say that you believe that
God helps a witness to tell the truth?
Ans. I do.
Mr. Todd: Then you say, if the witness fails to
·tell the truth, the devil helped him to lie ?
Ans. That is about what I said.
Mr. Todd: Then you believe that God is present
to take cognizanca of the deliberations of every court,
and tba devil comes also, and they are both tugging
at the elbows of a witness-one trying to induce him
to tell the truth, and the other making efforts to get
the witness to perjure himself?
The court: Gentlemen, I shall rule that we proceed to business.
A few days ago the same parties bad a suit in
chancery, when Field called Mr. Todd to the witnessstand as a witness for them. In violation of the
rules of jurisprudence, an attempt was made to
retaliate for the puzzling questions that had been
propounded at a previous suit. It is always expected
that attorneys will protect t~?.eir own witnesses. As
soon as the witness bad affirmed, Joe K. Field said
to Mr. Todd: Do you believe in God~
Ans. Yes, sir.
Mr. Field : Do you believe the Bible ~
Ans. I do.
The court: This is not allowable. You bav no
ri,gbt to accost one of your own witnesses in that
way. [A sharp rebuke.]
Mr. Todd (to the court): I hope the court will
allow the gentleman to ask all the questions be desires. I will answer them.
The court: This is a new departure in jurisprudence for an attorney to attempt to show up any
fancied disqualification of his own witness in the
court-room.· It is not allowable.
What an impressiv cartoon could be drawn of God
and the devil in a court-room, tugging at the elbows
of every witness, God trying to induce him to tell the
truth, and the devil trying to induce the witness to
perjure himself !
REPORTER.

•Tabooed Themes.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Among
the many excellent thoughts of the your correspondents are a few statements that will hardly bear analysis.
"A lecture upon any of the sciences, intelligently
delivered, would prove so interesting that Christian
and Liberal alike would be most delighted and eager
to bear more and read more of all natural pbenomena, and thus the Christian be lured away from the
supernatural and superstitious to the world of science, humanity, and liberty."
Thus hopefully does a gifted lady write.
Let us calmly examin the matter. I was personally acquainted with one of the finest lecturers upon
science and Liberalism that ever stood upon a platform-William Denton. Were Liberals satisfied,
after listening to a dozen of his lectures on geology,
to allow him to depart without some of his radical
lectures upon the Bible, god, devil, bell! Very
seldom.
'
I bav attended Christian Chautauqua conventions
where science was the rage. No one was inclined
thereby to accept Liberalism; but many were confirmed in the conviction that "Nature is God's general Bible illustrating his special one, and that science
is the child of Christianity."
Several years ago I persuaded a number of Liberal societies to engage the services of Prof. Edward
Whipple to giv lectures on geology, astronomy, and
cognate subjects. Professor Whipple is a well-versed

scientist and fluent speaker. His lectures upon science created but little enthusiasm compared with his
own lectures upon anti-theological subjects, or my
anti-Christian, anti-Bible, anti-devil, anti-religious
discourses. In several towns where I bav given
illustrated lectures, astronomical, geological, acoustical, aud lectures on electricity, Liberals bav said,
"That is all well enough, interesting, and instructiv;
but we want you to lay aside your apparatus and giv
us a course of lectures against Christianity and the
Bible."
In company with a Liberal friend I once attended
a lecture in Chicago by Prof. Richard · A. Proctor
upon astronomy. My Liberal friend went sweetly to
sleep ! An educated Liberal, too. I seldom bav
beard so good a lecture.
I bav known some lecturers upon science who
are Liberal but who never say a word publicly in
favor of Liberalism. Instead of "luring" Christians
away· from the church, they were "lulled" into the
belief that science and Christianity are the best of
friends.
An important part of the Freethinking lecturer's
work is, in my judgment, to show the relationship
between science, superstition, and Liberalism. If
this requires . the lecturer to "rudely" handle that
Christian idol, the Bible-and I think it does-do
riot ijpare it, nor its Gods nor devils. Shake them
up and do it thoroughly. Let not one little guilty
God nor devil escape. Firmly do I believe with Gail
Hamilton, "The more you shake the truth the more
you shake it into place; but if you shake a falsehood
it all shakes to pieces."
This world is broad enough for all of us. No two
speakers bav the same gifts ; each must do his own
work in his or her own way.
This brings me to another point in our Liberalism:
the right of each to advocate his or her own highest
conceptions of truth, without regard to policy or the
effect which such conceptions may bav upon others.
It may be all true, as our sister says, that the
"devil is not a pleasant subject to speak on;" but
bav we not as Liberals learned that truth is not
always pleasant, while error is at this very hour
fascinating and fashionable among millions of Christians? Garrison and Phillips rasped the church
with their truth, their harsh, unwelcome truth.
Mrs. Ritchey. also says, quoting : " The generous
heart should scorn a pleasure that givs others pain."
Henry C. Wright arid other Abolitionists were generous-hearted, yet took great pleasure in striking
down the "pet institution" of the South, and every
blow they struck against slavery was like a triphammer of death upon the hearts of thousands of
slaveholders.
If " the time is at band for our lecturers to lay
aside the destructiv part of Liberalism and take up
the constructiv," thus showing what it is; if we
should never again mention "Auld Nick," Jehovah,
Bible, bell, heaven, and other unpleasant subjects,
out of which our Christian opponents bav woven
considerable poetry, I merely inquire, How will both
sides be presented? The church is a great constructionist-a builder-but I really think I prefer a
·thousand times over, because a thousand times truer,
destructiv Liberalism to constructiv Christianity.
But, really, nature does not teach me that there are
any such distinctiv processes going on. There is not
a destructiv blow struck by Liberalism that is not
death to error and helpful to truth. There was not
a weed I killed in my garden this summer which was
not an advantage to the plant I desired to preserve.
I go to nature to learn my lesson, not to the church.
The Christian church would be only too glad to hav
Freethinkers stop their destructiv work, say no more
about the devil, nor one word more about the Bible,
nor the Sabbath, nor church dogma of any sort, in
which case THE TRUTH SEEKER would "shut up shop,"
and commence the publication of a "popular science"
weekly!
•
W. F. JAMIESON.
lVilber, Neb.

C. B. Reynolds on His Western Tour.
Provo, Utah, is the county seat of Utah county.
It was settled in 1849, and the then " land of sand
a~d sagebrush :• bas become a luxuriant garden city,
with a populatwn of about five thousand. The city
.is situated just below the mouth of Provo canon, on
the east bank of Utah lake. It bas many fine build-.
ings and some very pretty lawns and gardens. The
streets are wide and bav an abundance of shade-trees.
The picturesque residence and beautiful gardens
of that cultured Liberal and genial philanthropist
Dr. E. Hannberg, are a notable feature of Provo:
The doctor and his amiable and accomplished wife
entertained me in their beautiful home, which is
replete with gems of art and bas an extensiv library
of choice literature. It was a delightful resting-place
for the worn and weary Infidel pilgrim.
The principal manufactories of Provo are the
woolen mills and three :flour and two saw mills. The
woolen mills comprise four large stone buildings the
cost of which, furnished and ready for work, 'was
$200,000. There are '3,240 spindles, and machinery
for carding, dyeing, and preparing 2,000 pounds_of
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wool per day, and 215 looms capable of turning out ?f the . theocracy, can only become Liberals. It is · ment has no right to be the patron of the church in
fabrics of over $175,000 value each year.
1mp~BB1ble for any man or woman to turn from Mor- any sense; it is no part of the function of the state
The Mormons hav a capacious temple, and the mc;>m~m to an;y o_the~ Christian d_enomination. If ever to aid_ d!rectly or indirectly in the religious teaching
Methodista a large church building. The Brigham th1s IB done It IS simply for hue. A lecturer thor- or trammg of the people.
l'oung Academy is located here, which he very ?ughly posted in Mormonism could do a great work
Because, also, by church exemption the precedent
m Utah, and effect more in less time than in any is established and the door is opened for an indefinit
liberally endowed some years before his death.
The lectures were delivered at the court house and other field that I hav visited. A good, really able extension of the rule of tax exemption~, unjust to
created ver;t much interest and discussion. The woman would be most efficient; one withcut "isms" every citizen who pays tax; and there are no end of
attendance was quite good, considering the great or "ites," but devoted to the true principles of Lib- enterprises-benevolent, charitable, educational, fraattractions at the Opera House. Provo is a most eralism, ready and willing to rough it; one who ternal, recreativ, etc.-able to find !lome real justifipromising field of labor for Liberal lecturers. Here would love her work, visit the people, be one of them, cation in claiming right to be exempt from public
I met that earnest, practical Liberal worker, H. L. and thus at every visit increase her influence and tax, so long as the churches are fr~e.
Finally (and this third reason is properly from the
Brooks, one of friend Wm. Reynolds's chief aids-de- extend her acquaintance.
The best plan would be for all the workers in the religious rather than the Sec:.ular standpoint), freegamp, a most indefatigable rustler. He conveyed
me to hie hospitable home at Lake Shore, near Utah territory to solicit subscriptions and raise a fund suf- dom from taxatiou amounts to a direct premium
ficient to engage a suitable lecturer for five or six offered to religious fiOCieties to accumulate property,
lake_
About a dozt'!n miles Pouthwest of Provo, only a months, and pay a lump sum for the entire term, in rear costly edifices, adopt i!nposing rituals, become
few miles from Spanish Forks, I had a view of the consideration. of which all the time and efforts of exclusiv and aristocratic, and thus to separate from
"baby factory," a large, long, three-story barracks such lecturer should be devoted exclusivly to Utah. and lift themselvs above the great mass of men to
owned by a devout Mormon, who until recently The central committee should hav charge, and arrange minister to whom, primarily, the church was instiresided there with his thirteen wives. Soon after the route so that there would be a lecture every tuted. ·The influence of the church in saving men
being sealed to No. 13 the activity of the United night-no long jumps-so that the daytime could and women from wretchedness and s~n has been in
States marshals, in compliance with the Edmunds be devoted to visiting and.becoming acquainted with inverse ratio to the wealth of the church ever since
Jaw, made it risky to "liv out his religion," and so the people. When a route or circuit 1.8 formed. Jet church history began to be written. And thus it
he went on a mission, But he recently returned, to the lecturer _go over it again and ar::ain, orj:!an;ziug comes tbat tbe state does a religious, not less than a
be welcomed and embraced, not by pretty young No. local Liberal societies, science schools, and dramatic Secular, wrong in encouraging by the method of non13, but by a grim old United States marshal. He is clubs, extempore speaking classes, etc., as opportunity taxation any needlells accumulation of ecclesiastical
.
property.
now condoling with hie dear brother saint, Geo. Q. offers.
Let the self-sacrificing workers meet once each
Whenever church taxation shall be intelligently
Cannon, in the Salt Lake penitentiary, over the tribumonth, extending an earnest invitation to the Liberals and earnestly and honestly urged solely on the
lations of Christ's Latter Day Saints.
Lake Shore is not a village, but simply a farming of means and influence to meet with them and con- ground that it is just and right, it will very likely be
Stl'.tlement, a beautiful land of fruit and flowere. suit as to the best plans and methods for carrying on enacted into law in all the states as it has been
already in California-because in the long run right
T.i:!.e~people are mostly engaged in agricultural pur- the good work.
If this can be done, Utah will within two years wins anyhow. But so long as the apparent motiv on
suite, Butte!' and cheese are quite a specialty in
this vicinit.y. Vineyards and orchards flourish, and become the banner stronghold of Liberalism in the the part of those who most urge taxation is mere
C. B. REYNOLDS.
animosity against t.he church as an institution, so
a very large quantity of wine of the very finest quality United States.
•
long the effort to tax churches will fail and ought to
.
is made. Potatoes yield from six hundred to eight
hundred bushels to the acre, excellent in quality, very
The Secular Union in Wisconsin.
fail.
large and solid ; one with a. hollow center is a very
Prom the Dail!l Review, Milwaukee.
'l'he Bible Should Go.
At the coming session of the legislature an effort
rare exception.
From the Denver News.
My lectures were delivered at the school-house. will be made to pass a bill removing church property
The decision of a Wisconsin court that the Bible may be
Although the nights were dark and nearly all had to from the list of property exempt from taxation. If read
in the public schools of that state, without comment,
work very bard all day, the first night the house was such a bill is passed it will hav the effect of adding will suit some people, but will not be cm;nmended by the
filled, the second crowded to its utmost capacity, $3,000,000 to the taxable property of Milwaukee truest friends of our system of popular education. The
with intelligent men and women, intently eager listen- alone, and will add $42,500 to the annual revenue schools belong to the people and should be conducten so as
derived from taxation. In former years there hav to be acceptable to all. or at least so as to be free from reaers.
objections. The most effectiv enem;r of American
Brother Brooks is a miniature giant ; he was a most been efforts to make church property taxable, but sonable
public schools i8 be who insir.ts upon the mtroduction of
powerful proselyter when an elder of the Mormon they hav always resulted in failures.
whatever will offend the most sensitiv conscience, for he
church, and has lost none of his zeal, energy, or magThis winter there is to be something of a national thus places a valid weapon in the hands of opposition. The
netism now that he is a genuin Liberal. He has movement, and the legislatures of several othH code of morality that governs the world is peculiar to no
creed, and may be inculcated without reasonable offeme to
inspired the best people of his neighborhood with states will hav bills before them similar to the one anyone.
Our schools are intended to make good citizens and
his own untiring spirit of energy and self-sacrifice. which· will be introduced at Madison. In Illinois safe members of society. They are not intended to influence
A committee was appointed to raise funds and decide such will be the case, and it is said that Governor- or direct religious tendencies. That is a matter for home
on site and plan for a Liberal hall. The Liberals elect Fifer favors such a bill and will use his influ- and church influence. It must be avoided in a system
that is sustained in part by general taxation. The public
of Lake Shore are bound to succeed in this endeavor, ence to hav Illinois church property taxed. There school
must be maintained and therefore must be free from
and the hall, once erected, will not rot for lack of will be a great deal of opposition to the scheme, of valid objections based upon religious scruples. This nation
occupancy-lectures, discussions, science school, con- course, and the chances of such bills passing are not cannot exist· without popular intelligence, a fact that makes
certs, amateur dramatic entertainments, socials, balls, very bright, although a very determined effort will ·our free schools indispensable.
etc., will follow in constant succession-for a more be made to get one through in this state.
genial, generous, jolly community cannot be found in
Consolation for the Clergy.
F1·om tlte Evening Wisconsin.
all Utah.
From the Evening Sun.
The perennial question of church taxation will bob
At Murray, Utah, I delivered two more lectures,
Some very gloomy pictures of the religious state of our
" The Bible in the Public Schools," and " The Trial up serenely in the incoming Wisconsin legislature as town were drawn by the Protestant clergymen who held a
of Satan." The way is opening up for a firat·class a matter of course. With about every fifth man in conference on the subject this week. They alleged that a
state legislatures it is a hobby either to attack or de- vast multitude of our people never go to church, and totally
practical Liberal organization in this place. ·
neglect all religiom duties. Some of them are Infidels and
I found a ple-asant home at Ogden, Utah, with the fend the proposition; and any measure relating to others profligates, but the greater part are merely heedless of
noble old brother John A. Jost, one of the veteran church taxation that can be introduced for legislativ those matters in which the clergy are interested. There is
L'tberals of Utah-a kindly, gentle nature, one who discussion is welcomed-if for :r;10 other reason-be- no doubt of the truth of this charge. New York is not a
loves justice, delights in mercy, and revels in relieving cause it givs a considerable number of members for center of piety, and the mass of its denizens do not liv according to the teachings of the church. But let not our clerdistress or in any way contributing t<;> others' happi- and against an opportunity to air their eloquence in ical friends overlook the fact that our town does not stand
''threshing over old straw." Almost every veteran alone in this respect. Is there in all Christendom to-day any
ness.
Ogden, the seat of Weber county, is a very hand- assemblyman and senator bas his church-taxation great city that can be said to be devoted to the faith and pracsome thriving city, with a population of well-nigh speech sacredly preserved, though yellowed with tice of religion? Surely nob?dy who kn~nv:s Lond<;>n, the
mightiest city on the l>lobe,_wlll say that 1~ JB. Ve~Jiy, noten thousand. The lack of depot accommodations years; and quite independent of any results that body
will say that P~ns, w.hJCh comes ne~t I!! order, lB .. Nomay
follow,
it
is
a
rare
delight
to
him
to
"get
it
off"
has long been a drawback to Ogden, but after ninebody will say that VJe!!na JB, or that Berhl! ~s, or tha~ Liverteen years' discussion the people hav yielded to the just as frequently as opportunity permits.
pool is or that Rome JS. In all of these mt1es, and JD hunAs any church-taxation scheme thus has an inside dreds ~f others. the clergy make the same complaints that are
rapacious demands of the railroads, and the foundatrack in gaining for itself a status and consideration made by their brethren in this city. They giv way to lamentions of a Grand Union depot are laid.
tations over the neglect of religion. We hear the same comThe attendance on Sunday afternoon at the lecture in ·the legislature, so also there is no lack of willing plaint about many large American cities-New Orleans, San
was very ~mall, but we had a. fair gathering at night. minds and hands to do the necessary preliminary Francisco, Chicago,. and even Boston. Let us, therefore,
There is much need of persistent, judicious distribu- work of drafting bills. Just now, here in Wisconsin, bav fair play for our town iu this resp.ec_t. The outlook for
tion of Liberal literature in Ogden, and more espe- it is the Secular Union-whatever that may be-that religion is not more gloomy here than It IB elsewhere.
cially of a thorough canvass of the city for subecribers is moving in this preliminary work.
And right here the Wisconsin begs to say that the
for THE TRUTH SEEKER and other leading Liberal
How tbe Clergy Like to Hav Things.
fundamental
weakness in most plans of church taxapapers. Mormons are . devoted to. securing ."the
From the Stanaara.
The Rev. Samuel Maude, vicar of Needham Market, in the
kingdom," and non-Mormons to securmg the almighty tion submitted to the legislature lies in the fact that
do"uar. The few Liberal friends find it bard, up-hill they are the plans of avowed enemies of the church kin~rdom of Great Britain, is a clergyman who believes that
is, children of the lo"!'er classes, of coursework, but the cause is onward, steadily gaining. and of religion. The motiv back of such effort- children-that
should submit t.hemselvs to all their governors, teach~rs,
There is no cause of discouragement ; the difficulties antagonism against an established order that has spiritual pastors, and ma~ters, and order themselvs lo~ly
should be a great incentiv to more determined, self- done much for the world, and which most of the and reverently to all their betters, aR per the cateeh1sm
world reveres or at least respects as· a good order- instructed. One morning lately Mr. Maude met a common
sacrificing effort.
I paid a second visit to Echo, Utah, a. pretty little is unworthy and wrong. Its tendency is to arouse little bov of his parish near school-time, and ordered him to
to school. The lithe boy insolently replied, "I rlon't go
retreat and delivered one lecture. I greatly enjoyed the activ personal hostility of every friend of relig- go
to your school now;" wheret~pon the reveren_d gentleman
my visit, but was much grieved to find Brother Fred ious institutions quite irrespectiv of the question "seized hold of him shook him, and wrnng hiS ears. The
Hirst, the leading Liberal and mo~t cultured schol_ar whether he approves or disapproves the rule of tax- boy caught hold of the p~in~s, but Mr. Maude pull~d ~im
and scientist of this section, su:ffermg from some dis- ing church property. The sort of opposition to away by putting his knee lD his back, and dT!I.g\l;ed him mto
ease of the tongue. Not alone every p~rso~ ~n. Echo church taxation that is in its real intent warfare theAschool-room."
generation ago this might hav been thought _rather a.
and vicinity, but every employe? on his div~swn of against religion, is never going to succeed in this delicate attention on Maude's part than otheJ;w1se; but
country
in
putting
church
property
on
the
books
of
thingR are different now, and the boy's mother Impudently
the Union Pacific railroad, are mtensely destrous of
summoned Mr. Maude before the petty sessions, where
his speedy cure. Few men are more de~er_vedlt' the tax-collector.
Yet, on grounds of equity and governmental con- another clergyman pre8ided. They had to find Maude
beloved or so highly esteemed as Fred Hirst, the
sistency, and even on religious grounds, there is no guilty-there" was no help for it. So they fined him sixInfidel station-agent at Echo.
pence. Anrl then the ~evf'renrl m_agis.tr~te addressEd the
The~e is a splendid opening for Liberal work in reason whatever why churches should not be taxed. boy's mother in this fashwn: "I tlnnk It JS monstrous hard
ThA
Wisconsin
believes
they
should
be,
for
at
least
that clergymen are to be. dictated and domin':'ted over in !his
every part of Utah. Mormons once having received
way It is simply abommable that for holdmg up our httle
the light of ~rut~, once convinced of. the absurd fal- three reasons here briefly given :
Because the state under our republican govern- fing~r we !lre to be brought before tb.e magistrate for assault.'
l~<?i~§ of ~be~r f~Jtb aud the corruptlo:n and tyranny
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THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL FOR 1889.

fuse the Liberals of the country, and hav given them
thtiir honest thought condensed into epigrams. Certainly nothing like this symposium has ever been
known in tlie literature of heresy.
But this is not all. Under the head of "Ingersoll
and Shakspere," there are more than thirty pages of
the most interesting comparisons of prose and poetry
ever contributed to the pages of any periodical.
The words of the world's greatest orator are set
alongside the verses of the world's greatest poets.
Shakspere, Chaucer, Spenser, Drayton, Drummond,
Milton, Butler, Congreve, Schiller, Goethe, Shelley,
Byron, W ordswo~th, Percival, Pierpont, Dana, Hugo,
Massey, Swinburne, and even Oscar Wilde, are
matched against the orator to show that the nineteenth century is as fortunate in poetry and oratory
as any that hav preceded it. So far as possible the
subjects chosen are the same. It is a great collection, and will instruct, and be useful in dozens of
ways.
The Calendar for the ANNUAL has been revised, and
brought down to date, and the History of Freethought for the year is full and truthful.
The frQntispiece of the ANNUAL is a magnificent
picture of the statue of Giordano Bruno. . The best
picture of the Lick Observatory ever given to the
public has been transferred to the ·ANNUAL, as also
the representation of the greatest telescope in the
world; both the gift to science of -a Freethinker.
The other illustrations are pretty and pleasing, and
become the work, which is printed in the same elegant manner as heretofore.
Every sub;criber when renewing his subscription
for THE TRUTH SEEKER should drop an extra twentyfive cents into the letter for an AN-NuAL. No such
amount of reading can be had anywhere else for
twice the money, and the names of the contributors
assure the Liberal public of the quality of the contributions.

What do you think of the prospects of Liberalism
in the countrY.?
What has been your experience as a lecturer
throughout the country?
Where are the most Liberals, and in what section
of the country is the best work for Liberalism being
done!
' ...
In your opinion, what relation do Liberalism and
'J.lhat .Sunday Bill.
Prohibition bear to each other 1
The various forces at work for and against a
Do you think that Liberals should undertake a
reform in the marriage and divorce laws and rela- national puritan Sunday-which the pietists erroneously term the Sabbath-had a ·hearing in Washtions~
ington
last week before Senator Blair's committee on
Should Liberals organize T
Education and Labor. • The bill to which they spoke
Should Liberals vote on Liberal issues~
Do you think Liberals would leave their present was introduced in the Senate by Mr. Blair last May,
political parties to found one whose platform would and is given in full in the report, elsewhere; of the
proceedings.
be the Nine Demands of Liberalism !
The parties represented were the promoters of the
Can, or ought the Liberals and Sph;itualists to
bill,
the American Sabbath Union, then in convenunite?
Which do you consider the more dangerous to tion in Washington, and the Seventh Day Adventists,
American institutions, the National Reform Associa- whose advocate spoke for the.Jews as well as for his
tion (God-in-the-Constitution party) or the Roman own sect. The American Secular Union was represented by J. B. Wolff, who resides in WashingCatholic church?
What ought the Liberals to do to make this a ton. Mr. Wolff was the only secular speaker,
free country legally, and to spread their doctrine! while the Christians had several advocates. The
What is your opinion of the Christian religion and superintendent of the "Sabbath Observance of the
Woman's Christian Temperance Union" was there
the Christian church!
Why did you leave the church, if you ever be· and read a paper which asked Congress to stop the
longed, and what influence was most effectiv in in- ·running of trains on Sunday, because the states could
not do it ; a Washington reverend spoke for the
ducing you to do so!
What do you advise as a remedy for economic workingman (poor workingman, how he is loved !) ;
Mr. Cleveland's pastor tried to convince the comtroubles~
That is a pretty formidable series of questions, mittee that our Sunday is really the primeval Saband they eover ground enough for several volumes ; bath ; a Chicago preacher also tapped his heart and
in fact, they cover about all the grounds of difference let it bleed for the laborer who is so cruelly oppressed
between Liberals. But the Editor of THE TRUTH that he has to work on Sunday for pay; and the
SEEKER valorously asked them of more than forty of Seventh Day Adventist advocate wanted the bill
the prominent writers and speakers of our cause, and amended so that his fellow-religionists and the Jews
twenty-four answered them in season to appear in could carry on business on Sunday.· The most
the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for next year, which unique specimen of argument was by an ex-officer of
periodical is now ready for· the buyer. The contrib- a railroad company. He said that Sunday trains
can be abolished without injury either to the railroad
utors to this symposium are :.
companies or to the people at large. As to the t.ransCoL. R. G. INGERSOLL.
J. H. BuRNHAM.
continental trains, he would get over the difficulty by
JAMES PARTON.
L. K. WASHBURN.
having several lie-over stations, where passengers
HELEN H. GARDENER.
ELLA GIBSON.
S. P. PuTNAM.
SusAN H. WrxoN.
could spend Sunday, the railroad companies furnishCHARLES wATTS.
JOHN PEOK.
ing them with .free hotel accommodation. As to live
E. A. STEvENS, Sec. A. S. U. W S. BELL.
stock trains, he held that they should never be run
PARKER PILLSBURY.
E. c. wALKER.
for more than forty-eight hours continuously. As to
RoBERT C. ADAMS.
Mns 1\I. A. FREEMAN.
J. D. SHAw.
Dn JuLIE'r H. SEVERANCE, milk trains, he said that the Saturday milk is not
delivered to New York consumers before Monday;
F. lVL HOLLAND.
Mns. E. D. SLENKER.
E. B FooTE, JR., M.D.
CoL. J. R. KELSO.
and, as their extreme limit is one hundred miles, that
Luoy N. CoLMAN.
G. H. DAWES.
milk can be forwarded on Sunday nights. As to
The symposium fills nearly seventy of the ANNUAL's Sunday mail trains, they were unnecessary, as telelarge pages, and we do not think that such a brilliant and graphs were resorted to in cases of emergency. It is
able company of writers has ever before been gathered amazing how ingenious these bigots are in devising
into one volume. These men and women, whose methods of getting around difficulties in the way of
names are household words not only in Liberalism, their domineering over their neighbors.
Mr. Wolff, in his vigorous and sledge-hammer
but in law and literature, hav freely contributed to
answering the questions which oftenest vex and con- manner, rightly characterized the movement for the

bill as one full of danger to this governmen~, or any
other. "It is," he said, "an attempt to do by indirection what the letter of the law forbids. There are
only four matters of morals upon which the government may legislate, and this is not one of them. The
demand that we shall hav a civil Sabbath which is
made here I do not object to; but there is also the
demand for an ·ecclesiastical or religious Sabbath,
which I do object to, the two factions making common cause to secure the adoption of the law under
consideration." Mr. Wolf called attention to the fact
that the Catholic branch of the delegation, or of the
influence back of the delegation, does not 'enfot·ce
observance of the Sabbath day as asked for here, but
permits all sorts of entertainments and sports in connection with the religious services of the day: In
demanding that he should surrender his rights for
the non-observance of a religious day because he was
in a minority, they made it right for him, when in a
majority, to invade the rights of the delegation to
observe the day as they felt it should be observed.
It was this that made it a dangerous precedent to
establish. His speech, the substance of which we giv
in the report, evoked compliments from his opponents
for its ability.
The committee will now deliberate upon the matter,
and very probably, if Senator Blair can compass it, will ·
report favorably upon the bill. Senator Blair is as
great a religious bigot as New Hampshire ever produced, and in all these fanatical movements uses his
senatorial position to help along his reHgion. But
several senators hav already assured the Secular
Union that they will vote against the bill, and that
there is but little likelihood of its passing the
Senate. However, the bill must be watched and
fought at every stage . of its progress. Let the
arguments against it be spread before the country
as extensivly as those for it, and the fact of its
introduction will by no means be a total evil.

A Protestant Victory of Votes.
The Protestants hav won in their fight with the
Catholics over the schools of Boston. The election
occurred on the 11th instant, and though the candidates were the regularly nominated Republican and
Democratic office-seekers, the former stood for antiCatholic and the latter for pro-Catholic sympathies.
The women decided the election. The motiv moving
them was the attempt of the Romanists to control the
school~ in the interest of the Catholic church, banishing a school history because it referred to the sale of
ind~lgences in terms displeasing to them, and displacing a teacher who explained the meaning of indulgences contrary to the definition of the church. For
four months the campaign has gone on, the Protestant women listening night after night to " no popery"
speeches, caucusing for their candidates, and arousing
the enthusiasm and prejudices of the people in all
possible ways. " Elect no more Roman Catholics to
the school board !" has been their cry, and of the
candidates whom they presented, while two are Hebrews, not one is a Catholic. Of the sixteen school
committeemen who hold over eight are Catholics, and
this the Protestant party claims is a sufficient number
in a body whose total membership is twenty-four.
The Catholic women, under orders of the priests,
took the other side, and worked as hard for their
.candidates as did the Protestants for theirs.
The Herald describes the scenes at the pollingplaces as unique. More earnest workers than the
women, it says, were never seen. The way in which
they buttonholed ]}eW arrivals and forced their attention upon them would hav done credit to a veteran
"heeler." Their presence at the polls, too, was conduciv to good order, and at one place a row was
stopped by the policeman exclaiming that there were
ladie~ present and talk of the kind being indulged in
was out of place. The colored women voted the
Republican or Protestant ticket, and though when
one of the dusky sisters and an Irish lady met the
conversation was apt to be excited, no casualties among
the female voters are reported. The women vot~d with
as much intelligence as the men, and only in one
instance, quickly suppressed, did the roughs attempt
to annoy them.
It remains to be seen what the Protestants will do
with their victory. If they drive all Catholic teaching out of the schools, they will do well. If they
replace it with Protestant dogmafil, the change is not
of much account. Fanatical puritanism is as vicious
as fanatical Catholicism, and the cause of true liberty
is not subserved by supplanting either by the other.
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That is a queer editorial which we copy in another
place from the evening Wisconsin, regarding the
effort to be made this winter in the legislature of
Wisconsin to repeal the law exempting church property from taxation. The Wisconsin favors such a
bill because it is only right that the churches should
~ear their share of the public burden, and it opposes
1t because the Freethinkers are also in favor of it.
A more spiteful, hypocritical, malicious and mean
spirit than that which moves the editor ~f the Wis·
consin it would be difficult to find.
It is true that bills of the same kind hav time and
again been brought up in the Wisconsin legislature
by Freethinking members, and it is true that such
bills hav failed of passage. But that does not prove
that the bills will always be defeated. The world is
m~ving, . and justice is being slowly accomplished.
W1sc?nsm moves along with the procession, and many
men m that state who once regarded church taxation
as a sacrilege, now believe it to be but simple justice.
And the fact that in one city alone the treasury
would benefit in so large a sum as $42,500, is a powerful incentiv to do this 'justice. The piling up of
ecclesiastical property, held because u~taxed, is becoming a source of danger in Wisconsin, as in other
states, and the predominance in certain counties of
the Catholics, who hav ruined several public schools
a?d built up parochial schools, makeit extremely destrable to patriotic citizens that ecclesiastical domination should be overthrown. In no way can this be
do~e so effectually and so justly as by refusing to
longer grant immunity from taxation.
We would recommend t4at every Freethinker who
reads this should write, and induce all his friends to
write, to the member of the legislature from his district urging that official to vote for the bill. Or let
every Freetlainker prepare such a letter, and get as
many voters to sign it as be can. Such documents
.will stimulate the legislator, and, perhaps, help him
to make up his mind.

Why Don't They Prosecute!
The officers of Anthony Comstock's Society hav
been atLacked again and again, charged with blackmail, and d~fied to come· into court and clear their
character. Lum Smith, of Philadelphia, . against
whom Comstock and Britton both brought suit for
the purpose of bluffing Smith, has time and time
again tried to hav his cases brought to trial but
each time unsuccessfully, both of the plaintiffs' running away when served with summonses to attend.
They cannot be brought to face the music.
The latest attack upon them was published in the
World of December 9th. It charges Britton with
systematic levying of blackmail upon gamblers, and
implicate~ Comstock. It is made by Michael J.
Sullivan, who was employed by the Society as clerk
and agent for two years. The affidavit which he has
furnished · the papers states that upon entering the
service of the Society he was at once set to work
securing evidence against gamblers, the force consisting of himself, Joseph A. Britton, George E. Oram,
al\d Anthony Comstock. Britton, says Sullivan in
in his affidavit, lived in " almost oriental luxuriousness," and pretended that he was in the diamond
eusiness, opening what he called a. " private office"
in room 42, Temple Court, as " Andrews & Co.
dealers in diamonds ahd precious stones,". many of
which were believed to hav come as spoils, or from
thieves. The affidavit goes on to say:
. "A great many things occurred during the years that
~lapsed b~tween 1885 and the present autumn which put me
ID possessiOn of facts to prove that Britton was receiving
thousands of dollars each month from the different gamblinghouses in the city. I will giv here the amount which each
of .the different gamblers has to pay, or at least do pay, to
Bntton: Faro houses, $100 per month ; pool-rooms $50.
'policy' dens, $10; Chinese 'fan tan' dens, $10.. As ~earl;
as can be calculated from my· experience in that Society
Britton receives in the neighborhood of $120,000 annually a~
'hush money' in this manner."
Comfiltook is also deeply involved, the affidavit
charging him with constantly visiting Britton's office
wh~ch ~ullivan says was a rendezvous of gamblers:
pohcy dealers, and bookmakers, and on one occasion
-after the refusal of a bookmaker to pay tribute to
Britton, raiding the bookmaker's place of business.
"Seeing all the pool-rooms that paid for 'protection'
;flourishing and runx:ing with open doors," continued
Mr. Sullivan, "I resolved that I would obtain the
evidence against the places Britton was 'protecting,'

and did obtain such evidence in twenty-one oases,
comprising 'eight faro banks, twelve pool-rooms, and
one policy shop." The affidavit enumerates each
place and its location, and the number of tables and
gamblers. This evidence, Mr. Sullivan alleges, was
handed to Anthony Comstock as chief officer of the
Society for the Suppression of Vice, by him, as an
agent of the society. "Mr. Comstock informed me,"
says the affidavit, " that he knew both Oram and
Britton were receiving blackmail, and that he would
soon hav them both out of office. But the gamblers
'protected' by the officers of the society were not
interfered with, nor were Britton and Ora.m dismissed."
Sullivan was dismissed from the service of the soci6ty last October, being called into the presence of H.
E. Simmons, chairman of the exeoutiv committee, and
Anthony Comstock. "Mr. Simmons," continues the
affidavit, " was armed with a large number of reports
of detective who had shadowed me night and day for
months. Anthony Comstock charged me in the presence of Mr. Simmons with having made an 'affidavit'
or article derogatory to himself. I denied having
executed such a document. On the day I was suspended," continues, the affidavit, "all the gambling
houses suddenly ceased, but the next day, when I was
no longer an employee of the society, they were running ia the same open manner." Mr. Sullivan's
affidavit concludes: "Should the district attorney,
or the state attorney, or the legislature, require incontrovertible proof of all I hav herein set forth I am
ready to appear with the witnesses and truthfully
answer any and all questions that may be put to me
touching the subject."
These are very substantial, pointed, and serious
charges made against the agents of the society, and
agree with the statements of Brooklyn's district
attorney made some months ago, that the agents of
the society were nothing but blackmailers. But Comstock, nor the society, nor Britton, will prosecute.
William C. Beecher, counsel for the society, says:
''The society is not libelee. If the people he bas
libeled choose to take it up they can do so." Comstock says: "Sullivan has been very careful not to
publish a libel against me. I hav no cause of action.
It is for Mr. Britton to proceed against him." Britton says : "I shall do nothing to Sullivan." In the
World of December lOth, 11th, and 12th, Sullivan
reiterates his charges, giving additional details.
Touching Comstock's assertion that he has no ground
to cause Sullivan's arrest, the latter holds that if
Mr. Comstock's statement that Sullivan opened letters be true he (Sullivan) has committed an offense
against the postal service of the United States of
which Mr. Comstock is an agent, and for which' he
can ~rrest him. ''He can also arrest Britton," says
Sulhvan, but "Will he dare to do so!" he asks.
Sullivan elaims, also, in answer to another charge
against him by Comstock, that he had a perfect right
to use the letter-heads of the society, and that if Mr.
Comstock will over his own signature charge him
with using these letter-heads for an illegal or criminal purpose he (Sullivan) will hav him (Comstock)
arrested, and he adds :
"Mr. Comstock either willfully, or otherwise, misunderstands a great many of my statements. He has all the documents which I furnished him, and should know, knowing me
as he does, what I intend to charge, and whom I intend to
a~cuse. ~ hav n~ver stated that the Society for the Suppression of VICe received $120,000, or any other sum, annually,
from gamblers. I stated that I calculated that that was the
amount that Mr. Britton received. I did state that he was
enabled to procure this blackmail through his power to wield
the society's displeasure. I know as a matter of fact and
can prove it, that ' unprotected' violators of the law ~ere
prosecuted by the society, and 'protected' violators were
allowed to pursue their nefarious practices unmolested. In
some special instances it might be found necessary to cover
up their tracks by making pretended raids on some one or
two of the 'protected.' If, as Mr. Comstock says he did
not think ~y t~stimony was deserving of credit, wh~ did he
take me With him as a witness, long after I had left the office
as he did in the case of the Jersey City' sawdust' swindlers?
Why did he not employ other help to secure corroborativ
evidence against the places I informed him of? Besides this,
Mr. Comstock knows very well that my testimony was not
alone and uncorroborated. This evidence was secured after
Com~tock knew all that was alleged against me to my discredit, and yet I was not at the time removed from the.
soci~ty. I shall at a future day hav something further to
s~y·I~ these matters, but I prefer telling them for the first
trme ID a court of justice.''
If Sullivan is lying, as Comstock and Beecher and
Britton charge, why do they not prove it? If they
are all honest men it can be shown. Their indisposition to make the attempt' looks bad. Soapboiler
Colgate and his pious confreres should look after the
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character of their trusted agents. The p~blic never
bad a. very high opinion of them, and if they do not
clear themselvs from these accusations, the charter
of the society may be in danger. It ought to hav
been repealed years ago, or rather it ought never to
hav been gi·anted. Let Comstock look to himself.

The Evangelization of' New York.
The assortment of Protestant sects which met in
this city week before last to consider ways and means
of converting the inhabitants of the town to the Protestant version of Christianity has a large undertaking
on hand. It seems that in 1840 there was one Protestant church to every 2,000 of population; in 1880
one to 3,000, and in 1881 one to 4,000. Yet the
present church edifices are more than suffident, as
their seating capacity is 300,000, while only about
100,000 attend the services. Manifestly, theref01·e,
the problem is not how to build more churches, but
how to fill the ones already erected.
The increase in the population of New York is
largely from immigration. The most of this is
Roman Catholic-Irish, German, and Italian. Of
course the Protestants can never hope to get these
folks into their churches, for the reason that the
Roman church satisfies them better, giving them
more freedom of action, and assuring them of heaven
by the performance of certain church duties, the
chief of which is the payment on dem!l.nd of small
sums of money. When they leave their mother
religion they usually become indifferent Infidels.
Taking the population of the city at 1 600 000
' '
and the membership of the two chief branches of
Christianity at 600,000-a. large estimate-there are
about a million people in this town who do not go to
church. How they shall be gathered in, is the problem of Protestantism. We ho.v a few ideas on the
subject.
First. The ministers must cease preaching hell.
The millions do not believe in the existence of such
a place and they laugh at the fossils who are forever
dangling the lurid scarecrow before their eyes.
Second. The ministers must stop talking about
the love of God for all his children. The million
sneer at such talk when other millions are starving,
other millions are dying of pestilence, and other
millions are wretched with disease.
Third. The ministers muet drop theology-the
fall, the atonement, the salvation by ecclesiastical
machinery. Theology, to the millions, is what the
preachers liv by, the same as lawyers liv by expounding the law. And as no one goes near a lawyer till
he needs his services, so no one helps support a minister till he is obliged to. And the point is, that
the million cannot recognize the obligation.
Fourth. The ministers should preach on subjects
of contemporaneous human interest. All subjects
making for moral and intellectual progress should
be used as texts. They should let politics alone.
They should quit trying to enforce their ideas on the
people by legislatioB. They should set an example
of honesty by paying their taxes. They should come
down from their high and mighty pedestals. Their
pretensions are seen through and laughed at. They
hav lost their grip. They are behind the times.
Few care more for their opinions than for the epitaphs in old moss-grown graveyards. They are al·
ways shrieking Don't, and crying to the people to
Come back. Thou shalt not ! is their supreme commandment. The people hav grown tired of these
cries; and will no longer listen. If they desire to
hav their words heeded, let them reform. Let them
tell us something they know; something they hav
found out themselvs. Let them instruct instead of
frightenin~. In short, let them cease being Christians and become men-resign as preachers and educate themselvs as teachers.
The people of large cities hav grown by Christianity; they are ahead of it. They do not believe in
it; they do not feel the ne.ed of it. It is a past
iseue with them. They speak of it with tolerant
pity-something their fathers had along with stagecoaches and hand-reapers-or that they themsel vs
had with the mumps and measles. These are the
reasons that the churches are not full. To convert
the city to Protestantism, Protestantism will hav to
cease being Christian.
)

------~~------

L. K. WA&HBURN's twenty-four page inquiry, "Was Jesus
Insane?" is now ready in neat pamphlet form, price 10
cents. Mr. Washburn, as all of our readers know, is one of
the brif!;htest, sharpest, wittiest, and most eloquently earnest
of the Freetbought speakers and writt·rs, and this lecture is
0ne of his best.
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Iteen succeeding lines as a being of gender, by applying to it

S.tiiBTHA, K11.N., Nov. 26, iss·s.
MR. EDITOR : After waiting a reasoilaMe Iengtlt of tid:ie t/j
hear something of the American party, I was nio~t delig!Jt'!·d
to find a friend to American sentiments speaking from Sail
OAK MILLS, KAN., Dec. 6, 18SB.
Francisco over the nom de pZume of "Formerly a Republican."
MR. En_ITI~R :. ?;o~day_is the s/.itth a~n~v;eraar,t of t~e,~~ath
This is exactly my present condition politically. I see
~t tlie ,gtei\t nntl good D. M. Jjennett, founder of THE TRUTH
nothing promised from either of the old parties which will
SEEKER. I remember as well as if it were but yesterday
carry out the principles to which we are so much devoted.
when the news came announeiLg Mr. Bennett's death, and
I find many fforil ilotll tll~ old patties, and a few from both
many a time since hav I recalled the noble and honest deeds
the labor and Prohfbfdon tlra:nclies; wlio ate ready to join in
he performed in behalf of Freethought and humanity, and
a faithful and determined movenierit lor Hon!My1liberty1 a.nd
gazed with admiration upon his manly features, which ocjustice.
cupy a conspicuous place in our album of the world's intelGeneral Harrison, his cabinet and allies, will never encourlectual heroes. Several days ago I came across a Clopy of
age one of our principles, which are opposed to his individTn& Tttti'1'H ~Ekintk dated :bee. 18, 188~, several flays after
ual religious senthnents and opposed to the prej1,1dices of the
th~ d~ath of Mr. Bennett, and as I read over the beautiful
very factions which plaCJed him in power-I mean the church
and touching tributes from those who held him in high
and other inftuentiai (Jorpotate poweffl,
.
esteem, tears would frequently come to my eyes. Mr. BenThe chrircli will never allow a imt to pass favoring our
nett did a great work and did it well, and I feel that though
Nine Demands, and tile 1Jar11ts
never ailow tile p<YStfil
he is dead, he has left to the great cause for which he so
savings
banks
bill
to
even
go
to
a:tinrci
reading. They wHi
faithfully labored a legacy in the remembrance of his virtsend de1egations to Washington in twenty.fo'rlfllio'Uril 11tt~f
ues, his services, his honor, and his truth.
such bills hav passed a second reading, and kill them ~bile'
Your.s for hum~!!r,
GEO. J. R:EMSBUR€1.
in the hands of the committee. Our only hope is to organ-~
.
'
,·,
'
ize, and organize now in every state and territory, getting
EAU CumE, Wrs., Nov. 24, 18S8.
our forces In teadiness for the great struggle of 1S92.
:MR. EDITOR: I hav rehd with much interest Colonel IngerWe may eie<Jt a few at out advocates to positions of trust
soll on" Robert Ellsmerc," though I regret to say I hav not
·and influence; and; if no'tJiitlg ntofe, Call fotee a hearing for
read "Robert Ellsmere." Being an tnemy of all tyranny,
our American ideas before tl:l!l p'rlblic; TJ:tese are purely
social, spiritual, or political, and hating one kind just as
political measures, and must 'lie sl:ittl®'d tlirou~li tlie mediurtl
much as another, I am sorry to observe that in one place our
of politics.
p;teat orator does not lay the blame o.n the right shoulders,
For any party to succeed hereafter, it on.ly wants It Jjrid;
though I begin to hope he soon wilL ":Nothing,i' he says,
U. S. MIL1TARY BoME1 Wm., Nov. 28, 18S8.
ciple'for its platform, and that principle to be from the hearts
ltuly enough, "is tnore cruel than ottl.odox theology.'' and
MR. EortoR : !n t:he article; published in Tn11: TRUTH of the people. The chi~dish quibble over the tariff during
l,~,en fO)lOWS a irery unforll,!.ii,a,te r inl;~~~!)~ ! II '-!-'.hinl!, ftJr t\fu"O·
iiieht of the ma.nhet in which chanties are oistributed; the Sb:ii:i!.n of NoV:ember 1rfth, by my friend Nelson Hunt, it is the last CJampaign, designed to draw the minds of the masses
Way in which the crust is .flung at Lazarus." That is not the im_plied that the recent'' dposure;, of Spititua!ism by the away ftom mote· important issues, presented a disgustio'g
b~ult of orthodox theology, but of political economy, with "Fox girl~" was b~otlght about by a liberal eiJ?enditure of sight to all earnest and loyal Citizens. Principle was laid
which theology was never on very good terms. When the the root of all evil by the orthodox churches. If such is a aside and policy ruled the hout. T!i!it poliCJy was adop!ed
church distributed charity' and so far as she does it now, her fact, I ca,n assure them they hav put their money to a silly which was most likely to' win. The llepu'bliea:n party i9 nut
fil.ult is ntlt lln\Uiidliel'ls; out cnbolinigilig dependent povert$>' use; for I know that the tippings and rappings are not the . wo~thy the success it alihieV'ed. No patty wili ever ride· it~tO
power again upon a platform so tia:tr#1n !if the fruits of extiy ihdisbrilnlnate gi\>lng of alms. ~he deserves the blame of result of ti-ib:li:ery..
Some thirty-odd years ago; when Spiritualism was raging perience.
making beggary chronic instead of occasional, but not that of
·Henceforth 1 am for the American party, (1) educa:ttcm~t
quarreling with her own work. Most justly does Colonel in Cincinnati, I used to take a hand in the game, and became
Ingersoll say immediately afterward that the country-any fully convinced there was a power in the will that was not qualification far the voter, (2) woman's emancipation, (3}
country-is "divided between certain successful robbers, understood at that time, and I am as much in the dark to. day against churcli rule, E4J farelgn ownership of land, (5) in disflatterers, cringers, and crawlers, and· that in consequence of as I was then.
criminate and unlimited imriiigra:tion 1 ~6) and for the Nine
Somebody has told us there is a natural (physical) body Demands. Who will second this motion?
AMKRious.
such division a large majority are tenants, renters, occupying
the surface of the earth only at the pleasure of others.'' Colo- and a llphitual (mental) body. The Spiritualists say, I
SUSANVILLE, CAL., Nov. 24, i£38§,
nel 'Ingersoll is· making commendable progress toward believe, that when the natural body dies the spiritual is
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a subscriber for your valuabie·
Anarchism, but, to be perfect, he wants to pereeive that all botn. 1 etltert!!lfi a sotllewliat similar idea, but the result is
this is the fault of the state primarily anti oJily second!i.tiljr of wiilely different from thst whieh they and ail the orthodox paper for the past three years. I hav gained more knowledge
·
from it than ail the rest of the papers that I hav tak~n, and I
the t::htuch. The church is a very successful <~flatterer, chili:ches teabil: ·
i beiieve, with aii diie deference io the Jearnlld in theblog- take and rea:d eight papers weekly. The fine essays from
cringer, and crawler;" but in Atlierica, at leilst, She is hartlly
powerful enough to be a robber. The state is; and to the icallore, t:liat at .tleath the spirit-the mind-is wafted off to Mr. ingersol1 and Mr. Peck arl:i worth ten times what the
.
'
state therefore belongs the blame, if, as Colonel ingersoll the ethereal regio:b:s; and f:tcim tlien<ie is absorbed by those paper costs.
I liv in a free country; l!tid ~ 'fety Libera:! coiil1t:V~ till (J'Illli~
also remarks, ''the same is true in this country' , as in Eng- livi:i:Jg on the earth i sdrlie organizations and terilperaments
imbibing much more o£ this mind-matter tb:an others, which tornia tas the most tlibera1s, the moat generous anti free.
land,
(). L. JA:!iES.
accounts for the great diversity of intelligence manifest, also hearted people, of a:ny place in America:. :gut1 like ll!I O'thet
RoCHESTER, .Mroii., Nov. 25, 188S.
for the gradual advltncemeilt of the human family and the· places, we hav' some very nat'row-!Dinded ail'd se!fi811 mies
What, arl mad 1 A man may see how this world goes with no well-known fact that history is ever repllating itself. Alex- here. I sometimes write lof ouf coun'ty pa{>'er, and onC'e itl
eyes. Look with thine ears !
ander the Great, Julius Cresar, and Napoleon Bonaparte were a while I touch on that sacred boo'k, the Bible. Not long
MR. EDITOR: Hav just finished reading in THE TRUTH but the reappearances of the mir:d-mat~er thrown off by since one of our narrow-minded Christians ife'I!t as a comSEEKER, November 24th, Mr. J. H. Wood's letter, in which Joshua of old and many others. "Whatever is, has been, mittee of one and informed our editor that he mu_st Iidt i~'t
any more of my productions, as such were not safe literatut'G
he reviews Mr. Hacker's land and other theories at some and will be again; there is nothing new under the sun."
length.
I. C. B.
for the young to read, and said i't W"a& blasphemy. As I did
not sign my name to my productions, tbe editor, being a
At:t::ortllbg to Mr. Wood; " tabtion,'' instead of iahd
JoRDAN, MINN., Dec. 6, 1S88.
Liberal, gave· my name and said to the poor idiot I ":Now,
t>whetship; usury, etc., is the great, overshadowing evil of
:Mn. Ebiton: :buri.ng the eariy jjart ·of the year 11386 a sir, my paper is just as free to you as to him, and if Ita b~
our time; and he tires not in tepeatmg it. Will Mr. Wood,
ih another letter, pray tell us how he would hav this govllrn- writer ovet the signature ":McArthur '' wrote' a series of made any assertions that you can prove not to be true get Iil
tnent overhauled so as to obviate the necessity of taxation? letters entitled, "Examination of Church Ilistory," being and make hilll take it back." "Why, he says the Biole is
Would he ha\7 it pay its expenses with illoney-say, green- letters to a Catholic ftiend, which were published in THE· not true}; "Wen, nty dear sir, you get in and prove it is,
bac!ts-ot its own furnishing? Or would he do away with TRUTH 8EEKim, and i then thought that the author was a and then :Mr. .ton!!s wil1 collie and acknowledge that he has
tJl\'il government altogether, substituting Anarchy instead? man of !bore than ordinary ability, as his letters could not lied, for he told nte hi! wou1d, and l know he is a man that
On either horn of such a dilemma it WOllld not seem an easy hav been other than the result of much reading and research: will stay with it. Now, sir, you can get
and answer Mr.
place to hang long.
Now I feel an intense curiosity to know whether it can be Jones, and 1 will publish it fot you.'' "I do not propoee to
0 my fellow-statesman, Brother Wood l With that big possible that this is the sathe McArthur who wrote the letters make any reply to hint unless he will acknowledge the truth
no-taxation beam in thine own eye, how canst thou see to referred to above, and the McArthur who of late has been of the Bible; then i will reply to bim. 1' N'ow, what a fine
pluck those fantastic land-distribution and non-usury motes. writing such unmitigated, nonsensical trash on the subject of show I would hav in that court-take the evidence of.his
Spiritualism, as published in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
out of Father Hacker's P
.
witnesses as facts and not be allowed any evidence in rebuttal!
Spiritualists claim that the spirits of the dead can nnd do I find all Christians just that small and mean. I do not blamo
Mr. Wood thinks the Prohibitionists "'ill take control Of
the Republican party," just as the Whig and Free Soil party communicate with the living. But if spirits do not possess them for it. I pity them. They hav got the wrong side of
were n;arried to the Abolition party." As a matter of com- a material or physiCal body, it is absolutely certain that they the case and they dare not come to a fair trial.
I was IJ.mused at a young man a few evenings l!!ince. He
mon history, some five or six years before the war, the Whig cannot possess the organs of speech. How, then, in the
and Free Soil parties were reorganized into the Republicoo name of common sense can they communicate with the was baptized two weeks since in the Seventh Day Ad "rent docparty. Until and during a greater, part of the war that party living?
trio. He came to me and said, " I used to think you Were a
So far as I can learn, and judging from all· I hav seen ·very wicked man." "Well, my dear 'young friend, do you
abjured the name and purpose of an Abolition party through
ts leaders, and notably by their chief in his first inaugural written on the subject, it has yet to be proved that spirits not think it more strongly now?" "No, sir, I do not. I
in 1861. Slavery was finally killed through a military neces- are not rnerely the creatures or creations of the human imag- think you are a better man than ha1f of those Christians."
:Sity; the only alternativ being the destruction of that institu- ination, or of diseased and perverted minds.
"What has caused you to change your opinion?" "I hav
ition or the Union.
If the human body posseeses a soul or spirit that can liv read the Bible for the last two weeks more than I ever read
Yes, slavery was absolutely abolished, as we had supposed. after the body dies-and the spirit desires to communicate it in my life. I hav come to the conclusion that you are
'But not so, thinks Mr. Wood. Hear him: "The colored with its friends who are still living-why cannot the spirit right, and I hav drawn out of the church. I do _not want to
people were never slaves more than they are now;" then, as communicate with its friends directly instead of through a be a hyp,ocrit, and if I stay in the church I Will be one."
jf the statement would acquire additional force by amplify- medium? To my mind the answer is perfectly plain; in ''Did you not read the Bible before you joined the church?"
·ing, "The colored people South are to-day in precisely the the first place, because there are no spirits to communicate "No. I listened to the preacher and acted on what I heard
same conrlition that they were before the war!" Is not that with anybody, and in the next place, because such a course from him, not from any knowledge of my own, and if I harJ.
putting it a little wild?
on the part of the spirits would knock mediumistic seances not read and thought for myself I could hav made a good
What if Mr. Wood's theories are as much afloat as his higher than Guilderoy's kite-it would deprive the mediums church-member."
and their confederates of their nice little dark-closet games
'fhere is one church here. They sent out a young man to
C. H. GREENE.
facts?
of trickery and fraud, and of their opportunities for cheat- preach last year. He came here without any experience and
BARRE, MASs., Nov. 24, 18S8.
ing their demented dupes out of their money. But it seems preached just as he was taught. It did not go in the golden
MR. Eorrou : Your correspondent " Pericles" in THE as. if some people like to be humbugged, and are willing to West as it would in the church-ridden East, consequently he
TRUTH SEEKER of November 26th, page 747, says: "I know pay for the privilege. And upon what other theory can we ·was a failure, and now the little church is kept up by a few old
the ignorant and vulgar cannot understand this," that is, hill account for people, otherwise intelligent, who patronize women, and some few tottering old men who hav lived out
tlleory of God. Now, I tllink I understand it perfectly, but and support the churches and the preachers? By the way, all their vitality and are merely waiting there. They are
do not agree with him when he says " science has given us what has become of the prayerful and tearful George living as they were taught-in infancy their good old mothe:r
a new, a greater god;" then defines "that new, or ·rather Chainey-has he evacuated this vale of tears and ascended to died a Methodist, and they know she is in heaven, ~or sh~
that oldest of all the gods," as " the great cosmic unity," and some ethereal sphere, and in makin11: the ascent did he cast told them she was going there, and she never told a lie. Qne
after thus tlefioing this new or old god as the great cosmic his mantle upon the shonlders of McA.rthur? or did the of our little church did not appear to understand all of the
unity, he calls it, or l"e.fers to it, eight times in the next thlr- .
holy boo~ tQ :h,is ~l!rtis~aQtion~ and so aske~ th\) !oun~ prea9h~
B~:~ f~~ilr hav ~ ~r~~ !JlOrtgage oD. t~?
THo~us E;NoTT.

Jeffers Jrolt( Jlritnds.

the personal pronouns " he," " him," and " his."
Would it not hav been better for ''Pericles" to hav stuck
to the neuter pronoun "it," in his remarks gn cosmic unity,
instead of .flying back to Christianity and pagan mythology
to ~erfonify it !is a. matt or god~ . lt would be just as sensible
iliaite of it a goddllss, as did
to cal it she afld her;
the GreekR and some other nations, for " Pel-igles ;; well
knows that the great cosmic unity embraces all genders, if it
embraces any.
The trouble with "Pericles" is, as with many others, in
calling this cosmic unity "god." He cannot divest himself
(when he calls it god) of the old sex idea of man or masculinity, so he invests it with the nomenclature of the churches,
tHereBy ~hinking. :lie ~s describing a new god; that they, and
we-" the vulgar and ighoril.nt •1-bannoi understand, when
he is only using their appellativs under a new definition of
the word "god."
Is it not a great mistake for people who do not believe in
an anthropomorphic God to use the same word, "god," as
those do who do believe in him, and then attempt to argue
away their own change in the meaning of, or new use to
whiCh. ~hey put, the word God? Why will they endow the
miiterhil i:iiljverse-ti:teir, •1 it ,;_with the attributes of the
gods of the Christian and pagan wotshif}ere, .efe~ liailing it
-the universe-God? The only way for Liberals, or those
who disbelieve in gods, is to discard the word entirely; then
they will rid themselvs of their contradictions, and escape
the ridicule they so justly merit f()r their Reeming inconsist·
enl!ies.
ELLA E. GIBBoN.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER, DECEMBER 22. 1888.
lhis views on the subject: The young divine very politely
informed him that it was not necessary for him to understand
the Bible to be a Christian-all that was required of him was
to go on and attend to his own business and the church
would do all the thinking and searching the scriptures for
him. The deacon, being a man of some education and a
lawyer by profession, took this under advisement and came
to the conclusion that if some one else had to do his thinking
and pleading it was a waste of brains to giv him so much,·
and he informed the young divine that he might just draw a
large black mark across his name on the church board, and
he would do his own thinking and pleading and take his own
chances, and now this said deacon reads my TRUTH BEEKER
every week, and says it is the best paper he ever saw, and
wonders at the ignorance of this enlightened age. There are
a great many Liberals here, and I will send you the names of
some of them soon. My papers are read by many, and I circulate them as long as they can be read.
I was once a Methodist. Like the young man, I studied
the Bible until I came to the conclusion that if I remained in
the church I would be condemned as a hypocrit, and on that
ground be cast out with the thousands who are professing
religion only as a cloak for business purposes or for the purpose of taking advantage of their fellow-men.
JoNEs.
BEm.m, N.J., Dec. 5, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : The Liberals of this nation are generally
poor. Most them are, ip. -spirit, humane and generous, and
would rejoice with joy .unspeakable to see the whole world
united in the spirit of universal brother and sisterhood., but
hav not the means to do much in that direction. Very few
Liberals are so wealthy as the so-called Christians who occupy
the "most eligible pens" or pews in the churches, but there
are a few Liberals w:b.o are rich, and I hav long wondered
why they hav never established a home for aged and infirm
Liberals, where they could enjoy the necessaries and comforts of life when bowed down by age and infirmities. I do
believe that if some of them could for one hour feel the
miseries that some aged Liberals suffer such a home
would be provided at once, and the noble benefactors would
find more pleasure in spending a portion of their surplus
means in that way than in any other.
Look at our case, for example. I am now more than half
through my eighty-eighth year; Mittie, my faithful companion, who has stood by me in my Infidelity nearly half a
century as firm as the rock of _Gibraltar, is a few years
younger, but for many years has been very feeble, and for
some ri10nths past has been so weak that she often staggers
·and often has 'to catch hold of things to save herself from
falling while at work or crossing the :floor. It is now about
sixty-five years since I arose in a large protracted meeting
where there were nearly a dozen ministers, and delivered my
first public testimony against the churches. One minister
had been made so insane in that meeting that it required two
men to watch him day and night to keep him from murdering his family. He was sent to the insane hospital, where he
recovered so far as to be safe, but his reason was never fully
restored. Hundreds of others in that large meeting, which
had been held day and evening for three weeks, had been
brought to the verge of insanity by hearing so much about
an angry God, death, hell, and the devil. The ministers saw
that -they were carrying things too far, and let up on common
sinners long enough for one of them to preach a sermon
against -the Roman church, which he called the mother of
harlots and other appropriate names. I watched my opportunity, aV:d before he was in his seat I was up. Said I, "_All
we hav heard about the church of Rome is true. She is
really cthe mother of harlots." "Amen I"" Glory!" "That's
true I" came in a shower from all parts o{ that large congregation, and as I was a stranger there, every neck was
stretched up and every eye and ear opened to see and
hear what would come next. '' But," . said I, ''your
speaker forgot or neglected to mention one very important
fact." ~'Amen! glory!" came in another shower. "He
neglected to say that your own Protestant churches are
the harlots that the church of Rome is the mother of,
no more like · organizations of humanity, peace, and
lo~, than harlots are like chaste and virtuous women."
Every countenance fell fiat and not another amen was
heard, while I went .on to tell them that the Puritans, so
called, had a :flare-up in the old country with their old Roman
mother and came here to set up housekeeping for themselvs,
and as soon as they got the power persecuted all who did not
believe with them the same as their old mother had persecuted them. They banished Roger Williams an<~ forced him
to seek a home among the Indians, cut off the ears of Baptists,
imprisoned Quakers, bored their tongues with hot irors
and hung several of them on Boston Common, and were
even found at this late day divided up among themselvs into
sects and parties-, all hating and persecuting each other as
far as they had the -power to do it. Having thus proved the
Protestant churches to be the r.eal daughters of the old liarlot, I clol!ed. The ministers whispered along the line where
they sat, and then one of them arose and told the congregation that they had held the meeting three weeks and had
intended to hold it two more, but if they must be exposed
to such testimonies as they had just heard it would be better
to close it now. So he made a prayer an inch or two long
or short and dismissed the people, and the parsons went off
to commence operations on new ground. Well, friends, from
that day to the present I hav been regarded by all the
churches wherever I hav been as a castaway-a brand for
the fire-and though I hav had more or less to do in all the
real reforms that hav been started for more than sixty years,
the last minister except one that has spoken to me for years,
an old fraud whom the Methodist bishop sent here to preach,
told me I hav no more sense than a dog and ought to be
treated as a dog. And as the majority of the people here
):lelieve that everything spoken by tlleU' ~~rs is <lirectl;r

from God, you can easily imagin how little company-we hav!
with no Liberal within miles of us.
O for a home for aged Liberals! As we are not personally acquainted with many Liberals, if we had means to hire
a woman· to care for us it would probably be some sectll.rian
who would lie about us as they did about Paine, and we had
rather die alone than be abused as he was. If we should sell
our little home and propose to spend the money for board
while it lasted, we should not know where to find a congenial family of Liberals to board with, but if there was a
home established by Liberals for the aged and infirm, we
could turn in what we hav and be sure of care and comfort
for a while. But as there is not such a home we are in a sad
fix. In writing this article I feel that I am writing it as
much for. the future and for others as for the present and
ourselvs, and hope wealthy Liberals will giv it the attention
that the subject demands.
J. HAOKER.
CEioAGo, ILL., Nov. 26, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I wonder if some smart theologian can
explain why Pentecost was not mentioned by any of the writers of the gospels. It will not do to say that the gospels
were written too soon. Those who are said to hav written
the gospels had not been baptized with the Holy Ghost until
that time, and yet they are perfectly silent on that subject.
I shall be obliged to anyone who will explain how those
''strangers" who stood there knew that these men were all
Galileans who spoke; how they knew that they spoke the
wonderful works of God; and how they each knew that the
others heard, each of them, in their own tongue, wherein
they were born, even going so far as to name the different
nationalities to which the others belonged. How could a
Parthian know that his next neighbor was a M:ede, and the
next an Elamite, another from Mesopotamia, from Judea,
from Cappadocia, Pontus, Asia, etc.? How could they know
that some of them were Jews and some of them proselytes?
And then the worst part of it is, they were all supposed to
be speaking of it, for it says: " We do hear them speak in
our tongues the wonderful works of God."
Peter, who seems to be the principal speaker on that occasion, though speaking by the Holy Ghost, quoted from the
-Septuagint, which is a mistranslation of the passage in question. The Greek word Peter is said to hav used means "corJUp_tion," whereas the Hebrew word meant the grave. Peter
was proving that the Psalmist spoke of Jesus, because Jesus
''saw no corruption," but was raised from the dead. The
Psalm'st said of the parties (for it is plural) that they should
not be suffered to go to the" grave" or" pit."
Now, Peter acknowledged that Jesus went down into
death, a grave, pit, etc., which ,proves emphatically that he
was not the party of whom the Psalmist wrote.
May I inflict upon you a few more lines of my rhyme?
TUNE : THE POACHERS.

The devil's dead, some one has said,
And hell's to rent, quoth he;
Joy on the head of the lost dead,
Their souls can now go free.

Bii

ate mortgaged, and labor must pay $170,000 interest thereon
annually to increase the capital of solhebody or some company-whether, in the end, for "continental importance" or
national do\lvnfall, is to be seen. It is my moral sense, my
impression, that the canon law against interest was a good
and just one, however at variance with present policies and
practices. In this I may be greatly mistaken, and too much
influenced by my sense of the just and humane.
Interest is getting something for nothllig out of lil.Bor; !l.bd
all our towns and cities are full=and fairly increasing-of
real estate and tnofiey loaners, on the plan and under the
impulse ot interest-taking, to enlarge the possessions of the
few and multiply poverty and want, vice and crime. No
one has a greater love of internal improvements-internally
of man and internally of the nation-than I; and if it can
be proved by logic and facts and ultimate results that inter•
est-taking is a just and righteous way, an.d the best and. oiiiy
way, to promote "continental importance" and mitioiial good,
then, if it is beneficial in the end to take interest to build
railroads; it is also JUSt and right to take interest for any and
all purposes, or else my logic is lame. So the more we
enslave and rob to pay interest, and the more interest we
thus obtain, the greater the "continental, benefit.
That railroads are of " vast importance" is true, and so,
also, are many other structures, but if to build thetn the ped•
pie hav, unjustly snd unconstitutionally, been robbed of two
hundred million acres of land, nature's gift to all the children
of Mother Earth; if human labor is enslaved and robbed of
its own products to pay interest to raise the capital to build
them ; if for every million grabbed by the few in the way of
interest-taking one thousand paupers and tramps arc made,
and vice and crime and taxes-also to be paid by labor-are
correspondingly increased; if arson, burglary, robbery, and
murder-three times as many murders in the United States
as in any European nation-are fearfully on the inctease 1
greatly promoted by legali~ed interest-taking or robbing 1
and if millionaires and railroad and other rich and haughty
and defiant corporations and individuals can buy and sway
and control legislatures and courts state and national, and
say, by word or action: "The people be damned," and with
"the sword and the purse" in their hands usurp the natural
and constitutional power of the people, and thus becoml!
their masters and not their servants, what will the ultimate
result be?
Ill fares the land, to hast'nlng ills a prey,
Where wealth accumulates and men decay.

You write against the orthodox ways and means of raising
money to build cathedrals and churches, when popes, cardinals, bishops, and priests wor,k upon the ignorance, fear,
and credulity of the laboring classes, while you seem to me,
if I understand you, to advocate a legalized right to take
interest and make the laboring people pay it.
How much difference can there be
•Twixt tweedledum and tweedledee 1

Human avarice and ambition for man-made place and
power are the two gigantic and perverted factors that tend,
threaten to undermine the basis of our boasted " land of the
Ye great ones, who through being true
free," and disintegrate its superstructure. In this insane
To reason came to grief,
This news, if true, will be to you
rush after " the root of all evil" and for office, the nation i!l
An infinit relief.
so demoralized that truth, justice, humanity, and 'manhood
Bnt while you're glad the "!'lriests are Sad;
are ignored and set aside, while church and state court each ·
Their drawing card is gone.
other and play into each other's hands more and more; polWhile hell they had their every fad
iticians and demagogs fawning to pope and priest to obtain
Was based and built thereon.
votes to get into or retain office, and the pope and lesser
But who would go way down below
magnates, Protestants and Catholics, seeking and scheming
To hell to get cheap rent?
Where hell is, thougb, the priests don't know,
to get pecuniary aid through these misrepresentative of the
Though many there they've sent.
people. The natural and constitutional rights of the great
Could priestly scout the spot find out
mass of the laboring people are ignored and violated; the
And clearly point the way,
spirit and purpose and meaning of the national ConstituThere is no doubt that on that route
tion are more _and more perverted and misconstrued ;
A railway line would pay.
crimes are constructed falsely, and real crime goes unpunThe priest would go and pay full fare
O'er Satan's grave to weep,
ished if the criminal be rich, high in place, or orthodox. A
For their lost hopes lie buried there
very large portion of all these deplorable evils are, to me,
In Satan's grave quite deep.
the outgrowth and consequence of the interest plan of growJoHN HUDSON.
ing rich and powerful.
CoLUMBUs, KAN., Dec. 1, 1888.
In view of present and ultimate results to the people and
To RoN. R. G. INGERSOLL: It may be presumptuous in me nation, how you can advocate the taking of interest as a
to question or criticise you, but as a pioneer long ago, at my principle and moral right, and make it harmonize with your
great cost, for truth and you; as a humanitarian wanting general expressions with tongue and pen to the public, I
right views and motive, and appreciating you for your great cannot see.
power to spread the light and do good, I trust you will read
When in your most pathetic and eloquent address to the
this with the same spirit and purpose with which I write it. soltliers in New York, you said " our :flag waves over a
Near the close of your letter to Cardinal Manning under country absolutely free," I wondered how, in the face of
the head of" Rome or Reason," to prove that interest-taking facts to the contrary, you could say it. When in your" Lay
is not a crime, as it was made in the canon law, you make Sermon" you said, if I remember, every man should earn
the following statement: "Without the right to take interest, his living, and that if "no one had too much, all would hav
the business of the world would, to a great extent, cease, enough," I gloried in the statement, for you said it, and
and the prosperity of mankind end. Every mile of railroad what you say has great weight for good or evil. Yet it seems
was built with borrowed capital on which interest was paid to me you advocate a practice, or policy, which inevitably
or promised. In no other way could a capital great enough multiplies the number who hav "too much," and the numhav been formed to construct works of .such vast and conti- ber who hav not enough, and widens the gap between them.
nental importance." These statements hav been the burden The people must take these powers from their unlawful poeof my mind for several days. If they are true, then they con- sessors, or be base slaves. " Would you rather that Coosar
fiict with my sense of justice and humanity, and all my past were living and die all slaves, or that Coosar-the money
views and expressions as to the character and ultimate power peryerted-were dead, and liv all free men?"
results of interest. taking are wrong; and it seems to me that
I know you are naturally noble, good, humane, and· manly,
they also are incompatible with the general purport, spirit, and I want to be with you 'on every question that pertains
and expressions of your public lectures, such as ''Liberty to human good; but I cannot bring my sense of right, jusfor Man, Woman, and Child," your "Lay Sermon," and, c ·tice, and humanity to agree with the results of interest-takindeed, all of your humanitarian utterances.
ing, i.e., the bad results "of vast and continental imporWhether or not railroads could be built in no other way is, tance."
to me, an open question, but they might not hav been built
"What constitutes a state? Not cities proud with spires
so soon. Every human structure in all the past has been and turrets crowned, thick walls and moated gates; not
built by 'human labor; and capital is only accumulated labor, broad-armed bays and ports, where, laughing at the storm,
excepting raw material, while millions of laborers are all the rich navies ride; not starred and spangled courts where lowtime at work for just enough to keep from starving to p:ty browed baseness wafts perfume to pride. No; men-high{he interest on bonds and mortgages with which this nation minded men; men who their duties know and know their
is more and more burdened and enslaved. Right here in rights; and knowing dare defend them.''
this ~ounty of so man;r rai4'oads nearl;r four tlJ.Ousand fari!lB
Appreciativly ;yourr;,
J, H. Coox. ·
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fhildrtn' s g[orntr.
l!Jdited by Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Fail
.Ri'ller, MaSB., to tt~hom all Oommuni«ltions for
this Oiwner should bs 88nt.

"Between the dark and the daYlight.
When the night is beginning to lower,
Comes a pause in the day's occupations
That is known as the Children's Hour."

A Song of Christmas Time.
Bring holly berries bright and rei!
From nature's altar near;
And let the ll'reen fl'om fore3t shades
Crown all the ChristmilB cheer. ·
ThA Druid priests in other days,
With ll'oldsn sickle keen,
Bro'ltth t 1l'a.rl11.nd~ for their festal morn
Out from the evergreen.
Fro;n their dead bands we so receive
The custom old and gray;
Thus blessings fall from ancient time
Upon this later daY.
For Rweot it is to feel the breath
'Mid winter's chill and snow,
Of that which whispers low and soft,
Of summer's warmth and glow.
St. Niaholas, with flood of gifts,
Reaches from German lands:
From him we learn the we~tlth and worth
or open, bounteous hands.
Above all cantinrt creeds or books
There comes the rose-crowned thoughtWith opa.l hues it twines about
Each high or lowly lotThat all of hnm<tn kind are blent
In one great brotherhood:
That, side by side. we are the same,
Known or misunderstood.
That all we do in kindness here
Reflects in glorY bright;
As beaming stars in cloudless sky
Make fair the gloomy night.
Then makE> all daYa so sweet, so white,
With love to one another,
That each shall see aa on he goes
In every man a brother.
Hence shall the Christmas-tide be bright
With all that love can giv :
For in such treasure manifold
The graces all do liv.
S. H. W.

Humanity Abroad,
OR,
HOW Slo.NTA. CLAOO FOUND THE FLJl:ISCHERS.
There were the father and mother a.nd eight
children, the youngest only one week old.
And they were dreadfully poor, were the
Fleischers, living high up in the air in an
attic chamber, and strangers to everybody.
They had come from Germany away across
the deep, deep sea, and when Gustav, the
fat her, looked into the faces of his little helpless children and heard their plaintiv cries for
bread which he could not supply, he thought
he should go wild. When he m -t the sad
gaze of his handsome wife, handsome in spite
of want, poverty, and siclmess, he wished in
his heart they had all gone to the bottom of
the Fea while crossing the broad AtlantJC.
If he could only get some work-but he could
not. He had tried and tried, and every time
was repulsed. ThAre was no work for him,
and he brooded over his misfortunes until he
became frantic, and said he would rather die
than liv to see his children starve to death
before his eyeE.
And what did be do, but start right off for
the Brooklyn bridge to drown himself? But
just as he was going over the bridge a big
policeman snatched hold of his legs and
pulled him back from the watery grave he
sought, and marched him off to the
"Tombs," in other words, to prison. When
he told his sad story in the cell, all who heard
it had watery eyes, and the next morning the
papers told the tale to everybody.
It was Christmas-icy and snowy. The
Fleischers were hungry and cold, with not a
morsel of food nor a coal of fire in the
scantily furnished attic, and the father gone
they knew not where. Presently an awful
thump came on the rickety old door, which
opened at the same time to admit the queer.
est little old man that ever you saw. On the
top of his head was a huge California squash,
a big ham on each shoulder, a string of sausages were linked around his big body, and
for a sword there depended from his waist
the half of a sheep. For his pocket-handker.
chief, he had a great square of raw beefsteak.
He had badges stuck on his breast of
chickens and ducks, and one immense turkey
swung from his back. His pockets were
filled with oranges, nuts, candies, and raisins.
Following him was his page with a big box
full of potatoes, cranberries, cabbages, onions,
turnips, and celery. He had no sooner unloaded than up came a barrel of flour, with
a bounce on the floor, and another barrel, full
of apples, went bump against the wall. A

tub full of butter was rolled in, and a sack of
coffee, then a' chest of tea and a whole
cheese were dumped upon the floor.
The Fleischers stood stark amazed, and
never spoke one word •
" Ish dish all for we?" they at length inquired, and when told it was they laughed
and jumped and kicked and sCI:eamed and
rolled over and over on the floor, like little
crazy children, while their mother sat and
cried like a baby.
"It never rains but it pours," and all that
day long there came groceries and provisions
until the apartment could hold no more.
And money came, too, more money than the
Fleischers had ever seen in all their born days.
The little old man, divested of his peculiar
but substantial adornments, looked on and
smiled serenely.
By and by Gustav came home looking very
sheepish and ashamed of himself. He soon
comprehended the state of affairs, and said
to himself: "Dot vas von goot chump I
makes py dot pridge ! I ish so glat I vash
not det dish arftern:>on !"
Of course they had a splendid dinner that
Christmas, and the li.ttle chubby children ate
so much they almost burst. Their eyes shone
and their cheeks got very red indeed, and
their tangled curls were used to wipe their
little greasy noses.
The father and mother felt like new people,
and the week-old baby stretched and doubled
up its little fists as if quite ready to fight the
whole world.
'·I halluf got von chob, und dot vaeh the
pest of all," said Gustav, crying for joy.
Mr. Steinbauer, the kind-hearted man who
had engaged him, told about it in this way:
"I ret it in de babers," said the fine old German gentleman, "a pout de boor poy, how he
go chump from der pridge pecause he vash
so boor. I vash not halluf through reating,
put I hash to shtop to wibe de dears avay
I then crab a peesh of baber, and I gommence
to write von ledder. Bud I sait, dot ledder
vill not reesh dot chudge in dime. So I puds
on my tob coad und I go like mat to de
pridge. I ruds tid! de bersbiration bour
town my packs like vater-vorks. I go to dot
chudge ad de courd, und I go dot boor poy's
pail for von honered tollars, und I gif him
von goot chob."
Well, the Fleiechers lived like heroes all
winter, and the children grew like weeds.
They insisted that the little old man was
actually 8anta Claus himself, but it was no
such thing. His right name is Hum!!nity
Abroad, but the children will insist on calling
him Santa Claus, and Gustav says he never
would hav found them if he had not under.
taken " dot chump from der Prooklyn
pridge."
S. H. W.

we should not giv presents by the calendar.,.
We should giv them whenever the spirit
moves, without reference to times or seasons. All in a Lifetimf'. A Liberal Romance.
It would be much more creditable to Amer12mo, 300pp,, $1.50.
icans to celebrate the Fourth of July, the ApplPs of Gold. And Other Stories
birth of American Independence, by giving
for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 883pp., $1.25.
good gifts, as heretofore intimated in the Story Honr. An Exceptionally Handwme and Interesting Book, Without SuperstiCorner by Mr. Jason Waters, than by holding
tion, for Children and Youth. 'I he Onl:y Freeto a custom that has no real significance exthinkers' Children'S Story-Book ever !Bsued.
66 full. page illustrations and 25 smaller: large
cept that given it by the pagans centuries ago.
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illusS.H.W.
trated Qovers; 4to, 221pp., boards, $1.
[The attention of W. D. Gil pen, who asked These books are particularly suitable for
for infQrmation, is called to the above re.
HOLIDAY GIFTS.
marks.-En. C. C.]
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

Miss Wixon's Works.

Correspondence.

MoUND CITY, Dec. 6, 1888.
DEAR Miss WIXON: I am a little girl seven
years old. I go to school. and I like my
teacher; his name is Mr. Tyler. I am in Contains the Sunday addresses cf Hugh 0. Pentethe Second Reader and the geography and Gost, New York's famous Agnostic and social
the arithmetic. I hav a little twin brother economist, beFides other interesting matter.
!@sued weekly. Annual subsctiption $1. Sample
who goes to school with me. My uncle
Henry takes THE TRUTH SEEKER, and my copies sent on application. Address the pub·
FRED. C. LEUBUSCBER,
papa reads it, and I like to read the Children's li"ller,
38 Park Row, New York City.
Comer. My name is OLLIE 1\LI.y STRo:tW.

The Twentieth Century

RooHRSTRR, N. H., Dec. 9, 1888.
DEAR Miss WIXON: As I see other children
are writing for the Corner, I t.hought I would
write a few lines. I was twelve years old last
June. I go to school every day. 'I am in the
fifth grade of grammar. My grandmother
has taken THE TRUTH SEEKER for five years,
and she kindly loans it to me. I feel deeply
interested in the subject of Freethought, and
I love to read the Children's Corner. I enjoy
reading all Liberal papers and books. If
some little Freethinker would write to me I
would gladly answer such letters.
If you think this will do, I would like to
see it in print. Your little Freethinker friend,
EsTELLA LEIGHTON.

Knew Him.

Capt. Billie Crim is a very efficient officer
and a very clever gentlemJln, but be is thin,
very thin. The following good joke is told
on popula!:.,. Captain Billie :
A few days ago he was sitting in a rear
room in a doctor's office. In a front room the
office-boy was reading a dime novel, when an
urchin made his appearance with a basket of
fruit, and insisted upon the office-boy making a purchase. To get rid of the young
fruit-vender, the office-boy went to a case,
opened the door, and exposed to view a
skeleton. The fruit-boy fled in terror, leaving his basket behind him.
Capt. Billie Crim, hearing the commotion,
went into the front office, and, upon leaming
what had occurred, walked to the door and
said to the urchin, who stood across the
street, crying bitterly :
" Little boy, come over and get your basket. Nobody shall hl'lrt you."
"No, I won't," sobbed the little fellow.
"You can•t·fool me. I know you, if you hav
Punished Children and got your clothes on."

How the Indian<~
Servants in tlle Olden TimP.

When a child or a servant had been disobedient, the offender was laid flat on his
back, and the castigator put a knee on either
arm, thus pinioning the culprit to the earth.
Then, holding back his head by the hair, tlle
one inflicting the punishment ejected a decoction made of bayberry-root bark, very strong
and bitter, from his mouth into the nose of
the quivering boy until he would be almost
strangled. It took some time to recover, but
the punishment was generally salutary. The
Indian name for this was medom.humaJl', or, in
other words, great punishment. S. H. W.

Christmas.
The observance of " Christmas " did not
originate with Christians. Before Christian.
ity was thought of the pagans celebrated by
festivals and good cheer the winter solstice.
The custom of decorating with evergreens at
this season of the year came from the Druids,
who worshiped in leafy groves, under the
shade of trees. When Christians came into
power and popularity they borrowed the cus.
tom of celebrating the winter solstice from
the pagans, invested it with religious rites,
and observed this time as the birthday of
their savior, Jesus. It is not his birthday,
however. So little is known about his birthday, or about his early life, tl}.at it is impossible to say when was the time of year that
he came into existence, if he ever did really
exist.
The significance of Christmas as a religious
holiday is observed by Catholics and Episco.
palians more than any other sect. The association of gifts with this time comes more
particularly from the Germans, who hold St.
Nicholas, or "Santa Claus," as the patron
saint of this period. Among Protestants it is
thought more of as a gift-making and giftreceiving season than in any other way. But

What the Little Ones Are Saying.
Bennie was asked if he was afraid of the
dark. "Oh, no," he said, "I go in great
piles of dark !"
A little girl about four years old and a little
boy about six had been cautioned not to take
away the nest-egg, but one morning when
they went for the eggs the little girl took it
and started for the house. Her disappointed
brother followed, crying: "Mother, mother,
Susie's got the e!!g the old hen measures by!"

CastlPs in the Air.
It is related that Prince Bismarck was once
asked for an autograph by a young English
girl, who professed extraordinar.v admiration
for him, and wrote that she would consider a
few lines from him an omen of happiness for
her future life. He sent her the following:
" Beware, my child, of building castles in
the air. They are, of all structures, the
easiest to erect and most difficult to demolish-"

A new baby came to a home on Charlotte
avenue and the little three-year-old, Harry,
brought in a little playmate to rejoice with
him over the new sister. After looking at it a
moment the little visitor says : " Why doesn't
it laugh? Our baby does." Little three.
year-old looked at baby, and then at his play.
mate with marked disapproval, and replied :
" Our baby knows better than to laugh at
DUBBin'."

ON TI-IE WORD GOD.

B.v .!<Ulton Woolley, M.D., Author of "Hebrew

Mr>.hology," "The Career of Jesus Christ."
The tvol bath said in his heart, There i~ no God.
-[Ps. xiv, 1·
Childrr"<l and fools speak the truth.- [Old Saw.
.Paper, 12mo, 10 cents.
Vi 1res~ THE TRUTH BEEKER.

W. S. BELL'S PAMPHLETS.
Tlw Coufl.iet between Christianity
and Civilization.
PRICE,
. • • • • •
15 CENTS.
Your tr~atment'of the "Conflict" is excellent.
-Harry Jloover.

LIBERTY AND MORALITY.
PRICE, 15 CENTS.
Accept my tllanks for your excellent and nsefu
disconrse.-J ames Parton.
I am much pleased with your address, and will
notice it in Jfan.-T. B. Wakeman.
A beautiful pamphlet of 36 pages. It is a very
able Pal"! r, and deserves wide dissemination.-The
Age.

ANTI-PROHIBITION.
PRICE, 20 CENTS.
The number of heads under which yon hav
divided the subject matter of the pamphlet, and
the concise manner in which each pomt is disenssed, should be highlY commended. Therefore
I take fp·eat pleasm·e in recommending" AntiProhibition" to the consideration of every Person
who is ir.terested, not only in the canse of temperance, bJ;t in the principles of self-government.J J Mcl'abe
. • " • '/'HE TRUTH SEEKER CO

l SHORT L~SSON IN HISTORY
A double-page picture contrasting science and
Gbeology, showing -how the one bas labored for
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it.
Price, six copies, 30 cents; one dozen 50 cents
twenty-five copiEH• for U; one hundred copies for
$8. We wish that the friends of Freethougbt would
"iptribnte tbOURRnil> nf t.hi\AA tellin£1 pintn•PO

J. E .. Remsburg's Works.
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged.

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbnr{l' are:
The Church and Morality; Criminal8tat1stics,
sho$~; the creeds of the prisoners in the penitentianes ; the Church and CivilizatioN; the
Ohurch and Science; the Church and Learning;
the Church and Liberty h. the Church and the
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights
Movement t the Tem_perance Reform ; the
Church ana the Republic.

Bible Morals.

Twenty Crimes and

Thomas Paine.

The Apostle of Re-

Vices Sanctioned b:y Scrii>~ure; Falsehood and
Deception ; Cheatmg; Theft and Robbery;
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of
Conquest and Extermination ; Despotism; Intolerance and Persecution; Iniustice to Woman;
Unkiutlness to Children; Cruelty to Animals;
Human Sacrifices; Cannibalism; Witchcraft;
Slavery; Polyg_amy; IntemJ2erance; Poverty
and Vagrancr; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscenity. P•we, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, u.
Special discount on larger quanti ties.
Sabbath-Breaking. This is the be~t
and most thorough work ever written on tLe
Sabbath from a rational point of view. Larro
and handsome print. Tho question is aiscms&d
under the following heads: Ori!}in of the Sal>·
batic Idea; The JewishSabbatJu The CbristiRn
Scriptures and the Sabbath; .l!;xamination of
Sunday Arguments· Origin of Christian Sabbath; Testimony of the Christian Ff\_thers; 1'J,e
Sabbath durin~ the Middle A~es; The Puritan
Sabbath; Testimony of Ohnstian Reformers,
Bcbolarlh and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday Laws. !'rice, 25 cents; aix copies, $1.00.
ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the story
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the leading traitil of his chamcter and genius, ancl vin·
dicates hi a name from the aspersions cast upon
it. Choice extracts from ' Common Sen80,"
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man" and "AI{o
of Reason "are given; also, tribnt~s to Paine's
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lloetru.
I Dinna Ken.
I dinna ken hoo tears mann fa'
On this puir leaf o' hawthorn green,
But, oh! it cam• fra.e far awa•,
Whanr mountain !inns mak' siller sheen.
Bae mony, mony leaves blaw donn,
Yet nane are aye the same tae me:
And this ha.e seen Dun-Edin tonn,
An• brings the fragrance o• the sea.
I dinna ken what gars me greet I
But chirp in' lin ties in the bowers,
An• thiseels gay, an' gowans sweet,
Wi• hawthorn; fairest o' the flowers;
Whanr blithe the Jav'rock sang to me,
•Mang heather-bells an' hi elan' braes,
An• streams sae bricht rin to the sea
Wi' Iicht o' gowd fra.e simmer days.
I dinna ken what mak's me pine
Wi• hairt sae often sair an' sad,
Whan mit her pit her han' in mine,
An• ca'd me aye her bonnie lad;
An' baith·wad cross the sant, sant sea,
Though lnve at hame bides sweet an' fair,
Whanr ilka singing bird is free,
An• yellow broom is brichter there.
I dinna ken hco tears should dim
My sin an' my pnir mither's e'en,
When barnies sing the sweet auld hymn
She sang hersel• to ilka wean.
Gie me the glen, the muir an' lake,
The simple cot whanr I was born,
The birken wood, the bum an• brake,
An' mavis in the dewy thorn.
I dinna ken gif nief o' mine,
Bnde weet my cheeks like simmer rain
In this braid Jan' o• com an' wine,
Whanr hairst brings hame a gowden train ;
Her flowers are a' sae sweet an' fair,
Though strange her snaw-white thistles• be,
Gin I could see my ain ance mair,
I glad wad lay me donn an' dee.
I dinna ken hoo ithers weep
Through waefn' nichts an' weary days,
But I sic lang, lane vigils keep
Ower three moun's far frae hawthorn braes.
Sweet mother, wi' my treasures twa,
Upon your Jaigh beds droopin' donn
r•n plant this flower frae far awa•,
That cR.m' frae oor ain Embro' tolin.
-Jlrs. Baira-Finch in North British Advertiser

ana Laaies' Journal, Edinburgh, Scollana.

--

• The thiRties in this part of Nebraslra are
creamy white.

Jehovah's S ~moquy.
Here I am all alone. I am Jehovah. Here
hav I existed from all eternity (Ps. x, 2).
Besides me there is none other in all the
realms of infinit space. I am lonesome-a
king without subjects-a god without worshipers.· I will create myriads of angels
who ~hall worship and adore me, their creator
and their god. I will create them holy and
happy; it shall be their highest enjoyment
and pleasure to do my bidding and serve me.
Day and night I shall hear my praises sung
by countless millions of angels whom ~ hav
made (Ps. cxlviii, 2). It will be better than
to remain as I ha v, for all eternity, all alone.
I will create two mighty archangels, who
shall help me to rule all the angelic hosts
which I hav made. Their names shall be
Lucifer, son of the morning (see Isa. xiv,
12) and Michael. But lest I grow weary of
continual praises and flattery, I will so arrange the constitution of one of the archangels that he shall get tired of my service
and seek to gain his independence of me ; he
shall draw one-third of all the angelic host to
his side. It shall be Lucifer, son of the
morning, that shall do this, and I will hate
him, and will curse him with an everlastinp;
curse, and he shall be called Satan, dragon,
and the devil. And Michael shall make war
on the dragon (see Rev. xii, 7), and shall
prevail against him, and shall drive him out
of heaven and all his host with him, and he
shall enter heaven no more forever-except
on business with me. (See Job ii, 1.) And
I will make a hell of fire and brimstone for
the devil and his angels, where I will torment
them day and night for ever and ever. (See
Rev. xx, 10.) But first I will use Satan for
my own glory, as I see fit. For lo, I will
make a world and I will make man in my
own image (see Gen. i, 26), who shall be the
father of all living. I will make him holy
and innocent; and I will set good and evil
before him ; and I will command him to do
the good and shun the evil. But he shall hav
no experience or knowledge, and I will drive
Satan from heaven to earth (see Rev. xii, 9),
and he shall deceive the pair and they shall
fall. Then will I curse the man whom I hav
made. And I will curse the earth also for
his sake, and I will bring death into the world
and man shall die. But their souls I will torment in fire and brimstone forever (see Rev.
xx, 15) with the devil and his angels. This
will I do to the man whom I hav made, and
to his children, through all 'their generations.
But I will save a few that I delight in, and
they shallliv with me in heaven. (See Luke

xii, 32.) For, lo I I will send my only son
(begotten thousands :>f years before his mother
was born) to die for them, the just for the unjust. He shall suffer in their stead, and all
who do not believe that he is my son and
accept him for their savior, them will I torment in hell-fire for ever and ever.
And I will make a covenant with my children, and I will write my commandments on
tables of stone with my own fingers. (See Ex.
xxxi, 18.) And I will cause some of my
children to be prophets, and they shall write
my wishes and laws in a book, so that all my
children shall know my will. It shall be the
Bible, and I will command that it be sent to
the uttermost parts of the earth, so that none
shall hav any excuse (see Rom. i, 20) for not
believing on my son. Yet I will so arrange it
that only a Fmall portion of my children shall
ever hear that I ever had a son at all, yet if
they believe not on my son, and are not
baptized, they shall be damned (Mark xvi,
16). But I will for. my own glory damn
some nf my children to hell, let them believe
on my son never so much. For some I will
hate before they are born. (See Rom. xi, 23.)
And some I will so harden their hearts that
they cannot do right even when they would.
To some also I will send strong delusion that
they might be damned (2 Thess. i, 11, 12).
My book, also, which I will giv to my children for thPir guide, shall be so obecure and
contradictory that but few shall understand
it alike, which will cause my children to
divide into ma.ny ~ects, and they shall torture
and kill each other to please me. It shall he
so obwene (read Gen. xxxviii) and filthy that
it cannot all be read aloud for very shame.
And it shall be that some will deny that it is
my word by reason of its being sn contradictory and filthy, but such will I damn to
the lowest hell for their unbelief. I will also
put a lying spirit in the mouth of ·some of the
prophets, and they ehall be deceived (Jer. xx,
7; also, 1 Kings xxii, 23) and shall deceive
others. And they that serve me shall be the
most miserable of all them that dwell on the
face of the earth ·(1 Cor. xv, 19).
And, lo I I will at last burn the world
which I hav made (2 Pet. iii, 10). And I will
call the dead out of their graves, and f!.ll, both
small and great, shall stand before me in
judgment ·and be judged out of the books
which are kept. And many shall be astonished on that day when they fi.nd they are
doomed to dwell in everlasting fire after serving me all their days (Rom. ix, 16), but if
any complain, I will say, Hath not the potter
the right to make a pitcher and a spit-box
(Rom. ix, 21, 22) out of the same lump?
All this I will do for my own glory and
pleaRure, and to make my power known and
felt by my children. For I am God almighty.
I can kill and I can make alive (1 Sam. ii, 6);
I can create and I can destroy; and all that I
undertake that will I perform, except to beat
an army that hath chariots of iron (Judg. i,
19). And who shall accuse me of wrong?
for, behold I I make man for my own pleasure and glory, and will do with him even as I
see fit. I am God I
A. B.
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that he went there last year, though he
thought it would be beneficial to his health,
which had been failing for several years past.
When he left home he expressed grave doubts
of his return, seeming to anticipate that he
would be stricken with the disease of which
he die:l.
The deceased was a nativ of Wayne county,
having been born in West Butler in January;
1847. He studied medicin in the office of Dr.
W. F. Peck at Davenport, Ia., and was graduated from the Bellevue Medical College in
the spring of 1869. He came to Seneca Falls
in 1871, since which time he has been in activ
practice here, although absent more or less
during the last two or three years. Dr. Purdy
was an excellent physician, and wholly devoted to his profession. He was a man of
decided opinions, and expressed them without fear or favor. He disliked pretenders,
and would not tolerate them. In his practice
he was eminently successful, and his patients
were among our best citizens. They believed
in him implicitly, and admired him for his
skill, independence; and courage. Socially
and professionally he was a genial man, kindhearted, generous, manly, and all deeply regret his sad and sudden death. His wife and
one daughter survive him.

BIBLE INQUIRER;
OR,

A Key to Bible Investigation.
Containing 148 Pro~ositions
With References to the most Plain and Striking
Self-Contradictions of the so-called
Inspired Scriptures.
BY A. JACOBSON.
Third e(fition, carefully revised and enlarged.
Read the following extract from a letter by ExRev. C. B. Reynolds:
"The 'Bible Inquirer' is better than a Concordance aR a reference, to speedily find the teach·
ing of the Bible, on any subject. It is a sledgehammer in demolishing error, yet the moRt devout Bible-worshiper can find no cause of offense..
Using no word of argument, it simply perm1ts
the Bible to destroy all faith in the Btble, by giving chapterand verse-word for word-showing
its palpable absurdities and contradictions."
Every Liberal needs a copY for ready reference.
As a pamphlet to loan to Christian friends, it is
the most effectiv Iconoclast ever published.
Price only 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

The "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of the
Industdal Slavery of To-Day.

Looking Bankwar~.

HEBREW MYTHOLOGY,
OB,

THE RATIONALE OF TiTE BIBLE.
Wherein it is shown that the Holy Scriptures treat
of Natural Phenomena only.
BY MILTON WooLLEY, M.D.
Among t ' many attempts made by scientists to
crush the Bible, this is unquestionably the most
vigorons.-[Chicago Times.
Cloth,lllus., heavy toned paper, 8vo, 613 pp., $2.~0.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKEB.

FAITH

Paine Vin~inata~!
A thorough and overwhelming reply to the New
York Observer's slanderous attacks
upon the Author-Hero of the Amer•
lean Revolution. Containing
both the slander& and
their refutation.
-o-

RY ROBERT G. INGERSOLL
-o-

The New York Observer (Presbyterian) hann.::
recently reissued its assault upon the memory of
Paine, this pamphlet should be circulated every.
where in vindication.
TOGETHER WITH

A ROMAN CATHOLIC CANARD.
A Fabricated Account of a Scene at the Deatll,..
bed of Tlwma8 Pain6.

BY W. H. BURR.
This pamphlet shows that the account of Paine'S
dying moments attributed to Bishop Fenwick
(upon which the Observer relies to prove its principal charges) is-a forgery, it being impossible that
Fenwick could hav written the alleged account.
78pp. Price 15 cents.
Address
THE TBUTH BEEKEB CO.

FOR HER DAILY BREAD
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL.

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL

By Edward Bellamy,

Author of "Dr. Hei~hoff's Process," etc.
Vital, inspiring, hopeful, convincing.-[Literary
World.
This astonishing book, how it haunts one,
like a grown-up "Alice in Wonderland I" The
mind follo'I\B entranced.-[Boston Gazette.
It is a thought-breeding bookJ and all who are
free to receive new light will fina in it satisfaction
and inspiration.-fNew York Tribune.
The ap~;>eal is a ways made to a man's reason,
and to h1s noblest sentiments: never to his selfishness.-[Boston Post.
A glowing prophecy and a gospel of peace,
where the pleasures of this world are free to all,
to cheer but not enslave.-[The Nation.
A suggestion of a really practicable and feasi·
ble social state greatly in advance of the present.
The romantic narrativ is rich in its forecast of
Another }'reethinlcrr Gone.
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler. 12mo, cloth, $1.50: paper, 50c.
From the SenecaFnlZ.<, N. Y., Reveille.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER CO.
At an early hour on Tuesday evening it
was rumored that Dr. Hiram J. Purdy had
died quite suddenly at Panama, but no one
seemed to hav any authentic knowledge of
Groat Centennial Oration
the fact. On Wednesday morning the editor
ON THE
of the Reveille received· a letter from Mrs.
Purdy, who is now in New York, confirming
the sad intelligence, and giving the particulars
ALSO THE
of his death as she had received them from
relativs on the isthmus. He died at Panama
~mmorlal Document,
on November 17th, of yellow fever, after a
And the National Anthem entitled:
brief and painful illness. The intelligence of
his condition was not received by Mrs. Purdy "LAND OF LIBERTY."
until about a week after his death, as it re- Price, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
quires some eight or ten days for a steamer
Address TIIE T&UTII BEEKER CoMPANY,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
to reach New York after leaving the is~hmus.
Hie cousin, who Iivs but a few miles distant,
THE
was not notified of his illness until t!Jree days
previous to his death, when he was too weak
and unconscious to make known his wants.
He was taken to a hospital, the best medical
aid summoned, and every attention was given
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M.,
him, but the· dr€adful disease could not be
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Anabafiied, and death was the inevitable result.
lyzed,"" The Real Blasphemers," "BpirHe was buried on the day of his death in the
i tnalism Sustained,•• etc., eto.
American cemetery, the authorities refusing
The latest and best work of an analytic thinker,
to permit the body to be sent home.
who is gifted with those rare powers that render
Dr. Purdy left Seneca Falls early in Sep. the
subtlest conceptions the easy Property of the
tember, expecting to spend the winter in ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas
Panama, where he had passed a good part of that will be new to the world and prodnctiv of
last winter in the practice of his profession. good in furnishing food for thought. We trnet it
hav tho immense distribution it so richLv
He must hav reached the isthmus about the will
merits.-[The American Idea.
first of October, and soon thereafter entered
Cloth, 12mo, $1.
upon his professional duties. He had relativs
at Panama and it was at their solicitation
Addres1 THE TBUTH BEEKER.

REASON.

A concise account of the Christian Religion, and
of all the Prominent Religions
·
before and since Christianity.
With elaborate index.
By HALSEY R. STEVENS.
· A popularized account of Oriental religions;
with many apt quotations from the sacred books
of the East. Nowhere else can so much knowledge of what is generally unknown be obtained
in such compact form.-[Literary Bevlew.
Extra cloth, 1llmo, 441 pp., $1.50.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKEB.

For Her Daily Bread is the story of two youn~r
girls and a younger brother who were left parentass, with little moner, fair education, and much
courage, to make their way through the world by
g_oing to Chicago. The antnm·is also the heroin.
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a work·
ing girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago
among. bluff business men, kind hearted folks,
and disreputable hypocrite. It is inst such a story
of human life as we should expect Colonel Ingersoll to be interested in; and whatever he admires
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB.

.AN OUTLINE OF THE

French Revolution
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS.

By W. 8. BELL.

ROBERT G.·. INGERSOLL'S

Paper,l2mo, 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB CO.

Daclaration of ln~epenoence, Reminiscences of aPreacher

UNIVERSE ANALYZED

A RADICAL ROMANCE.

By WILLIAM McDONNELL,
Author of" Exeter Hall," ".Heathens of the
Heath,"" Family Creeds,"" Beautiful Snow," etc., etc.
The story is used by the author to teach Free•
thought, to remove superstition from the minds
of those who would not read a polemical essay.
and to urge facts against the various churches,
believing which their supporters will desert them
The book is an argument as well as a novel but
the serious predicaments of the hero are skilfully
used to lure the reader along, and to induce him
to take the antidote to theological poisoning without knowin~ it. Mr. McDonnell writes effectivly
and convinmngly, and always braces his romances
with facts on one side and figures on the other.
Those who hav read his ~;>revions works need not
be advised to purchase th1s they will probably do
eo at once.
Price, in paper, 50 cents; in cloth, 75 cents.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUALISM
By DB. FREDERIC B. MARVIN, Professor of
Physiological Medicin and Medical Jurisprndenlle in the New York Free
Medical College for Women.
Paper, U'mo, 68pp., cloth, 50 cents.
His analysis of nervous and mental phenomena
is sharply scientifl•-'; his pathological theories are
rat'onal, clear, and modern.-Meawaz Review.
His lan~nage is strong and well chosen, his
style admirable in its directness and brilliancy
his thought clear and lo!l'ical.-Liberaz Chrtil!tan. •
Address THE TBUTH BEEKEB CO.
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The An~iquity of Chris-

ARGUMENT

tianity.

Robert G. Ingersoll,

By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intriguef!."
Paper, 12mo, 61pp., cloth, 50 cents.
Contains testimonies of the early Christian Fathe ~s a,nd others, and cases of striking similarity
to Cllnotianity in many ancient religions.
. Bold at THE TRUTH BEEKER Office.

---------------------------

THE SAFEST CREED,

BY

IN THE

TRIAL OF C. B. REYNOLDS
1!'0R

AT

"B L A S P H E ·M Y "
'
MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY.
Stenographically reported, and reviaed by tlUJ autho'r.

AND
TvvELVE OTHER DrsoOURSBS OF REASON.

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
ce!lts, or $2 per dozen.

By 0. B. FROTHINGHAM.

In this argument Mr. lngerHoll again shows his great forensic powers. All his heart and brain
are in it. It is one of his grli/Ltest productions. It is in his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we see him as the splendid cnamp10n of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
~tnd justice, hatred of tyranny and chains, sympathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his
courage a,nd candor, hav in this Argument full soope of expression and he makes grand use of the
opportnmty. Such a flood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, logic, pathos, poetry, and patriotlam-is not often poured out in a court of justice.
The many calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape hav led to this publication,
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleading newspaper references.
·
Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of an address to a jury: statesmen and politicians a clear exposition of Constitutional rights and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
~nd women everywhere, a Magna Charta of their r!gllts.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 26 Lafayette Plaoe, New York oity.

A vig •rona &hinker as eloquent as Theodore Parke•.-[New Bodfora Standard.
U3eP ~l:l•ngu~. ~horongh conviction, a.nd grea.t
al>ility.-[Pllila Press •.
Extra cloth, lllmo, 288pp., $1.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT Tl-IE DEVIL,
AND
')l'HER BIOGRA.PHIOAL SKETOHBS AND EssAYS.
BY 0HABLEB BaADLAUGH.
With Portrait a.nd A'ltobiogra.phy.
Charles Bradlaugh has "A Few Words" to say
"About the Devil.'' Mr. Bradlaugh has a right to
his "few words," and the devil will, we presume,
~t no very distant day hav a few words to say to
Mr. Bradlaugh, an<l will doubtless get the best of
the argument.-[Chicago.Interior.
Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo,
260 pp., $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

ROME~

REASON

A Memoir of Christian. and Extra-ChristianExperlence.
By NATHANIEL RAlliSAY WATEBS.
A very critical analysis of both Protestantism
and Catholicism, from the vantage-ground of an
intima,te personal experience With the two BVBtems. It deals the most trenchant blows which
pure logic is capable of infiioting.-[Critioal Review
Oloth, 12mo, $1. 75.
Address THE ·TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Essence of Heligion

THE NEW GOD.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,

Secretary of the American Secular Union.
Price 10 cents.
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER ColliPANY.

TRY•SQUARE;
OB 1

The Church of Practical Religion.

BINDER for THE TRUTR SEEKER
For the benefit of our readers who preserve their papers
we offer a new style of binder,
made for the purpose, and
with the heading of THE
TRUTH 8EEKEB printed in
~kal!!!!!!I!!I!!J!!!:II"'o! d letters on the outside.
~
This binder allows the opening of the papers perfectly fiat. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Bent by mailLPostp_aid, for •1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER
tf
26 Lafayette Pi., New York.

GIRARD'S WILL

Advancement~ Science
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.
Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
Prayer.
Paper,12mo, 105 pp., 25o.; cloth, 50o.
It is in many respects one of the most e:xtraor·
dinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. TribUne.

ROMANi S M,
OR

DANCER AHE ~AD.

NEW EDITION.

The Secret of the East,
OR,

The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Uood Citizen of
this Republic.

By A. J. GROVER.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.
Address Tl'IE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

The Origin of the Christian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.
BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

OPENING SPEECH TO THE JURY
in the suit o1' the

Rankers' and Merchants' Tele·
;-raph Compan)T
against the .

SOCIAL WE.ALrH,

So many hav asked for copies of this famous
!peeoh that THE TRUTH BEEKER h~.s obtained a
mpply and oan mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents each.

The Sole Factors and Exact Ratios in Its
Acquirement and Apportionment.
BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCI.AL
By J. K. INGALLS.
SUBJECTS:
Price, Cloth,
•
•
$1 00.
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDICAL COMAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER,
MON SENSE. By Dr. E. B. Foote. In one hand-

Charles Watts's Works.
Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethonght. Bound

in oloth and lettered. Price, 1.2~. CONTENTs :
Section I. Definition of Freethon_gbt and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section III. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Freethonght in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Section V. Freethonght Trim:nph in the Nine.
teenth Century.

Seenlarism; Destructiv and Oonstructiv. 22 pages in cover. Prioe,lO ots.

Secularism; its Principles a.Iid its

RATIONAL COMMUNISM

SHAKER EYE

EAR BALSAM

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
The Greatest of all Anti·Bibll
cal \Vork!l~
By THOMAS PAINE.
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price. Single C<ipies, 25 cents. Bi1 copies for
$1.00.

TH~ CRISIS.
By Thomas Paine.
Speaking of this work in connection With tt.e
proposed independence of America from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A .few more such
fl.aming arguments
will not leave nnm•
bers at a loss to decide on the propriety of a separation."

Prtco, 40 cents.

For either of these works or any of Paine's
writin~rs,
Addreds 'l'HE TRUTH BEEKER.

VOLT AIRE'S ROMANCES
CONTENTS:
The White Bull : A Satirical Romance.- Zadig,
or Fate.-The Sage and the Atheist.-The Princess
of Ba.bylon.-The ·Man of Forty Crowns. ,The
Huron; or, the Pupil of Nature.-Microm~as.
The World as it Goes.-The Black and the White.
-Menmom the Philosopher.-Andres Des Touches
at.Biam.-~he Study of Natnre.-A Oonversatic::
W1th a Chmese.-Plato's Dream.-A Pleasure in
Having No Pleasure.-An Adventure in India.

BIBLE F A.BRICA.TIONS REFUTED"
And Its Errors Exposed.
Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,
150

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages. 25o.

A Masonic Vindication of Right.
_A Protest Against Persecution.
Pa\)er. 12mo, 36 pages,
• llio.
Mdres•
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2F Lafayette Pl., New York

Was Je•ns an Impostor 7 A debate between the
Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. leo pp., 25 eta. The Minor of Freethought. 50 eta. The Bible and Darwinism.
25 eta. Biblical Errors and Secular 'l'rnths. 25
eta. Two Revelations. 5 eta. Bible Horrors; or,
Real Blasphemy. 5 eta. Bible Makers. 5 eta.
Bible Saints-Nos. 1, 2, and 8. Each 5 eta. Moses
vs.Da.rwin. 5 cts. Socrates1 Buddha, and Jesus.
5 eta. Christianity a Degraaing Reljgion. 5 eta.
Fictitious Gods. 5 eta. Natural Man. 5 eta.
The Old Faith and the New. 5 eta. Bruno and
Spinoza. 5 ots. The Bible God and His Favorits,
5 eta. Miracle-Workers. 5 eta. Health, Wealth.
and H~ppiness. 5 eta. The Brain and the Soul.
5 cts. Nature and the Gods. 5 ots. Design and
Natural Selection. 5 eta .. Man and the Lower
Animals. f> eta.
Address Watts and Co., 17 Johnson's Court,
E. C., Lon lon, Eng.

Duties. Price, 75 cts.

Tracts. The following tracts by Ohas.

MATERIALISM:

---------------------------

~H.AK~PERE.

WORKS BY ARTHUR B. MOSS

some 12mo volume of. nearjy 11900 pages, fully
Watts are published at the low price of FIVE
illustrated. Oloth, 3.25-in English or German.
CENTS EACH: Defense of Secular Principles;
A. new cheap edition at only 1.5Q.
Is
the Bible Reliable 7 The Christian Deity;
SCIENCE IN STORY; o~ Sammy Tubbs, the
Moral Value of the Bible; Freethonght and
Boy Doctor, and Sponsie, the Tronblesomll Monkey.
Modern Progress; Christianity, its Nature and
By Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, at $1 eaoh, or $5
ITs HrsTORY AND ITs INFLUBNOB UPON
Influence on Civilization L Philosophy of Secu\)er set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SoorETY.
larism; Science and .Hible An t11.gonistio 1
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
Christian Scheme of Redem.IJtion. For all or
BY Dn. Lours BUOHNEB, Author of "Faroe and 250 pages, illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
the above works address THE TRUTH SEEK·
Matter," etc.
volume of" Science in Story.") -50 cents.
ER, 28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Translated from the German.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Ready Recipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128pages.
· Paper, 12mo, 15·cents.
By
Dr. Foote. 25 cents.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEn, 28 Lafa.:vette Plaoe.
BANITARY-BOIENCE SERIES <Dime Pam·
•
phlets). BY Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., viz.: "Bacteria . Tile Present and u 1 e Future
m their Relation to Disease,"repre~enting the germ
theory, advocating personal and public hygiene
Rcnubllc of North America
••
Steel engraVilllrs of this celebrated naturalist. and opposing vaccination; "Health in the SUD·
BY A. CAPITALIST.
2x1S inches, suitable for frR,mil!!U_sent pos~aid, beam1" considering the blue-glass cure-of value
to sicK a.nd well. By mail, 10 ce:ats eaoh.
for !Ill cents. Address THE TRUTH 8EEKER.
HEREDITY
(Books
and
Pamphlets).
"The
Law
A
book
advocating
associate life as a remedy for
tf
of Heredity," by Prof. Brooks, 336 p_a_ge 81 oloth povert;v, vice, and crime. It deals with the ~;>resent
bound,
$2"h
"Heredity!"
by
Loring_Mooay,
159
conditwns
of
society
in this country, pointmg out
THB
J!ages, olot 1 75cents; 'The Law of Heredity," by their imJ)erfections, and showing how it is almost
F. H. Maran, 10 cents; "The Alphabet of the impossible that the people should be other than
an~
HnmanTemperamentsz" with illustrations, by Dr. poor a.nd vicious under our present system. The
E. B. Foote, 10 oents..i.' Generation before ReJZen- remedy, the author thinks. is in communal life,
Sixty-fi/De Years' In'Oariable Success.
eration," by Dr. E • .H. Foote, Jr. 10 cents; ''Re· . and he has drawn a vivid picture of the future
tr" Fon &LL DIBEABEB OF EYES on EABB. lm· ports of Conventions and Parlor MeetintrB during Republic of North Americr., as it will be when
mediate relief from Granulations, lnfiammations, t882 "10 cents; "Third Annual Convention of the . 1!0Ciety shall be organized on the principles of
Dim Vision, WaterY Gatherings. and Failing Tnstitnte of Heredity,)fo.v 2~. 1888." 10 cents.
Rati-onal Communism. The book is vigorously
Sight of E:ves. Deafness, Drumming, Ringin~t of
'-dtlre~~
THE TRUTH BEEKER.
and interestingly written.
the Ears dispelled by a few applications. CaPaper, :JOe.; cloth, $1.
tarrhal difficulties of Eyes or Ears instantly removed. Bent t.he world over. Box with instrnc- THE TRUTH SEEI{ER ANNU !L.
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.,
tionR, bv mail, 25 cents.
8. A. NEALE,
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
Price, 25 Cents.
8m50
Shakers P. 0 •• N. Y.

VON HUMBOLDT.

BACON AND

Proof that Wm. Bhakspere could not write
The Bonnets written by li'ranois Bacon to the Earl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. · By WM. HEN BY
Bunn. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this oflioe.

For sale at this office.

ROBT'. G. INGER<OOLL'§

Westet"n Union Telegraph Company

ALEX~NDER

PHILADELPHIA. LIBERAL LEAGUE 26 '7
meets every Sunday in Indnlitrial Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., at 2:30 and 7 :30 P.lll. for lectures and
free discussions on religious and social questions
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth
Beeker publications always on hand atoheap ratts.

Girard College ':rheology.

Address TilE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

28J,afayette Place, New York.

THE FORUM.
Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening at 7:80 P.lll., corner Sangamon street al!d
Washin1o1:ton boulevard. Lectures and debatfH
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

BY REPORTER.
This is the history of an attempt to found a
Handsome 12mo, 448 pages, laid paper. With 67
AND
ohnroh without superstition, and its snooess.
engravings. Price, cloth, bt'veled boards, $1.50b·paper covers, $1. Httlf calf or half morocco, mar led
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
edges, M.OO.
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
Address_ THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
of human concern, religions, P<:llitical, and other.
AN EXPOSE
wise. The book is written in well-chosen lanWORKS OF 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.
guage, and easily understood. There is just suffi- Of the perversion of Stephen Girard'smagnificent
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian
cient narrativ about it to interest the reader and
churches and Young Men's ·
Christianity a Reward for Crime
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Christian Associato his mind.
tion.
Authenticated by the Bible.
For sale at this office. Price. Sl.OO. ·
By RICH. B. WEBTBBooK, D.D., LL.D.
Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,
lOo.
Price $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

B)' L. F ElJERB i\.CH.
Translated from the German. Oloth. 12mo, 75pp.;
50 eta.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immoral.-E:I:tract.
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BING, BROTHERS, BING.
USE THE

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK
In your meetings, to make them lively an<l interesting. THE LIBERAL HYJI[N-BooK contains songs
by the best, poets, adapted to well-known tunes.
It is hi@lf recommended by Messrs. Wakeman,
Parton. Wnght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Prioe1
15 cents.
Address THE TnUTH BBEKEB Oo.
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IV. Proem to Genesis: A Plea for a Fair Trial
By Hon.
W. E. Gladstone.
V. Dawn
of Creation.
A.n,Answer to Mr. Glad- '
stone, By Albert ReVIlle, D.D.
VI. Mr. Gladstone and Genesis. By Prof. T, H,

U LLER, ' VII. Al~~l:li and a Plea. By Mrs. E. Lynn LinHAD Mra. Shepherd chosen medieval times
t,> proc1aim the coming of Cl:tl'ist in the On the Conflict between Genesis and Geology, . This is a ne'! bnok and contains the latest discusCONTENTS :
~Ion .0!1 the mistakes of Moses. .The names of the
, streets, she would hav been an honored L Dawn of Creation
and of Worship, By Hon. participants are a guarantee of 1ts able character.
prophet, but by selecting the 14th inst., at
W. E. Gladstone.
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
R )Sedale, Kan., she merely got committed II. The Interpreters of Genesis and the Interpreters of Nature. By Prof. T. H. Huxtey.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
for insanity.
III. Postscript to Solar Myths. By Prof. Max
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Muller.
HENRY G&oRGE has
returned.
GLADS

]'ifEw YoRK has 100 men
worth over $3,000,000.
pARLIAMENT rejected a
bill to close taverns on
Sundays.
IT is rumored that Vanderbilt has leased Windsor Castle of Queen Victoria.

9J~nts

of Ufhounht.
====================

. THE i'loctrin of tbe Galilean Buddhist is essentially a doctrin of pessimism, of other-worldliness
rnd nature-hating renunciation of human reason
and earthly prosperity, and therefore wholly Irreconcilable with the promotion of progressiv science
and secular happiness.-PrQ!'. FeU:ll L, Oswaza,
:&f. D., tn The BibZe of Nature.

WHY should we desire the destruction of human
passions T 'l'ake passions
from human beings and
what is left T The great object should be not to destroy
passions, but to make them
obedient to the intellect.
To indulge passion to the
utmost is one form of intemperance, to destroy passion
is another; The reasonable
gratification of passion
under the domination of
the io telleot is true wisdom
and perfect virtue.-Ingersoll.

No ·person can hav lost his
liberty but by his not knowinghowtodefendit. There
are two methods of losing
it. Tbe one is when the
weak hav been subdued by
the strong; and the other is
when fools hav been deceived by designing men.
People tell of certain conqcterors who, having overcome another nation,
caused everyone to prit out
an eye; there are people
whose eyes are both put out
like the old horses that turn
in a mill. I wish to ke.ep
my eyes.- Voltaire.

D.a: LKssEPS bas given
up the P11.nama canal, but
the French government
may complete it.
HARRISON will neither
affirm nor de11y that he
has offered the secretaryship of state to Blaine.
THE Federation of
Labor will endeavor to
hav the eight-hour labor
day instituted May 1,
1890.
ELDER PorTs of a Mormon church in East New
York, N. Y., challenges
clergy and laymen to debate Mormon doctrins.
IT is almost certain
that Stanley and Emin
Pasha are prisoners ot
the Mahdi. Possession
of Suakim is demand~d
as their ransom.

WHENEVER tyranny aims
at reducing the mass of a
people to tbe will of one of
its portions, the prejudices
and ·ignorance of the victims .are counted among
the mean3 of effecting i~.
Oonaorcet.

EvERY school-house is a
fort.-rnuersoll.

OPPRESSED by the double
· yoke of spiritual and tem;poral power, it has been impossible for, the people to
know and pursue their happiness. As religion, so politics and morality became ~acred t bings, which tbe pr<>fane were not
permitted to handlP.- D'Holbach.
EviL is due to natural causes. Man can grad·
nally remove the evils that affiict him by becoming
acquainted with his nature, relations, and surroundings,-B,y. Underwooa.
WE hav the morning star,
0 foolish people, 0 kings I
With us tl e daysprings are,
Even all the fresh da:y:springs;
For us, and with us, all the multitudes of things.
0 sorrowing hearts of slaves,
We heard you beat from f><r!
We bring the light that ~aves,
We bring the morning star;
Freedom's good things we bring you, whence all
good things are.
·
These ha.v we, these are ours,
That no priests giv, nor kings;
The honey of all these fi"werP 1
The heart of all theEe springs;
Ours, for where freedom livs not, there liv no
good th.ngs,
Rise, ere the dawn be risen;
Come, and be all souls fed;
From field, and street, and prison,
Come, for tbe feast is 'pre ad;
Liv, for the truth is living; wa.J..e, for the night
is dead.
-A. 0. Stainburne.
BuT an outline of this kind would be too meager
without some sketch of the warfaJe of religion on
instruction in science. Not without profit would
it be to note more at length how instruction in the
Copernican theory was kept out of the church
universities in every great Cat.holic country of
Europe; how they concealed the discovery of tbe
spots on the sun; how many of them excluded the
Newtonian demonstrations; how, down to the
pr~sent time, the two great universities of Prot.
estant England and nearly all her intermediate
colleges, under clerical supervision, hav excluded
the natural and physical sciences as far as possible; and how, from probably ·nine-tenths of the
universities and colleges of the United States, the
students are graduat•d with either no knowledge
or with clerically emasculated Knowledge of the
most careful modern to ought on the most impor·
taut problems in the various scienceE, in historY
and in criticism.-Prestaent While Of OornelZ Uni-

BALAAM PUTS UP A JOB .ON HIS MAJESTY.
And Balaam ~aid unto Balak, Build me here seven altars, and prepare me here seven oxen and seven rams.-Num. xxiii, 1.

ANDOVER Theological
professors are still wasting the time of the courts over their quarrel I
about probation for the heathen.
BrsHoP KKANR has gone to Rome to present
for approval to the pope the statutes, consti- 1
1
tution, and by-laws of the great American
University.

I

AN agitator against faith-cure offers Mrs
Eddy, a leader in that craziness, a large re.
ward to set a dislocated limb by faith, but
she refuses.
~
THE Providence, R. I., Missionary Society i
has testified its sense of the brotherhood of
man by expellin~ Miss Ida Newton for marry.!
ing a Chinaman.
.
IT is thought that France, in her desire for
revenge on Germany, may some time com- I
bine with Russia against the Triple Alliance I
-Germany, Austria, and Italy.

I

THE Russian .empress has not recovered
from the nervous shock caused by the rail
way disaster. She cannot sleep, and it iF
thought that her health has been permanently
injured.
A :Fnw days ago the fortune-tellers, clair.
voyants, mediums, etc., doing business in
Newark, N. J., were notified by the police
that they were engaged in illegal business,
and must either giv it up or leave.
A REMARKABLE attempt at murder was made
on the 14th at Kansas City, Mo., by Lawrence
Richards. The wretch was failing with con.
sumption, and in a paroxysm of envy shot hi~
wife because she enjoyed good health.
PRESIDENT BAYLES of the New York city
health board has made a !lefense against some
papers charging that Professor Proctor's disease was not yellow but bilious fever and
that his death was caused by being hurried
from his hotel in a rain-storm to a hospital.
CARDINAL LAVIGERIE, perceiving that Europe has escaped from the barbaric senti.
menta of his church and attained a pitch of
civilization that demands the abolition of
slavery, is going from nation to nation with s
great show of activity in the antislaverJ
movement to gain for himself and his church
the credit.
·
AT the Baptist congress Norman Fox, D.D.,
argued that if in a majority of the states then
were objectionable divorce codes, it waF
probable that a national code would b<·
equally objectionable in character, and tha1
inconsistent legislation in some places stringent was better than consistent legislation
not stringent at all.
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WITH tbe single exception of Cornell, there is
not a college in the United Stat~s where truth has
ever been a welcome guest. The moment one of
the teachers denies the inspiration of the Bible,
he is discharged. If be discovers a fact in consist·
ent witt.! tbat book, so much the worse for the
fa.ct, and especially for the discoverer of the faot. ·
He must not corrupt the minds of his pupils with
demonstrations. He must beware of every truth
that cannot, in some way, be made to harmonize
with the superstition& of the Jews.-IngersolZ.
To make our word or act sublime, we must make
it real. , • • Use what language you will, yon
can never say anything but what you are. What
I am, and what I think, is conveyed to you, in
spite of my efforts to hold it back.-Emerson.
IF you want to know the opinion of your neighbor, you want his honest opinion. You do not
· want to be deceived. You do not want to talk
with a hypocrit.-Inaer.sozz.
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A countryman, who had more generosity than judgment, found a snake which had been left out in the cold until it was ready to perish. Moved' by pity he took it into his house
and warmed it by his fireside. No sooner had the warmth restored it than it began to attack the members' of his household. At this the man, whose compassion had saved its life,
saw that the only way to deal with a reptil was to destroy it, which he at once proceeded to do. MoRAL: Don't trust a Roman Catholic (Related a long time after Affsop).
000 having been collected, while the ground
on which the buildings will be erected has
already been paid for. The bishops draw attention to the great importance of the univerA CHINAMAN who, after several years'
residence in this country, returned to China, sity, which, they say, will act as a bulwark
has been telling his countrymen that the against the rise of Rationalism and FreeAmericans worship a mysterious being called thought in America. Perhaps l
THE Manchester chamber of commerce, by
AU Mi-T DolLar.
VIOTORU. WooDBULL has purchased a house an overwhelming majority, has passed a resin Paris for 2,000,000 francs in which she olution holding that all foreign goods similar
hopes to found an institution for the free ed- to those produced in England should pay the
ucation of women. She is still devotin~~; her- same proportion of the imperial and local
self to the interesting science of stirpiculture. taxation which they would hav paid had they
been manufactured in Great Br~tain.
TBE schoolmaster is needed in Alabama, if
AMoNG the 128 members of the next assemthe .Montgomery ..tld!vertiser is correct when it
says that there are in the state 870,279 persons bly of this state there are 15 farmers, l cigarover ten years old who do not know how to maker, 1 tanner, 1 hat manufacturer, 1 streetread, and that of these 60,174 are white car conductor, 2 shoe dealers, 2 carpenters, 1
steam-fitter, 1 iron founder, 8 clerks, 8 editadults.
TBE Grangers are still flourishing in Penn- ors, and 8 undertakers. The others are
sylvania. During the present year the mem- mostly lawyers, merchants, and doctors.
bership has increased 8,000, twenty.six new
IF the following story is true, the United
granges hav been organized, and there is a
States Senate is composed of pretty small
surphia of $7,000 in the treasury of the
men: Father Larkin, who has just been
state grange.
made a chaplain in the army, obtained his
IT is said that the trustees of a heavily confirmation from the Senate through pure
mortgaged church in Lincoln, Neb., in order grit. He had been bluffed off by the Senate
to raise money to clear the debt, sold adTer- military committee until his patience was extising space on the walls of the auditorium hausted. Last Thursday he entered the comand that " handsome advertising cards aP- mittee room and calling the clerk aside said,
pear in conspicuous places, the charge being in a tone of voice which could be heard in
$5, and the agreement including an indorse- all parts of the room : " Look here, young
ment from the pulpit."
man, I want my nomination confirmed. I
TBE bishops having the Washington Cath- want my case settled so that I can draw my
olic University in charge hav written to the money. I hav no money, and the hotel peopope thanking him for his support of the uni- ple say that if I don't pay my bill I'll hav to
versity scheme and announcing that the work go. Tell the committee my predicament:"
was making most satisfactory progress, $1800,- An hour later the Senate had approved of hia

IJloits and ~lippinns.

appointment. His name was the only one peddle ballots without unsexing themselvs;
acted on in a large batch of nominations be- that women will vote for a candidate of their
own sex; that both rich women and poor
fore the committee.
can vote together; and that women hav very
" I HOPE the time is not far distant when decided views upon eome public questions.
this Museum shall be open to the people on The women suffragists here say that the
Sunday." So sr.ke President Robb, of the strength they hav recently attained will be
park commissio , at the opening of the new seen at the approaching session of the legislawing of the Metropolitan . Museum of Art ture of this state, when a mass of petitions in
yesterday. Mayor Hewitt took the same behalf of their cause will be sent up to both
stand. He said: " I trust the time will come houses. The late Boston election has been a
when on no day shall the people be excluded." great thing for them, and George William
These are timely utterances and embody a Curtis has given the assurance that women
sentiment that will be reechoed by the com- will ' secure the suffrage as soon as they
munity. Let the· Museum be opened on demand it.
Sunday, and let1t be done at once.-Herald.
"IF General Boulanger's ascendency," says
the Pall Mall Gazette, " incant only a veto on
THE friends of female suffrage in this city
the persecuting mania of the French Atheist,
are boasting that their cause has received an
it would probably be worth the risk that
unparalleled impulse from the Boston election
of last week, when 17,000 women cast their would attend it in other directions." Well,
votes for a school committee and decided the we will not discuss that, says the London
reRults at the polls. The weather-worn Freethinker, for facts must be .established beupholders of the cause, who hav ·advocated fore argument begins. We simply ask Mr.
it for a generation, are especially gleeful, and Stead to explain "the persecuting mania of
they giv evidence that thousands of members the French Atheist." We deny that any such
of the fair sex here who hav always in past thing exists. French Atheists-with a small
times stood .aloof are now taking an interest a la Stead-hav not, in our opinion, persein it. Dispatches from Mrs. Elizabeth Cady cuted their Christian fellow-citizens in any
Stanton, Miss Susan B. Anthony, and Miss single circumstance. They hav legislated for
Lp.cy Stone hav been received by the Woman's the church, it is true ; but the church ia a
Suffrage Society. The society says that all state institution, supported entirely by state
objections to the cause were answered by the funds. As for the attempt to make divinity
Boston election. It showed that women can students pass through the army like other
form a practical political organization; that citizens, we fail to see that it involves persethere can be perfect decorum at an election in cution. Supp&ae the conscription existed ia
which women vote alongside of men; that England, does Mr. Stead think we should·
women are ready to vote, though they may allow the young gentlemen who aspire to tl.1l
hav to wade through the mire in a deluge of pulpits to shirk the common burden of narain; that women can canvass for votes or tional defenaa?

a
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such would hav been recorded by the. historians of appeal it makes to the ignorant and the weak-an
the day T Is it not possible that all the facts in con- appeal made to superstition and faith instead of
nection with the life of Christ would hav left some knowledge and reason. Is it not possible, then, that
mark or ripple on the current of contemporary his- such similarities of doctrins as we hav just been conWho Was ChrisU
tory? During the reign of the Ro~an emperor sidering should raise the most serious questions as
To my mind the latter end of this, the nineteenth Tiberius we are told that a darkness mvolved the to the relation of such beliefs T Nay, more, for even
century, appears to be the fulcru~t or center point, empire for three hours. Surely this should hav .the gravest doubts are entertained by m:any eminent
upon which are pending the d~stm1es of t~e human excited the notice of the astronomers, but, on the scholars as to the whole doctrinal system of modern
race. Will the ponderous load of past Ignorance contrary, it passed entirely unnoticed in an age of Christianity being but a transformation of· the
ancient mythologies of India, Greece, and Egypt.
and superstition outweigh the grand discov.eries of science and history.
JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH.
science and all the human powers of reasonmg; or
There is at the present day much ignorance, or, at
are the' latter as they appear at the present time, to least, indifference, even among intelligent Christians,
. Frigid Atheism.
prevail largeiy, and promis to do so in the future, to to the fact that the very name of Jesus is not of
giv a brighter, higher, and nobler path to man 1 At Hebrew, but of Greek origin, as indeed is the whole
It is the fool only, and not the philosopher, or even the
the present time principles and minds are engaged history of his life as related in the four gospels, ann prudent man, that would liv as if there were no God.in great and lasting struggles for predominance, and no one but those who hav a previous theory to uphold Thomas Paine.
Atheism denies the existence of God, and its lovwhere the present age is drifting it is indeed diffi· can believe that the people of Jerusalem during the
cult to prognosticate. But as the scales of supersti- time of Christ. spoke any other language than that ing relation, Materialism, furdshes the information
tion fall off the eyes of the people, they begin to spoken by their forefathers. From this we will pass of " no life beyond the grave." "From nothing
see and to think that all is not what they hav been to other instances where the name of Jesus is applied nothing comes," is the prime favorit apothegm of
led to suppose it to be, and little by little they drift to others not named in the gospels, and it will be a Atheists. This apparent.ly true assertion often proves
onward in the stream of progress until they find it matter of surprise to many no know that no less than a mighty cold douche on the warm and tender aspiratoo late to retrace their steps, and finally they find fifteen, most of them living at the time of the Chris- tions of reasonable Christians not only, but on the
themselvs outside the pale of the church altogether. tian era, are named by the Jewish historian, Josephus, hopes of other rational persons. The longing for
eternal joy is implanted in the mind of every intelliThere is a continuous and endless debating C£Lrried as bearing the name of Jesus:
gent human being. "From nothing nothing comes,"
on upon the question, Is there a God 1 But the
1. Jesus, son of Josedek (Ant., xi, iii, 10, iv, 1).
proposition with Liberals should be, Are not all the
2. Jesus, surnamed Jason, son of Simon (Ant., xi, seems perfectly true, and as truth ought to be the
parent of satisfaction, no attempt should be made to
gods which hav been presented to man through books, iii, 10, iv, 1).
claiming a supernatural revelation, either imaginary
3. Jesus, son of Phabet (Ant., xv, ix, 3).
refute this axiom, for no sensible idea can be formed
of a God who created matter out of nothing. A
or fictitious T Also, Is it not idolatry, or supersti4. Jesus, son of Sie (Ant., xvii, xiii, 1).
clear idea of God· is associated only with the word
tion, to revere or worship any of them? Is it not
5. Jesus, son of Damneus (Ant., xx, ix, 1 ).
intelligence, and in my humble opinioiJ. God is incomalso degrading to man to adore and worship a deity
6. Jesus, son of Gamaliel (Ant., xx, ix, 4).
prehensible intelligence. · Atheism asserts that intel~
7. Jesus, son of Sapphias (Wars, ii, xx, 4).
which has no existence of itself, and exists nowhere
ligence is simply "highly organized matter," and that
in infinit space, nor indeed out of it, if there can be
s.. Jesus, son of Shaphat (Wars, iii, ix, 7).
bounds to the material universe and vacant space be9. Jesus, son of Ananus (Wars, iv, iv, 3).
matter not intellectually organized existed before
·
10 Jesus, son of Ananus, a plebeian (Wars, v~ v, 3). mind. This declaration appears like obtaining a
yond itT
problem from an answer, and if carefully analyzed we
The q)lestion I ask is, "Who was Christ'" Was 11. Jesus, son of Gamala (Life, 38, 41).
may be allured to believe from nothing something
there ever such a being as Jesus Christ, either as a 12. Jesus, a high priest (Wars, vi, ii, 2).
came. Allow us to examin this in the light of Atheman or a God? It is admitted by its own advocates 13. Jesus, son of Thebuthi (Wars, vi, viii, 3).
that Christianity is an offshoot of Judaism; and the 14. Jesus, father of Elymas.
ism. Science positivly claims, and undoubtedly
Jews neither ancient nor modern hav had any ex- 15. Jesus, surnamed Barabbas.
truly, the earth we inhabit was, ages ago, as warm
pectation of an incarnate deity.
It was this last one named Jesus that was imprie- externally as it is supposed to be at present interThe idea as a canon of religious faith is purely of oned at the same time as Christ, being a noted pris- nally. At that time where was life, and where was the
pagan origin, as is also the very structure of Chris- oner who had attempted to lead an tnsurrection, and· life principle, or nature's chemist 1 Are Materialists
tianity itself. Now, the Jews only expected, accord- as it was an ancient custom of releasing a prisoner prepared to say the life principle is a product of fire,
ing to the promis of their sacred books, a messiah, upon a certain occasion, and one which the governor or will they claim the same was previously-and
a temporary deliverer and a conqueror. But in this did not wish to depart from, he accordingly asked where? Or will they admit something can come from
the Jews were not alone, for the Hindoos had the the people, saying," Which shall I release unto you T nothing? The life principle is as much a fact ns the
same expectations, also numerous avatars and incar· Barabbas, or Jesus that is called Christ?" And we attraction of gravitation, and if it were suspended
nations of their gods. The Egyptians likewise had are told that the people answered, saying," Barabbas." during the hot period, why cannot the attraction of
exactly the same pl'inciples and tenets underlying
And it is not only the name Jesus that is of pagan gravitation be also suspended! Our-Atheist frieBds
their national religion from time the most ancient, origin but the whole fabric of our national religious will recollect suspension in such cases is nothing
even before the Jews had a nationality, laws, writings, system, for we hav even imitated the Hindoos in the from something, or can they state a natural law
or a name. The Greeks, also, are said to hav had incarnation of Jesus Christ and the virginity of his -&-hereby the attraction of gravitation can be imthirty thousand gods, most of whom were believed mother. Here is the Hindoo legend on the subject: prisoned and released? Materialism claims the unito havappeared in, the flesh in some form or another. "One evening as the virgin Devanaguy was praying, verse-less life-existed anterior to life, and the credBut the Christians, accepting the remnants of an old her ears were suddenly charmed with celestial music, ulous believers insist mind' was the antecedent of the
Jewish fable, profess to believe only in one "Jeho- and the god Vishnu appeared unto her, and she was universe. Is it not more reasonable to think life and
vah ;" however, they teach also of the power of the ' overshadowed,' and conceived. She was conducted matter hav eternally existed-that neither is a preceHoly Ghost, again of Jesus Christ; then they hav, by a messenger to a stable. The new-born child was dent of the other-than to suppose dead matter has
according to current theology, the ·manifestations of called Chrishna (in Sanscrit, 'sacred'). The shep- forever been, having never been created, and that
three Gods.
herds ran and prostrated themselvs before the infant, mind was created or evolved T Evolution carries us
Let us take whatever opinion we will of the nature and adored him. The reigning tyrant of Madura, back to a handful of "primal germs," and insists these
and person of Jesus Christ, his origin is very obscure, having heard of the birth of the child, sought to were the creation or beginning of life (intelligence),
perhaps lost beyond recovery. If we believe the destroy him, and accordingly ordered the massacre but absurdly fails to reveal how they were evolved
current theology of the day, he is not permitted to of all infants of the male sex born during the ~ight from lifeless material. Are we to understand these
hav a human father. According to M~Atthew, Herod of the birth of Chrishna. And at the age of sixteen first germs were formed through the magic of chance
sought to take the life of the young child, when Chrishna traveled throughout India to preach the -that is to say, a little albumen, a little phosphorus,
Joseph and Mary fled with the baby God into Egypt new doctrin."
and a little et cetera, accidentally met, were charmed
and remained there until the king's death. Now, if
Now, this legend is dated back thirty-five hundred by each other's company, resolved to stick together,
our present system of chronology is accurate, great years before the Christian era, and I venture to think were warmed into life by the genial rays of the sun!
discrepancies are presented upon this story, for if that no sane person can, after reading the above and Prove the universe minus mind, the original incuChrist was born in the year 1 of our present era, bearing in mind at the same time the difference in bator, or Atheism must ever remain as it is-an inKing Herod had been dead four years, and therefore date, deny conscientiously that the supposed birth of cubus. The experiments of Pasteur and Tyndall concould not hav committed the murder of the Bethle- Christ, of a virgin mother, is but an imitation of clusivly show the fallacy of spontaneous life-that is
hemitish children, and of which there is not a particle ancient mythology, for in the foregoing we ha.v to say, life nowadays cannot be produced except in
of contemporary record whatever. Therefore, if almost usett word for word over again as found in the accordance with natural laws. Now, if those famous
Christ was really contemporary with Herod, even for ·New Testament.
.
"primal germs" came into existence through natural
a short time, he must hav been born four years before · If we turn to China and Japan we shall :find that laws, what are tho laws? To say the "proper cirA.D. 1.
.
the incarnation of Buddha is just the same, for cumstances" do not now' occur is to acknowledge the
From the death of Herod to his thirteenth year, Buddha was conceived in the womb of the queen inconstancy of nature-is to admit " something can
and some say his fiftieth year, with one solitary and Mayadevi, who, after having born him, was still con- become nothing.'' Is it not easy to believe in the
doubtful exception, he is not heard of again. There- sidered a virgin, therefore we could not hav better beginning mind dwelt in the midst of quiet disorder,
fore, the whole of his activ life is compressed into the deified Jesus, the son of a Jewish carpenter, than by· and gave form to chaos? -Is it not more probable
small space of two years and nine months. During imitating the Chinese, Japanese, and Hindoos in than that mind is the child of dead material? No
this brief period he wrought many extraordinary bestowing upon his mother the patent of vir·ginity in sane individual thinks God was his own creator. It
miracles. Earthquakes and eclipses marked the foot- spite of the eight children attributed to her by St. is possible he always existed, and the creation may
steps of this God, and yet not a single historian of that Matthew in his gospel, fifteenth chapter.
hav been merely a change from inanimate to animate~
I could giv many more instances upon this quee- and vice versa.
day, out of all the sacred or mythic books, has so
much as alluded to this wonderful incarnation. tion, but as space will not permit, I must, perforce,
Notwithstanding the powerful efforts of honest
Throughout the whole range of Roman history there draw my remarks to a close. But sufficient has been scientists, the secret of this change still rests with
is not a single instance of a man seized in the night, said to show that great doubts exist at the present God. I fail to see how the doctrin of evolution tends
tried before the judge, and put to death at 9 o'clock day concerning the existence of Jesus Christ, as nar- to undermine or injure the belief in God. When
in the morning. It is, therefore, impossible that we rated in the gospels, for outside of these there is not Atheists hav answered the following questions they
can accept the narrativ as other than an imperfect and a particle of evidence, which is at all reliable, which can perhaps convert the civilized world to their horfictitious record of the events of those times. These can be adduced in favor of such a theory, and as the rid Materialism. What is electricity T What is the
inconsistencies and impossibilities are adduced only gospel narrative themselvs are so contradictory to attraction of gravitation 1 What is life? No answer
to prove the doubts and uncertainties mixed up with each other respecting his genealogy, birth, life, and based on mere theory will be accepted. No one can,
the history of this personage.
death, they too must be rejected as unworthy of withoat being ridiculous, deny the existence of God,
To doubt his existence both as man and God may credit. Then the only conclusion we can arrive at is until at least one of these questions can be anljlwet·ed.
seem strange when eighteen centuries hav passed that the existence of Christ, as narrated in the goa- To admit these phenomena are inexplicable exploits
away since he is reported to hav figured among man- pels, is not only doubtful but impossible. Also, that of n .ture is to say man is not the lord of creationkind. Yet what can we do in the face of such con- the very foundations of Christianity are of purely that nature is superior to man. According to Atheflicting testimony! If Ch~·ist had really lived, worked, pagan origin, and, therefore, Christianity was in ex- ism, "highly organized matter" (mind) deserves no
and performed such miraculous feats as are attrib- istence long ages before the supposed time of Christ. more attention than inorganic (dead) matter. Matter
uted to him in the gospels, is it not possible that In fact, there is nothing original in the creed but the is matter, and if nature is God, let us worship her.

fommunications.
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It seems to me more consonant with sanity to believe
the sun, moon, and stars were started in motion, are
guided by intelligence, than to think they and dead
matter were the original creators of mind. The
Atheist must allow life or the life principle as well as
dead matter bas eternally been; that they never
had a .beginning and consequently will never hav an
end. If he fails to admit this he must concede the
life principle had a commencement and will hav an
end. · If the life principle was never created and will
never cease to exist, what would be the effect if old
earth was again made as hot as it once was? On the
other ?and, if this principle had a beginning, how
could It without a creator? Can the life principle or
chemistry of nature be annihilated by a general conflagration? Can it be suspended? In other words,
~an it become nothing? Materialists say we hav no
Immortal soul, because the bony after death weighs
exactly the same as during life, and as a natural
sequence, if anything (soul) leaves the body it. is
nothing. This is a very plausible remark, but allow
us to sift it in the sieve of Atheism-science. If we
inspire to the full capacity of our lungs while on a
weighing apparatus will our weight be noticeably
increased' Can it not be the spiritual body is of the
same gravity as the atmosphere or even less 1 We
are accustomed to speak of the "boundless space."
Is it not possible the whole system of things of
which we hav knowledge is surrounded by a globe
having interminable thickness? Man knows little,
but perhaps all that is and is to be known is sufficient
for his welfare. It may be well to understand nothing. Limitless space, eternity, and God are complete
incomprehensibilitiea. No one can safely deny the
existence of God, and no one can prove there is one,
therefore let us act as if there was.
A few words concerning the alleged ethics or
moral beliefs of Atheism. I cannot understand how
one who says there is no God can consistently make
pretensions of goodness. There are countless sinful
acta to be committed which no human laws can ever
reach, 11nd as conscience depends entirely upon
heredity and early training-more largely on the
latter-what then will be the conduct of one who,
from infancy, has been taught there is no God ?
Philosophers may cackle all they please about the
foolishness of scaring right from wrong, but please
inform us how else it can be accomplished. How
does the intelligent father instruct his child concerning vicious habits which may .be formed in childhood 1
Does he not inform his child of the consequence, and
does not the child desist or refrain from fear of the
result 1 Does the child comply with his father's request only because it is right to obey T We pay atte!tion to sanitary regulations simply because we fear disease. If an Atheist has the opportunity of stealing
an amount of money and never will be discovered,
why not steal! Suppose an Atheist bas the chance to
steal from a neighbor who will never be aware of his
loss, why not steal T Suppose an Atheist steals $5
from his Christian brother-the Atheist is benefited
and t}J.e Christian not injured-never knows he has
been robbed-what is the harm? Atheism appears
to be a very unprofitable doctrin to be disseminated.
If there is no God-no immortal soul-why further
propagate the human race ? If I believed ·in either
Atheism or orthodox Christianity, I would never encourage the perpetuity of the human family. Why
raise children for hell or annihilation ? Why do our
honest Atheists endeavor to spread their belief, or
rather unbelief ~ Can they not perceive a godless
race-unless at the summit of intelligence-must
inevitably be sinful ? It may be, if a man is naturally
honest and has a perfectly good conscience, he will
be none the worse for being an Atheist; but if he is
dishonest naturally, and bas a bad conscience, if he
is an Atheist will his · belief improve him ~ I am
aware of the fact that some Atheists are very wise
and benevolent, but I also know some Atheists are
ignorant and degraded. The Bible says, "'rhe fool
bath said in his heart there is no God," but it appears the fool and the wise man bav said in their
hearts there is no God. When the human family
has so evolved that the "king of terrors " is uncrowned, and compelled to abdicate in favor of the
queen of pleasures-life-the tenets of Atheism will
be unobjectionable.
EDWIN N. BEECHER.

Colonel Ingersoll on Heber Newton.
From the New Yorle Hm·ald, December 12th.

The Rev. R. Heber Newton, rector of All Souls'
Protestant Episcopal church, started people to thinking by his sermon delivered on Sunday last, in which
be laid down the dictum that the need of the present
age is a new religion. His bold and uncompromising
way of handling so ticklish a subject, and the earnest
manner in which he avowed his belief that Christianity in its present form does not satisfy the spiritual
. aspirations of modern progressiv humanity hav
caused a sensation in the religious world, and there
are· those who believe that the fearless, independent
cl(lrgyman bas got himself into hot water with his
ecclesiastical superiors by his utterances on that
occasion. The future will show whether there is any
basis for such a belief ; but, meanwhile, the sermon
·last preached by the pastoral bead of the fashionable

8.19

Mr. Newton realizes the fact that everything in the
world changes; that creeds. are influenced by civilization, by the acquisition of knowledge, by the progress of the sciences and arts-in other words, that
there is a tendency in man to harmonize his knowledge and to bring about a reconciliation between
what he knows and what he believes. This will be
fatal to superstition, provided the man knows any•
thing.
..
Mr. Newton, moreover, clearly sees that people are
losing confidence in the morality of the gospel; that
its foundation lacks common sense ; that the doctrin
of forgivness is unscientific, and that it is impossible to feel that the innocent can rightfully suffer
for the guilty, or that the suffering of innocence can
in any way justify the crimes of the wicked. I think
he is mistaken, however, when he says that the early
church softened or weakened the barbaric passions.
I think the Ci)arly church was as barbarous as any institution that ever gained a footing in the world. I
do not believe that the creed of the early church, as
understood, could soften anything. A. church that
preaches the eternity of punishment has within it the
seed of all barbarism, and the soil to make it grow.
So Mr. Newton is undoubtedly. right when be says
that the organized Christianity of to-day is not the
leader in social progress. No one now goes to a
synod to find a fact in science, or on any subject. A
I bav read the report, and I am satisfied, first, that man in doubt does not ask the average minister; he
Mr. Newton simply said what he thoroughly believes regards him as behind the times. He goes to the
to be true, and second, that some of the conclusions scientist, to the library. He depends upon the unat which he arrives are perfectly correct. I do not trammeled thought of fearless men.
regard Mr. Newton as a heretic or a skeptic. Ever~ The church, for the most part, is in the control of
man who reads the Bible must, to a greater or less the rich, of the respectable, of the well to do, of the
extent, think for himself. He need not tell his unsympathetic, of the men who, having succeeded
thoughts; he has the right to keep them to himself. themselvs, think that everybody ought to succeed.
But if he undertakes to tell them, then he should be The spirit of caste is as well developed in the church
absolutely honest.
as it is in the average club. There is the same exThe Episcopal creed is a few ages behind the clusiv feeling, and this feeling in the next world is
thought of the world. For many years the foremost to be hightened and deepened to such an extent that
members and clergymen in that church hav been a large majority of our fellow-men are to be eternally
giving some new meanings to the old words and excluded.
The peasants of Europe-the workingmen-do
phrases. Words are no more exempt frotn change
than other things in nature. A word at one time not go to the church for sympathy. If they do they
rough, jagged, harsh, and cruel, is finally worn come home empty, or rather empty~bearted. So in
smooth. A word known as slang, picked out of the our own country the laboring classes, the mechanics,
gutter, is cleaned, educated, becomes respectable, are not depending on the churches to right their
and finally is found in the mouths of the best and wrongs. They do not expect the pulpits to increase
purest.
. . .
their wages. The preachers get their money from
We must remember that in the wodd of art the the well to do-from the employer class-and their
picture depends not· alone on the painter, but on the sympathies are with those from whom they receive
one who sees it. So words must find some part of their wages.
their meaning in the man who hears or the man who
The ministers attack the pleasures of the world.
reads. In the old times the word " hell" gave to the They are not so much scandalized by murder and
bearer or reader the picture of a vast pit filled with forgery as by dancing and eating meat on Friday.
an ocean of molten brimstone, in which innumerable They regard unbelief as the greatest of all sins.
souls were suffering the torments of fire, and where They are not touching the real vital issues of the
millions of devils were engaged in the cheerful occu- day, and their hearts do not throb in unison with
pation of increasing the torments of the -damned. the hearts of the struggling, the aspiring, the enThis was the real old orthodox view.
thusiastic, and the real believers in the progress of
As man became civilized, however, the picture the human race.
It is all well enough to say that we should depend
grew less and less vivid. Finally, some expressed
their doubts about the brimstone and others began on providence, but experience has taught us that
to think that if the devil was and is really an enemy while it may do no harm to say it, it will do no good
of God, he would not spend his time punishing sin- to do it. We hav found that man must be the provnerij to please God. Why should the devil be in idence of man, and that one plow will do more,
partnership with his enemy, and why should he in- properly pulled and properly held, toward feeding
flict torments on poor souls who ~ere his own friends the world than aU the prayers that ever agitated the
and who shared with him the feeling of hatred air.
So, Mr. Newton is correct in saying, as I undertoward the almighty?
As men became more and more civilized, the idea stand him to say, that the hope of immortality has
began to dawn in their minds that an infinitly good nothing to do with orthodox religion. Neither, in
and wise being would not bav created persons know- my judgment, has the belief in the existence of a
ing that they would be eternal failures, or that they God anything in fact to do with real religion. The
were to suffer eternal punishment, because there old doctrin that God wanted man to do something
could be no possible object in eternal punishment- for him, and that he kept a watchful eye upon all the
no reformation, no good to the punished-and cer- children of men ; that he rewarded the virtuous and
tainly the sight of all this torment would not add to punished the wicked, is gradually fading from the
the joy of heaven, neither would it tend to the bappi- mind. We know that some of the worst men hav
ness of God.
what the world calls success. We know that some of
So the more the civilized adopted the idea that the be~t men lie upon the straw of failure. We know
punishment is a consequence and not an infliction. that honesty goes hungry while larceny sits at the
Then they took another step and concluded that banquet. We know that the vicious bav every physevery soul, in every world, in every age, should bav ical comfort, while the virtuous are often clad i~
at least the chance of doing right. And yet persons rags.
Man is beginning to find that he must take care of
so believing still used the word "hell," but the old
meaning had dropped out.
himself ; that special providence is a mistake. This
So with regard to the atonement. At one time it being so, the old religions must go down, and in
was :regarded as a kind of bargain in which so much their place man must depend upon intelligence,
blood was shed .for so many souls. This was. a bar- industry, honesty; upon the facts that he can ascerbaric view. Afterward, the milid developing a little, tain, upon his own experience, upon his own efforts.
the idea got in the brain that the life of Christ was Then religion becomes a thing of this world-a religworth its moral effect. And yet these people use the ion to put a roof above our heads, a religion that give
word "atonement," but the bargain idea bas been to every man a home, a religion that rewards virtue
lost.
here.
If Mr. Newton's sermon is in accordance with the
Take for instance the word "justice." The meaning that is given to that word depends upon the man Episcopal creed, I congratulate the creed. In any
who uses it-depends for the most part on the age event, I think Mr. Newton deserves great credit for
in which be lived, the country in which he was born. speaking his thought. Do not understand that I
The same is true of the word " freedom." Millions imagin that he agrees with me. The most I will say
and millions of people boasted that they were the is that in some things I agree with him, and probfriends of freedom, while at the same time they en- ably there is a little too much truth and a little too
slaved their fellow-men. So, in the name of justice, much humanity in his remarks to please the bishop.
every possible crime has been perpetrated, and in the
There is this wonderful fact-no man has ever yet
name of mercy every instrument of torture has been been persecuted for thinking God bad. When any"
used.
one has said that he believed God to be so good that
All Souls congregation is affording plenty of food
for thought and comment among those who hav
followed the course of Mr. Newton during the last
few years.
And they are not confined to the Episcopalian fold
by any means. Leaders in every religious denomination hav read his words of recent date with interest,
and not the least concerned in the outcome of his
departure from the old ruts of theological opinion
bas been the large ~nd constantly increasing body of
Freethinkers, of whom Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll
is a conspicuous representativ.
It was with a view of getting their opinion of so
important a matter as the possible '' backsliding " of
a clergyman of the repute and influence of Mr. Newton, and the probable effect of such a proceeding
upon the Christian community, that I talked with
Colonel Ingersoll yesterday. The noted Infidel conversed freely with me upon the subject, and the dis.
cussion took a wide range, covering many important
matters relating to the religious situation snd outlook, before he had concluded.
" Colonel," I began, "I wish to get your opinion
of the sermon preached by th<~ Rev. R. Heber Newton
on last Sunday. I suppose you bav read the report
of it that appeared in the Herald of yesterday T"
The colonel replied: .
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and revolutionary attitude of the various ecclesiastical bodies influence to one of hardship and struggle in an unto gain greater control of the ~tate and to sweep away !he popular cause-to be suspected of bias against the
very corner-stone of American mdPpendence by advocat~ng
the recognition of God in our form of government, which best interests of the American Secular Union, and is
certainly a proper man to be at the head of such a
would practically :put an end to religious freedom; and
WHEREAs, Lands and money are annually granted to secta- board.
rian. institutions; public offices in many states ~re. open only
If the other gentlemen are friendly to the administo those who will, by oath, acknowledge the re1gnmg superstition; Sunday laws are being "religiously" enfor<;e~ in tration it is only because they hav faith in its integnearly every state; Bible-reading, prayer, and other rehgwus rity, but they are men who hav faith only in facts,
exercises are carried on in the public schools ; Congress and and if the facts are shown to. be against the adminislegislatures are coneecrated to plunder by. hypocritical prayers tration they will act in accordance with their honest
which cost the country at least $50,000 a year; fast days and
thanksgivings are ordained by goy~rnments, state ~nd fed~ral; judgment. In fact, we hav been unable to find any
R. B. WESTBROOK, President.
person whose support of the Union for the last few
E. A: STEVENS, Secretary, - 241 Washington Boulevard, Chicago. Indians are parceled out to rehgwus sects for mstructw~;
Bochelle, Ill. prisoners in jails and children in houses of refuge are deliv- years has amounted to anything who is not heartily
OrTo WETTSTEIN, Treas.,
E. B. FooTE, Jn., Chair. Ex. Com., 120 Lexington Ave., New York. ered to the various denominations to be paid for from state in favor of the administration.
Mas. M.A. FREEMAN, Ohair. Fin. Com.,241 Washington Boulevard, funds and !);Uarded by state and municipal police; postal
ENTERTAINMENT AT THE FORUM.
Chicago.
laws are enacted at the suggestion of church coteries, limitThe concert and literary exercises arranged by the
ing the liberty of the people and the press, and enforced by
agents who are in no way responsible to the pu])]ic at large ; quartet was a splendid artistic, if not a financial sucTo Redeem Girard College.
therefore,
.
cess, and to Mr. Frank Stillman, the organist, and
EuREKA, CAL., Dec. 13, 1888.
Resol'IJed, That as Freethinkers we hav reason to feel our- Mr. Card, the leader, are due the thanks of the orMR. EmTon: I hav noticed in THE TRUTH SEEKER that a selva direct heirs of the heroic fathers who fought to over- gani:o:ation for this most creditable program :
number of persons are willing to contribute their mite toward throw the iniquities of a "God's anointed" ruler, and veritadefraying: the expense of bringing suit against the trustees of ble heritors of those who founded a state without a church;
PROGRAM.
Girard College for mismanagement. Their imposition ought that as our Constitution aimed at complete secularization, 1. Piano Solo.
Miss Edith Deal.
Selected.
to be stopped, and I am willin,h to contribute $10, and more the American Secular Union should be careful to preserve 2. Recital. Mrs. George A~ Vinton. Robert of Lincoln.
if necessary, to bring those religious rascals to justice.
and eager to extend that principle, so that the foundations 3. Soprano Solo.
Mrs. Emina Ma Dan.
Pierrot.
of our national welfare may be fully assured.
RoBERT GuNTHER.
4. Piano Duet.
Radieuse, by Gottschalk.
Resol'IJed, That we call upon every man and woman who
Miss Hattie Allen and Frank Stillman.
believes in intellectual freedom to aid in breaking mental
Important.
Sing. Smile, Slumber, by Gounod.
5· Wh'Is trmg. { a.
chain~; everyone who aspires to establish happiness here
b. Last Rose of Summer,
Organization being of primary importance to the should assist in overthrowing the power of bigotry and suMiss Grace Rigel ow.
cause of Secularization, we write You to know whether perstition in the state, which the adoption of our Nine De- 6. Tenor Solo.
R. Burus Haverson.
Forebodings.
mands
only
can
accomplish.
7. Recital.
Carrie Predmore.
Sockery Krause's Cat.
Liberals of Missouri, Kansas, Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin,
ReRol'IJed, That we pledge ourselvs during the coming year 8. Piano Solo.
Grand Polka de Concert, by Bartlett.
Minnesot.a, Indiana, and Michigan desire to meet in to endeavor to gather into harmonious relations the Liberals
Miss Hattie Allen.
Chicago, about the time of the Paine anniversary (Jan. of every shade ; to disregard past differences, and determin 9. Recital.
George A. Vinton.
Monolog.
29, 1889), for conference, consideration of plans for that one grand, inspiring purpose shall animate us-the ad- 10. Baritone Song. If the Waters Could Speak as They Flow.
vancement
of
our
second
Declaration
of
Independence,
nor
more perfect union, for legislativ work and formation
M. J. Hays.
will we falter in carrying out the de,.ire of President Grant
. •
{ a. II Bacio, by Arditi.
of a Northwestern auxiliary to the American Secular to
"keep the church and state forever separate " till our 11 · WhIst1mg.
b. Serenade, by Schubert.
Union.
efforts are crowned with complete success.
12. Recital. Florence Segner. An Old Story (lllustrated).
If the responses are sufficiently numerous, we will
I can write nothing more pointed and concise. If
Miss Deal, our former organist, also a very accomarrange for a brilliant array of speakers. If you can
not attend personally, will you help financially! The you believe in them, cut them out, show them to plished pianist, who adds delica~y of interpretation
expenses will not be heavy. Let us bear from you your friends and neighbors, and away with your to -her selections, kindly assisted, and received a
immediately. Please answer this notice, or we shall moral cowardice. Read them every day till you merited recall. In fact, to abbreviate this notice, it
be anxiously waiting, and there is no time for delay. know and feel the importance of the work in which might just as well be stated at the outset that all
Please giv us your views on the subject. Do you we are engaged. Then labor with might and main the numbers were so exceptionally well rendered as
for the fulfilment of the last resolution, and we shall to receive an encore. Prof. GAo. A. Vinton, director ·
think the time and plaQe propitious!
Let our scattered forces combine, and out of this hav the proud satisfaction of looking upon the year of the Chicago Musical and Dramatic College, and
Western auxiliary we hope the several states will 1889 with a thrill of patriotic joy that it marked a one of our activ members, whose inimitable character
most important epoch in the grand struggle for impersonations are a whole entertainment of themsoon be well organized.
Now for a rally in the cause of Universal Mental mental freedom, otherwise it is not likely to be a selva, added much to the strength of the program.
Happy New Year. It remains for us to make it so. Mrs. Ma Dan's solo was rendered with that evenness
Liberty.
E. A. STEVENS, See. A. S. U.
Will we!
of quality, easy phrasing, and melodic grace of a
THE BOARD OF GRIEVANCES.
voice naturally true to pitch, and possessing sweetThe New Year.
It is a deplorable fact that the malcontents who ness and power. Miss Hattie Allen and Mr. StillThe American Secular Union is about entering hav crawled into the Liberal movement hav, in the man's difficult duo was performed with the dash and
upon another year, having certainly made a good past, been a source of positiv injury, and recognizing technique of a pair of virtuosos, and the young lady
record during the one just past, and laid out a vast that it is the duty of an organization to defend and charmingly sustained her reputation in the solo
amount of important work for the future, but it re- uphold its officers from such baseless slanderers, the which followed.
mains to be seen whether You, who read this, are recent congress wisely adopted unanimously the folThe songs of Messrs. Hays and Haverson were adwilling to assist in making the coming year one of lowing resolution:
mirably sung and enthusiastically applauded. The
splendid progress-an epoch of achievement. You
Resol'IJed, That a board on grievances be appointed by the professional lady whistler was very fine, but it was
should need no reminding of your duty, but ever be directors
to whom any and all questions of misconduct or scarcely necessary to add so expensiv a luxury to so
on the alert to anticipate the machinations of the charges against any officer of the Union shall be preferred; excellent a program. The recital of little Florence
enemy. The foes of mental liberty hav stormed the that if they deem them of sufficient importance, the charges Segner was a novelty. When her father mounted
citadel of freedom-are sapping and mining our shall be brought before the board Rnd their action thereon
the platform with an immense easel, we were fpll of
boast.ed battlements-and the destroying train is shall be maintained until the succeeding congress, when the expectancy to know what this little six-year-old was
charges shall be considered by a special committee of life
dangerously near the deadly fuse. Feeling that the members. That any person who shall publicly or privately going to do. It turned out to be an original poetic
people hav lost faith in an outrageous orthodoxy, make charges against the officers of this Union, without
version of " Mary's Little Lamb," with thirteen large
and are either against it or indifferent, its priests are giving them an opportunity to refute them before the board crayon sketches depicting the thrilling situations of
of
grievances.
shall
be
denounced
as
a
slanderer
of
the
Am'ermaking a desperate struggle to fasten the fangs of ican Secular Union.
this domestic drama. The sketches and· recital were
ecclesiasticism on the body politic, as a means to
a pleasant conclusion to an excellent performance.
In
accordance
with
the
above,
these
gentlemen
hav
perpetuate their power in the state, knowing that
A LIGHT· BEARER.
they are fast being repudiated by the people. They accepted appointment as the board of grievances:
Moses Harmon, the much-persecuted editor of
are demanding a national Lord's day law to be en- Ex-Rev. J. H. Burnham, Saginaw City, Mich.; G. F.
acted by Congress, and an amendment to the Consti- A. de Lespinasse, M.D., Orange City, Ia.; Leonard Lucifer, occupied the rostrum at the Forum last
tution providing -public schools shall teach "the Geiger, Esq., Hudson, N.Y.; Wm. Redfield, Esq., Sunday, and though it was the first time he essayed to
address a public gathering, delivered a very able lectprinciples of the Christian ?'eligion." These cun- Stanley, Ia.; Hon. M. M. Secor, Racine, Wis.
If any person has or shall hav positiv proof of mis- ure from the individualistic point of view on the
ning, deceitful attempts are the outward forms of a
mammoth conspiracy which is secretly and success- conduct on the part of any officer of this Union, it is Eighth Demand of Liberalism, en titled " Christian
fully working to suppress our boasted freedom in his right and duty to lay his charges and proofs vs. Natural Morality." An interesting and animated
religious matters. These agents of orthodoxy claim before this board of grievances-a board selected discussion followed, participated in by Judge F. C.
to hav a petition signed by six millions demanding from the best material in the Union, the most activ, Russell, C. S. Darrow, Moses Hull, the celebrated
the adoption of the above measures, as was fully de- well-known, and generous workers in our ranks- Spiritualis.tic lecturer, who was present, Mr. Wm.
tailed in last week's TRUTH SEEKER. The American gentlemen who giv of their means to sustain the Holmes, H. E.-Bartholomew, and the writer.
E. A. STEVENS.
Secular Union, by its agent and attorney, the vener- work, honor, and reputation of the American Secular
able Liberal of Washington, J. B. Wolff, entered a Union, and who certainly hav every reason to jealmpst vigorous protest and performed noble service. ously guard it. This board are appointed to deal The Catholic Church vs. Our Public Schools.
Mr. Wolff said, "I think I ought not to stand alone. with facts, not mere assertions; with. proofs more
The hatred exhibited by the Catholic hierarchy
And I think it a lasting disgrace that the Liberals of than charges, and that they will do so unflinchingly toward our public schools and free institutions of
this country do not provide means which shall enable the Liberal public at large will be thoroughly satis- the United States of America is deep and deadlythis organization to present a more powerful protest fied, knowing as they do that no officer of this Union more rankling and venomous than that of any monin point of numbers against this entering wedge of will ask any favor at their hands only this: that if archy in any country toward us.
absolute church and state proposed by ministerial anyone is known to make detrimental assertions
The Catholic church is controled by the Jesuits,
traitors who aim to poison the source of the will of relativ to their official conduct, the board shall who are worse than common pirates ever were. The
the people." Again let me call your attention to the demand proof for such statements, and if none are pirates only infested a small portion of the sea, but the
forthcoming, the Liberal public shall be warned Catholic church makes war upon all mRnkind. It is
resolutions of the last congress :
The American Secular Union, in congress assembled reaf- against him.
the common enemy of man. Russia is accursed toEvery Liberal· should aid this properly authenti- day by having more religion than any other country
firms its inflexible determination to practicalize that pri~eless
boon, mental freedom, which the framers of our Constitu- cated committee by notifying its chairman, Brother
on earth, and is unfit for any decent man to liv in.
tion established as the radical principle of our republic and
But if the Catholics under the leadership of the
hereby declares itself the unalterable foe of all theolo'gical :Burnham, or its secretary, Dr. Lespinasse, of reports
schemes to subvert our liberties, which are now not only brought to their knowledge. Furthermore, if detri- chief of pirates in Rome succeed in breaking· up
insidiously sapping away our freedom, but defiantly plunder- mental assertions are made in your presence, just and destroying the common schools of this country,
ing the taxpayt:rs.
demand if the party making them has substantiated
·The American Secular Union stands as the solitary repre- them before this board, or treat them with the con- this will be only one step toward enslaving the peosentativ of the plain, bold, simple declaration of Abraham tempt they deserve. Such are the assassins of Lib- ple. Next will go the freedom of the prAss, and tnen
Lincoln, "A government of the people, by the people, and eralism.
free speech ; then ignorance, slavery, and the holy
for the people," as against a government ruled by a relentless
Inquisition and A uto-dd-fe for the few brave, freeBrother Burnham is too favorably known as a man dom-loving men and women · who remain true to .
God-in short, it stands as the representativ of the American
idea.
and a lecturer who has made great sacrifices for the themselvs and humanity. When that day comes
WHEREAs, We view with alarm the persistent reactionary cause-stepping out from a position of affiuence and
our country will be infinitlyworse off than Russia
he would, in his own time and way, redeem the entire
human race, and that the time would come when
every soul wonld be brought home and sit on an
equality with the others around the great fireside of
the universe, that man has been denounced as a poor,
miserable, wicked wretch.
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now is, and the people there in the grip of the Greek ston, C. P. Lockwood, R. Fitzgerald, and Geo. brilliant piece of word-painting in the English languAge.
Some hav claimed that the words of Webster in reply to
Catholic church are worse off than an honest, moral Warner.
Hayne, of South Carolina, hav never been surpassed in terseman in the orthodox hell, if there is any such blot on
If I left Vernon with a light and cheerful heart, ness and eloquence, but actually there is hardly a comparithe fair face of nature.
I was doomed to come to grief at my next lecture- son."
But it was not my intention here to eulogize Colonel IngerThe skirmishing commenced in San Francisco in point. Roanoke is a. very small town, with but two
1886, when the "woman in scarlet" was repulsed. or three Liberals in it. I bad a small audience and soll. His great power of oratory is known to everybody in
country, and those who hav read the late numbers of
The campai~n has really opened in Boston, and less pay. Mr. Spencer Graham and J. M. Wines did this
the Nortl£ .Ame1·ican Review know something of his power as
though the Jesuit pirates held the skirmish line, they all they could to make the lecture a success; but in a controversialist. And whatever may be said against his
hav been defeated in the first regular pitched battle. vain. The dear people of Roanoke are two or three theological views, I challenge anyone to find anything in his
ethical teachings that is morally objectionable. ·
This was only a battle of ballots, but it was as hotly centuries behind the times.
as the Rev. Mr. Green insinuates at least that it would
contested as any battle that was ever fought with
At Gainsville I spoke twice in the Christian church beAnd
a disgrace to hav his writings read in the hearing of our
powder and ball, and for the present as momentous. to quite attentiv and lar~e audiences. There are a school-children, I will ask the gentleman to giv the readers
They are not killed, " only scotched." They are as great many professed Liberals in Gainsville, but one sentence in the writings of the great Agnostic that is
the oligarchs were in the South before 1861-they their Liberalism is, with many of them, all mouth. immoral in its teachings. Just one sentence. No clergyor priest in this country ever taught a higher morality
must rule or ruin.
Dr. N. T. Bomar is an old-time Freethinker, who bas man
than does Colonel Ingersoll, and, what is still better, never
The fight in San Francisco arose, as in Boston, kept the :flag nailed to the masthead for many years. lived a higher one.
H. L. GREEN.
over the subject of "indulgences." They make his- The following are my engagements for the rest of
Buffalo, Dec. 6.
tory, and then deny the record. The pupils in the this month: December 14th, 15th, Springfield, Mo.;
A. :Merry Christmas.
high school read of the " granting of indulgences." 18th, Humboldt, Kan.; 19th. Lebo, Kan.; 23d, 24th,
Frcnn the Jlfarlbm·o, llfass,, Times.
They asked the teacher the meaning of the term; and 25th, Rockport, Mo.; 26th, 27th, Graham, Mo.; 29th,
We don't know whether Jesus Christ was born eighteen
who had the power to grant "an indulgence." He Guthrie Center, Ia.; 31st, Danville, Ia.
and eighty-eight years ago, next Tuesday, nor
gave the definition : "A right, privilege, or permisw. s. BELL. hundre9.
whether he was crucified dead thirty odd years later, nor do
---------.~.--------sion to do certain things or acts in consideration of
we particularly care. We hav no definit knowledge, and
The Morality of Pittsburghers.
never expect to hav, as to whether he was the son of God,
a certain sum of money, or its equivalent, generally
and had been living up-stairs with his father several thouheld as criminal acts or offenses by the civil,· common,
When I read at the breakfast-table, at one of the sand
million years before either of them thought to send the
or statute law." And "that the pope of Rome could hotels, one morning, bow the piety of this old city other down here to offer himself as a vicarious sacrifice for
alone grant an indulgence, or authorize his inferior bad been shocked by the presence of the Secular the sins of mortals, or whether he was just a plain, everyofficers to do so." On the return home of the pupils congress then in session in one of its balls, and when day sort of an illegitimate son of a virgin mother, but what
they mentioned the incident to their parents, and I fully rea1ized the nature of the threat contained in we do know is that next Tuesday is the day set apart in all
Christian lands for celebrating the birth of Christ, for the
some of them being Catholics they mentioned it to the article which I held in my bands, one of the first giving
of gifts, the wishing of joy and happiness to friends
their mast~rs, the priests, who in turn conveyed it to thoughts that came into my mind was that I left and acquaintances, and for the unpacking of the children's
the mogul, the bishop, who demanded of the super- home without bringing any weapons of defense with stockings that hav been stuffed over night by that benefir.ent
intendent of public schools that the teacher be sus- me. I bad negligently forgotten that I might need friend of the little ones known as Santa Clau~, or St. Nichand so, following the beautiful custom, we wish our
pended. He obeyed the order from Rome, and them. Not long before I bad bad some experience olas,
readers, every one, a very merry Christmas.
promptly suspended the teacher. However, the with a gang of Pittsburghers who bad come up to
teacher did not propose to be trampled upon in such a Ravenna, 0., where the people of Portage county
Just Like Older Cllristiaus.
manner, and demanded a committee of investigation. were trying to convict some burglars, thieves, and
Dispatch from Sm·acuse, N. Y., to t11e Sun.
By this time the press bad got hold of the affair, and murderers. Not only Portage county, but other
The class rivalry between the sophomores and freshmen 1n
great pablic excitement followed. The knavish su- counties, and even states, were deeply interested in Syracuse University has become very fierce this term, and
perintendent appointed a committee consisting of the convicting of all the persons arrested. Heavy has manifested itself in uncommonly annoying ways. Among
two Catholics and one Protestant. They promptly rewards bad been offere.d, much time bad been spent, the students there are about thirty young men who are
reported to sustain the superintendent. This made and great care bad been used in bunting up and licensed as local preachers, and who go out and earn an
penny on Sundays by preaching the gospel in rural
the people wild, and a new committee was demanded bringing to trial one of the most daring and desperate honest
districts. A short time ago the freshmen organized a local
by them, aided by the press.
bands of outlaws that ever lay in wait for the com- preachers' association, and excluded the sophomores from
membership. This boycott irritated the clerical sophomores,
The new committee consisted of one well-known mission of heinous crimes in northern Ohio.
they determined to teach their brethren a lesson. One
Protestant, one Jew, one Infidel, and one Catholic.
We bad spared noexpense, and the best detectiv and
evening last week the association met in Brother Sykes's
This committee took the statements of the young and legal talent of the city of Cleveland and of the room
in East Genesee street for their week's prayer-meeting.
ladies and young men, and they submitted a major- country bad been secured.
The special theme was " Christian Fellowship." Brother
ity report overruling the ~uperint~ndent and r?Ultimately we convicted only "Blinky " Morgan, Wood was the leader for the evening. After a hymn and a
instating the teacher. Th1s made the Cathohc who was quite as innocent, in all probability, as either chapter of scripture the brethren knelt down, and Brother
started iu on a long and fervent prayer. He had just
bishop, Alemeny, very angry, though the Bible says of the others arrested with him. And for this Wood
got past the point of invoking the divine bleaRing on the
that "anger resides in the breast of fools," and be general clearance we feel indebted to the piety and meeting, the college, the students, and others, when an undirected the priests, his slaves, to preach against morality of the city of Pittsburgh.
earthly blast that loosened the stovepipe and made each
what he termed "an insult to the Catholic church."
This little scrap of history was out of my mind brother take a firmer grip on his chair resounded through
This enemy of our dearest institution did not stop when I left home to spend two or three days in that the room. Brother Wood's tongue clave to the roof of his
for a moment, but he rallied and resumed. Then
at this, but went to work and raised money enough city; but it came back vividly when I reviewed the mouth
the shrill notes of a kazoo joined the trumpet-like sound.
from his dupes to buy the lot opposit the high school editorial a newsboy banded me on the morning above This was more than freshman grace could stand and the petitioners jumped to their feet, without waiting for Brother
building and erected a· parochial school upon the referred to.
Wood's amen, and seizing ball-bats, and various missile,
ground. He then, with all the biting malignity of a
It is not my custom to carry weapons when travel- pur~ued
boycotted sop~omores, who scattered in all d~
saint, exclaimed, "We will_ show you what :,we can, ing-! bav preferred generally to be without them- rectwns. theThen,
reassembhng, the brethren resumed the1r
and will, do."
but if there is any city where they are needed, I devotions, only to be saluted by the dismal wail of a horseAnd this occurred in the " far West" in this land believe it is Pittsburgh. Its gambling-dens and fiddle.
.
"I move we adjourn," shouted Brother Hoyt.
of freedom. But free only in name. Seven-tenths Sunday laws, its criminals and clergy, ought to make
They did adjourn without waiting for the motion, and the
of the Secular press is subsidized by this corrupting it an ·exception among considerate men who find it entire
association joined in pursuit of the sophomores, all of
church of Rome; and nine-tenths of our politi- necessary to either pass through or abide in its whom escaped however, without recognition.
cians are under pay from this common enemy of the gloomy surroundings. And yet I shall vote to bold
The sophom~res say that they will break up every meeting
American· people. ''Uncle Billy" Sherman has de- the next Secular congress in the same ball, in this of the association unless they are allowed to join it.
clared " that the next war we hav will be between same city. It is just the place not to run from, and
Is 1\[r. Sl1epard n Hypocrit ~
the Catholics on one side, and the people on the where the greatest good may be accomplished.
From the Atlanta Constitution.
other. It will be a thousand times more bitter than
.
SECULARIST.
Ccl. Elliott Shepard, the hypocritical ass who edits the
the late war of the Rebellion. It will be all over the
New York Mail and Exp1•ess, and who places at head of his
land."
Colonel Ingersoll's Writings in the Public editorial columns every day a verse from the Bible, is makThis is true and every day brings us nearer to this
ing another exposure of himself.
Schools.
impending cdnflict. Let the people be organized
a recent editorial article he turns his bloodshot eyes in
It was reported that some of Colonel Ingersoll's theIndirection
of this section and furiously inquires of the
and ready. The Catholics ~av the strate~ic bights writings had been read in the public schools of this
South "Do You Want War?" The blooming idiot then
in every city\from the Atlant1c to the Pae1fic ocean.
city (Buffalo), and the Rev. Rufus S. Green, a promi· goes ~n to remark; "We are speaking soberly, '_Vith selfDid you ever think of this fact?
CITIZEN.
nent Methodist preacher of the city, was terribly restraint, but in terr1ble earnest, when we sound th1s note of
St. Joseph, Mo.
excited over the matter, and rushed into print with warning."
When a bald-headed snipe of the valley like Pecksnifl'
------~~-----the assertion that the report should be refuted at Shepard begins to tamper with the dogs of war it is time for
W. 8. Bell in Texas.
once, as such a report going abroad would disgrace the whole country to stand from under.
I bav bad to make some long jumps from one t.he city. In answer to Rev. Mr. Green's letter the
p1ace to another in filling my engagements in this following was written and published:
WE shall hav to caution Friend J. K. P. Baker, County
1'o the Editor of the Courier: The Rev. Rnfus S. Green in Surveyor of Shelby county,_ Ia., against the too free use of
great state. ]'rom Jacksonville to Bowie was a long
ride over rough roads. It was predicted that I his " explanation" in the Courier this morning inculcates the epithets. We bad to cut some out of his communication in
idea that it would be a disgrace to the city to hav Col. Robert
should not bav more than a dozen people ont to bear G.
Ingersoll's writings read in our public schools. So far as the present issue of THE TRUTH SEEKEI~. Gentle sarcasm
me but to the surprise and great gratification of the theological opinions of Colonel Ingersoll are concerned I and good-natured raillery may be admissible, but personal
th~ few Liberals here, we bad a houseful on both will ae;ree with Mr. Green that it would be very improper to denunciation is out of place among friends. Spiritualism is
evenings that I spoke. There was more general in- hav them taught in our schools, but no more so than it would a subject which our readers seem to never tire of discussing,
hav the theological tenets of the Protestant or Catholic and it is not for us to say they shall not discuss it. We must,
tE>rest manifeAt,ed than anyone had apprehended. to
churuhes, or to hav their sacred writings read in our schools.
The stalwart Freethinkers of this little town are Dr. Our public schools, which are supported by the whole peo- however, draw the line at harsh personalities.
H. A. Baker, S. K. Ingram, A. S. Harris, and Clark ple, should be kept entirely free from sectarianism. It is not
the place to teach religion or antireligion ; but that is not
Lectures ancl Meetings.
Arnold.
·
that there are not chapters and pages of Colonel IngerMy next stopping-place, not far away, was Vernon, saying
w.
F.
JAMIES:>N
is riow lecturing in Nebraska. Those
soll's writings that would not be most appropriate to be read
a live town one on the boom. The court being in in our schools, the same as might be said of the writings of wishing Liberal lectures can address him at Wilber, Neb.
session, ma~y people were in attendance from the many learned doctors of divinity and other theological writTHE Philosophical Association of Brooklyn meets at the
country, and they gave my lectures a boom by tu~n ers. Colonel In~~;ersoll has produced some of the gTandest
ing out in great numbers to hear me. It was qu1te and most sublime literary productions.ever written or spoken Fraternity Rooms, Bedford avenue and South Second street
this country. His speeches and writings are prose poems. (Williamsburgh), every Sunday afternoon. The lecture for
gratifying to the Liberals, and, I need not add, to my~ in
Henry Ward Beecher introduced him to a e;reat political
self too, to see the court-house crowded, night after gathering held in the Academy of Music in Brooklyn ~orne December 23d is by John R- Charlesworth, subject, "Do
night with 8ttentiv and eager listeners. It some- years since in these words, as reported in the New York We Liv After Death?'' Mr. Charlesworth is a Materialist.
times' happens that I bav a large audience on the Herald: " I hav the pleasure to introduce to you the great- December 30th, Lucien Saniel will describe " One C~ntury
orator that speaks the English language on the face of the of Revolution." In January, Mr. T. B. Wakeman wrll adfirst night but on subsequent nights they are est
globe." And the New York Mail and E:rpress said of his dress the association. Debates follow the lectures. New
smaller but not so in Vernon. They wanted to hear great speech delivere:l at the reunion of the soldiers at Indian- Yorkers
who like to take walks on Sunday could do worse
all they could about mental liberty and Secularism. apolis in 1876 : " Perhaps, without exception, the tribute
than
drop
into these meetings.
The true Liberals here are M. N. Sevier, J. B. Ral- paid by Ingersoll to the soldiers on that occasion is the most
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~ommnnieations.
International Courts of Arbitration and Friends
of Universal Peace.
.

There is in our time a steadily growing tendency
among educated peopl~, a~d pr~ncip~lly among those
of Liberal and humamtanan VIews, m favor of erection of international courts of arbitration to decide
in such cases of disagreement between nations as
otherwise might result i~ d~s~strous wars. It is
admitted by almost every mdividual-even by such
as are not members of "peace-promoting" societiesthat war this relic of a barbarous past, is a disgrace
to the ~ineteenth century; that it results in more
harm than good for mankind in gene~al, since its
influence is not confined to the countnes engaged,
but is felt thousands of miles away. For instance,
our late war compelled manufacturers in England to
shut down their mills, since the export of cotton from
here and to England hltd ceased, and thousands of
workmen were thereby forced to a life of idleness
and consequent misery. But the effects of a war do
not even cease when the war is over. There is the
national debt incurred, the blighted homes, the
broken-up families, and on the theater of war the
destroyed buildings, the killed or stolen (by requisition) live stock, etc. For these and several other
reasons people who loved their fellow-beings decided
upon the erection of said courts of arbitration, and
since this way of settling disputes has proved successful in a few cases, they sing glory to these courts,
and in the innocence of their hearts think war has
received its deathblow, and that at least one or two
generations hence it will be a thing of the past. But
will it 1 I dare say no. The friends of arbitration
hav looked at the subject through the purple glasses
of emotion, and when their investigation was finished
they prepared learned treatises full of beautiful aphorisms, black-colored metaphysics, and logic as green
as that the average Methodist m_inister serves to his
congregation-treatises that clearly prove alike the
ethical and religious soundness and the impossibility
of the realization of their ideas.
The number of mistakes which the "friends of
peace" hav made can be condensed to two: 1. Their
definition of right and wrong ; 2. Their regarding a
nation as an individual.
We will now examin these charges, and to that end
ask, What is "right 1" ·
For the writer of this article it wou}d be preposterous to attempt to giv a philosophical solution of
this question in its ethical sense, a task which I
respectfully leave to men better qualified by an
intellect superior to that I can boast of. And
besides, since ethics are of no use in our present
inquiry, I will confine myself to the purely practical,
and in place of demanding the attention of the reader's philosophical and ethical powers, I simply call on
his every-day common sense to follow me through
my investigation.
In political, social, and military aspects it is" might"
that is "right." Then might creates right. Only
what might creates and sustains is right, and as soon
as might is overturned right changes. Every change
of power (revolution) in the history of mankind
proves this to be true.
.
Before our late war the master of a slave had a
right to punish even unto death the latter if he was
disobedient, and any gentleman could apply his cane
or horsewhip to the back of a colored person that
had shown a disrespectful attitude toward him. The
war being over, aU this was changed, and it is now
considered a crime to keep slaves, to kill or even
strike, except in self-defense, a colored person. We
see here that so long as the might, the power; of the
slaveholding states was superior to that of the Abolitionist, slavery and its consequences were in accordance with right; but when might changed and came
in possession of the opposit party, right too changed.
Most political economists, statesmen, etc., hav the
idea that by dividing the political power in a legislativ, a judicial, and an executiv one, we hav cleared
the dangerous rock of tyranny. Let us see. A certain measure is passed by the legislativ body, but it
is of no practical consequence as long as the judicial
part of the administration has not rendered the verdict that said measure is not illegal, is not in opposition to the fundamental law of the state. But even
in case of a favorable decision the measure has not
become a law-it remains invalid and insignificant so
long as the executiv power has not signed it and provided for its enforcement. And consequently there
is but one power in the state-the executiv. What
is might decides, and nothing else is right. The
division of power is, therefore, but an illusion, the
belief in which makes the nation relax its watchfulness over its sacred treasure, liberty.
In military aspects we find, likewise, might is right.
Then it is evident that only the stronger power is
right, since it is the only one· that can sustain and
enforce its claims. The weaker has to submit to the
bidding of the stronger, who, by force of arms, has
subdued, or can subdue, the former. Consequently
the word of the stronger is law for the weaker, a law
signed and sealed by cannon. and gun.

We hav now seen what practically constitutes right this leaves for A 225,000, for B 150,000. We see
in social, political, and military asp~cts, ~nd we :Will thus that while the strength of B, after reduction,
now examin, in the light of above-gamed mformat10n, leaves him yet 50,000 men as reserves, and while the
the practicability of courts of arbitration as used in proportion on which they stapd to each other has
remained the same mathematically, it has changed
international disputes.
Among the different settlements of international considerably practically.· Then, while B preserves
disputes no one is better known than the "Gen~va his line unimpaired, A has, in consequence of reducarbitration," which was for the settlement of claims tion, been obliged to weaken one point or another,
made by the United States against Great Britain for either in his line or base, and while the hope of sucdamage done to the former by the Confederate man- cess has deQreased for him, it has increased an equal
of-war Alabama, which was fitted out. at Birkenhead, number of per cent for B. A's reduction can therefore not be· accomplished, since .few, if any, powers
England.
Let us now view the political and economical con- who hav a dangerous friend, or friends, for neighbors,
ditions of these countries; Both were caused by an will run the risk.
enormous national debt, brought on chiefly by wars;
Well, let all potentates of earth meet; let the nathe strategetical position of each of them was so that a tions send delegates, and let us agree on dismissing
war could be carried on only by enori!lOUB expenses, our armies; latus use the men-of-war _as merchant
and a decisiv battle demanded that one or both of ships, or for scientific f!Xplorations ; let us throw
them had to transport soldiers across the Atlantic gunpowder, dynamite, and the like into the water,
ocean. The United States army might hav invaded and sell guns and cannons as old iron. I will not
and taken possession of that part of British territory examin the proposal which some of our " friends of
lying north of us, but the acquisition of such a vast peace" hav astonished the world by making. I will
territory, its invasion and subsequent management, for argument's sake suppose that .the jealousy, the
would call for money and considerable administra- fear, and all other ignoble emotions found in every
tion, both of which we had plenty of use for at home nation hav been overcome by the "divine" eloquence
in settling our own affairs. Furthermore, war meant of the "peacemakers," and that not a single instru~
a continued depression of manufactures and com- ment of war exists any longer. What then? The
merce, under which both countries had already suf- different nations exist yet, and, consequently, also
fered enough to satisfy every one of the inhabitants diversity of interest. Let us now suppose a quarrel
engaged in occupations of a peaceful character. We comes up on one or another boundary line. Oo"unsee thus that the expenses of a war, even if success- trymen take sides with countrymen, and the whole
ful, would hav for both nations amounted to a sum disagreement, wb,ich might hav started from two inconsiderably larger than that of the claims, and that dividuals favoring each other with a treatment of
furthermore the hope of the United States to get the massage which they applied with doubled-up fists,
sum in question by resorting to· arms was not and brings people on both sides the line out of temper.
could not be very great. Therefore both parties The one party gains the victory, and, armed with
agreed to submit their dispute for settlement to clubs, axes, knives, etc., it starts in pursuit of their
a court of arbitration, which on Sept. 15, 1872, ·retreating opponents. During the excitement of
decreed that Great Britain should pay the United pursuit passion conquers reason ; and that " love of
States the sum of £3,229,166 13s. 4d.
fight" subdued by artificial means, the recollection
But, in a case where each of the parties involved of wars of former times, perhaps a great victory or
think themselvs strong enough to resent, and subdue an ignominious defeat, these and many other influtheir opponent, the result will be different. Let us ences carry them along, buildings are burnt, domestic
suppose France and Germany become involved in a animals are killed or tali:en along, blood of innocent
new war. France of to-day. which is considerably human beings is shed, until at last, as by a miracle,
stronger than the France of Napoleon le Petit, wishes the police come in force strong enough to establish
to take back Alsace and Lorraine, and to wash off in peace. This is done. Who shall pay the damage?
German blood the stain put upon her martial honor The aggressiv party or the state to which it belongs,
in 1871. Germany, on the other side, remembers of course. But if it will not, what then~ Then the
how she walloped the small Frenchman in the last case is carried to the international court of arbitrawar, and is by no means disposed to giv up what she tion, which give its decision. Now, the nations who
bought so dearly. She says:. "Since you want the are represented in the court hav no means to enforce
bone, come and take it if you can." Now Europe their decision if such a thing should be as that the
interferes and offers to settle their quan·el by arbitra- guilty party will not submit to the judgment given.
tion, but quite naturally, neither France nor Ger- Then, as we know, all war material has been demal.'y will submit to an arbitrary decision, since they stroyed. Nothing is therefore left but to resort to
are sure one of them will be disappointed i therefore, arms. Arms are made, and as soon as one nation bearbitration is rt>jected with thanks, and on logical gius, the rest in self-defense are compelled to follow
grounds, and war begins.
suit, and soon the world will again stand armed, but
Let us take a third case. Suppose Denmark and with a loss of billions of dollars. Consequently disGermany are the parties. Denmark, whose army on armament is possible only if we likewise destroy
war footing is but one-seventh of the German army every product of nature from which arms can be
in time of peace, has consequently no hope for suc- made. This being impossible, it follows, as a logical
cess, while exactly the opposit is the case with Ger- consPquence, that the scheme of disarmament cannot
many. To preserve its independence Denmark calls be realized-is nonsense.
on the great powers for interference; it wants arbiNo; if universal peace shall be brought about, if
tration. Let us furthermore suppose Denmark has the wish of disarmament shall be realized, the way
the moral right on her side, since Germany, wanting to it goes in the exactly opposit direction, namely,
but enlargement of its own territory, began the war through increase of the number of soldiers, through
for this reason only. There can now be two in- an increase of the sums yearly demanded by the govstances: Germany either givs her assent to the es- ernments on military and naval budgets. And in
tablishment of a court of arbitration, or she withholds this strife of destruction of national prosperity not
it. But the result is the same in either case. Then if the richest nation, but the most abstaining, most
the decision given is in favor of Denmark, she can simple, the one who can renounce most of life's luxbut ignore it, and what are the latter and the other uries, will win. And then, after the whole world has
powers going to do about it' Denmark cannot en- been subdued, has been made one great state, and
force the decision, and the other powers will. not, after the spirit of independence, the love for one's
if they are in any way sensible, since it would be the own country, of one's own language, of the great
greatest injustice to their own citizens to waste the martial monuments of the past, has been rooted out
latter's money and blood to secure the happiness of -an end which it will take generations and generaa people they do not care for; in nine cases out of tions to accomplish-then, and not before, is there
ten the _other powers will confine themselvs tore- use of talking of disarmament, of eternal peace, of
monstrances, that is, indignant press notices and the brotherhood of mankind.
GusTA.vE NELSON.
diplomatic blowing, a la Lord Palmerston; but
Forestport, N. Y.
even if they are so foolish as to interfere with arms,
they will but move the inevitable a little further back
A Survival of the Campaign.
in time, since, being frustrated in his design, Germany
will soon find another casus belli.
To THE EDITOR OF THE Tnu~H ·SEEKER, Sir: In
We see thus that the submission to the decision of your issue of November 17th, under the head of
a court of arbitration in international disputes will "The Christian Victory," you say, "The results
be realized only when, as the saying goes, the game of the national and state elections do not, we imagin,
is not worth the candle.
affect the progress of Freethought, or retard or adBut, say some "friends of peace," let us decrease vance the time when the Nine Demands shall become
the armies a certain number of per cent, equal for established law."
all nations, since such a means will decrease the
I take issue with you, and I will tell you why. The
burden of taxation. Very true. But how are we election of General Harrison means the perpetuation
going to do it, since such a proceeding will disturb of, for at least four years, the villainous and pauperthe political equilibrium of the world and only a very breeding tariff superstition. If it were not for this
few governments will agree to do so ? An illustra- stupendous robbery, our people would hav more
tion will show the fallacy of this proposal. Two na- money and more leisure, consequently more intellitions, A and B, are engaged in a war against each gence and less Christianity. Go into the "proother. A stands on the outer line, B on the inner tected" industries of Pennsylvania where miners
line. A has 300,000 men in the field, B 200,000, of used to earn from $130 to $200 per month, but now
which 100,000 are necessary to guard the line of de- get from sixty to ninety cents per day, and how
fense. Let us now, with the advocates of "reduc~ many Freethinkers do you find ? Come out West
tion," reduce both armies say twenty-five per cent ; among an equal number of men engaged in the free-
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trade industry of agriculture, and you will find Free- ment of certain admissions alleged to hav been made ment,· he knew, realized them; if he never realized
thinkers by the hundreds.
the facts, he believed, not the facts, but the stateby the other party to the controversy.
One fraud is the ally of every other fraud. Kill
"I state again that you admitted the genuinness ments of them, and his confidence in these statements
one and you weaken all the rest.
of some of your experiences." Having said this, was based on an assurance that the same experiences
,Here in California the dear workingman has, for McArthur asks, "If anyone who is interested in this would be his, " all else being equal."
the past few months, been. the recipient of a vast will kindly send me the needed quotation," which is
There was something .remarkable, though, about
amount of tender solicitude. Gen. W. H. L. Barnes, to prove that his lady lies. · '' Genuinness of experi- this astronomer of great celebrity. Among his
the great corporation lawyer, frescoer of wind, and ences " is a McArthurism, and a literary curiosity. other accomplishments was a claim to a knowledge
eater of $50 champagne dinners, together with Gen- Does it mean-does he mean-that she admitted that of painting. In charity to the illustrious dead let
eral Diamond, president of the Pacific Mail Steam- spirits actually produced some of the phenomena ? us imagin that his accomplishment was not only a
ship Company, and largest importer of Chinese For tireless persistence in begging the question let claim, nor even a knowledge of painting alone, but
slaves on this coast, hav been so lachrymose in their McArthur take the proverbial bun. She says : " I also the attainment of artistic skill. When my eneprophecies of evil to the American laborer in case of hav seen nearly all phases of the phenomena," and, "I mies die let McArthur write their epitaphs and I
a reduction of the tariff that Bible students, like really can't think of a single thing that I believe was shall be revenged. "A small oil painting,'' " almost
myself, hav been reminded of good old Jeremiah, done by or through spirits," "but I believe all I ever a work of art," done, as we are left to infer, by the
whose head, you remember, became a fountain of saw or experienced was done by the mediums or spirits ! They made it. Did they make the oil and
water and whose eyes became waste-ways of tears their confederates." "Too many tell of unaccount- paint ~ Heston will only need to picture that "fact"
while foretelling the destruction of Jerusalem and able things to allow me to doubt all the phenomena," in all its details in order to hav a companion-piece to
the downfall of Israel.
so "I granted that probably a portion of [them] was his picture of Balaam and his beast. If some one
According to these kid~gloved statesmen-and real; for I am loath to believe that all are deceivers only had the angel's sword to place beside the brush
they are a fair sample of the average tariff ndvocate or deceived." McArthur quotes her as saying, " A that painted that small oil painting, miracles or no
-the presence of Aaron's golden calf in the camp p01·tion were real." He should learn to quote correctly miracles, the eternal fitness of things would be apof Israel was a small calamity compared with the dis- even if he himself does not understand the rules of parent, even to a brain of exceedingly small capacity.
aster that would follow a reduction of the war tariff. syntax. To notice all his blunders, and those that he Another remarkable thing about this deceased asNow, the truth is, that next to the Christian hum- carelessly, ignorantly, or willfully imputes to others, tronomer, " he believed that Zoellner and Flammabug the tariff is the biggest superstition that ever not even sparing the nameless · dead astronomer, rion were able to measure four hundred millions of
robbed a credulous people. That our prosperity is would take too much space ; besides, as the saying millions of miles a second and demonstrate it."
the result of the tariff is as nonsensical as the claim goes, " the game would not be worth the candle." That is as clear as mud and as solid as a soap-bubble.
that civilization is the result of the Christian super· Acrimonious epithets and derogatory adjective can This shows the capacity of the astronomer to believe
stition. Whatever prosperity and civilizati9Ii we hav not with any success take the place of impartial things. No wonder he "declined" and died. And
he believed they could demonstrate it. I hav driven
is in spite of these diabolisms.
statements and candid argument.
Ours is an ocean-bound continent, and, whatever
When he accused Elmina of being " one of the two school-marms into the asylum with the quesmay hav been the necessities of our early years, we most, if not the most, violent opponents of the Spir- tion, What does it refer to for its antecedent?
McArthur is an adept at constructing ambinow need no advantage that nature has not given us. itual philosophy,~' he appears to be a dwarf in a furiIf there is any "benefioence" in protection, why ous 1;age, trying with one band to tear from its ped- guities. Even his. apostrophes hav a sort of mockwere the years between 1873 and 1879 a time of estal a placid statue quite above his utmost reach, ing-bird farness and nearness, producing a ventrilomourning in every community of this high tariff while with the other hand tugging at his boot-straps quistic effect on. the reader that is not agreeable. If
· land ? Everywhere were strewn the wrecks of honest he is making frantic efforts to raise himself to the his egotism is colossal it is at least definit ; but his
tu-isms are not very easy to determin. However, his
toil and enterprise. Honest debts to the amount of object of his animosity. ·
more than $1,000,000,000 were canceled by enforced
Now he piles Pelion upon Ossa regardless of who most serious fault, which is really a crime, is his lack
bankruptcy. Thousands of brave hearts and strong is beneath, when he says "I state again," and " I of candor. He seeks to place his antagonist in a
hands gave up in despair and are to-day broken in state again," and " I state again ;" for if " the evidence false light. Just think of him coupling Cronin and
body and in mind because of those fearful times.
of one· who has seen has more weight than the evi- Baker together as having analogous views. A deHigh tariff advocates hav much to say about Eng- dence of a thousand who hav not seen," then its monologist and a Spiritualist hav much in common.
land, but they do not tell us that the worshipers of repetition thrice ought to giv a weight to exceed Think of him relegating superstition to the churches,
money and of caste in that country, as in this, are that of thirty thousand. If all your other readers and a portion of the Materialistic community. What
· protectionists to a man. England sends to us for can't see Elmina's alleged admission and McArthur is the ground for all that .clap-trap anyhow!. Is it
that we think ourselvs qualified to judge of all things
bread and meat to feed her toilers, and gathers raw can see them, that settles it.
material from every quarter of the globe, and then
In his contribution to the issue of December let his in the range of our experience, untrammeled by aumust ride three thousand miles of restless wave to oft-repeated apothegm appears in a regenesis, and this thority and undeterred by the smallness of our brain
pay duties and sell to us who produce our own food time it is twins. In one of its geminic aspects it capacity; or is it that we are slaves to authority!
and raw material with labor largely purchased in the holds "one fact" in one hand and in the other ''count- "If you don't believe it, write to Pat Cronin and J.
pauper markets of the world. We even pay for much less thousands of theories:" In its other phase it is K. P. Baker." The insolence of this is only exceeded
·
J. K. P. BAKER.
of .this pauper labor in villainous whisky, at ten cents ·the same old rag doll that he dandled with so much by its unfairness.
a drink-a clear profit of eight cents. Such are the gush and slush before, only now it has an additional
Slate-Writing.-A Postscript.
glorious results of eighteen hundred years of Christ. patch for a sort of apron. This remodeled piece of
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of May 19, 1888, I described
Both William M. Evarts and James G. Blaine, wisdom in its new apron now declares that, " all else
while at the head of the treasury department, were being equal, the evidence of one who has seen has some slate-writing obtained by me a.t Mr. Keeler's
- compelled to leave on record the fact that English more weight than the evidence of a thousand who room. I wrote out my questions before I went there
and Mr. Keeler never saw them, nor did I disclose
workers, everything considered, are as well paid as hav not seen."
ours. Mr. Blaine, as much as any tariff reformer,
Why should not equal causes produce equal to him a single name. I got three answers on the
has exposed the fraud of "protection."
results ? They always do, and the diversity in our slate and the signatures of my mother, father, and
While our manufacturers, with hypocritical pre- experiences is sure proof that " all else" is not equal. niec~ were apparently genuin. But there was
tenses and under forms of law, are receiving enormous "Exceedingly small brain capacity," or something of another communication which was not in answer to
bounties for protection against European pauper some kind, causes this difference in the evidence of our any inquiry or thought of mine, and this is what I
labor, they are sending their goods to European senses as to the phenomena. Everything else is not said about it in my former letter :
The fourth message was this· in large letters: "Good
markets and competing successfully there, as a peru- equal when one sees and another does not see. One
sal of English trade journals shows. According to may be blind or look through colored glasses, or in a morning. Tell Sarah. Wallace Mentor." No such person
known to any of us. If by " Sarah" was meant my aunt,
Mr. Blaine, our cotton goods are driving English morbid humor close the eyes and stubbornly refuse is
she herself was present.
cotton goods out of Canada.
,
to look. " Our phenomena are facts! To be sure !
Three days ago, as I was showing the slates with
Any man with sense and honesty enough to be an All phenomena are "facts;" but when " we hav
Infidel can, by proper investigation, learn that for simply an array of facts supported by a philosophy," the writing on them to two lady friends, after I had
every dollar the tariff puts into the treasury it takes our facts are in a sickly condition. This is the gist told about the messages from my mother, father, and
five out of the pockets of the people, and give it to of all I hav said. I rely on facts, not theories. True, niece one of the ladies remarked, "But you havn't
such men as Andrew Carnegie, whose income l~st or real phenomena, as forming evidence, do not told ~s about this Mr. Newton. Who was he~''
Then my aunt Sarah and I looked at the signayear, according to his own statement, was $1,500,000. need any "support" from theory, speculation, or
Mr. Carnegie is an advocate of evangelical Ct!ristian- philosophy. They are to be tested and judged by ture again, and for the first time we read it Newton.
ity and an importer of paupers. Is it any wonder our experience alone. "An array of facts supported The first letter looks more like an M than an N, but
that he is a "protectionist?" The robber barons of the by a philosophy !" If your " Iowa sage" ever wrote reading it N the name is pla~nly Newton. And then
world are "protectionists," and this alone ought to anything, or in his most careless humor ever said my aunt remarked," Why, my mother was a Newton
before she was married." That of course solves the
convince us that " protection" is a fraud.
anything as repugnant to scientific thought or method mystery. Such a person as Wallace Mentor probGEo. T. BRuoE.
as this phrase, please try the experiment of "braying ably never existed, but it is quite possible that my
a fool in a mortar," and see if you cannot eliminate aunt had a relativ by the name of Wallace Newton,
Mr. Baker Replies to McArthur.·
the folly; The luminosity of the definition that a though. as yet she is unable. to recall such a name.
If McArthur chooses to parade his wooing of Aunt fact is a fact ·might pass without criticism, but for She came over from England in 1851, and is the
Elmina, he niust expect, as he seems to invite, some the incongruity in the use of the overtaxed little youngest of a large family, few of whom now surnotice of his singular performances. Let us indulge word, as McArthur skips from one meaning of it to vive.
VroTORIA A. BURR.
the faint hope that, notwithstanding the silly remarks another meaning seemingly unconscious of his mental
Washington, JJ. G., Nov. 1, 1888.
of the juvenile with exceedingly small brain capacity departure. He seems to think by words rather than
the wooing may proceed without delay, and that th~ by the harmonious relativity of ideas. It would be
They Pay Taxes in California.
gentleman in the case may exhibit some degree of greatly to the advantage of such followers in the
From San Francisco Freeawuaht.
It seems to be a fact that the religious institutions of this
affability at least toward the lady.
wake of words, if language were so constructed that
If she really has. thrown cold water on his efforts, each word co\lld hav but one appropriate clear mean- state are assessed and that the tax is collected. A pair of
black-dressed and black-hooded "sisters" exhi?ited. a total
it is, rio doubt, becamie she anticipated, not without ing and use. Such vocabulary would militate against lack
of judgment one day last week by walkmg mto the
some reason, that he was. about to go into a "feint." the business of word-shuffiing and punning, but Freetlwught office and soliciting a contribution to pay the
.The gentleman wishes, Oh, how much he wishes, to greatly encourage the habit of clear thinking. Imag- taxes on some Catholic-factory to which they were attached.
" commence" his argumentativ flirtation ! Several ination and credulous timidity might still people We did not giv them a nickel, and if they had known how
money we donate annually to religious purposes, it is
years ago, when the subject of " the resumption of dark closets with ghosts and bears, but the bare fact little
probable that they would not hav asked us for anything.
specie payments" was the absorbing theme of public would not bear the ambiguity imparted to it by a Let them hustle as the rest of us do.
discussion, and the method of resumption was word of various meanings. A "fact" can be neither
" w. A. 0." in a Lette1· to the samejourna!.
generally conceded to be a problem of great difficulty, combated . nor supported by a theory. Facts are
Church property in this (Los Angeles) county is assessed
Horace Greeley gave it as his opinion that " the way self-supporting. A fact is not a statement to be
as other property, and I think the taxes are paid. qf course
to resume is-to resume." So it seems to your Iowa "emphasized" or "believed." It is to be received this
must extend over the state. I got my mformatiOn from
philosopher that the proper way to commence a dis- into our conscious experiences, as a feeling, seeing, or the asses~ment roll of this county, and if it is c~rrect t~e
cussion is-to commence it at once, instead of banter- hearing. The !\Stronomer 1ooked as if he actually first Demand of Liberalism is satisfied, so far as thJB stat.e 11
ing and blustering for a preliminary detailed state· · believed each " fact." If he ever made the experi- concerned.
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upon all German evangelical associations of America
to stand firmly together for defense against the powerful foe of their religion and of the political liberties
of the nation; to ignore all factional differences and
join hands in this, their time of peril, as the foe is at
their door. The question the Alliance confronts is
pictured as of great importance, and it is urged that
mature judgment be brought to the fulfilment of
their Christian duties as against the "liberty-murdering power of Rome."
All this is exceedingly interesting. A check to the
growing power of Rome in this city is badly needed.
And in a fight between the two great sects of Christianity, it is more than probable that Liberalism
would be the beneficiary. So jealous are the two
religious wings of each other, that rather than that
its opponent should profit, one would giv up religion in the schools and donations from the county
treasury. We shall welcome the war.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
Bingle subscnption in advance ............................. . .8 00
The Metropolitan Museum.
One subscription two years, in advance ••••••••••••••••••
'00
Two new subscribers •.••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
6 00
The
Metropolitan
Museum of Art dedicated the
One subscription with one new subscriber, in oneremittance •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
6 00 new wing to their building on Tuesday the 18th. A
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one
steel-engraved invi~ation, 7 inches wide and 5£ long,
remittance ••••••••.•••••••••••••••.•.•••.••••••••••••••••••••
700
with the seal of the Museum attached thereto, beOne subscription with three new subscribers, in one
8 iO sought the honor of THE TRUTH SxExEB Editor's presremittance ••••••.••••••••••••.•••••.•••••••••••••.••••••••••••
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one
remittance •..•••.•••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10 00 ence, probably because that individual has interested
Any number over five at the same rate, invariably
himself a good deal in the Museum, to the end that
with one remittance.
the treasures now concealed therein might be known

Varlo us Opinio:qs.
There are twenty-four contributors to the Symposium in the TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for'1889, and fourteen questions were asked of each one. There are,
therefore, more opinions in that ANNUAL than in any
other book of the century. And every opinion is
worth studious consideration.

A Welcome War.
On top of the Protestant victory in Boston comes
the announcement that the Protestants of New York
are about to begin a war against Romanism in politics and schools, and of the holding of a meeting to
begin the fray.
The secretary of the Boston Committee of One
Hundred, which managed the religious campaigning
in Boston, is the Rev. James B. Dunn. That gentleman tells a World reporter that he had received a
visit from two New Yorkers, "men of prominence in
business and religious circles, representing a large
number of prominent Protestants," who desired to
borrow the religious methods of Boston's reformers
in order to redeem New York's government, now
almost exclusivly controled by Romanists, and likely
in the future, through the ascendancy of Tammany
Hall, to be wholly directed by Roman Catholics.
Mr. Dunn told them; so he says, how to go to work.
He explained the organization of women, mapped out
a campaign, showed them how great results had followed a house to house visitation by the ladies, and
assured them that the cooperation of the women won
thousands and thousands of votes.
The Protestants involved are the German Lutherans of this city and Brooklyn, with allies from neighboring towns. Dr. George C. Seibert, a professor in
the Presbyterian seminary of· Bloomfield, N. J., first
suggested the desirability of an organization to resist
papal power, and after one or two informal conferences the pastors and officers of thirty-three churches
got together and elected a governing board. The
organization is to be called the German Evangelical
Alliance, and its object is " to maintain and defend
the civil and religious liberty of this country wherever it seems to be in danger." · The program, however, does not contemplate resistance to such schemes
as that of the Sabbath Union, but only to break the
power of the Catholic church, whose influence, said
one speaker, is beyond description. An appeal to
Protestants has been written, one sectio:p. of which is
as follows:
" The pope has a greater power to-day than any other
sovereign. He menaces the United States. In Boston the
Catholics hav gained control over the public schools, and
right here in New York Archbishop Corrigan is an absolute
nller. While millions are expended for the Catholic church,
nothing is done for the Evangelists. It is the duty of all the
people who hav other than the Roman Catholic belief to
make one front against this phalanx of arch enemies."

The Alliance will apply for a charter for the central
organization, and local alliances will be formed
throughout the country. An appeal has been written,
and is now being discussed by the members. It calls

to the public.
·
The dedication was a great affair. All the big
bugs and McAllister's four hundred were there. So
also were the fashionable ministers and a glee club.
Dr. John Hall opened the ceremonies with prayer,
and then the president of the park board, Ex-Senator
Robb,.presented the new building to the trustees of
the Museum. Mr. Robb is an advocate of Sunday
opening, and he concluded his speech_by saying:
" I hope that this is only the beginning of many an improvement in the Museum. I hav another hope, in the expression of which I voice the sentiment of a large portion of
the people of this city, and that is that the time is not far
distant when this Museum shall be open to the people on
Sunda:y."

This sentiment was heartily applauded, more
heartily, in fact, than any other advanced Mayor
Hewitt, who concluded the ceremonies by declaring
the Museum oplm, also spoke briefly for Sunday
opening, and he, as well as Mr. Rol:Jb, but expressed
the opinion of almost the whole city. Between the
two speeches, the treasurer of the Museum and the
glee club were heard, as well as W. C. Prime, son of
Irenreus Prime. Messrs. Marquand and Prime had
not a word to say in palliation of their obstinacy in
keeping the doors of the Museum closed on Sunday.
The new wing was built by the city, which now
has invested in this one Museum about eleven hundred thousand dollars, costing in interest sixty-f!ix
thousand dollars annually, in addition to the fifteen
thousand dollars yearly presented to pay running
expenses. It is a pretty heavy investment, and one
from which the people receive but small return,
owing to their inability to view the treasures. Mr.
Prime, who is one of the officers, said in his speech
that the medieval ages were miBcalled the Dark Ages,
and he is evidently honest in his pious thought, if we
may judge by his constant opposition to the greatest
improvement that can be made in the management of
the institution. A minority of the directors of
both Museums are in favor of a liberal policy, but
Prime and Jessup are as yet sufficiently powerful to
prevent its adoption. The Museum is well worth a
visit if one can spare the time on week-days.

repeated, through the misrepresentations of Braden's
church friends-will agree with them.
The wrangle at Silverton did not end with the close
of the "discussion." After he had howled himself
hoarse on the platform, Braden went ido print. He
prepared a eulogy of himself and had it signed {or
forged their signatures) by most of the preachers in
Silverton. This eulogy was published in the Silverton Appeal. In it he attacks the Liberals of the
place, praises himself, and more than insinuates that
he has destroyed Infidelity forever. Then he had
the eulogy printed on a wide sheet of paper, and is
now, with the aid of the Ironclad Age, circulating
it throughout the country. Of course the Silverton
Secular Union had to reply, which they did in the
same paper, and also by circular. The controversy
is a sort of "You lie!" affair, and both sides roundly
denounce each other. Clark Braden never had any
honor or dignity to lose, but the Liberals of Silverton, it seeme to us, cannot not help regretting that
they ever engaged in skunk-hunting.
However, if the lesson is not lost upon other communities of Liberals, the time and money of the Silverton and Eugene City Liberals may hav been well spent.
They hav found out that Braden's character is such
that no matter how a debate turns out he has nothing
to lose. :Abuse of himself only feeds his foul vanity,
and notoriety, no matter how obtained, is just what
he wants. He would rather be kicked than be
ignored. In his normal condition he Iivs in moral
backyards and feeds on intellectual swill, and to be
occasionally taken into the parlor, although it be by
the scruff of the neck to be used as a door-mat, is an
honor which he greatly appreciates. To get recognition he does not hesitate to lie, to bully, or to forge
indorsements of himself ; and his ingenuity in inventing foul libels has never been exceeded by any
churchman. A controversy with him cannot be other
than a match at bandying billingsgate, and whoever
engages in it lowers his own dignity and injures
the cause he represents. And whoever selects him
as a champion will surely regret it, if he has the least
regard for decency and honesty.

Powderly's Bargain With Rome.
It is a pretty good recommendation of the movement against monopoly of land that the Holy Apostolic Roman Catholic church has condemned it
through the "Holy Roman and Universal Inquisition." Whatever that church denounces is a good
deal more than likely to be of value to the human
race. The words of the condemnation are these :
"In regard to those things which were again proposed the
society ofthe Knights of Labor may be tolerated for the present, provided that those points in its statutes which are incorrect or can be taken in a bad sense are amended ; especially
if those words of the preamble of the constitution for local
assemblies which seem to savor of Socialism or Communism
are so corrected that they may !!lignify that the earth (soil)
was so given by God to man, or rather to the human race,
that everyone may enjoy the right to acquire some part of
it, by the use, however, of lawful means, and the right of
property being preserved."

This is in accord with the pope's encyclical of
December, 1878, in which he said that "Catholic
wisdom, relying upon the precepts of the natural and
the divine law, has provided for the security of the
state aui the family by its tenets concerning the right
of domain and the division of property. The Socialists .denounce the right of property a!l a human
invention, repugnant to the natural equality of men.
But the church ordains that the right of property
and dominion, which springs from nature itself, be
kept sacred and inviolate to everyone."
Acting upon the orders of the " Sacred Propaganda" at Rome, Mr. Powderly has promised to
The Debate at Silverton.
The Liberals of Silverton, Oregon, hav touched change the constitution of the Knights of Labor to
pitch and been defiled. They thought to shut Clark suit the wishes of the church, as per this letter:
'.'CARDINAL'S RESIDENOE 1 408 NORTH CHARLES STREET,}
Braden up by getting an Infidel debater to meet him,
"BALTIMORE, Sept. 25, 1888.
and they find that they hav only opened wider the
"YouR GRAOE: On receipt of the letter, of which the
sewer-gates of his eloquence. After months of nego- inclosed is a copy, I wrote to Mr. Powderly requesting him
tiation, B. F. Underwood and Braden stood on the to come and see me. He came on the 24th inst., in compli.
same platform for eight evenings, and debated the ance with my invitation, and cheerfully promised to make
the emendations required by the holy office, and expressed
differences between Liberalism and Christianity. his
readiness to comply at all times with the wishes of the
Mr. Underwood conducted himself as a gentleman. ecclesiastical authorities. Very faithfully,
Braden from the first played the part of fool and
"Your friend in X to,
J. CARD. GIBBONs.
"MosT REv. DR. ELDER, Abp., Cincinnati."
clown and mountebank. He began his antics with
his opening speech, and up to date has not ceased.
Without reference to the inherent rightfulness or
The only result of the debate that we can see is, that error of the Knights of Labor constitution, it is
the Silverton Liberals are now convinced that Braden pretty evident that the church. of Rome completely
is an ass and a blackguard, and undoubtedly the controls the order, or what there is leU of it, since
Liberals of Eugene City-where the performance was Powderly captured it at the last convention. Mr.
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Powderly denies that he bas sold out to Rome, but concessions to Rome. The pope's purpose is the
in the face of Cardinal Gibbons's letter his denial restoration to the temporal government of the church
of the papal states, taken from her by Cavour and
will not go far.
------~~.-------Garibald~ and now forming with the other peninsula
Stories About Him and His.
. states the kingdom of United Italy. To accomThe past ten days has developed two new stories plish this he is using all his immense political power.
about Colonel Ingersoll and his family. Yarns like
The probabilities are that the pope' will be disapthese are bound to come up about so often, if not pointed. Certainly as long as Crispi, the Freethinkoftener, and presumably will continue to do so as ing premier, is in power, the schemes of Leo XIII.
long as the church does not count as sinners those will be abortiv. But a strong clerical party in the
through whose lies the glory of God doth more chamber of deputies will make an infinit amount of
abound. The first is this, published in the World, trouble for the government, and be a constant and
December 20bh, as a special dispatch from Chicago: dangerous menace to the pAace and stability of the
"Chicago Roman Catholics took a great deal of interest in Italian kingdom. Roman Catholicism is a religion
tlie honors paid to Bishop Spalding, of Peoria, yesterday, for which reformation appears impossible. Complete
and in the general talk an interesting story about the bishop annihilation of if:s temporal power will bs.ltaly's only
and Col. Robert G. Ingersoll came to light. It is told by a remedy, and that cannot occur so long as other
pastor of one of tbe churches here, and goes like this:
'' Several weeks ago the editor of the Forum magazine nations treat with the pope as a ruler of any sort.
wrote to the bishop to ask if he would, as a champion of
religion, meet Colonel Ingersoll in an open discussion in the
The Church in Politics.
pages of the magazine. Bishop Spalding was much surJ. D. Shaw, of the Independent Pulpit, has been
prised, but, being a doughty warrior for his faith, answered
that he was more than willing to engage in such a contest aroused by the Sunday bill of the Sabbath Union
with any Infidel. Messages passed between the two sides, and the proposed public school amendment to the
and the terms of the polemical joust were all arranged- U.t~ited States Constitution, to form a resolution
whose paper should appear first and when, who was to hav which ought to be held by every Freethinker jn the
the last word, and all the rest of it. Both sides were fully country. This rE~solution is to hereafter make his
committed to the debate.
"All of a sudden the negotiations on behalf of Colonel politics secondary to his principles, and to vote. and
Ingersoll were broken off. The only information of this that work for the Nine Demands first, and for other
the bishop received was a curt telegram saying that Colonel things next. He says :
Ingersoll's wife was 'opposed to her husband's engaging in
"The editor of this Pulpit is not a politician, though, as
such a discussion at this time and in the manner proposed. stated elsewhere, he has always exercised the right of sufFor this reason he had withdrawn. The bishop made no frage by voting as he thought best for the general good. He
reply and the matter dropped. Now the friends of Bishop has always acted within the ranks of the Democratic party,
Spalding and the religious enemies of Colonel Ingersoll are never having once scratched a party ticket. He may consaying that the great Infidel was afraid of the ecclesiastic tinue thus to act in the future, but he has made up his mind
and used his wife's objection as an excuse to get out of the to oppose, from now on, the discriminations favoring any
proposed contest."
form- of superstition, and the party or parties favoring such
A World reporter took the story around to Colonel discriminations, and he holds himself ready to act with any
Ingersoll's office, and found him in, "and very in- reasonable party that will embody these demands, or similar
ones, in its platform of principles. Of course there are
dignant when he read the Chicago special." The other, and it may be said equally important, principles to be
reporter adds : " It was with unusual sharpness in incorporated into a party platform. This is readily granted,
·his voice that the colonel said: 'There is no truth but as a Liberal, and in behalf of Liberalism, as we underin the statement. The editor of the Forum will stand what Liberalism' is, we declare these demands absoknow whether any discussion was about to take place lutely essential to a party platform able to cope with the
in that magazine. The story probably grew out of an fanaticism that seeks to turn this government over to God,
which means that it is to be conducted in obedience to the
effort on the part of Courtlandt Palmer to h8v a dis- dictates of the clergy who claim to be God's representativs
cussion in the Nineteenth Century Club between on earth.".
Bishop Spalding and myself. Nothing ever came
The Christians in his neighborhood hav already
of it, however.' 'Are you willing to enter into a dis- made religion the main issue in their political camcussion with the bishop?' 'If Bishop Spalding paigns, and Mr. Shaw instances the fight in the ninth
really wishes to giv his views I think· that the editor congressional district of Texas, represented by Roger
of the Nortih American Review will giv him the Q. Mills, the sponsor of the Mills tariff bill. Colonel
space he desires, and I could reply if necessary.'" Mills was the regular nominee of the Democratic
Mr. Lorettus S. Metcalf, editor of the Forum, also party, and although, says Mr. Shaw, "that party
called at the World offiee and denied the story.
went far beyond the line of true independence to
The second traveler's tale is that Miss Eva Inger- palliate the hatred of the preachers for its favorit
soll recently visited St. Patrick's cathedral, and was man, who had offended them by opposing Prohibiso impressed. by its magnificence that shortly there- tion, and by using the plain words and practices of
after she became an en thuRiastic Christian. " This their savior against them; though it employed one
merely illustrates," comments one journal, "that the of them to go and pray"for it on the occasion of his
colonel's children are much like other people's chil- nomination, thereby running the risk of. his turning
dren. They do not always follow in the footsteps of the Lord against them, they then went solidly against
the 'old gent.' The little rebel in other fathers' boys Mills and for Jones, who made the race without a
and girls has a lodging-place in one of his girls at single issue, except that he was a 'Christian gentleleast." No doubt this story will afford considerable man,' as was so often uttered by the Revs. Carroll,
amusement to the Ingersoll family. The colonel Burleson, Bishop, and others. These gentlemen,
will probably murmur something about "another who claim to be the subjects and followers of him
dainn fool," Mrs. Ingersoll will perhaps ask, "Robert, who said, 'My kingdom is not of this world,' went
why do folks lie so?" bewitching Eva Ingersoll will square into the political arena, and with tongue and
undoubtedly laugh good-naturedly, magnificent Maud pen, by prayer and persuasion, did all they could to
Ingersoll will allow her upper lip to turn slightly up- beat one of the best and bravest llien that ever held
ward, and Mrs. Farrell will at once paste the item a public trust, and put in his stead an obscure adinto her huge scrap-book of stories about the colonel venturer, whose only plea was that he was a ' Chrisand his family. And then all of them will for- tian gentleman.'"
get the Christian sinner for God's sake.
The Sabbath bill and the conduct of the clergy in
But "the mendacity of superstition is almost his state lead Mr. Shaw to co11clude that the church
enough to make a man believe in the supernatural.'' is reaching for political power, and he desires to precipitate the conflict which must come. " Let them
Trouble .Ahead for Italy.
cry out," he says, "for God in the Constitution, the
Up to the present month the Vatican authorities Bible in the public schools, as loud as they will.
hav vteadfastly refused to allow Catholics to take Let them shake their clenched fists at parties and
part in the election of deputies ,to the Italian parlia- candidates from now on. The sooner we can get
ment. ·This was done because ·the church did not them at it on all hands, and the more frantic they
recognize the Italian government, though in munic- become, the sooner will the strife be over. We say
ipal elections the pope did not forbid the participa- let them petition for Sunday legislation, and tamper
with elections to their hearts' content. The people
tion of Catholics.
The injunction against voting for deputies has are not going to submit to their clamor. The more
now been withdrawn, and " full liberty of action " is they abound the less use will good men hav for
accorded Roman Catholics. This means the return them.''
For more than a decade we had thought and said
at the next election of a large number of Catholics,
who will form in the chamber of deputies a clerical just these things, and we wish that more Freethinkers
wing, with the sole aim of wreu.ohing from the state co~d be induced to take an· activ interest in politics
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and to vote on Liberal issues. exclusivly. But as a
general thing the Freethought party is politically
split up and sct.ttered among all the others. Here ·
in New York some vote the Labor ticket, some
the Socialist ticket, and the rest the Republican and
Democratic tickets. Their political party affiliations
seem much stronger than their Freethought principies. We believe, however, that a secular government is of importance paramount to all other political issues, and until that is attained Liberals, it
seems to us, should investigate the principles of
their candidates and vote accordingly. The church
and state ought to be so widely, thoroughly, and
fundamentally separated that it would be unnecessary to ask what a candidate will do for his church if
elected. State and municipal officers ought to be
deprived of all power to do anything for their
church. Then religion would indeed be out of politics. But so long as the po1iticians "work the religious racket ;• so long as the church votes for certain
men because these men will grant public money to
the church by means of laws obtained by previous
bargains between politicians and pietists; so long as
the clergy are in the political arena as clergy; so long
as the church and state are practically united-just
so long will it be necessary for Freethinkers to stand
up in the opposition and use their voting strength to
defeat ecclesiasticism and secure a secular government. We are glad that the gentle and unaggressiv
nature of Mr. Shaw has at last been aroused. The
provocation must• hav been mighty ere he came out
in this :flatfooted way, and we can only hope that
every other heretic in the country will follow his
splendid example.
THE sympathy of Mr. Bradlaugh's friends in this country
will go to him in the loss of his daughter, Alice Bradlaugh,
who died December 2d of typhoid fever, at the age of thirtytwo. 'Ihe funeral was private and silent, and the remains
rest in Woking Cemetery. Miss Bradlaugh was one of her
distinguished father's best and readiest helpers, and the signature "A. and H. Bradlaugh" to the news columns of the
National Reformer made the names of Alice and Hypatia
Bradlaugh familiar to all English Freethinkers. Miss Bradlaugh established classes in science which she and her
sister personally conducted, and her death will be a personal
bereavement to many besides her relativs. She was also
the home-keeper for her father, to whom she was devoted.
ANNIE BEsANT, whose successful candidature for membership to the London school board is already known to our
readers, ret.urns, in the National Reformer, her grateful
thanks to her supporters. She says : ''From all parts of the
country letters, resolutions of clubs, and telegrams of congratulation ha.v reached me, each one adding to the weight
of responsibility, in the hopes expressed and the trust given.
I can only say in answer that I will try to do my duty. Ten
years ago, under a cruel law now partially changed, Christian bigotry robbed me of my little child; now, the care of
the 763,680 children of London is placed partly in my hands,
!l8,890 of these being in my own constituency, and the trust
thus given I will try faithfully to rlischarge. More I cannot
say." Mrs. Besant received 15,!l26 votes in her district,
Tower Hamlets, Rome three thousand more than the next
successful candidate. She was supported by Freethinkers,
Socialists, and Liberals, and though efforts were made to
induce her to drop the Freethought principles she refuserl to
do so, and is now the Freethinkers' representativ in the
boa1d. The Rev. S. D. Headlam, a Liberal Christian and
Socialist, is also elected, and will aid Mrs. Besant in her
efforts to procure secular education for the school-children.
CHARLES BRADT.AUGH's Oaths bill is now the law of Great
Britain, having passed the House of Lords after considerable
opposition, and a declaration from one lord that Atheists
should not be permitted to blazon their unbelief. The business part of the bill is as follows: "Every person, upon objecting to being ~worn, and stating, as the ground of such
objection, either that he has no religious belief, or that the
taking of an oath is contrary to his religious belief, sball be
permitted to make his solemn affirmation instead of taking
an oath in all places and for all pnrposes where an oath is or
shall be required by Jaw." The bill also provides a written
affirmation in lieu of affidavits. The advantages of the bill
are that it permits persons without religion to affirm their
allegiance as members of Parliament, solicitors. barristers,
etc., and for the first time enables those whose religion makes
them unwilling to take an oath, to make affirmation of allegiance. It removes the incompetency of non.religioug witnesses in Scotland, and enables jurors to affirm in all parts of
the United Kingdom. By repealing all or parts of various
acts it protects non-religious persons in courts. Its disarlvantages are that it may sometimes, in the minds of Christian jurors, prejudice a witness or party to a suit by compelling him to avow his lack of religious belief, and it puts Secularists in the category of sects. It is, however, an immense step
ahead of the present unjust laws on the subject and as the
best that could be wrung from Parliament Mr. Bradlaugh is
deserving of congratulations and thanks for his efforts in
obtaining it. Lord Coleridge had the bill in charge in the
House of Lords.
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lttltrs Jrott( Jlritnds.
SAN BERNARDINO, Nov. 21, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 to renew my subscription
to your valuable paper. My wife says she cannot keep house
,without it. Since you illustrated your paper it is the best
educator for the young children I ever saw. May THE
TRurn BEEKER liv till it has demolished all bigotry and superstition.
GEo. R. KNIGHT.
WARRENBBURGH, Nov. 28, 1888.

MR. EDITOR: I send $3 for THE TRUTH SEEKBR another

done t~ hinder persons from classing women with Chinese,
lunatics, and idiots? No, not in this _free country. Bribery
at elections, selling votes, grants of land to favorite, sitting
in judgment upon a man's opinions-:-are these things allowed
in a free_ country? Was a free country ever known to exist?
Not at present. Must we be ostracised if we break the Sabbath, when even the Jews express themselvs in the following manner : " Sunday laws are a violation of the letter and
spirit of the Constitution, and are subversiv of the rights of
_
citizenship ?".
A conservativ spirit is said to be wanting in our great republic-as if you could rein in public opinion, or chain the
sea~

The bolder the demands of the fanatic the sooner will
courageous minds assert their independence and cast to the
winds all flimsy restrictions.
While the Constitution is a dead letter, our government loosely conducted, justice a tramp without a
home, the rights of citizens male and female disregarded,
while the maxims of freedom light a bonfire, and the volume
SNOWVILLE, VA., Dec. 17, 1888.
of equal rights is clasped and consigned to the blackness
DEAR FRIENDs: I see the Truth Seeker Company has out and silence of oblivion, then let individuals arouse thenia new edition of "TheWorld's Sages and Reformers," and in selvs and speak with the force and unmistakable grandeur
the notice of it we are told it is composed of biographical of truth.
ALHAZA.
sketches of the prominent men who hav championed reform.
Now, our good and wise Mr. Bennett was not one who forMILFORD, MAss., Dec. 2, 1888.
got the race is composed of men and women. He gave us
MR. EDITOR: Your proclamation of" A Few Things to Be
sketches of many notable women, and would hav given more Thankful For" takes precedence of Grover's. But, by a
still, only that comparativly few of the women hav had parity of reason, why not be thankful that you had to write
enough written of them to refer to. But the fact that Mr. an editorial-" Important Notice : There are about a thouBennett givs so many narrative of so many good women sand subscribers whose time ran out some months since, and
makes his book doubly valuable to us all. I prize it above who hav not paid for the papers they hav been reading since
ELMINA.
all other books the Grand Old li'Ian gave us.
then. The political campaign just closed has diverted men's
minds from more important matters, and we are not surPHILADELPHIA, PA., Dec. 9, 1888.
prised that some of our friends hav forgotten that they owe
MR. EDITOR: In your article on '' Affirming," in your ·us a few dollars." "Men's minds hav been diverted "-are
paper of the 8th inst., you say that "fennsylvania allows !here no women in arrears ? Those in arrears who are living
Quakers to affirm, but others must swear by kissing the Bible on the unpaid toil and sweat of their countrymen are perhaps
or uplifting the hand."
very clamorous for the Nine Secular Demands, while they
My experience with the courts has been different from the ignore payment for a paper that takes the lead iil keeping
above statement. I hav been as plaintiff in a criminal case those principles before the people. Paul said, " Owe no man
before the court of the magistrate and before the grand jury, anything." He never said a better thing. I always giv the
and in both places I was permitted to affirm without lifting devil his due. How many of those to whom this " Important
up my hand, after I objected to being sworn.
Notice" was directed are fooling their hard-earned money
· The affirmation read to me was from a printed card, viz.: away in liquor, tobacco, or dress, instead of using a little
I, --, do most solemnly, sincerely, and truly declare and self-denial to pay an honest obligation? ..-Horace Greeley
affirm.
said : " A void pecuniary obligations as you would famin or
I was also made a citizen of this country before Judge pestilence. If you hav but fifty cents and can get no more
Arnold by the same affirmation.
A. RoLLE.
for a week, buy a peck of corn, parch it, and liv on it rather
[We quoted the law, which does not always govern the than owe a man a dollar." John G. Saxe wrote:
practice. Judges hav great latitude, and we are glad to
Perhaps it is equallY a sin to get
know that Judge Arnold was once a sensible and liberal
Too deep in love, in liquor, or in debt.
Liberals above all others ought to be out of debt to the
official.-ED. T. S.]
paper that givs them the best and most trenchant editorials
GRAND FoRKs, D. T., Nov. 21, 1888.
in the country. My mind has not been diverted, and inMR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3.25 to renew my sub- closed find $3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER from Jan. 1, 1889, to
scription for my bible, THE TRUTH SEEKER, and the" History Jan. 1, 1890. Send me" Woman: Her Glory, Her ~hame,
of Christianity," by Edward Gibbon, Esq.
and Her God," by Saladin. All Liberals should read it. Its
Sold again. The same vote that elected Cleveland in 1884 truths cannot be changed by conditions or circumstances.
by a small majority, elects a Republican president and a AsRebel or patriot' Well, hea.ds or tails 1
Democratic governor, so-called, and a Catholic mayor and
Define the terms, and that is how it reads:
city officers for New York city. Mr. Hill makes a good
A rebel is a patriot who fails ;
governor; he put a good Catholic for inspector of the port of
A patriot is a rebel who succeeds.
New York, and all that will come, may come, if they only
CHARLES c. JOHNSON.
wear the cross. A few more presidential elections will sell
EAu CLAIRE, Wrs., Nov. 24, 1888.
us out. I am not a prophet, nor the son of a prophet, but I
ME. EDITOR: Mrs. Blenker appears to hav opened a new
think I am safe in saying as Christ did-but I hope I am.,
like him, a false prophet-there are some standing here that phase of Spiritualistic discussion. I observe in the recent
will not taste death till they see the son of man-the pope- writings of Spiritualists who reply to her a manifest disposicoming with power. It makes me shudder to think of it. tion to drop .or shirk particular demonstration and rest their
We will see how many hundreds of thousands of dollars the case on the overwhelming mass of testimony. I apprehend
Catholics will get for their schools to educate the Indian the new argument is about as weak as the old. The great
children to use the dynamite when they are called for, and historian Lecky has shown that up to the restoration of King_
what (the Lord's portion) the Catholics will get of the high- Charles II. witchcraft, in England, at least, was considered
est offices in the gift of the government, of army, navy, and the best established of· realities. In 1681 Joseph Glanvil, a
post-office department, etc.
LEVI BANOROFr.
divine whom Lecky pronounces " surpassed in genius by few
of his successors," and of whom he says that" the predomiCHATHAM, N; Y., Nov. 30, 1888.
nating characteristic of his mind was an intense skepticism,"
MR. EDITOR: I hav been an interested reader of your undertook the defense of Christianity in a book called" Saddupaper for four or five years. Nothing has interested me cismus Triumphatus, i.e., the Sadducee Conquered." His
more than the discussion for and against Spiritualism. There argument amounted to this-that the existence of witchcraft
seems to be a plan with both the church and Spiritualists to was a notorious fact attested by thousands of judicial investisee how much humbug they can add to a little truth and gations, many of them contemporary, by the consensus of all
hav the people believe it.
ages, classes, and nations, by the testimony of learned and
A lecturer came to our village some three months since, skeptic8.1 scientists and the finding of the most revered judges.
and lectured on mesmerism and electricity. He had talked But, if there was witchcraft, there must be a hell and devils,
about half an hour when five persons near the front seats be- and thus Christianity is vindicated by the objectiv proof of its
came mesmerized. Stopping his lecture, he began showing most unpopular and disagreeable doctrin. That there were
what he could do with the persons under his control. The already people who ridiculed the belief in witchCraft he was
first thing they saw was a big ship sailing through the room; aware, but he contends with much ingenuity that this prethen they saw a big dog go up on the stage, etc. Now, sumptuous attitude toward the experience of all mankind
what is the difference between this show and a seance circle? had nothing better to stand on than a vain conceit of one's
The medium sees or thinks of a ghost or spirit, and all the own knowledge concerning the invisible world. This is not
minds under his control in the circle see the same thing. all. Mr. Lecky shows that though belief in magical and
There was no ship nor dog there, nor any ghost.
occult powers was common among all nations, that terribly
Giv us facts. The world has been humbugged long enough vivid faith in diabolic agency which characterized Christians
by not knowing the effect of electricity on mind and matter. from about the twelfth century to the eighteenth was not
The Christians call it -the coming down of the Holy Ghost characteristic of civilized pagans, and, in short, was a phase
among the people, or the outpouring of God's spirit. The of the Christian reaction against heresy and skepticism which
Spiritualists call i~ the visitation of friends from another began with the preaching of Dominic. In 1665 this reaction
world, or materialized ghosts.
T. R. BuRRows.
had spent its force; science had furnished physical explanations of thunder, hail, murrain, addled eggs, and other pheLEXINGTON, KY., Dec. 6, 1888.
nomena vulgarly attributed to the devil. Hobbes had shaken
MR. EDITOR: I wish to allude briefly to Professor Cook's the belief in the supernatural. People were ceasing to faar
letter in which he adverts to the brutal conduct of Judge the evil one, and accordingly ceasing to believe in witchery.
Arnold, of Philadelphia, who refused to naturalize a Hun- No great book was written in reply to Glanvil, but the supergarian because he was an Atheist. I thank the professor for stition disappeared in spite of him. Probably the last witchhis noble indignation. We are reminded daily of the fact craft trial in England took place in 1712. In 1736 the statutes
that "we liv in a free country." Is there any cure for mo- against witches, already obsolete in practice, were repealed
nopolism? No ; we liv in a free country. Can anything be without opposition. ·The overwhelming testimony in favor
year. I cannot do without it. It is my meeting and my
church and my God. It is the only guide that directs me on
the right road to glory. I also send $1 for membership to
the American Secular Union. Please forward it to E. A.
Stevens, secretary. When proceedings are commenced on
the Girard College I will chip in again.
WM. Wxtoox.

of modern Spiritualism is, in like manner, the effect of a
prepossession. Repugnance to the idea of annihilation, like
the terror once excited by witch stories, predisposes to belief,
and "trifles light as air" become, to the willing, " confirmation strong as proofs of holy writ."
C. L. JAMEs.
CLEVELAND, 0., Dec. 3, 1888.
ME. EDITOR : After diligent inquiry for some weeks, I discovered yesterday where the meetings of the Secular Union
were held, and had the pleasure of listening to an able
address by the secretary. The Union has a beautiful hall,
which could be filled by advertising the meetings. If the
papers would not print notices, I would favor using handbills, and will myself pay for all they will distribute before
Mr. Watts comes or any other time. One thing I noticed,
every face present was an intellectual one, even that of the
Plaindealer reporter. None were of the common, low, ignorant, ill-dressed class, usually found at the rooms of the
Young Men's Christian Association here, and none of the
expre)!sionless, putty faces seen at all of the churches were
there. I think Infidels just organizing should write their
addresses carefully. I think they should avoid shocking the
public, at least until they secure a good attendance. I am
apt to speak very freely and plainly myself, but too much of
it defeats itself. Secularists should be like the Rev. George
Thomas Dowling, under whose preaching I can sit without
getting angry. At heart I believe him to be a Freethinker,
but he clothes his honest liberal thought with such beautiful,
flowery, wisely chosen words, which neither affirm nor deny,
that the- public is captivated. I favor opening the meetings
with singing. Don't be afraid to sing gospel songs occasionally. Outsiders will lose their fear when they hear their own
church music sun?;. Invite all at the close to stand around
the organ and sing familiar airs. They will thus become
acquainted, and will probably come again._ Let all hav a
chance to speak freely, but wisely, after the address, which
should contain one good cannon-ball, but no more, to fire at
the audience. It is better to m~ke them think than to blow
their heads off. Aim to hav all go away and say they heard
nothing shocking, and had a pleasant time, and plenty will
attend. There are more Liberal-minded people in this city
than real Christians-so-called; I don't mean professors, but
the genuin religion-struck class.
'
MRS. MILDRED HERMANN.
GRAHAMSVILLE, FtA., Nov. 15, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: I am late in replying to Elmina's suggestiv
letter in THE TRUTH SEEKER of September 1st, but not being
a subscriber, the paper is sent me "after going the rounds,'•
so I hav but just noticed her reply to me. I don't think
Elmina quite "catches on" to the Spiritual philosophy.
" These dead painters " need physic8.1 bodies through which
to exercise their ability; and as to their power to " far excel," to be "superlativly excellent," what is superlativly
excellent to one may be " visionary nonsense" to another.
Elmina says, "It is not miracle I ask." I think she asks
either for miraculous power or for a very simple test, which
to me indicates she hasn't learned the ABC of Spirit"ualism. The credulous may catch on to simple tests, the incredulous require miracles, but as " Spiritualism is a science "
the ABC mu.;;t first be learned. I think Elmina isn't convinced of mind-reading, or of one mind controling another,
and probably she is too positiv to experience, as I hav, mes~
merization. I hav had a mesmerizer, before an audience, so
control my mind that I had to move as he said, and when
he said I couldn't move I was powerless, simply because my
will seemed paralyzed (I being perfectly conscious), until he
said, "You are a good subject; you may take your seat."'l'hen my will was in a moment as fully controling my body
as it now is. I understand my will to be my spirit. I hav
no faith in a spirit, loosed from the body, manifesting physic8.lly, except as it draws from some negativ medium who
generates surplus magnetism, or as it can by force, or otherwise, get control of a medium. Then, phrenology teaches
me that " dead painters " would be limited by the brain
structure of mediums, and " to excel" is not so easy a matter as some suppose, especially if the dead painters fully
consider, as wise spirits will, that they are responsible for
what the medium does, and should in no way impair the
body. It seems to me that spirits are adapted to spirit life,
which is as much superior to this sphere as this is to the
embry()tic, and there must be plenty of work for spirits in
their sphere, and why should these dead painters and doctors seek through mediums "to startle the world " enough
to "convince the most skeptic8.1," when they and Elmina
hav but to· consider to realize the fate of those who startle
the world? - Fines, imprisonments, burning at the stake, or
hanging, as in the· case of Anarchists, is the fate_ of those
who startle the world. I will say a word of those who
are not startled enough to believe it is spirits when a'medium,
having never studied disease or medicin, appears like a dying
person and then instantly seems Jike another person, and
will diagnose disease perfectly and cure patients given up by
''regular" physicians, and even do this by holding a lock of
hair from the patient's head miles away; the spirit controling
the medium sometimes purpoPting to be an Indian and acting his wild nature, at other times purporting to be a learned
physician who once practiced on earth through a body belonging to himself, and then the medium appearing like
death as the spirit leaves and the medium's spirit returning
claiming to hav been unconscious or in a dreamlike condition, having realized most that was said and done, yet without power to speak or in any way interfere. I say those who
do not believe this produced by spirits are too skeptical for
spirits to bother with. Let such skeptics hav "one world at
a time," and let the dead painters who are "superlativly excellent" go on with their work in a superlativly excellent
world. Let Margaret Fox and Mr. Bouton expose the fraud
within themselvs and Spiritualism. I am pretty sure Spiritualism can stand it if they can.
,JENNIE A. DOANE.
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PITTSFIELD, ILL., Dec. 4, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Notwithstanding the fact that the crude
Materialist and the bigoted Christian unite in asserting a
priori the impossibility of spirit phenomena, yet, as McArthur
truly says, " All else being equal, the evidence of one who
has seen outweighs the evidence of a thousand who hav not
seen." Then why will those who hav not seen use such
levity toward a subject which they know so little about? I
know by the tone of the articles written by the critics of
McArthur and Burr that they belong to a class who, ! venture
to say, never attende:l one half dozen seances in their lives.
Dr. Beard said that all manifestations occurring in the
presence ·of mediums, or said to occur, did not really occlll',
but that the u.nfortunate investigator who attended a seance·
was suffering under the delusion of tricks of mesmerism;
that he was hypnotized by the medium ; that he in reality
witnessed nothing." This, no doubt, is the thought of these
same critics. Your contributor W. H. Burr has stated the
facts of his investigations without advancing any theory, and
yet some of his critics hav bellowed loudly" forninst" any
such trash appearing in THE TRUTH BEEKER. If these same
people had lived in the time of Herschel when he saw in his
mental vision a new planet they would no doubt hav said
just as sneeringly with his contemporaries, "I will never
believe" that there is a new planet, as was claimed by the
great astronomer, but Uranus moves on one of the wonderful
systems to which our earth belongs. Now, in this day and
age, why will our truth-seeking philosophers (?) wallow in
the mire of incredulity, and shout, Idiocy, when a respectful
attitude without any "reverential calm" or hysteria would
be mor~ in keeping? Please let up on poor McArthur and
giv hini a chance to sing his song to Mrs. Blenker, and when
he is done, if you feel that you hav perceived the ludicrous
in what he has written of immortalism, criticisms will then
be in order. Back in my Materialistic history I can remember how I used to hoot at such an awful thing as spirit phenomena; but when I witnessed it in my own home, where
there ·were no secret wires, and in broad daylight, under
strictly test conditions, I was. forced, greatly against my preconceived ideas at that time, to acknowledge that there was
an unseen force, call it od, odyllic, or what you please. · It
was there, and it moved my table about the room without
any physical contact. It answered questions by tipping up
on its side as many times as agreed upon for yes or no. It
told me that the force operatmg was a spirit, and that when
in the body it was my brother, and that this was the mily
means by which it could communicate with me. Is there
· .anything horrible about -this, 0 ye 'fhomases? Now I am
going to suppose a little. Suppose, my truth-seeking brother,
we are both d1,1mb-not deaf-and it is before the deaf and
dumb alphabet has been invented-! mean that process of
the fingers-:but we hav a system of rapping upon any hard
substance by which we communicate with each other. Now,
suppose I am in arailroad wreck and am pinned down under
the debris with one arm free to use; you, my dumb brother,
are standing unhurt at one side of the track. You cannot
see me, but you can hear my rappings with my free arm,
by which I tell you how I am situated. Now I want to ask,
is there anything awful about this proceeding, my brother?
A very devout Catholic says, as he has been taught by the
church, it was the devil that operated the table. The Spiritualist says it is what it purported to be, my disembodied
brother. The Materialist says it was nothing and that we
imagined it all, and that when it comes to dealing with
huinan testimony as evidence in support of occult phenomena
our training is seriously at fault and we are incompetent for
.
the task."
Hoping that McArthur will be allowed to finish his controversy with Mrs. Blenker, I will close by wishing success
EDMUND D. HIOKs.
to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
P.S.-Heston's cartoons .are looked at eagerly by my neighbors to whom I loan the paper, and I think they are a valuable part of the paper in pointing out the absurdities of the
E. H.
Bible.
CARROLl., lA., Dec. 10, 1888.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 to renew my subscription.
I wish Arthur C. Everett would let us know if his case with
the Knights of Labor had a hearing before T. V. Powderly
as he was promised, and what the result was. I like the
paper and ~artoons, also the Editor; he is the right man in
the right place. Hav nothing to kick about.
Fraternally,
HIOHID CONWAY.
WABAsH, IND., Nov. 22, 1888.
MR. EDITOR : I am in receipt of so many inquiries as to
· whether the general assembly of Knights of Labor, convened
at Indianapolis, did anything in my case, that I am unable to
answer. them all, and as they are all, or nearly so, readers of
THE TRUTH SEEKER, I will ask you the privilege of answering
them through its columns.
·
Monday night, November 12th, I called mi Mr. Hayes,
general seCretary and secretary of the executiv board, at the·
Grand Hotel, who granted me an interview, and in reply to
my question as to whether he had read my pamphlet, said:
" I read your pamphlet clear through, but was not flattered by it. I speak plainly, but business is business, you
know."
"Certainly, Mr. Hayes," I said, "but remember one thing,
that pamphlet was printed as a plain statement of facts, not
to 'flatter,' and to secure, if possible, justice. I hav with me
an affidavit by a disinterested person, over a seal of a nqtary
of Michigan, to substantiate my claims, and I wish the privilege to present my case before the assembly, or at least before
the executiv board."
"Well, Mr. Everett," said Mr. Hayes," as to the assembly, that you could not do unless there was open session, but

if the executiv board meets, you can come before them.

Meet me here to-morrow night at this time, and if they meet,
which I expect they will, I will giv you a chance to present
your case, and if by your argument you can convince me, it
will be all right. If they. don't meet, I will giv you the
names of the executiv board and where to be found, and you
can go and talk with them separately. I am glad to hav met
you, Mr. Everett. Good-night I"
The following night I was there at the appointed time. I
went to him as he was passing to his.room and spoke to him.
He replied, "I will see you in a few minutes." It was then
a few minutes past 6 P.M. I waited until 9 P.M., and he
neither made his appearance or even answered a message sent
him by the bell-boy. Expecting such a snub, I had prepared
the following, whi!lh was placed in his hands by the clerk :
JOHN W. HAYEs, Genera} Secretary, Knights of Labor:
I wish to place before you in a brief manner the most important points I wish to place before the executiv board in my
defense:
.
First, That I withdrew from Wabash Valley assembly,
L. A. 4,204, on Oct. 26, 1885, and that I had at that time my
dues paid up to Nov. 1, 1885, and that I had an honorable
withdrawal on that account, as per letter from Frederick
Turner, general secretary at the time of writing it, now in my
possession, and it will be presented to the board, with my
receipt, slgned by the secretary' of L. A. 4,204; and that
some time between Oct. 26, 1885, and Jan. 25, 1886, I was
expelled, without a citation to trial or a copy of the charges
being furnished me, the first I knew of it being a notice of
expulsion in the Journal of United Labor, of date Jan. 25,
1886. Further, I hav an affidavit to present, under legal
seal, by a disinterested person, proving thereby by the words
of the master workman of L. A. 4,204, that it was all done
"to make themselvs solid with Wabash." Now, I respectfully urge that I be granted a hearing before the executiv
board, in the behalf of justice, man to man.
.
ARTHUR C. EVERETT.
I also made out something similar and sent it to Terence
V. Powderly, but it was entirely ignored. Then I prepared
and sent the following, with a marked pamphlet, to the
chairman of the committee on appeals and grievances, which
received a similar fate : .
CHAIRMAN OF THE CoMMITTEE ON APPEALs AND GumvANOEB, Knights of Labor General Assembly, Indianapolis: I
am here waiting on the assembly for a chance to present my
grievances before them. I saw Mr. Hayes on Monday ni_ght,
the 12th inst., and he told me to call the next night, when
the executiv board was expected to meet, and he would p;iv
me a hearing, or, if they did not meet, he would prepare for
me other means. I came and awaited his pleasure until
9 P.M., and he did _not show up; therefore, I must conclude
that, Jesuit-like, he does not intend that I shall even hav the
ghost of a show fl)r the righting of the injustice perpetrated
on me by )J. A. 4,204, as explained at length in the accompanying pamphlet, "Concern of All is to Injure One." Ter.
ence V. Powderly said (see Ex. A, p. 4): "If the case stands
as reported by you, then a >yrong has been done." Notice
Ex. B, p. 3; also, Ex. C, p. 4; also, Ex. D, commencing with
the two last words, "master :workman," on p. 1, continued
to p. 2. In connection with other proofs to substantiate my
charges, on this last I hav an affidavit by a disinterested
part.y, over legal seal, proving that L. A. 4,204 did as they
did (see Ex. C) so as to ''make themselvs solid with Wabash."
Now, notice Ex. E, p. 7, of the inclosed pamphlet. And,
gentlemen, if you do not giv me a hearin~, as is my right,
then are you aiders and abettors in the disgraceful acts of
L. A. 4,204, in bolstering up a moribund theology by ruining a wage-worker, ''whose only fault is his unorthodox
belief," that thereby they might "make themselvs solid with
Wabash." And, further, it was by and through my efforts
that the first assembly was started in Wabash, Ind., and, like
the fabled viper, when warmed into life, it turned and stung
to death its benefactor. Notice Ex. F, p. 7.
Respectfully,
ARTHUR C. EVERETT.
Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, I place this matter: before
you without further comment. I waited for a hearing until
no other chance was left me, and then returned home. Since
coming home I wrote the executiv board to meet me here
with L. A. 4,204, but they hav ignored that request also.
Knowing that the general assembly has virtually said by
their acts to L. A. 4,204, "Your assembly did right; accept
my thanks," I can't but expect that they will, if possible,
make Wabash too hot to hold me. Were not my health and
finances so depleted, I would start a paper again right here,
and I would make it interesting for them until some of them
killed me, and there is more than one that would, could they
do it and not be caught at it; but, as it is, I will hav to grin
and bear it as best I may, though it is terrible to contemplate. I would like the address of some Freethinker reader
of THE TRUTH BEEKER at Vienna, Johnson county, Ill., or
near there, in that county; also, same at Spring City, east
Tenn., on the line of the Cincinnati Southern.
One that has no use for a God, Christ, or ally part of that
tomfoolery called religion,
ARTHUR C. EvERETT.
RoCKFORD, W. VA., Dec. 9, E.M. 288.
MR. EDITOR : I want to tell you that I like THE TRUTH
SE&KER best of all Liberal papers, and hope to be able to
remain on your list of subscri"!Jers till "life's fitful fever is
o'er." Every issue is an intellectual feast. I was once a
believer in the religion of "Believe or be damned." I read
Fowler's "Human Science" and threw away my orthodoxy.
Then I reached the "Age of Reason" at seventeen, and ever
since hav been an uncompromising foe of orthodoxy and
priestcraft.
·
I attended service at the Methodist Episcopal church of
this place last Sunday, and was highly edified by some remarks of the pastor. Rev. Mr. Weiss said: "We are indebted for our social advancement and civilization to this
blessed book I" at the same time bringing his clenched hand
down on that old relic of barbarous ages, the Bible; ''and
the light that has emanated from God through the gospels."
He further enlightened us by saying that " man cannot do a
good act or think a noble thought within himself." Every
Qther remark made by this gospel-sharp was as false as the
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above. Yet I suppose that every individual present save
myself opened his capacious mouth of credulity and gulped
down unchewed and untasted the whole mass. The clergy
"don't 'know," or else they lie. But the truth is dawning.
She is slowly unfolding herself to the sorrowing gaze of the
priests and their ignorant dupes. I am agitating the principles of Freethought and Liberalism wherever I go. Ami
certainly the agitation of thought is the beginning of truth.
The hope and interest of the church is centered in the young.
Our hope is there also. Our best efforts ought to be exerted
in the field of juvenil culture. In that field the church
has a decided advantage over us, and she is using it every
day. The church has "Young Amer.ica" "under her
thumb," and there will she keep it unless Secularists· make
her disgorge. As long as the public schools are under the
control of the church the church is safe. And that she has
control of them who will dispute? Witness the morning
prayers, and Bible readings, the hymn-singing, and pious
stories in the text-books even in our public schools, to say
nothing of parochial schools and endowed institutions of
learning. It is the duty of Liberals everywhere to labor to
the end that instruction, at least in the public schools, should
be reduced to a purely secular basis.
The pious people here will hardly permit a Freethinker to
attend strictly to his own business. They recently tried to
indict a·man in the court of Harrison county for splitting
kindling-wood on Sunday, for cutting sprouts off his own
apple-tree, and other similar ''wicked" and " blasphemous"
offenses. I understood his informers were his religious and
righteous neighbors, who did the same thing. The judge
asked them if they knew almost everybody did similar acts.
"Yes," they replied, "bu~ he's a kind of an old Universal.
ian and don't believe in a God nohow, and we thought we'd
show him there was a law for sich things in this country."
The object of their pious wrath was Wm. Carpenter, an
honest, peaceable, and industrious merchant of Bridgeport.
Yes, the church stilr tries to persecute whenever she can.
Daily we see need of t)l.e enforcement of the Nine Demands.
The churches of this state are as bigoted and intolerant as
those of Delaware and New Jersey. The motto of our
state, "Montani semper liberi," does not mean anything so
far as religious liberty is concerned. No government has
any right to say that I shall worship this god or that god or
no god at all; that I shall " keep" this day or that day or no
day at all. It is none of the government's business.
I am doing all the missionary work I can by getting my
friends to read THE TRUTH BEEKER and my Liberal books
which I loan to them. Four or five h11v professed conversion
to the religion of humanity, two out of the ranks of the
church.
Now, will some kind Liberal giv us a few hints on how
to organize a local Secular society out of this scanty" raw
material ?" Can a society for the promulgation of Freethought do effectiv work with a force of only five or six
members, and some of them a little weak-kneed? If not,
this county will hav to remain under the galling yoke of
ecclesiastical tyranny.
Is that Jamieson-ReynoldA affair over? Are they done
"crossing swords ?" Will Liberalism gain anything by this
disgraceful controversy? Are Liberals interested in this
war of vile words and opprobrious epithets that these professing Liberals are carrying on ? For one, I am not.
Messrs. Jamieson and Reynolds can certainly find more important use for their brain and lips and pen than calling each
other names and hurling calumnious charges against each
other. Surely Liberals cannot afford to war among themselva while the common enemy are pressing us on all sides.
Petty strifes· and bickerings among those in our ranks assured!y'hav a tendency to weaken the cause which so much
needs our concentrated efforts in order to liv and grow.
"United we stand; divided we fall." Let us all stand or
fall together. For the welfare and success of the cause
which they hav espoused, let the combatants hoist the white
flag or retire to some monastery and hav it out without insulting the common sense and sentiment of Liberalism. Did
any cause ever prosper by the quarreling of its adherents?
Did the Andover controversy add strength to the missionary
cause? Did the quarreling of Martin Luther and the pope
strengthen the Catholic church? Let the house come to
order, and Brotherly Love occupy the chair. May the angel
of peace hover over the Liberal camp henceforth and ever.
more. Amen.
Some of my rich Christian neighbors made " dinner " on
Thanksgiving .day and invited their rich neighbors, while the
poor shivered and starved at home. The love of God in the
heart of man is a wonderful thing. How it makes them
open their hearts! How about their purses? Locked to
the poor; but the preachers hav duplicate keys with which
they find a way to the Lord's share on contribution-day,
which is pretty sure to happen every Sunday. Not much of
it ever reaches the Lord, in my opinion. If the Lord has all
that has been collected in his name from the days of Moses
down to those of Talmage, he is certainly the richest god in
the kingdom of gods. No wonde:: that he is so independent
and suffers us poor mortals to " go to pot " on earth and to
hell when we die. I always liked to hav good society here,
and if" I understand the Christian philosophy there will be a
better condition of society in the bottomless pit than in their
New Jerusalem. Now, the Christians m;ght not to fly off
the handle if I prefer the fiery lake to the golden city. But
I suppose all this belongs to the realm of the unknown and
the unknowable, and is therefore not a profitable subject for
investigation. According to the Confucian philosophy, "To
know that we know what we know and to know that we do
not know what we do not know, constitutes true wisdom."
According to this philosophy there is no true wisdom in
Christianity; for she teaches what she does not know and
professes ignorance of what she does know, viz., the dark
and bloody record which she has made. W. W. BisHOP ..
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so. I am goin~~: to schonl now, and I am in
the Fourth Reader. I will close for this t,ime,
hopiqg to see this in print in the next paper.
I may write again, but I am not sure.
Edited by Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Fail
Yours truly,
H. W. BrnoH.
Ri'Der, M(JIJ8., to ttJhom all Communications for
FRENOJITOWN, NRB., Dec. 9, 288.
this Corner slwuld be sent.
MY DEAR Miss WIXON: While I inclose
these lines for the Children's Corner I wish to
tell the children how pleased and entertainerl
" Between the dark and the daylight,
I hav been with the numbers of the Pleasure
When the night is beginning to lower,
Oomes a pause in the day's ocoupations
Boat sent me by good old Father Hacker.
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour."
It is such a quaint little paper, full of spicy,
readable things, and will be quite a curiosity
twenty years hence. I hav now in my possession the tattered remains of an old newsThe Norse Girl's Song.
paper published in 1818. and prize it as much
A little ohild from the Danish isles
for its odd sayings as for its age. I hope all
Sang me a little song,
the children will senrl fifty cents to Father
That sweetly soothed me dreary whiles
Hacker and get the PleMUre Boat while they
The winter days were long;
hav the opportunity. The money will be but
And l•er song was the voice of a lone little bird
That flew to her window when the tempest was little to them, but ·so much to him and his
good wife w_ho has been the partner of his
stirred
joys and sorrows so many years. I should
And the loud wind blew from the sea,
hav adderl my mite to the Maud Morrison
While the bird oried," Sophia !" Sophia!"
fund-al! honor to th · kind-hearted girl-but
And he said, "Cold, cold is the vin t
that I had anticipaterl her thou11:hts by sevOa the sea and the ahoreeral weeks. I am rejoiced to see that }Ir.
Ob, pray, little girl, let me in l
Jamieson is going to giv benefit lectures in
Hast.en swift to the door;
behalf of the aged patriarch. Thi~ is a verGiv me shelter and rest at your fireside warm
itable proof that the Liberals do do someWhile bitterly blowa the fierce ocean-storm;
thing. When our enemies ask, "What hav
I am all alone by the seaOh, hear the vin, Sophia! Sophia!"
the Liberals ever done ?'' we can cite them to
this with other thin11:s. Let us send in our
Str'l.ightway I kissed her rosy lips;
dimes. too, to the Caseys, who hav no one to
Her song had been so sweet;
depend upon but a young boy. While we
And she sang of the sea. and shipspity and admire the boy, let us do so to the
White spravs had touohed her feet.
extent of at least ten cents.
Now my sweet httle singer has left me alone,
Yours for humanity,
MARY B. FmoH.
And the vin is so cold and the storm-voices moanNo song of the bird nor the seaAt night and morn I mourn, "Sophia."
What the Little Ones Are Saying.
Frenchtown, Neb.
MARY BAmD FI!!OH,
Some
of the little folks of the Corner may
The Soandinavia.n pronnnoiatioa is Sofee.
recollect hearing of Dena Locke-" Mrs.
t Wind.:..._ _ _ _ _....,_ _ _ __
Ro~ebud "-of Canon City, Col. What I am
Lines
about to relateoccurredaboutayearago, when
QUITE FREE Fl!OM RHYMES FOR BOYS AND GffiLS she was about five years old. The all-absorbing question with her for quite a while was,
TO READ.
Who took care of the first baby? Every atGood boys are kind to all good girls;
Good girls are kind to all good boystempt to get a satisfactory answer proving
A rose is sweet, and so are theyunavailing, in one of her solemn reveries she
Both good and pure in all they do ;
decided to submit it to a neighbor, a superQuick to mind their pa and ma,
annuated minister living near by. She was
No cross word comes from out their lipsbusily engaged at play when the idea struck
No frown. no lie, no fret.
They go to school and leaTn to spell,
her. Said she, "Mamma, I am going over to
To read and write aud sing;
ask Mr. Hanks who took care of the first
Thus they grow up. uot as the fool,
baby." Her mother replied that he would
Who likes to sit and gaze,
only tell her that it was God. "Well," said
Who knows to eat, but not to workA dolt void of good sense.
she, "if he does, I will ask him, Who took
Good boys and girls are atill, we know,
care of God ?"
When in the house at play.
Like other children, she has different callIf near t.he sick, the pore, and sad
They will not make a noise;
ings and pursuits in her plays. On one occaWhen they walk out in the broad fields
.sion she was playing pedlar. She entered
They hear the birds that sing,
where her mother and an elder sister were,
But will not rob their cute-made nests
and was busily engaged exhibiting her goods.
Of eggs or young, for that is wrong.
Her mother bought something of her, and
They see the lambs at play while young,
As they hop and skip and jumpwas having quite a familiar conversation with
Th~ dear white lambs so gay,
her while she was dilating on the quality of
That nip the grass, to them so sweet;
her goods. Her sister interrupted the conIt is their food, you know.
versation by telling her that she looked upon
Oh ! do not scare the dear good lambs;
Throw nothing hard at them;
pedling as a very low calling and beneath
For when their wool is olipped,
the dignity of a lady, berating her occupation
And washed and spun and woTe,
rather rudely for a stranger. Her mother
It makes good clothes to keep you warm ;
Then love the snow-white Iambs,
excused the rudeness of her daughter, adding
The bee that flits from nlace to place,
that she had spent a great deal of money in
To store its hive with sweets so good,
her education, and tried every expedient she
SRYP, "Take care, le•t I giV Pain,
could devise to make a good girl of her, but
MY sting is fine and sharp!"
Then do not hn~t the bee.
to no effect; wanting to know at the same
Do not harm the dog or cat;
time if she ever. took such girls to educate.
To them be kind and good;
She replied that she did sometimes but at
Good dogs keep watch by daY and nightth.at moment a happy thought struck her, and
Bark at the thief or bite his heel,
If in the house to steal he comes.
With all the agony and affectation of hypoThen feed the dog and pet him, too,
critical piety, said she, "Why don't you send
And he will wag his tail. you see,
her to Sabbath-school?"
In love and t,hanks to you.
The little miss who wrote the following
If puss, the cat, should catch a mouse,
And bring it near to you,
will develop into a brilliant satirist one of
Praise him or her for that.
these days : "Dear Papa : Mamma wrote me
Giv kit some milk to lap ;
to get my washing .done, to get my shoes
That is its way to drink.
mended, and to buy some buttons for my
How oute it is! Just watch it once;
Yon could not drink that way.
·dress and a new ribbon for my hat, and she
Well, now, good-bye, dear girls and boys!
sent me ten cents."
ELTB!IA DE ALEMBEBT BLAKEMAN.
Talk about the precision of the Boston
Three Rivers, Jtich.
girl! A little East-side school-girl was overheard telling a playmate that she had been
Correspondence.
seasick. "That is," she added to correct
REVERE, Dec. 15, 1888.
DEAR Miss WixoN: I thought I would herself, "I hav never been on the sea, you
know, but I hav been awfully lakesick."
write you a letter for the Children's Corner.
I am a little girl not quite seven years old.
Mamma: "If you will hav your French
I go to school every day, even when it rains lesson absolutely perfect to-night I'll make
or snows.
you a big angel-cake." Ethel: "That will
I wanted to hear you very badly when you
be nice, mamma, and while you're about it
lectured in Paine Hall.
I go up with my papa sometimes, and once you. might make a medium-sized one to giv
I sat on the platform.
me m case I make one or two little mistakes."
When I get to be a woman I think I will be
Jimmy had been promised a trip into the
a school-teacher.
MABEL F. WASHBURN.
country. "Mamma, are you going out to
P.S.-1 wish you ·a merry Christmas.
auntie's to-day?" "No, dear; I'm afraid it
M.F.W.
will rain. Don't you see how black the clouds
are?" " Yes," reluctantly · "but I don't
ALLIANCE, 0., Dec. 12, 1888.
Dun Miss WixoN: I thought I would think they'll leak !"
'
write to you, for it has been so long since I
A little French Canadian boy in Oldtown is
wrote the other letter. Papa takes THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and I like to read the Chil- credited with one of the shortest and most
comprehensiv compositions on record. The
1lren's Corner.
I was twelve years old October 26t,h · my teacher told him to write about anything he
sister died November OLh, with typhoid f~ver. could see, and this was the result: "The
But we are all well now and wish to remain stove. She be cracked."
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Miss Wixon's Works.
All in a Ufetime. A Liberal Romance.

Poor .Little Fly.

12mo, 300pp., $1.50.

Applfls of Gold. And Other Stories

He is a merry little creature this winter
for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 363pp., $1.25.
morning, dancing in the sunshine on the win- Stot·y Hour. An Exceptionally Handdow pane. Why he left his winter quarters.
eome and Interesting Book, Wilhout Sup~rsti
twu, for Obildren and Your.b. ~he Only Freeand came into my dining-room I am sure I
thmkers' Chtldren 'B Story-Book ever ifsued.
66 full. page Hlustrat,ions and ll5 smaller; large
cannot tell. Hungry, perhaps.
type, heavy, toned PRPer, broad margins, illusLet us examin this fly and see if there is
trated covers; 4to, 22tpp., boards, $1.
anything interesting about him.
These books are particularly suitable for
The fly is an insect, isn't it? All insects
IIOLIDA Y GIFTS.
hav six feet, three on each side. By this sign
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
we recognize them. In the insect kingdom
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.
there may be found a hundred and fifty thousand different kinds, large and small, beautiful and homely.
Look at this fly's lovely wings, will you?
Contains thA Sunday addresses of Hugh o: PenteSee how gauzy and delicate they are and cost,
New York's famous Agnostio and social
note the little veins in them. Look at its economist, besides other interesting matter.
Issued weekly. Annualsubsortption $1. Sample
furry legs-no, these legs are smooth, comparativly speaking. It is the buzzing or copies sent on application. Addrfss the pubFRED. C. LEUBUSCBER,
blow fly that has thick furry legs and a furry lislaer,
38 Park Row, New York City.
back. We are looking now at a common
domestic or house fly. This kin dare all about
BIBLE INQUIRER;
the same size, and they are nice, clean-looking
.oR,
creatures.
A Key to Bible Investigation.
Just look at its pretty little head; see the
Containing 148 Propositions
two horns projecting from it-antennre or With RPferenoes
to the most. Plain and Striking
Self-Oont•adictions 'of the so-oalled
feelers, and thar expresses their use. Now
Inspired Soriptures.
look at its dear little eyes. Under the micro.
BY A. JACOBSON.
scope they present a wonderful appearance
Third edition, oarefully revised and enlarge·d.
and seem as if cut like .costly jewels. NatRead the following extract from a letter by Ex
uralists say there are four thousand of these Rev. C B Reynolds:
''The 'Btble Inquirer' is better than a Con
minute points or facets in the two eyes of a cordance
a• 1\ reference, to speedily find the teach
ing
of the B1ble, on any subjeot. It is a sledge
fly.
bammH in demolishing !'rror, yet the moAt de
Now let us put some sugar on the table vout Bible-worshiper can find no cause of offense
and watch this fly eat. There is a queer little U•ing no word of argument., it simply permit
~be Bible to dest.roy all faith in the B1ble, by giv
attachment to its head which he carries !Dg chapter and verse-word for word-showing
tucked out of sight, almost, when he is rest- its palpable absurdit.ies and oontradiotions."
Everv Liberal needs a oopy for readv referenoe
ing. Look at it now. ·He is paying his As a pam ph let to loan to Christian friends, it is
respects to the sugar, and the tiny dot or the most effectiv IconoolRRt ever published.
Price only 25 cent.s.
tongue has spread out like two cunning fans,
Address THE THUTH BEEKER 00.
which he isllsing to lap the sugar after soft28 Lafayette Pl., New York,
ening it with saliva. It is with these little
fans that he tickles our noses in summer The "Uncle Tom's Cabin" of the
time.
Industrial Slave1·y of To-Day.
Heigho I There he goes. He has finished
his lunch, and now he is walking upsidedown on the ceiling, after swinging round
and round the rooms two or three times.
How does he do that? Why, he is a regular
circus performer. How can he resist the
power of gravitation the way he does?
By Edward Bellamy,
Well, now, there are different opinions as to Author of "Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc.
how flies can walk about with the back of
Vital, inspiring, hopeful, convincing.-[Literary
their bodies down and their feet up. Some World.
This astonishing book. how it haunts one,
think it is due to the bristles on their feet like a grown-up "Alice in Wond~rland !" The
follo\\s entranced.-[Boston Gazette.
acting as suckers, and a vacuum formed un- mmd
It is a thought· breeding book, and all who are
derneath, so that the pressure of the atmos- free j;o r~cei~e new light will find in it satisfaction
IDSPiratJOn.-[New York Tnbune.
phere keeps them from falling. And then and
The aPpeal is always made to a man's reason,
again there are those who believe that there and to his noblest sentiments: never to his selPost.
is a sticky sort of fluid secreted at the bottom fishne•s.-[Boston
A glowing prophecy and a gospal of peace,
where
the
pleasures
of this world are free to all,
of the foot that enables the fly to walk and
to cheer but not enslave.-[The Nation.
cling to any surface with ease. Anyway, he
A sull'gestion of a. really practicabln and feasi·
hie somal state greatly in advance of the present.
is a curious insect, and seems to hav some The
romant.io narrativ is rich in its forecast of
intelligence and is really a sociable little fellow. actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler ..
12mo, cloth, $1.50; paper. 50o.
He likes to be where folks are, and wherever
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
you see flies you may know human beings
are not far away.
Flies are certainly useful. Why, they are
scavenger-carts on a small scale, and gather
Great Centcnnl.al Oration
up lots of o:ffensiv matter. Yes, and it is not
ON THE
unlikely that contagion and disease may be
spread broadcast by flies, by carrying poisons
from decaying matter. Our common housefly would not, perhaps, be so apt to do that
ALSO THE
as some other kinds of flies.
Immortal Document,
We should be kind even to flies. There is
And the National Anthem entitled:
no need to torture them as boys sometimes
"LAND OF LIBERTY."
do, by impaling them upon pins and needles.
If we do not want them in our houses it is l'rice, 6 cts; 5 copies, 25 cts; 25 copies, $1.
easy to brush them out of doors, though I am
Address T!IE TaUTH SEEKER CoMPit.NY,
sure I would not turn one out in the dead of
28 Lafayette Place. New York.
winter.
Where do they go in cold weather? Oh,
they hide away in nooks and corners! They
?an liv quite. a long while without eating, and
m summer they will come out as bright and
OR,
frisky as you please.
THE RATIONALE OF THE BIBLE.
But here comes our fly, alighting on my
paper. Perhaps he would thank me, if he Wherein it is shown that the Holy Scriptures treat
of Natural Phenomena only.
could, for my attention to him. He seems to
By MILTON WooLLEY, M.D.
know I would not harm him, and is making
Among~··· manY attempts made by ~cientists to
himself quite at home. He shall partake of
crush the Bible, this is unquestionably the most
my hospitality as long as he is happy to stay. vigorous.-[Chioago
Times.
S.H.W.
Cloth, Illns , heavy toned paper, 8vo, 613 pp., $2.50.
Addrese THE TRUTH BEEKER •
. QUEBTioNS.-How d_o We kf!OW the fly is 1\n
ms~ct? How many kmds of fltes are therP? Describe the pouse-fly :ts you hav seen it. What is
t.he ~eanmg of. antennre? DPRcribe its e<"A.
What !R the meanmg of faoet? How does the fly
eat? How can be walk 11190n the CPil!ng? Wh 't
are ROme of the habits of the fly? Ho"" are fli:•
A double-page pioture contrasting scieuoe and
useful? What .danger may he fearPd from files 1
S~ould we be kmd even to flies? Where do they &heology, showing how the one has labored for
hide m cold weather?
human advancement, and how the other has
always opposed it.
Price, six oopies, 80 cents; one dozen &0 cents;
THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNU A.L. twenty-five
copies for $1; one hundred copies for
~~· ~e wishtha.tthefriends ofFreethonghtwould
Price, 25 Cents.
o1stnbnte thousands Q;( tll~Sf) telling Piatnres.
·
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ROBERT G. INGERSOLL'S

Declaration of lnaepenoence,

HEBREW MYTHOLOGY,

ASHORT LESSON IN HISTORY

THE TRUTH.

Agents for the 'fruth

~eeker.

OALI:Fo:RNI.A..

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles.
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., San Francisco, Cal.
Or. J. L. York, San Jose, Ual.
Estate of B. C. Blake, 503 Kearny st., San
Francisco.
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San Fran
cisco.
OANADA.

W. B. Cooke, 1701-2 Yonge st., Toronto.
James Foster, Weiland, Ont.
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Oht.
Knowles, Cor. George and Granville st., Halifax, N. S.
COLORADO.

J. G. Jenkins, 400 Arapahoe at., Denver.
FLORIDA.

Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville.

~.EEK.ER,

THOUGHTS ON SCIENCE, THE- COOS AND RELICIONS
O.LOGY, AND ETHitJS.
OF

Watchful Watch-Buyers Will Want

BY JoHN WILSON, M.A.
ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.
The object of the book, as expressed in the preface, is to giv a correct sketch of the main lines of Vol. I. Givs a Full Account of all the Gods, in-·
modern thought in small compass, and in laneluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,
guage simple enough to be ea~ily understood. In
Jeans Christ, Virgin Mary, and t.he Bible.
other words, 1t is a condensation of more voluminous writers, and clas~ification of their definitions
Svo, 835pp, Vol. II. Describes Fully all
of science, theology, and ethics, and a statement
the Relillions Systems of the World.
of what belongs to each. As a text-book to clear
Bvo, 957pp, Cloth, $3 per vol.; the
thinking and logical reasoning, and a guide in
2 vola., f5; leather, $7; moforming smentific conclUsions, this book is in·
rocco, gilt edges, iS.
valuable. The Literaru Gutde ranks it as "one of
the foremost w •rks of the prbsent century;" while
BY D. M. BENNETT.
the Freetltinker, in "heartily recommending it •·
as "~1mple and lucid in stYle, correct in thought,·
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.,
and ample in information," declares that it .. is
ju•t the thing to put in the hands of a plain man
28 LafaYette Place, Nt.w York.
who desires "the best ideas on evolution in relation
to science and ethics in a moderate compass."
THINKERS,
Price, $1; address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. WORLD'~ SAGES,

WELl-GOING, WAll.RAN'l'ED WATCRES.

IDAHO.

A. Erwin, Murray.
ILLINOIS.

Post-office News Co., 103 Adams st., Chicago.
E. A. l::!tevens, 241 Washington Boulevard,
Chicago.
G. E. Wilson, 302 State street, and Brentano
Bros., Chlr.ago.
.
J. W. Howe, 56 B. !Ialstead st., Chicago.
INDIANA.

J, R. Monroe, Indianapolis.
T. P. Monroe, postmaster, Dunkirk.
LOUISIANA.

AI. J. Dwyer, 226 llaronne st., New Orleans.
MAINE.

B. C. Hussey, Oakfield (Post-office, Smyrna
Mills).
:U:Ati!SAOHUSETTB.

Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston.
Joseph Maran. Northampton.
Johnson Bro's 5 N. Main st., Fall River.
MIOHIGAN.

A. Atwood, Eaton Rapids.
B. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465.
Chas. Bach, 138 S. Division St., Grand Rapids.
Swan & Co.. 87 Woodward ave .• Detroit.
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot·ave., Detroit.
IIUBSOURI.

Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Louis.
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis.
Lang & Co., 709 Olive st., St. Louis.
NEBRASKA.

Eaton & Smith, 1234 0 st., Lincoln.
NEW YORK.

'

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York.
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York.
Chas F. Gaul, 365 Monroe st., Brooklyn.
H. Adler. cor. Essex&Grand sts., New York.
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York.
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York.
M. B. Edinger, 1243 Third ave.,•New York.
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.
J. H. Russell, cor. Fulton and Nassau. at,
New York.
J.Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New York.
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., New
York.
S. J. King, 179 So. Pearl st., Albany.
OHIO.

John Jacques, Akron.
N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland.
Van Enps & Co.. 21iQ Superior llt .. Cleveland.
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati.

fha Agnostic Annual:
CoNTENTs.-Mr. Gladstone and Colonel Inger·
sol!, Samuel Laing The Atrophy of Religion.
Const.ance 0. W. Naden; lEquo Animo: A. Sonnet, Joseph Ellis; Life: th-. AgnostiC Definition,
0\, M1mmons (lgnotu.): Now is the AocepteCI
rime: A Poem, W. B. Mo'faggart; Women and
A.gnostimsm, K Lvnn Linton; Tbe Sublimity ol
~atnre, Charles Watts; Immortality: A Poem,
W. Stewart RoBS (Saladin); Mcience and its De·
tractors, John Wilson, M A.; Agnosticiom among
the Moors, H L. Hardwicke, M.D.; The Aloneness of Man, C. M McC.
Prtce, 25 cents.
Address THE TRU £H SEEKER CO.

Bi~le Temperance:
Ll(lUOR DRINKING

Oommended 1 Defended, and Enjoined
by the Bible.
BY E. C. WALKER.
This is a companion book to Remsburg'S "Bible
Morals." 48 pages; prioe 10 oents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
2B Lafayette Place. New York.

SAKYA BUDDHA.

PENNSYLVANIA,

t. K. Washburn's Works.
~Sunday

and the

~abbath.

'' A

la~

regulating human conduct on the Sabbath 1s
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents.

The J!'alse Teaching of the Chris-.
tian Church. "The Thirty-nine
Articles of the Christian church are thirtynine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents.

The l!'oolishness of Prayer. "Think
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshoppers, or trymg to induce the Deity to undertake a crusade of one against the Colorado
beetle I" Price, 10 cents.

With Citations from Buddha's "Path of
Virtue."

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents.
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1

BY E. D. ROOT.
I take pleasure in speaking in praise of this
work.-Prof. J. M. Peebles.
The book has been introduced into Buddhist
schools in Ceylon. The ·• Banner of Light,"
"Religio.Philo•ophical Journal," and man;v Spiritualist papers and lecturers hav spoken hlghly of
the book.
Extra Cloth, 175 pp,, $1.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

Is Liberalism Moral1 Price, 5 cents.
Temperance and the Bible. 5 cents.
Social Problems. ·Price, 10 cents.
Was Je~:ou~ Insane1 Price, 10 cents.
The Pnblic Schools and the Catholic
Church. Price, 5 cents.

Price, 5 cents.

M.IRACLES

LOVE VENTURES.

AND

A. Novel with an A.mdavlt.

MIRACLE WORKERS.

BY HARRY JULIAN.

Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila.
By JOHN PECK.
16 Full-page French-Art IllustraGeorge Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila.
tions.
W. F. ~chade. 3.706BuUerstrect, Pittsburgh.
" The miraculous is the impossible. Anything
J. A. Kirk, Du Bois.
within the realm of the possible is no miracle."
TENNESSEE.

Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville.
D. P. Henderson, Chattanooga.

Price, 10 cents. Per dozen, 75 cents.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

TEXAS.

L. Andruss, Denison.
T. Theo. Colwir.k. Norse.
H. S. Kratz, 306 Houston st., Fort Worth.
UTAH.

James Ashman, Salt Lake City.
W. F. Reybould, Salt Lake City.
John A. Jost, Ogden.
Henry Booth, Stockton.
WASHINGTON TERRITORY.

Stine Bros., Walla Walla.
W. Wedeken, Montesano.
BNGLAND.

Watts &Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street,
London.
W. J.Ramsey, 28Stonecutter st.,London,E.C.
AUSTRALIA.

Mrs. J. Hadfield. Market st., Sydney, N.S. W.
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W.
NEW ZEALAND.

A. D. Willis, W anganui.

POINTERS:
A POCKET CYCLOPEDIA,
OONT.I.INING
Tables, Rules, Practical Hints, and Historical
Sketches, for Farmers, Mechanics. ~'[achinists,
MArchauta, Housekeepers, and the Public Generally, with
·

Numerous Maps, Illustrations, and. Diagrams
Illustrating some of the more Important Comparativ Statistics of the World.
MorA Information for Less Money than has
ever been offered.
ONLY TWENTY-FIVE CENTS
For $50 worth of" Cold F-tcts" hoi!ed down in a
Nutshell.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

The Career of Jesus Christ.
An Exposition of-the True Meaning of this Character as described in the New Testament. By Mi!·
ton Woolley, M.D., author of "Hebrew Mythology,
P10per, Bvo, 2~ cents.
.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE

MARTYRDOM OF MAN.
A COMPENDIUM OF' UNIVERSAL
HISTORY.
By WINWOOD READE.
It is really a remarkable book, in which universal history is "boiled down" with snrprtsing
skill.-[Literary World.
Yon turn over his pages with a fascination aim·
ilar to that exPerienced in reading Washington
lrving.-[lnter-Ocean.
Pis history has ._continuity. a rash, a carrying
power). which •eminds us strikingly of Gibbon.[New tlaven Pa!ladium.
The sketch of early Egyptian history, in the
first chapter, is a masterpteoe of historical writ·
in g. He has a style that reminds us of Macaulay.
-[Penn Monthly.
Eighth edition. Extra cloth, 12mo, 543pp,, $1. 75.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
28 LafaYette Pl., New York.

Beautifully Illustrated Covers. Paper, lllmo, 226
pp., 25 cents: Boards, 50 cents.
A lively narrativ of adventures in a country of
Arcadian simphcitr and general delightfulness.[N. Y. Evemng Mall.
A story of hfe on islands of coral, fruit-trees,
and cockatoos, where all the nativ men are
Apollos and the women dreams of beanty.-[N. y,

TlB~!'on the Islands of Koro-kama and Lannagola-" Summer isles of Eden lying in dim purple
spheres of sea "-surrounded by beckoning palmtrees, foamy cascades, bread~frnit, cocoanuts,
pineapples, figs, bananas; b~tthmg In the surf on
shining sands, basking on shores of eternal summer, attending moonlight banqne•s, and seemg
the peculiar danee called Ka-ln-lah-no more to
do than the president of a life insurance company
-seems very alluring to the careworn, overworked
American of to-day.-Critical Review.
Address
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.
28 LafaYette Pl .. NewYorll:.

THE

Bi~Ie

of Nature,

COL. INGERSOLL'S TRIBUTES.

OR 1 THE

REDUCED IN PRICE.

Principles of Secularism.

We hav made arrangements whereby we can
offer these magnificent prose poems of Mr. Ingersoll's at greatly reduced prices. The Tributes are
printed on heavy toned paper,18x22 inches, illuminated border, large clear type, suitable for framing, The titles are:

The Vision of War.
The Grant Banquet Toast.
The prioeofthese heretofore has been 50ots. We
offer them o.t FIF'I'EEN OENTS EACH ; THE
TWO FOR TWENTY-FIVE OTS. Mailed Rl><mre
from breakall'e. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER.

RUPTURES

CURED~,
m}'Medical Compound and Improyed
Elastic Su-p >Orter 1'russ in}rom 3 to
90 dau•. Reliable rererenr.es given, \:nd
1tamp for circular, atld tau in tohae p_apet
you taw mu advertiSement. Address q&_Jtt.
:IF• Gt~U~P.IIa!U!1'1l!e,:"mll! OD..lUJ

.a..

WiETTSTEIN'S

Unequaled in quality and price. Everyone
oarefmly examined before shtpment, sent prepaid
with guarantee.
BEST AMERICAN STEM·WINDERS:
3 Ounce Silverine Case : 7 jewels, $8; 11 jewelR, $9.50
15 jewels, $12.50; do., adiu~ted, $16.50. In 3 ounce
coin silv~rcase,$3 more; 4 ounce, H more; 4ounce
patent Dust.. proof,$~ more. In open.face. pat,ent
dust-proof filled llOld oases, $16; 11 Jewels, $1.~0
more; 1S jewels, $4.W more; do., adinsted f8 50
more. In hinged back oases, ttl ass mside c• p, $~
more; do., gold cap, $4 more. Extr .. fine, artt·tlc
chased, very rare, 1n bunting or open face, $32 to
$40. A lJ filled cases accompanied by man nfacturer•s
guarantee for 20 years.
THE CELEBRATED "oTTO WETTSTEIN" W.I.TO!I:
All modern imorovements-a perfect w.. tcb-in
Stiverme ca•e, $19 50; iu 3 ounce Silver oa.se, $22 50,
4 oun11e, $23 50; 5 onuce, $25; 6 ouuce, $<7 (no hatter
AND RE.FORM.ERS.
-old elsewu.,re for $40). lu open face, •crew filled
Biographies of 300 of the Leading Philosophers, Gold case. $27; do., hinlled, gold cRp, $31; do.[
bunting. $33; do., Lnms XLV style. !'35. lu Spema
Teachers, Skeptics, Innovators, Founders of
artistic ca.~•• $~ to $10 ruure. In 14~ So'id Gold
New Schools of Thought, Eminent Sciencaaes. '50 to $100 L·die•' Best FtdPd, $18, 20 t.o
tists, etc. (who were not Christians),
&~6; 141!. Solid Gold, $28.$30. f32, f34, $40, $50 to'$150
latter cases set nch1y Wl!b jew<:l•.
from the time of Menu to the presDIAMONDS:
ent. Bvo, 1,075pp,, cloth, $3;
I am an expert in th1s line and guarantee my
leather, f4; mor., g; e., f4.50.
goods below regular market P•·ice. Ring•. Pius,
Ea drop•, Stn<ls, c-tc., worth $35. for $25: f70 for
BY D. M. BENNETT.
$50; $1CO for $75; $200 for $1W; $500 for $375. All
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
•eut sui.Jject to approval, aud ca.n ref11 >idtid tf not
28 Lafayette Place, N. Y.
•triotly as rPpresented. RinflB an<l Emblems of
all kinds a. Specialty, Chams and Jewelry of all
kmds. Seleet from any catalog, order of me and
THE
save money.
SUNDRIES:
CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH: Best Spectacles, $1 (send
line of finest Print :ron
can read 14 inche• from e~ee). Razor, n; best, $2.
THEIR
BeatTrtple-ola•edKnives. $1.75 per 6. Forks, $1 75
ver 6 Tea Spoons. $1 70 per 6 faille Spoons,18 40
Crimes and Persecutions.
Per 6. Sohd Stiver Spoon~. $1.60 per onoce, marked
Bvo, 1,119pp, Cloth, $3; leather, $4,; morocco, s.Jver Thimbles, 3'i cents. Set Beat Vwlin Strings,
50 cent~ Guit.ar Strings. 75 cents. Elegant 8 Day
gilt edges, 14.50.
Alarm ulock, $4 50. worth $6. Largest Album•, in
plush and leather, $1, $2,$3,$5,$7, $10. Send to me
BY D. M. BENNETT.
and save money.
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,
01'TO WETTSTEIN. Rochelle. Ill.
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
My Popular FaEETHOUGllT BADGES: !'2, $2 75, $3,
S8 50, $4. $4 50, $6, $8, $10, $12.50, $15, $20, $25, $40, and
$65. Ail Sohd Gold.

A Versified., Annotated. Narrativ of his Life and.
Teachings.

OREGON.

B. F. Hvland, Corvallilil.
C. H. Wilcox, Portland.

829

DECEMBER 29, 1888.

A CONTRIBUTION to the RELIGION
of the FUTURE.
BY PROF. FELIX L. OSWALD,
Author of "The Secret of the East, or the Origin
of the Christian Religion and ihe Significance
of its Rise aDd Decline," "Physical Education, or the Health-Laws of Nat·
ure,-•. "Household RemAdies," "The
Pmson Problem, or the Cause
and the Oure of Intemper-

ance," e.c., etc.

Felix L. Oswald is a well-known and vigorous
writer on scientific and social snbJeota.-[Cin.
Com. Gazette.
Oloth, tamo, fUOpp., $1.

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.

HOW TO.

Strengthen the Memory,
OR,
NATURAL AND SCIEN'l'IFIC METHODS OF
NEVER FORGETTING.
The New Haven Palladium BaYs : "The chapter
on 'How to Learn a New Language' is of remarkable interest."
The .Boston Post says: "This book actually
shows us how to keep our memories in good working condition and rePalr them when out of order."
Sctence (high anthority)safS: "We havtried the
methods of association advtRed in this book on
several persons, and found them most excellent."
Price by mail $1.

Parturition Without Pain.
BY M. 'L. HoLBRooK, M.D.
Godetl'li Laav•s Book says: "We giv our cordial

approbation to this work. The informatiOn 1t
contains is most im_portan t, and, we are fnlly convinced, reliable." Price by mail, $1.

SEXUAL PHYSIOLOCY
AND HYGIENE, or, THE MYSTERIES OF MAN
Oarefnlly revised edition, with 111 tllnstratwns.
The most perfect book for men and women ever
published. 50,000 sold. Price $2, by mail. Illustrated catalog free.

Marriage and Parentage.
In Their Banit.ary and Physiological Relations,

and in Their Bearing on the Producing
of Children of Finer Health and
Greater Ability.
BY M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D.
The 8C'tenWIO A mertcan says : " Books on this
subject are usually written by cranks, but this is
radically different ; it is scientific, sober, clean,
and worthy of consmentious consideration by every possible parent, and particularly by the
young." $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co,1
28 Lafayette Place, ~ew York.

New Edition, Revised and EnlarJred.

MEN, WOMEN & GODS.
BY HELEN H. CARDENER.
Introduction by
BOBERT G. INGERSOLL.
Priee, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents.

The Trad6 Supplied at Spedal Diswunts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER,
28 Lafayette Place, New York.
Photo-engravings of Misu Gardener are for sale
at this office. Price, 40c.: with anto.~~:raph, 50 ots.

OUR LORD and SA. VIOR JESUS CHRIST.
By T. E. LoNGSHORE.
An explanation of the meaning of the many
titles of the Galilean teacher. "Lord" should be
"Rabbi." The words " Jesus Christ " mean "Sa ving Wisdom."
Excellent for Missionary Work.
Paper,12mo, So., SO cents per doz., $2 per 100.
AddreBS THE TRUTH SEEKER.

THE STRUGGLE
l!'OB

Religious and PolitioaJ Libertv
In which the author shows the repeated attempts
of men of every age to acquire greater political
liberty ; also vigorously attacks the very foundation of the religion of every all'e; dwelling at
length upon the wrongs of Ireland, and, in detailing the account of slavery in this country, calls
the attention of thinking men and women to the
JJOsition of womankind in America. Thr.oughont1
the work is replete with astounding facts ana
wPighty argnmPnts which cannot fail to interest
the minds of thi• a~re.
By THEO. 0. SPENCER.
Oloth, 12mo., 138pp., price 75 cents.
Address
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.,.
28 Lafa>Stte Place, New York.
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tronomy and geology engendered supersti- readers, I do not know of any which are not putes much longer disqualify honest people
tion which built a false social system and decidedly dogmatical, and even they crow in court?
.AOTIV .A THEIST,
PIOUS PERVERTS.
Who? James D. Shaw, of Waco, Tex., abn;gated health in anticipation of heaven. i for Christianity, whilst Lippincott's are filled
In view of the fact that Christian churchlecturer, and editor of .the Independ-ent P.ul- It is those who hav revealed the most knowl-1 with gush about God on about every other
·edge of the solar system who hav opened the. page. Why must we endure all this? Girard members and church-goers are continually
pit.
' Dr. Shaw is a man whom every honest door to hygiene; it is those who hav delved· College may be beyond our reach, but from advising Secularists to keep a close mouth on
thinker should delight to honor, both for in geology who hav paved the way for an im- the public school we ought to be able to their own thoughts and mutter·some ecclesiastical shibboleth, what warrant hav we in supwhat he is i!oing and for not being averse to proved society. An acquaintance with ex- eliminate all ecclesiasticism.
MAN's MIGHT.
posing that any of the religionists believe
being called what his avowed philosophy ternal nature is essential to the formation of
the science of man. Apprehension of the
"Wait till the iron's hot and then strike," what they profess? As they counsel others
proclaims him to be-an Atheist.
Yes, call him "Doctor" Shaw, for he is universality and unity of law is the cure for said somebody to the old lion, Cromwell. to play the hypocrit for popularity's sake, and
certainly a teacher, worthy of his high calling, religio-mania, and the foundation of ethics "I'll strike and make it hot," was the terse thus pocket the plunder, shall we not judge
reply. "If we could hav rain we might that those who are perverted from Liberalism
and though not bigoted enough to be elected and therapeutics.
SEOT.ARI.AN SOHOOL-BOOXS.
Whip the Austrians," said a soldier to Napo~ hav simply left us for fashion and love of
a Methodist bishop, he is brainy enough to
Considering the great fuss the Catholics leon. "Then we'll hav the rain," said the money? To such- we say, good riddance.
make his election sure as a magnate of reason.
No doctor of divinity is he, but a doctor of hav made about one little sentence in a school- great warrior, and he ordered steady cannon- The church is welcome to what rubbish we
duty, an ensign of ethics; one who experi- book which doesn't suit them, what ought ·ading for six hours. Men tell us that rain fol- don't want. The m~He humbugs go, the
ments with what we know, not one who specu- Freethinkers to do about nearly all the school- lowed and the muddy road delayed the A us- greater the honor of those that stay.
JOHN PRESCOTT GUILD.
lates upon what we know not; one who prae- books in the country which hav more or less trians to their defeat.
Man is a lord of nature. He is a prince of
ticeB"the benefits of the life that now is, not one to say of religion in some shape, no sort of
Obituary.
who preaches bombast about that which is to which we want any part in? Yet, while we the powers of the air as well as a ruler of the
come. May he long proclaim the tidings of hav as deep interest in educatio~ as any land and plower of the sea. Man is no more
John Belknap, one of the best-known
intelligence in the temple to the known Good. class, we hardly raise an objection to teach- bound to obey the laws of nature than is citizens of St. Johnsbury, Vt., was drowned
WAS GOD .ASLEEP?
• ing which is as powerful as the pulpit to nature obliged to conform to the orders of in the Passumpsic river on the 27th ult.,
Mr. Usher is a Universalist reverend, of perpetuate superstition. Except Swinton's man. Indeed, it takes man and everything while engaged in clearing obstructions from.
Medford, Mass. I heard him hold forth his
the river, across which he was building a
wholesale salvation doctrin, awhile ago, in a
dam. Mr. Belknap was one of the most skilhall in Dunstable.
ful civil engineers in Vermont, and had
His subject was the story of Solomon and
rpsided for nearly tlfty years in St. Johnsthe stolen baby. The handling of the theme
bury. His father-whom he succeeded in
was unique, and more suggestiv than satisfybusiness-was a mechanic of remarkable ining. After an attempt to paint the scene and
genuity, and he inherited his skill. The hour
to work up pathetic sentiment, the sermon
of the accident marked the successful comwent on with an analogical application in
pletion of an enterprise that had been a pet
this wise:
scheme of his for many years. Living near
The bad mother of the dead child had
the Passumpsic river and having a keen eye
stolen the living child from its sleeping
for such things, he recognized years ago that
mother's breast, and. claimed it as her own,
a valuable water-pow:er was not utilized s.t
but was indifferent to its welfare when her
that point. Early in the present yein he
will was opposed. So Evil (I write it with a
bought the water-privilege, and later, in combig .E because the Universalists hav no Satan)
pany with a number of others, organized the
stole man away from God and perverted him.
W ater~Power Company and began the work
But God will not rest while man is lost, but
of carrying out his long-cherished plans.
like the wise judge, he will redeem man to
The building of the dam had been greatly
his original destiny.
hindered by constant rains, and after many
My comment is the critical question: Was
vexatious delays the work, to which he had
God asleep when Evil stole man?
given his personal and daily attention, was
THE .AN.AROHISTS' PLAOE IN APPLIED ETIIIdS.
brought to a successful tlnish. The power had
I lately heard Mr. Green, pastor of Shattuck
been profitably leased and the satisfaction of
<E.
M.
289.)
street Universalist church, Lowell, lecture on
it all had been his only for an hour when he
the " Factors of Life." He made the general
·
was called hence.
+
IDITI;
+
IttU$T~ATIOO$. +
analysis that man's life or character was
John Belknap was born in St. Johnsbury in
governed by two factors-environment and
OON':t':EIN':t'S.
1840, being forty-eight years old at his death.
PAGE
idea. By his environment inan is made; by
Though never identified with the public life
Calendar for x88g,
5
his ideas man makes himself. True manliFreethought In the United States for 18.88, of the place, he had marked characteristics
17
ness is individual morality. The Anarchists
Liberalism: a Symposium.
that gave him a certain prominence. As a
CoL. R. G. INGERSOLL,
28
J. H. BURNJLUr, are people who are pressed and crippled by
53
skilled mechanic it is doubtful if his superior
J A.MElS P AUTON,
L. K. W.ASRBUBN, 32
63
their environment ; unable to extricate themwas to be found in the state. He could conHELEN H. GARDENER,
33
ELLA. GmsoN,
64
selva by their ideas, not developed enough to
struct almost anything from a penknife to an
S. P. PuTNAM, •
SUSAN H. WIXON, 36
67
rise above their conditions, they seek to deengin, from a bicycle to a rifle, and had in
ClJA.RLES W ATTS1 JoliN PEcK, ff1
71
molish an oppressiv society. "Do not go
W. S. BELL,
E. A. STEVENs, Sec. A. S. U. •
41
78
course of construction at the time of his death
and say," he demurred, "that he said he was
PARKER PtLLsBtmY,
E. 0. W ALKE1t,
42
so
a steamboat, every part of which, from the
RoBERT c. ADAMS, MBs. M. A. F!mmrAN, . 44
in sympathy with Anarchists, for he said no
64
hull to the engin, was to hav been of his own
J. D. SHAW, 46
DR. JULIET H. SEVERANCE,
ff1
such thing ; but he said the Anarchists are
construction. Perhaps the best water-motor
F. M. HoLLAND,
47
MBs.
E.
D.
SLENXEB,
89
simply a result of our false political systemnow in use was his invention ; the first one
E. B. FooTE, J:a., M. D.,
50
Cor.. J. R. KEIBo,
91
responsible for their acts, to be sure, but
th~t he ever constructed was made for the
·LUCY N. CoLMAN, 51
G. H. DAWEII!,
92
more answerable is society to them for the
The Nine Demands of Liberalism,
Caledonian office. Since then he has made
9li
Ingersoll and Shaksperc,
conditions that hav contributed to the pro96
large numbers of them which are in use in
duction of Anarchism." The speaker waxed
various parts of the country. Industrious
warm as he proceeded. "One who, accordand of correct habits, he had accumulated a
ing to law and custom, accumulates wealth
competence. As a citizen and in business
which he has not earned by rendering an
affairs he was upright, f!ltraightforward, and
NEW
YORK:
equivalent, is respectable by popular acclaim,
honest in all his dealings. Though somewhat
whil!!t one who, without leave, takes a loaf
brusque in manner he was kind-hearted. In
of bread to feed his starving children, is in
all matters concerning religion he was a conpublic esteem an atrocious criminal. The
firmed skeptic of the Robert Ingersoll type.
Anarchist is a patriot by the side of a railHis wife, and one son, Harry, aged about
road king; he is fit for a saint compared with
sev.enteen, survive him. The son was assista member of a trust. The Anarchist has
ing his father at the time Of the accident, and
some truth and right on his side; he advowas overwhelmed by it. Mr. Belknap also
cates a theory professedly, however mistaken,
has two brothers and a sister living-Amos,
for the general welfare, but no one ever heard
of this place, and Frank and Mrs. Henry
of a grain speculator pretending to work for
PRICE, 25 CENTS.
Shumake, of Sherbrooke.
any body's good but his own. Judas Iscariot
11
Thus far the Caledonian. Mr. Belknap was
Hav your father or mother ever spoken to you
stands immeasurably above the speculator in else to make all nature, and therefore man's about
the existence of a God?"
a good friend to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and a
ways
are
as
much
nature's
course
as
are
other
"No,
sir."
wheat, for Iscariot on an impulse betrayed
11
liberal patron. He has done much good in
Do you ever l'ay your prayers?"
one whom he could not harm, whilst the movements. We hav done with the notion "No,
never, sir."
.his neighborhood by spreading Freethought
speculator systematically robs the bread from that it is defying divinity to erect a lightning- "Do you know what will happen to yon if YOn
literature, and was perhaps the only man in
tell a lie?"
the mouth of the hungry poor." I hav not rod; why should we forget ourselvs and go "I'll get a lickin •, sir" (laughter).
the town with the courage to do it. He was
quoted quite 'Derbatim, but very ideatim. worship a cosmic unity? Why should we ""Pav you ever heard of heaven?"
"Yes. sir; heaven is where the stars are."
1\ powerful factor in both the intellectual and
praise
an
abstraction
of
metaphysics
?
Are
More such preaching would be useful.
"Well, when you die, where will you go'"
material progress of the town, and will be
"Don't know, sir."
not all the attributes of existence concenWHAT SHOULD WE KNOW?
The court concluded that the witness was incom- greatly missed.
Social problems should be treate:l scientifically. trated in each individual mind?
petent under the law, remarking that snch igno-

A Basket of Chips.
AN

THE

Truth Se~!~r Annual

1

Jlfrt~Otinkt~~, ~lmattJlt,
1889.

If we knew as much about sociology as we do
about geology there would be less discontent in
the world. If we knew as much about the social
system as we do about the solar system, the regularity in the working of the former would in some
degree a.pproach that of the latter. If we were as
well versed in the &cience of rights as we are in
other sciences, comparativly speaking, this world
would be a paradise. If we knew as much about
the laws of social conduct as we do about the laws
that govern the action of solar bodies, there would
be no wrong except that resulting from personal
turPitude of individn~tls; whereas now the greatest wrongs and sufferings arise, not from the
desire of particular persons to do wrong, but from
a very imperfect conception of human rights.-

A HEATHEN AT HOME.

The deplorable neglect in which too many city
children grow up appears in the following trial
incident reported to the Baltimore NIJ'UJBI
Edward Nichols, an intelligent-appearing lad of
eleven years, was called as a witness in the crimi:cal court, against George McCrackAn, Jr.J under
indictment for misdemeanor. Counsel ror the
accused abjected to the witness on account of his
youth, whereupon the following colloquy ensued
between Judge Pinckney and the boy witness:
•• Do you know the nature of an oath?"
'\No, sir."
11
Hav you ever heard of God'"
"No,
sir."
11
Hav you a father and mother'"
"Yes,
sir."
11
Do you go to Sunday-school'"
"No,
sir."
Natu?"al Riohts.
11
Hav you ever been to church'"
uNo, sir."
The above, cut from a column of quota"Does :vour father go to church'"
tion&, requires a comment. Ignorance of a&"No, sir,"

rance in a grown person would disqualify him
from acting as a witness.

The above dialog, headline and all, is cut
from a copy of the Youth's Companion of Jan.
29, 1880. So good a paper ought not to
print such trash. Who was the heathen in
the case if not the judge himself? C:mld he
tell where he would go when he died any
better than could the boy? What did his
honor know about God? Did he know of
any other heaven than that where the stars
are? Would not the boy's fear of a licking
for lying impel· him to tell the truth as
strongly as the judge's fear of the lake of tire
and brimstone would him? Shall ignorance
of what nobody knows and intelligence dis-

As a Means for the Production of

B ellef' Printin;- Plates
We can recommend the three processes operated
by this Com_pany.
Their ZINC ETCHINGS for cheap and· coarse
newspaper work, and their MOSS-TYPE process,
by which engravings are made direct from photographs. as WAll as their MOSS PROCESS OF
PHOTO-ENGRA.VING, are all superior to any
other like method•.
AddreRs
MOSS ENGRAVING 00.,
·
535 Pearl St., New York.

CORRESPONDENCE.
A widower, owning property in a thriving cit,.
-a respectable Liberal-would like to correspond
with a lady worth four or five thousand dollars
that is over forty-five yea•R old. Object, matrimony. Address care of THE TRUTH SEEKEB,
fl8 Lafayette Place, New York city.
1t52
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The Antiquity of Christianity.·
By JOHN ALBERGER, Author of "Monks,
Popes, and Their Intrigues."
.
Paper, 12mo, 61pp., cloth, 50 cents.
Oon ta.ins testimonies of the early Ohristia.n Fathers and-others, and oases of striking similarity
to Ohristianilty in many ancient religions.
Bold a.t THlil TRUTH BEEKER Office.

THE SAFEST CREED,
AND

TwELVE OTHER DrsoounsEs OF REASON.

ARGUMENT

The Forum.

BY

Chicago Secular Union meets every Sunday
evening a.t 7:80P.M., corner Ba.ngamon street a.l!d
Washington boulevard. Lectures and deba.tee
Strangers from abroad are welcome.

Robert G. Ingersoll,

Philadelphia Liberal Leugue 2:i7'

IN TIIB

TRIAL OF C. B. REYN 0 LDS
II'OR

AT

"B LA S PH E MY "
'
MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY.
Stenographically reported, and re'Dised bg the

au~hor.

Handsome Svo, 86 pp., beautiful type, fine paper. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents, or $2 per dozen.

B'/1 0. B. FROTHINGHAM.
In this argument Mr. Ingersoll again shows his ~rea.t forensic powers. All his heart and brain
A vigorous thinker a.s eloquent a.s Theodore Par- are in it. It is one of his greatest productions. It is m his chosen field of intellectual combat, and
we see him as the splendid champion of human liberty and the rights of man. His love of freedom
ker.-[New .Bedford Standard.
Deep thou~ht, thorough conviction, and great a.nd justice. hatred of tyranny and chains, sympathy for the oppressed, misguided, and enthralled, his
courage and candor, ha.v in this Argument fnll scope of expression, and he makes grand use of the
a.bility.-[Phlla.. Press.
opportunity. Such a flood of light-of eloquence, legal learning, !ogio, pathos, poetry, and patriotExtra. cloth, 19mo, 238pp., $1.
ism-is not often poured out in a. court of justice.
The many calls for this Argument in complete and accurate shape ha.v led to this publication,
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00.
as revised by Mr. Ingersoll himself. All other publications are the merest fictions-reprints from
meager and misleading newspaJ)er references.
·
· Lawyers and advocates will find this the model of a.n address to a. jury; statesmen and politicians a. clear exposition of Constitutional dghts and powers; and intelligent, patriotic, and free men
and women everywhere, a. Magna Charta. of their Jjg!lts.
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 28 Lafayette Pla.oe, New York city.

A FEW WORDS

ABOUT TI-IE DEVIL,
AND

'JTHBR BIOGRAPHIOAL SKETOHES AND EssAYs.
BY 0HARLES BBADLAUGH.
With Portrait and Autobiography.
Oha.rles Bra.dla.ugh has" A Few Words" to say
"About the Devil." Mr. Bra.dla.ugh has a. right to
his "few words," and the deVIl will, we presume,
at no very _distant dal hav a. few words to say to
Mr. Bradlangh, and will doubtless ge~ the best of
the a.rgument.-[Ohicago Interior.
Extra. cloth, gold back and side stamp, 12mo,
260 PP., $1.25.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

ROME~

REASON

A Memoir of Ohristia.n and Extra-Ohristia.n Experience.
BY NATHANIEL RAMSAY WATERS.
A veey critical analysis of both Protestantism
and Oa.tholioism, from the vanta.ge.ground of a.n
intimate personal experience with the two SYB·
telhs. It deals the most trenchant blows which
pure logic is capable of infiioting.-[Oritica.l Beview.
Oloth, 12mo, $1.75.
Address 'THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

Essence of Rel~ion

THE NEW GOD • BINDER for THE TRUTR SEEKER
T~•l'.,cd'' ·

we offer a. new style of binder,
made for the purpose, and
with the heading of THE
1~
r' 1
rBUTH SEEKlm printed in
"'1;~-~~!i!!!!!!IIJio! d letters on the outside.
!"
.1:his binder allows the opening of the papers perfectly fiat. It also allows the
taking out and replacing of one or more papers
from any part of the file without disturbing the
other parts.
Bent bymail,_postp_aid, for ~1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER,
tf
28 Lafayette Pl., New York.

l

Price 10 oen ts.
Address THB TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY.

Advancement~ Soienoe

ii.'Jie·..:':.Uj···
•••

:1

i

IJ.11

TRY•SQUARE;
OB 1

The Church of Practical Religion.
BY REPORTER.

GIRARD'S WILL

This is the history of a.n attempt to found a
AND
church without superstition, and its success.
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions
of human concern, religious, pelitioal, and otherAN EXPOS:t
wise. The book is written in well-chosen language, and easily understood. There is just suffi- Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's ma.gnificen t
bequest to Philadelphia. by the Christian
cient na.rra.tiv about it to interest the rea.dera.nd
·
churches and Young Men's
hold his attention while the truth is being brought
Christian Associato his mind.
tion.
For sale a.t this office. Price, $1.00.
By RIOH. B, WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D.
Price $1.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

Girard College Theology.

ROMAN ISM, ----------------------------·NEW EDITION.
OR

The Secret 0 f th e East '
OB

DANCER AHEAD.
The Reason Why a Good Roman Catholic
Cannot be a Good Citizen of
·
this Republic.

By A. J. GROVER.
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 40 cents.

1

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO.

SOCIAL WEALTH,
Sol~

against the
WesteNlo Union '.l!elegt"aph Company
So many ha.v asked for copies of this famous
speech that THE TRUTH BEEKER hs,s obtained a.
supply and oa.n mail them to those who desire
them, for ten cents ea.eh.

Factors and Exact Ratios in Its
Acquirement and .Apportionment.
BOOKS ON MEDICAL AND SOCIAL
By J. K. INGALLS.
SUBJECTS:
Price, Cloth,
$1 oo.
PLAIN HOME TALK AND MEDIOAL COMAddress THE TRUTH SEEKER,
MON SENSE. By Dro E. B. Foote. In one handsome 12mo volume of nearlY lJ!JOO pages, fnlly
28I,afayette Place, New York.
illustrated. Oloth, 8.25-in English or German.
The

A new cheap edition a.t only 1.5P.
SCIENCE IN STORY; OD, Sammy Tubbs, the
Bo~Dootor, a.nll Sponsie, the Troublesome Monkey.
Dr. E. B. Foote. Five volumes, a.t $1 ea.oh, or $5
By
ITS HISTORY AND ITs INFLUENOE UPON
per set; or five volumes in one for $2.
SOOIETY.
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR THE YOUNG.
BY DB. LoUIS BUCHNER, Author of "Force and 250 pa.gesl illustrated and cloth bound. (The fifth
Matter," etc.
volume or "Boienoe!n Story.'') 50 cents.
· Translated from the German.
HAND-BOOK of Health Hints and Beady Beoipes. A valuable reference pamphlet of 128 pages.
Paper, 19mo, 15 cents.

MATERIALISM:

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER• 28 Lafayette Pla.ee.

ALEXANDER ·voN HUMBOLDT.
Steel engravings of this oelebr11.ted naturalist.
suitable for framin~t.t,sent J!!>Slpaid,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

2Xl~ inches,
2~ cents.

for

tf

--------------------------SHAKER EYE and EAR BALSAM
THJJ:

Bixty-fl:oe Years' IntJariable Bucces&.

.,.,-FoB ALL DISEASES 01!' EYES OB EARS. lm·
mediate relief from Granulations, Inflammations,
Dim Vision, Watery Gatherings, and Failing
Sight of Eyes. Deafness, Drumming, Ringing of
the Ears dispelled by- a few applications. Catarrhal difficulties of Eyes or Ears instantly removed. Sent the world over. Box with instructions, by mail, 211 cents.
B. A. NEALE~..
8m50
Shakers P. 0., N. x.

Tile "'1 anbattan Liberal Club, N. Y
Meets every Friday evening, a.t 8 o'clock, at Ger
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lect
urea and discussions. The public cordially invited.

The Newark Liberal

Lea~ue

Meets every Sunday afternoon, at 3 o'clock, at the
League rooms, Broad and Halsey streets. Beats
free and everybody welcome. Spiritualist meeting
at same place in the evening.

BACON AND SHAKSPERE.
Proof that· Wm. Sha.kspere could not write.
The Bonnets written by Francis Bacon to the l£arl
of Essex and his bride, A.D., 1590. By WM. HENRY
BuBB. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this oftice.

PAINE'S AGE OF REASON.
By THOMAS PAINE,
"The Author-Hero of the Revolution."
Price, Bingle Copies, 25 cents. Six copies for
$1.00.

THE CRISIS.
Bv Thom.as Paine.
Speaking o! this work in connection with the
proposed independence of America. from Great
Britain, Washington wrote: "A few more such
!laming arguments •
will not leave num.
bers a.t a loss to decide on the propriety of a sepa..
ration."

Price_. 40 cents.

For either of these workB or any of Paine's
writings,
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER.

HISTORY
01!'

Ot'Europe.
Revised Edition-2 Tols-Prioe, $8,
By JOBN WILLIAM DRAPER, M.D .• LL.D.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB.
WORKS OF 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D.

Christianity a Reward for Crime
Authenticated by the Bible.

Paper, 12mo, 47 pages,

For sale at this office.

THII

INTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT

BY FELIX L. OSWALD.
Price, $1.00.

.

Meets semi-monthly, first and third Sundays, at 2
P.M., at the town hall. All friends of human
cultivation are invited. MABIUS HEIGHTON, Sec.

Paper, 12mo, 29 pages,

BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL.

It is in many respects one of the most extraordinary utterances of our time.-N. Y. TriiJUne,

The Secular Society ot' Kent, 0

The Origin of the Chl'istian Religion
and the Significance of its
Rise and Decline.

Address TilE TRUTH SEEKER CO.

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL'S
OPHNING BPEEOH TO XHE JURY
Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Articles on
in the suit of the
Prayer.
Bankers'
and
Merchants' Tele·
Pa.per,12mo, 105 pp., 25o.; cloth, 50c.
graph Company

meets every Sunday in l:lldnstria.l Hall, Broad and
Wood sts., a.t 2:30 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and
free discussions on religions and social questions
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-~ruth
Beeker publica tiona always on hand at cheap ratES

The Greatest of an Antl·Blbll·
For the benefit of our readcal Works.
era who preserve their papers

r!/ ·

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM,
Becretaey of the American BuulOII' Union.

By L. F.EUERBUJH.
Translated from the German. Oloth, 12mo, 75pp.;
50 eta.
The truth-teller is ill-mannered, therefore immoral.-Extract.
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER Co.

831

100.

BffiLE FABRICATIONS REFUTED)
And Its Errors Exposed.
•

150.

Origin of the Christian Bible.
Paper, 12mo, 95 pages, 250.

Charles Watts's Works.

A Masonic Vindication of Right.

Saints and Sinners. 10 cents.
'fhe History of Freethought. Bound

Paper, 12mo, 86 pages,
- 1110.
Addrese THE TRUTH BEEKER.
2!! La.fa.YeUe Pl., New York,

A Protest Against Persecution.

in cloth and lettered. Price, 1.21>. CoNTEN'rS :
Section I. Definition of Freethoqg_ht and its
Early Struggles for Life. Section II. What it
Owes to Mohammedanism. Section ill. Freethought Martyrs and Confessors. Section IV.
Was Jesus a.n Impostor? A debate between the
Freethonght in Conflict during the Sixteenth,
Seventeenth, and Eighteenth Centuries. Sec- Scotch novelist, Agnes Rollo Wilkie, and Arthur
tion V. Freethonght Triumph in the Nine- B. Moss. The best conducted debate of modern
times. 190 pp., 25 eta. The Mirror of Freeteenth Century.
thought. 50 ots. The Bible and Darwinism.
Secularism; Destructiv and Oonstruc- 25 eta. Biblical Errors and Secular Truths. 25
eta. Two Revelations. 5 eta. Bible Horrors; or,
tiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 10 eta.
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ITALY has abolished capital punishment.
WHrrTIER celebrated his eighty-first birthday on the 17th.
STANLEY and Emin Pasha are reported
safely arrived at a station.
THE German emperor wants a great sum
of money to build war-ships.
THE divinity school of the new American
Catholic University will hav ten chairs.
PERRY county, Ky., is convulsed with feuds
of murdering, barbarous mountaineers.
AN American church established by wealthy
Americans at Nice was consecrated on the
13th.
SciENTISTS claim to hav succeeded in photographing the microbes that produce yellow
fever.
HENRY GEoRGE says that the movement for
his scheme in England is about ready to put
it into practical working.
GENERAL HowARD, the new commander of
the military division of the Atlantic, is a
remarkably devout man.
'l'HE size of the Prohibitionist vote in the
whole country is a surprise and a disappointment to the Prohibitionists.
CoNGRESSMA-N BurTERWORTH has introduced
a resolution for admission of the Canadian
provinces as states of the Union.
BISHOP HARE of Sioux City Falls has persuaded John Jacob Astor to erect a memorial
cathedral to his wife at that place.
THE occupation most numerously represented in the House is the legal profession,
and the pri11ting trade ranks next.
FIRE on the Mississippi river steamer Kate
Adams, near Commerce, Miss., on the 23d,
caused the loss of twenty-four lives.
THE American Woman Suffrage Society
has its local organizations busy securing
names to petitions for equal suffrage.
GovERNOR JAcKsoN of Maryland says that
at the last election there was used four times
as much money as at any previous one.
THE Russian cabinet is considering a law
by which foreigners who hav lived five years
in Russia will become subjects or be expelled.
THE Haytian authorities yielded the steamer
Haytian Republic to our war-ships Galena
and Yantic as soon as they made their appearance.
ON Sunday the 16th the Cleveland, 0.,
Methodist ministers declared ''Robert Els.
mere" an unholy book, and decided to boy.
cott it.
SouTH CAROLINA. is activly discussing the
educational qualification for voters. It is
said that it would p;iv a great impulse to
education.
AN old bachelor died recently in Rome
leaving the pope a million lire. To his sister
he left a monthly allowance of five lire. She
will contest the will.
IN Biscay recently an agent of the Bible
Society was attacked by twenty young Catholic students, led by a Jesuit priest, who tore
up and burnt all his Bibles and tracts.
CARDINAL GIBBONS says that obeyal of the
proposed national Sunday law " cannot fail
to draw down upon the nation the blessing
and protection of an overruling providence."
DR. MoGLYNN continues bitter assaults
upon the Catholic church. He said last Sunday : "If the College of the Holy Roman and
Universal Inquisition be the highest tribunal
of the Catholic church, I spit upon it."
ANoTHER holy prophet fallen upon evil
times. Peter Hausmann, of Staten Island,
N.Y., who has been preaching in the streets
when under the action of the Holy Ghost, has
been seized by an unrighteous generation and
shut up as a lunatic.
GEoRGE SMITH, of Springfield, Til., was
made insane by attending a meeting of faith
curers and on the 15th attempted to murder
his four-months-old child. He was t~ken to
an asylum. Steps will probably be taken to
suppress the meetings.
THE numerous murderers hanged lately all
secure themselvs good berths above before
they go. Francis Hawkins, hanged at Riverhead, N.Y., for the murder of his mother,
became a Catholic in time to secure a seat
with the saints, and wrote to a sister that he
" guessed the Catholic car was good enough
to carry him through, and would make connections all right."

RATIONAL agriculture was abandoned to the
Moorish Infidels. Christians neglected their fields
.and sought to avert famin by prayer-meetings,
The pursuit of natural science was regarded with
suspicion, Inventors were denounced as maldcia.ns. Erudition wa.J considered a. prima fac-te
evidence of nn belief. Scien tiftc progress deereased
3=.£~-~
with
the increase of the belief in the efficacy of
..- - .- prayer. Hence, moral and physical 'deserts ; the
desolatiou of the once fertil shores of the Mediterranean ; a thousand years eclipse of common
sense and reason; mendicants, pious vaJra.bonds,
and monastic drones; blind hatred of progress,
mysticism, supernaturalism, and contented' igno.
rance.-PrQf. FeliZ L. Oswaza, M.D., tn The Secret
oftheEast.
·
THE Spanish Christians considered a.a-riori.Iture
beneath their dignity. In their judgment, war
and religion were the only two avocations worthy
of bemg followed. Some of the richest parts of
Val~ncia and Granada. were so neglected that
means were wa.ntiog to feed even the scanty population remaining there. Whole districts were deserted, and down to the present day hav never
been repeopled. AU over Spain, the same destitution prevailed. 'l.hat once rich and prosperous
country Wail covered with a. rabble of monks and
clergy, whose insatiate rapacity absorbed the little
wealth yet to be found. The fields were left uncultivated; vast multitudes died from· want and
expnsnr"; e.1tire villages were ·deserted.-.Buoll:le•s
Bi.•torv of Civilization.
THEBE economical causes will help to show why
it was that the material prosperity of the great
Catholic power, Spain, was so transient, and also
why no strong industrial spirit was evoked to
counteract the prevailing fanaticism. This last
fact will be still further elucidated, if we consider
thtlBOCi;l and religions institutions which Spanish
Catholicity encouraged. The monasteries, in num.
hers. and wealth, had reached a. point that had
scarcely ever been equaled; and besides· subtracting many thousand men and a. vast amount of
wealth from the prodnntiv resources of the colintry, they produced habits of mind that are altogether incompatible with industry. The spirit
that mAkes men devote themselvs in vast nnm.
hers to a. monotonous life of asceticism and poverty is so essentially opposed to the spirit that
creates the energy and enthusiasm of industry,
that their continued co-exi~tence may be regarded
as impossible.-Leclel/,
I SUPPOSl!l the Catholic church is more powerful.
in Spain than in anyother.nation. The history of
this nation demonstrates the result of Catholic
supremacy, the result of an acknowledgment by a
people that a. certa;in religion is too sacred to be
examined. It established the Inquisition within
its borders. "It imprisoned the honest, it burnt
the noble, and succeeded after many years of
BALAAM ON THE HUNT FOR A GOD.
devotion to the true faith in destroyinll the indusAnd Balsam said unto Balak, Stand by thy burnt-offering, and I will go ; pertry, the in teiligence, the nsefnlness, the genius,
the nobility, and the wealth of a. nation. ·It beadventure the Lord will come to meet me: and whatsoever he showeth me I will
came a wreck, a jest of the conquered, and excited
tell thee. And he went to a high place.-Num. xxiii, 3.
the pity of its former victims.-Inuersoll.
RELIGION is merely loyalty, When a. Christian
sins as a man, he makes compensation as il. courtPray hesitate ere yon begin
ier. When he has injured a fellow-creattire, he
The same nld query that my kith and kin
goes to church with more regularity, and believes
Jfav uttered fifty times this year,
that he has cleared off the sins that are laid to his
"Hav yon read • Robert Elsmere 1'"
account. This, th•n, is the immorality of religion
THE luckiest thing about the horseshoe over the
Hav I read" Robert-?'' Yes,
as it now exists. It creates artificial virtues and
door is that it doesn't drop on your head,
Thank heaven, the deed is done I
sets them off against actual vices •..:... W~nwooel
At
last
I"ve
read
it,
though
it
weighed
a.
ton,
BoB TAYLOR : " Gray, lend me something for the
Reaae.
Now, when a. friend I chance to meet,
offertory, will yon?" Gray Tedder : "I've only
I BELIEVE in the gospel of justice-that we must
In chn · ch, theater, or upon the street,
got a quarter, old man, but 'll chuck it up to see
reap what we sow. I do not believe in forgivnesa.
I &hall not rush into a. store,
who puts it in the plate I"
If I rob Mr. Smith, and God forgiv me, how does
Or turn aside as oft before,
.that help Smith 1 If I by slander cover some poor
"AH !" exclaimed the matter-of·fact man, joyLest
I
should
hAa.r
that
everlasting
samegirl with the leprosy of some "imputed crime, and
fully, as he saw the heading in the newspaper,
" Ha.v yon read • Robert-what's his name?'"
she withers away like a. blighted flower, and after- .
"Trials of AnthorP," "so theY've arrested some of
But
bow,
and
with
eager
zest,
ward I get forgivness, how does that help her 1 If·
those confounded poets at last, hav they? Wonldn•t
"I've read your Robert, and he needs a. rest."
there is another world, we hav !lOt to settle; no
I like to he on the jury I"
bankruptcy court there, Pay down. Among the
THE NIGHT BEFORE BOSTON'S ELECTION.
ScHoLAR {in Sunday-school class to teacher) :
ancient
Jews if yon committed a crime yon had to
A manly youth and a. maiden fair
"Miss Brown, after the flood and when the waters
kill a. sheep; now they say : " Charge it. Put it on
BY the parlor fire were sitting;
had dried up, what had Noah and his family to liv
the slate." It won't do. ·For every crime yon comHe twirled his thumb with a restless air,
on?" Another scholar: "Ein I answer that quesmit yon must answer to yourself and to the one
And she was softly knitting.
tion, Miss Brown 7" Miss Brown {very mnch reyon injure. And if yon hav ever clothed another
lieved): "Yes, Tommy, I wish yon would." Tommy:
For a word or a glance from her he pined,
with unhappiness as with a. garment of pain, you
"Dey lived on fish and game."
As pine for the sun the grasses,
will never be quite as happy as though yon hadn't.
Bnt far away was the look behmd
OLD gentleman {bestowing a trifle) : " Poor feldone that thing. No forgivness; eternal, inexoraThe maiden's gold,rimmed glasses,
low I Wha.t has bronght·you to this conditiOn of
ble, everlasting justice-that is what I believe in.
suffering?" Tramp: "Timpera.nce,sor." Old gen- "Yon are very thoughtful to-night," he said.
And if it goes hard with me, I will stand it. And
tleman : " Temperance ?" Tramp : " Yis, sor ;
I will stick to my logic, and I will bear it l.ke
The painful silence breaking;
Oi've done nothing all day but sit in the park and
a man.-InoersoU,
The beant1fnl damsel raised her head
dhrink water; but wid the help av your honor's
As if from a dream awaking.
GoD is immutable, or, in other words, not susqnarther, Oi'll be a new.man in a few minutes."
ceptible of a. change. Nevertheless, we find among
"Excuse me, please;" from her chair she rose,
BREATHLESS the audience sat;
his letters and papers that he has frequently
A smile on the youth bestowing,
Dozens of women were cryin~t ;
Then she murmured, "They open at seven and changed his projects, his friends, and even his
The cruel Moor had done his worst,
religion; all these changes are of course without
close
And Desdemona was dying,
prejudice to his immutability or to that of his
At four-why, yon can't be going?"
immutable
priests, who are unchanging and ste_adHow beautifully she died I
"Yes, going," he answered in accents stern,
fast in their purpose of leading laymen by the
One last fond look at her lover,
As he strove his grief to smother;
nose to the end of all time.- Voltaire.
Thtn the blue eyes closed on his swarthy face, " I am, for I plainly can discern
As he wrathfully stood above her.
CHRISTIANITY is to be regarded as a. 'system
Yon are thinking about another.
rather than as a. doctrin, for, like Proteus, it
A silence that could be felt
"If not to another your fancy strays,
changes its forms, and whenever defeated in
Followed-it reaily was freezing I
Yon are changed, I can plainlY see;
attack, if policy so dictates, it adopts the proved
Then-a. ripple of laughter stirred the house,
I've heard yon mntter-oh, vulgar phrase 1ideas of its assailants, and thus preserves its -·
For Desdemona. was sneezing I
' Yes, that's the ticket for me I'
organization, which is more essential to its official
The Moor was in earnest nowsupporters than are its dogmas. Those are aban"While to-night yon hav made me wait,
His face made a darkness round it;
doned or changed whenever expediency dictates,
I hav heard," he hoarsely hissed,
Bnt no one but Desdemona. heard
making aggressiv ~ffort very d1fficnlt; for when" Such vulgar words as • taking it straight'
His low, intense" Confound it I"
ever a point is snccessfnlly assailed, it is declared:,
From the lips I hav often kissed.
MISS BRoWN: "Why, what's the matter, Mr.
to be "unessential," or else not to belong to true
Pa.nlns; yon look fatigued-hard work?'' Mr. "Farewell! I'm going," he wildly cried,
Christianity. Everything is abandoned but nat-.
As he trembled With agitation;
Panlns: "No, not exactly; but I went to chnroh
ural morality, and still men call themselvs Christhree times last Sunday-at different churches- " Yon hav made a. mistake,'' the maid replied,
tians and support the system which has no excuse
" Pray wait for an explanation.
and •twas the same old thing at all three." M1ss
for continuance unless miracle and revelation are'
Brown : " Why don't yon come over to our church 1 " To-morrow,'' she said, as she held him fast,
facts. When Rationalists see the duty of consistWe hav good music, comfortable pews, and not
"Is election day in this city,
ency, they will cease to uphold a. system which has
one word about • Robert Elsmere."'"
no logical existence apart from snperna.tnra.lism;,
And so I was thinking how I should uaat
-Robe1·t o. Aaams.
My vote for school committee."
"HAv yon read' Robert-?"' Stop I
In mercy spare me, just this"time,
THE faith of the modern world is only an oatenAsk if I've committed any crime
How changed the scene in the parlor there,
sib!• faith, a. faith which does not beJ.i.eve that
Since last we met-if all are well
As the golden hours are fleeting I
which it fancies it believes, and is only an unde.A:t home-speak of the rainy spell,
Two forms in a single rocking-chair,
cided, pnsilla.iumons unbelief. Christianity has in
Election frauds, Lord Sackville's woeTwo hearts that as one are beating.
fact long vamshed, not only from the reason but·
" Progressiv schemes," perhaps, but, oh I
-Boston Courier,
from the life of ma.nkind.-Feuerbach,.
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